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PREFACE.

This Dictionary is one of the numerous works prepared under the auspices of the

Honourable the East-India Company, for the use of their servants in the East. Being

intended for the ordinary business of life, its highest aim is practical utility; and in this

point of view it is hoped that it will not be found deficient in comparison with other

works of a similar nature. The wants of the student in the Bengali language are those

that have been first considered ; and every endeavour has been used to render this at

once more elementary and detailed than any other Bengali dictionary hitherto published
;

the compiler's great object having been to adapt it to the use of the beginner, though

he trusts it will also prove accurate and critical for the accomplished student.

Two different styles of writing prevail in all the languages of India. The first, which

is popular, and may be termed colloquial, is, like the French and other dialects de-

rived from the Latin, limited in its extent. The other, on the contrary, borrows freely,

at the will of the writer, from the Sanskrit ; and this to such a degree, that, but for the

inflections of the verbs and nouns, it might be considered as the latter nearly unaltered.

Owing to this peculiarity it is indispensable that every dictionary of a Hindu dialect

should contain, not only what is purely colloquial, but likewise such erudite and scien-

tific terms as learned or pedantic writers may think fit to adopt. It will hence be

perceived what are the difficulties attending such a compilation as the present, for the

complete execution of which a considerable knowledge of the Sanskrit language is

evidently indispensable. Without this advantage a compiler will be unaware of many
terms which are actually in use ; and will be wholly incompetent to select, from the

inexhaustible stores of that language, such words and phrases as are most likely to be

employed by a writer of any pretension to learning. If, therefore, the corrupt terms

employed in the colloquial dialect were withdrawn from such a work, it is clear that

the remainder would prove a very serviceable Sanskrit dictionary for those commencing

the study of that language.

To secure that purpose in the most effectual manner, all the terms occurring in the

Amara-Kosha, with large additions derived from other sources; have been incorporated

in this work. It contains not only such words as were supplied by the compiler's pri-
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vate reading, but such also as are furnished by the Asiatic Researches, the Transactions

of the Royal Asiatic Society, the masterly productions of Mr. H. T. Colebrooke, and

the learned works of Professor Bopp, of Berlin. From these various sources more than

forty thousand terms have been selected and explained. Hence, perhaps, many words

connected with science and religion, which have moreover the advantage of an exact

reference to the sources from which they are taken, will be found in this work, that are

not to be met with even in the enlarged edition of Professor Wilson's valuable Sanskrit

Dictionary ; and the list of the authorities will shew that some pains have been taken

to include in the present work all the information on the subject which could be ob-

tained at the time it was sent to press.

So large a mass of Sanskrit words having been thus brought together, it appeared to

the compiler that, though the genders are but rarely required in Bengali, their insertion

would be neither useless nor superfluous. In a grammatical point of view, they

are highly important for the student of Bengali in the higher style of compositions,

who thus becomes acquainted with the etymology and purity of the language ; and

the Dictionary is by this means rendered equally available to the Sanskrit student.

It was likewise hoped that, by shewing the Bengali student, who had made much
progress in the language, what an extensive basis he had laid for the acquisition of

the Sanskrit, he might be encouraged to extend his studies to that interesting and

primeval tongue. For these reasons, the gender of every pure Sanskrit word has

been inserted ; and keeping in mind the same principle, all the roots of the Sanskrit

language have been given in alphabetical order, including their compounds formed

by the addition of prepositions, and specifying the voices, common or proper, in which

they are used. Nearly all the distinctive terminations occurring in Sanskrit and

Bengali are also given. Those of the former language have the advantage of exact

references to the excellent grammar of Sir Charles Wilkins. And that nothing might

be wanting to make the work as extensively useful as possible, an Index has been pre-

pared with considerable care, containing about thirty thousand references to the most po-

pular senses of the words of both languages. As all these terms are admissible into the

Bengali language, this Index will doubtlessly prove highly serviceable to the student,

and supply the place of a reversed dictionary ; while it cannot but be of great use to

the Sanskrit scholar, who has here, for the first time, a copious list of popular and pure

Sanskrit words, carefully distinguished from such terms as are only employed in the

Bengali dialect. The man of science, likewise, will be gratified by finding a reference

to all the words relating to botany, &c.

On the grounds here stated, the present work may be found useful, as a book of

reference, even to professed scholars, on account of the mathematical, philosophical,

botanical, and other scientific terms which it contains. But it must not be supposed
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that it is only when authors' names are expressly quoted that their works have been

consulted. To the labours of Sir Charles Wilkins, Mr. Colebrooke, Professor Wilson,

Dr. Carey, Professor Bopp, &c. this work is under continual obligations, even when no

allusion is made to their works. Their names have been given only where the article

was altogether borrowed from one or more of them, or when the information rested

solely on their authority; and the author has to regret that the second edition of

Professor Wilson's Sanskrit Dictionary did not reach this country before the printing of

his own was nearly concluded.

Having thus explained the general objects and contents of his work, it remains for

the author to acknowledge how much he owes to the kind assistance of his friends. To

Mr. John Shakespear, who read over nearly the whole of the sheets as they passed

through the press, he is indebted for the detection of some verbal inaccuracies which

might possibly have embarrassed beginners. Mr. Felix Seddon, Professor of Oriental

Languages in King's College, London, who possesses so extensive and practical an

acquaintance with the native dialects spoken in Bengal and the adjoining provinces,

had the kindness to mark the most useful popular words referred to in the Index : and

Dr. Rosen, formerly Oriental Professor in the London University, demands the author's

particular acknowledgments for the unremitting pains bestowed by him upon the work

from its commencement to its termination ; nor indeed without his most valuable as-

sistance could the author, from the state of his health, have hoped to carry it through

the press. To his friend Sir Charles Wilkins thanks are due for the loan of three MS.
lists of words collected during the course of that distinguished scholar's studies while

resident in Bengal. With all these advantages, it is not perhaps unreasonable to anti-

cipate that the work will be found worthy of the patronage of the enlightened body at

whose expense it has been published.

In assigning etymologies, the proximate source has always been given, but, to avoid

repetition, without the corresponding English term, which must be sought in its proper

place in the Dictionary. When any doubt existed as to the origin of Sanskrit words

formed by means of the Unadi and other suffixes, they were omitted. The same

rule has been followed with regard to other etymologies that appeared fanciful ; but

when there was any probability in their favour, they were inserted with a note of

interrogation.

The author having avoided on principle the introduction of any of his own views

which have not yet received general assent, has strictly adhered to the opinions of his

authorities. What he has said, indeed, in his Bengali Grammar on the subject of the

Prepositions, has received the approbation of some distinguished scholars ; but still he

conceives that till his views have been generally adopted he would hardly be justified

in giving them an exclusive preference. At the same time, to afford the scholar an

b 2
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opportunity of making his choice, he has given his own ideas on the subject in a separate

form. It appeared to him that the Prepositions in the Sanskrit language have such

peculiar powers as to render them worthy of an investigation conducted on philosophical

and philological principles.

Words often occur that may be equally claimed as belonging both to the Bengali and

Hindustani languages. In such cases, as a general but not invariable rule, the Hin-

dustani form will be found given as the original.

The orthography of Bengali words is not always fixed by custom ; and the three

letters *1
,
^T, and ^ are used at pleasure for each other, particularly by popular writers.

The student must therefore be prepared to refer to the other two letters, when he

does not find a word for which he is seeking under the first. Similar difficulties

will occasionally occur in other words, particularly when they are adopted from

the Arabic, Persian, or Hindustani ; but a little use will produce facility in discover-

ing them.

The proper form of the Bengali verb corresponding to the English infinitive, is, in

this Dictionary, given for the first time. Thus is given as to do ; and not <^°l

which is the verbal noun, and means the doing. Much space has been saved by inserting

and >§ the signs of the abstract noun, immediately after the concrete noun or

adjective ; e. g.

^itsSfeJ (mfn. ^ST+^I) Not good, not auspicious, not salutary. —v3l (/.) or —^ (ra.) Badness,

inauspiciousness.

Here the hyphen before 31 and % shews that either of these terminations may be

joined to the adjective and thus form the abstract nouns ^^Ssjl (/.) and

Sanskrit roots with the anubandha 3 in the native lists, are in this Dictionary written

without the virama under the final consonant : e. g. R. ^1°*!
.

The Bengali alphabet makes use of the letter <T to express the sound of the two

Devanagari characters W and W indiscriminately. In order to obviate the inconve-

nience which might hence have arisen to the Sanskrit student in consulting the present

work, an asterisk has been prefixed, under the letter to those Sanskrit words

which, in the Amara-Kosha of Mr. Colebrooke and in Professor Wilson's Sanskrit

Dictionary, are written with an initial W . If < occurs in the middle of a derivative

or compound word, the etymological analysis will, in almost every instance, be

sufficient to determine whether that letter is the representative of the Sanskrit 33 or of

3"
. In cases where 3 is immediately preceded by a mute m, care has moreover been

taken to express the latter sound by ^, if the Bengali 3 stands for the labial con-

sonant W , and by anuswara whenever it represents the semivowel : an orthographic

distinction which is left to the option of the writer by the native grammarians. Those
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Sanskrit roots which are in the most approved dhdtupdtas or lists written with a final

^ are accordingly here enumerated.

3^, ft<> ^> ?j£S£^^^ *J& T^t,

fl, vS^, fli^ 3*, ffe ^ *^ ^
^Kf^t ^t(^). ^> 'VL ^ *tC ^
Of these only the roots $^ (fff$&^ " To kiss," and *^E3) * To hang

from," are of common use as verbs*

The list of errata has been prepared with care. The head of the letter f"is in some

instances broken in the course of printing ; but the shape and length of the remaining

portion will sufficiently distinguish it from t

.

The Index must be considered as the best authority for the correct orthography of

the Linnsean names of plants. Even Mr. Colebrooke occasionally deviates from the

writers at home.

The system of orthography for the spelling of Indian terms is very nearly that of

Sir William Jones ; the chief difference consisting in the substitution of k for c in

expressing the sound of <F and *U , and in omitting all accents except upon the long

vowels ; viz. a, i, u, ri, and Iri.

A List of the Works consulted during the compilation of this Dictionary.

Colebrooke's Amera-Cosha. Serampore, 1808. 4to.

Wilson s Sanscrit Dictionary. The first edition. Calcutta, 1819. 4to.

Carey's Dictionary of the Bengalee Language. 3 vols. 4to. Serampore, 1825.

A Dictionary of the Bengalee Language, abridged (by Mr. John C. Marshman) from Dr. Carey's

4to. edition. Serampore, 1827. 8vo.

H. P. Forster's Bongalee Vocabulary. 2 vols. 4to. Calcutta, 1799.

Mohun Persaud Takoor's Bengalee Vocabulary. Calcutta, 1810. 8vo.

W. Morton's Dictionary of the Bengali Language. Calcutta, 1828. 8vo.

A Dictionary in Bengalee and English, by Tarachand Chuhruburtee. Calcutta, 1827. small 8vo.

Bopp's Glossarium Sanscritum. Berlin, 1830. small 4to.

Rosens Radices Sanscritse. Berlin, 1827. 8vo.

Three manuscript lists of Sanskrit words compiled by Sir Charles Wilkins.
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Sir Charles Wilkins' Grammar of the Sanskrita Language. London, 1808. 4to.

Colebrooke's Grammar of the Sanscrit Language. Calcutta, 1805. folio.

Yates' Grammar of the Sunscrit Language. Calcutta, 1820. 8vo.

Hunter's Hindustani Dictionary. Calcutta, 1808. 2 vols. 4to.

Shakespear's Hindustani Dictionary, the second edition. London, 1820. 4to.

Richardson's Persian, Arabic, and English Dictionary, by Francis Johnson. London, 1829. 4to.

The Author's Rudiments of Bengali Grammar. London, 1821. 4to.

The Author's Glossary, Bengali and English. London, 1825. 4to.

Colebrooke's Algebra, &c. from the Sanscrit. London, 1817. 4to.

Colebrooke's Two Treatises on the Hindu Law of Inheritance. Calcutta, 1810. 4to.

The Asiatic Researches. Calcutta, 1799, &c. 4to.

The Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland : vols. 1 and 2

London, 1824-1831. 4to.

The Institutes of Manu.

The Kala-Sankalita.

Hortus Bengalensis. Serampore, 1814. 8vo.

Sabda-Sindhu (a Sanskrit vocabulary, containing the words of the Amara-Kosha alphabetically

arranged, and explained in Bengali). Calcutta, 1808. 8vo.

Popular Works, such as

—

Krishna Chandra,

Tota Itihasa,

Lippi Mala,

Batris Singhasan,

Purusha Parikhya, &c.



A

SHORT INQUIRY
INTO THE

NATURE OF LANGUAGE,
WITH A VIEW TO

ASCERTAIN THE ORIGINAL MEANINGS OF THE SANSKRIT PREPOSITIONS.

INTRODUCTION.

In every inquiry which we make into the nature of language, we are bound to ascertain its relation

to the other phenomena of nature, and to consider it as something more than a detached and subser-

vient instrument of thought. When we examine language with care, it seems almost as mysterious as

every thing else which surrounds us. We are apt to think that those things with which we are

familiarised from childhood possess nothing either profound or perplexing. When, however, we inquire

into the remote principles of language, we find that it shares in the mystery and obscurity in which all

the phenomena of nature are involved.

When language began to be employed by man, he was not yet aware of the relation in which he

stood to the rest of nature ; nor did he know that he was himself formed and directed by laws that

rendered him subservient to the circumstances by which he was surrounded, and to which his own

nature bore a close analogy. But when we investigate language, and rise from effects to causes, we

are compelled to feel that man was merely a passive instrument, if not in its formation, at least in

its improvement ; and we acquire the conviction that we must thoroughly comprehend the nature of

this first offspring of the human mind, before we can hope to arrive at any legitimate conclusion as to

the laws that regulate the phenomena of mind itself. But if language has its basis in the principles of

nature, we must not forget that its perfection is the result of Progression, which is likewise the

foundation of all improvement.

Man in the infancy of society, himself a mere infant in thought, was impelled by the pressure of

his wants to the formation of a medium by which he might communicate with his own kind. The
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puppet of Nature, he was led by her to the formation of an instrument that has enabled him, by

affixing names to his ideas, to turn general sentiments, which alone he could otherwise have felt, into

individual thoughts. His mind being a sort of mirror that reflected every thing he felt and saw, he was

driven by the principles implanted in his nature to the use of articulate sounds, with which as with

colours he painted his own perceptions.

That language adapted itself in its infancy merely to represent the physical phenomena of nature

will be evident by an analysis of its parts. All things material were designated by the Noun, while

the motions of these objects were indicated by the Verb in its simplest form. Such was the first step

in language. The next was to invent words that should limit and define the points to which the motion

implied by the verb tended, and thence resulted the Preposition ; and it will be found that every

subject may be conveyed intelligibly, though with some tautology, by these three parts of speech, and

they consequently constitute the foundation of language. To express the physical qualities of the noun,

it was only necessary to join to it some other noun which possessed in a prominent degree the quality

which it was wished to attribute to it. Thus to express the different colours, such as green, red, white,

&c. the names for grass, rose, snow, &c. or some other objects with the same striking qualities, were

employed ; so also the name for a lion, a fox, an ass, &c. served to designate the qualities of courage,

cunning, stupidity, &c. ; and these became the first Adjectives.*' The Adverb was employed instead

of a whole phrase to complete some accessory idea of the verb, such as the nature, manner, quality,

or intensity of its motion or action. From this it is evident that the adjective defined the noun in

the same way as the adverb did the verb. The junction of one thing with another was intimated by

the Conjunction. The Pronouns for I and thou must have been of the earliest invention in language,

as they represented the speaker and the person spoken to, perhaps even before either had a name.

The Interjection was employed to rouse the attention of another, or to mark the excitement felt by

the person employing it. The Article (derived from the demonstrative pronoun) was the last improve-

ment of speech, and is only found in those languages which have advanced to their utmost perfection

of form.

But if we are anxious to push our enquiries to the utmost limits of human investigation, we shall find

a reason for the uniform and universal laws that govern the philosophy of language in every varied con-

dition and peculiarity of the human race. It must be evident that speech was either conferred upon

man at his creation, or arose imperceptibly as it was required by his wants. If the first, we must

* It was owing to his having considered the abstract nature of qualities, that Adatn Smith was led into

the error of supposing that adjectives must have cost a great effort to the human mind in their invention.

The nature of qualities is of very difficult conception ; but their designation by an adjective, it will be seen,

was very easy.
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suppose it was once perfectly adapted to nature and to the social and intellectual relations in which he

was to stand to his fellow man. But if it arose gradually, it was called into existence by the exigencies

of his situation and the circumstances by which he was surrounded ; and in either case it must be

considered as the reflex of his sensations and perceptions, and consequently will be in exact relation to

the general laws of nature. It is on this account that the Noun and Verb had each its archetype in

matter and motion; and the Preposition that marked local relation, and the Termination or

Auxiliary that denoted the tenses of the verb, had each its original in space and time long anterior

to the appearance of man on the earth. Language is thus forced to adapt itself to an abstract model

that eludes all investigation. Space and Time being the mere concomitants of matter and motion, and

having therefore a relative and not an absolute existence, language will be often found to notice them

only by implication;* and this might be adduced as a further proof of the dependence of language on

those remote principles of nature, which influence the mind of man without his being conscious of

their agency.

It is owing to this plastic influence exerted over language and the imitative tendency of the mind, as

well as the analogies to which it has recourse in all its deficiencies, that words which were originally

participles or adjectives are employed permanently as nouns ; and that nouns themselves acquire the

force and nature of verbs or prepositions, and are classed, unconsciously by the mind, with those parts

of speech to which they have, by a new use, acquired an affinity. And in the same way that such

new words become either nouns, verbs, &c. so did the first primitive sounds conform to that abstract

model which existed before either words or man, and which language adapted itself to delineate, and

has, as it were, reproduced or reflected with considerable accuracy and fidelity. Hence, whatever may

be the etymological sense of Nouns, Verbs, and Prepositions, they must ultimately represent the various

modifications of Matter and Motion, Time and Space : for language would be a mere jumble of sounds,

barely sufficient to indicate the more pressing wants and sentiments of our nature, if it had not had

some guiding principles to which it originally conformed.

In consequence of the connection existing between the elementary principles of nature, and to which

language unconsciously conforms, every investigation respecting the Noun, Verb, and Prepositionf must

* It may be seen that language often only notices them by implication ; for when we say he walked to

town, both space and time are implied ; and when we say the bird Jlew over the field, though space is

expressed by the preposition over, still the verb to fly implies both space and time; for all motion must be

through space and in time. But independently of the different tenses which specifically mark time, and the

prepositions which designate the different relations of space, language necessarily comprehends one or other

of these two categories in every primitive word ; e. g. a house must exist both in space and time.

+ Though the Preposition only marks local relation, it can in no way be omitted in an investigation into

c the
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be conducted with a due consideration of their mutual dependence. To consider anyone ofthem without

reference to the other two must lead to a partial, limited, and unsatisfactory result. These three parts

of speech, therefore, being the mutual complements of one another, the truth can be alone elicited by

considering them together. If it is conceded that Prepositions originally implied local relations, and

the position seems hardly possible to be denied, Verbs must then be allowed to denote the different kinds

of physical motion produced by the objects represented by Nouns. Hence there is an indissoluble

connection existing between Nouns, Verbs, and Prepositions.

Such is the nature of the first or primitive state of language ; but it deposes this physical character as

soon as it is employed to represent those abstract relations, which, in proportion to the extent and accuracy

with which they are comprehended by any individual, raise him, in the scale of reason, almost as much

above the rest of mankind, as man is elevated above the brute.

OF THE NOUN.

Nouns may be divided into two classes, that is to say into concrete and abstract.

Concrete Nouns are the names of such things as are perceived by the organs of sense, such as a

house, a man, a tree, &c. As a further example, by the ear we perceive a sound, by the eye a colour,

by the nose a scent, by the palate a taste, and by the skin or touch the air ; not one of which could

we have discovered by any other organ than that which makes them respectively known to us. Concrete

Nouns, therefore, are the names of things made known by the senses.

Abstract Nouns are the names of mental perceptions, whether they relate to actions, acts, results,

states, modes, relations, powers, qualities, numbers, degrees, sensations, or passions.* Abstract Nouns,

therefore, are the names of such things as are perceptible only to the mind. It will be evident that

language to be definite, and therefore perfect, ought to have a precise and distinct termination for each

class of abstract words. Such a provision would be of wonderful aid to abstract speculation, and

the basis of language, as the motions of all things in nature have their limits, which are alone defined by

this part of speech; and it is as necessary to the Verb as those terminations or auxiliaries which mark time

past, present, or future. It is on this account that it is almost invariably found compounded with it, as in

Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, or put immediately after it, as in English.

Examples : The action of striking, running, &c. produces the acts called a stroke, a run, &c. ; so

the action of bearing produces the result called a birth. The state of sleeping results in sleep,

and of dying in death. The term result is of indispensable use : for instance, a birth is not an act ; and the

Sanskrit language has a particular form for this class of abstract ideas. Such words are usually formed

by the termination f3 ti, e. g. ^f^ kriti, a make. See Sir Charles Wilkins' Grammar, Rule 830.
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relieves the mind from much unnecessary labour, as it places the conceptions of the writer in the exact

light in which they are intended by him. Any one who will take the trouble of analysing the variety

of senses in which the word vision is employed in the English language, or still more particularly the

word motion, will see that the sense in which these words may be employed by a writer or speaker, can

alone be discovered by a painful application of thought. In the same way the French have only one

word for conscience and consciousness, which must often be the cause of obscurity. The Sanskrit and

Latin are both particularly rich in such distinct forms ; but some confusion is occasionally observable in

both these languages (though less in the former than in the latter) owing to the terminations having

been improperly added by careless or illogical thinkers. For this, however, every allowance is necessary

as mental perceptions do so closely approximate to one another, that it is frequently very difficult to

discriminate to which class they properly belong ; and indeed, in some instances, the same idea may be

referred to more than one class, and some of the classes likewise would admit of subdivision.

A complete classification of the distinct perceptions of the mind is a great desideratum towards a

perfect analysis of thought. Were a philosophic language ever to be invented this enquiry would be a

preliminary step of indispensable necessity ; as well as that of determining the distinct local relations

for which prepositions ought to be used, and by limiting each to one definite sense, to prevent all chance

of confusion and misconception.*

* A systematic classification, such as is here contemplated, Mould be of great value in forming the mind

for metaphysical inquiries. An analysis of any process of reasoning, carried on with a reference to its

distinctions, would afford the student a safe clue in many of the intricacies of thought in which he is often

bewildered ; and would give a clearness, and a consequent conviction of abstract truth, which the mind

in vain seeks for when left to its own intuitive powers. Such an artificial aid would lead to the instant

detection of sophistry in abstract speculations ; for without a clear conception of the distinct differences of

abstract words there can be no certainty in our conclusions. The employment of such a system of analysis

would be an excellent conclusion to ordinary grammar, and might be termed abstract or transcendental

grammar. Matters of feeling and opinion cannot from their nature admit of demonstration ; but abstract

questions, if the terms were properly defined, and the class of ideas to which thejj relate distinctly kept in

view, ought to be as capable of proof as the things from which they are abstracted. Of the importance of

always attending to the class of ideas to which any word belongs, every reasoning mind will be fully con-

vinced by a little reflection. For instance, philosophers may be asked when they speak of the 'propagation of

motion,' do they mean change ofplace or the something ponderable or imponderable that produces such an

appearance? If the former, the word is clearly an abstract noun; but if the latter, it is a concrete noun,

and refers to a different class of ideas, and must consequently give rise to perfectly different conclusions in

any process of reasoning.
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The noun of itself, without some verb being expressed or understood, cannot form a rational expres-

sion ; it is on this account that, though the noun may seem the most obvious part of speech, yet still its

precise meaning can be understood only by a reference to a verb ; it being by means of this part of

speech that all the operations of indicating, comparing, and reasoning are performed and determined.

Hence there is an obvious necessity for bearing in mind the reciprocal influence of Noun and Verb, and

also, as has been already shewn, of the Preposition, in every investigation into the nature of any one of

these three fundamental parts of speech.

OF THE VERB.

The following sketch of the verb in its different voices or states has been written in a concise way, to

explain its real nature to the enquiring student.*

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

In the infancy of language the verb merely denoted the modes of motion peculiar to the simplest

objects of nature, as to fly, to run, to strike, &c, but in process of time, as language became perfect,

the verb adapted itself to the expression of every want of the human mind, and in this state it is con-

sidered as denoting action, being, or suffering. But it is solely by a metaphorical use that language is

fitted for describing abstract ideas, and for this purpose the verb divests itself of its essential attribute,

which is motion in a physical sense.

In all inquiries into language, the origin and formation of the verb has ever been deemed a subject of

the highest interest. Either the first primitive language consisted simply of Substantives, which were

insensibly moulded into Verbs and Prepositions, or the whole three sprang almost simultaneously into

existence ; but whether they are words originally and especially invented to mark motion, or have been

adapted by degrees to this end, they at last acquire the same nature as if they had been specially formed

for the purpose.

DEFINITIONS.

When any sort of motion is expressed to be going on independent of the will of the agent, as, the

wood burns, the verb is termed neuter ; but the neuter state is in the agent, and not in the verb, which

only conforms to the state of the noun.

These observations on Verbs and Prepositions are extracted from the Author's Bengali Grammar.
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If a verb denotes any particular kind of motion depending, or conceived to depend on the will of the

agent, it is Active but intransitive ; that is, it implies voluntary motion, which is commonly called Action,

as, he runs, &c. ; and when the motion passes on to an object on which it reposes, it is Active and

Transitive, as, he strikes the child.

Again, where motion is communicated from one agent to another, the verb expressive of the motion is

termed Causal ; as he caused the horse to gallop ; but the Cause exists in the first agent ; the second is

the Instrument ; and the action of the verb remains unaltered in nature, but is marked in all languages

by some modification in the sound of the word, as <^I<C\3 {karite) to make, <£^"T^Cvj (karaite), to

cause to make, in Bengali
;

or, as in our own language, by compounding a verb implying agency with

any infinitive expressive of the particular motion to be produced.

When an object is affected by any action in which it has no agency, and is put in the nominative

case, the Verb expressive of the action is termed Passive ; but the passion or suffering is in the object and

not in the Verb; and in some languages this peculiar use of the Verb is simply marked by a modification

of the Verb itself, as amo, I love, amor, I am loved, in Latin ; and Jsj (katala), he slew, and J^Ji

Qcutila), he was slain, in Arabic.

In our own, and in most derivative languages, the passive sense is conveyed by an attributive ex-

pressive of past time, i. e. by a passive participle, and the affirmation of the different times is expressed

by an auxiliary verb.

The verb is termed Impersonal when it denotes any particular mode of motion resulting from the

spontaneous operations of nature, as it rains; or from the fitness of things, as it behoves me to go.

Hence Nature and Necessity are the real nominatives to such verbs.

It thus appears that the Verb, whether we term it Neuter, Intransitive, Transitive, Causal, Passive,

or Impersonal, was equally simple in its origin ; and that it is essentially the same in whatever voice it

is used. The particular action, state, or passion it is supposed to imply, exists only in the agent or

object, and not in itself. Still in almost all languages the sound of the verb is found modified to mark

the voice in which it is used, though it is occasionally to be met with unaltered in sound, whether em-

ployed in a transitive, intransitive, or neuter sense. Our own words to bear, to burn, to feel, &c.

shew that this may be done without any misconception.

From the foregoing remarks on the nature of the verb, it results, that Motion is its essential attri-

bute ; and that those who hold it to be a mere connective, have not, perhaps, sufficiently considered

its origin ; and have been led to observe its apparent use, which is often metaphorical, rather than its

essential quality, which indicates different kinds of motion. But even when it is considered as a mere

connective, it would be more correct to call it an affirmative.

It would seem that the real cause why the nature of the verb has been so much controverted, has

simply arisen from the veiy partial and unconnected view which has been taken of it in every research
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into language. It is only by considering it with reference to the Noun and the Preposition, which are

its natural complements, that we can arrive at any just ideas upon the subject. But viewed in con-

nection with these, its real nature becomes obvious. (See the remarks on the Prepositions.)

After use had fixed the first forms of the verb, the rest were easily brought into existence by that love

of analogy which is inseparably connected with the nature of the human mind. In our own language

we can by convention form any number of verbs from nouns or adjectives. Thus we have made to shoe,

to salt, to better, to blacken, &.c, a peculiarity that tends to a singular conciseness and precision of

expression.

These remarks on the Verb have been hazarded under the hope of putting the matter in a clear and

consistent light to the learner ; for the Verb is the very life of language ; the Noun is what it describes,

and the Preposition, when requisite, defines the direction of its motion or action. Hence these three

are the basis of all language, and must be employed or understood in almost every proposition ; but the

other parts of speech may be either expressed by a circumlocution, or even altogether rejected.

OF VOICES.

As it often becomes a matter of difficulty to ascertain the exact Voice to which a verb belongs, the

following remarks, in addition to what has been just said, are added, with a view of putting the subject in

a clear light.*

It is to be remarked, that in Sanskrit the fourth conjugation contains the great body of the neuter

verbs, while at the same time it is that which in its middle voice is identical, in form, with the passive.

The object is now to shew, that whatever purpose is effected by the letter ^ ya, which is the distinctive

sign of the passive voice, is equally accomplished by the same letter for the fourth conjugation. In all

languages there is an affinity between passive and neuter verbs, and there are some verbs that might be

almost indifferently classed under the passive or neuter voice : such instances frequently occur in Manu,

the elucidation of which has led me to treat the subject at length.

The verb jayate, lie is born, is classed by the Sanskrit grammarians in the fourth conju-

gation, though, had they ranged it with the passive verbs, it would not have been changed in the

slightest degree in form. That they have not done so shews the correctness of their notions of

grammar. Dr. Johnson, in his Dictionary of the English Language, states that the verb to be born is

neuter-passive. The verb is originally passive, for when all its parts are supplied, it means to be borne

by a mother; but in its popular and elliptical use, being employed without any reference to its agent,

as when we say, he was born last year, it becomes truly a neuter verb, for it then merely affirms the

* These remarks on the voices of verbs are extracted from the Author's edition of the Institutes ofManu,

Vol. I. p. 329.
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first appearance of a child in the world. The verb nascor, in Latin, may be contested as belonging to

the passive by its form, and to the neuter by its use ; for it answers the conditions of a deponent verb,

which requires a passive form without a passive signification. The French derivative of nascor, i. e.

naitre, is laid down to be neuter in the dictionary of the French Academy. In Hindustani the passive

and some other verbs are conjugated with \>\s>-jana, to go, and none but neuter ones with Oyi> hand, to

be; and in that language to be born is \xj paidd hon'a, and therefore neuter. Thus we see that

we have the analogy of language for considering to be born as neuter by its use, whatever may be the

conclusion we come to by a reference to its derivation.

Perhaps the following reason for the solution of the equivocal nature of some neuter verbs may be of

service, as affording a clue for determining their classification, and to shew why there is that similarity

between the fourth conjugation and the passive voice in Sanskrit ; and between all neuter and passive

verbs.

The Subject both in the passive and neuter voice has no will or choice in the action implied by the

verb : thus, in the sentence he dies, the subject is affected by a state over which he has no control

and which he would resist if he could ; and in that of he is killed, he suffers from an action he

cannot avoid. In both these instances the subject is exposed to but one result, independent of his

will ; the having or not having which, constitutes the real distinction in all animal sufferings and actions.

It is on this account, I conceive, that there is such a similarity between the fourth conjugation and the

passive voice, for whether the subject of the verb be exposed to a state, or to an action, which he cannot

avoid, he must be the object. If a conjecture might be offered as to the sense of the increment ^ ya,

which is the distinctive sign of both the passive and the fourth conjugation, I would say, that it is con-

nected with "STi ya or ^ i, go, and that it fills the same office in Sanskrit which is done by the deri-

vative jdnd, to go, in Hindustani and the other dialects.

To define the difference in doubtful cases between a neuter and a passive verb, we have therefore

only to consider whether the subject suffers from a state or an action; that is, whether there is the

agency of natural causes, or of an individual, in producing the effect implied by the verb.

But if it be necessary, on the one hand, to distinguish accurately between the passive and the neuter,

it is equally important to discriminate between the neuter and the intransitive verb, in nice and doubtful

cases ; for the neuter verb holds an intermediate place between the passive and the intransitive : and

here again the same test will give us the true definition
;
namely, if the action implied by the verb de-

pends upon its subject, we may be certain it is not neuter, and that the verb is consequently either

transitive or intransitive. Had a rule of this kind, which would afford a logical arrangement, been

kept in view, we should not have our grammarians differing about the nature of neuter verbs. That

they have been much perplexed by making distinctions upon imperfect grounds of judgment, may be

seen by referring to Mr. Lindley Murray's English Grammar, on the Verb. The presence or absence

of volition in the nominative can alone enable us to determine the nature of the verb, and consequently
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by that test are we to be guided whether the nominative is the agent or the object. Upon this view of

the matter I have arranged the different verbs as follows : and have given examples, lest any doubt

should arise as to their classification.

VOLUNTARY.

as He runs, stands, sits.

— He kills, strikes, Sfc.

— He kills, Sfc. (himself).

— He causes to kill, strike, Sec.

The f Intransitive,

Nominative) Transitive,

Reflective, •

> Causal,

The

AGENT.

INVOLUNTARY.

as It rains, thunders, snows, Sfc.

— He dies, sleeps, drowns, Sfc.

— He is killed, struck, Sfc.

I- Causal Passive, — He is caused to be killed, Sfc.

The rlmpersonal,

Nominative) Neuter,

the
J
Passive,

OBJECT.

OF PREPOSITIONS.

The various local relations of objects are denoted by Prepositions ; but though all languages do

not in every case make use of the same relations, yet there are some primary ones that are common to

all, as up, down ; in, out, &c. As those persons who have not analysed language may find it difficult

to attach a definite idea to the words local relation, it may be rendered more intelligible by saying, it

is that idea which results from the mind contrasting together two things with reference to their mutual

position : thus the sky is above the earth ; above therefore implies the relation between sky and earth

;

but by altering our point of view we may say, the earth is beneath the sky; beneath therefore implies

the relation between earth and sky. It is therefore evident that they were the first abstract words

possessed by language.

The Noun is the name of a thing ; the Verb describes its mode of motion or action ; and the Pre-

position defines the direction of that motion ; that is, whether it is to, from, by, against, under, over,

&c. any given object. Hence its primary sense is that of local relation.

Thus Prepositions were originally employed to define the relative situations of the different objects

of nature, which were of course, in the infancy of society, the first things that required the employ-

ment of speech. But in proportion as the impressions received through the senses began to be com-

pared and comprehended, the operations of the intellect were developed, and almost imperceptibly, a
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new application of language was required to express the various relations of abstract ideas. And

though there may seem to be no necessary connection between abstract notions and the relations of

material things
;

yet, as the comprehension of the former gradually arises out of the consideration

of the modes of material existence, so this first and simple language, which had resulted from the

necessity of describing whatever came within the scope of the senses, was at last employed to denote

the abstract conceptions of the mind ; because it afforded a natural analogy, and saved the trouble

of a new, and perhaps impossible, convention. Hence it must be purely metaphorical, as often as it

is employed in the description of mental perceptions.

The obvious distinction between language which had been invented to describe natural objects, and

its figurative application to denote abstract ideas, must never be lost sight of in practice. For, when

Prepositions are employed for the purposes for which they were invented, they mark the relations

of local position
;

as, " The bird flew to, above, before, behind, &c. the tree." But when the same

Prepositions are borrowed by a figurative use to express abstract conceptions
;

as, " Fancy triumphs

over reason," or " The mind revolts against oppression," they imply nothing more than a mere mental

contrast ; and by convention we agree to think that what we assimilate in our minds to above and

before, &c. is better than what we designate by below and behind, &c. though there can be neither up

nor down, before nor after, in what is purely mental.

From what has been remarked above, it will be evident that Prepositions were, in the origin of

language, almost as indispensable as verbs ; for without their aid few verbs could convey a definite

idea, as the Prepositions alone denote the direction of the action of the verb. Perhaps they had

been more properly termed directives, definitives, or limitatives than Prepositions. (See the Remarks

on the Verb.)

In the foregoing concise view of the nature of Prepositions, it is not pretended to give a decided

opinion how they have come into their present form and use in the Sanskrit language, but merely to

say that the closest and most impartial consideration bestowed on the subject confirms the belief

already expressed, that as they are the natural complement of the noun and verb, whether they are

primitive words or are employed in a figurative sense, they at last express but one distinct relation,

which is in its primary use a local one, and implies either up or down, in or out, &c. A reference to

some words employed in the Bengali, Hindustani, and other dialects springing from the Sanskrit, is

of great value in elucidating the manner in which such words are divested of their original nature, and

restricted to a given use. The word samipa originally meant, as is clear by its etymology, in

the vicinity of water* but it is now used for in the vicinity or near generally. So the Bengali par-

* 3PTt°
, Manu ii, 104. This etymology of the word ^T5^ is supported by Sanskrit

grammarians: see Sir Charles Wilkins' Gram., Rule 1177.

d
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ticiple ^A£3 ho'ite, being, as a preposition implies from. In Hindustani pas, near, is a corruption

of the Sanskrit form parswe, in the side; and men, in, seems to be derived from the

Sanskrit madhye, in the middle. These instances, which we can still trace to the original

language, are sufficient to shew how words totally different in their nature may come at last to imply

but one relation ; and to this state they are brought by the very nature of the human mind, and those

external causes that control and force language into such special classes, as Noun, Verb, and Pre-

position. The strongest reason that could be assigned for the primitive nature of Sanskrit Prepositions

is the fact of their being often the shortest words in the language, and being incapable of decompo-

sition or analysis except in the instance of the word It ought not likewise to be forgotten that

the inseparable Prepositions, being compounded with verbs and nouns, have been preserved by this

union from the corruptions and changes which would have affected them in a separate state ; and this

may be one reason why there is less difference between the Prepositions in Greek, Latin, and

Sanskrit (when they are the words of the same stock) than between the other words that are found to

co-exist in these three cognate languages.

Prepositions are a very important part of speech ; and particularly in so pure a language as the

Sanskrit. A little attention to the etymology of the language may finally save the learner much time

and trouble ; as well as give him a more perfect knowledge of its structure than he could acquire from

merely learning the words by rote. And in those instances where the words cannot be resolved by

any general rules of etymology, we must bear in mind that many must be founded upon allusions

which are lost in the remoteness of antiquity. It should not be forgotten, likewise, that terms of

more modern formation are generally less pure than the more ancient ones, owing to the compounds

being formed without a reference to the distinction between the physical and the figurative senses

of the elementary words. It is owing to this defect, which comes on with the growth of language,

that Greek words compounded with a preposition admit of such unsatisfactory analysis. Indeed

though the Greek language has retained many of the peculiarities of the Sanskrit, particularly in the

forms of the verbs, yet in its words it is so much corrupted, that we might be inclined to believe that

it was introduced amongst a people whose organs of utterance were as unfitted for correctly

imitating the original sounds, as those of our Saxon ancestors were for pronouncing the Norman

French*. Still, it is possible, that much of this apparent corruption arose from the circumstance that

the Greeks, like many of the modern nations, adopted an alphabet unfitted to express the sounds

peculiar to their language.

* It probably is owing to this, and to the adoption of the Phoenician alphabet, that there is so much that

is anomalous in the Greek language. The languages that are written with alphabets derived from the

Phoenician class do, with the exception of the Greek and Latin, omit the vowels, while those of Hindu
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In conclusion it remains only to say that in the foregoing view of the Noun, the Verb, and the Pre-

position, the truth has been elicited by a reference to their mutual dependence on one another ; and

whoever considers the subject in the same connected point of view must come to the same result. As

a general rule, whenever any verb implies a physical motion, such as to fly, to run, to leap, &c. the

preposition employed will be found to express a local relation, as to fly up, to fly down, &c, and that

such simple senses of the prepositions must be their primary significations is as clear as that the

figurative meanings are those that are borrowed from them. To find, therefore, as a general rule,

the original sense of a Preposition or Verb, we have only to consider whether it is employed in a

physical or a figurative sense.

OF INSEPARABLE PREPOSITIONS.

In assigning the meanings of the following Prepositions, the primary, that is the local relation

which they convey is printed in capitals ; while those senses which arise from the primary idea by

implication, or by a figurative use, are printed in italics. But it must not be thence concluded that

they have really so many various significations. The multitude of nicely discriminative Prepositions

in our own language, is the cause why we almost invariably reserve each of them to define but one

relation of things; though in figurative language what denotes before would equally well imply first,

or against, and so on for the others. But even among our own Prepositions, though we could (as far

as regards meaning) most accurately substitute other particles that should convey every signification

of by, as well as its primary sense of near, yet custom has determined that we must use it, instead

origin almost invariably express them. The Greeks, in adapting the Phoenician alphabet to the wants of

their own language, were obliged to form vowels out of consonants. Would not this fact lead to a sus-

picion that they had already been accustomed to an alphabet in which the vowels were always written ; and

is not this idea confirmed by bearing in mind that, unlike the Phoenician which is written from right to left,

they oscillated between the two modes, and after using the Bustrophedon finally recurred to the same plan as

the nations from which they derived their origin and language, and wrote from left to right, in addition to

making use of vowels? The question of the digamma, which is involved in so much obscurity and has given

rise to so much controversy, has entirely arisen out of the adaptation of the Phoenician alphabet to a

language for which, by the nature of its construction, it was singularly unfitted. The principle on which the

Phoenician alphabet has been formed is one main cause why the Hebrew, Arabic, and other kindred dia-

lects for which it was originally invented, have been preserved in such purity to the present time. But it

must be remembered that it was framed expressly for this particular class of languages.

d 2
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of any other, in very many instances ; and this word affords a good example of the way in which the

following primary and figurative meanings of the Prepositions are to be understood.

If the figurative meaning assigned to one Preposition may seem occasionally to encroach upon that

laid down for another, it should be remembered, that a word must necessarily, when metaphorically

employed, be often equally capable of conveying the same idea as one whose primary signification is

very different ; for this reason the idea of excellence or superiority may be equally well denoted, in

figurative language, by the word before, as by above, or beyond.

The Prepositions cannot be added at pleasure to a root or word ; but their use must be determined

by the custom of the language. Two or three are very often prefixed to one root, and, though rarely,

even four may be found added, as in the word >*t*lRp<.J I surrounded, attended upon, in which

there are prefixed to the root <[ take. Except when such words have been

formed by poetical license, we must suppose that these Prepositions have been added successively to

modify the meaning of the first word. Thus we must suppose that"^^ was modified by the addition

of ^1 , and that ^ill ^3 was again modified by the addition of f<t , and 3Tf"5v3 by , &c.
;

and though these intermediate forms may no longer be found, it is no proof that they did not once exist

in some state or other of compound verb or verbal derivative.

It may still be objected that there is a large body of nouns, regularly formed by the union of pre-

positions with roots, that seem quite absolute in the meanings assigned to them, and for the use of

which convention can alone be pleaded ; and that therefore any reference to the original meaning

of the prepositions and roots can be of no utility. To this it may be replied, that undoubtedly at first

sight such words as ahara, food, ^Xt"5Tf% vyahriti, a sacred sentence, &c. though com-

pounded from the prepositions 331 d and vi and the root IjT hri, to take, to seize, &c. can hardly

be forced into the sense assigned to the increments of which they are formed. If, however, we

reflect a little on the subject, we shall see that they have not acquired these senses in an arbitrary

way, but conformably to certain principles which an attentive enquiry into the language cannot fail

to discover. Thus the verb dhri, in strict accordance to the signification of its component

elements, means " To take (any thing) to (one's self);" hence the substantive 331^1^" ahara

denotes, " That which is taken to himself by any one," i. e. food, nourishment. The verb <fr I $J

vydhri signifies " To utter, to express, to speak ;" whence the substantive ^H"^f^ vyahriti * means

* It is not without interest to see how these forms arise in language : ^STl^t^ ahara appears to be a

modification of the imperative singular, employed in the same way as we do the Latin recipe for a noun :

vyahriti, and such forms, are evidently modifications of the perfect participle. So in Latin this

part of speech seems to have given rise to such nouns as evectus, carriage, conveyance
;
questus, com-

plaint, &c.
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" Whatever is uttered or spoken," i. e. A sentence. The close connection of nouns such as these

with the verbal roots of the language, ha snot escaped the observation of the native Hindu gramma-

rians and commentators, who frequently state at once the etymology and the meaning of a substan-

tive, by merely assigning the verb, whether simple or compound, which has given origin to it.

The two words just alluded to would, according to the method of the Pandits, be thus explained :

>Al'lfi>UG3 ^ft SOCteS ,
^llRjUEsS t"f3 ^lirfe . In the same way in English an

oversight implies the thing which is overseen, provision is the thing which is provided, &c. It

must be clear that this is one of the inevitable expedients to which the human mind has

recourse to abridge useless prolixity of discourse, and at the same time to preserve those ana-

logies which are the only guides that can secure the certainty of not being misunderstood. It is

unnecessary to extend these examples further, as the sagacity of the learner will soon lead him to trace

out the origin of such words from the instances here brought to his mind.

Mr. Wilson, the learned Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford, in the Preface to the

second edition of his valuable Sanskrit Dictionary, remarks upon the vague and arbitrary manner in

which he conceives the Sanskrit prepositions are used in composition with the roots ; but as it appears

to me that there is a perfect analogy in the manner in which they are employed, I have ventured to

quote his observations, and to analyze his examples according to the views about to be explained.

" It is also difficult," says Professor Wilson, " if not impossible, to provide in one language an

equivalent for every shade of meaning which the terms of another may be made to convey, especially

in a language like the Sanscrit, in which compound verbs and their derivatives are often used in a

vague and arbitrary manner, or even when they may be thought to offer some connexion with their

original import, do so in a remote and indeterminate degree. It would be easy to multiply instances

of this nature, but the following will be sufficient at present.

" The verb h-1 ' to serve ' when combined with the prefix most commonly means ' to have

recourse to for asylum or support.' This idea, although it may be considered as the basis of the

various applications made of the derivatives of the verb, is not always very evident in such phrases

as these: (1) ^Tc^=T5Tt'&3o Confiding in tire strength of his own arm (2) <4MlMii'{5|vj1

Standing at a window
; (3) Seated on a seat

; (4) OT^^^fiTft T-ftS/T By

Skanda riding on the back of a peacock
; (5) <fj,lU ^TW^TCl) Displaying valour, (6)

Affected by desire
; (7) §^)U High-spirited speech

; (8) Speaking

Sanscrit; (9) S^STSfaS eftUTfltfftlTi 31 "pTF&S A prohibition regarding either a crude noun or

an affix, &c. Now here, neither sitting, nor standing, nor riding, nor speaking can in any way be

regarded as the proper interpretations of and its derivatives, and it might convey an erroneous

idea of their real purport so to render them in a dictionary, although they may be legitimately

expressed in translations by similar equivalents." Preface, p. ix.
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The compound verb asri, properly, must be limited to signify " to resort or have

recourse to (a person or thing for any purpose, e. g. for asylum, support, &c.)." The sense of the

noun asraya may thence be easily deduced by the Hindu method above alluded to :

" Whatever is resorted to (for any purpose) is asraya, a resource." To this

primary meaning of "3Tff^l may be traced back all the different senses which its derivatives admit

or demand in the combinations enumerated by Professor Wilson. The first phrase may be literally

rendered, " Having recourse to the strength of his arm ;" the second, " Having recourse (or resorting)

to a window ;" the third, " Having recourse to (availing himself of) a seat the fourth, " By

Skanda resorting to (availing himself of) the back of a peacock the fifth (appears to be inserted

by mistake, but the additional preposition upa does not seem to affect the sense in any great

degree) " Having recourse to valour ;" the sixth, " Having recourse to love (i. e. yielding to the

power of love);" the seventh, " Speech which has recourse to vigour or energy;" the eighth,

" Resorting to (using, employing) the Sanskrit language;" and the ninth, " A prohibitive rule

which resorts or applies to either a crude noun or a suffix.

"

GENERAL RULE.

When a Preposition is prefixed to a verb or participle it has then the force of an adverb. But

when it is prefixed to an original noun it then assumes the nature of an adjective.

A want of attention to this simple distinction is the cause why such compounds appear to be so

capricious and uncertain in their significations.

311 d. to, at : figur. perfect, complete.*

This Preposition denotes the relation subsisting between two things which both extend to the same

point, hence it defines the limit of the action of any verb ; as he went to the house : i.e. up to the

house. If prefixed to a root implying going, it makes it to mean coming ; and if to a root signifying

giving, it makes it imply taking ; because the root only expresses some kind of motion generally ; thus

what goes to any one, comes to him ; and again what is given to any one, is implied to be taken. Its

use as a prefix to all words but verbs, may seem rather obscure, except we remember that junction

with what we desire implies completeness and perfection
;
thus abhd, splendor, from ^31 bhd,

shine. This Preposition will be found to be as nearly as possible the reverse of 3P) apa. It is

* Agreeably to what has just been said, the primary local relation expressed by any Preposition is

printed in capitals, and the figurative senses are given in italics.
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identified with the Greek a, and the Latin ad, in which the d is pleonastic, as in prodesse and prodeo,

without the same necessity for its insertion, as in these two examples, where its use is to prevent any

hiatus in sound. In original Sanskrit grammars it is written

SWiH apa, off, or away: figur. inferior, had.

This Preposition may be considered as the reverse of ^1 a, as it marks the relation subsisting be-

tween objects which are off or away from one another; hence it denotes disjunction. Prefixed to

a verb of motion it makes it imply separation ; as ^SPi^tsS apagata, gone away, or off" ; and added to

any other kind of root or word, it deteriorates, or reverses the sense ; because disjunction im-

plies imperfection ; as 3Xct^3 apakrita, hindered, from ^ kri, do ;
;3pf5TT apachaya, loss, from

chi, accumulate. It is identified in origin with the Greek awo, the Latin ab, and the English

off-

^} pra. fore, or before : figur. prior, exceeding, excellent, very.

Prefixed to a verb of motion, it will of course seem to imply progressive motion, as forth, forward,

&c; but the Preposition merely marks the direction of the motion implied by the verb. As that which

precedes, exceeds, and is generally conceived to be better than that which follows ; and as that which

is before, is beyond the thing it is in contrast with, this Preposition serves to mark priority, excess,

excellence, and intensity.

It is identified in origin with the Greek upo ; the Latin pro and pro; ; but pro seems generally to

express the primary idea, and prce the figurative senses. And, finally, it is the same as the English

for or fore.

para, opposite : figur. over, across, contrary, reverse.

The relation intended by this Preposition expresses the situation of anything which is opposite to

something else ; as the further bank of a river,* &c. ; hence it implies, 1. The position of any thing

* This is the only preposition which admits of analysis ; it is therefore of singular value in throwing light

upon the history of these primitive words. The preposition I para, implies the relation that exists

between two lines that are exactly opposite and therefore parallel (na? aM«Ao7v) and equal to one another.

In Sanskrit the near shore of a river is termed vara, but the opposite shore is called ^ para,

almost the very word we are considering ; the word para too means other, beyond, and has given

birth to the Greek mi^a.. In Latin we have par, adj. equal, even, corresponding, and from thence par, a

pair, a match, an equal, and from this has sprung the French pair, the English pair and peer : all these

senses arise out of the idea of two things exactly opposite and therefore equal to one another ; and this

Preposition, whether employed in Sanskrit or Greek, is so true to its origin, that it always implies a

reference to two things, one of which is meant to be opposite and equal to the other : so a paradox, vraqa&ofyfy
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opposite or over the way; so ^^"tlJ'M pardkrama (over-step):* any great exertion; as strength,

prowess, valour, &c. and paraga (over-going): an eclipse; dust, &c. 2. Contrariety ; as ?|<

parak {going across): crooked, crookedly. 3. What is reverse; as paranmukha (face-

reversed^: having the face averted ; and ^f^^^S parabhuta (become reversed); overcome. It might

equally well denote what is parallel, or equal to ; but it is very little used, and almost every instance

of its occurrence has been exhausted in the foregoing examples. It seems exactly to correspond to,

and to have a common origin with the Greek tsafa. and the Latin par.

adhi. over : figur. superior (in station, quantity, quality, or degree).

It marks the relative position of something over, or above, another ; and hence denotes that the

action of the verb passed over, or above some given object ; as adhita (gone over), i. e.

perused. Prefixed to nouns, it denotes their superiority in station, quantity, quality, or degree,

according to their meaning.

f% ni. in, or within, on, upon: figur. entire, perfect, complete, ceasing, refraining.

This Preposition marks the relation between two things, one of which is contained by the other ; as

nichita (collected in) : full, complete, from \0 chi, accumulate. The idea of wholeness,

perfection, and completeness naturally arises in considering any object as having all its parts within

itself. As what remains in, is implied to be in a state of cessation or refraining, this Preposition is

occasionally employed to express both these states ; so nivritta (turned in): ceased, from

vrit, turn ; and f^T<T^1 nivara (refraining from a choice} : a virgin, from <[ vri, choose ; be-

cause anciently females had the right of choosing a husband, who is hence called <^<C vara, which

properly signifies a choice. It is sometimes apparently confounded with T*T^ nir. In origin and

meaning it is the same as the Greek h, and the Latin and English in.

nir. out, or without : figur. void, or destitute of. nih, f¥*L nis, "pPI nish, p{®
nis, are forms of which it is susceptible, according to the nature of the first letter of the word to

which it is joined.

The relation existing between two things of which one is outside of the other, is denoted by this

Preposition ; hence it serves, without any ambiguity, to mark destitution, or privation ; as

nirakriti (without a form): formless. But even its most literal meaning will convey, under another

point of view, an opposite sense ; as nirvachana, speaking out, an explaining or narrating,

is an opinion contrary to the usual one. The opposite bank of a river, called para, therefore naturally

suggested the relation intended to be conveyed by the Sanskrit para, and the Greek srafa .

* The meaning put between parentheses is that which I derive from the word by Etymology, but those

which immediately follow it are taken from the Dictionaries of the language.
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&c* It agrees exactly in sense, but not in origin, with the Greek s|, the Latin ex, and the

English out.

sam. with, or beside : figur. complete, perfect.

sang
}

san, ^T ^ san,
ty
T*Js san, are forms which it will be found occasionally

to assume, according to the letter with which the word to which it is prefixed commences.

This Preposition denotes the relation existing between things which are beside one another ; hence

it conveys the idea of accompaniment, completeness, and perfection. The Greek <rlv, and the Latin

cum, con, seem perfectly identified with it in origin and signification.

abhi. before : figur. first, better, against.

The relation existing between objects, of which one is before or in front of the other, is expressed

by this preposition ; as abhimukha (before the face) : present. As what is before may be

considered as first and better than other things with which it has a relation, this Preposition is some-

times employed for that purpose ; as ^ f^jOlli^ abhijata (first, or better-born) : noble. It seems to

be of the same origin as the Latin ob. The difference between it and ^1 pra, may be, that the latter

expresses something before, without relation to distance ; while abhi conveys the idea of what

is immediately before, or in front.

anu. after : figur. following, imitating, successive.

When of two things one is after the other, the relation existing between them is expressed by this

Preposition; as ^SFJJI anuga (going after): following. So what is done after any thing else, im-

plies imitation; thus fj$PJ*3§t^[ anuhdra (a doing after): imitation, resemblance. It further serves

to mark regular succession, as 3R^p5C anukrama (step after step) : order, due succession, arrange-

ment.

ut, or St? ud. up : figur. high, elevated, superior.

This Preposition agrees exactly with our up, and marks the relative position of any thing that is up

or above something else : hence its figurative senses. It corresponds in sense to the Greek am.

"^W ava. down : figur. low, contemptible, bad.

It is the reverse of the preceding Preposition, and marks the relation between things one of which

is below the other, and added to a verb implies that its action had a downward tendency; as ^^sjT^T

avatdra, (passing down) descent, incarnation, from ^ tri, pass; and avagata, (gone down

* Here we have an instance of the General Rule already laid down that the nature of the word to

which the preposition is added reacts on the preposition and modifies its meaning : in this instance, being

added to the verbal noun the sense is reversed : this is one cause of the obscurity in which this branch of

grammar has been so long involved.

e
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through, as a passage in a book,) i. e. comprehended, or understood, in which latter word an analogous

metaphor will be observed to prevail. It deteriorates or reverses the sense of nouns to which it is prefixed,

by the same figurative use as apa, because what is beneath another is considered inferior when

used in a figurative sense ; thus ^SI^TT avarasa, a bad taste, from 4^1 rasa, a taste, and ^A4.<<fr b

avarudha, dismounted, from ruh, mount. It corresponds in sense but not in origin to the

Greek Kara.

upa. near, or by : similar, inferior, subordinate.

When two things are near each other, their relative position is marked by upa; as

upagata, (gone near)
;
approached, from gata, gone. What is near another in kind, is similar

but inferior; therefore upanama, (near or almost a name) : a by-name, a nick-name.

upadharma, (similar to a law, a subordinate law) : a hy-law. There seems to be a per-

fect resemblance between this Preposition, in signification and origin, with the Greek vzss and

the Latin sub, though in the latter language the figurative has usurped the place of the primitive

sense.

f<T vi. apart : figur. peculiar, distinct, different, without.

This Preposition denotes the relation in the state of a thing that is apart, or separate, from

another
;

thus vikshipta, (thrown apart) : scattered. Hence it figuratively implies

peculiarity, or distinctness. It expresses the same idea as in common to our own and other lan-

guages, when we say any thing has a "peculiar form;" by which we mean that it has a form apart,

or distinct from something else, and which may be either good or bad by convention, but more com-

monly the latter. Thus virupa (peculiar form) : deformed, monstrous. As the idea of

privation naturally arises from that which expresses separation, this Preposition is frequently so

employed ; as viphala (without fruit): fruitless; and in this sense it is identified with the

Persian bi. It seems to agree in sense and origin with the Latin de and di, which are perhaps

corrupt forms of ve, as found in vecors and vesanus; but it is perfectly preserved in the Latin vidua,

which is identical with the word vidhava, (vi without, dhava, a husband) : whence also the

Saxon pibpa, from which comes the English widow.

pari, around : figur. entirely, thoroughly.

This Preposition denotes the relation between things one of which is around something else ; as

^f< parikshipta (thrown around) : surrounded, entrenched. Hence it figuratively conveys the

idea of any thing entirely done ; because what is done all around implies completeness, or finish ; as

paripurna, entirely, or quite full. It seems to agree in every respect with the Greek ^tp,
*\

and the Latin per.

prati. again, back again, over again, against : figur. resistance, repetition, reflection

;

much.
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It denotes the relation existing between things which by repetition return again in a sort of order.

This idea is suggested by the winding back and forward of a rivulet,* or of a path, the coil of a

rope, &c. Hence it marks, 1. Resistance; as pratikshipta (flung back again) : rejected

;

repelled, resisted. 2. Repetition; as pratikrishta (ploughed again): twice ploughed. 3.

Return ; as pratyuttara (answering back again) : reply. 4. Reflection ; as

pratichh'aya (shadow back again): a reflection, image, or picture. And from this repetition arises

the idea of intensity ; as 5. ^foffi^zpratisrishta (distinguished again and again): renowned. It is

the exact equivalent of the Latin re.

ati. beyond : figur. excessive, great, very.

The relation subsisting between objects, one of which is beyond the other, is signified by this Pre-

position
;
as atinau, beyond the boat, atipatana (going beyond) : transgression.

Hence it conveys the idea of excess, as atiddna, excessive liberality ; and

ativriddhi, great increase, atidura, very distant. It expresses exactly the same relation as

the Latin trans, and the Greek pera.

ap. upon.

This Preposition, which is so common in Greek, is so rarely employed, that it might have been

omitted without inconvenience. It seems to denote the relation of any object that is upon another J

as apinaddha (bound upon): accoutred. As a conjunction its use is very common, im-

plying moreover, also, likewise, which seems to corroborate the sense here assigned to it. It is of the

same origin as the Greek Isn.

'T su. GooD:f figur. proper, excellent, jit, beautiful, hind, easy, pleasing, very, &c.

* Mankind in the infancy of language must have found the idea of repetition extremely difficult, and if

we bear in mind that the English words two-fold, three-fold; the Latin duplex, triplex, and the Sanskrit

dwiguna, triguna (two twists, three twists), all convey ideas borrowed from some material objects, we shall

be convinced that it is to such things that the speaker must have had recourse to suggest this idea to another.

A folding screen or a fan conveys the idea exactly of a thing which is repeated in exact order ; but in the

infancy of society a winding stream, the folds of the skin, or the coil of a rope, would present the most

obvious images.

+ It must strike the scholar that the meaning of good assigned to this Preposition, and that of bad to the

next, is contrary to the principle laid down that every preposition implied local relation : this objection is so

obvious that it requires explanation. The prepositions, according to the nature of the word with which they

were compounded, acted either as adverbs or adjectives, and were consequently the earliest words of that

kind possessed by language. The first adjectives required would be good and bad, and the question imme-

e 2 diately
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This Preposition is only employed to enhance the value of nouns and adjectives ; hence it conveys,

according to the nature of the word to which it is prefixed, the idea of 1. Perfection, or goodness:

diately occurs which of the prepositions would best imply these two ideas. Independently of the general

reasoning that might lead us to a just conclusion, we have the aid afforded by analogy.

In Latin prope means near, and from it arises the adjective proprius, and thence comes likewise the

French propre and the English proper, meaning good, Jit, &c. From proprius likewise descends proprietas,

property. In Sanskrit too the preposition ^^sw seems to have entered into the adjective su + as, own,

and the noun su + am, property, hence we see why we have the Latin suus (swhus) his own, implying

also proper, due, lawful. Now if we were to ask how land would be apportioned out among a population

beginning to feel its value, certainly the law would be that each man should take that which was nearest to

him, and thence vicinage would he held to confer the highest right in the division of the yet unappropriated

earth. As an illustration, let us suppose for a moment men thrown upon an uninhabited island: as long as the

hope of escape remained, if they had families, they would simply confine themselves to the preparation of

some means of shelter from the weather; but as soon as the conviction arose that they must pass their lives

where they were, an allotment of the land would take place, and each would claim that which was nearest

to his own dwelling, and which on that account would be considered as his own property. The connection of

this word with the idea of nearness is thus established, as well as with that of property. Its original signifi-

cation therefore seems to be close, and the difference between it and upa is that the latter means

proximity in a general sense, while su implies close contact; an idea supported by the English verb to

meet, which gives rise to the adjectives meet, proper, right, good, &c. ; and to befitting, that is, to be right,

proper, good, &c. and which springs from the idea of things that fit together. The sense of good springs

naturally from the idea of what belongs to ourselves in relation to the individual, the family, or the nation

;

thus our own opinions, our own family descent and customs, our own national qualities, we must from our

very nature consider as better than those of others; and so true is language to this leading idea, that we call

our property our goods (in French nos Mens). This subject may be further illustrated by a reference to the

Persian : M. Burnouf's researches have demonstrated that the Sanskrit swa-dattas, self-given, self-

manifested, (Latin sui datus) is the original of the Zend kadata, from this comes the modern Persian Ijci-

khudd, which is identical with the Saxon and English God. In a similar manner, the Sanskrit + as,

own, having given birth to the Persian khu + d, own, self, (the letter J d being the pleonastic letter in Per-

sian as in Latin) would lead to the belief that this last word is the original of the Saxon 30& and English good.

The truth of the foregoing inquiry is singularly confirmed by a reference to the Greek ; for the preposition

iu good gives birth to the adjectives sus good, and the connection of so'j his own with £w good, in the same

way as ^ su, good, with ^("^sM+ as, his own, is thus brought to light perhaps for the first time. The

Greek aspirate in the above and other instances takes the place of the Latin and Sanskrit s, and is therefore

quite
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3jpW supatha, an excellent, or good road. 2. Fitness, or propriety; as ^JOT^ sukhadya (fit, or

proper to oe eatore): wholesome. 3. Beauty; as ^4^1 suranga (beautiful ire colour): the orange.

4. Kindness; as ^T^-» srereri* (a kind re<?ar£): afriend. 5. Facility; as *1<P« swAara (easily cforee):

practicable. 6. Pleasingness ; as sreMa (pleasing senses) : pleasure. 7. Superiority ; as

suvarna (superior class, or colour (to silver) : gold Compare T^"°l silver). 8. Intensity; as

^vj^trjs sutikshna, very acwto. It is exactly the reverse of dur or cfos, and agrees in signification and

origin with the Greek tb.

Irf^ cZwr. bad :* figur. improper, vile, unfit, difficidt, displeasing, paucity, &c.

"fro duh, TP"! c?ms, W*£ efasA, c?ms, are forms which it must assume according to the consonant

with which the word it is prefixed to may begin.

As it is exactly the reverse of su, it is employed to depreciate the nouns and adjectives to which

it is joined ; on this account it denotes 1. Vileness, or badness ; as duradhwa, a bad road: 2.

Unfitness or impropriety; as lj<M H duralapa (improper speech): abuse. 3. Difficulty; as ^ o*^

duschara (difficult to : impracticable. 4. Displeasingness ; as "^o^U duhkha (displeasing to £/<e

senses): pain. 5. Paucity; as l£M cr
l durbala (of little strength): weak. 6. Inferiority; as °l

durvarna (inferior cZass, or coforer (to #oZe?) (compare
"3'T3"

C
1 ^oW) : silver. The Greek oi/y, and the

Latin dis, seem to have a perfect analogy with it, in sense and origin.

Though, strictly speaking, the following words are adverbs, yet as they are very frequently used in

the same manner as prepositions, they are on this account inserted immediately after them.

adhas. down, downwards, below : figur. low, vile, adhah, adhar,

adhas, adho, are forms which it may occasionally assume when in composition.

quite distinct from the digamma. If there is any truth in this argument, the original sense of must be

close or near, from which is derived the idea of own; and, from own, good.

* Nearly all that has been said regarding su will, in a reversed sense, apply to this preposition.

Whatever was distant, was considered as bad : in this way, foreign, outlandlish, strange, &c. are always

used by the vulgar with a deteriorating sense, and hence I have little doubt that this preposition is connected

in origin with the Sanskrit dura, distant. The English word bad is evidently the same as the Persian

JJ bad ; and if we had any evidence that the Scandinavian nations migrated from the shores of the Caspian

after the intermixture of the Medes and Persians, I would almost without hesitation refer the origin of the

Persian Jo bad to some Syriac form connected with the Arabic A*J buad, distance ; for we know that the

Pahlevi or border language was a mixture of a Syriac dialect with the old Persic, and this supposition would

satisfactorily account for the many words apparently of the Semitic stock found in the Teutonic dialects.

The original signification of dur must therefore be far, from which is derived the idea of bad.
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antar, ^3X^To antah, antas, &c. Within, between, among. It is the same as the

Latin inter.

upari. above or over : figur. Exceeding, surpassing.

It is identified in origin and signification with the Greek vtte^, the Latin super, the Gothick ufar, and

the English over.

^^]^2mras - IN front, before : figur. prior, first, purah, ^ puras, puro, are

forms which it may occasionally assume. It seems identified with the Greek crfor.

vahis. out, outwards, external. < ("s^ vahih, ^"fK^vahir, ^f^^vahis, are forms

which it may occasionally assume.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS DICTIONARY.

s substantive.

a adjective,

ad adverb.

ad. Sans Sanskrit adverb.

interj. interjection.

indecl. indeclinable word.

v verb.

v . a active verb.

v. n neuter verb.

v. noun verbal noun.

caus causal verb.

m.f. n masculine, feminine, neuter.

ger gerund.

pres. part. a. .. present participle of the active.

pres. part. p. . . present participle of the passive.

pret. part. a. . . preterite participle of the active.

pret. part. p. . . preterite participle of the passive

fut. part. a. . . future participle of the active.

fut. part. p. . . future participle of the passive.

R., Root .... Sanskrit Root

a Arabic.

p Persian.

h Hindustani.

Beng Bengali.

Sans Sanskrit.

nom nominative . .
-

aceus accusative .

.

instrum instrumental

dat dative > case.

gen genitive ....

ablat ablative ....

locat locative

sing singular.

plur plural.

corrupt corruption, corrupted.

q. v quod vide.

compar comparative degree.

superl. superlative degree.

var variety.
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31

31 The first letter of the Hindu, alphabet. It

ought to have a short sound like the first a in

America, but it is corrupted generally in Ben-

gali into an obscure sound like the o in folly.

3[ is prefixed to words as a particle of privation
;

as s> Justice, Injustice. If the

word begin with a vowel, ^44*1^ is substituted

for 31 • as in a. (mfn.) Not come.

The privative 31 is used for three distinct pur-

poses :—to denote something else than what the

noun would otherwise express ; as in

s. Not a Brdhman, from s. A Brahman;

s. Not a horse, from 3$ i. A horse :

—

to give a total change or opposite meaning to

the word to which it is prefixed ; as in

s. Injustice, from H'*"^ s. Justice :—and simply

to denote negatively what is expressed by the

noun; as in3T^ a. (mfn.) Unseen, from TJ%

a. (mfn.) Seen, <Al<pR°i a. (mfn.) Without

cause, from A cause. Wilkins' Gr.

pp. 534, 568.

31 as a Kridanta suffix (to roots) requires the

change called Guna of the preceding radical

vowel, and forms 1st. substantives or adjectives

denoting a person endowed with the quality or

performing the action implied by the verbal root

3&

to which it is subjoined, e. g. £}<T s. (m.) A

ehip, from R. £| To swim ;

:yP| *. A snake,

from R. To creep ;—2d. masculine sub-

stantives expressive of a quality generally, e. g.

^TT s. Fear, from R.^ To fear.

As a Taddhita suffix (to words) 31 requires the

change called Vriddhi of the preceding radical

vowel, and serves to form, 1st. patronymics, e. g.

C^HK s. The son of Drupada, from

s. Drupada;—2d. abstract substantives of the

neuter gender, as or

Friendship, from s. A friend;—3d. col-

lective nouns of the neuter gender, e. g. 3lt^ s.

A multitude of horses, from 3$ s. A horse ;

—

4th. adjectives, e. g. a. (mfn.) Golden,

from Gold. Wilkins' Gr. % 766-768.

771-775. 781-783. 822. 823. 836.

31 s. (m.) A name of Vishnu.

ad. (31^^) There, yonder, pron. That.

3I^cr
'l s. A shrub (Csesalpinia olasosperma) used

for tanning ; it is a species of brasilletto. See

3Pfft.

3&ffl. a. (31 +^fl) Free from debt:

B
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s. The singing the notes of an octave

from the highest to the lowest. Carey.

interj. (3TPP^) O! Ho! prow. That.

33ow] Root, x. (3J°*ftlf3) To divide, to share.

s. (m. R. 3I *j+3I) 1. A share, a lot, a

part. 2. A fraction. Colebr. Alg. p. 13.

3. The shoulder, the shoulder-blade.

3T *t^ s . (m. 31°*! +^) 1. A sharer, a coheir,

a kinsman. 2. (re.) A day.

3J *t^"°i s . (n. SJ *!-!-^ !) The dividing

into shares.

3J
osc

[3>Tl s. (from ^0>fl+^") Division into

shares.

^"f^ a. (mfn. 31°*) + st3) Forming part of

a share or lot, divided into shares.

IMWU s. {m 3I°*l+f¥fir) Ascertain-

ment of a portion or share.

To be divided into shares, lots, or parts.

(n. 3I *1 Assimilation of

fractions ; the reducing of fractions to one com-

mon denominator. Colebr. Alg. p. 10;

v. a. {cans, of 3Pf*fc3) To divide,

to allot, to make a division into shares.

3J°*ft?t3l s. (ger. of 3I *HitU3) The making

a division into shares, allotment.

3I0,frM * (m. 3[ *1+3[ *1) Part of a share,

parcelling, division in shares.

^°*fMt s . (3I°*j + 3I *ft) The being in dis-

tinct shares, division into shares.

^HPfe a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3ToWl +3^3)

Divided, distributed.

3J°"Ptt3 v. n. (R. 31°*]) To be shared out, to

be allotted, v. a. To share out, allot or ap-

portion.

3I°f*KJl s. (/.) or -f (n. 3J°fH+3l or

+ ^) Participation, partnership.

3T°f*t3:1 s. (ger. ofWf*lT3) The being shared

out or divided into parts.

Having a

share or a right to share, s. (m.) A sharer.

1. A ray. 2. Light,

splendour. 3. Decoration, dress. 4. The sun.

5. Any thing minute or pointed like a sunbeam.

31°^ s. (n. 31°^+^) Cloth, clothes.

The sun.

1. Having rays,

radiant. 2. Like rays (diverging, splendid,

pointed).

3Ios5lI3T. s . (/. A plant (He-

dysarum Gangeticum).

^o^VFTl s. (f. m^^ZGA) A ba-

nana or plantain (Musa paradisiaca or M. sapi-

entum).

3J°*F^ a . (_3^ mfn .
Sjoxf+ With

or like rays. s. (m.) The sun.

The sun. (Lit. Having a garland of rays.)

^T05^ s. (m. 3TOJ5+5;g) The sun.

3Jo;IT Root, x. (3Io;ITOf3) To separate or di-

vide. (Also written .)

3I 3T s. (m. R. 3IOTT) 1. A part, a portion.

2. A shoulder.

) The hump or

protuberance between the shoulders of the In-

dian ox.

a. (mfn. ^PT+ ^T) Broad-shouldered,

stout, strong, lusty.

(/.) 1. A gift, a donation. 2. Sickness,

disease. 3. Leaving, abandoning.
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3I 533l, s. (/.) A gift, a donation.

3J°$?TA (tt.) Sin, guilt.

(/.) A gift, a donation.

s. (to.) 1. A foot. 2. The root of a tree.

H°ff^^l s. (to. 3I°f|' + :5^5:^) The heel.

3]^ Root, i. ft To wind, or move tor-

tuously. 2. (With the insertion of the nasal,

To mark or bespot. See *^l<p .

3J<£ A termination, requiring Guna or Vriddhi of

the preceding radical vowel, and serving to

form attributes of agency, often with a causal

signification ; as ^ Do, <l?l<<f Who causes to

do ; "ft Conduct, lead, jfjg Who leads or

conducts; v>[\ Cook, *1 lb<? Who cooks;

Dance, *Tx5^ Who dances. Wilkins'

Gr. §§ 765. 776. 986.

^<P «. (n.) 1. Pain, affliction. 2. Sin.

^l<t>I> a. (mj"k. 3I + <F£) Bald, destitute of hair.

s. (to.) A name of Ketu, the Dragon's tail or

ascending node.

^FtJ^5
Fl a. (31 +3^^) 1. Not hard.

2. Not rigorous or harsh.

4i<K a. (mfn. ^ + 1. Not hard.

2. Not rigorous or cruel.

3I3f\JHl a . (3J +^fOTl ) Destitute of money.

v^<plii<£ a. (mfn. 31 + <£2l<£) Not speaking;

not talkative.

Not speaking,

silent, s. (n.) Silence.

3I3*KtTT a. (mfn. 1$+ Not to be

uttered, unspeakable, obscene.

313*11 s. (f. 31+3*11) 1. Taciturnity. 2. Bad

or improper language.

3J3t*t3 a. (mfn. 31 +3^) Not spoken, not

talked of.

313*1} a. (mfn. 31 + 3*1} ) Not to be spoken

of. —31
(f.)

or—3
(
n .) The not being fit to

be uttered, obscenita^-

3I3pP$ a. (mfn. 3I +^PP§) Elder, supe-

rior, s. (m.) A deified saint according to the

Jainas.

a. (mfn. 31+ 3*113 ) Free from de-

ceit, honest, sincere. — ^31 (y.) or —3"
(
w .)

Sincerity, honesty.

3I<R^3l a. (31+ a. grasp) Not within one's

reach or power.

3I3f3 a. (mfn. 3[+3f3) Without a poet.

s. (to.) Not a poet, a bad poet. —31 (f)
or —3"

(
w< ) The being without a poet, bad

poetry.

3J3Fpj a. (mfn. 31 + 3*^1 ) Not moved or dis-

turbed, s. (to.) Freedom from disturbance,

quietness.

3refH3 a. (mfn. 3T +3fH"3 ) Not shaken or

disturbed.

313^" a. (mfn. 31+3^") ]. Without hands,

maimed. 2. Without taxes, exempt.

313^°} 5 . (n. 33 +3^1 ) 1. The not doing some-

thing. 2. The want of means to perform some-

thing.

<At<Hpr*. (TO.3U3^rf°i ) Failure, disappoint-

ment.
-ffioO (yj^&+ FP*y>lt :\^M&T**&J5'
3T^Tf|ir a. (mfn. 3T +3Tffc) Not to be

done. -31 (/.) or —3
(
w .) Impropriety, im-

possibility.

3J3TI s. (f. 31 +3T) Emblic myrobalan (Phyl-

lanthus emblica).

3}3^5C
1 a. (mfn. 31 + 3^°!) Unfeeling, unmer-

ciful. —"31 (/.) or—3
(
w.) Inclemency.

<r

3J3^a. (31+A.^y debt) Without debt.

313°! a. (mfn. 31+3^) Without ears, deaf.

B 2
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oAl<P'f<tt3" a. (mfn. 31+37^13) Without a

helmsman or pilot, s. (m.) A bad pilot.

3I3"TT3<1 a. (31+37^3*1) Having the ears

unpierced : a term of reproach used by Hindus

against Muhammadans.

^<P^1 s. (m. 31+33^) A dwarf.

313 8

>Al<P^<J a. (mfn. 31+333) ) Not to be done.

(/.) or —3 (ft.) Impracticableness.

313^1 a. (-^ mfn. 31+33) Without an agent

or governor, s. (m.) A bad agent or governor.

313^3 a. (mfn. 31+33+3) Not having an

agent or governor, without a rule or government.

^<K|v4i $.(/.) or 313^3 m. (31 +33 + ^1 or

3) Absence of government or order.

313^ a. (mfn. 31+3^) Free from dirt,

clean, pure.

3I3J:II a. (-**F^mfn. 3T +35^I3T) Inactive,

inefficient, useless, s. (ft.) A bad action. —31
(/.) or —3 (w.) Insufficiency, inactivity.

313*113 a. {mfn. 313*31 +3) Unfit, inefficient,

useless. (In grammar) Intransitive or neuter

(as a verb).

313*^331 s. (-3 «. 313^^ +33) The doer

of a bad action.

313*5131^3 a. (mfn. 3I3*i5t+3T33 ) Com-

mitting a bad action.

SFs^&frWT. a. (-f^ mfn. 313**K+
3tf^*T

) Doing a bad action.

3t<t>
vff0 a. (mfn. 3J+3*lrt) Inactive, ne-

gligent.

3T3*£rfr a. (mfn. 31 +3^^ ) Inefficient, use-

less.

3I3**fet1 s. (mfn. 3I +3T3$[^t51) The re-

nunciation of reward for virtuous actions ; the

liberation of the soul from the fruits of action,

that is, its absorption in the divine essence,

which releases it from future transmigration and

from the trammels of matter, bestowing the

highest state of future bliss.

3I3ITE*ft^I a. (mfn. 313**1+*^) Indolent.

—31 (/.) or —3 (ft.) Indolence.

3I3*3Tf(%3a. (mfn. 3I+3*$+3lf^3) With-

out work, idle.

313^5. (a. Jjic) Intellect, understanding.

313^ s. (ft. 31+3^) Absence of dirt or

rust. a. (mfn.) Without stain or rust.
oJ aeaiffb orfW^JH^ od ^> as t-noujs^unraw

3I3^T$1 a. (-f^^ mfn. 3T+35Tf^:T)

Without stain or rust.

3I3c^^T a. (mfn. 31 +3^^) Without art or

deceit, guileless.

313^^1 s.
(f.

31 +3^^1) 1. Want of plan

or art. 2. A bad plan, a machination.

313^3 a. (m>.3I +3f^t3) Not artificial,

true, genuine. —^1 (/.) or — ^"(w.) sincerity,

absence of art or fraud.

3I3^*F^a. (p. AiJjLc) Wise, skilful, intelli-

gent.

3I35717H s. (n. 31 +3*^) 111 luck. a. (mfn.)

Unlucky, inauspicious.

3[3^> s. (n. 3I + 3^>) Absence of trouble or

pain. a. (mfn.) Free from distress.

3I33§3^ s. (313^ +3^) The utmost degree

of distress. Carey.

3[3Mt>, ad. (3I+3S5TK) Without a cause

or source
;
suddenly, unexpectedly.

3131 s. An oaf.

3I3t£l a. (3t+3#1) Not divided or cut.

313^^) s. (n. 3T +3tf&*P) Lenity, mild-

ness, gentleness.
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a. (mfn. 3J + <pl\3<) Undisturbed, un-

distressed. s. (re.) Absence of disturbance or

distress, ease. —"31 (/.) or —3 (rc.) Freedom

from disturbance.

^<f1*4 a. (mfn. 3I + ^t3I) 1. Unwilling. 2.

Without lasciviousness or desire, s. (?«.) Ab-

sence of, or freedom from lust or desire.

p$&38 ad. Sans. ( 3[+^tH+3§ ) Unwil-

lingly, without wish or desire.

^3I<Ft3ft (-f^l mfn. SOTT +^T) Free

from irregular desire, chaste.

sii.<J?lU<$> a . (mfn. 31 +^1^) Free from lasci-

vity or lust, chaste.

-Al^PCD a. (mfn. 3[ + <fteP) Not to be desired.

^tTT a. (corrupt, of >Al<pl& , 31 +^tlP ) Not

to be done, improper, unfit for use.

>H<frl< s. (m. 3I + 3?T3") The letter 31, or the

character representing the sound of 31

.

313^^ a. (mfn. 3I +3rteci) Without a rea-

son or cause, ad. Fruitless, gratis, s. (».) Pre-

tence, vanity. —^1 (/.) or —^ (re.) The being

without a cause or reason.

>il<Pl<lm a. (m/re.3I3?t3"+ 3ltfTt) Beginning

with the letter 31

.

^<pU1^3 a. (mfn. 31^1^+31$) Terminated

by the letter 31

.

31^1) a . (m/re. 33 + ^tTD) Not to be done,

improper, useless, s. (re.) Loss, detriment. —31

(/.) or —^ (re.) Impropriety, uselessness.

3I^T'6^'R"3S a . (mfn. 3T^t^)+^t^) 1.

Doing that which ought not to be done, acting

improperly. 2. Causing (a thing) to be useless.

SretWt^t a. (-f%\ mfn. 3^t6 +
<]?!< (*1^) Doing mischief, acting improperly.

v41<pl4j^5I a. (mfn. 31+ <ettfj3£5I ) Unfit for

business, unable to do business.

3I3> 10

3^jft>^ a. (mfn.tpt^ Con-

triving bad or useless schemes ; not thinking of

business; envious.

3^t^jf53l s. (f. 3^tfP+ft^1) The form-

ing of bad or useless projects.

31^"^ a . (mfn. 31 +^1^) Out of time, not

suitable to time or occasion, unseasonable.

s. (to.) A bad season, time of dearth or dis-

tress ; an improper time.

pumpkin, born out of season
;

(fig.) a useless

birth. Carey.

3W^3 a. (mfn. 31^^ + 31) Born untimely

or unseasonably, premature.

Hoiks a. (mfn. ^<Pl^ +3[t3) Born un-

timely, abortive.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of 31<?t^[) Un-

seasonably, untimely.

3jf<P<f>< a. (mfn. 3J + "pi?<p^') Without a ser-

vant, s. (m.) A bad servant.

^if^N" a. (fre/re^+f^^T) Having nothing,

poor, indigent. (/.)or —3(«.) Poverty,

indigence.

3rf3f?K s . (n. 3I +f^f?K )
Nothing.

3lf^f a. (mfn. 31+f^f^3^ +^ ) 1

.

Reducing, diminishing. 2. Ineffectual, unpro-

ductive.

3r^tf^a. (mfn. 3X+^tR?) Without fame or

renown, s. (/.) Want of renown or fame.

a. (mfn. 31^1^+^) Destroy-

ing fame, conferring disgrace, inglorious.

S^fflfeW a. ( -f%\ mfn. 3^fif+
*T

)
Causing the loss of fame or reputa-

tion.

3^tf^H «• (-^ mfn> ^tfi5+^^ )
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1. Without fame or renown. 2. Having a bad

reputation.

U^ffr^ a . (mfn. 3J+3jfl^T) 1. Not

crooked, right, straight. 2. Upright, honest.

-31 (/.) or —3" (ra.) Straightness, rectitude.

3pflG3t^TT a. (mfn. 31 + <F3° + ) Free from

danger or apprehension.

3^^Ti s. (/. 31+3^11) J Blamelessness.

2. An opinion which conveys no blame or

censure.

Not angry, mild,

placid, gentle.

& (n.3T+^f>) Base metal.

^<f*ll<1 5. (/. ^+^'MC

) A girl who has

exceeded the tenth year of her age.

^1^1 a. (mfn. 31+3^^) Destitute of pro-

visions, unprovided.

3$^tT a. (mfn. 3J+<P^iH) Without suffi-

cient means, deficient, indigent, s. (m.~) Want,

deficiency.

^H<pHl*t a. (mfn. 3I+ <£<*lVt ) Not noble, un-

privileged. —31 (/.) or —3 (n.) Meanness of

birth, want of privileges.

3I^*H s. (n. 31+3^) Misfortune, a.

(mfn.^ 1. Unlucky, unfortunate. 2. Inexpert,

awkward.

3^^ a. (-P^mfn.^^l+^X) Un-

happy, unfortunate.

(m.) The ocean.

33^tP^ s. (a. Intellect, wisdom, under-

standing.

3I<pT a . (mfn. 3[+<Fl) Shoreless,

ocean

without shores
;

(fig-) boundless sorrow or ca-

lamity.

3J^ 12

33^3 a. (mfn. 3I+^F3) Not done.

3F3F33*£r1 a . (IW^ ™/«. 31^3-^^T)
Not having accomplished an action, unsuc-

cessful.

3FS3^tiP a . (mfn. 31^3+^6 ) Not having

accomplished a duty.

3I^3^3> a. (mfn. 33^3+ <|3^) Not having

accomplished a duty.

!«!^} a. (mfn. 3I + <$\j*J) Not ungrateful.

3I^33i a. (mfn. 3T+^3 + \5) Ungrateful,

making no returns for kindness. —31 (/.) or

—3 (re.) Ingratitude.

3$|Wtel s . (m. 31+^3+TOTl) An unmar-

ried man.

3^3ft"^t5; a. (m. 3I+^3+f^lT) Un-

married.

3I^3t°*i a. (m/w.3I+^3+3I0Je
| ) Not shared,

not distributed.

3I^3tn1 a. (-TH mfn. 3I^3+^'l*LH
)

Having a bad disposition.

3J^3TPR a. (mfn. 31^3+^1 K< ) Not re-

spected, not honoured.

3I^3t*W<l a. (mfn. 31 +^3 +3?W^ ) Not

having trespassed, guiltless.

3I^3t3j a . (mfn. 3T+^3 + 3J$1 ) Not having at-

tained a purpose, unsuccessful.

3I^f33l (/.) or -f (
n .) s. (3T^t3;T+3l or

+3^ Want of skill or knowledge, unfitness.

31^31 a. (—f$^mfn.31^3+^^) Not clever,

inexpert, unfit, inadequate.

3I^tsjls3< a. (mfn. 3I + <3F3+&3^) Not hav-

ing given an answer.

^WW'k a. (m. 31+^3+5^) Unmar-

ried. -31 (/.) or -3 (
n .) Celibacy.
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SI^ftFI a. (mfn. 3I + <$>RlM ) Inartificial, not

factitious, genuine.

a. 31+^1) Without mercy or

compassion, inexorable, unfeeling.

31^1 s . (f 31 +^1) Want of mercy or com-

passion, cruelty, hardheartedness.

Guiltless, innocent.

n1H.<Pn5LU I ad. (corrupt, of 3[<plu>
)

Unfit, use-

less, vain.

3R<P<H11 a. (corrupt, of W'l'VU) Unfit, im-

practicable, useless.

^I«?CU1 a. (corrupt, of JfPfWj Useless,

unfit.

a. {mfn. 3[ ) Not entirely

absorbed in the divine essence.

3IRtI
1 s. (m. 3T +(^1^1) Absence of anger.

a. (mfn.') Without anger or passion.

SK^Kl a. (-f*R>/rc. 31 + C3ffl Not

angiy, not passionate.

silWlU^ a. (mfn. 31+ t^pM^H ) Not soft
;
rough,

severe.

3K#tf£^ s. (n. 31+rftfl^T) ) 1. Absence

of crookedness, straightness. 2. Sincerity, a.

(mfn.) F. Not crooked, straight. 2. Sincere.

3X13^*^ s. (n. l. Want of af-

fection, dislike. 2. Want of dexterity or prac-

tice, a. (mfn.) Inexpert. — \3l (f.) or
—3"

(n.) Want of practice or skill.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^I^-f^)

Anointed, besmeared. It is frequently used as

the last member of a compound, e.

Anointed with oil, from Oil, + 3F35

Anointed. Wilkins' Gr. pp. 418, 422.

^ipM s. (m. 3T + Tf^T) Want of steps or regular

succession, irregularity.

HfZBl a. (mfn.^+f^) Not saleable, not

for sale.

3TfZnmt°i a. (mfn. ^+f^J^°\) Not being

performed, not being done.

ilf!M s. (f.
:35 + "ft

5TTl) f! Cessation from

action. 2. Failure of an action. 3. Neglect

of religious rites. 4. A bad action.

a. (mfn. ^rf^TTl + ?pr ) Effected by

bad actions.

313^3 a. (mfn. 3J +3^3) Not bought.

3TZF^a. (mfn.^l+ 'HF^) Not angry, appeased.

— v3l (/.) or —3 (n.) Mildness, gentleness.

3T!J*^" a. (mfn. 3I +3M ) Not cruel, tender,

compassionate. — n31 (f) or —3" (n.) Tender-

ness, commiseration.

^CIFiJ a. (mfn. 31+dFXT) Not to be pur-

chased. — \?1 (/.) or —3 (n.) The not being

for sale.

3TCIFfH s. (m. 31 + C!FW ) Freedom from anger,

mildness, tranquillity, a. (mfn.) Free from

anger, mild, placid.

3KZftf^? a. (mfn. ^I+CZFffe) Not irri-

tated, not enraged.

Srafcft a. (-f^?Tmfn. 31 + + 3>T ) Not

angiy.

Not tired, unwearied.

3rf|^ a. (mfn. 3T+f<J^) Not disturbed, not

fatigued.

^[f|^lfi a. (-*?I\mfn. 3T^ +^I:^1)
Unweariable, not tired in action.

vllt^H s. (m. 31+ C|J*I) Absence of weariness,

fatigue, or disturbance, a. (mfn.) Undisturbed,

unwearied.

3K<$1*1 ad. Sans, (locat. case o/3K|fl ) With-

out disturbance or fatigue.
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Root, i. 1. To reach or obtain.

2. To pervade. 3. To accumulate.

^11 53? s. (m.') 1. A die for playing with. 2. The

beleric myrobalan. (Terminalia belerica, Rox.*)

3. A weight of sixteen mdshas. 4. A cart. 5.

A part of a carriage, a wheel. 6. A law suit.

7. A kind of seed used for rosaries. (Ekeocar-

pus ganitrus.) 8. A snake. 9. One born

blind. 10. The soul. 11. Knowledge, espe-

cially religious. 12. A mark. 13. (In com-

pound words it is substituted for 3Tf^ The

eye ; e. g.) 3rtTT3l$d? Having long and narrow

eyes.

Play at dice.

3T5$3 a. (mfn.^£.+%$3) Uninjured, not broken,

whole, s. (w.) Whole grain.

3I5^3f^ a. {mfn. 3J5$3 + fi>^) Without a

scar.

A virgin,

virgin.

<r <r

^If^T^f^ s. (m. ^l^ +W^) A judge.

^ItKkTt s. (-f^L ™< A
gamester.

vAlfc£^5 s. (m. 33s$+ <|fc§) A gamester.

STCFRfl*. (f.
3E$+^) Gaming, the playing

with dice.

^Wfc^ a. (mfn. 35-£5§P^ Unable, inadequate.

— ~31 (/.) or —
j[

(n.) Inability, insufficiency.

3ltj?Ui s. {f. + Want of patience,

forbearance, or compassion
;
envy.

313$£rters. (ra. + One moment, one

instant.

3^3TH1 s. {f. 315$ +3^1) A necklace, a

rosary.

sii^U a. {mfn. 3T + 33?U) Without decay, not

perishing, eternal, immortal.

3I5$in1lI a. {mfn. 31 +^1^) Indestructi-

ble, not decaying.

s. {f. 3I+5$Hl) The fourth, seventh,

fourteenth or fifteenth day of a month if it hap-

pen on a Sunday, Monday, or Wednesday.

As. Res. in. 261, &c.

pjlfl s. {f.^m\ +3^Tn)The third

day of the lunar half of the month Visakha.

As. Res. m. 280.

33^^f%U (/.335$fl1 + *JpTOl) Afes-

tival performed by women on the seventh day

of the second half of the month Shadra. As.

Res. in. 290.

3It3?< a. {mfn. <53,+$$<
)

Imperishable, eter-

nal, s. (rc.) 1. A letter of the alphabet, a

character, a syllable. 2. The syllable Om, the

mystic appellation of Brahma, Vishnu, and

Siva. Manu n. 76. 84. 3. The sky or atmo-

sphere. 4. Final liberation and beatitude.

3I53R1>^ a. {mfn. sHt$«+T>^) A scribe, a

writer.

^ttH 0°1 s. {m. ^\H$<+T>C\ ) A scribe, a writer.

^ltt^<D^ a. {mfn. 315$^" + "5^3) A scribe, a

writer.

^^3E<fJ a. {-T^mfn. 3I3$3"+^f^T)
Earning his livelihood by letters or by writing.

3jft^j a. {mfn. ^f+^fl) Not oozing or

leaking, s. («.) The not being leaky.

^s^rfc^Jt^ s .

{
m

. 3i5$^+fwt*T) writ-

ing, scripture.

3I5$Wt*Tl s, {f. 3^ +3^1) The series

of letters, the alphabet.

•€lsH>i?J^ s. {n.3W + TTQ^T) Scrip-

ture, a writing.

^^<?0<? s . {n. 315$ +3^) White Sochal

salt.
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3I3$t°*l s. (m. 3J3$+ 3I *i) A degree of lati-

tude or longitude.

s . (mfn.^ +^+#t^)
The pin of the axle of a carriage, or one at the

extremity of the pole.

vll^l^ a. (mfn. 31 +^1^ ) Impatient, unre-

mitting, unforbearing, envious.

)
Impatience, envy,

relentlessness, want of forbearance, a. (mfn.*)

Impatient, unforbearing, envious.

vAJfc£l< a. {mfn. 3J + S$1< ) Without salt or

potash, new, fresh.

Ni^U^^T s. (m. 31+^?+*^^) Such

food as may be eaten during a season of mourn-

ing, religious observance, &c. as cow's milk,

ghee (i. e. clarified butter), rice, kidney-beans,

barley, sesamum, and sea or river-salt. Wilson.

s. (ft.) The eye. (When forming the final

part of a compound, it becomes ^AJtCl?, e. g.

Having long and narrow eyes, from

3TtTF3, Extended, + 3J5$, instead of 3rfe?

Eye).

Nilfo><P&"^ s. (w.^rfe+^fe"^) The eye-ball.

SrfSFfa a. (mfn. 3lf^ +^? ) Hateful, de-

tested.

3Tf^1 a. {mfn. 3I +f^1) Not injured,

^ifexl s. (n.) Sea salt.

3R$fl a. (mfn. 31 + 5$°! ) Not destroyed, not

wasted.

(m.) 1. A tree (Guilandina or Hype-

ranthera Moringa.) 2. (w.) Sea salt.

3I5g)
ft (

mfn - ^ + 52)) Not reduced to

powder.

a. (mfn. 31 + 553. ) Not hungry.

s. (f. 31 +^1) The being free from

hunger or appetite.
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vi4.t#fiT3 a. (mfn. 3J+5?f^3) Free from hun-

ger or appetite.

3I5£<[ c- (mfn. 3T + 555[) Undisturbed.

3(S?1%3 a . (mfn. 3[+5jpfe3) Undisturbed.

^lltr^M a. (mfn. 3J + C^^X) Unhappy.

(m.) 1. A walnut (Juglans regia).

2. An oily nut (Croton Moluccanum or Aleu-

rites triloba).

s . (m.) idem.

m^fiS s. (m. 31 + (5$t^) Absence of distur-

bance, a. (mfn.) Undisturbed.

3H5£f3*filI a . (mfn. 31 + (5$^^) Not to

be disturbed. - 31 (/.) or —3
(
n .) The not

being disturbable.

3R5ftf%3 a. (mfn. 3I+C5$tfe3) Undis-

turbed, unmoved.

3I^t^l a. (-fa^mfn. 31+ C^tf%^) Not

disturbing.

3K5ff^ a. (mfn. 31+ C5$T3") Not shaved.

1. A com-

plete army, consisting of 109,350 foot, 65,610

horse, 21,870 chariots, and 21,870 elephants.

2. A hundred trillions.

3I5lt*f'| s . (m. :5[ + 7>ift) A childish fancy,

whim, caprice.

3ptfvJ a. (mfn. 31+^) Unbroken, perfect.

—t3l (/.) or — 3"
(
n.) The being whole or un-

broken, perfection.

3T7U^ s .
(
n . 31+^^) The being unbroken

or perfect, a. (mfn.*) Unbroken, entire.

SplfcFffa a. (mfn. 31+^^) Not to be

broken. — \?1 (/.) or —3
(
n.) Hardness, in-

frangibility.

3T^lTt^1 t (/.3T^3l+?tT: Jfl) The

twelfth day of the month Margasirsha in the

lunar year of the Hindus. As. Res. iil p. 268.

C
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Not broken.

3#tat& s. {from 3R5$t3) 1. A walnut. 2.

Another tree (Aleurites triloba).

^Pltfa a, {mfn. 31+^t3) Not dug. s. (mn.)

A natural lake or pond.

^jSltt&t) a. (mfn. 3I+ IUtTp) Not to be eaten.

(/.) or —^ (rc.) The not being eatable.

;3rN^T a . (mfn. SJ+ fVirT) Entire, whole.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case of

Entirely, wholly.

3F*]7t3 a. (mfn. ^[+^t5) Not spoken of, in-

glorious.

U^tfe s. (/. ^I+^Ttf^) Disgrace, dis-

honour, obloquy, scandal, libel.

3lNftf9t#5F or -^"to or -^tti ( -f^T)
a. (mfn.

Causing dishonour, dishonourable.

3PVtJtf5RlW s. (m. 3PUjtf&+C5TW) The

feeling of dishonour.

Root, i. (^Ptfe) To wind, or move tor-

tuously. (With the insertion of the nasal,

) To go, move, or approach.

3^1 a. (mfn. 35+1 J Not moving. 5. 1.

A mountain. 2. A tree. 3. The sun. 4. A
snake.

3Ptt s. A species of fruit tree (Dillenia sca-

brella).

3pttT a. (mfn. 31+1^1) Without the river

Ganga, or Ganges.

a. Mingled, composed of various

things, trash, odds and ends.

3Pft3l (/.) or (n.) s. (Sl+^fa+^l or

3") The not being of the same party.

Sftfl'jft 5. (n. ^

+

rl*t5T) A bad calculation, a.

(mfn.) Without calculation.

Not to be

calculated or counted.

3£tfT3 a. (mfn. 3I+1ft>3) Not taken into

account.

3j1"t> a. (mfn. ^I+^ti^) Innumerable. —31
(/.) or —^ (n.) Innumerableness.

3Ft3 a. (mfn. 31+13) Not gone, not passed

away.

3Ft3tTlt3 a. (m/w.^I+l^+^iulvi) Inac-

cessible.

) T. Not going or

moving. 2. Without a refuge, without resource.

a. (mfn. 3FTf3 +^) Without a re-

fuge, without resource.

S^ttif^gl s. (f. SI+lf^XTl) Absence of

delay, promptness, a. Not delaying.

^33?tcUl ad. Sans, (instrum. case of

Without refuge or resource.

*|S^Sft*Wt si (m. ZFm + *$ffiR) The

submitting to necessity.

\ tf. s. (m. 31+ 1"^) A drug, medicine, a.

(mfn.) Healthy.

accus. case

+ <$t<T) A physician.

CP a. (m/ra. 31+lip) Without prose. 5.

(«.) Bad prose.

3Pt$3> a. (»• 31+ 57^3}) 1. Not to be

moved. 2. Not to be gone through, inacces-

sible.

«Sffi8N a. (mfn. 31+1^") Not deep, shal-

low.

a. (m/w. 31+131) Not honoured, s. (m.)

A tree.

3ptH5ft$ a. (mfn. Sff^MwJ 1. Not to be

moved. 2. Not to be gone through, inacces-

sible.
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3Ft*D a. (mfn. ) Not to be approached

oi* gone through, not to be attained or compre-

hended.

SJWt^s. (».3Pt*D+>iffl*H) Incest.

^mWHl a. {-fcX mfn. 3FfjP +

)
Approaching that which ought not

to be approached ; incestuous. Mohun P. p. 95.

(/.) A kind of grass, commonly called

JDeotar.

SPt^a. (mfn. Not proud.

3PtP^3 a. (mfn. ^+S®3) Not proud or

haughty.

3Pt^ a. (mfn. 3I+ 5t§) Not pregnant, not

fruitful.

*t$wft a. (/.
;3I+51^31) Not pregnant,

not fecund.

Not pregnant, not

prolific.

Not having an

enemy.

s. (m.) 1. The name of a celebrated Hindu
sage, who is likewise considered the regent of

the star Canopus. 2. A small tree (Sesbana

grandiflora, Carey : iEschynomene grandiflora,

Wilson).

s. (m.) 1. The name of a sage. 2. A tree

(Sesbana grandiflora, Carey: iEschynomene

grandiflora, Wilson).

SFlWlrnr s. (m. ^PfS) + STCIT) The seventh

day in the second half of the month Bh'adra

in the lunar year of the Hindus. As. Res. in.

292.

3P$jjt s. (corrupt, of 3$ ) The place or thing

in front; the rope with which a horse's fore

legs are fastened in India while he stands in the

stable.

3Fffrr a- (mfn. SJM-^W^ Without a body.

SWtt a. (mfn. 31+ STfcl) Bottomless, very

deep, unfathomable, s. (w.) A hole, a chasm.

~3I
5tt^' s. («.) A house.

;3nlci a. (mfn. ^[+^°\) Useless, without good

qualities, s. (m.) A bad quality.

Snfte'to or -^tTl (-f^\) a. (mfn.

)
Rendering useless

or worthless.

^TvtWW a. (mfpM

+

T§°1 +3t53) 1 . Speak-

ing of the faults of others, calumnious. 2. (In

grammar) Not expressive of quality.

;3Tdj^ s. (mn. ^J+Tt^) 1. Aloe wood, or

agallochum, or perhaps the tree which pro-

duces it (Aquilaria agallochum). 2. The bal-

sam tree, from which bdellium is produced

(Amyris agallocha). 3. The Sisoo tree (Dal-

bergia sisoo). a. (mfn.') Not heavy, light.

(/.) A tree used for timber

(Dalbergia sisoo).

interj. A particle employed in

respectful address.

«dKMlM a. (mfn. 31+ C^tt^) Not coming

under the perception of the senses.

SftStfSR ad. Sans, (locat. case of ^JFtlW

)

Secretly, unobservedly.

^K^tlCT s. (n. 3J+ (StteT) The being of no fa-

mily, a. (mfn.) Destitute of family or lineage.

Absence of secrecy

or concealment, a. (mfn.) Unconcealed, open.

aitWfor a. (mfn. 3I+CWfllT) Not to

be concealed.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of H*1 )

Without concealment, openly.

Not concealed

or restrained.

C 2
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^t?i;U s. (from 3Tv^) 1. Aloe wood (Aqui-

laria agallocha). 2. The balsam tree (Amyris

agallocha).

>a^j t«l (/. from 3lf*1 ) The name of a god-

dess, wife of Agni.

s. (m.
s

) 1. Fire. 2. The digestive heat or

power. 3. The god of fire, the ruling deity of

the south-east quarter. 4. The lead-wort plant

(Plumbago Zeylanica).

3lf|W s. (m. ^rltj +<£"t1) A spark of fire.

siftf^} «• (,
mfn - +^) Fiery-

a. (mfn. Produc-

ing fire.

3jf|t^t$) s. (mfn. ^^+^%) A sacrifice

to Agni or Fire ; a sacrifice in which fire is

necessary. Manu n. 96.

3lftf^3 s . (n. Srftj +^p) A fire-pit or hol-

low for kindling a fire in.

The south-east

quarter.

^rf^lfZF^I s. (f. ^l+flFd) 1. A sacrifice

to Fire. 2. A religious act performed by means

of fire.

^rf^tlft^l s. (f Srftj+Tft^l) The playing

of the flames in a conflagration, or in a fire-

work.

Slf^f
7!^ s. (m. Slftj-t-

7!^) A trench filled

with fuel, in which a person is placed to be cured

from the bite of the whip-thong serpent.

3Tf*tf^ s. (m. ^\+fU^) 1. A heap of

fuel, a sacrificial or funeral pile. 2. One who

accumulates fuel, a worshipper of Agni or Fire.

^STf^f^ort s. (/. 3Tltj + Collecting fire

for a sacrifice.

s. (m. ^f^j + or 3lt3, or 3ftT, or ^Tt5^)
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A plant of stimulant properties, used in me-

dicine.

^rfSff^f1 * (/• +f^f1) The name of a

medicinal plant.

s^flj^M s. (/. 3lf|) 1. The blaze of

fire. 2. The name of a plant used by dyers (Lyth-

rum fruticosum, and Grislea tormentosa, Rox).

Srf^^P a. (mfn. ^f^j+ ;3^) Fiery, pas-

sionate.

a. (mfn. ^f^j+^t) Giving fire, setting

on fire. s. (m.) An incendiary.

:3XfJtTi^ a . (mfn. ^rfjj + ) Burnt with fire
;

helpless, s. (m.) The name of a particular

class of Pitris, or progenitors of mankind.

Manu in. 199.

s . (-^ ^1+^) The giver

of fire ; the eldest son or nearest male relative,

who sets the funeral pile on fire.

a. (mfn.^tfl\+
v^) Roasted, dressed

by fire.

SjftP^W s. (/. ^rf|1+^W) An ordeal

by means of fire.

a. (mfn. ^j+^R^t^I) Pre-

ceded by Agni, an epithet frequently applied to

the deities in the mansion of Indra.

Srf^f^ s. (m. Slftj +3^) A flint.

^rf^*-, a. (mfn. 31^ +3^) Like fire, with

fire, passionate.

a. (mfn. ^Slf^j Increasing

fire, heat or digestion.

3rf^1°i s. (ra.^rf^+^t !) A fiery arrow, a

rocket, fire-arms.

^f^^or^f^t^. (m.^t\ +fWf
or ) The pain occasioned by the inflam-

mation of a tumor.
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) A shower of balls I

from musquetry or cannon.

'«53T^g s. (m. 3lf|j +B ) A name of Skanda, the

Hindu deity of war.

UfffS^ s . (m. ^Tf^+^) A small tree

(Premna spinosa or longifolia).

a. (mfn. ^iftl+OT) Consisting of]

or abounding with fire.

^^^toa.(-^»i>.^f?j+3^) 1. Fiery,

passionate. 2. Devoted to fire, worshipping

Agni or Fire.

The absence

of appetite or digestion.

^rfJpjU a . (mfn. 1. Having a

fiery mouth or face. s. (mf) 1. The marking-

nut tree (Semecarpus anacardium). 2. A plant

(Plumbago Zeylanica).

Srf^Jlft s. (-f^m. ^(W The

marking-nut tree (Semecarpus anacardium).

s. (n. 3lf£) + TH5) A fire-instrument, a

rocket, fire-arms.

Slf^^P s . (n. + ) The title of a

chapter in the White Yajur-Veda, showing the

benefits that result from worshipping the sacri-

ficial fire. As. Res. villi p. 436.

3lfrt>TOU (-^\ m
.
^ftj+*t*IFT) One

who delights in fire or wrath, i. e. a passionate

man.

A flame of

fire. 2. The name of a plant (Gloriosa superba).

Stf^fas. A sort of potherb, also calledf^*THJl

or *t!F£*ft •

Srf^pf^ s. (n. 3rf£] +^) A sacrifice per-

formed by way of atonement after the uninten-

tional murder of a Brahman. Manu xi. 75.

gutter * (m. ^rflj + C^TO) A particular

sort of sacrifice. Manu n. 143.
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3T^W3 s. (m. Sift +^ +^3) Demigods or

manes to whom funeral oblations are presented.

They are descended from Marichi, and are

the progenitors of the gods. Manu m. 195.

199.

3Tftf<3^T s. (n. ^iftj + £$SFr) 1. The sacred

fire, which is constantly kept burning. 2. A

peculiar sort of sacrifice.

^tCftfl s. (--Rr^m. arfjjtsfcr+t^)

One who maintains a perpetual sacrificial fire ;

a sacrificial priest conversant with the Rig-

Veda.

33fft%| s. (m. 3lf?j + from R. t'^L) One of

the officiating priests who attend on a sacrifice

to Agni or Fire.

s. (mn. +

) An offering

made to Agni and Soma of cakes baked on

eleven plates or tiles, or prepared in eleven

vessels.

) An incar-

nation of Agni, (metaphorically for) a fiery iras-

cible person.

3£fn3 s. (n. ^rfjj +3F3) Fire-arms.

A fiery

meteor.

^J^^R s. (m. ^\+^^) A bonfire,

made in commemoration of a past event.

s. (w.) The top, point or front part of any

thing. (In geometry) The tip or summit of a

figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 89. a. (mfn.') Distin-

guished, noted.

3^ a. (mfn. 33$ +*1
)
Going before, s.

forerunner.

Belonging or en-

titled to the first rank
;
distinguished. — \?1 (/.)

or — "3" (n.) Eminence, distinction,
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(_fspi>/w.3$ + *ttpF£) Going

before, walking in front, s. A forerunner, a

precursor, a chief or leader.

"Al^lvil a. (mfn. 3J£| + *3l) Born before, first-born.

s. An elder brother.

s. (-^im. 3$ +3r^l) A Brah-

man, one of the first tribe or caste.

a. (mfn. Born before, elder.

3£ffl, a. (mfn. 3$ + Leading the front or

fore-part. s. (m.~) A leader or chief.

3$\3S ad. Sans. (3$+\33T) Before, preced-

ing in order or rank.

3£togSR s . (m. 315^3^+ A leader or

chief.

3$iWt (~^\) or —Ttt^tTT a. (mfn. 3$
+¥Tf%^ or sf'WFftf5 Receiving the first

oblation in a sacrifice.

3£W*SK ad. (3$ +*t*kK) Before or after,

sooner or later.

3$^ts
1 s . (m. 3$+^jts1) The foremost or

front part of any thing.

s. (corrupt, of^l^t ^) The liver.

3£W°^ s. (n. 3$ +Ht ^T) 1. The heart.

2. A disease of the liver, viz. an enlargement

of one of the lobes, causing it to occupy the

forepart of the stomach.

3£|^R a. (mfn. 3$ + *R") Going before.

3£T*R°l s. (m.3$ +^R°1 ) Precedence, head-

ship.

a. (mfn.3$ + *Tfa) Going in front.

3$^f1 s . (f. 3$ + *T5Tl) A knowledge or

making known before hand, a foreknowledge.

3£f*5 a. (mfn. 3$ +^) Standing in front.

SEWHOJ s. (m. 3® +3droT) The name of the

eighth month in the lunar year of the Hindus,
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when the moon is full near the head of Orion, or

about November—December. As. Res. n. 296.

3$1^> a. (mfn. 31+£^5? ) Not to be taken or

accepted.

3lfSfcr a . (mfn. W\ First in order or

rank, chief, eldest, s. (m.) An elder brother.

3lf&XU (m. 3$ +3^1) An elder brother.

3$^ a. (mfn. 3$ +^TT) Elder, s. (m.) An
elder brother.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of 3[£j ) Before, in

front, previously. (It occasionally governs the

ablative case in Sans. Manu in. 114). interj.

Sans. A respectful particle of calling to a

person. Wilkins' Gr. p. 543.

3J0] ifgj ad. Sans. Forwards,

onwards.

SRSffttf^" s. (m. 3[$ +ftfit^) A man, of

either of the first three classes, whose wife has

before been married, and has borne him children.

3K£f"<[
v
ad. (genit. case of 3IS|

)
Formerly,

before.

3I$tt^1 a. (3K^\+F^1) Before-men-

tioned.

3RSi^R s .

(
m . 3RSj A leader.

a. (mfn. 3j£j +^T) Chief, principal; prior,

preceding, s. (?w.) An elder brother.

1. Unwearied, un-

remitting. 2. Free from reproach or censure.

3T^Root, i. (3{
0,
<rf3) 1. To go. 2. To go

swiftly. 3. To begin moving. 4. To begin. 5.

To blame or censure, x. To sin,

to commit sin.

3^1 s. (n. R. 3T*P) Sin, guilt.

a. (mfn. 31 Not happening.

3i^nbri s.(f 3i+^Ti ) A not occurring, not

taking place.
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^ra^ft^T a. (mfn. SJ+^Tk"^) Not likely to

take place, improbable. — n31 (/.) Improbability.

Not occurred,

not taken place.

WW$&<k mfn ' ^+^) Sinful,

guilty.

3f$P^| s. (n. ^r+n€°i) Expiation of guilt

or sin, an expiatory prayer.

3FTf$ a. (3I+^t£ ) Destitute of a landing

place. Also written ^^li.

Wlvil a. (-fS=t>>. 3{+^tf3^ Harm-

less, not mischievous. Trans, i. 553.

interj. Sans. A respectful term of ad-

dress. Wilkins' Gr. p. 543.

*aUXll« a. (mfn.lA.+ C^'Z) Not terrible, not

dreadful, s. (m.) A name of Siva.

Walking a bad road, living an abominable life.

s. (»i.) A kind of fanatics, who eat human

ordure and other filthy things.

Sirerfa a. (mfn. 31+ C^R) Without noise.

*l(.^h<4*. (m. ^U<m+^) (In grammar)

A sharp or surd letter.

f- (/• ^+^P ) A cow : the animal which

is not to be killed.

31$ Root, x. 1. To number or

count. 2. To mark.

31$ s. (m. from R. 3I$J 1. A mark or spot. 2.

The flank or part above the hip ; the bosom, the

heart. 3. A species of dramatic entertainment.

4. The act of a play. 5. Fault, offence. 6. A
line, a stroke. 7. War, battle. 8. Ornament,

decoration. 9. Place, abode. 10. Proximity,

proximate. 11. A chapter or section. 12. The
body. 13. A cypher, an arithmetical sign, a

number, or coefficient. Colebr. Alg. pp. 4.

170. 246. 362.
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31$^ s. (m. 31$+^) An accountant.

33$^ s. (n. R. 31$+33^) The marking or dis-

tinguishing of something.

3l$;ftira. (m>.R.3I$+ 3I:
ftTr) Tobemarked

or distinguished.

3X$^t^r s. (n. 3I$+*l4|<ii*i) Substi-

tution or exchange of numbers.

3I$*ft3 *. (m. 31$+*H3) The entering of

numerals into an account. Carey.

3i$^*fctrfa s . (m. 3i$+w+3i^mr)
Concatenation of digits : a mutual mixing of

the numbers, as it were with a rope or halter of

numerals : their variations being likened to a

coil. Colebr. Alg. p. 123.

3I$W^<TSK s. (m.3T$+W + <JT^fa)

See 3T$*THtei7W

.

31$^°} s . (n. 31$ +^°!) Multiplication.

3T$£FfaTU (/.3I$+(XI?t5;:
Tl) (In grammar)

The junction of a nasal with a consonant.

3I$f^lJl s . (/. 3T$+ f^lJl) The science of

numerals, arithmetic.

3J$f^"fa> (-f1!^. 3I$+f^f A ma-

thematician.

s. (/. 31$+^) 1. Increasing a

number, by addition or multiplication. 2. In-

creasing the price of something, the reve-

nue, &c.

3I$*ft*3 s . (n.3I$ + *ftg) 1 . The science of

numbers, arithmetic. 2. A book on arithmetic.

3T$^5 a. (mfn. 31$+ *$) Held in the arms or

on the lap
;
(metaph.) cherished, fostered.

3I$f^3a. (mfn. 3T$+ f*$3) Placed on the

lap, held in the arms
;

(metaph.) Cherished,

beloved, taken care of.

3I$5^°i s . (n. 31$ + $^°!) Division of nu-

merals.
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3T$*te s . (m. 3I°+ ^t^") A flat or sharp in

music, a diminutive note. Carey.

a. (mfn. R. ^Jxp +^v?) Marked, paged.

) To mark, (particularly)

to mark with numerals, to page a book.

**fe%<< s. (m.) A germ or sprout, a young plant, a

scion, a sucker.

^L<gf<\3 a. (^1<§>< +^3) Budded, germinated,

sprouted, blossomed.

^I^Rt^Tr s. (m. >4|<&«+3W) The coming

forth of buds, germs, or sprouts.

^<£*i s. (mn.) An iron goad or hook, used to

drive an elephant ; one of the ten attributes of

Siva. Colebr. Alg. p. 124.

^>l<£>< s. (m.) A sprout, a scion.

The name of a plant (Alangium

hexapetalum, Col. Am. Co.)

s. (m.) A sort of drum.

Root. See

^IX s. (n. ) 1. The body. 2. A limb of the

body. 3. An expedient, a means of success.

4. A division of Hindu learning, comprehending

such science as is considered dependent upon

the Vedas, hence also called Vedanga ; works

on six subjects come under this description, viz.

pronunciation, grammar, prosody, explanation

of obscure terms, description of religious rites,

and astronomy. As. Res. i. 341. 5. A country,

Bengal proper, including Bhagalpore. As.

Res. v. 56.

interj. Sans. A respectful term of address,

(likewise) A term of ridicule. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 543.

An Unadi affix, which forms words like

3^1 A wave, from » Cross over ; sort

of drum, &c. Wilkins' Gr. p. 861.
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^1^*1 s. (33ft+ 313*1) The loss of the

use of a limb or limbs, paralysis.

s . (ml 31^+^) The sudden contrac-

tion of a limb or limbs, spasm, pain.

The removal or

amputation of a limb.

s. (mfn. 33ft+ Born from one's body.

s. (m.~) A son.

WflSfl s. (femin. o/3I^3f) A daughter.

3$rk s . (corrupt, of 3^Wl<fr£l) A fire-

pan, a chafing dish.

3fft[ s. (m. 3T?[+ Tl from W) 1. A bracelet

worn upon the upper arm. 2. In Hindu mytho-

logy, the son of Bali king of the monkeys.

^^1*1 s. (w.) A court-yard.

3l3rTl s.
(f,

from A woman of an elegant

figure.

3$FfJ"fcT s , (m. 3^+^Jt^ ) A religious cere-

mony which consists in touching certain parts

of the body according to rules prescribed in the

Sastra. Carey.

In every limb or

part.

) A ce-

remony performed at the beginning of a sacrifice

to the manes, to expiate such guilt as may have

been contracted during the time of legal un-

cleanness. Carey.

) Gesticulation,

gesture.

corrupt, of Wl)
A coat or gown.

3tf[lTt5I s. (n. 3^+CTfrT) The hair on the

body of men or animals.

1. Union of bodies.

2. Coition. 3. Attachment to a person.
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3tfpT*nU (~f^X rnfn. ^pT^+ t^l) 1.

Adhering. 2. Attached.

WSSSWftJi s. (to. 3F?[+ ?T *3t3') Embel-

lishment of the person by dressing, cleansing, or

perfuming it.

^1^1^.1^ s. (m. ;3Tf[+^l<) Gesture, gesticula-

tion.

) Gesture, gesticu-

lation.

Bodiless, incor-

poreal (often used as an epithet of Kamadeva,

the god of love).

sHffWft s.
(

:3I^+ ;3r?f+^) 1. Agreement,

partnership. 2. A deceitful compact, collusion.

^M^lW s. (m.) Charcoal.

s. (m. 1. Charcoal. 2.

The planet Mars. 3. Tuesday.

The four-

teenth day in the second half of the month Chai-

tra or Vaisakha. As. Res. in. 279.

3tfftoif^1 s. (/. 3I^+^tf^1) A
small portable fire-place.

*AA*Wfl*l*. $S$8MW+£SRfl) A shrub,

(Caesalpinia bonduccella).

A shrub,

(Ovieda verticillata).

A small

portable furnace.

^U^*1 a . (jnfn. + ^H**! ) Like

charcoal.

^f^l 5. (/. +^) A kind of bodice or

jacket.

(tw.) The name of a primeval Rishi

or sage. Mann i. 35. As. Res. vm. 444.

3tffl a. (-f^TVT mfn. + Having a

body
; corporeal, ad. (in comp.) Acquiescingly.
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^I^ft^Pl s. (n. :3rSfl +^c
i) Acquiescence,

agreement, engagement.

)
Acquiescence in

a proposal, agreement, engagement.

a. (mfn. Agreed upon,

consented to.

A plant (Hastingia coccinea, and Brad-

leia nitida and lanceolaria). Hort. Beng. pp.

46, 69.

(J.)
A finger-ring.

3^pftTT or ^l^<T.il<P (tow. ^tfT^ + TI or +
SA|<^) A finger-ring.

(»?.) A finger, a measure of a finger's

breadth, containing eight barley-corns in breadth,

or three grains of rice in length. Colebr. Aly.

p. 2.

3$ff^T s. (/.) A finger, a toe. 3jfrf*T f^3
To interfere, to meddle. — To move

or touch with the fingers. To make

a sign with the fingers. — I^ C<3 To be

desirous of interfering in a thing.

The space be-

tween the fingers at their insertion. Carey.

Stfrf^TTT s. (n. ^SI^pT+ ^T) A guard for the

thumb or finger, used by archers.

) A piece of

leather or thin iron, worn on the thumb or finger

by archers to prevent the bow-string from in-

juring it. Carey.

^flff^PN^. (m. ;3tfff%+ PNr

) The promi-

nent parts between the joints of the fingers on

the under side.

A seal-ring.

3tfjf*^T s. (n. ^f^T+^) The root of

the fingers.

3T^fl. s. (/.) A finger.

D
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The space be-

tween the fingers at their insertion. Carey.

3tfffi$#*t s. (£. ST^ft + Stf^l) The

knuckle or joint of a finger or toe.

^Al^plq s. (n. ^^ft + ^T) A guard for pro-

tecting the thumb, used by archers.

) The tip of the

finger.

s. Cm.) The thumb.

4l$$Hl s. (/.) A thimble.

^I^f^s. (p.jj^I) A grape.

3Tf%T 5. (jb.) The foot, the leg. See :3T°f^"

.

Slf^I^SI^ s. (m. 3jf%+ ^FT) A foot re-

sembling a lotos.

3lf3SJsjFl s. (m. ^Tf^+vFT) The sole of

the foot.

^P^i f-; (m. ^af^ifi^ ) A tree.

A foot resem-

bling a lotos.

sif^prfg^l s. (/. ^rfs^r+sfNi) a
plant (Hedysarum lagopodioides, or Hemionites

cordifolia).

3|f%*|*H or 3jf3^5-*r s. (n. ^f%+
iJ^H or+ TT5"^) The two feet, a pair of feet.

and with the insertion of

the nasal, To so.

A termination which is appended to preposi-

tions to form adjectives or adverbs expressive of

direction; e. g. Upwards, towards the

north, from ^S^ +^TJj ^< ll>^ Downwards,

towards the south, from ^ll< + ^A|E>^. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 82.

(In grammar) a term or formula denoting-

all the vowels and diphthongs.

3H>f<fr3 a. (mfn. 3I+ T>f^3) Undismayed.

(-SpT^. W-fBlffi) A bad eye.

a. (mfn.) Eyeless.

Not moving or

tremulous.

^3TK3 a. (mfn. ^+T>v5) Not furious, mild,

tractable.

v^Osit s. (/. 31+ "5^1) A tractable cow.

^T^T «. (mfn.^+'&t^) Not wavering, not

changino;, not fickle.

3flt§H^ a. (mfn. 33+ l^l"^ ) Destitute of

Champaca trees (Michelia Champaca).

^HO^i a. (mfn. -^I+ T^T) Not shaking or mov-

ing, s. (m.) A mountain.

^0^1 s. (fern. o/^lO^l) The earth.

^ilO^I a. (mfn. 0^1) Not moving, not

current, unusual, impi'oper.

3TSf*T\? a. (mfn. SJ+T^f^J) Not current, im-

pervious.

) Immove-

able.

^IFf^W a. (>>.3I+"5p?Pg) Motionless.

3tf>tS^ a. (mfn. 3I+ T>t£R) Not evident.

nA^oI^I a. (mfn. 31 + T>1 ) Without art or

deceit.

3jM^ a. (mfn.^+"UW^) Not wavering,

not fickle, s. (n.) Firmness, steadiness.

3051^ a. (mfn. 3I+C>Hl^) Motionless.

Immoveable.

s^0 lrin
,

lu\3<^ a. (mfn. 3j+Ft^f|Tr33}

)

Immoveable.

^^.If^lva a. (mfn. 3I+ I>tf^F3 ) Not moved.

a. (mfn. 3[+]>tn>) Immoveable.

^f^^^flTT a. (mfn. ^+ fuf^^Wtt$)
Not to be cured, not medicable.
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3tf&ft^*ri s. (j. 31+fsf^ri) Bad me-

dicine, neglect of medicine, quackery.

3lfj^«. (m/w.3I+ f?>3) Thoughtless, careless.

nII^^ a. (mfn. 31+ R>g<P) Thoughtless,

careless.

)
Thoughtlessness,

carelessness.

Inconceiv-

able. (/.) Inconceivableness.

3lfS3l s. (f. 31+fWl) Thoughtlessness, neg-

lect.

3lfs1%3 a. (mfn. 3I+f^f^3) Not thought of.

3lfirfi!F333 a . (mfn. 3I+f&f%33)) Not to

be thought of, inconceivable.

a. (mfn. 3j+ffef> ) Inconceivable.

^lR>< a. (mfn. 31+ ) Not durable, not last-

ing, short, momentary. —31 (_/.) or —3 (h.)

Transientness.

A short time.

3l(wf!Fr a. (mfn. ^rf&^ + fZPT) Acting

speedily.

^ifS^t^l a. (-f%\mfn. ^H>« +^ftf^)
Of short life or duration.

^ft>4*£Wt a. (-f^\ mfn. tf+'fW-
Not lasting long.

3lfl>Tt^ ad. Sans, (ablat. case of 3rfW)
Shortly, in a short time.

ad. Sans. (dat. case of ^llf!^
)

Shortly, in a short time.

NilH>^ a. (mfn. 3I +fij^) Without a mark or

distinction.

3T^v5 a. (mfn. 3[+ ]>\3l ) Without a crest or tuft

of hair.

3T^fK? a . (mfn. 3T+ "5ff\J) Not reduced to

powder.
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3U.IXJ1 a. (mfn. 31+(1^3^) Thoughtless,

senseless.

3IT53T1 s. (7.31+0^3^1) Thoughtlessness,

insensibility.

3I(.O c'1 a . (mfn. 31+ (U^) Wanting clothes,

naked.

3IO>^ a. (mfn. 31 +(T>^) Without motion,

without exertion, inert. -31 (_/.) Absence of

motion or exertion, negligence.

3ICF^ a. (mfn. 31+ (5^5) Without excite-

ment, not calling into exertion.

3irSf*&3 a . (mfn. 31+ C^f%3 ) Not laboured

or sought after.

^.OvSIJ a. (mfn. 31+
<

tl>3^ ) Without sensa-

tion or consciousness.

315^ a. (mfn.) Clear, transparent, good. s. (wi.)

1. A bear. 2. Crystal, ad. Well.

3T55^[a. (mfn. 31+ 0^) Uncovered, divested.

3^^T«. (-Wlmfn. -31+^) Without a

garment or covering.

3T55^" a. (mfn. 3[+ T^") Uncovered.

3T5^^ 5 . (m . 3[^+^) A bear.

3[S5^ a. (mfn. 31+5^ ) Without fraud, sin-

cere.

3T5^tf^3 a. (mfn. 3I+Z^ffpf3 ) Uncovered.

a. (mfn. 3I+ ^tfp[33} ) Not to

be covered.

3T^tTp a. (mfn. 3T+^tTp ) Not to be covered.

3T5^tTT a. (mfn. 3I+^td ) Without shadow.

3rfB5iH a. (mfn. 31+ fi£El) Without a hole or

defect.

3lfe*r a. (3r+ fe^ ) Undivided, not split.

3KS5^ a. (31+ C5p{ ) Without a fissure or di-

vision.

3TSJ3 a. (31+ "573) N t falling, not decaying.

D 2
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s. The name of a shrub used in dyeing (Morinda

tinctoria).

name of

Balarama.

Root, i. (^KSfR?) 1. To go. 2. To blame,

to censure, x. (with the insertion of a nasal,

SPOTfa) To shine.

:3T3 a. (mfn. 31+ s5t) Unborn, not produced,

eternal, s. (m.) 1. A god, deity; the Eternal

Spirit, creator of the universe. 2. A he-goat.

SKSFTfN^ s . (/. ^ES+rfal+t^) The

shrubby basil (Ocymum gratissimum).

The bow of Siva.

^HFt^" s. (m. ;3tvl

+

5H ) A large serpent (Boa

constrictor).

^KSFf^inS 5 .
(
mfnm SJ^^R+^J) (Literally)

a worshipper of the Boa constrictor
;
(used ironi-

cally for) an indolent person.

^K511 <P a. (mfn. 35+3*T&) Fatherless.

) A term of impreca-

tion. Colebr. on Am., p. 286.

^RFT^ft^ a. (mfn. + 3Pnf}+3 s

) Motherless.

^K5lPi\J a. (mfn. ^+ OlR^3) Not born, not

produced.

3lv5rM s . (-^\n. 3T^) Non-produc-

tion, a. (ra/k.) Unproduced, unborn.

s . (n. ^I+ ^3rP ) A portent.

SHWfotl s. (f. ^KI+GfiK) The name of

several plants, viz. 1. The common caraway

(Carum carui). 2. A kind of lovage (Ligusti-

cum Ajwaen, Rox.y 3. A sort of parsley (Apium

involucratum). Wilson.

^5£3ni a. (mfn. ^+\5PU') Unvanquished, invin-

cible.

3OTPft^T s. (m. ^T3iTPHFT) The name of a

musical mode used by the Hindus. Carer/.

3OTft a. (-ftF^mfn. 31+ ^ftpT) Not vic-

torious.

^K5l< a. (mfn. 3J+ v5l< I) Not subject to old age

and decrepitude.

NilsS< fSR a. (?»/». ^SES^+ ^PR") Not subject

to decrepitude and death.

<- <r

3OTP a. (mfn.
:3J+ 3^P ) Not liable to decay,

indigestible, s. (ra.) Friendship.

^pn^l s . (-f^^ w>. TO+^f^pr ) a
plant; described as a milky and thorny plant

with a fruit of a crooked figure, like a ram's horn,

and used as a medicine for the eyes. Wilson.

^K5ltj° ad. Sans. Eternally.

3£3Tl s. (f. from 33>3l ) 1. A female goat. 2. (In

philosophy) Matter, the secondary or passive

principle of creation ; the unborn sempiternal

nature. Trans. R. As. H. 18.

•^ikSll
5!^" s. (m. vlk5l1 + ) 1. A large snake

(Boa constrictor). 2. A small plant (Eclipta or

Verbesina prostrata).

(/.) Cumin-seed.

^Olloft^ s. (m. 3£5i1+3lt^) A goatherd.

Unproduced, unborn.

m. See ) A horse of a

good breed.

a. (mfn.

Like the bleating of a goat. s. One of the seven

primary musical notes. Carey.

^fOTt ^, _*T3>, or a. (m>. 3I+fe-

^t°*T, or f^°^, or ferf°*T) Not

malicious, not cruel.

a. (mfn. "3I + fs5l\5
)
Unconquered.

^rfeK5f^T a. (mfn. 3[+f^jfelT ) Of un-

subdued senses, incontinent.

(n.) 1. Leather. 2. A hide used as a
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seat, bed, &c. by the religious student : accord-

to Manu (n. 41) it should be the hide of the

black antelope, the common deer, or the goat,

but it is commonly the hide of the antelope.

A bat.

srferortf^ (m. srft^+oitf^) a deer

or antelope.

(w.) A court or yard.

^rf^B a. {mfn. ^I+fiW) Not crooked,

straight.

^ife^l s. (m. ^rfSl^+ ^tl ) An arrow.

SRQSl a. {mfn. ^ + <£[<) Lifeless, s. Death :

according to the Jainas, the inanimate part of

the universe. Trans. R. As. i. 551.

^3T3ft^^T a. {mfn. 3T+ 0lT<H ) Without life,

destitute of a livelihood, s. (w.) Death.

) A term of impre-

cation. Colebr. on Am., p. 286.

) Lifeless, with-

out a livelihood.

SrfH' a. (^+3tcf) 1. Indigested. 2. Not

having digested. 3. Not worn out. s. Indi-

gestion. —^31 (jQ or —^ (n.) Indigestion.

sAl^< s .

(
P

. ijy>.\ ) A labourer, a hired

workman.

•3£3T^"1 s. (p. Xjf*-\ ) Hire, wages.

^I^Tt^rl s . (p. £jji^ ) The written expo-

sition of a case.

^U5lil a. {mfn. ^51+ ) Unconquerable.

^N|<p| s. {f. from R. ^T3?) A courtezan (in

theatrical language).

(/.) A plant (Flacourtia cataphracta).

3T^t#1 s. (/.) A plant (Phyllanthus Niruri).

a . {mfn. + Ignorant. —31 (/.) or

—S (w.) Ignorance.

a. {mfn. SJ + ^et^ ) Unknown.

J^PPSfti^ a. {mfn. 3F3t3+f^S+^ ) Of

an unknown father, s. (wz.) A bastard.

{mfn. Not known

before.

^t^^t^Tl a. (/. 313^3+ OTT^ ) A girl

arrived at the period of puberty, and surprised

at her own sensations.

A person unac-

quainted with a thing.

3F3st3t^ s. {m. 3I\3sT3 +3I$ )
(In Algebra)

An unknown number. Colebr. Aly. p. 185.

3KETfo a. {mfn. 3I+\5itf3
)
Having no rela-

tions.

;33\3it£3 ad. Sans, {locat. case of 3T3it\3 ) Se-

cretly, by stealth.

a. {mfn. + \5fr^
) Senseless, ignorant.

s. (w.) Ignorance, (particulai'ly) spiritual igno-

rance, worldly illusion. —31 (/.) or —S (//.)

Ignorance. .

ad. Sans. (^FSTfr + sPi) Unwisely,

through ignorance, unknowingly, unconsciously.

>5p^T, a. {mfn. 3I+ \3itf^)
Ignorant.

3K5Tf^T3l s . (/.) or -J {n.) Ignorance.

ad. Sans, {locat. case of ^^1*7) Un-

wisely, foolishly.

^IC^U a. {mfn. 31+ 03sTI ) Not to be known,

incomprehensible.

^N|< a- {mfn. 31+ ^pf fever) Without trouble,

disease, pain, or anxiety.

^£<l a. {-f^ mfn. 3[+ 3if^T Feverish)

Free from trouble, pain, or anxiety.

3Wf&f3 a. {mfn.^l+Wf^S) Slow. ad.

Slowly.

3$^ Root, i. (^I#f& ) 1. To adore, to worship,

to treat with respect. 2. (3$*f3, 3$*C3)
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To go, to approach. 3. To ask or beg. 4.

To speak indistinctly, i. and x.
(

) To discriminate, to individualize, to

possess especially. See R. 3IT>^.

3$**T s. (m.~) 1. A border, a skirt. 2. A district

of a town or country, a quarter, a tract of

land.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of ^SI^^l) To-

wards.

3rf^3 a. (mfn. R. 3$^+ ) Worshipped, re-

vered.

313* Root, vii. (3FTf3F) 1. To make clear. 2.

To anoint. 3. To be beautiful. 4. To go.

s. (n. R.3^ +31^) 1. A black powder

used to darken the eye lashes. " It is generally

supposed to be antimony ; but that sold by the

native druggists appears from some chemical

trials to be a kind of lead ore." Carey. 2.

Night. 3. Ink. 4. (In rhetoric) The use of

a word in a specific acceptation.

A vegetable perfume.

species of green

lizard common upon shrubs. 2. In mythology,

the mother of Hanuman.

^ISpTte^U (/. 3^1 + 33*1) The female

elephant of the north-east.

(m.) 1. A mode of veneration by join-

ing the hands, and keeping the palms from

touching, as if to hold an offering. 2. A mea-

sure, as much as can be held in the hands

when so joined.

^^I^Tl ad. Sans. 1. Soon, instantly. 2. Truly,

justly.

3K|*fa s. (p. f[*r\ ) Completion.

3I^t^s. (v.j*ssr\ ) 1. A fig. 2. A fig tree.

3Tt Root, i. To move, to go, to ap-

proach, x. (3j£irf3) To slight.

STt^T s. (n. R. 3Ttt+3FT ) The act of moving or

walking.

3^1% or -^fl. s. (/.) The notched extremity of

a bow.

(f.)
A forest, a thicket.

3Tfcff^<£ s. (m. 3Ttrf<r+^) A forester, an

officer of the forest.

3^^ or —<M. s. (»?.) The Malabar-nut tree,

(Justicia Adhatoda and J. Gendarussa).

33^ a. (mfn.^l+ R . 1^^1+31) Immoveable,

unchangeable. — ^31 (/.) or —3" (w.) Ab-

sence of motion or change.

) An unde-

niable statement. See 3K ta^^l

.

a. (mfn. ) Immoveable

in mind, firm.

3l£i s.(f. R.3Tt+3l1 )
Wandering about as a

mendicant.

)
Wandering as a

beggar or devotee
;
great travelling.

a. (mfn. 3J4-"tO> ) Not broken, whole.

a. (mfn. 31 ) Not bruised,

smooth.

3I§ Root, i. (^§U3) 1. To surpass or excel,

to transgress or exceed. 2. To kill or hurt,

x. (3I^rfv?) 1. To slight. 2. To be small.

^ s. A room on the top of the house, an

attic, a. Much, excessive.

) Much laughter,

a roar of laughter.

(m. from 3T|) A palace.

(m. from 3T| ) An upper-roomed

house, a palace ; an edifice of brick or stone.
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;31&li s. (/. R. 3PL+^T1) Wandering, as a

beggar or devotee.

3^ Root, i. (3T and, with the insertion

of a nasal, 31 ) To go, to go to, or to-

wards.

3IC&*Ta. (31+ C&*\ ) Undeniable, unanswer-

able.

Slrt^Stl s. (3^1^+3^) An undeniable

statement. See

3T3jr ot, i. (^oRj ) To strive or endeavour.

A species of pulse called

pigeon-pea (Cytisus Cajan).

^lO^T s. The name of a plant (Solanum pu-

bescens). See 31<>i .

A species of pulse, called pigeon-pea

(Cytisus Cajan).

A shrub, a species of Grewia.

3[^3^ Root, U (^HO^f^ ) 1. To connect. 2.

To solve or demonstrate.
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^1 b< s. The name of a plant (Cytisus Cajan).

See 313^"

.

SFl^RooT, i. (3Tlf3) To sound, iv. (3Ttlf3)

To breathe, to live.

3Tf^ a. (mfn.) Inferior, low.

3[f^l s. (m.) A pin or bolt at the extremity of the

pole of a carriage ; the pin of the axle.

A super-

human faculty; the subtle and invisible state

assumable by a deity. Wilson.

wit* (/.) The pin of an axle.

31*11.11^ a. (mfn. compar. of =3^) Smaller,

very small.

3^ a. (mfn.) Small, minute, s. (m.) 1. A minute

particle, an atom. 2. A sort of grain (Panicum

miliaceum).

STt^ a. (mfn. 3Fj+^) 1. Minute, small. 2.

Skilful, clever.

STtSTtft^ a. (mfn. ST^+STtfiT^) Minute,

feeble. Manu I. 56.

313 An Unadi affix, which forms words such as

^3 A master, from^ Support ; 3T^3 A bird

,

from ^ Go, &c. Wilkins' Gr. % 863.

313 s. (to.) 1. An egg, a germ. 2. The mundane egg

or productive germ of the universe. Manu i. 12.

313^1$; s . (m. 313 +^6i$ ) The universe

;

(literally) the caldron which contains the eggs

of the universe. Carey.

313^1^ s. (m. 313+ C^fa) A testicle.

3KT3l a. (mfn. 313 + vIF^) Produced from an

egg, oviparous.

v2^H<H s . (n. 313 +^^:^) The laying

of eggs.

313 Ttf%3 v. a. To lay eggs.

3T3t^t^" a. (mfn. 3J3 +3lW^) Similat to

an egg, oval. s. (m.) An ellipsis, an oval.

3£3t3if3 a . (mfn. 313 +31^3) Oval, ellip-

tical, s.
(f.) An ellipsis, an oval.

31*-, Root, i. (3£3f\? ) To go, to move, or ap-

proach progressively and continually. (With a

nasal inserted, 3I3f3) To bind.

33^ A termination which serves to form the pre-

sent participle of Sanskrit verbs in the active

voice ; e. g. 3P[^, Wounding, from 3T^ To

wound. In the nominative case, sing., it takes

the forms 3]*J^ (masc), vSjsH or 31^. (fern.),

and 33S (neut.), e. g. m. 31^, /. 3T[^t or

3}^ , to. 3KS . Wilkins Gr. % 672. seq.

3F3 An affix by which numeral adjectives are

formed from Five, and Ten ; as
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Composed of five ; "^*t3 Composed of

ten. Wilkins' Gr. § 955.

^o^ad.(~^
. KW*fcpta) Forthwith,

hereafter.

313 conj. (3J3^+§<4' ) Hereafter, in

future.

conj. Therefore, thence.

3I3& a. (mfn. 3J+3& ) Without shores, s.

(»z.) A precipice.

31^3 a. (mfn. 3J+33 from R. 3*T ) Not

stretched, not lengthened.

TOVfa a. (mfn. 31+3*-^ ) 1. Unexpe-

rienced, unskilful. 2. Not zealous.

31315^3 a. (mfn. 31+ 3^1 + 31^3) Un-

deserving, not meriting, worthy of something

better.

a. (mfn. 31+3^ ) Not accurate, not

conformable to reality, s. (n.) Inaccuracy, in-

correctness.

313^31 s. (f. 31+3331
)

Irregularity, non-

confonnity or non-compliance with a particular

rale.

3I3l%3 a. (mfn. 3[+3f^l3 ) Unwearied, in-

defatigable, unremitting.

313^5. (a.^Lc) Odoriferous essence (of flowers).

3Js3Tft*r a. (mfn. 3J+3Tfftr ) Impassable,

not to be crossed over.

3I3T&ffa^s. (p. ^jjac) A smelling bottle, a

vessel to hold odoriferous essences.

3I3^tto s. (p. Jbjtf ) A vessel for sprin-

kling odoriferous essences.

3t3f^ a. (mfn. 31+3^t +^ ) Without a boat.

3I333
a. (mfn. 31+ 33= ) Without a tree, sterile.

3I33FI a. (mfn. 3T+ 3^°i) l, Not young. 2.

Destitute of young men.

3I333
a. (mfn. 3J+ 3<1?) Without a trace, with-

out reason, unintelligible.

3I3f<F3 a. (mfn. 31+3^3 ) Not investigated,

not discovered.

313^) a. (mfn. 3I+335
) ) Not to be reasoned

upon, untraceable, uninvestigable.

3I3^°1 *. (n. 31+ 3^°!) The not satisfying a

person, a. (mfn.') Dissatisfied, displeased.

SEPTffa a. (mfn. 3J+3^T ) Not to be

pleased, not to be satisfied, insatiable.

3J3f^3a. (mfn. 31+3^3 ) Not satisfied, not

pleased, not satiated.

313^ a. (mfn. 31+3^) Bottomless, s. That

portion of the infernal regions which is imme-

diately below the earth.

TO^Fffa a ,

(
mfn . 3J+3??FlH') Unfathom-

able ; bottomless, s. (m.) An abyss, a gulf.

313° conj. Sans, (from the pronoun 3T^Tj 1.

Thence. 2. Therefore, from this cause.

3I37ft s. (f) Common flax (Linum usitatissi-

mum).

^[si prep. Sans. 1. Beyond, over (in time, place,

or degree). 2. Very, much, exceedingly.

Wilkins' Gr., p. 543.

3Xf3<rft>*Ta. (w*/k3lf3+^ril )
Very severe,

inexorable.

3rf3^rte a. (mfn. 3lf3+ ^"frfe ) 1. Ex-

ceedingly hard. 2. Very severe.

3lf3^tTT a. (mfn. 3tf3+^tU" )
Gigantic.

3lf3^"Hy s . (n. 3lf3+^"S*) Very severe :

the penance of a twice-born man. It consists

in eating a single mouthful (or a ball of rice as

large as a hen's egg), for three times three

days ; and for the last three days wholly ab-

staining from food. Manu xi. 213.
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^TR?^n°i a. (mfn. 3lf3+<Ph )
Very sparing

or avaricious, miserable.

SXfe^OT a. ( C^OT corrupt.

Very useful, very fit for the purpose.

^RJ3*M *. (m. ^f^ +TFH) 1. The passing or

going beyond bounds. 2. Transgression (of a

command), neglect (of a duty).

^rfeF^ ! s. (rc. ^fij +ZFI !) 1. Transgres-

sion (of a limit). 2. Neglect (of a duty). 3.

An attack.

3lf3!Ffl 1 (-Tn\ mfn. sxfeFX+t^) I.

Exceeding or passing over (a limit). 2. Ne-

glecting (a duty), outrageous.

a. (mfn. 3rf3+ !Ft3 from R. ZPT
)

1. Passed beyond, surpassed. 2. Having trans-

gressed, having surpassed.

3lf\3S>H a. (mfn. Srfsf+SfJiJ) Very small,

mean, base.

3rf^l"^5l a. (^if^+C^^I) Very vulgar,

base, or obscene.

The sixth Yoga, or

one of the twenty-seven divisions of the Hindu
ecliptic. As. Res. n. 302. See ^tsJ .

f. A strong scent.

2. The name of several plants, viz. lemon-grass,

(Andropogon Schcenanthus), champaca (Miche-

lia Champaca), and a kind of bean (Phaseolus

Mungo).

3u^W s, (f. A plant (He-

mionites cordifolia).

s. (f. + A plant (Hibiscus

mutabilis).

s. (m. (\3 + S$?T ) A mushroom.

3lf3T55£Ti * (/. Srf^.+ B^T) 1. A plant

(Anethum Sowa). 2. Anise, anise-seed (Pim-

pinella anisum).

3lf\3tf^>3l a. (3lf3+ 0^31 )
Very base.

a. (mfn. 3rf3+3R) Walking fast

or quick.

3{$QP7€&i s. (m. ^if^+^bb?) Great contempt.

a. (mfn. )
Very much

pleased.

3lf^3f^ s. (f. 3jf\?+^f^) High gratifica-

tion.

a. (mfn. 3lfsJ+^ ) Perfectly sa-

tiated, full to satiety.

) Fulness, satiety.

3TftreW s. (m. C3l^ ) Great pleasure,

high gratification.

a. (mfn. ^Srfe+aJ^) Quite forlorn,

perfectly destitute.

lunar day) A guest,

a stranger, a pilgrim. (So called, according

to Mann m. 102, because the guest does not

sojourn a whole day of the moon.)

^ifsSl^J s. (n. ;3lf3f*l + ;3) Hospitable re-

ception, hospitality.

Slftfc^ a. (-f^ mfn. 3U%f*l.+

C^fft^) Inhospitable.

Attention paid to strangers.

3tf3f2M<53 a. (mfn. Slf^fSl+^fe) Ho-

nouring, or paying attention to guests.

a. (mfn. Loving

guests, fond of visitors.

^Tfe'fe^ a. (mfn. ^fisfk +^g) Devoted

to guests or visitors.

SlfefSttFTi s. (f ^rfef^l +^l) An

apartment or house to receive strangers in.

^f^f^R^ a. (mfn. SlfSpl + C^R^

)

Showing attention to guests, hospitable.

E
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Atten-

tion to guests or strangers, hospitality.

(jemin. of 3lf\3fSI) A female guest.

s. (from ) A host, an enter-

tainer of guests. See

^Tf^5i7t"PR a. (mfn. 3lf$f$l +3rW? ) Ho-

nouring or entertaining guests, s. (m.) Respect

for guests, hospitality.

srftslpH^i *. (/. ^Pi+^^mi) At-

tention to guests or visitors, hospitality.

^Rsnkil a. (-^ mfn, 3K$3+ 'tfF3) Giving

abundantly, liberal, bountiful.

) Munificence,

bounty, liberality, generosity.

a. (mfn. Very miserable.

Stf^TJ^ s. (n. Srf^ + TjF^) Great pain, af-

fliction, or distress.

Much afHicted, in great distress, wretched.

SjfiflJ^ a. (mfn. + Very depraved,

very bad, depraved.

a. (mfn. ^[f^ + "^") Very distant,

very far off.

"ftjo a. (mfn. ^f3+ "ET?) Very tight.

^if^ft a. (-$%mfn. 3rf3+ $tf=T\) Very

rich.

^'f^'l'Pffila! (j«/n.3lf3+^tpfe) Strictly

religious, very virtuous or pious.

a. (mfn. )
Very near.

a. (mfn. Stand-

ing or situated very near.

Much sleep,

great drowsiness ; death.

3lfjpF*I a. (mfn. 3tf% + f^TJf) Very much de-

pressed, low, deep.

) Accu-

rate or close inspection.

clear decision

or declaration, a perspicuous development or

argument
;

certainty, truth.

^tfofi^Wl a. (-ft^ mfn. fc^-wN
-h^t*^) Perfumed, fragrant.

S^tSjVbi^ (™.3lf3+ "Pl*r^I) An accurate

distinction, a precise decision, certainty.

Srf^Pff^ a. (mfn. ^3+ P\f%^) Very

thoughtless, very careless.

a. (mfn. Strictly

forbidden.

) A peremp-

tory prohibition.

3lf\3^ ad. ( ^^3+ $\ Panini i. 1. 48.) Over

the boat, landed from a boat.

a. (mfn. ) Landed from a

boat, over the boat. Wilkins' Gr. p. 62.

Slf^J a. (mfn. 3lf3+ *tf ) Well cooked,

over-cooked
;

over-ripe.

35fiHti%ffl> (mfn. Very skilful,

clever.

SI^P^I s. (^f^+^Tf^l) A good road.

^rf^t^ s. (m. ^S+ ^fe) A declared oppo-

nent or adversary.

^ISHl'M s. (^3+^*^^) A great fool.

a. (mfn. ) Immoderate.

) Great learn-

ing, high attainments.

^Tf^^tts? s . (m. ^if^+^t^) Disregard, neg-

lect.

) A great crime.

a. (mfn.~) Very criminal, very vicious.
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Very sinful, very criminal.

Very able, very

capable. —V3I or —^ Ability.

superabundance

of bile.

a. (mfn. 3rR3f^3 +^") Caus-

ing a superabundance of bile.

a. (mfn. ) Distin-

guished, chief, principal.

a. (mfn.

Extremely praiseworthy, admirable.

3lf^TU3flrf. (31^+^3 corrupt, of

Early in the morning, at break of day.

a. (mfn. "51
) Much beloved,

amiable, s. (wz.) A favourite.

Great love, pre-

dilection.

a. (mfn. Quite dead.

Very great, exceed-

ing, extreme.

a. (mfn. 31^3+ ^*T) Strong, active,

marching fast. See

A great ob-

struction or impediment.

a. (mfn. 3ifv3+^rnT) i. beyond de-

scription, excessive, immoderate. 2. Talking

heedlessly, furious, ad. Excessively.

^rf^t^ s. (n. 3Tfe+3tT^T) Excess in

talking, garrulity.

3lf3f^1 s. (/. ^rf^ +f^) 1. The name of

a most poisonous plant (Aconitum ferox), grow-

ing in Nepal. The root is employed by the

natives of India and Nepal to poison the barbs

of arrows. Wallich, PI. 41". It may be doubted

whether this term is applied to the Betula. See

Wilson.

54

4lRj<Jsii a . (33ft + ^>3l corrupt, of^) Very

old.

a. (mfn. 3rfe+<r^) Very aged, much

increased or grown.

3rf3^f% s. (f. 3lf\J+^f%) Heavy rain, a

deluge.

a. (mfn. ^fe +^SS) Very great,

enormous.

^faW^I a. (mfn. 3lf\J+(3^T) Unlimited,

much. ad. Much.

^ifj^l s. (f. + 37*11) Extreme pain,

agony.

vilfSWU s. (m. 3Tf\3 + 37TT) Lavish expense,

prodigality, extravagance, waste.

Very

extravagant, prodigal, s. (to.) A spendthrift.

Friendship, sin-

cere love.

heavy burden,

a burden too heavy for the bearer.

) Very good, ex-

cellent.

great oversight.

3Tf3t^t3FT s. (n. StfS+ tokSH) Gluttony.

3lf3q°*i s. (to. ^ft+qOK
l) An outcast.

safari a. C$0 + p. Savory, luscious.

a. (mfn. 3^3 +^) Very mean or

bad, very slow.

a. (mfn. Beyond mea-

sure, exceeding, ad. Exceedingly, very.

3lf3fXR a. (mfn. 3I+ fs3fSR ) Not dark, not

obscure.

a. (mfn. Very sweet,

savory.

E 2
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a. (mfn. ^3lf\5+ ^S') A climbing

plant (Gaertnera racemosa, or Banisteria Ben-

galensis).

3TP3II3^ Si ^ silf^<U«3'+^) 1. A tree

(Dalbergia Oujeinensis). 2. A creeper (Gaert-

nera racemosa).

a. (mfn. ^ \s$ + ^U?
)
Very much dis-

turbed or distracted, very ignorant, stupid.

3rfOT*itSa. (-^ro/M.^+TT*^) Be-

yond all praise or fame.

a. (mfn. )
Very

pleasing, very delightful.

a. (mfn. ^Slf^ +^D) Very delight-

ful, highly acceptable.

a. (mfn. More, over

and above, exceeding, surpassing. —v3l (/.)

or —^ (n.) Excess.

:3lR?R^ 5. (m. :3rfe+R^ from R. TOT)
More, surplus, residue.

Not having the

tilaka or sectarian mark on the forehead.

sUfo^W a. (mfn. 3lf\3+ ET^)) Easily attain-

able.

a. (mfn. Very powerful,

robust, strong.

3Tf3*tf3F3l s . (3lf3+*ff5;3l) Great strength,

heroic valour, prowess.

a. (rw.) Great, excessive, ad. Ex-

ceedingly, very. — \31 (/.) or —^ Excess.

A tippler,

a drunkard.

)
(In gram-

mar) The frequentative or intensive mood.

a. (mfn. ) Excellent,

chief, principal.

Fatigue.

Sift 56

^tfSHWl a. (-T^\ mfn. 3lft +$ftR)
Toilsome, fatiguing.

a. (mfn. Very much fa-

tigued, exhausted.

a. (3lf^ + Surpassing, excessive.

^Rj^lS^T s. (n. ^Sll^+^f^) Liberality,

giving ; a donation, a gift.

A sort

of penance to expiate and atone for the guilt of

having eaten unclean animals. " It consists of

taking, as the only food, a handful of cow's urine

for two days, and then in succession the same

quantity of cow-dung, curds, milk, and clari-

fied butter each for two days." Carey. See
3filttW ;

; Manu xi. 212.

Very care-

ful or cautious.

Diarrhoea, dy-

sentery. See vAKst^Tt^
-

•

3I^ft^ a. (-f^ra/n.3rf3*rR+^ +
^t*£j Afflicted with dysentery.

a. (mfn. SrfSPTte + ff from R.

C^t,) Counteracting or curing dysentery.

Slf^5^ a. {mjn.^fa+^^<) Very beau-

tiful.

a. (mfn. S^f 3^) Very fine,

subtile, or minute. -31
(J.) or -n* («.) Mi-

nuteness.

a. (mfn. from

f^) Very odoriferous, s. (wz.) A very fra-

grant kind of mango.

A horse-laugh,

violent laughter.

Slftfe ^5
a. {mfn. ^5+^K°^) Very

cruel, very hurtful.

) A great in-

jury, excessive cruelty.
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3[f3"^ a. (mfn. 3^3+"^) Overjoyed.

#^3£ a. (mfn. ^f+^jf) Not sharp, blunt,

obtuse. (/.) or —3 (n.) Bluntness.

^T.D^ a. ( ?3Ffi3 + ^"5^1
)

Very desirous,

eager.

a. (mfn. 3lf3+ 3!\3 from R. ^) Past,

gone by.

31^33^ s. (m. ^t^ +^t^) 1. The past

time. 2. (In grammar) the past tense.

)
Beyond the

perception of the senses, imperceptible, s. (n.)

The intellect, the mind. Manu i. 7.

ad. Sans. (3lf3 + ^<T) Very much, ex-

ceedingly, excessively. Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

3&fe a. (SJ+^fcT) Not clever, uninteresting,

stupid.

Immensity.

^v3l< a. (mfn. 31 + \?t^" ) Without a bank.

) Without sacred

watering places, s. («.) A place which is not

consecrated or not considered sacred.

#Jt*W4 s. (m. 3l3t for STfe +^Tfa) Dy-

sentery, diarrhoea. See

3FJ^[ s. (mfn. 31 + 3^") Short, dwarfish.

3FpT a. (m/ra. 3I+ v3^1) Without an equal, s.

(m.) A plant with an oily seed (Sesamum

orientale).

a . (mfn. 3X+3^T) Matchless, not to

be compared.

SJ^Pl s. (31+3*^1) Matchlessness, the

state of being without an equal.

3T3«Ffftr s . (ro/n.ST+^TTtTT) Incomparable.

a. (mfn^ftSfb ) Without equal, in-

comparable, peerless. —^1 (/.) or —3 (n.)

Peerlessness. I! . j J iU 9iuBfl OH?

333^a. (m/n.3I +3*&) Not pleased,not satisfied.

3I3f^ s. (/. ^V$f%) Dissatisfaction, dis-

pleasure.

a. (mfn. 3}3"fs| + <$^jT ) Causing dis-

satisfaction.

313^° ad. <W. (3I +3^t°) Not silently.

3*3^^ a. (mfn. 31+3^/$) Not silent.

313^1 a . (m>. 31 + 3^1) Without grass or straw.

s. (n.) Want of grass, straw, or vegetables.

3J3^j a. (mfn. 31 + 3^1) Not satiated, not

pleased, not satisfied.

3I3fi3 s . (f. 3I +3f^) The being unsatisfied

or not pleased.

313^ a . (mfn. 31+3^1) Free from thirst or de-

sire, s. (m.) Freedom from thirst or desire.

3TP3?Pf a. (3[+ G3^) Unlike, dissimilar.

a. (mfn. ^I+LsS5^) Without oil. s.

(n.) Want or absence of oil.

Not besmeared

with oil, not anointed.

3R3l^ a. (mfn. 3I + C\Ft3J

) Childless.

3K3lU a. (mfn. 31+ GJftT) Without water.

^AlW'll s. (m. 31 + (
;3"fcT ) Dissatisfaction.

3I^<5 s. (m.) 1. A limb, a member of the body.

2. (mfn.') A traveller.

3F3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 311^+3) Eaten.

3Tfe^1 s. (f. from 3jf^1?) An elder sister.

3TCD"gI^ ad. ( 3lf3+3T^R from 3J^R"
)
Very

near.

31 a. (mfn. 3Tfe + 3I^") Excessive, ex-

traordinary, immoderate, ad. Exceedingly, ex-

traordinarily, immoderately, very.

3T533reWa. (mfn. 3}CS3+ C^t*K) Very

passionate.
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ZfflmMl a. (-P\\mfn. 3lQJ3 +Tto +
Living under extreme privations, s. (m.)

" A devotee who has arrived at such a degree

of abstraction as to have no desire for worldly

things." Carey.

great walker,

an active man. a. (mfn.} Extreme. — \3| (jT.)

Extremity, excess.

A man, a soldier

who moves much or actively.

3JaJTT s. (m. 3^3 + 3111 from R. 1. Ex-

cess, superabundance. 2. Transgression, fault,

sin. 3. Distress. 4. Punishment. 5. Death.

passing be-

yond, transgression.

^ICUfTr^a. (mfn. ^TqKT+S^) Superabundant,

too much or many. Wilkins' MS.

a. (mfn.

^3) Surpassed, trespassed on.

3IGJ^ a. (mfn.^3 +^i) Excessive, much.

ad. Excessively, very.

31CS^ a. (mfn. 3X^3 +31^) Very little.

Eating too much,

gluttony.

3IaJtl>T<r 5 . (m. ^rfe +^tlJR) Extravagant

conduct, outrage, violence.

310)1^1^31 s. (/.) or -3 (n . 3JCUt&lfe\+
or +'3') Outrageousness.

Trespassing, outrageous, violent.

3TQ7n3P a. (mfn. 33+Qjt3P) Not to be de-

serted or relinquished.

a. (mfn. 3Tf3 + 3lfa*iJ3; )Very ne-

cessary, unavoidable.

3T57tCITtTl s. (m. ^l^+ ^t^tTt) Great joy,

overjoy, exultation.

3RUlftl\3 s. Outrage, violence. See ^CvfiKS .

3TcUtft3 s .
(
n . 3lf3+ 3ltfe3) 1. Great

dread. 2. A desperate or daring action.

^CSfl5
s. (/.3X^3+31^) 1. Superfluous talk,

garrulity. 2. Exaggeration.

3TG)5^&1 s. (f. %rfe'^^*il) Great

distress or grief.

3TCg^ft3 a. (mfn. 3lf3+3^f%3)
Much grieved or distressed.

3IQJ3SI a . 3Tf\3+33*I) Superior, ex-

cellent, best.

3JC5J3R" a. (mfn. 3lf3+&!R) The last, ex-

treme, hindmost. «. (ft.) 1. Answer, refuta-

tion. 2. The utmost north. 3. The most distant

time.

313" ad. Sans, (from the pron. ^ It^+^T) Here,

in this place, herein. Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

3T3"0) a. (3J3+CD) From here, of this place,

belonging to this place.

31313 a. (mfn. 31 + Not alarmed, not

frightened.

313"^ a. (mfn. 313" + ^5) Standing here, si-

tuated here.

3jf3" s. (j«.) The name of one of the seven Rishis

or primeval sages, the father of Chandra. As.

Res. ix. 355. Manu i. 35., nil 16.

3I!jfT> a. (mfn. ) Without blemish

or defect.

conj. Sans. An inceptive or transitory particle,

which may be rendered sometimes by \ now,

then, hereafter,' sometimes by ' and, moreover,

also' ; and is often merely expletive. -3i*te

Then, also, hence. Or, otherwise,

likewise. Wilkins
1

Gr. p. 544. See 3RSfj

.

^jSl^a. Old, antique, s. (-^\n.) Atharvan,

the name of the fourth Veda, which is com-
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monly considered to be of a more recent date

than the other three. As. Res. viu, 469. seq.

s. (m. from 1. A Brahman

versed in the Atharva-Veda. 2. A family-

priest.

Ks. (m. OT) The Atharva-

Veda.

^J^Pt^o s. (n. ^M^+'Pt^T ) The

seventh Upanishad of the Atharva-Veda. As.

Res. vni. 476.

iB$f$ft s. (^\ m.) A Brahman.

A Kridanta suffix (to Roots) which requires

the change called guna of the preceding radical

vowel, and forms abstract masculine nouns, e. g.

C&fcl m. A shaking, from R. Shake.

Wilhins' Gr. % 827.

ad. Sans. 1. Then, thereafter. 2. And, also.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 544. See 3pl

.

^\ Root, ii. (3lf3) To eat. (With a nasal

inserted, 3TO>5) To bind.

"33"^In composition, denotes wonder and surprize.

Wilhins' Gr. p. 544.

An Unadi affix which forms words such as

The dewy season, autumn, from

R. Decay ; H.< l^or A mountain, fear,

from R. \ Fear. Wilkins' Gr. § 864.

As the latter part of compound words, eating :

e. g. 3Tt°3Tftl Eating flesh, from 5lto:jT Flesh,

and Eating. See R. ;3JT^.

31"^ a. (mfn. 31^+313?) Eating.

a. (mfn. 31 + ) Not burnt, unhurt.

^lk^3 a. (mfn. 3T + "Et^3) Without punishment.

a. (mfn. 31 + 1^3)) Not to be punished.

— ^31 (/.) Impunity.

31^ a. (mfn. + Not given.

3ITt1 62

3IT£31 a. (femin. of 33^3) Not given (par-

ticularly of an unmarried woman), not given

in marriage, a virgin.

3TR*T s. (n. s5Pt^- ^1*1 ) 1. Food, nourishment.

2. The act of eating.

^Trflll a. (mfn. ^t^rflH) Eatable.

3FT3 a. (»»/». SH^lBB) Many, much.

3IWf|Tr a. (mfn. ^+ Unma-

nageable, untameable.

3^51) a. (mfn. 31+TpP) Unmanageable.

sllW.il a. (tw/w.^I +WI) Merciless, pitiless.

^I^^s. (corrupt, of 33*^*1 ) A looking-glass.

33^*1*1 s. (n. 3I+ T4*H) Disappearance, in-

visibility.

Invisible.

silHp^ (mfn. 3I+ Tlf*T3) Not shewn, not

exhibited, not pointed out.

-vilK.^s. (a. Jjtf ) The impression of a seal, a

resemblance.

sUTT5^ a. (mfn. 3I + TlS7T) Without lobes, ape-

talous. s. (m.~) A plant (Eugenia acutangula).

3J'P[57Tl 5. (/.3I +T^) A plant (Socotorina Aloe).

>All^«l< K*%s. (a. Jjj with 3TR^ as a jingle

to it) Permutation, exchange.

pron. (nomin. m. Gsxrf)
, f. saw

,

ra. 3I"^o ) This, that.

3IWftS a. (mfn. ^+I^Tt) Not to be

burnt.

v^kIssI a. (—^ 3T + Itl3) Not liberal,

not munificent, sordid, stingy.

3Ui^f| s. (/.) or -3 (n. 31 +"^3+ 31 or

-j-^) Want of munificence, stinginess.

U"P[t*T^ a. (mfn. ST + ttt5^) Not frequented

by the Dcinavas. See
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Untamed, unsub-

dued. — \3l (/.) Unruliness.

Of unsubdued mind, unruly, headstrong.

3PtW a. mfn. 'St+Wfe't) Without

a girdle, sash, or string.

STC^ «. (m. + Not having a wife,

a bachelor.

(a. CL-Jli\c) Justice, equity; a court

of justice.

3Plt3p a. (mfn. 3X+ Ttt2Q) Incombustible.

(f.) 1. The earth. 2. Aditi, the wife

of Kasyapa and mother of the gods.

s. plur. (m.

The sons of Aditi, the gods.

desiderative form

of R. Til ) Not disposed to give, not munificent.

Dayless. s. (w.) A
bad or ominous day.

Stf^fc a. (mfn. 31 +f^) Not shewn, not

pointed out. s. (w.) What has not been pre-

destined, liberty, free will.

3T&fU. (-f^^w/rc.31^+1^) Eating. Only

in compound words, e. g. ^1 tf^*T^ Eating

food. Mann II. 188.

The neglect of certain

ceremonies preliminary to a sacrifice.

Neglect of religious

duties, or negligent perfonnance of the same.

Not conse-

crated by drinking the juice of Asclepias acida.

Srtffra. (mfn. 31 +"^) Not poor, not mi-

serable.

SHTlTl a. (mfn. ^I +^fM ) Without light,

gloomy.

3T&fl3 a. (mfn.^ +^t^) Not lighted.
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3T&ft'cfa. (mfn. 31+ Tft^f) Not long.

5^5^ a. (-1^\mfnM^+^%^
Not long-sighted, improvident.

3I"CJ^ a. (m/k3I+TT^) Not vicious. -31 (/.

Absence of, or freedom from vice.

a. (mfn. 31 + "PR) Not distant. -31

(/•) or — "1"
(
K Nearness, vicinity.

^W^a, mfn. 3J^ + T{f*FT) 1.

Near-sighted. 2. Improvident.

>il'^4"*(f% a. (m>.3I^R + ¥f^) 1. Purblind,

near-sighted. 2. Without foresight, improvident.

3IWal (-*lm. 3J + "tf*1j Blind.

^I^¥ a. (mfn. 3I + TJTJ ) Not firm, loose. —31

(/.) or — "3" (n.^ Looseness.

^TRTa^sfa" a. (mfn. 3X1*1? + vSsfa ) Without

fixed principles of knowledge.

a. See 3T^.

3fW*|3 a . (mfn. 3I + Trf*f>) Invisible.

3P^ a. (mfn. 3I +T^>) Unseen, unperceived.

s. (n.) The unseen futurity, fate, doom, destiny.

31^3*13? ad. Sans. (3T1^+ 3*1 + 3F*l)

Through the power of fate.

3^4^ a. (-MS mfn. In-

fluenced by fate, fortunate or unfortunate.

31^*^ a. (mfn. 3JT^ + ^SlN) Subject to

fate, dependent on fate.

3T^tl[;5 a. (mfn. 3T^+3Tni3) Subject to

fate.

3TI*f%a. (mfn.^S[+\f^) Blind, without sight.

s. (f) An unfavorable look, an evil-eye.

3K"^1 a. (31+CR^M) Unseen, unobserved.

a. (mfn. 31+ O^TT) Not to be given.

3^0) a. (mfn. 3J+t^a) q. v.) Not haunted

by the Daityas.
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^ZKfe a. (w/n. 3I+C&Tfa) Without fault or

sin, blameless.

a. (mfn. ^AU. H.l^"+^F^) Who ren-

ders faultless, or commits no fault. Wilkins'MS.

ad. Sans. Truly, rightly, clearly, evidently,

justly. Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

<5I^3 a. (mfn.) Astonishing, extraordinary, amaz-

ing, preternatural, s. (?re.) The name of a cer-

tain portion of the Sama-Veda. As. Hes. vm.

461.

Nim< a. (mfn. ^0|^f Gluttonous.

UTO ad. Sans. To-day, now.

^RJ^t^a. (^Tp+^t^) Belonging to the

present day.

vilk^ii^lfSr ad. (^HJ<pl^+TtfSr) To-

night.

>AlHJ<pl<lfq flrf. (TO^i, instead of3X^tT

,

Tift") To-night.

>AIH«KJ1 a. (mfn. +^T) Belonging to the

present day.

^TP^^^ s. (^KJvST +^+^H)
(In grammar) the preter-imperfect tense. Carey.

^41 %ZF\ +^3 +^T) (In grammar) the

pluperfect tense. Carey.

^ws - (from^STO) Now, at the

present time. IFiZ&iras' Gr. p. 544.

^Wq^fsS arf. Saws. (SITP+Sf^fv?) From
this day forward.

*[K>< \fcad. Sans. (3jTt? To-night.

3JWtftlT3ad. (from ^^J<lRr) To-night.

SP^tR ad. Sans. + 3lf*) ) Still, till this

day, even now.

3R7faf*l ad. Sans. (
^Tp +3^fH ) Still, even

to this day, yet.
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a . (m/n.^I+Fto) Not to be melted,

not liquefiable, insoluble.

(m.) 1. A tree. 2. A mountain. 3. The

sun.

Unenvious, not ma-

licious, innoxious, harmless.

a. (mfn.
;3I + ^II) Not a pair, single. s.

(m.) A Buddhist, one who acknowledges but

one deity.

41£.U4ll$ a. (_ftrT. ™>.^+^U<tl(ViO
1. Not double-tongued, sincere, veracious. 2.

Acknowledging but one deity, a Buddhist.

Peerless, un-

equalled, unique.

Peerless, unique, s.

(re.) Singleness, unity.

aa\ *Saws. (3$£^) Down, low, below. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 544. s. (ra.) Pudendum muliebre.

S&o^ ! s. (n. 31^+ ) The lowering a

thing, the bringing a thing dowri.

a. (m/k .^^T^^3) Lowered, brought

down.

^ftSO^ *. (rc.3^+C5$*fa) The act of

throwing or casting a thing down.

s. (n. 3$?^+*^) The falling

down of a thing from a height.

3ft?tlvFrs. (n.3fct^+ stKFT) 1. The act of

casting a thing down. 2. Humiliation.

a. (mfn. 3$^+^$) Standing below,

inferior.

3$tSf*$3 a. (mfn. S&^+f^?) Standing

beneath.

ad. (from ^SlH^) Beneath, below, under.

s. jSffA for ^P^+Cjn) The lower

part of the spine.

s . (31*1 for 3ft^+^t1) The part

F
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of an elephant's forehead beneath the frontal

globes.

a. (mfn. irregular superlative of ^SI^i^) 1.

Inferior, low, the lowest. 2. Vile, despicable,

base. — (/.) or —W (n.) Inferiority, des-

picableness.

tS&Frfs. (m. S&JI+ ^frt) A debtor.

SftirPfe a. (mfn. S&SpT+fW) Belonging

to a debtor.

Very vile or

depraved, the basest of the base.

a. (mfn. irregular comparative of

1. Low, inferior. 2. Vile, despicable. s. (m.)

The lower lip.

3$t^32 ad. Sans. (3$R"+3?T) Underneath.

ad. Sans. (3$te+3T§*K) Un-

derneath.

ad. Sans, (allat. case of Un-

derneath.

•SI^T^" ! ad. Sans, (instrum. case of *3$^")

Underneath.

S&R^S ad. Sans. (S&^+TJ^l) The day

after. Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

Unrighteousness, in-

justice ; all behaviour contrary to religious and

legal institutions, a. (mfn.) Irreligious, unjust.

—31 (/.) or —"3" (n.) Injustice.

3^Jfiil a. mfn. ^t^+^H^)
Of an irreligious or unrighteous mind.

3&*3fU. (-f^Tm>. 3T+$Tp^) Unjust,

irreligious, impious.

3$3FT a. (mfn. ^ft^+vPT) Standing or si-

tuated beneath.

Sfi&fE ad. Sans.^M^^, +3T9"K)

From below, from under, beneath. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 544.
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5. (m. from ?) A plant

(Achyranthes aspera).

3&t3" a. (mfn. U+ *tt3") Without a rule or

limit: 1. Not customary, not habitual. 2.

Shoreless.

^^tt^" ! s. (n. ^Sl+^t^ !) Want of firmness

or consistency, the not holding or supporting of

a thing.

Irreligious,

vicious, unprincipled.

3&t*P a. (mfn. 3J + *tftl> ) Not to be sustained

or supported.

prep. Sans, (used only in composition with

verbs and nouns. It generally implies) An ex-

tension beyond, or a reaching over something,

superiority in place or degree
;

over, above

;

upon. Wilkins' Gr. p. 396. 544.

a. (mfn. Greater, surpassing,

over and above, ad. (— ) More, more than,

farther, moreover, above, beyond. —^1 (f.)

or —^ (re.) Superabundance.

3Tfe^ ad. Sans. (STpt^ + "3T) Moreover,

particularly, especially.

Slf^^ ! s. (n. 3rf^+^°l) 1. The owner-

ship of a thing. 2. (In grammar) The seventh

or locative case. 3. (In the Mimdnsa system of

philosophy) A section, case, or topic. Trans.

R. A. S. t. 440, 443. n. 4, 11. .

a. (mfn. Prosperous,

very happy.

3lf^t *1 s . (m. Sjf^+ SI *]) The greater

part or portion.

girdle over

the coat of mail, worn as a kind of scarf.

3tf^tfe ad. (mm+m^$ More and

and more.

An estate, an in-
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heritance, a privilege, a right, such as that of

a proprietor or king ; the right of wearing royal

insignia.

Stf^F-W Wvi a. (mfn. 31^73"+ "5J3) De-

prived of a privilege or authority.

a. (mfn. Situated

within one's estate or government.

3lf^rft3l s . (f) or -J (n. ^t^tft%+
or +^) Proprietorship, royalty.

^rf^l^l a. (-f%\ mfn. STf^t^+^T)
Possessing a privilege, right, or authority.

s. (m.) A proprietor, a master, or lord.

a. (mfn. ^1^1 + <Kj?) 1. Possessed,

governed. 2. Endowed with a privilege, s. (#«.)

A superintendant.

3lf<}<^J s. (f. ^rfH +^f\S from R. ^) A pri-

vilege, such as that of a proprietor or king.

^Tftt^ a. (mfn. Slft+ 'fe^) i. Sent, de-

spatched. 2. Reviled, abused, censured.

Srf^W'fa s . (n. H-CEP^) 1. Dismissal,

despatch. 2. Censure, reproach.

3rf^t3 a. (mfn. ^1+^ ) Reached, at-

tained, comprehended, perused.

3rf^t33> a. (mfn. 3Tfc + 5t§3> ) 1. Attain-

able. 2. Comprehensible, intelligible.

Acquisition.

2. Perception. 3. Reading over.

3lf*)7ftFr s. (n. ^tfH + rfcFT) Union by ma-

trimony.

^rf^fft^ a. (mfn. Produced

by reading.

3fR*ftH a. (mfn. ^f^+^>) Attainable,

intelligible, to be read through.

STf^FFT s .

(
n . 31ft + 3*FT) Birth.

ST^tcS^ s. (f. ^Tpi + CU^ suff.) Land on

the upper part of a mountain.

^T^Ttt^ s. (f. 3rf*l + CPf^jl ) A tutelar or

guardian deity.

a. (mfn. 3l1*l + OT^T) Superior to the

deities of Hindu polytheism : an epithet applied

to the Supreme Being. Shag. Gita, vn. 30.

3rf!{tW3 a. (mfn. jjj^i + 1. Supe-

rior to the individual deities of Hindu poly-

theism : an epithet applied to the Supreme

Being. Bhag. Gita, VIJI. 4. 2. Theology.

owner, lord or

master. 2. A king, or sovereign.

1. A commander,

a ruler, an owner. 2. A king, a sovereign. — ^31

or —3 Ownership, command, royalty.

ceremony

previous to a great festival, as the inauguration

of a king, &c. 2. Perfumes.

Slf^t3^ s. (n. vSTp! +<Hl) Perfuming or

scenting the person.

A wife whose

husband has subsequently married others ; a

superseded wife.

s. (m. 3rfH + ) 1. A master or lord.

2. A king.

3lf*1^3 a. (mfn. + Superior to indi-

vidual nature : an epithet applied to the Su-

preme Being. Bhag. Gtta, viii. 4.

)
Knowledge of pro-

sody; knowledge of all the properties of the

three letters which form the mysterious syllable

Om; viz. 31, and Carey.

An intercalary

month.

a. (mfn. 3lf^l + Superior to re-

ligious sacraments : an epithet applied to the

Supreme Being. Bhag. Gtta, viii. 4.

A charioteer.

F 2
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3rfM"4'l\5 s. (m. ^rf^ +Tl^T ). A great

king, a sovereign over kings, a. (mfn.') More

than royal, above kings.

STf^tRtS; ! s . (n. 3Tft + 03"W ) The act of

mounting upon or ascending.

atfiCTfcCft or ^N&tWl s.
(f. +

Rt^°i+^, or +RtC+^ft) A ladder, a

pair of steps.

3rf*U*T^ a. (mfn. + Fft^) Over the

world, superior to the world.

from R. ft) A
furnace, a fire-place, a place for cooking.

3Tft$t3l s. (-^ m . A go-

vernor, ruler, or president ; in the tenets of the

Pasupatas, the Supreme Being as superintend-

ing the world. Trans. JR. A. S. I. 570.

(Jemin. of A ruling

goddess, a deity presiding over a certain place.

(«.?^+^%) h An abode, an

estate : a town. 2. Abiding, resting. 3. A
principle or rule of conduct, habit, custom. 4.

Dignity. 5. Power, government. 6. A wheel.

3lRffe? a. (mfn. 3lf*i+f*$3) 1. Situated

in, placed or dwelt upon. 2. Followed or

established (as a rule, law, or custom).

a. (mfn. + ^t\3) Read, read through.

3rftf\? s. (f. + R. ^+ f\?) The act of

reading; study, instruction.

a. (mfn. from A master?) 1.

Subject, subservient. 2. Depending upon. 3.

Docile. — Mil (/.) or —^ (n.) Servitude,

slavery, docility.

a. (mfn. pres. part. a.

vSD'T) Going over, reading.

Reading over a Sastra. Mann i. 104.

SBffc a. (mfn. 1. Confused, per-

plexed. 2. Unsteady. — \?1 (/.) or —3 (n.)

Unsteadiness, perplexity.

) A master, a lord.

emperor, a king

paramount over all the neighbouring princes.

ad. Sans. Now, at present.

3^ a. (mfn.^+t^) Bashful, modest, dif-

fident. —31 (/.) or —3 (n.) Modesty.

3K*i ad. (from 3p£*Tj Under, beneath, at the

bottom.

3R<hl a. (mfn. 31+ C*fa from R. Hfl ) Not to be

held or contained.

fcfEte s. (n. 3I+tHlP )
Impatience, intem-

perance, inconsistency, unsteadiness, a. (mfn.}

Impatient, intemperate, unsteady. —^31 (/.)

or —3 (h.) Unsteadiness, impatience.

ad. (changed by euphony from 3&§ or

3I^Tj Beneath, below.

A lower

garment.

3K*tt5^3f s. (m. 3ft^+3I^+^T) One of

the names of Vishnu.

a. (mfn. Gone down,

descended.

3^^ s. (/.S&^+nfo) A descent, (par-

ticularly) the going down to the infernal regions.

The going

down, a descent.

S5$$SF£l s. (/. S&^+^T&I) The name of

a plant (Achyranthes aspera).

3R<tt*n s. (m. 3$7T+3I<
fr) The anus.

3H^f% a. (mfn. 3$P3>T^) Having

downcast eyes. s. (/.) A downcast look.

a&ltel s. (m.3&^+ (TT*l) 1. Any lower

part. 2. Pudendum muliebre.
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attfttTte s. (n. ^° ^ft^+^fa) 1. The

anus. 2. Pudendum muliebre.

a. (mfn. 3$^+< ^1 )
Hanging

down the head, having a downcast look; de-

jected, sad.

STCftfa^T s . (n. Sfct^+^^T) An under-

girding, a martingal. Carey.

STStfatlT & (m. ^t¥) Wind emitted

downwards.

^<irfe^f s. (n. 3S^&^f%J The infernal

regions, hell.

3K<tt3jnl a . (m/ra.3$^+^) Hanging down

the head, having a downcast look
;
sad, de-

jected.

SIT^PlI s. (/. 3$^+*^) A plummet or

perpendicular.

SltHtFTte5
s. (m. ^H^^Tt*) The world

below, or Hindu hell.

3fct?3$ a . (w/n. 3^ + 315$) 1. Visible, per-

ceptible. 2. Superintending, s. (m.) 1. A su-

perintendent, a ruler or guardian. 2. A plant

(a species ofmimusops). — "31 (/.) or —3" (n.^

Superintendence.

3&JS$3" s. (n. Slfsi+^tS^) The mysterious

syllable Om, which is supposed to preside over

all letters. Carey. See ^S$>< .

3ftnjl I (f. Sift +3^3) The cow-itch or cow-

hage plant (Stizolobium, or Carpopogon, or

Dolichos pruriens).

a. (mfn. Entirely sub-

ject, s. (m.) A slave.

3$7TT s. ( 3j|ft + ^33TT from R. ^ ) A lecture, a

chapter, a lesson. See

s. (n. 3lft +3HFT) The going through

or performing a thing, the art of reading, a lec-

ture, study, instruction.

To instruct, to teach.
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3$73?TtTr s . (m. 3[f^ + ^<l*ilU) Perse-

verance, continuous effort.

Stft^J a. (mfn. 3lf*i+3r§) Substituted for

another.

^gMttl ad. (Sfct^+OT , local, case of

Wi) By way of substitution.

a. (mfn.
;3Tpl +3Tl + t> ) 1.

Stepped on, trod upon. 2. Customary, habitual.

3$7tH a . (mfn. 3rft + 31^51*^) Spiritual.

3$7tltf s. (— m.) The Superintending

Spirit. As. Res. vm. 397.

a. (mfn. 3$7t:5I+^'^) Spiritual.

3$7ft" a . (mfn. 3I +^7H) Thoughtless, with-

out reflexion.

s5$7Pfa? s. (m. 3lf^l + R. ^, in the causal form,

31^1+33^). One who instracts in the sa-

cred books, a learned man, a scholar. -31

(/.) or —3"
(ft.) Learning.

3$T^FT s . (n. + R. ^, in the causal form,

Ni^'lHLf 3H") Instruction, teaching.

3P^1W s. (/. See Instruction,

teaching.

+ R. ^ , in the

causal form 31^^+3) One who causes or

teaches another to read, a preceptor.

a. (mfn. + R. ^, in the causal

form Taught, instructed.

3$7t*fr a. (jw/h. 3rf*l + R. * , in the causal form

3^+ XI) To be taught, to be instructed.

3$7tXT s. (m. ^rf^ + ^ltir from R. 3^) A lec-

ture, a section or chapter of a book, a lesson.

3$Tfan? a. (mfn. + ^t\Wb ) 1. Mounted

on, riding upon. 2. Exceeding, very much.

3$7tRt>j s . (m. 3lf*U3ItRtpl) Giving a

false character, slander.
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1 p 3rf*l +^TtlTH !
jj
Slander,

defamation.

s&n^i « (n. 3x^+3^°!) The sup-

plying an ellipsis.

Reasoning,

the supplying an ellipsis.

3$7?1 a . (/. 3[f*l + from R.^) The first

married wife of a man who has several wives.

a. (mfn. 3[fH+333}) To be read,

to be studied.

from R.

Request, wish, solicitation.

3I<£1 s. ( — A road, a way.

3J5&1 s. (m. 3l£fr+ 7
1 ) 1. A traveller. 2. The

sun.

s. (femin. of ) 1. A female tra-

veller. 2. The river Ganges.

<
traveller.

»w. from 33<f*£J A traveller.

3I*|7P s. (m. from 31<t*[
s) A traveller, a mes-

senger.

31^ s. (m.) A sacrifice.

^la"**? s' i
m ' from ^^^) ®ne knows the

Yajur- Veda, or repeats incantations from it at

a sacrifice.

3F3^Root, n. (31prf&) and iv. (3FJ7U3) To

breathe, to live.

3I*T^An Unadi affix appearing in many nouns, e. g.

^"fel'I^ A king, A head ; it does not seem

to be restricted to any particular class of nouns.

Wilkins' Gr. % 870.

33*^ is used instead of the negative "31 , when

coming before words beginning with a vowel.

Wilkins' Gr., p. 543. See 31

.

3p[ A Kridanta suffix (to Roots), requiring

yuna. It serves to form: h Abstract neuter

substantives, and some appellatives, likewise

neuter, e. s;. Cleansing, from R.

Cleanse ; C^rT Splitting, from R. "fet^ Split;

*ilPT A couch, from R. *fl, Sleep; ^Ff The

face, the mouth, from R. < KJSpeak. 2. Mascu-

line nouns of an agent, which may form a femi-

nine in 3pft,e. g. mas. ^^,fem. 'ptpfi.A

rejoicer, from R. Rejoice ; mas. "1^3*1 ,fem.

A dancer, from R. Dance. Wil-

kins' Gr. % 770.

3FT ad. No, not.

sS«l"1 s. A note or hold in Hindu music which con-

tinues a hundred and twenty-eight twinklings

of the eye, a breve. Carey.

3FT°*j a. (mf. + 31°*]) Shareless. s. (mf.)

Idiots, blind persons, &c. who by the Hindu

law are excluded from inheritance. Carey.

3["T<3? a. (mfn.') Low, inferior.

3^p£fp a. (mfn. Starless, cloudy.

>AltS$< a. (mfn. 3I+ ^il$«) Not knowing the

letters, ignorant, s. (m.) Blameable discourse.

a. (mfn. 31+^ ) Not naked.

3FTf^f^ a. (mfn. 31+3^ + ) Not burnt,

not hurt by fire : a class of Pitris or progenitors

of mankind. Manu in. 199.

3FW a. (mfn. 31+31^1) 1. Clean, pure. I.

Sinless, innocent. 3. Handsome, pleasing.

) The beating of time,

so as to measure the longest notes. Carey.

3FT?[ s . (m. 31+3^) The bodiless, the incor-

poreal one : an epithet of Kama, the Hindu
deity of love.

3rtft$ s. (n. 3pT+fl>^) A note used to

mark the breve or musical tone which holds an
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hundred and twenty-eight twinklings of the

eye. Carey.

a. (mfn. 3J+3I^) Turbid, muddy.

OTW s. (m. 31^+3^) A bull or ox.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 104. 458. (This word changes

the final ^ to ^ or when preceding in a

samasa, or compound).

s. (/. ^10^+^) A cow.

WFgt^s. See .

#ffTO s. See ^FT^!t

.

:3FF3 a. (mfn. 3I+*1\j) Not bent, not humbled,

not crooked, erect. —^ (/.) or —^ (ra.)

Pride, stubbornness.

^°ls. Coarse grain, as chiches

(Cicer arietinum), pease, tares, wheat, or barley.

Colebr. Alg. p. 103.

(In grammar), The pluperfect tense. Mohun P.

p. 124.

^Frf^ta" a. (mfn. ^I+^f^t^" ) Not hav-

ing a right or authority, s. (m.) The want of a

right or authority.

Not having a right or authority.

^PSSH a. (mfn. ^f+^OTT )
Independent,

free. — \?1 (/.) or —^ (ra.) Independence.

3F$73$ a. (»i/n. 3I+3$75$) 1. Invisible,

unperceived. 2. Without an overseer or in-

spector.

aPftWS a. (mfn. 3U3$TtTT) Improper for

reading the Veda (certain days in the Hindu

calendar.).

^pf^W^i^r s . (n. ^tmr+^&npT)
The appellation of certain days marked in the

Hindu calendar, on which it is unlawful to

study. Carey. Manu iv. 101, &c.

a. (mfn. 31+^3) Endless, infinite, eter-

nal, s. (m.) A name of Vishnu, typified as the

serpent Ananta, or eternity. — \5l (/.) or —

^

(n.) Boundlessness, eternity.

3pT3^ a. (mfn. 31^+^) Endless, infinite,

eternal.

Spra^fe s. (m. C
5^) A particular

tone or note in Hindu music. Carey.

3H3(>^VfU (^35^+ t>^n*H) 1. The day

of the full moon of the month Bhadra. 2. A
feast in honour of Vishnu, performed on that

day. See3Fra<[3-

'^1*13ko*U s. (n. SFFS+Tg^U) Eternal pain,

eternal punishment.

^*i3dt<t s. (m. C^) The eternal

deity : a name of Vishnu typified as the serpent

Ananta.

^13^1<PW a. (mfn. 3pT3'+ ^<pl<) Multi-

farious, of infinite variety.

disease which

is attended with violent pains in the hinder

part of the neck, and spreads so as to affect the

cheeks and eyes. Carey.

^i4.13<\3 s. (n. 3nR5"-f-ff3j A feast in honour

of Vishnu, performed on the fourteenth day of

the first half of the month Bhadra. As. Res.

rat 290. See O^^ft

.

OTSiHtif s. (m. 3R3"+^U) Endlessness,

infinite extent, eternity.

3Jl3<j?\3a. (mfn.^^+^5) Endless, infinite.

N*113MlTfl. (m/ra.^I^+SITr) Infinite, eternal.

^H*Wl!J a. (mfn. ^TO*f*fl2Fj Endless, in-

finite, immeasurable.

v^ntSW Sr. (n. ^5^+^) The name of a

plant (Periploca Indica, Carey ; Asclepias pseu-

dosarsa, Hort. jBe».).
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^13< ad. Sans. (3I+ vlK3<) Afterwards, im-

mediately after, a. (mfn.) 1. Immediately suc-

ceeding or following. 2. Without an equal.

—31 (f.) or — "3"
(«.) 1. Immediate succession.

2. Peerlessness.

3H3Trp1 s. (m. 3FT3"+ Ttf*l) An endless

heap
;
(in algebra) an infinite quantity. Colebr.

Alg., p. 137.

SFTtRPl a. (mfn. 3pf3" + <fp|) Multiform, s.

(ra.) Multiformity, infinite variety, eternity.

3R33Pft a. (-Pl\ mfn. ^pI^+^Pl^)
Multiform.

^Fra^Vl s . (n. + ) Endless happi-

ness or enjoyment.

sil*J3Wl a. (mfn. Bffi+S&Fl) One and

the same with the serpent Ananta or Vishnu.

3FT3"1 s . (femin. o/^W) 1. The name of a

plant (Hedysarum Alhagi) ; also Menispermum

glabrum, Echites frutescens, Echites dichotoma,

and Phyllanthus Emblica. 2. An appellation

of ParvatI, the wife of Siva.

^TR a. (mfn. 31 + 3^") Without food, foodless.

3FFP a. (mfn. 31+3pP ) Not other, not dif-

ferent, identical. -31 (/.) or —3 (».) Iden-

tity.

Wffe a. (mfn. 3FFP +^13 ) Not having

another resource, s. (f.) The being destitute

of another resource.

a. (mfn. 3FFPsTf3+35

)
Having

no other resource.

^Vii^t s. (m. ^t+^f^S) A name of KA-

MADEVA.

Attentive,

directed to one object only.

3FPl a. (31 +3^) Without water.

31^3^ a. (mfn. 31+3^3^) Not offen-

sive, not preventing or injuring.

^FPj^fe5
a. (mfn. 3[+3^3^^) Not ob-

structing, not injuring. —31 (/.) or —^(w.)

Inoffensiveness, harmlessness.

Not injuring, not opposing, inoffensive.

^FFtOT a. (mfn. 31+^HbU) Without a

loss. s. (m.) No loss, no detriment.

3pPj"G)a. (mfn. 31+ 3ptcD ) Without offspring.

(/.) or —3 (re.) Childlessness.

3FPftD^ a. (mfn. 3t5PftD +3) Without off-

spring.

3FPfa a. (mfn. 3J+ 3p|"?) 1. Own. 2. A
technical term in the Veda, which indicates

producing an immediate effect. 3. A name of

Brahma. Carey.

3FPfctH s. (m. 3I+3TWH) Innocence.

a. (mfn.*) Innocent, guiltless.

3FPWft3l s. (/.) or -3 (
n

. 3PTWft^+
31 or +3) Guiltlessness.

(-f^T mfn.^+3TWf^)
Not criminal, guiltless, innocent.

SFPfefas. (m. 3I+ 3Pfe1"3') No loss of pro-

perty
;

safety.

^W<<* a. (mfn. 31+31*^1^) Not

plundering, not robbing.

3FTW^> a. (mfn. 3[+3Pf^llB ) Not to be

robbed, not to be stolen or taken away, safe.

3FTt§3 a. (mfn. 3I +3pi"§3) Not taken

away, not stolen.

3HItiTr a. (mfn. 3I+3PHTr) Not decreasing,

not sustaining any loss or detriment, s. (m.)

Inviolability, sacredness.

a. (mfn. 3J+3K*W) Not looking

to others for assistance, independent, satisfied.

3FfPWfrl a. (mfn. 3J*^4Wp Not

to be expected, not to be looked out for.
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W{0mB a. (mfn. 3J+ 3H?tf^3) Unex-

pected, not anticipated.

3FrPrf^3^> a. (mfn. ^+ ) Not

to be expected, not to be depended upon.

3HI?j"^ a. (mfn. 31 +31?^)) Not to be

hoped for, not to be expected, not to be de-

pended upon.

^1«pH s . (3I+ 3T35t*l) No opportunity,

the want of an opportunity, a. Not having

an opportunity.

33*R"^ a. (mfn. 3I+3RT0 ) Not to be de-

spised; honourable, distinguished. —'31
(/.)

or — (n.) Distinction, honour.

3JFRI*Wt a. (mfn. 3FR"Pp+3$l) Beauti-

ful : (lit.) of undespised limbs or members.

3I5T^i"to' a. (mfn. Inattentive.

s. (ra.) Want of attention. — \31 (/.) or —3 (n.)

Inattention.

gR^f^g ad. Sans. (3FR&H+
Through inadvertence or want of at-

tention.

^RHIrfl a. (-fit%mfn. 3[+3I^tpFP)
Inattentive.

3B3<ftf^A? a. (mfn. SJ+^^lf^) Not

determined, not insisted upon.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of 4^t*f
)

Unknowingly, involuntarily.

3FRHtXP a. (mfn. 3I+3^tTP ) Not to be

determined, not to be insisted upon.

^•"i<4\j a. (mfn. 3[+ sil<<\3) Unremitting,

unceasing, perpetual. —3 1 (/.) or —3
(
w .)

Indefatigableness.

, << ,<r
3pr<Tt^) a. (m/ra.3I+3I3Tnp ) Chief, prin-

cipal.

a. (mfn. 3J +3R^) Not finished,

not terminated. — \?1 (/.) or —3 («.) Incom-

pleteness.

3FT 82

3FT^^R a. (mfn. 31+313^^") Without lei-

sure or rest. s. (m.) Want of rest or leisure.

3FR:J3^ a. (mfn. 31 +31^^^) Clean,

pure.

3PT^^ s. (f. 31+31^^1) Want, need, ad-

versity, a. (mfn.) A logical term, usually ap-

plied to an argument which may be pursued

ad infinitum.

3H3^£fa" s. (n. 3I+3I^t^) The want of

an abode.

3pT(%^ a. (mfn. 3{+ 3lf^\3i) Not aware, ig-

norant. —^1 (/.) or —3 (n.) Stupidity, ig-

norance.

3Hf^3 a. (mfn. 3J+ 3lf%Il^) 1. Not

thought of, unexpected. 2. Not chosen, not

approved of.

3prfent^ s . (n. 3T+3Tf^IH ) Want of sen-

sibility or proper feeling.

3H^3"3" a. (mfn. 31+ 3J^J^") Not included,

not comprised within.

3Ffft3opte a. {mfn. 3I+3lfe305t^) Mi-

serly, niggardly.

3PTTT s. (m. 31+ ^^1) 1. An improper or unjust

act. 2. A misfortune, a calamity.

vi!K<P a. (mfn. 31+^R^) Without a hell. s.

(w.) A situation out of hell (usually employed

in a ludicrous sense). Carey.

3FPT^ a. (mfn. 3J+ 3FPT) 1. Unbarred, un-

restrained, free. 2. Self-willed, obstinate.

f <
3R^P a. (mfn. 3J+ 3I^P ) 1. Not honoured or

valued. 2. Invaluable. —3 (n.) The being

invaluable.

3PTf^3 a. (™>.3I+3rfnF3) Not reverenced,

not respected, not revered.

__ s <r

3pf5j a . (mfn, 3I+3W) Useless, senseless, to

no purpose.

G
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nIII 1^^ a. (mfn. ^FT^l + <?) Useless, senseless,

to no purpose.

Employed on useless things, not productive of

advantage.

1. A mis-

fortune which answers no purpose. 2. The not

inferring a thing from its being denied in another

sense. Carey.

a. (mfn. Not worthy, unde-

serving.

^SFi^F s. (m.) 1. Fire, the god of fire. 2. A
species of reed (Arundo bifaria? Carey).

^^FFT a. (mfn. + Not indolent, in-

dustrious, diligent.

^H£j a. {mfn. ^I+n5M) Not a few, many.

Abstinence from food.

^^T^ft^s? a. (mfn. 3J5T
sc

l'
?T + <n3) One who

has vowed to starve himself to death, s. (rc.)

A vow to starve one's self to death.

Ni4.1 <l< a. (mfn.
;3I +T^') Not perishing,

immortal. — "31 (f.) or —"3"
(«.) Immortality.

^FT^s.
(n .) A cart.

^I^TT a. (mfn. ^I+^^IT) Not detracting,

not reviling, not reproaching.

^^IT^ a. (mfn. 3J +^iU<?) Not reviling,

not reproaching.

^F^P^ni a . (mfn.^ +^l^U) Not detracting, not

reproaching, not reviling.

a. (mfn.'^+ '^l^) 1. Not Set (as the sun

or moon). 2. Not finished. 3. Not perished.

31^1^13 a. (mfn. ^U^T^f^) 1. Not

set (as the sun or moon). 2. Not sunk, not

perished.

a. (mfn. 31 + 355^3) Not self-inte-

rested, not conceited, not vain.

^1 l<Ki s. (corrupt, of ^i1<J.ls3) A beating of

time so as to measure the longest notes. Carey.

v^t 1<?1R a. (mfn. 3I+3lf^lR) Without a dis-

tinct shape or form.

^FTt^T a. (mfn. ^S[+^\.\<^r\) Unperplexed,

undismayed. —v3l (/.) or —^ (n.) Freedom

from perplexity.

SJT^te a. (mfn.^l+^i^) Not come, not

yet arrived.

vdHl5kilv34l s. (f.W^S+^^) Ayoung

girl, one not arrived at puberty.

SFT^tS a. (mfn. ^I+^ll^1!) Free from sin,

guiltless, sinless.

Bad or improper

conduct, impurity, uncleanness.

3FTtet^t a. (-fk^mfn. ^+ ^\\>\{k^)
Acting improperly, unclean.

^ITtsSf s. (from 3I*F3l) Corn, vegetables.

Free from obstruction

or hindrance, s. Absence of obstruction.

Insufficient, s. In-

sufficiency.

A place not easily discovered, a. Se-

cret, not easily discovered.

<dWl\$*|| a . (3T5Tto+ *$) Situated in a secret

place, hidden.

$S?| a. (^fffd^+^Tj Unostentatious,

modest, not making an ostentatious display of

a thing. Carey.

Inactivity, dulness, stupidity, insensibility,

lot «• Inactive, dull, stupid, insensible.

3Ht3*i s. (m. 31+ 3^3*1) Shade, shadow.

a. (-^\mfn. 31 +31^^) Who

has not subdued his own mind.
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^BtTRHo. (-^ mfn. ^I+Sltll^)
Not having his own mind under controul.

a. (mfn. SI+STtTfttf) 1. Not re-

lated. 2. Inimical, hostile. —31 (/.) or —3
(re.) Hostility.

SFTtTD a. (^r+ ^rhST^+IT) Not belonging

to one's self, not related, not akin.

^FTt?! a. (mfn. 31+ Tt^l ) An orphan, not having

a parent or protector, forlorn.

Like an

orphan.

3FTtfe^ a . (mfn. 3FTfel +^) Like an

orphan.

3ITtf$frl a. (/. SFTfel + ^fl) Without a

husband, lord, or protector (said only of fe-

males).

^1*1 IK s. (m. 3I+ vlli^<) Disrespect, inat-

tention, an affront.

a. (mfn. >Sl+^i\[k ) Without com-

mencement, infinite or eternal as regards be-

ginning, immemorial. — \3l (/.) or —3 (n.)

The being without a beginning.

3FTt|T[3Io.
(
mfn . 3I+ ^tft3T) 1. Not being

the first. 2. Not having a commencement or

beginning.

3ITtftf^^^t^ a. (3PTtfT[+"Pt^+
^^W^t^Tsj? ) Descended by tradition among
respectable persons, as an immemorial custom.

^l*Tl WyS a. (mfn. ^+J§&)3) Not honoured,

despised.

3pTt^"fe s.
(f. 3r+3r^f^) Disregard, dis-

respect.

3I=rtTl) a. (mfn.^+^VO) 1. Not being the

first. 2. Not having a beginning.

s. (m. 3I+ 3IW3") The want of a

locus in quo or receptacle, a. (mfn.) Without

a locus in quo or receptacle.

a Brazil word) The ananas or pine-

apple (Bromelia Ananas).

a. (mfn. 3I+3rWK) Free from dis-

tress or calamity.

season

free from distress : when no omission of religious

rites is tolerated.

A certain configuration of the heavenly

bodies, described in books of astrology. Care?/.

Wn^lJ^a. (mfn.^+^&*p^) Not urgent,

unnecessary, s. (re.) The absence of necessity.

^FTtf^I a. (mfn. 3I+3ltf^T) Clear, clean,

pure. Manu vu. 69.

<U*ll<^3 a. (mfn. 3[+ ^l«\J) Not covered,

not concealed, not secured.

3pft^f^ s. (f. 3J + 3Tfaf^) Want of rain,

a drought.

Freedom from dis-

ease, health : the proper salutation to be used

by a Brahman to a Sudra. Manu ii. 127.

a. (mfn.) Healthy, unhurt, uninjured. -31

(/.) or -J (re.) Health.

3PTt3Tl s. (-^\ m. 31+^^) The ring-

finger.

vAH llfiil s. (/. 3I+ llfa<?1) The ring-finger.

^FTtfU^Wl a. (-F\\mfn.^[+^nftRt
Pl^) Eating no flesh.

3prt3jal a . (mfn. SJ+StfCftl) Unpleasing,

unwelcome.

3FftlK? a. (mfn. ^S[+ :S^\3) Not extended,

not large.

3HtTO a.
f
(mfn. 3I+ 3ltTI3) Not restrained,

not dependant.

^teijilte a. (mfn. U^^tWS) Without la-

bour, free from exertion, s. (m.) Ease, easiness.

3FfW*l^3 a. (mfn. ^+3jW*r+^3) 1.

G 2
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Easily made or done. 2. (In medicine) Pre-

pared extemporaneously, simply decocted.

3FTftrt*TO a. (WftWmfm) Portable.

^WlUH^ a. (mfn. ^VuW+^)
Easily to be acquired.

SFTtU'Nf^ a. (mfn. 3RW^+f^)
Easily finished, easily performed, easily proved.

^HtnlFTad. Sans. (heat, case o/^Wlill^
)

Without labour, easily, heedlessly.

A pomegranate.

Ail ,l<\3 a. (m/ra. ^3T+ :3lt<s5
) Unremitting,

continual, eternal.

sHlt<ft¥ a. (mfn. s5I+ >All<lb) Not having as-

cended, not mounted upon.

viH lWlffo s. (n. SU^tlT^ ) Want of

health.

:3pTt^ a. (mfn. ^ + ^|v|<) Unseasonable,

not in due season.

a. (mfn.^+^tS) Inferior, despica-

ble, low.

The name

of a plant used as a tonic (Gentiana Cherayta).

3FTtt??Ttf^3 a. (mfn. ^I+ ^rft^tf^J) Un-

seen, unperceived.

3X^*1) a. (mfn. ^ifcHW) )
Imperishable, inde-

structible. —^ (/.) or —^ (
M .) Indestructi-

bility.

iHlirfl a. (-f^ mfn.

Not belonging to any of the four orders (or

A'sramas) to which Brahmans at different

periods of life are enjoined to attach them-

selves.

^PTt^l s. (/. 3I +3T^1) 1. Want of confi-

dence or faith. 2. Want of consideration, dis-

regard.

3Htft£ «• £3W3tf$frC.) Without taste

or relish, insipid, s. (w.) Insipidity, want of

taste.

3Ffe3 a. (mfn. 31+311^3) 1. Unbleached,

new, unsmitten. 2. Useless, irrelevant, s. The

breast.

^1 l<t?" a. (mfn. 3J+3lt^te) Taking no

food, fasting, s. (?«.) Abstinence from food, fast.

^m^Wl a. (-U\ mfn. SI+SrWf^T)
Living without food, fasting.

ad. (heat, case of With-

out taking food, fasting.

^FTt^s? a. (mfn. 31+33^3) Uncalled, un-

invited.

3FTt^tT{ a. (?»/». 31 +3tffjtlf) Not cheerful,

joyless, gloomy, s. (w.) Gloominess, absence

of cheerfulness and joy.

IPft^tft^ a. (mfn. ^+ 3fl|^fe3) Not

pleased, not exhilarated.

An Unadi affix, by which words of the fe-

minine gender are formed. See Colebr. on Am.

Co. p. 375.

vi4.pl Dt*3? a. (mfn. +£ Not desirous,

unwilling, indifferent.

a. (mfn. 3[ + PlCV) Not lasting, incon-

stant, transient. — \31 (/.) or — n| («.) Varia-

bleness, inconstancy.

^RcOviklKl a. (-'ftbt mfn.
:3}ftWl +

<l|K.#i
)

Asserting that a thing is not eternal.

^fTOrap) s. (n. >AlRcU+3Pl) Transitoriness,

perishableness.

3rf%f&3 a. (mfn. Sl+ f^rfifc) Not asleep,

waking, awake, watching.

3tf¥*f a. (mfn. SUf^l ) Not despised, re-

spectable.

SHftWffa a. (mfn. ^+ Not to be

reproached, despised, or disregarded.
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^RP{3 a. (mfn. ^tf+RrRt^) Not despised.

^ a. (m/rc.^+RpJ !) Not distinguished,

not clever.

) Irresistible.

a. (mfn. 31+ ) Not winking,

having a steadfast view, vigilant, s. (m.) A
god, a deity.

ad. (locat. case of With

a steadfast look, vigilantly.

ae?. (corrupt, from ^tRI^OT) Not

winking, looking steadfast.

^iRwn a. (»i/b.3I+R Wt) Not winking,

vigilant.

3lRTI]I^: ad. Sans, (locat. case of ^Rw<l)
Looking steadfast, not winking.

*lR*m a. (mfn. 3J+RTT3I) Without a law

or rule. s. (m.) Irregularity.

^lR"ITfej a. (mfn. ^ + f^TTf^J ) Not de-

termined by a rule or law.

^rf^^tH^ a. (mfn. +R U 1 M<t> ) Without

law or controul.

^R^P^H rf. ft SJ +fT^+ STft-) A par-

ticular mode of chanting the Sama-Veda. As.

Res. vin. p. 460.

^lR«?¥ s. (m. ^ +"R^) Aniruddha, the

son of Pradyumna and husband of Usha.
Trans. R.A.S. i. 576.

3lf^f%3 a. (mfn. + Not deter-

mined, not defined.

^if^fc^H a. (^+ f%STH+^) Close,

impervious, impenetrable.

3rRirr«.
(
mfn . ^+RrTir) without decision or

certainty, s. (m.) Want of decision or certainty.

W$m%$ a. (mfn. ^I+R'flvj) Not brought

to a decision, not decided on.

3jR^tf^3 a. (mfn. 3J+Rr^tf^3) Not

agreed upon, not settled, undetermined.

^rR^tTP a. (mfn. ^+"R^tlP) Not to be

agreed upon, not to be settled, undeterminable.

3TR<f(>*i1lI a. (mfn. 3I+R ^OlTlT) Not

to be described or expressed, indescribable.

vwR<k a. (3I+R<tl<) Destitute of the

necessary means, indigent, s. Want of the ne-

cessary means, indigence, need.

^Rf<3 a- (rnfn.^l+Prff^) Not indifferent,

not disinclined. 2. Indigent, needy. -'Oi (/.)

or —3" Want, indigence.

3tfWT a. (mfn. 3I+Rr5^) Not pure ; tur-

bid, unclean.

^rR"^ s .

(m . R. 3^+$^) 1. Air, wind. 2.

The god of wind.

3Tpr*f ad. Sans. (3J+ RPl1) Eternally, con-

tinually.

^lR"bu a. (mfn. ^RP^) Undeteimined,

uncertain, s. Uncertainty, want of deter-

mination, irresolution.

^iRfW a. (mfn. 3I+R Pb^) Undeter-

mined, undecided, indefinite.

3tfRR^ a. (mfn. 3J+R1^F) Not prohibited.

^Rl^Ha. (mfn. ^+RT^H) Without pro-

hibition, s. (m.) The not being forbidden.

^lR^*f a. (^I +R"^) Not clear
>
not dis"

tinct.

3lRP$ a. (mfn. 3t+$&) Not wished for, evil,

unfortunate, ominous.

3lRr^T or -^R^ a . (mfn. 3jRP&+ 3^"

or + Producing evil or misfortune.

siRp&te; s .
(
m

. 3rRp% +^) An evil planet.

3jRP§*f$1 s . (f. ^RP^+^i) Apprehension
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of future misfortunes, the foreboding of evil

events.

or^lR^1 s. (3I+ f*P£i) Want of firmness

steadiness.

3Tf^|rf3 s. (/. 3I+f^fe) The non-accom-

plishment of a work, a failure.

3Tfr|p a. (mfn. ) Not finished, not

accomplished.

(inn.) 1. An army, forces. 2. War,

combat.

SFTt^^s. (m. + 1. A guard, a

sentinel. 2. A warrior. 3. An elephant driver.

4. A mark, a sign. 5. A drum.

1. An army,

forces. 2. A certain force ; one-tenth of an

WS^frft q. v., containing 2,187 elephants,

and as many cars, 6,561 horse, and 10,935

foot.

A trespass against

morals or justice, an unjust or immoral action.

A suffix by means of which the future

participle of the passive is formed from active

verbs, the radical vowel requiring Guna ; e. g.

To be seen, from R. To see;

^Tflll To be done, from R. g| To do. Wil-

Unsl Gr. % 714.

^*iT.<T a. (mfn.
;3I + 'ft^") Destitute of water.

That which is not

God.

^tWTftH a. (mfn.^+^t^TV^)
Irreligious, impious, atheistical.

nIIiT.^ a. (mfn. ^+^) Without authority or

exertion, indolent.

nAJ.'I prep. Sans. After, in point of place, time, de-

gree, or relation, and is the reverse of ^iJ,Pb q. v.

(In composition it often signifies) According to,

in imitation of, behind, following, in pursuit of.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

^SF^ a. (mfn.) Lustful, libidinous.

SFJ^tl s. (/. 3F[+^tl from R.

Compassion, sympathy.

SFj^ft a . (-P^\ mfn. apj^N +t5
^)

Commiserating, compassionate.

^P^l a . (mfn. <R°I ) Imitative, s. (n.)

An imitation.

^ptWftj fl . (^pp5^
! ) Imitation

of another's manner of speaking.

v^4«F<'H^ s; (m.^l*i<P<
cl+ JC

f^[) An imita-

tive sound. (In grammar) An imitative word.

^15^ «• O- The bottom, or the

axletree of a carriage.

£ d
s. (n. 3^+Wl) The drawing for-

ward, attraction.

s. ^J+^^from R. <F?)

The bottom of a carriage.

^"15^^" s' i
m ' A secondary, orsuc-

cedaneous injunction, an action arising out of

a preceding measure.

SJ^tlffc a. (mfn. + + S^T instead

One who goes or acts as he pleases.

:3F3<i5t3" s . (m. :3F|+<£T^) 1. Imitation. 2.

Resemblance.

5&f£fe3$ a. (-fe\mfn. + t^i) Imi-

tating, following.

S^pfftftel (mfn. i!§H#f) Filled, full.

^I^f^" a -
(.
mfn -

:^L+^^) Agreeing with,

coinciding, aiding, kind. — \31 (/.) Coinci-

dence, kindness, favourable disposition.

siipffirter s . (m. fef^+3"trr ) a favour-

able wind.
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^•IsP a. (mfn. 31+$3') Not said, not uttered.

1. The not speaking.

2. An improper expression.

$U#gmi>. a- (™fn. ^^+^<P0) Like a saw,

serrated.

s. Order, method
;
ge-

nealogical succession.

3F£FTfte1 s. (f. ^I^+Zpi^+t^) The

table of contents of a book.

SFTZfSrft s.
(f. Wl+ZP^F\+^L) The ex-

planatory table of contents belonging to the

collection of hymns in the Rig-Veda. As. Res.

viii. 392.

^FT^FI ad. Sans, (locat. case of W^F)
Successively.

SFJIZFf*! s. (SFT+CIft*]) Compassion, ten-

derness.

^3^1"° ad. (SFr+ ^l" accus. case ofW^)
At every moment, continually.

SFfttt^ s. (SFT+^ST) A creek.

>3t*J^l a. (mfn. + ) Following, succeeding.

Following or along

the Ganga or Ganges.

^PJf^P a. (mfn. ^+^1 + Tl) Belonging

to (the country) along the Ganga or Ganges.

Wilkins' Gr. § 899.
«

SFJjfa a. (mfn. 3FT+^3) Gone after any one,

following, dependent or attached to any one.

SFJlTFr 'I
(
ra< 3F£+ rT5PT) The act of follow_

ing, particularly the act of a woman following

her deceased husband by burning herself on his

funeral pile. As. Res. iv. 212.

^FT7^ a. (mfn. ^+ 51^P) To be followed

or imitated.

Spftttft a. (-f^. mfn. 3FT+ S}tf£FT)

Following, imitating.

Favoured,

well received, commiserated, honoured.

3T*T£j a. (mfn.^+^Q ) Not harsh, not irascible,

mild, cool.

3^jf$[ s. (m. 38f$tq£tf5Q Favour, kindness,

grace, compassion.

3Fj£j"t^ a. (mfn. 3FT+ £Tt3^) Favourable,

kind.

^4£J1<1 a. (-PZs^mfn. ^+Sttft^) Fa-

vourable, kind.

3FT£ft5? a. (mfn. W^+^t^)) Pleasing, ac-

ceptable, deserving favour.

^•^0< s. (m. + 0< ) A companion, a fol-

lower (particularly of the gods) ; an attendant,

a servant.

3I*TSf^3 a. (mfn. Wl+tP^S) Followed,

attended.

^"ii>h$ a. (-ft^mfn. 3pT+"5tf^) At-

tending, following.

^•jf&vS a. (mfn.^+$f^3 ) Improper, unusual.

W$T%> a. (3J+ 3l>(>) Not high, low. -31

(/.) or —^3 (w.) Lowness.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case plur. of

31^55 ) Not aloud, with a low voice.

^*j\5l a. (mfn.
:3I5T+3) Born after, younger,

junior.

W^l<t a. (-f^mfn. Wl+^tP^) De-

pendent on, maintained by. s. (m.~) A servant.

^FJJ^ a. (mfn. SI+^^T) Not bright, not

luminous. s. Want of splendour, want of

ardour.

s. (/.^FJ + ^il) 1. An order, a command.

2. Permission, leave, consent.

3FJ33st3 a. (mfn. 3F^+\5st3) Commanded.

2. Permitted, dismissed.
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s. (rn. SFJ+OT ! from R. 3^) A
vessel from which spirituous liquor is drunk.

3F|t3t?l s. (m. *$v\
)
Regret, repentance.

3FJ3tPfi. a. (_fft>/n. ^-JviH +5^) Re-

gretting, repenting, penitent.

ai-JpHfcNh a. (mfn.W^^k^^f) Attend-

ing to, following.

3Fj^3 a. (mfn. 31 + Not regretting,

not repenting.

3FJ3^I a. (mfn. 31 + $3*1) 1. Unsurpassed,

unequalled, excellent. 2. Not the best, inferior.

a. (mfn. 3I+&3^) 1. Without a re-

ply. 2. Not northward, southern.

Lying with the face

downwards.

3FJ
TSHrf g, (n. 3J + S"*t15T) The not rising;

want of exertion.

3T^f*5^J a . (mfn. 3I +3f*t3) Not risen,

not grown up, not shot up (as grain).

SpJVTte; a. (mfn. 3I+ S«V*TT5;) Without

perseverance or courage, s. (m.) Want of per-

severance or courage.

3FJT0T a. (mfn. ^SI +^TO) Not rising, not

appearing, s. (m.) The not rising, the non ap-

pearance (e. g. of a luminary).

3FJTR" a. (mfn. 3I+ $"GT3") Lank, thin.

«• (n. 3pT+ Il
xFT) Respect, regard,

reference, relation.

<4A^tS a. (m/n. 3I + $"Rt3) Unaccented (as

a vowel), s. (m.) One of three accents to be

observed in reading the Vedas, the grave accent.

Colebr. Gram. p. 10.

a. (mfn. 3T + Sf&[3) Not risen, not

come into view.

^FjjTrT ad. Sans. (3FJ+fW> accus. case of

11*1
)
Day after day, daily, uniformly.
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vH^H^J a. (mfn. 3FjVfrF$ ) Lngitudinal.

3FpJT3 a. {mfn. ^I + ^'Rjfc gone up,

not ascended, not risen.

^FfftS) a. (mfn. 3I + Sf?jj) *' disturbed,

not distressed, placid.

3p]T^l s. (m. ^T + ^r^^l ) Ab^ice of dis-

turbance, a. (mfn.) Undisturbed, uiet, placid.

3FjWt*1 s.
(
OT . ^I +^rtiT^ ) Wnt of exer-

tion, indolence, a. (mfn.) Indo nt, wanting

exertion.

3I^Wt5fl a. (-fiK ™fn. 3*4 Wtf^H)
Indolent, destitute of vigour or eertion.

3FJ<tt^T s . (n. 3^+^Tt^T) l. The run-

ning after a thing. 2. Reflectio, considera-

tion.

3FFni s. (m. ^FT + 'TO) Salutaon, courtesy,

worship, submission, complacei y, humility,

apology.

vil^Ul a. (-f$\mfn. vil^l * -t^) Com-

placent, submissive.

3j^*j to? a. (mfn. 31^+ 1 1 U<t> Supplicating,

submitting, attended with subiission or hu-

mility.

3FJ*rtf*^ s . (m. 3FJ+ Ttf^1) A nasal

letter.

3Fpfjs3 a. (mfn. 3FJ+ 5
ft3) Jumbled, made

submissive.

SFjpTsJl s. (-3 m . 3F[+ 1. An humble

or submissive person. 2. One vho has atten-

dants or followers behind him.

31=3^5 a. (mfn. 3I +S^3) Nt elevated, not

lifted up, not high.

3P55^"FT3 a. (mfn. 3FJ^3 + ) Neither

raised nor lowered, level, horbntal.

33^^° ad. Sans. (3^+^ accus. case of

HK) Following.
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^HPk^ a. (mfn. 3I+OTf^) Untaught,

uninstructed, not advised.

a.(-Pr^mfn. + Fol-

lowing the footsteps of another. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 906.

^fM*Tl s. (/. from ^+^}T{) A hoot, a

buskin.

3Fffrt3 a. (mfn. 33 +Wffa) Not invested

with the sacred thread, not intrusted to the

care of a tutor.

SFj^fa' a. (mfn. 31 +3*^) Unsupported

by argument.

Not invested

with the brahmanical thread.

^FJ^T a. (mfn. 31+3^1) Unequalled, in-

comparable, excellent.

surpas-

sing endowments.

S^ST] s . (femin. of^FPfil) The female ele-

phant of the south-east, or of the north-east.

Ul-jMyS5 a. (mfn. 31+3*^) Unfit, not

adapted to the purpose. —^1 (/.) or — "3"
(w.)

Unfitness.

SFJ^Ml a. (mfn. + Not perceived,

not experienced.

SFJ^Tft s. (f. ^5I+ >S
pNT) Want of expe-

rience or perception.

3FPN^P a. (mfn. + Not to be

perceived or experienced.

3FP=tf^3 a . (mfn, 31 + ^>}f^3) Not present,

not near.

^FJ$t\3 s. (m. 3H + *Tt\J) Proportion, arith-

metical proportion. Colebr. Alg. p. 35.

^4.1^ s. (n. SH + ^rfa") A fluid vehicle for

a medicine, a menstruum.

a. (mfn. 31 +$^) Without means,

resource, or remedy, s. (m.) Want of resources
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or expedients, v. n. To

despair.

^jjiM a, (-f%\mfn. ^FP^l+ t^) Not

using means or expedients, not contriving stra-

tagems.

^PPttC a. (mfn. ^PT+^ttC) Lateral.

^I^iii^Fr s. (n. ^X+^rl^Fr) Want of atten-

tion, negligence.

^•J^IPM a. (mfn. ai+ Sffifav?) Not at-

tended to, not applied to with assiduity.

3^55^" a. (mfn. ^P^h^") Arranged, suc-

cessive, in due order. —31 (/.) or —3 (w.)

Regular succession, order.

Succes-

sively, regularly, in due order.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case o/^l^^f

)

In due order, in regular succession.

SFTgirfcT s . (SH+^Trt^) Endeavour or

labour after a thing is done.

^FTS^ a. (mfn. ^FT+ ^^S) Following the

breadth or latitude, latitudinal.

s-
(,
m

- ^^+ £f^) A companion or fol-

lower.

SH^V^ a .
(
mfnm SFT+^ST^) Yearly,

annual.

^^I^ «• (™fn - ^^+^) Related to, con-

nected with, belonging to.

^l*j<*~H s. (m. ^FJ-f^"^) 1. The inseparable

adjunct or sign of any thing, the indication of

guilt, symptom of disease, &c. 2. An element

of language, root, affix, &c. 3. An indicatory

letter, not sounded or dropped in composition,

but marking some peculiarity in inflecting the

word to which it is attached. 4. A child or

pupil who imitates an example set by the pa-

rent or preceptor. Wilson. 5. An offence,

H
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guilt. 6. In arithmetic, the junction or union

of fractions. Carey.

3FR^[ a. '(-1%\mfn. 3FT3^+tX) Im-

peded, obstructed.

>AI*1<n31 s. (n.
:3PT+^5ST) The following

after or being attached to a thing, obedience,

complaisance, attendance.

Possible,

probable (as a consequence.)

v. a. (3FT+ R. To serve,, to

oblige.

3FR^t fl . (-fs\ mfn. ^+^f^) At-

tached to, obedient, following, s. (m.) A deputy.

^1<Cr
V «• (31+3^0 Without a trace, un-

determined, uncertain.

An invocation : a

chapter in the collection of hymns forming part

of each Veda. As. Res. vm. pp. 429. 469.

s. (m. vAl^+ ^Ttt) 1. A reply, (parti-

cularly) an abusive reply. 2. Tautology or

repetition. 3. An interpretation.

3FT3lT[3? a. (mfn. N*l*1<t^+^) 1. Answer-

ing, replying. 2. Quoting the words of another

person.

3^tTf[ a . (-f^l mfn. W^'K + t'l )

1. Replying, answering. 2. Quoting or re-

peating the words of another person.

3FT<[f3 s. (f. 3FT +Tfe) 1. The following

after, or being attached to a person. 2. Effect,

consequence.

3FJI<rtH s. (m. ^T^+C^tH) 1. Reviving the

scent of a faded perfume. 2. The recurrence

of a thought, the revival of an idea, an after-

thought, reconsideration.

3?TRt^ a. (mfn. 3FTRtH +^) Causing a

former thought to return to the mind
;
produc-

tive of reflection
;
causing an after-thought.
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^PJTTWtTr a . (mfn. ^+C^t^fllT) To

be reconsidered, requiring reconsideration.

3FT<r a. (^+ ^"5) Not straight>
crooked.

3^<T3P a . (mfn. :3T5T+^3P, from R. <Kf)

To be followed, to be obeyed, to be at-

tended to.

a. (mfn.^l+'^^S) Fond, addicted to,

attached to.

^4*^< s. (m. 33^+^) 1. Attention, per-

ception, observation, experience. 2. A guess,

an inference, a supposition. (In the Nydya sys-

tem of philosophy) right notion, exclusive of

error and doubt, and differentfrom remembrance.

Trans. R. A. S. i. 96. 113.

3I^5><tf<k.Jl s. (/. 3F^ +fWl) Metar

physics. Moliun P. p. 144.

^IpJpCl ad. Sans. (heat, case of By
experience, apparently.

*a*^DM s. (m. 3FJ>^l<t) 1. An indication,

an opinion, a certainty. 2. Dignity, authority.

a . (mfn. + Giving a

hint, indicating
;
leading to an opinion or to a

certainty.

^FJ^sJ a. (mfn. ^1 +^3) Felt, perceived, ex-

perienced.

*3J.*J*tb& (mfn.^\.1^+^3) Permitted, allowed,

assented to. s. (ra.) Permission, leave.

) 1. Acquiescence,

consent, permission, allowance. 2. A com-

mandment. 3. The fifteenth day of the moon's

age.

^PTH^pTs. (m.3Fpf3+ 3pf) (In grammar)

the imperative mood. Moliun P. p. 124.

^T^R ! s. (n. ^FJj-ER !) 1. Dying with,

following in death ; the voluntary death of a

Hindu widow. Wilson. 2. A woman's burn-

ing herself on a separate pile from her dead
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husband, e. g. when the latter dies at a distance

from home. See ^V^ ! •

^I^Tfa" s. (n. ^FJ+Slt'T) An inference, draw-

ing a conclusion from given premises. Trans.

JR. A. S. i. 445. An hypothesis, a suspicion.

^Ht^r^Tl a. (SFpdrT+^Ti) Studied.

<#^H«fcU<* a. {mfn. W^I^^M^)
Making an inference.

Esta-

blished by inference, proved by way of conse-

quence.

Sil-JMH^ a. (mfn. ^JiH Impro-

bable, unlikely.

+^^) A speculatist.

a. Inferrible. Forster.

3Fprft*T ad Saws. (Zoca*. case
)
By

way of inference, probably.

^•JUl'TO a. (mfn. SpT+^f^ from H"!^

the causal form of R.
) Urged as an in-

ference or conclusion.

3FTfEF3 a. (mfn. 3F£+f*T3) Found by way

of inference or conclusion
;
guessed.

3F[firf3 s. (f SFJ+ftfS) An inference, a

guess.

3I*T^\?1 s. {f-'$F[+
'

5^3) A woman voluntarily

dying with her husband ; a widow burning her-

self on a separate pile from her dead husband.

SFJTOI a. (mfn. ^J^+OTI) To be inferred,

to be quoted as a proof or argument, to be con-

cluded ; assumable.

SFJOTT* s. (m. 3FJ+C3lfa) A subsequent

pleasure, a pleasure felt from sympathy.

SI^STfrrT s. (n. + GTtTrT) The feeling of

pleasure from sympathy.

SFJTTftr s. (n. That which is ne-

cessary for making a journey, travelling-apparel.
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^iiifl a. (-fn\ mfn. ^T+Ulfl{'4 ) 1.

Following, subsequent, resulting from. 2. Sub-

stitute, spurious.

3IWf ad. Sans. (3H+TPt°, accus. case of

VF\ )
According to the Yugas or ages of the

world.

sFTFrrr) s . (m. ^pt+ crrW ) L Reproof, cen-

sure, admonition. 2. A question.

Blaming, censuring, admonishing.

^PT^SF a. {mfn. 3pT+^) Devoted to, at-

tached to, fond of, grateful.

Devotedness, affec-

tion, fondness, attachment, gratitude.

^pr3p a . {mfn. ^+^) Gratifying,

delightful.

s. (n. ^I+^v-jfT) Affection, fond-

ness for a thine;.

s. (m. SFT+Tft) Fondness, attach-

ment, delight in something
; reputation, fame,

renown.

^TTWftrS a. {mfn. ^^Tl+^rf^)
Filled with affection, fond, attached to.

^•J<lM,k a. {mfn. 3FJT^ + Worthy
of affection or love.

a. {femin. of 1 Pt*^) Fond,

affectionate, s. One of the female personifica-

tions of musical notes.

3FRtpfU3 v . a . (from 3p=Rt*1
j)
Xo extoL

^T^fl. a. (-^Hmfn. SFjTffi +3^) Af-

fectionate, loving, fond.

3Fp"T5t) a . (mfn. ^Tt^ + XT) Praiseworthy,

to be extolled.

s.
(f, 3F[+ Ttetj The name of the

seventeenth NaJtshatra or lunar mansion, de-

H 2
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signated by a row of oblations
;
(stars in Libra).

Wilson. As. Res. n. 293. ix. 323.

^Fp3^ a. (mfn. ^4*^+<FlF) Agreed to, com-

plied with, conceded to.

a. (mfn. + 1. Resembling,

similar, conformable. 2. Suitable, proper, con-

venient.

3FJ^PfaS ad. Sans. +3^) In a

similar manner, conformably.

3T^pfla. (-f^T mfn. vAH<jH'+'^) Imi-

tating, similar.

3FJRl^ s. (m. CTte{) Partiality, acqui-

escence, kindness, complaisance.

3pTRt^ a. (mfn. Wg.'Z^ +^) Partial,

kind.

^{Uftl a. l-W^mfn. ^U'U +t\)
Partial, kind.

SFT^t^ s. (m. 3??+*^ )
Tautology.

3FTf*^ a. (mfn. 3^+1%^ ) Anointed, be-

smeared with perfumes.

SFJT^Pj s. (m. + C^^i ) 1. Anointment, the

application of any perfumed unguent to the

body. 2. An unguent made of sandal-wood,

or other perfumes. Carey.

^FJT^"^ a . (mfn. 3Hpnpl+<F) Anointing,

smearing with perfumes.

3HF*PFTs. (n. SFT+C^n^fc) The applying

of perfumes or ointment to the body.

Anointing the body with perfumes.

s. (M m. One who
applies unguents or perfumes to the body.

3FTT*Yfrr ad. Sans. (-31°. 3T5T+(5Tto")
Favourable, helping forward, going with the

grain, going with the hair.

^^Ttaa. (m>.3T^ftir + s5f) Produced

or born in due gradation, applied especially to

the mixed tribes, as the offspring of a Brahman

man and Kshatriya woman, a Kshatriya man

and Vaisya woman, and so on. Wilson. Manu
x. 5, &c.

3F?*ftrs. (m.3FJ+*lTr) l. Repentance, regret.

2. Enmity, revenge. 3. An object of pursuit,

an object of the mind.

3FJ*tftT33> a. (mfn. + To be

regretted, to be repented of.

SFJ^ftfl a. (-fir^m>. N5T5pTr+t5
L) Feel-

ing penitence or regret.

s. (n. ^+*T^FT) Advice, direc-

tion
;
particularly, the giving rules for the ac-

quisition of a science.

3I^npT3 a. (mfn. ^+*ft"f%3) Denned

by a rule.

3Fr*ttf^3l s. m.^R+^rtf^") A ruler

or governor, a teacher, a preceptor.,

s. (-% m. 3FT + *lt5) One who

prescribes a rule or discipline, a teacher or

tutor.

^FJ^ffcT) a. (mfn. 3FJ+*11*P ) To be defined

by a rule.

3Fjf^ a. (mfn. 3FT +"P^) To be taught,

to be defined by a rule.

SFPft^ s. (n.3F[+ ^ft
5^ ) Careful study of

a Sastra or a science
;

attention, endeavour,

pursuit of a science.

SI^t^T^ a .
(
mfn. 31^+ "TH^tST) To be

studied, to be attended to.

3FHtfH3o. (mfn. SFHt^ +^J) Studied,

pursued, attended to.

^•HJ^il^s. C*^) Repentance, regret.

^T'ttW a. (mfn. #tf C*llt><fc) 1. Occa-

sioning regret or repentance. 2. Feeling regret

or repentance.
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a^pfitte s. (n. CTHJ^T) Repentance,

regret.

b^U a. («/«. 3H+Ht^f|lI) To

be regretted, to be repented of.

3FTjC*frfc3a. &fn.Wt+ C*ttf^) Regretted,

repented of.

v. n. (3FJ+R. To repent,

to regret, to sigh, to grieve.

31ft*ffE?t a. (-f^T mfn. ^FTPf^ for

S^Plt^
,

Penitent, regretting, un-

happy.

^1*"^ a.
( )

Acquired from hearing

a thing repeated, learned by dictation. Carey.

3Ffl3f^F a. + Commended in

the Veda, and learned from the instructions of

a tutor. This word is applied principally to

religious ceremonies commanded in the Veda.

Carey.

a. (mfn. 33^+3^) Agreeing with,

conformable, attached to.

3FT^t s. (jit. Agreement, confor-

mity, attachment.

^15^ a' {mfa^l^W^') Causing agree-

ment or attachment
;
causing grammatical agree-

ment in words of succeeding sentences.

a. {mfn. ^FT +f^) Sprinkled again

with water, watered.

Wjfi$@ s. (m. + C^T^ from R. The

sprinkling again with water, the re-watering.

^IPU-t"^/ 1^) Ameasure of

verse, the stanza consisting of four lines of ei^ht

syllables each, or three lines of eight, twelve,

and twelve, making in either case thirty-two.

Wilson. See As. Res. x. p. 438. 469.

SFT^t^o s . (».3FJ^+W^) Averse of

the measure called vSpT^^I g. v.
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p^]£fej s. (».3FJ+*^l*| )
Application to bu-

siness, practice, occupation.

^QH^7 s. (n. ^Fj$^+*X^) Ac-

cording to the Sankhya system of philosophy,

a subtile corporeal frame composed of the five

elements, but tenuous or refined, being the ve-

hicle of the Linga-sarira or primeval person.

Trans. R. A. S. i. 33.

a. (mfn. Begun, applied

to, practised, followed, attended to.

3FjX$TI a. (mfn. + C^TT) To be begun, to

be commenced, to be applied to, to be followed.

a. (mfn. 31+3^) I Not hot. 2. Not

passionate, indolent, sluggish, lazy.

3FT^H s. O.SFT+^^Fft") Examination,

inquiiy, research; aim, scope.

SFpr^FTt a. (
- mfn . ^ f^T+ )

Inquisitive, searching, examining.

^^R°i s. (h.^FT+^R !) The act of follow-

ing after, succession, imitation.

s. (m. ^1*^+^ l< ) A consequence, a

similarity, an analogy.

3H*llf<^ a. (mfn. SH^,l<+^) Follow-

ing after, subsequent to.

3ppTtf^ s . (n.^PRlf^+T") Succession,

consequence.

^IH^i'Ul a. (-f$\ mfn. ^1 1 « +^)
Following after, subsequent to.

^•1*1 It« ad. Sans, (locat. ease of ^j^tf?)
Conformably, according to, following after.

^l*1^JO<? a. (mfn. ^^T +^T^?) Indicating,

pointing out, causing reflection.

^tfJdJ.M'* (n. S^+^njpf) The occasioning

of reflection, a pointing out, an indication.

^l^O^l s. (f.
SFT + ^'FTi) Reflection, con-

sideration.
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S^^feS a. (mfn. ^+^f^3) Known by

reflection, reflected on.

3pT^ or wiwAlk' li (m 3?T+ft^ or $$1

)

(In grammar) The nasal sound expressed by (°).

3FFIRC
1 s . (n. :3pT+'^Rc1) Recollection,

remembrance.

^n^U s. (m. 3FJ+^te) 1. Imitation. 2.

Resemblance.

3pT^ttp s, 3pT+3^t& ) A funeral repast

in honour of ancestors on the day of the new

moon.

3I^T^ s. (n. from + VS"^.) 1. Family, race.

2. Disposition, character.

3I^TI>"ft" a. (mfn. 3H+ $l>t3T from R. 3"^)

Very learned, well behaved, s. (to.) 1. A Brah-

man, versed in the Vedas and Vedangas. Manu
v. 82. 2. A boy repeating his lesson after his

master. Wilkins' MS.

and ajjjrtft a. (corrupt, of ^pTf^)
Not risen.

vSI^rE" a. (mfn. 3J + l^TJ ) Not married, s. (?ra.)

A bachelor.

virgin.

Fornica-

tion. Mohun P. p. 95.

A fornicator. Mohun P. p. 95.

3j*FT a ' ^+ ! - Undiminished, en-

tire. 2. Solid, without holes or interstices. 3.

Not too little, sufficient. 4. Coarse, thick.

3K*FPi a. (mfn. 3^FT+ 3?) Coarse, gross,

solid, without interstices.

^l^H a. Wateiy, wet, moist, s. (m.~) A marsh,

fen, swamp, or bog. Wilkins' Gr. §. 1178.

31^ a. (mfn. 31+8^) Thighless. s. (m.) The

charioteer of the Sun, the dawn.

3FT(> a. (mfn. 31+^"^) Without a hymn,

without the Rig-Veda, having no right to repeat

the hymns of the Rig-Veda.

3H^o. (w/ra. 31 +^^S) Not straight, tortuous,

crooked.

3^ a . (mfn^ +Q^) Free from debt.

3?TfU(m>. -fT^m>.3I+^:r^T) Free

from debt.

3pT3 s. (^.31+^) 1. Falsehood. 2. Agri-

culture.

3IT'T^a. (mfn. 3J + ^33

) More than one, many,

much. — \31 (/.) or —3'
(«.) Abundance,

plurality.

Much time,

Ions: time.

^W^tfc**!^ a, (genit. case of v^Cl^l^)
Old, ancient.

3IFT^^Mfaf*l (33H<H?H+3Hf*l)
From a long time, long since.

More than

one instant, during some time, for a long time.

3JFT^3itU3^ a. (genit. case of +

for ^ftfe) Of various kinds.

Long ago.

3KJT^<t1 ad. Sans. (31^+ ^1) In different

ways, of many sorts.

3IFT3P] s. (m. ^lC1<t>+ t
1) An elephant, so

denominated because he first takes up the water

with his trunk, and each time discharges it into

his mouth.

3ft:T3iP
tel a. (31^+^1^) Distant, re-

mote.

3ir5T^^f^ft^"ci s. (n. 3IFF3^ +

A multiliteral equation, an equa-

tion involving more than one unknown quan-

tity. Colebr. Alg. p. 186.
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Populous.

vAiH<Ml'<C ad. (^Ln<P+ ^Tt^) Often, several

times.

^ft^^o ad. Sans. (STt^ +^K) In large

quantities, in considerable numbers.

^H<£l<t>lk a. (mfn. + Mul-

tiform.

^(/K^fsS a. (mfn. ^T^ + ^lt^f^) Mul-

tiform.

3tW^ a. (mfn. + Ending in

several points, engaged in various pursuits.

—^1 (/.) or —^5 (n.} Variety of pursuits.

v44.C1(.<P a. + Many, several, most

people.

^C10^<Pa. (mfn. 3T + 30^-<P) Entirely deaf

and dumb.

^TTto s. (m. 31+3^) A guiltless person.

Wilkins' MS.

^T^ls. (m.) Time.

4EH<#|J a. (mfn. 3I + $3tSt>) The having:

a variety of pursuits.

a. (mfn. 31 +^^ ) Disunited, quarrel-

some, s. (w.) Want of union, disunion, discord.

a. (mfn. ^I+ t'TCS) Not eternal, tran-

sient, s. (n.) Transientness, inconstancy.

ad. No, not.

^RTfa3^ s . (m.) A tree.

a. (^+^1 for risen) Unprece-

dented, not seen, not heard of before.

A flea. Carey.

As a Kridanta suffix, serves to derive ad-

jectives expressive of an agency from Sanskrit

verbs in the causal form, e. g. "T"Kil^J Joyful,

causing joy, from R. ^^(causal form^TOI"^)

.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 468.
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s. (m.) 1. A boundary, an end. 2. Death.

3. (mn.) Final, ultimate. 4. (n.) Nature, dis-

position.

SlSo^^i s. (n. ^T^T +^C
1) The inward

agent, the heart, the mind, the will.

a. (mfn. 313"^+3^) Inwardly vexed,

inwardly angry.

313^1 a. (-fS\mfn. ^C+*Ttf^T)
Falling under, falling within, comprised under

a general description.

s. (n. 313^+^) 1. An inner apart-

ment, a room appropriated to the females of a

Hindu family; a queen's apartment. 2. A queen.

3. A palace.

ST^^f^t^ s. (m.^&F^ +ttU) Gos-

sip ofthe women's apartments, household affairs.

Wilkins' MS.

^ot«^ s. (m. ^o^J +^^) The

keeper of the women's apartments.

a. (mfn. ^g%*kM) Situated

in the women's apartments.

Sl^o^i s. (f. 1. A pregnant

woman. 2. The name of a tree, the marking-

nut (Semecarpus anacardium).

3&§*rfaW& (n. SI^+^rf^T) 1. Water

running through a concealed or subterraneous

channel. 2. A secret, a hidden thought.

31^0^$ a. (mfn. )
Standing or situated

within.

s. (^o^ +3J^) In ana-

tomy, the malleus of the ear.

a. (mfn. ^51^3" + <?) Bringing to an end or

conclusion
;
mortal, deadly, s. Death ; a

name of Yama, the regent of death.

-443 <R" a. (mfn. 3^3" + <3^") Making an end,

causing death, destroying, destructive, noxious.

s. (m.) A destroyer.
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^RM ! s. (n. ^+^: I) The bringing to

an end, destruction.

SH^t^ s. (m. ^+^\^) The time of death.

ad. Sans, (313" +3^) 1. From the end,

limit, or extremity. 2. At last, in the end.

3. Similarly, like. 4. In part. 5. Governing.

3T3^"fc a. (-^ mfn.^ +^) Limited,

subject to a termination or end.

"-ilsS-^ete?. Sans, (from
) Between, among,

betwixt, within. Wilkins' Gr. p. 544. (In

composition also) Under, underneath, e. g.

The space below the ground, from

^3<i+^f£r s. Ground, earth.

s. (n. from ^53^3") 1. An interstice, an in-

terval ; the interior, inside. 2. Period, term. 3.

Clothing. 4. Covering. 5. (In arithmetic) Dif-

ference, remainder. Colebr. Alg.^p. 5. 6. Sake,

behalf. 7. A hole or rent. 8. Own, the self.

9. Outside. 10. Opportune time, an occasion,

an opportunity. 11. The supreme soul. 12.

Cause, a. Similar, own. pron. Another, ad.

Besides, without, except
;
within, among. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 544. conj. And, moreover.

relative, an

intimate friend, s. 1. Acquaintance, consan-

guinity, kindred. 2. An inner court-yard, a

cow-house, a fold. —31 (/.) or —^(w.) Kin-

dred, intimacy.

sil34^<R s. (m. + The mind,

the soul. Wilkins' MS.

s . (m. 3ER+S^3") A mixed

class, sprung from the intermarrying of two

different castes or tribes. Manu i. 2.

rupture. See

lM4*9l<M s . (/. 3I^" +^Prl) Composi-

tion by the difference : an algebraic operation

in solving quadratic equations. See Colebr.

Alg. p. 171.

^4*$, a. (mfn. ^3 4+^$) Standing within,

situated between, interposed, internal.

viW^lift a. ( sis^+ ^^tftFL)

Situated within, interposed, internal.

^13<F^ a. (mfn. 31^ +1^?) Being in

the interior, standing or situated within, inter-

posed, internal.

>Afc3«1 ad. Sans, (from ^3«) 1. Without, ex-

cept. 2. Among, betwixt, between whiles.

3. Near. Wilkins' Gr. p. 544. s. A line in

poetry.

^i^Tiiri s . (-ix^.^i^+^rtTFT) The

inward spirit, the soul.

^^WoTl a. (/. + 3FtQ) ) With child,

pregnant.

lH s. (m. ^Iv3< +^i|U) An impediment,

an obstacle. (In the tenets of the Jainas} In-

terference or obstruction offered to those en-

gaged in seeking spiritual deliverance, and con-

sequent prevention of their accomplishing it.

Trans. JR. A. S. i. 554.

^Rt^ s. (™.viK3«+ ;3rN' instead of3rHTr)
An included space.

^3 f<~<? a. (mfn. + ^<£) Inner, interior,

internal.

3I3"f<~5q? s . (n. from^^+ R. W^) The sky,

the atmosphere, air. See 3l3«Ts$>

.

a. (mfn. 313^5$+ Passing

through the air. s. (m.) A bird.

333"ft"^t3 a. (mfn. ^fe^+ ^fa) Gone

into the air or atmosphere.

SWf^S^ a . (mfn. 313 Rs^ + T^") Going

or moving in the air. s. (»*•) A bird.

^Kjft*^ a. (mfn. 33^f%^ +^) Situated

in the atmosphere or sky.
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1. Gone into

the interior ; internal. 2. Concealed, lost ; dis-

appeared, vanished. 3. Departed, dead.

^<1^ s. (n.^3\+$ffi from R. ^3? ) Sky,

atmosphere, air. See f^^l?

.

^3<l*pJ a. (mfn. ^3«l**> +^ ) Moving

through the air. s. A hird.

a. (mfn. ^1^^+^) Gone

into the air, ascended to the sky.

^<ls$0^" a. (mfn. + Going

or moving in the atmosphere, s. (m.) A bird.

^texl*^ a. (mfn. 313^139? + *$) Situated

or placed in the atmosphere, aerial.

sH3«lt$) a. (mfn.^\+^i^ from R.

Out of sight, invisible.

SJsRt*! a. (mfn. for

Surrounded by water, free from water, dry.

s. (mn.~) An island, a promontory. Wilkins'

Gr. § 1177.

A lower garment.

^13 1< ad. Sans, (locat. case of 1.

Within, amidst, between, between whiles. 2.

Except, without. Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

C<°i ad. Sans, (instrum. case of ^HsJ< ) 1.

Within, amidst, between, between whiles. 2.

Except, without. Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

^I^KJ a. (mfn. 31^+^3) 1. Gone between,

included. 2. Concealed, disappeared, forgotten.

3I3^a.(m/«.3J3^+ 5t€) Included.

The interior of a

house, an apartment.

*BB<Qm s. (^W^+^r^i) Inward regenera-

tion ; the production of an impression or effect

on the heart.

Born within, origi-

nated in one's mind, inwardly produced.
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^rSt'T s. (^^^+\38t*T) Inward knowledge,

or a knowledge of the heart.

^^^I s. (^^T+ ^J^^T) An inward burn-

ing, heart-ache.

s. (/. R. Disappearance,

concealment, a covering.

Disappearance,

concealment.

+ Dis-

appearing, vanishing.

^ P$ s. (/. from ^I^+'R for R. Con-

cealment, invisibility, disappearance. Wilkins'

Gr. § 829.

3I3rtfnra. (mfn. To be con-

templated, to be meditated on.

NAmU s. (n. A private door

within the house.

^€°f^ s. (m. ^\^°f^) The in-

tendant of the women's apartments, the super-

intendant of the females of a family.

3I3^rt s. (/. from A pregnant woman.

3I3"<Sl a. (-f^\mfn. Abid-

ing between, situated in the interior, being

within, internal.

^<|R a . (mfn. ^\+^tP\) Learned,

skilful.

^\3C<1t s. The country called the Duab. As.

Res. vn. p. 231. See

^rftft 5. (/. The Budb or

the country included between the rivers Jumna

(Yamuna) and Ganges.

vaiajsU^ s. (n. 1. (In arith-

metic) A mode of composition or rectification

of numbers by the differences of the products.

I
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2. Inward thought or anxiety. Carey. See

^K3$)\J a. (mfn. ^s3«+^3) Included, con-

tained, internal.

A subterraneous

place.

:I|m1S$3 a. (mfn. ^S^pj+ rfa) Going

under ground.

SI^TRtS a. (mfn. ^R^+^H^) Sad, per-

plexed.

SR^lft a. (-fa5^ mfn. 3^+Trtf^)
Refraining, restraining, s. (m.) The soul.

s. (m. sHt3<
s+^) A triangle in

which the perpendicular falls within the figure

;

an acute-angled triangle. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

Vanished, dis-

appeared, concealed.

(f. from The inner

apartments of a palace, the seraglio. See

1 . A barber. 2. One belonging to a low caste,

a Chandala.

a. (m/w. "3l3F+ 3t<?) Near, proximate,

contiguous. In compounds it sometimes occurs

with the sense of reaching to, e. g.

Reaching up to the hair ; Reach-

ing up to the nose. Manu n. 46. s. (n.)

Vicinity, contiguity. — \51 (/.) or
—"3"

(?*.)

Vicinity.

a. (mfn. sSlfij^+OT) Very near,

bordering closely on.

(femin. from 1. An elder

sister. 2. A furnace, a fire-place.

ad. Sans, (ablat. case

Opposite, facing, near.

Contiguous

support.

ad. Sans, (locat. case o/^fiR3

) Near,

close by.

a. (mfn. ^SSS + $Jl) 1. Last, extreme,

ulterior. 2. Very near, contiguous.

The termination of the feminine gender of

the active present participle in Sanskrit verbs
;

e. g. <jr"$sl Doing, from R. ^ To do. The\
may also be omitted, as in ^Wt:1

. See 31^,
Wilkins' Gr. % Q12—Q11.

"33^ ad. Sans, (locat. case of 31^) At last, at

the end.

3fC§<lM a. (~P\\mfn. +^tfspT )

One who dwells at the extreme border, or at

the end. s. (?w.) 1. An outcast. 2. A disciple.

"SlZW^ad. (genit. case of^I^") At the end, at last.

a. (mfn. '333 + '$) Ultimate, last. s. (n.)

(In mathematics) 1 . A hundred billions. Colebr.

Alg. p. 4. 2. The last term of a progression.

Colebr. Alg. p. 52.

;3£3T3l a. (mfn. +v3i) One who is born

last, the youngest. 2. A person of the lowest

class.

H^sSl'lsftU a. (mfn. "G&i +?5fc£$l) Be-

longing to the lowest class.

^TSPfc s . (n. sjjjP t.W) The greatest or last

root in the affected square. Colebr. Alg. p. 363.

n31*P*4.«1 s. (n. 333> +Wf ) The last or greatest

root in the affected square. Colebr. Alg.

p. 363.

3131^5 s. (m. ^A-l^P 4-B£j) (In grammar) The

final letter of a word.

^.rte^rnil. s.(-f&im.^) +^^rtfir^)
A son born from a Nishadi woman by a Chan-

dala. Manu x. 39. iv. 79.
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33X3?f^ s. (f.lS&+$f§) The last or funeral

sacrifice, obsequies.

sttgrf^ftpsl s. (/. 3ngrf%+1ipri) The

performance of a funeral sacrifice.

s. (n. contract, of ) An entrail.

The science that

treats of the intestines, splanchnology.

3Rrff|s. (/.3RS+^ft) A rupture.

Root. See 3T^.

3F^ ad. (p. from Within.

4W< ad. (From ) Within.

\il*H s. (p. j] jj| ) A cast, a measurement or

valuation, a conjecture, a guess.

^*kUT, a. (p. jUl+^f) Guessing.

{f. See A furnace, a fire-

place.

^5JI? s
- (
m

-
from R

- St) L A ring or chain

worn on the ankle. 2. A chain for the feet of

an elephant.

3c$? s. (/. from R. 3flQ L An ornament worn

round the ankles. 2. The chain for an ele-

phant's feet. 3. A chain, a fetter, bond, or tie.

*qt<e s. (w. from R. vSfrtjj A chain for an ele-

phant's feet. See ^F^g

.

Wll s. (p. Thought, reflection.

Root, x. To agitate,

to swing.

Root, x. (3F^I[f3) To be or become

blind.

3F*1 a. (mfn. R. 3F<^) 1. Blind. 2. Over-

grown with bushes or weeds (as a pit or well).

-v3l (/.) Blindness.

a. (mfn. + ^) Blind.

^SfcS^A (jn. 3F^+f^jj A name of

Siva.
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3F$W^ a. (mfn. ^5F<i + ^t^)Producing blind-

ness, dark, obscure, s. (m.) Night, darkness.

s. (m. 3F^ +<Ph A blind well ; a

well or hole overgrown with weeds.

3F^3*J?T s . (n. from SF^ +OT^) Blinding

or thick darkness.

sAHUifaij s. (m. ^FH + ^tfirg) The hell

of excessive darkness. Manu iv. 88.

^I^^ ad. Sans. (3^+3^) Blindly, like

one blind.

a. (from ^[%) Blind.

"-i^^ts. (w.) Boiled rice, food.

^X^t^H^T 5 .

(
w> See )

Blinding or

thick darkness.

(from
)

Blindness.

A chink, a cre-

vice, a flaw, a flaw in any one's conduct.

)
Night.

^3F^s. (ra.) A well.

>Qf23 s. (m.) The offspring of a Vaideha man

by a woman of the Kdrdvara or Nishdda caste
;

a hunter, one who lives by killing game. Manv
x. 36, 48.

^3I?r a. (mfn. fret. fart. p. R. ^?5nh Eaten, s. 1

.

(m.) The sun. 2. (n.) Boiled rice, food.

^[tSfZT s. (n. + C^Jf ) A vast quantity

of boiled rice or food collected in one place.

^A4r|\5l a. (mfn. ^$Y*[ +^3f) Arising from food,

occasioned by food.

3J^3FT a. (n. 3^"+ 3FT) Rice and water

;

board, maintenance.

^y^Wi] s. (-^ m. + One who

maintains others, a charitable person.

^T^Tffa" s. (n. ^'+*Rt5T) The giving board to

a person, maintenance.

I 2
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The name of a god-

dess, the Ceres of the Hindus.

The ceremony

of giving a child rice for the first time. Mann
ii. 36.

3I^3Tfcrt3 s . (m. 3I3"+3J"W3) Loss of

livelihood.

^^1^51*1 s. (3J^+^t3FT) A dish.

>AWUll>i si (^+CHt51) The providing of

food.

3I^ni a . ^+ IHT) Consisting of food.

^*l«*t s. (35^+^f) Chyle.

^11 In 5H*T+ ^TR" from R. 3I¥) An eater.

^ffllpl s. (re. S^+ ^Ttft) Food and other

necessaries
;
every thing necessaiy for support.

Identically the same with the food

and the eater : an appellation of Brahma used

in the Veda.

RTR s . (m. ^pi<) The want of

food.

SW^l «. (-f^ 3T^+ 3jf$FT) De-

sirous of food, hungry.

pron. (mfn.^ Another, different.

3FP^J a. (mfn. 3FP +^3) Done by another.

3FP^T. a. (-f^T J; ^PP+TttfiPT) 1.

Going to others. 2. Adulterous.

^FTO) ad. Sans. (3FfJ^+T>) Moreover, and

again (in continuation of an argument, or

before a question). Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

vAlrM*~i ad. Sans, (neuter form of . Wil-

kins' Gr. § 129.) Otherwise, differently, else.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 544.

ad. (3FP + By or from another,

elsewhere.
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^•Pvj^l a. (mfn. :3FP + Another (if more

than two individuals are spoken of). Wilkins'

Gr. § 969.

^in>\3« a. (mfn. 3FP +^") Another (if only

two are spoken of). Wilkins' Gr. § 969.

3HJ\JL<WSarf. Sans. (3FP3^"+TT)) Either

day. Wilkins' Gr. p. 545. and § 1047.

^SFP^T ad. Sans. (-3FP+v!J") Elsewhere, in

another place, somewhere else. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 544. Except : (in this sense it governs the

fifth or ablative case ; e. g. Manu iv. 164).

ICFPT^T ad. (corrupt, of ^SFP^T) In another

place.

ad. Sans. (3FP Otherwise, dif-

ferently. Wilkins' Gr. p. 545. s. The contrary,

the reverse, a. Contrary, different.

Acting otherwise, inattentive, disobedient.

a. (mfn. 3FP*M+^3) Done in a

different manner, varied.

viH^lt>4°l s. (n. ^FP^H +Slt^) Con-

trary conduct, disobedience.

^P^tTfla. (-f^n/n^SFPtfl +^tfH)
Speaking otherwise, making a different state-

ment or assertion.

^*Pkl ad. Sans. (3FP + Tt1) At another time.

SpFTtpfl a. (-"PF^ mfn. wv + crf^K)
Foreign, belonging to a different country.

3FTOt*ffa a. (mfn. 3FP + C^TT) Belong-

ing to another country, foreign.

s. (f. 3FP+*Nf) A female that

has been previously betrothed to another man.

SFP^t^te s. (m. WV +S^<) Another sort,

another manner, ad. Otherwise, differently.

Wffi&k* s. (m. 3FP+^>) A crow (literally,

nourishing others : the crow being supposed
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to sit upon the eggs of the kokila or Indian

cuckoo).

s. (m. :3pP+^3) The kokila or In-

dian cuckoo : so called because it is supposed

to leave its eggs in the nests of other birds.

^EFTTO^ s . (n. 3I*P+SF3) Another manner,

another sect. ad. Otherwise.

3ftrcrfS a. (mfn.3pP +TO )
Thinking other-

wise, entertaining a different opinion.

^Pp5t^3 ad. (locat. case of 3J*F3%3) Other-

wise, differently.

#P*H^ a. (mfn.^) + from H5^)
Absorbed in other thoughts, thinking of other

things.

3ppipTtS a. (-^To . mfn. Dif-

ferently minded, intent upon something else.

v4nmll*t a. (mfn. 3S3i +^HT) Otherwise

minded, s. (ra.) Another wish.

ad. (from 3pP ) Otherwise, neverthe-

less, yet.

#$U^oi Sans, (-"^l- ^WO + R. ^l) In

another manner, differently, otherwise.

^Jt^l a. 3I=P + from R.^) Dif-

ferent, other, varying.

3E3$9fl a. (mfn. +3$^) Subject to

or dependent on others.

^Pfj^P a . 0&p$ftQQ ) Others.

a. (mfn. 3I+ ^JtH) Unjust, wrong, s.

(m.~) Injustice, unfitness, impropriety.

3FPtTft «. (-flF^^/k vi^JiU+t^) Un-

just, outrageous, oppressive.

SHTftl) a. (mfn. + ) Unlawful, im-

proper, unfit.

SFPlsffl . (mfn. +3pf) A different object,

another scope or meaning.

^^"1 122

^FIXtsfetH s. (m. UHTl$ + C3"W) A dif-

ferent idea, another scope or object.

^SpP^:^ s. Pain, affliction. Sabda S. p. 298.

1*11 5. (SFP+vAli^W ?) The obtaining

of intelligence in an enemy's camp or country.

Sabda S. p. 163.

*U*PHJS ad. Sans. ) On another

day, at another time. Wilkins' Gr. p. 545.

and § 1047.

%WP a . for 3FU§
, ) One

another, mutual, reciprocal.

^WHitUlpJ34°l s. (n. +

)
Transmigration, the metem-

psychosis.

^i|?t<P ad. Sans. According to. See b^,

Wilkins' Gr. p. 545.

vil^S$ a. (mfn. + Following.

31^"^ a. (mfn. SI^+^H^) Following, going

behind.

s. (m. Wl+ 3P~tTT) Race, lineage.

IP s. (m.3FJ+3ni) h The following after a

thing
;
consequence, pursuit. 2. Race, lineage.

3. Interpretation, construction; the construing of

a sentence ; the regimen of words in a sentence.

4. In logic, a direct consequence or conclusion.

3ftTft a . (-f%% mfn. 3^T+ 37[.) Fol-

lowing upon, or agreeing with, another word

in a sentence.

ad. Sans. . 3FT +3R7[J Daily.

si^J loU a. ) The connecting of

a secondary object in a discourse or writing with

a primary or preceding one.

3^tR s. (f. A bail or deposit

to be delivered to a third person.

3^t$H s. (n. 3F[+3lt$!T) Property pre-

sented after marriage to the wife by her hus-

band's family.
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) Latitudinal.

s . (n. SpT + ^Tt^ttl) ) The monthly

obsequies or funeral repast, held during the first

year after the death of a parent. Manu in. 123.

SITt^tfe si {n. 3^13^+3) See

. Manu in. 122.

3$ \[k^a. {mfn.^ +3^3) Deposited so

as to be ultimately delivered to another person.

Possessed or con-

nected with. (Frequently in compound words

e. g. ^^Ctf^J^ Suffering from thirst, from

Thirst, and from

Fatigue, and Suffering from fatigue.)

3lftP$ a. {mfn. 3FT+^) Sought, required,

wanted.

SlfW^ a. {mfn. )
Sought

after, wanted, required.

s. {mfn. ^T^+^°l ) Research, in-

quiry.

s. {f.
3pT + ^5$1 from R. t^) De-

liberation, consideration, philosophical medita-

tion. See 4)H$fiM!t •

a. The feminine of Following, q. v.

SK^^i 5 . {n. ^+^c
l) Inquiry, search,

research.

3TC^Tt1 s. (/. Inquiry, search,

research.

33ffiStf& a. {mfn. ^$±^^^ To be

sought after, to be enquired into.

%ft *£1 s. {f.
from R.^ Desire,

wish.

311^1^3 a. {mfn. 3p[+3f^3) Sought.

a. {-W^mfn. Sl^+^f^) Inqui-

sitive, inquiring into.

s. (-^ m. from R. $X)
One who seeks for a thing.

{f. used only in the plural, "-A^l^to
, &c.}

Water. One of the five elements according to

the Sankhya and Veddnta systems of philo-

sophy. Manu i. 78. Trans. R. A. S. n. 36.

prep. Sans. Under, beneath, below, the re-

verse of STB. q. v. It implies also privacy,

concealment, disappearing, loss, and is often

employed in a bad sense. Wilhins' Gr. p. 545.

s. {n. 3^+3^1) The doing of a

thing wrong, the obstructing or hindering of

an action.

One who

thwarts another in his undertakings.

SPf^IU {-*&ln. Improper

conduct, mean or bad behaviour.

A drawing aside

;

particularly forcing or biasing a person.

A disgrace, a

stain in a person's character.

3pf^<pt a. (-"fir^ mfn. SP^^+t^L)
Stained, disfigured, disgraced.

s. {m. 3Pl + ^t^* ) 1 . One who hinders,

injures, or offends. 2. A hinderance, a detri-

ment. — ^31 s. (/.) An offence.

3Pf3?t3"3?«.
{
mfn. 3Ft3?"fa+^) Pernicious,

hindering, prejudicial.

Reproach,

menace.

a. {mfn. ^Ff^tl"+^ )
Intending

injury or detriment to some person.

3Pi^Wftr?t a. (-f^l mfn. +

^f^C*^) Intending another's injury; malevo-

lent.

SPW^t a. {-f%\ mfn. W^^U+^l)
Pernicious, malevolent, hurtful, injuring.
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from R. ^t*t) An

opportunity, an occasion
;

leisure, holiday. See

lUS^C a. (mfn. Broken off,

separated.

111 fame, infamy.

:3Fi^3a. (m/rc.^Pl + <|3) Obstructed, thwarted,

prevented; injured, molested; done improperly.

s. (w.) An offence, an improper action.

An obstruction, a

hinderance, a bad action.

3Pl^a. (mfn. +^) Drawn off, drawn

into bad conduct, deteriorated.

s. (m. 3Pi ) A retreat, flight.

SPtfZFIT! s . (f C5P| +t!F?rl) l. A bad action,

an injury. 2, Malice, hatred.

Unripe, raw, crude

;

undigested, superficial.

Neu-

trality, the not belonging to a party.

SPf^tS a. (mfn. 3Pl +*T3) Gone away, de-

parted, deviated from.

Departure, deviation.

Retreat, flight.

s. (/. 3P| for , + ^1 ) A river.

SPfcFT s. (m. #j from R. WXfi A limb,

a member.

s. (m. 3Pj+^lt3) Murder, sudden

death.

3Pfat3t a. (-f3\mfn. WW^ + t^i)
Murderous, mortal, deadly.

WtUK s. (m, 3Pj+"S^r) Loss, dispersion,

waste, harm, damage.

^t&TFotsft a. (-PK mfn. +
Concerned in a loss, sharing in a

3P| 126'

loss. s. (m.) One who shares in a loss, the

keeper of an insurance-office.

SPtelft a. (-ft[\mfn. ^PtU%+$\) At-

tended with loss, causing loss.

SpWfe a. (mfn. 3F) + "StftT3) Honoured,

saluted, reverenced.

vlHoW s. (m. ^Pi+^t^") Indigestion.

3PffS3 a. (mfn. 3P| +f^3) 1. Dissipated,

wasted, lost, diminished, expended. 2. Saluted,

honoured.

spiffed ^Cf.^Pi+ffe# ) 1. Loss, expense,

dissipation. 2. Exclusion. 3. Worship, reve-

rence. 4. A ceremony performed under the

funeral pile. Wilkins' MS.

A phantom, an

apparition, a shadow which is injurious or un-

healthy. Carey.

3Pha1^" a. (mfn. + +3^) Adjoin-

ing, contiguous.

spit a. (mfn. ^1 +^^) Sick, diseased. 2.

Awkward, unskilled, inexpert.

3Ftf&3 a . (mfn. Sl +^jfto) Unread, un-

taught.

:3Pf\3 a .

(
:3I + P

1^3) Not falling, lasting, durable.

a. (mfn. SU^tfe?) Ignorant, not

learned.

3PTt> a . (mfn. 31 +^ ) Not saleable. Wil-

kins' MS.

viHsj^ s.
(

:3pi +3^) A violent disease of

the stomach which makes the patient go bent

with the pain. Carey.

5 . +\3l*T<£ from R. sS?£)

Flatulency, attended with violent pain in the

stomach.

3Ptf3<F3l a. (f. 31+^531 ) Not devoted

to her husband, unchaste.
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s. (n. 31

+

ttcU° Independent right, from

A master) Offspring, male or female.

3Pf07tef*fa[ s. (m. 3Ff0) +3pf+^) (In

grammar) A patronymic.

*W*H1 s. (/. SPj+JPil) Bashfulness, dis-

grace.

Wft^fl. (mfn. 3PfcPl1+t^) Bashful.

Wfil s. (n. 31+^) The absence of a road.

3Pj"^ a. (mfn. SJ+'W) Unwholesome, not

salutary, not conducive to.

3pfa a. (mfn. 31+^) 1. Destitute of feet.

2. Having no employment or office ; dismissed.

s. (to.) A reptile.

a. (mfn. 3I*fa +^5) Destitute of em-

ployment or office.

A finished work, a

work well performed. 2. An approved occu-

pation. 3. (In grammar) The ablative case.

3TTO^ a. (mfn.^+ +3^3" ) Adj oining,

contiguous, ac/. Uninterruptedly, immediately,

presently.

3Pfr[t$f s . (n. 31+^+3$') Nothing, vanity.

from R. fW%) In-

termediate space, half a point of the compass.

*rUk<ls3l s. ( iSP\ + CK^S} ) An apparition, a

ghost, a goblin.

3ptUfe
| s . (m. 3PI + C&1*!) 1. Disguise by

dress, &c. 2. Place, quarter. 3. A butt, or

mark. 4. Cause. 5. Fame, reputation. 6. A
contrivance, a pretext. 7. (In the Nyaya sys-

tem of philosophy) The inferential reason (being

the second member of a complete syllogism).

Trans. R. A. S. i. 116.

3tf$jng a. (to/b, 3P| 1. Cursed, re-

viled. 2. Abandoned. 3. Boken to pieces,

pounded.

sSriflirni s. (n. 3Pj + 7TIR') 1. Removal, de-

duction, subtraction. Colebr. Alg. p. 207. 2.

Death.

WF$\ s. (-"ferT m. 3J+^fS^) Absence of

a road, a bad road.

^Pl^f s. (to. 3Pi+37T) The detachment of

the soul from matter, and exemption from farther

transmigration: final beatitude. Trans. JR.A.S.

i. 566.

SPfa^ s . (n. 3Pi+3^FT) A gift, a dona-

tion.

^H<>3 s. (to. 3Pl+3^) (In arithmetic) The

abridger, common measure : the divisor which

is assumed for both or either of the two quan-

tities in an equation. Colebr. Alg. p. 363.

3Pi"3^T s .
(
n . 3Pl +3a3^) Abridgment, ab-

breviation. (In arithmetic) depression or reduc-

tion to least terms ; division without remainder

:

also the number which serves to divide without

residue ; the common measure, or common di-

visor of equal division. Colebr. Alg. pp. 113.

153.

Spf^lTt s. (to. 3Pl + Censure, blame, ac-

cusation, reproach. 2. An order, a command.

3pW&t33
a. (mfn. 3FW&t+^) Defamatory,

accusing, s. (to.) An accuser.

a. (mfn. 3P)+3Tfo?) 1. Blamed,

censured, accused. 2. Forbidden.

^TW^l a. (-f%\ mfn. ^H^ +^)
Accusing, reviling, defaming.

3T*fat^"ci s . (n. 3Pi+^W) Disappearance,

concealment, covering.

3Pfrt^ s. (to. 3P| +3"^ ) A deduction.

^H'RS" a. (mfn. 3I + ^"feT) Unclean, im-

pure, unhallowed.

3Pff^ a. (mfn. 3Pi+ft$) 1. Pulverised,
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broken into small fragments. 2. Rejected, dis-

missed, s. (m.) An adopted foundling. Wil-

kins' MS.

A son re-

jected by his natural parents, and adopted by

a stranger ; one of the twelve objects of filiation

in Hindu law.

SPfaJTI s. (m. Prodigality, waste

of money, profusion.

3IWtfta. (-fir^m>. :3I^JTr +t7L) Pro-

digal, s. (m.~) A squanderer.

^SPt^t a. (mfn.^ + R. ^t) Free from fear.

3Pfc)W 5 . (/. Improper or low

language, obscene language.

3Pl2°*] s. (m. 3Pj + 3°*]
) Ungrammatical or

vulgar language. As. Res. vn. 200.

a. (mfn. 3P)+H^)) To be de-

spised or disregarded, contemptible.

s. (m. SPUwS) Contempt, an af-

front, an insult, disgrace.

3?fHtfr3 fl . ^pj +Htf%3 ) Dishonour-

ed, disregarded, disgraced.

3PlTJcD s. (m. 3Pl + ^C§_ ) An untimely or in-

auspicious death.

^PiTR^ a. (3J +*tnH^) Inauspicious, omi-

nous.

3Pft*fo s.(«.3Pi +TPc
j^T)Disgrace,dishonour,

infamy.

Defeat.

3Pfc a. 31+^?) 1. Another, other, lat-

ter, subsequent, posterior. 2. Opposite, con-

trary, ad. Moreover.

3Pfa*[5$ s. (m. 31^+^) The first day of

the second half of the month Bhadra (which

is the last in the Hindu calendar). As. Res.

in. 292.

1. Another

world. 2. Other people.

3PU4l3 s. (m. + for Ttft") The

end of the night.

3P^£p; a. (mfn. Continued,

uninterrupted, ad. Continually.

:3FW§5^1 a . (mfn. ^T +^Rt^l) Not

turning off one's face, not withdrawing.

3PlTtf3k? a. (mfn. 3I+ *iTlf33) Not van-

quished, not overcome.

(femin. A name

applied to several plants, viz. Clitoria Ternatea,

iEschynomene Sesbana, and Marsilea quadri-

folia.

3PlTtH s. (m. 3Pj +TtH) Transgression, of-

fence, fault. Also written

3TW^F s. (n. ZP\ from R. ft^)
Disobedience.

3PiTW^^«. (m. 3PWH +*fa«^) An

archer or arrow always missing the mark.

3 s. (n. ^TWH + STl^r) For-

oiveness of an offence, atonement,

a. (mfn. Free

from fault or guilt, faultless, guiltless.

a. (-f*K mfn. SPfatH+^T)
Guilty, criminal.

Conviction, the establishing of guilt. Mohun P.

p. 98.

3FtTtefl?T a. (mfn. +^W^ffr ) Not subject

to, or dependent on another, free.

3TWlI*fa. (mfn. ^+ W*I*f)Unadvisable.

Not ad-

vised, not counselled.

3PRT^ s. (m. ^PT^ +^for ^RTT) The

afternoon.

K
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3rW^3^ a. (mfn. STW^H-^) Belongs

ing to the afternoon.

Not a

concubine, a chaste woman, a lawful wife.

SPTfeSlT a. (mfnM + v\^tK) Unacceptable.

s. (m.~) The non-acceptance of a thing.

SPffTSXr a. (mfn. ^+ TTft^T) Not known

to, not familiar with a person, s. (m.) The

being unacquainted with a person.

SFtftTSHt a. (-flFI>>. 3PTf^T>xr+3^L)

Misanthropic, having no intercourse with others.

3Pf a.(mfnM+ ) Uncovered,

unconcealed, not dressed, slovenly.

+ Wf*T*lj Not providing for a change, impro-

vident, inconsiderate, imprudent, ungrateful.

SPffrfel s.
(f.

^I+'ctft1'
<

t3l) An unmar-

ried woman.

SPrft"^ a. (mfn. 31+ ) Not satisfied,

discontented.

Dissatisfac-

tion, discontent.

^PfpPTtopfl a. (mfn, 31+^^+

ifn^) Not prepared, not providing for a

change, improvident, incautious.

SPTft1^ a. (mfn. ^I+^ft^f ) Imperfect,

immature, deficient ; unskilful. (Lit. Not ripe,

crude).

;3Prf^cfa. (mfn. 3I+*tf^K) Not full,

complete, defective.

3Pj"f^3 a. (mfn. + Not

changed, s. (m.) Not an exchange.

^f^^flTT a. (mfn. Not

to be exchanged.

^PTf^^ s. (m. ^I+^'R^) Respect.

m-

ex-

^Prf^t^ a. (mfn. 31+*rf^fa)) Not to

be disregarded, not to be held in disrespect.

3Prf^flI3 a. (mfn. R^k*} Not mea-

sured, not regulated by measure, unlimited,

immoderate, enormous.

Excess, intemperance, gluttony.

^PH^rM^'l'FRT. a. (-f^mfn. SPTf^f^
+3lt5l^ +^^) Intemperate.

3Pf|4tUU a. (mfn. SI+^pltMU) Immense,

immeasurable.

^PriR a. (mfn. 3T+ *tf^Tt3") Not ar-

ranged, not adorned, impure, unclean, indistinct,

indefinite, vague.

Having no limit or boundary, unlimited, infinite.

) Not to be

refuted, not to be confuted or overthrown ; irre-

fragable, unobjectionable, unanswerable, una-

voidable.

v*H<Us$\3 a. (mfn. ^f+^tfeS) Not duly

considered, not sufficiently tried or proved.

3pt3^ a. (mfn. ^J+^t^) Not scurrilous, re-

spectful, becoming.

a. (mfn. W\ ) Deformed, ugly,

unnatural.

3P[RlpS ad. Sans. (SPfa+ Tg) Another

day, the morrow ; the day after to-morrow.

Wilson. The other day. Wilkins' Gr. § 1074.

^HWifcfr a. (mfn. ^I+^Rt^) Not out of

sight, not beyond the reach of the senses.

SFfRt^^t^ s. (m.

(In grammar) the conditional tense. The

second aorist. Mohun P. p. 124.

3Ph a . (mfn. 31+^ ) Leafless, s. An incom-

plete number.
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3ITri 85 (/. from 31+^°}) A name of the

goddess Durga.

3PT5tT3 a. {mfn. 31+^3 ) 1. Insufficient.

2. Involuntary.

Reviling a per-

son, slander.

3TFrf*to a. {mfn. 3P) + 55Tp|'^) Slandered,

belied.

TOW5
) *. {m. 3p| +*TP|

) Scandal, slander,

detraction ; low discourse ; denial of a thing.

3Pt^"P^ a. {mfn. ^T^^TPi + Scandalous,

slandering, denying, s. (m.) One who slanders

or belies others ; one who denies a fact.

3PM*ft a. (-f*PT mfn. SPKPi+t^)
Slandering, belying, detracting.

3Ft*ftl s {m. See SPfaTt) The offspring of a

Vaisya by a woman of a lower class.

3PPl^ s. {m. 3Pl +*t$[) Ungrammatical lan-

guage.

3Plf^ a. {mfn. ^T+^f^U) Not having any

thing beyond it, ultimate, immeasurable, im-

mense.

Not clear, not evident,

not intelligible.

a. {mfn. from 3$ +R. ^1?) Contrary,

obstructing, hindering, ad. Well, handsomely,

fitly, properly.

^Pi^Hl s. 0«. 3P| 4-*Ttf) The offspring of a

Vaisya by a woman of a lower class. See

Manu x. 10.

SP^R) a. (». 3Pl+^) £ Not to the

left; on the right side; dexter. 2. Opposite,

contrary.

The going away,

a withdrawing, retreat.

(«. 3$ +3T=f) A spy.

3PMf^3 a. {mfn. 1$ +*tff^3) Driven

off, caused to withdraw.

SPF^ s. {m. from 3P) +^) 1. Any part of

a carriage. 2. The anus. 3. Faeces.

3pt^3 a. {mfn. 3Pl +*[T3) Bathing after

mourning.

^Pl^T 5. (re. ^5P) 1. Bathing upon the

death of a relation, after mourning, &c. 2.

Water which has been used for bathing.

:3Pi^£Tlr3" s. (m. ^5Pi +Ht^) The epilepsy.

^SITteT. a.
{r0£ mfn -

;3Pi"T3^+^L)
Epileptic, having the falling sickness.

3ftfK a. {mfn. from R. 5^) Remov-

ing, destroying. Only used in compos, e. g.

C^tt^Pf^ What subdues sorrow, from

s. Grief, sorrow, +"3Pf^ .

3Pfc3 a. {mfn. 3Pl+$33) Murdered, killed,

struck, ruined.

3Pi5*R" 5. {n. 3$ + 57FT) Murder, destruc-

tion.

3Pfe^°l s. {n. 3p| Robbery, a plun-

dering, a seizing or taking away.

A murderer.

3FW^T s. {m. ^3Pi 4-ty%) Robbery, depreda-

tion.

SPfet^5
a. (mfn.^[^R+^) Plundering,

robbing, s. {m.) A plunderer.

3Pfctf^3 a. {mfn. ^Pi +3^3) Plundered,

pillaged.

NiH $i\3 a. {mfn. 3p| + Stolen, taken away

by plunder.

3PlT5?Tl s. (/. 3P) + C^*Tl) Disrespect, con-

tempt.

;3Pjl»<T s. {m. 3P) +^<f ) Denial, concealment.

^pf^a. (mfn. 3Pl +^) Concealed, denied.

K 2
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3PfSffe s . (/. 3Pj + 5?f\? from R. f ) Conceal-

ment, denial.

^Hl<? s. (m. ;3I+ prt^) Indigestion, a. (mfn.)

Unripe, unconcocted.

:3PTf3i

1 a. (from SPTfe5

)
Unripe.

^Pit^^r a. (jw/ra. ^+ Not ad-

missible into the same line or rank with others
;

applied particularly to such Brahmans as have

been neglectful of the rules of their order.

Manu m. 183.

3Pit§$) a . (mfn. from ^+^SpF) The same

as ^t^COT. Manu m. 183.

3pft°lTfH 5. (m. W\\°,genit.plur. of^%
The sea.

(n. W\+^{[) 1. The outer corner

of the eye. 2. A sectarian mark or circle on

the forehead. 3. The point of an arrow. a.

(mfn.') Maimed, crippled, deformed.

3^HiWT s. (n. ^PW + TF^T) A glance,

an imperfect view of a thing.

3PH"fo a. (mfn. 3J+ *finfr) Illegible, not to

be read.

3Prt!T a. (mfn. 31+^3") Undeserving, un-

worthy, inadequate, improper.

aPhEPrftfia. (-p3\mfn. 3Pft?T + ^tfiPT )

Giving to undeserving persons.

3PTfa a. (mfn. 3I+ pitC[) Having no feet.

^.l^Tl «• ^t$S^ ) Destitute of trees.

^H kl*1 s. (n. Wj+^fi'Kft) 1. The taking

away of something. 2. (In grammar) The ab-

lative case.

^lkH<t>t^°i s. (n. ^\K\^+^R°\) A
material cause. Mohun P. p. 144.

^FflrT s. (n. from^Pl +R.3FT) 1. The anus. 2.

Wind from the bowels, one of the five vital

airs. As. Res. vn. 278. 3. Deglutition, being

considered as a sort of breath or inspiration.

As. Res. viii. p. 422.

^AlH'H a. (mfn. ^J^^*^ ) Free from sin or guilt,

innocent.

a. (-f*K mfn . p+^ttf^) Free

from sin, not guilty, guiltless, innocent.

3Ftt^3 a. (mfn. +3T^3) Not restrained,

unconfined, relaxed, opened.

The name of

a plant (Achyranthes aspera).

^PH°^J s. (m. 3Ptt°, genit. case plur. of

Wij The ocean.

^PtlU s. (m. Wi + 3HT) 1. The going away,

loss, detriment, reduction. (Frequently in com-

position with numerals, e.g.) 3^t-
hundred less by one, i. e. ninety-nine.

Manu i. 70. 2. An obstruction, a hinderance.

3. A calamity, a misfortune. 4. Death.

a. (mfn. SPTftl+ft^) Medi-

tating the hinderance of an undertaking.

SPftXll. a. (-f^mfn. WftS+^l) 1. Hin-

dering, preventing, obstructing. 2. Going away,

passing away.

:3Ftt^' a. (mfn. $f.+
T^1^) Without shores, shore-

less, boundless, impassable.

3Pft^ a. (3I+^tt^) Incapable, impotent,

unable.

SPH^ a. (mfn. 3P| +3^) Inferior to the

purpose, unfit, useless. Wilkins' MS.

SPjlsfe ttte) ) Tenacity, adhesion.

a. (mfn.) Inseparable, without distinction.

SPtWft s. (m. 3Pl+3lW?t) A poisoned

arrow.

3PT^FT s. (n. + 3FFT) Slaughter, killing.

A preposition and particle, corresponding to

' even, though, yet, assuredly,' &c. and im-
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plying : 1. interrogation ; 2. earnest interroga-

tion or inquiry ; 3. doubt • 4. possibility ; 5.

reproof ; and 6. conjunction. 7. It is often

expletive. Wilson. Also, even. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 545.

3lf*i"I> ad. Sans. (3TR+T>) And also, and

even. Wilkins' Gr. p. 545.

Praised.

3rfe a. (ra/rc. 3T+f^3) Without a funeral

cake, without a sacrifice to deceased ancestors.

Covering, con-

cealment, disappearance.

ad. Sans. (3Tpj + And also, and

even. Wilkins' Gr. p. 545.

^rf^T^a. (mfn.^P\ +^) Clothed, accoutred.

a. (mfn. ^Tf>i +f^5 from R. $H)
Covered, decked over, concealed.

SPffc a. (mfn. 31+ ^1^3) 1. Not yellow. 2.

Not drunk.

3Pft^ 5 . (n.) Catarrh. See ^ffr^T

.

^1°^ *•(»«. 31 + t

t°
T
l) Not a man, a eunuch.

—3 s. (w.) The state of a eunuch, impotency.

Wjfik a. {mfn. 3U^t> ) Impure, unclean, un-

holy, irreligious, s. («.) The absence of holi-

ness or religion.

3PjvT a. (mfn. ^ Destitute of a son,

childless, s. (m.) Not a son. —^ (/.) The

being destitute of a son, childlessness.

SPjJT^ a. (mfn. #j^f+^) Without a son,

childless.

SP^^TH* a. (mfn. 3T+^3*P}3 ) Not to

be recovered, irrecoverable.

^Rt^ft s. (/. SJ+t^+Sflffe) The

not returning of a thing that is once gone ; the

liberation of the soul from the necessity of a

future birth.
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viHl<3< s . (m. 3J+
"

cj^Pi+^3") The exemp-

tion of the soul from future transmigration ; final

beatitude.

3Pj^ a. (mfn. + Unmanly. -31

(f) or —3 («.) Unmanliness.

3Pi"v3FT s. (n. 3I+^3i*r^ Irreverence, disre-

spect, neglect of worship.

3Tj3[1 s. (f. ^I+ ^njl) A neglect of homage

or worship.

3Prf3b3 a. (mfn. ^I+^fe^) Not honoured,

not worshipped.

a. (mfn. 3J-(-^ts3) Not purified, unclean,

impure.

s. (m.~) Bread, cake of flour, meal, &c. ; a

tart, a pie.

a. (mfn. 3[+ 1

^
cf) Not full, incomplete.

s. (In arithmetic) an incomplete quantity or non-

integer
;
proper or improper fractions, includ-

ing a quantity to which a part, as a moiety, a

quarter, &c. is added ; or from which such a

part is deducted. Colebr. Alg. p. 13.

fSgh^SS s. (m. ^4+3^) An incomplete

time, a time not yet fulfilled, a. (mfn.} Pre-

mature.

Ul^f<tH4 a. (mfn. 3T£f^H+3) Born

prematurely, abortive.

<3I*Nf a. (mfn. 31+^^) Unprecedented, un-

heard of, unparalleled, rare, remarkable, match-

less, uncommon, s. (rc.) Fate, destiny, the

good or evil of a person's condition, which the

Hindus believe to be the retribution of good

or evil actions committed in a previous state of

existence. Trans. R.A.S. i. 455.

^3T^i^ ad. (31 + ^fc^) Jointly, continually,

without an interruption or division.

31^ «. (>/«.3I+^) Unasked, unsought.
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-3Tj^tf^t1PT s. (n. ^r^+^rf^tt^) A so-

liloquy, an unrequired discourse.

31^5$ a . (mfn.W\ +^1 from R. Ex-

pecting, waiting for, regarding, considering.

ad. Than, rather.

s. (n. Expectation, the

waiting for a thing.

a. (mfn. To be ex-

pected, to be waited for.

s. (/. ^5Pl+^W from R. $3^) 1.

Expectation, hope, need, necessity. 2. Con-

sideration, regard, ad. Than, rather.

Looking to,

attentive, observant.

a. (mfn. Expected,

waited for.

v. a. (from 3Pj +^5£ ) To expect,

to wait or watch for any thing.

3IPf5$t a. (-^{mfn. + t^Cj Look-

ing out for, expecting.

^TPlTT a. M. :3I+ O^iTT) Not drinkable, not

lawful as a beverage.

StC*^ a. (mfn. 3J+C*t*l^) Inexpert, not

dexterous, not handsome, not soft or smooth.

a. (mfn. JS+tfWS) Not deformed,

not beardless.

(/.) A potherb (Basella, rubra or

lucida). See

3IPftv3 a. (31+ 0^5 ) Not to be burnt, incom-

bustible.

s. (m. 3Pl+§^) The ascertaining of

any thing : one of the eight exercises of the

reasoning faculty. Wilson.

s. (n. 3P| +§3?T from R. In-

duction, reasoning.

Unmanliness,

want of fortitude.

s. (m. ^Lf^ffe) h The lord of waters,

a name of Varuna. 2. The ocean.

3rf^3 a. (n. 3T^+f*f3) Fire.

3PN* s. (m, + from R. Loss, de-

struction : the same as Kulluha Bh.

on Manu v. 97. It is employed in the Vedanta

philosophy in the sense of reabsorption in the

divine essence. Vedanta-Sara.

^<Pl3 s. (3I+3^3 ) A shrub, a bush.

1. Not a long

time, no delay. 2. A thing.

v&l£l<pH s . (m. Secrecy, a secret

communication. <z. (mfn.^) 1. Without light,

dark, obscure. 2. Secret, private.

Not made

public, not manifested.

^<pt^| ad% Sans. (heat, case of WjfcW)
Privately, covertly, secretly.

«. (m/». 31+^3) Unsuitable, not

genuine, untrue, incorrect, improper.

Not natural,

not in a natural condition.

^Kt^jt^R s. (rc.3^3+&R) An im-

proper reply, an answer not consistent with truth.

^^C\jlv3<1 a. (- f<X mfn -
3I^wlv3«

+ Giving an improper answer, or one not

founded in truth.

a. (mfn. 31+3^$) Not good, bad,

inferior.

a. (mfn. 31+3^) Not sharp, not

hot, not acrid ;
dull, stupid.

S^f7*^^ a. (mfn. 31^3"+ <[(%) Not of

an acute understanding, of a dull intellect.

a. (mfn. SJ+ ^S} !) Not straight,

crooked ; not honest ;
confounded, perplexed.
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3J35TEj{?i ad. Sans. (31+353^ + 351*)
,

foca*. case o/" ) In an uncommon manner.

3ffi3i a. (mfn. 3J + 33T1) Without offspring;

without subjects, without inhabitants.

3l33t*T a. (mfn. 3jjsfg| 01*1 ) Without progeny,

subjects, or inhabitants.

3j3\3S a. (»i/n. 3J+335) Not wise, not learned.

3I£tt3i s. (m 3I+31H) Unfriendliness, un-

acquaintance, disappointment.

The being out of

course, irregularity, want of cohei'ence, anomaly.

SI^tHt^ a. (31+311^ +^) Not in the

usual course, incoherent.

. (mfnS5[+ '^\it£) Mean-spirited, base,

ignoble.

31^330 a. (mfn. 3I+ 333i)) Indiscernible,

not to be ascertained by reason.

3I^f33?t€) a. (mfn. 3I+gf^t6) Not to

be remedied, irretrievable.

3*3"^ a. (mfn. 31+31^ from R.

Not to be defeated, not to be beaten again.

Wilkins' MS.

313^5$ a. (mfn. Sf+^fSw) 1. Not hos-

tile. 2. Not having an enemy.

3$fffea. (mfn. 3J +3fo^1 ) Not conspicuous,

not clear, not witty.

3B9f3§fU (/• 3J+3f^1) Want of light,

want of conspicuous qualities.

3fifRs*( a. (mfn.^+^fS^i) Matchless, in-

comparable, unique.

3I$f&l s. (f. + Disgrace, dis-

honour.

3j3f3^^f*TRlft s. (m. 31+^f^^lb +

(In the logical tenets of the Bud-

dhists) The unobserved nullity or annihilation

of an object. Trans. R.A.S. i. 563.
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3T^3t^R" a. {mfn. 3T+^^t3) Without a

remedy, s. (m.) The being without a defence

or remedy.

3133^ s. (3I+ ^3^T) A deficiency, a want,

incompleteness, a strait, an emergency, exigency,

distress.

3l33~ftft>? a. (mfn. ^jfjfff+ )

Having a deficiency, subject to want, straitened.

3l3"0)^ a . (mfn. 31 + 3(5553?) fe Not visible,

not perceptible, out of sight. 2. Without evi-

dence.

3I3OT"s. (m. 3r+3QJiT) Disbelief, mistrust.

Incre-

dulity.

3jga5Hl.a. (-ft\m/«. 3l3cUir+ t*l) In-

credulous, unbelieving.

313^ a. (mfn. 3T+3f^3) Not noted, not

celebrated.

3I3HH a . («.3I+3^t*T) Secondary, inferior.

313^5 a. (mfn. 31+3^3) Not acting, not

excited.

3l3<f5 s. (f. 3[+ 3<[f3) Inactivity, the not

being engaged in, or excited by something.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 553.

SISfel'*!? a. (mfn. 31 +3^*13) Not to be en-

tered into, not admitting of entrance.

3l3^ a. (mfn. 31 +3^1) Not splendid, not

shining, not radiant.

313^3 a. (mfn. 3J + 3|j3) 1. Not large, not

sufficient, small. 2. Without a controul or

government.

3l3^Tc
1 a. (mfn. 31 +3^) Without a mea-

sure, without authority, without proof.

3j3*#1^ a. (mfn. 3T35Tt°l+^) Without

proof, without argument or evidence. Also

written 3l3IDft^ .
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3J8filUS s. (m.^ +^^tK) Caution, accuracy,

carefulness, safety.

3^f*T3 a. (mfn. 31 +^^3 ) Not established

by argument, not proved.

Not to be esta-

blished by argument, not to be proved.

S&rfaTs. (w.^+^t^T) Ease, absence of

trouble or labour, a. (mfn.) Easy, without

labour, trouble, or exertion.

3&ltU^ ad. Sans. (heat, case of

Without exertion, trouble, or labour, easily.

3lSrnit3^ a. (mfn. 31 + ) Inefficient,

ineffectual.

1. Not wide, not

extensive, narrow, scanty. 2. Not renowned,

inglorious, infamous.

3l3~f^ a. (mfn. ST +^f^) Not mentioned

before, not renowned, not celebrated.

An obso-

lete or uncommon word.

arerfwtolFi s . (m. 3i3f^fa+ oxt^i

)

The employing an obsolete or uncommon word.

3ref^3 a. (mfn. 31+3^3) Unready, unpre-

pared, disconcerted, unable to reply, confounded.

Inactivity. Mohun
P. p. 155. Diffidence, shyness, modesty; want

of importance.

a. (mfn. 31+^1^)) Secondary, sub-

ordinate.

3l3tft a . (-f\\mfn. + Inani-

mate.

gRtt^P s. (n. + ) Want of dis-

tinction, inferiority.

3331$ a. (mfn. 3J+^ft^ ) Not obtained.

WtWlWS a. (-ITo «/n.3R|1^+^r^)
Not having attained the age of puberty.
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St^^PT^ a. (mfn. ZL +tt + Cfft&f
)

Not having attained the age of puberty.

3l3tRjj s . dfMH-T&Ht) Scarcity, a. (mfn.)

Scarce, not attended with gain or profit.

3BSB*|& a. (mfn. ) Not to be at-

tained, unattainable, scarce, beyond one's reach.

Sig-Mf^ a. (mfn. ^U^Wf^) Without

a proof, without an argument or evidence.

s . (ra.^HHt^+TT) Absence of proof

or argument, improbability, inauthenticity. a.

(mfn.) Not to be proved, not to be established

by argument.

^fSu a. (mfn. 31 + f^TT) Not liked, disagree-

able, unseemly, unamiable, unkind, s. (n.)

Unkindness.

gjf^^l a . (-ft^mfn . 3jf^T+ <t»lf^)

Doing an unpleasant thing, doing that which is

not liked.

^flfe#fl a. (-I^^.^rf^rr+^ifn^)
Having an unpropitious fate, unhappy, unfortu-

nate.

sif^w^ a. (-f^m/rc.srf^ir+€tft^)
Speaking unkind things, or in an unpleasant

manner.

^rftjUMHa. (mfn. ^J + f^TT5^) Not speak-

ing kindly.

^I^ffa a. (mfn. 3t+ 2ft3) Not beloved, not

liked ; not pleased, not gratified.

3Rftf3 s. (f. Disaffection, dislike,

disgust.

a. (mfn. Not dead, not de-

ceased, s. (m.) Not a departed spirit.

Not married.

) An unmarried

woman.

v51^< v
*i/ s. (f. only used in the plural. From
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'Spl^+R. ^) The Apsards or courtezans of

Indra's heaven.

3T|te1 s. (/. from 3I\+R. ^) An Apsard or

heavenly courtezan.

pP^s. (31+ a. A mendicant). Not a

mendicant, a. Not in a state of mendicity.

vSFPl a. (mfn. 31 + ^Pl) Not having an ex-

panded hood (a serpent).

a. (~Tt\mfn. ^I+3^ff^) Free from

serpents.

3FF^ a. (m/n.^+^FT) 1. Barren, not bear-

ing fruit. 2. Fruitless, useless, vain.

>AWMk[*frl s. (/. ^TCtH^+Sl) Dis-

interestedness.

viWMk'ft a. (-f^PT mfn. ^+W*Vrf*K)
Disinterested.

The name of a plant (Walsura robusta).

Hort. Ben. p. 32.

a. (mfn. 31+*^) Unblown, unex-

panded.

3H3FT a. (mfn. 3T+CXFT) Without froth or

foam. s. (n. A. ) Opium. See

^SP^pt^ a. (p. tijji] ) More, extraordinary, s.

An increase.

* (a-
) News, rumours.

^SJJFpft^ inter}, (p. ^^.il ) Ah! alas! s.

Woe, grief, distress.

31^ Root, i. (3Rf3) 1. To keep, protect, or

defend. 2. To please. 3. To move. 4. To

excite affection, or be lovely. 5. To satisfy. 6.

To know or apprehend. 7. To enter. 8. To
be near. 9. To own, to have a right. 10. To

obey. 11. To act. 12. To desire. 13. To

shine or be splendid. 14. To obtain. 15. To

embrace. 16. To kill or hurt. 17. To take.

18. To be. 19. To grow. In place of 9, 17,

and 18 as above, some read : 9. To be able.

17. To burn. 18. To divide or share. Wilson.

3R prep. Sans. From, down from, off, away, the

opposite of To, at, q. v. It is sometimes used

to denote deprivation, disgrace, disjunction, and

the like. Wilkins' Gr. pp. 396. 545.

^<<M s. (m. 3X^ + <F3") Dust, the sweepings

of a house.

313^3^ s . (n. 333+3^ from R. jJSj) 1.

The act of cutting off. 2. A spinning-wheel.

3J<<?«T?f*r s . (n. 3I3"+ 3?^t?i') Imagination,

meditation. Wilkins' Mad. pp. 23. 94.

vll«pt*l s. (m. 3R+ ^t*1) Interval, leisure,

opportunity.

3H#tc
1 a. (mfn.^ + ^t°l ) Coarsely pounded.

3R#tTl a. (-ff\mfn. ^<<t?jL°1 A
violator of a vow or engagement to be chaste,

abstemious, &c. Manu n. 180.

s44«<£*-ii^r s . (n. 3^+<F3l*r) A disagreeable

groaning.

a. (mfn. 3R+ <|^) Drawn off, pulled

away, expelled, removed, turned out.

3Rt<Pft a. (-f*H». ^-fC^+^L)
Barren (lit. having no hair).

3H3R3 a. (mfn. 31+3^3^) Not to be pro-

nounced, not to be talked of.

^<v?1 a. (-3F mfn. 31 +^^) Not eloquent.

3H3T a. (mfn. 3I + 4,!]') Not crooked, straight,

upright, honest. — \3"l (/.) or —^(«.) Straight-

ness, uprightness, honesty.

3}3"!FXr s. (m. + from R. Zft) Price.

isRZFR^Is. (f. SHZF+C^tl) A straight

line, a parallel line (?) Mohun P. p. 142.

i3TOjffc3 a. (mfn. 3^+3^3 )
Unfairly pur-

chased, unfairly bought.

L
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3I3f^ a. (».3I3+f^ ) Wounded by a

throw, blamed, reviled, slandered.

N4J.<tr>\3 a . (mfn. 313"+ Sneezed upon.

vAKteH s. (m. 3{3+ ) An unskilful throw
;

censure, a fling, a jeer, a sarcasm, irony.

3J3repj3? a. (mfn. 313T5PI + 3?) Throwing or

hurting by a throw
;

sarcastic, ironical.

SRt^ ! s. (n. The act of

throwing or hurting by a throw ; the employing

of irony or sarcasm.

ST^^FT s. (n. ^St^SSPT) The cutting off.

313^3 s. (n. 313 +^1^) A dangerous pit.

3I3^ffa a . (mfn. 3t3 +nffa) Disregarded,

despised.

313^ s. (3J3+ *tS3) An infant.

§WT3 a. (mfn. 3[3+ 5t3) Understood, learnt,

perceived, comprehended, known.

Perception, com-

prehension, knowledge.

vAl<>l0J<) a. (mfn. l^+^t^) To be under-

stood, to be perceived.

3[35lT[ 5 .
(
m . 3[3 + 5t£I) Comprehension, ap-

plication of the mind to a thing, knowledge.

s. (n. 3J3+ ^5FT) Knowledge, un-

derstanding.

3{3S1'SI> a. (mfn. 3J3+5TO) To be understood,

to be known.

^tia. (mfn. 3J3 + 5lt¥) Bathed, immersed.

Immersion,

ablution, bathing.

3R*ttft;3 a. (mfn. 313 + Sttfej) Immersed,

bathed, baptized.

^TUJk (mfn. 313+^) Sung in a wretched

or discordant manner
;
destroyed by incantation,

detested, reproached.
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3I35J%
:T s. (n. 313+ A veil.

3R5tfk$1 s . (f 3I3+S7fte1) A veil.

3l3^Pfe«. (mfn.^ + fflSZ) Veiled.

3R^tffe^U a. (mfn. 3I35jt*&3+^ )

Having the face veiled.

3l3t5tt"S3 a. (mfn. 3J3+(Slt&3) Impercep-

tible, or imperfectly perceptible to the senses.

3J3tsH3c
l s . (n. 3I3+(7ft3°i) The raising

up a weapon for the purpose of striking a blow.

3I3Sf5; s. (m. 313 1. Drought. 2. Ob-

stacle, impediment. 3. An elephant's forehead.

Also, the iron hook with which they drive ele-

phants. Wilhins' MS.

3J3Sj1$; s. (m. 3I3+ Sj1$;) 1. Drought. 2.

An elephant's forehead.

313^13 s. (m. 313+ ^Ik?) A heavy or mortal

blow, murder.

3T3^H^t a . (-ti\ mfn. 313^3+^T)
Striking, murdering.

3I<D1 s. (n. 3J + 3'l> :T) Silence, taciturnity.

a. (mfn.^ Silent, not talkative.

3I3T>^3" a. (mfn. 3t+3T>3J3) Not talkative,

taciturn.

3T3T^T3 a. (mfn. 3[3+ "5fT3) Coarsely

pounded, ground, crushed.

3[3f5^' a. (».3I3+ f5^') Cut off, sepa-

rated, limited.

3I3T5^"Pf s .

(
m . 313 +^^TT) A boundary, a

limit.

3T3C55T&53? a. (mfn. 313+ C^"^) Cutting off,

limiting, s. (m.^ A limit or boundary.

3I3r5^UR ad. (locat. case of 3131155^1)

Through and through.

313^31 s.(f. 313 + ^5 from R. ^1, + 3*1) Dis-

respect, contempt.
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SH&b%l s. (f. ^^f + sSl) Contempt, disrespect,

disregard.

s44.<\^l ;3 a. (mfn. ;3I<r +^3) Contemned,

despised, disrespected.

^KtvJaU a. (mfn. GOT) To be disre-

garded, contemptible, despicable.

(wz.) A hole, a chasm, a pit, a well. (In

anatomy) a sinus, a cavity.

(m.) A hole or vacuity in the ground.

a. (mfn.*) Flat nosed.

(/.) The back of the neck.

Ni4.<vJ°^7 $ . ()».>iW+^) A crest, an ear-ring,

a gem, wealth, gold, a ray of light, a halter or

rein, the tie of a yoke for oxen, the name of a

plant (Justicia Adhatoda). Carey.

3H3°SFT s. (n. 3^+3°^, from R. 3°^
To adorn) Dress, ornament.

>dl<vj^ *. (n. from^+^^l) Slight dark-

ness, obscurity.

>31<\5«U
J

s. (n. ^SR+H^) Declination (in

astronomy). Mohun P. p. 135.

UMviH s. (^ + 3t^") An awning-.

nW-^U s. (m. 3H+ 31T) A descent, parti-

cularly the descent and incarnation of a deity.

The descending:

from a place ; the declination of a heavenly body.

^NiWplWl s. (/.^TR^+t^l) A quo-

tation or translation from a writer or author.

v4l<vsUl^< s. (n. TO^t^+^T) The pe-

riod of time between two incarnations of the

Deity.

1. Caused

to come down or descend. 2. Translated, in-

terpreted.

3^1^} a . (-f^^m>.3I33t3'+3X) De-

scending, coming down, becoming incarnate.

3TOft°i a. (mfn. ^SR +^t^) Passed down,

descended, incarnate.

A cow miscar-

rying by accident.

^i4.<v3 a. Immolated, offered up.

a . (corrupt, of ^l<-|- nJ§) Decrepit.

3R"P[0>C
1 s. (m. 3H+ "&1 *1) Eating what ex-

cites thirst.

35<J k^*! s. (n. 3R+ Tpffi") The trampling

upon, the destroying a thing by trampling on it.

3H^1%3 a. (mfn. 3H+ Ttf^T3) Trampled

upon, trod and bruised or broken under foot.

Pft\3 a. (mfn. 333+ Tito) White, yellow,

clean, s. (ra.) The white colour.

^I^tT s. (n. ^1^+ "^^) A gift, an oblation,

a sacrifice.

^4Mkf) s. (n.^+\\^\) 1. The act of

digging. 2. A spade or hoe.

3RP[tfl~3 a . (mfn. 3FT+^lf<\S) Torn off,

rent, broken.

SMuU, s. (n. ^R + fft^) The root of a fra-

grant grass used for tatties or screens (Andro-

pogon muricatum).

$Jjp>H a. (mfn. + "PfK) Broken off, torn

off, rent ; melted.

£1 a. (mfn. 3R+"^T) Regretted, repent-

ed of.

A swinging

around, a tossing about.

^RI^tpK? a. (mfn. 3R+ fl[tf^3) Swung

about, tossed.

31<n£ a. (mfn. 31+ <(!£) Not bound, not re-

strained, not tied, not united to something.

^$$^4 a. (mfn.U^+^l) Foulmouthed,

scurrilous.

L 2
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^l<Tp a. (mfn.^3.+<W ) Not to be pronounced,

not to be spoken of; low, inferior.

A segment of the base

of a triangle or other plain figure, which is bi-

sected by a perpendicular falling from the ver-

tex. Colebr. Alg. p. 70.

A keeping off or

away, guard, respect, regard, attention, care.

Sl^t^i s. (n. ^R+^t^l) A settling, fix-

ing, or determining; an agreement; an emphasis.

Determined,

fixed on, agreed upon, granted, nominated ; em-

phatic.

313<tft5 a. (mfn. ^H+^t^ ) To be deter-

mined, to be relied on
;
requiring the emphasis

;

sure, certain.

^<f*l s. (m. from R. ^1) A division,

a limit, an extremity, a border, ad. (In comp.)

Up to, as far as, as long as, till, from, since

;

e.g. 3t3§^rf<rfil Till morning.

^<^rr^ Root, x. To disre-

gard, to disrespect, to disesteem.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. S44.<^T
<

],
<^

+ ^t\3) Despised, contemned.

^1<^3 a. (mfn. 353" +^3) Devoted to God

but disregarding ceremonies. Carey.

a. (m. *5T+3^4-^) Having no wife;

widowed, unmarried.

^<<^3 a. (mfn. ^< + <i\3) Shaken off, brush-

ed off.

a. (mfn. ^I^+CHTr) To be observed,

to be attended to.

313^"°^ s. (m. 3X3+ ^°^") The falling off or

from.

^f7^ s. (n. ^W+^FT) The falling

from or off.

a. (mfn.^+y^) Coarsely pounded.

Not to be killed
;
free,

secure, inviolate, sacred. -31
(f.j

Inviola-

bility.

^I^Ts. (n. R.^I^+^FT) Protection, preserva-

tion, kindness, satisfaction.

^IKI^sS a. (mfn. ^MA + 'T^J) Stooping, bowed,

bent down.

SRTfe s. (f. ^R+Tfe) A stooping, a bow-

ing, condescension.

^<*|lfr a. (mfn. + Tied, or bowed

down, or away.

sH<j?J$ s. (ml +TO from R. *ft) A leading

down, a causing to descend.

^<l"1 to a. (mfn. + ) Flat-nosed.

sA4<1 1m<P a. (mfn. + '*lUl<P) Depressing,

bending downwards.

causing to de-

scend, a throwing down, dislike, hatred.

SSRPpT s . (f from R. ^^1') The earth.

3^f¥tfe s. (m. S^ft'+^ffS) A lord of the

earth, a king, sovereign.

A king, a

sovereign.

^R^l s. (f. from R. 3^?) The earth.

A king, a

sovereign.

^4tWf s. (m. 313^+^) A king, a

sovereign.

<4&'t*|v!SM s. (n. fromR. f^)
Ablution, bathing. Manu ii. 209.

The name of a city, the modern

Ougein. Avanti is one of the seven sacred

cities of the Hindus, to die at which secures

eternal happiness. The word is also written

Wilson.
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SJ^FTfrr s. (n. 3Rf%+ RlH) Sour gruel

prepared from fermented rice-water.

«• (mfn. ) Fruitful.

1. An order, a com-

mand. 2. Censure, reproach. 3. Trust, con-

fidence.

portion of the

base of a triangle or other plane figure, which

is cut by a perpendicular let fall from the ver-

tex. Colebr. Alg. p. 70.

The being awake,

vigilance, watchfulness.

Intelligence,

understanding.

^l<^ s. (m. + from R. ^) Ablution or

sprinkling with water at the conclusion of a

sacrifice; a supplementary ceremony made to

atone for any defects in a principal and pre-

ceding one.

3Ra31 a , (mfn.) Flat-nosed.

3T3T[ a. {rnfn. of + Wilkins' Gr. % 927.)

Low, vile, inferior, s. A solar day, containing

two hours (muhurtas) of the former lunar day,

and fifty-eight of the present. Carey.

^l<M\j a . (rnfn. 3R-j-H\3) Disrespected, ne-

glected, despised.

^«^(Vt s. (n. 3I3Tr+ fPFr) A day which

includes parts of two lunar days, a subtractive

day. Carey.

a. (rnfn. SR+H^) To be ne-

glected, to be disregarded
;
contemptible.

S^tpl s . (-^ m. +^ from R.U^J One

who despises others, a scorner. Manu M. 163.

a. (rnfn. 3R+SFP) To be despised,

to be neglected, to be disregarded.

*WHftt s. (m. 3H+ ITn) Devastation : vexing

an enemy by laying his country waste, &c.
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vil<*J.H s. (m. ^A4.< + 1 *i ) Contempt, disgrace.

— v3l (/.) or — ^3"

(
ra.) Disgracefulness.

s. (/. 313+3X^1 from R.

Disrespect.

U^f^3 a. (rnfn. SR+JTtfTO) Disgraced,

disrespected, disregarded, dishonoured.

Rubbed off, de-

flowered, defiled, forced.

vil<U<T s. (m. -£\A A limb, a member;

a form, an image. (In the Nydya system of

philosophy) A member or component part of a

syllogism. Trans. R. A. S. I. 116.

a. (rnfn. 33^+ <T) Posterior, hinder, last;

lower, inferior.

^i4<<Ol s. (m. ^\.« +^3T) One born after ano-

ther, a younger brother. Manu n. 223.

3I<T<\j a. (rnfn. 31^ + <\3) Desisted, ceased,

resting, reposing.

3I3"^3o ad. Sans. (^H<+\PI) Behind, after-

wards, downwards.

31<«fo s. (f. 3R+Tf3) Cessation, repose.

^^"W^l a . (rnfn. ^3I^'+^C
1) Being of the

lowest class or tribe, belonging to the Sudra class.

v4i«tjK ad. Sans. +3T5K) Below,

downwards, afterwards.

^R^t ! a. (rnfn. + ^t°1 ) Censured, blamed.

«• (mfn. ^"f^f ) Hindered, ob-

structed, besieged.

NST<l<rL b a. (mfn. NiK + <ft"C) Descended, dis-

mounted.

SRRtH s. (m. 3R+CTTH) A hinderance, a

stopping, a besieging, a cover, a lid ; the se-

raglio of a palace.

^1<M I^T s. (m. ^R+CTt^) 1. The inner

or women's apartments in a royal palace. 2.

A shutting up, a blockade.
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v. a. (from 3RTRtH) To stop,

to shut out, to hinder, to prevent.

SFftTftl a . (-T^\ mfn .
SRRtH+^T)

Preventing, stopping, besieging.

UWMlPfaa. (mfn. SR+CTlTpfa) Caused

to descend, made to step down.

>4l<t<l2[ s. (m. 3R+CTl^) 1. A descent, a

stepping down. 2. A pendant branch, one that

strikes fresh root into the earth, as those of the

Indian fig-tree.

SRRtS; ] s. (n. 313"+ Rt^°l) A descending,

a dismounting or stepping down from a height.

WW'kl «• (-f^mfn. 3RRt5;+3X)
Stepping down, alighting, descending.

^<v$lT.U a. (mfn. ^I+^^flll) Not to be

avoided.

3R°1 a. (mfn. + ) 1. Without colour. 2.

Belonging to no caste, or to a degraded one,

destitute of caste or rank. 3. Destitute of good

qualities, s. (m.) Censure, blame.

a. (mfn. 31+4^1*1) Not existing,

not present, deceased, absent.

3Rfi53l s. (f. ^ff^T Not existing, +31)
Nonentity. Mohun P. p. 146.

vil<P^ a. (mfn. 3J+ 3"ff3 ) Not increased,

not enlarged.

^l<^ a. (mfn. ^T+^i) Without power, weak,

infirm
;
helpless, defenceless.

3R^£j a. (mfn. 313+^) Connected with,

attached to, bordering upon. s. (»m.) The

waist.

313^*3: s . (m. SR+ ^T5^) The hanging down,

or depending upon : asylum, protection.

SR^^Ts. (n. ^P+^MI) The act of de-

pending upon, being propped, supported or

protected
;
dependence, support, asylum.

^<^i p<\j a. (mfn. 3R+ 5Tp^3) Hanging

down, depending or relying upon
;
protected,

cherished.

vil<HMl a. (-f^^ mfn. ^<^<+t\)
Hanging down, depending, relying on.

^T^il s .

(f. 3I+3^T) A woman, a. Weak.

#^!^pE s. (^Sl^+W^) The fixing a

mark of disgrace upon a person, the branding a

man with a disgraceful mark. Carey.

a. (mfn. 3R+f^l ) Plastered,

anointed, besmeared
; vain, conceited.

313^^1 s. (f. ^R+^T^Tl) Mirth, joke,

sport.

^*Ti?Ts. (n. ^R+^iFT) The act of roll-

ing or wallowing.

^3"*Tf*&3 a. (mfn. 3R+ *jffe3) Wallowed,

rolled.

^I^Pi s. (m. 3R-f C*=Pl) The anointing,

besmearing or plastering of a thing
;

pride,

vanity.

^RFPfrs. (n. SR+C^Pfr) The anointing

or plastering of a thing
;
arrogance, vanity.

nAKC^I^ s. (m. + C
5^) The lapping of a

liquid.

SRT^^Ts. (n. ^R+C^T^TT) The lapping of

water or other liquids.

^SRI^t^T s. (n. SR+CSTteFT) The looking

at or surveying of something, review.

^Ht^f^ a . (mfn. 3R+Mlf<\3) Looked

at, viewed, perceived.

Looking, viewing, considering.

^Rt^t^l s. (m. 31+ 31*^^51) A plant (Conyza

or Serratula Anthelmintica).

333^Stl s ,
(
m , 3I+3^} + 3i) A plant (Ser-

ratula Anthelmintica).
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313*1 a. (w?/w.3[+3*1) 1. Uncontrollable, un-

ruly, ungovernable, mutinous, without consent.

2. Powerless, impotent.

^ifKfife? a. (mfn. 3I3+ *ftf3i3i

)
Sitting

with the knees joined and the legs turned out-

wards. Wilkins' MS.

$.<P:H a. (mfn. 3I3+f^) Remaining, left

behind, s. (ra.) Leavings.

3I3P13 s. (m. 3J3+ (*T3) A remainder, a re-

sidue, a surplus.

^<Ht<^. (locat. case o/3I3t*t3) At last,

finally.

313*1) a. (mfn. 31+3*})) Necessary, uncon-

trollable, unalterable. ad. Certainly, neces-

sarily, assuredly.

3I3*jJ^rflTT a. (mfn. 3[3*D +353*ffr) Ne-

cessary to be done, unavoidable, inevitable.

3T3*fr^3) a . (mfn. 3T3*t) +3*^3> ) Ne-

cessary to be done, indispensable, very im-

portant.

313*1^1 &f s. (n. 3l3*t^!R»i+3) Ne-

cessity.

3I3*|J^t3l a . (-f^T mfn. 3J3*P +%tjt^)
Necessary, involuntary, unavoidable, inevi-

table.

3I3*trftr s. (m. 3[3 + R.t*f) +31) Frost, cold,

coolness, pride.

^<°<PU-il or ^<^<p(u'fl. s. (/.) A cow that

has calved long ago.

313*&f a. (mfn. 3J3+^ instead of ^f)
Relied on.

313° ad. Sans, (from 313) Without, on the

outside. Wilkins' Gr. p. 545.

313^T^ a . (mfn. 313+ ^3>) Fixed, attached

to, connected with.

313^*1 s . (m. 313+^1 from R.^1?) 1. A
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village. 2. A college, a school. 3. (n.) A
dwelling place, an abode, a house.

313^^" a. (mfn. 3[3+ :jT^") Sunk down, tired,

remitting, relaxed, decayed, ruined, waning, de-

jected, fatigued, spent. —"31 (/.) or —3 («.)

Weariness, fatigue, exhaustion, loss of sensation,

decay.

313^3) a. (mfn. 3[3 + :iT3) ) Not left, right.

3[3:3T3 s. (n. 313+^3) Opportunity, occa-

sion, leisure.

3I3^33t^l s . (m.3I3^R+3t^) A time of

leisure, a holiday, a vacation.

3K^<0'^ ad. (313^3+7^ locat. case

of Zr^T) At leisure, at an opportunity.

3I33T3FT s. (n. 313+^1011) The act of cre-

ating
;
creation, production.

(m. 313+^) A spy.

3I35TtT;

r s. (m. 333+ ;3Tt"P[) Lassitude, weari-

ness, want of energy.

313*1 \ K<P a. (mfn. ^<*tU +^) Causing

weariness or lassitude, tiresome.

W^Wli. (71.313 +^1"^ from R.^TF) The

falling into decay.

3I3^Trfej a. (™>.3I3+ 3TtfT[3) Wearied,

tired, made languid.

313^1*1 s. (n. 313+ ^*1*) Termination, con-

clusion, cessation, decline, death, a. Finished.

viKWlU s. (m. 313+^rtXr from R. C^l) Ter-

mination, conclusion, completion
;
certainty, as-

certainment.

313^3°! s. (n. 3[3+ ^'t3ci) Removal, the

causing one to withdraw.

3T3pT^ a. (mfn. 3[3+f^ from R. "pTF
)

Sprinkled, made wet.

3I3pT3 a. (».3I3 +f^3 from R. CT*!) Fi-

nished, known, understood.
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«Wt*IU a. (mfn. TO+(*HI from R. C^Ti)

Destructible, perishable, mortal.
*

TO^^T s . (m. from TO"+ R. A camp.

<&&3jp*&% (n. ^j^+.'^W) The removing

of an objection, the refutation of an argument.

sAl<^<PpKs3 a. (mfn. TO+^f^) Refuted,

repelled as an argument or objection.

v^<><P< s.
(
m

. <i*\<*t+^) That which is

cast aside, sweepings, ordure ; a part to be con-

cealed, a privity.

^<tjK ad.Sans. (fromTO+WtS ) Below, be-

neath, behind, afterwards. Wilkins' Gr. §. 1048.

a. (mfn. ^4-^^) Vain, unsubstantial;

not belonging to the true nature of a thing, un-

essential.

TO^5 a. (mfn. 31+3^) Without clothes or

garments.

^l<^ls. (/.TO+^1) State, condition; mode,

manner; destiny.

TO^SH s. (n.TO +^1^) The staying, abid-

ing, residing, lodging, or quartering.

TO^t^T s . (n. TO^ +313^) A different

state, another condition.

TO^t^T s. (n. TO+^t^T) The putting

something in a certain place.

TO^f^3 a. (mfn. TO+^tpfc?) Placed

in a situation, fixed in a certain place, founded,

erected.

TO^tlfi. a. (Wf^ mfn. TO + ^^tflPJj

Abiding in a certain place, dwelling, standing.

TOfH^ a. (mfn. TO+f*$3) Fixed, stand-

ing, established in a place.

) Residence,

abode, settlement.

TO^n^rr s. (n . mwi+^mM fr0m r.w7
^)

Motion, movement.

TO^ ^ s. (n. TO+g ^ from R.

The falling off or down.

3R57FT s. (n. TO!+ 571^) The pounding of

rice to separate the body from the husk. Carey.

TO^1 a. (31+3^1 from R. Not passing

away, not flowing on, permanent.

TO^t^ s. (m. TO^+^t^") 1. The act of taking

away, deprivation, removal. 2. Forgiveness.

3. A shark.

313^1^ s. (m. 313+5^1) Derision, laughter.

TOfe a. (mfn. +f2t'3) 1. Known, cele-

brated. 2. Finished, ceased.

TOft7*l"l 5. (/. from 33 +^ft^+R. ^)
Dissimulation, concealed conduct.

TOtSrT s. (m. TO+^ from R. C$35L?)

Disrespect, contempt.

TOCV^FT s. (n. TO+ from R. C3^?)

Disrespect, disregard.

TOWTl s. (f.
TO+C3~Tl from R. CS>??)

Disregard, contempt of authority, profligacy.

TO \<t^ad. Sans. (SeeTOtS) Beneath, below,

downwards ; towards the south.

^il<l<^a. (3I+3T<£) Mute, speechless.

TOl^fl s. (-P^\m. TOH+^ +

) The name of a plant, a kind of anise

(Pimpinella Anisum).

TOt^F^ a. (mfn. TOt^+^T) Trifling, not

worthy to be mentioned. Wilkins' MS.

Hanging with the head downwards; bending

the head downwards.

TOl^l a. (mfn. TO!+3$) Stooping, bending,

bowed.

TOI^SJU a. (mfn. TOt^+^U) Hanging

down the head, downlooked, headlong, down-

cast.
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33<rtT^ a. (mfn. 3I+ <r1"F) Without speech,

dumb, mute, speechless.

^4 i'^a. (mfn. ^< +^^) Downlooked, head-

long ; towards the south, southern, ad. Down-

wards.

vM<lt><P a. (mfn. 3I + 3"ft>^) Dumb, mute,

speechless.

(Jemin.from v-il<itT>J The south.

vil<l(>ll a. (mfn. SRft^+Sfr) 1. Southern,

south. 2. Downlooked, headlong.

3RtT>) a. (mfn. 3I+ 3"fl>)) Not to be spoken

of, not to be pronounced, unspeakable, s. (n.)

Blameable discourse.

a. (-ft^T mfn. ^+ ^tftpT ) Not

speaking, not replying, not disputing or quar-

relling.

3RtR ad. Sans. (^l+^XK locat. case of

$110 Silently, softly, without opposition.

lI^tH a. (mfn. + Unobstructed.

Not an obstruction,

not an hinderance.

v44<lv3< a. (mfn. 313"+ s^q < )
Comprehended

within, included, involved.

***A$j a. (mfn. 3H+ 3li^ ) Obtained, re-

ceived
;
(particularly) obtained by inheritance.

Wilkins' MS.

s. (n.^I+Tfc?) The near bank of a river,

its hither side : opposed to The other side.

3I3tf^3o. (mfn. 3I + 3"tf^3 ) Unrestrained,

unopposed, unguarded, free.

3J3tf^3ft? a. (mfn. 3ITtf^+ TfT3" ) Hav-

ing open doors, free of entrance, accessible.

3131^5 a. (mfn. 31+ 3ll5 ) Not to be opposed

or resisted.

viMMS a. (-*F^mfn& + <\*\*{) Without

clothes, naked.

f^ltsM a. (mfn. 3l+^t^) Not natural, not

genuine, fictitious.

(m.) 1. The sun. 2. A mountain. 3. Pre-

servation. 4. (/.) A woman at a certain period.

5. (m. from R. A sheep. 6. The shawl goat.

3lf3'3rR a. (mfn. ^I + 'fe^t^") Without

change.

31^3?^) a. (mfn. 31 + R<P<H ) Not left to

one's choice or discretion, not optional ; not to

be explained, not to be denied.

^1 [«<?!<& a. (mfn. 3I+f%^t6) Not to be

altered, or changed.

SlfeFIT a. (mfn. 31 + faZpH ) Powerless, weak.

s. (to.) Want of power or exertion.WW a. (mfn. ^Ufe^Tfa) Not re-

nowned, not celebrated.

#f<lj s. (m. 3[+f^ ) A fruit-tree, commonly

called caronda (Carissa Carodas).

3}f^T a. (mfn. 3T+f^[) Not obstructed, not

hindered.

3rf%TO" s .

(
m.. 31+faTO') Injustice, a.

(mfn.^) Unjust.

^f<0U<P a. (mfn. 3I+f<oU<P) Not re-

flecting, not thinking, inconsiderate, unjust.

3[f<oUl^ s. (m. ^iRbW+TO) Punish-

ment for injustice.

^(<0lf<\j a. (mfn. 3T+f^tf^3) Not re-

flected upon, not thought of ; not doubted of,

not hesitated at.

3i1wrf^^f%^r 5 . (
m

. 3rf^tf^?+f%^)
-

Prejudice. Mohun P. p. 147.

SlfTSt^t a . (-f^\ mfn. 31+f^Stf^T)
Unthinking, imprudent, inconsiderate.

3lfafe^ a. (mfn. 3J+"fcfe^ ) Not sepa-

rated.

Not a separa-

M
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tion, not a division, contiguity, union.

(/.) Continuity.

<€|fc«CB«t4c Mi (locat. case of 3jf3IT>^t)

Without a separation, uninterruptedly, conti-

guously, continually, constantly.

Not vanquish-

ed, not subdued.

^lf<^3 a. (mfn. 31 +1^1 ) Ignorant, not

learned : (especially) being without philosophi-

cal knowledge, unacquainted with the principle

of philosophy, viz. the essential difference be-

tween Spirit and Matter. —31 (/.) Igno-

rance.

a. (mfn. 3[+ f<K\3i ) Not to be

distinguished, not to be ascertained, not to be

comprehended.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 34.^+ ^sS )

Guarded, preserved, protected.

Not untrue, trae.

s. (».) Truth.

>m|<kIi<\S a. (mfn. 31+ feT[tf^3 ) Not rent,

not broken, not torn.

3Tf3"£R a. (mfn. + Not far off, not

at a great distance.

SrftWTl or -^fls. (/. from^lf^+jH)
A plant (Cissampelos hexandra).

31 |<"CP a. (mfn. from 31+ Cn^j ) 1 . Not learned,

ignorant. 2. Not known, not teachable.

3lf<^i*t a. (m/ra.^I +fWSlt^) Unknown,

unperceived, not present.

3rf3"R7l s . (f ^I+t^"^1) Want of science,

ignorance. (In the philosophical tenets of the

Buddhists it implies) the mistake of supposing

that to be durable which is but momentary.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 562.

a. (mfn. 3j"+"f<[^ ) Not different, not

distinct, similar, like.

Stf^te a. (mfn. 31 +f^tel) Not a widow,

not belonging to the state of widowhood.

Want of a distinction,

want of method.

^tf^tfr a. (mfn. ^ff'+ftWf) Destitute of

laws or regulations, s. (re.) Want of law or

ordinance.

Without a law, unlawful.

Sjftft s. (mfn. SJ + f^fH ) Without laws,

against the laws, unlawful, illegal, s. (m.^

Want of laws.

STf^TTT a. (mfn. 31+f^TT) Without humi-

lity, without modesty, arrogant, s. (m.) Want

of good manners or modesty, arrogance.

^f^iTft a. (-ft5
^ ra/re.^I+fefTr^) Not

modest, not humble or submissive.

33^^ a. (mfn. 3T+f^Tt^) Imperish-

able, not to be destroyed.

3^^ a. (mfn. ^I +f^P^) Not killed, not

destroyed, not perished.

) The not being

destroyed or destructible, a. (mfn.} Unde-

stroyed, unperished.

a. (mfn. + <J?) Not ruinous,

not destroying.

3tf*FTH> a. (mfn. 31+^1^) Not to be

destroyed, imperishable, indestructible.

Slfeffel a. (mfn. ^+fSFft3[) Not taught to

be modest, not humbled, uninstructed, misbe-

having.

srflNtetiri a . (-H^ mfn. 3uf^ft3+
3nTI*Iv) Of an unbending spirit, headstrong.

3lfPfef a. (mfn. 3I+f3*fe) Having no oppo-

nent or adversary, s. (m.) Want of opposition.

Absence of ill
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luck or adversity, good fortune, ease, pros-

perity.

3Tfe^s. (f. 3l$f$fch£) Absence of mis-

fortune, or adversity
;
prosperity.

Absence of dis-

pute or altercation, peace, a. (mfn.^) Without

altercation or dispute.

Stf^ttfl a. (-fe>>.W +f^lf^T ) Not

disputing, not quarrelsome.

^rf^t^ a. (mfn. + Unmarried.

s. (jn.
s

) Unmarried condition, celibacy.

STpRtftv? a. {mfn. firhfefelf) Not

married.

Undistin-

guished, indiscriminate, promiscuous, s. (?w.)

Want of discrimination, want of circumspec-

tion, imprudence. — sSl (/.) or —^ Im-

prudence, injudiciousness.

3lfat^l a. (-f^ mfn. 3I +f3Rf^)
Not discriminating, inconsiderate, imprudent.

>dlf<L<05 a. (mfn. 3T-flf<t< Rash, in-

cautious, inconsiderate.

Want of dis-

crimination or circumspection, inadvertence, in-

considerateness

.

^5lftRf^^ a. (mfn. ^ + f<lC<l ) Not in-

vestigated, not examined, not inquired into.

^I<^< a. (mfn. ^+ ) Destitute of

wealth or power, needy, poor. s. (m.) Poverty,

indigence : absence of wealth or power.

3lfWl0l> a. (mfn. 3I+f^jt3P from R. 553
)

Indivisible, not to be divided, inseparable.

v4lR^j<<P^. (mfn. ^+.(<^<^) 1. Having

no wealth or authority. 2. Without a protec-

tor or governor, s. A guardian. Mohun P.

p. 86.

wfit*»ifjft a. (mfn. 31+ 'Rolf^T ) Not pos-

sessing wealth or power, not rich ; not protect-

ing or governing others.

Sjfwfe a. (mfn. +f<^Rj ) Without wealth

or authority ; without superhuman power (see

s. (/.) Meanness, poverty ; the being

without superhuman power.

^f<3*5»o. (mfn. SJ+ 'ft^S5
) Not dismissed,

not liberated, not redeemed, s. (m.~) A name

of Benares.

Sjf^Fa. (mfn.^+f^^) Not separated,

not disjoined, not disunited.

^|<«3 a. (mfn. ^I+f^^3) Not remitting,

unceasing, incessant.

a. (mfn. ^+ fe<F%) Not hindered, not

restrained, not prevented.

^Slf^ITtel a. (mfn. ^I+ f^ITtH) Free from

hinderance or opposition, s. (m.) Peace, con-

cord.

3lf^T£j a. (mfn. 3} + f^£j ) Not being im-

mediately contiguous, not in close contact.

Srf^rf^KJ a. (mfn. ^ +f^rf^I3) Not

transgressed, not exceeded.

^pt^lf|\? a. (mfn. 3J+ f^l f^LsS ) Not

ashamed, impudent, immodest, daring.

^pN%a f (mfn. ^$SNftf ) Without delay,

without postponement, quick.

The not de-

laying or postponing a thing, a. (mfn.^) Not

dilatory, quick, expeditious.

Expe-

ditious, quick, ad. Quickly.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of

Without delay, quickly, immediately.

^P^lH a. (mfn. + Without la-

mentation, s. (m.~) The absence of lamentation.

3rfc*Tf<p3 a. (mfn. + fa*lf<p3 ) 1. Not

M 2
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suspected. 2. Feeling no suspicion, fear, or

alarm.

a. (mfn. 3I+faf*P$) Not distin-

guished, not eminent, common.

Srf^faa. (mfn.^+ 1. Without dis-

tinction, not eminent. 2. Without a remainder,

without a difference, whole, entire, ad. (—^T°)

Entirely, wholly, s. (m.) A want of dis-

tinction.

Not to be re-

lied upon, perfidious, dishonest.

3Tf^1^ if. (m. ^+ Want of confi-

dence, distrust, incredulity.

^f^l'fj] a. (-PFl mfn. 31+"fattf^)
Having no confidence, not relying upon.

STf^tS a. (mfn. ^T+ f^ttS") Unremitting,

unceasing, unwearied.

^Mu% s. (/.SI +f^tRi') Unweariedness,

constancy.

aim a. (mfn.^ +f^Q) Not poisonous, harm-

less, s. (m.) The ocean.

) Free from distress

or misfortune. s. (m.) Freedom from cala-

mity.

^rf^^IT a. (mfn. 3l+f^U) Not falling within

the reach of one's senses or powers of compre-

hension ; not perceptible.

SlftWt a. (-f^mfn. SJ+fwRpT) Not

engaged in worldly business.

Slf^ffl a. (mfn^+PftW) Without a horn

or horns ; without tusks (when said of an ele-

phant).

sll(<<llTi a . (mfn. ^I + f^TR') Not dejected,

not low spirited, s. (m.) Cheerfulness.

Slf^lR a. (mfn.^ +'fa^R) Without am-

plification or detail, s. (m.) Absence of ampli-

fication, want of detail.
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3rf^t°i a. (mfn.^+^t°\ ) Not extended,

not amplified, contracted, short.

3lf^t^«. (m/zi.^+f^^) Dark, obscure.

^rf^TCTa. (™/ra.3I+f%:5OT) Not surprised,

not astonished, s. (jw.) The not being surpris-

ed, composure.

Slf^SR ! s . (n. SI+f^R !) The not for-

getting a thing.

Want of cheerful-

ness, gloom.

SlftfS; ^ a. (mfn. ^+f^f^°^) Not

injurious, not hurtful.

SI^T. s. (f.
from R. A woman at a

certain period. See

Sl^tfej a. (mfn. ^T+^tfe^) Not seen, not

viewed.

a. (mfn. 31+3^) Helpless, weak, im-

potent.

iWGfcM s. (f. from^r +^T) A woman who

has neither a husband nor a son, a childless

widow.

^RTTT) a. (mfn. ^l+^TO ) Without courage

or heroism.

3I<3H^ a. (mfn. 31+ ^^) Unknown, ignorant.

s. (?n.) A want of knowledge, a want of under-

standing.

m<^k a. (mfn. 3I+3f| ) Destitute of under-

standing or intellect, foolish, simple.

a. (-^ mfn.

Unwise, foolish.

a. (mfn. + Unwise, stupid.

"31^33? a. (mfn. 3I + ^5£) Having no trees.

31^3 a. (mfn. 3I+ 3\?) 1. Not chosen, not

prepared. 2. Not covered.

A want of rain, drought.
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3U<W s. (n. + ) The viewing or

surveying of a thing ; consideration.

3I(.<S>$i s . (/.3I3"+3f53?1) Inspection, engaged-

ness of mind, attention.

^IW7
! a. (mfn. 3I+C3T1) Not quick, slow.

(/.) Want of swiftness, slowness.

3Jt<H1 a. (mfn. 3T+(3TpT) Not knowing,

not being aware.

Want of percep-

tion or sensation.

3feTt> a . (mfn. 31+t^Tp ) Without a physi-

cian, s. (to.) Not a physician, a bad physician.

ffiQ a. (mfn. 3I+t<^^) Not founded

on or not agreeing with the Vedas, heterodox.

SlfaH a. (mfn. ) Not authorised by

law, unlawful.

a. (mfn. + ^ Super-

stitious. Mohun P. p. 119.

a. (mfn. 3I+
<

t^^<D ) Not belonging

to widowhood, without widowhood.

a. (mfn. 31 ) Not hostile, not ini-

mical, s. (n.) Absence of enmity or hostility.

31^1 a. (_f^T to/h. 31+fcf^T ) Not

hostile.

STt^Tft^ «. (to/«. ^I+^^to) 1. Not

discriminating, not making a distinction. 2.

Not belonging to the Vaiseshika system of phi-

losophy.

3fe*ft a. (mfn^+t^) Destitute of Vaisyas,

or men of the agricultural and trading class.

a. (mfn. 31+
<

t3'*#<) Destitute of

Vaishnavas or worshippers of Vishnu.

3Rfttip$ a. (mfn. 3I+ C3t^)) Not to be

understood, not to be comprehended, unintel-

ligible, incomprehensible.

3IRtH a . (mfn. 3I+C3tH) Wanting sense or

knowledge, stupid, foolish, silly, s. (to.) Want
of intellect, folly, ignorance.

3tf3"t<i^ a. (mfn. 3J+C3t^3?) Not making

known, not informing.

^BS^fttel (n. 31+ C^FT) The not compre-

hending or understanding a thing.

3K<Ttft3 a. (mfn. 3I+C3tflk?) Not made
known, not made aware of a thins:.

s -
(
m - ^L+^3l from R. 3F^) Anything

that rises out of the water: 1. The moon. 2. A
tree (Barringtonia acutangula, or Eugenia acu-

tangula). 3. (mn.) A conch. 4. (n.) A lotus

(Nympheea lotus). 5. (to.) Dhanwantari, the

physician of the gods. 6. A thousand millions.

Colebr. Alg. p. 4.

31^3 a. (mfn. 31^ +3) Produced from the

lotus. s. (to.) A name of Brahma.

3I^3lt3 a . (mfn. 3I^+ ^lt3) Produced from

the lotus, s. (to.) A name of Brahma.

Sl^tft" a. (mfn. 3^+0111%) Sprung from

the lotus, s. (to.) A name of Brahma.

A multitude of lotus

flowers, a bed of lotuses.

3if|^tf3 s . (to. ^if^ft + *rfs ) The lord of

the bed of lotuses, a name of the sun.

s. (to. 31^+ T[) 1. A cloud. 2. A year,

an sera.

3lf| s. (to. ^SFl+fH from R. ^i) A receptacle

of water, the sea.

3lf|W s. (to. 3r(T+W) The cuttle-fish.

3I|" s . (3PL+ 3 from R. S3) A cloud.

^<U3> a. (mfn. 31+3"^) Indistinct, unappa-

rent, invisible, imperceptible, unintelligible, ob-

scure. Colebr. Alg. pp. 112. 131. s. (n.)

According to the Sankhya philosophy, any in-

visible principle; the soul, the Supreme Being

or Universal Spirit. Manu xn. 50. (In the
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Vedanta system) the indistinct one, an appel-

lation of the Deity. Trans. R.A. S. li. 18.

The proof

of a problem by an algebraic operation. Carey.

3gp$5$Si s. (m. 3137^+31*1) 1. Dark red,

the colour of the dawn. 2. Secret or concealed

anger, a. (mfn.') Harbouring secret anger or

revenge.

^•JWlffi s. (ra.SI^+^tpl ) In algebra,

an unknown number or an indistinct quantity.

Colebr. Alg. p. 185.

3I^3TftP s .

(
ra . 3137^+3^)) In algebra,

an equation of unknown qualities. Colebr. Alg.

p. 324.

3[37£5? ad. Sans, (locat. case of 31373?) Im-

perceptibly, unintelligibly, secretly.

a. (mfn. 3J+ 37£j) 1. Not disturbed,

quiet, composed. 2. Disturbed, distressed.

Bopp's Gloss, ad. ( — £|"
) Without distinc-

tion. Wilkins' MS.

3137^1 s . (/. 3I+ f3"+ 3$[) The name of a

plant, cowach or cow-itch (Carpopogon pruriens,

Rox.) Wilson.

3^753 s. (31+"^+3^3) The name of a plant,

cowach or cow-itch (Carpopogon pruriens).

Carey.

3137*1 a. (mfn. 31 + TOtt) Free from pain. s.

(?w.) A snake.

3R7*I~i s. (f. 31+ 37*1:1 ) 1 . The absence of pain.

2. Yellow myrobalan. 3. Another plant (Hi-

biscus mutabilis). Wilson.

Destitute

of a profession or employment. 5. (m.) The

being without an occupation or profession.

3}3^tlfU (-ft^mfn. 31+373*^^)
Not having an employment or profession.

31373*5 a . (mfn. 31+ 373^$1 ) Having no rule

or law, not regulated or defined by a rule.
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31373^1 s .

(f. 31+ 373"*$1 ) Absence of a law

or regulation.

3^J<Tf^3 a. (mfn. 31+373^3 ) Not regu-

lated, not standing in due order.

313733^ a. (mfn. 3[+ 373^13: ) Not com-

mon, obsolete, s. (m.) Not a custom, a bad

custom.

3I373^t3^ a. (mfn. 3[+ 3'J<^U<P) Not

acting according to custom.

3I373:$;tf3^3 a. (mfn. 3I+<J<^I (<sJ) Not

used, not commonly practised.

3T3"J3:5;t3:l. a. (mfn. &V<*<%\[kX) Not

acting according to a custom.

3J373"fej a . (»i/».3l+373fe3 )
Adjoining,

contiguous.

3I37f^t3
E

L a. (mfn. 3J+ ^jf%Ftf^t,) Not

straying, not deviating, not extravagant ; not

committing adultery.

3I37IT a . (mfn. 3J+ 37U) Not to be changed,

not to be diminished, not to be declined ; un-

ceasing, everlasting, continual, s. (n.) (Ac-

cording to the Vedanta philosophy) a member

or corporeal part of an organized body. Trans.

R.A.S. n. 37.

3J3TiPc
fa[ s. (m. 3T3TiI4-*t^) (In grammar)

an unchangeable or indeclinable word.

3I37Tfl a. (mfn. 3T+ 37flFTj Not destroying,

not wasting, not decaying. (In grammar) un-

changeable or indeclinable.

3I<Jutal<U (m.3t37Tfl, fr0m3I3ni, +^T3")

(In grammar) an indeclinable compound word.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 556. et seq.

<r <r

3137*1 a. (mfn. 31+ 37*1.) Not without effect,

efficacious, infallible.

3I<jW]<fr a. (mfn. 3I +^ft^) Not disa-

greeable, not contrary to custom, not unna-

tural.
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3H><tfe? a. (mfn. 3£+*iJ<R\$j Uninter- I

rupted, contiguous, adjoining.

3g?3P^3 a. (mfn. + Not scattered, not

decomposed, not separated.

3F$t& a. (mfn.
:3I+^tll) 1. Not delaying.

2. Not disguising.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of ^RTl^i)

1. Without delay, forthwith. 2. Without dis-

guise, undisguisedly, openly.

3!<->1n3 a. (mfn. U+^t^ ) Not pervading, or

pervaded with, not penetrated, not spread over.

3I37t"R3 s. (f. + ) The not being dif-

fused or spread over ; the not affecting of an

argument. Carey.

a. (mfn. 31+37^ )
Incapable of being

affected by a thing, not meeting the whole of

a circumstance ; not to be penetrated, not to

be attained.

a. (mfn. '31 + ^"3) Destitute of religious

vows.

31<rf33? a. (mfn. 3I+<r3 +3^) Not per-

forming a vow.

sH<*Kt) s. (n.) Sacred, not to be killed.

3I<£t5Fl a. (mfn. 3J+ <Tt5Fl) Without Brah-

mans. s. (m.) Not a Brahman, a bad Brahman.

31<rtSTft a. (^gW\+$) Unbecoming a

Brahman, as dancing, singing, &c. Manu iv.

64, &c.

Shameless.

^<P<^a. (-3^ mfn.^+^^) Not speak-

ing, unable to speak.

^<P<n°i a. (mfn. ^+^J<lci) Not speaking.

sll^^ a. (mfn. :3I+ ^5') 1. Not devoted to.

2. Not shared, not distributed.

Want of devotion or

piety.
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l^of^Ha. mfn. 3I_^Rj>^) Not

devoted, not pious.

3^te5 a. (mfn. + Not eaten.

a. (mfn. 31+ ^53?) ) Not to be eaten.

sil^)^) a. (mfn. 31+^) ) Not broken, whole,

entire.

^i-l^H a. (mfn.
:3I + ;^H) Not good, not aus-

picious, not salutary. — \3l
(f.~)

or —^"(w.)

Badness, inauspiciousness.

nH.^3<P a. (mfn.
;3I+ ;^<D) Improper, unfit.

(/.) or —3" (n.} Impropriety, unfitness.

3I^3XTt3fa. (v^^XJ+'^ l^l) Extremely im-

proper or unfit, s. A stupid person, clown.

^"OU s. (n. + Absence of fear or ap-

prehension, fearlessness, comfort, safety, secu-

rity; a promise or pledge of protection.

^i^SU^ a. (mfn. 3^TT+^) Removing

fear, procuring or causing scarcity, giving pro-

tection.

a . (mfn. ^^TT+ Tl) Giving protection,

affording security, a comforter.

s. (femin. of^Oi) 1. The name of a

tree, yellow myrobalan (Terminalia citrina).

2. One of the names of the goddess Durga.

^T^rfa"^ a. (mfn. ^T+^Tt^) Not alarm-

ing, not frightful.

n^^<°1 s. (corrupt, of ^ll^< c
l ) An ornament,

a jewel.

vi^XTl a. (^I+ ^^Ti) Destitute of hope,

despairing.

Hopelessness,

despair.

31^1 s. Good fortune. Sabda S. p. 364.

^T^t5
! a. (mfn. ^[+^\^\ ) Not having a share,

not partaking, s. The want of a share or

part.
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S^ffrrla. (31+^1) Unfortunate, wretched,

miserable.

vi&JSfl a. (-ft\ rnfn. 3I+^fPK) Not

having a partner, single, destitute, miserable.

^I^t^P a . (mfn. ^I+^P) Unfortunate, mi-

serable, s. (w.) Misfortune.

^^lOTT a. (mfn. ^I+^t^FT) Not trust-worthy,

unfit, undeserving. — (/.) or —^ («.) Un-

fitness.

;3T^t^' s. (m. :3I+^ffa) L Non-existence. 2. A
defeat, a deficiency, a failure. (In the Sankhya,

Nyaya, and Vedanta systems of philosophy)

Negation or privation. Trans. It. A. S. ju

112. 445.

^oWO!*P a. (mfn. 3I^t^ +3*P) Owing to

the non-existence or deficiency of a thing.

3T^1<a(.*P ad. Sans, (locat. caseo/3^t^3FP

)

For the want or non-existence of a thing.

^U3o ad. Sans. (3J^H+\3^) Through

the non-existence of a thing.

Absence of soli-

citude or care.

^afe-tWk a. (mfn. ^l+^t^^) Not re-

quiring solicitude, safe, secure.

5^W*ftt a. (mfn. W*^K^T&) Not to be

conceived or proved.

^T^t^l a. (-f^T mfn. ^T+ ^tpr5
^) Not

future, not likely to be ; not existing, not real.

tffca'M s. (». SI+^W) The absence of

speech, taciturnity, silence.

prep. Sans. Before, in time and place, or

rank and degree, the reverse of After, q. v.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 397 and 545.

a. (mfn. from 3X^2 + 3?) Lustful, libidi-

nous. See •

Desire, a

longing for something.
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Love, wish, de-

sire, fondness.

3rf%3FT 5 . (9M.^f%+ !I
;II) An attack, an un-

dertaking.

1 . Fame, glory.

2. A name, an appellation. 3. Beauty.

:3lf%st3 a. (mfn.
:3lf%+ 5t^) Approached,

visited.

One who ap-

proaches or comes forward.

Slf^t^ s. (n. ^1%+^^) The coming

forward or approaching, the going towards.

3jf^£h3 a. (mfn. ^3H%+^) 1. Guilty. 2.

Subdued. 3. Fugitive. 4. Involved in ca-

lamity.

^Rs^l^ s. (m. 3rfe+ ^lt3) Slaughter, de-

struction, murder.

3Tfe^f\3 s. (m. 3lf%+ ^ltf3 from R. 5?T
)

An enemy, an adversary.

^felt^l a. (-f$\ mfn. ^R)*lks+^T)
Striking, murdering, destroying, s. (m.~) An
enemy.

An attack, an onset,

a challenge.

) The robbing, or

seizing of any thing in the presence of the

owner.

^R)Ol^" s. (m. ^f^ +^W) An incantation

with a design to inj ure or to destroy.

a. (mfn. ^rf^Ffe+t^) De-

structive, as an incantation.

^rRsOUT. a. (-f^mfn. SlHoO l«

)

Using incantations for the purpose of destroying

others.

^Srf^^T'T s. (m. ^Tfe+ ^FT) 1. Family, race.

2. A birth-place, a family residence, native
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country. 3. A fore-man, a man of rank or pre-

ferment ; a ready man ; a tale-bearer. Wil-

kins' MS.

aifovSrRt^a. (-3^ mfn. ^Rk5l*t +3^)
Of a noble family, of high rank.

The name of a star,

a lyra. Mohun P. p. 137. J?es. n. 293.

a. (mfn. :3Tfc) + 3t3) 1 . Noble, well-

born. 2. Wise, learned. 3. Fit, qualified.

a. (mfn. ^5lf^) +^) Skilful, clever, ac-

quainted with a thing.

Certainty, con-

viction ; a token, a thing which gives the

knowledge of a particular circumstance, or

which assures a person of the identity of ano-

ther ; a sign or manoeuvre by which a person

is assured who another person is ; the colours

of a fleet ; a signal. Carey.

cer-

tificate.

ad. Sans, n front of,

before, in presence of, near. 2. Quickly. 3.

Entirely.

An appellation, a

name ; a word ; a vocabulary.

A word, a

name, an expression, a term. 2. A dictionary,

a vocabulary.

a. (mfn. To be pro-

nounced, to be spoken of, to be explained, s.

(w.) A thing to be explained; a term, an ap-

pellation, a name.

(f.
from

)
Coveting

another's property; desire, greediness.

) Meditation,

consideration.

•Mfol^ll *. (n. *nfe+*F&) Approbation,

approval, consent.
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3lf^R a. (m/n.^lfe+^) Recent, fresh, new.

^[j%^^Tf¥TT 5 . (m. ^f^^R +^fW) A
germin.

U s. (m. ^f^ + ^nT) Indication of a pas-

sion by look, gesture, &c. ; a representation, a

theatrical entertainment.

3lf%ft*f^ a. (mfn. ^rf^ +fr+f^) En-

gaged in, addicted to.

:3T(%ft'Rsc
l s . (m. ^if^+'Pf^*!) The being

engaged in or devoted to something
;
intentness,

application, assiduity.

^JSffitjjlM s. (n. C^TW from

R. The rising of the sun during sleep.

See Manu n. 219.

^fefi^y a. (mfn~$Sfe + "pT«^+^ )
Asleep

at sunset or sunrise. Manu Hi. 221.

Sjf^fwt ! (n. 3Tfe+f^+¥ft" from R.

The march of an assailant.

a. (mfn. ^fh + *f\^3) 1. Fit, proper,

suitable. 2. Highly finished or ornamented.

3. Patient.

actor,

one who represents characters.

a. (mfn. Slf^+OT) To be repre-

sented, to be performed on the stage, s. (w.)

The character or part which one has to repre-

sent on the stage.

^Rd«| a. (mfn. 3I+ f^" ) Not broken, not se-

parated, entire, whole, s. An integer, a

whole number. -31
(f.) or -v? (n.) Whole-

ness, integrity.

^tf^tft^t^ s. (n. ^f^+^rf^lf
-l-^SF^3

)
Eight methods of process in work-

ing integers or whole numbers. Colebr. Alg.

p. 16.

3jf%*ft a. (mfn. 31^+^) 1. Guilty. 2.

N
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Unfortunate, calamitous. 3. Conquered, sub-

dued. 4. Seeking protection, fugitive.

3lf%3lTI s. (>.3rf%+3+3ITr from R.

Meaning, intention, purpose, design, object.

a. (mfn. 3T|%+3 +$3) Intended,

designed, s. (re.) Aim, purpose, end.

a. (mfn.3rferete +f*T$) Hav-

ing attained the purpose, having accomplished

the intention.

^rf^TpT s . (n. 3lf%+ 3r&Fr) A bending for-

ward of the body, a bow, a salutation.

^ilR)<Ht1 s . (re.^f^+^rT) See^Tfe^'T.

Salutation, re-

spectful address.

a. (mfn. ^lpb<l I k + Bowing at

the feet of a superior, addressing respectfully

;

civil, polite.

^fo<kl s. (re. ^3r(%+ ^tTrT) Salutation by

bowing at one's feet
;
prostration ; obeisance.

^rf^tf^J a. (mfn. 3lf^5+3tpf3 ) Saluted

respectfully, or by bowing at the feet.

a. (mfn. Distin-

guished by attention to moral and religious

duties.

a. (mfn. "-AJ.Pb + ) Increased, aug-

mented.

a. (mfn.^fb + <)& ) Distinct, clear,

apparent.

3TfWtf§ s. (/.3lf%+3Ttfij ) Diffusion, an

extending all over, omnipresence.

^[w3<l s. (m. ^rf%+^") Defeat, victory,

• subjugation, humiliation.

3lfe^t a. (-f^T mfn. ^ife +^tf^T )

Addressing, speaking to.

3lf^\3 a. (mfn. ^3lfe+^3) Humbled, over-

come, vanquished, defeated.

3lfe?fSj *• (/• SRf^+ffe) Victory, defeat;

disrespect, humiliation.

a. (mfn. ^Rs + ^I^) Thought of, ex-

pected, approved of, chosen.

s. (-^ m. + One who ad-

monishes or reminds another. Manu i. 14.

Slf^^ s. (re. ^f^+ ^^i !) An address, an

invitation ; an admonition ; the consecration of

a thing according to a religious formula.

3lf%irfe3 a. (mfn. ^f%+ 3^1%F3) Conse-

crated by a religious formula ; admonished.

Slf^r^ s. (m. :3Tfe+^ from R. The

vexation of an enemy, devastation of a hostile

country.

1. Haughtiness,

pride. 2. Egotism, selfish conviction, con-

sciousness. Trans. R. A. S. i. 30. 3. Affection.

4. Injury, hurting, killing. 5. Requesting.

3Tf%5Tfal a. (-f^T mfn. vnRwt+^Tj
Haughty, proud, selfish ; resentful.

a. (mfn. ) Present, facing,

approaching, ad. (—^X°) Vis-a-vis, towards.

^rfemR? or -^T. s . (-f^^.^rfe+Trtft

or TTt^ + ^*i^) An enemy.

a. (mfn. ^rfe+TT^) 1. Surrounded

by enemies, attacked, aroused. 2. Diligent,

assiduous.

srfe^iW s. m. 3rf%+orte) The

complainant in a cause, the plaintiff. Wilkins'

MS.

ilfetWl s. (m. ^rfe+nit^) 1. An attack,

an accusation, a hostile aggression. 2. Dili-

gence, perseverance.

A milkman : the designation of one of

the inferior castes of the Hindus. As. Res.

v. 60.
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sllR)<v3 a. (mfn. + Rejoicing at,

fond of, zealous.

Graceful,

pleasing, beautiful.

SJffeH a. (mfn. Slfs + ^Pl) 1. Learned. 2.

Beautiful.

a. (mfn. ^f^O +^f^S? from R.

^I*^) Wished for, desired, coveted, loved.

vllRo^H s . (m. ^f^+^fRfrom R. **T) Reap-

ing.

3lf^rTfa s . (m. ^Tf%+^^) A wish, a de-

sire, lust.

3lf^T^t a. (-f^mfn. ^W^^+t^)
Desirous, covetous, greedy.

Slf^t^ a. (mfn. 9ll^J*L+S?&) Desi-

rous, greedy.

a. (mfn. ) Imprecated,

execrated, cursed.

Slf^'TSa. (mfn. :$fe+ *\:Q) Censured, blamed,

accused, calumniated.

3Tfe*ff% s. (f. 3rf% +*f1%) 1. Calumny, re-

proach, censure. 2. Asking, begging.

) 1. A false accu-

sation. 2. An imprecation, an execration, a

curse.

The uttering

of a curse or malediction.

1. Curse. 2. De-

feat. 3. Oath. 4. Groundless imputation.

5. Embrace.

vaiHb^ s .
(
m . ^[fe+^R fromR. 1. Dis-

tillation, particularly the preparation ofthe juice

of the acid Asclepias. 2. Religious bathing or

lustration preparatory to religious rites. 3.

The drinking of the juice of the acid Asclepias.

4. (re.) Sour gruel.

^iRofa^ a. (mfn. 3Tf% +"pT^ from R.

Appointed to an office by anointing.

a. (mfn. ^ifb + ) Distilled, pre-

pared by distillation, s. (n.) Sour gruel.

^5rf%l^ s. (m. 3Tf%+C^R from R.

1. Bathing, sprinkling with water. 2. The

initiatory ceremony of anointing a sovereign

for office.

^feWH s. (n. Stf^+C^TFT) 1. Sprinkling

with a fluid. 2. Appointment to an office by

anointing.

^Rbw'fa s. (n. from ^rf^+O^fl) An

expedition, a march to repel an enemy.

3lf^3 a. (mfn.
;3lf%+^3) Praised, flat-

tered.

3lf^T s . (m. ^ife+^^n from R.

Inclination, propensity, fondness.

^1%^^ s. (f. 3Tf%+^t%) A joint, a

juncture.

Sjf^ptto s. (m. ^Tfe + ^Ptt^) War,

conflict, battle
;
disgrace

;
curse, imprecation.

3Tf<PR s. (m. Srf^+^R from r, Sjjg a
companion, an attendant, a follower.

^RD^tU s. (m. ^rfe + ^Tt^" from R. *ft A
companion, an attendant, a follower.

Srf^ftlWl s. (f. ^lftb*iU+$^1) A wo-

man going to meet her husband, or to an

assignation with her lover ; a lewd woman.

3Tf%^rf]J3a. (mfn. 3lf%+ :^fi>3) Endowed

with, possessed of.

^iPbt^ s. (m. ;3Tfe+C^) Inclination,

fondness, affection.

a. (mfn. ^rPo+S^) Humbled, sub-

dued.

Robbery, an

attack, a taking up of arms.

N 2
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a. (mfn. Placed before,

presented, declared, spoken, said.

sii^al^ a. (mfn. from 3lf%+^) Lascivious, wan-

ton, fearless, passionate, s. (m.) A poet.

ad - Sans. (-55° from3Tfe+ 3^pl ?)

Repeatedly, perpetually, again and again.

a. (mfn. Not afraid, fearless.

^Eftfe s. (f 31+^3) Fearlessness.

3Tstf^3 a. (mfn. 3lf%+^fjj^) Wished for,

desired.

3^*1 a. (mfn. ^fe+^^from R.

Desirous, wishing to obtain.

*^tP a. (w/n. 31+%^) Fearless, not afraid.

s. (f.) A plant (Asparagus racemosus).

A plant

(Asparagus racemosus).

(m. from ^Tf^ + ^^T^) Curse, impre-

cation. See 311%^

.

^tWl ad. Sans. (31+^tWi from ^1
Fear) Fearlessly, boldly, daringly. Wilkins'

MS.

a. (mfn. 3lf%+^) Beloved, desired,

cherished.

3&fr$3Ff^ a. (mfn. 3^$+ ;3FT<F ) Pro-

ducing the desired consequence.

^€1^1^ (^.^t^+ ^rfe) The obtain-

ing a desired object, a. (mfn.) Gaining a de-

sired point, arriving at a desired object.

The ful-

filment of a wish, the accomplishment of a

desired object, a. (mfn.) Obtaining the wished-

for object.

3FJ5? a. (mfn. 3[+^) Uneaten, unenjoyed

;

fasting; without food, without enjoyment.

3[s3i a. (mfn. 3I+ ^3i) Without hands or

arms, maimed.
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a. (jM/ra.3I+ <3\3) Not past, non-existent.

^J^^^t^ s. (m. 31^3+^t^ ) A time that is

not past.

3K^1?[ s. (m. 31+ C^K) Absence of distinction,

separation, or difference; similarity, a. (mfn.)

Not separated, not distinguished
;

similar, alike.

SipSjpp a . (mfn. 3I+(^[\3i) Not knowing

the difference or distinction between two things.

31^^^ s. («.3I+ C^l^T) The not per-

ceiving a distinction or difference, want of dis-

crimination.

^n^rteiR: a . (mfn. ^tok+^<ii<) of a

similar appearance.

3R^) a. (mfn.^l+ C&Q) Not to be separated,

not to be divided or separated, s. (m.) A
diamond. — ^31 (/.) or —3 (n.) Indivisibility.

3K^t3ft«.
(_f3F^ mfn. 31+ C^C I f^l^) Not

eating, not enjoying, abstemious, fasting, s.

In Hindu music, an accessory ornament. Carey.

3F^J^ a. (mfn.'Zlfe+ 3^5=) Anointed.

3I^JSl a. (m>.3Tfe+ 3l£| ) Near, proximate.

3J^J^[ s. (m. 3lf%+ 31 !

^) Rubbing the body

with unctuous substances, inunction. Manu
ii. 178.

a. (mfn. 3lf<3 + "<U.Rt<F) Superior,

higher.

3^J£p s. (n. 311%+3^ ) 1. Inunction,

anointment. 2. Oil, unctuous substance.

Ni^3< a. (mfn. 3l1% + 31^') Inward, in-

ternal, inside. Trans. R. A. S. i. 559. m.

(n.) An included space, the inner part, the

middle, an interval of time or space.

3T3J^r3" ad. Sans, (locat. case of ^lO>3 <
)

Within, in the interior.

^O^mA s. (n. 3rf% +31^^|) Extras

tion, the drawing out or off.
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IJP^W^ s. (n.^lf^+^+^^lrr) The

facing an enemy, the striking so as to disable

an enemy.

31^3"^k g. (m. ^rfe+^RSTte) Food.

sll^<^\J a . (mfn.^Sfa+3H + "Sr3) Eaten.

^Pts3 a. (mfn. Slf^+Slfe? ) Sick, dis-

eased.

Surfeit ! s. (m.^rfe+^ITft ! ) One who

faces the enemy, a soldier.

Sl^feft^s. (m. Slf^+ SlfSTCT+^T) One
who faces the enemy.

3k>) frjp 9. (mfn. ^rfe+ silluq+TT) One
who faces the enemy.

SI^J^T 9. (n. 3rf%+ 3riPT) Worship, reve-

rence, veneration.

3F^Fi a. (»i/».3lfl> + 3FI) Near, proximate.

A request, a

petition, a desire ; the bidding a person to be

welcome.

Requested,

solicited.

9. (n. ^fe +^&R) The going near,

approach.

ST^W s. (m. ^rf^+^TO) One who

execrates or curses others.

a. (mfn. + Studied, got by

heart, habituated, experienced,

^Tftfrfr (*.^+arWTfr) Aground-
less demand.

^I^-Jl5^ a. (mfn. + ^5$>t3) Come, ap-

proached; descended by inheritance, s. (m.)

A guest.

Pttft^ a . (mfn. 3tf%+ +^ )
Diligent in the support of one's family.

33^3 186
On

^fMfet'j^ s. (m. 3rfe+3TWr from R.

A man deserving of punishment. Wilkins'MS.

S^rfttfr" s. (n. ^f^+ ^TTTtH) A beginning,

a commencement.

a. (mfn. 3^ +3^3" from R.

Sick, diseased. See ^i-l^M

ST^tK s. (from Wfe^^tT^) Misfor-

tune, calamity, ruin. Carey.

s. (m. ^SrRs + vAlUl^l) War, conflict,

battle.

^Jt^T, or 9. (m. ^rfe+ ^lt^T from

R. 31^) 1. Vicinity, nearness. 2. Habit,

exercise, experience. 3. Assiduity, appli-

cation, diligence, study, repetition. 4. (In

arithmetic) Multiplication. Colebr. Alg. p.

5. 171.

afSrtW s. (n. 3l1%+ ^H^1) Habit, expe-

rience.

)
Striking

so as to disable an enemy.

^k^jfl, a. (-P\\mfn. S^tT+^Ej As-

siduous, diligent, studious.

3J5^t^r s. (n- ^rfe + ^*5l1^) The act of

rising or standing up.

ST^rCtTT s .
(
m . 3lf% +Slpr ) 1 . A solemn feast,

a holiday, an entertainment, amusement. Wit-

kins' MS. 2. Propriety, happiness. With the

imperative verb Let it be, this forms the

salutation, Good morning to you, good be to

you. Carey.

SJ^TS^I s .
(
n . 3lf%+S^tS^ !) A peculiar

example. See

a. (mfn. Asleep at

sunrise.

3^3 a. (mfn. 3Tf^+ Agreed to,

consented to.
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SFSFWl s. (m. 3rfe+S*fflJI) Agreement,

acquiescence, consent.

^T^i^R? s. (f. 3rf^+S*M"fe) The con-

ferring of a benefit, kindness, attention.

SI^Ffire s. (n. 3^+3^3) Accomplish-

ing, finishing. Wilkins
7 MS.

ai^prftr*. (m. 3rf%+S*rtrr) An expedient,

a method ; an agreement, a promise.

3fSJ^s. (m. from 311%+ R.$^) Grain, &c. half

dressed, slightly scorched, or parched, so as to

be eaten from the hand. Also written 3T5I^[

and 3*^^.
3T5 Root, i. (3Iqf3) To go.

3T3 s. (n. contract. of^X+^l) 1. The sky

or atmosphere. 2. A cloud. 3. Gold. 4. Talc

mineral (Talcum).

s. (ra.3Iq+33
a. jMJ) The mineral sub-

stance called talc (Talcum).

3Tq^H s. (m. 3[q+^*j) The name of a

plant.

The name of

Indra's elephant.

3T5*J s. (m. 31 + J3*I) A mistake, an indignity,

an ignominy, a. (mfn.} Disgraced, offended.

3T5*Is. (/. 3I+q3I from R."53T) (In mytho-

logy) The female elephant that guards the

east quarter of the horizon.

3Bte^ffe$ s. (ml 3T^+^^) (In mytho-

logy) The male elephant of the east quarter
;

also Indra's elephant.

31^^ a. (mfn. 31+3^) Not fallen
;
(metaph.)

Not fallen from virtue, not sunk down from an

exalted station.

Not erring, not mis-

taken.

3Iatf^ s . (/. 31 + ^tf^") Absence of

freedom from mistake.

siqtetpte % (m. 3ra+ 3r<r^tKl +^) a
man who does penance by exposing himself to

the rain. Wilkins' MS.

(/.) A wooden scraper, or shovel for

cleaning a boat. Also written

3lf5ir a. (mfn. 3Ta+^T) Belonging to or

produced from the sky or clouds.

3IT5^ s. (m. 31+ C53<i) Fitness, propriety.

3PXjr,oot, i. (3IHf3) 1. To go, to go to or

towards. 2. To serve or honour. 3. To sound.

x. (3rftnrR?) To afflict with sickness or pain

from disease.

3TJI^ae?. Sans. 1. Quickly. 2. Little, s. Swiftness.

3PI a. (mfn. from R. 3J^) Unripe, crude, raw,

unbaked (as earthen ware).

3P^pT s . («.3r+H^^T) A misfortune, an evil

omen.

error,

^Hfe^ffl. «• (-ft^T mfn. 3[51^rf+
<£tf<r*Tj Inauspicious.

3m^^T5T^a. (mfn.3P^pf + ) Caus-

ing misfortune.

3FT^rT^"^ s. (n. Wl^+^U^) An evil

omen. Mohun P. p. 164.

3m^pV a. (mfn. 3[+ 3T9pP) Inauspic10US,

ominous, unfortunate.

3TH53 s. (m. 3I+ HS3) The castor-oil tree (Ri-

cinus communis).

3m;3 s. (3I + I£3) Dislike, disapprobation.

3I5Tfe s. (/.3J+ llf3) The want of knowledge,

the not having an opinion.

3ISIS3 ad. (locat. case of 3P£3) With dislike,

reluctantly.

3PH5a. (mfn. 3J+I£3) Sober, not intoxicated.

-31 (/.) Sobriety.

3m^f s . (n. from 3PX+JT) A vessel.
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a. (mfn. Unenvious.

s. (m.) Freedom from envy.

^SFF^ad. (from the pronoun ^H.^?) Thus, so.

3m"Pr ad. (from SR^T?) Thus, so, the same

;

gratis. See s. (/.) A road.

SPlfWfa' s. (SPTpr+ TTfr") A gratuitous gift.

3prft*ttv3ul s. (3prpr+^\sirl) The oh-

taining a thing gratis.

Not coming

into one's mind, not touching one's heart.

^MWlWlM s. (m. ^+^cftal15
1) The not

being devoted to a thing.

^UMlC^ft a. (-Pi\mfn. 3I + UM'tCEl1-

f*T*IJ Not devoting one's mind to a thing.

^(.1 to) a. (™/«.3I+MWUU)) Not pleas-

ing to one's mind.

) Not counselled

;

not commenced with the recital of sacred texts.

*PPsft>«. (-%T mfn. m^ttf^lj Nothav-
ing an adviser, without advice.W a. (mfn. 31+TO, genit. o/3R?I ) Not

selfish, not avaricious, disinterested, ad. Not

selfishly. — 3" (n.) Disinterestedness, absence

of selfishness.

^I^R" a. (mfn. 3I+ IR") Immortal, s. (m.) A
god. (/.) or —^ (n.) Immortality.

3m**t°l s. (m. ^IR+n^) The assemblage

of immortals or gods.

s. (n. 31+ 3^°!) The not dying, im-

mortality.

a. (mfn. SFR +^^I) Having the

beauty or lustre of an immortal being or a

deity.

ad. (3PR +^) Like one immor-

tal, like a god, godlike.

vilM<<*K s. (m.^R+^i) The assemblage

of the gods.

ap^^pl s. (f C^T^ + ^jl ) The

world of the immortals, heaven.

^H^TIl*1 a. (mfn. 3FI^+^*I) Like the

immortals, like a god, godlike.

UW4Fh^ s. (m. + The name

of a celebrated Sanskrit lexicographer, the au-

thor of the Amara-kosha.

3lM< \<\i[ s . (f from + The city

of the gods, the residence of Indra.

gmRffa a. (mfn. +3*W) Godlike,

like one immortal, divine.

3Ptf6 a. (m/rc.3I+ 3TcO) Immortal, not human.

— s?1 (/.) Immortality.

^MuilTT a. (mfn. 31+ ^fij ft 1
) Not respected,

disregarded, affronted.

Sprfrfit^ a. (mfn. 31+ H$JtTl^ )
Disregard-

ing, affronting, dishonouring.

wil *. (/. A want of re-

spect or honour
;
disgrace, affront.

s. (m.^+^Q )
Impatience, anger, passion.

a. (mfn. 3J+ *4 ) Passionate, wrathful.

3PI^ a. (wi/h.^+^T) Stainless, spotless, pure.

3IH^tftls5^Tl s. (a. <&^ + <d*i?) The atten-

dants and baggage of any person.

s. The name of a plant (Caesalpinia

olaeosperma). Hort. Beng. p. 32.

^m^TTft^*. (p. ;l,iUc)
An officer.

vi^^Ultft" 1 (p. The duties or oc-

cupations of an office.

3pt1 ad. Sans. 1. With, together with. 2. Near. s.

(/.) (In astronomy) The day of the conjunction.

As. Res. in. 258.
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3mt ^T a. (mfn. 3J+ Ilt ^) Having no flesh;

feeble, thin.

3TXrt°*r*T a. (mfn. ^ +*tf°W^) Not fleshy,

meagre.

:3mt3^ a. (mfn. 3I+ 3It:3+^) Motherless, not

like a mother.

SPltcD s. (m. from ^1 With + Q) Wilkins'

Gr. § 919). A minister, a councillor, an ad-

viser.

^3I^lt*r a. (mfn. 31 + *4.J*j, ) Without honour or

pride, s. (?ra.) Absence of dignity or reverence.

SPTfa"^ s .
(
A . A deposit.

3I5TFl';Ts. (n. ^+ Want of attention,

disobedience.

^ h-lT.il a. (mfn. ^+^{^) Not to be

attended to, to be disregarded.

Not a human being;.

a. (mfn.^) Destitute of human beings, desolate,

lonely, desert
;
superhuman.

sprfrsp s.
(
w . ^r+srt^ from xr^r)Pain.

SPltf^ a. (mfn. 3I + 3ltpr3) Not honoured,

not attended to, not respected.

3FTt"pr33} a. (mfn. 3J + Hff^33"> ) Not to

be regarded or esteemed.

SPlWta. (-"PPT mfn. ^1+^ + Not

proud, not conceited.

3Plt^a. (mfn. + 1. Without human

beings, desolate, desert. 2. Superhuman, s.

(?w.) Not a man, not a human being, a super-

human being.

3FrlrP a . (mfn.^ +^^D ) Not to be regarded,

not entitled to respect, s. Denial, refusal.

3PTte?f.H or ^liWl s. (f. 3PTl +^1
or <l*tJ I Wilkins' Gr. § 724.) The day of

the conjunction, the day of the new moon. As.

Res. in. 258. (Particularly, also) The fifteenth

day in the second half of the months Srdvana

and Bhadra. As. Res. lit. 289. 292.

^Uk*ft s . (/. 3PTl +3^+Sr) The day of

the new moon. Also written

vilUkt^fl s. (f 3FTl+5I^+^) The day of

the new moon. Also written ^IirWjft

.

SPTtTT a. (mfn. 31+ 3X^11) Free from illusion.

^PTtHl s. (f. 31 +^ltll1) Freedom from illusion.

^lMl(u<P a. (mfn. 31+3^1 +^) Without

delusion, sincere, honest.

(a. ^Ufi) A canopied seat for an

elephant.

a. (mfn. 31+3X1' [k si) Not wounded,

not killed.

3k \ f^3 a. (mfn.^.+ *ltf|\3 ) 1. Not cleansed,

not rubbed off, not scoured.

3PIH a. (mfn. 31+JlM ) Not wearing a neck-

lace.

3lf^3 a . (mfn. 31+ from R.3ri) Immea-

surable, unmeasured. (Frequently in comp.

e.g.)3lftreWS Of immeasurable splendour

or power. Manu i. 4.

An enemy.

viTpN^ s. (n. 3T+ f3^FT) Disagreement,

want of accordance, want of union.

3lfMUl s . (corrupt, of 3[3Is3 ?) Ambrosia, nec-

tar, the food of the gods.

3lfM&3 a. (mfn. ^I+W^5) Not mixed,

simple.

SrfWs. (n. for33tfrr^) Flesh.

3]ft^ a . (mfn. 3T+f^) Not sweet.

3Pfl a. (from R. 3J3I ) Sick, diseased.

3mtnt TP a. (mfn. 31 +^3^°^ ) Not to be

demonstrated, not to be established by rea-

soning.
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3Ptft^. $L.jJi) A chief, a commander, a per-

son of eminence.

3Plt^ t*fl a. (from p.
)
Nobly, in a princely

way. s. Greatness, nobility, high rank.

3^1<v5lWI s .

(
P

. UUjtJ) The son of a chief

or of an eminent person.

(wt.3FJ_ from pron. 3^^, +^) Such

a one, a certain person.

3PJ^ a . (mfn. 3T+ 3J2?) 1. Not set at liberty,

not free. 2. Not swept, not cleansed.

SFjfS* s. (/. 31+SrRF ) Want of freedom, a.

(mfn.') Without liberty.

3FJ!T ad. (M from pron. +TT) In

the state of existence after death.

3^131© a. (mfn. si^q +W Wilkins'Gr. % 919)

Pertaining to the next world, s. (mfn.) Beings

in a state of retribution in the next world.

Manu iv. 168.

man without a signet

;

a man of no distinction.

*ai*tto a. (mfn. Not foolish
>
not lgno-

rant, not stupid.

3TOT*1 a. (mfn.^l from pron. *5&M^ )

Such a one; like that or this like. See Wilkins'

Gr. % 819.

3^ft" ad. (from 3JIT
; see 3T^R ) Thus, in

this manner; gratis.

3I*Tp5 a. (mfn. 3[+*rf3) Without a shape,

form, or body. s. (f.) Not a form or body, the

want of a form or body. —"31 (/.) or —3
(n.) The absence of a body or form.

mfn.

Not having a body, not having a visible form,

unembodied, incorporeal.

^I^T a . (mfn. 3t +^T) Not having a root or

origin.
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^S[W^ a . (ra/w. ;3I+^ler1<P) Not having a root

or foundation, accidental, adventitious.

31^) a. (m/ra.SI+^P) 1. Invaluable, inap-

preciable. 2. Of no value.

a. (mfn. 3I+^
r

] ) Destitute of game.

3I^tt*U (n.) The root of a fragrant grass

which is used for tatties (Andropogon murica-

tum).

31^3 a. (mfn. 3[+^3) Not dead, immortal,

imperishable, s. (n.) 1. The food of the gods,

ambrosia or nectar. 2. Immortality. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 566. 3. Water. 4. Butter, rice,

&c. the residue of a sacrifice. 5. Alms given

unasked to a householder. Manu iv. 5. -31

(f.) or —3
(
n .) Immortality.

31^3^3 s. (n. 3^3+ <R3) A vessel full of

nectar, figuratively a vessel of lemonade or

sherbet; the name of a small species of parrot.

Carey.

The name of

one of the Upanishads of the Atharva-Veda.

As. Res. viii. 477.

31^31 s. (femin. of 31^13) 1. Emblic my-

robalan (Phyllanthus Emblica). 2. The yellow

sort (Terminalia citrina). 3. Another plant

(Menispermum glabrum).

3J3J3t^tS s . (-%° m. 3PT3 +3I^) A god,

a deity.

Sl^rfe s . (m. 3J^3+3Tt%) An ocean of

nectar.

3T^Q^ a. (mfn. 33 ) Not subject to death,

immortal, s. (m.) Immortality.

31^0 a. (mfn. 31+^P) Insufferable, un-

bearable.

3KH^I a. (mfn. 31+^^1) Cloudless.

3ICI$b a. (mfn. 31+ ) Unclean, impure,

contaminated, s. (n.) Ordure, feces. —31
O

*
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(/.) or —» (w.) Impurity, uncleanness, con-

tamination.

arcsfttrWU (-fH^.^rr^ +3itfH)
Eating unclean things.

^IWU a. (mfn. 31+ COT from R. Ti) Immea-

surable, immense, infinite.

STCSrmUl a. (-^J\mfn. 3X^1X1+^1*1^)
Of an immeasurable nature, infinite, eternal

:

an epithet applied to the Deity.

a. (mfn. 3[+ C^R^) Unharmonious,

not agreeing, discordant.

SRSFT'T s. (n. 31+ C^T) The want of agree-

ment or union.

3KU~i 5fjT[ a . (mfn . 31+ Cwflu from R.

f^t^) Not to be united, not to be reconciled,

irreconcileable.

(a. Jl^el) Goods, property, wealth,

merchandise.

3K3Tt3^: a . (mfn. 31+ C*l\&<i ) Not to be

relinquished, not to be set at liberty, not to be

redeemed.

3TOt^ s. (m. 3I+CHl^) Want of freedom.

a. (mfn.*) Not free.

31^1^1 s .
(
n . 31+ CSttSoFi ) The not granting

liberty, the not giving up or abandoning a thing.

3IC5Tt^I a. (mfn. 31+ (STt^) Not fruitless, not

ineffectual, not barren
;
productive, fruitful, ef-

fectual, infallible.

3IGrfcl1 (femin. of ^4(All*4) 1. Trumpet

flower (Bignonia suaveolens). 2. A plant of

which the seed is used as a vermifuge (Erycibe

paniculata, Rox.) 3. Yellow myrobalan.

WtftWJtt a. (mfn. 3T+ tffPftf from R.

Not to be set at liberty, not to be dis-

missed, not to be abandoned.

STCHtftS a . (mfn. Sl+CHtftS) Not set at

liberty, not relinquished, not abandoned.
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3K*rto a. (m>.3}+(HlT^ from R. 31^) Not

to be set at liberty, not to be relinquished or

abandoned.

3ITO^ a. (mfn. 31+ C^lt^) Free from decep-

tion, error or folly, conscious, prudent, s, (w.)

Freedom from error, prudence, consciousness.

PF]S|33 a. (mfn. 3[+ C^tft^ ) Not infa-

tuated, not led into error, not deprived of con-

sciousness or sensation by any sudden emotion.

3F^Root, i. (3F3f3) To move, to go.

3F3"^ s. (n. from R. 3I<^) An eye.

^*^C(A.jfSs) 1- A perfume (Ambergris). 2.

Cotton.

3F^ s. (n. R. 3P^+3R) 1. The sky, the

atmosphere, a cloud. 2. Clothes, wearing ap-

parel.

$^1^ s. from a.

+ sJHt^ Tobacco) Tobacco mixed with dif-

ferent ingredients, and reduced to a pulp, for

the hooka or Indian pipe.

(mn.^ 1. A frying-pan. 2. War,

battle. Also written

3F3rT a. (corrupt, of 31*1) Sour, acid. -\3l

Sourness.

3T5^lR?n s. (W^^+ C3"*Tl ) The name of a

plant (Arum bulbiferum).

3F3&<j. (m. from3I
5:^'1 + R.^1?) The offspring

of a Brahman by a woman of the Vaisya class :

a man of the medical caste, a physician. Manu

x. 8, 19, 47. As. Res. v. 56.

s. (f. from 3F31+ R. *£l) 1. A sort

ofjasmin (Jasminum auriculatum). 2. Another

shrub (Cissampelos hexandra). 3. A wood-

sorrel (Oxalis corniculata, or O. monadelpha).

3P^1 s. (/.) A mother.

ap^tft*. (3i
o +<rtft) In music, the second

concord above or below the key-note. Carey.
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) 1. A mother. 2.

One of the names of the goddess ParvatI or

DURGA.

s. (n. from R. To sound ?) Water.

SIM^ ! s. (m. W^+^c
\) Thin rain.

^F^TST a. (mfn. ^F^+v3l) Sprung from water,

water-born. s. 1. (w?.) A plant (Eugenia, or

Barringtonia acutangula). 2. (ra.) A lotus

(Nymphaea nelumbo).

^ilM k s. (m.'WZ+K) A cloud.

-diM^t^j a . (mfn. ^^K + ^l^l) Similar to

clouds, like a cloud.

s. (m. Sl^+ft from R. ^1) The sea,

the ocean.

name given to three days in the month of

Ashdrha. (The Hindus abstain from all the

labours of husbandry on these days, because

the earth is then considered in a state of femi-

nine impurity.)

^^ttftaTffl s. (m. ^F^T^+OJTI ) The

tenth day of the second half of the month

Jyaisht'ha. As. Res. m. 285.

W^fe&K s. (n. 3F^5ttf[ + Sft) The

thirteenth day of the second half of the month

Jyaisht'ha. As. Res. in. 285.

31*3X33^ s. (m. C3"\PT) A kind of

cane or reed growing in water.

33*^5^ s . (m. 3F<[+^ from R. ^) A
cloud.

3F<r^3 a. (m/tt.3F<r from :3I
5:^+^) Sput-

tered, spoken with an emission of saliva.

3P^" a. (corrupt, from ^^j) Sour, acid.

Water.

s. (m. ^I^T+^l) A lotus, a nelum-

bium or water-lily.
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^Kgt^ s. (m. 3I*pT A lotus (Nelum-

bium speciosum).

siTMU a. (mfn. 3J\+Snj) Watery, formed

from water, consisting of water, aqueous.

* (
m») The wiaw^o-tree (Mangifera Indica).

^^^3 s. (corrupt, of ) Amrita or ambro-

sia, the food of the gods.

3I$[K? or ^I^Tfa^ s. (m. from 315) % The

mango tree (Mangifera Indica or Spongias

mangifera). 2. The wiaw^ro-fruit.

N4*£lls3<P s. (m.) See 3Tfclt33\

^•l^}- a. (mfn.} Sour, acid. s. (m.) Sourness, aci-

dity. —^1 (/.) or —3 (w.) Sourness, acidity.

^fPfiS *. (^+f^5) An acidity of the

stomach, a sour belching. Carey.

^MC«\3*t s. (m. + A kind of dock,

or sorrel (Rumex vesicarius).

instead of

C^sS^ ) 1. Sorrel (Rumex vesicarius). 2. A
sort of cane (Calamus fasciculatus). Sabda S.

pp. 33. 167. 462.

SIJJFTtftel*.(f^+ C^fTfr^l fromC^
)

Wood-sorrel (Oxalis comiculata).

^I*}*^ 5. Sorrel (Rumex vesi-

carius).

^felFf a. (mfn. + from R. t*J) Not flac-

cid, not fading, not decaying, fresh, s. (m.) The

name of a flower (Gomphrena globosa).

3lf^1 s. (f 31^ +^) The tamarind-tree

(Tamarindus Indicus). 2. Wood-sorrel (Oxalis

monadelpha). 3. A sour taste in the mouth,

a sour eructation, acidity of stomach.

1$f|$1 (h (/^+^) See 3jf§31

.

^t^root, i. (^rxrR? ) To go, to go to or to-

wards.

s. (m. from R.^To go) The going. (Onlyused

O 2
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m compos, e. g. The going away, from

passing over, from

3lf3+ 3Iir; The going after or fol-

lowing, from 3FT+ 3ni; 'TOT The going;

around, from ^ft- + 3BT; The

away, disappearance, waste, from

•31 vT s. (m. from R. ^ ) Good fortune, luck.

-31^1^ a. (mfn. ^I+ XKSi) Without a sacrifice.

vllM^li s. (—^1 m. + One who does

not perform sacrifices.

^PJ^" a. (mfn.^+ ^l^) Without exertion, with-

out pains, easy. s. (m.) No exertion, ease.

^IM^sS a. (^^+^3) Accomplished with-

out labour.

^PJ^I ad. Sans, (locat. case of ^J^) With-

out exertion, without pains or labour, easily.

ad. Sans. (^+T^\) Not in the usual

or due manner, disproportioned, inconsistent.

3JT£tt37TT s .
(
m . ^Xn^H + ^ITT) Unusual or

immoderate expenditure.

correct, not

just, not righteous, not real
; wrong, untrue,

improper, unsuitable.

31*1^ s. (n. from R. ^h-^I^) 1. A road, a path.

2. The act of going. 3. The half year, that is, the

sun's path, north or south. See

a. (mfn. 3I+ TrR£3) Not controlled,

not regulated, irregular.

ad. Sans. (3HT°, from pron.
,

) This also, even this.

snrstf s . (a. a grant of lands at a veiy

low rent, a freehold given as remuneration for

faithful services, a fief.

3IirSltirtes. (p. uf) A freeholder, one who

holds lands as a fief, a feoffee.
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3W*tS s. (n. ^I+ TI^S) Want of glory or repu-

tation, ingloriousness, disgrace, shame, infamy.

^FP^^a. (m/w.3I+ ir
,c^+^) Causing

the loss of reputation, inglorious, dishonourable,

infamous.

a. (mfn. ST+ XPl^P) Not glorious,

not renowned.

S$%t a. (-f^mfn. SI+TT^ff^T ) Not

renowned, not famous.

s. (n.) Iron.

The loadstone.

s . (m. ^TT^+^t^) The upper part

of the thigh.

3HF£ni a. (mfn. 3}!^+OT) Iron, made of

iron.

3Fl1rt>3? a . (mfn. ^I+ IfllXP) Not soliciting.

^ilMRFT s. (71. ^I + Trt^T) The not soliciting,

the not begging for something.

iMliHtU a. (mfn.^l + TTtB^ftlT from R.

Not to be solicited, not to be asked for.

S^tf^? a. (mfn. SI+Tltfl^) Not asked for,

not requested, unsolicited, unasked.

^nrtfs^rtfl s . (f ^nrtffej+^tfS) The

obtaining a thing without having petitioned

for it, a free gift.

3PTtffe3*Tl^ s. (m. 3mtf5^ +^) The

obtaining a thing without a previous request or

petition, a free gift.

4l4fi>J a. (mfn. + from R. TTt& ) Not

to be asked for, not to be requested.

3TCt3P a. (mfn. ^t+TOP from R. TO) Inca-

pable of, or inadmissible to, religious ceremonies.

3mt3=T a. (mfn. ST+ TTtFTl) Free from pain

or agony.

^PTteTi Si (f. H+Ulsi*ll) Freedom from

agony or pain.
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SFTWtf^ a. (mfn. ^T+Ht^Tf^) Not

genuine, not real, improper.

HTlW^i s . (n. 31+HlSilip) Want of truth

or genuineness, impropriety.

interj. Sans. A particle of encourage-

ment, and asking ; also a vocative particle, ho

!

soho

!

3JTJ3? a. (mfn. 31+ ^Jv3') Not united, not con-

nected, not agreeing, not suited, incompatible,

improper, unbecoming, unfit. — ^31 (/.) or — "3"

(re.) The being disunited, disagreement, incom-

patibility, impropriety, unfitness.

Not a combination,

not an argument, a. (?re/re.) Destitute of an

argument, without a combination.

3^ a. (mfn. 31+ TJji) Not in pairs, not

matched, odd.

SJXjJI"^ a. (mfn. 31+Tp^T) Not forming a

pair, not coming into contact, not suitable to

a purpose.

3PJfH a. (mfn. 31 +11^) Not being in pairs.

s. (re.) Not a pair.

3F£3 s. (re. ^T+TK?) Ten thousand.

s. (m. 3[+ Tn£) Not war, peace.

3Flf^ s. (m. corrupt, of 3ltirft^) A soldier.

3FT^llT s. (m. corrupt, of 3lt^ftlT) A soldier,

a warrior.

3TUT interj. Sans. Oh ! Ah ! an interjection ex-

pressive of recollection, fatigue, fear, passion, or

calling.

SKITtl ^ (m. 31+011*1) 1. One who is dis-

united or separated : a widower, a husband or

lover separated from his mistress. 2. Separa-

tion, disjunction. 3. Exertion, vigorous effort.

4. A hammer, a mallet.

3[Ul17f3' s . (m. from 31+ CIll^ ) The offspring

of a Sudra-man by a woman of the Vaisya

class. As. Res. v. 59.

3ItTrt7t) a. (mfn. 31 + ) Not to be united,

not agreeing with, not concordant, incompa-

tible, incongruous, unfit, uncomely, improper.

—^1 (/.) or —3 (m.) Inconvenience, impro-

priety.

3inrrs| s .
(
n

. 3m^[+3i^) i. a Pestie for •

cleaning grain, &c. 2. Any weapon that is

armed with iron.

3IHTKFT s. (m. 3HF*i+*H fromR.^[) 1.

A blacksmith's anvil. 2. A mace or club that

is shod or pointed with iron.

3Knt3i^ a. (mfn. 31 + (Hl3[^ ) Not uniting, not

reconciling, not performing, not accomplishing.

Disunion, se-

paration, disagreement, the non-accomplish-

ment of a scheme.

SK<l>$rflU a. (mfn. 3I+Olt3FftTI from R.

Not to be united, not to be made to

agree, not to be accomplished.

3TFTK3P a. (m/re.3I+ CUt^P from R. T£F) Not

to be joined, not to be brought into harmony,

not to be accomplished, irreconcilable.

3TUrftTa. (U+CTTftT) Destitute of means of

subsistence.

3IFTl£fl a. (3inrt3"+^) Poor, wanting the

means of subsistence.

3OTlf^T a. (mfn. 31+ OltfH) Not born in the

common way of generation.

3K^Tf%3l a. (mfn. 31+ CHtf^+ 31) Not born

from the womb of a female.

3R" A suffix which appears at the end of some

nouns derived from verbal roots, e. g.
31*^^"

Sky, from R. 3I^To go.

3RV (n . from R. ^ +31) The spoke or radius

of a wheel, a. Swiftly, quickly.
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\4A<<^ s. (a. jjjc) Juice, sap, essence, spirit,

moisture, perspiration.

vli<<P s. (m.) The name of several water-plants

;

viz. Valisneria, Conferva, Rivularia, &e. also

moss.

^<>33 a. (mfn. Not red, not bloody.

^<3$<£ a. {mfn. ^+^5^) Not having a

keeper.

s. (n. ^I+ ^i^ ! ) The want of vigilance,

the not preserving or guarding (a thing).

) Not watched

over, not guarded, not taken care of.

3R*T3Tl a . (a. +3Ti from R. Produced

from juice.

v4j<XJ.^ s. (m. viJ.< +^ri) 1. A machine for

raising water from a well. 2. A deep well.

vlH^l «• (mfn.
;3I+'^t) Without colour.

0<? a. (mfn.
:3! + <!><P) Not making, not

accomplishing, not performing, s. A particular

arrangement of the concords in an octave.

Carey.

(a. uOjS-') A representation, a petition,

a request.

N^<s5lfo a. (-\F\mfn. 31+^31^) Free from

dust.

a. (p. i^A^jc) Presenting a pe-

tition, making a representation or request.

vAJ<\5U.<^ s. (p. izf^jc ) The officer who in-

troduces or reads petitions at court.

The office of

reading petitions at the court of a prince.

^<v5ll a. (p. wy )
Cheap.

"AK ^s. (m.) A plant (Bignonia Indica).

s. (corrupt, and contr. of^< j

1j^|\^")

A buffalo.

s. (mf.~) 1. Wood used for kindling a fire,

making it burn by friction. 2. (m.) The plant,

of which the wood is used for this purpose

(Premna spinosa, &c). Written also ^Af<* f[

.

>4W"P s. (/w.) A wood, a forest.

The going

into a forest as a hermit or devotee.

3R*fr3I a. (mfn. ^R^+^f) Produced in

woods or forests.

4W't>*i«8t s. (f. 3lTt> +^t) The sixth day

in the first half of the month Jyaisht'ha. As.

Res. in. 283.

SRlrWt s. (f. from 3ITT> ) A large forest.

^44.<\J a. (mfn.^+'^from R.-4MJ Not pleased

with, not satisfied.

•3R"f^ s. (f.
;31 + <rf3) Absence of joy or de-

light : displeasure, dissatisfaction.

cubit, measured from

the elbow to the tip of the little finger.

viHiVK s. (m. 3R+f^t from R. f^t) A
water-lily (Nelumbium speciosum).

a. (mfn. corrupt, of ^W^l) Low, inferior.

3R35*ft^ a. (mfn.^ +^T^} Not pleasing,

not delightful.

a. (mfn. 3I+4>~W) Not pleasing, not

agreeable.

^3T<^ s. The name of a species of pulse, pigeon-

pea (Cytisus Cajan). Hort. Beng. p. 56.

See .

^4 s. (mra.) 1. A covering. 2. A door.

3. The sheath of the shoot of a bamboo.

s. (mn.^) A door. Also written ^i4.<^"1

.

"3X^X<T interj. Sans. A particle used in exciting

to haste.

s. (m.) A plant (Bignonia Indica).
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<4l<*1 a. (mfn. 3$+^") Without juice, with-

out taste, insipid, s. The name of a plant fSo-

lanum pubescens). See ^lO^. Hort. Beng.

p. 16.

3R$^s. (corrupt, of 30 b<pt) The name of a

species of pulse, pigeon-pea (Cytisus Cajan).

See ^i<<^.

^Tt^l a. (mfn.^+^i) Free from passion.

vil<IOl<P a. {mfn. 3I+ <lv5i<P) Destitute of a

king, anarchical. —31 (/.) or —^ (n.) The

want of a king, anarchy.

3Mk$l<RMU s. (m. ^RtH^ +THIT) An

interregnum, a time of anarchy.

ad. Sans. From afar, at a distance. Wil-

Mns' MS.

(m.) An enemy, an adversary.

The absence of noise,

silence.

1^1 a. (mfn.) Crooked, bent. s. (m.) 1. Resin.

2. An elephant in rut.

s. (m.) An enemy, a foe, an adversary.

-31 (/.) or (n.) Enmity.

3lf^*T s. (m. ^fk+^\) The family of an

enemy.

^i(«q s. (n. Q + A rudder.

a. (mfn. ^fe , accus. case of^[k ,

+ H.^J.) Subduing his enemies, victorious.

) Free from enemies.

srfto"^ s. (m. srft+cjn* fr0m r. cstej

The name of a plant (Mimosa Catechu).

1 . The soap-berry plant

(Sapindus saponaria). 2. Garlick. 3. The

mint-tree (Melia Azadarachta). 4. A crow.

5. A heron. (n.) 1. A woman's apartment, a

lying-in chamber. 2. Good fortune, happiness.

3. Misfortune. 4. Buttermilk. 5. Spirituous

liquor, a. (mfn.) Not wounded, unhurt, unin-

jured.

a. (mfn. Ap-

prehensive of death, alarmed at its approach.

31^1 a. (mfn. ) Not diseased, in good

health.

Disgust, displeasure,

antipathy, dislike.

nA^Rx a. (mfn. + ) Not pleasing,

not agreeable, odious.

a. (mfn.) Red, tawny, s. (m.) 1. The

sun. 2. The dawn, aurora. 3. Dark red

colour, purple, the colour of the dawn.

NW'l<4a. {mfn. +%°t) Dark red, tawny.

^<p'l*U«f$l s. (m. + 3TtTpl ) The cha-

rioteer of the dawn : the sun.

3I^T1 s. (femin. of ) The name of a

plant (Betula).

3I<FffcT or NAWfUiCUM s. (m. 3T^°i +^TT+

) The name of the twenty-fifth Upanishad

of the Atharva-Veda. As. Res. vm. 477.

viWlikU s. (m. + The first rising

of the dawn, day-break.

^<?fa\5 a. (mfn. H+^ftej) Not mourned

over, not wept for ; not mourning, not weeping.

^1<?^ a. (?w/w. 31+^) Not obstructed, not

hindered.

accus. case313^ a. (mfn. for
,

A sore, + 3Tf) Sharp, pungent, cor-

rosive.

The morning-star, personified as the

wife of Vasisht'ha.

s .
{
m . ^<^+^) The marking-nut

plant (Semecarpus anacardium).

3T^% a. (mfn. 31+3^) Not angry.
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3^3^. (ran.) 1. A sore, a wound. 2. (?w.)

The sun. 3. A joint, a vital part.

3Wl*i a. (»>/«. Without a form or

shape. s. (m.) The absence of form or

shape.

3RFT3? a. (mfn. ^Sl+ ^Pi^) Not having a form,

not figurative, not by a metaphor.

vAJ.C< inter) . Sans. Ho ! ho ! Used in calling to

inferior persons.

3TT<CC<r interj. Sans. Used in calling angrily, or

to inferior persons.

3IRt^ a. (mfn. 31 + from R. f^) Not

light, obscure, dark.

^AK< 1*1 a. (mfn. 3[+(<l s
1 ) Not diseased,

healthy, s. (m.} Health, freedom from disease.

3IRlft3l s. (/.) or -f (n.

or < ) freedom from disease, healthiness.

a. (-"PH mfn. Free

from disease, healthy.

31C<it><? a. 31+ (Tn>^) Not pleasing,

not gratifying.

sHRl^fttr a. (mfn. 3J + Rt^ft^) Not to be

prevented, not to be hindered or obstructed.

a. (mfn. 31+ from R. ^jh Not

to be hindered or obstructed.

aiWWfttt «• SJ+C^WfrT from R.

Not to be erected, not to be planted, not

to be fixed in the ground.

3JRt*fr a. (mfn. 31 + CTt*f) from R. <f^) Not

to be erected, not to be fixed or planted in the

ground.

3IRT5 a. (mfn. 31+rftH) 1. Not terrific.

2. Without sunshine.

31^ Root, x. (3^Hfe) 1. To praise. 2. To

heat or warm.

33^? s. (m. from R. 3f&) I. The sun. 2. The

name of a plant, swallow-wort. (Asclepias

gigantea. Hort. Beng.') 3. Crystal. 4.

Copper.

s. (n. 3^+*K) Swallow-wort (Ascle-

pias gigantea).

3rf<raj 5 . (m. 3^+<T^K) A name of Buddha,

the founder of the Buddhist sect of Hindus.

3J<PM*li s . (f from 31^+^T) The name of a

plant (Aristolochia Indica).

3rf^ s . (from 31^+t/^?) Saturn. Forster.

3FR a. (/w.) 1. A wooden bolt or pin for fasten-

ing a door. 2. (mfn.} A surge or billow.

^W«M i s. (3T5f% + 3^:1) Fastening, shut-

ting.

3I5T5;:
r1 s. (f. from31^ ) A bar or bolt. Written

also Wf*?l .

3F^Root, x. (3I^r^) To cost, to be worth.

3^1 s. (m. from R. 31^) 1. Value, price. 2.

Veneration, worship, respect. 3. An oblation

of eight ingredients offered to a god or to a

Brahman. See 3^J) .

^Wll<<^ s . (m. 3T^+^+3I^T) The

knowledge of a thing whether it be cheap or

dear. Manu ix. 329.

<r <r

3I^P a. (mfn. R. 3^T+ TT) Venerable, entitled

to worship or respect, s. (mfn.} A respectful

oblation to gods or venerable men, consisting

of rice, durva-gmss, flowers, &c. with water,

or of water only in a small vessel. Wilson.

As. Res. vii. 291. Also written 3I^X|

.

3lf Root, i. (3T^f^) and x.

3T5iK\j) To worship, to honour, to treat

with respect.
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a. (mfn. R.^5T^+3^) Revering, honour-

ing, worshipping.

>AiSh s. (». R. vil ^1 )
Worship, adoration,

respect.

vi&l I s. (/. R. ^T^+^prl) Worship, the

homage paid to deities and to superiors.

3U>*ii<t>'UT. a. (-f^™>.3X§Ti+^tf^T)
Showing respect or homage, adoring, revering.

^rfr^flTT a. (mfn.fut. part, p. R.^I^+villT.U)

To be honoured, to be adored.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. ^OU^, causal

form of R. +^3^)) To be honoured,

to be respected, to be adored.

33^1 s . (/. R. 31^+311) Honour, respect,

adoration, worship.

s. (/.) Flame, fire.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^44 1>^+ )

Honoured, respected, worshipped, saluted.

v. a. (R. ^b^) To honour, to worship.

^f&SHt^«. mfn. 3ff^+^)
Luminous, bright, radiant, s. (m.) Fire.

3lf^s . (m. R.^f^ftU Flame, light, lustre

;

a ray of light.

34>> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 3T5V+IT) To be

respected, to be honoured, to be worshipped.

Root, i. (3OT3) To earn, to gain or

acquire, to collect, x. (^Sufo ) 1 . To earn,

to gain, to acquire, to collect. 2. To work or

manufacture. 3. To make or prepare.

a. (mfn. R. 31^+33^) Earning, ac-

quiring, s. (m.) Basil, the white sort (Ocimum
gratissimum).

s. (n. R. 3I^+3H) Gain, acquisition.
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a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. + 3I*fjTT)

To be earned, to be accumulated.

^KS*pi s. (from R. A planter, one who

acquires any thing. Forster.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "3F3Uf^s3)

Earned, acquired, procured, collected.

v. a. (from R. 3j6i^) To acquire, to

obtain, to earn, to gain, to gather, to collect.

a. (mfn.*) White, s. (»«•) 1. The name of

a tree (Terminalia alata glabra ; Rox. or Pen-

taptera Arjuna. Hort. Ben. p. 34). 2. White

colour.

(Jemin. of ^JsSFT) A cow.

"•SI ! a. (mfn. pret. part. R. Gone. s. («.)

A sort of metre, comprising ten feet, and be-

longing to the class called dandaka. As. Res.

x. 446.

s . (mi) l.The sea, the ocean. 2. A metre

of eleven feet belonging to the class called dan-

daka. As. Res. x. 446.

s . («.) Water.

3TT1 a. (from s^Wt)
)

Living in the woods,

wild, untamed (as beasts).

^$a. See3lt3.

313^ s. {m. 313+ s1'^) Blue barleria (Bar-

leria ccerulea).

s. n. R. ^H? + ^"1 ) Dislike, censure,

abuse, reproach.

Slfij s. (/. R. 3T£+ f^) 1. Pain. 2. The end

of a bow.

Eiffels, (/. See^lf^l) An elder sister (in

theatrical language).

3pf Root, x. (S^HtS, ^XT^) To ask

or beg.
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^11^1 s. (jm.) 1. Wealth, property, substance. 2.

Meaning, signification
;

sense, interpretation.

3. Thing, any object of the (external) senses.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 100. 4. Fruit, consequence.

5. Prohibition. 6. Cause, the reason of any

thing. 7. Request. (The accusative case

is frequently used as the latter part of compound

words, in the sense of) On account of, for the

sake of : e. sr. For the sake of wealth :

For the sake of a son.

•3J3{<F a. (mfn. ^SI^J. + <P) Concerning, regarding,

(used chiefly at the end of compound words).

3I<<M a. (mfn. ^tSj. + ^I
5^") Effective, produc-

tive of advantage or profit.

+ Useful, advan-

tageous, effectual.

<r <r

3j3£3j a. (mfn. ^v.+^S) Knowing the signifi-

cation or meaning of a sentence, acquainted with

the contents of a book.
"

;y
^I^TaJS ac?. ( _|_ \J^) According to the

meaning or signification
;
namely, videlicet.

"SpfrrTl a . (-f*f\ mfn. ^Pi+TTpft) Un-

derstanding the meaning or signification of a

sentence.

^pf&P^I s. (n. The finding fault

with the meaning of a passage. Wilkins' MS.

s. (/. R. ) A request, a desire.

Wfe s. (m. ^ftf+4f&) 1. The lord of

wealth, a name of Kuvera, the Hindu Plutus.

2. A sovereign, a king.

3$3UTffl s. (rn. ^C^OT7
!) The profes-

sion of usury.

s. (/.) or - ^ 5 . («.3ISR^ + 31 or

•+"3") The answering a certain purpose, effi-

ciency, efficacy, fitness.

^I^Tfa s. (m. ^5i,+^tCl) The advocating a

cause, in explaining, or amplifying, or praising

it ; a request, a plea ; an affirmation, a narra-

tive. Trans. R.A.S. 1. 444.

SPRt^a, (-^% ™>.3pf+3^) Effective,

productive, suitable.

from R.

f^T"^) Knowing the sense, acquainted with the

meaning (of a sentence or of a book).

Sl^t^^l s. (m.^+X^^ )
Contrariety

to what is the fact. Manu viii. 95.

3I*tRtH s. (m. ^31^+ C^~tH ) The knowledge

of the signification or meaning of a sentence,

the perception of the real import of a thing.

Indicat-

ing the meaning or real import of a thing.

^I^fer^a. (-^w/n.^^+^t^IfromR.^t^)

Having a share in a division of property.

3p%tnT. a. (-"f^H mfn -

Entitled to a share in a division of property.

s. (m. 31^+ C^l ) A distinction in the

import or meaning of a thing, a difference of in-

terpretation.

^Ht^ s. (n. 3I$+*ft13) The science which

teaches how to act with regard to worldly af-

fairs, as property, friends, &c. The science of

economics, ethics, or politics.

Sisfo ^ s. (m. 3I2f+^°Ste) The collecting

of money or wealth.

3j5fc°^r s . (n. ^1 +^°^^) An accu-

mulation of wealth, a stock of money.

3I^ ^Wa. (m/n.^+^SH^) Col-

lecting wealth, accumulating property; esta-

blishing the real import of a word or sentence.

SI^f^R? s . (T. 3J$+*T°f^f3) An ac-

1
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cumulation of wealth, a gathering of property

or money.

) 1. An accu-

mulation of wealth or property. 2. The con-

sistency or admissibility of a law-suit. Carey.

A hoard of

wealth, an accumulation of property.

The accom-

plishing a design, the means for accomplishing

an object.

Sprifft a. (mfn. ^pf+Sjfr) Destitute of

wealth or property, poor, indigent ; without

meaning, unimportant.

3PCM*r s. (m. Influx of wealth

or opulence ; the receipt or collection of pro-

perty.

v4l<tt^ ad. Sans, (ablat. case of^S$Q\ According

to the meaning or signification ; that is to say,

videlicet.

s. (n. A variety of sig-

nification, a difference of interpretation.

another sense, in another acceptation, other-

wise, else.

Presumption :

the deduction of a subject from that which

could not else be. Trans. R. A. S. i. 445.

^ftf^Tni (m. 3pf+3rf%*mr) The fur-

ther intention or scope of an interpretation.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Requested, asked, desired.

3rf3X3l (/.) or -J s. (n. SlfSf^+Sl or +J)
Desire, anxiety ; the condition of a plaintiff.

) Desirous

of, wishing for. (Frequently in composition,

e. g.) f^^JlU l f^T*^ Desirous of victory, from

f^OT+ ^STpf^. s. (m.) 1. A plaintiff, a pro-

secutor, a claimant. 2. A mendicant, a beggar.

Belonging to or de-

pendent on a thing. Only used in comp. e. g.

a. Depending on that, from pron. \S^
That, + 3pft*I.

^It^j. ad. Sans, (locat. case of 3R) For, on

behalf, on account of, for the sake of.

a. (mfn. Desirous of

gain, wishing for profit or wealth. — ~31 (/.)

The longing for gain or riches.

Acquir-

ing wealth.

) The acqui-

sition of property.

3p6 a . (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 31^+ TT) 1. To

be wished for, desirable, proper, right. 2. Wise,

intelligent. 3. Wealthy, s. (ra.) 1. Red chalk.

2. A scope, an end, an object of desire.

ST^Root, i. (3Tttf3) 1. To ask or beg. 2.

To go. x. and i.

or - C3) To kill or to hurt.

^^•T s. (w.. R. sll -dl*t ) 1. Request, greedi-

ness, coveting, begging. 2. Slaughter, killing,

wounding. (Also to.) Who causes to take pains,

<r

seek, endeavour, from the causal of R. ^Al^
<r

Seek, endeavour, take pains ; OT-TtFT (m.) An
epithet of Vishnu, from *3FT The people, and

Who causes the people to seek, &c.

Wilkins' Gr. % 770.

(f.
R. ^V-f^pTl) a request, a de-

sire, a prayer, a solicitation ; an affliction, a

suffering.

P 2
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>4lkPt 5. (mi. from R. ^K+3TpT ) 1. Fire. 2.

Disease.

3Tp^\? a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^A-Ut^+^3)

Requested, solicited, asked for, wished for

;

vexed with pain, tormented, s. (ra.) A disease,

hemiplegia, paralysis of the muscles on the

side of the face and neck.

v. a. (from R. 1. To beg, to ask,

to request. 2. To vex, to grieve, to cause

pain.

31"^ a. (mfn.) Half, halved. 5. (n.) A half.

(m.) A part. Also written 31^.

.

^li^t^s. (m. ^rt+PTN) A hemisphere.

^0*i4 s. (m. + 1. A half moon, a

crescent. 2. Any thing in the form of a cres-

cent or semicircle. 3. (In grammar) the nasal

sign (°).

^fc^l^fa a. (mfn. ^Otl + ^Tt^t^)
Having the shape of a crescent or semicircle.

a. (mfn. Like

a crescent or semicircle.

31^3 *. + The silent letter V .

s. (m. 3lf +T£3) Half an hour.

3PF$3I s. (m. + from pftj The half

of a boat.

)
Midnight, half

the night.

4^kttvi s. (m. lIl^W^) 1. A pi-

geon (with a spotted or painted throat). 2. A
francoline partridge.

(m. ^% from

T*1
) Arguing half-perishableness : a de-

signation of the followers of KAnada's system

of philosophy. Trans. R.A.S. i. 560.

33"^ 216

The radius of a

circle. MohunP. p. 141.

vi^S^H a. (ira/h. ST^f^l !) Speaking

broken language, stammering as an infant.

^K)1<P^ a. (-^ mfn. from R.

^^) Entitled to receive one half (of a thing).

Receiving a moiety, entitled to one half (of a

thing).

^nFKFT s. (n. + *E3*T) A semicircle.

^<|JT s. (»*. 3r|+Trcr for Ttf!T) Mid-

night.

^Sf^HTTs. (3lf+ Tt"&) Midnight.

^If^tftT^ ad. (from vi^<lflT) At midnight.

^1^-0 s. (»!«. 3X^+3^) Haifa stanza of the

Rtij-Veda.

s . (m.Sfl+C*^) Half a sfofta or

distich j a line in epic poetry, a hemistich.

^Epftfi a . 0^%*$^ from *ffc+^)
Performing the work of cultivation for the

land-owner, upon condition of ha^ng half the

crop. Carey.

*&M\ s. (33^+ (*R) Half a ser, or about

a pound avoirdupoise.

A necklace of

sixty-four strings.

^t0,c
1 33$+ :3J°*i) 1. Haifa share.

2. A share equal to half of the whole.

s . (m. ^*|§5t0 1. Half the body,

half one's self, a wife. Carey. 2. Palsy,

affecting one side or the upper or lower part of

the body, hemiplegia.

3*ftaePt$ a. (mfn. ^3^-W^%) Leaving

the moiety behind.

ft5
!
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^1^ ad. Sans.(-%°. 3^+3^) Half and

half, by equal shares or portions.

Half a meal, a

scanty meal.

a. (corrupt, of^+ 3^) One half, a

moiety.

1. A half moon, a

crescent. 2. Any thing having the form of a

crescent or semicircle.

A petticoat.

s. (». causal of R. ^+3FT) The

placing or ranging athing, an appointment, an ob-

lation ; a surrendering, delegating or entrusting.

a. (?w/w. par£. p. of ^3p1^ causal of

To be arranged or placed, to

be fixed, to be appointed.

Wt\ s. (/. causal of R. ^ +^1 ) An ar-

ranging, fixing, or appointing.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of ^Pl^ causal

of R. ^+^3) Appointed, fixed, placed, ar-

ranged.

>4lPr{NS v. a. (fromw£ causal of R.^ ) To ar-

range, to fix, to place, to appoint, to make an

oblation.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of causal of

R. ^+TT) To be arranged, to be fixed, to be

appointed.

Root, i. 1. To go, to go to or

towards. 2. To kill or hurt.

<r <r ,

s. (t-^S m. R. 3* +3^) A horse.

a. (mfn.} Low, inferior, vile.

3R1<1^ a. (—^t3^ ind. corrupt, of ^l<< +
1. Former, prior (in time). 2. Behind

in place, ad. Antecedently.

from

^"N, + \?1) Modernness. Wilkins' MS.

^^W/T a- (mfn. from 1. Reverse,

contrary, opposite. 2. Posterior.

(m.) 1. A hundred millions. 2. Oph-

thalmia. 3. (wi.) An indolent swelling, a wen.

31^53? s . (m.) 1. The young of any animal, a

child ; an idiot. 2. A species of grass, called

kusa (Poa cynosuroides). Wilkins' MS.

-^A. s. (wm.) A disease of the eyes.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+TT. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 431). Excellent, good. s. (?rc.) A master,

a lord, an owner ; a man of the third class, a

Vaisya.

(—^F[^ m. S5*P +*^*L.) 1. The sun.

2. One of the manes or deified ancestors. As.

Res. vii. 299.

Srf^l s. (femin. of 3TO ) A woman of the

Vaisya caste.

3|Wft s. (f. 3l€>+3Fft) A woman of the

third or Vaisya caste.

(femin. of ^3ITP ) A wife of the third or

Vaisya caste.

^s. («.) Hemorrhoids, piles.

<r
:3I*r5T^ s. (n.) Hemorrhoids, piles.

* 3^*) Affl.cted with

piles or hemorrhoids.

-31*^1 s. The belonging or appertaining to a person.

v. n. (from 3PTl) To succeed, as an

heir ; to belong to.

Coming into possession,

succeeding to property.

3K*ft^[ a. (mfn. 3J*PI+fr from R. $7^) De-
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stroying the piles, efficacious as a remedy

against the piles, s. The name of an edible

plant (Arum campanulatum).

(femin. of 3K*Tf^T) A plant (Cur-

culigo orchioides).

3IPTfRtr| s . (,„. 3?^+ CTfr ) The piles,

hemorrhoids.

^C*llU!l5tip a. (mfn. CTt^l + TF3)

Afflicted with hemorrhoids.

^FT3^ s. (corrupt, of 31*^) Piles, hemor-

rhoids.

1 . To worship or honour.

2. To be fit, or worthy. In the first sense it is

also a root of the xth class^^R^lf^).

a. (mfn. R. 31) Worthy, deserving, fit,

proper. (Frequently in comp., e. g.) ^\3£t^

Entitled to reverence, from
"Si

venera-3RTt1 *. (/. R.^P^+gpTi) Worship,

tion, honour, respect.

3lf a . mfn. R. Suited,fit, proper,

right
;
saluted, honoured.

v. n. (from R. ^AJ,^) To be deserving,

to be worthy.

SI^Root, i. (n&TiR), sil'iW) 1. To adorn.

2. To be competent or able. 3. To prevent.

An Unadi affix appearing at the end of

many substantives and adjectives ; e. g. "^^T
Trembling, from R. ~5\ To move or go. Wil-

kin*' Gr. § 858.

s. (ra.) 1. The sting in the tail of the scor-

pion; the sting of an insect. 2. A tenon, a

dove-tail. 3. Yellow orpiment.

s. See^F^.

s. (mn. from R. 31^) A curl of hair,

short hair. 2. (to.) A mad dog. See .

3. Pounded barley. Wilkins' MS.

^T^3 s. (corrupt, of ^"VS9
) L An ornament

of lac, worn by women. 2. (In Hindu music)

A particular distribution of notes through five

succeeding strains. Carey.

s. (femin. of 1. A mode of

painting the face, a mark painted on the fore-

head ; see f^T^ . Sabda S. p. 402. 2.

Alaka, the capital of Kuvera, the god of

wealth. 3. A young girl from eight to ten

years of age.

SFfS* s. (to.) 1. Lac, or the red insect-dye so

called. 2. Sheets of paper impregnated with

lac. Carey.

^T5^ s. (n.) See >$H<3*.

a. (mfn. 3I+*E$?t) 1. Without a

mark, sign, or character. 2. Unfortunate, ill-

fated, s. (ra.) Misfortune.

4-W) Without a mark or

sign of distinction, indiscriminate.

^fcfr'FtST a. (TO>.^I +^5^ftTIfrom R.^EF )

Not to be marked, not to be distinguished, not

to be observed or discovered, indiscernible.

a. (raftiM+ ^ifo\3 from R. ^SgJ Not

marked, not observed, unseen, unperceived.

3FJft3FTl s. (a. A jacket) The name of

a kind of frock or vest, the skirts of which

reach to the knees.

3FT^t s. (J.
Misfortune, cala-

mity, misery, a. Unfortunate, ill-fated.

3p*15P a- (mfn. 31+ ^5^)) Indiscernible, in-

visible, unobservable ; not to be distinguished

by a sign or mark.

^jorjTj"^
5> (uif.;) A water-snake : the black and

most deadly variety of the Cobra de capello

(Coluber Naga). Carey.
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SFv^^i s. (n.^FT^+^c
l) 1. Ornament,

decoration. 2. The decorating or ornamenting

(a thing).

3F^Tflir a. (mfn. ^F^+^Tf^T) Fit to

be decorated.

Wtfft^ a. (mfn. from R.<?)

Fond of decoration or ornaments, ornamental,

fit to adorn.

a. (-3^re. :3F^+^3) Adorning,

decorating, ornamenting, s. (?w.) One who de-

corates or adorns a thing.

from

^**![*^) Competent to an act, fit for transact-

ing a business.

3I"T<pH" s. (m. sil^^+^W ) An ornament, a

decoration : of dress (trinkets, jewels, See.), or

of language (rhetoric).

UW^U^'l-i^a. (-3^ rnfn.^lpR

+

Endowed with ornaments, adorned, decorated.

The sci-

ence of rhetoric. As. Res. i. 354.

33*^3 a. (mfn. :3I^£^+<jF3) Adorned, deco-

rated, ornamented.

SFPft^l s. (/.3FT^+f!prl) The adorning

or decorating.

s. (corrupt, of 3Fffit) A name of KAma-
deva, the Hindu deity of love.

a. (mfn. Gt+*?&Ff$$ from R.

Stf^j) Not to be transgressed or violated.

SI^vS^P a. (mfn. :S[+^^) fromR.*T*P) Not

to be transgressed, not to be trespassed against.

3FT3j a. (mfn. ^+ ^vg1) Without modesty or

shame, impudent.

^^5! s - (f-Mf*^) Shamelessness, impu-

dence, immodesty, indecency.
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a. (mfn. 31 +^1^3) Without shame,

impudent, immodest, indecent.

s. (m. -3R from R. 3?) An

earthen water-jar.

vdH^P^<fr a. (mfn.^\\+ v5tlf<<P) Sufficient

for a livelihood.

a. (mfn. 31 +^) Not moved, not in

motion.

sil^<0\i a. (^F^+^J?) Ignorant, stupid,

awkward, clumsy. Carey,

SFR"^ a. (mfn. 31+^^) 1. Not salt. 2.

Fresh. 3. Insipid.

^V^l ad. (a. Certainly, by all means.

(«.) A trench for water dug l'ound

the root of a tree.

3FI3t^ s. (n. ^M^W+ijj See

v^cr^^crj-J
s> ^ hooka or Indian tobacco-pipe.

Carey.

31*^ a. (mfn.
:3I + ??TT) Not obtained, not

received.

3FF^> a. (mfn. + ) Not to be obtained,

unattainable.

31*^*. (indecl. from R. 3T*1?) 1. Ornament,

decoration. 2. Sufficiency, abundance, a. and

ad. Sans. 1. Enough, sufficient. (In this sense

it governs an instrumental case, e. g. ^41^1 °

Enough of these complaints
!

) 2.

Able, adequate to. 3. No, not, superfluous.

4. Useless, insufficient. Wilkins' MS.

3FF^5 5. (m. from 3f*tfj£ R - ^70 L The

palm of the hand with the fingers extended.

2. Vomiting, sickness.

nSFF^I s. (femin. of <t\.^<*i ) Madder

(Rubia Manjit'h).

3I*V§ s. (m.) Killing, death. Wilkins' MS.
<r

^I57!^? s. (m.) 1 . The name of a plant, white
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swallow-wort (Calotropis gigantea alba). 2.

A mad dog. See vJPJ^

.

*Wl3l s. (corrupt, of ^I5?TI^31) Sloth, in-

activity, idleness. Mohun P. p. 108.

SFF^T a. (mfn.^l

+

from R. Idle, lazy,

indolent, listless, s. (m.) 1. An idler, a laz-

zarone. 2. The name of a disease, the swelling

of the feet in elephantiasis. — ^"1
s. (/.) Idle-

ness, sloth, indolence.

3FPii^ a. (mfn. ^3FT3T+^) Idle, lazy, in-

dolent.

vi4<^ |<F^ s . (from a. JfLc) Attachment, connexion.

31^1^1 s. (a. <GL:) Relation, dependence.

3F*TF3 s. (re.) Charcoal, a firebrand, whether

burning or extinguished ; a torch.

3FrtH s. (corrupt, of ^FT5^) The black and

most fatal variety of the cobra de capello (Co-

luber Naga).

3FTt^ or ^Fft^T s. (f.) The bottle-gourd plant

and fruit (Cucurbita lagenaria).

3FTt^ s. (m. 31 The not obtaining

something.

*dKl<T*1 or ^prt^Tl ad. (a. Sepa-

rately, distinctly, apart.

s. (»re.) 1. A large black bee, a humble bee.

2. A scorpion. 3. The kokila or Indian cuckoo

(Cuculus Indicus). 4. A crow. 5. Spirituous

liquor, wine.

^if^T^ s. (re. 3FT + t"^) The forehead, a.

Fruitless, useless, in vain.

swarm of bees.

Not written.

) The root of

the tongue, the epiglottis. Carey.

3rf^J|^*,$». ^Tf^°, from Sjfs*T, from

R. ^?) An earthen water-jar. See ^FT^T .

s. (from 3rf*T) A large black bee; a

centipede, possessing a sting. Carey.

(»?.) A terrace before a house. (Written

also ^Sltf^^
.)

STP^ a. (mfn.^ +fi^ ) Not anointed, not

besmeared, not painted, not disguised ; not

guilty of, not chargeable with, not impli-

cated.

3TpT|fl s. (/. 31 +^^1) Freedom from de-

sire, greediness, or covetousness.

^Rlf|K3 a. (mfn. ^+P^3) Not longed

for, not desired, not eagerly wished for.

3rf^jj «• 0»>. 3I+f%"^) Not eager, notde-

sirous, not greedy.

(»i.) 1. A frog. 2. The name of a

certain singing-bird. 3. A species of beetle.

4. The inside of a lotus. 5. A bee. Wil-

kins' MS.

3Ffl a. (-f^F^m/re. 3M+$^P) Possessing

a sting, s. (rei.) A bee, a scorpion.

1. False, untrue.

2. Unpleasing, unkind. 3. Small, little, trifling.

4. Useless, vain. s. (re.) 1. Falsehood, untruth.

2. Any thing disagreeable ; unkindness. 3. The

sky. 4. The forehead. (See Uf^) -31

(/.) or —3 (n.) Falsehood, uselessness, dis-

agreeableness.

s. (/.) A small water-pitcher.

3F^^a. (In grammar) not subject to elision.

3FJ<£ s. A potatoe or other tuberous root. See

3F^a3 a. (mfn.31+^ ) Not decayed, not obli-

terated.

s . (a. Sjifc) Food or money for sub-

sistence.
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3I5^a. (m/ra.3I + *ffi)
Not coveted, not desired,

not wished for.

sii«*1<$ s. (n.) i. A border. 2. A former life or

state of existence. Wilkins' MS.

interj. O! Oho!

3K^Tt^ a. (mfn. 31+ 0*^) Without men,

without inhabitants, deserted, lonely, desolate.

vilMfeS a. (mfn. 3I+FTTf3\?) Not seen,

not observed, not perceived.

^rr^t^iTir a . ^^+c^T(>*n.u) Not to

be seen or observed, not to be looked at.

3I^lfS3 a. (mfn. 3I+MR>^) Not seen,

not perceived, not observed.

3PTH s. 31+ C*Tf*i) Not an interrup-

tion, not an elision ; the not being superseded.

a. (mfn.) Not subject to elision.

3TC5Tt^ s. (m. $t'+ C*^) The absence of de-

sire, contentment, a. (mfn.) Free from desire,

content.

SK^t^flll a. (mfn. 31 + C^jWfttfj Not to

be wished for, not to be desired, undesirable.

3TFTt^l a. (— m/n. 31+ 0*Tff%=T ) Not

greedy, not desirous, content.

3U«il<W l s. (/. 3I+C^ta\?1 from Fft^)

The not being current among the people, unpo-

pularity.

(wi/w.3I+ C^^ftf^^) Not attached

to worldly affairs ; not current, not popular, un-

civil
;
spiritual, supernatural. —31 (/.) or —3

(n.) Freedom from mundane affairs, spirituality;

unpopularity, the not being current.

n44*!<pI^s.
(
a . plur. of L^ ) Titles, the

addresses of letters.

3F*1 a. (mfn.) Little, small. -31 (/.) or -3
(n.) Smallness, paucity.

3F*W a . (mfn. 3F*I +3^1) Talking little,

not talkative, taciturn.
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3T^^t6 a. (mfn. 3I^)+^T6) Of little

importance, unimportant, trifling.

3[SsW57
i s . (m. 31^+^t^) A short time.

a. (mfn.) Of short duration, transient, tran-

sitory.

3FC1"5$C
1 s . (n. 3R>| + 53»°l) A short time.

^5*HU>UT. s. (3F*l + CS*te +^) Larceny,

pilfering. Mohun P. p. 96.

3^t\5 a. (mfn. 3X^+\3i) Knowing little,

ignorant. —31 (/.) or —3 (n.) Ignorance.

3Ris3^ a. (mfn.3^ +3^ ) Of short stature,

small, thin, pigmy.

3I^IttT45Tc. (mfn. 3F*l +1l*fT) Shortsighted,

imprudent, inconsiderate.

3r^tet7Ta. (mfn. 31^ +^T) Of small pro-

perty, indigent. —31 (/.) Poverty.

3F^l a. (mfn. 3Rl +5ft) Of a limited un-

derstanding, inconsiderate, imprudent.

3F*rat°1 s. (m. 3^+31°!) (In grammar)

An unaspirated consonant.

3F*fclF3 a. (mfn. 3R>i +3TF35

)
Young,

of an early age.

3Jc^i^T a. (mfn. 3F^| + 3^T) Of little

strength, weak, feeble.

3F*f3tRt a. (-fW^mfn. 3F*I + <tfl + t^T
)

Speaking little, not talkative.

3I^tf^"^ a. (mfn. 3Ft1+f3T[r|) Of little

science, not learned, not skilful.

3F^f| a . (mfn. 3^+3^) Of little un-

derstanding, of little reflection, inconsiderate,

imprudent.

SPWWt «• (-f^^ mfn. 3F*j +^tf^T
)

Talking little, taciturn.

3F^mft^ s. (m. 3^^i +3Trf^) The ama-

ranth (Amaranthus polygamus).

Q
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^fteTJ a. (mfn. 3^*1 Of small

value, of a low price, s. (n.) A low price,

cheapness.

3I^f*to ad. Sans. +*t^) At least, in

the smallest degree.

3F*t*lfiF a. (mfn. 3^+*!^) Of little

strength or power, weak, feeble.

3F^t*R^ 5 . (n. 3^*1 +*R^) A basin, a

reservoir.

3T^^^Pi a. (mfn. 3^*1 )
Very small,

very little, very few. Also ^Jc^^c^ .

A small

desideratum, a small deficiency.

3F^W5^tXT ad. (Beng. locat. o/^PttTO^l)
With a small deficiency, within a little.

SPPffag a. (mfn. + SSfHg ) 1. Short

lived. 2. Young, of an early age. s. (m.~) A
goat.

vaiwHWw* s. (m. 3T^i +3lt^t^") Abstinence,

moderation.

Abstemious, taking little food.

a. (mfn. superlative of "^l^H ) Least,

smallest, fewest, very little, very few.

^F^fl^3 a. (mfn. from 3F=i +^3)
Reduced, diminished, brought down to a few.

a. (mfn. comparative of

Smaller, fewer, less
;

very little, very few,

minute.

v&lt««H ad. Sans, (locat. case o/^l^
)
By a little,

nearly, almost.

#^31^ ad. (31^+31^^) By little

and little, by degrees. Also, 'l/T

.

-3P^Root, v. ("-3I*tU3) 1. To pervade, to occupy.

2. To heap or crowd, ix. (S^ftfa) To eat,

to eat hungrily.

3I*t3> a. (mfn. SJ-j-*!^) Of insufficient strength

or power, unable, infirm, weak. — v5l (/.) or

—3
(
n .^ Disability, insufficient strength or

power, weakness.

3?TR? a. (mfn. 3}+*^) Without power or

strength, s. (/.) Want of power or strength.

3}*t^ a. (mfn. 3J+*t3>>) Impossible, not to

be done. —31 (/.) or —3
(n.) Impossibility,

impracticability.

Of little perseverance, possessed of little energy

or effect. Carey.

Without fear, without

apprehension.

Fearlessness, courage,

boldness.

3I*lf^? a. (mfn. 3l + *tf§S3) Fearless, not

alarmed.

31*1^ a. (mfn. ^I + ^ftT) Having no enemy,

without enemies, s. (m.) Not an enemy.

si, (n. R.^P^+^FT) b The act of eating.

2. A meal, food ; boiled rice. 3. (m.) The

name of a plant (Terminalia alata tomentosa,

Rox.}.

The name of

a plant (Marsilea quadrifolia). Written also

SPWirl s. (f.
from 31*1^) Appetite, hunger.

STftlfe? a. (mfn. SHTftll +3^3) Hungry,

wishing for food.

(mf) A thunderbolt, a flash of lightning.

sSP^ftET a. (mfn.fut. part.p. R. SP^+SpflTT)
Eatable, fit for food.

a. (mfn. 3J+ *t*I) Not tranquil, not quiet,

disturbed, agitated. -31 (/.) Perturbation,

want of tranquillity.
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3I*T3lt< a. (mfn. 3J+ *t*ft^") Free from wind,

calm, still.

siH^Wl «• (-t^\ mfn. ^I+^tf^T) Not

corporeal, immaterial, spiritual.

3P^a. (

_

mfn.^[ + *i*3fr
)
Unhappy,

afflicted, wretched, s. (w.) Affliction, wretch-

edness, distress.

3PS
|T3' a . (mfn. 3I+Xtt3') Not tranquil, not

placid, not pacified, not appeased. —31 (/.)

or —3 (rc.) Absence of peace or tranquillity.

3T*Hro a. (m/re.3I+*lT3I) ) Not to be appeased,

not to be tranquillized. — ^31 (/.) or — "3" (n.)

Implacability, inexorableness.

^PTlTFT gm fat ^[+ *t\^^) A want of disci-

pline, control, order, or government.

3[*ttpT3 a. (mfn. 3I + *ftf^3) Undisciplined,

uncontrolled, disorderly.

31*^ a. (mfn. 3J+*ft^) Without a law or

rule
;

irregular, disorderly, unlawful.

<8rt'Wif a. (mfn. Not

defined by the Sdstra or law-code, not pre-

scribed by law.

Not legal, not

according to the Sdstra.

a. (mfn. 3r+ *Tt*P) Not to be con-

trolled, not to be kept in order.

STptf^S a. (mfn. 3J+ f*ffe3) Not taught,

not instructed.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3I*1^-f^t3) 1 •

Eaten. 2. Satisfied.

a. (mfn. from

Formerly grazed by cattle (as a field, &c).

3rf*fa s. (m. R. 3^+$^") 1. Fire. 2. The

sun. 3. A goblin or demon.

«AlPk*<P a. (mfn. 3I+f*t^+^) Without

a head, headless.
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pfitijki (m>.3I+ f*f*]l) Childless.

A childless

woman.

3TMt s. (/.3I+f*t*j+§) A childless woman.

3lf*t^«. (m>.3I+ f*t^) Not taught, not in-

structed, not disciplined, not controlled
;
rude,

profligate. — \?1 (/.) or —3 (n.) Want of

education or discipline, rudeness, profligacy.

3[*ftf\J s. (f.) Eighty.

3Pc
ftf^33d a , (mfn.^ft^S + 3*1) The eightieth.

3T^ a. (mfn. 3I+ *t|f) Not white, not clear.

3P^1 a. (mfn. 31*^+5"]
)

Going or moving

quickly.

3T^fe a . (m>.3I + *ifi>) Not pure, not clean.

3FlC3te a. (mfn. 31*1 + C3"ft) Placable, easily

satisfied.

3J*f^ a. (mfn. 31+^) Not pure, not clear,

not correct, inaccurate. —31 (/.) or —3"
(
n .)

Impurity, incorrectness, inaccuracy.

3Pjf^ a. (mfn. 3I + *tf%) Impure, incorrect.

s. (/.) Impurity, incorrectness.

31*1^3 a. (mfn. 3I+ *jTo) 1. Inauspicious, evil,

bad, unfortunate. 2. Vicious, wicked, s. («.)

1. Misfortune, calamity, inauspiciousness. 2. Sin.

3I*t^5pl s . (n. 3I*t^ + 5$°]) An inauspicious

moment.

3J*t^f^ s . (f 3P^+ Tjf*fe) A bad aspect

(in astrology). Mohun P. p. 135.

31*1^ a. (mfn. 3I + *J%) Without a remunera-

tion, fee, or reward
;

gratis.

31*1331 s. (f 3I+*tM) Disobedience, in-

attention, disrespect.

3T*tB3> a. (mfn. 3I + *jfc33
) Not dry, wet, moist.

3I*t3" a. (mfn. 3I+*R) Not like a hero, not

valiant, not courageous.

Q 2
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The name of a tree (Vitex alata\

Hort. Seng. p. 46.

3P^[ a. (mfn. 3I+ *j^[) Without horns, with-

out points or peaks (as a mountain).

Without a remainder,

entire, all, infinite.

3^*1^32 ad. Sans. (3K*fa+3*1) Wholly,

entirely.

a. (mfn.

every sort, in every respect, whole, complete.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of 3ICA1^) En-

tirely, wholly.

ad. Sans, (instr. case of 3JX
st
t^') En-

tirely, wholly.

3H*fe a. (mfn. 3[+ PTti^) Free from grief or

distress, happy, s. 1. (m.) The name of a tree

(Jonesia Asoka, Roxb.). 2. (ra.) Quicksilver.

sn^ratfcn. s. (f. siprte+crtfrtl)
The name of a medicinal plant, used as a seda-

tive and laxative : the same as

3[t
x
i1^i s. (femin. of 33X*fe) A medicinal

plant, called also <^^^1

.

3I?^t^Srt i (f. StfTO + SPfctft) The

eighth day of the first half of the month Chaitra.

As. Res. in. 277.

) Not to

be regretted, not to be grieved for.

3> Htl>) a . (mfn. 31 + C*ffe ) Not to be grieved

for, not to be regretted.

Not cleaned,

not purified.

3ir1t^rr s. (n. 3T+C*tt^T) Want of beauty

or elegance, a. Not elegant, not fair, not beau-

tiful.

3K*ttf%3 a. (mfn. 31+ C^ftf^J) Not adorned,

not embellished, not decorated.
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3lHl^ s. (n. 3I+Ht5) Impurity, unclean-

ness.

) A want of courage,

heroism, or bravery.

An emerald (lit.

the womb of stones, or the primary stone).

A stone ball

for the defence of fortresses. Wilkins' MS.

3TSI3i s. (n. 3rH^+3) Red chalk.

3PC3J*^ s. (n.) A stone, a rock.

31*^3' s. (n. corrupt, of31*^1^+313?) Afire-

place, a hearth"; a portable fireplace, a. (mfn.')

Unbounded, unlimited. 2. Inauspicious, un-

lucky.

31*^1^ s. (n. 3P°5FT+^ ) The plant that

yields benzoin (Styrax benzoin).

31*51^^ s. (m. 3I*H\+^*N) A mortar of

stone or iron.

^m^rtpT s . (m. 3I*XFr+ On1%) The erne-

raid. See

3I*TR" a ,

(
mfn ,

31*11^+ "3") Stony, rocky, ap-

pertaining to stones or rocks.

31^5^ s . (f 3T
S"IR+^) The stone or gravel

in the bladder or kidneys
;
strangury.

3Ps^RTT[ s. (m. 3P*H3fi+fT) The name of a

tree (Tapia crataeva).

^M<?ilA4 s. (m. The name

of a plant (Terminalia alata glabra).

3P*OT s. (mn. 31*^+ ^T^") Iron. (Lit.

the pith or essence of stone).

3J£} s. (n.) 1. A tear. 2. Blood.

3£S^ a. (mfn. 3I+£W) Not believing, not

trusting, incredulous, sceptical.

3J*^1 s. (f.
31+^^1) Disbelief, incredulity.
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SI^T^I a. (mfn. 31+$^) Not to be

believed, incredible.

Unwearied, without

fatigue, s. (wi.) Absence of fatigue.

Not wearied, not

fatigued.

^3T^t^ a. (mfn. + Not performing the

Sraddha or sacrifice in honour of the manes of

ancestors.

31^13" a. (mfn. ^I+^t^) Not fatigued, not

wearied, not exhausted ; continued.

31^1"^ s. plur. (a. uJ^i! plur. of iLMS)
Nobles, grandees, men of high rank.

3I$t33 a. («/n.3|+3t$ from R.$>') Not to

be pronounced, not to be spoken of.

s.
(f.~)

The edge of a sword. 2. An angle,

a corner, any sharp extremity. Also written

^ftHl^a. mfn. Sl +Sfl?!^) Not

auspicious, not splendid, not beautiful.

(w.) A tear.

3J£fc3*& a. (mfnSSfS5+^h) One whose throat

is choaked with tears.

33^3 a. (mfn. 31 +£^3) Not heard of, un-

heard.

313^4^. (
mfn. 3£fc+^) Filled with tears.

a . {mfn. 31+0^) Not the best, not

distinguished, common, vulgar.

STJfftP a . (mfn. 31+^^) ) Not deserving ap-

plause or praise.

^Tjft^T a. (mfn. 31 +^^) Not elegant, rude,

rustic, s. [n.\ Rustic or vulgar language.

3K^<?. (m. 31+ PJfa) Disjunction, discord,

disunion, dislike.

s. (f. 3H^ + 3rl) The ninth Nak-

shatra, or lunar mansion, containing five stars.
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3f<l s. (m.) 1. A horse. 2. A particular serpent.

Wilkins' MS.

3T^3n<F s. (m. 3T<l+3? l+^) A timber-tree,

commonly called Sacw'ha or Sal (Shorea ro-

busta).

a. (mfn. 3T^ + C^tf^Tl) Skilful

in horsemanship.

s. (f. 3$ + yl^) The name of a plant

(Physalis flexuosa).

s. (m.) 1. A mule. 2. A swift elephant.

(m.*) The Banyan or holy fig-tree

(Ficus religiosa).

3T^TN s . (m. 3$+*tf^) The keeper of a

horse, a groom.

3T?fav33" s. (n. 3T^ + 3\53") A stud of horses

and mares.

^<0<tS s. (m. plur. of ^<\5<) Horses

and mares.

(m. dual of 3r^<0(,<1) A horse

and a mare.

A species of grass

(Saccharum spontaneum) of which a cushion is

made for certain religious rites. (Lit. horse-

hair). Trans. R.A.S. i. 454.

3J$t3Tp s. (m. 3$ +t&0 ) A farrier.

3T^t^ s .
(m . from R. *I)

The name of a plant, Oleander (Nerium odo-

rum).

3F^?U s. (m. 3$ +*J?U ) A sort of demi-gods,

represented with a horse's head : commonly

called Kinnaras.

3T^TIlH s. (m. 3$ + ) The actual or em-

blematic sacrifice of a horse. As. Res. vm.

436. seq.

A horse fit

for an Aswamedha sacrifice.
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3T^I^ a. {mfn. 3^ +TJJS
5
) Drawn by horses,

with horses yoked before.

3rWTl s. (/. 3r3+*ft*Tl) A stable for

horses.

3TtPf3"S s. (rc.^+f*!"^) The knowledge

of horses. Wilkins' MS.

s. {Jemin. of ) A mare.

WflflPS s. (m. SUjRftrtSlj An officer ap-

pointed to superintend the horses, a master of

the horse. Trans. R.A.S. 1. 174.

^T^Ri? a- {mfn- +^\^) Mounted on

horseback. 5. {m.) A horseman.

The mount-

ing on horseback, horsemanship, riding.

SrttU !<<P a. (mfn.^i + 3Tk«lv*) Mount-

ing on horseback, riding, s. {m.) A horseman.

atftret^t a. (-1K\mfn. 3W+3ltRt5+
Mounting on horseback, s. {m.) A horse-

man.

$IHW«, (/.3r^ +f^+^) 1. (In astronomy)

the first of the twenty-seven Nakshatras or

constellations in the moon's path. 2. (In my-

thology) a nymph, the asterism personified.

s. dual. (—^3 m.

The Aswinas or twin-sons of the nymph As-

WINI.

Slf^pft s. dual. (-"Rfts
m.3T3+t5

l) (In

mythology) the twin-sons of the nymph Aswini

by Surya, and physicians of the gods.

3Tfl. s. (/. 3$ A mare.

~5$X$- 8. (n. +^TT) A multitude of horses.

Root, i. (^ifo, -G3) 1. To go or

move. 2. To take or receive. 3. To shine.

See R. ^P^.

3^\5^t°1 a.Jmfn.^+^+3fte^¥) A
secret, something confined to the knowledge of

two persons only.
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3I^T¥ s. (m. corrupt, of ^UHl bl) The month

Ashadha (June—July). 2. A student's staff.

The name of the

twentieth and twenty-first lunar mansion of the

Hindus.

s. (corrupt, of ) A medicine, a drug.

^ a. (-^ mfn.) Eight.

s. {n. 3^+^) One-eighth : especially

a book or section in the Sanhitd or collection

of hymns of the Rig-Veda : the whole Sanhitd

consists of eight Ashtakas, each of which is

subdivided into eight Adhydyas or lectures.

SFtertl si (/. 31^+ C^1°l) An octangular

figure, an octagon.

3T^fl a. (mfn. )
Eightfold, eight

times.

3jWt3lT s. (m.^+ 5
l
C1+^rWTT) The

asylum of the eight necessary qualities : a king.

a. (mfn. 15^1f^'
OJe

i) The

forty-eighth. Also written SI&^Ttf^ *!

.

a. (mfn.

Forty-eight. Also written ^&T>Ttfl"0KK

.

3I«^1f^" *l3£I a. (mfn.) The forty-eighth.

3P&t1 ad. Sans. (3T^+$t1) Eightfold, eight

times, in eight manners.

3PWi£ a. (corrupt, of^I^Rft )
Ninety-eight.

^F^FR^ a. (mfn.
:5S$S%+ 7F&3) The ninety-

eighth. Also written

^P^Rft a. {mfn. ^\+^f^) Ninety-

eight. Also written 3T^t*i< fe.

^T^R'Rivj^. a. (mfn.) The ninety-eighth.

^T^r^ a. (corrupt, of SF&T^fa) Ninety-

eight.

^F&W*! a. {mfn. 3F^+W*t) The fifty-

eighth. Also written ^Tfct^W*! .
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IRfcWFl^ «. («/». Fifty-

eight. Also written

a. (mfn.) The fifty-eighth.

3^3^ k (mfn. #t^£V^U ) Of eight

kinds or sorts.

31^^ a. 31^+^3") Working

through the whole day and night, unceasing,

unremitting.

a. (mfn. 3F$\+ftH) Of eight kinds

or sorts, eightfold. 3T£f^° The eight-

fold duties of princes. Wilkins' MS.

3P$XT a . (wi/w. 3T^+3I) The eighth.

>ffWi A (/«nin. o/3T&I) The eighth day of

either fortnight of a lunar month.

a. (mfn. The sixty-eighth.

Also written ^t^.
^^f^ a. (mfn. ^T^Tf^f^) Sixty-eight.

Also written

^Wf^JJI a. (mfn.) The sixty-eighth.

a. (mfn. 3T§^+*l3v3) The seventy-

eighth. Also written ^EP&l^Rfej .

^T^fe a. (mfn. ^PS^+^f^) Seventy-

eight. Also written

a. (mfn.) The seventy-eighth.

3T&f^ s. (n.
;3r$5T+3Tft) The eight principal

members on which the Hindus make religious

marks, viz. the two hands, the breast, forehead,

eyes, throat, and middle of the back. a. (mfn.)

Having the eight parts which are required in

order to be tried in a court. The Hindu writers

on jurisprudence require the king or his deputy

the judge, assessors, the law, an astrologer, a

writer, gold, fire, and water to be present at

the trying of a cause. Carey.

3T$fftroKl a . (mfn. ^S^+fb" *! ) The thirty-

eighth.

a. (mfn.^P%^+T^n^ )
Thirty-

eight.

3T£rf^0>l3II a. (mfn.) The thirty-eighth.

a. (mfn. SI^H+ Tt*! fromMj The

eighteenth.

a. (mfn. Eighteen.

3Ftfr[*tl a.(-f^mfn. 3I<H+T*f*l^) The

eighteenth.

3P$Wt*. (mn. 31^+^1*) 1. A checquered

board or cloth for drafts, dice, &c. 2. Gold.

a. (mfn. )The twenty-

eighth.

3T£Tft *rfo a. (ra>.^H+f^0,Tfe) Twen-
ty-eight.

^F^tf^^f^sS1! a. (mfn.) The twenty-eighth.

a. (from 3F&Wtfe) Eighty-eight.

3TfcWt3 a. (mfn. ^fe^Pfl?) The eighty-

eighth.

3Pfct*ftf3 a. (mfn. 3t^+ 3I*ftf3 )
Eighty-

eight.

^T^Htf^?^ a. (mfn.) The eighty-eighth.

(/.) A kernel, the stone of a fruit.

3T$tPreU (from^lf^) Costiveness, consti-

pation.

SFft^ s. (n.) or -3t\ (_^ m . from

^tlf^+^S) The knee.

ad. (from On eight sides,

in every part, on all sides.

Root, i.
(

;3PTf^, -C3) 1. To go, to

move. 2. To take or receive, IH (^5lf%)

To be. iv. (3pPf3, _G3) To throw or

direct. (With $JPl prefixed) To forsake
j
(with

1%) To put down.

As a Kridanta suffix, subjoined to roots,
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requires the change called Guna of the pre-

ceding radical vowel, and serves to form miscel-

laneous neuter substantives, e. g. 0x3^ Sense,

mind, from R. To be conscious

;

Milk, from R. To drink. Wilkins' Gr. %. 800.

3FT°^ a. (mfn. 3J+^ Tn^) Not united,

not connected, not brought into contact.

SFPtntl s. (m. 3I+ *T°tXrt1 ) The absence

of union, connexion, or contiguity.

3pT°*ftT s. (m. 3I+ *T *ftl) The absence of

uncertainty or doubt, a. (mfn.) Free from

doubt, certain, ad. (—Vi°) Undoubtedly.

3pr°*ftfU (-f^^/».^+^09etRrtH En-

tertaining no doubt, certain, confident.

s. (m. SU^^'fa) The absence

of any particular habit or mode .pf acting ; the

absence of ceremony, inauguration, or conse-

cration.

3pT°*^3a. (mfn.^ +^^S) Not artificially

contrived, not followed as a habit, not inaugu-

rated, not consecrated.

SFT *^ s. (n. ^+3T°*$t=T) The not re-

maining together, a want of consistence or ad-

herence ; absence of a stock or property.

3FT°fH3 a. (mfn. ^H +^°P^3) Not re-

maining together, not united, not collected.

<3FP5>3 s. (m. A form of battle-

array : in separate order (including a half-

moon, &c.)

ad. Sans. (31 +^^) More than

once, repeatedly, again and again.

s. (n. ^+^1") ) A want of friendship

or agreement.

a. (mfn. ^ +^^3) Unattended, un-

accompanied
;

having no friends or acquaint-

ances. Wilkins' MS.

SJ^T^c^ s. +T^^i ) A want of thought,

reflection, or imagination, a. (mfn.) Without

thought, reflection, or fancy.

3FT<pf^3 a. (mfn. ST+^T^f^fa) Not

thought of, not reflected upon, not imagined.

a. (mfn.^+^r^^H^ot reduced,

not abridged.

3FPS^;) a. (mfn. 31+ 3^8^11) Innumerable,

not to be counted over, incalculable.

) Not a calculation,

not a sum, not a total.

Not calcu-

lated, unnumbered.

^$^5 a. (mfn. 31+^^) Not to be

numbered, not to be ascertained by calculation,

innumei'able, incalculable.

3pT^t a. (mfn. ^

+

3Tff) Without connexion,

without ties of union, solitary, alone.

Not come together,

not met ; not conformable, not consistent ; im-

probable, unlikely. — ^3.1 (/•) An inconsistency,

an improbability.

Sp^t^i s. (n. S^^+SltW^) In-

consistent conduct, unusual behaviour.

The want of union,

concord, or agreement; improbability; the being

without property.

The not coming to-

gether, non-arrival, disunion, dispersion.

^FT^ri^ s. («i55^^pfJ0 The not bein8'

united, the not coming together, a non-concur-

rence.

3FFt5lffc3 a . (mfn. 31 +T^TffcS ) Not

united, not met with, not concurring with.

3FT55f^Ts. (n. SFT^+Ffef) Bad be-

haviour, a. (mfn.) Acting badly.
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a. (mfn. ^3I+ :jT^1) Without a harness or

armour.

3FTf^3 a. (mfn. SJ+ ^Tf^KS from *F3f|) Un-

harnessed, unarmed, unaccoutred.

3FTf^3 a. (mfn. 31+ *rflt*3) Not collected,

not heaped up, not accumulated.

3FT^a. (mfn. 31+^^) 1. Not existing, not

being. Mann i. 11. As. Res. vm. 404. 2.

Not good, bad, wicked. (Frequently in com-

position, e. g.) SFT^^t^ An impious man,

from 3FT^-fH^
;
3pT^*ir An impious

act, from SPT^ +^E .

a. (mfn.
:Q+ 'W3i) Not observing, not

attending to, inattentive.

jAl^lssWl s. (from Ungodliness, wicked-

ness, sin.

a. (femin. of ^PT^-i) Not good, not

virtuous, not chaste.

^twVj?*. (w.^v3l + 3J3) A bastard.

(n. 3FTS + ^*tf) A bad action,

a crime.

s. (ri/WSK+mS} A bad action, a

crime.

s.(f.) or 1^^3(7*. + or

Non-existence.

3pTcD a . (mfn. ^5+ ^5)) Not true, false.

SFTGRM a . (-f%%mfn. + *tft^)
Not speaking the truth, telling lies.

^TOTOT s. (m. ^Ff^+^t"^ ) Bad or

wicked conduct.

SpfF*! a. (mfn. 31+^*1) Not similar, not

resembling.

•l-HSW s. (m. ^FT^+^te) 1. Non-ex-

istence. 2. A bad condition, want of kindness,

sincerity, or friendship, wickedness.

s. (n. R. 3FT) The act of throwing

or sending. (?ra.) The name of a plant (Termi-

nalia alata tomentosa, Wilson ; or Pentaptera

tomentosa, Hort. Beng. p. 34).

a. (mfn. 31 +^^) Not satisfied, not

pleased.

(m. + Dislike, dissatis-

faction, displeasure.

SFTC5^ a. (mfn. ^f+^i^X'j Without doubt,

suspicion, or danger, s. (>»•) The absence of

doubt, danger, or suspicion.

3FT^1£ a. (mfn. ^J+ ^Sl^) Not harnessed,

not accoutred. Carey.

3Ffft3 a. (mfn. Wfi&tPfo) Not partaking

of the same funeral cake, not related within the

seventh degree. Manu v. 60.

a. (mfn. ^I +^R !) Not belonging to

the same class or tribe. (In grammar) Not of

the same order, or formed by the same organ,

(as a letter, &c.)

v£l*l<t^ s. (a. c-iLj plur. oii^^) Furniture,

baggage, apparatus.

^FT^P a. (mfn. 31+3^ ) Unfit for an assem-

bly or for society, unpolished, rude. — n3*1 (/.)

or —^ (w.) Rudeness, want of politeness.

31^4 a. (mfn. ^I+ ^SI) Uneven, not level

;

dissimilar, unusual.

WtfWfc s. The not being within

sight, absence.

t3OT^Stf^| s. (n. ^T +^WStfe+T) The

not belonging to the same class, heterogeneity.

Mohun P. p. 155.

SpW^f s. (n. ^+*fBGW) Discord.

STOUT s. (jw.^I+ ^TmT) An eyil or unfortu-

nate time, a season of calamity or distress, a.

(mfn.^) Unseasonable, out of season, prema-

ture.

R
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ad. Sans. (heat, case o/WUl Un-

seasonably, prematurely, or too late.

^Fmsf a . (mfn. Sl+ SfHSf) Unable, insuffi-

cient, incapable.

ibHuiil^Jrf £ (£f£ + Of un-

common daring or temerity.

#^#f^ft a. (-P^mfn.^WT+^TI^
+ ) Of uncommon daring or prowess.

^PTSrg a . (mfn. ^T+^flRJ) Not composed,

not compounded, simple.

JSSSSSP" s. (m. 31+3^*^) Want of re-

spect, disregard.

^PStSP a. (mfn. Disregarded,

disrespected.

A want of rale,

disposition, or order.

Inconsiderateness.

SFTXTttfftT a. (mfn. ^ +Wt\J^[) Not to be

arranged, not to be brought under a certain dis-

position or order.

SFTEUft a. (m/ra.SI+ S^rfr) Dissimilar; un-

equal, uneven. (In grammar) heterogeneous,

dissimilar (as a vowel, &c).

a. (mfn.^+W^^) Not finish-

ing, not accomplishing.

^WMH^'frUl s . (/. ^WW^H^ttl)
(In grammar) a participle. Mohun P. p. 123.

a. (mfn. SJ +Wt^t) Not finished,

not accomplished, not brought to a conclusion.

^Wt^i'Ul a. mfn. ^P^ffe
fromR.

)
Acting inconsiderately.

^^t^ec. (mfn. 33+^!g.) Not increased, not

become opulent or wealthy.

a. (mfn. M+$IS$Sk) Not finished,

not perfect, not obtained, not acquired.

^PT^f ! a. (mfn. SI + ^Fjfa) Not filled up,

not completed, imperfect.

SpF^TttfWa. (^.SJ +^Wft^) Not

connected with society, retired, unsocial, churl-

ish. — "31 (/.) or —3 (w.) Unsociableness.

(mjh.^5[+*F%%) 1. Unconnected,

not related to. 2. Uncommon, unusual.

a. (mfn.^ +W^^) Not covered,

not concealed, s. (w.) Not a covering, not a

concealment.

^FT^sJ a. (mfn.^ +W^S) Not covered, not

concealed.

3J*1^< a. (mfn. ^+^^<) Not usual, not

common, not regular : unlikely, improbable.

3prgt^rTl s. (f. ^+^r§t^Tl) Unexpected-

ness, inconceivableness : the being beyond all

thought ; wretchedness.

SFTgfa^ffa a. 3I+^f§toft?T) Not to

be conceived, improbable, impossible.

Not coming

into the mind, not conceived, not thought of

;

not effected, not produced.

^FTgt^ a .
(-f^L mfn.^l +^gtf^T) Not

imaginable, not likely, not probable ; not to be

effected or produced.

SFTgW a. (mfn.^+^W) Not talking,

not conversing, taciturn, unsociable.

3FT§t^1"l s . (f 3I+*T§W1) Want of con-

versation, of affability or politeness.

3FT§tf^3 a. (mfn. 31+^^3) Not con-

versed with, not spoken to.

ffff§]P a. (mfn. ^51+^§t^ ) Not to be

spoken to, not to be conversed with.

a. (mfn. + ) Uncommon, un-

usual, improbable ; not produced, not existing,

impossible.
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3FTJTqIT s. (m. ^SI+^Hp^) A want of re-

spect or attention, a. (mfn.} Wanting reverence

or respect.

CJFTIi^t^ a . (mfn. ^I+^ST^T^") Not honour-

ed, not respected
;
disregarded, treated slight-

ingly.

3PP*I\3 a. (mfn.^ +W^S) Not of the same

opinion, dissentient, differing from.

^HtfS s. (f 3J+ *p5lf3) Difference of

opinion, disagreement.

SFFUlFr s. (m. Dishonour, dis-

grace, an affront.

3FF3lfpre a. (mfn. U+ ^pSTTf^?) Not

honoured, disgraced, dishonoured.

^I^R^ a. (mfn. ^J+^M^) Not sincere, in-

sincere, not upright, dishonest. — (/.) In-

sincerity, want of rectitude or uprightness.

^J^F^s. (
A

. J*l) 1. Origin. 2. The original

sum of a capital without the interest.

) Not to be

borne or sustained.

^T^TTTa. (m/w.^I + ^T^TT) Without a helper,

without an assistant. —31 (/.) or —^ (re.)

The want of an assistant.

) Not accompanied,

not assisted.

^FTft^F a . (mfn. + Impatient, not

solitary, not sustaining pain or distress.

(/.) or —^ (re.) Impatience ; the being unable

to sustain distress or pain.

31^) a. (mfn. 31+^5? ) Not to be sustained,

not to be borne or tolerated. —^1 (/,) or —^
(re.) Intolerableness.

s. (a. Uc) A rod, staff, or stick.

3FTfe$K ad. Sans. (31 +^TW^) Not in

one's presence, n'ot within sight.
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SPPttjlp a. (mfn. 3I+*Ttf^) Not good,

ungodly, not virtuous.

3FTf^ a . (mfn. ^+^1^) Not accomplish

ing an undertaking.

5P9rtW$5 a. (mfn. SJ+ STftTftST) Not to be

accomplished, impracticable.

^FTW^l a. (mfn. ^+ Not com-

mon, specific, particular.

^FTT^a. (mfn. ^T +^Tt^) Not good, not right-

eous, ungodly, impure. Trans. M.A.S.i. 553.

a. (mfn. ^ffcpTt&fc) Not to be carried

into effect, not to be accomplished, impossible.

*-jf§* (/.) or — 'S' (re.) Impracticability, impos-

sibility.

SPTM^p a . (mfn. ^I +^Tt^) Not having a

rival, opponent, or adversary.

^tf^f=f a. (mfn. Sl +^Wt^) Not atten-

tive, not adverting to. — \3l (/.) or —^ (re.)

Want of attention.

(p. j\(ly\a£.) One who carries a

rod or staff, a lictor.

^PJJSP^ s. (re. ^r + ^TtUsS) Incapacity, disa-

bility.

^FTftrfr) a . (mfn. ^^TO'W ) Not com-

mon, not usual, specific, particular.

SFTteft s .

(
A

. ^U) A client.

3pl1^3 ad. Sans. (^+^T^°) Not now.

^FTt^a. (mfn. ^T+ 'TO') Without juice or

substance, sapless, pithless, worthless, unsub-

stantial, s. (»w.) The sappy or white part of

timber. Carey. —^1 (/.) or — "3" (w.) Worth-

lessness, want of solidity.

SFTtottftf s. (re. 3I^mfl7T +f ) Fa-

naticism. MohunP. p. 161.

a. (-ft^ (mfn. + +

SlKVlO Fanatical. Mohun P. p. 161.

R 2
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Spr^TD a. (mfn. ^+^t^TD) Without

assistance, without aid. s. (m.) Want of aid

or assistance.

(m.) A sword, a scymitar.

(/•) ^ attending upon the inner

or women's apartments.

^f^TsS a. (mfn. 3I+ f^T3) Not white, black.

3rpT3^ s. (>.3IpT3+ p
te?) The dark half

of a lunar month.

v. a. (from R. ^l^) To throw, to cast.

3TpT^°3? s. (m.3l1%+ A marine monster.

Not completed, not

perfected, not accomplished, not established by

proof. —31 (/.) or —^ (w.) The not being-

completed or proved.

3lf^Tff a. (mfn. ^+ P\f%) Deficient in evi-

dence or argument, not established by proof.

s. (f.) Deficiency of proof or evidence.

Slf^tT^.,. (m.^f^+^R^from R.^)
An armourer, a furbisher, a sword or tool-

cleaner. Carey writes it

) A knife.

SrfMS s. (n. ^f^+ ^fa") 1. The blade of a

sword or scymitar. 2. A sheath or scabbard.

3. (m.) Sugar-cane. 4. A hell paved with

swords.

^Tf^!I^T s. (n. ^f^TT +^T) 1. A field

of sugar-canes. 2. A place in hell where the

leaves of the trees are sword-blades. Manu
iv. 90.

Srf^FTCft s . (f. SlfsT+^+tfl) A knife (lit.

the daughter of a sword).

swordsman,

a soldier armed with a sword.

3pf|?Ia. (-K\mfn. 31+^3^) Without

boundaries or limits, unlimited.

3F£ s. (m. pi always, 1. Life. 2. The

five vital breaths or airs of the body. (Used

in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) Without breath,

lifeless, dead, from f<3! Without, +^^.) a.

(mfn.) Swift.

3FT^3 a. (mfn. 31+^3) Not well done;

not having performed good actions.

^P^U a. (mfn.^+^&i) Unfortunate, unhappy,

unsatisfied, s. (n.) Dissatisfaction, want of con-

tentment
;
vexation, grief

;
misery.

;3Ppt3R5 a. (mfn. *ll + ) Pro-

ducing displeasure or dissatisfaction.

3FT^TT a. (mfn. SpPU+Tt) Affording no sa-

tisfaction, uncomfortable.

S^afrrtTO a . (mfn. SFjll +Iffe ) Pro-

ducing dissatisfaction or pain.

Occasioning dissatisfaction, pain, or distress.

3FRtT. a. (-f^m/rc. ^PT^+^) Un-

happy, dissatisfied, discontented, uncomfortable.

:3pF3 a. (mfn. ^Sl+ ^vS) Without a son, with-

out children, childless.

) The possession

of vital breath
;

life, existence.

3FT=^ a ,

(
mfn . ^5I+^H^) N t handsome,

not fair, uncomely, plain, ugly.

^^T^j a . (mfn. ^H-^^) Not asleep, awake.

^FpT s. (mf. ^3I+ >J^< ) An Asura ox demon ;

(fig.) a wicked man.

nH^T. s. (f from ) Black mustard-seed

(Sinapis ramosa). Also written

3Fj$t3) a. (mfn. ^T + ^T^T^> from R. 3 ) Not

agreeable to the hearing, of an unpleasant

sound.

^FF5^ a. (mfn. 31+^5) Not well placed,

uncomfortable, unpleasant, unwell, sick.
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(/.) or — ^9 (w.) An unpleasant situation, sick-

ness.

3FT^ a. (-"&!>>.'^+^nT ) 1. Without

a friend or well-wisher. 2. An enemy.

3F^T5pl s. (n.) Disrespect. Also written 3FJEpi

or 3PjT#>i .

3FTI> 5
fllI a. (mfn. 31+^^) Not to be

said, not to be indicated.

3Prf1>3 a. (mfn. 3I + 3jf(>3) Not pointed out,

not indicated, not made known.

3F^T a. (mfn.^Sl+^l) Without a son, desti-

tute of children.

nAJ.^1U1 s. (/.) Detraction, calumny, malice.

33^PJ a. (mfn. ^JUl+3) Malicious, blam-

ing, detracting, reviling.

3T*=ro s ,
(
m . 3I+ 3TIP ) 1 . No sun. 2. A para-

helion. (mfii^) Sunless.

'^mftp. s. (31+^^6 acc. case of^6 +
Vf*}}

) Females kept in the women's apart-

ments
;

(lit.) Not allowed to see the sun.

3F^ S .
(-^n. from 31 + R. ^^?) Blood.

3F^*1 s. (m. from R. F#J A drinker

of blood, a Rakshasa.

3FT^1 s. (f 3F^+*tTi) The skin. Also

written

3^5^. («-3I+ R. ^0 Blood -

(mf. corrupt, of <Z$t3 ) A
stream of blood. Also written 3T*Pft|»*l (/.)

3F^ a. (m/w.3I+^) Not created, not pro-

duced.

310^01^ a. (mfn. 3I+0J'1(>1<P) Never sa-

tiating, desirable, lovely, charming.

^1^43? a . (mfn. 31 + C%<fej 1. Not attend-

ing to, not honouring, not worshipping. 2. Des-

titute of attendants or worshippers.

sUPfcfeQP a. (mfn. 3t+W^I) Not to be

attended to, not to be honoured.

a. (m/n.3I+(.^f<sS) Not honoured,

not held in respect.

33I*1<.> a. (m/re.3I+ C^FRD ) Not to be honoured,

not to be revered or worshipped, not entitled to

respect.

3iriTtW a . (mfn. 31+(^1^) Not having

a uterine or full brother, s. (m.) Not a full

brother.

3IC^!^rP s . (n. 3[ + FTt^ ) A want of civi-

lity or politeness, rudeness.

3ICM^^j 5. (n. 3^f*h§rt*&t) A want of

felicity, infelicity, unhappiness.

3R7ft&3: s .

(
n . 31+ Cfl"^ from *J^) Want

of beauty, uncomeliness, want of property or

substance.

a. (mfn.

Destitute of beauty, uncomely.

3!UHl^t^ s.
(
n . 31+0^1^ ) A want of

friendship or kindness.

3F^OTt5fl s. (In grammar) the junction of a

sibilant with a consonant.

3F3^*T;Ta. (™/w.3I+ :5:Stf5;:
T;T) Not stumbling,

not slipping.

3FJlt*rFtfo a. (mfn. 3^^ +^) Of

a steady gait, sure-footed, stedfast.

3Fa];f^3 a. (mfn. 31 +^1^3) Not stum-

bling, not slipping.

3R3«. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.3pT^+>3) Thrown,

cast, sent. s. (?/?.) 1. The western mountain,

that behind which the heavenly luminaries ap-

pear to set. 2. Sun-set ; the setting of any

heavenly luminary.

31^3^ s
(% 3T5 + 3>t5?[) The time of sun-
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STS^te a. (mfn.^ + 5t;3) Gone down, set,

as a luminary.

The going west-

ward, the setting of a luminary. Mohun P.

p. 136.

3r§ft|T s. (m. ^ra +fTft) The western

mountain, that behind which the heavenly lu-

minaries appear to set.

ajBSPftir a. (mfn. ^+^^. from R. ^)
Not to be praised, not entitled to praise.

31^3^ s. (a. $%£>ty A stable.

^Isi^ s. (indecl. from
)

Disappearance,

setting, vanishing (as that of a luminary).

*. (-^ m. R. 3F3j-3) One who dis-

charges arrows, an archer.

^T^t^ s . (m. ^Iti +^IO^ ) The western

mountain, behind which the heavenly lumina-

ries appear to set.

^iMk^^ a. (-faX mfn. 31*5+
^H^T+ 3I<F:

lf^<PJj Reposing on the west-

ern mountain, being about to set (as the sun, &c).

A suffix employed to fonn adverbs of

place, e. g. Below, underneath
;

from 31^3" inferior + 3r9"K . See ^ .

ad. (third pers. sing. pres. ofR. 3T^To
be) Now being, existent, present.

3lf^tlT s. (m. ^rf%+ ^tTT) A predicament

or category. Trans. JR.A.S. i. 554.

3T^5 ad. (imperat. of R. ^."Hj Be it so, let

it be.

3[^I\3 a. (mfn. 31 +^3) Not praised, not ex-

tolled.

3T3f\3 s. (/. 31 + ^fsJ) The absence of praise

or applause.

3T^Q) a. (mfn. 31+ ^fR)) Not laudable, not

deserving praise.

31*5 s. (n. R. 3PT+ 3") 1. An arrow, a shaft,

any weapon that is shot or thrown. 2. An in-

strument, an edged tool.

3J*5^t3" s. (m. 31*5+3^) A maker of wea-

pons, an armourer.

vi^pWT, a. (-f$\ mfn. 3l*jj+^tft^T)
Making weapons or arms. s. (m.) An armourer.

Shooting-

arrows or other missile weapons.

srgftftv^ s .
(
m

. ^rg+f^^^) a
surgeon.

#ifftfft^fl 5 . (/. 3F3+ftf^*ri)
Surgery.

3I*5\!8 a. (mfn. 3I*jj+ \5j) Conversant with

arms, skilled in the use of weapons.

33*j$TR3? a. (mfn. 31*5+ <4;t^ )
Carrying

weapons or arms, armed.

3F3#rte°J s. (n. SFg+^W) The bearing

arms, the seizing arms, the providing with arms

or weapons.

a. (~U\mfn.
Bearing anns or weapons, armed.

) Protec-

tion from being struck by a weapon.

ST^'PRrfe s . (f 3J*5+f%3f3) The laying

aside the use of arms.

3I*jtf^ a. (-f^ mfn. 3J*ji+ R.f31T
)

Conversant with weapons, skilled in the use of

arms.

SFgiWl s. (f 31*5 +TW1) Knowledge of

arms, acquaintance with the use of weapons.

31*53^ s. (/. 31*5 + <[f^) A shower of arrows

or other missile weapons.

3I*it^P s . (m.^tnpp) A surgeon.

3i*jprFf s. (m. srg+nt^: fr0m r. ^5 a
polisher of armour ; an armourer, a furbisher.

arra
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^ragj^f a. (mfn. WSfM^^P, from R.

^4^) Scouring or polishing arms. s. (m.) A
furbisher, an armourer.

Arms both for

shooting (as arrows, &c.) and for use at close

quarters (as a sword, &c).

s , (m. ^Pg^+ ^fx?) A master

at all sorts of arms.

Destitute of

weapons or arms, unarmed.

An armory,

a storehouse for arms, an arsenal.

s. (m. + The blow

of a weapon, the wound inflicted by a

weapon.

Struck with

a weapon.

^^1<P a. (mfn. H+ + Without a wife,

not accompanied by a wife.

3I*£p1, -^T, -^Tor -3" a. (mfn. 31+^1
+ ^\

, ^T, *f or <) Very deep.

vi^Jsj<J a. (mfn. 3I+^tOT) Not to be

placed, not to be fixed.

^T^h s. (n.^+ rst^) l.Thewantofaplace.

2. A bad or wrong place. 3. Pudenda.

a. (mfn. 3^^ + Situated in a

bad or wrong place.

Situated

in a bad or improper place.

ST^te a. (mfn. 31 + ^*>l<«) Not stedfast,

unsteady, moveable.

3T^!T a. (mfn. ^f^Fj Unfathomable,

very deep.

^T^tft a. (from 3F$tlT) Unfathomable, very

deep.

SW^W a. (-"Rl^ mfn. 31+ ^tfTFT) Not
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lasting, not continuing, not durable ; unstable ;

transient, fugitive.

vijfH, s. (n. from R. ^1?) A bone.

3^^°! s. (m. 3lf^+C^tc
1) The end or

angle of a bone.

vi^fHsS a. (w«/k3I+ f^£3) Not standing still,

not fixed, not settled.

3jf*$f3 a. (mfn. 3I+ f^f\3) Without a plea,

situation, or residence, s. (/.) The want of a

situation, the want of means or opportunity to

carry a thing into effect.

^fHfo^"^ a. (mfn. 31+f^f^t^)
Not elastic.

a. (mfn. 31^+ 3;^) 1. Consisting

of bone, osseous. 2. Like bone.

31 «• The name of a

plant renowned among the Hindus for promot-

ing the union of broken bones (Cissus quadran-

gularis). Carey.

3lfH^H1 s. (f.31^ + piffll ) A necklace of

bones.

) The joining

or re-union of a broken bone.

^lfH«t a. (mfn. 3{+ ) Not stedfast, not

firm, unsteady, moveable, fickle. —^1 (/.)

or —3 (re.) Unsteadiness, fickleness.

^fH«fi>3 a. (mfn. ^f^SJ+ fU3) Having

an unsettled mind, wavering, fickle, wanting

resolution.

Slfs^ttft a. (-fH mfn. 3lf^+

<l|k"ls) Talking unsteadily, speaking without

firmness or resolution, rambling in speech.

3rf^"<[f% a. (mfn.3ff^ + <f| ) Unsettled

in the mind, wanting firmness, steadiness, or re-

solution.

a. (mfn. Unsettled
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in the mind, destitute of steadiness or firm reso-

lution.

a. (— *To mfn.

Undetermined, irresolute, wanting steadiness or

firmness.

from

Undetermined, irresolute, wanting firm-

ness or decision.

a. (mfn.

) Of an unsteady or irresolute mind.

com-

mitting the bones of a dead person to the Ganges

(to which they are brought when he dies at a

distance from the sacred stream).

^T5^-

a. (mfn. i£[+ ) Not gross, not thick.

^J^iS a. (mfn. 31 Not to be setup

or fixed.

) Unsteadiness, want

of firmness, want of decision or irresolution.

3F£[t3 a. (mfn.^+ ^tS) Not bathed.

31^^ s .

(
n . ^Sl +^^r) Neglect of bathing or

ablutions.

Sbjjlifl a. (-WC mfn - ^ +^^\) Not

bathing, omitting ablutions.

a. (mfn. 31 +f^) Not liked, not

pleasing, disagreeable, unpleasant
;
(especially)

not cool, not moist, not fresh. —31 (/.) or

— 3"
(ra.) Disagreeableness ; want of coolness,

freshness, or moisture.

iS*%ffi a. (mfn. 31+ from R.

Without motion, without agitation.

3F^flf3 a. (mfn. 31+^1^3 from R. **h7
)

Not moved, not agitated, not shaken.

a. (mfn. 31 + Not contiguous,

not in contact, not touching, s. (w*.) Non-

contiguity.

SMmfa a. (mfn. «+3#jftfrf) Not to be

touched, unattainable, intangible.

3F»ff*F3 a. (mfn. ^I+^Hrf^) Not touched,

not reached ; undefiled.

3P^ a . (mfn. 3J+ :s^) Not distinct, not

clear, obscure, indistinct.

3F<Wf€l a. (f 3P^ + *t€) Having the

symptoms of pregnancy without certainty

thereof.

^Wfeffi a.(-f^w/w.^P^^+Ttf^)
Speaking indistinctly.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of ^^H"^) In-

distinctly, imperceptibly, obscurely.

3F^f*|) a. (mfn. 3J + :

*^*t> ) Not to be touched,

out of reach, intangible. —3l (/.) or —& (w.)

Intangibility.

3F^ a. (mfn. 31+*^$) Not touched, not

contiguous.

3E*^C a. (mfn. 31 +^^X1) Not desirous, not

wishing for, not longing after.

3F^1 s. (f. 3I +*^1) The absence of a

wish or desire, indifference.

3F$$\S a. (mfn.^+^^5) Not enlarged, not

spread, not extended
;
limited, confined.

a. (mfn. 3J+ T£j£) Not distinct, not

clear
;
obscure, indistinct.

^JW^ra s. (n. 3F*P& The gross or

indistinct area of a figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 70.

a. (— mfn.

Speaking indistinctly or inarticulately.

3F^"tf^R s . (m.^^3+^) The true lati-

tude of a star or planet. As. Res. xn. 240.

35^5 a. (mfn. 31 +*^) Not excited, not

urged, not agitated or excited.

^SP^V Used in Sanskrit compound words as the
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crude form of the pronoun of the first person,

e. g. SFSIT^70 Our (or my) word, from

Our (or my) family, from 3F*[^ •

^1*^kT,U a. (mfn. ^P^^+^T) Our, belong-

ing to us.

SFHTte) s. (n.3FH^ + )
(In grammar)

The first person.

Such as I

or we, like me or us.

s. (n. corrupt, of ) A fire-place.

3FTFjp»l s. (n. corrupt, of ^3^+^)
Benzoin.

W*&& s. (n. Want of memory

or recollection, forgetfulness.

3F*R"ft*I a. (mfn. SJ+^Tfft) Not to be

remembered or recollected, not memorable.

s. (corrupt, of MR"*&t<) The stone or

gravel (a disease).

a. (mfn. ^31 ) Not to be re-

collected, not deserving to be remembered, not

memorable.

a. (mfn. ^I + ^Ht^) Beyond memory

or recollection, immemorial.

A time

which exceeds memory or recollection, time

immemorial.

3F*rrf> a. (mfn. ^I+ :5^[t6) Not to be re-

membered, not deserving to be recollected, not

memorable.

^tf**! (1st pers. pres. o/R. 3pPTo be) I am.

'+nbm a. (mfn. ^[+P^5) Not smiled at, not

laughed at.

The name of a star, a Arietis. Mo-
hun P. p. 136.

^T5^ a. (mfn. 3J+ *^\3) Not remembered,

not recollected.

:3P^5 a. (mfn. ^I + :5:

^f\? ) Without memory

or recollection, s. (/.) Absence of memory or

recollection.

^ad.Sans.(^°. genit. case ofthe

pron. This, -l-^R ) After this, hereafter.

^"fcj s. (?w.) 1. A corner, an angle. Colebr.Alg.

p. 58. 2. A hair. 3. A tear. 4. Blood.

3^*1 s. (mf. SrSJ + ^l ) 1. A Rakshasa or gob-

lin. 2. (/.) A leech.

s. (n.) A tear. See .

3^FtT3 s. (m. ^T^+^il^) The falling or

shedding of tears.

3irgt3 *; n . %fW^3^3 Not a stream,

not a current, a. (mfn.} Not streaming, not

flowing.

a . (mfn. ^ +^) Without property, des-

titute, poor; not one's own.

3F3"5(^a. (mfn. 31+^5?) Not very clear,

obscure, dark.

s^-MDO^ a. (mfn. 3I+ *<D0?*K) 1. Not easy,

not agreeable
;

difficult, troublesome. 2. De-

pendant. 3. Docile.

3F^T33i a. (mfn. 31 +^3^) 1. Not inde-

pendent, not free. 2. Docile, humble, submis-

sive. — ^31 (/.) or —^ (ra.) Want of freedom

or independence.

3F^3" 5 . (
n . 31+ Inexistence of owner-

ship, no right of property.

Brahman who
has not read the Vedas previous to his investi-

ture. Also written

a. (mfn. %^^) Sleepless, s. (m.)

1. Want of sleep. 2. Disturbed sleep, a bad

dream. 3. A deity.

S
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^«k«. foM-tfW$W) 111 nature, profligate

disposition.

3F<< a. {mfn. 3J+ 3<R") Having a disagree-

able sound, making an unpleasant noise.

3F37T> a. (mfn. 3I+^Sp) Not leading to

heaven, not procuring a reward in heaven.

ST5^ a. {mfn. 31+*^$) Week, feeble, in-

firm.

s. (».3I+*3t3*5>) Want of free-

dom or independence, dependence.

^F^tlT a. {mfn. 3[+ -Mll4j Not sweet, not

pleasant to the taste; insipid.

3F3lf^a. (m/w.^+^tf^) Without an

owner or master.

3F3TpF3l s . (/.) or Fff {n. ^+
v3l or 3") The being without a master, owner,

or lord.

3P^tH) a . {mfn. SI+^IP) Without owner-

ship, s. (re.) Want of ownership.

a. {mfn. ) Not selfish, dis-

interested.

3F3l^> s. O.^I+^t^) Want of health,

happiness, or contentment
;

indisposition, ill-

ness, adversity.

^fTtggSfp a. {mfn. 3F^t^[)+^) In-

volved in adversity, suffering from illness or

indisposition.

^Mt<t>W s. (m. ^f+^t^fej Non-agree-

ment, refusal, the denying of one's assent to

a thing, denial, disavowal.

3F^t^3 a. mfn, ^+ Not agreed

upon, not consented to, not acquiesced in.

^H^Root, v. (3H»f^$) To pervade or occupy,

i. (With the insertion of a nasal, 3J°^£3)

To go, or move. To shine.

•31^ interj. Sans. An expression of commenda-

tion, surprize, or regret : well ! astonishing

!

alas

!

pron. I. Wilkins' Gr. p. 116. See SHR,.

3I2T TT a. {mfn. Conceited, proud,

self-sufficient, selfish.

s. (n. See ) A day. See 31$^ and

SRS'ffe s. Cm. 315;° +^) The lord of day,

the sun.

«Ai<$U s. {m. 31^1+^) 1. Egotism,

vanity, pride, self-importance, self-sufficiency.

2. Conscience, or consciousness, which gives a

man the conviction that his acts result from him-

self: it is considered as the basis of all know-

ledge. Trans. R.A.S. i. 30. 576. Manu i. 14.

31§^t^3i a. {mfn. 315^^+ 3f) Sprung

from pride or egotism.

Filled with pride, egotism, or conceit.

Sl^f^t a. {-fk% mfn. ^^R+^l)
Proud, conceited, selfish, self-sufficient, vain.

3I3[<£>tU3" ad. Sans, {locat. case of ^S^pT^T)

In a conceited manner, proudly, selfishly.

3J$^3 a. {mfn. 3J3[^+^\3) Proud, con-

ceited, selfish, self-sufficient.

a. {mfn. 3J+ 3^J) Not struck, not killed, •

not wounded.

3J2^T^ s. (a. a*c) A compact, an agreement.

3K3|^P5^ s. (p. <uljjk£c) A written compact

or agreement, a deed of settlement, a charter,

a will.

3I5?^s. (n.) A day. Wilkins' Gr. p. 78.

IGf^fSl a. {mfn. ^I+ ^Fffcl) Not to be

killed, not to be struck, inviolable.

<3f&3<ljJj a. {mfn. + ) Not to be killed,

not deservins; of death.
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3R3l s. (-^m. 31+$^) Not a murderer,

not destroying or killing.

3[$/Wfr' a. (mfn. Not being

destroyed, not being killed.

SR^flTT a. (mfn. 3I+3S^ft*T) Not to be

offered as a sacrifice, not fit for a sacrifice.

«H5^P a. (mfn. 3J +$^ ) Not fit to be offered

as a sacrifice.

3!^ pron. I. Wilkins' Gr. p. 116.

^SAKP^et. (a. (jA2>-\) Ignorant, foolish, stupid.

vAl^ifuil s. (/. 3^+3^*1+3^1) Mi-

litary vaunting, boasting, egotism, vanity.

)
Egotism, vanity,

vaunting.

^^9tWi s. (/. 3[$?I+?hCt-$35

) An

emulative onset, the running forward of sol-

diers with emulation.

SJS^f^ s . (f. 3R3L+*tf3) Spiritual igno-

rance, worldly-mindedness opposed to philoso-

phical meditation.

3T5^ S . Used in compound words as the crude

form of 3J57^ Day. See and 31$;%

^I^^ftir a. (mfn. 31+ SXftlT) Not to be

taken away.

ad. Sans. (-^° . 315^+31$^)
Daily, every day. Manu n. 82.

s^Rn ad Sans , (3i^+Prpj, beat.

case of f^tj By day and night.

The lord of day,

the sun.

SR^ff5! (m. 3R^+5lfl) The gem of day,

the sun.

3[5?$U s. (n. 333^+34^1) Morning, dawn,

day-break.
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31^*1 a. (mfn. 3I + 2>T[) Without joy, or cheer-

fulness, gloomy.

3[$;f^3 a. (mfn. 31+3^3) Not pleased, not

rejoiced.

315^) a. (mfn. 31+ $^)) Not arable.

s. Used in compound words as the crude

form of 31^^ Day. See 31$^ and 3R^.

3R^ft^T a. (mfn. 31+^lT.U) Not to be

laughed at, not ridiculous.

3I$;
:5:^"

s. (m. 3{$7^+<R ) The maker of day,

the sun.

a. (mfn. 31+5^+

3

s

) Destitute of

hands, maimed.

SBE&tfo s. (m. 31^^+^) The lord of day,

the sun.

31^^ interj. Sans. A particle implying surprise,

pain, or pleasure. Oh! alas! It is also used

as a vocative particle.

315^1 interj. Sans. See 3R^

.

3I3;tf^3 a. (mfn. 31+^tf^J) Not deprived

of, not lost.

3I^t€i a. (mfn. 31+$^) Not to be taken

away. s. A mountain. —^1 (/.) or —3
(».) The incapability of being taken away.

315^-) a. (mfn. 31+$^)) Without smiles

or laughter, s. (w.) The absence of laughter

or smiles.

(m.) A snake or serpent.

3Tft°^«. (m>.3I+fl; ^) Not injurious,

not hurtful, not offensive. —^1 (/.) or —3
(«.) Inoffensiveness.

3rfl;
o*HTTr a , (mfn . ^+f5°*F?$i) Not to

be injured, not to be hurt or offended.

3rf^°^f1 s. (/. 3I+ft°^Tl) Inoffensiveness,

harmlessness.

S 2
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^]ft:
o^TCa. (m>.^I +fto:iTtC) Not deserv-

ing to be hurt or injured.

3lft;
o
'f3T3 a. (mfn. 31+ fe;

of^F3) Not injured,

not hurt.

^rft ^ a. (mfn. Sl+f^W) Not hurtful, not

injurious, not offensive, not ferocious.

31^°^ a. (mfn. ^fK°^+^) Not injurious,

not offensive.

«lRv3 a. (mfn. ^1+^^) Not friendly, not

favourable, not fit or proper, s. (m.) An

enemy, (n.) 1. A disadvantage. 2. Food,

&c. contra-indicated in a disease.

a. (mfn. 3lft^+ 3?T) Doing that

which is improper, unfit, or disadvantageous.

A snake-

catcher or exhibiter, a juggler who exhibits ser-

pents for diversion.

a. (mfn. 3lf$^l + ^T>5* ) Not wish-

ing well, not favourable ; malevolent.

^IVl^fT3l s. (/.
:

3lft+.5r^fT+ \3l) 1. The

natural enmity subsisting between a snake and

an ichneumon. 2. Mortal enmity, like that

between these two animals.

) See

3rf$X*FTs. (m.^lf^+CW) 1. The expanded

neck or hood of the Cobra de capello (Coluber

naga). 2. The name of a plant (Cactus coc-

cinilifera). 3. Opium (?) 4. A poppy (Papaver

somniferum) (?) Carey,

s. (m. 3lft+R. ^L+^T) The name

of one of the eleven demigods, called Rudras.

vilR^ii s. (n. + Fear of a snake

;

(metaph.) mistrust or apprehension of trea-

chery.

3lf^5^a. (
mfn. + R. Eating

snakes, s. (w.) 1. Garuda. 2. A peacock.
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3R£3 a. (mfn. 3I+2TJ3) Not offered as a sacri-

fice, s. («.) Holy study (considered as one of

the five great sacraments). Manu m. 70. 74.

3T5>i3 a . (mfn. 3[+ ^sj) Not taken away, not

stolen.

a. (mfn. 31+"^ ) Not liked, not amia-

ble, not pleasant.

a. (mfn. ^1 +'^) Not pleased, not

cheerful, not merry.

>AUWltS a. (-Tg mfn.ST^ +SFF^) Not

cheerful-minded, not pleased at heart.

interj. Sans. A vocative particle, Oh ! oho !

3JC5^P* a. (mfn. 3I+0£T+<F) Without a

cause or reason, groundless.

a. (mfnM + from R. C| ) Not to be

forsaken, not to be relinquished or abandoned.

3K^^ s. (/.) The name of a plant (Asparagus

racemosus).

interj. Sans. A particle expressive of,

1. Reproach (fie!) 2. Compassion or regret

(ah! oh!) 3. Calling (ho! hola!) 4. Praise

or approbation. 5. Fatigue. 6. Surprise (ah!).

7. Doubt, deliberation (either, or). 8. Con-

tempt.

interj. Sans. Alas! ah! oh!

SKEWS' s. (m. ^I^o+Ttq" for TtftT) A
day of twenty-four hours, or thirty muhurtas,

from sun-rise to sun-rise. — ad. Day and

night.

vJJ.^ In compound words instead of ^^1^, Day

;

e. g. Forenoon, from Anterior,

preceding, and 3I5» Day. Wilkins' Gr.

% 1191.

3^tXT ad. Sans. (dat. case of 31^?) Soon, in-

stantly, immediately.

^5> a. (mfn. 3I+£^<) Not short.
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n^£*H I s. (/.) The marking-nut plant (Semecar-

pus anacardium).

s. (a. J|p.1 plur. of Jl^) State or

condition, circumstances.

3d.

The second letter of the Hindu alphabet. It

has the long sound of the a in the word Father,

3d prep. Sans. To, at, as far as, the reverse of

~^l< q. v. It governs the ablative case, e. g.

To the mountain,

To the sea. In composition with certain verbs it

reverses the action ; as To give, 3jt"^l3°

To take, &c. Wilkins' Gr. p. 546.

3H or 3lt2 interj. Sans. An interjection expres-

sive of pain, pity, sudden thought, 8cc. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 546.

3d As a Kridanta affix, is employed to form

feminine nouns, subjoined to the root
st
t ^^

Praise, or to any volitive, reiterative, or nomi-

nal, derivative root; as f. Praise, ap-

plause
; f. A wish to see;

/. A desire to know ; T rl IrVI /. A desire to

drink, thirst. — 3d is also affixed to form

feminine nouns to any root having a heavy

vowel (long by nature or position), provided it

be of a nature to admit of the prefix ^ before

the passive participle in ^3 ; e. g. f. Search,

endeavour, from R. 3?^; ^t^fTi /. Wakeful-

ness, from R. WS\ . — 3d is also used to

form many feminine nouns anomalously, e. g.

5(>0;1 /. Desire, want, from R. t^; 3TTl /.

Old age, decrepitude, from R. ^ ;
^v3[1 /.

Worship, from R. TS3"i/. Thought, from

R. , &c. Wilkins' Gr. p. 474-476.

On the use of 3d as an indeclinable affix,

see Wilkins' Gr. § 1036. 1050.

Many masculine substantives and adjectives

ending in 31 take the termination 3X1 in their

corresponding feminines ; e. g. A Sudra-

man,*fEl A S^ra-woman ;W m. Good,
H.

fern. g*f*TJl . Wilkins' Gr. % 1199.

interj. Fie ! shame !

3[T^\3 s. (corrupt, of §~ETl ?) A married woman.

—3 (n.^ The condition of a married woman.

3Ttt\3'J3d s . (corrupt, of §Fl + 1^*t1?) A
beloved wife.

3ltt\3^1 s. (corrupt, of §?1+^fl) A married

woman.

3JTO s. (corrupt, of 3T!>£3) A shrub, the

roots of which are used in dyeing (Morinda

tinctoria).

3T^^T ad. (corrupt, of 3R)) To-day.

3[t^Ftt s. (corrupt, of 3JKT1 +^fel ) A con-

stant change of position on account of pain.

3tfVls. (a.^JT) A law, a regulation, a statute.

31^1^^ s. (a. ^Eye, + Jsr° A resting

place) A place which is pleasant to the eye, an

elegant apartment.

3H3
l

Ti s. (a. <^T) A mirror.

3flC**t1 ad. (p. ifjcjl from ^JmT To come) In

future, henceforth, hereafter.

3TR^s. (a. <_^c) A fault, a defect, a crime

or sin.

(p. ysx^) One who finds fault

with every thing, a caviller.

3Tt^U3lt^ s. (p. utys^z) Finding fault, ca-

villing.

3ltt^3 a. (corrupt, of ^iR^ lft^ ) Unmar-

ried, s. A bachelor.
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^n^^Tl? o. (corrupt, of ^H^b ) Unmarried, s.

A bachelor. -31 The being unmarried, bache-

lorship.

"S^l^U I s. (from the Portug. Aya) A waiting-

maid, a nurse maid.

(a. plur. of A day) A time,

a season.

3Ttlj*T s. (corrupt, of fctf^ A balk, a ridge,

an embankment.

sAJ. it^ts. (a. ^JLz Enjoyment) Happiness, plea-

sure, delight.

v. noun The act of

coming, or approaching.

s. (corrupt, of 3jtH7<J?t?) A maternal

grand-mother, a paternal great grand-mother.

interj. A particle expressive of pain, Oh !

ah ! alas !

31(1$*U s. (corrupt, of ^tc|?) A sugar-cane.

v. a. To read ; to repeat to one's self,

to recite. Also written

a. (corrupt, of ^l^vS) Covered, con-

cealed, hidden, overshaded.

3Tt!fot3 s. (from H.
J\

Come, + Sir?) The

bidding a person to be welcome. See^it^^t^

.

a. (a.
Jjjj

) The first, chief, principal,

best.

a. (a. ^bjl) Lewd. s. A rake.

interj. An exclamation of grief, pain,

or apprehension. Oh ! ah ! alas !

3tfS*Tre^. (A .
-$<\ piur. of jjj Son, offspring)

A tribe, a race, lineage.

a. (corrupt, of 351*1^) Spring (rice),

ripening in a short time.

A particular variety of spring-rice.

(3nS*l+5tt5P) Spring-rice,

corrupt, of

Spring-rice.

3TfS*ft^ft: ('iffS^+^f^) A va-

riety of spring-rice. Carey.

3tfvS*tTk*l'l'R s. (corrupt, of

A sort of spring-rice. Carey.

(a. (UjI) Land given as a reward or

favour by the king at a very low rent, a fief.

ad. Gratuitously, free from expense.

(p.j\4<Uj\) One who holds land at

a very low rent as a reward or favour bestowed

by the king or owner ; a feoffee.

WWW s. (p. J &*A) The holding land

at a low rent or as a feoffee.

v. a. (caus. from srteffe) To

turn round, to stir a liquid round while boiling,

to temper or weld a metal, to thicken with

boiling.

v. n. (from ^Tl + R. To be

turned round, to return in succession, to receive

a temper (as metals), to become thick (as

milk).

(corrupt, of 311^5) 1. A return, a

repetition, as that of a lesson ; the reading

over a passage from a book. 2. A whirlpool.

v. a. (caus. from 3rt\3f^T3) 1. To

cause to read, to instruct in reading, to rehearse.

2. To read, to repeat.

v. noun of3rteR5t3) The reading

over or reciting a passage of a book.

v. a. (from 311 + R.^ ) To read, to

recite to one's self, to repeat.

3jt\3\?1 a. (corrupt, of 3lt^J) Covered, con-

cealed ;
overshadowed, close.

A welcome.
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3lt\3Tri s. (corrupt, of >All^<?) A polypus of

the nose, a pustule or boil within the nose.

Carey.

The name of a large tree which

produces an acid fruit (Sonneratia acida).

^n^^ 1^ s. (a. iSJjyi ) A woman, a wife.

33ls3Tl a. (from ^t^ftt^) Oozing, running

as the eyes do with a cold. Carey.

^Tft or I5$l s. (See 3tts3"ftl3) 1. A
slight shower of rain. 2. The trickling of the

eyes with a cold or inflammation. Carey.

3lts3ftT3 v. n. (from 3Tl +R.^) To ooze, to

rain slightly ; to trickle (as the eyes do from a

cold).

3T^3f^Tiri s. (a. /Ly plur. of
Jjj)

Companions,

friends, a. (a. /^y Chief, respectable, vene-

rable.

3H° s. (corrupt, of 1. The body. 2. A
member, limb, or part of any thing.

;33l l3 1 s. (corrupt, of L A ring for the

fingers. 2. A handle. 3. (from

A chafing-dish.

3Tt°lH s. (corrupt, of 3$?&) 1. A ring. 2.

The name of a plant (Bradleia nitida and

lanceolaria).

^Tt°ft^ a. (mfn. +^) Having a right

to share, connected with a share or part, par-

ticular, special.

interj. A particle expressive of grief, sur-

prize or derision ! Ah ! oh ay ! ay ay !

ad. Yes, a particle of assent. The sound or

lowing of a calf. Carey.

^AjJ^i ad. Yes, yes.

o

3|W3 s. The scales of a fish.

3IT\33l a. (from^^fStS) Decayed, withered,

flaccid.

(v. noun of 3Hn3\3W3) Decay,

the being withered, the becoming flaccid.

v. n. To decay, to wither, to become

flaccid.

31T\-FT s. (from $5^) The secundines, the in-

teguments surrounding the foetus.

^3Tf<5 s. (from ^<p) A mark, a sign, a goal ; a

cipher. To mark packages, &c.

s. The name of a tree (Allangium

hexapetalum).

(corrupt, of 3Q$3pTu) A hook to

pull down the boughs of a tree for the purpose

of gathering the flowers or fruits, a tendril.

Carey.

33T^3l s. (corrupt, of *$M<BSb) h A hook, a

tendril. 2. (Corrupt, of 3IC$t"&) The name

of a tree (Allangium hexapetalum).

(from ) A mutual

catching or pulling.

v. noun of vAll<P|OW) The clasp-

ing a thing with the arms.

s. (corrupt, of vdll<pf3^) A tendril, a

hook ; a spasm.

3rM\5S3 v. n. (corrupt, of R. To

pull down, to draw near, to clasp with the arms,

to catch to a thing as a hook does.

(corrupt, of vaiUfrfat) 1. A vetch

(Vicia sativa). 2. A tendril, a hook; a spasm.

3Jt3^ or ^Tt^n s. (v. noun of ^ni^3)
Making a sign or mark, the ciphering or

marking by numbers.
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a. (from ) Marked or blackened

by burning to the vessel (as milk or sauce).

3lTf^ s. (from ^i ife\S ) A mutual or

promiscuous making of marks.

v. a. (from nSITT^W) To mark.

vSTfat&T^I a. (3fl^1 + &t^1, the latter word

being merely a rhyme to the first) Burnt to the

vessel, so as to be stained or blackened.

Wt^H s. See ^ffe^T .

^Tt^tml a. (from Stf^K?) Putting marks

or numbers to a thing, paging, numbering

;

burning down to the vessel.

3Tf^W^1 a. (from 53$) Crooked, winding.

v. (from 31<p) 1. To be marked or

become coloured by burning to the vessel (as

milk does). 2. (As an imitative sound) To cry

out or roar (as a tiger). Carey. 3. To mark

with numbers. Mohun P. p. 167.

3P<I^"P3? s. Eagerness, great desire, impatience.

cans, from To swing,

to vibrate, to shake, to fan, to fan a person.

v. noun of ^tf^RUJ) The act of

fanning or causing a thing to vibrate, a. Fanned,

put into a swinging or vibratory motion.

(corrupt, of An eye.

v. n. To move to and fro, to swing, to

be in a vibratory motion.

^STTTTs. Flame, heat, blaze (not of a candle).

siJ.lDO s. (corrupt, of sUS + R. T>"^) A rent, a

breach, a fracture, a scratch.

3n^3i*t^5 s . (srfes with tfei as a jingle

to it) Rents and bruises.

^^StSttTjfS s. (from 3Tfo3t^3) A vio-

lent or mutual tearing, lacerating, throwing, or

dashing.

^l0ORU3 w. a. (caws, of vllloFoW) To

lacerate, to tear, to break or dash to pieces.

^lOOl^T s. (v. noun of 3Ttl>v3tt^3) The

breaking, tearing, or lacerating of a thing, a.

Lacerated, broken, torn.

3rn>T\5£3 v. a. (from 3lTi>3) To break or

tear, to dash to pieces.

3Tf]>3l^3 s. (corrupt, of ^110^1 +^J3) The

place where a person washes his mouth after a

meal ; a sink.

^t^H^T s. (corrupt. of ^lo^*! ) The act of

washing the mouth after a meal or as a religious

ceremony.

SrtbM'H.U a. (corrupt, of ^Ib^fUl) Re-

quiring the mouth to be washed or cleaned (as

certain kinds of food).

3Tn>*T or ^it>_ci1 s. (corrupt, of ^^^T) The

edge or hem of a garment.

A mutual inquiry or examination.

3lfi>tf^3 v. a. (corrupt, of 3Ti + R. h To

wash the mouth. 2. To guess.

^Tt'iTlf'^'l s. (gerund of^"^^3) The wash-

ing of the mouth, a guessing.

^5lt1>t5T s. (v. noun of b W[(.v3) The washing

of the mouth after a meal.

3tffl>K3 v. a. (corrupt, of 3J1 + R. jBjJfc) To

wash the mouth after a meal, or as a religious

ceremony.

1. A wart. 2. A pimple, a small pustule.
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^"H^FT s. (corrupt, of ^JTjpT) Antimony. What

is sold for it in India appears to be an ore of

lead. Caret/.

s. (corrupt, of ^f^) The hands

joined together with the palms upwards, so

as to hold water or any other substance.

:3nf3 s. The selvage of a piece of cloth, or the

hem of a handkerchief.

(corrupt, of A species

of lizard (Lacerta Unjineya). 2. A small pus-

tule on the edge of the eye-lid.

(corrupt, of ^frfEglTO). See

^Tt^PTKjs. (corrupt, of 3^^+ *lT3j The

perambulating the streets or fields with the

lighted stalks of hemp or flax. This ceremony

is performed by children as a kind of sport on

the night preceding the festival of the worship

of KalI in the month of Kartika, on the 14th

day of the wane of the moon. Carey.

a. Destitute of children, friends, or

relations. Also written

(v. noun ) The fastening

or tightening of a thing.

^ffef^T s. (from 3rff"£U3) 1. The being tight

or closely confined. 2. Harshness or severity

of language.

ad. (from Tightly bound,

firm, stout, strong.

a. (from ) Stout, firm in

flesh, vigorous, active, young.

3mTl a. (from 3rtf£u3) 1. Scanty, insuffi-

cient, closely confined. 2. Confining closely,

restraining, severe.

s. (from ) 1. Scanty, con^

fined. 2. Confining closely, restraining;, severe.

a> (from bi ) 1 . Confining closely.

2. Restraining, scanty, insufficient.

(from The being tightly

bound or closely confined
;

restraint, severity.

STtftfts? v. a. (from R. 31^) 1. To bind, to

fasten, to make tight. 2. To controul. 3. To

speak severely or sharply, v. n. To be sufficient,

to be contained.

(gerund of The act of

tying tightly. 2. Sharp or severe language.

^jff^ s. (corrupt. The knee.

a. Left after eating, soaked, containing

orts. s. Orts.

3Tf\ s. (corrupt, of SRffr^) The knee.

The peevishness and wasting of a child

which is weaned on account of the pregnancy

of the mother.

Suffering from peevish-

ness and dysentery through having been weaned.

5. A bull.

SHOTK5 s. Nausea, sickness ; an inclination to
3s 5s

vomit.

a. (from 3UT\5) Affected with disease,

dwindling away, pining, wasting from being

weaned.

^3 s. (corrupt, of The entrails, the

bowels. —^ITf^TsS
, To make the belly pro-

minent, by bending in the back.

^3^1^ s. (corrupt, of ^1^$) Fright, dread,

horror.

T
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s. (corrupt, of^t^^) Fear, horror,

dread, fright.

^rfcj^f^ a. (corrupt, of + sUt^T)

Flimsy or deficient within, though seemingly

good in the exterior (as pieces of cloth).

^TviUl^i s. (corrupt, of^+ iTiR
! ) The

causing the belly to appear protuberant by forc-

ing in the back.

^JC5rK3l (corrupt, of^+CHt^1) (In ma-

teria medica) the seed-vessel of the screw-tree

(Helicteres Isora).

o
>nlvj«^l s. (corrupt, of^QK+^T) The na-

tural juice of meat. To parboil,

to half-dress, by expelling the juice which would

accelerate putrefaction.

(corrupt, of ^33^^^ ) A kind of con-

fectionary or sweetmeat.

3TF3v5 s. (corrupt, of >AK3«) The room of a

lying-in woman,
o o

apaitment or

house of a lying-in woman.

3TtU33lt\5 s. (corrupt, of 3J3^+3tf&) A
hut in which the walls of mud or mats are

placed within the extremities of the floor.

Carey.

3TTT31 s. (from 31^) The seeds ofcucurbitaceous

plants with the pulp which surrounds them.

v. n. (corrupt, of ^3Tl + R. ^<^) To

dread, fear, or apprehend.

^Tt^^Tt^l *. (gerund of 3lT^ttU3) The

fearing or apprehending a thing.

^TT^t^ or ^n^^tpTs. (v. noun of

^\%XW) Apprehension, fear, dread.

3flfta. (corrupt, of 3J^) Blindfolded, s. (In

the north of Bengal) a thin layer of straw on a

roof, upon which the thatch is afterwards laid.

Carey. See

(corrupt, of ^SI^l^M } ) The

causing a momentary blindness, by pressing the

fingers hard upon the eyes of any one.

3TI<?^1 a. (corrupt, of 31^) Blind.

^Tl^n^" s. (corrupt, of ^H^<pl<
) Darkness,

obscurity, gloom.

s. (corrupt, of ^J^^t^T) J. Darkness,

obscurity. 2. A layer of straw laid on the

ridge of a roof to finish the thatching : so

called because it excludes the last glimmering

of light through the roof. Carey.

3jtft s. (from 31^) A thin layer of straw laid

on a roof previously to thatching. Carey.

3TU*Wpi s . (corrupt, of ^I^-f-^Tf^) A nar-

row or concealed corner or nook.

3H<HTi a. (from ^T^) Covered, concealed (as

a pit or well overgrown with weeds).

A pond

covered or concealed by weeds.

s. (corrapt. of ^STl^J) A mango.

The name of a

plant (Curcuma Amada).

3Tt3^ s. (corrupt, of 3TtfP fcj&jh A brother's

wife's mother, a sister's husband's mother.

Carey.

The name of a

plant (Curcuma reclinata).

3n^TTl a. (corrupt, of ST®*!) Belonging to

a mango-tree, or to the tnango-fruit.
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3TtTOtWt>?1 *. (^rt^Tl +PMW) A red

species of ant, frequently found on mango-

trees. Carey.

An insect

(Cicada spinosa) frequently found on the leaves

of the mango-tree.

corrupt, of

s. The fibres of trees or stringy fruits ; the

knap of clothes.

3TH1?U3 v. a. (from ) To disentangle, to

untwist, to pick out (as the strands of hemp or

flax from a rope).

SflFft" s. (v. noun of ^fnt^) The being

slightly dried.

<K\*t\°\ s. (v. noun fromStfPft^) The slightly

drying of a thing.

317^11^5. (from 3TKrU3) The disentangling,

untwisting, or picking out (e. g. the strands of

hemp or oakum),

o*»* (from 3M) Abounding with fibres,

stringy. Carey.

^TTrl 5. The scales of a fish.

3ltpfc30. n. (corrupt, of STl+ R.^?) To be

slightly dried, to become somewhat dry.

^l^JJTl a. (from 3l *1
) Abounding with fibres,

stringy,

o ^
^TftspT a. Fishy, smelling like fish, having the

scales of a fish sticking to it.

A smell like

that of fish. a. Having a scent like that of fish.

^1*3? As a Kridanta suffix (to roots) serves to

form some attributive nouns, implying the pos-

session of the property, habit, or disposition to

do, or to be, what is denoted by the root ; e. g.

fcs$ta s. (m.) Who begs, from R. fedS

Beg ; <5l«*Hw s. (?w.) Who talks much, from

R. Sfc?^ Talk, See. Wilkins' Gr. f. 465.

s. (corrupt, of ^«^) Sugar-cane (Saccha-

rum officinarum). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

a. Severe, harsh, hard-hearted.

vAll<PO a. (331 +^&?) Hard, difficult to be

performed.

The name of a tree (Alangium hexape-

talum). Sabda S. p. 233.

a. (corrupt, of Not worth

a cowry.

^STt^t ad. (3$+3Fh) Up to the throat.

3jt*HH€W a. (mfn. ^l +^ +^ffe)
Reaching up to the throat, gorged with food,

gluttonous.

The name of a plant (Calotropis gi-

gantea).

The name of a climbing plant

(Cissampelos hexandra). Mohun P. p. 30.

v±ll<frR*fl s. See ^ikiikl

.

s. The name of a plant, the rosy-coloured

variety of Asclepias gigantea. Hort. Sen.

p. 20. Mohun P. p. 30. Or Calotropis gi-

gantea. Carey. The same as Sabda

S. p. 392.

name of a

plant (Modecca trilobata). Carey.

si^l<p<<^ a> (a.^1) Great, eminent, illustrious.

^TT^TtOT^s.
(
P

. ^\ + CMl«) A gold

coin of the emperor Akbar.

)
Shaking,

trembling.

a. (3Tl +^5) Asking but little; not

caring much for a thing.

T 2
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3lt3R s . (m. ^1 +^" from R. <|) 1. The

source, origin, or original of any thing ; a mine,

a quarry, a spring, a root. 2. Grit, grittiness.

3. Best, excellent.

(a.
\s-JsJs\c or \s-js>-ji£. ) A medi-

cine, pellitory.

Srfa^l s. (n. ^Tl +^^i from R.f ) A call,

the act of calling.

<ail<P<l a. (corrupt, of vSJj^Rl) Not done, not

performed.

si41<P<tJI s. plur. (a.
f\J\

plur. of ^J) Favours;

tokens of kindness, obligations; honour, respect.

The name of a plant, pellitory.

See

a. (mfn. ^ll<P< + ^jTT) Mineral.

Mohun P. p. 70.

31 !<£(.< t\s. (corrupt, of 3R3=Ft3) 1. A wal-

nut, a walnut-tree. 2. Another tree, which

produces an esculent nut (Aleurites triloba).

N4ll<t»°i a. (mfn. 3Tl+3?°l
)
Reaching to the ear,

up to the ear (as the extremity of the arrow in

drawing a bow).

^n^TT s. (n. ^Tl +^n^) The listening to a

thing.

##*f*fl$2 (»»/»;3d +3^t*r)Tobe listened

to, deserving attention.

^STt^FfWa. (t«>.^1 +^+W3) Reach-

ing to the ear. ad. Close to the ear.

Listened to,

heard.

v. a. (from STU^I) To listen to,

to hear.

3Tf^€ s. (m. ^rl+^€ from R. <^T) 1. The

drawing or pulling a thing downwards or near
;

attraction; drawing the bow- 2. A tendril.

3. A die or dice; playing with dice; a board

for such a game. 4. An organ of sense.

^li<P<f<? a. (mfn. + from R. <R)
Drawing or pulling near or downwards, attract-

ing, s. (m.) Any thing which attracts : a mag-

net or loadstone.

;3Tt^€°i s. (n. 3X1+^?°! from R. ^) The

pulling or drawing a thing
;
attraction, extrac-

tion,

3TlWfl s. (/. from R. ^) 1. A
tendril; or any thing which serves to draw or

pull, or which engages and attracts the mind

(as a science). 2. A spasm, a. Attractive.

3T^f^3 a. {mfn. ^ll +^f^J from R. ^)
Drawn near, pulled down, attracted.

v. a. (from 3H + R. ^) To draw

or pull down or near, to attract. Mohun P.

p. 167.

^Tl^rTs. („. ^Tl+^T^T from R. ^T) 1.

Wish, desire. 2. Reckoning, counting. 3.

Confinement, binding.

^n^P^I s. (m. ^Tl+^^i) 1. Ornament, de-

coration. 2. Increasing, adding to, imposing.

3. Sickness, disease. Wilson.

3Tt3*^ s. (m. 3l1+<M^ from R. f\)
1. Remembering with regret, missing. 2. Faint-

ing, loss of sense or perception. 3. Darkness.

4. A knot or joint. Wilson.

s. (»t.%1+^ from R. A touch-

stone. Wilson.

3H^f33^ am from gj^uX) Unex.

pected, coming unexpectedly, sudden.

3Tt^1 s. (corrupt, of ^1%^1) A hearth, a fur-

nace, an oven or stove, a kiln.

a. 1 . Imperfectly cleansed

from the husk (as rice). 2. Plump, lusty,

stout.
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^t^t^TtH a. (». ^1 + ^11^*fllT) To

be wished for, desirable.

3Ttet^1 s.
(f.
^1 +^t^1 ) Desire, wish.

^iW^fe? a. {mfn. Sfl + ^t^fe?) Desired,

wished for, expected with eagerness. — \31 (jf.)

or —^ The being desired, or eagerly ex-

pected.

^<n4w&M a. (m>.^Ti +^fe3^ from

R. <f"T§5£ ) To be desired or wished for.

^T$5cft a. (_ffe| mfn. ^1 +^1^1 +

Desirous, eager, hopeful.

^Slt^t^) a. {mfn. 3&+#l>%$ from R.

^*rSg>) Desirable.

&ftik s. (3Tl + ^tfe from R. 1. A
drought after long continued rain. 2. A sudden

deviation or change from charity or virtuous

conduct.

^l<Pl^1 a. (corrupt, of 3I^t£l) Uncut.

a. (from 3[ + 3TfllU3) 1. Un-

shaven. 2. (from ^+3rftl + 3lfe) Not be-

reft of its fangs (as a serpent). Carey.

^Tt^"R s . (m: ^TU^R" from R. ^) 1. Form,

figure, shape, stature. 2. A likeness, a statue.

3. A hint, a sign, a token ; the indication of a

sentiment. 4- The letter or the vowel

mark T

.

^t^tf^ s.
(f.^W^0) Conceal-

ment of one's real stature or shape ; dissimu-

lation.

^TteW s. {n. 3$+^c
1 from R. ^) Calling,

a call or summons.

^n^TOg ad. Sans. (^TW^+v^) From
stature, from form, from appearance.

^rf^^n^a. (-^ mfn. ^T^t^"+^) Of
a certain form or stature

;
shaped.

^fbUR^t?! a. {mfn. 3FfcHli + fapffc ) Of
a certain shape or form, shaped.

^it^T s. (corrupt, of 3J3?1^T) A bad time, an

inauspicious time or season, a famine.

gjt^if^ a . {mfn. ^<pH +^3?) 1. Momen-

tary, instantaneous. 2. Untimely, unseasonable,

premature, at an improper time.

from R. 1. The

sky, the atmosphere, sky, space. 2. (In phi-

losophy) Ether, the fifth and most subtile of

the elements, having the property of sound.

Manu i. 75. Trans. R.A.S. L 31, 97, 103,

555, 563 ; n. 15, 16, 36, 37.

^Tt^H9! a. (wi/M.^n^T*! Moving through

the air or firmament, traversing the air.

a. {mfn. 33^*1+31) Born or pro-

duced in the air or atmosphere, sprung from

the air.

& {m. ) A beacon,

a lantern suspended from the top of a bamboo

placed erect (such as are lighted during the

months of Kartika, Agrahayana, and PaushaX.

3Tte1*ftpfl s. {f. 3ltet*] + 3Pft) The name

of a parasitical plant (Cassyta filifonnis). Hort.

Ben. p. 30. The different species of Cuscuta

are also called by the same name. Carey. The

word is also written

A sound

or voice which comes from heaven.

STT^IKM s. +31^) The aenal

orb, the atmosphere.

a. (mfn. ^f^W+^l) Situated in

the air or firmanent, aerial.

a. {-V^mfn. 31^*1+ Be-

longing to the sky or atmosphere, aerial, ce-

lestial.

a. {mfn. ^TWpI^+^f) Of the

colour of the sky, azure.

-3ltf3? interj. (3Ti+f%) A particle expressive

of astonishment or surprise : Oh ! what ?
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N$J.i s. (a.
(
jJLt) A carnelian.

Labour, endeavour,

exertion.

(a. <^jj>lc) 1. The end, the con-

clusion. 2. The success or happy result attend-

ant upon an enterprize. ad. Finally.

The feminine form of the Kridanta affix

q. v. e. g. foa$l<Pl s. (f.) A female

mendicant, from R. Beg, &c. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 465.

^IT^t ! a. (mfn. ^ll+^t ! ) Scattered, over-

spread. 2. Filled, full. 3. Confused, crowded.

4. Impervious.

"ill^ s. (corrupt, of "^3?
) Sugar-cane (Saccha-

rum officinarum) Sabda S. p. 66. See^lt^.

ST^^T si (n. 3Tl +3>^ from R. ^) La-

bour, exertion, endeavour.

3Tte>f#N? a. (mfn. ^+^$3) Crooked,

contorted.

^Tt^fte? a. {mfn. ^Tl +^Pfe? from R. <£\)
Shrunk up, confounded, shrinking back with

shame or from incapacity.

increasing

a quarrel or altercation by the interference of

others.

^1^1 a. (mfn. from R. ^fjj Con-

founded, perplexed, distressed
;

filled, full.

—^1 (/.) or -f2 Perplexity, distress,

confusion.

a. (mfn.^ + <£p1\3 from R. <£
CY
X)

Distracted, perplexed, confused, agitated.

^Tt^FraffeSol (OT/n.^3rt^Pn^3+ffc3) Per-

plexed in mind, agitated or troubled at heart.

3Tfapft^3 a. (mfn. 3T^ffl from 3Tf3pI-f

Perplexed, thrown into trouble or con-

fusion.
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3JT^ft|K3 a. (mfn. ^Ti^fl from 3lt^fT+

^^3) Being perplexed, being thrown into con-
's

fusion.

s. The name of a plant (Rottleradicocca).

Hort. Ben. p. 73. See 3Tl^>*l .

3lt^f3 s. (f. ^Tl+^R? from R. ^) r. The

shape or figure of a thing; an image, a likeness.

2. The body. 3. Tribe, species.

^Tt^&G!. (mfn. 3Tl +^) t. Attracted, drawn

forth, drawn off, extracted. 2. Ploughed.

a. (mfn. Whose

mind is attracted or influenced by a thing ; in-

clined, biassed.

3IT^f^ £ (/ 3Tl +^f% from R.^) Attrac-

tion, the drawing off or forth ; the biassing

another's mind.

Stf^f^tt^ s. (n. 3Ttef^+ST3) A charm or

formula of incantation, to influence or attract

others.

STt^JUt ! a. (mfn. 3l1 +^WH from R.

^FJ^) Being attracted, being biassed.

S44.tel.Ti a. (corrupt, of 3I+(<Ft*1) Not car-

ried in the aims, not supported on the lap (as a

neglected child).

The name of a tree (Rottlera diceca).

Carey. See ^jfajjij •

^JT^^ s. (a. Jiic) Understanding, sense, wis-

dom, opinion.

^HZp^ si (m. 3H + !F&[ from R. 3*) 1. A
crying, a crying out. 2. Calling. 3. Violence.

HHJST I Qn . W^Fffi. from R. IFL) 1. A

surpassing, a going beyond
;
superiority. 2. In-

vasion, a seizure, attack, usurpation.

^ZFT ! s . (n. STl +TW) A going beyond

limits or bounds, an invasion or attack upon

another's property, usurpation.
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To be surpassed, to be exceeded, to be invaded,

to be seized upon.

3rt3FTO5j v. a. R. To invade, to

attack.

^Ttlfl a. (corrupt, of^K^from R. ifl) Dear,

expensive, not to be purchased.

3TW^ a. (mfn. ^Ti +ZFfa from R. Wk)
1. Surpassed, surmounted, exceeded. 2. In-

vaded, attacked, overcome, overpowered. (Fre-

quently in compos, e. g.

Overpowered by thirst, from , Thirst,

+ Overcome ;
(^^t^T^f^ (a.)

Having the mind overcome with grief, from

C*tre Grief, +3rWg" Overcome, +f^5
Mind, &c.)

Having the mind engrossed or deeply impressed

with an object.

3ltTFtlI3 s. (m. 3}1 +Tfto from R. An
invader, an usurper.

^W$5 s. (to.
:3Tl + !Ft3 from R. Ift\5j A

royal garden.

0^ a. (mfn. 311 + 3*$ from R. ZM\ 1.

Cursed, abused. 2. Regretted, lamented,

mourned over.

^TTTZF^ s. (mSSfi + CZft*] from R.IPl) l. Im-

precation, curse. 2. Censuring, defamation,

abuse. 3. Resentment. 4. Regret, lamen-

tation.

^TT^FH^ a. (mfn. ^tfZFft+G) 1. Impre-

cating, swearing, cursing. 2. Abusing. 3. Re-

sentful. 4. Regretting, doleful, mournful.

) Abuse, impre-

cation, curse.

a. (mfn. NSfl + dpH^fjlT) To be

cursed, abused, resented, or regretted.

^llWR ! s. (n. ^1 + 5^"°! from R. 5$^)
Imputation, or accusation of adultery.

viT^'tTtl s. (/. from R.

An aggression, an attack.

a. (mfn. 3[1 +^ftl from R. 5^)
li Calumniated, falsely accused (especially of

adultery or fornication). 2. Criminal, guilty.

sSTtfS^ a. (mfn. 3J5|»+^) Connected with

dice. s. (to.) A dice-player. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 505.

33Tfe^ a. (mfn. 3Ti+f^) L Abused, re-

proached, reviled, satyrized. 2. Comprehended,

comprized.

(m. corrupt, of ) A plant (Mo-

runga hyperanthera and Guilandina).

(corrupt, of ^55) A sugar-cane (Sac-

charum officinarum).

a. Savage, untamed, ferocious, merci-

less, s. A female savage.

^rteftrr a . (from gnJ?^J) Savage, untamed,

ferocious, merciless.

$!&3if1 s. (m. lafa-OpSo) ft. Abuse, censure,

reproach, satire. 2. (In rhetoric) Irony, sar-

casm.

31^^ s. (m. 3H + C53PI+35

) 1. Sickness,

disease. 2. Flatulence, wind. 3. An accuser,

a calumniator, a satirist, a. (mfn.) Accusing,

abusing.

STto^ s. (n. ^Tl+C^h from R. "fe^)
The abusing, reproaching, blaming (a person).

The name of a tree (Careya arborea).

Carey.

^\l^5 s. (to.) A kind of Pilu, a tree so

named, the walnut. Also written and

s- (»• STl + G^ttrT from R. 3£EQ

The chase, hunting.
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3ll<£f1<v a. (n.
J^<,\ from p.^-Jo) Alone, single,

only.

(a. AsX) Objection, cavil, hostility.

a. Taking, seizing, intercepting.

An assembly met for singing and

dancing, or for smoking and talking. Also the

place where persons meet for such purposes.

Accus-

tomed to) One who is in the habit of visiting

dancing assemblies, a dancer, a singer ; one of

a choir.

Assembling

for the purpose of dancing, singing or talking.

a. (corrupt, of ^^3) Unbroken, en-

tire, whole.

3Tftfc3^ s. (m.) A name of Siva.

^M'R<t»*. (m. Sll +^f^5 from R.

1. A thief. 2. A rat. 3. A hog.

^Slt^l^r s. (corrupt, of ^J.S$><) A letter.

(corrupt, of ) 1. A wal-

nut. 2. Another tree which produces an edible

nut (Aleurites triloba). See and

An oven, a kiln, a furnace.

A natural pond or

lake. See .

(a.^.T) The end, the conclusion, ter-

mination.

(from a.^~lT) The end, conclusion,

(wi.) 1. A rat, a mouse.

s. (corrupt, of ) A whim or

caprice, a childish desire, a foolish wish.

(p. JjjiT) A tutor, a preceptor.

^P^ff?tt*. (
p

* ^f>-\) A teacher, a preceptor, a

tutor.

The name of a

plant (Salvinia cucullata).

^Tl^l^a. mfn. ^TT^+^^l ) Feeding

on rats or mice. s. (m.) A cat.

(a. A dispute, a contention, a

controversy. Carey.

s. (m. W+ from R. f^Mj A
pursuit, chase, hunting ; terror.

+ <£ or

+^^) Chasing, hunting, pursuing; terrific.

s. (tw.) A hound.

a. (_ffe\ mfn. Srit^+^T)
Causing terror, alarming.

(a.^JJ) An end, a termination or

conclusion.

vAJ.l
sVl\i'i s . (p. Eggf) A gelding, a castrated horse.

a. Gelt.

(a. plur. of j*j£>-) News,

tidings, reports, an account; newspapers.

^rWJl s. (J.
:3Tl + R. J*fr1) 1. An appellation,

a designation, a name. (Sometimes in compos.

(a. »j/n.) Rama by name,

called Rama, from Tfrl Rama, + 3rNT|
Name).

SrP^jTte a. (mfn.^ti +^tS) Named, deno-

minated, called, spoken, said. s. (m.) (In the

Nirukta or Glossary to the Vedas) A verb*

a. (mfn. "3{1

be said, to be pronounced, to be named, deno-

minated, or called.

srftfrfrs. (rc.srl+R.^Ji+sFT) i. A name,

a denomination, a designation, a title, a term, a

word. 2. A relation, a story.

^ajTtfWi s. (J.
from 3Tl + R. s*M+$3>A

tale, a true or probable story.

^^a.(™/«.3l1 + R.^1

)
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Worthy of being related, deserving of publi-

city.

^it7! s. (corrupt, of3$ ) The part in front, or

fore-part of a thing ; the point, end, or extre-

mity of a thing; priority; an excess; an odd

number. —^l\5t^\J v. a. To proceed, to

make progress, v. a. To count

over a handful of cowries, barley-corns, &c. by

even pairs, to see if an odd one will remain : a

kind of incantation before a marriage ceremony.

Carey.

^U^tol s. (^+ 5tv5lfromR.*tv^) i. Chaff,

the husk of rice or other grain. Sabda S.

pp. 70. 94. 232. 2. Mildew. Mohun P. p. 82.

3Tt^3t^1 s. (^fal+^Tl+Sr) Chaff.

Sabda S. p. 314.

a. (corrupt, ofSrf&H) Prior, preceding,

situated in the front part. ad. Previously, in

the first place, first.

^rf^fa a. (mfn. ^Tl + 5t^ from R. *t^) Ar-

rived, approached, come.

-morrow.

3lt^3?lWa(f. (STTO + StflT) Nearly arrived,

- almost arrived.

^rrt^5^ s. + C3t^) The determin-

ing the result of an undertaking by counting

over a handful of rice, cowries, or the like.

3n*tf3t*Tl s. (3ri*t + CSt*fi) See3ltlT3t*K

^tlTOT s. + 0*1*1) The fore-part or

front-part of a thing.

a. (ngfn. >All+^1t3<-i') Accessible, ap-

proachable, practicable.

^TM^fl. (mfn. 3T1 +ltj from R. *t*I ^ 1. Com-
ing, arriving, arrived. 2. Incidental, adventi-

tious. 5. (m.) A guest, a stranger, a visitor.

^Tt^t^ a. (mfn.
:Sfi7\\+ :$) Adventitious, in-

cidental, accidental.

^^^^a. (w/w.^t^+^Fever). Suffer-

ing from fever, illness, or distress, s. (m.) Ill-

ness or affliction, caused by witchcraft or by an

imprecation.

^Tt^Wvyfa s. (v. noun from ^^£31^13+
^TnST'T) The endeavouring to come forward,

ambition.

3Tt*tH s. (m. 3Tl + 7TI[ from R. *f?J. ) 1. A book,

a work on sacred science, and of divine origin
;

the Vedas; a collection of spells or formulas of

incantation. As. Res. i. 349. Trans. JR. A . S. i.

558. 575. 577. 2. (In grammar) the interpo-

sition of a letter; an affix. Colebr. Gr. p. 13. 14.

3. Arrival, a coming.

The name of a plant (Bryonia sca-

brella). Carey.

v±lW*l\* a. {mfn. ^H^tH + \3i
) Knowing the

sacred books, well acquainted with the Vedas.

^d^fa/T s. (n. 3Ff+*l*Ff) The coming, an ar-

rival, an occurrence.

a. (mfn. To be ap-

proached, approachable, near, accessible.

^tXRT^a. (-3^ mfn. $$^+$$) Ar-

riving, approaching.

^TfcfpKJ a. (mfn. ^d+^PlsF) Gone over,

read, studied.

s. The name of a plant (Bryonia sca-

brella). Carey.

^d^ftP a. (mfn.^ + ^l^)) To be approached,

accessible, passable, approachable; to be over-

come ; to be made use of, practicable.

^d^l^T a . (corrupt, of ^Sl+ ^t^) Not dissolved,

not crumbling.

s. (v. noun of The re-

straining or preventing (a person).

<*lKNl s. (corrupt, of 3PT^1) Obstruction,

hinderance ; the preventing a person from doing

a thing.

U
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k a. (caws, of^lf^) Tore-

strain, to hinder, to obstruct ; to hold, to watch.

a. (corrupt, of 3lf£ftl) Preceding, pre-

vious, prior.

a. (from ^Sp"!5^) To restrain, to

obstruct, to hinder or prevent, to hold. Mohun

P. p. 167.

(n.) Sin
;
transgression, offence, fault.

331*11 s. (corrupt, of ifi ) The extremity or point

of any thing.

siptte s. (^nm+^3) The anticipation of a

thing.

A useless tree. Also written

(from ^^-1 ) A rope with which an

animal's fore-feet are fastened while it is picketed

or stands in the stable. See

artntfeffira^ s . (^nt^+f^tf^)
1. The ropes with which a horse's fore and

hind legs are fastened, while it is picketed or

stands in the stable. 2. A going backwards

and forwards.

a. (mfn. for '•Sp'tlH q. v.) Very deep,

bottomless.

^H^ffo s. {mfn. 3Ti + 5tt^ from R. A
visitor, a guest. See ^"P"!^?

.

a. (from ) Given in advance, s.

An advance in anticipation of a payment.

^tt^Sf^ ad. (^Tt^ttf^^+^n)) To-

morrow.

)
Providing for the future, foreseeing,

provident.

ad. (from^^1^^+^?) The

day after to-morrow. Mohun P. p. 140.

3Tt5ttnl. a. (-ft^jra/n.^Tl + ^ttf^l) About

to come, approaching, coming on, ensuing.

^rW^" s. (n. for viP'l W) A house, a receptacle,

a room.

^Tt^tf^TUl s . (from 3$ ) The point or small end

of a bamboo.

(from ) 1 . An advance of money

for goods or merchandise. 2. Usury.

^5Tt*d a. (corrupt, of ) Before, first, preceding,

in front.

(from
)
Any thing done prema-

turely or before the due time ; an advance of

money for merchandise or workmanship, a.

Having the precedence, occupying the first rank

or place
;
previous, prior.

^tTlre ad. (3IT^ + C3) Formerly, before;

onwards, forwards.

STtdffFT s. (3Tt^ for3$ +WH) The vanguard

of an army.

s. (corrupt, of arfjl ) Fire.

(StfTfr+ ^tfl) (Lit.) Eating

fire
;
(applied to) A woman who bums herself

with her husband's corpse.

on fire.

The setting

fire to a thing.

Stf^EfTW s . (3Tt^+ from R.*F^).

See

vpf#jff a. 01^1 for 3$, +1TPT) Pre-

ceding, going before, s. A precursor.

ilKPtW a. (#4, for 3$, from R.

^) Going in front, preceding, going before.

^3lt^ s. (/.) An agreement.

3Tfa1 ad. (corrupt, of ~^JX\ ) Before, in front, in

the fore-part ;
onwards, forwards.

3tfFHto£ ad. (^UV) , for^ , + vft0% for

^'^T2>) Before and behind; in front and rear;

sooner or later
;
hesitatingly

;
shilly shally.
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vATiFFsfPl ad. (STtFl+^stPl locat. case of

^1^1 ) In the fore-part, in front, before.

interj. A particle of respectful address.

See <SR?t\ and .

s. (3Ti + Pt1\5 from R. "^3
) A door

made of mats or other light materials, for the

houses of the common people. Carey.

^Tt^ltffT a. (^l^t1s5+^+ft¥)
Made sure or firm like a door of mats doubly

sewed and tied together. Carey.

a. (corrupt, of :3I^3^') Preceding,

going beyond or before; advanced before the

due time (as money).

ad. (from ^5l£j ) In advance, before

hand.

>±li%RUl a. + Belonging

to the vanguard of an army.

^tfjffe s. (m. ^Itftj , from ^\ , +1$ fr

R. t^) A place where a sacrificial fire

kindled.

a. (mfn. ^f^j +^X) 1. Belonging or re-

lating to Agni or fire. 2. Fiery, pungent,

piquant, provoking, stimulating, digestive.

^Tm) The name of a particular sacrifice

to Agni, god of fire.

srft^jiil^u (srft^r+srg) Fire-arms.

The name of a plant (Xanthophyl-

lum flavescens). Hort. Ben. p. 88.

a. (from "31^1 ) Zealous, eager, ardent,

urgent.

1. Patronage, favour.

2. Seizure, the taking a thing away. 3. Power,

ability. 4. Perseverance, zeal, eagerness.

srfcteW s ,
(
w

.
corrupt . f s^txpi q . v.)

The eighth month of the Hindu year (Novem-

om

is

ber-December). This name was conferred upon

when it was made to begin the

year. Kola S. p. 245.

STteWrafte a. (mfn. ^&tSfiF\+$$) Be-

longing to the month Ayrahayana. s. The

month A!yrahayana (November-December).

suW^UtfWfc* (/.3rteWnci+tf%) The

name of a sacrifice occurring in the month

A'yrahayana.

srteWrft s. {/. ^^m+^i) i. The

name of a constellation consisting of three stars,

one of which is A Ononis, figured by an ante-

lope's head, hence also called 2.

The day of the full moon in the month Ayra-

hayana.

3Ttet> a . (mfn. 3$ +H) Chief, principal, dis-

tinguished.

•tjf^Sra v. a. (cans, of STtStpTK?) To re-

strain, to hinder, to obstruct, to hold. See

3ftWI s. (n. from R. OT) An
accessory grace in Hindu music. Carey.

3TW£ s. (m. 3$+^ from R. ^) 1. A
boundary, a limit. 2. (corrupt, of

A bad wharf or landing place.

31*1^3 s. (m. 3(1 + *Tt\3 from R.^) A blow,

a stroke, an injury, a plague, a calamity.

>AlM\31 5. (v. noun of ^WRjt\S) The act

of hurting or injuring.

v. a. (from from ^33l-|-R.

$71) To injure or hurt. Mohun P. p. 167.

(corrupt, of ^l^i 13+f^T) An
obstruction, a hinderance.

STterte s. (m. 311 +^" from R. *T) Ghee

or oiled butter ; an oblation of clarified butter.

3$*rfsT s . (n. 3J1 + R. ^+3^) A whirling

round.

U 2
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ST^pT^ a. (mfn. 3Tl +^fT3 from R.

Turned round, whirled round.

3rnxrw°i s . («. sri

+

ctm°\ , w r.
)

The proclaiming a thing, a public announce-

ment.

3TteTPl s. (to. 1. Scent, the smell-

ing to a thing. 2. Satisfaction, satiety.

3Tte]T3 a. (mfn. ^1 +^T3) 1. Smelled to,

scented. 2. Satisfied, satiated.

3Tt^Ti s. (corrupt, of^fR^l^l ) A chafing-

dish, a large ring.

^rt^t s. (corrupt, of A rinsf.

A portable hearth, a chafing-dish.

See 5HMttl

.

^Ht<l 5. (corrupt, of Coals, cinders.

^t^rRTO s. (corrupt, of 3^1 +^1) A coat,

a jacket. Also written Mohun

P. p. 72.

3]t^F[H s, (from :3$pT + :3F5") The fingering

of a thing, a. Fingered, touched with the

fingers. Also written

^Tt^t^" s . (n. from :3T^[t'^") 1. A multitude of

firebrands. 2. Charcoal, coal, cinder.

(from ) Charcoal, coal,

cinder.

A species of fish (Silurus pictus).

Carey.

^Ttf^l^ a. (mfn. ^33^+^) Gesticulated, ex-

pressed by bodily action (dramatic sentiment,

passion, &c. exhibited by attitude, gesture, &c).

s. (from ^SI^^T) A court-yard, a

square court.

A name of

Vrihaspati, preceptor of the gods.

(corrupt, of ^51^^ ) A ring.

3T^Tn s. (corrupt, of A finger, a toe.

or ^IIS^FI:) The causing the joints of the

fingers to crack by pulling them.

A whitlow.

Srffipfl. s. (from 3$pt) A finger, a toe.

3Tffip5T^"Wl s . (OTYjT*^ Bengali gen. case

of + The tip of the finger.

^n^Hl s . (corrupt, of ^JfT +*£K) A
thimble.

^Til^t"^ s . (corrupt, of Rings for the

toes. Mohun P. p. 73,

3TlTI> s. (from ?) The name of a shrub

(Morinda tinctoria). Hort. Ben. p. 15. Its

root is used in dyeing, See ^Ali ^.

vAJ. \ t><t* I ad. (corrupt, of 3RoIU> ?) Without

counting or reckoning, at hazard. a. Not

counted, measured, or calculated. Carey.

^Tte^t ! s. (311 +Wt°l from R. T5Ef»j Elo-

quence^ oral delivery.

^fosfH s. (n. STi + TJSFi' from R. The

rinsing or washing the mouth after a meal, or

before a religious ceremony.

STteH^fftr s. (n. 30 +Wftir from R.
)

Water for washing or rinsing the mouth.

^Ibtei a. (-^ mfn. )
Washing

the mouth after eating, or before performing a

religious ceremony,

ad. Suddenly, unexpectedly.

Slf^f*^ a. (mfn. 31*1 + l>f*3"\? , from R.

"5^^) Unexpected, sudden.

SltW ] s. (n. 3Tl+T^"°l) Usage, custom,

habit.

^Wftl a. (mfn. %&*?b4$[ )&) To be ob-

served as a habit, usage, or custom.
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'$8i$fks& a. (mfn. 3Ti + "Sfc? ) Attended to or

observed as a habit
;
customary, usual, habitual.

from R.

) To be observed or attended to as a usage,

custom, or habit.

3Tte6 a. (mfn. 3H + "5IP from R. To be

practised, habituated, accustomed. Wilkins'

Gr. § 727.

3lT5T*f<^ a. Sudden, unexpected.

a. (mfn. ^Tl +^ from R. 3^)
Washed, rinsed; having rinsed the mouth after

eating, or before a religious ceremony.

^St|K5Ti a. piflfflW^W) Wonderful,

astonishing, surprising.

^It>k s . (m.^1+^t3T from R. 1. The

sipping of water, the rinsing the mouth. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 470. 2. The scum of boiled rice.

3Ttyto a. (m/w.^ + TJftP from R. W^) To

be washed, to be rinsed.

^IT'SU s. (m. ^Tl+TTfe', from R. T>^) 1.

Usage, custom, a rule of conduct. Manu i. 108.

2. Good conduct, probity. 3. A pickle, sauce.

3l1^FJ3 a . (mfn. SU^fa+ "5£3 , from R.

T>3j Fallen off from the usual course or cus-

tom, neglecting an established usage or rule.

^UbU^ a. (mfn. $t£H+,$?) Of pure

morals, of good conduct.

"viill>U4f% a. (mfn. 3tfl>t« +^ffe ) 1.

Contrary to rule or to established usage. 2, Out-

cast.

STtet^Tfr a . (-^ mfn. 3ltT>t3"+^)
Acting according to custom, conforming himself

to the established rule or usage.

srteW^Ffa s . (srtFte+f^te) The

manners or customs and established usages of

a people.

3TTE5^ 298

a. (mfn. STTFR+f^f) Pre-

vented or hindered by custom, contrary to cus-

tom or usage.

siij^iifil^ a. (mfn. ^t^ + f^f
3^)

Distinguished by manners or habits
;

polite,

genteel.

3llt>U^ «• (mfn.^'StZ+ Fallen from

approved usage, neglecting an established rule,

apostate.

Destitute

of good conduct, disregarding established rules

or customs.

SEteWIi a. (-"ft^L mfn. ^t5t^ +^T) Con-

ducting, acting. Carey.

^llblUJ a. (m/rt.^ + T>n5 from R. To

be attended to as a custom, usage, or rule.

s. A spiritual guide or teacher ; he who

invests the student with the sacrificial thread,

and instructs him in the Vedas, the law of

sacrifice, and religious mysteries. tyTanu n,

140. 171.

(femin. of ^5IT£llD ) A spiritual

preceptress,

A spiritual

preceptress ; the wife of a spiritual preceptor,

^TtFHIa. (corrupt, of + Unsifted.

Sflftjft a. (mfn. 3Tl+fl>3 from R. ft) J.

Heaped up, collected, accumulated. 2. Co-

vered, s. (»m.) 1. A measure of ten JBharas.

2. A cart-load.

3TPjs. (from W>3 ?) The name of a shrub

(Morinda tinctoria). Its root is used in dyeing.

See 3Tfc

.

A stroke, a blow, a. Uncultivated,

desert. Carey.

^"T^Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

3n°T>^R?) To lengthen or stretch,
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3]To3^ a. {mfn. 3X1+5^ from R. 5?t) Co-

vered, concealed, protected, guarded.

sill 00; i a. (corrupt, of 3T0"5i) Good. ad. Well.

3lt50ltTr^ a. (mfn. 3J1 + R. ^+^) Co-

vering, affording concealment or shelter, s.

(rww.) Any thing that affords covering, con-

cealment, or protection : a lid, a cover, a case,

a roof.

^Allbbftlk** *. (». ^fl + bjlui) 1. The act of

covering, concealing, sheltering, or protecting.

2. A cover, a sheath, a mantle, or any thing

that covers, conceals, or protects.

from

R. Requiring a cover or concealment, to

be covered.

Covered,

concealed, protected, sheltered.

3llTOtffa3 v. a. (from 3T1 + R. ^F) To

cover, to conceal, to shelter, to protect. Mohun

P. p. 167.

siiioO^tTp a . (mfn. 311 +5^ from R. 5^)
Requiring a cover or concealment, to be hidden.

3TTfe^" a. {mfn. 3j1 +foW from R. fo^K)

Cut off, severed, seized, confiscated.

3TT5*fe? s . (n.-3Tl +^f^3 from R.

1. A horse-laugh. 2. Making a noise with

the finger-nails by rubbing them against one

another.

(mn. ^1 t£n(<.sS+<£) See

Sfl^Wl s. (m. ^Tl+C^l from R. f§\) A
cutting off, a severing, a seizure, confiscation.

3lt(.b0}k*i s. (n. 31*1 + (5^ from R. fi^Tf
)

The act of cutting off or severing, amputation

;

the seizure or confiscation of property.

3TttWft a. mfn. ^ItbW+S^)
Cutting off, seizing, or confiscating.

iStld^lW s. (n. ^Tl+C^t^ for CoiTrT

from R. ^Kj) Hunting, the chase.

v. noun The act of

dashing a thing against the ground.

3te\5l a. (from S^f^) Dashed to the

ground, beat against, s. A dashing, a beating,

a sprinkling. To sprinkle.

(from 3lt^f3t"3) The

throwing or beating a thing repeatedly.

3Tf^\5lt'£3 v. a. {caus. of ^lO^foCsj ) To

thresh. Mohun P. p. 167.

3lt5£3t^1 s. {gerund of 3Tft"^3t^T"3 ) The

dashing of a thing violently on the ground.

^lo"^3t'T s. (v. noun of srte^sttre) The

throwing a thing violently down, the thrashing or

beating a thing, a. Struck violently, dashed.

3tf^3tfWl a. (from 3n5£3ttU3) Throwing

a thing violently down.

3ltoTR3K3 v. a. (corrupt, of 3TI + R. *J"|j To

dash, to smite, to strike.

3ltolt"3 s. (corrupt, of 3l1 + R.*HiJ A dash-

ing down or beating violently ; a fall by a slip.

—STtf^T^ To throw down violently.

To dash or beat with vehemence.

To slip so as to fall.

(from ) One who

beats or throws a thing with violence, a thresher.

, &c. v. n. (corrupt, of R. ) I am, &c.

^Ttfbl^t^, &c. v. n. (corrupt, of R. I

was, &c. See The verb has only

these two tenses.

3tfn>it^1 a. (corrupt, of 3I+C5^) Not

stripped of its bark, not trimmed, not lopped.

"STt^ ad. (corrupt, of ^Tp )
To-day.

3TK*f<"? s. {n. :3£3f+^) A flock of goats.
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viil^i5<n.a^. + a. L^i) Unexpectedly,

suddenly, accidentally.

vallate
5

} ad. (3jt3i+ a. ^i) Unexpectedly,

suddenly, accidentally.

^Ffl^Ts.
(
A

. jJuJi plur. o£LrAeSr) I, Goods,

articles. 2. Kinds, sorts, species.

^TtOTlt s. (from Snf^TT) The name of a

species of lizard (Lacerta Unjineya). Carey.

331^31 ad. (from STl +^r1^) From birth,

since one's birth.

ad. ( 311 +3F^+ ) From

the time of one's birth.

^IvS^ a. (a. i—^^s? ) Wonderful, admirable,

strange.

n$J.1\51<.<P
>

a. Ignorant, stupid, foolish.

^L$1<nJ4H1 s. (a. i^s? + p. A&UJ) A show,

an exhibition, a surprising sight.

a. Ignorant, stupid, foolish.

sAjj^J^l^ s. (a. X+Jac) Greatness, honour, dis-

tinction, magnificence.

sillsSUJ.!*^ s. (p. U|T ) A trial, the bringing a

thing to the test, an experiment, an attempt,

an essay.

^l\5lA4.l(.ir*!Ls. (p. ^LjT ) An experiment, an

attempt, a temptation.

A sail, a clearance.

(v. noun The clear-

ing away of incumbrances ; a sail.

v. a. (from ^1 + R. ^51^) To clear

a place of dirt or encumbrances.

^ilOlll^a. (p. j>\j\) Free, liberated, independent.

(p. i_5^T ) Freedom, liberty, inde-

pendence
;
deliverance, release, manumission.

^l3ll*T ad. (^Tl +^T) Reaching to the knee

(as the hands or clothes of a person).

^rW^nr s . (m. sri+stFnr from r. ^ft
)

A horse of a good breed.

3lt3lT^s. (a. c_>^jwc) Punishment, retaliation,

vengeance.

^iil\5ltT s. (p. J\j\)
1. Sickness, disorder, dis-

ease. 2. Trouble, affliction, outrage, injury.

3TT3Tto^ a. (p. Afflicted with pain,

disorder, or sickness.

a. (p. ,_sj\j\) 1- Sick, diseased. 2.

Troubled, afflicted, injured.

STlff ad. (corrupt, of To-day. See

and Sffte

.

3tffS s. (/. from R. 1. War, battle.

2. Level ground. 3. An instant.

a. (mfn. + Of to-day,

belonging to the present instant.

a. (a. Js»-U) Weak, unable, incapable,

wearied, helpless.

a. (a. j*Jac) Great, distinguished, con-

spicuous, honourable.

a. (a.^^1) Poor, helpless, s. A slave.

a. (mfn. + ^t) Belonging to a

court-yard. Wilkins' Gr. §. 898.

^llvSTl^l s. (m.^ + R. V5T1.4J A maintenance,

a profession, a livelihood, a means of sup-

port.

STteft^a. (-^ m/k^Ti+^ffa^) Living

upon, getting his livelihood by.

3T^I ad. (corrupt, of ) To-day. See

and^Ttfti.

vilivSL^ s. (/.) Unpaid labour. See .

s. (a. SjjsS) Hire, wages, rent.

s6|l\5l< (p.^Ij A labourer for hire,

whether paid by the day or by the job.

^44.1^4 i s. (a. Sjy*-]) Hire, wages, rent.
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C/0 Working without wages, labour

without pay. See ^3T^^.

-3TT^s5l^ a. (a. jijs) Dear, precious, beloved.

^5IKFpt3 a. (mfn. 3Tl+35f*i"3 from R. \5S1)

Commanded, prescribed, ordered.

«• 3Ti + \35v3 from R. 351) Com-

manded, prescribed, ordered.

A command, an order,

an injunction. To command, to

prescribe. To give an injunction, to

prescribe. To obey.

^TKSt^Sl s. 3rtv3a1 +^) One who
gives directions or commands, a director.

<4li<5'W'lpt\i1 *. (/.) or («. STfasi-

or +^) Obedience, compliance

with an order or injunction.

STKSW^ a. (_f^rnfn. 3lt35l + ^tfi^P)
Complying with an injunction or command,

obedient, obsequious.

33T3sK3 a. (^STl +^BK?) Ordered, prescribed,

commanded.

^T^feFI 5 . (m. 3^31 +Slfe^) The

transgression of a command.

3lKFTRt3l s. (-^ m. ^Sl1^1 + "Cri^) One who

gives directions or commands.

ad. Sans.

locat. case of ^FTI^) Conformably to com-

mands, agreeably to orders.

3Tf3sFTfT3 a. (mfn. + ^T^tsS ) Follow-

ing directions, obeying orders.

L

^S*t
1 )

Obedient or attentive to orders.

ad. Sans.

locat. case of ^ I < ) In compliance with

an order, agreeably to orders.

3Tt3sPtea. (mfn. + from R.

1. Making known. 2. Issuing orders, direc-

tions, or commands, s. (w.) A commander.

A written com-

mand, commission, or order ; a warrant, a

written law.

from R.

V. The making known. 2. The giving direc-

tions or commands.

3rT^Tf%? a. (mfn. %l +^tf^3 from R.

Commanded, prescribed, ordered.

^IsSsffitS v. a. (from 3Tl +^% causal of R.

vSfl) To give orders, to command, to enjoin.

ST^TT^ ! a. 3^ +^°!) Accord-

ing to commands, conformable to orders.

^rnFfa^l s. (/. ^JT^I+^^Sl) A contempt

of orders, disobedience, contumacy.

giterefSsU (/.) or 2| (n.srksfaf^i
4-sFi or Compliance with an order or

command, obedience.

Obsequious, obedient to orders or commands.

3lt\$rR*j a. (mfn.
:33t^1+^wl) Submitting to

a command, submissive, obsequious, obedient.

v5rfasfa3£ a. (mfn. ^Tfasi+^IC) Submitting to

a command, obedient, s. An obsequious

person, a servant. — *3l (/.) or —^(w.) Obe-

dience, obsequiousness.

3IKSH$7r s. (n. STtel +^STT from R. 3^)
Submission to another's orders or commands

;

obsequiousness, obedience.

a. (mfn.

Not complying with orders, not attending to a

command.

3Tt\5s1^l s . (m. + The breaking,

or trespassing against a commandment ; a

transgression, disobedience.
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^D^sl^KJ a. (mfn. <8&$+$S5) Agreeable to

orders or commands.

vill^Ki^xt5

a. (mfn. 33T3i1 + «S$<P) Keeping

a command, obsequious, obedient.

s. (»,) or ^TRFk^l * 3Ti\5i1

+ or + ^53>1) The keeping an injunc-

tion or command
;
obsequiousness, obedience.

STfan^vS^ a. (mfn. Tres-

passing against a command, neglecting an in-

junction or orders, disobedient.

^Tt^^TT s. (n. ^TT^I+^I^PT) The tres-

passing against orders, disobedience.

^iKFt^^ft a. (-f^L mfn. 3^1 +
pT^pC|*jS Trespassing against orders, dis-

obedient.

^TT^Ti:^5^ a. (mfn. ^l^l + C^5^ from R.

f^X) Neglecting or disregarding a command,

disobedient, contumacious.

sSTtspP s. (rc.) 1. G7*ee, or clarified butter. 2.

Turpentine.

>iA'ivilH s. (w. ^^P+^l from R. *i"i) Who
drinks clarified butter : the name of a certain

class of Pitris, or progenitors of mankind
;
they

are the descendants of the patriarch Pulastya.

Manu in. 198.

ariaEKfcr s.
(
n . ws> +W) a vessel or dish

to hold clarified butter.

^n^J^t^ft s . (f An earthen

pot or vessel to hold clarified butter.

a. (%1 for St,
l

Jf<$t*A) Not hot,

not pungent.

s. (v. noun of ^it^fSE?) The lace-

rating or scratching (any thing).

^IT^^I^KJ v . a. (cans, of ST^fe^?) To

scratch. Mohun P. p. 167.

5. (v. noun of ^t^^t^t^ ) The

scratching or lacerating (any thing).

v. a. To tear, to rend, to lacerate.

See Wl OO

.

^^t^l^f v. a. (corrupt, of 3I1 + R. f^T) To

rinse or wash the mouth.

S&t^?§S\ s. (p. CLijjjj]) Sarcocolla, a kind of

resin, said to be from a plant called Pensea

mucronata.

3^g*Tl s. (corrupt, of 3£|f*T) A mode of

veneration by joining the hands and keeping

the palms from touching, as if to hold an offer-

ing. Sabda S. p. 6,

"3jt^t^5. (p. |»Usrl) 1. End, termination, com-

pletion. 2. An accident, a vexation. Pro-

perly ^£j|t^ q. v.

^5Xtt^*T s. A variegated serpent, the same as

STt^Trfl: . Sabda S. p. 339.

1. A species of lizard (Lacerta

Unjineya). 2. A painful pustule on the edge of

the eye-lid. See .

Srtf^TO,. (m.) 1. An insect, a kind of newt.

Wilson. 2. The name of a species of lizard

(Lacerta Unjineya). Carey. See ^ij^Tl

,

;4{tej§<t (from Sans. or fcj^) A fig

(Ficus Carica) ; a guava.

;3lt'^ a. (corrupt, of si^ c
6**L.) Eight.

vSlt^^s. (from^ + R. "t>^) 1 . An impediment,

a hinderance, an obstruction. 2. The river At-

tock (lit.) the barrier. To confine,

to imprison. —^^£3 To be at a stand.

corrupt, of

^TtTT) An aggregate of eight sorts of pulse.

a. (corrupt, of ^1K3 + <Pft5;T)

Constantly suffering, continually labouring un-

der disease.

Utt^f&tf^ a. (3^+5T&1*T) 0f eight

sorts, including eight kinds.

X
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guess ; the doing a thing after a

mere guess, or in a state of uncertainty.

^^iJviUt s. (3Ttfc + (<£l[5Ui from rftftf)

The ceremony of throwing eight cowries with

other articles among the crowd on the eighth

day after the birth of a child, to secure his good

fortune. Carey.

vilify (Sj*l «. (fcrtfe +"&fw*l) Forty-eight.

Having a double-

hipped roof (as a house which has a veranda

all round, the entire roof being composed of

eight parts). Carey.

3tjtfS*l a . (3Tt£ +;&*!) Thirty-eight.

STttfffr'T^ s . (from 3tffc+R. ^+^[)
Show, pageantry, pomp.

;33l^t1rf^lTTla. (from^t^ + *jtf*T) Octagonal.

instead of

Using all his limbs, exerting all his force or

power.

f^TT) Clothes which may be worn both night

and day.

Incessantly, con-

tinually, unremittingly.

)
Eight kinds of

pulse or seeds fried together.

A trap to catch fish, made of bamboo,

on the same principle as the common wire rat-

trap.

A roll of straw placed on the head

with a view to prevent its being hurt by a bur-

den, a pad.

3lH^fi a. (3Tt& +^fi) Sixty-eight.

Sixty-eight.

^it^TSl s. (from^T^ -(-^Tlal?) Book-keep-

ing, mercantile accounts.

3Tif§ 308

book-keeper, an accountant.

SrHjL*^ a. (Sltfe+TS^) Seventy-eight.

Flour, meal. 2. Bird-lime, any viscid

substance.

a. (corrupt, of ^H^+I^j) Twenty

eight.

^fefetfl s. (3lt&1 corrupt, of^)
A bird-twig, a wooden frame smeared with bird-

lime.

a. (corrupt, of ^4|lt> +^3^) Seven-

ty-eight.

Ninety-eight.

3ftfH^t a. (#£ +^^) Ninety-eight.

Sjt&t^a. (corrupt, of sB^HrSWlH) Fifty-

eight.

Like bird-lime,

ropy, stringy.

^fff^ a. (corrupt, of 3F$ttl*l
) Eighteen.

^ttfl^Ta. (from ^ttfl ) Viscid, gluey.

tick (Acarus Ricinus, and several

other species). See ^1 ^ i^.

Sttktf*! a. (corrupt, of 3F&ftOKt"fe) Twenty-

eight.

3Ttif*Ht a. (corrupt, of Sl^Pfff^) Eighty-

eight.

(from ) The charac-

ter of a child born in the eighth month of

pregnancy; stupidity, awkward address. Carey.

a. (corrupt, of

Born in the eighth month of pregnancy.

^TTf% s. (from 3fl + R.^1) 1 . A bundle ofstraw,

a truss of grass, a sheaf. 2. (corrupt, of

q. v.) The stone or kernel of fruit. 3. A branch,
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the new shoot of a tree (the same as

Sabda S. p. 394.

s. (/.) The Sarali, sort of bird, perhaps

Turdus Gingidianus. Colebr. on Am. Co. p. 133.

a. (corrupt, of

I* b ) Firm, holding firmly on all sides (as a

horseman when firmly seated). Carey.

STftl^ s. (m.^ + C&t*l from R. T^t) Pride,

arrogance, self-importance.

Sitter s. (v. noun of^V&^tt) The hinder-

ing (a thing), obstruction, restraint.

(from Restraint, hin-

derance, obstruction.

(from A hinderance,

an'obstruction.

v. a. (caus. of

hinder, to impede, to obstruct.

s4t(|^j^<l,i s. {gerund of ^TT^t^^) The

opposing or hindering a thing, the securing or

arresting a person.

(v. noun The hinder-

ing, impeding, confining, or obstructing a thing.

(from The hindering

or obstructing a thing, restraint, confinement.

^rtt^Pnii a. (ft-om^tt^t^) 1. Confined,

prevented, restrained, checked. 2. Also ob-

structing, restraining.

v. n. (see ^i-U t^L) To be restrained,

hindered, confined, or obstructed.

{gerund of A hinder-

ance, a restraint, an obstruction.

^t|tf^1 s. (corrupt, of31^1 f^l<pl) An upper

apartment, an attic, an upper-roomed house.

STtttf^^a. (^rtttf^ + OT) Abound-

ing with upper apartments or upper-roomed

houses.

1. The gum of the silk-cotton tree, the

same as Sabda S.

pp. 286. 425. 2. Any glutinous substance,

paste, slime, bird-lime.

3lt~&1^*j (corrupt, of 3F&ft" *l ) The twenty-

eighth day of a month. Mohun P. p. 139.

^1 a. (corrupt, of^T^t^) Eighteen.

a. (corrupt, of 3X^"ft[*1) The

eighteenth day of a month. Mohun P. p. 138.

vill b'lWl a. (corrupt, of SPtfrl*! ) The

eighteenth. Sabda S. p. 42.

3$ &t?J s. (corrupt of A tick, the

louse that attacks dogs (Acarus ricinus, and

several other species). Carey.

^\f% s. (corrupt, of ^lf^>) The kernel or stone

of fruit.

^SlT^f^ a. (corrupt, of 3W?f) The eighth

day of a month. Mohun P. p. 138.

3Tfa a. (from R. 31^) Athwart, across, s.

Width, a crook or bent. To place

a thing athwart. —^<U3 To recline, to lean

upon a thing. -^tf^KJ To straighten a

thing which before was crooked.

A beam, a post. Mohun P. p. 77.

) A pilot, a wea-

ver's rod which he introduces into the warp,

a rod laid across any place, a rod used to mea-

sure with.

A beam laid across

a building:, a cross-bar. Also ^
A beam, a perch

a cross-bar. See

;33l^t^1 s. (^A4,lo1 + S1\5l)A repository forhorses,

a range of stabling, a temporary house for a

Hindu festival.

X 2
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1. A mart, a staple, a factory. 2. A
collection of images at a Hindu festival.

Cleansed from

the husk at the merchant's warehouses (as

rice).

vills^S a. (Wffi'ffi%) Made for the

market, exhibited at the market.

(^^+"^1) Glancing, peeping,

looking sideways.

s. An immoderate desire, the longing

after an unattainable object.

sSn^Tjl a. Cramped, stiffened, benumbed.

s. The warehouse or market occupied by

a forestaller.

Wide and long.

^5Xt\3Tnt^ 5 . (^Tfa^ + p.^) A monopolist,

a forestaller.

+ p. ^Ij) A monopoly.

^5rtv5*T s. (v. noun The lying or

laying across, the making or being crooked.

A cudgel, a bludgeon made of

bamboo or other wood.

3n\PTR" ad. (ST^ + ^Tte") All through,

across, through and through.

3n\53"K5 ad. (^\\5+TK5) All over.

OT33lif\J 5. (^t\5+ 3"tf3) A perch. Carey.

3Tt\5^pT or -^W s. + or
v.

+ ^3*uD) The act of straightening a thing

which before was crooked.

Square, as thick

as long. Carey.

s. (to.) 1. A loud sound, as a charge

sounded by musical instruments, the roar of an

elephant, a war-drum. 2. The commencement

of a thing, pompous preparations. 3. Passion,

excitement; anger; pride, arrogance; pleasure,

delight. 4. An apology. 5. A rubbing or

moulding the body to make it supple, or to re-

move pains. 6. The eye-lid.

a. (from ) Proud, ostenta-

tious, prolix.

^.104 5. The warehouses or mart of a monopo-

list or forestaller. See

^\3TpTt"^s. (^IsM + p.jb) A monopolist, a

forestaller.

s. (vill\i< +p. ,_$J\S) A monopoly.

The steep bank or brink of a river.

;3fF3^ a. (corrupt, of ^1 +^) Cramped,

stiffened, benumbed. See ~3Tt\5]2 .

^SrKSTl a. Neglected, left, unnoticed.

a. Bent, laid across or athwart, s. 1. A
trap for catching fish. 2. The beam of a house.

3. A bent or crooked position. 4. A sort or

kind. To straighten a thing which

before was bent or crooked.

a. Across, athwart, diagonally, dia-

metrically.

3tf\5t3!' a. (corrupt, of ^jtff^T) Two and a

half.

a. (from ) Bent, laid athwart,

crooked.

screen or large fan to keep off the sun.

a. (from 1 . Bending, lay-

ing athwart. 2. Laid across, bent, crooked.

^kilWkii (3Tte1 + Cartel) A yawning, or

stretching of the body after sleep.

Any thing which intercepts the view,

a cover, a screen, a shelter.

3Tft3tU*T ad. (locat. case ol viilvi'FT) Unob-

servedly, secretly, in concealment.
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(/.) A kind of bird, Sdldri, perhaps

Turdus Gingidianus. See soft. Colebr. on

Am. Co. p. 123.

1. A stake, a wager. 2. A quarrel,

anger, hatred, a threat. 3. A resolution, a pro-

mise. 4. The name of a fish (Silurus clarias ?).

(from ^lb<P) s. The name of a measure in

use in the neighbourhood of Calcutta equal to

two manns or maunds (about a hundred and

fifty-six pounds). To lurk about a

place, to lie in ambush, to peep.

v. a. 1. To bend, to lay across. 2.

v. n. To be a-jar, to be bent or crooked. 3.

To cross.

srtf^fta^ s. (^rtf^+^3^) The lurking

about a thing, the lying in ambush.

adrf^to^ftsrl 1 (ifnvjfl fvpj Lying

in wait, lurking, insidious, s. An assassin.

name of

a fish (Silurus clarias?)

^lo^llvi s. (corrupt, of 3I*5+ Hl\5 To vomit)

Commotion or pain in the bowels before vomit-

ing. See ^5TT\3^""K5

.

^l0«l s. (corrupt, of ^i\i*<«) An excuse, an

apology.

The steep bank or edge of

a river, precipice, or cliff. See

ad. (from ^llO) Across, athwart, side-

ways, diagonally, behind a screen.

Across,

athwart, sideways.

from

Swallowing with avidity, gluttonous.

3Ttt\5l^ a. (3Tl + C3t$ from R.^) Cramped,

stiff, benumbed.

*<4lK?1 s. A post, a station, a stand, a stage,

a platform. To take a lodging or

baiting-place.

^All b<t s. (mn.} A measure of grain, equal to four

Prast'has, or containing nearly seven pounds

eleven ounces avoirdupois. Colebr. Alg. p. 3.

" In the neighbourhood of Calcutta two manns

or maunds ( *Jo ) are accounted one drhaka."

Carey. Eight drhakas make one drona. Sab-

da S. p. 216.

a. (mfn. 1. Sown with

an drhaka of seed (as a field, &c.) 2. Holding

or containing an drhaka. See

v^lbpP^I s. (f. from ^lb<P) See ^(Wj.

^41 1 b<?l s. (/.) 1. The name of a measure. See

^lll b<F. 2. A kind of lentil or pulse (Cytisus

cajan). 3- A fragrant earth. See

v4llb<pl*l a. (mfn.*\\b<*+ t/T) See £fc) b I^fP

.

33tFi s. The same as b<P . Sabda S. p. 50.

3ltfU s. (corrupt, of b<?) A measure of

two manns or maunds. See b<£ and ^Sltf^S

.

b-i a. (mfn.} Opulent, wealthy, rich. Fre-

quently in compounds, e. g. ^*1*J. ItbJ «.

(mfn.} Rich in flowers, from ^PX*^ s. (m.}

A flower, Rich. &i?3?|%Tp a.

(mfn.} Abounding in exquisite fragrance ; from

§>Sp a. Excellent, + 7\% s. (m.) Smell,

+ 3TlT) Rich.

a. (mfn.} Low, inferior.

>9*lfWl*t a. (mfn. 31^+^T) Bearing, or fit to

bear panic (Panicum miliaceum).

s. (mfn.} 1. The edge of a sword. 2. The

pin of the axle of a cart. 3. A limit, a boun-

dary. See 3Tp! .

^l*p'J^1 s. A ball of clay or wood, a bowl for

play.

s. A sheaf, a wisp. Sabda S. p. 4. 85.
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3irt (corrupt, of^T.^) The knee. Sabda

S. p. 82. 177.

30*1^ s. (corrupt, of SF^+^fa) A tick,

win s . A small portable fire-place. The same

as WfT^StYpt!^ or S5*WL Sabda S. p. 4.

(from The stone of a fruit.

JSfbfaft P. p. 70.

(corrupt, of 31^3) An egg, the roe of

fish.

a. Opulent, wealthy, rich.

;3TTS> The termination of the Sanskrit ablative

case, and as such frequently occurring as the

termination of adverbs.

(corrupt, of The name

of a medicinal plant, the same as

q. v. (Aconitum ferox), <wW, ^f^f^l,
and Sabda S. p. 8. 37. 258. 433. See

(corrupt, of ^ifopWi q. v.) The

name of a medicinal plant, the root of which

is sold in the shops, and used in dyeing. Much
doubt attaches to this term : it seems to

be applied to very different plants. Wallich,

PI. 41. Asiatic Researches, vi. 573. See

3jt\?^ s . (m. W+'v3<£ from R. 1. Terror,

fear, dread. Mohun P. p. 22. 2. The sound

of a drum. 3. Disease. Carey.

s. (m. 3d + from R. j3^) I. Terror,

fear, awe. 2. Disease, pain, affliction. 3. The

sound of a drum or tabor.

from R. v3*i) 1.

Calcining, adding a powder or flux to metals

in fusion. 2. The flux so used. 3. Casting;

any thing, as for instance butter-milk into fresh

milk to turn it. 4. Casting away, destruction.

5. Danger, calamity, an epidemic disease.

6. Speed, velocity. 7. Satisfaction, gratifica-

tion. Wilson. See lift .

v$4 l\Ssi 1 Sft s. (—fll/T^m/ra.) A criminal, the per-

petrator of a capital crime, as felony, theft,

arson, murder, adultery. See

STlRPl s. (m.3H + \Pl from R.3*L) Sunshine,

heat produced by the sun. a. Ripened by the

sun (as rice which has been freed from the husk

without artificial heat).

STftPfSl^ s. CSTKFl+tf^) Rice that has

been cleansed of its husk without the assistance

of artificial heat.

STfa^faSFT s. Rice ripened

by the sun, without artificial warmth.

SltsPfas. (n. +3") An umbrella of silk

or leaves, used in the East as a parasol.

(a.^c) Perfume, essence of flowers.

W$Mt s - (™- from R. ^) The rent of

a ferry ; the fare for being ferried over a river ;

ferriage, fare, freight.

SrKFT ! s. (n. ^Tl +^f ! from R. JX) 1.

Satisfaction, gratification. 2. A white pig-

ment used to paint the walls or floors of

houses on festivals.

(p. jif() Fire.

^'W^aPteR s - (
p

- ^jV Lettins off fire-

works, fireworks,

3^3^ a. (from SRpfl. q. v.) Flaxen, of flax.

s. The name of a tree, the custard-apple

(Annona squamosa). Mohun P. p. 57. Hort.

Ben. p. 43. Annona reticulata. Carey.

a. Assisting gratis in a concert.

The name of a

fruit (Olea dioeca). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

3Tfat3R ad. (corrupt, of ^T+^R) In

this, in these circumstances.
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from R.

\Ft) A kite. See .

ness, knavery, swindling.

HWftPW 5. (from ^3lft^%1.) Craf-

tiness, knavery, swindling.

3rtfftq a. (-ftl^ ^l +^lfU^from
R. ^TtTTj Deceitful, crafty, swindling, s. (wi.)

A kite. See

^AlksU 5. (m. 3l1+3t3: from R. ^) The fare

charged for being ferried over a river, fare,

freight. See

(from ) The being

agitated with pain, agony.

^UilR s. (from 311 +3^) A long shelf, a

receptacle placed above the head.

ad. (from

) Above and below, every where.

a. (mfn. from ) 1 . Proper for

a guest. 2. Hospitable, attentive to a guest.

a. (mfn. from SrfsjN) 1. Proper for

a guest. 2. Hospitable, attentive to a guest.

s. (w.) Hospitality, the attention paid to guests

or visitors.

STtfe^f^ a. (mfn. 3jf3Ul*j+^) Mis-

taking or attributing the acts or peculiarities of

different individuals.

^flfWfli s. &. from TSfoW ) Excess, the

passing beyond bounds or limits.

interj. (h. T Come, +^Sj A vocative par-

ticle, used in calling a dog.

sill\3N^l^ a> Subject to, dependent on. Carer/.

a. (mfn.) Diseased, sick, afflicted, dis-

tressed.

s. (^Tl +^) from R. 3\) The name
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of a fruit-tree, the custard-apple tree (Annona

reticulata). Also its fruit, the custard-apple.

a. (corrupt, of Without oil,

destitute of oil.

3]1l3"frp s. (n. 3l1 + C3"fcp from R. ^t) A
musical instrument.

3H3a. (mfn. contraction of ^\K<3 ?) Taken,

received, accepted.

STli^^ a. (mfn. ^rt^ +^t^) Whose pride has

been brought down, humbled, humiliated, de-

graded.

;3lt35t^' a. (mfn. ^jtS+ St^f) Whose pride

has been subdued, humbled, degraded.

(corrupt, of ?) Endeavour,

exertion, a labouring or striving for the attain-

ment of an object.

33TTR> a. (mfn. ^tj&j-^) Of the same

nature, inherent. Only used in compounds, e. g.

a. Of the nature of error, erroneous,

from 53*-!. Error, +

^i*KP^ s> (m.^TtH^+^^) A domestic

quarrel.

SltH^t^ s. (n. ^liH-f^tiP) One's own

business, the private affairs of a person.

3TtH^\? a. (mfn. ^11^+^3) Made, or per-

formed by one's self.

Self-im-

portance, conceit.

Stfisbl s. (f SflTF^+tSS) The name of

a plant, cowitch or cowhage (Carpopogon

pruriens).

aftp>^ a. (-1K\ mfn. 3}tH^+ ^Tf^^T)

1. Asserting the existence of Spirit or Soul.

2. Selfish, interested.

3TtWF3 a. (mfn. *J$3 from R. 3?L)
Self-destroying, committing suicide.
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SHWre^ or -VtS\ (-f^) a. (mfn.

m}?mi$^tm or +.^3^) Self-destroy-

ing, committing suicide.

crow, a cock.

a. (mfn. 3jtlpr+ 3[) Produced or ge-

nerated of itself, self-born. s. A son.

3TtH3i1 s. (femin. of 3ltl£I) A daughter.

^HTT^i a. (mfn. 3^11^+ \3i) 1. Knowing the

Spirit or Soul. 2. Knowing himself, self-con-

scious.

) 1. Knowledge

of the Spirit or Soul
;
philosophical knowledge

of the Spiritual Principle of creation. 2. Self-

consciousness, self-knowledge.

«tjhl**S\A a. (mfn. Know-

ing the true nature or essence of the Soul or of

the Spiritual Principle that pervades the universe.

3nTT3i s. (f. 3TflFl+3l) h Spirituality,

spiritual nature. 2. The being equal to one's

self, sincere attachment or friendship. See

SuV^vS^P a. (mfn. 3TTTT\+3^P) Like one's

self, equal to one's self.

3TtTr3 s. (n. HtlT:T+ 3) I; Spiritual nature,

the essence or peculiar nature of spirit. 2. The

being equal to one's self, sincerity, friendship.

See StfWl

.

STtHql ! s. (n. ^TtlX^+^rt !) Self-preser-

vation.

A mirror.

^TtHCTR^I 5 . (/. sillil-t+O^vHl) A tutelar

deity, the guardian-god of a family or of an

individual.

srrrrf^re^ i (
n

.
^rrn^+'ftreirT) An

exposition of one's own affairs.

fSrteS^W s. (n. ^Utt dat. case of SHIFT
+ hPT;) (In grammar) The middle voice or

proper form in the conjugation of verbs. Wil-

kins' Gr. § 142, 143.

a. (-ftl^mfn. 3tfW5P|Tr+
Inflected according to the middle voice

or proper form of conjugation
;

belonging to

the proper form. See ^Tfllt^PlTf

.

3TteM°3Ti Z (f. sitii^+^r ^) self-

encomium, self-applause.

a. (mfn. ^TtTF^+^N) Deluding

one's self, deceiving one's self, self-deceiving.

Self-delu-

sion, self-deception.

ad. Sans. (^l*l*i+^) As one's

self, like one's self.

NlU*l«*i s. (m. ^\*fWj-<*\ ) A person's own

authority, influence, or controul over a thing

;

independence, a. (jnfn.j Subject only to one's

own influence or controul
;
independent.

(/.) or —^ (
re .) 1. Personal controul or au-

thority over a thing
;
independence. 2. Self-

command, self-controul.

SltWf^a. (-3^ mfn. 3ltT +̂^) 1.

Endowed with a soul or spirit. 2. Being

of the nature of mind or soul, spiritual, not

corporeal, immaterial. 3. Directing one's ef-

forts towards the spiritual in preference to the

real world, meditative, meditating on the divine

nature of the soul. Manu i. 108.

srrrret^ s .
(
m .
srtn^+sl^) a ifsg

cousin.

SltHfeFir s. (m. 3jTTI^+fcFI) The

sale of one's self. See Wilson's note on

the Mrichhakati, p. 51. 52.

STtirf^ft a. (-f^T mfn. 3TtlXf^T+
t^P) Selling himself.
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STfirf^^a. (>«/«. ^ll^+ft^J) For-

getting himself, forgetful of one's own deeds or

words.
.OTijj .jTiacff-oftci J3 (fisu* *io vj'i£(>.i Ax .% i t- j>i>*' >

3ltHRT<l s . (m. :3ltTr^+C^tH) l. Know-

ledge of the mind or soul. 2. Self-knowledge,

self-consciousness. 3. The name of one of the

Upanishads of the Atharva-Veda. As. Res.

viii. 496.

3TtlTp Si (m. 5^BSrH R- ^ ) The self-existent,

a name of Brahma and of Kamadeva. .

#'^fatif1 s. (f.
^tTPT +irW) A particle

of the Supreme Spirit. (See Manu i. 16.)

a. (mfn. ^itlPTf^ft" from R. ^)
j

Selfishly voracious, feeding greedily, while the

family or dependants are in want.

s.(/.^tlI^+^1^1)Self-applause,

self-praise, ostentation, vaunting. Mohun P.

p. 108.

Extolling one's self, conceited, ostentatious.

311*1^1**1 a. (mfn. WT^f^W) Like

one's self.

SrtlOTK a. (from STtTF^+^TK) Own,

proper.

Self-destruc- !

tion, suicide. Mohun P. p. 95.

StfTO^I s. (-3 m. ^rtTT^+^) One who
commits self-destruction or suicide.

artnri*. (-5?t ^.^nTt\+R.^) 1. one i

who destroys himself, one who commits suicide
;

one who does not attend to the welfare of his

own soul. Isd-Upanishad. 2. The servant, or

attendant upon an idol.

srrjrl s . (_7r^m. fromr^s l soui,
j

mind, spirit : the Divine Spirit pervading and I

vivifying the universe, Brahma ; the human
j

mind or soul, the reasoning faculty. Trans.
I

R.A.S. i. 31. 560. 561. n. 13. 14. 2. The

self, the principle of individuality. 3. A man's

own nature. 4. Care, effort, exertion. 5. Firm-

ness. 6. The understanding, the intellect.

7. Body. 8. The name of the twenty-eighth

Upanishad of the Atharva-Veda. As. Res.

vm. 477.—^SUTFT^is frequently used in Sans-

krit instead of the personal pronouns " I, thou,

he," particularly when employed in the reflex

sense, " myself, thyself, himself." When it pre-

cedes in compound words it may frequently be

translated by own and proper ; e. g. ^1H5T^in3

(My, thy, his, or her) Own son, from ^SOTC^

Self, Son. When it follows in com-

position it denotes nature, disposition, e. g.

St^tTd Religious, from Religion +

^itirr^Tr a . (mfn. ^rfsr^+steft3
*) Reiymg

on or depending upon self, independent.

^IWf^J a. (mfn. ^W^+^f^5.)
Self-approved, self-pleased.

^i*lUr a. (mfn. ^nH^+^T) Belonging to

one's soul or self, own; cognate, related, akin.

s. (m.) A friend. — \3l
(f.) or -^3 («.) Re-

lationship, intimacy, friendship.

^TtcUf^3

a. (mfn. 3IcS$+^) 1. Endless,

infinite. 2. Excessive, entire, complete, full,

extreme, (fern.

^TaJ|3^\3l 5 . (/. Extremity,

endlessness, excessiveness, completeness.

m. from The name of a Rishi

or sage, the son of Atri. He is the author of

many hymns comprised in the Rig-Veda.

STtanf} a. (from ^^TT) 1. Menstruous.

2. The name of a river in the north of Bengal.

:3Tfa1\ *i (a. gM) A rich sort of silk cloth,

satin.

^rteJ^ ! s. (m. from 1. A family
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priest. 2. A Brahman who has well studied

the Atharva-Veda. (n.) A collection of prayers,

&c. delivered by the sage Atharvan.

3Tftt a. (corrupt, of3^) A half.

from

) A violent pain in the forehead, Hemi-

crania.

W|5ra>. (corrupt, of^ + )A moiety,

one half.

^TtTjntlrft s. (^T^m+^f) One half, a

moiety.

^n^ar^yl a , C^ITS^I) Half depraved,

half done, vile, bad.

s . (corrupt, of ^^ + ^5^1) Half a piece

of cloth. Carey.

M\ 140 s. (from ^il^-) A short piece, or half a

piece of cloth, being twenty cubits long. Carey.

^1 1 s. (a. cu^U) Usage, habit, custom.

'STHlTs? acZ. (from a. cjjU) Habitually, usually,

customarily.

\lll 14"^ s. (a. c>j^) A number, numeration, com-

putation.

'S^WSp s'. (a. t—>j!) Urbanity, politeness, good

manners, polite education, good conduct.

v3lVW^l a. C^ftSr'WC Middle-aged,

(a. ^iT) A man, a descendant of

Adam.

s. (in. Hi from R. TJ) 1. Respect,

reverence, honour, esteem. 2. A commence-

ment, a beginning.

mlw<^ s . (corrupt, of 33t"5<£) Ginger.

affi^fl si (n. rnl + IJRl from R. "5
) A doing

honour, or reverence,

irttR'ffcr a. (m/K. ml + TtTfft from R. T7)

Respectable, venerable, deserving to be ho-

noured.

A mark or sign, a land-mark. Carey.

mTtfftTS v. a. (ml + R. \) To honour, to re-

spect, to revere.

*ilvi*W a. (>w>.m1+TO from R. ^) Entitled

to reverence or respect, honourable, venerable.

3Tfc4s. (m. mU^from R. 1. A mir-

ror. 2. A commentary. 3. The original from

which a copy is made ; a specimen. 4. A mark,

a sign.

QJflT^wJ^ s Jj^) J Justice, equity. 2. A
stamp used to make an impression.

vll 1 14^1 1 s. (corrupt, of j^Sb) A small coin, the

half of a paisa (the current copper-coin of

Bengal) in value one farthing English; a half

brick.

3j6f^P s. (corrupt, of 3J^) A small silver-coin,

in value half a rupee.

s. (corrupt, of ^iil S£J<1?) Ginger (Ammo-

mum Zingiber. Mohun P. p. 30. Zingiber

officinalis. Hort. Ben. p. 1).

mWmtft ad. (corrupt, of 3^) Half and

half, in half shares.

(corrupt, of m| + 3I *i) A half

share or portion, an equal share.

srfrrMU. (corrupt, of 3np°fH) Having

a half share » entitled to half a share ; an equal

partner.

A dunghill, a place where filth is

thrown.

mtoJtCT a. C^t^fe+^tT) Filthy, polluted.

mfttpf s. (w.ml + from R. T{1) The taking,

accepting, or receiving (of a thing).

^[Wf s . (». mfrrfr +^Tfr) The re-
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ceiving and giving away (of a thing)
;

barter,

exchange.

^ilk t^3^ s. (from cJj\.Ae )
Enmity, hatred, dis-

cord.

^rWpnit5^*. (a. ^o + ZuM) The payment

of a debt.

^TtTtt^t ! s.(3rW + ) The name of a plant

(Gratiola Monnieria). Hort. Ben. p. 4.

STtototsft a. (corrupt, of3^+^tfH) Par-

taking of equal shares, sharing equally.

sill" I* Itf s. (Sfl + TtftT from It. The re-

ceiving or obtaining a thing, the borrowing of

money.

^TfrttSFlTr s. (a. or ^U + ^tJT) A written

contract or agreement.

^ffritr^r^i s. (a. ^yit^Ls) A court of justice.

a. (from a. L£-JltXe) Acting in a court

of justice, dispensing justice.

a. (mfn.} First, prior (in merit, rank, or or-

der) ; initial. Frequently employed in compo-

sition, when it is equivalent to et ccetera, and

denotes that the word to which it is subj oined is

only the first of a series which the reader is to

supply; e. g. l^Uo Indra and the other

lower deities, from + :3jtlt.ilo
> Pmr - of

s. (tw.) The first term in a mathematical

progression. Colebr. Alg. p. 52.

The first poet

:

an epithet of Brahma.

SnfWte } s. (n. ^fift+ ) l. A primary

cause. 2. (In mathematics) Analysis, algebra.

Colebr. Alg. p. 130.

3rfp[3S ad. Sans. (^ftf+^^T ) From the

first, from the beginning.

srtftrerr s . («. from^iftfo) (In mythology)

a god, a deity, offspring of Aditi, the wife of

of Kasyapa, and mother of the gods.

UtfTTB) s. («. from ^rfpff^) 1. The sun.

2. A deity in general. 3. A deity of a parti-

cular class ; the A'dityas are twelve in number,

they are forms of Surya, or the Sun, and

appear to represent him as distinct in each

month of the year. Wilson. Manu xi. 222.

4. A plant (Calotropis gigantea). Carey.

s. C»vfffiTO)+^3^ The orb

of the sun.

SltfkO)^ a. (mfn. 3tffk «) + 3Pi
)

Shaped

like the sun.

vi^ftvi s. in. ^llfa— 3") 1. The beginning or

commencement of an undertaking. 2. Prece-

dence, priority.

STtftlCT^ s. (m. 3ltfTt + 0l^) The first god:

a name of Vishnu or Narayana. Manu i. 10.

a. (mfn. ^tf^ +^S) Being the first,

existing first, primaeval, s. (»w.) An appella-

tion of Brahma. See Manu i. 6.

a. (mfn.
:3ltfR' -f *I ) The first; prior,

previous, preceding, initial. Wilkins' Gr. § 927.

(corrupt, from A measure or

weight, which varies considerably in different

parts of India. In the neighbourhood of Cal-

cutta, six ser are reckoned one adiya. Carey.

3Ttf^ a. (mfn. 3Ti +ft^ from It. 1.

Ordered, commanded, directed. 2. Appointed,

fixed upon. s. (n.) The fragments or leavings

of a meal.

A treaty

of peace with an enemy, effected by surrender-

ing some portion of territory to him. Carey.

v41 1 Hit 3"
s .

(
m . ^Tl + ^T/T^ from Ttfc )

1. Uneasiness, calamity, distress. 2. Fault,

transgression. 3. One who causes calamity or

distress.

SrWItfeil s. (n. t5PM#^ from It. tft?t)

The whitening the walls or floors of houses on

Y 2
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the occasion of a festival, or as a religions

ceremony ; the stirring up a fire.

a. (a. JjU) Just, equitable.

s . (a. jjus) An enemy, a foe.

"3ltW\3 a. (See silll^T
) Open, unprotected, un-

covered.

(corrupt, of ^^-) Half-grown, not ar-

rived at its full growth, immature.

^iii^-n a. (corrupt, of 3T + TJ^ from R. iftj
Open, uncovered, unguarded.

^SUTPf^ a. (mfn. 3Ti + from R.'W\ Honoured,

esteemed, revered, respected; attended to (as a

duty). Manu n. 234.

^Tt^\3^ a. {mfn. ^ll +T^RP from R. \) De-

serving respect, worthy of reverence or esteem,

to be honoured or attended to.

3ltTjrf\J s. (/. 3Ti + ¥f\J from R.T*) Respect,

reverence, esteem.

ad. (^1+^t^) Within sight; as far

as the sight of the eye reaches.

^TtR^tl /; (corrupt, of 3I+CTt*tf1 q. v.) The

not seeing of a thing, a. Not seeing, not hav-

ing seen, unseen.

3TtTP[*1 % (m. 3Xl + (1**1 from R. fa*L) An
order, a command, a precept. (In grammar)

the substitution of a letter or syllable for another.

Colebr. Gr. p. 13. 14.

3$Olft^ a. {mfn. 3ITO*I +^) Giving orders,

commands, or directions, s. (m.) A commander,

one who gives directions.

3n0t*K s. (n. 3}1 + CTl*fr from R. An

injunction, a command, a precept or direction.

3TtD*f*l\? a. (mfn.^ + CClPtsJ) Ordered, com-

manded, prescribed.

3Ttorf*TU3 v. a. (STi + R. ft*jj To tell, to

order, to command, to prescribe.
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3ltUl*l> a. (mfn. 31 + from R. ft*!) To

be ordered, to be commanded or prescribed.

3rtCP[$t s. (-$ U 3Tl + Cm from R.

1. A commander, a legislator, one who gives

directions or orders. 2. An employer of

priests.

3TfC&rl a. (from Safe First, previous, initial,

prior.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of At first,

in the beginning.

3jtTHt
K

l s. (corrupt, of p. e^AlJ^c) A com-

plaint, a petition, a law-suit.

petitioner, a plain-

tiff.

a. (mfn. from 3[tf^, see Wilkins' Gr.

§ 899.) The first, prior, preceding. (Tn alge-

bra) the least or first root of the affected square.

Colebr. Alg. p. 251.

Any ancient

calculator or mathematician.

SM.Wb ad. (3ltfR" + 3I3") From beginning to

end, inclusively, s. The beginning and end.

Also written

3ltW3t^a. (-3^ mfn. 3ltp[ + 3I3"+

)
Having a beginning and an end (as mor-

tal beings).

STfilPfa s. (m. + P|T[) (In algebra) the

least or first root; that quantity, of which the

square multiplied by the given multiplicator,

and having the given addend added, or sub-

trahend subtracted, is capable of affording an

exact square root. Colebr. Alg. p. 363.

From the first

to the last, from the beginning to the end ; all

along.

3rncjsrta<? s . (?«. str) +irto) a mhha,

a weight equal to five gunja or ratti seeds,

about seventeen grains and a half troy. Wilson*
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s. (
n . 3im> +^T). see srfc.^

.

Colebr. Alg. p. 363.

33t^J" a. (mfn. 3J1 + from R. ft^j Glut-

tonous, immoderately voracious, not emulous,

luxurious.

^itr^Wg" (3TtTp 4*"SjtlS5) From the be-

ginning to the end, from the first to the last,

all along.

s. (from Ginger (Zingiber offici-

nalis). Hort. Ben. p. 1.

^itfHWt ! a. (mfn. 3Tl + fSTCIEft ! from R. |)
Honoured, respected, revered.

(corrupt, of ^^-) A moiety, one half.

^H^tH ad. (corrupt, of 31^ +3^) Half

and half, by halves, insufficiently, imperfectly.

STftt^tN. s. (corrupt, of 3jf+#fW A
violent head-ache, Hemicrania.

Loose, de-

generated, vile, bad.

Half an idiot,

foolish, weak, stupid.

^tPiT^I ad. (3^ + Pftt+^Ti) Half

filling the belly, half appeasing the appetite,

scanty, meagre, insufficient (as a meal).

=3i^Sl a. (^TlH + C^tl) Half filling the

belly, half satiating
;

scanty, meagre (as a

meal). See

) Half-ruined or

depraved
;
very much depraved.

) Half a meal,

a scanty meal.

^Tt^II^ s. (Sll + ^IPT from R. A pledge,

a pawn.

from R. <te ) The

conviction of a culprit in a court of law.
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STfttfe a. (mfn. ^ +%fW3 from R. *j^J
Convicted before a court of law, beaten or re-

futed in argument.

3Tt<tfrt s. (from 3T^) 1. Half a brick, a frag-

ment of brick. 2. Half a paisa or a farthing

English, half a rupee. (Used in contempt.)

See Snijjfi ,
3lt¥pT, and ^T^tf^ .

^^tpT *. (from 3T^) Half a rupee.

^tpR s. (^tfH+C^R) Half a ser, or

about three-quarters of a pound avoirdupois.

i

3T$Ti s. (from 3T^) One half, the moiety.

ad. (from ^3T^) Half and half, by

halves.

!

3IT*tt *1 s. (3T$l + 3I
OJC

1) A half-share, a por-

tion amounting to one-half.

3H^1 *ft a. (3ltH + 3I *ft) Possessing a

half-share, entitled to a half-share.

3JT^H s . (n. 3I1 +HH from R. The con-

taining a thing, the being in possession of a

thing, the being pregnant with ; a receptacle
;

a pledge, a deposit ; a surety.

from R. \) 1. Com-

prehension, location ; the being put or con-

tained in a certain place. 2. A receptacle,

a vessel ; that which contains a thing, a locus

in quo ; a dike, a canal ; a basin at the foot

of a tree. 3. A supporter, one who holds or

maintains a thing. 4. The locative case, in or on.

4^m& a. (mfn. 31 +*^+^) Unjust,

unrighteous,

from R. Bold-

ness, effrontery. Wilkins' Had. p. 37.

from Rt*8ft:

j 1. Mental

agony, anxiety
;
eager expectation

;
calamity,

distress. 2. (from 3Ti + R. <ft) A pledge, a

pawn ; the depositing, fixing, or establishing a

thing.
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Excess, super-

abundance, surplus, increase.

STtfsffrrf^ a. (m/w. Be-

longing to a tutelar deity, owing to divine in-

terference.

s. (n. from Sovereignty,

supremacy, government, v. a. To

govern, to exercise royal authority.

qSp^&Sfta a. (mfn. 3^31^+^)
Given to a first wife upon marrying a second

(as property).

) The enjoy-

ment or use of a thing deposited as a pledge,

usufruct.

a. (mfn. 3Tf*t^3+ t<£) Owing

to the influence of the five elements, proceeding

from material causes.

^TiftSTl7! s . (m. Sjtf^+STt^T) Additive

months. Colebr. Alg. p. 120. See $J%tJ?fE

5rtftHlf^1 s. (f. STftHfaf+t^l) The

difference of time resulting from a comparison

of lunar with solar months. Wilkins' MS.

^It^t^ ] I. (n. from 3Tlf*l + ) The mak-

ing a pledge, the leaving a thing as a deposit.

^It^t^ a. (from 31$) Half-grown, not arrived

at his full growth, immature.

a. (mfn. Belonging to

the present time, recent, modern, actual, present.

— \3l (f.) or — "3 («.) Recentness, actual ex-

istence.

331^3 a. (mfn. 3Tl + <ji!'3) Shaken, agitated,

disturbed, trembling.

3l1^TD s. (n. from -31+ R. ^ ) Weakness, in-

firmity.

a. (mfn. 3ll + <£\3 from R. <| ) Held, sup-

ported, maintained ; confined within certain

limits.

3Tft<^ a. (corrupt, of 3lf+3^) Half, half

a one.

3Til^r a. (mfn. 3l1 + C^I from R. <t1) To be

held, to be maintained or supported.

3tf$tt^1 s. (from 31+ C^WtU3) Unwashed.

3Ttetfaci s . (m. 311 + (#te°\ from R. &t3j
The rider or driver of an elephant.

3[t^Xt ;3 a. (mfn. 3l1+Hi.kd from R.

1. Sounded, sounding (as a wind-instrument).

2. Blown into (as fire by the wind or by a

draught of air), s. (m.) 1. Flatulence, borbo-

rygmi, swelling of the abdomen with noise,

tympanites. 2. Battle, war.

^ttlH 1! (n. 3Ti+^rt;T from R. &1) Flatu-

lence, a distention of the bowels with wind.

a. (mfn. 3^JlH:T+^) Arising

from the nature of a thing, inherent. Belong-

ing to the Supreme Being. Wilkins' Gr. p. 505.

3X^71^ s . (n. 3Tl +^TfromR.tH>) Recol-

lection, remembrance ; the dwelling upon a

thought, meditation, contemplation.

3Tt^7t^ s. (m. instead O^^SMH^ q. v.) A
teacher, a scriptural tutor or preceptor, one who

instructs in reading the Vedas.

3tW A termination used in Sanskrit to form the

participle ofthe present tense of the proper form.

It is added to the root, as modified for conjuga-

tion, in the first person plural number of the pre-

sent tense proper form, the sign of that tense

being dropped ; e. g.
sc
tTTt*T a. (mfn.*) Sleeping,

from R. To sleep. Wilkins' Gr. § 678.—The

same termination is also used to form the par-

ticiple of the second preterit of the proper form,

and of the passive voice, by subjoining it to the

root as reduplicated in that tense, the radical

vowel not being subject to either Guna or

Vriddhi. The participle thus formed has occa-

sionally both an active and a passive significa-

tion. Ex. a. (mfn.) Who did sharpen
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or was sharpened, from R. Sharpen
;

OW^T a. (mfn.) Who did cook or was cooked,

from R. Cook. Wilkins' Gr. % 688.

3lH s. (m. from R. v
>i4.*iv) Breath inhaled.

3d*T a. (corrupt, of 3FP ) Another, other.

Ufa^3
5 . (m. from R. 3F^+3FF) t. A large

military drum, beaten at one end. 2. A double

drum. 3. A small drum or tabor. 4. A thunder-

cloud.

^AlH^TJ^ijRs s. (m. ^rt-T^ +t^fe) A name

of Vasudeva.

a. (corrupt, of 3pftftF3?) Not seen

before, seen for the first time. Carey.

3TtrF3 a. (mfn. 3^1 +^3, from R. ^T^) Bent,

bowed, inclined; bending, stooping.

31^^ a. (mfn. 3d + from R. ^T^J Bound,

tied; closed, confined, shut. s. (n.) A drum.

3[I*H s. (n.) 1. The face, the mouth. 2. The

first term in arithmetical progression. 3. The

act of bringing a thing.

Nilh^nft s. (n. +*T) Uninterrupted or

immediate succession, contiguity.

*5Tt*IflP s. (w.^5pT^" + IT) Boundlessness
;
eternity.

*H 5. (™. 3Tl + ^pIt from R. ^T
5

^) Hap-

piness, joy. a. (mfn.) Happy, joyful. (In

astronomy) the name of the forty-eighth year

of Jupiter's cycle, the eighty-third return of

which corresponded to the year 4884 of the

Kali-Yuga (1783 A.D.) Kala S. p. 354. Its

next recurrence will be in 1843 A.D.

-Alhnt<p^ a . (mfn. 3TM^+3i3"j Causing

happiness or joy, joyful, gladdening.

Wfi>3 a. (mfn. ^Tft"^+ ffr3 ) Glad-

hearted, cheerful.

^IPWKW a. (mfn. 33*1^"+3^) Pro-

ducing joy or pleasure, causing delight.

^H-K^ 5. (m. 3Tl + R. 3151) Happiness,

joy. a. (mfn.) Happy, joyful.

vJTffiS s. (n. ^d + ^T^lrT) Civility, courtesy,

the treatment of a friend or guest at meeting

and parting.

a. (mfn. ^*W+*Kf) Ful1 of joy,

happy, delighted.

A burst,

(lit. a surge) of joy or pleasure.

>AlhFk s. (m. 311 +^1^ from R. f^ Hap-

piness, pleasure, joy.

a. (mfn. ) Pleased, gra-

tified, rejoiced, happy.

a. (mfn. from R.

^T
5
^) 1. To be pleased, to be gratified. 2. To

be rejoiced at.

3TPrfl. a. (r^^^t^i) Joy-

ful, glad.

3rfan> or 3rWn) a. (mfn. or

-hTftP from R. ;TS^) To be saluted. Wil-

kins* Gr, % 725.

3d?T3 s. (m. 3d +^ from R. ^) 1. A
country on the north of the Malabar coast.

2. A stage, a theatre. 3. War. 4. Water.

3rfrTT 5. (m. 3d + *nr from R. ^ft) Putting on

a thread made from a kind of grass (munja), a

ceremony preparatory to the Brahmanical in-

vestiture with a thread of cotton. Wilson.

Manu 11. 42. 43.

3d5TTPT s. (n. 3d + ^TIR from R. 5ft) The act

of bringing or fetching a thing,

To be fetched

or brought.

3lH«1 s. (corrupt. of3FT5T) Fire.

vAlh«1<^3 s. (31^ +^3) A hole to light a

fire in, a pit. See 3Ff^^^3 .
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(corrupt, of 3TI + R. ^ft) 1. The act

of bringing or fetching a thing. 2. (In com-

merce) A denomination of money, equal to

the sixteenth part of a rupee. 3. A sixteenth

part.

*lh l£W v. a. (cans, of ^pW.Jj To cause

to bring.

(corrupt, of

The act of going to and fro, intercourse ; a stir

about any thing.

3ll*ik§ s. (corrupt, of ^ + 3T) Vegetables,

corn.

^U*lT^) s. A secret place, a. Secret, concealed,

out of the way.

Awkwardness, clumsiness,

a. Inexpert, not dexterous, not clever,

awkward, clumsy,

a. (from
)
Brought, fetched,

produced.

^TtTta^ ad. (corrupt, of ;3FT5P^?) Not

otherwise, in the same manner as before.

3TPTtH s . (m. ^Tl + 'Ttir from R. •ft) A fish-

ing-net.

^WftF3 a. (mfn. 3*1 +^^^3 from R. *\\)

Caused to be adduced or brought forth, brought

by order of another person.

s. (m. STl +^TP from R. =fl.) A con-

secrated fire placed on the right or south side.

3TiTte s . (p. A pomegranate.

^M^jiwl s. (p. + #\S) The grains or seeds

of the pomegranate.

3lH s. (corrupt, of tf^q. v.) The

pine-apple (Bromelia Ananas). Hort. Ben.

p. 23.

Like a pine-

apple, resembling a pine-apple.

s. (m. ^1 from R. ff^) L Stran-

gury, ischuria, suppression of urine, consti-

pation. 2. The length of cloth.

s. 1. The sixteenth part. 2. (In commerce)

the sixteenth part of a rupee. See :3tt*r1

.

v. «. (from 1. To bring,

to fetch. 2. To import, to produce. 3. To ap-

propriate.

srtpw^i (3d +-pr+ntsiw r. ^kj
A plasterer's trowel. Carey.

**WIn5 a. ^1 + from R. 3d ) Brought,

fetched.

3Tt^|F|i s. (n. 3Fr<pT + TT) Assistance, aid,

kindness, patronage.

OTf^ttP a. (mfn. :3FJTt^ + TT) Belonging to

the country along the Ganges. Wilkins" Gr.

§ 899.

^ll^ta) s. (n. ^TT^+ TI) Attachment, ob-

sequiousness.

Stff^jW s. (n. from Regular and

uninterrupted succession, conformity with that

which has preceded : a due arrangement, a

rank, a row. Manu Hi 41. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 977. See^j^l..

^Ht^ ad- Sans
-

from^5^)
Gradually, successively, in due order.

ST^f^3
a. (mfn. 3FJjfaf+t^) In gra-

dual succession, in regular order.

^1^41 s. (/. from 3Ffy€) Regular suc-

cession, due order, gradual arrangement; a rank,

a row. Wilkins' Gr. § 977. See ^Tfa^Kf

.

+ vT) Due order, reeru-

larity.

3Tt*1<)<J a. (mfn. ^SH^R + IT) To be known

or ascertained by experience.
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a. (mfn. ^4.*^^. 1*1 +^^) To be

adduced as an inference, to be shewn by infe-

rence; inferential, probable.

STiPrafSF s. (/. from 3FTTfSF) Attachment,

fondness of, or delight in a thing.

gfl^tflP s . („. g^JSTtH + TI) Conformity,

agreement, harmony.

^^t5U^3 a. (mfn.^FgF0 +^3)
Born of a woman of inferior rank by a man of

a superior one.

Including

words or subjects besides those of which a sen-

tence professedly treats, agreeing in construc-

tion with other words besides that with which

it is primarily constructed. Caret/.

3Tfa*t> s. (n. :3^?

1
+TT) Freedom from debt.

3Tfc*t°*P s. (n. ^Kt°^+^) Humanity,

clemency, kind behaviour. Wilkins' Gr. § 984.

Manu i. 101.

^IUs44> a. (». 311+0^33) from R>ft)
To be brought, to be fetched or produced.

3TtF=F3l I m. 30 + (*f3 from R. *f\) One

who adduces or fetches a thing ; a leader.

a. Seen for the first time, not seen

before. SeeSTFPtfi.

SrftTtla s. (from 31^) A ring for the toe.

^kll Ol s. (from A ring for the toe.

vill^R^ a. (from + Inward, in-

terior.

^n^t ! a. (from 31^3") Inward, internal, be*

longing to the interior.

SOfti^ a. (mfn. 3^ +^) Belonging to the

interior, affecting the intestines.

3TW^s. (P . j^) 1. Valuation, guess. 2.

Weighing, measurement. 3. Time (in music).

4. Mode, manner. Properly 1^ q. v.

Guessing, forming

a conjecture.

^k*K**H s. (p. <HjJu!) Thought, meditation,

suspicion, care, concern.

s. (v. noun of An
oscillating, vibrating, or swinging motion

;
agi-

tation.

^tfe a. (mfn. from STfc^tf^K?)
Swinging, vibrating

; put into an oscillating

or vibratory motion.

v. a. To oscillate, to vibrate, to

swing.

A cook.

s. (from An inhabitant of Telinga)

The name of part of the country on the coast

between Ganjam and Madras.

Sn^tfe^l s. (f 3FT +R.^+^1) 1. In-

vestigation, inquhy. 2. Logic, metaphysics. See

SflP#rt a. (corrupt, of WD Think-

ing otherwise, taking a different view, absent

in mind.

^TH^ Root, i. (3TMf3), v. (3#ftjjlf^,

*$tj0f, and x. (STHnfo), 1. To per-

vade or occupy. 2. To obtain, to gain.

s. (m. ) One of the eie;ht demigods called

Vasus.

STH^ a. (mfn.W + ) Half-baked, parched

grain, &c. eaten from the hand, bread.

s. (f. arH from^ Water, A
river, a stream.

3TW *. (m. ST) +^°\ ) 1. A market. 2. A shop.

Stf^Ks. (/.) See^rW"^.

time of

calamity or distress, a time of need or necessity.

Z
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3lMf3 s. (/. 3Tl from R. ) Adver-

sity, calamity, distress, want, necessity ; an

excuse, an objection, a remonstrance.

33>K3t3 a. (mfn. Stf^+Sft^j) Unfortu-

nate, unhappy, afflicted.

^TH^s. (/. 3fl + R. ^TT
) Misfortune, cala-

mity, distress.

Misfortune,

calamity.

Involved in

calamity or misfortune, unfortunate.

A remission

made by the law for times of distress or cala-

mity. Manu i. 116.

^>rorc. (h. Ltl from 3HTFTJ Own, my,

thy, his, her, our, your, or their, as the text may

require. See

pron. (srM^r+^i) self.

Stf^Hkl a. fiS£j$H +Wl corrupt, of sHtlft
)

Self-willed, obstinate, headstrong.

^TW^ltft: a. (from ^rH^Wl) Obstinate,

self-willed, headstrong.

>AiH*i3*mi s. (^rH^r+^T ^) self-

praise, self-applause.

^THrt^HPr ad. (from ^fr +STHfi")
Spontaneously, by one's own free will.

3tf*W5AS3 ad. (from Of

itself, of its own accord, spontaneously.

^TMf^T jprow. (fromSTlPfr) Self. (In respectful

address) Your honour, your ladyship, &c.

from R. rfK) 1. Un-

fortunate, afflicted. 2. Possessed of, gained,

obtained, acquired,

^rH^Sl a. (f. from^^+ ^Tl) Pregnant,

with child, s. (/.) A pregnant woman.

STHf^QJ^s. (w.^TH from R.^t, +"feU^
from R. Property, &c. obtained by barter.

31^1 s. \n. from 3p^) 1. Water. 2. A star,

^Virginis. As. Res. ix. 354.

pron. (h. from "31tTFT) Self,

ownself, own; my, thy, his, her, our, your, or

their, as the context may require . See^rM^T.

genit. case plur. of

+^^^) The nebulous stars of Vir-

ginis, marked b. 1. 2. 3. As. Res. ix. 354.

(Lit. The offspring of the waters).

3TWo:

f3$ s. (3TW° genit. case of #E +

ijft'J Any water-plant. Sabda S. p. 22.

from R. tej} A pot-

ter's kiln.

v4ll
kTt<Fl a. (corrupt, of 3Pf^) Not duly con-

cocted, unripe, imperfect.

s. (corrupt, of ^PlWl ) The name of

a plant (Achyranthes aspera). Mohun P. p. 30.

See^Tffl ^.
(m. 3(1 +^3 from R^S) I- The

act of throwing or falling down. 2. The instant,

the present moment. 3. An appointed time, an

opportunity.

3lW33?a. (m/n.3TfctT3+^) Instantaneous,

momentaneous, present, sudden.

a. (from 3TW3) Immediate, instan-

taneous.

sdlH lsW ad. Sans. (-A?| . 3rW3+^l) Im-

mediately, at the moment, instantly, suddenly.

from R.

*jRm To be gone to or through, to be attained,

to be suffered.

STWFtWad. (3l1 +^tP[+^W) Down

to the foot, entirely, all over.
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>4lMlkMtl<t ad. (3Tl + prUr+SI^RP) From

head to foot, from top to bottom, all over, en-

tirely.

3TWl<lrlTTl a. (corrupt, of + for

+ from R. With unwashed feet.

from R. A place

for drinking in society ; a society of drunkards.

arffiH*' arf. (^Tl+^Tto) Down to the very

basest, worst, or vilest.

a. (corrupt, of I< ) Without shore,

limits, or bounds
;
unlimited, innumerable.

vAllf^^s. (from the English appeal) An appeal.

(from the English appellant') An
appellant.

SfWfcj s. (m. Hi + R. A chaplet tied on

the crown of the head.

SfrWt s. (n. Hl+^ft^) An udder; a large

breast.

A baker, a con-
's;

fectioner.

A female baker

or confectioner.

from A cake) Flour,

meal.

3H^1 s. (/. 3fl+*(8Sfl from R. SfGE ) Ad-

dress, conversation, speaking to or with.

^rW^ a. (mfn. ^1 +^ from R. 3"^) Ad-

dressed, spoken to, conversed with.

^PjJ^ft ad. (h. cjT+ p- ^) By one's self,

of itself, spontaneously.

3t*?t a. (pret. part, p. R. 3Tt\-f-3) 1. Ob-
tained, got, reached. 2. Authentic, revealed,

inspired. 3. Trusted, confidential.

adrift ad. (corrupt, of ^TW^JTiI) By one's

self, of itself.

^ms%.(-fl?]>>.3r^ iiWWS) sei-

fish, avaricious, greedy.

^Tt^^T s. (n. ^Tt^ +T^5T) Revelation.

Mohun P. p. 165.

>a$$irtj$ p. (n. 3Tl^ +^Tt^)) A correct sen-

tence. Trans. B.A.S. i. 445.

^n^Tt^ s. (31^+3^) Selfishness, a.

Selfish.

3^ a. (mfn. Hl\, see 3TP|^, +TT) Wa-
tery, consisting of water, s. (n.) A plant, a

kind of Costus. See .

from R.*W ) The

act of filling, refreshing, renovating, or reani-

mating. Wilkins' Had. p. 86.

from R.

) Filled, increased, reanimated, refresh-

ed, pleased, gratified, renovated, renewed,

sprightly.

Si (n. 3*1 +^55^ from R.

Civility shewn to a visitor
;
welcome, adieu.

3TWl ad. Sans. (-^° . 351 +3^) Reach-

ing to the feet.

a. (mfn. from

^Jllj Reaching down to the feet. 5. (mfn.)

A dress descending from the shoulders to the

feet.

s . (m . 311+^: from R. 3 ) The act of

pouring water on a thing
;
bathing, swimming.

The act of pouring

or flowing over.

Hl^^l a. (-'f^mfn. ^T^ +Tf^)
An initiated householder, one who has passed

through the first order (that of the Brahma-

chart), and is admitted into the second.

from R. J) The act

ofpouring or flowing over
;
bathing, swimming.

Z 2
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^l$i<t<i? a. (mfn. ^Tl +jfto from R.

Pouring over, flowing over, overspreading.

3$$m s. (n. ^Tl +^T from R. j[) The

pouring or flowing over, a flood.

^iHlfe a. (mfn. ^l+^lt^^ from R. ff)
Made to flow over, poured over, overflowed.

3rHT3 a. (mfn. ^ +^3 from R.
j|

) Poured

over, overflowed.

See ^^if^.
<ti\^\ad. (p. More, more than, super-

abundantly.

nH1^^-> s. (a. <^JT) Misfortune, calamity,

wretchedness.

s. The leaping of fishes over a wear, dam,

or other impediment.

The floundering of a fish, the rising

of a cetaceous fish to spout, and afterwards

descending in a tortuous manner ; a sudden

motion, a starting, a struggling. Carey.

viiJiiM l^s, (a. is\y\ plur. of $y) News, rumours.

s. (3rft+ C*FT?) Opium. See

and^Ttf^I.

opium-

eater.

(from a. ^\ , which comes from the

G. osnoy, derived from o9ro'j A juice, the same as

the Sans. Water, juice) Opium.

An opium-eater,

one addicted to the use of opium.

sSrtSP^fi s. (p. ^lli^) A sprinkling or scattering
;

a shaking, winnowing, or strewing.

\Hl^f^t1*T^ s. (p. )
Dispersing, scattering

;

strewing.

• ) Woe, distress, grief.

s. (p. from Sans. Water.

Nill^pl^ s . (p. j\CT) 1. A distiller. 2. A
water-carrier, a sprinkler. 3. A wine-merchant,

or seller of spirituous liquors. 4. A drinker of

wine.

(p. cj?;1£jT) It The business of a

distiller, or of a water-carrier, &c. 2. A duty

levied on distilleries.

a . (from ^1 + C^W ) Not clever, not

dexterous, awkward, stupid.

(p. Sjjsr\) A vessel for drinking
;

a narrow-mouthed vessel,

^l«C*lili s. (p.uj>T+^Tl)The light reflected

from the surface of the water.

v. noun of 3Tl^f3U3) The shut-

ting of a door, the covering or concealing of

a thing.

v^UfoiW v. a. (3T1 + R. To close, to

cover, to conceal, to shut.

^rfft&^T s. (v. noun of :3lt3'f
!

fe'U3 ) The tem-

pering of metals, the welding of metals, in-

spissation by boiling.

3n<rin s . (from ^mF^ts ) The tempering

or welding of metals, the inspissation of a fluid

by boiling.

(v. noun The tem-

pering or welding of metals ; the inspissation of

a liquid by boiling.

v. n. (from 5TI+ R. ^) To turn

round, to move round ; to become thick by

boiling (as liquids) ; to be tempered or welded

(as a metal), v. a. To stir round, to inspissate

by boiling ; to temper or weld.

^ll<\ill s. (u. noun of ^ll^foUi) The repeat-

ing of a lesson, the reciting of a passage from

a book.
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(corrupt, of ^I<v3*1 ) 1. A screen,

a cover, a concealment. 2. A pretext.

v. a. return,

to turn round. 2. To repeat (as a lesson or a

passage from a book).

a. (^j^sS) Worthless, spoiled, destitute

of good qualities, wanton, dissolute.

(from a.
jpjfy

Depravity, wanton-

ness, worthlessness.

a. (corrupt- of ;3l1^3) Covered, con-

cealed, overspread, overshadowed.

A screen, a pretence.

v&H<Ult^s. (p.j)joT) A servant who cools and

prepares water for drinking.

:3rrari"3" s . (corrupt, of sH^irte" !) Peevish-

ness, sulkiness, a pet.

^knUlu a. ( 41.14 kW+^XT) Peevish, cry-

ing for every thing that presents itself.

^fft^jW) s. (p. >! + <tiU) A house or

room where cool water is prepared or kept for

drink.

STteg^T s. (a. Ebony. See .

^l<3-> s. (m. 3J3[+ 3I3"+ TI) The offspring

of an outcast Brahman, or a Brahman who
has neglected the performance of religious rites.

Manu x. 21.

^<^b s. I. The tie of a yoke,

that which fastens the ox to the yoke, or the

latter to the plough. 2. Ornament, decoration.

3. Affection. 4. The binding or tying of a

thing firmly, a. (mfn.) Bound or tied firmly.

^STt^fr" s. (n. 3Ti+3*ft" from R. Any
vessel or receptacle to contain a thing.

^,1. C^Tl +^ from R. ^ To serve) A mean
person, a menial servant.

3Tt3^ a . (mfn. ^Ti +^^ from R. <T) Con-

cealing, covering, screening, veiling, s. A cover,

screen, or concealment.

n44.I<1 (p. (*Jjjj\ ) A throne, an ornamented

chair.

STte: ! s . (n.^+^°\) 1. The act of cover-

ing, concealing, screening, or protecting. 2. A
screen, a cover, a shield.

a. (mfn. To be covered,

concealed, guarded, or protected. — ^Tl (/.) or

—» (w.) The being worthy of or entitled to

concealment or protection.

^Jlt^T^"*-, s. (a. t^jjjz) A woman, a wife.

(from v.) A shower of

small rain ; the oozing of water from a diseased

eye.

441<<1 s. (p. The outer cloth of a lined

garment, the outside of a garment.

>4li«lci s. (v. noun of^lU(<(.3) 1. A slight

shower of rain. 2. The oozing of water from a

diseased eye.

v. a. (corrupt, of "3X1 + R. 1. To

rain slightly, to ooze, to trickle (as the eyes do

when inflamed). 2. (from 3Ti + R. ^) To

screen, to cover, to conceal, to guard, to shelter,

to protect, to defend.

*3lt^<fts. (p.jj^T) Honour, good reputation, fame,

renown.

^I<5~i I s. (3j1 +3^Ti from R. ^1 ) 1. The

act of forsaking or abandoning a thing. 2. A
useless thing, rubbish, sweepings.

33^3 s . (m. 3Tl + 3"$ from R.^) 1 . A whirl-

pool. 2. A curl or feather in the hair of an

animal, particularly of a horse. 3. A turning

round, a revolving; the stirring any thing in

fusion. 4. Reflection, deliberation.

^ll<S^ a. fyfyhMfG^k from R.^) Turn-
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ing round, revolving, s. (In anatomy) the ver-

tebrae of the spine.

STta^T s. (n. 3Tl +^^r from R. ^V) 1. A
gyration or revolving, a circular motion. 2. A
whirlpool, an eddy. 3. The stirring any thing

in fusion. 4. The melting of metals together;

alligation.

srra^rt s . (/. sri+^rt from r. ^v> a
crucible.

;3lt<r^ a. (mfn. 3d +Tp33 from R. f<)
Turned round, stirred round, while over the fire.

^IT^^ a. (a. Jj|) First, chief, principal.

SH^TT^ s . (a. c^T) The appurtenances of

an estate, trees and other property, moveable

or immoveable.

STf^fTft^s.
(
A . g|J) Children, descendants,

progeny, a race.

ajSEftT s. (/. 3fl +^f^[ from R. A row,

a range, a continuous line. Also written^!

^ft^Vjvjr^ s- (A _ )
Ebony, the wood of Dios-

pyros Ebenum and D. melanoxylum, and per-

haps of some other species. Carey.

3n^ft ad. (corrupt, of 3R*t) ) Certainly, ne-

cessarily, assuredly.

a. (corrupt, of --A4<'
c
fJ<£

) Certain, ne-

cessary, unavoidable, urgent, incumbent, s.

Necessity, certainty, expediency. -31 or —^
Necessity, unavoidableness.

3TR^Pl s . (mn . 311 + 3*1*1 from R. 3?T)
1. A house, a dwelling. 2. (m.) A particular

religious observance.

3ll3"pT\J a . (mfn. 3d + 3"f*F3) Collected,

heaped up, stored (as grain, &c).

s. (n. 3d+ 33/T) The act of bringing

forth, showing, or producing.

3Tt<^UH a. + from R.

Flowing on, coming down from a great length

of time; customary, usual.

interj. A particle of prohibition, used chiefly

in play.

3Tfet&> s. (corrupt, of3I+3t5) ) The pudenda.

^1<1\^ s . (P'jljT) Aloud sound, such as the

report of a gun, &c.

^A4.I<1 W s. (p. jbT) Cultivation, population, a.

Flourishing, cultivated. Mohun P. p. 104.

a. [W^%^i) Fit for cultivation,

arable, proper for being peopled.

3Tfa1#U.(/.3d+3tH from R. <T^) 1. A seg-

ment ofthe base ofa triangle. Colebr.Alg. p. 70.

See and 3MS&tt 2. Pain, affliction.

STtatl s. (m. fcfl^lM from R. 3^) & A
basin for water at the root of a tree. 2. A
bracelet. 3. The act of sowing, throwing, cast-

ing, or directing. 4. Hostility, hostile inten-

tion. 5. A vessel. 6. Uneven ground.

3jTlWjfe s. (n. jWfl + ^) A bracelet of gold.

vST^H^r s. (n. 3j1 +3*W from R. 3*L) 1. A
loom, an implement for weaving. 2. A reel, a

frame on which thread is wound.

The cor-

recting of a rough draught by inserting or ex-

punging. Carey.

3d<tW ad. (corrupt, of ^1<<1<) Again.

3ri3tf^ s. (m. ^d +3tf3 from R. 3) A shop,

a stall.

3lW«T s. (n. ^d+^t^) A basin for water

at the foot of a tree. See a.

Childish, belonging to childhood.

sSlW*i<lW s. (^Tfat^T+^t^) The period

of infancy, childhood.

^kl'^f ad. (3X1+31^+^) From the

youngest to the oldest.
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Comprising children, old persons,

and women ;
comprising persons of all condi-

tions
;

entirely, generally.

NiiW N) ad. (^fl+^I^P) From infancy, from

childhood.

vAlUl^ s. (m. 3l1 + TlF^ from R.^C) A house,

a dwelling, a habitation, a residence.

Nili<k<P a. (311+^t^ from R.
)
Bring-

ing to a place, leading, conveying, conducting.

s*l!<kl s. (n. ^1 +^t^) The act of bring-

ing, leading, conveying, or conducting to a

place ; an invitation.

^Ul^lTT a. (mfn. ^i +^K7^) To be

brought near, to be conveyed or conducted to

a place ; to be invited.

a. (mfn. Brought near,

led, conducted, conveyed.

vilkl^) a. (mfn. 3Ti + 3t$?) To be brought

near, to be conveyed or conducted, to be invited.

33tft^ a. (mfn. 3jf^ +^) Woollen, made of

sheep's or lamb's wool. Manu n. 41. s. (?«.)

A blanket, woollen cloth.

(from from R.

Consciousness of pleasure or pain ; the atten-

tion of the mind to its own sensations or im-

pressions. Sabda S. p. 332.

3ltf^ a. (mfn. 3l1 + from R. 3?<t) 1.

Crooked. 2. Cast, thrown, sent. 3. Disap-

pointed. 4. Stupid, foolish.

^TtftH s . (m. ^Tl+f^H from R. 31<jj An
awl, a kind of gimlet worked by a string, a

bit and brace ; an instrument used to make a

hole, a piercer, a drill, an auger.

^lR$k 5 . (m.^\^\ for^nf^T
,

The unfolding, developing, or becoming ma-

nifest (of a thing)
;
manifestation, presence.

3Xtfa^3 a. (mfn. 3Ttf%^+^3) Developed,

unfolded, become manifest. — To be-

come manifest, to arise, to spring forth.

3jtf^T a. (mfn. STl+f^T) 1. Foul, turbid.

2. Sinful, guilty.

ren-

dering a thing apparent or manifest.

sillpt^U s. (m. :3ltf^3X+^1^') 1. The

making a thing visible or manifest. 2. A

grievance, a complaint, lamentation.

a. (mfn.'^f^-'^+^S) Made visible,

made apparent
;
manifest, evident.

a. (mfn. from R.

Possessed (by a demon, &c). 2. Possessed,

engrossed (by any sentiment or feeling) ; intent.

^nft^f^5 a. (mfn. STtfa^ + ffeS) Having

the mind deeply engrossed by any object, deeply

moved, excited, or interested in a thing.

50
|
Pl^ircc?. Sans, (the final^being changeable

into St., <T, or o) Manifest, in sight, evident.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 546.

^l^t^ s. (a. j~£.
s

) A perfumed powder, or

scented dust, which the Hindus sprinkle over

each other at the Holi or spring-festival. See

pr£3lT^ and f*Wv3. Sabda S. p. 247. 289.

s. (corrupt, of 3T^T) A wen.

Ut^Tl a. (3Xfa + 3Tl) Having a wen.

3Xt^\3l a. (corrupt, of 3^3?) Tuberculated,

rough.

Rough ,

uneven, tuberculated.

*«H.I<1<P s. (m.) A father (in theatrical language).

Stf^ s. (f ^1 +^^) Order, method.

3TT^3 a . (mfn. 3X1 + <F3 ) Covered, concealed,

obscured. (Frequently used in compound words,

e. g.) >Al\isi
5
f1<\3' a. Obscured with igno-
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ranee, from Ignorance, +^1^3 Ob-

scured.

^Il<s3 s. (m. 3l1 + <F3 ) The offspring of a Brah-

man by a female of the Ugra-tribe. Manu x. 15.

N±ll^S a. (mfn. + from R. Circu-

lated, moved round, revolved, stirred round.

return or recur-

rence to the same point, the repetition of a thing

in order to commit it to memory.

^TtR^ s. (m. 3Tl + (3*1 ) I. Hurry, haste. 2.

A potherb (Convolvulus argenteus).

^lll<H<P a. (mfn. 3$ +iw) Making known,

expressing a complaint, making a statement.

^STtRTrT s. (n. 3Ti + C3TrT) The making a

thing known, the stating of a complaint.

) A writ-

ten exposition or statement ; an affidavit, a plea,

a petition, a memorial, a written representation.

3ltRfT^3 a . (mfn. 3l1 + from R. f^TTf)

Made known, declared, represented.

?)'C4WH a. (mfn. Hl + CWHl^) Being

made known, represented, or declared.

3TtR*i s . (m. STl + C^*!) 1. The absorption of

the mental faculties in one wish or idea ; in-

tentness, devotedness to one object. 2. Pride,

arrogance. 3. Indistinctness of ideas, apo-

plectic or epileptic giddiness.

^Tfra^a. (mfn. ^tR*l+^) 1. Occupying

the mind wholly. 2. Persuasive, engaging,

inducing a person to engage in an undertaking.

1. A house in

which work is carried on, a workshop, a ma-

nufactory, &c. 2. An entrance. 3. The disk

of the sun, a halo round the sun.

3Tft3f^ a. (mfn. 3*1 + C^f^ from R. ft^)
1 . A guest, a visitor. 2. Own, peculiar, un-

participated.

s .
(
m . STl+re^ from R. f^) A

wall, a fence, an enclosure.

a. Stupid, clownish, s. A cloud.

a (mfn. vAi<Vl+^^) Yearly, annual.

Ornament, deco-

ration (as jewels, &c).

3jt^1 s. (/. 3X1 + R.^1) 1. Splendour, beauty,

glossiness. 2. A flash. Mohun P. p. 7. 3. A
reflected image, a shade, a shadow. (The same

as 3f3CX>?UI ). Sabda S. p. 257.

^iltal 7^ a. (corrupt, of 3J+ ^1*t>) Unhappy,

unfortunate.

^l^l^" s. ( 331 + ^iMl ) An address, a prologue,

an introduction, a preamble.

^ikoW s. (n. 3Tl
) Addressing, speak-

ing to.

^rfet^Ts. (^Tl + ^t^T) 1. Appearance, shape.

2. Clearness, splendour. 3. Meaning.

s. (m. :3Tl + ^l v

M<) A demigod of

a class consisting of sixty-four.

3ltf%3lt«) s. (n.^fe3t"fe+ 31) Noble birth

;

nobility
;
family, descent.

a. (mfn. 31^^+3^) Con-

tained in a dictionary, s. (m.) A lexicographer.

situation in

front of or opposite to a thing ; the facing a

thing.

(n. from strong

desire, an ardent wish for a thing.

(m.) A cowherd, a man sprung from

a Brahman by a wife of the AmbasVha tribe.

Manu x. 15.

station

for herdsmen, a village inhabited by them

only, an abode of cowherds. Also written

^t^W% See >±lk)U •
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vill^Vl s. (femin. of ^kJU) A female of

the A'bMra tribe, a female cow-keeper. See

^Tt^H s. (n.) Bodily pain. a. (mfn.*) 1. Fear-

ful, formidable. 2. Suffering pain.

StfCSffl *. (w.3d + ) ll Completion, full-

ness. 2. Effort, pains. 3. The expanded hood

of the Cobra de Capello used by Varuna as

his umbrella.

;Sft5Jf(*T5 a. (mfn. 31^1^+$^ ) Distin-

guished by zealous application or devotedness

to an object, studious.

^Srfat s. A mango, a mango-tree (Mangifera In-

dica). Hort. Ben. p. 18.

s. (?m.) 1. Sickness, disease. 2. A sick-

ness of the bowels, a crudity in the stomach.

3. The mucous matter voided in diarrhoea, a.

(tw/m.) Raw, undressed, unbaked, unripe, crude.

^t*Ptft?T s. (a. ^U+ ySU.) Persons of the

higher and lower orders, plebeians and nobles,

persons of all ranks.

bad and ca-

daverous smell like that of raw meat or a burn-

ing corpse.

STftTET^" s. (3Tfrr+ ]R") The powder of dried

mangos used as a condiment. Carey.

(corrupt, of nA^1*J.I\3) The name of a

tree, the hog-plum (Spondias mangifera).

Mohun P. p. 57. The same as

^"PfT , and 1>ft3T . Sabda S. p. 290.

NillMtbW s. (^Tfe+ R. C¥!^) The name of

a climbing plant (Vitis Indica). Carey.

3TftE3 s. (m.^Tl+^R3 from R. 3^3
) The castor-

oil plant, or Palma Christi (Ricinus communis).

(p. tjxol ) 1. The season in which

any merchandize generally arrives. 2. Perqui-

sites, any thing gained over and above, means,

income, revenue. 3. Imports, a. Imported,

brought in.

^Wlg****** p. j^T) Access andes:ress»

importation and exportation, a coming and

going.

a. (p. jjUT) Prepared, ready, full,

abundant.

vlll^k \*{\ a. (v. ^yjcj) Imported, brought in,

received. See

^USf s. (corrupt, of Winter-nee.

^lk*l^P s . (^It3^+^T)) Winter-rice.

Sn^B) s. (n. ^-hH^WT) Pain, affliction.

^llM^ s. (». Hi ) The calling or speak-

ing to a person ;
welcome, courtesy ; an invi-

tation.

sil'l^'ftUa. (mfn. ^&$$$$) To be called

on, to be invited, to be addressed.

Called upon,

spoken to, addressed, invited, s. (n.) The vo-

cative case. Colebr. Gr. p. 32.

^'lilfaW v. a. (^1 + R. 51^.) To invite. Mo-

hun P. p. 168.

) A catarrh, a

running of the nose from a cold.

A disease which ap-

pears in swellings about the size of a rupee in

different parts of the body, attended with a

violent itching ; water-bladders which soon heal

of themselves. Carey.

siilfl<t^ s . (a. plur. of JU) 1. Riches,

wealth, property. 2. (a. J^l) A state, a

condition.

A diarrhcea,

a dysentery. Carey.

SltoT s. (m. from R. St) Disease, sickness.

2 A
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a. (p. $jUT) Sufficient, enough, abun-

dant, full.

UlUlUUfl a. (-f^J». STftTCT+f^, See

Wilkins
1

Gr. % 907) Sick, diseased.

s. The bloody flux or

dysentery.

villH^3^ s. (corrupt, of ^l^t^ 1 R<p|) The

name of a plant, sorrel (Oxalis corniculata).

The same as ^HTtandSttf^l. Sabda

S. p. 32, 89, 164. Also written ^li<l«l'

.

STftrf s. (m. 3I+IC$ from R. ^ ) Wrath,

rage.

3nn€°t s. (n. from R.^ ) Im-

patience, wrath.

^1*4.^5. (a. J**»c) A district, a government, the

period of a ruler's government.

1. The womb, the uterus. The same

as S»5, 5t€lKftl, and ^T^T. Sabda S.

p. 82, 106, 145. 2. Sour gruel. The same as

Sabda S. p. 352.

Hfct5^ s . (mn. 3Tl +3I^+ ^?) 1. A plant,

emblic myrobalan (Phyllanthus Emblica). 2.

(m.) Another plant (Justicia Adhatoda). Wil-

son.

^Pp^ s. (Jemin. of ^wfcS 1. Emblic

myrobalan (Phyllanthus Emblica). 2. The

same as Flacourtia cata-

phracta ;
SI^TlfT^I Oxalis monadelpha;

Yellow or emblic myrobalan ; and

The three myrobalans. Sabda S. p.

3, 33, 113, 182, 194.

*3J,'r*tm s. (from a. J^c) An officer of justice, an

officer.
,

^UlMl s. (corrupt, of ^I^Cfa") 1. The name of

a plant (Gomphrena globosa). 2. A fruit-tree,

commonly called caronda (CarissaCarodas), the

same as Slf^l and ^JJOT . Sabda S. p. 33,

40, 471. 4. The dried fruit of the emblic

myrobalan, used as an acid.

s. The name of a species of fish

(Clupia prinoides of Gmelin, and Clupia apa-

like of Lacepede). Carey.

Dried mangos. Carey.

The colic

3Tftj*T3i s. (Wk+Wt) Inspissated mango

juice. Carey.

3TW^fT5 s. (^Tfe[+^[<^) The name of a

plant (Curcuma reclinata). Carey.

<t\\^^VfC[ s. (^t^+^npfl) The name of a

plant (Curcuma reclinata). See

^t^1 s. (from 3Ttel) Bricks not sufficiently

burnt, unburnt or half-burnt bricks.

disease said

by Hindu physicians to arise from indigestion :

it is usually attended with a swelling of the

cheeks immediately under the eyes* Carey.

m. for ) A councillor, an

adviser, a courtier.

. The name ofa plant (CurcumaAmada).

Hort. Ben. p. 1.

Srfcrfr^ s. (a. u^jU) A deposit, a. Intrusted

to, deposited with a person.

Second rice-water, rice-gruel.

(3rt3I+^) Raw rice.

^1W 1 <], s. (a. ^Uc) A canopied howda for

an elephant.

^WWk? s. (mn.') Land near a mountain.

srtxrHir s . (^rfe+^rH'n") 1. a dian^a.

2. The stomach or paunch; the umbilical re-

gion.

pron. (either from 3^^TS I, or from

the termination of the first person of the
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present tenses of most verbs, e. g. ^3< lf*4. , from

R. ^+3rtf^, I am) h

(f. from The oleous

or grumous part of milk, from which the thin

or serous part is separated, curd of two-milk

whey.

SjtfSIrJ^.
(A . ^7 ) Amen ! so be it

!

(a. ) A prince, a noble.

The son of a prince*

(a. J^ilc) A governor, a ruler, the

intendant of a province.

vSllpKl s. (mn.) I. Flesh. 2. Enjoyment. 3. An

object of enjoyment, a pleasing or beautiful ob-

ject. 4. A bribe. 5. Coveting, longing for.

6. Form. 7. Lust, desire. 8. Food.

itftSWt a. (-f%! mfn. ^tflR+
Eating flesh and fish, carnivorous.

NilUW s. (from3l1 + R. f^? ) Curds of

two-milk whey, pressed curds, cheese. See

(A* u-^ ) A commissioner, a super-

intendent, a trustee, an umpire.

s. (from a. ) A commissioner, a

superintendent.

(a. ) A nobleman, a prince. See

(p. The son of a

nobleman or prince.

f^ft^^^j s. (a.^ ^1 ) The lord of

lords, the prime minister of a Muhammadan

prince.

^TfrftTfrl a. (from a.^J) Nobly, s. Nobility,

greatness, high birth.

(from a.
)

Nobility, greatness.

mfe^*at (mfn.W$

+

^Ffrom R.^) Clothed,

accoutred.

^ l^H s. (m.) A thorny kind of bamboo (Bam-

busa spinosa, Rox.}.

s. The name of a tree (Andersonia cu-

cullata). Hort. Ben. p. 87.

a. (a. ^J^c) Practical, artificial.

Sll^to a. (mfn. W$& genit. case of

3Pt*Vj +^,U*f ) Descended from an illus-

trious family.

villus ad. Sans. (-^°. ^Ti+^Fi) To the

root, radically, thoroughly, entirely, s. A cause,

an origin.

>Allt>^ a. (p from
{£
jJ&J\

s

j.
i

Mixt. $. A
mixture, a compound.

mount Meru, to

the north-pole.

STiWto s. (m. 3Ti + (Ufa from R. 1. A
fragrancy, a diffusive perfume. 2. A strong

smell. 3. Fame, a good report. 4. Pleasure,

festivity. (Also) a. Fragrant, scented ; the same

as n^lfcn^. Sabda S. p. 238.

ttillflikH 9. (n. ^Tl + CUik*l from R. ^)
The exhilarating or the communicating of plea-

sure or enjoyment.

3$P!tft3 a . (mfn. 3Ti + CUtft^from R. ^JT)
Gladdened, pleased, delighted, gratified.

UllUllkl a. (-f^mfn. ^TlCHfa+t^) 1.

Pleasing, gratifying, agreeable. 2. Smelling as

the breath after any thing which has been eaten.

s. (m.) A perfume for the mouth, made up in

the form of a pill or bolus of camphor, &c.

3fefi3 a. (mfn. 3Tl +J^3 from R. Jjl ) Remem-

bered, committed to memory, leamt by heart.

srtjjlrr s. (m. srl + ^trr fr0m r. *ri
)
(Lit.) That

which is to be remembered, to be studied, or to

2 A 2
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be learnt by heart : K A Veda or the Vedas in

the aggregate. 2. Received doctrine, tradi-

tional and true. 3. Traditional usage, family

or national customs. 4. Advice, instruction in

past and present usage. 5. A writing which

treats of usages or customs, an A'gama-Sastra

or Tantra.

The name of a tree, the same as

The mango-tree (Mangifera Indica). Sabda S.

p. 55.

^W«UuW* (a. ^jji+vIS^i Tobacco

mixed with other ingredients for the hooka.

sili^^ a. (corrupt, of3^) Sour, acid. —

^

s. Acidity.

s. The name of a plant (Curcuma

reclinata). Hort. Ben. p. 1. See^it^^l

.

^TT^T a. (mfn. 31 ) Aqueous, consist-

ing of water.

3Tt5" s. (m.) The mango-tree (Mangifera Indica).

3lt3t3 s. (m. from Tne name of a tree
»

the hog-plum (Spondias mangifera).

3TftTK?^ s. (m. 33t5t^+^) The hog-plum

tree (Spondias mangifera).

vSltJpT s - (
from ^5) The name of a Plant

(Oxalis corniculata, Hort. Ben. p. 34 ;
Oxalis

monadelpha, Rox.) Mohun P. p. 30. See

3X1153^ Kl (n. ^ri + C^OT from R. C?R)
Repetition, tautology.

) Repeated,

repeatedly said. s. (w.) Repetition, tautology
^

STftSfJts? v. a. (from 3Tl + R. C*K^) To haggle.

Mohun P. p. 168.

-3lt£[ s. (m. from ^T£[) 1. The tamarind-tree

(Tamarindus Indicus). 2. Acidity.

3$TS3p s. (from 31*1) 1 • The emblic myrobalan

(Phyllanthus Emblica). Mohun P. p. 30.

2. Mimosa stipulata. Hort. Ben. p. 40. 3.

Flacourtia cataphracta, the same as

Sabda S. p. 191.

^T^^tS » C^§+^ft) A shrub (Csesalpinia

oleeosperma). See ^SI^5^

.

srt^raOT s . (^+ re^) a Pknt (rumex

vesicarius).

3Tfti1 s. (from 3IET) 1. A plant (Phyllanthus

Emblica). Hort. Ben. p. 69. 2. The tamarind-

tree (Tamarindus Indicus).

^1(m<p1 s. (/. 3^+5^1) 1. The tamarind-

tree, or its fruit (Tamarindus Indicus). 2. An
acidity or sourness of the stomach or mouth.

Also written 3Tf£[t^ •

3lt£ft s. (from 31*1) The tamarind-tree, or its

fruit (Tamarindus Indicus). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

Colebr. Alg. p. 315.

3Tfir s . (m. 311 + 11 from R. TTl ) 1. Receipt,

imports, income, revenue. 2. Gain, profit.

StfTKS a. (mfn. from R. TPI ) Ex-

tended, long. s. (w.) A long quadrilateral

figure which has pairs of equal sides, a paral-

lelogram. Colebr. Alg. p. 74.

^lUsJJ>vj£U?| s . (n. 3rtlF3+0^<tj) An ob-

long quadrangular figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 271.

Osj^i^ ) An oblong quadrangle, an oblique

(oblong?) parallelogram. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

s. (n. ^+WF{) 1. An altar, also a

shed for sacrifices. 2. The extent of any thing,

its size, its width, breadth, or length. 3. A
ground-plot. 4. The site of any thing. Trans.

R.A.S.n.U.

T>3T^) An oblong figure with pairs of equal

sides, a parallelogram. Colebr. Alg. p. 295.
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StfU^U^M s. (n. -Srfire+W^M) An

oblong figure with equal perpendiculars, a rec-

tangle. Colebr. Ala. p. 58.^
. F : • .

.

s. (n.^Tto+ ^ltF) Half an oblong.

Colebr. Alg. p. 308, note.

vAU'Ufa 5 . (/. 3*1 + from R. TT^) 1. Future

time. 2. Majesty, dignity. 3. Restraint of mind.

4. Extent, length. 5. Meeting, junction.

3Tt*n3 a. (mfn. 3X1 +TO from R. TT*I ) 1 . Sub-

ject to, dependent on. 2. Tractable, manageable,

docile. —^31 s. (/.) or — "3"
(n.) Dependence,

the being subject to or dependent on.

3ltHf3 s. (/. 3Tl+Tlft from R. TT 5^) 1. En-

deavour, exertion, the striving for an object;

love, affection. 2. Subjection, dependence on.

3. A boundary, a limit. 4. Strength, power.

5. Continuance in the right way, steadiness of

conduct. 6. A day. 7. Future time. 8. Sleep.

9. Majesty, dignity.

3TtircD a. (^Ti+ITQ) from R . TT^Q Subject

to, dependent on. The same as <1\J3<1) . Sabda

S. p. 375.

Taddhita suffix, by which patronymics

are formed from the names of persons ; it requires

the change called Vriddhi of the first vowel of

the word to which it is subjoined ; e. g.

An offspring of Nada, from

&c. Wilkins' Gr. % 887.

A mirror, a looking-glass.

a. (p. from ^.XoT) 1. Arriving,

coming, approaching. 2. Future.

A person's income

and expenditure.

^iW^l s. (a. <ujj) A grant of land at a low

rent, as a remuneration for faithful services.

See .

3TtH*T s. (•3TI + R. TT^) Will, resolution. The

same as . Sabda S. p. 170.
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^itTFf 5 . (n. from ^T^T) Iron.

^llU^l s. (/. 3X1^+3?) Armour for the

body, a breast-plate, a coat of mail.

3Ttirg a. (mfn. from R. TPT) 1.

Sharpened, whetted. 2. Thrown, cast, sent.

3. Pained, distressed. 4. Vexed, angry. 5. Hurt,

killed.

(from Portug. Aya) A waiting-maid, a

nurse-maid.

^•AjJU l s. (corrupt, of ) A paternal grand-

father.

^lUkj«1 s. (instead of >All'fl3*T) The extent,

the dimensions of any thing ; a ground-plot.

name of a

medicinal plant (Eupatorium Aya-Pana). Hort.

Ben. p. 61.

) The state

of a person's income; stock, a capital. Carey.

(m.^Ti+TTtllfromR.ir^) 1. Length,

extent, width. 2. Restraint, controul.

(a. plur. of ) Days, a time, a

season.

^lluHsSi s. (
:3Ttir1 + 5?T^1) A variety of rice

which grows in deep water, and has therefore a

very long stem
;

also, the grain of this variety

of rice.

STftrfcr s. (m. Sll from R. TRT ) Exer-

tion, endeavours, pains, fatigue, labour.

(a. ^j-jT) A regulation. Mohun P.

p. 159.

A grandmother.

^llli^ s. (mn.~) Age, duration of life. See ^liJjJ

.

$$Jg (-1»0 1- Age, life, duration of life.

See . 2. The name of one of the four
On

Upavedas, which is also termed A'yur-Veda,

comprising the theory of medicine, with the
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practical methods of curing diseases. As. Res.

fj

34Q -

A minister, an agent,

a deputy.

from R. A weapon

in general
; armour, arms.

a. (mfn. 3tfgH+SS) Living by

arms
;
being a soldier by profession.

a. (mfn. ^AJ. 1 + )
Living by the

use of arms, fighting with weapons
;
being of

the profession of a soldier.

Life-time, the du-
.K>[ [-bnnoT<j B.jjanrdi yass to zaohmmib oili

ration of a man's life, age.

^'M^I (^ST^i+^ft) An increase of

life, old age, longevity.

SWltJWK s. (m. ^iU^+OTl) The science

of medicine, the name of one of the four Upa-

vedas, which comprises the theory of medicine

with the practical methods of curing diseases.

As. Res. i. 340.

^kt<nt a. (-f^mfn. ^iTpfk+t5
^)

Practising physic, of the medical profession.

s. (m.) A physician.

3Tt^^ s. (^.3TtepT +^) (In the tenets of the

Jainas) the association of the soul with the

body or person. Trans. R.A.S. u. 554.

4Ulll^<M a . (mfn. 3lt¥^+^) Granting a

long life, causing longevity.

ill^Sita s. (m. from ^Tt^+ CS*fcT) A sa-

crifice performed for the purpose of insuring

length of life.

STtWlt^ «. (-S3^ mfn . ^f^+^j
Long-lived, 'si (m.) The Fo^ra-star of the third

lunar mansion
;
Alcyone. Kala S. p. 74. 356.

One of the twenty-seven Yogas or divisions of

the Hindu ecliptic. .As. Res. ix. 302.

*&%^ a. (mfn. ^liJ^+TT) Granting a long

life, bestowing longevity.

3^,. (n.) See3^.
interj. Sans. An interjection of calling,

expressive of affection. Wilkins* Gr. p. 546.

^iltClTfcfa s. (m. from^+ R.lK^) The offspring

of a Sudra by a woman of the Vaisyd class.

Manu x. 12. As. Res. v. 59.

a. (mfn. 3j1 -f Cillv5l<P from R. TF3[J

Bringing into contact, uniting, collecting ; mak-

ing preparations.

3Xtnrt3FT s. (n. 3l1+(Uk$rt ) The act of

uniting or bringing together ; the making pre-

parations or provisions, as for a festival.

a. (mfn. Brought

together, collected.

Y. A battle, a

fight, a war. 2. Slaughter.

As a Kridanta suffix, is added to a few

Roots to form attributives of agency; e. g.

£l<tl'U> a. (mfn.) That hears, from R. 3 To

hear; OTlXP a. (mfn.) That defeats, from R.

To conquer. Wilkins' Gr. p. 468.

conj. (h. jj\) And, also, further, more,

moreover, a. More. pron. Other, another.

s. (m. from nJttl) 1. The planet Mars.

2. The planet Saturn. 3. Brass.

conj. (^t^+^nT) More and

more, still more, further and further.

vijJ<<P^ s. (a. ) Juice, sap, moisture
;

per-

spiration; spirit. See ^AJ,<<P.

^l<<Pt> s. (mn. ^l4+<p£ ) Brass.

33t33F a. Reddened, of a reddish

colour, flesh-coloured.

"AlUttfr s. (m. from ^Tl +R.^BjJ The junction of

frontal sinuses of an elephant, a. (mfn.) 1.
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Preserved, guarded, defended. 2. Deserving

to be guarded or preserved.

(m.) A plant (Cassia fistula). See

(a. fjOjc) A representation, a petition,

a request.

silksaT^^s. (p. v^-^c) The officer who pre-

sents petitions at court. See ^< (4!.<s1 .

•lOlbOSlF OOli 8 TO StflfJn 5111 . J (.utj .?. , JlCf

SlJ^SJ a. (p. Cheap.

(a. A representation, a request,

a petition, ~ .a

SltTti 5 . (from 3ftt>) A wild buffalo.

a. (from Belonging to a forest

or wilderness, wild, sylvan.

a. (mfn. ^l<*fr +^) Belonging to a

wilderness or forest, wild. Wilkins' Gr. § 902.

>*lU\fl a. (3l1+^3 from R. ^T3!
)

Reposing,

resting, stopping.

^URj s. (/. ^1 +^) 1. Cessation, espe-

cially cessation from work, repose. 2. The

presenting a wave-offering. " Among the Hin-

dus this is usually performed by waving a stand

or tripod, furnished with five lighted lamps,

before the idol ; sometimes water and other

articles are employed . '

' Carey

.

(corrupt, of orderly) An orderly;

a forerunner, who announces the approach of a

rich man, running before his palankin.

(ra.) Sour gruel made from the fer-

mentation of boiled rice.

sill<HN<t> s. («. STteT^U 3s

). See itikr

5&fcp5 s. (from 31+^5 from R. ^Hj The

day of the sun's entrance into Virgo, when the

Hindus abstain from cooking any kind of

food.
io yttiDa'yjrB 10 ioe an l .o .teuaw & [uuaotf

-$l\<< \\ ad. (3Tte+3"Rj Another time,

*U<< s. (m. + Sound.

a. (a. ^j>j&) Arabian, Arabic.

a. (a. rjy^ Arabian, Arabic.

3lW<Jk*i s. (A."Cryj + ar
,
J) Arabia.

v*lk$ a.
(

;3rl+^"from R. <T^) Begun, com-

menced, undertaken. Wilkins' Gr. p. 420.

(/.) A branch of the dramatic art,

the machinery of the drama, the representation

of magical incantations, &c.

^U^ll s. (corrupt, of <wH?) Dishonour,

distress, disappointment. Carey.

3ltTg s. (m. ^Tl +^g from R. ) 1. A be-

ginning, a commencement, an undertaking, a

resolution. 2. Haste, speed. 3. Effort, exer-

tion. 4. Pride. 5. Slaughter, killing. 6. An

introduction, a prologue, u. a. To

make a beginning, to begin, to undertake.

3fN*p s. (n. + from R. ^) A be-

ginning, a commencement, an undertaking.

^kSTffta. (m/n.^+^lt^Tobebegun,
to be commenced, to be undertaken.

^kUl'4*. (In grammar) The

inchoative or inceptive mood. Mohun P. p. 124.

^Ttrf§U3 v. a. (from + R. "^) To begin, to

undertake, to commence. Mohun P. p. 168.

s. The name of a plant

(Solanum pubescens).

A looking-glass. Mohun P. p. 80.

^U^nj s. (from 31*1 +^T) A cockroach

(Blatta gigantea). The same as

and ^frill^t. Sabda S. p. 200. 277.

3ltTi s. (p. aj|) A saw, an awl, a knife, an

auger. Carey.
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>All<l<P^«. (p. j£sj\) A sawyer.

^ll<l^ ad. Sans. 1. Near. 2. Far off, distant.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 542.

"AiklRs s. (Tn.from^Tl + R.Tl) An enemy, an

opponent, an adversary.

vil'Ul^ a. (mfn. Hi +Tlfe from R. ^t^)
Gratifying, conciliating, supplicating, worship-

ping.

3TRt<fr s. (n. ^Tl +Tt^T from R. Tfcjj

1. Gratification, conciliation, supplication, wor-

ship. 2. Accomplishment. 3. Acquirement,

attainment.

3TlTtefr1 s. (^Tl+Tt^Ti from R. Tt^)
Worship, attendance on, prayer, respect.

To be con-

ciliated, propitiated, worshipped, or prayed to.

viiUlto a. (mfn.^ti + 'Ztftd) Conciliated,

propitiated, worshipped, supplicated.

^UlftU3 v. a. (from^ + R.^t^) To adorn,

to worship, to conciliate, to propitiate, to sup-

plicate. Mohun P. p. 168.

3lW<fr a. (mfn. ^ll + Tfti") from R. Tfclj To

be adored, worshipped, or propitiated, to be

solicited or prayed to.

3TfTfa s. (m. 31*1 + from R. Wj Sound,

noise, tumult. See^lU«.

^lll< 1^ s. (p. ^T) Ease, comfort, health.

s . (m.^Tl + TfrT from R. A garden,

a grove.

33Wf^ a. (from Iwf] Healthy, comfort-

able. .33i>lg-'2niJtool A

"^TtTTpn^ s. (mfn.) A cook.

f^T^ 1 s. (p. ^jjjT from ^j^\) One who car-

ries the levies or taxes to the treasury.

•sHl(<*1 s. (corrupt, of 31*1 ) The piles, hemor-

rhoids.

Kridanta suffix, by which adjectives ex-

pressive of an agency are formed from roots

;

the radical vowel suffering the change called

guna. Ex. *!Rl^ a. (mfn.) That hurts,:in-

jures : injurious, hurtful, from R. *J To hurt,

injure; 1<? a. (mfn.) That salutes: polite,

complaisant, from R. <T^ (<*^) To salute.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 468.

s. (m.) 1. The name of a tree used for

timber (Lagerstromia regina). 2. A crab. 3. A
hog. 4. A pitcher.

a. (mfn.) Tawny, s. (mn.) The tawny

colour.
. rrwfT^

3l1^i¥ a. (mfn.^i +^5 from R. Ascended,

mounted on. Frequently used in composition,

e. g. 3$l3fF a. (mfn.) Mounted on horseback,

from A horse, and

interj. A vocative particle used in calling

or addressing a person angrily or contemp-

tuously.

"3TIT^3 s. (m.) The name of a plant (Cassia

fistula). See 3lt^*^H

.

^lUl^f) s. (n. Health, recovery of

health : the proper salutation to be used by a

Brahman to a man of the <SMc?7-a-class. Manu
n. 127. a. Healthy.

from causal of

R. Attributing to one what does not pro-

perly belong to him, an imputation, a substi-

tution, a transfer, a change.

"3TTRW s . (iW+ CThtc
1 from Rl\causal

ofR. <F^) See ^H'M

.

a. (mfn. 311 + CTtf^? from (Tt\
causal of R. <^^) Transformed, changed, sub-

stituted, imputed, improperly attributed, feigned,

false, figured.

^jtRt^^. (m. 3Ti + CT^) 1. Length. 2. A
woman's waist. 3. The act of ascending or
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rising. 4. A mounting or riding upon. 5. The

rider of an elephant or horse. 6. Height. 7. A
staircase, a ladder, a vehicle.

a. (mfn. SBtetfohS?) Mounted

upon
;

riding, s. (m.) A rider.

3llWl<°i s. (n. ^l+CTt^ !) h Arising,

mounting, or ascending. 2. The rising or grow-

ing up of new schools. 3. A vehicle. 4. A
staircase, a ladder.

v. a. (from 3I1 + R. ^) To as-

cend, to mount, to climb. Mohun P. p. 168.

atffcrteS a. (-fl^ mfn. 3rtRl3C+^)
Ascending, mounting Upon. (Frequently used in

composition, e. g.) a. (mfn.)

Mounting on horseback, from <1 A horse,

+ Ascending.

3TTf^*. (n. Hfe^ifl^^) The name of one of

the principal parts of the Sama-Veda. As. Res.

viii. 458.

Wf^tH s. (n. 3nffe + rfH)' A par-

ticular manner of chanting the prayers or hymns

comprised in the Sama-Veda. As. Res. vin.460.

s. (v. noun of 3nfs3[C3) The acquiring,

obtaining, or procuring a thing ; the planting

of trees.

4ll5hTU a. (from SSSft? ) Procuring;, obtain-

ing, s. A planter.

3ufe s. (n. ^I-f^) Straightness, rectitude;

candour, openness, honesty, sincerity.

The name of a plant (Phyllanthus

tetrandrus). Hort. Ben. p. 69. Also written

v. a. (from R. To plant. Mo-
hun P. p. 168.

v. a. (from R. 1. To acquire a

thing. 2. To plant trees.

ee(from ) The name of a tr>

(Pentaptera Arjuna). Carey.

3TtTl a. (corrupt, of Hjwfl5 ) Wild, sylvan.

3TT$ a. (mfn.pret. part. p. R. ^V?+^3) Af-

flicted, vexed, grieved with any thing. (Fre-

quently used in composition, e. g.)

a* (mfn.) Afflicted with grief* from

Grief, +^Tt$ Afflicted; Tg^tS a. {mfn.)

Afflicted with pain, from TJo
5^ Pain,

Afflicted.

353^ s. (m. 3^3+^) The name of a

plant, the blue Barleria.

A cry, an excla-

mation occasioned by pain or sorrow.

:3Tt^3" a. (mfn. + -31) 1. Belonging to the

season, seasonable. 2. Menstrual, monthly.

s. (n.) The menstrual discharge.

A cry occasioned

by pain or distress.

3ITp5 s. (/. from R. + 1. Pain, dis-

tress. 2. The end of a bow.

sSrtfs33) s. (n. ^fJ^J+ TT) The office or station

of a family or household-priest.

^tffsfe a. (mfn. 3fl$+$3) 1. Substantial,

real, pertaining to the true substance of a thing.

2. Rich, wealthy, appertaining to wealth. Wil-

ki?is' Gr. § 903.

Sip a. (mfn. from R. 31^?) \, Wet, moist.

(Often used in comp. e. g. ) 3rnid Wet from

water, from sSl^ Water, + 3ltH. 2. Loose,

flaccid.

^ijjS<? a. (n. 3TTH +35

)
Ginger (in the undried

state).

s . (femin. of 3HH) 1. The sixth Nak-
2 B
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shatra or lunar mansion. As. Res. n. 293. 2.

The name ofa star, aOrionis. Mohun P. p. 136.

^TT^I^J^ s. (m. Sjtfjl +ST^) The dragon's

tail or descending node.

3TtfW3 a. (mfn. 33^+3^3) Wetted,

tened.

mois-

^44 1*5 a. (mfn. from R. ^ + TT) 1. Of a good

family, noble, of distinguished birth. 2. Res-

pectable, excellent, proper, s. (m.) 1. A mas-

ter, a proprietor, an owner. 2. The Hindu, as

opposed to the barbarous nations. Manu iff. 21.

Trans. R.A.S. K 453. 3. A Vaisya or man
of the third class. Wilkins' Gr. § 728.

^i^J<P s. (to. 3TtXP+^) A paternal grand-

father.

A husband

(in theatrical language). 2. The son of a spi-

ritual preceptor.

) Famous, re-

nowned, celebrated.

SOTJl s. (femin. o/^tiP) 1. A name of Par-

vat! the wife of Siva. 2. A kind of metre.

As. Res. in. 66. x. 400.

A kind of

metre. As. Res. x. 40.

s. (in. ^TTtD+^U^) (Lit.) The

abode of the noble or excellent ; the sacred

land ; the country extending from the eastern to

the western sea,, and bounded on the north by

the Himalaya, and on the south by the Vindhya

mountains. Manu n. 21.

3Ttf*l s. (corrupt, of ) A mirror, a look-

ing-glass. Also written

a. (mfn. from^f^T) Prescribed or autho-

rized by the Rishis, or ancient sages, s. (m.)

A form of marriage, the father of the bride

receiving one or two pair of kine from the bride-

groom. Manu in. 29.

Marriage

according to the Rishi-fovm : the father of the

bride receiving one or two pair of kine from the

bridegroom. Manu Hi. 29. See

:3ltsfe) s . (m. from $&^) A steer fit to be set

at liberty in honour of a deity.

3Tt^3 s. (m. from + 31) A follower of

the doctrines of Arhat or Jina, a Jaina.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 551.

< i& MIX'
^S§3\ s. (/. from SP^j see Wilkins' Gr.

§ 978). Worthiness.

s. (n. from see Wilkins' Gr.

§ 978). Worthiness.

(n.) 1. Yellow orpiment. 2. The sting

of a bee or wasp, the forceps of an insect.

3. A tenon. 4. The barb of an arrow or fish

hook. a. L Not boiled in its preparation, as

rice. Carey. 2. (mfn.^) Large, extensive.

)
Insipid,

fresh, not salted, s. Food without salt, insipid

food.

^it^T^t^Tl s. (a. yaSJI) Tar, pitch.

s. Cowhage or cow-itch (Carpopogon

prurien s). See v3|1nW*n

.

A coat, vest, or gar-

ment reaching to the knees.

v^l^^ipn s. (from A. JjluJl ) A coat, a vest, or

jacket.

{taiihv^ralA Aid .q .kAI .Jsto'Vl .(*»inbnm*9t

^Tt^lT^ s. (m. from ^FT7!"^?) A water-snake;

the black variety of the Cobra de Capello (Co-

luber Naga).

3tW^3l s. (#r1 for

The name of a parasitical plant (Cymbidium

tessalloides). Carey. See ^Tt^Hsjl

.
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^Tt^'Tjtl a. (corrupt, of :3I+^ ) Not connected,

not tight, loose.

^UttPt s. (from 3tf*Ffl) Looseness, the

not being tight. Carey.

^TFTflWU a. (sill^h +^1) Talking loosely,

improperly, or obscenely.

SrfcTffl. a. (from ^HJ-ll) Looseness, the ab-

sence of connexion or tightness.

a. (from Upright,

balanced, poised, making the first efforts to

raise itself up (applied to a child). Carey.

3Tf*!pTte^3l s. (3Tt^Hi> +^3l) The

name of a genus of plants (Cuscuta of any

species). Carey.

^U^t\f5 s. (from v4jH5fl +3E>) The first

efforts which a child makes to raise itself up

;

the lifting of a thing up so as not to touch

another thing. Carey.

SXt^jprTO ad. (from ^U^pffe) In equi-

poise, on tiptoe.

3lHjT^1 s. The name of a plant (Cymbi-

dium tessalloides). Hort. Ben. p. 63. See

cleansed from its husk without being boiled.

^TfafSl s. (corrupt, of Slf^rf^l) The uvula.

^lHp3l5l s. (corrupt, of + fSS^I
)

(In

anatomy) The uvula (epiglottis). Carey.

ad. Easily, without exertion or effort.

3X1^31 s. (corrupt, of Lac, leaves im-

pregnated with lac.

STt^Ti ad. (a. &JI) Certainly, truly, by all

means, necessarily.

vHH<t^ s. (n.) A basin for water dug round

the root of a tree.

^A-U^C^Tl s. A hooka or Indian tobacco-pipe.

^it^^s. (a. ^U) The world, the earth.

vaiW«l s. (m. + A basis or founda-

tion, any thing upon which another rests, or

upon which some person depends or relies ; a

support ; a protection or protector.

^TT^^^T s. (n. ^D +^^'T) Support, main-

tenance
;
dependence, reliance.

from R.
cr1*~<l

v ) To be rested upon, to be depended or

relied upon.

3THf^3 a. (mfn. ^l+^Tp^
)

Resting

upon, suspended from any thing ; relied upon,

depended upon.

3T^g s . Cm. 311 +^ from R. L

Slaughter, killing. 2. Embrace. Manu n. 179.

3teTT s. (m. ^Ti + ^iir from R. ^1) A house,

a dwelling. (Frequently used in comp. e. g.)

The Himalaya, i. e. the abode of cold

or snow, from ftp Cold, snow, +

^n>felJJ s. The ocean, the abode of fishes,

ftomH^ Fish, +^t^TT.
•ifi i '.

'
•

, .
• i ri .v )

.
"

^rt^^T a. (mfn. ^1 +^) Idle, indolent,

slothful, lazy, languid.

^t^f^TIT a. (corrupt, of ) Idle, in-

dolent, lazy, slothful. . .

3Tt*TO s. (n.^H^+TT) Idleness, indolence,

laziness, slothfulness, lassitude, a. (mfn.') Idle,

indolent, inert, lazy, languid.

^WS^KpT s. (v. noun of ^t^FP

+

) A yawning, a stretching of the body.

A stretch-

ing of the body, a yawning by way of shaking

off indolence.

3rtW5£ffv5E3 v.a. (^t^+^1f^U3)
To stretch the body, to yawn, to shake off in-

dolence.

2 B 2
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Stf^Wtf^U (from 3TH*P) Indolence, sloth,

inactivity, inertness.

a. Spoiled by long keeping, tainted, ran-

cid (as food).

•^Ti^t^t s. A calamity, a misfortune, ill luck.

+ a. 4j) An afflic-

tion, ruin, misfortune.

WWII $. The name of a plant, cowhage or

cow-itch (Carpopogon pruriens). Sabda S. p.

431. See 3Tt*T^*ft

.

An improper answer, a reply

not suited to the question ; the turning a thing

into ridicule.

ad. (a. jjeoLc) Separately, distinctly,

differently.

3tf*TtH s. (corrupt, of STH^) The black

and most poisonous variety of the Cobra de

capello (Coluber Naga). Carey.

The name
of a plant (Cactus Indicus). Carey.

Sd^fa" s. (n. STi+^TtTfrom R. *Tl) 1. The

post to which an elephant is tied, 2. The rope

that ties him. 3. A fetter, a tie. 4. The act

of tying or binding,

3rh"M s. (m. 3rl+*Tt*i from R. Dis-

course, address, conversation. (In arithmetical

writings) The enunciation or statement of a

problem, the proposition of a question. Colebr.

Alg. p. 187.

STM^fa" s. (n. 3d from R. *\\) The

speaking to or with a person, address, conver-

sation,

from R.

^f5
^) To be addressed, to be spoken to, to be

conversed with.

3Tt*TrR3 a . (mfn. ^Tl + ^tfHs?) Spoken to,

addressed, conversed with.

v. a. (from 3T1 + R. TOLlj To ad-

dress, to speak to, to converse with.

(femin, of aSyflPWl) A sort

of lute made of a single gourd. As. Res. ix.

453.

3$rol a. (-f*K mfn.

Speaking to, addressing, conversing, talkative.

Fond of conver-

sation, talkative.

3Tt*Tl^ a. (mfn. MtJ^m from R. ff?t)

To be addressed, to be spoken with, to be con-

versed with.

(m.) A fan made of cloth.

^TlrTt^ s. (/.) 1. A pumpkin-gourd. 2. The

bottle-gourd (Cucurbita lagenaria).

An apparition, a will-o'-the-wisp, an

ignis fatuus.

3Tt^i1*T> 5 . (wj, STH + Stf^P) A crocodile.

3lt^Ttt5^1 a^. (a. jas^Lc) Separately, distinctly,

severally.

^illf^T 5. (/.) 1. A woman's female friend. 2.

A row or range, a continuous line. 3. A ridge

or mound of earth, crossing ditches, dividing

fields, &c. 4. A line, race, or family, (m.) 1.

A scorpion. 2. A bee. See vSdfpT .—(Also) A
tenon

;
(in anatomy) a small protuberance on

the lobe of the ear (Tragus). Carey. A mound,

bank, or causeway- Sabda S. p. 473.

STtf^FTs. (n. ^Ti +f^ypO Embracing, an

embrace.

SdfPWfa a. (mfn. ^Tl+f^pft^) To

be embraced,

3rtf%Ffr3 a. (mfn.^+Ptf*(\$) Embraced.

3Tff*Tf%3 v. a. (from 3Tl + R. P\% ) To em-

brace. Mohun P. p. 168.

3d1%^ft s. (p«#WS*^%) A
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small drum, shaped like a barley-corn, and car-

ried on the breast.

villph^P Hi (mfn. -3Ti +f^p from R.

To be embraced, s. A small drum, shaped

like a barley-corn, and carried on the breast.

^nPnvjp" $. (m. See 3rN3p") A large clay

water-jar.

(m. See 1 . A terrace before

a house. 2. A raised platform or terrace for

sleeping upon.

AltyfepW 8, (from^Tl + R. The whiten-

ing or painting of the floors, walls, &c. of houses

on festivals. See ^Uf^*^ .

) The whitening

or painting the floors, walls, &c. of houses on

festivals.

A cornice on the top of a house.

Carey.

(from Engl. All-spice) Pimento

or Jamaica-pepper. Carey.

A terrace in front of a house.

^t**ft s. (f.) 1. A woman's female friend or

companion. 2. A row or range. 3. The boun-

dary or mound dividing a field. See

iWt? «• (mfn. ^TU^ffE" from R. f%^)
Licked, lapped by the tongue, eaten. 5. (n.)

An attitude in shooting, the right knee ad-

vanced, the left leg retracted.

SrNt5^ s . (n. STt^'K from R. *f|; +3 ) Lead.

^ A Kridanta suffix, added to roots ending

in ^ , or belonging to the tenth class, to form

attributive adjectives, e. g.
sfTOlS*jT a. (mfn.)

Inclined to sleep or rest, from R. *ft To sleep
;

^^Tt^T a. (mfn.) Disposed to hope or long

for, from R. To hope, desire. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 465.

^H^s. (/.) A small water-jar, a pitcher. (See

(mn.) 1. An esculent root (Arum cam-

panulatum) : in the modern dialects this name

is applied to the yam, potatoe, &c. 2. A raft,

a float. Mohun P. p. 57.

3fl*J<E s. (m.^ll cy^+<3?) An esculent root (Arum

campanulatum). See and .

^il^ Pl a. (corrupt, of 31+^^) Not salted,

fresh, insipid,

(A-^jjle) Subsistence-money.

(p. \J[£rJi\) The name of a

dried fruit brought from Bokhara and other

countries, a sort of plum (Prunus triflora).

Carey.

W^fl a. C^ftflS from R. «J) Dissolved,

mouldered, decayed.

with STt^T^" to

rhyme to it
J
Confused, scattered in a disorderly

manner, ad. Disorderly, confusedly. Carey.

a. Dissolved, decayed, wearied, fatigued.

331^^1 a. (for ^TC^1
*! ) Not written, not fit

to be written.

!
STftsTO s. (n. + CFftfe from R. ) A

J

painting.

sllK^^a. (a. ^JU or j^jjlc) Learned, wise, skil-

ful, clever,

I <ajS®l1 s. (corrupt, of 3Tft^t^) Light, splen-

dour, brightness, splendid appearance.

:3Tft5;Tt^ s . (m. STi+C^^) 1. Sight, seeing,

looking. 2. Light. 3. Flattery, compliment

tary language, panegyric.

^tPnT^FT f. (n. ^Tl + C^t^r) Sight, seeing,

looking, perception.

) View, sight,

aspect, inspection ; a discovery ; a survey.

STtFTte^ a. (mfn. ifc l<i"ftU ) To be
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seen, to be looked at
;

visible, observable, re-

markable.

^k^Tlfej a. (mfn.
:3Tl + C

5?Ttf3\3 from R.

C^t^) Seen, viewed, observed, perceived.

^llc^loi s. (n. :3ri + Mlt>'T) The viewing,

seeing, examining, or surveying of a thing.

A survey, an

examination, the viewing or looking at a thing.

^TiC^Tfe^tlT a. (mfn.^ + Hlb4*[Uj To be

viewed, to be seen ;
visible, observable, re-

markable.

3TfcTt"R>3 a. (mfn. + C^Ttf^S) Viewed,

seen, looked at, observed, surveyed.

v. a. (from 3T1 + R. To

view, to examine, to survey, to observe.

lOI s. (n. + C^Tl^T) The stirring or

turning a thing round, the agitating of a thing
;

the discussing of a topic in conversation.

sSKPfrf^J a. (mfn. 3li+C^tf^3) Stirred,

agitated, discussed in conversation.

srtFTftnr a . (3ift*ti+inr) winous, fUn

of light, shining.

s. The name of a plant, cowhage or

cow-itch (Carpopogon pruriens). Hort. Ben.

p. 54. Mohun P. p. 30.

a. Loose, unbound, unconfined, open,

easy, careless, regardless, or

v. a. To trip, to run

light. ^Sjt^tl '4 lf*U£3 v. a. To sequester,

to set aside.

The name of a plant (Cuscuta ca-

pitata). Hort. Ben. p. 12.

A pin.

^n»^Ft\ s. A pin.

•^n^TT^j, s. (Port, ulmaria) A bureau, a chest

of drawers, a book-case.

s. (m. from R. ^51*1^) Food : only used in

compound words, e. g. 3t3TM s. (m.)

Breakfast, from3*fo^arf. Early, + 3Tf*l .

3TW°*Ffor a. (mfn. ^4-^°*^) 1. To

be wished, to be desired. 2. To be hoped, to

be expected.

3tf*f07Tl s. (f. 3Tl+*f *ri from R. *f ^) 1.

A desire, a wish. 2. A hope, an expectation.

3. Uncertainty, doubt.

3TM°1%3«. (mfn.^ti + *i°f*K? fromR. *t ^l)
1. Wished for, desired. 2. Hoped, expected,

looked out for.

from R.

^t ^) One who bestows blessings.

^rH°^T a. (mfn. ^1 +^°^ from R. ^°^)
Celebrating, praising. Wilkins' Gr. p. 467.

3TM^ s . (a. j^U) A lover. See 3ltf*J^.

^TK^ s. (corrupt, of ^T^l^) The name of

a plant (Physalis flexuosa).

^W^Wl s. (^^%+^T\T[) The

name of a plant (Physalis flexuosa).

^TH^^ftST a. (mfn. ^l + ^t^fllT) To be

dreaded, to be feared, to be apprehended

formidable, dreadful.

>4^3*l s. (f. 3l1+*t$1 from R. *f^) Dread,

apprehension, fear.

3TM^ttT3 v. a. (from 3lK<p1) To apprehend,

to fear, to dread.

Feared, dreaded,

apprehended.

3Tt*FT s. (m.) The name of a tree (Terminalia

alata tomentosa).

3lt*1^Tl a. (p. L«J)7) Familiar, conversant with,

intimate.

3lt*tffrt3f s. (p. t^U-lT) Familiarity, intimacy,

acquaintance.
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3lWt*j ad. (corrupt, from ^rHI + ^n^C) On

all sides, all around.

3Tf*fa s. (to. 3Ti + ,s
fa instead of 3T3") A spirit

distilled from molasses.

3THS *. (to. 3d + *RT from R. "ft) 1. Mean-

ing, intention. 2. Asylum, an abode or retreat.

m. for ) A name of fire.

(p. tij-i!) A gold-mokur (a gold-

coin sixteen rupees in value).

3TT*ft*tel s. (corrupt, of j^fc^| ) The

name of a shrub (Limonia pentaphylla).

s. (/.) 1. Hope, desire, trust, expectation.

2. Length. 3. A quarter, a region, a cardinal

point.

s. (to.) 1. The third solar month of the

Hindus, beginning when the sun is in the sign

Gemini (June-July). 2. The fourth lunar month

of the Hindus. Kola S. p. 355. 3. The name

of two of the lunar mansions (the twentieth and

the twenty-first) of the Hindu zodiac. As. Res.

ih 286. ix. 323. See . 4. A staff of

palusa wood carried by ascetics.

3fHfa s. (corrupt, of or 3PFT) The

name of a tree (Pentaptera tomentosa). Carey.

^T?1R^ a. (mfn. 3tf*fl +3^) Held fast by

an expectation, detained by a hope.

s. (to. 3^ +3^) l. An attach-

ment founded on hope, confidence, trust, ex-

pectation, an obligation. 2. A spider's web.

^n^lt^T 5. (to. 30*11 +^) Disappointed.

a. (mfn. + dTt^t) ) Full of

hope, hopeful.

Destitute of

hope, hopeless, despairing.

^TTpR^s. (a. JmIIc) A lover, an affectionate

person.
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Sirpfa a. (mfn. ^ + from R.

Eaten, satisfied.

a. (mfn. from

+ from ) Formerly grazed by cattle,

especially by cows (as a field).

3HPt3ir s . («.3it1^3o from^nf^ra, +^)
Food, victuals, (to.) Satiety, satisfaction.

33tf*fa1 a. (-\mfn. from R. Glut-

tonous, voracious, eating to excess.

3}lf*te s. (to. from R. 3^1) l - Fire. 2 - An

imp or goblin. Also written

^tpTrt^l (corrupt, of 3rt*totfe) The

name of a shrub (Limonia pentaphylla).

^tf^ s . (J.
from 3T1 + R.

ieH^3 1'. A bless-

ing, a benediction ; the bestowing a blessing

upon others. 2. A serpent's fang.

3TT*ll a. jj-fVj; mfn. R. SSf^t% Wilkins'

Gr. § 769.) Eating. (Only used in compound

words ; e. g.) Eating flesh, from

Flesh, + 3tff*FT. Eating.

a. (corrupt, of ^ftfvjf) Eighty.

a. (mfn. ) Blessed,

made to partake of a benediction.

A serpent's fang,

+ A serpent, a poisonous snake.

sttWl^ s. (-3 m . STtf^+Ttt^ ) The

giver of a blessing ; he who bestows a bene-

diction.

SfWt^fcf s. (to. 3nf*^+TO) A benedic-

tion, the bestowal of a blessing, a salutation.

3TrTt<rn^ a. (mfn. ^TtPt^+^tri^) Bless-

ing, pronouncing a benediction or salutation.

^HT/lk-i s. (n. ^f^+^tTrT) The be-

stowing of a blessing, the pronouncing of a

benediction or salutation.
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Bestowing a blessing, pronouncing benedictions.

3rt*tt£Wt*r a. (^rKt^Ht+^lT) Pro-

nouncing a blessing, bestowing a benediction.

3rKt*T s . (/. from3l1 + R. ^TfcT) f. Well-

wishing or bestowing a blessing. 2. A serpent's

fang. 3. A kind of poison, the venom of a snake.

^^tL s' (
mn -) ^ce ripening in the rainy season.

337^ ad. Sans. Quick, quickly, swiftly. — "31 (/.)

or — "3"
(«.) Velocity, quickness, swiftness.

s^HJ<fri>.* (3^+^) A plant, a variety of

Arum colocasia. Hort. Ben. p. 65.

3TH3f¥^tT^ s . (^^PTOt) A
variety of rice which is of a brownish yellow

colour. Carey.

^THC^MI a. (-pKm/h. 3TM + C<FffH)
Easily irritated, easily provoked, fretful, irritable.

3lt,

J1 a. (mfn. 3rW+ 5
1) Swift, quick, fleet-

s. (m.) 1. The wind. 2. An arrow.

The name

of a variety of early rice. Carey.

STP^WT s. (n. fS^^jSPT) A quick per-

ception.

3rPjC3"faa. (»i/n.^rH + G3t^) Easily pleased,

easily appeased or satisfied, s. (m.) An appel-

lation of Siva.

Rice ripening dining

the rainy season. Sabda S. p. 280.

s. (f. from 3^+^) The tree

which yields frankincense (Boswellia serrata).

3n*ftF^*. (3rH+SF*i) The name of a tree

(Scytalia Langan). Hort. Ben. p. 29.

^H^^tft s. (to. ^TM+^tfl:) Rice which

ripens during the rainy season.

OTp^. (to. 3l1*l+^t<r) Swiftness, vagary,

whim, a conceit.

^rm^Pl (m. 3H^+ 1$5#i from R.^)
1. Fire. 2. Wind, air.

s. (In Hindu music) the rising and fall-

ing of pairs of notes through seven lines accord-

ing to certain rules. Carey.

3rtpro°i s. («. 3d +0*11^1 from r.

The act of drying a thing.

a. (p. ^IdT) Apparent, public, known,

revealed.

STT^f^? ad. (3d +"5t*^3 from R.

Suddenly, unexpectedly.

3dxk$ s. (n. 3d +5TD? from R. "5^) Sur-

prize, astonishment, a. (mfn.} Astonishing,

surprising, wonderful, marvellous.

3lt*&3TCnr a. (mfn. 3rt*r5l5+XHI) Wonder-

ful, astonishing.

3IT
5

<1 s. (m. 3T<j. +31) A number of horses.

3Tt^l s. (to. from 31^*31 +31) The fruit of

the Aswatt'ha or holy fig-tree (Ficus religiosa).

3lt^TJ3U.
(
TO .

3T^F3Ui-3I) The month A's-

wina (September-October).

3d^S a. (mfn. 3X1+^) Encouraged, in-

spired with hope, comforted, consoled. See

3Ht11%3.

33t^T*. (to. 311+^1^ from R. ^L) 1. Res-

piration, repose
;

consolation, encouragement.

2. Cessation of labour, the completion of a

work. 3. A chapter, a section, or division of

a book.

a. (mfn. Animated

,

consoled, comforted, encourased. See3lt^g.

3TWPTC3 v. a. (from 3Ti + R.^ ) To en-

courage, to animate, to console, to comfort.

3Tttt^l a. (-f%: mfn. 3]W*T+^)
Hopeful, relying on.

(to. from ) The sixth solar
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Hindu month called A'swina (September-Oc-

tober). It commences when the sun enters

Virgo, and is the first month ofthe sultry season.

As, Res. in. 261-264. Kala S. p. 355.

(m. commonly used in the dual,

-of), from ). The twin-sons of

AswiNi, by Sijrya, and physicians of Indra's

heaven ; one of them is named Nasatya, the

other Dasra, or the patronymic may be used

in the singular to designate either of them in-

dividually. See

s. (mfn. from + ^f*T) A clay's jour-

ney (for a horse).

s. (m. A name of Aruna,

the charioteer of the sun.

1. A promise, an en-

. gagement. 2. That which directs the embodied

spirit towards external objects (in the philo-

sophy of the Jainas). Trans. R.A.S. i. 352.

3. Distress, fatigue. 4. Fault, transgression.

a. (mfn.) Compliant.

SitSfc s. (m. from R. S^Jj 1. A re-

ligious order, of which there are four kinds

referable to different periods of life : 1st. that of

the student or Brahmachart ; 2d. that of the

householder or Grikast'ka ; 3d. that of the

anchorite or Vanaprast'ha ; and 4th. that of

the mendicant or Bhikshu. See <^Z>tf^r;T^&c.

Manu Hi 230. 2. A hermitage, the abode of a

recluse in a forest. 3. A school, a college.

Fallen, or

apostatising from one's A'srama or religious

order of life (see ^TW^T); expelled from a

hermitage for evil conduct.

STtSftft a. (-P.\mfn. Be-

longing to one of the four A'sramas or religious

orders of life (see vJTTCSt'SI); belonging to a

hermitage.

SrWlT * (m. ^Tl+^TT from R. ft) 1. A re-

fuge, a retreat, an asylum
;

shelter, protection

;

a means of defence, viz. the having recourse to

protection, the taking sanctuary. 2. Fraud,

cheat, circumvention. 3. Proximity, vicinity.

4. A house.

To be ap-

plied to for protection, to be relied upon.

A name of

fire. (Lit. He who destroys his abode). 2. (mfn.')

The forfeiture of an asylum ; one who by bad

conduct looses a good situation.

(corrupt, of ^Tt^tTT) An asylum, a re-

fuge, a dwelling-place.

Sltft^ a. (mfn. +ftv3 from R. ft ) 1 . Going

to or towards, approaching, applying himself

to. 2. Applying for shelter or protection, de-

pending upon one's protection
;
sheltered, se-

cured, protected.

Listened to, promised.

itf'qteA «. o>. 3t1 + tffcr from r. ft ) Fit to

be resorted to for shelter, or to be applied to

for protection.

3Ttf^ a. (mfn. ^Tl +f^) Held in the arms,

embraced.

An embrace, an em-

bracing, a union.

(m.) V. The third solar month of the

Hindus (June-July) beginning when the sun is

in the sign Gemini : it is the second month of

the hot season. 2. The fourth lunar month of

the Hindus. Kala S. p. 355. 3. The name

of two of the lunar mansions of the Hindu

ecliptic. As. Res. in. 286. ix. 323. 4. A staff

of the wood of the palasa, carried by ascetics

in the month A shar'ka. See

^nNj s. (n.) Ether, the sky or atmosphere.

^Tt^RooT, n. (3TtT3) 1. To sit. 2. To be

present. 3. To be or exist. With the prefix

2 C
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To hold, to occupy, to inhabit. With

To sit. With 3*1 To wait upon a person^

to venerate. With To sit in at-

tendance around (any one). With To sit

together. With , 1. To leave, to abandon.

2. To shake, agitate, &c. With f*T^To expel.

With C| + To reject, to refute, to inva-

lidate.

interj. Sans. An interjection, implying

1. Recollection. 2. Anger. 3. Pain. 4. Af-

fliction. 5. Menace.

3Tfcr s. (m. from R. ) A bow.

a. (mfn. 3Tl +
'Jrt>33 ) 1. Attached to, fond

of, enamoured of. (Frequently used in comp.

e. g.) *y>«frnJf*W a. {mfn.) Addicted to dissi-

pation, from ^T^FT-h^TTO!? . 2. Diligent,

zealously active. 3. Eternal, continual, ad.

Eternally, continually.

>Ali*t3>fc>N3 a. STfcT^ + ftvS) Having

the mind deeply engaged in or devotedly at-

tached to a thing.

Devotedness or at-

tachment to a thing ; love
;

diligence, zealous

application.

Eternal, constant,

incessant, ad. Eternally, continually, s. (m.)

Connexion, society, fellowship, copulation.

A whirlwind.

^t^Tfe s. (/. ^STl + ^fft from R.^) 1.

Intimate union, meeting, junction. 2. Gain,

profit, acquirement.

STT^PT s. (n. R. 31^1 +3FT) 1. A seat, a stool,

a carpet, a mat, or any thing else used to «it

upon. 2. The withers of an elephant ; the part

where the driver sits. 3. The act of sitting or

holding a situation, e. g. the sitting in some

particular posture, as is the custom of devotees
;

the maintaining a post against an enemy, &c.

4. A market-stall. 5. (rn.) The name of a tree

(Terminalia alata tomentosa. Wilson. Pentap-

tera tomentosa. Carey.)

a. (mfn. ^Tl^+^) Placed on a

seat, situated on a seat or carpet.

STtoTi s. (f. from ^n^FT+ ^ri) Stay, abiding,

sitting.

^tt#fl s .

(J.
3TfcR +%) 1. Stay, abiding,

sitting. 2. A shop, a stall.

33T*T^ s. (m. from ;3TNrH ) A small couch or

oblong chair having the seat made of basket-

work.

3TT^fl f, See .

a. (mfn. ^l + ^T^") Near, approaching,

close by, proximate, imminent.

The time of

death.

*\\+\< s. (m. 311 +^ from R.^T) 1. Juice.
.... ^

2. Rum, spirit distilled from sugar or molasses.

Manu xi. 95.

^l*1<«1 s. (/. from 3TfcT3: ?) The name of a

scale in the musical system of the Hindus. As.

Res. in. 78.

slli*i<i^ s. (a. <_,LJ plur. of Goods,

things, furniture, an apparatus.

^P^Sff^i s. (p. A horseman, one who

rides on horseback or on a vehicle.

(p. Horsemanship.

^1TOW s . (p. ^U-jT) The heaven, the sky,

the atmosphere.

a. (p. iJUJT) Sky-blue, azure.

< s. An assembly, a society, a solemn as-

sembly, a convention. Carey.

^jt^T^s. (a. J*;l) Origin, an original. (In

trade) Capital stock. Mohun P. p. 83, 101.
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^•jTfc^^t^s.
(
A .P

. 1^,^ Jui) Liquorice.

ST^C^Ti s. The name of a plant (Trophis

aspera). Mohun P. p. 57.

vU. 1^1 i s . (a. Uic) A staff, a mace, a club.

3TWf^3 a. (mfn. 3Tl + *ll(Va) Obtained,

acquired, gained.

3rW^T «. (». ^Tl +^I^T) The accomplish-

ing an object, the performing a thing.

3TTOf*C3a. (mfn.
:Zti + *tff%3) Performed,

finished, accomplished.

^TfaTH" s. (p. ^LT) Easiness, facility, a gain,

an advantage, a. Easy.

vAi \"\[ s. (p. <JUT) Facility, easiness, ease.

s. (corrupt. from 3Tl +^4) A toad.

3TW<i<kl< s. (p. jb^Uc) A mace-bearer,

the bearer of a club or staff.

^rW^T^t^l s . (p. cij^UO The office of a

mace-bearer.

s. (a. Ltf+3tf^3) A staff, a mace,

a club.

(a. ^oLjT plur. of ^J, ) A client, a

defendant. Mohun P. p. 94.

A mode in Hindu music. Carey.

STPTte"*. (to. STl +^Tk from R. ^) 1. A
heavy shower. 2. The surrounding an enemy.

3. The army of a king whose dominions are

separated by other intervening states.

v. a. (from ^Ti + R. ^) To come.

1. Imprisoned,

confined, restrained. 2. Accomplished, finished.

a. (mfn. irregular pres. part., proper

form, of R. -33t^) Sitting, being seated. Wil-

kins' Gr. §. 680.

3Tfajf3 s. (/. ^I+^ft from R. The pre-

paring of inebriating liquors, distillation.

3Tft*T 390

:3TP?v3t< ??
r s. (to. from ^TfTfe +^T) tl A

sacrifice at the full and change of the moon.

2. A distiller, one who prepares inebriating

liquors.

a. (p. ifOj-sT) Filled, satisfied with food.

vH I^M s. (to. from < ) 1. The stars of the

southern hemisphere. Surya Siddh. Kdla S. p.

355. 2. An Asura or demon. 3. A form of mar-

riage, in which the bridegroom gives to the bride

and her kinsmen as much as he can afford. Manu
in. 31. 4. Surgery, the curing of diseases by

cutting, or by applying the actual cautery, &c.

5. Mustard, a. Savage, barbarous, demoniacal.

One of

the Hindu forms of marriage : the bridegroom

giving to the bride, her father, or paternal

kinsmen cattle, money, &c. to such an amount

as he can afford. Manu in. 21.

^It^ft^a. (TO/n.3JSR +l^) Belonging to

an Asura or demon, diabolical ; audacious

;

barbarous (as a marriage in which the bride is

given away by her father or paternal kinsmen in

consideration of a sum ofmoney, cattle, &c. paid

by the bridegroom). See

^rt^ft a. (-fk^mfn. Be-

longing to an Asura or demon, diabolical, bar-

barous, savage. s . (_^t /.) 1. Asubdivision

of the medical art, surgery, the curing diseases

by cutting with instruments or by cauterization.

2. Mustard.

srfciTFT s. (n. sti+ctst from r. "Ptf
)

The act of wetting or besprinkling, a. (to/m.)

Beloved, desired.

^k^tDK? a. (mfn. ^1^5^+^) Beloved

desired.

srtfcfl s. (-£ to. 3}1 + from R. P^)
One who restrains or confines another.

srftsrH s . (to.^tI+c^tH from R. f$R$ Re-

straint, confinement, custody.

2 C 2
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a. (mfn. ^llC^lH + ^) Restraining,

confining, bringing into custody.

from R.

1*1<1) To be restrained, to be confined, to be

brought into custody.

^W^M s. (n. 3Ti +^Wi) 1. Reproach,

abuse. 2. War, battle. 3. Drying.

3Il"M?pKs2 s. (n. ^Tl + *<PpKv3 from R.

The walk of a horse. Am. Co. One of the five

paces of a horse, a gallop. Carey.

suf^xitpffri s. (%tps0 for Stofp,

) A kind of pancake. Carey.

A kind of pancake. Carey.

SftS a. (m>.^Ti+^ra) 1. Whole, unbroken,

entire. 2. Thrown, cast.

3jltJ<°X *. (a. JJ**1 ) A stable.

33t33T3 a. (STftj+ 37^) Distracted, troubled,

confounded, full of confusion or anxiety.

3TT^R s. (hi a^H^SI from R. ^3) 1. Any

thing spread out, a blanket, particularly that

thrown over the back of an elephant ; a mat,

a horse-rug. 2. (p.^JT) The lining of a gar-

ment ; the plastering of a wall.

^Itk°l s. (n. 311 +^°!) 1. An elephant's

housings, a painted cloth or blanket worn on

his back. 2. Any thing that is spread out, as a

carpet, the clothes of a bed, &c.

s. (p. ti\&J\) 1. The threshold of a

door. 2. The place where a devotee resides,

a fakir's residence.

a. (mfn. Believing in the

existence of a deity; faithful, pious, s. (m.)

A believer, a deist. (See Wilkins'

Gr. § 903.) -\3l (/.) or (».) The belief in

the existence of a Supreme Being ; theism.

33tf33& s . (n. ^rtf^+TT) Belief in the

existence of a Universal Spirit.

3iH

A sleeve. See ^ltsl*l
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a. (mfn. Stl +^i) Spread out, ex-

panded, unfolded, laid out or into order.

3jt^3 a. (mfn. ^\ +^$ from R. 5jf) Spread

out, expanded, unfolded, displayed, laid out or

put in order.

SltSfo s. (f. 311 4 ^fe from R. §|) The de-

velopement or spreading out of a thing, display,

expansion.

^iktW. (p. i^M) Slowly, faintly, gently, softly.

^itt^TF^ ad. (^tm+^U^ froni^+R.

Tl) At leisure, easily, indolently, slowly,

faintly, languidly.

(corrupt, of ^Rt^R" ! q. v.) A kind of

blanket or carpet such as that thrown over the

back of an elephant. Sabda S. p. 266.

Stf^l s . (f^ + ^1) t Prop, stay, con-

tinuance, place and means of abiding. 2. An
assembly. 3. Effort, pains, care. 4. Considera-

tion, regard, s. Reliance, confidence, depen-

dence, trust, belief, respect.

3TN>ft *• (from jM) The key note in mu-

sic. Carey.

vill^ll s. (n. 3j1+^$1rT) L An assembly, a

congregation, a society. 2. The applying to a

thing, pains, care.

An assembly, a

congregation, a society.

Sjtf^5
a. (mfn. 33^1 +3^) 1. Abiding,

remaining, firm. 2. Applying to a thing, at-

tentive. 3. Relying upon, confident, trusting.

—^31 (/.) or — "3"
(«.) Firmness, reliance, con-

fidence.

STW^s. (n. ^rt^for ^Tt, 1. Busi-

ness, affair. 2. A place, a situation. 3. Dig-

nity, authority. 4. Boast.

T) A sleeve.
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STM^I s. (/. 3Tl Endeavours, the

striving after an object, ambition, emulation

;

boasting, vaunting.

3TWf^3 a. (mfn. 3li+ ,p:ff^3) Striven

after, endeavoured for, aspired to ; emulated
;

boasted, vaunted.

^ll^N^T s . (n. 3Ti +^Hl from R.^JF^)

A flouncing or flapping motion, e. g. the flap-

ping of an elephant's ears ; a striking with the

hand
;
self-importance, ostentation.

gilWtf^P a. (mfn. ^1+^Ftf^K? from R.

"*'^ <r

^) Flapped, flounced ; struck with the

flat of the hand, clapped, suddenly disen-

gaged.

v. a. (from 3X1 + R. To

emerge.

sAlllWte s. (m. 3xi+F*Fri> ) 1 . The slapping

with the hand on the other arm (a token of de-

fiance among athletes and combatants). 2.

The name of two plants (Jasminum Zambac and

Calotropis gigantea). Carey. 3. Swallow-wort

(Asclepias gigantea). Wilson.

4lWl^s. (n. Sd + F^Fl^) Expansion,

explosion ; the sudden opening or unfolding of

a thing.

^'k^l^fl. s. (/.^ik^l^-f^) A gimlet,

. auger, or drill.

^iWi&l s. (f. from >tf(t*^}l ) A wild

variety of jasmine.

4fii!4^?lli s . (™. 3X1 + C3^? for F^Fffe ) The

name of several plants, viz. Swallow-wort (As-

clepias gigantea), Mountain-ebony (Bauhinia

variegata), and a kind of Echites or Savannah

flower (Echites dichotoma). Wilson.

SnF^FKri s . (femin. of 3Tft^?Us) The name

of two different plants, viz. a wild variety of

jasmine, and Clitoria ternatea.

^i-MR\3 and a. (mfn. 3$ + "MRvi

or
,

pret. part. p. from R. *^*^)

Adorned. Wilkins' Gr. p. 420.

A savour, a relish.

v^I^mIkI s. (n. 3l1 + *<lK1) The tasting or

relishing a thing, a savour, a relish.

31'l'*<llk*flU a. (mfn. To be

tasted, to be relished, pleasant, agreeable.

^itMlkl a. (-V^i mfn. >illMlk+t\)
Delicious, having a pleasant taste.

3Tfc3lTT a. (mfn. 3l1 +^t^) Delicious, agree-

able to the taste, savoury.

^l*<ln> a. (mfn. ^Xl+^^tTp) Pleasant to

the taste, delicious, tasting agreeably.

a. (mfn. from
,
genit. case

ging to us, or to our party.

3XfcP s. (n.) 1. The face, the mouth. 2. The

forepart or front of anything, a. (mfn.^ 1. Be-

longing to the face or mouth. 2. Belonging to

the forepart of any thing.

3J&T3ffr.f.
(n.^P+pT^) A lotus.

^XtWTtas. (-^.^P + C^S^T) The

beard. (Lit. The hair of the face).

s. (/. R.^Xt^+TTi) Stay, abiding.

^l^l^M s. (m. 3Xt*P+3TfcR) Spittle,

saliva. (Lit. The juice of the mouth).

m. from The name of its

regent) The nineteenth lunar mansion.

3X1^3 s. (m. 3X1+^ from R. H or for

from R. ^) Pain, affliction.

3Xt$; Sans. (The third person sing, of the second

preterit of a defective root, which is substituted

for R.
,
generally with a present signification).

He said, he says. Wilkins" Gr. p. 169.

3lt2£ interj. Sans. An expression used in stating a

question or proposition in disputation. Wilkins''
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Gr. p. 546. An interjection, ah! aha! imply-

ing 1. Casting, sending. 2. Severity, reproof.

3. Commanding:. SeeSITtCl andST^tf^

.

^T^a. (mfn. 3j1 + 5o3 ) 1 • Beaten, hurt, inj ured,

struck, smitten. 2. Uttered falsely. 3. New
(as clothes), s. (m.~) A drum, («.) 1. Old

cloth or raiment. 2. New cloth or clothes.

3. Assertion of an impossibility.

STte^S^i a. (mfn. STtSsJ+ *T3$°i ) Noted

for good qualities.

SH^fe s .

(f.
^)+^S from R. S/T ) The act

of beating, striking, or injuring.

STte/T^ s. (n. 3H+37r^) The act of beating

or striking, the hammering of a piece of metal.

^TPftlT a. (mfn. R. ^1 +^^) To be

beaten or struck, to be hammered.

vAlk^J a. (mfn. 3TI + 33R)) To be beaten,

struck, or hammered.

^Tt^ s. (m. 311+^3") 1. War, battle. 2. A
sacrifice. 3. A pustule or boil within the nose.

arte^ffcr «• wr.
To be invoked, to be worshipped, s. (w.) A
consecrated fire, taken from the householder's

perpetual fire, and prepared for receiving obla-

tions. Manu ii. 231.

3Tte^" s. (m. 3Ti +$^ from R. "§) Breath in-

spired, inspiration.

1. The collecting of

things, the bringing of a thing. 2. (In algebra)

removal, elimination. Colebr. Alg. p. 187.

3Tf^TfftTa. (mfn.S$ + 5^tt?T) To be brought

together, to be collected.

3TT$;f^I3 v. a. (from 58 + R. M) To collect,

to get ready, to prepare, to stock. Mohun P.

p. 168.

33751^ a. (mfn. W&<04^ from R. "§) To

be collected, to be brought together.
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305^1 s. (-3 m. 3Tl +^ from R. *§) The
performer of a sacrifice.

interj. Alas, ah

!

^Tl^fa s .
(
m . ^fl+^-fa from R. Cf ) 1. A

trough near a well for watering cattle. 2. Call-

ing. 3. War, battle.

3TteTR" s .
(
m . + ~$t$ from R. 1. The act

of taking away or conveying. 2. Food, a meal.

^kl<<P a. (mfn. + Collecting,

bringing together.

3Tt3JTTOl s .
(-•$ m . ^fiSfc+ lftZ) One

who provides food or means of maintenance for

others.

^TTCfnfl a. (-^\mfn.^M+ TftfiPT)

Providing food or means ofsubsistence for others.

3rt5:t^rg^ s.(w .
^rt5;tc+^§^)ThejuiceS

of the body, chyle, lymph, serum.

^IT^TTj. a. (-f$\mfn.^Kt^+ ) Feed-

ing, feeding freely, gluttonous.

3TfeCftP a. (mfn. 3l1+3;tt5 from R. "§) Acci-

dental, accessory, adventitious, s. (w.) The

accessory or ornamental part of a dramatic en-

tertainment, the dresses, decorations, &c.

3Trft;
o:j

Ti s.
(J.

from 3Tf5;
o*ri) The name of a

plant (Solanum pubescens).

(m.~) The offspring ofa Nishada man

by a woman of the Vaidehi tribe. Manu x. 37.

1. Placed, deposited.

2. Attached, devoted to.

a. (mfn. ^Ttfl^+ ^Spl ) Noted

for good qualities.

3atfX3tf*1 s. (m. ^Ttft^+Hf^ 5 A Brahman

who has preserved a sacred fire, such as is kept

alive perpetually in a family, &c.

^iRifcj^ s. (m. Sift +^3 + ) Ajuggler,

a snake-catcher. See
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ad. (p. jfeaufcj
])
Slowly, softly, at leisure,

gently.

ad. (p. ifc , ,m) Slowly, softly, leisurely.

(corrupt, of A cowherd.

33?^ a. (mfn.^ + V. Offered, sacrificed.

2. Worshipped by offerings or sacrifices, s. (n.)

The nourishment of all created beings, considered

as one of the five sacraments, or principal sacri-

fices of the Hindus. Wilson. See Manu in. 70.

STt^qfsJ s. (/. STi + ^ft) A burnt offering, a

sacrifice by fire.

3Tfc3 s. (f. 3X1 +^3 from R. CT) Called, in-

vited, summoned.

3tf2Tf3 s.
(f. ^5l1 +5t^ from R. A calling,

an invitation, a summons.

3Tt"5r3 a. (mfn. 3l1 + "5r3) 1. Taken away,

seized, brought. 2. Eaten.

a. (jm/w. ^Xf^+ ^IT) Belonging to a

snake or serpent. Wilkins' Gr. \ 900.

interj. Sans. A particle expressive of

doubt or inquiry. See

^iTl^Tj^fWl s. (f. ^H^I +^J^+f^l)
Boasting, military vaunting.

interj. Sa?is. A particle expressive

of doubt, and used in stating a question or pro-

position in disputation. Wilkins' Gr. p. 546.

See 3IT$; and ^Ut^l

.

Daily, diurnal.

s. (n.) 1. Daily work. 2. One day's lesson:

a division or section of a book. 3. Daily food.

3Tt|H s. (m. from R. C^) A name,

an appellation.

3Tte1 s. (/. ^fl+|1 from R. (f ) An appella-

tion, a name.

3rt^tf s. (n. ^Tl + flrrfrom R. Cf ) 1. A call,

an invitation, a summons. 2. A name, an ap-

pellation.

3U|~^s. (a. fyyJPl plur. of JU) Circum-

stances, a state, a situation.

SrtTtll s. (m. STi + flTC from R. |JT7 )
Joy,

gladness, delight, mirth, festivity.

^Ctf^T s. (ra. 3Tl +%J% from R. 3pgt5 The

causing others to be joyful, exhilaration.

^Ulkllu «. (»»/n.3l1 +^tPtrft^T) To be re-

joiced at, joyful, cheerful.

3TtTtfTt3 a. (m/n.3Tl+|[tfp[\3) Pleased, gra-

tified, made joyful, gladdened.

^TtFtTfta. (-ft^ra/n.^Tf^+t^) Joy-

ful, gratifying, gladdening, glad, mirthful.

^ The third letter of the Sanskrit alphabet. It is

pronounced like the English i in lily, city, &c.

5 As a Kridanta termination, is affixed to the

reiterative proper forms of the roots To go,

*K To fall, To bear, to suffer, and3^ To

bear, to carry, to form reiterative attributives,

a. (mfn.} Who moves continually,

a. (mfn.} Who falls repeatedly, &c. It

is also used after roots ending in 311, « , or

^ , and likewise after those that drop their pe-

nultimate : as To give, a. (mfn.} Who

gives ; <ft To hold, TfR. a. (mfn.) Who holds
;

^ To do, t> flT a. (mfn.) Who does or is active
;

vil*l^To produce, v3ff^ a. (mfn.) Who pro-

duces, productive, &c. Wilkins' Gr. p. 466.

—^ As a Kridanta suffix, also forms substan-

tives with the roots To give, and <0 To keep,

hold, preceded by ^IsJ <^Within, or any other
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preposition
;

e. (/.) The keeping

within, concealment, disappearance
jj

s.

(to.) Junction, union, &c. Wilkins' Gr. % 829.

—See also § 834.

As a Taddhita suffix, ^ requiring the change

called Vriddhi of the first vowel of the primi-

tive, forms patronymics with some Words, e. g.

3t^«. (to.) Va hu, a proper name,

(mfn.) A descendant of Vahu; s. (to.)

Krishna, mm s. (mfn.
s

) A descendant of

Krishna. Wilkins' Gr. % 884.—The same is

also applied to form a few adjectives of general

relation to the primitive word from whence they

are derived ; as (ra.) Seed, a.

(m/n.) Relating to seed, seminal, &c. Such

adjectives form their feminines in . Wilkins'

Gr. § 898.

indecl. (fromf^C) An emphatic Bengali particle

—even, indeed, self, very; e. g. 3T*rat The

whole indeed.

^ interj. Sans. An interjection of calling, amaze-

ment, anger, and compassion.

Root, i. To go, to go to or towards.

ii. 1. (In the A'tmanepadam or proper form,

and with prefixed, To read over,

to study, to learn. 2. (In the Parasmaipadam

or common form, To go, to move. This

root may be compounded with a great number

of prepositions, by which its meaning is mo-

dified ; e. g. With To pass beyond, to die
;

with 3l1%+ 3lf3 To go away; with +

3lf3 To pass beyond; with ^P + ^fsJTo
pass by (as time), to surpass ; with ^I*T or

with ;3T°+^Sr:^ To follow • with 3Pl To go

away; with ~3I<T To reach, to comprehend, to

understand ; with + :3I<T To come together,

to assemble ; with To come near, to ap-

proach; with with or with

3*1 + ^II To approach; with ^f\J+ 3T) To

return ; with 3T + ^5l1 To come together ; with

or with To rise (as a lumi-

nary) ; with , or with and

also with ^P + S^j To approach ; with

To go round, to surround ; with

To be opposed to ; with To depart, to die
;

with or with 3T°+3f3 To extol, to

celebrate ; with To go away ; with ;JT°

To come together, to assemble.

(from English} An invalided soldier.

a. (from England+ §5) English.

s. (corrupt, of ^tr>) Sugar-cane (Saccharum

officinarum). Hort. Ben. p. 56.

As a Taddhita suffix, is very frequently used

to form adjectives or derivative nouns from

substantives : it generally requires the change

called Vriddhi of the first vowel of the sub-

stantive to which it is subjoined. Ex.

s. (to.) Spring, a. (to/ti.) Belonging to

the spring, vernal ; ^sl s. (/.) The rainy season,

a. (to/w.) Belonging to the rainy season
;

f%*fl s. (/.) Night,t^f^ a. (mfh.) Nightly,

belonging to night ; C^Tt^ s. (to.) World,

(%f^ or C^tf^ a. (mfn.) Worldly

;

s. (to.) A foot, (to.) A foot soldier

;

(re.) A Purana or historical poem,

(to.) One who studies the Pu-

ranas. Wilkins' Gr. §. 903. As a Kridanta

suffix, it serves to form some adjectives or nouns

implying an agent from verbal roots, e. g.

Nlf*f^ a. (mfn.) One who digs, from R.

To die ; *i1f5^1 s. (/.) A female cook, from

R. *t\To cook.

(corrupt, of ) A kind of reed. a.

Solid, not hollow, not fistulous. Carey.
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^"^51 s. (from ^ll7
^?) 1. The large Bandicote

rat (Mus Malabaricus). 2. A sort of reed or

grass. Carey.

The feminine form of the Taddhita suffix

^3? q. v.

£<M< s. (m. ^ + <Ft"3") The letter §j or any cha-

racter expressive of the same sound.

St^fl s. (corrupt, of ) A louse.

<5f s. (m.) The sugar-cane (Saccharum offici-

narum).

A species of sugar-

cane (Saccharum munda, Mox.^. Wilson.

^S^f^l s. (/. from t^+ ^t5^) The name of

several plants, viz. 1. A kind of reed (Saccha-

rum spontaneum) ; 2. Barleria longifolia (and

also Capparis spinosa and Tribulus lanuginosus)

;

3. Convolvulus paniculatus.

ran. StSa + PpS ) A sugar-cane.

t^3tf^3>1 s< (j, 3^ +^tf^1) 1. A sort

of sugar-cane (Saccharum spontaneum). 2.

Another kind of reed, of which pens are made

in the East. See t^T"P^1

.

t^xje'T 5> (B< 3t^+|R) A kind of sugar-cane

(Saccharum spontaneum).

|igP& s. (». 4-TT^) A sugar-mill.

^tr>< s . (m. from 1. Sue:ar-cane. 2. Bar-

leria longifolia or Tribulus lanuginosus. Wilson.

^ttf^^3
s . (m.$j8[% +^) 1. Saccharum cylin-

dricum. 2. Barleria longifolia. Wilson.

Raw or

unrefined sugar, molasses.

C^i<i s. (m. t^ +^T^) Raw or unrefined

sugar, molasses.

f^PJH s. (m.^ +^.^) One of the seven

imaginary seas of the Hindus, which is sup-

posed to be full of sugar-cane juice. Carey.

^3pf<£ s. 1. (m.) The first monarch in the Surya-

vansa or line of the sun, commencing with the

second Yuga or age of the Hindus. 2. (/.) A
bitter gourd.

^Sjtf^l s . (/. I^+^IRkpI from 3fNt)
A kind of reed of which pens are made in

the East (Saccharum spontaneum). See

Root, i. ( or with the insertion of a

nasal To go.

(a. jLsr>.^) Authority, power, will,

influence, controul.

fetgilPIt s. (a. yaUsU ) Affection, friendship,

love, esteem.

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal

To go, to go to or towards.

s. (in. from R. 1- A hint or sign, the

betraying of an inward feeling or sentiment by

gesture and behaviour. 2. Knowledge, a.

(nifn.^ 1. Moveable, locomotive. 2. Surprizing,

wonderful.

CfrT s- (n. R. ^-f^FT) The act of noddinp-

or winking ; a sign, a signal, a gesture.

s. (for English^ An Englishman.

t^iTRfla. (t^tS + ^f) English.

^"Rf3 s. (n. R. ^V^A?) 1. A hint, a sign,

a wink, a signal, a gesture. 2. Behaviour. 3.

Going, motion, the gait. 4. Inquiry, research.

a. (infn. ^tf*?l^3+^ ) 1. Acquainted

with the signs, or with the gesture and behaviour

of another person. 2. Skilled in the expression

of inward sentiments or feelings by outward ges-

ture or behaviour.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of ^f^3) By
signs, by a hint, by gesture or behaviour.

C^HT s. (m.) The name of a plant, commonly

called Jayaputa or Ingua.

2 D
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l^fU (from 3^1) The name of a plant or

tree not yet ascertained. Carey. The same as

(the Jayaputa or Ingua). Sabda S.

p. 191.

^ 00 s. The fruit of the jaca tree (Artocarpus in-

tegrifolia) which would not come to maturity if

suffered to continue on the tree, and therefore is

eaten in stews in its unripe state. Carey.

s. (/. from R. Wilkins' Gr. % 831)

Wish, desire, bias, propensity, inclination ; the

longing for a thing ; volition. (In mathemati-

cal works) The demand, requisition, desire, or

question. Colebr. Aly. p. 33.

^T^tlpt1! ad. + locat. case of

TF^) Through free will, spontaneously, freely.

t5Eit3FP a. (mfn. t^l +^^P) Effected or

produced by a wish, proceeding from a wish,

owing to a desire or wish.

Dependent

on one's own free will or volition, optional.

^tftfST^ a. (mfn. ^l+f^ft^)
Caused by desire, will, or volition

;
optional.

ad. On account of one's wish or desire.

a. (mfn. $55Sl + 3Fjfto) Obedient

to one's will, yielding to a desire or wish,

a. (mfn. Corre-

sponding to one's wish, having the desired qua-

lities.

a. (mfn. Voluntary,

wilful, unconstrained.

^Dt^l^ s. (n. ^"5^1 + The fruit or effect

of a desire or wish. (In mathematical works)

The produce of the requisition, or fruit of the

question, i. e. the fourth term or thing required

in the rule of proportion. Colebr. Alg. p. 33.

(femin. of^C^k 1^ ) A woman de-

sirous of any thing, such as wealth, clothes, &c.

t^fcKa. (-^ mfn. +^) Full of

desire, entertaining wishes or a wish, desirous
;

voluntary, spontaneous.

The absence

of a desire or will.

^DC^k s. (m. ^K£i +3pf) (in grammar) The

optative mood. Mohun P. p. 124.

v. a. (from R. ^t^) To desire, to wish,

to long for.

3t"55* a . (mfn. from R. Desirous, wishing,

for, longing for, eager, solicitous, spontaneous,

voluntary. Wilkins' Gr. p. 467. (Frequently

used in composition, e. g.

Wishing to partake in a division, from

s. (m.) Partition, +^$^.

$W*<? a . (mfn. 3*T» +^) Desirous, wishing for.

(Frequently used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Wishing ill to another person, from

3Pi"^t^ s . (m.) Detriment, + ^T5*3> .

s. (corrupt, of

Aprawn, a shrimp. Also written^u^WW^i^t') .

a. Brought over, carried forward, as in ac-

counts.

$3lT£ s. (a. jUrl) The invention of a thine.

f^t*^ s. (a. u^iU\ ) The relation of two nouns

which are constructed with one another in a

sentence ;
dependence, government ; an addi-

tion, an adjunct.

1^1 s. (a. <siLj\) The conjunction of one

thing with another ; an attribute
;

increase,

augmentation.

A pair of trowsers or long

drawers. 2. (a.j\-»-1) The farming of lands.

^0li<^l<^5. (a. p.^U-I) The farmer of a

district ; the holder of a monopoly.

3t3l^tl«l s. (a. p. ^j ;UI) The office or
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condition of a person who farms a district, and

lets it out again to under-tenants.

^\5tl< I 5. (a. Xj\s^.\ ) A farm, a farmed district.

<\5li <^t s. (a. gr;U4) A sort of cloth.

^(.014^ s. (p. ) A pair of trowsers or long

drawers.

^^^l s. (m.
s

) I. The name of an aquatic plant

(Barringtonia acutangula). 2. The name of a

sort of fish (Muraena serpens, Lin. Ophisuris

rostralis, Buchanan's MS.*). Carey.

^3P s. {mfn. from R. ^T^) A teacher.

s. (f. R. TT^+Xl1) 1. A sacrifice. 2. A
gift, a donation. 3. Worship, reverence. 4.

Meeting, union. 5. A bawd or procuress.

S&SJEWH a. (mfn. $3Fl f*ffcfy Regular in or

fond of performing sacrifices, s. (»i.) A fre-

quent sacrificer.

(w.) A shrimp or prawn.

(a. jj-^sr! from Gr. tbayyi^ov) The

gospel.

<^Root, i. ( To go, to go to or to-

wards.

s. (corrupt, of A brick.

^"^<Hi I s. The name of a species of dove (Co-

lumba cuprea, Buchanan's MS.) Carey.

A field or place

where bricks are made,

^t^"^" s. (tto + ]^T) Powder or dust of bricks.

^"|<t H1 Sm (^& +h . Sjj from Sans. ^T) A
brick-maker.

t$&iU a. +SHT) Made of bricks, consist-

ing of bricks, brick.

(from ) A brick.

ttf^T or ^tfTtPT s. (v. noun

The pelting of any one with bricks.

v. a. (from To pelt with bricks.

^1 s. (from R. t^) The name of a fish (Silu-

rus acanthius, Buchanan's MS."). Carey.

t'T^tf^Otn s. (^B +f^2&1) A house and its ap-

purtenances. Carey.

$tl*T s. (from ) A brick.

a. (from ^Ti> ) Made of bricks, brick.

J&j>^ s. (m. t^for R.^v
+"B^T) A bull or

steer fit to be set at liberty.

< 2 s. (corrupt, of A brick.

^\3l s. (/.) 1. The earth. 2. A cow. 3. Speed.

4. A tubular vessel, a vein. Wilson. 5. The

name of a nerve said to be on the left side,

which the Hindus suppose to vibrate in unison

with certain notes of the gamut. Carey.

^fo<| s. (m.) A wild goat.

3j3^ * (m. forR. tX> +^) A bull fit

to be set at liberty.

An Unddi affix which appears at the end of

some substantives, e. e\ river, from

R. ^ To move or go
;

Lightning, from

R. 3^To beat. Wilhins' Gr. % 853. An affix

of the same form appears also in the particles

C5*> If, (from^+tV) and If not, (from

As a Taddhita suffix, is subjoined to words

to form with them adjectives attributive of pos-

session, e. g. ^f^j^i Ashamed, from

Shame, confusion
;

Bearing fruits, from

Fruit. Wilkins' Gr. % 963.

is also the form which the affix of the

preterit participle of the passive, \J , frequently

assumes when subjoined to a verbal root ending

in a consonant : the It being considered as an

auxiliary vowel. Ex. a. (mfn.) Known,

from R. To know; ^f^KS a. (mfn.)

2 D 2
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Gone, from R. To go. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 702-709.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^) 1. Gone, gone

by, passed by, passed away. 2. Trod upon,

gone over. 3. Remembered, recollected.

3^3o ad. Sans. (^, the theme of the pronoun

+vy*Lj Hence, hereafter, from this,

after this, in consequence of this.

pron. Sans. (^t, the stem of the pronoun

nomm. sing. masc.
, fern.

^\3<l, neut. ^3^° or ^3^"^. Mann iv.

225.) 1. Another, a different one ; either of two.

2. Low, vile, inferior, vulgar, plebeian.

t3R5ti ad. Sans, In another way,

in a different manner, otherwise.

$\i4fSHH ad. (t^+f^I*^) More or less.

^3^1^ s. (f3^+C^) An inferior per-

son, a person belonging to a different or inferior

race.

pron. (^v34 + <\j<T) One another,

one with another, reciprocally, mutually.

3C3tTEJp ad. Sans, (from K3^ +T^. See

Wilkins' Gr. § 1 074) On another day, the other

day.

1^3*^1 s. (a. gjk!-,) Information, intelligence, a

declaration, knowledge.

^3^3o ad. Sans. (^3^+33^T ) Here and

there, round about, hither and thither.

(a. l^-scIM) Submission, obedience,

obsequiousness.

part. Sans. Thus, in this manner, so, so far,

finis, conclusion. Wilkins' Gr. p. 546.

a. (mfn. from ^f^ +^1) 1. Not

trustworthy, not fit to be credited. 2. Wicked,

lost.

^5^1 s. (f. ^f3+^1) Unmeaning or

nonsensical discourse.

tf3^3'3J3l s. (/. tf3

+

<&&® + 31 ) Fitness,

propriety : that which is fit to be done in a par-

ticular case.

1. Concord, coincidence,

agreement, harmony, equality. 2. Accident,

chance ; an occurrence, an incident ; an op-

portunity.

tft*ltft> ad. (tft+JH* beat, case of *fct>

)

In the mean time, in the interval, during this.

tf^Tt s. (a. ^bh] ) Information, declaration,

knowledge.

indecl. Sans. (t.fS+ 'Sl) Traditional

advice, instruction, &c. mutually imparted (lit.

" Thus. indeed it is.") Trans. R.A.S. i. 450.

ad. Traditionally. Wilkins' Gr. p. 546.

tf^t^Ts. (™.^+$;+3rt3Tfrom R.3FT)
History, a legend, a tale ; traditional accounts

of former events, heroic or fabulous history.

ad. (tl3l, for feRJf;

locat. case of JJflP ) In the mean time, during

this interval.

s. (m.) A kind of reed or grass.

^f^1 s. (/.) A perfume.

3^31° ad. Sans, (from the pron. 3^°) Thus, in

this manner.

t^°^3 a. (mfn. 3^° +^) Thus, such, this

like.

some^3" A Kridanta affix, which is subjoined to

verbal roots of the tenth class or of the causal

form, to form causal attributives ; e. g. %H Rl^

a. (mfn.) That thunders : epithet of a cloud,

from R.^5
ts (^TCrf3) To thunder; *fk(tl£

a. (mfn.) What makes (a person) speak or talk,

what promotes conversation; s. (m.) Love, lust,

a lustful man, a talkative man, from R. 5 rl^

(^"RUf^) To make speak. Wilkins' Gr. p.

468. 469.
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(/.) A disloyal or unchaste woman.

tlJSpte ad. Sans. (tfc+ 3FjTltFT locat.

case of ^iJ.*i U i"1
") According to this inference

or opinion.

$CD*i>iC< ad. Sans. (tfS +^^K , locat.

case of ^•J^K' ) According to this, in conse-

quence of this.

^5J37iT3"ad. (^f3+^l<W«Mm. case of

\^<^<
)
During this, at this time or oppor-

tunity; at this interval.

$W\(k ad. Sans, (^fj+ ^dft) And so on,

and so forth, et ccetera. (Lit. Thus begin-

ning).

A Kridanta suffix, by which substantives of

the neuter gender, denoting an instrument, are

fonned from verbal roots ; e. g. ^tf*i JJ" s. (n.)

An instrument for digging, spade, hoe, &c. from

R. T^To dig; ^Tf^T s. (n.) A bill-hook,

such as woodmen use, from R. !J To lop, to

cut off. Wilkins' Gr. % 799. See also affix 3".

^ ^ Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

j^j) To have supreme power and super-

human faculties.

%ti pron. Sans. (m.3HT°,/. 3^T°, n. ^T°) This.

5 KHl ad. Sans, (-'ft from pron. t^L°) At

present, now.

SWft^T a. (mfn. t^t^+^T) Modern,

recent, of the present time, actual.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419.). 1. Lighted, kindled. 2. Bright,

shining, clear, splendid, s. (n.) Sunshine, heat,

light.

ad. Sans. Evident, manifest. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 547.

*. (n. R. 3^+£[) Fuel, wood, materials

for lighting a fire.

As a Kridanta affix, is subjoined to a number

of verbal roots to form attributives of agency,

the radical vowel undergoing the change called

Vriddhi ; e. g. a. (mfn.') Seizing, tak-

ing:, from R. sir To take, to seize. (The ter-

minations for the three genders in the nomina-

tive sing, are such as in masc. TO , femin.

Sj'lRll , neut. Sllft). Wilkins' Gr. § 769.

As a Taddhita suffix, may be subjoined

to any simple or compound noun, to form ad-

jectives which express the being endowed with

that which the former signifies ; e. g.

a. (mfn.) Happy, joyful, from^U s. Happiness,

joy; TjofU^ a. (mfn.) Pained, from T£?U s.

Pain. Wilkins' Gr. § 906. and p. 68.

s. (m.) 1. The sun. 2. A master, a lord.

As a Taddhita suffix, is subjoined to some

substantives to derive adjectives from them, e.g.

SFpTT a. (mfn.) Fruitful, from s. (n.)

Fruit : a. (mfn.) Having a chariot, from

(m.) A chariot. Wilkins' Gr. § 917.

i^s. (a. p\xj\) A reward, a largess.

pron. (from ) This
;
he, she, it.

The feminine form of the Taddhita suffix

H; e.g. SfFtfl, the feminine form of

a. (mfn.) Rich, from <fas. (n.) Wealth,

+ 3/^. Wilkins' Gr. § 906. and p. 68.

tiro a Taddhita suffix which is employed to

form patronymics from feminine substantives
;

e. g. C^f^t^TTTT s. (m.) The son of a for-

tunate woman, from (/.) A fortunate

woman. Wilkins' Gr. § 889.

(a. A§asj\) A proper arrangement or

disposition, regularity, order.

(a. Jfexij\) Expectation, the looking

out for a thing.

Cftt) s. (a. *[pj]) The conclusion, the termi-
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nation ; a limit or boundary, a. Finished, ter-

minated, completed.

5*K*<< s. (n.) The blue lotus (Nympheea cceru-

lea).

l<1 s. (from A large well of masonry,

(m.) A large bee.

(«.). See

(/.) A name of the goddess Lakshm},

wife of Vishnu.

^Pt^i^Ht s. (m. tP^Rl +STRST) The lotus

(Nymphsea lotus).

^*kI<T s. (».) The blue lotus (Nymphasa coeru-

lea).

(/.) The name of an aquatic plant

(Asparagus racemosus).

^/f/. (m.) The moon.

(/.3^+^Ti) A digit of the moon.

^1^% s - (^L+^^) The name °f a gem> a

particular variety of quartz. Carey.

V^Wl s. (/. t^+^t^l) Night. (Lit. The

beloved of the moon).

V^jS'l s.
(J.

from 3/^+^1) The river Nerbudda

in the Dekkan. (Lit. the daughter of the moon).

£^rO^ s. (m. from R. A name

of the god Siva. (Lit. The bearer of a crescent.)

The name of a plant (Salvinia

cucullata). Mohun P. p. 57.

^U Jitl s. (/. ^£+(37^1) A digit of the

moon.

1 . A digit of the

moon. 2. The name of a plant (Menispermum

glabrum). 3. The moon plant (Asclepias acida).

4. A kind of lovage (Ligusticum Ajwaen).

Wilson.
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s. (»i.) A rat, a mouse. Also writ ten

. Mohun P. p. 50.

Vjj'^l'ft s. (from^R +^fa ) The name of

a plant (Salvinia cucullata). This name is also

given to a species of grass. Carey.

^SraWWl s. (from$^+3^+W)
The name of a plant (Salvinia cucullata). Hort.

Ben. p. 75.

5*5 s. (m. from R. WW*) 1. Indra, the deity

presiding over Swarga, or the Hindu Paradise,

and the secondary divinities ; he is also regent

of the east-quarter, and is more particularly

the deity of the atmosphere, corresponding in

many respects with the Grecian Jove. As. Pes.

1. 241. He is one of the eight Lohapalas, or

guardian deities of the world. Manu v. 96.

2. An Aditya, one of the twelve demigods so

called. 3. The Yoga star of the twenty-sixth

Nakshatra of the Hindu ecliptic, y Pegasi.

Kola S. p. 74. 4. The human or animal soul,

the portion of spirit residing in the body. 5.

Night. 6. The name of a plant (Echites anti-

dysenterica, Wilson ; Wrightea antidysenterica,

and a species of Ocymum, Carey). 7. In com-

pound words of the class called Tatpurusha

Gr. % 1079), a chief, a lord, the

first or best of his kind, e. g. ^tC3FH s. (?w.)

A lord of elephants, i. e. an excellent elephant,

from *fcS An elephant, +^*H ;
*Tt*$pjpS s.

(?ra.) A lord or chief of men, fromHWA
man, +^*Sf .—In the artificial system of the

Hindus for the expression of numerals, is

used for 14.

An assembly-room, a hall.

1. A platform, a

scaffold. 2. The projection of the roof of a

house forming a kind of balcony or terrace.

t$$!W s. (tn. tft+PtW) 1. A kind of

lady-bird. Wilson. 2. The name of an insect

(Cuccinella of several species). Carey.
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t^SW^ (». ^H+bWlJ A necklace

of a thousand strings.

1. Deception,

cheating, juggling, magic, conjuring, legerde-

main. 2. A stratagem in war. 3. The raising

of illusive appearances ; a net to which artificial

stars, fishes, and other things are sewed to deck

the Hindu festival of Rasa. Carey.

t^^TfWl s . (/. V*KaH+fWl) The

art of raising illusive appearances, magic art.

VtKalP^ s . (m. ^OlH+t^5

) A juggler,

a magician, a. (m/n.) Magical, illusive, de-

ceptive, juggling.

^•^I s. (n. ^4 + ^") The sovereignty over the

gods, the dignity and power of Indra.

(m. t^+ H) The name of a tree (Pen-

taptera Arjuna, Rox.~).

s. (m. HH) See

t^ft^ s. (m. t^ + ^ft^) 1. An emerald.

Wilson. 2. A sapphire. 3. The name of a

trill or shake in music. Carey.

The ancient name
of the city of Delili.

5^<^ s. (n. tfS+^g) The name of a kind

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 425.

£*i4«.v&"U a. (mfn. t^l+^TT) Composed
in the metre called Indravajra (as a poem).

^MfJ^A f (fromt^+Wi) Colocynth, a

kind of wild bitter gourd (Cucumis colocynthis).

The seed of the Ne-

rium antidysentericum. Wilson. Mohun P.

p. 30 ; or Wrightea antidysenterica. Carey.

^SPp! s. (n.^S+^jl) Morbid baldness or

falling off of the hair.

^ppif s .
(
m . t^ +^+^T) A shrub, the

leaves of which are used in medicine for discu-
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tient applications (Vitex negundo). Also written

s. (femin. of The name of a plant

(Marjoram?).

t^tff^l s. (/. fromWW + ) The name

of a shrub (Vitex negundo).

Srfcjl'ft s. (/. f^+ggffj 1. The name of a

goddess, the wife of Indra. 2. A shrub (Vitex

negundo.

^«1al<<v5U. (m. 5*feJ +^<< +3) The younger

brother of Indra ; a name of Vishnu.

s. (m.3^+ 3TtlTH) The rainbow (Lit.

Indra's weapon).

t^fe s. (m.t^+ ^ft") An enemy of Indra,

an Asura or demon.

S^t^fr s. (n. 3^5+ 31*1^) 1. Hemp; the ten-

der tops of hemp gathered and dried, and used

by Hindu ascetics as a drug to produce intoxi-

cation. 2. A shrub which bears the seed used

as a jeweller's weight (Abrus precatorius).

) The seat or

throne of Indra.

organ of sense

or action. The Hindus reckon five of each.

The organs of perception are, the eye, the ear,

the nose, the tongue, and the skin ; to which

they add the mind (manas) as a sixth. The

organs of action are, the hand, the foot, the

voice, the organ of generation, and that of ex-

cretion. Trans. R.A.S. i. 30. 31. 99. 100.

Manu ii. 90. 91.

) The senses.

Mohun P. p. 23. (Lit. That which is to be

performed by the organs of sense or action).

Com-

ing within the perception of the senses, per-

ceivable by the senses.
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a. (mfn. $fiGR+ J{ from R. 5*^)

Stupifying, astounding. (Lit. Striking the senses).

tfeRIpr s. (n. $$%%+W&) The sub-

duing one's senses, self-denial, austerity.

ffeHTra s. (to. tP^+CA^) A sin or

fault arising from the senses ; sensual propen-

sity, concupiscence.

The re-

straining or subduing of the senses or sensual

appetites.

tfemi si (m. tfel+ ^jSf) An object of

sense, as sound, smell, form, &c.

I^Root, vii. (*X%) To shine.

3^Ts. (n. R.^^+SPT) Fuel; wood, grass,

&c. used for kindling a fire.

(a. JLaaJl) 1. Decision, termi-

nation of a cause. 2. Division, separation,

settling.

VlfTteP s, (a. ^JL^ ) The decision of a cause

;

equity, justice.

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal

1. To pervade. 2. (According to

some) To please. 3. To be satisfied.

ad. Sans. Like, as, as it were, even as,

e. g. ^^E^aO Like the sun.

(a. ) A beginning or com-

mencement.

O As a Taddhita suffix, forms adjectives from

a few substantives, e. g. a. (mfn.} Full

of wrinkles, from s. A wrinkle
;

a. (mfn.} Having a large belly, from *3^3f s.

The belly. Wilkins' Gr. \ 935.

s. (to.) An elephant.

a. (mfn. ^3 + TF) Opulent, wealthy, rich.

s. (f from K A female elephant.

2. The olibanum-tree (Boswellia thurifera).

A Taddhita suffix, put after a kind of pas-

sive words, to form adjectives attributive of

the means by which a thing has been made or

accomplished j as a. (mfn.} Artificial,

done by art, from Done ; N^ft^ a. (mfn.}

Prepared by cooking, ready cooked, from "fW&

What has been cooked, forms also ad-

jectives with Before, Behind, and

End; as :3Tf&5^ a. (mfn.} Foremost,

a. (mfn.} Hindmost, hinder, western,

and Wfett a. (mfn.} Last. Wilkins' Gr. § 931.

^HH^A Taddhita suffix, by which abstract sub-

stantives of the masculine gender are formed

from other words. Words thus formed denote

the abstract nature, quality, being, state, rank,

office, and the like of their primitives, and

are similar to English nouns ending in ness,

hood, itude, &c. In the nominative sing, this

suffix assumes the form IC^tl . If in the pri-

mitive the first vowel is standing between

two consonants, the latter not being double, it

is changed to W : Ex. Broad, fcH&K
s. (to.) Broadness ;

W Soft, ^RlMT^ s. (to.)

Softness, &c. Wilkins' Gr. § 972, 973.

. In Hindu music, the concord of two notes.

Carey.

t^T^oqjto £ (^SPT +^Jt^) In Hindu

music, an imperfect concord oftwo notes. Carey.

^Spjj^tTl s. (t^+C^TTW) In Hindu

music, a perfect concord of two notes. Carey.

(a. ^UjJ) Reliance, faith, confidence,

belief, religion.

(a.p.^IjJUjJ) Possessing faith, con-

fidence, or belief
;
believing, s. A believer.

^HP^l *• (^Sf^jSfl^Sj The condition

of a believer, the exercise of belief or faith.

3tHt^ s. (a. &j£J) An edifice.
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t^S^fts*- (
A

- dm*) The tryin§ a thing>

examination, proof, experiment.

a. (from a. ^Isrul) Belonging to an

experiment, experimental.

(a. *Hul) 1- Orthography, the writing

correctly. 2. The completing or filling up.

Taddhita affix, with which a few adjec-

tives are formed, e. g. a. (infill) Re-

lating to a kingdom or country, from s.

(n.) A country or kingdom ; a. (mfn.)

Sacrificial, proper for a sacrifice, belonging to

a sacrifice, from U\b3 s. (to.) Sacrifice. The

terminations of the three genders of such ad-

jectives are in the nominative case sing. masc.

-^o,fem. -fjtt, neat. -^TT° . Wilkins'

Gr. §. 904.

pron. Sans. (nom. sing. m. J-wl^, /.

ItS^ft, n. 3^*-, Wilkins' Gr. §. 909) So much,

thus much.

5*1^1 (/. 3^1^ + 31) Such a quantity, such

a measure, definiteness, limit.

^TTt^^t^ s. (a. jUcl) Faith, confidence, re-

liance, trust, belief; respect, esteem, veneration.

a. (from a. J^zsS) Believing, trust-

ing, s. A believer.

\\pron. Sans. See

tUl^ s . (a. jjy plur. of ^ A day) Days, a

season, a time, weather.

<TTT^I*T^5. A mixed kind of music invented by

Amir Khusrau. Carey.

Taddhita suffix which is added to certain

primitive words to form possessive adjectives,

a. (mfn.) Possessed of good un-

derstanding, clever, from s. Understand-

ing ; ^fSte a. (mfn.) Possessed of a chariot,

from ^1 s. A chariot. Wilkins' Gr. §.911.—

As an Unadi affix it also appears in many words
;

e. g. a. (mfn.) Joyful, lascivious, amo-

rous, and s. (m.) A cloud, from R. ^[^L To re-

joice
; "fe^R s. (m.) A sword, from R.

To split ; a. (mfn.) Fixed, steadfast, firm,

steady, from R. ~*\\ To stand ; &c. Wilkins'

Gr. §. 843.

a. (mfn.) 1. Desert. 2. Salt, or barren (soil).

s. (m.) 1. A flash of lightning, or the fire

attending the fall of a thunderbolt. 2. Sub-

marine fire.

^[^Tl'TL, s. (a. JL^) A mission, a sending, a

deputation.

s.
(f.) 1. Speech, language. 2. Ardent spi-

rits. 3. The earth. 4. Water.

(m. 3^1+W) Hail.

?<1k1 s. (a. s*\j\) A desire, a wish, an intention,

a design, a plan.

s. (mfn.) 1. A cucumber (Cucumis usita-

tissimus). 2. The bitter kind (Cucumis colo-

cynthis).

$W s. (m.). See .

^^ROOT, VI. (3~if3) 1 . To sleep. 2. To go.

3. To throw, send, or direct : in this last sense

it is also Root, x. (3*Wf\?).

An Unadi affix, by which some nouns are

formed from verbal roots ; e. g. ^Tf^l^ s. (n.)

Water, from R. ^^To go ; ^if^T s . (m.)

Wind, air, from R. -^t^To breathe ; &c. Wil-

kins Gr. § 844.—As a Taddhita suffix, it is

affixed to some primitive words to form posses-

sive adjectives ; e. g. Hl^WT a. {mfn.) Muddy,

from^ s. Mud ; (SFfr^I a. (mfn.) Frothy,

from C*FT s. Froth. Wilkins' Gr. §.911.

s. (corrupt, of 3^ft*1 ) The name of a

fish, the hilsa or sable-fish (Clupea alosa).

2 E
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t^fl s. (/.) 1: The earth. 2. A cow. 3. Speech.

4. The wife of Budha, daughter of Ikshwaku.

iflf^\3 s. (n. ^^ + sAii<\J) One of the nine

Varshas or divisions of the known world, com-

prehending the highest and most centrical part

of Asia.

The earth.

^PTII s. See tfSW . Mohun P. p. 54.

^ft s. (/.) A cudgel, a stick shaped like a sword,

a short sword. See

(»i.) The name of a fish, called hilsa,

much esteemed for the table (Clupea alosa).

£?=^<P «. (from Wtfl ?) A line, a dash with the

pen, a streak, a stroke.

^c^^^l s . (fm used in the plural only) Stars in

the head of Orion. See

^w<[erf| s ^ used in the plural only) Stars in

the head of Orion.

^S^^ s. (a. l^Ic) Filth, dirt, ordure.

CMS*ifirTl
(
p - *5Wr <^>b) A privy.

a. (from a. c^Jx.) Filthy, dirty, fetid.

(wi. for ) The Az'Zsa, or sable-fish

(Clupea alosa).

(a. 2^\M) A nod, a sign, a token, a hint.

(a. j\gJ*\) A proclamation, a public

announcement, an advertisement.

(p. <uU jl^«2>l) A written pro-

clamation.

a. (from a.J[gJ*\) Belonging to a sale,

s. (/.) The eye-ball of an elephant. See

I^Root, iv. (5^ J Ri) To go. With pre-

fixed, To seek; with 4 or with + To

send, to dismiss, vi. (^ESjfe) To wish, to

desire. With *5i*V prefixed, To seek after or

for ; to enquire or search ; with Sff5K To

engage, to promise, ix. To repeat

an act, to do any thing again and again.

3^ Affix. See

An Unadi affix which forms a few nouns, e. g.

(m.) A buffalo, from R. *P^To grow

large. Wilkins' Gr. |i 841.

s. (»z.) The name of the sixth solar month in

the Hindu calendar, commonly called A'swina :

it begins when the sun enters Virgo, and cor-

responds to the latter part of September and

the earlier part of October.

(/.) 1. The eye-ball of an elephant.

2. A painter's brush. See

< Rl< s. (m. from R. §tj^ Fire.

t^ft^l s. (/.) 1. The eye-ball of an elephant.

2. A painter's brush. See

3. A kind of reed (Saccharum spontaneum).

^^s. (m. from R. It^j An arrow. In geometry,

the versed sine. Colebr. Alg. p. 89.

3^[f*l s. (mfn. ^T+ "R. from R. <U) A quiver.

^j^nP-^f s. The name of a plant (Aristolochia

Indica). See$#H^ and •

As a Taddhita suffix, serves to form the su-

perlative degree of many adjectives. When it

is applied to words ending in or ~ ,

these terminations are dropped. Ex. «4

a. (mfn.} Intelligent, a. fjw/».) Most in-

telligent. Wilkins' Gr. |. 965-968.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. t^) 1. Wished,

desired, cherished, beloved. 2. (from R. Uv5l,

See Wilkins' Gr. §. 419) Sacrificed to, wor-

shipped, reverenced, respected, s. 1 . (m.) The

castor-oil tree. 2. («.) An act of sacrifice, an
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oblation. 3. An essential ceremony, as inves-

titure, ablution, &c. ad. (— ^>°) Voluntarily.

(to.) A brick. See

$%$*$s. (-^\n.i$ +^&T) (In arith-

metic) operation with an assumed number.

Colebr. Alg. p. 23.

s. (/. from 3^5) A brick. See

The root of a

fragrant grass (Andropogon muricatum).

tjte&i 1* (-f^T mfn. $%+^\f&l) Doing

that which is desired or wished for.

^^Ft^ a. (mfn. + Fragrant, s. 1.

(mfn.) Any fragrant substance. 2. (n.) Sand.

^*&3 ad Sans. . t^+ sPT )
According to

the wish or desire of a person.

t^AA s. (to. from R. , + COS) The

particular god which is worshipped by any one.

S$!lk<t\4l s. (/. from R. HvS
, + 0R3l)

The particular deity which is worshipped by

any individual.

s. (m. ^
Assimilation and reduction of the root's

coefficient with a fraction. Colebr. Alg. p. 29.

3^*3 s. (n. S^ +Slt^) A sacrifice, any

act of pious munificence.

a. (mfn. t§+ 3I$f+S1*^) Zea-

lously active, diligent for a desired object.

t£| s. (/. R. 1. Wish, desire. 2. (R.

sacrifice, a simple oblation. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 455.

%Rfey*t<A (m.tf%+R.^) A demon
5

(lit.

he who steals the oblation).

As a Kridanta suffix, is subjoined to some

roots to form attributive nouns expressive of

the habit to do or to be what the root implies.

Ex. <FR"fir^ a. (mfn.) Who is in the habit of

causing to do, from R. W To do ; ^tf^)p3F

a. (mfn.) What habitually shines, splendid,

from R. gjiSL To shine ; a. (mfn.)

What naturally is or exists, existent, from R.

? To be ; a. (mfn.) Disposed to bear,

patient, from R. ^15^ To bear, suffer, &c.

Wilkins' Gr. % 821.

t^Pf s. (to. $f + 3jt*T from R. ) 1, A
bow. 2. (mfn.) An archer.

s. (to. R. 1. Love, the deity of

love Kamadeva. 2. Spring.

t^A Kridanta suffix which serves to form a few

substantives from verbal roots; e. g. G3P~l"f^^

(— fsS*^) s. (n.) A star, or any bright heavenly

body, from R. for To shine
; ^"ft^

(-f^O s. (n.) Clarified butter, from R. 3[

To offer up on the fire as an oblation, &c. Wil-

kins' Gr. § 800.

SBfiEg!! s. The name of a plant (Aristolochia

Indica). Mohun P. p. 58. Hort. Ben. p. 64.

^^<Fl\3*^ s. (from the French escritoire) A scru-

toire. Mohun P. p. 78.

K^^ad. (h. CJj yX) To this place, hither.

^tJKg^lWlfa ad. A. c^jUJ ) From this

place to that, inclusive. Carey.

^"tJ^l<1 s. (from a. jl^il) An advertisement.

^ftJvilWI^ I (a. JUcJ from J^) Daily

practice, custom, habit.

ad. (a. ^jj\jAzJ\ from^e) Repeat-

edly, continually, again and again.

tf%HW s. (a. ^UxujI from Uc )
Forgiveness,

pardon.

tf^i*.(from R. A smoothing-iron.

(p. &~~>\ ) The seed ofwild rue. Richard-

son's Diet. 3d edition. It is burnt at marriages

2 E 2
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and a few days after the birth of a child, to pre-

vent those calamities which are supposed to be

caused by evil spirits. Carey.

^tt5

]
5^ s. (p. Jj£*J\) The name of a plant

(Plantago Ispagulaj. See S^fFlTM.

5. (p. J>\ ) One who writes

down a list of names.

ad. Sans. Here, in this place. In the present

life, in this world.

^^t^T s. (m. ^X +^t^) The present time,

the present life, this world.

-.Lis-l ) Need, necessity, want.

^
A
'jir

5>"0 Abstinence, abstemious-

ness, the controlling one's appetites or passions.

fSpTO5
s . (m. tX+C^1^) This world, the

present life.

(a. Beneficence, benevolence,

kindness.

C^Tt^ ind. (locat. case Beng. of On this.

3f The fourth letter of the Sanskrit alphabet, cor-

responding to / long, and having the sound of

that letter in police, &c. When preceded by

a consonant, it takes the form \ .

3f interj. An interjection of regret, anger, and

compassion ; also of calling.

^ appears at the end of many substantives and

adjectives. In Sanskrit words it is—1st. The

nominative termination in the masculine gender

of all derivative substantives or adjectives formed

by the suffix 3^ e. g. , nom. smg. masc.

of 3tPf*f a. Rich, from Wealth, .

Wilkins' Gr. § 106. 906.—2d. §f is also an affix

of very general application in forming feminine

nouns ; e. g. C^<T s. (m.) A god, CK<[ s. (/.) A

goddess ; 33^ s. (m.) A young man,

(/.) A young woman, &c.—3d. It is employed to

form feminine adjectives, e. g.
gi'*t< Beautiful,

fern. *£K<\ • Wilkins'Gr. § 1206. 1207.—4th.

3? is used when certain declinable words, put in

construction with the verbs w To make, and ^? ,

or ^J^T To be, are made indeclinable, to at-

tribute a new nature or quality to a thing, e. g.

pt-Sfl from Sharp, as in I Rj

He makes sharp ; from Black, as in

He makes black. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 1033.—In Bengali ^ is a termination very

commonly used to form adjectives from sub-

stantives, or to deduce gentile substantives from

the names of countries ; e. g. Ben-

gali, from 3^t^ Bengal.

3? Root, ii. (3f3) 1. Togo. 2. To pervade.

3. To conceive or become pregnant. 4. To de-

sire. 5. To throw or direct. 6. To eat. This

root is not generally admitted, though it occurs

in composition, as with To ap-

peal*. IV. To go.

An affix which appears as the termination of"

some Sanskrit adjectives and substantives ; e. g.

^5I«f^ a . (nifn.) False, and s. (n.) Falsehood,

from R. To adorn.

3£^t^ s. (m. ^+^tT) The letter ^ or any other

character expressing that sound.

Root, i. (^£1?K3) To see. With 1.

To see. 2. To pay attention to, to regard; with

To look upwards ; with To see ; with

f^R To see ; with To investigate, to ex-

plore ; with 3 or 31^+3 or 3lf%+3 or

+ or 3lf^+*F +3 To see; with
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To expect ; with To see

:

with f° To see, to pay attention to.

s. (n. R. §£3^+3FT) 1. Sight, the power

or act of seeing. 2. An eye.

^5$rW s. (/. ^cpt +t$$J A female seer or

fortune-teller.

Root, i. or with the insertion of

a nasal To sco.

^fs^RooT, i. (^OIW , or with the insertion of a

nasal ^^KJ) 1. Togo. 2. To censure.

3fo[tt^s. (a. ii\ssr\ from Jc>-j) Invention, a. In-

vented.

Root, ii. (^t)or x.(^v5TTfv3) To praise,

to laud, to extol.

s. (/. from R. 3^3 ) Praise.

5f f^\3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^ S4V ) Praised,

commended.

3f3> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 3f3^+ IT) To be

praised, laudable, praiseworthy.

^fe s. (f. R. $+ 1. Calamity of a season,

e. g. drought, excessive rain, rats, foreign in-

vasion, &c. 2. Travelling in foreign countries,

sojourning. 3. An affray.

Sf^s. (a. juc) A festival, the day when a religious

solemnity is to be performed.

SfTrf^ft. (-\mfn. §f from pron. + R.

Wilkins' Gr. § 819) Such, so, this like, thus.

^f^l a. (mfn. ^ from pron. 3^[ ,
+"^1 from

It. H*^) Such, this like, so, similar. Wilkins'

Gr. % 819. See

A Taddhita suffix which serves to form ad-

jectives : as vill^lT/T a. (mfn.) Selfish, from

^itll5^. The soul, self; ^tsT/T a. (mfn.)

Eastern, from Sft^fSffi^) s . East; ^t^ffr

a. (mfn.) Belonging to the opposite shore, from
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tinsThe opposite side of a river. Wilk

Gr. § 905.

(the desiderative form of R. ^SHsl To

wish, to long for.

a. (mfn. from If^Tj Wishing for, longing
<r

after. (Frequently used in comp. e.

a. (mfn.) Wishing for profit or gain, from

s. Gain, advantage, -f-^*^.

Taddhita suffix, which requires the change

called Vriddhi of the first vowel of the word to

which it is subjoined, and is applied to form,

1st. Patronymics, e. g. ^t^ff^T s. (m.) A sis-

ter's son, from s. (/.) A sister. Wilkins'

Gr. %. 890. 2d. Adjectives, e. g. rfftffcT a.

(mfn.) Smoky, from ^1 s. Smoke
;
C^tt^l"^

a. (mfn.) Relating to pleasure, from **f^t s.

Pleasure. Wilkins' Gr. § 901.

^TT^An affix which serves to form the compara-

tive degree of many adjectives; e. g. * 1>T*i

Heavier, fromW Heavy
; ^flTF^Thinner,

from ^SPT Subtle, thin. Wilkins' Gr. § 965-968,

and page 72.

^ftret^a. (—<^\mfn. pret. part. a. R. |t)

Who has gone, gone, having gone.

^^Root, II. (^T3) 1. To go. 2. To shake or

put into motion, i. and x. (5f< f\?, 5f<ITf\3)

1. To go. 2. To throw or direct. With

prefixed, To speak or say ; with ^ or 'T

1. To send. 2. To move, to agitate.

^ A Taddhita suffix which is subjoined to cer-

tain primitive nouns to form possessives, e. g.

a. (mfn.) Containing eggs, from ^AJ>3 .v.

An egg. See Wilkins' Gr.% 911.

3?f^\? a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^T>) Sent,

dismissed, despatched.
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Root, i. (WTO*) To envy, to feel im-

patient at another's prosperity.

5.
(
n

.
R. XT?) a wound, a sore.

§€U (/. for Wl) Envy, impatience of ano-

ther's success.

^ft*T a . (wz/n. ^i +^lt^) Envious.

^f^Roox, i. To envy, to be impatient

at another's felicity or success.

Wl s. (f. from R.^ )
Envy, impatience at

the success of others, malice, spite. See fl^j

.

^J'i 5^ a. (mfn. ^Jl+^lt^) Envious, spite-

ful, impatient at the good fortune of others.

a. (~X^\ m/k Envious,

invidious, impatient at the good fortune of others.

s. (/.) The same as ^Ht q. v.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^f^) Praised,

extolled. See ^

m ft (/•) A weapon, sometimes eonsidered as

a cudgel and sometimes as a short sword, or a

stick shaped like a sword.

3^ Root, ii. $[C$) To rule, to govern ; to

possess power, property, or authority.

m. from R. SM; ) 1. A ruler, a lord, or

master. 2. The god Siva. 3. The north-east

quarter, or the deity presiding over it. Wilkins'

MS.

The name of a plant (Gloriosa su-

perba). Hort. Ben. p. 24. See

The name of a plant (Gloriosa

superba). Carey. See

^*fl s. (/. from R. The beam of a plough.

^*I"FT s. (m. ^l+STfa") 1. A name of Siva.

2. The north-east quarter. 3. («.) Light, lustre,

splendour.

^frTC^t s. (m. ^UrT+C^fa) The north-

east quarter, that over which Siva is regent.

IfvS^jlsi (/. ^*IH+^) A name of DurgA.

?f*t3l s. (-^m. R. A ruler, a lord,

master, or owner.

^"Pfal s. (f.) or -J (n. or

Lordship, superiority, supremacy.

(mfn. from R. 1. A proprietor, a

master, a lord : one who has it in his power to

act as he pleases. 2. God, the ruler of the

world. Trans. R.A.S. i. 31. 3. (m.) A name

of Siva. 4. A name of Kamadeva.

^T^ft^l s . (f. ^
1^"+ 5ft3l) A name of the

Bhagavad-Gita. Trans. R.A.S. n. 23.

The denial

of the existence of God, atheism.

^W^P& a. (mfn. 3^ + f%$1) Trusting in

God, relying on God.

^^tetTFi a. (m>.3^+ !Wnc7
i) Devoted

to God.

a. (tw/w.^^-^ +^\51<P) Worshipping

God, devout, pious.

^rt^fSTl s. (f. ^-+^31) The worship of

God, devotion, piety.

Divine grace.

Trans. R.A.S. n. 38.

^^JTt^TT s. (n. ^t^+ TZftfa) A securing

of the divine favour or absorption. Morton.

The worship of

God, divine service, devotion.

s. (femin. of ^P?) 1. A queen. 2. A
goddess. 3. A name of Durga, of LakshmI,

of Saraswati, or of any other of the Saktis or

female energies of the deities.

SriU«W>?1 s. (/. ^^+^5^1) The will of

God.
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genit. case JBeng. of

A messenger of God, an angel.

The wor-

ship of God, divine service.

^Root, i. (JsSptftsj'j 1. To go, or move. 2. To

kill or hurt. 3. To see. 4. To give.

To glean.

^ s. (to.) 1. The month A'swina. See

2. The shaft or beam of a plough. See

a. (indeclinable) A little, somewhat. Fre-

quently in comp. e. g. ^^^^3 A little

shaken, from +^f^3 Shaken.

a. (mfn. ^^ + 3^") Redeeming,

diminishing
;
diminutive, delicate.

little warm,

slightly warm, lukewarm. —31 (/.) Luke-

warmth.

i^Ttjt^^ a. (mfn. ^^ + 5t^") Not very

deep, shallow.

wpt s . (n. wr) a slight view of

any thing, a glance.

) A slight laugh,

a smile.

s. (/.) The beam or pole of a plough. See^ and .

s. (/.) 1. The eye-ball of an elephant. See

A painter's brush,

^ft^ s. (J. R. ^+3^) Fire.

s. (/. from R. ^+3^1) ]. A painter's

brush, a fibrous stick used as such. 2. (Ac-

cording to some) an ingot-mould. 3. A dip-

ping-rod or something cast into a crucible, to

examine if the metal it contains is in fusion.

^5-*, (to.) 1. Spring. 2. A name ofKamadeva.

(p. Jyu*)}) The name of a plant

(Plantago Ispagula). Mohun P. p. 30 ; Hort.

Ben. p. 11. Flea-wort (Psillii semen). Shake-

spear. See

Root, 1. (^5X3) To endeavour, to aim at

a thing, to make an effort. With prefixed,

To desire, to wish.

§£l s. (/. from R. 1. A wish, a desire.

2. An effort, an endeavour; an attempt, an

exertion made for obtaining an object.

^STftpl s . (to. ^1 +^1) 1. A wolf. 2. A
division of the drama.

^c^fep s. (to. ^1 +^) A wolf.

$ The fifth letter of the Hindu alphabet ; it has

the sound of u in full, and takes the form

of .k when following a consonant.

^ as a Kridanta suffix is employed to form at-

tributives from volitive roots: e. a;, a.

(to/k.) Wishing to obtain, covetous, fromf^^^T.

deduced from R. ^^To obtain. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 467. Nouns such as ^ s. (to.) Lord,

master, ^<U^ s. (to.) The self-existent, i. e.

Brahma, &c. are also, according to the gram-

marians, formed by subjoining an affix $ to

the root Wi Wilkins' Gr. p. 469.—As an

JJnddi affix ^ appears as the termination of a

very considerable number of words, in which

the radical vowel sometimes undergoes the

change called Guna or Vriddhi, and some-

times remains unaltered. Ex. (to.) A
maker, from R. ^ To do ; s. A thunder-

bolt, from R. To sound ; a. (mfn.')

Daring, bold, from R. To dare, be bold •

&c. Wilkins
1 Gr. § 839.
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$ Root, i. (^iWW) To sound, to make a par-

ticular sound or noise.

^ interj. Sans. An interjection of calling, anger,

doubt, injunction, respectful address.

^5° interj. Sans. An expression of anger, con-

tempt, and of interrogation. Wilkins' Gr. p. 547.

\$o interj. An expression of surprize, approba-

tion, anger, and compassion.

3^t^3l1 a. (corrupt, of + "5TTi
) Spoiled

in cooking.

s. A white ant (Termes bellicosus). Carey.

Sfe'tfa s. (O^+PTO) An ant-hill, a mole-

hill, a burrow. Sabda S. p. 229. 383.

a. (corrupt, of O t>5) High, elevated, lofty.

I^HI^W a. (fe+^T+ ^Tl) Having

a high forehead.

a. (from 0|t>C\j ) Torn off, raised up.

^TPT s. (v. noun of S\ £>C3) The lifting up, the

raising up or loosening.

^IFUS a. (corrupt, of ^"5^+ :Tt^) High and

low, up and down, uneven, rough.

SE^T a. (fromS^f%^) Shaken or tossed in

a sieve, as rice, to cleanse it from the chaff.

s. (v. noun). The tossing in a sieve to separate

the lighter from the heavier parts.

31>^rI\3 v. a. (caus. of OSF^) To shake

or toss in a sieve or other vessel, for the pur-

pose of separating the lighter from the heavier

parts, or the husk from the grain.

^^nfa a. (from U3) Shaken or tossed

in a sieve or other vessel.

"3T>|^£3 v. a. (from \5T>) To shake or toss up

grain in a sieve or other vessel, for the purpose

of freeing it from the chaff.

v. a. (caus. of To raise, to

lift up, to stir.

a. (from 3f>KU3) Raised up, torn off.

v. a. (from &G>) To raise or lift up, to stir.

$5iTO3 v. a. (from3^ + R. To take up,

to raise up the arm, to throw the thatch from

off a house.

^^t^TSi s. (from £>I^R(.\3) A mutual attempt

or threatening to strike.

s. (from 3l^?£3) The act of raising up.

(from raising or lift-

ing up.

s. (corrupt, of

The male of the white ant (Termes bellicosus)

when it has its wings and takes flight. Carey.

pron. That one, he, she. Only used in speak-

ing very respectfully of a person.

ad. A particle of denial, no.

v. a. (from3^ + J
*t

5
£?) To rasp, to file.

A Kridanta affix which requires the change

called Vriddhi of the radical vowel preceding

it, and is used to form attributives ; e. g. 11?^
a. (jnfn.) Hurtful, injurious, from R. *5 To hurt,

inj ure ; a. (mfn.) Disposed to long for

or desire, lustful, from R. ^^To wish, desire,

&c. Wilkins' Gr. p. 464.

^ s. (from 3^ + R. Jtf\) 1. A rasp. 2. (cor-

rupt, of ^c™^) A meteor, a torch, a fire-brand.

a. Going astray, strange, unknown.

The name of a plant (Ageratum cordi-

folium). Hort. Ben. p. 61.

a. (fromO )
Disagreeable, unbearable,

intolerable, excessive ; furious
;
hot, mad.

«
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a. (from ) 1. Belonging to the

hot season. 2. Going astray, uncontrolled.

v. a. (corrupt, of S^ + R. stfqj To

dress sweetmeats with sugar or molasses so as

to form a thin crust or efflorescence on the sur-

face ; to pass away (as time) ; to get loose (as

a paper-kite). See

s. (from v^ + R. A skimmer, a

ladle, a mark tattooed on the faces of Hindu

women immediately between the eyes. Carey.

3<t*ll1 si (corrupt, of <^<+ 53rTJ^) A plant

which dogs are fond of smelling to (Conyza

diffusa).

(corrupt, of <5«*<£1 ) A torch, a fire-brand,

a meteor ; a rasp.

The letter *3 or any sign

expressing the sound of ^ . The second letter

of the sacred syllable Om. Manu ift 76.

(a. t^,!'^) Deputation ; an embassy.

3^t^TT3H s. (p. <uU c^Jls,) The creden-

tials of an ambassador or any public agent, a

power of attorney. Mohun P. p. 99.

A peep, an attentive look at a thing, a

straining to vomit. —$ffct\3 v. n. To strain or

retch in vomiting. —Ctf^ v. a. To peep, to

piy into, or examine a thing closely and atten-

tively.

3f<3? ^iSn^. (v. noun of \$f&U3) A retch-

ing or straining to vomit.

A peep, the looking

closely or attentively at a thing.

v. a. To watch a thing closely.

Sf3 Ht^ s . (v. noun of Sf^+HtfeUS) The

looking closely at a thing, a peep.

^<^c^
s> Jj^) A plenipotentiary, an envoy,

an agent. Also written ll'fl 0fl7 ,fTCf

S$$&Qi&(i6. (p. 'g&i JJj) Expenses paid

to an attorney. Also written ^^t5!?^*!^ 1
•

(from a. Jjfj) The business of an am-

bassador, plenipotentiary, agent, or attorney.

S^P s. (corrupt, of ) A louse. See .

3^Tt>TO s. (3^+T5lTi) A species of fish

(a species of Zeus or Centranodon). Carey.

S^ffalH'W s. (fromS^fl + C*iW) A weevil.

(corrupt, of ) A hook of

bamboo, used in winnowing corn, to separate the

short straw and other refuse from the corn after

threshing. Carey.

ad. (locat. case of ) Lousily.

^<£<t s. A sort of drum.

s. A sort of drum. See vfepfl

.

a. (mfn. part, pret. p. R.^"^+\5 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418) Spoken, said, uttered ; mentioned.

(Frequently used in comp., e. g. a.

(mfn.) Declared in the ordinance, ordained,

from
K
iT53 s. A book, a precept, an ordinance,

\*i^a. (— mfn. pret. part. a. R.

Having said, having spoken or declared.

3^1^? a. (mfn. 3^+ 3pT3£) Spoken and not

spoken.

SfS5
s. (/. R. TF+fa) A word, a speech, a

saying, an expression, an assertion.

$3JJ s . (n. R. T^+ 3l) A name of the third

or Sdma-Veda.
I

I »M .•'
- .

-

^^Root, I. To sprinkle or wet.

a. (mfn. from R. \$^$) Sprinkled, wetted,

washed, cleansed.

large ox, a bull.

O^j s. (_£pT™. from R. A bull, an ox.

^ttfrtakj s. (m. SiH^^H) A bull, an ox.

2 F
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a. (mfn. pret, part. p. R. $3|»J Wetted,

sprinkled.

Root, i. or with the insertion of a

nasal, To go, to move, or approach.

s. (from $^ + R. $&tj§ A rasp, a file.

s. (from + itfs? ) A sort of food made

of parched rice and treacle. Carey.

with as a

rhyme to it) Dishevelled, entangled, pulled

about, thrown into confusion.

v. a. (See S^fSiE?) 1. To encrust

with sugar or molasses. 2. To get loose (as a

paper-kite) ; to pass away (as time).

^^tfl s. (S^+ SU&) A skimmer, a ladle.

S^^l s. (corrupt, of S'g^M) A mortar.

s. (/.) 1. A pot or saucepan. 2. A baking-

hearth. 3. (Beng.) A file.

v. a. (from 3^ + R. I>T:T ) To rasp, to file.

Sfefei a. (mfn. 3^1 + XT TTeV^ws' Gr. § 899).

Boiled, dressed in a pot, baked.

s. (v. noun of Wf^K?) 1. The act of

vomiting. 2. What is vomited.

^^WPl a. (from 3^ + R. Vomited.

v. n. (from + R. *}) To vomit.

parti-

ciple of To chew

the cud.

v. n. (from 3^ + R. To spring

up, to arise, to pass in the mind.

v. noun of 3*11^3) The springing

up of any thing.

S3 a. (mfn.} Passionate, cruel, sharp, captious,

peevish, wrathful, s. (m.) 1. A name of Siva.

2. A name of a mixed tribe, the offspring of a

Kshatriya man by a woman of the Sudra class.

Manu x. 13. 48. Their employment is to kill

animals that live in holes. According to the

Tantras, the Ugra is an encomiast or bard. Wil-

son. 3. The name of a plant (Morunga hype-

ranthera). (w.) Wrath, anger. — v3l (/.) or

— ^3"
(?i.) Violence, passion, rage, fury.

S^f7!^ a. (mfn. pt\ +*t%) Strong scented,

having a strong smell, s. (m.) 1. The name

of a strong-smelling tree (Michelia Champaca).

2. Another plant (Carum Carui).

SSfrT^I s. (/. \$k +*t%) 1. The name of a

plant (Carum Carui). 2. Orris-root. 3. Acorus

Calamus.

3SjTt*FT a. (mfn. &f + Terrible, fright-

ful, of a frightful appearance.

s. (femin. of S3 ) 1. A woman of the Ugra

tribe. See S3. 2. Orris-root. 3. A medi-

cinal plant.

S^"W°] s. (v. noun. S^ltf^I^) The uncover-

ing of a thing, the act of undressing.

v. a. (from S«> + R. ^J) To uncover,

to undress, to strip, to lay bare.

S^°l s. (m.) A louse.

St<pH s. (S^+Wl from R. The in-

troduction of a new topic for conversation.

S^ Root, iv. To be conglomerate,

to be gathered or assembled together.

St> a. (corrupt, of S"5I>) High, tall.

St><$1 a. (from S"£) Unwieldy, headstrong, un-

ruly, insolent, bold. See

SklH a. (from Sl>) Insolent, daring, head-

strong, unruly, bold. See

§tW#H'l s. (wi'ffaPPj The name of a fish

(Lutianus Polata, Buchanan's MS.}. Carey.

ol>^*T s. (v. noun of Ssf*HU3) The tossing

up, the agitating of a thing.
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^O^l^CsJ v. a. (caus. of $1>f^Tt3) To agitate,

to toss about.

SWfr a. (from S^T^?) Tossed, agitated,

(as grains in a sieve, to separate the heavier from

the lighter parts).

3l>f%U3 v. a. (from $^ + R. W\) To move

or shake, to toss about, to agitate.

(from ^^-i + R. "5^) Sadness, sul-

lenness, gloom.

S"5t£WTl s. (corrupt, of tf&t^+SFP^)
Gloomy, sullen, sad, dejected.

a. (from Of a sad or gloomy

disposition.

a. (mfn. R. 1. Proper, fit,

becoming, suitable. 2. Clever, skilful, ex-

perienced. (Used in composition, e. g.) ^T^iTf-

ft^a. (mfn.) As is fit, from +3ft^ .

—31 s. (/.) or —3 (re.) Convenience, suit-

ableness, propriety.

A species of gryllus or cricket. Carey.

A species of

gryllus or cricket. Carey.

30>t£ 5. A trip, a stumble. — J*fi^C3 v. a.

To trip, to stumble.

3"5S a. (mfn. 3^ + T>) High, tall, lofty, s. 1.

Height. 2. (In astronomy) The ^Ipses of a

planet, the apogee. Wilkins' MS. Kola S. p.

393. -31 (/.) or (re.) Height, loftiness.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case plur. of

from + 1. Very high, exceedingly tall.

2. Aloud, with a loud voice.

3o8$ s. (f from 3^ + R. T)\) 1. Pride,

haughtiness, grandeur. 2. Habit, a custom, a

usage. 3. A sort of grass (a species ofCyperus).

4. A sort of garlic.

a . (mfn. + Quick, fleet, expe-

ditious, hasty. minis.

\$W$Pls. (re. 35S+3t*T ) Music played at

feasts, drinking parties, &c.

3bO\3< a. ($!>[> +3^) Most high, lofty.

A high situation, a high

office.

a. (-f^\ mfn. SW +^tf&i)
Speaking with a loud voice, shouting, brawling.

a. (— *fo mfn. S55+ SFr*T;) Rest-

less, troubled, uneasy, flighty, vain.

^DO^ a. (h. I^as^I?) Droll, comical, jocose.

Morton.

OTSt! u (»*. i*&fw#f*S3 from R. ft) The knot

of the string, or of the cloth, which fastens the

lower garments round the loins, tied in front.

a. (mfn. ) Pronounced,

said, spoken, expressed, uttered.

v^"5^T s. (n. $ <S^ + Typ\) The ruling faculty, in-

tellect, the mind.

^fcfeii5? s. (v. noun of $T>(>tfTpU3 ) Sadness,

sullenness, gloom; grief, sorrow, disquietude.

v. a. (from 3^ + R. To

to harass, to cause to remove.

SSStfeT. a. (from S"^tf£U3) Of a gloomy

sullen disposition.

a. (mfn. StdStfySfQ.*) High and low,

up and down, great and small : multiform,

various.

$£Sfc|3 s. (m. 3^ + T>fa from R. 1>^J 1.

Feces, excrement. 2. Utterance, enunciation,

pronunciation.

S . (n. SIsJHs^k^ from R. IS^t) Ut-

terance, pronunciation.

For the sake of pronunciation or euphony.

a. (mfn. from R.

) To be uttered, to be pronounced.

2 F 2

vex,

or
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^OTftX? a. (mfn. 3*>+(>lft\4 from R. I^g)
Uttered, pronounced.

3S5$8 «. (m/a. $^ + "l>T?5 from R. T>^) To
be uttered, to be pronounced.

a. (mfn. from R.

t>^) Being pronounced, being uttered.

s. (m. $^ + f&*fl£) 1. A prawn or

shrimp. 2. A passionate man.

s. (from ) A species of

cricket or gryllus.

3"EpT s. Cm. 3^ + "pi for from R. TO )

The part of a flag-staff above the banner.

ad. (locat. case Above. 5. The name

of a plant (Momordica muricata). Carey.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case plur. of \$13>)

1. High, great, much. 2. Aloud, with a loud

voice.

S-tTOWSs. (-^m. St55S +$<PT) The

horse of Indra. (Lit. having the ears standing

upright), a. Deaf, high-eared. Morton.

$d$5F^ «• 0>- €%Pf>f.^^i Making a

loud sound, high-sounding.

^M§W¥ ad' ocaL case of^t^o^") With

a loud voice, aloud.

) Clamour, a

loud noise.

^"Sx^Root, i. and vi. (With the insertion of a

nasal, 1. To glean. 2. To gather

little by little.—(Without the nasal, $90?NJ

,

usually with ft prefixed, <£"5!^f3) 1. To end

or terminate, to cease, to leave off. 2. To finish,

to conclude. 3. To quit, to pass. 4. To bind.

3l>5^" a. (mfn.3^ + *ft from R. *Ttf
) Ruined,

destroyed, wasted, relinquished. — \?1 (/.) or

— "3" (n.) Ruin, perdition, desolation.

peace pro-

cured by the surrender of the best of a prince's

territories. Carey.

s. (3^ + *!lT from R. f*l) The opposite

leg of a triangle. See

s. A kind of gourd (Momordica Charantia),

and a sort of spice (Nigella Indica). Sabda S.

p. 471.

$I>5^rr s. (rc.$^ + I^tTrT from R. 5^t) The

cleaning with perfumes.

a. (mfn. 3^ + f*K? from R. f*l ) Op-

posed, so as to meet at the top, like the sides of

a triangle. Carey.

3ft>5^ a. (mfn. 3^ + fi^") Cut off, cut up,

ruined, laid waste, destroyed, demolished. -31

(/".) Excision, ruin.

a. (mfn. S^+f*t$ from R. f^)Left
behind, remaining (as food after a meal).

(w.) Leavings. Manu ft. 56. —^1 (/.) A
remnant, orts.

Sfe^CsW s. (-^ m. Sfefc+C^)
Who feeds on the leavings of others ; a mean

person.

SfW&^Yt a. (-ft\ *> +

C^tft*T
)
Feeding on another's leavings, mean.

3f^^3Fr*. (n.$f&5&+ C^kFT) l.The

attendance upon an idol. 2. The feeding on the

remains of another's meal ; meanness.

a. See

31W^ s. (n. 3fWk +3^) Remains of

food, leavings, orts.

from

pillow
;

(lit. That which raises the head).

a. (mfn.§^ from R. 1%. ) Swollen,

turgid.

a. (mfn. ) Unre-

strained, perverse, self-willed, uncontrolled, li-
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centious, irregular, lawless. — \31 (/.) or —^
(w.) Licentiousness, irregularity.

SlOblKs. (m.3^ + (5?tl) Excision, separation,

destruction, ruin.

StW^I ^ (n. + C^tt^) The making dry,

drying up, withering.

3wf^KJ a . (mfn. 3^ +^f%3) 1. Exhaled.

2. Unfolded, expanded, blown (as a flower).

$WFTs. (m. ^^ +^T) I. The exhaling of

air, breath, respiration. 2. A stop, a division

in a book. 3. Hope, expectation.

The name of a plant (Momordica mu-

ricata). Mohun P. p. 57. Hort. Ben. p. 70.

S^EpT s . (m. 3*> + $TT from R. ft )
Height,

the elevation of a tree, mountain, &c. (In

geometry) The upright elevation of a figure.

Colebr. Alg. p. 59. 100.

3T2jtH s. (S^ -f^tlT from R. ft ) The eleva-

tion or height of any object.

3f55*3 a. (mfn. 3^+f$3 from R. ft ) Ele-

vated, raised, erected, exalted, high
;
upright.

tffffjfSs. (/. 3^ +ftfe) 1. Exalted birth.

Manu v. 40. 2. (In geometry) The upright

elevation or height of a figure. Colebr. Alg.

p. 59.

v. n. (from vomit.

a. (corrupt, of
) Squandered

away, spent, scattered.

s. The name of a plant (Momordica Charan-

tia). Mohun P. p. 70. See $55*1 .

$<§.a. (corrupt, of$^) Straight, upright, honest,

sincere.

a. (from
)
Swimming up the river

(as fish after a heavy rain, or in search of a

pond or lake).

) The tearing up of trees by

the roots.

^IbFT s. (v. noun of $3(\5t^) 1. The becom-

ing desolate. 2. The tearing up by the roots.

3. The act of vomiting.

^^5U3 v. n. (from$^ + R.3Ht) L To become

desolate or desert. Mohun P. p. 168. 2. v. a. To

tear up by the roots. 3. v.n. To vomit. Morton.

$$$$ a. (from $3f\5U3) Wasteful, prodigal,

lavish, ruinous.

$3FT a. (from $^ + R. W*Q Contrary to the

usual direction, against the grain.

a. (from Swimming up the river,

against the stream (as fish during heavy rains

in search of a pond or lake).

(a. ji\c) An apology, an excuse.

&3Ff s. (from $^ + R. T>^) The tossing or

agitating of a thing, the dashing of the waves.

SWT s. (v. noun of SsSfPFtsf) The being-

tossed about (of any thing).

&5n4 IvSn s. (8$™$ with ^H^FT as a jingle

to it) All in confusion, topsy-turvy. Carey.

v. a. (caus. of &tf*1W) To toss

about, to agitate, to shake, to sift.

s. (v. noun of &3Fj1f^3) A tossing

about (of any thing).

v. n. (from $ + R. To be in

an agitated motion, to shake, to be tossed.

a. (corrupt, of $^) Straight, upright,

honest, sincere.

a. (from $^[) Straight and fair, fair

and above board. Carer/.

s. (from $^> + R. ^3T^) A desolate or

deserted place, a wilderness.

(from An upper country

;

a hill-country.

A common report, rumour.

v.a. To swim against the stream.
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^foi^s. (a.
j>Jj)

A vizier, a minister of state.

s. (from A
-^Jj)

The office of a vizier or

minister of state.

s. The name of a plant (Barleria ciliata).

Hort. Ben. p. 45.

a. Wandering from its proper place (as

fish at a time of rain).

a. (
v!£'2-i + '3rt3 ) Ruined, waste, desert.

The tearing up of trees by

their roots, radical destruction.

&$$*t ib (from 3^3) Wasteful, ruinous, ex-

pensive, prodigal.

(ra.) The making strong or robust. Wil-

kins' Had. p. 48.

S^SFfU. (/. S&4'3Rr*tt from R. ^3fL ) The

name of a celebrated city, Ujjayani or Oujein.

Also written S^ffpf. Lat. 23° 11' 30" N.,

Long. 75° 35' IS* E. of Greenwich.

^^^a. (corrupt, ofpsSjlvAH) Luminous, splendid.

^^FT s. (n. from R. 28^)
Killing, slaughter.

v^^xjfg^ a. (mfn. 3^ + v£f§3) Blown, ex-

panded, s. (rc.) Inquiry, research.

vS'^Sr^ s. (m. 3^ +3^) L A blazing up,

brightness, splendour. 2. Affection, love, a

passion for an object, a. (mfn.^) 1. Expanded,

blown, shining forth. 2. Splendid, luminous,

light, bright, glossy. 3. Clear, clean. — \3H (/.)

or —M (n.) Brightness, clearness, splendour.

act of blazing:

up or shining forth.

$\5N|i%s3 a. (mfn. Illuminated,

lighted, kindled.

S^PWl s. (/. from ^f^T) Splendour, clear-

ness, brightness.

Root, vi. To quit or abandon.

$\&J<1\3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^^) Aban-

doned, forsaken, left.

^'"w s -
(.
n - ^rom The gleaning of grains

of corn.

$g3$5 s. (f. 3^ +^f3) Subsistence by

gleaning.

The gleaning of corn

or grain. Also written

#figC3 v. a. (from To dry rice by the

fire to remove the husk.

s. (corrupt, of ) A camel.

s. (m.) Leaves, grass, &c. used in thatching,

making huts, &c.

^Ta^RP^I a. (from S^ + R. Fo-

reign, strange, unknown, vagrant. Also written

The name of a plant not yet ascertained.

From its seed it appears to be a species of Jus-

ticia. Carey.

^T^Si s. (m. \$]? 1. A hut made of leaves,

the abode of a hermit, a thatched house. 2. A
house in general.

SlN" or vZ)"&^T1 s. (v. noun of «§f6t\§J The

taking up of goods on credit.

^PFI or ^"|jtl ** (»• noun of^^£3) The

act of searching for a thing.

3fet^^«pH s. (St^H with Hlt^H
as a jingle to it) The searching after or tracing

of a thing.

a. (from Searching,

found, sought.

v. a. (from 3^ + R.T^) To search

for a thing, to trace, to investigate.

a. (from Straying, erring, or

wandering about, unknown.
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^f&CS v. a. (from + 1. To take

goods on credit. 2. To heave or swell from

moisture, to scale off (as scurf). Morton.

$]|<P s. (from ^S^-f R. T^*^) A clue, a guide.

Root, i. (^"M^F) To strike or knock down.

Also written ^"t^.

a. (from ) 1. Rising up, risen.

2. A rising up, the act of mounting, elevation.

s. (y. noun, of 3f"ftU3) 1. The act of

ascending, rising, or mounting. 2. A court-

yard.

s. (from An ascending:,

rising, or mounting ; the arrival at a place.

v. a. (caus. of 3f&£3 ) To cause to

ascend or rise ;. to raise, to lift up, to hoist, to

elevate ; to remove, to eradicate ; to dismiss a

person from his situation or office.

from

+ ) To raise up, to elevate any thing.

ad. (from Repeatedly, again

and again, importunately.

3Tft s . (v. noun of 3~fct^U3) 1. The act of

raising, elevating, removing, or effacing a thing.

2. A court-yard.

S"fcHVilll s. (SlTfr + ^lt&l) A landing-

place.

s. (from Shifts ) The ascending to

an eminence ; the arrival at a place.

3"&tFT ad. (from 3^ +^$^) Out of doors,

without.

3~frH\5l s. (^"trl +^l) A rising and falling,

an uneven motion (such as that of a ship in

rough water).

$f&3a. (corrupt, of 3f*fc?) Arisen, ascended,

mounted
;
spent.

$f&K3 v. a. (from 3^ + R. ^1 ) 1. To get up,

to rise, to arise. 2. To be established, to be

invented. 3. To vomit.

s. (from 1. The rising or

breaking up of an sssembly. 2. A vent or sale

for goods.

$33^ s. 1. The handle of a vessel. 2. The

tattooing the body or face. See

^\i<K5 s. The commencement and termination of

a thing, the end, conclusion, ad. From be-

ginning to end.

&3<£olu a. (from ^foW) Squandering, wast-

ing, dissipating.

(v. noun of &fsm ) The act of flying;

flight.

A sheet, the flowing outer garment worn

by Hindus.

3^ffaa. (fromSfsft3) Flying, winged, fledged.

from A flying

up and falling down again.

Sal, . 1. The act of flying. 2. Dissipation, waste.

3. The venereal disease, when communicated

otherwise than by sexual intercourse.

v. a. (caus. of3f\5l\?) To cause to fly.

3\3lrT s. (from&yfe?) The causing a thing

to fly; the winnowing of corn, &c.

Spendthrift,

prodigal, extravagant, lavish.

^vjt^fl s. (from 3oRu3) 1. Expenditure, waste,

prodigality. 2. The outer garment worn by

Hindus.

a. (from Wasting, ex-

travagant, prodigal.

The venereal disease,

when communicated otherwise than by sexual

intercourse. See #31.
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v. n. (from 3^ + R.\fl) To fly, to soar;

to be wasted, to be scattered.

Sf^ft" or Jtiffigf. (Sftf, fromSf^K?,

+H 1*1 or $TpP ) Rice growing wild or with-

out cultivation. See

Svjl a. (from3^ + R. \5l) 1 . Wild : applied espe-

cially to wild rice. 2. The repairing of a thatch.

A species of tree

(Diospyros ramiflora). Caret/.

^WrT or -$tt=P g + or + *tfr>)

Wild rice. See

(/ft.) 1. A lunar mansion, a constellation

in the moon's path. 2. (w.) Water.

a^. Anxious, impatient through the eager

expectation of something.

Discomposed,

anxious, full of eager expectation.

^O^i a. Capable of flying, winged, fledged.

s. (mm.) 1. A raft, a float. 2. (m.) The

moon. Also written

S^tfe s. (m. $\5+ *ft3) The moon.

+ The firmament, the

sky, the heavens.

^\i*~<< s. (m. \$\5° accus. case of &3 + 3^"

from R-^) 1. The wild fig-tree (Ficus glome-

rata, Rox.^). 2. The threshold of a house. 3.

A eunuch. 4. A species of leprosy with cop-

per-coloured spots. 5. (w.) Copper.

$3*U See #3*1.

3^511^*. (». $^+\5TFT from R. \5l) The

act of flying.

(from A leap upwards,

a bound.

as att^^ffi i (Sq^t° with ^3jSt°
jingle to it) A jumping or bounding about.

3^5t*T a. (mfn. + from R. vfl) Flying

as a bird, soaring;.

a. (m/n. $^ + ^3tSr^1*r) Flying.

^vSla. (from $*> + R. Flighty, airy, light,

vain. Morton.

prep. Sans. Up, upwards, high, in place,

rank, and degree ; the reverse of "31<i'
i
*ia. v.

It is only used in composition. When put before

a word beginning with a sonant letter, the is

changed into e. g. ^f^\3 Arisen, from

+ t^J; $V/>t$ Gone up, from +
Wilkins' Gr. p. 397, 547. According to the

grammarians, the original form is

interj. Sans. A particle of interrogation de-

noting earnestness and surprize
;

as, What

!

how ! Wilkins' Gr. p. 547.

a. (mfn. pret.part. p. R. Woven,

(Beng.~) Heat, fire.

indecl. Sans. Also, and, or. It is often

dundant. Wilkins' Gr. p. 547.

\!r3^" s. (corrupt, of ^^^T) A reply, an answer.

SS^VTfrU. (33^ from S3ftT3 + p.*U)
An inn.

A baiting-place,

(from ^^jf^T^) Arrival at a place.

v. a. (from + R. ^ ) To arrive, to

come to a place, to cross over.

(?;. noun The flowing over

of a liquid, an inundation.

^^5^|t3^1 ad. (33^ from 33f^F3,

3^ from^13"^ ?) Up and down, upwards and

downwards, s. The rising and sinking ofwater
;

the stirring up of a liquid.

sewn.

re-
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&3*Tl s. (from + The inunda-

tion of a river. a. Distressed, passionate,

irritable.

v. n. (from over-

flow, to boil over, to run over.

\!>\3T<r1 s. (from $^ + R. ^) 1. A copy, a du-

plicate. 2. The passage of a river, arrival.

a. Passionate, irritable, distressed. See

The name of a plant (Echites cymosa).

J^o? tf, -Ben. p. 84.

interj. Sans. An interjection

of interrogation and inquiry ; also of doubt and

uncertainty. Wilkins' Gr. p. 547.

indecl. Sans. A particle of doubt

or deliberation : Whether, or, if, perhaps.

v. n. (from 3^ + R. v£«y To over-

flow, as a liquid ; to boil over, to rise over a

given boundaiy.

a. (mfn.') Longing for, desirous, regretting,

repining after. (Frequently used in compound

words ; e. g.) a. (mfn.') Long-

ing after reed-grass (as a swan), from *1 ^ s.

Reed, + a. (mfn.) Longing after,

which is again composed of a. Desirous,

and^Tfa^Ts. The mind.

A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 417.

a. (mfn.) 1. Much, excessive. 2. In-

toxicated, mad, furious. 3. Inclement, disagree-

able. 4. Difficult, s. (m.) 1. Intoxication,

pride. 2. An elephant in rut. 3. (n.) Woody
cassia or its bark.

s. (corrupt, of Regret, pain,

uneasiness, vexation, melancholy, sullenness.

s. (J. + from R. 3^) Un-

easiness, regret, care, the longing after a thing.

S^^f^S a. (mfn. + tv3) Regretting,

missing a person or thing, uneasy, sullen.

(femin. of woman

longing after her absent husband or lover.

s. (m. 3^ +^" from R. ^) A heap of

grain, a bundle.

s. (n. 3^ +^°t from R. ^) The

act of hurting or wounding.

(m. from R.^ ) Eleva-

tion, excellence, abundance.

s . (m. + from R. 1.

Thought, care. 2. A country in the south of

India, part of Orissa. 3. A fowler, a bird-

catcher, a. (mfn.) A porter, one who travels

with a burthen or load.

s. (/. 3^3FT +$^1) 1. Anxiety,

regret, the longing after a thing, thought, care.

2. A bud, an unblown flower. 3. A wave.

4. Wantonness, dalliance.

S^f^^Wrcr s . (m.

Prose abounding in compound words. As. Res.

x. 449.

3^t3" s. (m. from R. <$) The act

of winnowing corn or piling it up.

s. (m.) A louse.

a. (mfn. Exalted, elevated,

high; excellent, good. — \31 (/.) or —^3" (n.)

Exaltation, excellence.

S^ETO or -Fl s. (inf. 3*> + (<$tU from R.

^"^) 1. A bribe
;
venality. 2. Flesh. Sabda

5. p. 55.

^V!^ s . (m. ^V + ZfSI) The stepping beyond

a limit or boundary; transgression, irregularity;

inverse order.

a. (mfn. ^S + ^i^J from R. ZFHJ
Passed beyond, stepped over, exceeded.

2 G
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S^lZf^ s. (fo. + CZFt^ from R. 3^1) An

eagle, an osprey.

a. (mfn. ) Thrown up-

wards, tossed up.

s. (m. 3^ + C^i) A throwing up-

wards, a toss.

from R.

1. A fan. 2. A kind of basket or bowl used for

cleaning corn. 3. The throwing or tossing a

thing up. 4. A measure ofsixteen panas. Wilson.

a. (mfn. ^^+^t^ from R. $ff|)

Dug up, eradicated, s. The tearing a thing

up with its root, eradication, total destruction
;

annoyance, disturbance.

SS^tl^ta. (-^5\mfn. + De-

structive, subversive, ruinous.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wetted,

moistened. Wilkins' Gr. p. 419.

$3°^ s. (m. $^ +3°^ from R. 3^T) An
ear-ring, a crest.

$33 a. (mfn. + "3^1
) Burnt, hot, heated,

scorched up. s. (n.) Dried flesh.

a. (mfn. S^ + \55T) Excellent, best, chief.

s. (m.) The name of the third of the fourteen

patriarchs who preside over the fourteen Man-

wantaras of the Kalpa. Kala S. p. 311.

(/.) or —^ (w.) Excellence, superiority,

goodness, good quality.

$3^^ s. ($3*1+^) A high office.

$33l4s. (mfn. $3*1+3^ ) A creditor, lender.

SSSFTteTT s . (S^+^l'C^) A capital

punishment.

(femin. of $3^) 1. An excellent wo-

man : one who is handsome, healthy, and affec-

tionate. 2. The name of a plant (Jasminum

auriculatum).

$33I$l s. (n. S^^U^) The head (Lit.

the chief member of the body).

$3^ a. (mfn. S^-i ) 1. Farther, going

beyond
;
surpassing, exceeding, superior

;
high,

lofty. 2. Northern. 3. Excellent, best. 4. (In

comp.) Fit, appertaining to. 5. Subsequent,

posterior, latter (opposed to ). s. («.) 1. A
reply, an answer. 2. A subsequent event, a

consequence. 3. Arrival. 4. The north. 5. (In

arithmetic) The difference. Colebr. Alg. p. 251,

288. 6. (In the Mimansa system ofphilosophy)

The answer to an objection, as forming part of

a complete adhikarana or case. Trans. R. A. S.

i. 444.

$3^$33" ad. ($33" +$33") Successively.

$3^*^ s. (m. $3^+3^) A subsequent

or future time.

$3^fZFXTi s. (f $3^+ fJ*Tl) The last rites,

funeral ceremonies, obsequies.

$3^CT s. (n. 33^+^^F) Refutation.

(Lit. the cutting off a reply).

§n3«s5£I s. (f. SvR' + ^Pl) The versed sine of

an arc. Kala S. p. 393.

$3^°1 s. (n. +3^c
1 ) Arrival ; a halt ; the

landing from a ship or boat; the crossing a river.

S3Tffc a. (mfn. from R. ^)

To be got over, to be passed through, to be

arrived at
;
fordable, attainable.

&3niftft a. (-ftr\ mfn. $3^+kl|U*t)
Giving a reply.

&3Tf^«. (-*!/. $33"+f^) The north

quarter.

$3^f^^^a. (mfn. ft<P+^5 ) Situated

in the north, northern.

$33X^*1 s. (m. $33"+ ClfSj ) The country to-

wards the north, the up-country.
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333^ s. (m. + 1. A conclusive

reply to an argument, refutation. 2. The minor

proposition in a syllogism.

The last member of

a compound word.

S^fto s. (m. 33^ +^) A division of

legal practice ; that part which relates to the

reply or defence. Wilson.

$^%Q£5^s. (n. 33^ +yOK3<) A dispute,

an altercation, a discussion ; the pleadings in a

law-suit.

&3WT^nl « (/. S^ +XFt^tft) The

twelfth lunar mansion, containing two stars

figured by a bed. As. Res. it. 293. A star, j3

Leonis. Mohun P. p. 137. Kola S. p. 74.

&333tCtl a. (-ft^ mfn. &5^ + 3lfp[^)
Giving a reply, s. (m.) A defendant, a replicant.

^TOtffi s. (m. ^^+^TH^) The

twenty-sixth (or -seventh, Kala. S. p. 374) lu-

nar mansion, figured by a couch, and compre-

hending two stars, one of which is cc Andro-

meda. As. Res. ii. 293.

^S^5Tt°^ s. (f. S^ +^H^I) One
of the principal divisions of Hindu philosophy

;

the same as Vedanta. Trans. R. A. S. n. 1 seq.

) A wit-

ness, testifying from hearsay, or from the report

of others.

s. (-fe^ m. &33" +*Ttf^)
See

S^Wt^ s. (S^R + ^Tftte) The director

of a religious ceremony ; an umpire, an assis-

tant, an auxiliary, a prompter.

&3«*$.H s. (33^" +^^) A place of repose

or refreshment, an inn.

&3<K ad. Sans, (ablat. case of North-

ward.

^Ttf^"R" s. (m.S^ +^lft^) A will,

an inheritance.

v^dtf%iftl) s. (/.) or (n. &3Ti-

or + ^) Heirship, succession

to the property of others.

•Tj A successor, an heir.

s. (n. A reply which

is inapplicable to the charge ; another reply.

Carey.

33R"rct^T s. (m. 33R+ 3Tfet3T) A feigned

refutation, a deceptive reply, a prevarication.

^^TfTT ! s. (n. SvS^wN") The sun's road

or declination north of the equator.

vS^TWUl s. (f. 33^ +^MFl) The twenty-

first of the lunar mansions, figured by an ele-

phant's tooth, or a bed, and containing two

stars, one of which is j3 Sagittarii. As. Res.

ii. 293. ix. 323. Mohun P. p. 137.

An upper

and outer garment.

v. a. (from + R. 3") To arrive,

to halt, to alight, to dismount.
*

^J^^t s. (from + The outer garment

of the Hindus ; the outer garment twisted like

a rope, and passed over the right shoulder and

under the left arm
;

also, a Brahman's sacred

thread when worn in the same manner. Carey.

upper and outer

garment.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of At last,

afterwards, subsequently.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case of3^) Af-

terwards, subsequently; northwards.

S^tT^S ad. Sans, (from See

Wilkins' Gr. § 1047). The next day, to-morrow.

2 G 2
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ad. Sans. (-^°. SsR+^S^T)
More and more, further and further.

A threat.

^^FT s. (SK + from R. ^T?) The over-

flowing or boiling over of a liquid.

&3lrr a. (mfn. from R. sPT) 1. Shal-

low. 2. Sleeping supinely, or with the face

turned upwards, lying on the back.

a. (mfn. Sleeping with

the face turned upwards, s. (mf} An infant.

£k5"H s. (m. '^J^ + ^yt^l ) Heat, ardour, zeal,

distress.

S3t*fr s. (n. S^+3t*fr) The making a

thing hot.

a. (mfn. + To be

made hot, to be heated.

a. (mfn. Heated, made

hot.

v. a. (from 3^ + R. W§§ To heat,

to make hot.

33t^°l s. (n.^ +^1 from R. ^) The

causing (a thing) to pass over or to descend.

v. a. (from + R. 3") To ferry over,

to cause to arrive or to alight.

a. (mfn. from R. ^) Arrived,

got through, got over, alighted; traversed or

passed over
; escaped, delivered, rescued.

a . (mfn.^ + |^) High, tall, lofty.

s. (f. from + R. f^£) A polishing

or furbishing
; importunity.

3£3fl3 a. (mfn. 3^ + C^fe? from R. f^I
)

1. Sharpened, polished, furbished. 2. Sent,

dispatched, s. (m.) Moving in the longe, sidling,

one of a horse's five paces.

$U3f^3 s. (n. $^ + (3f^3 from R. 3") A
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horse's walk, one of his five paces, according

to Hindu horsemanship.

^UJR^ s. (n. 3^ + GTH5
!") The balancing a

thing ; the raising or elevating a thing by means

of a counterpoise ; a boiling over, an overflowing.

®$&mffi&>% (w.vSUSt^ +TO) A lever.

a. (mfn. )
Raised,

elevated, lifted up.

v. a. (from 3^ + R. 1. To

raise a weight, to elevate. 2. To boil over, to

overflow.

a. (mfn. ^^ + QJs3') 1. Abandoned, for-

saken. 2. Vexed, disgusted.

Fear, terror, appre-

hension.

Sgt^FT s. (n. ^ + ^rt^r from R. 3"^)
The act of frightening a person.

a. (from + R. ) 1 . Rising, standing

upright. 2. Arising from, originating with.

3*3^^ s. (v. noun of Sf^Rw) A flowing or

boiling over.

3*3i"f%C3 v. n. (from >S^ + R. T551) To over-

flow, to boil over.

$**J1^C3 v . a . (cans. f 3f*3ll3) To raise, to

elevate, to excite, to stir up.

$**tH s. (n.^ 1 A rising or getting

up. 2. Effort, exertion. 3. Manly exertion,

strength, manhood. 4. An army. 5. War,

battle. 6. A book. 7. Joy, pleasure. 8. A
court-yard. 9. A shed where sacrifices are

made. 10. A term, a limit. 11. Evacuation by

stool, &c. 12. Business of a family or realm,

as the care of subjects or dependants. Wilson.

The

eleventh day in the first half of the month Kar-

tiha : being the day on which Vishnu is said to

have arisen from his sleep. As. Res. in. 265.
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S*$rW^ am (mfn .
S^+i^Pfe) Elevating,

raising, or lifting up.

S'SiWT 8. (n.S^+^W) 1. The act of ele-

vating or raising a thing. 5. (In algebra) The

solution, answer, or result. Colebr. Alg. p. 186.

a. (mfn. Raised up,

lifted up, elevated.

a. (mfn. 1. Arisen, got up,

stood up ;
elevated, exalted. 2. Born, produced,

come forth. 3. Striving, endeavouring.

3f*2jf3 s. (/. 3^ + f*$f3) Elevation, erec-

tion, the standing up or rising.

from R.

Apt to ripen or to cook. Wilkins' Gr. p. 464.

1. The ascending,

rising, the moving upwards, leaping up, or fly-

ing away. 2. Birth, production.

a. (— \ mfn- from R.

Jumping up, rising, going upwards.

v. a. (from To leap

up, to mount.

a. (mfn. from R.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 464) Apt to fly up or rise,

volatile, jumping up.

from R.^) Uprise,

production, generation, birth, existence.

§S*W ad. Sans. . 8^+*$. from

^tf^'T ) Out of the way, astray. Manu n. 214.

a. (mfn. from R. *\\) Pro-

duced from, arisen from, sprung from. (Used

in comp. e. g. ^PTK^a. (mfn.) Sprung

from a good family, from 3^+$^^).
SVf^ s . (n. 3^ +*^) Purification (by

skimming). Wilkins' MS.

*• (n.^ from R. fft^ A water-

lily (Nymphsea coerulea); a flower in general.
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SvWtf^rl s. (/. SVfa+*ttftn) A
plant (Echites frutescens).

3^*)f^ s< + 1. An

assemblage of lotus-flowers. 2. A water-lily,

a. (m/w.
)
Looking up.

from R. it)
Eradication, evulsion, total destruction.

SVttflavS a. (mfn.^ + "ftf Eradicated,

totally destroyed.

v. a. (from + R. "Jit) To

pluck up by the roots, to eradicate, to root up,

to wrench out, to destroy totally.

SVtfc3 s. (m. ^+ p|t3) 1. A portent, a na-

tural prodigy or phenomenon. 2. Outrage,

cruelty, tumult, destruction, ruin, violence, ty-

ranny. 3. Exultation, joy.

from R.
PK) Pro-

ducing, effecting, occasioning, productive of.

s. (m.) A fabulous animal with eight legs.

S^^TftrT s. (n. ^S^'tte? from R.

The causing a thing to arise, production, gene-

ration.

from R.

1. A potherb (Hilancha repens). 2. Another

plant (Basella rubra, or lucida). Wilson,

SVttfo? a . (mfn. +^tfe from R. ^fff)

Produced, generated, s. (m.) A created being.

v. a. (from 3^ + R. To pro-

duce, to create, to excite, to occasion.

a. (mfn. from

R.'p|Tl
N) Produced, generated.

) 1. Indifference,

carelessness. 2. (In rhetoric or poetry) a meta-

phor, a comparison, an illustration, a simile.

1. A jump, a leap, a

bound. 2. A boat.
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s , (n. S^ +s^T) A leaping up, a

jumping or bounding.

SSfl^JS a. (mfn. ^^ + >55
J3) Leaped up,

sprung up.

v^V^fe fc Qft + from R. A
leaping up, a springing or jumping.

S^3£lp s. (^+W\^i A leap) A leap or

bound.

a. (mfn.^ +^ from R. ^F^J Ex-

panded, blown (as a flower); opened (as the

eye); gladdened. Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

An Unddi suffix appearing at the end of

some words ; e. g. <T^T s. (n.) An outer gar-

ment, from R. To cover.

s. (m. from R. ^*KS) A fountain, a spring.

a. (mfn. 3^+3^" from R. TJT£j De-

stroyed, wasted, ruined.

from R. ^^) The

haunch or part above the hips, the lap.

S*^£? 5. (m. 3^ +3T3 from R. 1. A fes-

tival, a Jubilee
;
congratulation. 2. Elevation,

height. 3. Impatience. 4. Desire, wish. 5.

Passion, wrath.

S^s. (m. S^'+^W from R.^.) 1. The

act of abandoning any thing, particularly from

religious motives
;
abandonment, relinquishment,

dereliction. 2. Resignation, retirement. 3. Ado-

nation, an offering, an oblation. 4. Any precept

or rule. 5. Excretion; the anus. Manu xn. 121.

S^SP**;*; (rc.^ +^^fromR.^^fT) 1. A
gift, a donation. 2. A particular ceremony.

Manu iv. 96.

s .

fe.
S^+^rir&rr from r. ^)

1 . Cleaning the person with perfumes. Manu
ii. 209. 2. Uttering well and appropriately.

3. Ploughing a field twice or thoroughly. 4.

Destruction, ruin.

from R.

*VKL) Cleansed, purified with oil, perfumes, &c.

SWSfei s. (m. + from R. ^) 1.

Power, strength. 2. Effort, strenuous exertion,

perseverance, zeal, promptness, energy. 3. A
thread.

SVHMVU. (w.S^Tte+^fipf) Increase

of strength and perseverance, heroism.

5*^5^3* a. (mfn. ^^Tfe+TT^) With

zeal, with strenuous efforts ; heroical
;

perse-

vering.

a. (mfn. Zea-

lous, persevering, strenuous, heroical.

^TfteTTs.
(
w .^ + ) Courage, spirit,

valour, resolution.

S^t^a. (-ft^/^.^^^Tt^ +t^Who
bears up, or exerts himself

;
strenuous, persever-

ing. Wilkins' Gr. § 769.

Svf^S5 a. (mfn. + from R. pY5j)

1. Raised, elevated. 2. Haughty, proud, s.

(?w.) A king's wrestler.

a. (mfn. from ^^ + R.^) 1. Zealously

active, striving or endeavouring for an object.

2. Repining, regretting, sorrowing for. s.

Promptitude. Mohun P. p. 109.

£>V^R s. (m. 3^ + ^i<) Evening, twilight.

5«^§ a. (mfn. 3^ +^$ from R. ) 1.

Left, abandoned, forsaken. 2. Given away, of-

fered up in a sacrifice.

A bull set at

liberty upon a particular occasion, such as a

marriage, &c. and allowed to roam at will.

s. (n. JK^^SSI from R. ffej?
)

The sprinkling or spouting out of water.

v. a. (from 3^ + R. "f^TS ) To

spout or throw up water. Morton.

s. (m. SV + CTHfromR.f^l,) 1.

3s
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Height, elevation. 2. The body, (rc.) Killing,

slaughter.

v. noun of S^|pCi3) The running

over (of water).

v. n. (from S^ + R. To run

over (as water). See

SlT SeeS 5-..

$W 5. (». R. §^) 1. Water. 2. An otter.

fifaft^oA Saras. (^"^J-^I"^) Northern, upper,

subsequent. See

s. (n. R. ^frt+^I^) Water.

^k^frUi s. (/.Stt^+fJFTTi) An offering of

water to the manes.

$H.<£W. a. (mfn. ^1^ + "^) Giving water.

5^^In31 s. (—3 m. + One who

gives water, particularly one who makes an

oblation of water to the manes of ancestors.

3lt<Pltll s. (n. + An oblation of

water to the manes of ancestors.

SWtttt s. (to. $^+ 3l1#t3") A vessel to

contain water.

Sk<PJ a. (mfn. $H.<P + IT) Relating to water, or

to menstruation. Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

(femin. of ) A female at a cer-

tain period. Also written

S^tTEU. (to. Sll5!^ for 3"^, + :3rfg)The
mountains to the north of Hindustan, the jSz-

malaya.

tfPFtW 5. (». S"^', for§1^, i^prj The

sun's path north of the equator. Manu I. 67.

a. (to/H. 5ftt+)?fl ) Turned with the point

upwards
;
high, tall

;
uppermost. (Also ironi-

cally) Dwarf.

\fcft^a. (-^ mfn. §1$ fMfo for TO)
Large-toothed, s. (to.) An elephant.

s^&Jll G . (,»/». vS^^+^U )
Turning the face

upwards or to the north. Manu n. 61.

Sin? a. (mfn. 1. Upwards, upper.

2. Northern, north. 3. Subsequent, posterior.

a. (mfn. S^^+^T) Northern, septen-

trional. Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

3"ft^RooT, vi. (S^R?) To be straight. See

S^Root, vi. (S^lf^J To quit or abandon.

See

$T^3ls. (from ^TT+ R. :5FJ) The driving of

cattle.

S"^^ s. (n. 3lT +3I<H from R. A
lid, a cover.

*S"trf^s3 a. (mfn. 3"Ct,+3lf^3 from R.
)

1. Thrown up, tossed up. 2. Reverenced, wor-

shipped.

STOTN 5.(m.STTforS"IT, + + *ft*T) 1

.

A fish. 2. A snake. (Lit. Whose spawn or

eggs are hatched by the water.)

^fof^l s. (to. S'R'+ f^i from R. ^1) The ocean.

(to. from R. <l l^?) Tidings, intelligence.

s. (/. from ^1) Thirst.

(-^ rn. from 5Tt +^) The

ocean.

place where water

is drunk ; a well ; a tank.

vS^PT3 s. (n.^+^f^K?) A house.

a. (from $^ + R. W^) Uncontrolled, un-

restrained, free, open, uncovered. Morton.

a. (from R. ^Tl) Thoughtless,

unsuspecting, simple, sincere, cheerful, docile.

Morton.

SWs. (to. 3^+ 3^1) 1. A rising into view,

an ascending. 2. Sun-rise. 3. The east ; the
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eastern mountain behind which the sun is sup-

posed to rise. 4. Light, splendour. 5. Pros-

perity, good fortune. (In the first acceptation

it is frequently used as the last member of com-

pound terms; e. g. M-Efter s . (to) Moon-

rise, from T&$ The moon,

v^^ni^t^ s . (to. + 1 The time of

sun-rise. 2. The name of a small venomous

serpent. (The Hindus superstitiously suppose,

that a person bitten by this serpent will assu-

redly die when the sun next rises.) Carey.

The eastern

mountain, that behind which the sun is sup-

posed to rise.

rising up or as-

cending.

Sirfl'Wn s. (to. ^TT+^t^T) The eastern

mountain, where the sun seems to rise.

•Sltrt^ s. (^TO + SI^J) The day, day-time.

to s. (n.) L The belly. 2. War.

^"PR^f^l s . (m. &W^f^i) The spleen

(the disease). (Lit. The knot of the belly).

vtoSl ) s. (n.to^t !) A cuirass, armour

covering the front.

S"IRf*l s . (to. 3\+ 3Rf*l from R. ^ ) 1. The

ocean. 2. The sun.

^<ltoi s. (vS^+ ^ftsSl..) An entrail, gut.

a. (mfn. Vora-

cious, gluttonous (Lit. Demon-bellied).

A dysentery,

a diarrhoea.

S^WlTl s. (/. 8W ;4'WW3 A pain in

the belly, the colic.

"St^^K s. (to. ftRif^j A dysentery, a

diarrhoea.

a. (mfn, to° acc. case of 3"&R +
from R. ^ ) Voracious, gluttonous.

S*W4# 4. (tftR+^T) The gastric juice.

a. (mfn. S^+^W^) Glut-

tonous, voluptuous, s. (to.) An epicure. Morton.

5ll<UlU s. (to. 3"PR+^UlU) Dysentery,

diarrhoea.

s. (femin. of ) A pregnant

woman.

Snftwi a. (mfn.^W^+t^) Fat, corpulent.

s. (/. Enlargement of the ab-

domen from dropsy or flatulency, a. (—f^T*^

to/w. V^^-h"^*^) Abdominal, corpulent, drop-

sical.

^>"RX^T ad. (locat. case of $K^) Inwardly, with-

in, in the interior.

s. (to. from ^F+^^F) 1. Futurity, the

future time; a remote consequence ; a reward.

Manu ix. 25. 2. The name of a shrub (Van-

gueria spinosa). 3. Profit, advantage.

SUbf^S 5. (-flF\mfn. S^^SSt^Q Lu-

minous, radiant.

from

) Salted, prepared with brine.

3^f^K s. («. from $Tt +f$^ from R. )

Butter-milk with an equal proportion of water.

The acute accent, a

high or sharp tone. Colebr. Gr. p. 9. 10. a.

(to/w.) 1. Having the acute accent. 2. Liberal,

munificent, great, illustrious.

OTH s, (to. ^T^+^rfr from R. One of

the five vital airs, that which rises up the throat

and passes into the head. As. Res. vn. 278,

a. (to/w.) 1. Generous, munificent, sincere,

true, just. 2. Unperplexed, mighty, powerful.

3. Gentle. -31 (/.) or —3
(
n .) Munificence,

generosity, might, power.

^Trt^T^ a. (mfn. SitH^IJJ Of a generous

mind ; of great power or force.
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s. (from $^") The deepest notes in

music.

STtWtfll a . (SKi^+ 3Tfafri) Ambiguous,

of a doubtful or double meaning.

3'^rtTr s. from R. ) Solitude,

anxiety, regret, misanthropy, a. Retiring, in-

different.

8*Hi a. (S^^T +J )
Solitary, lonely, anxious,

regretting, retiring, misanthropic.

^fft'ffr a. (mfn. ) Sitting aside

from others, unconnected with others ; neither

friend nor foe. s. (we.) A stranger, a mendicant,

a pilgrim, a neutral person, a common acquaint-

ance. — \31 (/.) or —^ (w.) Neutrality, the

being neither friend nor foe.

3klfH\S s. (m. ^F+ ^Ttf1^?) 1. A spy.

2. A door-keeper. 3. A superintendant.

) An example to

illustrate a rule. Trans. R. A. S. i. 116.

tftlk'U s. (m. from R. An
example quoted in illustration of a precept.

a. (mfn. ^[t^5 ) 1. Mentioned,

spoken, said. 2. Illustrated by an example.

a. (mfn. 1. Risen into view,

ascended, gone upwards. 2. (pret. part. p. of

R. *3T£j Spoken, expressed, said
;
bound, tied.

) The time when

the sun, or any other luminary, rises.

(from $^+R. ^?) The name of a

strain of eight notes in Hindu music. Carey.

. (femin. of ^"R"^) The north quarter.

a. (mfn. ^^t^t+^TT ) Northern.

3^ftS> a . (m. OTt^t+TT) 1. The northern

country ; the country to the north and west of

the river Saraswati. 2. (n.) A perfume. See

The name of

a metre in Sanskrit poetry, a species of Vaitd-

liya. As. Res. x. 405.

a. (mfn. ^^+^ff^3) Pronounced,

uttered, said, spoken.

(m.) A mortar. See

The name of a plant

(Justicia Ecbolium).

f^^^l a - Corpulent, fat; rustic, ignorant.

O lj*<< «. 1. (wi.) A species of fig-tree (Ficus

glomerata). Trans. R. A. S. i. 458, 459. 2. (».)

Copper. Also written ^xS5^"^
.

^TJ^ffl (f. + A me-

dicinal plant
;
commonly called danti.

(ww.) A wooden mortar, used for

cleansing rice.

a. (iw/». + from R. 1. Mar-

ried. 2. Coarse, gross, heavy.

O Cjjl'sS a. (mfn. ^TT + ^is?) 1. Ascended, risen,

elevated (in birth). Manu vii. 54, 62, &c. 2.

Grown up. 3. Vomited, cast up.

s. (femin. of O A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody, consisting of four lines,

each of which has a measure different from the

rest. As. Res. x. 447.

S^tp s. (m. ^+ 5tH from R. K As-

cension, an ascent. 2. An idea, knowledge.

^TlfNllil a. (mfn. $%±?tWft#) To be as-

cended, to be mounted on. s. (rc.) A pair of

bleached cloths or sheets.

a. (mfn. $\+S\Vo) Much, excessive.

*. (-\ m. 8l^f}|^ from R.X7] ) A
Brdhman who chants the Sdma- Veda at a sacri-

fice. As. Res. in. 67.

^"Rjte s. (m. $\+ 7tt% from R. S

J) 1. A

belch, eructation. 2. Vomiting. 3. Sound.

2 H
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STTfTW s. (n. STt+StW from R. *|i) The

act of belching or vomiting. £

S^llpUsS v. re. ($\+ R.^ ) To belch or vomit.

Skpl^^ s. (n. from R. *1) The

act of casting up or vomiting.

from R. ) A spe-

cies of .AVya-metre. As. Res. x. 401.

sjfcgffcl 5. (»«. ^+5ft5i from R.tl) 1. A
portion of the Sama-Veda. 2. A designation

of the syllable Om, the triliteral name of God.

<$ftlffn a. (mfn. S^+SfW from R. ^Vo-
mited, cast up.

a. {mfn. 3"^+ from R.^) Raised,

lifted, held up
;
excited, stimulated, exerted

;

prepared for or engaged in action.

STtjfnto s. (n. 3¥+£t^T from R.

The construction or building up (of a wall).

^tnt^ s. (3^+^ from R. S}^) An object

attainable by religious or other acts.

Sljjtl^ s . (jn. ^T^+Sfl^ from R. Sf^) 1. A
taking up, seizure. 2. The replying in argument.

^5> IrfVJ. s. (ra.) Excellence, happiness.

s. (m. from R. l^T ) A car-

penter's bench ; a chopping-block.

S^tfc s. (m. ^TT+ ^Ttfe from R. ^) A
watch or guard-house.

ST^rtl^ s. +3*) The rope or

bucket of a well for drawing up water ; an in-

strument or means of opening, a key.

^T^TH^s. (»• ^K+^rt^T) 1. The act of

unbarring. 2. A key, or other instrument for

opening. 3. The rope and bucket of a well, a

a leathern bucket used for drawing water.

a. (mfn. 1. Exerted,

done with effort. 2. Burst open, blown open.
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{frljW s. (m. from R. 1. A
beginning, a thing begun. 2. A weapon. 3. A
section of a book. 4. A club, a mallet. 5.

Breathing through the nostrils (as a religious

exercise). 6. Slipping a foot, spraining a foot.

7. High, tall.

SNd
*l s. (In. Stf +T*°*T from R. Tt°1) A bug,

a mosquito, a gad-fly.

S1*^ s. (3"fr+TO) A lofty pole, a long staff.

3^3^" a. (mfn.\$\+'%S&) 1. Large-toothed,

tusked. 2. Tall, high. 3. Formidable.

s. (n. tf^+TlH from R. Oil or^l?)

Confinement, a binding.

fffiPt a. (mfn. from R. T[3I ) Free
from restraint, unbound, unconfined, unre-

strained ; self-willed.

^^nt^ s. (m. $\j-X\*\) The name of a plant

(Cordia Myxa or latifolia). 2. A kind of grain

(Paspalum frumentaceum).

a. (mfn. from R. CK\ or 1*1?)

Bound, tied. Also written

3fVf> ad. Sans. (3^+R. f^l + IT) With re-

gard to, concerning, with reference to.

a. {mfn. from R. f^l)
Pointed out, referred to, considered, attended to.

) A gummy and resinous

substance, bdellium.

a. (mfn. Shining, splen-

did, illustrious, luminous.

SpSrT 5. (w.^+Tfl?^) 1. Splendour, ra-

diancy ; illumination ; the glowing or shining of

a luminous object. 2. Excitement, invitation.

a. (mfn. )
Splendid, shining,

illuminated.

5. (m. §^4 CR*!) 1. The pointing at a

thing
;
view, a desire to propitiate, scope, ob-

ject. 2. (In the works on the Nyaya philo-
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sophy) The enunciation of a thing that is to be

further discussed and elucidated. Trans. It.

A. S. i. 24. 3. A vestige, a trace. 4. Search,

enquiry. 5. An example. 6. A place. Wil-

kins' MS. 7. Desire, lust, love. ad. On ac-

count of, for.

+ <£) (In arithmetic) an

instance, a problem, a question. Colebr. Alg.

p. 187. a. (mfn.') Asking from a certain motive
;

done with regard to an object.

^V^Stad. Sans. fiV^+^i) Pointedly,

distinctly.

St#1> a. (mfn. GT*P from R. fk*l) To

be pointed at, to be respected, to be considered,

to be attended to. s. (n.) The end in view, an

incentive.

from R.

One who acts with a certain scope or design.

s. (m. + from R. H) Flight, re-

treat.

a. (m/ra. 1. Rude, arrogant,

daring, self-important, mischievous. 2. Absent

in mind. s. (m.) A king's wrestler.

Sf3SFTt§ a. (-^% mfn.

Proud, arrogant.

^^Tf^I s . (from ^"^3) Rudeness, boldness,

audacity, effrontery, ill-behaviour.

^TpT s. (m. ^\+ ^<3") A festival, a holiday.

3^"°! s. (n. ^\+^°\) The act of taking a

thing out, or lifting it up ; the eradicating a tree;

the rescuing a person from a calamity; the

making an extract from a book
;

acquittal,

freedom, final emancipation.

§f^s. (m. A festival, especially a

religious festival.

s. (n. $\+ '§^.c\) The standing on end

of the hair of the body (from pleasure, &c).

furnace, a fire-place.

See St^lK.

^"^t^" s. (m. \^\+^\^ from R. ^Tl) An ele-

phant out of rut. See

s. (m. ^T^+^t'^" from R. <4
, or +^t3"

from R. 1. Debt, especially a debt not

bearing interest. 2. The lifting, raising, or ele-

vating a thing. 3. The extracting any thing,

casting up, vomiting. 4. A deduction, a portion

deducted. 5. Deliverance, release, redemption,

rescue. 6. A surplus given by the Hindu law

to the eldest son beyond the shares of the

younger ones ; the first division of a patrimony.

Manu ix. 1 12. The sixth part ofbooty taken in

war which belongs to the prince. Wilkins' MS.

v. a. To redeem, to ransom, to re-

lease, to acquit.

a. (mfn. $\+^\[ks± from R. "§)

Taken out, drawn forth, extricated, released.

a. {infix. 3tT Cast up, tossed up.

$<P3 a. (mfn. ^^+^3) Cast up, thrown up,

tossed up.

a. (mfn. 1. Taken out, drawn

up, lifted up, raised. 2. Thrown up, cast up

or upwards. 3. Vomited. 4. Released, res-

cued, extricated.

a. (mfn. 3^3+

C

7^) Skimmed

(as milk, &c).

SnJkW s. (n. from R. $Ti) A fur-

nace, a fire-place. See

a. (mfn. \$\+^) Hung up, tied up to

a thing.

$T^FT s. (n. 3"^ +^pT) The act of suspend-

ing a thing ; the hanging a criminal by the neck.

ifaRbW. v. a. (from $TT+R. To hang,

to suspend.

sSfSIT s. (n. 3"^+3?FT) The act of vomiting.

2 H 2
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v. 7i. (from \$\+ R. 3*1 ) To retch, I

to vomit, to throw up.

a. (mfn. ^"^+^3 from R. Abun-

dant, plentiful, s. An overplus, a remnant.

^S-S'S' s. (m. \$\+ ^^5^) (In algebra) the

quantity assumed for the purpose of performing

certain operations. Colebr. Alg. p. 363.

^fih" s. (n. 3^+3^) 1. The act of clean-

ing with perfumes. 2. The meal of any seed

used for cleaning the skin. Wilkins' MS.

3. The going up, rising, or ascending. 4. A
grinding or pounding.

Sff^3 a. (mfn. $\+3"f^\?) Left as a re-

mainder or overplus.

3^ft5U3 v.n. (3"^+R.^) To abound, to

be in excess, to remain as an overplus.

s. (m. 3^+3^ from R. A son.

s. (femin. of ^T^) A daughter.

a. (mfn. <drT from R. Vomited.

See

SSfte a. (mfn. 313"from R. <T3J) Vomited.

s. (m.} An elephant out of rut. See

Sft%T «. (»: 3^+3"^ from R. ) Kil-

ling, slaughter.

STfc s. (m. S^+^l? from R. 3$J 1. The

bearing up or supporting. 2. Marriage.

i<1 s. (n. $\+3l37T) 1. The act of plough-

ing a field twice. 2. Anxiety, regret.

The small shell

used as a coin, a cowrie.

$W$$@ a. (mfn. MatrimoniaL

relating to marriage.

Sftlj a. (/w/rt.^^+f^fromR.f^T) Broken,

anxious, uneasy, dejected, sorrowful.
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3f^tft>3 a. (m/w. sSff*] +f53) Troubled in

mind, anxious, perplexed, hesitating.

^Tttj^HtS a. (-^ mfn. Sfttj
Troubled or perplexed in the mind, anxious,

hesitating, sorrowful.

s. (from for Sit Water, + [<O.H
A cat) An otter.

a. (mfn. ^\+^5) 1. Left, as a remainder

or a surplus. 2. Raised, elevated. 3. Vomited.

SjSS s- (w. Sl^+C^Tl from R. ft^) 1. Re-

gret, sorrow, grief. 2. Fear, apprehension,

anxiety, perplexity. 3. Exertion: the act of as-

cending, or rising. 4. («.) The fruit of the betel-

nut tree (Areca Catechu), a. (mfn.} 1. Moving

swiftly, running. 2. Steady, composed, tranquil.

StfSft a. (-PKjh/h. &fSl+t%) Per-

plexed, anxious, agitated, distressed.

a. (mfn. from R.

f^^) To be terrified, to be frightened.

SC5"tH a, (m. S^+C^tH) Recognition, recol-

lection ; a conception, a sentiment.

a. (mfn. 3^+CT^) Reminding,

admonishing, calling into mind. s. (m.} A mo-

nitor, a remembrancer.

The recognizing

or conceiving a thing ; a sentiment.

a. (mfn. from R. ^"tj 1. Cur-

rent, yet not found in any written work
;
popular,

well known. 2. Excellent, exalted, magnificent.

s. (m.) K A tortoise. 2. The sun.

3®$ s. (m. + from R. Origin, pro-

duction, birth. (Sometimes used in comp., e. g.

^^5>^K^flr^^ a. (mfn.} Sprung from the head,

from s. The head, +$^. Manu

i. 93.)

$^I<T s. (^"^+^1"^") A thing which tends up-

wards : heat, steam. Carey.
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$f|^| a. ^f^^+vSF) Sprung from a germ,

shoot, or sucker
; propagated by shoots or

scions
;

sprouting, germinating. Mann i. 46.

Trans. R.A.S. n. 36.

germ or

sprout, a shoot or sucker. Trans. R.A.S. i. 457.

SfgfWl s. (/. Sf^TT+fWi) The science

of plants, botany.

3f|^ a. (mfn. 3^+f^") Split, opened, burst.

a. (mfn. ^F+^3) Produced from, arisen

from, sprung from, born. (Used in comp. e. g.

f^fSJ^v? a. (mfn.) Sprung from the moun-

tain, from A mountain, + ^^3.)

s. (m. SKj-Wl) Regret.

a. (mfn. 3"^+TO from R. TPT
)
Prepared

to do a thing, making an effort or exertion to a

certain purpose
;

active, ready, prompt
;

raised,

held up.

s. (m. ^Tf+ TIII) Readiness, promptness,

exertion ; an effort
;
perseverance.

SlOT^ft s. (m. + Discouragement,

dissuasion
;
desisting. (Lit. The breaking one's

effort).

STptfU. (-P^mfn. ^TfJH +t^) Active,

ready, prompt; making efforts or exertions;

persevering, active.

$"&tJt*T s. (n. v^y-t-Ilt^T) A pleasure-ground, a

garden, a grove, a park.

STm^PT^U. («. ST*rFT+ *rt*T) The keeper

of a garden, a gardener ; the ranger of a forest.

SWPll^RF s. (m.^m+^T^) A gar-

dener. See SWlrPt^T

.

^H<t^<P s. (m. $W\^+^^) A gar-

dener. See

^^^T^ S . (n. SlT+TrM^ from R. Hi) The
accomplishing or performing a thing.

a. (mfn. ^Fj- iJ^) Making exertions,

endeavouring, zealous, active.

) Exertion, zeal, per-

severance, industry, readiness, preparation.

StWft a. (-"Pt^ mfn. StWl
Making exertions, zealous, active, persevering.

(m. from R. $**tj An otter.

s. (m. 3^+^) 1. The pin of the axle

of a carriage. 2. A cook.

a. (mfn. Evident, distin-

guished.

3C5^ s. (m. £>TT + C^) A commencement

;

appearance, the introduction of a subject in dis-

course, an attempt ; a perception.

s. (m. Disappoint-

ment : the stifling or discouraging a thing at

the outset.

$C5#l a. (-^>\mfn. ^C^ +^X) Gaining

ground, coming into view
;
about, ready.

(».) The udder of a cow. See

A fire-place. See

S^Root, ix. (S^ftfa) or x. (^^Hlft)
1. To glean, or gather by little at a time. 2. To

throw or cast upwards. (The initial is con-

sidered by some as an Anubandha or indicatory

letter, the root being then v.) Wilson.

v5>*T*Ts. (v. nounof $f*\U3) 1. A melting or dis-

solving. 2. A portable hearth or furnace, a.

Melted, dissolved.

v. a. (cans, of ) To melt or

dissolve a thing.

^Tft" a. (from^^1^3 ) Melted, dissolved, s.

A furnace ; a portable hearth or furnace.

pron. (from pron. st\.K'*\T) He ; that per-

son. (Only used in an honorific sense, when

the person is present and pointed to).
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v. n. To melt, to dissolve.

s. (corrupt, of§;Tf^OKi ) The nineteenth

day of a month.

3^ s. (from S«-V*T) A fountain, a spring.

v^"T s. A furnace, a fire-place.

Root, i. (S^) To be wet or moist, to flow.

tumult, a riot, an uproar ; con-

fusion ; a mob ; a procession ; the pomp and

noise attendant on an Eastern monarch.

^*^< s. (m.) A rat, a mouse. Also s. (m.)

s. The male termes or white ant when

he takes flight.

Sir a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. S^) 1. Wet,

moist. 2. Kind, humane.

a. (mfn. £>^ + *F3 from R. Erected,

elevated, arisen, high, prosperous.

s. (from 3^3+ 31°*)) (In astron.)

The altitude of a star. Mohun P. p. 135.

$^vjfr\3 a. (mfn. 3^3+ 3rfrF3) Bent up-

wards and downwards, elevated and depressed.

3^f\3 s. (/. S^ +^f^ from R. ^) Eleva-

tion, height. 2. Prosperity, advancement, in-

crease.

S^TT 5. (m. vS^+fTT from R. The act of

raising, elevating, or hoisting.

S^TFTs. (n. &V+H#5 from R- ^t) 1; The

act of lifting, raising, or throwing a thing up.

2. Discussion, reasoning, deliberation, logic.

v. a. (from To lift up, to

elevate.

3^13" (3^ +Tfa from R. *[3 The name of

a medicinal drug : it appears to be the sliced

root of some plant, and has a strong but agree-

able scent. Carey.

3*JWT s. (n. ^4^5FT from R.^ ) The

raising or elevating a thing.

v. a. (from raise,

to elevate.

S^ttr s. (m. + from R. ^fl.) The rais-

ing or lifting up of a thing. See U .

O^jl s. (-^ r«. from R. 5
fl) An

uplifter. Wilkins' Gr. % 984.

\
f
Deranged, insane,

frantic, mad. 2. Drunk, intoxicated, s. (?n.)

1. The thorn-apple (Datura Metel, and D. fas-

tuosa). 2. A plant (Pterospermum acerifolium).

—>3l (/.) or — "3" (n.y Madness, drunkenness.

a. (mfn. 3^ +^) Mad, furious, in-

toxicated.

a. (mfn. S^+ XTfft^ from R. IIF

Wilkins' Gr. p. 464) Habitually mad or furious.

S^HTtS «. (-^PTm/n. S^+XFT^) Regret-

ting, missing, repining after a loss or after a

departed friend, absent in mind.

vSfaFSi s. (m. $S+*t*2l from R. ^) Killing,

slaughter.

5. (»K + *rfcl from R. A snare,

a trap, a net.

Madness, insanitv,

extravagance, a. (mfn.~) Mad, insane, extra-

vagant.

A maniac, a

mad person. Morton.

5. («. + from R. *W ) Mad-

ness, intoxication, extravagance, (m.) One of

the five arrows borne by Kamadeva, the Hindu

deity of love.

a. (-<T^ mfn. +
Mad, insane, extravagant, wild.

3^1^ s . pi3^ + from R. 3Tl ) A measure,

a value. Colebr. Alg. p. 139. The weighing or

determining the quantity and price of an article.

from R. 511) A mea-
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sure, a value. Colebr. Alg. p. 139. The weigh-

ing an article to determine its quantity or

value.

3fNf^v3 a. (mfn. 3^ + f*lf^3) Expanded,

blown (as a flower), opened (as the eyes).

S^^H^Ts. (n. ^ 5> + ^ft^5T) The winking or

twinkling of the eye
;
expansion, opening.

^Htf^3 a. (mfn. 3^ + *ftf*T3) Opened (as

the eyes)
;
expanded (as a flower).

S-^TRw v. n. (from 3*->+ R. ^t5^) To open,

to expand.

S5^. a. {mfn. 3^ +^) Having the face

turned upwards
;
looking upwards, about to do

a thing, s. (Beng.} An effort, an exertion, an

attempt, a proceeding.

a. (mfn. 3^ +*!^) Pulling a thing

up by its root, eradicating.

s. (n. 3^+^^) The pulling a thing

up by its root, eradication.

3^Tf^3a. (mfn. 3^ +*rf^3) Pulled up by

the roots, eradicated.

^^Srf^fK? v. a. (from 3*> + R. Xpt) To root

up, to eradicate, to abolish.

#C**W) s. (f.^ + (5TCri
) Corpulence, fatness.

Sm^s. (m. S^+C^from R. The

winking or twinkling of the eyes ; a perception,

a sensation, a discovery ; the darting of a

thought through the mind.

prep. Sans. (Used in composition) Near, by,

with, by the side of, by means of. It is also

sometimes used to denote inferiority of rank

;

e. g. (3"^U. (m.) The Veda, s. (m.) An

inferior or subordinate Veda ; s. (?w.) A law,

WH*3!fs . a by-law. Wilkins' Gr. p. 397.

a. (mfn. Near, proximate.

*. («.) 1. The space near a village or its boun-

dary. 2. One of a horse's paces, his walk. 3.

The part of the neck surrounding the throat.

A short story, a tale,

a trifling discourse.

3fe^<?j s .

(
n . &\+^c

l) 1. An addition made

to a thing after it is complete, something super-

abundant
;
supplementary articles of food. 2.

The means for attaining a purpose
;
materials,

implements. 3. The insignia of royalty.

3^7^ s. (n. 3*1 +^TT from R. The

act of hearing or listening to a person.

3^1^ s . (m. &\ from R. <(?) Good,

benefit, favour, protection, aid, help, assistance.

-31 (/.) Kindness.

Assisting, pro-

tecting, doing good. s. (m.) A benefactor.

$*W^3i a. (mfn. + Mindful of

favour or kindness received
;

grateful, thankful.

— 3"!
(/.) or —^ (re.) The remembrance of past

favours or benefits, gratitude.

A pro-

tectress, a governess. 2. A palace, a caravan-

sera. 3. A kind of cake. Wilson.

^^U\ s . (f.
tfW^+S?) a palace, a cara-

vansera.

$*P$tt[ a. ( -fe\™>.3*|3?t3" + t^L) Help-

ing, assisting, aiding, doing good. (Used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.^ Helping

others, from *R a. Another, +^^ptf^T ).

s. A benefactor.

a. (mfn. +^tH) from R. f ) De-

serving favour or assistance.

$$ffS^U. (/. SH+fSpN5
! from R. 3*)

1. Small cardamoms. See 3^1. 2. A sort of

fennel-flower (Nigella Indica, Rox.').

^NkS"' (
mfn-^ 1- Near, proximate.

2. Solitary, lonely, retired. Wilson.
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3*j^f?p1 s . (f. &\ + from R. ^ft) Long

pepper (Piper longum).

3*i^*l s. (to. 3?j + ^*l ) A trough near a well.

3*i<F3 a. (mfn. 3*j+<^3) Assisted, helped,

obliged, aided, s. (re.) Assistance, aid, favour.

Assistance, aid, help,

protection, benefit.

S*fapi 5. (m. from 3*l +R. <plj The sound of

a lute.

Censure, reproach,

blame.

S^fcfSU. (-3 TO.^+^I from R.

One who approaches or draws near. Wilkins'

Gr. \ 764.

3*flFI s. (to. t Deliberate com-

mencement or undertaking : the providing means

and anticipating consequences. 2. A beginning

in general; a prelude, an attempt. 3. A stra-

tagem.

3*W3" a. (mfn. 3*1+3^3" from R. ZPI)

Undertaken commenced, attempted.

3*M a. (mfn. 5M +*) from R. ?t1) Approach-

ing, obtaining. (Frequently used in comp. e. g.

l$(cr\ a (mfn.) Obtaining fruits, from ^S^T

Fruit, + Manu i. 46).

5*^3 a. (to/«. 3*l+ 5t3) 1. Gone to or to-

wards, approached, drawn near; attached to.

(Used in comp. e. g. C3Tt1l3W3 a. (mfn.)

Obtained by a complete study of the Veda ; from

C3Tfa q. v. +3*^. Manu n. 160).

2. Promised, agreed to
;
pledged.

3*1^ s. (to. 3*)+^) 1. Approach, arrival,

approximation. 2. The approach of the sexes.

3. Promise, agreement.

Wife s. (f.&\+*fifc) The name of a

species of the A'rya-metve, in which the couplet

consists of two short verses. As. Res. x. 401.

3*1 480

a. (mfn. from R.

)
Being sung to.

&Ft$s. (m. 3*1+^) The assistant or deputy

of a spiritual teacher.

3*]"5$7T s. (n. 3*1 + An embrace, em-

bracing.

1. A prisoner, a man

or animal in confinement. 2. Favour, kindness,

kind reception, assistance.

Holy study, read-

ing the Vedas after initiation.

S«Wfr3 s. (n. 3*1+^ from R. ^) A
present, an offering to a king or great man, a

bribe.

3*Ntv3 s. (to. 3*i +^Ttv? from R. 5^) 1. An
injury, a blow, a rough touch. 2. Disease,

sickness.

3*1^1 s. (to. 3*1 + f[ from R. §/Q Contiguous

support, help at hand.

a. (from 3*i"ftsi) Run over, boiled

over, overflowed, s. (v. noun) A boiling over,

a flowing over.

3*i~5TT s. (to. 3*1 +W from R. ft) A collec-

tion, plenty, abundance ; an elevation.

3*ft>fe? a. (mfn. 3*i + o(«\3) 1. Gone to or

towards, approached. 2. Served, worshipped.

a. (from 3*iftt3) Overflowing, boil-

ing over. s. An overflowing, a boiling over.

3*fc*nP s . (to. 3*1 from R. ft) Sacri-

ficial fire. Wilkins' Gr. p. 429.

3*T&t3" s. (m. 3*1 +T>\3 from R. T>^) 1. Ap-

proach, the going near. 2. A usage, a custom,

a profession : the practice of medicine. 3. A
present, a bribe. Manu vm. 357. 4. Service,

attendance. 5. An imputation. 6. Materials.

WFt$ s. (to. 3*i +"5tt6 from R. ^) The

practice of medicine.
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$#EF3 a. (mfn. 3*l+ft3 from R. ft) 1.

Collected. 2. Increased, improved. 3. Burnt.

3*fftl\3' v. n. (from 3*1 +R. ft) To overflow,

to boil over, to rise above the bounds.

siMftql s. (/. from S^+ffef) 1. A plant

(Salvinia cucullata, Rox.}. 2. A variety of the

Matra-samaka metre. As. Res. x. p. 412.

3*i^ a. (mfn. 3*1 +^ from R. ;3[«T ) Born after

another ; a younger brother.

3*r^T a. + from R. ) Produced,

born, originated, sprung forth.

a. (mfn. 3*1 +^3) Born after or out

of a thing
;
originating with

;
owing its origin to.

SVtsSifil s. (f ^+^ft) In Sanskrit pro-

sody, a sort of mixt metre. As. Res. x. 425.

429. 443.

3*F3fT*l s. (ro./S^+^fW) Discord, disunion,

disagreement.

3*ft%3 v. n. (from 3*1 +R. 3F^) 1. To be

produced, to spring forth, to originate, to come

into existence. 2. v. a. To acquire.

) 1. (In anatomy)

the epiglottis ; the uvula. 2. A kind of insect.

tffaftftSFl s. (f.
3*1 +^tf^1 from R. 3?t* )

A livelihood, a means of support, trade.

S^faffat a. (-fH mfn. 3*1+^^ from

R. ^Slt^) Depending upon others
;
dependant

upon any thing for a livelihood.

a. (mfn. ) To be depended

upon as a livelihood
;
affording subsistence.

ad. Sans. (3*! + C3rfa° from

An expression indicative of joy.

3*fcSl «. (/. 3*1 +R. s^1) The first idea of a

thing, untaught or intuitive knowledge.

3*^ s. (v. noun of 3*Tf\5U3) Eradication,

the act of pulling out by the roots

a. (from 3^ + R. ^) To eradi-

cate, to root up ; to extirpate.

s. (from 3*1 + R. Ctft^) A present

of ceremony offered to a superior.

3*fc^ s. (n. 3*1+^5) A thin fibre, a thread.

3*)"^ a. (mfn. 3*1+3^1) Heated, afflicted,

diseased; distressed.

from R.

Morbid heat, fever.

3*fat*) s, (m. 3*1 +31*1 ) 1. Heat. 2: Pain,

disease, fever, mental agony. 3. Misfortune.

4. Hurry, haste.

3*teTf*to a . (mfn. $j\+^\Pfe) Afflicted,

distressed.

3*teW*. (/.3*)+3tTl) The iris of the eye.

3*fWl s. (/. 3*1 + CU^ suff.) Land at the

foot of a mountain ; a valley. See

3*ft *l s. (™.3*i + "P[ *1) 1. A relish, something

to promote drinking. 2. The venereal disease.

3*M^ s. (m. 3*1+"^ from R. \\) A
door-keeper.

3*iwr s . (
n . 3*1 +wr) A commentary.

As. Res. 1. 353.

3*T&R s. (3*1 + K^T from R. "R^) The calyx

of a flower.

3*W s. (/. 3*1 +R. Tfi) A present offered to a

king or to a great man ; a bribe.

s. (n. from 3*1 +R. Tfl) The mate-

rial cause, as opposed to "Prft^t^°l the

efficient cause. Trans. R.A. S. 1. 574.

3*fa'ft"33

s . (n.) See 3*^1 .

3*^*^. (/. 3*1 +fpPl) An intermediate (not

a cardinal) point of the compass.

3*lf^ a. (mfn. 3*1 +ft^ from R. ft*t)
Taught, instructed, advised.

2 I
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A demi-god, a

phantom, an apparition.

#ftT**U (m. 3*1 + 0^ from R.f%%) Advice,

counsel, instruction, information
;
religious initia-

tion. (In grammatical works) A technical or

indicatory term. Colebr. Gr. p. 13.

a. (mfn. 3*1X^*1 +^ )
Giving advice

or instruction
;
teaching, instructive, s. (?w.) A

teacher, an instructor.

3*^^2X31^ s. (3*^+^+^)
A parable.

3*1Wft a. (-f*K W^J^^g Ad-

vising, instructing, giving information.

(-^w. 3*l+c^f from R.

One who points out, who orders, advises, or in-

structs 5 a teacher, a preceptor, an instructor.

a. Teaching, instructing.

$p
fE3" s. (m. 8*\ from R. §.) A portent,

a great natural phenomenon ; a calamity, a mis-

fortune
;
outrage, annoyance, injury, ruin.

3*fH^«. (-f^m/«. Oppres-

sive, calamitous, tyrannical, ruinous, s. (m.~)

A tyrant.

3*fH:3 a. {mfn. 3*1 +H3) Oppressed, hurt,

tyrannized, ruined, destroyed.

3*f^t*l 8. (m. 3*1 +lW ) An island.

tf^MtST a. (mfn. 3*^*1 + §TT) Belonging

to an island, insular, s. (m.) An islander.

3*I"^U (m. 3*1+^1) A subordinate duty.

Mann ». 237. A by-law.

3*&1 ft (/• 3*1 +R. }• Trial or test of

honesty, &c. of four kinds : of loyalty, disin-

terestedness, continence, and courage. 2. (In

grammar) The penultimate letter of a word.

Colebr. Gr. p. 16.

8#T (». »tf*W from R. 5M) 1. A
pillow, a bolster. 2. Kindness, affection. 3.

Poison. 4. Religious observance or obligation.

The act of wear-

ing (clothes, 8cc).

3*Tf*i s. (m. 3*j +fH from R. ^1) 1. Fraud,

circumvention, deceit. 2. Fear, apprehension.

3. The wheel of a carriage.

3*^f*te a. (mfn. 3*)+*f*te) Being at the

point of death, suffering extreme pain.

3*^fa s . (/.3*l + !*f3) A ray of light.

8^mw s . (m. mi^m^ r. *i)

(In grammar) the sign commonly called Vi-

sarga. Colebr. Gr. p. 2. 26.

a. (mfn. 3*1 +sWtt from R. ) Me-

ditative.

3*$7tid s. (/. for 3*Ttei7lxri ) The wife of a

spiritual preceptor. Also written

3*fr3 a. (mfn. 3?j from R. :T*[) Ap-

proached, approximated.

3*tTO s. (in. 3*1 +TO from R. *f[) 1. The ini-

tiation of the three first classes ; investiture

with a triple thread or cord worn over the

left shoulder and falling on the right hip : the

thread of the Brahman should be of cotton,

of the Kshatriya of sana (hemp), and of the

Vaisya of wool. A Brahman should be in-

vested from the 5th or 8th to the 16th, a Ksha-

triya from the 6th or 11th to the 22d, and a

Vaisya from the 8th or 12th to the 24th year

of his age. Mann n. 36. 37. 38. 44. 2. The

application : being the fourth member of a

complete syllogism. Trans. B.A.S. i. 116.

3*^11^ s. (n. 3*1 +TO^T from R. Inves-

titure with the sacred thread. See OTTO.

A nick-

name, a surname.

(w.) See 3*fTO.

(w.) See
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s. (m. «5M from R.^) The tie,

or lower part of the tail-piece of a lute, where

the wires are fixed.

I^PjWi r. (m. &\ ifrr^ from R.

A deposit of valuables with another person.

) A pledge, a de-

posit; property put into the hands of a person.

S*rpre^ s. (-\f. S^i+'pr+R. ) 1.

The theological or argumentative part of the

Vedas, or sacred writings of the Hindus : either

in a detached form or comprised in the princi-

pal work. As. Res. vm. 472. 2. Virtue,

moral merit. 3. Truth as the principle of di-

vine being. 4. A neighbouring mansion.

* fa ffl +1%^+^" from R.<£)

1. A street. 2. A principal or royal road.

'&$&Sm s. (n. S^+f^C+^iPi) 1. A
going forth. 2. A main or high-road. 3. An
instituted observance or Sanskdra : the taking

a child in the fourth month of its age into the

open air. See Manu u. 34.

S^tPrft^ a. (mfn. 5^ +ft"+ fef" from R.

<d ) Put down, laid down, deposited into the

hands of a person.

Stt7fts? a. {mfn. $^ + 5
ffr3) 1. Arrived. 2. In-

vested with the sacred thread. See ^^t*TTr

.

An act in confor-

mity with divine institutes.

The intro-

duction to a discourse, an exordium, a prologue

;

a story, a tale.

gallant, a paramour.

s. (/. from R. The
obtaining a thing, the accomplishing a design

;

success
;

assistance, favour
;
provision, main-

tenance
; the establishing a thing. (In mathe-

thematics) Demonstration: C^PtTsSt^Mf^
Geometrical demonstration. Colebr. Alg. p. 59.

A secondary noun in a

sentence, in conj unction or opposition ; a noun

used adverbially, a. Small, diminutive.

a. (mfn. from R. En-

dowed with, possessed of; provided, supplied,

accomplished, completed. (Used in comp. e. g.

fr]t*lj l

'i
P
l*r a- (mfn.') Endowed with virtue,

from A virtue, +

The false ribs.

s. (n. ^+^t^) A heinous but

expiable crime, such as killing a cow, selling a

daughter, &c. It is considered as criminality

in the second or third degree, and is of various

kinds. Manu xi. 56, 8cc. See^'WS^.

S*Mt3^t a. (-f^\m>.v^t^+^T)
Guilty of a heinous crime. See

from R. ) The

attaining an object, the accomplishing a design.

Wttffe? a. {mfn. 3^ +*HpK?) Attained,

accomplished, established, proved.

v. a. (from To ac-

complish an object ; to establish an argument,

to prove.

WW s. («. S$ + PfW ) A heinous crime, as

killing a cow, &c. See

WttC s. (as. +*|tC) The opposite side.

5. (». 3*1 +^) A suburb.

tfWCTfr s. (n. &\ A bribe.

"SWjp *. (m. 3*1 -hft from R. 1. J&foW,

the ascending node, an eclipse. 2. A portent

or natural phenomenon so considered. 3. An
affray, a tumult, commotion.

S^M^S a. (mfn. 8s
! + **J3 from R.

Eclipsed; seen as a portent.

s. (re. A garden, a pleasure-

ground, an artificial wilderness.

2 I 2
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3*^3^ s. (n. 3*1 +3"^ from R. ^S) A
country (inhabited or not).

3*fa^ s. (m. 3*1 + from R. 3^) A pillow.

3*|3^>1 s. (in.M A village.

3*fa:3 s. (n. 3*j+^ from R. <^[) A reli-

gious fast, a fasting.

3*W*T s. (m. 3*1 from R. ) A re-

ligious or voluntary fast, a fasting.WW s. (femin. of q . v.)

a. (-f*FI>>. 3*ftt^+t^) Fast-

ing, abstaining from food (as a religious penance).

^1%T{J1 s . (f S'J+ftW) An inferior sci-

ence, a science of subordinate importance.

3*tfWl s. (/. 3*l +ft^) The name of a plant

(Aconitum ferox?) See

3*ff^ a. («/». 3*1 from R. ft*i)
Seated, seated near.

3*fat3 s. (n. 3*1+3^3 from R?fe) The

sacred thread worn by the three first classes of

Hindus over the left shoulder and falling on

the right hip. Manu n. 44. See 3*faH

.

3*^1 a. 3*Wt3+^L) Lift-

ing up the right arm in order to be invested

with the sacramental thread. Manu tt. 63.

Wearing the brahmanical thread.

3%°!t>3 a. (mfn. 3*1 +R. ^+$\3) In-

creased, added to, amplified, completed. Kul-

luka on Manu xn. 109.

3*)
V

R"&[ s. (m. §*! + C^.) A branch of know-

ledge, considered as revealed, but inferior to

that contained in the Vedas. As. Res. r.

340. 353.

tfftm s. (n. + from R. fH)
The act of sitting down or near a person.

v. n. (from 3*1 +R. ftffe) To sit,

to sit near or by.

3*|R^ «i (-^ ™.3*) + (^| from R.

He who sits, a sitter. «. Sitting down. •

3*1^3' a. {mfn. 3*1 +^nSF) Enjoyed, possessed.

3*F|V s. (/. 3*1 +^ from R. ^) The name

of a particular sort of vessel used in sacrifices.

s. (-!# m. 3*1 + CotSj) A pro-

prietor : he who possesses or enjoys a thing.

3*11^1 L (m. 3*j + C^jt7
! ) Enjoyment, gra-

tification
;
possession of a thing ; usufruct.

a. (mfn. 3*1 + (&Ft> from R. ^3 )

To be enjoyed, to be possessed.

a ,

(
mfn. 3*1 +IT^) Bruising, beat-

ing, grinding.

3*W s. (f.
3*1 +R. Hi) Similitude, a compa-

rison, a simile, a likeness. (Frequently used

as the last member of Bahubrihi compounds
;

a. (mfn.^ Similar to an im-

mortal, like a god, from ^^T^" s. An immortal

being, a god, +

tffrrtal s. (/. 3*1+^) A nurse, (m. 3*1

+ R. ifl +^ ) One who invents or uses similes

or comparisons.

from R. ) Similitude,

resemblance, comparison
;
knowledge as founded

on comparison. Trans. R.A.S. i. 445.

3*tf*t3 a. (3*3 +"^3 from R. SJ1) Compared,

shewn by a similitude or comparison.

from R. 3X1) 1. A
similitude, a comparison. 2. Analogy, induction.

3*fam a. (mfn. 3*1 + COT from R.^tf) To be

compared, comparable.

s. (-3 m. 3*1 + XT^ from R. TT^) A
husband or lord.

3*lTITr s . (m. 3*1 +TO from R. TT^) Marriage.

3*WTS3 a. (mfn. 3*1 + TTtl5^ from R. ife)
Soliciting, asking, begging.
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3*fat5^ * (n. 3*1 from R. lt|j A
request, a petition, a prayer.

»5^Wf5p a. (mfn. ®*l + Tltffe3) 1. Asked,

solicited, begged. 2. Offered to the deities,

with a view to render them propitious.

S^Ttn s. (m. 3*1 +TTt3C[ from R. $PJ) Mar-

riage. See 3*fa*I

.

3*F£5' a. (mfn. 3*1 Fit, qualified, suited

to, sufficient, proper. (Used in comp., e. g.

^It^ftnS3 a. (mfn.) Fit for empire, from

TT^ s. Empire, f$tg&± -^1 (/.) or

(ra.) Fitness, propriety.

3*faTtrl s. (m. 5*1 + CUt7
! ) Suitableness, fitness,

propriety.

S^ttfl'PW *. (/•) or -J (n. ^^nTtf^+
or +T) Fitness, propriety, suitableness.

Useful, proper, fit, suitable.

S*TFIW flrf. Sans. (-^°. S^ + Ort^ for

) With great pleasure. See 3*|T3i"fa .

3*fe s. (from 3*Tf^") The top of a thing, the

upper part of a thing ; the space over a thing

;

height, ad. Upon, over, with.

3*1^ a. (mfn. 3*1 from R. ?3g) 1. Af-

flicted with pain or calamity. 2. Eclipsed (as

the sun or moon). 3. (m.) Halm the ascend-

ing node.

3*l"3*5pi 5. (n. 3*1 + ¥Sf°i) An outpost, a guard.

Spfav3 a. (»«/«. 3*1+^3 from R. ^1) 1.

Ceased, stopped, desisted, reposed. 2. Re-

joicing, delighted.

tfHvilfeW v. a. (3*K+3"tf^3) To re-

gard, to look at.

3*fef3 s. (/. 3*1 +Tfe from R.^5 1. Stop-

ping, cessation, rest, repose. 2. Pleasure, de-

light, enjoyment.

s. (w. 3*1 jflPI from R. Delight,

enjoyment
;

rest, repose ; cessation of labour.

3*fTf3*fft ad. (from 3*te+3*TR) Suc-

cessively, one after another.

SWL. (™.3*1+Tfr ) 1. The immersion of

a planet when eclipsed, an eclipse. 2. Hahu or

the ascending node. 3. Misfortune, calamity.

4. Misbehaviour. 5. Reproach, abuse.

3*fTftl s . (m. 3*1 from R. ) Cessa-

tion from labour, repose, rest
;

ease, tranquil-

lity, enjoyment.

ad. Sans, (from 3*1 ) Over, above, on the

top, upon. (In Seng.) a. Upper, another.

A God, a spirit, an aerial spirit, a

spirit inhabiting the atmosphere. Carey.

3*rf^TF s. (3*if% + p. Extra-ex-

pences.

3*ifrRf& s . (3*rft-+i^) The looking of

aerial spirits, particularly malignant ones, upon

a person. The Hindus attribute most of their

calamities to this cause. Carey.

An aerial

spirit, a malignant spirit supposed to reside in

the atmosphere. Carey.

3*rfwt*rfc a. (3*rfe+*mfe added to

it as a jingle) Other, another. Carey.

) The upper

part.

3*Tf^K ad. Sans, (ablat. case of 3*rf^£

from 3*lT^T + ^'3[) Up, above, from above.

a. (mfn. + ^5) Situated above,

standing above.

a. (mfn. 3*Tfe+f^3) Seated

upon.

3*f<F^ a. (mfn. 3*1 +<F^) Prevented, hindered,

obstructed
;
protected, sheltered.
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3*fR ad. (from 3*|"ft") Upwards, up, against,

concerning ; on the top of, upon.

3*fr^3t^1 s. (3*]t^ genit. case Seng.

of3*l"3", + ;3"N1) The upper floor of a house.

3*iTTliH s. (to. 3*1 + CTtH) Obstruction, hin-

drance, impediment, partiality, defence, protec-

tion, shelter, aid
;
respect

;
dignity.

S^tRt^ s. (ft. 3*ftTtH +3!

) An inner or

private room.

3*h&*rft ad. Sans. Over

and above, higher and higher, one upon ano-

ther.

(to.) 1. A rock or stone. 2. A precious

stone.

S^f8^! s. (5*1 + ^^?) The secondary or medial

cause, pretence.

S*i*Wt s. (ft. 3*1 +^°1) A synecdoche of

a part for a whole, or of a quality for that in

which it resides. Also written §*f*#.

a. (mfn. ) Observed,

seen ; inferred or deduced from what has been

observed or seen.

3*^*^ a. (mfn. 3*j+^53P) Visible, per-

ceptible.

3H*4i* a. (mfn. 3*1+^) Perceived, under-

stood, guessed.

3*^ft5fi s . (f 3^N%+3$) A tale, a true

or probable story.

3*Nf| s . (f.
3*1 +^ft) 1. Acquisition, gain.

2. Perception, understanding ; a guess ; know-

ledge, the mind.

3*1"^^ s. (m. 3*1 + crl^) Apprehension, con-

ception, comprehension otherwise than from

memory.

s. (fernin. of fi^.) 1. A stony nodule.

2. Manufactured sugar.

tfrtfifli (to. 3*1 a portent, a natural

phenomenon (considered as foreboding evil).

3*fr*t*K s. (n. 3*I + C^*fr) Besmearing or

plaistering with cow-dung, &c.

Tranquillity, calmness,

repose, patience, relief, abatement of disease.

S^H*^ a. (mfn.3*^+^) Calming, afford-

ing repose, making patient.

S*m> s. (n. + *f*P from R.*J3JJ A space

near a village.

^n^ttft s. (f.
3*1 + *11f3") The act of calming

or appeasing ; alleviation.

3*Kfa s . (to. 3*1 +
,,emr from R. Watch-

ing and sleeping alternately.

vHH^ (3*1 + OtG for FT^) A sprinkling

with water. Sabda S. p. 446.

a. (mfn. 3*1+3*3) Agreed to, pro-

mised.

s. (f.
3*1 +^f^) Judicial astrology,

fortune-telling, &c.

3*l^g S . (to. 3*1 from R. ^) A be-

ginning, a commencement.

3*lTT 3Jfa' s. {n. 3*l+^°+3Tfr from R.

) A lower garment.

$#SSf?R4a[ s. (to. 3*1 +^°5;t^) Destruction,

the end of a thing.

3*^3?! s. (n. 3*1+^^°1) Clasping the

feet of a spiritual teacher, as a mark of re-

spect. Mann lis 72. Salutation generally.

Manu ii. 132.

3*^3"^" s. (to. 3*1 +*i3ll) A descendant.

3*I^F*fr a. (mfn. 3*i + :yF*fr) 1. Endowed

with. 2. Dead. Wilkins' MS.

3*1"^ s. (to. 3*1 from R. 1. A
portent, a natural phenomenon supposed to

forebode some future event, a symptom. 2. A

tap
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disease, possession by an evil spirit. 3. (In

grammar) A particle prefixed to roots, &c. an

inseparable preposition. Colebr. Gr. p. 12. 120.

3*^^^ a . (mfn. 3*1 +^[^ from R. SJlj
Secondary, subordinate. (Applied in grammar

to certain subordinate terms. Colebr. Gr. p.

111.) s. (w.) The passing by, or leaving on

one side
;

eclipsing. Wilkins' MS.

3*f^*U (m. 3*1 + *T*f from R.^) An ap-

proach, access ; the following a person.

a. (mfn. 3*1 +3^ from R.^jj
Following, approaching, s. (»?.) A favorite.

3*^*1°! s. (n. S*l +Wl ) The coming near,

arrival, approach : the following behind.

S'tWl s . (f.
3*1+Wl from R. W) l i A

cow fit for the bull. 2. A woman arrived at

the age of puberty.

a. (mfn. 3*1 -h^tlD from R. ^) To

be approached or gone to.

§?jTnU3> Sm U 3*i+?I&+^) The disk of

the sun or moon.

3*1^ a. (mfn. 3*1 + from R. ^) 1.

Connected with, attended with. 2. Passed by,

eclipsed. Wilkins' MS. s. (rc.) Coition, co-

pulation.

3*fcTCl s . (f + Respect, venera-

tion, homage.

a. (mfn. 3*1 + C*rf^3 from R.

C^T^) Respected, honoured, attended upon.

(m. from 3*1+^3") 1. A condi-

ment, a spice or seasoning
;
mustard, pepper.

2. A broom. Manu ill. 68. 3. An implement.

4. An ornament.

(n. from 3*1 +<M°1 ) 1. Adorning,

purifying. 2. Assembling. 3. Reply.

3*f^tT s. (m. from 3*1 +^t%) The act of

adorning or purifying.

3*fr$. s. (f.
3*1 +^t) A concubine.

3*fT5*. (m. 3*1+^1) The genitals (male or

female). 2. The haunch or legs. 3. The arms.

4. The anus. a. (mfn?) Near, proximate.

3*^pfTf3u.
(
m.3*^+f^i5;) Continence,

the restraint of sensual appetite.

3*T^t3l s. (--% m. 3*1 A servant

(Lit. One who stands near).

3*Kfa*. („. 3*j+^r ) Nearness, vicinity.

3*W*fr s . (n. 3*1 +^t*fr from caus.

of R. ^1 ) A bringing near, a producing.

3*I^1f*fr3 v. a. (from 3*l+^t*L caus. of

R. ^1) To place near, produce.

3*^tlft a. (-f$\ mfn. from 3*1 +R.

)
Standing near, arrived, ready.

a. (mfn. 3*)+f^3) 1 . Standing near,

proximate. 2. Arrived, present ; introduced in

discourse. 3. Ready, at hand. 4. Cleansed.

3*rfH33^1 s. (-^ m. 3*ff^3+^) A
ready speaker, an eloquent man.

3*i"**K s. (m. 3*1 +**H) 1. The act of touch-

ing, contact. 2. Ablution, bathing. 3. Rinsing

the mouth. Manu it. 53.

3*1^ a. (mfn. 3*1+**^ from R.

Having the mouth washed or rinsed.

3*tT3T s . (n. 3*1 +T^|) Profit, produce, rent.

3*^3 a. (mfn. 3*1 +533 from R. 3^) Smitten,

struck.

3*tef^3 a. (mfn. 3*1 -5^F3
)
Laughed at,

derided, s. (w.) Laughter, derision.

3*ft*te (m. 3*1+^) A complimentary

e;ift, a present offered to a superior. In the

doctrine of the Pasupatas, religious exultation.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 571.

3*fe1?T s. (m. 3*1+5^) A smile, laughter,

a joke, ridicule, derision.
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a. (mfn. Ridiculing

others, jocose, s. (?w.) A jester.

a. (mfn. 3*1 from R. W%)
Ridiculous, laughable.

sW|?f a. (mfn. 3*1 + from R. f ) 1. Pri-

vate, solitary. 2. Near, proximate, s. (?w.) A
car, a carriage.

S*rt°1 a. (m. ^+3I ^) Muttering or re-

citing prayers in an inaudible voice, ad. t. So-

litary, privately. 2. Secretly, in a whisper.

3^3^ s . (rc.SH + ^ri +^R !) 1. Studying

the Vedas after initiation. 2. Immolation, sa-

crifice of an animal.

Study of the Vedas after initiation. Manu iv. 95.

a. (mfn. S^+^ +^S) Attended

with evil forebodings, disastrous. 5. (m.) 1.

A portent, a natural phenomenon considered as

a foreboding. 2. A victim (slain or to be slain).

story, a

tale; an episode, a tale inserted into another tale.

1. Approach, ar-

rival. 2. Agreement, promise.

Reading the

Vedas after initiation.

s. (m.^ + 3$t) 1. The sectarian mark

made with sandal-wood, &c. on the forehead.

2. The name of a plant (Achyranthes aspera).

Hort. Ben. p. 19. 3. A subordinate part (as

the subdivisions of Hindu science). As. Res.

i. 343.

3?ffeS a. (^^i+^Slt^) Allowed in argument,

granted, conceded, admitted, acknowledged.

s. (to.) An elephant out of rut.

s. (m. S*|+3rf3+ 3ITr from R. t)
Neglect of an established custom or rule ; dis-

order, disorderly behaviour.

^^TrRPTs. (n. S^+^Tl+TTft' from R. Jd)

L The act of receiving or taking a thing. 2.

Abstraction, restraining the senses. 3. Cause,

motive. 4. Effort, or exertion of body or speech.

Trans. R.A.S. 1.562.

S^ftTOT a. (mfn. 3*1 + + 6pX) Excellent,

rare, dainty, extraordinary ; fit to be presented

or set before a person
;
proper to be enjoined

or recommended.

Iwffk +3T$-fr from R. *H) A pil-

low, a cushion.

tftftfiL. (m. S*)+3t1 +ft from R. *H) 1.

Devout meditation, virtuous reflection. 2. An

attribute, a property ; an accident. Mohun P.

p. 144. A title, a discriminative appellation.

The discriminative property of species. Trans.

R.A.S. 1. 112. An affix. Morton. 3. Decep-

tion, disguise, a. (m. only) Careful or diligent

for the support of a family.

A spiritual pre-

ceptor, a teacher. Manu ii. 141. a. Learned.

A female

preceptor.

^JtUHl or
XM s. (/. tftfctrfc+siWt

or +3?) The wife of a spiritual preceptor.

tftfr^a. (-^Kf S*U3ti + R. A
shoe, a slipper.

$Wf§ *. (m. from 3*1 + 3TI + R. p&) A shoe.

a. (mfn. 3*) +313") Near, contiguous,

proximate, s. (w.) Vicinity. (Used in comp. e. g.

In the vicinity of a town, from

A town, +$p
ftt3"locat. caseof3*T^).

(m.) A penultimate letter. Wilkins' MS.

3*|t<F3 a. (mfn. +3l1 + ^3) 1. Rolling on

the ground. 2. Ceasing, refraining, s. (m.)

A horse rolling himself on the ground.

Sftttf (ire. ^iSlff) 1. Approach, access.
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2. A contrivance, a remedy. 3. A means of

access. 4. The acquisition of wealth.

S^ftm s. (n. fifl 1. A present of

ceremony, a gift offered to a superior as a

token of respect. 2. The act of contriving or

devising a thing.

a. (mfn. $^1 +^ + TTts? from R. Hi)

Arrived, come. s. (n.) An event, an accident.

STfin^r s . (S*ttTT +3I^) Remedy.

S*Wt a. (-f&t *•/»: 3^+3^) Using

stratagems, resorting to expedients or means.

OTtfe a. (mfn. +31^ from R.

Acquiring, obtaining, earning, gaining.

3*ft3FT s. (n. $H + from R. 3S§f) Ac-

quisition, gain, accumulation of property.

a. (mfn. from R.

^35^) To be acquired, to be earned, to be

. gained.

)
Acquired,

gained, obtained, earned, accumulated. (Used

in comp. e. g. a. (m/ra.) Acquired

through a husband : marital, conjugal).

Abuse, re-

viling. 2. Delay, postponement.

ad. (from pron. 3+11*1 for side)

On that side. See 3^1*1 .

s. (m. S*j +^1^ for 3W) A voluntary

fast.

Assiduous :

propitiatory, supplicatory, s. (m.) A worshipper;

an obsequious attendant ; a flatterer.

A quiver.

STW 5 . (n. ^+^FT from R. ^TH)
1. The sitting near a person, the attending upon

a person or thing; service, attendance; sup-

plication, prayer. 2. (from R. "31^) The dis-

charging of missiles and arrows, archery.

OTfrFTl s. (f. 3*i+3lt*Fr!) 1. A sitting

near ; attendance on a superior, service
;
sup-

plication, intercession. 2. Worship. As. Res.

i. 345.

^Hll^li s. (m. W^ +^tS) A di-

vision of Hindu theology : the doctrine of rites

and worship. As. Res. i. 344.

a. (mfn. 3^1*11 1 +^R) Worthy

of attendance.

a. (mfn. + nAJ. l
Jr|»l1U ) To be

attended to, worthy of attendance.

3ltf*K? a. (mfn. 31 + ^lp1\3) Attended to,

worshipped, honoured
;
assiduously served.

Mt1% s. (f. 31+3itf% fr0m r. Sfl^j
Service, worship.

S^tf^ (n- 31 + 3lf^) A cartilage.

31~N) a.
(
m/w. 31+3rt*p from R.

To be attended to, to be respected, adorable.

s. The object of worship. —^ (y.) or —

^

(w.) Respectability, placability.

S^Tft^ a. (mfn. 31 + 3l1 +ft3 from R.

1. Annexed, joined. 2. Deposited, entrusted.

s. (wz.) A fiery meteor, a comet.

a. Prostrate, reversed. See O^O.

a. (mfn. S^l + ^tr£<F) Disregarding,

neglectful, abandonment.

5rW «. (n. 31 +3^1 from R. 3j3£) The

disregarding or neglecting a thing.

SUt^*ftfe a. (mfn. 31 +%§1^fij To be dis-

regarded, contemptible, unimportant.

3PlM *. (/• iSH'+^j from R. ^) 1. A
fraud, a trick, a deceit. 2. Neglect, disregard,

want of attention ; abandonment.

a. (mfn. 31+^fe?) Disregarded,

neglected.

2 K
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v. a. (from + R. ^{9^) To neglect,

to disregard, to abandon.

ash? a. (mfn. 8*1 +^3) Come near, gone near,

approached, endowed. (Frequently used in

comp. e. g. a. (m/w.) Endowed with

good qualities, from A quality,

SPfe. (m. 3*1+3^5) A name of Krishna

or Vishnu. (Lit. Born after Indra.)

3Pffeffr a. (-^ mfn. S*l+^fet^
from R. Having come, having arrived.

1. Near, proximate.

2. Arranged, arrayed. 3. Married.

SPTto^l (/. A potherb

(Basella rubra or lucida).

5. (/. from 3^ +3"^) A potherb

(Basella rubra or lucida). See

Srt'lltSfW s. (m. &\ +3^3) 1. A begin-

ning, a thing begun. 2. An example, an ap-

posite argument or illustration.

SUHW s. (n. iM+S^ ! from R.3^) A
religious fast, a fast.

3Pftf^3 a. (mfn. &\ + from R. ^T)
Fasted ; observed as a religious fast.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins
1

Gr.

p. 420). 1. Woven. 2. Sown (as seed).

a. (mfn. $3 +^>) Ploughed after

sowing.

v. noun of 3l%3) A going away;

disappearance, evaporation, dissolution.

(v. wowre of <S<rf^X\?) The being in

abundance or plenty, a. Plentiful, abundant.

a. (from Plentiful, abundant.

s. Plenty, abundance.

v. a. (caus. of To make

abundant or plentiful.

len-v. n. To be in abundance, to be pk

tiful, to abound ; to go to stool.

s . (from 3^ + R. ^^) The swell of a

liquid in boiling
;
search, enquiry, a trace.

s. (v. noun of S3f*TC3) 1. A boiling

over. 2. Enquiry, the tracing of a thing, search.

{WN a. (from S^l^W) Made to boil

over; sought out, enquired for, ascertained.

v. a. (caus. of TOPjGfJ To cause

to boil, to make boil.

v. n. (from S^ + R.3*T)Toboil.

v. a. (from To depart, to

disappear, to vanish ; to be dissolved into air,

to evaporate.

a. High, tall, exalted, erect.

a. High, tall, exalted, erect.

*S?Jv3 a. Reversed, prostrate. See^^^.

Root, vi. To be straight.

With "pT prefixed, CJJ<v5tRj) To be crooked.

Also written $"^3^.

3^ a. (from R.
)
Straight, erect, upright.

Root, vii. To fill. Also written

pron. Sans, (only used in the dual number,

Both.

a. High, erect, s. Height.

pron. Sans, (only used in the sing.

and plur. Both.

ad. Sans. ^JST+^PT) From

both sides, on either side, between themselves.

a. Mutual.

S^UWil*^ a. (mfn. &3UWl for 3"OT3^T

,

+^1^) Having two rows of teeth.

S^TvT ad. Sans. ($"3*1+ 3") On both sides.
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S^inpS ad. Sans. (3^TT+W) On both

days; the day past and to come. Also written

SsaCU^S Wilkins' Gr. p. 547.

SWfeHH s. (/. S^T+fWl) The twofold

science, i. e. religious knowledge and acquaint-

ance with worldly affairs.

vfoSTlsfa. (S^TT+^pS) Different, ofa different

nature, in another sense. Sabda S. p. 230.

By both, mutually, re-

ciprocally.

S^PI s. (y. noun The act of un-

loading a boat or ship.

ad. (from ^O + R.^t^?) With a loud

voice, clamorously.

<Sfa|<W v. a. (3^ + R. ^) To unload a boat.

interj. Sans. A particle expressive of anger,

interrogation, promise, or assent ; and of cor-

diality and pacification.

s. (/.) 1. A name of the goddess Parvati

or Durga. 2. Linseed. 3. interj. A particle

of astonishment.

(corrupt, of *ll*t
jj
The act of measuring

a thing, the sounding of a depth.

A name of Siva ;

(Lit. The lord of Uma or ParvatL)

a. (a. J^ol) Stupid, ignorant, awkward.

a. (a. *,x*c) Rich, opulent, s. A grandee.

3§ Root, vi. See

O^^l s. (a. s\j& plur. of^ ) An opulent man,

a grandee.

3*I< s. (3^[Ti +^) Opulence, grandeur,

nobility.

\ s. (p. j^X) Hope, expectation.

SP^T^I^a. (p.J,juJ) Hopeful, expecting.

(p. ^fjj&^e}) Hopefulness, ex-

pectation.

As a Kridanta suffix, is subjoined to some

roots to form attributive adjectives; e. g.

a. (mfn.) Inclined to be kind, affectionate, from

R. fSTI^ To be kind or affectionate

;

a. (mfn.) Splendid, from R. ^I^To shine;

f^TtJT a. (mfn.) Wise, from R. "fe^To know.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 465. 466. As a Taddhita

suffix, it serves to form possessive adjectives

from substantives; e. g. a. (mfn.) Toothy,

having large projecting teeth or tusks, from

s. A tooth. Wilkins' Gr. § 912.

S<q s. (n.) The breast. See 3^^.

S^i^W^I s. (/. 3^+^f^1from^3")
A pearl-necklace.

§^T( s. (m. for ^< vJ1v,
+^1) A snake; a

worm, a reptile. (Lit. Who goes on his breast).

a. Crawling, creeping.

O^T? s. (m. 3^"^ for 3^^, +*1 ) A snake, a

serpent. See

(?n.) 1. A cloud. 2. A ram.

iV4Jb$ s. (m. ^^i+^SI^) The name of a

plant (Cassia alata).

(m. from The name

of a plant (Cassia alata).

^^S? s - (
m -) A ram.

indecl. Sans. (In composition) A particle

implying assent or expansion. See

a. (3<<l+ <fr3) 1. Promised, agreed.

2. Spread, diffused. See #3^3.

S^PfilR s\ (m. ^"^t+ S^t from R. 5^) Ar-

mour, mail ; a coat of mail, a breastplate.

(n.) The breast, the bosom.

3Tf%3 s. (m.3^ locat. case of 3^T, +
3) The female breast. (Lit. Born on the chest).

2 K 2
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a. (mfn. ^^T^+^T.) Broad-chested,

having a full breast.

a. (-^ mfn. Broad-

chested, full-breasted, strong.

(
m>- 3^"^+ IT) A leUltimate son or

daughter ; i. e. one born from a married couple

of the same tribe or caste. See

An evasion, an excuse.

indecl. Sans. (In composition) A particle

implying promise, assent, and expansion.

a. (mfn. ^1 +^3) 1. Agreed to, pro-

mised. 2. Expanded, spread. See ^>^"^t^S.

a. (mfn.) Large, great
;
ample, much.

^ s. (corrupt, of The thigh.

$^r\5T s. (corrupt, of §3^3T) A Vaisya, a man

belonging to the third class.

a. (from 3^) Large, great. Sabda S.

p. 82.

$<?<^ s. (to. from £>^) The castor-oil tree

or Palma Christi (Ricinus communis). Also

written

\$^«& s. (to.)
The name of a plant, Palma

Christi (Ricinus communis). Also written

s. (3<F+Tfl) The name of a fish (Silurus

acutus). Carey.

s. (from for The thigh.

5. (from $3?+ 0**1 ) The thigh.

Creeping or going on the belly.

$CTt3 s. (to. 3«*^+v3i) The female breast.

^Rl^ s. (to. from R. "§?) A
gamester. Wilkins' MS.

(to/«. pret. part, p. R. ^^.) Injured, hurt.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

$^Tt^s. (to. ^C+Tt^ for 1 1R)) A spider.

Seeg^t^.

£rfi 5. (f.) 1. Wool, fur, felt, the hair of ca-

mels. 2. A circle of hair between the eye-

brows. See §*ft

.

Root, i. r^TTtsJ) L To measure. 2. To

play. 3. To be easy or cheerful.

3fU (w. R. 3"^+^) An otter.

$^Root, i. (fefS) To kill or hurt.

(f.) 1. Fertile soil, yielding every kind

of crop. 2. Land in general, a. Fertile.

v^lfpf! s . (y.) The name of a nymph in Indra's

heaven.

#^\s. (/. The earth.

\2>^T°1 s. (y. noun of $f^TTs3) The admitting of

rain. a. Leak (as a roof).

(from R. Leaking, admitting

rain through the roof.

v.n. (from R. ^^) To leak, to ooze, to

admit the rain (as a roof when out of repair),

to rain through.

An Unadi suffix, which appears in some nouns

derived from verbal roots ; e. g. a. (mfn.)

Beautiful, also s. (to.) A deer, from R.

To be glad. Wilkins' Gr. § 852.

iffSSjff Naked. — \3Ti or — s. Nakedness.

. (from A naked woman.

^onl^T s
(
Wi noun f ^c^f^^J^ xhe reversing'

a thing, the turning a thing upside down.

3nT&T\J v. n. H-R. To be reversed,'

to be turned round, to be upset.
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name of

a plant (Abroma augustum). Sort. Ben. p. 50.

3*rit553'N s. The name of

a plant (Gloriosa superba). Carey.

from

as a jingle to it) Confusion, disorder.

O cr
i"1 s. (v. noun The setting a thing

down on a place.

^^^1 s. (mn.) 1. A spreading creeper. 2. (m.)

A kind of grass or reed (Saccharum cylindri-

cum). See .

v. a. To set a thing down, to place on the

ground, to descend.

3^ s. (corrupt, of 3*J^1 ) A species of grass or

reed (Saccharum cylindricum).

^^Hnfe °-d' Easily, lightly, without effect, s.

A shout uttered by women on joyful occasions.

s . (m.) An owl (Strix ulula). See .

3*3<?U!T^ s. (from Sr^jfcSEili?) The name of

a fish, a species

A species of grass or

reed (Saccharum cylindricum).

^^CXP^i. s. The name of a tree (Quercus lap-

pacea). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

5. (»m.) 1. A spreading creeper. 2. (w.)

A kind of grass or reed (Saccharum cylindri-

cum). See 3^ .

5*j*ft s. (-fH^m.) A porpoise. See 3^Pft

.

s. (m.) An owl (Strix ulula). See $*T3\

s. (»i.) A wooden mortar used for clean-

ing rice.

name of Bdellium, a gummy

substance, or the plant that produces it.

A porpoise, or a fish re-

,

sembling it. See ^J^ft.

^cr^i s> |^ 1.-A torch, a firebrand, flame, fire.

2. Fire falling from heaven, a fiery meteor.

A torch-bearer, a link-boy.

The fall of a

meteor.

porpoise

or fish resembling it. Sabda S. p. 82. 428.

\^<pl^M s . (m. ^fc^l +^Rl ) A demon having

a fiery mouth. Manu xii. 71.

A fox. (Lit. Fiery-mouthed).

(from $**<?1 ) A sort of tattooing prac-

tised by Hindu women on the chin, between the

eyes, and on each side of the nose.

SP«H ll 1 s. (Sf^+TOl) The name of a

plant (Salvia verticillata).

$0^^ s . (v m noun of Sfc£fU3) An overturning.

a. (from $^ + R. *J^) Reversed, con-

trary ; turned upside down.

v. a. (caus. of SfNfc?) To turn a

thing upside down, to reverse.

^Tp1*T s. (v. noun The turning

a thing upside downwards, the reversing a thing.

3^TWkl ad. from $*fc\$U3

,

+ p
H«*fc)1 as a jingle to it) Turned upside down-

wards, inversedly, topsyturvy.

s. (from ^^iH^t^Tal ) Per-

version, confusion.

"SfftllW.* £§*«ft* from 3^t^t3, +^
corrupt, of *TI1F) A misunderstanding, a mis-

conception, a. Misunderstanding, blundering

in judgment.

v. a. (from + R. To overturn.

^^"^T interj. An imitative sound, meaning hur-

ly burly, confusion, at?. Confusedly..
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\$<*^<§ s. (to.) A fire-brand, wood burning or

burnt (as charcoal) ; a torch, a meteor.

% (n. 3^ + ^*1 ) The Lagna of any par-

ticular place. See ^T^j

.

3^1^ a. (mfn. + from R. 57^)
Stepping over a limit or boundary, transgressing.

$^t^FT L (n. vS^+^I^R") The g°ing be-

yond limits or bounds ; the transgressing a pre-

cept or command, violation.

a. (mfn.

transgressed, to be passed beyond, to be tres-

passed against.

3^Tl s. (f. 3^ +^3^1 from R. ^)
Transgression

;
trespass.

a. (mfn.\$*^+^fj^M) Transgressed,

stepped beyond
;
trespassed against.

SpF|f^t3 v. a. (from 3^+ R. Wk) To ex-

ceed, to transgress, to step beyond (a limit), to

trespass against (a rule or prescript).

3^t^P a. (mfn. 3^ +*T^P from R.

To be passed beyond, to be exceeded (as a

limit), to be trespassed against (as a law).

s, (from + R. A jump, a leap.

^ST^t 5. (from 3^, + R. W^) The act of

leaping or jumping, a jump, a spring, a bound.

3^T3 a. (mfn. \$^ + *tf*F3 from R.

Rejoiced, gladdened, filled with joy, delighted.

S^ftT a. (mfn. from 3^ + R. !^S) L Re~

covered from sickness, convalescent. 2. Dex-

terous, clever. 3. Happy, joyful. 4. Pure.

3|(W *l (to. 3^ + ^1*1) Change of voice in

grief, sickness, &c.

3^1^ K (
ra . from $^ + R. %t) The name of

a metre in Prakrit poetry. As. Res. x. 416.

s- (»». from^^ +R.^^) f. Delight,

happiness, joy. 2. A section of a book, a

chapter. 3. Splendour, light.

Si i$B5 el (to>. &*^<ffti)«t from R. 5^)
Exciting to joy, gladdening, transporting.

^IpIsS a. (mfn. ^^+^tf%3) Filled with

joy, delighted, gladdened.

a. (mfn. 1. Thrown

up, tossed. 2. Pared, made thin. 3. Deli-

neated, painted ; described. 4. Uttered, enun-

ciated.

$Sp<£ s. (corrupt, of ^c
^<

>

) An owl.

St^U s. (m. h A scratch, dig-

ging. 2. Writing. 3. Utterance, pronunciation.

4. Mention. 5. Vomiting.

from R.

1. The act of scratching or digging the ground.

2. Writing. 3. Pronouncing, uttering. 4. Vomit-

ing.

3t^f5 s. (m. 3S + FitS from R. O^ttS^) An
awning, a canopy.

£ (to. 0$ from R. C^t^) A
large wave, a surge, a billow.

s. (n.) The womb, the embryo.

\$)co<T°l a , (mfn.') Clear, apparent, evident, s. An
excess of bile, wind, or phlegm ; a symptom.

\5crV>1"1 s. (v. noun of ^^rf^i\?) The being

elated or full ofjoy; transport.

v. n. (fromS^+R.^)To rejoice,

to be delighted. (The adverbial participle of this

verb is frequently compounded with

To rise ; but the meaning is the same as that

of the simple verb. Carey.)

s. (—^T^to.) A name of Sukra, the

regent of the planet Venus.

3f*t^s. (-^S w.) 1. Fire. 2. Ghee or clarified

butter.

s - (/• from R - 33^ A wish
>
a desire.

(mn.) The root of a fragrant grass,
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called khaskhas, used for tatties (Andropogon

muricatum). See

5^ Root, i (^3) 1. To burn. 2. To kill,

to hurt, or injure.

Kridanta sufEx, see tan,

(to.) Early morning, day-break, dawn.

See S^T and m

^"o^t^ s. («. for 3*^+3^) The

dawn, day-break, early morning.

if. (n. R. 3^+3FT) Black pepper.

STtt s. (/. R. 3^+31^1) Long pepper.

(femin. of3^T*Tj Inauspicious discourse.

mfn. R. 3T*> )
Inauspicious

(as discourse). Also written v5*ff5T
s
.

<SW s. (to. from R. from R. *f1?)

1 . The sun. 2. Fire.

S^Sji £ (to. for S^+^H) Fire.

s. (n. from R. 5f^j) The dawn, early-

morning, day-break. See S* and OTl

.

3*?ft s. (/. 3*^+%) The end of the day,

twilight.

s. (Jemin. of 1. Early morning, dawn,

day-break. 2. Night. 3. A cow. 4. A pot.

See 3* and 3*^.—ad. Sans. At night ; at

the close of ni°;ht.

S^WT s. (to. 3*1 +3^) The time of day-

break, early morning.

3*>rf3 s. (m. 3*1+^?) (In mythology)

a name of Anirudd'ha son of Kamadeva.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 8^)1. Burnt.

2. Quick, expeditious. 3. (jpret. part. p. R.

Remaining, fixed
;
dwelt, abided

;
placed,

seated. 4. Stale.

a. (mfn. $f^T3, from R. <*1^,

+ Sifter from (Th) Formerly inhabited by

cattle, fed upon by cows. See ^f^KJ^t^

.

Sf^W* s. (from R. 3^and R.f*K) Unea-

siness, restlessness.

s. (tow.) The fragrant root of a sort of

grass used for tatties (Andropogon muricatum).

39<3?°l s. (v. noun from 3f®<$U3) The stirring a

fire, the trimming the wick of a lamp.

3^Pl «. (v. noun from See3^°l

.

v. a. (caus. of 3fK$T3) To excite,

to inflame.

39^t°l 5 . (». noun of 3®^1^Is3) The act of

exciting or inflaming.

v. a. (from R. V^tj To stir a fire, to

trim the wick of a lamp ; to excite ; to stir up

an old quarrel.

3§s. (to. R. 3^+3") 1. A camel. 2. A cart,

a vehicle of burthen.

a. (mfn. ) Mounted on a

camel, riding on a camel.

Sf^l s. (/. 3$ + 3^1) 1. A kind of pot or

pan. 2. A female camel.

a. (mfn. R. S^+^T) 1. Hot, warm. 2.

Clever, dexterous, s. (to.) 1. Heat, warmth.

2. The hot season (the months of June and

July). — s5l (/.) or —5 (».) Heat, warmth,

passion.

a. ^+^) 1. Heating, warming,

hot. 2. Dexterous, clever. 3. Suffering pain.

4. Bent, inclining, stooping, s. (to.) 1. The hot

season (June and July). 2. A man of warm

temper.

§Wt^ s. (to. + The hot season,

hot weather.

^R#fW s. (to. 3^+ 3"f**T) The sun. (Lit.

Having warm rays or beams.)
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The hot season

:

hot weather.

a. (from $^?) Heated, sodden (as rice that

is to be husked).

The hot season

(June and July).

S^fotS5^ s. (from 3^+"StS^) Rice which

has been boiled to assist in separating it from

the husk.

3f^$. See3f^.

3fWl s. (/. 3^+3^1) Rice-gruel.

a. (mfn. ^^+ ^"\J) Heated, hot, warm,

passionate
;
enraged.

3f^3>. (-^/.) A kind of metre in Sanskrit

poetry. As. Res. vm. 407. x. 469.

s. (/ww.) A turban ; a diadem ; a distin-

guishing mark.

The hot sea-

son (June and July).

S$E[ a< (jnfn . from R.$^ Hot, warm.

(/.) or —^ («.) Warmth, heat.

$®^s. (m. The hot season (June

and July).

s. (m. 3^+ *! from R. p
f1. See Mann

in. 235. 236.) A deceased ancestor. Bhag.

Gita, xi. 22.

3^1 s. (femin. of 35^) Heat, warmth, ardour

;

passion, anger, rage.

v. a. (from 3S*I) To make hot, to

fill with anger or passion.

s. (v. noun of$^t^|) The making a

thing hot ; the exciting one to anger or passion.

a. ( +;3rR[3) Enraged, angry.

Si® ad. Sans, (irregular indeclinable participle,

for^f^jl , from R. ^^) Having dwelt, having

spent the night.

As a Kridanta suffix, is applied to roots to

form miscellanenous nouns ; e. g.. OS^Vs. The

eye, from R. T>£^ To speak; Uv^s. The

Yajur-Veda, from R. TT3[^To sacrifice ; &c.

According to a rule of euphony, the final is

changed into ^ whenever a termination of a

case, beginning with a vowel, is subjoined ; e. g.

^FI instrum. . Wilkins' Gr. ft 800.

0^*1 s. (v. noun of3f*TC3) The supplying the

hopper of a mill or mortar with grain.

v. a. To serve a mortar or pedal with any

substance which is to be pounded. Carey.

^°W§o ad
(
Sgo

f
for as a

jingle to it) Maltreated
;

expelled with igno-

miny and evil treatment. Carey.

^ s. (a. jl^) A preceptor, a master.

^^t^ls. (3^t^+§t) The profession or office

of a teacher, a professorship.

(a. fjjijtij*) Uncertainty, doubt, wa-

veringness.

s. (m.) 1. A bull. 2. A ray of light.

s. (femin. of ^W) \- A cow. 2. The name.,

of a plant (Anthericum tuberosum).

\$^interj. An expression of pain; Oh! Alas!

Root, i. ) 1. To injure, to hurt.

2. To kill.

A case, a cover.

interj. An expression of pain: Oh ! Alas

!

S.

^ The sixth letter of the Hindu alphabet, cor-

responding to U long, and having the sound of

that letter in the words rule and rude.
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^ As an Unadi suffix, appears at the end of some

substantives : e. £. s. (y.) A shoe, from

R.^ To go ;
\3*T s. (f.) The body, from R.

sJ^To stretch out. Wilkins' Gr. § 850.

^ interj. Sans. A particle used at the beginning

of a sentence ; an expression of regard or com-

passion.

3° interj. Sans. A particle expressive of interro-

gation, anger, or consent.

§o interj. An expression of sudden pain or dis-

tress.

iii ^
a. (corrupt, of ^5-) High, elevated, ad. On

high,

o o
a. (from §<i ) Elevated, high. ad. On

high.

As a Kridanta suffix, is subjoined to some

roots, mostly in their reiterative forms, to form

attributive adjectives ; e. g. 3T^t<ft<I? a. (mfn.}

Wakeful, vigilant, from R. To awake;

Uj|l\J<P a. (mfn.) In the habit of worshipping

repeatedly, from R. To worship, &c. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 466.

s . (m. § + The letter § or any

character representing the sound of § .

§^ s. (corrupt, of ^35) The sugar-cane (Sac-

charum officinarum). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

§^f*T s. (corrupt, of S^T7^) A large wooden

mortar, used to cleanse rice from its husk.

i^^-t) a. (corrupt, of Sab ) Boiled in a cauldron.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <3T) 1. Carried,

borne. 2. Married.

§b<P<pG> a. (mfn. )
Wearing armour

;

armed, mailed.

3~!?1 s. (femin. of ^"5") A bride, a wife, a spouse
;

a married woman.

^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins* Gr.

p. 421) Woven, strung, threaded. See

§fe s. (f. from R. (<T+ f3) 1. Protection, pre-

servation. 2. The act of sewing or weaving.

3. Distillation. 4. Speed. 5. (m.) A son, pro-

geny. Wilkins' MS.

&l An Unadi suffix, by means of which some

substantives of the masculine and neuter gen-

der are derived from roots ; e. g. s5KlSl s. (n.)

Flesh, from R. 3i To decay; s. (m.)

The covering of a chariot, from R. To cover.

Wilkins' Gr. § 873.

§<to s. (-^n.) An udder.

§^7P s. (n. §^+^T) Milk.

^tl a. (corrupt, of High, lofty, tall. s. A
rising upwards, an up-rise.

Root, x. (§Wfe ) 1. To deduct or lessen
;

to reduce. 2. To mete out in small quantities.

3. To measure.

^•T a. (mfn. from R. Deficient, less, minus.

Prefixed to any even decimal numeral from

twenty up to a hundred inclusive, it serves to

denote one less than the even ten ; e. g.

Nineteen, from

Twenty. It is also used in comp. with nume-

rals generally, or other words denoting a quan-

tity
;

e.g. *i$tef&**K Twenty-five, lit.

Thirty minus five, from *t +§T + ftT°*K

;

and ^t%T5^Trfo s. (m.) A square minus a

root, from^+ §^f + Ttt*l.

§T5TTft05C
1 a. (mfn. from §TSTtft°*K)

The thirty-ninth.

§^jif^ ^ s . (f. S^r+Sftf^K)
Thirty-nine.

§T^3lf^oKt^X a. (mfn. §^tfe°*K +
3*1) The thirty-ninth.

2 L
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)
Thirty-nine.

§^fq"°*l a. (mfn. from §^ + fa"°*K) The

twenty-ninth.

Twenty-nine.

^ftT°^+^) The

twenty-ninth.

«. (corrupt, of Twenty-

nine.

a. (from SOTS ) The twenty-ninth.

^"1*1^ a. (corrupt, of^•T + 'T^f^) Eighty-nine.

Eighty-nine.

gTWn^ t. (/. w^) Forty-nine.

a. (mfn. ^Pfflft9^ -f-3*T) The

forty-ninth.

S^Pfe^ir a. (from^+ Having a

rib less than the usual number ; smaller than

the usual size.

^^;oKj
a gsf+^oxj^ The nineteenth.

\

Nineteen.

a. (mfn.

The nineteenth.

|P*JjP a. (from §^T+ ^<£) Destitute of vigour

and energy, spiritless.

§;mtOTa.(§;r+ c*rt3^for cntaA) Fifteen.

g5^^ a. (m/k from §sT^f%) The fifty-ninth.

§^f^s. (/.^+ ^f^) Fifty-nine.

§^Rl%3^ a ,

(
wyn . §=Rf^ + 35X) The fifty-

ninth.

§^t^ a. (S^ +^ttt) Fifty-nine.

g^PTS^ a, (§
5
T+ 5T^") Sixty-nine.

g^^Tt^ a. (mfn. from'g^R^f^) The sixty-

ninth.

Sixty-nine.
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§^*T^f\33JI a. (™/n. ^^R^ftj+^SI) The

sixty-ninth.

Seventy-nine.

a , („ ŵ . from^TKtfS ) The seventy-

ninth.

Seventy-nine.

a. (mfn. gT^ftft+W) The

seventy-ninth.

a. (corrupt, of Nineteen.

Also written

a. (from ) The nineteenth.

^1 interj. Sans. A particle of, 1. Interrogation.

2. Anger. 3. Reproach, abuse. 4. Arrogance.

s. (n.) A city.

^•^Root, i. (§UM) To sew, to weave.

§TT|. s. The white ant (Termes bellicosus).

The white ant

(Termes bellicosus).

!^)*r<P a. (m. ^<F + ^T) A man of the third class,

a Vaisya, a merchant or husbandman. (Lit.

Born from the thigh of Brahma).

indecl. Sans. A particle implying, 1. As-

sent. 2. Expansion. See

indecl. Sans. A particle of, 1. Assent. 2. Ex-

pansion. See ^T^l and .

§<1<3\J a . (mfn. from §<F, + <F3) 1.

Promised. 2. Expanded.

§3? s. (m.) The thigh.

^<r\5l 5. (m. !^<F + \Sf) A Vaisya, a man of the

third tribe. (Lit. Born from the thigh of

BrahmA.)

s. (from The thigh.

^ (_^^». + The knee.

(Lit. The joint of the thigh.)
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^<£<Ct indecl. Sans. A particle implying, 1 . Pro-

mise. 2. Expansion.

§¥3§ s. (m. §*F+ ^5§) A painful and dange-

rous tumour in the thigh.

1. To be strong. 2.

To live.

m. from R. 1. The month Kdrtika

(October-November). 2. Effort, exertion. 3.

Strength, power. 4. Breath, breathing. («.)

Water.

Power-

ful, strong.

Powerful, strong.

§^Tf^ s. (m. from §^ for §^1, + ^ffe for^tfe)

A spider. Also written

§Ti s. (/. from R. S\) Wool, felt, &c. the hair

of sheep, deer, camels, &c. 2. A circle of hair

between the eye-brows considered as an indica-

tion of greatness.

§*rtrr s .

(
m . +¥ ) 1 . A woollen blanket. 2.

A ram.

§{root, n. (gtftfo, To

cover, to hide, to screen, to conceal.

s. (t. Belonging to the camp or to the

royal army.

§"^J3i3~fr s . (p. Joj The language of the

camp or of the army : the dialect spoken by the

higher class of the Muhammadans in India,

Hindustani.

s. (p. JM| j^) The market which

attends an army, or a monarch, when on an

expedition.

§<F a. (corrupt, of 1. Above, upper. 2.

High, elevated. 3. Abandoned.

s. (w. corrupt, of §^<3?) A kind of drum.

a. (mfn.) 1. Superior, higher, high. 2.

Abandoned, s. (Beng.) Height. — ^° ad.

Sans. Upwards, above, up, further, onwards.

After this, hereafter, moreover.

afSf s. (m. + A kind of drum. a. Suf-

fering from flatulency in the stomach.

a. (mfn. + Going upwards, ascend-

Ascended, gone up-

wards.

§1*113*1 a. (-fil\mfn. §| +^f*H) As-

cending, going upwards.

§¥311^ a. (mfn.§^+ Thick-kneed, long-

shanked.

^W^a. (mfn. corrupt, of^^Sit^T) Long-thighed,

thick-kneed.

§¥^5 a. (mfn. corrupt, of§ Long-thighed,

thick-kneed.

§FIjf%«. (mfn. §^ + "^f^) Turning the eyes

upwards, looking upwards, s. (f.) The act of

looking upwards.

§¥3l°R a. (mfn. + Lifting the arms

upwards
;
standing with uplifted arms (as de-

votees do).

a. (mfn. §^ + ^3) Put over the head

(as the sacrificial string of a Brahman). Manv

n. 44.

§fWvilo a. (-^\mfn.^% + R^R) Chaste.

The world above

;

Indra's heaven.

jjNrf s. (m. + Expiration; the

emission of breath, a. (mfn.) Breathing with

difficulty like an asthmatical person. Carer/.

2 L 2
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^^^5 & (mfn. ^^H-"5^) Superior, placed above

or on high.

if Situated above,

placed on high.

J^^^ft s. (/.) The name of a nymph. See

si (n. §^+^^5) The thigh-bone.

5^f*1 s . (jw/*.) 1. A wave ; a surge ; a current of

water. 2. A fold or plait in a garment. 3. Light,

manifestation. 4. Swiftness, speed. 5. Unea-

siness, distress, pain. Also written

§f**&1 5. (/. §P*f+^1) 1. A wave. 2. A
plait or fold. 3. A ring. Willtins' MS.

gflSlH a . (-H^ mfn. §f*sf+*I^) l.Wavy,

billowy. 2. Bent, crooked; undulated, plaited,

curled (as hair).

The ocean.

s. (/.) A kind of grass (Andropogon ser-

ratum).

s. (m.) An owl. See ^^K?

.

g^RooT, I. To be diseased.

J^^T s. (m.) Salt ground, soil impregnated with

saline particles. (?*.) Dawn, day-break. See

s. (n.) Black pepper. See 3^1

.

!y^P5 a. (mfn.^ Saline, salt (said of land), s.

(n.) A spot with saline soil.

§<l<)n,0. (-3^ mfn. Sl-fc,^) Consisting

of saline soil.

s. The morning twilight, the dawn. See

§^t^W s. (§^1+^T^) from^M) Morn-

ing, the dawn.

^53Xt"t£ An artificial word used by ancient

writers on Sanskrit grammar to denote the

letters *1 ^ T ^ . Colebr. Gr. p. 5.

5^2^ Root, i. (^££3) To reason, to infer, to

apprehend. With prefixed, (^T^^fsJ or

T^I^U3 To assemble, to be assembled.

or s. (mfn. from R. §2T ) 1. Delibera-

tion, inference, reasoning. 2. Supplying an

ellipsis.

s. + The complete

investigation of a thing.

a. (mfn. R. ^^+^) Requiring to be sup-

plied, elliptical.

^ The seventh vowel of the Hindu alphabet.

It has the sound of ri in rill.

Q Root, i. (^5^ft) To go, to approach.

2. To gain, to obtain, to acquire. In the causal

form To put into motion, to direct,

to throw.—in. (Ijrfjf) To go.—v. (Wttfa)

To injure, to kill. (Also written

3^ s. (/.) The first Veda. See ^¥ .

s . (m. $*+^R") The letter ^ or any

character expressing the sound of ^* .

3pgl s. (n. R. '^\+ 5i) 1. Wealth, property,

possessions : especially the effects of a dead

man. Wilkins' MS. 2. Gold.

Root, v. To kill, to hurt, or

seek to hurt.

s. (m. from R. 3^?) 1. A bear. 2. A
plant (Bignonia Indica). 3. (mn.^ A star, a

constellation. 4. The constellation Ursa Minor.

Morton. 5. The particular star in the twenty-
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seven mansions of the moon under which a

person happens to be born. Manu vi. 10. a.

(mfn.} Pierced, cut, divided.

^^t^Tl s . (f from 3*5$+^) A potherb (Con-

volvulus argenteus or paniculatus).

A potherb

(Convolvulus paniculatus, the pale sort).

(ra.) 1. A shower, a stream. 2. (m.) A
family-priest.

SW^t s. (m. OTf) The Rig-Veda, the

first of the four Vedas. As. Res. vfri. 388. 399.

See ^5

.

a. (-f^>/«.S^T+^l) Know-

ing the Rig-Veda, studying the Rig-Veda prin-

cipally.

Root, vi. (^"5»f3) To laud, to praise, to

extol.

(/. R. 1. A hymn ; a stanza. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 449. 2. The Rig-Veda, so called

because the principal portion of its contents

consists of hymns in praise of the several deities

of Hindu polytheism. As. Res. vm. 388.

Root, vi. 1. To go, to move.

2. To fail in faculties. 3. To become hard or

stiff.

§^Root, i. (^3^3) 1. To go. 2. To stand

or be firm. 3. To be strong. 4. To gain. 5. To

live. 6. ($^5G3) To fry.

s. (n. from R. ^-^L,) 1. A frying-pan.

2. The name of a part of the infernal regions.

Manu iv. 90.

3^3T a . (mfn. R. ^"3^+3) 1. Straight, not

bent. 2. Upright, sincere, honest. — \?1 (y.)

or —^5 («.) Straightness, uprightness, since-

rity, honesty.

^T^ffaa. (mfn. Honest, up-

right, sincere.

s. {in. R. <^3T + «T) A leader.

3^1 Root, viii. (SJOtfa or 3T]T3
j

or ^"tC3) To go.

s. in. R. ^ Wilkins' Gr. § 697.) 1. A
loan, a debt. 2. (In algebra) The sign of nega-

tion or subtraction, a minus. 3. (In astronomy)

the westward motion of a planet (in anteceden-

tia.) Wilkins' MS. 4. A fort, a strong-hold.

a. (mfn. Involved in debt.

v. a. (OT+^K?) To borrow, to

receive a loan.

Lending money, making

loans.

^'TOH s. (n. $°\ -r-TTt^T) The lending ofmoney,

the giving of money as a loan.

^tlTta5

a. (w/rc.^+Tffe5

)
Lending mo-

ney, giving money as a loan. s. (w.) A creditor,

a lender.

3^31^ a. (-3^ ™>.^ + <TV) Indebted,

owing a debt to others.

Sttfsf*^ a. (mfn. ^l+faf5^) Indebted,

loaded with debts.

a. (mfn. + Mil) Consisting of debts,

made up by borrowing
;
purchased or sold on

credit.

a. (mfn. ^l+^JS5
) Liberated from

debt, released from debt.

WHPTfrrr s. (n. OT+^TfrR) The

clearing off a debt.

a . (-f\\mfn.^°\+t^ )
Having debts,

indebted, s. (»?.) A debtor.

^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 1, True.

2. Luminous, enlightened. 3. Respected, es-

teemed, s. (n.) 1. Truth. 2. Water. 3. Glean-

ing : especially a lawful gleaning and gathering.

Manu iv. 5.—(As an affix) Affected with.

Morton.
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six seasons :

thence used as a symbol to express the number

six. Wilkins* MS.

$^\i<U a. (mfn. from ^^£+ TT) One who wor-

ships the seasons as deities. Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

§*3t^3 a. (mfn. + True or false.

Manu i. 28.

s. (to.) t. A season: any one of the six

seasons into which the Hindus divide the year,

each comprising two months. (Their succession

is always the same). 2. A month. 3. The

menstrual evacuation.

ilfipSftV. (/.^+^1)a female at a certain

period, or one arrived at the age of puberty.

^3Tt3l s. (from ^J+ Tt^i^P) The spring.

(Lit. The king of the seasons.)

ad. Sans, (locat. case of Except,

besides. It governs the accusative or ablative

case. Manu n. 172.

(f. from Rightness, fitness,

trueness. Wilkins' MS.

(to.) A family-priest. See

Qtf&^s. (to. 3^+3^ from R. ®sS[J A do-

mestic priest, a family-priest. Manu n. 143.

SeeSlWtf) and ^WlRvi .

Augmented, increased,

stored up
;
prosperous, thriving, s. (w.) Stored

grain.

s.
(J.

R. f3) 1. Augmentation, in-

crease. 2. Riches, wealth, property. 3. The

name of a medicinal plant. See

Root, iv. To increase, to be

augmented, to grow, to prosper. With

prefixed, to grow, to increase.

1. To increase. 2. To augment or make pros-

per and increase.

Root, m. To injure, to kill.

Also written

(to.) A deity, a divinity.

(m.) It A name of Indra. 2. Indra's

heaven or paradise. 3. Indra's thunderbolt.

3**^ Root, vi. ($t**S*f3) To injure, to kill.

Also written

Root, vi. (^-*lf\j) To go, to approach,

3^ s. (to.) L A bull. (Frequently used in

composition, when it implies eminence or dis-

tinction; e. g.) <3<^3^sD s. (m.) The most

eminent (lit. the bull) of the Bkarata-v&ce ;

from ^Ra£+<^3 . 2. The first of the twen-

ty-four principal Jinas, or Jaina saints. 3. The

second of the seven notes of the Hindu gamut,

by abbreviation, ri. 4. A medicinal plant.

(to.) 1. A RisM, or patriarchal sage.

Manu in. 194. There are several orders of

these sages or saints : see

&c. The uncompounded name is

especially applied to seven ancient sages (the

first of whom is Vasisht'ha), who hold in my-

thology an exalted and mysterious rank, and

who form in astronomy the asterism of the

greater Bear. Wilson. Also an imaginary circle.

Kola S. p. 379. In the Vedas, the Rishi of a

Mantra or hymn is the inspired author of it.

As. Res. viii. 391. 2. The name of a fish

(Cyprinus Rishi, Buchanan's MS.} Carey.

The host of sages.

^pPfeNl s.
(f.

%tft + *i#3fl. from

The fifth day in the first half of the month

Bhddra. As. Res. in. 290.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3^+3) Gone.

s. (f.
R. 3^+f\3) % A sword, a staff.

2. Inauspiciousness of the heavenly bodies.
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s. (m. R. $^+TT) The painted or white-

footed antelope.

The name of

several plants, viz. Cowach (Carpopogon pru-

riens), and two species of Sida (cordifolia and

rhombifolia).

^ R'i The eighth vowel of the Hindu alphabet

;

having the sound of ri long in marine.

^ Root, ix. (^X*ttf^) To go, to move.

^Mt" s. (m. ^+<^t^") The letter
'J or any

character representing the sound of *g .

«n} The ninth vowel of the Hindu alphabet: it

ought to have the power of Iri, but it is more

usually expressed by li as in lip. The only

word in which this letter is commonly used,

is the root 3*1 with some of its derivatives.

s. (m.^ + ^1^T) The letter^ or any

character representing the sound of .

^ The tenth vowel of the Hindu alphabet, pro-

perly having the sound of Iri, but sounded like

li in police.
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s. (m. ^+^t3") The letter ^ or any

letter representing the sound of .

^ The eleventh vowel of the Hindu alphabet,

having the sound of e in grey.

Q interj. Sans. A respectful particle of address.

^ pron. (corrupt, of ^) This.

ad. (3 +3I3f*l ) 1. Till now. .2. From

this, henceforth.

pron. (corrupt, of ^) This, this very, even

this. See ^

.

) For this reason,

hence, on this account.

^t5FC°i ad. +Wl from 5^1) This instant,

now, instantly.

At this very in-

stant, forthwith.

^t^TT<3 ad. (3$^+^) Still, yet, even

now.

atfiillES ad. (3f + f;TfeS) For this reason.

3f*R a. + After this, behind this.

a. Such, of this kind.

ad. In this manner, thus.

flMWft* ad. flt+^KZ from tt) Whence,

wherefore, for which reason.

33^3 a. (^t +^) Thus.

ad. (locat. case of m^3) This being

the case, under these circumstances.

a. (3t+ 3Pj) Such; of this quality.

ad. Thus, in this manner.
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33s

tfyS^ad. (p^+CS^) On this account, for

this reason, therefore.

^IVJfP ad. (ptKiK^+^) On this account,

for this reason, therefore.

<3t^T a. (from R. K^L) This word is used as the

adjective of a painful ulcer which breaks out

between the hoofs of cows, and frequently oc-

casions the hoof to fall off. The same word is

also applied to an ulcer in the mouths of cattle.

Carey.

An ulcer between the

hoofs or in the mouths of black cattle. Carey.

3^ a. (mfn. Wilkins' Gr. p. 108) 1. One.

2. The same. 3. Alone, solitary. 4. " The

one," in contradistinction from " The other."

5. plur. Qffi Some, certain persons. 6. Chief,

eminent, unique, ad. Sans. (—<f?) Only, alone.

-31 (/.) or -f (n.) Unity.

3<P>Alloi a. (3<?+ 3lt3l) Being of the same

size.

3<N4-lW a. (P^+^tK corrupt, of3Tff ) Half,

the moiety of one.

One and the same, identical,

the very same.

Twenty-one.

a. (Z\<$ +^?) One by one, singly, seve-

rally.

Z\^<$ a. (mfn. ^1^+^) Alone, solitary, isolated,

single.

QG&feteGa. (mfn. Q<£+ 3*sf\+ <FR3> )

Doing the same thing, employed in the same

work, of the same profession, s. A competitor.

^^Hfr a. (mfn. ^+^Wpf from #W)
Belonging to the same time or period, coeval,

cotemporary, simultaneous.

&Q$lMkt€k (3^4-^1^ locat. case of

At the same time, at once.
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One, one piece.

q^fell a. (P&+*ffe$\ corrupt. pfSM^H
Belonging to the same village.

Single (applied to

cords, hair, and other things which have a

fibrous appearance). Carey.

iPt&rt *. (*f+*n corrupt, of vStT) Head-

strong, obstinate, self-willed, perverse.

a. Obstinate. Mohun P. p. 117. See

a. (mfn. Having the same

spiritual preceptor, s. A spiritual brother, a

pupil of the same preceptor, a condisciple.

3^f#l.l a. (33 +^fcl1 from *R) Re-

tired, secluded, solitary, having no intercourse

with society.

3^53£Hl a. (from 335+ "5SpT) Having but

one eye, blind of one eye.

$m>% \f%
0>t

\ a. (mfn. from ^<N>^R^K)
The forty-first.

s. (/. ^^+^tft°^)
Forty-one.

a. (mfn.

3*1) The forty-first.

3<^fpfl«. (^+"&fM) Forty-one.

3<ET>"fcTl a . (33?+ T>t^1) Roofed on one side

only (a house), s. A shed.

3^fi>^3 a. (mfn. ^^ +f%^) Having but one

thought; pursuing one object exclusively; sedu-

lous, attentive, unanimous.

a. (from^+ CU^\) Monopolized.

s. A monopolizer, a monopolist.

7rKT) A monopoly.

q^^TTTlf^^ a. (mfn.^

±

5^1 & StffSs?)
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Placed under equal obligations, as joint bonds-

men. (Lit. Protected by the same shadow.)

>3<Pt»r&ITl s. (^+ Ifffefl from English suit ?)

A single garment. Carey.

^^3i a. (mfn. + Born alone, produced

alone.

3^3tt^arf. (3^+ 3£3fft for ^SfJ.) Inces-

santly, frequently, repeatedly.

One, an entire one.

<3^£"ft1 s. (3<F + l»t5rl) A single line. a. Ex-

tended, ad. In a right line. Carer/.

One, merely one, one single.

°" (p&+\) 0ne> but one
>
trifling, small,

little.

One, a little, very small.

One, a little, very small,

trifling.

A small piece, a

little bit, a morsel.

^^OT ad. + Together, in common,

unitedly.

3^Ft^i a. (^+ ¥t5?T) Having an even or

smooth descent, having an even or regular slant.

^^351 s. (from + Having the same

object, a rival, a competitor. Morton.

$f3^t a. (-f$*t mfn-
Having one string, subject to the same lord.

3^3*1 a (mfn. 3^ + 3*1) One out of many.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 108.

3<\3« a. (mfn.^ + 1. Either, one of the

two. 2. Other, different. Wilkins' Gr. p. 108.

3<KJ«^«. (3^ + a. On the same side.

33\3l s. (/-)or-f (n.3^+ 31 or +J) Union,

oneness, conformity, sameness.

3^3"^ a. (m/w.3^+ from R.3^) Closely

attentive, having the mind fixed on one object

exclusively, s. (ra.) Musical unison. See

vl^^T5^ s. (m. ^^P+ ^I^T) Harmony, unison;

the accurate adjustment of song, dance, and

instrumental music.

a. (>Q^+ ;3t?Tl) Having only one floor

or story, s. A single lock.

) A small cryptogamous

plant (Ophioglossum cordifolium). Carey.

Made of a single gourd

(as lutes, &c).

ad. Sans. (^ + 3") In one place, to-

gether.

q^J-oKj ^ from^ft" *!^) The thirty-

first.

33^°*^
(f. W+jtP'IS) Thirty-one.

a. (mfn. q3firo*t^ +3H) The

thirty-first.

q^o^l a , (from^^f!ro>ef^) The thirty-first.

(corrupt, of ) The thirty-

first day of a month.

name of Ganesa.

(Lit. The single-toothed : one of his tusks being

broken off in a contest with Kartikeya, or ac-

cording to another tradition, with Parasu ram a.)

3<FRl ad. Sans. («Q^ + T{1) Once, at one time
;

at once, at the same time.

mfn. 3& + f%*{j Directed

towards the same point
;
having the same ten-

dency or direction.

$&ffi?NS. a. (mfn. + Situated

in the same region, belonging to the same place

or to the same country.

JHHP'S a. (mfn. ^H-^-T) Professing the

same religion, subject to the same duty.

2 M
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3<* ad. Sans. (35+*H) Simply, separately.

a. 33+ ^5') Cattle for special

burden, fit for but one kind of labour.

a. (mfn.^^'^^I Cattle

for special burden. See 33^.
3^$3ft«l a. (mfn. 33 +^+^) Cattle of

special burden. See

Xl^frtm «. (33+*Tfc[1 for TtH^) Having the

same name. s. A namesake.

33pri>Tr s, (m.33
+
prtTT) One and the same

plan or determination, a. (mfn.) Having the

same plan, come to the same resolution.

3^6 8. (33+*l for ^Hf) One-fourth, a fourth

part, a quarter.

^##1*1 a. (
mfn. from33W*K) The fifty-

first.

Fifty-one.

fifty-first.

4$fC?t s. (JT.
33 + piT[+§) A path, a road,

a way.

33*ftiu (33+*n£i) The Hindu outer gar-

ment. (Lit. Made with a single breadth of the

cloth.)

One-fourth, the fourth

part of a thing, a quarter.

33fft*1 a. (corrupt, of On one side,

aslant, turned to one side.

Turned to

side, aslant.

33pftl s. (m. 33+f*ffi ) A name of Kv

3*PPW[^ s. (m. 4fotfflMftT) A name of

Kuvera.

33{?rfOTl a. (from 3^5 A single screw)

Turning once in the manner of a screw (as

one

)VERA.

a lock that fastens with a single turn of the

key).

3lpli m (33+ 0# )
Acting uniformly after

a concerted plan, united in the same plan of de-

ception or collusion.

33SW^T a. (mfn. 43^+tji'l<) Of the same

kind, of the same description, uniform, con-

formable. .

q<p^^<P a . (mfn. 33+3^+3) Subject to

the authority of one individual, monarchical.

33^3 s. (n. 33+3"^+^) The authority of

one single individual
;
monarchy.

QRg&ggpdi (33

+

a. u^s,) At one time, at once.

a. Simultaneous, coeval.

3<F<rri^T
vad. (>Q<j?+ A . Jjb) Inclined to one side,

one-sided, ad. On one side.

33^T>»r s. (n. 33+ TU'T) (In grammar) the

singular number.

3337^3^1 s . (n. 33+.^ + *rx£t33ci)

An equation involving only one unknown quan-

tity, a uniliteral equation. Colebr. Alg. p. 185.

333f<E> a. (mfn. 33+ <Tt<£)) Uttering the

same opinion, entertaining the same sentiments.

-31 (/.) Unanimity, concurrence in opinion.

333lftir1 a. (from ^3 +3t^) 1. Pertina-

cious, obstinate, adhering to what has once

been declared, dogmatical. 2. (From 33+
^ot*1

)
Belonging to one part or side. ad. On

one side, in one part.

333tPl ad. (33 +3lFl corrupt, of

locat. case of ) In part, partly.

3331^" ad. (33+3t3") At one time, once upon

a time.

3^3fa*fl ad. (h. Jj\Sj\) At once, all at once,

suddenly, unexpectedly.

ad. (Beng. locat. case of 333"fa) All

at once, on a sudden.
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3<$< l*T$l§. (from M*$s) The collecting of par-

ticulars into one head, a total sum. Carey.

33ft°*1 a. (mfn. from 33f3"
OK

rf\?) The twenty-

first.

q<fft°*rfas. (/. 33+-fe°*tf3) Twenty-one.

33ft *tf^3H a. (mfn. 33f3°*rft+3H)
The twenty-first.

33"f^ s. (m. 33 +f^) 1. A single drop.

2. A short space of time. Carey.

33f^lft a. (-ft^ mfn. 33 +-faW+t\)
Directed to one common object, striving for the

same end. s. (m.) A rival.

cryptogamous plant

(Osmunda Zeylanica). Hort. Ben. p. 75.

ff*Wt9 a. (-f$\mfn. 33 +31^X1
+ ^L*1^) Following the same profession or trade.

s. A competitor.

3<P<)<*> a. (33 +^3*) Eating only one meal

during a whole day.

3^fj a. (-^To mfn. 33 +*!^) Being of

the same opinion, unanimous, of one accord.

4^fTf6tfi a. (33+mfihri w ntffe)

Plastered over once with earth (as Hindu idols).

single string

of flowers, pearls, &c. worn as a necklace.

3^51$ s . (33+<rrte) An association, a body

of persons, a collection of things.

WOT a. {mfn. 33 + Gltfr ) Born of the

same mother, sprung from the same source.

<Qwtat s. (m. 33+ Tt3t for Tt3FP) The sole

king, an absolute king or ruler.

333P1 a. (mfn. 33 + ^1*1 ) Of the same shape

or form, similar, uniform. — \31 (/.) Uniformity.

3^Tftn a. (33+ C^Wl for (Tfa) Blindly

following an impulse of rage, obstinate, un-

ruly.
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33^ a. (mfn. 33 + *^) Lonely, solitary, single,

private.

33*T*TtfOTl a. (from 33*1+*^) Loving

solitude, fond of retirement.

33fTl a. (from 33^) Alone, solitary, isolated,

single.

A single border round

the edge of cloth or of garments, a. Alone,

solitary, single. Carey.

33fftT43fTl ad. (33fTl+"^fTl) One or two

together, a few.

3,ifw S . (33+^1 ) The name of a disease

which consists in an enlargement of one of the

testicles, a swelled testicle. Carey.

q^ft a . (33+ f*TC) Having the same ter-

mination, having the same issue, s. (In gram-

mar) a species of compound word, in which the

terminations of all the members except one are

rejected. Carey.

33^fl a . (33+ ^f|) Sixty-orie.

33^& a. (mfn. from 33^3"f^) The sixty-first.

33^*. (/. 33+^) Sixty-one.

33^f%351 a. (mfn.33^ + 3*1) The sixty-

first.

33*tfft a. (-f^ mfn. 33+^+^L)
United, come together, assembled, collected.

33*F3^" a. (33 +3T3^) Seventy-one.

33^ a. ^ + 3fl) Closely attentive,

having the mind engaged with one object ex-

clusively.

+^) A heifer one

year old.

33^1^1 a. (33 + $:W from R."5jj) Single, one.

331 a. (from 33) Alone, solitary, single.

33k£U a. (mfn. 33+ v4jl<pU) Having the

same shape or form, similar, alike.

2 M 2
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a. (-f^T w/k 3^+ 3tff3F^ suffix)

Alone, solitary, single.

3^t?3?a. (mfn. 3^ + :3I53?for ^fe) One-eyed,

monoculous.

a. (mfn. 3<l? + ^3l£| ) Turned towards or

intent on one object, engaged in one pursuit

exclusively
;

intent, closely attentive ; undis-

turbed, unperplexed. s. (n.) The whole of the

long side of a figure which is subdivided.

Colebr. Alg. p. 312. (/.) The being en-

gaged in the pursuit of one object exclusively;

close attention.

a. (mfn. Having the

mind fixed upon one subject, intent.

a. (mfn. ^^t^l + TT) Pui'suing one ob-

ject exclusively; intent, closely attentive.

)
Ruling alone

the whole world, having a wide extent of power.

33?t^R" a. (contract, of fl^^RF") Seventy-one.

3^TH3l s. If.^ + The unity

of spiritual essence ; the doctrine of one uni-

versal spirit.

3^tT[*l s . (-^ n . ^ +W"K) Eleven.

Beng. The eleventh day of a lunar month.

Mohun P. p. 131.

^"fa^fl a. (from 3^1^*1 ) The eleventh
;
espe-

cially the eleventh day of a lunar month.

^^tfepll a. (mfn. ^W+StffpT+^-) In re-

gular order or succession, successive.

^^Tfel^IW. Sans, (locat. case of^tfTfZFI)
Successively, in regular series, uninterruptedly.

One or

two together, a few. Morton.

A sole ruler,

a monarch, a sovereign.

a. (from ^^ + =T^) Ninety-one.

^tT^" a. (from 3^ +^^) Ninety-one.

a. (from 3<£) One, only, single.

3^3* a. (mfn. 3^ + 313") 1. Tending to one

end, having the same result, effectual. 2. Ex-

cessive, extreme. 3. Solitary, private, uninha-

bited, ad. Much, excessive
;
entirely, certainly.

^t^Tl s. (^3=1 +^3<1 ) A vow to take one

meal every other day.

3<ft^T s. (n. Q^+lffi) 1. One and the same

food. 2. (m.) A mess-mate. a. (mfn.') Having

all things in common, messing together.

Sfaftf a. (corrupt, of 3<Pf^t*K) Fifty-one.

3<pl?ji<P^ a , (^t^ + R. ^3 )
Partaking of

the same food as others, s. A messmate.

3^WT#l a. (-fW^ rnfn.^+^ + ^tf^T

from R. ;3T^J Receiving a supply of food from

one person only. Manu it. 188.

^^falR a. (mfn. S^+^tl^) Made up of

the same numbers or constituent parts
;
uniform,

alike, conformable, similar.

A single string of

beads, flowers, &c.

A heifer one year old.

^tlFT a. (mfn. ^l^ + ^IIf^) Closely attentive,

intent, s. (n.) The name of a portion of the

Vedas. Trans. R.A.S. i. 575.

33*tWfaa. (w/».,^te+ 5ts3) Closely at-

tentive, intent.

3^1^" s. (m. 3 + ) The letter 3, or any

character expressing the sound of 3

.

^W=\ ad. + For this reason, on

this account.

3^1*1^5. (3^+ ^3rT^") 1. An undistinguished

multitude, a number of persons eating or acting

together without distinction of rank or class.

2. A general inundation. Careg.

a. (mfn. 3<? +^I^) 1. Having the same
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purpose or object. 2. Having the same mean-

ing, synonymous.

q^jT^Trl a . (from^+ *K3) Loving soli-

tude, unsocial, retired, lonely.

3^t*fi a. (corrupt, of 3^1*ftf\?) Eighty-one.

Eighty-one.

a. (mfn. 33*Wtfo +3H) The

eighty-first.

4^3fflftW a. (from ^-H^ltC?) Inclining to-

wards one side, leaning to one side, occupying

one side ; aslant.

>Q^t^T (m. from >3^+ 3lf^+ ^) The

name of a plant : see (iEschynomene

grandiflora).

3^>Ht s. (femin. of 33^1^) The name

of a medicinal plant (Cissampelos hexandra).

3^t^ a. (^^+ HI^ from ^^^T
)
Lasting only

one day, ephemeral.

) A single meal

in the day.

3#^T; a. (-"R\ mfn. ^^t^ +t^)
1 . Taking a single meal in the day. 2. Living

on the same food.

a. (from 1. Alike, the same. 2. Single.

3. Together.

^f^Tfi s. (a. *Juac) Faith, belief, trust, con-

fidence.

a- (a. ^jJb) Certain, sure, reliable, ac-

curate.

Q*gK-\\ s. (corrupt, of 3^f3"°*] ) The twenty-

first day of a month. Mohun P. p. 139.

33n5*1 a. (from 3^) Solitary, unsocial, single,

alone, odd.

-Q^5TT!Tt\3^1 s. (3^3*1 + p. b^) A monopoly.

S^«. (from 4^) A sum, a total.

^<^W ad. (Beng. locat. case of ^^*[J In the

whole, altogether.

pgff a. (corrupt, of 3^°*tf3) Twenty-one.

^If^ a. (P^\+^U) Twenty-one times

(repeated). Carey.

QfPWa. (from 3^*1) The twenty-first.

^t^st<5?a«?. (from^<f) One by one, alternately,

singly.

a. (from ^Ptj Single, solitary, alone.

a. (^^ +5^4) Alone, dependent on

one's self alone.

a. (mfn. ^<£+ ^<?) One by one, each

separately.

4J<P<J>*IS ad. Sans, (^t^ + ^t1

!) Severally,

one by one, each separately.

Done for the

same purpose, or with the same view.

a. (mfn. from hl(.<eH 0^ 1 -

feowK) The thirty-ninth.

Thirty-nine.

3wiWf\iu (/. ^+§5r+ ;Rft)Eighty-

nine.

a. (mfn.

The eighty-ninth.

^pt*Pft1*l a. (mfn. from^WW^)
The forty-ninth.

^r^trf^^s s . (f ^+S5r+ pW*r^)
Forty-nine.

Fifty-nine.

The fifty-ninth.

3t^H^3"f3 (/.w +§^

+

*&$3) sixty-

nine.
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a. (mfn.

Wl) The sixty-ninth.

3l3W*flfa t (/. ^+§^+3rftfo)
Seventy-nine.

a. (mfn.

v3^t) The seventy-ninth.

s. The name of a species of lark

(Alauda Ekoniya. Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey.

a. (mfn. »3<5 + )S^^) Having the same

resemblance, similar, analogous.

(a. A statement, a promise, an

engagement.

(p. i.scX>J\Js\) A written state-

ment, a written promise, an indenture, a con-

tract, a bond.

ad. (3 from^ ) At this moment,

instantly, immediately.

3^ ad. (^+^f for^ !) Now, this instant,

at present.

3*1^31^ ad. (ptifr&Rgty From this.

Q*$fft ad. (from 3®$f%) Instantly, presently,

immediately.

3*^1 Still, yet.

This place,

ae?. (locat. case In this place,

here.

(tf. ApjLS) Election, choice, free

will, authority, power.

(from a. iUa^l) Free will, choice,

power, authority, a. Subject to one's choice,

arbitrary.

a. (p. Sole, single, unique, incom-

parable, unanimous.

(p. from <GlC) Singleness,

peerlessness, excellence, unanimity.

Qtffa a. (corrupt, of #11 ) Eleven.

q?mf^l a, (from Qfife) The eleventh.

ty$$$$3 v. a. (from for 3jt§l ) To ad-

vance money, to pay revenues in advance.

^^tUli^t s. (from ^K^l
)
Anticipation of the reve-

nues, advance of money. Forster.

^dJd!BW9cts (^^rtuTfrom^^lrrt^,

) Hesitation. Forster.

a. (corrupt, of 3I^T + '5 x;
1't^[) Miscel-

laneous, mixed in a disorderly manner, like chil-

dren at play. Carey. To caress, coax.

^ Root, i. K To shine. 2. (^Iffe)

To quake or tremble.

^sH'P ad. (y\ + \SK*P) On this account, hence,

therefore, wherefore. Also written ^\5FP .

^FSjd^s. (i'Jj\$>\) A display, a manifestation,

a declaration.

3"tP*fa (3& for ^ffe , + for fSft)

The name of a fish (Cyprinus Laookoolee, Bu-

chanan's MSS.). Carey.

(corrupt, of +

The name of a fish (Zeus in-

sidiatus). Carey.

s. (corrupt, of ?) Tlie thick root of the

plantain tree.

Root, i. (^~&U3) To annoy, to resist, or

oppose.

a. (mfn.') Deaf.

(m.) 1. A ram. 2. A wild goat.

33^1 s. (femin. of Q\5^) A ewe.

s. (m. 33+^3) A medicinal plant,

used for the cure of ring-worm (Cassia Tora).

v. noun of^f^?) The act of escaping,

the act of getting off.
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3^3*p a. (mfn. 33+^)1. Deaf and dumb.

2. Wicked, perverse.

3^1 a. (from 3f^K5) Relinquished, rejected,

liberated.

(corrupt, of turning

away the refusal or disapprobation of

a thing. Carey.

a. (from Filthy, abominable,

reprobate.

<33"R s. (v. noun of 3f3U3) The relinquishing

a thing, the setting a person or animal at liberty.

a. Liberated, relinquished. Carey.

a. (from
)
Relinquished, rejected.

v. a. (from R. 3^*1?) To throw away, to

loosen, to relinquish ; to cast (as a fisherman

does his net). " The participle of this verb is

frequently compounded with To give ; it

then means to release, to relinquish." Carey.

s. (re.) 1. A building constructed of bones,

rubbish, &c. 2. A wall enclosing bones, a tomb,

&c. 3. A building of hard substances resem-

bling bones. Wilson. Also written 3\5<3?.

•^J ! s. (w.) A kind of deer or antelope, described

as being of black colour, with beautiful eyes

and short legs.

311^^ s. (m. 3°l JtWST) The moon. (Lit.

Having a deer as its mark.)

3*1^ s. (m. +^ from R. ^) The moon.

(Lit. Bearing a deer.)

s. (femin. of M ! q. v.)

a. (mfn. from R. ^?) 1. Of a variegated

colour. 2. Arrived, come. s. (m.) 1. A deer,

an antelope. 2- A variegated colour.

pron. (corrupt, of 3^t^^) So much, so

long, so many.

a. {mfn. 33"!^+ 3f) Arising from this,

produced by this.

pron. Sans. See 33^.

33^3^ s. (m. 33^+^T) The present

tune. ad. Now.

a. (mfn. Zffi^ffi+^T) Be-

longing to the present time.

33^5TtK ad. Sans. (33^ + 3$tK, ablat.

case of^°i) From this instant, henceforth, im-

mediately.

ad. Sans. (33^ +5W , locat. case

of ) Now, at this moment.

a. (mfn. 3^+3^) ) Similar to this,

equal.

a. (mfn. 33^ +^) Equal to this,

similar.

3^1^ pron. Sans. (mfn. Wilkins' Gr. p. 112.)

This. ad. Sans. Now. Frequently used in

comp. as will be seen from the articles that

immediately follow.

q^TTf^f^ a . (mfn. ^^^if^f^) Be-

sides this, moreover.

OTt^T^W. Sans. (-^°. 33^+3^^°)
Immediately after this.

a. (mfn. 33^+ 3I3
-

)
Ending thus, thus

terminated. Manu i. 49.

wMksH ad. Sans. (-^°. 33^+ 313^°)
Besides this.

33TlPW ad. (33^+3irW) With refe-

rence to this, compared with this, comparatively,

than.

^^C^f| ad. Sans. (331* + 3Rf*l ) So far, to

this or from this.

ad. (33"^+3lf^ from R. f^F
)

At most. (Lit. Not exceeding this.)

ad. (331* +3l3f) On this account, for

this reason, therefore.

A^l^ad. Sans. (33TT +3R$f locat. case of

^I^l ) For this reason, therefore.
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3v$kl ac?. (3 + 3"R1 ) Now, at this time. Morton.

) Thus beginning,

and so forth, ccetera.

33^Tt1W^ «. Thus be-

ginning and thus ending, s. All the circum-

stances of any thing from beginning to end.

4<S»Ul1 ad. (3 + 3^Tfa"
<

t°) Now, at present.

'33pT3^ a. (33&1 + 3^33") Different from this,

other than this.

33^3^ «• (33"&^+ 33^) More excellent than

this, better than this.

Z$Sl k<l' a. (33T^+3<T) That very same, the

same.

33"&[fi3 a. (mfn. 33^+^3) Attached to this,

belonging to this, existing in this.

33t<Ff^ a. (mfn. 33"!^+ C5£j'+'^F) Owing to

this reason, from this cause.

Separated from this,

besides this.

33H*I a. (mfn. 33\+<Pi) Of this shape, of

this description.

33f^ ad. Sans. (33^+3^) Like this, thus,

so. a. Such.

33*1 s. (m.~) Expiration, the exhaling of air from

the lungs.

3^S5 ad. (33 + W.) Within, less, not so much.

33^lt ad. (33 +Tlt) See 33^.
33^ ad. (33^+ ^T) Not this, not so.

33-3^ ad. (33^for33^+ ) Between

this, within this.

33^3^ arf. (33 for33^+3^) So many

ways, so often.

33<^ Q,> pron. Sans. Each, either. IVilkins' MS.

33ft ad. Sans. (33 from pron. 33TL +fX
suffix) Now, at this time, at present, thus.

33*1 5. (m.) A Brahman.

331 s. (femin. of 33) A female antelope.

33t^ a. (-% mfn. from 33^+ R. TJ*[)

Such, this like, similar to this. ad. Thus, in

this manner.

331^*1 a. (mfn. 331 for 33^, + Trf*1 from R.

^
w

1
v) Like this, such, similar to this.

33"fa^ ad. Sans, (from 33^+^^) Thus far,

so much, so great. Wilkins' Gr. § 909.

33t^3l ad. Sans, (instrum. case of 33l<T^)

By this, thereby, for this reason.

33t^Htrr ad. (33t<^+3TteT) Only this,

merely this.

33l<Tt*^?-ora. (—^% mfn. 331 for 33"^, +
^^) Such, proportionate to this, correspond-

ing to this
j

similar, analogous.

3(.3^ pron. (corrupt, of 33^) So many, so

much, so long.

3^Ft^ s. (a. jUj'I) Agreement, concord

;

chance, fortune.

3tv3 Cf
1 i s. (a. ^NoY) Information, news, a report.

(p. <u\j^lW) A written report, a

newspaper.

(A.jUy:!) Trust, reliance, confidence,

faith.

a. (from A.^Ly;|) To be relied upon,

faithful, confidential.

q^ITftl s. (a. *Li1 ) A farm of lands or duties.

3^3Tl*i^^«. (p-jIj^UjI) One who farms a

district, and lets the land to under-tenants.

(from p. jl,x«Uj1) The profes-

sion of one who farms a district.

3^ ad. (3 + *ti for ^IrT) Here, in this place.

3ft^arf. (3+f^ for ft*L) In this direc-

tion, this way.
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$ft&£3f^ad. (^ft^+^ft^) This way

and that way.

ad. (A+fWFl from ft^) In this di-

rection, this way.

qfkOlNSfes) ad. (ilftFl+vSfiEFl) This

way and that way, in this direction and that

direction.

**l^po The termination of a sort of adverb of re-

lative days, and as such considered to be a

Taddhita suffix : e. g. ^{l/PTpo On another

day, from^0 + . WilMns' Gr. § 1 047.

(Such adverbs are more correctly deducible from

R> q. v.)

Root, i. (^<tU3) To grow, to increase.

s. (m. from R. ^*^) Fuel, as wood, grass,

&c. See 3<t^.

s. (m. from R. flHj 1. Man. 2. (From

R. Fire. a. (mfn.) Increased, grown.

a. (mfn. pres. part, proper form, R.

Increasing.

s. (n. from R. t^J Fuel, wood. See 3<1 .

This border, this edge,

this extremity.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. >*l^) Increased,

grown.

3T^s. (n.) t Sin, guilt, offence, fault. 2.

Blame, censure, reproach.

3Frpn3 ad. (^l+Prfej) For this reason, on

this account.

ad. (^+fT^IU3 locat. case of

fife) At this moment, at this instant.

(/.) A female antelope. See ^-3 and

^•T An Unadi suffix, appearing at the end of

some substantives ; e. g. s. (/.) A she-

elephant, from R. To do. WilMns' Gr. § 871.

ad. (3+^W) Thus far, till now,

hitherto, still, yet.

W\ ad. (from 3 +W for ^4) On that

side, on the other side. See

33^tR«tf. (3. + locat. case of%&t%)
In this manner, of this sort, after this mode,

thus.

3^3* ad. (3 +^T^) For this

this account.
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ns reason, on

QWfe&FRad. (3 + *FK5+ ^3 + ^T3)Through
and through.

ad. Sans. Also, even, verily. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 548. As, like. WUsoji. Even, indeed. Carey.

^*I ad. Sans. Thus, so, in this manner, and,

moreover. Wilkins' Gr: p. 548.

a. (mfn. Of such qualities,

of this description.

Such,

of this sort.

a. (mfn. 33° +^ ) Thus formed, thus

shaped.

^^S^ s. (a. ^ojx.) A change, a substitute, an

exchange ; a retribution, a reward.

(a. (jijjt* fjiyt) An exchange,

barter.

a. (from a. jjoj*) Instead of, in lieu of.

^^"tea. (mfn. 33 +3^t?") Thus, such,

of this description.

«. (»»>. + forf^ft) Of

this sort, of this description, such.

a. (mfn. + Such, of such a

d̂escription.

^Wflrf. (3 +31^) This time, this once, now.

3^1^ s. (a. a» The text of a work, a

reading, a phrase, an idiom, style.

2 N
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^1<T ad. (from pron. ^^ ^?) Now, at this time.

ad. (3 + 3^3) Thus, so, such, in this

manner. Also written

3*3FT ad. (3 +3^ from R. *Pt) In this manner,

thus, such, so. Also written

^fct'lfa^i s. (a. cJjUc) 1. A building, an edifice.

2. An upper-room.

a. (from a. c->;Uc) Belonging to a

building.

^3|s3l s. (from^+34\5) This border, this edge,

this end.

From this

end to that.

^TT A Taddhita suffix, requiring the change

called Vriddhi of the first vowel of the word

to which it is subjoined. It serves to form

patronymics, e. g.
5Tfrrni s. (m.) An off-

spring of the goddess Ganga Wilkins'

Gr. § 888, and adjectives, e. g, a.

(mfn.) Belonging to a town, from s. A
town. Wilkins' Gr. § 900.

A Kridanta suffix, by which some substan-

tives are derived from verbal roots ; e. g. ^ Csj^.

s. (m.) A bird, from R. To fly. Wilkins'

Gr. § 845.

^1^"^3 s. (m.) The castor-oil plant, from the seed

of which castor-oil is made, Palma Christi

(Ricinus communis).

3^v3^ s. (». 3^3+^) The castor-oil plant

(Ricinus communis). See ^<Cv3.

IQ< IH I s. (a. A desire, a wish, an inclina-

tion, a disposition.

3<fP| a. (3 +3^1) Of this form, in this manner,

thus. s. This mode, this description.

SRSGi ad. (3 + 35P1 locat. case of 3Pj ) In this

manner, thus.

^-ilfW s. (from 3^1 +^31) The name

of a granular substance, apparently vegetable,

of a reddish brown colour, and used as a

drug and as a perfume. Wilson. " It appears

to be the powder of some mineral ore/' Carey.

(m.) A name of Ktjvera. See

^^V^t^s. (a. ^UO Garments, cloths.

«HcrJIX^ Si ^a, Science, wisdom, knowledge.

3*fl s. (/.) 1. Small cardamoms, the seed of the

Eletteria cardamomum, New London Pharm.,

or Alpinia Cardamomum: see As. Res. n. 355.

Wilson. 2. The cardamom-plant.

3*1 l^O s. (from W\) Cardamoms.

sj^ff^j s , (a. dylt) Connection, coherence, union,

attachment.

^H^fkl^ a. (p. J* dls) Having connection

with another.

3^*^ s . + The name of a fish (Cy-

prinus marginatus. Buchanan's MS.*). Carey.

iMtft s. (from ^^1) Cardamoms (Alpinia

Cardamomum). Hort. Ben. p. 2.

A cowrie with

dark coloured spots upon it. (Cyprsea caput ser-

pentis.) Carey.

A kind of

comfit or sugar-plumb.

^^Tt^s. (a. ^.ic) A medicine ; cure.

The name of a

plant (Mimosa octandra).

The cardamom-

plant ?

(a. i^-^St) Divinity, godhead".

Kridanta suffix, by means of which

adjectives and substantives of a reflective sense

are derived from roots : e, g.
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(mfn.) Splitting itself, from R. To split

;

a. (mfn.^ Cooking or ripening itself,

and s. (ra.) The sun, from R. To ripen,

to cook.

a. Loose, unconnected, incoherent.

^iii^CsJ v. a. (from ^^JUl) To untie, to

loosen, to disengage.

Idle talk, in-

coherent, inconsistent talk.

q^XTt^fsr^J v. a. (fFgti +^W3) To talk

incoherently, to chatter.

as a rhyme

to it) Detached, loose, confused, discomposed.

ad. Disorderly, loosely.

^^H1*T s. (v. noun of The act of

untying or loosening.

as a rhyme

to it), see ^^irtr^^l

.

Root, i. To go or approach.

jjron. Sans.(— nom. sing. masc. of33^)
This, mains' Gr. p. 112.

33°1 s. (m. R. 3^+3FT) An iron arrow. Wilson.

3^11 s. (R. ^+^3I5Tl) A wish, a desire.

) A goldsmith's

balance.

Wf| *• (f. R- ^+^1) 1. A goldsmith's

balance, assay-scales. 2. An iron or steel

probe. Wilson.

3^1 s. (/. R. 3^+311) A wish, a desire.

a. (-'fk^mfn. 3^1 +3^) Wishing, de-

sirous of. Only used in comp., e. g.

a. (mfn.) Well-wishing, from f5/3 s. Advan-

tage, +

^tjlsj^ s. (j[fJS,\) An advertisement, a public

announcement.

3^TFT ad. (3 + *$tFT locat. case of

In this place, here.

3t.$0£<P a. (3 + t^5 +^) Having this for its

reason, owing to this, caused by this. ad.

Hence, on this account, therefore, accordingly.

^ The twelfth vowel of the Hindu alphabet, or

more properly a diphthong : it has the sound of

ai as in aisle (of a church).

^ interj. Sans. A respectful particle of address.

An interjection of, 1. Remembering (aye, ha).

2. Calling. 3. Summoning, (hola, ho, heigh).

pron. That, the same, yon. ad. Yonder, there.

v^^IO) s. (n. 3^*lf3 + 3I) The being of the

same opinion, agreement, conspiracy, confede-

racy.

m. from An animal whose

hoof is not cloven, a single-hoofed animal.

Wilkins' MS.

3#ffR$ s . («^#+^$r4+t^) 1. A

thief, a robber. 2. The possessor of one resi-

dence.

4^fflft<#t s. (femin. of ^3^ftf^) A
female thief.

s . (n. 3^ +3$ + XT) The being of the

same opinion, agreement, confederacy ; de-

votedness to the pursuit of one object exclu-

sively, consistency.

^Tf^fl. (3^+31^+^) Complete, en-

tire, excessive, much, relating to one thing.

^^^tfiNt ad. ($G\f$G+ $[) Inevitably.

<W*I s. (m. «$+3t3") The letter «$ or

2 N 2
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any other character expressing the sound

of

^tft^ a. (3^+3T$7T +^) Daily, quo-

tidian, ephemeral, s. A tertian fever or ague.

$Jjt s. (n. ^jTt + 3I) The fruit of the plant

called Inguda.

s. (n. ^^ + IT) Unity, singleness, oneness,

harmony ; a product, an aggregate. Colebr.

Alg. p. 312.

3^31 s. (f $^> + vFl) Singleness, oneness,

unity.

$3J\j|Pfaa. (mfn. ^^jl + ^rH^f) United,

aggregated.

a. (from + ) Of one voice,

unanimous.

Voluntary, arbitrary,

owing to one's free will.

Willingness. Mohun P.

p. 110.

a. (mfn. Belonging to a male an-

telope.

ging to the fe-

male black antelope. See Wilkins' Gr.

§ 900.

m. from ) The designation of

a portion of the Rig-Veda. As. Res. vm.

407. 419. 420.

<$f^5? *. (n. t^fsJ^ + XT) Traditional instruc-

tion, knowledge founded on tradition. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 567.

S'RWW** s. (m. tf35PT+§^) An histo-

rian. Wilkins' Gr. § 903.

a. (mfn. from ^t*^) Lunar, relating to the

moon.

a. (mfn. ^'H + ^I) Sacred, or relating to

the god Indra. Wilkins' Gr. § 897.
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^^3Ttf%^ a. (mfn. fe+l&H+f5 )
Magical,

pertaining to legerdemain, s. (m.) A juggler.

a. (mfn. ^PilU + <^) Perceptible to

the senses, sensual, present, perceived.

s. (f. 1. The east, the east-

quarter, of which Indra is the regent. 2. The

name of the eighth day of the second half of

the month Margasirsha ; it is also called

Cakes of rice are offered on this

day to the manes of ancestors. A s. Res. in. 269.

a. (^ + 5T3) So, such. ad. In this

manner.

(p. fjtjtj) A forest, a wilderness.

s. (m. from £#fft<) The name of In-

dra's elephant.

^Tl<sJ s. (m. ^<\<^+^) Indra's elephant,

the elephant of the north-east quarter. 2. An

orange. 3. A fruit (Artocarpus Lacucha). 4. A
serpent : one of the chiefs of the Naga or ser-

pent-race inhabiting the infernal regions. 5. (w.)

Indra's bow unbent, the rain-bow. Wilson, a.

(In common language) Huge, monstrous, very

great.

^Tfa^l s. (f + 1. Lightning.

2. The female of Indra's elephant. 3. The

Ravi river in the Panjdb.

s. (from An enemy, an adversary.

-31 Enmity.

^ftftfT s. (m. t^rf^Tl + SI) A title of Ku-

vera. (Lit. The descendant of Ilavila, wife

of PULASTYA.)

^FTST s. (n.) A perfume. See 3*T3t^

.

jWtffl s. (f. from §*ffa") The north-east

quarter : that over which Siva presides.

a. (mfn. Supernatural, di-

vine.

*3
>

*ft a. (from ^1*1 \ Supernatural, divine.
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a. (mfn. + Divine, sacred or

belonging to the Supreme Deity.

a. ($%%+$) Divine.

v^^P *, (n. ^fe+ TT) f. Great power, su-

premacy, grandeur, glory, pomp, majesty. 2.

Super-human power, the divine faculties of

omnipresence, omnipotence, invisibility, &c.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 576.

Wrfb^ a. (^fb+^TSp) Ambitious,

desirous of power.

$*f> s. (n. +TT) The being opulent, wealth,

power, influence.

.^JXTIT^ ad. Sans, (from pron. m%f) The pre-

sent year.

v$W3> a. (mfn. ^WT + CD) Belonging to

the present year. Also written

a. (mfn. + Pertaining to the

present state, belonging to mundane affairs,

temporal, secular.

s?feFT?fU (-fH rnfn. 3ft3 + Ttf*FL)

Concerned about mundane affairs, worldly-

minded.

v3

^ The thirteenth vowel of the Hindu alphabet,

having the sound of o in the word abode.

^3 interj. Sans. A particle of calling or addressing

respectfully.

\3 conj. And, too, also, even.

^3 pron. (h. sj) He, that.

The name of a plant (Tetranthera

fruticosa). Hort. Ben. p. 73.

s33IT^ s. The night-raven or common crow
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(Gallinula nycticorax). Also an imitative sound

expressing the call of this bird, and of two or

three species of Ardea. Carey.

\33TT^^ s . (\33lt^+^) The night-raven

(Gallinula nycticorax).

(corrupt, of ^ll<v31) A pillow-case.

(p. u^j) A wilderness, a forest.

^3 ind. See ^1 .

s. The lowing or grunting of a bull.

\3"^Tl s. (from Sfeft?) Sweepings, dirt, refuse,,

leavings.

^3T>t*r s. (v. noun of $ l^CsJ) The raising of

the hand or of a weapon to strike a blow.

\3$1 a. (from Sfet3) Thrown away, useless,

rejected, cast out.

s. (m. for \3^7T ) 1. A house. 2. An asylum,

a place of refuge, a haunt.

The name of three plants, viz. Xyris

Indica, Verbena nodiflora, and Hibiscus escu-

lentus. Carey. The same as 3jf^, q. v.

Sabda S. p. 37.

\3^*C,s. (a.jUj) Goodness, superiority.

\3<£^s. (m.) 1. A house, an abode. 2. A place

of refuge, an asylum.

\3^t3* s. (m. + The letter 3 or any

other character expressing the sound of ^3 .

s. (a. The office of a Wakil or

attorney.

^t*^ s. See v^t5^ .

nS^TVTW s. (p. <uUi^JK,) A power of at-

torney.

^^RooT, i. (^3
s>Jl3) 1. To be dry or acrid.

2. To adorn. 3. To be able or competent, to

suffice. 4. To refuse or prevent.
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That place.

locat. case of

There, in that place.

\35W s. (from S^tflt^rj The act of vomiting.

a. Vomited.

arf. (from a. foej) Et cetera, and the

like, and so on.

interj. A vocative particle, employed in

respectful address.

s3^T s. (to. from R. 1. A stream, a current

of water. Manu ix. 54. 2. A multitude, an

abundance ; the whole. 3. Quick time (in

music). 4. Tradition. 5. Instruction, advice.

^3<pt<r s. (m. s3^+<pl< ) The mystic syllable

q. v.

A species of lark (Alauda Ongiya.

Buchanan's MSS.~) Carey.

\3T^FT s. (v. noun of\3^f^T3) The act of win-

nowing corn. Also

v. a. (from 3^ + R. B^j To winnow.

Also ^Wt^US

.

n3^Root, x. (s3\lf3) 1. To live, to have the

vital faculties and organs. 2. To be strong

and able.

^33[ s. (a. ,jU) An excuse. See \3s5l4^.

s. (m.) See

^^FT s. (a. ) A measure, a weight.

A weighman, a person

who weighs articles.

**33R^ s. (a. .jtf.) An apology, an excuse.

\33F^s. (w. R. ^3^+ ;3FT ) 1. Light, splendour.

2. Manifestation, appearance. 3. Strength. 4.

Gold. 5. Metallic lustre. 6. Vitality, vital

warmth and action as appearing in the fetus.

Wilson.

yS^\ a. Uneven, unequal, odd (as a number).

The name of a tree (Scytalia Danura).

Carey.

s. Ojha, one of the proper names of persons

used in the district of Mit'hild. As. Res. v. 66.

v3^1 s. (from R. VS^) A snake-catcher, one who
cures the bite of snakes, and casts out evil-

spirits by charms, a charmer, an exorcist.

OTtf^T s. (from ^1) The profession of a snake-

catcher or exorcist : see

sSfft^ s. (fromvSTfcl + R. 3^?) An agreement

concerning the rent to be paid for the breaking

up and cultivating of waste land. Carey.

s. (from ) A raised place in a

cow-house on which the owner or keeper sleeps.

Carey.

s. The packthread with which the mouth

of a sack is sewed up, a seam of mats or sacks

joined with packthread, a sewing, a girth.

^"^T s. (v. noun of ^fot^) 1. The act of rising

or ascending. 2. Recovery from illness. 3. The

breaking up and cultivating of waste land.

^"^1 s. (from ^>^ + R. ^1) 1. Rising, ascent.

2. Recovery from illness. 3. Cultivation of

waste land.

*. (>3"£l + v3f& from v3f%£3) A
rising up, a rising up repeatedly.

v3iS%3 v. a. (cans. ofv3f%S3)To lift a thing

up, to elevate, to raise.

NfftetT s. (v. noun The act of lift-

ing up, elevating, or raising.

v. n. (from 3^ + R. ^1) 1. To rise, to

stand up, to ascend. 2. To recover from an ill-

ness. 3. To come out of disgrace or distress.

4. To break up or cultivate waste land.

v3\STOs5 s. (corrupt, of +R.T1F3) The

wrapping of the clothes round the whole body.

Carey.
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*. (corrapt. of <T3+ f>!F?) The name

of a tree (Sonneratia acida). Carey.

s3\pT s. (from R. SnL) The act of flying.

\33*7fT 5. (from v33+ *5ff) 1. The name of a

flowering shrub (Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis). 2.

Also the flowers of the red Hibiscus. Carey.

^331 s. (from R. $3 ) 1. Flight, the act of flying.

2. A measure for dry articles.

v3vil?W v. a. (caus. of v3f^3) To cause a

thing to fly ; to scatter, to disperse.

v. noun of ^vjl^CvJ) The putting a

thing to flight ; a scattering or dispersing.

\&5W51 s. (S$3l+*k5l) 1. The act of alter-

nately rising and falling. 2. Perdition, total

destruction.

v. n. (from ?) To fly away.

\3U3*fl s. (corrupt, of ^^Ul*!) The name of a

country, Orissa. As. Res. vii. 225.

s. (from^^ + R. vft) (In Hindu music)

An ascending fifth. Carey.

vSF3s.(?n.)l.The China-rose (Hibiscus mutabilis).

2. The name of a country, the northern part of

Orissa. As. Res. v. 56. 3. The name of a

tribe or nation (Uriya,?*) Manu x. 44.

name of a coun-

try, extending from Medinipur to Mdnakapat-

tana, and from the sea to Sammallpur. As.

Res. vii. 225. See \3K5*t1 .

The China-rose, the

plant or its flower (Hibiscus mutabilis, Wil-

son. H. Rosa Sinensis, Carey.}

To remove, to take away,

to abstract.

s. (from 311 + R. ^) A screen, an am-

buscade : any thing which conceals from view,

the bamboo cross-rods to which the thatch of a

house is tied, when they lie bare by reason of

the thatch being decayed. Carey.

\3si*1^s. (a. ^j) A house, a dwelling.

s. (m.) A cat.

\33^F3 a. (^+ P5^) Resembling the freaks

of a cat : irregular, confused, disorderly.

\3t3 ad. {Beng. locat. case of ^) Secretly,

concealedly, clandestinely.

v3E3*rTC3 ad. (\3C3+^lT3) Privately, se-

cretly, clandestinely. —"SpTO To slink off,

to go secretly.

ad. (\3+SlTi for ^5Tt=T) In that place, there,

therein.

v^fe arf. (3 + from ^fr) There.

^SK*^ s. (mn. from R. S^+^FT) 1. Boiled rice.

2. Food in general.

SH^fl s. {J.
v3"^T +^) A plant (Sida cordifolia).

v3"Pt^*. (v3 +f^for f^%) That direction,

that way.

ad. (Beng. locat. case of v3fR^) In

that direction, in that way.

a. (from Disagreeable, un-

harmonious, harsh (as the voice of a singer).

^30l1 a. (from R. Moist, wet, damp, soft

by means of wetness or greenness.

Moist rice

:

rice not well dried after its cleansing.

\3Uif$rfr" s. (^Oll + ^lrr) Moist rice, rice not

well dried after its cleansing.

^Ptfe s . ^3 + pTfa) The further or opposite

bank of a river ; the further side of any thing

which is to be passed over or through, ad.

Across, over.

To pass

over (a river), to cross.
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^^ind. Saiis. (contraction of^ a name of Vish-

nu, ^ of Siva, and i5 of Brahma) Is The

mystic name of the Deity, prefacing all the

p?ayers, and most of the writings of the Hindus.

According to its pretended etymology it would

imply the three in one or the Hindu Triad.

Manu ii. 75. As. Res. vm. 386. Trans. R.

A. S. i. 570. ii. 15. 2. Yes, amen, so be it.

Wilhins' Gr. p. 548.

\3"T<^s. (a.^c) Life, the life-time, a man's age.

v3TTt^5 s. (s3Ht^ for +3^) The

night-raven (Gallinula nycticorax).

\3^" An Unadi suffix which appears at the end of

some substantives and adjectives derived from

verbal roots ; e. g. a. (to/».) Hard,

difficult, from R. ^F^To be anxious, to prick

;

;5TT^t^" s . (to.) A good man, from R. ;yT^ To

be patient, to bear. Wilkins' Gr. § 846.

^3^" s. (corrupt, of <j A boundary, an end.

^5R"^s. (a. jj^) The leaf of a book, a sheet of

paper.

s. The name of a timber-tree (Shorea

robusta).

\3Wi S. (H. UyO The name of a particular kind

of sewing
;

stitching two breadths together.

s3^^1 a. (corrupt, of >AlUg?) Undertaking,

bold, daring, intrepid, wicked.

\3U^"?[^ s. (a. l_-^jj) A diagonal.

a. (mfn. ) Wet, damp. s. (to.) An esculent

root (Arum campanulatum). Also written ^31^

.

Hort. Ben. p. 65. As. Res. x. 19.

^3^3 Root, i. (\3*TUfo) and x. (v3sTOTf3)

To dart or throw up. (N.B. Some consider the

initial ^3 as an Anubandka or indicatory letter,

and make the root ^^q. v.)

^^tll£3" s. {Holland, + 3) A Rounceval-

pea.

^^'T s. (v. noun of v3f^fU3) 1. The act of de-

scending or dismounting. 2. A plumb-line.

vSPI^at! s. (4H+^?) A plant with a bulbous

esculent root (Arum campanulatum).

1. The act of descending,

a descent. 2. A dejection (by stool). 3. A kind

of sweetmeat.

v. a. (caus. of v3pTO) To cause to

descend, to land from a ship, to launch a vessel

;

to discharge by stool.

Purging and vomit-

ing, cholera morbus.

SiH'fa s. (v. noun of fe\3
;

) The launching,

or causing a thing to descend ; the landing

goods from a ship or boat ; the launching of a

vessel.

v. n. To come down, to descend, to dis-

mount.

interj. A vocative particle employed by

women when addressing those of their own sex.

^3^5. Frost, snow, cold, dew.

V3^ s. (to. R. 3^+31) A burning, a combustion.

N3^°i s. (to. R. 3^+3H) Pungency, pungent

taste or flavour.

vS^fl s. (/. from ^3^+ R. <4"i) An annual plant,

a deciduous herb, one that dies after becoming

ripe. Also written

vS^fMfS s. (to. \3^H1+ *tf3) The moon. (Lit.

The lord of herbs.)

s. (to. v3^fl +5h) The moon. (Lit.

The lord of herbs.)

\3^T^r3 v. a. To serve a mill or pedal with rice

or grist whilst another person works it.

S3^ft3l s. (gerund of v3^t£\3) The supply-

ing of the pedal with rice while it is working.

v. noun The serving a
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mill or pedal with rice while it is working.

a. Heaped near or supplied to the mill or

pedal.

v33"fc s. Width, girth.

v. a. (caus. of3^C3) To stir a

fire, to raise the wick of a lamp.

v3^t°l s. (v. noun of The stirring

a fire, the raising the wick of a lamp to make it

burn better.

^^tfa s. (from \3*i<PKw) The stirring a

fire ; the raising the wick of a candle to make it

burn better.

s. (m.) The lip, especially the upper lip.

S3^lfl\3 a. (mfn. ^+ Come to the

lips, come to the lips (as the soul of a dying

person).

>3$ftte s . (m. The lips (Lit. The

upper and lower lip). Commonly used in the

dual \3$t<tRl .

a. (mfn. \3& + TT) Belonging to the lips,

labial.

S3^°l Sm (v3$> +<Tc'i) A labial letter.

^^Tt^ s. (a. jit*) The name of a particular

Persian tune.

^TiR a. Wide. s. Width, girth.

Wk*) a. (from vOTfa) Broad, wide.

sS^i;"^3! s . (p. ^yLjLA from g. <tto/x««) The

name of a dried plant, used as a medicinal drug

(Stoechas, Gladwin).

vSWl s. (from 3lf3 + R. *$\) The hoarding up
of things.

^^StFT ad. (%^|ter locat. case of ^fr")
In that place, there, thither.

interj. A vocative particle.

^ Au, the fourteenth vowel, sounded like ou in

house, the same as au in the old pronunciation

of St. Paul's.

& interj. A respectful term of address. Also an

interjection of, 1. Calling (ho! hola!) 2. Of

Prohibition, and, 3. Of Asseveration.

s. The letter or any

character expressing the sound of ^

.

s. (m. ^Wl+^) A herd of oxen.

(/. from Fitness, propriety.

See ^fSQ) .

Fitness, propriety,

aptness, suitableness.

(n. from $55) Height, elevation.

^5E>) s. (n. + XT) Height. Colebr. Alg.

p. 100.

a. (mfn.^«) 1. Made of copper,

coppery. 2. Made with the wood of the glo-

merous fig-tree. s. 1. (/w.) A name of Yama,

the regent of death. 2. («.) A kind of leprosy.

3. Copper.

SS^fc s. (n. + IT) Excessiveness,

madness, troublesomeness, fury, drunkenness,

rashness, rage.

£^3^6 s. (n. ^^f+TT) Excellency, per-

fection, distinction.

^retf^a. (mfn.^^U+t^) Shrinking,

fearful, s. (m.) A thief. Williins
1 MS.

The second descendant

of Manu. Manu i. 62.

^33" a. (from $3^) Gross. Carey.

A name of

2
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a. (mfn. Deceitful, de-

ceptive. Wilkins' MS.

s. (n. + A wheel. TfeVW
(?r. § 900.

a. (mfn. Belone>

ing to the religious institution of the twice-born,

or the three upper classes among the Hindus.

Manu ii. 68.

a. (mfn. $*tfw.£#) Pertaining

to a deposit, deposited.

+W) Similitude, similarity,

resemblance.

s. (n. ^^fa^+ ^I) A fast, a fasting.

frtftfe a. (mfn. Wfa + t^) Right, fit,

proper, becoming.

+ <<£) A staff of

the wood of a particular tree, the Pilu.

a. (mfn. $*Hif*l + <£) Pertaining to

attributes or properties. Morton.

OTIfte a. (mfn. WtlT+l^) Expedient,

right, fit, proper.

a. (a.
Jj!)

The first, best, chief.

s. The name of a tree (Liriodendron

lilifera). Hort. Ben. p. 43.

(a. LZJjyi) A woman.

s. (m. 3^q+3T) A coarse woollen blan-

ket.

3<3? «. (w. v!)Tq+<P) A flock of sheep.

a. (mfn. ^^H^I+^I) A legitimate child,

i. e. by a wife of the same class. Manu ix.

159. 162-166.

vifa^P a. (mfn. S^+TT). See .

The name of a plant (Sonneratia acida).

Hort. Sen. p. 38.

£fWfe<* 5. (mfn. §f+C^ +t^) Obse-

Dhruva (in mythology) the son of Uttana-

pada, and grandson of the first Manu; (in

astronomy) the polar star or the north-pole it-

self.

a. (mfn.} Gross. Colebr. Alg. p. 313. See

a. (mfn. Prodigious,

portentous, astonishing.

a. (mfn. SMffl+t^) 1. Pertain-

ing to an oblation. 2. Natural. Morton.

^*P?> s. (n. vS^^ + TT) Regret, anxiety,

uneasiness; the longing for a thing; zeal.

(m. \3"&rT+3^) A cook.

a. (mfn. Selfishly vora-

cious, gluttonous. Wilkins
1 Gr. § 903.

&%f%3s. (n. \^WH^ + ^l) Butter-milk with

an equal proportion of water.

^Xtfcfl-P s. (n. S^t^fl/T+ IT) Aversion to

worldly pursuits.

^rfa> s. (n. + TT) Generosity, munifi-

cence, liberality, greatness of soul. a. (mfn.}

Great, generous, liberal.

s. (n. ^"Pft^T + ir) Solitude, solitariness,

loneliness.

a. (mfn. ^"^^ + ^31) Aquatic, belonging

to, or living in water. Manu i. 44.

*3%C0 s. (n. ^F3+ IT) Violence, tumult, op-

pression, mischievousness.

a. (mfn. Relating to

marriage, s. (n.} A gift made to a woman at

her marriage.

O^tft?^ s. (n. from 3*^ + 31^) A multitude

of the descendants of Upagu.

s^iW5*^ s. (n. S*| + A sort

of metre, a species of Vaitaliya. As. Res. x.

405. 407. 409.
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quies performed in honour of a deceased person.

a. (mfn.) Due to a deceased person for a year

after death, funereal. Also written

&$s. (m. 5&,+ 31) Submarine fire.

s. (n. from w5
^) A flock of owls.

^«f><*h s. (^"^^^i+^T) Excessiveness, super-

abundance, a. Excessive, superabundant.

s. 1. The handle of a fan made of

cow's hair. 2. A bed. 3. A chair or stool.

4. The root of a fragrant grass (Andropogon

muricatum). See

Pungency. Also written

s. (n. from medicament, a

drug : any herb, mineral, &c. used in medicine.

s. (-^ m. One who

prepares medicines, an apothecary.

a. (mfn. vifclH +^I) Medicinal, per-

taining to medicine.

(». + The nature or action of a

camel. Wilkins' Gr. § 984.

s . (n. 3$ + 31^) A herd of camels, a.

(mfn.') Pertaining to a camel (as his hair, &c.)

Wilkins' Gr. % 902.

^s. Heat, ardour.

s^Wt^ s. (n. from $^+3FTW) Climate,

temperature. (Lit. Heat and cold.)

(n. $S3I + XT) Heat, warmth. Wilkins'

Gr. § 975.

°^ Called Anuswara. It has a nasal sound like

the ng in king, and must be preceded, but can

never be followed by a vowel.

o Called Ardha-chandra. It is a peculiar Ben-

gali nasal, similar to the Sanskrit (° ) Anus-

wara ; but it may be followed by a vowel, e. g.

o Called Visarga. It is a very audible aspirate,

and must be preceded, but can never be fol-

lowed by a vowel.

3

^ The first consonant of the Hindu alphabet,

having the sound of the English k.

A Taddhita suffix, much used in forming ad-

jectives ; it generally requires the change called

Vriddhi of the first vowel of the word to which

it is subjoined : e. g. ^T3FP s. (m.) A man of

the second or military tribe, <lv5l*P<£ a. {mfn.)

Belonging to men of the second or military

tribe; ft^W s. (m.) A wrong path, O^f^
a. (mfn.) Relating to a wrong path, who goes

wrong ; 3$ s. (m.) A camel, a. (mfn.)

Belonging to a camel, &c. It is also used to

form diminutive nouns, e. g. s. A son,

s. (m.) A little son : and it is sometimes

employed to mark deterioration ; e. g. ^ s.

2 2
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(m.) A horse, ^JP§^ s. (m.) A sorry horse.

It also serves to mark similarity ; e. g. 3T^<$

s. (m.) Like a horse. Wilkins' Gr. % 902.

3 s. (m.) 1. Wind. 2. Brahma. 3. The sun.

4. The soul. 5. The head.

3>o pron. Sans. from pron. ft ) Who?

^ aJ. Where ?

^ s. (corrupt, of A species offish (Lu-

tianus scandens, Laceptde. Perca vagabunda,

Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

^t3^ s. (^ +Ht^ for UV*P) A kind of

fish, see

(corrupt, of <£Pfb3) A pigeon.

pron. (h. 1^+^^) Some, a few, several.

s. (corrupt, of ^RN-') The name of a

tree (Feronia elephantum). Carey.

<^"^s. (a. <\Jj) Confinement, imprisonment.

^TTjltHl s. (p. <GU juj) A prison.

a. (from a. <xj) Imprisoned, confined, s.

A prisoner.

s. (a. ujj/) Spirituous 1lquors, intoxication.

Seet^C^.

^3^1 a. + Intoxicated, drunken.

^TWlrft a. (corrupt, of ^f*l + JU5
ft) Con-

tentious, querulous, scurrilous, brawling (only

applied to women). Carey.

s. (m.) A goblet. See3^

.

<^°^T s. (?«.) 1. The name of the uncle and

enemy of Krishna, by whom he was slain.

2. (mn.) A goblet, a drinking-vessel. 3. A
metal, tutenag or white copper; also brass,

bell-metal. 4. A measure. Wilson.

A brazier.

^°^T5TTfe^ s . (^°^ +Htfe^) A metallic

substance in large grains, the size of a pea

;

probably some sort of pyrites. Carey.

) A name of

Krishna, or of Vishnu in the character of

Krishna. (Lit. The enemy of Kansa.)

^OTf|lI s. (n.) Bell-metal. Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

^^TW^" s. (from C^k^T+'^MT) A calf

under three months of age.

^^^indecl. A giggling or cackling noise, as in

laughter or crying.

^^Root, i. 1. To be proud. 2. To

be unsteady. 3. To be thirsty. 4. (Also with

the insertion of a nasal To £0.

s. (m.) Gold.

<P<pl^W v. a. (from R. <S<!^) To groan, to

moan, to cackle, to make a crowing noise in

crying.

^m, (v. noun of 59*3) A groaning,
f

moaning, the making a noise like crowing.

33tpr«. (from Pitts') A groaning, a sob-

bing, a crowing sound as that of a crying child.

<$<?!< s. (m. ^ + ^T^") The letter 3? or any

character expressing that sound.

3^<^ s . (-\f.) or
(
mn .) 1. The hump

on the shoulders of the Indian bull. 2. An

ensign or symbol of royalty, as the white para-

sol, &c. 3. Chief, pre-eminent. 4. The sum-

mit or peak of a mountain.

The hips and

loins.

^TjTFT s . (_^ m .
^T^+H^) 1. A bull.

2. A mountain.

^<3*tt< s. (n. from ^JTT + T'R") The cavities of

the loins. See <P<T>*K^"

.

(—^3. f.) 1. Space, region or quar-

ter, as east, west, Sec. 2. Beauty, splen-
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dour. 3. Unornamented hair, or the hair

hanging down as a tail. 4. A wreath of

Cliampaca flowers. 5. A Sastra or sacred

treatise. Wilson.

s. (m. from <KP^) 1. A tree (Pentaptera

Arjuna, Box.) 2. A part of a lute, the belly,

a wooden vessel covered with leather placed

under its neck to render the sound deeper, or a

crooked piece of wood at the end of the lute.

3. One of the Ragas or personified musical

modes. (/.) 1. Space, region, quarter, a car-

dinal point of the compass. Wilson.

s. The name of an ornamental tree (Nau-

clea parvifolia).

s. (from R. 3^J*L?) The sound uttered in

immoderate laughter.

<Pl^H s. See^t<ft^.

^t^T5^^ s. («.) A perfume ; a plant bearing a

berry, the inner part of which is a waxy and

aromatic substance. Wilson.

^P^Root, i. (^^Uf^S) To laugh, to laugh

at, to deride.

^Jl]^ a. (mfn.) Hard, solid.

s . (m. <^i£+ p
ftl+3 i

) A
plant of the fibres of which a kind of rope is

made (Corchorus olitorius, Rox.) Wilson.

s. {Jemin. of Chalk.

s. (m.) 1. The arm-pit. 2. A spreading

creeper, a climbing plant. 3. Grass. 4. A
forest. 5. The side or flank. 6. The beleric

myrobalan (Terminalia belerica). 7. (w/.) A
wall. 8. A room. 9. The end of a lower gar-

ment which is tucked into the waistband. 9.

(«.) A constellation, a star.

a. (mfn.^+^) Situated on the side

or flank, seated on the hip or side.

3^1 s. (/.) See .

<f$ 570

35$tl3^ a. (m. 55$+3IR3$3) h A door-

keeper. 2. The keeper of a royal garden. 3.

A guard of the queen's apartments.

s. («.) The cup or receptacle of a balance.

35£T| s. (/.) 1. The girth of an elephant, of

rope or leather. 2. A woman's girdle or zone.

3. The enclosure of an edifice ; that is, either

the wall, &c. so enclosing, or the court or

chamber constituting the enclosure. 4. The

inner apartment of a palace. 5. Similarity.

6. Effort, exertion, rivalship, emulation. 7.

An upper garment. 8. A shrub yielding the

black and red berry that serves as a jeweller's

weight, the Retti or Gunja (Abrus precato-

rius). 9. The orbit of a planet. Wilkins' MS.

Root, i. To laugh, to laugh at,

to deride. Also written ^P^and^^.
3^ (3?, from f^°, +^ for 5$°1 ) When ?

at what time ?

^H"\3 ad. (3, from +^c
1+\3) Now

and then, occasionally, sometimes.

^ttPt s. (^+ SU +^Ttft) The alphabet.

^trj s. (/.) An enclosure, a division of a large

building, a court-yard. See

Root, i. (^tf^) l.Togo. 2. To collect.

u The meaning of this root is not given in many

lists of roots, from its application being inde-

finitely various." Wilson.

<£^> s. (?«.) 1. A heron. 2. One of the eighteen

divisions of the continent. (Also) 3. A false

Brdhman. 4. The back of a sword. 5. A
title of Yam a. Wilkins' MS.

^jH^ s. (m.) Mail, defensive armour.

^^if^3
s . (m. <£<p&+^) Mail, defensive ar-

mour.

s. (w.) 1 . A bracelet, an ornament of the

wrist. 2. A trinket, a small bell. 3. A crest.
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A small bell or tinkling

ornament.

^<p3 s. (mri!) A hair-comb.

s.
(f.

^$>3+^1) A hair-comb.

A hair-comb.

^^Tt^ s . {m. from ^+C^Ttf§) A kind of

fish commonly called Kankila (Esox scolopax,

Buchanan s MS.*) Also written

<f<P<r s. (corrupt, of ^<$^T) Nodules of lime-

stone, gravel, coarse sand, pebbles, grit.

^pt<Tt^ s. (ra.) 1. A small tree (Alangium

hexapetalum). 2. A cucurbitaceous plant (Mo-

mordica mixta).

^^31 s. (corrupt, of ^la^) A crab.

^^t^ s. (m.) The skeleton : the loins, the waist;

the back-bone.

^Sft5^ a. (from ^cpt^T?) Poor, needy, indigent.

<P%W^I *. (^rN+'W) Want, poverty,

indigence.

<P%l"fl a. (^fN + lf ) Poor, indigent.

The name of a plant (Roscoea pen-

tandra).

^% s. (/.) A kind of panic-seed (Panicum Itali-

cum). Also written

^^TfeTTl s. (from ) A kind of grass (Mi-

lium filiforme). Caret/.

^^XT s. The name of a plant (Urena sinuata).

Hort. Ben. p. 51.

Root, i. (<PDW) 1. To bind. 2. To shine,

to sound. (With the insertion of a nasal,

3^13) To shine, to bind. (<FI>l3', Wilkins'

Rad.) To murmur, to make a noise.

^T> s. (m. from R. 1. The hair. 2. A bind-

ing. 3. A cicatrix, a dried sore. 4. The name

of the son of Vrihaspati.

The name of a fish (Cyprinus monodac-

tylus).

^T>3l s. (from R. A halter, a rope, a cable,

a tether.

v. noun f^i%u3) The being dislocated

or out of place.

The name of a tree

(Bauhinia variegata and purpurea). Carey.

^TPtS^ (m. 3?1> +^5$) Much or ornamented

hair.

5^1*1 S . (w. + See 3^5$.

<>(><3?1>^ s. The chirp of the mama ; a supping

sound in eating. Morton.

355^ s. (m. ^5 + 3^3) See ^"5^.

<PO 1 s. (/.) 1. A female elephant. 2. Beauty,

brilliancy. 3. A staff, a stake. 4. Coarse

powder, grit. 5. A dislocation.

v. n. (from R. Wf>J To shoot forth, to

bud, to germinate.

a. (jnfn.) i. Malignant, wicked. 2. In-

tolerable, unbearable, s. (m.) Smoke.

^ (>W 5. A dispute, murmuring, haggling at a

bargain.

a. (from R. Tender, young, delicate.

^f^U3 v. 7i. (from R. <$\) To be dislocated, to

slip out of place. Carey.

The name of a plant (Arum fornicatum).

See 3?T>\ iTor*. Ben. p. 65.

<£TJ s. (/.) The name of a plant with an esculent

root (Arum Colocasia, and other species of the

same). See ^jft • Hort. Ben. p. 65.

<?!><.'], s. (h. 4j^*s^) A sort of cake ; a dish made

of wheaten bread and pulse.

^T><£T>^ ind. An imitative sound, expressive of

wrangling, debate, rustling, &c.
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*TO*f ae?. Saws, from pron. f^°, +OT)
A particle of interrogation. Wilkins' Gr. p.

548. See^fe^,.

^t^foill s. (from ^*5^"5j) 1. The name of

a bird (Lanius excubitor). 2. A sort of coarse

grass used for mats by the poor classes (Cyperus

tegetus and tegetiformis).

5t><PD>l s. (^T>^¥-f^) A murmur, a tumul-

tuous noise of dissatisfaction or contention.

^004 a. (mfn. from 3^ + ?) \. Dirty, foul,

soiled. 2. Wicked, bad.

<P00K00l s. (^E5l + ^E5l or Hi 1. A

child. 2. The young of an animal.

^fe^ ad. Sans. , from pron. f^°, + fo
-

^)
A respectful introduction to a question : as

^fe^ 3° ^WTPT Pray hast thou^ - ray
him ? Wilkins' Gr. p. 548.

seen

s. (to.) 1 . A tree, commonly called toon :

its timber is used for making furniture, &c.

(Cedrena Toona, Mox.) 2. Another tree (Hi-

biscus populneoides). 3. (mnJ) A low marshy

place, a shore. 4. The end of a boat. 5. (to.

and /. ^50Tl) The hem or end of a garment

tucked into the waistband.

s. (to. 3*555 + *i from R. ^1) A tortoise,

a turtle.

^Wfl. s. (/. <P00V1 +%) A female tortoise.

a. (mfn. from <F5K+ ^') 1. Scabby,

itchy. 2. Libidinous, unchaste.

<PW*«1 s. (femin. of 3?"5^T) 1. A plant (a

species of Hedysarum ?). 2. Cowach or cow-

itch (Dolichos carpopogon). 3. Another plant

:

see Curcuma Amada or C. Zerumbet).

Wilson.

^"5^ s. (/. from R. St^) Scab or itch.

». (v. noun of ^"ojlft^) The kneading

of any substance.

3*§jJ
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v. a. To knead, to dab together.

<Pt>l 5. (/. ^"£+3?) An esculent root (Arum

Colocasia). See

<?t>^t>^ 5
. (p. ^J) Babble, nonsense.

5^Jlffe s. (from ^TO^) A quarrel, an alterca-

tion, a dispute, a brawl.

s. (from v.) The budding of a tree.

v. a. (causal of To rub

with water (as in washing).

v. a. (from ) To rub any thing

with water, to wash, to rinse.

(h. cgjysr) A court of law, an office

for transacting public business.

<?E^l«l s. (contract, of <H*&<1) A court of

law, an office for transacting public business.

<£^Root, i. (<K5i1n3) To be disturbed or con-

fused, with joy, pride, or sorrow.

(a. ^ rr j ) A dispute, an altercation, a

quarrel.

<F3l^ s. (to.) 1. A cloud. 2. (n.) Lamp-black,

considered as a collyrium, being applied upon

the eye-lashes or eye-lids, medicinally or orna-

mentally. Wilson.

*. (/.) A kind of fish, or any kind pecu-

liar to stagnant waters. 2. The name of a

fresh-water fish (Cyprinus atratus).

^JP*f} s. (/.) Sulphuret of mercury
;
iEthiop's

mineral. Also written <£^^[1 . Black pig-

ment, lead-ore, lamp-black, eye-paint. Morton.

<^°i s. (n.
)
Lamp-black (when applied to the

eyes).

A branch or twig of bamboo,

s. (from R. The slough or skin of a

snake.

^$3? s. (to. from ^$ +^) 1. The skin of
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a soake. 2. Mail, armour. 3. A bodice or

jacket worn by women. 4. Short trowsers or

drawers. 5. Clothes generally.

5. (^jj+^T) The black variety of

the Cobra de Capello (Coluber Naga).

^S^l «• (-ft^w. + 1. An at-

tendant on the womens' apartments. 2. A
confidential attendant. 3. A debauchee, a

libidinous man. 4. A serpent. 5. A certain

drug (Agallochum). Wilkins' MS.

s . (/. from A bodice or jacket:

especially that of a woman.

3^ s. (m.) 1. A name of Brahma. 2. The

sun. 3. The belly. 4. An elephant. 5. (Being.*)

A rope-maker.

s. (f. ^+^1) The name of a

plant Asclepias odoratissima). Carey.

Root, i. 1. To rain. 2. To en-

compass. 3. To go, to move. 4. To live hard

or with difficulty. 5. To cover from rain. x.

with ?1 prefixed To appear, to

become apparent or manifest.

ad. Suddenly, unexpectedly, hastily.

s. 1. The hip. 2. The hollow above

the hips, the loins, also the hip and loins. 3.

The temples of the elephant. 4. A mat. 5.

A twist of straw or grass. 6. A screen of the

same. 7. A fixed period. 8. A treaty, a bond.

A Taddhita suffix, appearing in some sub-

stantives, s. Linseed, from

; and in a few adjectives derived from the

prepositions ft, frL *T ,3, and Sir
; e . g .

a. (mfn.) Excessive, mad, from

^ . Wilkins' Gr. § 944. 945.

s. (mn. from R. ) 1. The side of a

hill or mountain. 2. A table-land, the brow

of a hill. 3. Sea-salt. 4. A ring placed as an

ornament on the tusk of an elephant. 5. A

bracelet of gold, shell, &c. 6. A circle. 7.

A royal metropolis, a city. 8. A camp. 9.

(«.) A mat. 10. A cane, reed or rush, such

as mats are made of. Wilkins
7 MS. 11. The

name of a part of Utkala, or Orissa, and of the

town of Kuttack in Orissa.

s. The name of a climbing plant

(Caesalpinia Bonduccella).

<Fla<f>| s. (—ft*!^. ^Er^+^Tj A mountain.

<Ft><I?U. (<Ffc><£-l- ^) A medicinal plant (Wrigh-

tea antidysenterica, also Calotropis gigantea).

s. (from A side-

piece of a roof) A sort of cloth with a narrow

stripe of red or other colour for a border.

(m. from A sort of

demon. Manu xn. 71.

^^^T s. The name of a medicinal shrub, com-

monly Kayaplial. See ^bjFT

.

^#T^ s. The wood-apple or elephant-apple

(Feronia elephantum).

^Ta^fi. s. (/.) 1. A plant (Cardiospermum Hali-

cacabum). 2. Another kind of plant.

(m.) 1. A kind of musical instrument.

2. An arrow.

^H^Ti s. (/.) A medicinal plant. See .

s. (/.) 1. A plant (Pederia foetida).

2. A medicinal plant, used as a sedative and

laxative : see • 3. A sort of cucumber

(Cucumis Madraspatanus). 4. Another plant

(Aletris hyacinthoides).

<n3^<5Tl>^ s. A crumpling sound, as that occa-

sioned by eating hard substances.

s. The crumpling sound occasioned

by gnawing any thing hard.

J^c*T<fl2> s. (from species of

fig-tree (Ficus laccifera). Hort. Ben. p. 66.
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^tf^ ! s. (Sffe +5raci) A kind of salt.

^£1 ad. (from ^&*t^U3) Flaccid, worn out,

wasted, sallow, withered
;
ruddy, pron. (from

Sans. f<£°?) How many? how much?

3rtTt$T3 v. n. (from R. To fade, to wither,

to become flaccid.

(m.) A bird.

s. (m. 3^+315$ for A side-

glance, a side-look, a leer.

^tt^rl a. (from ltl+"55^) Cat-eyed,

yellow-eyed.

acZ. (from R. Suddenly, unexpect-

edly, hastily. See

(from 1. A fading, decay-

ing. 2. The spring-tides, a. Faded, decayed,

withered.

ijft^ ad. (from SJ^^K?) Suddenly, un-

expectedly, hastily.

(m. from R. ^t?) 1. A shallow boiler

for oil or butter, &c. a cauldron. 2. A turtle's

shell. 3. A young buffalo whose horn is just

appearing. 4. The name of a particular dwipa

or island. 5. The infernal regions, hell.

^Vd s. (mf.) 1 . The hip. 2. The loins, the waist,

the buttocks. 3. The cheek of an elephant.

Wilson. 4. The name of a fish (Cyprinus tra-

pezoides, Buchanan's MSS.~) Carey.

<Ffla3Tk s. (<Ffl> +^) The loins, the waist.

v. n. To fade, to wither, to become

flaccid, sallow, or wan.

^PptTTT s. (m. +^T) An ornament, cloth,

or armour worn round the loins.

^Ttol^l s , (^f£ + C3l3l) The buttocks or

posteriors.

3f£33pfl s. (^fI +^^Tl) A girdle for the

loins,

a. (from ) Hard, disagreeable,

of an inferior quality. Carey.

s. The name of a fish (Cyprinus

trapezoides, Buchanan's MSS.y Carey.

^f&^ s. (m.') A species of the balsam-apple

(Momordica Charantia).

3$>X s. (/.) 1. The hip. 2. The buttocks. 3.

The cheeks of an elephant. 4. Long-pepper.

See^ffe.

a. (jnfn.') 1. Pungent, hot. 2. Fierce, en-

vious, impetuous, harsh, acrimonious, austere.

3. Fragrant. 4. Of an offensive smell. 5. Dis-

agreeable, s. (m.) 1. Pungency, pungent taste.

2. An improper act. 3. (/.) The name of a

medicinal plant : see • 4. The name of

a flower (Michelia Champaca). — \31 (/.) or

(w.) Pungency, heat.

<Ef<S s. (m. ^\+^) 1- A plant the bark and

seed of which have an acrid and bitter taste,

and are used in medicine for worms, dysentery,

&c. (Echites antidysenterica). 2. Gigantic

swallow-wort. 3. A fragrant kind of grass.

4. Mustard seed. 5. (n.) A compound of three

pungent substances, as black pepper, long

pepper, and dry ginger. Wilson.

or ^1^1 s. (/.
^T^+ ^ll or A

medicinal plant used as a sedative and laxative.

See Wilson. A shrub (Wrightea anti-

dysenterica, Brown. Also Calotropis gigantea,

Brown). Carey.

^pl^Tt^J s. (^T^^tlNr) from 3r|) Abusive

or scurrilous language. Morton.

^fer# *. (/• ^t+T^t) a bitter ^°urd -

Scurrilous lanpuaee.

3r£^1^t a . (_f^T mfn. ^+^T^1+t\)
Speaking harshly or scurrilously.

A medici-

nal plant : see <Pto<?|-

.

2 P
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Scurrilous, abusive,

or provoking language.

species of hawk. Caret/.

(corrupt, of A side-look, a

glance.

(from 3=rtt^") A cup, a drinking

vessel (generally made of a mixt metal).

"t^wlH i *. (/.) A common lute. See

^"t^ft^ s . An imitative word meaning a twing-

ing sensation, a throbbing pain.

^t^tl s, (from <Ftt<? E^) A crackling sound

like that of grease in a frying pan.

^f^Talrfl, s. (from^"^"^) The twinging or

throbbing of any diseased part.

<F^rfe"irl s. (from^^"^) A clattering, croak-

ing, disagreeable noise.

(from

The name of a species of frog.

^Nt^l^ s. (corrupt, of <P<£CT|j The Numidian

crane. Sabda S. p. 100.

(from ) 1. Difficulty, severity,

roughness, unfeelingness. 2. Farming at a

rack-rent.

+ r. jb) 1. A severe

and unfeeling person. 2. One who performs an

arduous task. 3. One who lets land at a rack-

rent.

^t^M^l *• (3f
S

t
5Tftr^+^) 1. Severity,

unfeeling behaviour. 2. The letting land at a

rack-rent.

^"^5^1 s. The name of a shrub, commonly called

Asoca (Jonesia Asoca). Sabda S. p. 43.

s. (from ^t^L) The name of a fish

which makes a snapping sound when caught

(Tetrodon levis, Buchanan's MSS.*) Carey.

+ A. <sJLj) A conditional

bargain or sale in which the buyer binds him-

self under certain penalties, if he does not fulfil

the conditions of the sale. Carey.

^tfe s. (from R. A dagger.

^"tgFn s. (m. 3^ for 3^, +^T) A small

tree, the bark and seeds of which are used in

medicine, and as aromatics ; the fruit also is

eaten ; the common name is Kayap'hal. Wilson.

plant (Bignonia In-

dica).

^\Root, i. (3?"frf3) To live in distress. (With

the insertion of a nasal) i. and x.

^^TTf^) 1. To grieve, to suffer

pain or trouble. 2. To recollect. With

prefixed, To lament, to bewail, to miss or re-

gret.

3TfrC a. (mfn. from R. Hard.

<£f%£i^ s. (m.) The name of a plant (Ocymum

gratissimum).

a. (mfn. from R. 1. Solid, hard.

2. Severe, harsh, unfeeling, unyielding, austere.

3. Abstruse, difficult. 4. Impeded, stopped.

s. (w.) A switch or small stick. Wilkins' MS.

—^31 (/.) or —^ (w.) Hardness, austerity,

severity, difficulty.

a. (mfn. Ill-natured,

hard-hearted, morose, austere.

^fbUjW a. {mfn. ^flS^T + "^~RTT ) Hard-

hearted, rigid, severe, austere.

^f^TTmr s . (m. ^J^n+^PPT) A season of

distress, disagreeable weather.

^ffrfl. s. (/. ^ft^f +^) Chalk.

^f^ffe^ a. (mfn. ^pffc^fl from ^f^T , +
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Become hard, obdurated. —^1 (/.) In-

duration. Mohun P. p. 155.

ad. (from Roughly.

(m.) 1. One hard to be restrained ; a

lawless fellow. 2. Any animal that lives under

ground.

a. (mfn. from R. <P>^) Hard, solid.

2. Severe, difficult, cruel, unfeeling. 3. Full-

grown, complete. — (/.) or —^ («.) Hard-

ness, cruelty, severity, difficulty.

a. (mfn.) See <K6U .

<PO^ Root, i. and vi. also, with the in-

sertion of a nasal, ^jft) To be confused or

disturbed by pleasure or pain. Also i. and x.

(with the insertion of a nasal, ^jfS^^tffe)
1. To break off a part, to tear, to separate or

detach. 2. To remove the chaff or husk of

grain, &c. 3. To preserve.

<P\i s. (from <Ft>3) A kind of bracelet. Carey.

^O^O s. A superior kind of sea-salt obtained by

evaporation. Carey. Also written

1. A sprout or shoot, the stalk of an

herb. 2. A descendant, an offspring, an heir.

3. A musical instrument resembling a rattle.

4. A cause or original.

<P\i<?l^t3 v. n. (from ^3j%U3) 1. To granu-

late (as a wound), to cicatrize. 2. To bud, to

produce flowers.

v. n. 1 . To heal, to close, to granulate

(as a wound). 2. To bud (as a tree).

^vJ^R s. (m.) Chaff, straw.

3^*1 s. 1. The stalk of an herbaceous plant.

2. The prop of a family. 3. The original of any

thing, a cause. See

^0*< s. (m.) The stalk of a potherb. 2. The

end or point (of a thing).

a. (corrupt, of <? fR ) Hard, firm, com-

pact.

<F\51 s. (from <?tf<£) 1. An iron or brass ring, or

any thing in the shape of a ring. 2. (from

<Flat^) A shallow iron boiler. 3. (from <Pf-

tt^) A cowrie. 4. The sternum or breast-

bone when somewhat prominent.

<t\il^t s. (corrupt, of^^W) Leguminous seeds,

pulse.

<$\5t<i?\3l a. (<£\i>1 + <£\5l) Dried into balls or

little clods, as rice which has been set by after

boiling.

^s3t^ ad. (from R. 3?N^)
Gratingly, done with

effort. Carey.

<PO lo^<T s. (corrupt, of ^tT<Pi\i*~<^) A spe-

cies of fig-tree (Ficus oppositifolia).

^\5tf%ir1 s. (from ^31 ) The keeping accounts

by cowries.

Lentils (Cicer lens). Sabda S. p. 326.

a. (mfn.) Tawny, s. (m.) 1. A tawny

colour. 2. A servant. 3. (Beng.) Any com-

position or cement which becomes hard and

strong.

<Ki!43>tft> s. (^t^+ ^tf^) A shell-cutter's

instrument used in applying cement to their

work. Carey.

(corrupt, of ^Fffpf) 1. A cowrie, a small

shell used as money in India (Cypraea moneta).

Money. 2. Wood ; fire-wood ; a beam. 3. A
ring. Morton.

<t>fo<pl s. (corrupt, of 3#R>1) An unblown

flower. Sabda S. p. 107.

^Ri<plsU\j v. n. (from <PpKFhj To heal, to

cicatrize (as a sore or ulcer).

A beam in

an edifice.

2 P 2
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) 1. A powder made

of cowries, which is used in pottery. 2. A
species of king-fisher (Alcedo rudis). Carey.

3"f^$1 a. (<rf3+ from R.^) Covetous,

niggardly, venal.

Venal, cor-

rupt.

(from 1. The name of a shrub

(Morinda Kureya, Buchanan's MSS.) 2. A
beam. Carey.

3fOTl s. (<FR5H1 , for ^Tt^l, +
:3ffi^i) The little finger. Also written 3F3^1

. ilfoAim P. p. 17.

a. (from .Possessing cowries,

monied, rich, wealthy.

(corrupt, of The bit of a

bridle. Also written Sabda S.

p. 104.

<£\5<r1 a. (from *$\) Pungent, rancid, bitter, of

a disagreeable taste.

s. The name of a tree (Galedupa mitis).

^\Jj<t\5 s. A word expressive of a harsh and

grating noise ; thunder.

v. n. (from <JO<£0 ") To make a

harsh and rattling sound ; to thunder, to squeak.

<P\i<P>3[ s. (from ^\5^0 ?) Grittiness, any sub-

stance dried on the sides of a vessel so as to

make it rough. Carey. Thunder. Forster.

s. The name of a plant (Rottboella perfo-

rata). Hort. Ben. p. 8.

^\it>} s. (p. MggfgSfii A pocket, a wallet. Also

written <?\5 .

3P^Root, i. (^fe) To be rough. (The pe-

nultimate letter is originally

<£\3*I s. (corrupt, of <£0*-<) 1. The sprout or

sucker of a tree. 2. The spring or cause of

any thing.

<POMO s. The sound of gnawing a bone.

v. n. To close, to heal up (as a wound).

Forster.

3\5*1 CSTt^T s. (3\5H for ^ffc^, +^fT

)

The little finger. See

Root, i. 1. To sound. 2. To cry

as in distress. 3. To go or approach. x.

(<rmf3) To wink, to cover or close the eye

with the lids or lashes.

a. (»«/».) Small, minute : the comparative

degree is and the superlative

s. (>w.) I. The hilum or eye of a seed. 2. The

spark or facet of a gem. 3. (Beng.^ A cumin-

seed. 4. Any thing minute : a particle, an

atom. 5. (from R. ^c
lv) The note produced

by a stringed instrument when touched with

the finger.

3TB s. (/. from <F1) 1. Cumin-seed. 2. Long

pepper. 3. A kind of fly (the crocodile-fly?).

4. (Beng.) A spark. 5. A drop. 6. A minute

particle. 7. A grain of rice.

^Ufa s. (m. +TO from R. The name

of a celebrated Muni or sage, the founder

of the Vaiseshika school of philosophy : he is

also called Kasyapa. Trans. R.A.S. j, 92.

seq. (Lit. Eating little : referring to the abste-

miousness of the saint.)

^tl^sjl s. (f.
31^+ 31) The state of a

man living on the dust of grain. Wilkins' MS.

1. The edges or corners of the nails.

2. The growing of the nails so as to penetrate

the flesh at their coiners. 3. A small division

of a wide and shallow piece of water separated

from the rest by a dam made for the purpose
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of throwing the water out of it, and catching

-the fish. Carey.

i$tul<d s. (/. + 1. A small particle,

an atom
;
any thing very small. 2. A flint and

steel. 3. Wood which produces fire by fric-

tion. Wilkins' MS. 4. A plant (Premna spi-

nosa). 5. A kind of rice. a. (jemin. of

instead of Small, minute, s. (Beng.)

A drop ; a grain.

s. (n. from 3P*1 ) An ear, a spike of corn.

a. {mfn. superl. degree of ) The

smallest, the least, the most minute. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 520.

5fWl«. (m.^ft^ + ^Tt) (In arithmetic)

The least or first root : that quantity of which

the square multiplied by the given multiplicator

and having the given addend added, or sub-

trahend subtracted, is capable of affording an

exact square-root. Colebr. Alg. p. 363. See

s. (n.^fl^+SpT) The same as

^f^CTTq.v. SeeSTtoTO^. Colebr. Alg.

p. 363.

<P*f],il 1*1^0. (— ^^Xmfn. compar. degree f^°i)

Smaller, less; very small. Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

s. (corrupt, of q. v.) The elbow.

(?w.) 1. A plant (Pterospermum acerifo-

lium, &c.) 2. (^Beng.^ A tree (Cascaria ovata).

^"T^l^s. 1. A word expressive of a throbbing

sensation. 2. A throbbing pain.

a. (from R. ^C
1N)

Ringing, giving

out a ringing-sound (as a musical instrument,

or an earthen vessel). Carey.

s. (mn. from R. h A thorn. 2. Any

thing pointed, the point of a pin or needle.

3. A fish-bone. 4. Horripilation, erection of

the hair of the. body (through fear or joy).

5. A paltry foe. 6. Any thing that occasions

pain or trouble. 7. A term in the Nyaya phi-

losophy, implying refutation of argument, de-

tection of error, &c.

$$Pffi s. (m. 3H^ +*F^) 1. The Jaca

or bread-fruit tree (Artocarpus integrifolia).

2. Another plant (Ruellia longifolia, and Tribu-

lus lanuginosus).

^£<p^<^ Sm
(
TO> ^Ha^+R. SgvJ

) A camel.

(Lit. Who feeds on thorns).

a. (mfn. <3T*&"^+ TT3') Bearing

thorns, thorny (as a plant).

(from A prickly sort of

night-shade (Solanum Jacquini). Sabda S.

p. 364. See ^fe^t^ .

^T&^lpK'l s. (/. from3H^) A sort of prickly

nightshade (Solanum Jacquini). See^To<pW1 .

(/. from 1. Prickly night-

shade (Solanum Jacquini) : see

2. The silk-cotton tree (Bombax heptaphyllum).

3. Another plant, commonly called Buinch'hi

(Flacourtia Sapida). 4. (Beng.*) Another plant

(Solanum Jacquini).

A medicine composed of the Solanum

Jacquini and other ingredients.

3^3^ s. (m. from The bread-fruit or

Jaca-tree (Artocarpus integrifolia). 2. A spe-

cies of the coral-tree (Erythrina Indica).

(m. from <F*F^%<^i ) A hairy

caterpillar. Carey.

(m. from ^*^^+^5?T) The Jaca

or Indian bread-fruit tree (Artocarpus integri-

folia). Also written . See

ST&^U (-t^^m.^^+t^) 1. A fish.

2. A tree (Mimosa Catechu).
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i^fe^fl s. (to. for ftlNP*! q- v.).

The name of a plant (Agave Cantala).

.ffor*. Ben. p. 25.

(tow.) 1. The throat. 2. A sound, par-

ticularly a guttural sound. 3. (to.) A tree

(Vangueria spinosa). a. (mfn.') Near, con-

tiguous, proximate.

(corrupt, of ^1a<£) 1. A thorn ; a fish-

bone. 2. A paltry enemy.

s.
(f. +^1 ) A collar, a necklace,

-an ornament worn round the neck.

^•toHl s . (/.^ + 3Tt57i1) A collar, a neck-

lace.

a. (mfn. + Attached to the

throat, sticking in the throat ; committed to

memory so as to have it ready to recite.

^fcl s. (/. from3^) 1. The throat. 2. Sound,

especially a guttural sound. 3. (Beng.) The

gills of a fish. Carey.

Come to

the throat : applied to the soul of a dying

person.

An ornament

for the neck, a necklace.

<^V%Hj s. (from ^1n + ^1v5) (In anatomy)

The clavicle. Mohun P. p. 15.

s. (from^&l) A necklace.

from R. <4 ) Wear-

ing a necklace, s. The neck.

a. (-f^^TO/w. ^TJfl+^L) Belonging

to the throat, guttural, s. A necklace.

^isl s. (/. 3£iFI+^) The throat. See <T&\

.

a. (mfn. Guttural, belongmg to

the throat, s. (to.) A guttural letter.

TO. +^) A guttural letter.

^3 a. (corrupt, of "^f*^*^) Belonging to the

throat, guttural.

3?^T s .

(
n . from R. ) The act of threshing,

or of cleansing rice from the husk.

v. a. (from R. ^3 ) To cleanse rice from

the husk.

s. The name of a plant (Robinia spinu-

losa). Carey.

<P^L s ' (/•) The itch, itching ; an itching erup-

tion. See 3?3

.

(/.) Cowach or cow-itch (Carpopogon

pruriens). See .

<R3 s. (/.) The itch, itching ; an itching erup-

tion. See 3>3

.

An itching, the itch.

<?^ni*r s. (n. from ^3) The itching of a pimple;

an itching, a scratching.

^^Xml^T a. (mfn. pres. part, proper form of

the nominal verb of the noun^3) Scratching.

<^3ul s. (/. from ^3) The itching of a pimple.

See . Wilkins' Gr. § 831.

<£v2ftn3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the nominal

verb of the noun Scratched, rubbed, cur-

ried.

^flK3 v. a. (from To scratch.

(/. from <P^J ) Cowach or cow-itch (Car-

popogon pruriens).

(to.) 1. A basket, a safe, any place in

which provisions are kept. 2. A camel.

, here for

A vulgar lute.

^rt^Wl fc (/. 5fc$W, here for^^tf^, +^f)

A vulgar lute. See

s. (to.) The name of a certain Muni or saint.
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«^^-> A prefix appearing before many nouns to

which it gives a deteriorative sense, like^.

s. (from a. I. A nib. 2. (corrupt, of

) Catechu or Japan-earth.

pron. (from How many? how much?

<P3^ s. (m.) 1. The clearing-nut plant (Strych-

nos potatorum). One of the seeds of the plant

being rubbed upon the inside of the water-jars
j

used in Bengal, occasions a precipitation of the
j

earthy particles diffused through the water.

Wilson, a. (m/n.) Moist, juicy, sappy, yield-

ing moisture, succulent. Wilkins' MS. 2.

(Beng^) The Nux vomica (Strychnos Nux vo-

mica) and the plant which produces it. Carey.

pron. (from3^) Some, a few.

a . (^3^+*$^) Some, a few.

pron. (from ^3<F) Some, several, an

uncertain number.

<Kj<P^T ad. (^3 + ^lFI) How long ? some

time.

ad. (^3+ 5^1) How lone;?

pron. (3n3+ $*T1) How many r

Some, a few.

<F3\HT.1 a. (^3+THt^) Some, a few.

pron. (from ^3) How many?

pron. (from <£\3) How many?

pron. (from <£\3) How many ?

<?vi &^ad. (from ^3) How much?

ad. (from ) How much ?

) How many days ?

how long ?

<Kj< ad. (3F3+<l^J How many times?

how often ?

^sJC^*^ 5. The elephant or wood-apple tree

(Feronia elephantum or Cratseva Valanga).

Sabda S. p. 98, 147, 332.

pron. Sans. (<?, from pron. f^°, +3H)
Which (of many) ? Wilkins' Gr. p. 108.

<K3< pron. Sans. (<£, from pron.

Which (of two)? Wilkins' Gr. p. 108.

^sS^ ! s. (from R. <F*s) The shearing of sheep,

the cutting or clipping of any thing, the shear-

ing of cloth or any substance. Carey.

<Ki(4T3 v. a. (from R. To shear sheep,

to cut, to dim, to clip, to dress.

^Pvj^s. (a. J^j) Murder, slaughter.

<K31 s. (a. <ukj) A slice, a piece, a share.

(a. jILj) 1. A tying or binding toge-

ther. 2. A string or rope. 3. A line, a row,

a rank, a series.

ind. Sans, (from pron. ) How many ?

how much?

pron. (mfn. from How many ?

Wilkins' Gr. p. 109. a. Some, a few.

pron. A few, some, some-

what.

^^--^^-> s. A palpitation of the heart through

regret or remorse, a misgiving of the mind.

^S ! s. (n. for 3>, +^°1) Vi A species

of grass (Andropogon muricatum). 2. A plant

commonly called Chdkuliya (Hemionites cordi-

folia, Rox.y

«?l>3 lu s, (».^^ + C3lTT) Wine, spirits.

Root, i. (^"*ft3) 1. To applaud, to

praise, to celebrate. 2. To flatter, to coax.

3. To boast.

(». R. 3^+31^) Applause, praise,

flattery, boasting.

jjSjC Root, x. (3?3Uf3) To loosen, to untie,

to slacken, to remove.
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^^R^s. (n.) The shoulder, the shoulder-

blade.

3^ Root, I. To speak in praise of.

331 x. (^Snif3) To speak, to relate, to tell,

to recount, to repeat.

3*1 s. (n. from R. 33^j The name of an £7pa-

nishadoi the Fa/wr-FecZa. .4s. vm. 457.

3*1° arf. How ? See

33t<£ 5. (jw/w. from R. 3**0 A speaker, a reciter,

a story-teller, a narrator. — ^31 (/.) or —
^

(re.) The office of a speaker, eloquence.

3*I^f${3 a. (mfn. 3*TS + from R.3*^)

Enquiring, making enquiries, inquisitive.

(/.) The making enquiries, inquisitiveness.

^sKVoif. San*. (33i?I+ fS^) Somehow,

by any means, howsoever. Also

32JrT s. (n. R. 3*iv+>AH) The speaking about,

saying, narrating, or relating any thing.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 33]^) To be

spoken of, to be related, to be mentioned.

3*tfw«3 a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 33^) To be

spoken of, to be mentioned.

3*ti si (f.
R. 33^+311 Wilkins' Gr. p. 475)

A discourse on any subject, a tale, a story, a

speech ; a feigned story, a tale or fable ; a

passage in any book. In the Nyaya philosophy,

it is disputation, or dialogue of interlocutors

maintaining adverse positions. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 117.

33fl ad. (from f3° +R.^1) Where, in what

place ?

33^3^ s. (m. 53tt+33^) A composed

story or speech, a literary composition.

a. (m>.33Jl +3^) 1. Talkative,

talking much and foolishly. 2. Foolish, s. (w.)

1. A conjuror, a dealer in antidotes. 2. A con-

versation, a topic of conversation.

33^°} s . (w.33tt+3t°l ) 1. An actor, the

speaker of a prologue, the introducer of a drama.

Wilson.

) A conversation,

a discourse, news.

ad. (JBeng. locat. case of 3211 ) In what

place, where?

A solicitor, a

barrister, a pleader.

33M#te s . (^+^tf) a report, a ru-

mour, fame.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3S^|Q Spoken

of, said, mentioned.

3"f3&3 v. a. (from R. 33| ) To speak, to talk of.

s. (n. 33i1 + S*f33fr) Conver-

sation, dialogue.

3*6 a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 33^) Fit to be

mentioned or spoken of, speakable.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. 33|j Being

spoken of, being mentioned.

3^ As a deteriorative prefix, see 3^->

.

Root, i. (<Pk(.\3 , or with the insertion of a

nasal 3;^;3) 1. To be confused, to suffer

mentally, to grieve. 2. To confound. 3.

(<P*K KS
l

) To call. 4. To cry or shed tears.

3^ s. (m. 3+ TT) A cloud.

3^[3 s. (m.) An awning.

3^5£^" s . (^FCT+^ISR') Bad writing, bad

letters, a scrawl.

*. C-^^P- 3Tl + 3I<f
;;P) A bad road.

TO s. (n. from R. 3fr ) The act of killing or

cutting.

3W s. (n. 3T^+3I^") Bad food.

3^jfaT s . (m. 3F+-A.K}..) W) A bad habit.
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^l^s. (a. ^jji) 1. A footstep, a pace. 2. The

foot, the sole of the foot.

s. (corrupt, of <*K*~<) A tree (Nauclea

Cadamba, and other species). Sort. Ben. p. 14.

^Wl s. (from3^) A kind of sweetmeat made

in a globular form and resembling the flowers

of the Nauclea. Carey.

^Wt^vJl s. (from ) A climbing

plant (Clematis Gouriana). Carey.

<P^M s. (?».) 1. A plant, commonly called Ca-

damba (Nauclea Orientalis or N. Cadamba).

Colebr. Alg. p. 25. 315. 2. A kind of grass

(Andropogon serratum). 3. The mustard-seed

plant (Sinapis dichotoma). (w.) A multitude,

an assemblage or collection.

^Tt5^^ s. (mn. + See<?^< .

^"H s. (m.) 1. A white sort of Mimosa. 2. A
disease. 3. A saw. 4. An iron goad for an

elephant, s. (n.) Coagulated milk.

3Tf«r s , (a. 1. Price, value; a quantity.

2. Fate, destiny.

Distressed

with grief. Wilkins' MS.

WD a. (»»/». +3^6) 1 Bad, disagree-

able, stingy, depraved. 2. Unhealthy, ill ; sad.

3. Avaricious, miserly. —^1 (y.) or —^ (ra.)

Depravity, badness, baseness.

<eWn s. (m.) I. The plantain-tree (Musa sapien-

tum). 2. Another plant (Pistia stratiotes).

#11 s. (/.) The silk-cotton tree.

+ 3?) 1. The plantain-tree

(Musa sapientum). 2. Another plant (Pistia

stratiotes). 3. A kind of deer, the hide of

which is used as a seat, &c. 4. A flag, a

banner.

ad. Sans. (3s

, from pron. f^°, +Tfi)

When ? At what time? At any time.

<£TU^t3" a. (^\, + ;3lt^t^") Shapeless, ugly,

uncouth.

&w\$ -Saw*. (^STfl + T)) Scarcely ever,

seldom, at any time.

ac?. Saws. (^Td +^T) At some time,

seldom
;
once, at a certain time.

^KtFt^" 5-. (m. ^T^+3Tft>t^) Bad conduct.

a. Ill-behaved, profligate, wicked.

^T^tf^ ad. Sans, (^fl+f^) At some

time, some times, once, at a certain time ; sel-

dom
;
perhaps.

ad. Sans. ) At some time,

at a certain time : sometimes, now and then,

even once.

a. (a. ajjJ) Ancient, old, prior, former.

A plant (Psychotria herbacea).

Hort. Ben. p. 15.

<£TJ. s. (p. jj^) A pumpkin (Cucurbita lagenaria).

Hort. Ben. p. 70.

WfS5
s.

(f.
3^+3"^) Abuse, reproach.

<Ft£ITl s. (from ) A pumpkin (Cucurbita la-

genaria).

^1^v a
*
(corrupt, of <P^?) Lukewarm.

5. (n. + S^f) Warmth, gentle warmth,

lukewarmness.

a. (mfn. W^+^iK) 1. Speaking badly,

indistinctly, or inaccurately. 2. Vile, base,

despicable.

1. The name of a plant (Paspalum

scrobiculatum). Hort. Ben. p. 7.

a. (mfn.} Tawny, s. (m.) Tawny colour.

<^tt (corrupt, of 1. When? at what

time ? 2. At some time, at any time.

3>^ae?. (corrupt, of ^&ti) 1. When? at what

time ? 2. At some time, at any time.

2 Q
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Root, i. (^T^) 1. To shine. 2. To de-

sire or love. 3. To go or approach.

s. (n. R. Gold, (n.) The

name of several trees or shrubs, viz. 1. A tree

which bears red flowers (Butea frondosa). 2.

Thorn-apple (Datura Metel). 3. Mesua ferrea.

4. Mountain ebony (Bauhinia variegata). 5.

A black sort of Agallochum. 6. Michelia

Champaca. Wilson. 7. A snake. Wilkins'

MS.

1. The name

of a plant (Ochna squarrosa). Hort. Ben. p.

42. 2. An ornamental tree (Pterospermum ace-

rifolium). Carey.

^1<P0W s. (corrupt, of <P1<PC>H^ A plant

(Pterospermum acerifolium). Hort. Ben. p.

50. Mohun P. p. 31.

35l<PC>< (^5f^+ ¥^") A name given to the

cold-season rice, or that which forms the prin-

cipal harvest in Bengal. Carey.

^T^f^l Si (^T^ + t^fl) A plant (Poly-

gonum elegans). Carey.

The name

of a drug. Carey.

51<PH^<P" s. (n. 3^+ 1^3 +

3

s

) The royal

parasol. (Lit. With a golden staff or standard.)

A species of the

thorn-apple (Datura fastuosa).

^"15^*1^ *• A tinkling noise.

v. a. (caus. of 3^=1^13) To

tinkle, to jingle.

v. n. (from <H_<?rL) To tinkle, to

jar, to jingle.

<>1<PMU a. (mfn. 3^+ XtXT) Made of gold,

golden.

3^tf^lt3l s. (from m@\<i, the name of a

country, + A Konkai horse.
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<P*l<?t^*t^ s. (from <P1<?1 the name of a

country, H-T^l"^) A Konkai poney.

*fatftfW s. (m. 3^ +3$??$) The trea-

surer. (Lit. The superintendant of gold.)

^1<pl<W s. (from ^R>+Tt^) A kind of

potherb (Amaranthus Gangeticus). Carey.

<P*l4l^l s. (/.^^+ ^lt^+^1) A golden

jar or vase

s. The name of a plant (Commelina

Bengalensis). Carey.

s.
(f.

a. c^U) The walls of a tent, an

outer screen surrounding a tent.

1^1 s. A species of Uvaria not yet described.

Carey.

s. A species of Cascaria. Carey.

5. (corrupt, of ) A plant

(Pterospermum acerifolium).

a. (infn. superlative degree of ^^1+^^.
Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.) 1. The youngest, the

least. 2. Young, small, little. —31 (/.) or

—m (w.) Inferiority, minority. See

(jemin. of ) The little finger.

<d?tX 5. (/. from <l?*TJl ?) A girl, a maiden.

(from R. ii A pit or small pond,

dug in the midst of a swamp for the purpose of

catching fish. 2. The elbow. Mohun P. p. 16.

<Fftft s. (/) !• A creeping plant which bears

flowers. 2. The Gw?ya-plant (Abrus precato-

rius). 3. A cart.

^ftft^l s. (/. + 1. The little

finger. 2. The pupil of the eye ; the sight of

the eye.

^ft^l s. {f.
from <£*fiUl«l) The little finger.

See^ltl.

mfn. compar. degree of
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+ 3jTF1^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 520). h Younger,

younger born, as a younger brother or sister.

2. Veiy young, very small or little. See

^TT*. The elbow. SabdaS.-p.253. See^pt.

3^ s. The elbow. Sabda S. p. 35. See ^JTT

.

(corrupt, of Kanoj, a coun-

try in the north of Hindustan, also its capital.

a. Belonging to Kanoj.

(corrupt, of <?*K) A species of squill

(Scilla Indica).

s. (/.) 1. A patched cloth or garment, a

rag, a quilt of rags ; a coat of shreds worn by

some devotees. 2. A wall.

^Slrfciri"^ a. (mfn. 3^1 +^tR^) Wearing

a coat of shreds, s. (m.) A religious mendi-

cant, a devotee.

)
Wearing

a coat of shreds.

<P"H s. (mn.) 1. A bulbous or tuberous root.

2. An esculent root (Arum campanulatum).

3. (m.~) A cloud. 4. (Beng.~) Raw sugar. 5.

A kind of sweetmeat made up in large balls re-

sembling large bulbous roots. Carey.

<5"H4 s. (mfn.) 1. An artificial or natural cave,

a glen, a defile, a chasm, a deep valley. 2. (m.)

A hook for driving an elephant with.

<P*K«H s. (m. + 1. A plant (Hibis-

cus populneoides). 2. A sort of fig-tree (Ficus

venosa). Also written <£^< l
01"^

.

<P*K<1 s. femin. of q. v.

3^ s. (m.) A name of Kamadeva, the deity of

love in Hindu mythology.

s. (m.) 1. War, battle. 2. Strife, dissen-

sion, dispute
;
censure, reproach.

Wfi&W s. (/.) 1. A species of deer, the hide of

which is used. 2. The banana tree : see ^t®*U

.

<t"^5. (mfn.) 1. A saucepan, and cooking-utensil

of iron; a frying-pan. Also written • 2.

A ball. Wilkins' MS.

<P*^ s. (m.) A ball of wood or pith for playing

with ; a ball made of flowers tied together.

s. (mf.) 1. The neck. 2. (m.) A cloud.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Illuminated,

shining, splendid. Wilkins' Gr. p. 422.

^Wl s. (f.
3*fJl + 3I3l) 1. A maiden, a girl.

2. A plant (Aloes perfoliata).

W<8v51n4 a. (mfn. ^-^1+^3) The son

of an unmarried woman, a bastard.

<P*M a. (mfn. contr. of <Ml.U^q. v.)

^T^l s. (femin. of The little finger -

^Pl s . (f.) 1. A girl nine years old, a maiden,

a virgin, a young woman, a bride. 2. The

sign Virgo. As. Res. n. 292. 3. A name of

the goddess Durga. 4. A plant (Aloes per-

foliata).

^JWtT s. (m. WU^) The time of

virginity.

<H.) s .
(
m . <!FPl +3^) Kanyakubja, the

name of a country, the modern Kanoj.

Inherent in or

pertaining to a virgin.

^PW^Is. (_v| m .
^T\ + ltf3) One who

bestows a young woman in marriage.

mrt%P$ s. (n. Wl+fCt^T) The act of giving

away a young woman in marriage.

WWf^l s. (m. 5*Pl + TTf^l ) The sign Virgo.

^%iiTrft% a. (from ^Ti) Like a maiden,

timid, shy, bashful.

giving away a maiden in marriage.

Root, i. (^1T3) To tremble, to shake.

2 Q 2
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With ^l*^ prefixed, To feel tenderness or com-

passion, to pity ; with f^T, To shake, to tremble.

3*1^ indecl. An imitative sound expressive of that

which is uttered by some fishes when caught

with an angle. Carey.

3*1 s. Cold, phlegm.

The metacarpus, the hand from the

wrist to the root of the little finger. Sabda S.

p. 102.

(?w.) Fraud, deceit, circumvention, cheat-

ing ; a trick, a. (Beng.) Deceitful,

v. «. To play a trick, to dissemble.

Deceitfulness, trea-

chery, knavery.

3*t#cM s. (m. 3*f| + C3*1 ) 1. A disguise, an

assumed character. 2. A play, pantomime.

3*rtmi a. (-fH ^tra*!+H)
Acting under a disguise or under an assumed

character, s. A player, an actor.

+ ^t*^) Insidious,

deceitful, hypocritical, s. An actor, a player.

(m.) 1. The braided or matted hair of

Siva. 2. A cowrie or a small shell used as a

coin (Cyprsea moneta).

3*Pn3 s. (m. 3*Fn +3) h A cowrie or small

shell used as a coin (Cyprsea moneta). 2. The

matted hair of Siva.

s. (-f%^™. 3*^+^) 1. A name

of Siva. (Lit. Wearing his hair braided in a

knot). 2. The cowne-shell (Cypreea moneta).

Colebr. Alg. p. 1.

s. (m/k.) 1, A door. 2. The shutter of a

window.

3*Tt£*Tft s. (m. 3*Tf£ A mode of

multiplication, in which the multiplicand is

placed in a certain manner under the multiply-

ing quantity. Colebr. Alg. p. 320.

indecl. An imitative sound, used to ex-

press the sound uttered by some sorts of fish

when caught by the hook. Carey.

(mra.) 1 . The skull, the cranium ; the

forehead. 2. Either half of a water-jar ; a

piece of a broken vessel. 3. A cup or dish.

Manu vi. 44. 4. (Figuratively) Fate, destiny

(supposed to be written on the forehead). 5.

The name of a particular caste or tribe. As.

Res. v. 61.

3*11^^ s. (m. from R. ^) A
name of Mahadeva (Lit. Who wears skulls).

3*J1*W^ £ (m. (rtWWRfJ A peace made

by two parties on equal terms.

3*11^3 s. (n. 3*11^+^3) The skull. Wil-

kins' MS.

A name

of Siva. 2. A particular order or caste of Hin-

dus. See3*fl^T. 3. A lintel.

3*tHtir a. (3^+^TT) h Fortunate. 2.

Performing the religious duties of the Kapala

tribe.

3ft s. (?w.) \i An ape, a monkey. 2. A pulley

or block. 3. (Portug. couve) A cabbage.

3ft"3"55[ s . (m. 3ft +3W) Cowach or cow-

itch (Dolichos pruriens).

3ft3^T s . (3ft +3^) A pulley.

3ft**l s. (m. from 3ft +R. %fj} The elephant

or wood-apple tree (Feronia elephantum or Cra-

tseva Valanga).

3ft^pft i. (/. 3ft +3Tpft) The elephant or

wood-apple (Feronia Elephantum or Crataeva

Valanga).

3ft5HTTl s. (3ft +3nrTl) The name of a

large thorny shrub (Vangueria spinosa). Carey.

3ft^l a. (m/w.) Tawny, s. (»?.) 1. The tawny

colour. 2. A name of Agni the god of fire.
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3. Kapila, a celebrated Muni or sage, the

founder of the Sdnkhya system of philosophy.

As. Res. i. 352. vm. 485. Trans. R.A.S. i.

(femin. of 1 . The female ele-

phant of the south-east quarter. 2. A fabulous

cow celebrated in the Purdnas. 3. A kind of

perfume. 4. A sort of Sisu or timber-tree.

3FPMI&>M s. (3^1 + (^1) A variety of

autumnal rice. Carey.

(from ) A sort of au-

tumnal rice. Carey.

variety of au-

tumnal rice the grains of which are very small.

Carey.

(m.~) 1. Incense, styrax, or coarse ben-

zoin. 2. The brown colour. 3. (mfn.*) A spi-

rituous liquor, a kind of rum.

A cabbage. Carey.

(rw. from ) The name of several

plants: viz. 1. Spondias mangifera. 2. Hibiscus

populneoides. 3. Mimosa Sirisha. 4. Ficus

religiosa. 5. Areca Faufel or Catechu. 6. Cra-

tarea Marmelos. Wilson.

(corrupt, of A cloth worn for

decency by poor people, which being brought

between the legs, is tucked in behind.

^fl^ s. (corrupt. of^ft5^?) The temples.

^fe^V. (^+^5^ +^) A lock of hair tied

to the right side of the crown of a young Brah-

man when he is invested with the sacerdotal

thread. Also written

<£Pft\3 s. (m.) 1. A dove, a pigeon: particularly

the spotted-necked pigeon. 2. A bird in ge-

neral.

^Pft^trf^ s . (f ^it3+ *|lfsWi from

R. H ) An aviary, a dovecot.

per-

fume. (Lit. Like the foot of a pigeon).

^Hlvii^*. (n. ^Ptfc+^ffi) Antimony.

See^Wt^^T.

pigeon, a dove.

<PHH s. (m.) The cheek.

s. (/.) The fore-part of the knee, the

patella or knee-pan.

^fptttl v. a. (from R. jSPjj 1. To clip, to

cut a hedge with shears. 2. To begin to imi-

tate (as young parrots imitating the human

voice). Carey.

v. noun 1. The act

of clipping. 2. The first attempt (of parrots,

&c.) to imitate (the human voice).

<Ftlhtt3 v, a. (for 3rctyfe3) To clip, to

cut with scissors or shears.

(v. noun The act of

cutting or clipping with scissors or shears.

3*fl s. (contract, of rfWfr ) A'small piece of

cloth worn round the loins by devotees and

poor people. See also

s. (m.) 1. Phlegm, according to the Hindu

physicians, one of the three humours of the

body. 2. Watery froth or foam in general. 3.

(Beng.) A rheum, a cold or catarrh.

<P*£<P« a. (mfn. ^XF+^") Producing colds,

occasioning catarrh, producing phlegm.

<K(?^ a. (mfn. from R. 5?T
)

Curing

colds or rheum.

<P^Ol a. (mfn. <P^ +3) Occasioned by a cold

or rheum.

s. (m.) or ^Fil (f.) The elbow.

<$*£VL a. (mfn. <K{?+TT) Producing colds, occa-

sioning rheumatism.
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2. Afflicted with a cold or rheum.

s. (in.) or <PH5»l'fi (/.) The elbow.

(a. A caravan.

(-"P^w/n. W+fH ) 1. Phleg-

matic.

3^ Root, i. (?<P*lfevS) To colour, to tinge with

various hues. 2. To praise.

^\ad. (h. u^?) When? at what time?

<£<(> s. (»m.) 1. Armour, mail. 2. A kettle-

drum, a drum used in battle. 3. A tree (Hi-

biscus populneoides). 4. An amulet, a writing

carried about the person as a charm.

A species of birch,

commonly called Bhojpatr : pieces of its bark

are inscribed with mystical verses and are worn

as amulets.

A verse or text

used as a charm, or inscribed upon an amulet.

3?3"T>t s. (from^S) Armed, wearing; defensive

armour.

<F3\I s. (corrupt, of <£<n> q. v.)

s. (from a. j^iJi) Grasp, gripe : the act

of receiving or taking possession of a thing.

To take possession of, to sequestrate,

to seize, to subdue, to conquer.

kind of flat fish, commonly called

kavay or kay (Perca vagabunda, Buchanan's

MSS. Lutianus scandens, Lacepede). See

SRlfl. and 3^55 .

<P<^ s. (mn.) 1. A headless trunk (especially

retaining the power of action); the belly. 2.

(n.) Water. 3. (m.) The name of a demon

whose head was forced into his body by a stroke

of Indra's thunderbolt.

(f.) A kind of fish, commonly called

Kavay or kay (Perca vagabunda, Buchanan's

MSS. Lutianus scandens, Laceptlde).

<F3^s. (a.jJ) A grave.

s. (mn.) 1. A braid or fillet of hair. 2.

Salt. 3. Sourness, acidity, a. (mfn.) Mixed,

intermingled.

ISlESnb* 0- Jj^) A grave-digger.

(p. Jc-tjJ) A tomb, a burial

ground.

<P«1 s.
(f.) A plant (Mimosa octandra).

<§<RTt *! (/.) 1. A braid or fillet of hair. 2. A
plant (Mimosa octandra). 3. (Beng.) Sour-

ness, acidity.

<£<T^ s. (m.) A mouthful : particularly that of

a beast.

(mfn.3^ + 3^3) Devoured, eaten,

swallowed.

5. (m.) Armour, mail. See <?3T>

.

A pretext, a pretence, a trick, deception.

s. (a. A£.)y plur. of Military

exercise, manoeuvres.

(mfn.) A door, a shutter. Also written

<£<TF3^a. (p. <__jL£) Roasted, s. Roasted-meat.

^t^tft" s. (from cubebs, +T^tf^)

The name of the seeds of Piper Cubeba, or the

cubebs of the shops. Carey.

A bird (Tantalus falcinellus, Buchanan's

MSS.) Carey.

<P<U ad. (^, from f^°, + 3~fa) How often?

how many times ?

s. (a. jJU) A bill of sale, a deed of

transfer.

s. (m. from R. 3>?) 1. A poet. 2. The sun.

3. Sukra, the regent of the planet Venus and

preceptor of the Daityas or demons. 4. The

name of an ancient Hindu sage, son of An-

giras. Manu riJ 151. 5. A name of BrahmA.

a. (mfn.) Learned, wise.
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<pf<l<P s. (n.) and <P(<<PI s. (/.) The bit of a

bridle.

Made by a poet,

composed by a poet.

^f^sjl s.(/.)or^f^3" s. (».<?[< + n31 or +^)
Poetry.

from h. M«

which from q. v.) A poet.

(?».) The elephant or wood-apple (Fe-

ronia Elephantum). See

^f^TT s. (n.) A bridle. See 9f^9 .

(from <ff^T + "5 ^v5l*lv.) A physician.

3Kf[ 5 . (femin. of <pf< q. v.) The bit of a bridle.

from

Following the precepts of Kabir, a celebrated

Hindu sectator. 5. A follower of Kabir.

9<T 5. (w.) A ring of metal worn about the neck

by way of ornament. Wilkins' MS.

<&$s$4^s. from ^PiTJ) A pigeon.

9^v2r^Tn1 s. (p. tj\^.JyS) A pigeon-house.

<^^
cr
Ls

- (
A

- J_jr^0
^n acknowledgment, an agree-

ment, v. a. To promise, to acknow-

ledge.

<t*W ad. (from ) When? at what time?

^[<l*S a. (mfn. from^+^^) Slightly warm,

tepid, s. (n.) A slight warmth.

"^P. s. (from a. dLAi ) The wrist, the grasp of the

hand ; a hinge.

9D s .

(
w . ftom R. An oblation, an offering

of food to deceased ancestors.

ad. (h. ^^jQ At any time.

9^3 ad. (from + Even at any time.

9^ Root, i. (irreg. ^UtilJvS) To desire, to

wish or long for.

^^iwtfecZ. Sans. U Water. 2. The head. 3.

Happiness or happily. 4. An expletive. TTi/son.

a. (p. ^) Less, defective, minus; inade-

quate, deficient.

^M<P^ s. (p. <^Sa£) An associate, an assistant.

(»w.) 1. A tortoise. 2. A bamboo. 3.

The name of a Daitya or demon. 4. A por-

cupine. 5. (mn.~) A water-jar, especially one

made of a hollow gourd or cocoa-nut and used

by ascetics.

QHtm. s. (f. 9*T& +% ) A female tortoise, or a

small one.

9^3*5 s. (mn.) 1. An earthen or wooden water-

pot used by ascetics. 2. A vessel with a spout.

Wilkins' MS. 3. The waved-leaf fig-tree.

<P*H a. (mfn. from R. 1. Libidinous, de-

sirous. 2. Desirable, beautiful, s. (/w.) 1. A
name of Brahma. 2. A name of Kamadeva.

3. A tree (Jonesia Asoca).

9*4.llil a. (mfn. from R. <P3Jj Desirable, pleas-

ing;, beautiful. -31 (/.) or (n.) Loveli-

ness, beauty.

ad. (hom pron. f^°) Where? Whither?

Somewhere.

9XT^ s. (n.) Water. See <R^.

a. (mfn. from R. 9^) Desirous, lustful.

s. (p. jS) The loins.

<>M<<*^ s. (p. jcjyS) A girdle for the loins.

<*l<5**ll s. (p. 0$) The girding up of the

loins, the preparing for battle.

93OT^t91> (9JR+C^"M +9^) A va-

riety of Arum which is cultivated for its whole-

some and nutritive root (Arum Colocasia).

Caret/.

<P»m s. (n. from R. 9^?) 1. A lotus or water-

lily (Nelumbium speciosum or Nymphsea Ne-
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lumbo). 2. Water. 3. Copper. 4. A medi-

cament, a drug. 5. The bladder. 6. (m.)

A species of deer. 7. (Beng.~) A candlestick.

s. (femin. of^I^T) 1. A name of Laksh-

mi. 2. An excellent woman. 3. (Beng.} An
orange.

WTtf^s. Seef¥^)
An orange.

^H^tr^ s , (corrupt, of ^^tft5
^) An

orange (Citrus Aurantium). Mohun P. p. 58.

s. (m. ^SFT+^T^ffi") A name of

Brahma. (Lit. Seated upon a lotus.)

1. An assemblage

of lotus flowers, a place abounding with water-

lilies. 2. A water-lily with its flower and seeds.

<P*U5"ll>3< s. (n. ^R+^OT) Safflower

(Carthamus tinctorius).

WM v. a. (causal of <?]*li>S) To lessen,

to diminish, to reduce, to abate the price of an

article.

^it^T s. (v. noun The diminish-

ing or reducing of any thing ; the abating of

the price of any article.

A cross-bow.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. J Desired,

wished for, longed for.

<t>[Il^l a. mfn. R. 3^+3"
)

Wishing,

longing after
;
desirous, cupidinous, lustful.

v. n. (from p. ^) To abate, to assuage,

to diminish, to decrease, to remit, to shrink.

<f*l); s. (v.
LS
*£) Defectiveness, smallness ; re-

duction, remission, abatement.

(a. ^^aj) A shirt or shift.

^iw5j)k «• (p« yp^) Mean, low, base, wicked,

(from p. y^.*^) l> Meanness, lowness,

baseness. 2. Vulgar persons, the mob, the

dregs of the people.

a. (p. Of little value, of

a low price.

vile.
10 /)IU<

cjy
f£)

Of little strength, weak,

powerless,

^ptl^a. (p. £) Low, base.

a. (f'jjj p£) Of little power, weak,

infirm.

3*its5tW| 5. (p. Ljjjj^) Weakness, infirmity,

debility.

(from p. ^) Littleness, paucity; a di-

minution, a defect.

(m. from R. A tremor, a shake, a

vibration, agitation.

s . (m. +^%) A pain attended with

trembling, an ague, an intermittent fever.

a. (mfn. R. ^\+^5PT) Trembling, shak-

ing, vibrating, s. (w.) A quivering or trembling

motion, a tremor.

^fattf a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. Capable

of being shaken, moveable, vibratory, agitable.

^WlP a. (3**)
)
Paralytic, trembling

from palsy.

^t*r a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. <^L,) Shaking,

vibrating, trembling, quivering, palpitating.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. *^Lj Shaken,

put into a vibratory motion, trembling, shaking.

s. (n.) A trembling, tremor.

v. a. (from R.^L)To move, to shake,

to agitate. Mohun P. p. 170.

(jw.) Sunda Rochani, a perfume and

drug so called. See Also written
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^t^pftS' a. (corrupt, of P. ^) Unripe, not

mature.

<P*~d a. (mfn. R. <^\+^") Trembling, shaking,

agitated.

3*13^ a. (p-c^-kr ~£) Inauspicious, unhappy,

unfortunate, calamitous, wretched.

^^^^Uvflj, S- (P> ^£) Wretchedness, misery,

inauspiciousness, calamity.

<=*<1^" a. (mfn.) Variegated.

s. (m.) 1. A blanket. 2. A chief of the

Nagas or serpents. 3. A small worm. 4. An
upper cloth or garment. 5. The dew-lap. 6. A
sort of deer. 7. (n.) Water.

^F^T^Tl a. (<^<H+3lfl1 q. v . from h.^.)

Wearing a blanket.

<t^H<ll*M s. (h. ^^n+^I^T^ from R.

<5^) A kind of carriage, covered with a coarse

blanket or woollen cloth, and drawn by oxen.

s. (f.) 1. A ladle or spoon. 2. A shoot,

a branch or joint of a bamboo. Also written

<F<1.

<£*^s. (?ww.) A shell, a conch, (m.) 1. A brace-

let, a ring. 2. A bivalve shell. 3. An elephant.

4. The neck. 5. A vein or tubular vessel of the

body. a. (mfn.) Variegated, speckled.

f^jffc a. (mfn.
^s^ + Sffal) Having the

neck marked with three lines like a shell.

pP^ffal s.
(f. ^^+tifaft) A neck marked

with three lines like those of a spiral shell (con-

sidered to be indicative of exalted fortune).

<P<T s. (m.) 1. A bracelet. 2. (mfn.) A thief,

a plunderer.

^^*lad. (p. j^j X) More or less, thereabout,

nearly.

^3T3l s. (m.) 1. Kamboja or Kamboya, a
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country in the north of India. 2. A kind of

shell. 3. A description of elephant.

s. (/.) The name of a plant (Gmelina

arborea).

$f§^Pl 5. (f.) The name of a plant (Pistia Stra-

tiotes). Hort. Ben. p. 49.

<?M a. (mfn. R. <fJ^+'^") Desirous, cupidinous.

^JTl s. (corrupt, of ^T^) The name of a tree

(Citrus Aurantium). Hort. Ben. p. 59.

^"ttTRr 5 . (corrupt. of^^Rlf^F^) The name

of a tree (Citrus Aurantium). Hort. Ben. p. 59.

3?f|l 5 . (corrupt, of <t?M~^) A blanket.

^H^t s. (corrupt, of t^ifo"!) Coal, a coal.

<P*r*$J s. (f. corrupt, of ^tTT^ ?) The name

of a plant, commonly called Kdkoli. Wilson.

(The same or corrupt, of

^TST?) Sirup.

A kind of partridge, commonly called

Ka'er (Perdrix sylvatica). Sabda S. p. 130.

5 .

(
A

. Jtf) A weighman, a person who

weighs wares.

^ITFff s . (a. JU£ + ^f) A toll taken by the per-

son who weighs merchandize.

s. A species of perch which is noted for

going by land from one piece of water to ano-

ther (Perca vagabunda). See .

^Ul<P^«. (from^ + 3^) Some, a few. See

^PCXTw^ s. (a. jJs) Confinement, imprisonment,

fetters. See

a. (mfn. from R. W) Making, producing,

effecting. (Only used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Causing pain, from "^o
1^! s. Pain,

+ ;
"3T<f^'^* a. (mfn.) Producing advan-

2 R
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tage, from ^51^. s . Gain, advantage, +<M .

See Wilkins' Gr. % 783.)

3*3 s. O. from R. ^) 1. The hand. 2. The

claw of an animal. 3. An elephant's trunk.

4. A cubit. Colebr. Alg. p. 2. 5. A ray of

light. 6. Taxes, revenue. 7. Hail.

<P<^$ s. A storehouse, a granary.

<1M<£ s. (m. <£< +<£) 1. The pomegranate-tree.

2. Revenue, tax, toll. 3. A sort of bird. 4.

A plant (Galedupa arborea). 5. A tree (Butea

frondosa). 6. (w/.) Hail. 7. A thunderstone.

Wilkins' MS. 8. (?wk.) The water-pot of the

student or ascetic ; the shell of a cocoa-nut

hollowed to form a vessel. Wilson. 9. A skull.

10. A cruise. 11. (ra.) A mushroom. Wilkins'

MS.

<$<<PO s. (corrupt, of <FO<P) Sea-salt obtained

by evaporation.

<p<<d?fc> s. The unripe shell of a cocoa-nut before

it has acquired any hardness, a. Unripe, soft

(only said of the cocoa-nut whilst it is soft and

eatable). Carey.

A sort of bird (Lanius excubitor).

a. Stunted (said of vegetables that have been

checked in their growth and have thereby be-

come crooked and hard).

3^Tl s. (3^"+^) The hip.

^3*^1 s. (/. from R.
<J)

1. Hail. 2. The water-

pot of an ascetic. 3. A vessel made of a cocoa-

nut.

<M<HM| s . (_*Tt° s. 3^+3I§^) The co-

coa-nut tree (Cocos nucifera).

The name of a species of grass (Rott-

bcellia perforata). Caret/.

The name

of a fish (Pimelodes Kurki-Tayngra, Bu-

chanan's MSS.) Carey.

3^T^t$t s. (3^+03^) The lines in the

palm of the hand.

s . (m. + from R. SjT
)
Marriage.

(Lit. The taking the hand : see ^Ttfl^ !
.)

s. (rc.^+Ste; !) The collecting of

taxes, tribute, or revenue.

^SfT5^ a. (mfn. ^^+£[1^$) Receiving or

collecting taxes or revenue, s. (w?.) A collector

of tribute or taxes.

<RXft^ a. (-fe\mfn. 3^ + SftftTL.) Col-

lecting or receiving taxes, tribute, &c. s. (wi.)

A collector of tribute or taxes.

«5<Tt[ s. (m.) 1. A cocoa-nut hollowed so as to

form a cup or vessel. 2. The head. 3. Any

bone of the body. Wilson. Also written

and 3R^1

.

n. from A market, a fair.

I s. (from a. ^js- 1
-) A written assessment, a

levy of taxes. Carey.

s. The name of a tree (Bridelia

lancesefolia, Roxb.} Carey.

The name of a plant (Wrightea an-

tidysenterica, or Pentaptera Arjuna). Sabda S.

p. 414.

<Mn>Ui s. The name of the small white heron

(Ardea nivea). Carey.

<M\5l s. (m.) The name of a plant commonly

called Karanj (Galedupa arborea).

<t><vil m. (<£<T+ 3i) 1. A finger-nail. 2. («.)

A perfume, commonly called Nakhi, resembling

a nail in appearance. Wilson.

<$4.t$ s. (tm.) A plant commonly called Karanj

(Galedupa arborea). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

<><^^ s. (m. <P<^ +^) A plant commonly

called Karanj (Galedupa arborea).

<FT& s. (m.) 1. A crow. 2. An elephant's cheek.
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3. Safflower or carthamus. 4. A man of a low

or degraded profession. 5. The first Sraddha

or ceremony performed in honour of a deceased

ancestor. 6. An atheist, an unbeliever, an

oppugner of the doctrines of the Vedas. 7.

A musical instrument. Wilson.

<P< ol s. (/.) A cow difficult to be milked.

<E>< &t 5. (—f^\m. +^\) An ele-

phant.

(m.) The Numidian crane.

3^"°U. (n. R, ^ + :3I;T) 1. Action; the doing

of any thing. 2. Acting, dramatic action. 3.

Business, occupation, as trade, &c 4. The

particular business of any tribe or caste. 5.

An instrument or means of action. 6. (In

grammar) The instrumental case. 7. An organ

of sense. 8. Cause, motive. 9. The body. 10.

A field. 11. The posture, abstinence, &c. of an

ascetic. 12. Copulation (seu modus coeundi).

13. Plaistering, spreading any thing with the

hand. Wilson. 14. A bond, a written stipu-

lation. Wilkins' MS.

<P< C
1 s. (in. from R. + ) A man of a mixed

class, the son of a Sudrd woman by a Vaisya ;

the occupation of this class is writing, accounts,

&c. ; a writer, a scribe. As. Res. v. 58. The

son of an outcast Kshatriya. See Manu x.

6. 22. a. (mfn.) Miserable. Wilkins' MS.

^Tt^ ad. (3^"°|+^) Occasioned by, pro-

duced by
;
by means of, by the instrumentality

of. (Only used in comp. e. g.

a. Effected by complaisance
;

complaisant,

kind, from ;3FjX< 1H s. Complaisance, kind-

ness, +<?<"i<f
.)

^Tt^tW s. (n. +3t5^) (In grammar)

The instrumental case.

Wfl s. (f. 3^°!+^?) A surd or irrational

number. Colebr. Alg. p. 145. A surd root.

Colebr. Alg. p. 324.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^ ) To be done,

necessary, fit, practicable.

«^3T3 s. (m.) 1 . A basket of bamboo wicker-work.

2. A bee-hive, a honey-comb. 3. A sword. 4.

A sort of duck. 5. An aquatic weed (Valisne-

ria). Wilson.

3^31 s. The name of the acid fruit Caronda,

also the thorny bush which produces it (Carissa

Carodas. Carey. Also, Hibiscus fragrans?

Hort. Ben. p. 97.)

<1Msj a. (Ben. pres. p. from R. *3p
)

Continuing

to do, doing repeatedly.

s. (m. ^"+\J??f) The palm of the hand.

a. Subject to, under the power of a person.

<P«\jC^ ad. (locat. case of <P<\5n) Under the

power, in subjection.

^3t^ s . (^" +\5M) A cymbal.

The sound of

a cymbal or of cymbals.

^JT^l s. (f. 3^3t*T+^) 1 . A musical in-

strument, perhaps a kind of Castanet. 2. Beat-

ing time by clapping the hands.

s.
(f.

fromW+C3ttTl) Kara toya,

the name of a river in the north of Bengal.

<F<Wtkft a. (-f$\ mfn. ^+T*lfU^) Pay-

ing taxes or duties.

saw.

s. (-3^ m. ^lTr +^) The

palmyra-tree (Borassus flabelliforaiis).

^^3" s. (^" +
'

ct^") Conversation by signs

made with the fingers.

<MHiq s. (n. 3^"+ *ft!T) The joined hands

formed into a cup, to hold or to drink water.

3^tt*T s . (m. ^pfWt) 1. A sword, a

scymetar. 2. The superintendent of the pri-

sons. Trans. R.A.S. i. 174.

2 R 2
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A cudgel,

a short club or wooden sword.

) The joining the palms of

the hands, as an expression of respect and ob-

sequiousness.

ad. (locat. case of ^^ffc> ) With the

hands respectfully joined.

<P<<tcl s. (^' + :5tc1) The name of a water-

fowl (Charadrius bilobus, Lin?) Carey.

1. A sword, a scy-

metar.

3R3TpT3?1 s. (f. + A small

sword, a cudgel or stick.

<P<<1 s. See ^"^t^*

.

) 1. A fragrant plant,

a sort of oleander or rose-bay (Nerium odorum).

2. A sword. 3. A cemetery.

<P<-53 s. (m.) 1. The metacarpus, the hand from

the wrist to the root of the fingers. 2. A young

camel or any young animal. 3. A young ele-

phant.

"SP*^*! s. (n. 3=^ + ) A bracelet, an oraa-

ment worn round the wrist.

<P4^T s. (corrupt, of 1. An action. 2.

Fate, or the liability of any person to suffer or

enjoy the consequences of actions committed in

a former state of existence ; actions done in a

prior state of existence. Carey.

3MM0l s. corrupt, of <!><^ ln q. v.

<$4*\*K s. (m. ^"+ 51^ from R. A small

tree bearing an acid fruit, commonly called Ca-

ronda (Carissa Carondas).

s. (m. <P<^ kn +^) See ^^Pn.

s. (corrupt, of ^F^5^) The name of a

large timber-tree (Nauclea cordifolia). Carey.

^Ti 616

^flfel s. (rfl A rosary, a bead-roll.

<P«t<ll£3 ad. (^+C3~ft\3 Beng. locat. case

of OTO) With joined hands (as a mark of

respect).

a. (mfn.) Mixed, intermingled, inlaid.

s. (m.) Flour or meal mixed with curds.

^Tf^3 a. (mfn. <P<M +^3) 1. Intermingled,

mixed. 2. Pounded, reduced to powder.

s. (m.) Cake, flour or meal mixed with

curds, a. (mfn.) Warm, hot. Wilkins' MS.

<P<^5. (a. JJs) Steadiness, fimtiness, patience.

<R"3"1 s. (from &.j\js) Steadiness, firmness, pa-

tience.

s. (m.^+^) A finger-nail.

<RF^ s. The name of a bird (Bucco Corula).

Carey.

^FfjCffl s. (corrupt, of ^^R^Ti?) A cucurbi-

taceous plant, also its fruit (Momordica Cha-
rantia). Carey.

<R*TM1 s. (/.<Rr+*rWl) A finger. (Lit.

A branch of the hand).

^^1<P< s. (m. 3^+ *ffe3") Water expelled

from an elephant's trunk.

s. An cedematous

swelling of the hands, usually considered as a

forerunner of death. Carey.

^<^< s. (m. ^+$$) The name of a plant

(Gardenia saponacea, Buchanan'sMS.). Carey.

<P<3st& s. (m.) The root of a water-lily.

<P<^t&3P s The name of a tree ^Van_

gueria spinosa).

s. (from R. ^) The doing or making of any

thing. (Frequently used in comp. with nouns to

give the sense of the verbal noun, e. g. ^t<$t-

*l^Tl s. The revealing, from 3^1*1 a. Evi-

dent, clear, +<fc<1). a. Done, made.
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v. a. (cans, of gsfel ) To cause to

make or do ; to impel, to incite, to excite.

<P< s. (m. 3p^+ 3IT^lT3) A blow or slap

with the hand.

sa.

{
s. The local name of a species of Mimo-

Carey.

a. Stunted, obstructed in its growth,

compressed, s. The name of a bird (Gallinula

viridis). Carey.

species of grass (Scirpus complanatus). Carey.

<M \°\ s. (v. noun of <fc<1^Ui) The causing a

person to make or do (any thing).

<M flj, s. (from ) A collector of taxes, a

clerk, a writer.

<S>«1\5 s. (corrupt, of ^T^^T) A saw.

A sawyer.

^Tt^tUJ v. pass. (^Ti + ^lltre) To be

made, to be done, to be effected.

<M (*-j\js) A promise, a contract, a com-

pact, an agreement, the ratification of a bargain.

<P< i^Kl^s. (from a.J\x< A treaty, an

agreement, an engagement, a promise.

<M I<1 a. (Jiji+^l) Engaged for, promised.

^Tt5^ a. (mfn.) 1 . Great, tall. 2. High, lofty.

3. Formidable, terrible, dreadful. 4. Having

large projecting teeth, s. 1. (m.) Resin, pitch,

or a mixture of oil and the resin of the Sa^-tree.

2. (n.) A dark species of Tulasi, or Basil (Ocy-

mum sanctum). 3. (Beng.) A species of swal-

low-wort (Hemidesmus Indicus).

^|<<£^ s. (m. ^f^T+^g) The frontal globes

of an elephant.

^f^tffe s. (n. ^FT + ^tf^fe) The roar-

ing of elephants.

(femin. of ) A female elephant.

^f^TS v. a. (from R. <£) To make, to do.

^fef^^Nt s. (f. ^fej-ft^K) A plant

bearing a pungent fruit. (Lit. Elephant-pepper,

Pothos officinalis, Rox.)

A variety of the

white heron (Ardea nivea maxima). Carey.

species of bird (Tringa Ochropus).

Carey.

^ftUtfto v. a. ^f%1 from

+ To effect, to cause, to accomplish.

^ft^l s. The name of a plant (Momordica Cha-

rantia). Hort. Ben. p. 70.

The name of a plant (Dalbergia reni-

formis). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

young ele-

phant, under five (or according to others under

ten) years old.

^f^"*n3 s . (35f^+*£3) The trunk of an ele-

phant.

<#R*£ a. (mfn. R. f +t^) Making, doing.

Only used in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.)

Ornamenting, embellishing, adorning, from

<?<l s. (—f^\m. <R^ +I/T ) An elephant.

a. The feminine form of the adjective <IM,

frequently occurring in compound words ; e. g.

A science productive ofwealth.

(from An excellent ele-

phant, the leader of a herd of elephants.

a. (a. ^j*) Generous, liberal, munificent,

beneficient.

^^3" s. (mn.) 1. The shoot of a bamboo. 2.

(m.) A thorny plant described as growing in

deserts and fed upon by camels, commonly

called Caril (Capparis aphylla, Box.) 3. A
water-jar. Wilson.
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(mn.) Dry cow-dung.

<P<p5 s. (corrupt, of ^fl^T) A granary.

s. (m.) Compassion, tenderness, pity, mercy.

2. The name of a fruit-tree, the pamplemouse

or shaddock (Citrus Decumana). ad. Sans.

(—*t°) In a piteous manner.

(femin. of <t)

<t
>c

l
) Compassion, tender-

ness, pity, mercy.

<P<P*1 i<P<' a. (mfn. ^H +ST^T) Full of

pity. (Lit. A mine of pity.)

^^nlftTS a . {mfn. 3^°i+3lf^3) Compas-

sionate, tender, merciful.

^TTJ^ «; + Filled with

compassion or mercy ;
tender-hearted, compas-

sionate.

<P<?'lly «. (wi/n.^cl+^lfH) Mild, compas-

sionate. (Lit. Moist with pity.)

^Trttffe a. (mfn. ^fttH+ft^) Tender-

hearted, compassionate.

<P^*i'(^l«f s. (m. + ) A plaintive voice.

s. (corrupt, of ) The osprey or fish-

ing-eagle (Falco Haliseetus).

(jw/
1

.) The Numidian crane.

<?(.<^ s. (mfi) A male or female elephant. Also

writtenTO .

^Rv? s. The name of a plant (Sida acuta).

Hort. Ben. p. 50.

s. The name of a cucurbitaceous plant,

also of its fruit (Momordica Charantia). Carey.

The name of a plant

and its fruit (Momordica Charantia). As. Res.

x. 17.

3R^tt s. (n.) The bones of the head, the skull.

Also written <Pl< or ^Ift (/.)

s. The name of a species of fish (Clupea

fornicata, Buchanan's MS.*) Carey.

s. (m.) 1. A white horse. 2. A mirror. 3. A
water-jar. 4. A crab. 5. A sign of the zo-

diac (Cancer). 6. Fire. Wilson.

<J><PE> s. (m.) 1. A crab. 2. The sign of the

zodiac (Cancer). As. Res. it. 292. 3. A kind

of bird, the Numidian crane. 4. A long gourd.

5. The fibrous root of the lotus. 6. The curved

end of the beam of a balance to which the

strings supporting the scale are attached. Wil-

son. 7. The opening of the compass, the radius

of a circle. Colehr. Alg. p. 90.

) The sign

Cancer.

^n^f^ft s. (/.^§ +^+^ ) The name ofa

climbing and milky plant (Asclepias geminata?)

Carey.

3#£t s. (femin. of 5?<Fk> ) 1 . A female crab.

2. A sort of cucumber (Cucumis utilissimus).

3. Another plant (Momordica mixta). Hort.

Ben. p. 70.

(from A toad.

Mohun P. p. 57.

<
^<£^ s. (mfi) The name of a tree, the jujube

(Zizyphus Jujuba). Also written ^<f^ .

<$<P'4 s. Gravel ; a grating noise ; the grating

sensation arising from having sand between the

teeth ; the painful sensation arising from having

dust in the eye, &e. Carey.

s. (m.) A mirror, a. (mfn.) Hard, firm.

s. (n.) Stone, nodules of lime-stone, commonly

called Konhar.

^$f^TTl a. (from <P<P<
) Gritty, full of nodules.

(/.) A pitcher.
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<r

<3?<£<T s. (m.) A pumpkin-gourd (Cucurbita pepo).

(mf) The Numidian crane. See

and <PC< v .

^^"l a. (mfn.) 1. Rough, hard, harsh, shrill.

2. Violent, cruel, unkind, harsh, s. (m.) 1. A
plant, commonly called Sunda Rochani. 2. A
kind of cassia (Cassia esculenta). 3. Sugar-

cane. 4. A sword.

^<$t^s. (m.) A pumpkin-gourd (Cucurbita pepo.)

s. The name of a species of grass (Rottboellia

perforata). See <P<|<P

.

(m.) 1. A tree (iEgle Marmelos),

also its fruit. See W.^ . 2. A species of snake.

s . («.) Gold. See

s. (m.) A plant (Curcuma reclinata). See

Wtt . Also written <Tf>« .

K *«

<Pb <<? s. {m.) A plant, zedoary (Curcuma Zerum-

bet). See^T3"^.

Root, i. To give pain, to make

uneasy.

5. (a. yOji) A loan, a debt.

<P^Svi|l^[tir s. (a.^ + a. *y ) The discharging

of a debt.

^'v^kl k*!^. (p. ^olj The lending ofmoney

or goods.

^4 622

<>\5L^1^ s . (p.^j^y) A debtor, one who bor-

rows money or other articles.

3%!U (a. J>J+*ft) A promissory note, a

bond.

^%*TtH s. (A. uiJi + ) The discharging of

a debt.

s. (from a. yoji) A debtor.

<£°l Root, x. (<?"TTTf3) To pierce or bore.

With the prefixes 3Tl, ^T^+^fl, or 3*1 , To

hear or listen.

^ s. (m. from R. 1. The ear. 2. The

rudder of a ship or boat ; a helm. 3. The hy-

pothenuse of a right-angled triangle ; or in any

triangle, the diagonal of a parallelogram, where-

of the triangle is the half. Colebr. Alg. p. 59.

106. 4. A plant (Cassia fistula). 5. A sort

of swallow-wort (Asclepias gigantea).

An ear-ring.

A small cole-

opterous insect; (according to some) a centipede.

^T<?^< s. (n. +<£$s<) 1. The meatus or

orifice of the ear. 2. The tympanum.

^Sftl s. (m. ^4+^1) The wax of the ear.

^TPtt^ s. (m. ^+(THF^) The notice or

cognizance of the ear ; such a situation as to

be within hearing, a. {mfn.') Within hearing,

perceptible to the ear.

The ear-hole.

The name of

an insect (Julus cornifex, and perhaps some other

species). Also, a very slender species of Cen-

tipes or Scolopendra. Carey. Also written

<t>'K^<*>1 and ^'KSlt^^lS (—W^.)

3H^T3" s. {m. 3*Cf from R. <4 ) A helms-

man, a steersman, a pilot.

<r

^'Kl^ s. The name of a plant (Citrus Medica).

Hort. Ben. p. 59.

3T>fte*. (^+^)A tumour in the ear.

J^Wft s. (/. from SFl+'TH) An ornament

for the ear.

<Ff*F^ s. (from^+^W) An ornament of the

ear.
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Ear-wax.

Wilkins' MS.

) The religious ceremony

of piercing the ears of a male Hindu child ; the

piercing the ears to receive ear-rings.

An ear-ring.

s. (m. «P| +Spf) The secretion or wax

of the ear.

<r _ s
s. (n. ^1 +^1 ) The root of the ear.

K K£ <r

^T^% s . (n. The orifice of the ear.

(/. «4+*[S^ft) The outer or

cartilaginous part of the ear.

wiw. s . (m.m+W) A running of the ears.

Wilkins' MS.

^feK*. (^4+3l1 + <Fpi form) Awhis-

pering together.

s. (m.) A country, Karnata, whence the

modern Karnatik: the name however was an-

ciently applied to the central districts of the

peninsula, including Mysore. Wilson.

^7t&<l= s. (rn. ^TTta + <?) A native of Karnata.

Wilkins' Gr. § 902.

+ <H> ) A drug or medicinal

root, produced in the country of Karnata (pro-

bably a variety of Acorus Calamus). Carey.

+ 3f ) One of the Ragints

or female personifications of the musical modes.

As. Res. in. 78.

s. (». ^cl+^T?
i

c
i) The listening with

attention.

(from R. <^°1 ) A mason's trowel.

^fT3?1 s. (/. ^ +^1) 1. An ear-ring or

ornament of the ear. 2. The pericarp of a

lotus. 3. The middle finger. 4. The tip of
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an elephant's trunk. 5. A fruit-stalk. 6.

Chalk. 7. A plant (Premna spinosa). Wilson.

^f^W s. (m. from SFI ?) 1. The name of a

large ornamental tree commonly called Kaniyar

(Pterospermum acerifolium, or Pentapetes ace-

rifolia). 2. A sort of cassia (Cassia fistula).

Wilson.

^fTTt^t^ s . (m. ^ff^+TRtS) An iron

arrow with a barbed point. Wilkins' MS.

ears.

s. (m.
s

) A barbed arrow. Wilkins' MS.

s. (mf. ^T'lfor Pf, +^i) A covered

car or litter for the conveyance of women, borne

on men's shoulders.

*. (m. fC^ locat. case of ^f,

from R. An informer, a talebearer, a

whisperer.

1. A semicircular orna-

ment fixed in the upper part of the ear. 2. An

ear-ring.

un-3\3 Root, x. (^3^"R?) To slacken, to

loose, to remove. Also written or <3?^T

.

s. (n. R.^ + 3FT) 1. The act of trim-

ming or cutting. 2. The spinning of cotton or

thread.

&&f\ s. (from R. ^^) A pair of scissors or

shears.

<1?\3<^ a. (mfn. R. ^ + sS<) ) Necessary, proper

to be done, fit, suitable. — 31 (f.) or —^ (n.)

Suitableness, fitness, practicability.

^ferflfirl (^^-hft^i) A religious or

moral duty. Mohun P. p. 161.

<p5f<^l s. (/. from R.^) A pair of scissors,

a pair of shears.

^3f^t5) s. (n. ^4pT locat. case of <£*3)

(In grammar) The active voice.
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^3^1 s. (/. from R. ^) A pair of scissars or

shears.

^51 s . (—tf m/rt. R. ^+ 1[) 1. An agent, a

doer, a maker ; a governor ; the Creator. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 570. 2. (In grammar) The agent of

a verb ; the nominative case. Mohun P. p. 122.

s. (/.) 1. The lower extremity of an ele-

phant's trunk. 2. The middle finger. Wil-

kins' MS.

v. a. (from R. ^s) To cut, to trim, to

cut off, to deduct.

^^<f a. (mfn. <£\3 +^) Done by, accomplished

by : only used in comp. e. g. a.

(mfn.*) Done by another (lit. having another

for its agent), from ^FP a. Another, +^n^<J? .
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s. (n. ^~5+^) Management, agency, go-

vernment.

^53~IT>^ 5 . (n. ^+^lt>5) (In grammar) A
nominal verb. Wilkins' Gr. § 140. 561 . 2.

An adjective derived from a verb. Yates' Gr.

p. 420.

<p|<l0J s. (w.^+^t^) (In grammar) The

active voice, an active verb. a. (mfn.) To be

expressed by the agent.

A noun of

agency.

s. (femin. of *^3) A female agent ; a go-

verness ; the mistress of a family.

3^ Root, i. (^nRj) To grumble, as the

bowels ; to caw as a crow ; or to make any

such noise.

^\ s. (m.) Mud, clay.

s .

(TO.) 1. Mud, mire, clay. 2. Sin. 3.

(n.) Flesh.

3Pfli? s. (m.) Old and patched or ragged gar-

ments.

IfSN^W s. One

wearing ragged clothes : a f aktr, a religious

mendicant.

«$pn»t a. (—f^\mfn. Wearing

ragged clothes ; a beggar, a religious mendicant.

s. (m.) 1. The skull, the cranium. 2. An

iron saucepan or frying-pan. 3. A kind of

weapon. 4. The glomerous fig-tree (Ficus glo-

merata).

<PRt s. (/.^R+ l?) A collyrium extracted

from Amomum Anthorrhiza, Rox.

^TFT s. (m.) A tree, described as a Pilu

growing in the hills.

3*|t*T s. (inn.) 1. Cotton. 2. The cotton-plant

or shrub.

MWl s. (/. + The cotton-tree.

<$^f<T s. (rnn.) 1. Camphor. 2. The camphor-
's

tree (Laurus camphorifera) Hort. Ben. p. 30.

3. Another plant (Columnea balsamica). Hort.

Ben. p. 47.

<r <r

<£^K<P s. (m. 3^^ +^) Zedoary (Curcuma

Zerumbet, Rox.). Wilson.

^rofiPfttl si (from 3^3 + Hi?!) A va-

riety of the betle-lenf, the scent of which has

some resemblance to camphor.

3?^ Root, i. Rj ) 1. To go, to move, to

approach. 2. To be proud.

<3^rt> s. (mn.) The capital of a district (of two

or four hundred villages) in a pleasant site,

and of handsome construction, a market-town.

Wilson.

<f^T s. (n.) 1. Gold. 2. (to.) A demon, an

imp, a goblin. 3. A variegated colour. 4. A
2 S
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plant (Curcuma reclinata). 5. Sin. a. (mfn.}

Variegated, of a spotted or variegated colour.

In the occult

sciences this word means a particular mark on

the body indicative of good fortune.

<r

s. (in.) A plant (Curcuma reclinata, Rox.)

See W&G. .

<P^^"^ s. (?».) Zedoary (Curcuma Zerumbet,

Box.) See^^R^.

s . R. 3> + *CT) 1. Action in ge-

neral. Trans. R.A.S. i. 111. 2. Action specific,

moral duty, the obligation imposed by peculiari-

ties of tribe, occupation, &c. ; an art, work, busi-

ness. 3. Religious action, as sacrifice, ablution,

&c, especially as originating in the hope of

future recompense, and as opposed to specu-

lative religion or knowledge of spirit. 4. The

object of an action ; an affair, a matter. 5.

(In grammar) The accusative case.

^^U<P a. (mfn. 3?*<QrTj- 3? ) Acting, doing. Only

used in comp. e. g. TP^iki?
4^^ a. (mfn.} Acting

wickedly, from W§ a. Wicked,

<$**k<£4. s . (m. <?*M*!+3^") 1. A workman,

a hired labourer. 2. An agent, any one who

does work.

^Fife^t s. (femin. of ^M<f< ) A maid-ser-

vant. Wilkins' Gr. §. 783.

<fr*ififc$l s. (-^ m. ^$^+^) 1. A la-

bourer, a workman. 2. (In grammar) A verb

where the agent and object are the same, a

neuter verb.

3*3^ s. The name of a fish (Cyprinus tuber-

culatus).

^*3&Ffc3 s. (3FS$^+3tS3) The body of re-

ligious ceremonies prescribed by the Hindu

law or established by immemorial usage.

^^"R s. {mfn.^R+ ^t3") 1. A worker,

one who does any business, but not for wages

or hire : the designation of a particular class.

As. Res. v. 59. 2. (wz.) A blacksmith. 3. A bull.

<P*4<pl<<P a. (mfn. ^S^Tf ^Ft^
-

^) Doing a

thing, performing an undertaking, s. (w.) The

person who does any work.

a. (^IPT+^H) Skilled in any

business, eminent at ar r work.

^lf5$II a. (mfn. t+ffifl) Capable of

doing any work, competent to an undertaking.

^SffS a. (-fk^mfn. ^4%+b\H\^
Employed in an undertaking, engaged in a

work. s. (m.) A collector of taxes or revenue
;

a factor, a steward.

<r- <r

<?^^ a. (mfn. <f""^^+^3i) Acquainted with

labour, acquainted with religious duties.

a. (i from Finishing care-

fully, industrious.

^^fiTf"^ s. (n. ^sff5! locat. case of3*Xt%

+ 3"fc>) (In grammar) The passive voice.

^STP a. (mfn. from ^^^T) Useful, ser-

viceable.

^5TTJ^^ a . (_^J mfn. from 3*^171 + R.

^jvt^) Working for hire, living on wages earned

through work.

^SttJl s. (J.
from 4*4%) Wages, hire.

^SoJlFi s. (m. ^tf^+Qjt^l) Retirement

from business ; the relinquishment of all hope

of a reward for virtuous actions.

v. a. from R.

C2>^) To retire from business.

3*4^1*fi, a. (-fK mfn. ^TOjtl+t^)
Retiring from business ; not looking to a reward

for works, s. (m.) An atheist.
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5*=H^,. (». R. See .

<$*&ilPfW. ». a. (3F#r+^fK3 from R.

) To traverse, to thwart one's plans ; to

counteract.

(-"Pi^ot.) A beggar, a religious

mendicant, a member of the fourth asrama.

Getting:

through any work or business
;
capable of doing

any thing.

5F9^ s. (». ^FTf JF^T) 1. Pain, plea-

sure, &c. considered as the fruit or consequence

of human actions. 2. The name of a fruit.

<P*4< I OJ s. (n. ^t4&^t!C&) (In grammar)

The passive voice, a passive verb. Mohun P.

p. 123.

<P**l«p4 ft (/. ^^+|jf3I) (In Hindu geo-

graphy) The land in which religious ceremonies

are properly attended to : Xryavarta, the central

part of India. See

4*itte>l5 .l s. (to. ) The enjoying

or suffering the consequences of actions.

4P4U4(U (-f^TO. #^%+ilt#p The

executive minister of state. See

**^tlu(°»ri & (/. ^^T+ lft3Tt Trl) The

prior or practical division of the Mimansd phi-

losophy : so called as relating to works, or re-

ligious observances undertaken for specific

ends. Trans. R.A.S. i. 439.

#fi*l'M *. (/. 3*5^+*tH1) A work-shop.

Wilkins' MS.

1. Assi-

duous, laborious, diligent. 2. Persevering in

the discharge of duties without a view to a re-

ward for them. — S3fl (/.) Diligence; disin-

terestedness in performing one's duty.

Performing a

work carefully.

A minister,

a subordinate person, employed upon active

duties, as a judge, &c, a deputy, an executive.

a, (jnfn .
^sf^+TH^) Accom-

plishing a work.

#*$filW>*f (
n

-
^5%fTTt^7T) The means

of accomplishing a work.

<P*-Mla^ a. (mfn. ^^f+'^^U) Incapable

of business.

<&m%\ft (-IX^to/ti. ^i+3mi\) At-

tached to any work, active, busy. Manu i. 53.

Actions, &c. i. e.

a deed and its consequence.

<P*-^l3 s. (to. The ultimate re-

sult or consequence of an action.

<*HUto a. (mfn. ^^l+^f^J) Engaged

in work or labour, diligent, industrious.

^tffa^R s. Leisure, ces-

sation from business.

<4*M|<d^ a. (mfn. <F**H
;
f Fully occu-

pied.

<I?*-MI< s. (to. from ^*I*^) A smith, a brazier

:

people of this employment form one of the

mixed classes.

<-.,.< <r s
^**[tCa. (^^+^1^) Skilful, useful, ser-

viceable.

^f^J^ a. (from Highly serviceable, fit

for any work ; eminent in any kind of work,

industrious.

i «• (from ?F5l%) A performer of ritual

observances. Belonging to any work, ingenious.

s. (n. ^^\+5feu) An organ of

2 S 2
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action : five are reckoned, the hand, the foot,

the larynx, or organ of the voice, the organ of

generation, and that of excretion. Wilson.

Manu in. 90. 91.

^Ftft^J^ a. {mfn. ^5\+$TJ^) Active,

diligent, industrious.

«<

mn. from R. ^) 1. A weight of gold or

silver, a karsha, equal to sixteen mashas; this

according to the ancient division of five rattis

to the masha would make the karsha equal to

about one hundred and eighty grains troy ; in

common use eight rattis are given to the masha,

and the karsha is therefore two hundred and

eighty troy grains. See and Tf^5

Wilson. See Colebr. Alg. p. 2. 2. (m.)

Ploughing. 3. Emblic myrobalan.

<P<l<P s. (m. R. ^^-^I^?) A ploughman, a

cultivator of the soil, one who lives by tillage.

s. (n. R. 3^+3FT) The act of drawing

or pulling any thing, attraction ; the act of

ploughing, m. A person who vexes or annoys

others.

3*rT°l s. (/. R. <p>3lf¥?) A dishonest wo-

man.

^fft s. (/. from R. <FIJ 1. A medicinal sort

of moon-plant (Menispermum cordifolium). 2.

The bit of a bridle.

*" ^ '

^RFT s. (m. ^+ Beleric myrobalan

(Terminalia belerica).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^Flc) Drawn,

ploughed. Mann n. 24.

v. a. (from R. <^T) To draw, to pull,

to plough.

s. (m. from R. <RQ 1. A fire of dried cow-

dung. 2. Agriculture, tillage, cultivation. 3.

(/.) A canal.

3?f^ ad. from pron. suffix)

When? at what time?

^f^ffe^ ad. (^ft +fSV) Sometimes, occa-

sionally.

<P^T Root, i. To sound, i. and x.

1. To throw or cast, to

send. 2. To go. 3. To count or reckon. With

311 prefixed, 1. To take. 2. To bind or tie.

with *Tf<r, To keep in mind, to think, to re-

member.

s. (#?.) A low or soft tone, as chirping, buz-

zing, &c. 1. Semen virile. 2. The jujube

(Zizyphus Jujuba). 3. (JBeng^) A sprout. 4.

A machine, a. (mfn.*) 1. Crude, undigested.

2. Weak.

^^TC s. (from a. ^Aj) The tinning of a vessel.

s. (a. + A tin-man.

«P«$i
t

5

<S^. (p.J^) A tin-man.

^c^^c^
s> (TO< ) A confused noise, the mur-

muring or buz of a crowd. 2. Resin, pitch,

the resin of the Sal tree.

*^T<P s. (m.) 1. A spot or mark. 2. Defama-

tion, abuse. 3. The rust of iron.

^T^t a. (-f^T mfn. ^T^+^X) Stained,

blemished, blotted, charged with any thing dis-

graceful, stigmatized.

•d?^^^. s. (m.) An eddy, a whirlpool.

s. (mfn.} An animal struck with a poisoned

weapon.

^^!T s. (».) 1. The hip and loins. 2. A wife.

3. A royal citadel, a strong-hold, a fort.

s. (n.) 1. Silver. 2. Gold.

<3pn?l s. Paste, starch, varnish.

(m.~) 1. A sparrow. 2. A plant

(Echites antidysenterica). 3. A spot, a stain.

4. A white cowrie. Wilson.
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s. (m.) A young elephant. See <M<3 .

^T^s. (a. jJj) A reed-pen; a scion, a cutting

of any plant.

•Cf^SI s. (w.) 1. Rice which is sown in May and

June, and ripens in December or January; a

white rice growing in deep water.

A pen-knife.

reed-pen.

a. (p. jji) Busy, engaged in

work.

^PisjRt*^ s. (p. (J.\jijl) A pen-knife.

<?^in^ir^ s . (p. ubjX') A standish.

W*8 s. (a. <uK) A word.

<P*n*it a. (^L-) Crystallized. 5. 1. Crystal-

lized salt, nitre. 2. (Corrupt. of^P^ft) An

aquatic plant (Convolvulus repens).

<MUT*jt^ s. (^Sft for <P*1M]. + *tt5) An

aquatic plant (Convolvulus repens). Hort.

Ben. p. 14.

ZP?H?5^P^ 5. (^^TJ^Benff. genit. case of

^31+ C5Ti) The slit of a pen.

^ICM^Srnj s . (^W^Beng. genit. case of

<p^-j- <jt$5) The nib of a pen.

s. (ni.) 1. An arrow. 2. The stalk of a

potherb. 3. The Cadamba (Nauclea Cadamba).

See ^W^.

The name of a plant,

a kind of potherb (Convolvulus repens). See

<PO*-<l . Also written ^^IM .

<J^TO s. Divers species of pulse or leguminous

seeds.

<P^<< s. (m. + 1. A dove, a pigeon.

2. The Indian black cuckoo. 3. A low and

pleasing tone. 4. (Beng.~) A clamour.

s. (mn.') The womb, the uterus; (according

to some) the embryo.

<J
>cr

1'*i s. (mn.~) An earthen water-pot.

(/.) 1. A plant, commonly called Cha-

kuliya, or according to some Ramvasah. 2. A
water-jar.

^*fl, s. (/.3^ +^ ) 1 . A water-j ar. 2. The

name of a plant.

5^
wj^liii s. The name of a plant (Leersia aris-

tata). Hort. Ben. p. 26.

The ocean.

Wilkins' MS.

^V^T s. (mn.) A water-pot. See 5*1*1
.

^T^T s. (/.) See .

(/•) See .

^T^t^js? s. (m.^ :Ifl +
"

r
333) An epithet of

the ancient Hindu sage Agastya. (Lit. Born

in a water-pot, according to the legend).

^^TtvS s. (^V*\ + ^t5, for TO , A reed)

A species of aquatic grass (Panicum paludo-

sum). Hort. Ben. p. 8.

s. (mn.^+ $; from R. 37T?) War, bat-

tle, contention, strife, a quarrel, (m.) 1. The

sheath or scabbard of a sword. 2. A road, a

way. 3. Deceit, falsehood. 4. Dissension,

strife. 5. Violence without murderous weapons,

abuse, beating, kicking, &c. Wilson.

s. (m. ^T+^°^) 1. A drake, or

according to some, a teal or a gander. 2. An
aquatic bird (Gallinula Porphyria, Latham).

Carey.

^B^t^ta. (-fk\mfn. + 3>tf^T )

Causing dissension, quarrelsome.

<P^lg|<\Sl s. (/. from 3^+ 3I3fr?)
An angry wife, a scold, a termagant.

^f^a. (-f^\mfn. ^^ + $rT) Conten-

tious, quarrelsome.
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<J?^"l s. (/.) 1. A part, a portion. 2. A digit,

or one-sixteenth of the moon's disk. 3. A di-

vision of time, equal to thirty Kdsht'has or

about eight seconds. Manu i. 64. 4. Interest

on capital. 5. A mechanical art or profession.

6. The menses. 7. A boat. 8. Fraud, deceit.

9. (JBeng^) A plantain (Musa sapientum).

<F^t^ s. (from R. <?H3 Several sorts of legu-

minous seeds or pulse.

v. a. 1. To spring, to sprout. 2. To

rehearse. 3. To work a machine.

<P srl!<P*H s. (3?^1 +<Ht) A sort of sweetmeat

which is made up in balls somewhat resembling

bulbous roots.

^*Tt3R s . (^5?Ti+^l<3?<) A tree (Unona

longiflora). Hort. Ben. p. 43.

^Tfr s. (v. noun of ^1^3) 1. A sprouting,

the springing of a plant, the germinating of a

seed. 2. The rehearsing of a theme before

exhibition. 3. The working of a machine, a.

Sprouted, germinated, operated on by a ma-

chine. Carey.

^FTftts. (m. ^fl + TT from R. A gold-

smith.

^TtrfrfH s. (m. +f%f*l ) The moon. (Lit.

Containing many digits).

<£s?!Tnl s. (m.~) 1. An ornament in general. 2.

A zone, a string of bells worn by women round

the waist. 3. A peacock's tail. 4. An assem-

blage, a multitude. 5. A quiver. 6. The moon.

7. A clever and intelligent man. 8. The name

of a grammar of the Sanskrit language ascribed

to the god Kartikeya. Wilson.

rope on an ele-

phant's neck.

^TWs3t s. (from Portug. Calafate) A calker.

v. a. To calk.

^TMft s. (-f*ft>. ^TH+t5
^) 1. A pea-

cock. 2. The Indian black cuckoo. 3. The

waved-leaf fig-tree.

name given to the

representation of the Nava-patnilid, or the wives

of nine of the gods by nine plants or branches

of trees, in the list of which the plantain tree

stands first. The festival in which these trees

are worshipped occurs on the seventh day of

the increase of the moon in Aswina. Carey.

^ s. (m. from 3?^1 + R. ^?) 1. A dancer

or singer. Manu m. 134. 2. The moon.

<MlWll>} s. (from 3?^1 + R. ^TETj A species

of large gras3 or grain (Andropogon laxum).

Carey.

3^tS s. (m.) The name of several kinds of legu-

minous seeds
;
peas ; a kind of pulse or vetch.

^Ifll t. (corrupt, of ^tll) A kind of legume

or pod. Sabda S. p. 417.

s. (m.) The fourth age of the world accord-

ing to the Hindus : the iron age or that of

vice : its commencement is placed about three

thousand years anterior to the Christian era, the

number of its years are four hundred and thirty-

two thousand, at the expiration of which the

world is to be destroyed. 2. War, battle. 3.

Dissention, strife. 4. A hero. 5. Beleric my-

robalan. 6. (/.) An unblown flower. Wilson.

(Beng.) 1. The bowl of a tobacco-pipe. 2.

Wet lime. a. Dissolved (said of wet lime).

Carey.

^f*T^1 s. (f. Lj An unblown flower.

2. The base or bottom of a lute. 3. Beng.

The part of a hooka which holds the tobacco

;

the receptacle of a lamp ; a cup.

(from ?) Calcutta.

<Ff^}<FlR s. (m. ^f^T +^t^T) 1. A plant bearing

a nut which is used as a febrifuge : grey bonduc.

2. The fork-tailed shrike (Lanius forficatus,

Latham. Corvus forficatus, Buchanan's MSS.).
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3. A small bird with a yellow head (Loxia

Philippensis). Wilson.

^f^T^t^ s. (m. ^PT+ <PI<<P) 1. Grey

bonduc. 2. An epithet of Narada.

The fourth Yuga

or aee of the world. See

(m.) 1. The febrifuge nut-plant (Caesal-

pinia or Guilandina Bonduccella). 2. The fork-

tailed shrike (Lanius forficatus, Latham. Cor-

vus forficatus, Buchanan's MSS.). 3. The

name of a country : the name Kalinga is in the

Puranas applied to several places, but it espe-

cially signifies a district on the Coromandel

coast, extending from below Kuttack to the

vicinity of Madras. (In this sense it is gene-

rally plur. — *?ftS .) (
mf-) A medicinal seed,

that of Echites antidysenterica.

$}^lg?U (^^T+ "S^1) Wet lime.

The name of a plant (Alpinia Ga-

langa). Hort. Ben. p. 2.

a. (mfn. fret. part. p. R. <P CY
1^) 1.

Gained, acquired. 2. Known, understood. 3.

Numbered, reckoned. 4. Separated, divided.

ffpTEE.*. (m. ^N+ ^T) Beleric myrobalan

(Terminalia Belerica).

«>Rl*lW<P s. (m. 5f*T +3lt^ from R. ^)
The name of a plant (a species of Bonduccella).

Wilson.

ZPpTZF] s. (m. ^f^+ TF) ) The Kali-yuga, the

fourth age of the world according to the Hindus.

See3#L

^Pl^ a. {mfn. R. ^T+^T) 1. Impervious,

impenetrable. 2. Mixed, blended.

(f.) An unblown flower. See

^^Ti s. The liver. See ^t^^Ti

.

^FJ.*. An oilman.

(».) Sin, guilt, a. (mfn.) Turbid, foul,

muddy.

Sinful, criminal, guilty,

foul, turbid.

fe (corrupt, of iCF^fe.) The liver. See

<Pte*1« s. (n.) The body.

<?«*<i? s. (»w.) 1. Sediment, the refuse or deposit

of any fluid. 2. Dirt, filth. 3. The wax of the

ear. 4. Feces, ordure. 5. Sin. 6. Fraud.

7. The Beleric myrobalan. 8. Levigated pow-

der, a. (mfn.) Sinful, wicked. See ^ (<<P<^<£.

<?ef<p»i Sn (n.) Deceit, dishonesty, fraud. Wilkins'

Rad. p. 100.

<Pcr1<r>c^ s. A rippling or brawling noise, the caw-

ing of a crow.

<P^VP^lit£3 v. a. (from <P^n<P^) To brawl,

to make a rippling or brawling noise; to sound

as a falling liquid.

^pft Sm (from <pwj<penl^lv3) A rippling,

a surf, a brawling.

^J^ftfl a. (from ^^^t^3) Brawling,

contentious, quarrelsome, captious.

s. The name of a plant (Cassia So-

phora). Hort. Ben. p. 31.

<P«1<pI s. (corrupt, of<Pp^1) 1. The part of a

hooka which holds the tobacco. 2. (—
m.) The name of the tenth and last incarnation

of Vishnu, in which he is to appear on horse-

back as the destroyer of the world. He will

be born a Brahman, in the family of Vishnu

Sarma, and in the town of Sambal.

^3$1 s. A tiara or cross ; an ornament for the

head. Carey.

<?<*\3 \R s. The serum or thin matter which issues

from a wound or sore. Carey.
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«?<H s . (m. from R. ^l+^I) |. A day and

night of Brahma, a period of four hundred and

thirty-two million years of mortals, measuring

the duration of the world, and as many, the

intervals of its annihilation. See -4s. Res. i.

341. Colebr. Alg. p. 120. 2. A destruction of

the world. 3. A sacred precept. 4. A sastra

or sacred work (one of the six Vedangas, com-

prehending the description of religious rites).

5. A resolve, a determination. 6. Propriety,

fitness. 7. Optionality, alternative, doubt. 8.

One of the trees of Indra's heaven.

Taddhita suffix which is subjoined to

substantives to form adjectives or substantives

implying similarity, but with a degree of infe-

riority, to what the original word signifies
;

e. s. ^ft s. (m.) A poet

;

^f^f^ s. (m.)

A poetaster.

<I>ef>^ s. (m. R. |PL+^^) A barber.

<J><y>>^3^ s . (m. +333
) The tree of plenty

in Indra's heaven; a tree which yields what-

ever may be desired : (hence figuratively) a

generous person.

<PeHa*i s. (m. <fe^j + The tree of plenty

in Indra's heaven. See ^c^sS^3
.

^e^fa" s. (n. R. ^pt+SFT) 1. The act of clip-

ping or cutting. 2. Ability, power. 3. The

contriving of any thing, the forming of a plan

or scheme.

<pc*"H 1 s. (J.
R. Ip^+^ll) 1, A contrivance,

a scheme ; an imitation, a forgery. 2. The ca-

parison or decoration of an elephant.

<£c*4ff1*l s. (^H-l-Ttel) A plant (Justicia

paniculata). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

^^tTt^T a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

) Fit to be contrived, desired, or de-

signed.

<t>c*H^53? s. (m. + ^3?) The tree of plenty

in Indra's heaven. See
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$*tjp£33 s. (/. -pJTOt) The tree of plenty.

See

g^i^T s. (n. ^^\+^T^) A ritual which

. teaches the manner of performing religious rites.

Trans. R.A.S. I 452.

s. (m. ^*)+ :3I^) The end of the

Kalpa, or of the four ages of the world's

existence ; the destruction of the world which

takes place at that period.

ad. (locat. case of <f»4^ Till the

end of the present Kalpa.

^c^T^" s . (n. + Another Kalpa

or long period of time.

ad. {locat. case of flft^lqMl) Till

the renovation of all things.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. §pL) 1". Con-

trived, arranged, made, artificially produced,

fictitious
;
imputed. 2. Adorned, maintained.

wH'w v. a. (from R. <glj To contrive, to

devise, to design, to arrange.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ?|\+^T) Proper,

fit. (Lit. To be imagined, to be contrived.)

Wilkins' Gr. § 729.

<£??T<c^ s- A tumultuous noise, a brawling.

^c^Sfflfpf s. (from ^Vp7
^) A tumultuous

noise, a brawling.

^T^f^T a. (from ^^T^FT ) Tumultuous brawl-

ing, s. A brawling, a tumult.

<pcA|^ Si (n). 1. Sin. 2. The hand below the

wrist, (m.) A division of the infernal regions.

a. (mfn.) Dirty, foul.

<£crirfcr s. (m. from <I?«^W) 1. A variegated

colour. 2. A demon, a goblin. 3. A gourd.

Wilkins
7 MS. a. (mfn.) Of a variegated colour.

s. (n.) 1. The dawn or break of day, 2.

Spirituous liquor. 3. (Beng.) Health, a. (mfn.)
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1. Ready, prepared, armed. 2. Healthy, sound,

recovered from sickness. 3. Clever, dexterous.

4. Deaf, deaf and dumb. —J Health.

ad. Sans. (-^°) 1. Yesterday. 2. To-

morrow.

<£^><p| a. (from + ^1 ) 1. To-morrow. 2.

Yesterday.

(n.) 1. Good fortune, happiness, pros-

perity, welfare, a. (mfn. —to, — n',
—

*t°)

Happy, well, right, prosperous.

^Ftf5! s.
(f.

vocat. case of femin. ^*VYf\)

Oh fortunate one

!

Deserving success.

^Utt a. (^rPi+^f) Happy, prosperous,

successful.

^^TltTR ad. (3^+3I3~f3) From or till

yesterday, from or till to-morrow.

Sfi^ Root, i. (^T3) 1. To sound ill or indis-

tinctly. 2. To be mute.

- a. (mfn. from R. 3^) Deaf. -3"
(
n .) In-

distinct articulation, hoarseness.

<l?Ss|i a. (from R. *^Sl) Wicked, abominable,

disregarding reproof.

a. (from R. 3>13j Wicked, abominable,

disregarding reproof.

to. from R. ^?) 1. A surge, a bil-

low, a roaring of the sea. 2. Joy, happiness,

pleasure, a. (mfn.} Inimical, hostile, an enemy.

v. a. To gargle, to wash the mouth.

The part of a fish which is between the

corner of the mouth and the gills ; the lower part

of the cheek, or the part between the corner of

the mouth and the ear.

< s. The name of a plant (Nymphsea Lo-

tus). Mohun P. p. 31.

3^ Root, i. (3*tf\3, ^*tU3) To kill, to hurt.
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^5^*^ 5> (P< Affliction, distress.

Wf\ s. (/. from R. ^*t) A whip.

1<$>*|
( s (from P . ,v,

;
».<) A mutual pulling or

wrestling, a struggle; a tightening to the ut-

most.

s. The name of a coarse kind of grass

(Scirpus Kysoor, Rox.) Carey.

a. (mfn. ^*t1 + ^4.^ ) Deserving a whip-

ping.

^f*^s. (m.) 1. Food. 2. Clothing.

^IC*!^ s. (mn.) 1. The back-bone. 2. One of

the nine divisions of Jambu-Dwipa.

^Ffa s. (/.) A coarse kind of grass (Scirpus

Kysoor).

^r^^l s. (/. ^7*1^ + ^1) The back-bone.

pron. Sans. (^1, from , +^T)
Somebody, a certain person, any one.

^f*r5^ pron. Sans. (3% from f^°, +fi^)
Somebody, some one, a certain person, any one.

s. (/ra.) 1. Fainting, weakness, syncope.

2. Sin. a. (mfn.) Foul, dirty.

(to.) The name of a country, Kashmir.

As. Res. v. 55.

^ft^F5^ s. QfffWk^ ^f^rf-W^O
Saffron. (Lit. Produced in Kashmir.)

<Pfo s. (n. R. ^KflT) 1. Spirituous liquor. 2.

A horse's flank, a. (mfn.) Deserving a whip-

ping.

^*tPj s. (to. +*1 from R. %) 1. The name

of a Muni or deified sage, the son of Marxchi

and father of the immortals, gods and demons.

2. A kind of deer. 3. A sort of fish. Wilson.

^\ Root, i. (WfS, 3^U3) To kill, to

injure.

s. (m. from R. The touch-stone,

2 T
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3^1 s. (v. noun of 3^3) 1. The trying of

silver or gold by the touchstone. 2. The act

of tightening. 3. The tanning of leather.

s. (from Tightness, astringency,

severity, harshness.

s. (/. from R. ^L) 1. A whip. 2. (Beng.)

A harsh or astringent taste.

<P<J.lPl s. (from R. <§R) Purulent matter.

(mn. from R. <P^) An astringent flavor

or taste. 2. Infusion, extract, exudation from

a tree, &c. 3. Plastering, anointing. 4. Colour-

ing or perfuming the person. 5. (m.) A plant

(Bignonia Indica). 6. Passion, a. (mfn.*)

1. Astringent. 2. Fragrant. 3. Red, brown,

tawny.

^tTT\3^H s. (^^tlT+ \3^H) (In medicine)

Any harsh-tasted astringent. Mohun P. p. 29.

v. a. (from R. To rub any thing

hard between the hands, to tighten, to tan, to

try with the touchstone.

s. (from p. ^v*^) A dash, a line drawn

with a pen or pencil.

<P<*l*ll a. (p. Tight, pulled close.

s. (W&t from^ , +^5^)
The touch-stone. Mohun P. p. 71.

a. (from R. 3^T) Rough, astringent, harsh

to the taste.

<£W<y<Fl s. (/.) The back-bone, the spine. See

(«.) Bodily pain or uneasiness
;
trouble,

difficulty, a. (jnfn.^) 1. Suffering pain, pained.

2. Impervious, impenetrable.

^te^tTi s. (3^-h^W) An attempt to

distress an opponent ; a cavil ; meditation upon

one's distresses.

3*Ht^U3 v. a. (^^^UtTO) To toil, to

labour.

^Ti 644

)
Accomplishable

with difficulty.

^^$1^ s. (n. 3^+^fa") A bad or disagree-

able place or site.

v. a. (from ) To distress, to vex.

A test, a trial ; the trial

of a person's virtue; the touchstone. Carey.

The touchstone.

v. a. locat. case of

+3Tlf%C3 from R. To pause, to me-

ditate.

3^ Root, i. (^rf%) To move, to go or ap-

proach. With f^T, To open or expand (as a

flower), ii. (^°r3) 1. To go. 2. To com-

mand. 3. To destroy. Also written

~<$"^s. 1. The corner of the mouth; the lower part

of the cheek from the corner of the mouth to

the ear. 2. Juice.

<P^1 s. (m. from R. The touchstone. See

^T^s. (a. A trade, an employment, a

pi-ofession.

<p^i_<l I s. (a. <Uoj) A small town or village.

The name of a fish (Cyprinus Kus-

wati, Buchanan's MSS.} Carey.

<P^<t s. (a.
l5
--^) A prostitute.

(jb
>L5

-~£) A wencher.

^^^s. (a. ^J) An oath.

s. (/.) A whip. See ^) and ^8 .

^Tt^ s. (from <_>US) A butcher. Mohun P.

p. 89. See wfej

.

The name of a plant (Dolichos

hexandrus). Hort. Ben. p. 55
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<S*\ lul s. (from t_>Uii') A butcher. Carey.

<$^\ \
cr

\ I s. (a. aJL£) Distress, pain, anguish.

<rf*Hs s
- (m Food

'
boiled rice.

^^T^s. (a. jyai) An abatement, a failure, a

defect, a deficiency.

^[^^tf^ s. (^T+^^tPl) A grinning, a

setting of the teeth in rage.

^P^t s. (a. jw^ii) A scope, a desire, an intention,

a design, a conspiracy. Also written .

s- (».) Tin.

(from <Pt*<t) Musk.

An oyster.

<6fQ<X, s. (/.) 1. Musk, the animal perfume so

called. 2. (Beng.) The name of two plants

(Hibiscus Abelmoschus and Amaryllis Zeyla-

nica).

§PS3«ri s. (n.) Fainting, syncope. See .

SP^ECt^ ad. Sans, (ablat. case of pron. f^°)
Why ? for what reason ?

arf. Sans, locat. case

of"f^°, +^tT^, locat. case of^N) When?
At what time ?

<£^^ s. (a. CLJj^) 1. A heap, a multitude. 2.

Labour. 3. The committing of any thing to

memory. Carey.

<$T^<^
s- (A> ^^J^) Fatigue, labour; heavi-

ness, slowness.

^^*T s. (v. noun of ^feK?) The speaking or

saying of a thing.

<P^,-"^ s. (a.^j) Severity, punishment, judgment;

indignation, rage.

^[Tl s. The name of a fish (Cobitis Chhota-

kuhura, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

^C^^f s. A species of dove (Columba lineata,

Buchanan's MSS.*). Carey.
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A drug, apparently the bark of

some tree.

3^1 s. (from The recital or mention

of any thing.

<WLWft. 5. (from ^ftjC^) A dialogue, a con-

versation.

^kH I s. (from + from

To speak) A conversation, a dialogue.

v. a. (from R. ^) To converse, to

speak, to dispute.

^f§Ull^R(/3 v. a. (from3^3+ G$f%s3)
To disclose, to divulge (a secret).

s. (corrupt, of3^5) The name of a forest-

tree (Pentaptera glabra).

^^31 s . (corrupt, of ) A timber-tree (Pen-

taptera Arjuna).

^TTl a. (from ^ffe) Eloquent, talkative,

garrulous.

s. (to.) A crane.

<P£ W s. (w.) The white esculent water-lily (Nym-

phaea lotus).

ind. Sans. Bad., A prefix of deterioration.

s. Starch, paste.

^1 s. (corrupt, of ) The sediment (of

liquids); the dross (of metals); lees, refuse.

^"fe? a. (from 3^ + 3^3) Standing: on one

edge, aslant, s. (corrupt, of <f lil"*"^ q. v.) A
person of the Kciyast'ha or writer-caste.

The name of an aquatic bird (Gallinula

Porphyrio). Carey.

^W^ad. (corrupt, of3^) To-morrow.

(a. ) A law, a rule, a principle.

^t 1-}^ a. (a. ^3U) Perpendicular, erect, firm,

durable, steadfast.

2 T 2
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(from a. jJlS) Firmness, steadfastness,

durableness.

1. An excuse, a pretence. 2. The

name of a medicinal composition prepared by

boiling a number of ingredients till they have

the consistence of paste. Carey.

^s^t^tsJ v. a. (from R. <£) To boil so as to

cause an agitation of the fluid ; to boil to a

consistence, to inspissate, to thicken.

s. The name of a plant (Ardisia

solanacea). Mohun P. p. 58.

^tvSTi s. (corrupt of ^tiPjJT) The name of

one of the lowest classes among the Hindus.

^t°^P s. (mn.) A goblet, a drinking-vessel.

(w.) 1. White copper, Queen's metal, any

amalgam of zinc and copper. 2. A musical

instrument, a sort of gong or plate of bell-

metal struck with a stick or rod. 3. A measure.

Wilson, a. (mffiiJ) Made of bell metal. See

^to:IWte s. (m. ^t°^ + A worker in

white copper, a brazier,

o
s. (from ^<p) L A heron (Ardea cinerea).

2. (from ^53?) The side, the flank.

3>t^ s. (corrupt, of <P^>f\3<Pl) A comb, a

carding-comb.

W^Jl s. (corrupt, of ) 1. A crab. 2. A
tree which grows in marshy places near the sea

(Rhizophora gymnorrhiza). Carey. 3. Ano-

ther plant (Webera corymbosa). Hort. JBeng.

p. 15.

^fe^tt s . (3?t3\5l+3!t& for The

wood of Rhizophora gymnorrhiza, much used in

Calcutta as fire-wood. Carey.

A scorpion.

Mohun P. p. 57.

<H<£\iKlrf*T s. (^fe^l +^ttR) A variety of

cold-season rice.

A climbing;

plant (Asclepias geminata).

o
<^t^°l s. (corrupt, of <F<P°1 ) A bracelet, a ring

worn round the wrist.

^fe^^ft s . (^fe, for 33?, +3^fl. from

V?«^i ) A bundle carried on the hip in the man-

ner of Hindu women. Carey.

^T^^ s. A she-buffalo. See ^tf^fi

.

^T^f^Ttf^T s. for +
A disease which generally attacks women ; it

consists of boils or tumours in the armpit.

* <-

<PWM s. (corrupt, of <£3?^") Gravel. Also
o

written

Stony, gravelly.

^WtTN 5. (corrupt, of <K<$ I A cucurbi-

taceous plant (Momordica Charantia). Carey.

^T<E>WH<l1^ s. (^Rl^T+^tS) The

seed of Momordica Charantia used as a medi-

cine.

(corrupt, of The name of an

aromatic drug.

<5^<p<*«||jr|
5. (corrupt, of^^TW) A species of

lizard (Lacerta scutata?) Carey. A chameleon.

Mohun P. p. 50. Also written ^1^1*1

.

<$>W tf% (corrupt, of The side, the hips;

the waist, the side.

1 . A full-grown woman. 2. A female

buffalo, a. Very high (said of trees).

A species of fish (Esox scolopax, Bu-

chanan's MSS.^) Carey.
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Gills. Also written Mo-

hun P. p. 55.

<?I<p5 5. (corrupt, of ^ffi^l ) A comb for the

hair.

5%, (corrupt, of A specie, of cu-

cumber (Cucumis usitatissimus). Carey.

<pl<£Ol s. (corrupt, of ^<Ftfj,) A species of cu-

cumber (Cucumis usitatissimus). . Carey.

<t\*t s. (corrupt, of <f5£) The armpit, the side.

W^W* s. (^t^+sFt^l from j3t*T) The

armpit.

<?T^ s. (corrupt, of <?T^) 1. A species of grass

(Coix lacryma). Hort. Ben. p. 66. 2. Glass,

crystal, crystals of quartz.

^t^^fJTs. (^+5^) A glass-bottle, a

glass-pitcher.

<PI0<?^1 5. ( <Fft> +^Ti ) A species of plantain

usually employed as a sauce to meat (Musa

paradisiaca).

^fet^fa s. (^fe+ ^t^t^.) A species of

grass (Coix lacryma).

<f>l£>Ol <?. (corrupt, of A plant which

grows in wet places (Commelina Bengalensis).

Carey. Another plant (Nama Zeylanica). Mo-

hun P. p. 31.

species of

edible plant (Commelina communis, and other

species). Carey.

^IbHljy s. (^TU+ ^tfrT) A glass-vessel, a

bottle.

<pl0^Pl 5. (^TS +Hpl) Crystals of quartz.

^"TS^C| 9m (^f]> + e^Cj ) A kind of rock.saltj

resembling white flint in appearance.

<?i0R s. (corrupt, of 3?<^f*n<l?l) 1. A woman's

bodice or short jacket. 2. Remnants of any

substance adhering to another thing.

vl>

<Fft>1 a. (corrupt, of <£!>!><[) Unripe, raw, im-

perfect, deficient.

^tCT^TpU s . (^T5l+^XpU) Zedoary (Amo-

mum Zedoaria). Carey.

(corrupt, of ?) A pair of scissars

or shears, a. Deficient (as weights and mea-

sures).

A chhatalt

which is beneath the standard weight.

s. The name of a plant (Dolichos li-

gnosus). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

^TMl^Ro. (^T5l+C^R)A ser which is be-

neath the standard of eighty sicca-rupees weight.

(from <?<ff<^) A short jacket, a bodice.

<?1(.0<<1 &t s. (<plC0«C J5ew^. genit. case of

?) A drinking-glass. Mohun P.

p. 76.

(corrupt, of ^ttsf^3

) 1. A kind of

sour gruel or sowins made by steeping rice in

water and letting the liquor ferment. 2. Rice-

water. (The term is corruptly employed by the

English, and spelt congee by them).

The name of a tree (Cascaria ovata).

^Tt s. (from R. ^l?) The clitoris.

%t$Sfl s. (from ^f^) The name of a

wild shrub which produces an agreeable fruit.

1 s. (from ^TlN5

) 1. A thorn. 2. A fish-

bone. 3. A fork. 4. Spurs. 5. Any pointed

instrument. 6. An enemy. 7. Any thing which

occasions pain or anxiety.
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A species of yam

(Dioscorea pentaphylla). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

^T&l^ s. (3t&1 + 3F£) A thorny plant with

leaves resembling those of the Arum (Pothos

Lsesia). Hort. Ben. p. 11.

^t&1<fcWl& (corrupt, of^T^t^) The name

of a plant (Solanum Jacquini). Carey.

^T^t^S s. A thicket, a brake;

a situation of difficulty or distress.

3t£l<£R<fr1 s. (^l+.^WWl from <|%)
The name of a thorny plant (Ruellia longifolia).

Hort. Ben. p. 46.

^Th^tmt s. (^ttl +^Wt) The

name of a thorny shrub (Monetia barlerioides).

Carey. Another plant (Capparis sepiaria).

Hort. Ben. p. 41.

^t^t^nl^ s . + ^) The name

of a plant (Rosa Chinensis). Hort. Ben.

p. 38.

A species of

thorny Amaranthus, which is a good potherb

while young (Amaranthus spinosus). Carey.

Also written

a. (from ^t&l +^l^) Pen-

feathered, unfledged. Carey.

^Ftj^HsH Si (.^W'l+^^f) A species offish

(Piistis pectinatus, Latham.} Carey.

?) A tree

(Quercus acuminata). Hort. Beng. p. 104.

WWW s. (^T¥1 + ) A thorny species of

bamboo (Bambusa spinosa). Carey.

^ttfW^^Tl s. (^T&l + ^li^Tl) A species of

flowering tree (Mimosa Arabica). Carey.
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Abounding

in thorns, thorny.

s. (from ?) A sort

of fish (Perca Cataa, Buchanan's MSS. Lu-

tianus Chinensis, Laceiptde).

^t^teT a . (^t&l+OT) Consisting of thorns,

full of thorns, thorny.

The name of a thorny

plant (Pothos heterophylla). Hort. Ben. p. 11.

(corrupt, of ^f^&^GFT) A species

of the Indian bread-fruit, commonly called

Jaca (Artocarpus integrifolia). a. Thorny.

?) A species

of fish (Perca nebulosa, Buchanan's MSS.).

That part of

the Jaca-huit which immediately envelopes the

seed. Carey.

sfefcTSTte; s. for 5IV*P)

A fish that abounds with small bones. Carey.

(from

The name of a tree (Quercus armata). Hort.

Ben. p. 104.

A very in-

ferior variety of plantain ; also the tree which

produces it. Carey.

^T^tpi^ s. (3%1 + f*f?p") A species of

oak which grows in the forests on the eastern

border of Bengal (Quercus armata). Carey.

^feW^f s. (^tfel +f^t^) A species of

Mimosa.

The name of a large shrub or tree

which grows on the eastern mountains (Panax

digitata). Carey.
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s. The name of a tree (Quercus ar-

mata). Hort. Ben. p. 104.

1 . Scurrilous language, abuse. 2. (from

^*iSt^1 ?) A weight used to sink a fishing-net.

<?1 s. (corrupt, of ^frftSFT) The Indian

bread-fruit (Artocarpus integrifolia). Carey.

<>l MR 5. (from^l 6H) 1. A particular man-

ner of sewing a patch upon a garment. 2. A
variety of plantain. Carey.

a. (from Having a ring round the

neck. s. 1. A ring worn round the neck. 2.

A bullet fastened to a fishing net to sink it.

+ H. $Lj Having a ring

round the neck.

^^Hlfe-Ml s. (from^T^t^l +Wf)
A species of parrot with a light pink ring round

the neck (Psittacus eupatria, Latham.^) Carey.

o o -

<J»l\iH s. (v. noun of <FI|0(a3) 1. The act of

separating grain from the husk. 2. The coming

to a clear understanding with others.

3*3fH s. (from ^Tf^T3) 1. The act of sepa-

rating grain from the husk. 2. The wages paid

for separating grain from its husk.

ifen a. (from ^3) Clumsy, thick.

<PlO<l<^fl
v
5. (<pl04l + p. JJj) A species

of bird (Turdus jocosus, Buchanan's MSS.
Lanius jocosus, Lath?) Carey.

<>lol a. (from <?l pOLsj) Cleansed from the husk.

5. 1. An oil-vessel made of a joint of bamboo.

2. A large JamJoo-needle used in making nets.

v. a. (from <Fl|0(.\j) To separate

grain from the husk.

^rffo s. (from <?1n3) A heap or collection, a

stack, a pile.

v. a. (from R. *$^) To separate grain

from the husk. It is often compounded with

5
ftjC3 To take, or with 3tP*ftv3 To keep : e. g.

and means, To settle any busi-

ness, to come to a clear understanding upon

any point.

A small jar or pitcher.

mis. i. a wall. 2. Ruins, remains of a broken

wall. See 5ffel

.

^T3^31 s. (from ^T3) Ruins, remains of broken

buildings.

Mutual play by skipping, scuffling,

parrying, &c.

^1*1 (corrupt, of ^^Tl) A wall.

^Wtl 5. (from ^il) Ruins.

^1*t1 s. (corrupt, of ^^M) A coat of shreds

worn by a sort of Hindu devotees.

(from A high bank of a river.

plant which grows in wet places

(Commelina nudiflora). Carey.

The act of weep-

ing or crying ; the howling of a dog or jackal.

(from weeping or crying

;

the howling of an animal ; the charm sung by

snake-catchers.

Lamentation,

weeping, wailing.

The name of a plant (Commelina nu-

diflora). Carey.

fc (from^fnrT3) 1. A weeping. 2. (from
:s<F^) A margin, a brink, a shore, a verge.
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v. a. (cans, of ^TfpfCsI) To cause a

person to weep.

^feTR*. (from ^*fftC3) A reciprocal weep-

ing, crying, or howling.

s. Lamentation.

^"lRt<^tBl s. (from ^TfRU3) Lamentation.

klfo s. The water-course below the eaves of

a house.

^Iklpkifi s. (from T^ + ^tft) A stick

or rod which is carried on the shoulder of a

man employed in treading out corn, and serves

both to drive the oxen round, and to stir up the

corn on the floor. Carey.

^tft^tft ad. (from ^tQ) By clusters.

^tfRCvS v. a. (from R. IP1^) To weep, to cry,

to lament.

(from <F"^3) A cluster (said of fruits).

s. (corrupt, of ^<?^>) The shoulder.

^fetottG3 v. a. (^tH +^t^%^) To un-

yoke.

(from A staff carried

on the shoulder.

<Fl&1 s. (corrupt, of ^<?^) A bank, a border,

a brink, a verge, a mound ; the edge of a

cup.

^t^ttfvS s. 1. The brow of a hill. 2. The place

beneath the eaves of a house where the water

falls.

^"n^T 5. (». noww of 3?tnS3) A quaking, a

trembling, a shaking,

o ^ o
^i^H" 5. (from ^Tri^3) A shaking, a trem-

bling, a quaking.

^Pil s. (from ^tnU3) 1. A shaking, a trem-

bling. 2. A band to tie up straw with.

^"Ptre v. a. (from K. To quake, to

tremble, to shake.

^rpnrr^fte? v. a. (^iRrrl fr0m ^tpfre,

+ To shudder.

A silver or copper-smith. Sabda S.

p. 191.

o
<$\+\< s. (from ^to:5p) 1. A sounding-plate of

bell-metal used instead of a bell. 2. A disease

of the liver. Carey.

>i>

' o ^
^TTKUl a. (from <M*tK) One whose liver

is morbidly enlarged.

3?T^1 s. (from 3Ft07P )
Bell-metal, white brass.

s . (corrupt, of ^^Wfe) A brazier,

a copper-smith. -See

s. The name of a plant (Solanum Indi-

cum). Sabda S. p. 110.

(m.) 1. A crow. 2. A plant (Ardisia

solanacea?) 3. A lame man. 4. One of the

dwipas or divisions of the world. 5. A measure.

6. A weight, the twelfth part of a cowrie.

7. Washing the head. (Washing the lower

part of the body. Wilkins' MS.) 8. A sec-

tarian mark, the tilaka ? 9. An elephant of a

particular breed. Wilkins' MS. (n.) 1. Modus

coeundi. 2. A multitude of crows.

*fMfetilkd s. (3Fte+(3tTft for C!ftf^?)

The name of a plant (Asclepias tinctoria).

Carey.

s. Straw of the mustard-plant.

^t^ffe^fl. s. (/. from ^t^+f^l End, ex-

tremity) A shrub (Abrus precatorius). Also

written
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3^35^3 s. (3^+5^) A beautiful flowering

plant (Gloriosa superba). Carey.

name of a

shrub (Leea hirta). Hort. Ben. p. 18.

<Pi<?Ol^ s. (^t^.+.^f) A plant (Premna

herbacea), a shrub (Ardisia solanacea). Carey.

) A shrub, the

seed of which is baked (Ardisia solanacea).

A small plant (Arenaria alsinoides?

Buchanan's MSS.) Carey.

wH3^1'< s. (^t^+0*-<<) A tree (Ficus

oppositifolia). Also written ^t^^?^ . Hort.

Ben. p. 66.

<pl<p^r^i s , (^t^+ \2«ial) A light sleep, a

slumber easily disturbed.

^t^St^'fllT a. (^T$ + 3t*T+ ^IT) Unexpected.

An allusion founded upon the unexpected ar-

rival of a crow and the fall of a palm-fruit.

ad. Sans.

Suddenly, unexpectedly. See Hitopadesa, p. 6,

SchlegeVs edition, and comment, p. 12.

<? 1<P fj«^r<P s. (m. ^t^+f^?) A kind of

ebony (Diospyros tomentosa, Box.).

m\&*Zy a. (mfn. ^t^+^^T)) Like a crow,

crow-like, crafty.

^1<P65»*4 s. (m. ^t^+BJII) A tree (Dalbergia

rimosa).

) A plant

(Leea hirta).

) A light slumber;

a sleep which is easily broken.

s. (m. 3^+^) A ringlet, a jetty-

lock, a side-lock.

3^5$XT^ a. (mfn. ^faPfe+.Tj^S) Having

side-locks or ringlets. See^t^f^.
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W^l$tF$$ s. (m. ^t^+^ft^ from p
ft

s^)' A
kind of ebony (Diospyros tomentosa, Box.)

¥fepSk ad. Sans. (3^+3^) Like a crow,

in the manner of a crow.

A woman who

bears only a single child.

s. (/.) An esculent vegetable, com-

monly called Gurhamai (Solanum Indicum).

«sl*^4 a . (mfn. ^t^+^i) Ugly, disfigured.

(Lit. Crow-faced).

<£|^II^I1 s.
(f.

from <Fte+ 3JEijt Kidney-

bean) A plant, commonly called Mugani, ac-

cording to some a wild kind of bean.

(m.) 1. Fraud, deceit. 2. A man under

the influence of a woman. 3. An owl. 4. A
coward, a. (mfn.') Naked

;
poor, indigent.

^i^^nl s. A sort of perfume.

<P,l^riH s. (corrupt, of <^<P^l>i) A species

of lizard (Lacerta scutata?) Carey.

(f.) 1. A low and pleasing tone, as

chirping, &c. Also written <P l^Wl . 2.(Beny.)

A medicinal root, commonly called Kaholi.

Sabda S. p. 379. 388.

^I<i?l s. (f) An appellation of several plants, as,

1. The common Baha-pushpa (iEschynomene

grandiflora). 2. (Also written ^1^1) Kak-

jhanji (Leea hirta). 3. A medicinal plant,

commonly called Kaholi. 4. The ratti or

gunja (Abrus precatorius). 5. A tree (Ficus

oppositifolia). 6. A potherb (Solanum Indi-

cum). Wilson.

3^1 s. (p. lil£) 1. A paternal uncle who is

younger than the person's father. 2. The note

of a crow.

(/. from The name of

a plant (Leea sequata).

2 U
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The name of

a plant (Leea sequata, or L. hirta).

s. The name of a plant (Aponogeton

monostachyon). Also an esculent vegetable

(Solanum Indicum), and another plant (Leea

sequata).

s. The name of several species of the

cockatoo-parrot (Psittacus gigas, Bankesii,

cristatus, rosaceus, Philippinarum, and sul-

phureus, Latham). Carey.

A number of

crows flying in a continuous line.

(/.) 1. A cubit : the fourth part of a

danda or short pole. 2. The quarter of a pana

or a weight of shells equal to twenty cowries.

3. A quarter of a masha, a weight of silver and

gold. 4. A ratti or small seed used as a weight.

5. A cowrie or shell used as a coin. Wilson.

Also written

(p. ^Jte) 1. The wife of a paternal uncle

who is younger than the person's father. 2.

(<Ff<£+3?) A female crow.

<?!<!? s. (/.) 1. A change of voice in fear, grief,

supplication, &c. 2. (In rhetoric) The use of

the interrogative instead of the affirmative form

of expression in a sentence. 3. The tongue.

4. (JBeng.) A plantain. 5. Membrum virile.

s. The name of a plant (Cucumis usita-

tissimus). Sabda S. p. 100.

SPfcj^*! s. (m. from ^^+^5) An epithet of

Ramachandra.

<£\<$K s. (m. from <P<P^) The palate.

<B l<g$,l s. (f. from 3?<)^?) The name of a mu-

sical mode. As. Res. m. 79.

^Tf^l s. The name of a plant which grows on

the eastern mountains.

cry of fear or

distress, a scream, an exclamation, a suppli-

cation.

(corrupt, of »1^bRf) A cry, a scream,

an exclamation. i

species of ebony

(Diospyros tomentosa, Wilson. D. melanoxy-

lon, Carey).

A sort of

fig-tree (Ficus oppositifolia). Carey.

from

) A sort of fig-tree (Ficus oppositifolia).

<pl(.<pl^< s. (m. <Ft^+^T^") A snake.

s. (mn.) 1. A black poisonous substance,

probably prepared from the Kalioli, a drug.

2. (m.) A raven. 3. A potter. 4. A snake,

5. A boar. 6. A drug. See ^t^*N\ .

The name of a

vegetable substance used in medicine, described

as sweet and cooling, allaying fever, removing

phlegm, &c. Wilson.

^^^$m\ s. (/. aiSi+3^ +3^1 ) Mor-

tal enmity, as that between the crow and the owl.

^I^T s. The name of a plant (Rhizophora gym-

norrhiza). Hort. Ben. p. 36.

<plfc^ Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

To desire, to wish. It

is frequently used with ^5l1 prefixed in the same

sense.

3^ s. (m. from R. glance, a wink,

a leer.

^"W. s. (/. from R. ^15^?) 1. A sort of trefoil

(Cytisus Cajan). 2. A perfume, a fragrant kind

of earth.

<?ltd?l^ s. (m.) A plant (Morunga hyperanthera).

s. The name of a scitamineous plant

(Curcuma Zerumbet). Carey.
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<FT^1 s. (m.) A crow.

<Pp|&J 5. (from p. j^K) A paper-maker, one

who deals in paper. Also written <P

(p. Ai^) Paper.

A written docu-

ment, a deed.

(p. ju^+ ^t) 1. A stationer, a paper-

maker. 2. A paper-case.. 3. A variety of the

lime or lemon, a. Thin-skinned.

A lime with

a very thin rind (Citrus acida). Also written

Hort. Ben. p. 59.

<pWi(.s5l^sSl s. (from ^t^jl^l^ Beng. gen. case

+ H. jlj) A sheet of paper.

<*Wtsi*ipWi s. (from ^t^tUS^ Beng. gen.

case +p. ts^iS) A quire of paper.

fe (JW + 3Tft") An owl.

<£l<|>< s. (from ^F^T) A calcareous nodule.

<pl<K<H s. (corrupt, of <Pl<t>ll3<£) Acucur-

bitaceous plant (Momordica mixta). As. Res.

x. 17.

3t$1 5. (/.) 1. The beak of a crow. 2. A sweet

smelling drug, called also Kakoli. 3. A me-

dicinal plant or tree, called also ^t^KSfS^

.

Wilkins' MS.

species of grass (Cyperus Jalmotha ?

Buchanan's MSS.) Carey.

(from H ) The waist, the loins.

<fl^l s. (/. from R. ^tffigj A wish, a desire.

#|feJ?U. (-feT mfn. 3T$3$1 +t^) De-

sirous, wishing, longing for. (Used in comp.

e. g. fa^fe a. (mfn.} Desirous of

victory, from Victory, + 3>t3f5p^).

(from A grass and seed employed

to feed birds : it is also eaten by the poor (Pa-

nicum Italicum). Hort. Ben. p. 7.

^t^T^T a. (from ^^t^) Poor, needy, wretched.

<pl%HT; a. pWjWf^J Poor, needy, mi-

serable, wretched.

tl^l'^t^ a. (^lH.+^1) Poverty,

want, wretchedness, misery.

^1^5 s. (from ^t^fl ?) A basket employed to

carry the water of the Ganges to the different

sacred places in India.

<pl^<HI s. (3?1^R+ h. Slj) A person who

carries the water of the Ganges to the different

sacred places in India.

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal

^T^K?) 1. To shine. 2. To bind.

^tf> s. (in. from R. ^PL) Glass « 2 - Crystal.

3. A loop, a swinging shelf, a string so con-

trived as to hold or support burthens, &c. 4.

A disease of the eyes, affection of the optic

nerve, or gutta serena. 5. (Beng.} A disguise,

an assumed or feigned character, a trick.

from 3?tfijt3) As-

sumption of a feigned character, the making a

feigned appearance to impose on another.

^t^stro s . (3irol for 3l$3l + Trfcr?)

The name of a plant (Jussieua repens). Hort.

Ben. p. 33.

^T^pJUl s. (corrupt, of 3*^0 ?) A sickle.

<^i^Uk't>1<i1 s. (from ilbjvivii + C&R) A
bird with a long curved tail resembling a sickle

(Tantalus denudata). Carey.

^tlFT s. (n. R.^t^-f^I^) 1. An enclosure, a

string or tape, which ties a parcel or bundle of

papers. 2. Beng. (y4 noun of ^tf!>U3) The

washing of clothes, the appearing in a feigned

or assumed character.

2 U 2
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5. (corrupt, of ^t^*T) A beautiful

flowering tree (Bauhinia variegata).

3t5**Kl a (/. ^t^+ ^1^fl. A goblet) The

trumpet-flower (Bignonia suaveolens).

A very thin and coarse cloth, employed

at funerals and oblations to the dead. a.

Washing (said only of clothes).

<pl t>l$t\3 v. a. (caus. of ^stfSKJ) To cause or

employ a person to wash clothes.

a. (from ) 1. Washed, cleansed.

2. Finished (as a newly made image).

^tffr s. (from ^t^fWi) A sickle.

a. (rnfn.^ Suspended by a swing or in a

loop.

v. a. (from U. 3>1"F?) 1. To wash linen.

2. To act an assumed part, to put on a false

appearance for the sake of deceiving a person.

3. To give the finishing touch to a newly made

image.

<fcl-!k<lj 5. (from <?lfc>U3 ?) 1. A comedian. 2.

Any one who assumes a feigned character.

s. (from <?0^) 1. Vicinity, nearness. Z. A
shore.

s. The name of a plant (Musa Para-

disiaca). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

^1^1 s. (from <F55?) The hem of the under gar-

ment tucked into the waistband.

Careless,

slovenly, loose, unskilful, lascivious.

v. a. (from ^5^) To overtake, to

gain ground upon another, to approach.

^It^kfrtfi* ad. (from Near to each other,

mutually near, together, in company.

<p].O^ibl«l) a. (^t5i1 + lst^1) Loose, careless,

slovenly, unprincipled,^ indecent.

<FftfcfctTl s. (^t^1 +^) A sycophant, a

satellite, one who attaches himself closely to

another.

^tl^T s . (v. noun of ^tl^l^US) The act of

overtaking any one, the gaining ground in a

chase.

^tE^t^T s. (from h. uy^-s^) An office for trans-

acting business, a court of law ; a town-house.

^Ht^tfl a. (from ^t^+^t^S
Dangling) Careless, slovenly, loose, indecent,

lascivious. Also written

^tfS^I s. (corrupt, of ^ESpl ) A tortoise, an

aquatic turtle. Carey.

(from <3??c^1 ) A hawser, a cable, a cart-

rope, a string. Also written

<Pltb? ad. (Beng. locat. case of 3^5;) Near, in

the vicinity, at, towards.

3?t3l s. (corrupt, of 3?tID ) 1. Work, labour,

business, any thing to be done. 2. A black

powder applied to the eyes as an ornament by

Hindu women. See

^t3Ff s. (corrupt, of <&^5T^ Stibium, a black

mineral used as an eye-paint. " It seems to be

a sort of lead-ore." Carey.

A plant

(Tacca integrifolia). 2. A variety of rice. 3.

A species of Alpinia.

(from ^t^FT+ ^ral for A
vessel resembling a spoon, in which stibium is

prepared to anoint the eyes. Carey.

A plant (Alpinia Banglium, Bu-

chanan's MSS.~). Carey.

<TOM1 s . (from 3>"teFT) 1. A species of parrot

with a black mark like stibium running from

the eyes (Psittacus accipitrinus ?). Carey. 2.

A wedge. Mohun P. p. 92.

^fcFTl^r&in s. (^3Ffl + ^ttftTi A spe-

cies of shrike) A bird (Lanius excubitor). Carey.
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1 . A large variety of sugar-cane with

a red stalk. 2. A species of fish (Malopterurus

Koila, Buchanan's MS.). Carey.

J*
1 Raul s. (a. (JUdii) A dispute, a contention, a

fray.

(a. (^Sts) A Muhamrnadan judge.

(from ) A plant which grows in

wet places (Commelina Bengalensis, also C.

salicifolia).

^t^viUk s. Cffljjfa, J$§) A plant which

grows in wet places (Commelina Bengalensis,

C. salicifolia, and perhaps some other species).

Carey.

^"fcN" s. (n. from R. ^t^) 1, Gold. 2. A
filament of the lotus, (m.) The name of seve-

ral plants, viz. 1. Mountain ebony (Bauhinia

variegata). 2. A tree bearing a yellow fra-

grant flower (Michelia Champaca). 3. Another

plant (Mesua ferrea). 4. The glomerous fig-

tree (Ficus glomerata). 5. The common thorn-

apple (Datura Metel). Wilson.

^t^^jift s . (^t^+^Jet) A kind of fish

(a species of Cyprinus).

^K^fi & (^t^+ JSfT) The flower of

mountain-ebony (Bauhinia variegata).

^t^1<Oi s. (^t^*T+^3l) A flowering plant

(Kaempferia angustifolia).

<rf^HUU a. (mfn. ^&FS+ Golden.

A perpetual

alliance (lit. as tenacious as gold).

^t#?l s. (/. Turmeric.

.
(f.

from R. ^Pl ^) 1. A woman's girdle

or zone. 2. One of the seven sacred cities of

the Hindus. 3. A plant (Abrus precatorius).

3tR)p s. (m.) or 3t|vjp1 (/.) Sour gruel, the

water of boiled rice in a state of spontaneous

fermentation. Also written <£li£t^ •

3t£ s. (corrupt, of Wood, timber.

^t^<r^ s. ( from ^tflhs? , + a Jjj)
An obstinate refusal to acknowledge a thing.

Carey.

^tfc&3X\ s . (3t& +^3Tl for 3Pj ) 1. A large

vessel to feed cows from. 2. A wooden vessel

to bale water from a boat.

^1~tjJ& s. (^K+^P^ as a jingle to it) A
cutting and chopping ; a stopping of wages

;

the stopping part of a demand by a counter-

reckoning against a creditor. Carey.

^tt^M s. (3^+5^31) A boletus or other

fungus growing on wood. Carey.

3FiT3 «T s. (v. noun of ^tf^U3) The act of cut-

ting a thing.

(from Spinning.

(from 1 . A female spinner.

2. The wages paid for spinning.

^ft^tSl s. (from ^tffel^) A man who spins

thread.

s. The name of a bird (Muscicapa

Ganua, Buchanan's MS.) Carey.

s. (^Ila +^1^Tl ) A species of heron

(Ardea Malaccensis ?) Carey.

^Tfrl a. (from 3?tfla £3) Cut, cut off. s. The

cutting of any thing.

^t&tt" s. (from The wages paid for

spinning.

v. a. (caus. of^tffcUJ) 1. To cause

any thing to be cut or hewed. 2. To spend

(the time). 3. To impede a thing.

s. (from A mutual

slaughter, a. Murderous, bloody.

^nirfr s . («. noun of^tfcltra) 1. The causing;

a thing to be cut. 2. The spending time. 3,

The frustrating or impeding a thing.
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a. (from Earned by spinning.

s. The money earned by spinning.

#fttt s. (corrupt, of ^Ist^T^) A dagger.

(corrupt, of An iron bill,

a butcher's cleaver.

v. a. (from R. PSSr) To cut, to gnaw,

to stop wages, to stop the payment of a de-

mand, to frustrate or make void, to prevent a

misfortune ; to refuse, to erase, or

To spin.

To spend time.

^tf&ITl^f^TTl a. (3tffcn1 from <FtftC3,

+ as a jingle to it) Cutting and chop-

ping, hewing; cut up.

3^¥fcFf^3«.a. (^If&Hl from^f£t3,

+ To cut down.

^ftlTt^tfl s. (^tf^^Tl from ^tf&^5,

+^tft for ^t&l, Easily cut) A species

of tree said in Buchanan's MSS. to be a Cor-

dia, or rather a Celtis. Carey.

^fl^W s. The name of a shrub or tree (Ar-

disia Catihara. Buchanan's MSS. X

)
Carey.

(corrupt, of small bit of

wood, a splinter, a chip.

<3?T^P"1 s. (from ^ptflaT'sJ) A reaper. Mohun

P. p. 83.

lJtS?^^?1 s
-

Wooden
> + ct^Tl

)

A sort of fish (Pimelodes viridescens). Carey.

^Tl s. (from ) A wooden house or cell.

^t£xfe#^3 v . a. (^ttll from^tf^,
+ GFf%ls5) To cut down.

^t"t> 5. (from ^t&) Timber, wood. See .

^t"&3?^ s. (^t"7j +^) A species of fish of

the genus Holocentrus. Carey.

^Tb<E>3Tl s . (^rti +^ for 3P) ) l. A round

wooden vessel used to feed cows from. 2. A
wooden vessel for the purpose of baling water

out of a boat.

^rto^Pl (^ft + C3TfeftTTl from

A species of wood-pecker (Picus

Bengalensis, and other species). Carey.

^fl><hill1 s. (^ + <F3TT1 from ^f&ts}

A species of wood-pecker (Picus Bengalensis).

^tb^t s.(^tii+^) A hard kind of chalk.

3tfeft\5* (MSifW) A large wooden mortar

for cleansing rice from the husk.

(from ) A wooden enclo-

sure, in which the offerings at a funeral-cere-

mony are collected. 2. A stockade. 3. A
mortar in which rice is cleansed from the husk.

^'fc?) WjE<i s. (^tt + P.^^) A species of

rose (Rosa Chinensis).

^TtStCTl s. (^T6 +FW) A fish which is

properly a species of Lens or Lutianus. Carey.

) The name of a spe-

cies of wood-pecker (Picus Bengalensis).

A fungus growing

on rafters or other dry timber (several species

of Agaric and Boletus). Carey.

^tt^tfem s . (<Fr&+5^f3iri fr0m ^tji)
A species of fungus which grows on rafters and

dry wood. Carey.

species of timber-

tree (Eugenia operculata). Carey.

3ikv5lHl s. (^1i>+3Tt*ft from R. ) A
coarse kind of table-salt.

(from Bushy) A
tree observed by Dr. Francis Buchanan, and

supposed to be a species of laurus. Carey.

A flowering shrub

(Tabernsemontana coronaria). Carey.
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species

of wood-pecker (Picus medius, and some other

species). Carey.

species of fig-

tree (Ficus oppositifolia).

(<?l h+ t*i<pl<) A retching or

straining to vomit.

3nVf%*fl\5l l (^tt+Pfflt^l) A species of

ant inhabiting cracks and hollow places in

timber.

A species of

grasshopper.

3tV^3Ti s . (^ft+*£NMl Tearing) A spe-

cies ofwood-pecker (Picus Bengalensis). Carey.

A species ofjasmine.

) A squirrel

(Sciurus palmarum). Mohun P. p. 50.

<pll>C<^1 5 . (3t& + C^) The name of a flower

(Jasminum multiflorum). Mohun P. p. 59.

) A species of

jasmine (Jasminum Zambac, the single-flowered

or wild variety). Carey.

s. (from ^t"^ +^) The name of a

plant (Canthium angustifolium). Hort. Ben.

p. 85.

(from A wooden house : a

wooden enclosure to receive the funeral offer-

ings ; wooden furniture. See

•kArtfttM 5. + The name of a

timber-tree (Ehretia levis). Carey.

3?1 h[k\\\ s. (from 3?t"&) A wood-cutter, a

woodman.

^Ht^WjWt. (^t^+xH^) The name of the

sacred lotus (Nymphsea Lotus) when the roots

are hard and stringy.

3FtVpt*I s . (^tt+"Pt3T) A sort of kidney-

bean (Dolichos gladiatus).

The name ofa plant (iEschynomene

paludosa), the stalk of which is used by fisher-

men to make buoys for their nets. Also written

<&l'l>U'44l s. '(^ti+^k^) The name of a bird

(Tantalus leucocephalus). Carey.

<?l h\ s. (corrupt, of ^l^l) 1. A measure of land

which varies in different places : the most gene-

ral is about four cubits or six feet square. 2. A
measure of capacity the size of which differs

in different places. 3. (corrupt, of "&) A
large water-turtle, which is plentiful in the

rivers of Bengal. Carey.

The name of a plant (Den-

drobium veratrifolium). Hort. Ben. p. 63.

The working of

a sum in surveying, so as to give the result in

kathas. See 3t1Sl

.

s. (from The denominations

of land-measures, and rules for writing them

down, as taught in schools. Carey.

3rftWf\5 s. (^tfel+^Ttf^) A staff of about

six feet long used in measuring land.

<*l h\k a. (corrupt, of^t^TT) Wooden, made

of wood (said of an image when only the bam-

boo frame is made, or of the frame of a house,

before it is built up or thatched). Carey.

The name of a

tree which grows on the eastern border of Ben-

gal : its botanical characters are not yet ascer-

tained. Carey.

a. (from Firm, matured, full-

grown (used of trees when the wood begins to

harden, and of a man or woman when adult).

^tf%*P s. (n. <?fkl +TT) Roughness, severity,

hardness
;

unfeelingness.
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The name of a plant (Or-

chis uniflora). Hort. Ben. p. 63.

(from ) 1 . A wand. 2. A bamboo

lath. 3. A split piece of bamboo. 4. A mea-

sure of capacity ; in the south of Bengal it is

ten ser, but it differs in different places. 5. A
writing-reed. 6. A key. 7. A scabbard, a

sheath.

<Pl\ul a. (from ) Wooden, hard like wood.

5. A wood-cutter, a seller of wood.

3nirf<u1 s. (from <£l~&) A man who cuts and

sells wood.

^trfct^l s. (from ^1^ +^°!) A variety

of the large plantain (Musa Paradisiaca). Carey.

^t^T s. (v. noun of <Slfot.s3) 1. The act of

taking out or away. 2. The act of cleaning out

any place.

a. (from Taken out, emptied,

cleansed, s. A sort of drum which is only

beaten at one end.

v. a. (caus. of ^tfore ?) To wait at

the temple of an idol, expecting the fall of a

flower which has been placed on the head of

the image : the fall of the flower thus placed

indicating good luck, and its not falling the

reverse.

a stick) A hooked

stick used to draw the bruised seed from the

spout of an oil-mill, and give the oil free pas-

sage.

^5WR5 (from <MfjW) A mutual taking

away or seizing.

(from Taken away,

seized.

v. noun The act of at-

tending a temple in expectation of the fall of a

flower, which has been laid on the head of the

idol. See

^1\5H\3^r s. The name of a bird (Tantalus

Manillensis, Zin.) Carey.

^T3lf^\St s . (^3l +f^vft) A scramble,

a scuffle.

v. a. 1. To take away, to snatch, to seize.

2. To clean out. v. a. To take

forcible possession, to usurp.

v. a. To snatch, to rifle.

s. (m.) A crow. a. (-IS -H -1"° mfn.)

One-eyed, monoculous.

s. (corrupt, of 0\ ) The ear. -"P[U3 or

v. a. To listen, to attend closely

;

To pull or twist a person's ear by

way of punishment, a. 1. Blind. 2. Perfo-

rated : as a cowrie broken or perforated by

insects.

<?1

1

s<£3Tl s. (^1°i +^311 for <H ?) The gills of

a fish.

. (from ) A particular

insect.

a. (from ^t°l+^3fttTl) At-

tentive, listening to, hearing attentively. Also

written

^tlj^fl, s. (from ^tcl+ S^fl.) An ear-

pick.

A fungus resembling

in form the human ear, and accounted by the

Hindus a specific for pains in that organ ; two

or three species of Agaric and Boletus which

grow on trees or dry wood are called by this

name. Carey.

ear-

pick. 2. The itching of the ears, the scratching

of the ears.

3Ttgrf^j s . (^l+^Xf^l from A.u-iJj) A

lock of hair on the temples.
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An ornament for

the ear.

from R. p
i"l£) A

painful tumor in the ear.

) The flap of the ear.

^TtftlOT 5. + TtfeFT) Listening to and

divulging every thing that is spoken, blabbing,

talkative.

<pl'lt< s. (from ^t°i) The name of a fish

(Ophiocephalus karruwey). Lacepede, t. m.

p. 532. Carey.

$$n&0$ s. (m. ^t°i +^^) A contumelious

designation applied to the followers of KanI-

da's system of philosophy. (Lit. A crow-eater).

Trans. B.A.S. L 565.

v. noun of ^tt^tf^X?) The

prejudicing of any person.

v. a. (caws, of

To prejudice any person, to indispose.

v. a. (caus. of

To prejudice one against any person, to indis-

pose, to warn privately against one.

3ft^W[tfr s. (from ^tT^T^tt^?) A warn-

ing, a whispered warning.

from "53

gaining the ear of any one ; the communicating

a matter to any person in private ; the preju-

dicing a person for or against a thing.

<PI'1^<P c (-^ m. ^t°l + H. ^3T). See

<$l
f
l*l«vl s. (3?t°1 + The pulling or twist-

ing of a person's ears by way of punishment.

The name of a

sort of fish.

^rtprt^yl s . (^i + cstrol) The Puiiing
or twisting of a person's ears by way of punish-

ment ; a warning.

3fft5jJt& s - O^W +*jR> from R - ^X) The

pulling or twisting of a person's ears by way of

punishment.

One of the twenty-eight lunar Yogas.

As. Res. ix. 366.

3tt1 a. (from <ft°l) 1. Blind. 2. One-eyed,

monoculous. 3. Broken, perforated, s. The

brim or edge of a cup or vessel.

^tTl^tpi ad. (from ) Ear to ear. s. A
whispering, a planning, a setting the heads

together.

^ftfffe*. (from <tf°i ) The space under the eaves

of a house, and overhung by the thatch.

^Irtt^Tl a. (from ^"Wffr) Situated under

the eaves of a house, s. 1. An eaves-dropper.

2. A listener.

<?l'Hfo s. (from ) The act of listening to

any thing.

) 1. A listener.

2. An eaves-dropper. 3. The act of listening.

s. (a. c^Uj) The curtains or walls ofa tent.

3tttf*l s. (from^t°i) A rope or cord passed

through the gills of a fish for the purpose of

carrying it ; the opening of the gills of a fish.

#Tpl s. 1. A rag, a small piece of cloth. 2. A
moulding, an ornamental swelling out in a ves-

sel. 3. The top of a bamboo or other tube.

4. The attempt of a horned animal to gore or

strike by lowering one horn. a. (from

Eared.

A species of

fish belonging to the genus Silurus.

A species of

fish (Plotosis anguillaris, Lacepede. Silurus

unitus, Buchanan's MSS.*) Carey.

s. (from ^T°i ) A twisting or pinching of

the ear by way of punishment ; a warning.

2 X
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^Tt ! 3R$| ad. (locat. case of ^t°l) To the

brim, brimful.

^tT°i vjNl *lffitE3 p. a. (from ^fi.SM
+ *Tt51"ttt3) To stun.

Seng, genit. case of

4-^*!) Ear-wax. MohunP. p. 14.

<ttn^TOl s. (<$\C^Beng. genit, case of

^t°i, +^31) The tip of the ear.

^tfotH s . (^trtfe for ?m, +*rH

for^ ) A species of venomous serpent which

climbs trees and frequently falls on animals or

men and bites them. Carey.

(from
)

Obsequious, obedient,

attentive, servile.

^ti^ s. (from ^61^) The name of a plant

(Agave Cantala). Carey.

5. (from A quarrelsome woman, a

virago, a scold, a vixen. Also written

(mil.*) 1. A stalk or stem. 2. The part

of the trunk of a tree whence the branches

proceed. 3. A cluster, a shrub. 4. An arrow.

5. Opportunity, season. 6. Water. 7. A kind

of reed (Saccharum Sara). 8. A multitude.

9. A horse. 10. A chapter, a section. As. Res.

i. 345. 11. Praise, flattery. 12. Private, pri-

vacy. 13. Low, vile, bad. 14. Sinful, wicked.

Wilson.

Of the military

profession. (Lit. Bearing arrows on the back).

^^Ir^s. (-3^ mfn.^3 + An archer.

^4T^4^,*. (from^tUTl Thick like the

trunk of a tree, +p. JJj) A species of bird

(Turdus jocosus, Buchanan's MS.) Carey.

^fcF^ a. (mfn. ^fej Of the military

profession, a soldier, living by arms.

^t^t^ s. («. from ^t>3) A granary.

^V3t% s. (corrupt, of 1. A helmsman,

a steersman, a pilot. 2. A fence or screen of

cloth.

<?K*U1 s. (from^t^jfe) A pilot, a helmsman,

a steersman.

) The cere-

mony of planting four arrows in the earth at

the four corners of the pedestal of an idol upon

certain festival occasions. Carey.

heap, a stack, a pile.

a. (mfn. Armed with an

arrow, an archer, s. (m.) 1. A creeping plant,

commonly called Kanda-Bel (Momordica

Charantia). 2. A plant (Achyranthes aspera).

^tr^s. (m. ^t^3+t^) 1. A plant (Barleria

longifolia). 2. A kind of reed (Saccharum spon-

taneum).

s. The value or worth of a thing ; the essen-

tial quality of a thing.

a. (nifn.) Confused, perplexed, disordered.

-31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Perplexity, confusion,

anxiety.

v. a. (from ) To moan, to

groan, to writhe.

\9\ s. (v. noun of ^t3Tt^£3) The act

of groaning or moaning
;
anguish, pain, distress.

^1^"tf^i s . (from 3^145^3) A complaint,

a moan
;
anguish, distress, pain.

An expression

of pain or anguish, lamentation.

<PI^ s. The name of a large fish (Cyprinus

Niloticus, Lin.) Carey.

s. (from <Pls3*n) The name of a fish

(Cyprinus Niloticus, Lin.) This word is used

by robbers and murderers in the west part of

Bengal as a cant word to signify a man, and

when construed with To fall, it signi-
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fies that the man who was their prey is killed or

fallen by their weapon. Carey.

^t^TH^I a. (<fr1^Mt+*I^1 Fallen) Prey-

fallen. In the western parts of Bengal, which

a few years ago were infested with robbers, this

word was used as a signal to inform their com-

panions that a man had been murdered by

them. Carey.

A coir-cable.

^tsjM s. (from <Ps3^ ?) A butcher's cleaver, a

bill-hook, a knife.

5T^i. (from A.jiy ?) A row, a line, a rank.

A sort of earthen pot, usually em-

ployed to hold curds.

<plsSUT. s. (corrupt, of <^(<<P'l) A pair of

shears, a shell-cutter's saw.

(corrupt, of <N3 f^r<£l) A shell-cutter's

saw.

(a. A writer, a teacher, a

school-master.

<pl^<3" s. A board or seat on the Indian oil-mill,

which is loaded with weights to expedite the

expressing of the oil. Carey.

^T3^<$K3< s . (<?1^+<£J<) The sensation

of tickling.

ad. (JBeng. locat. case of ^T5
^) On the

side of, in connection with, on account of.

^tt^tra ad. (3?1U3+ ^1U3) Inclinedly,

equally leaning both ways, pryingly, insidiously.

^tSITi s. A drinking-vessel. Sabda S. p. 473.

s. (»?•) The name of a celebrated sage

and lawgiver.

1. A name of

the goddess Durga. 2. A middle-aged widow.

A bird, the snipe. Mohun P.

p. 53. See

<plh*gi| s. (corrupt, of ^A.) Soft with rain, dirty,

wet.

^tl\3tf^tTl a. (from^tTOl) Muddy, dirty,

wet, turbid, thick.

(m.) 1. A tree (Nauclea Cadamba).

See . 2. A drake
;

or, according to

some, a teal. 3. An arrow.

^tPp^"s. (n.) 1. The surface or skin of coagu-

lated milk. 2. A spirituous liquor distilled from

the flowers of the Kadamba.

Spirituous liquor

prepared from the flowers of the Nauclea orien-

talis : the word is however more properly used

to signify the rain-water which collects in clefts

or hollow places of the tree when the flowers

are in perfection, and which is supposed to be

impregnated with the honey. Carey.

s. (f. from ^tPF3) A long line of

clouds following each other.

Mud, dirt, soft clay, mire.

v. a. (from ) To make muddy,

to soften a field for sowing rice by flooding it.

<frlki[i(>l a. (3ttll + f3Sl from ^55^?)
Mud, soft dirt.

3H¥teVttFl s. (^W + C^ttFl) A snipe (Sco-

lopax Glareola. Trianga Glareola, Latham).

Carey.

Muddy, dirty, turbid.

^WfOTl a. (from Wtift) Muddy, dirty, turbid.

<plklH s. (v. noun of <plttRw) The overflow-

ing a field with water so as to make it thin

mud previously to the planting of rice. Carey.

a. (from ^t^l ) Muddy, dirty.

^tRi^Ta. (from^W) Muddy, dirty.

"^Wfc^Wt a. (from R. Contentious, quar-

relsome, litigious.

2X2
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a. (a.^jIj) Powerful, mighty, able.

An ill-formed bill-hook to cut bushes or

bamboos.

<Pli£!C<il s. (m. from ^"5 The name of a snake,

+ ^TT) A Naga or serpent of the race that is

supposed to inhabit the lower regions.

kind of worm. Sabda S.

p. 101.

(p. ^jjjjU) An officer whose business

it is to take charge of the public records. Pro-

perly ^t^rptl q. V.

The name of a plant (Cucumis utilissi-

mus). Hort. Ben. p. 70.

WFF s. (n.) A forest, a grove, a thicket, a wil-

derness.

^t^T3l s. (corrupt, of ^t^+TfcSFT) A
beautiful species of mountain-ebony (Bauhinia

Candida).

(a. cjLj) The side-curtains or walls

of a tent. See

<PWt4 s. (ju. from ^Pl) The son of a young

and unmarried woman.

The daughter of

an unmarried woma n

^Wte^S * (^ft from R.^ +^) The

name of an aquatic plant (Salvinia cucullata).

Sabda S. p. 347.

^t^J3 s: A plant (Crinum toxicarium, Carey.

Crinum Zeylanicum, Hort. Sen. p. 23.)

^?t^T<P s. (m.) L The bird which makes a hang-

ing nest on the Tal tree. 2. A cock. 3. A
species of goose. Wilkins' MS.

^Ft^f*^ 5. (a. \j) A regulation, a law, a statute.

^W^ftl s. (p. (jjjlS) An officer whose business

it is to take charge of the public records.

3Fto$taff$1 s. for , locat. case

of <Ft°1, + <3?^1from h. li^) An informer, a

spy-

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <t>^) Beloved,

esteemed, beautiful, dear. Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

s. (w?.) A husband ; a paramour.

A boiler or caldron

made of well-refined iron.

Steel, bright or

excellent iron.

m. from ^W) A tree the wood of

which something resembles mahogany, com-

monly called Toon (Cedrela Tunna, Rox.}.

Wilson.

<pl\3 1 s. (femin. of ^t^) A beloved woman.

C^T^^l) A tree commonly called Asoca (Jo-

nesia Asoca), (supposed to blossom when

coming in contact with the foot of a female).

^"kjW s. (m.) 1. A bad or difficult road. 2. A
wood, a forest. 3. A hole, a cavity, s. (m.)

A red variety of the sugar-cane.

<t>ka W<$ s. (m. ^t^+ <F) A sort of sugar-

cane.

^ffSV (/. R.^+f^) 1. Beauty, splendour,

light. 2. A female beauty. 3. A desire, a

wish, love.

a. (mfn. ^tf%+ <lM
)
Causing splen-

dour or light
;
exciting desire.

^TlWF^a. (-^ mfn. ^tf|" +^) Splen-

did, shining, luminous.

v. noun of ^f^KS) The act of weep-

ing or lamenting.

<pl«^(<l^ s. (m, from <£*l£+^3?) A baker.

v. a. (from R. To weep, to cry,

to lament.
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<Ftf*K'
i
ft<? a. (mfn.) Running away through fear,

fleeing, put to flight.

<$H$*ti a. (from ^tf^tU3) Weeping, howling,

crying.

^torW^r 5 . (^mri+Tl^r for^jtej) The

hunting-leopard (Felis jubata, Schrceder).

^WtR 5< ^he name of a plant (Commelina nu-

diflora.) Hort. Ben. p. 5.

^W^tpTO v. a. (from <pVRcs3) To weep.

^faT3R s , (m. from<FPl+^^) The name of

a country, the modern Kanouje. Manu II. 19.

3W s. (from R. 1- A false appearance, a

shew, a pretext. 2. The nib of a pen, the act

of nibbing a pen. v. a. To nib a

pen.

a. (mfn. )
Deceiving, s. (m.)

A deceiver, a fortune-teller.

^HTa) s. (n. Deceitfulness, crafti-

ness, dissimulation.

s. (from ^ffc ) Cloth, linen cloth, wear-

ing apparel.

^t^3Jl s. (from ^H\3) A linen-draper. Also

written
On

genit. case of

screen of cloth surround-

ing a tent.

s. (m. W\ for ^+^1 from ^ff^T) A
bad road.

<*MPPH s. (from The name of a parti-

cular class of men among the Hindus who are

Sudras and follow most of the mechanical arts

without distinction. Carey.

^M'\R<t s. (^|tpT+^) The name of a

particular class of men among the Sudras.

<pHV*1 s. (corrupt, of ^fi^T) 1. Cotton-wool.

2. The cotton-plant (Gossipium of several spe-

cies). Hort. Ben. p. 51.

s. The name of a fish (Pime-

lodes Capasi-Tayngra, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

<FMWlU a. (^W^+ ^IT) Cotton, made of

cotton.

An insect that infests the cotton-plant.

35tf*H s. (m. from ^f>N) A follower of the

Sdnkhya-system of philosophy. a. (mfn.')

Tawny.

The name of a species of mustai'd.

s. (m. for 3> , A mean-spi-

rited man, a contemptible or worthless man.

— \Fl (/•) or — *f (n.) Worthlessness, coward-

ice.

<pi(.H Ivd (n. from <PC4 l\i) A flock of pigeons.

(m.) 1. Natron, fossile alkali. 2. Antimony

considered as a collyrium or application to the

eyes. 3. A pale or dirty white colour, a. (mfn.)

Of a dirty white colour.

Anti-

mony, especially considered as a collyrium.

a. (from ?) Niggardly, selfish,

parsimonious.

a. (from ?) Parsimonious, nig-

gardly, selfish.

Avarice, nig-

gardliness.

s. (from Avarice, niggard-

liness.

^k^s. (A.jK) One not a Muhammadan, an

infidel.

s. (from A.jty Pertaining to an infidel

or negro j African.
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A species

of pepper-plant (Capsicum grossum).

a. (a. <jl£) Useful, advantageous, s.

(a. ^jj) Coffee.

(A.^il^) One not a Muhammadan, an

infidel.

^Ff^ffij^? 5. (n. from <?<&) A multitude of men

in armour.

(corrupt, of ^feWl) The Kaveri, a

river in the Deckan.

The name of a country to the west of

the Indus, Kabul.

from

species of pulse brought from Kabul.

SlftSftXtfe^ ^. from^t^+^T)
A sort of pea cultivated in Kabul.

1. A pretext, a false pretence. 2. A crow.

3. (from A. ^j) Coffee.

^t3tfl> s . (from ^Wf) The name of a spe-

cies of kidney-bean (Carpopogon pruriens).

Carey.

<t |4 1'viJ^ s. (corrupt, of a. j^Uj plur. of ^AcU5

)

The evolutions performed by soldiers when ex-

ercising.

a. (a. c__>L£) 1. Roasted. 2. Exhausted

with fatigue.

<frUl<U>Wl *t (¥• C^Ul) Cubebs.

The last day of the month.

<PUU1; s. (<P1<1<-+^) 1. Due at the month's

end, belonging to the end of the month. 2. A
long lath of bamboo.

3rfaWt «. (from ^fal + ^STT^f) ?) A sort of bird :

probably a species of Corvus.

a. (a. JjIs) Able, capable, apt.

<FP^ s. (p. jjljj from t. ) Power, control, a.

Within the power, under the control of a person.
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^SRft s. (/.) A river in the Deckan, the

Kaveri.

s. (?w. from <P1<1) L The name of a class

of the Pitris or progenitors of mankind. Manu
in. 199. 2. A name of Sukrdcharya the pre-

ceptor of the demons. (».) A poem, a poetical

composition. (Beng?) A joke, merriment. —3
(«.) The characteristic of a poem.

A poet, the

author of a poem.

A book of poems.

As. Res. i. 353.

A wedge.

s. (m. from R. ^5
S
) 1. A wish, a desire;

love, lust. 2. Any object of desire or love.

3. The deity of love. 4. (Beng.^ (corrupt, of

Affair, business.

Rati, the wife of

Kamadeva, the deity of love.

a. (mfn. <^1^t + <p\< ) Conducive to

lust or desire.

a. (mfn. ^t^+^l from R. 5t*Ik) Going

where one pleases.

Going as one lists. Also written

^t3TtS°l s. (m.^ + 'S !) 1. Passion, affection.

2. An object of sense. 3. Completion, satiety,

perfect enjoyment.

<frUU>,Ul a. (-P[\mfn. ^1+ t> I fat, from

R. 0^) 1. Going as one lists. 2. Indulging

one's appetite, libidinous.

3?t£U3 a. (mfn. ^t^+ ^T from R. vS'Ej Arising

from desire or love.

<£lM%l s. (from 3^^) A bow.

s. The biting of any thing, a bite.
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The act of biting.

v. a. (from R. 1. To snap at,

to bite. 2. (v. n.) To throb, to produce a

griping pain.

<?iMol<pk[^ad (from^kol^C^) Mutually

biting.

<£>U^H s. {v. noun of ^SK3ttt3) The act of

biting, the sensation of griping.

stuqrtpr s. (from^tn^ltr^) a griping pain.

^tet^Pl s. (from ^to\3T^T3) A griping, a

colic pain.

<h»4ollJ 1 s. (from^t^oi^C^) A griping pain.

3ftK3J$tftG3 v. a. (from ^£3+^^13) To

snap at, to bite.

ad. Sans. (^tH+^) Wilfully, lust-

fully
;
according to pleasure.

a. {mfn. from R. Til) 1. Giving

after one's own inclinations. 2. Granting that

which one wishes, yielding.

<pUu.K< s. (m. ^ftX+C^) The god of love,

the Hindu Cupid. He was the son of Vishnu

and Rukmini, and husband of Rati.

The cow of Indea,

granting the fulfilment of all wishes. (Lit.

The cow of wishes or desires). Also called

(nomin. sing. <Ffcf<^).

a. (mfn. from R. 3?*t ) Lustful, libidinous,

desirous.

<pi^l1 s. {f. from R. A desire, a wish

;

lust, appetite.

^ttFft6^ a. {mfn. ^T+^TH^) Destroying

irregular desires, subduing any sensual appetite.

^fcPft7^ a. (^T for 3^^+W^T) 1.

Plodding. 2. (from ^K+^il7^) Infatuated

with love or with irregular desire.
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s. (m. ^tg-ftffa) A name of Ba la-

rama the brother of Krishna.

^ftPftf^S a. (mfn&fa+ pftf^3) Tormented

with lust or irregular desires.

An arrow of KA-

madeva, the deity of love.

a. (from ^t^ + TfTT?) Intoxicated

with lust or passion.

<gt£TX]^ ad. Sans, {accus. case of <£t^T) A par-

ticle, 1. Of reluctant assent. 2. Of assent

(Willingly, readily). 3. Of agreement (Very

well, so be it). 4. Of contempt or invidious

remark. 5. Agreeably to desire, following the

inclination. 6. Although, notwithstanding.

<£toUfe>4 a. {mfn. + (J[tfe? ) Over-

come by or intoxicated with desire, love, or

passion.

a. (—^ mfn. <F"fanicaus. of R. <£TL

,

+ ^") Libidinous, lustful, desirous.

<PU<^1 s. (corrupt, of <P*4«^) The name of

a fruit common in India : also the tree which

produces it (Averrhoa Carambola). Hort. Ben.

p. 34.

<±>IM4H1RM s . (from <Fftr + -pF3;) A
variety of lemon with a smooth skin. Also

written <>U< HlTK .

<pW<tl1 a. {mfn. ^"ftl-f^ ) 1. Able to assume

any shape at will. 2. Pleasing, beautiful, s.

(w.) A district lying north of Bengal, including

Kuch-Behdr and some neighbouring parts be-

longing; to Butan. See As. Res. v. 56.

5tWfl a. (-fH mfn. 3t3I+3Pi+t^)
1. Assuming any shape at will. 2. Pleasing,

beautiful.

^t^FT a. {mfn. from R. «^) Cupidinous, libidi-

nous, s. (?ra.) 1. Spring. 2. A dry and sterile

soil. 3. {mf.) A complaint, jaundice, excessive

secretion or obstruction of bile.
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^t5FTv3l s. (/. ^*ta + 5?K3l) The name of an I

ornamental climbing plant (Ipomoea Quamo-

clit).

(femin. of ) The jaundice, an

excessive secretion or obstruction of bile.

An arrow of Kama-

deva, (of which there are five).

The name of a plant (Typha an-

gustifolia). Hort. Ben., p. 66.

^"tot^ s. (from <£5:
£I*1^) Gains, earnings, savings.

2. (from p. ^) Loss, deficiency, neglect.

v. a. (from ^13T for 1. To

acquire money by labour or work, to earn, to

get. 2. To shave the head or beard.

^ftrtfjj s. (m. ^ftX+Sjfj]) The fire of desire,

lust.

The name of a fish which has a

dangerous spine on its fins, with which it in-

flicts a very painful wound. (Silurus pungen-

tissimus, Buchanan's MSS. Silurus fossilis,

Lacepede.) Carey.

a. (mfn. <Ffal + ;3lt^<5" ) Overcome by

desire, sick with love.

jjU^ ) 1« A cross-bow. 2. (Eng.

cannon) A cannon, artillery.

v. noun of W^.) 1. The act of

shaving. 2. The earning or acquiring of any

thing.

<P14WI s. The hire or fee of a

barber.

^TO^ a . (mfn. ^1 +^) Blinded by lust,

desire, or love.

^TSTR" s . (corrupt, of3^^R) A blacksmith,

a whitesmith.

^R*tt^1 s. (^'IHH +^W) A black-

smith's shop, a forge.
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3>W^ a. (mfn. ^151+^x6) Pained with love

or desire; lascivious, wanton, amorous.

^T3TOl a. (-f^ mfn.

Lascivious, wanton, amorous.

a. (from Amorous, lascivious, cupi-

dinous, wanton.

(m.) A red sort of mountain-ebony

(Dioscorea alata). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

a. (mfn. Influenced

by passion or irregular desire, libidinous, wan-

ton, lascivious.

(from ?) The name of a bird (Gal-

linula violacea).

(from a. fJoMif) A shirt, a woman's

shift.

s. (femin. of ^tf^FT ) 1. An affec-

tionate or loving woman ; a wanton or lascivious

woman. 2. A climbing plant. 3. (Beng.) A
flowering shrub (Murraya exotica).

A plant (Mo-

runga Guilandina).

^Iftft a. (-f^F^m/rc. ^fcf+t7
^ )

Cupidinous,

lascivious, wanton, lustful. s. (mi) 1. The

moon. 2. An amorous man, a lascivious hus-

band. 3. The ruddy goose. 4. A pigeon. 5.

A sparrow. Wilson.

<?1^<P a. (mfn. R.^^+$<£) Lustful, desirous,

libidinous, s. (m.) 1. A plant (Jonesia Asoca).

2. A creeping plant. 3. A lotus. Wilkins'MS.

s. (femin. of ^"^^) A woman desirous

of wealth, food, &c.

^t^t s. (femin. of ^t^HF) A libidinous or

wanton woman, a. (Beng.) Lustful, desirous,

wanton.

An oblation of

water to deceased friends, &c, exclusive of those

for whom it is directed by law. Wilson.
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s. (m.) 1. A perfume, commonly called

Sunda-Rochani. 2. A country believed to be

situated in the north of India.

(m.) A perfume and drug, commonly

called Sunda-Rochani.

<pl*-<f^^ s. (m. from <F^+^<P) A dealer in

shells, a vendor of ornaments made of them, &c.

^t5^5^ s. (m. from ^F^T) A car covered with

a woollen cloth or blanket, a. (mfn.') Relating

to a blanket. Wilkins' Gr. % 897.

<t>1CM"lv5l a. (mfn. from <?(,*< 1. Indigenous

in the country called Kamboja in the north of

India, s. (m.) A horse of the Kamboja breed.

2. A white Mimosa. 3. A tree commonly called

Tunnag (Rottleria tinctoria).

^tt*3T3lt s. (/. M4H¥t) I A plant

commonly called Mashani. 2. A white Mimosa.

31*0 a. (mfn. R. ^^T+ IT) Lovely, desirable,

voluntary, optional, s. A supererogatory work

performed at pleasure or through the desire of

some advantage.

;$to3*5Ts. 3^0+3*3$^) Rites

performed with a view to future fruition.

3>WCtTT s. (n. +T^) An acceptable or

desirable gift.

s. (*. ^tSD+XR°l) A voluntary

death, suicide.

*W s. Of. R. Desire, wish.

ftol^jl s. (f. Re-

ligious service paid for the purpose of attaining

some desirable object.

<$\}!ls. (mn. fromR.fi>? See Wilkins' Gr. §. 822.)

1. The organic body, endued with sensibility

and thought. Trans. R.A.S. i. 568. (».)

2. Part of the hand sacred to the Creator. 3.

The root of the little finger. Manu hi. 59.

(m.) 1. One of the eight modes of marriage,
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the same as 2. Assemblage, col-

lection. 3. A butt or mark, a subject to be hit

or attained. 4. Natural temperament. 5. A
house, a habitation.

s. The name of a fish (Silurus acutus,

Buchanan's MSS.) Carey.

^tH3l s. A species of bird (Muscicapa Kang-

dhara, Buchanan's MSS.) Carey.

^tori s. (a. iAci-) a rule, a precept, a usage,

a custom, an institute, a basis.

The name of one of

the lowest classes of men among the Hindus.

tree the bark and

seeds of which are used in medicine.

<ts(il<t_l<l1 a. (^¥+31^. from R. \) Quar-

relsome, insulting, overbearing.

^lUUWl< |<fe) a. (^W +^^+^t^)) With

the body, mind, and speech
;
heartily ; in every

respect.

1$W$ a. (mfn. ^t?I + J% from R. ^1 ) Situated

in the body, incorporate, corporal, s. (»«.) 1.

The Supreme Being. 2. A caste or tribe, or a

man of that tribe ; the Kayat'h or writer-cast,

proceeding from an outcast Kshatriya father

and a Sudra mother. Manu x. 6. 22. As.

Res. v. 58.

^tTF^I s. (femin. of ^"HT^) 1. The wife of a

Kayat'h, or man of the scribe-cast. 2. A drug

commonly called Kdkoli. 3. Yellow myroba-

lan. 4. Emblic myrobalan.

^tllf^3 a. (™/><.^tlT +f^3) Situated in the

body, corporeal.

^UTl s. (corrupt, of ^tU") The body.

^ifST^3 a . (from ^tll +l^) Bodily, corporeal,

belonging to the body.

^tRr^t^ft: s . f. <Hfu<*1 from <^tir+ff% )

Interest arising from service drawn from the

2 Y
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body of an animal (as a cow, 8cc.) pledged ; or

according to some, interest of which the pay-

ment does not affect the (body of the) principal.

Wilson.

s. The name of a species of tree (Mimosa

rubicaulis, Buchanan's MSS.~) Carey.

(m. from It. <r) 1. Killing, slaughter.

2. Certainty. 3. Effort, exertion. 4. Religious

austerity. 5. A heap of snow, or a mountain

covered with it. 6. Tax, toll, royal revenue.

7. A master, a lord. 8. (In composition) The

maker or doer, an agent : e. g.

(m.) A maker of earthen vessels, a potter. It

is also used to form the names of the letters of

the alphabet : e. g. ^^"fe s. (m.) The letter 31

.

<?U<? a. (mfn. R. + Wilkins' Gr.

§ 765.) Doing, acting, causing, affecting; a

doer, an agent. (Frequently used in comp.

a. (mfn?) Doing an un-

pleasant thing, from

s. («.) 1. Action, especially in grammar: that

part of grammar which treats of the declension

of nouns and pronouns, and the different cases.

2. The primitive cause of any thing.

^t^^^\5 s. (^t^^+C<\J) A species of the

ratan or cane (Calamus latifolius).

A kind of sweetmeat.

a. (corrupt, of ^m)+^s?) Complete,

having done all that was requisite to be done.

The name

of a country, that of King Salwa, situated on

the skirts of the Himalaya ridge in the north

of Hindustan; or plur. (—^Tto) The people

of that country.

<t>i4^*i^s. (p. yJJS*)
An agent, a superintendent,

the doer of any work.

^t^Hl s. (p. AiU.jtf) A workhouse, a manu-

factory, a warehouse.
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The name of a species of Tantalus or

Ibex, not yet described by ornithologists. Carey.

<£"U°i s. (n. R. ^+3FT) 1. Cause, motion,

principle ; the reason of any thing ; the efficient

cause. Mohun P. p. 145. The cause neces-

sarily preceding an effect which cannot else be.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 96. 570. 571. 2. Action,

agency. 3. Killing, injuring. 4. An organ

of sense. 5. An instrument, a means. 6. A
number of scribes. 7. A kind of musical in-

strument. 8. A sort of song. This word is in

Bengali sometimes used in composition, when

it may be translated as an adverb or preposition :

on account of, for; e. g. ^^t^°1 On this

account, for this, for the sake of this, by means

of this.

^'U'iW^ s. C^to+^B from A de-

ficiency, a quantity of any thing which is too

little to answer the intended purpose.

ftTt^ a. (mfn. + 51'3) Referred to its

cause, resolved into its principles.

<*Wiv3l s. (/.) or -J (n. +31 or +J )

Causality.

^liTt^Sl s. ( +^1 ) A species of grass

(Poa karundubi, Buchanan's MSS.^) Carey.

^tTt^°*T s. (m. <^°\ +^
OTT) The obviating

or removing a cause or occasion.

^tTt^ ^ a. (mfn. ^R^+Q *^) Ob-

viating or removing the cause or reason of a

thing.

^W^fta. (-P^mfn. ^°\+% ^)
Obviating or removing the cause or reason of a

thing.

^tTW*l s. (m. +5
t1
x
l) The obviating

or removing the cause or reason of a thing.

3^mt*re a. (mfn. ^R^+TM^) Re-

moving or obviating the reason or cause of a

thing.
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^tTlT^T s . (<FRci+*F?T) The name of a

shrub (Amyris heptaphylla).

^iTrf^: s. (n. The original

water which was produced at the creation,

from which, as from a reservoir, the Hindus

suppose all the water in the universe to be

supplied.

<pW'l|Vil ad. (^t^l+f^Tl) Without a

cause, causeless, unreasonably.

^tTtfaf^ a. (mfn. +"fef*^) Having

a cause or reason, reasonable.

^tTtf^^T a. (mfn. +f3$37T) With-

out a reason or cause, unreasonable.

3^1"^ a ,

(mfn. ^t^+IfSS) Having a

proper reason or cause ; reasonable.

<PU*U'[<3 a. (mfn. «FR°i £<R\3) Without

a reason or cause, unreasonable.

3FtTH^t? s. (n. 3^+*!^) In the

Vedanta system of philosophy, the causal frame,

one of the sheaths in which the soul is incased.

Trans. R.A.S. til 35.

^iTt^P a . (mfn. ^Rc\+ V^)) Without a

cause, unreasonable.

<pW"Kll a. (mfn. ^t^+^/T) Destitute of

a reason or cause, unreasonable.

<£U
r
ll s. (f. R. ^+ 3FTl) 1. Pain, agony. 2.

Casting into hell. 3. An astronomical period.

4. A cause. Wilkins' Gr. § 833.

*kiiRs$i a. (mfn. ^R°\ +^rf^3) Having

a cause or reason
;
following as the effect from

its cause.

^Wt^ a. (mfn. &&°\ +f^) Searching into

causes
;
investigating acutely.

^tTt1^3 a. (mfn. <$\<'\\ from

^3) Become a cause, possessed of causality,

creative.

^"Ctt^ s. (n. ^OT+^S^) A special

plea, denial of the cause of complaint.

s. The name of a tree (Nerium reticula-

tum). Hort. Beng. p. 19.

<pl<i3< s. (to/.) The name of a species of water-

fowl not yet ascertained.

<PI« s. (m. <3?1 for ^+^") A crow.

<Pi«l*t
N S. (p. J\jj\Z) A caravan.

(p. jbjl^) Fit for business, active,

industrious.

^U^. s. (/.) 1. A kind of anise (Anethum

Sowa). 2. The assafoetida plant or its leaf?

3. Another plant (Celosia cristata). 4. A kind

of fennel (Nigella Indica).

s. The name of a cucurbitaceous plant

(Momordica Charantia). Also its fruit.

<fcM<Ml s. (/.) A plant having a fragrant seed,

commonly called priyangu.

^tTfir^ a. (mfn. from R. ^ +^^) Who pos-

sesses the habit of causing to do. Wilkins
1

Gr. § 821.

s. The name of a species of tree (Gre-

wia hispida, Buchanan 's MSS.}. Carey.

<PI< I s. (f. from R. <P) A prison, a place of con-

finement. Wilkins' Gr. § 831.

A gaol, a

place of confinement, a prison.

s. The name of a plant (Calamus

latifolius). Hort. Ben. p. 73.

The name of a plant (Gratiola amara).

Hort. Ben. p. 4.

<T s. (to.) The offspring of a Nishada

man by a wife of the Vaideha tribe. Manu
x. 36.

s. (f. from R. W ) Action, act, agency.

(mfn.} An artist, an artificer.

2 Y 2
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s. (n. from R. ^) A work.

^tf<r^<r s. (^tf^+'<P<) A mechanic, a work-

man.

<Flf«<P<1 5. (<P1R^4+-^ Mechanic labour,

workmanship, mechanics.

^lfa^l s. (/. from R. ^+^1) 1. An actress,

a dancing woman. 2. Action, agency. 3. An

explanatory verse, a gloss. As. Res. vn. 204.

4. An art, a profession. 5. Sharp pain. 6. In-

terest, at any stipulated rate. a. (femin. of

<5?t^"<!? q. v.)

(p.^j^l^) A mechanic, a workman.

(p. Workmanship, mecha-

nics.

a. (Jemin. of Doing, acting.

(Used in comp. e. g. ^T^t^tf^l"! a. (f)

Obeying orders, from An order +

Doing.)

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus.

of R. <|) Caused to be made or done.

{J'emin. of Stipulated in-

terest.

^tf^3l 5. (/.) or -v5 (n. ^tft^+3l or +^)
Agency, causality.

^Iftrrwt^rl s . (^tf^+OFt^Tl) The

name of a particular kind of fish common in

India (a species of Tetrodon). Carey.

a. (J'emin. of <fff q.v.)

a . (-f^\ mfn. ^t^ +^H) Acting,

doing, causing, or occasioning. (Used in comp.

a. (mfn!) Doing an action,

from ^F3^ An action, + ^tft*^ Doing).

<pl<l<l s. (n. <t)4t^+ ;3I) A great quantity of

dried cow-dung.

<£t<F s. (mfn. from R. <£) 1. An artist, an ar-
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tificer, an agent, a maker, a doer. 2. A
manual or mechanical art, a science, a profes-

sion or trade. 3. (Beng!) A painful ulcer or

eruption usually seen on the neck of an ox or

cow, and sometimes on the legs of a man.

^t^3
s . (m. ^t^+^) A cook, an artizan.

Manu vii. 138. Also written

^t<K5l si (m, ^t^+ ^f) i. A piece of mecha-

nism
;

any product of manufacture. 2. An
ant-hill, a hillock. 3. A young elephant. 4.

Sesamum growing spontaneously. 5. A plant

(Mesua ferrea). 6. Froth, foam. 7. Red or-

piment. Wilson.

Compassionate,

tender, kind,

^t^dt s. (f.) A leech.

Wfcth s. (n. Compassion, tender-

ness.

^M^tTi a. (from 3^) Diligent, active, ex-

pert, useful.

The name of a common weed

(Xanthium strumarium Indicum, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

(m.) The offspring of an outcast of the

Vaisya tribe. Also written Manu

x. 23.

^TR^1 s. The name of a plant (Cleome penta-

phylla). Hort. Ben. p. 48.

^Ftt^t^T s. (m. <FT< +$\3^ ) 1. Yeast, barm,

froth. 2. A well. Also written ^tC4 l">3H .

s. (p. jUjj^) Business, a negotiation,

trade.

^^^P 5. (n. ^^I+IT) Roughness, hard-heart-

edness, difficulty; scantiness.

^t^U^I s. An aromatic plant (Curcuma Zerum-

bet). Also its root.
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s. The ancient language of Karndtaka,

still prevailing in the mountainous parts of

Karnatik. As. Res. vn. 227.

s. See

<FtTir&^s. (w. ^TTtk +<F) A native of JTar-

nata. 4*. .Res. vn. 227. Wilkins' Gr. % 902.

3?tf73? a. (mfn. ^°\+^^) Relating to the

ear. Wilkins' Gr. § 903.

(from the English Cornice). A cornice.

<f (w. ^feS from <j\3, +^T) Gold.

An astrologer.

<F1T>3<P s. (m. from ^[SfPlrf^T) 1. The month

Kartika (October-November), the second of the
|

sultry season, when the moon is full near the

Pleiades. It commences when the sun enters

Libra. See As. Res. m. 265. Kal. S. p. 4.

2. The name of a deity, the chief of the armies

of the gods.

The rice

which ripens in the beginning of the cold sea-

son, and forms the principal harvest in India.

The name of the

fifteenth day in the first half of the month Kar-

tika. As. Res. in. 265.

The month

Kartika. See

The name of

the Hindu deity of war, and son of Siva.

^t'^r^P'T ad. Sans, (instrum. case of ^t*V*p

from <P^|) In full, entirely.

<£l H. I s. (from the Portuguese Carta)A bill, a card.

^TPffla^ s. (m.) A caravan of pilgrims. Wil-

kins
7 MS.

Parsimony, niggardli-

ness
;
indigence, poverty.

^TT^Ts. (fn.) 1. The cotton-plant (Gossypium

hirsutum). 2. (n.) Cotton-cloth, a. (mfn.)

Made of cotton.

. y <r

<?r<U a. (mfn. from <P*~*4.*T) Diligent, active,

zealous.

s . (m. from <P*~M»tv) Magic, sorcery,

witchcraft ; the performing any thing by means

of magical incantations. a. (mfn.) Accom-

plishing a work, doing it well or completely.

<Ft*3l<3? s. (n.) 1. A bow. 2. (mn.) A bamboo,

a. (mfn.) Finishing a work, doing it well or

completely.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+ See Wil-

kins' Gr. § 730) Necessary or fit to be done.

s. (n.) 1. Motive, object. 2. Duty, business,

affair. 3. Cause, origin. 4. In the Nyaya-

system of philosophy, the effect, that which

necessarily ensues from a cause. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 96. 570. 571.

^tfefl s. (-3 m. ^t6+^) An agent,

a workman.

^l<U<pl<3> s. (m. ^tl6 +<I?lR<F) A workman,

an agent.

<4>|£Wteft a. (-f^T mfn. 3#>+<frlpHj
Performing a work, accomplishing a duty.

^t^J^M a. (mfn. ^t6+^N) Skilful,

clever, finishing a work well.

^nfj^H a . (mfn. +5^*1) Able to under-

take a work, competent, fit for business.

3"tqX53v3 a. (mfn. ^t6+"57J3) Deprived of

employment, removed from an office.

^rfq^ a. (mfn. ^t?5+ q^) Having no em-

ployment, dismissed from an office.
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^tfet\ a. (-^ mfn. Obse-

quious, obedient.

Finishing

or completing a work.

ace of busi-

ness, an office.

^t^Jt^I a. (mfn. ^foP+SE^) Unable to

conduct an affair, unfit for business.

<t.\*irltf s. (m. ^KO +$3") The end or termi-

nation of an affair.

Seeking for business or employment.

^TJJtTTJ^ a . (mfn. + Engaged

in an undertaking, actively employed.

^t*P 5. (m.) The Sal tree (Shorea robusta).

«>W<t s. (f. for ^sra^) The name of a

plant commonly called Gambhari (Gmelina

arborea).

s. (m. from R. ^^+^<£) A husband-

man.

from^+^ll^fa) 1. A weight

or measure of silver equal to sixteen panas of

cowries. 2. A weight of copper, equal to eighty

rattis. 3. A weight of shells equal to eighty

cowries. (?w.) A husbandman.

^Tf€^ s. (m. 3^+3^) 1 . A weight : see

A husbandman.

a. (mfn. + Belonging to the black

antelope. Manu n. 41.

^t$) 5. (n. ^W+TT) Blackness. Wilkins'

Gr. § 975.

^T^6 s. (m.) The Sal tree (Shorea robusta).

-cpl5^ Root, x. To count time.
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^"N s. (m. from R. 1. Time, a space of

time, a season. 2. The weather. 3. A name

of Yama, regent of the dead. 4. Death, the

time of death, (h.) 1. Iron. 2. A sort of

agallochum. a. (mfn.^) Black, a dark colour,

dark blue especially, which is usually confounded

with black. ^tT&I^, -C^1%3, or

v. a. To spend time.

The name of

a plant (Alangium hexapetalum).

^"H^ a. (mfn. ^"H+ 3>) Black. Colebr. Alg.

p. 228. s. (m.) 1. A freckle, a mark. 2. A
water-snake.

s . (<$IM + IFJ) A variety of the Arum

Colocasia. Hort. Ben. p. 65.

3^3^ s. 3^+^"&) 1. A name of Siva.

2. A water-fowl, a gallinule. 3. A sparrow. 4.

A peacock. 5. A wag-tail. 6. A tree (Penta-

ptera tomentosa).

^t55^^ s. (m. ^"H^ +<$) A gallinule.

A black variety

of pulse (Phaseolus Max.) Carey.

The name of a plant (Cassia

Sophora). Hort. Sen. p. 31.

<a?;l.«1<P^Kt s- (^"H +^pTt) The name of a

plant, the seeds of which when rubbed give out

a strong odour of musk (Hibiscus Abelmos-

chus.) Carey.

^H^t^T s. (v. noun of3TN +35tf^U3) The

spending of time.

<frH<&H#l^*fl s . (^t^+^H^l^kl) a
species of Cassia, the stalks and leaves of which

are of a black tinge (Cassia purpurea). Carey.

A species of Cassia (Cassia So-

phora). Carey.

3^f^ a. (*6fei*fW for fM) Filthy,

black, squalid.
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<>H<P& St fm , ^t^+^la from R.

mortal poison, a subtle venom.

tPtW^fl s. (^n + ^Nl from3^) The name

of a fish abounding in the rivers and ponds in

Bengal (Cyprinus atratus). Carey.

^t5^^ s. (m. £<jV, from R. ^ ) The sun.

The name of a scandent thorny

shrub (Capparis acuminata).

<*>H!K4 ad. Sans. (^t^+ TK5^ beat, case of

In process of time, as time elapses.

s. (m. ^f+^te) The liver.

^n^tf^HI s. (.^%4- SUf^Pc
ri) The name of

a fish (Trichopodus fuscus, Buchanan's MSS.*).

Carey.

The name of a

species of oak (Quercus fenestrata). Hort.

Ben. p. 86.

<pH^fo s. + for ^) The name

of a small bird, which is a species of Certhia or

creeper. Carey.

^^"5^1 s . + "5^1 A snipe) A species

of snipe (Scolopax fusca?). Carey.

<PH^1 s. + ) The name of a black

variety of the musk-rat (Sorex cceruleus). The

Hindus suppose its bite to be mortal. Carey.

) The name of a

species of hawk or falcon.

<pH0ll\jl s. (from ^t^+^tf^ ?) The name of

a plant (Eranthemum pulchellum). Hort. Ben.

p. 3.

<t>Hv$ik s . (^t^+^T) The name of a tree

which produces a black fruit somewhat resem-

bling a plumb (Eugenia Jambolana). Carey.

3>hoil«i s . (<Ft^+3tTl) The name of a

plant (Nigella Indica). Also its seed. Hort.

Ben. p. 43.
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^WT£l s. (^T +$t^t) The name of a

shrub which produces a beautiful flower (Eran-

themum pulchellum). Carey.

^NitNi^ttI s . (^+c&prt^rl) a
species of nightshade (Solanum nigrum).

A species of snake

of a blackish colour but not venomous. Carey.

<*>HfoR&(4 s. (3t*T +fafTfc) The Fran-

coline partridge (Perdrix Francolinus). Carey.

The state of time.

Wilkins' MS.

^Tf^l s. (^^T+f^) A species of sesa-

mum or oil-seed (Sesamum Indicum).

<pH^vWl s. (3^+3*^) A species of

basil (Ocymum sanctum). Hort. Ben. p. 44.

^t^^=P a . (^T+ ^fT)) Deadly, destruc-

tive. (Lit. Like time or like death.)

3^33^1 s. (^t*T+ C3$\2)t) The name of a

plant which is accounted medicinal.

^HTO s. (m. ^t^+T^3) The staff of Siva.

^NlflrTl s. (^"N+TTfal) The name of an

ornamental climbing plant (Ipomcea caerulea).

Carey.

^TO^T s. (3^+CRl^ft") A species of

grain much cultivated in some parts of India

(Andropogon bicolor). Also written ^rT-

^N^5^ s. (m. ^T +^SI) 1. The line of

conduct suited to any particular time or season.

2. (Lit. The law of time.) Death, dying.

<$\*$[p5 s. («$R +^j5) A species of water-

snake not esteemed venomous.

s. (^t^i+^3T for %^%) A species

of thorn-apple (Datura fastuosa).

from
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A species of serpent which is scarce in Bengal,

but is sometimes exhibited by snake-catchers.

The name of a

large climbing shrub, and also of its fruit

(Csesalpinia bonduccella) ; a variety of the com-

mon sort with black seeds. Carey.

Chronology.

Mohun P. p. 137.

tree bearing dark-

coloured leaves commonly called Tagara (Ta-

bernsemontana coronaria). Wilson.

The bow of Karna.

species of owl

(Stryx infausta).

A small species

ofbird (Sylvia Kala-Phutki, Buchanan's MSS.^).

Carey.

^TOXfe^ s. (^t^ +3If^) A species of

quail (Perdix olivacea). Carey.

s. (^+^+3Tt^) A fish

common in Bengal (Cyprinus atratus). Carey.

<Ft^1\J s. (from^ + The name of a

peculiar method of singing by response. Carey.

^t^t^t s. (^"FRKJ + Sj) One well versed

in the peculiar manner of singing called Kalwat.

The name of

a species of nettle.

The name

of a plant.

^l^W^I «. (^lfT+ C^Tl) Certain periods in

each day unpropitious for any undertaking.

Tem-

pestuous, stormy.

The name of a wa-

ter-fowl (Tantalus Manillensis, Lath.y Carey.

) Black pepper.
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^lf#f 1 s. (^T+^l) The name of a legu-

minous plant much cultivated in India, and also

of its seeds (Phaseolus Max). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

name of a plant

which is accounted a good febrifuge (Justicia

paniculata). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

An ewe) 1.

Bengal madder (Rubia Manjit'h). 2. A black

sort of Teori, a plant so called. Wilson. Also

written ^"HWpI^I .

?) 1. The name

of a plant (Serratula or Conyza anthelmintica).

2. Bengal madder (Rubia Manjit'h). Also

written Wilson.

^HWt?l s. (^H+(STt^1) A black spe-

cies of vulture (Vultur Ponticerianus). Carey.

^"H^KI s. (^t^+TRT) In ^rfwmytho-

logy, the name of a tyrant who, after having

made great devastations, was slain by Nara-

yana. (Figur.) A tyrant, one who introduces

confusion and ruin wherever he goes. Carey.

mmPfa s. (v. noun of *ITpfr3) The

spending of time.

*Tt(%\? v. a. (from + R. TTl) To spend

time.

<PW^<H s. (n. ^1^+^°!) A factitious and

purgative salt, commonly called Bitloben or

Bitnoben. Wilson.

A vegetable. Wil-

Mns' MS.

An antelope. Mohun P. p. 48. See

species of kidney-

bean (Dolichos virosus). See

) The black or livid

colour of a bruise ; a bruise.
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^t^PW s. (n. from ^Wft ) Butter-milk. Also

written

^T^wf s. (m. ^T^+ ^FT) The black and most

mortal variety of the Cobra de Capello (Coluber

Naga). Also written

<»H*tU s. (m. ^T +^TR) The black ante-

lope.

<p'nPl*4s. (^T-t-^T^i The name of a plant

(Dolichos ensiformis). Mohun P. p. 59.

^In^vT «• (n.^f
t + 1tt) The name of one of

the twenty-one hells. See Manu iv. 58.

^I^F^ s. (TO.^t^ +T^) 1. A sort of ebony

(Diospyros melanoxylon). 2. The Tamala, a

tree bearing dark blossoms. Wilson.

The name of a plant (Curcuma

caesia). Hort. Ben. p. 1

.

^"fcfi a. (from ^"H) 1. Black. 2. Deaf. 3.

Cold. s. A fish-spear.

^t*Tl s. (/. from^t^) 1. Indigo (Indigofera

tinctoria). 2. A black sort of Teori. 3. Ka-

longi (Nigella Indica). 4. Madder (Rubia

Manjit'h). 5. A name of the goddess Durga.

<?Hlvk> s< fy,
3^ +31^) a black kind of

aloe wood or agallochum (Aquillaria Agal-

locha).

) The universal con-

flagration at the end of the world.

^WC^^P s. (^T+CTR+^P ) A sort

of grass (Holcus bicolor). Mohun P. p. 59.

^Mll^ s. (m. ^t^ +^FFT) The final con-

flagration which will consume the world.

^nlj^llf) s. (n. ^T^ + ^^TtXI)) 1. Gum
Benjamin or Benzoin. 2. A yellow fragrant

root from which a perfume is prepared. 3. A
timber-tree, commonly called Sisu.

name ofYam a,
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the deity of death. (Lit. Who puts an end to

time).

^"HtsR" ad. (^t^ + 31^") Another time.

(from Portug. Calafata) A calker.

^t^t^tl s. + Abused, defamed.

(Lit. One whose face has been blackened).

s. (n. from ^t^+^HT^) Iron.

An impure

time
;
any period of ceremonial impurity on

account of the birth of a child, the death of a

relation, or the like, when it is considered un-

lawful to perform any religious rites.

^KHto s. (^"H +3lHfa) See $W*ff|

.

^tfH s. (from R. 1. The product of a sum

in arithmetic ; the contents of a piece of land.

2. (from ^t*T) Thegoddess Kali, represented

of a black colour and hideous form. 3. Ink.

4. The leaves of onions, ad. To-morrow, yes-

terday.

a. (mfn. + ) 1. Belonging to

time. 2. Of long standing. Wilkins' Gr.

% 903. 3. Of yesterday.

^Iprel s. (femin. of ^tf^) 1. Cloudiness,

a multitude or succession of clouds. 2. A dark

cloud threatening rain. 3. A fog or mist. 4.

The goddess GaurL 5. A terrific goddess, a

form of ChandI or Durga. 6. A female singer

of Swarga or Indra's heaven. 7. Blackness,

a black colour. 8. A fault or flaw in gold, &c.

9. Spirituous liquor. 10. A black scorpion.

11. A kind of potherb. 12. The branch of a

cucumber-plant. 13. Spikenard. 14. A line

of hair extending to the navel. 15. A female

crow. 16. Price of a commodity on credit.

17. Periodical interest paid by the month.

18. An animalcule generated in coagulated

milk. 19. Ink, blacking. 20. A small bird

commonly called Syama. 21. A medicinal

plant, commonly called Kakoli. Wilson. 22. A
2 Z
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poem. 23. A cloud replete with water. Wil-

kin's MS. 24. (_Berc</.) An instalment; the

credit price of an article, ad. To-morrow.

3?tf^ s. (m. from ^f^fJt The name of a

country). 1. An elephant. 2. A snake. 3. A
species of cucumber (Cucumis usitatissimus).

^tpTFl s. (from ^1*T) The black mark occa-

sioned by a bruise or blow.

3tf^1 s. (from Wtt) An old thatch, the de-

cayed straw of an old thatch.

^tf^T^t^ s. (f|f?^1 +^5) The decayed

straw of an old thatch.

^tf^fRlF^ 5. (m. from ^t^ + TTt^T) The name

of a celebrated poet, author of Sakuntala, the

Raghu-vansa, and other poems. He was one

of the nine poets or gems of Vikramaditya's

court, and is supposed to have flourished in the

century preceding the Christian sera ; the name

is however applied to more persons than one,

and seems in some measure to have been used

as an honourable title ; the works attributed to

this poet are amongst the most elegant compo-

sitions in the Sanskrit language. Wilson.

a. (from ^Plft) Ruinous, deadly.

mountain, part of the

Himalaya range) The Yamuna or Jumna river.

«tft**twW s. (m. <1?IR*W1+(.^1 ) An
epithet of BalarAma.

^tf^ft? s. {f. ^tf^tt + R.^) The wife

of Surya and mother of Yamuna, the personi-

fied river.

^tf^n s . (from ^H) Blackness, darkness.

^tf^TIT s. (from ^1% ) The present age, com-

monly called the Kali-Yuga. Wilkins' Had.

p. 102.

a. (from ) Weather-beaten, sun-

burnt, tawny.

(/. from^t^T) 1 . A name of the goddess

Durga, the wife of Siva ; see . 2. One

of the Mdtris or divine mothers. 3. A female

deity of the Bauddhas. 4. A row or succession

of clouds. 5. Ink or blacking. 6. A worm or

animalcule generated in the acetous fermenta-

tion of milk. 7. Abuse, censure, defamation.

8. The trumpet-flower (Bignonia suaveolens).

Wilson. 9. (Beng.^ A stain, a stigma, a.

Black, filthy.

^MtrfW *. (^Nl+C^3l from

The name of a tree which is indigenous in the

eastern parts of Bengal (Guarea paniculata).

Hort. Ben. p. 28.

s. (from ^T+PtftjT) The

black variety of the Cobra de Capello (Coluber

Naga).

) The name of a

fane on the south-side of Calcutta, sacred to

the goddess Kali or Durga.

^t^s. (from^T+f^ ) The black colour

of the skin arising from a bruise ; a bruise.

^Nt#W s. (^MU^fcl) The name of a

species of fern (Pteris lunulata).

a. (mfn. ^t^T+^"T) Pertaining to time,

referring to a particular time.

<eH'll
jifl s. (^fl+ ^X^l) The name of a

species of fish of the genus Cyprinus.

^Ht^" s. (n. ^T+ ^XI) 1. A dark kind of

sandal or perhaps of agallochum. See <FT-

2. (»*•) The name of a snake whom

Krishna slew in his childhood. As. Res. m.

288.

^MtWs. (L ^HlU'+^P) 1. A yellow fra-

grant wood, perhaps a sort of sandal wood.

2. A dark kind of sandal wood. 3. (wz.) A
species of turmeric (Curcuma xanthorrhiza).
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^HjTTt^l s. (corrupt, of ^t^f^l) A
thorny plant (Ruellia longifolia). Carey.

*WUllk${t4l s. (from ^ftlT + 3ft^"1) The

name of an Indian plant, and also of its seed

(Nigella Indica). Carey.

^k^U s. (n. from Wl^T) 1. A yellow fragrant

wood. 2. The liver. 3. (?w.) The name of a

demon or imp.

3stt*m^ s . (m. ??\vm+^) i. a sort of tur-

meric (Curcuma xanthorrhiza). 2. (ra.) A yel-

low fragrant wood. See 3? HT.il and <PHiU^3
.

<^WM*j3» a. (mfn. ^T+^^t^) Proper

for the time, suited to the occasion.

s. (m.) Zedoaiy (Curcuma Zerumbet).

(m. ^t^+^) Zedoary (Curcuma

Zerumbet).

Factitious,

feigned, false, counterfeit, hypocritical, s. (?«•)

A hypocrite, a forger. — s. (/.) Contrivance,

hypocrisy, forgery.

n. from ^t^ + TT) Dawn, day-break.

<pH>1 s. (/. from ^t^ + XT) 1. A cow fit for

the bull. 2. Pleasant or auspicious discourse.

3^ Root, i. and iv. (^t»TC3)

To shine. With prefixed, 1. To expel.

2. To hide, to obscure. With Ej, To make or

become manifest.

^1*1 s. (m.) 1. Cough, catarrh. See <pH . 2.

Sneezing. 3. (m.) A tall species of grass

(Saccharum spontaneum).

The name of a plant (Cassia esculenta).

drifts. Sauce, pickle ; a pickle made of man-

go, tamarind, and mustard seed.

«yi*4«W' s. (corrupt, of ^Wtf^ffj 1 . A plant

(Cassia esculenta). 2. An acid preparation ; a

mixture of tamarinds and mustard.

(/.) Kasi, a celebrated city and place

of pilgrimage ; the modern Benares. Also

written

a. (mfn. ^tpl+f^) Belonging to the

district of Kasi or Benares. Wilkins' Gr. §

903.

^If^foj v. a. (from ^f*j ) To cough.

s. The name of a tall species of grass

which abounds in low land in Bengal (Saccha-

rum spontaneum). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

^l^'^W ( s. (/.) The name of a plant commonly

called Gambhari (Gmelina arborea). Also

written ^t^rf) .

^1*«ffe s. (n. from^I^) 1. A plant with a

tuberous root, a sort of Costus (Costus specio-

sus). 2. A country, Kashmir, or in the plur.

(— ^"1o) its inhabitants.

Saffron. (Lit. Produced in Kashmir.}

<pl?*4<l s. (^t^Sft^ + ^f ) The name of a tree

indigenous on the mountains north-west of

Bengal which produces caoutchouc, or Indian

rubber (Ficus elastica).

s. (ra.) Spirituous liquor.

TffiPj s. (m. from^*^) 1. The name of a

saint, also called Kanada, the son of Kasyapa.

2. A name of Aruna.

s. (m. from 3t*D + R. *h ?) 1. A name

of Aruna. 2. A name of Garuda, the bird of

Vishnu.

^MPft s. (f. from ^t*D + R. *h ) The earth.

The name of a plant (Saccharum spon-

taneum). Mohun P. p. 59.

<Ft& s. (n.) Wood, timber.

species of

plantain-tree (Musa Paradisiaca). Also its fruit.

2 Z 2
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wooden

shovel used for cleaning a boat.

^t^3^«. (-3^ m. + \3£fJ A car-

penter.

sandal, a

clog, a shoe with wooden soles.

A wooden

image.

a. (^T^ + HiT) Made of wood, wooden,

abounding with wood.

^t€l s. (/. from R. I. A quarter or region

of the world ; a cardinal point
;
space, tract.

2. Place, site. 3. Limit, boundary. 4. A mea-

sure of time, the thirtieth part of a kala or

eighteen twinklings of the eye. 5. Excellence,

superiority. 6. A scitamineous plant (Curcuma

xanthorrhiza). Wilson. Seng. Hard penance.

^T5wft;^l s.
(J.

^U+3F^+3tf^fl
from R. A wooden bucket or baling-ves-

sel. Wilson. See SF^TtftTfi,

.

^t^^ffi s. (n. ^t^ +^lt^) A stool or form

of wood.

(from Eng. Caustic) Caustic, a cautery.

<?!<£H1 s. (/.) A plantain.

^tf^ s. Endive (Cichorium Endivia).

Root, i. To make a bad sound

or one indicating disease ; to cough.

^t7f s. (m. from R. <E>i*iJ 1. Cough, catarrh.

2. A species of reed or long grass (Saccharum

spontaneum). 3. A plant (Morunga hyperan-

thera).

a. (mfn. <P \*\ + <£^") Producing cough

or catarrh.

<pl*1%| a. (mfn. #W.+ff from R. tPl) De-

stroying or curing cough.

(femin. of %j ) A sort of prickly

nightshade.

from R.

A thorny plant.

A small bird found in Bengal in the

cold season (Muscicapa caerulea). Carey.

m^s. (from^+ 171 from R. 0*1?) The

name of a plant accounted a remedy for coughs

(Cassia esculenta). Carey.

^T^f^l s. (from <£T3T) A pickle made of man-

gos, tamarinds, and mustard-seed, esteemed

beneficial in coughs.

;^Pftf^3 a. (m/».3^+*ftf\33) Afflicted

with a cough.

^FtWn s. (m. ^"Ff+H"^) 1. The name of a

plant (Cassia esculenta). 2. An acid prepara-

tion, a mixture of tamarinds and mustard.

<ph^% s. (^T5T+3I%T from R. *W ) The

name of a plant (Cassia esculenta).

<>l^« s. (m.) A buffalo.

s. (?n.) A pond, a pool.

<pl*U s. (from A cough.

A messenger, a courier.

s. Copperas or green vitriol, the green

sulphate of iron.

a. (from ) Afflicted with a cough.

^tfWI s. A sickle.

(from ^tfWl+CUt?) The

name of a bird of the Ibis kind, which has a

bill crooked like a sickle, and is therefore called

the sickle-stealer (Tantalus denudatus, Bucha-

nan's MSS.). Carey.

s. (corrupt, of ?) 1. A denomi-

nation of money equal to sixteen panas, or

twelve hundred and eighty cowries. 2. Four

anas or the fourth part of a rupee. Also written

3?!*^ s. (m.) 1. A cock. 2. A cat. 3. Sound
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in general. 4. (Also /. <^i^ei l) A musical

instmment, described as a large kind of drum.

5. (n.) Indistinct speech, a. (»«/«.) 1. Dry,

withered. 2. Mischievous. 3. Large, exces-

sive. Wilson.

<FtC"fa" s. (corrupt, of ^Tl^T) The name of a

tree (Bridelia lanceaefolia). Carey.

<pl$J< s. (corrupt, of 3^+^"?) A palkee-

bearer.

^tf^^fl. s. (from R. ) A tale, a chronicle.

a. (a. Jj>1£) Weak, faint, weary, ex-

hausted, fatigued.

(from a. Jjs,K) Weakness, faintness,

weariness, fatigue.

s. (corrupt, of The name of a species

of Mirabolan, and also of the tree on which it

grows (Pentaptera Arjuna). Carey.

<pWi^Ul s. (corrupt, of The name of a tree

which produces a winged species of Mirabolan

(Pentaptera Arjuna). Carey.

ft pron. (from s. pron. f^°) What? Which?

Whether—or? Either—or?

ft indecl. (p. <j£) Or, that, saying.

ft Root, hi. To know. With

prefixed, To attain certainty, to ascertain posi-

tively.

s. The name of a tree (Diospyros melanoxy-

lon). Hort. Ben. p. 40.

ft° pron. Sans. What? See

ft°^t^s. (p. t->\^) A kind of silk worked

with gold, brocade.

(m.) 1. The beard of corn. 2. An
arrow. 3. A heron.

(m.) A tree bearing beautiful red blos-

soms (Butea frondosa). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

ft^W ad. (f^+^t^ !) Why? on what ac-

count ?

fefe'li. s. (/.) A small bell. Wilkins' MS.

(m.) The blue jay. Also written

A servant, a slave.

— ^31 (y.) or — (n.) Slavery, servitude.

(/•) A girdle of small bells or any

tinkling ornament. Also written

f^f^T ad. Sans, (f^°+f*FT) What truly ?

What even so ? Wilkins' Gr. p. 548.

f^f^" s. (m.) 1. The kokila or Indian cuckoo.

2. A large black bee. 3. A horse. 4. A name

of Kamadeva. 5. (n.) The frontal sinus of

an elephant.

M$Tf3 s. (m. from 1. The kokila

or Indian cuckoo. 2. A parrot. 3. A tree (Jo-

nesia Asoca). 4. A species of Barleria. 5. A
name of Kamadeva.

s. (m.) 1. A screecher. 2. A bamboo

making a screeching noise. 3. The name of a

demon destroyed by BhImasena. Wilkins'MS.

f%^3 s. (from Mud, dirt, slime.

(from <P(X>?<) Mud, dirt, slime.

The chirping or chattering

noise arising from a great number of small

birds or of monkies in one place. Also written

1. A grating sensation between the

teeth. 2. The chirping of a number of small

birds.

s. (from ) The chirping

of a number of small birds.

A chattering noise, the chirping of

birds.
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F[5I^TtK? v. a. (from f^pT^) To chirp,

to chatter, as some small birds do.

"fel pron. (corrupt, of V) Some, any, a

little.

f^^S^- (ft^+ft^) Some, a little,

somewhat.

Rh$p*liw v. a. To give up, to resign, to recede

from.

as a rhyme to it)

Some, a little.

"feSTTs? a. (f^+ sil l^from a. c^U) What sort

!

how altered for the worse ! (Always used in a

ludicrous sense).

f<£3ltf% ad. Perhaps, lest, for fear that, lest

perchance, suppose. Morton.

T3?# indecl. Sans. (ft + l>) 1. An inceptive or

continuative particle (moreover, further, again
;

yet, and yet, but). 2. A particle of compre-

hension.

f^N" pron. Sans. (m. ^"t^T, /. ^t^, n .

"feN; f^° +^) Somewhat, something;

a little
;
some, any, a little.

pron. Sans. (m.

n. frf<P^; 1%° +ft^) Somewhat, some-

thing ; a little
; some, any, a few.

f^fiK*TR«rf. (far%^+*te Beng. locat.

case of A little after.

Wtett ad. Within

a little, almost.

s. (m.) A worm.

ft4^3<P s. (m.) A worm.

f^p^ s. (m.) The filament of a lotus.

f^Roox, i. (C^fS) 1. To go or approach.

2. To alarm or terrify. 3. To dread or fear.

s. (m.) A hog.

W&\ 716

^ s. Filthiness, dirtiness. a. Dirty,

filthy, squalid.

a. (from f^t^t] Dirty, filthy,

squalid.

(ra.) Excrement, excretion, filth, dirt.

f^Ft^H^ s . A grating of the teeth ; the grinding

or setting of the teeth when in a rage. Also

fttMb, f^yf^s, f^felft", or

s. (m.) 1. A wart, a mole. 2. A scar. 3. An

insect found in wood.

v. a. (from ) To buy, to purchase.

mm* . (/.) The name of a plant (Achyranthes

aspera).

frl s. Dregs, filth, ordure. Sabda S. p. 334.

f^^j s. (mra.) 1. Ferment, a drug or seed used to

produce fermentation in the manufacture of spi-

rits from sugar, Bassia, &c. Manu vm. 326.

2. (ft.) Sin. Wilson.

interj. Sans. An interjection of contempt.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 548.

Root, i. (ftf^-V^fs?) 1. To cure, to

administer remedies, to practise physic. 2. To

remove, to destroy. 3. To chastise. 4. (Usually

with 1% prefixed) To doubt. (This root is irregu-

lar. ) m. (fk^) To know. x.

1. To dwell. 2. To desire. (Some authorities

make it a regular root of the first class in these

senses, and others deny its admitting of any

conjugation.) Wilson,

(mfn.^j 1. A gamester, a gambler. 2. a.

(mfnS) Cheating, fraudulent. 3. Mad, crazy.

4. Malicious, s. (m.) 1. Thorn-apple (Datura

Metel). 2. A kind of perfume, commonly called

Rochana.

(a. mL* ) A bit, a fragment, a share ; a

parcel or spot of ground.
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^F3lf^3l ad. (from A. j^U) By shares, by lots

or parts, v. a. To divide by shares,

to distribute, to parcel out.

f<M^ s. (a. <_A^) A book.

•prated s . (a. The learning to write,

the act of writing ; an inscription.

a. (from A. Well skilled in

writing.

Taddhita suffix by means of which some

adjectives are derived from substantives; e. g.

a. (mfn. nom. masc. sing.

Windy, rheumatic, from <Jt\? s. (to.) Air, wind.

Wilkins' Gr. § 906.

Brocade.

(from The purchasing of any

thing, a. Bought, purchased.

ad. That is to say, videlicet ; or not ?

s. (m?) (In botany) The alburnum.

As. Res. vin. 448.

(p. An edge, a shore.

(p. A shore,

(from p.JcZ) A shore, an edge,

v. a. (from R. To purchase, to buy.

s. The name of a plant (Laurus obtusifolia).

+^) 1. But, however,

nevertheless. 2. Moreover, further.

(to. f^+^R?) I. A sort of demi-

gods attached to the service of Kuvera ; ce-

lestial choristers or musicians. Manum., 196.

2. A kind of attendant on a Jaina saint.

Rp*H<^ s. (to. 1^3" +TO) A division of the

earth said to be north of the Himalaya moun-

tains.

f^n^l s. (to. f^R+^*1) An epithet of Ku-
vera. (Lit. The lord of singers.)

ad. Sans. (f^° + ^) L A particle of in-

terrogation (what?). 2. Doubt (how? what?).

3. Comparison (thus, like, as). 4. Conjunc-

tion (again, further). 5. Place, location. 6.

Agency.

PH*J>3 ad. (fl+TO) Reaching how far?

Of what extent ? How long ? Till when ?

ad. (f^+^t^) Of what sort ? Of

what kind ? How ?

fWttS s. (a. e>oU£) Gain, subsistence.

a. (from a. l^jU£) Gainful, profitable.

s. One who gains by trade.

ad. (from pron. °)What? What! how

excellent

!

ft^X pron. Sans. (to.
, /. ^1 , n. ) What ?

who? which? expressing, 1. Doubt. 2. In-

terrogation. 3. Disdain. 4. Reproach (As

in English, ' Who are you ?'). 5. Kind, sort.

ad. Sans. 1. What? how? 2. Either, or;

a particle of doubt and interrogation. See

fe3$3a. (f3?+*I3) How? what sort?

ad. (^Beng. locat. case of (<P*L\3) In

what way ? how ?

ad. Sans, accus. case of

) On what account ? what for ? why ?

wherefore ?

f<OT^ ad. (f^ + SRSf locat. case of 3I$f)

Why? wherefore? with what intention ?

a. (ft°+ ;3TW^) Of what de-

scription ? of what sort ? Of an uncertain, or

uncommon, or ugly shape.

(a. L*-£) Chymistry.

f^ft^t^s. (v./IaJ) Achymist.

f^ft^a^ 5. (p. Chymistiy.
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fefP3 arf. (Saws, (from prow. f^P*^) Either, or,

whether : but what? and what?

f^£3 ad. Sans. (^\+^) 1. Either, or,

whether : implying doubt or discrimination. 2.

Much, exceeding : a particle of magnitude or

quantity. 3. How? what? but what? or what?

f^tt<3> (p. A sort of brocade.

f^fc a. (mfn. f^V-fW from R. ^T) Mi-

serly, niggardly, avaricious.

ft^PT a. (mfn. 1% +HT5H from R. ^)
Miserly, niggardly, avariciously.

ad. Sans. How much

more ? but what ? but how ?

RHk>*l (m. + 1. A heavenly

musician. 2. A contemptible man. 3. One of

the nine Khandas or portions of the universe :

the country between the Himachala and He-

makuta mountains.

f^lft s. (J. f^ + ^Tlft" from R.

Rumour, report. (Lit. What do they say?)

Also written

ad. Sans. ) Or, else, moreover.

a. (f%°+^3) What kind? what sort?

what? how?

f%*3^ s. (a. c^^The price of an article.

pron. Sans. (nom. sing. m. f^Tf5
^, f

How much ? How little ?

(implying derogation, diminution).

f^TT^t^T ad. (f^XT^ +^T) How long?

Some little time ago.

"fWft; See "fel^ . Wilkins
7 Gr. § 909.

(ra.) A hog. a. (mfn. from R. <P) Scat-

tering. Wilkins' Gr. § 767.

I<P<91 s. (m. from R. ^) 1. A beam, a ray. 2.

The sun.

f^I'mr a . (mfn.f^ ! +OT) Radiant, splen-

did, refulgent.

f^Tftlfcft s. (-P\\ m. f^G
l + 3lt*Tl+

C"t^ The sun. (Lit. Having a necklace of rays.)

An oath.

f^Tt> s. A miser, a penurious person, a dealer.

f^Tfa s. (m. from R. ^?) A savage, a tribe of

barbarous people who inhabit forests and live

by hunting. Manu x. 44. As. Res. x. 409.

2. A species of Gentiana (Gentiana Cherayta).

3. A pigmy, a small body, an insect. 4. A
groom, a horseman.

IWtaf^ s. (m. f^Tfcj+f^) A kind of

gentian (Gentiana Cherayta).

fpf% s. (m. from R. <f) A hog.

u. a. (from R. ^) To expunge, to erase,

to cross out.

(Malay j^-^) A dagger, a sword.

5. A crest, a diadem.

name of Arjuna. (Lit. Wearing a diadem).

f^Pi a. (ft+ 3P|) Of what sort? of what

description? ad. In what manner? how?

The sensation of grittiness between

the fingers and teeth.

f^Tf^l s. (from ) An ornament for

the nose worn by Hindu females.

s. The name of a star (ri Tauri, Pleiades).

Mohun P. p. 136.

f^f^IT^t s. (from A.j^jj) Scarlet, (but more pro-

perly) crimson.

f^XTt^* s. (m.) 1. The orange-tree. 2. The

name of a Rakshasa or goblin. 3. A variegated

colour, a. (mfn.^ Variegated.
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Root, vi.
( ) 1. To be or become

white. 2. To play. x.
(
C^TrRj) To send,

to throw or cast.

ad. Sans. Indeed, truly. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 546. A particle expressing, 1. News (so

said, so reported). 2. Likelihood (probably,

possibly). 3. Conciliatory expression. 4. As-

sertion, certainty (indeed, verily). 5. False-

hood, inaccuracy. Wilson.

|<3?
cr

t Rf5^! s. (/.) All inarticulate confused sound

ofmany persons talking together. Wilkins' MS.

f^TTftSt^l a. (from ^f*T The fist,

from p. A mark) Callous, insensible to or

hardened against beating.

A beating with the fist.

v. a. (from W*\\) To pommel, to

thump. MohunP. p. 170.

s. (v. noun of PN^Esj) The act of

beating a person with the fist. Also written

(m.) A blotch, a scab.

ftFfW} a. (-f^ mfn. j%^t^T +1^) Hav-

ing whitish marks or blotches on the skin.

f^f^T^? s. (m.) 1. A mat. 2. A screen or twist

of grass or straw.

(from R. t^%?) The simultaneous

coming together of a great number of men or

animals ; the simultaneous motion of a number

of fishes when swimming or playing ; the rip-

pling sound occasioned by a number of fishes

moving or playing together.

s. (a. <uli) A fort.

ftWT^t^ s. (p. 'Ja feb) The governor of a fort.

(from p. Jj <uli) The office of the

governor of the fort.

M*«*t s. (ra.) 1. Sin. 2. Fault, offence, trans-

gression.

farter*. (»i.) 1. The young of any animal ; a

colt. 2. A youth, a lad, one from his birth to

the end of his fifteenth year ; a minor in law,

,
becoming after his fifteenth

year subject to suits at law v3TT\j<U ^^"PCo .

3. The sun. 4. Benjamin (Styrax Benzoin).

a. (mfn.^) Young, infantine.

te^ft s. (p. c ffi^ ) 1- A ship, a boat; a tray.

2. The surpassing of others in show or expense.

3. A particular move at the game of chess.

(p. Lri^-^ ) A raisin ; a grape. Also

written

f^s^ Root, x. (^®<PUt\S) To kill, to injure.

(m.) A mountain situated in or about

the province of Orissa.

f^i?5<? s. {mf.) 1. A cubit, the measure from the

elbow to the fist closed. 2. A span. 3. The

fore-arm. a. (?«/»•) Vile, bad, contemptible.

(mn.^ A sprout or shoot.

mn. from ) A sprout or

young shoot.

(a. c^jLi) Hardness, grief, an-

guish, pain.

s. (a. Yt-.r'i ) An instalment, a payment in

part.

f<?f^3 5. (from a. U.rr 'i ) An instalment, a pay-

ment in part.

(p. i^&JfaJs) An agreement to pay

by instalments.

a. (p. (Js\yc k~j) According to

an agreement to pay by instalments.

s. (a. c^K^i) I- Apart, a share. 2.

Fate, doom, destiny. 3. A thing decided on.

4. A kind, a species, a sort.

f^T s. (a. &Zis ) A story, a tale, a history.

(a. ej^i) A story, a tale, a narration.

3 A
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(p. £i^is) A story-teller (by pro-

fession), one who relates amusing stories.

a. (mfn.} 1. Miserly, avaricious, stingy.

2. Poor, needy, s. The name of a country

which forms part of Bahar.

s. A worm, an insect, (w.) A bone.

a. (mfn.} Hard, firm.

s. (wz.) A blue jay. See

(m.) 1. A bamboo whistling or rattling

in the wind, a hollow bamboo. 2. The name

of a Daitya or demon.

Root, x. (^fr? HfvJ) 1. To tinge or colour.

2. To bind.

s. (?«.) A worm, an insect, a maggot.

(m.) 1. An insect. 2. A tyrant. Wil-

kins' MS.

#t"l^T s. (m. + ^[ from R. 5jT
)

Sulphur.

(Lit. Destroying insects).

s. (n. + 3l) Silk. Wilkins' MS.

(f. from + v5T) i«c, an animal

dye of a red colour.

(corrupt, of A worm, an insect.

f*?W**1E^-0> (—*\^nom. sing. masc. of ^t^l) Of

what sort ? of what description ? ad. Beng.

How ? in what manner ? what ?

^t%*L a - (
mfo- from jurow. f<$°+R. tt)

Of what sort ? what like ? who ?

5. (m.) 1. A name of Yama. 2. A par-

ticular monkey. 3. A buffalo. 4. A low fel-

low. 5. (mfn.} A labourer or cultivator of the

soil. a. (mfn.} 1. Small, little. 2. Covetous,

niggardly.

v. a. (from R. !$) To buy, to purchase.

s. (a. i^vi-J) The price or value of a

thing.

A Taddhita suffix by means of which a few

adjectives are derived from substantives ; e. g.

\5Fl^t^ «• (mfn.} Human, from ^5*T s. (m.}

Man.

s. (m.} A parrot, plur. (— *ti%) The inha-

bitants of Kashmir.

a. (from ?) Miserly, avaricious,

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^) 1. Scattered,

strewed, spread. 2. Hurt, injured. Wilkins*

Gr. % 698.

3fiff*¥ 5. (/. R. ^+ for t\?) 1. A throw.

Wilkins' Gr. § 830. 2. (-Bew#.) The name of

an edible fruit ; also the tree which produces

it (Mimusops Kanki). Careg.

#tPT s. (n. from R. jsp^) The act ofshouting, the

elevating of the voice as a token of joy ; the

act of singing a hymn aloud ; celebration.

3?t3f^ni1 s . (from ^t^f) One who sings or

shouts for joy.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ) Praise-

worthy, to be proclaimed in song.

^5^\ft s. (from3^3^ ) One who shouts or sings.

#tP5s.(/.R.^ + f3) Glory, renown, praise,

fame.

#tf^^" a. (mfn. 3^5+^") Procuring

fame, causing glory or renown.

<PT.P3T3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 1. Cele-

brated, praised, glorified. 2. Said, asserted.

3. Known, notorious.

3=tf3£3 v. a. (from R. ^S) To praise, to extol,

to celebrate.
'

^tf^Hfl. (-^mfn. ^tf^+H^) Fa-

mous, renowned, glorious.

Root, x. To bind.
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(»*/*.) 1. Flame, lambent flame. 2. (?«.)

A post, a pillar. 3. A stake, a pin, a bolt, a

wedge. 4. A lance, a pike. 5. A gnomon.

6. A weapon. 7. The fist. 8. A blow, a thump.

^VK? 5. + 1. A pillar for cows to

rub themselves against, or one to which they

are tied. 2. The fist.

^t^»r s. (v. noun of 3?tf^iU3) A striking with

the fist.

v. a. (cans. l.To beat with

the fist. 2. To nail. .

(from ) A mutual

beating with the fist.

<ff*!W7. (n.) 1. Water. 2. Blood. 3. Am-
rita, the food of the gods. 4. Honey.

from R. ^t1) The

sea.

a. (mfn.pret. part. p. R. Bound,

tied, confined
;
wedged up, pinned, fastened

with a pin or nail.

3^tf%£3 v. a. (from R. ^t5^) 1. To strike with

the fist, to smite. 2. To nail, to pin, to wedge

up ; to fasten to a stake.

s. (tw.) 1. A monkey, an ape. 2. The sun.

3. A bird. a. (mfn.^) Naked.

(m. 3^ + *tC) A tree (Achyranthes

aspera). Also (/.).

3* Root, ii. (l<plf\3) To sound, i. (<P<US)

or vi. (
<

^<1^"3) To sound, to sound indistinctly,

to moan, to groan, ix. (<P«i tf3
,
<Pry.t\3^

To sound.

^^indecl. Sans, (from pron. ) A prefix of de-

terioration, always placed as the first member

of a compound word ; e. g. ^^<?^ s. (m.) A
bad man, from S$-pT^F3 . It implies: 1.

Sin, guilt. 2. Reproach, contempt. 3. Dimi-

nution, littleness. 4. Prevention, hindrance.

<J s. (/.) 1. The earth. 2. (In geometry) The

basis of a triangle. Colebr. Alg. p. 69.

^3J^« s. (a. i^iy) Power, force, strength.

^351 s. (from <Pi ) A well. See ^TH .

^3lt3l s. (from^J^T.) A mist, a fog.

^3TM1 s. A mist or fog. See ^Tt*H .

^^\51 s. (corrupt, of <^<"^ ) A cook. Sabda S.

p. 121.

v. a. (from R. t>^) To shrink, to

shrivel up, to contract.

from

as a jingle to it) Nipped or chilled with

cold, shrivelled, contracted.

<jp> s. (from ^^) 1. A small heron. 2. (from

"di^ ) The name of the seed of a papilionaceous

plant, called Ratti, which is used as a weight

by goldsmiths (Abrus precatorius). Hort. Ben.

p. 54.

^TJfTTI^ 5. (<|l> +511^ A tree) The name of a

climbing plant which produces the seed called

Ratti, and is used as a weight by goldsmiths

(Abrus precatorius).

<£0<<P s. (^I> + <T<I5 ) A small species of crouch-

ing heron (Ardea jaculator, Buchanan s MSS.).

Carey.

3ffr s. (from R. ^?) A brush made by tying

up a bundle of bristles, a bristle-brush, a tooth-

brush.

(corrupt, of ) The name of a

fish (Muraena apterygia, Buchanan's MSS.
Synbrache, Laceptde). The Hindus affirm that

its bite is mortal to cows, though perfectly in-

noxious to men.

<£|Vll s. (corrupt, of ^ft3^) The Nux vo-

mica; also the tree that produces it (Strychnos

Nux vomica).

3 A 2
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f^t s. (from 3=S ) The breast. Sabda S. p. 302.

a. (corrupt, of *§^j|') Deformed, hump-backed,

s. A water-bottle of coarse pottery.

o
<Jj3N5 a. (from ^4-v5b3) Mean, scurrilous, de-

famatory, abusive.

A green-seller. Mohun P. p. 90.

<f"fe a. (from 3J<[) 1. Crooked. 2. Unyielding,

uncomplying, s. A key.

o
3*3 s . (from ^v3?) 1. A small fen or morass.

2. A pit or plot of ground proper to produce

rice.

The inner part of the husk

of rice which adheres to the grain after the first

cleansing.

SfNBjaW s. (corrupt, of Z^r^-f^) A small spe-

cies of crouching heron (Ardea jaculator, Bu-

chanan's MSS.^. Carey.

^3^J3 s. (^5+335 as a rnyme to ty- The

inner part of the husk of rice. See <£\5

.

<f&t s. (from ^T^3) The inner part of the husk

of rice which adheres to the grain after the first

o
cleansing. See <^\2I .

7^5 s. (corrupt. of^jtjTO) 1. The calyx of a

flower. 2. The bowl of a tobacco-pipe. 3.

(corrupt, of ) A bowl, a hemispherical

vessel.

<pf\iUl s. (corrupt, of ^"t^T) 1. A small hut

for the shelter of those who guard fields from

the depredations of wild animals. 2. (corrupt.

of^f^l ) A stone-mortar ; a vessel of a par-

ticular make ; a student's water-pot.

bowl of

stone used as a vessel to contain fluids or food.

A pot nearly

of a hemispherical shape used in the manufac-

ture of salt.

/x ors. (corrupt, of 1. The calyj

bud of a flower. 2. (corrupt, of <pRi<? l) A
bason, an earthen cup or vessel,

o to o o
<|J33?T\5 s. (^3+^T3 as a jingle to it) A pit,

a hole ; a low piece of ground proper to pro-

duce rice.

ffpf^pl s. An imitative sound expressing the

noise which arises from eating hard substances.

*f#fe« v. a. (from R. To groan.

3Jt s. (corrupt, of ^JX) 1. A species of flowering

shrub (Jasminum pubescens). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

2. A turner's lathe.

fe^fk s. (f^+lsFo) I. The wood which is

fixed in a lathe to be turned ; a piece of tur-

nery. 2. The two upright posts of the lathe.

^Wn^T s. (^JrT from %fey+MM)
A dancing and jumping about (for joy). Also

written

s . (5F5t +^T) The flower of a species

of jasmine (Jasminum pubescens).

%<rt#tf^r (%r+<rt£#T) t A chissei

with a circular edge. 2. A turner's chissei.

<£I*<pI s. (from^Jf) A turner. Mohun P. p. 89.

<£W<?1 si (from <PS^) The tree which pro-

duces frankincense (Boswellia thurifera).

^t^fttfi s. (fiom<^r
\) Quarrelsome, litigrious,

disputatious.

^11 s. (from The stock of a gun.

^jjW s. (from
) A turner.

v. a. 1. To spring, dance, or jump on ac-

count of joy. 2. To turn in a lathe.
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^pt^dfes v.a. (^ftU3+5FTftr3) To

leap, to frisk, to prance, to gambol, to skip, to

play. Forster.

<|NL.kl a. Thick (said of thick pieces of fire-wood).

A thick piece of

fire-wood ; hard wood.

<W a. Having the arms crooked or distorted.

^5^Root, i. (C<pl<PU5) To take, to accept.

<£<^
s
s. A voice ; the barking of a dog.

<£<t\i1 s. (corrupt, of <P^^ ) A cock.

A hen.

^<P4 a. (rnfn. <j^+<£^") Having a crooked or

withered arm, having a distorted hand.
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^^51 s . (_^^ K
.
^^PSI^) Sin, wicked-

ness, an evil action.

<£tp»*fl a. (-*^ rnfn. ^SW^) Wicked,

profligate, sinful.

a . (-f*fe rnfn. f+

Doing wicked things, vicious, sinful.

a. Perplexing, intricate, inextricable, dif-

ficult, s. A dilemma, a difficulty, a perplexing

situation.

<£<PI*P 5. (<|+<Fni) ) A bad action, sin, wick-

edness.

<^f<3?
c
^l 5. (corrupt, of The Indian black

cuckoo (Cuculus Indicus). Carey.

<P<f\i1 s. (corrupt, of ) The common fowl,

a gallinaceous fowl (Phasianus Gallus). Carey.

*f^F^ a. (»*/«•) Giving a damsel, decorated with

fit ornaments, and with the prescribed ceremo-

nies, in marriage.

<f<pn^ s .
(
w . ^j+^R") The cavities of the

loins.

<$<tM s. (m.) 1. A dog. 2. A Kshatriya.

The name of a
Cn On \ 0\ On On'

plant (Dioscorea anguina). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

The name of a

plant (Tetranthera monopetala). Hort. Sen.

p. 73.

<
§f£4&?1 s. (corrupt, of <J^< +^Pl1?) A puppy.

The name of

a shrub (Leea staphylea). Carey. (Tetranthera

monopetala, Roxb.} Mohun P. p. 32.

<g<P< fe^l s. (<g<P<+"fe^1) 1. The name of

a shrub (Leea staphylea). Hort. Ben. p. 18.

Also another shrub (Ixora undulata). 2. The

name of a fish (Acheiris Kookor Zibha, Bu-

chanan's MSS.~). Carey.

^^TITTS s. The name of a flowering plant (Glo-

riosa superba). Hort. Ben. p. 24.

dog-tick.

tS^t* 1 s
- (^?+ 5^1 from H

-
The

name of a plant which dogs are fond of smel-

ling to (Conyza lacera). Hort. Ben. p. 61.

species of yam

which is seldom or never eaten (Dioscorea an-

guina). See ^5.- Hort - Ben > P- 72 -

<P<P f< UWtpT s. from » +
The local name of a certain variety of

kidney-bean (Dolichos lignosus). Carey.

^ftnlnt^l s . (^ft^rl from 3^<r+

STfeT.) A dog-tick. See <R^"Slt5^

.

*§<$\ s. (corrupt, of ^J-<1 ) A bitch. Jfote

P. p. 49.
*

<P<Pl<4C)?l'll s. (<j££(.<^s
genit. case of <g^< ,

+ t>?TTl) A puppy. Mohun P. p. 49.

<&**\ s. (n. ^+#^T) 1. A hole filled with

stakes. 2. Conflagration of chaff. 3. Armour,

mail.
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^1 S. (corrupt, of *3*f^) A large species of

cuckoo (Cuculus castaneus, Buchanan's MSS.*).

Carey.

<|<P? s. (?w.) 1. A gallinaceous fowl, a cock

(Phasianus gallus). 2. The offspring of a man

of the Sudra class by a Chandala woman. See

<gfl3^. 3. Afire-brand, a wisp of lighted

straw. 4. A spark of fire,

^jfe s. (rei.<$<g£ -+<F) 1. A cock. 2. A wild

cock. 3. A man of a mixed cast, the offspring

of a Sudra man by a Chandala woman. Ma-
nu x. 18.

^P^f^ * O- +^^0 The crowing of

a cock, the cackling of fowls.

<^^"^3 s . (n, +^3) A religious observ-

ance held by women for the sake of obtaining

offspring. Wilson.

3gT^t s. (m. +^) A hen.

ceremony per-

formed by women in honour of Siva and Durga

on the seventh day of the first half of the month

Bhadra. As. Res. hi. 291.

<$<£<3 s. (m.) 1. A wild cock (Phasianus gallus).

2. Varnish, oiling, oily gloss.

^<|^T s. (m.) 1. A dog. 2. (re.) A vegetable per-

fume, commonly called Gant'hidla.

<^ff*l<l s. (jfjjf An imitative sound, + ^<T) A

crackling sound, a cooing.

^prt s. (/. ^5^"+^) A bitch -

<£<|^(<>CH s . (<g| An imitative sound, +^f^"-

£R) A beautiful species of green dove with a

tinge of purple on the breast (Columba Pom-

\

padora, Buchanan's MS.). Also another spe-

cies of dove (Columba csesia). Carey.

<£<pTo s. (corrupt, of <jfe) The hip-joint, es-

pecially the hollow on the fore-part of it.

^5t^Hl s. (^3\5t^ genit. case of

<£^>Oi + ^t^l ) A chicken. Mohun P. p. 51.

^fZF^I a. (mfn. ^M-f^ITl) Wicked, profligate,

sinful.

^flpirl s. (f. ^+f^ITl) A bad action, a crime.

s. (re?.) The belly.

(/re.) The belly, the cavity of the abdomen.

accus. case of +

from R. ^ ) Gluttonous, voracious. (Lit.

Filling or pampering the belly.)

^Jrfa a. (mfn. ^J+^^fa) Of bad reputation,

of evil report.

^jjtf3 s. (/. ^+^I^tf^) A bad reputation,

an unfavourable report, a bad name, disrepute,

disgrace, dishonour, defamation.

) Bad workmanship, a bad

conformation. Also

3fif3^ s. (re. ^+*ff3+^) 1. Evil conduct,

misbehaviour. 2. Calamity, misfortune.

An inauspicious planet.

A village inhabited only

by people of the lowest order, or where it is

difficult to procure the necessaries of life.

( corrupt, of ^ +W?>

) The name of a
<K £ > r *> \ '

large tree which grows on the eastern frontiers

of Bengal (Dalbergia rimosa). Hort. Ben.

p. 53.

<?^t s. (corrupt, of ^+f^lX) 1- A bad or offen-

sive expression
;
blame, reproach ; the begin-

ning of a quarrel. 2. (corrupt, of ^-t-^Pftsi )

A sign of reproach.
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s. (?ra.) Saffron (Crocus sativus).

^fl. s. (corrupt, of ^f*RQJ See .

^^Root, i. (C<l?tl>f\3) 1. To sound high, to

utter a shrill cry (as a bird). 2. To go. 3. To

polish. 4. To touch. 5. To furrow or mark

with lines. 6. To be crooked. 7. To be re-

stricted or confined, vi. (<^0 (sJ, or with

prefixed, ) 1. To straiten, to make

narrow, to contract. 2. To be straitened.

Wilson.

<f s. (m.) 1. A woman's breast, a pap.

<£t> s. (p. 1* Departure, a march. 2. A
chip of wood.

*V^<tlfl (from ^S +^t£l) A thorny bush

Mimosa octandra).

A woman s

breast.

<£t><?lc>| s. (^+^t"^1 as a jingle to it) A
multitude of chips, shavings, or small fragments.

woman's breast.

<£0>:p s. (^+"CT) Bad society; the advice

given by wicked associates.

<£Oirl s. (from ^CT) Bad society, evil com-

pany ; an evil adviser.

The name of a small plant common in

Bengal (Exacum tetragonum). Hort. Ben.

p. 10.

s. (n. ) 1. Red sanders (Ptero-

carpus santolinus). 2. Sappan or log-wood.

3. A leguminous plant (Adenanthera pavonina).

Wilson.

<>t>M^s. + as a rhyme to it) Chips,

shavings, a quantity of small fragments.

<§b< a. (mfn. ^+^^) Censorious, detracting.

^57|U3 v. a. (from ^U) To reduce to small

fragments, to chip, to gnaw.
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^T>t£| s. (n. 3jH>+3l£| ) A nipple.

^fE> s. 1 . A small piece of any thing cut or

broken, a chip, a strip. 2. A small brush made

of the fibres of cocoa-leaves.

^fijf^^ s. (m. ^Vftfe^^) A pre-

tended physician, a quack-doctor.

^fUU3 v. a. (from R. ^) To cut in pieces, to

chip, to gnaw ; to shrink, to contract.

<£fl>3l s. (f. 3>+fS3"i) An evil thought, a

mischievous contrivance.

^f^Tl s. (corrupt, of^fl^ ?) The Nux vo-

mica, also the tree which produces it (Strych-

nos Nux vomica).

^^M^^s. Chips, shavings. See ^TO^.

<?{.0^ a. (mfn. ^+C^T1) Badly dressed,

clothed in ragged or dirty garments, s. (?«/.)

A plant (Cissampelos hexandra). (ra.) A bad

garment.

^CI>^ a. (mfn. ^+CI>^) Mischievous,

making bad contrivances, entertaining evil de-

signs.

s - (/• ^+ H>^1) An evil design, a bad

thought, a wicked contrivance.

<£&<Pl s. (corrupt, of <^(^>) The part where the

thigh joins the trunk before ; the hollow of the

hips, the groins. Also written bf^5
.

<^ l>5Pt>^ s. An imitative word expressing the sound

arising from cutting fruits or other soft sub-

stances at a single stroke.

<P0!>? s. (n.) The white water-lily.

<£&b?*Kl s. (from^+t^t^P) Bad poetry.

<£K>?l s. (corrupt, of ^V^Ti) A slander, an

obloquy, a libel, a calumny ; a censure, a blame.

<P(X^kt"Cfl. s. (3T5^1 + 3tfl. from R. <H£j

Accusing or calumniating others.

a. (corrupt. of3>Vf^K?) Bad, evil, ugly.
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^"FTtn^l s . (<JS^1 from^, +5^1 as a

rhyme to it) A quantity of chips or small frag-

ments.

(h. S. ftf%«k) Some, any.

Root, i. (C^M^lf^) 1. To steal or rob.

2. To sound.

<^3l s. (corrupt, of 1. A curvature of the

spine. 2. A water-bottle of coarse pottery.

3. (m.) The planet Mars. 4. Tuesday.

^f\5 a. (3? + vS\5) Low, base, mean, vulgar,

stupid, contemptible.

a. Low, base, &c. See .

<$\5lOl^\5f3 s. (from <K5l\i) Meanness, low

and base conduct.

s. (from <^s5l\3) Meanness, low con-

duct, vulgar behaviour.

^SrT s. (m. ^J+W) A low person, a mean or

vulgar person.

^Sl^T 5. (mfn.) A thief, a house-breaker. Also

written ^ffspT .

^3i1 a. (corrupt, of ^3") Crooked, hump-backed.

s. (from p. An earthen vessel used to keep

water cool.

v. a. from R. ^351) To

resent.

ff^m^r s. (from a species

of tree or large shrub (Randia Malabarica, or

Ceriscus Malabaricus, Buchanan's MSS.~).

Carey.

^fet^Tte s . (from + C^^Tfe) The name

of a plant mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's MSS.,

who calls it an Antedesma. Carey.

<pT<Fr&T. s . (f3ft, for ajjwj +^tift) a
padlock.

s. (/.) A fog or mist. Also written

^5^t1 and <§^ffe$l

.
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<jjt* Root, i. (3^3) 1. To go, to go to or

towards. 2. To move crookedly. 3. To make

crooked. 4. To be crooked. 5. To lessen, to

make small. 6. To be or become small, to

shrink as a substance. Wilson.

s. (/.) 1. The name of a species of fish

resembling an eel, commonly called Kunchiya.

2. A plant bearing a red and black seed used

as a weight (Abrus precatorius). 3. The branch

or shoot of a bamboo. 4. A plant bearing a

pungent seed (Nigella Indica).

^f^3^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Bent, curved, curled.

s. (mw.) 1. A place overgrown with climbing

or creeping plants, a bower, an arbour. 2. An
elephant's tusk, ivory. 3. The lower jaw. 4.

A cave. Wilkins' MS.

m. from An elephant.

^gTH^T s. (m. ^&+r^K&.) The holy fig,

tree (Ficus religiosa).

s. (m.) Sour gruel.

^t^RooT, vi. (^^f\?) 1. To make crooked.

2. To be or become crooked. With the inser-

tion of a nasal (^p^"f^3) 1. To be stopped or

obstructed, to be prevented from moving. 2.

To confound or disorder from pain or grief, x.

(C^tfellfe) 1. To cut. 2. To heat.

s. A pinch or sudden gripe ; the bite or sting

of an ant.

s. (?kw.) A water-pot. (jnf.~) 1. A house. 2.

A fort, a strong-hold. 3. A tree. 4.. A ham-

mer, a mallet. 5. A mountain. 6. The crown

or pinnacle of any thing. Wilkins'MS.

<PS" s. A small piece of any thing, a chip, a

shaving, a fragment, a shred.

(wi.) 1. An arbour formed by climbing

plants over-running a tree. 2. A roof or thatch.
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3. A house, a small house, a hut or cottage.

Wilson. Also written <F%%<P

.

(m. <|T3 , for <Fia + v5l ) A medicinal plant,

commonly ealled Karaya, the seeds of which

are used as a vermifuge (Echites antidysente-

rica, Box.). Sort. Ben. p. 20. (Wrightea

antidysenterica, Brown). Carey.

^^*T s. (v. noun of <$PtfU3) The pounding or

beating any thing to powder or to a pulp. a.

1. Requiring to be beat to a pulp or pulverized.

2. Beat or pounded to a pulp
;

trampled or

stocked up by cattle.

a. (from Requiring to be beat to

a pulp ; fit to be trampled to a pulp or soft mass.

s. (from ^f&T^) 1. A woman who

cuts greens or other potherbs. 2. (corrupt, of

^2*ft) A procuress.

The profession of

a procuress.

^T^TIa s. (m.) 1. A plant (Bignonia Indica). 2.

A fragrant grass (Cyperus rotundus).

^fc^ s. (m.) A measure of grain or dry sub-

stances. It is the fourth part of a Prasfha.

Colebr. Alg.-p.3- See ^33".

^^^T s. (m.) A post round which the string passes

that works the churning-stick.

^0^1 s. (foom ^at^T) A small house, a hut, a

hovel, an apartment.

a. (from Belonging to the

hole of a tree.

An owl)

A species of owl very common in Bengal (Strix

Pecha, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

g^F^flW s. 3& +^PtfiT) The day of

the passage of the sun to a new sign when it

takes place on the thirty-first day from the pre-

ceding one. Carey.

^tt1 s. (from ^fn^OJ) A small piece or frag-

ment of any thing ; a chip, a shaving.

v. a. (caus. offfl>T3) To cause cattle

to tread and spoil soft ground ; to cause a per-

son to reduce a substance to a pulp.

as a jingle to it)

Cut and chopped, chopped up for any use.

A covert design, a subter-

fuge, a quibble.

<|fl> s. Qnf.*) 1. A house. 2. {Beng.) A small

fragment, a splinter, a small chip. 3. The

leprosy.

^fl^Tl a. (^T^+^Tl from R. ^) Re-

duced to small fragments, broken, pounded.

)
By small pieces

or fragments.

v. a. (from R. ^^) To reduce to coarse

powder, to pound, to beat, to pulverize, to beat

to a pulp or mass, to trample so as to cut up

and spoil the ground.

^f&iri a. (from ^f^) Leprous.

a. (mfn.) 1. Crooked, bent. 2. Insincere,

disguised. —^1 (/.) or —^ (n.) 1. Crooked-

ness. 2. Insincerity, guile.

^f&^^ta" a. (mfn. ^ffr5^+ ^^"fa

)

Crooked-minded, disingenuous, insincere.

s. 1 . A palace ; the house of a European,

a factory, a banking-house. 2. (from the

English Court) An assembly, a court of justice.

(/w.) A small house, a hut, a hovel, a

shed.

»JjL^^ s '
(,
m ') arbour or bower formed by

climbing plants overgrowing a tree. 2. A thatch,

a roof. 3. A hut, a cottage.

^"t^RooT, x . (^^"^3) To support a fa-

mily.

3 B
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s. (w.) 1. A name. 2. A kinsman, a re-

lation by descent. 3. A relation by the mother's

side, by marriage, &c. 4. Offspring, progeny.

5. Family, race. — s5"1
(/*.) Relationship, kin-

dred.

master)

A provident and attentive father of a family.

^"P^^jl a. (from <Ff*3:) Related or akin to

any one.

^|P<nl s. (femin. of q. v.) The

wife of a householder and mother of a family,

a matron.

*• (-f^H>>. f^ +^P) A pea-

sant, a cultivator of the soil.

^t^^ s. A throbbing or twinging sensation, a

twinge
;
querulousness, peevishness.

Sfljj&'pr s. (from ^t^^L) A throbbing

twinging sensation
;

querulousness.

*3p!jfp?1 a. (from ^5^) Peevish, querul

Root, x. (<F§lrf3) 1. To cut. 2. To cen-

sure. 3. To fill. 4. To multiply. (See Colebr.

Alg. p. 113.) 5. To heat. (Some write this

root Ipy).

<3Fg s. (m. from r. <$i ) A pulverizer, one who

grinds or reduces to powder. (In mathematics)

A multiplier such that a given dividend being

multiplied by it, and a given sum added to (or

subtracted from) the product, the sum (or dif-

ference) may be measured by a given divisor.

Colebr. Alg. p. 113. a. (tw/w.) Hard.

3^3? s. (m. R. ^| + sil<t>). See ^1

.

^^^.J^t^" s . (m.3^ + 3X3:$^) The de-

termination of a grinding or pulverizing multi-

plier, or quantity such that a given number

being multiplied by it, and the product added

to a given quantity, the sum (or, if the additive

be negative, the difference) may be divisible by

or

lous.

a given divisor without a remainder. Colebr.

Alg. p. 112.

3^t*iTter s. (m. 3^+ 3$7ftr). See

^ipfl s. (f.^ A procuress.

<||Pi^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^ll ) Pounded,

pulverized, ground.

v. a. (from R. <|jll ) To beat, to grind, to

pound.

*. (mn. from R. ) 1. A jewel-mine.

2. Ground smoothed and plastered, or prepared

for the site of a mansion. 3. A hut, a cottage.

4. The pomegranate. Wilson, a. (wi/n.) Splen-

did. Wilkins' MS.

s. (from R. The tear-

ing of a thing into small pieces or fragments.

^"tj^T s. (m».) An unexpanded or opening bud.

^tSjL s - (
from R - ^kj) Tne sound made by

an animal when gnawing a hard substance.

Root, x. (with the insertion of a nasal,

^&Trf\?) To surround. (Usually with :3Pl

prefixed.)

(m.) 1. A tree. 2. (Seng.*) The leprosy.

<£ h< s. (m. from R. The post round which

the string of the churning-stick winds.

^C^l s. (corrupt, of ?) 1. A house, a

cottage. 2. An apartment, a chamber, a cabin.

3. The body of a carriage.

(m.) A hatchet, an axe. Also /.

<P o\ s. A palace ; the house of a European ; a

factory, a mercantile bank, a granary.

s. (^f&t + ^l^l q. v.) 1. A banker,

a person employed at a factory. 2. The servant

of a European, especially of a merchant.
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a. (from q-v.) 1. Leprous. 2. (As

a term of reproach) Dull, torpid, indolent,

lazy.

3[iftUlt<rfr s. (^tXTl+ C3$j A toad.

<£C ta<<P s. (m.) 1. Holy Basil (Ocymum sanc-

tum). 2. A white sort of the same (Ocymum

gratissimum). Wilson.

^fel a. (contract, of <£&|,ul from ^> ) Leprous.

Root, vi. (<£ofj) 1. To play or act as a

child, to trifle. 2. To eat. 3. To heap.—

i. (With the insertion of a nasal, ^^f^) L
To confound or disorder with grief and pain.

• 2. (^3T3) To burn, to heat. i. and x.

(^Jft ,
<^JU f5j) To preserve.

s. (corrupt, of 1. The leprosy. 2. A

medicinal drug said to be the dried root of

Costus speciosus. 3. A JBigha or measure of

land varying from eighty to eighty-seven cubits

square. 4. (When used as the last member of

a compound) A heap. Carey.

The name of a very small plant

which forms a beautiful turf (Hedysarum bu-

pleurifolium). Carey.

^JPl^fl s. (^5+^t^t) The calculating the

geometrical contents of a piece of land, and

stating the result in Bighas.

<£0*1 s. (v. noun of ^f^>£3) The gathering or

collecting things into a heap. a. Collected,

gathered into a heap, picked up.

a. (from
) Collected, gathered,

picked up, found (said of foundling-children).

measure: see and ^S°\ .

<£0< s. (m. from R. A measure of grain,

wood, iron, &c. the fourth part of aPrasfha,

described by some as a vessel four fingers wide,

and as many deep, and containing twelve pra-

kritis or handfuls. Wilson. See As. Res. v.

96-99. A wooden measure containing thirteen

and a half cubic angulas. See Colebr. Alg. p. 3.

<^d^\ s. (corrupt, of <^<< ) 1. The fishing-eagle

or osprey (Falco haliasetus). 2. corrupt, of

) An axe. Carey.

^\5l s. (from 3jf\5t3 ?) A Bighd, a measure of

land. It varies in different places between eighty

and eighty-seven cubits square.

v. a. (caws, of ^f\5U3) 1. To cause a

person to gather or to pick up. 2. To collect,

to gather, to pick up.

<£\ilo s. (corrupt, of ^&3T) The name of a small

tree common in some parts of India (Wrightea

antidysenterica, Brown.^ Carey.

^Ofa s. (v. noun of <£Ol£t\?) The gathering

or picking up of scattered fruits, &c. a. Col-

lected, picked up, gathered.

<£OhTjTl a. (from ^3T2tt3) Gathered, col-

lected, picked up (said of a foundling-child).

^iRl s. (from <£ M<T) An axe, a hatchet.

The name of a small plant very

common among grass (Hedysarum bupleurifo-

lium). Carey.

^fe s. (m.) 1. The body. 2. (Beng.) The le-

prosy. 3. A score, twenty.

<pfo<£<& s. (^1v? +^) The leprosy.

v. a. (from R. <P°V) To gather, to heap

up, to collect, to glean, to pick up. <?RiVli

v. a. To pick up and take things.

<^3t s. Twenty, a score. See f^JvS .

(m.) A cup, a dish. Wilkins' MS.

A hut, a shed, a stall, a. (from *f|©)

1. Leprous. 2. (from ^^) (As a term of re-

proach) Lazy, slothful, indolent, careless, dull.

^5^> s. \. A word formed in imitation of the

noise of the bolt or spring-lock in shutting a

3 B 2
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door. 2. A flint. 3\5^ ^fcttJ ad.With. a

sudden spring or j irk.

<f\i<l<Ki<l^ s. A word formed in imitation of

the sound made by eating or crumping hard

substances with the teeth, &c. Also written

s. (corrupt, of ^"fet5^) An axe.

^KTH a. (3> + C^T) Ill-formed, clumsy.

s. The name of a plant (Echites anti-

dysenterica). Mohun P. p. 32.

<£sHJ.<*"i St
(
w< ) One of the twenty-one hells in

Hindu mythology. Mann iv. 89.

s. (n.) 1. A wall. 2. The plastering ofa wall.

3\5l1 a. (contract, of ^ffcTl) 1. Leprous. 2.

(from ^i) (As a term of reproach) Lazy,

indolent, torpid, slow.

^Jtfc s . (from^3Jl) Laziness, sloth, indo-

lence, slowness.

^ Root, vi. (3fff3) 1. To sound. 2. To

cherish, to support or aid with gifts, &c. 3. To

be in pain.— x. (^*^f^) I'. To converse

with, to speak to, to address. 2. To counsel,

to advise.

^j*fH s. (m.) 1. A corpse, a carcase, a dead body.

2. A stink, a foul smell.

fWl s. (J.) A small bird, a kind of Maina or

Sdlik. Wilson.

^jt^l s. (m.) 1 . A cripple, one with a crooked or

withered arm. 2. The Toon tree (Cedrela

Tunna). Wilson.

I;
s. 1. A distorted or withered arm. 2. A

whitlow. 3. A tumor occasioned by the corners

of the nails growing into the flesh. Carey, a.

Having a withered arm.

3j*]T[1 a. (from C^H) Shrinking from sight,

sliding away, slinking into a corner, shy.

^[*t1 a. (from (<£ \°\
) Sliding away, slinking into

a corner, shy.

^TilR^ s . (3jTt1 + C3^) A species of frog

which infests the houses of the Hindus, and

usually lies hidden in some corner during the

day. Carey.

fCtPt s. (from <£t*i"i ) A shrinking back, a

slinking into a corner, shyness.

^"^^ a. (mfn.) Fat, corpulent.

<^h a. (mfn from It. ^Jlj 1. Slothful, lazy, in-

dolent, slow. 2. Foolish, silly, stupid, s. (mS)

A fool.

a. (mfn. <fk + 3?) Foolish, ignorant, stu-

pid, s. (to.) A fool.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. «^*t>.) Indo-

lent, backward, averse.

3-^3 s. (m. from R. <f3?) 1. A child bora in

adultery, an adulterine. Mann \\\: 174. 2.

A pitcher, (n.) 1. A pit for receiving and pre-

serving consecrated fire. 2. A port, a well, a

spring, or basin of water especially consecrated

to some holy purpose or person. 3. A measure.

4. (Seng.) A bowl, any large hemispherical

vessel. (Also used in comp. e. g.

A bath, from + 3^3.)

<KJ<P)& s. (m ^3 +^t& ) 1. A follower of the

Charvdha doctrine, or the tenets of those sects

who deny the authority of the Vedas. 2. The

son of a woman of the JBrdhmanical tribe born

in adultery, especially with a man of an inferior

cast. 3. A keeper of concubines, a man who

has female slaves.

from R. *H ) The

name of a sacrifice at which is drunk the juice

of the creeping plant called soma (Asclepias

acida). Wilkins' Gr. p. 428.

^J57
! s. (n.) 1. An ear-ring. 2. A bracelet. 3.

A fetter, a tie ; a collar. 4. The coil of a rope.
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f^^ft^R" a. (SJBISfef^tete) Shaped like

an ear-ring or bracelet ;
circular, annular.

<j£jf^1 s. (J. + The name of a

particular metre in Prakrit poetry. As. Res.

x. 417.

<$2®$ a. (-P^mfn. + I. Having

ear-rings, wearing bracelets, &c. 2. Circu-

lar, spiral, winding, coiling, s. (m.) 1. A name

of Vardna the regent of the water. 2. A
snake. 3. A peacock. 4. The spotted or

painted deer.

^3Wt^\? a. (mfn. ^3^[ from +f3)
Wound up in a coil, formed into a circular or

spiral shape.

To coil, to twine.

f3*ft*ft3lFP a . (from <^A^V^W)
Twined, coiled

;
spiral, serpentine.

^3^1 s. (/. ^3 + 1^1) 1. A student's water-

pot : see ^3^^. 2. A pitcher. 3. An
earthen vessel resembling a hemisphere.

^3t 5. (/. 1. A pitcher. 2. A stu-

dent's water-pot, made of a hollow cocoa-nut, &c.

^3 s . A cistern. Mohun P. p. 82.

s. (from pron. ?) The ascertaining the

quantity of an article which is contained in any

given space or in a receptacle, a. Ascertained,

numbered, calculated. To ascertain

the quantity of an article contained in any given

space or receptacle. Carey.

^3° ad. Sans, (^from pron.

Whence ? from where ? from what place ? 2.

How ? What ? In what way ? How should

it be thus ? (Implying denial or concealment

of knowledge).

s. (mn. ^+3*1^) 1. Great heat. 2. The

eighth hour or portion of the day ; about noon

;

an eligible time for the performance of sacrifices

to the manes. 3. A daughter's son. 4. A mu-

sical instrument. 5. A sort of blanket made of

the hair of the mountain-goat. 6. Sacrificial

grass, commonly called kusa (Poa cynosuroides).

The time when

the heat is most oppressive, viz. about mid-day.

<j\3< a. (^+ a. Jo) Of a bad sort, evil, inferior,

bad.

gerness, vehemence. 2. In-

clination, desire.

<^|H s. (m.) A small leathern oil-bottle.

(a. l_J£, plur. of Books, a li-

brary.

or apart-

ment in which a library is kept.

^^4<?"n3T s. The sensation of tickling.

s. (/.) A small leathern bottle to hold oil.

See .

^35^ s. (n.) 1. Impetuosity, vehemence, eager-

ness. 2. Desire, inclination. 3. Surprize, as-

tonishment, wonder, a. (mfn.} 1. Excellent,

distinguished, best. 2. Wonderful, surprizing.

(Peng.) Sport, pleasure, merriment.

^3$?^ a. (-f^T mfn. 1.

Gratifying, astonishing. 2. Impetuous, eager,

vehement.

s. (n. An aquatic plant, water

house-leek (Pistia Stratiotes).

v. noun of ^><?f<(.\i, see ^->)

The act of ascertaining the quantity contained

in any given space or receptacle.

3\3l s . (h. \k corrupt, of ?) A dog.

^jft*. (^J3l+^) A bitch.

ad. Sans. (^ from pron. 1%°, +3") Where?

in what place ?
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<p R»^ ad. Sans. (^T+f^ ) Somewhere

;

wheresoever, anywhere.

^Tff*i ad. Sans. (<RT +^Tpl) Wheresoever,

somewhere, any where.

^^root, x. (f^Trft, ^^nrr^) t
despise, to blame, to reproach.

<jP*p|
s. (from R. ^^^L) Reproach, blame,

abuse.

f^SFT s. (n. R. ^^+^PT) Blame, censure,

reproach, abuse.

^SFfl s. (/. from R. Sf^r#$I$ Reproach, con-

tempt, censure, calumny.

^^Tf^R' a. (mfn. ^^l + ^t^") Calum-

niating, censorious, reproaching, abusing, s.

(m.) A calumniator.

^VpT3a. (mfn.pret.part.p. R. ^^3Tv+'^3)

1. Reviled, reproached, contemned. 2. Low,

vile, bad, mean. —^ s. (rc.) Badness, meanness.

a. (mfn. R. ^*t+*T) Blameable. Wil-

kins' MS.

^ Root, iv. (^rfS) To stink, ix. (<gftf3 )

1. To be connected. 2. To be distressed, i.

(With the insertion of a nasal, pjfclfe) 1. To

hurt or kill. 2. To afflict, to give pain. 3. To

be afflicted or suffer pain.

<|?* s. (rnf) A painted or variegated cloth or

blanket serving as an elephant's housings. 2.

A coat. Wilkins' MS. 3. (m.) Sacrificial or

kusa grass (Poa cynosuroides).

(from ) A checquered cloth used to

be thrown over an elephant ; a checquered

horse-cloth ; a checquered cloth or blanket worn

by some devotees.

3^ Root, x. (Kpl^ufsS) To lie, to speak

falsely.

^T31 s. (from^HW) An evil habit, bad con-

duct.
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<Pl<lH s. (m.) 1. The digging-hoe of the Hindus

and other eastern nations. 2. Mountain-ebony

(Bauhinia variegata). See ^^l^l .

s. (corrupt, of ^nH) A kind of dig-

ging-hoe used by the Hindus instead of a spade.

The name of a plant common in

Bengal (Hedysarum triflorum).

) An evil day, a day of

affliction or calamity ; a rainy or cloudy day.

^T*3"3 s. (^JU+C^) The name of a

specie3 of ratan or cane (Calamus polygamus).

Hort. Ben. p. 73.

^J*P a. (mfn. <£+"^) Ill-favoured, ugly,

unseemly.

<|!W*j s. (m. ^+ (K*t ) A bad country; a country

where it is difficult to obtain the necessaries of

life ; a country subject to oppression or in-

justice.

^j^t^ s. (to.) 1. Mountain-ebony (Bauhinia va-

riegata). 2. A strong and broad hoe with a

short handle, used by the Hindus instead of a

spade ; the digging-hoe.

^0 s. (#.) A wall.

Root, x. (With the insertion of a nasal,

To speak falsely, to lie.

s. (a. cUjJJ) Power, force, ability.

SFIi^vj, a. (from a. c^JJi) Powerful, forcible,

able.

^T^^I^Ti s. (a. c^Jj+^W q. v. from

h, fij) One who has power, an able man.

<jjjH<T s. (to. ^4-H<T from R. H) A kind of grass

the grain of which is eaten by the poor (Paspa-

lum scrobiculatum).

An evil custom, evil con-

duct.

^ripi s. (/.) Red arsenic.
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^TteT s. (^+^t5Pl) Infamy, a bad name, a

bad reputation.

^Tl*t^ s. (m. ^+TH3??) A plant, commonly

called Jawasa (Hedysarum Alhagi).

Low or perverted morals,

the obstruction of public justice, or the corrupt

discharge of it.

<£*1<-^ s. A throbbing sensation ; the pain caused

by a tumor, or the like, when it is ready to

burst.

<£1<P1Pr s. (from <£*15£*L) A throbbing pain.

<£s3 5. (m.) 1. A bearded dart, a lance. (Also

^sly.) 2. A species of grain (Coix barbata).

3. A small animal, an insect. 4. Passion.

^jf§*\
s. (m.) 1. The hair of the head, a lock of

hair. 2. Barley. 3. A drinking-cup. 4. A
plough. 5. The name of a country in the

north-west of the peninsula of India.

The people of that country.

^FT*J^ a. (mfn. + Wearing hair-

locks.

<^Rj or <^f[ s. (/.) 1. A bearded dart, a lance.

2. The name of the wife of Pandu, and mother

of the five Pandava princes, Yudhisht'hira,

Arjuna, Bhima, Nakula, and Sahadeva, by

as many gods. 3. The gum olibanum-tree (Bos-

wellia thurifera). 4. Bdellium, a fragrant resin.

5. The wife of a Brahman.

3^ Root, ix. (^Bftft) 1. To cling to, to

twine round. 2. To be distressed. 3. To

suffer pain, want, &c. See It. ^Pbs

s. (mn.^ A kind ofjasmine (Jasminum mul-

tiflorum or pubescens). (/w.) 1. A turner's

lathe. 2. Olibanum, the resin of the Boswellia

thurifera. 3. One of the nine treasures of Ku-

vera : (hence used for the number nine).

<£*t<P« s. (m. <£*K + <R") A turner.
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<^*K<<P§ s. (from ^t) Olibanum. Mohun P.

p. 32.

^•^T s . 1 . A blue lotus or water-lily (Nymphaea

cyanea). 2. A dispute, an altercation.

^T^ft^n a. (from <£%<*\
)

Disputatious, quar-

relsome, litigious.

v. a. To prance, to skip. Also

^ffim and ^f^FTf^

.

(f.
from <$*K ?) An assemblage of

lotus-flowers.

s. (/.) 1. Frankincense or olibanum. 2. (w.)

A rat, a mouse.

s. (m.) Olibanum. See .

<^*1^>

s. (jnf.) The resin of the Boswellia thuri-

fera, gum-olibanum or frankincense.

<£*t£<P«? s , (m. <^^<P+^) The olibanum-tree,

commonly called Salai or Salae (Boswellia

thurifera).

<$*i^><p[ s . (^^<p<P +$) The olibanum-tree

(Boswellia thurifera).

<£^<K^t&l s. (from ^^Efrfc^i ) The tree

which produces frankincense (Boswellia thuri-

fera).

<Pt Root, iv. (^frf^) To be angry, to be

flushed with wrath. To shine.

<]Pl s. (corrupt, of ) A leathern oil-bottle.

ad. Sans. Excellently.

f?W s. (n. <J+^ from 1. A bad

road. 2. Bad conduct, an evil way of living.

fWfrft a. (-f%^ mfn. <^ + Sttf^T )

Going bad or evil ways, behaving badly, acting

wickedly.

Unwholesome, hurtful

:

(said of diet), s. Unwholesome diet.
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^Ktg s. (-f*ft>.W <E> +*ff^T) Bad

conduct, a course of wickedness.

^tl s. (corrupt, of 3>^i) A leathern oil-bottle.

See^l.

a. (m/n. jpre£. ^ar£. p. R. ^1+^3)
Provoked, enraged, vexed, angry.

An aggravated

state of flatulence or of hypochondria. Caret/,

(m.) A weaver. See ^f^*f •

a. (mfn. from 3>+ R. ^?) Inferior, low,

vile.

^kP^ «• C^+C1^) Badly turned, deformed,

s. (rc.) Base metal, copper, brass, &c, or

any metal except gold and silver, a. (mfn.*)

Subject to anger. Wilkins' MS.

A braziery, a

foundery, a place where metallic vessels, &c.

are made or sold.

^^Root, i. and x. (With the insertion of a

nasal, To cover, to hide,

to clothe, to screen.

^f<3»*1 s. (—^m. ^+<T^>) A bad speaker, one

who speaks in a coarse, vulgar or scurrilous

manner.

<£<n> a. (mfn. from ^+R- ^TTj Abusive, cen-

sorious, blaming.

<P<1 4 5. (m. corrupt, of ^^"^ ?) An astringent

taste.

<&4pn& (mfn. ^4-^^) 1. The jujube-tree (Zizy-

phus Jujuba) ; also its fruit. 2. A water-lily.

3. A pearl.

^^il s. (n.) Any water-lily. See .

<ptll a. (m/n. ^+ ;5tC{ from R. Detract-

ing, censorious.
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^pT'fcT «. (m. ^jjaSffJT^ A disagreeable scent.

<Rt*fl. a. (-P[\mfn. 3j3t*T +t^) Fetid.

s. (m. ^H-f^OTfe) An unfair or wrong

decision of an affair.

s. (to.) A weaver.

^<[ft s. (f. Depravity of mind.

<j^f3 s. (/. ff+.&lvS) A livelihood, a profession

means of subsistence.

^tTtt s. (/.) A fish-basket.

^C<T<T 5. (m. <£+ C^<T) f. Kuvera, the god of

wealth. See As. Res. i. 247. 2. The Toon tree.

3. One of the attendants of the Jaina saints.

a. (mfn.) 1. Deformed, monstrous. 2. Lazy,

indolent.

<£W^ s. (m. ^R^" +^) The Toon tree (Ce-

drela Tunna).

^RTf5^1 s. (/.
^£<^" + 3151?+ §f) The trumpet-

flower (Bignonia suaveolens).

^3 a. (mfn.) Hump-backed, crooked, s. (m.)

1. A tree (Achyranthes aspera). 2. A scymetar.

<&5^. Root, x. (With the insertion of a nasal

<£Mir!\3) To cover, to clothe, to veil ; to hide.

<J*i<P s. (p. CS*£) 1. Help, assistance, aid.

2. An assistant, a helper, a sidesman, a second.

3*T3l s. (corrupt, of 3fSlfsJ) A species of gourd

(Cucurbita Pepo). Hort. Ben. p. 70.

^31^ s. (^5l + 5t^ from nf^C3?) A

kind of rice with a large and full grain.

<P\3"fcri> s.(^31 + ) A Hindu dish made

by boiling the pulp of gourds with flour and

spices till it is of a proper consistence. Carey.

A preparation,

made with the pulp of gourds beat to a pulp

with the flour of some kind of pulse, and after-

wards made into balls, which are kept by the
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Hindus and used as a condiment to their food.

Carey.

A Hindu

dish made with the pulp of gourds mixed with

spices and a small quantity of some bitter herb

or fruit. Carey. Also written .

A weak mind. Wilkins'

Mad. p. 63.

3j*R5*. (n. ^j+ER5) 1. Evil advice, evil counsel.

2. A charm employed to do harm or injury to

any person, or to secure success in a wicked

undertaking.

) Evil advice, intrigue.

coun-

sellor, an intriguer.

^ft^l s. (corrupt, of ^jUtf^l) The name

of a plant (Smilax cirrhifera, Rox.y Mohun
P. p. 32. (Smilax ovalifolia) Hort. Ben. p. 72.

^ft<£lt*Wl s. (^Tf^l for ^ttft^l

,

+ (TT<f1 ) The name of an insect (Sphex Asia-

tica). Carey.

3*Tte Root, x. (^lU'iiR) To play (as a

child does). Also written "f^'l
w
l;.

^lt< s. (m. from R. ^4
;

l<y) 1. A boy, a lad

under five years of age. 2. A prince, the heir

apparent when he is associated in the govern-

ment. 3. A name of Kartikeya. 4. (ra.)

Pure gold. 5. (Beng.) (corrupt, of ^jS^W)
A potter.

^Tto s. (m. ^Tff+S?) 1. A boy, a lad.

2. A tree (Tapia Cratseva or Capparis trifoliata).

^T^-^f%Tl s. (/. ^331^ +5^^31) The

name of a particular metre in Sanskrit poetry :

it consists of an amphibrach, an anapaest, and

a long syllable. Yates' Gr. p. 351, 424. (Lit.

The boy's play.)

(femin. of <£<u!«?) 1 . A girl from

ten to twelve years old, a virgin. 2. A plant,

double jasmine. 3. (Beng.^ The name of an

insect (Sphex Asiatica). 4. The name of a

climbing plant (Smilax ovalifolia). 5. A wooden

catch to receive the bolt of a door.

One of

the large divisions of the earth in the geography

of the Hindus : it contains India and some of

the neighbouring countries. See .

•jjSftlft s. (/. «$!*U< +^) 1. A young girl, one

from ten to twelve years old, a virgin, a daugh-

ter. 2. One of the names of the goddess Durga.

3. The central part of the universe, according

to Hindu geography, Jambu-Dwipa or India.

4. The most southerly of the nine portions of

the known continent or of Jambu-Dwipa : the

southern extremity of the Peninsula : whence

Cape Komorin or Kumari. 5. The name of a

plant (Clitoria ternatea). 6. The aloe-plant

(Aloes perfoliata).

A ceremony

performed at the great festival of Durga, in

which a girl under twelve years of age is placed

on a pedestal or throne and worshipped as the

representative of Durga. Carey.

^TtftCStSFT s. (n. fSrt^t + C^t^FT) A re-

ligious repast at the great festival of Durga,

in which a girl between ten and twelve years

is placed on a pedestal or throne, as the repre-

sentative of the goddess Durga, and is fed

with offerings made to the idol. Carey.

TOt^tlTl s. (from <£^<t) The name of a spe-

cies of climbing-plant (Smilax laurifolia).

^31^ Root, x. (^uHif[^f) To play (as a

child). See <J*tl^.

^ft^" s. (corrupt, of <?^1<) The large-nosed

orcommon crocodile (Lacerta Crocodila). Carey.

^3TCT^ s.
(
w .) The esculent white water-lily (Nym-

phasa esculenta).

3 C
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s. (ra.) 1. The esculent white water-lily

(Nymphsea esculenta). 2. The red lotus (Nym-

phsea rubra). (m.) 1. The elephant of the

south-west quarter.

The shade of

the white lotus, a. (mfn.) Resembling the

white lotus. Wilkins' MS.

W^^tpi. (m. <J^-|-<i,l^«) The moon.

(Lit. The friend of the lotus ; so called because

the white esculent lotus expands its petals

during the night, and closes them in the day-

time. Hence other similar appellations of the

moon, e. sr.

^3p[<^[ s . (/. ^JTf + A place abound-

ing in water lilies. See <£^<l\Sl •

^3^1 s. (/. from ^»+ 3JGt ) 1. An aquatic plant

(Pistia Stratiotes). 2. A tree (Gmelina arborea).

3j*lfWi s. (/. ^J^ +^l) A small tree the

seeds of which are aromatic, commonly called

Kayap'hal.

^Jprft s. + ^ft) A place abounding

in water-lilies. See ^jH^^sj^ .

f^f^ft^to s. (m. ^5ft^fl+TrTI^)The
moon. (Lit. The lover of the assemblage of

water-lilies ; see <£Mk4 1^>< ).

Hf^ s. (m. f^Prft+^fe) The

See

f^f^t s. (/. fs^+^ft)s - (/• ^S^+^l) 1- A place

abounding in water-lilies ; a multitude of lotus-

flowers. 2. The flexible stalk of a water-lily.

3. A sort of water-lily (Menyanthes Indica or

cristata). Also written <£M^ 1*1^ (m.) or

=^ (»•)

s. (corrupt, of *^t^) The common cro-

codile (Lacerta Crocodila). Carey.

s. (m. ^+CW) The south-pole of the

earth, where Yama is fabled to rule over the

Asuras and Daityas. See ^JpH^r .

a. (mfn.) Crooked-armed.

s. (f.
from R. ^) 1. An enclosure round

a place of sacrifice, to prevent profane intrusion.

2. A place of refuge or concealment. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 475.

s. The name of a tree (Careya arborea).

Carey.

s. (m.) 1. The frontal globe on the upper

part of the forehead of an elephant ; there are

two of these projections, which swell in the

rutting-season. 2. A small water-jar. (Par-

ticularly such a jar as they put grain in to pre-

serve it in case of fire. Wilkins' MS.). 3. A
sign of the Zodiac (Aquarius. See As. Res.

m. 292). 4. (w.) A fragrant resin, or the

plant which bears it (Bdellium).

*• + A religious ceremony which

consists in closing the nostrils and mouth so as

to prevent breathing. Carey.

^pfcFTi s . (^+ <?k^1) The dropsy, a

dropsical swelling of the whole body. Carey.

<£^<pt3" s . (m. 3Jg+ ^t3" from R. ^) A potter;

the denomination of a particular tribe among

the Hindus. As. Res. v. 56.

) The sign Aquarius

in the Zodiac.

<$^J| s. (n. +^ ) That time of the day in

which the sign Aquarius rises above the horizon.

55F^|P s - (m - ^+ An epithet of the

sage Agastya. (Lit. Born from a water-jar :

according to the legend.)

3jfg^1 s. (/. ^§ +3^1) An aquatic plant (Pis-

tia Stratiotes).

^f|pf s. (m.) 1. A thief. 2. A plagiarist, a

paraphrast. 3. A wife's brother. 4. A fish

(the gilt-head). Wilson.
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s , (_fg^m. h An elephant.

2. A crocodile. 3. A plant bearing a fragrant

resin (Bdellium).

^ij'T^T s. (wi.) A large and venomous snake.

s. (m.^ A pot, +?te from R.
)

One of the hells of Hindu mythology.

<P^|< s. (m.) A crocodile, an alligator. Also

written .

^tr*l s. (from <J+ U"!^) A bad reputation, an

evil name.

<£ll I s. (corrupt, of <P) ) A well.

<priTl s. (/. A bad journey.

3jTTH1 s . A mist, a fog. Also ^JTfaTi .

<^5jf3' s. + An improper decision, a

bad advice.

magician, a juggler.

(Lit. A false devotee).

<£^Root, vi. (<£< f\3) To sound.

<^.^[ s. (?«.) A deer, an antelope. Also written

or ^^t1!

.

a. (^+^f&) Ill-formed, ugly, mis-

shaped.

) The name of

a fish (Cyprinus Koorchi, Buchanan's MSS.}.

Carey. Also ^fWft^

.

<£4°1 s. (v. noun of ^f^tsf) The act of scraping

any thing till it is thin. a. Scraped thin.

^Tpl s. (from^ftU3) An instrument to scrape

the hard shells of fruit thin, or to cut the shell

of the cocoa-nut into any desired form. Carey.

s .

(m . for ) 1. Yellow amaranth.

2. Yellow barleria.

<P"4s3 s. (»?.) Enlargement of the testicles, or

rather of the scrotum, including hernia humo-

ralis, hydrocele, &c. Wilson.
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W^3^ s. (m. for <^i>^) Yellow amaranth.

a. (mfn. ^+ )
Having a bad or disa-

greeable voice, s. (m.) Red amaranth.

s. (m. <$<<+<!?) ]. A purple sort of

Jhinti or barleria. 2. A crimson species of

amaranth, a. (mfn.} Having a bad voice, ut-

tering a disagreeable sound.

<$<< s. (»?.) 1. The osprey (Falco haliaeetus).

2. Another species of eagle, not yet ascertained.

<jft.<l s. (/. flfij^.-fc^) 1. A female osprey.

2. A sheep, an ewe. 3. A small black bird

fabled never to drink but when it rains. Wil-

kins' MS.

s. (m. for ^M. 3i ) 1. An osprey (Falco ha-

liaeetus). 2. Another species of eagle not yet

ascertained.

*5j^"^T s. (m. ^+ )
Spirituous or vinous liquor.

a. (mfn.} Of a bad juice or essence.

^f^TU3 v. a. To scrape, to pare, to gnaw.

A bad custom.

<f s. (m.) 1. (In Hindu mythology) The proper

name of a sovereign of the north-west of India,

or the country about Dehli, and ancestor of both

Pandu and Dhritarashtra : though the pa-

tronymic derived from it is most usually applied

to the sons of the latter. 2. Kuru or Uttara-

kurUy the most northerly of the four Maha-

Dwipas, or principal divisions of the known

world
;
by other systems it is considered as one

of nine divisions or Varshas of the same ; in

both cases it is the country beyond the northern-

most range of mountains extending to the frozen

ocean. Wilson.

fa __<_
<P<F$. s. (corrupt, of <gg<Si ) Gravel, nodules of

limestone.

<JWeq; s. (n. ^F+C^T) The country near

Dehli, the scene of the great battle between the

Kurus and Pdndus, celebrated in the Maha-

3 C 2
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bharata, in which the whole race of Kuru was
destroyed by that of Pandu. See Manu n. 19.

As. Res. vn. 241.

Disgust, dislike.

s. The wards of a lock,

3j^i> s . (m. from <£+R. 3^?) 1. Yellow

amaranth. 2. Yellow barleria.

3^i>^ s . (ni. ^W^'+ ^j 1. Yellow or white

amaranth. 2. A yellow species of barleria (Bar-

leria prionitis).

*|<P<^ s. (m.) A plant (Gomphrena globosa).

a. (mfn.) Poor, indigent. Wilkins' MS.

<P«?<<! (^+^) One of the sub-divisions

of Uttara-Kuru, or the most northerly division

of the earth.

^^ef^t" s . (m. <f?F+"f^ from R. f^?) 1. A
fragrant grass (Cyperus rotundus). 2. A kind

of barley. 3. A ruby.

«£«?(<^ s. (m. ^ +f^) A Pala of gold,

equal to about seven hundred grains Troy.

a. {mfn. <£+<Pl) Of an ugly or uncouth

shape, deformed, s. (w.) An ugly shape or

form. — \31 (/.) or —
;J

(w.) Ugliness, de-

formity.

^Pfl a. (-f^ m>. Ugly,

ill-shaped, uncouth.

s. Sweepings, filth, rubbish.

<

tt4 s - OO L A d°g- 2. (J3«wflr.) A yelping,

a barking.

ff^ *. (/. A bitch.

^4^"^ 5. The yelping and barking of a little

noisy dog.

<g^3^"f°l s. The scratching of the body.

(/.) Inspissated milk. See
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^5"! s. (from p. <jj£) A coat, a jacket.

^Root, i. (<f%3 or <E%3) To play. Also

written <I?ti.
K

<r <?

<fn^T s. in. R. ^TT + 3FT) Play, playing, sport.

See .

^f%3 v. a. (from R. ) To skip, to play,

to leap, to frisk, to gambol.

5. I. The knee. 2. The elbow, a.

Under the control of, subject to. Also written

pres. part. a. R. ^) Doing, acting, making,

s. (ra.) 1. An agent. 2. A servant.

3^ Root, t ((^FH'Rj) 1. To accumulate. 2.

To be of kin, to act as of kin. 3. To flow

homogeneously. 4. To count.

s. (n.) 1. Family, race, tribe, or caste. See

Trans. E.A.S. it. 167. 177, 178. 2. A herd,

a flock, &c. of animals of the same species.

3. An inhabited country. 4. A house, an abode.

5. The body. 6. A blue stone : see ^T*5< . m.

An artist of celebrated descent. (Beng.) (cor-

rupt, of ^Wffl'i) A jujube (Zizyphus Jujuba).

s. 1. The name of a plant (Zizyphus Jujuba).

2. A fan for winnowing corn.

s. (m. 1. A species of ebony

(Diospyros tomentosa). 2. An artist of emi-

nent descent ; a man of family. 3. An epithet

of the moon. 4. A white ant. 5. An ant- or

mole-hill, (n.) 1. A sort of gourd (Tricho-

santhes diceca). 2. A collection of any thing.

3. The connexion of several stanzas, protrac-

tion of the government of the noun or verb

through several verses, contrary to the practice

of closing the sense with each verse. 4. (In

rhetoric) Prose in which compound terms are
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sparingly admitted. As.'Res. x. 449. a. (mfn.^

Relating to a tribe or family. Wilkins' MS.

<&\4'fa s. (to. ^T+^&^) A person who

is a thorn to his family.

s. (-^T n. ^T+^^T) 1. The

duties to be performed by the members of any

particular caste, tribe, or family. 2. The giving

a daughter to a person of noble family.

person who is

a stain or disgrace to his family.

4vT5£&s s. The noise occasioned by gargling or

washing the mouth.

^T&ill s. C^+ fTpITh L The duties to be

performed by the members of any particular

tribe or family. 2. The bestowing a daughter

in marriage to a person of a noble family.

^iSJpl s. (ra. ^+°it^ci ) An evil or inauspicious

omen or sign. a. (mfn.^ Inauspicious, ominous,

unlucky.

^fTS^T s. (to. 3^+^T) The downfall, ruin,

or decay of a family.

^ffifa a. (mfn. + Entered into a fa-

mily, incorporated with a family.

from

Tsnl ) The pride of high birth, family-pride.

^fTFtte s . (n. + (sfto from ^) The

greatness or importance of a family.

inauspicious ascension

of one of the signs of the Zodiac.

^fT^t s. (In architecture) A settle. Mohun P.

p. 76.

<^Wv3 a. (mfn. ^T +l^J) Deprived of family-

privileges, rejected by his family.

a. (mfn. from R. ^T) 1. Born

in a family. 2. Of noble birth.

^fT3TkJ a. (mfn. ^fT +3T3) 1. Born in a fa-

mily. 2. Of noble birth or descent.

?) A genealogy, a register

of the members of a family, a pedigree.

^TvS a. (<^f +^) Acquainted with a family.

<^1^ s. (to.) The name of a plant (Alpinia

Galanga, and Galanga major).

(/*.) An unchaste woman, a prostitute.

The husband

of an unchaste woman, a cuckold.

<pf£l s. (/.) Red arsenic.

3>^f3^ s. (n. 3^+f3^3F) A person who

is an ornament to his family.

3*rT**J s. (to. from ^T + R. ^1 ?) A kind of

vetch (Dolichos biflorus). Also ^^J^TtlT .

^TpSj^l s. (/. ^f'5i +^1) A blue stone

used as a collyrium.

^J^tl s. (/.) A variety of the Arya metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 464.

<r s
^JfWl s. (to.^+ ^PI) Family-pride, family-

importance.

^TCftfH^ a. (mfn. ^T+lftf^) Ennobling

a family, rendering a family illustrious.

^TO^I s. (/. 3pT+G^3l) The tutelar

deity of a particular family.

s. (to. <g«U *t**I) Any practice or ob-

servance peculiar to a tribe or caste ; the pecu-

liar deity of each caste or race ; a family-deity.

See Manu i, 118. a. Natural. Forster.

^fcft^ s. (to. ^T+S^to5

) A son. (Lit.

The upholder of a family.)

<P^OTT s. (to. 3fT+ <j
OTT) The destruction or

ruin of a family.

v. noun The being sufficient

in quantity to answer a given purpose, a. Suf-

ficient.

(fJ^WtH a. (mfn. ^T+ ^T
5^") Causing joy to
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a family. 5. (m.) The source of joy to a family

;

a son.

•f^rtlsi s. (to. 3fT +^f3) The head or chief

of a family.

<^fN<f a. (mfn. ^fT +^tN^) Supporting a

family, providing for a family.

chaste

woman.

^PMl s. (/. ^i+ ^lFft from R. t
ttsl) A

chaste woman.

1. The name of a plant (Barleria lon-

gifolia or Tribulus lanuginosus). 2. Sugar-

cane. Sabda S. p. 66.

<FW*T Sm i. The jujube-tree (Zizyphus Jujuba)
;

also its fruit. 2. A water-lily. 3. A pearl.

Sabda S. p. 127.

^J<nS s. (f. ^T+^ + lf) A woman of a

reputable family.

5. ( f. <PT +^ } A virtuous wife.

(y.) or —^ (w.) Chastity, virtue in a wife.

<F**«^*P a. (jw/ra. ^T+^^ from R. «<t)

Increasing or advancing a family.

) The family-priest.

The increase, pro-

motion, or advancement of a family.

a. (mfn. ^T+q^) Deprived of the

privileges of a family ; excluded from a family.

^ffR"H s. (to. ^T+ XTft") The honour of a

family.

<£^<tc£><? a . (mfn. 5|Jff+ Preserving a

family, s. (to.) One who takes care of a family.

<|fPft^ s. (3fT +*fH) The honour of a fa-

mily ; that conduct which is honourable to a

family.

3^K$$t a. (-"^T mfn. ^fT+ (Sft +t^)
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1. Well-born, of good family. 2. Eminent in

a family, s. (to.) An artificer or artist of emi-

nent birth.

^fPTg^ a. (mfh.^+7[^) Sprung from a

good family.

^*f[ s. (from ^T) 1. A number of fruits tied

together by their stalks for the convenience of

carriage. 2. A contrivance for carrying fishes,

or other articles, by enclosing them in a small

sheaf of straw tied close at both ends. Caret/.

^fF^ft s. (/. <pT+ ^fl) A chaste woman; a

woman of good family and reputation ; a house-

wife.

«• (
for <^*5 from <pT+*$) Standing

on the bank of a river.

A fan to winnow corn, &c.

3fTttl\J v. a. (from ^fT) 1. To possess. 2. To

be in abundance, to be in sufficient quantity for

any given purpose.

^H^ffa s. (to. + One who dis-

graces his family. (Lit. A live coal to his family.)

^Ttt>t3" s. (to. ^T +^Tjt^) The custom or

usage observed by a family, race, or tribe.

3prteTM> s . (to. 3fT+3TtetXP ) a person who

is employed to contract marriages between

persons of different families, and who is con-

sequently well versed in all that regards the

pedigree and peculiar customs of the family.

Carey.

a. Supervising, superintending, s. A
superintendant.

^TtTT s. (m. ^T+ ^^T from R. % ) l. A nest.

2. A place, a spot in general.

^it^T s. (m.) I". A potter. 2. A wild cock.

^rHt s. (/. ^rH + §) 1. The wife of a

potter. 2. A species of blue-stone, applied as

a collyrium to the eyes.
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s. (m.) h A serpent. 2. An artist or

artificer of eminent birth, a. (mfn.) Of a good

family, well-born.

^#T£3 v. ra. (from To be in sufficient

quantity for any given purpose ; to abound.

The name of a thorny shrub (Cap-

paris spinosa). Caret/.

^pnTt^]"1\5l s. The name of a plant (Barleria

longifolia). Mohun P. p. 32.

s. (mn.) 1. The thunderbolt of Indra.

2. A kind of fish (Cyprinus Koorchi ? Bu-

chanan's MSS.).

^fffr a. O/rc. + Of high or noble de-

scent, well-born, of a good family, s. (m.)

1. The highest class of Brahmans in Bengal.

2. A horse of a good breed. — ^31 (/.) or —

(».) Nobility.

<§HT.1 1 s. (/. from ^fft^ ?) The name of a va-

riety of the A'rya metre in Sanskrit prosody.

As. Res. x. 464.

s. (m.) A crab.

«£nl«;Wft s. (/. ^ft^+^#^) The name

of a plant not yet ascertained. (Lit. Having

the antennas of a crab).

mra.)lNDRA's thunderbolt: see

s. (corrupt, of A. Jij) A bolt, a lock, a

padlock.

Jtrtjfetlifl, s. (f^+^tl) A key,

^Tfe> s. (m. MU?) A bad man, a knave.

^jFTlM^ «. (m/n. ^ + Sprung

from a good family.

Sprung from

a good family.

3W)4< si (m. ^r+S^3f) The origin of a

family, a. (mfh.j Sprung from a good family.

s. The noise of gargling the mouth.

^L^Ul s. (from ^v3jT>) (In medicine) a gar-

garism. Mohun P. p. 29.

<$CYV$cr
i s. The noise of gargling the mouth or

the rippling of water. Also ^535fl '

5^^fte3 v. a. (from ^^^1) To ripple.

compo-

sition of dried jujubes beat up with salt, used as

an article of food. Carer/.

^Tt^s. for C^t^T or for with Jg^
as a rhyme to it) 1. Jujubes and all things of

that kind. 2. A family with all its appendages,

family-honours.

s. (mn.) 1. A disease. 2. (m.) The ancle.

<Pw>MW s. (mn.) Sour gruel prepared by the spon-

taneous fermentation of the water of boiled rice,

(ra.) 1. Half-ripe barley. 2. Forced rice. 3.

A sort of phaseolus. 4. A kind of bean (Do-

lichos Catjang). (m.) A dish consisting of half-

boiled rice, with pulse, &c, commonly called

Khichri. Also written <p*3Tfa1

.

^TW|%^3 s. (ra. <p3TO + 3lf^P£3) Sour

gruel.

^pUt^ s. (mn.) See fF^pfi •

s. (n. from R. <pT ?) 1. A bone. 2. A
measure of eight dronas, or about fifty-six

pounds sixteen ounces avoirdupois. 3. A wicker

fan for winnowing corn. 4. Flesh, (ra.) A coun-

sellor, a. (mfn. from <F
)
Belonging to a good

family or race.

3^J1 s. (/. from R. 3^) 1. A river. 2. A
canal, a channel for irrigating. 3. A ditch, a

dyke or trench. 4. A drug (Celtis Orientalis).

5. A virtuous woman.

^ ad. (from A . Js?) Only, wholly.

s. (from ^J^?) A limestone, nodule;

gravel.
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*fjpW, s. The noise made by gargling the throat.

Root, iv. (<j|ffrf3) 1. To embrace, to en-

fold. 2. To take out or from. x. (With the

insertion of a nasal, ^°,c
jTrf3) To shine. See

R. .

<3?*] s. (run. from R. ^j*!?) 1, A species of grass,

called kusa, used in religious ceremonies and

sacrifices (Poa cynosuroides). 2. (n.) Water.

3. (m.) The yoke of a plough, a. (mfn.) 1.

Weak, depraved. 2. Mad, inebriate.

^3Tf^ ^. (mfn. ^1+^) Having the hand

full of sacrificial grass.

^'l^'Ts. (m.) 1. Adequacy, fitness, ability. 2. Vir-

tue, virtuous action. 3. Safety, happiness, good

fortune, welfare : the proper word to be used in

saluting a Brahman. Manu n. 127. a. (mfn.}

1. Skilful, fit, able, adequate. 2. Happy, pros-

perous, right, well. — ^31 (/.) or —^ (n.) 1.

Skilfulness, cleverness. 2. Auspiciousness, hap-

piness.

s,. Cm. only dual — from

The two sons of Rama, viz. Kusa and Lava.

<^Ki a. (—fN5
^ mfn. ^jjW-p^t) Happy,

lucky, prosperous, auspicious.

3j*f3^J a. (»i/n. Having the hand

full of sacrificial grass.

^*f1 s. (f. from^l) 1. A rope. 2. A plant,

commonly called Mauhat'ha. 3. (Beng. from

3P*I) Sacrificial grass (Poa cynosuroides).

1^*11^ a. (mfn.*) Causing heat, anger, or uneasi-

ness, s. (m.) 1. An ape. 2. Fire. 3. The

sun. Wilkins' MS.

A ring: made of

sacrificial grass, and worn at times of religious

ceremonies by all except married women, who

wear a ring made of durva grass (Panicum

dactylon). Caret/.

3P% 7 68

l<|p« s. (m. ^1 +3I^>^) A blade of sacri-

ficial grass.

s. (n. A small mat of

sacrificial grass, on which a Brahman sits when

performing his devotions.

(wi.) The Sal tree (Shorea robusta).

Wilkins'' MS.

u. a. (from R. To rough-hew

timber.

<|*ft 5. 1. A plough-share. 2. A pod of cotton.

3. A sort of boat or spoon, used in making

libations.

<^f\y(s. (n. for^ft^) The profession of usury.

See ^frt

.

f*ft*T a. (mfn. ^+*?H) Of a wicked cha-

racter or disposition, evil-minded, evil-disposed.

—W\ (f) or —^ (n.) Wickedness, evil dis-

position.

*r»ft«n<t s. (m. from 3^+^) An actor, a

mime, a dancer. Manu in. 155. Dual(— Wl)
The two sons of Rama, viz. Kusa and Lava.

sP^M s. (m.) A barn, a cupboard, a granary, any

receptacle for rice or grain.

<P*l*t?T s. (in. <§?\ locat. case of +*W
rrom R. *tl) A lotus. (Lit. Sleeping in the

water.)

^Root, ix. (3^tfa) To expel, to force or

draw out, to extract.

a. (mfn. for ^*FT) Skilful, clever, ex-

perienced.

ad. Sans. Excellently.

ad. Sans. Happy, well, right, auspicious,

fortunate.

^ffc s. (n.) Usury. See ^*ft% and <£*ftn .

a. (mfn.) Inert, indifferent, apathetic.

5. (ra. from R. ) 1. A plant, a kind of
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costus (Costus speciosus). 2. The leprosy, the

elephantiasis. 3. A sort of poison.

<F5fea a. (mfn. ^& + ^[) Curing leprosy, s. (m.)

A medicinal plant commonly called Hiyavali.

ffStfl s. (/. ^£^T+^) 1. A species of fig-tree

(Ficus oppositifolia). 2. An esculent root (So-

lanum Indicum).

3j£*nr a. {mfn. ^-f-OT) Leprous, full of

leprosy.

ITt7! s. (m. ^+^1^1) The leprosy, the

elephantiasis.

Leprous, af-

flicted with the elephantiasis.

a . (— f*b~tmfn . <fj^ + ) Leprous, a leper.

<3®£[1^3 s. (»?.) A pumpkin-gourd (Cucurbita

pepo).

^SrfU^ 5 . (m. ^Ht53 +^) A pumpkin-gourd

(Cucurbita pepo).

3^ Root, iv. (^TJf3) To embrace, x. (With

the insertion of a nasal, ^-^Hfs?) To shine.

<pT£W. The name of a plant (Carthamus tinc-

torius). Mohun P. p. 59. See ^JfJP

.

(mfn. for ^H) 1. Adequate, able.

2. Prosperous, happy. 3. Virtuous.

^\[k s. (n. ^ +3^ from R. W?) Usury,

the profession of usury. 2. Any loan to be

repaid with interest, (mfn.'} A money-lender,

an usurer.

^fftft^ s. (mfn. <$^K.+t^) One who fol-

lows the profession of usury.

s. (n.) 1. A flower in general. 2. A par-

ticular plant (Carthamus tinctorius). 3. Fruit.

4. The menstrual flux.

<W4f<fi>ir s. (n.^p+ftfeT) The name
of a sort, of metre in Sanskrit prosody. See

As. Res. x. 433. note.

^*jtfcgfc&J s . (n. ^TT+^^ from R. ^)
The name of a species of the Dandaka metre

in Sanskrit poetry. Yates' Gr. p. 426.

^TOtlj^F s. (n. ^^ +^3^) The calx of

brass, used as a collyrium.

^[fe? a. (mfn. ^^- +t^ ) Flowered, with

expanded blossoms.

<|K|<W*PaH 5. (/. ^jfeS +^31) A species

of Dhrita metre in Sanskrit poetry. As. Res.

x. 472. Yates' Gr. p. 426.

f*3JH3jk (m. + A name of Kama

the Indian deity of love. (Lit. Whose shafts

are flowers).

l|PjS s. (?«.) 1. Safflower (Carthamus tinctorius).

Hort. Ben. p. 60. 2. A student's water-pot.

3. Gold.

3^Tf3 s. (f.
3> + ^jfs? from R. ^) Wickedness,

depravity.

s. (m.~) A name of Vishnu.

^/S***^!. s. (/.) A pungent seed, Coriander.

S°ee 33^?
<£W^& s. (/.) A pungent seed, Coriander.

^^Root, x. (<£>^Ut3) 1. To smile impro-

perly or blameably. 2. To see mentally, to per-

ceive, to imagine. (This is considered by some

as a denominative, and to be classed improperly

amongst the roots. Wilson. It seems to be

composed from the prefix ^and the root f^^T
.)

s - C^+^n) An ominous dream, the

night-mare.

Root, x. ('d^JTC^) To surprize, to asto-

nish, to excite wonder.

<P^<1? s. (m. R. <J^+^5I^) Legerdemain, ma-

gic, sorcery. (mfn.~) A cheat, a sorcerer.

A sorcerer, a cheat, a

juggler.

3 D
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«. (m/». R. ^T+ r3H) Envious.

<P 1 s. (J. R. i) Hypocrisy, assumed

and false sanctity, the interested performance of

religious ceremonies.

<P^4 s. (».) 1. A cavity, a hole, a cave. 2. A
fissure, a rent. 3. The ear-hole. 4. The larynx.

s. (/.) 1. New-moon: the first day of the

first quarter on which the moon rises invisible.

2. The cry of the Kokila or Indian cuckoo.

3Jj5l^l s. (f. ^ Earth + C^fOTl from R.

(5^3^ To cover) A fog, a mist, haze, haziness.

<§W#t s. (from ^ Earth + R. (3^3 To cover)

A fog, a mist.

Root, vi. (<P<C\J) To moan, to groan, to

utter sounds as from pain. ix.

) To moan, to sound as from pain.

<!0<^ k a. (mfn.} Giving a damsel in marriage with

due ceremony, and suitable decorations.

s. (m.) A breast, a female breast, especially

that of a young or unmarried woman.

s. The name of a plant (Mimosa oc-

tandra). Hort. Ben. p. 41.

<F3 Root, u (<J\5lfo) To make any inarticulate

sound, to utter a cry as a bird, to coo as a

pigeon, to caw as a crow. Frequently used in

composition with the prefixes ^31<r, \$^\
, fff^t

or , without any apparent change of the

meaning.

s. (n. R. <F5 +^v3) The cry of a bird,

any inarticulate sound uttered by animals.

Root, x. (^rffTIts?) 1. To avoid or decline

giving, to not give. 2. To render indistinct or

unintelligible, to muddle or render confused or

foul. (3F&TrRj) Is To give pain. 2. To

burn. 3. To call or invite. 4. To counsel or

advise.

s. (m. from R. ^pL?) A house, a dwelling.

(»?n.) 1. The peak or summit of a mountain.

2. A water-jar. 3. A heap of grain, a ream of

paper, &c. 4. Uniform and elementary sub-

stance. 5. A hammer, a mallet. 6. A plough-

share. 7. The body of a plough. 8. A trap

for catching deer. 9. Illusion, fraud, deceit

;

untruth, falsehood
;
(or attributively) false, un-

true, a. (mfn.} Vile, mean, low. Wilson.

^jo<$ s. (n. <j?t> +^) A plough-share.

<Ft>TF3i s. (n. ^la+IF^i) A trap or snare for

catching deer, birds, &c.

ad. Sans. (OT By heaps, by

crowds.

^"ItcrAlpH s . (m. + stH^3T(^T) A species

of the Simul or silk-cotton tree.

) A forged patent.

Wilkins' MS.

^"k> a. (mfn. ^^+^) Unchangeable, uni-

form, always the same, unalterable (as the soul,

etherial space, &c.) — (/.) or —^ (w.)

Unchangeableness, uniformity.

(^?b -|-^3I^i) Obscurity, ambiguity of

meaning, a fiction.

TOfWlT s. (m. ^fe+^^tlir) Trick, fraud,

stratagem.

<PO Root, vi. (<^sifsi) 1. To be or become firm

or solid. 2. To eat.

<|F3 s. (corrupt, of ) 1. A ream of paper. 2.

(corrupt, of <Pcrl) An end ; the end of a thread

when it is entangled ; a clue.

s. (n. R. <F3 + TT) A wall.
K *

3^ Root, x. (<rlTrfe, 3Ti"TTt3) To contract,

to close.

a. (mfn. from R. Having a withered

or crooked arm, crooked-armed.
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<F\j*n, s. (from a. ^Ljs) A sort of stuff, the warp

of which is silk, and the woof cotton.

f*Wl s. (3> for ^+^1) A satchel, a wallet.

3PLRoot, x. (^Pfaf3) To be weak. Accord-

ing to some, this root should be written

<Pi s. (m.) A well.

3Pl<F s. (m. <P| + ^) 1. The mast of a vessel.

2. A stake, &c. to which a boat is moored. 3.

A funeral-pile. 4. A well. 5. A temporary-

well, a hole dug for water in the dry bed of a

rivulet. 6. A leathern oil-vessel. 7. The hol-

low below the loins. 8. A buttock. 9. A hole

dug under a funeral pile. 10. A tree or rock in

the middle of a stream.

^fcS5^ s. (n. ^j+^FT) Well-water, spring-

water; water from any place except the Ganges.

^fal^3
s . (m. <Pl + 31x23?) A person who has

not seen the world. (Lit. A frog in a well).

m.} The ocean.

a. (mfn. + Belonging to a well.

^I^W 5. (/. <Pl ) A stone found in water,

a pebble.

^PftTt^ s. (n. <H+$W) Well-water: see

s. (mn.^ The pole of a carriage or a piece

of wood to which the yoke is fixed.

s. (corrupt, of <P|) A well.

f^Cftf^n a. (<RHfor<FSI, +*p[f^1
for % )

Having a back like that of the tor-

toise
;
round-backed, gibbous.

<r
<$^& s. (mra.) The upper part of the nose, the part

between the eye-brows.

^^It^s. (m.<FS> Praise, +*ft€ Principal?)

A drug, commonly called Jivaka, one of the

eight principal medicaments of the Hindus.

s. The name of a medicinal plant (Wrightea

antidysenterica). Sabda S. p. 376.

) 1. Inspissated milk,

curds. 2. A needle. 3. A quilt. 4. A hinge

or pivot. Wilkins' MS.
<r <_ <;

^F!T Root, i. (<W3) To play. See ^1.
% * __

s. (n. R. ^FIl+ ^PT) The act of playing
;

sport, pastime, amusement.

v. a. (from R. ^F^J To play, to gambol,

to prance.

<?

s. (m.) 1. The elbow. 2. The knee. Also

written <P1< I (/.)

(?ww.) 1. A bodice, a jacket with short

sleeves worn next the body especially by women.

Also <prt^r.

s. (m.) A tortoise, a turtle : the second in-

carnation of Vishnu in the form of a tortoise.

As. Res. i. 352.

<F*t^& s. (m. 3F*I+^) 1. The back or shell

of a tortoise. 2. The name of a plant (Gom-

phrena globosa).

<F$»[$tf^ g< (n . ^+^£+3lf^) The

back of a tortoise; tortoise-shell.

n Hindu

mythology, the second incarnation of Vishnu,

in the shape of a tortoise. As. Res. l. 352.

<PT^ Root, i. (<FTfv3 ) 1. To cover, to screen,

to enclose, to hide, to conceal. With ^1*1

prefixed, To protect, to patronize, to be kind.

s. (w.) 1. A shore, the bank of a river. 2.

A heap, a mound. 3. A pool, a pond. 4. The

rear of an army. 5. {Heng.^j The name of a

fruit-tree (Zizyphus Jujuba), also its fruit.

<F*T<P s. (m) 1. An insect. 2. A mountain, (n.

for ^*W) A pile or heap. Wilkins' MS.
3 D 2
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^Fr5^ a. (mfn. + Standing on the bank

of a river.

<^5fH5i s. (corrupt, of C^tf^f +^tt^) The

jujube-tree (Zizyphus Jujuba). Carey.

<FnfesS v. a. To afford, to furnish, to hold, to

contain, to make up a deficiency, to make good

a loss. Forster.

A labouring-man. See ^ftl

.

<PpM<F#T od. (from To the brim. a.

Reaching to the top of the bank. Carey.

<I&M.InJ 5. (m. for^Ht^) A pumpkin-gourd

(Cucurbita pepo). Also ^^t^ft .

^Sfe^ s . (m. ^Ht^3 +^) A pumpkin-gourd.

f Root, v. fftttfSJ ^3) To hurt, to in-

jure, to kill. viii. (^CTffj, ^l\5) To do,

to make, to perform any kind of action. This

root is very frequently used in composition

with prefixes which variously modify its mean-

ing; ; e. £\ With 3lfH 1. To select. 2. To

overcome. 3. To bear patiently. 4. To abstain

from. With To imitate, to resemble, to

take after. With 1. To remove, to take

away. 2. To hurt, to injure. With To

call ; with Sft +^1 To make returns (for kind-

ness received) ; with To frustrate,

to refute (an argument); with + To

reproach ; with 1. To render manifest

or public. 2. To explain, to expound. With

3^ To tear, to lacerate. With £M To re-

ward, to repay, to make returns. Also, with

the insertion of a mute ^T. («S*t5<t >t< or

3*t*^U3
K ) 1. To alter. 2. To assemble.

3. To adorn. 4. To reply. With "pT To hurt,

to injure. With f*T<j^To throw out, to turn

away. With pRl To act well. With

(a mute^ being inserted, ^fft^K If3)

1. To polish or perfect. 2. To collect, to as-

semble, to bring together. With 3 1. To

make, to do. 2. To hurt, to injure. 3. To

defile (a woman). With f<T 1. To change, to

alter. 2. To destroy. 3. To agitate, to dis-

turb. ) To utter, to sound.

With 1. To join, to unite, to collect. 2.

To unite by matrimony. 3. To adorn, to deco-

rate.—Besides these prefixes, the root "5 often

occurs with other words, adverbs, &c. put

before it ; e. g. With TO3^ (
5Pt*p^fftl)

To do homage, to show reverence or respect
;

with ) To scorn, to

blame
;
with (3R$Rlf$J) To adorn,

to embellish. It also frequently appears in com-

position with a sort of adverb derived from sub-

stantives or adjectives, commonly ending in

and expressive of the attribution of a new nature

or quality to a thing ; e. g. ^T^Wt^lTlf*!

I choose (a person) as my pilot, from

A helmsman or pilot, + 3?^"tf*I from R.

I appropriate a thing to myself,

from ^ a. (mfn.') Own, proper, +*^C<ftf^I.

<P<P s. (m.) The throat, the larynx.

s. (m.) 1. A kind of partridge, commonly

called Ka'er (Perdrix sylvatica). 2. A worm.

3=<FTfcT s. (m. from ^3? + R. A lizard, a

chameleon (Lacerta Mauritanica ?).

1. A cock, a galli-

naceous fowl. 2. A peacock. 3. A chame-

leon.

^MfHSSl s. (/. from ^+ ?) 1. The

back of the neck. 2. The raised and straight

part of the neck.

<E^*lbri s. (m.) A chameleon, a lizard. See

^"^J s. (mra.) Pain, bodily pain. 2. Penance,

austerity, expiation. 3. Hardship, distress,
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difficulty. 4. Sin. a. (mfn.) 1. Painful. 2.

Sinful, wicked, arf. Sans. Hardly, scarcely.

<$ W*>ls3 a. (m/w. ^'^+ 7K?) 1. Suffering pain

or distress. 2. Engaged in the performance of

a severe penance.

<^DtnU ad. (from ^ <**) With difficulty, scarcely.

5^ Root, vi. (<j\ifd ) 1. To be thick or coarse,

to be gross or solid. 2. To eat.

^ a. (mfn. R. ^+ ^ See Wilkins' Gr. § 805)

Doing, making, performing. Only used in

comp. e. g. <P*~M^^-> a. (mfn.) Who does the

work, from^ s. (n.) Work, +^^;
^TT^^ a. (mfn.) Making fear, from ^HT s.

(m.) Fear, + .

s. (n. R. 3> + ^) The name of a class of

suffixes, commonly called Kridanta suffixes,

which are used in forming nouns from verbal

roots.

Root, vi. (<P3 fo) To cut, to divide.

With 3*-> or f^To cut off; with *lH To

separate, to sever ; with To tear off, to

sever, vn. (^^f^) To surround, to encom-

pass.

^3 a. (mfn. R. ^+ 3) 1. Done, made, per-

formed. Frequently used in composition ; e. g.

y^<£3 a. (mfn.) Done formerly, from

<P3
;
^r^TT^K^ a. (mfn.) Done in a former

state of existence, from vSl'"A4.*l+^^RT+ <?3 .

2. Injured, hurt. 3. Fit, proper, s. (n.) The

Krita-Yuga, the first of the four ages of the

world according to the mythological chronology

of the Hindus. It lasted 1,728,000 years.

Kila S. p. 77. ad. Sans. (-3°) 1. Enough,

sufficient. 2. Completely finished. 3. Enough,

have done, no more.

^3^ a. (mfn. ^3+^) Artificial, factitious, not

produced spontaneously, s. (n.) Factitious salt,

produced by boiling and evaporating from saline

soils.

^3^fil a. (-*fc^mfn. ^3+^*5^) Hav-

ing successfully got over a work or business
;

skilful, clever, able.

<^\3<pi*i a. (mfn. ^3 + ^t*T) Having fulfilled

one's wishes.

<r

<N^I*p a. (mfn. ^3+^W)) Having performed

a duty, having successfully got through an un-

dertaking.

^3^31^1 a. (mfn. ^3 + ^\3"Pi) Having suc-

ceeded in an undertaking, successful, fortunate.

^3^0) a. (mfn. ^3 + ^3)) Having discharged

an incumbent duty, having successfully accom-

plished a business. — (/.) The state of

having done one's duty.

^3^T a . (mfn. ^3 + ^[ from R. WH) 1. Making

no return for former kindness, ungrateful. 2.

Defeating or rendering useless all previous mea-

sures. (Lit. Destroying that which has been

done). —^1 (f.) or —^ (n.) Ingratitude, un-

gratefulness.

a. (mfn. ^3 + \5 from R. \5H) 1. Grate-

ful, mindful of former services or favours. 2.

Observant of propriety, correct in conduct.

—^1 (/.) or —^ (n.) Thankfulness, gratitude.

<^s3Hte a. (mfn. ^3 +"^W§) Married.

f^TCUfZFTI a. (mfn. f3 + f^0)|>li1) Hav-

ing duly attended to the daily religious obser-

vances.

a. (mfn. ^3 +W ) Sinful, trespassing.

s. (m.) A sinner.

Skilled in archery.

a. (mfn. ^3+^) Accomplished in

virtuous acts.

<p3f%!FTr s . (<F3+ f^ZFIT) Sold, disposed' of

by sale.
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fp*|f| a. (mfn. ^3+Tff) Wise, learned,

clever. Manu i. 97.

Married.

3F3STN" s . (m. <|3+ SrNI ) The name of a plant

(Cassia fistula).

^3^1 a. (mfn. + ) Skilled, clever, con-

versant.

^OT7
! s. (n. + The first of the four

ages of the world according to the mythologi-

cal chronology of the Hindus: it comprises

1,728,000 years. KalaS., V.77. See^TSFjTl.

^rlpl a. (mfn. 33 + ) Excellent, amia-

ble, &c. noted for good qualities.

^F^fH a . (mfn. Associated,

combined.

^ftHI^I s . (/. ^3+*r^t+3F) a su-

perseded wife, one whose husband has married

a second wife. Also written ^3^3 f^f^'^l

,

f3^t^ , ^Stftf1 or f3*Pff3p1

.

<F3$^ a. (mfn. ^3+ 5?9) Skilled, experienced,

dexterous, clever, handy.

^3t°*l a. (mfn. 3*3+ 31°*!) Shared out, di-

vided into portions, allotted.

^3t^|"f^T a. (mfn. ^3+^f^) Standing in

a supplicating manner, by joining the hands

but keeping the palms from touching, as if to

hold an offering.

3?3W s. (m. 33 + 3J3") 1. A name of Yama,

son of Surya, and regent of the dead, or Death

personified. 2. Fate, destiny. 3. A demon-

strated conclusion, an established doctrine. 4.

A sinful or inauspicious action. 5. Saturday,

which is considered as an unlucky day. Wilson.

6. (ra.) Prepared bread or food of any kind.

a. (mfn. f3+ 3Pi"T&) Guilty,

criminal, sinful.
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33"fci a. (mfn. ^3 +^1) Having attained a

desired end ; successful.

^Pfl a. (-l^mfn. ^3 + 3lfsf^) 1. De-

sirous of success. 2. Thankful. Carey.

^3tf^^ a. (mfn. ^3+3l1%3) Having per-

formed the daily rites of purification, &c.

3fo s. (/. R. ^+f3) 1. Act, action, acting,

doing. 2. The manner after which a thing

works
;
influence, operation. Mohun P. p. 146.

3. (In mathematics) a square-number. Colebr.

Alg. p. 8. 4. A kind of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 472.

3>f33l s . (/.) or s. (n. ^f3^+\Fl or

+W) An accomplishment, an acquirement,

ability, cleverness
;
knowledge, learning, skill

;

virtue, piety, good conduct.

The extracting

the root of a square. Colebr. Alg. p. 170.

<P\Sl a. (—f3\ mfn. ^3+3/T) 1. Accom-

plished, learned, wise, able, clever. 2. Vir-

tuous, pious, well-behaving.

C3 ad. Sans, (locat. case of <j\3) For, on ac-

count of. (Used in composition, e. g. ^^<P£>3

,

or with a genitive case, e. g. <^U3 On my
account, for me.)

3t3tft^ a. (mfn. ^3 +3ft^) Married.

^3 a. (mfn. part. pret. p. R. ^> +3) 1. Cut,

divided. 2. Desired, sought, wished for.

3>f5 s. (f. R. ^^ + f3) 1. The skin or hide of

an animal. 2. The hide (usually that of an an-

telope) upon which the religious student sits,

sleeps, &c. 3. One of the lunar mansions

:

<£p3<£l s. (f. + The third of the lunar

mansions or constellations in the moon's path,

corresponding to the Pleiades. .4s. Res. n. 293.

ix. 323. K'ala S. p. 74.
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ffej^la 5. (-T^w. ffe+ ^t^PT) An
epithet of Siva or MahIdeva. (Lit. Clothed

in a (tiger's) skin).

^^^A termination which is put after words de-

noting numbers to form adverbs of repetition.

Ex. tW<P^ o • Five times, from *f#+ ^3F?T .

Wilkins' Gr. § 1040.

a. (mfn. R. ^+*T, see Wilkins' Gr. § 730).

1. To be done or performed
; practicable, fea-

sible. 2. Hired as an assassin, mischievous or

hostile through covetousness, &c. s. («.) 1.

That which ought to be done, a duty. 2. A mo-

tive, a cause. — s5l (/.) or —
-J

Practicability.

fOJl s. (femin. of ^CD) 1. Action, act. 2. A
female deity to whom sacrifices are offered for

destruction and magical purposes. 3. A pesti-

lence.

a. (mfn. from R. <£) Made, fictitious, ar-

tificial, counterfeit, false, s. (m.) An adopted

son. Manu ix. 169.

from

perfume composed of ten or eighteen different

ingredients.

An adopted son.

^v£[ a. (mfn.) All, whole, entire.

<pt3" a. (mfn. + 3J3") Terminated by one of

the suffixes called q. v. ; derived from a

verbal root (as a substantive or adjective).

^Root, i. and x. (WZrfUS, 3^ilrf3) 1.

To imagine, to think, to conceive. 2. To paint

or colour. 3. To mix. 4. To be able, to be

prepared for a thing. With prefixed, To

prepare, to get ready ; with , To consider,

to think of ; with Q, To determine ; with pf,

To deliberate, to consider. Also x. (^)TTf%)
To be weak, to pity, to feel compassion.

a. (mfn. R. ^1+^PT) 1. Miserly, par-
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simonious. 2. Base, vile. 3. Low, little, s.

(ra.) Compassion, pity, tenderness. — v3l (/.)

or —^ (w.) 1. Parsimony, niggardliness. 2.

Wretchedness. 3. Smallness, lowness.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case of ^h) Com-

passionately, graciously.

<^t1 s. (/. from R.^l) 1. Tenderness, mercy,

pity. 2. Misery. 3. Avarice.

<ptt^ s. (mfn. ^t1 + 3?^) Merciful, com-

passionate, tender, gracious.

^TFl s. (m. from R.^tfor R. |pt) A scymetar.

^tlrft s. (f. from <pffi ) 1. A knife. 2. Shears

or scissors. 3. A dagger.

^ffaFTt^s. (n. ^fl+^WUH") Kind

superintendance.

^H^T a. (»!/». ^tl + ^T^V) Tender, compas-

sionate, merciful. —^1 (f.) or — V? (rc.) Com-

passionateness, tenderness, mercy.

^*Tjt s. (».) 1. Water. 2. The belly. 3.

Wood, timber. 4. A forest.

^l^tf^ s.(m.^
<

t§ + OTt1%)Fire. (Lit.

Whose source was in the waters.)

3-^Root, v. (^CltRj) 1. To kill, to hurt or

injure in any way. 2. To act, to do. 3. To

go, to move. 4. To be in pain.

s. (?ra.) 1. A worm, an insect. 2. The

worms, as a disease. Mohun P. p. 28. 3.

Lac, the red dye (which is in fact an insect).

a. (mfn.

Silken. (Lit. What comes from the balls made

by a worm).

* (m. <ff*I +^) The name of a shrub

used in medicine as an anthelmintic, commonly

called Bireng (Erycibe paniculata, Rox.\

V 1 Root, iv. To make thin or small.

3ri a. (mfn. from R.W ) 1. Thin, small. 2.
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Lean, emaciated. —^1 (/.) or —^ (re.)

Meagreness, thinness.

^Wft s.
(J. ^*]+3^ +^) A woman of a

slender or delicate shape.

(m. from ?) 1. Fire. 2. The name

of a plant (Plumbago Zeylanica). Wilson.

An epithet of Siva.

^tfU (~fH rn. ^j+^+t^) A
dancer, an actor, a tumbler.

<|lr Root, i. and vi. (^f\3, ^HCs?)

1. To draw or make furrows. 2. To plough.

3. To pull, to draw, to attract. With or

^I^T prefixed, 1. To draw away, to remove.

2. To pay no attention to ; with To attract,

to draw towards ; with L To draw upwards,

to raise, to lift up. 2. To excite, to make

proud ; with f"T To draw near, to approach •

with To draw around ; with |< To draw

away ; with 'T To pull off, to draw along with.

s. (in. R. 31^) (Lit. Drawing fur-

rows ; hence :) 1. The ploughshare. 2. A pea-

sant, a farmer, a husbandman. 3. An ox. a.

(m/re.) Performing the business of agriculture.

See .

^^rt°1 s. (from R. <J?*i^) A husbandman, a plough-

man, a farmer.

^arm s . (from R. Husbandry, agriculture.

s
- (

m - for A name of fire -

s. (/. from ^T) 1. Cultivating the soil,

ploughing. 2. Agriculture, husbandry.

^ft^ a. (mfn. R. <f^+^) Cultivating the

soil, ploughing, s. (?re.) 1. The ploughshare. 2.

A husbandman, a farmer, a peasant. See ^I<3?

.

^fW3I s. (~*&ln. ^f^ +^jfr) Agri-

culture, husbandry.

s. (-f^ m. R. ^+^\) A plough-

a husbandman.man,

^V.^1 a - (
mfn - ^1^+^ suffix) Living by

agriculture
;

cultivating the soil. s. (»J.) A
husbandman.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+ ;3) 1.

Ploughed or tilled (as a field). 2. Drawn,

pulled.

^^Ts. (re.) 1. A beautiful scarlet, called also

Gunja. 2. The name of a weight. Wilkins"

MS. See .

a. {mfn. R. ^+"fe) Wise, learned.

<^3f a. (mfn.} Black, or dark blue. s. (re.)

BTack pepper. (rez.) 1. Black, the colour, or

dark blue which is often confounded with it by

the Hindus. 2. Krishna, the most celebrated

of the Avataras or incarnations of the deity

Vishnu. 3. {Beng.} The name of a plant (Ni-

gella Indica). — (/.) or —~$ (re.) Black-

ness, blueness.

<p3*5Tl a. (-*i\mfn. ^W+^^T ) Sin-

ful, criminal.

The name of a

plant (Mirabilis Jalapa). Mohun P. p. 60.

<^*£ &0 1 s . + The name of a plant

(Poinciana pulcherrima). Mohun P. p. 61.

^*&rW#$[ s. (/. ^;+#^+ ;3P^)
The eighth day of the second half of the month

Sravana, the birth day of Krishna. As. Res.

in. 289.

The name of a

plant which is used for medicinal and culinary

purposes (Nigella Indica).

wSfTl s. See <p$tl^ •

^3Hi>1. s. (^W+ ^t^T.) The indigo-plant

(Indigofera tinctoria). Sabda S. p. 243.

3^^? s. (m.^+^) The dark half of a
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month, the fifteen days during which the moon

is in the wane. See Manu i. 66.

-*»H*cAU a. (^W^+^H) 1. Pertaining to

the wane of the moon. 2. Illegitimate, bastard.

s. (to.^ + pj1^) The name of a tree

bearing a small fruit which when ripe is of a

black colour (Carissa Carondas).

i**Hl<i*PT s. (to. ^^11^+ W*i) The name

of a tree (Carissa Carondas). See

^^FT s. (to. ^QF+ ^^I) A fruit-tree (Carissa

Carondas). See ^W^t^

.

^W^^Tl^ s. (to. ^W^+ *tt^) A fruit-

tree (Carissa Carondas). See

i^SPSFTl s. (/. from ^W+SFI) The name of a

shrub (Serratula anthelmintica).

<|W=fa. (to/».^+3°I) Black, of a dark-blue

colour.

<FWT(1 s . (-H% to. ^W+^TR) Fire.

(Lit. Making a black road).

The name of a va-

riety of basil (Ocymum pilosum) with dark-

coloured leaves. Carey.

3 1 s. (f. <^+ <^Tl) The trumpet-flower

(Bignonia suaveolens).

f^^l s. (f. + C^Cft from R. fell) The

name of a medicinal plant not yet ascertained.

<^3j?| s< (^W + 33Tj
) A gmall sort of kidney-

bean used as an article of food (Phaseolus Max.).

Mohun P. p. 60.

(to. from A black variety of the

Ratti seed (Abrus precatorius). Colebr. Alg.

p. 2.

A factitious salt,

either that prepared by evaporation from saline

soil, or the medicinal kind called Bit Loben or

Bit Noben. Wilson.

Also writtenfW,

^5^1 s. (femin. of ^S^i ) A shrub bearing a

small black and red berry, the Ratti or Gunja

(Abrus precatorius).

^WTtfc? a. (mfn.^ + Ml f^vJ) Of a pur-

ple colour, s. (to.) Purple (the colour).

^^Tte s. (to. ^W+ *tte for The

black antelope. See ^W^Tt^T

.

^W^r4 s . (m.^+^4) The black and most

deadly variety of the Cobra de Capello (Coluber

Naga).

\< s. (to. <^^ +^ U) The black antelope

(Antilope cervicapra). Manu li. 23.

^PSS^rjWR s. (to. ^W+3TR*n) See .

^WtT^ s. (^5+3TdRF) The heart or black

part of agallochum or aloe-wood (Aquillaria

Agallocha).

^tg*^ s. (to. ^j^ 7^) The name of a

tree which bears black blossoms.

s> (/. from W^) Long-pepper.

^5tftpT s.(^+ ) The hide of a black

antelope (Antilope cervicapra), used by devotees

as a seat and bed.

A blue

variety of a beautiful climbing plant (Clitorea

Ternatea). Carey.

s. (<^ + 3Iq) I. A black variety of

talc. 2. A black cloud.

3=fWl s . (f.
<f>W +t^1) Black mustard.

5 Root, iv. (f<F3"f^J) To throw out, to scatter,

to drop. With 3p[ prefixed, To fill; with

To draw furrows, to mark lines ; with ^4 To

throw, to cast; withal 1. To scatter. 2. To

fill up, to cover over ; with ^1 To disperse
;

with To hurt, to inj ure ; with f< To

throw, to cast, to send ; with To fill up.

—

3 E
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To hurt, to injure.—x.

(^RTTK?) To know.

Root, x. (^tsS^f^) 1. To proclaim, to

announce, to render known or notorious. 2. To

extol, to praise, to glorify. With , or

prefixed, To declare, to announce.

<ptRooT, x. This root is generally supposed

to be another form of R. q. v. but as

^pc^f*! signifies the act of clipping or cutting,

this root must imply to clip, to cut, though this

sense is not given in the native lists of roots.

See |?C and

^1 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

cut. Manu iv. 35. 2. Made, formed. 3. Con-

trived, imagined. 4. Appointed, fixed. 5. De-

nominated, called.

pron. (from f<P°) Who?

(<F3l1 s . (corrupt, of C<P\5<F) A small tree which

produces a very fragrant flower (Pandanus odo-

ratissimus). Hort. Ben. p. 71. Also written

The name of a plant (Pandanus

fcetidus). Hort. Sen. p. 74.

C3?3Ttft s . (corrupt, of @5kWjj 1. A garden-

bed. 2. (corrupt, of medi-

cine used to destroy maggots in cattle.

The name of a fish (Clupea feinte, Lace-

ptde). Carey.

pron. (corrupt, of f<F
)
Any one, some one.

The name

of a tree (Mimosa heterophylla). Carey.

(SSffofcgtt s. (corrupt. of^^T^^)
A sort of grass with a fragrant root (Cyperus

rotund us). Carey.

(^SffrTTM*! * (corrupt, of 5Wf?) The

black and most dangerous variety of the Cobra

de Capello (Coluber Naga). Carey.

G^Jfed s - (corrupt, of ?) A crow.

The name of a tree common in the

forests near the sea (Sonneratia apetala). Carey.

The name of a plant (Leeahirta).

Sabda S. p. 110.

The seed of tamarinds.

riil$R> s. (C^ +^f^ for ^fcS) The seed

of tamarinds.

C^\S s. (corrupt, of C<P^) 1. The name of a

beautiful scitamineous plant (Costus speciosus).

2. A species of ebony (Diospyros melanoxylon,

Carey; Diospyros tomentosa, Rox.^. Mohun

P. p. 32.

The yelling of a dog when beaten.

v. a. To bark as a dog.

(<^H a. (from p. The name of a country) 1.

A native of Keydn. 2. Quarrelsome, disputa-

tious, captious, dogmatical, s. The name of a

plant (Solanum nigrum). Carey.

(<3?\3 s. The name of a tree (Diospyros melanoxy-

lon). Sabda S. p. 116.

o
C^^TRT s. (corrupt, of^WlT) A species of

lizard (probably Lacerta Mauritanica). Carey.

v. a. To draw or sweep powdered or

fluid substances from a board, table, or the like,

into a vessel with the hand. C5>f<?u1 ^ffcj

To take. Carey.

A long spear or pike made with wood or

bamboo with a head of iron.

v. a. To become raw, to become imper-

fect or inexpert.

C^UETl s. (corrupt, of f^3^^) A worm, an

earth-worm. Mohun P. p. 56.
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A marble or ball of dried earth used

by boys in play,

o
(<FP[ s. The name of a tree (Diospyros melanoxy-

lon). Carey.

WkW v. a. (for #TpfU3 from R. IP*^) To

weep. Only the adverbial participle is used.

$IfcilUkU (G%5Tl for C#arl,

for 37^1) A wolf.

C^CtTl a. (from ?) Thick, clumsy, s. (from

C^fe\??) A wolf.

wolf.

cfentB^ s. (from f*lJI) A sort of kidney-

bean (Dolichos lignosus). Carey.

(<!?<£4 a. (mfn.^) Squint-eyed.

5. (/.) The cry of a peacock.

s. (from C^^Ti +^l ) A plant which

grows by the side of rivers, and the leaves of

which are armed with spines (Pandanus foetidus).

Carey.

(Wl5!*. (from C^1+^T¥t^i) A sort of

bread-fruit, a species of Artocarpus not yet de-

scribed.

) A peacock.

C^TtB? s. (from C^Ul + ^tt^) The tree of the

Andaman bread-fruit (Pandanus odoratissimus).

pron. Sans. (nom. plur. masc. of f^-

) Some, several.

a. Assuming a feigned character, hypo-

critical. Carey. Also written GOT*

.

t<M*l1 a. (corrupt, of ^tlPl$) Useful, ser-

viceable.

A species of fern (Polypodium Kan-

giha, Buchanan's MSS.^). Carey.

C«?-l>$fel c. (from^T^ for ^t&) Hard like wood,

woody. s. 1. A vessel to bale out the water

from a boat. 2. A round wooden vessel in which

cattle are fed, or articles of food deposited.

(^V^rN^l s. (C^V^Tl +^l) A wood-

market, a wood-magazine.

C^STftTO*. (C^STl + C^) Scybalae.

C^^ft^Tl s. (C^3l1 + C^t^1) A fish

(Lutianus Chinensis, Laceptde}. Carey.

<m a. (from G^f*tU3) Bought, purchased.

s. The act of purchasing.

a. (from Bought, purchased.

s. A purchase.

t^Hwi&l s. ( C3?*fl + C3T>i) Bargain and sale.

v. a. (from To cause to pur-

chase, to employ a person to buy articles.

G$PH s. (from^l) An insect which the natives

of India dread lest it should creep into their

ears : it appears to be a species of Julus. Also

written Mohun P. p. 56.

Root, x. ( C^3Uf^ ) 1. To call or invite.

2. To counsel or advise.

£<K3<P s . (?w.) A small tree which produces a

fragrant flower (Pandanus odoratissimus).

kind of tree (Pan-

danus odoratissimus, Rox.}.

C^FT s. (ji, R. C^ + ^FT) 1. A flag, a ban-

ner ; a mark or sign. 2. An abode, a dwelling-

place. 3. A place, a site, a situation.

C3\st^ s . (a. (_J&) A book.

C<P^ s , (m. from R. (3=^) 1. A banner, a stan-

dard, a flag. 2. A mark, a sign, a symbol.

3. (In mythology) The name of an Asura or

demon. 4. Ketu, the dragon's tail or descend-

ing node. 5. (In astronomy) The ninth of the

planets.

3 E 2
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C^3TTN s . (n. from C^T+3Tt^1) (In the geo-

graphy of the Hindus) One of the nine great

divisions of the known world, the western por-

tion of Jambu-Dwipa. Also written C*5^fIU

C^Tf^" s . (m.) The name of a plant, a. (jnfn.)

Squint-eyed.

l<^i< 111. s. Liquid filth.

C^T^I^" s . (m.) 1. A field. 2. An inclosure, a

border. 3. A mountain.

(/.) A particular scale in the musical

system of the Hindus. As. Res. m. 78.

C^F s. (m.) The name of an Upanishad, so called

from the word with which it opens. As. Res.

viii. 468, 472, 478.

C^*T ad. Sans, (instrum. case of pron. f^°)

Why ? By what ?

ad. (C<J?«1 For, because.

C^*T5! a. (C<£^+K) Some, any.

C^f^J v. a. (from R. To buy. See

C<Fpr^)1s^ 5. (w. from^ Water, +f¥tT-

from R. The helm, a rudder, a large

oar used as a rudder. Also written

C^FT ad. How ? why ?

plant which grows in wet places

and is used as a potherb (Commelina nudiflora).

Carey.

C^*T s. (m.) A sort of ebony (Diospyros me-

lanoxylon).

A wolf.

s. (w.) The centre of a circle. Colebr. Alg.

p. 90. The argument of a circle. Kala S. 367.

(<?(.*! k3^Rt$" s. A scorpion. SaJcfa S. p. 39.

204.

RooT> « (WCW) 1 • To shake or tremble

2. To go, to move or approach.

pron. from f^°, + ) Who? (em-

phatically).

C^^Root, i. (C^KS) To serve.

(^^"^ a. (mfn.) 1. One, alone, simple, rare,

only. 2. All, entire, whole, ad. Sans. 1. Alone,

only, merely. 2. Certainly, absolutely.

pron. from f<£ , + 3"1) Who ? In what

way ? What sort of?

(Z&Es^ad. from f3?°, +^) How?

s. The name of a fish (Cyprinus Ku-

lilaus, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

C^RTH" a. (corrupt, of fll
5^) Marketable,

i. e. clean, winnowed (said of grain).

C<Pil4 s. (/i.) A bracelet worn on the upper arm.

The name of a plant (Eclipta pro-

strata). Hort. Ben. p. 62.

A paddle for rowing a boat, a small

oar.

A name given in some parts to the

common field-pea with a purple flower. Carey.

C<£<<*"| s . Kerala-Des, or the modem Malabar.

s. The name of a climbing shrub (Cap-

paris aphylla). Carey.

(corrupt, of <£><4 CI ) A scribe, a

writer, an accountant.

C^f^T^s. (from Engl, cramp) A cramp, a staple.

W< I ill s. (a. tj\Jt) The hire or rent of a thing.

C3?TnrfrrR s . (p. J\o tAJ) A renter.

C<MlU"lTO*t s . (C^TTOn^ +^) The con-

dition of a renter.

C<£^~t^l. s. The name of an aquatic plant (Am-

brosinia ciliata). Hort. Ben. p. 65.
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C^^Root, h (C^TTS) I, To shake. 2. To

go or move.

W^fo v. a. To strip off the bark, to shell, to

peel fruit, to skin an animal.

C3?f^T s. (mf.^ Play, amusement, sport, pastime,

diversion.

C^f^KP^M s. (C^f^T+^p^) The name of

a timber-tree (Nauclea cordifolia). Also written

Hort. Ben. p. 14.

A play-house, an

assembly-room, a theatre. Carey.

A plant (Menispermum poly-

spermum, JRox.) Mohun P. p. 32.

cow bearing many calves. Sabda

S. p. 384.

Sour gruel, rice-gruel.

C^*l s. (m.) 1. The hair of the head. 2. A mane.

Much or ornamented

hair.

Much or orna-

mented hair.

A lock of hair

on the top of the head.

C^t^1 s. (C<P1 from R. ) A species

of club-rush (Scirpus Kysoor).

The name of a plant (Ceratostema

vaccinacea). Hort. Ben. p. 33.

5. (m. from C^*1 ?) An epithet of Krishna

or Vishnu, a. (mfn.) Having much or hand-

some hair.

t<H<^ s. (C^*l+3^) An ornament for the

hair. Sabda S. p. 219.

A fillet of hair,

a tress. 2. The dressing and adorning of the

hair.

RBflrtbfffft s. (/. RWl + from R.^)
A comb. Also written C^tSlt^r (n.)

C^l^ s. (mm, from 1. A mane. 2. The

filament of a flower, especially that of a lotus.

(m.) The name of several plants : viz. 1. The

. Assa fcetida. 2. A plant commonly called Na-

gesar (Mesua ferrea). 3. Mimusops Elengi. 4.

Rottlera tinctoria. 5. (Beng.) Saffron.

carter s . from R. <Tt^J) l.The

name of a bird (Corvus crinitus). 2. A plant,

the juice of which is used to colour the hair

(Verbesina calendulacea). Carey.

l<H[«*ll s. (corrupt, of C^Ttll) The name

of a plant (Verbesina calendulacea). Carey.

a. (-f^l m. <3*te+ tsl) (Lit.

Having a mane : hence) 1. A horse. 2. A
lion. a. (Beng.) Maned.

s. The name of a species of pulse (La-

thyrus sativa). As. Res. x. 16.

A species

of rush (Scirpus bispicatus). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

t<**\Kn s. (m. (3*1+53) Much or orna-

mented hair.

^PSltefft s. (from RRSjf) A mutual pulling of

the hair and fighting ; a squabble, a brawl.

C<H1l s. (m. (3*1+313) 1. The ceremony of

cutting off the hair. Manu n. 65. 2. The ex-

tremity or the end of the hair. 3. The duty of

alms-giving, offering presents to Brahmans, &c.

(3f*l3 a. {mfn. (3*1+^3) Having fine

luxuriant hair.

C<Sf^it s. (/. C3fH+^) A kind of g
(Andropogon aculeatum).

(3*fi a. (-T^mfn. (#*) + ^*T. ) 1. Having

fine hair. 2. Hairy, shaggy, s. (m.~) An epi-

thet of Krishna or Vishnu. (Beng.) The kernel

of a mango stone.

or

n'ass
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s. (corrupt, of^P^) 1. A kind of grass

(Scirpus Kysoor). Sabda S. p. 148. 2. Another

sort of grass (Cyperus pertenuis). Sabda S.

p. 229.

C^fftTrl s. (corrupt, of ^E*!^) A kind of grass

(Scirpus Kysoor). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

C^J$Jl 5 . (corrupt, of A plant (Ver-

besina calendulacea). Mohun P. p. 59.

C^HJl s. (coi'rupt. of WvH ) A species of grass

(Saccharum spontaneum). Sabda S. p. 117.

(3^1 s. (corrupt, of C3t$) The kernel of a

mango stone. Also written

See C<f*f? -

C^R\ See G^W.
one.

one.

^ron. (from
)
Any one, some

prow, (from
)
Any one, some

Root, i. (<pi*l [\3) To sound.

arZ. (from <^ ) Where ?

«. (corrupt, of C«Ft*FT) 1. Tender, young.

2. A sucking-calf. Carey.

A sucking-calf.

t^l^Hl. 5. (/. from C^TT The name of a king,

+ 3?) The name of one of the wives of King

Dasarat'ha and mother of Bharata. (Lit.

The daughter of Kekaya).

s. (n. from f^<p^ + U) Slavery, servi-

tude.

Xm "sD 5. (ra.) The name of an Asura or demon,

T^T^fe^ s. (mX<P5^+v^ from R. fe)
An epithet of Vishnxi. (Lit. The subduer of

Kaitabha).

X<Po"^0 s. (w.) A plant used in medicine, com-

monly called Kdyap'hal.

(n. from ) 1. Fraud, deceit,

roguery. 2. Gambling, swindling, a. (mfn.)

Gaming, gambling, cheating. Also written

s. The name of a cucurbitaceous plant (Tri-

chosanthes anguina). Carey.

T<$'^s. (a. sj) Imprisonment.

t^TfR s . {n. WKV<) A multitude of fields.

(to.) Rice, corn.

C<PHW<? s. (n. (.<?k!< +31^) A multitude of

fields. Also written^"^tf^R3
.

t^"^t$) s . (n. C^^t^+ IT) A multitude of fields.

(from a. jui") A prisoner.

(a. <_i-£) L Spirituous liquors, an in-

toxicating drug. 2. Intoxication.

t^fcsil5
-, s. (a. ij^J/) A detailed account

;

the peculiar circumstances attendant on an

event ; an affair.

a. (from a. c-i-S") One addicted to intoxi-

cation.

The name of a fish (Lutianus Koibur,

Buchanan s MSS.^. Carey.

<r <r

C«?<>3 s. (to. from.^+ TnS from R. ^?) 1. A

fisherman, a waterman. 2. The name of one

of the lowest classes of the Hindus. See .4*.

Res. v. 61. Manu x. 34.

grant

kind of grass (Cyperus rotundus). Also written

&c.

X^^p s. (n. (3^^ + IT) 1. The detachment

of the soul from matter, and exemption from

farther transmigration ; final beatitude, absorp-

tion into the divine essence, eternal emancipa-

tion. Trans. R.A.S. i. 566. 2. The name of

an Upanishad. As. Res. vm. 479.
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s. The name of a fish (Holocentrus

trispinosus, or Perca trispinosa, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey. Also written

.

% s. (rc.) The white esculent water-lily

(Nymphsea lotus), (m.) L A rogue, a cheat.

2. An enemy. See

C^P^l s. (corrupt, of Wlw) A sucking-calf.

(m.) 1. The name of a mountain in

the Himalaya range near the lake Manasa-

rovara. 2. In Hindu mythology the fabulous

residence of Ktjvera, and favourite haunt of

Siva.

A quantity of hair,

the head of hair.

t^ffa" s. (n. from f^Ht^T) Youth, childhood.

t$*P s. (n. C^l+H) Much or ornamented hair,

a head of hair.

C^l s. (corrupt, of <H ) 1. A well. 2. A fog,

a mist.

A species of aquatic bird (Tantalus

falcinellus?) Carey.

(corrupt, of A mist) A
mist or fog.

s. The name of an ornamental shrub

(Callicarpa lanceolaria).

^te,Abet,ac.auSe
)
a st,Pu1atio„.

C^l^ s. (from ^fe? ?) 1. The side. 2. The name

of a stemless palm (Phoenix acaulis). 3. A
groan, the noise of wind from the stomach.

(^kp-Ol s . (from <3>f(kv3) A snarl in a rope or

cord which is overtwisted. See C<?1"^^ .

C^t^^3 s. (from <£|C>C\5 ) Shrivelled up, shrunk,

curled, crisped, crimped, puckered. Carey.

o o o o
l^l<kX*t 1<P0 s. (C^f^sS+ (^17^3 as a rhyme

to it) Shrivelled up, curled, crisped, contracted,

crimped, puckered.

o
C^l<?^i s. (from R. 3=5) A crumple, a curl, a

fold, a contraction.

t<pl<\il<(.3 v.a. (from C^T^vjl) To cause a

thing to contract or shrivel up, to curl hair, to

crimp linen, (v. w.) To curl up, to shrink, to

shrivel.

v. noun The caus-

ing a thing to shrivel up ; the curling of hair,

&e. a. Shrivelled up, curled, crisped, con-

tracted, puckered.

C^pt^tf^ s. (from (TOfej) The causing

of a thing to shrivel up, the curling of hair, &c.

v. a. (from ($1^) To groan, to moan,

to grunt.

im^m s. (from WI<H<W5) A groaning, a

moaning, a grunting noise.

v.a. (from To shrink up,

to shrivel, to be crumped, to become curled or

crisped.

s. (corrupt. of^fe) A rib.

C^tl> s. (from ^flJKJ ) A sheaf of fish-spears.

C^TS^U. (from <ffi>U3) The name of an edible

species of fern.

C^TWl s. (from ^fi>C3) A snarl in a rope

cord.

or

C^tSsJ <?. (corrupt, of CZFK3?) The lap ; the sides

or ends of a garment so gathered as to hold

articles like a bag. a. Curled, puckered.

C^fe^K^T^ s . (from C^T^+^mW) A

particular kind of tobacco.
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from

+ "K1^) A ringworm on the privities or near

them. Caret/.

o

(WU s. A name of the province Kitch-Behdr.

See c^Tsres;t3\

C^l ^4<d? s. (corrupt, of A small

crouching species of heron (Ardea jaculator,

Buchanan's MSS.). Carey. A curlew. Mo-
hun P. p. 53.

C^^t^R^I^ s . ( C^t^ The name of a particular

class of Hindus, + C^teforf^te ) Kuch-

Bekar, a country north of Bengal, bordering

on Butan.

om

sort of tobacco pre-

pared by binding the leaves round the lower

part of the stem, so that it resembles a fish-

spear. Carey.

C^fTTl s. (from <j-JX>U3) The front-tuck of the

under garment,

v. a. (from 3jftC3) To plait, to

gather a piece of cloth in plaits in order to sew it.

v. noun of l<£'lt>t?C3) The plait-

ing of cloth ; a plait, a. Gathered, plaited,

puckered. Carey.

C^fet^S; a. + from R. ^T) A

train-bearer ; one who is subject to the influence

of another. Carey.

C^TUl^T a. (from C^T^I
)
Wearing the tuck or

apron of the lower garment long.

C^t3 s. The tender stem of a bamboo when it

first rises from the ground.

C^T3^ s. (from C^T3) A mushroom.

C^t^ s. (from C3FK5). See C^tTO

.

C^fetsW^s. See C^tOvilUikll^.

C^T31 s. (from WU^) 1. The tender stem or

shoot of many plants, e. g. of a bamboo, of

the Arum campanulatum, &c. 2. The holes

or rings which serve as loops to an ornament

worn on the arm by women and children. 3.

A species of flower. Carey.

caputs? v. a. (from C<Ftf^J q. v.).

groanmg or strain-

ing at the prospect of a little exertion. Also
o o

written

v. a. (from groan,

to moan, to whine ; to make great difficulty at

doing a little thing.

v. a. To whine, to strain, to groan, to

make great difficulties about small matters.

C^t^>^1 s. (from A large staff, or rather

club or bludgeon carried by some religious men-

dicants, and by people from some of the wes-

tern countries. Carey.

v. a. (from j3t*^1) To beat, to

bang, to beat with a club or staff.

C^N*(Sl *. (from CfTpp.) A groaning or

straining at a very easy thing.

C<p i^1 s. (from C<PT"Rt£3) A moan, a straining,

a moaning.

v. a. (caus. of To groan,

to strain, to grunt.

v. a. To strain, to groan, to moan, to

grunt.

(TO s. (from C^UtfC3) A groaning, a

moaning, a grunting.
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(SW^ffa! a. (from C35ty*t%3
)
Groaning,

moaning, grunting,

o
s. (from Strife, dispute) A quar-

rel, a dispute.

C^T^T^i a. (from C^l"^) Disputatious,

quarrelsome, captious.

C^Wl 5 . (from^f^tftj) The turning in a lathe,

a. Turned in a lathe.

(TO v. a. (caws, of C^TT^s?) To cause

a person to turn any thing in a lathe.

The causing

a person to turn any thing in a lathe, a. Ordered

to be turned, turned.

v. a. (from <pftl3) 1. To jump or

skip about for joy. 2. To turn a thing in a lathe,

o

(&H\ a. (from Crooked-armed) Having

distorted arms, crooked-armed.

o

t<Plii<<pH s. A black sort of extract resem-

bling catechu. Carer/.

C^TflT^ v. a. To dig. Forster.

s. A besom, a scrubbing-brush.

C^t^ s. (m.) 1. A wolf. 2. The ruddy-goose

(Anas Casarca). 3. A lizard or chamaeleon

(Lacerta Chamaeleon). 4. The dwarf date-tree

(Phoenix acaulis). Carey. 5. Awheel. 6. A
bull. 7. Superiority. Wilkins' MS.

(<$Wilts, (m. C^t^+ T&T) The red lotus(Nym-

phaea rubra).

PFW kbfc^' I (m. C^t<Fnr+^ft) Red

(the colour), a. (tnfn.) Red, of a red colour.

&*t<PH s . (corrupt, of ^^Jfri) A species of

flea-wort (Conyza lacera, and some other spe-

cies). Carey. See C<Ft^^"^1 .

802

C<?l<P<<lkl s. A plant (Salvia parviflora). Hort.

Ben. p. 4.

C^t^^Kl 5 . (corrupt, of <^k^l') A species

of flea-wort (Conyza terebinthina, and perhaps

some other species). Carey. See C<?i<?*K .

WW?**! s. (corrupt, of C^ff^FT) The black In-

dian cuckoo (Cuculus Indicus).

A species of dove (Columba Pom-

padora, Buchanan's MSS. C. ceesia, Carey).

C^t^fMm s. (from ^3"+ f*tHl?) The name

of a plant which dogs are fond of smelling to

before they expel urine (Conyza terebinthina,

and perhaps some other species). Carey.

A plant (Celsia Coromandeliana).

Mohun P. p. 59.

O^ttrT ad. (C^1 from from

^IpT) At any time.

(m.) The black Indian cuckoo, called

Kohila or Ko'il (Cuculus Indicus).

C^lf%^^ s. (n. C^Tf^T+35

) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 472.

C^f^FTTFT s. (m. C^tf^T +WT) A plant

bearing a dark black flower (Capparis spinosa;

also Barleria longifolia).

a. (mfn. C^tf^T+ for 3Tfe
)

Having eyes resembling those of the cuckoo.

s. (m.) A shrub (Capparis spinosa, also Bar-

leria longifolia, Wilson. Ruellia longifolia,

Carey).

C^P*tWlf#J s. (C^WWl from C$1 + t0{ ?

o
-f^t*! ) A very thick variety of bamboo : said

to be so called from the groaning sound pro-

duced when the wind rubs them strongly against

one another.

(^W s. The name of a large tree (Alnus dioeca.)

s. The name of a country, Konkan, on the

western side of India.

3 F
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v. a. (from <j>fbC3) To contract,

to shrivel up, to pucker.

C^tSt^ s. (m. m\ for 3g fromft
,
+3rMT)

The day of full-moon in the month Aswina

(Sept.-Oct.). Lit. "Who is awake?" the call

of Lakshmi, who, descending on this night, pro-

mised wealth to all that were awake : hence the

night is spent in festivity and games of chance

in honour of the goddess. Wilson. See As.

Res. in. 261. 262.

s. (corrupt, of C^tll) A tower, a castle, a

fort, a strong-hold.

C^t^""Tl s. (from <pTiH^ A pander, a pimp.

The profession

of a pander or pimp.

C^tl^rtfq s. (from The trade of a

pander or pimp.

C^^tfOTl s. (C^tfe for + pIW-
fOTl) The name of a small tree (Hippocratea

arborea). Carey.

G5tW| s. (jf.) 1. A naked woman. 2. An

epithet of Durga. Also (3l4$t

.

(»m.) The hollow of a tree, a hollow

tree.

(/.) 1. An epithet of Durga. 2. A
naked woman. See

C3rtWt*Tilpi"5l s. (from C^t&^+PW) A

species of owl which chiefly resides in the hol-

lows of trees. Carey.

v. a. (from R. ^L) To beat to pow-

der, to pound, to cut or mince herbs for the pot,

to reduce to a pulp.

(from A part of a fish

or other thing which is minced or cut up, given

to the person who does the work as a reward.

o#ffrtt s. A centipede. Sabda S. p. 415.

(p. J!yj£) A constable, a watchman.

See C^t%1% and C^T^^fM.

C^t^'Ht s. C^^H+^t) The office of a con-

stable or watchman ; the police of a city.

C#tff s. (/.) 1. The edge or point of a sword.

2. The extremity of a bow. 3. The complement

of an arc to 90°. 4. The side of a right angled

triangle. Kdla S. p. 361. 5. A number of ten

millions, a krore. 6. A plant, commonly called

Firing or Asparak (Medicago esculenta). 7.

(Beng!) A wager, a promise, an engagement.

C^tft^l ad. (C^tffe+^l) For ever.

(Lit. For ten millions of Kalpas).

C^tffeiJl s. (J.
C^tffe +331) The cosine.

v. a. (from R. ^t^) To mince, to cut

up, to pound, to beat to powder.

$HrfT&W s. (n. Wf*l A medicinal

vegetable (Medicago esculenta). Wilson.

C^flH s. (m. from C^tft + *1 from R. C*fl

To cut) A harrow. Also written

C^tf^Tg ad. Sans. (<^1f£ +*H) By tens

of millions.

(/.) 1. The edge or point of a sword.

2. A medicinal vegetable (Medicago esculenta).

3. A krore or ten millions. See

(from hut, a cottage.

s. (m.) A harrow. See C^tffe"*l

.

C^t&W^" s. (m. C^tf& +^3") 1. A lord of

ten millions. 2. A person who is worth a thou-

sand rupees.

C^t| s. (m.) A fort, a castle, a strong-hold.

C^tirfc s. (m.) 1. The town-well. 2. The stairs

of a pond.

Half a krore, five

millions.
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C^t^fe" s. (C^Tfl The fulfilling

of an engagement ; a solution. Carey.

(?w. from ) 1 . A species of leprosy

with large round spots. 2. (Beng.^ The marks

which leprosy produces on the skin. 3. The

squares on a chess-board. 4. (corrupt, of C^tll)

A fort, a castle, a strong-hold.

C^iyt s. (h. from ^f^) A room, an

apartment.

C^t~fcl s. (from ^Tfe ) A brick-built house.

(<£tP^ s. (from ^fo ) A factory, a manufactory,

a mercantile bank.

t^3l s. (from C^tf^re ?) A whip, a scourge, a

cat-o'-nine-tails.

v. a. To dig, to bore through, to pierce,

to perforate.

(?ra.) 1. The elbow. 2. A corner
j

(in

mathematics) an angle. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

3. The edge of a sword. 4. The quill or bow of

a lute, a fiddle-stick. 5. A stringed musical

instrument.

) A diagonal line, a

stroke made cornerwise. Carey.

s. (m. tWW +T^from R.

+^3) A circle drawn round a triangle so as

to be in contact with its angles. Colebr. Alg.

p. 299.

s. (corrupt, of ) An angle, a corner.

ad. (from ) Cornerwise, dia-

gonally, athwart. (Lit. From one corner to the

other).

(^tHf& s. (from W&\ ) A bamboo lath, bound

on the hips of a roof to close the thatch at the

corners.

a. (mfn.^ Having a distorted arm, crooked-

armed. See

C^t*ft a. (from C^t°i) 1. Having a distorted or

crooked arm. 2. Angular.

a. (from )
Angular, crooked.

(<Ft\3<l s . (p. Jtoyf) A constable, a police-

man, a police-officer.

(p. ^J\yj>)
The office or business

of a constable or police-officer.

A sort of treacle or molasses.

(_<j?l^<^ 5< (H< Jj,^) 1. A led horse, a spare horse.

2. A spare or empty palanquin or other vehicle

which goes with a company.

C«3Ft3l ad. (corrupt, of ^>T) Where? anywhere?

Any where, even in

any place.

(p. ^j&Lji ) 1. A deficiency, a defect.

2. Poverty. 3. A neglect.

ad. (corrupt, of^T) Any where ; even in

any place ; where ? Also written

C^Wojl ad. (corrupt, of ^JT) Whence?

C&\W3 s. (mn. C^l? +TO) A bow.

C^tl^l^P s. (corrupt, of C^tEl^) A sort of

small grain which is cultivated on elevated si-

tuations (Paspalum Kora). Also written C<FOt

.

(<$1 kK s. (from ^nt5^) The Indian spade or

digging-hoe.

pt&lpnrf 5 . (from C^W^T) 1. A plant with

purple flowers, which grows among grass (He-

dysarum triflorum). 2. A digger, a pioneer.

Carey.

species of small grain eaten by

the poorer people (Paspalum frumentaceum).

C&i^pron. (fromf^°) What? which?

pron. (from f^°) Any, some.

C^f^t^ ad. (C^T+^11^ from ^Wj At

any time.

3 F 2
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Wl^CH ad. (C^H+!K^ from ZFI) In

what order? In what manner? how? In any

way.

wHfUiw ad. (C^H+^tFT for ^ut?)
Where ? Somewhere.

C<Ft^^tR ad. (C^^+^TR locat. case

of ^t<3?t^") In what way ? In what manner ?

locat. case

of Sl^tT) By some way, by any means.

C^H^US ad. ( C^1rr+ 3Tt^ from In any

way, in some way, by some method.

from ) Some-

how, any how.

C^H< pron. (C<$i*T +^) Some.

t<pK^ 5. (from 3^5) A quarrel, a dispute.

C^W^Iul a. (from C^fat^) Quarrelsome,

disputatious.

(<tH s. (?h. from R. ^T) 1. Anger, wrath,

fury, rage. 2. (Beny.~) A blow, the stroke of

a weapon ; the depth of earth dug out at one

stroke of the spade or digging-hoe ; a spit of

earth, a. (mfn.) Angry, enraged. See Wilkins'

Gr. § 768.

(<fM^W s. ( C^H + as a jingle to it) 1.

Wrath, fury, rage. 2. The stroke of a weapon,

a blow.

t^H^H s. (n. ^+^!F^?) The creation by

Brahma, (m.) An irascible man. Carey.

SOTSg s. (w. from^+3^1 ?) The creation by

Brahma.

o$t^^<F3rl a . ( c^N + c^<£5ii for c^sl
Eaten) One who has received a blow.

Through anger or wrath, angrily.

n. from R. <PJ The being angry or

enraged, a. (mfn.) Passionate, wrathful.

C^t^ftl s. (femin. of C^t'T) A passionate

woman.

(^feisHl a. (femin. of C^Kq. v.)

G^te^k (-3^ mfn. C^H + Angry,

passionate, furious, wrathful.

a. (from
)
Dug down so as to re-

tain the water for the cultivation of rice (said of

land). Carey.

C^l^tl s. (see C^H ) An instrument used by

bricklayers to beat the mortar of a terrace-roof,

and make it hard and compact.

v. a. (cans, of To provoke

any one to anger, to incense, to irritate.

(from GSM ) Mutual anger, re-

ciprocal wrath.

C^Hfr s. (v. noun of C^W^A?) The pro-

voking any person to anger, a. Provoked to

anger.

C^WPT s. (from C3Wtt3) Anger, wrath,

rage, provocation.

C^Htf^3 a. (mfn. C^t*i +3lftF3) Wrathful,

passionate.

«?HH a. (from ) Passionate, angry.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of (^\\ the

causal form of R. <J^L) Provoked to anger, ex-

cited to wrath.

C3?tf%3 v. a. (from C^H ) To be angry, to rage.

C^Wt a. (-f*K mf»- t^L) Angry,

passionate, wrathful.

C^Kls. A plant (Brassica oleracea). Hort. Ben.

p. 48.

C^Wtf^ s. (f. C^+Sfe) An angry ex-

pression, an angry speech.

C^tf^l a. (mfn. from <^ + R. f^TT?) Learned,

skilful, clever. (Used in comp. e. g.^U<$tf^
a. (mfn.) Skilful in horsemanship).
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C^tf^^t^ "s. (w.) A species of mountain-ebony

(Bauhinia variegata).

A species of grass (Apluda Kobila,

Buchanan's MS.*). Caret/.

(
v
's*6)

The waist, the loins.

C^tH^^t^ s . (p.^^) The money paid

to a messenger for going a journey.

C3?lM4<*K s. (p. Jcj^) A girdle for the loins,

a belt.

OTtt^EfT^I s . (
P . + »ff^1 ) A girdle

for the loins.

C<PW<^TO a. ((<fcUl<+%l^j Broken-

backed.

a. (from p.^»£) Pertaining to the loins.

The scia-

tica. 2. A sort of parrot. Carey.

(3rftM a. (mfn.) 1. Tender, soft, bland. 2.

Pleasing, agreeable, beautiful. — "31 (/.) or

—^ (w.) 1. Tenderness, softness. 2. Mildness,

gentleness.

a. (mfn. C^H^+ ^^l-d.) Of a

mild or gentle disposition, kind, tender-hearted,

good natured.

Gristle. Mohun
P. p. 13.

KPMWl *. (English Company) The East-India

Company.

(m.) The lapwing. A small white

crane commonly called a paddy-bird. Wil-

kins' MS.

C^ftlffe s . (m. C^tTlf^ +^) 1. The lap-

wing. 2. (Beng.) A species of plant not yet

ascertained. Carey.

a. Crooked, winding.

(<*\<<* fi. (»m.) 1. A bud, an unblown flower.

2. A species of perfume, commonly called chor.

3. Another perfume : a berry containing a resi-

nous and fragrant substance.

(a. sj) The stopping of goods or mer-

chandize, the distraining of goods.

C^T^<Pkl^ s. (p. jto ji) A bound-bailiff, one

who distrains another's property for a debt or

any other cause, a sheriffs officer. Carey.

A species of reed (Arundo Korka ?

Willd.). Carey.

(<t'l4<l5H «. (from f^fe Crookedness, a cur-

vature. Carey.

(from a.
(jyj) Ordering a distraint,

authorizing the stoppage of goods.

WWJH s. (corrupt, of 53R"+ 31^*1 ?) A spe-

cies of sweet-scented grass (Andropogon Nar-

dus). Hort. Ben. p. 7.

(f.) Small cardamons.

a. (C^t<T+ C^t^" as a rhyme to it)

Crooked, curved, s. Turnings and windings,

sinuosities. Carey.

C^te3s. (corrupt, of ^53) The hydrocele;

also the sarcocele.

C^lRTO s. (m. C^tT+OT from R. ) A

kind of grain (Paspalum frumentaceum).

C^tTl s. (from C^tf^"U3 ) The grated powder

of any substance, a. Genuine, unadulterated,

unbleached (said of cloth). Carey.

OTtNR3 v. a. (caus. of C^tf^U3 ) To grate

a substance to powder, to rasp, to scrape.

A species of grass (Scir-

pus complanatus). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

C^tTt^ s . (v. noun of C^W^U3) The act

of scratching or grating, a. Grated, rasped,

scratched.

C<S'U '\^s. (from A. The Koran.

t^Ul'll s. (from (<t>U'l$W) The grating or
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rasping of a substance, a. (from MS) Well

acquainted with the Koran, swearing by the

Koran.

C^tftT3 v. a. (from R. W^f) To grate, to

scratch, to rasp, to reduce any substance to a

coarse powder.

C^*H s. (ml from R. <jjf^?) 1. A hog. 2. A
raft, a float. 3. The haunch, the hip, or flank.

4. The bosom, the lap. 5. An embrace. 6. (ra.)

The fruit of the jujube (Zizyphus Jujuba). 7.

(Beng.~) A port, a harbour. 8. A point of the

compass. 9. A particular class of Hindus who

usually follow the business of basket- or mat-

makers. 10 The palm of the hand. 11. The

concave side of any thing ; the concave or upper

surface of a leaf or footstalk.

C^t^s. (n. C^FT-|-^) 1. A kind of perfume;

the berry of a plant the inner part of which is a

waxy and aromatic substance. See

2. Long pepper. 3. (m.) A plant (Cordia mixta).

W'HW *. (
C^T+^FT) A kind of perfume,

commonly called Nakhi. See

C^F^tt^. s. ( C^H+^t^l from to) A sup-

plementary leaf ; a postscript to a letter, a

codicil to a will.

from

To wipe) Lit. Clearing the arms or bosom

:

said of the last child whom a woman bears,

and who will clear her arms of the labour of

nursing.

C^n^t s. (f. OT^+^[) A plant with a

pungent fruit resembling pepper (Pothos offici-

nalis).

C^t^^ s. (m.) The whole of a lute except

the strings.

C^'NI s. (from R. A large swelling on

the dewlap of a cow. a. Having an inflated

or swoln throat. Carey.

C^t^tr^tf^ ad. (from C^t^) Mutually em-

bracing.

The bark which is stripped off from

the upper or concave side of a palmyra-leaf

(Borassus flabelliformis) and used to make

ropes for ordinary purposes. Carey.

C^*Rt1% 5 . (from C^H) Encouragement, wel-

come, hope. Carey.

C^TtC^ s . (jy^'Hl + C^fi) A species of frog,

the throat of which is greatly inflated when it

croaks. Carey.

C^t^Ttlj^T s. (m.) A loud and confused sound, an

uproar, a great and indistinct noise.

s. (/.) The jujube-tree (Zizyphus Jujuba).

Also written

Wlt^ ad. (locat. case of C^T) In the bosom,

in the lap, in the arms.

An aquatic species of grass (Leersia

aristata). Carey.

C<3?T*] s. (rn.) 1. An egg. 2. Wrought or un-

wrought gold. See C^W .

C^HrR^T. s. A plant (Momordica umbellata).

Hort. Ben. p. 70.

C^*H^T s. (n. C^t*l + A berry contain-

ing a waxy and fragrant substance. See

and ^t<FH^ .

s. The country about Oude.

C^HI s. (corrupt, of C^) A water-vessel used

in offerings. See C<P

(/.) The name of several plants.

See

The name of a city probably in the

north of Hindustan.

C^fa s . (m. from R. ^%ov 1. A recep-

tacle, a vessel. 2. A sheath, a scabbard.

Used in the Veddnta system of philosophy for
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the different sheaths or cases in which the soul

is represented to be invested. Trans. R.A.S.

u. 35. 3. The place where money or plate is

kept, the treasury. 4. Wealth, treasures : gold

or silver wrought or unwrought. 5. The palm

of the hand when contracted so as to hold li-

quids. 6. The bud of a flower. 7. A seed-

vessel, a nutmeg. 8. An egg. 9. The womb.

10. The penis ; a testicle, the scrotum. 11. A
dictionary, a vocabulary. 12. Judicial trial by

oath or ordeal, attesting a deity, and touching

or drinking water three times in which some

idol has been washed. Wilson. 13. (Beng.')

The ball or cocoon of silk spun by the silk-

worm. 14. The eye-ball. 15. The stone or

kernel of a fruit. 16. The seed-vessel of the

jaca fruit. 17. A shoe or sandal. 18. The awn

or beard of corn.

Castration.

C^jWtUS v. a. (from (^W + ^iTTl) To

castrate.

(^J^K«. (C^+C^Was a rhyme to it)

1. The inside of a jaca fruit with all that ad-

heres to it. 2. The testicles. 3. A cocoon

with all belonging to it. 4. A treasury with all

its appurtenances. Carey.

to s. (n. C3Fto +W) A berry having

a fragrant pulp. See C^pt57^ and ^t<£H .

(<pto<fe s. (f.
C^teT + ^fl) The sarcocele or

hydrocele. See (<$ to1 .

Wtol s. (from C^fa) 1. A canoe made by hol-

lowing out a large tree. 2. A sacrificial vessel

in the shape of a boat. 3. The bowl of a spoon.

4. The palm of the hand contracted so as to

hold liquids. Carey.

C^to l^G3 v. a. To shave wood or metals so as

to make them taper off at each end like a

weaver's shuttle.

A treasury.

C^W°1 a. (from C^l^RW) Shaved so as to

taper to a point at each end.

(m.) 1. The hair. 2. A fruit com-

monly called palwal. 3. A common crier.

Wilkins' MS.

(3M3^t s. (f.
from (3^) 1. A small species

of cucumber (Trichosanthes dioeca). 2. A cu-

curbitaceous plant, commonly called tura'i

(LurTa acutangula). 3. Another kind (L. pen-

tangula). 4. A kind of creeper commonly

called ghosha. 5. Another plant (Achyranthes

aspera). 6. Night. Wilson.

C^Wf^Wfe * (m. C3^ + 3lf*Kf3) The

superintendent of the treasury ; a paymaster.

gfWfel s. (m. C3W+ 3fcft*j) A treasurer,

a paymaster.

The superin-

tendent of the treasury ; a paymaster.

C^"tol s. (from C^W) 1. A small sacrificial ves-

sel. 2. A sauce-boat.

fSfWH s. (from C^R) The name of two plants

the fibres of which are used for hemp (Corcho-

rus capsularis and C. olitorius).

m. from granary. 2. An

apartment. 3. The stomach. 4. The heart.

5. The shell of any thing. Wilkins' MS. 6.

(Beng?) A space enclosed by lines. 7. Ordure.

C^tOT^T s. (m. C^t& +^T) The watch of a

city. Trans. B.A.S. i. 185.

C<pl<&<^ s. ( C^t& + 3~^) Costiveness. a. Cos-

tive.

s. ( C^t^+^ft) Dejection by stool.

C^t£1 s. (from C<fl^) 1. A granary. 2. An

apartment. 3. A drawer. 4. The body of a

carriage. 5. The stomach. 6. Ordure.

C^H^l s. (from R. <£*i?) A written account of a

person's horoscope.
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One who draws

horoscopes, an astrologer.

CfffcftWll s. (C^fl+ffil from R. *\%)

The ascertaining a person's destiny by the

aspects of the planets at his birth
;
astrology.

C^t^» s. (n. from H for ^H/f+^W) Warmth.

a. (to/m.) Warm, tepid. See <PW*S

.

The name of a fish (Cyprinus Dyan-

gra, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey. .

C<Ft5^5U (from^f^l) A fog, a mist.

The name of a sort of eagle or fal-

con (Falco Kohasa, Buchanan's MSS. It is

probably the osprey, F. haliseetus). Carey.

. The name of a plant (Bridelia scandens).

o
gourd or pumpkin (Cucurbita

pepo). Carey.

C%B£ s. A tree (Sterculia urens) ; also a gum

which exudes from it. Carey.

C<P)^CU (». from <£+^G)1) 1. Evil doing,

wickedness. 2. Repentance.

rflfftes. (m.from^f§ A hypocrite

;

a devotee of a particular kind who keeps his

eyes always fixed on the ground that he may

not tread on insects.

s. (to. from <|fi$) A sword, a scy-

mitar. (Lit. Worn at the breast.)

a. (mfn. from ^<P^t) Relating to the

saffron-flower. Wilkins' Gr. § 897.

A small box with a screw-lid, a small

canister, a casket. Also written

rft^sS^ s. (m. rflfe from <Fo+35^ An

independent carpenter ; one who works at home

on his own account, and not for the village or

the corporation.

rftf^ si (to. from ) One who kills ani-

mals and sells their flesh for his own subsist-

ence ; a hunter.

C^tf^5^ s. (n. ^Fp^-Mtf) Crookedness,

dishonesty, deceit, insincerity.

a. (mfn. from <Ft> + TT) Belonging to the

top of a mountain. Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

a. (mfn. from <^3^ + Sown with

a certain measure, a kudava of grain.

C^tfe s. (corrupt o£^ k
i *t<P) A cowrie or shell,

used as current money throughout the east (Cy-

praea moneta).

The name of a species of king-fisher

(Alcedo rudis). Carey.

s. (to. from ) A Hakshasa or goblin.

rflOT s. (from p. JyS) A pigeon.

(^h*3^ s. (n. from 1. Joy, pleasure, hap-

piness. 2. Sport, pastime. 3. A festival, fes-

tivity. 4. Eagerness, vehemence, impatience.

5. Wish, inclination. 6. Kind or friendly greet-

ing, salutation, civility. 7. The marriage-thread

or ring. Wilson.

C^Vf**^ s. (-^ to. C^|3> + 3^|) A show-

man, a jester, a zany.

G^f^fttf^ s.
( (EFlFJS+ Cft3^ as a rhyme

to it) Sport and pleasure, a spectacle, fun,

diversion.

t<PV3<pt a . (-^\mfn .
rft^ +^T) Jocose,

funny, s. A jester, a buffoon.

a. (mfn. C^V^ + ^Tl) Jocose, funny.

s. A jester, a buffoon, a wag, a show-man.

a. (from Entertaining,

laughable, showy.

C^J^ s. (n. from ^$5^) Eagerness, vehe-

mence, impatience, desire.

C^tH^I s. (mfn. from C^tH3"+ ^rT) Afield,

&c. of a particular grain.
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C^ffi^ s. (re. ^+^+TT) The condition of

one who has deformed nails. Wilkins' MS.

C^Tflr^ s. (ire. from ^3"+ "^3?) A soldier armed

with a spear.

pffjg), s. (/.) A sort of perfume commonly called

renuka.

(re.) 1. A wrong or improper act. 2.

A privity, a privy part. 3. A small piece of

cloth worn over the privities by poor persons.

4. Sin.

(/. from^C^") The north-quarter,

considered as the seat of the deity Kuvera.

Sln^fr.s. (a. A nation, a tribe.

(re. from Childhood, youth,

infancy.

The name of one

of the seven Matris, the divine mothers or per-

sonified energies of the gods ; the energy or

sakti of Kumar a or Kartikeya. Wilson.

wW^t s. (m. from <pIT4") The month Kartiha

(October-November).

(/. from Moonlignt: at

whose rays the lotus is said to expand. Like

other words of similar import it is frequently

used as the title of books, to imply that the

book so designated throws much light on the

subject of which it treats.

(<f)Wte?t s. (/.) The mace or club of Krishna.

(m. from <f^f) A descendant of Kuru
;

the cousins and enemies of the Pandus.

(from a. J^S) An engagement, a vow, a

promise, a dictum.

a. (mfn. from <^r
\

)
Sprung from a good

family, well-born.

(mf. from j^wl/) The

daughter of a female beggar. 2. A bastard,

son or

C#Ht£Tr s. (mfn. from ^T&1 + 3^1) 1. The

offspring of a female beggar. 2. A bastard.

WflSStete s. (mf. from A bastard, a son

or daughter of a disloyal wife.

C^PW a. (mfn. from A kind of vetch)

Made of a kind of vetch (Dolichos biflorus).

C^^ffa ,! (mfn. 3^21+^) A field, &c.

of Dolichos biflorus.

C<ci
Cf1<. s. The third of the seven variable karanas

or astrological divisions of the month according

to the Hindu calendar. As. Res. ix. 366.

a. (mfn. from^"iT5^ A potter, + ^l<?)

Pertaining to a potter, as his work, &c. Wil-

kins' Gr. § 902.

C<^Pl«3 a. (mfn. ^T +t^) Pertaining to a

family, customary in a family.

ewtfH s. (re. from ^T/T) l\ High birth, fa-

mily descent. 2. Rumour, report. 3. Combat

of animals, of birds, snakes, &c.

C<eVftli a. (C^ffr + XT) Pertaining to a fa-

mily, s. (re.) Nobility, high birth, family-honour.

C^^l a. (mfn. from^T + ^U) Of a good

family, well-boi-

n.

C^t^TO? a. (mfn. C^1U^IT + <F) 1. Of a good

family. 2. Pertaining to a family. 5. (?re.)

A dog.

C^PteU^fl. ! s. (mfn. from <|wi<t) A field,

&c. fit for or sown with a certain kind of bean.

a. (mfn. from ) Made of kusa or sa-

crificial grass (Poa cynosuroides).

(re. from ) 1 . Happiness, welfare.

2. Skill, cleverness in any art or science. 3. A
contrivance, a device, a stratagem, art.

s. (re. from ^I^T + TT) Ability, capa-

bility, cleverness. Wilkins' Gr. § 976.

C^NTl s. f. (from The name of the

3 G
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wife of king Dasarat'ha and mother of

Rama.

1. An epithet of In-

dra. 2. A fragrant substance, bdellium. 3. An

owl. 4. A snake-catcher. 5. An ichneumon

(Viverra Ichneumon).

t^«ftn<L) s . (n. from The profession

of an actor or player. Wilkins' MS.

a. (mfn. from ) 1. Silken, of silk,

made of silk. Also written #tTO . 2. Made

of kusa or sacrificial grass.

(/•) The name of an Upanishad

belonging to the Rig-Veda. As. Res. viii.

427. 428.

a. (mfn. from <Pffe Of or relating to

the capital sum or the principal of a loan.

rffTp «• (»»/»• from ^fj
5
*) Dyed with saf-

flower.

C^t^O s. (m. from The jewel of Vishnu

suspended on his breast.

<F^Root, i. (<^"R?) To hurt, to injure, to kill.

^jf-^RooT, IV. ) 1. To be crooked (in

mind or body). 2. To shine, x. (With the in-

sertion of a nasal, ^®ffi|&) To shine.

Root, ix. (<pTff3, <^«lT,W ) To sound.

Also written <P

.

<f
Root, ix. (<pTtf3, <pftt3 ) To sound.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^"^) 1. Stinking.

2. Being in want. 3. Noisy. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 421.

Root, i. ($1^113) 1. To sound. 2. To stink.

K
3. To be wet. 4. To be in want.

<$1^ Root, i. (*S?«J5 ) To be crooked in body

or in mind, to be cunning, to be crafty.

ZF^U s. (inn.) 1. A saw. 2. A thorny plant.

(For this and other words commencing thus,

see below col. 833.)

IpP^T s. (m.) 1 . A sort of partridge commonly

called Kaer (Perdrix sylvatica ?) Also written

^<3^T . 2. A thorny plant commonly called

Karil (Capparis aphylla). See <?<t^" • 3. A
saw. 4. A poor man.

s. (?«.) 1. Sacrifice, worship. 2. The name

of one of the seven principal Munis or sages.

Manu i. 35. 3. One of the ten Viswadevas.

^lS03
fl- s ' (-f^T rn. 3F^+^°f^\from

R. ^°^) An epithet of Siva. (Lit. The de-

stroyer of sacrifices).

ZFffeFfw s. (m. ZFJ+fcFfir^) One who

sells the reward of a sacrifice which he is per-

forming.

deity. (Lit. One who enjoys, or partakes of,

a sacrifice).

ZKroot, i. (Zptf^or- C3) and x.

or — 03) To kill, to hurt or injure. Also x.

To amuse, to delight repeatedly.

Zfifo s. (n. R. H^+^FT) Slaughter, killing.

Root, i. (OTRr, or with the insertion of

a nasal, If^K h3) 1. To confound, to confuse.

2. To grieve, to be confused. Also i.

1 . To call, to cry out. 2. To shed tears, to weep.

See R.

IJ
3"^ Root, i. and x. (generally with ^41 1 pre-

fixed, 1. To weep,

to shed tears. 2. To call continually.

ZPrT s. (n. R. !ptF+3H) 1. The act of weep-

ing, sobbing, or lamenting. 2. A cry, a calling

out. 3. The howling of an animal. 4. The act

of braving or challenging any one ; defiance.
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ZpSrfftTa. (mfn.fut.part.p. R.ZF^+^FflTT)
Lamentable, deplorable.

3pP^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. SP^^'fSt)
Wept over, lamented, s. (rc.) I. A weeping,

lamenting, or crying. 2. A call, a calling.

Zff^tTs? v. a. (from R. To shed tears, to

weep, to lament.

ZPLRoot, i. (!Pfc3) 1. To compassionate, to

pity. 2. To go, to move. See R. ^T^;

s. (n.) Flesh, raw flesh.

!F3JtS s. (-\m. S^t) +r; 3irr) l. an eater

of flesh. 2. A carnivorous animal. 3. A
shasa, an imp or goblin.

ZpPFtT* s. (m. I^+3Pt from R. :3I¥) A
Rakshasa, a goblin. (Lit. An eater of flesh).

ZF^Root, i. and sometimes Z?Wf3)
1. To step, to go, to walk. 2. To proceed un-

interruptedly. 3. To grow or increase. 4. To

preserve. (In the last three senses it is some-

times used with the terminations of the proper

form, Zp5UT3). With^rf^ prefixed,

L To pass by, to step over or beyond. 2. To

pass (as time). 3. To trespass. 4. To surpass,

to excel. (With 3rf%+3ffyf, f^+ ^Tfe
and^° + 3lf3 in the same sense) ; with

To approach ; with ^Sl^j , or with

To go away, to depart
;
with , or with

+ 3Tf% , To approach, to go towards ; with

^1 To go near, to approach ; with ^K To de-

part, to go away ; with S*l or with + 3*1

To approach, to go near ; with f%^ To come

out, to proceed : also with , with

&\ + and with fa+f^R in the same

sense; with To vanquish, to conquer, to

excel; with ^ft", with ^FJ+ ^if^T or with

To wander about, to go around
;

with % To approach, to commence * with ^tf\J

ZR1 822

To return ; with f<l , 1 . To overcome, to con-

quer. 2. To go. 3. To mount or ascend; with

^T°, 1. To go or move. 2. To come together,

to meet.

ZjFS s. (m. from R. ZF5^) 1. A step, a degree.

2. A series, an uninterrupted progress. 3. Me-

thod, arrangement, order. 4. A sacred precept

enjoined by the Vedas. 5. (In mathematics) a

degree. Mohun P. p. 135.

IFI^ s . (m. R. 3F^+ ^l<P) A student who pro-

ceeds methodically through a certain course of

study.

3»wi s.
(f.

SFJ+^I) The sine of a planet
;

declination. Kula S. 361.

ZF^R s. (n. R. ^^+3H) The act of walking

or pacing.

Cptffttt a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ZF^

+

;3pflll)

To be gone to or beyond.

^fej^Sf^ s. (m. IR+t3Ttf^) A cer-

tain method of applying the rule of three.

Colebr. Alg. p. 34.

slope, a slant, a

declivity.

zFi^ns^i s . (fi zf^+^PH+^I) Regular

succession, regularity. Mohun P. p. 148.

ZF^Yt s. (m. C^ndSWj An interruption in

a methodical arrangement; disorder, irregu-

larity.

ZFTOTl s. (?n. ZF*I+ CUtl
) Order, regular suc-

cession. Manu u 42.

ZF^Plo ad. Sans. (ZF^ +^X) By degrees, suc-

cessively, in due order. Manu i. 68.

ZFTt^fa a. (mfn. ZF^ + ^^fa) Regular, in

due order or succession.

IRK ad. Sans, (ablat. case of ZFI) Gradually,

by degrees.

ZRt^tsV(-1^m>. ZF^+^rtfH

)

3 G 2
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Following the methodical order, conforming to

regular arrangement.

^"FPTfe s. (m. ^ + 3FJ^Tt3") Regular

order, due arrangement.

:p^i-jnl(.< ad. Sans, (locat. case of q»*lW-

In due succession, according to the re-

gular arrangement.

ZRW^T s. (m. ZJ^+ SI^Tr) The regular order

of a series.

!Frt^a.(-ftr\«/».^rt^^+t^)Con-
formable to the regular order of a series.

a. (mfn. 3^^ +^^) Successive, gradual,

in regular order, ad. (Beng.^ Successively.

ne who goes

or steps forward. Wilkins' Gr. § 764.

s. (corrupt. off!FR) A worm. Morton.

s. (m.) The areca or betel-nut tree (Areca

faufel or catechu). 2. A kind of tree, a red

sort of Lodh (Symplocos racemosa). 3. A kind

of fragrant grass (Cyperus pertenuis). 4. The

mulberry-tree (Morus Indica). 5. The fruit of

the cotton-tree. 6. A certain drug : it is the

root of a plant and yields an agreeable smell.

Wilkins' MS.

s. (/.) 1. A water-flower. 2. A seed-pod.

3. An ear-ring. Wilkins' MS.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of 3F^) Successively,

gradually, step by step.

3m 3p ad. Sans. (^ +3^) Step by

step, gradually, successively ; at every step.

s. (m. from R. A camel. Also

written !F

.

ZfJTlKZFI s. (m. ZFT +^ZFI) Fits and

starts, irregularity, disorder.

3=XT s. (m. fiom R. !$) Purchase ; the act of

buying.

Irtl^Tl s. (-'^m. + A purchaser.

TlTft^ a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^pt + ^^fjTT)

Purchaseable, marketable.

ZTHftZFir s. (m. ZFT+ feFlT) Trade, traffic.

trades-

man, a dealer, a merchant.

A trader, a merchant.

2. A purchaser, a buyer.

IfftllvS v. a. (from R. lf[) To buy, to purchase.

a. (-ftF^mfn. + Purchasing,

buying
;
dealing, trading, s. A buyer.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ift 4-^") Pur-

chaseable, exhibited for sale. s. (w.) A thing to

be sold. Wilkins' Gr. § 728.

a. (mfn, the irregidar superl. degree of

^P*) )
Extremely lean or meagre.

mfn. the irreg. compar. de-

gree of^
J
*t) Leaner, thinner, more emaciated.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ZP^+\?) Passed

over, gone to or beyond, s. (ra.) (In astrology)

A certain aspect when the moon is in conjunc-

tion with a planet. Kala S. p. 309.

!Flflr s.(/.R.!Fl+'fe) l . A stepping or going
;

the ascending or surmounting (both in the lite-

ral and figurative acceptation). 2. (In astrono-

my) Declination. 3. The third part of a cowrie.

s. (m. !Ftft>^5$) The ecliptic.

Also Zflif^I^i . Kala S. p. 361.

!ftfS#i s. (f. 3Ftt%+^1) The sine of the

declination. Kala S. p. 361.

The intersection

of the ecliptic and equinoctial circles, the nodes

of the ecliptic. As. Res. xn. 210.

jtftWfe s. (f. ZFtf^^+ ^tfe) The

motion of the nodes of the ecliptic.

Zptft^jl7] s. (m.ZftRiF+^l) The declination

of a point of the ecliptic. Kala S. p. 361.
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3ftU<f s. («. R. !ft + ^<P) 1. A purchaser, a

buyer. 2. A dealer.

Jpl^T^. (from Engl. Cross-examination?) Such

a reply to an opponent as will silence his ob-

jections ; a complete reply, a rejoinder ; the

confutation of a plea, v. a. To give a

reply to an argument. —^tf~^U3 v. a. To

refute the arguments contained in an adversary's

reply.

(m.) 1. A worm, an insect, a maggot.

2. Xac (which consists of many insects).

f^r^'Sj 5. (m. fZFpr+ ff) A plant (Serratula

anthelmintica). (Lit. Destroying insects). Also

written f^ft^jl •

+ p. <0ta) Cochineal.

fiff^I s. (w. ft^ + ^i from R. ) Aloe-

wood (Aquilaria Agallochum).

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. of R. ^) Being-

done, being performed.

f3^l1 s. (/. from R. 3= + 3ri) 1. An act, an ac-

tion. 2. An undertaking. 3. The means for

attaining an end. 4. A religious act, worship.

5. Penance, atonement. 6. Study, disquisition.

7. Remedying, physical treatment or practice.

8. Obsequies, funeral rites. 9. (In grammar)

A verb.

foU'kkS 1 s. (-^ m. tZPTl +<£3) The doer of

any action or business ; an agent.

f^uta^VPi s. (m. ft^TU ^^TH) The great

body of ceremonies enjoined in the Hindu laws;

a number of actions of any kind.

The concluding; ac-

tion of a large body of works or ceremonies.

ftHllC^T. s- (-f^>. fWi + Off^T from

R. fX^L) One of the five kinds of witnesses :

he whose testimony is hurtful to the cause.

Wilson.

&Htft"3 a. (m>.f!Fn1+3lf^3) Of or be-

longing to actions or conduct
;
practising ritual

observances.

tZFirWl s . (n. f^Tr1+^) (In grammar) A
verb.

fZFUt^tTf s . (n. tTFd + s
flTf) The third division

of a suit at law, the proof or rejoinder of the

plaintiff. Wilson.

fjilklcx? s. {n. iTFTl + <lo<P) A verbal noun.

fZpilW^a. (-3^ mfn. fWi +3"Vj 1. En-

gaged in business. 2. Doing or acting much,

abounding in works ordained by religion, meri-

torious.

from

R. A plaintiff.

f^ftP^ ! s. (n. fi^ + f^Pft !) (ln

grammar) An adverb. (Lit. That by which the

verb, or action, is defined).

s . (m. f^l + CTlt7] ) Active devo-

tion. Trans. B.A.S. i. 577.

The energy of

action. Trans. B.A.S. i. 572.

v. a. To coun-

teract, to defeat an intention.

Zfi Root, ix. (^Tffs?, !ffflj^) To buy, to

barter, to sell. With prefixed, To buy, to

purchase ; with 1% To sell.

2ft^ Root, i. (iffaf^) To play, to sport.

With 3F[, ,
3Tl , ^ffa and ^° prefixed

it is generally used in the proper form; with

in the common form, To utter an inarticu-

late sound, to creak.

If'l'O s. (m. from R. ZJ
5
!/^) Amusement, play,

sport, pastime.

(n. from R. IJ'I^) A toy, a thing for

playing with. Wilhins' MS.



(/. from R. U*t^L.) Amusement, play,

sport. 2. Wantonness, sensual gratification.

Sport,

play, pastime, enjoyment. 2. Lasciviousness,

sexual intercourse.

!^t3t<^ 2. (w. ^t\i1 +^) A pleasure-garden,

a park.

ifloWT «. mfn. !Ft3l+^) Play-

ful, fond of sport or amusement.

3°tf\5tf3 v. a. (from R. ift^) To play, to sport.

A pleasure-

garden.

En*® a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^L^-vl) Bought,

purchased, s. (m.) An adopted son, who is

purchased from his natural parents. Manu ix.

180. Also called 3fts3^ .

3^ Root, i. (3^f\?) % To go, to approach

towards, to arrive at. 2. To move crookedly.

3. To be crooked. 4. To curve or make crooked.

5. To become small, to shrink. 6. To make

small, to lessen. See ^<^.

3P<J^ s. (m. from R. ^5*tl) A curlew.

*. (m. from R. A name of the moun-

tain krauncha.

s. (f. from R. W^t) 1. A female curlew.

2. A kind of vina or lute.

IR^Root, vi. (IF^fe) To sink.

a- (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ZFH^+s?) En-

raged, vexed, provoked into a passion, angry.

Root, iv. (3F^J1%) To be angry, to be

flushed with anger. With nf< or W§ pre-

fixed, To be angry.

s . (/. r. *Ry Anger, wrath, passion.

TF<t1 s. (/. from R. ZF<1) Anger, passion.
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ZP^Root, ix. (IF^JIrfe) 1. To be connected

with, to cling or adhere to. 2. To be distressed.

ZPLroot, i.(dHfo) 1 . To call, to exclaim.

2. To cry, to weep. With 3Ti prefixed, To

censure, to abuse, to revile ; with , To

call, to exclaim ; with , To exclaim, to call

to ; with , To exclaim.

s. (n. R. 33^+3) 1. A weeping, a sob-

bing. 2. Noise, clamour.

ZF^T a. (mfti.^ 1. Cruel, harsh, unfeeling. 2.

Mischievous, destructive. 3. Formidable, ter-

rible. 4. Hot, sharp. 5. Hard, solid. —^
(w.) or —^1 (jf.) Cruelty, severity, harshness,

unfeelingness.

IR^I s. (from *Kj Hardheartedness, cruelty,

severity, harshness.

CZpf^i s. (m. from R. tft) Buying, purchase.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. +
Purchaseable, for sale.

s. (-3" m . R. 3^. + ^) A purchaser, a

buyer.

C3FT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 3F1 + ^T) Pur-

chaseable, for sale, marketable, saleable. — 31

(/.) or —^ (w.) Purchaseableness, saleable-

ness.

The name of a plant (Dalbergia Crowey).

Hort. Ben. p. 98.

CZF^^R°i s.
(
m . Cpi* for C&ft, +TTk°l)

An epithet of Kartikeya. See

CZF^3 5. (n. from R. ZF* ) 1. The haunch, the

flank, the hollow above the hip. 2. The bosom,

the breast, the lap. (Bene/.) —^^C^ v. a.

To embrace.

A marginal writ-

ing omitted in its proper place, a postscript to

a letter, a supplement, a codicil to a will.
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Cffal s. (/. from R. Ip3 ) 1. The haunch, the

flank. 2. The bosom, the breast. See

(m. from R. !pt) Anger, wrath, passion.

Cfto a. CZF^+^T from R.

Arising from anger, wrath, or passion.

dfEfa a. (mfn. from R.3^+3FT) Passionate,

angry, wrathful.

a. (mfn. Angry,

enraged, vexed. (Lit. Overcome with anger or

passion).

v. a. (^from CT^) To provoke, to

enrage, to excite a person's wrath.

0^*1^3 a. (mfn. C^H + ^ft"^) Angry,

furious, wrathful. (Lit. Filled with passion).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of CZpt^ the

causal form of R. ZF<ij Provoked, excited to

anger or passion.

CZFfttt a. (-P&^mfn. CTFtH+^^) Angry,

passionate, enraged, furious.

C!Ft"3" s. (corrupt, of C<P V
f*&

) 1. Ten millions, a

krore. 2. (corrupt, of < ) The fishing-eagle

or osprey (Falco haliseetus). Also written

ClfH s. (corrupt, of ^T^") The fishing-eagle or

osprey (Falco haliaeetus). See (ZFfa .

tdj*r 1 s. (jw.) Ameasure of distance, aleague, a kos,

equal to four (eight?) thousand cubits or nearly

a mile and one-eighth. See Colebr. Alg. p. 2.

CZfrfaJfi s. (n. Cft*! +TJfl ) A measure of two

kos, four thousand yards or about two miles

and a quarter. This seems to correspond to

the modern kos, but the standard varies. Wilson.

m. irregular, see Wilkins' Gr.

p. 58.) Ajackall. (Lit. A crier.)

CZFt^^tfe^ *• (/• from CTPf >

+tf5^1). SeeC^tt^1 '
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) The name of

a plant, commonly called Chakuliya (Hemio-

nites cordifolia, Rox.^) ; or, according to some,

another plant, commonly called Ramvdsak.

CFHft s. (Jemin. of ,
See Wilkins' Gr.

p. 58.) 1. A female jackall. 2. The black or

white Bhuinkaonra (Convolvulus paniculatus).

3. The plant commonly called Chakuliya (He-

mionites cordifolia). See CZFPffa^l .

czmt s. The name of a plant (Dalbergia ro-

busta).

(m.) A small species of heron or curlew

(Ardea jaculator). 2. The name of a mountain

belonging to the Himalaya range. 3. The name

of a demon.

C^feWW s. (m. CZFt^+fV) One of the

seven divisions of the earth according to the

geographical system of the Hindus.

) The name of a

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 433.

473. Yates' Gr. p. 426.

CZJ^TtW s. (m. CTfl^ +^W) An epithet

of Kartikeya.

C!Fl€> s. (n. ZR" + "5T) Cruelty.

(In grammar) An
artificial term to denote the verbal roots of the

ninth class. (Lit. Those ofwhich is the first).

3^ Root, I. (iptf^) To kill or hurt.

^^ Root, i. (^KC^3, or with the insertion of a

nasal, ^*HC\j) 1. To be confused, to grieve.

2. To confound. 3. (3^f3) To call. 4. To

shed tears.

^% Root, x. (ffWTfif) To speak.

Root, i. (fpft\3) To fear, to apprehend,

to be afraid. Usually with f<T prefixed.

3^ Root, iv. (.^fUw.lS) To be fatigued ; to be

weary or exhausted.
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s. (m. R. Fatigue, weariness, exhaus-

tion.

Fatigue, weariness,

exhaustion.

ffK? a. pr<tf. part. p. R. <^+^3) Wearied,

fatigued, exhausted. Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

<|tf3" s. (/. R. ^pi+ f3) Weariness, fatigue.

a. (mfn. <H Ri +<P< ) Wearisome,

fatiguing.

f<^W^ Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

f^tfe, f^55^) To bewail, to lament, to

weep. iv. (ff^^f^) To be wet, to become

wet or damp.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f|^i+«T) Wet-

tened, moistened.

ffftfN a. (mfn. "ff^ +S^ for 3lfe) Blear-

eyed.

ff^Roox, IV. (tf*fc3) 1. To be vexed or

distressed, to suffer distress. 2. To vex, to in-

flict or cause distress, ix. (f|^1fe) 1. To

oppose. 2. To afflict, to distress.

fffPfa a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 1^*1+ ^3)
Wearied, afflicted, distressed.

f||p& a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. fffl + ^S See

Wilkins' Gr. p. 422.) 1. Distressed, afflicted,

wearied. 2. Inconsistent, contradictory. 3.

(Beng.) Lean, —\S\ (/.) or (n.) Afflic-

tion, distress, fatigue. (Beng.) Leanness.

flp^fi^ a. (mfn. + Causing

pain, annoyance, or distress.

f|ff% s. (f. R. 1|?*i + f3) Affliction, distress,

calamity.

<^\i<i? s. (n.) Liquorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra).

(/.) The indigo-plant (Indigofera

Indica).

fft^RooT, i. (^t^Is?) 1. To be timorous, to

be modest or unassuming. 2. To be bold or

presuming.

<j^t<T a. (mfn. from R. <?t^) 1. Weak, impo-

tent ; destitute of virility. 2. Slothful, indolent.

3. Of the neuter gender, s. (mn.) 1. A word of

the neuter sender. 2. A natural eunuch. —^3"

(n.) Neutrality, stupidity ; the being a eunuch

or hermaphrodite.

<ft<f^T a. (mfn. fffc + f^fff) Of the neuter

gender, s. (ra.) The neuter gender.

CfpT s. (n. from R. f|p[J 1. Wetness, damp-

ness, moisture. 2. Filth in a liquid state. 3.

Matter, pus, feces.

v. a. (from R. fff^ ) To make wet or

moist, to wetten.

G<p4 Root, i. (C<flT3) 1. To speak articulately.

2. To impede or obstruct. 3. To kill, to strike.

Cfp) s. (™. from R. f^+^T) 1. Distress,

pain, affliction. 2. Anguish, pain from disease.

3. Care, trouble, molestation, worldly labour.

4. Anger, wrath.

C^ffi a. (mfn. C<f*l+<?) Troublesome, painful,

afflicting.

a. (~^\ mfn. (^\
Causing pain and sorrow.

C^Hfl. (_^ mfn. CfP*l+^) 1. Dis-

tressing, afflicting. 2. Distressed, afflicted.

(^Ptv5 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. from the

causal form of R. f^^+^3) Vexed, dis-

tressed, brought into trouble.

C<Jff*fc3 v. a. (from R. fff^) To distress, to af-

flict, to vex.

C«N.i s. (w. from<t=l<+XT) Debility, impotency,

weakness, despondency.

s. (—£37^ w .) The bladder. Also written

nomin.
6*1
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«P a<f. Saws, (from prow. ) Where ? in what

place or degree ?

ad. Sans. (^fr-'Sftl Somewhere. TT^T

^C>*1 Hither and thither, anywhere.

ffi>^ ad. -Saws, (f + ft>V) 1 . Somewhere, any

where. 2. (^Beng.^ Seldom, scarcely ever.

^fb^ <Ffl>^ Here and there, in various

places.

3^ Root, i. (^*tf3) To sound.

s. (m. from R. f°1) 1. Sound in general.

2. The sound or tone of any musical instrument.

jl^T s. («. R. ^l+^FT) 1. The sound of any

musical instrument. 2. (?«.) A small earthen

pot or boiler.

^f*fa a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 5°!L+^t3)

Twanged, made to sound by contact.

5*t5°L*- (from R. The sound of a musical

instrument when touched ; a ringing sound.

^tjfW a. (from R. <p1j Giving out a ring-

ing sound, sounding well.

<pi^RooT, r. (^flv?) To decoct, to boil, to pre-

pare by heat, to digest.

^t^ts? a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^1+^5)
Boiled, decocted, stewed, digested.

^"Pl s. (m. from R. ^
c
lv) The sound of a musical

instrument. See

(m. from R. ^^L) 1- A decoction, any so-

lution prepared by a continued and gentle heat.

2. Pain, sorrow, distress.

collyrium ex-

tracted from Arnomum anthorrhiza.

<ftpj ad. Sans, (f + 3jft) Somewhere.

Cf^RooT, i. (Cf^ft) To shake or move.

5$<pl< s. {m . £3? + ^t^" ) The compound letter 5$

,

a consonant compounded of^and *$<i and pro-

nounced accordingly like ksha in Sanskrit;

but in Bengali it is corrupted into a sound re-

sembling hhya.

^^Root, i. (4#3lt\3) To go or approach. 2.

To give. (With the insertion of a nasal, fcjpii^;)

1. To go. 2. To give. i. or x. (OTTO,

To live in distress, to be in pain or
n51

want.

5^1 Root, viii. (^Cltfe, ^U3) To kill, to

injure.

5^°! s. (m.) 1. A measure of time equal to thirty

halas or four minutes. 2. A moment. 3. A
festival. 4. Vacation from work, want of em-

ployment, leisure. 5. The time of the new or

full moon. 6. The middle, the centre.

An instant, a mo-

ment.

Peevish.

Mohun P. p. 117.

S^fa s. (corrupt, of Sf'tTfi
)
Night.

s. (/. 53P1+R. Kl) Night.

S^TTO^" s. (m. ^Va\ + 1>~^ from R. A

Rdkshasa or demon. (Lit. Wandering about

by night).

STfa s. (n. R. 5$°!+ Killing, slaughter.

Lightning. (Lit. A

momentary flash of light).

from R. <i"
o:^) Perishing every moment, s.

(wi.) The name of a sect of atheistic philoso-

phers who deny the continued identity of any

part of nature, and maintain that the universe

perishes and undergoes a new creation every

instant. Carey.

^rft5^ ad. Sans, (ablat. of 5^1
)

Instantly, im-

mediately.

3 H
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called 5$°!
; a measure of time equal to two

minutes ; a very small space of time.

5$ft^ a. (mfn. 5cpi+^) Momentary, tran-

sient, perishable, fleeting.

S^tHl a. (from 5$t1"t) Diseased with sores and

indentations in the feet.

s. (corrupt, of One moment,

an instant.

5$rh s. (from R. ^Plj A disease which fre-

quently attacks the soles of the feet of those

Hindus who go without shoes. Carey.

td?\j a. (mfn. pret. part p. R. ^^L+^S) Broken,

rent, hurt, wounded, scarred, s. (n.) A wound,

a sore, a hurt, a scar.

5£3\E s. (n. + 3l from R. 1. Blood.

2. Matter, pus. (Lit. Produced by a wound).

a. (mfn.} Red, inflamed. Wilkins' MS.

Covered with

wounds or scars, full of cuts and wounds.

S^^Ts? a. [mfn. 53*3 +• ^\?) Violating a vow or

religious engagement.

A state of legal

impurity on account of a wound.

Injury, loss, detriment,

evil, hurt.

5£U3tPR s. + A bloody flux.

5^Sl s. (-^ m. R. ^Sjfj^:) 1. A porter, a

charioteer. 2. An offspring of a Kshatriya or

Vaisya man by a Sudra woman.

£3?^r s. (mi) A man belonging to the second or

military class among the Hindus. Also written

S£!I<^ s. (mfn. + <^) A mere Kshatriya,

a certain Kshatriya. (A term of abuse).

^friTT s. (m. from A man of the second

or military caste.

5^Tl 836

^Rlin s. (femin. of S^f&XT) A female belons-

ing to the second or military caste of the Hindus.

(f.) A female Kshatriya.

^fetft s. (f. ^Rni+ lf ) The wife of a Ksha-

triya.

5f^t s. (-f^P^m. WI+ ^SL) A Kshatriya.

Root, i. (53F&tf\J ) To protect, to shelter.

(A Sautra root.)

a. (-^ mfn. R. 5^1+^) Patient, re-

signed.

5^1 Root, x. (SPWfSTj To send, to throw, to

cast, to direct. (With the insertion of a nasal),

1. (^Frfa) or x. (3$s*jTTf3) l. To bear pa-

tiently, to endure. 2. To compassionate.

SPfl s. (/.) 1. Night. 2. (Beng.) Passion, folly.

aH l<P< s. (m. ^tl + 3^") The moon. (Lit.

Making night.)

53?< s. (m. from R. 5£) 1. Sneezing. 2. Cough,

catarrh. 3. A species of mustard (Sinapis di-

chotoma).

s .
(
Wl . R. ^+^5I5J ) 1. Cough, catarrh.

2. Sneezing. 3. A consumption.

£3?^ Root, i. (53FH3) To bear, to endure, to

suffer, iv. To bear, to endure.

s. (n. from R. «(3f*lJ Propriety, fitness, a.

(mfn.) 1. Patient. 2. Able, capable. 3. Be-

nevolent, friendly. — ^31 (/.) or —^ («.) Abi-

lity, capability.

^Kjtt^ a. (m/rc.^^l +^rH^) Possessed

of ability or capability
;

fit, able.

s. (/. from R. 5^) 1. Forbearance, pa-

tience, forgiveness. 2. The earth. 3. Night.

5pl1Ht a. (mfn. 5^1 +3TH^) Forbearing,

forgiving, patient.

5^3TW^a. (-^ mfn. 5^1 Patient,

forbearing, compassionate.
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IfcftUdJ a. (-\ mfn. R. Patient, en-

during, forbearing.

Sjfcft a. (-T^\mfn. Patient, for-

bearing, enduring.

s. (m. from R. "fe?) 1. Decay, loss, waste.

2. Consumption, phthisis pulmonalis. 3. A de-

struction of the universe. 4. The cure of a

disease. 5. Atonement, or expiation of sin.

6. A gradual wearing away. 7. (In mathe-

matics) A minus, a negative quantity. Colebr.

Alg. p. 131.

^n^T s. (m. S^ + ^t^T) A consumptive

cough
;
consumption. Also written

5^1^ a. (mfn. from R. ^) Causing

decay or loss.

£J?U^3l a. (mfn. t>$U + ^) Arising from decay or

consumption.

^rftll a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. "fe+ ^pft^)
Perishable, liable to decay. — \3l (/.) or — 3"

(w.) Perishableness.

^TUtT s. (m. ^RX+ ^Tt^T) 1. An intercalary

month. 2. A month in which the sun enters

two signs of the zodiac. Tarachand Ch.

^TIRT^ s. (m. ^TT+CTi^l ) An atrophy; a

consumption.

S^ITi a. (from
)
Decaying, perishable, liable

to destruction.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

Destroyed, caused to perish.

5£IP a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ft£) Perishable,

liable to destruction.

^R^Root, i. (5$Tf3) 1. To drop, to let fall.

2. To distil.

s. (n. R. S^+^FT) The flowing, leaking,

oozing, or trickling out of a liquid.

v. a. (caus. of iP<W) To cause to

flow, leak, or ooze out, to distil.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. $3?^) Leaked,

oozed out.

v. n. (from R. 53?^) To ooze, to leak,

to flow, to trickle out.

Spn^ Root, i. (^prf\?) 1. To shake. 2. To

move. x. To purify, to cleanse.

a. (mfn. from S^T) Martial, warlike.

5^3" a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. td?^-f 3) 1 . De-

sisted, ceased from
;

forgiven. 2. Forbearing,

enduring, patient.

s . (f. R. 1. Endurance, for-

bearance, patience, forgiveness. 2. Desistance.

s. (corrupt, of 5^t1 ) Patience, forbearance.

Wfe s. (m. from R. 1. Glass. 2. Salt;

alkali, potash ; soda. (w.) A factitious salt

commonly called Bit-Lohen.

tE£>U<P s. (m.) 1. A bud, a germ. 2. A net.

Saline soil,

earth impregnated with salt or alkali.

t$tf«l<3 a. (mfn. +^3) 1. Strained through

alkaline ashes, distilled from alkaline matter.

2. Guilty. 3. Falsely accused, calumniated.

v. noun The act of wash-

ing.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

Purified, cleansed, washed, rinsed.

v . a. (from R. td?^ ) To wash, to cleanse.

Root, i. 1 . To wane, to decrease
;

to disappear. 2. To rule, to reign over. v.

To hurt, to injure, to wound, to

kill. vi. (f^TTf^) ]. To dwell. 2. To go,

to approach.

fe^RooT, vni. (JfelllcfS'j Wtp2) To hurt,

to injure, to kill.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p.

3 H 2
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cited, agitated. 2. Moistened, wetted ; loosened.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 419.

(m. from R. f53?) A ruler, a sovereign.

Only used in comp. e. g. (m.) A
ruler of the earth, from

a. (m/re. pret. part. p. R. fSF + ^3) Wasted,

spent, lost, decayed. Wilkins' Gr. § 693.

1 . Loss, deficiency, de-

struction. 2. The earth. 3. An abode, a dwel-

ling-place, a house.

foRkSl s. (m. "fe?f\?+ 3l) The planet Mars.

(Lit. The son of the earth).

A mountain. (Lit.

Supporting the earth).

f^fsH'fes. (m. f^fe+ ^tK?) A king, a sove-

reign. (Lit. Lord of the earth).

A king, a sove-

reign. (Lit. Protector of the earth).

fi$Rj«?5; s. (m. + from R. Wj) A
tree. (Lit. Rising from the earth).

Root, i. (tt^KCsj) or iv. (f^lf^)To re-

lease, to treat with kindness. Also i.

To grieve, to moan, to utter inarticulate sounds.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. of R. 1^1^)
Consuming away, declining

;
grieving, moaning.

fe^RooT, iv. (f33pfrf3) or vi. (f&PffS) To

throw or cast, to direct or send. With

prefixed, To abuse, to revile ; with ^$4.4 To

throw away, to cast down; with "•AJ.I 1. To

despise, to blame, to revile. 2. To attract

;

with *T° + 3l1 1. To remove, to send away.

2. To gather, to heap up ; with To lift up,

to raise ; with f*T To put down, to cast down

;

with f"1 ^To lay down, to cast to the ground
;

with To scatter ; with ?1 To throw away

;

with f^T To cast asunder, to disperse ; with T°
To contract, to compress, to abridge.

) An oar.

f^tl s. (/. from R. t^Jj 1. A cast, a throw.

2. Night. See53pf1.

fe^ a. (mfn. R. "fe\+^) Obstructive, throw-

ing obstacles in one's way, thwarting.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. fe*L+3) l.

Thrown, cast
;

sent, dismissed. 2. Mad, dis-

tracted.

feifa^ ad. Sans. (f^+3"^) Like one

frantic.

s. (/. R. f^L+f^) (In algebra) The

quantity to be added to the square of the least

root multiplied by the multiplicator, to render

it capable of yielding an exact square-root.

Colebr. Alg. p. 363. Also feffe^l

.

ffel a. (mfn. R. f^L+^") Swift, quick,

speedy, ad. Sans. (—^°) Quickly, speedily.

*-^n (/.) or —^ (w.) Swiftness, speed, quick-

ness.

f5£^RooT, iv. (^t^f^?) 1. To vomit, to eject

from the mouth. 2. To be intoxicated.

a. (mfn. irreg. pret. part. p. R. fe^)I XI-

toxicated. Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

fS^XTi s. (/. from R. f^F) Diminution, deficiency,,

loss, destruction.

3Sft Root, i. (^f{S ,
5^TTU3) To hurt or injure.

Root, i. (ic^[s5lf^l) To utter inarticulate

sounds ; to moan, to groan.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Decayed,

wasted, emaciated, exhausted
;

thin, feeble,

slender, lean. Wilkins' Gr. p. 415. — s5"l (/.)

or (n.) Decay, exhaustion, fatigue ; thin-

ness, feebleness, slenderness, emaciation, lean-

ness.
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S^ffrfct) a. (mfn. + *$&) Of slender waist.

5^fT*teft3" a . (jnfn. ^t°\ Emaciated,

lean, exhausted.

^tTT^T a. (mfn. ^°l+3I*n) Emaciated, lean.

^t^RooT, i. (S$l<lfvd) To eject from the

mouth, to spit.

Sjft^" s. (n.) 1. Water. 2. Milk, thickened milk;

the milky juice of certain plants.

s. (from 5$t^T) The name of most of the

species of spurge or leafy Euphorbia : particu-

larly Euphorbia hirta, E. thymifolia, and E.

Chamsesyce. Carey.

*£U<*>ll^*fl. s. (J. A me-

dicinal drug, apparently the root of a species

of lily. Also written

**1<K.*. (corrupt, of ^FtRW) 1. A kind of

white silk-cloth. 2. The sea of milk (in the

mythological cosmography of the Hindus). See

S^^jfft s. (5gft^ + Yfl. for^f^T) A sort of

sweetmeat.

S$l«f<^fo s.
(f.
S^ +f^fo) Inspissated

milk.

^^f^fRT. s. (f. Sdft^ +f^'W) The white

or black Bhuinkaonra (Convolvulus panicu-

latus).

s^t^ST* s
- (/• from The pale

Bhuinkaonra (Convolvulus paniculatus).

s. (m. 5^ +^15) The ocean of

milk (in the mythological cosmography of the

Hindus).

S$l«*t I s. (from
)
Frumenty, rice-milk.

s. (from ) 1. A cucumber. 2. A
kind of frumenty or rice-milk.

^teMTFrcn s . (/. s^+^ft+^nrl)
An epithet of the goddess Lakshmi. (Lit. The

daughter of the ocean of milk.)

842

(/. from A plant containing a

milky juice (Asclepias rosea, Rox.)

^tft^il s. (/. S^ +^l) 1. A tree (Mimu-

sops Kauki) ; also its fruit. 2. A potherb,

Bhuinkaonra (Convolvulus paniculatus).

(/• fromS^fc +^ft) A tree (Mi-

musops Kauki) ; also its fruit. Hort. Ben. p. 25.

The seeds

of cucumbers used as a medicinal drug.

(-f^T^TW. ^t^" +^\) A tree (Mi-

musops Kauki) : also its fruit.

1. The ocean of

milk (according to the mythological cosmography

of the Hindus). 2. (Beng.) White silk-cloth.

ScP Root, ii. To sneeze ; to make a

sneezing sound.

a. (corrupt, of t*^) Small, little, diminu-

tive, s. A sort of very coarse and thin cloth

used to make nets for catching small fish. Carey.

o
s. (from R. Sfj^L) A mark, a blemish, a

bruise.

•^{^ s. The cutting a soft thing with a sharp

instrument.

t££<3^^ad. Quickly moving with short steps.

•^3^1 a. (corrupt, of^H) Small, trifling, little.

5fl a. {mfn. pret. part. p. R. S^f^+'T) 1.

Pounded, pulverized, bruised, hurt. 2. BJp-

mished, branded with a mark of infamy ; mi-

serable. 3. Disappointed, chagrined. 4. Versed

in sacred science, yet incompetent to teach it.

ff^S a. (-^Xmfn. ^ +H^) Dis-

tressed in mind, penitent, regretting, contrite,

grieved, afflicted.

s. (/. R. ^+^) 1. Sneezing; the act of

sneezing. 2. A mark, a blemish. 3. Hunger:

see 5pi

.
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££\S s. fm.T&.'W+^S} A sneezin°\ Also written

from

3Tfe + R. ) Black mustard. (Lit. What

causes a sneezing.) See

v. a. (from To sneeze.

Root, vm. (5jftfi£ To pound,

to bruise, to reduce to power.

s. (from R. *F"V[»3 1 . The broken fragments

of rice or other things occasioned by pounding.

2.
(f.)

Hunger. See 23^.

v. a. (from R. 5ptJ To dig the earth, to

carve, to engrave.

5gfWl a. (corrupt, of 5JH) Small, trifling.

See 3gK5Tl

.

^ftlTt^I s. (SffWl + ^t*!) A small tree

(Antidesma paniculata).

A spe-

cies of potherb (Amaranthus polygamus).

A small

yellow species of ant which bites very severely.

A species of

mustard (Sinapis ramosa).

2j>t^tH s. (m. 5f¥from C^TfH ) The sen-

sation of hunger.

2cF5f a. (mfn. R. fc£1^-<T) 1. Small, little, mean,

trifling. 2. Avaricious, niggardly. 3. Cruel.

— >3*1
(/.) or —^ (ft.) Smallness, insignificance,

meanness.

s^trft^ s . (/.5jH+^r&+t^i) a tb-

kling ornament, a girdle of small bells.

5£TEF35"ft"s. (n. 3J>^ + \5sft") Contempt.

5JWf%*. (/• ^H+^f^) Penuriousness, mi-

serliness, avarice. (Lit. A looking to the smallest

things.) a. (mfn.} Penurious, miserly.

) A shortness of

breathing.

5£Ef] s. (femin. of SJSg) A woman maimed or

crippled, wanting a limb, &c. 2. A dancing

girl. 3. A harlot.

^P +^^[t3) The small fryof fish.

Root, iv. To be hungry, to

feel appetite or hunger.

3J*C*' if' R * 'SL) Hunger, appetite.

If«d s. (/. R.^^-^) Hunger, appetite.

33£T3"^" a. {mfn. ^1 +^jt^T) Distressed

with hunger or appetite
;
hungry.

5<ttPf3 a. (mfn. Afflicted

with hunger, hungry.

S^Hfe5PPT s. (m. ^Hl +^fel^ from

3lf% + R. \5T*Q Black mustard. (Lit. What

excites appetite.) See ^3tf^^FPT

.

Sj^tf «. (mfn. + Pained with hun-

ger, famished, hungry.

53t1^a.(»i/w. R.5f^+ ^TT^)Hungry, famished.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^fj^f- ^NJ)

)

Hungry, famished.

The cessation

of hunger, the appeasing of the appetite.

^%a. Quick. -<\|<Sr1 ad. Hastily, quickly,

suddenly.

53^1 s. (wz.) A small tree, a bush, a shrub.

ytSPL « Quick,

ad. Suddenly, hastily, quickly.

%$$fl s. A pigeon-hole.

S^f5 A tuft, a clump, a small patch sown with

any kind of seed.

30 «• pre*, .par*, p. R. t*^+\J) Agitated,

excited, distressed, pained, alarmed. (Beng.~)
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Disappointed, discouraged. — \3pl (/.) or —3"

(n.) Agitation, alarm, distress.

Root, i. (C^t^fe) 1. To be confused or

agitated. 2. To stir, to agitate, to disturb.

iv. (t^fo) and ix. (SpjtRj) To shake, to

tremble, to be agitated. (Frequently used with

prefixed to it, without any ap-

parent change of the meaning).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 5F3+I^3)

1. Agitated, stirred. 2. Alarmed, frightened.

sari s. (f.) 1. Linseed (Linum usitatissimum).

2. A sort of flax, Bengal San.

Root, vi. (SM NJ) 1. To cut. 2. To scratch,

to make lines or furrows.

&< s. (m. from R. S£4J 1. A razor. 2. A
plant (Barleria longifolia). 3. Another plant

(Tribulus lanuginosus). 4. The hoof of a horse,

cow, &c.

s. (m.) 1. The name of a plant, commonly

called Tila. 2. A black singing-bird. 3. Dice.

Wilkins' MS.

a. (mfn. + )
Razor-edged, as

sharp as a razor.

Sp^l s. (from R. SR + ^fl?) An instrument

like a paddle with a short handle, used to grub

up grass for cattle.

s. See .

s. (-f^\ rnf 5J^"+ 3/T) 1. A barber.

2. A razor, a knife.

^ a. (mfn.) Low, mean, little. Wilkins' MS.

a. (mfn.) Little, small.

a£§3<P a. (mfn.^3 + ^) 1. Little, small; young.

2. Hard. 3. Poor, indigent. 4. Vile, low.

Sf^ a. Quick. —^f^TTl ad. Quickly, swiftly.

(5$ s. (corrupt, of C5^n ) 1. A burden which is

transported from one place to another at one

journey ; a transit from one place to another.

2. The casting of a fishing-net.

s. (corrupt, of C^T) 1. Afield. 2. The

body. 3. A wife.

(corrupt, of Loss, detriment.

C^T s. (n.) 1. A field. 2. A holy place. 3.

The body. 4. A wife. 5. (In geometry) Plain

surface, bounded by a figure, a triangle, &c.

Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

Geometry.

Kala S. p. 362.

CS^Ffa a. (mfn. C^T + ^fa) Geometrical.

Colebr. Alg. p. 271.

c^nrefflft .. (/. c^n^+^ft)
Geometrical demonstration. Colebr. Alg. p. 59.

C5£!TS s. (m. C^T+3) A son, the offspring

of the wife by a kinsman, or person duly ap-

pointed to raise up issue to the husband. Manu
ix. 167.

C^^B s. (m. (^T+ \3i) The soul (Lit. Know-

ing the body, as being the conscious principle

in the corporeal frame). a. (mfn.) Clever,

skilful.

s. (C^T +^fe) A plant which pro-

duces a small white flower (Oldenlandia biflora,

and perhaps another species). Carey.

C^FF7
! s. (n. ffl&X +W^) The area of a

plane figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 70.

C^t3H$M s. (m. + 373^3') Geome-

trical demonstration. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

C^q^tpl s. (m. C^+TtPl) Quantity repre-

sented by a figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 278.

C^TKjfc a. (mfn. from + 3fl + R. 3lH)
Gaining a livelihood by cultivating the soil. .s\

(m.) A peasant, a husbandman.

G^ftnr a. (mfn. CS^T+^T) Relating to a field.

s. (n.) Meadow-grass, herbage, pasturage.
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OSfSfi s. m. C^+t\) One who

possesses or cultivates land, an agriculturist.

s. (m. from R. fel^) Grief, sorrow.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caws, of R.

f^F^) Afflicted, distressed. See

(33pl s. (m. from R. f^Pt) 1. A throw, a cast.

2. A load which is transported from one place

to another at once. 3. A stroke of an oar ; a

throw of the casting-net. 4. (In mathematics)

An additive quantity. Colebr. Alg. pp. 19. 113.

171. 363.

A spurious verse,

an adulterated passage introduced erroneously

into the text of a work.

(W\°\ s. (n. R. f^Pl+^FT) The act of striking

or throwing ; the passing away of time.

C^tPl s. (/. from R. feL) 1. An oar. 2. A

fishing-net. Also . See f^rf5] .

(Sl^'flU a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. fe^f
Fit to be thrown, or cast away.

a. (from R. f^L) Proper to be thrown.

casting-net.

CSPfl a. (from R. fSPL) Excited, vexed, pro-

voked, angry, passionate, distracted, foolish.

C^pHfcS ». a. (from C^1) To provoke to

anger, to put a person into a passion.

C^PtKS v. a. (from R. WV) ] - To send
>

to

cast. 2. To row. 3. To spend time. 4. To be

angry.

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of f§3?^l
)

Quickest, speediest. Wilhins' Gr. p. 450.

wi/Vi. irreg. compar. degree

of fe3 ) More quick, more speedy. Wilhins

Gr. p. 450.

CER^Root, i. (C53R"f3) To spit.

Ctc^M s. (mn.) Happiness, welfare : the proper

expression to be used by a Brahman when

meeting with a man of the Vaisya caste.

Manu ii. 179. a. (mfn.) Happy, prosperous,

fortunate.

A species of Falco. Buchanan 's

MSS. Carey.

(t$U<MT, s. (/, accus. case of (3$H,

The Brahmani kite or Coromandel

eagle, which is accounted an auspicious bird

by the Hindus (Falco Ponticerianus, Latham).

Carey.

CSRt a. (-f*l\mfn. + Fortunate,

auspicious, happy, s. (Beng.) A small basket

in which women deposit their ornaments.

s. The profession of a ferry-man.

One who rows with an oar, a ferry-

man.

t5$ Root, i. (SPlf^t) To wane, to waste or

decline.

s. (n. from + XT) Slenderness, lean-

ness, emaciation.

ttq?Q" s. (n. from C^^T) A multitude of fields.

C5$1 s. (from t^) The refuse or trash of sugar-

canes, after the juice has been expressed by

the mill.

C^t^^T s, Adestroyer of Rahshasas or giants :

used to denote a ferocious and cruel person.

C^ftl s. A kind of spear.

C^tfi s. (/.) The earth. Also written C5^tfl

.

C^tl4 s. (m. from R. t*^) 1. Powder, a pul-

verized substance. 2. A mortar, a slab or stone

on which any thing is ground.

v. a. (from To carve, to

engrave.

a. (rnfn. irreg. superl. degree of W})
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Very small or minute, very finely pounded.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

mfn. irreg. compar. de-

gree of SJjy ) Smaller, more minute. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 520.

C^t^i s. A place made for pigeons to build their

nests in.

The parts of a

hipped roof which are designed for the end of

the house.

s. (from ) A bunch of hair tied on

the top of the head of a woman.

feeHH a. (from (^FW) Furnishing hair suf-

ficient to form a large bunch.

CSFT^ s. (w, from R. t*^) Agitation, excitement,

distress, anguish. (Beng.~) Disappointment,

discouragement.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of

R. *|^) Agitated, excited, distressed.

W^tal a. (-f^m/ra. (5$ts +^T) Agitating,

exciting, causing distress or pain.

(SFl^P a. (mfn. fut. part, p. R.S^+IT) Capable

of being excited.

(fcfclM s. (n.) Wove silk.

C^ft s. (/.) The earth. Also written

(«. from 1. Honey. 2. Water.

3. A grape. Wilkins' MS.

a. (mfn. from C^F^T) Linen, made of

linen or flax. s. (wire.) 1. An airy room on the

top of a house. 2. An apartment at the top of

a hall. 3. The back of an edifice. 4. A forti-

fied place in front of a building. 5. A building

of a particular form. 6. Wove silk.

s. (m. from td»« ) The shaving of the head

or beard.

(W^ 850

1 s. (from tdj>< ) A tree which grows abun-

dantly in the Sunderbunds (Sonneratia acida).

Ctt£l<l s. (C^t<T +^) The shaving of the head

or beard.

Root, ii. ((5Ptf3, ^U3) To whet, to sharpen.

W>s3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.5^ + 3) Whetted,

sharpened.

s. (f. from R. 5^) The earth.

SSrWfvS s. (m. rt+^fft) A king. (Lit. Lord

of the earth.)

^ s. (m. ?5H+^ from R. ^) 1. A king,

a sovereign. 2. A mountain. (Lit. Supporting

the earth).

SRt^ Root, i. («tfrU*l(.\3) To shake, to tremble.

s. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^tlT) Shaken.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

Root, i. To wink, or twinkle,

to close as the eye-lids.

fSp^RooT, i. ((5p[f3) To sound inarticu-

lately, iv.
( ) 1. To be unctuous, to

be soft or bland. 2. To liberate, to free. Ac-

cording to some, this root should be written

C^3 s. (m. from R. ftj^K^) V. Venom, poison.

2. Ciy, noise, a. (mfn.} 1. Crooked, bent.

2. Wicked, depraved.

CttffOi s. (f from R. ftpEJ 1. A war-whoop, a

battle-cry. 2. A bamboo rod or stake.

C^j^y^a. (mfn. from 05^3)Poisonous, venomous.

(n. from R. fttf*^) A war-whoop, a

battle-cry.

(Sp^RooT, i. ( C5prf3) Ii To shake, to tremble.

2. To move, to go.

3 I
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*U The second consonant of the Hindu alphabet,

having the sound of kh in inkhorn.

*m s. (n.) 1. Air, the atmosphere, the sky. 2.

Open space, vacuity. 3. A cypher, a dot. In

the artificial system of the Hindus for expres-

sing numerals, stands also for cypher. 4.

Happiness, pleasure, auspiciousness. 5. A
limb, member, or organ.

^tf s. (corrupt, of ) Parched or fried

grain.

(
J^ +^) 1. The coarse powder of

parched corn. 2. A sweetmeat made of

coarsely powdered parched corn.

a. (from R. Deep, navigable.

s. (from A pan

for parching corn.

^flftint^ s. (from N^-r-.C5^?) The

grey variety of the Cobra de Capello (Coluber

Naga).

W s. 1. An oil-cake. 2. The wax of the ear.

(from A variety of rice used to

make fried or parched corn.

(corrupt, of ) 1. Catechu or

Japan-earth. 2. The tree which produces it

(Mimosa Catechu). Hort. Ben. p. 41.

^<^TO f, (III + +ttl ) A
variety of rice, the grains of which are of the

colour of catechu, and of the form of anise-

seeds.

^3^1^ s. (from *lW<T +^) A small heron

of the colour of Japan-earth (Ardea cinnamo-

mea). Carey.

^fet^s. («. The letter *U or any

character expressing its sound.

Root, i. To laugh, to

laugh at, to deride.

a. (mfn.') Hard, solid. See

8iS s. (rn. from R. $$^) 1. A bird. 2.

An arrow. 3. The sun. 4. A planet. 5. A
deity. 6. Wind, air. 7. A grasshopper. (Lit.

Moving in the air.)

An epithet of Ga-

ruda the sacred bird of Vishnu. (Lit. The

lord of birds.)

JtfrtH s. (mM+*t*l)A bird. (Lit. Moving in

the air.)

a. Mean, inferior, bad, unprincipled.

A magnitude which has

cypher for its multiplier. Colebr. Alg. p. 19.

f#$}$f s. (m.^ +^"3") An epithet of Ga-

ruda. (Lit. The king of birds.)

^PtM s,(M:+ Crtl^T ) The celestial sphere.

) Astro-

nomy ; the use of the celestial globe.

^"^Root, ix. (^5lf^) 1. To be past birth.

2. To cause prosperity, to augment, to unite.

3. To purify. Wilson, vi. and x.

in the same senses. Wilkins.

I*ll> s. (from R. **JtT^ A ball of things tied or

fastened together.

a. (mfn.
yU+F^") Moving in the air. s.

(m.) A cloud.

(h. jsr^-) A mule.

s.
(

JltFC+^) A she-mule.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Mixed, blended, combined, inlaid, studded.

(Sometimes used in comp. e. g. 3Tpt*U"ft>^ a.
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(to/m.) Inlaid with jewels, jewelled, from

A jewel, + s*lf&3).

^f^T s. (from R. A ball, a bullet.

itf^RooT, i.
(

sU\S'Rj) 1. To churn, to agitate.

2. (With the insertion of a nasal, **J>|f3) To

limp, to halt, to walk lame or ill.

(to. from R. A ladle, a spoon.

JVl^ s. (to. R. ^^+3^) A ladle, a spoon,

a churning-stick.

toteF s . (to. r. A ladle, a spoon.

s*fc5W s. (/. from R. IU^+ :3lt^) A ladle, a

spoon.

(a. <G^:>-) Revenue, wealth f the trea-

sury.

(from a. aj^-L + T.
L5
*-) A treasurer,

a paymaster.

a. (mfn. from R. ^vL) Lame, crippled,

limping.

S*t^F a . (mfn. R. I*£j+3J<£) Lame, limping.

*. (to. R. ^t^+^FT) The wag-tail (Mo-

tacilla alba), (n.) The act of going or moving.

^£*H s. (from R. JUl[
s) A small drum or tabor

which is struck by the thumb.

(p. ^)A dagger.

s. (from. R. A tabor, a small

drum struck with the thumb. See ^Kp*H .

t^fft s. (to.^ +^ from R. ^ ?) The

wag-tail (Motacilla alba). Also

s.
(f.

from *fcg) A kind of metre in Sans-

krit prosody. As. Res. x. 419. 466.

^\Root, i. (St^jsFj To wish, to seek, to en-

deavour, to inquire.

s. 1. Coarse long grass of several species

used to thatch houses. 2. Phlegm.

s. A small drum, one of the attri-

butes of Siva.

s. The civet- or pole-cat (Viverra Zibetha).

See 1^*!.

1. A multitude, a heap, a pile, a quan-

tity of things. 2. A consultation, an advice, a

scheme.

s. (/".) 1. Chalk. 2. A sort of grass

(Andropogon muricatum).

s. (/.) 1. Chalk. 2. Coarse grass or straw.

Root, x. (*U"ijilf^) To cover, to screen.

^Tgl s. (/.) 1. A fragrant grass (Andropogon mu-

ricatum). 2. (Beng.^ A couch, a cot, abed-

stead ; a bier ; a hammock. See .

s. (^l+^tft) A club, or rather the

foot of a bedstead : one of the attributes of

Siva. See

) A coverlet, a

counterpane.

^it^t*! s. (m.) The civet- or pole-cat (Viverra

Zibetha). Also written

Stffl 5. (/. from R. 1. A bedstead, a

couch. 2. A hammock • a cot.

1. One of the attri-

butes of Siva : a bedstead or a club in form of

the foot of one. Colebr. Alg. p. 124. 2. The

hip-bone. Wilkins' MS.

a. (mfn. ) Lecherous,

abandoned, low, vile.

Root, i. and x. (^t3ITf3, and with the

insertion of a nasal, ^U^jfs?, ^^f^) To di-

vide, to tear, to break off a part or piece.

s. (from R. ^vjL) Coarse grass dried, straw.

%5^[ s. A back-door, a private door.

^^rkl s. Dried grass, straw. Sabda S. p. 198.

3 I 2
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A sort of salt prepared by evapora-

tion.

A sandal, a clog.

^vi^iUl a. (from J^v5H+ ph ) Sandal-footed.

^0^1 s. (ft. 1jj^g) A curry-comb. See ^I<< 1

.

^51 s. 1. The mark of a graduated vessel,

which points out the quantity that will fill it to

that particular height. 2. The noise made by

fish in swimming or moving in a trap. 3. A

report, news, information, v. a. To

give a signal (as fish when moving in the trap).

v. a. To receive intelligence. Carey.

) Marked, gra-

duated, s. The graduating of a glass or other

measure. Carey.

s. The name of a shrub, commonly

called Charmaghds. Sabda S. p. 463.

s. (from R. ^Otj i. A consultation, an

advice, a machination. 2. Chalk. 3. A kind

of coarse grass.

^fv3<PU. (/. from ) 1. Chalk. 2. Coarse

grass used for thatching or as fuel. 3. A tooth-

pick made of grass.

^tf^WTvOT s. (^Sl + ^ttOT) The pick-

ing the teeth with a grass tooth-pick.

Striped (as

cloth).

*tf^t s. (from r^3) A sort of coarse mor-

tar used to plaster cottages. Also written

iURiill a. (from ^f$) White, pale, of a chalky

colour, s. A species of potherb (Amaranthus

polygamus). Carey.

s. (from R. ^3 ) 1. Chalk. 2. Straw used

as fuel.

|. (^fl +Ht^l) Chalk.

^O-^ll a. (from ^3) Made of coarse grass.

Also written

Iife3Ttli s.
(
I*iS33rl+^) A hut made of

coarse grass.

^5tU^f£ s. (^3331+cl^fk) A spe-

cies of large fish (Lutianus Aya or Perca Aya,

Buchanan's MSS.~}. Carey.

a. (from R. *V^) Dried so as to separate

from what it was naturally united with.

^vi^-llfct^ s . (^OT+^tfe^) A

cocoa-nut gathered unripe and kept till the

milk is dried up.

v. a. To produce a clattering and

disagreeable noise (as a carpenter at his work)-

A Venetian window. Also written

^^^5^1 . Mohun P. p. 77.

s. (m.) 1. A sword, a scymetar; a large

sacrificial knife. 2. A rhinoceros. 3. The horn

of a rhinoceros.

^.$U< s. (n. t^+^tR) The edge of a sword.

A large salver or

charger on which the sacrificial knife is laid.

Wilkins' MS.

^"f^ s. (p. *t§j[ + ) 1. A swordsman.

2. Buffaloes' milk. 3. Froth or scum. Wit-

kins' MS.

^^t^W s . (m. ^+ C^fa) The sheath of a

a scymetar.

^t^^ a. (mfn.
<sUg+$3J) Holding a sword

in the hand, wielding a sword.

J*t\^ (_f^T ?«. Jlt^ +^T) 1. Armed with

a scymetar. 2. A rhinoceros.

v. a. To tickle, to tease.

(mn. from R. ^t^) 1. A piece, a portion,
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a part, a fragment ; a strip of cloth ; shreds of

meat. 2. A chapter, a section of a book. 3.

(In mathematics) The different terms in an

equation. Colebr. Alg. p. 186. 4. (Beng.)

Raw sugar. 5. A cluster of houses in the same

court-yard. — ^31 (/.) or —^ (n.) The being

divided into parts or sections.

I*^3^ a. (mfn. R. J*^3 + 3I^) Breaking into

pieces, rendering ineffectual, removing, s. One

who removes or expiates offences.

a. (from J^ +^tM) Unfor-

tunate, unlucky. Also written

JtfS3S*k3 ad. (^ +^3) Piece by piece, in

pieces, v. a. To cut into pieces, to

divide into portions.

s. (n. R. J*t^+3H) The act of breaking

or dividing into pieces, the refuting an argu-

ment, the thwarting a scheme.

A fracture, a remon-

strance, a refutation.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^3 ) Fit to

be broken, frangible.

An epithet of

Siva.

) 1. A partial de-

struction of the universe in which all the spheres

beneath Swarga or heaven are dissolved in one

common ruin. 2. A quarrel ; the dissolution of

the bands of friendship or of society. Carey.

(from R. ^-t^J The repeal of an order?

the refutation of an argument.

v. a. (from ^3) 1 . To cut into pieces,

to divide, to break. 2. To revoke or rescind

an order. 3. To remove an obstacle, to avert

danger. 4. To thwart a contrivance, to refute

an argument.

Stf^rW'R3 s. (from r^-foKJ ) A reciprocal thwart-

ing
; a mutual removing of difficulties.

^Vtf^J^ s . (m. R. 1. Pease. 2. The

arm-pit.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^3 ) 1. Broken

into pieces. 2. Rescinded, revoked, repealed.

3. Averted, removed, prevented. 4. Thwarted,

refuted.

^"feCsS v. a. (from R. ^t^) 1. To break, to

cut, to divide, to efface. 2. To refute, to re-

scind.

(a. lai.) A handwriting, a writing, a letter,

a bond, a promissory note.

(a. dua^.) Circumcision.

s. (a. a"-^ ) The conclusion of thing, a seal-

ing, a finish, an end. Also written

The seed of the common hollyhock (Al-

cea rosea).

(a. JLis-) Danger, apprehension, risk;

reflection, remembrance, thought. Also written

v. a. To calculate, to cast up a sum, to

settle an account.

s. (v. noun of JU3l<W) The casting up

of a sum, the settling an account, a. Reckoned

up, settled.

(from ) An account-book.

a. Torn, tattered, decayed, rotten.

-*ltf^3 To rot, to moulder away, to decay.

(from A. jjSas&S) 1. A coming, a passing.

2. Recollection, remembrance. 3. A loss.

s. (from ^3TT1) A disease of the eye-

lids which destroys the eye-lashes, a. Decayed,

rent, rotten, v. n.

To be seized with rottenness or decay.

^OSl'WlSj s. + (TlFl ) A disease of the

eyelids which destroys the eye-lashes.
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(corrupt, from p. ^j^js-) The purchase

of a thing.

Root, i. To be steady or firm.

2. To kill, to eat. x. (^*frtTrf\J) 1- To cover,

to conceal, to protect. 2. To eat, to kill.

^T'R ! s. (v. noun of J*ftrf^T3 ) The frightening

or chasing away of a person or animal.

v. a. To chase, to drive away, to

frighten.

(from Parched or fried grain.

(_/.) Parched grain, parched or fried

corn.

(tw.) A tree (Mimosa Catechu) ; also

its resin, which is sold as a drag under the name

of khayer, catechu, or Japan-earth.

^l'R<1 s. (/.
I*tfj^+5) A sensitive plant

(Mimosa pudica),

(corrupt, from p. A purchaser,

a buyer.

tefex {m. ^i + CWKS) 1. A fire-fly. 2.

The sun. (Lit. Shining in the air.)

^I^Root, i.
(
s
tf

5rf3, 1. To dig, to

delve. 2. To hurt. With 3^ prefixed, To

dig up ; with ft To dig into, to engrave.

a. (mfn. R. ^i4.<P
)
Tearing, digging.

s. (?w.) K A miner, a digger. 2. A house-

breaker. 3. A rat.

s. (n. R. Slt^+SFT) The act of digging.

s
*t

5Ti s. (from R. s
*t

5
[v?) 1 . A hog-spear. 2. A

snuffling, a. Uttered through the nose, nasal.

s. (f.
from R. A mine, a quarry

;

a hole, a cave.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Dug, excavated.

^VtPfre v. a. (from R. Itf5[s) To dig, to delve.

^tf^TTJ" s. (n. from R. j*JTT
s
+3") A spade, a hoe,

a spud or paddle.

**ftfj s. (/.) A mine. See ^ft"

.

(corrupt, of ^f^lT) A spade, a hoe, a

paddle. Also written

s. (from R. *^?) The harvest, a crop.

**F*<t s-
(
A

- j'J^ from p. xx£) A ditch, a

trench, a moat, a gutter.

ad. Suddenly, hastily, quickly. Also

**H^1 s. (corrupt, of ^T^) A tile.

s. (from ) A tiled house.

s. (m. from R. ^ ?) 1. The betel-

nut tree (Areca Faufel or A. Catechu). 2. A
fragrant grass (Cyperus pertenuis). 3. Garlic.

4. (ra.) A water-jar.

s . (*U+^) A flower in the air : used

metaphorically to express an impossibility or

absurdity.

a. (from p, aii) Angry, wrathful.

(a. t-fl-i>-) Disdain, contempt.

^:<^root, ix. (C^W'fe) 1. To be past birth.

2. To cause or procure prosperity. 3. To

purify.

(A.^i.) 1. News, intelligence, informa-

tion, report. 2. A predicate. 3. Care.

(p.jJ>j>i>) An informer, a reporter,

a spy ; a guardian, a protector.

I^^tWl s. (p. c^-^-) The taking care of a

person, protection, guardianship.

^fc^Jfeffk a - (
p

- J^ji^) Watchful, attentive,

careful, interj. Take care ! beware !

(p. ufjtAj^s*) Watchfulness, atten-

tion, care.
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Jlt^tft" s. (n.
sU + ^tft') Rain-water, dew,

vapour. (Lit. Water from the sky.)

a. (a.
1J;
^
) Wicked, malignant, ma-

licious
;
impure.

I*t^
s
s. (-^ m. ^i + R. ^1 ) An epithet of

Indra. (Lit. Enjoying the sky ?)

(p. Twisted, crooked, coiled. *. A
twist, a coil, a curl, a ringlet, a noose.

s. (p. t^jUci-) The name of a musical

instrument.

(a. j~*£>.) Fermented, leavened, s.

Leaven, any ferment.

s. (from a. <u^-) A large pinch, as much

as can be taken up between the thumb and all

the fingers.

v. a. (from a. <u^>.) To pinch or

seize any thing between the thumb and all the

fingers.

a. (p.jIj^) Crooked, twisted, curled,

coiled.

Root, i. To go or move.

I*Nrl s. (corrupt, of A post, a pillar.

^t^T (^1 +^FX) A sort of yam
(Dioscorea alata).

^lU^s. (a. jJ~) Welfare, happiness, health,

goodness, a. Beneficial, lucky.

(from Light brown, coloured as

if sown with grains of light brown resembling

parched corn. s. A species of fish (Clupea for-

nicata). Carey.

(from a. cu\jfs>-) Charity, alms-giv-

ing.

a. (from a. c^-*-) Given or received

in charity, intended for charitable purposes, s.

Alms.

a. (from 3£il) Decayed, worn out, injured.

A plant and its resin called khayer (Mi-

mosa Catechu). See

(mra.) 1. An ass. 2. A Daitya or demon

in general. 3. A kind of heron. 4. A kind of

grass (Andropogon Serratum). 5. (rare.) Heat.

a. (mfn.} 1. Hot. 2. Sharp, pungent. 3. Cruel.

4. Crumping, brittle.

a. Quick, speedy.

^pft^s. (p. JZgjf) A hare; a rabbit.

ET^ s. (p. from a. Expenditure,

expense
;
money ; debt.

^tT^plt^ a. (p. One who expends

money.

afcESfteT «. (p- j^^HSf) A bill of exchange,

a letter of credit.

t>< \
cr

\ \ s. (h. ^Ij-^i.) A person who expends

money.

SXTT^1 s. (from p. ^) 1. The proper expenses

for any purpose. 2. The costs of a law-suit.

a. (from p. _^>) Extravagant, expensive.

s. A sort of wooden needle used in the knitting

of nets.

a. (mfn. ^t^+ 'T^T) Sharp-nosed.

a. (-1^1 mfn. ^+^) Sharp-

nosed.

a. (mfn.
JU^" + ;3^") More sharp, very

sharp, exceedingly sharp.

1. A red variety of basil

(Ocymun caryophyllatum). 2. The teak or In-

dian oak (Tectona grandis).

Stf^jW s. (f. from^"+^) A plant, a

sort of tulasi (Ocymum gratissimum).

^terrrta «. (
j^"+cpI1n31) wen-baked, weu-

burnt
;
over-baked, burnt in baking.

ilU^eKfri s. (from ^tt + ) A sort of coarse

grass (Saccharum cylindricum).
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^$^>%; s. (from p. JjJ/i-) A melon (Cucumis

Melo). Also .

aiM^f^ s. (/.
Sl^ +H^^l) A plant (Achy-

ranthes aspera).

^Jr^^l s. (h. \jbj$) A curry-comb.

a. + Sharp
;
pungent ; well

sharpened.

^"pTl s. (from Jlt^"+
W
I^T) A sort of fish

(Mugil protuberans). Carey.

A saucer or shell into which the lower

part of the spindle is put whilst a person spins

with the hand. Carey.

a. (from
)

Hot, dry, over-parched.

s. (h. Ifc^) A hare ; a rabbit.

(/.) A kind of grass used for thatching

(Andropogon muricatum, also A. serratun).

J^t^K3 v. a. (from ^ftK3 ) To over-bake, to

parch, to calcine.

^^"t^tTl, s. (/. from ^U^l ) A kind of grass (An-

dropogon serratum).

s. (v. noun of ^t^Tt^T^) The over-baking

of bread, the parching of corn. a. Over-baked,

parched, calcined.

l^Wftfll a. (from Over-baked, over-

parched, calcined, burnt in baking.

(a. l-ji^) Evil, bad, spoiled, wicked.

(from a. Lrj\jd~) Badness, wickedness,

deterioration, ruin.

(/.) A plant (Celosia cristata).

(a. <daJ^»») A letter-bag ; a letter.

^f^U3 v . re. (from ^A) To be over-baked or

over-parched.

A kind of sugar-cane (Saccharum semi-

decumbens). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

(p. &j2>-) A purchase.

a. (p. K&ji-.) Bought, purchased.

(p. jlJoy^) A purchaser, a customer.

Also written

s. (from p. ^J&jiJ) The purchase of a

thing ; a bill of fare. Also written

M^WV*^ (p. ^.f-^jj) A buy-

ing and selling, trade.

^]^Root, i. (^^jfe) 1. To worship, to treat

with respect or courtesy. 2. To pain, to make

uneasy. 3. To cleanse, to purify.

s. (n.) Silver. See .

(/.) A cutaneous eruption, itch, scab.

s . (re.) 1. Silver. 2. (m.) The wild date-

tree (Phoenix or Elate sylvestris) ; or its fruit.

(/.) The wild date-tree (Phoenix or

Elate sylvestris). Also its fruit.

Root, i. To bite, to sting, to sting

venomously.

(m.) 1. A thief. 2. A rogue, a cheat.

3. A beggar's bowl or dish. 4. The upper part

of the skull. 5. A tile. 6. The vessel in which

the blood of a victim is offered. 7. A collyrium

applied to the eyes.

^l<f Root, i. ()ttffe) 1. To go, to move to or

towards. 2. To be proud, to be haughty.

^t^" a. (?re/re.) Of little size or stature, short, low,

dwarf, s. (re.) A billion. Wilson. Ten thousand

millions. Colebr. Alg. p. 4. — (y.) or —^
(re.) Shortness of stature, dwarfness.

Root, i. To gather, to collect.

(mn.') 1. Earth, ground, soil. 2. Place,

site. 3. Sediment, deposit of oil, &c. 4. A
threshing-floor, a granary. 5. {Beng!) A stone-

mortar used to prepare medicine, a. (»?/«•)
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Low, vile, malignant, artful, cruel. — \31 (/.)

or —^ (n.) Malignity, deceitfulness, knavery,

craftiness.

A legend, a

story.

*H*s a. (from Artful, deceitful, unsteady,

slippery.

r*Frf s. («.) A bridle.

^Pll s. (%?
i + :>h ?) A granary made of mats.

^PJI s. (m. SUS?
T + R. ) A sweeper, a cleaner,

a mihter orfarash. Wilson.

S^rFFWi s. ( +XT^T ) A mortar and pestle.

s. A tumult, a disturbance.

A sort of tree common in forests near

the sea-shore.

v. a. To consent readily and inconsi-

derately to a proposal.

^Tt
-^ s. (from a. ^ii) Release, liberation,

emancipation, deliverance.

a. (from a. ^ole-) Pertaining to deli-

verance or liberation, s. A clashee, a sailor, an

artilleryman.

Jtff*T s . (from ^) 1 . Refuse of an oil-press

;

oil-cake. 2. Ear-wax.

v. a. (from To slip, to trip, to

blunder, to err, to do wrong.

stff^' s. (mn.) The bit of a bridle. See ^Mt^

.

(/.) A multitude of threshing-floors.

^Irl^i s. (a. <ta-U.) 1. A successor, a Muham-
madan sovereign. 2. A cook. 3. A tailor.

Itff^
x

Ti s. A fish (Perca setacea, or Trichopodus

Kolisha, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

s. (mn.) The bit of a bridle.

**Ti, ad- Sans. Certainly, indeed, truly. (Often

merely used as an expletive.)

J^c^cr^
s ^ tumult, a disturbance. Also

*&&\ s. (/. from ^^T) A multitude of threshing

floors.

(m. from R. ^1°^?) A deep hole, a canal,

a trench.

s. A fish (Mugil protuberans. Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

(f.) Rheumatic pains in the extremities.

s. (wi.) The name of a particular class, the

descendants of a Vratya-Kshatriya. Manu
x. 22. 44.

^Root, I. (^fe) To kill, to hurt, to injure.

s. (from ^itf^W) The act of sloughing

or falling off or down.

v. a. (caus. of *tf^t3) To cause a

thing to fall, to open a door, to loosen a thing.

^t ! s . (v. noun of I*M^S3) The causing a

thing to fall, the opening of a door, the loosen-

ing a thing, a. Made to fall, opened, loosened.

v. n. (from R. *^?) To fall off, to

slough off, to loosen.

s. (m.) The itch, the scab. a. (Beng.)

Scabrous, rough, scaly, scabby.

(h. p«2s*) A husband.

v. a. See

v. n. See

a . (from ^[) Afiiicted with the itch,

scabby.

^^^i? s - (
from ^^+7.^) A species of

fig-tree not yet ascertained.

(from p. ^^s-) The roots of a species

of grass (Andropogon muricatum) used in India

to make slight screens for the doors and win-

dows, which being sprinkled with water in the

3 K
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hot season cool the rooms, ad. Quickly, hastily.

a. Harsh to the touch, scabrous, rough. Carey.

A rough copy of any writing, a waste-

book. Carey.

s. (from R. ^t*3^) A pit, a ditch, a trench.

^^US v. a. (from R. 1. To eat, to cor-

rode, to abrade, to wear away. 2. To undergo,

to suffer.

s. The slag or dross of metals.

A pretence, a deceitful assertion, an

imposition.

a. (from R. Voracious, raven-

ous, gluttonous. Also written

^^i,and^ir;l.
v. a. To eat, to wear away, to suffer

or enjoy, to undergo.

JVttv35T s. (from R. The act of eating, the

wearing away or corroding of any thing, the

suffering of any evil.

as a rhyme to

it) The act of eating, eating and feeding.

attvSfTCl a. (from ^t\H) Hospitable, enter-

taining.

S^tt^Hl s. (from ^"^£3) The act of eating, the

corroding or wearing away of any thing, the

suffering of any evil. a. Eaten, corroded.

v. a. (caus. To cause

to eat, to entertain, to feed cattle, to graze.

attvOTtH5^ y. (^\3TFl+^^from p. ^)
A caustic plaster.

^tttt s. (from Desire, greediness, want,

covetousness.

JVtfef3 s. (from ^fS) Abatement, loss, de-

ficiency.

. (corrupt, of^^^")Grit, sand, sediment.

^^"fe" s. (from^T^ +SjW^'?) A disgrace,

a blemish, a blot.

A cage, an aviary.

o
s. The cutting of a piece of wood so as to

frame it with another piece which is cut down

or half through in the same manner. Carey.

Cut half through

so as to be framed with another piece. Carey.

(corrupt, of ^ts3) Raw or coarse sugar,

molasses,

o
(corrupt, of A scymetar.

A plant commonly called Charma-

ghas. Sabda S. p. 163. See

a. (from ^t3lfor^3 +^t^)
Checquered, checked.

(corrupt, of ^t^3) An inlet, a frith, a

strait.

^TOTl s . (from S*fe) A small piece of cloth

usually worn by poor female children. Also

SltT&T^^ a. (from W^i) Cut with a notch so

as to be firmly tied or framed together.

^irrCfl a. (from IU^3?) Cut-nosed, flat-nosed, cut

off. (Only said of the nose.) Also written

Stfftft or ^t%Tl

.

I A broom. See ^{t^Tl

.

^^s. (p. <JjV) Earth, dust.

s*tW^T s. (from ^R") The lees of wine.

^l<Pk<?tt!i «•
(
p - i^/U- C/U) Nothing.

(Lit. Earth within earth.) v. a. To

destroy.
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a. Panting with heat and fatigue

Carey.W 5. (from R.
)
Eating, devouring, vo

racious.

s. A mill to separate cotton from the seeds.

Nflfl s. (corrupt, of Jfe) 1. The horn of a

rhinoceros. 2. The tusk of a wild boar. 3. A
scymetar.

'^X^S\ s. (corrupt, of s*ftst1^) A species of

coarse grass or reed (Saccharum spontaneum).

a. (from R. ^fctptj Devouring, eating.

WrT s. (from^ ?) A long-bladed scymetar.

A broom, a besom.

(corrupt, of a. &^ci-) Revenue. Mohun
P. p. 83.

A kind of sweetmeat, a. Hard, firm.

A jaca

fruit, the substance of which is firm and hard.

(from a. <sj\j£. + t. ^jsS) A cashier, a

cash-keeper, a treasurer.

s. The name of a fish (Clupanodon Khaji,

Buchanan's MSS.\ Carey.

flutes s. (corrupt, of y^^^") The wild date-tree

(Phoenix sylvestris, Rox.*).

Treacle or mo-

lasses made from the juice of the wild date-

tree. Carey.

*Ul^«*t (Sltl^^ +^T) The juice of the

wild date-tree, used to make sugar and as yeast

to leaven bread. Carey.

(p. .fcsrUi-) A tray, a dish.

s. (mf.^ A bier, a bedstead, a cot. a.

Short, small, dwarf, low, humble. (Beng.~)

v. a. To humble, to subdue, to van-

quish, to mortify, v. a. To under-

value, to depreciate, to despise, to scorn.

Short-sighted, dim-

sighted, penurious, niggardly. Carey.

s. (from The wages of a

labourer ; a task, toil. Also

(from A labourer, a

workman.

^tt^T s. (Stftfc+XM) A bug (Cimex lec-

tuaria).

(from ) 1. A fence, a screen.

2. A sieve.

a. (from Sour, acid. s. An ef-

fect ; the working as a labourer.

v. a. (caus. To super-

intend workmen, to set persons to work ; to

apply, to suspend ; to try the efficacy of a thing

by the proof.

s. (from A working or

labouring mutually or in society.

J>i~r&1JT s. {v. noun of ^t^t^U3) The setting

to work, the superintending a work. s. An ef-

fect, a. Sour, acid.

S>t^1ff s. (from stft£
i
) The space between the

beams. Mohun P. p. 77.

s. (from ) The bag of perfume

found in the civet-cat.

a. (from^S) Small, reduced in quan-

tity by refining
;

clear, plain, explicit
;

ap-

proved of.

v. a. To labour, to serve, to work, to

effect, v. n. To operate, to be efficient.

s. The name of a plant commonly

called Charmaghas. Sabda S. p. 324.

Fissures in the ground from heat.

3 K 2
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a. (h. \-^>~) I- Erect, upright, perpendicular.

2. Payable at sight, s. 1. The tough part of

any vegetable. 2. The legume of Hyperanthera

Morunga. 3. A lament.

ad. Quickly, forthwith, instantly.

bill payable at

sight.

scolloped ornament of metal worn by

women on the wrists.

s. (corrupt, of *Us3) A piece. (As a particle

it is employed in a peculiar way. See ^0*T .)

I*tfljttpi a. (from s*]33) In pieces.

s. (corrupt, of ^J>3) A piece.

sVttM^ s. (corrupt, of 5^°!+^?) One mo-

ment, an instant, a short time.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. JH5t<
, See Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 417.) Dug. s. (n.) A square or

oblong pond ; a ditch, a moat, a pit, a well.

^tts3^ s. (n. + 1. A well, a ditch, a

moat. 2. (Beny.) A debtor.

Acknowledging a debt,

promissory (said only of written obligations for

a debt).

Compu-

tation of the contents of an excavation. Colebr.

Aly. V . 97. Also^OTNTi. Ibid.

1. A multitude, an assembly, a party.

2. A plot of ground. 3. An account-book, a

ledger. Mohun P. p. 87.

In parties, in

small heaps or numbers.

s. (a. JsU.) The mind, the heart, the

character |
inclination, remembrance, will.

^tfiMgjft^L (p. JsU) Desired, approved,

chosen.

^ft^^l s. (p. Tranquillity, self-

collectedness, composure, assurance, ease. a.

Contented, composed, tranquil, self-collected.

a. (p. j\j Jb\i~~) Giving encourage-

ment.

(p. i^sjii) jlsU-) Encouragement.

^f^^TOTT*. (p. JtU) Disregard, in-

attention, carelessness.

(p.^LjU-) The mind, the heart; thought,

recollection. See ad. On account

of, for the sake of, for.

(h. liSl£?) Convicted, confounded, con-

futed, humbled.

^"SF Root, i. (^T^fS) To eat.

(from R. ) The dross or scoriae of

metals. See .

JUtPf<P a. (mfn. R. ^C\\+^^) Eating, con-

suming, devouring. (Used in comp. e. g.

IXt ^^^ a. (mfn.) Eating flesh, from

3lto:jT s. Flesh, +^[t^^.) s. (m.) I. A

corrosive substance. 2. A borrower, a usurer

(in law).

s. (n. R. 1. The act of

eating. 2. Victuals, food.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Eatable, edible, fit to be eaten.

(corrupt, of ^Xv3) A short piece of wood,

a truncheon.

In short pieces.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Eaten, devoured, destroyed.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

\3^) Eatable, fit to be eaten.

s*ttfts^*. (a. ^jU) A servant.

StftftR a. (mfn. from s*tf^") Made of the

wood of the catechu-tree.
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lyfl® a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. rUt^+IT) Eat-

able, edible, fit to be eaten, s. Food, victuals.

a. (mfn. Fit or

unfit for food.

^ft^s. (corrupt, of ^H3) 1. A place, a situation.

2. A single thing, a parcel ; a piece of cloth.

It is applied to the names of objects that are

flat or nearly so, e. g. 3^*M*E^t*t\5 One

piece of cloth.

(p. j^oU-) A prostitute, a harlot.

^W^TC^UT^ s. (p. jjS* Sole*.) A whoremonger.

5VH5r^tT&"FTl 5. (p. fl»W) A district

in a town inhabited by harlots.

Jtffa^fal s .

(
P

. ^U +W) Whoredom,

prostitution, fornication.

^i'l*1fPL<l^ s. (p. jb ^U-) A whoremonger.

(p. ,_5jb ^Jsj\£~) Whoredom,

fornication.

(from p. ^jU-) Whoredom.

ylhr!3l]1\ ad.
(
J^r+ r^) Piece by piece,

in pieces, v. a. To mince, to break

into pieces, to quarter.

Jirt*TITfrr1 s . (p. ^ULjU-) A house-steward, a

butler.

• u5)&bLjW) The employ-

ment of a butler.

s. (from R. A ravine, a pool, a

pit. 2. (from R. sUtl7) A meal, food. 3.

(from p. ajU-) A house.

J*!WI>I3T s . (p. ^ JGU.) Table-expenses,

board-wages.

+ a. c—>^p~) Ruined,

spoiled.

s. (p.
l_s^r <UU-) A domestic broil,

a contest, a scuffle.

JUt:Tt3it'^5. (p. d1j iiU.) 1. A home-born slave.

2. A child of the family.

indecl. A particle giving the idea of parts or

members ofthe body when spoken of with tender-

ness, e. £. The two (dear) feet.

**ttf% 5 . (/.) A mine.

a. Thick, waterproof (as felt, cloth, &c.)

s. A sheath, a scabbard.

s. The name of a bird (Corvus Capta, Bu-

chanan's MSS.~). Carey.

S*tt
15t3l ». (corrupt, of A tile, a potsherd,

a pantile.

JiJ1r
ctR^ a. (from^H^I) Tiled (as a house).

Jttt5lP"^t s. (from Sittct^1 )The tiling ofa house.

jtfW s. (a. Ur*0 Angry.

^iKTl s. (from ^FtTl) A potsherd, a tile.

^t^f^" s. (from ^R") 1. The skull. 2. A
large hemispherical vessel.

s. (from R.^tt^?) A handful, a mouthful.

Also written

^tTR s. (from R. ^ttW) Eatable, edible.

(from R. ^ttlT ) The water which a

person involuntarily swallows in swimming.

The involun-

tary swallowing of water when in danger of

drowning.

a. (p. ^U.) Raw, unripe, crude, imperfect,

inferior, bad. s. 1. The sealing of a letter.

2. A post, a pillar. See

The name of a plant (Dioscorea

alata). Mohun P. p. 60. See

%tt^teT|5^ s. (p. JU. A crude notion,

an impracticable contrivance, the building "astles

in the air.
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ad. (p. *\y>-) Nolens volens, sud-

denly, unexpectedly.

A plant (Carpopogon nivoves, Rox.}.

Mohun P. p. 32.

^lil-ul^s. (h^U/) A threshing-floor.

a. (from ^STfe) 1. Pertaining to

a threshing-floor. 2. (from p. Useless,

spoiled, vile.

species of yam (Dioscorea alata).

Carey. See

(a. <u^»-) A pinch. See

v. a. (from^^l) To pinch, to

take up between the thumb and the fingers.

^itftr^H s. (v. noun of ^ ) The act

of taking a pinch of something, a. Pinched,

taken up at a pinch.

^l^&ii Rt s. (from ^ftlFfeS) A pinch, a

sudden gripe.

^tt5^"! s. (h. from ^g) A post, a pillar.

(m.) A measure of capacity containing

sixteen dronas, or about three bushels.

(from h. l"^") A vessel used by fisher-

men to preserve their fish.

a. (from h. V^£) 1. Upright, straight-

forward, honest, sincere. 2. Payable at sight.

s. 1. A cotton-pod. 2. A vessel used to pre-

serve fish.

^Tt^ s.
(
rUWl+^') Uprightness, righteous-

ness, honesty, straightforwardness, integrity.

a. (a. ^jU-) Excluded, expelled, dis-

missed.

^f^ftf^^.?. (a. + Jib) The ten-

dering of a resignation.

measure of capacity

equal to sixteen dronas or about three bushels.

See Colebr. Alg. p. 3. Also written

^tHt<^ a. (mfn. ^tR\ +^) Proper to be sown

a hhari of grain (as a field).

a. (mfn. ) Proper to be

sown with a hhari of grain.

A creek, a canal, an inlet, a bay.

J34'W s. (p. iU) A mother's brother.

s. (from ?) A place where salt is

manufactured.

^t^t^ s . (from a. ^U.) Release, rescue; the

deliverance of a woman in labour.

aft^T^fa s. (a. ^U+^T) A written order

to release any one ; a leaf with a spell written

upon it, laid on the head of a woman to secure

her safe delivery.

SVtNfcfi. s. (from a. yoU.) 1. A sailor, a clashee,

a matross. 2. A person employed in raising

heavy burdens, &c. 3. Rescue, release, deli-

verance.

Slttf^l^Tl s ^J^) 1. An office of government

in which the business of the revenue-depart-

ment is transacted. 2. Land held immediately

under government. Carey.

O"
(
A

- ^j!l>-) Vacant, empty, void, unen-

gaged, s. (p. ^!Ul) 1. A mother's sister. 2.

The sheath of the plantain-tree leaves, used

in certain religious ceremonies. 3. A great

weakness in the limbs.

SVtMtW s. ( + StTi ) An attack of great

weakness in the limbs.

a. (a. ^Ll + h. ^jU from ^^)
Empty-handed, pennyless.

A vessel of bamboo rods or thick stalks

of grass to preserve fish. See

a. (a. ^U-) Select, good, excellent, pure,

peculiar, own.

a. (a. <u>W-) Select, peculiar; choice, good,

excellent.
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(a. c^-w.U.) Peculiarity, individual

character, the natural disposition.

^UT^ft a. (a. ^j-to-) Castrated (said of sheep and

goats). —<pf<W v. a. To castrate.

a. Bad, evil, inferior.

setter! s . 1. Badness, inferiority. 2. The bad or

inferior part of any thing.

difference of opinion, a difference in

reckoning a sum ; a dispute, an altercation ; a

debate, v. a. To settle a dispute,

to remove a misunderstanding.

v. a. To draw, to pull, to distort the

face convulsively, to writhe.

ftffU s. (f.) A fox.

fte3 s. (corrupt, of Dirt. a. Vulgar,

ungrammatical, scurrilous, low. Also written

a. (corrupt, of <P00<) Mixed, confused,

blended together, s. A well-known Indian dish

composed of rice, split pulse, and spices
;
any

mixture of two opposite kinds.

v. a. (cutis. To cause a

person to grin, to make him distort his counte-

nance, to scold, to maintain a dispute about a

trifle.

a. (from Cv
)
Distorting the

countenance, grinning; scolding.

v. a. To grin, to contract or distort the

countenance, to dispute about trifles, to scold,

to fret.

s. Fretfulness, a disputing about a

trifle ; a distorting of the countenance.

a. Fretting at trifles, impatient.

a. (corrupt, of <P0O<
)
Vulgar, low, un-

grammaticaL See

Root, i. 1. To terrify, to alarm,

to surprize. 2. To be terrified, to fear, to dread.

s. Rust. — v. a. To scale off.

a. (from Rusty.

s. Discontentedness, peevishness,

waspishness.

s. (from Rusty.

s. A perpetual scolding of others ; a

murmuring, a peevish fretfulness.

v. a. To fret, to be querulous,

to scold.

a. (from Fret-

ful, peevish, querulous.

(h.
^J>j£)

A window, a back-door, a

private door, a sally-port.

window,

the opening for a window ; a back-door, a pri-

vate door.

A back-door, a

private door.

f^lvi (a. <__>Ua^.) A title, an honorary ap-

pellation.

f^Roox, iv. (f^PlS) and vn. (ftij3) To

be distressed, to suffer pain or misery.

P*M s. (from R. f^TfJ Hunger.

(a. i^^jci-) Service, attendance,

obedience.

fal^^Tfa s. (p. j]{La±.) A servant, one who

waits at table.

fjUwwIUt s. (p. ^jLc^L) Service; the em-

ployment of one who waits at table.

f^tnJ*il*j a . (mfn. pres. part. p. R. f^t"^.)

Grieved, sorrowful, distressed, regretting.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. See Wil-
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kins' Gr. p. 419) Distressed, suffering pain

or uneasiness.

(from confused mix-

ture of things of different qualities.

a. (mfn.^ 1. Waste. 2. Vacant, empty,

s. (mw.) 1. Land not in tillage, waste land.

2. (Beng.*) Sward. 3. Numbedness when oc-

casioned by lying so as to obstruct the free cir-

culation of the blood. 4. A peg, a wedge, a

bolt, a pin.

"rU?l^1 s. A variegated long dress worn by men-

dicants. Carey.

staple.

v. a. (caus. To turn an

arch, to drive in a wedge or pin, to fasten with

pins.

f^t5T s. (from f^Tttt^) An arch, a dome,

an arched turret, a vault, a. Arched, driven

in as a wedge.

a. (from Arched,

vaulted.

v. a. (fromf^) To turn an arch, to

drive a wedge, to pin, to nail.

ftWl s. (from fe) 1. An arch, a tunnel, a

funnel. 2. A packet, as of betel, &c.

s. (corrupt, of ^t5^) A bolt.

^ Root, i. (^Is3) To sound.

A sheep-fold, a pen for cattle.

^i^TTl a. (corrupt. ofScgEj ?) Small, little, mean,

diminutive, base.

The cutting a thing with ease. —<pf< ill

ad. Easily, without effort or exertion.

1
*1 IOC\j v. a. To stir up a fire. Also

s. 1. The repairing a straw-thatch. 2. A
dry measure containing eight handfuls.

v. a. 1. To prick or pinch a thing, to

thrust, to push with the finger. 2. To perfo-

rate. 3. To feel pain in the bowels.

s. (from R. ) The searching for a thing.

^tf^3lU3 v. a. To seek for, to search out.

^Tla s. The corner of a piece of cloth ; the com-

parison of one thing with another

I compared it), a. Similar to

another person or thing ; contracted to a point

or corner. Carey.

from

)
Writing an illegible hand.

^t^fal s. +^3l) The whole of any

thing without reserve or remainder, ad. En-

tirely, wholly.

A dot, a point ; the picking up of small

articles.

v. a. (from R. ^j^.) To scratch up,

to loosen any thing by the nails or by means of

instrument. Alsosome

W^T&l^s. (^|^fromWf^J, + 3T^T
as a rhyme to it) A slight quarrel, a bickering,

a contention.

A post, a wooden pillar.

v. a. (from 1. To pick up small

articles with the fingers. 2. To scratch. 3. To

lie down for its load, and rise up when loaded

(as a bullock does). 4. To compare with, to

match.

s. (from A mutual com-

parison.
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two things with one another, a . Compared

with, matched with.

^tl^l A post, an upright post or wooden pillar to

bear the roof of a house.

v. a. (from R. ^5^) 1. To pick up with

the fingers. 2. To scratch up, to loosen. 3. To

lie down for its load and rise up again when

loaded as a bullock does.

^UvSH s. (from ^KSU?) 1. The act of digging

or throwing up the earth, as a hog does. 2.

An expression of surprize or contempt.

fcjfttv? v. a. (from R. ^3) 1. To dig, to throw

up earth, as a hog does. 2. To express surprize

or contempt.

<ii

^3 s. A blemish, a blot, a bad mark,
o o

^f^P^T^ * A sobbing or slight crying,

o o

^^^i^ s - Unwillingness, reluctance. Also

v. a. To hawk or cough for the purpose

of expectoration ; to wheeze.

^J^t s. 1. A foetus, a child in arms. 2. The

dandruff of the head.

Jtf^tottK3 v. a. To cough, to wheeze in the

throat.

fto^fr (from S>J^WtG3) 1. A fit of

coughing. 2. A small basket. See

(corrupt, of ^f^F) A female infant.

a. (from ^ft) Turned up at the edges

so as to hold liquids ; said of leaves, &c. when
formed into a sort of vessel.

An oblong box made of bamboo, and
used to carry small things.

ad. Suddenly, hastily, unexpectedly.

Root, i. (C^t^fo) To steal, to rob.

a. Small, little, diminutive, low, mean.

v. a. (from R. ^J^L) To seek, to search

or enquire after a thing.

ftf^ft s. (from ^fe[U3) Enquiry, investigation,

search.

aPtvI^Wt s. (**JvSW p. y*JU) Enquiry,

search.

^Jv^t^IsS v. n. (from Jte?) To itch.

^ifefTtf^ s . (from JiJv^W^) The itch, an

itching.

Jijvlffl s. (from **£lfrt^S3) A plant which

causes an itching when touched (Hibiscus pis-

tus, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

^tf^Xri s. (corrupt, of ^jf^ ) A basket, a vessel.

^tfTT£3 v. a. To gather, to pick up.

S^Roox, vi.(^5^)to cover, x. (C^VttvJTTf^

or with the insertion of a nasal **]Wf3) To

tear, to break into pieces, to rend.

^OvivJ s. (corrupt, of yi^3^J) A junior pa-

ternal uncle.

*>Jvji3v3Sf§7ft s. (^jOTS + ^fSTft) The

daughter of a junior paternal uncle. Also

s*J\533^Tf s. (^33+^1) The son of a

junior paternal uncle.

s. (corrupt, of ^Pr3T3) A junior paternal

uncle.

^l^lsj s. (corrupt, of A junior paternal

uncle.

S^t^f^fi. s. See fSsl^^f^l

.

^K5t\3^t^ s. See <£Os3N$<3"t§ .

v. a. (from R. 1. To pick up, to

3 L
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collect, to glean, to compare. 2. To dig, to

root up the earth.

J

*j$ft s.
(
S^31 + 3f ) The wife of a junior paternal

uncle. Also

s. (corrupt, of Refuse, the refuse of

corn ; the fragment of a grain of rice.

v. a. (cam. of *ffiK3) 1. To cause

to dig or cut. 2. To dig.

v. a. (from R. ScjpfT?]) To dig, to cut, to

sink a well.

A plant (Croton plicatum). Mo-

liun P. p. 60. Also ^fpP^jj . Hort. Ben.

p. 69.

^|TK.v5lt^ s. A plant (Antidesma paniculatum).

Mohun P. p. 60. Also Hort.

Ben. p. 72.

spud or paddle, a spade.

Suddenly, unexpectedly. Usually con-

structed with

a. (p. Good, beautiful, elegant, ex-

cellent.

A small hut, a shed.

a. Rough, uneven : said of soft

or muddy ground when imprinted with footsteps.

a. Little, small,

^ic^t^^ a ' (
P- ^JT^S^ Beautiful, handsome.

(p. ^bj-i.) An apricot.

^j~f^ s. (p. ^j-y*-) Goodness, elegance, beauty.

7*£^ Root, vi. (^^"f^) To cut, to scratch.

s . (m. from R. 1. A razor. 2. The

hoof of an animal. 3. The foot of a bedstead.

See . 4. A sort of perfume commonly

called Nakhi, apparently a dried shell-fish, and

of the shape of a hoof. Wilson.

*$mS a. (-1^ mfn. SJT+T^ from

^Ttf^l ) Flat-nosed. Also .

^3 s. (m. ?) An arrow with a semi-*s «"".-f V""' *s

circular head

A stool, a bench.

2. A noose or tether for cattle.

JUTt^ s. (m. ^T+ ^Slt^) 1. An animal in

general. 2. (p. cJ\jf>) Food, provision.

J^W^1 a. (from p. tl/^) Gluttonous, vora-

cious.

Sjf^l s. (/. + A hoof.

A cup, a small bason, a

small platter. Also .

*^[^|^ s. A quick pace with short steps-

ad. With quick and short steps.

^^f^TTl a . (from s>|^fe) Moving with

quick and short steps.

r^ Root, i. or ^%3) To play, to

sport.

s. (corrupt, of ^1<^1 ) A spud used to grub

up grass for cattle.

^^Tl 5. 1. A kind of sweetmeat. 2. (p.

A

date-fruit or tree.

ad. (from a. ^1^-) Openly, freely, un-

reservedly.

v. a. To open, to unfold, to expand ; to

get loose, to fall off.

1. The scull, the cranium. 2. A scull-

shaped earthen vessel.

a. (mfn.} Small, little, low, mean.

a. (mfn.
J
*JW+3?

) Low, vile j mean,

little
;
poor, indigent

;
cruel, harsh.

y*iW3t3 s. (m. S^+ ^t^) A father's younger

brother.
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(
p

- cA*-) J°y> pleasure, a. Joyful, agree-

able, pleasing.

yii^TftnT s . (p. j^T^i^) Welcome, flattery.

(from p. j^eTjjJlji) A flatterer. Also

n|*ft (from p. ^j&js-) Pleasure, happiness, joy.

*£0t «• (p.
L
/i^-) On foot, by land.

^^1"^ s. (p. Li- Good writing, good

letters.

SfcJ^fat^s. (p.^-^i.^) Good news.

(p. Dainty food.

7^>1?tTf^l a. (p. cJ\j^ fji^l^) Feeding

daintily.

7i|xtfl^ s. (p. p£j^+*t£j ) Pleasant conversation,

a pleasant story.

a. (p. ^bj ^^»-) Speaking well, elo-

quent.

^^MxSVf a. (p. J^L + ^yH) Handsome.

**£!\33l a. (p. jjs Of a joyful disposi-

tion, gay, blithe.

s . (from p.
LS
*J3 A jest, a

jocose expression.

a. (p- ^r-jy Writing well. s.

A writing-master.

J*££TOl a. (p. UJ l^iyO Pretty, neat.

Ji
^*tfrt5Iv s. (p. ywj^) A good reputation, a

good name.

(p. ^yo\j Good reputation.

^PWt^.. (p. cJl% Ji^) Good clothes.

a. (from p. lL/IS^j (Art) Wearing

good clothes, well-dressed.

^"k^ s .

(
P

. JfyjL.) A good season, a

good state.

7i|^f^1 s. (p. mi fj*f>?)
A pleasing scent, fra-

grance.

^ftlTt^fl. (p. Sj« J:^) Of a joyful dis-

position, happy, content, pleased.

^^NR^Ti s. (p. U, J^O Well-disposed, friendly,

kind.

s. (v. noun of^t^3) The act of cough-

ing.

Stol^tfl s . (from^ftT3) A fit of coughing.

J
*fjt?jTC s. (from ^^ffc^) A fit of coughing.

tiffin v. a. To cousrh ; to tickle in the throat

;

to wheeze.

v. a. 1. To cough, to hawk, to make

a husking noise in the throat. 2. To prompt,

to excite to an action. Also

^\ s. (from The exciting or

prompting a person to do any thing.

v. a. To excite a person to do any thing by

punching him with the finger.

^^ad. Quickly, speedily, instantly.

^^J^TpT s. (from 7)]~PTU3) 1. The separating of

grain from the husk. 2. A witch.

v. a. To collect things into a heap or

bundle. Also ^ftl^ . See 7ij^Tf^^

.

^t^RT ! s. (v. noun of The put-

ting things into a heap or bundle, a. Put into

a heap, collected into a bundle.

s. (from The putting

things into a heap or bundle.

v. a. To separate grain from the husk by

slight blows of the pestle.

v. a. To wrap a thing up, to tuck a

thing under something else, to conceal.

v. a. To thrust a thing among

ber of other things.

3 L 2

a num-
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^N^Ss. (p. uf>-)

Blood, murder.

(p. c_>U=i- (o^) Murder, slaughter,

bloodshed.

^^T^t^t s. (p. Bloodshed, bloody

deeds.

(p. tijii- Bloodshed, slaughter.

^Tji 1 |« j. (
P

. ^) The shedding of

blood.

s. (from p. (jjrS-) A quarrel among re-

latives, a family-quarrel.

^"tt a. (from p. ^js-) Bloody, murderous, cruel.

J
tf
5
ft*Tl a. (from p. ^) Bloody, cruel.

Root, i. (^f%?3) To play. See^
1. The fineness or evenness of a thread.

2. The fibres of a thread. 3. The end of a

thread.

c^srft-^ s. (a. u^JL^-) Perfidy, treachery,

embezzlement.

(a. Jlo-) An imagination, a thought,

a supposition.

PVteTN s. (from Made of even or good

cotton or flax (said of thread).

C^t" s. See .

The name of a plant (Sonneratia acida).

Hort. Sen. p. 38.

s. A broom. See C^Tl

.

1 . A scurrilous or vulgar poem. 2. A
singer of scurrilous or vulgar poems.

The yelp of a fox, dog, or jackal.

v. n. To be impatient or fretful, v. a.

To treat a person in an ill-natured manner.

C^^lR s. (from C^WfC3) Fretfulness ; the

treating a person in an ill-natured manner.

cafe
5v

888

a. (from Impatient,

passionate, fretful, peevish.

A clearing of the throat, a hem, a

half-cough.

C^t^T. a. (from C^W^Is?) Ill-natured, peevish,

snarling, fretful.

Importunity, a peevish complaint.

v. a. To teaze, to importune, to urge

a peevish complaint,

o o .

C^^TJipT s. (from C^t^T^A?) Importunity,

a peevish complaint.

5. (from A fox.

Also

C^^pt^Tt^T. s. ((^f^^TT^ +^) A female

fox. Also C^^ftrHT. . Mohun P. p. 49.

s. (corrupt, of f**TpU ) A fox.

vii O .

a. (from Importune,

impatient, peevish, teazing.

v. a. (caus. of c^rfTOJ) To pun,

to draw forcibly.

v. a. (h. Ls^-^)To pull tight, to draw,

to tug, to gird close, to snatch.

(h[ b<$\ s . Importunity, peevishness.

v. a. To solicit, to importune, to be-

have peevishly.

C^ttAil a. Obscene, coarse, vulgar, scurrilous,

low, base.

C^l"\5 s. 1. A vulgar, scurrilous poem. 2. One

who recites vulgar poem3.
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(*U<Hri I s. A cucurbitaceous plant (a species of

Luffa). Carey.

(&^5El s. (from R. JVttTt?) A devourer, an

eater, a peculator (a vulgar expression). Carey.

{English quay? 4-^[Tt>) A ferry.

A broom, a besom.

a. (mfn. (*U locat. case of
,

Aerial (Lit. Moving in the sky).

C^l s. (from C
1*]^^) 1. The pulling of a

thing. 2. A spasm, a cramp.

v. a. (from To draw or

pull forcibly.

v. a. To pull tight, to draw, to gird

close, to tug, to snatch.

Root, x. (C^TlfS) To eat.

s. (to.) A village, a suburb, a. (mfn.') Vile,

bad, low.

C^tfc^ s . (m. C^+^) 1. The mace of Bala-

rAma. 2. A mace, a bludgeon generally. 3.

A suburb, a village.

s. (from A mace, a club.

C^JRoot, x. (C**k>ilfo) To eat.

a. Dwarf, thin, spare.

C^3 s. (corrupt, of C^T) 1. A field. 2. A wife.

OlKJFtfKi s . (C^+C7^!) Afield.

(a. t_>lLsi-) A denomination, a title.

(to. from R. t^i"^) 1. Sorrow, distress,

grief, affliction. 2. Regret, repentance.

C^3l s. (from C^fOW) The chasing of an

animal.

v. a. (caus. of To drive

away an animal, to spring game.

v. a. To chase or drive away, to spring

game.

01

re-

(^[^5. (n. R.fittf+SH) 1. Distress, afflic-

tion, grief. 2. Regret, repentance.

v. a. To turn away, to drive away, to

chase away.

C^lt3l a. (from (^TOU3) Driven or turned

away. s. Expulsion, chase.

(v. noun of C^l^l<W ) The turning

away of an animal, a. Chased away, driven

away.

c^drflrrl a. (from ciitotra) Driving away,

chasing an animal.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

r^TL) Afflicted, filled with grief, regret,

repentance.

a. (mfn. fut. part p. R. f%L) To be

gretted, worthy of repentance or regret.

C^MI a. (from C^Pt^) Mad, raving.

v. a. (caus. of C^fTO) To plague,

to aggravate, to provoke.

(v. noun The pro-

voking or exciting any one to' rage. a. Pro-

voked, excited.

(from Provocation, ex-

citement.

v. a. (from R. f^^t?) To rage, to storm,

to rave, to be furious.

A species of grass (Scirpus Kysoor).

Root, i. To serve.

s. A casket, a small work-basket used by

ladies to hold their trinkets.

C^tiT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. See Wil-

kins' Gr. § 718.) To be dug. s. (n.) A ditch,

a moat.

(English quay? + ^jtl3l) A ferry.

Mohun P. p. 87. See C^Wfe .
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C^Ttpfel s. (English quay? +RW) A
ferry-boat. Mohun P. p. 87.

s. (a. JUi) Imagination, conception,

soul, mind.

©fePgj s. (&& for C^T+^ ) A sort of

small kidney-bean (Phaseolus Mungo). Carey.

C^TTi 5. (from CS3?ir?) A sort of small kidney-

bean (Phaseolus Mungo). Carey.

C^t^RooT, i. (C^rR?) To shake, to tremble,

to move.

(a. i^*liO A robe of honour be-

stowed by Muhammadan sovereigns on persons

of distinction.

frtf^FT s . (n. R. PVl^+^FT) Sport, pastime.

C^M1 s. (f. from R. Play, sport, di-

version, v. a. To play.

C^ii^Tt^? v. a. (cam. of Ptff^TCs?) To cause a

machine to play or move freely.

P*MtWf% s. (from (Stff^Tra) A mutual play-

ing, a sport in which a number of persons unite.

C^HtfOTl a. (from PtM) Playful, sportive.

Also

(^to a. (from Playful, sportive.

(a. A robe of honour. See

PlM^fl s. (C^^Tt + ^Tl) Sport with dust.

L^^t^ a . (from a. cJ^) Dissentient, op-

posed to.

C^1% «. (/. from R. C^H) 1 . A song, a hymn.

2. (Beng.^ Play, sport, frolic.

(StfpTCS v. a. (from R. ) To play, to

gambol.

C^H s. (p. jIa^?) A desire, a wish,

s. (a. tUjL-ci.) Loss.

a. (from a. c^L»^) Causing a loss,

detrimental, s. A cause of loss.

A species of pulse (Lathyrus sati-

vus). Hort. Ben. p. 56.

t*U s. Root, % (^tTT'fe) 1. To be firm or

steady. 2. To kill, to injure or hurt. 3. To dig.

s. (corrupt, of Parched grain.

s. (t^l + Flour of parched grain.

A species of heron (Ardea cinnomomea).

Carey. Alsot^^t^

.

C^Tl s. (from 5£IT) Broken brick, coarse brick-

dust used for making terrace-roofs or floors.

Also •

Ptfk3l1 a . (from (^33^3) Lost.

v. a. (from To lose.

s. (v. noun of C^H^RT^) The being

lost or dissipated, a. Lost.

N#£ft*fttt4 s. (from C^^Tfe^) A wasteful

person, a spendthrift.

s. (from ) Loss, detriment,

injury.

A sheep-fold, a pen for cattle.

L An instrument used by thatchers.

2. A prominent piece of bamboo. 3. A staff

used for measurement. 4. The thrusting or

pushing any one. Also

PtittfVlhfS s. (from A mutual push-

ing or thrusting.

A pillar, a stake to tether cattle, a.

(from Picked up, scratched off,

matched.

v. a. (caus. of C^lflh3) 1. To

cause one to pick up small articles. 2. To
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scratch oft". 3. To compare, to match. 4. To

make a bullock lie down to take its burden.

j$frf&T3 v. a. (from **|Htt\3) 1. To pick up.

2. To scratch off. 3. To compare, to match.

4. To lie down to receive its burden (as a bul-

lock does).

CtiVS] a. (from R. ) 1. Lame, limping.

2. Dug. s. The digging of the earth.

v. a. (from R. I

>J3^) 1. To cause to

dig. 2. (from R. C^iTT^) To limp, to be lame.

C^3T"pr s. (from CW3R^J) t Limping,

' lameness. 2. The wages for digging.

(^JT3t^Iir1 a. (from Lame, limp-

ing, s. A digger.

v. a. (from R. ) To dig.

A tress or fillet of hair, the hair of the

head tied into a bunch.

I. The osprey or fishing-eagle (Falco

haliseetus). 2. Another species of eagle not

yet ascertained. 3. A fish (a species of Clupea).

Carey.

1. An embryo. 2. A male infant.

Ptfl^t s . (C^1^1+^) 1. An embryo. 2. A
female infant.

A bill of exchange paid and kept as a

voucher.

A small box made of bamboo or ratans.

Also c^wfi

.

C^t3i s. (from R. ^^fe) Search, enquiry ; a

trace, a vestige.

C*fctt\f1 s. (from R. ^5^) 1. Search, enquiry.

2. (from p. 4s>-1p-) A eunuch.

C^'lvfrlNlfsS s. (from C^H^\ ) A general search

or enquiry.

Root, i. To be lame or lamed,

x. (C^Tift ) 1. To eat, to throw or cast.

C^JTl^T s. (». R. C^tt^-f^ ) The act of limp-

ing or going lame.

a. Tied, bound, fastened. Sabda S.

p. 453.

a. Hindustani: applied to the language,

the country, and the people.

Root, i. To be lame. x.

) To throw, to cast.

a. (mfn. from R. PUt^S Lame, limping.

a. (p. tS^-) Own, proper, self.

a. (p. J,l£ JjsL) Renting directly

of the landlord.

C^tT^T s. (v. noun of C^ttfW) The picking

of the teeth.

C^tl^l s. (p. \ss>. from the Zend Kadata, i. e. s.

"M Self-created: from the p. \ also comes

the English God). God.

C^kl^C^ v. a. (from ^fe3) To cause to

dig or hew wood or stone.

(p. jjjljci-) A master, a possessor
;

a husband (used as a term of respect in ad-

dressing superiors).

v. a. To dig, to carve, to engrave; to

cut stone or wood ; to pick one's teeth.

(from R. ^t*I^) A spear, a hog-spear.

s. (p.j\£ Jo^ci.) The person among

the Muhammadans who performs the ceremony

of circumcision.

s. (corrupt, of ) A pigeon-box ; a pot

hung up for pigeons to breed in.

s. The shorter side of a hipped roof.

s. (corrupt, of3^ ) A bunch of hair tied

on the crown or behind the head.
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C^ttTT s. (p. ,jrj-L) Disposition, nature.

C^HR^3l a. (p.^ + C^^tel fromf^R)
Evil-disposed.

C^lirl s. Broken brick, brick-dust. See

and C^tt^Tl . JfoAwn P. p. 76.

s. (from spendthrift.

a. Wasteful, lavish.

PtiTfR ,. (from C^tftT3) Injury, loss.

v. a. To lose, to squander away.

Root, i. (C^t^f^) To be lame, to be

prevented from moving. See R. C^-l 1^.

a. (mfn.') Lame.

A certain febrile disease which attacks

cattle.

A sort of vessel.

C^W^A (P. Cj\jy>) Food.

a. (from p. cJ\jyS) Gluttonous, vo-

racious.

0^ a. (mfn. from R. (F^i) 1. Lame. 2.

(JBeng^) Hollow, s. 1. The shell of a nut or

other fruit. 2. A sheath, a socket.

C*tf%^ s. (m. 0^P\+^) 1. The shell of the

betel-nut. 2. A helmet. 3. A pot, a saucepan.

4. An ant-hill.

s. (from ?) 1. The slough of a

serpent. 2. The slough of a foul sore.

Having cast

its skin (as a serpent).

ffltWft s. 1. A nut-shell. 2. The sheath of a

bamboo shoot. 3. A baking-pot. 4. A pot-

sherd, a tile. 5. A toy. 6. A field, a. Open,

loose, free, unobstructed, conspicuous.

v. a. (from C
S4W") To cause to

open, to make loose.

C^T^t3>ft> s . A potsherd. Sabda S. p. 418.

C^H 'W l a. (a. iJU.) Open, piain, frank, down-

right.

A pot used

for baking or frying things in.

v. a. To loosen, to untie, to unyoke, to

strip, to pull off.

C^tl^lsSi a. (h. Open, free, loose, unob-

structed.

C^t*f1 s. (corrupt, of C^fa) The husk of grain

or rice. Sabda S. p. 198. See .

C^t^ s. (from JV^) The itch, the scab ; an

itching eruption.

a. Rough, uncorrected, waste.

A coarse mat, used as a bed and

cloak by poor people.

(JtfTO s. (corrupt, of or (3^*1) Husk,

chaff; the rind or peel of fruit ; a ligament, a.

Cleansed from its husk (as grain).

v. a. (from ^TP| To cleanse

grain from its husk.

C^UW^T s. (v. noun of (?*JrM^l3) The cleans-

ing grain from its husk. a. Cleansed from its

husk (as grain).

(from ) 1. The cleansing

of grain from its husk. 2. The wages paid for

cleansing grain from its husk.

v. a. To unhusk, to thresh grain.

^Ijl Root, ii. (^7tf3) To say, to tell, to re-

late. With "311 prefixed, To announce, to re-

late, to show, to teach, to point out ; with

+ 311 To refuse, to deny; with + To

expound, to interpret; with + "^1
1 1. To

relate. 2. To count ; with 3 To praise, to ex-

tol, to celebrate ; with 1% To tell, to say, to

express; to avow ; with T° or with

To count, to calculate.
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^iTt^^tJT5
--, s. Fretfulness, peevishness. Also

written

v. a. To be peevish or fretful.

«^^ftfet*ftlfl a. (from^^^Tbfe?)
Fretful, peevish.

a. (rw/w. ^?re£. p. R.

Called, denominated
;

said, told. 2. Famous,

renowned, well-known.

Jlt^35t^c1 a. {mfn. + Notoriously

vile, infamous.

^Tt^^) a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R. %fetif>^>)

1. To be said, to be told. 2. To be celebrated,

to be praised.

^ 1 s. (f. R. ^l+fsj) 1. Glory, fame, cele-

brity, renown. 2. A name, a denomination, a

title. 3. A nick-name.

^lRs<P< a. {mfn. ^7tf^+^) Causing re-

nown, productive of glory. Also

and ^Jl"fi34?l'<sft (-f^T ).

a. (mfn. ^U^Tf^+ ^T) Destroying fame,

depriving of fame or renown, defamatory.

^fi^FT3 a. (m>.^Ttfe+^^) Causing

glory, productive of glory or renown, glorious.

Also

A sense of

honour.

a. {mfn. Famous,

celebrated, renowned.

(p. A salver, a plate.

s. (p- Corruption, debauchery, evil

conduct.

(p. tjLiA)*-) A desire, a wish,

clination.

A Christian. MoJiun P. p. 161

an m-

*1 The third consonant of the Hindu alphabet,

having the sound of g as in good.

51 a. (mfn. from R. ^1 or R. ft<S%, Wilkins' Gr.

§ 771.) 1. Going, moving. Only used in comp.

e.g. a. {mfn.) Going where one lists,

from Sffrt Wish, desire, +^1
; ^^l^ a.

(mfn.*) Moving through the air, from ^"t^

Air, sky, +^1 . 2. (from R.t7) , Wilkins' Gr.

§ 782.) Singing, as in *Tt*Pl a. (mfn.) Chant-

ing the Sama-Veda.

*1 In works on prosody, is used as an abbreviation

of the word to denote a long syllable.

s. 1. A billow, a wave. 2. A layer of thatch.

3. A tumor after the small-pox. Also

^tt^3l s. (^3+^3*1) 1. The beating of

waves. 2. The laying on of a layer of thatch.

3. The rising of a tumor after small-pox.

Sttn a. (corrupt, of Deep. 5. Deep

water.

The hawking up a matter from the throat.

s. The representation of Husain's horse

made by the Muhammadans, and carried in

procession at the festival of the Muharram.

Carey.

«Wr>: (h.^a countryman, from y\£A vil-

lage) Strong and resolute, yet stupidly ig-

norant.

Stupid ignorance joined

to great strength and obstinacy.

Srftl s. (m. ^ + 3>t^") The letter ^1 or any

other character expressing its sound.

3 M
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s. (n. from R. 5^?) The sky, the atmos-

phere, the firmament. Also written

^^PF *• (™. tftf^+^Jt) Lit. A flower

in the air : used metaphorically to express an

unreal or fanciful thing.

Wf^Wl a. i-f^X mfn. W+fet-
f^f^) Moving in the sky (used as an epithet

of the heavenly bodies).

sWNt^ni s. The pelican or Indian crane.

Morton.

jpff^pf s .

(
w

.
^+51^) The orb or

circle of the sky or atmosphere.

(corrupt, of ) A large jar or

pitcher.

v. a. To complain in a dissatisfied man-

ner, to be querulous.

(from ) A dissatisfied com-

plaint, querulousness.

a. (from 5lTf^U3) Querulous.

^t^RooT, t To laugh, to deride.

See^X-
SW s.

(f.
from R. The river Ganges, or

its personification the goddess Ganga. See

As. Res. » 256.

sWfM s. (/. TO+fM from fipj") The

black-headed gull (Larus ridibundus).

5)%k&*t s. (n. ^t^l+^rT) 1. The water of the

Ganges. 2. A kind of sweetmeat made prin-

cipally of the kernel of the cocoa-nut and sugar.

W^^a. {-P^mfn. W^^+t^) 1.

Pertaining to the water of the Ganges. 2. Of

the colour of the water of the Ganges : white,

cream-coloured. 3. Swearing by the water of

the Ganges.

SWftaNW * (fromW^FI) Connected with

the water of the Ganges : applied in derision to

those who swear, or administer an oath, by the

water of the Ganges. Carey.

^rTT^W^s. (TO^rft + p. JU) A shawl

of a cream-coloured ground.

^WviU s. (». TO + 3^3") The bank of the

Ganges.

(m. TO +^") An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. Holding the Ganges : Siva having, ac-

cording to the legend, received the river Ganges

on its descent in his matted hair.)

The arrival on

the shore of the Ganges to die there ; the cast-

ing of a corpse into the Ganges. Carey.

*t"^jj Dwelling near the Ganges.

9. (n. W+^S^L) The water of the

Ganges.

^Wmq I s.
(f. ^W +^W) The conveying a

sick person to the Ganges that he may die there.

#Wtifl a. {-0^mfn. TOTT^

)

Proceeding to the Ganges : applied to such sick

persons as are conveyed to the Ganges to die

there.

^f^t^T^ s . (m. ^I+^ts) The arrival of a

sick person at the Ganges to die there.

W^tS s. (m. TO+^lT) The place

where the Ganges empties itself into the ocean.

TO^fr s. {n. W+^H) Bathing in the

Ganges.

StW^Wl a. (-ft% mfn. W + ^^fft^
Bathing) Practising ablution in the Ganges.

J&gjppl s. (n. TO +3"^) The water of the

Ganges.

a. Coarse and closely woven. Carey.

*f56fvr. (m. ? from R. *t*lj 1. The period, the

number of terms in a progression, Colebr. Alg.
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p. 52. 251. 2. A tree. 3. (Beng.) A deposit,

a pledge.

5t55^ SeeR. StS.

(from tfWrty A deposit, a. Pledged,

deposited, left as a deposit.

Sf^l a. (froml'fe^) Delivered to the care of

another.

v. a. (cans, of ^tfto? ) To deliver in

trust ; to deposit, to pledge.

a. (from *1 t^l ) Entrusted mutually to

each other, s. A mutual deposit.

v. noun of ^T^tl^s?) The depositing

a thing with another person, a. Deposited.

SWPT s. (from ^T^fe?) The act of depositing

or entrusting a thing to another person's care.

v. a. (from R. Wj) To receive a thing

deposited ; to lay up a deposit.

^J^L Root, i. To be drunk, to be ine-

briated or confused. Also, i. or with

the insertion of a nasal ^R?) and x. (*t3-

tfRty To sound.

?}fl (»*. from R. ^t^) 1. An elephant. 2.

(At chess) A bishop. 3. A measure of length,

the gaz, a yard, a measure of two cubits. 4.

(Beng.~) A wand. 5. A carpenter's rule. 6.

A spit ; the perforation of the upright tube of a

hooka or Indian tobacco-pipe.

A climbing plant (Webera scandens).

Hort. Ben. p. 15.

rtetffc s.
(
5tl+ ^1rf"& for Sf%) A yard-

wand.

(p-jJiJ*) 1. A plasterer. 2. A
pavement or terrace.

(from pj^J ) 1. The making of a

terrace or pavement. 2. A pavement, a terrace.

StS^pfel s.
(
rfc5+THal) A bell hung on an

elephant's neck.

St35Sfo a. Sfl +SSf^) Look-

ing askant, squint-eyed.

£S$j*g5d a. (corrupt, of *t^T>5p) Squint-

eyed.

^t3b3l s.
(J.

rfcS+ vJl) A multitude of elephants.

^01^ s. (m. 5T3l +W) Ivory.

^WffeV. (corrupt, of^W) Ivory.

5t3Ptf^ s. ^t^l + ^tfe) The lord of an ele-

phant : a title given to some kings east of Ben-

gal.

A species of water-bird (Charadrius

himantopus). Carey.

?) A tree (Achy-

ranthes aspera). Sabda S. p. 384.

A plant

bearing a seed which resembles pepper (Pothos

officinalis). Also its fruit.

s. (a. LS) Wrath, anger.

(from R. *t^?) Confusion, tumult,

disorder.

^f^ft s. (/. St^ +^fl. from 3^T) A
post to which an elephant is bound.

A sort

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

sfa5^5p1 s. (/. ^fcS +^Jl) A plant (Boswellia

integrifolia). Also 'ksppJ^j

.

4«W a. (mfn. StS+^S) Eaten by elephants

(an epithet applied to the Feronia elephantum).

1. A pearl fabled

to be produced in the head of an elephant. 2.

A large pearl. Also

A murmuring under provocation or dis-

satisfaction. Also

3 M 2
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An armlet, an ornament for the wrists

of females.

A noble elephant.

(Lit. A king of elephants.)

a. (mfn. *tvH +^f^) Having shoulders

like those of an elephant.

start *. i A bud, a sprout, a shoot. 2. A sort

of sweetmeat, a. Pertaining to an elephant.

v. a. (from t^fl) To shoot out, to

sprout.

*M$$L a
- S$5 for r^+^ for

Elephant-eyed. Also ^T^TTl

.

STSt^TO s. (to. St^l +^^T^) The master of

the elephant (at the court of a Hindu prince).

St^FipF s. (to. dp^^fe) An epithet of

Ganesa. (Lit. Having the face of an elephant.)

Also *t5l?P .

St^Sp a. (mfn.
s
t^3l + :3lt^¥) Mounted on an

elephant.

1. A peg, a pin or nail to hang things

on. 2. The name of a fish.

I. A kind of coarse cloth. 2. A climbing

plant (Hedyotis scandens). Carey.

SlT^FSl s. (to.
5t3 +^;5) A noble elephant.

(Lit. A chief among elephants.)

^t
:^ts^ s. A person's murmuring to himself when

provoked.

v. a. (from ST^Kl) To murmur,

to complain, to be disappointed.

Sj^tefffiJ s. (from ^TO^KS) The com-

plaining or murmuring at a disappointment.

St^ft^ftiri «. (from ^^l^lCWj Com-

plaining of an offence or at a disappointment.

*KjP s. (to?i.) 1. A mine. 2. A jewel-house, a

treasury. 3. A cow-house. 4. A tavern. 5. A
mart, a place of merchandise. 6. The gunja or

rutti seed (Abrus precatorius). 7. (to.) Disre-

spect, contempt.

SlrprU. (fromStf^K?) Disrespectful treatment,

abuse, reproachful language.

(/*.) 1. A mine. 2. A tavern, a liquor-

shop. 3. (Beng^) The tops of hemp used as

an intoxicating drug by the Hindus.

v. a. (from ^f^U? ) To vilify, to

abuse.

v. a. To treat a person disrespectfully or

opprobriously ; to abuse, to vilify.

(from p. &jus&) A pack of cards.

Ako*tRM.

a. (from Made, formed, framed,

moulded, erected.

Stf^lAJ v. a. (from R. £f|?) To make, to carve,

to fashion, to fabricate, form, to figure, to frame,

to mould, to erect. See

*R£ Root, i. (^tvJ'fe) To distil or drop. With

the insertion of a nasal (^tUfe) To affect the

cheek, to be rough as the cheek. (Obsolete.)

m. from R. StvJ) 1. A fish, a sort of

gilt-head. 2. An impediment, an obstacle.

3. A screen, a covering, a fence, 4. A ditch,

a moat. 5. A fortification, a stronghold. 6.

(Beng.^ A mixture of things, a medium, an

average. 7, A salutation, a bow. 8. The hole

into which a pedal falls.

^1^5 s. (corrupt, of ^VS^) A fish, a sort of

gilt-head.

5T3<3? s. (to.
5t^3 +^) A sort of fishj a species of

gilt-head.

51^5^t~h s. (Sts^ + ^tii) A large block of wood

placed in the ground for the pedal to work on

in cleaning grain.

5t^tt s. (^3+^tt) The ditch of an em-

bankment or fortification.
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rf\J^\3 s. A sort of grass (Coix barbata).

An ornament worn on the wrist by

low women of the Vaishnava sect. Carey.

v. noun of Stf^K?) 1. The making of

a thing, fabrication. 2. Form, shape, figure.

(from ) An artist, a work-

man.

(from The pay of an artificer.

M\inrH< s. (^5+*%^) A tree (Mimosa

Arabica).

f1\5l s. (from *tftC3) Wrought, forged, facti-

tious ; made plain (as cloth), s. Plain cloth.

v. a. (from 1. To make, to

fabricate, to cast any thing metallic. 2. To

lie. 3. To decline, to roll down a declivity. 4.

To ooze out.

s. A wallowing or rolling about; a

writhing, -fas v. a. To wallow, to roll

about.

v. noun of ^tottlS) 1. The making

or fabricating of any thing. 2. The casting of

metal. 3. The act of rolling or wallowing.

a. 1. Made, fabricated ; cast. 2. Made to

roll
;
sloping, sliding, slipping.

ffatpT s. (from ^trs?) The pay of an ar-

tificer. See 5
1Oil.

Stv5U%TTl a. (from S lvjl£UsS Rolling, wallow-

ing
;
unfixed, sloping, unsteady.

as a jingle to it)

Made, fabricated, formed.

st^T s. A provincial appellation of the gayala

or Bos Gavseus.

1. A billow, a wave. 2. A layer of

thatch. 3. A humour after small pox.

v. a. To make, to shape, to form ; to roll.

s. Delay, procrastination
;
equivocation;

dalliance.

a. Idle, indolent, lazy.

sifeu terfr *. (nfOTi+^U) The cross-

pieces of timber which are laid on certain posts

or supporters, and form the bottom of a granary,

or of a rick of com.

a. Aslant, inclined, sloping.

(from Idleness, indolence,

laziness, sloth.

Stfffck. A cart. Sabda S. p. 413.

^3s. (?w.) 1. A hump on the back. 2. A goitre

or bronchocele. a. (mfn.} Crooked, hump-

backed.

*tOT a (mfn. ^^5 +^) Affiicted with a goitre

;

hump-backed, s. (corrupt, of ^T^O ) Garuda

the sacred bird and vehicle of Vishnu and re-

gent of the birds.

rt^T a. (mfn. ^^5+^) Hump-backed.

*ft\5 ad. (from tf&j On the whole, on an ave-

rage, in the gross.

v. a. To make a rattling sound, to

thunder, to rumble.

^Isi* 1 (O s. Thunder.

s. Tumult, confusion, disorder. Also

^1^P^<1?1 s. An interruption, an impediment.

A sheep.

Root, x. . To count, to reckon,

to calculate. 2. To take into account, to have

regard to, to consider. With f^T prefixed, To

consider, to reflect.

m. from R. ^t^) 1. A multitude, a troop,

a party, a flock ; a genus, a class, a sect. 2. A
body of attendants. In law, an assemblage of
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families. Trans. R.A.S. n. 175. 179. (Beng.

A person attached to one's party. Tarachand

Ch.~) 3. A body of troops equal to three gulmas

or twenty-nine chariots, eighty-one horse, and

one hundred and thirty-five foot. 4. Troops of

inferior deities considered as Siva's attendants,

and under the superintendance of Ganesa. 5.

(In arithmetic) A number. 6. (In prosody) A
division of time equal to thirty hasht'has or

about eight seconds. See . Yates' Gr.

p. 422. 7. A kind of perfume commonly called

chor. 8. The list of dhatus or roots in the

Sanskrit language. 9. The distance of places

on the west side of the Ganges. 10. An astro-

logical division of the twenty-seven stellar man-

sions into three parts, each consisting of nine.

*Tt^ s. (m. R. 5tcl+ ;3I^) A calculator, an

arithmetician ; an astrologer, one who calculates

nativities. — ^31 (/.) or —^ (».) Astrology,

divination.

Sft^t, s. (femin. of ^Tt^ q. v.)

Sftsjl s. (/. ^t ! +31 ) The belonging to a party,

partiality, collusion ; a plot, a cabal.

SfKSfa s. (*ftS from 5t°l epWfa) An astro-

loger.

StTER^ s. (n. TPI +H^) A thing belonging to

a society
;
public property.

fft" s. (n. R. stcl+3pT) 1. The act of count-

ing, reckoning, or calculating ; a calculation.

2. A number, an enumeration. Also ^t"t*Tl (/.)

S"tt»ffc& a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. *t°l +3HtU")
Calculable, numerable, coming within the

bounds of computation.

An epithet of Ga-

nesa. See

^TkT^ a. (mfn.
s

|
ci+*Rf) Bound to a party,

confined to a society.

Sfrtffe?^ a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R. ) Cal-

culable, to be calculated or reckoned.
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A multitude of nights.

STW s. (m. ^U.^J) Swallow-wort (Ascle-

pias gigantea).

^TMS ad. Sans. By flocks, by

crowds, by parties.

Sftet^ s . (m.^ + from R. ^) A
species of perfume commonly called chor.

Tt*t1 s. (from R. ^t°1) The enumeration of any

sum, the making a calculation, a. Reckoned,

enumerated, calculated.

v. a. (cam. ofSlflTS) To cause or em-

ploy a person to calculate.

s. (from 1. Reciprocal calcu-

lation or enumeration. 2. A party opposed to

another party. 3. A coalition of different par-

ties.

series of numbers,

a calculation, a table of numbers.

Family descent,

lineage, race, a family.

as a rhyme to it) A
reckoning, a calculation, an enumeration.

) An epithet of

Ganesa.

of rTil^J) The causing or

employing a person to calculate, a. Calculated,

counted by orders of another.

Wis. (/. from R. *t°l) A computation, an enu-

meration.

(corrupt, of A small

tree (Premna spinosa).

5tfT^i s. (f. from 7!"

!) 1. A courtezan, a harlot.

2. A sort of jasmin (Jasminum auriculatum).

3. A small tree (Premna spinosa). Also 4. Ap-

prehension. Wilkins' MS.

rffWfe^l s. (/. *tPl+<^R<tl) A small
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tree commonly called Ganiydri, the wood of

which is used in attrition for the purpose of

producing flame (Premna spinosa). Wilson.

Stftetft *. (/. +*Wl> See *tfW-

a. (mfn.pret. part. p. R:*t°l+^3) Cal-

culated, numbered, corrected. 5. (rc.) 1. Cal-

culation, arithmetic. 2. An astronomical or

astrological treatise. 3. The sum of a progres-

sion. Colebr. Alg. p. 52. Also, A sum gene-

rally. Ibid, p. 70.

The science

of arithmetic or astronomy. 2. A book on

arithmetic or astronomy.

v. a. (from R. ^t°l ) To reckon, to count.

2. To esteem, to account.

rrftTT 5. (». from R. + TT) A rosary, a bead-

roll. (Lit. An instrument for counting). See

(corrupt, of ) A small

tree (Premna spinosa). Also Sabda

S. p. 2.

51*1^^3 a. (ra/n. ?ff} from ^, +^3) Belong-

ing to a party
;
peculiar to a race or family,

hereditary (said of a disease).

StTtlla. (mfn. R. 5t°l + ^H) Numerable, cal-

culable
;

falling within the bounds of calcu-

lation.

5tTM s. (m. Th+^J) Ganesa the son of

Siva and Parvati ; he is the deity of wisdom,

and remover of obstacles, whence in the com-

mencement of all undertakings, the opening of

all compositions, &c, he receives the reveren-

tial homage of the Hindus : he is represented

as a short fat man with the head of an ele-

phant ; and the present appellation, with other

similar compounds, alludes to his office as chief

of the various classes of subordinate gods, who

are regarded as Siva's attendants. Wilson.

a. Glowing, ready to blaze.

(from R. ) Numeration, arithmetic,

a calculation, an enumeration. Also

*fi3 s. (from R. ) 1. A cheek, the whole side

of the face including the temple. 2. The temple

or cheek of an elephant. 3. A boil, a pimple.

4. A mark, a spot. 5. A rhinoceros. 6. Part

of a horse's trappings, a stud or button fixed as

an ornament upon the harness. 7. A hero. 8.

The inferior persons of a species of dramatic

entertainment. 9. The tenth yoga or one of

the twenty-seven portions of a circle on the

plane of the ecliptic : likewise its star, Regulus.

Kdla S. p. 364. 10. An astronomical period.

11. A knot or joint. Wilson. In composition

this word sometimes implies excellence or emi-

nence, e. £• ^JiftH s. A respectable village,

from Stg + SjtST A village.

fftSf s. (m. Ffe|<Wf) h A rhinoceros. 2. A

mode of reckoning by gandas or fours. 3. A
particular science. 4. A division. Wilkins'

MS.

(y. from ) A sensitive

plant (Mimosa pudica). Also written <PvJ<l? I <t

.

>.|>#?l s. (/. from tf&Bfy The name of a river

in the north of India. As. Res. vn. 241.

n^rrm s . (^3+c^T) A quarrel, an insur-

rection, a mutiny, an uproar, a tumult.

^Ttf^Ti a. (from^TK) Noisy, tumul-

tuous.

$3$t&* (™.^+m*i)A respectable village,

a village abounding with respectable inha-

bitants.

The cheek. Also

fft^ftjfft s. A plant (Pssderia fcetida). Sab-

da S. p. 268.
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5t^tWj i( (/. StsJ +STM) Aa inflammation

of the glands of the throat.

s1^J^fa. (mfn. rfe+Sptf) Preeminently igno-

rant, very stupid.

A rock or rocky-

fragment fallen from a height, or thrown down

by some convulsion of nature.

rftF^ s. (rfa+'pT) The cheek.

^TvTi a. (from R. ) Four (used chiefly of cow-

ries), s. A coin of the value of four cowries.

»teVft«*M s. (from ^1) The counting things

by gandas or fours. See

s. (from *$3G} A rhinoceros.

*tUW^1 (
st^3t?+ 5tMl) A species of ratan

(Calamus viminalis, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

(f) A bent grass with white blossoms,

a white sort of durva (Agrostis linearis).

s. (to. from R. *fe^f) 1 . A goitre or bron-

ehocele. 2. The trunk of a tree. 3. (Beng.)

A bow, a circle. 4. A rainbow, a halo.

^ft s. (corrupt, of ^il^") A bow, a circle ;

a rainbow, a halo.

(to.) A kind of potherb, described as

growing in watery ground, and according to

some a species of cucumber. Wilson.

ntj s.
(
mf from ^tsJ?) A pillow.

*t^3 s. (£ from R. *t^) A knot or joint.

An earth-worm.

small worm, or

according to some, a female worm.

^tsJ^ s. (to. from R. tf%J) 1. A handful of

water
;
water, &c. held in the hand for rincing

the mouth, &c. 2. The washing or rincing the

mouth. 3. The tip of an elephant's trunk.

sft) «. (to/w. /m*. part. p. R. Stcl + TT) Calcu-

lable, computable, numerable, falling within

the bounds of calculation
;

worthy of being

reckoned. (/) or —^ (n.) Computa-

bility.

^TsS a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^T^+vJ- Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 420). L Gone. Frequently used
<r

in comp. e. g. a. {mfn.) Gone to heaven,

dead, fiom^j. Heaven, +^5;. 3I°*P~t3

a. (mfn.) Gone into lots or shares, divided,

from^I *! s. A portion, +^ ; UITt5^ a.

(mfn.) Gone to the soul, touching a person's

heart, from HT5^ s. Mind, + 5t3. 2. Past,

gone by. 3. Known, understood.

ri\3<P«}*4 a. (mfn, 5^3+<?^) Freed from sin

or guilt.

5t^<?^<l a . (mfn. tfsS+ Freed from

crime or sin.

ad. Sans. (^5 +^)) Yesterday.

^^T^) a. (mfn. ^\3^K&) Destitute of employ.

^^t5^ s. (to. Past time, a past

opportunity.

*2*ffiS,. (TO>.^3+ ^tfif) Deprived of re-

putation or glory, sunk in renown, disgraced.

Tfaft^T s. (n. ^fa+ ftTT') Yesterday, the past

day. Also

>1s3*1 \ fa<? a . (m/«. rf3 + ?Tti%^1) Noseless,

without a nose.

^5^1 ad. (W^Tjj The day before yester-

day. MohunP. p. 140.

a. (m>. 5t^+W ) Freed from sin or

guilt.

Devoid of holiness

or virtue, sinful.

^iS33p a. (mfn. Sfabfr'SftSfc) Destitute of splen-

dor, dim, faded, tarnished.
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^3^751 a. (mfn. ?tv3 +^1) Freed from dis-

tress or anxiety.

Deprived of

honour or respectability.

5t3^T s . (corrupt, of ^H^T) The body.

»fa<ifq ad. (^H-T^RT) Last night, yes-

ternight.

51vJ<l5?
f a. (from st^^') Fat, plump, fleshy,

large-bodied.

>l\S<v5l*i1 s. (51^+ a. or from p.^IU.

?) Collectedness, indolence, steadiness,

apathy.

s lvS«n^ a. (mfn. ^3 + Destitute of mo-

desty or shame, shameless.

v. a. (caws, of ^if^A?) To deposit, to

commit a thing to the custody of any person.

SfvStvj a . (from ^3 +^1^) Antedated, out

of date, out of use.

*W3ftf\3^ a. (^+^tfe^ from 3FT -f

R. ^1*^) Following custom or the conduct of

others, imitating others, s. (w.) A blind par-

tizan.

^I^OTl s. (/. 5l^3+>dl-J*t(>ll) Reflec-

tion on things that are past, useless after-

thoughts.

»Wiul\J s.
(
5t3+ ^tTft3) A coming and going,

intercourse.

Whose

life has been spent, dying, past recoveiy.

STfo s. (/. R. T^+ft) 1. The act of going;

the gait ; motion in general. 2. The march of

an army, the progress of a procession. 3. (In

astronomy) the diurnal motion of a planet in

its orbit. Kala S. p. 364. 4. A road, a way, a

path. 5. Metempsychosis. 6. 3F}s3*fl *tf3§

The incomparable way, i. e. the attainment of

eternal bliss after death. Manu n. 242. 7. The

way or means of attaining an object, an expe-

dient, a resource; knowledge, wisdom. 8. A
condition, a plight. 9. A refuge, a place of re-

fuge. 10. The course of events, fate, fortune.

11. The period of life in which a person is, as

age, youth, &c.

a. (mfn. Having a resource,

knowing an expedient, acquainted with the ways

and means, s. (Beng.^ See

Delay, procras-

tination, neglect, the trifling away of time.

v. a. To deposit, to give in trust or charge.

Intercourse.

slRi*l(^» s. (/. *tf3+ *tfe) The power of

motion.

^t^<T a. (mfn. from R. ^lHJ) Going, moving, lo-

comotive.

^tcUl ad. Sans, (instrum. case of^tf^) Optionally.

Root, i. To say, to speak. Fre-

quently with f*T prefixed, x. l*V|fsj) To

thunder.

The uneasy sensation of the stomach after

excessive eating or drinking.

StTt s. (m. from R. ^T) 1. Disease, sickness.

2. Speech, speaking, a word.

TlTtftTS a. (mfn. R. St^+^) 1. Talkative,

loquacious. 2. Lustful, s. (?«.) An epithet of

KA.MADEVA.

TO s. (/.) A club, a mace.

*1 H.1<P s. (from R. *tKj) A bird not yet described

(a species of Loxia). Carey.

a. (mfn. rjTfl from R. ^ ) Bear-

ing a mace, armed with a club or mace. *.

(/w.) An epithet of Krishna.

'si (to. TO + "0^) A battle with blud-

geons or clubs.

3 N
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a. {mfn. STO + STHTH) Having a club

for his weapon, armed with a mace or club. s.

(m.) A club, a bludgeon.

s. {a. ^jiif) A cushion, a seat, a bench ; a

quilted cushion for a palanquin. Also

a. (?rc/k. pret. part. p. R.

Said, uttered, spoken.

a. (from Possessed of a bench,

seat, or throne.

Sjlfl a . {-f%\mfn. TO + Armed with

a mace, carrying a mace or club. s. (?w.) An
epithet of Vishnu.

a. (m/*ra. from R. ^t^?) Interrupted by

sighs, ecstatic.

Speaking in accents interrupted by sobs
;
speak-

ing in a low voice.

m*L s. (from R. *V%$) A jest, a repartee, a

taunt.

s. (n. R. 5t^+^T) Prose; mirth.

TOW^S s. (n. TO Prose, a kind

of measured prose.

5l"^.Jt"t<£ s. (m. ?) A weight equal to thirty-two

gunjas or ratti seeds. Colebr. Alg. p. 2.

a. (jw/». par*, p. R. ^t^+^D)
Proper to be gone through or towards

;
passable.

—^31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Passableness.

TO 5. {-\ m. R. 5t^+^) A goer, one who

walks.

^Tf^" s. (from ?) The muster of a regiment.

Mohun P. p. 151. -<fc(<W v. a. To count

over, to enumerate.

A cart drawn by oxen.

*t^£ Root, x. (^t^TIUS) 1. To injure, to hurt

or kill. 2. To move, to go. 3. To ask, to beg.

^% 916

m. from R. ) 1. Scent, odour, smell.

2. A perfume, a fragrant substance
; fragrance.

3. Sandal-wood. 4. Brimstone. 5. Sulphur.

6. Relationship, connexion, friendship.

Sulphur, brimstone. 2«.

The name of a river : also As. Mes.

vii. 225.

>l^<Pift> s. (tf%+ W\ft>) A match for light-

ing candles or lamps.

A fragrant wood,

aloe-wood, sandal, &c.

) A kind of perfume

commonly called mura.

TOt^ffl s. (corrupt, of ^PttjfT) A civet-

cat (Viverra Zibetha). Mohun P. p. 50.

^TtTfrl s. (from^+ ^1°!) A species of

grass (Andropogon glabrum). Hort. Ben. p. 1'

A sort of pole-

cat (Viverra Gunda, Buchanan 'sMSS.y Carey.

tf^Pfa s. (corrupt, of ^l^tRpf) A sort of

polecat (Viverra Gunda, Buchanan's MSS.)
Carey.

<TtW^ s. {n. Tt%+ :3C\ ) A species of grass (An-

dropogon Schcenanthus). Carey.

st^W^) s. (n. 51^+'5^ ) A fragrant substance,

an odoriferous substance.

St^Ts. {n. R.^ +3FT) 1. Perseverance, con-

tinued effort. 2. Injury, hurting, killing. 3.

Intimation, information. 4. {Beng.} An escu-

lent vegetable (Allium Ascalonium). Hort.

Ben. p. 24.

rj^t^fl. s . (/. + ntaflt ) A plant (Ophi-

oxylon serpentinum ?).

SJM^ltei s. (m. 5t^+ 5tWc
i ) Brimstone, sul-

phur.

ffttfSftl a. {mfn.
51^+ f^"IT) Fond of scents.
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Sf^SF^I s. (/. from 5^+*^) A plant having

a fragrant seed, commonly called priyangu.

tf%W^[s. (/.^+^1+^) 1. A plant bear-

ing a fragrant seed, commonly called priyangu.

2. The blossom of the champaka (Michelia

Champaca).

*t*Rft^«. (-\m. + A seller

of scents, a perfumer, a druggist.

tfitAK a. (mfii. ^t%+^K from R. ^) Fra-

grant, odoriferous. (Lit. Conveying fragrance).

s. (m.) Air, the wind. Also *1^<^ .

51^<^I s.
(f. from ^+R. 3^) The nose.

(Lit. Conveying scent).

*t^ft^5l s. (from St^+fa+ R. TF3?) A
medicinal drug (apparently a kind of semifluid

turpentine). Carey.

siwli s. (^+c<rti) The common lemon-

grass (Andropogon Schcenanthus). Carey.

*1^0al. s. (/. from^+^H) A climbing plant

(Psederia fcetida). Hort. Ben. p. 15.

(corrupt, of ^I^^Oi^l ) A climbing

plant (Psederia fcetida, Carey. Oldenlandia

alata, Hort. Ben. p. 11).

^tokWt s. The name of a plant (Oldenlan-

dia alata). Mohun P. p. 33. See >l^)l-

HWl.

*H*lWl s. (m.'rtF+'SltfCf from R. ) The

name of a mountain.

A beautiful

flowering climbing plant (Echites caryophyl-

lata). Carey.

Wormwood.

SNb*Wl s. (/. n^ +^T+ ^f) A plant, com-

monly called Ambahaldi.

The musk-rat.

918

5l^<^1s. (m.^+^T) Myrrh. (Lit. The juice,

or the best of scents).

Ivf s. (
7\% +T)

TJ) A beautiful flowering

shrub (Gardenia florida). Mohun P. p. 60.

(Lit. The king of scents).

^t^^T s. (to.) 1. A Gandharva or celestial qui-

rister. 2. A singer or musician in general. 3.

A horse. 4. A kind of deer (according to some,

the musk-deer). 5. The soul after death, and

previous to its being born again.

The polite

arts, viz. music, dancing, &c.

(In Hindu

law) One of the seven forms of marriage, in

which the parties make the contract without

previously consulting their parents or guardians.

Manu in. 26. 32.

M^JjL^ s. (m. ^4+^+ ^) A plant,

Palma Christi (Ricinus communis).

a. (from ^1%) Scented.

beautiful

flowering shrub (Ixora parviflora). Hort. Ben.

p. 10.

+ ^f?) A plant com-

monly called Ambahaldi.

51^3Tl^'s. (m. ^t^+ ^TR") Sandal. (Lit. The

essence, or the best of scents).

v. a. (from ^1^) To perfume, to dif-

fuse a fragrance, to emit a scent.

*t^fp s. (m.^+^TtP) The orange-tree.

An offer-

ing of perfumes, &c. to the ancestors at fu-

nereal obsequies.

) A preliminary

ceremony in which perfumes are used.

s. (/. from ?) A wasp.

3 N 2
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5t^3Tl s. (-^SPT m. +BPH*[ ) Sulphur.

^tft^ s. (p.
51^+^) Sulphur. See .

^HSpft s. (/. ^t^+ ^^fl.) A sort of perfume

commonly called mura.

5t^l s. (from ^\%) 1. A hug (Cimex lectularius).

2. The green flying bug. 3. A large tree which

grows in the east of Bengal (Xanthophyllum

virens). Hort. Ben. p. 88.

s1l^lv3Hl s. (/. ^+^^) Spirituous or

vinous liquor.

*1*4HT. s. (/. from R. *\%) A wasp.

^T5*^ s. Chit-chat, a story, a tale, a report.

^tfffl s . (W+^H as a rhyme to it)

Chit chat, tittle tattle.

slf%Tl a. (from^ ) Talkative, garrulous.

yt^c
ft s. (from ?W ) Chit-chat, tittle-tattle.

s. The doing a thing awkwardly or clum-

sily, the writing unintelligibly. Also

and a. Awkwardly done.

y. «. (from ?) 1. To do a

thing clumsily. 2. To write unintelligibly. 3.

To spoil an undertaking, to vitiate.

v. a. To cast the young ; to bring forth

abortively ; to miscarry, to fail in an enterprise.

m. from Ptl?) A species of ox, the

gaydl (Bos gavseus).

St^T s. {n. from The horn of a buffalo.

^I<t1 (from C^tl ) A cow. (Applied in derision

to men.)

rfrlS^ s. (m. (FN +^ for 3lfe) An air-hole,

a loop-hole, a round window (in the form of a

cow's eye) ; a bull's eye.

>l<lta$l s. (/. ^WSS + ^f) A sort of cucumber

(Cucumis Madraspatanus).

^i^teT s. (C^tl +^rt^) A skinner, a currier,

a tanner.

^1<ti^ 5. (p. A testimony.

s. (from p. s\£} A witness.

a. (m/*w. from C^tl) Belonging to kine.

See

71^t
J^ s. (m. (^1+^T) An owner of kine.

5tR\5 s. (/. from Pfi + R. 3^) A species of

grass (Coix barbata). Also

^tR^ Root, x. (^RWR?) 1. To seek, to

hunt for, to search or enquire. 2. To make an

effort. (Evidently composed of C^tl + R. ^^.)

StT3^°i s. (n. R. ^tR^+^TT) Search, en-

quiry.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^TC^^ + 3^3
)

Sought, enquired for.

*t<r a. (from C^tl
) Pregnant, with young (as a

cow).

*!33 a. (mfn. C^l+IT) Pertaining to kine. s.

(Beng.~) 1. The produce of a cow; viz. milk,

butter, ghee or clarified butter, cow-dung, &c.

2. (rc.) A bow-string. 3. A multitude of cows.

^ijjfsS s. (m/. C^tl + ^ts? from R. IT) A mea-

sure of two kos, a league measured by four

thousand dandas or fathoms. Colebr. Alg. p. 37.

(nif.) A ray of light, a sun- or moon-

beam.

s. (m. 5t^fg+H^+ J^3) One

of the divisions of the Earth.

a. (jnfn.^ 1. Deep (as water; and meta-

phorically), profound, grave. 2. Thick, imper-

vious (as a forest). —^1 (/.) or — 'S' (w.)

Depth, profundity.

) A deep or hol-

low sound, a grave tone.
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Root, i. (SftBiffe See Wilkins' Gr. § 179).

To go, to move. With prefixed, To go

beyond or through ; with To pass

over : with 1. To go over, to pass by. 2.

To meet with, to obtain, to acquire. 3. To peruse,

to read ; with + ^f^. To attain, to obtain

;

with 3J*r To follow ; with ^K3<^ To go away,

to disappear, to become invisible ; with To

understand, to comprehend ; with To ap-

proach, to go to or towards ; with To ap-

proach ; with with , or

Tfo +^+^n, and with + ^3Tl To ap-

proach, to meet, to encounter ; with To ffo

out, to approach ; to grow up ; with To so

near ; to approach (a female). Manu iv. 40
;

with *T° + 3*1 To approach ; with To enter

:

with f%^To go out, to come forth ; with

To go around ; with ^1 To go out, to come

forth ; with To return, to go backward

;

with f^T To go away ; with T° To go with, to

meet ; to encounter.

^t^s. (a. ^) Withdrawn, concealed.

m. from R. !• The act of going or

moving. 2. The march of an army. 3. A road.

<r

(Frequently used in comp. e. g. "^T5! a. (mfn.)

Difficult of access, fromTJ^+TT5!). 4. (Beng.)

Wheat.

1 . A species of cucurbitaceous plant (Cu-

cumis momordica). Also its fruit. 2. A bag

for concealing the beads of the rosary in praying.

s. (from R. ^t5!?) The name of one of the

combinations of sound in Hindu music.

rfcFT s. (n. R.^+3H) 1. The act of going

or moving
;
movement, gait. 2. The march of

an army or of an assailant. 3. Coition.

SfrSFFte; a. (mfn. ^t^T+^ft) Fit to be arone

through, passable.

^^tTI a. (mfn. fat. part. p. R. ^ft^* 3pft*T )

Fit to be gone through, accessible, passable,

practicable. —3l (/.) or —^ (n.) Passable-

ness, practicability.

A tree (Milnea edulis). Hort. Ben.

p. 18.

51^JP^rt^. s. (p. J% ) Anxious, thoughtful,

pensive, melancholy.

^t^arf. (from p. In a silent dissatisfied

manner.

(/.) An ornamental tree (Gmelina'^3

arborea).

^tj^t^T a. (mfn.} Deep, profound, grave. — 31

(_/*.) or —^ (w.) Depth, profundity, gravity.

*ftO a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. *t*^+TT) At-

tainable, accessible
;

passable. —^ I (/.) or

—^ (w.) Passableness.

H^H s. (/.) Gaya, a city in Behar : a famous

place of pilgrimage. As. Res. vn. 241.

StUt^s. (from guaiacum ?) The name of a me-

dicinal wood. Carey.

StSTfc s. Phlegm, saliva. See ^fCW

.

1. A species of ox, the gayhl (Bos Ga-

vaeus). 2. A variety of rice, the grains of which

are white.

StWfl a. (from STO + STKlT) Residing at

Gaya.

WW s. (m. *1n1 + 3rt*Sl) A species of

fig-tree (Ficus cordifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 66.

SlTOT s. Phlegm, saliva. See ^t^TR"

.

^T^ac?. (A.^i.) Besides, except, without, pron.

Another, other, a. Absent.

*TjP[ a. (mfn. from R. ^ ) One who swallows.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 442. s. (m.) 1. Sickness,

disease. 2. (wm.) Poison. 3. An antidote.
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4. One of the variable karanas or astrological

divisions of the lunar month. As. Res. ix.

366.

(from a. Jjyi) Drowning, sinking.

1. A goitre. 2. A wen.

^t^T ! s. (n. R. ^+ 3FT) 1. The act of sprinkling

or wetting. 2. The act of swallowing.

STTffttW s. (from 5t^°l+ r^3?) A hare-lip.

Mohun P. p. 18.

5t^S s. (a. ^Cjz) Desire, wish ; the will, a

scope, an object.

A sort of silk cloth, made of the silk

produced by the Phalsena Paphia which feeds

on the jujube tree. Carey.

^R\a. (p.
r/)

Hot, warm, passionate.

^1<*T[ s. (p.
^j*J>)

Heat, warmth, passion.

St^Ut^s. (p. J:^ pj) A red cloth-cap worn

in cold weather by many natives of India, a.

Wearing warm clothing.

a. (p. Hot-headed, pas-

sionate, wrathful.

^T^5^ s. (ra.) 1. Poison, the venom of a snake.

2. A disease occasioned by venom or by any

virus.

^t^fl. a. (from^t^T) Venomous, poisonous.

(/.) A kind of grass (Andropogon

serratum).

s. The name of a tree, the bark of which

is used in tanning (Rhizophora decandra).

Hort. Ben. p. 36. a. Deep, far below the

surface.

SWHUI a. (from^trfa) Deeply-rooted.

^tftHt^rt^ s. (^fW +3TNj A sort

of yam (Dioscorea rubella). Hort. Ben. p.

72.

A rail, a pallisade, a range of paling,

a ballustrade.

^tfell s. (-*l\m. from See Wil-

kins' Gr. § 972. 973). Greatness, pride, arro-

gance, vanity; superiority.

a. (nifn. superl. degree of TjR? See Wil-

hins' Gr. p. 520) Heaviest, greatest, most

important, most honourable.

a. (a. L_^oyi) Poor, needy, mild, humble.

s. A foreigner.

kindly to the poor, courteous to foreigners, hos-

pitable.

^?feil?^a, (p. jjjj uj^c) Cherishing the

poor, charitable.

a. (p. <tjL>yi) Fit for the poor, proper

to be given to the poor.

(from a. c^-o^o) Poverty, want, hu-

mility.

mfn. compar. degree of

See Wilkins' Gr. p. 520). 1. Heavier, greater,

weightier, more important, more honourable

;

highly venerable, very heavy. 2. (^Beng.~)

Gross ; difficult of digestion.

*T3U (corrupt, of C^h?) 1. A cow, an ox. 2. A
simpleton.

S^lttT^ s.
(
St3?+ Itffr[^) A feeder on beef.

^t^v3 s. (?«.) The bird and vehicle of Vishnu :

generally represented as being something be-

tween a man and a bird, and considered as

sovereign of the feathered race : he is the son

of Kasyapa and Vinata, and younger brother

of Aruna.

ft?S s. (m. from R. ^?) A wing, a feather.

^ITH a. (-U^ mfn. ^^ + 51^) Fea-

thered, winged, s. (m.) A bird : especially
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Gakuda the sacred bird of Vishnu. Also

StWfa «. Cowlike, stupid, silly,

awkward.

Sfi^lffl^ s. (a. ysJKte ^i) Injustice; a

wrong.

Sj^Sd^T^fl. (a. J*!^) Without an origin.

I^T^F s . (a. ^) Injustice, a

wrong;.

sl<<p<.c^s . (
A

. J^Ji The not acknowledging

a thing, the not agreeing to a thing.

sf^lR^a. (a. Jjli^i) Not fit, not clever,

unable, awkward.

s. Redness from rage or anger, fury, rage.

(/.) 1. A churn. 2. A water-vessel, a

jar, a pitcher.

*t*RW s. (from ^R) Red with rage or ripe-

ness. Also

^1 C>1 5. A species of fish (Silurus ascita). Carey.

*ll\5l*U^ a. (a. ^) Not collected, un-

steady, wavering, fluctuating.

Sf^HftS a. (from a. ^ + ^1^?) Un-

known, unacquainted with.

a. (a. -ji+ c^U- ?) Absent, not of

the party.

^Root, x. (^S^fS) To sound, i. (*t^p

f^?) To emit a deep or full sound, to sound as

distant thunder.

*t^[ s. (m. from R. 5t^L) A roaring, rumbling,

or growling sound.

St^5r s. (n. R. rfcLf^FT) A roaring, a grum-

bling, a growling. 2. Passion, rage, fury. 3.

Battle, war. 4. A tree (Dipterocarpus incanus,

Rox. and other species). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

>|^LfVl| s - (from R. *t^) A bellowing, a roaring,

a threatening noise.

^f^p a . (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Threat-

ened, scolded, s. (w.) The muttering of clouds,

the sound of a distant thunder, (m.) An ele-

phant in rut.

j**3&) jji) Faultless, innocent.

s. Faultlessness, innocence.

^1 <sJs5L<T;^ a. (A.jj^rsTjj.) Not duly examined.

s. A neglect of examination or inquiry.

(a. j^jSj'j^S) Carelessness, indo-

lence.

m. from R. ^[?) A hole, an excavation, a

pit, a cavity. See Colebr. Alg. p. 97. A case,

a barrow.

a. (mfn. )
Living in a hole,

living under ground.

(/.from^+3^1) A weaver's work-

shop. (So called because the weaver puts his

feet into a hole when he works.)

^tW Root, t. (Jt^fl) and x. (*t%ft) To

sound.

rf%\s. (p. uj/) The neck. Also

(from p. ^J^) The putting the hands

on a person's neck to turn him out of doors.

Carey.

(p. yj-df) Circulation, a circuit,

^^fes. (p.jjij/) Filthy, dirty.

5tT>TS ». (?w. from R. Sffr ) 1. An ass. 2. A
scent; an odour. 3. A large beetle which lays

its eggs in balls of cow-dung.

Sf^olsJ s. (m. s}%3 + ;3£3?) A tree commonly

called pars-pipal (Hibiscus populneoides).

s. (in. from R. ^t<lj 1. Eagerness, greedi-

ness. 2. The pars-pipal tree (Hibiscus popul-

neoides).
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Wf a. R. ^-W^f) Greedy, avaricious,

covetous.

(_flp^ mfn. from R. ^t^L) Greedy,

eager. Wilkins' MS.

ff^ Root, x. (^ufo) To desire, to covet.

See R.

A story, a tale.

^t«Cfl
,i
i*'t^ 5 - (

p - » ^-i) Disapprobation, dis-

like.

^1<<3^s. (a. e^ij The being out of time,

untimeliness.

a. (a. u-^ljj-i) Wrong, improper,

unjust.

ft^
i

Root, i. (^I^fj) To go, to move.

*HRoot, i. (TOfa) To be proud or haughty.

TO s. (m. from R. *t^) Pride, arrogance, haugh-

tiness, scorn.

*tf^Tv3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 5t^v) 1.

Proud, arrogant, haughty. (Used in comp.

e. g. v5llfo4
i r%3 a. (mfn.) Proud of his de-

cent). 2. (Bene/.) (from Connected by

family-ties.

St^l a. (-f m/ra. ^t^+^P) Arrogant,

haughty.

<n
s. (m.) 1. A foetus or embryo. 2. A child.

3. The belly, the womb. 4. The inside, the

middle of any thing. 5. An inner apartment.

6. The spatha of a plant. 7. Union. 8. The

bed of the Ganges when the river is fullest;

that is on the 14th day of the dark half of the

month Bhddra, or in the height of the rains

:

as high as the river flows at this period, so far

extends the Garbha, after which the Tir or

proper bank begins, and extends for one hun-

dred and fifty cubits: this space is holy ground.

Wilson,

^1<^3<P s. (m.) A chaplet of flowers, 8cc. for the

hair.

femin. of

^T^f^3"Tj Destroying the child whilst in its

mother's womb, causing abortion.

, s ,«<

H^JsS a. (mfn. H^+^^j) Abortive. (Lit.

Fallen out of the womb.

5t^3i a. (mfn.^+3 from R. 1. Pro-

duced by pregnancy. 2. Born of a man's wife

by another person. Such children are considered

as legitimate by the Hindu law, and belong to

the husband. Carey. See (Sd?lT3l . Also

St^jTTt7! s. (m. st€ + "PTfaT) The son of a female

slave.

^t^TR ! s. (n. 5t€ +<tRcl) Conception in the

womb, pregnancy.

*t€$jL°*T s. (m. 5t€+^°TT) 1. Abortion. 2.

The causing abortion. Also 51%5Tl
x

1

.

Abortive.

WTO s, (m. + Abortion.

S)^<1^1 s. (J.^ +^1 from A pregnant

female.

s. (^+^ from R. <[) The secundine.

Mohun P. p. 148.

The pains of

child-birth

5^313 s.{m.^+ for ) An abortion.

Also swgfa •

^t€^^l .9. (/.? *t€+ *$?ft) The womb, the

uterus. Mohun P. p. 17.

^t^C^Csd v. n. (Jt^+T^U3) To be pregnant.

rf^TtH s . (n. 5t€+^nstt^") The lying-in
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chamber, the female apartments ; an inner and

private room.

Sj^ftH*. (n.
5t€+^W7Tfrom R.VH) A

ceremony to ensure conception.

*t€t*f$1 s. (/. Sl^+^TM^I) A suspicion of

pregnancy.

The womb, the

*t#£*Wl a. (-fH mfn. ?\t> +<ttfirl)

Speaking ill, speaking vulgarly or inaccurately.

St^Roox, i (
sHfa) To eat. x. (*M*IW)

To drop, to ooze, to distil. With pre-

fixed, To fall down or off; with "Pf, 1. To go,

to approach. 2. To bear or support.

^ s. (to. from R. ^I^T ) 1. The neck, the throat.

2. The resin of the sal tree. 3. A reed, a large

kind of the (Saccharum cylindricum). 4. A
rope. 5. (Beng.^ The prow of a vessel.

stcrW«w
1 *. (w. + A bull's dewlap.

^^3s. (to. *H+ Tl"3) A goitre, a wen on

the neck.

^^s. (to. + 1. The throttling a

person. 2. A day on which a course of study

is commenced, but immediately preceding a day

on which all study is prohibited, a. (mfn.^

Pertinaciously troublesome.

s. (from ) 1 . The melting of snow

or metals ; the dissolution of earth by heavy

rain or by throwing on water. 2. The escape

of a substance through a vessel. 3. The escape

of an animal from confinement.

s. (to. St^+CR*!) The neck.

v. noun ofSTNA?). See^Kfe.

*J*^ffcf
:

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^t^+Wft^)
Malleable, soluble.

(/. from R. St57
lv ) A small pitcher.

ornament worn

round the neck.

S*jw>|4"J s ^J^) Superiority, preeminence.

^H^I s. (to. Tl^ +^f) Hoarseness.

J
t
5fTRl7 l «?. (to. *1^T + 031*1 ) A disease of the

neck.

3 O

uterus.

5t%^II s. (to. 5t%+ 3F&II) The eighth month

of uterine gestation. Wilson, a. (JBeng.^ Eight

years old, fit for the thread. Carey.

1 . A pregnant woman.

2. A plant (Asclepias rosea).

from

cow (or female) miscar-

rying from going unseasonably.

s. (/.) A kind of grass.

Root, i. (Sftfc, -C3)and x. (^Hfe)
To blame, to censure, to despise. With

or f< prefixed, in the same acceptation.

*T^^<P a. (a.
(j=^ j£) Wrong, unjust, improper.

*tX?\ s. (n. R. rjT+ 3FT) Censure, blame, re-

proach.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Deserving censure, reproachable, blameable.

^ s. (f. from R. ^) Censure, blame, re-

proach.

Sj4*Jfii<
>
a.

(
^JU-jS) Not present, absent.

^tfX^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. St^C-tr3^)

Blamed, reviled, censured
;

blameable, dis-

graceful.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 5t^ + IT) De-

serving censure, blameable, reproachable.
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S(t^#tt * (/. from ^f^+^f ) A she-goat.

>|*TOI a . (mfn.lH+ Holding by the neck,

collaring a person, s. A throttling or collaring,

the seizing a person by the neck.

^1 a. (from ffNSI) Melted, dissolved, pu-

trified, burst
;
escaped through an opening, s.

1. The neck, the throat. 2. The neck of a

pitcher or jar. 3. A loud voice.

St^Tl^K? v. a. (caus. of $&885) 1. To melt,

to dissolve. 2. To drive an animal through a

gate.

StM^ft s. (^l +^^t) A wheezing or

tickling in the throat.

*1*^<e1Ru v. c^r^tf^K? To

cough up) To clear the throat by coughing up

phlegm.

(from ^IfTal) A mutual holding of

each other by the neck.

a. (*t*Tl + ?) So tall as to reach

another person's neck. s. The strangling or

choking of an animal.

a. (corrupt, of ?) Worn out, pu-

trid, dissolved, burst.

a. (from ) Dissolved, putrid,

burst, s. The neck and all connected there-

with.

^tfHl s. (^1 +fH. from fH%3)
The throttling or strangling of an animal. Also

n^tf^or^tf^ti.
St^TfttS^ci (n.^ +3$?^+3^1) The

swallowing a substance.

Seizing the throat,

occasioning pain to the throat as acrid sub-

stances do.

rMrT a. (from *tf%C3) Melted, dissolved
;

forced to pass through an opening.

^Tf^t 932

^l^rtj^TXTl a. (from StRfci) Solvent, s. A
dissolving substance.

neck-cloth, a cravat,

a stock.

^tTTTTl^Tll a. (from ^HI + TTf^) Threaten-

ing to hang himself, hanged, deserving to be

hanged.

Wttfl a. (from Melted, dissolved,

forced into fusion.

sHt^ffil a. Hoarse. See

from

A bull's dewlap.

from

A necklace.

TW^I s. (^Mt^ from^1 , + Xl1 ?) A sore

throat. Mohun P. p. 25.

from

crop.

^TR^J^I s. (^\\ from *M,+33*tt)
The quinsey. Mohun P. p. 25.

^T^ri^T s. (from ^FTl) The neck-rope or tie of

an animal. Also

A slip-knot.

*tpT s. (from R. ^1^1?) 1. An alley, a lane, a

narrow passage, a defile. 2. The space between

the fingers or toes. 3. The prow of a vessel.

Crooked, tortuous

and narrow.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Dropped, fallen; burst, melted, dissolved, run-

ning, oozing.

5tf^F3^ 5 . (n. ^f^J+ ) The leprosy when

arrived at that stage, that the hands and feet

are full of ulcers, and the fingers and toes drop

off. Carey.
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Afflicted with the leprosy so as to lose the ex-

tremities.

*tf*TU3 v. n. (from R. ^t^T ) To drop, to fall

off; to be melted or dissolved ; to escape from

a vessel.

Stf^TTU. (from^) The man who manages the

fore-part of a vessel.

*t*ft s. See *tP\

.

(a. lilc) Filth, mud, dirt.

5t^^ s. The prow of a vessel. See ^l'f[l

.

1. The gulping down of liquids. 2.

Garrulity. —<J?f^mi By gulps, with gulps
;

talkatively.

v. a. (from ^I^Ijf^lJ To talk

much or quickly.

^IpiUl a. (from ^M'MfW} Gulping,

talking thick.

A story, chit-chat.

^t^ft^Tl a. (from
)

Telling stories, talk-

ative, chatting.

Root, i. 1*^03) To be bold or confi-

dent.

fW 5. (f.^+ 111) 1. A multitude of throats.

2. A quantity of a kind of grass, or ropes made

of it.

SfPTi s. (p. 4f) A sheaf, a wisp.

51W*ftr;3 t>. a. (from 51Wl) To tie up sheaves.

A large species

of shrimp or prawn.

3*^1 *. 1. (a. cdi?) Grain. 2. (a. <Oi) The

ascendancy over others.

Root, i. (^fc^US) To blame, to censure,

to despise. See

v. a. To be hot with fever, to glow,

to boil.

^t*flrri a . (from «*qjl*rt8tS) Hot, fever-

ish, glowing.

a. (from p. A walking about.

^t^tn 5 . (from Tfa) A strumpet, a prostitute.

a. (from Licentious, whorish.

^1"$^ Root, x. (^^ITfS) To be thick or imper-

vious (as a forest).

(from R. ^jT?) 1. A crowd, the press-

ing of a crowd. 2. The barking of a dog.

a. (m/ra. R. 51^T + :3Fr) Impervious, thick.

s. («.) 1. A wood, a thicket. 2. A grove, a

cave. 3. Pain, distress, trouble.

StSTTl 5. (from R. 5
1*LS

?) An ornament, a jewel,

a trinket.

a. (corrupt, of *Tsp[«) Profound, deep,

s. Depth, a deep place.

Delay, procrastination.

a. (corrupt, of ^t^ft^") Deep, profound.

a. (corrupt, of ^tot^") Deep, profound.

^T^^Tl a. (corrupt, of ^fet^) Deep, profound.

s. Depth, a deep place.

s. (n. from R. Tf5^) 1. A thicket, a wood.

2. Pride, (/w.) 1. A cave, a deep valley, a

cavern, a den, a hole, a recess in a rock or

mountain. 2. A bower, an arbour.

^Irf^^ a. (mfn. *t*p + ^3) Hidden, concealed.

Wilkins' MS.

S\\<[ s. (/.
5t|T + ^) A cave, a deep valley,

a cavern in a mountain or rock.

Root, i\ To go, to move.

With 3tf3 prefixed, To pass by (as time)

;

with To approach ; with ^U 4

^, To fol-

low ; with ^3lf^3 or ^1 , To go near, to ap-

3 2
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proach. ni. only used in the Vedas)

To praise, to laud.

41 s. (from Stfrr?) 1- The body. 2. The sur-

face of any thing. —^f^l£3 v. a. To rise, to

get up. -^W^ v. a. To miscarry. _<l?t

v. a. To tremble, to quake.

4tt43? s. (from (41) A cow.

4t^t3 v. «. (from R.*ffl ) 1. To sing. 2. To

caulk a boat.

41^ s. (from R.t^ ) A singer.

4"k*^s. (from a. y_ ,

^-e.) A disappearing, a vanish-

ing away.

41^T s. (from 4tNj Scurrility, abusive lan-

guage. Mohun P. p. 97.

41^? s. (from (41) A cow.

rft\3S3rtTt s . (4t3 for 41, An ox, + C3[t#l)

Bodily strength, robustness.

4tv35
TTs. (from R.t7! ) The act of singing.

^3i^r< s. (4^ The caulking of a boat,

+ p. j\d T) A caulker.

*t\m\ s. (from R. ) The singing of a tune
;

vocal music.

41^1 s. (4t\-FT+%) 1. Wages paid to a

singer. 2. The caulking of a boat.

41° s. (corrupt, of^1) 1. The Ganges. 2. A
river in general.

41 3^ s. (41°+^?) A fish (Holocentrus De-

rea Datanya, Buchanan's MSS.}. In some

places, Perca bifurca of Buchanan's MSS. is

called by this name. Carey.

41oS>ta1 s.
(
5t1 + I^T^"1) A fish (Clupa-

nodon Champil, Buchanan's MSS. Clupea

Chrysoptera, Lacepede.} Caret/.

4l°'5"W s.
(
5tt°+FtTTl) A fish (Lutianus dia-

canthus, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

4t°fl> s. (from 4t° + R. ft> ?) A variety of rice.

4l fE>
5;T s. (41° +f^) A common species of

gull (Larus ridibundus). Carey.

rftopf^ s. (41° +4^) A fish(Tetrodon

pulvinatus, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

4l *Ff3*?U (
7t\°+W^5£(i) An insect (Man-

tis gigas, and perhaps some other species).

Carey.

rfto^Tfl s (Tfto + gjsrfl
) A figh (Clupea trun.

cata, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

4t°R*f1 s. (H° + C3l"1) A sort of grass (Pa-

nicum strictum). See

bird (Turdus

Gingidianus). Carey.

41 s. (corrupt, of 4*ftl) A village, a hamlet.

'IK a. (from 41) Pertaining to a village, rustic.

s. (from A knot, a tie, a joint, a

knob, a knuckle ; a bale of cloth, cotton, or

other goods. Carey. Also

Sttt^ttl s . (4Tt& +5tfel) A pickpocket,

a cutpurse. Also

+ 7nl) A pain in the

joints, a whitlow.

4rv5 s. (corrupt, of TtW?) The anus.

4tvT 5. (from R. l4 ) A singer.

41^Ul a. (from 41 )
Pertaining to a village,

rustic, s. An inhabitant of the same village.

*1 lOl^i a. (from 4ifN>ir3) Frothy, covered with

foam.

*1 I0l1 s. The tops of hemp, smoked with tobacco

by the natives.
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v. a. (caws, of rftfire) To cause to

foam, to beat into foam.

^llOlil7^^ a. (^1X11+^.) Smoking hemp,

stupified by the smoking of hemp. Also

stlkakKI or ^tlfiiuH.

v. a. To froth, to foam.

^ttft^l s. (from Lsg) A wallet, a bag, a purse.

Wft" *. (from ^"f^l) A bundle, a bale of

cloth, a package.

A listening posture, a listening. Also

r I V \ 1

nfel.

Stt^l^sJ v. a. (from Stf^l) To tie knots.

s. (corrupt, of A knot, a joint, a

package, a bale of goods.

W&3Ft£l *. (wfe+Sfttl) A pickpocket,

a cutpurse.

Sltf^tel a. (^iTfi + 5^51 for WS\ A small

chain) The rite of tying the bride and bride-

groom together. Carey.

Tied up, packed

up in a bale.

(from
)
A bale of goods, a pack-

age, a bundle.

(from The stopping the effects

of the bite of a serpent by incantations. Also

sf^Ht^ and mt^HfeH.

v. a. (from ) To tie knots, to

knit. See 5ttf%U3.

s. (corrupt, of ) A knot, a joint ; a

bale.

Sftft^l si (5ltPi+^t#1) A cutpurse.

^Tt\5 s. (from ^3 ) A protuberance round a pro-

minent navel ; the anus.

^flvit^Tt^ s. A pelican (Pelicanus Onocrotalus).

Carey.

*1 s. (from iklk.) 1. A rhinoceros. 2.

The name of one of the lower classes among

the Hindus.

^tlt^ s. (from T^t) The anus.

^lilOiil s. (from *1 A catamite.

sffel a. (from WJKJ ) Knotted, knitted,

threaded, laid orderly, arranged, sewed to-

gether, s. The receiving a person into a society.

s. The increasing of a body of work-

men by uniting two or more companies together,

o o
SlTjt^ a. (from STTTl) Tied together, s. A

tying of things together.

v. a. (from §tfal) To tie together, to

knit, to thread beads on a necklace ; to ar-

range.

5tKfl s. (from stT|sjC\3) The insertion or intro-

duction of an article among a number of others.

^TPirf s. (v. noun of ^tTRK?) The act of knit-

ting, knotting, stringing, or sewing ; the ar-

ranging of things orderly in rows ; the admitting

of a person into a particular society.

s. (from The particular kind

of workmanship employed in a building or in

any orderly arrangement of things. Carey.

o o _^

a. (from StTRE?) Knitted, knotted,

threaded, strung, orderly arranged.

StfeHtra v. a. (caus. of SttfcllS) To cause
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things to be sewed, knotted, threaded, or ar-

ranged.

(v. noun of The causing

things to be arranged or threaded, a. Caused

to be threaded or regularly arranged.

sffiSrra v. a. (fromSfpSl) To knit, to thread

beads on a necklace ; to arrange orderly ; to

sew ; to build.

(from ^t^F) An ornamental climbing-

plant (Psederia fcetida). Carey.

MIR s. (corrupt, of^W) A bad smell.

v. n. To be affected by a stench.

disagreeable

species of beetle usually called the flying bug.

The standing erect of

the hair of the body
;
horripilation.

*fftM , (H + Si^Tl) Abortion.

A fish (Pimelodes Gagata, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

5

]

'\5\Q s . A sort of citron or lime.

^tt^T^ri s. A fish (Silurus ascita, Lin. Pimelodes

barbatus, Laceptde). Carey.

(corrupt, of A small water-jar.

stt5fl s. A beautiful sort of paroquet (Psittacus

cyanocephalus, Latham). Carey.

StfcrfrTlrr a. (^1+^1^) Causing perspira-

tion, s. The causing of perspiration.

5tt^^*Ti s. A species of grass (Panicum stric-

tum). Mohun P. p. 60.

Stft^TT s. (n. from 1. Gold. 2. A sort of

grass (Scirpus Kysoor).

^tl^^^t s. (/.) A plant (Hedysarum lagopo-

dioides), but it is variously described.

SflFl s. (corrupt. bfiStB^ 1. A tree, a plant.

2. Applied to long fibrous substances, it means

a single one. Carey. Also

s. (from ^tEB?) 1 . A plant, a tree. 2. Some-

times prefixed to the names of things whose

principal dimension is length ; e. g. ^TTS;

TJ
5^ A single hair, 33s Sff5? A single

rope.

MIS^Sl a. (from Ml^) Vegetable.

^rfi^W s. (T^-fT^l) A sort of bill-hook.

Surrounded with

trees, secured by a live hedge.

Red pepper (Cap-

sicum annuum). Carey.

v. a. (from rtte) 1. To grow, to

spring up, to sprout. 2. To cultivate, to train.

3. To climb, to clamber.

*tt$li\iHl s. (ftomSflBh-^) Lean, feeble,

thin, straggling; unthrifty.

v. a. (from 511^) To sprout, to germ,

to spring up ; to climb up a tree.

A thin fibre, a long fibrous substance.

See Stft?

.

*fte5tf «• (from ?flEi) Inhabiting trees, living

on trees, s. A tree.

A sort of

rat which lives in trees (Mus arboreus, Bu-

chanan's MSS.). Carey.

a. (from ^ttt*i ) Experienced in climb-

ing trees.

MibjiUl a. (from^ttf^J) Climbing trees, inha-

biting or belonging to trees.

HkSn s. A company of persons who torture them-

selves in honour of some deity; a mode of

penance commonly called charak-puja.

a. (from )
Belonging to a com-
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pany of religious fanatics who torture themselves

in honour of Siva.

Stfc3R s. (fromT^R ) A carrot (Daucus Carota).

s. An uneasiness of the bowels

through indigestion ; an inward grumbling ; re-

sentment.

^Tl^J s. (corrupt, of ^I^J) A hole, a pit, a mine.

stts5^t*T^s. (from stt^t + ^t7r) A coachman, a

carter.

>\\\$< 111. s. (from ^H^T^T) The employment

of a coachman or carter.

A sheep, the long-legged sheep. See

suitor*.

(from 5tK5^') 1. A shepherd. 2. A
person who sells sheep.

^fkpT s. A sheep. See ^ftOT

.

^fr^f^ral s. (from SH^T) 1. A shepherd. 2.

One who sells sheep.

(from ?) A pit, a cavity, a

hole ; a pit for preparing the cement of a build-

ing, a. Fixed in the earth, planted, buried

;

thickened, inspissated.

*ttf3 See ntjt

.

v. a. To fix in the ground, to plant, to

bury.

rUvJt*. (from Sffa) 1. A pit, a hole, a cicatrice

left by a wound or by the small pox. 2. A cart,

a coach, a wheel-carriage.

(corrupt, of ^'fijft^H?) A carter,

a coachman. Mohun P. p. 82.

Hyi<K *. (^ttfl +^H) A coachman, a

carter, a driver.

Sflvfl^Hl s. (^tK^l +^W) The driver of a

wheel-carriage, a coachman.

Drawing a cart

or coach
;
managing a wheeled carriage.

s. 1. A curvature of the spine. 2. A humped

back, a wen in the neck, or bronchocele. 3. A
vessel having a spout.

a. (mfn. pret. part, p. R.

kins' Gr. p. 423). Much, excessive, heavy,

close, oppressive
;

strong, thick (as liquids),

deep (as sleep), &c.

rftFTTR. 5. («.
Sttla +Wt) Thick curds.

Sl'I^Stjt^ s. (m. 5tt¥ + 'd'^r) The abiding

in the same residence for a very long time.

StTpftf^ s. (/.
5Tt"£+ 'Sftf3) Excessive love.

Also

^ll b^R s. (m. 5tTU+ 3Tf^) A large knife used

at sacrifices, a scymetar. a. (mfn.} Close-

fisted, miserly, niggard, avaricious.

^ITO a. (from 5TTE") Thick (said of liquids);

coarse, opaque, s. A pit, a cave, a ditch, an

abyss, a dark grove or forest.

StlThrOj a. {mfn. from Pertaining to

Ganesa. s. (»w.) A Ganapatya, or worshipper

of Ganesa, as uniting in his person all the at-

tributes of the deity. As. Res. vn. 279. 282.

rTTfT^D s . (». M'fl^i+
i

tt) An assembly of

harlots.

^tt^Tr^" s. (corrupt, of Tl^J^?) A rhinoceros.

(mn.^ See

^ftdt^ s. (mn. from 1. The bow of Ar-

juna. 2. A bow in general.

ntofTO a. (from st3 +f^3 ) Full to the

throat.

*1 IvSH I a. Indolent, lazy, slothful.

Jtl^fTpTTTl a. (from SttSf + 3S«FfJ ?) Idle,

lazy, slothful.
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) The act of rising.

Also ntret^i

.

^TtTT s. (n. from R. ^I+TT?) 1. The body.

<2. The fore-quarter of an elephant.

^ttTRra s. (5TtTT+ 3^3) 1. The sensation of

itching. 2. The itch. Also

^litTtt^ s.
(
5H^T+ Ttt^) A giddiness, a swim-

ming of the head, the staggers. Carey.

A handker-

chief, a towel.

from

R. PMj Perfume for the person.

STfcfe «. (m/». R.t7! +J^FJ Singing, skilful in

singing, s. (m.) A singer.

5tftM 5. (/. from R. T*1 ) 1. A verse, a stanza.

2. Metre, rhythm. 3. A song, a chaunt, a

poem to be sung. 4. Rustic or vulgar lan-

guage. 5. A particular metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 400.

^ttf^fl. (f.
rffett + t^t) A particular metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.

Sediment, dregs, scum, lees, dross.

s. (from The act of fixing: a

stake in the ground, the loading a pistol, the

cramming of any thing.

plant

(the red variety of Boerhavia diffusa). Carey.

Also stftrl^i

.

*1 » tl<*i^1 s. (from ^ttCT +^P) An annual plant

(Trianthema decandra). Carey.

StWs. (corrupt, of T\'^ki) f. An ass. 2. (from

R. ^Tf^) A quantity of any thing, a ream of

paper, a charge of powder, a stock, a rick.

v. a. (cans, of nifto) To cause to

cram any thing full, to cause to load a gun, &c.

Stlftl 944

StlklMlfa s. (from ^ffrtl) A mutual cramming

of things into a vessel, ad. Heap on heap,

package on package.

SfWkOT s. (rft&fi + Tfcl) A tree (Calyptran-

thes Jambolana, Willd., Eugenia Jambolana,

Rox.y Carey.

A sort of fig-

tree not yet described (Ficus Gadha Pippula,

Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

5tftlt3\5 s. (STW + ^a?) A species of fig-tree

not yet described. Carey.

^ttfpf s . A heap.

v. a. (from StW) To force down, to

press or cram things into a vessel, to load a

gun, to fix a stake into the ground, to tread.

StTT^I s. (from ^TRl) 1. A heap. 2. Half a

ream of paper, ten quires. 3. An elevated

place. 4. A bench, a seat.

The chief of a body

of religious mendicants. Carey.

StlTJ*Wl a . (corrupt, ofrfe+Stt55^ ?) In-

dolent, lazy, slothful. See

s. (from H^Wl) Indolence,

negligence, slothfulness.

Root, i. 1. To stand, to stay, to

remain. 2. To seek, to enquire after. 3. To

collect, to heap together.

511^1 s. (corrupt, of 1. An ass. 2. A
stupid person, a blockhead, a fool.

5tt^7l s. (W1 +^?) A plant (the white

var. of Boerhavia praecumbens). Mohun P. p. 33.

ad. (*tW +^) Like an ass, stu-

pidly, foolishly.

(from 5tt<l;1 +^?) A plant (Trian-

thema decandra). Hort. Ben. p. 34.
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rj<tfll s. (rn.) The name of an ancient king of

Kanydhubja, the father of Viswamitra.

Sttf^l s. (m. ^ftf^. +v5l) An epithet of Viswa-

mitra (Lit. The son of Gadhi.)

^tt^l s. (from STfctl ) A she-ass. iJfo/iMH. P. p. 49.

rUrT s. (ra. R.t^l+^T) The act of singing, a

song, vocal music. See As. Res. in. 58.

HH pikil s. (/. ^T +fW*i) The science of

vocal music.

(/.) A carriage drawn by oxen.

m. from^T^^3") A heavenly musician,

(ft.) 1. Song, singing. 2. One of the forms of

marriage sanctioned by law : that which requires

only mutual agreement. See

SH^TOTl s . (m. ^H^^+C^f) The science

of music. .4s. Res. i. 340.

ffl^^ntg s. (n. from +^ ) The

law of marriage by mutual consent : see

HHl< s. (m.) One of the seven primary notes

of music. As. Res. ill. 68. ix. 451.

SfHUSftSI s. (m.) The name of a certain mu-

sical scale in the Hindu system of music. As.

Res. ix. 451.

HW^Hl s. (from^) A plant (Hibiscus popul-

neoides). Sabda S. p. 97. Also

Sabda S. p. 145.

sttft^ s. (m. Tt^+^) 1. A vender of per-

fumes, a perfumer. 2. A scribe, a writer. 3.

The name of a mixed class among the Hindus.

As. Res. v. 56.

Wl a. (from^Hfto) Withheld, concealed,

denied.

v. a. {caus. of *1jtf^iT\5) To cause a

person to withhold, conceal, or deny any thing.

^ItRUS v. a. (from R. ^?) To conceal, to

withhold, to deny.

a. (a. Jili) Careless, indolent, inatten-

tive, negligent.

(from a. JiU) Carelessness, negli-

gence, indolence.

*lU{jm$isi v. a. (^1 +^%^) To appear

self-important, to swell with pride, to strut, to

stalk, to swagger.

T^FnTfrm a . (from nt^lrfj.) Self-impor-

tant, vain, inflated with pride.

(from Self-impor-

tance, vanity, pride, stateliness.

5tt^ 5. (corrupt, of ) A timber-tree (Dios-

pyros glutinosa) Hort. Ben. p. 40. The j uice

of its fruit is used to cover the bottom of boats.

(corrupt, of ^l"^)) 1. A foetus, the gravid

uterus. 2. The spatha of a plant. See ^TT^jl .

a. Stained, blotted.

v. a. (caus. of StIftK? ) To make a

fluid turbid by stirring ; to make a thing rusty

and filthy, to divulge a secret.

^i'U'W s. (v. noun of ^tW^US) The act of

stirring a fluid so as to make it turbid ; the

making a thing filthy ; the divulging a secret.

a. Made turbid by stirring, made filthy, di-

vulged.

StKt^ a . (Stt^t+^R-) A species of reed

(Arundo Bengalensis). Hort. Ben. p. 8.

(from *ffa1^tvJ) 1. The making a

fluid muddy by stirring. 2. The making a thing

filthy. 3. The divulging a secret, the telling

tales.

5Tra1fwl s . (from^HtpT) 1. One who makes

water muddy by stirring. 2. One who divulges

a secret, a tale-bearer.

^Hf^l a. (corrupt, of ^ffeu) Pregnant.

3 P
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v. a. To become turbid or dirty.

*Wt s. (from C*fl) A COW.

s. (corrupt, of 1. A fetus, the gravid

uterus. 2. The spatha of a plant. See yWl

.

flfel<l a. (from^tt^l) 1. Advanced in preg-

nancy. 2. Affected with cold or fever.

a. (corrupt, of Pregnant.

5Tfc)t s . (from C
5^) A cow.

m^I^I s. (corrupt, of 7
1 Iq^lv^ft ) A towel.

v. a. (from 511 + To cloy,

to satiate.

St^&Tt
! s. (v. noun of Rt%^t|t?) The

cloying or satiating of any one.

(corrupt, of 4^'^ ) An ornamental

tree (Gmelina arborea).

^tt^fl a. (-"fe^ mfn. from R. *t5I) Going.

Only used as the latter part of comp. e. g.

a. Cmfri.} Going through the

air, from^4^+Ht^-
>|l^l<P a. {mfn. R. 5t5I

>+^) Going, moving,

locomotive. Wilkins' Gr. p. 464.

A towel, a handker-

chief, a napkin.

v. a. To stretch the body, to yawn.

s. (from A towel, a handker-

chief, a napkin.

5. The mid-rib of the leaf of a palm-tree.

*§fcft s. (corrupt, of ^§1^1) An ornamental

tree (Gmelina arborea, Roxb.) Mohun P.

p. 33.

m^t^ s. (n. St^fc + TT) 1. Depth, profundity.

2. Seriousness, gravity.

A vessel used for feeding cattle ; a

pan, a milk-pan.

ad. (from *Ti) Along the surface, on the

surface, on, over.

a. (mfn. nX^) Singing, s. (m.)

A singer, a chanter ; a choir.

s. The common Indian kite (Falco

ater). Carey.

s. (from A dried

plant sold as an article ofHindu materia medica.

*1 luql s. (/. from R.t7 ! ) 1. A sort of metre in

Sanskrit poetry. i?es. x. 463. 469. Colebr.

Alg. p. 49. 2. A hymn to the Sun, contained

in the Sanhita of the Rig-Veda, and considered

as particularly holy. As. Res. vin. 400. 3. A
species of tree (Mimosa Catechu).

a. (mfn. R. + *3pT) One who sings.

Wilkins' Gr. § 777.

*tWlTT s. (Jt\$+Ht$ as a rhyme to it) The

body, the person of a man.

Stt^Ttir s. (Sffa for 511?+^^?) A sort

of kidney-bean (Dolichos Soja). Carey.

s. (a. c^li) Plunder, robbery, destruc-

tion, ruin.

StW^T s. (Sffa+f^T) A plant (Perilla

sesamoides).

^jl^TT^ s. (n. corrupt, of 5t^H^.) The emerald

(this gem being, according to the legend, gene-

rated from the voided phlegm of Garuda, the

sacred bird of Vishnu).

StfrT^ s. (n. 5tT|+^) A multitude of the de-

scendants of the saint Garga.

rftf^ a. {mfn. *t3+3^) Full of holes. Wil-

kins' Gr. | 903.

ra. from R. Avidity, greediness,

avarice.

a. (m/ra. from **hs) Pertaining to the

womb, uterine.
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An assemblage of

pregnant women. Also

#t® «: (n. ^^fo+ 'S) A sacred fire per-

petually maintained by a householder, received

from his father, and transmitted to his descen-

dants. Wilson. Manu Hi 231.

*fte^> a. (mfn. + Belonging or per-

taining to a householder, s. (n.) The condition

of a householder.

st1
Sf
T *. (corrupt, of rfe) 1. The cheek. 2. A

story, conversation.

as a jingle to it) A
common report, town-talk.

^Tt5^ s . (m.) 1. A tree, commonly called looVh,

used in dyeing (Symplocus racemosa). 2. A
pale species of the same. 3. A kind of ebony

(Diospyros glutinosa). Wilson.

Lac, sealing-wax.

v. a. (cans, of Sftf^E?) To melt

metals, to dissolve salt or other similar sub-

stances.

SfWttfsT s. (from *tPl) Scurrilous or abusive

language.

*tW^1 (*tW+^1) A common report.

tWf% s. (from TH^TftCv?) The melting of

metals, the dissolving of salt, &c.

•ttpT s.
(J.

from *HPfj Scurrilous or abusive

language : Also

*HRw>l a. (a. tsM or ^15) A carpet.

^IPlW v. a. (from R. ^) To melt, to dis-

solve
; to burst (as an ulcer) ; to pour away the

superfluous water after boiling rice, &c.

a. (a. i^^JLc) Overcoming, excelling,

surpassing.

a. (a. jJ\1j?) Tyrannical, oppressive, s.

A tyrant, an oppressor, an enemy.

Abusive or scurrilous language. See

*1 1=^1 s. (from ^tt5^) A boaster, one who gives

an exaggerated account. Also

a. (from ) Scurrilous, abusive,

scolding, brawling.

Root, i. To agitate, to stir, to

churn. With *5$*T prefixed, To immerse ; with

<5F3" or f^T+ vAM , and withW , 1. To per-

form ablutions, to bathe. 2. To make turbid

or dark.

Sfte;^ s . (corrupt, of W^) A singer.

crowd, a multitude, a shoal of

fishes. -Hftfivl ad. In a crowded way.

f^l a. Impervious, impenetrable, thick.

s. (corrupt, of ) A house-wife, a

wife.

(from ) A jackal.

Ptf^l*. (from ^) A species of vulture (Vul-

tur Coromandelianus). Carey.

Wft s. (from ) A jackal.

s. A small cup of earth or metal.

A plant (Pharnaceum mollugo). Hort.

Ben. p. 22. (Chironia centauroides). Carey.

A plant (Pharna-

ceum mollugo). Mohun P. p. 33. (Chironia

centauroides.) Carey.

a. (jpret. part, of \Slt<T3) Having gone,

gone.

(f.
nomin. ^Ux> from R. ^ ) 1. Speech.

<.

2. A word. 3. Fame, celebrity.

a. (mfn. from R. ^) Swallowing. Wilkins'

Gr. § 767. *

A certain species of lizard (Lacerta

striata).

3 P 2
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(corrupt, of the Portug. igreja). A

church. Mohun P. p. 161. See

"Pl^Ttl s. (p. mJ) 1. A shield. 2. A round

pillow.

s. (f. from R. ^jj To chaunt) Speech.

5. (p. ) A knot, a tie, a joint, a knuckle.

s. (w.) A mountain, a hill, (/.) L A rat

or mouse. 2. Swallowing.

Pffe^ft s.
(f. f^flr+^+lt) A climbing

plant (Clitoria ternatea). 2. A plant commonly-

called Jawasa (Hedysarum Alhagi).

) A small rat, a mouse.

a. (mfn. Born on a moun-

tain, s. (ra.) 1 . Talc. 2. Red chalk.

(/. from PlR -r-vI) An epithet of

Parvati. (Lit. Daughter of the mountain

:

she being the offspring of the personified Hi-

malaya.^) Beng. A church. See

ftf^^Tta^ s. (n. ftto +^m) Talc.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. $1 + ^^3) Eaten.

PtftTTl*. Seeft^Jtl.

Ptf^TOtf^T3^*. (from p. g*J+J&) A long

pillow, a bolster.

f^tf^TKSt^ a. (v.jcjj) Captive, prisoner, in-

volved (in trouble, &c).

(p. i^sjhjjs) Bondage, captivity,

embarrassment, imprisonment, a. Authorizing

to apprehend a person.

A plant

(Echites antidysenterica).

fttfk*\ a. (mfn. from Ptf%+ R. *ft Wilkins'

Gr. § 771). Who rests or sleeps on a moun-

tain, s. (?w.) An epithet of Siva.

Pt^t*l s. (m. fnft+l^ ) 1. The lord of moun-

tains : a name of the Himalaya. 2. An epithet

of Siva.

A plant (Chironia centauroides). Hort.

Ben. p. 84.

Hl^feS s. (m. "Ptf^"+ t*5) The Himalaya.

(Lit. The lord of mountains.)

Pt5^ s. (n. for Pfa°l from R. ^ ) The act of

swallowing. u

(from p. «df) 1. Lamentation, blame,

reproach, censure. 2. A kidney; the seeds of

Mimosa scandens.

PM?t3 v. a. (caus. ofPtpTK?) To cause to

swallow, to feed.

Pt^ll^ s. (Pffl + ^te) A sort of sensitive

plant (Mimosa scandens). Carey.

«• (p.j^3^<d^) Blaming, reproach-

ing, censorious, abusive.

P^t^rtet s. (p. Blame, reproach,

censure, defamation.

(a. uJlc) 1. A sheath, a case, a

cover. 2. An outer garment.

"RPf 5. (/. for PfW) Swallowing.

prf^re a. (m/n. for Pff^3 from R. Eaten,

swallowed.

Ptf*TC3 v. a. (from R. *j ) To swallow.

s. (p. *Ji> ^ A carpet, a blanket.

Pi S3 1 s. (p. ail*) Blame, reproach, censure.

PtW (m. from R. ) A Brahman who

chaunts the Sdma-Veda.

^\°os. SeePR..

^ftvJ a. (m/re. ^re#. part. p. R."t*1+3) Sung,

chaunted. s. (w.) 1. Singing, vocal music. 2.

A song, a hymn.

a. (mfn. sffc+vS) Versed in the art of

singing
j
acquainted with songs.
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>Hv3<W*1 s. (n. ^t^+ ^T&rf) The singing

of a song.

The science of

vocal music, or a work treating of it. 2. A book

of poems or songs.

s. (Jemin. of 1. A song in general.

2. The Bhagavad-Gita. 3. A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 473.

Sftf?? 5.
(f.

R.t7! 1. A kind of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 401. 2. Song,

singing.

5. (/. from A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 473. See

metre in

Sanskrit prosody, consisting of four verses of

sixteen short syllables each. As. Res. xn.

412. 466.

sft ! a. (mfn. pret. part p. R. + "T) 1. Praised.

2. Swallowed. Wilkins' Gr. § 698.

*ftK «. (/• R. ^ +f% for fa) 1. Fame, renown,

praise. 2. Swallowing, a gulp. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 830.

rft^t ! s . (»,. from ft^+Tft" for 3<M) A
deity, a god.

SfHfa (ro. from ^H+^Tfe) 1. An epithet

of Vrihaspati, the regent of the planet Ju-

piter, and preceptor of the gods. 2. A learned

man, a pandit.

^ Root, vn. (\i<|S) To go to stool, to void

excrement, i. (^t^X^) To sound inarticulately.

s. (from R. ) Ordure, fceces.

T$3Tl s. (corrupt, of $3t<S) The betel-nut (Areca

Catechu). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

?) A tree named

Gumsea in Buchanan's MSS. Carey.

*NWWt s. (tW^^SWl) An aromatic

seed which the natives mix with their betel

(Anethum Panmorium). Carey.

A species of vine (Vitis latifolia). Hort.

Ben. p. 18. See "§3^1

.

\J^ui<Tl<wtl s. A plant (Mimosa Farnesiana,

Keen.). MohunP. p. 61.

A species of vine, the fruit of which is

unfit for food (Vitis latifolia). Carey. See

v. a. To thrust in, to tuck in ; to re-

& .

pair a thatch. Also

v. a. To thrust or tuck one thing into

another, to repair a thatch,

o

o

ysSft s. (from TT|^3l l\$ ) An awl, a plug, a cork,

a stopple. Carey.

a. (from T$f3C3) Pounded, broken into

small pieces, pulverized, s. A fragment, coarse

powder.

77. noun of T3|\3t3) The act of pound-

ing or pulverizing, a. Pounded, broken into

small pieces, pulverized.

^31 a. (from *^f^3) Pounded, broken, pul-

verized, s. Powder, small fragments, dust,

any powdered substance. Also or

T&ol^W ». a. (caws, of TllOW) To cause to

pound or pulverize.

A yellow sub-

stance used as a drug, a pigment and a per-

fume. Sabda S. p. 161. 367.

5. (from Powder, flour, small frag-
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meats, s. 1. The trunk of a tree; timber. 2.

A tuberous root.

si* O
T£f\5^s. (T$f\5+^) A small variety of Arum

Colocasia. Carey.

T^f^t^ s. (^fvS +^tC) The stem or trunk

of a tree.

'$f\5t3 v. a. (from R. ?) To pulverize, to

crumble, to reduce to a pulp, to bruize.

A small spe-

cies of black ant (Formica viatica ?). Carey.

*. C^^H^rK) A species of

fish (Cobitis Taenia, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

TlFNt s. (from CtW) A sort of snail.

"jjr^c^
s (jn.^ 1. A fragrant sort of gum-resin,

bdellium. Also ^Tt^T. 2. (Beng.) The

Lignum Aloes (Aquillaria Agallochum). Hort.

Ben. p. 28.

VjfR) s. (corrupt, of T^Ob?) A bunch or tuft of

grass, herbage, or flowers, a sheaf of straw, a

nosegay. Also

"dwW s. (from Tjil>5?) A bundle of grass or

straw, a bunch of crumbled things. Also

^Ot^ s. (m.) 1. A cluster of blossoms or fruits.

2. A bunch or tuft of grass, herbage, or flowers
;

a nosegay. 3. A necklace of thirty-two strings.

See .

"v-TES^s. (jtc.'v£'553+ <£) 1. A cluster of blossoms

or fruits. 2. A bunch or tuft of grass, &c.

s. (jw.Tln^+ ^f^) A necklace of thirty-

four (twenty-four?) strings. See

v. a. (caus. of T£fl>^3) To form into

a tuft, to collect into a heap or bunch, to lay

together in an orderly manner.
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Ttfe s. (from tt^) A cluster, a bunch, a tuft

of flowers, &c.

v. n. (from^Si) To become a bunch or

cluster, to be formed into a tuft or heap.

Root, vi. or i. (with the insertion

of a nasal *^^f^) To sound inarticulately, to

hum, to buz.

oversight ; admission ; re-

proach.

ad. By means of, by the hand of.

Carey.

(corrupt, of ^-3l<< 1^) Guzerat,

the name of a country.

from

+ ^^TtlT>) The true cardamoms (Alpinia Car-

damomum.) Carey.

t^ fl . (p. ^jisz) 1- Passing by, going. 2.

Spent, passed, gone by.

v. n. (from p. .j^) To pass away, to

go over, to go by, to spend (time).

1. One of the female personifications

of music. 2. An ornament worn on the ancles

of females. Carey.

Tts3i
sc
^3l a. (p. <fcJij£) Past, spent, gone by.

T^3lt^1 s. (p. \j\tf>) A ferry, a ferry-boat.

Gossiping, garrulity, idle talk, tale-

bearing. Also

^^tfelTi a. (from^I^I) Talkative, garru-

lous.

m. from ^ v5K< Pg) The name of a

country, Guzerat. As. Res, v. 55.

tSS s. See .

T^^T s. (R. "^I^+NiH ) A low murmuring

sound, a humming.
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TO3 v. «. (from R. T^J ) To hum, to buz

(as a beetle).

5. (/.) 1. A small shrub (Abrus precato-

rius) bearing a red and black berry, which

forms the smallest of the jewellers' weights :

commonly called ratti. The berry averages

about one grain and five-sixteenths troy; the

artificial weight called by this name weighs

about two grains and three-sixteenths. Wilson.

See ^W*T1 and Tf^l . Colebr. Alg. p. 2.

2. A murmuring sound. 3. A tavern.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. y^) Resound-

ing with a murmuring or humming noise.

v. n. To hum, to buz, to echo, to re-

sound, to murmur.

(from The rolling up of a

mat, &c.

TSlbft s. (from 1. A ball or pellet of

dung. 2. The stone of a fruit. Carey.

v. a. (from $f To roll up, to

collect scattered things.

s. (^1? +^) The casting of lots,

a lottery.

s. (from R. "df^?) 1. The ball of silk or

the cocoon spun by the silk-worm. 2. The

small-pox. 3. A fruit when first set or formed

after the flower. Carey.

A collection, a quantity.

T$fl»^i s. (J. from R. 1. A pill, a bolus,

a small globe or ball ; a pellet of dung. 2.

The stone of a fruit. 3. A lottery, a ticket

;

a pawn.

s.(m. ^ftel + *Tte ) The casting

of dice or lots.

v. a. (from R. mtif) To roll up a mat

or blanket, &c, to gather up, to collect.

A silk--worm.

TjTt>l s. II A ball, a ballot, a pill, a cocoon. 2.

A fruit-stone, a fruit-germ. 3. The small-pox.

Root, x. To surround, to en-

velope or enclose. With <9sW prefixed, in the

same sense.

Root, vi. To protect, to guard, to

preserve, i. and x. (with the insertion of a

nasal, T^jR? ,
T£3!rfe) 1. To surround, to

enclose. 2. To preserve. 3. To pound, to

grind, to pulverize.

s. (to. from R. ) A globe, a ball. 2.

Raw sugar, molasses, ginger, treacle.

(from Tj^+ ^frl?) A climbing

thorny shrub (Capparis sepiaria). Carey. (So-

lanum Indicum). Mohun P. p. 33, 61.

Xiool s.
(f.

for A plant (Menisper-

mum glabrum).

T^3W s. A species of climbing plant. Sabda

S. p. 25.

The aromatic bark

of Cassia arborescens ; cassia-bark ; cinnamon.

Also "S^TS (».)

TlOT s. (v. noun The act of rolling

up a blanket, &c. a. Furled, rolled up. Also

^§Ptt\ s. (T^S +Pftl from f^3?) Ginger-

bread.

Tt^JH s. (to. '^5 +^) A plant (Bassia

latifolia).

^^XFT s. (to. T^3 + "^,crt) A tree commonly

called PUu (Careya arborea). See ^fl'^-

T^3^3l s. (^3+^1) The heel.

s. (/.) A plant (Euphorbia Tirucalli

'dT3t^U3 v. a. (from R. ) To roll up, to

furl, to pack up.
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T£3t^a. (from ^3) Mixed up or prepared with

raw sugar or molasses.

An epithet of

Arjuna and of Siva. (Lit. Wearing the hair

in matted locks, which resemble the leaves of

the Euphorbia Tirucalli.)

(from R. T-F3?) A stooping or crouching

posture, v. a. To crouch.

In a stooping pos-

ture, in a crouching manner, slowly, by little

and little. -I>f^Tts3 or -XltlvJ v. a. To

creep.

v. a. (from R. ) To roll up, to furl,

to pack up.

a. (from Prepared with raw sugar

or molasses, s. A confectioner.

A plant (Leucocephala graminifolia, Rox.^

Mohun P. p. 61.

Tobacco

mixt with molasses.

(y.) A plant commonly called Guricha.

(Menispermum glabrum). Also See

Moving by quick

steps, + ^33*1) A sort of quail (Perdrix Coro-

mandeliana). Carey.

1. A smoking-pipe with a short and

inflexible tube. 2. A sort of quail (Perdrix

Coromandeliana). Carey.

Root, x. 1 . To invite. 2. To

advise.

"dPl s. (m.) 1. A property, a characteristic, an at-

tribute, a quality in general. 2. (In the Sdnhhya

and other Indian systems of philosophy) Qua-

lity : not mere accidental property, but essential

modification of nature. Three such qualities

are enumerated, viz. Goodness, or

COT3^ Foulness or passion, and 3*1^ Dark-

ness. Trans. M.A.S. i. 35. 3. A means of

defence, one of the six expedients in government,

as, Peace, War, a March, a Halt, a Stratagem,

and Recourse to protection. 4. Virtue, valour,

knowledge, accomplishment. 5. (In grammar)

A particular change of a vowel, e. g. of into

3 . See Wilkins' Gr. % 23. 6. A twine, a

twisted cord, a string, a thread, a wire, a tow-

ing-rope. Mohun P. p. 88. 7. A bow-string.

8. (In geometry) The chord of an arc. Colebr.

Alg. p. 89. 9. (In arithmetic) A multiplicator,

a multiplier; (in algebra) A coefficient. Colebr.

Alg. p. 29. 170. 10. The abandonment or re-

linquishment of a thing. 11. A cook. 12. In

composition, when preceded by a numeral, it

serves to form a sort of multiplicative adjec-

tives, corresponding to the English -fold: e. g.

"fetPl a. (mfn.) Two-fold, 3^°! a . (mfn.)

Eight-fold. 13. (Seng.) A plant (Sansiviera

Zeylanica).

Taft^ s. (m. ^cl+^) (In arithmetic) The mul-

tiplicator. Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

T5*T3?tT a. (mfn. TjFl +<pl<) Productive of good

qualities, beneficent, profitable, advantageous.

Also

The assemblage of

qualities that are the ornament of human nature.

Doing justice

to the good qualities of another person, ac-

knowledging his merits, &c. Also

TTtT55?IT s. (m. "dPl + 05*Jl ) The cutting of any

of the threads of the sacred cord of the Hindus,

a. Having its threads cut. Carey.

TjT}^ a. (mfn. -f-\5S) Acknowledging the ta-

lent, merits, worth, &c. of another person.
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— \3l (/.) or —^ (ra.) Acknowledgment of the

merits, &c. of another person.

The act of drawing

the track-rope of a boat. a. Drawing the track-

rope of a boat.

ttittpTCS v. a. (^
ci+§

r

tf^U3 N

) To pull the

track-rope of a boat.

ad. Sans. (^+3^) According to qua-

lities.

Tftel s. (/. TS°l+v3l) 1. The being endowed

with good qualities, excellence. 2. The being

formed into a rope or bow-string. Also

To avail, to

succeed, to be effective.

Tjft"^ a. (mfn. Possessing good

qualities.

Tffr" s. (n. R. $\+3FT) Multiplication.

Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

TTMrl *. (T^ + ttTl) Talent, skill, accomplish-

ment, virtue.

) The being possessed

of talents, merits, or good qualities.

vfafa s. (n. T^+^TT) The describing the

merits of another person.

^tR s . (n. T$°l+3t&3) (In grammar) An

adjective. (Lit. Expressing a quality.)

fWfl. (-f^^/k^ ! +3tf^) Speak-

ing to the merits and good qualities of another

person
;
praising, flattering.

Tffa-fr a. (-^ mfn. T^+^V) 1. rosses-

sing qualities generally. 2. Endowed with

good qualities, accomplished, virtuous.

Discern-

ment in appreciating the merits of a person ; a

just sense of merit.

Tl^^ »i (m. + <r$^ from t%j>) A mast.

TTtaT a. (mfn. TS^+OT) Endowed with qua-

lities.

^1^1*. (from TS°l+^as a rhyme to it) 1.

Qualities. 2. Ropes and cords ; sacks. Caret/.

T-ThjJS3 a. (mfn. TaFl +^F) Endowed with good

qualities, virtuous, clever, accomplished.

) 1. The being pos-

sessed of virtue, talent, &c. 2. The study of

science.

tfHWfl a. (-pF^mfn. Pos-

sessed of good qualities, virtue, &c.

ocean of vir-

tues, i. e. a person endowed with numerous

good qualities. Also ^"t^ 1^1"^"
s. (w.),

»?.), and (m.)

Destitute of good

qualities.

Tftl s. (from Tt^l ) Wire.

A mine of merit

and excellence, i. e. a virtuous and excellent

person, a. (mfn.~) Virtuous, accomplished, ex-

cellent.

Eulogium,

panegyric.

^It^ s. (m. ^c
l +^°l) Virtues and de-

fects, good and bad qualities.

TTfW^ s. (m. + 3rfttR) A receptacle of

virtues, i. e. a virtuous person.

TTHftTs? a. (mfn. + 3lft\J ) Endowed with

good qualities, possessed of virtue or merit.

TTtN^3 a. (mfn. ty+$3ft^3) Adorned

with virtues or good qualities.

a. (m/ra. pre*, part. p. R. *^C
lL) 1. (In

arithmetic) Multiplied. 2. Collected, gathered,

heaped together.

3 Q
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a. (-ft\mfn. Tt°l+^T) Accomplished,

virtuous, meritorious, s. (»?.) A bow. (Lit.

Having a bow-string.)

^*ft^3 a. (mfn. Tffi from +^3) Become

good or virtuous
;
improved.

v. a. To hum, to buzz, to snuffle.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T^i^+^tv?)

1. Reduced to dust or powder. 2. Covered,

surrounded : in comp. e. g. a.

(mfn.') Covered with dust, from ^ft
0i
^ s. (m.)

Dust, +Ttftej.

T^^3 a. (from R. *dF3?) Profligate, lascivious.

'^Tfe (from $3) Profligacy, lasciviousness.

1. Powder, pulverized substance. 2. A
flux added to metals in fusion. Sabda S.

p. 50. 488.

lJrRj<P'l s. (from R. Vts£) Powder, dust, saw-

dust.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.
)

Pounded, pulverized, ground.

TTfr s. (m. R. TSf^+TT) (In arithmetic) The

multiplicand. Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "v^ +3) Voided,

ejected (as excrement). Wilkins* Gr. § 695.

Also Tt^T.

s. A thrust, a stab, a knock
;
goring.

v. noun of T£f3t3) The act of thrust-

ing or stabbing, a. Thrust at, stabbed.

a. (from Accustomed to thrust

or to gore, goading. Also

(from T^3?+^tf^rr1) a fish,

a species of Gobius. Caret/.

Tsl3t^E3 v. a. (from ^3) To thrust, to stab, to

punch, to knock, to gore.

T&lrSfa*. (from^tt^) A mutual stabbing;

or thrusting.

v. a. (from To thrust, to stab, to

knock, to gore.

A species of fig-tree (Ficus hete-

rophylla). Hort. Ben. p. 65.

s. The name of a plant (Panax fragrans).

Hort. Ben. p. 21.

(m.~) 1. A cluster of blossoms, a bunch

or tuft of grass, herbage or flowers ; a nose-

gay. 2. A necklace of thirty-six strings. Also

t^pi See $555 and "$55^

^K^HIF s. (m. T^T-h^) A garland or

necklace of twenty-four strings. See

Root, i. (Csllktv3) To play.

s. (n.) V. The anus. 2. (Beng.) Pudendum

muliebre.

s. (from the Portug. Godrini). A mendi-

cant's rug, a bed-quilt of patch-work. Also

tifa&H SeeT^t.

s. A bird (Loxia Hypoxantha?) Carey.

(from the Malay ) A warehouse,

a magazine, a storehouse, vulgarly the go-down.

s. (p. A ferry-place.

$TTtortfcl s. (TtRt^+^1)A ferry over a

nver.

A small dock, a place for repairing and

caulking boats.

Root, x. (With the insertion of a nasal

"•i^ilfo) To lie, to speak falsely.

Root, iv. To surround, to en-

compass, ix. C^^"tf\?) To be angry.

T^^t s. (from the Portug. Godrim) A bed-

quilt, a quilt of patch-work ; a mendicant's

rug. See T&HO

,
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\i»f a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T^) Ejected, voided

(as excrement). Wilkins' Gr. § 695. See

s. (Beng.) A sack, a bag, a pack-saddle, a

wallet.

contents. 2. Advantage, gain. a. Holding,

containing.

(from p.
fJ
Zj\s&) Advantageous,

lucrative.

5§^J 14^ s. (p. jUf) Guilt, wickedness, a crime, a

fault.

TjFTte^lt^ 5. (p. Jlf A doer of mischief.

a. Guilty, wicked, criminal.

^t^tt^t s. (p. ^j€*bg) Wickedness, crimi-

nality, guiltiness.

T«FEl s. (m.) A kind of grass (Saccharum Sara).

"St*Efl s. (/.) 1. A plant bearing a fragrant seed,

commonly called priyangu. 2. A fragrant grass

(Cyperus pertenuis).

Ss&t Root, i. ((Wfa) To guard, to protect.

In the volitive form (^J ^ ^° conce£d>

to hide. 2. To despise, to blame, to censure.

IV. 1. To be perplexed or confused.

2. To perplex, to disturb, x. (tflHttfe) To

shine.

$0} a. (from R. TSPt) Secret, not manifest

(said of a blow that has left no bruise or wound).

s. The short stubble which remains after a crop

has been cut close to the ground. Careg.

jSW s. + from R. A blow

that has left no wound.

^SfS^L, s. A kind of comfits or sugar-plums.

Carey.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T^pjv+^) 1. Pro-

tected, guarded. 2. Concealed, hidden. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 420. A common addition to the

name of a Vaisya. See As. Res. v. 66.

T^^^l is, (/. +3$|;1) A confidential com-

munication, a secret. Also

5. (m. tlS + C^Tl ) A disguise, dress,

&c. used for concealment.

ad. Sans. (locat. case of T&R*)) In

disguise, incognito.

"dT^fa" s. (m. + ^T3") A concealed state.

TS^te ad. Sans. (locat. case of T&^t3")

Secretly, clandestinely. Also

T&f^1^ s. (m. +f^^) A secret in-

telligencer. Mohun P. p. 103.

«. (Jemin. of V^) A female who conceals

her amours.

*$f§ s. (f.
R. ^+ft) 1. A cavern, a hole in

the ground, a sink. 2. A prison. 3. Conceal-

ment.

Root, vi. To string as a garland.

s. (from R. TMj) A pass, a defile, a ra-

vine, a cave or cleft in a mountain.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Strung, tied on a string.

v. a. To write badly or illegibly.

'STfWi a. (from Ptto) Resembling cow-

dung, pertaining to cow-dung.

A large

beetle which lays its eggs in cow-dung (Scara-

baeus Centaurus). Carey.

s. (m.) The betel-nut tree (Areca Faufel,

or A. Catechu). Also its fruit.

The ceremony

of presenting betel-nut to a person.

(from ) Heat, warmth, sultriness.

^^t^T s. +^M) The hot season.

a. (from Musty, tainted, smel-

ling of mouldiness.

3 Q 2
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humming or buzzing sound. 2.

Pride, haughtiness. 3. Profit, advantage, ad.

Advantageously, successfully, well.

T^PuvJ v. a. (from ) To murmur, to speak

in a low voice, to buzz, to whisper, to re-echo.

Also

TtXTC'TI a. (from "$fsiU3) 1. Heated, musty,

mouldy. 2. In large block-like pieces (said of

wood, See.).

|*|^ s. (p. ^Uf ) A doubt, a suspicion, an

imagination, a fancy, an opinion.

a. (p. <JUO Suspicious, fanciful, imagi-

nary, capricious.

TS^Jpl s. (p. fe&Ug) An agent, a factor.

v. n. (from ?) To become heated

(as hay does when stacked up before it is dry).

Ts* 3^ Root, vi. (T^Wfe ) To string together, as

a garland, &c. See

TaTp*F3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 'dFSF+^J)
Tied, strung.

\i*~<v5L^s. (p. jui^) A vault, an arch, a cupola, a

dome, a tower.

T^^FT s. (from ttTOJ) L The heating of hay

or com in a rick. 2. The becoming spoiled

through heat. 3. The growing musty or stale.

^Tla. (fromTffe?) Spoiled by heat, mouldy,

musty, stale.

s. The name of a plant (Mimosa Far-

nesiana). Hort. Ben. p. 40.

TtTTl s. (corrupt, of tRt$) The betel-nut.

tf^T Root, vi. (^<'W) To make an effort or

exertion.

TS^f^tf^TOl s. A plant (Cissus glauca). Hort.

Ben. p. 11.

s. (n. R. Tt^+^FT) Exertion, effort, per-

severance.

A species of wild cucumber.

a. (corrupt, of White, fair. s. A
plant (Leucocephala graminifolia). Hort. Ben.

p. 68.

\^1<v!k s. A variety of Arum Colocasia. Hort.

Ben. p. 65.

a. (mfn. from R. T§<[?) 1. Weighty, heavy.

2. Great : large or eminent. 3. Arduous, dif-

ficult. 4. Best, excellent. 5. (In grammar)

Long (as a vowel), s. (m.) 1. A spiritual pa-

rent, from whom the youth receives the initia-

tory mantra or prayer, and who conducts the

ceremonies necessary at various seasons of in-

fancy and youth, up to the period of investiture

with the characteristic thread or string : this

person may be the natural parent or the reli-

gious preceptor. Wilson. See Manu n. 142.

149. 2. Any male relation to whom respect is

due. 3. A teacher, a superior. 4. An epithet

of Vrihaspati the preceptor of the gods. 5.

(In grammar) A long or accented vowel. — s3l

(/.) or — *g (w.) Weightiness, heaviness, great-

ness, importance.

S£$iJpT s. (n. + The family of a spiri-

tual preceptor or parent.

S&QPft s. (m. T^+ZFI) Traditionaiy instruc-

tion.

a. (mfn. "j^+ vS3!) Most important,

most weighty or honourable.

^<£\3< a. (mfn. T^+sM) More important,

weightier, more honourable.

tt^^S^pl s .

(
m . tS^+^^l +*1 ) One who vio-

lates his spiritual teacher's bed. Manu ix. 63.

Tk»kfo'h s. (f. ^-i-TtWtl) A fee given to

a spiritual preceptor.

Tj<3?ttt'<' s. Cm. ^^+ t^< ) A parent, a spiri-

tual preceptor, a superior.

a. (^+^tt^) Difficult of digestion.
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^<P^"«^°1 s. (n. ) The making a pre-

sent of articles of dress to a spiritual teacher.

"S^r^fs. (mn.
t
§^+'%?\) A vowel having the

long accent ; a vowel long by position.

The condition of a

spiritual preceptor; importance, consequence,

weight.

A heavy load, a

great weight.

^55^ s.
(J.

Obedience or

obsequiousness to a spiritual preceptor.

Obsequiousness

to a spiritual preceptor.

T&Plr&T*! s. (m. ^+S^CR*1) The precepts

or instruction given by a spiritual preceptor.

Attendance

on a spiritual preceptor.

** (
w name °f a district, Gurjara

or Guzerat.

^§^t 5. (/. from T^^" ?) The name of a par-

ticular mode in Hindu music. As. Res. in.

78.

a. pre?. j9ar£. j9. R. TSSf ) Endea-

voured, striven. Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

^Root, 1. ($%s3 or
^J%3) To play,

x. (^Wfe) 1. To dwell or inhabit. 2. To

invite.

The name of a plant, a variety of

Dolichos Lablab. Hort. Ben. p. 55.

Tt^RooT, 1. To endeavour, to aim,

to strive.

T^rTi s. (/. ^+^pri) A spiritual teach-

er's wife
; a mother, an elder female relation.

(/.) 1. A pregnant woman. See
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2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 464.

^Fjl s. (/. Tt^+^f ) 1. A pregnant woman. 2.

The wife of a spiritual preceptor.

(m.) 1. Raw sugar, molasses. 2. (Bena.)

A globe, a ball, a fire-ball, a pill. 3. A col-

lection, a number, a multitude. 4. A plant

(Euphorbia Tirucalli, Carey. Menispermum

cordifolium, Hort. Ben. p. 73). See

TH^TW^s. O-jU Jf) The pomegranate tree

with a double flower.

TlF'W s. (from TF*T) A quantity, a multitude, a

great number.

Tt^^^s. (p. jcj Jf) Conserve of roses.

T^fft^. (p. J Jf) Snuffers. Jfote P.

p. 79.

T^T^ s. A climbing plant (Menispermum gla-

brum). Mohun P. p. 33.

TH^TP^s. Jf) Snuffers.

A bow used for shooting small pebbles

or dried balls of clay.

s .

(
P

. jf) A beautiful flowering

plant (Chrysanthemum Indicum). Carey.

THfRpt1
!*. (p. y^i jf) A plant (Narcissus

Tazetta). Carey.

^fefWt 5 . (p. ^ Jf) A plant (Vinca

rosea).

\i.c^.|Aj s> (p> A sort of bamboo.

A hysena.

0- LMfe Jf) A flower (Gom-
phrena globosa).

\^ crW4/9
v s. (p. c^^jf ) A drug, prepared pro-

bably of a species of Clerodendrum. Carey.

T^lrf^" s. (p. jf A flowering plant

(Impatiens balsamina). Carey.
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s. The name of several species of the wild

fig-tree : especially Ficus Goolooreea. Carey.

A bow used to shoot earthen bullets

:

see A plant (Ocymum caryophyl-

latum). Carey.

^^^s. (v.JJb ) Conserve of roses. See

TH^% AlsoT^l^t.

Tt^Tl 5. (/.) 1. A plant (Euphorbia Tirucalli).

2. (Beng.
s

) A heap, a set ; a few, some (usually

expressive of contempt). Also

v. a. To cause to dissolve in a liquid.

TFTli^r^*. (p.^ J?) A small tree (Plumeria

acuminata). Carey.

^ *. (p. <_j|f
J
A plant (Rosa centifolia).

Hort. Ben. p. 38.

a. (from p. c_>^ ) Having the scent of

roses, rosy.

\H l<v5L*^ s. (from p. ^U- <_;&f) A plant

(Eugenia Jambos). Hort. Ben. p. 37.

1. A bow used to shoot earthen bullets.

2. The name of several plants (Ocymum caryo-

phyllatum, Carey. Diospyros racemosa, Hort.

Ben. p. 40. D. lanceeefolia, ibid. p. 93). See

species

of fragrant plant (Ocymum caryophyllatum).

Hort. Ben. p. 45.

TS*TWXTl s. (p. j£+*tTta) A plant (Eran-

themum pulchellum). Carey.

^t^pft 5. (p. J^V jf?) An ornamental

shrub (Linum trigynum). Carey.

'Sf^T s. (from ^) 1. A nodule, a bullet, a

pill, a cannon-ball. 2. A set, a heap ; a few,

some.

"Sf^ 5. (from $f^) The individuals of which

a great number or quantity is formed. Also

$P$3 v. a. (from R. ^t^) To dissolve in a

liquid.

word used to express aggregation

with pity or affection. Tarachand Ch.

A sharing out by lot or dice,

v. a. To cast lots.

A sort of night-

shade (Solanum longum). Carey.

A fish (Silurus porosus or Pimelodes

Gooleea, Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey, a.

Globular.

A fish (a

species of Gobius). Carey.

(/.) A pill, a globe, a bullet, a cannon-

ball.

tf^TP s. A plant (Nipa fruticans). Hort. Ben.

p. 68.

TiFS>^5s »• (p. jf jf ) A noise, a report, ru-

mour, gossip. Also

<

^ rr
l\5 s. A pellet-bow, a bow used for shooting

earthen balls. See

s , (
m .) The ankle.

sp&pfC s. (m.) 1. A division of an army; a body of

troops consisting of nine platoons, or nine ele-

phants, nine chariots, twenty-seven horse, and

forty-five foot. 2. The spleen, a chronic en-

largement of the spleen; an induration of the

mesenteric glands. 3. A shrub, a bush. 4.

A clump of grass, herbage, &c. Wilson.

spreading creeper,

any creeping plant.

tS^jtf} a. (-P^\mfn.^l+ t^l) l. Shrub-

by, bushy, abounding in shrubs or bushes. 2.

Having the spleen.
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T^RoOT, i. (Tfcfe) To cover, to conceal;

to wear (as clothes, &c). With pre-

fixed, To conceal ; with To guard, to

watch over, to protect ; with "ft* To withhold,

to keep back, to deny.

"$*£
s. (m. from R. Ta"3Cj An epithet of Kccrti-

keya.

^ij^Sl s.
(J. + The sixth day of the

first half of the month Margasirsha. As. Res.

in. 268.

s.
(f.

from R. "vS"^) A deep valley, a hole,

a cave ; a cleft, a defile, an ambuscade.

a. (mfn.fut. part, p. R.^T + IT) 1. Con-

cealable, to be concealed, private. 2. Solitary,

secret, s. (»w.) A privity ; the organ of excre-

tion and generation, (n.) Treasure.
—

*3l

(/.) Secresy.

T^J<P s. (m. &?+*"$) A kind of demigod at-

tendant upon Kuvera the deity of wealth,

and guardian of his treasures. Wilson. See

Mann xn. 47.

An epithet of

Kuvera. (Lit. The lord of the demigods

called Guhyakas.}

3 Root, vi. (Tl^fS) To void by stool. Also T*} .

"y s. (from R. ^) Fceces, ordure, filth, rust.

tf^^tfvSl s . (from ^ + (^^5\ ) A bird which

builds its nest with rags and other refuse (Stur-

nus Gosalica, Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey.

(mfn. pret. part. p. R. \^^+*3) Con-

cealed, hidden. Wilkins' Gr. p. 423. — "3*1

9t! a

(/.) or —3 (».) Secrecy.

(m.^*5+*3) A son whose father is un-

known, a bastard.

^PtK s. (-¥ m. ^F+^X for A
snake. (Lit. Whose feet are hidden.)
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A sCout, a spy, a

secret emissary.

s. (m. from R. ) Fceces, ordure.

*""t*"T a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Voided (as

ordure, &c).

See "vS"^

a. (from *fl )
Pertaining to fceces or ordure.

A tree the root

ofwhich has a foetid scent (Mimosa Farnesiana).

Carey.

Root, x. (^t<UUj) I. To strive, to endea-

vour, to make an effort. 2. To eat. iv.

(*jt*n^X"3) r. To hurt, to injure, to wound, to

kill. 2. To grow old, to decay.

*t*3"°l s. (n. ^t^+'SFr) Exertion, effort.

^Root, i. To play. x. (^ilRj)

To dwell or inhabit. See

% Root, i. Ptffi) To sprinkle, to moisten,

to wet.

Root, i. (**t""3lf3 , or with the insertion of

a nasal, ^^f^) To sound indistinctly, to

roar, to grumble. See **t*3"\

^j"^*"" s. (m.) Garlick ; a carrot.

SjHs Root, iv. W^l) To covet, to desire

greedily.

a. (mfn. R. Covetous, greedy,

desirous. — *3l (/.) or — *""[ (w.) Desire, greedi-

ness.

<J- a. (mfn. R. ***j"^+*"3") Desirous, greedy,

covetous, s. (w.) A vulture.

(/.) Gout or rheumatism affecting the

thigh.

(m.) 1. A plant, commonly called Vara-
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hakranti (Lycopodium imbricatum, Rox.^). 2.

A cow that has had one calf.

^ Root, i. (?t%J3) and x. (*t6lS3) To

take, to seize, to receive. See *J^.

s. (m. from R. ^LJ) 1- A house, a man-

sion, a habitation. 2. A wife.

s , n . + J. Do-

mestic duties. 2. The building a house.

Domestic duties,

household affairs.

5$3?t$rl s. (f. The small house-

lizard. Also

s. (perhaps for ) A diarrhoea.

Sabda S. p. 154.

^(W>?y s. (n. *$K+ ffxR) A family-quarrel,

a family-fault.

5j^St3 a. (mfn. + Bom in the house,

home-born.

s. (m. 5^+kl<3 The setting a house

on fire, arson.

rfekU^ ! L (n.
<
$$yftK+^ \) Arson.

Mohun P. p. 96.

SjSTffe 5. (m. 5^+ p
)"f^) 1. A householder, a

man of the second class, or who after having

finished his studies is married and settled. 2.

A householder of particular merit, giving alms

and performing all the prescribed ceremonies,

&c. 3. Maintenance of a sacred and perpetual

fire. 4. Virtue, especially of a householder, as

hospitality, &c. Wilson.

The entrance

of a house.

St5^t3 s.
(
s
jf5! + p. jjj ?) A tumbler-pigeon.

^t^l a. (-f^ mfn. ^+ <Tff%\)
Living in a house.

^ySHl a. (-fk\mfn. ^+ C^)f^T) Pry-

ing into another's domestic affairs, causing fa-

mily-quarrels.

ad. Sans. locat. case of

In the middle of a house.

^FSft a. (-Prlmfn. Sj^+CHfiK) Ac-

quainted with household-affairs, s. (w.) A
householder.

a. (mfn. from R. 5t^+^Tt^) Disposed

to seize or take.

s. (m.^+^) A householder, a man of

the second class, or he who after having finished

his studies and been invested with the sacred

thread performs the duties of the master of a

house, and father of a family. Wilson.

rte7*S*Nf I (m. (^t^ +^t) The duties

incumbent on a householder.

The station

or rank in society of a householder.

s. (n.^ + ) The pillar of a house.

A thresh-

old, a raised ground, or a terrace, in front of

the door.

^RW s. (m.^ + 3HTtel) A grove, a gar-

den, &c. near a house.

Household-business.

5tf^
9

ft s. (femin. of^Ct)'A wife, a housewife.

?tfe3l s . (corrupt, of ^t^Fl) The donee, he to

whom a donation is made. Mohun P. p. 99.

SjSft a . (—f$7^mfn. St^ + ^*L) Pertaining to

a house
;
mundane, worldly, s. (w.) A house-

holder.

«• (mfn. pret. part. p. R. See Wil-

kins' Gr. § 708) Taken, received, seized,

caught.
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S^gf^T?) a. (mfn. ^fc+fWl) Having

acquired information about a thing.

^f$!]>3<-) a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R.

To be seized, to be taken. See

Pj^fsll a. (-^ m/«. from R. 3^+^) Taking,

disposed to seize or take.

5j^t3tg a. (mfn. ^^H-^ )
Having

taken up arms, in arms.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of At home.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^JT^TT) 1. To be

taken or seized. 2. Domestic, pertaining to a

house. 3. Subservient, dependant, attached to.

s. (Beng.^) A ritual for householders.

a. (mfn. ^) +^) Dependent, docile,

not following one's own inclinations, s. (m.~)

A domesticated animal.

^57^21 s. (m. rfc^+SFSI) A ritual teaching

the mode of religious rites. Trans. R. A. S.

i. 452.

^ Root, vi. (ftTfe or fT^rfS) To swallow,

to eat. ix. (^ttR?) To sound, to recite, to

speak, to chaunt. To know, to

make known, to teach ; with pre-

fixed, To vomit.

Vil

A tuberous or granulated root. Carey.

1. The plumula of a seed, the sprout

which first springs from a seed. 2. A pustule

when first beginning to form. Carey.

(
5t3FTl a. (from (^H^RK?) Fermenting, foam-

ing, frothy,

C^t^ll 5. (corrupt, of ) The tops of hemp
used for intoxication by the Hindus.

v. a. (caus. of ) To cause to

ferment or to foam.

v. n. To ferment, to foam.

ti A purse. 2. The sickle-bag of a

grass-cutter.

(SfaPl5^ a. (from Pt^Sl) Habitually intoxicated

by the tops of hemp. s. A sot.

a. (from tff^t) Knotty, knobby, genicu-

lated.

as a jingle to

it) Stout, plump.

An aromatic plant (Ocymum hispi-

dum and O. sanctum). Carey.

a. (from
)
Having many knots

or protuberances.

(from The tying of a knot.

A species of snail (Helix decollata).

Carey. Also Ptf^Ptt3^

.

(H^I%k<^ftlTl s. ((^+ ^$[1 +

) A variety of the Cobra de ca-

pello (Coluber Naga) which feeds on snails.

Carey.

C^fs? s. (corrupt, of C^t^3) 1. A ball for playing

with. 2. A tuberculous root.

C^v^STl s. (from C
7!"^) A ball of flowers.

C^tOTl 5. (corrupt, of C^3 ) A ball for playing

with. SaZxfa 5. p. 97.

v. a. To make a faultering noise,

to faulter.

A kind of sweetmeat.

A plant, marygold (Tagetes patula, and

T. erecta). Sort. Sen. p. 61.

s. The cry of a watchman. Carey.

3 R
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C^fPT s. A whining cry or exclamation. Carey.

C*T*3 s. A ball for playing with.

Kftp? 5. (m. C
5t^3 +^) A ball for playing with.

Also PtvJ^.

A fish (a spe-

cies of Pimelodes). Carey.

Cft^l s. See Pffl .

C
5"]"^ Root, i. (C7!"^!^) To serve, to gratify by

service.

drawer, a till, division of a box.

Root, i. (C^tfts?) To shake, to tremble.

2. To move.

PlTT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.t7! +TT . See Wil-

kins' Gr. § 717). Fit to be sung or chanted.

s. (w.) Song, singing.

C?\< s. (p. A knot.

(caus. of To throw

down.

(StTiPi s. (v. noun of (7^1^13) The throwing

down of any thing, a. Thrown down.

Ptf^TS v. n. To fall.

C^U\s. (fromM^3

) Red chalk, red orpiment

;

ruddle, red earth. Also

C^l^s. (p. tijs) A circle, an enclosure, a. Cir-

cular, surrounding.

C^n<^t^«. (p«jV>^) Circular, enclosing, sur-

rounding.

C5fl^rW!si. (p. The enclosing or sur-

rounding on all sides.

v. a. (caus. of Ptf^K?) To cause to

swallow, to force a thing through an opening,

&c. to feed a mill.

PMK s., (v. noun of O^t^Tt^CS) The causing to

swallow ; the causing to pass through an open-

ing; the feeding a mill. a. Swallowed, forced

through an opening. Also

v. a. (from R. ^ ?) L To swallow. 2.

To strip, to plunder, 7>

a. Loquacious, talkative, boasting.

(TURCOT, I. (C^faK?) To seek, to enquire, to

investigate.

@t$l s. (/i.) A house, a habitation, a dwelling.

Root, i. To sound, to sing. Fre-

quently with mfi, ^pt, ;3rf%, Ss W,
or ^1 prefixed, the signification being modified

accordingly.

"Wtl s. (from SftH) The country in opposition

to the city ; a village. Carey.

A plant (Phrynium imbricatum).

Carey.

A sort of kidney-bean (Dolichos

lignosus, flore albo, Buchanan's MSS.X Carey.

A plant (Phrynium capitatum). Carey.

(corrupt, of A deep place, an

abyss.

s. (n. from ftft) 1. Red chalk, ruddle,

red earth ; red orpiment. 2. Gold. 3. Metal.

(Lit. What comes from a mountain).

a. (mfn. from See Wilkins'

Gr. § 900) Belonging to a mountain, s. (re.)

Bitumen.

a. Desirous of good qualities ; desirous of

talents or virtues. Carey.

PTi s. (r/i. nomin. sing, o) 1. Heaven or pa-

radise, swarga. 2. A bull. 3. A ray of light.

4. The thunderbolt. 5. The moon. 6. The sun.

7. The sacrifice of a cow. (m. n. nomin. sing.

(Th"o, $ ) 1. The hair of the body. 2. Water.

(/. nomin. sing. C^fto) 1- A cow. 2. The eye.
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3. An arrow. 4. A quarter of the horizon, as

the east, the west, &c. 5. Speech ; and the

goddess of speech, Saraswati. 6. The earth.

7. A mother. Wilson. (Beng?) 1. The betel-

nut (Areca Catechu). 2. A vocative particle

used in a familiar address to a person.

(MUl'M-fl, s. (from (WH) A female cow-

herd, a milk-maid.

^3^1 s . (corrupt, of WW) 1. A cow-

keeper, a dairy-man. 2. A plant (Menisper-

mum cordifolium). Mohun P. p. 61.

C^llsillRul a. (from C
sTn5lt^1) A species of

grass (Andropogon punctatum). Carey.

c^rtf^rt^ral s . (C5tt^iti%ir1+^) a
climbing shrub (Cissus vitiginea). Carey.

0t1^*^t1 s. (p. ^Jcjjf ) An informant, a reporter.

(p. *J>~>jO The employ-

ment of a bound-bailiff. Carey.

o

s. Advantage ; a good price for an article of

merchandize. Carey.

o

A peg, a stake, a nail.

o
1. A peg, a stake, a nail. 2. A sum

paid to fill up a deficiency in an account.

v. a. To repair a thatch.

C^H^ll^^ v. a. (from C*ft3D) To repair a thatch,

o

(corrupt, of ^1^3) A protuberance, a

lump, a ball. a. Prominent, swollen, gibbous.

A prominent

navel.

CHTv3l s. (from C^tTv3) 1. A protuberance, any

thing in a globular form. 2. A flatterer, the

leader of a band ; a partizan, a bigot.

s . (Ptt^l+ft^) A species of

shell-fish.

£HvilW*f s . (Ptt3l + CT^) A sort of lime-

tree, with an oval fruit.

CTOW s. (from A panegyric, flattery.

Gum Arabic, the gum of the Mimosa

Arabica.

(*1 1*1? s. (corrupt, of ) A whisker, a musta-
o

chio. Also C^W .

C5twN a. (from FtftP) Having large whiskers

or mustachios.

PttehN* 6. (™. Pflfc#&^) A plant (Ruellia

longifolia).

Pfte°l s. (m. 011 + 3*1)1. A span, from the tip

of the thumb to that of the little finger. 2. A
kind of deer, commonly called Nil-gao (An-

telope picta).

) A plant (Aletris

hyacinthoides). Wilson.

CrU^T s. (C5t1 +^ for3>3"*T?) An oblation

of a handful of grass, &c. made to a cow.

L?Jl<5fn s. (n. C^Tl +^T) 1. A herd of cows, a

multitude of cattle. 2. A cow-pen, a cow-

house or station.

C^tt^T^ s. (m. CTft^fT-f^) The denomina-

tion of a certain religious sect, a branch of the

Vaishnavas. See As. Res. vn. 280.

(Tf^fcs. (n. Pfi + SSffa) Cow's milk.

s . (m. (Tft + ^P") 1. A plant (Ruellia

longifolia, Rox.~). 2. Another plant (Tribulus

lanuginosus). Wilson. Also C5Tlt^<<P.

C^tt1^ s . (m. ^1 + The name of two

plants (Ruellia longifolia, Rox. and Tribulus

lanuginosus). Also C^lftjl^ and C^tt^t

.

A variety

of the Cobra de capello (Coluber Naga) with

3 R2
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speckles resembling the impression of a cow's

hoof.

(ThTf^^ilTT s. A plant (Boehmeria Goglada, Bu-

chanan's MSS.*). Carey.

C^lffi a. Dumb.

A cow-house.

PttPTt55
* s. (Pf! for ^1, + C*fH) A ha;mor-

rhoidal tumour. Carey.

(Tftitt^T s. ( (Ttl + Sft^) The feeding like a cow.

A species of jessamine

sold as a drug (Jasminum quadrifolium, Bu-

chanan's MSS.y Carey.

Grass for a cow.

C*ft^v3 s. (n. C^tl+^J) 1. GAee or liquid but-

ter prepared from cow's milk. 2. Rain.

(FiTST «. (m/k CHI+^ from R. Who slays

a cow. s. (m.) A guest (for whose entertain-

ment a cow was anciently killed).

v. a. (from Pti) To make an indis-

tinct noise, to utter inarticulate sounds. Also

CWd PTtW ! <! noun of PttWtT3)
The uttering inarticulate sounds, the making an

indistinct noise. Also a. Dumb.

s. A cowry of an oblong form and smooth.

Carey.

) A cowry of an

oblong shape and smooth surface. Carey.

(WFT s. (from PtW ?) The nightmare.

C
stT5 «. (corrupt, of T§"K>$) 1. A cluster, a clump,

a bundle. 2. A habit, a custom. 3. The ring

by which an ornament is suspended. 4. The

instep.

(^ttTT^s. (m. (*T1 + T> "5"
?) 1. Any thing perceived

by the senses, or whatever they comprehend

;

an object of sense, as sound, shape, colour,

CSfffSi 984

&c. 2. A country, a district. Beng.

v. a. To reveal, to render visible or manifest.

C
stt^Tt°l s . ( Pfl +Wffi ) The grazing of cows

or oxen. Also (
5tt¥^"tf51

.

(TtlOC^ ad. (from C^ttCT) Wittingly, privately,

clandestinely.

Ftt5) s. (corrupt, of A bunch, a bundle,

a handful ; a nosegay, &c.

v. a. (from Ptt&l) To collect into

a bundle or bunch.

By small

bundles or bunches.

(SttSt'T s. (v.. noun of C^ttE^Is?) The act of

gathering into small bundles or heaps, a.

Gathered into small bundles or heaps.

A plant (Lantana Gochana, Bucha-

nan. L. viburnoides ? Willd.^). Carey.

A cow-herd.

The tending or

feeding cows, pasture.

PttSt5^ a. (from C^ttS ) 1. Tied up in bunches,

bundles, or sheaves. 2. Regular and neat in

business
;
keeping every thing in its proper place.

(Tte s. (corrupt, of T|T>5?) 1. A bunch, a bundle.

2. A custom, a habit. 3. The instep. 4. The

ring by which an ornament is suspended.

Cftl^il s. (corrupt, of T§55?) A bunch, a small

sheaf, a wisp, a nosegay.

v. a. (from PHP5d) To tie up in

bundles or small sheaves.

C^t^T See (TiTSt^

.

PtWT See C^F^T.

s. (corrupt, of ?) A plant

(Premna esculenta).

Pttfe^*. (/. Ptl+fSfl) A potherb com-
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monly called gojt (Hieracium). Mohun P.

p. 33.

s. (from R. T^) 1. The rolling up a

blanket or mat, the collecting of things into

bundles or heaps. 2. A small chain worn as

an ornament round the waist, a. Rolled up,

heaped up.

a. Whole, entire, undivided, unbroken.

s. 1. An integer, a thing that is whole or entire.

2. Gold or silver lace. 3. A sauce. 4. A betel-

nut. 5. A term of abuse. 6. As a prefix, it

conveys the idea of indefinite number or quan-

tity. See Rudim. of Ben. Gram. § 300.

v. a. (from To roll up a blan-

ket or mat ; to gather into a bundle or heap.

fttkl^S a. (CWU.3F3) A number, a quan-

tity. Often employed to convey the idea of

indefinite number or quantity.

(v. noun of Ptlfc%3 ) The rolling

up of a blanket, &c. a. Rolled up, as a blan-

ket, &c.
;
heaped up.

(SltfcftTt^ s. A foaming at the mouth through

eating some acrid substance, or from the bite

of a serpent or other casualty. Carey.

(from Entire, whole, un-

divided.

Ptlfcl OTffcl a. (Cm^1+Gmtl as arhyme
to it) Rolled up, collected together.

b s. (corrupt, of C^tt^ ) A multitude, a herd,

a flock, a crowd, a company ; a cow-pen ; a

pasture.

Pttfc^tol a. (Pttb+BSt^l) Astray, sepa-

rated from the herd.

Pt"k5 s. The foot, the base or foundation of any
thing, the root of a tree.

CSftvFtTft*. (tf^+StTft for The

ancle. Also (^511^ .

C^3^\5l s. (Ftt5+ *J3i) The heel.

The base or foundation of any thing
;

origin, root, source.

v. a. (from C*t1\5l) To overtake, to

approach, to draw near.

(Ttl^l Pttft ad. (from PtlvSl) Entirely, alto-

gether, from the bottom, anew.

Pffal CWl a. (Ftfal+CWl) Close to the

base of a thing.

s. (v. noun of PHolAW) The ap-

proaching or overtaking a person. a. Ap-

proached, overtaken.

(STKSt'fc s. (from FttS) The heel.

C5tWf^ s. (from C
5^) The ancle. Sabda S.

p. 151.

Pilfer a. (from C^ +f^) Unfledged. Also

t*i^4l s. (/.) 1. A kind of cucumber (Cucu-

mis Madraspatanus). 2. (Beng.} The water-

melon (Cucurbita citrullus).

(/.) 1. Torn or ragged clothes. 2. A
sack.

(»ra.) 1. A prominent navel, or a lump

of flesh on the navel. 2. A man of a low tribe,

a mountaineer, especially inhabiting the Kimoor

range of hills, a Goand. a. (mfn.') Having a

prominent navel.

(/.) The designation of a particular

scale in the musical system of the Hindus. As.

Res. m. 77.

C*ttv3H s. (m.) The name of a sage. Manu in.

17. AlsofTffaST.

C*tT3l s. (a. A dipping, a diving ; a dip, a

dive.

A shrub or tree (Guarea Boro-Go-

tadhura, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.
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Family, race; lineage, pedigree.

2. An appellation, a name. 3. (m.) A moun-

tain. 4. (^Beng.^ An ancestor, a patriarch.

(TilTT^ a. (m/w. (SttSI+ ^I from R. 3^) Be-

longing to the same family, a relation. In law

the term is nearly equivalent to the gentile of

the Roman law, and is applied to kindred of

the same general family, who are connected by

offerings of food and water ; and stands opposed

to the Bandhu or cognate kin, who do not par-

take in the offerings to the common ancestors.

<?TftXl%^ (-¥ m. Cni^+ R. f^\) An
epithet of Indra. (Lit. Who splits mountains.)

(TftlTi s. (/.) 1. The earth. 2. A herd of

kine.

(Sttf!^ s. (n. (?ltg"+ 'l^) Consciousness of

race or lineage : a term occurring in the tenets

of the Jainas. Trans. R. A. S. i. 554.

A sort of grass (Cyperus monocepha-

lus). Carey, a. Full of knots or snarls, curled,

twisted.

(SjtPt a. (mfn. C^ + ^L from R. Til) Who gives

a cow. Wilkins' Gr. § 771. s. (m.
s

) 1. The

brain. 2. {Beng.~) The elephantiasis or swelled

leg. Carey.

cow's tooth. 2.

Yellow orpiment. 3. A fossile substance of a

white colour, apparently an earthy salt.

PttJtl s. (/. 0^1 + R. Tfl) The Go^coririver.

a. Afflicted with the elephantiasis.

The common In-

dian kite (Falco ater).

PUnTl^l s. (—^ m. C^tl + IT^) One who gives

cows to others.

C^tWT s. (n. CTli+liIrT) A gift of a cow.

1. The tattooing of the upper part of

the nose with a particular mark. 2. A brand-

ing-iron.
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A sort of

grasshopper with very thick legs.

^tt-^t 1<'<1 s. (/.) A river in the peninsula of

India, the Godavari. As. Res. v. 56.

s. (n. (Sfl + Trfa°l) A plough.

|^s. (m.) See C^tt^^. Also

C^tt^T s. (w. Cm + ^rT) A herd of cows, a

multitude of cattle, especially if considered as

property.

s.
(f.

from R. T^t) 1. A leathern fence

worn by archers on the left arm to prevent its

being injured by the bow-string. Wilson. 2.

The Gangetic alligator, commonly called guana.

Wilhins
3

Gr. p. 475.

0Wifl % (/. Pfftl+^Wt from HZ!) A
plant (Cissus pedata).

s. (m.) 1. The forehead. 2. A Gangetic

alligator, a guana.

cmft^i s . (j. from cmttt.) A Gangetic alli-

gator, commonly called guana. See PUSH

.

cmft^tesi s. (m. cmf^i+^tTOf) a

Gangetic alligator, a guana.

A cow-

herd, a milk-man. Also CHik^s. •

(Ttt^H s . (jm.) Wheat. Also Cfft^jt

.

+ Wheaten meal or

flour.

?) The evening-twilight.

Also Ptt^ft.

Pffr^t 5. (n. Pt1 +^ from R. "T^Tj A sort of

grass (Cyperus rotundus).

PttfT s. (w. Cm + ^PT) A large serpent (Boa

constrictor). Also

(corrupt, of
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mily or lineage reckoned back to the original

progenitor. Carey.

PtH «. («. C5J1+S
) from R. *f1) 1. A herds-

man, a cow-herd, a milk-man : the designation

of a particular class among the Hindus. As.

Res. v. 57. 59. 2. The head of a cow-pen.

3. The superintendant of a district. 4. A sove-

reign, a king. 5. A helper, a keeper, a cherisher,

a friend. 6. Myrrh.

CFtWSWU (-f^R>. cW P$tf*£3 The

designation of a mixed class. As. Res. v. 59.

CWfo s. (m. (Sfi+^fe) 1. A bull. 2. A
king. 3. An epithet of Siva. 4. The sun.

(Lit. Lord of cows.)

PttWgW (m. (W+^ + tb&l) The

name of a portion of the Afharva-veda. As.

Res. viii. 471.

C^WT s. (v. noun of C^ttftl^) The act of con-

cealing a thing
;
secresy, concealment.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

To be kept private, to be concealed,

to be guarded; concealeable. — QTl (/.) or

~ <" Concealeableness, fitness for being

kept secret.

CWFT ad. (from (TlT^) Clandestinely, se-

cretly, in private.

(/".) A plant, commonly called syama-

lata. Also CWt

.

A female

cow-keeper, a milk-maid. 2. A dairy-man's

wife.

(
sTWT3fj

i
s. (from C*tH ) The wood of a thatch.

CWlfe a. (mfn. from (TTH ) Concealed,

hidden, kept secret or secure.

A cow-herd, a

dairy-man. 2. An epithet of Krishna. 3. A
sovereign.

Keeping or

feeding cows. s. (m.) A cow-herd, a milkman.

(Ttt^^flrr s . (m. c^W^+^-M^tn
from R. "3^) The name of an Upanishad. As.

Res. viii. 494.

CWf^f s. (n. C^l+Ht^) The keeping or

feeding of cows.

A female cow-

herd, a milkmaid.

(Tftf^fa a. (mfn. CTO +$3) Guarded, pre-

served, kept.

1. A female cow-

keeper, a milkmaid. 2. A climbing shrub (Ich-

nocarpus frutescens, Brown). Carey.

v. a. (from R. To hide, to con-

ceal, to guard, to protect.

Cfjtfl s. (f. COT + 1. The wife of a cow-

herd ; a female cow-keeper, a milkmaid. 2.

A climbing shrub (Ichnocarpus frutescens,

Brown). Carey.

CWt^rT *. (m. PlM+Wflij 1. A sort

of (yellow ?) sandal-wood. Wilkins' MS. 2.

The name of an Upanishad. As. Res. vm. 497.

A kind of

earth brought from the forest of Vrinda where

Krishna sported with the Gopts or milkmaids.

Carey.

rrw^ * (
m

. wpjbs) i. a cow's tail.

2. A sort of necklace, one of four or thirty-

four strings. 3. A sort of monkey.

1. A town-o-ate. 2.

A door or gateway in general. 3. A kind of

grass (Cyperus rotundus). Wilson.

C^ltM s. (C^l +^t?) A plant (Podalyna

bracteata). Hort. Ben. p. 31.

PtWi s. (C^fl + C^h) The entire household of

a person (Lit. Cattle and children).
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s . (_^ m . R. One who con-

ceals, guards, or cherishes ; a guardian, a pro-

tector.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^+TT) To be

concealed, guarded, or cherished, s. (m.) A
slave.

servant or slave.

tHi«$ 5. (m. (^1 +^) A small species of

crouching heron (Ardea bovina). Carey.

a. Thick, clumsy, unwieldy.

PfWt s. (m. C^Ti ) The slaying of a cow.

C*11Wft s. (/. C^1 +3^rft from R.3TT?)

A plant commonly called Priyangu.

s. (from (^1) Cow-dung.

PffaWfol s. (C^to +SKI) A plant (Plu-

meria acuminata). Hort. Ben. p. 20. See

(from ) A shrub (Ajuga dis-

ticha). Carey.

v. a. (from C^1~t<M ?) 1. To write

blottedly or illegibly. 2. To become yellow or

red (as fruits when ripening).

C^tt^t^ s. (from C^tl^) The threshold of

a door.

plant (Amaranthus lividus, Willd.'). Hort. Ben.

P . 67. Also ptR^rr^Tri

.

of C^ttotfS3) 1. The

writing blottedly or illegibly. 2. The chang-

ing colour (of fruits when ripening). Also

(TTfaTtfntf a. (from C^Ttetf^?) 1. Writing

blottedly or illegibly. 2. Changed in colour

(as fruits when ripening).

(StfrFl 992

A tree

(Gaurea alliacea, Buchanan's MSS. Trichilia

alliacea, Willd. .?) Carey.

A small

tree with a fragrant flower (Plumeria acumi-

nata). Carey.

large beetle (Scarabaeus Gideon). Carey,

s. (C*Ti +3t^) A hyaena.

C^tt^t^l s. (corrupt, of CTW^) A cow-herd,

a milk-man.

(STTf^t s. (m. Pfi+f^t from R. f^T : see

Wilkins' Gr. % lib). 1. A cow-herd. 2. An
epithet of Krishna.

C^f^tfttpfl s. (/. Pttf^+Tfrl*ft) The

twelfth day of the first half of the month P'kal-

guna. As. Res. in. 275.

(Tfff^s. (~\f. C^+fe^) Cow-dung.

A cow-doctor, a

quack-doctor.

a. Thick, clumsy, unwieldly.

Root, x. To anoint, to

smear.

s. A sort of grain (Triticum sestivum).

Hort. Ben. p. 9.

(SUSHI s. (mn. (?t\+OT) Cow-dung.

C^1Ht°^ s. (n. (Tfl+Jlt ^) Beef.

C^Tfcrfal s. (-3 /. ?W +Ut3 ) The mother of

cows : an epithet of Surabhi.

PlW^a. (-itV mfn. (7t\ +^) Possessing

herds, rich in cattle.

(TTtertTr s .
(
m .) l. Ajackall. 2. (Beng.) The

bite of a cow.

PttHtSl s. (4aAUf ) An agent.
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(c^f^s-iUf )
Agency. Mo-

hun P. p. 86.

) Rich in

cattle, s. (m.) An owner of cattle.

Ctt^l s. (*. (Stl + ^jU) 1. A cow's mouth.

2. A kind of musical instrument (a sort of horn

or trumpet?). 3. A chasm, a hole in a wall.

PftSjptt *. (J.
C
5tt^jU+^) 1. A cloth bag

containing a rosary : the hand is thrown in to

count the beads. 2. A chasm in the Himalaya

mountains through which the Ganges flows,

compared by the Hindus to the shape of a

cow's mouth.

PftiJvS s. (C5t1 + 3
JJ3 from *ppT) The head or

skull of a cow.

PHOT a. {mfn. (Tfl + ^l?) Stupid or ignorant
K. ^>

like a cow.

C^ttoT 5. (n. (Ttl +^T) Cow's urine.

rTtlH^ (run. C^tl + C^^from R. f*T^)

1. A topaz. 2. A kind of poison.

PtoH s. (m. C^tl + C^lH ) The sacrifice of a

cow.

Pt'lVlHI s. (corrupt, of PtW^) A cow-herd,

a milk-man. Mohun P. p. 90.

ffliuH Hl s . (from ptftrM) A cow-herd's

wife ; a dairy-woman. Sabda S. p. 55.

(p.j£ ) A tomb, a grave. i>. a.

To bury.

a. (corrupt, of Fair, white, yellow,

pale red.

fJft^Ut^ s. A plant (Hedysarum lagopo-

dioides). Sabda S. p. 148. See C^fRS^-

C^Tfei? a. (jw/n. (511 + ^5^) Keeping or feed-

ing cows. s. (m.) 1. A cow-herd. 2. An
orange.

CntRl 994

A cow-herd.

A plant

(Hedysarum lagopodioides). Hort. Ben. p. 57.

C^^^l s . (/. (5tl + ) The feeding or keep-

ing; of cows. Also

(from C^tt^CS??) A small annual plant

(Solanum rubrum). Carey.

A plant (Menispermum cordifolium).

Hort. Ben. p. 72.

Ptt^^ 5. (m. C
5t1 +^?) 1. A water-fowl.

2. A prisoner, a bondsman, a security. 3. A
mendicant, a naked person. 4. A panegyrist.

Wilkins' MS.

(TH^i s. (n. from R. ^R+^PT) Effort, ex-

ertion.

C^TRI^ s . ((Ti"fe" + CTJ ) A variety of Citrus

acida. Hort. Ben. p. 59.

G>1 1«1 s. (a. ^j^i from t_ ^j^-)
Foreign, ex-

posed to want, needy, poor.

C
sttoCl (from Ptl + R. ^1) A species of

grass (Apluda aristata).

pti^n 5 . (c^ti+^O A plant (
Alliu^

Ascalonicum). Carey.

Ft\3*\ s. (mn. C^H +^T) 1. Milk. 2. Curdled

milk. 3. Butter-milk.

(TTt^'fr s. (p. A burial-place.

(?tWg\ s. (Pffa + ^Jfl ) A sort of bean (Pha-

seolus sublobatus). Hort. Ben. p. 54.

0*1 1< 1 s. (from C*ft<C) White, fair, European,

yellow, pale red.

PTte s. (fromtfl) A cow, an ox.

C
S 11<£N3 s. (n. C^fl+^S from R. 3s

) A measure

of distance equal to two kros or Aos. Wilson.

A bright

yellow pigment prepared from the urine of a

3 S
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cow, or vomited in the shape of scibulae by the

animal : it is used in dyeing, in medicine, and

particularly in painting the tilaka or sectarial

mark on the forehead.

s. (w.) 1. The brain. 2. Dregs.

(tw.) 1. A circle, a ball, a globe. 2.

(Beng.^ A mob, a crowd
;
noise, bustle, con-

fusion, a. Globular, round.

(m.) 1. The bastard-child of a widow.

Manu in. 174. 2. A ball or globe for playing

with.

A large shrub

(Johnia salicioides). Hort. Ben. p. 5.

A cucurbi-

taceous plant (Momordica mixta) ; also its fruit.

Carey. Also

(StN^tb (C^+^H*) Timber.

C^^tel s. (C5t157T+ SVtlRi) A plant (Al-

thaea nigricans, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

t^K\\s. (FtKfor CStH1, +p.>) A
shopkeeper, a wholesale-tradesman.

PllfflfrtyWl s. (C^tt^l^+^f) The business or

profession of a shopkeeper.

gunner.

PfH'H'lvSll *. (C^il^tl^-^) The profession

of a gunner or cannonier.

) Black pepper.

(Sjicrj^e^
6m A kind of reed> ( Cypems elatus.)

Hort. Ben. p. 6.

Pl'HuH s . (C^+^l^ as a jingle to it)

Tumult, confusion, disorder.

(Ttt^f^F s. (Otl^T+^fe^) A ball or globe

of earth. Sabda S. p. 150.

A plant

(Deeringia celosioides). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

The name of a

tree (Quercus serrata). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

C^tW s. (/. from C^tFT) 1. A circle, a globe,

a sphere. 2. (BengS) A granary, a store-

house, a barn. 3. A muddy substance, a.

Dissolved.

v. a. (from C^tRl) To spread a

rumour, to make a thing universally known.

G*iAnJ^ffl*. ((SjH+^^T) Aspeciesofmonkey,

described as having a tail like a cow : perhaps

the baboon.

of (TfKfeS) The dis-

solving of any substance so as to form a thin

paste, a. Dissolved, formed into a thin, semi-

fluid paste.

PlWtrfcr t. (m. cnt^+^lrr) That part

of mathematics which treats of spherics. Colebr.

Alg. p. 88.

(p. c->K ) Rose-water ; a rose.

C
slH1<v5ll*i s. (p. A plant (Eu-

genia Jambos). Mohun P. p. 61.

a. (from p. <_>^) Made of roses, rosy;

scented like a rose.

C^tT^t^*. (p. A lad, a boy, a servant, a

slave.

A pot in which

cow-dung is dissolved for the purpose of smear-

ing the walls and floors of houses. Carey.

C^fNt *. (from C
5^) A bullet, a ball.

A plant commonly

called ghantapdtali. See Also

One of the hea-

venly regions in Hindu mythology : Krishna's

paradise.

tflMfrfl. s. (/. C^+C5^ from CSfiU^T)
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A kind of bent grass, with white blossoms.

Wilson.

A cow-house.

Also CWM (/)•

fc?tHt€ 5. (». (Til + A kind of sandal-

wood, described as of the colour of brass and of

great fragrance. Wilson.

FT®* s. (mn. Pfl + R. A station of cow-

herds, a cow-pen, a drove of cows, a cow-

pasture.

festival on

the eighth day of the first half of the month

Kartika. As. Res. in. 265.

rtWl s. (/. C
Jtt i& +^) 1. A party, an assem-

blage, a meeting. 2. Discourse, conversation.

3. A tribe, a family, a pedigree, a race, kin-

dred ; the junior branches of a family.

(n. from 1. The foot of a

cow. 2. The impression or print of a cow's

foot. 3. A measure, as much as a cow's foot-

step will hold. 4. A spot frequented by kine.

(m.) Gum myrrh.

A cowherd, a

herdsman.

^f*1< s. (m. Pfl +^) The sacrifice of a cow,

one of the grand sacrifices of the Hindus. Manu
xi. 75.

PTfr^fs. O. C
rh + 3T71) Dawn, day-break.

PtlW 5. (C^h+TT) The guana (Lacerta Go-

dica). See

Pt^RSSl (/• C*t1+*raSt from

The fifteenth day of the second half of the

month Kartika. As. Res. in. 267. Also the

fifteenth day of the second half of the month

Jyaishfha. As. Res. nr. 285.

Pt\*W\ s. (m. C^ + ^t*]
)
Myrrh.

s. (a. a^i) 1. Suffocation, strangulation.

2. Anxiety, grief. 3. Passion, anger, wrath.

Cnt^ S . See pti^n

.

C^fi^l s. (/. C^I +^ftRl from^T) A
rope piqueted at both ends ; with separate

halters made fast to it for each ox or cow.

Colebr. Alg. p. 319.

Attendance on a

cow.

C^H^T s. (m. C^tl + ^^T) 1. The udder of a

cow. 2. A garland consisting of four or thirty-

four strings. 3. A bunch of flowers, a nosegay.

1*1 haft 1 s. (from C^ +^T) A grape. Also

PfHh s. (». Ptl + ^IrT) A station of kine,

a cow-pen.

A cow-pen.

PtWtft s. (-ffcl C^tl+^tfll^) An
owner of kine or herds.

C^tt^CUl s. (/. CTt1 ) The killing of a cow.

A cow-house.

The hurting or

injuring a cow.

1. Proper for kine

or cattle. 2. Protecting kine or cattle.

PUS? si from R. "Vj^+XT) A privity.

(Lit. What ought to be covered or concealed.)

a. (mfn. + Relating to

sensible objects. Wilkins' Gr. § 903.

(m.) 1. Gaur, the central district of

Bengal : extensive ruins of its capital, called by

the same name, are still remaining.

(TffcfU (/. from^s?) 1. Rum or spirit distilled

from molasses or raw sugar. 2. The name of a

certain scale in the Hindu musical system. As.

Res. in. 77.

3 S 2
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a. (mfn. from ) Subordinate, secondary,

inferior
;

metaphorical (as the meaning of a

word in certain constructions), s. (ra.) 1. Delay.

2. Inferiority. 3. The inferior object governed

by a verb. Yates' Gr. p. 422. -31 (/.) or

— 3" (n.) Inferiority, the being subordinate.

from "5^) The

secondary lunar month, ending with the oppo-

sition of the sun and moon. As. Res. iii. 258.

a. (mfn. T|
Gj+^) Belonging to qua-

lity. Wilkins' Gr. § 903.

(m. patronymic from C^l 1^*4.) 1. A
name of Sakyamunt, the original Buddha or

founder of the Bauddka sect. 2. The name of

a sage, the founder of the Nyaya school of phi-

losophy. As. Res. i. 342. 352.

C^tl^t^T s. (m.) A guana (Lacerta Godica).

Also pfTGfrand .

a. (mfn.^) 1. White, pale. 2. Yellow. 3.

Red. 4. Clean, pure, fair. s. (m.) 1. White

mustard. 2. The moon. 3. A tree (Grislea

tomentosa). («.) 1. The filament of a lotus.

2. Gold. 3. Saffron.

(SfW s. (n. from 1 . Heaviness. 2. Weight,

importance, honour, reputation, greatness, con-

sequence, veneration. Wilkins' Gr. § 974.

a. (mfn. C^tt^S+ Important,

great, of consequence.

) A seat of

honour.

Sf^ +^+ TftFEj (In grammar) A pro-

noun of superiority ; e. g. Stfft I, instead of

the deteriorative I.

) hi White mus-

tard-seed. 2. A weight. Wilkins' MS.

See (Sft^t

.
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a. (mfn. White-bodied,

white, fair.

Pftft^l s. (/. from C^ftV'W) A girl before

the age of maturity.

+ 3?) 1. A name of the god-

dess Parvati, the consort of Siva. 2. A young

girl eight years old ; one prior to the age of

puberty. 3. One of the saktis or female ener-

gies of the JBauddhas.

The lower

stone of a linga.

CTOW^3l s. (C^ +^1for^) Aspe-

cies of plant (Lycopodium mimosoides, Bu-

chanan's MSS.~). Carey.

C^Ct^T s. (m. CnWt + t^T) An epithet of

Kartikeya. (Lit. The son of GaurI or Par-

vatI.)

A festival in

honour of GaurI or Parvati on the third day

of the first half of the month Mdgha. As. Res.

in. 272.

A sort of bramble

(Rubus Gowry phul). Carey.

Cfft^ftf s. (n. from C^ +^t^) The scite of an

old and abandoned cow-pen.

A plant (Cissus vitiginea). Hort.

Ben. p. 11.

A plant (Cissus pedata). Hort. Ben.

p. 11.

St^j^ Boot, i. (With the insertion of a nasal

1. To be crooked or tortuous. 2. To

make crooked or tortuous. 3. To act wickedly

or dishonestly. ) To bind, to tie.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Strung, tied together, arranged, composed, put

into a regular order ; built.
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Sf^RooT, i. (^ft), ix. (ST^fe) and x.

To string, to tie together, to ar-

range, to put into order. With prefixed,

To untie, to loosen.

$t*^l s. (m. from R. 1. A stringing or

tying together. 2. A writing, a composition in

prose or verse, a book ; the Scripture of the

Sikhs.

a. (mfn. R. 5}=^+ 315) Arrangmsj, put-

ting into connection or order, s. (m.) 1 . One

who arranges or puts into order. 2. A builder.

3. A writer. 4. The cement of a building. 5.

The thread of a necklace.

St^^Sl s. (-^ m. £^+53) An author, a

compiler, the writer of a literary composition.

Also

^5irT s. (». R. ^l"
5:^+ :3pr) The act of tying or

stringing together; the working at wicker-work,

&c, the composing a literary work.

Sf2Hl s. (/. R. St^+SFTl) A stringing or

arranging. Wilkins' Gr. % 833.

Sff^l s. (m. from R. 1. A knot, a tie.

Manu ii. 42. 2. The joint or knot of a reed or

cane ; a joint of the body ; a knuckle, a knob.

3. Rheumatism, a rheumatic affection of the

joints. 4. Distortion, crookedness.

Sff^3? s . (n. + 1. The root of long

pepper. 2. A black seed. 3. A knot. 4. A
leaf. 5. A feather. Wilkins' MS. (m.) An

astrologer, a fortune-teller.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

1. Tied up, strung up, orderly arranged. 2.

Written, composed.

v. a. (from R. ^5^) 1. To string beads,

to arrange, to build, to knot, to work in wicker.

2. To compose, to write.

s . + A sort of grass (a

variety of Panicum Dactylon, or perhaps a dis-

tinct species). Carey.

SfP*J?K s. (m. A plant, and ac-

cording to some authorities a perfume, com-

monly called Gdnt'hidla. Wilson.

ceremony

of tying the bride and bridegroom together by

their garments on the day of marriage.

Sff^rfr s . (-H^ m. J|f5*l + II^) A plant

(Heliotropium Indicum).

Sff^Jrf a. (mfn. iff^ +^) Knotted, knotty.

s. (m.) A plant, commonly called Buinchi

(Flacourtia sapida, Rox.). 2. Caril, a thorny

plant (Capparis aphylla). (w.) Green or un-

dried ginger.

+ *C*L) An owner of

various sorts of books ; a bibliographer. Td-

rdchand Ch.

Root, i. (Sj^R>3) To eat, to swallow, i.

and x. (SfaTR?, SfWtrfe) To take, to seize.

a. (mfn. R. Voracious, glut-

tonous.

£t^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. £^+3) 1. Eaten,

swallowed, seized. Frequently used in comp.

e. g. C^lEj"^ a. (mfn.) Seized with love, in

love, from Love, +
a. (mfn.} Seized by calamity, distressed, from

3TM¥*. Distress + Tf^^ a. (mfn.)

Eclipsed, lit. seized by JRdhu from q. v.,

+ £i"^. 2. Indistinctly uttered, inarticulately

pronounced.

Sl^jteS a. (n. £^3 + 3T3) The setting of the sun

or moon when eclipsed.

The rising of the

sun or moon eclipsed.

£f3^RooT, ix.
(
5J^tf3) To take, to receive, to

accept ; to seize. With ^A4."i prefixed, To re-
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ceive, to treat with kindness ; with To de-

posit, to trust ; with To raise, to lift up

;

with To restrain, to refrain

;

with^° +f^ To shoot, to throw arrows ; with

To seize, to embrace ; with ^1 To raise,

to lift up ; with 1. To receive, to ac-

cept. 2. To acknowledge, to assent to. 3. To

comprehend, to contain. 4. To subdue. 5. To

throw missile weapons, to shoot ; with fa To

combat, to struggle ; with To take, to seize,

to hold, to govern.

5^ s. (m. R. £f5j 1. The act of taking ; a hold,

tenacity, seizure, acceptance. 2. Understand-

ing, comprehension. 3. An eclipse: feigned by

Hindu poets to be the seizure of the sun or

moon by Rahu ; also a name of Rahu or the

ascending node : see 4. A planet.

s. (». R. 1. The act of taking

or seizing a thing. 2. Agreement, admission,

acceptance, assent. 3. Respect. 4. The hand.

5. An eclipse : see . 6. (mfn.} A captive,

a prisoner.

s. (f R. Sft^+STpT) Diarrhoea, dysen-

tery. Also sett.

dysentery.

EftTft? a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. Sf^+SpftlT)

Acceptable, worthy of being accepted. —\3l

(/.) or —^ (n.) Acceptableness.

StSTtfe *: (m. ^+*ffv!) The sun. (Lit. The

lord of planets.)

Sf5TpTl s. (St^+ TpTl) A constellation. Mo-

hun P. p. 135.

The evil influence

of an inauspicious planet.

§tft£3 v. a. (from R. £|T ) To take, to re-

ceive ; to allow, to assent ; to comprehend, to

assume.

a. (mfn. part. fut. p. R. £fT + 3<D
)

To be taken or received
;
acceptable.

S^ft3l a. (-3 mfn. R. ^+^) Taking, re-

ceiving
;
disposed to take. s. (m.) A receiver.

W s. (—^'Tn
m.) 1. A stone or rock. 2. A

mountain.

s. (wi.) 1. A village, a hamlet: an inha-

bited place in the midst of fields and meadow-

land, where men of the servile class mostly

reside, and where agriculture thrives. 2. A
scale in music. 3. (In composition) A multi-

tude, an assemblage, e. g. ^f^fnXftSI s. The

assemblage of the organs of perception and ac-

tion, from Wilson.

§}Wt s. (m. SttH+ R. =ft) A barber. (/.) 1.

A female peasant. 2. A whore, a. (mfn.}

1. Best, excellent, chief, eminent. 2. Only

thinking of pleasure and enjoyment.

£HEK33$ s. (»i.Stl3I + 35$) A village-carpenter.

Sttefl s. (f STftl+ vSl) A multitude of vil-

lages.

The villaee-

priest, one who conducts the ceremonies for

any or all classes, and is consequently consi-

dered as a degraded Brahman ; it also applies

to the attendant of an idol. Wilson.

^t^^5 a. (mfn. 5^+ *%) Situated in, or be-

longing to, a village ; rustic, s. (m.~) A vil-

lager.

Pertaining

to a village.

Sftaj s. {n. ^rter+ ^I^") The space near a

village.

SfWt a. (-f*^ mfn. Stt^T+^^lj Pertaining to

a village, rural, rustic.

TO
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Sfftft ! a. (mfn.) Belonging to a village, rustic.

s. (mfn.) 1. A villager, a rustic. 2. (m.) A
dog. 3. A crow.

£| l^Tl/tl s. (f.) Indigo (Indigofera tinctoria).

WSf& a. (mfn. ^t^+ TT) Relating to a village,

domestic, rural, rustic. s. (m.) A tame hog.

(n.) 1. Rustic language; the Prakrit. 2. Do-

mestic happiness, rural life.

A village-

god. There are fifteen or sixteen of these,

which are supposed to preside over village-af-

fairs, and are often represented by bricks, stones,

or images, placed under a large tree. Carey.

jjlUJ^fs . (m. itlTO +*t**f) Copulation. (Lit.

The law of the village.)

STfcT s. (m. from R. ) 1. The act of swal-

lowing. 2. A mouthful. 3. A piece cut out

by the intersection of two circles. Colebr. Alg.

p. 311. (Beng.) -^tfSfcj v. a. To squeeze

together a handful of rice before it is put into

the mouth.

SlWWTFT s. (n.^+3rt^tTPn Food and

clothing.

SH£ s. (m. from R. 1. The act of taking

;

seizure, acceptance. 2. A shark : according

to some the Gangetic alligator
;
according to

others the water-elephant (the hippopotamus?).

3. Any large fish or marine animal. Wilson.

a. (mfn. R. ^1<P ) Taking, receiving,

acquiring, s. (m.) 1. One who takes or re-

ceives; a receiver, a buyer. 2. A hawk, a

falcon.

a. (-ft?3\ mfn. SH^+t^) Taking,

receiving, seizing. Used in comp. e. g.

a. Receiving wages, from (<3^3*T Wages,

hire, +SJ15^ .

Stto a. (w/n. from R. XT) To be taken, to

be received, acceptable. —31 (/.) or —^ (n.)

Acceptableness.

fft^l «. (/.) 1 . The neck. 2. The back part of

the neck, the nape.

(»w.) 1. The hot season, comprehending

the two months Jyaishfha and A'shadka, about

June-July. 2. Heat, warmth, a. (mfn.) Hot,

warm.

SflW!#H s , L Sfl^n + ) The hot season

:

seetft95!.

a. (mfn. EftW^T+SrT) Per-

taininsc to the hot season.

a. (mfn. ) Exposed

to the summer-heat.

Sj^ Root, i. £$11?ft) To steal or rob.

t^fa s. (n. from Sffcl) A necklace ; an orna-

ment worn round the neck ; a rope tied around

the neck of an elephant.

t^R^I s. (n. fromSffcl) A collar.

t£k<U<P s. (n/&X$$.+'$) A necklace, a collar,

an ornament for the neck.

tffWt a. (mfn. from SflWC) Pertaining to the

hot season.

JJ^Root, i. (J
3^?) To eat.

^j"^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Sj^-f^) Eaten.

Root, i. To take, to receive, to

accept. See R. ^T^.

J(T s. (m. from R. *j3[$) 1. Playing with dice,

gaming. 2. A wager, a stake. 3. A chess-man.

^| H a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.^j + H. Wil-

Mns' Gr. p. 417). Wearied, languid, feeble
;

emaciated or exhausted by fatigue, disease, &c.

JftpT s. (f R.Tjj + f*T) 1. Exhaustion, fatigue,

debility, languor, lassitude. 2. Reproach, cen-

sure, slander.
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J|$5 a. (mfn. R- t^j+^j") Wearied, languid,

emaciated or exhausted by disease, fatigue, &c.

£T^Root, i. (CjtUf^) 1. To steal, to rob. 2.

To go.

jt^RooT, i. (Sf^fa) Togo, to move.

tjfl; Root, i. ((jf^E?) 1. To be poor or de-

pendent. 2. To shake, to tremble. 3. To move.

CjjW s. (n. R. CJJ^L+^FT) Humility. Wil-

hins' Had. p. 104.

C^j^RooT, i. (C£f3T3) To serve, to worship,

to show devotion.

Cjf^T a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.tjj+TT) To be

wearied or fatigued
;
exhaustible, fatigable.

C£("^ Root, i. (Cjf^3) To investigate, to en-

quire, to search, to trace.

X% Root, i. 1. To be languid, wea-

ried, or exhausted. 2. To yawn. According

to some, this root should be written 3V.
' «n

s. (to.) The moon.

The fourth consonant of the Hindu alphabet,

being the aspirate of *| , and corresponding

in pronunciation to the English g'h, as in

lo^f-Aouse.

s. (to. ^T+ ^t^") The letter or any

other letter expressing the sound of ^1

.

Root, i. (^rf^) To laugh, to laugh

at, to deride.

^T&l 1008

5p£ Root, i. (^ife) To laugh, to deride.

See R. W*£.

Root, i. To act, to strive, to en-

deavour, x. (^TT&^lf^) 1. To unite, to put

together. 2. To injure, to kill. 3. (Also with

the insertion of a nasal, m To shine.

s. (to. from r. ^ri? ) 1. A large earthen

water-jar. 2. The frontal sinus of an elephant.

3. Suspending the breath as a religious exer-

cise. 4. A man who makes efforts or exer-

tions.

s. (to. R. ^T^+W) A match-maker,

an attorney: a person who investigates genea-

logies and negotiates matrimonial alliances.

s . (n. S5f# +^3") A potsherd: the

name of a celebrated Sanskrit poem.

?) Ghataka-puri,

one of the nine celebrated men or Gems of

Vikramaditya's court.

(from The office of a match-

maker.

^TT^T s. (n. R. ^T^+^PT) 1. The happening

or occurring of any thing. 2. Striving, endea-

vour.

(/. from R. ^T^) 1. A troop of ele-

phants assembled for war. 2. Effort, exertion,

endeavour. 3. The act of collecting or assem-

bling ; union ; mixture. 4. (Beng.^ An occur-

rence, an accident.

til a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

1. Likely to occur, probable. 2. Unitable, suit-

able, heritable. — s3l (/.) or -f (».) Like-

liness, probability.

^£*r&tp[ s. (n.^ +*f& +^f^) (In phi-

losophical writings) Objects of sense. (Lit.

Jars, clothes, and other things.)

Sftil s. (/. from R. ^T&t) It A troop of ele-

C!fl
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uoise occa-

a cover-

phants assembled for war. 2. An assembly, a

multitude, a public procession, a crowd. 3. A
vehicle. 4. Exertion, endeavour, effort. (Beng.}

v. a. To call an assembly.

v. a. (caus. 1. To cause,

to occasion an event, to effect. 2. To ascribe

to. 3. To unite, to mix, to join.

^rtftt<pte s. (^"l+t^tt) The

sioned by a great assemblage.

) A tilt,

ing for furniture, palkee, &c.

^(&<Pl s. (J. from ^\) 1. A muhurta of

forty-eight minutes, being the thirtieth part of

one day and night. 2. The ancle. 3. (Beng.^

A house. 4. A danda of twenty-four minutes.

^ffe^raS s. (n. ^ffe^l + Ug) 1. A chro-

nometer, a clock, a watch. 2. A machine for

raising water. Tardckand Ch.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

1. Happened, taken place. 2. Relating to,

concerning. 3. Arranged, planned. Some-

times used in comp. e. g.

(mfn.
1

)
Impregnated with iron, chalybeate.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Likely to occur, probable.

differs v. n, (from R. ^T&J To take place, to

occur, to happen ; to belong to ; to inherit ; to

unite.

The name of a plant (Ficus he-

terophylla). Mohun P. p. 61.

(/. from R. 5?^?) 1 . The ghari or In-

dian clock : a plate of iron or mixed metal on

which the hours are struck. 2. (Beng^) A
small pitcher or jar.

A clock-maker, a

bell-man.

*fet^ s. (n. for^lfe + 1. The rope

and bucket of a well, or any machine for rais-

ing water. 2. A watch.

^Root, i. (ytfSGS) and x. (^t^fe) To

move. With prefixed, to spread, to dif-

fuse ; with To rub gently, to scratch.

(m. from R. ) A ghat, a quay, a

wharf ; a landing-place on the side of a river

;

stairs leading down to a river ; a bathing place.

^Ttl s. (/. from R. A sort of metre in

Prakrit poetry. Also As. Res. x.

419.

s. Cf. from An hour. Trans.

R.A.S. ii. 195. See ^rf%^1

.

s. (f. from ) A small quay, an inferior

wharf or landing-place
;
private stairs, &c.

^0 1 s. (corrupt, of ^[b ) A waterpot, a pitcher.

^fo s. (corrupt, of ^Tol) An hour. See ^Rft

.

s. (corrupt, of A fish (Esox

scolopax, Buchanan's MSS.y Carey.

^f^lt^ s. (corrupt, of ^^^^1 ) A guana, or

Gangetic alligator (Lacerta Gangetica). Carey.

s. (corrupt, of An hour, a clock, a

watch. See

s. (corrupt, of ^felt^) A Gangetic

alligator (Lacerta Gangetica). Carey.

v. a. To pur, to rattle in the throat.
v,

Vj\^|RiUl a. (from Making a

a rattling noise in the throat, s. A hysena.

1. The death-rattle in the throat.

2. A top. 3. A whirligig.

^Root, vm. or ^TtT3) To shine.

A condiment made of gourds and other

vegetables with mustard-seed, turmeric, capsi-

cum and water. Carey.

3 T
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%m s. (/. from R. I. A bell, a plate of

metal struck as a bell. 2. A plant (Bignonia

3uaveolens). See

v. a. To ring a bell.

A belfry.

Mohun P. p. 160.

bell-striker, a

bell-man. Wilkins' MS.

^fffrftl s. (m. XT&1 + *W. from ^^T) The

chief road through a village ; a highway.

A plant

commonly called ghantdparalt (Bignonia sua-

veolens). Also tftWl^ft (Beng.). See

s. (/. from ^T&1 +^) A plant

(various species of Crotolaria). Wilson.

(from A small bell worn by

women as an ornament. Carey.

^J.*i s. (n. from R. ^*T^?) Any metallic instru-

ment which is struck : a clock, a cymbal, a

bell, a gong, especially a metallic plate on

which the hours are struck, (ra.) 1. A cloud.

2. An iron club. 3. The body. 4. A fragrant

grass (Cyperus rotundus). 5. A number, an

assembly, a quantity. 6. (In mathematics) A
cube. Colebr. Alg. p. 10. 7. Extension, diffu-

sion. 8. Hardness. 9. Solidity, substance,

matter. a. (mfn.} L Material, solid. 2.

Coarse, gross. 3. Thick (as a forest), imper-

vious. 4. Inspissated, thick (as a fluid). 5.

Crowded, thick set, close, near. —^31 (/.) or

~ <"
(
w Thickness, solidity, consistence.

X^M*t s . (m. ^FT + ^FT) (In mathematics)

The cube of a cube. Colebr. Alg.~p. 11. ad.

(Beng.~) Incessantly, uninterruptedly, in thick

<

succession.

^P$£53f St („. ^pf +Xp^) (In mathematics)

The solid contents of an excavation. Colebr.

Alg. pp. 88. 97.

^PRH s. (m. fFT#l%) (In mathematics)

The square of a cube. Colebr. Alg. p. 11.

^FT^T s. (m. ^FT+^T) (In mathematics)

The root of a cube. Colebr. Alg. p. 12.

XII «*1 *: (m. XpT +^T) Water. (Lit. The

juice of the clouds.)

XpPTfa s. (m. XpT +Tt^) Camphor.

*FR^FT3?&1 * (/. ^ +^ +^£1)
The contents of an excavation or of a solid alike

in figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 97.

v. a. (fromXpT) To overtake, to come

up with.

a. (mfn. from ^FT) 1. Crowded, with-

out interstices, impervious, thick, close. 2.

Vicious, mischievous, cruel, s. (w.) 1. A rainy

cloud. 2. A vicious elephant, or one in rut.

3. An epithet of Indra.

^FTt^J a. (*H+ 3Tt^3 for ^^3?) Thick-

ened, inspissated by boiling and stirring round.

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of v[*i
)

Close, very near. -sJl (/.) or (n) Close-

ness, proximity.

(from XJ,*1 ) A bamboo cage for catching

fish.

^Ffl^3 a. ^FT+ +^3 )
Thickened, in-

spissated, condensed. —^1 (/.) Condensation.

Mohun P. p. 154.

A paramour, a pimp, a pander.

XHTttre v. a. (cans, of *T3"ftl3) To fill with

perplexity or confusion, to confound, to perplex,

to discompose or disturb the mind of any one.

^Ttl"! s. (from ^cRTttt3) Perplexity,

confusion, discomposure. Also

v. n. To be confused, perplexed, or

amazed.
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<|< CY
1 s. A sort of fish (Mugil protuberans, Bu-

chanan's MSS.\ Carey.

VF^ Root, i. (VF^fS ) To go, to move.

s. (corrupt, of *fH) I. A house, an abode,

a dwelling-place, a building ; an out-office. 2.

(In machinery) A receptacle, a passage, a loop-

hole, a loop. 3. The hole (for a button). 4.

A groove. 5. A family.

VR^h s. (VR+^1 for 3^1) Domestic af-

fairs, the settling as a householder. Carey.

Domestic, belong-

ing to household-work.

VR^P^ad. (VI4 + ??R") From house to house.

*£Rll^ s. A grind-stone.

Cfi from VR) A house-wife, a wife.

VR«^3 s. (VR +3"^3 from R. ) 1. An

abode, a home, a residence. 2. The ceremony

of conducting a bride to her husband's house.

VR^^ s. (VR+^F^T) A prying into the

domestic affairs of others
;

curiosity, officious-

ness.

s. (from VR) A passage, a loop, a hole,

a receptacle, a drawer.

VJTterfes. (from A person's own home

or domicile, a. Domestic, private, pertaining

to the interior of a house or family, ad. At

home.

VR~t^3 a. (from VRl ) Domestic, pertaining to

the interior of a house or family.

^RMU (from VR) A thatcher, a hedger, one

who builds huts of bamboo.

VTTfcftf^t s. (^RW + p. ^f) The employ-

ment of a thatcher or builder of bamboo-huts.

Also^t^t^l.

VT^^ll a . (from VR) Home-made, domestic.

Also #11

.

V[iR ad. (locat. case of VR) At home.

VTRVIC^ ad. (VIR +VTR) In every house.

VJVR 5. A rattling sound, as that of a car-

riage, &c.

The name of a river, the Gogrd or

Ghogra.

VTVRTT^ v. a. (from W< ) To make a rat-

tling sound.

(/.) 1. An ornament of small bells

worn by women, horses, &c. 2. The bow or

stick of a viol, &c. 3. A sort of musical in-

strument. 4. Fried grain. Wilson.

VR^Root, i. (Vp^f^) To go, to move.

V^I 5. (to.) 1. Heat. 2. Sunshine. 3. The hot

season. 4. Perspiration, sweat.

VT*tff%^ s. (to. VFTf+f^J A drop of per-

spiration.

VT^t^ a. (mfn. VpCf3E$ ) Moist with

perspiration. Also Vp^Tf^J and VP^ftlJ .

Xl<t<P a. {mfn. from R. ^T*J + ;3]<I3
)
Rubbing,

cleaning, polishing, filing, s. A furbisher, a

polisher ; one who cleans or files.

Xl^flu a. (nifn.fut.part. p. R. ^^f^pftlT)
Capable of being polished or cleaned.

V[i^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. VR+3?3)
Polished, filed, wiped, cleaned.

Vff^fe v. a. (from R. To polish, to rub,

to file, to furbish, to clean, to wipe, to varnish.

VP^Root, I. (With the insertion of a nasal,

VT°^C\5) To render handsome or brilliant.

VR1 a. (from R. Rubbed, polished, wiped,

filed.

v. a. (from R. VT^) To cause to be

rubbed, wiped, cleaned, or polished.

3 T 2
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Si (Wi + "^T) A polished helmet.

Sabda S. p. 429.

^rf^T s. The powder of dried cow-dung; dried

cakes of cow-dung.

Root, i. (^FTR?) To eat. (A defective

verb, used in some tenses as a substitute for

R. "31^.) (With the insertion of a nasal,

according to some authorities) To

drop, to sprinkle.

^rpTK? v. a. (from R. OTj To rub, to wipe, to

polish.

a. (mfn. R. ^71+ Gluttonous, vo-

racious.

^RSJ s. (jw.) A day.

s. (from ^T^3 ) A blow, a wound, a cut, a

scar, a bruise, an ulcer, v. a. To

strike, to knock, v. a. To beat,

to wound.

^l^t> s. A crime, a fault, an offence, misbe-

haviour, guilt, a. Less, deficient.

transgression,

a trespass, an offence.

^Itf^lf^ a. ) More or less.

^it^T a. (from ^fl ) Wounded. Mohun P. p. 19.

^RPfel^ v. a. (from R. $7P) To stir up, or

mix together by stirring. Also

a. (from Stirred up, mixed

together. s. The blade-bone or scapula of a

cow or other animals, used as a shovel. Carey.

v. a. (cam. of Slif&TS) To rouse

up, to excite, to stimulate ; to cause to stir or

mix together.

s. (from ?) A track or trace made by

animals ; a retreat, a by-way, a cross-road, an

ambuscade. Mohun P. p. 149.

v. a. To stir, to mix by stirring, to

knead.

The name of a god who presides over

the itch and other cutaneous diseases, called in

Sanskrit Carey.

) A religious ceremony performed

by women of the lower classes on the day of the

sun's passing from Aquarius to Pisces, to secure

their family from cutaneous diseases. It con-

sists in placing a black pot with the bottom

upwards near some highway, on which they

stick pieces of cow-dung, on which they place

boiled rice, cowries, and the flowers of the Vol-

kameria infortunata. After the performance of

the appointed ceremonies, the pot is broken,

and the worship ends. Carey.

v. a. To affect by speaking, to speak

so as to touch the heart of a person.

Wounded, suf-

fering wounds.

A dress reaching from the shoulders

to the feet. Sabda S. p. 54.

a. (from ^Ti) Hardened by beating, fre-

quently beaten (only said of women).

s. (from ^Rtft3) 1. A girdle of

small bells worn by women. 2. An apron, a

petticoat. 3. A short kind of furbelow at the

upper end of a petticoat. 4. The chaff of mus-

tard. Carey.

^itk? s. (m.) The nape or back of the neck.

{Peng?) 1. (from ^T^) A quay, a wharf, a land^

ing-place, a ferry. 2. A mountain-pass, a defile.

STtesitTfW s. (from^rt^ltf^J) A smug-

gler, a. Smuggling.

5lfel*rl s. (from^3tfftl3) 1. The smug-

gling of merchandize. 2. A smuggler.
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^t#*UplW v. a. (*rf» +3Ttfe^) To smug-

gle. Also^T^ftU IbRW and -Ult^S.

(/. from ) 1. The nape or back of

the neck. 2. (Beng.') A wound, a sore.

v. a. To diminish, to reduce, to lessen,

to abate.

v. a. To be deficient, to fail, to waste

away.

^Tt&T. s. (from R. ^?) A fault, a tresspass, an

offence, a misdemeanour, a crime. Also

(from
)
The nape or back of the

neck. — ^3 1 fo£3 v. a. To nod assent or dis-

sent ; to acquiesce, to object. — "53

v. a. To break the neck.

XllokW v. a. (from ^3) To nod assent, to

acquiesce.

s. The tendon forming the nape of

the neck. Sabda S. p. 332.

*ttf&<$ s. (to. from^T&l+t^?) 1. A bard

who sings in chorus. 2. One who rings a bell

before an idol. Also

W s. (n. from R. ^*T.) 1. Killing, murdering,

slaughter. 2. A blow, a hurt. 3. (In arith-

metic) The product of a multiplication. Colebr.

Alg. p. 5. 4. An arrow.

^[tv3<£ a. (mfn. from R. 5^) Killing, destroy-

ing, beating, ruffianly. Used in comp. e. g.

a. (to/Vi.) Treacherous, lit. De-

stroying confidence, from s. Confi-

dence + s. (to.) Amurderer, a destroyer,

a maimer ; a means or instrument of killing.

v. a. (from R. To smite, to hurt,

to kill, to strike.

^Ttot a. (-f\FT to/k. *lt\3 +^^) Destroying,

killing
;
wicked, mischievous. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 553. Used in comp. e. g. ^fsiq^kjt a.

1018

(— Rs^to/w.) Destroying enemies, of^ CJ"

s. An enemy, +^if\j*1^.

^it^ a. (mfn. from R. + $3? Wilkins' Gr.

p. 464). Disposed to injure or kill
;
hurtful,

cruel, murderous, s. (to.) An executioner.

An oil-mill. Carey.

^rtpm-tes s . (^nf^+nt^) The excavated

trunk of a tree used in an oil-mill as the recep-

tacle of the seed. Carey.

corrupt, of XJ|**l
) Perspiration, sweat.

^TterXr a. (^Tl+inr) Full of wounds, covered

with sores or ulcers.W a. (from ^tfe?) Made to perspire.

v. a. To labour hard so as to occa-

sion perspiration.

v. a. (cans. of^1f^3) To cause to

perspire.

^rwft s . (from ^rto The prickly heat, an

itching eruption. Mohun P. p. 28.

^Tterft' s. (v. noun of ^W^K?) The causing

to perspire, a. Made to perspire.

v. a. (from ^P^X) To perspire, to sweat.

^Ttsml s. (^Tl +^U Lit. The mouth of a

wound) The opening of an ulcer or sore.

*rtrercrtre ad. for +c*ite)
Clandestinely, secretly, privately.

^t|% s. (from R. ) A wound, an ulcer.

(to. from R. ^4.^) Meadow or pasture-

grass. Mohun P. p. 82.

^1*i<$lkl s. + A grass-cutter.

Also

5£N|sSW s. (from ^Tt^T) A grass-cutter, a.

Feeding on grass.

^TTI a. (from ^M) Abounding with grass,

grassy
;
smelling like grass.
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s. (corrupt, of ^3) Ghee, clarified butter.

Also ^ft

.

fa<g*U*l1 s. (f^T + ^lt^t) An ornamental

plant (Aloe perfoliata, Soccotrina). Carey. See

a. Dense, impervious, crowded.

Tvtf^ a. Dense, unaccessible, impervious, crowd-

ed, thick.

Root, i. (With the insertion of an addi-

tional nasal ) To take, to seize, to

accept.

Disgust, ad. With dis-

gust, with abhorrence.

A plant (a variety of Luffa pentan-

dra). Carey.

A species of fish (Gobius electricus).

Carey.

A plant (Corchorus capsularis).

Mohun P. p. 34.

a. (from Oily, butyraceous, glossy,

shining, polished.

fert^ s . (fwi+^fe) A cowrie with a

bright and polished surface.

v. a. (from R. ^T) To surround, to

hedge round, to enclose with a skreen or fence,

to skreen, to fence.

A cucurbitaceous

plant (Luffa pentandra). Carey.

\ Root, i. (<1<W) To sound.

^jf^3l a. Crooked, tortuous, concealed.

ffifts. (from^f^) 1. The act of grinding

or rubbing. 2. The rousing the mind to an affair.

3. A careful superintendence of affairs. Carey.

s. 1. A small stone used in playing ; a lot,

a ballot. 2. Hair left uncut in shaving. Carey.

v.a. 1. To grind, to rub, to stir. 2. To

rouse the mind. 3. To be actively employed,

to superintend business carefully. 4. To pro-

claim, to publish.

^f^l^FTl 5 . (^jfl> + The casting of

lots, the playing with dice.

Dried clods or cakes

of cowdung used for fuel. Also Mohun

P. p. 34. See ^Tft .

^J^^jf^Hl a. Grunting, grumbling, obstinate.

s. A pig.

V/Sk ^ species of dove, a turtle-dove (Columba

semifusca, Buchanan's MSS.^. Carey.

*J^3" s. 1. The mole-cricket (Gryllus Grilla

Talpa). 2. A dangerous sort of ulcer which

breaks out on the legs and feet. Carey. Also

TOl. See^R.
^T^Tt^f s. (from A sham attack

(Lit. The attack of a dove). Also ^r^TW^

.

^^J^f s. A string of small bells worn as an or-

nament by women.

^0*T s. (y. noun of ^jfbW ) An untying, a re-

moving, a yielding, a disappearing, a. Untied,

removed, yielded, disappeared.

J^fotfeW ». a- {cans, of 'flfErra) To unloosen,

to untie, to open ; to rescind a law; to remove,

to dispel, to rub out ; to strike, to beat.

v. n. To withdraw, to disappear; to yield,

to open, to pass away.

^ Root, i. (Wft3) 1. To come back, to

return. 2. To barter, to exchange, vi. (^tff^)

To strike again, to retaliate, to resist, to op-

pose.

(m.) 1. The ancle. 2. (Beng.) A species

of small round jujube.
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^JJfElU^ s. (*J&
+IK35?T) Disorder, confusion.

s. (/.) The ancle. See . Also ^jft

.

^ft^ s. (In. ^jf^+^) The ancle. Also

(/.)

^1 s. (/.) 1. The ancle. 2. (Beng.) A chess-
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man.

'^^Tt^ a. Great darkness, gloom.

^jtgf a. (from
)
Gloomy, dark.

^jf^3 s. A paper-kite. Tarachand Ch.

v. a. To secure or surround by a fence or

screen, v. a. 1. To wrap

round. 2. To wander about without any de-

termined object.

^J\3l s. (from C^llTi) 1. A snare. 2. The flight

of birds.

^Root, i. (C^ttfe) and vi. (^tfa) To roll,

to whirl, to turn round. (With the insertion of

an additional nasal, ^T*I"U3) To take or accept.

^J ! «. (m.) An insect that destroys timber and

bamboo.

^'J»fa** 5. (^p+^S^R") An undesigned and

unexpected event or circumstance ; a trace, a

hint, an intimation.

v. a. To root up the ground (as a swine

does).

^T'ft s. A bamboo trap for catching fish.

^'l^'li^Cs? v. a. To buzz, to hum, to growl.

^rfel s. (from ^Til) 1. A button. 2. A small

bell, such as are worn on strings round the waist

by women.

T^R"1 s. (^T&l +Wi) A button-hole.

s. A sort of fish (Cyprinus Kursa Gooni,

Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

*P s. Sleep, slumber. —Tf\Jl^t\3 v. a. To lull

asleep, v.n. To awake. —'53

7?. a. To wake a person.

^P^tf^Tll a. (^+ stfOTi) Slothful, sleepy.

XJ*4.-i 5. (v. «om« of ^Tf*lt3) The act of sleep-

ing, repose.

^pf%Hl a. (from ^pT) Asleep, sleeping.

Also ^P*?

.

v. a. (cans, of ^jf^A?) 1. To lull

asleep. 2. Also v. n. To sleep.

^pt^ s. (v. noun of ^"^£3) 1. Sleeping,

sleep. 2. The act of lulling asleep, a. 1. Sleep-

ing. 2. Lulling asleep.

WtpJXTl a. (from^pt^t3) 1. Sleepy, asleep.

2. Lulling to sleep.

w. a. To sleep, to slumber.

^JP ad. (from ^P) Asleep.

Root, vi. (^pfe) 1. To be frightful or

terrible. 2. To sound.

*jj<(.\3 v. a. (from R. OTj To whirl, to turn

round, to roll.

^tXt3PT s. (Zf&Wl from +
A whirlpool, an eddy. Mohun P. p. 6.

s. 1. The mole-cricket (Gryllus Grylla

Talpa). 2. A worm which insinuates itself into

the legs of men or animals, and occasions dan-

gerous ulcers. 3. A lounging or wandering

about, ad. In a lounging manner.

Carey. See ^P

.

*J*HP1 s. 1. A disease (the Herpes exedens).

Mohun P. p. 27. See . 2. The mole-

cricket. Mohun P. p. 56.

7?. a. To stir or agitate a liquid, to turn

round.

^P Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

^J ^^3") To render beautiful or brilliant. Also
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To do any act, except manifest

sentiment by sound, x. (c^rfaTrfa) i. To

speak, to utter sentiments, to affirm. 2. To

praise. 3. To utter various sounds. With 3l1

prefixed, To weep incessantly; with , with

3+3^ or with ^ft"+ ^T° To sound; with

To fill or surround with noise.

a. Small. (Only said of fish.) s. 1. The

clenched fist. 2. A bribe. Mohun P. p. 96.

Venal, corrupt,

taking a bribe.

^J^lOi s. (v. noun of ^fv3E3) 1. The enter-

ing or retreating into a place. 2. The act of

expunging a written document, a. 1. Crept

into, retreated. 2. Expunged, cancelled.

v. a. caus. of^fe?) To force in,

to thrust in.

*TO5H s. (v. noun of ^<loi£(N9) The act of

pressing, forcing, or thrusting in. a. Forced or

thrust in.

XJ<t[oU3 v. a. (from^ftt^) 1. To enter, to

creep into, to retreat. 2. To expunge a writing,

to cancel.

s. (v. noun of X$*W$ $• The entering or

retreating into a place. 2. The striking a per-

son with the fist. 3. The declaring or expres-

sing any thing. (Also .) a. 1. Entered.

2. Struck, smitten. 3. Declared, expressed.

Wl a. Small. (Only said of fish.) See^

.

s. A blow with the fist.

v. a. (caus. of *TftC3) 1. To cause

to retreat, to drive into. 2. To strike with the

fist.

Wfclft" s . (fromWt^) A mutual striking

with the fist
;
pugilism.

Wfcll^ s. (Wl + STf^) A small fish.

m 1024

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3")

Manifested by sound. Also

,

*rf^I3 v. a. (from R. ^^) 1. To say, to de-

clare, to express. 2. To retreat, to retire. 3.

To strike with the fist.

v. a. (from To enter into, to

retire, to penetrate.

^If^l s - ^ woman of loose character. Carey.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 422.) Manifested by sound, made

to sound
;
declared, proclaimed, said, uttered.

^R Root, iv. (*JTPT3) 1. To kill, to hurt, to

injure. 2. To become old, to decay.

^^R ! s. (n. R. +^^) A turning round, the

revolving around an axis, a whirling motion.

Also Wf5
! (Beng.).

^R*ff^ s
.
(^R, from^ft"^ +^) A twist,

a distortion.

v. a. (caus. of^£3") 1. To turn

round, to cause to revolve. 2. To overturn, to

subvert. 3. To misguide.

WffiHl a. (from^TTt^K?) Wandering around,

revolving, whirling round.

wtfftrtertalF^ (^"tfw+^t^) a

whirlwind.

Yf^3 v. n. (from R.^) To turn, to revolve,

to roll, to whirl.

^% Root, it and vi. (^Tf3, ^$3) To turn

round, to roll, to revolve, to whirl. With

or prefixed, in the same sense.

^Pl a. (mfn. from R. Turning round, whirl-

ing, rolling, s. (m.) A potherb (Chironia cen-

tauroides).

^ftST a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. *T\+3Ffttf)

Capable of being whirled around.
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'cTf^W s. (m. ^pf+3"ni) A whirlwind.

^T1m1*T a. (mfn. pres. part, a. proper form, R.

1026

^l4+ irt5T)Revolving, turning round, swinging.

^Cj'il 5. (/. from R. A swinging or whirling

motion ; an eddy, a whirlpool ; a giddiness.

^TliUUW a. (mfn. from ^Tftj Caused to revolve,

swinging, turning round, whirling.

(from R. ^^L) A swinging or turning

round, a revolution.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^
C
3^+ )

Whirled, revolved
;

turning, rolling (as in

sleep).

v. a. (from S^L) To whirl, to revolve,

to turn round.

\ Root, i. (Wfe), ni. (fl^lf^) and x.

1. To sprinkle, to wet, to moisten.

2. To drop or distil.

^Fl^ Root, i. (with the insertion of an addi-

tional nasal, ^13) To take, to accept, vm.

(^ITtf^, ^Jt3) To shine.

*J*t1 s. (/. from R. ^T°L) 1. Aversion, hatred, an-

tipathy, dislike. 2. Reproach, censure, blame.

3. Pity, compassion, tenderness.

s. (m. from R. JgJ) 1. A ray of light.

2. The sun.

a. (mfn. -f-^^) Detested, disliked,

abhorred, abominated, shocking.

^Tpt^
(
n

.
^ft*!^^) Mercifulness, compas-

sionateness. Also ^|"t^3l (/.)

1
<rfl a . (-f\\mfn. *Ttl+^) Spiteful, ma-

licious
;
entertaining hatred or dislike.

a. (mfn. ^*t1 + TT) Detestable, abominable,

disgusting.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^+"3) 1.

Sprinkled, shed. 2. Illumined, s. (re.) 1. Ghee,

clarified butter, or butter which has been boiled

gently and allowed to cool. 2. Water.

H{N*^i<t s. (/.^3+^^l) The aloe (Aloes

perfoliata var. Soccotrina). Mohun P. p. 34.

^3t^ a. (mfn. + ^l^3
) Anointed with cla-

rified butter.

^Root, I. (Wfv?) To grind or pound.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^J) Rubbed,

polished, cleaned; pounded, ground.

(_/".) 1. A plant, commonly called Va-

rdhakranti (Lycopodium imbricatum, Rox.^.

2. The act of grinding or pounding. 3. Emu-

lation, competition, rivalship, contest. 4. (re?.)

A hog.

CtT&STl a. (from ^1) Full of wounds, sores, or

ulcers. Carey.

a. Scurrilous, obscene, vulgar. Carey.

v. a. See

v. a. To frustrate, to supplant ; to shuffle

cards ; to cut, to bruise, to pound, to injure.

TO| s. (from ^j*#rWl) An esculent root

(Arum Orissense). Carey.

(corrupt, of ) A plant

(Arum Orissense). Carey. Also C^l laT^t^T.

v. a. See

v. a. To meddle with, to be concerned

in, to have dealings with.

C^D^ 5. (from ^PtTI ) The name of an idol which

has a bell hanging at each ear.

s. (from C^rfe3) Pitch. a. Thickly

crowded.

C^fe ! s. (v. noun of C^fes?) The rubbing or

3 U
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crushing of things against one another, a.

Rubbed.

v. noun of CWf^3) The trailing:

or drawing things along the ground. Also

t^OM and C^3tfr .

v. a. To trail, to draw or drag along

the ground, to run. Also C^I<ORU3 .

CWl a. (from C^f^KJ) Rubbed, cleansed,

filed, polished.

v. a. (caus. of 1. To cause

to rub or to crush one thing against another.

2. To rub, to polish.

a. (from Thronged toge-

ther, crowded, thick, impervious.

v. noun of CWffre) The causing:

to rub one thing against another ; the rubbing

or polishing a thing.

v. a. 1. To throng, to crowd, to crush.

2. To rub against, to polish.

Importunity.

P5P$5$^n5 v. a. To entreat, to pray importunely.

v. noun of C^Tfe^) The act of

intreating or asking for a thing with importunity.

Also fftfftft .

C^ftPnil a. (from C^W^3) Importunate,

troublesome.

(_/".) An esculent root (Arum Oris-

sense). Wilson.

An esculent root (Arum Orissense).

Hort. Ben. p. 65. See Cj^PwJ .

An esculent root (Arum Orissense).

Hort. Ben. p. 65. See

v. n. To diminish, to decrease, to fall

short.

C^R^Tte s. (from C^rf^U3) h An enclosure, a

hedge, a fence. 2. The investing or besieging

of a city.

v. noun of rerf^I3) The act of en-

closing, fencing, or surrounding a thing • the

investing or besieging of a city. a. Enclosed,

surrounded.

s. (from C^lf<rU3) An enclosure, a hedge,

a fence, a circle, a. Enclosed, surrounded, se-

cured by a hedge or fence.

v. a. {caus. 1. To cause

to surround or enclose. 2. To invest or besiege

a city.

C^Rt°l s. (v. noun of C^Rt^K?) The act of

surrounding, enclosing, or securing a thing, a.

Surrounded, enclosed, secured by a hedge or

fence.

v. a. To surround, to enclose, to invest,

to encompass, to besiege.

t^K-l s. (corrupt, of^t^t^") Depth, profundity.

carter*. A crooked path, a bend in a road.

C^n^ s. 1. The grinding a substance in a mortar.

2. The talking over an affair.

C^Tl
f,

(from C^tfth^) A pestle, a muller,

any instrument for grinding substances in a

mortar.

a. (from Ground in a mortar,

rubbed, stirred up. s. A scratching or pawing the

ground with the foot (as horses do).

v. a. To paw the ground with the foot.

v. a. (caus. of^ft>T3) 1. To cause

a thing to be ground, rubbed, or agitated. 2.

To introduce a topic of conversation, to cause

the canvassing of an affair.

v. a. To stir about any thing.

C^TT^I s. 1. A hole in a mound through which
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water oozes. 2. An animal (Lemur tardigradus).

3. The ruddy goose.

A musical instrument, the Chinese

gong : also its sound. 2. An animal (Lemur

tardigradus).

A musical instrument : see

C^t^t^fe s. (C^lt^l + ^f\5) The name of the

middle-sized shells which are included in the

genus Cyprsea. Carey.

f^n^Ri s. (from (^Tt3) Deep-sounded, gut-

tural, hoarse, gong-like.

C^rW[Tfe3 v. a. (from C^T^Rl) To speak in

a deep and hoarse or guttural voice.

s. (from C^t9Rlt^) A deep and

hoarse or guttural sound.

(»w.) A horse.

+ <F) A horse.

) An army

of horse.

Ctffe*?l s. (/. C^rtfe+^) A mare.

s. The hind-quarter of a shoe.

v. a. To pull up a shoe behind.

03"fc3Ftl3l s. (from KTte+ Stft) The name

of a fish which appears to be a species of Go-

bius. Carey.

C*ltv3Uil3 s. (from CSTtol + 0lK5 ) A horse-

race.

C^TtoR^ a. (from (X[t3l + C^5 from R. ^)
Spread around, wrapped round.

C*rtv5*fM s. (from C^3l+*tW) A stable.

See OTSHRI .

cartel s. (corrupt, of 1. A horse. 2.

A knight at chess.

C^fcwl s. (from C^3l +^°j) A large

timber-tree (Ailanthus excelsa). Carey.

C^5t53l s. (C^3l + TOl) A horseman, ca-

valry.

WjltW! s. (C^3l + OjWj A fish (a species

of Cyprinus). Carey.

A timber-tree

(Melia Azadirachta). Carey.

CV|l\i')^i s. (C^3l +^t ) A small bean culti-

vated as an article of food (Phaseolus lobatus).

A species of plant (Phellandrum

latifolium, Buchanan s MSS.^. Carey.

C^jtSt^^ s. ( (*lt\3l + <gj?) An elk. Mohun P.

p. 48.

wkiWWl s. ( cartel +*ft^i) A stable.

cartel A mare.

WTl s. (/.) 1. The nose. 2. The nostrils of an

animal. 3. (Beng?) A sort of sack worn dur-

ing sleep to keep off the cold and musquitos.

+ ^*T^) A hog.

(Lit. Having a large nose or snout.)

(/.) L The jujube (Zizyphus Jujuba).

2. The betle-nut : also the tree which produces

it (Areca Catechu). 3. {Beng.') A timber-tree

(Schrebera Swietenioides). Carey.

(»?.) A large kind of snake.

(corrupt, of5^ ) A bush, a large shrub.

as a jingle to it)

Large bushes, v. n. To lie con-

cealed among bushes.

A port.

(XrW^ a. (from C^"H ^ Bushy, abounding with

bushes.

C*rt%1 s. (corrupt, of ^I^fwl ) A veil, a

muffler, v. a. To veil.

C^Tfc a. (mfn. from R. Terrible, dreadful,

horrific, awful, formidable
;
gloomy, dark. s.

3 U 2
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(»i.) An epithet of Siva. («.) Horror, horri-

bleness, dread
;
gloom, darkness ; intoxication.

(/.) or —^ (n.) Terribleness
;

gloom,

darkness.

a. {mfn. comp. degree

More terrible
;
very dreadful, very awful, very

gloomy.

C^TtTl §. (from R. A going round, a revo-

lution. a. Going round, revolving.

v. a. (from R. OTg) To move in a

circle, to turn round, to go in a circuit.

C^tTH a. (from Dark, gloomy, ob-

scure, mysterious.

from

as a jingle to it) Darkly, indistinctly, obscure-

ly; by signs or hints.

C^TH s. (n.) Butter-milk.

(WMf*? s. {n. C^T+ SF^T) The churn-

ing of butter.

c^w^rt s. (/. StW+^^) i. a
churning-stick. 2. The name of a plant (Dee-

ringia eelosioides). Carey.

C^TM a. Turbid, muddy (as a liquid).

v. a. (from C^M) To mix, to stir

together into a semifluid substance.

CWIfWl a. (from C*rMtE3) Turbid,

muddy, semifluid.

v. noun of C^TtfK?) The re-

ducing a fluid into a turbid or semifluid state.

^rHtf^TTl a. (from C^'l'^W) Dissolving,

reducing to a semifluid paste.

C^THlFft a. (from fflWfe?) Turbid, muddy,

thick.

m. from R. ^J^L). 1. A sound, an ex-

clamation
;
especially low thunder, the mutter-

ing of clouds. 2. Bell-metal, tutenague. 3. A

climbing-plant (Luffa pentandra). 4. A station

of herdsmen. 5. A herdsman. 6. A certain

branch of the writer-tribe, a Kayat'h.

CXlW<P s. (m. R. 1. One who pro-

claims, a public crier. 2. A creeping plant,

commonly called ghosha (Luffa pentandra).

C^lW1 s. {f. from R. ^TO +3IT)) A procla-

mation, a public statement, a sermon.

or v. a. To declare publicly, to

preach.

A written

proclamation, a written declaration.

l^W'Tltt a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^TO +

Proclaimable, to be publicly stated

or announced.

(m. C^]1^ +^c
l) A flat or sonant

letter. Wilkins' Gr. p. 15.

A plant, commonly so called (Luffa pen-

tandra). See C^Tfa

.

v. a. (from To proclaim, to

declare publicly, to preach, to instruct, to in-

culcate.

C^jW°i s. (v. noun of C0^^) The de-

claring a thing publicly ; a proclaiming or

preaching, a. Declared publicly, proclaimed,

published, preached.

(corrupt, of C^t^t^t) A plant

(Achyranthes aspera). Carey.

cftWNafl s. (/. ratal a climbing-

plant (Luffa pentandra and acutangula). Carey.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the causal

of R. V^) Publicly declared, proclaimed.

CXilf<i\S<^ a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^L+33))
Proclaimable, to be publicly announced or de-

clared.

s. (from A.jji ?) Meditation, deep reflection.
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fj" a. (mfn. from R. mfuty Destroying, killing.

Only used as the last member of compound

words, e. g. ^t^^j a. (mfn.) Destroying ene-

mies, from TO s ' An enemy, + ^[; ^tt^[ a -

(mfn.} Killing kine, from Ptl s. A cow, +^"«

Wilkins' Gr. § 772.

^ff3 «. (/. R. ^'l+'fe) The nose.

Sjl Root, i. (fe^fa ) To smell, to receive

smell.

^\°\ s. (n. R. ^Tl + ^T) 1. Smell, the act of

smelling. 2. A scent. 3. The nose. a. (mfn.}

Smelling.

<r s
^tT3^°l s. (m. ^l^+^f !) A fragrance,

odour, a perfume. (Lit. What satisfies the

smell.)

*J i\3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^1 + ^3) Smelled.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 414.

The fifth consonant of the Hindu alphabet. It

is scarcely ever used except as the first member

of a compound letter, and as such must be

preceded by a vowel : it has the sound of n

followed by a guttural, as in wink, song, &c.

The twentieth letter of the Hindu alphabet,

and first of the second or palatal class of con-

sonants, having the sound of the English ch in

child, cherry.

T> as an affix, appears in some adjectives derived

from prepositions ; e. g. a. (mfn.} High,

from 3^ Up ; a. (mfn.) Low, from "PT

In (?).

T> conj. And, also : A conjunctive particle resem-

bling the Latin que, always put after the word

or sentence which it is intended to unite. When

repeated, it may sometimes be rendered by As

well as.

TySTt^T s. The jaw-bone. -<£f^I3 v. a. To be

seized with tetanus or locked jaw.

t>^ s. A species of pepper (Piper Chuvya). Hort.

Ben. p. 4. See

Root, i. 1. To repel, to resist.

2. (
0<P(\3, ^^V3) To be satiate or satisfied.

(><£ s. (corrupt, of t>IF) A square in a town, a

market-place.

TJ^^ft s. (from "S33 + from p. j^j) The

joining of buildings on the four sides of a square

or court.

) A square of build-

ings all of the same height and form.

WRfal s. A species of fleabane (Conyza bo-

vina, Buchanan's 3ISS.). Carey.

f}<b\<!. s. (m. T> The letter T> or any cha-

racter expressing the sound of 1> .

Root, ii. ( To shine.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T>^+^3) Af-

frighted, alarmed, startled
;

fearful, timid.

Ffe\3l s. (Jemin. of ^f^3) The name of a

certain metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 471.

OWl^ s. (jn.) The red-legged or Greek par-

tridge, bartavelle (Tetrao rufus, Lin., Perdix

rufa, Lath.).

0(.«?1<3? s . (m. T>l^t%+^) The Greek par-

tridge or bartavelle. See
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txt^ Root, x. £53^S5Gf§£) To give or inflict

pain.

T><&5<$ a. Shining, splendid, glaring, vivid, clear.

53^tfr s. (from T><Ft><F) Lustre, glare,

brightness.

"£^t>"p3? s . (from 0<^<?) Brilliancy, lustre,

brightness, glare.

0<P(>f<PUl a. (from ~5^5^) Bright, splendid,

glittering.

5^rtlTl s . ("S^ + p. <ul3) A tally of land.

Care?/.

I><£i4<t^ s. (t.
c<
^^. A flint) A sudden flash of

light,

v. n. (from S^^) To burst sud-

denly forth like a flash of lightning ; to glitter,

to shine.

W^ftT s. (from £^ffe3) A flash, a

sudden glare, an explosion of light.

a. (from t.
(
j^as^-) Flashing, glaring, glit-

tering.

aftfcMpE ^Tto s. (^^if^+^to) A flint.

TJ^lf^l a. (from 0<KI<^) Radiant, brilliant,

flashing, shining.

(from t. (Ja.a>-) A flint. Mohun P.

p. 71. See^f^^Tto.

Olf s. (n.) 1. A wheel ; a potter's wheel. 2. An

oil-mill. 3. A discus or sharp circular missile

weapon. 4. A whirlpool. 5. A circle. 6. A
circular leprous spot on the body. 7. The con-

volutions in the Salagrama or sacred stone of

the Hindus, which appears to be a petrified

shell (Argonauta Argo). 8. A particular astro-

logical figure. 9. A period of time ; a revolu-

tion. 10. A district, a province, a region, a

realm. 11. An army, a host. 12. A multitude,

a heap. 13. An anatomical division or portion

of the body; six of these are enumerated, viz.

the pubes, the navel, the end of the ensoid car-

tilage or pit of the stomach, the root of the nose,

the hollow between the frontal sinuses, and the

union of the frontal and coronal sutures, (m.)

The ruddy goose (Anas Casarca). Wilson.

kind of per-

fume, of a brown colour and the shape of a

nail : apparently, a dried shell-fish. See

Ulp^fJl s .

(f.)
A plant, a species of fern (He-

mionites cordifolia, Moxs

). Also "^3PTft

.

ftp as a rhyme to it) Com-

binations, plots, contrivances. (Lit. Wheels

and other movements.)

Holding a dis-

cus in the hand, wielding a discus, s. (>w.)

An epithet of Vishnu. Also "CT^?^ .

l>^4fS*fl s . (/. "CT + ^ff^ft from R. <T^)

A fragrant plant, commonly called Chakawat.

Wilson.

^3pnf\ s . (_f5^ m. ^IF+^fS^) An

emperor, a sovereign of the world : the ruler of

a chakra or country described as extending

from sea to sea. Twelve princes, beginning

with Bharata, are especially considered as

Chahravartts. Wilson.

TSj^fcl s. (?n. T^Ip +^t^ for Wfj The ruddy

goose (Anas casarca), commonly called in India

the Brdhmani duck.

"fr!Ht3 s. (m.) See TJZF^I^T

.

s. (m. TJTp +^T for <Ttj from R.

<lt^[j 1. A range of mountains supposed to

encircle the earth, and to be the limit of light

and darkness. 2. A circle : especially the

horizon. Colebr. Alg. p. 175.

TPJ^ s. (^!F + ^3P as a rhyme to it) Com-

binations, plots, contrivances. (Lit. Wheels

and other movements.)
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TfZFZ'^s. (m. TFF + SF*. from R. ) A plant

the leaves of which are supposed to be effica-

cious for removing leprous blotches or herpetical

eruptions (Cassia Tora).

03»M^ s. (m. UZF^-^) A plant (Cassia

Tora). See (>3Wt .

Z>Zp*Tl s. (/.) A plant (Kyllinga monocephala).

Wilson.

Circular,

round, of the shape of a wheel or discus.

t>!H<d?fo a. (mfn. W$ + ) Circular,

discus-shaped, round.

"ESFWl 5. (m. + L A garden. 2. A
carriage.

Olfl^fl s. (/.) A medical plant, commonly called

&CFy*K s. A plant (Swietenia Chickrassa).

Hort. Ben. p. 33. As. Res. x. 22.

t> [tl? a. (mfn. from R. An agent, a maker, a

doer.

"^Zfl a. (_t3P^wj^: "CT +t^) 1. Having or

holding a discus. 2. Wheel-shaped, round,

crooked, s. (m.) 1. An epithet of Vishnu.

2. An emperor : see WH^X, 3. A potter.

4. An oil-grinder. 5. The ruddy goose or Brah-

mam duck (Anas Casarca). 6. A tumbler, one

who exhibits tricks with a discus or a wheel.

7. A snake.

m. from OH3
?) 1. An ass.

2. The name of a king.

&<Pftl s. (corrupt, of ftfj A province, a dis-

trict, a number of villages.

0<PflWl^ s. (T>^fTi + P. JS) The lord or

owner of a district.

T>3^ Root, ti. (Wk) 1. To speak, to tell. 2.

To see (generally with *3l1 prefixed). 3. To

eat. With ^[1 prefixed, To see, to speak

;

with + To tell, to relate; with ^tf^

To call by name, to enumerate.

T>5pi s. (n. R. USF-j-^FT) 1. Eating a relish

to promote drinking. 2. Speaking, saying.

T>5£*. (corrupt, of "S^L) The eye.

v. a. To wink ; v. a. To

undeceive : v. a. To beckon :

-drifts v. a. To excuse to shut the eyes

to the faults of others : v. a. To

roll the eyes, as in terror or surprise ;
—

v. a. To move about, as the eye does when any

extraneous substance has fallen into it.

TBjPft?! s. (f. Wm% for "^1+^1) A
pain of the eyes, an eyesore.

EBtfSfatg s. C-^t m. "S^S for ^SpT+
^fc^) A snake. (Lit. Whose eyes perform

the duties of ears).

S?U?U^3rl a. ("S^+C^Stl) Eye-devour-

ing : a vulgar term of abuse.

0»t s fll>« a . (mfn. C
SH^") Coming

under the perception of the eye, being within

sight. 5. An object of sight.

"SSatffr s. (n. "SSJp^+TttT) The ceremony of

putting ink or antimony to the eyes of an idol,

by which it becomes an object of worship.

s. (/. fromT^1^) 1. A blue stone, or

according to some, the calx of brass, used as a

collyrium. 2. A pleasing or interesting woman.

T>^T s.
(
n . from R. T55|J The eye.

b^Ul7
! s. (m. T>spl+ CTH ) A disease of

the eyes.

A species of bird (Scolopix Gatera).

Carey.

An aquatic plant, probably a species of
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Damasonium (Alisma parnassifolia, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey. (Galedupa pisoidia). Hort.

Hen. p. 53.

a. (mfn.') 1. Handsome, elegant, beautiful.

2. Clever, dexterous, eminent. 3. Healthy,

sound.

t^fftC «. (from TO) 1. "Recovery, health. 2.

Eminence, cleverness, dexterity. 3. Beauty,

elegance.

A wide kind of basket.

Root, i. To go, to move.

a. (from R. Running or shoot-

ing (as pain)
;
uneasy, unsteady, fickle.

T^f-a. (mfn. fromR. T>^+3FT) Unsteady,

changeable, wavering, fickle, trembling.

(/".) or —^ (w.) Unsteadiness, changeableness,

fickleness.

1>§ s. (/.) The bill of a bird, a beak. Also

S$3F1 and^ .

*• c^+S?) The biu °f a bird when

shut. Carey.

"S^ft 5 . C&^ +^f^) The tailor-bird (Syl-

via sutoria). Carey.

F^Root, x. (UtT^R?) To break, to pierce,

to kill, to injure.

T>%^ s. Sack-cloth, canvass, ad. Quickly, hastily,

speedily.

A sparrow. See

m. 1. A sparrow. 2. Gaudiness, show.

(femin. of 1 . A hen-sparrow.

2. A young hen-sparrow. 3. The root of long

pepper.

^i^tft^tg See ^f^tf^S .

(v. noun of SflhS) The cracking; or

splitting of any thing; a falling off in small

pieces.

T)!^ 1 a. (from 1> Pl?U3 ) Shivered off, splintered off.

v. a. (causal of To cause a

thing to scale off, to break into splinters.

"ETalUtla s. (from T>f™t>T\3) A mutual grudge

or desire of revenge.

"5"tTt*r s. (v. noun of T>la t^Ts?) 1. A scaling off

or breaking off in splinters. 2. A plain place,

a strand, a. Splintered, shivered, scaled off.

a. (from R. "5*"^.) Broad, wide.

Uffe'Ul s. (/.) 1. A sparrow. 2. The root of

long pepper. See

^*J^«) The root of long pepper. (Lit. Re-

sembling a sparrow's head). Also

v. a. (from R. T>it) To scale off, to

shiver off, to split, to break off in splinters ; to

prove ineffectual.

(from i. Sack-cloth, canvass, a

mat. 2. A thin rod of bamboo, such as are

used to make wicker-work.

A slap with the flat palm. Carey.

An ornamental shrub (Bauhinia varie-

gata). Carey.

v. a. To knead dough, to temper clay.

MgCllft s. (v. noun of ^t^t^I^) The knead-

ing of dough, or tempering of clay. Also

(from The slapping or

throwing of dough in kneading, the tempering

clay.

a. (from T>^^t3tU3) Kneading or

tempering clay.

ad. Quickly, speedily.

s. Viscidity, clamminess.
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a. Viscid, viscous, ropy, clammy.

s. Restlessness, a constant tossing about,

activity.

a. (from ) 1. Restless, ac-

tive. 2. Talkative, eloquent.

Zrt^fi^l- a. (from Ut^T^ ) Restless, active.

F3 Root, i. ("^jfe, T>^Jt3) and x. (T^3Uf&)

To be angry, to be wrathful or passionate.

I>0 s. (from R. t>^) A flat-handed blow, a slap,

a slap on the face.

s. (corrupt, of "frls^) A sparrow.

^t^TOtl s. (T^iWttl for A va-

riety of rice, the grains of which are very small

and resemble the nails of sparrows.

"SOT s. (from "FZF) 1. The swinging cere-

mony performed by the Hindus in the month

of Chitra. 2. The machine on which they

swing on that occasion. Also 04<1? . 3. Pain.

TS^FttS? s . C^^ + ^tt^) The machine on

which the Hindus swing in the month of Chitra.

Also

I>33?^ a. (from T>\5f^3) Excessive, become

worse, very painful, aggravated.

v. a. (from IJ^3
) To throb, to pro-

duce a twinging or smarting sensation ; to

twinge, to grow worse (as a wound).

v. noun The act of ascend-

ing or mounting ; the going on board a ship, the

scaling a wall, 8cc.

supercargo.

(>Ol s. 1. (corrupt, of "&~fla<Fl) A male sparrow.

Mohun P. p. 52. 2. An island, a shallow, a

sand-bank, shoal. 3. The bending of a bow

to fix the string:, v. a. To bend a

bow. a. High, elevated, amplified, exalted.

v. a. (causal of 1. To cause

to mount or ascend ; to place one thing over or

upon another ; to load. 2. To add to a thing.

3. To raise the price of an article. 4. To bend

a bow. 5. To slap with the flat hand.

OOlv3 s. (from T>fv3£3) An attack, a hostile ag-

gression, an assault.

DOl<p2fl s . (1>\51 + 3?3J~1) Loud or threatening

language, a bullying expression.

(from OO) A mutual slapping on the

face
; leap-frog.

00 1W s. (T>\5l +TR) A high price, a. Dear,

high-priced.

a. (from T>v3rU3) High, loud, steep,

exalted, increased, s. An island, a shallow,

a strand.

t>0 iRTrl a. (from "E>\3t^3) 1. Raising, ele-

vating. 2. Augmenting the price of a thing.

bol^i^l a. (T>31 + *tv3l
) Balanced, neutralized.

"5\5t*R/U. ("6^31+^) A loud or emphatic

word.

v. a. To ascend, to mount ; to go on

board a ship, to mount a horse, to climb a tree,

to slap or smite with the flat palm.

female sparrow. Mohun P.

p. 52.

^3T>^s. 1. Vexation, mental distress. 2. Pain

occasioned by excessive heat.

0Ot>ol a. (from 0O0O) Making a crackling

or sputtering noise.

OO fe s. (from t>fo^3) An advance in price, an

accumulation.

Tpt Root, i . (Ftfe ) 1 . To give. 2. To sound

.

Vt<£s. (m.) 1. Chick-pea (Cicer arietinum) ; a

sort of pea given to horses, gram. 2. The

name of a sage.

3 X
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TTW s. (/. from $S8?) Linseed.

"5^3 a. (»«/». from R. 1. Hot, warm, fiery.

2. Passionate, angry, wrathful, furious
;
strong,

violent. —^) (/.) or — 3" (ra.) Warmth of

temper, passionateness, violence, fury.

sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 473.

T>^31 s. (f. from I>x3 ) 1 . A perfume, commonly

called chor. 2. A name of the goddess Durga.

See "01

.

b'sjlsS s. (m. from T>^3 ) A fragrant plant (Ne-

rium odorum).

(rc.) A short petticoat.

5Ut*T s. (w. from 553?) An outcast, a Chan-

dala : the generic name for a man of the lowest

of the mixed tribes, born from a Sudra father

and a Brahmam mother. Manu x. 12. Also

A com-

mon or vulgar lute.

s. (from 5$3t*T) The condition of

an outcast.

^3tf^1 s, (/. ^Jt^+t^l) A vulgar lute.

Also

TSSjT^ftJTi a. (from WH) Low, unprincipled,

belonging to an outcast.

F^J^U. (/. from ^3) A name of the goddess

Durga. See T>sft

.

"F^U (/.from "^3) 1. A name of the goddess

Durga, applied especially to her incarnation

for the purpose of destroying Mahishasura
;

this exploit forms the subject of a section of

the Markandeya-Purana, and is particularly

celebrated in Bengal at the Durga-puja, or

festival held in honour of the goddess towards

the close of the year (Oct. Nov.). Wilson.

2. A passionate or furious woman.

A text recited in

in honour of the goddess Durga.

TEJ* (m. from R. ^3 ?) 1. A rat. 2. (Beng.)

The common small monkey (Simia erythraea).

^3^T s. A beautiful species of lark (Alauda

Senegalensis ?) Carey.

Tx^Root, i. (T>3f3 ,
T>3£3) To ask, to beg,

to solicit.

Osi'tlo The nomin. femin. plur. of Four.

a. (mfn. ^J^+W*t) The fifty.
5v"

fourth.

FJSW^ s. (/. ^l^+W^) Fifty-

four.

fp^f^Pc a. (mfn.

The fifty-fourth. * ,

TS^TO s. (n. F3^+TO ) The four sides of

a square, all the sides.

T53T*1s? s. (n. Four hundred.

square

court, a square formed by four houses. Also

W^tRll (/•) and TftS^Pf s. (n.)

"^3o^ a. (mfn. ^^ +^ The sixty-

fourth.

"S^f^ s. (/. FJ^+^f$) Sixty-four.

^Sf&3*[ a. (mfn. 5^f$+ 3H) The

sixty-fourth.

|

"^JS^f^J a. (mfn. T>^"^+ ) The seventy-

fourth.

T^Sii? s. (f. ^J^+^T^fa) Seventy-four.

tf$*4MRM a. (m/».^^tf^+^) The

seventy-fourth.

Ff^fW s. (f. tT^+Zffifi) A border or

boundary on all sides.
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^Jo3flVl<lfc«l a. (mfn. ^^SfSS^Sm
fSt>?^") Bordered or limited on all sides.

(>^S^ a. (mfn.) Four.

a. (mfn.) Dexterous, acute, ingenious,

clever. — v3l (/.) or —^ (n.) Dexterity, cle-

verness.

TJ^"OJC
l s. (m. T73^+3Ioxl) Four parts, four

shares, four quarters, v. a. To

quarter, to divide into four shares.

a. (mfn. T>^R+3T?[) Quadripartite,

complete : said of an army which when com-

plete consists of four divisions, viz. elephants,

chariots, cavalry, and infantry.

O ^ftrft a. (f.
from 0^«?l) Composed of

four members or parts, quadripartite, complete

:

only said of an army. See r>va<Ji

.

F3^"^T s. (m. ^T^+^T^[) A plant (Cassia

fistula).

t^0*ftvi a. (mfn. T5^+3£ftj3) The eighty-

fourth.

Eighty-four.

E^^ftfSOT a. (mfn. W^x
\\f^+^.) The

eighty-fourth.

0^<^ a. (mfn. Quadrangular,

square, s. (m.) A quadrangular figure. Colebr.

Alg. p. 58.

Hi s. (m. l^r^+NHllI ) An epithet of

Brahma. (Lit. Having four faces.)

D^<pl°i s. (m. 0'^+ C^t°l ) A quadrangular

figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

a. (mfn. M^+TlFtj Four-fold, qua-

druple.

TFJ*! a . (mfn. O^+Sl) The fourth. Also said

of the funereal oblation made by a daughter to

the manes of her deceased parents on the fourth

day after their death. Carey.

1046

0^3*1^ s. (n. ^3^1 The second in-

equality or equation of a planet. Kala S.

p. 360.

^JSfM s. (m. '5^f+ :3I
OK

]) The fourth part,

one-fourth.

U^Sft s. (femin. of T>^f) The fourth day of

the month.

^3%^ a. (-%> mfn. +^ for ^)
Four-toothed.

p$£c\ «• (»*/«• ^^-fVI from W^\) The

fourteenth.

FMi. (n. ^^^+W*Hj Fourteen.

0^"ft s. (femin. of ^3%j) The fourteenth

day of the lunar month. Kala S. p. 360.

^jf%$ ad. Sans. (-% ^T +f^) On
all sides, all around.

^ff%f ad. Sans. (Ff^ft^ locat. case

plur. of f%*l) On all sides, in every direction.

TJ^f^Pl ad , (^2R + "fcrj from fT[^) On

every side, all around.

^^Jtvf^ s , CUT^+CW^) A litter, a palan-

quin.

"^3^1 ad. Sans. (T>^R+ *t1) Fourfold.

religious

ceremony performed at the time of making the

stated offerings to deceased ancestors. Carey.

0^1<vJ a. (mfn. ^3^+^\?) The ninety-

fourth.

T>3^f3 s. (f. ^J^+^Rfv?) Ninety-four.

^^^"fe35T a> (myw> 0^1<Rs +^) The

ninety-fourth.

^3^^ s. (w. ) The four main objects

3X2
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of human pursuit, viz. sensual enjoyment,

wealth, virtue, and final beatitude.

*f<r
,

Jytt^i s. (n. 0\S <1+<C
1) The four classes of

the Hindu population, viz. Brahmans, Ksha-

triyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras. (Lit. The four

colours or descriptions).

t> iT^H a. (mfn. F3T+f^OJC
l) The twenty-

fourth.

te^S^fRi s. (/. 533+ftoKffe) Twenty-

four. 9

The twenty-fourth.

mare

who has studied the four Vedas.

b^f^H a. (m/w. "S^+f^H) Of four kinds,

of a fourfold description.

t>v£Wk (n. T>3^+(3Tf) The four F«fa«,

viz. the ifo'A or Rich, the Yajus, the Smnan,

and the Atharvan.

T>SPpT3 «. (» "5"^^+ ^3 S ) The aggregate of the

four principal objects of human pursuit, viz.

sensual gratification, wealth, virtue, and final

beatitude.

r>v£®v5l s. (m. t>^<+^3!) L An epithet of

Vishnu. (Lit. Having four arms). 2. (w.)

A quadrilateral figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

F3^$U s . (m. T^J^jJ-j^jg An epithet of

Brahma. (Lit. Having four faces). See

j^jfl-H s. (n. fySJ+ Xtf&i) A period of four

months. Wilkins' Gr. Sj 899.

b'^l s. (»! ) The four Yugas or

ages of the mythological chronology of the

Hindus taken together. Manu i. 71.

§4&$ a ' i
mfn ' ^.^+^) Four-armed.

^3 1048

S^ftfe *! a. (m/n.S^+Sjtfe°*i ) The

forty-fourth.

Forty-four.

#1) The forty-fourth.

^3JB^t°l a. (m/tt. T>^+ C^°\ )
Quadrangu-

lar. See "S^T^t ! .

F3^IT «?. (». U^^+^XT) Four, a tetras, a

number consisting of four.

^%TtH^ a. (mfn. "S^^H ) Qua-

druple.

P^JW s . („. ^^+^1 for ^f^T) 1. A
place where four roads meet. 2. (jw.) A Brah-

man.

Eefjfft «• (»*>• l^^tS?) L QuadruPed -

2. (In arithmetic) Tetranomial. Colebr. Alg.

p. 280. s. (»i.) A quadruped animal.

"S^tt&l s. (/.) A river.

TJ3H1"&t s. (from ^J^+^tt"^) A college

where the four Vedas are taught. Also

Four-footed, qua-

druped, s. (m.) A quadruped animal. The

ninth karana (two of which constitute a tit'hi

or lunar day). Kala S. p. 360.

s. (n. T^33>TO ) The four sides ot

a thing.

fr^NM flrf. (foca*. case of F3^TO ) On all

sides, all around.

0^<pl°i s. (n. C^t°l ) A quadrilateral

figure. See ^JJS^I ! .

^3j^0K
l a. (mfn. TJ^+ft" *!) The thirty-

fourth.

s.
(J. ^3^+ f3"°*K) Thirty-four.
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FTf^0,st^I a. (mfn. F3fg°*K+3*I) The

thirty-fourth.

ITJ"^ s . (n. from PJ^) 1. A levelled spot of

ground, prepared for a sacrifice. 2. A court-

yard.

The nomin. masc. plur. of "5^"^, Four.

The nomin. neut. plur. of O^4^, Four.

Fjtfe *] a. {mfn. from T5Tfft:o*K) The

fortieth.

STtf^°*K s. (/. from "53^) Forty.

Sftf^ *t3*I«. (mfn. W|TlX0>st^ + ^3I)The
fortieth.

Root, (TJIlR?, "^13) To ask, to beg,

to solicit. (With the insertion of a nasal,

1. To gladden. 2. To shine.

5*T An affix put after the interrogative pronoun

and its derivatives, in any case, gender,

and number, to give it an indefinite significa-

tion. Ex. (m.), (/.) ft^K
(n.) Some one, somewhat, from , ^1

,

Who ? what ? +1^ ;
Somewhere,

from <| Where? +T> 5
T . Wilkins' Gr. §. 1046.

See ffr^ .

OTf^ s. (corrupt, of ^^fft) The fourteenth

day of a month. Mohun P. p. 138.

0*1 1 s. 1. A sort of vetch (Cicer arietinum). 2.

A sort of Vicia, the seeds of which are fre-

quently mixed with corn, and give it a disagree-

able taste. 3. Another plant (Lathyrus Aphaca).

Hort. Ben. p. 56.

^Ttf*fa s. ("S^Tl+'Pfrr) A kind of kidney-

bean.

iHlR^l ! s. ("STl, forTJ^, +ftTt°l)A
shrub (Uvaria Chuna hiran, Buchanan). Carey.

E^rT s. (mn.) Sandal (Sirium myrtifolium) ; it

implies either theJtree, the wood, or the unc-

tuous preparations of the wood, held in high

estimation as perfumes. Wilson. Sandal-wood

(Santalum album). Colebr. Alg. p. 44.

"^rPft3l s. (/. ^rT+ ^ftTl) The stone on

which sandal-wood is ground.

^^3t3s3l1 s . (^^+ TfcF3l1) A plant

(Chenopodium album). Carey.

T^t^feTfa s. (WT+ftTt !) A shrub

(Unona Lai hiran, Buchanan'sMSS.). Carey.

O'K'll s. (from 0*H*T?) A species of parrot (Psit-

tacus Chunduna, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

A stone or mortar for grinding or

rubbing down sandal-wood.

A subscription, an assessment, a collec-

tion.

"S^Ef s. (mi from R. F^?) 1. The moon, whether

considered as a planet or as a deity. 2. Cam-
phor. 3. Water. 4. Gold. 5. A plant (Cri-

num ?) 6. When used as the latter member of

a compound word it implies preeminence or

distinction, e. g. \3<F^TT>»5l s. (m.) An eminent

man. (Lit. A moon of a man.)

s. (m. 0»ia+^) The eye in a peacock's

tail.

0«l4<I*Tl s. (/. 1^ + 3^1) A digit, or one-

sixteenth of the moon's disc.

U^^F s. (m. I>^+ 3?f3") A fabulous gem,

supposed to be formed of the congelation of the

rays of the moon
;

crystal, jasper, (mn.') 1.

Sandal. 2. The white water-lily.

T^ft^tl"! s. (from "5^+C^t°l) A particular

kind of cloth.

£>\5 s. (m. U34 + |^31) An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. Wearing the moon for a crest.)

fr^ite?! s. (n. T^H+ SjX !) An eclipse of the

moon.
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The luni-solar

calendar. Kala S. p. 360.

TJ^ERTt'T a. (mfn. T^f<WH) Moon-faced,

beautiful as the moon.

O^fV^s. (m.lFS+f%\) The nasal sign o

.

Also Beng. &*Q<.~K .

species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. -4s. Res. x. 433.

0«i4<*U. (-if^n.^+^^T) A kind of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

l>^<SHl s. (f. + The moon-plant

(Asclepias acida).

^H^t^1 s. (f ^+ Tt^Tl) A plant, large

cardamoms.

&Tj4<|3 s. (n. TJ^Ej + <[3) The duty or vow of a

monarch to make his subjects happy. Morton.

W**t®W s. (/. from 5*5 +^1 ) A name of a

river, the Chinab, one of the five streams of the

Penjdb. As. Res. vn. 241. Also B^SSWl,

S^SPf s. (n. + The lunar orb,

the moon's disc.

) A plant

(Chrysanthemum Indicum).

1>^Rt§ s . (-^\m. fromT>=Ei) The moon.

s. (from "5^+^) A plant (Kaemp-

feria Galanga).

) An epithet of

Siva. (Lit. Whose crest is the moon.) See

TJ^^^I s. (/. 5^£+ (FM) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

An epithet of

Siva. (Lit. Whose crest is the moon.) See

wornAn ornament

by women. Sabda S. p. 111.

"S^S^^T s. (m. "5^+5^f) A scymetar.

FHtPi s. (TJ^+STKPj) An awning.

WlTftQj^T^s. (m. j^H+^1^0)+^^)
A lasting or indelible disgrace. {Lit. A disgrace

that will endure as long as the sun and moon.)

D'tlt'FT a. {mfn. ) Moon-faced,

having a countenance beautiful as the moon.

0-43 s. (m. '^+ :3Tt^t^) An appear-

ance resembling the moon, a paraselene or false

moon.

b$k<£\ s. (f. 5^+ 3^1) 1. Moonlight, moon-

shine. 2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody.

As. Res. x. 41 1. 465. 3. (Beng.) A small fish

(Zeus oblongus). Carey.

yfed £ (corrupt, of ^S^tS) The moon.

1 . Moon-rise.

See 2. An awning, a cloth or sheet

spread over the large open courts of Hindu

houses, &c. at festivals.

TJWt*H s. (m. 5^+3*N) The moon-gem.

See

5^ Root, i. To caress, to console,

to soothe. To grind or pound.

Also, i. and x. (with the insertion of a nasal

^^fe, TJ^irfe) To go, to move.

"^[^ad. Quickly, hastily, speedily.

Ww s. (m. from R. 5*1?) 1. The palm with ex-

tended fingers. See 2. (Beng.) Risk,

danger, hazard.

TPi^3 s. (corrupt, of 5^£ ) The open or flat

palm, v. a. To strike with the flat

palm.

"S^t^t3^ s. (h. (jJj^) A buckle, a badge, a

belt-plate worn by persons who hold some office.
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3f )
Wearing a badgeFW a . (h. tytfk*

of office.

a (mfn. R. T>*L+3Ff) Tremulous, sha-

king. 2. Unsteady, inconstant, fickle, variable.

3. Inconsiderately criminal. 4. Quick, expe-

ditious, swift
;

instantaneous, momentary. 5.

Agitated, alarmed, s. (m.) Quick-silver. — \51

(/.) or —^ (n.) Tremulousness, unsteadiness,

inconstancy, inconsiderateness, quickness, agi-

tation.

fiHHn-J a. (corrupt, of Tpfa) 1. Tremulous. 2.

Wavering, unsteady. 3. Quick, expeditious.

s. (/.) L. An epithet of the goddess Lakshmi.

2. Lightning. 3. A courtezan. 4. A metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 400. 440. 464.

468. 5. The allegorical personification of one

of the scales in Hindu music. As. Res. in. 70.

A species of bird (Caprimulgus Asiati-

cus, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

A bird which frequents the shores of

rivers (a species of Tringa). Carey.

s. (m.)The palm of the hand with expanded

fingers.

A slap with

the flat hand.

s. A species of water-bird (Tringa Sene-

gala). Carey.

A species of bird (Caprimulgus Euro-

paeus). Carey.

O^oH^arf. Quickly, speedily, hastily.

l><Kl<^ s. (p.jb <_>j^-) A mace-bearer.

0<W<t s. (p. utji&y*-') The office of a mace-

bearer.

bpl^ s. (m.) The long pepper plant (Piper

€havya, Box.). Also "frf^l
, "frf^t , ,

orWl (/.) and S3? (».)

a. (h. JLs^ ?) Active, cheerful, blithe.

HftPl & (corrupt, of tfSf&tfity Twenty-

four.

T>f^11 s. (from k>f*H ) The twenty-fourth day

of a month. Mohun P. p. 139.

"^Root, i. (Wf^) and v. (Mjjtf^) To

eat. With prefixed (^l&Ufo) To sip

water ; with (f<0^R?) To eat.

U^I^ s. A sudden flash of light, lightning, a

glance.

T>Ilf^3 a. (from T>^) Shrunk back, fright-

ened, contracted, parched.

TJ^IFH^ v. a. To parch or heat corn slightly.

A shrub or tree (a species of Bradleia,

Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey.

species of water-fowl (Platalia

leucordia). Carey.

Djilvil s. (corrupt, of D^^JJ Skin, leather, a

' hide.

OT^^t^ s. (m. from R. F5^? +<TO)
1 . Turbulence, riot. 2. Astonishment, surprize,

amazement.

OT^^t^T. a. (-fk\mfn. W-^^ +IX )

Astonishing, surprizing.

a . (mfn. TfWfa from R. +^3)
Astonished, surprized.

"£>t[^' s. (m.) 1. A kind of deer, or rather the

Bos grunniens, erroneously classed by the

Hindus among the deer. 2. (n.) A chowri or

long brush, most usually made of the tail-hairs

of the yak or Bos grunniens, and employed to

whisk off insects, flies, &c.

species of ebony

(Bauhinia variegata).

(/.) The female yak or Tartarian ox

(Bos grunniens). See 0M< .

"J>£R"s. (m. from R. T>^) 1. A cake made of
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barley, rice, or lentils ground to meal. (Also

A kind of ladle or spoon, used

at sacrifices to drink the juice of the acid

asclepias.

A plant (Cyperus Pangorii).

Hort. Ben. p. 6.

b^j-s. (/.) 1. An army. 2. A squadron, a divi-

sion of an army, consisting of 729 elephants,

as many chariots, 2,187 horses, and 3,685 in-

fantry. Carey.

"0*^<P s. (m.) A sort of deer.

v. noun A sudden flash-

ing of light ; a starting, a shuddering.

v. a. (from h To flash,

to glitter, to shudder, to start. 2. (caws.) To

alarm, to make any one startle.

v. noun of T>*i3?tC£3) The alarm-

ing or frightening any one. 1. a. Alarmed,

frightened, startled. 2. Slightly parched.

T^t(% s. (from SM^WJ A shudder, a

start, a flash.

v. a. 1. To shudder, to start, to take

fright at any thing. 2. To flash, to glitter. 3.

To parch.

^5T5"I1^ adt Starting or shrinking through fear.

0^iC> 1 s. (corrupt, of l>*t*j) A kind of ladle or

spoon used at sacrifices.

(>*' 1

'i<F s. (?w.) A tree which bears a fragrant yel-

low flower (Michelia Champaca).

bH<N>vjVft s. (/. W^+T^*ft) The

name of a festival on the fourteenth day of the

first half of the month Jyaisht'ha. As. Res.

in. 283.

The name of

a certain metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. JRes.

x. 432.

s. A sudden departure, retirement or

vanishing
; escape.

TJ
5^ s. (/.) A work in which the same subject is

continued through alternations in the compo-

sition of prose and verse. Wilson.

fish (Clupea fornicata, Bucha-

nan's MSS.y Carey.

beautiful species of jasmine (Jas-

minum grandiflorum). Carey.

F^Root, i. To go to or towards, to

go, to move.

T>XT s. (m. from It. ft) I. A collection, an as-

semblage ; a multitude, a heap. 2. A mound

of earth, a rampart ; a raised plot. 3. A mound

of earth raised to form the foundation of a build-

ing. 4. The gate of a fort. 5. The common

increase or difference of the terms of a progres-

sion. Colebr. Alg. p. 52.

bU'l s. (n. from R. ft) The act of gathering or

collecting any thing.

HPSftp a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ft+31^X1)

Proper to be collected or gathered together.

"SflIT3 v. a. (from R. ft) To collect, to gather;

to strip off, to pull off".

UNROOT, I 1. To go, to move. 2.

To do, to perform, to act. With Sift prefixed,

To trespass, to sin ; with 3^, To follow
;

with 31^^ To come between ; with STRdTo
pass beyond, to pass over or neglect ; with ^1
or To go near, to approach ; with

^^-i, 1. To rise, to move upwards. 2. To

transgress, to sin. 3. To void by stool. Manu

iv. 49 ; with 8*1, To approach, to go near, to

administer, to serve ; with To go out or

away ; with To go or walk around, to

surround ; to attend to, to shew obedience or

respect ; with £|, To go out or forth ; with f^T,
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1. To walk or go about. 2. To transgress, to

trespass ; with T°, To meet, to accompany.

x. (TOUfe) 1. To doubt. 2. To be free

from doubt. With prefixed, To reason, to

discuss, to debate.

(m. from R. t> <
|v) A spy, a secret emis-

sary or agent, a. {mfn.') 1. Moveable, locomo-

tive. 2. Unsteady, changeable. 3. (As the

last member of compound substantives and ad-

jectives) Going, moving : e. g.

a. {mfn.) Moving in the air, s. (to.) a bird
;

0*4. a. {mfn.) Walking or dwelling upon

hills and mountains, &c.

0<<£ s. (m. "5^3"+^) 1. A spy, a secret emis-

sary. 2. The name of a writer on medicine.

3. {Beng. from I>3F) The ceremony of swing-

ing with hooks passed through the integuments

of the back.

T^^Ttl^ s. (U^+ ^tll^) The post erected

for performing the ceremony of swinging. See

W^£5i1 s. (UT^+^J\ ) The religious cere-

mony of swinging in honour of Siva with iron

hooks passed through the muscles of the back.

It is performed on the day when the sun enters

Aries.

M<Hi|!frf3- s .

{
W^ +*F§!Flfe) The day

of the sun's entering Aries, on which the reli-

gious ceremony of swinging is performed. Carey.

"5"^"<Fl s. (corrupt, of 0U°) A spinning-wheel, a

capstan, a windlass.

s. (from T>3F) 1. A circular hole, the

gudgeon of a wheel. 2. A reel. 3. A winch,

a crank. 4. A small wheel. 5. A machine for

cleaning cotton.

foul s. An aquatic insect supposed to pro-

duce a substance resembling a ball of conferva,

but brittle. Carey.

s. {mn. R. Ty^+3FT) 1. A foot. 2. The

root of a tree. 3. A foot in prosody. 4. Race,

a family. 5. A portion of the Vedas. 6. The

fixed or instituted observances for any class of

society or age or condition of life, as priesthood,

manhood, &c. 7. {n.) The wandering or going

about ; the feeding of cattle in a pasture. 8.

Protection, favour.

b"<i
;

kWl s. (/. ^l+TTlpft) 1. A wife.

(Lit. One attending on her husband's feet.)

2. Sandal-wood.

Wt3*TtoK ad. Sans. C&^l+'^T^K
ablat. case of 'St^TT^" ) Through the kindness

of, by favour of : a complimentary expression.

(Lit. Through the kindness or grace of his, or

her, foot.)

WiTT^ s . (n. Wl+TjjH) The two feet.

Also

^rfOT^ a. {mfn. + C^R^) H umble,

obedient, obsequious. (Lit. Attending or serv-

ing the feet of a person.)

Obedience, ob-

sequiousness, obsequious attendance.

PH|3 s. {n. ~FZ°\+3FZ3) The water in

which the foot of a Brahman or spiritual guide

has been washed. Also Tt^ .

s . (m. "5^1 + 3J*RT*l ) A cock : lit.

Whose foot is his weapon. (Phasianus Gallus.)

WrWfo a. (mfn. +3^) At the foot,

before the feet.

"5331 s. A species of nettle (Urtica longifolia,

Buchanan s MSS.). Carey.

1>~^T$ a. (p. l-Jj£>~) Active, zealous, attentive,

vigilant.

04< a. (p. i—Jj?*-) Active, zealous, vigilant,

spirited, s. The getting the better of a person.

s. (p. ^jS^) Fat, suet, tallow.

3 Y
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S^ratKTt^a. (p. j>j*~+j\S) Greasy.

(corrupt, of "U^fli ) A noise of mer-

riment
;
self-applause, self-complacency.

b<[3X a. (mfn.*) 1. Last, final, ultimate. 2. West,

western. Wilkins' Gr. p. 109.

I>^I3?t^ s. (m. TJ^ + ^Fl^T) The last mo-

ments, the time of death.

The western

mountain behind which the sun is supposed to

set. Also TxUl^T, 0<^lf&, &c.

IX.^ s. An intoxicating drug, made of the flowers

of hemp.

&<Wl a. (from 0«*t) Using intoxicating drugs.

s. A sot.

0<H>< a. (mfn. TJ^+^TX") Moveable and

immoveable, stationary and locomotive : un-

steady, inconstant : applied chiefly to the world.

Manu i. 57. s. (re.) 1. The world. 2. The

sky, the atmosphere. 3. Heaven, paradise.

v. a. (caus. of T>KT3) To attend or

feed cattle.

0<.l°l s, (v. noun of T>Tt^£3) The attending or

feeding of cattle. Also T>Ttf°i .

A meadow, a pasture.

T5f*3 a. (»/«. pre,, par,, p. R. S^ift)
Gone over or through, performed, acted, done

;

customary, s. (re.) A fixed institute, a usage,

a custom, a proper or peculiar observance ; dis-

position of mind.

a. (mfn. T5"f^3+ ^1*4
)
Attaining one's

wishes, successful in an undertaking, satisfied,

thankful.

Sfejlsft a. (-f^rei/re.^f^ +^rP)
Desirous of success.

v. a. (from R. T>^) To go, to walk

about, to roam for food ; to graze, to feed (as

cattle).

T>f^T s. (4 from R. T>^+3") 1. Behaviour,

conduct, disposition. 2. A history, an account

of the deeds of any one.

T5p[^ a. (mfn. R. T>"^+^*f3 Active, move-

able, mobile, locomotive. Wilkins' Gr. % 821.

T><F s. (m. from R."5<t?) 1. An oblation of rice-

milk and sugar boiled together. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 454. 2. The vessel in which an oblation is

prepared

.

s. (/. fF^^Wl') A pot in which

the meat-offering is prepared.

s . (m. C^l^ The oblation of a

meat-offering.

"5^1 s. (p. A spinning-wheel.

C^Root, i. and vi. ( ) 1. To speak or

say. 2. To censure, to reprove, to abuse. 3.

To injure, to hurt. x. (0(X>uf3) To read

over, to preserve carefully, to study.

TTSfet s. (f.) 1. A festival, festive sport. 2. A

kind of song. 3. Musical symphony. 4. Striking

the hands to beat time.

<-_. <r

; TJ1x>i s. (f. fromR. <>5j 1. Consideration, re-

flection, discussion, deliberation ;
action. 2.

Anointing the body with fragrant unguents.

v. a. To consider, to reflect, to

reason.

"S^tPHW s. (5^1 +Wtv3l) A small in-

sect, which causes a disagreeable painful itching

on the body.

IS^M s. (?re.) 1. The open palm of the hand with

the fingers extended. 2. A plant (Mollugo pen-

taphylla).

"5^ Root, i. (Wfe) To to movG»
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) To chew, to eat, to mas-

ticate.

Ty^°\ s. (n. R. T>^+3FT) The act of chewing,

eating, or masticating.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "5"^+ sij.-i'^)

Masticable, eatable, proper to be chewed.

oRkj a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^<^+$a3)
Masticated, chewed.

Ef^JF^ ! 5. (n. ^f%3+"^%cl) A repeti-

tion of the same act
;
tautology.

v. a. (from R. To chew.

IF® a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. Masti-

cable, eatable, proper to be chewed.

0<3fc> s. (m.~) 1. A noise of merriment, festivity,

or applause. 2. Self-applause, arrogance. Also

s. (n.) A shield. See

Tjstf s , R. F^f^?) 1. A skin, a

hide. 2. A student's hide, usually that of an

antelope. 3. A shield. 4. The bark of a tree.

t>
vU<Wl s. (f 0*^+3^1 from R. A
plant commonly called by a similar name, Char-

ikdsha or Charmaghas. Also O^M^I^t andmat

0*-M<?l< s. (m. tr^i^^t) A shoemaker,

a tanner, a currier, or worker in leather, a shoe-
<r

maker. As. Res. v. 60. Also T>**l^V .

t>^6pt?1 «• (/• ^^l+^ffet) A bat.

Also t>^'i^1 and ^S^t •

Sf^t^ft a. (-f^T mfn. 5*3^-
Holding or bearing a shield.

A leather

shoe.
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from

R. RsHL^) A shoemaker's awl.

from R.

f*T^) A bellows. Also t>
v4^t^(4<ri (/.)

tS**H!3l (w?. from t>".***fjj) A worker in leather.

V*f[ a. (-^\mfn. )
Bearing

a shield, armed with a shield, s. (w.) 1. A
shield-bearer, a soldier armed with a shield.

2. A tree the bark of which is used for writing

upon.

f6 «.

Also called ^^f

(mfn. fut. part. p. R. 0"^-f TT) Incum-

bent, customary, practicable, proper to be

practised. Wilkins' Gr. % 727.

Wis,
(f. from R. 0^) 1. Due observance of

religious ceremonies or austerities. 2. Perse-

verance in any practice or habit ; moral conduct.

Wilkins' Gr. § 831.

TJ5^ Root, i. (IJ^fs?) To be in motion, to

shake, to tremble. With ^ prefixed, To shake,

to fall ; with f^T To remove, to tremble, to

shake, vi. ( 0«*1 |sj> ) To play, to sport, x.

(PW) To cherish, to foster.

a. (mfn. from R. C>
CY
X) Trembling, tremu-

lous, unsteady, moveable, s. (Beng.^) Motion,

action, conduct.

bnttofe s.
(J.

from R. ^T+*rf^)

The power of motion.

"S^S a. (mfn. pres. part. a. R. 0*!jLjpj5*s)

Moving, shaking, s. Motion.

TJ5TT^SJ
T s. (m. T>*\+W^) The holy fig-tree.

TsWt s. (n. R. ^T + ^FT) 1. A wandering or

roaming about; motion. 2. A habit, a custom.

a. (mfn.) 1. Tremulous, shaking, unsteady.

2. Habitual, customary, current.

3 Y 2
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a. (ra/ft.^H'+ ^I^) Passable, proper

or fit to be passed over or through.

fc^lts. (/. from R. T>*%) A short petticoat

worn by the lower class of women. Also

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. O^+^pftlT)
What may be moved or shaken, moveable.

(^from R. ^ c
0^) Motion, action, currency.

v. a. (caus. of T^f^it^?) To cause to
|

move or act, to urge on, to drive, to dispatch.

D^n 1 0^1 a. (mfn. TF*. 4 )
Partly move-

able and partly immoveable; stationary and lo- I

comotive; wavering, unfixed, tremulous.

T^TtFl% s. (from R. ^T) Reciprocal motion.

^"TC^I s . (T^Tl + ^cTl) Much ado about a

thing.

s. (from R. ^cy
lv) A journey, a race.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^5)
Moved, agitated, shaken, gone, current, cus-

tomary.

) Current coin.

Mohun P. p. 104.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. U^+^P)
Moveable, to be moved, to be shaken ; fit to be

gone over or through.

v. a. (from R. "5*^) To move, to go,

to go off, to continue, to pass (as money), to

be discharged (as a gun), to flow, to blow, to

avail.

ypn^ a. (mfn. R. U^T+^W) Moving about,

unsteady, moveable, fluid.

U^T s . (m. from R. T^T) A handful of water,

water taken up in the hollowed palm of the

hand for rincing the mouth. Also C^KP (w.)

0^<P s. (n. T>*5+^) 1. A handful of water

hastily taken up. 2. An undulating motion,
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as that of a fluid or of a weight swinging

freely.

v. a. (caus. of ^f^<3?U3) To agitate

or spill a liquid in carrying it.

v. n. (from R. U^) To move with a

wave-like motion (as fluids carried in a vessel).

Onpfa^Tl a. (from R. "^) Moveable, un-

steady, unstable, fluid.

(from R. 0*3^ An action
; behaviour,

conduct ; a habit, a custom.

Op^**! a. (corrupt, of 1>^1(« *K) Forty.

"frlW*] a. (corrupt, of S3tf^°*K) Forty.

s. (from ) A defect in sight which

frequently attacks persons about forty years of

age.

T>*fJI s. (p. ^) 1 . The eye. 2. A fountain, a

well.

IP^^t^ a. (p. ^) Seeing nothing,

regarding nothing, purblind. Carey.

TJ^ftlp^Wt s . (p. ^jj-z*^) The not seeing or

regarding of a thing when before his eyes. Carey.

F^tl s. (p. <ui^) 1. A pair of spectacles. 2.

A fountain. Also written

^ Root, i. (£><{Ri}) 1. To kill or hurt. 2.

(Wfe, -C\J) To eat.

T>^3? s. (mn. R. 1>^+ 3I<£ ) 1. A drinking-

vessel, a wine glass. 2. Spirituous liquor.

a. (from Plowed, s. The plough-

ing of a field.

v. a. (caus. of ^ftt3) To cause to

plough.

(from A ploughing in va-

rious directions.

OTtf^ s . (from 0*1 15W) l.The act of plough-

ing a field. 2. The wages paid for ploughing.
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b^il^T s. (m. from R. T>^I?) 1. A wooden ring

on the top of a sacrificial post. 2. An iron ring

at the base of the post.

0"R^ a. (from Ploughed.

v. a. (from R. G>*^) To plough.

Ploughing, worming in.

Carey.

T$fF¥&\ s. (%XI+CH1%1) An insect, sup-

posed by the Hindus to be the cause of a tu-

mour which frequently breaks out between the

fingers.

t>*U^fi£ s. (F^1 for Wl, for^ft)

Cultivated land. Mohun P. p. 81. Also

"5^ Root, i. (&4fS) or x. (^53lf3) 1. To

commit wickedness, to cheat. 2. To be proud.

3. (D^ilR?) To grind or pound.

T>5~ft s. Soft mud, dirt.

(corrupt, of ^bC^I) 1. A desire, a wish,

volition. 2. (From the Chinese cha) Tea.

s. The kick of an animal.

v. a. (fromf^l) 1. To wish, to desire,

to ask. 2. To look upon, to see.

tfSPT s. (from ) 1. A desire, a wish, a

request. 2. A view, a look.

TTrS^ s . (corrupt, of &W*fl) Husked paddy,

sifted rice.

MS^f^ltl s. (U\sfr+*&tT\ for 3^1) A
tree (Chaoolmoogra odorata) Also its seed,

which is employed as a medicinal drug.

s. (from wish, a desire, a re-

quest.

Ft^TlW^Xn s. (from^K?) 1. A mutual

desire or endeavour. 2. Rivalry, emulation.

"5"^^ s. (a. jyo) Reflection, consideration, me-

ditation.

1. A large turf or piece of earth which

stands loose. 2. A leader, a protector. Carey.

l& s. A coarse mat of reeds.

lt>*1 s. (v. noun of 1 1 (> ) A scraping, a.

Shaved, scraped off.

l(>< a. Curled, crisped, crimped, s. 1. A curl.

2. A bonfire made the night before the cere-

mony of the Dhola at the full moon of the

month P'halguna. Carey.

o o
Dl0^<H s . (0K>< + C^*l) Curled hair.

FT51 a. (from Oiy>W) Scraped or shaved off.

v. a. (caus. of O To cause to

shave or scrape off.

o o

TO * (from^Tfe^J) Scrapings, shavings.

v. a. To shave, to scrape or pare off the

surface.

yf^RntTl s. (!>UiU for ^Tt^+xrRI) A
sort of fish not yet determined. Carey.

T>fa"H s. (corrupt, of T>SJR) A Chandala, an

outcast, a man of the lowest class of Hindu

society.

OloHjill a. (from T^T^H) Vile, low, vulgar,

befitting a Chandala.
o

OTt *. (corrupt, of T>*SJ) The moon.

o
1>T&l3l1 s. (corrupt, of I>»5l3*i ) An awning.

l'kWU s. (TTfrt for ^E, + C3TI) A kind of

lac or some other gummy substance resem-

bling it.

c
^tTrfl s. (from TFEj) 1 . An awning : a build-

ing with a roof supported by pillars, and open

on all sides, an open portico. 2. A moon-light

night.
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FtKl s. (from ^5?) 1. A subscription or col-

lection of money. 2. A small fish (Zeus ob-

longus). Also .

o o
FHltvS s . (from T>frt ) The ridge of a house : the

joining of the two sides of its roof or thatch at

the top.

<j

ikl a. (from Clear, white, s. Silver.

tFWfufl *. (corrupt, of O-^Ks^ ) An awning.

Tarachand Ch.

Ft^f^T s . (from'^^ +^f^^l) An orna-

ment for the ear resembling a bunch of unblown

champaha flowers,

o
TWI 5. (from tpl^j 1. A small tree with fra-

grant flowers (Michelia Champaca). 2. An
ornament for the ear, resembling a bunch of

unblown champaka flowers.

) A variety of the

plantain-tree (Musa sapientum). Carey.

A species of fish (Si-

lurus sex-carinatus, Buchanan''s MSS.). Carey.

A pot-herb

(Amaranthus polygamus). Carey.

(corrupt, of 1. A wheel, a discus,

a circle, or any thing circular. 2. A honey-

comb ; the comb of a wasp or hornet's nest.

Also I>t3>1 .

from the Engl, chalk, +
Chalk when in large lumps or blocks.

15T<PC><Pl s. Gloss, brightness. Tarachand Ch.

'BT^CTN' s . (T>t^+WK) A small bird

which spreads its tail like a turkey (Muscicapa

laticauda). Carey.

v. noun of 5t&£3 ) The trying or

tasting any thins,-. Also Ffe#T.

FW%¥i a. (from Tasting, trying

the taste or relish of any thing. Also

Fl^Tl s. (from O^'n ) The name of a plant

(Cassia Tora). Carey.

ol^jpWft * A sky-lark. See^T^jtla . Sabda

S. p. 379.

t> a. for F3F+ 3^ from R.^)
Turning like a wheel, revolving, moving in a

circle.

(p. j^W-) A servant, a domestic.

(from P.^l>-) Land given as a reward

for services rendered.

I>1<P«H1 s. (from p. Certain lands al-

lowed to zemindars to defray the expence of

collecting the revenue.

a. (from p. Serving, s. A
female servant.

(p. ^jj^U-) Service ; an office, an ap-

pointment.

as a rhyme

to it) Service and attendance. Also

SttfE and TO^Slt^ .

Tjt^^l s. (corrupt, of OH5
) 1. A province, a

district, an estate. 2. A slice of fruit, bread,

&c. a. Round like a wheel, circular, orbicular.

TTt^jW^ s. (^t^U p.jb) The holder of

an estate, the prefect or governor of a district

or province.

TSWjt^f s. (Ft^5
for F^+^T) A particular

medicinal drug.

F^1 s. (corrupt, of OH9
) 1. A wheel, a circle.

2. A fish (Cottus gobioides, Buchanan's MSS.).

a. (from Tasted.

hi a. (cans, of FTT<t?£3) To cause to

taste food.
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Ol<pikHl 5. (UW+p, 43b) A particular medi-

cinal drug.

A species

of fish (Cottus insidiator, Lacepede, vi. 328).

Carey.

». «. To taste, to try the taste of any

thing. See T>lfttU3.

Tfl^t s. (from 1>!F) 1. A mill, a grinding-stone.

2. A small spindle.

(p. ^U-) A clasp-knife, a pen-knife.

Sl^tl 5. 1. A plant (Cassia Tora). Hort. Ben.

p. 31. Also r>t<FHJl Mohun P. p. 34. 2. A
sort of fish (Clupea lata, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carer/.

&1<£Rul s. (corrupt, of E^^fVl) A plant

(Hemionites cordifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 75.

Also l<SpvJ .

1<PCXPJ s. (from t><Pt>pP) Brightness, lustre,

glare.

^T^fyf^pT a. (from !><£(> pP) Loosing of its

brilliance or lustre : said of the evening about

sun-set.

"StS^t s. (from TJ2f) 1. A wafer, a lozenge. 2.

Any flat and round body.

1 . A chorister, a bard

who chaunts in chorus the praises of kings,

heroes, gods, &c. 2. An oil-maker.

ITfcFT a. (mfn.TSZF+ Wilkin's Gr. § 900)

Relating to a wheel or discus.

tag<l a. (mfn. from 5^t. Wilkin's Gr. § 897)

Relating to the eye, optical
;

-visible, seen. s.

(m.) The name of one of the seven Manus.

Manu i. 62.

5W*5l s. (from ) A provincial name of

the orange.

v. a. To taste, to try the taste of any

thing.

v. noun 1. The approach

of the paroxysm of a disease. 2. The rousing-

one's self to motion or exertion. Also

v. a. (caus. To rouse up,

to stimulate, to excite ; to cause to rise ; to bring

on the paroxysm of a disease.

tfM'W s. (v. noun of $Wlft3) The act of

rousing, stimulating, or causing to rise. Also

mm. a. Roused, stimulated, excited.

v. a. To rouse one's self for action, to

arise for the purpose of doing any thing ; to

seize a person like the paroxysm of a disease.

"Sl^ft * A shrub (Grewia rigida, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

T>t%[ s. (m.) Whiteness or beauty of the teeth.

A wide shallow basket, a scuttle.

Tdrachand Ch.

(/•) Wood-sorrel (Oxalis monadel-

pha, Rox.).

(from h. U^) A father's brother; a pa-

ternal uncle. Also

t>iol\3 a. (from l>ll>1) Derived from a father's

brother.

daugh-

ter of a father's brother.

The son of a

father's brother.

•Mil. . (from 1 1>1 ) The wife of a paternal uncle.

(> I E>^1 a. Unstable; easily imposed upon. s.

The imposing upon a person.

Ff5&1 s. A father's brother. See l>tl>1

.

TTt^3^ s. (n. US^+tT) Changeableness,

fickleness, unsteadiness, restlessness, waver-

ingness
;

agility, fluidity, activity.

(m. from R. T>"tj A rogue, a cheat.
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cause

or

+^) A magician, a necromancer.

(?w. from young sparrow.

1>tT^T s. («. wowra of ^tp5lv3) The act of

licking. Also

o. (from Licked

.

v. a. (caus. of Ftf^U3) To

to lick or to lap.

Ft&Wlfla s. (from ^tf&U3) A mutual

reciprocal licking.

s. (from R. "5"^) A kick backwards.

—Sltf^t^ v. a. To kick backwards.

v. a. To lick, to lap.

a. (from Proper to be sucked

or licked : only said of some kinds of fruit.

Fifteen s . a very lus-

cious variety of the plantain. Carey.

s. (»m.) Pleasing or grateful discourse,

flattery.

FlTpntft a. (-fH mfn. FT^+^tf^)
Flattering, s. (m.) A flatterer, an adulator, a

parasite.

The palm or flat of the hand.

TnM'S'i-. (/. "^T^+^f^) 1. Flattering lan-

guage, a laudatory speech. 2. Service.

ad. Altogether, entirely, wholly.

1\5 s. 1. A hurry; a necessity; a wrench. 2.

As much food as is dressed for one meal.

a. (from n. L&js-) Steep, high. s. The

fixing a bow-string.

ioi**f?5[ s. (T>T\5l +
5r
i^t) An emphatic ex-

pression, a raised or loud voice.

a. To dismiss, &c. See

(from ti. ^gjfs- ?) 1. A pole used to impel

a boat. 2. A lever.

Ft°i * (fromf^) The track or trace of a fish

in the water.

"STt^t^r a. (mfn. from TTt^) Fit for, or sown

with the chick-pea (Cicer arietinum).

«. (#&.) The name of the author of a work

compiled from various other books.

person of the most degraded

class of Hindu society, an outcast, a Pariah.

As. Res. v. 60.

6 1*3-1 R<* I s. (/. T>RTH + ) A vulgar lute.

See •

(jemin. of + ^) A female

Pariah or outcast. See

T>tN3<i? 5. (m.) A bird, a kind of cuckoo (Cuculus

melanoleucus). According to some, a kind of

swallow.

£> \s3<pl s. (Jemin. ofl>T33? +^) A female cuckoo.

Also TJT^f^fl.

.

conspiracy, an assembly or band of

wicked persons.

'ks^J^I s. (ojvS^+TO?) A species of

grass (Milium Chaturdoorva, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

0"P3t^ s. (from^^^T) An enclosed plain space :

a terrace, the roof of a house, a sheet of water.

"£>T3^" a. (?nfn. from ^3/< ) Dexterous, clever,

able, ingenious.

<r c
T5l3RPte s. (m. ^3^+3^+^) A deri-

vative adjective relating to place or circum-

stance. Yates' Gr. p. 421.

0ks<t s. (/• Fl^-f^) 1. Dexterity, ability,

cleverness. 2. Fraud, deceit ; female infidelity.

Ft^TP s. («. from ¥;3^-r-<
c
l) The aggregate

of the four casts or principal divisions of Hindu

society : viz. Brdhmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas,
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and Sudras. a. (mfn.} Pertaining to the four

castes.

a. (mfn. from 0^^+ Versed

in the four vedas.

I>fa$~fcP a. (mfn. from O^+STf^T) Lasting

four months, continuing during four months.

Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

"frfcPI) s. (n. OsS^T+IT) 1. Cleverness, dexterity.

2. Deceit, roguery, fraud.

A hole dug in the ground to receive a

burnt-offering. Also

C> i s. (p. A sheet, a large square cloth.

ITfapft s. (froml>^) Illuminated by the moon.

rSj a. (m/ra. from 0*tl) Lunar, pertaining to

the moon. s. (w?.) 1. The chandrakanta or

lunar gem. 2. A lunar month. 3. The light

fortnight of a month. 4. The chandrdyana ob-

servance : see

bkH^V^ s. (m. St^+^TR) The lunar

year.

Ffc^ITPT s .

(
m . Ft^ +Ht^) A lunar month.

FfaEfftPi s. (m. from "5^+^JST ) A reliSfious or

expiatory penance regulated by the moon's age

:

diminishing the daily consumption of food every

day by one mouthful for the dark half of the

moon, and increasing it in like manner during

the light half. Wilson. Manu xi. 217.

s. (m. from R. T^J A bow. (Beng.) 1.

A turf, a square clod, a lump. 2. A burden.

3. A block used to impress the figures in print-

ing calicoes ; the platen of a printing-press.

TTt5^ a. {mfn. T^M +3=) Pertaining to a bow.

Wilkins' Gr. § 902.

s. (from "SPlfc ) 1. The flat palm. 2. A
slap or blow with the flat palm. 3. A plant

(Dispermum hedysarum, Buchanan's MSS.
probably a species of Flemingia, Carey.}

Tjl^tvSl a. (from "Sl^fa) Slapped or stricken

with the flat palm.

v. a. (from ) To strike or

smite with the flat hand, to slap.

s. (v. noun ofTTW^Ttt^) The striking

any one with the flat palm. Also

a. Slapped, stricken with the palm.

'5l
t
t
55
T 5. (n. from T>*H ) Unsteadiness, fickle-

ness. Wilkins' Gr. § 984.

A species of bread-fruit (Artocarpus

Chaplasha). Hort. Ben. p. 66.

UtH^ft s. (n. 1>*M + XT) Unsteadiness, rash-

ness, inconsiderateness.

tWs. (from t\f*K3) 1 . A cover. 2. A press,

any thing used to press upon a substance ; the

lever of a press, v. a. To cover, to

press down.

FPittts? v. a. (cms. of olPlW) To force

press a thing down, to print.

s. (from^tpfr3) A mutual

ciprocal pressing.

UPtK s. (v. noun of 1>W^U3) The covering

a thing, the pressing a thing down, the art of

printing
;

pressure, crowd. Also

a. Pressed down, printed.

v. a. 1. To cover, to conceal. 2. To

press down, to compress, to quash, to smother.

3. To delay.

5l*JSri a. (from FM ) Curdled.

bl^U.U^ s. (5^1 + "5^) Coagulated milk.

ad. (from ) In curds, clots, or

lumps.

A particular garment worn by Mu-
hammadans.

Ff*fFH ad. (from ) In curds, clods, or

lumps.

3 Z

or

or re-
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"St^tCFM ad. (from T>\*\) Under a pressure.

a. Compressed, pressed down by distress or

misfortune.

a. A squatting posture.

(from t>l4.) A fish (Pleuronectes

recurvus, Buchanan's MSS.} Carey.

Ol<vi1 s. (from T>"H) A square clod : as much

earth as is dug up at one spadeful.

s. (from !>]%#) 1. A wish, a desire.

2. The view or sight of a person or thing.

"Ffal a. (from t>.R(s\S5) Wished for, desired,

asked for.

v. a. (cans. To cause an

animal to masticate.

f^Wfe h (from'5tf^rU3) 1. A mutual look-

ing at one another. 2. A mutual wishing or

requesting.

<>U"W s. (v. noun of okl^lsS) The act of

chewing, mastication. Also

v. a. (from R. "^^) To chew, to mas-

ticate.

s. (from the Portug. chave) A key.

St^^l (p. tlSoW.) A scourge, a whip. -STff^3
v. a. To whip.

TTteke^Wi^ s. (p. ulioW) A good horse-

man, a horse-breaker, a jockey.

(p. j^Ui^ilk.) The business

or occupation of a horse-breaker or jockey.

s. (corrupt, of TP*!^) A skin, leather.

v. a. To flay, to

skin.

"Sm^Tt^t^T s . A species of

tick or acarus which fastens itself on the skin

of animals. Carey.

A species of shrub (Camelia Cham-

guta, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

bkXlfcT s . (Ffe+ ^ltlT) A species of Arum

not yet described. Carey.

t> Wol s. (p. <U"*f~) A spoon, a ladle.

A species of Artocarpus not yet de-

scribed. Carey.

(corrupt, of A small

species of bat.

A plant (Hedysarum vespertilionis).

Carey.

a. (fromFtSI) Adhesive, sticking, sticky.

Gristle.

oWvil s. (corrupt, of (>*-*4,%) A skin, leather.

(>W\Jl s. (from fcUlO) Scurf, dandruff, a.

Light and dry (as wood).

A cutaneous or vario-

lous disease.

FfrtPrel. s. (from Ffe) The egg of a louse, a

nit. Also TStlFft

.

(w. from T5*T^_) A chowri, the tail

of the yak (Bos grunniens) of Tartary, used

as a fan or fly-brush. Also and

BtS^^I s.

(
OT.FtlR+^fi) 1. The betel-

nut tree (Areca Faufel or Catechu). 2. A kind

of grass (Saccharum cylindricum). 3. The

mango-tree (Mangifera Indica). 4. A flower

(Pandanus odoratissimus). Wilson.

TTtoft s. (-f^™. T>fcra"+^) L Ahorse

(using its tail like a chowrie). 2. (Beng.} A
potherb, a species of Chenopodium not yet de-

scribed.

A shrub (Nerium Doodkou-

ree, Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey.

tfcUfcfll a. (from L) Having a bad smell

like dried leather.
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"BTtHt&l*. (from TO) A strap for setting razors.

Also

A species

of grass used to make mats (Cyperus Pangorii).

Carey.

TH^rte" s. (corrupt, of V^aiwfc* ) A tanner, a

currier, a skinner, a worker in leather, a shoe-

maker.

^TtTI^*. (UM"^ + 3ffcT ) A species ofyam.

si ("STO^t, forTO^l, +^1)
A climbing plant (a species of Dalbergia ?)

Carey.

from

The red-blossomed variety of Dolichos lignosus.

Carey.

^ (».) Gold.

^t^v3l s. (/.) A name of the goddess Parvati

or Dvjrga. Also IJl^tn^l. s .

FlW^JSlKSl s. (tftf^genit. case of

+ p. xjyo) A boot.

s. The name of a fish (Clupanodon

Champil, Buchanan's MSS. ; Clupea chryso-

ptera, Lacepede xn, 192. 228). Carey.

UtF^fH s. (m.) 1. The champaka (Michelia

champaca). 2. The plant commonly called na-

gesar (Mesua ferrea). Wilson.

T>T^ Root, i. (TjtTlf^,- G3) 1. To worship, to

revere. 2. To discern.

tm 's. (m. fromR. ffr) A collection. Wilhins'

Gr. § 822.

s. (m. from R. EPffS 1 . Motion, going :

frequently used in comp. e. g. ^3 ^t^b 1<T a.

(infn.} Whose going is in the air, moving in the

air, from s. The sky or atmosphere,

+ C> f% , &c. 2, A secret agent or emissary, a

spy. 3. (Beng.) A worm. 4. A bait for fish.

a. (corrupt, of Four.

T>fe3?T7 A variety of Wake-Robin (Arum Colo-

casia). Carey.

Fl^ttfd s. (5t%+ p. <tfU) A sort of checquered

cloth.

(/.) A plant (Hibiscus mutabilis). See

s. (m. from R. T><[^) 1. A dancer, a mime.

2. An actor of note. 3. A reader of the vedas.

4. A species of demigods who act as panegy-

rists to the superior deities.

s. (p. *>U-) 1- Help, remedy. 2. (from R.

t>4,J A species of bird (Lanius cristatus, La-

tham}. 3. A plant, a seedling.

FtTte v. a. (from 1>lTl) To plant out seed-

lings.

as a rhyme to it)

Plants and seedlings, remedies and hopes.

SWfTTTl a. (from FtTftt3) Dealing in

plants, raising plants from seed. s. A nursery-

man.

I>tf^"a. (corrupt. ofU^T) Four.

Quadrangular.

Fourfold.

v. a. (from T>t^"1 ) To sow seed, to raise

plants from seed ; to level the surface of the

ground or of any other thing.

Tjtf^T^^ll s. (p. £s>-j4 J^. ) A square, an

area.

EtfTpfFl ad. (^tft'+ 'fePl fromft'l) On

four sides, on every side, all around.

£tftHiftH a. (from "Stfr+ tl) Four-footed.

s. A chair, a stool ; a bedstead. Also

ad. (from ) On four

sides, on every side, all around.

3 Z 2
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&Af5l$5El a. (Ftft+^l) Complete, whole,

entire.

Ft"^ a, (-f^T^ mfn. Ffa+ 3^P) Going,

moving. Frequently used in composition, e. g.

a. (mfn?) Moving in the water, from

W% s. Water, +Ft^, ; ^3 a.

(mfn.} Moving in the air or sky, from 333«|i$

s. Air, + FT^1, .

Ft3? a. (mfn.} Beautiful, elegant, handsome,

agreeable. —^ (/.) or — "3" (n.} Beauty, ele-

gance.

sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.

A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.

Fff§J3?.) s. (n.) Perfuming the person, anoint-

ing with sandal, &c.

.. . s <r

Fr'SI a. (mfn. from F*5I) Covered with leather.

Ft*5?^ s. (n. from J>*$\) A multitude of hides,

of shields, &c.

Fll^f ! s. {n. from I)
5 5̂^) A number of men

armed with shields.

Ft*P s. (m. from R. 0"^?) The name of one of

the outcast tribes in Hindu society. Manu
x. 23.

FP%1 a . (-ftfT mfn. FfaF + 3tf[+^)
Beautiful, elegant, symmetrical.

Ft^^? s . (to. from FFF+ <rt^ from R.
)

A sophist, a philosopher ; a sceptic in any

matter of Hindu faith, and considered by the

orthodox as an atheist or materialist. As. Res.

i. 344. Trans. R.A.S. i. 28, 445, 550, 558,

567.

Ft^T s. (to. from R. T^Jj 1. A sloping roof or

thatch. 2. The blue jay (Coracias Indica).

3. (Beng.*) Conduct, course, behaviour. 4.

Husked rice.

FH^ a. (from R. Active, lively. See

Ft^T^.

a. (from Ft^) Dealing in rice, prepar-

ing rice for sale.

sort of grass

(Saccharum Bengalense, Willd.}. Carey.

A tree (Dillenia Indica, Carey; D.

speciosa, Hort. Ben. p. 43). Also its fruit.

A particular

fruit-tree (Eugenia macrocarpa). Carey.

Ff5^ s. (n. R. "S^+^H) A sieve, a strainer.

Also Ft'T'ft (/.) (Beng.') The causing a thing

to move ; the passing of any thing through a

sieve or skreen.

0Hl1 s. (from¥tf^^3) The sifting of corn,

the passing of any thing through a sieve or

skreen.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of R.

Capable of being moved.

F^3"M s. (Ft^+ ^t*]) A very thick and

large variety of the bamboo. Carey.

VW^fcl s. A tree (Chaoolmoogra odorata).

Carey.

F"N1 s . (from R. T>*1) 1. Conduct, behaviour;

management. 2. The pitched roof of a house.

3. A rat's hole.

bl^^W v. a. (caus. of Ffprcs) To remove,

to drive forwards or onwards, to transport, to

dispatch, to manage, to steer.

a. (p. Active, lively, energetic,

clever.

(p. ^^SU-) Activity, energy, liveli-

ness, cleverness.

Ft^tPral a. (from F^Tfe^) Urging for-

ward, driving on, dispatching, superintending.

s. A superintendant, the manager of any thing.
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TTM^ft s. (from ifeSS?) The despatch or

removal of merchandize or goods, a. Causing

the despatch of any thing.

5tf"T s. (from R. T5^T) 1. A custom, a habit,

practice. 2. A method, a fashion. 3. The gait

of a person. 4. Rice cleansed for the table.

5. A stage built on a large boat upon which

are stowed the bamboos and other cumbersome

tackling. 6. A hanging-shelf or stage in a

Hindu house. 7. A running motion. Carey.

v. a. (from R. T>^1) 1. To cause to

move, remove, to dispel, to drive away. 2. To

sift, to pass any thing through a sift or skreen.

a. (mfn. pret, part. p. of the caus. of R.

T>*X) 1. Caused to move. 2. Sifted through,

passed through a sift or skreen.

The name of a plant (Cordia myxa).

Sabda S. p. 309.

Z>tf^Htf^ s . (ITrpn +35tf^f as a rhyme to it)

The jolting motion of a palanquin when carried

carelessly.

s. (from £).Hl.) Rice cleansed from the

husk and made ready for the table.

oH^ll s. (from "57^) A sieve.

(from running, quick motion.

{> 1*1 s. (m.) 1. The blue jay (Coracias Indica).

2. A king-fisher. 3. (JBeng.^j Agriculture, til-

lage, v. a. To plough.

as a rhyme to it) Til-

lage, husbandry, agriculture. Also

Ffal s. (from "5tfc3) A ploughman, a hus-

bandman, a clown, a. Rustic, clownish, awk-

ward, clumsy.

(from ^t^Ti) Rusticity, clumsi-

ness, awkwardness.

l>t<ll[ou1 a. (from 1>W) Rustic, awkward,

clumsy.

v. a. To plough, to cultivate the ground,

to till.

a. (from Ploughing. s. A

ploughman.

FfaT s. (m.) 1. The blue jay. See . 2.

Sugar-cane.

"^1^1 s. The name of a species of snipe (Sco-

lopax Gotera). Carey.

T>tfcs3 v. a. (from ) To ask, to wish, to

want. v. 7i. To look to, to look for.

ft Root, i. (OTft, OTTO), v. (IbHlfo,

ft^TKS), x. ( J>HU or S^Hfe) 1. To

collect. 2. To cover, to conceal, to deck over.

3. To seek, to search for. With or 3Tl

prefixed, To collect ; with , To heap over,

to cover ; with To fix upon, to deter-

mine, to resolve ; with , To consider,

to reflect; to determine, to decide; withal,

To collect; with f^", To seek; with ^f°, To

heap up, to collect.

v. a. To awaken a person, to rouse, to

stimulate.

(v. noun of ft3^t3) The act of

awakening or rousing any one. a. Awake,

alive, active.

fi>3FT^1*T s. ( ft>vilM H-^H) The spring-

tide, a tide at the equinoxes in spring.

a. (from fl>3ltt3) Awakened, stimu-

lated to action.

v. a. (from ) To awaken a

person, to stimulate, to rouse, to stir up.

(v. noun of fE>3TttU3) The act of

awakening, stimulating or rousing any one.

a. Roused, stirred up, awakened.

(t. J>-) A cheek or blind.

f^T a. (from ftf^K?) Split into thin pieces ;

fine, nice. 2. Unctuous, oily, smooth.
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Wood split in

thin and straight pieces, a skewer. Carey.

s. (p-JjO y/^-) An embroiderer.

^. a. (cans, of fbfeW) To make

smooth, to polish, to straighten.

ID^e.H s. (v. noun of [tXPRW) The act of

polishing or making a thing smooth, a. Po-

lished, smoothed, straightened.

1WW*T1 s. (fW! fromiW^t^tt ) A
tree (a species of Croton, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

(from R. 0<pl,irQ Bright, clear, fair

(said of the sky or weather).

fS"f%T3 v. a. (from fi^ !) To make level,

straight, or smooth, to polish.

ftftS;^ s. (to. from R. f%^) A physician.

a. (mfn. irreg. fut. part. p.

To be cured or remedied,

curable, medicable.

fW^^Tl s. (f. from R. f^) The practice or

science of medicine, the art of healing, the ad-

ministering remedies.

a. (mfn. irreg. pret. part. p. R.

f^) Cured, healed, remedied, treated by a

physician.

a. (mfn. irreg. fut. part. p. R.

Curable, medicable, to be remedied or cured.

a. (from f^ffe
)
Suddenly flash-

ing, or bursting forth as a sudden glare of

light.

PcxpI a. (from R. ft><| ) Harsh, astringent (only

said of the betle-nut).

(Wl<*l s. (J.
from R. ^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 474).

A desire to act or to do.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the

volitive or desiderative form of R. <| ) Desired

to be done, wished to be accomplished.

a. (mfn. from the volitive form

of R.f , + S) Wishing to act, desirous of act-

ing or doing.

ft^" s. (to.) The hair of the head ; a lock of

hair. a. (mfn.') Rashly criminal, guilty through

want of discrimination or reflection.

fSWte" s . (corrupt, of "frC^t^") The red

partridge (Tetrao rufus, Linn. ; Perdix rufa,

Lath.).

ft><$ Root, x. (ft^^) To Sive Pain -

-v.

"f^^ s. (to.) A musk-rat. a. (mfn.) Flat-nosed.

fl>^pl a. (mfn.) Bland, soft, mild, smooth, unc-

tuous, oily, slippery, emollient, s. (to.) The

betel-nut tree. —\31 (/.) or (n.) Soft-

ness, unctuousness, oiliness.

f^^tl^" s. (from fS-f°1 ) Softness, unctuous-

ness, oiliness, smoothness.

(/.) 1. A mouse. Wilson. 2. A musk-

rat (Sorex cceruleus). Carey.

a. (mfn.) Soft, bland, unctuous, oily,

emollient. See f^^l .

fi^3 s. (from R. ft>^) A thunderbolt, the

stroke of a thunderbolt.

Softness, smoothness, unctuousness,

slipperiness. See fS^°i .

A flash of light, a glare ; the

redness of an evening sky. See

f^f^ s. A flash of light, a sudden glare.

See

A sort of timber-tree (Swietenia Chi-

krassy). Carey.

s. (to.) A shrimp or prawn.
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(from ) A shrimp or prawn.

Also f5%5\ and f&fcfl .

f^fif^vlp si (fWrf^ +H^) A shrimp

or prawn. Also

a. (fW^ + Pttal) Shrivelled

up, contracted, shrunk together like a fried

shrimp.

The snake-gourd (Trichosanthes an-

guina). Hort. Ben. p. 70. See

A plant (Achyranthes Cappacea).

Hort. Ben. p. 19.

A scream, a bawling, a squalling

noise. See "fi>^"U"

.

fi^fS3
s. (/. fl>^+*rf3F) The mental or

intellectual power.

(/.) The tamarind-tree (Tamarindus In-

dicus). Also its fruit.

fit Root, i. To be another's mes-

senger or servant.

fi£ s. Rust, mouldiness.

s. (from 1. Rust, mouldiness ; mil-

dew ; the smut of corn. 2. A sort of account

or tally of land. a. Clammy, viscous.

Molasses or treacle

of a rather thick consistence. Carey.

s. (from H. c^iLs-) A letter, a note, a hand-

bill, an assignment, a bank-note. See

G^^T a. Broad, open, flat (said of vessels or

plates).

a. Ropy, sticky, tenacious.

a. (from
)

Mouldy, rusty, viscid,

thick.

Liquid molasses,

(from Rust, mouldiness.
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fF^TftTtl s. (fSlbl + CT^) Rust, mouldi-

ness.

s. (h. jtf^il*-) A letter, a note, a handbill,

an assignment, a bank-note. See fit!:

fi3s. (coiTupt. of cQjf*,) L A slit. 2. Vexation,

passion, v. a. To scale off", to peel off.

fc>\i*i s. (v. noun of f^f3£3) The irritating or

provoking of any one. a. Irritated, provoked,

exasperated.

To split,

to peel or scale off.

s. (from ) Rice or grain wetted,

parched, and flattened.

v. a. {cans, of To exaspe-

rate, to teaze, to provoke.

A twinging sensation, a throbbing pain.

v. a. (from fbO) 1. To cut, to split off.

2. To be exasperated, to fret.

n>|\SUl s. (from T>^t) A bird.

4- p. <sjlri.) An aviary.

sort of

grass not yet ascertained (perhaps Milium ra-

mosum). Carey.

(h. s.jUjJ^-) A bird-catcher.

f&VJSfc&W, v. a. (from R. f&^) To cause a

throbbing or twinging sensation (as a wound).

(from The twinging

or throbbing of a wound.

(from f&f3U3) Exasperation, pas-

sion, petulance.

a. (from Exasperated, pas-

sionate, petulant, peevish.

a. (from ft falsi ) Petulant, pee-

vish, captious, cross, s. 1. A plant (Achy-
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ranthes lappacea). 2. A sort of grass (Milium

sanguinale). Carey.

fWfcS s. (from fW^T) The sensation caused

in the mouth by tasting acrid substances, at-

tended with flow of saliva. Carey.

a. Throbbing, twinging (as the sen-

sation from a wound).

1%*s Root, i. (C53f3), x. (COsSuRs, -C3,

or with the insertion of a nasal ft^TTfa) To

think, to reflect, to consider. Frequently occur-

ring with the prepositions ^tf^T, ^ , f^,

or ;TT° prefixed.

ft^ s. (J. from R. f&S) Intellect, understand-

ing ; the soul, the heart.

fi>^ a. (R. ffr+^ Wilkins' Gr. § 805) Col-

lecting, gathering : only used in composition,

a. (m/».) Collecting fuel for

a sacrificial fire, from ^f^j s. (ra.) Fire,

a. Lying on the back, supine.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + 1.

Gathered, collected. 2. Covered, veiled, con-

cealed. Wilkins Gr. § 693.

a. (from (1>£1 )
Spotted, full of plums (as

a plumcake).

fish (Mystus

Chitula, Buchanan's MSS.^. Carey.

s. (f.
from 1. A heap, a collection.

2. A funeral pile. 3. (Beng.} Leadwort (Plum-

bago Zeylanica, Mohun P. p. 34. P. rosea,

Carey}, a. Spotted.

s. (corrupt, of Some of

the spotted kinds of Cyprsea.

cover-

ing for the dead, a shroud. Also "fS^t^l.^

s. (n.)

fW^tm s. from ^f5U3) 1.

A mouldering state or condition. 2. A plant

(Plumbago rosea and Zeylanica). Carey.

A hunt-

ing-leopard. (Felis jubata, Schreb.}

ffcSiW*5* s. (-^^n.f^ +^FT) The

ashes of a funeral pile.

The place where

a funeral pile is erected.

f0vSl<lbi a. (f. ftJ3l + 3T[J) Mounted upon a

funeral pile (said of a woman that burns herself

with her deceased husband). Also

i*w (/.)•

f^tllll. a. (-f%\ mfn. +"ftf^

from R. ) Lying on the funeral pile ; dead.

f^£ft°i s. (1lJ3l for f^T-l-Sfa !) The

spotted deer (Cervus Axis). Carey.

1. A quantity, a heap.

2. A funeral pile.

v. a. (from To lie on the back, to

recline.

f&fOT&r s. (fFfe for ftTT, A leo-

pard. See

ftf^^^t^" s. (m. fufiS +<D<l<U) The rule

or theory for finding the solid content of a stack

or pile of bricks, &c. of uniform dimensions.

Colebr. Alg. p. 100.

) Several

species of serpents.

A plant (Polypodium glabrum).

Hort. Ben. p. 75.

) An outcry, a loud

exclamation, a scream, a squalling noise.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. fij^ + 3) Con-

sidered, thought, reflected upon ; become sen-

sible. Wilkins' Gr. p. 419. s. (n.) The
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reasoning faculty, the mind, the heart. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 559. 561.

Moving or touching the heart, exciting love or

desire.

The speaking one's

mind freely.

A disgust at a per-

son so as not to be on speaking-terms ; a dis-

agreement, a misunderstanding.

ftvSft^t s. (m. ffyS+'^WZ) Derangement

of mind, madness.

Pride, ar-

rogance, haughtiness.

ft>v3^ a. (mfn. "^5+^) Fixed in the mind,

as a conception or impression.

fWlsH a. (mfn. ft>3+^3< ) Dissatisfied,

disgusted, averse.

a. (mfn.

stealer of hearts, a deluder.

f^Sll^t9! s. (m. fS^+ ^Ttt^t7!) Conscious-

ness of pleasure or pain, the attention of the

mind to its own sensations.

a. (mfn. Pensive, thought-

ful, anxious.

fSU3l^f3 s. (f. fS3 +3^f3) Pride, arro-

gance, haughtiness.

frorftf7! s. (m. fi^S+ Stf^l) Anxiety, per-

plexity, distress of mind.

from R. Hh) The

falling into a recumbent posture.

fi>Vffa S . (f5^+*tT3 from R. ?K) The

falling into a reclining posture with the face

turned upwards.

fho) s. (m. from R. f^) 1. A sacrificial fire.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 429. 2. (w.) A monument or

any mark of the site of a funeral pile.

ftpl *. (/. from fi> CD) A funeral pile.

Root, x. To paint, to de-

lineate, to colour with various colours. 2. To

wonder. 3. To cause wonder, to be wonderful.

4. To see a rare or wonderful sight.

a. (mfn?) \. Many-coloured, variegated,

spotted, speckled. 2. Wonderful, beautiful,

lovely, astonishing, surprizing. 3. Clever,

dexterous, s. (m.) 1. A picture, a painting;

any thing painted with a variety of colours ; a

map. 2. Surprize, astonishment, wonder. 3.

Sky, heaven. 4. A circular ornament, a sec-

tarian mark on the forehead, (mn.) Variegated

colour.

n>3<? s. (m. ft>3 +3?) A circular mark on the

forehead made with sandal, &c.

painter. Also

f^!T^^ s. (-^\n. f^+^fr ) The

act or art of painting. Mohun P. p. 153.

flJS^T^t a. (-f^\ mfn. f^T+^tf^T )

Painting, colouring with a variety of colours.

fi^Tf^ s. (rn. f&ST+^S) 1. A painter. 2.

A tree (Dalbergia Ougeinensis).

fRI3^FTi s. (f. f^+^^Tl) A plant, com-

monly called Babreng.

fi^T^ s. (m. f^T +T^) An epithet ofYama.

A picture, a painting.

Mohun P. p. 153.

f^TT^Tl s. (f. fromft^'+ tt^) 1. A creeping

plant (Cissus pedata). 2. A kind of metre.

As. Res. x. 440.

fepTfl s. (f. fSTT +*K) A plant commonly

called chakuliya (Hemionites cordifolia, Pox.").

4 A
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ffrvJTFT s. (m. f^T+^f ) A sort of cucumber

(Cucumis usitatissimus).

ferftft"?! a. (mfn. f^T+ ftf^T) Varie-

gated, chequered, many-coloured.

fi>3"fWl s. (/. fS3"+fWl) The art of

painting.

fSq s. (m. f^IT+^H) 1. An epithet of

Siva. 2. Fire. 3. The sun.

fRrf^^ a. (mfn. +P\P^3) Well

written, beautifully written.

A celebrated

female writer.

fSTrfWRTS s. (m. f^rPtarf^+^i) An

epithet of Vrihaspati. (Lit. The son of Chi-

TRASIKHANDIN.)

<*E.) An epithet of the seven great Rishis

represented in the seven principal stars of Ursa

Major. They are MarIchi, Atri, Angiras,

Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, and Vasisht'ha.

See Manu i. 35.

a. (mfn. f^T-hS/^) With the palm of

the hand turned upwards.

f^Tl s. (femin. of fi^T) 1. The fourteenth of

the twenty-seven lunar mansions, a star (<x)

in the Virgin's spike. As. Res. n. 293. xi. 323.

2. A sort of cucumber (Cucumis Madraspata-

nus). 3. Another plant (Curculigo orchioides).

Hort. Ben. p. 24. 4. Two other species of

plants (Plumbago rosea and P. Zeylanica).

Hort. Ben. p. 13. 5. A sort of metre. As.

Res. x. 412. 465. See also Trans. R.A.S.

i. 457.

fSTTte"^ s. (fer + ^SR^^T) A plant (a spe-

cies of Dalbergia, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

fljftrft s. (/. ? fromfSTT) Ravishing, beautiful,

surprizing (used in erotic composition).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. fETJT + 3^3)

Variegated, painted with a variety of colours,

checquered.

a. (mfn. from Variegated,

painted with a variety of colours
; adorned, em-

bellished.

ftTtTTl s. (-TR m. fU^ +mWT) The

intelligent mind or soul.

f5Ttt^1*T s .
(
m . ffeV + ^'t^lT) The sem-

blance of intellect, the illusory appearance of

spirit.

a. (mfn. ) Intellectual, wise,

kind, liberal, amiable.

A plant (a species of Crotolaria) . Carey.

A tree

(a variety of Citrus acida). Hort. Ben. p. 59.

Acquainted with, known,

familiar.

v. a. (cans, of To point out,

to show, to introduce to the knowledge of any

person.

TBTftsSt^ s. (T^Tl + CSl^) A small species

of leech.

f&*1 l*ll<^U s. A plant (Triphasia aurantiola).

Hort. Ben. p. 25.

f^n^fT^XT s. (fpTl+HRUU) A familiar

acquaintance with a person and his circum-

stances.

s. Sugar. See iftrd . Mohun P. p. 34.

f^f^T^ v. a. (from ffr^) To know, to recog-

nize, to distinguish one thing from another.

ft* a. (from ^t"T) Chinese, s. Sugar. Mo-

hun P. p. 75.

A twinging or throbbing sensation.

(ViJbRul a. (fromf^rf^T) Shrill, acute,

sharp (said of pain).
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a. (mfn. from R. +^^) Anxious,

thoughtful, pensive.

f^FT s. (n. R. ffe*s+^PT ) Reflection, thought,

consideration.

f^fllT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. f^>+
To be thought of, to be reflected upon.

IWi s. (/. from R. ft?-. Wilkins' Gr. § 831).

Reflection, consideration, thought, anxiety, care.

fSSW^. a. (-fk\mfn. fUW\ +^M^+
^t*T.) Anxious, careful.

ft^l + 'fa) Full of thought,

deeply engaged in meditation. Also

) A fabulous gem,

said to yield to its possessor whatever he may
wish for.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f5^ +
Thought on, reflected upon, recollected;

thoughtful, anxious, perplexed, solicitous.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. f^+TT) To be

thought of, deserving consideration.

(m.) A kind of grain (Panicum miliaceum).

a. (from Expressed, squeezed

out.

ft^yftUS v. a. (from fi^Tfots?) To squeeze

out, to express the juice of a fruit.

fFtfeK? v. a. To express the juice of a fruit,

to squeeze.

s. (»i.) Rice or grain flattened. Also

f&W*S and . a. (w/ra.) Flat-nosed.

v. a. To squeeze, to express the juice of

a fruit.

I&<1 s. (v. noun offfrf<M) The act of chew-

ing or masticating food. Also and

a. Masticated.
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fc><l£t\3 v. a. (from R. W^) To chew, to mas-

ticate.

s. (/w.) Flattened grain. See

ftftP v. a. (from R. To chew, to mas-

ticate.

fx>%P s. (?rc.) The chin. Also f&f .

a. (from 1. A pair of tongs,

pincers, or nippers. 2. A spasm, a cramp.

A pinch. See

v. a. To pinch, to adhere, to grasp,

to nip.

s. (from 1. A pair of tongs

or pincers. 2. A vice. 3. Spasm, cramp.

v. a. To pinch, v. a.

To gripe, to seize, to pinch.

f§3^5l s. (corrupt, of The husk or shell

of any leguminous fruit, a. Dry, emaciated.

v. a. (caus. To make

a thing adhere closely, to twist together, to

wring water out of cloth, &c.

fi>HO ll s. (v. noun of fo^oR^) The causing

a thing to adhere closely, the wringing of cloth

to express the water, a. Stuck close, wrung

out.

fa^fvSre v . n . (from T>**H ) To adhere, to stick

closely ; to shrivel.

v. a. To awake, to excite, to arouse

;

to make plain.

s. The rousing of an animal, the making

any thing plain. See

a. (mfn.') Long : only said of time. The

accusative, dative, genitive, and ablative cases

are used adverbially. See

fifrTK, andf^P.

See

4 A 2
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ffer^F s. (n. fW+^T) A long time, a

long period.

ad. Sans.

Long since, for a long time.

a. (mfn.

long standing, old, inveterate, ancient, long

continued. Also

fwflj^l a. {mfn. f^T+ fZpTTl) Slow, dilatory,

tedious.

"fc^lKt a. (-tH mfn, tW +^ftt^)
Long-lived, s. (/«.) An epithet of Vishnu.

Also fr^vjfM (-f^L).

"fe^l s. (from f^^tf^Tj The fruit of a

tree common in the forests of Bengal (Bucha-

nania latifolia). Carey.

A comb, a carding-instrument. See

fb^'tH. s. (f. from fb< ?) A woman married or

single who continues after maturity to reside in

her father's house. Also

1. Permanence, long

duration, continuance. Also 71.)

2. (Beng.^) A medicinal plant (Gentiana Che-

rayta).

a. (mfn. from ) Old, ancient, of long

standing
;
antique.

a. (mfn. from fi><r+ ) Of long stand-

ing, ancient, old, antique.

ad. Sans, (accus. case sing, of ffef)

Long, for a long time, long since.

"fi>< [<<*< s. (m. f^"+ f<<^< ?) A plant (Gale-

dupa arborea). Also

fB^HfitSF ad. Sans, (f^+^lqlil from

A long time.

A chronic disease.

cowftep3l s. (f. f^"+^R?1 from R. A
that has borne many calves.

fi>«^l|ib3l s. (f. ft<^lRin,+ ^1) Per-

manence, long continuance, durability. Also

Tjrom

R. *\\
) Permanent, lasting, not transitory, en-

during.

f^< v*1 ) ad. Sans, (genit. case sing, of fb<

)

For a long time, long since.

a. (from Torn, rent, lacerated.

v. a. (cans. To cleave

wood, to tear paper or cloth.

f^t^s. (p. A lamp.

(p. A lamp-stand.

ad. Sans, (ablat. case sing, of fW)
Long since, from times past, for a long time.

(m.) A plant (Gentiana Cherayta,

Rox.^. See

£F ad. Sans. (dat. case sing. off^T) Long,

a long time.

f^Ttir° a. (mfn. fi>^+ 3ltT[S
)

Long-lived.

fi>ft Root, v. (ftf^Cttfc) To hurt, to in-

jure, to wound, to kill.

v. n. To lacerate, to split asunder, to

tear. ftf<Ul ^it^I^ v. n. To tear, to split.

v. n. To deflower.

A medicinal plant (Brassica Eruca,

Buchanan's MSS.y Carey.

f&$°\ s. A comb. SeefSTfl. Also written

f^TO^l. a. (from f^°i Having teeth

resembling those of a comb, pectinated.
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ad. Sans, (locat. case Long, after

a long time.

ae?. *Saws. (instr. case of f& ^ )
Long, after

a long time.

Root, vi. To put on clothes.

(corrupt, of ) The Bengal kite

(Falco ater).

(h. j»L>-) The bowl of the hooka or

Indian tobacco-pipe.

(VlUfo *. (h.^^) A wash-hand basin.

A small room on the top of a house to

cover the staircase. Carey.

A small kind

of turret raised on the top of a house to cover

the stairs. Carey.

(jw.) A kind of sprat (Clupea cul-

trata). Also and

A plant (Hedysarum vesperti-

lionis). Hort. Ben. p. 57.

fU^5 s. A plant (Wrightea caryotidoides).

Hort. Ben. p. 68.

A plant (CofTea tetrandra). iZbr?.

Ben. p. 85.

R.OOT, I. ( To be loose, to be

slack or flaccid. 2. To indicate one's meaning.

a. (mfnS) Sore-eyed, blear-eyed. s. (m.')

1. The Bengal kite (Falco ater). 2. A sore eye.

A species of lark (Alauda cristata?).

Carey.

< s. A shrub or tree (Bauhinia platyphylla,

Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

f^Rl s. (p. The face ; the aspect, a

shape or form.

nNf s. (»<) A sign, a distinguishing mark ; a

spot, a stain ; a symbol, a signal, a token ; a

badge ; a trace, a vestige ; a scar.

fc>3?<P a. (mfn. fi>3?+ <£) Having a sign or

mark. Used chiefly as the last member of

compound adjectives.

a. (mfn. fk^ +^3) Marked, signed,

having a token of distinction.

fMlpfiM s. (fl>f%3+p. ^U) A written

description of lands, defining the boundaries,

&c. Carey.

tft^RooT, i. (>T;<*'(\5J) and x. ( t>l<*U'l5)

1. To endure, to suffer, to be patient. 2. To

touch.

A plant (Achyranthes lappacea).

Hort. Ben. p. 19.

0- jsf-)
A thins-

ol ;4<^ s .
(
P

. ^**-+^^[) A person's baggage

or equipage, furniture.

A scream, an outcry ; the braying

of an ass.

(wi.) 1. A kind of deer. 2. A sort of

grass (Panicum miliaceum). 3. A country,

China. 4. The name of a degraded tribe of

Kshatriyas. Manu x. 44.

tftTOTfal jt, (€\^+(^5\) A species of

grossbeak. Carey.

s. (from ) A kind of grass or millet

(Panicum miliaceum). Hort. Ben. p. 7. Also

certain

shrub which produces an aromatic fruit (Tri-

phasia aurantiola). Carey.

s. A superior sort of minium or red

lead brought from China. Carey.

tftrft s. (from Ffr) Coarse sugar.

b^iW fel^ £ (^ft + ^T&t^ft for
)
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A sort of plantain which bears a very sweet

fruit.

^TrfeftTRr s. tf&iwhk'fe) A
variety of lime (Citrus acida) brought from

China.

(».) 1. The dress of a mendicant. 2.

The dress of a Bauddha priest.

^t'^RooT, i. (T>fcf3, -G3) 1. To take. 2.

To wear. x. (i>T.<uf3) 1. To shine. 2. To

speak.

^t^RooT, i. C&l^W) 1. To coax, to com-

mand, to flatter. 2. To boast.

tft^RooT, i. ("S^fo, -C3) 1. To take. 2.

To wear.

(ra.) 1. The bark dress of a devotee or of

a Bauddha priest. 2. Cloth, clothes. 3. Old

and torn clothes, rags. 4. The bark or rind of

a tree.

bV^l a. (-fW^mfn. tft^+^+ t/T)
Wearing a bark dress.

(/.) A cricket.

d. (mfn.} 1. Split, divided. 2. Conversant

or acquainted with. 3. Accomplished, finished.

5t%3t a. (-"fe\ mfn. ^K+^+^T)
Constantly engaged in the performance of re-

ligious vows.

A kite. Mohun P. p. 52. See

^5Tl s. 1. A plant (Celosia argentea). Mohun P.

p. 62. Hort. Ben. p. 19. 2. A rat. 3. A
sort of perfume. 4. A medicinal drug.

T£5Tt^U3 v. n. (from R. T>?^) To leak, to ooze.

v. a. To cause to leak or to ooze.

^lK<i s. (from ^3TTtC3) An oozing, a

leaking. Also and T>5<1

.

^TT^n s. The jaw. Mohun P. p. 15.

v. 7i. (from R. IgS.?) To ooze out, to leak,

to issue.

o
i .> o

v. a. (from "^13) To calcine, to tan.

T£3jtt^1 s. (from "^X^) The calcining or

burning away, the being burnt to powder.

v.n. (from ) To burn away, to be burnt

or calcined.

v. a. To whet a knife, to strap a razor, to

set an edge.

TJpftri <?. (from "jf^C3) The whetting of a

knife, the setting a razor.

^Ovii a. Small, minute (said only of fish).

jlpd s. A sort of grass (Cyperus compressus).

Hort. Ben. p. 5.

T>fl> s. (from Wgfy A nipple.

v. ct. To strip off flowers from the stalks,

to strip corn from the ear.

t><? s. (corrupt, of '»T) 1. Indian sorrel (Ru-

mex vesicarius). 2. A mistake, an error, an

oversight.

b<P1 s. (?;. noun of *^f^^3) The falling into

error, the making of a mistake. Also

a. (from
) Committing an error,

making a mistake, blundering.

T>^f^T s. 1. The skin of a snake. 2. Armour,

mail. Sabda S. p. 93.

•G£P"W~#i s. (Tp+^T^) Indian sorrel (Ru-

mex vesicarius). Hort. Ben. p. 26.

T>3?t^£3 v. a. (caus. of "£f^£3) To arrange, to

settle a dispute, to finish an undertaking.

TJ3?tpiil1 a. (from T>^t%U3
)
Arranging, settling

an affair, finishing an undertaking.

Tj^Kte s. (^1 for"5^ + *rte) Sorrel (Ru-

mex vesicarius). Carey.
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v. n. 1. To err, to make a mistake. 2.

To settle, to determine, to decide, to arrange.

1>C<£ ad. (from By mistake, inadvertently.

Root, x. ^iwi^J) To inflict or suffer

pain

b<PO 1^ s . (from T>3>) Errors and mistakes.

Also t><P^.

*52s*5^ a - Glossy, shining with unctuous sub-

stances. Also T><FE>f^I[1

.

T>fes. (from T>feU3) A bargain, an agreement

for wages, an adjustment.

s. 1. (m.) Sorrel (Rumex vesicarius). 2.

(ra.) Acidity, acid seasoning.

^"ft^l s. (/. from "STF) Wood-sorrel (Oxalis

monadelpha, or according to others, Rumex ve-

sicarius, Rox.}. Wilson.

gfHF*tt^ s. (p. J«-) A slanderer, a back-

biter. Also

Slander, defama-

tion, backbiting. Also

<£tTI s. A socket, a cup ; a mortice-hole ; a

water-pipe ; a bamboo vessel. Also ^Rf .

y. a. To cup.

^£Sj*B s. A nipple. See ift^P .

s. (w.) The name of a degraded Hindu caste.

2lfa?ra x. 48.

"5%; Root, i. (C5l£f3) and x. ((F^lTfe)

To wane, to become small, low, or shallow,

vi. and x. or with the

insertion of a nasal

cut, to pierce, to divide, i. (With the insertion

of a nasal, "S^fcff^J) To become low or shallow.

See R. and T>3"

.

v. a. To strike, to smite, to hit.
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jtpFTTl a. (from 5^) Small, trifling, unim-

portant, despicable.

"fr^tpP s. A ring worn by women on the toes.

Tarachand Ch. See *jtj*pl

.

A mouse.

(Lit. A small rat.)

(from "Sl^pfc'lli) 1. A ring for the toes.

2. A mouse.

Root, x. ("S^TTf^) To become low, small,

or shallow (as a river). See R. "^^L-

I>^Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal T>vjf^)

To become low, small, or shallow (as a river),

x. (T>s3Uf^3) To cut, to pierce, to cleave, to

divide. See R.# and R. •

s. (from R. b^) A bracelet of ivory or horn.

Root, i. ("£jfo) 1. To hint one's meaning;.

2. To dally, to coquet. 3. To act.

"ET^Root, vi. ("Ftfo) To cut, to divide, to

pierce.

c/1 1 a. (from R. Small, minute, s. An

emerald, a ruby.

vft^i s.
(T^+ 3

J^)' A sma11 pearL

RoOT, I. ((.Ffafj) To wet, to be moist or

wet.

s. (m. from R. 1. The anus. 2. (Beng.)

Pudendum muliebre. See t>J^! and I^JO .

W Root, x. (CFterf^) 1. To send, to cast,

to throw, to direct, to excite, to compel. 2.

To address, to speak to, to ask, to interrogate.

Often with the prepositions or

prefixed to it.

"55 s. (from "£°i ) Lime. See .
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s. ("5^+^^) Plaster, the plastered

floor of a house. Mohun P. p. 76.

sort of fish (Clupea cultrata, Bucha-

nan's MSS.). Carey.

yi^ ik j s. C^T1 +T>TO ?) A sort of fish (Zeus

percoides, Buchanan's MSS.*). Carey.

a. Puckered,

FpT s. (for fpl from R. 1. Pulse split

or ground coarsely. 2. A small ruby or other

gem.

v. «. To choose, to select, to pick out, to

gather cloth for sewing, to pucker.

RooT > * (
CFlFTfe) To move slowly.

^T^-*. Silence, interj. Hush ! peace ! ad. Si-

lently, in a whisper, v. n. To be

silent. —<P<t^t3 or —ETtpKsi v. a. To

silence, to quiet.

^fCTt^s. (T^+TT^as a jingle to it) Silence,

secresy, caution.

^tfOTla. (from "5^1) Resembling a basket,

large, wide.

"Epl^l s. A basket. Also TP)f3 .

3lM s . (Y^+^^l) A sPecies of

yam (Dioscorea globosa). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

arf. (from ^L,) Secretly, silently, slily,

cautiously. Also "^pfelPl and "5^1

.

v. a. To strike or smite with a sword or

other instrument.

v. n. To imbibe moisture, to become

soft by imbibing moisture ; to sink (as paper).

T|<r Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

"5^f3, _G3) To kiss. x. t^ufsS) To

kill or hurt.

t>^(*i s. (from t>J<.^) Immersion, the act of

dipping or plunging into water.

"5^1 a. (from "51^3) Immersed, s. Immersion.

v. a. (caus. of T>f<Cv3) To immerse, to

plunge.

T^ft" s. (v. noun of b<Roj) The act of im-

mersing or plunging into water, a. Immersed,

plunged into water. Also t>4 1 Pi .

v. a. To immerse, to wet, to dip, to

plunge.

"gili s. (corrupt, of t>^<1.) A kiss. - sUlt^3
v. a. To kiss.

TOfFfll s. (from l^plW) Mutually kissing,

kissing and toying.

v. a. (from R. To give a kiss, to

come in contact.

s . (from R. "5^?) A sip, sipping.

t>^<1 s. (corrupt, of b**^) The spatha of the

coco-nut.

s. A kind of small tinsel ornaments stuck

upon the body of an idol. Carey.

*• A chirping to a bird, a coaxing.

t^«? s. (m. R. "S^+^<P) 1. A kisser, a lecher.

2. A cheat, a rogue. 3. The load-stone. 4. A
general scholar. 5. (Beng.) An abstract, an

index. 6. A short-hand. a. 1. (mfn.) Kissing.

2. (Beny.) Touching briefly upon a topic, con-

cise, laconic, brief. 3. Attractive.

^<r<HtS^ s. C^^+^te) The load-

stone. Also ^$3^ and ^WHSR
Mohun P. p. 71.

"S^T s . (n. R. "S^+^SH) The act of kissing.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "^^-f- ^"llu )

Fit or proper to be kissed.

"5^1 s. (from R. Sf^) A kiss.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^£^+^3)
Kissed.
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v. n. (from To leak, to ooze out. I

!p^T 5 .
(TJS^+ Ts^ as a rhyme to it} Hair.

Wtfm s. A savage, a mountaineer : especially-

one of the hilly country west of Bengal. Also

written

"5^ Root, x. (CTOTTfe), also i. (CSTTR?)

To steal, to rob.

s. (perhaps from Surat?^ A cigar.

TJTi s. (/. from R. Ij^) A theft, a robbery.

)
(In grammar)

The designation of the tenth class of verbs.

(Lit. Beginning with t>4^-)

FH s. (from R. TJJ^J A theft, a robbery.
;

v. a. To steal.

$J<<*«I s. Offi.+^ft) A theft, a robbery.

a. Select, young and free from blemish.

(Only said of the human species.) Carey.

"F^ Root, x. (C^T^Uft) 1. To rise, to in-

crease. 2. To elevate, to raise.

s. The hair of the head, a curl, a lock of

hair. Carey.

s. (IfT+'tr* as a rhyme to lt
)

Curls
>

locks of hair. Carey.

(corrupt, of "^t^f) A portable hearth ; a
j

furnace, a chimney, a fire-place.

IJf3<P a. (m.) 1. The hand hollowed to hold

water ; a handful of water. 2. A small vessel,
j

a gallipot, &c. 3. Mire, mud.

"S^F\ Root, i. To cut.

.^l<Pf),l s. (from R. "5^J An itching sensation,

the itch; lust. Also TpJpnF and ^^1^

.

v. a. To itch ; to scratch.

^pllT, s. (from ^KpfesJ) An itching, a

pimple ; the itch.
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TJJfigft s. (from^) A curl, a lock of hair.

Si Unsteadiness, inconstancy, variable-

ness, fickleness, a sudden transition from one

topic of conversation to another.

t^l^RlUl a ^from t^T^V) Unsteady, in-

constant, variable, changeable, fickle
;

active,

sprightly.

Root, i. (T>Wf^j 1. To manifest one's

meaning. 2. To dally, to coquet, to wanton.

"!>i^ s. (jw.) A blear eye. a. (jm/w.) Blear-eyed.

I>e*u s. (/.) A hearth, a chimney, a fire-side ; a

funeral pile ; a furnace ; a portable hearth.

Also "£fft .

t>ti s. (n.) Fried meat.

t>b<P s. (mw.) A nipple.

"^v5l s. (/. from R. "^3 TTiZAi»s' Gr. § 831).

1 . A single lock of hair left on the crown of

the head at the ceremony of the first tonsure.

2. A peacock's crest. 3. Any crest, plume,

diadem, &c. 4. The top or summit of any

thing, the peak of a mountain. 5. An apart-

ment at the top of a house. 6. A sort of

bracelet. 7. A sort of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 413. 466.

T^t^R ! s. (n. "^51 +^°!) The ceremony of

the first tonsure. See
K '

cere-

mony of forming the crest at the first tonsure

of a Hindu. Manu n. 35.

t>ol3" s. (mil. "^31 + ) A conclusion, a final

decision, the result of any thing.

) A jewel worn in a

diadem or crest. Often used in compound

words to express eminence or distinction : e. g.

ttftj^s5tH'Pl s. (m.) A chief (lit. a crest-

jewel) among scholars.

4 B
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"Fsjt^ll s. (/.) A sort of grass (a species of Cy-

perus) according to some, the Zedoary.

s. (/. from "5\3l + ^<f1 ) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 413. 466.

See Jptt .

A mantle or wrapper for the body.
*\

J^l s. (from Js5\) A kind of bracelet, made

with gold or silver, or even of lac.

Root, x.
(
c/lilfi) To contract, to close,

to shrink.

s. (corrupt, of Lime.

TTWlI s . +^t3I) The plastering of a wall

or floor with lime. Also

A species of grass (Apluda aristata).

Hort. Ben. p. 8.

TTf^t s. (from ) A small vessel with lime

used by spinners.

Mortar of sand and

lime, the plaster of a wall.

"EmI s. (from )
Dry or powdered lime,

(from ) A lime-burner.

"f>sj s. (m.~) The mango tree or its fruit (Mangi-

fera Indica). Also &\3'<P .

__ <r"

Root, iv. (fcWtSJ) To burn.

D< 5. (from R. Y^jL) !• fragment, powder, a

crumble. 2. A fulness, particularly of liquor

or intoxicating drugs. Carey.

b^b^a. (from^^) Brimful; completely drunk.

A name given by Muhammadans to a

small bird (Loxia Malabarica). Carey.

"ErfTSl a. (from TT^) 1. Brimful, running

with fulness. 2. Intoxicated.

over
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"5^ Root, x. (Trfirft ) 1. To contract, to

shrink, to close (as an eye), to wink. 2.

To throw, to send or direct. 3. To grind or

pound.

Tp°l «• (w/ra. pre^. ^ar*. p. of R. b< or of R.

^ Twins' Gr. p. 421). Burnt, calcined,

reduced to powder, s. (m.) 1. Powder, dust;

fractured pieces. 2. Lime.

<_ <r

"jTl^ s. (n. from R. W?) A peculiar sort of

composition, expounding by a sentence in prose

the purport of a preceding verse. Wilson.

<r <r _
^t^^T s. (ra. T^I+^^T) A lock or curl of

hair.

or"Fl"5! 5. (re. R. "ET^+SFT) The pulverizing

crumbling of any thing.

jj'H'l'Ufli (mfn.fut.part.p. ofR.T^+^FffcT)

Reducible to powder, capable of being pulve-

rized. Also TftSZ) and Ff) .

s. (/.) The putting forth of an unanswerable
^ <r

argument. Also

s. (/.) A sort of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. .4s. Res. x. 449.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^"1^+
)

Ground, pulverized.

v. a. (from R. "^L) To pulverize, to

break into fragments, to pound.

VtT^3 a. (mfn. VT\ from +<£?) Pulve-

rized, reduced to powder or to small frag-

ments.

>'*-fiN1\5 s. ("P$ from 74+^^3) A kind

of confectionary or sweetmeat.

s. (/.) 1. The root of an elephant's ear.
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2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 413. 466. See f [\5<E»1

.

"5^ Root, r. ("Wfe) To drink, to suck.

H"fl.U a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+3HtlT)
Capable of being sucked. Also and

"pfl (/. from R. A leathern girth.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. t> ^sj
)

Sucked.

"5ftC3 v. a. (from R. TO) To suck.

^ 5. (from R. "5^) A coral or other toy for

children.

!>3^ Root, vi. ("^\?f^J) 1. To hurt, to wound

or kill. 2. To tie or connect together.

T>°L Root, t. (W^j or x. (^Ufo) To

light, to kindle.

C5~^3 s. (corrupt, of tR°i ) The leg of an ani-

mal prepared for food or offered as a sacrifice.

(t>l>l£W v. a. (from Cb(&M) To speak aloud,

to scream, to bawl, to exclaim, to rave.

0>ytri>fi> s. (from CUfUU3 ) To scream, to

speak aloud, to exclaim.

CWtfe s. The scraping a bamboo rod to make

it clean.

CUU\^ s. (v. noun of IDOWM) An exclaim-

ing, screaming, or speaking loudly. Also

a. Screamed, exclaimed, spoken

aloud.

CUfUUS v. a. To scream, to exclaim, to speak

loudly, to bawl, to rave.

The male organ of generation. See

CUb, eSfitUi, and"^ .

CO ^Ul s. A species of grass (a species of Cype-

rus). Sabda S. p. 68.

C5~TJ<51 5. A sort of grass (Scirpus plantagineus).

Hort. Ben. p. 6.

CUb s. The male organ ofgeneration. See CO foUl

and CFfWi

C t>si s. A sort of fish (a species of Cyprinus, Bu-

chanan's MSS.). Carey.

culm) s . The male organ of generation. See

CUfUTl) and CU$ .

CU^fi s. A sort of fish (Ophiocephalus aurantiacus,

Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

cu%s\ a. Expanded, broad, spread out, wide.

s. A lad, a boy.

C5^T3t"Pl *. (from 0>^31) Childishness, boy-

ishness.

CU^tf^" s. (from C0~^t\5l) A broad and flat

basket. Also CTOtfe .

IbTHl] s. A sort of fish (Gobius Boddarti). Carey.

Also C^^3to5i . See CF|^1

.

cub s. (m. from R. "fo"^) A slave, a servant.

Also ("Olf<F . See CU3 .

cub) s. A mat of palm-leaves. Mohun P. p. 79.

Also C^ttt".

a. Broad, flat, wide, open (said of

vessels).

(jemin. of cub) A female servant, a

slave girl. Also cutb^.

Two species of fish (Gobius Boddarti,

Walb., or G. viridis, Fleming ; and G. subu-

nitus, Buchanan'sMS&.). Carey. See C0~%U I

.

cucb) a. Young, adult, full-grown, s. The palm

or the back of the hand.

(t>\i s. (m. for cub from R. fo~^) A servant,

a slave. Also CU\5& .

4 B 2
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C^31 a. (from ft>"fs5C<3) Vexed, annoyed, pro-

voked, exasperated.

C^\5t^U3 v. a. (cans, of fFf3C3) To annoy,

to vex, to exasperate, to provoke.

(from Mutual exaspe-

ration or provocation.

v. noun of CS^I^a?) The act of

annoying or provoking, a. Annoyed, provoked,

exasperated.

CC>0 1, s. (femin. of (t>\i ) A female servant, a

female slave. Also

conj. Sans. If.

C^3o See CUsPT

.

C53#t s. (/.) Yellow myrobalan (Terminalia

citrina).

C^3*T 5. (rc. R. fi>^ 1. Reflection, con-

sideration ; the being on one's guard. 2. Un-

derstanding, intelligence, wisdom. 3. The soul,

the mind. 4. (mfn.) A sentient or rational

being.

C^RPfi. a. (-f*K rnfn. C^^ +^ft^)
Endowed with feeling, sentient, intelligent.

flTvFTi s. (f. R. fij^+^Ti) Sensation, inward

perception
;

understanding, wisdom, reflection,

intelligence
;

feeling ; a stimulus
;

animation,

resuscitation, awaking. —^f^T^J v. a. To

reflect, to consider.

C^^Ttll^ a. (mfn. + 3$ *i.<P) Whose

very nature is intelligence or reflection ; reflect-

ing, intelligent.

C^3^ s. (n. from R. ) The sentient or

thinking soul, the faculty of understanding or

reasoning
;

intellect, mind.

v. a. (caus. of CFfet3) To cause to

feel or reflect, to excite, to stimulate, to stir up.

s. (v. noun of C5^tt3) The act of ex-

citing or stimulating, a. Stimulated, excited.

CD^tPf si (from C53tttf3
) Excitation, stimu-

lation.

v. a. (from R. fS^) To think, to re-

flect, to be put on one's guard.

A fish (Cyprinus Barila, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

(m.) The name of a country, perhaps

the modern Chandail. plur. (—"RUo) The

inhabitants of Chedi.

a. (from
) Compressed, bruised,

squeezed, flattened by pressure.

Flat-nosed.

Sabda S. p. 23. 24.

CS#tet*fl s. (C5#1 + C^W) A fish

(Lutianus Perca Chapta, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

Two species of fish (Gobius Boddarti,

Walb. or G. viridis, Buchanan's MSS. ; and

G. subunitus, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

See CU\^) and CU%T[\ .

CUTS. a. (mfn. from R. fi> +IT Wilkins' Gr. § 717.)

To be gathered or collected.

C£<*I5:toTt" s . Atree(Tomex sebifera, Willd.).

Carey.

G> ^ s. A tree (probably a species of Tomex

or of Tetranthera). Carey.

G>Tl a. (from fi>f^I3 ) Split, broken, cleft,

torn. s. A tearing or splitting.

v. a. (from T3) To split, to tear,

to break, to scratch.

GJTfcl s. (v. noun of Cl>Tt3!T3) The art of

splitting, tearing, or breaking. Also C

a. Split, cleft, torn.

CUmfl s. (from C^PtSS) Wages paid for

cleaving or splitting wood, 8cc.
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s. (corrupt, of A plant

(Gentiana Cherayta). Hort. Ben. p. 84.

CS^Root, i.(C^rf\?) 1. To tremble, to shake.

2. To go or move.

CU^\ s. (mn. from R. f"5^) A garment, clothes,

cloth, a. (mfn.) Vile, wicked, bad.

CU^I s. (from A particular sort of

cloth.

CO^li s. 1. A chip. 2. A disciple; a child

adopted by a religious mendicant. 3. A mate.

4. A sort of fish (Clupea cultrata). Mohun.P.

p. 51. (Cyprinus cultrata, Buchanan's MSS.).

5. A shrub (Allangium tomentosum, Bucha-

nan's MSS.y Carey.

v. a. (from lO^l) To hew, to chip.

) A chip, a splinter,

a long and thin piece of wood.

C^£f^ s. A tree (Sapium sebiferum).

Carey.

( 0°^ lu1 s. A fish (Cyprinus Morur, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

Cfrf*0 s. (from 05^) Silken cloth.

Water in which rice has been washed.

Also C^*pt

.

s. (f. from R. ID*5*!.^ A garment, clothes,

cloth. See CU^

.

A plant (Amaranthus polygo-

noides). Hort. Ben. p. 67.

C^Root, i. (fMfe) 1. To think. 2. To

go. N.B. This root is not generally admitted.

SeeR. CS5^.

CT>*fc Root, i. (CEP$U3) To act, to do, to en-

deavour, to strive, to make an effort. Some-

times with the prepositions "fcor ^1° prefixed.

a. (mfn. R. C^+S!^) Endeavouring,

exerting himself, making an effort.

CF^s. (n. R. CS*|+ 3FT) Effort, endeavour,

exertion, search.

(f. from R. C^%) Endeavour, exertion,

action, an effort, search. (Beng.) —^f^Ts?
or v. a. To make an effort, to en-

deavour ; to search after.

C&^T^ 5 . (n. C5%i + ) ] . Another effort,

a new attempt. 2. Redress. - p]t^T3 To

gain an object of pursuit.

C^ttfWa. (mfn. C5%+^^s5) Full of de-

sire, eager, anxious about any thing.

G5^t^ a. (mfn. C^1+^) Worth seeking

after, deserving an effort.

CFF%3 ^u/(mfn. pret. part. p. R. C¥%+?;3)

1. Exerting himself, endeavouring. 2. Endea-

voured, exerted, eagerly engaged, anxiously

sought for. s. (rc.) Bodily motion, strife, en-

deavour, exertion, effort.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Deserving to be eagerly sought for, proper to be

laboured for.

v. a. (from R. ) To endeavour, to

strive, to take pains.

CU^ s. (for tW»1 ) Bodily action, effort, exertion.

(corrupt, of ) A sort of pepper (Piper

Chavya). Carey.

t^FrWl s. (-l^m.TS^ +^TTFT) (In

the system of the Jainas) The intelligent and

sentient soul. Trans R.A.S. i. 551.

s. (m. from Cl>\i*T ) 1. Mental perception,

feeling, sensation, knowledge
;
animation, sen-

sation. 2. God, as the source of all sensation

and perception. 3. The name of the leader of

a sect among the Hindus.

a. (mfn. from f^\5) Belonging to intelli-

gence. Trans. R.A.S. i. 559.
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a. (mfn. fo~^3+ ^<5) Pertaining to in-

tellect. Trans. E.A.S. i. 561.

(n. from R. fl> + a)) A piace of sacrifice

or religious worship ; an altar, (m.) A sacred

tree, a religious fig-tree, &c. growing in a vil-

lage or near it.

TU^T s. (jm.) 1. The month Chaitra (March-

April), beginning when the sun enters Pisces.

2. The name of a grove or garden, described as

the residence of Kuvera.

The name of the

garden of Kuvera.

tef^ s. (m. fo~3"1 +t^ See Wilkins' Gr.

% 903) The month Chaitra (March-April).

Seeto^T.

s. (/.) The fifteenth day of the first half of

the month Chaitra. As. Res. in. 277.

(wz.) The name of a particular class

of embodied spirits, the condition ofa Sudra who

has neglected his occupations. Manu xu. 72.

nri s. (p. ^i) a wen.

CFt3lt^U3 v. a. (caus. of LOR.(.sS) To cause to

ooze or flow out ; to drip, to drop, to distill.

CITtattf^ s. (from R. The jaw-bone.

v. a. (from f^TO) To leak, to ooze, to

drip, to distil, to drop or fall (as fruit).

v. noun of lt>i£W) A leaking:, a

dripping, an oozing out.

o <r

CO l^ill a. (corrupt, of ) Calcined, burnt : said

of burnt grain.

v. a. To calcine, to parch, to burn to

powder.

v. noun of U3) The cal-

cining grain. Also a. Calcined,

burnt to powder.

mWi iii6

CTTtf3^ s. (corrupt, of1>1<^+^5S) The plant

that yields long pepper (Piper Chavya). Sab-

da S. p. 164.

a. Whetted, keen, sharp.

v. a. To whet a knife, to strap a razor,

to set any edged instrument.

Cbt<H»i s. (v. noun of CO i^RC^) The whetting

a knife, &c. Also «. Sharpened,
o

whetted, set. Also (bl<^n .

CoTU s. (from 1. A beak. 2. The fibrous

internal substance of the bark of a tree. 3. A
splinter.

A sort of grass or club-rush (Scirpus

articulatus). Carey.

CStUl a. (from*^TOTs?) Rough (said of writings,

as a rough copy, &c). s. A hastening forward

in full speed.

CFTFr^K? v. a. (from ^fi>C3) To strip off

seeds, to cause to strip off seeds.

C~0~tT>t^I a. (from C~0~fo~) Full oflong woody fibres.

C0~t\3l a. Rough (said of writings, as, a rough

copy, &c.) See CFfo"1

.

a. (corrupt, of CO ltd?) Strong, sharp, pun-

gent (as liquor or food), s. Pleasure, approba-

tion, desire.

fish (Esox ventricosus). Carey.

C5Wi a. (from 1. Strong, sharp, pun-

gent (as liquor). 2. Arranged, settled, ad-

justed, s. The arranging, settling, or adjusting

any affair.

C0~WtT3 v. a. (from <0<F&f} To decide, to

determine, to settle, to arrange, to adjust ; to

whet an edge-tool.
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C5l^*Na. (from CFt^t^U3) I, Sharp, whetted.

2. Keen.

CO a. (mfn.) f. Clean, pure. 2. Dexterous,

skilful, clever. 3. Pleasing, beautiful. 4. Sharp,

pungent, strong, keen.

v. a. To whet, to sharpen an edge-

tool.

(Fftrfr s. (v. noun of CI>WtC3) The whet-

ting or sharpening of an edge-tool.

(from C&"W^C3) Whetted, sharp-

ened, keen, well-edged.

CFW s. (from^ft?) 1. A tube, a spout. 2.

The barrel of a gun. 3. A young woman.

(MO s. (re.) 1 . Bark, rind : especially cassia-

bark. 2. Half-eaten fruit. 3. The fruit of the

palm. 4. A banana or plantain. 5. A cocoa-

nut.

(T>lii> s. (from "^fn^Ts?) A blow, a contusion, a

wound, v.a. To wound.

v. a. To hurt, to knock, to strike.

(Fttrt^iri a. (C5t^ + C^Hl) Wounded,

bruised, hurt.

s. Exorbitant interest, usury.

v. a. To smite, to strike, to knock,

to hurt, to wound.

Urine. 2. A small ill-scented kind

of vetch.

Cl>l'l !tC3 v.a. (from C5H1) To expel urine

(said of animals, and ludicrously, of men).

(TTfrrT s. (n. R. W+3FT) An ordinance, a

precept, an injunction. Manu n. 35. Also

CFtTpTl (/.).

(bill s. (v. noun of (OlRts?) The selecting

of things.

a. (from GStf^?) Selected, chosen, s.

A leguminous plant (Cicer arietinum). Carey.

(Ffaltre v. a. (caus. of CUtf^KS) To cause

to choose or select.

v. a. To select, to choose.

The stroke of a weapon.

CFP^I a. (from C5t"jf%U3) Moist, soft by

moisture
;
imbibed, admitting the ink to sink

into it (as paper).

v. a. To suck in or imbibe mois-

ture ; to sink as paper ; to be dried up or de-

prived of juice, as a boil, or as the body in

disease or old age.

C5t>Wc
i s. (v. noun of C5~PWtU3) The

sucking in or imbibing of moisture. Also

a. Imbibed, soft by imbibing

moisture.

C5~W^U3 v. a. (caus. of YP^) To cause or

order any one to strike with a weapon.

(p.
L5

i*>- <-rJ>>-) An aromatic drug

(Smilax China). Mohun P. p. 34.

s. The rind of a fruit, a tegument. Carey.

s. An aquatic bird (Scolopax Chobaha,

Buchanan's MSS.*). Carey.

C5~t^3^"1 s. (h. 1- An elevated place

either as a seat of justice Or place of execution.

2. A covered terrace, a summer-house. 3. A
custom-house. 4. A police officer.

A sprinkling or spilling of water, &c.

Sabda S. p. 434.

Cl>iUl|% s. The jaws. Tdrdchand Ch.

(ITte s. (m. from R. 1. A thief. 2. A

sort of perfume, chora. Sabda S. p. 488.

A species of grass

(Andropogon aciculatum). Hort. Ben. p. 7.

See Ortftyfl.

toUf^y s. (n. CTJt^+fi^H) A peep-hole.
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Cf. from C^t^+^) A sort of

grass (Andropogon aciculatum). Also C t> f*C -

t&i.<l a. (from .^(<JlV$) Stolen, clandestine,

secret.

CFfaTv3 s. (from CSfe.) The act of stealing,

robbery, theft.

CUtTt^ s. (m. C^t<1 +^$) A pitfall.

CJ>WT[1 s . (CFtTi + ^Tl) A blow in secret,

murder, assassination.

A secret

blow, murder, assassination.

CFtTW s. (CFffl +*&) A hidden path, a

by-road.

) A quick-sand.

C^tf^l s.
(f.

for q. v.) Robbery,

theft.

HJTf^A? a. (from Cf>t3") Stolen, robbed. Sabda

S. p. 345.

CUT^ s. (m.) 1. A short jacket, a bodice. 2. The

name of a country, the modern Tanjore: it is

also supposed to apply to a part of Btrbhum in

Bengal. Wilson. See As. Res. v. 56.

fl>"Mt s . (/. from CT>t^[) A short jacket, a

bodice.

(t>"to a. (from Sucking, imbibing,

s. One who sucks, an extortioner, a blood-

sucker.

CFfaftHl a. (from C5tf^G3) Sucking.

C5t^1 a. (from CStftK?) Sucked, s. Suction,

a sucking.

v. a. (caus. of To cause

to suck or imbibe.

CTjW ! s. (v. noun of CITW^TsJ) A sucking,

suction. Also a. Sucked, im-

bibed.

v. a. (from R. "pT) To suck, to im-

bibe, to wring, to fleece.

Cl>"to a. (mfn. from R. CT) What may be

sucked or imbibed, s. (w.) Food that is sucked.

C^WS s. A tribe of mountaineers.

CTO^s. (from^t^T^) A caste of R&jputs.

s. The lower jaw-bone.

a. (corrupt, of l>^3< ) Four : used in com-

position instead of

Seventy-

four. Also

Cfo$fa a. (CU) +^tm for Fifty-

four. Also

CSWHh a. (Cl^+^tf^l for^ft^l) Forty-

four. Also dSWISfl .

a. (from ) The forty-

fourth.

s. (corrupt, of ¥$fpfsj 1. The eye. 2. (In

numeration) four panas, marked thus I
*

. 3. A
square marked out by the Hindus when they

cook their food within which no one is permitted

to enter. Carey. See C^1<?1

.

a. (from ^tcHlJ 1. Attentive, circum-

spect, on his guard. 2. Even, level, flat.

s. (fi•om Attention, watch-

fulness, circumspection. Also

ffffel s. (corrupt, of square plat

of ground marked out, on which a Hindu dresses

his food on a journey. Carey.

A frame composed of

four pieces of wood, a door-frame.

A fish-spear or har-

poon with four prongs.

1. A chair, a bench. 2. A small cir-
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cular appendage, several of which are wrought

on the periphery of the ring worn in the nose by

Hindu women. 3. The guarding or watching

of property. Carey, v. a. To guard,

to mount guard, to watch.

A guard-house, a

watch-house.

+ p. j\S) A sentinel, a

guard, a watch.

C^f^Ttt^l s. (CStf^Tte-f.^) The office or

employment of a watchman.

1. (from watchman. 2.

(from reckoning by fours or by four

punas.

C^t, C^^R, C^ftR, &c. See

CFtf^, CFttWr, &c.

Quadrangular, square.

) Four coss distant.

a. 1. Clever, dexterous. 2. Even,

level. Tdrdchand Ch.

C^tT^s.
(
P . A kind of play, cricket,

or cat, played on horseback.

C^TSHO) ad. (C^l+FKrt Flat) All along,

flat (said of a person's falling flat to the ground).

A hipped roof.

0>fe a. (corrupt, of T>^1 ) One-fourth. Also

CStfrl . See C^W .

"^1 s. (corrupt, of 0^<1 ) A quarter, one-

fourth.

s. (corrupt, of "^35^) 1. The fourth

day. As. Res. vfi. 307. 2. One fourth.

a. (from
) Wide, broad, spacious.

<. s. (from ) The breadth or width

of any thing.

(p. xjij+s*-) A terrace,

1122

a summer-

house.

OTTfT*] a. ( CTJUftrl from ft-°*K) Thirty-

four.

«. (from ) The thirty-fourth,

(corrupt of T^^- ) One-fourth, a quarter.

CFTftl 5 . (C^+f^l from f^) The four

cardinal points, the four quarters of the horizon.

ad. (from ) On all sides, all

around.

f^t*. (corrupt, of b^T^) Fourteen. Also

(from The fourteenth.

CUlffi. s. from ^5) A chief of

four (as a title of honour).

A square bottle, a case

bottle. Carey.

5. (cormpt. of Eiffel) A school

where the four vedas and other sciences are

taught ; a school or college generally.

CSW^s. (C^U^ for H$j A die, dice.

AlsoCmtfe.

ClfWf^W s. (GSWf^+C^I) A play

at dice or similar games.

CSWSTL. (CFl + ^tUl) l. A quadruped. 2.

A piece of furniture which has four feet.

(t>Yi'Hl s. (C5l + 1>
i1^1) A palkee or litter

used to carry a bridegroom to his marriage.

Carey.

from ^6) Active,

robust, clever, dexterous.

) A square pit

well, a cistern, a vat. Carey.

(bWtvit s. (for ^ffTl&t) A school,

01

a semi-

4 C
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nary, a college : properly one where the four

vedas are taught. Also

C^Trt^" s. Seventy-four. Mohun P. p. 128.

Also ctor

.

CoWHt s. Fifty-four. Mohun P. p. 127. Also

C^t^Ttf^l s. Forty-four. Mohun P. p. 127.

Also

(m. from C^T^T) A thief, a robber, a pil-

ferer. -31 (/.) or -3" (n.) Theft. Wilhins

Gr. %. 976.

a. (h. ^«^^>-) Flat, smooth, level, even.

A bird (Charadrius spinosa, Linn.).

Carey.

C&K^MK s. (corrupt, of T^TTfi?) Ninety-

four. Also CFlTfa .

C5W*fl. s. (corrupt, of F3^tfe) Eighty-

four.

(/. from Theft, robbery.

(jemin. of 1 . A female thief or

pilferer. 2. Theft, robbery, stealing
;
burglary.

C5^f> s. {n. CT>t^"+ XT) Theft, robbery, stealing.

Wilkins' Gr. § 976.

The practice of

theft or robbery.

Thievish, pilfering, dishonest.

H&FC&ft s. (-*&^ n . CFt^f for C5r3 from

Ta51, The ceremony of tonsure,

cutting off all the hair from the head of a child

three years old except one lock on the crown.

Wilson.

CU^ft s. (corrupt, of "Ff^f^) Sixty-four.

Mohun P. p. 127.

A fish, a kind of gilt-head. Sabda S. p. 142.

1>T\& s. The male organ of generation. See

Root, i. ("SJ^RS, ^ZGS) 1. To move, to

go. 2. To fall, to sink. Sometimes with the

prepositions or ^1 prefixed to it. x.

1. To laugh. 2. To bear or

suffer.

"Ere Root, i. (CSJlhjfe) To moisten, to wet,

to sprinkle, to exude.

"tx^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^+^?) Fallen,

dropped ; fallen from, degraded. Often used

in comp. e. g. *KJ*|>X3 a. (mfn.) Fallen from

the sky, from or ^T^^The sky, + "^3.
s. (Beng.) A mango.

"STfe s . (J. R. T>> +f^J) 1. A fall; the oozing

out or dropping of any thing. 2. The getting

rid of any thing, release, freedom.

Root, x. (CIJJt^TIflsJ) 1. To laugh. 2. To

bear. 3. To loose.

n. from R. "^P^L) A sprinkling, a pour-

ing out or dropping ; an oozing or trickling.

C0»J i^J a. (mfn.') 1. Moving or going. 2. Ovipa-

rous. 3. Wicked, profligate.

5

^ The seventh consonant of the Hindu, alphabet.

It is the aspirate to "U , and its sound may be

expressed by the English letters chh in the

words WhicA Aorse ?

^ a. (corrupt, of *4f3L) Six.

s. (corrupt, of 0?IVtJ The covering or
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roof of a boat or of the cabin at the poop of a

ship.

5$f^ a. (from 5?) The sixth.

A square or checquer in a chess-board.

5^31 5. 1. (corrupt, of *f^t) A cart, a wheel-

carnage. 2. (from 5? +^3l) feix cowries.

s. (m. 5? + The letter 5? or any

other character expressing the sound of 5^ .

5g1 a (wi.) A goat. See and E^t55^ .

SFt10
! 5. (ms.) Dried cow-dung.

5?1^T s, (m.) A goat. See .

B^t8^ s. (m. +3) A goat.

B^t^Tl s. (femin. of Dq5t5*T) 1. A she-goat. 2.

A plant (Convolvulus pes caprae) . Also l>3 iW],

,

s. (f. from A kind

of convolvulus (Convolvulus pes caprse).

(/. from tSW+.TO ?) A plant

(Convolvulus pes caprae). Also sorted and

Bi^Mft^l. See^^lM-
tr.ofo*! s. (^+ T>fft*1) Forty-six. Mohun P.

p. 127.

s. (/.) 1. Light, resplendence : the evening

and morning splendor. 2.- A crowd, an as-

sembly. 3. A straight line or boundary, a.

(Beng.~) Six.

(corrupt, of j A weight, the

sixteenth part of a ser.

a. (from Shed out, withdrawn.

v. a. (caws. of^t|%3) 1 . To force

out by pressure, to squeeze out. 2. To cause

to withdraw. 3. To shoot a marble or ball at

play.

^t^T s. (v. noun of 5*tjFl§t3) The act of

squeezing or pressing out ; the driving away or

causing to withdraw. Also "5!^[<pl'f*i . a.

Forced away, driven away, expelled.

a. Speckled, spotted. Carey.

v. a. 1. To withdraw, to go away.

2. To slip from, to shed out as seeds from the

capsule.

§^<^>

'ik s' & struggling or tossing about, an im-

patient motion.

v. a. To struggle or toss about as

from pain ; to flutter for liberty.

a. (from Unsteady,

restless, tossing about, struggling.

A spear, a scratch.

O^Ol s. 1. A string of beads. 2. A long prose

sentence, a commentary ; a number of sym-

phonious sentences. Tardchand Ch. 3. The

sprinkling of a house before sweeping. 4. Shot.

5, A bunch of plantains, a. Scattered about,

cut up, waste.

v. a. (caus. ) 1. To disperse,

to sow out, to strew, to scatter or sprinkle

about ; to squander. 2. To cause an animal

to be skinned. 3. To loosen, to liberate.

1 . A scattering things about, waste,

profusion. 2. A mutual engagement in the

skinning of an animal.

5£5Wff£ s. (5£5l+3rtffc) The sprinkling

and sweeping of a house.

v. noun of 1kT3) 1. A sowing or

scattering about. 2. The skinning of an ani-

mal. Also a. 1. Scattered, dis-

persed. 2. Cut up.

a. (from ^3T^"U3) Scattering, dis-

persing; lavish, wasteful, s. 1. A spendthrift.

2. One who skins animals.

v. n. To be scattered or sown about, v. a.

1. To sprinkle. 2. To flay, to skin an animal.

4 C 2
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^fOTl (JFpKZ v. a. To throw about, to

scatter, v. a. To straggle.

s. A switch, a twig, a thin stick, a scourge.

5p1 s. A gimlet, an auger. Sabda S. p. 62.

s. (n. properly , from R. b^i^+TT)

1. A parasol, an umbrella (the ensign of royal

or delegated power; hence Satrap from b?Q +n
The lord of the umbrella. See ^iPtfsJ). 2.

(Beng.) A mushroom. 3. Mouldiness.

I^T^T) s. (S^T +^Tl from R. <i ) Mouldiness.

Mohun P. p. 156.

^^Tt^" a. (mfn. B^T+ Stfa") Possessing; or

holding an umbrella or parasol. Also^^T<tt^^

(mfn.) or ^ST^Wt; (— fcl^jw/ra.).

BSEPftT (w, ^r+^tTT) A plant (Hibiscus

mutabilis).

A sovereign. (Lit.

The lord of the umbrella : see 0^ .)

s< (TS^T+ XF5^) A timber-tree (a species

of Swietenia, Buchanan's MSS.). .Carey.

S^T^t s. (m. S^T +^t) (Lit. The breaking

of an umbrella or parasol. Hence) 1. A forlorn

state ; loss of dominion, authority, or power.

2. Independence, wilfulness. 3. Widowhood.

^^"1 s. (/.) 1. A plant (Anethum Sowa and A.

Panmorium). 2. A mushroom. 3. Coriander.

^TTt^l s. (/. from "SIT) A plant commonly

called rasnci (Mimosa octandra).

Bife) a. (corrupt. of^tft°*K) Thirty-six.

a. (from ) The thirty-sixth.

«• (-f^T^m/n.'S^r+ t/r) l. Belonging

to a parasol. 2. Bearing or having a parasol or

umbrella, s. 1. (m.) A barber. 2. (Beng.)

The tester of a bed, an awning.

t^^< s. (m. from R. b;^) 1. A house, a dwel-

ling. 2. A bower, an arbour.

1128

^Root, i. (1^3, -C3) and x. (b?Kufo

or ) To cover, to clothe, to veil, to

conceal. Often with the prepositions ^tf^T,

andT prefixed. Also, i. (with the

insertion of a nasal, fe) 1. To live, to

breathe. 2. To be strong.

^1 s. (m. from R. 1. A wing. 2. A leaf.

3. A blade of grass. 4. The bark of a tree.

5. (Beng.) A habit or custom.

^I/Ts. (re.R.E^+^SFT) A leaf. Also .

^ft s. See E^ft^T .

T^PT, 5. (/. from R. 5£F ) The thatch or roof

of a house.

A covering,

a disguise, a concealment. 2. A fraud, a deceit,

a trick, craft, device.

S&W*I s. (m. OT^+'C^IJ A diseruise. a.

(mfn.) In a disguised dress, incognito. Also

(-fH or ^wrt
(_-pt^^.).

b^CH ad. Sans. (5^T locat. case of

<Pl) Under a disguise, incognito.

a. (-fW^mfn. W^^-^L) Disguised,

under an assumed appearance.

T>;"^[ s. (m.) 1. Intention, inclination, desire. 2.

Purport, meaning, (n.) Desire, wish, pleasure.

a. (mfn.) Solitary, secret, private. See 0?*^^.

OfK^ s. (n. from R. 5^) 1. (In prosody) A

poetic metre. 2. Purport, meaning. 3. Inten-

tion, object, wish, desire. 4. Free will, arbi-

trary choice. 5. The sacred writings, the vedas

:

chiefly that part of them which is written in

verse, viz. the hymns to the several deities.

b,HtJrfl*T°f|^1 s. (/. t&Ctfl from

+ The title of a particular part of

the Sama-veda, commonly called A rchika,

and consisting of short prayers or invocations

5?A
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to the several deities. As. Res. vm. 458. See

Properly

TS^PP a. (mfn. OWt+^T) 1. Made or done

according to one's wish. 2. Pertaining to the

veda. Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

b?CHP~l s. (m. bfK Jrl+ 7
\ from R.t*1 ) 1. A

reciter or chanter of the Sama-veda. As. Res.

vm. 458. 2. A certain grammar which teaches

the language of the vedas.

E^T a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. t>^W
s+ *T Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) 1. Covered, hidden, concealed. 2.

Clandestine, secret, solitary. 3. Foolish, mad.

Assuming a fictitious character, going under a

disguise.

5^1 Root, i: and x. (with the insertion of a

nasal, 5* To go, to move.

s. 1. A sloping thatch, a roof. 2. A
covering, a bed-tester. Morton.

5fc s. (/.) 1. Light, brilliancy, lustre, splen-

dour. 2. Beauty. 3. (Beny.) A painting, a

picture. Also b?<l (/.).

^5^3 5. (m.) A fatherless son, an orphan.

E?^Root, i. ('^Slfe) To eat. See R. TJ*^,

a. (corrupt, of Six.

I s. (/.) A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody.

Yates' Gr. p. 426. See T^tlTl

.

v. n. To splash up, to fly in all direc-

tions ; to bruise or break by falling, v. a. To
throw about, to splash about.

"0t Root, x. (!>3%rR?) To vomit, to be sick.

W s. (m. from R. "5^1) Retching, vomiting,

sickness. Also (n.).

(/. from R. A retching, vomiting, or

belching. Also^lor^f^l^.). (Beny.)

-^ftU3 To belch.

"5^ Root, i. ( - C3) To kill, to wound

or hurt.

Ti^T s. (n.) 1. Deceit, deception, fraud, device,

a pretext, a pretence, a stratagem. On the use

of this term in the Nyaya system of philosophy

see Trans. R.A.S. i. 117. 2. Wickedness.

"SfT^U^ a. (mfn. Oft +<i?U3?) Practising

fraud or deceit. Also ^<?Ul. (-f^T ).

ad. ("5^+3^*1 from By means

of deceit, deceitfully.

"5^11$^ a. (mfn. +*H^) Suspecting

any one of fraud or deceit, s. (m.) An impostor,

a swindler, a cheat. Also

bflsjl s. ("bfT + ^jl) Fraud, deception, deceit.

Sabda S. p. 97.

s. (n. R. I^+^FT) The cheating or

deceiving any one.

bfll i s. (f. R. TS^+^ITi) Deception, fraud,

deceit ; a pretence.

a. (from'&Tf^
r
1^3) Deceiving, cheating,

imposing upon others, s. A cheat, a swindler.

v. a. (from ) To impose upon, to

deceive, to cheat.

TxT\\ a. (-P^ mfn. W^+^l) Cheating,

imposing upon, swindling, s. (m.) 1. A cheat,

a swindler. 2. (Beny.) A blotch or scab.

bf^bf'T a. (from B^T
)
Gushing out. -^f^T3

v. a. To gush out.

C^crI (/•) !• Skin, bark, rind. 2. Posterity,

offspring. 3. A spreading creeper. 4. A kind

of flower. Wilson. Also written

b^fla (corrupt, of^i^f^) Sixty-six.

^1 s. (corrupt, of *tt<T^?) The young of an

animal.
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s. (from ?) Ashes.

s. 1. A whip. 2. The spray or beating

in of rain.

O^C^ v. a. (from R. To thatch, to bottom

a chair, to cover as with cane or wicker-work.

s. (from ?) A cantonment, an

encampment, a camp ; barracks ; an awning.

from *tt<l<£ , + <TlrT ) A child,

an infant.

5^3TFl s. (corrupt, of I I'll) A covering, a roof,

a thatch.

^t\3Tr1^T s. A child. See 5?^"^.

^>3^tf5 s, (from Ft^t^T) Puerility, child-

ishness ;
childhood, infancy,

o
5^1 s. (for ^1 from *fR<l?) A young animal.

v. noun The straining or

filtrating of a liquid.

i.
U

t^t^fl s. (from ^tT^^) Lees.

t>;l<Ml. s. (from I^|<K\j) A sieve, a strainer.

v. a. To strain, to filtrate ; to drain a

tank of its fish.

T*$~f> s. (from h. IsrL) 1- An image, a likeness,

a copy. 2. A casting-mould or matrix.

A churning-stick.

s. The eaves of a house.

&tl bjTTl a. (from^tl?) Cast in a mould.

a. (from R. fi>^t.) To cliP> to

lop off, to trim. 2. To pass by, to neglect, to

disregard any one.

o
t>^T s. (from bfK^T ) 1. A poetical metre. 2.

Milk and water.

^tf^3 v. a. (from R. ^) To tie the legs of

a cow to prevent its kicking when milked.

M^R s. (from ^tffe?) A strainer, a sieve, a

sieve-net.

15t3*ft a. (from ^tf^t3) Clever at straining:

liquors.

a. (from 5^fe3) Strained, clear, pure

;

innocent, guiltless.

v. a. (caus. of T5^f^3) To cause to

strain liquors.

v. a. To strain through a cloth, to fil-

trate, to clear ; to drain a pond of its fish.

^t^l s . (m.) A goat. See T5?l .

T^^tF^ s. (n. "5^1 +T$>) Goat's milk. Mohun
P. p. 31.

Goat's flesh.

t^t^N s. (to.) A goat. Also ^t5^ . See

A plant

(Convolvulus pes caprse). See ^t^t^]^ .

5^TFt1ftrr1 «. (from s^H + cnttf)

Lecherous, cohabiting promiscuously like goats.

A plant (Sphse-

ranthus Indicus). Hort. Ben. p. 62.

S^IMtfitl s. (^t^+ ^tfltl A plant)

A plant (Euphorbia dracunculoides). Carey.

A plant) A
climbing plant (Asclepias tunicata). Hort.

.Sere, p. 20. Also 5£t^3ffH,

.

5^t~ftW s. (from 5?St5?T) A tree (a species of

Dalbergia, Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey.

^tpT?I1 «. (from "5?^) Tending goats, deal-

ing in goats.

Sjt^Ht s. (femin. of TSo^t5^) A she-goat.
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genit. case of

ft^M , +EjfW ) A kid. Mohun P. p. 49.

{Jemin. of Eqt^l ) A she-goat. Also

A goat-

herd. Sabda S. p. 6.

1. A switch, a thin stick or cane. 2. A
brush used in agriculture for sprinkling with.

a. (from )
Lopped, clipped,

trimmed, cleansed from the husk.

v. a. (caus. To cause to

lop or to trim, to order rice to be husked.

as a rhyme to it)

Lopped, clipped, trimmed, unhusked.

(v. noun of ^t£ttt3) The causing

to lop or to trim ; the ordering rice to be un-

husked. Also a. Lopped, clipped,

cleansed from the husk.

5^fl*T3 v. a. (from R. fi^T ?) To cut off, to

lop, to trim, to unhusk rice.

(from A cutting into

small pieces or shreds ; the lopping of a tree.

t^lofo h\ s. (5^5 from ^tfe^3, +f^t) A
passport, a clearance for goods. Mohun P.

p. 87. Also 5^3f^f1 .

^31 a. (from D?l[oW) Abandoned, left, re-

linquished. Used in comp. e. g.

a. Deserted by fortune, unfortunate, from ^T*Kl,

s. Fortune, + s. The relinquishing or

abandoning of any thing.

v. a. (caus. of b?'i(iW ) To disen-

tangle, to release, to extricate, to rescue, to

discharge, to disperse, to cashier.

s. (from A mutual aban-

doning or relinquishing, a separation.

s. (v. noun of y^ii&j) a disentan-

gling, releasing or setting at liberty.

^t^f^T s. (from 5ffi5}|BS) Release, extrica-

tion, liberation.

a. (from Rescuing;, ex-

tricating, releasing, liberating.

v. a. 1. To depart, to withdraw, to de-

sert, to abandon, to forsake, to relinquish. 2.

To give up, to forego, to surrender (a thing).

3. To abate the price of a thing. 4. To cast

off a favourite. 5. To release, to let go, to

liberate, to pardon, v. a.

To liberate, to emancipate ; to divorce (a wife).

t^l\j a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of R. CS^I) 1. Cut,

divided. 2. Thin, feeble, emaciated. Also

fi^sJ q. v.

"5^5 s. (from R. "5^) The flat roof of a house,

a terrace.

^t\3l s. (corrupt, of ^^T) 1. A parasol, an um-

brella. 2. The breast. 3. A fungus, a mush-

room. 4. Mouldiness.

5^3tflhl1 a. (5^3*1) Mouldy. Also T*t3t

0?l\3l^" s. (from R. 5?^) A species of bird

(Gracula Chataree, Buchanan's MSS. ; Tur-

dus canorus, Linn. ). Also T^torfwl

.

t>lvdl<t<plo1 s. (I^ls3l<^genit. case of 5^31 +

A mushroom. Mohun P. p. 34.

I^tf3 s. (from R. I>^0 A roof, a terrace, a ceil-

ing. See I^t^l and T^JT .

(from I>^31) A large tree (Alstonia

scholaris, Carey. Echites scholaris, Hort. Ben.

p. 20). Also ^tf%^.

^1n?T. s. (from R. 1^) 1. The breast, the bosom.

2. Boldness, courage. Also
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t>?t^ s. Barley-meal ; flour or powder of different

kinds of pulse, first fried and then ground.

^t^T s. (m.) A scholar, a pupil, a disciple.

T>?T^*r s. (n. R. B^+^PT) 1. A covering, a

screen. 2. A leaf. See TS^'T .

a. (mfn. fret. part. p. cans. R. t^^)

Covered, concealed.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. T^i^+vS^P
)

Concealable, to be covered or concealed. Also

^A> or Mktl.il .

^TTl a. (from ^tf%^) Moulded, wrought with

the hand as clay. s. 1. Curds. See ^iR^I

.

2. The young of an animal.

E^fafe^ v. a. (froml^rfaT^) To knead, to

mould, to work with the hands ; to strain water

for catching the fish.

erenit. case of

+^f) Whey. Mohun P. p. 74.

v. a. 1. To knead, to mould. 2. To

drag for fish.

A film or speck on the eye ; a cataract.

DrK^I a. (mfn. from Pertaining to the

vedas. (In grammatical works) Obsolete, be-

longing to the ancient dialect and peculiar style

of the vedas. s. (m.) A priest conversant with

the vedas.

'5$Ftf?X> s. (n. from W^l) 1- The Ckan-

dogya-Upanishad, pertaining to the Sama-veda.

As. Res. vm. 462. seq. 2. The vedas in general.

3. The doctrine of the vedas.

s. (h. c->lfr>-) A stamp, a press, a die, an en-

graved block for printing calico.

v. noun of^tfTO) The imprinting of

any thing, the printing of calicoes.

1. A covering or roof over a boat.

2. The tester over a bed. 3. A thatched roof.

U^tHl 1136

A bedstead.

EqW a. (from !^P)t3) 1. Printed. 2. Sup-

pressed, concealed, s. 1. The printing of any

thing; an impression. 2. Concealment, the

suppression of any thing.

v. a. (cans, of ^tf%3) To cause a

thing to be stamped, imprinted, or concealed.

A printer, a calico-

printer.

s. (from A mutual con-

cealing, a reciprocal stamping or imprinting.

^HtpflTl a. (from fclfat^j h Pressing down,

imprinting. 2. Suppressing, concealing, clan-

destine.

v. a. (from R. I. To lurk, to

skulk. 2. To splash up, to overflow. 3. To

stamp, to print, to impress.

or ili^tpPC^ v. a. To lurk, to skulk ; S^fWl
trfe\3 v. a. To sneak; #f%1 SffctS v. a.

To overflow, to splash over.

a. (from Suppressed, concealed.

E^jltT s. (corrupt, of^?t*N) Fifty-six.

tel^lftl s. (from '(^H) Childishness, child-

hood.

^t^l a. (from b?kl<W) Bottomed, thatched.

Also 5£faH

.

t?. a. To order any one to thatch a

house, or to bottom a chair or couch.

S^t^N" s. (1*1 +3pT) A child. See "S^TT^T

.

5^tf%*1 a. (corrupt, ofTOf3" *ff3) Twenty-six.

^tf^tl a. (from T^f^l ) The twenty-sixth.

T^tHl s. (/.) 1. Shade. 2. Shadow, a reflected

image. 3. The wife of the sun. 4. Beauty,

splendour, lustre. 5. A sort of metre in Sans-

krit prosody. As. Res. x. p. 472. 6. (Beng.)
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Refuge, shelter. 7. An apparition. 8. A pet-

ticoat. 9. A plant (Achyranthes lanata).

a. (from T^THl )
Shady, umbrageous.

B^ftrHfa si (^tlTl+^tTt) Measurement of

time by shadows.

fc*WkW*W s. (m. '^Rti + ZJZSfc) The

measurement of a shadow ; measurement by

means of a gnomon. Colebr. Alg. p. 106.

awning,

a house or place built for shade ; an open shed

or hall erected for a festive occasion. See

BjftrteTfl a. (-Fnmfn. tiWwl +
Pertaining to the person who is honoured with

a seat under the awning at a marriage. Carey.

tfcftlpjp s. (f»/BiW*^Pf) An epithet of the

planet Saturn. Kola S. p. 361.

B5fcf a. (from 5£t^" ) Vile as ashes, abominable,

hateful, unlucky.

^t^^"F s . A plant (a variety ofArum Colocasia).

Hort. Ben. p. 65.

I^4<HH s. (^tW+^H5^) Bad luck, mis-

fortune.

b,i<<H1f^ri a. (from l^k^^N) Unlucky,

unfortunate, unhappy.

^t^tft^" a. + from 5fW) Ruined,

wretched, s. Ruin, wretchedness.

kjktH^i s. A bug (Cimex

lectularia). Carey.

5jt^ s. (corrupt, of ) A skin or hide ; the

bark of a tree, the peel of a fruit,

or v. a. To peel.

s. Sauce.

1. An awning under which a Hindu

bride is presented to the bridegroom. 2. A
ring for the toe.

S^^t^i *. (5^VTl+3*Tl) The space

under the awning which is used at a wedding

to present the bride to the bridegroom. Carey.

1. A pair of bags or sacks, &c. loaded

on an animal like a wallet. 2. A child. See

BitfNlTl s. (from A child.

^f^nrtNf^rl ». (^t^ril+'Prf^rl asa

jingle to it) Children.

interj. Fie ! For shame !

A skewer.

v. a. To drag along the ground.

(from 1. A water-course. 2.

A habit, a custom, v. a. To de-

viate from a habit or custom.

ft^Opl s. (fromfS^S) 1. A water-course. 2. A
habit, a custom.

a. (from Broken in upon, in-

terrupted
;
rent, torn, cut.

v. n. (from R. f5^i^) To tear, to break

of itself, v. a. To break in upon, to interrupt

;

to rend, to tear, to cut ; to mangle.

fi^n s. (corrupt, of ^^M) 1. A link, a

chain. 2. The linking together of two things.

fi^Tl a. (from "R^f^TtS) Linked together,

tied together
;
hung by a noose.

v. a. (from ft^T) 1. To link

together. 2. To suspend by a noose.

A chain, a link. See

ft)q<pRlU3 v.a. (from fi^T) 1. To link to-

gether. 2. To suspend by a noose.

(/.) A sneezing.

fb^llbU s. (f^^l for W5^1+C5t^)
A petty thief, a pilferer,

4 D
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Ml ^
from

Weeping upon the smallest occasions.

interj. Fie! fie! for shame! See

Wfc s. (corrupt, of f^TT) 1. Chintz. 2. (cor-

rupt, of remainder, a remnant, a ba-il

lance.

fbqEf^r s. (v. noun of f^tl^T^) The sprinkling

about or scattering of any substance.

(from 1. A scattering; or

sprinkling about. See A thin

rod of bamboo, &c. 3. A woman who makes

lattice-work.

fet"Pm1 a. (fromfeftU3) Skilful in making

lattice-work.

f^l s. (from fcfi>T3) A shot, a drop ; a

small body cast or shot off with the fingers.

v. a. (from To sprinkle, to

strew, to scatter about.

f^tSf^T f. (f^ti+^f%) shot.

(v. noun offt^fe?) A scattering,

strewing, or sprinkling about. Also

v. a. (from R. ffe^) 1. To sow seed,

to sprinkle. 2. To work lattice-work.

(from A sling, a trap.

v. a. (from To sprinkle,

to strew about, to scatter ; to fly up like a bow

when the string is broken.

v. a. (from To spatter, to

sprinkle, to strew about, to throw by a jerk, to

rebound, v. n. To

bound, v.n. To bespatt

A thin rod of bamboo or rattan. Also

fe^ s. (/.) See f^.

re-

er.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. C5^1 . Wilkins'

Gr. p. 417.) Cut, divided. See 1^3 .

ft^ Root, vii. (ft^Tfe , fi^ U3) To divide,

to split, to cut. With 3l1 prefixed, 1 . To break,

to cut off, to divide. 2. To lay hold of, to seize

;

with 1. To cut off. 2. To kill, to destroy;

with ^ft" To cut around ; with ^° To divide,

to separate, to dissolve.

(/. from R. TOstTCO h ^ cutting or de-

stroying. 2. (In mathematics) A divisor. Colebr.

Alg. p. 35.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. f5^) Being

cut up or dissected.

Root, x. To pierce, to perfo-

rate, to bore.

(n. from R. STIC;) 1. A hole, a slit, an

incision, a perforation, a vacuity. 2. A defect,

a deficiency, a fault, v. a. 1. To

perforate, to pierce. 2. To pick a hole in the

conduct of any one.

a. (mfn. Abound-

ing with holes or perforations.

fB^^FTt a. (-f^FT. +

"^T^tf^P^) Watching the faults or trespasses

of another. Also

1. Seeking a hole or cave. 2. Inquisitive about

the faults of other persons.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Pierced, bored through, perforated
;

having

holes or openings.

fSff^flhrL. (f^Tfromf^^+^ft^l from

^f%U3) Full of knots (as thread, &c).

(y. noun of fS^f*!^) The act of seizing

or detaining forcibly, a. Seized, forcibly de-

tained.
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v. a. (from To run against,

to strike violently, to shoulder.

(from A harlot, a prostitute,

a courtezan.

fe^Tt^FW *. (fS^rt^T+^W) Prostitution,

whoredom.

)
Pertaining to a harlot

or courtezan.

v. a. To seize, to take by force, to lay

hold of, to detain.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + »f Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) Cut, divided, severed, torn, rent,

perforated, pierced.

Pierced through

and through.

(from ft^+Xt^5

) A Hindu idol

:

the goddess Kiii with her head cut off and

drinking her own blood.

{B^<#d * (f. from fi^ + 3^1 from R.
)

A tree (Menispermum glabrum).

f^^1 s. (/. from fS^T) L A harlot, a courtezan.

2. A tree (Menispermum glabrum).

A fishing-rod.

fi^TFT s, (from fefHtv3) The keeping a thing-

secret, a. Kept secret, concealed, suppressed.

v. a. To conceal, to keep secret, to

suppress.

(from ) A stopper to a bottle?

a cork. Also ffe^j .

fB?tj%Tri s. (from h. Lr ) A lad. See fiSOTi

.

The refuse of fruit or cane which has

been chewed, or from which the juice has been

extracted.

a. (from ) Chewed so as to

extract the juice.
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ft^Tl 5 . (h. L^) A lad. See fefpTITl

.

(corrupt, of ) A legume, a kidney-

bean.

(from 1. Any leguminous fruit,

or its shell. 2. An orphan.

s (corrupt, of Seventy-six.

< s. (corrupt, of Ninety-six.

(corrupt, of
)

Ninety-six.

(corrupt, of Eighty-six.

s. (from fi?pTC3) The bark of a tree,

a husk, the peel or rind of a fruit.

A bow-string.

v. a. To strip off the bark of a tree, to

peel a fruit, to unhusk.

(from h. j*l>-) The bowl of a hooka or

Hindu tobacco-pipe.

A sort of necklace worn by Mu-
hammadan religious mendicants. Carey.

v. a. To touch.

"5?I> s. A needle ; a thin bamboo rod used in

making a thatched roof.

5*0 3 s. A species of cuckoo not yet described.

Carey.

tgt>l s. (corrupt, of tj^Hl) The musk-rat

(Sorex coeruleus). Also trt^l . See C^t^l .

Ijljt5^ a. (from "5*51
) Pointed, sharp-pointed.

a. Lying in wait for an opportunity, lying

in an ambuscade, v. a. To lie on

the watch, to listen.

A sort of grass (Aristida Chhuchiya,

Buchanan's MSS.\ Carey.

iftWtfSilJfJ s .

(
%f^TTl + ^"5Eu3[t^T ) The

whip-thong snake.

4 D 2
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K5q1 (corrupt, of t£t*nt<t) The musk-rat

(Sorex cceruleus). Carey.

«ol s. A girl. Also tpfo . See t*<P<l

.

s. The touching of any thing.

v. a. To touch, to feel.

t»<P<l 5. A girl.

0WR"*t<l s - (/•) The musk-rat or shrew.

^t^RooT, x. (C^t&irft) To cut. Also "jf^

A small bird (Muscicapa leucura).

Carey.

STt^ 5. (v. noun of^Tsl^) An escaping from

confinement. Also

a. (from TjflaT^) Escaped, loose, uncon-

fined.

z\ a. (caus. of ^ftTC3) To dismiss,

to set at liberty, to allow to escape, to loosen.

s. (from ) An escape.

^^1*T s. (v. noun of ^^t^\3) The facilitating

the escape of any one; liberation, release. Also

a. Set at liberty, let loose, escaped.

a. (from ) Small, dealing in

small trade, peddling.

v. n. To escape, to get loose, to gain

liberty ; to be discharged ; to fly (as a cannon-

ball).

^jT&t s. (from tof© £3) A discharge, a remis-

sion, a release, a furlough, a leave from duty,

a cessation of labour.

^3 Root, vi. (tJNi M) To cover.

v. a. To release, to set at liberty ; to cast

off, to throw, to pelt, to discharge a missile

weapon. See

5iS s. 1. Contaa;ion. 2. The communication of

a thing to another. Carey.

s. (corrupt, of I^UHr?) 1. Concealment,

secresy. 2. A pretext, an excuse. 3. A clan-

destine action.

t^sS5^ s. (from ^3) A swindler, a sharper, a

deceiver.

tn\i1 5. (from ^3 ) An artifice, a trick, a ruse,

an excuse.

t^jl< s. (corrupt, of %£F<^) A carpenter.

tP*i1 a. Small, little.

T^^Root, vi. To touch.

'l^R'tvi v. a. (from R. ^?) 1. To press down.

2. To exceed. 3. To prevail over a person.

a. (mfn. pret.part. p. R. Touched.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 420.

Root, vi. (1?©) To cut.

s. (from R. tr*^) A. knife, a razor. See

"^f^RFt s. (/. from R. "5p[J A knife, a pen-knife.

tn<J, s. (/. from R. t^v) A knife, a pen-knife,

brtpi s. Scurf, dandruff ; a partial whitening of

the skin. Also

v. a. (from R. ^^?) To remove the ex-

ternal covering of any thing, to pare the turf off

land, to lop, to prune.

"K^tTi s . A date-fruit (Phoenix dactylifera).

W Root, vii. (^t"fe, 1. To shine.

2. To vomit. 3. To play. i. and x.

T>i%rRS) To light, to kindle.

H^Root, i. and x. (W'fc , OT^) To

light, to kindle, to inflame.

(5^ s. (from R. f^K) 1. A cut, a piece. A

blow of the pestle. 3. A ceasing from rain.

(TfcrSTl s. (from 05i) A piece, a cut.
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(By3ll£C\3 v . a. (from R. "fe?U) To cut into

pieces.

CS^Snf^f s. (from C^3lt^U3) An intermission,

a cessation, an interval. —f^U3 v. a. To de-

sist, to cease, to intermit.

CBySTFft s. (corrupt, of ^\5*ftfa) Eighty-six.

CS^t interj. Fie ! for shame ! avaunt

!

C£^33 s. (corrupt, of C^^^3 ) A fatherless son,

an orphan.

tt>5<P0 I a. Burning hot, burnt with a hot iron,

seared.

Ct^<pfi> a. Fried with oil or butter.

(O^txp I s. A skewer, a piece of wire, a thin iron

rod.

dtBJjft a. Fried with oil or butter. See C5^fi> .

05^31 a. Wicked, unprincipled. Also (b?Ovil .

C^OO^W v. a. To pull or draw, to drag along

forcibly. See

Ct>?l>Nil[^ s. (from Lt^Ovil) Baseness, wicked-

ness, want of principle.

CO}t>vil a. Wicked, base, unprincipled. See

C5~3>\ a. (from C5}ft>U3) Emptied of water,

boiled out, bruised to a pulp. Carey.

C5£5l^73 v. a. 1. To employ any one to bale a

boat. 2. To bruise fruits or to reduce them to

a pulp. 3. To be in anguish. 4. To reprove,

to reproach.

CC^fC)^ v. a. 1. To bale, to empty of water.

2. To bruise, to reduce vegetables to a pulp.

(S*tt>lvi ft, (from fl>fa) 1. A petty thief, a pil-

ferer. 2. A base or wicked person.
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C5y3l a. (from R. "fe^Cj Rent, torn, broken.

u. a. (from R. "felT ) To tear, to sever,

to rend, to break.

CO?firi v. a. (from R. ffxfc) To tear, to sever,

to rend.

C^l a. (ftom R. f5^) Rent, torn. s. A hole,

a perforation ; the eye of a needle. — <P

v. a. To bore a hole, to perforate.

(t>3<P a. (m/w.) 1. Tame, domesticated (as an

animal). 2. Town-bred, smart, trained in the

acuteness and vice of towns.

A stoppage, a cessation, an intermission.

0<<KJO(.3? ad. (from (!*?$) At intervals, by

fits and starts.

n^f^US v. a. (from C5^) 1. To cease, to in-

termit, to desist. 2. To arrest. 3. To foment,

to sear.

(v. noun from "fef&T3) 1. The

working at lattice-work. 2. The scattering or

sprinkling about of any thing.

a. (from 1. Wrought as lattice-

work. 2. Scattered or sprinkled about.

v. a. (caus. 1 . To cause

to make lattice-work. 2. To cause to scatter

or sprinkle about.

(15^ Root, x. (CErTO^) To cut, to divide.

(J&R s. (m. from R. fb?^) 1. A cutting or di-

viding, especially a dividing into two parts ; a

cut, a perforation. 2. A hole, an interval, a

pause ; a part. 3. (In mathematics) The di-

visor or denominator of a fraction. Colebr.

Alg. p. 13.

CS^t*! s. (m. G^fl+ 5t3T) (In mathematics)

An operation by which the divisor or denomi-

nator of a fraction is made to disappear. Colebr.

Alg. p. 192.
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Cutting, di-

viding.

Ctfc^T s. (n. R. "fe^+^SFT) 1. A cutting or

dividing. 2. A part, a piece. 3. (In mathe-

matics) Division. Colebr. Alg. p. 8.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. fB^H^) To be

divided or cut through, divisible, separable.

Also C^f%3<P or G5pP .

a. (mfn. from R. f5^) Cut, divided,

perforated.

055*11 s. Curds.

A small file used by silversmiths. Sabda

S. p. 249, 382.

s. Saliva. ^. a.

To spit.

CE^R3 (»*•) A fatherless son, an orphan. See

CEj£§W s. Snappishness, snarlingness.

C^TO^ * (corrupt, of Seventy-six.

Ct^Ul^ s. (corrupt, of ^kf^J) Ninety-six.

Also CBJJTFFSt

.

s. (corrupt, of Eighty-six.

a^PHUl I A child, an infant. See B^tW .

(from Childhood, in-

fancy ; childishness. Also

1. A goat. 2. The spots on the skin of

a deer or other animal.

a^ft^fal a . (055^1 +^1) Spotted, speckled.

(corrupt, of ^f^T^t^ Sixty-six.

C&jl Root, iv. ("S^'fe) To cut, to perforate ; to

mow, to reap.

G35l s. The stooping of a bird of prey. — ^ltf^T\3

or v. «. To descend, to stoop (as a kite

on its prey).

a. Touched, s. A scare-crow.

v. a. (cans, of To bring

into contact, to cause to touch.

a. Impure, menstruous.

C^FSTt^T 5. (». wowra of The bring-

ing into contact. Also a. Touched,

contiguous, brought into contact.

v. a. To touch, to come into contact.

Ctfcffcl s. (corrupt, of ^"K^l) A musk-rat

(Sorex cceruleus). a. Greedy, ravenous like a
o

musk-rat. See Oft01

.

(i^tl> V<L\S y. «. (from C*lK> ) To perform an

ablution after evacuation,

c ^
C^fcH s. (v. noun An ablution

after evacuation. Also

C^tTJtpT^. (fromCWl) Greediness, covetous-

ness, selfishness.

A smelling about for food or for game

as a dog does
;
covetousness, greediness.

A boy. See

Ct^l<P<) s. (h. A boy, a lad.

Cb?l<?<l s. (from C55t^Tl ) A girl, a lass. See

t^i© a. (corrupt, of tp) Small, little, petty,

trifling, mean, low, humble
;
younger, junior.

s. A younger brother.

A shrub

(Asclepias herbacea, Pox. or Calotropis her-

bacea. Carey).

+ a. u^SIac) A court

of requests. MohunP. p. 91.
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4^Wl «. (C5?tl» i^tel) An officinal

plant (Antidesma foliis oblongis, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

C^tfeS8^ * (^tt +S^pl for S^i) A
sort of grass. Carey.

C^t^^$1 s. (from fl^tf+^f) A climbing

plant (Carpopogon pruriens). Carey.

(T^tl^^i s. (CS^TE + ^JS^f) A plant (Borago

Indica). Hort. Ben. p. 13.

plant

(Tradescantia imbricata). Carey.

a. (from ft^H> +^FT) Small,

young, minor, little.

C^&^fW s. ((^tfe+^fW?) 1. A
small species of flea-wort. 2. Several other

small plants of the Syngenesia class. Carey.

for *f^<- I

^fl ) A sort of flea-wort.

A bird

(probably a variety of Corvus Krishna). Carey.

CE^^t^pTOl 5. (C^ + C^t^f^Tl) A
plant (Serratula cinerea). Mohun P. p. 62.

C^fe^t^^s. (CS^+^t^) A plant (Eu-

phorbia Chamsesyce). Carey.

CB^JvSU (C^tfe+^ ) A youngest pater-

nal uncle. Carey.

A species
I

of grass (Cyperus dubius). Carey.

TOihninhrte- s . (c^ti+c^^?) a
shrub (a species of Guarea ?). Carey.

C^t&'^f s. (CS^+TTTIT) A shrub (Ophi-

oxylon serpentinum). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

A species of snipe

or plover (Tringa glareola, Latham). Carey.

C5^tl>W^ft s. (C^+^W?Ff5l)Aspe-

cies of snipe (Tringa cinclus or T. pusilla, La-

tham). Carey.

) A flower

(Gentiana verticillata ?). Carey.

s. (from A husband's younger-

brother's wife. Mohun P. p. 12.

A timber-tree (Eu-

genia caryophyllata). Carey.

A species

of plant (Crotolaria prostrata).

An aquatic plant

(Utricularia biflora). Hort. Ben. p. 4.

as a rhyme to it)

Little, small, trifling, diminutive.

h\<§< s. (C5?t& +~fct3=^") The youngest

brother of a husband's father. Carey.

C5#tt3ffTtl s. (C5^+"fctfSPT1) l. A
husband's youngest brother. 2. The youngest

son of a spiritual guide. Carey.

COT^^ft s. (C^+^t^tft) The

wife of a husband's (or wife's) father's younger

brother. Carey.

+ p. c^y') A sort of mul-

berry (Morus Javanica, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

+ p. ) A bird (Loxia

rosea). Carey.

A plant

(a species of Robinia, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

The youngest son

of an elder brother, so called by the children of

a younger one if he be older than the person

who uses the appellation. Carey.

An appellation

by which a youngest brother calls his youngest

sister if older than himself. Carey.

t
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C^t^TT^Krl s. (C^t^+TT^^1) A species

of swallow-wort (Asclepias geminata). Caret/.

*T s. (v. noun of (.C^lf^ls?) The releasing

or liberating, the setting at liberty.

A small

species ofpurslain(Portulacameridiana). Carey.

) An aquatic plant

(Pontidera hastata). Carey.

C5?frWtft s. (C^tfe +W?ft) A bird (Me-

rops viridis). Carey.

) A species ofcuckoo

(Cuculus melancholicus). Carey.

sort

of grass (Aira filiformis). Hort. Ben. p. 8.

A plant

(Grewia sapida ?) Carey.

) A plant

(Melastoma aspera). Hort. Sen. p. 33.

) ] . A youngest

brother's wife. 2. The youngest wife of a man.

3. The wife to whom a man was last married.

CS^fr^fi s. (C5?H> +3sTl) A parasitical plant

(Loranthus globosus). Carey.

CS^^TR s. (C^tfe+3TR) A small species

of jujube (Zizyphus rotundifolius).

c^tt'R^isii s. (a^+ft^jt^) a
large climbing plant (Lettsomia speciosa). Hort.

Ben. p. 13.

C^lwPfl s. (C^tfe+^Prtt) A younger

sister.

CS^tet^ s. (C^fe +^tt*) A younger brother.

A plant (Columnea tomen-

tosa). Hort. Ben. p. 47.

csl^bprtsfts (c^+ipprWtsr) a
plant (probably a variety of Euphorbia ligula-

ria). Carey.

sort of pea

(Pisum sativum viride). Hort. Ben. p. 56.

1. The name by which

the children of an elder wife address their

father's youngest wife. 2. Riches. 3. The

goddess of prosperity. Carey.

A bird

(Alcedo Bengalensis). Carey.

C^Ull^ s. (CB^fe + TOS^Tl) A plant

(Justicia polysperma). Carey.

CB^t&THSft s. (CB^fc + TOft) A plant (Tri-

folium Indicum). Carey.

as a rhyme to it)

Small, little, mean, insignificant, diminutive.

A plant used as

a seasoning (Capsicum minimum). Carey.

A mean person.

A bird

(Lanius Colluris ? Buchanan's MSS.). Carey
_

s. (C^+lt-i^) A sort of
•v.

water-lily (Nymphaea stellata). Hort. Ben.

p. 41.

C5^ffr^s. (CS^fe +p.JlCi) The hare (Le-

pus Khurgosa, Buchanan's MSS.
;
probably

Lepus timidus). Carey.

CS^tf^R^T s. (CS^+SR^) A tree (Pinus

picea, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

G^t&^Tf^ s . (C5^+3jf^) A sort of water-

lily (Nymphaea esculenta). Hort. Ben. p. 41.

A plant

(Leucus esculenta, Carey ; Phlomis esculenta,

Hort. Ben. p. 44).

a. (from Discharged, dis-

missed, loosened, untied, set at liberty. s. 1.

The sheathing-stalks which form the trunk of a

plantain-tree. 2. The act of running.
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a. (cans, of C0f§T3) To set at

liberty, to discharge, to liberate, to let loose.

v. n. To get loose, to be discharged,

to go off, to obtain liberty. See bjjo^

.

C^t3 a. (from ^5U3) Shooting. Used in

comp. e. g. a. Shooting a bullet.

CS^Fs. (from 't»R>Ua) The discharging of a

gun.

(&K5\ a. (from ^5C3) Discharged, shot from

a bow or gun.

C5^T3t$!X3 v. a. (caus. from ^foU3) To fire a

gun, to discharge an arrow. Also C^T

C^Toft" s. (from C5?t3ttt3) A key.

A stain or mark made by any juice or

colouring liquid ; the making a mark.

A stringy integument or coat of a fruit.

Tardchand Ch.

C^PM a. (from ) Stained by vegetables.

(ISTHMUS v. a. (from Ct^"Pj) To stain or mark

with vegetable colours, to print callicoes.

s. The stringy coat or rind of a cocoa-nut,

&c. ; the peel of a plantain.

Cb?W<P<m*1 s. (C^t^ from R. 1^?+ R.

A medicinal drug.

Ct>;W 1 s. (corrupt, of ) A large knife, a

stiletto.

s. (corrupt, of 5^1) The rind or peel of

a fruit, an integument.

A sort of citron or lemon.

lb?hl s. (from C^t^) The peeling off or re-

moving the external coat of a fruit.

tt^HI a. (from C^t^) Razed, pared, s. 1.

Parings. 2. Chick-pea or vetch (Cicer arieti-

num). Mohun P. p. 62.
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C^t^ilA^? v. a. (from C^K) To cause or or-

der any one to peel fruits, &c. ; to cause to pare

off, &c. Also

interj. Fie ! for shame !

"55^ Root, i. (5p<C\j) To go, to move, to ap-

proach. See R. "5^.

3

3i The third letter of the second or palatal class

of consonants in the Hindu alphabet. It cor-

responds in pronunciation to the English j as

in just.

In Sanskrit treatises on prosody and metre

denotes an amphibrachys.

sS a. (mfn. from R. vl^ Wilkins' Gr. § 771).

Born from, produced by : only used in comp.

e. g.
pi<^3 a. (mfn.) What grows or is pro-

duced in the mud ; s. (m.) A lotus, from ^t<J>

s. Mud, 3£J3l a. (mfn.) Born from an

egg, oviparous ; s. (m.) A bird, from

s. (n.) An egg, .

s. (from ) The roots of a tree, a fibrous

root. Carey.

3h3TTl3^. (p. <_>^) An answer, a reply, a dis-

missal.

^3^^ s. (p.ykj-.-) A precious stone, a gem.

vS^t^ s. (m. ^l-h^t^") The letter 3l or any

character expressing the sound of v3l .

3[^Root, i. (Tfef\?) 1. To eat. 2. To laugh.

s. (m. R. 3S§ +*l) Consumption, decline.

Also ote, (_^ w .).

a. Vexed, provoked, enraged. Carey.

4 E
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(p. A wound, a sore, a scar, a cut,

an ulcer.

a. (from p. Full of wounds, sores,

or ulcers.

A sort of musical instrument.

(n. from R. rf^j I. The universe, the

world. 2. Air, wind. a. (m/ra.) Transitory,

moveable, locomotive.

3*1^1 s. (femin. of 3Pt*%) 1. The earth. 2.

People, mankind. 3. A sort of metre in Sans-

krit prosody. As. Res. x. 463, 470.

— "5 m. 3[5t^+^) An epi-

thet of Brahma : lit. The creator of the world.

The lord or

sovereign of the world.

^t^^TH^ a. (mfn. ^ <^ + pTH^) Pre-

serving or protecting the world, s. (?w.) A
preserver of the world, a sovereign.

s. (m. 3*1"^+W) Air, wind. (Lit.

The life of the world.)

The sun. (Lit. The spectator or witness of the

world.)

'<S>\ a. Whose

self is the world, identically the same with the

world.

^tPTtte" s. (m. 3lst^ + '3Tt^t^') 1. The sup-

port or supporter of the world. 2. Air, wind.

a. (mfn.^) Supporting, upholding, or maintain-

ing the world.

OTTfifi s. (m. An epithet of

Vishnu and of Siva. (Lit. The lord of the

world).

3Pnft*3" s. (m. $*K + See .

An epithet

of ParvatI or Durga. (Lit. The queen of the

world.)

3^ s. (m. ^t^ +TO) An epithet of

Vishnu. (Lit. The lord or master of the uni-

verse). As. Res. ni, 286. Also the name of a

celebrated temple and idol near Cuttack.

CSPWWtiW s. (n.^ + The site

of the famous temple of Jagannafha or Jager-

nauth, near Cuttacli, in the province of Orissu.

^•^1^ si (^i5!^WT) A plant (Justicia

gandarussa). Hort. Ben. p. 4.

3^1"^ s. (?«.) 1. Vinous liquor for distilling. 2.

Armour : also

3*1^*. (h. ify A place.

s. (a. i'l^j) 1. Alms; a portion of the

property of a Mukammadan given in charity,

agreeably to the rules laid down in the Koran.

2. Custom or duty on goods.

(from £\£j) A collector of the customs.

glitter, a shining, radiancy, bril-

liancy.

a. (mfn. irreg. pret. part. p. of R. \5ltr>
)

Eaten. Wilkins' Gr. p. 419.

3f*^l s.
{f.

R. 3^+ft) 1. Eating, eating

together or in company. 2. Food, victuals.

3f*C s. (m. from R. *t^[j Air, wind.

A tree (Ficus glomerata). Hort.

Ben. p. 66.

3l^FT s, (n.) 1. The loins. 2. Mons veneris.

3^U7TSF5Tl s. (/. ^WFT from 3^*+^)
A sort of fig-tree (Ficus oppositifolia).

v5l*4.*l) a. (mfn. from^3i^PT) 1. Last, hindmost.

2. Low, vile, base, reprehensible, s. (?w.) A
man of the Sudra tribe.

3iWT>*H1 s.
(f.3^ + A metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 464.

3^H*3 a. (mfn. ^FP*3) Low-born, of
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mean origin, s. (rw.) 1. A younger brother.

2. A Sudra.

Oi^j a. (m/w. from R. ^*ls)
Striking, beating,

injuring.

3if<P s. A plant (Sida humilis, Hort. Ben. p.

50. Alisma parnassifolia, Buchanan's MSS.y
Carey.

^f<p3W s. (^f^ + ^.t1!) A tree (Dairympe-

lia pomifera). Carey.

a. (mfn. from R. Moveable, loco-

motive
;
transitory.

v^t5^ a. (mfn.') Waste, wild, solitary, desert.

5. 1. (n.) Flesh. 2. (Beng.) A forest, a wil-

derness; weeds overrunning a garden.

a. (from vSffipT) Wild, sylvan, untamed.

A plant

(Hibiscus vitifolius). Carey.

^^fl^te^ s. (^pft + ^ta^") A species

of date (Phoenix acaulis). Carey.

A tree

(Gelonium fasciculaturn?). Carey.

s. (3^1 + <^T| for

A sort of deer (Cervus Munjas). Carey.

^rt^jT 5 . (31^1. +^:T) A plant (Pan-

cratium biflorum ; also a species of Asphodel,

Buchanan s MSS.). Carey.

sS7trp,1 s. (m.) A limit, a landmark, a boundary
;

a bank or ridge along the edge of a field.

CS^fl s. (/.) The thigh, the leg.

v5^i<£lR<£ r. (m. 4-^tf^ from

R. ^) A courier, a runner, an express. Also

^S^Tt^i a. (m/w. from 3tSfl )
Marching well,

walking quick, s. (•»?.) A quick walker.

Short drawers, breeches.

A water-bird (Tantalus leucocepha-

lus). Carey.

Root, i. (vfiffe, or with the insertion of

a nasal, 3£|fi) To fight.

\5l^s. (Eng. Judge) A judge.

oRC^^a. Enough, plenty, sufficient.

Disorder, confusion, annoyance, trou-

blesome business
;

sweepings, rubbish ; mis-

fortune.

3fl£gtf*nri a. (from sS^H) Troublesome, in-

tricate, confused.

(
p

- ji&j) A chaln -

Root, i. (^30^3) To clot, to be entangled

(as hair).

(corrupt, of sSTls 1 ) L The matted hair of

a devotee. 2. Intertwined or matted roots.

3Tt>^Tl s. (from ) A multitude, a crowd

of people.

(f. from R. ^T^J 1. The matted hair of

an ascetic. 2. The root of a tree, a fibrous

root. 3. (Beng.) The long flower-stalks of

palm-trees. 4. Several species of Hedysarum.

3"&1<3R a. (mfn. + <£3") Matting the hair.

^WSFvfl s. ) A plant (Com-

melina communis). Hort. Ben. p. 5.

^Tal^B s. (^T&I +^E) The matted hair of

Siva.

a. (mfn. ^3T^1+^^") Wearing a head

of matted hair. s. (m.) An epithet of Siva.

Also 3n3W«t (-f^).

^M ^ s. (/.^tl+3Tt°^fl) Indian spike-

nard (Valeriana Jatamansi). Hort. Ben. p. 5.

3n&T*rt*P|tpr s. (^i +^sftfr) A plant

(Hedysarum pulchellum). Hort. Ben. p. 57.

(/.) 1. A sort of fig-tree (Ficus venosa).

4 E 2
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2. An assemblage, a multitude. 3. Matted hair.

See 3Tt>1

.

^ffr55
! a. (mfn. 3f&1+^, Wilkins' Gr.

§ 911). Wearing matted or entangled hair.

s. (m.) A lion. Also

(Beng.), &c.

(/.) 1. Indian spikenard (Valeriana

Jatamansi). 2. Long pepper. 3. Orris-root.

a. (—f^\ mfn. ^5.^\ +^\)
Having

clotted or matted hair. s. (?«.) A sort of fig-

tree (Ficus venosa). Also tilt (/•)

s. (m. from R. 3T^?) A freckle, a mark.

s. (mn.) The belly, a. (mfn.) 1. Hard,

firm. 2. Tied, bound.

01 s . (/. 3T&^" + ^1^1*1) A burning

pain in the bowels, the colic, the uneasy sen-

sation arising from hunger.

The pain en-

dured by a child in the womb.

3l3 a. (mfn.) 1. Frigid, cold. 2. Stupid, idiotic;

decrepid; dumb. 3. Heaped together, crowded,

collected, s. (m.) %. Cold, frost, winter. 2.

Stupidity, idiocy; dullness, apathy. (n.) 1.

Water. 2. Lead. 3. Inanimate and insentient

substance. Trans. JR. A. S. l. 551. 4. (Beng.)

The root, the origin, the original state of any

thing, v. a. To heap together, to

amass, to collect.

v533l *. (/• 3i3+ 3l) Stupidity, dullness, idiocy,

frigidity, benumbedness. Also OlO^ (w.)

\5Ni3<3 s. (3l3 + <3<\S) An idiot, a dull or

stupid person.

v&£4iSji s. (3-3+ 513 as a rhyme to it) Roots

and fibres, a. Gathered, collected, contracted;

idiot, stupid, indolent. Also OlO^T^l

.

331 *. (f.) Cowach (Carpopogon pruriens).

3f3T2u3 v. a. (from R. 1. To wrap round,

to wind round, to cling to, to wind into a ball.

2. To interlace, to plate, to overlay, to set pre-

cious stones.

3F3tS a. (from 3I3t<T3) Abundant, super-

abundant, crowded or studded with (said of

ornaments).

3131^3 s. (from 3l3*Rt3) The overlaying, in-

terlacing, or plating of any thing.

(from 3l3l^CT3) A mutual clinging

to, a reciprocal winding or wrapping round.

3l3t*T s. (v. noun of 3I3t^l3) A clinging to, a

wrapping round, a. Clung to, wrapped round.

33tfWl a. (from 3i3%3) Winding or wrap-

ping round, interlacing.

toWHi^f s. (3i3tf%TTl +<^) A winch,

a winding-machine.

3l3t£[f3 s. (3t3l+sif3 as a jingle to it) A
mutual clinging to each other, a mutual wind-

ing or wrapping round. Carey.

3rf33«. (from 3131^13) 1. Studded, set with.

2. Contracted, crowded, frozen. 3. Inarticu-

late, sputtered.

3lf333"t^ s. (3lf33 + 3"t^) Crowded words,

sputtered language. Carey.

3if3l3 v. a. (from R. ^3 ) To wind round, to

wind into a ball, to entangle, to wrap round.

Medicines, drugs.

3if3^1 s. (~*l\m. 3l3 +^5PT) 1. Benumb-

edness, idiocy, stupidity. 2. Rigidity, stiffness,

congelation.

3T3t^3 a. (mfn. 3fot from 3l3+^3) Made

insensible, stupified, reduced to idiocy ; con-

gealed, frozen, benumbed.

a. (mfn. 3131 from 3f3+^3) Become

insensible, inactive, or stupid ; become decrepid,

frozen, or rigid.
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v3.0^ s. (corrupt, of vSR) *"!) A spot, a freckle,
dv

a mark.

v3b3^ s. (?w.) A mark, a freckle, a spot.

ad. Entirely, altogether, with root

and branch.

(from Viscidity, tenacity.

a. (from Viscous, tenacious,

sticky.

3T3^ s. (rc.) Lac, a red dye or animal pigment,

analogous to cochineal.

3PJ<3? s. (n. 3h£+^) 1. Lac. 2. Assa foetida.

3. (Beng.} A freckle, a spot.

33^1 s, (/.) 1. A plant, commonly called cha-

kawat : see &ZF< C^l^ . 2. A bat.

s. (m. 3^+^) A fragrant plant.

33Ht°t s. (m. v5^+3TPl ) A freckle, a mark on

the body.

^fftl^t s. (^+ vtW(i) A plant (Salicor-

nia Indica). Careg.

s. A freckle, a mark on

the skin.

s. (/.) 1. A fragrant plant, commonly

called chakawat. See Olf5^ A bat.

s. (w.) The collar-bone, the clavicle. Also

OT^Root, in. (01x3la in this form only in the

vedas) and iv. (\5itTIU3) To be born or pro-

duced ; to arise or spring (as a river) ; to be-

come. With prefixed, To be bom after

another; with To be born again,

to be born generally ; with To be produced

or born, to arise, to originate.

s. (m. from R. v5l*L) 1. Man, mankind.

2. An individual, a person (whether male or

female).

s. (m. R. v5F^+^<]?) A progenitor, a

father, an ancestor. a. (mfn.) Producing,

causing. Frequently used in comp. e. g.

a. (m/ra.) Producing or causing

that which is hated, ill-boding, ominous.

m. from-31'T) A Chandala, a man of

a low or degraded tribe.

1. A number of men,

mankind ; a crowd, a multitude. 2. Publicity,

rumour, talk, a disclosure.

3FPTs. (n. R. 3FT+ :3I;T) 1. Birth, production;

origin. 2. Family, descent, lineage, race.

(/.) 1. A fragrant plant, commonly

called chakmoat. 2. Production, birth.

(/. from R. 3i*L) I. A mother; espe-

cially the queen mother. 2. Compassion,

tenderness. 3. A plant, commonly called cha-

kawat.

(mfn. fut. part. p. R. ;3FIV+ SpftlT
)

To be produced, producible.

^FPilt*. (jw.v^T + p
tTl) 1. An inhabited country,

a region, a district comprising many villages.

2. Mankind, man.

3FT^TR[ s. (?m. vST^T-f^l"^) News, report, rumour.

Also OT^tCf and 3l5R3'

.

3FT*I s. (corrupt, of ^l*"^*^) Birth, production.

Men, people, man-

kind, the human race.

(—^ m. from the causal form of R.

^5l"*L+^) A progenitor, a father.

A mother. Also

s. (in. ^•T+^T^") Rumour, report, in-

telligence, tidings.

One of the seven

lokas or divisions of the world ; the region in-
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habited by pious men after their decease ; a

superior sort of paradise.

3FP$»ft s.
(J.

vSFT-f^fe) A report, rumour,

news, tidings, intelligence.

^^FT^ s. (m. 35
T+ :JT*I^) A multitude, a

crowd, an assemblage of people.

^'Tl s. (/. R.^F^+^I) Production, a bringing

forth, generation. Wilkins' Gr. § 831.

^TOit3 a. (from ^T+^J for 3lfv3?) Par-

ticularising or specifying each person.

"SM^H s. (p. £j\jj) Female apartments, a se-

raglio.

secret com-

munication, a whispering, a speaking aside.

(Frequently used as a stage-direction in dra-

matic composition).

A species of grain (Andropogon bicolor).

Carey. A species of Leea. Mohun P. p. 82.

< <r

A family

appellation, a gentile noun.

WV^^ s. (m. + :3T:frT) An epithet of

Vishnu: the name is variously explained. See

31%.
A temporary hall.

(Lit. A place of shelter or refuge for men.)

3f^T s. (/. from R. 1. A mother. 2. A
woman in general. 3. Production, birth. 4.

A fragrant plant, commonly called chakawat.

Also slrft • See Wfc .

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. v5l*l^+ Pro-

duced, brought forth, brought into existence.

^Rill s. (-^ m. R. ^+t^) Birth,

production, engenderment.

^.CIOK-^T ad. (from ^3PT) individually, sepa-

rately, one by one.

tion.3FTo s. (/. R. ^FT+S^) Birth, product!

vS^s. (m. from R. A brute, an animal, any

living being : (applied to men as well as to the

lower orders of organised beings).

s - (
m - ^0$+*^) A sort of fig-tree

(Ficus glomerata).

^31^5 s. (corrupt, of ^F5) 1. An astrolabe. 2. An

observatory. Mohun P. p. 135. 136.

v3rtt s. (from ^) A musician. Mohun P. p. 91.

«• (p. tljjls»-) Powerful, active, s. An

animal.

CSFSC *, («. R. ^3FT
>
+ 3X) Birth. See

^r^T s . (^V&n, R. Production,

birth. (Beng.) To give birth, to pro-

duce, to beget.

s5TM*t3 a. (rhfri. ^r^^+^fa) Hereditary.

A birth-day.

3^^^ s. (W*F{jf from h. ) Trans-

formation. Carey.

vSri&H^ s. (n. CFtf+f^^t) from

) Behaviour, occupation, or condition

at variance with any one's birth.

^rH^t^ s. (/. 3y^F[
>+ i

ff*t) A birth-place, a

native country.

^F3^*^ s. (m. C*HH ) The discharg-

ing all the duties and obligations to which a

person is bound by his birth.

v. a. (caus. To produce,

to bring forth, to beget, to create, to propagate,

to invent, to introduce.

^F^l^ t (n. ^P^+^T) Another birth,

another state of existence.

^i^I^F a. (mfn. ^T^-l+^I^) Born blind.

3rHt^t s . (f. ^T^+^I^l) The birth-
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day of Krishna, celebrated on the eighth day

of the second half of the month Bhadra.

^1^13 s . (from Birth, production.

v. n. (from ) To be born, to be

brought forth, to be produced, to be brought

into existence, v. a. To bear young, to produce.

s . (-"pSF^w. 31^+ 3/1) An animal, a

living being.

a. (mfn. Jut. part. p. R. To be

born or produced
;

producible
;

arising from,

occasioned by any circumstance, s. (m.) 1. A
father. 2. The friend, attendant, or companion

of a bridegroom. (n.) 1. War, combat. 2.

Rumour, report. 3. A market, a fair. 4. A
portent.

\P?1 s. (femin. of WO) 1. A mother. 2. A
bridesmaid.

;3FD
N

s. (at. from R. An animal, a living

being.

•3K*P ad. (from On account of, on behalf

of, for the sake of, for.

^Root, i. (sStH) To say, to speak or tell.

2. To meditate, to say to one's self ; to mutter,

to speak submissively.

s. (m. from R. The muttering of a

prayer, the repeating of a passage in a low

voice ; the counting silently over the beads of a

rosary.

IPft s. (n. R. 3^1+3^) The muttering or

speaking in a low voice ; the inaudible repe-

tition of a prayer, &c.

aPNfe a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 3P^+M^U
)

To be uttered inaudibly, to be repeated in a low

voice. See

a. (mfn. ) Devoted to

the muttering of prayers and to religious medi-

tation.

rosary or string of

beads.

^Pfa^T^Tl s . (^pj+^T +^l) Ascandent

shrub (Uvaria braeteata). Ilort. Ben. p. 43.

rosary to count

the repetition of a prayer, 8cc. See

3Ph s. (f.) 1. The China rose (Hibiscus Rosa Si-

nensis). 2. The muttering of a prayer.

v. a. (cam. of ^if^iTs?) To cause any

one to repeat a prayer.

\3Ptt^T s. (v. noun of \5PTHtU3) The causing a

person to repeat a prayer, &c. a. Repeatedly

muttered or recited.

a. {mfn. pret. part. p. R. '3i'
?l+^3)

Repeated in a low voice, muttered. Also

Wilkins' Gr. p. 420.

v. a. (from R. vSI^) To mutter prayers,

to repeat the name of a deity by way of de-

votion.

3Pfr a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. v5P^+^T) To be

repeated inwardly, to be muttered (as a prayer).

Wilkins' Gr. § 725. Also 3[PP .

"3!^ Root, x. (with the insertion of a nasal,

3l 3:ilf3) To shine.

01*1 s. (m, from R. ^) 1. Quick motion, velo-

city, speed. 2. A swift messenger, an express,

a runner, a. (mfn.} Speedy, expeditious, swift,

quick.

31^^ a. (mfn. from R. ^) Expeditious, quick,

swift, s. (n.) Quickness, speed, velocity, (m.)

1. A fleet horse. 2. The name of a country:

see SR^T . 3. (Bene/.) A foreigner ; a Mu-
hammadan.

WW s. (f. from vS^ft) The screen sur-

rounding a tent, a kandt.

(f.) A wall or screen of cloth surround-

ing a tent, an outer tent, &c.
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a. (p. ^jj) Above, superior, strong, mighty,

powerful, proud.

sS< 4^P3^ a. (p. L^-jt^Jj ) Predominating, au-

thoritative, powerful.

(p. ^^-t^jj) Predominance, autho-

rity, power, compulsion,

a. (from P»^Jj ) Powerful, mighty, strong.

>3W^T s. (tk.) Meadow or pasture-grass.

3Rl s. (/.) The China-rose (Hibiscus Rosa Si-

nensis). Hort. Ben. p. 51.

Ol< ^Pf^s. (p. Î yii\ytr) A young man, a youth,

a. Youthful, young
;

robust, vigorous
;
brave,

generous, merciful ; sincere.

3E3Wnl s. (p. ^JyJjj*.) Youth, activity, alert-

ness, bravery, generosity.

A fleet horse, a

courser.

(p. jjUj) 1- The tongue. 2. A language.

3. Speech.

v3<l*i^ a. (p. Young, youthful, alert,

strong, robust, active.

^•i<Kt s. (p. i^jcj j^bj) ^ written depo-

sition.

^t^fl. s. (from H^) 1. A sort of grass (Scirpus

quinqueangularis). Hort. Ben. p. 6. 2. A
plant (Ligusticum Ajouan). Hort. Ben. p. 21.

a. (from p. ^bj ) Expressed by the

tongue, uttered, said.

(from p. fcJLgJ) Youth, strength, ro-

bustness, activity, agility.

\5^t^«. (a. <__>\j£>-) A reply, an answer, a dis-

missal.

a. (from a. <__>1^>-) Answering, replying.

s. One who answers.

vliKl^ s. A plant (Hedysarum Alhagi). Hort.

Ben. p. 56. See Hfk^k '.

a. Damp, clammy, poachy.

s. (from a. k^) Government, regulation,

discipline, restraint, check, a. Regulated, re-

strained, checked, reduced.

^31^ Root, i. (Ol^C^, or with the insertion of

a nasal 3f§U3) 1. To gape or yawn. 2. To

copulate, x. (-3f^^TU3) To destroy, to efface.

3^ Root, i. (Ol^iRj) To eat. See R. "S^.

\3l^[<? s. Show, pomp, parade.

^PFT s. (n. R. 31*1+3H) 1. The act of eat-

ing. 2. Victuals, food. 3. {Beng. v. noun of

The congealing or coagulating of any

thing.

\3[^Tl s. (a. A collection, a heap, a crowd
;

all, the whole.

s. (a. j_*»-) A collection, an accumulation,

a total, a sum
;

(in book-keeping) the credi-

tor's side ; the collected income of any one.

a. Collected, gathered, summed up.

v. a. (from a. £_*j»-) 1. To gather, to

assemble, to collect. 2. To cause to coagulate

or congeal.

v. a. To store, to lay by.

Ol^l^^ t>^ s . (a. ^s>- + ^.jL) Income and ex-

penditure
;

(in book-keeping) the debtor and

creditor sides of an account.

s. (from a. £-**£^) 1- A multitude, a crowd,

an assembly. 2. Any thing coagulated or

hardened and congealed
;

ice, an icicle ; a

crystal, crystallization.

OlM I k 1 4^ s. (p. j\&xa.&~) A muster-master, a

chief, a captain.

(p. ijj\>\*Ai>-
s

) The office of a mus-

ter-master, captain, or chief.
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\5l*AJl s. (v. noun of s5t*lRW) The making of

a collection ; the causing a substance to coagu-

late. Also a. Collected
;
coagu-

lated, frozen.

(p. (_?Jcj The settlement of

the revenues of a province ; the calculated rent

of a farm at so much per bigha.

A plant (Croton Tiglium).

Hort. Ben. p. 69.

v. a. (from R. j-*c») To coagulate, to

congeal, to freeze.

s. (p. ^j) Land. See^sfl/T.

^ifl^U s. See ^Hkl<.
^ft^s. (p. ^j) Land.

A land-holder, a pro-

prietor of land.

) A landed estate,

landed property.

v. a. (from a. £*£>•) To come to-

gether, to collect, to assemble, to meet.

Ol^Hsjt s. (m. dual.) Husband and wife. See

3F3"t^ s. (mn.) 1. Mud, clay. 2. An aquatic

plant (a species of Valisneria). 3. (m.) A fra-

grant plant (Pandanus odoratissimus).

s. (w.) 1« The common lime or lemon

(Citrus acida). 2. A plant with small leaves,

according to some a sort of basil. Also

and v5t^U .

s. (/.) 1. A fruit-tree, the rose-apple (Eu-

genia Jambu). 2. (/w.) Its fruit. 3. (mf.)

A division of the earth, see

s. (m. Ol*-«+^) 1. A jackal (Canis

aureus). 2. An epithet of Varuna the deity

of water.

3jg[5Jitel s- {rnn. ^i^+TW ) The name of one

of the Hindu divisions of the earth : according

to the Purdnas, the central division of the world,

or the known world : according to the Bauddhas,

it is confined to India. Wilson.

3F^r s. See 3T*<[

.

See

The name of a

river.

3l§ ft (m.) The name of a demon.

3§T5Ttt s. (-fR^T m . C^ft^from R.

f^3^) An epithet of Indea. (Lit. The destroyer

of Jambha.)

v5l*£*1 s. (n. from R. sSl^) Sexual intercourse.

Tarachand Ch.

vSl^'l s. (m.) A lime or citron. Also .

See 3igt^" and s5l*<l«.

Ol^l^ s. (m.) 1. The common lime (Citrus acida).

2. A plant, called by some a kind of basil, with

small leaves. See

\5lU s. (to. from R. f\5i) Victory, conquest, tri-

umph. (^Beng.) v. a. To conquer,

to vanquish.

OIU^ ! s. (n. ) The obtaining of a

victory.

v&U<t»V^1 a. (-fk\mfn. OT + <t>'lf<^) Ob-

taining a victory, victorious, successful.

\S«<5f*i<pW a. (from v^lT + ^tT) Victorious,

vanquishing, triumphant.

vSW b^l s. (-n51U +"£^) A drum beaten to an-

nounce a victory. Also \5iU b f<£ .

A mace, a club.

A species of grain (An-

dropogon saccharatum).

4 F
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A shout or cry of

victory.

^"•T is. (/?. R. f^l + ^FT) Victory, conquest,

triumph.

5. (m. fi•om R. fi) The name of a hero

and demigod, the son of Indra.

s. (/.) A tree (iEschynomene Sesban).

Hort. Ben. p. 56.

OTW*. (». 1. A written account

of a victory. 2. (In law) The written decision

of a judge in favour of either party.

A poisonous-tree

(Croton Tiglium).

OT^ft^T. s. (m*$fpA) A dutiful

flowering plant (a species of Melastoma). Hort.

Ben. p. 33.

^Tl^T^a. (-3^ mfn. OT +^V) Victorious,

triumphant.

OT^T s. (n. OT + 'Jfi) A horn blown to an-

nounce victory.

3Rt1 s.
(J.)

A plant (iEschynomene Sesban).

(/. from R. fifj A mace, a club.

3E#t a. (-ft^m/w. OT + Vlj Victorious,

triumphant.

a. {mfn. from R. "fe) 1. Able to conquer,

victorious. 2. Who may be conquered or de-

feated, vulnerable, conquerable. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 728.

^ST^" s. (corrupt, of ^3RT1) Decrepitude, old age.

s. (n.) 1. Cumin-seed. 2. (from R. 3T)

The growing old ; the digesting of food.
^

vS<^«. (p. ^jj) Yellow.

species of

bind-weed (Convolvulus bicolor). Carey.

^R^t<ft s. (p. Jy +^S) A bird (Mus-

3^ 1172

cicapa Zurd Phootkee, Buchanan s MSS.y
Carey.

^mm^\ s . (p.^j+^1) A plant (Antirrhi-

num cymbalaria ? Buchanan's MSS.^. Carey.

(p. JjjA- JJj) A bird (a species

of Sylvia). Carey.

An old ox.

old cow.

vJR^a. {-"^^ mfn, pres. part. a. R.^ +31^)
<

Old, decayed, infirm, s. (to.) An old man.

vJRl s. (/. from R. ^) Old age, infirmity, de-

crepitude.
*

w. a. (caws. ofs5lf<Cs3)To digest, to pre-

pare by digestion ; to dissolve, to cause to decay.

a. (infn. + ^[t^^*
) Decrepid, in-

firm, old, aged.

s. (jf.
3Rl +3H^1) Decrepitude,

the infirmity and debility of old age.

s. (from 3RtW) The being old or de-

crepid.

\3T^~ni s. (m.) The womb, the uterus.

3RlTpt a. (mfn. ^iTUT + ^i) Born from the

womb, viviparous. Manu i. 43.

v. n. (from R. ^) To become old and

decrepid ; to be worn out ; to be dissolved in

an acid.

s5R| a. (~p£\mfn. ^Ti + 3/T) Old, ancient.

OH*! s. (from p. jj) Gold thread, a. Of gold

thread, wove with gold thread.

s. (a. j^S) Mensuration, the office of

a land-surveyor.

(from a. jjj^si.) A fine.

s. («.) 1. Flesh. 2. Skinniness, flesh flac-

cid with old age.
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\5l<fl s. (h. j.^if;) A wife.

sSl^iR^a. (a.jjjS) Necessary, indispensable, im-

portant, unavoidable.

a. (from a.jjjS) Necessary, indispensable.

sSl^^ffcSI
9
-. s. (from a. jjjo) 1. Necessity, indis-

pensableness
;
indigence, want. 2. Compulsion,

force, restraint, violence.

"3D>^Root, VI. (mf&) i. To say, to speak. 2.

To reprove, to abuse, to blame.

vf^Roox, VI. ]?. To say. 2. To blame.

See 3f^.

^FI^Root, i. or vi. J. To speak, to

say. 2. To blame, to abuse. 3. To hurt, to

injure, to kill.

_ < _<r
s. (?i. from R. ONi^) 1 . The banner or em-

blem of Indra. 2. An aquatic plant (Valisne-

ria). Wilson. 3. (Beng.) Another aquatic

plant (Utricularia fasciculata). a. Cracked,

shattered
;
extremely decrepid.

^Srf^^a. (from Ok51<l ) Perforated, shattered,

cracked, torn, rent, ragged.

saOl<l<? a. (mfn. from R. :3FC) 1. Ragged,

perforated, rent, torn, full of holes. 2. De-

cayed, old, worn out.

3^ Root, vi. (ZWfS) 1. To say, to speak. 2.

To abuse, to blame.

-3P1 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^+ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422). Old, decayed. See 3ft°1 . s.

(m.) 1. A tree. 2. The moon.

<r

^S?3 s. (m.) 1. The vulva. 2. An elephant.

Root, vi. (tS^lS ) 1. To say, to

speak. 2. To blame, to censure, to abuse.

a. (p. ) Yellow.

sIPTl a. (from p. j>jj) Yellow.

^S^Ofl s. A sort of thistle (Cnicus carinatus, Bu-

chanan's MSS.). Carey.

\3f%s. (from Opi) Water, —f*"US v. a. To pour

water over or against any thing; — <P"f<iX\3 v. a.

To spring a leak; -$AC3 v. n. To become

liquid, to be dissolved, to leak; —^)\

v. n. To bubble up as water from a fountain or

leak ;
-Sjfpfe? v. a. To drink

; -E^fwUS or

v. a. To sprinkle; - C^tf^3
v . a. To draw water ; — v. a. To

sprinkle with water. Carey.

Eoot, i. (OFTf3) 1. To be sharp. 2. To

be wealthy, i. and x. (^FTf3, ^U^Tlf^)

To cover, to hide, to veil ; to cover as with a

net, to encompass.

s. (». from R. ) 1. Water. 2. A kind

of perfume. 3. The uterus of a cow. 4. Fri-

gidity (moral, mental, or physical), a. (mfn.')

Cold, stupid, apathetic, idiotic. Wilson.

3F,t s. A pin or nail driven into the wall to

hang pictures or other articles on. Carey.

3FT3^" 5 . (<FT +^") The rent paid for water,

or a fishery.

!

a. (3FT +3^) Being under a scarcity

of water, arid, dry.

(from \5l
cr

1+<gJ) An aquatic plant

I (Marsilia quadrifolia). Carey.

|

3nf!Bri s.
(f.

IFi + '&iTi) A libation. Mo-

|

hun P. p. 163.

sporting in

water, a bathing for amusement.

^}^\>>t\5 s. A plant (Coix lacryma). Wort.

Ben. p. 66.

swamp, a marsh.

s. (^T + ^tOT) A handful of water.

4 F 2
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vSFT^t^n s. A plant (a species of Mimosa, not yet

determined. Buchanan's MSS.*). Carey.

3F!ff*l a. (to. from ^T + ^tH) An outcast, a

Chandala.

Ol^tX a. (jw/b. v3FT+ 04 )
Living in the water,

aquatic. Also 3Fn>"Rt (—"ft^wi/n.)

^T5^T s. (3pT+ "5S!T) A temporary shed for

refreshment.

a. (mfn. vSFT+3r) Sprung from the water,

produced in water, aquatic, s. 1. (to.) A fish.

2. (».) A lotus. 3. A shell.

Ol^sS^ s. (to. + A fish ; or any aqua-

tic animal.

sa^sa^Pl s. (/. from OKjj A leech.

house for recreation.

v5FTn>T3l s. ( \5FT+ CT>t\3l ) A species of water-

snake (Coluber fuscus). Carey.

^T^S^l s. (to. \5pT+ \33^[) 1. A wave. 2. A

musical instrument, a kind of harmonic instru-

ment: also its sound.

3^ a. (mfn. ^rT + T'T from R. ^1) Giving

water, s. (to.) 1. A cloud. 2. A fragrant grass

(Cyperus rotundus).

Varuna, the

god of water.

^TOW s. (3^+ GOT) A diseased state of

the fluids
;
phlegm.

s. (to. + from R. <i ) LA cloud.

2. The ocean.

A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

1. The sea, the

ocean. 2. A hundred billions. Colebr. Alg.

p. 4. See .

)The ocean, the sea.
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gpTpfStSI s, (to. SFT+lM*!) A drain, a

water-course, a conduct, a pipe along a build-

ing for carrying off water.

^FT^fHl s. (f. ^T +^fHl from ^t^) A
plant (a species of Vallisneria).

from ^rf^TT ) A way by

water, a water-journey.

vSPFtft s, (from^+ R. ^1) A tree (Elaeocar-

pus serrata). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

A water-vessel.

^FPtH s. (n. ^FT+^T) The drinking of wa-

ter, refreshment, a repast ; a tiffin or luncheon.

^rPh^l s. (3*T+ tfPfifi) A plant (Mollugo

triphylla). Sort. Ben. p. 9.

3rP|"H^ s. (^FT-f^WE) A plant growing

in moist ditches (Rumex acutus). Carey.

tSWflWrtl s. (/. ^T+fttW) A desire

to drink water, thirst.

3Pf?rnr a. (mfn. ^FT+ 'STteT) Wet, watery,

moist.

v5Fl$jl<*i s. (n. 3^ +Sf^") An inundation,

an immersion under water.

^^l3t^T s. (3FT+ H. from 3t3.) (In

geography) The climate. Mohun P. p. 140.

3F^T^ s. (to.^ +^t^ from R. A

water-carrier, a cup-bearer,

3nf^*3 s. (3^+6*3) A bubble. Mohun

P. p. 5.

3nf^p s. The autumnal equinox. Morton.

Rough, billowing

(said of water).

v5n<^H s. (n. A bubble of wa-

ter. Also \5Png>*^f^ • (Beng.)

5. (to. 3FT + 37H) A water-snake.
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^*T^TfWi 5. (^+ ^"ftXl1 from R. f) A
waterman.

va^S^I a. (^Ff+^^l) Diluted with water,

watery, insipid.

Witt* + A sort of aquatic

snail.

The hydrophobia.

^^^j a. (mfn. vI^T ) Immersed in water,

dived unde r water.

^SFTOI a. (mfn. ;3FT+ 3HF) Consisting of wa-

ter, watery, inundated, deluged.

A mermaid : a

sea-calf or seal.

s3H*dSl< s. (m. ^T +Xn^t^) An otter.

^^3^ s. (-\m. 3Pf + R. OT") A cloud.

va^^^t s. A drain for water,

a sewer.

^3JOT s. (^T +^PT) A trench.

Ol^M^ s. (n. ^FT + TT^) A water-work, a ma-

chine for raising water.

sum-

mer-house erected in the midst of water for

retiring to in the hot season. Also ^l^^T^S5^

,

s^^RUhfH , &c.

a. (mfn. ^T +^SF) Watery, wet,

moist.

^TOl7
! s. (m. ^5?T+CTTt51) A slight repast,

a breakfast, a refreshment, a slight tiffin or

luncheon.

smrtft s . (-ft^ m. ^+*nft^) An

epithet of Vishnu. (Lit. Who reposes on the

waters.) Also vSLtIu and IPTO^T

.

A bivalve shell.

^ :n^\33l1 s. (from3FT+R.^) A ceremony

performed by women at the investiture of a

3FTi 1178

young Brahman with the sacerdotal thread.

Carey. Also 3FP^33Tft"

.

Ol""!*! q s. (^R+ItT) A place where water

is gratuitously given to thirsty passengers. Td-

rdchand Ck.

v^erj^*.^
s< ^T+^P^^ ) A mixture or

dilution with water.

Sprinkled with

water, moistened, wetted.

The sprinkling

or pouring out of water.

^C^<P s. (m. 3FT+PT<£) A moistening or

sprinkling with water.

a. (mfn. ^3PI+ ^$) Standing or situated

in the water. Also 3FT*3[Wt (-f$\mfn.)

or 3Rf^3 (mfn.).

A pond, a lake.

vH<tft s. (-1Wl m. ^T +^f^L) A cro-

codile. (Lit. A water-elephant.)

a. (from Ol *"!

) Wet, moist, watery, swampy,

marshy, s. A marsh, a swamp.

v^cr|]<p4 s>
(
m ^^FT+^t^R) A fountain, a

spring of water.

) A receptacle or

vessel for water ; a reservoir, a lake, a pond.

The lord or

regent of water : an epithet of Varuna. Also

3Mllr4*fl a. (

-

ft^ mfn. +^R'<Rt

)

Seeking for water.

The secundines.

3rTWT. a. (-f^T m//i. + ) Wish-

ing for water.

leech.
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^vT*tXT s. (m. SRlf^fHt) A lake, a pond,

a reservoir.

salWl s. (/. from QFtj A leech. Also .

OF^f^ S. (from v^Fv) A sort of sweetmeat.

OV^U I a. (from <5FT) Diluted, insipid, watery.

sSl
1^^ s. (a. yw»j3y5f-) The accession of a prince to

the throne, the appointment to a high office.

v2c*1'JrH a. (from a. ^jJjs-) Connected with the

accession to the throne, pertaining to the seat

of government.

SWC, (3*3 s. (^^genit. of3FT, 4- C$1s?

for C^f^^T ) A stream of water.

T0*Tt^1 s. (/. from 3FT + ^3«?) A leech. Also

, W^il , and ^ft^T .

OK.^TtJ^H s . (m. vS^T+^'S^T) A drain or

channel to carry off an excess of water, a conduit.

011*7 1 1*4 s. (m. + S"fe ) The dropsy. Mo-

hun P. p. 26. Also OlC^ ii K<[ .

OTC*Tt^ltl s. (/. OFT +^W+^rti ) A sort

of metre in Sanskrit poetry. As. Res. x. 433.

ZS^^T^l^A lustre, a glare, radiance, refulgence.

va«l^«nRw v , a . (from vSl^h.) To give a

glare or a vivid light, to be resplendent, to

shine.

^pj^pftg s . (from OF^I5^) A vivid light, a

refulgence, a lustre.

OFJ^TpWl a. (from oFlJJ^L) Luminous, bril-

liant, refulgent, lucid.

OP3^ a. (a. jJ~^) Quick, fast, eager, swift.

OFpl^t^ a. (p. jbjiy.) Active, agile, alert,

quick.

(from p. ji^) Alertness, quick-

ness, haste, swiftness.

a. (from A. w\L?-) Quick, swift, alert, active.

1180

OT^^Root, i. (vStwfpS) To speak, to talk, to

say.

vSF*! s. (m. from R. ^F^t) 1. Idle talk, gar-

rulity. 2. A dissension, a dispute, a debate.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 117.

! OF*fr s. (n. R. 0#^+-W) Jdle talk, gar-

rulity.

.' OT^t^3
a. (mfn. from R. oF^l) Talking much,

i
garrulous, talkative.

a. (infn. pret. part. p. R. Ol^Kf

,

Spoken of, talked about, uttered, said. s. (ra.)

Talk, conversation, gossip.

\

OlS^i^ s. (a. dip-) An executioner, a hangman.
t

(from a. Sbs>-) The office or employ-

I

ment of a hangman.

Ol*H^. (p. Joy, delight.

Ol"Hl «. (from p.
t

^r,) Joyful, delightful.

Root, i. (OWpS) To kill, to wound, to

hurt, to injure.

vSI^Root, iv. (Ol^PfviJ) To release, to set at

liberty, i. (oFTfS) and x. (OTtWfo") 1. To

kill or injure. 2. To slight, to disregard, to

treat with disrespect. 3. To strike, to chas-

tise by beating. 5. (With the insertion of a

nasal, Ol01Tfs3 ,
Oi

01?nifi?) To preserve, to

! protect.

!

0F[! <f s. (rn. from R. OF^) The thunderbolt of

Indra.

! OlC<3? s. (m. fi•om R. ^1 ) 1. A deserter, an

abandoner. 2. Time.

Ol^^s. (A-^fej) Poison, venom, bane.

^<[Ht^1 s. (p. jStsj + A bezoar.

oiStt s. (from v -jbf) A dealer in poisons.

\5P^1 s. (from a. j^a) Ostentation, show, dis-

play, manifestation.
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s5l^> s. (m.) 1. An epithet of Vishnu. 2. The

name of an ancient king or saint.

2PF3?0£! 5. (/. 3^+^1X1) An epithet of the

river Ganges. (Lit. The daughter of Vishnu.)

See .

31 s. The wife of a husband's elder brother. Mo-

hun P. p. 12.

^^^tt^T s. (p.^JjU-) A grant of land given as

a pension or reward for services.

3rt3^<iKl<s. (p. jb^XU) One who holds

a grant of land by way of pension.

^^l^H'Kl s. (p. ^^XU) The holding a

grant of land by way of pension.

s. The cylinder of an oil-mill. See

3n^"^[t"^s. (p. oljuU-) Property, goods, chattels.

^sSlTtf^T s. 1. A fish (a species of Cyprinus).

2. The young of serpents and of some other

animals. 3. Young and verdant grass or corn.

Carey.

^t\3T s . (from R. ^) The cud of ruminatina"

animals.

3tvS^Ftf&C3 v. a. (^\3^+<^ffG3) To

chew the cud, to ruminate.

\3lt<3? s. An assembly, a crowd, a multitude,

o o
^IT^Ol^^3

s. (vlt^+^r^) A crowd, a multi-

tude, a procession.

^T<POlM<pl a. (from ITt^^) Crowded, col-

lected, dense.

3T^5T^ s. (^l^ + st^ as a rhyme to it) A

multitude, a crowded assembly. Also\5l l<l?3Tf<5*

.

0lt<i?O s. A sum deposited to bind a bargain, or

as a security for a person in trade. Carey.

Oll^l^ s. A tumultuous noise.

s. (corrupt, of^^l) The thigh.

3fT\5 s. (corrupt, of tT^f) A press, a vice.

». «. To press down, to smother, to compress.

u. a. To screw up a press.

noun at The act of pres-

sing any thing, the pulling a thing tight. Also

3ff3l a. (from3Tfi?U3) Compressed, squeezed,

smothered, pulled tight, s. 1. A millstone.

2. A pair of bellows. 3. A trough for watering

fields.

v. a. (caus. of ^rfftr^) To cause to

compress or to pull tight.

v. noun of ^T3ttT3) The causing

a thing to be compressed or to be pulled tight.

a. Compressed, smothered, pulled tight.

(taW) To press, ,„ force bv

means of a machine, to pull tight,

(corrupt, of TR5) An instrument used to

cut betel-nut ; nut-crackers.

^iffl s. (from ) The ripening of fruit or

grain by artificial warmth.

v5tJt5r*. (v. noun of vStl^tK?) An awaking

from sleep. Also

a. (from Vigilant, watchful,

awake, s. A guard, a watchman.

vHTt^ s . (in. from R. 1. A watching,

watchfulness, vigilance. Also ^jt^t^l (/.) 2.

Armour, mail.

Chewing

the cud. Mohun P. p. 50. See v5t^3^.

^m9\ s. (n. R. 3^ +3^) 1. A watching, a

waking, watchfulness. 2. A section of a poem,

as much as is sung in one day or night.
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^iT) 5. (/. from R. \fft) Wakefulness. Wil-

kins' Gr. § 831.

^^tf^S a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. +^)
Awakened, awake.

OTtf^jl a. (-\ mfn. 3^ +^) Vigilant,

wakeful, awake.

sSlM^ a. (mfn. R. vSl^j+^F) Watchful, vigi-

lant, awake.

Ift^tff s. (/. R. ^+#) Vigilance, watch-

fulness.

s. (f R. 3ft^+XTl Wilkins' Gr. §831)

Watchfulness, vigilance.

v. a. (cans, of3ffftt3) l.To awaken,

to stir up, to rouse. 2. To ripen fruit by arti-

ficial heat.

^tt^T s. (v. noun of 3lWf^3) The awaken-

ing or rousing any one. a. 1. Awakened. 2.

Ripened by artificial heat.

^fffl-pnTl a. (from^tlt^) Rousing, waken-

ing, s. A watchman.

3tHs
i(.v3 v. n. (from R. 3ft^) To awake, to be

awake or watchful.

Root, ii. To wake, to be

awake, to be vigilant or watchful.

(— mfn. pres. part. a. R. ^tt^+

•^I^) Awake, rising from sleep.

The state

of wakefulness. Also OTt15^ .

3tf&TTi s. (f. R. ^t^ + *Tl) A watching, vigi-

lance.

3T^FT a. (mfn. from 3T?pT) 1. Rural, woody.

2. Wild, savage, barbarous, &c.

sSli^Tt^ s. "If. A drug used in dyeing, verdigris

or subacetate. Mohun P. p. 35. 2. A mound

or dike round a field.

^3itf^l^^t;3^t s. A drug, the unripe fruit of

Terminalia Chebula. Mohun P. p. 35.

3Tt^ft s. (corrupt, of 3F^l1) The thigh, the leg.

A pair of stilts.

courier, an

(m.~) A dealer in antidotes.

3frtf^ s. (rn. + A
express, a swift messenger.

A sort of water-bird (Tantalus leu-

cocephalus, Lath.*). Carey.

valW'l^ s. (from ^ItfR^ + p. J\S) An ap-

praiser, an inspector.

(from ^t^^tt^) The office of an

appraiser or inspector.

vftFi a. (from ^ftftS3) Appraised, examined,

inspected, s. An examination, an inspection.

v. a. (caus. The causing.-

or ordering goods to be examined or appraised.

v. a. (from R. ^\?) To examine, to

inspect, to appraise.

(h. ^>-\s>-) A cloth thrown over the

caripet to sit on. Also

•JJj"
A Pnvy» ajakes.

^tfcR s. A sort of lime. See \5l*<l< .

^jftl^JUt^ a. (mfn. from R. Shining,

splendid, refulgent.

(corrupt, of COl^sSl^+
A father's elder brother's daughter.

3t&sW)lJ s. (corrupt, of CO^si +
ujl^i) A father's elder brother's son.

(m.) A plant (Bignonia suaveolens).

Also ^SlT^fl (/.).

s. The cylinder of an oil-mill. See

^3Tts5 s. (from 3l\5) Cold, frost.
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disease of the

tongue in which it is covered with small pus-

tules. Carey.

3tv5l s. (from 3F3) Cold, frost, winter.

^tfj a. (from \5F3) 1. Cold, wintry. 2. Com-

pound, composed of several ingredients.

3rtf^ S.(^fe + ^Ti). See^t^TTfi.

vSlfviK^ s. (^Stf^+ Ctffr) A toad, a frog.

(n. from OlO) 1. Coldness, frigidity.

2. Apathy. 3. Dullness, stupidity.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. \5l*l^+\5l Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420) Born, produced. Used in comp.

e. g. (."^l^Oll^J a. (mfn.} Produced by pas-

sionate desire, from C^Tt\0 s. (/«.) Desire,

+ \3Tf ;3. s. (rc.) 1. Kind, class, species, sort.

2. A collection, a multitude.

a. (mfn. ^3ft\5 + ^) Bora, produced.

Used in comp. e. g. ^ITOIk?^ a. (mfn.) Born

before, elder, from q. v. +3^3^. s.(m.)

A mendicant, (n.) An astrological calculation

of nativity.

ateS**! s. (-^\ n. ^3 +3*^ ) A re-

ligious ceremony to be performed at the birth

of a child. Manu n. 29.

vSKPft5! a. (mfn. sSte^^FftT) Desirous of,

longing for ; fallen in love.

s3ll\Sl<pH a. (mfn. ^3+ )
Angry, pro-

voked, enraged. Also

^Tfa1^ a . (mfn. Havii

sons.

Pi ^) An epithet of Agni : its proper meaning

is obscure : some explain it, ' Who has pro-

duced the vedas ;' others, ' The opulent

others, ' The wise.'

^fte^S^ a .

(
rayn . ^ft^ + 3^5|) Fallen in love.

3ft33pi a. (mfn. ^\>3+W\ )
Having assumed a

shape or form. s. (ra.) Gold.

s5ll\3lt||v a. (mfn. ^ffa+C^) Desirous of,

longing after, wishing for.

woman who

has borne a child.

^TtfsS s. (f. from R. 3)\+f\5) 1. A kind, a sort,

a class, a species, a genus. Trans. R.A.S.

1.112. 2. Production, birth. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 562. 3. Lineage, descent, family, race. 4.

A tribe, a nation. 5. (In arithmetic) The assi-

milation of fractions, or their reduction to one

common denominator. Colebr. Alg. p. 13. 282.

6. A plant (Jasminum grandiflorum). 7. Nut-

meg. 8. A kind of metre in Sanskrit prosody.

As. Res. x. 413. 9. A futile answer, a self-

confuting reply. Trans. R.A. S. i. 1 18. This

word is sometimes used in comp. e.

s. (_/".) The female sex, woman-kind, from

s. (/.) Woman, +3Ttf3 . (Beng.) -^Tl^K?

v. a. To ravish ; v. n. To lose caste :

v. a. To cause the loss of caste to

any one.

from

rape.

3rtf\?XF^s. (re. ^Tffj + SF57!) Nutmeg. Also

A fish (a spe-

cies of Pimelodes, Buchanan s MSS.). Carey.

3ff"RjS3^ s. (n. ^tfc+ D^TI) Four rules

for reducing dissimilar fractions to a common

denominator. Colebr. Alg. p. 13.

SH^EjsJ a . (mfn. 3[tt^+"5J3) Deprived of

the privileges of one's caste
;
having lost caste.

SftfSN* s. (m. ^Tlf^ +^i) The duties be-

longing to any particular tribe or caste. Manu
i. 118.

3Ttf3<£03T s. (m. 3itR?+ <f
3T) The loss of

4 G
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caste or of the privileges connected therewith.

Also 3tft

3

OW
l .

A plant (Corchorus olitorius). Carey.

^f^tU^ s. (m. ^fTfS+ ^tlJ^) (In gram-

mar) A generic name.

a. (mfn. 3lt{3+ :5£R from R. ^)
Recollecting his condition during a former state

of existence.

CfS) 1. A plant (Jasminum grandiflo-

rum). 2. Mace. 3. (Beng. for 3[tf3) A tribe,

a nation. 4. A sort, a kind, a genus. See

5. Emblic myrobalan (Phyllanthus

Emblica).

A plant (a species of Mimosa,

Buchanan's MSS.^. Carey.

^Ttat^T s. Cm. 3lSft+$r) Mace. Hort.

Ben. p. 73.

A nutmeg. Hort.

Ben. p. 73. Also^T^t^faor^f^^H (»•)

A Taddhita suffix employed to form sub-

stantives expressing a kind or genus : e. g.

^vSillvJl^ s. (n. ?) The horse-kind, from

s. (m.) A horse. It seems properly to be a noun

derived from

a. (mfn. from Of a certain kind,

belonging to a particular class or description.

oTT^" ad. Sans. 1. Ever, at any time;

Never, at no time. 2. Also a particle of prohi-

bition, of doubt, and of contempt or abuse.

(jm.) A Rakshasa, a goblin, an evil

spirit. See

A sacrifice at the

birth of a child.

^tU3l33? s. (m. ^t\5+^ for $£F^) A bull,

an ox.

3[ta) a. (mfn. from 3ftf3) 1. Well-born, of a

good family. 2. Good, excellent
;

beautiful,

pleasing. 3. (In mathematics) Rectangular,

as a triangle. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

3ft"R"| s . (p. *j]j) A son.

^ft"^ s. (p. jt)U-) Sorcery, divination.

^'I^'^s s - (
p * ^ sorcerer

>
a soothsayer,

a diviner.

^Wtti s. (
p

-
Sorcery, soothsaying,

divination.

s. (p. from^t^T) 1. Knowledge, wis-

dom. 2. An astrologer, a sorcerer, a sooth-

sayer; a wizard. 3. Life.

^ffa^T s. (v. noun of ^itf^s?) The act of know-

ing any thing.

3Tt^t s. (f. from 3FT^ The name of a king)

An epithet of SIta, the wife of RAma. (Lit.

The daughter of Janaka.)

^Tt^Pfc a. (mfn. from^FPfa) Rustic, s. (m.)

A peasant.

(h. ^Is^jjU-) Acquaintance, in-

timacy.

^H'T^'^s. (p.jyW) An animal.

(p. j\j ^Isf) Spirited, lively, active.

from R.

Known, acquainted
;

knowingly, designedly,

wilfully.

s^lFTi s. (from Knowledge.

v. a. (caus. To acquaint,

to give notice, to make known, to inform, to re-

present, to warn.

(from ^iW^KS) Mutual know-

ledge or acquaintance.

vSlWH s. (v. noun of OlHt^U3) The act of

giving notice or information ; a warning or re-

presenting
;

certainty, conviction, persuasion.
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Also a. Made known, informed,

proclaimed.

(from ^TrI^) Sorcery, divina-

tion, soothsaying.

v. pass. (3Hl + ^ttl^) To be-

come known.

^t5TF*Tl s. (from Portug. Janella) A window.

s5lH l^jH I s. ( ^Tfal + *5fTi ) Intimate knowledge,

sensible evidence of a fact.

v. a. (from R. \5l ) To know, to per-

ceive, to recognize, to discern, to discover, to

apprehend ; to reckon, to think.

(a. c-^vJlcj-) A side, a part.

(a. ^ .

^jl.r*. + p. j\S) A supporter,

a second.

(p. jjljuil?-) A supporting or

seconding, partiality.

(from a. \jj ?) 1. A whoremonger. 2.

The web of the eye.

3ffr s. (m.) The knee.

\JllC*1<t
>

l s. A plant (Rhopala robusta). Hort.

Ben. p. 83.

m. from R. ^P^) The muttered repe-

tition of a prayer or of a passage from the

vedas.

3TM"^ a. (mfn. R. Devoted to the

incessant repetition of the name of a god. Ta-

rachand Ch.

v. a. To embrace, to clasp in the

arms, a.

To clasp, to embrace.

a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R. <3P^+$) To be

repeated in a muttering voice. Also

Wilkins' Gr. § 725.

^itWl^s. (a. JJu,j) Saffron.

^TN[ s. (from R. vj?) 1. A wet mixture of cut

straw, oil-cake, and water, used to feed cattle.

2. Earth wetted and prepared to erect a mud-

wall. Carey. Also

v. n. (from ^rt^yi ) To sit in water

or soft mud.

Live bait for a fish-hook.

3ft3"pf3? a. (from TT^T +t^3
)

Pertaining to

foreigners, especially to Muhammadans.

v. a. To preserve fish alive in a re-

servoir till wanted.

o <&>

Olk Ut*) s. (it^l+^W) A sort ofpamhog.

3Tfat*T s . (m. from 3£3F) + lc
ft5?T?) A goat-herd.

1. The young of serpents or vermin.

2. Rice while growing and not yet in ear. 3.

A sort of fish (a species of Cyprinus, Bucha-

nan's MSS.y Carey.

Oll^l s. (from a. \t nJ> ) A waste-book.

vSfftl s. (from ^51*^) A tree (Eugenia Jambos,

&c. ; E. aquea, Hort. Ben. p. 37). Also its

fruit.

aUtvM^ s. A bird (a species of Fringilla, Bu-

chanan's MSS.). Carey.

s5lWj.fl ft" s. (p. A sort of figured cloth.

(p. [jj^ A portmanteau.

^H1!^ «. A tree (Eugenia alba). Hort. Ben.

p. 37. Also its fruit.

(p. <L«U-) A coat, a gown, a frock.

^r^TT^ s. (corrupt, of Sptt^f j A son-in-law, a

daughter's husband.

A kind of kidney-bean (Dolichos lignosus).

from

R. jSCf) 1. A daughter's husband, a son-in-law.

2. A lord or master, a husband.

4 G 2
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^[W^nt^ s. (3tSTt^ genit. case of p. <uU-

+*ffe ) A skirt. Mohun P. p. 73.

v5llf*i s. (/.) 1. A virtuous and respectable wo-

man. 2. A sister. Also ^t5^ .

^3i1if^*L, s - (
A - A security, a surety, a

sponsor, bail.

valW'ikl'C 5 - (
A - + p

-j

'

J)
A security> a

sponsor, a surety.

(p. ^Ijc^U) Suretyship, spon-

sorship, the condition of a surety or security.

s. (p. from a. ^Lj) Surety, bail

;

responsability.

(corrupt, of lime or lemon

(Citrus acida).

\5iT^3i s. A scar, a cicatrix ; a callosity ; a corn

on the toe. Carey.

^llM4 s. (n. from 3*^) The rose-apple, the

fruit of a tree (Eugenia Jambu).

v5lN*i k s. (». from 3F<R^t) Gold. (Lit.

Produced by the river Jambunadi.)

A list, an account, an estimate.

villU<^ ,s. (w.) A yellow fragrant wood.

v3p$?f) (P- *\&L*-) A place.

^UTJFT «. (corrupt, of TOW^) A nutmeg;

(Myristica moschata). Hort. Ben. p. 73.

^RT#[ s. (^TtTI + A. ^b) The balance of an

account.

^StTTl s. (/. from R. ^3P^) 1. A wife, one wedded

according to the perfect ritual. 2. (Beng^) A
fish (Cyprinus Jaya, Buchanan's MSS.y
Carey.

An actor, a

dancer, a mime.

An actor, a dancer, a mime.

3fH 1192

(m. dual only, ^rttirt^fe) Hus-

band and wife.

OTIS. (m. from R. fvSl) A medicine, a medica-

ment.

(m.) A gallant, an adulterer, a paramour.

^R^a. (mfn. R. ^+3^) Causing to decay,

making decrepid
;
causing digestion, s. A di-

gestive.

^TR5^ a. (mfn. vjlR" +^ )
Living in adul-

tery, having a paramour or gallant.

>5lU\5l a. (mfn. \5W+ \Ifrom R. Bastard,

adulterine, illegitimate, s. (m.) The child of

a woman by her gallant, a bastard, an adul-

terine.

3^°! s. (v. noun of 3tftT^) The causing a

thing to decay, the promoting of digestion, a.

Rendered infirm, caused to decay, digested.

v5lt'<1 a. (from \5ll|<(.\J) Decayed, dissolved,

digested.

v. a. (caus. 1. To cause

to decay. 2. To assist digestion.

3TW1$1 s. (/. 3TR" + 3TM<p1) Jealousy of a

wife's infidelity.

v. a. (from R. ^[) To waste, to cause to

\
decay, to make decrepid, to dissolve, to digest.

(a. jols^) 1. A declaration, a manifes-

tation. 2. Self-applause.

OTFT s. A plant (Lagerstrcemia regina). Hort.

Ben. p. 38.

vft5^ s. (n. from R. v3F* ?) V. A net, a spider's

web. 2. A window, a lattice, an eyelet, a

loop-hole. 3. A multitude, an assemblage.

4. An unblown flower. 5. Illusion, deceit,

magic. 6. Pride, arrogance. (?«.) 1. The ka-

damba tree. 2. The young fruit of a gourd or

cucumber. (Beng. corrupt, of ^M ) The
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flame of fire, v. a. To heat over the

fire.

s. (n. ^lt^+^) A bud, a germ, &c.

See^T^.

^[t^l^t^I s. (a. J^ + p. A fraudulent

document, a forged writing.

^t^^t^ s. (to. + A spider.

from

Balls or bullets fastened on a net to

sink it.

s. (v. noun of OliRuS) The lighting of

a candle, the kindling of a fire.

<fTO^*P s . (^1^T +ir^^) A shrimp, a

prawn. Also

A species of grass

(Cyperus squarrosus). Carey.

^[t^5^T? s. (3^+5^5) A pot for boiling

the juice of sugar-canes.

3ffaTi s. (fromlrT) 1. A large jar. 2. (from

"^Tt^T) A burning pain, an inflammation. 3.

Anxiety, distress.

OlHl^W v. a. (caus. of 3Tf^TU3) To kindle,

to light, to set on fire, to heat over the fire.

noun of 3fWS 153) The lighting

or kindling of a fire. a. Kindled, heated.

v5l"HWI s. (from OTT) A bull's-eye window.

Sabda S. p. 148.

s5fWf% s. (from 3fMtt3) A burning or

heating ; the heating of any thing over the fire.

a. Proper for fuel.

Fuel. Mo-
hun P. p. 7.

3ltf^Wi s. (from 3^) A fisherman. Mohun

P. p. 89. See ^tf^ITl .

v5llR<P a. (mfn. ^H+t^) Gaining a liveli-

hood by nets. s. (m.) 1. A fisherman. 2. A
fowler, a hunter using nets. 3. A cheat, a

vagabond, a juggler. 4. A spider.

v. a. (from R. ) To kindle a fire,

to light a lamp.

a. (a. jJUj>) Oppressive, tyrannical.

^Ttp^TTi a. (from Gaining a livelihood by

nets, making use of nets. s. 1. A fisherman.

2. A hunter using nets.

(/.) 1. A small cucumber (Trichosanthes

diceca). 2. Any drug or medicament. 3. {JBeng.

from 3fN) 1. Net work. 2. A cobweb. 3.

A film on the eye. 4. A lattice. 5. A fringe.

Reticulated, like

a net, porous.

^Tt^IT^a. (from 3fN) Reticulated, decus-

sated, like a net, porous.

\Sl1^f3 s. (from ^it^) A muzzle for the nose of

an animal, v. a. To muzzle.

sSft^I s. (to.) A low man, one belonging to a

degraded tribe or occupation, a. (mfn.} 1. Se-

vere, cruel. 2. Rash, inconsiderate.

(re.) A yellow fragrant wood.

(a. ^^jU-) An emissary, a spy. Also

Taddhita suffix used to form words which

express the origin or root of the thing implied

by the primitive : e. g. C^jKl3TfS[ s . (».?) Root

of the hair, from C^*1 s. (to.) Hair, +^ft^

.

vft^ s. (to.) 1. A cat. 2. A pole-cat. 3. A

bed, a cot. 4. A leech. Wilson.

OlW^s. (a. jl^) A ship.

from T^Ttt^?) Managing a ship. s. A sai-

lor, a mariner.
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(a. jjrjl^sj-) A sailor, a mariner.

(a. ybU») A disclosure, a display, a

manifestation.

ad. (a. Publicly, openly, visibly,

manifestly.

(/. patronymic form <S4s ) An epithet

of the river Ganges. (Lit. The daughter of

Jahnu.)

Root, i. To conquer, to over-

come, to subdue. 2. To excel, to suppress.

Frequently with the prepositions
,

f*T,

orf< prefixed to it.

fir., (corrupt, of f"3l^) 1. The tongue. 2.

(h. j-^. from \5lt<-) Sir! master! your honour!

v. a. pectus, of fe^) To animate,

to revive, to vivify, to keep alive.

(from a. aobj) An excess, an

abundance, a surplus, a majority.

a. (from a. *jl>j) More, over and above.

fcl^Lfi s. (v. noun of f3F5lttU3) The act of

reviving or vivifying.

(from ) A fishmonger, one who

keeps fish alive and fresh.

A timber-tree (OdinaWoodier). Carey.

1 . A timber-tree (Odina Woodier)
;

see A tortoise.

fes3^t^ s. (f^H +3Ti^) A tortoise.

(a. ^j) Talk, the mentioning any

thing, conversation, discourse.

(a. j>j +j^d^o) Talk, conver-

sation, chit-chat.

(p. <U^-) A diadem, a tiara, a crest.

(a. '£$) Loud, manifest.

(/. from the desiderative form of R.

1196

fit Wilkins' Gr. p. 407) A desire to conquer

or to excel ; emulation.

"fel^^l s. (/. from R. ^F3^) Hunger, appetite.

ftl^I^^T a. (mfn. from R. ^PT
)
Hungry.

°^T^ a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of

R. Wishing to kill or injure, revengeful,

malicious, bloodthirsty.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of the de-

siderative form of R. fetL) Deserving to be

be killed, worthy of revenge.

(f. from the desiderative form of

R. $7[J A desire to kill or mj ure any one
;

malice, enmity, revenge.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. from the

desiderative form of R. Sought to be

killed or injured.

a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of

R. Malicious, revengeful, desirous of

killing or injuring another.

foi^J a. (mfn. from R. ^jl) Smelling, who smells.

A plant (Luffa acutangula). Hort. Ben.

p. 70.

A timber-tree (Odina Woodier). Carey.

(/.) Bengal-madder (Rubia Manjit'h).

Also fe^ft and t^ft .

(^^'1^*1<P a. (mfn. from the desidera-

tive form of R. vSel, +^) Desirous of know-

ing any thing, inquisitive.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of the deside-

rative form of R. \50 )
Deserving to be enquired

into, worthy of being investigated ; an object

for enquiry.

tew (f. from the desiderative form of

R. s5l . Wilkins' Gr. % 831). A desire to

know, a wish to ascertain or to enquire.
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feSsM^U. (m. RpteTl+-i5C5) (In gram-

mar) An interrogative. Mohun P. p. 124.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the deside-

rative form of R. SpJ) Enquired into, wished

to ascertain.

a. (mfn.). See

v. a. (from the desiderative form of

R. \5i1 ) To enquire, to seek to ascertain ; to

question.

a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of

R. ^Sl ) Desirous of knowing any thing, inqui-

sitive, curious.

fiSN5it*P a. (mfn.). See fe^pft^ .

"fe^t^s. (?-j*sf?j) A chain.

(v-j+ssTj + ^SU) ) Joint respon-

sibility.

a. (mfn. R. + Conquering, vanquish-

ing. Only used in comp. e. g. a.

(mfn.) Vanquishing enemies, from s -

(
m

An enemy, + "f^ESi

.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f5 +3) Con-

quered, won, vanquished.

a. (mfn. f\5l\3 + CZfTH
)
Having sub-

dued his anger. Also

R^3|pi a. (mfn. fej + f^I) Having overcome

one's fatigue, exhaustion, or weariness.

a. (from Triumphant, con-

quering, excelling, surpassing, s. A victor, a

conqueror.

v. a. (cans, of flf3U3) To cause to

conquer or win.

f3F3tiri a. (-H^ mfn. f^+^HlFT) Of

subdued mind, having his mind under his con-

troul.

a. (mfn. )
Having by

abstraction surmounted the want of food.

over-v. a. (from R. To conquer, to

come, to subdue, to exert, to surpass.

s. The musk-deer (Moschus mos-

chiferus). Carey.

A plant of the bark of which bow-strings

are made (Asclepias tenacissima). Carey.

f3lU3 v. a. (from R. 3tt*C) To live, to be alive.

a. (mfn. (\$l\3 + ^t*l4^) Having sub-

dued his senses or passions, impassive, stoical.

-31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Continence, self-restraint.

fe<^ a. (mfn. R. fSj+^T) Victorious, tri-

umphant.

(Ol^s. (a. 3w?) An opposition, the contrary.

A plant (Salicornia Indica). Hort.

Ben. p. 79.

f^PT s. (m.) 1. A Jina, the generic name of the

personage peculiar to the Jaina sect, who is

ranked by them as superior to the gods of the

other sects : a saint and teacher
;
twenty-four

Jinas are supposed to flourish in an Avasarpini,

or Jaina age, and their writers enumerate those

of the ages past, present, and to come. 2. A
Buddha, a generic term applied to the chief

saints of the Bauddha sect, in the same manner

as to those of the Jainas. Wilson. See Trans.

R.A. S. i. 551. seqq.

a. (from Conquering,

passing, exceeding.

v. a. (from R. To conquer, to

pass, to subdue, to win.

(a.
l-rJj>-)

Goods, things, merchan-

dise.

G^lMi s. (p. J&ij ) Life. Also ftr*t*ft

.

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal

) 1 . To please, to delight, to chc

2. To be pleased or charmed.

sur-

sur-

larm.
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f-3l<r s. (corrupt, of foiS I ) The tongue. Also

A tongue-scraper.

A timber-tree (Odina Woodier).

(p. j^L>Ljj) Decoration, ornament.

"fe5^ Root, i. To eat. See R. 3*^.

(a. <uJ) Custody, charge, service, duty.

Also f3F3l

.

f3^T*1 s. 1. A plant (Odina Woodier). Hort.

Ben. p. 29. 2. A turtle, a tortoise.

foiU^M^ s. (^S^ + *^k) A tortoise, a

turtle.

A species of simul or silk-cotton tree.

see Sabda S. p. 129.
K
Root, v.

(
fisftrrtfs) To kin, to

wound, to injure. Only used in the vedas.

(v. noun of jtaf^I^) A reposing or

sitting still to recover from fatigue. Also

(corrupt, of \5l[< ) A plant (Cuminum

Cyminum). Mohun P. p. 35.

v. a. To cause any one to repose or to

recover from fatigue.

a. (from Reposing, rest-

ing, recovering from fatigue.

(
p - Clothed in armour.

v. a. To repose, to rest from labour.

1. The treble string of a violin. 2. A

shrill tone, v. a. To quaver.

fiWafin? L (ftpT? + HlTl>) A plant (Sphe-

noclea Zeylanica). Carey.

(a. ) A district, a province, a

country.

f^TtRTC. J\^S) The master, ruler, or

governor of a province or district.

a. (p. (j^AxLi) Belonging to the

master or governor of a province.

a. (p. ,_^jii-xL?) The settlement of the

revenue and expenditure of a province. Carey.

A kind of sweetmeat. See

A sort of fish (Cyprinus Zilipoo-

thi). Carey.

s. (h. t—~k>- corrupt, of a. As>-) A fore-

runner, a herald, a courier.

f^FFs. (a. jIp-) 1 . The binding of a book. 2.

A volume.

f^T^^s. (p.^xU.) A bookbinder.

(a. &>-) Splendor, lustre, brightness

;

scouring, polishing.

a. (p. JiJis^) Splendid, bright, glaring,

shining.

f\5l^ a. (mfn. R. T^+^") Victorious, trium-

phant.

loi^Cl*^. a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of

R. *F+ ^T) Wishing to seize or to take.

ftfj s. (m.) The tongue. Also "fe^l (/.)

A tongue-

scraper.

a. (mtn. f^l+^TTfrom^T)
Pronounced from the root of the tongue.

a. (mfn.} I. Tortuous, crooked. 2. Lazy,

slow.

a. (mfn. + " )
Moving tortuously.

s. (?w.) A snake.

3ft s. (from^t^) 1. Life, soul. 2. Sir, master,

madam : a term of endearment or respect, e. g.

Dear brother ! 3. Yes.
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a. (corrupt, of of|,<^ )
Bringing to life,

vivifying.

a. (from
)

Revived, restored to life.

v. a. (from ^f[^) To restore to life,

to revive.

A species

of ant.

A forest-

tree (Nageia Putranjiva). Carey.

A plant (a variety

of Dolichos Lablab). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

s. (corrupt, of f^) The tongue.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. C5J\ ) Instructed,

regulated. Wilkins' Gr. § 701.

v. a. To live, to be alive. See

\5lll *• ^j) A saddle. -(>vi l$C3 or

v. a. To saddle.

3ft=T s. (m. from R. 3*1 +=T) An old man.

(p. (jty ^J) A saddle-cloth.

Root, i. G^t^fvJ) To live. With 3FT

prefixed, To follow or imitate another in his

mode of living ; with To attend to any

thing as a livelihood ; with ^T°, To live.

^ft^" a. (mfn. from R. ive, living. See

Trans. R.A.S. i. 551. s. 1. (mfn.) Life,

existence. 2. (»«/*.) A profession, a livelihood.

3. (m.) The sentient soul incorporated in the

human body. See

s5fl4<£> a. (mfn. R. ^ft^+^I^ Wilkins Gr.

§ 780) Endowed with life, possessed of life.

s. (m.) 1. A tree (Pentaptera tomentosa). 2. A
medicinal drug commonly called jivaka. 3. An
animal, any living being. 4. A servant, a

slave. 5. A snake-catcher, one who cures the

bite of serpents. 6. A mendicant, a beggar.

vSlt^tvSi a. (mfn. \5lt<l + v3l) Born alive, producing

living young. Trans. R.A.S. n. 36.

3ft<Olv3 s. (m. v5l1<l + 0l3 ) An animal, any

living being.

^ffajgfa s. (m. from 3ft3, -h^Sft) A
kind of bird, supposed to be a pheasant.

>3ft^^-i a. (mfn. pres. part. a. R.

Alive, living.

A woman

whose husband is alive. Also

a. (mfn.

Whose father is still alive.

tfftvjRrei s . (f. afft^+l^+t^i) a

woman who has sons alive.

3ft^^3T^ s. (iffc^ + ^lrr) The season or

time of life. Carey.

^ffc^l s. (f. 3ffc^ + TT*t1) Living state, life.

See 3ffa^ .

s5ll<1 s. (n. R. ^ft^+^SFT) 1. Existence, life.

2. A profession, a livelihood. 3. An animal.

4. Water. 5. (m.) A plant (Odina Woodier).

Wilson.

3ft^Tl s. (/.) A plant (Celtis Orientalis). Hort.

Ben. p. 21. See 3^3*1 . Also ^ft^l

.

Nearly

dead.

^•ftU s. (n. R. ^X+^t^) Water.

Cff^ftH 5. (/. from R. 3fK+3FftTT) A tree

(Celtis Orientalis).

A means

or method of preserving life.

^^fWl s. (n. SftT+^SH ) A drug to

revive the dead.

sSft<lb a. (™/ra. R. 3^+313") Living, exist-

4 H
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ing. s. (m.) 1. Life, existence. 2. A medica-

ment, a drug.

^ft^fe^ s. (m. for^ffct^) A fowler, a bird-

catcher.

) 1. A parasite

plant (Epidendrum tesseloides and other species)

.

2. Another plant (Menispermum glabrum).

s5fl<l<3l s. (/. A plant commonly

calledjiyati (Celtis Orientalis).

^ft^f^ s. (/. + In the Ve-

danta system, a secondary sort of liberation of

the soul, which conducts the soul after death to

live with Brahma, not, however, divested of a

subtile corporeal frame. Trans. R.A.S. n. 33.

^ft^Pt^ s. (m. ^ft^+^t^T) Restoration of

life, revival, resuscitation.

ift^!^ s. (m. ^te + 9£X+^) A plant the

seeds of which are used in rosaries
; commonly

called jiyaputa.

^ft^^s. (m. vSft^ +^H) The class of living

beings or animals.

$153^ a. (frjtfk mfn. ^ft^ +^V) Alive,

living. Also

a. (mfn. Lifeless,

destitute of life or of living beings. Also

^t^HJ and .

^I^T^H^i s . (n. 3^ +^15^) Metem-

psychosis. Mohun P. p. 162.

\5Tt^ *; (/•) 1- A bow-string. 2. (In geometry)

The chord of an arc. Colebr. Alg. p. 89.

vS],^'4 s. (ran. from *3ft^") 1. A drug for reani-

mating the dead. 2. Boiled rice, food. 3.

Existence, life.

3ffttTTl s. (-IHw.^ +^lH) The

sentient soul, the vital principle in the body.

Trans. R.A.S. ii. 96.

3ft°l 1204

The preservation

of life.

~S[< kj^ s. (m. ^ft^+^I^) A fowler, a bird-

catcher. Also

(/.) i. Life. 2. A profession, a live-

lihood.

a. (from Tributary, paying

tribute.

^tfg^tir s. (rn. 3ffc+3rfWni) The

predicament life or soul in the Jina doctrine.

Trans R.A.S. L 534.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^t^+^3) 1.

Outlived, lived through (as a period of time).

2. Living, alive, s. (n.~) Life, existence.

) A life, the

period or duration of life ; life-time.

#1&#$A%, a. (-^ mfn. ^tfe+3V)
Alive, living.

a. (-ft\m>. v5ft<l+^) Living, alive,

possessing life.

(corrupt, of f\5l^1 ) The tongue.

m.) 1. A cloud. 2. A mountain. 3.

A sort of grass (Andropogon serratum). 4. A
sort of metre in Sanskrit poetry. As. Res.

x. 446.

vSfjll^ a. (corrupt, of 3ft^3") Living, alive.

v. a. (from R. I- To revive,

to refresh, to protect. 2. To stock a pond with

fish.

(m.) 1. Cumin-seed (Cuminum Cyminum).

2. A sacrificial knife, a scymetar. 3. A sort of

panic-seed (Panicum miliaceum).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^ + *T) Worn out,

wasted, decayed, decrepid, old
;
digested, s.

(w.) An old man. v. a. To digest

food.
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v&vN*tl 5. (^t°i+Wl) The stomach, the

first stomach of a ruminant animal. Also

0l<^k % (».^3ft
cl+^) Old, worn, or tat-

tered raiment. a. (mfn.') Wearing tattered

raiment.

vStf°t s. (/. R. ^+ "PT) Old age, decay, infirmity.

3ffr s. A high or shrill tone, v. a. To

quaver.

sSft^t^t^ s. A plant (Coix lacryma). iZb;rf.

Ben. p. 64.

^ Root, i. (^fa, h To so or move.

2. To go rapidly or quickly.

^3>3J1 s. (h. from Tj^l
)
Gaming, playing at

dice, gambling.

^3rt?W s. (^5Tl + )
Gaming, playing

at dice, gambling.

^A|k(>l< s. (^3Tl + n>fa) A cheat, a sharper.

s. (from
)

Knavery,

roguery, cheating at play.

^3T^s. (h.^-) The flood-tide.

a. (from )
Pertaining to the

flood-tide.

(h. ^Usj-) A gambler, a gamester.

^3TH s. (corrupt, of The yoke of a

plough. As. Res. x. 26.

s. A plant (Ixora tomentosa). Sort. Ben.

p. 10.

^^H"t"t1 s. A plant (Justicia nasuta). Hort.

Ben. p. 4. Also .

s. A plant (Jasminum auriculatum, also J.

Zambac). Carey.

An insect which infests plantain-trees.

v. a. (from R. ^JpL) To weigh.

^tRooT, i. (^fa) 1. To except, to exclude.

2. To quit, to abandon.

(corrupt, of Tlf^) Counsel, contrivance,

sleight of hand. Carey.

v2Hlpfjrl s. (/. from the desiderative form of R.

Censure, reproach, abuse, vituperation.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the deside-

rative form of R. *dP1^) Censured, reproached,

blamed.

s. (m.) A pot-herb (Convolvulus argenteus).

Also^D (/.). a. (Beng.) Confident, bold, im-

pudent.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of R.

Outcast, abandoned, deserted, injured.

s. A bugbear.

A plant (Jasminum auriculatum). Mo-

hun P. p. 62. Se vj^

.

^ Root, vi. (3i\5f3) 1. To go, to move.

2. To bind. x. (G3TK5TTf3) 1. To send, to

cast, to throw, to direct. 2. To grind, to

pound.

s. (v. noun of The growing: cold,

the becoming cool or calm after passionate ex-

citement.

^ypTlTl a. (from ^f?£3) Cool, calm.

v. a. (caus. of ^f^KJ) To cool, to

refresh, to quell one's anger or passion, to ap-

pease.

^[Oll s. (v. noun of ^3ttl3) The act of cool-

ing or refreshing ; the quelling or appeasing the

anger or passion of any one.

v. n. To grow cold or cool, to become

calm or quiet after a fit of anger.

Root, i. (Clt^US) To shine.

4 H 2
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^3 s. (corrupt, of ^f^?) Elegance, beauty,

symmetry, fitness for a certain purpose.

3b3*T s. (v. noun of ^fs3C\3) A flogging with

slippers. Also ^K3R .

a. (from ^ Flogging with

slippers.

^l^T a. (from "JUS) Elegant, beautiful, well

arranged.

A shoe, a slipper.

v. a. (caus. of 3if3C3) To cause any

one to flog another person with slippers.

3u3t3if\3 s. (from 3Tf3£3) A mutual striking

with shoes or slippers.

v. a. (from^sJl) To beat or flay a per-

son with a shoe or slipper by way of punishment

or disgrace.

s. A shoe, a slipper. See .

vjr^ Root, vi. (^T^fv?) To go, to move.

species of heron.

Carey.

^f^l s. A sort of grass (Scirpus anceps). Hort.

Ben. p. 6.

The acorn of a species of oak used

as a medicinal drug. Carey.

^1 s. A medicinal drug, apparently Justicia

polysperma. Carey.

^jl^TvpT 5. (v. noun The dipping

of any substance into a sauce or dye. Also

and ^3tf% .

v. a. To dye, to dip any substance into

a sauce or dye. Also

3E£I^s. (a. J^-) The sum total, the amount.

s . (h. from ) Playing, gaming,

gambling. See 3£3Tl . Mohun P. p. 96.

^XTt^5. (h.^-) The flood-tide.

vf^RooT, i. (^T3) To hurt or kill.

s. A peep, a glance.

s. (p. i_Jlj) A curling lock, a curl, a

ringlet. Also ^Pft or ^^fl^tla 1 . Mo-
hun P. p. 13.

sff^F s. (p. cJlj ) A curl of hair, a ringlet. Also

^frf*P. Sabda S. p. 110.

v^a^s. (a. ^j) Tyranny, fierceness, cruelty,

severity, oppression.

^UtTl s. (p. <UU^-) A fine.

\|^t^s. (a. c_A>- from p. c_jT jf) A purge,

a cathartic. Also
eK.

^^H. s. A trench, a canal, a water-course.

^3^1*^ s. Repeated peeps or glances. Also

^Sf3^5T33<-
— ad. Peepingly, by

repeated glances.

Root, i. and x. (GSlftfvJ, C3TfaTTf3)

1. To reason, to think, to imagine, to conceive.

2. To injure, to hurt, to kill. 3. To like. vi.

(^PIU3) To gratify, to please, to show atten-

tion or regard.

s. (for ^3") Broth, soup.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Grati-

fied, pleased, served, attended to. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 422.

n5L$^ s. (f. from R.
c
^) A wooden vessel of the

shape of a semicircle or crescent, used at sacri-

fices. Wilson. Also •

5. (m.) The matted hair of Siva or of an

ascetic.

^3 s. (f. R. ^+fv? Wilkins' Gr. § 830).

Quickness, haste, speed.

^p[1 a. (p. Separate, away, absent, diffe-r

rent, distant.
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s. A plant (Combretum pilosum).

Hort. Ben. p. 28.

s2jlR<l^j s. A plant (Sinapis ramosa). Hort.

Ben. p. 48.

s. A pretence, an imposture, swindling.

^^Root, iv.
(t̂ RC3.) 1. To hurt, to injure,

to wound or kill. 2. To be decayed, to grow old.

^E°1 a. (mfn. R. Decayed, fallen into

decay. Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

s. (/. from R. ^^+"pT) Speed, velocity.

^SlfS s. (/. R. Fever, feverish, or

morbid heat.

^^Root, i. (va<tI3l) To kill, to hurt.

s. (ra.) The water of boiled pulse, pease-soup,

porridge, &c.

^fa. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+3) Gaped,

yawned. Wilkins" Gr. p. 420.

t
Sj^ Root, i. , or with the insertion of a

nasal ^[§£3 ) To gape, to yawn. x.
(^g^Tfs? )

To fear, to dread.

s. (m. from R. ^'^) A gaping, a yawning.

Also ^§1 (/.)

s. (n. R. ::3^J-f si^l ) A gaping, a yawning.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. '^3v+'^
;3)

Opened, expanded.

Root, i. (v»«fv3.)> Iv - IX -

V
(^ttfe), and x. (^Tkirf3) To decay, to

grow old or decayed, to wear out.

(corrupt, of The common

house-lizard.

G5¥t s. (corrupt, of OT€t) 1. The common

house-lizard. 2. A father's eldest brother's

wife.

artels s. (corrupt, of (JpJsSftvJ) A father's

eldest brother.

G3Tfcl s. (corrupt, of A father's eldest

brother.

(corrupt, of C3P^3ts3 +3f ) A father's

eldest brother's wife. Also (01 &j .

(from Self-importance, pride,

arrogance.

a . (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "fe) To be

conquered or overcome, vincible, conquerable.

C3F31 s. (—% m. R. fv3l + lf) A conqueror.

a. (mfn.} Victorious, successful, triumphant.

G3F3l^U3 v. n. (from C3l3"t ) To make victorious,

to cause to conquer, to insure victory.

CONS l*T s. (v. noun of C^3TO3) The making

any one victorious, the causing to conquer.

Also bswlfrt • a. Caused or made to con-

quer.

C^3tfWi a. (from GSSlt^) Victorious,

procuring victory.

v. a. (from R. To win, to conquer.

C3i^s. (a. i^j.) A pocket.

s. (ra.) Food, victuals.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. f^Sl) Who ought

to be conquered.

03TSP a. (mfn. fut. pass. p. R. fe) Who can

be conquered, vincible.

GSRE^a. (p. jj) 1. Below, beneath. 2. Brought

over (in an account).

C3FTp^5. «• (
p

- ij^v-j^j) 1. Under command,

powerless. 2. Subject to, liable to, involved in.

Cs5l<|<*Xs. (p - ^.jij) A martingale, a belly-

band.

a. (p. juj>,'j) Loaded, burdened, car-

rying a load or burthen.
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C3W9rtl^-Si (p. dljjj) A drug (Zingiber Ze-

rumbet). Carey.

(.\5l\ Root, i. (Cv3PTU3) To go, to move.

COI^Root, i.
[
Cv5l^tv3) 1. To resolve, to at-

tempt resolutely, to endeavour diligently or

perseveringly. 2. To go, to move.

CvSft^^s. (from the English jaif) A jail, a fetter.

tol Root, i. (^TtXTfe) To wane, to decline.

s. from fep^ +^^Tl)

A plant (Momordica Charantia). Carey.

(to. from R. A conqueror, a victor.

a. (mfn.^ Victorious, successful, triumphant.

(m. patronymic from ) A Jaina, a

follower of the principles of a Jma or hetero-

dox notions, the chief of which are the supre-

macy of certain religious pontiffs over the gods

of the Hindus, a denial of the divine authority

of the vedas, and a disregard of the distinc-

tion of castes. Wilson. See Trans. R.A.S.

i. 551.

topTH s. (m. for 3nPft*T) A tree (Croton

Tiglium).

a. (mfn. from ofj,^ ) Long-lived, s.

(to.) The moon.

s. (to.) The name of a celebrated saint

and philosopher, the founder of the Purva-Mi-

mansa school. Trans. R.A.S. i. 440.

tap® s . (n. from Crookedness, physical

or moral.

C3H"3IT5^ s . (a, jbjsj-) A gem.

(a. cSj&jpf) A jeweller.

C3Tfa? s. (corrupt, of vltHwfe) A leech.

v. noun of v|f<Pt£?) The weighing of

an article.

CtfeFl «. (from OTft?U3) Weighed.

C3TR1 1212

v. a. (caus. of ^fftt3) To cause or

order a person to weigh things.

C3Ttf^C3 v. a. (from^pFU3) To weigh articles.

(a. A wound, a calamity, an af-

fliction, a loss
; danger.

(».) Aloe-wood or agallochum.

1. An animal of the order Vermes

(Trochus perspectivus). 2. A trap for catching

fish, made in the form of the shell of the trochus.

A sort of fish (Cyprinus Jonjya, Bu-

chanan's MSS.y Carey.

A couple. Mohun P. p. 50.

C^TT^r s. (corrupt, of s5FT) A labourer.

cstte s. A procurer. Tarachand Ch.

C^Tft"^ s. (corrupt, of U5» A fire-fly.

Also

G3[T*Tt^ s. (a. c_>Lj>-) Your highness, sir : a

term of respect.

CSHt\ s. (p. Jofi 1. The tongue. 2. Lan-

guage.

(p. c^Jcj ^bj ) A deposition.

A plant, common carroway (Carum

Carui). Sa&cfa S. p. 8. 68.

GSW^s. (h. yjijl) 1. The flood-tide. Mohun

P. p. 6. 2. A large river formed of many

smaller streams.

03lt<l^s. (p-jjj) Force, pressure, strength.

C^lt^^^^s. (p. + a.
(

Jk) Injustice, op-

pression, violence, tyranny.

G3T1"4< 1*^5. (p.jUjjj) Strong, mighty, powerful.

U5l!< l44^a. (p. jjTjjj ) Strong, mighty, robust,

vigorous.

(p. Strength, vigorous-

ness, power, might.
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CSl^T s. (from v^T) A low or marshy spot of

ground, a ravine, a fen.

GlMI5^ s. ( + ^ft
5^ ?) A plant (Ru-

mex acutus). Hort. Ben. p. 26.

C\5ll
er

11 s. A class of Muhammadans, chiefly

weavers, a. Ignorant, stupid, foolish.

GST^t^s. (a. cJU. from p. <_JT jf?) A purge,

a cathartic. See ^SpTftF.

CSl^ll, s. (from C^Sf^l) A sink, a low and marshy

spot of land, a ravine, a crack, a sewer.

C3lt*^ s. (p. Passion, rage, anger, wrath.

(n. from R. Happiness, pleasure,

j°y-

ad. Sans, (accus. case sing, of G3rt^)

L Happily, with ease or delight, well, excel-

lently. 2. Silently.

GSfcri s. (/.) A woman.

(corrupt, of "3h? ) Lac.

(a. lSj&}>~) A jeweller. See

\5 (to. from R. \3s1) A wise and learned man-

a. (to/w.) Knowing, acquainted with : used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) Knowing the law,

from s. (to.) a. (mfn.) Ac-

quainted with the vedas, from C<3"R! s. (to.)

^ROOT, X. (OTHfe) 1. To make known,

to inform. 2. To know.

vSifHv? a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^"^t+^A?)

Made known, reported
;
taught, expounded.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^3^1-1- "3) Taught,

expounded, made known. Wilkins' Gr. p. 420.

Apprehension, under-

standing, knowledge.

Root, ix. ) To know, to under-

stand. With ^iJ.*^ prefixed, To permit, to al-

low ; with 3Tfe+ 3FT or ^^^FT To dis-

miss, to give leave ; with ^f^b , To recognize,

to acknowledge ; with ^31^ , To contemn, to

despise ; with To learn, to

perceive ; with To deny knowledge of any

thing ; with , To look about, to explore
;

with , To know, to perceive, to be aware

;

with 1. To answer, to reply. 2. To

promise. 3. To decree, to determine. 4. To

trust, to have confidence ; with , To discern,

to distinguish, to possess accurate knowledge

;

with , To promise, to agree, to admit, to

assent, x. (3iT*faf3, usually with pre-

fixed to it), To command, to direct.—i. (in the

form of the causal, 1. To slay. 2.

To gratify, or please. 3. To exhibit. 4. To

sharpen. 5. To praise. (In these senses the

root is generally combined with a prefix.

Wilson).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^1 + ^3) 1.

Known. 2. Acquainted with, aware of, in-

formed, skilled.

\53t3<T> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. \5l + 333)
Capable of being known.

^Ttef^W a. (mfn. \£f3 + f^T3") Com-

pletely versed in any particular science.

^iKrJTR ad. (^3+ ^t^" for^P^?) Know-
ingly, intentionally ; with the knowledge of.

Tarachand Ch.

a. (—^ mfn. R. ^1+^) Knowing or

understanding a thing.

s. (to. R. sSTi + f^J) 1. A father. 2. A dis-

tant kinsman, one who does not participate in

the oblations of food or water offered to deceased

ancestors. — ^1 (/.) or —3" (n.) Relationship.

\^l^sj1 s. (/. ^st^ + ^l) Learning, knowledge,

information. Also
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.'i. from Relationship, affinity.

^sfa" «. (». R. \55l + ;T) 1. Knowledge in general.

2. Knowledge of a specific and religious kind :

that which is derived from meditation and the

study of philosophy, which teaches man the

divine nature and origin of his immaterial part

with the unreality of corporeal enjoyments or

worldly forms, and which, separating him during

life from terrestrial objects, secures him, after

death, a final emancipation from individual ex-

istence and reunion with the universal spirit.

Wilson. (Beny.) v. a. To reflect,

to think, to meditate ; v. a. To im-

bibe a notion, to form an idea ;
— v. n.

To seem, to appear.

\5alFr^3 s. (m. \5ilFr + ^t^3) The philosophical

portion of each veda, or that which treats of

knowledge as contradistinguished from ceremo-

nies. Carey.

s3st"T<|s3 a. (mfn. v5t*T +^F3) Done knowingly

or wilfully.

ad. Sans. (3^+3^) Knowingly,

wittingly, wilfully.

\35t*r&r a. (mfn. \5t*T+ "^) Imparting knowledge,

communicating ideas. Also

Wise language,

a wise speech.

siaH^'rt^ a. (-3^ mfn. 3^ +3^) Wise,

learned, intelligent, knowing.

viaHpl^U' s. (m. vHH+ft^^T) Absur-

dity, senselessness. MohunP. p. 108.

s. (n.^T+ ^TflTT) (In the tenets

of the Jinas) The erroneous notion, that know-

ledge does not produce final deliverance and

beatitude. Trans. H. A. S. p. 553.

[<«?^ a. (mfn. vEfr +ft^) Senseless,

absurd, ridiculous. Mohun P. p. 1 18.

sSfampI s. (in. \3at=T + 0^151
) Contemplative

devotion. Trans. R.A.S. i. 577.

^1rT^v3 a . (mfn. + 5^3) Astonished, over-

powered.

^W^ft" a. (mfn. ^"fr+ ) Wise, learned,

knowing.

Erudition, learning,

sagacity, wisdom. Also \3stf^F3" (n.)

a. (-P^\mfn. N^it^+ t^T )
Intelligent,

wise, learned, skilful. s. (m.) 1. A sage. 2.

An astrologer.

a. (mfn. \kM\, from .^H, +^3)
Learned, knowing, wise.

^slitTfell s. (n. ^3s1rr +^f^T) The organs of

perception or sensation, viz. those of hearing,

seeing, smelling, tasting, and feeling; to which

is added, that of thinking or the mind.

The pro-

duction of knowledge.

The rise or origin

of knowledge.

a. (mfn. the causal form of R. 3sl

,

+ n44<1?) Making known, apprizing, giving in-

formation. Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.') Announcing an unwelcome piece of

intelligence, from a. (mfn.) Unwelcome,

not wished for, + '33"t
>
i<P . s. (m.) A master

of requests, an officer at the court of a Hindu

prince. Trans. P.A.S. i. 174.

SSit^ s. {n. \$\\ the causal form of R. sFl

,

+ ) The act of announcing or making a

thing known.

^t^t^fjTT a. (mfn.fut. part. p. of the causal form

of R. ^§J
)
Proper to be made known or to be

announced. Also 3^f%OT and \5t*f> .

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of
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R. \5l ) Made known, informed, assigned, as-

cribed.

v. a. (from the cans, of R. \5il) To

make known, to reveal, to publish, to commu-

nicate, to announce, to inform, to teach.

C
1^! a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. \Fi +TT) Proper

to be known, capable of being known, cog-

nizable, s. (n.) An object of knowledge.

3P<Fl s. (f. from W&) 1. The string of a bow.

2. (In geometry) The chord of an arc. Colebr.

Alg. p. 89.

Root, ix. ) To decay, to become

old.

vpUl s. (/.) 1. A bow-string. 2. (In mathematics)

The chord of an arc. Colebr. Alg. p. 89. 3.

A mother. 4. The earth.

^tpTs. (/. R. v3Pl+f^T Wilkins' Gr. § 830)

i. Old age, infirmity, decay. 2. Abandonment,

desertion, departure. 3. A stream, a river.

\5P lull^a. (-TT^Tw/ra. from R. 3*1 ; considered

as the irreg. compar. degree of Old. TFi7-

kins' Gr. p. 520). Older, better; very old,

very excellent, the best.

<?pjhl s. A fisherman. Sabda S. p. 134.

^^Root, i. (v5P<WQ To go, to approach.

3C£J Root, i.
( G3Pl3C^j To shine.

(corrupt, of G57*£3t3 +

A female cousin by a father's elder

brother. Mohun P. p. 10.

Cv$> b^jWlA s. (corrupt, of CvPftSTfa+ qt3

)

A male cousin by a father's elder brother.

Mohun P. p. 10.

OTlS*^ s . (corrupt, ofCT^ +
5^") A hus-

band's father's eldest brother, a wife's father's

eldest brother.

C3ET7i^tj3
,

l (corrupt, of G3E^ +"Tt^) A

husband's father's elder brother's wife, a wife's

father's eldest brother's wife. Also GSpiPtt*!

.

OT"iTl s. (corrupt, of (\P&) A father's elder

brother. Mohun P. p. 10.

m^m s. (from C3rti) A father's elder bro-

ther's wife. Mohun P. p. 10.

s. (corrupt, of KP&3t3) A father's

eldest brother. See

a. (mfn. from R. sPl; the irreg. superl.

degree of ^ Old. TTittins' Gr. p. 520).

1. The oldest; very old, elder. 2. Best, chief,

pre-eminent, most excellent, s. (?rc.) The month

Jyeshfha (May-June).

A father's elder

brother.

Primogeniture, seniority.

C3F£*fa (n. G5J$> + *fa) (In algebra) The

root of an increased square. Colebr. Alg. p.

363. Also L^^I^

.

t<3TO s. (/. from C3P&) 1. The eighteenth lunar

mansion, comprising three stars, one of which

is Antares ( « Scorpionis), figured by a ring

or ear-ring. As. Pes. n. 293. ix. 323. 2. The

best beloved of a man's wives.

OT$t°*t s. (m. d-^ + SI *!) The share of a

father's property which belongs to the eldest son.

s. (in. from C*S7&;) The month Jyaisht'ha

or Jyesht'ha (May-June). As. Pes. in. 283.

cucurbita-

ceous plant (Momordica Charantia).

. The day of full-moon

in the month of Jyaisht'ha. As. Res. in. 283.

2. A house-lizard.

foS^to «. (n. C3^ + TT) Priority of birth, primo-

geniture. Mann i. 93. n. 155.

C3n^ indecl. Sans. Most times, speedily, pre-

4 I
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sently. Also a particle of interrogation. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 549.

OTtfe s. See CStff^ .

OTtfoS*^ (it. G3Plft^+*l1^i) t The

science of astronomy. 2. A work upon astro-

nomy.

OTff^f^pi s. p CTjf^p^^lp) Afire-

fly. Also CTtfjf^ft («.) and G§3 I Rj^fcS

C3p1fsJ^«. (?rc/ra. GIptRp^+vS) Acquainted

with astronomy, s. (m.) An astrologer.

OTtfgfe^ *. (»; ^{jS^f^) The

stellar orbs, the stellar region.

CStff^+OT) Abound-

ing with stars, starry.

OTtf^&ZFs. (n. C^rfft^f"^) The zodiac.

(rc. from C3inf^^) Astronomical

science, astronomy; astrology.

s. (m. from

astrologer. See

(f.
from CPtfe^) Heart-pea

(Cardiospernium halicacabum).

Astro-

nomy, astrology. Mohun P. p. 135.

eSffiteft s. (n. G1.JT^+ ratJI) A parti-

cular sort of sacrifice, at which sixteen officiating

priests are required. Wilson.

G3Eflt3WG3fU (/• 53#fiP%*P3t from S^)
Heart-pea (Cardiospermum halicacabum).

The sun.

C3Ptf3^s. (n. from R. "EJ^?) 1. Light, splen-

dour. 2, A star. 3. The pupil of the eye. (m.)

1. The sun. 2. Agni or fire.

The calcula-

tion of the length of a chord. Colebr. Alg.

p. 324.

(/. from Wilkins' Gr.

§ 1025). 1. Moonlight. 2. A moonlight

night. 3. A small cucumber (Trichosanthes

diceca; also Luffa acutangula).

(/. from A moon-

light night. 2. A small cucumber (Trichosan-

thes dioeca ; also Luffa acutangula, &c). Also

) An astro-

loger.

C^N*f a. (mfn. from CTt^^l) Light (espe-

cially of the moon).

fS Root, i. (^Ufa ) 1. To conquer, to reduce.

2. To be conquered or reduced.

vft Root, ix. (t^ttfe) h and x -

To grow old, to become old or de-

cayed.

n§£1*1 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. vST^-j-'T) Grown

old, become old or decayed. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 694. See 3ft°l

.

'^.'4^ Root, i. (^/cRs) To be diseased, to be

feverish.

s. (m. from R. ^^) 1. Fever. 2. An ague.

^^"^J a. (mfn. ^4 )
Dispelling fever or

ague, febrifuge.

^Rtl s. (/. R. ;J^+3Tl) Sickness. Wilkins'

Gr. § 831.

s. (^R +^'l ) A plant (Andropogon

Jwarankusa). Mohun P. p. 62.

^Ttf^rte s. (^+ ^f^^t^") A fever and

flux.

^TRJ^a. (mfn. ^" + ^1<3<P) Dispelling fever,

febrifuge. Also .
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fit

^.<lRl\3 a. (w/m.^+^R^) Suffering from

fever or ague.

3Rt a. (—f^\ mfn. Feverish,

diseased, weak.

^^Root, i. (3prf3) or x. (^nrft) To

flame, to blaze, to shine. With ^ or f<T pre-

fixed, To flame up, to blaze forth ; with To

kindle, to light.

s. (m. from R. vPfk) Flame, fire, a blaze.

^1*1^ a. (— mfn. pres. part. a. R.

Burning, blazing.

^11 s. (n. R. ^I+^SPT) A burning or blaz-

ing, (m.) Agni or fire. a. (mfn.') Burning,

flaming.

i

<r f^RlC a. (mfn. ^"Il +335") Fit to be burnt,

combustible, inflammable.

a. (from^FT) Virulent, passionate.

^f1.*!tl.H a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^pT-f ^H^TT

)

Fit to be burnt, combustible, inflammable.

^13" a. (from R. ^pT
)

Burning, flaming, ar-

dent
;
painful, vexed.

3pTi s. (from R. 1. Heat. 2. Ar-

dour, fervour. 3. Virulence, passion. 4. Op-

pression, tyranny.

v. a. (caus. of 3TpTC3) 1. To set on

fire, to kindle, to light. 2. To cause acute pain,

to scald, to vex.

yrksn «. (from vpTf1^3) Wearied, teazed,

distressed, vexed.

^nlll a. (mfn. ^T+^lllt) Having a fiery

face.

^Ttft" a. (from ^"tl^M) Fit to be burnt,

combustible, inflammable.

^nlR ifl a. (from ^t|U3) 1. Kindling, in-

flaming. 2. Exasperating, provoking, s. An
incendiary.
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a. (from Fit for fuel.

3lf^3 a. {mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Burnt, kindled.

^f^fcP a. (mfn. ^f^J+^lf^) Having a

fiery face.

^RlW v. a. (from R. 1. To burn, to

blaze ; to set on fire, to kindle. 2. To be ar-

dent or eager. 3. To suffer acute pain ; to

smart.

^I^T s. (m. from R. ^1) Flame, blaze. Also^ (/•)•

^rH1 s. (/. from R. ^J
5^) 1. Blaze, flame.

2. A burning pain, an inflammation. 3. Dis-

tress, vexation, trouble, mental pain. 4. Viru-

lence, impetuosity, passionateness.

^"HTtCt3 v. a. (caus. of ^f^TU3) 1. To set on

fire, to kindle, to light. 2. To cause anguish

or anxiety, to torment, to vex.

^Frt^^ s.(/.^t^1 +3JJU+^) 1. Anyplace

where subterraneous fires break forth, a volcano

:

(an object of veneration to the Hindus). 2. A
place in Chinese Tartary where fire is always

produced by slightly digging the earth : it is a

famous place of pilgrimage among the Hindus.

The ninth consonant of the Hindu alphabet.

It is the aspirate of 3T, and has the sound of

the English j in jolt, but aspirated.

^<^ad. All at once, quickly, suddenly, speedily.

s. Rant, nonsense, ad. Foolishly,

nonsensically.

4 I 2
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*&K5\s. (h.^)A quarrel, a fight, war, strife.

v. a. To quarrel, to fight.

Quarrelsome, dispu-

tatious. Also ^v5t"f%Ul or ^^PvSt^ .

v. a. To quarrel, to dispute.

<*<pU s. (m. ^+ The letter W, or any

other character expressing the sound of jh.

<?f<£<£ s. A reproof, a rebuff, violence, passionate-

ness.

numinous, ra-

<y<p<f<p^ s< A glare, a vivid brightness.

a. (from <i!-<P<U<^) Li

diant, shining, vivid.

s . (t. A glare, a blaze, bright-

ness, a luminous appearance, an effulgence.

^Il^tPr a. (from Glaring, bright,

luminous, effulgent. Also ^^if^Ul

.

v. a. (^+IXtf^C3) To talk

nonsense.

t&f&ft a. (^+H14 from HlftlsJ) Talk-

ing nonsense, ranting, s. 1. A fault, a bad

action. 2.
' Regret, repentance.

v. a. To repent, to regret.

The buzzing of bees or wasps.

A large species of heron (Ardea Coro-

mandeliana). Carey.

^v^^*T s. 1. A jingling or rattling noise. 2. A

plant (Crotolaria sericea). v. a.

To jingle, to rattle.

^d^Tl s. (from ^^FT) A thunder-bolt. 2.

Lightning. 3. A jingling or clanging noise.

3Pt9TPfTd a. (from ^CpFT) Jingling, sound-

ing, rattling.

^^fl. s . (from SHSpPfy A plant (Crotola

sericea, and several other species). Carey.

na

s. 1. A rattling sound. 2. A tempest, a

storm, a hurricane, a squall.

^Iptt s. Trouble, a difficulty, perplexity, a

dilemma, vexation, v. a. To vex, to

annoy, to give trouble. — <Fl

f^>
.C^ v. a. To make

a difficulty of doing a thing.

a. (from ) Vexatious,

troublesome.

3^ Root, i. (^fS) To be entangled or matted

together, to clot (as hair). See R.

Speed, quickness, haste. —<F^TT1 ad.

Quickly, hastily.

(from R. vST^) A collection.

s. (/.) A plant (Flacourtia cataphracta).

Wilson.

A sparring, the fighting or sparring

of birds.

ffS s. (m. from R. A small tree, a bush,

a shrub.

ad. Sans. Quickly, speedily, instantly.

Also

^t^l a. (h. from ^frf^KS) Lopped off,

chopped off (as an animal's head), s. A storm,

a hurricane, a squall, a tempest.

j^wjtys v . a. (from To chop off,

to lop off.

^jteb. *• (v. noun offf^f^S) A chopping

or lopping off. a. Chopped off, lopped off.

v. a. To lop off, to chop off.

TPp^Rp^ad. (fromW^) Quickly, speedily, expe-

ditiously.

3pv5 s. A storm, a tempest, a hurricane. — <?

?;. a. To scold, to cause an uproar.

s. (y. noun of 3K3f^t3) A reproof, a

scolding, a chiding, a blustering. Carey.
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v. a. To scold, to chide, to reason.

as a jingle to it) A

tempest, a hurricane. Also

J^fa" , ^33l3*fcT , and ^3?3a3 .

^ff^ s. (^3+^) A storm with rain.

s. (from W5) A storm, a hurricane.

3*0 U1 a. (from <^0) Tempestuous, stormy.

<Ji3l s. (corrupt, of ) A standard, a flag-staff.

An imitative sound, + )

The clank of metallic substances when struck

against each other , Also <J*1 l^<^t^"

.

A small species of strawberry (Fra-

garia flava, Buchanan's MSS. ; probably Fra-

garia Indica, Hort. Ben.}. Carey.

A door-lintel.

•^P^s. Quickness, suddenness. —<Ff^TTl ad.

Quickly, immediately, suddenly.

ad. (from Quickly, hastily, sud-

denly.

^Root, i. (^5Tfe) To eat.

^J^T^s. The jingling of ornaments. Also <^*4<P^.
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ad. (from With the jingling

of ornaments.

^'"I s. (m.} A jump, a spring, a plunge, a sally.

To jump, to leap.

A species of fal-

con (Falco Jhumpamowr, Buchanan's MSS.}.

Carey.

<3M s. (m. R. ^) A water-fall, a cascade. Also

^Tl , or (/.).

<M<p1 s. (corrupt, of ^t^t^) A window. Mo-
hun P. p. 77. Also ^R^l Sabda S. p. 148.

^T^^i s. (v. noun of 3rf3T3) The dripping or

oozing out of water, the shedding of corn.

(from 1. An oozing or falling

down of water. 2. A sieve. 3. The shedding

of corn.

s. (from 1. A strainer. 2. A

stream of blood flowing from a wound.

<*«l£(.\5 v. a. (from R. fj ?) To pour out, to

strain, to cause to exude. 2. To shake leaves

or fruit from a tree, to shake dust out of cloth

or furniture.

^^t°i s. (v. noun of ^^^£3) A pouring out,

the pouring of liquids through a strainer. 2.

The shaking of fruit or leaves from a tree, &c.

Also w^tfa . a. 1. Poured out, strained. 2.

Shaken off.

v. a. (from R. ^) 1. To ooze out, to

drip, to exude, to leak. 2. To shed (as corn).

Root, vi. (^T>5f\?) 1. To say. 2. To blame.

Root, vi. (3TOf3) 1. To say. 2. To

blame, to censure.

Root, vi. (3*"3Tfe) 1. To say, to speak. 2.

To blame, to reproach, to censure.

^€ Root, i. (Wfe) and x. (3^Wf\S) 1. To

speak or say. 2. To censure, to reprove. 3.

(i. 3^f\?) To kill or hurt.

4^4^ a. Split, cracked, ragged.

3^ftUl a. (from 3*<3T^ ) Ruinous, out of re-

pair.

s. 1. A lattice, a fence. 2. A cymbal.

Carey.

s. The flapping of a wave, a flake of fire.

Carey.

s. (from W^) The noise arising from

the flapping of waves against the shore or

against a boat or ship.
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a. Fine, gay, elegant.

<1CY
l<^

cr
l s. A flapping or dangling motion. Also

i*3*l'f5w1 a. (from^^T^T) Flapping, dangling.

<^cS| s. (m.
s

) A prize-fighter, a cudgel-player : the

designation of one of the degraded classes,

sprung from an outcast Kshatriya. Manu x.

22. xn. 45.

(/.) 1. Cymbals. 2. A curl, a lock

of hair.

^V^l a. (from ^MpiW) Scorched, singed,

roasted.

v. a. (cam. To scorch,

to roast, to singe.

Purblind, de-

ficient in sight.

^Pf03 v. n. (from It. To be scorched

or singed.

3T^Root, i (^6) 1. To kill or hurt. 2. To

take. 3. To put on, to wear.

W s. (n.) I, A fish. 2. The sign Pisces. 3.

Heat, warmth. 4. A forest, a thicket.

<3^1 s. (/.) A plant (Hedysarum lagopodioides).

3Tt3 s. (corrupt, of 3S<f ) A tree (Tamarix In-

diea). Hort. Ben. p. 22.

A variety of

the plantain-tree.

A variety of

the lime or lemon-tree.

(for^tf ?) Calx; a calcined state.

^rferfTS s. (TO+^ftU) Red pepper (Cap-

sicum annuum, and other species). Carey.

s. (^tt+4^1 for WP\ ) Mustard

prepared for the table, flour of mustard. Carey.

s. A crowd, a flock, a swarm of bees.

v. a. To assemble into a crowd, to

swarm.

<$i<F\ s. (v. noun of flTO') 1. The trying

the weight of an article by lifting it up. 2. The

shaking articles together. 3. The blaming or

reproving any one in a passionate manner. Also

v. a. (from ^t'l^W') To shak e ar-

tides together, to shake down. Also <5Tf^-

4f*3)l a. (from?fTO) 11 Lifted up with a view

to try its weight. 2. Shaken together. 3. Pas-

sionately reproved.

<M<Pl<W v. a. (cans, ofWOT^J) 1. To cause

any one to try the weight of an article. 2. To

cause any one to shake articles together.

v. a. T. To try the weight of a thing by

lifting it up. 2. To shake articles together. 3.

To be angry, to reprove, to reproach.

1. Heat, flame. 2. A kind of cymbal,

consisting of a metal ring with small balls fixed

on its periphery. 3. An aquatic plant (Utricu-

laria fasciculata, and other species). Carey.

1 s. A colander, a water-pot. See ^Tt^R^ .

1. A lattice. 2. A colander. 3. A
stake-hedge when decayed. 4. A cymbal.

a. Ardent
;

fierce, passionate
;
parched,

testy. Carey. Also ^THR .

plant (Utricularia fasciculata). Hort.

Ben. p. 4. See 3Tfa .

s. The pubes.
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(v. noun The sweeping of

any place. Also

(from 3* A broom.

5T*ltra....(.~ rf*Tf&ra) ..T„ca„Se

to sweep. 2. To sweep.

(from The sweeping of any

place. Also

1230

v. a. To sweep a place, to cleanse with

a broom.

1. A flowering shrub (Barleria cristata).

2. A thin layer of straw laid on a roof pre-

viously to thatching it. Carey.

a. (corrupt, of Speedily, at once,

forthwith. Carey.

o
s. 1. A mat-door, a screen or door of mats,

grass, &c. 2. A jump.

A tassel, an ornament worn on the arm,

or on the forehead of children.

v. a. (cans, of 3nrPfS3) 1. To cause

to jump. 2. To cause a male animal to cover

the female.

<FH1rT s . (from^TW^K?) 1. A stage erected

to exhibit tricks with snakes. 2. A jump, a

leap.

<MlpJU.I a. (from Playing with

snakes.

^Pft^ a. (from 3tfptU3
)

Bushy and thick

(said of trees).

4\f\$3 v. a. (from W°\ ) 1. To leap, to jump.

2. To cover the female (as horses, &c. in sexual

conjunction). 3. To shut a door. 4. To cover,

to overspread (as climbing plants do).

A plant (Sida Asiatica). Hort.

Ben. p. 50.

Wf\ s. (from^Tl) 1. A square basket with a

cover; a work-basket. 2. A species of bird

(Corvus Jhampee). Carey.

o
<M U 1 s. A sort of fish (Cyprinus Jaya, Bucha-

nan's MSS.). Carey.

A strainer or watering-pitcher; a me-

tallic sieve with a handle. Tarachand Ch.

A water-pot, a colander, a strainer.

(m. from R. 3T^) 1. An arbour, a bower,

a place overgrown with creepers. 2. A wood,

a thicket. 3. Cleansing sores or wounds.

(m. from <^ 1 £ ) A kind of flower, com-

monly called ghantapatali (Bignonia Indica).

s. (/.) 1. A plant (Flacourtia cataphracta)

:

See^l . 2. Jasmine. Also^t"^^
(f.)

3Tt3 s. (from R. 3Pt) 1. A tuft of ffrass or

shrubs ; a bush, a bunch, a shrub ; a bed or

cluster of flowers. 2. A breed of animals; a

stock. 3. A pedigree. 4. A chandelier.

v. noun 1 . The threshing

out or winnowing of corn, the shaking of fruit

from a tree, the beating of dust from clothes.

2. The persuading a person. Also and

^Kjl a. (from^tf^K?) 1. Threshed out, win-

nowed. 2. Shaken down, caused to fall off.

3. Persuaded, s. 1. The thrashing or winnow-

ing of corn. 2. The shaking down or causing

to fall off. 3. Ordure. 4. A privy. 5. The

persuading a person.

v. a. (caus. ) 1. To thresh

or winnow corn. 2. To shake fruit from a tree.

3. To beat off dust from clothes. 4. To expel

the venom of a serpent by antidotes or charms.
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5. To advise, to persuade. 6. To cause a beast

to cast its load.

4l\iH a. (from Bushy, growing in large

bunches, clumps, or tufts.

v. a. 1. To thresh out corn, to winnow.

2. To shake fruit from a tree. 3. To rub, to

beat off the dust. 4. To expel the venom of a

snake by antidotes or charms. 5. To advise,

to persuade. 6. To throw off a load (as animals

of burthen do).

3Tfc>l s. (from 3^3) A shrub, a bush.

3rt\Jt*W- s. + ) A road among bushes,

a forest-road.

A broom.
On

A sweeper.

Wfo s. 1. The flagging or fading of a flower or

plant, v. rc. To droop, to fade.

2. (corrupt, of ^1*T) A becoming known or

manifest.

,. A tassel. See 3t$

.

Dimness ; a web over the eye.

An increase of

dim-sightedness, a decay of sight.

#HJ<E» s, (m.) A tree (Tamarix Indica).

s. A tassel. See STHffl

.

(w.) A vitrified brick.

(m.) A small whetstone for sharpening

spindles, needles, &c.

(v. noun of <?1*M l<C\j) A running

at the nose and eyes when a person has a cold.

Also ^TUTtfa .

v. a. To distil, to drop from ; to run

or flow, as the nose and eyes do with a cold.

Also

3Tftr) s. (from <$W<£) A vitrified brick.

<l^lU s. The cotton-plant. Sabda S. p. 286.

A stream of water from the perforated

bottom of a pot which is hung over a plant for

the purpose of watering it. Carey.

A vessel with a spout, a kettle, a water-

pot, an ewer. Also

a. (from R. J
55

^) Pungent, hot-tasted.

3*l«1«l*^s. (^"H+^for^) Hot season-

ings, hot spicery.

Cayenne pepper

(Capsicum of various species).

(h. \s»-) A fringe, an ornament of

network ; a musquito-net.

^I^^kl^ a. (h. j^lg**-) Having a fringe,

fringed.

^Tt^ttre v. a. (from ^tf%T3) To heat, to

ignite ; to cause to make red hot or to solder.

<l'HH *. (v. noun ofW^WJM) The causing

a thing to be heated. Also a.

Ignited, made red hot.

The sensation produced in the ear

by a shrill sound. —^RX\? v. a. To jingle.

hole dug at the end of a gutter to

collect the water which runs, so that it may

pass on higher ground.

<$lpnW v. a. (from R. >3plj To ignite, to heat,

to make red hot.

a. Highly seasoned, pungent, hot.

s. (^1^1 + from C^t^) A

ball of sweet-meats seasoned with pungent

spices. Carey.

A daughter.

A small prop of earth or stone placed

under a pot to support it while boiling. Carey.
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ft<P< a. (from "NN5

?) Hardened by heat,

crusty. Also

A particular shrub or small tree (Al-

langium hexapetalum).

1. A jerk. 2. The working about of

a rudder to force the boat forwards and assist

the oars. Carey.

1. A sort of insect. 2. The sensation

felt in a limb, when the circulation of blood in

it is obstructed by lying in a particular posture.

Carey. Also

A clod laid on the neck of an unsteady

lad while he is writing, the falling of which ex-

poses him to punishment.

(t.
(
Jaas^) A glittering, a glare. Also

f^ftft1% or ft<ft<.

A cucurbitaceous plant (Luffa acutan-

gula), and its fruit. Also

s. (/.) A shrub (Barleria cristata). Hort.

Ben. p. 48.

A muscle, a cockle.

ft^f^Tl s. "PW ?) A large bird

(Ardea Coromandeliana

f^^-l^T s. (v. noun of f<t! C^ICnJ) Drowsiness or

nodding with sleep. Also fern,

a. (from Overcome with drow-

siness, nodding.

v. a. To nod with drowsiness. Also

(from 1. Drowsiness.

2. Drizzling rain. Also

ftll « (/•) A cricket. Also 3ftf^1

.

1. A lake, a pond. 2. A track of ground

overflown by the periodical rains ; a marsh, a

swamp, a morass.

A thin kind of gauze.

A shutter, a Venetian blind.

ftsfl s. (/.) A cricket. Also R fe<p1 (J.).

A daughter.

Wp£3s. (^+ T$3for ,
{jT) Children.

^t^^1 s. (/.) A cricket.

<pf% s. (from 3^) A hitching forward ; the

motion made by cats and other animals prepa-

ratory to making a leap. Also Wjffi .

<jP? s. (from ^f^£3) 1. A hitching forward ;

a motion preparatory to a leap. 2. A risk, re-

sponsibility. Also

v. a. To move or heave the body, as cats,

&c. do previously to leaping at their prey ; to

hitch forward ; to bend down, to incline ; to

stagger, to totter.

^iWj&WI s. ( ^J3l^1 ? + C^Tl ) The early

dawn.

' s. A heaped measure ; the heaping up of

a measure till it will hold no more.

Wild rice.

v. a. To trickle, to ooze out, to flow out.

s. The hump on the shoulders of a bull, the

hunch on the back of a camel ; the crest on the

head of a bird ; the tuft of hair left on the head

of a Hindu after tonsure. Also .

9\

3rfrr& ad. (h. <Jjrf>-) Falsely.

<jl»1 s. (corrupt, of ^(w>^) Orts.

^tfft s. (from Wp) A mutual pulling of

each others' hair. Also

4 K
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llHlWfll s - (%^ + ^55fft) A sort of

bird (Lanius jocosus, Lath, j Turdus jocosus,

Carey}.

v. noun of 3jf3E3) The trimming or

lopping of a tree. Also ^vjf^T

.

v. a. To cut off, to lop, to trim off.

<^Ol s. A basket, a scuttle.

^J^TfaT s. + A sort of grass (An-

dropogon laxum). Carey.

<3p3 s. A multitude, a flock, a swarm.

<^*1 s. A ripe cocoa-nut. Also i .

w. a. To reproach, to abuse, to scold, to

upbraid.

^j^s. A plunge. — <$>(""<(Hi ad. With a plunge.

s. A cabin, a hut, a cottage, a shed.

A plant (Impatiens Jhumpi, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

'si A plunge. See

1. An ornament worn by Hindu women

in the ears. 2. A plant (Passiflora citrifolia).

Carey. Also .

STSranfl, s . A rattle.

a. (corrupt, of ttgB) Shaggy, viz. curled

like rising smoke. Carey.

An oozing, a trick-

ling, a leaking, a. Trickled, oozed, crumbled.

W1 a. (from Crumbled, oozed ; small.

s. A crumble, a morsel.

^WRl s. Fragments, crumbs.

v. a. (from )
To trickle, to ooze, to

leak.

s. A kind of sweetmeat.

ad. (from By small bits,

^^s. Soot, lamp-black.

v. noun of 3Tp*TU3) A swinging, a

hanging pendant.

^fT^iTrW s. (^H +Htql) A .fftndM festival

kept in the month of Bhadra and sometimes in

Srdvana.

5?$l8 «• (from ^Tf^TCvJ) Swinging.

<pTl ai (from ^f*TC\J) Swinging, pendent, oscil-

latory.

3pT^3 v. a. (caus. of <jTpTC3 ) To hang or

suspend a thing, to cause it to swing.

^^t^rf^T s. (from A mutual swinging.

^ftrt\3 v. n. (from C-l#Wj To hang, to be sus-

pended, to swing,, to oscillate.

s. (from <$J&£#) A wallet, a satchel.

^T^t^s. (<pT + 3Tt*T as a jingle to it) Soot

and filth from smoke. Also Sf^j!?^ •

^53J^s. (from 3TpTC3) An oscillatin p- or tre-

mulous motion; a swinging. Also

^Wf^Hl a. (from ^^X) Oscillating,

hanging freely, swinging. Also

a. False, feigned, counterfeit, s. A liar.

Also .

^ Root, ix. (^"ttfe) and i. (OTW] To

grow old, to become infirm with age, &c

(<l<POl a. Bushy, shaggy. Also l<?0 1

.

A species of

field-mouse (Mus Jencus, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

s. (v. noun The sweeping

of any place.

(from A broom, a besom.

v. a. To sweep.

v. a. (from )
To sweep, to beat

off the dust from clothes or furniture.
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fflpfrfelfittJ s. (from Aftbl?) A sweeper.

dr&jfpnil a. (from C^f^K?) Sweeping,

making clean work.

Clefts. (from Rubbish, sweepings.

WvS^ll s. A mat.

1<P s. 1. A jerk, a jerking motion, a stagger-

ing or tottering.

OT^I a. (from (<Pf<R3) Reeling, tottering.

v. a. (from Hffw4) To cause to

hitch forward, to cause to totter or stagger ; to

cause an undulating or oscillating motion.

C3Ttf^C3 v. a. (from <jf<£U3) To bend down,

to incline ; to totter, to stagger, to stoop ; to

roll, to swing ; to sleep.

(^1<3?t s. (from <^<pt) A venture, a risk; re-

sponsibility.

(from comb. Mohun P. p. 54.

CQfcSs. (from 31*1) A bush, a bushy tree.

C^r^rT*. (from^f\5t3) The lopping of a tree,

the trimming of trees or bushes.

Lopped, trimmed, s.

A sort of tray or box.

v. a. {cans, of To cause a

tree or hedge to be lopped, trimmed, or cut.

v. noun of CffeTO ) The causing

a tree to be lopped, a. Lopped, cut, trimmed.

WUviMT. s. (from C^3ttt^) The lopping or

cutting of a tree.

s. (corrupt, of SkjjH ) A bush, a bushy tree.

WH^I s. (from^St) A cottage, a shed, a

cabin, a hut. Also C3TW^ft .

10m s. (from <JjT«W) A water-fall, a cascade,

a gutter, a drain ; a trickling.

9 1238

C<* \^°\ s. (v. noun of <j^f<03) An oozing, a

trickling, leaking.

s. (from ^f%U3 ) A water-course, a

gutter, a drain.

s. (from3[ftl3)A water-course, a drain,

a gutter ; a cascade, a water-fall ; a cataract.

v. a. {caus. of ) To cause to

ooze or leak, to cause to trickle through.

C^W°i s. (v. noun of OTTftlvJ) The con-

ducting of water by a gutter or drain, a. Caused

to ooze, caused to flow through a drain.

Broth, soup.

(<i 5. (v. rcowrc of <gfnW ) The act of

swinging or hanging.

WHi a. (from ^Pll/sl) Swinging, oscillatory,

pendent, s. A swing, a wallet, a wrinkle.

v. a. To perspire, to be overcome

by heat or fatigue.

v. a. {caus. of 3Tf%K3) To suspend,

to cause to swing.

{.4H l^O s. (from OT^ + T^3) Treacle, mo-

lasses.

The sus-

pending or causing a thing to swing, a. Caused

to swing, suspended, pendent.

C^ntfr s. (from C^t*Ttt£3) Undulation,

cillation, a swinging.

(from <^RlCsS) A swing, a wallet.

os-

3*

«3 The tenth consonant of the Hindu alphabet.

It is the nasal of the class of palatal letters, and

has the sound of n infringe. '

4 K 2
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S^fa" s . (m. ^ +^t^) The letter , or any

character expressing that sound.

& The eleventh consonant of the Hindu alphabet,

and first of the class of cerebral letters. It has

the sound of t pronounced by bringing the

tongue far back against the palate, as in talk,

toe, &c.

A plume of feathers which the Hindus

fasten on some of their large drums by way of

ornament. Carey.

Root, i. and x. (with the insertion of a

nasal, T^TTf3) To bind, to tie.

a. Sour, acid. s. Acidity.

(m. F ^- The letter o, or any

character expressing its sound.

v. n. (from ) To be acid

a. (from Acid,

a. (from Acid,

^^^^ a. Red as the lips are after chewing-

betel, s. A glowing redness.

a. (from 1? <FTs <Ej Red, ruddy, blood-

coloured.

Ta^p^ s. A knock, a rap. v. a. To

knock, to rap.

A flowering shrub (Tabernaemontana

coronaria). Carey.

a. Garrulous, talkative, prating.

Ta<p s. (mn.) 1. A kind of wood-apple (Feronia

elephantum). 2. Borax. 3. A spade or hoe.

or sour.

sour.

sour.

4. (m.) A hatchet, a stone-cutter's chisel. 5.

A sword, a scymetar, a sacrificial knife. 6. A
scabbard. 7. Anger, wrath. 8. A weight equal

to four mashas. 9. Pride, arrogance. Wilson.

(n. from Borax.

£<Mf3 s. (m. l^ + *1f3) The master of the

mint.

A mint.

(from A rupee, money. Usually

written ^3<pl in Bengal.

s. (wi.) 1. Wonder, astonishment, sur-

prise. 2. Celebrity, fame. 3. The twang of a

bow-string, the sound of a stringed instru-

ment.

A spasm, a cramp.

a. Estimated, appraised.

fell s. (h. l5i5) A dispute, a quarrel. Also

bra? The sudden recollection of a thing.

T3l<P*toi s. (from The causing a thing

to come to the mind.

a. (from T^Tfe^) Hard, solid.

v. n. (from ) To be hard or

solid, v. a. To make hard or solid.

v. n. To be hard or solid.

v. n. To shoot (as a pain), to be

tense.

(from A throbbing

or shooting sensation.

a. 1. Throbbing, painful. 2. Tight,

firm. 3. Full, complete
;
heaped up.

continual dripping of rain, a

falling of earth or mud upon a place. Carey.

v. a. To leap over a fence or wall.

Also
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or

er-

a. Uttered by fits and starts (as a song

or speech).

t^ttt^fPT s. ("Hjtl + *fft) A short solo sung

in parts. Morton.

tor & A plume of feathers which the Hindus

fix on their large drums as an ornament. Carey.

SeeT^Tl.

13^ Root, i. To be disturbed, to be

confused by anxiety, fear, &c.

s. (v. noun of £r^TC3) A staggering

vacillating.

R U1 a. (from Taf^C^) Wavering, stagg

ing, vacillating.

a. (from
)

Staggering, wavering,

unsteady, agitated.

8. a. (ccsM*. of To cause to

stagger or vacillate, to make unsteady.

fcSEtedRI si ( +^ for 33t*J j The name

of an animal of the feline genus. Carey.

v. a. (from R. f't] To stagger, to

totter, to heel, to reel, to be unsteady, to shrink

from, to slip, to slide.

^c^c^
s> (from R. "t)^) A staggering, reeling,

or tottering motion.

v. a. (from R. "^cr
lN ) To stagger,

to vacillate, to reel.

a. (from Staggering,

tottering, reeling, tremulous.

l^SJTl s. A plant (Bambusa Tulda). Hort.

Ben. p. 25. Also .

s. ("fr^from &F*WS, +'5^ as a

rhyme to it) An unsteady tossing motion.

D^^Rts? v. a. (from tNtc^JJ To be tossed

up and down like a boat in rough water.

^TSTf^TTl a. (from 3*TCRtl^3) Moving up

and down, unsteady, tremulous.

^«S5c1 a. (from )
Unsteady, tossed, tre-

mulous.

v. n. To be fragile or brittle, to break

easily.

] . The collecting of materials for a

sacrifice or festival. 2. The going from house

to house singing as some religious mendicants

do. Carey.

(from The going: from house

to house with singing.

a. (from
)

Going backwards

and forwards.

(from A walk, a going back-

wards and forwards.

v. a. (from To shuffle, to put

off, to temporize.

a. (from fc^«lT$W) Shuffling,

delaying, temporizing.

v. a. To go from house to house with

singing, to walk about for pleasure.

a. (from
)
Collecting articles for

a sacrifice or for a festival.

"^1 A particle which, when subjoined to a word,

gives the idea of exactness or limitation ; e. g.

single purse. See Rudiments

of Bengali Gr. p. 122.

"tTt^Tt ! s. (v. noun of ^T<3< l5*l\3 ) A shrink-

ing with cold, a being benumbed or convulsed

with cold. a. Shrunk or benumbed with cold.

v. n. To shrink with cold, to be

convulsed or benumbed with cold. Also

v. noun 1 . The fixing the

price of an article. 2. The act of stitching or

tacking articles together. 3. The foretelling of

an event. Also
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a. (from 1. Determining

the price of an article. 2. Tacking, patching,

or stitching things together. 3. Foretelling an

event.

a. (from ) 1. Appraised, esti-

mated. 2. Tacked or stitched together. 3.

Foretold, s. 1. The appraising or fixing the

price and value of goods. 2. The foretelling of

an event, v. a. To patch, to tack, to

stitch.

Tal^t^tvj v. a. {cam. of ^fl<?M) To cause to

stitch or tack together.

v. a. 1. To fix or ascertain the price of

an article, to appraise. 2. To stitch, to patch,

to tack together. 3. To foretell an event.

1. Baldness, especially from disease.

2. A bald part, v. n. To become

bald.

s. (tt^+^1) Bald.

irr^*ff*T s. (ift^ for^tel + ^tFT) The mint.

The palate, the roof of the mouth near

the throat.

Coin, money, treasure ; a rupee.

fcWFtl s. (tW +W1 for *ft ) An aqua-

tic plant (Pistia stratiotes). Carey.

A fragrant plant

not yet ascertained. Carey.

(from ^3^) A spindle.

s. (from w^jl) A reel, a machine for twist-

ing thread.

"kl^THt s. (from 3<j?) A spasm, a cramp.

"ETt^^" s. (»i.) A blackguard, a letcher, a liber-

tine.

1. Borax. 2. The leg. 3. A spade or

hoe, an axe.

s. (v. noun of "tTli"f^l(.\j) h A hanging or

being suspended. 2. A JButdn or hill poney :

Also T^^FWkyl

.

a. (from Hanging, suspended.

v. a. (caus. To suspend,

to hang up.

s. (v. noun of The act of

suspending or hanging up. a. Hung up, sus-

pended, hanging.

) A hanging-lan-

tern or lamp.

w. To be suspended, to hang, to

dangle.

An axe, a halbert, a battle-axe, a pole-

axe.

s. 1. A flat copper dish used in sacrifices.

2. Canvass, sail-cloth. 3. Interest by the day.

v. a. (from 1. To smart,

to throb, to cause pain, as a boil from rigidity.

2. To be withered, to be dried up, to be arid or

burnt up with the heat of the sun.

"la 1"fc^1*T s. (v. noun of "fcftlkl^ 0J) 1 . A throbbing

or smarting. 2. A drying up or withering, a.

1. Painful, smarting. 2. Withered, dried up.

Also

(from violent smarting

or throbbing pain.

A skreen, a fence, a slight frame made

of grass.

v. n. 1. To smart, to throb. 2. To be

withered or dried up. &tf&TTl $ ife,^ To

be dried up or withered.

s. (from 1. A cup or small basin.

2. A fence or skreen of coarse mat or khas-khas
;

a mat-door. See

s. A common country-poney.
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a. (from Dried up, withered

by the heat of the sun.

a. Fresh, new, recent, sound.

a. 1. Scarce, dear, sought for. 2. Harsh,

hard, severe, s. 1. A demand for goods, scar-

city. 2. A pull, an attraction, the strength of

a stream, a violent tension, a spasm.

a. (from Drawn, pulled, long.

2. Harsh, severe, hard (said of language), s.

1. The pulling or stretching of a thing ; a spasm,

a tension. 2. The warp of cloth, yarn.

v. a. To strain, to stretch.

v. a. (caus. of TaTf%C3) To cause to

pull or draw, to cause to hang up or suspend.

A sort of grass (Poa punctata).

Carey.

TiTTTfT^ tf*f s. (fromTatf^rKJ) A mutual pulling,

a struggle, a competition.

(from A strain, a pull, a

tension, a spasm.

A hanging lamp.

See

v. a. (from R. SS't.) To pull, to draw,

to strain, to drag, to tow, to row ; to pull out,

to extract.

as a jingle to it).

Severe, harsh, rough.

s. A tap, a slight stroke.

s. An island.

£Wf=F<r s. (fW + 'pF^) A sort of lime

(Citrus acida). Carey.

Employment at easy business, jobs,

light work.

ac?. For prime cost.

Procrastination, delay ; an excuse, a

pretext.

"tTr^'T s. (v. noun of "&tf*TC3) The making of

pretexts or excuses, procrastination.

a. (from Making excuses

or pretexts, procrastinating.

(from ) A mutual or re-

ciprocal procrastination.

(from the English tile) A tile, a square

flooring-brick.

v. a. To make excuses or pretexts to

procrastinate, to spend time, to delay.

as a jingle to it)

A pretext, an excuse, v. a. To make

pretexts, to temporize, to delay.

a. (from Making ex-

cuses, temporizing. Also

An affix subjoined to words to form diminu-

tives or words expressive of pity, affection, or

endearment; e. g. 3^flt> A poor little

mouse.

A species of parrot (Psittacus Alexan-

dri). See

ffc^ Root, i. (Cfc^U3 ) To go or move.

noun of The lasting or

being durable, the wearing well, the standing of

any work.

a. Elevated, rounded, high in the mid-

dle and gradually sloping to the sides, ridged.

Carey. Also

A bird (Sylvia olivacea). Carey.

1. A cake of charcoal-dust, &c. 2. An

ornament, usually of gold, worn on the foreheads

of women. 3. Inoculation for the small-pox.

Carey.

+ P- J*S) Inoculating for

the small-pox. s. One who inoculates.
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A bird (Falco

Tika mowree, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

(from 7?^) A kettle-drum.

v. a. To last long, to be durable, to

wear well.

1. A small tuft of hair on the head of

a Hindu. 2. A crest.

ff^tS^ s. (ft^l +^^lfrom^M^)
A plant (Melochia corchorifolia). Hort. Ben.

p. 49. Also

A prohibition.

v. noun of fNf£fe3) A

ticking, a ticking sound. Also

ffe^ffc^tr and ft^fk^t-pr

.

v. n. To tick. Also ffefPfe"-

1. The common grey house-lizard.

2. A bird (Sylvia olivacea). Carey.

A thin slice, a wafer, a lozenge.

A plant not yet described

(Unjala, Hort. Mai.}. Carey.

A lapwing. Also

rm*. A bird (Parra Jacana or P. Goensis).

Sabda S. p. 182. Also fTafl^ and f%-

fn^"f^^j<$ s. (m.) A bird, the lapwing or sand-

piper (ParraJacana or Goensis). AlsofHa fHs?^.

Contempt, reproach, v. a.

To revile, to contemn.

fH Root, x. (O^nifs?) To direct, to send,

to throw, to cast.

(from R. ftf^L) A letter, a note.

(v. noun The pressing,

pinching, or squeezing any thing.

s. (from 1. A pinching or

squeezing. 2. A note, a remark, scholia, a

commentary. See flM^fl • 3. A slight fall-

ing of rain.

(from notch, a nick, an

indenture.

A moving or tossing about as through

anxiety or impatience.

v. n. (from f&tPNi) To

fidget, to be on the fidgets.

v. a. To press, squeeze or pinch a thing.

s. (from ?) A commentary,

scholia, a gloss, a remark. See

(a. cUj) 1. The brain. 2. Pride,

haughtiness, boast.

a. (from a. £Ui)) Boasting, haughty,

proud.

fiNf£^ s. A twinkling as that of a lamp

when going out. ad. In an emaciated state.

a. (from 1. Twinkling

and blinking. 2. Emaciated, lean, thin, ex-

hausted. Also

species of parrot (Psittacus Alexan-

dri). Carey.

A tree or shrub (a species of Macro-

cnemum). Carey.

A tree (probably a species of Ronde-

letia, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

"t>l An affix used either as the feminine or the

diminutive of "tTi q. v.

Root, i. To go or move.

(/.) A commentary, scholia, a note ; an

inuendo ; a speck.

T^^T^ s. (m. "^W+^t^") The author of a

commentary, a scholiast, a commentator.
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note, a bill of ex-

change, a check, a bond, a draft, an assign-

ment, a note of hand. See

v. a. To send, to order.

?;. a. To winnow corn.

o
,

1?©T The throat, v. a. To throttle.
On

A bit, a slice, a morsel.

A small pitcher or earthen vessel.

1. A piece, a fragment, a bit. 2. The

spark of a gem. See .

"^<f*<l |<P<1 ad. (from "^Ti ) Piece-meal.

u. a. To shatter, to cut to pieces.

A basket.

"^Rp A particle added to certain words, and im-

plying a small quantity. Turachand Ch. Also

.

See Also .

*K. On,

"^pF^f^ ad. (from By small bits, by

little and little.

v. a. To forbid, to prohibit, to contradict,

to thwart.

"1^!"^ s. Ruddiness, a slow. —^f^Ul ad.

With a glowing or ruddy appearance.

"t3<Fi|j<£ir1 a. Ruddy, assuming a red hue.

A sound, a noise.

"t|j<F>s. (corrupt, of f^Tt^p) A dove-cot, a pigeon-

house.

s. A deficiency, a defect, a breach.

^%*T s. (v. noun of "l^fll>TN3) A being deficient

or defective ; a failing in trade ; a remissness or

neglect ; the bursting of any thing.

"I^Tals? v. n. (from R. 3"^) 1 . To be deficient

1250

or defective. 2. To break, to burst. 3. To

remit, to grow remiss, to relax, to abate, to

slacken. Also

s. 1. The throat. 2. A fish (Silurus acutus,

Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

s ' (
m ^ plant (Bignonia Indica). a.

(jnfn.^ 1. Low, vile, vulgar. 2. Harsh, cruel.

^E^fE^ s - 1 • The sound of a bell or any pulsa-

tile instrument. 2. The throbbing of pain in a

tumour, v. a. To strike a bell or

pulsatile instrument ; to tick.

^rdtrfip s - Tne tailor-bird (Sylvia sutoria).

v. n. To drop, to distil, to fall in drops.

"^ft s. A hat, a cap, a top, a lid, a cover. Mo-

hun P. p. 72. See

T^f^fT s. (t^1 from tflt^+^T) A sort

of jujube which falls of itself from the tree

through excessive ripeness.

s. The name of two species of trees

(Uvaria heteroclita and Unona dumosa). Carey.

s. Easy work, a job, a light occupation. Also

On.
^"

Sl

"f^L5^ a. Fragile, weak.

C¥°Tl s. A sort of fish (Silurus). Mohun P.

p. 54. See O^^TTl .

1 . A curvature, a tortuosity, a reach in

a river, a turning. 2. The sides of the waist-

band. Cfer^5^TW) A cape, a headland.

as a jingle to it) Tor-

tuosities, turnings, curvatures.

(T^f'T s. (v. noun of Clkf<£U3) The clinging or

adhering to any thing ; a remaining, abiding,

or subsisting.

f&<f*Tt*T s. for ^t^+ ^t^) A mint.

Mohun P. p. 104.

4 L
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(from Continuance in a place,

an abiding.

Ci*tl?l\? v. a. (cans, of (Taf^vJ ) To secure

the continuance of a thing, to preserve life.

CTa f<PUj v. a. 1. To continue, to last. 2. To

abide, to reside, to remain. 3. To subsist, to

forbear.

ad. (from From point to point.

v. a. To sail from point

to point.

A harpoon.

A brazier.

a. Inflated, puffed up, bloated, s. A fish

(Tetrodon sceleratus).

Mean, low,

base.

as a
j
ingle to it)

Puffed up, bloated, inflated. Also and

Continuance.

s. (from '3^) A spindle, a skewer, a

reel. Also

A tall and coarse kind of grass (Saccha-

rum procerum). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

a. (corrupt, of fir ?) Having

three spines, s. A fish (Silurus ascita). Also

A plant (Stilago tomentosa). Hort.

Ben. p. 71.

(from ? + ^!T) A mush-

room, a fungus. Carey.

a. (from Distorted, crooked, awry,

askew, oblique
;
squint-eyed.

1252

Ct^f^ «. (O^vSl+^f^) Squint-eyed.

v. a. To be distorted or crooked, to lean

to one side.

a. Ragged, tattered, full of holes. Also

C£t) Ofort and cM.
(from A pressure, a squeezing,

a compression. Also

a. (from Squeezed, pressed, i

dented.

v. a. (cam. of

person to squeeze or press a thing;.

c4l, A sUof oak(Qnel te.S , B,
chanan's MSS.y Carey.

1. (corrupt, of
)

Certainty, evi-

dence. 2. (cormpt. of S3|,< ) A border, the

m-

cause a

•ffM orend, limit, or verge of any thing.

The canine teeth.

CfcT<r<F a. (mfn.} Squint-eyed.

E#Wl«. (corrupt, of (t^) Distorted, crooked,

cross, awry, diagonal.

a. (corrupt, of Awry, cross, dis-

torted, crooked.

C^t^«- (tfc^t'+fW) Squint-eyed.

s. (from A fish) A sort

of fish (a species of Cyprinus, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

ad. (from )
Tortuously.

a. (from Sifted, agitated, win-

nowed (as grain).

v. a. (caus. To cause a

person to winnow corn.

a. Contradicting, reproving, thwarting,

censorious. Carey.

A peck with the beak of a bird, a tap
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with the fingers. -HtftCS v. a. To peck, to

rap.

ah^^i a. ( Ckl^R from t^W+fJ*^)
Contradicting, thwarting, censorious. Also

C&l<P<1 5. (from ^<P<i) A basket. Also

C&W s. (from C^t^Tl) A hat made of basket-

work, a. Worm-eaten.

v. a. To thwart, to contradict ; to

reprove, to blame.

An aquatic

plant (Pistia stratiotes), Carey.

C^l^lH ill c^ s. A species of yam or Dioscorea

(Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey.

A term of reproach applied by Hindus

to Muhammadans.

d>Tt>1 a. (from T^fT^A?) Broken, deficient.

s. 1. A fragment, a morsel, a stump. 2. A
cartridge. Mohun P. p. 150.

C&t&l^tsS v, a. (caus. of Tafl^)) To break,

to make a thing defective ; to disappoint.

going about, a rambling.

ad. In a rambling or lounging manner.

C&\°\ s. (corrupt, of ) A quiver for arrows.

s. An inferior sort of curtain used by the

poor.

s. 1. A cap, a hat, a helmet, a mitre. See

drop. 3. A bait to catch fish.

4. A dent in a metallic vessel or jewel.

ments to furniture, carved work.

+ Convex.

f&W s. A crown, a hat.

1254

Srass orna-

a. In the form of a mitre, mitre-shaped,

s. A small cake or lozenge.

(£WtC3 v. a. (from T?f*fc3) To drop, to dis-

til, to fall in drops.

C&W^T s. (v. noun of C&Hfe\3) A distilling

or falling in drops, s. A lozenge.

CfcW^fe s. (from CfcHI) A small cake, a

lozenge.

A hat, a cap, a cover, a lid. See

Also CfW|.

Z7. a. To order, to send; to set a dog

on an animal.

flat5* 1. A hut. 2. A school, a college. 3.

A Druise or dent in a metallic vessel or jewel.

(^Hc^sfl a. (cfrt^+c^sri) Fun of

bruises
;

dented, bruised, depressed. Also

Ctt*T*fa1 and C&tsfltfTi

.

as a jingle to it)

Bruises and dents. Also

H I 5. (from A quarter or part of a

town inhabited by persons of any particular de-

scription, a ward. Carey. Also

"fr^ Root, i. ("I^f^) To be confused, to be

disturbed by fear, anxiety, Sic. See R.

A small tabor.

~h The fourteenth consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet ; it is the aspirate of ll> , and has the pro-

nunciation of the English t'h, as in pent-house.

4 L 2
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s . A tale-bearer, a back-biter, a mischief-

maker, an extortioner, a sharper, a cheat.

v. a. (from To make mis-

chief, to deceive, to swindle, to defraud, to

back-bite.

&<fi 5f^? s. (from 0'f^r3) A mutual mischief-

making, a mutual cheating or deceiving.

iS^t*T s. (v. noun of "fe^pt^CsS ) A doing mis-

chief, a deceiving, defrauding, or back-biting.

a. Deceived, swindled, defrauded.

a. (from Making mischief,

swindling, back-biting.

(from A deception, a fraud,

an extortion. Also

The letter O , or any

character expressing the sound of ~&

.

toC3 v. a. To back-bite, to deceive, to swindle,

to defraud, v. n. To be cheated or defrauded.

(»i.) An idol, a deity, an object of reve-

rence or worship.

~t^t^a. Hard, difficult.

v. a. To rap, to strike two pieces

of wood together.

a. (from "^"^^) Shrewd, sharp,

carping.

iS^teT. s, (from "fc^Fto ) A difficulty, a di-

lemma, an embarrassed situation, a jeopardy.

a. (from Cheating, swindlins:,

back-biting, s. A cheat, a swindler; a robber.

0^1 15j s. (from ) A cheating or swindling, a

back-biting. Also

a. Harsh, austere, hard, rough, repul-

sive, disagreeable.

A joke, fun ; a sarcasm, a jibe.

iST^M^t^s. (h. jbl^l) A jester, a humorous

person, a funny fellow.

(from rcasm,

mockery.

v. n. To ring, to utter a ringing sound.

"fciFfiR' s . (v. noun of iT^rFt^KJ) The utter-

ing a ringing sound, a. Made to ring.

a. (from Ringing, sono-

rous.

s. (h. W-^i

) Cold, cool, fresh, refreshing.

(from h. \i\'-g> ) 1 • Coldness, coolness,

freshness. 2. A refreshing ; comfort.

a. (h. ljSc^j ) Cold, cool. s. A cold, a

catarrh.

a. Tottering, unsteady in walking.

Shew, parade, pomp. See ^51^^ .

a. Deaf. (Only used in the northern parts

of Bengali) Carey.

a. Loose, tottering, badly joined,

not put well together.

iSts3^°l s. (v. noun of "fci\3f^T3 ) The consider-

ing, contriving, or designing a thing. Also

v. a. (from ) To consider, to de-

sign, to contrive, to intend, to plan ; to fix, to

stop, to settle, to award. Also

s. (corrupt, of ) A place, a situation,

a station, a stead ; a space.

tofe^rto*. (tot? forisf^,

+

A kind of pulse (Dolichos pilosus). Carey.

&t<£< s. (from 1. A god, a deity, an

idol. 2. A lord. 3. A father or grandfather.

4. A spiritual guide or preceptor. (Used as a

term of respectful address, like sir, master,
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your honour, &c. : also a surname in certain

provinces. As. Res. v. 66.)

A temple,

wife's sister, a

husband's sister; the daughter of a spiritual

guide.

&"l<J4°i s. (from ) 1. A goddess. 2. The

wife of a spiritual preceptor ; a wife's mother.

See fcteRTft

M<£<flTO s.
(
&W£«+TtW.) A grandfather,

a great-uncle.

grandfather's

wife, a great-uncle's wife.

temple. Also

) A grandfather.

A paternal grand-

mother.

(from ^^"4 ) 1. A goddess. 2. A

mother. 3. The wife of a spiritual preceptor;

a wife's mother. 4. Any female entitled to re-

spect, a lady.

grand-

mother ; a great uncle's wife.

s. .1. A company, a crowd, a procession.

2. A thing. 3. A sketch. 4. Deceit ; affec-

tation, coquetry.

(from ) A sketch.

v. n. (from R.^1) To arise, to become

erect, to stand upright. Also

s. Sport, jest, a jeer, a taunt. —^(^C^
v. a. To joke, to jest, to make sport of any

one. See

Parade, shew,

pomp.

-TJttW^l a. (from"frft^W ) Fond of parade,

shewy, pompous.

a. (from R. '*%}') Standing upright, erect,

steep.

ten a. (from h. ^jL^j) Cold, cool, fresh, com-

fortable, agreeable, happy, tranquil.

"frfcjT^ s. (from ISttJI) Coldness, coolness,

freshness, agreeableness, comfort.

"fet^fj, s. (from ~&1^Xl) A cold, a rheumatism, a

catarrh.

v. a. To slap on an uncovered part of the

body.

olM a. (corrupt, of Beautiful, elegant,

symmetrical, well-formed.

-MIT ad. Certainly, truly, effectually.

A signal, a hint, a suggestion, an inuendo.

h l^r°l s. (v. noun of otf^^3) A suggestion,

the giving of a hint by some signal.

a. (from reciprocal mak-

ing of signals, a mutual winking or beckoning.

v. a. To make a signal, to hint, to

beckon, to point at. See

frt^FT s. (??. wowra of MRl£3) The stuffing or

pressing a thing into a narrow space ; the ram-

ming down the charge of a gun
;
pressure. Also

a. (from
) Stuffed, compressed,

pressed down, rammed down. s. 1. A pressing

down. 2. The charge of a gun.

s. (from A reciprocal

pressing, a mutual ramming down.

v. a. To knead, to cram, to press, to

compress, to ram down the charge of a gun.

Also -frW&g.

%t5^ s. Consideration, pondering, reflection,,

thought, determination. See
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~&t$^°l s, (v. noun of "fet^fe^) The consi-

dering, reflecting upon, or thinking of a subject.

v. a. To remark, to pause.

v. a. To form a plan, to purpose, v. a.

To gaze, to ponder.

frtSTi a. (from "fct^ftlS) Reflected upon,

considered, understood, resolved upon.

Ir^Trfmi a . (from ^ftittei) Reflecting,

contemplative, thoughtful.

v. a. To think, to presume, to sup-

pose ; to reflect, to consider ; to come to a re-

solution, to determine. Also

a. Precise, accurate, exact
;

correct, true

;

cast up, as a sum
;
punctual, just, proper, di-

rect
;

fixed, stable, s. The casting up of a

sum; addition. v , a . To cast up a

sum, to fit, to adjust, to suit, v. a.

To hit a mark, to fit (as clothes). — "f&lTs?

v. a. To cast up a sum, to add, to reckon.

v. a. To persist.

as a jingle to it)

Precise, accurate, exact.

r^-

^ ! s. (v. noun of PfepR'tvS) A rebound-

ing, a bounding or spreading.

a. (from fta<P [^"£3 ) Rebounded,

bounced, s. A species of pulse (Dolichos pi-

losus).

ffrSTFi s. (from ftS3*Tt|U3) A rebounding

or spreading, a. Rebounded, spread.

v. a. To bound, to rebound, to spread.

Also p&<P< I^U3

.

A potsherd.

a. Working for daily hire, taking chance

or job-work, mercenary, hired. -f^3 To

let land to farm, to rent. To work

for daily hire.

"ft^fT'Tl s. (from "Pt>^) 1. Accuracy, exactness,

certainty. 2. A station, a situation, a fixed re-

sidence, the place where any person is to be

found. 3. The address of a letter. 4. A trace

or vestige of any thing.

A plant (Phaseolus radiatus). Hort.

Ben. p. 55.

a. Tottering with disease or weakness.

A water-pot. Also

A kind of flax, according to some the

same as Sabda S. p. 8.

a. Lame-handed, maimed. s. A lopped

tree, a pollard.

l><fPi s. (from t> I<P(.v5)A rap, a knock, a blow.

v. a. To peck, to nibble as a fish does

at the bait. Also

^f^t5
a. (from Vj^PC^) Rapping, knocking, tap-

ping.

v. a. To rap, to knock, to smite, to beat.

V^^f? s - (
from A raPPing on wood.

v. a. (from To tap, to

rap, to knock.

^^"
v
^'Iv

s. A jingle, a jarring sound. —^f<4 (.sj

v. a. To jar, to ring.

^"^TpT s. (from ^-''W ) The ringing of a

small bell

1>J1<?1
a. Fragile, brittle.

"B^fl s. 1. A ticket in a lottery. 2. A hood-wink.

cm a. Obstinate, unyielding, unmanageable,

contentious.

mm s. (from Obstinacy, unma-

nageableness.

A widow's garment made without a mix-

ture of coloured thread.
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A difficulty, a hindrance, a stoppage, an

obstruction.

(from A prop, a stake, a

stanchion.

(from C ) A stake, a prop, a

stanchion, v. a. To justle.

v. a. (from rtrf^U3 ) To obstruct, to

hinder, to stop, to implicate, to clog.

ci^U &R $. (from rtepttt^) A mutual hin-

dering or obstructing of each other's motion.

Cfr^T s. (v. noun of ffc^l^W) The stopping,

hindering, or obstructing of any thing, a. Hin-

dered, stopped.

ffetpi s. (from Cfr^ttK?) An obstruction,

a hindrance, an obstacle, a bar.

s. Haughtiness, pride, self-importance,

superciliousness.

CfeTf^ITl a. (from C&^t^") Haughty, con-

ceited, vain. — v. a. To strut.

a. Haughty, proud, conceited, vain.

See Ctel^"

.

C^<?H a, (from t W^tM) Difficult, full of

obstacles.

("M^t^ v. a. (from R. fclj) I. To stop, to

obstruct. 2. To concern, to touch ; to come in

contact. 3. To knock, to strike against or stop

at a thing.

A prop, a stake, a stanchion.

The leg.

A staff, a bludgeon.

v. a. To strike with a staff or a

bludgeon.

CtWrfrRt s. (from Cfrftt^t\3 ) A mutual

striking with staves or bludgeons.

a. (from Striking or

fighting with a staff or bludgeon. Also

Cft?{\^ s. (v. noun of CMtl^W) The act of

striking with a staff or bludgeon. Also

a. Struck or smitten with a bludgeon.

I h$£U\ s. (from C£$\) The leg of an insect,

especially of shrimps, lobsters, or crabs.

C^T^ s. (v. noun of ("frf^S) 1. The act of

pushing. 2. The answering or refuting an ar-

gument.

ffrn s. (from CfrpTO) 1. A push, a shove, a

thrust. 2. A refutation, a reply to an argu-

ment. Also

v. a. (from ) 1. To push, to

thrust. 2. To excite to resistance, to cause to

push or thrust.

rtFTtC&f^f s. (from ffcTtfl\?) s. A press of

people, the pushing of a crowded assembly.

(v. noun The causing;

any one to push or to thrust, a. Thrust, pushed.

C^TtPnrl a . (from ffr^tlj^
)

Pushing,

shoving
;
resisting, repelling.

rfrrfrrte-°i s . (rts^l+irto fromsitftre)

The act of giving a push or shove.

v. a. 1. To push, to thrust, to drive, to

urge, to shove. 2. To repel a charge, to refute

an argument, to disallow.

Contact ; a prop ; the leaning against a

thing. Tarachand Ch. See

C^T s. (from ( &(%£s?) A prop, a stake, a sup-

port, a refuge, reliance, dependance ; a shock.

-Hff^l3 v. a. To jog. -^TtPfre v. a. To

jostle, v. a. To prop.

v. a. To prop, to support ; to impli-

cate.
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C imkipT s. (from ci'RttsS) The mutual

pushing of people in a crowd.

v. a. To lean against, to push, to press,

to jog, to exclude from a society.

C&ST&t^T s . (C^T+^T as a jingle to it)

Contact, a striking against, props and supports.

O t r

C&TIa s. (corrupt, of C^lfl?) 1. The bill or beak

of a bird. 2. A lip. 3. A spur. 4. A spout.

dSt¥T5U5 atf. (from [M ) In every one's

mouth so as to be town-talk.

C&T^'T s. (v. noun of C .MJ^PW) A rapping, a

tapping, a striking, a knocking. Also C M<l?f^F

.

a. (from Rapping, knock-

ing, striking.

C &t<M s. (from C MpPU?) A rap, a pecking,

a knock, a tap. -^1*1X3 v. a. To stum-

ble, -fc^ or -WlRtM v. a. To peck.

v. a. To trip, to tumble.

C&t^T^3 v. a. (from fkl^" ) To peck, to

tap, to rap ; to beat, to strike.

C~kt<iM \°\ s. (v. noun A peck-

ing, a tapping or rapping. Also C &l<lMlif^i .

a. Pecked, rapped, knocked.

(from ) A rap, a tap, a knock.

(T&l^ttls? v. a. {cans, of C:MpH\4) To cause

a person to tap, rap, or knock.

(v. noun of C ^> l"^T^3) The causing

a person to rap or knock, a. Knocked at,

rapped.

dStetfr s. (from CfefeS) A rap, a tap, a

knock. Also C&t3^Tl and Clit^l .

CttWH^I a. (Cfct^ + T>H3l) Difficult to

be satisfied, inclined to find fault, particular.

A blister, a drop of melted metal, a

button of metal or glass when it has been melted.

Also cisW

.

lis-U^ilWorf; (from Cfct^) Briefly, in short,

in a few words.

(from ?) Certainty, steadfastness,

firmness.

^3 The thirteenth consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet, having the sound of d, pronounced by bring-

ing the tip of the tongue far back against the

palate, as in dock. It is often softened in pro-

nunciation into r, and is then marked with a

dot beneath as \5, and this last is sometimes

converted into an L

\5^t"4 s. (m 3 + ^1"^") The letter \5 , or any

character representing the same sound.

i vJFR s. (from T>^1 ) A drum.

a. Large, prominent, s. A peak or tip, the

point or fore-part of any thing.

] 3nt^*.(3^1 +^)A large kind of cowry.

1 3^ a. (from >3?f1) Pointing, ending in a

point or tip.

3fl a. (from 3^1) Pointed, young, tender (said

of bamboos), s. The small end or upper part

of a pole or of a bamboo.

a. High, prominent, large.

\5fM^Tl s . (\5pW+3 !*Ti) A sort of plan-

tain which produces a harsh and scarcely eatable

fruit.

a. Vividly red, of a glowing red

colour.
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^<p1 s. (corrupt, of b^fl ) A large drum.

Ol<pl rl s. A small annual plant (Pladera decus-

sata). Carey.

s. A tree (Ficus hirsuta). Hort. Ben. p. 65.

A plant (a species of Gar-

denia, Buchanans MSS.*). Carey.

^3 s. (corrupt, of TO) 1. A staff. 2. Punish-

ment, fine.

sSsJl *. (from TO) 1. The stalk of a plant. 2.

A perch for birds. 3. A lamp-stand. 4. A
post or rod which supports any thing.

a. (from ^3) 1. One who assumes the staff

of a devotee. 2. One who is fined or punished.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal

^tS) or x. (3PiTrfa or ^m"fe) To

collect, to accumulate, to heap together.

a. Wet, flaccid, emitting a dull sound

like a wet drum.

O ^Root, i. and x. (with the insertion of a nasal

v3gf3 ,
3§ITft ,

- C3) To collect, to accu-

mulate, to heap together.

^I<r s. (»z.) An affray, a conflict without wea-

pons; petty warfare, rout, riot; clamour, shouts.

0*-W? s. (»i.) A tabor or small dram, shaped like

an hour-glass : it is one of the ten attributes of

Siva. Colebr. Alg. p. 124.

A neck of land, a

peninsula.

s. (from p. u->^) A small drum or tabor.

0< s. (corrupt, of WA ) Fear, terror, alarm,

dread.

\W<M5f s. (3^? + ^3>|) A large and beau-

tiful timber-tree (Galedupa arborea). Carey.

Also 3^^*51>1

.

v. a. (caus. of 3f^T\3) To put into

fear, to frighten, to daunt.

v3TP] s. (from vR'i^l3) The frightening or

alarming a person. Also a. Fright-

ened, alarmed.

rightening, giving

alarm, causing dread.

Afraid, alarmed, fear-

ful, timorous.

v. hi (from H4) To be terrified, to be in

fear, to be alarmed.

a. (from O^. ) Timorous, afraid, alarmed,

fearful.

v. noun of \3f*TU3) The grinding of

any thing, the rubbing in of unguents.

NpPFl s. (from ) A muller, a roller of

wood or stone.

a. (fromvFpTCvJ) 1. Rubbed in. 2. Ground

on a stone.

v. a. (caus. of vSpTK?) To cause a

person to grind, or to rub in an unguent.

^IH s. ( v. noun of The causing to

grind or to rub in unguents. Also lf*T .

a. 1. Ground on a stone. 2. Rubbed in.

v. a. 1. To grind on a stone. 2. To rub

in an unguent.

s. (n.) A sling, a basket or tray slung from

a pole, and used to carry fruits, &c. Also ^3
5*T^.

O^j^ s. (corrupt, of % k) Deep water; a lake.

Also .

s. (»w.) A tree (Artocarpus lacucha).

\i
u
^,Ul s. (from "3^) A tree (Artocarpus lacu-

cha). Sabda S. p. 368.

^31 s. (a. s]S) A Muhammadan festival in memory

of the death of Hussein. Carey.

\5l A particle subjoined to a great number of

Bengali words. Carey.

4 M
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\3t^°i a. (corrupt, ofTlfSpi ) Right (in opposition

to left), s. A witch. See \3"tf

.

\5T^W^ s. (corrupt, of Ttf^i+^S) The

right hand.

Oi^l s. (corrupt, of vjtf^^ft) A kind of female

imp or evil being, a witch. Also

Vil^^l'tl s. (^It^+C^ttl) A fish (Cy-

prinus barbiger, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

Witchcraft.

\5t° s. (corrupt, of ^4^3 ) A hanging-shelf, a pole

to suspend things on.

a. (from ?) Unripe, hard, unfeeling.

(v. noun of 3tft>T3) The frightening,

threatening or punishing a person. Also\5t£f^T.

a. (from Threatened, punished,

frightened, s. (corrupt, of "R^3) A staff, an

upright rod, the stem or stalk of a plant, a

handle ; a spindle.

v. a. (caus. of \5tf&T3) To cause a

person to threaten or punish another.

a. (from Abounding in stalks.

v. a. (from "R^3) To frighten, to

threaten, to punish, to rebuke.

^t\5 s. (corrupt, of ^t\£) A tooth.

s. (corrupt, of^3 ) 1 . An oar. 2. A perch

for birds. 3. A fine, a forfeit.

\3t\5<FW s.
(

;3T3+ <3?t<3?) The common carrion-

crow (Corvus corone). Carey. See olo^l^ .

£ o
\5l\3l a. (from \3tl\5T-3) Erect, upright, per-

pendicular, s. 1 . Any thing that stands erect

;

a standing erect. 2. The backbone. 3. Usage,

an established custom, habit, manner. 4. The

thick and coarse seam or edge of a mat.

y Sites-—
OUilfre v. a. (from \5"tf\5£3) To stand, to

stand erect or still ; to stop.

v. noun from standing

still or erect.

\5t3tx1 5.(from"RT3?)A large but harmless serpent

(Coluber boseformis, Var. 3. Shaw). Carey.

\2TTf\5^1 s. (from A sort of fish (Cyprinus

barbiger, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

\5t|3U3 v. a. (from T^3) To stand, to stand still

or erect, to stop.

(from "^3) 1. A waterman, a rower.

2. The beam of a pair of scales.

A stock, a shackle, a fetter, a ma-

nacle.

\5Pl s. A rail, a scaffold-pole or bamboo, a cross-

bar.

3T*j s. A gad-fly (Oestrus bovinus and some

other species). Also vj)"l.*4lo>|;

.

a. (from^HU3) Changing colour (like a

fruit when ripening), s. A horizontal or cross-bar.

\5T*ff£t3 v. a. (caws, of silRCsS) To cause

fruits to ripen.

a. (from vjl^tl
)
Appearing ripe, having

o
the colour of ripeness. Also \5PjjTTl

.

(from ) 1. A call, a summons.

v. a.

To call out aloud, to shout. 2. A letter-car-

rier ; a post-office. 3. (corrupt, of sSt
17^^ ) A

species of water-bird (Tringa Goensis). Carey.

3t^R s. (^I^+^R) A post-office.

A letter-car-

rier, a guard to the post. Carey.
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place where the

post is changed. Carey.

as a jingle to it) A
calling and shouting, shouts and clamour.

of \5tf%U3) The calling a

person.

\5t<Pft* (^t^+ ^TZT) A post-letter, a sum-

mons. Also

ol<?<H l s. (\3l^+ h. K) A postman, a letter-

carrier.

Called, called by name,

summoned, s. 1. A call, a summons. 2. A
highway-man, a robber, a marauder.

gang-robber, a decoit, a highway-

man, a plunderer, a marauder.

oUpRvsI s. (from \5T^tt^) Robbery, maraud-

ing, burglary ; an attack to plunder. Also

v. a. (caus. of 3lf^U3 ) To cause to

call or summons.

ol<Pl<<Pl a. (from 1^1) Bold, fearless, daunt-

less, valiant, daring, insolent, impudent.

Fearlessness,

boldness, valour, intrepidity.

v. a. 1. To call, to cry out, to call by

name, to hail, to summon.

v. a. To send word ;
— ^lil [*TIa3 v. a. To

summon, to call by means of a messenger.

(y.) A kind of female imp, a witch.

robber, a plunderer,

a highwayman.

3t^Ti s. (from 3tf3?U3 ) A postman, a guide.

ok<P arf. (from \5t^) By post.

srenit. case of

+ ritn>) Postage. MohunP. p. 87.

a. Large, prominent, thriving.

s. (corrupt, of TO) A hanging-shelf, a pole

to suspend articles on.

sStfrPffcl a. (\5"W[+ "PN* 1 for Obstinate,

headstrong, self-willed.

oWH *• (corrupt, of ?) The iron hook or

goad used to drive an elephant.

Dry land, upland.

vSW^fS^*. (\5W +?tv?p5) A plant (Coix

gigantea). Hort. Ben. p. 66.

(3T*ft1 + C^?) A plant (Ophio-

glossum cordifolium). Hort. Ben. p. 75.

A route over land, a

way of land.

\5t\5 s. (from TltF) 1. A tooth. 2. Any thing

serrated or indented, as the claws of a crab or

prawn, the fangs of a serpent, the wards of a

key, &c.

\5t\33t^ s. (^3+^t^) The carrion-crow

(Corvus corone). Carey.

\5t\5l' s. (from s3tv3) The serrated legs of an

insect.

\3K5"H a. (from ^5) Serrated, indented ; like

a saw.

vFRTi s. (corrupt, ofTO ?) 1. A post, an upright

column. 2. A hat. 3. A cricket-bat.

s. (from TO ?) 1. A post. 2. The yard of

a ship.

A wing;.

a. Sounding so as to indicate moisture, s.

An unripe cocoa-nut with a thin kernel and full

of water.

A cocoa-

nut when unripe and full of water.

\JW< s. (from R. Hl^) A washing-bason.

4 M 2
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(from R. A bason, a water-

pot, a pitcher.

^3t<rl s. (from R. <Ct<£j A bason, a bowl used

to receive the expressed juice of the sugar-cane.

Oi4 (from R. <t^) A water-pot, a bason, a

small jar.

\5 s. (m.) An affray, a riot, an uproar. See

SIR

.

sFfrR^. (n.^c\j) 1. Resin. 2. A torch.

(from ^T^T?) A riot, an affray,

an uproar.

s. (from W^) A branch or bough of a tree.

St^^F s. (ST^ + ^PTT) A plant (Sagittaria

cordifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

Cinnamon.

A kind of sauce.

sSt^l s. (from \5t*T) A basket; the cover or

lid of a basket or chest.

v. a. (caus. 1. To cause

to lop a tree. 2. To cause to throw.

\5tf^T s. (from\5t^1) 1. A basket full of any

articles. 2. Split peas.

Stf^rUS v. a. (from R. tt5^) 1. To throw, to

fling. 2. To lop a tree, to trim, to prune.

\5t1%51 s. (m. for T*tfOT) The pomegranate-

tree; also (n.) its fruit (Punica Granatum).

Hort. Ben. p. 38.

nST
1^3

s. (m.) A gallinule (Tringa Goensis).

ft* (p. xS) A district composed of a few vil-

lages.

1\5 A particle subjoined to a number of words.

Carey.

f\W3rtaft * (fe^for ft^from ffr%+ p.^ )

Tumbling, vaulting.

fe^tfel « (f^1?1^fl+^) A tumbler.

Also

(from the English Decree) The award,

decision, or decree of a court of justice.

a. (mfn.') Roguish, mean, depraved
;

swindling, s. (m.) A cheat, a rogue, a mean

person. Also (Beng.)

(from ) Meanness, depra-

vity, swindling.

A barge, a ship.

v. a. (from f3%3) To jump over

any thing.

Mlll><Pl s. (from R^ffl A sort of duck

(Anas acuta). Carey.

fo^loH<P s. ( Wt1+ I>„H<P) A sailor, a ma-

nner.

The com-

mander or owner of a ship. Also

v. a. To jump or leap over any thing, to

frisk.

f^nU. (fromf^Ti) A boat, a skiff, a wherry.

(m.) A kind of small drum or tabor.

s. see f^ftfit

:

Root, iv. (f^ft), vi. (f^tfo) To

cast, to throw, to send, to order, to direct.

Also with the insertion of a nasal, i.

and x. (RrW^ -C3) To collect, to heap

together.

(corrupt, of p. ,_jJoj The settling

of the revenues of a small district.

fart s. A casket, a small round box, a canister.

f\5^ Root, 1. (with the insertion of a nasal,

1%f3) and x. gfijgif&j -C3) To col-

lect, to heap together.
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f3*I s. (corrupt, of "RS*^) 1. An egg. 2. The

spawn of fishes.

v. a. To lay eggs. Also

'[\5W< C^t^Tl S . ("fet^genit. case off\£l

+ C^Xl^Tl
)
Egg-shell. Also

(m.) 1. An affray, an assault, a riot; a

sound or noise occasioned by terror. 2. An

egg. 3. The young of an animal. 4. A chry-

salis. See T^I

.

fS*^ a. ( fo*< + 3i) Oviparous.

_ ^ _ o
TO*<*1IOs. ("WF^+^tS") The yolk of an egg.

s. (»i.) 1. An egg. 2. The young of an

animal. 3. A chrysalis.

fo^Ol a. (mfn. f^g-H^) Oviparous.

f5S§1 s. (/. from f3g) An infant.

s. (corrupt, of p. xj ) A small district com-

posed of a few villages.

+ p- lJJcj) The settlement

of the revenues of a small district. See

vfl. Root, i. (3HU3) and iv. 1. To

fly. 2. To move, to go. With prefixed,

To fly up or away.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. \3

<

l+ ;3) Flown.

Also v^fr . Wilkins' Gr. p. 415.

v. noun of A sobbing:.

Also ^$Tpi

.

\5<E>f«W v. a. To sob. 0<t>|4Ul <Fffe3 v. a.

To weep, to sob, to throb. Also 0<?< l^US

.

a. Glowing, vividly red.

^i^U s - The drum used by snake-catchers and

jugglers.

^Sft s. A canoe; a ferry; a kind of vessel made

of the sheath of a plantain-tree leaf. Carey.

^SQC s. (»?.) A kind of snake (Amphisbaena).

(trom ) 1. Immersion, ablution,

a plunge. 2. Baptism. Mohun P. p. 160.

v. a.To immerse one's self. — C^ttttsS

v. a. To immerse another person, to baptize.

54-3H1 v. a. To plunge, to dive. -*ilNt\S

v. a. To plunge. l^lWl h\kl<& v. n. To

drown, v. w. To sink.
on

^[3<£ s. (from 3J3l\3 ) One who immerses

another under water ; a baptizer.

0< f0U I s. (from A diver.

^3*T s. (v. noun of 3f3T3) The act of being

immersed or dipped under water.

vf^ft s. (from Vp\isS) A diver.

331a. (from^TU3) Immersed, drowned, over-

flown, under water, swampy, marshy.

0. a. (caus. of ) To plunge, to im-

merse, to cause to sink under water ; to baptize.

^^t^r 5. (v. noun of 0<l^(.\3) The immersing

of a thing under water ; the baptizing of a per-

son, a. Immersed, baptized.

^3T?F s. (from ^f^lvj) 1. A water-bird, the

dob-chick or diver (Podiceps Doobaroo, Bu-

chanan's MSS.). Also nMU1 . 2. A species

of duck (Anas fulica). 3. A diver. Carey.

^3 a . (from >jftl>3) Dipped, immersed
;

baptized.

3Ft3 v. a. To dive, to be immersed, to plunge,

to sink under water.

^[<r s. A water-bird (Podiceps Doobaroo). Carey.

a. (from ^pT3) On the point of sink-

ink or drowning.

small bit or fragment, a chip, a crumb.

Also ^Pt. ^itOTri ^ftm ad. By bits, by

fragments. Also sjRlofll <?(^il1

.
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s. (corrupt, of $3*"<l^) A fig, a fig-tree

(Ficus glomerata, Carey. F. Carica, Hort.

Ben. p. 65). See ^3J? •

^jf^TTl a. (from ^3^") Large (said of the pus-

tules of the small-pox).

s. (corrupt, of $0*<<) 1. A fig ; a fig-

tree (Ficus glomerata, Carey'). Also written

v^r^ . 2. A young tiger.

a. (from
)

Striped, corded, s. A
dog-keeper.

s. (from 03t^") Packthread, a string, a

fine rope. Also •

^Hv3l a. (^1 + ^^31) Striped, corded.

^f^F^I s. (/.) A small bird resembling a wag-tail.

Nj^U s. A covered litter or palkee.

Vj^vL^U s. Fear and trembling, anxiety.

ad. With fear and trembling.

C\5\2>3l1 s. (corrupt, of ^R) A sort of bread-

fruit tree (Artocarpus Lacucha) ; also its fruit.

(A^tf^T^I s. ^p}+ft^i) A large

species of black ant.

o
_

C3U3a. 1. Seamed. 2. Punished, fined, amerced.

A sucker, the scion of a tree.

COT5^ s. (G3 for 3^ +3^) A sort of bread-

fruit tree (Artocarpus Lacucha) ; also its fruit.

1 a. Rascally, villainous, lecherous, im-

pudent, depraved, swindling, s. A person be-

tween the age of ten and thirty-two years ; a

villain, a libertine, a depraved person. Carey.

C0<P4 If^C s. (from (0<M 1 ) Impudence, villainy,

rascality.

a. (from ) Vile, impudent, un-

principled, depraved, s. A female between the

age of ten and thirty-two years ; a depraved or

bold and overbearing woman. Carey.

C^X^s. (p. £_jj) A caldron, a pot.

A louse.

1. A widower. 2. A sort of potherb.

A kind of pot-

herb (Amaranthus lividus). Carey.

633 s. (corrupt, of ft"+3^) One and a half.

Also 6331

.

s. Want, need, poverty, sickness.

CO*l1 s. (from R. 1. A wing. 2. A pinion.

s. (for 63*Fl) A sort of bread-fruit tree

(Artocarpus Lacucha). Sabda S. p. 368.

a. Prominent, gibbous, swollen. Carey.

A sort of fish (Cyprinus radiatus, .Bzt-

chanan's MSS.~). Carey.

1. A rope, a cord, a string. 2. A tent,

a camp, an equipage.

C3*Ti s. A lump of earth, a clod. —*ltfel3

v. a. To pelt.

#f!g^t^j s. (63^1+3W+3J^-) a

harrow. Sabda S. p. 135.

CO^ill s. (corrupt, of 3°^) A tree (Artocarpus

Lacucha). Sabda S. p. 233.

v. a. To complain, to lament, to

bewail, to weep.

63t^Tfcl s. (v. noun of 63l<M l^Csj ) The act

of lamenting or bewailing. Also CO 1 f^l .

a. Lamented, bewailed.

A particular species of fish (Gobius bar-

batus, and G. radiatus, Buchanan's MSS.~).

Carey.

1. A canoe, a skiff. 2. A basket or

vessel made of the sheath of the plantain-tree.

Also Cot^ft

.

a. (from ) Immersed, under water,
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overflown, s. A low overflowed place, a pond,

a hole.

v. a. (from o[<W) To immerse, to

plunge, to dip ; to baptize.

CvSt^l^T s. (v. noun of 03"fattl3) The im-

mersing of any thing in water ; the baptizing a

person, a. Immersed.

A basket-maker, a wicker-worker.

(viW!>H^l (CStSIfor^r+^fSrl) An

inferior sort of smoke-coloured rice.

GSferfP5
! s. (C^Ifor^I +f^f) A sort of

kite (Falco Ponticerianus ?). Carey.

COUlt s. (from Cv3tH) The wife of a basket-

maker ; a woman of the basket-maker tribe.

G3tT s. (from U>U<>) A string, a line, a rope,

a fishing-line. Also

Cvi1<<P s. (n.) I, A string, a rope, packthread.

2. A fillet of thread or cord tied round the arm

or wrist.

C3tTl s. (from WU<t) A streak, a stripe, a

line ; the rib of a stocking.

A species of jujube. Carey.

a. (from
)

Striped, streaked,

ribbed.

1. A granary, a store-house. 2. A bucket.

3. A mast. 4. The place where fishes deposit

their spawn.

A litter, a palanquin.

(h. Jju>) A fashion, a peculiar form or

shape ; a manner, a kind, a method ; an atti-

tude ; the mien or gait of any person,

o
\3*"H*T s. (corrupt, of 3^ +^) A sort of

bread-fruit tree (Artocarpus Lacucha). Sabda

S. p. 183. See COT^ and GSPH

.

"5" The fourteenth consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet : it is the aspirate of \5, and has the sound

of the English dh in good house.

"b~ This is the termination of the preterit participle

passive of many Roots, the last radical letter of

which is 3jTj the preceding vowel being usually

lengthened ; e. g. ^%J5 a. (mfn.) Licked, from

R. "P^To lick; *fb~ a. (mfn.) Hidden, con-

cealed, from R. To conceal.

"b~^ s. A shove, a push.

b<£ s. A weight, a thing.

Wl<' s. (m. ¥+<J»'U ) The letter Ta or any

character expressing the same sound.

v. a. To shove, to push.

b^l s. (/.) A large drum, a double drum.

A deceiver, an impostor, a swindler.

a. Blasted, faded, withered, dried up.

A fashion, a mode, method, or manner, a

kind, an attitude ; the mien or gait of a person.

To^l s. The red and turbid waters from the upper

countries flowing into the rivers of Bengal, a.

Loose, not tight.

T^FTHl s. (Ta^T+ Tral) The flowing down of

the turbid waters from the hills into the rivers

of the low country, a. Made turbid, red, or

muddy through the waters from the hills.

v. a. 1. To be lewd or indecent; to be-

have in a dishonorable manner. 2. To bring

another person into disgrace, to excite contempt.

"k^fFf^i s. (from b«ll5w) The bringing one

another mutually into disgrace or contempt.
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F~lH s. (v. noun of F^H^J) The disgracing

one's self. Also F^Ttf^" .

bf^*l£3 v. a. To lean, to incline, to slope.

o 55!^ a. Loose, slackened, not tight, s. Loose-

ness, slackness.

v. noun ofWf^U3) The demolish-

ing or destroying of any thing; ; the declining of

a luminary towards its setting. Also ~b~
CYv5T*T

.

'B«3<HSllv3 v. a. (from F*Tl%ft3) To demolish,

to remove, v. n. To decline, to pass by.

v. n. To get loose, to crumble away,

to pass away, to decline, v. a. To remove, to

demolish.

F^^TF^T a. Loose, slackened. —<Ff^T\? v. n.

To appear bright, to appear prominent.

FfTTp pnTTl a. (from b^b^lj Loose, not drawn

tight, slackened.

F^Tl a. (from FfH Cs5 ) Couched down, fallen in

(as the bank of a river).

v. a. (cam. of iprre) To cause to

break off in large pieces.

F^KS v. n. (from R. <£
o:5

Ij) To break off in

large pieces (as the bank of a river).

"ET^3
s. (corrupt, of ) A large drum, a double

drum.

A tree (a species of Croton or Sa-

pium, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

FT^P'T s. (y. noun of FU^pTsS) The act of con-

cealing or covering. Also Ft<£f^T .

(from ) A lid, a cover, a co-

vering, a veil.

FT<Fft s. (from Fff^t^) A cover, a lid, a

covering, a. (Jemin. Beng.) Concealing, co-

vering.

"b"T<Fl a. (from "bTf^U3) Covered, concealed.

s. The act of covering a thing. See

v. a. To turn a thing upside down.

Ft^t^K? v. a. (caus. of Ftf<££3) To cause to

conceal or cover a thing.

FWcsrtoi 5 . (¥^1+ cartel) a Skreen, a

fence, a covering, a shade, a. Skreened, fenced,

covered.

bHW#J «• (fw+cf^ as a jingle to

it) Covered, concealed.

Ftf^C3 v. a. To cover, to close, to shut, to hide,

to conceal, to disguise, to overspread, to over-

whelm, to smother.

bW], s. (from "513?) A drummer.

B^cjjHPj, s (from Ftf^UJ) A cover, a skreen, a

fence.

An assemblage or crowd of people.

fW s . A concealment, a covering. Also FPj^.

v. a. To turn a thing upside down, so

as to conceal its upper surface. See

FT^T s. (n.) 1. A shield. 2. (Beng.) A slope, an

inclined plane. 3. The checquers of a chess-

board, a. Sloping, aslant, inclined, oblique.

a. (from Poured out, emptied.

s. The causing to throw down a thing or to

pour out a vessel.

FWt^ v. a. (caus. of FTp*1C\J) To cause to

throw a thing down, or to pour out a vessel.

The pouring of a thing backwards

and forwards.

Ftf^r SeeFM]..

Ftf*TC3 v. a. To throw a thing down, to spill, to

pour out, to empty a vessel.

FNl a. (-pftf mfn. Fr^T + 3/T )
Wearing

a shield, using a shield, s. (m.) A warrior

armed with a shield, a shield-bearer.

(v. noun of fFpfa?) A smiting, a
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striking with the fist. Also

andfWfpT.

y. a. (from 1. To cause to

smite or strike with the fist. 2. To smite with

the fist.

v. a. To strike with the fist, to thump.

A piece of wadding.

A heap, a quantity.

A heap. Also

a. Mild, gentle, dispassionate, cool, weak.

a. Slack. 5. 1. A clod, a lump of earth.

2. Procrastination.

a. Dilatory, slow, loose, lax.

v. a. To pelt, to throw clods.

a. Flabby, flaccid.

a. Loose, slack, flaccid, lazy, lax, indolent,

careless.

(from I) Indolence, carelessness.

s. The act of butting with the head (as sheep

and other animals do).

o
"F\5 s. Enquiry, search.

v. a. To seek, search, or enquire for a

thing.

b<pl5(.\5 v. a. (caus. of "§*fev3 ) To press, to

to thrust, to tuck in, to drive or force in ; to

stab ; to resist.

v. a. To enter into a place, to pervade,

to rush in, to make inroads into.

TjmJ^S s. A sort of water-snake.

"F5^*. 1. Emptiness. 2. The sound of an empty

vessel.

bjt^k^ s. A nodding, a sensation of giddiness.

a. Dim, drowsy, dull, half-closed (said of the

eyes).

Tgffifel v. a. (caus. of %Rflfc4r) To agitate,

to shake, to move.

v. a. To nod (as with sleep, drowsiness,

or intoxication), to be drowsy or dull, to nap.

"f^ s. A butt. -^tPtTs3 v. a. To butt or push

with the head (as rams do).

"E^pl s. (y. noun of "Ff^lCs?) A butting with the

head (as animals do).

a. Dronish
;
strong and able, but doing

nothing ; stout and lazy.

v. a. (caus. of bRW) To cause an

animal to butt.

(from A mutual butting.

v. a. To butt, to push with the head ; to

thrust in the head, to enter.

A wave, a surge, a whim.

v. a. To scollop, to avoid the high waves in

managing a boat.

The large block of wood used as a pedal

for clearing rice from the husk.

CB^THI si (CM.+ *lt5Tl) The shed or

apartment in which the pedal for unhusking

rice is fixed.

cwi a. Insolent, impudent, stubborn.

(from
)
Impudence, insolence,

stubbornness.

CEOTl s. The beat of a drum ; a proclamation

by beat of drum.

O^yf^ri a. (from Cfr33l) A drummer, a crier,

a proclaimer.

(Tsfv5 s. A crier (?).

L A large kind of ear-ring. 2. An orna-

ment worn round the neck. Sabda S. p. 101.

OP\ s. The seed-vessel of the Nymphsea.

4 N
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An invidious or insidious comparison.

Oo^ s. The covering or rising to a particular

place (said of liquids).

l#JW^firi s. (from CT3^+ I>T*T?) Rice badly

boiled.

A shove.

v. a. To shove, to push.

Cb<plb^1 s. (from CWtlfSj) Pushes and

shoves. Also CE^tl bWt and C b<P .

C b<P< s. 1. A shrub (Vangueria spinosa). Carey.

2. A belch, a rising in the stomach. — C3T-

pKv5 t?. a. To belch.

C5f[1 *. Tall, long.

C «. A bastard, an illegitimate child.

(WTi s. (from CWT) A paramour, a gallant.

CI^FfU (from (WTi) A concubine, a mistress.

Cb~<r a. Many, much, abundant.

1. A cross-mark by a person who can-

not write. 2. Two crossed pieces of wood for

spinning hemp or flax ; a reel.
nd{] *L_ : Hj ' (Till -f* J >^C« J \ ,V. ii'Tl J 7- ^' ^

v. a. To intersect.

Oaf*!" s. (from iW ) A heap, a pile, a stack, a

collection, a store. Also CE^t •

Co^\\ s. 1. A lump, a clod of earth. 2. (Con-

temptuously) The eye.

v. a. 1. To carry a burden. 2. To drive

a carriage.

w. noun 1. The carrying of

a load or burden. 2. The driving of a vehicle.

5 . (from Tjf^GS) The enquiring after or

searching for a thing,

o

C b l\S 1 s. A species of snake which chiefly lives

in water, a. (from )
Enquired after,

sought for.
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v. a. (caus. of ffel ) To cause to

enquire or search for a thing.

A draught of any liquid, a gulp.

v. a. To gulp.

s. (from ) 1. The supporting or

propping of any thing. 2. The entering into a

place. 3. A pushing or driving.

CoWi a. (from I^RpW) Entered into ; caused

to enter, driven, or pushed in. s. The support-

ing or propping any thing.

v. a. (fromljt^J) To force or drive

in, to cause to enter.

Cb~t<3?t*r s. (v. noun of Cbl<?l^l3) The causing

any one to enter a place ; a forcing, driving, or

thrusting in. a. Driven in, thrust in ; made to

enter.

CTa*N s. 1. A kind of drum. 2. A nodding, a

swinging or pendular motion.

climbing

plant (Ipomcea grandiflora). Carey.

v. noun from T^Rl OJ) A nodding, a

swinging or oscillating motion.

a. Hollow, spungy within, s. A nodding.

CBt^T^a. (from (TjHtt^) Earned by carry-

ing burdens or by the levelling of uneven ground.

v. a. (caus. of 1. To cause

to swing or nod. 2. To cause a person to level

uneven ground. 3. To cause to carry burdens.

CbHli' s. (v. noun of C¥Mft3) 1. The

carrying of burdens. 2. The levelling of uneven

ground. Also C bl^ tf^T . a. 1. Carried, trans-

ported. 2. Made even, levelled.

CFfat^U3 v. a. (caus. of "jfe?) To cause

animals to butt.

CbW\°\ s. (v. noun of daWl^) The causing

an animal to butt. a. 1. Caused to butt. 2.

Driven into a place.
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rj The fifteenth consonant in the Hindu alphabet,

being the nasal of the cerebral class. In the

terminations of words of Sanskrit origin it is

substituted for *T if in the same word ^T,

precede, even though any letter of the

guttural or labial class, any vowel, the semi-

vowels and < , the letter 5^ , or visarga or

anuswara intervene. The initial H of certain

Sanskrit roots is also liable to be changed into

°\ when preceded by the prepositions ^1 , *TL4,

or and in order to distinguish them from

those roots, the initial *T of which cannot be so

changed, they are in the native grammars and

lists of Sanskrit roots written with an initial °\

instead of *T . The derivatives of the following

roots will be found under *T .

tS^RooT, i. (Wfe, with 3, 31^f3 ) To

go, to move, to approach.

Root, i. or with the insertion of

a nasal, ) To go, to move.

lit. Root, i. (^rETO) 1. To dance. 2. To

dance as an actor, to gesticulate, to act. See

R. T^.

"t^RooT, I. (*1 To sound inarticulately.

With prefixed, To resound, to be filled

with a sound or noise ; with ?1 and f<f To sound,

to utter a loud sound.

I^Root, i. (*raU3), iv. (J*1^R)X and ix.

(TCltf^) 1. To kill, to injure. 2. To be

annihilated, to cease to be.

"I^Root, i. ('f^rf^) i. To salute with reve-

rence or respect. 2. To bow, to bend, to bow

down in homage or worship. 3. To sound.

With 3lf% prefixed, To bow in homage, to

salute ; with or ^5l1 , To bend down, to

decline ; with 3^ or ^° +3^ , To lift up, to

raise, to make erect ; with h or 3lf% + 3, To

bow, to salute ; with 1% , To incline, to bend

down, to bow, to salute ; with To bend

together, to fold together ; to bow in homage or

respect.

I^Root, i. (rtWsS) 1 . To go, to move, to ap-

proach. 2. To preserve, to protect, to defend.

1\Root, i. (^PTRS, -C3) To sound. Also

written .

*f% Root, i. (^fe) 1. To smell. 2. To bind.

Root, iv. To perish, to be annihi-

lated or destroyed, to die. Often with the pre-

positions *3
,
or prefixed to it.

1^ Root, i. pFftS) 1. To be crooked (lite-

rally or metaphorically). 2. To bend, to make

crooked or curved.

Root, iv. (^T$7fi?, -C3) To bind, to tie.

With 3TPl prefixed, To tie to or upon, to put

on a garment ; with To put on armour.

Tto Root, i. (T^TO) To sound.

ffS^RooT, i. (Rttfrfo) To kiss.

Root, ii.
( ) To cleanse. nr.

((-n/Tf^, c=rPr"c^)i.To nurture, to cherish,

to maintain. 2. To purify, to cleanse.

Root, u or with the insertion of

a nasal, ) 1. To abuse, to reproach, to

censure. 2. To approach, to come near.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

) To wet, to moisten, to sprinkle.

Root, vi. To misunderstand, to

comprehend ill or imperfectly.

4 N 2
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fTl Root, i. ((*T*ff3) To meditate profoundly.

fP^Roox, ii. (f%°^) To kiss.

H Root, i. (TSTfo) 1 . To conduct, to drive, to

guide. 2. To obtain, to get. 3. To spend

(time). 4. (In the proper form, ^TTU3) To

instruct, to teach ; to worship. With ^J"^ pre-

fixed, To ask, to entreat, to desire, to command
;

to make like or resembling ; to treat with po-

liteness, to favour ; with , To lead away,

to remove, to draw off ; with To repre-

sent, to act (a play); with s5T) or
:3T° + ^l1 To

lead on, to bring ; with \$^\
, To bring near, to

put together, to put on (a garment) ; with

To lead out, to deduce, to demonstrate; to

elucidate ; with To marry ; with ?l To

lead forth, to marry; with , To bring, to

conduct ; with ft , To be obedient ; with
,

To devolve (a debt upon a heir).

*fj^ Root, i. (<*(];< f^S ) To be large or corpu-

lent.

•ft^RooT, i. (?tSW^J 1. To be blue. 2. To

make or dye blue.

°l Root, ii.
( 0*Ttf3) To praise; with 3Ti pre-

fixed, To utter a cry of regret, vi.

To praise.

"TIT Root, vi. (*JJU^> — C\3) 1. To cast, to

throw, to send, to command. 2. To go, to

proceed. With prefixed, To throw away,

to cast off ; with To remove, to

throw off ; with f^T^ To throw away ; with

^T°, To drive, to urge, to compel.

°1 Root, vi. (^f^) To praise. See R.

Ct^RooT, i. ((/TO3) 1. To censure, to de-

spise. 2. To approach, to come near.

f^RooT, i. ((7TO3)Togo, to move, to ap-

proach.

s5 The sixteenth consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet, being the first of the dental class, and

having the sound of the t in water, when ap-

proaching to the sound of th.

^Is frequently subjoined to Sanskrit roots end-

ing in a short vowel, when they are used as the

last members of compound substantives or ad-

jectives, e. g.^ from R. <j? To make, as in

s. (m.) The creator of the world
;

from R. To conquer, as in

a. (mfn.^ All-conquering, vanquishing all.

^ A Kridanta suffix used to form the preterite

participle of the passive. Ex. (m/ra.) Done,

from R. ^ Do. See Wilkins' Gr. § 689—709.

See3*T.

3^x514^ s. (a.

wonder.

Astonishment, surprize,

33FT^ S
.
(a. ^Uj') 1. Relationship. 2. Con-

sideration, reflection. 3. Commerce, correspon-

dence. 4. Connection, dependance, property,

possession. 5. A manor, a lordship.

\33/*Tt^ s. (a. o>L»*J) Appointment, command,

business.

(a. ^li'L^w) The object or business

of an appointment.

^5 s. The name of a brazen or copper pot used

for cooking.

A contraction used in writing for s. A

side, and for s. A summons.

s?OJ^"1 s. (p. i^iaj) Wages, an assignment (on

the revenues). Also \?
o:
^1^.
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3OJ^t^[t^ s. (p. jlj^lykCi) One who receives

salary ; a holder of an order for wages.

3*51Wt s. (p. The receiving of

pay, service.

Root, ,'t! (v3<PN5) 1. To laugh, to deride.

2. To bear. With "ft+ 3lf3 prefixed, To re-

tort a laugh. (With the insertion of a nasal,

To live in distress.

3^ ad. (h. for Till, until, unto. a.

Sour, acid.

a. (from l-cLC') Troubled, vexed, pes-

tered, distressed, annoyed.

(a. (CjlSj) Money paid in advance.

vj<t>l^ s. (?w. s?+ <4»'W ) The letter 3 or any

character expressing the same sound.

(p. <L&) 1. A pillow. 2. A support;

reliance, confidence.

3f^3> (from a. (jjiss?) Ascertainment.

s^S5 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 33^ Wilkins' Gr.

p. 422) Reduced by cutting.

33? s. (p. e^sr) A throne.

Sl'Fff^*. A bedstead.

*3^1 s. (p. <!aar) A board, a plank.

^#4jtRl a (^+^tTtHl?) I. A state-

pdlkee. 2. A portable stage used in public

procession.

33=t «. (p. J^sr) 1- A small board. 2. A little

board like a slate which children write on.

a. (rrc/ra. R. 33^+ IT) Ridiculous, laughable.

37 s. (n.) Buttermilk with a fourth part water.

\S<P< 14^ 5. (a. 1 • Repetition, tautology.

2. A dispute, a controversy, a contention.

a. (a. c$j\£S) Importunate, captious,

troublesome, disputatious.

3<$*f^ s , (a. Ul&>) Trouble, difficulty, mo-

lestation, distress, hardship.

3^ Root, i. (353?R?) 1. To cover. 2. To skin

or peel. Also (irreg. To pare, to

plane, to make thin, to cut off, to chip or slice,

to abrade. Used in any other sense, this root

takes the regular form only, whether simple or

compound, e. g. with ;JT° prefixed (T^^f^)
To censure.

\Jt$<P s. (m. R. 33c£+ ^<P) 1. A carpenter. 2.

One of the principal nagas or serpents of the

Patala or infernal regions.

35$°J s. (n. R. 3^-^PT) The act of paring,

abrading, &c. (ra.) 1. An abrader. 2. (In

mathematics) The divisor employed in certain

computations. Colebr. Alg. p. 114.

ad. (corrupt, of 3q
->5i£t

c
i ) At that instant,

then.

35^1 s. (—53^ m. R. 353^-f A carpenter.

(a. nfrt>'.v) Fault, error, crime.

a. (p. jlj r.«aij')
Faulty, criminal,

sinful. Also

ad. (corrupt, of 3^53?t°i ) At that instant,

then.

At that instant, then,

even then.

Root, i. 1 . To go, to move. 2. To

quake, to shake, to tremble. 3. To trip, to stumble.

3ST^' s. (m.) A tree (Tabernaemontana corona-

ria). Hort. Ben. p. 20.

3^^^ s. (3^ +*ftWI?) A medicinal

plant.

^p^^ s. (a. l-Jjc) A cheating, imposition,

embezzlement.

a. (from a. c_J^*j') Cheating, deceiving

others
;
counterfeit, adulterated.
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37Tfr[1 s. (a. Uiu) A dunning, an exacting ;

urgency, importunity.

(from a. L^liLi) A dunning; urgency,

importunity.

(
A - L Alteration, change. 2. An

exchange, a thing received or given in exchange.

3. A dismissal.

3<F s. (m. from R. 1. An axe, a crow, a

stone-cutter's chisel. 2. Grief, sorrow upon

separation from friends. 3. Fear, terror.

3^T s. (n. R. 3^+31^) Grief, sorrow.

3^1 s. 1. A coin, a rupee. 2. A copper coin

equal to two paisd.

3^. s. (from R. 3^,?) Investigation, enquiry,

search.

3155^1 s . (from3 <2> + ,
l5I?) Quietness, tranquil-

lity. —<?f^T3 v. a. To tranquillize, to appease,

to mollify.

3^| a. (mfn. 3^~> + 3i) Simultaneous, instanta-

neous, immediate. (Lit. Arising out of that.)

3"^rP a. (mfn. 3*>+3l*P) Arising from that,

owing to that.

sJ^Tf^ s. (A.jj-f) 1. Approbation. 2. En-

quiry, examination, consideration. 3. Contri-

vance, plan. 4. Judgment, trial.

3^ Root, i. (3^f3) To go. vn. (3^^)
To straiten or contract.

3<j?^ a. (corrupt, of ^^^?) Deceiving, cheat-

ing, swindling, s. A deceiver, a swindler, a

cheat. -31 Deception, imposture.

3^ Root, vii. To straiten, to con-

tract.

rise.3"^ Root, i. (3Ta"f3) To be elevated, to

3& s. (n. from R. 3"^) A field, (wm.) A shore,

the bank of a river. Also (/•)

+^) L Situated on the

bank or shore. 2. Surprized, s. Explanation

of a cause from its effects. Tarachand Ch.

(f. from 3^) A pond large enough for

the growth of the lotus. See v3\5"rl .

3fH s. (/. from 3^ +3/T-t-^) A river.

3^ Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

3Sf3) To strike, to beat, x. (3t3Hf3)

1. To beat, to strike. 2. To shine.

33 s. (corrupt, of 31a ) A shore, a strand, the

bank of a river.

33^*1 s . (33+*ft from *tf*K) A road by

land.

33f^3 v. a. To flounce (as a fish does), to

jump, to bound, to romp.

331 s. A coast, a shore. See 33 .

3311 s. (m.) A pond or pool deep enough for

the lotus. Also 33t<I? (m.) See 31^t<?

.

3f3^ s. (/.) Lightning.

3f3Tfr (-^ m . 3"f3^ + 3"«-,) A cloud.

3vJ^ s. (mw.) 1. Performance. 2. Right pre-

paration.

3^3^ s. (m.) Winnowed grain, husked rice.

3^3^°! s. (m. 3^5 +^1) A grain of rice.

3^Jcr
ftiJ s. (m.) A kind of amaranth (Amaranthus

polygamus).

3^ pron. See 3"^
.

35-> ad. Sans, (from pron. 3"^) Therefore,

thence : the correlative to .

33 a. (mfn.pret. part. p. R.3*T-t-3 Wilkins' Gr.

p. 420) Spread, expanded, diffused, stretched

out. s. (ra.) Any stringed musical instrument.

33 pron. (corrupt, of 3t3>^ ?) So much, so

many.
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33o ad. Sans. See

) So many days, so long.

sJ^^ac?. Sans, (from pron. After

that, from that, thence, then. Frequently in-

stead of the ablative case of e. g. ^3031

More than that, from 33^+31^1^}
instead of nJ**4i*133S8 .

sivitJ^^arf. Sans. (33^+33^) Well, and

then ? and what then ? An expression of eager

curiosity, often met with in the dialogue of dra-

matic poetry.

Caused by

that, occasioned by this. Also a.

(mfn.).

3^3^ s. (m. vK* + ^t^T ) That time, the very

time.

53V#ttn ad. Sans. (^ + ^tCsT locat. case of

At that time, at the very time.

3*^3 a. (mfn. 3*-> + <F3) Done by that per-

son, done by him or her.

)
Working with-

out hire or wages.

Sfj^S^j s. (m. That moment, the

very moment.

3£J5gttS ad. Sans. (\5^+5^tt^ ablat. case

ofW) From that moment, from that very

instant, thenceforth, immediately.

case of

%$°\ ) At that moment, at the very instant.

33fD a. (mfn. 3^ +3"^) Similar to that,

similar.

3^ s. (n. ^3*^ + ^") 1. Reality, truth, substance
;

the real nature of any thing
;
search, enquiry

after truth. 2. The true nature of the soul as

being one and the same with the divine spirit

pervading the universe. Trans. M.A.S. i. 114.

3. (In the system of the Pasupdtas) the five

elements. Trans. R.A.S. i. 571. 4. Slow time

in music. 5. A thing to be sought ;
search,

enquiry ; a mystery. 6. In the allegoric expres-

sion of numerals 33 stands for 25. —<ff^l3

v. n. To divulge a thing, to communicate the

truth about any thing to some person.

v. a. To seek for true or accurate know-

ledge about any thing. —^^£3 v. a. To trace

a thing out, to scrutinize. In Sanskrit MSS.

this word is commonly written 33"

.

\j^<p|«P s. (m. 33+^U^) A philosopher,

an enquirer after truth.

sS^^el-T s. (n. 33 + \^fa") Knowledge of the

truth about any thing ; a thorough and funda-

mental acquaintance with any science ; the in-

sight into the true principles of philosophy.

33\5"fal a. (-Pt\ mfn. 3^3^+^)
Knowing the truth about any thing ; under-

standing a science thoroughly
;
acquainted with

the true principles of philosophy
;
profoundly

skilled.

3^3^ ad. Sans. (3^ +^>!^) Accurately, mi-

nutely, exactly.

\jj«Wl a. (-Va\ mfn. 33+3tf^ from

R. <tO Telling the truth, speaking about the

true nature of any thing.

vj^<l<Sl s. (f. 33 + 3t$1) A search, an inves

tigation, an enquiry.

3|R31 s. (-^ m. 3J + (3^) One who knows

the truth, profoundly skilled : see

Nljt^it^l s. (m. 33 + from R. \ )

A superintendent, an inspector. Carey.

S^iW s. (n. 33+^^c
l) Superin-

tendence, attention, care. Carey.

<? s
S^W^ta. (33 +3& + R. WL) Knowing

the exact truth.
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vSVfa a. (mfn.3^ + $3o) Zealous, skilful, dili-

gent. (Lit. Pursuing this as his highest object.)

Sans. (3^ + *fa) Afterwards, sub-

sequent to that.

3Vh>Kad. Sans. + *f
srjK) After that.

ib5^? s
(
m -^ +^^) (

In grammar) The

designation of a particular class of compound

words. See Wilkins' Gr. § 1079.

a. (mfn. ^S+^R+f .) Of

that kind, of that sort.

^JTT ad. Sans, (from pron. ^T^+TT) There,

yonder.

n3£T Root, x. (With the insertion of a nasal,

To spread, to expand, to extend.

2. To nourish, to support (a family, &c).

SjqsSfo s. (n. \JT3"+ 3li3) (In grammar) The

designation of an adjective relating to what a

thing is produced from. Yates' Gr. p. 421.

33"*^ a. (mfn. \5"!T+^) Situated there, be-

longing to that place.

OTlPl ad. Sans. (3Tr+3rR) There also,

even there ;
nevertheless, yet.

^iVTOT s. (m. vS^ +'TOT) That instant, that

moment, that time.

sJV5^ s. (m. ? + ^$1) (In mathematics)

A particular mode of multiplication. Colebr.

Alg. p. 6.

sjSJI ad. Sans, (from pron. Thus, so,

in this manner ;
likewise, also, and ; there.

3*W3 s . (m. + <5fr$2 ) A Jina or Buddha.

sS^tU ad. Sans. (3^1 + T>) And also, and

likewise
;
yet, nevertheless.

ad. (from 3^1) In that manner.

ad. Sans. ) Even so, never-

theless, yet, notwithstanding (answering to

iTWR Even if, although).
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3*JtftH a. (mfn. \?*ti +f%H) Such, this like,

of this kind.

ad. (locat. case Beng. of^1) There, in

that place.

phrase (3*11 + 3}^) So be it, amen.

ad. Sans. Even thus, in the

same manner, just so.

a. (mfn. ^Sfi + XT) True. s. (n.) Truth;

particular circumstances.

s. (n. 3$ft+3i*fr) True or exact

knowledge.

A conviction or

knowledge of any truth.

^\pron. (m.
, f. Ti , n. He, she, it

;

that. Wilkins' Gr.

s. (m. 3^+3IOK
j ) That part, his or her

share, a share or part of it.

a. (mfn. ^l^+^fll^) Beyond that,

superior.

S^T^R ad. Sans. (^+3^3^") Imme-
diately afterwards.

a. (mfn. W^Wg®\ ) Similar or

analogous to this or that; in the same way,

conformable.

^t^Rl^FI ! ad. Sans. (3F+^H*H°i
+3f^c

1 instrum. case of IF1!) Subsequent to

this, hereafter, after this.

OTfpTfel s. (/. 3^+sijHi^k+\?1) Con-

gruity, sequence, conformity.

^T^Tt^t a. (-ft^mfn. 3^+3FpTlf^T)
Following after this, subsequent to this.

a. (mfn. 3"^+3l35") Ending thus, thus

terminating, s. (?wn.) A scope, an object.

ad. (^Tsi+^W^') Beside this, without

this.
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\JP[3~f*l ad. Sans. ) So far, up to

that ; from that, to that ; till then ; from that

time.

\3K<^ a. (mfn. ^J^+^^l) Thus situated,

so circumstanced ; in that condition.

viRl ad. Sans, (from pron. Then, at

that time.

\3H.l^ s. («.\3kl,+^) The time being, the time

then present, the time when an event occurs.

Manu vii. 163. 169.

Beginning: with

that, having that for the first in a series.

va^lll ad. Sans, (from ) Then, at that

time.

Sulllai a. (mfn.v3R"Wt° + ) Of that time,

belonging to that time. Wilkin's Gr. § 922.

a. (mfn. ^T^+^R") Different from

him or her, another than that.

Belonging to him or

her, pertaining to that.

ad. Sans. (^+5p
fft") Upon this or

that, over and above that.

£ <r-

ac?. (from On the top of that,

over that.

a. (mfn. sS^+^tsJ) Gone to that, at-

tached to or connected with that. s. (m.T) The

continued multiplication of four or more like

quantities. Colebr. Alg. p. 322.

vJpW^W. Sans. fk< fromfpR"^
)

On that day.

a<f. Saws, (from vST^+flrT) In the

course of that day, day by day.

3Tn*fftr a. (mfn. \3T^+ + §TI ) Of that

country.

31pT a. (mfn. HRj^ft) Miserly, niggardly.

3fe ft (n. 1. His or her benefit.

2. (In grammar) The designation of the entire

class of secondary derivative words, i. e. those

which have no immediate reference to any root,

but to other parts of speech which are them-

selves already derived from roots. See Wilkins'

Gr. § 875.

s5^^ad. Sans. (3^+^) 1. Like that, similar

to that. 2. Single (?). Forster.

0<P a. (mfn. \F^+3"l0<I?) Saying that,

signifying that.

3R<tU s. (n. That object, that

affair or business, a. (mfn.) Having that for

its object, attending to that as his business or

affair, relating to that: also vSR.<til^ a. (mfn.)

3ft"3HT ad. Sans. (heat, case of^f^W) For

that object, for that purpose.

\?fg^ a. (mfn. t%^") Different, distinct,

or separate from that.

a. (mfn. 3^+"U^) United with that, fit

or proper for that.

v3H*l a. (mfn.
;3^+^>

j ) Of that form, of that

kind or description, such.

aa. (from 3^1) Then, at that very time.

\J\Root, viii. (siOi'lfvjJ, 3^3X3) To lengthen,

to extend, to stretch, to expand, to spread, to

diffuse. Sometimes with the prepositions or

^prefixed to it. i. (3Tf3)and x. (\3"fruf3)

1. To believe, to confide, to have faith in. 2.

To aid, to assist. 3. To be harmless. 4. To

sound. 5. To give pain, to afflict with disease.

6. (With a preposition) To lengthen, to stretch,

to expand. Wilson.

\i*l^s. (p. ^ and \3*jJ
The body.

v5FT A Taddhita suffix, by means of which ad-

jectives are derived from adverbs of time : e. g.

a. (mfn.) Pertaining to to-morrow, cras-

tine, from^T+ O^T. See Wilkins' Gr. § 922.

4 O
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s. (to.) A son, a male descendant.

3^1 s. (femin. of SFTCT) A daughter.

^Ttft s. (to. W^Z^fik) (In grammar) A de-

signation of the verbs of the eighth class, of

which R. 3"T_ is the first.

^PP§ a. (from 3^) Very thin, very narrow>

very small.

3"^ a. (mfn. from R. 3^Tj Small, minute
;

thin,

slender, s. (f) 1. The body. 2. The skin.

Also 3*T

.

3«T<Pl s. (to. + ) A pore in the skin.

3*j\5l a. (mfn. 3^+\3>i) Sprung from one's body.

s. (to.) A son. Also 3^k5l

.

\S*i\5ll s. (/.) A daughter. Also \i^3.\

.

3*isi1 s.
(f.

3*T + 31) Thinness, meagreness,

leanness. Also
(
ra.)

3*TTF s. (n. -3*T + IF) Armour, mail. Also

3^t°l s . (n.)

vS'V*^ s. (w.) The body, the corporeal frame.

v3*T *. (/.) The body. See

3*J^3 a. (»t^».OT from^3^+^3) Made thin,

pared ; made delicate, emaciated.

3^*) s. (n.) Clarified butter.

^^Pttt^*. (to. 3*^1 + R. Fire, or its

deity. (Lit. The consumer of clarified butter.)

s3«i <^s. (a. jjS) An oven, a furnace.

s. (tow. from ^3"J+<F3~ from R. 38^) 1.

The hair of the body. 2. The wing of a bird.

\3*T^"1 s. (p. s^sdi
-

) 1. An enquiry, a search, an

investigation. 2. An appraisement, a guess.

3. Wages, an assignment on the revenues.

3*[^tTft<r s . (p. ai^kb") One who receives

salary, a holder of an order for wages.

(p. ^lii'j^SSj) 1. The receiving

of pay, service. 2. One who receives wages.

^fj s. (to. from R. 3^) 1. A thread. 2. A
shark. 3. Lineage, a race. Manu ix, 203.

s. (to. 33f + 3lir from R. C3") 1. A
weaver. 2. A spider.

s. (to.) Mustard-seed (Sinapis dichotoma).

V3$"]W s. (/. ^+*fW1) A weaver's shop.

\3^rte s. (to. sS^+^t^) 1. The betel-tree.

2. A person much emaciated.

33 s. (n. R. 3^+3" ?) 1. A tantra, a religious

treatise teaching peculiar and mystical formulas

and rites for the worship of the deities, &c.

mostly in the form of a dialogue between Siva

and Durga. 2. A demonstration, a clear and

evident conclusion. 3. Raiment, vesture. 4.

A drug, a medicament. 5. Providing for a

family. 6. The means or instrument for more

than one effect. 7. Subservience, service, de-

pendance. 8. Happiness, felicity. 9. A thread :

the threads of a warp, the strings of a musical

instrument, a leathern thong, a. (mfn.*) De-

pendent, subservient.

'\t
rhL

<$ s. (n. ^33 + <£) New and unbleached cloth.

1 . A fibrous stick for

cleansing the woof. 2. A weaver's loom.

3^31 *.(/. 33+3*1) A contrivance, an intrigue

;

the commencing many actions at a time ; the

doing one thing instead of another ; the being

not punctual to a promise.

33"3t"£ s. (m. 33 +^T from R. C<T) 1. A
weaver, vis. Res. v. 56. 2. A spider. Also

vWH and 3*i4<llU .

33TT^ s . (to. 33 + TTR) The quintessence

of the tantras.

(/.) A plant (Menispermum glabrum).

&Sl*
f
.
(-f^TO. 33 + t"^) 1. A musician.

2. One who professes the doctrine of the tan-

tras : see 33 . 3. A stringed instrument.
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sS*1^ s. (from p. jyj) An oven,

vi'tl I 5. (/.) Exhaustion, weariness, lassitude.

Also teft and (/.).

v3*ill^3 a. (m/ra. 1 +3^3) Overcome

with fatigue or exhaustion, sleepy, slothful,

drowsy. Also \A*% \ and ^^^(mfn.).

s. (/.) See 3^

.

cc?. &ans. (vi^+'T) Not that, not so : an

expression of contradistinction. Sometimes re-

peated, ^?Tvi»| , to give more weight to the

denial.

ad. Sans. (\S'^+ locat. case

off^fe ) In the vicinity of that, close to that.

Occa-

sioned by that, produced by that.

Sans. (SJ^@R$C\8 from "fr-

On account of that, for that, for the

sake of that.

\S«*Wvjl s. (f. ^SffJ-f&'+fSft) Conformity.

Mohun P. p. 145.

lrZ&> s. (n. ^Tt
s+ 3^t)

) The midst of that.

a. (mfn. ^3""^^+ T5) Situated in

the midst of that. Also

mfn.).

1F%J$) ad. Sans. (3^+^tt^ locat. case of

In the midst of that, in that.

sFTOT s. (n. ;3^+3TtTT) (In the Sankhya

system of philosophy) Five subtile particles,

rudiments, or atoms, perceptible to beings of a

superior order, but unapprehended by the grosser

senses of mankind : derived from the conscious

principle, and themselves the rudimental prin-

ciples of the five grosser elements, earth, water,

fire, air, and space. Trans. R.A.S. i. 30.

Kulluka on Manu i. 27.

^H^Fls. (jw.\5-*451 + iRfl) (In the Sankhya

system of philosophy) The rudimental creation.

Trans R.A.S. i. 32.

An Areca-seller : the designation of

one of the inferior castes of Hindus. As. Res.

v. 58.

jHU s. (f. 3*^+3?) 1. A delicate or slender

woman. 2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 473.

3*1 Root, i. (^\fS, -C3), iv. (jg&fe,

-G3), and x. (SHlTfe, -G3) 1. To be

hot, to burn, to heat. 2. To suffer pain, bodily

or mentally. 3. To have pre-eminent power.

4. (In the proper form of the ivth class,^^T^S)

To perform religious austerities. With 'SI'T pre-

fixed, To repent, to grieve for a thing; with

or ^° To suffer or to inflict heat, pain,

anguish, distress, &c. ; with 1m To heat.

SS$ s. (m. from R. \P^) 1 . Heat, warmth. 2.

The hot season, summer. See ^Pt^.

a. (mfn.

during austerities, practising austere devotions.

a. (mfn.

Carrying religious austerities to their furthest

extent. Carey.

s. (m.3^+3^) The power or

virtue of religious austerities.

a. (mfn. Inclined to

religious austerities.

&k*$b a. (mfn. &Hf*&&) Accomplish-

able by penance, attainable by religious aus-

terities.

a. (mfn. vPfa+f*Tf )
Accomplished

by penance, attained by religious austerity.

sPPT s. (mi R. ^I+3FT) 1. Heat. 2. The

sun. 3. A division of hell. Manu lv. 89.

4. The hot season.

4 2

W5)
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\Pffit*T a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. sS^+^SpflTT)

Requiring to be heated, s. (w.) Gold.

(n. from R. sS
15

^) 1. Penance, religious

austerity. Trans. R. A. S. 1.552. 2. Virtue,

the special duty of any particular caste.

\PF3? s . (m. 3Tt:5T+33
) A penitent, a devotee.

\PF*P (to. from 3^^) 1. The month P'hal-

guna (February-March). 2. A devotee, an

ascetic.

3^X1 s. (f. from 3*FT ) 1. The monthm
guna (February-March). 2. Religious austerity,

penance, worship.

Engaged in

religious austerities.

^•JtH^) f . (^TJ1 +5I^) A fish,

usually called the mango fish by Europeans

(Polycnemus Paradisiacus). Carey.

vPif^Ffi, s. (f fromvPKt) Spikenard (Vale-

riana Jatamansi). Wilkins' Gr. § 907.

3^1 «. (-f^ mfn. 3*K+f3^ ) Devout,

practising religious penances or austerities.

s. (»i.) An ascetic.

3^t^s. (-*P^m. from R. 3^_J The month

Mdglia (January-February).

Search, enquiry, investigation.

v. a. To enquire, to seek, to search,

to investigate.

3^ a. Used in accounts, particularly in land-

surveying, to signify before, before that, al-

ready. Carey.

a. {mfn. 3Utl for +^T) Rich

in religious penance, s. (m.) A devotee, an

ascetic.

31?^^"*. (n. 3Ph for 3*^, +^T) The

grove of an ascetic, a forest in which sacred

austerities and penances are practised.

3PTfa*T S . (». 3PH for 3^, +^) The

power or strength acquired by the performance

of religious austerities.

vJWkft s. (m. 3U>fl for 3*K, ) The

interruption of religious austerities.

33 a. (mfn. pret.part. p. R. 3^+3) Heated,

made hot ; burnt with heat, pain, or sorrow.

3^t$^ *. (n. 33 +^t^f) Heated gold,

ignited gold, burnished gold. Carey.

3^^W s . (n. 33 + A peculiar sort of

penance. Manu xi. 156.

3\3"T*T s. (n. 33 + ) Hot food, hot rice.

3^Fl a. (a. iJussr) Rare, wonderful, extraordinary,

singular, beautiful, excellent.

>33Fh*i s. (a. c^Jjlij) Distance, difference, distinc-

tion, disparity, a. Absent, separate, distant.

3*F<r^^ s. (a.
(J)jj) Separation, division, part-

ing, partition.

3^^ft^s- (
A

- J-«3Ai') Separation, division ; ana-

lysis ; an explanation ; a detail.

3<T pron. (genit. case of Of thee, thine, thy.

3^^ a. (a.
l5
*J?) 1. Natural. 2. s. An abstract

of science, "particularly of music.

3<T^s. (a. (jJb) A story, a floor; a shelf, a

stage ; a layer, a stratum ; a degree, a class,

an order, a. Consecutive.

3^ a. (from 3^^) Standing in ranks.

3*?^ s. (a. jJy) Reliance, dependence, hope.

3<T^ s. (a. JJj) A drum, a tabor. Also

A cauldron, a pot, a kettle.

331 s. (p. ibb") 1 • An iron plate on which bread

is baked. 2. The part of the hooka on which

the tobacco is placed.

3<Tt<?1 s. (a. -JUj) Concord, agreement, re-

liance, expectation, hope.
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^3< loil s. (a. £*e\y) Humility, attention, pre-

tended kindness, empty compliments.

(corrupt, of a. ^iilj?) Search, enquiry,

investigation. See

v. a. To seek, to enquire, to investi-

gate. See 3^1^13.

(
A

* ls*V0 Distress* misfortune, ruin,

depravity.

^31^ s. (a. c; ak*S) If Dependance, the fol-

lowing or yielding to any one
;
resignation, sub-

mission. 2. (a. <j^x*Jb) Genius, nature, dispo-

sition, temperament, constitution.

A plant (Uvaria heteroclita). Hort.

Ben. p. 43. Also Unona dumosa. Carey.

(a. jjjysr) Custody, charge, trust.

conj . Yet, notwithstanding. Also SS^? .

ad. Then ; well ?

S2<D A Kridanta suffix by means of which the

future participle of the passive is formed from

verbal roots : e. g. a. (mfn.) To be done,

from R. ^ To do; a. (mfn.) To be

gone over or through, from R. To go.

Wilkins' Gr. % 713.

^<T<P^s. (a.
(
jL\s) \? A bundle of papers, a ca-

talogue. 2. (p. LjfoU) A little drum.

vj'\3 s. (m.) A he-goat.

3^ Root, iv. (sJSUfe) 1. To desire. 2. To

be distressed in body or mind.

3** A Taddhita suffix, the termination of the

superlative degree : e. g. ^t^oS^I a. (mfn.) The

greatest, from + . See Wilkins' Gr.

§ 965. The same is also used to derive adjec-

tives from some prepositions or adverbs : e. g.

a. (mfn.) The best (lit. the uppermost),

from Up, upwards.

VP* s. (m.) See OT5^.

v3HS s. (».) See .

s. (n.) Lead.

vS^I^s. (rc.) 1. Darkness, gloom. 2. (In Hindu

philosophy) Darkness, the third and lowest of

the three inherent natural qualities : see

it is heavy and obstructive, attended with sor-

row, dullness, and illusion ; it predominates in

earth and water, whence they fall or tend down-

wards. In living beings it is the cause of sto-

lidity. Trans. R.A.S. 1. 35. 3. (mn.) Rahu,

or the personified ascending node.

(a. (JJLaj) A note of hand, a bond,

an obligation, a receipt ; a written agreement.

Vptf^pft s% (/. from \3^+ft\+^) Night.

^^Tl s. (from sJ^t^Tj Darkness, obscurity ; co-

vetousness, ambition.

sJMl<? s . (from tobacco) Tobacco. Also^l^.

\j^lit>l s. (p. ^Uj) A slap, a blow.

a. (a. |*Uj) All, whole, entire, complete.

(from a. j»Uj) Completeness, integrity.

1. The sectarian mark on the forehead.

2. A tree (Xanthocymus pictorius, JRox.).

(a. l.iiUj) A show, an entertainment,

a sight, a view, a prospect.

3*Uer
l s. (m. from ^3^^) 1. A tree bearing

black blossoms (Xanthocymus pictorius). 2.

Another plant (Symplocos ferruginea). Hort.

Ben. p. 40. 3. The sectarian mark made with

sandal, &c. upon the forehead. (Also ^J^tt-

^^Pt^T n.). 4. The bark of the bamboo. Wilson.

vjfej s. (n. from 3*1^) 1. Darkness. 2.

Wrath, anger. 3. (m.) The dark half of the

month, from the full to the change. Wilson.

sjftlfl s. (/. from 3*1^) 1. Darkness. 2. A
dark night, one in which there is no moonshine.

Wilkins' Gr. § 1026.

vJEft s. (/. from TT Night.
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vJEJlftS ! s. (m. 3*1^1 + Tt ]
) The natural quality

of darkness : see 3*1^ and^ .

miW$l a. (~f\\mfn. v3H^+TS°| +^)
Having the natural inherent quality of dark-

ness : see3^ and $3

.

v5L*llxJ a. (mfn. sj^^+^T) Destroying dark-

ness, dispelling darkness: hence, s. (m.) 1.

The sun. 2. The moon. 3. Fire. 4. An epi-

thet of several deities. Also and

SSwR< a. (mfn.)

Wfrffr a. (~\ mfn -
3*I^r + R. Dis-

pelling darkness, s. (m.) 1. The sun. 2. The

moon. 3. Fire, a lamp. Also vSOT^Tf . See

Manu, B. i. v. 6.

Root, i.
(

;35^f^) To go, to move.

(a. <u»;J ) Admonition, correction, pu-

nishment, castigation.

\3*<^ s. (h. prf) A tent.

^^•^ s. (a.j^oJ?) 1. A musical instrument, a

lute with three strings and having a gourd for

the shell. Morton. 2. A drum.

A butter-seller : the designation of one

of the degraded castes. As. Res. v. 58.

31^ Root, i. (\3TOI') 1. To go, to move. 2. To

guard, to preserve.

A Taddhita suffix by means of which ab-

stract substantives of the neuter gender are de-

rived from numerals, e. g. f^T^IT s. (n.) A

triad, from ft" Three.

n3TI^F1 s. (a. djblb) A tribe; a troop, a band

(particularly of dancing girls) ; a retinue, suite,

or equipage.

a. (mfn. from R. ) Passing over, crossing:

used in comp. e. g. TJ^R a. (mfn.) Difficult to

be passed over or through.

^3«3" A Taddhita suffix, the termination of the

comparative degree of adjectives, e. g. M^sS^

a. (mfn.) Greater, from a. (mfn.) Great,

vf^^ft s. (p. j£j) A quiver.

a. (from p.
\

j£ji) Bearing a quiver.

(h. ±sj&p) Esculent vegetables, gar-

den stuff.

\S<t* s. (m.) A hyama.

a. (h. \£p) Rapid (as a stream), rough

(said of water).

s. (m. from R. ^) A wave.

vH^fB s - (/• 3^t + t/T +^) A river.

v34v5l*tl s. (a. <Uj>y ) A translation, an interpre-

tation.

;3I^lt^ *. (p. j\£ U^Jj) A translator, an

interpreter.

\3^\Sl1 s. (a. j-s^j) The responsive songs which

are sung at the time of the charak-puja. Carey.

s. (n. R.^+Wt) The act of crossing

over or passing through, (m.) A float, a raft.

a. (mfn. OTci+ :3I^) Passable (as a

road).

3Tf°l s. (m. from R. ^) The sun. (f. Also

1. A raft, a float, a boat. 2. A plant

(Aloe perfoliata var. Succotrina).

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^) Passable.

— \?1 (/.) or —^ (
n .) Passableness.

\S<^3 s. (mn. from R. S| ) A raft, a float.

siTd^^s. (a. ti5jj) 1- Irresolution, hesitation.

2. Contrivance, debating, anxious consideration.

3^5ffr s. (n.^ from R. ^+ *t1">) The fare

paid on passing over a river
;

freight.

OT^s. (a. U)Jo) I. Aside. 2. A party.
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\3<^kl4
v«- (p-^tai_J^>) Apartizan. a. Partial.

\S<^kUt s. (p. ^jS^jo) Partiality, the be-

longing to a party.

s. (m.) A sword, a scymitar. Also

Beng. OT3t3 .

^Rrf^T^ s. (a. jf) Education, support, main-

tenance.

sS^^Ol s. A water-melon (Cucurbita citrullus).

See V3<<sa As. Res. x. 17.

vj< cr
l a. (mfn. from R. ^) 1. Tremulous, trem-

bling. 2. Sportive, playful, wanton, libidinous
;

wavering, unsteady. 3. Resplendent, radiant,

luminous. 4. Fluid, liquid.

S^^TtTJ5
! a. (mfn. + 1 1 ) Tre-

mulous-eyed.

33^1 s. (/. from 33^) Rice-gruel.

sj"4|%3 a. (mfn. 33^ + ^3) Inconstant,

trembling, shaken, made fluid.

33^ ad. (33 from "Rr+ ^S?) Three days

ago ; three days hence.

*sj<^s. (n. from R. ^) 1. Velocity, speed. 2.

Strength. 3. A bank, a store. 4. A float, a

raft. Wilso?i.

s. (n. from 33^) Flesh.

vfl<^1 a. (-f^\m>. \J3^T+f3\) 1. Quick,

swift, speedy. 2. Strong, powerful, s. (m.)

1. A quick messenger, a courier, a runner. 2.

A hero. 3. Air, wind.

(a. ^Jo) A sort, a manner.

33TO3 v. a. (from R. ^) To save, to get a per-

son over a difficulty.
^

(p. A scale, a balance.

VRT5^ s. (m. from R. ^) A boat. Also vMl'*^

(m.), 3*13
(/.), 3H33

(«,), 3f33l (/.),

3f3*fi. (/.) and 33t (/.).

33*^ s. (corrupt, of TT^T) 1. Fear, fright. 2.

A particular kind of umbrella.

\3"<d3T&TER s. (33t^T + "StSI3) A fly-flap?

z;. a. (from R. '3') To cross over a river,

to get through a difficulty ; to overcome, to

surmount.

33^5. (a. jija) 1. Way, road. 2. Manner,

custom, fashion ; a rule, a canon. 3. Rite, re-

ligion.

3<F s. (m. from R. 3"
?) A tree.

33^ a. (mfn.) 1. Youthful, young, juvenile. 2.

Recent, new, fresh, s. (m.) 1. A young man.

2. The castor-oil tree (Ricinus communis).

333
1'ts. (femin. of 3^°1 ) 1. A young woman,

from sixteen to thirty years of age. 2. A plant

(Aloe perfoliata).

3^31^ ad. Sans. (3^ +3Fn from 3^1) At

the foot of a tree.

33355T31 s. (^+^31) A plant (Ipomcea Qua-

moclit). Hort. Ben. p. 14.

\SC< ad. (from R. "S? ?) On account of, for the

sake of, for.

^(.4 l\jT3[1 a. (p. jji) Verdant, fresh, luxu-

riant (said of plants).

33^ Root, x. pSHjfS} 1 . To reason, to infer,

to think, to consider, to reflect. 2. To speak.

3. To shine. With prefixed, To consider,

recollect ; with ^1 , To discern, to distinguish
;

with , To consider, to discern.

3<3? s. (m. from R. \3<E^) I. Search, enquiry, in-

vestigation. 2. Discussion, reasoning, dispu-

tation. 3. The science of reasoning, logic. 4.

Reduction to absurdity. Trans. R.A.S. i. 116.

\3<P<? a. (mfn. R. 3s^+^<P) Enquiring, in-
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quisitive, investigating, s. (w.) An enquirer,

one who seeks for truth.

sPFfepI s. (/. 3$+flrip1) The science of

reasoning, logic.

1. The science of

reasoning, logic. 2. A treatise on logic.

(y.) A plant (iEschynomene Sesban).

Wilson. See .

s^t^T s.(m.^ + ^Tfcot^T) Fallacy in draw-

ing conclusions. Trans. R.A.S. i. 117.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3<l^+^3) In-

vestigated, examined, inquired into.

v3^"l a. (-"f^^m/re. 3^+^"\) Reasoning,

acquainted with the science of logic, s. (w.)

A disputant, a logician.

3^s. (/.) A spindle, an iron pin upon which the

cotton is first drawn out ; it also serves as the

distaff, the cotton being next transferred from it

to the wheel. Wilson.

<r <r

\3<W a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. \i<P_) Traceable,

capable of investigation.

<r

3w s. (m. for Sp£5|J A hysena.

3\^Root, i. and x.
, 3OTf3) To

censure, to blame, to reprove, to threaten.

sSv5l^1 s5l s. (33 from R. ;3^+ sT3l as a rhyme

to it) A threat, a loud reprehension.

s. (n. R. 3^4- ^iH) Anger, wrath.

33pft s. (f. 33FT + 3j) The fore-finger. (Lit.

The finger of scorn or threat).

vS^pfe a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^^ftlT
)

Deserving to be reprehended.

vjp^si a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^3

)

Threatened
;
censured, blamed.

<r

3°i s. (m.) A calf

s. (m. 3°l+<£) A calf.

(m. from R. 3") A raft, a float. Also

333^ (n.).

a. (from R. ^) Unsteady, impatient,

fickle.
^'

3T^Root, i. (3%f3) To kill, to hurt.

sj'n-i s. (n. R. vS^+^PT) The act of killing or

inj uring.

3"^ s. (m.) A wooden ladle.

<r

v3^°i s. (n. R. ) 1 . The act of affording

or receiving satisfaction, of pleasing or being

pleased
;
gratification, satiety, fulness. 2. The

ceremony of presenting water to the manes of

deceased ancestors : also called

Manu ii. 176.

3^Root, i. (yF^rfe) To go, to move.

MJ^^s. (p. jj) A plant (Cucurbita citrullus).

Hort. Ben. p. 70.

Wis. (-t&ln. R. ^+ ) The top of the

sacrificial post.
^

3^ s. (m. from R. 3^) L Thirst. 2. Wish,

desire.

3^°! s. (n. R. 3^+3^) Thirst, desire, wish,

eagerness.

30^3 a. (mfn. 3*1+^3) Thirsty; desirous,

eager.

<r,

3T I s. A chasm ; a void space, ad. At a dis-

tance. Carey.

3^ Root, i. (3*Yf3) and x. (3t^f3) 1.

To be full or complete. 2. To fix.

3*T s. (n. from R. 3*5,) 1. The under-part, the

bottom, the ground of any thing ; a floor. 2.

The sole of the foot. 3. A hole, a pit, a chasm.

4. A leathern fence worn by archers on the left
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arm. 5. (In composition) Essential nature,

e. g. ^5^3^ s. (n.) The earth itself, the very

earth, from *l$Jt St (g) Earth, +>W. 6. (m.)

The fore-arm. 7. A space. 8. The palm of

the hand.

sS^^^t! s. A plant (Bambussa Tulda). Hort. Ben.

p. 25. Also OTJTlrfH .

v. noun of 3f^C3) The act of sinking

to the bottom ; the placing a thing at the bottom-

nS^ 1

"!^ s. (a. ^_ 1. Desire, wish, enquiry, de-

mand, request, application, a summons. 2.

Wages, salary, pay.

The lower part of the

abdomen.

A bungler, a

cobbler.

s$*\4fi> s .
(
A

. i^ + h. j-^sL) A written

summons.

3FT3T^ 5 . (&.j\p from ^Rtf^
-

) A sword, a

scymitar.

^T^T^TTl a. (^^l<+^t^t from R. \)
Bearing a sword, s. A swordsman.

)
Sitting beneath,

covered. Also 3^^.

s. (m. 3^ +^*1) A fathoming.

sFTl s. (/. from 3^) 1. A leathern fence worn

by archers on the left arm. 2. (Beng.) The bot-

tom, the ground of any thing.

3^11^3 v. n. (from To sink, to dive

to the bottom.

3^t$fT> s. (from ^Tl+^fBr for *$^) The

collecting of things.

sS^km s. (n. from 3^) One of the seven divi-

sions of the infernal regions.

n3S 1314

s3^i*T s. (v. noun of 53^1 l^W) A sinking to

the bottom, a falling to the ground, a. Sunk,

fallen.

^ftf^" s. (from^ft^U3 ) The bottom of a thing.

^Tl^s. (p. c_?3U') A pond, a pit, a hole, a re-

servoir.

^W^O s. (3^1+31^1) The earthing up of

plants or trees ; a raised seat round the roots of

trees ; a pavement. Morton.

^TtTT ad. (from \FT1 ) At the bottom, below.

(a. ) Search, a seeking after.

(from a. ^^j" ) A searcher, an en-

quirer.

v. n. (from 3^ ) To sink to the bottom.

v. a. To put to the bottom.

a. (mfn. from \!M ) Situated below or

underneath, inferior.

a. (from Lying on the ground or at

the bottom, beneath, under.

A large earthen pot. Carey.

sfll *! flc?. Sans, (locat. case of 3^) Under, be-

neath, at the bottom, on the ground
;

subject

to, under the power of.

(h. jIjIj) A sword.

a. Shaking, quivering as a dog.

genit. case

of \3C^tlTt^, + The edge of the sword.

Mohun P. p. 152.

'$ ?̂
\ s. (»m.) 1. A bed. 2. A room on the top

of a house, an upper story; a turret. 3. A
wife.

A bunch, a bundle.

s. (rw.) Excellence, happiness. Used in

composition with the sense of an adjective but

without change of gender ; e. g. <P*4.i<]>3S3|\5l

4 P
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s. An excellent maiden, from >P^wfc s.

(/.) A maiden, +3Snl0l

.

A fountain. Also

3*r?nt1wi a . (from Wt»w3 Bubbling up

like a fountain, flowing out.

3*tff1 s. (h. %J) 1. A sort of vessel. 2. A bar,

a bolt.

A plant (Uvaria diceca). Hort. Ben. p. 94.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. \3S£-f3) Pared,

made thin; reduced to a residue. Colebr. Aly.

p. 114.

s. m. R. 3^+^) 1. A carpenter.

2. An epithet of Viswakarma. 2. The name

of one of the twelve Adityas or suns. Wilson.

Obstinacy, unyieldingness, stiffness,

positiveness.

a. (from Obstinate, headstrong, un-

yielding. Also written

3^ Root, iv. (\**W,(5) To throw, to direct,

to send. i. and x. (With the insertion of a na-

sal, 301
Tf\3, 307TTTf3) To adorn, to deco-

rate. Often with prefixed to it.

A Taddhita suffix which is subjoined to

substantives and adjectives to form adverbs with

the sense of an ablative case : e. gr.

Lovingly, willingly ; lit. Out of desire, from

love, from q. v. +3^; ^^T3^ Justly,

from justice, from 8*4 q. v. +3^. See Wil-

Mns' Gr. § 1041.

(h. <uJ') A thong, a strap of leather.

3^Y^r s. A coarse sort of silk, produced by the

Phalsena Paphia, Roxb. (Ph. Attacus, Linn.~).

Carey.

^f^T s. A horizontal bar, upon which a pedal

or other machinery works ; a pivot ; the fulcrum

of a lever. Carey.

sj*<P< s. (wz.) A thief, a robber.

#%^t s. (from <6*<2<) Theft, robbery.

s. (a. ^ijwal) Affliction, trouble, distress,

annoyance.

(a. 1. Adoration, the act of

praising God. 2. A rosary, a chaplet of beads

used to count prayers. 3. (a. <u*U ) A picture,

a likeness.

pron. Sans, (yenit. case siny. masc. of s3]JJ

His, its.

(a. ^jtj^) The ordinances of a prophet,

particularly the laws of Muhammad.

32T^s. (p. A plait, a fold ; a layer, a stratum.

^^Pm^L s -
(
a

- (jt&sir) 1. Ascertaining, investi-

gation, verification, trial
;
precision, exactness.

3. Certainty, truth.

(a. Jj^sT^) 1. Trusts, charges, cash.

2. Return, renovation. 3. Transfer, change.

vJ<<lCf
lN

l'l 1-4^ s. (p. Jjjsr) A treasurer, a

cash-keeper.

s3^t^^?t f (
p

- t£j*3 Jj^sr) The office of a

treasurer or cash-keeper.

3^1^ s. (a. Li-v^j) Accusation, charge, sus-

picion
;
aspersion, calumny.

a. (from a.^^^j) 1. Suspicious. 2. Ig-

nominious, s. An accuser.

vS^fvH^ s. (a. J-^) 1. The collection of

taxes. 2. Gain, profit, acquisition; attainment.

^fft^TClt^ s . (p. J^csr) A collector, a

tax-gatherer.

(p. ^Laac^) The office of

a collector or tax-gatherer.

31 A Taddhita suffix by means of which abstract

substantives of the feminine gender are derived

from adjectives: e. g. ^fH^l s. (/.) Skil-
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fulness, from 3fN*J a. (»»/».) Clever, skilful,

+ 31 . Wilkins' Gr. § 976. See ^ .

31*. (h.jI?) 1. A sheet of paper. 2. (from R. 3*1)

The communication of heat. 3. (from pron.

3TT ) That. -Plt3 v. a. To sit as a fowl on

its eggs.

3tt pron. (from3l+^) 1. Even that, exactly

this. 2. The clapping of the hands.

3tf£3 v. a. (from R. 3*1) To heat, to bake.

3tt"Cfn^s. (from A.jUu) 1. Number. 2. Com-

putation, enumeration, a summing up.

3te .; (from p. <_>li' or Sans. ) 1. Anger,

wrath. 2. A plait, a fold. 3. (h. ,1?) A sheet

of paper.

3tv3*T s. (from 3t^T3) The heating of any thing*

3K3H1 s. (p. Jo) 1. A sort of copper or brass

pot. 2. A plate of metal used to put fire on a

tobacco-pipe. 3. A pair of bellows.

v. a. (cans, of 3^13) To cause a

thing to be heated ; to provoke.

3t° An abbreviation for 3tf^ (a. g^) The

day of the month ; and for 3Wlk1 (a. sJ\>)

An urging forward to exertion.

3t"C s. (a. j^pjti') An appointment, a deputation.

Also 3^*1 .

3t<3 s. (corrupt, of 3^5) A cord, a thread, a

thong.

3f3 s. (corrupt, of 3^) 1. A weaver's geer or

slay; a weaver's loom. 2. The string of a mu-

sical instrument. Carey.

3fc3JFttl a. (3l3 + <ft£l) Fresh cut from the

loom. Carey.

<5f&t\\b\ s. (313+^1) A hole sunk in the

ground, in which the treddles of a weaver's loom

play. Carey.

s. Any thing woven. Sabda S. pp.

70. 84.

3T35t^Ti s. (3T3+*ft5Tl) A weaver's work-

shop.

3Tv3L s. (from 3l3) A weaver. See 33RUT

.

o

s. (corrupt, of 3*1^1) Copper.

3T^ ad. (from a. j_J?) In subjection.

sSl<^ s. (a. jIL) 1. An arched building, a cu-

pola. 2. A shelf, a stage.

3te s. (corrupt, of 3<?) The looking or aiming

at a thing.

3t<£^ s. (a. Li-JilL>) Strength, force, power.

3l<t?l<il, s. (a. ,_syu) Force, strength.

v. a. (from R. 3^) To look at, to view,

to behold, to survey, to regard. Also

3tf^"^s. (a. j^u) 1. Confirmation. 2. Super-

intendence. 3. Injunction, ascertaining. 4. The

exciting a person to exertion.

(from A. juSuJ Quickly, speedily, with

exertion.

\i l(.<KjlC<£ ad. (from 3t^) In rows, in stages

or shelves.

3t^1 s. (corrupt, of 3^) The looking at or sur-

veying a thing.

1. A bandage used to prevent the blood

from circulating, or more especially to prevent

the poison of a serpent from diffusing itself

through the body. 2. A bit of thread, an amu-

let, a charm. Carey.

1. Mortar. 2. The hole in which mortar

is made. Carey.

3W3T. s. (from 3tTft3) A mason's hod. Carey.

3WR1 s. (a. UUj ) The urging a person to exert

himself. Also

4 P 2
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(a. t^jliu) 1» A strengthening, an

assisting. 2. A vying, a contending. 3. An

advance of money.

v . a. (from R. Vi*^) To view, to survey,

to look at, to aim at. Also

A sort of grass (a species of Andropogon,

Buchanan s MSS.). Carey.

^S\^f^ s. (n. from ;3^+^f+ XT) Disregard,

contempt, neglect.

s. (p. ^ ) A crown, a diadem, a mitre, a

tiara.

s. (p. ^g^b') Freshness, juiciness, green-

ness.

a. (p. ifjb') Fresh, verdant, juicy, green.

(p. t/jli) A particular breed of horses.

n31^3 s. (m. fromR. 3^) 1. A beating, a whip-

ping ; chastisement. 2. A sort of palm (Co-

rypha Taliera) : also 3tf3. 3. A handful of

grass or corn, a small sheaf. 4. An ornament.

Needlework.

V?K5^> s. (m.) A kind of ear-ring.

\il\i*T s. (n. from R. \?3+ 3I*T) A beating or

whipping ; chastisement.

^^3^1 s. (from R. L A scolding, a re-

proof, a reprimand, a threat. 2. A battery.

St^ft s. (/. from R. 3^) A whip.

^tspflTT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 3^3.+ ^fjftT )

Deserving to be beaten, driven away or threat-

ened.

^tvPi^s. (w. +

'

c
t^" ) An ear-ornament.

3l\pT s. (from R. \=F3 ) The pain occasioned by

a tumor.

^t^P a. (from \3T\PT) Painful, sore, virulent

(as a tumor).

(from Chastisement, expul-

sion ; a reprimand, a threat. 2. A small sheaf

or bundle. 3. A balcony. 4. A bar to a door.

v. a. (fromR. To drive away, to

expel with blows or threats.

ad. (from Scufflingly, hasti-

ly, speedily.

Sfat^tft s. (31^1 + A kind of sub-

stance produced from the decayed fibres of

aquatic plants after they have completely

covered a pond for a number of years. This

substance has a peculiar scent, which attracts

fishes, and is therefore put into pots of water

which are placed on the borders of lakes or

ponds ; the fishes, attracted by the scent, come

into the pots, where they are caught. Carey.

:3tf^ s. (/.) A large species of palm (Corypha

Taliera). Also3^ (/.) and (Beng.) 3lT5F-

tTtS Hort. Ben. p. 25. See 3ts3 .

v. a. (from R. v3v£) To chastise, to

threaten, to reprove, to reprimand.

<r

s. (corrupt, of ^F) A wooden spoon or ladle.

^lO^SXPT a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. ^3^) Suffer-

ing blows, undergoing a beating, s. (m.~) A
musical instrument which is beaten, as a drum.

(mra.) 1. Dancing, especially with vio-

lent gesticulation, and particularly applied to

the frantic dance of the god Siva and his vota-

ries. 2. A sort of grass (Saccharum procerum).

Wilson.

The science of dancing. See

s?t^3 s. (?w.) 1. A father. 2. A holy personage.

a. (mfn.) Venerable, respected, cherished.

(Frequently used in the vocative case as an

address of endearment.)

a. (corrupt, of ^3^1 ) Hot, warm.

3^ a. (mfn. from 3^3 + ^1 from tiffify Pa-

ternal, s. (m.) A paternal uncle.
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(m. dual always

;

Parents, father and mother.

as a rhyme to it) Heat,

warmth.

sjlsS^^i ft (N?l^+ < vJri) A saccharine juice,

treacle. Also

3K3l a. (from3tf3K3) Hot, heated.

0. a. (caws, of ^1 f\SC\J) To heat, to

warm.

vjksiplill a. (from 3ff3U3) 1. Hot-tempered,

cross, peevish. 2. Rough-haired, shaggy (said

of certain animals).

v. n. (from R. 3^L) To be hot.

3t**frlpl«* a. (mfn. v3^ + 3l*T+t^) Of or

belonging to that time. Also^t 5^ i
cr

lT.
;
T(m/ra.).

3tVW s. (n. 3rVR+ IT) The object or scope

of an action ; an intention, a design, a meaning
;

diligence, attention.

vtfVf^T^A (m, + 3£>f) The object

aimed at, a scope.

^JK^IW } ad. Sans, (instrum. case of3TVtfP)
Designedly, on purpose.

vjftsft *. (m. 53f5lC from sJTt+^+TT) The

having the same object of pursuit ; the fixing a

thing in the mind ; habit.

^ttHTO s. (n. S^niVi+TT) Identity of nature.

vSi l^<^ s. (—^ mfn. from pron.

Such, like this, similar, analogous.

3t^*l a. (mfn. from prow. 3^F+ R. Like

this, such, similar.

(m. from R. \j*1^) A tune ; the key-note

in music.

3^1 ft (from R. vM ) The warp.

a. (mfn. from sj^) Made of thread.

^tf^ft^.^+l^) 1 . Aman well acquainted

with any science, a scholar. 2. A follower of

the doctrine taught by the Tantras.

\TH ft (m. from R. 3=1) 1. Heat. 2. Fever. 3.

Distress, sorrow, pain, mental agony. -fWS3
v. a. To communicate warmth, to sit as a

fowl on its eggs; — <P (.3 v. a. To grieve;

v. a. To burn, to scald.

\JH^ a. R. 3^+3^) 1. Heating, in-

flaming. 2. Causing pain or distress.

^t^K s. (m. R. vS^+^SpT) Lit. Who inflames;

hence, 1. The sun. 2. One of the arrows of

Kamadeva the deity of Love. (Beng.^ (v. noun

The being in affliction or distress.

^"Hftv a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^fSpffr)
Capable of being heated, inflammable.

sJt^t^T a. (mfn. from ^3^^) Performing religious

austerities, s. (m.) A devotee, an ascetic.

A tree, com-

monly ingua or jayaputa.

vlH^P ft (n. ^K^T + TT) The performing of re-

ligious austerities ; devotion. Manu i. 114.

vSHJ&W v. a. (cans, of S?tftlv3) To cause

warmth or heat ; to occasion pain or distress.

s3tf^3$"5^ s ,
(
m> ) The tamdla tree (Xanthocymus

pictorius). Also^tfH^ and vitfR^ . Wilson.

a. (mfn. pret. part. pass, of the causal

form of R. 1. Heated. 2. Afflicted, dis-

tressed.

\3Tpt£3 v. n. (from R. 3%) To suffer heat, to

grow hot or warm ; to suffer mental agony.

sjl4<pj*i a. (from s3<T) Thy, thine. Morton.

\jl<W>?s3a. (m>. ^fa^ + *fc3) Consisting of

many hundreds. Manu i. 69.

pron. (from pron.

kins' Gr. % 909). So much, so many, ad,

BO
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Sans. So long, so far. (Both as a pronoun and

as an adverb it is the correlative of TTt^^.
)

3t3"57^ s. (n.? + (In algebra)

A known number annexed to an unknown quan-

tity. Colebr. Alg. p. 258.

s. (from p. 1. A copper or brass pot.

2. A plate of iron used in the Indian smoking-

apparatus ; it is laid on the tobacco, with the

fire on it. Carey.

v. a. (from R. 1. To heat, to ig-

nite. 2. To provoke, to enrage.

3WUT<T s. (v3t^1+C^?) A tree (a variety

of Citrus acida). Hort. Ben. p. 59.

\jl<L^. s. (a. iX>_}*j) 1. Having recourse to the

deity, asking protection. 2. An amulet, a charm.

(a. £_jU') !• A dependant, a follower, a

subject. 2. Subjection.

a. (p. j^axjIj) Subject to, following.

(p. i^IjjoIj ) Controul, subjec-

tion ; the being under the controul of another

person.

^f^t^T s. (corrupt, of +W) A
beautiful species of dove (Columba cuprea).

s. (w.) 1. Water. 2. Oiled butter, ghee.

(from ?) 1 . A lotus (Nymphsea

nelumbo). 2. Copper. 3. Gold. 4. A sort

of metre in Sanskrit poetry. As. Res. x. 470.

(_/*.) A plant (Flacourtia cataphracta).

Wilson.

peculiar caste among the Hindus.

Carey.

a. (mfn. from ^T^) Pertaining to mental

darkness or the third natural quality : (see

irascible, vindictive, ignorant,

stupid, vicious, s. (m.) 1. A doer of mischief,

an incendiary, a villain. 2. A snake. 3. The

name of a Manu the third descendant of Swa-

yambhuva. Manu i. 62.

Pertaining to

(mental) darkness : see

s.
(f.

from v3^T) 1. A dark night. 2.

(Beng.^ Darkness, dullness, stupidity.

v3tHl s. (corrupt, of vjfrj) 1. Copper. 2.

Avarice, greediness.

(from tobacco*) Tobacco. Also \3^4 l<£ .

s. (p. fes-Uk) A slap, a blow.

a. (a. j*Uj) Perfect, complete, s. Com-

pletion, perfectness.

vSferWt s. (from a. Completion, com-

pleteness, perfection.

(from a. li,Uj) One who sees sights

or shows.

\5*lrii s. (a. LiUj) A sight, a show, an exhi-

bition, a spectacle.

a. (from a. U>Uj) Pertaining to a show

or an exhibition ; fond of seeing spectacles.

Also (m.).

^tpIW s. (n. from N^^T) The name of an in-

fernal region. Manu iv. 88, 163 ; xu. 75.

;3ti:^s. (h.^jJ) A tent.

sjfc^T s. (n.) 1. The betel-leaf, eaten by the

Hindus (Piper Betel). 2. The Areca plant

(Areca Faufel or Catechu).

The betel-

plant (Piper Betel). Also 3t*?*fl

.

(
w Copper, a. (jnfn.) Of a coppery

red colour.

\*tS^ s, (n. 3T*I+^) Copper.

The name of

the female elephant of the west-quarter.
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3l^J<3?t<r 5. (?«. ^t^ + ^t^") A coppersmith.

Also 3t5^3^ (»*•)•

\jltJ.^v3 s. («. ^5+^3) A copper bason.

) Tobacco. Carey.

^t^"g\5 s. (m. ^tg:+ '5v5) A cock. (Lit-

Having a copper-coloured crest).

A copper vessel.

Root, i. ( \5 \ U C\j ) 1. To spread, to extend,

to proceed in a continuous line. 2. To cherish,

to protect.

v3T«i a. (m/ra. from R. ^) 1. High (as a note or

tone). 2. Clear, splendid, good, of good taste.

s. (m.) 1. A star. 2. A high note or tone. 3.

Beauty or elegance of a pearl. 4. (Beng?)

(p. jU') Wire ; a gold thread, the string of a

musical instrument. 5. A savour, a relish, a

taste. Mohun P. p. 153. 6. A plant (Alpinia

Alhugas).

\3"R3? a. (m/rt. R. ^+ <H<p) Getting a person

over a difficulty, protecting, saving. s. (m.) 1.

A deliverer, a protector. 2. The pupil of the eye.

3. A helmsman, a pilot. 4. A star. 5. The

name of a demon.

31^13^ s. (ro. 3t^+ f3[^ from R. fe)
An epithet of Kartikeya. (Lit. The conqueror

of TAkaka). Also vJfa^Tfe .

^3~R~<F*Is. (p. A wire-drawer.

\jU<t?1 s. (/. from\jl^ ) 1. A star in the head of

Orion. 2. (Beng?) A plant (Alpinia Alhugas).

Hort. Ben. p. 2.

(p. ^I^Ij) The drawing out wire.

The army or host of

stars.

s. (n. from R.^i +3H) The getting a per-

son over a difficulty, (m.) A raft, a boat, a

float. AlsosStf^l (/.).

\3i<\j*U s. (n. from OT+^ + TT) A gradually

increasing series ; thestate or condition of more

or less, difference.

\Sl< cr
'P s. (n. from sS^T + XT) Unsteadiness,

fluctuation, fluidity, waverins;ness.

3t<f1 s.
(J.

from R. ^ ?) 1 . A star • a planet, an

asterism. 2. The pupil of the eye. 3. (Be?ig.)

An octave, or the alto in a musical scale or

gamut. 4. The treble part in music.

3tTPfcH s. (n. ^TTl+^kH) The falling of

a meteor called a falling-star.

^TTtTfe s. (m. SM+ ^tfe) The moon. (Lit.

The lord of stars.)

\JRT5lf°l s. (m. 3lTi + *rPi) A flowery shrub

(Serissa foetida). Carey.

3"R*ftK3*T s. (m. vJRl+*K3pT) 1. The pupd

of the eye. 2. The stellar orb; the starry region,

the firmament.

^W^^^fa" s. (^tTi+^fa) The place in the

gamut for the treble notes or those of the higher

octave.

(a. ^jty The determining or stating

the date of any event • the day of the month.

3T(Vfl s. (from R. ^) 1. A female del lverer.

2 An epithet of the goddess Durga.

A plant (Lettsomia nervosa ?). Carey.

(a. t_ni ^") 1. Explanation, descrip-

tion. 2. Applause, praise.

a. (from P»^b') Made of wire, made of gold

thread.

^WT> a. («. Youthfulness, youth.

\3lf^3? a . (mfn. 33? +^^) 1. Pertaining to

logic or the science of reasoning. 2. Studying

the civil law. s. 1. A logician, a philosopher.

2. A lawyer.
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3t5^) s. (m.) 1. A horse. 2. An epithet of Ga-

ruda, the sacred bird of Vishnu. 3. An epi-

thet of Aruna or the dawn personified. 4. A
snake. 5. (ra.) A sort of collyrium.

3l4$ft*M Sm
(
w

.
^l^+t^^) A substance

prepared from the calx of brass, or from the

Amomum anthorrhiza, and used as a medical

application to the eyes. Wilson.

s. (»z.) 1. Time or measure (in music);

beating time. 2. A short span, one measured

by the thumb and middle finger. 3. A clap-

ping of the hands together, or against the oppo-

site arm. 4. The palm with the fingers ex-

tended. 5. A musical instrument of bell-metal

or brass (a sort of cymbal) played with a stick.

6. The hilt of a sword or sacrificial knife. 7.

The palmyra-tree or fan-palm (Borassus flabel-

liformis). Hort. Ben. p. 73. 8. (n.) Yellow

orpiment. Wilson.

3t^3?s.
(w .

;3t;5
T + ^5

) 1- Yellow orpiment. 2.

A bolt, a lock, a latch.

3t%tift s. (^+ ^tift from <$\1) A
plant (Burmannia disticha). Carey.

^^IF^I s . A shrub (Volkameria farinosa).

Carey.

^Hftl^ s. (SH + ^rtB?) The fan-palm or

palmyra tree (Borassus flabelliformis). Carey.

3T*Tl><j3 sr. (3t*T +T>$) The common swallow

of Bengal. Carey.

^31^0 Ol s . A swallow. Mohun P. p. 52.

\J"Hrij"n> s. (from^t^T^) 1. A swallow. 2.

The pith of the fan-palm. Carey.

vSt^nsFH a. (from Wound in balls. Carey.

^^1<¥ s. (^^4-^) A sort of grass (Scirpus

diphyllus). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

1. An oblong piece

of the leaf of the fan-palm (Borassus flabelli-

formis) used to write on. 2. A hollow cylinder

of gold with or without a ring attached to it,

thrust through the lobe of the ear and worn as

an ornament.

\3lFPiTl, s. (/. from 3t^+ *VT) A plant, com-

monly called murk.

3t*^tt3 s. See .

vjH^S" s. (m. 3*H+^J) A fan of a palm-leaf.

Also

3>f^3} a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr.

§ 899). Palatal.

3Vl<J«4 s. (m. ^WW+^tf) (In grammar)

A palatal letter.

(from A plant

(Barleria longifolia). Mohun P. p. 36.

(from A tree

(Mimosa dulcis). Carey.

A striking with

the flat palm on the opposite arm.

VSH^OI s. (/. v3t5T + It5'fl from SpT) A small

plant (Curculigo orchioides). Hort. Ben. p. 24.

Also ^t^Slf^l (/.) or (Beng.) 3t^\5l

and

s. A plant (Ceratostema variegata).

Hort. Ben. p. 33.

3HfTfa s . (^+*rfo from *Jt?P) The

kernel of the fruit of the fan-palm.

^t^ "^ a. (mfn. 31^+^°"^) Having

musical cadence and time, timed.

s. (from R. 3^?) 1. A lock, a padlock.

2. The story of a building. Mohun P. p. 78.

3. The sensation of being stunned.

or v. n. To be stunned, to be mute.

(a. jiU?) 1- Divorce, repudiation. 2.

An oath.
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3tM |<ytHl «. (p. <ul; j&k) A bill of divorce-
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rnent.

3lfft$ s. (m. vdH^Al^) An epithet of Bala-

RAMA.

vjM 13 s. (mn. ^jt^+ vll^ ) A rest (in music).

s. (/.) A kind of palm (Corypha Taliera,

Box.). Hort. Ben. p. 25. (-Be^.) 1. The

clapping of the hands. 2. A patch on a cloth

or garment.

(a. (JJju) 1» Suspension. 2. A ma-

nifest. 3. A catalogue, an inventory. 4. A
kind of Persian writing.

(a. <tA-l*j') An inventory, a catalogue;

a manifest.

(a. j*Jjti") Instruction, teaching.

A large climbing shrub (Com-

bretum costatum). Hort. Ben. p. 28.

(/.) 1. A sort of mountain-palm (Co-

rypha Taliera, Box.}. 2. A plant (Flacourtia

cataphracta). 3. A sort of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Bes. x. 468. 4. (Beng.~) A
clapping of the hands. 5. A stunning. 6. A

patch on a garment, v. a. To patch
;

to clap the hands ; v. a. To patch,

to piece ; to stun.

3t*ft*1 s . (m. s3Tf^T+ ) A tree commonly

so called.

A shrub or

tree, the young shoots of which are used in

medicine. 2. A small fruit-tree (Flacourtia ca-

taphracta).

^TT^ s. (w.) The palate ; the roof of the mouth.

3l*v5Ti s. (from 3"^) The palate. Mohun P.

p. 14.

1<^<P^.
(
A< jjjti) 1. Property, possession. 2.

A manor, an estate.

Stefff*!^ s. (p. Lb jL0') A landholder, the

owner of an estate.

®ifwM4 (
p

- lJj^ (J^) The ownership of

an estate.

SfeSTO s. (n. 3"^ +^) The back part of

the palate.

^JI^ITl s. (from ^3l^T) 1. The palm of the hand.

2. The sole of the foot. 3. (from s?t^) The

palate. 4. The crown of the head.

\jl(. cr1<4
v

s. (p. jj ^ilb) Fortunate, auspicious,

wealthy.

(h. ^Jj) A card for playing with. 2.

Gold thread. 3. (^li?) A cup, a bowl, the

vessel in which water is cooled.

s. (a. Ut) A drum, made with a skin

stretched over a metal vessel.

v. a. (caus. of3tf^TO) To cause to

brush or wipe.

v. a. To brush, to wipe off the dust.

pron. It, that.

vJr^S^.*. (a. j^jO") 1- An agreement. 2. Rent.

^t^^lrrl s. (p. <uU. j^i-) An hospital. Mo-

hun P. p. 151.

A Kridanta suffix by means of which a great

number of feminine substantives, expressive of

the result of an action, or of the action itself

generally, are derived from verbal roots ; e. g.

Stfe s. (/.) Motion, gait, from R. ^^To go ;

'Ife s. (/.) Power, from R. To be able.

Wilkins' Gr. § 830. Verbs which form their

pret. part. p. by adding the termination *T in-

stead of \5 , likewise substitute pTforfe: e. K .

JfTpT s. (/.) Fatigue, from R.tjj To be fa-

tigued. See 1%

.

f^Jtts? s. (corrupt, of ^Kj^il) Third, indifferent

;

e. g. A third person, an indifferent person.

4 Q
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(corrupt, of f^l^ ^ f\4 ) Seventy-

three.

ilS^Wfc; s. (a. dSxj) An enumeration, a

counting.

A plant (Celastrus monospermus).

J3ort. p. 18.

h A furnace. 2. A plant (Sinapis

patens ?). Carey.

He. A respectful form of mentioning a

third person.

f\3^RooT, i.
(
W<PW) To so or move. v.

) 1. To go. 2. To assail, to at-

tack; to seek to injure or kill. See R. f^l^.

fo<frt>k1 s. (f^ for fi^S*, + Fftd for

A small plant (Prenanthes aspleni-

folia). Carey.

W&T$ s. (from 3^) A tree or shrub (Vitex

Marawa, Buchanan's MSS.*). Carey.

plant (Curcuma angustifolia). Carey.

Also .

a. (mfn.^ 1. Bitter. 2. Fragrant, s. (?w.)

Bitterness, a bitter taste. — (/.) or —^ («.)

Bitterness.

f33^ s . (m. fS$i + <£) A kind of gourd (Tri-

chosanthes diceca, Rox.'). Wilson.

tree (Andersonia

Rohituki, Rox?). Carey.

f5&*\X^ s. (m. 1^ +*^) L A tree (Cap-

paris trifoliata). 2. Bitter herbs or greens.

BooTj v - (fetSSSJ) 1- To g° or move.

2. To assail, to attempt to injure. See R.

f3£j a. (corrupt, of ) Sharp, pungent, hot,

acrid, s. Sharpness, pungency, heat.

a. (mfn. from R. f^J Hot, warm, pun-
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gent, acrid, sharp, s. (n.) Heat, pungency;

the heat of spices.

fiES^j s. (m. ft^+ ^I l) The sun. (Lit.

Having warm beams.)

f^fl. s. L A tree (Scytalia rimosa). Hort.

Ben. p. 29. 2. A shrub (Stilago tomentosa).

Root, i. To bear, to endure.

I. (C3vSC3) and x. (COTTTfe) To whet, to

sharpen. See R. C3\5T_.

f\i\5ll<^-> s. (a. cLij\sr) Merchandize, trade.

a. (from a. c^jlsr) Mercantile.

a. (corrupt, of Bitter.

t^Stf^ s . The bitter yam.

(mw.) A sieve, a cribble.

) A cucurbitaceous

plant (LufFa amara, perhaps only a var. of L.

pentandra). Carey. Also

herb (Corchorus

capsularis ; var. viridis). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

A small fish (Cypri-

nus bimaculatus, Buchanan's MSS.y Carey.

s. (corrupt, of ) A partridge (Per-

dix Francolinus and P. sylvaticus).

A species of gourd

(a bitter variety of Cucurbita Citrullus). Hort.

Ben. p. 70.

a. (corrupt, of 1. Bitter. 2. Moist,

wet, damp.

v. a. (caus. of tSR*K3) To wet, to

moisten.

foStftfl*. (corrupt, off&Sftf<T *K) Forty-

three.

f3f353?1 s. (J. from R. f^^P) Endurance, for-

bearance, patience, resignation ; the conscious-

ness of disgrace. Tdrdchand Ch.
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a. (mfn. from the desiderative

form of R. f^5, +3) Patient, resigned, for-

bearing. Also fofsSfttN! a. (mfn.)

v. a. To wet, to moisten, to make wet

or damp.

a. (corrupt, of Bitter. Mohun P.

p. 24.

A plant (Casearia Vareca). Hort.

Ben. p. 33.

(to.) The Francoline partridge (Per-

dix Francolinus).

Fifty-three.

A Taddhita suffix by means of which or-

dinal adjectives are derived from certain words

:

e. g. from TTfe 13^ comes, TTt<lf\j^[ a. (mfn.)

As many. Manu i. 20.

(to/.) A lunar day, the thirtieth part of

an entire lunation. As. Res. m. 258.

fef^IT * (to. foPl+3$TT) The difference

between the solar and lunar days in a yuga.

(from (q ) Three.

f\3^i s. A morsel, a bit.

A plant (a species of Hibiscus, Bu-

chanan's MSS.\ Carey.

f^^H" s. Three times repeated.

A tree (Dalbergia Ougeinensis). Sabda

S. pp. 8. 166. See fSf¥s
1 .

pron. He, she.

s. (to.) A tree (Dalbergia Ougeinensis).

(to.) A tamarind tree (Tamarindus in-

dices). Also t^T^fl or "fefe^l
, (/.) and

(Bang.)

(mfn.) The tamarind tree, (n.)

Acid seasoning.

f\3^|> s. (to.) A tree (Diospyros glutinosa). Also

(to.) and f^Wl (/.).

(/. from fSNg 1. A tree (Diospyros

glutinosa). 2. Its resin, which is used to caulk

vessels.

f^RooT, i. (C3?lt35 To distil, to sprinkle, to

drop.

A plant (a species of Gossypium, Bu-

chanan's MSS.). Carey.

Root, iv. (f^nrfe) To be or become wet,

damp, &c.

f^t^ s. (to.) A fabulous fish of an enormous size.

Also fsSf^rf^rT (to.)

a. (mfn. R. Moist, wetted.

s. (n.) 1. Darkness. 2. Total blindness,

gutta serena.

A class of Hindus who live principally

by fishing.

s. (corrupt, of Seventy-

three.

jjjO" ) A number, a calculation.

foUUi s. A climbing shrub (Celastrus mono-

spermus). Carey.

'M4*bl Seef^fe.

f^<"*1 ad. Sans. Crookedly, indirectly, awk-

wardly, unfairly. See

from R.

<3?) An outer tent, a hanat; a wall or skreen

of cloth surrounding the principal tent. Also

fsS<^tfTft . Wilson.

fcl4M>'W s. (to. t^^T+^T^
)

Disrespect,

abuse, reproach, insult.

a. (mfn. Censured, re-

proved, reviled, reproached.

4 Q 2
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s. (/. Rs<^+ftpTTl) Reproach,

contempt, disrespect.

s. (corrupt, of Ninety-three.

(corrupt, of
)

Ninety-

three.

(corrupt, of Eighty-three.

(ra.) A tree (Symplocos racemosa).

"feTtett^T s. (n. f^^+^FT) Concealment,

disappearance ; a cover, a veil.

a. Vmjfn. Removed

out of sight, concealed, hidden.

13©^ a. (~\ mfn. Wilkins' Gr. § 817).

Going crookedly, moving tortuously, ad. Sans.

Crookedly, awry.

f^THTfr,. (a.'fetf^+TS'fr
)
Oblique mul-

tiplication. Colebr. Alg. p. 171.

A brute

animal.

"fi?^ Root, i. (C\3*l($J>) To go. vi. (fiiFTRS)

and x. To be unctuous or greasy.

"fe^ s. (m.) 1. A plant bearing an oily seed

(Sesamum Orientale). Hort. Ben. p. 47. 2. A
mole, a spot, a small quantity, as much as a

sesamum-seed. 3. (Beng.) (In accounts) The

eighteenth part of a cowry. 4. A moment.

f^K? s. \mn. f^T + ^) 1. A sectarian mark

on the forehead, made with coloured earth or

sandal-wood. (Often used in comp. metapho-

rically to express greatness or distinction, e. g.

(re.) The tilaka or chief

ornament of the Three Worlds, i. e. a distin-

guished and great personage.) 2. A freckle, a

mole. 3. (w.) The bladder. 4. Black sochal

salt. 5. A disease ; the appearance of black

spots on the skin, unattended with inflamma-

tion, a. (mfn.) 1. Spotted, freckled. 2. Emi-

nent, chief.

ftp

) A moment,
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an in-

stant.

black spot. 2. A man marked with moles.

) Sesamum-oil.

Red sanders

(Pterocarpus sandolinus). Also

andfe*^.

s. (in. from if^^l) Barren sesamum :

i. e. bearing no blossom, or its seed yielding no

oil. Also ipSPfcl

.

fiSplffi a. (mfn. f^T + STCT) Made of, or

abounding with sesamum.

f^3^\ s. A fish (Cyprinus Tila). Carey, a.

(from
)

Spotted, freckled.

$$iH s. (n. f^ + ^jf ) Half a grain of

mustard seed.

A species

of bird (Sturnus vulgaris, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey. Also

faf*T s. (from An oilman.

(m.) A large snake (the Boa con-

strictor?). Wilson.

tree or shrub (a species of Ron-

deletia or Macrocnemum, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

species of

dove common in Bengal (Columba bipunctata,

Buchanan's MSSJ). Carey.

fef^ITt^tt1! s. (ftf^Tll+^t^) A fish

(Mursenophis punctata, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

sort of

bird (Loxia Tilia, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.
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RjpiuHvil s. (f^nri+^l) a fish (Pi-

melodes rubicundus). Carey.

A sort of

bottle-gourd (Cucurbita lagenaria, var. punc-

tata). Carey.

a. Making much ado about trifles.

fSW^ (i. f^T+tf^rT) A dish of milk,

rice, and sesamum.

fsjc^T s. (m.) A plant (Symplocos racemosa).

(n. from A field of sesamum.

Root, i. (t>3^R?) To go, to move.

interj. Sans, (imperat. of R. ^1 )
Stay

!

stop

!

f^&l s. (from f^f^Cs?) Stability, permanence.

a. (from R. Standing, abiding,

dwelling.

miss v. a. (from R. ^1) To stay, to con-

tinue, to remain.

fOT s. (m.) The eighth nakshatra or lunar

mansion, an asterism figured by an arrow and

containing three stars, one of which is 5 Cancri.

a. (mfn.) Auspicious, fortunate.

fittttfr»tJ s. (/. ife^ +W*\) A plant (Myro-

balanus Emblica). Also fen.

{v5*t\3i a. (fromfjT+^3") Threefold, doubled

into three folds. Also

^% See f!T.

s3l<P^ Root, i. (vil<PW) To go, to move.

a. (mfn.) L Hot, warm. 2. Sharp. 3.

Pungent. 4. Zealous, active, s. (n.) 1. Heat,

warmth. 2. Pungency. 3. Hurry, haste, pas-

sion. 4. Poison. 5. Iron. 6. Battle, war. -31

(/.) or —^ (ra.) Pungency, heat, sharpness.

Active, zealous, brisk.

;^Ept^F « (»*• ^ftff + *t^) A plant (Morunga

hyperanthera).

3tfRfl s. (f. ^t^ +^ft) Acuteness of in-

tellect, sagacity, a. (mfn.) Witty, keen, sa-

gacious. —31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Wit, sagacity.

sftl^H «• (mfn. v^tff+3$ )
Sharp pointed.

Root, i. jj\s2<|si) To be large, fat, or

corpulent.

m.) A hunter, one who lives by killing

and selling game : the appellation of a class of

Hindus.

\3t$[ a. (mfn.') 1. Much, excessive. 2. Pungent,

poignant, hot. 3. Terrible, urgent, energetic.

(/•) or —^ (w Sharpness, pungency,

keenness.

3tFffa s. (f. Stl+stfa) Quick motion, ve-

locity, a. (mfn.) Speedy, quick, swift.

V^NisHT, a. (-P\\mfn.^ +^ +t\)
Of sharp wit, of quick understanding, keen,

acute.

vSf&OTlTi s. (/. ^tf+C^l^l) Great pain,

agony ; the pain of damnation.

Root, iv. (^Hjf^) To be moist or wet.

See R. f3^.

a. (corrupt, of ^I^T) Shrill, sharp, loud.

s. A sharp note in music, a shrill tone.

sil^RooT, x. To finish, to accom-

plish, to get through.

n. from R. 1. A shore, a bank ; a

margin, an edge. 2. An error. 3. (m.) Tin.

^t^tsS a. (for sSftlFffe) Fleet, rapid. 2.

(\3

<

t^"+ st3) Placed on shore.

vil<**tlv^s. (p.jtaJl^) An archer.

(p. jj) Archery.

Tirhut, a province
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in the east of central Hindustan, lying in the

north of JBahar. Wilson.

a. (mfn.3^+^) Situated on a shore.

a. (from R. ^t^,) Finished, completed,

ended.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. S[+ *f) 1. Crossed,

passed over. 2. Spread, expanded. Wilkins'

Gr. § 698.

v^t^J, s . (mn. from R. S[) 1. A place of pilgrimage,

s to
' v !i

': oatihi *>

any holy place, especially a sacred bathing-place.

2. Sacred science. 3. Any piece of water. 4.

A counsellor or adviser of a king.

The visiting a

sacred place.

#foiTfU (-f$\mfn.3$+ TltTl +^T)

Going to a place of pilgrimage. Also

3" Root, ii. f 1. To go, to

move. 2. To thrive or increase ; to become

full. 3. To injure, to hurt, to kill.

An Unddi suffix by means of which a number

of words are derived from verbal roots ; e. g.

^3ft<F3 s. (m.) A maintenance or livelihood,

from R. To live. Wilkin's Gr. % 849.

3" indecl. Sans. But, too, and, also.

\3 pron. (corrupt, of 3"°) Thou.

pron. (corrupt, of Thou : (expressing

either great familiarity, or contempt).

o
s. (corrupt, of ) A timber-tree (Cedrela

Toona). Carey.

s. (corrupt, of The husk or chaff of

rice, corn, &c.

s. 1. An incantation to procure the injury of

another person. 2. A morsel, a bit, a little.

Also

s. 1. An arrow without a barb used for ex-

ercise. 2. (In poetry) A line, or the fourth part

of a stanza. Carey.

^Uv5 a. Strong, active, brisk. Also ^H^f

.

a. (mfn.) 1. High, elevated. 2. Chief, prin-

cipal. 3. Hot, passionate, s. (m.) 1. The top

or highest point of any thing. 2. A tree (Rott-

leria tinctoria). —^1 (/.) or —^ (n.) Alti-

tude, height.

s. (/.) A kind of basil (Ocymum gratissi-

mum).

^55? a. (mfn.) Small, little, trifling, insignificant,

worthless, contemptible, mean, or

v. a. To disregard, to undervalue, to

contemn. -31 (/.) or (n.) Smallness,

worthlessness.

^55^55^ s. (TS^+StSS^P) Contempt,

derision. Also ^E^it^ (n.) and ^0^C< tH

(m.).

^"55^3 a. (mfn. ^55$, from + ^\J)
Contemned, despised.

3T55?ad. (from ^55?) Contemptuously, slightly,

in derision.

^3 Root, i. (CvStjfe) To kill or hurt. (With

the insertion of a nasal, ^^f^) To guard, to

protect. Also, i. and x. (^jf^, Uj^f^J)
1. To dwell, to abide. 2. To be strong or

vigorous. 3. To give. 4. To hurt or kill. 5.

To shine.

"3^3T4^. (from a. A merchant, a tradesman.

^F^ft s. (from a. Trade, mercantile busi-

ness.

^3^Root, vi. ("f^f^) 1. To dispute, to quar-

rel, to wrangle. 2. To hurt, to injure.

s. A fish (Silurus acutus). Carey.

^3 Root, i. (C3"K3f\? , or with the insertion of
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a nasal ^jf^) and vi. (^fe) To tear, to

break, to cut into pieces, to hurt, to kill.

^0<p[ s. A leap, a skip.

Tf3U3 v. a. (from R. 1. To break, to cut.

2. To charge with a crime, to criminate.

*P2>1 s. Snapping with the fingers ; a leap, a skip.

v. a. To snap the fingers.

ITvJt^t^s. (^_ + STii^) A jump, a leap.

^3^ Root, vi. (^ fa) To curve, to bend, to
Is "S,

'
» ' " V <k

make crooked

^t^l s. (?».) A timber-tree (Cedrela Toona). See

^3n3 s. (m.) The mouth, a beak ; the. face.

^3(^1 s. (/.) 1. A cucurbitaceous plant (Mo-

mordica monadelpha). 2. The cotton plant.

Also &R*CfMl and ^fe^fl .

^fe^ a. (mfn. The navel, +^ from R.

^1 ) Having a prominent navel
;

corpulent.

Also .

5. (a. (ji .^
v) The silk-mulberry tree (Morus

Indica). Hort. Ben. p. 67.

^JPW s . (^vJ+C^H^l) The silk-worm.

w. a. (from R. To praise, to applaud,

to flatter, to inveigle.

(corrupt, of Blue vitriol, tutty,

or sulphate of copper.

"3^1 s. (p. ^y*) 1 • A parrot. 2. Two or three

other species of birds (Loxia rosea and L. alba).

Carey.

\SsS< I
("4

s. A bird (a species of Tringa ?). Carey.

^S^Root, x . (OTlTrfc) To screen, to veil,

to cover.

s. (n.) f. A collyrium extracted from the

Amomum xanthorrhiza. 2. Blue vitriol or sul-

phate of copper. Also

5. (/.) 1. Indigo. 2. Small cardamoms.

s. (n. ^1 +3K^T) Blue vitriol, con-

sidered as a medicinal application to the eyes.

^CUl 5. (corrupt, of ) Blue vitriol, tutty.

Mohun P. p. 36.

3^ Root, vi. (^K'fa) To throw, to thrust, to

vex, to give pain. With ^3X1 prefixed, To push,

to thrust.

;3j4 a. (mfn. from R. ^?k) Vexing, tormenting :

used in comp. e. g. ^^t^l a. (mfn.) Giving

pain to the marrow, from ^31^° accus. case of

Wilkins' Gr. % 791.

^Tttft (m. R. T^+^fR") (In grammar)

The designation of the sixth class of roots, viz.

those of which R. ^T-f is the first.

s. (corrupt, of ^T) A timber-tree (Cedrela

Toona). Hort. Ben. p. 18.

A plant (Amaranthus fasciatus).

Hort. Ben. p. 67.

s. (n.) 1. The belly. Also ^fat (n.). 2.

(Beny.~) The abdomen ; the navel.

lazy man,

a sloth, a sluggard. Also

a. (-pK*^ m>. ^t+t^) Having a

large or prominent belly. Also ^pK<P, ^pH^
or .

3$ «• (»• R- 1^+^ Wilkins
7

Gr. p. 419)

Vexed, goaded, s. (m.) A timber-tree (Ce-

drela Toona).

^3"tTI s . (m.^+ 3tlT from R. C3"?) A tai-

lor. Also nS*J4< lil s. (m.).

^Root, 1. vi. andx. ( C3TtR?
, ^ffe,

or with the insertion of a nasal.

To injure, to hurt, to

kill. Also written
, &c.
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3^P^s; (a. jjUjlf) A storm, a hurricane.

(from a. ^\jjb) Tempestuous, conten-

tious, boisterous. AlsoTO l'Riii andWWt.
v. a. (from >i4<-) To shrivel, to

wrinkle, to contract, v. a.

To become flaccid. To shrivel.

A kind of fire-work, a rocket.

^J<Ta. (wt/».) 1. Astringent of taste. 2. Beard-

less, s. An astringent taste.

s. (/. from f^ftj A fragrant earth.

^Sabda S. p. 50.

v3.<<t s. (/.) 1. A fragrant earth. 2. A kind of

lentil (Cytisus Cajan). 3. (Beng.) Another

plant (Cassia Tora).

Vpt Root, i. (tvsfcoRj ) iv. (^J"R?) ix.

(sI^VkJ') To kill, to hurt, to injure.

A Kridanta suffix, the termination of the

Sanskrit infinitive, as in^j^from R. ^ To do.

"3^1^ s. A tree (Garuga pinnata). Carer/.

A kind of fire-work, a rocket. Carer/.

OT5^ s. See .

vJStt^i. (a. jlcjio) 1. A heap. 2. A roll, a list,

an account-book, a volume, a. (h. Your,

yours.

^f^T pron. (corrupt, of ) Thou.

^U^i s. (mn.^ Uproar, tumult, conflict. Fre-

quently written . Also and vj^<

(wm.) a. Great, excessive.

35J^J^ s. (n. + A sharp conflict.

ITO^^t^ s .
(
A

. ^Jh^b) Magnificence, pomp,

splendor.

sJ^dviM a. (from ^^3t^) Magnificent,

pompous, sumptuous.

s. (w.) 1. A long gourd (Cucurbita lagena-

l^t 1344

ria). Also >|Sf1 (/.) and (mn.) 2.

(Beng.^ A pot made of the hollow shell of the

bottle-gourd. Tarachand Ch.

^$<JI s - A sort of drum -

s. (/.) 1. A long gourd (Cucurbita lagena-

ria): also ^P<T (/.) 2. (Beng.) A buoy, the

hollow shell of a gourd.

3^3^ s . (m.) Coriander. Also ^«<t (/.)

^Rj Root, hi. (^if^) To go quick, to make

haste. (Only used in the vedas.^)

"3^1 s . (m. for ^3"^, + *\
). (Lit. Who moves

quickly; hence) 1. Ahorse. 2. The mind. Also

<P$f s . See .

See 3^1.

^<^l<'Pf*r s. (m. \S^^ + <K.*1 ) A celestial qui-

rister. (Lit. Having the face of a horse.) Also

^r^TFFT, &c.

3^tl<lb s. (mfn. +^ l<l b ) Mounted on

horseback, s. (/w.) A horseman. Also ^4^-
*rfrft (-"ft5! ™>.>

s. (/. ^^4-%) A mare.

x^'^jf<

g(t*gs s _ j
t<^« ) Manna : guard, said

to be produced from Hedysarum Alhagi. Carey.

s. A musical mode.

A drill used to make holes ; a fiddle-

drill, a gimlet.

^il^KJ v. a. (from ^t^l) To bore a hole.

vJUIfi s. A fiddle-drill, a gimlet. See ^Pf !

.

^TtlT ! a. (mfn. from^ for + ) At-

tached to any object or pursuit.

3^Wt*. (-^K m. from + *&L)
An epithet of Indra.

s. A shuttle.
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i^^tj a. (mfn. from T^J^) The fourth. Also

(ra/ra.).

l^R^s. (t. cSJ) 1- A Turk. 2. Turkey.

Nj<^<Pf1<l l^s. (p. j!^, CSj) A horseman, a ca-

valier.

^3<p^4t^\ s. (p. t^l^j CJji) Horsemanship,

sf^^ft a. (t. ^Sy) A particular breed of horses.

^^F1! s. A pair of stocks.

^J^t^ 5 . (?«.) 1. Incense. 2. A country, per-

haps Turan or Turkestan; plur. (
— ®<Ft°) Its

inhabitants.

Root, i. (^^f^) To hurt, to injure, to kill.

3^ Root, i. (^Mft, C^t^ifs?) and x. (C3t-

To weigh, to measure.

\J=*Tt3 s. Stained paper, paper dressed with sul-

phate of arsenic. Also ^ffT^ and 3^TKJ

.

sj^ill s. (f. R. ^J*F+^flj Equality, simila-

rity, a comparison.

(f.) 1. A plant held sacred by the

Hindus, and commonly so called (Ocymum

sanctum). Hort. Ben. p. 44. 2. (Beng.) A
sort of duck (Anas Creeca). Carey.

dr^rt s. (f. from R. ^XWilkins Gr. §831)

1. The weighing of a thing. 2. A balance ; a

steelyard. 3. A measure or weight of gold and

silver, equal to 100 palas, or about 145 ounces

troy. 4. The sign Libra. 5. A resemblance.

6. The gift of a quantity of metal equal in

weight to one's own body. Tarachand Ch.

ffifeirfe s.
'{f.

^prl + C^Tf^?) An orna-

ment for the feet or toes.

^TtCt^T^t s. A plant (Physalis minima).

Carey.

^tfft^ a. (mfn. ^pfl + <4~R) (Lit. Holding

a pair of scales
;
hence) Trading, trafficking.

s. (m.) 1. A tradesman. 2. The sign Libra.

3^Wt^1 s. (/. ^1+^W) I- The

trying the weight of any thing in a balance. 2.

An ordeal authorized by Hindu law performed

by weighing the person who passes through it

in a balance. See Yajnyawalkya, Book fit.

dist. 100—104.

(f.) A painter's brush, a hair-pencil.

Also ^1 (/.).

Tf^3 a . (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^\+'$v3)
Raised up, lifted up, balanced.

v. a. (from R. 3^) To weigh, to raise.

v. a. To throw down, to strike.

^*3^P%. s - The elastic motion of a soft and puffy

substance.

^JSjI^Trl a. (from ^5$?flj Elastic, soft,

puffy, pliable.

^"fP a. (mfn. from^T-f-^T Wilkins' Gr. § 899)

Similar, like, resembling. Frequently used in

comp. e. ef. St^fP a. (mfn.) Similar to

the immortal gods, from --SP^s? a. (mfn.) Im-

mortal, + . — \3l (/.) or —^ (
n .) Simi-

larity, analogy.

vS^P^ a . (mfn. ^^+^5) Esteeming different

objects alike. Also ^Vil^ft (-Pr*lmfn.).

^VvS^i s. (3pP + 3^5) A set of chimes.

^MHW s. (n. ^T+^T) A drinking toge-

ther.

^j^l<W i s. (/. ^P+^Tl) (In mathe-

matics) A combination of like or analagous

sets of magnitudes. Colebr. Alg. p. 173.

vscry^j a (mj-n ^c?p + ^c?p
j Of equal value.

The reducing

an equation by removing the like magnitudes

on both sides. Colebr. Alg. p. 245.

^f.n^n.) a. (mfn. 3^) + 3F3~P ) Similar and

dissimilar, like and unlike.

4 R
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«jjpvl^f)f*i s. (n. ^"P+^FTOt^T) A similar

case, a parallel case.

"3*1^ s. (p. ±J&S\ A mattrass, a bed.

3/^ Root, iv. (Wf3) To be satisfied or con-

tent, to be pleased or delighted. Often with

the prepositions or *f° prefixed to it.

3^1 s. (to.) The husk of rice, the chaff of corn, &c.

3$ff5P s - (
m

- ^rt-^ff^-) 1. A conflagration

of chaff or husk. 2. A capital punishment,

viz. twisting dry straw round the limbs of a

criminal, and setting it on fire. Wilson.

(m.) 1. Frost ; cold. 2. Thin rain, mist.

v. a. (from R. To satisfy, to ap-

pease, to gratify, to content.

3J^> a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3) Pleased,

gratified, appeased. —^1 (/.) or — *| (ra.)

Gratification.

3^0 s . (f. R. 3^1 + f\3) Pleasure, contentment,

gratification, happiness, delight.

a. (mfn. + <R") Affording plea-

sure or contentment, gratifying, satisfactory.

Also

Tf%m\«. mfn. ^J%+^) Pleased,

gratified, happy.

v3^1<P a. (mfn. from 3/^°) Silent, taciturn.

See 3"^.
K

3^ Root, i. (C^t^Tfe) To sound.

3^T s . (m.) The husk or chaffof rice, &c. See 3^T

.

3^J s . (m.) Dust. See 3^ .

^ Root, i. ( C^t^f^ ) To hurt, to give pain,

to kill.

3ft/Ts. (n. from R. 3^) 1. Frost. 2. Moon-

light, moon-shine.

3" pron. (corrupt, of 3"°) Thou, (always employed

in contempt or familiarity).

3^1 Root, x. (^W^) To fill, to fill up.

(3*1 U(.\?) To shrink, to close (as the eye-lids).

3^1 s . (m.) A quiver. Also 3~t1 (J\

s. (».) A sort of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 471.

3jf| s. (/.) 1. A quiver. 2. Indigo.

3*y^ s. (m.) A quiver.

3^5. (a. CJ>y) The mulberry-tree (Morus In-

dica, and other species). Carey. See 3"^ .

s. (f3+(?i"1^1) A silk-worm.

5¥M s. (corrupt, of ) Blue vitriol or sul-

phate of copper.

3"<4 s. (m.) 1. A bull without horns though of

an age to have them. 2. A beardless man.

s. (/.) A fragrant earth. Also

and3^^t^1 (/.)

3^" Root, iv. (3TPT3) 1. To make haste, to

go quick. See R. 3"^\ 2. To kill, to hurt,

to injure.

3^|. s. (h. ^Jbj) A trumpet.

3^°] a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^
<^+*T) Quick,

swift, expeditious. — "t° ad. Sans. Quickly,

swiftly.

3rf°J s. (/. from R. 3^+ ft") Haste, swiftness,

quickness.

3TP a. (mfn. for ^3T0 from T>3^J The fourth.

s. (ra.) Any musical instrument.

3=^ Root, i. (3"^"^) 1. To dismiss, to send

forth, to turn out. 2. (According to some as a

root of the xth class, 3=Tirf^) To measure, to

weigh.

s . (n. from R. 3^?) 1. The mulberry-tree

(Morus Indica). 2. iEther, the heaven, or

atmosphere. 3. (mn.) Cotton: also 3^1 <?
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(«.) and (m.) 4. (Beng.) A pair of

balances,

ipfift See

5. Cotton cleared of the seeds. See .

(/.) A painter's brush.

(/.) 1. A pencil, a painter's brush, or

a stick with a fibrous extremity used as one.

2. A mattress or quilt, a bed, a down or cotton

bed. 3. An ingot-mould. 4. A rod dipped into

crucibles to try whether their contents are in

fusion. Wilson.

Root, i. (^fo) To satisfy. See R.

f#*ffi[ a. (mfn. from f^K+^t^)
turn, silent.

^"^t<f a. (mfn. from f^fj^f ) Taciturn, silent.

ad. Sans, (from R. ST^F) Silently,

in silence.

J^Qad. Sans, (from R. vT^?) Silently, in

silence.

s. (n.) 1. Dust. 2. Clotted hair. 3. Sin.

4. A thin substance, an atom.

3 A Kridanta suffix, by means of which nouns

denoting an agent are derived from verbal roots,

the radical vowel undergoing the change called

guna ; substantives thus formed have in the

nominative case the termination v3l ; e. g.

s. (Crude form -^5
,
m.) A doer, from R. <P +3 .

See Wilkins' Gr. § 764 and pp. 57. 58.

^» s. (f ft+ A triplet. Trans. R.A.S.
i. 449.

a. {mfn. from 1^"+^"^) Consisting of three

stanzas (as a hymn).

3^ Root, i. (^fcfefii) To go, to move, to ap-

proach.

J% Root, viii. (STrtfa, or ^tltfe

,

Xtp3) To eat -

3°! s. (n. from R. 1. Grass, or any gra-

mineous plant. 2. A blade of grass.

Amber,

&c. or any gum which being rubbed becomes

electrically attractive. Wilson.

s - A palm-tree.

^$m) s. (n. ^1+^) A grain growing

wild or without cultivation.

^t^l s. (m. ^°l+^3i) A bamboo. Also

Tt^Tr a. (mfn. T^ + UTT) Made of grass,

abounding with grass.

^'Uka s. (m. from ^
cl+^"t3F^) A palmyra-

tree.

3T^P s. (n. ^°l+ ,

JpP) A plant (Jasminum

Zambac). Also ^f*W (/.).

^jr\A (s. (/. + TTl ) A heap or quantity of grass.

a. (mfn. from ft) The third.

s. (f. from ^^T) The third day of a

lunar month.

^SSOTSS a. (mfn. t^Ft^f^) Thrice

ploughed (as a field, &c).

^t^T^fe s. (f. ^fftfj from ^tH+

A eunuch. 2. The neuter gender.

Also written

^TT Root, vii. (^tfvj, 1. To kill, to in-

jure. 2. To disregard. 3. To give.

^ RooT
>

T
- (^fa), iv. (^ft), v.

(^jtf&), vi. (f>if3), x . I0t£it) i.

To please, to satisfy, to gratify, to content. 2.

To be pleased, to be satisfied or gratified, to be

satiated or contented. 3. (In the i. and x. cl.)

To light, to kindle.

4 R 2
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^sSl a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^
c
lv+'3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420) Satisfied, satiated, gratified, pleased.

^1% s. (/. R. ^jj-1%) The satisfaction of ap-

petite, content, satiety
;
pleasure, gratification.

a. (mfn. )
Causing satisfac-

tion or contentment, satisfactory, gratifying.

Root, vi. (v^FfSf) 1. To be content, to

be pleased. 2. To satisfy, to gratify, to please.

3. To hurt. Also and ^F.
^FTl s.(f.) SeefSpFTl.

^^Root, iv. (^R^fs?) 1. To thirst. 2. To

long for, to wish, to desire.

^^s. (/. R. Thirst, wish, desire.

^1 s. (/. from R. 3^) 1. Thirst. 2. Vehement

desire, wish.

3^tf^"3 a. (mfn. ^1 + 31^*3) Suffering-

thirst, vexed with thirst. Also ^^3"^" and

a. (mfn.).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Thirsty.

^<P^ a. mfn. from R. Thirsty, de-

sirous, longing for.

3^1 s . (/. from R. 3^0 Thirst, desire, wish.

See Trans. R.A.S. i. 562.

"Wrf a. (mfn. ^Sjf) + ) Pained with thirst,

thirsty.

Root, vi. (^^f^f) and vn. or

) To kill, to hurt, to injure, i. (With

the insertion of a nasal, To increase.

^ Root, i. ) 1. To pass over or across.

2. To cross over (a river), to navigate, to swim.

3. To overcome, to get through or over, to sur-

pass. With prefixed, To pass beyond, to

exceed, to overcome ; with To descend, to

alight (in the causal form also, To translate)

;

with To ascend ; with To pass over,

to step out of ; with ^ To step forth ; with f^T

To concede, to permit, to allow ; with To

pass over, to cross over, to transcend.

03^*1 (corrupt, of 3Wrft°*tf3) Twenty-

three.

C3^*t1 a. (from C3*l ) The twenty-third.

(from \3<Pl ) Suckers, or young plants

shooting up around a plantain-tree.

G3$\5l s. A plant (Convolvulus Turpethum).

Carey.

(3\£51 a. (from C3\3f%S3) Crooked, warped,

awry. s. A sort of pulse (Lathyrus sativus).

Carey.

v. a. (caus. of 03\3T%P) To bend,

to make awry or crooked.

v. n. (from f^3TlJ<F ) To be crooked or

awry.

(from ) A sort of pulse

(Lathyrus sativus). Carey. Also C3^3foil1 -

conj. (from pron. Therefore.

G3F3^T s. (corrupt, of f3"r%\f[) The tamarind-

tree (Tamarindus Indicus). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

Also its fruit.

a. (from C^^^l) Pertaining to or re-

sembling the tamarind.

A sort

of centiped (Scolopendra morsitans). Carey,

pron. He, she, it.

a. (corrupt, of f!r+ 3tfc) Three-

cornered, triangular, s. A triangular frame on

which articles are suspended to keep them from

vermin. Carey.
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C^^t^1"pT^ s. (C33t£l + A plant (Eu-

phorbia antiquorum). Carey.

(corrupt, of ?) A fishing-

rod, a harpoon, a trident.

C3W5l a. (corrupt, of KT+ C^Wl ) Tucked in

at three corners (as a garment).

a. (corrupt, offtr^ )
Triangular.

Cs3^3l s. (from ft+^3) Cloth with stripes

put in three.

CSPUtSl 5. (from ft+ Three stabs or

thrusts.

C3W!Ul^'4' s. (from ftr+T^
N
+^") A ter-

tian ague.

(\30»ui a. (fromft+(>t#nj Three-eyed.

C3^ Root, i. ( (OTf3 ) To guard, to cherish,

to defend, to protect.

(sJOl s. (corrupt, of CsSOl^) 1. A tree (Laurus

Cassia). Hort. Ben. p. 30. 2. Energy, vigour,

ardour, liveliness
;
power, dignity, fame, glory,

splendour
;

impatience, pungency, sharpness.

v. n. To become vapid
;

or a. To dilute, to weaken
;

v. n. To revive, to be excited
;

v. a. To invigorate

;

v. n. To lose energy.

C$31 See COT*^.

COTS^Ig s. (m. C^^PI+^JI) An assemblage

of glory or splendour.

s . (p. J3 jjj) A swift pen, the pen

of a ready writer.

COTFT s. (n. R. £3^+31^) 1. A bamboo. 2.

A rendering bright or splendid. 3. A sharpen-

ing or whetting.

USv3*1<? s. (m. COT^n-^) A kind of reed (Sac-

charum Sara).

G33pft s. (/.) A plant (Aletris hyacinthoides).

COT^fa" s. (n. from COT for COT^+*ft) The

leaf of Laurus Cassia, used as a seasoning. Also

Beng. C\5^t^3 . Hort. Ben. p. 30.

C^^^T s. (0OT+ 3*T?) A medicinal drug (a

species of Boletus or Agaric). Carey.

Cv3^^T s. ( COT+^T) A plant (Conyza lan-

ceolaria). Hort. Ben. p. 61.

GOT^s. (n. from R. C\33T ) 1. Lustre, splen-

dour, light, heat. 2. Power, strength, might.

3. One of the three natural qualities : the same

as <Ol^. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 35, 576. n.

36. 4. Authority, dignity, consequence. 5. Im-

patience
;

sharpness, pungency. 6. Semen

virile.

COT^ a. (mfn. from COT^T ) 1. Splendid, ra-

diant. 2. Glorious, famous.

COTF^ a. {mfn. COTFId-^) 1. Irradiating,

illuminating. 2. Conferring strength, power, or

glory.

COTF^ SeeCOTS^.

COT^t a. (-f^pT, mfn. COT^+f^ See

Wilkins' Gr. § 907) 1. Splendid, radiant. 2.

Mighty, glorious, famous.
i

,

(\3011-4^ s. (a. ci^Ur) Commerce, trade, mer-

! cantile business.

a. (from a. c^ls^) Mercantile, com-

mercial.

033TT^ a. (from C^vS^) Energetic, active

;

bright, brilliant
;
pungent, hot, unable to bear

disrespect or inferiority.

C3f3N3 a. (mfn. pret. part, p. R. C33Uf-3^3) 1.

Polished, rubbed. 2. Sharpened, whetted.

v. a. (from R. To leave, to for-

sake, to desert.

C3K3rtar a. (mfn. COT^T-f Full of energy

or power; full of ardour or splendour.
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G3s5l a. (corrupt, of t^I-^Ej Awry, crooked.

See PSpi

^ s. ( C3\5i + p. ^i^j) Acting crookedly.

WolRl s. (fromtvFT ?) A vessel used to hold

oil, and containing from one to two pints. Carey.

A tree, a kind of palm (Corypha

Taliera). Sabda S. p. 192.

a. Wet, wetted, damp.

v. a. (caus. of fjf3U3) To make

damp or wet.

G33"ft" a. (from G33T^£3) Wetted, s. The

making of a thing damp or wet.

a . (from fTT+ sSl^T) Three-storied,

having three stories or floors.

ra^tf^U (corrupt, off^ftf^oxt^) Forty-

three.

(sgSgFpfj s> (corrupt, of Fif^O) The tamarind-tree

(Tamarindus Indicus).

W^foMi «• (froni C^JfT) Like a tamarind. £ A
plant (Mimosa microphylla). Hort. Ben. p. 40.

A species

of centipede (Scolopendra morsitans). Carey.

C3"ftPl s . (corrupt, of
) Thirty-

three.

C3f&*l1 a. (from^f^ *!) The thirty-third.

C3*W s. (from "ft* +^5^) Three piaces, three

ranges.

C3*W a. (from C3^) Consisting of three

places or ranges.

GS^t ad. Sans, (instrum. case of'pron.^5\^) There-

by, therefore, by that means.

CT«TO s. A sort of fish (Clupea truncata, Bu-

chanan's MSS.^). Carey.

C3^Root, ii (C3*i"E3) 1. To sprinkle, to distil,

to ooze, to drop. 2. To shake or tremble.

s. A plant (Physalis grossularia) : also

its fruit. Carey.

A widely extended plain.

A tree (Erythrine Indica). Carey.

KSraSffj a. (corrupt, of f3"+ *Ff^tt) Three-

forked.

s. (a. C^t) Medicine, the science of me-

dicine.

03<^Root, i. (G3<TK3) 1. To sport, to play.

2. To weep, to lament.

GR*T s. (n. R. C3^+3FT) 1. Play, sport,

pastime. 2. A garden, a pleasure-ground.

G5^l s. (m. R. f^Lj Moisture, dampness, wet.

a. (C3 from pron. ^5"^, + Con-

formable to that, resembling that, such. ad.

Thus, so. Also (3*1^ ; , and .

A species of oak (Quercus lsevis). Carey.

c^trm *. (from ft-+^mr+^ from

^tf^I^) Three roads meeting in one place.

a. (from ftr+^^) Three-headed,

looking three ways. Also

C^tfl •! (from fir + ) A place where

three rivers meet.

COTt^ s. (corrupt, of ftpT^fvJ) Seventy-

three.

s. (corrupt, of qUA^j ) Thirteen. See

C3R1

.

C3Tflfc s. (from The thirteenth.

03^33 Sm (corrupt, of "qAi^lJ) The thir-

teenth day of a month. Mohun P. p. 138.

The name of a mode of song. Carey.

s. (corrupt, of qUll^*!) Thirteen. See

5. (from f^) Oil. Seet^F

.
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A sort of fish

(Pimelodes Telgagra, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

) A cockroach (Blatta

gigantea). Carey.

(^WFfella. ((^ +̂"5W|Wl) Oiled,

glossy with oil.

Wwl^< 1 *. (C^+^Sfl) A tree (a species of

Gelonium ?). Carey.

C^^W «. (C^ + ^Tfa) Ebony (Diospyros

ebenum, and D. melanoxylon).

tv^T^l^ s. (fromt^ + R. WQ) A tree (Ster-

culia urens). Carey.

G3*T1 a. (from C3*i) Oily, greasy.

Csj^ l<PO I s. A cucurbitaceous plant (Momordica

monadelpha). Sort. Ben. p. 70.

CvlMl^fi s. 1. A native of the Telinga coast. 2.

A soldier. 3. A sort of ant.

Ifolo L"jJ A beautiful flowering shrub (La-

gerstroemia Indica). Carey.

(sj°i 1^1
J

$^i *• A plant (Limodorum longifolium).

Hort. Ben. p. 63.

GFTtf^Tl a. (from C3*T) Oily, oiled, greasy.

Cvj
eY
ll*1 i s. A particular air or mode of singing.

Carey.

$&fF$t s. (from G3^) Holding oil, oily,

dressed with oil (as greens, &c).

C^nPt^l a. (from G3*T) Greasy, oily.

C3*#Wl s. (from C^+Pft^) A cock-

roach (Blatta gigantea). Carey.

s. A tree (Dipterocarpus costatus).

Hort. Ben. p. 42.

03^1 5. (from G3^) An oil-man.

C3fW a. (from "Rr+ "RTl) Having three

stripes, ribs, or nerves.

C3f*lrW3t s. (C3f*tTi+*Tr3l) A sort of

rush (a species of Cyperus). Carey.

G3^H s. (from fTT+ ,
[t

5JT) A trident, a three-

pronged fork.

C3ftf% s . (from fTr^f^) Sixty-three.

C^R1 a. (from ^sfl,U) The third.

CsS^tsSl s. (from "Rr+^) Cloth wove with

treble thread.

C33^ a. (from ^\sUl ) One-third.

t\4<)4l a. (from ft"+5^3 for ^J) Three cu-

bits long or wide.

s. (from RHP) Seventy-three.

a . Threefold.

A tree (Garcinia pedunculata) ; also its

fruit. Carey.

a. (mfn. from C33i^) Fulgent, splendid

;

metallic, s. (ra.) j. Ghee, oiled butter. 2. Any

metal. 3. A metallic vessel.

tM^i4fA§*fl[ s. (fX$&\ + iiiv<i r^ft) a
crucible.

(n. from A flock of par-

tridges.

tsjf^ftl a. (mfn. from f&fSjft+ ^TT ) Per-

taining to the Taittiriya section of the Yajur-

veda. As. Res. vm. 418. 450. 479.

ferf^tTO si (m.'X>Sf^m +^) A follower

of the Taittiriya portion of the Yajur-veda.

As. Res. vm. 472.

OTfTOT ) The name of an upanishad be-

longing to the Taittiriya branch of the Yajur-

veda.

a. (h.jLj) Ready, prepared.

(h. ufj\o) Readiness, quickness.

fo^T 5 . (». from Oil, expressed from sesa-
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mum, mustard, &c. (Beng.) —3Tf*T£3 or

v. a. To anoint.

"t^3^^ s. (n.X^irf + <3?) A small quantity of oil.

(to.) The country along the coast south

of Orissa. As. Res. vn. 228.

t3^TtPt^ s. (n. ts^ +^+t^) White

sandal-wood.

cockroach.

tviHM^ s. (nX^ +^) An oil-mill.

feiH^fS^ s. (m.t^ +^r^^) Amber.

Ts3^t^ s. (tvFT+^Ut^) Seeds, &c. from

which oil is expressed.

W^IvS3 a. (mfn.i£F\ +^S=) Unctuous, oily,

oiled, smeared with oil.

I\jph<P s. (m. from^S^T) An oil-man. As. Res.

v. 59.

ts^ft s. (-f^TT jM.t^T+^T) An oil-man.

^vS^ll/l s. (n. f^M +3j*T) A sesamum-field.

(m.) The month Pausha (December-Ja-

nuary).

C3l s. (p. aj') 1. A fold, a folding up of cloth.

2. A layer.

C3t^ s. (n.) A child, an offspring (whether male

or female).

C3t<£<5 s. (m.°) A bird, the chalaka (Cuculus

melanoleucus). See

G3t<£JT s. (m.) Green or unripe barley.

G3t^I s. (p. fkr) The seed of plants.

Gjt^^^W^ s. (p. ^£~+ <P W»D?) A certain

plant used as a medicinal drug.

CSt^W^siH' s. (p. -Jssi ^) Linseed.

<r <r

C^Vto^^tT^ s. (p. ^+^1^) Cotton-seed

used in medicine. Carey.

C^l^t^t^ s.
(
P

. yj,£ ^) The seed of the

common lettuce used as a medicine. Carey.

C3WC*I3"fcT^ s . (from p. f*r) The seed

of Luffa acutangula, used as a medicine. Carey.

(p. yla^
i
j^jsr") The seed of

a species of basil (Ocymum pilosum) used in

medicine. Carey.

(w.) The name of a sort of metre in

Sanskrit poetry. As. Res. x. 433. {Beng.\ A
measure of verse consisting of two lines each

composed of twelve letters. Tarachand Ch.

C3t\5 s. (from R. 3^) The violence of a stream.

Also 03t\53t\5

.

C\3'lvi*i s. (from ^f\j>£3) Dishonour, humilia-

tion, disgrace, abusive language.

An ornament for the wrist.

G3ts5l a. (from^f\5K3) Broken, s. 1. The vio-

lence of a stream ; the eaves of a house. 2. A
purse. 3. A fish (Cyprinus Kutla, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

C3t\3t3jC3 v. a. (from ^^f^K?) 1. To break.

2. To exchange money for smaller coin. 3. To

excite a person to abuse another.

GSfcjtpT s. (from C3t3TCt3) 1. Rice-gruel.

2. The changing of money.

CsFkSH^ s. (from ) A sealed bag

of money.

reKSftrfc s . (C3l\5l + 3rfo) A fish (Cyprinus

Kutla, Buchanan s MSS.). Carey.

ffiSt s. (/.) The name of a certain scale in the

musical system of the Hindus. As. Res. in. 77.

0313 s. A kind of sweet-meat.

a. Stammering.

C3t"3fTtlfl, s. (from 03T3^Tl) The act or habit

of stammering.
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G3tv3l s. (from p. IjV) l - A Parrot - 2 - The

cock of a gun, 3. The pummel of a saddle.

(p. ^jls ) A female parrot.

GSt^s. (n. from R. ^J^+TT Wilkins' Gr. § 799.)

A stick with an iron head used to drive an ele-

phant ; a goad for driving cattle.

CSfftpT s. (n. from R. ^J^+OT") f. Vexation,

anguish, disease. 2. A goad.

(sil^s. (t. c->y) A cannon, a gun
;

artillery.

s. (p. <—y) A place where can-

non and artillery-stores are kept, a park of

artillery.

. (t. An artillery-man, a gunner.

s. A bundle, a portmanteau.

v. a. To shrivel up, to shrink up.

mHk'I5! s. (t. t^.+TftfJj The directing or

levelling a gun.

C^rtjtt^, (p. jb An artillery-man, a

gunner.

«• (a. <tiac
:;

) Rare, singular, uncommon,

excellent, admirable, beautiful, wonderful.

C3tf^1 s. A small bird (Sylvia Cingalensis,

Latham ; Motacilla Zeylanica, Gmel.}. Carey.

v. a. (cans, of C3"fa"feC3) To

cause a thing to contract or shrivel.

v. n. To shrink, to wrinkle, to con-

tract, to shrivel. See n3<

C3t^~l s. (a. <tjy) Repentance.

WlH^ s. (mn.") An iron crow. Also Cs3"fcl<rl (/.)

j^ron. (from You. (Only used in com-

position).

CvFftT s . (n.) Water.

teluk s. (m. C3TO+ It from R. Wl) A cloud.

(Lit. Giving water.)

) The ocean.

Also GJTCI'ft (to.).

A plant

(Jussieua repens).

Cs3'U°l s. (mn. from R.^3^+^J*i ) 1. An orna-

mented gateway or arch ; a portal. 2. An

awning raised near a bathing-place.

s. (p. sj) 1. Garden-herbs, pottage,

greens. 2. A bunch of herbs or flowers ; a

cluster of gems or of crystals.

s. (mn. from R. VJ C\) A tola, a weight of

gold or silver : it is stated in books at 16 ma~

shas of 5 rattis or 61 grains each, and weighs

therefore 104 grains troy ; in practice it is cal-

culated at 12 mashas jewellers' weight, and

weighs nearly double, or 208 grains. Wilson.

G3"N^5. (m, R.3^1+3133
) 1. one who weighs.

2. (re.) A weight of 80 rattis or 210 grains troy.

Tarachand Ch. A rupee's weight of gold or

silver. Morton. See

Whl s. (R. ^T + ^SI^T) The raising or lifting

up of a thing.

from

strong dispute, an altercation.

C3t^i s. 1. A weight. See C^t^T . 2. A suit

of clothes worn on particular occasions only.

Also K3l^ft$H3

.

v. a. (from R. 1. To raise, to

lift up, to take up. 2. To excite a vomiting.

3. To cause to eradicate or erase.

C3t*tfSTfr s. (C3T*n from (3Hl$T3,
+ ) A portable hearth or furnace.

C3^W3l s. ( C3FT1 from CJRTtre, +*t1-

from The raising and dropping a

thing ; the introducing a subject of conversation,

and then suddenly passing away from it.

C3ff^fU3 v. a (from R. 3^) To raise, to lift up,

to root up, to vomit ; to strip, to peel a fruit.

4 S
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(p. tlXiy) A mattrass, a quilt.

C\3 VH s. (n. from R. "^T) Pleasure, happiness,

joy-

(3t^ a. (mfn. R. t3^+3J35

)
Gratifying, caus-

ing happiness or joy.

C3l^°l s. (n. R. The pleasing or

gratifying any one.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^H^r-

) Fit to be pleased, deserving to be

gratified. Also

(p. bttyi.) A cartridge-pouch,

a wallet.

CTWlttrTl s. (p. *u. <sJiy; ) A store-house.

a. (from R. To please, to gra-

tify, to delight.

C3ll>^ s. (n /Jkbs + TT) Contempt, disrespect.

raft) s. (n. from ^il^ The sound of musical

instruments ;
harmony. Also C^tTT^T^^ (n.).

GJH s. (from R. ^T) Weight; the act of

weighing. —<r v. a. To weigh.

A weigher.

v. a. (from R. To weigh a thing.

^ A Taddhita suffix, by means of which adjec-

tives are derived from adverbs of time ; e. g.

fS<^ a. (mfn.) Ancient, of long standing, from

f&4° ad. Sans. Long, long since. It seems

to be a contraction of "3*T q. v. See Wilkins'

Gr. \ 923.

TI*^ s. An archaism for •^l v

54.*lv q. v. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 454.

CD A Taddhita suffix, which serves to form ad-

jectives from adverbs ending in <UT or in sj^;

e. g. OTCQ a. (mfn.) Of that piace, from *3?T

ad. Sans. There, in that place. See Wilkin's

Gr. % 919.

The termination of a few substantives de-

rived from prepositions, e. g. ^^TcS^I s. (/.)

Land near the foot of a hill, from prep, +

a. (mfn. pret.part. p. R. CD^SUf-^ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418.) Left, abandoned, deserted.

Root, i. (Q)Olf3) To quit, to abandon, to

forsake, to relinquish. Frequently with

or prefixed to it.

v. a. (from R. CC^ST) To leave, to aban-

don, to desert.

0) ti^pron. Sans, (nomin. sing. m.

n. W\ Wilkins' Gr. p. 110). That.

CDli^l s. (m. from R. C0^) 1. Relinquishment,

abandonment, abdication, resignation, separa-

tion. 2. A relinquishment of property ; a gift,

a donation.

GjWTr s. (n. t#1 A bill of divorce-

ment.

Wft a. (~fl\mfn. +t^) Relinquish-

ing, abandoning : used in comp. e. g.

mfn.) Abandoning virtue,

reprobate, from s. (m.) Virtue, +
— s. (m.) 1. An ascetic, one who abandons ter-

restrial objects, passions, &c. 2. A giver, a

donor.

03t3P a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. C3^+TT) Fit

to be relinquished or abandoned, proper to be

deserted.

^" A Kridanta suffix put after roots to form

nouns expressive of the instrument with which

any act is accomplished. The radical vowel of

the verb undergoes the change called guna.

Ex. s. (n.) A drinking-vessel, from R.^
To drink. Many roots insert an auxiliary ^ ;

e. g. ^f^T s. (n.) An instrument for digging,

a hoe, from R. ^l?^ To dig. Wilkins' Gr.
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§ 799. £T as a Taddhita suffix serves to

form adverbs of place from pronouns and pro-

nominal adjectives; e. g. sS5 There, from pron.

__ <r

\3 I^That ; T^TT Anywhere, everywhere, from

W$ Every, all. Wilkins' Gr. % 1043.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move.

q Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

1. To act, to perform functions. 2.

To strive, to endeavour. 3. To be busy.

TT! Root, i. (IPT£3) To be modest, to be

ashamed.

CT5) s. (m. from R. "CPt) Modesty, bashfulness.

JjH"! s. (corrupt, of ) Shame, bashfulness,

modesty.

TTf^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^PlL+^3) Mo-

dest, bashful, ashamed.

a. (mfn. the irregular superlative degree

of Satiate) Highly satisfied. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 520.

'

irreg. compar. degree

of Satiate) Highly pleased, highly satis-

fied or content. Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

ZP^s. (n.) L Tin. 2. Lead.

JT'T) s. (n.) Thin or diluted curds.

ZP* s. (n. from "fir) Three, a number of three, a

triad ; used in comp. e. g. (<TRTPJ s. (n.) The

three vedas, from C^ + ^TT; C^t^^lT s .

(n.) The three worlds, from (*^+OT.

OTo SeeWL
a. (mfn. fromWW The

fifty-third. Also SOTW*t3R (mfn.).

three.

^HIS^ «• (m>. from qH§^f^) The sixty-

third. Also 3HS3f%3*]: (mfn.).

JTO^f^ si (J. STO +^f^) Sixty-three.

TTO^ a. {mfn. from ^XT^^"f3) The seven-

ty-third. Also^S^f^I (mfn.).

^US^fts.
(f. ETO +T^IS) Seventy-three.

The forty-third. Also 3 lft"
oieI^I (mfn.)

srr'&jtf^K s . (j. rnx^+^f^" ^^)
Forty-three.

See "ft".

a. (m/re. from mrp3°*K) The

thirty-third. Also q 5 P^OK^II (mfn.).

Trnfg°*K s . (/. TT^r^+'Rr ^^) Thirty-

three.

Cjift s - (f from flT ) The three vedas collectively,

viz. the Rig, Yajush, and Sama, the Atharvan

being omitted.

SJ^NB. (wi. ^3Tft +^^) Duty prescribed

by the three vedas.

qWk 4
*! «. (jb/». from UT^t^T ) The thir-

teenth.

•q'tUlR*! s. (-*t% j>ZW only. +
T^*^) Thirteen.

^ttrtTl'fl, s. (femin. of qtUlk*)) The thir-

teenth day of a lunar month.

TITTTtf^" ^ a. (mfn. from 3T*Ttf3"°*K) The

twenty-third. Also ^Xrrf3;o*tf33SI (mfn.).

mTTt-ft05^ s. (f. ^l+f^tfe) Thirty-

three.

Root, iv. (q*p[i) To fear, to be afraid;

often with f% or prefixed to it. x.

4 S 2
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irfe) 1. To frighten. 2. To seize, to take, to

hold. 3. To prevent, to forbid. Also, x. (with

the insertion of a nasal, H"
o;jTUfs3) 1. To

speak. 2. To shine.

TT^R s. (m. from R. TT^L?) 1. A shuttle. 2.

Weaving.

TTTO^ s. (mf. TT^T from R. C^\) An

atom, a mote or small particle of dust visible

in a sunbeam.

q*<pl^" s. (corrupt, of f^<-*<p|< )
Reproach,

blame, censure, disrespect.

TT^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3^1+^3) Fright-

ened, alarmed, fearful.

a. (mfn. R. ^1+^) Timid, fearful.

3"1Root, ii. (3lfe). SeeR.tU".

Tji A Taddhita suffix by means of which collec-

tive nouns are derived from substantives ; e. g.

C^TTl s. (/.) A cowherd, from C*fl s. (/.)

A cow, + Also adverbs with a locative

signification are formed by means of the same

suffix ; e. e\ ad. Sans. Among; men,

from ^^5^ s. (m.) Man, : adverbs of

this kind appear to be only of rare occurrence.

Preservation, rescue, sal-

vation, protection, a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

*^T) Preserved, saved, protected, guarded,

rescued.

preserver,

a protector, a guardian, a saviour. Also

<?U<& (m.) and ^TW^l (-"ft^T *,).

!Tts3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.'T<S+ ::$) Pre-

served, saved, guarded, rescued, protected.

Wilkins' Gr. % 700.

*jtjl s . (_3 m . R.
t

?CT + ^) A preserver, a

deliverer, a saviour.

ZjfpSl s. (/. from R.t^T) A medicinal plant,

also

s. (m. from R. TF1) Fear, terror.

TTWf^3 a. (mfn. TT^+^f^^) Alarmed.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^T^"L) Fright-

ened, alarmed.

*rWt a. (-f^ mfn. TTfcT+ ^/T ) Fearful,

timid, alarmed.

!Ttf^ imperat. Sans, (from R. ^^T) Save, de-

liver !

ft" a. (plur. only, m. ^%,f. f^S, n. tfffa)

Three.

fir°*K s. (/. from "ft") Thirty.

a. (mfn. fiT
OKr^+OT) The thir-

tieth. Also ftf *] (rnfn.) orfcr°*ft (-fH.
mfn.\

(n. from 1%"+^) 1. An aggregate num-

ber of three. 2. A place where three roads

meet. 3. The lower part of the spine.

fq<P<F^ s. (-\m. f^+ <P<r>^) A mountain

with three peaks.

(q^t^a. (ftr+^5^) Tucked in with three

corners, doubled together (as a waistband).

ft"^ s. (m. fCT+^'l) The aggregate of three

spices or pungent drugs, viz. black and long

pepper, and dried ginger.

) A plant (Ruellia lon-

gifolia). Also

a. (from Trigynous

(as a flower). Carey.

f^T^1 s. (/. from f^T) A triangular frame or bar

across the mouth of a well over which passes

the rope of the bucket.

plant

(Monetia barlerioides).

fS^tTi a. (ftr+ ^tTl for C^t !) Triangular,

ft^^ s. (n. ftr+^T) 1. The three times,
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present, past, and future. 2. The present, past,

and future tenses of a verb.

a. (mfn. Rj^M + \3S) Acquainted

with the past, present, and future ; omniscient.

s. (n. fSr+^T) The three families of

one's father, mother, and wife's father.

1. A mountain with

three peaks. 2. The name of a mountain in

the Deckan.

ftrt3T°i a. {mfn. Hf4 C^t°l
) Triangular, ft (».)

A triangle.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move, to approach.

s. (n. from The aggregate of

three beds. Also ftpffl (/•)•

Rpt ! ft O.) SeeftM'.

firtS ! a. (w/n. ftr + $°t) 1. Three-fold, thrice,

triple. 2. Possessing the three inherent natural

qualities : see

finfh^J a. (m/rc. "ftrl ! + 3ITf3 from R. f )

Thrice ploughed.

a. (mfn. from

The forty-third. Alsofq 0^ 1 f« *K3II(»i/».).

ftT5ftft *K s . (f ftf + "5ftfe" *!^) Forty-

three.

universe. (Lit.ftF3FK s. (n. JST+sFK) The

The three worlds : seetqM ).

"ftT3t*1 s. (/. + The sine of three signs

(90 degrees). Colebr.Alg. p. 92. JTafo <S. p. 388.

ftT3ii$ s. (m. ftr + 33dF) An assemblage of three

carpenters. Also fCT353?t (/.).

a. (mfn.} One-third, s. (w.) A number of

three, a triad.

fiWSfl ft (-ttj\ «. fir+TO+t^) i. a
wandering devotee. (Lit. One who carries three

bamboo staves.) 2. A religious man who has

obtained a command over his words, thoughts,

and actions. Manu xn. 10.

ftpi*} ft (rn. from fTT +^H) A god, a deity,

an immortal. (So called, from being subject,

as well as mortals, to the three conditions of

birth, being, and destruction. Wilson.}

a. (mfn. from frpT*!^) The thirteenth.

f&Tt*l s. (-*t\ mfn. 'Rr+ "Ct
>fFr) Thirteen.

An enemy of

the gods.

frr^t^T s . (m. "Rr^l + ^iHU) The heaven

of Indra, the abode of the gods.

Heaven, paradise,

the abode of the gods.

) A god, a deity.

Also (—^\^m.) Manu i. 95.

A disordered or

vitiated state of the three humours of the body,

viz. bile, blood, and phlegm.

ad. Sans. Threefold, of three

sorts, in a threefold manner.

a. (mfn. from The ninety-

third. Also

Ninety-three.

"Rr^TXPT a. (mfn. "Rr+WT) Three-eyed, ft

(m.) An epithet of Siva.

a. (from ftpW*N) The fifty-third.

Also fZP$TK3*I (mfn.).

Fifty-three.

RpfeT a. (mfn. t^H-^) 1. Three-leaved, tri-

foliate. 2. With three blades or prongs (said

of the Hindu trident).

fSPN (n. + from *j"f^) A pi

where three roads meet.

ace
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from R. *fl) The

Ganges (as flowing through heaven, earth, and

the infernal regions).

a. (mfn. t^T+ ^t^) (In mathematics)

Trinomial. Colebr. Alg. p. 280.

"fiPfcft s. (/. from ft'+ p|TT) LA creeper (Cis-

sus pedata). 2. (Beng!) A tripod. 3. A kind

of metre, consisting of two lines, each divided

into three parts. Tdrachand Ck.

s. A gimlet, an auger. Sabda S. p. 62.

raw*, (m.) (In geometry) An intersection in

a quadrangular figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 302.

) Heaven, paradise.

ftpt^l s. (/. from f!r+ X
j3) A plant com-

monly called teori. See •ftrfv Aisofir^t

(/Or

An auger, an awl, a gimlet. Sabda S.

p. 410.

rafe (n.ftr+^) Three curved horizontal

marks painted with cow-dung, &c. on the

forehead, and worn by worshippers of Siva.

Wilson.

ftPj? s. (m. ?) The name of an Asura.

fq *£< t^i<P «. («. ftr^+UQ"^) An epithet of

Siva. (Lit. The destroyer of Tripura).

ftRFnl s. (/. from ra+.^T) The three medi-

cinal fruits of the Hindu physicians, viz. Ter-

minalia Chebula, Terminalia Belerica, and Phyl-

lanthus Emblica. Carey.

fq^l s. (from "Rr+ ^F^) A sort of club-rush

(Scirpus nanus, Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

f^T^l s. (m. f^T+ ^^l) Any succession, series,

or enumeration of three objects, applied chiefly

to the three main objects of human desire and

pursuit, viz. duty, love, and wealth.

fq^Wl s. (/.flT+^fl)Three folds or wrinkles

:

chiefly applied to the wrinkles of the skin of

females between the ensiform cartilage and the

navel.

An epithet of

Vishnu. (Lit. Crossing over the Three Worlds

in three steps.)

a. (mfn. Threefold, of three

different descriptions.

s. (rc.) See

"ftrf^s. (/. "fiT+^ from R. ^?) A plant

commonly called teori (Turpethum Convolvu-

lus). Also "ftr^l (/.).

ftH<lrTfts; (/. f&+CTft) 1. Three braids of

hair. 2. A confluence of three streams (used

as an epithet of the Ganges).

ftim s. (n. "fir+(3"P[) The three vedas, viz.

the Rig, Yajush, and Saman.

ft-R^t s. (-f%.\m. fiT+OT+^) One

who is conversant with three vedas. As. Res.

vin. 381.

"fil^f a. (mfn. fTT+^l) Having three bends

(as have many images of Krishna).

frp3vjl s. (/.) A plant commonly called teori

(Convolvulus turpethum).

f£r^3u (
w.f&+^3i) a triangle. Colebr. Alg.

p. 58.

s. (n. ftr+^F) The universe, the

Three Worlds, viz. heaven, earth, and the in-

fernal regions.

A Kridanta suffix by means of which ad-

jectives are derived from verbal roots, e. g.

a. (mfn.} Artificial, factitious, from R.

^ To make. Wilkins' Gr. § 826.

ftl5^ a. (mfn. "ftl"+ 3J^ )
Having three mouths

or faces.

f^f^ Ss (y. "Rr+^f^) 1. The Hindu triad,
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the united form of BrahmA, Vishnu, and Siva.

2. (Be/iff.) A bird (Falco tinnunculus). a.

(mfn.) Possessing three shapes or forms.

(corrupt, of ^^slU ) A measure used in

singing. Carey.

t^lFl s. (corrupt, of "Rr +^I^) One of the

Ragas or personifications of the Hindu musical

modes. Carey.

"Rnrftrl s . (/.) The night.

The name given

in books of law to a law-suit in which a person

engages from anger, covetousness, or infatua-

tion. Carey.

fil«lq s. (n. ftf+ ^t^T for Ttftf ) Three nights

consecutively, the duration of three nights.

a. (wz/w. tZT+Ttf^+^l fromR.^1)

Governing three signs of the zodiac. Carey.

a. (mfn. Having three

streaks or stripes.

ftjI^Wl s. (f. fromf^T+ C5^) The universe,

the three worlds, viz. heaven, earth, and the in-

fernal regions.

"RH^t^T a. (mfn. "fiT+C^t^T) Three-eyed.

s. (m.) An epithet of Siva : also ftjTPt)

Rt^tft, &c.

"Rr*l s. (corrupt, of ft '^) Thirty. Sabda S.

p. 45.

firm s. (from ) The thirtieth day of a

month. Mohun P. p. 139.

a. (from ) Three-nerved.

frrPtTTS a. (J^p§fcj ftT+fl^l) Three-

headed.

ftr^ s. (n. ftr+^tff) A trident, a three-

pointed spear.

An epi-

thet of Siva. (Lit. Armed with a trident).

"Rr^^ a. (mfn. from fjT^f^) The sixty-third.

Aiso"^rVN^.

Itefil s. (/."ft"+^f^) Sixty-three.

fiSf^7*. (-\f ftf+R. The name of

a metre in the prosody of the vedas. As. Res.

x. 463.

(mn. from The three

periods of the day, viz. dawn, noon, and eve.

Also (/•) As. Res. m. 73.

f!FT^3 a. (from The seventy-third.

Also RH$JJ5$*l (mfn.).

ftF^fS s. (f. ftr +^T^ft) Seventy-three.

fipr^T^i^g (
n

. fir+^+u^W) a
quadrangle having three sides equal. Colebr.

Alg. p. 295.

fq*ft5) a. (mfn. fir* Thrice ploughed.

a. (mfn. ftt+ 'S^) Thrice ploughed.

"ftXni*ft s. (f. ftr+ ^tTT^) A heifer of three

years of age.

Root, iv. (TT&7f3), vi. (vT^fe) and x.

(OThrfa) To cut (wood), to solve (a dif-

ficulty).

s. (/.) 1. Small cardamoms (Alpinia Car-

damomum). 2. A short time, a moment. 3.

Crime, fault, blame, failing. 4. Uncertainty,

doubt, loss. 5. An atom. 6. Little, small.

Also ^rtiirl

.

rptRooT, I- (C£THf3) To hurt, to injure or

kill. Also ££F
,
?T*% or .

CZfS\s. (f. C£T forf!r, + 3l) 1. The three sacred

fires collectively, or the southern, household,

and sacrificial fires. 2. The second yuga or age

in the mythological chronology of the Hindus,

consisting of 1,296,000 years. See ^TCD

s. (n. from ) The three inherent

natural qualities, taken collectively. See .
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The part of the hand

sacred to the gods : see (re.). Manu ii. 58.

a. (mfn. from Acquainted

with the three sciences, or especially with the

three vedas.

a. (mfn. from Occurring

once every three months, quarterly.

a. (mfn. from f^+^Tpl+^) Be-

longing to three signs of the zodiac, s. (re.)

(In mathematics) The rule of three. Colebr.

Alg. p. 33.

t^T^T^D s . (re. from "ftr+C^T^) The Three

Worlds, viz. heaven, earth, and the infernal re-

gions. Wilkins' Gr. % 899.

s. (/.) The beak or bill of a bird. Also

CWt Cf.);

Root, i. To go, to move.

IP 53? "4 a. (mfn. fll+ ^lfcM
)
Consisting of three

letters, triliteral. s. (re.) The mystic syllable om.

d->< 1*3 s. An extended plain. Morton.

TP*^3
s . (m. "Rr+ ^I5^^) An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. The three-eyed.) Also (m.).

^J^^TpU s> (m .
^T^^+^SU for^"N ) An

epithet ofKuvera, the god of wealth. (Lit. The

companion of Siva).

vP<< a. (mfn. + <?T ) Having three who

are inferior. Manu vm. 60.

Sans, (an archaism for f^r+^t^ )

Thrice. Manu xi. 80.

37*1^3 a. («/». from ?P*ftfe) The eighty-third.

Also jp*ftf33*I «• ("»/»)•

3T*ftf3 (/. ft+3I*ftf^) Eighty-three.

TJTg 5. (». "Rr+^rg) A triangle. Colebr.

Alg. p. 58.

<r _ <r

^J^M s . (m. TC +^+^^l*!) A day in

5
s! 1376

which part of three lunar days meet, the first

lunar day ending just after midnight, and the

third beginning a little before the next mid-

night.

q->lR<P a. (mfn. f$+ +^ ) Tertian,

occurring every third day.

STJ^t s. (re. f^T +^^c
i) The three spices col-

lectively, or black pepper, long pepper, and dry

ginger. Wilson. Also (re.).

5 A Taddhita suffix, by means of which abstract

substantives, expressive of a state or condition,

are derived from adjectives or concrete nouns

;

e. g. T^t^3" s. (re.) Fondness, friendship, from

f^ftT a. (mfn.) Dear, beloved ; 3?f<F3' s . (re.)

Poetry, from s. (to.) A poet. Wilkins'

Gr. § 976.

^ a. (»re/re.) Other, different.

vjj^s. (-\f. from R.f^L) 1. Skin. 2. Bark,

rind, the peel of a fruit. 3. Woody cassia.

^^^t^l s. (/. from 3"^+5^t^) The manna of

the bamboo.

s. (m. ^<^+ C^T) Circumcision. Also

a. (mfn. R. ^S^+ ^S) Made less by cutting.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 422.

^<P >
tTr s. (w-^^+^t^") Woody cassia.

s. (f.
from 53^'^) A leaf and drug,

probably that of the assafcetida plant.

;3^Tt^[ s . (m. TB^-f^ti") 1. A bamboo. 2.

Woody cassia.

fS^RooT, 1. (fPf3) To pare, to make thin.

2. To skin, to peel (a fruit). 3. To be thin.

^pl. Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal

To go, to move.

>
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^SQS a. (mfn. 3% for Made of

skin or bark, consisting of skin.

3 t^RoOT, vi. (3"^ft) To cover, to clothe, to

invest.

3 t> $. (n.) Cassia bark.

3T>1 s. (/.) The skin.

^fi^T^T s. (m. from 3T> + 1 4 ) A bamboo.

^KSa^M s. (ra. ^'^fvfeH) Perception by the

touch.

^STT^ir a. (infn.'^i+C^) Perceptible by

the touch.

3"<fc Root, i. (^^ft) To go, to move.

\3"I4(,U a- (mfn. from pron. f^orlT5^) Thy,

thine.

pron. Sans, (nomin. sing, of pron.

Thou.

^< Root, i. (^^^5) To make haste, to do a

thing speedily ; to fly. Sometimes with

prefixed to it.

3>

< A Kridanta suffix by means of which adjec-

tives are derived from certain verbal roots, e. g.

ftt^5^" a. (mfn.} Victorious, from R. f\5l To

vanquish.

3^°l s. (n. R.^^+^'T) Haste, velocity, speed.

s|^J s. (f.
from R. Velocity, speed, haste.

3"Ttf^3 a. (mfn. ^Ti + 3lf%v3) Quick, swift,

expeditious, speedy.

ad. (from )
Soon, speedily, quickly.

^TTTFl s. (mn. 3"Tl + ^lU*1 ?) Attachment,

adherence. Also (/.).

3"f^T s . (/.) Haste, hurry. See 3^1

.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3^+3t3) Swift,

quick, expeditious, s. (n.~) Haste, quickness,

velocity, ad. Sans. (—^3°) Quickly, swiftly,

speedily.

a. (mfn. Spoken

quickly, hurried.

3"^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^tc^) Made thin,

pared.

s. (—
*j| m. R. 3^55 + 3/) A carpenter.

3"f^ 5 . (f. R. 3^+ft) Carpentry. Manu x. 48.

"f^^RooT, i. (t^fvi ) To shine. With 313"

prefixed to it, 1 . To give. 2. To dwell.

fj^s. (/. from R.f^L) 1 Light. 2. Splen-

dour, lustre. 3. Speech. 4. Wish, desire.

5. Custom, practice, usage.

f^^THft s. (m. f|mo
genit. case plur. of

fflj| + *Tft) The sun. (Lit. The lord of

lights).

f^f^r s. (m. from R. QpiJ A ray of light.

3^ Root, i. (^4 ft) To procure fraudulently

or crookedly.

3Jp s . (m.') The handle or hilt of a sword.

51

51 The seventeenth consonant of the Hindu al-

phabet : it is the aspirate of the dental ^3 , and

has the sound of the English t-h as in nut-hook,

but with a dental sound.

51 An Untidi suffix, by means of which some sub-

stantives are deduced from verbal roots ; e. g.

^51 s. (m.) A leader, a guide, from R. nj,

4 T
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To lead. <l is also the termination of some

ordinal numerals ; e. g. k^^Sl. a . (rnfn.~) The

fourth, from a. (mfn.) Four ; a.

CrnfriJ) The sixth, from ^^a. (mfn.') Six.

A mason.

+ p. ijj*) Masonry, the trade

of a mason. Also S^TlandSftR

A Kridanta suffix by means of which sub-

stantives denoting an agent are derived from

verbal roots ; e. g.
5TW^ s. (m.) A singer,

from R. To sing.

3J^1 s. (corrupt, of nJ<<P ) A cluster or bunch of

flowers, fruit, &c.

ad. + In clusters or

bunches.

If^R s. (m. 51 +^T) The letter 5| or any cha-

racter expressing that sound.

5^3 s. A blow, a slap. -Sltf^r£3 v. a. To

slap, to strike.

v. a. To snort.

v. a. (from ?) 1. To silence or quiet

any one. 2. To put, to place.

A blow, a slap.

SMl^s. A blow, a slap. -^"fes3 v. a. To

strike, to slap.

Sj?^ A Taddhita suffix by means of which the

adverbs How? and 3^1?^ Thus, are

derived from the pronouns ft^What? and

t^I^ That.

v. a. (from ^g?) To be startled, to

stand suddenly still with fear or surprize.

a. Subsiding, moving slowly, re-

mitting, slack.

s. (corrupt, of ?) 1. A head on which

the hair is suffered to grow. 2. A rank, a row,

a layer. 3. A place to which fishes resort. 4.

A fishing net. Carey.

a. Trembling, being in a violent tremor.

ad. (from ^t^
-

) In layers, in ranks or

rows.

v. a. To tremble, to palpitate, to

vibrate.

Palpitation, violent excitement or

agitation. Also StoR and 3R*Rt

.

a. Half baked or roasted so as to be
j
uicy.

Carey.

s. (corrupt, of ^V'l ) ! A place, a station.

2. A bottom, a flat surface. 3. A table-land.

v. a. To find a bottom, to sound a

depth.

A common weed (Hydrocotyle Asia-

tica). Carey. See

SJ^pfWs. (*t^ for A plant (Hi-

biscus mutabilis). Hort. Ben. p. 51.

A pocket, a purse, a sack, a bag. See

^f^"iUl s. A sack, a bag ; the pouch under the

neck of the pelican.

a. A bunch, a cluster.

^lc,!^l~f^^r) a. Swinging, dangling.

A bag, a sack ; the pouch under the neck

of the pelican. See

(from ?) One who receives and

harbours stolen goods.

A Taddhita suffix, by which adverbs of way

or manner are derived from pronouns and pro-

nominal adjectives; e.g. ad. Sans.

Otherwise, from pron. Another;

ad. Sans. Thus, from pron. 3"^ That. Wilhins'

Gr. § 1045.
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s. (corrupt, of h A ford. Mohun P.

p. 6. 2. A place. 3. A right or proper state,

regularity, certainty.

SUSj s. (corrupt, of ^FT) 1. The bottom of any

deep place. 2. A row, a range. 3. A shelf.

4. A sect, a party, v. a. To fathom

a depth.

a. Altogether, en masse, ad. By whole-

sale, in the lump.

v. n. (from R. ^5^) To stay, to stop, to

pause, to subsist, to remain, to continue, to en-

dure, to be, to exist. The imperative often

means Hush ! be quiet ! stop

!

v. a. To permit. Carey.

(from A pause, an interval ; a

stop; a layer, a stratum, interj. Hush! stop!

ad. (from rows, in layers, in

sects or parties.

(from The remaining or con-

tinuing in any condition or state ; existence*

being, dwelling.

ad. (from^tt^) In layers, in strata. Also

a. (from3j"ff\5K3) Erect, perpendicular.

^K5^T3l s. (5j-T3 + ^T3l) A steep bank or

shore.

5it3tf£3 v. a. (caus. of 3J1f\3K3) To erect.

s. (v. noun The act of

erecting a thing, a. Erected, caused to stand

upright or perpendicular.

v. n. (from R.^5l) To be or stand erect.

a. Trifling, common. (Applied to

quack remedies or means resorted to by igno-

rant persons.)

v. a. To appease, to silence. Also

5j*t*T s. (corrupt, of ?) A piece, a morsel ; a

sheet of paper ; a place : used like a suffix to

words expressing cloth, money, &c.

Sjll^l s. (^T+Wl) The reckoning of the

price of pieces of cloth separately. Carey.

Ls. A weed (Hydrocotyle Asiatica) Carey.

See Sl^ol •

2frT5^31 a. (SJI^+'S^I) Dispersed, decayed,

ruined, scattered.

Sjt^Jjl'fa" ad. (from ^Mrf) In pieces.

v. a. To cut into pieces.

^t*Tl s. (corrupt, of ~*\\"\
) A station, a post, a

watch-house, a horde, a resort of thieves or

robbers.

SitTtetfFTl ad. (from Sffr) By pieces, by small

bits, by fragments.

SffaW^s. (Stfrfl + r.^) An officer of po-

lice, a bailiff, a constable.

Sil^Wfat s. (from *l"WRt^) The office of a

constable.

SllFT ad. (from In one place, in the same

place.

(corrupt, of The open palm) 1.

The flat hand, the palm. 2. A slap. Also

v. a. (from5J1^5) To slap, to pat.

Aisotffaqrttre.

1. The paw or claw of an animal; a

talon, a fang. 2. The open palm. 3. A slap.

ad. With the palm
;
by handfuls.

(corrupt, of ) A pillar, a post, a

block, a stake.

v. a. (caus. To tranquil-

lize, to appease, to cause to subside.

v. n. To become quiet or tranquil, to

4 T 2
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subside, to abate, to desist, to cool in zeal

or ardour, to slacken one's pace.

v. a. To uphold, to keep a thing from

falling, to stop a thing in its course.

s. (corrupt, of ) A metallic flat dish

or tray. Also

s, (corrupt, of ^l5^) A dish, a pot, a

caldron, a vessel, a basin.

A plant (Hydrocotyle Asiatica).

Hort. Ben. p. 21. See 2M<£Ot

.

a. (from *Jtf^T3) Kneaded, compressed.

v. a. (cans, of 3j"tf^TC3) To cause any

one to knead or compress a thing.

v. a. To knead, to compress, to ram

down, to load a gun.

v. a. (cans, of To cause to

settle or subside, to tranquillize ; to settle (as

a liquid).

v. n. (from R. To settle, to sub-

side, to become tranquil or quiet.

Spittle, any thing abominable, interj. Fie !

Carey.

v. a. To place, to put, to lay a thing down

;

to spit.

Sj^s. Spittle. -1^13 or - C*Fp*iS3 v. a. To

spit.

v. a. To spit, to expectorate.

Root, vi. (^vStvJ) To cover, to screen, to

clothe, to hide.

s. The chin.

a. Reaching to the chin.

s. Saliva, spittle.

s. Saliva, spittle; a sputtering. See

Root, iv. (^7f3 ,
— G3) To become pure.

a. (corrupt, of ?) Decrepid, dull,

blunt, unmarried (in a ludicrous sense).

v. n. To fall flat on the face.

s. (corrupt, of ^<T^) A bunch or cluster

of fruits, a tuft of flowers, a tassel.

^"fctel ad. (fromSjTl
)
By bunches, by clusters.

v. a. (from R. vJ3) To pull or cut into

pieces, to mince, to hack.

^J^f^C, s. A tremulous motion, the trembling or

tottering with age or weakness. Also

and itofTfpl

.

^^fttl a. (from Sj^-fi) Trembling or fall-

ing into pieces with age ; decrepid
; crazy,

ricketty.

Root, i. (^ff3 ) To kill, to injure, to hurt.

v. a. (cam. of ) To bruise,

to flatten, to depress by force, to hammer out

;

to beat violently.

estate? v. n. To be bruised, hammered, or

beaten violently.

© o _
C^3TTl a. (from (^FTC3?) Bruised, flattened,

depressed, hammered, beaten violently.

s. (from R. *5*t?) A check , an obstruction.

C*M^S3 v. a. (cans, of (*tf^U3) To hinder,

to obstruct, to check, to clog, to curb.

(Sjftra v. n. (from R. *^«) To be obstructed

or hindered.

C^W^htTTl ad. Confusedly, in confusion.

(from ?) The arranging of things

or placing them into order.

a. Flat, depressed (said of the nose).

v. a. To flatten, to depress, to knead

down.
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(S^Tl s. A cucurbitaceous plant (Trichosanthes

Theba, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

C^J^RTl a. (from T'ft) Open, patent, wide at

the top (like a saucer).

A fruit indigenous in the north of

Bengal (Garcinia pedunculata). Carey.

T^rteMl ad. (fromt^J) By bagsful.

(h. ^L^j) A bag, a purse, a sack.

v. a. (from R. ^1 ) To place a thing,

to put a thing in a particular place.

C*fei «. (corrupt, of C3Tf&) 1. The chin. 2.

The beak of a bird.

A whole, a collection, an aggregate, a

heap, a lump.

C^lf^lSfte5 ad. (from
)
By heaps, by lumps.

(Sil^ atf. (from C^^) In a heap, in a bunch,

in the whole, at once. Also ^ k<Ft5ik<$ .

CSlTt^ZFT ad. (C^k^+ f^ZFT) By whole-

sale.

s. The spathe of a plantain-tree before it

shoots from the stem ; the ear of corn and grass

before it shoots from the culm. Carey.

(*ft\3l a. Little, few.

C2t 10H a. (from C^l k5) Thick, swollen with

the spathe or with the ear before it shoots up.

Carey.

(from ^Ti\3li^T3) The quieting or

appeasing a person.

A tuft, a bunch of flowers or fruits, a

cluster, a tassel.

ad. (from
) By bunches, by

clusters.

Gflpfal s. (from (ST>j ) A cluster, a bunch of

fruits or flowers, a tuft, a tassel.

s. The face, the mouth. See

@lW s. (from
)
A tuft, a cluster, a bunch,

a tassel.

(3l1*tWM1 ad. (from ($W) In clusters, in

bunches.

a. Flattened, depressed, kneaded ; be-

come dirty by falling.

v. a. To cause any one to fall on

his face.

s. The face, the mouth. See

s. A cluster, a tassel, a bunch of flowers

or fruits.

v. a. To cause any one to arrange

things, or to put them into order.

ad. (from CKu^Ti.) By clusters or

bunches.

»t The eighteenth consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet, corresponding in sound to the English d,

but with a dental sound.

^ a. (mfn. from R. ^1 )
Giving : used in comp.

e. g. 31^1 a. (mfn.) Giving food, from •31^

s. (n.) Food,+l4; a. (mfn.) Giving

milk, fromTJ^ s. (n.) Milk, + Tl.

fit s. (corrupt, of Curds.

It^il I^U^ill s. A plant or weed common in Ben-

gal (Achyranthes lanata). Carey.

TT^H't5^ s. A fine song-bird common in Ben-

gal (Gracula Saularis, Linn.; Turdus Saularis,

Carey).

A contraction for K<^\ (p. U3JS) In, within,

and for TTftF (a. ^j) Again, ditto. Carey.
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VL°\ Root, i. (Tl *tf3) To bite, to sting.

fi *\ s. (m. from R. "Pt°*tj 1. A gadfly. 2. A
snake. 3. A tooth. 4. A fang, the poisonous

fang of a serpent.

a. (mfn. R. "5t
ow
t+

:3I^) Biting, s. (m.)

A gadfly.

"Pl *^. (m R. Tt°*I+3FT) Is The act of biting

or stinging. 2. Armour, mail.

v. a. {cans. of"5l f*tU3) To cause to

bite.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^°^+^3)
Bitten. See W§

.

TT°f*fc3 v. a. (from R. ^07
%) To bite, to sting.

Tt°*Tl s. (f. from Tl
OK

l ) A small gadfly.

T*°{*R a. {mfn. from R. T* *3j Mischievous,

cruel, noxious.

s. (/. from R. Tfo^+^l) A tusk, a large

tooth.

^o^t a . (-f&^mfn. Tt°$l +t\) Having

large teeth or tusks
;
biting or wounding by the

teeth (as an animal), s. (m.) 1. A hog. 2. A
snake.

K°^s.(n.) See^°*FT.

Tf^ s. Soft dirt, mud.

A highwayman, a marauder, a robber

;

a plunderer.

K^l^vsl *. (from K<pl?\3) Plunder, highway-

robbery.

tt<6»V<C 5. (m. Tf The letter or any

character representing its sound.

A weaver's slay.

T^^^^s. An inflammation, the fervid appear-

ance of a wound.

l^tRp^i a. (from T^Jl^) Fervid, glowing,

red, inflamed.

^fe 1388

HSfej Root, i.
( k&K3) 1. To grow, to increase.

2. To despatch, to expedite, to do a thing

quickly. 3. To go, to move. 4. To kill, to hurt.

K5f a. (mfn. from R. T^J) Clever, able, dex-

terous, skilful, expert, active, s. (m.) 1. A
dexterous or clever man. 2. The name of one

of the sons of Brahma born from the thumb

of his right hand. Manu ix. 128.

Ttf^TJl s . (f "C^ + <F{71) An epithet of

the goddess Durga. (Lit. The daughter of

Daksha.) Also^^D (/.).

HS$U\*53$[ s. (m. "TO + XF3s+^) The inter-

ruption of the sacrifice of Daksha by his son-

in-law Siva : used metaphorically to express

disappointment, the total failure of a scheme.

pfftpl s. (mfn. from R. T{3cF?) 1. Right (not

left). 2. South, southern (so called, because

on the right hand of the spectator, when look-

ing to the East). 3. Candid, sincere, honest,

upright. 4. Clever, able, skilful.

T*fe*fa§ ad. Sans. (-3^. rfW^ +3^) To-

wards the south, southerly, southwards.

I^tff^ s. (-*L/. Tffe ! +"PPl) The south

quarter.

TTf^lfRT^ ad. (from K^'lf^) In the south

quarter, southwards, southerly.

ttfSqflW^ s. (m. Tffe°l + C%*\ ) The country

towards the south, a southern region, a. (mfn.*)

From a southern country.

The right wing of an army. Mohun P. p. 153.

Tfeft^ a. (mfn. "&[f53p1+^) 1. Standing on

the right. 2. Situated towards the south, s.

(m.) A charioteer.

^f^T^ s . (m. +533) The right hand.

(f. from ) A present given to a

Brahman on a solemn occasion.
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) A sacred fire

placed towards the south. Manu 11. 231.

KWIK ad. Sans, (ablat. case of ^f^°l) To-

wards the south, southward. Also

A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.

TfeTtoJ a. (mfn. from "Pffe ! ) Turn-

ing the face towards the south.

^HlFT s. (n. TTf^l + SnFT) The sun's

motion towards the south. Manu i. 67.

^"ferftTT a. (mfn. fromTfeH +^T Wilkins'

Gr. § 899). Meriting a reward or present. Also

kfe'l) (mfn.).

ad. Sans, (instrum. case of Ttfe^i)

Southerly, southward.

m. from

deer wounded in the right side.

irferik3«^3 s . ("crfspi +&3^+^3) The

meridian line. Mohun P. p. 136.

"R^^s. (a. J-Lj) The entering into a place, the

interfering in an affair.

T^lt^t^ s . (p. j\£js^J ) The person who intro-

duces a person or thing.

T&Ml s. (from a. Jji-j) Procuring an introduc-

tion or entrance.

Wt\ s. (p. Uj) Deceit, imposture, treachery.

«• (p. j^lcj) Treacherous, deceitful.

s. A deceiver, a cheat, an impostor.

s. (from p. jbUj) Treachery, deceit,

imposture.

"W>\ \<x isl^s.
(P . j\j ^j) An impostor, a deceiver,

a cheat.

^"1 l<'l\5fU. (p. ^jblij) Fraud, treacheiy, deceit.

"^rH a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T^T Wilkins' Gr.

% 423). Burnt, consumed by fire, scorched.

(/. from ) In the Hindu calendar,

the designation of certain variable days, depend-

ing on some inauspicious conjunctions. As. Res.

m. 263. Also Tl^tf&Pi s . (/.).

Ttfs^l s. (/. T*rH +$^1) Scorched rice.

M^T Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

1. To quit or abandon. 2. To

cherish or protect, v. Cm^Rj) 1. To hurt

or kill. 2. To protect.

A plant (Pladera decussata). Hort.

Ben. p. 10.

A tumult, an uproar, a sedition, a mutiny.

Also "&f$1

.

T^fW^ s. (^^ + p. jb) Tumultuous, sedi-

tious, mutinous.

k^l5^ s. (a. JU-j) A liar, an impostor, a.

Wicked, overbearing, oppressive.

^f^3 a. (corrupt, of ^ b
) Firm, solid, hard ; en-

tire ; excessive. Also H. b .

A kind of drum.

5. (from "^5") A cord, a thick rope.

A cord, a string, a thin rope, a line, a

twine.

A paroxysm.

T^3^t^U3 v. a. To irritate, to inflame ; to bring

on a paroxysm.

WSft s. (fromTT^t) A rope-maker. Mohun P.

p. 89.

T°l s. A measure of capacity containing five sers.

Carey.

Root, x. (TO^fe) 1. To punish. 2. To

fine, to amerce.

TO s. (m. from R. ^2) 1. A stafF, a mace, a

stick ; a pilgrim's staff ; a sceptre. 2. The

stem of a plant or flower. 3. The pole of a
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tent. 4. The handle of an instrument. 5. An

oar. 6. A punishment, a penalty, a fine. 7. A
measure of time, the sixtieth part of a day and

night, or about twenty-four minutes. 8. A long

measure, a pole of four (in some places six)

cubits ; a staff of nearly a man's height. Colebr.

Alg. p. 2. Manu in 46. 9. A line or column

of troops.

"ttv3<$ s. (mn. from "R>3?) A sort of metre, the

stanza of which exceeds twenty-seven syllables,

and may extend to two hundred. As. Res. x. 446.

<r , <r <r

^tv3<t1^3 Is. (— \5 m. n3 + ) One who punishes

others.

Having or holding

a staff or sceptre, s. (m.) An epithet of Yama.

TRPTTTT^s. (m. TR3+ 5Tt^ra) The commander

of a danda or column of troops.

k*SWT.I\i s. (f. TO + ^'fe) The rule or law of

inflicting punishments
;

ethics, the system of

morals.

TRPftH a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^^sfj,^)
Punishable, liable to a fine.

TO<^ a. (TO +3^) Like a staff, s. An

obeisance, a bow, a prostration.

v. a. To fall down like a staff. -$At3 v. a.

To stand erect like a staff.

ISJ5t=T SeeTO^.

TOfa^SJ s ,
(
m .

T£3 + from R.
)

A post or stake, round which plays the string

that works the churning-stick.

TO^TO s, (n. TO + 'lt1^) The criminal law.

TOtfU3 v. a. (from "^^3) To stand still, to stand

erect or upright.

TO"fcH3 s. (m. TO + 3IWt?) A blow with a

staff.

A j udicial sentence

of condemnation.

Tfc3'lWl*[ a. (mfn. from TO) Standing erect.

TOt^ a. (mfn. TO+^R) Deserving punish-

ment, worthy of being fined.

TOWl I (m. TO + 3Ti^*I) The condition of

a pilgrim.

TO^t a. (-^%mfn. TO +Slt^ +f\)
Assuming the pilgrim's staff, retiring from the

world, s. (m.) A devotee, a pilgrim.

Buttermilk.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "Rn3 + ^S?)

Punished, fined, amerced.

1$Si a. (-f&^mfn. TO + 3/T )
Bearing a re-

ligious staff or stick, s. (m.) A pilgrim, a de-

votee carrying a religious staff, a mendicant.

W3> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "k^+^T) To be

punished, deserving to be fined, punishable by

law.

s. (m.) A tooth : used instead of AfS in

several compound words, e. g. ^^Jt^r? a. (mfn.)

Having four teeth, from U^T^Ta. (mfn.) Four,

+k^.

k>3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. k1 Wilkins' Gr.

p. 416). Given, granted, bestowed, presented.

Frequently used in comp. e. g. a.

(mfn.) Given by a goddess, from Ck^l s. (/.)

A goddess, + k>3 •

—

s. A title given to Vaisyas

and some Kayasthas. Morton.

T^3R3? si. (m. "Rs5+^) An adopted son. See

Manu ix. 168 seqq. Also

k^^T s. (n. Wealth bestowed, a

largess.

a. (mfn. k^ +^t !) Having made a

sacrifice of his life ; died as a martyr.

j^s3,| s. (f. from A damsel who is given in

marriage.

Pf^tlXl a. (-TF^mfn. k^+ ^ltTFl) Self-
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given (applied to a certain description of adopted

sons)-

m. from R. son given in adop-

tion by his rightful parents. Manu ix. 168.

T^Root, i. (W%G3) 1. To give. 2. To relin-

quish.

~%Qs. (wi.) 1. A cutaneous and herpetic eruption.

2. (Beng.) A ringworm. Also .

"RHJT a. ^H+^[) A plant (Cassia Tora).

"^H ! a. (mfn. from *^H) Herpetic, afHicted with

cutaneous herpetic eruptions. Also ^TH !
f

(mfn.) and ^"BITt^l, (-fiP^mfn.).

1% Root, i. (^1^3) 1. To hold, to possess, to

retain. 2. To give, to present, to assign, to

make over.

s. (n. irreg. see Wilkins' Gr. p. 79) Curds.

a. (mfn. from R. %\ )
Holding, keeping.

T^f^l s. (m.) The wood-apple (Feronia ele-

phantum). Also T^fe^ (m.). See ^f^Si .

Ttfifr^ s. (n. The churning;

of curds to maka butter.

Tlf^R? s . (m. R"R.+ :pT^) Barley-meal mixed

with curds.

s. A plant (Artemisia Indica). Hort. Ben.

p. 71.

RFT s. (/.) The name of a daughter of Daksha,

wife of Kasyapa and mother of the Danavas

or demons.

s. (m. "k"j^+^3i) An Asura or demon.

(Lit. A son of Danu.)

Aplant(Pladeradecussata). Carey.

IvS s. (m.) 1. A tooth ; the tusk of an animal.

2. The peak of a mountain.

Kv3<? a. (mfn. "&[3"+<F) Having teeth, s. (m.)

The peak of a mountain.

W3% s. (n. A piece of wood

used to cleanse the teeth.

WW^f^ s. (T^+1%lTftf3) The

gnashing of the teeth.

s. (n.W+^T) 1. The washing

of the teeth. 2. A tooth-brush. 3. (m.) A
tree (Mimosa Catechu).

W^t5
} s . (m .

T^+^t7!) An elephant's fore-

head.

s. (n. '%$+
'

s^) The root of a tooth,

the gums.

s. (m.) A lime (Citrus acida).

Wli s. (m. from R. *H>J The

name of several acid fruits or plants, viz. 1.

The wood-apple (Feronia elephantum). 2.

The common lime (Citrus acida). 3. Aver-

rhoa Carambola. 4. (— /.) Wood-sorrel

(Oxalis monadelpha). Wilson.

(W+ ^*T) The tooth-ache.

T^ft^fl s. (W+Ml^fl, from R. %j
A tooth-pick.

T^^^fr a. (mfn. W+^t^) Toothless.

k3'M\i s. (m. T*3+ '3fcft3) A bite.

floU 5^ s. (m. from TOsS) An elephant.

s. (f.) A medicinal plant (Croton polyan-

drum). Also

a. (-1%^ m/tt. t^+^) Toothed,

tusked, s. (m.) An elephant.

^1^3" a. (mfn. from K^) Having large or pro-

minent teeth.

a. (mfn. TT3"+ Tl) Dental (as a letter).

Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

[/j^£l<£ s> (m .) a snake or serpent.

(corrupt, of TPI ) Pride, arrogance, self-

importance.

4 U
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s. A plant (Polypodium proliferum). Mo-

hun P. p. 63.

TO^ft s. (from a. ^3^\ jjj ?) Delay, pro-

crastination.

s. (a. <uij) One time, once, a moment, a

time.

CpFtOTl ad. (from A. i*iS) Agrain and again,

repeatedly, from time to time.

H^t^rt^Ts. (p.^iVoj) 1. An officer of cavalry so

called. 2. An officer placed over any business.

ad. (from a. <ujj) Again, also, ditto.

XiAj<^s. (v.jiiS) A book, a register, a journal,

a record.

^F3<Hltt*r1 s . (p. ^jj) A counting-house,

an office.

(from p. jiiS) A keeper of accounts
;

a librarian.

A wave.

^^Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move.

s. (m.) 1. A forest, a wood. 2. A wood on

fire, a forest-conflagration.

v. a. To startle, to withdraw. Also

T^r^i s. (a. dJ^jj) An ink-stand.

TT^^^I s. (a. <ujoj) Dignity, state, pomp.

v. a. To trample under foot. Also

a. (mfn. irrey. superl. degree of
^

<
^. ) Most

distant, very remote. Wilhins' Gr. p. 520.

mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of "SR) More distant, farther off. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 520.

TTa a. (m/w.) Little, small. See .

"R^s. (p. 1. A breath, a breathing-space,

a moment. 2. A wheedling or coaxing.

T^Root, iv. (TTtelTfe) 1. To pacify, to ap-

pease, to tame, to subdue. 2. To be tamed or

tranquillized.

s. (m. from R. W^Jj 1. Self-command, re-

straint of one's inclinations or passions ; the

endurance of austerities. 2. Punishment, chas-

tisement; a penalty. 3. (Beng.^ A boast,

ambition.

KM<£ s. A single effort, a -spirt.

s. (m. from R.^) 1. Self-command, com-

posure. 2. Punishment.

W^ s.. (n. R. Tt^+^^T) 1. Self-restraint, com-

posure, resignation. 2. The act of checking or

keeping under restraint.

^5]/"|<p s> xhe name of a particular plant.

"PflPTt^ a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. T^+^Jpfj^T)

Tameable, capable of being subdued or re-

strained.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3)
Tamed, subdued, restrained, under controul.

T&£[a. (-I&^mfn. R. Subduing,

restraining, having under controul.

"R^TtS s. (-*P^ra.) An epithet of Agni the

god of fire.

(m. dual only) Husband and wife.

TF^T s. A jack or crane for raising weights.

A squirt, a syringe.

T^J^L s. (p.^ ^j) Drawing breath.

(p. A drawing breath.

a. Much, all, the whole
;

exerting all

power at once.

v. n. To sink, to fall off.

T^J^t^T s . (Pi^l+^I^T ) A squall,

a puff.
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T^lH^ s. (from ^I+^tfe?) A being

coaxed or deceived.

HM<1\5^ s. (p. j\j j»»>) A wheedler, a cheat, a

deceiver.

R*i<lv5ll. 5. (p. Deception, imposture.

"PfM^s. (p. ,_Jj) A small drum, a tambourine.

Jf*^ Root, v. C&tX^l Rs ) 1 . To deceive, to cheat.

2. To split, to divide, x. (k^ufj) To col-

lect, to gather, to arrange.

1*5 s. (m. from R. W%)
;

1. Fraud, deceit. 2.

Baseness, wickedness. 3. Pride, arrogance.

(m.) The thunderbolt of Indra.

a. (mfn. from R. Small, little. See

m.
Tt*D a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. T^+^T) Tame-

able, capable of being subdued, s. (to.) A young

bullock, a steer.

1^ Root, i. ( 1. To give. 2. To move.

3. To take. 4. To protect. 5. To hurt or kill.

"RIT a. (mfn. from R. WQ^) Compassionate, tender.

\ s. (f.
from R. Compassion, tenderness,

pity, mercy, sympathy. Also "^T (m.).

) An ocean of pity,

i. e. A compassionate or commiserating person.

A vessel for com-

miseration or pity, i. e. a person deserving com-

passion or mercy.

Wt^t^c. J-.^S mfn. Commise-

rating, compassionate, tender, gracious.

WfrTXr a. (mfn. Wi

+

3W) Merciful, compas-

sionate. Also HUH"!*! a. (mfn.).

Clllt^ a. (mfn. W$+^$^) Compassionate,

tender, merciful, gracious.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^TL) Commise-

rated, pitied
;
beloved, cherished, dear. s. (m.)

A husband.
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3U.(femin. ofT*f*T3) A wife, a mistress.

T^s. The price of any thing.

K«T s. (mn. from R. ^) 1. Fear, dread, terror.

2. A fissure, a hole in the ground.

"^[^t^a. (p.j\T,j) Necessary, wanting.

(from p. J&jS) Necessity, impor-

tance, consequence.

R^l^s. (p. ^J^y^jS) A petition, a request.

Tt^T^3l^s. (p. ji^jS) The remission of a punish-

ment, the overlooking of a fault, indulgence,

forgiveness.

fl4v5l<1^s. (p. L-j^jS) A reply.

(a. ajs^o) A degree, a gradation, a step,

a rank, a situation.

(p. A tailor.

s. (^+^t^c
l) The valuing or

appraising of goods.

v. noun of TTftT3) The mouldering

away of any thing.

^<T^ s. (—"^y.) A tribe of barbarians.

k^^s. (p. Anguish, pain, grief.

WW s. (tw. from WC< VT) 1. The name of a tribe

of barbarians. Manu x. 44. 2. A country, ap-

parently the same as Chola or Tanjore. Wilson.

T^TO^a. (p. jc^JjJ) 1. Afflicted. 2. Com-

passionate, sympathizing.

a. Flowing, oozing, trickling.

a. (from p. j^j) Suffering, pained, afflicted.

PR^^I s. The valuing or ap-

praising of goods.

"CRPt*!^. (p. Ju^jS) In the presence of, before.

H.<< iOll s. (p. xj\jjS) A door, a gate.

T^^t*^ s. (p. ^jS) A door-keeper, a porter.

4 U 2
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(from p. iJjjS) The office or situa-

tion of a door-keeper or porter.

(p. j\jjS) A hall of audience, a court.

Ul a. (from p. jbj^) Frequenting the

court.

a. (from p. jbjJ )
Pertaining to the

court, attending at court.

H^pt*4

^ s. (p. ijtfjjS) A Muhammadan devotee.

R<*d s. (h. Up) 1. A kind of mat. 2. A sort

of reed of which such mats are made (Arundo

Bengalensis). Carey.

(from p. j<j + *U) Monthly wages
;

also TRIlt^ •

ad. (p. ^Uo jtj) 1° the midst, be-

tween, before, in view. s. An interval, the midst.

"PRT^t^a^. (y-j3JJS) Daily.

^[<rl a. (from T^f^X^ )
Mouldering, putrid.

TRt^ s. (p. ^J,jS) A tree.

t>t<lWa. (r."j\jS) Long.

H< l^t s. An engraver. Mohun P. p. 89.

i<M. s. The price or value of any thing.

R^t^^l s. A plant (Hedysarum Alhagi). Sabda

S. p. 218.

T^f^S «. (mfn. from T'R'+ ttS) 1. Frightened,

afraid. 2. (jpret. -part. p. of R. "E") Torn, rent.

v.n. (from R. ) To tear, to break into

pieces.

a. (tnfn. from R. A. Poor, indigent,

needy; distressed. —\ji (/.) or —^ (ra.)

Poverty, indigence, distress.

TtfT^I Root, ii. (^ft"5tf^) To be poor or

distressed.

ITf^fSa^ a. (m/ra. pre*, part. p. R. ^ff< ^ I k-W3)

Impoverished, poor.

IHf 1400

"R"f^[Xl1 s. (p. Ujj) A river, the sea.

TffWftfr s. (p. b^+^t^T) A species of

heron not yet described. Carey.

(p. t^Jbjj) Conception, under-

standing.

a. New, recent, modern, s. 1. A valley, a

glen. 2. A carpet.

s. (from p. \jjS) A seafaring man, a

mariner.

R"<5^ s. (p. ^jjS) In, within.

HI<1Wl< s. (m.) 1. A gamester. 2. A stake at

play. See tjt^WS"

.

TRTfa^a. (p. Whole, all.

1^*H^[ s. (m.) A frog.

(?ra.) A cutaneous eruption, herpes. Also

Wji and TO (m,)

?». from R. T^L) Pride, arrogance, haugh-

tiness.

^t<£ a. (m/w. from R. ~^\) Boasting, proud.

s. (to.) An epithet of Kamadeva.
<r

Tpf°l s, (m. R. ^t^PT) 1. A mirror. 2. («.)

The eye.

«• (m>. from R. De-

stroying pride.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Arrogant, boasted.

W*U. (-Pf\mfn. T^f+t^) Proud, arro-

gant.

Wl^3 a. (to/«. Wl. from T^f, + 3*3) In-

flated with pride, filled with arrogance.

s. (/.) A ladle or spoon* Also ^1 f^<<t* (m.)

and^l(/.).
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tt
<<r)<P< s. (m.) A snake.

s. (m.) Sacrificial grass, commonly called

kusa (Poa cynosuroides).

IT8
! s. («. from R. FT) 1. Sight, seeing;. 2. The

day of new moon, when she rises invisible. 3.

The half-monthly sacrifice performed at the

change of the moon, by persons maintaining a

perpetual fire. Wilson.

a. (mfn. R. ^+3I3>) 1. Seeing, be-

holding. 2. Shewing, exhibiting : often used

in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) Shewing

what is not desired, ominous, from a.

(mfn.) Not wished for, +1JPST^.—s. (m.) A
doorkeeper, a warder.

T**FT s. (n. R. "5*1+ 1. Seeing, looking;

a view, a sight ; the power of vision. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 572. 2. A vision, a dream. 3. A
mirror. 4. Understanding, intellect. 5. Know-

ledge, science, a philosophical system. Trans.

R.A.S. n. 4. i. 553.

T^f^ft s. (fromTrt^T) A present at a meeting.

If^flTI a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R.

Worthy of being seen, beautiful, conspicuous,

visible.

v. a. (caus. ©fTTPfe) To shew, to

exhibit, to display.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the causal form

of R. "^L.) Exhibited, shewn, exposed to view,

displayed.

TfPfe v. a. (from R. T^j To see, to behold,

to view.

a. (-f^mfn. W*\+t\) Seeing: used

in comp. e. g. tftwrl a. (--fo^mfn.)
Seeing long (before), provident, cautious, from

a. (mfn.) Long, far, +

K^Root, i. (Tpffs?) and x. (TNlTfsS)
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1. To cut, to divide, to split, to pierce. 2. To

be cut, &c. 3. To display.

St^n s. (mn. from R. K.^) 1. A leaf, a petal of a

flower, a blade of grass, &c. 2. The blade of

a knife. 3. A fragment, a part, a portion. 4.

A quantity, a heap. 5. A body of troops. 6.

A sheath, a scabbard. 7. (Beng.) The thick-

ness of a board or any other flat thing. 8. A
sail. 9. A sort of aquatic grass (Panicum sta-

gninum). Carey.

a. Incessant, unremitting (said of a heavy

rain) ; thick or heavy (as a road after rain).

Ct^Tjr^a. (T^ + p.^j) Thick, gross.

JpFftlT a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. T^+3HllI)
To be trodden under foot, to be kneaded.

K^H tsS s. (m. "^T+ ^f^) The chief or com-

mander of a body of troops.

A bird of the order of Grallae (Parra

Indica ? Lath.) Carey.

s. A clod, a ball of any soft substance

squeezed together. Carey.

v. a. (caus. of "Crf*TC3) To cause to

tread down or to trample on.

a. (mfn. Seized or

attacked by a body of men
;
joined to a party.

s. (from W\) Parties, factions mutually

opposed to each other. Also ^Cf
1 1 ^p*t

.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. tt^+^J)
1. Broken, divided, split. 2. Trodden down,

trampled upon. 3. Expanded, unfolded, full

blown.

v. a. (from R. To tread down, to

trample upon, to knead.

A portico, a vestibule.

^Pft^s. (a. JJj) 1. Argument, proof, demon-

stration. 2. A guide, a director.
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ggy

a. Boggy, quivering like a bog. s. 1. A
ball of rice. 2. A sort of sugar.

*Plip*tj s. The quivering motion of any soft sub-

stance.

a. Yielding or shaking like bo;

ground. Also H. ^ Rl .

K^lH 1^ s . Aplant(Ela3ocarpusrobustus). Hort.

Ben. p. 42.

Tl^^Ts. (TrT+ ^T?) A train, a suite, a party,

a body of followers or adherents.

WT5^ s. (a. JSj) A broker.

(from a. J)ta) Brokerage, the employ-

ment or business of a broker.

^^Roox, i. and x. (with the insertion of a nasal

T*°*rfi3, Tt°*ftlC3) 1; To bite, to sting. 2.

To put on armour, x. (^f
ow

l^lf^) To shine.

W\ s. (-\ mfn.) Ten.

Tt*T^ s. (from^i^) (In arithmetic) Ten gandas

or sums of fours. See

s. (-^ re. T^+<F%) The ten

ceremonies prescribed to the three twice-born

classes among the Hindus.

(from TT*!*^) A small book used by

the Hindus to teach the first principles of nu-

meration.

^3 a. (mfn. TpT^+vihS) Composed of ten.

Wilkins' Gr. % 955.

tt*j^ s. (/. from A section comprising

ten short hymns or invocations, in the A'rckika

a part of the Sama-veda. As. Res. vm. 458.

Tt*W ad. Sans. (^H^- $tl ) In a tenfold manner,

in ten ways.

s. (mn. R. ^L+^FT) 1. A tooth. 2.

(m.) The peak of a mountain. 3. (re.) Mail,

armour.

TO^o s. (-^^.Tm+^t^PT) A
lip. (Lit. The vesture of the teeth.)

T**rf*fc3 s. (re. W*\ + f*fc3) The ten funeral cakes

which are offered by the Hindus on the ten

days following the death of a relative before the

sraddha can be performed. Carey.

s. (re. from^^+^7) A fragrant grass

(Cyperus rotundus). Also Wl^fe and 1^*1^
(re.).

s. (re?, from Tp^+^T) A Buddha or

Bauddha teacher.

A plant (Pardanthus Chinensis).

Mohun P. p. 63. (Morea Chinensis ?) Hort.

Ben. p. 5.

TTOC a. (>»/». from^Pl^) The tenth.

TpnsrM si (/re. IfnSI+SI *)) The tenth part,

the tithe.

"R^T3^! *. (femin. of T^1!) The tenth day of a

lunar month.

T**rt| «. (-"f^l ra/re. "PpW+^T) Being in

the tenth decade, very old, very aged. s. (/.) The

tenth or last stage of human existence. Manu
ii. 137.

Il
8etefj^ a. (mfn. from ) In his

tenth decade, decrepit; impotent; dying. Manu
ii. 138.

itfttyftl a. from iH^+^U) An epithet

of Ravana. (Lit. Having ten faces.)

re. from Tf^+^T) A medicament

prepared from ten roots.

k*UHHll>*i s . (re. T^K+JpT+^T) A
decoction of the ten medicinal roots. Carey.

t?Wi s. (re?, from P[J?1^+"^) The name of

a celebrated ancient sovereign of Ayodhyd or

Oude, and father of RAma.

s. (/. TT^+^^I from R. W) The
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name of a festival on the tenth day of the first

half of the month JyaisMha. As. Res. ill. 283.

Iffl 5. (/. from R. Tfl) The end of a garment,

the hem of a piece of cloth. 2. Age, a period

or condition of life, as childhood, youth, man-

hood, age, &c. 3. The wick of a lamp.

Xflt^FT s. (m. from l^T+^TH^T). See

T**TlPfa" a. (mfn. T**f1 + 3TlPft) Being in a cer-

tain state or condition of life.

TlTT^M s. (m. ff?$^4bf^4) An epithet

of Vishnu. (Lit. The god who became ten

times incarnate on earth.)

WrU^lfl. a. (mfn. ^1+5^") Unlucky, desti-

tute, forlorn.

Ep^jft3 s. from (,tt
S^) The tenth day of a month.

Mohun P. p. 138.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^°^Ls
+ ;3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422). Bitten, stung; eaten.

"CPTRoot, i. (TpPft) 1. To loose. 2. To throw,

to direct, to throw up, to toss. x. (Tt^tilUS)

To see. Also i. and x. (with the insertion of a

nasal f[o:3Tfe, TT°*til[v3) 1. To bite or sting.

2. To see. 3. To shine. See R. W\.

Rti^s. (p. ui-wst>) The hand.

s. (p. £Ss~»S) 1. A clapping of the hands,

the rapping at a door. 2. A pass, a passport,

a summons, a warrant, a writ. 3. A commis-

sion.

A signature.

s. (h. U«sj) Zinc, lapis calaminaris, pewter,

tutenag.

JTOll 1 s. (?• Ajla-j^) A glove.

XfS^ s. (p. jf**S) 1. Custom, fashion, mode,

manner. 2. A model, a regulation, a rule.

K s3<|. s. (p. ^jji^iS) 1. Perquisites paid to ser-

vants by one who sells to their master. 2.

Leave, license, conge.

(m. from R. W^l) 1. An enemy. 2. A

plunderer, a thief, a robber.

K s. (m.) 1. Either of the two Aswinas or hea-

venly physicians : usually in the dual,

2. The twin-stars. 3. In the symbolic expres-

sion of numbers this word stands for 2.

fl^RooT, i. (H^&) To burn, to reduce to

ashes. Frequently with or

prefixed to it.

R*C s. An abyss, a deep place in a river, an eddy.

R3?Ts. (m. R. Tl^+ :3PT) 1. Fire or Agni. 2.

(rc.) The burning of a thing, combustion.

Tt^ftST a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. Xt^+^pftlT
)

Combustible. -\3l (/.) or -3" (».) Combus-

tibility.

tl^< s. (m.) A little lotus. See Trans. R.A.S.

II. 15.

T^«*!,s. (from 3^?) Friendship, love. Also

v. a. (from R. T^T ) To burn.

Tfl Root, in. ("RTftfe) or i. (substituting in

the first four tenses TH^whence XTCX^fsJ, — G3)

To give. With 3Tl prefixed (^SjtTO) To

accept, to receive, to take off, to take away.

ii. (BBS} To cut, to reap.

1*1 A Taddhita suffix by means of which adverbs

of time are derived from pronouns and pronomi-

nal adjectives ; e. g. When, from pron.

TD^, 3Tfi Then, from pron. , &c. Wil-

kin's Gr. § 1044.

«. (from R. Tfl) A sickle, a bill-hook, an

iron cleaver

kl?is9 «. a. (from R. 1*1) To reap, to mow.
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(from a. fy\S) li A milk-nurse. 2. A
midwife.

A water-bird (Gallinula Madraspatana).

Carey.

Tt^Sto s. (corrupt, of TtlJ) A ring-worm, a tetter.

Tft$H*Wi s. (T*t3lT+31%T) A plant, the

leaves of which are used as a cure for ring-

worm (Cassia alata).

TltSf^Kl s. (from Tffe3) A reaper, a corn-

cutter.

An opportunity for doing a thing.

litem*, (a. ijSjs-S) A claim, a charge, a preten-

sion, an allegation.

genit. case of

Tlt\3ir1
, + a

J!j~j)
A bill of complaint. Mo-

kun P. p. 98.

s. (corrupt, of "R^3) 1. An oar. 2. A pole,

a perch for a bird. 3. A punishment, a fine ; a

ransom, v. a. To marshal.

HlO<I?fa? s. (T^t^+ ^t^) A raven. See W-

The open square near

a temple, appropriated to songs and music.

TtTv5l a. (from ^3) 1. Standing, erect. 2.

Punished, fined, s. 1. A staff; a clew ; a bat

to play with. 2. Custom, a fashion, a method.

3. Conduct, behaviour, practice. 4. The back-

bone. 5. A guide. 6. A ridge of earth drawn

up to the roots of plants which are placed in

rows, v. a. To adhere to a custom

or method, v. a. To leave off a

habit.

v. a. (from ^3) To stand erect, to

stand upright.

TTlolxipl s. (%K>\+m*\) The game of

cricket or cat. Carey.
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TffeltWt } Si (from^+C^I for

+ ^ft
c

l ) A particular vow made by a woman
during the absence of her husband.

tttORTpT s. (T*ft5l + A . Jjj) A change of cus-

toms or manners, an innovation.

A well-known species of harmless

snake (Coluber boseformis, var. 3. Skaio').

Carey.

Tttv^t s. (from Jtt^l) 1. A rower, a waterman.

2. An ignorant person. 3. The beam of a pair

of scales. 4. A ridge of earth. 5. The mark 1

used in writing as a full stop, or for the division

of lines in poetry. Carey.

s. A play, somewhat resembling the

English game of hop-scotch. Carey.

TTteW%1 s. (TTfcft+*ft^1) The scales in a

balance.

Tffel 5. (from Tfte?) A pair of stocks, a

wooden fetter.

k.lvi s. (corrupt, of A tooth, a serrature,

an indenture.

A wisdom-tooth,

s. (from pffe+^^ltt ) The locked-

jaw.

?) A biting of

the lips.

"TO^Ts. (fromTTO) The washing or cleansing

of the teeth.

'RKf'kFlfb s . (fromTT^^+ ^tf^) A tooth-

pick.

TTt^FTl s. (Wt^S+^UI) A gum-boil.

Iffa"*!^ « . ( TttsH
+*R ?) The tooth-ache. Also
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K Ivjt5^ a. (from ^f3) Having large teeth,

tusked, s. A boar.

JiTRJ s. (from TTtvJ) 1. A snaffle. 2. The having

large teeth.

TOjfl a. (from T^tsJ) Large-toothed.

A sort of sickle. Sahda S. p. 208.

«t4a^<S s. (». + A multitude of the de-

scendants of Daksha.

IfteFrP s. (m.) A vulture.

(J.
plur. -I^o from Tffi) The

twenty-seven lunar mansions, considered my-

thologically as the daughters of Daksha, and

wives of the moon.

(/.) A place in the north of India,

in the country of Bahlika or Balkh.

Meriting a reward,

deserving a remuneration.

K!3$J fi. (w. from ^Ltc^H-TT) Skill, cleverness, ca-

pacity
;
righteousness, probity.

irtM5^ (a. Ji-b) The transfer of property, the

payment of money, the delivery of goods.

^P*Hp^ * (p. jb Jib) A person who de-

livers goods.

iflf^WJ s. (from a. aiib)A receipt for money, &c.

(p- £b) A stain, a blot, a blemish; a

scar ; a mark, a badge of office, or

v. a. To stain, to mark, to spot.

v. a. To imbibe a stain or mark.

^1%H1 a. (TTH+^M) Stained, blotted,

marked.

s. (from p. Deceit, imposture, treachery.

•IRKU^ s. (p. jbUo) A cheat, an impostor, a

traitor.

v. a. (from p. ^j) To stain, to mark, to
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brand an animal with a hot iron ; to take aim

with a gun.

a. (from p. ^\S) Stained, blotted ; marked.

^tt vs^l a. (from p. £b?) Scabrous, callous, rough.

Carey.

s. Alarm, disturbance, tumult.

s. (corrupt, of "%S5) 1. A tooth, a fang. 2.

A serrature. 3. The ward of a key. 4. The

bill of a bird. 5. The chin. Also .

KK5^^ s. (from^3 +3t^) The common black

crow of Bengal (Corvus Corone?). Carey.

klvil^W See^tt^3.

s. The chin, the beard. Also

(mn.
s

) The pomegranate-tree (Punica

granata). Also (w.) its fruit.

^if^Htj©^ Sm (m. TitfOT+^ +^) A me-

dicinal plant, commonly called Rohini.

ki'pWl ». (/.) SeeTTt^ST.

A pomegranate. See K

s. The chin, the beard of the chin.

(/.) A plant (Nyctanthes arbor

tristis).

s. (corrupt, of KnJ) A club, a bat, a bar on

which to hang things.

ft)s3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + 1. Cut,

divided. 2. (From Cleaned, washed,

purified. Wilkins' Gr. § 700.

A sort of fish (Perca Datnia, Bucha-

nan'sMSS. A species of Holocentra, Laceplde).

Carey.

f[\\3^> a . (mfn.fut. part. p. R. 1^1+ 33}) Proper

to be given, bestowable.

kWl a. (—^ R. ^Tt.+T) Giving, bestow-

ing, granting
;

liberal, bountiful, charitable, s.

(?w.) A giver, a donor.

4 X
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Wt^Tl s. (/. + Liberality, charitable-

ness, generosity, bounty. Also
(
ra> ).

s. (m.) A gallinule (Gallinula Madraspa-

tana). Also ^Tftote (m.).

TTtTT s. (n. R. "Rl + ^T Witkins' Gr. § 799). A
sickle, a bill-hook.

(p. olo) Equity, law, retribution, revenge,

retaliation.

s. (from the proper name
^Jj-.

ojU)

A variety of rice. Carey.

lW*i^s. (p. J$S) An advance of money. Also

K. 1 Gpjtt (p. jIj Receiving an advance

of money or payment.

s. (corrupt, of JClRjte)) An elder brother

:

a grandfather.

(corrupt, of ^H^) A ringworm. Sabda

S. p. 201.

Kifr*Wt s. (trtft+H%T) A plant used as a

remedy for the ringworm (Cassia alata). Sabda

S. p. 61, 82, 88. See 1 1 and^T^t^t

.

K Wl s. (p. 1. A complainant, a plaintiff.

2. (from"RT&Tl) A grandmother.

WfcW s. (corrupt, of "^^) A ringworm.

T^lTTST^rT s. ('W\\+^T^) A plant, esteemed a

specific for ringworms (Cassia alata). Carey.

TftraW s. + from R. ^) The name

of several plants (Cassia alata
;
Hastingia scan-

dens, Hort. Ben. p. 95, and some others).

Root, i. (In the first four tenses TU^is sub-

stituted, whence TT55^3) 1. To cut. 2. To

straighten or make straight. 3. To be straight.

t{1rT s. (n. R. + 1. A donation, a gift, a

present. 2. The fluid that flows from the tem-

ples of an elephant in rut. 3. (Beng.^ A plant

(Artemisia Indica, Hort. Ben. p. 61).

TTPPfa" s. (n.TTfr+^fcr) A deed of gift, a

grant, a will.

n. patronymic, from A demon, a

being hostile to the gods of Indra's heaven.

Mann in. 196. See TrJ^ .

) A covered place

where gifts are made on funeral or other occa-

sions. Carey.

TtH^tft" s . (m. tTFR+ ^rf^) A god. (Lit.

An enemy of the Danavas or demons.)

Wife s. (/. Ttfr+^fa*) a power to make

gifts, a generous disposition.

Tffa'^flpr s. (mfn. TTfa" + *ft
E;T) Generous, muni-

ficent, liberal, charitable. — ^31 (/.) or —^
(«.) Liberality, munificence, generosity.

a. (mfn. Liberal, muni-

ficent, bountiful.

T0*T1 s. (corrupt. ofl^t*i^*) 1. A ghost, a giant,

a demon. 2. (p. <ti\S) A grain or seed. 3. A
kind of necklace.

KFTffl s. (TtfTl + ST !) The troops of the

gods. Carey.

TjftjTtJ'tH^ a. (p.jb <G)j) 1. Granulated, having

a granulated appearance (as a wound when it

begins to heal). 2. Containing grain.

Wt s. mfn. "W+^fj
Bountiful,

liberal.

(from p. ^\S) A receptacle, a vessel.

T^Wt^ A Taddhita suffix, by means of which

some Sanskrit adverbs of time are derived from

pronouns : e. g. ^sWt^ Then, at that time,

from pron. \5\ That.

TfWtS" a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. Tfl + 3FftTT)

Fit to be given, due, bestowable.
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Offered, given (as an obla-

tion).

Hl(.*f 1 s. (corrupt, of KM^ ) A ghost, a spectre,

a giant.

A tree indigenous in the eastern

borders of Bengal (Scytalia Danura). Carey.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "R^+3) 1.

Subdued, tamed. 2. Devoted, self-restrained,

patient, enduring. — s31 (/.) or —^ (n.~) Self-

restraint, patience, endurance, meekness.

>ll3<POl s. (f[t^"+^3i A worm) The tooth-

ache. Mohun P. p. 25.

Tttf% s. (/. R. "^I+ f^) Forbearance, patlence,

endurance, humiliation, submission.

s. (l\ka% genit. case of "&ft3" +

from ) The gum. Mohun P.

p. 14.

s. (corrupt, of "W^l )
Haughtiness, pride, ar-

rogance, self-importance, vanity, potency ; a

stamping forcibly.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of the causal

ofR.Tl) Liable. to be amerced in a fine, punish-

able, amenable, subject to the payment of a fine.

Also tTH) a. (mfn.).

v. a. (from t*tf%3) To stamp vio-

lently, to shake off by stamping.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. the causal

of R. Kl) 1. Amerced in a certain sum, con-

demned to pay a fine, fined. 2. Adjudged to

be paid by way of fine. 3. Entitled to receive

a fine in which another party is condemned.

TTtf^fre v. a. (from R. ^Tj To stamp, to shake

off by stamping.

^ft^ s. A plant (Polypodium proliferum). ,Hort.

Ben. p. 75.

idPfl ad. (from TfH ) With a violent stamping.

T^t^" 5. (»w.) 1. A forest. 2. A forest on fire.

3. A fire in general.

"Rt^T s. (corrupt, of ^T^FT) A tie, a rope, a

ribband, a sash, a girdle.

t^l<1 s. (a.
J^y^)

!• A request, a petition. 2. A

portico, a porch. 3. (From Suppres-

sion, compression, peculation. 4. A queen (in

chess).

v. a. (from To press down,

to compress, to suppress, to conceal, to smother.

v. a. To keep secret, to

conceal. —e*l^WJ To infringe.

) The conflagration

of a forest. Also "tl«in*1 s . (m.y

IffatOT^ s. (T^i from T?ftf^:r^3+ a. ^jjb)

The right side, the lee-side of a ship. Also

a. (ra/ra. irre^r. derivative from CK (<<f1,

the name of a river) Pertaining to the river

Bevika or Beva.

v. a. (from R. K.^?) To press down, to

compress, to squeeze, to flatten, to make smooth

by pressure, to conceal, to quash.

s. (a. ^jcS) A request, a complaint, a sup-

plication.

(p. JhS lJjS-S) A plaintiff, an accuser.

A plant which grows in rice-fields

(Xyris Indica). Carey.

a. (mfn. R. T^+^T) Capable of being

governed or ruled. Wilkins' Gr. \ 725.

TftlT s . (~n\n. R. (T[1 + IP^?) 1. A string, a

cord, a rope, a ribbon, a bandage. 2. (Beng^)

An aquatic grass, pond-weed. 3. A collection.

4. The cost or price of a thing.

TtfclSl s. (from R. ^1 ) A castrated bullock, an

ox; a gelding.

4X2
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or(In keeping accounts) Five gandas,

numbers of four, of cowries. See

kl^l^Q. s. (/. from A string, a rope, a

tie, a bandage.

TffrKFT 5 . ("Crnr for Jrt??feJ|[fI$ A plant

(Xanthocymus pictorius). Carey.

"CH^I a. (from R. Bold, arrogant, self-

important, overbearing, s. 1. A rope, a cord,

a tie. 2. A clown. 3. A sort of drum. 4. A
bird (Turdus Citrinus).

TftWte a. (p. jUb from s. 111^) A son-in-

law, a daughter's husband.

^TSTT'T s. The lee-side, the lee-sheet tackle in a

ship. Carey.

A large kettle-drum.

The composition of a debt ; an

assessment ; a cess. Carey.

TTl(AUH< s. (m. from T^FT +^'CR) An
epithet of the infant Krishna. (His foster-

mother Yasodha having passed a rope round

his body to keep him in confinement.)

TTMcD s. (n. from The marriage-state.

a. Capricious, unsteady, changeable,

fickle, s. A brat ; a cross child.

TTtfg^ a. (mfn. "R"§+^) Proud, imperious,

overbearing, boasting, blustering, hypocritical.

—^1 (/.) or —^ (n.) Boastfulness, haughti-

ness, blusteringness.

"CftTT Root, i. ("CttTTCsJ) To give.

Tfhl s. (m. from R. T{1 Wilkins' Gr. % 822) 1.

A donation, a present
;
especially one given on

a particular occasion, as a nuptial present, &c.

2. An inheritance. 3. Trouble, peril, danger;

a difficulty, a jeopardy ; loss. 4. A place, a

scite. 5. A breaking, a dividing. 6. (JBeng.)

A charge, an allegation, irony. 7. A law-suit,

a claim. 8. A tenure. 9. A debt. 10. In-

heritable property. — C"&f^!?{/3 v. a. To give,

to incur, to be exposed ; v. a. To indem-

nify, to discharge an obligation

;

v. a. To relate a thing.

a. (mfn. from R. (JQ Who cherishes,

nourishes, or is kind. Wilkins' Gr. § 775.

iving, bestowing,

munificent, bountiful, liberal : used in comp.

e. g. fwfrrt^T<? a. (mfn.') Giving alms, cha-

ritable, from s. (f.) Alms, *hiOTj
a. (mfn.) Giving or causing fear,

from ^tf s . (m.) Fear, +TttH^. 2. (In a

transitive sense) Causing to give. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 765. s. (m.) 1. A giver, a donor, a liberal

man. 2. (JBeng.) An accuser.

l^M^ a. (mfa Tfftr+ Sfcj) Responsible, in-

volved in trouble or difficulty.

Responsibility,

answerableness.

"PftlTTO s. (n. Ift^+^ttC) A written represen-

tation of difficulties, a protest.

klU^jt7] s. (m. TttTr + ^T7
!) The partition or

division of inheritance. Also

s. (m.).

l^tK s. («, -TTfa + ^tl* fromR. T*1 with jjfl

prefixed) An heir, a son or other kinsman who

is entitled to partake of an inheritance ; a

claimant.

Wt! a. (mfn. Tttef^f&J Claimable, cogni-

zable at law.

OTp a. (for ^JWj Giving, bestowing.

Much used in compos, e. g.

Giving pain, from Pain + T^lfte.

a. (mfn. pre£. paz^. p. of the caus. of R.

1. Amerced in a certain sum, condemned

to pay a fine. 2. Adjudged, awarded by way

of indemnification or fine. 3. Entitled to re-

ceive a fine incurred by another. See ^tf^3.
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IftTfl a. »«/«. from R. TTftl +3^)
Giving, bestowing; liberal, munificent. Used

in comp. e. g. mfn.)

Giving to undeserving persons, from a.

(mfn.) Undeserving, + s. (m.) A
debtor, a defendant, a person in trouble.

BftijPRO fftl s. (^tlTU^ genit. case of

The Psalms of David.

RiCU<s, (a.JIj) An orbit, a circle ; a circuit.

Mohun P. p. 157.

(only pZwr.
,
m.) A wife.

H. I <<P s. (m.) A child, a son.

kU^ll n. itdrtC*^^) Mar-

riage, nuptials. Also frpWEpifl (/.).

R I^u^u (
p

- ^i-^b) The cinnamon-tree

(Laurus Cinnamomum, the broad-leaved va-

riety). Hort. Ben. p. 30. See

TTt^ ! s. (n. R. "^"+ ^31^) 1. The act of tearing,

rending, or dividing. 2. The clearing-nut plant

(Strychnos potatorum).

TtwbfcfU (-ft\mfn.TO+ ^JTpft/rom
R. CU^) Deserting his wife.

s. (m. from TTTfr The name of a country)

1. A sort of poison, brought from the country

named Darad. 2. Quicksilver. 3. Vermilion.

4. The ocean.

kUHfaSte; s. (». Trii^+^rf^^) Marriage.

k l<^0 s. A poisonous wood. Carey.

Tlffl 5. (f. from TTfcT) A wife.

pTWffl. s. (from TTt^+ ^r^T) A fish (Cyprinus

Bunta, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

TOTf^H s. (n. TO+ 3lf*FfcH) Matri-

mony, nuptials. Manu i. 112.

TftU5 1418

a. a. (from R. ^ ) To tear, to rend, to

split, to divide, to crack.

"klftl^ s. (n. from R. "klTEf!) Poverty, indi-

gence, distress.

TOt a. (from TO) Attended by a wife or by

wives
;
having many wives, s. An adulterer.

Ufa (»m. from R. W) Wood, timber, (n.)

1. A sort of pine: see Ck<kt<F. 2. Brass.

3. (Beng.) Wine, spirituous liquor. 4. Gun-

powder, a. (mfn.) Liberal, munificent.

s. (/.) A doll, a puppet.

Hl^rOll (TftF+ fi^ft) Cinnamon (Laurus

Cinnamomum). See

kl<K5l a. (mfn. Kt^+ ^J) Wooden, made of

wood.

KW\ a. (mfn. from R. F) Dreadful, horrible,

frightful. Manu xi%. 76. (ww.) Horror, hor-

ribleness.

TiWH" a. (mfn. TTt^+ STU) Wooden, made of

wood.

kte5!^ s. A tree (Tomex sebifera, Buchanan's

MSS. but probably a species of Tetranthera).

Carey.

plant (Cur-

cuma xanthorrhiza, Wilson. Xanthoxylon ala-

tum, Carey).

Tfte^tJ<P s. (n. TTt^ +^+^) A wooden

ladle.

FtRT^tl s. (p. The head-man of an office,

a superintendant.

km s. (n. from FU+ TT Wilkins' Gr. § 975).

Firmness, hardness, validity.

kTk\3U a. (mfn. from 1^(\3) Leathern, made of

leather. Wilkins' Gr. § 900.
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Itt^rWfe (m. TT^+^lW^) A wood-

pecker. Also KrCtefe (?«.).

Jtlf^^ 5. (f. from Ilt^ft) A sort of colly-

rium prepared from an infusion of the Curcuma

xanthorrhiza. 2. A sort of potherb, commonly

called yoji. Wilson.

mis. (/".) A plant (Curcuma xanthorrhiza).

1. Acquainted with
<r

the darsanas : see Tp'H" . 2. Of enlarged views.

TtWS" *. (m/a. from W%W) Exemplified, illus-

trated by a comparison.

K l*
r

l s. (n.) 1. Wild or unprepared honey. 2.

(JBeng.~) Split pease, any pulse split like pease.

v. n. To be possible, to be accom-

plishable.

Cinnamon (Laurus Cinnamomum).

Mohun P. p. 36. See Ttfaf^fl

.

TtM^T «. (p. J>\S) A hall,

ft^s. (a. JtS) A broker, an appraiser.

Tlt5?Tt5*H s. (from A. <JiS) Brokerage, the busi-

ness of a broker or appraiser.

Kl r*1 s. Split pease, or any pulse split like pease.

See . Also .

"Rtf^5! s. (m.) A pomegranate. See Tftf^X .

Ttt
1^ Root, i. (TrKR?, -G3) To give. v.

To hurt, to injure, to kill. See

R. TP^.

s. (m.~) 1. A fisherman. 2. A slave, a ser-

vant. See

T^H^ s - (
n

-
forT**!^) A fragrant grass (Cy-

perus rotundus). Also

(femin. of ) A female slave, a maid-

servant.

1420

a. (mfn. from R. Liberal, munificent.

s. (m.
s

) A donor, a giver.

"Rt^T Root, i. (ftt*ff& , -G3) To give. v.

(TtH^ftfe) To hurt, to injure, to wound, to

kill.

"STfaT t (m. Wilkins' Gr. § 822). 1. A slave,

a servant. 2. A Siidra. 3. A fisherman, a

mariner : the designation of one of the mixed

classes in Hindu society. Manu x. 34. As.

Res. v. 59. 66. -s5l (/.) or (n.) Servi-

tude, slavery, bondage.

'WPi^l s.
(f. from tftft) A female slave, a

maid-servant.

s. {Jemin. of ) 1. A female slave, a

maid-servant. 2. The wife of a Sudra. 3. A
plant (Barleria caerulea). Hort. Ben. p. 45.

A son born by a

female slave.

K-l^l^ s. (n. from T^ft + ^T^l ) An assembly

of female slaves.

m. from T*t*T) 1. A slave, a servant.

2. A fisherman, a. (rnfn.^ Born of a slave.

T^TU^R" 5 .

(
m

.
from"^^) 1. A slave, a servant.

2. A fisherman. 3. A camel, a. (tnfn.^ Born

of a slave.

o. (?w/re. from KW ) Slavish, servile. • s.

(«.) Servitude, dependence, service.

The business of a

servant or slave.

TtfX s. (m. from R. "RlCj k- A combustion, a

conflagration. 2. The heat of a fever ; an in-

flammation. 3. A cautery, v. n. To

burn.

a. (mfn. R. fO-E^f ^1<P) Heating, igniting,

causing heat or combustion.

TjfiOT *] (»• from R. "RT^) The setting a thing

on fire, the heating or burning of a thing.
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>lkll.U a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. T^+3pflTT)

Fit to be burnt, combustible. — \51 (/.) or —^
(»..) Combustibleness.

Tft3?^T s. (rf^ + ^Srl) A place where the

dead are burnt.

W.lR<? a. (from R. Combustible.

v. a. (from R. "RT ) To burn, to sear, to

cauterize.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of R. "RT ) Fit to be

burnt, combustible. — "3*1
(/.) or —^3"

[n.*)

Combustibility.

An abbreviation of p. j&j Another.

fft^ s. (-*l/. from R. flHj A point of the

compass, a quarter of the globe.

(a. jj ) Trouble, vexation, teazing.

v. «z. To give trouble, to teaze.

"fe^ ad. See "fe7! .

a. (P-jtaj'^) Troublesome, vexatious.

"fWt^l s. (from p. j^jjjj) Vexation, trouble-

someness.

f&t«P-iH s. (m. ft^+^tt^T) A protector of the

quarters of the globe, a deity. Also

(«.)•

a. (m/Vi. fCl^ for 1%^+^) Neigh-

bouring.

ft*f See for ft*! .

f^7!^ s. (ft5
!, for ft^, + ^13") The horizon.

ft^raT s. (w. f^+^K3<) Another point of

the compass, another quarter of the globe,

f^t*^ a ^mj-n ^ Lit. Clad by

the regions of space, i. e. bare of clothing, naked.

s. (m.) 1. AJaina devotee going naked. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 551. 2. An epithet of Siva. See

a. (v.^jS) Another.

ad. (JBeng. locat. case offtTL. See

fi<<PJ In a certain direction, on a particular

side
;
to, towards. Used in comp. e. g.

ad. On four sides, on every side.

ft^3t s. (m . ft^forf^l,+ 5t3) An elephant

of a quarter or point of the compass, one of the

eight attached to the cardinal and intermediate

points, supporting the globe. Also

(-f%^™.).

ft^I^FT ^ f^+Tt*FT) A looking to every

side, a general survey.

f^PTla. (-ff^^.f^^+TfpPT ) Look-

ing to every side, taking a general view or survey.

f^TTO s. (m. f^from ft^+T^) The final

conflagration of all things.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Anointed, smeared, s. (m.) 1. Oil, unguent.

2. A poisoned arrow.

Wf^j a. (-^ mfn. for ft^,
+TFT^) Naked. (Lit. Having the horizon for

his garment.) See

ftf^OT s. {m. ft"^ forfppl+feni) Vic-

tory in every direction, a universal conquest.

f^K5Hl a. (-f^mfn. fit^+ "ftsftf+1^)
Victorious in all the quarters of the world.

Prf^L^,. (-1/. fromfH+WH) The

cardinal and intermediate points of the horizon.

(Beng.) -IWf^US or -C^3t^^ v. a. To

wander, to stroll.

TO^fM^ a. (w/«.'ftf^'ft^+^) Situated

in the direction of the cardinal and interme-

diate points of the compass
;
encompassing.

s. (f^^+^fT) A mistake about the

points of the compass or about the way to a

place. Also ftp^ s. (to.).
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ft5^ !
(
w . fft^+ ) A wandering about

in every direction.

ffc^FT *. (n. fR^for ft*^+3^FT) The

horizon.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. C^1) Cut, di-

vided, torn. Wilkins' Gr. p. 417.

(/.) The name of the mother of the

Asuras or Daityas, and wife of Kasyapa.

fftfj^vS s. (in. ftf3 + ;j

J3) An ^swra or

Daitya. (Lit. A son of Dm).

(/. from the desiderative form

of R. Tfl) A desire or wish to give.

a. (mfn. from the desiderative

form of R. *fn Ready or desirous to give.

An eldest sister.

(/. from the desiderative form

of R. A desire to see. Wilkins
1

Gr.

§831.

fk^tc£ a. (m/w. from f^W^ the desiderative

form of R. ^*1) Desirous of seeing.

(m,) The second husband of a woman

twice married. Manuiu. 173. (/.) A virgin wi-

dow remarried. (According to some) A younger

sister who has been married before an older one.

See Kulluka on Manu m. 160. Also

(m. and/.).

ftf^Tfe s. (m.f^f^+^fa) The husband

of a woman remarried. Also (m.)

Manu in. 160, 173.

(mrc.) A day. (JBeng.} or

a. To spend time.

lVu$$, s. (m. "PrT+33^) The sun.

flffPttl si ("PrT +^ltl for ^tftU3) The

spending of time. Also

ad. (from
) Daily.

fpprf^T ad. (fromft5?) Daily.

ft=TTO 5 . (m.ffrT+ ^Ttel) The sun. (Lit. The

lord of day). Also f&FPff3 (m.),

fWttv? s. (ft%+^tt3) 1. The spending or

passing of time. 2. A livelihood.

f^Tpi s. (m. Ifc+kfk) The sun. (Lit. The

gem of day).

ft^TOH «. ("pFT+ ITt^) Day, the length of

one day, day-time.

case of

day's journey. Mohun
P. p. 104.

+ P. L^-o) Daily wages.

Mohun P. p. 88.

"ft=TTt\? ad. (f^T +TK? from Ttft) Day

and night, incessantly.

fSrffeP* (ra. tX^T-h^^") Evening. (Lit. The

end of the day). Also f^t^Tfa"
(
n .).

(/. from A day's wages, pay-

ment for one day's labour.

a<i. From day to day.

"Pt^RooT, iv. (ifl^jft) 1. To play, to sport.

2. To vie with another, to emulate, to desire to

excel or surpass. 3. To deal, to traffic, to trade.

4. To shine. 5. To praise. 6. To rejoice, to be

glad. 7. To be under the influence of a pas-

sion. 8. To be sleepy or sluggish. 9. To de-

sire, to wish, to love. 10. To go. x. (C&t<Tilfs3)

1. To suffer pain. 2. To ask, to beg. 3. To

move, to go. 4. (Also — G3) To lament, to

mourn. i. (With the insertion of a nasal

fR"°Tf3) 1. To please. 2. To be pleased.

(/. nomin. sing. (m%. FromR.feT)

1. Heaven, the air, the sky. 2. Paradise.
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(w. from R. "fw.^) Heaven, the sky, the

air, the atmosphere.

s. (mn. from R. ft<L) A day.

a. (from fr<^T) Diurnal, daily. Also

srenit. case of

+ An epithet of Indra. (Lit. The lord

of day.)

etc?. »San*. (fromf^*^) By day. s. (indecl.)

Day.

fit<l<P< s. (m. f^3l + 3>^") The sun. (Lit.

Who makes day.)

ft<l'l^lPi s. (m. "terl+^tf^?) 1. A man

of a low cast, a Chanddla. 2. A barber.

a. (mfn. ffRl+^FT) Diurnal, daily,

belonging to a day.

fWTpt s . (m. R. fi^+^Ttft) (In grammar)

A designation of the verbal roots which are in-

flected after the fourth conjugation, and in the

native lists of which the root stands first.

(p. ^jjo) A minister, a secretary, a

steward.

ft^tf¥l s. (n. from
)
Night and

day. Also "fWtTTTT s. (n.).

s. (from p. ^^S) The office or duty of

a minister, steward, or secretary.

[k< HJltfal s . (p. <CU Jft) 1 . The place where

a steward transacts business. 2. A hall of au-

dience, a tribunal.

fk<hb a. (mfn. ft«1+3I^) Unable to see in

day-time ; dim. s. (/w.) An owl.

) A lamp in

day-time : applied metaphorically to a person

whose honours or eminence are eclipsed, a.

(wi/ra.) Useless, eclipsed by superior merit.

fK<Wv3 ad. (from ft^+TtfjT) Day and

night, uninterruptedly, incessantly. Also ft<H-

(from fj|f|0 The sky.

locat. case of f^R, + R.

^1^) A deity, a god.

ftfa& a. (mfn. firfrl locat. case of

Situated in heaven, heavenly, celestial.

a. (mfn. from
yi^ej^

Touching the heavens, reaching up to

the heavens.

firreWs * (-^«. "Pr+vs^) i. a
god, a deity. (Lit. Whose mansion is in hea-

ven.) 2. A bird, the chcitaha (Cuculus me-

lanoleucus). 3. A deer. Also

(_^ m.).

a. (mfn. from ft^ + TT Wilkins Gr.% 899)

Celestial, heavenly
;

beautiful, delightful, s.

(Beny.) An oath. -^Rlsj v. a. To take

an oath.

ft^JS^s. (fi-om f^^) +'5^^) A superna-

tural vision. Carey.

Supernatural

knowledge.

fK<J<li<PJ s. (n. fe}+^t3D) A celestial voice.

fWtCT s. (/. to+3tfpTl) A beautiful

woman.

'Rt<jV<£ s. (n. "ft^+^Tt^) Rain-water,

dew. (Lit. Heavenly water.)

ftWJWtp* a. (mfn.to +^ from

R. PHl
s)

Heavenly, celestial, divine.

(from ft*)) An oath. -3ftt3 v. a.

To take an oath.

fk^ll^s. (p. ^Uj) Arrogance, pride.

a- (p- ^jiUj) Proud, arrogant, vain.

4 Y
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sor-

sorrow.

f^F^RooT, x. (fk'HilRj, -G3) To order, to

command.

ft§ Root, x. (fa^uRj)Tq command, to direct.

a- (p. AujjiS) Late, old, decayed.

(p. JS) 1. The heart, the soul. 2. Cou-

rage, confidence, valour.

«• (p. LsT Jj) Satisfactory, consolatory,

s. Consolation, comfort, contentment, encou-

ragement.

fclj.ft'l a. (?.J Jj) Troubled in mind,

rowful, distressed.

(from P.^f Jj) Distress,

K^Ksl «? (p- Jj) Attention, direction,

or application of the mind to any particular

object.

f^RooT, vi. (f^*U%, -Cv?) l:.To shew, to

point out. 2. To instruct, to command, to di-

rect, to send. 3. To teach, to tell. 4. To give.

With 3^1 prefixed, To teach ; to order or com-

mand ; to threaten ; with

To point out, to shew ; to command ; with

To shew, to point at ; to refer to, to stand in

relation to a thing; with :iT +3 Q
-*> To shew,

to explain ; to decide, to determine ; with

or To shew, to teach ; with Pit

and To point out, to prove, to de-

monstrate, to explain ; to determine ; with ^
and with To teach, to point out, to com-

mand, to order.

(f.
from R. ,ffl

,

*is) A region, a quarter

of the globe. See

fp[*nS *. (-^T1!/. from R. ffcl) A region, a

quarter of the horizon.

a. (from fPC
K
flS +CtTl from R. ?)

Lost, bewildered.

flt*P a. (mfn. fVC%-Tt) Situated towards any

particular point of the compass : used in comp.

e. g. ^^"ffpl^ a. (mfn.) Situated towards the

east, bearing east, eastward, from^^T a. (mfn.')

Eastern, +

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Shewn,

pointed out. s. 1. (m.) Time. 2. (n.) Fate,

destiny. /

s. (m. + Death.

"ftf^ s. (/. R.ft^+fe) Happiness, pleasure.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case Fortu-

nately, happily, luckily. Wilkins' Gr. p. 549.

ft^l s. (p. te*»S) 1. A quire of paper. 2. A thin

place in cloth.

)Thin (said of cloth).

Root, ri. ) 1. To smear, to anoint.

2. To increase, to augment. Sometimes with ?1

or T° prefixed to it.

Tfl. Root, iv. (TflTTCJ) To waste, to diminish
;

to decay.

(from k^H ) A lamp, a torch.

s. (from A torch-bearer.

tft^ Root, i. (Vfi&US) 1. To be shaved. 2.

To perform a sacrifice, to go through a religious

ceremony. 3. To initiate, to invest with the sa-

cerdotal string. 4. To be self-restrained. 5. To

teach religious observances.

iftS&l & (m. R. Tfl^r-^) A priest, a spiritual

guide.

Ttfel s. (f.
from R. "Rft^) 1. A sacrifice, wor-

ship
;

religious austerities, devotion. 2. Initia-

tion, consecration, investiture.

^tt^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p.

L Consecrated, initiated. 2. Engaged in re-

ligious duties, in the performance of sacrifices,

pious austerities, &c. Mann 11. 128.
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^t^tl s. (corrupt, of ) An oblong pond

or lake. Also

a. (corrupt, of "Rt^T) Long, extended. Also

ad. (from tffsf) Lengthwise.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^ft+v3) Wasted;

fallen into decay. Wilkins' Gr. § 694.

s. (mn. from R. ) 1. Boiled rice.

2. (to.) An epithet of Vkihaspati.

1. An elder sister. 2. An elder brother's

wife. 3. A paternal grandmother.

jftPtft s . (/. from R. lft<ft +f3) A ray or beam

of light.

m. Root, ii. (,Tf|^|,C\3) 1. To shine. 2. To

play, to sport.

T?£*f «. (m/«. pre£. par£. R. "^+ *f Wilkins'

Gr. % 694). 1. Wasted, fallen into decay. 2.

Poor, needy, indigent. — \31 (/.) or —^ (w.)

Indigence, want, distress.

a. (mfn. from"^t*T) Miserable, poor.

TfrTOTftHT a , (jnfn. iffr+ T&fi + Full

of commiseration towards the indigent. Also

Ull KUT^ a. (mfn.).

tftTT^ITlo a . (-^». T£$i*Wf%) Trou-

bled or afflicted in mind.

ttt^*£ s. (m. A. jUjj?) 1. A gold ornament. 2.

A seal. 3. A weight of gold, variously stated

as two kashas, one pala of thirty-two rattis,

and also as the large pala or one hundred and

eight suvarnas. 4. A coin, a dinar. Wilson.

Root, iv. To shine, to blaze, to

be bright or luminous. Sometimes with ^1

,

, or ^ prefixed to it.

"tft*i s. (m. from R. ~tft*L) A lamp, a light, a

torch.

tftfl 1430

TttjBfcS a. (mfn. R. ^l^- )
Affording light,

shining, resplendent; inflaming, s. (m.) 1. An

aromatic seed (Ligusticum Ajwaen, Rox.) 2.

An ornamental plant (Celosia cristata). 3. Small

cumin. 4. A lamp. 5. A particular mode in

Hindu music. As. Res. tak. 73. 6. (n.) Rhe-

torical elegance or beauty of style.

A lustre, a chandelier.

AlsolflTW^.

Tft^fr" a. (m/n. R. "^t^+^FT) Illustrating,

shining; inflaming, causing heat. s. 1. (n.)

A shining or being luminous
;
radiancy, efful-

gence. 2. (mn.) An aromatic seed (Ligusti-

cum Ajwaen, Rox.) : also — *f"[ (/). 3. (w.)

An ornamental plant (Celosia cristata).

"CfW^flTI a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. Fit to

be illuminated or heated, s. (m.) An aromatic

seed (Ligusticum Ajwaen).

iflH^Kp s. (m.
+3J53?)

The stand of a lamp,

a candlestick.

TtfWTl s. (f. Tfifl A row of lamps

at an illumination.

The flame

of a lamp. 2. Lamp-black used as a colly-

rium.

TtWf^3 a. (mfn. tfW + 3lft"3) Clear, lu-

minous, perspicuous.

Tftf^ra v. a. (from R. ifftj To shine, to flame,

to blaze.

Kt9 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^l^L+S; also

jftfijfcS Joins' Gr. p. 420) Illuminated, en-

lightened
;
shining, splendid, refulgent, s. (n.)

Gold.

I*feilfs) «. (»/». ^+^lf^) Of good di-

gestion.

Ttff^ s . (/. R. "Rl^+f^) Light, lustre, splen-

dour, brilliancy, effulgence.

4 Y 2
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a. (mfn. "Rtf^l -f<3?«^) Irradiating,

shining, effulgent.

tftf^Tfr a. (-^ mfn. TftfS +^) Ra-

diant, shining, splendid.

'pft
P

i'
) s. (m. R. "Ctt^+TT) 1. An ornamental plant

(Celosia cristata). 2. An aromatic seed (Ligus-

ticum Ajwaen, Rox.).

#fe Seelfl^.

T<t^ a. (mfn. R. t;l]71+^') Luminous, bright,

splendid.

(corrupt, of ) A light, a lamp.

a. (mfn.} Long (said of space or time).

—31 (/. or — 3"
(
re.) Length.

Kl^tlT a. (mfn. T^f+^XT) Tall, of a high

stature.

kl^H s. (m. tft^+ <PH) A long time.

TlHbWM a. (-f^T mfn. +

^ftl<%) Long-lived.

TftWttWl (/. + A

cockle. Also

T^fe^fs. (corrupt. of^^T + Ei51^) A long

metre of verse.

Tft^SE^I a. (mfn. ^^+^1^1) Long-thighed,

spindle-shanked

.

"Sft^rf^f s. (m. tff^+fSafl) A snake. (Lit.

Having a long tongue.)

Lon-

gevity, old age.

Tft^M a. (-Pt\ mfn. T^+^f^T)
Long-lived.

Far-seeing, provident, prudent, s. (m.~) 1. A
vulture. 2. A wise man.
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Tft^ftgtlT*. (m.tfft + fcStfa) A sigh.

(Lit. A long-drawn breath.)

s. (m. ^+^>) A snake. (Lit.

Having a long back.)

kl^S s. (m. ^t^f|W) A plant (Bignonia

Indica).

T^F^T «. tfl^+^") Dilatory, pro-

crastinating. — (/.) or —"3" (h.) Dilatori-

ness, procrastination.

tft^fet^ s.
(
m

.
tft^+srt^") obiong.

T^fWl s. (f. from 1*1*1) An oblong pond or

tank.

Ittttl ad. (from nl^T) Lengthwise, in length.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^+ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 417). l.Torn, rent, broken. 2. Fright-

ened, alarmed, afraid.

tjRooT, i. ("&Rf3)To go, to move. v. ("ETTrfS)

1. To suffer pain. 2. To cause pain. 3. To burn,

to heat.

\^a. (corrupt, of ft) Two.

a. Hated, disliked.

(corrupt, of ^ft^") A gate, a door, an

opening.

Ig? a. (corrupt, of ft") Two.

One or two, about two,

a few.

TJ^3*1 s. (corrupt, of "ft"+ (^*) ) A scitami-

neous plant (Amomum sericeum). Carey.

T^Slffa" a .
(l^+^\^) Two (applied to parts

of a whole). Carey.

Two (said of distinct things).

v. a. (from R. ) To milk an animal.
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s. (from ff + 3$^") Twelve o'clock.

-fk\, -"ft^l, or-k<^Noon; -^W
Midnight.

H$«U geg?. fW+^ft) Twice.

1 a. (TJ^+ UTl from Double-

minded.

Tg*U Root, x. (TJ^Ufa) To give or cause

pain.

TJp^ s. (n. from^+^U?) Pain, distress, af-

fliction. Trans. E.A.S. i. 563.

T^o5^ a. TJp^ +W from R. Causing

pain, afflicting, painful. Also TTS^klU^ a.

(mfn.).

^o^^l si (TJS^+SM?) Wretchedness,

misery, affliction.

Wo^tS" s . (m. +Sf£F) Final beatitude and

liberation from pain. Trans. R.A.S. I. 570.

571.

TJ^fff3 «• (jnfn. + 3lff\3) FiHed with

pain, affliction, or grief.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^o^l +^3)
Afflicted, pained, grieved. Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.} Grieved at heart, from

SFF^5. (».) The heart, mind, +^of^A? .

Tjjf^3f^5 s. (m. "^oT^-f 1^5) Afflicted at

heart, grieved in mind.

TJ^ft a. (-P^\mfn. Tf§*4+^ Afflicted,

distressed, wretched, miserable.

An expression of

grief.

^pfftfJJ a. f>/n. TJ^+^ft5
^) Evil-disposed, of

a bad character, wicked. — s?1 (/.) or — *S

(n.) Wickedness, malice.

~fio%*&Xad. Sans, (from "^+^T) Unseason-

ably, improperly, unfitly.

•JJp^lM «• (»»/»• Unseasonable, im-

proper.

TJo^TOI s. (m. TJ^+^WST) A time of distress

or adversity.

TjoTCa. (mfn. Tp>^ from R. f*t$V) Diffi-

cult to be borne or endured, insupportable, in-

tolerable. Also vfprflQ a. (mfn.).

Tjo^Ttefr a. (mfn. TJ^+^rftb) Difficult to be

accomplished, arduous, difficult.

"^o^Tt^^T s. (n. TJ^+^rt^TT) Rashness, incon-

siderateness, boldness, temerity.

TJFTtSTfl a. (-Pr^mfn. f^C^+t^)
Rash, inconsiderate, bold, daring.

"t^o^ a. (mfn. from R. ^1) Badly

situated, poorly circumstanced
;
distressed, af-

flicted, wretched. —\31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Mi-

sery, wretchedness.

TJ^Ha. (m/«.W +^^from R. Dif-

ficult to be touched.

(femin. of T^P^T^I ) A plant (Hedy-

sarum Alhagi).

TJo^ ». (m. TK+^j) A heavy or ominous

dream ; the night-mare.

TJo^^fa a. (mfn. T^+^U) Wickedly dis-

posed, of an evil character. s. (?w.) An evil

character, a bad disposition.

A kind of bamboo basket for catching-

fish.

a. Stubborn, unruly, refractory.

% HQ \ ft s. (from TjfWl) Unruliness, refractori-

ness, stubbornness.

A plant (Symplocos ferruginea).

Hort. Ben. p. 40.

IJJFt^s, (p. ^S) A shop.

I^Pl^lt^s. (p. Jii ^S) A shopkeeper.
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J^tPlfl^lWI s. (from r.j\j> w^j) The business or

employment of a shopkeeper.

(from p. ^S) Going to shops.

TJ^fT CJ+^T) The two families : viz. that

of the father and mother of any person.

s. (n.) 1. Woven silk: also "^t5^. 2.

Very fine cloth or raiment. 3. JBeng. (\+
«^T) The two shores of a river.
K '

TJC^ s. A plant (Cluytia oblongifolia). #or£.

.Ben. p. 70.

s. (corrupt, of ^\<$< ?) A hog (used as a

term of abuse).

An impostor, a cheat, a turncoat.

TJ^°i a. Two-fold, double, twice as

much. See

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. v . 423) 1. Milked. 2. Filled, made full,

si (».) Milk.

A milk-pan.

Tj^Hft a . (_fH^>. ^H +^\from
R. ttl) Drinking milk.

TjfStPTfa) s. (m. T^H + PfW>) A suckling

child. (Lit. Living on the mother's milk.)

Tj^Wfcft s. (/. fromT^H+3V) Giving milk,

milch.

T^f^^l s. (f.) A plant (Asclepias rosea).

fejXl a. (?«/». from R. T^) Yielding milk. (Only

used in composition.)

TJjOTTi a. (from TJ+^R??) Occurring every

other day.

a. Laconic, brief.

a. (TJ+ "&1 ) Two. Also Tjjal

.

Tjf^s. (/. forTJ^T ) A small or female tortoise.

TJfi a. (corrupt, of ft"^ !) Two-fold, twice

much. Also

as

1^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^+3 Wilkins' Gr.

§ 695). Endured, suffered. Also "£f*T (mfn.').

s * C^+^^) A dilemma, an alternative,

tj^f s. (corrupt, of TJ^A ) Milk.

A plant (Hastingia coccinea). Hort.

Ben. p. 46.

fJff^flJl «. (from Unprincipled, be-

longing to two parties, s. A turncoat.

K fa<P ad. (T^+f^forft?l) In two direc-

tions, in two ways, on two sides.

v. a. To encroach on both sides (as a river): to

keep turns with two opposite parties.

a. (from ) 1. Living on milk, suck-

ing. 2. Milch, giving milk. s. A plant (As-

clepias rosea).

fiSlted s. (TprTrrl+sHI) a Piant (Li-

riodendron grandiflora). Hort. Ben. p. 43.

TJTJs. (from^H) Milk.

VfijPl s. (m.) A green onion.

Tjjl «. (corrupt, of TJfH ) Milk. -1^13 or

v. a. To suck, to suckle

;

v. a. To wean.

TjJt^TSTl s . (from TjH +^TO) A variety of

rice which ripens in the cold season. Carey.

A climbing plant

(Convolvulus Turpethum). Hort. Ben. p. 14.

Tjjt^ft s. (from C^t*1 ) A plant (Tricho-

santhes anguina). As. Res. x. 17.

A plant (a species of Nerium ?

Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey.

variety of the Mi-

chelia Champaca with pale flowers. Carey.

TjjUvsM s. (Tj^l + C^M) An acidity in the

stomach of infants which occasions them to throw

up the milk which they have sucked.
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A sort of kidney-

bean (Dolichos lignosus). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

TjJt^vJl s. (TjH + ^lvjl) A climbing plant (As-

clepias rosea). Hort. Ben. p. 20. Also ^J^-

. Sabda S. p. 212.

a. (from )
1. Living on milk, suck-

ing. 2. Milch, giving milk. s. A climbing

plant (Asclepias rosea). See j^klUi

.

a. (from ^ ) Two, twice.

HI I a. (from Tjj^L ) Double, twice as much.

Ijftil s. (a. \jj) The earth, the world.

a. (p. Lj S) Engaged in worldly

affairs or business.

a. (from p. Ljj) Pertaining to

worldly affairs or business.

"Ej^ft s. (corrupt, of Tjf^l ) 1 . A sort of boat or

ship. 2. A windmill.

TJ^ffi. «• (
from Twice, twofold, double.

a. Seditious, refractory, stubborn. Mo-

hun P. p. 119.

IJ^dRj s. (?w.) 1. A sort of large kettle-drum. 2.

A pair, a couple.

TPfft s. (TT+^tft) Two rows.

TPf^^" s. (from "£+3^") Mid-day, mid-night.

Mio^W. SeeTJ^^^.

from

A flower so called because it expands its leaves

at mid-day (Pentapetes Phoenicea). Hort.

Ben. p. 50. Also^felW5
! .

A plant (Impatiens Balsamina). Hort.

Ben. p. 18.

Having two spiral turns.

Also tjtWWi

.

TT*Ffa? (TJ+^l^) A double rent or crack.

"IpT^d a. (corrupt, of TT^T) Weak, powerless,

faint.

TJ3T3"a. ("£+3"R) Twice.

IJ^TTOTl a. (from "^+^W"i) Speaking two

languages
;
bilingual. Also

TjWf^ra v. a. (T£+*lf\5U3) To fold up, to

double any flexible substance.

WTf^i s. The erect part of a hook used in hang-

ing a gate with the hook and thimble. Carey.

TJEpl a . Having two faces or open-

ings, s. An amphisbtena.

OTfe s. ("J+^fe from 3§5i)
Both sides.

TjW^W a. (from TT+^3^1) Twice coated

with clay (said of images). Also ^"t^tto and

Tj^JvSl a. (from Wfet3) Bent, turned.

TJ^iRw v. a. (cans, of TJpffSCfS') To turn

the edge of a weapon, to bend or twist an edge

so as to make it double.

8$&W v - n - (
from 1l+^"^3) To turn (like

the edge of a tool made of soft metal).

'jM 1 a. (p. i^jS) Thick, having a large tail.

I£*< k<30l s. (TJ^Ti+C^I) The Cape-sheep,

the large-tailed sheep. Carey.

(corrupt, of ^T< ) A door, a gateway.

Mohun P. p. 77.

HM. (from "PR?) Ill, bad, hard, difficult:

the opposite of Only used as a prefix to

nouns : e. g. ^"^Hr- a. (mfn.") Having a weak or

bad mind, silly, wicked; from ^^+^f<f~ s. (/.)

Mind. TJjm a . (mfn.) Difficult of access,

from [J^-f^t^I s. (m.) A going. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 397.

Of two colours
;
belonging to
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two parties. Also s. 1. Two colours.

2. A cross-breed.

t^QHTe. TJ^+sHGUil) Difficult to get

over or to overcome.

s. (n. TJ^+3T^) A bad destiny, an

evil fate.

Tplffe «• (mfn. W+^^J) Studied with

difficulty, badly read.

studying or

reading badly or with difficulty.

Tj^i s. (m. T^+SI^ for A bad road.

a. (mfn. T£^+s5I3') Wicked, mischievous,

tyrannical.

TJ^RT s. (m. +3^TT) 1. A false concord

(in grammar). 2. A consequence deduced with

difficulty from given premises. Carey.

TJ^"<'*$ a. (mfn. from T£^+3I3"^1) Unfortu-

nate, distressed.

s. (/. A bad condition,

adversity, distress.

An unjust

attack. 2. A difficult approach.

) 1. Attacked

unjustly. 2. Difficult of access.

"ETfrfa a. (mfn. T^+^lt5^) Arrived with dif-

ficulty.

"ETfit^ s. (m. TJ^+^rtefe) Pertinacity, head-

strongness.

IJ< lol< a. (mfn. TJ^+3Ttl>t^") Wicked, pro-

fligate, indulging in evil conduct.

IJTlTTn a. (-H^mfn. Wicked,

unjust, depraved.

T^Tt^TE
-

a. (mfn. ¥^+^3Tt^TE) Ascended with

difficulty, scarcely ascended.

WT^T^ftlT a. (mfn. W+*tO^)
Difficult to be ascended.

fg\ 1440

TJTf5^ a. (mfn. TJ^ +^TT*^ from R.

Difficult to be touched or taken.

T<Tt*T^1 s. (femin. of H^') A prickly plant

(Hedysarum Alhagi). Also TJ^jHgl (/.).

TJT^"H s . (m. TJ^+3TfaTP| ) Abusive or scur-

rilous language.

TJTTO a. (mfn. W+ 3rf*fXT) Wicked, evil-

minded, malicious.

I^<1*1K a. (mfn. ^+311^) Difficult of at-

tainment.

^(^sJ a. (mfn. Sinful, wicked, vicious;

vitiated, rotten, s. (w.) Sin. —^1 (/.) or — "3"

(rc.) Depravity, vice ; rottenness.

TjfH a. (from Tj^?) Very bad, very wicked.

TJ^S3 a. (mfn. TJ^+^S5
)

Badly uttered, pro-

nounced with difficulty.

Harsh language; a

bad pronunciation.

TpPTfa s. (m. "PR +MtH) A bad or insufficient

expedient.

a. (p. LSjji^-) Twice, two-fold, double.

lJ<lH s.
(
T£+^1 ) Two ways, two modes or

manners.

T^R^a. ("^" +(^) Difficult, obscure, abstruse.

-31 (/.) or — (w.) Difficulty, abstruse-

ness.

TTC^"1"R^" s. (m.) 1. A gamester. 2. A stake.

3. (w.) Gaming, playing.

T^T a. (mfn. 1^+^ from R. ^Ti) Difficult of ap-

proach, inaccessible, impervious, s. (n.) 1. A
difficult passage over a mountain or river, a pass,

a defile. 2. A fort, a fortress, a stronghold, a

hill-fort, a tower.

"EjJKJ a. (mfn. ^J^-r *t3) Distressed, poor, needy,

indigent.
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1. Misery, distress, po-

verty, indigence. 2. Hell.

a. (mfn. TjW-f. 5!^) Having an offensive

scent; ill-scented, foetid, s. (m.) 1. An offen-

sive smell. 2. Any ill-scented substance.

TPt^U. (-t^^/w.TJ^+^+t^T) Having

a bad smell, ill-scented.

<r ^
TJ^il^ s. (m. TJ^I 4-5Pi^) The governor of a

fortress. Also Tptt^J^ s. (m.).

W>i*L a. (m/». TJ^+^t1!) Inaccessible, difficult

of approach. Also TJ^D and TjfWfcl (a»/«.>

TJ^T^fa s. (to. TJ
9

! + ^fllfli) Passage through

a spot which is difficult of access ; a bridge, a

defile, &c. Also

IJTi 5. (/. from TJJl ?) The name of a goddess,

the consort of Siva and mother of Ganesa and

KAktikeya.

TfttH^ ! s. (n. Tjfl + ^TtZpH ! ) The taking of

a fort.

T^11t<^t s.
(f.

A festival on the

ninth day of the first half of the month Kartika.

As. Res. in. 265.

TJtt^3i1 s. (f. TJTtl + ^ll) The festival in

honour of the goddess Duega, held in Bengal

in the month of Aswin or about October. Also

<
TjJmMT^ s. (m.).

<r

s , (m. ^^+^T^) 1. The seizing or holding

of a thing with difficulty or pains. 2. A spasm,

a cramp.

TgTT5? a. (mfn. TJ^+^I^J) Difficult to be seized

or laid hold of. Also SfSR'llu (mfn.).

An untoward occurrence, a

calamity, a. Difficult to be brought about
;

unfortunate, untoward. Also and

T^T^T^ s. (TT^+^^T) An untoward

event, a misfortune.

<r

l»J\5l"H a. {mfn. ^^+^3i*f ) Vile, malicious, wicked,

cruel. —-31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Cruelty, wicked-

ness, malevolence.

TJsPI a. (mfn. Difficult to be van-

quished, invincible, impregnable, s. (m.) A
hardly earned victory.

Badly or inauspi-

ciously born.

a. (to/h. IJ^+COT from R. \5s1) Diffi-

cult to be known or ascertained.

T^nTi 5. (/. S^+TPW) A state of calamity or

distress.

IjHk* a. (m/n.W + "^t^") Difficult to be sub-

dued or tamed.

) 1. A dark or cloudy

day. 2. Rainy weather.

a. (mfn.^+^) 111 seen, not well exa-

mined, not well ascertained.

Tjfe[ s. (m. 3^-1^5 A screen onion. See

ttte a. (mfn. "R^+^N*) Difficult to be attained,

seized, or borne
;
unbearable, troublesome.

1T^€a. (mfn. F^+<rf from R. <fe ) Difficult

to be overcome, daring, bold, dauntless. Also

T7$Np a. (mfn.).

v. a. To shake, to tremble, to pal-

pitate.

IJ^TT s. (m. TJ^+TO) Injustice.

4 Z
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T0M * (-JP^n. ^+^^1) A bad name,

slander, obloquy.

TjTTto s. (n. T^+Tte^f^) Haemorrhoids.

TJ^Tl (-^\m. TJ^+TtOT) A cockle.

Also \4t$i (/.).

TJTtlft «. (-fSFT mfn. T^H+t^) Of

bad reputation, infamous.

Tjf*t<ll< a. f>/». TJ^+R<lU) Difficult to

be prevented or resisted, difficult to be kept off.

Ff^f^t^ a. (mfn. Tj^+ft«].S$)) Scarcely

visible ; difficult to be looked at.

1. Improperly or

unjustly decided. 2. Obtained with difficulty.

TpflS s. (f. Tf^^t©) Injustice, malad-

ministration.

TJ^ Root, i. ("^"fe) To hurt, to injure, to

wound, to kill.

s _

TJ3T>-1 g, (n. "^[ +3^) A harsh expression,

abusive language.

<r

M<°\ a. (mfn. Of a bad or inferior

colour, s. (rc.) Silver (as being of a colour in-

ferior to that of gold : see :s^$°\ ).

<r <, V <

a. (-+l\mfn. ~%^+<*l%) Going on

evil ways, profligate, wicked, s. (ra.)A bad road.

TJ^I a. (mfn. lj^+<^) Weak, feeble, power-

less, impotent.

^<Tl s. (corrupt, of I ) A sort of grass (Pani-

cum dactylon). Hort. Ben. p. 7.

Tjjtfe *. (». F^+^te) Harsh or abusive

language, obscene language.

1< 1^*11 s. (/. + 1. An evil dispo-

sition, an evil propensity. 2. A chimera.

TTf^i a. (mfn. T^+f^H from fefH) 1. Pi

indigent. 2. Malevolent, wicked.

'oor,

TJpFftS a. (mfn. F^+f^ffc) Ill-mannered,

not well educated or trained.

T^<rf<F a. (mfn. l^+^fl*) Narrow-minded,

evil-disposed
;
wicked, obstinate

;
stupid, dull.

s. (/.) Obstinacy, evil-mindedness
;
stupidity,

dullness.

1^\3 a. (mfn. Leading a bad or

ignominious life
;
unruly, unmanageable, s. (m.)

A disreputable person, a blackguard, a rogue.

V£CP$> a. (mfn. *3*£)
)

Scarcely eatable.

E^tl *. (/. from TJ^+^I) A wife not liked

by her husband.

IJ^R a. (mfn. TJ^+^t ) Difficult to be broken,

hardly frangible. Also TJ^g^fllT (mfn.).

^ ^
a. (mfn. TJ^+^) Difficult to be borne,

insupportable. Also I (mfn.).

Tj^Pfe s. (n. TJ^+ Misfortune.

1. An evil thought,

a bad disposition, malevolence. 2. Sorrowful

thoughts, anxiety.

) A famine, a dearth.

TOf3 a. (mfn. TJ^h 1^) Entertaining a

wicked intention, evil-disposed, malicious, ill-

natured.

iJAlWjB. (mfn. Intoxicated with de-

light or pride, exulting at success, rejoicing at

the misfortunes of others.

a . (-^^mfn. TJ^+IFP^) Distressed,

perplexed, sorrowful, sad.

Tp3"ti s - (/•
1l^+ I^tl R -

35p9f) Evil

counsel, bad advice.

TTjiftlt s. (-fir^wi.W+ 5lf^T ) An evil ad-

viser, a bad counsellor, an adviser of mischief.

s. (..Jj^HbU) A half-ripe cocoa-nut.
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a . (mfn.
'

t5^+ 3JU) Foul-mouthed, abu-

sive, scurrilous.

TT^P a. (mfn. T^jf ^"13 ) High-priced, dear.

s. (n.) An exorbitant price, dearness.

ijTElfittg a. (-^ TO+CH^T) Of

limited understanding, stupid, dull, ignorant.

TJTTtt^ a. (mfn. TJ^+ AT^i ) Badly joined,

badly connected
; cloudy, inclement (said of

the weather), s. (m.) 1. A bad union or con-

junction, an inauspicious constellation. 2.

Stormy weather.

^TCtffefa s . (m. (Ut^T from R. ^L) The

name of one of the heroes of the Mahabharata,

the elder of the Kuru princes, and enemy of

the Pandus.

TJf^SFl a. (mfn. T^+^n^l) Badly marked,

bearing inauspicious marks or signs, s. (n.) An
evil or inauspicious mark, a bad omen.

Ijf^ltS a. (mfn. f^^^'P) Difficult

to be described or distinguished. Also I4j*1t$)

(mfn.).

a. (mfn. T^+^^P) Difficult to be

transgressed or trespassed against (as a law).

Tjfto a. TJ^+^from R. ^^T^) Difficult

to be attained, of difficult attainment, scarce,

rare, costly. Also Tjjfe) (»*/ra.) and tjJqfcS

(mfn.). — vjl (/.) or —T (n.) The being at-

tainable only with difficulty, rarity, scarceness.

»• (~\ H*- 111 disposed,

inimical, s. (m.) An enemy, an adversary.

TJ^Roox, x. (C^HttM) To raise, to throw

up, to excite.

TJ^T s. (v. noun of "^f^TU3) To swing, to ba-

lance.

s. A dandling, fondness.

t^Tli 5^ 5. (from T^^T) Dear, beloved.

WpT s. (/.) A small female tortoise. Also

"Cff^YIJl s. A carpet.

v. a. (from R. ^1^) To swing, to ba-

lance, to shake.

Tjftlfl 5. (from R. Tjft) The name of a parti-

cular class of Hindus whose proper business it

is to carry the palkees of rich persons, and other

burdens. Carey.

T£*t5]*^ s. (p.
{if
^i>S) An enemy.

ip^fl, s. (from p. 0*&S) Enmity.

TJ*^ a. (mfn. "^for"^+W) Going with

trouble or difficulty.

TrtftTT a. (mfn. Iff for T^+^f^T) Of a

bad character, ill-natured, vicious, mischievous.

s. (n.) An evil disposition, a bad character.

Tj^p^T s. (m. for W»+^5T) An epi-

thet of Indra.

Root, iv. fW^fej To do wrong, to act im-

properly. With ?1 or f<T+ ?l prefixed, To be

defiled (as a female). Also, with ^3 and "3j1

prefixed, To become manifest or apparent.

TJP^a. (mfn. for 3^" ) 1. Difficult

to be done or accomplished ; unsafe. 2. Acting

badly, not behaving well.

W&^Xs. n. TO for TO+3*$^ A
bad action, a crime, a misdemeanour.

mtn. TO for TO+<F£Irr ^

Profligate, wicked, criminal: also"^®^*"^ \ \j

and TJP^tfl (- mfn.).

TT®^3 s. (n. Sin, crime, guilt.

a. (mfn.) Vicious, criminal.

TJHf^t a. ( -fvF^ mfn. ^6^+t\) Sinful,

guilty, vicious.

4 Z 2
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TJpZFXTl s. (f. TT^for TT^+fZflTl) A bad ac-

tion, a misdemeanour, a crime ; fornication.

T^ZftS a. (mfn. TO for W + Bought

unadvisedly or at too high a price.

s. (n.) See .

"tj^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T^T +^ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422). Wicked, depraved, vicious
;
low,

vile, mean, weak. -31 (/.) or -vJ (n.) Wick-

edness, guilt, depravity.

T^^jtcU*^ s. (m. TJ^I + CUt^l) The resigna-

tion or abandonment of vice or of sinful life.

Ppfefa a. (mfn. "ffi +^t^) Of a bad or wicked

disposition.

(femin. of ^^>) An adultress.

TT^tfll s. (from Villainy, wickedness, vicious-

ness, depravity.

ad. Sans. Badly, the reverse of q. v.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 550.

TjSsfS «. (mfn. TJ^for TO+ *fa from R.

Indigestible, difficult to be digested.

TJpSST s. (m. TO for Chor, a per-

fume.

s. (m. for TJS
:5^,C

1 ) A plant (Hedysarum

Alhagi).

TjjfcftS a. (™/ra. TJ^ for W + ^Tt^") Difficult

of passage, impassable.

Ta&M a . (mfn. for TO +^" from R.

Difficult to be filled, hardly to be pleased.

TjS^j^fl i (J.
TO forW+^Tft from

R. ^T^) The egg-plant (Solanum Melongena).

Also

Wftfrty a. (mfn. T^for Tj^+^TW)) Difficult

of attainment, hardly to be obtained.

IJ^T. s. (from A sort of coarse cloth

made of double threads.

a. (mfn. F3^ for from R. T) Dif-

ficult of passage, almost impassable. ^

FSTflir a. (mfn. TjP^fcr ^+VPFfl^ from

R. ^) Difficult to cross over or to pass through.

1^5 «• (corrupt, of^o^) Badly situated, poor,

miserable, afflicted, unhappy. —^31 or —^
Affliction, misery, wretchedness.

Tint Root, ii. (C^tf^H) To milk. i. (OTT-

1. To hurt, to afflict, to give pain. 2.

To kill.

a. Of both, of two persons referred to.

Morton.

%%Jml a. (TJ+ ^t3l from ^3) Two cubits

wide.

[j^tfell a. (from TJ+^KS) Having two dif-

ferent objects in view at the same time ; ambi-

dextrous.

T£ft?3l s. (-^/. from R. A daughter.

genit. case of W <^
+ A son-in-law, the husband of a

daughter.

a. (mfn. *^f^S[+^) Having a daughter.

Tj3P m (
mfn - fut - Vart - V- R - "5^+^) To be

milked, milkable, milch. Wilkins' Gr. § 730.

"E" Root, iv. 1. To suffer, to be con-

sumed with pain. 2. To cause or inflict anxiety

and pain.

"£F3 a. (mfn. from R. ^?) Sent, despatched, s.

(m.) A messenger, an envoy, the bearer of a

piece of news.

PF32ft3l s. (corrupt, of l^\S^f3l) Playing with

dice.

Trtpt s. (femin. of "^3) A female messenger, a

procuress, a confidante : also (/.) and

"^"CD s. (n. ^vS + ^T) A message, an embassy:
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the duty performed by a messenger or envoy.

Also (rftQ) . WilMns' Gr. % 979.

W *1 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. F + *T) 1. Enduring

pain or fatigue. 2. Going, moving. 3. Agi-

tated, shaken. Wilkins' Gr. § 695.

a. (mfn.') Distant, remote. —31 (/.) or

—^ (n.) Distance. (Beng.) or

v. w. To withdraw, to retire, to shun
;

v. a. To drive away, to dismiss, to

discharge.

A remover, one

who removes or drives away.

l4 <\j< a. (mfn. the compar. degree of !4 4
)

More remote, more distant.

TJ^PTla. (-f*]\mfn. 'gT+ 'CTpT^ from R.

]jPi,) Far-seeing, long-sighted, provident, s.

(m.) 1. A vulture. 2. A learned man.

W<H \< a. (mfn. Ip[4-^^) With far-distant

banks or shores, broad (as a river).

W«vST, a. (-^3\mfn. + ^"fiPL from R.

Abiding at a distance, living far off.

P^ni5
^ s - (

p
* ^ J) A telescope, a spying-

glass.

JMH1^ a. (m/n. F^"+^ from R. Standing

at a distance, remotely situated or placed.

J|Mft<P<^l s. (n. IRt from ¥3", +^c
l) The

removal of a person or thing.

W<1<^\3 a. (mfn. TJ^, from ^l5

, + <$3) Re-

moved to a distance.

^C<C aa\ *Sans. (locat. case of |T) Far off, at a

distance.

W^Ti s. (y.) Bent-grass, commonly called doob

(Agrostis linearis, Wilson ; Panicum dactylon,

Careg).

festival on

the eighth day of the first half of the month

Bhadra. As. Res. m. 290.

Tflfb s. (n.) A tent. See W> .

^T^Root, iv. (Jfi$ Ri) 1. To be or become bad.

2. To make bad. See R. TJ^.

"JOT s. (n. R. "g^T-f-^FT) Blame, fault, offence,

guilt, defect.

GRl a. (m/Si. ^°l + :5lt^) Occasioning

guilt, productive of a fault.

"tff^3?1 s. (/. from R. ~%\) The rheum of the

eyes. Also "gft , Tpfi. , and "g^ft^l (/.).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. j^*J^F^>3

)

Falsely accused, calumniated (especially of

adultery or wantonness).

v. a. (from R. To point out faults,

to blame, to confute, to condemn.

5T^P a. (jw/m. par*, p. R. ^1*^+11) Subject

to blame, liable to be accused or condemned,

condemnable. s. (n.) 1. A tent. 2. Clothes.

3. Pus, matter.

(f.) A leathern girth.

^ Root, vi. (usually with ^33?! prefixed, ^3Xl~fW-

^1^3) 1. To honour, to respect. 2. To think,

to believe, v. ( IJ 1*1 I fsS) To hurt or kill. i.

(RTRj) and x. (fTRXTlsS) To be afraid, to

fear.

^L*- {-%f. from R. "^%) 1. Sight, view.

2. The eye. 3. Wisdom, knowledge, a. (mfn.)

Seeing, possessing knowledge of: used as the

last member of compound words, e. g. sS^ ^<P_

a. (-^ mfn. 33J+ 1^J Seeing the truth
;

a. (-*%mfn. ^+^1) Who sees

all. Wilkins' Gr. § 805. Also as an attributive

of likeness : see . WilMns' Gr. § 819.
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W<P*d?U s. (to. "^for T^+SRT) Decay of

sight, the growing blind or dim-sighted.

i^fife. (to. 1^+^) A view, a sight.

Wrf^ s. (/. for 1^1+ *Tf^) The energy

or power of perception. Trans. JZ.A.S. i. 572.

!^
b «. (to/tc. jpretf. jyartf. j9. R. W^+\3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 423) 1. Tight, firm, hard, solid, mas-

sive, strong. 2. Much, excessive. 3. (In ma-

thematics) Reduced to the least term (as pro-

portionate numbers by a common divisor).

Colebr. Alg. p. 113. (Beng.) -^ft"U3 v. a.

To confirm, to consolidate, to strengthen.

¥15<F^ s. (to. TpT+^i^) (In algebra) A
steady or constant multiplier. See Colebr. Alg.

p. 119, 330.

IpTOTT s. (n. 1*F+ ^8t»T) Certain knowledge,

confidence, conviction.

Tightness, firmness, hard-

ness, solidity, certainty. Also ^ bv| (n.).

T^p^f^S a. (mfn. ^?+^fSspl ) Faithful or

firm to a promise.

FETStcUlT s. (to. ^¥+ ^CDTT) Faith, confidence.

"^WtDtft a. (-fW% mfn. ^tS^.+fc^
Confident, trustful.

^¥^3 «• (mfn. TaJo + )
Steady and firm in

executing a religious vow.

TJFTf^ a. (mfn. "^?+ ^Tf^) Closely joined,

compact, firm, free from interstices.

"^t^T ! s. (n. W[ fromlps+^Fi) The

making of a thing firm.

•Irfitol^S a. (mfn. "^Tt from "^F, +^3) Made

firm or compact, strengthened.

kCbC^l s. (f. ^55^1) A firm resolution.

Mohun P. p. 156.

I^sj a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^ +3) Honoured,

respected.

(to.) h A bellows. 2. A bag of skin or

leather for holding water.

"^L RooT> IV - ("^"fe) 1. To rejoice, to be

glad. 2. To be arrogant, proud, or vain. vi,

(fife) To torture, to give pain. i.

and x. To light, to kindle, to inflame.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^1^+3) Proud,

vain, conceited, arrogant.

"Pf*^ R ot, vi. ("^Ff3) To pain, to hurt.

^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^2^+3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420). 1. Strung, tied, arranged, put into

order. 2. Pained, tortured.

"tf^RooT, vi. ("^rf3) 1. To arrange, to string,

to tie. 2. To afflict, to give pain. i.

and x. (T^TlfS) To fear, to be afraid.

T^LRoot, vi.
( ^HRs ) To torture, to inflict

pain.

Root, vi. (^*%f§JT) To inflict pain, to

torture.

Root, i. (Not used in the first four tenses,

where another defective Root, , is substi-

tuted, which in the present forms See

Wilkins' Gr. § 179). To see, to behold; to per-

ceive, to observe. In writings on the Veddnta

system this root often has the sense of receiving

a divine revelation. See As. Res. vm. 391.

Sometimes with ^ , 3f3, and ^° pre-

fixed ; with , 1 . To see, to observe. 2. To

anticipate, to foresee. 3. To doubt, to think

doubtingly.

Tjrtj^ (/. from R. T^t) 1. Sight, view, seeing.

2. The eye. 3. Knowledge, wisdom, a. (mfn.^

Seeing, in comp. See and fl . Wilkins'

Gr. § 805. 819.

a. (mfn. from R. fL) Looking : used in

comp. with pronouns and pronominal adjectives
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as an attributive of likeness or resemblance,

e. g. sil to**! a. (mfn.^ Like that, from pron.

sF^That, + ;
^H-J'TR*! a. (mfn.) Like

another, from pron. 3?TJT^ Another, .

See and TJ*1 . Wilkins' Gr % 819.

W*\<^ s . (-\f) 1. A stone, a rock. 2. A flat

stone for grinding condiments upon.

name of a

river which forms the eastern boundary of the

A'ryavarta or civilized land of the Hindus,

running on the north-east of Dehli. Wilson.

Also "ETO^t (f.) See Manu it. 17.

"tf*f1 s. (/. from R. F^) The eye
;

sight, view,

vision.

T^ft s. (/. from R. T^) The eye.

W*b a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. "^L+^T) Visible,

apparent, manifest, s. (m.) (In algebra) The

known quantity in an equation. Colebr. Alg.

p. 21. -31 (/.) or —^ (w.) Visibleness, per-

ceptibility.

^*fc3ffft s. (f.^ +^Ttf^) (In algebra) Re-

duction of the known or given quantity in an

equation with fractions additive or substractive.

Colebr. Alg. p. 24.

a. {mfn. pres. part. p. R. Being

looked upon, under the view, under survey.

^-t>l^-|j a . (mfn. F*P+ 31^*1)) Visible and

invisible.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^+3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422) Seen, viewed, perceived, observed.

s. (n.) Obvious danger.

ad. Sans. ( Tj^j + ) Apparently, osten-

sibly, seemingly.

An apparent

cause. Mohun P. p. 144.

Tptigft a. (mfn. T^+^fa ) Seen before.

"^F^ a. (mfn. +*W+^ ) Productive of

visible fruits, or apparent consequences.

T£fe3lS s, (-3FT /.
T^+^T) A girl

arrived at puberty.

Tp^t^s. (/. "fr^+^l^) 1. An example, an il-

lustration, a simile, a metaphor; an instance

(in controversy), a topic on which both dispu-

tants consent. Trans. R.A.S. i. 115. 2. A

system, a science. 3. Death.

^f*£ s. (f. R. "^1+ft) 1. Vision, sight, view.

2. The eye. 3. Wisdom, knowledge.

T^PfepUW a. (mfn. ^f^+.tftt^) Falling

under the perception of the eye, perceptible to

vision ;
visible, in sight, in view.

wf^Rl s. (Trff^+^Rl) The pupil of the eye.

|f%Ptt3 s. (m.^+^3) The falling of the

eye upon a thing.

Fpkft^l s. (f.^ +"^1) Optics. (Lit.

The science of vision). Mohun P. p. 153.

ad. (from ^^) Apparently, seemingly.

"Ijp^RooT, i. (R^f3, and with the insertion of a

nasal "^°^f3) To grow, to increase, to prosper.

E Root, ix. f^ljlvO To tear, to pull to

pieces, to divide. Often with and iRT

prefixed to it. i. (tl^f^) To fear, to dread.

CA. Root, i.
(
H.UC3) To preserve, to cherish,

to protect.

C^T s. (corrupt, of OT<T) A god, a deity.

C'R^ll'T^ s. (a. c^-Olio) Piety, integrity, con-

science, honesty, justice.

CR sA|t'TT^t^ a. (p. Jig l^-0U>) Pious, conscien-

tious, honest, sincere, just.

CWt^s. (v.J^S) A wall.

A red powder used

as a pigment among the Hindus. Carey.
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C^^l s. (from TTWrtl?) A name by which

collateral female relations reciprocally denomi-

nate each other. Carey.

v. a. (from R. TTl) To give.

(corrupt, of 11^ ?) A vestibule, the

entrance of a door.

C^^l^. (0T<5fc>t + p. A door-keeper,

a turnkey.

(corrupt, of CR^t^TT) 1. A temple.

2. A person who establishes or superintends the

swinging-festival or charak-puja. Carey.

A bankrupt. See

04$*\\ s. (corrupt, of +3^1?) 1. A re-

ligious illumination observed by the Hindus on

the day of the new moon and the. following

day in the month Kartika. 2. A bankrupt.

0?§*ptfa s. (from C^3f*Wl) A bankruptcy.

The name of a musical mode. Carey

Also

(K$\5 s. A volley.

v. noun of G^TsJ) The act of giving,

bestowing, or granting any thing.

Cflii. (fromR.Tfl) The giving or granting of

any thing.

C^Uffr s. (p. J\^S) 1. A tribunal. 2. A

steward, a secretary, a minister.

CRN3¥Wt vAfbrl'*^ s. (p. eJU ^S) A

civil court of justice. Mohun P. p. 93.

A wall. See Sabda S.

p. 129.

from

O^ITl'T+p. J^) A civil action. JfoAMra P.

p. 98.

0^3 <T s. (corrupt, of 0I<R") A husband's

younger brother. Mohun P. p. 12.

O^Ti s. (from CErf^K?) A sight, a view.

v. a. (cam. of CWf%\?) To display,

to point out, to shew.

CTt^lTi'CrPU ad. (from (Wtl) Face to face. s.

The imitation of another person. Carey.

Gt^tt^ s. (v. noun of C^ttls?) The act of

shewing, displaying or exhibiting a thing. Also

a. Shewn, exhibited, displayed.

0&tf& a. (from Glf%\?) 1. Perceivable,

visible. 2. Exhibiting, shewing, displaying.

v. a. (from R. To see, to view, to

look, to perceive, to observe.

0^5 a. One and a half. Also (kvii

.

a. Half-prepared : (only said of rice when

half cleansed from its husk). Carey.

A sort of grass (Andropogon serratum).

Hort. Ben. p. 6. Also (MZS\

.

a. (mfn. pres. part, of the intensive

form of R. "^t^L) Very bright or resplendent.

fp^te 5. (corrupt, of Ol^tlrP ) A sort of grain

commonly calledjuwar (Andropogon sacchara-

tum). Hort. Ben. p. 7.

CR^T^s. (p. j\j A debtor, a. Indebted,

having debts.

(from p. J\d ^S) The condition of

a debtor.

0t*f1 s. (from A. A debt.

a. (from R. 1^1) Given as an oblation, or

as a present to Brdhmans on religious cere-

monies.

s. (Ot for C^, + A plant (Xan-

thocymus pictorius). Hort. Ben. p. 42. Also

another plant (Artocarpus Lacucha). Hort.

Ben. p. 66.

s. (m. from R. "fe^?) 1. A god, a deity.

Manum. 195,201. 2. A king. 3. A person
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of high rank : (used in Beng. as a form of re-

spectful address, like Sir). 4. A husband's

brother : see OT^ .

(H«P*p1 s. (/. GR+^Pl) A celestial nymph.

An ornamental

tree (Bauhinia purpurea). Hort. Ben. p. 31.

C^«P[ s. (/. from IK<) Devaki, the daughter

of Devaka, wife of Vasudeva and mother of

Krishna.

G^^T^ s. (m. O^^+ ^P&rT) An epithet

of Krishna. (Lit. The son of DevakI.) Also

O^^TO s. (re. C^+3^W) Cloves; the

clove-tree (Eugenia caryophyllata).

A sort of fish, a species of Syngna-

thus not yet described. Carey.

s. (mn. CK^+^t5) 1. A natural

pond or lake. 2. A pond before a temple. Also

G^att?^ s. (re.).

CWTS^T s . (n. n^+^t^T) Thunder.

C^OOfSt s. (m. iW$ + T>f% from R. 5^) A
garland or necklace of pearls, &c. composed of

100 or 103 strings. Wilson.

OR^P^ s . (n. + from R. 3I53L)

A fragrant grass.

(X<KJ<P s. (m. (W^ + IFP) The holy fig-tree.

G^a31 s. (f. C&R"+ 3l) 1. A god, a deity. 2.

(In commentaries, &c. on the vedas) The being,

deity, or other who is addressed in any prayer or

lauded in any hymn. As. Res. vm. 391.

CH<\3«? a. (mfn. (K<\3l +^) Addressed to

any being, especially to any deity (as a prayer or

hymn). Only used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Addressed to Agni or Fire. (Lit.

Having Agni for its devata.)

Cl4<\jlO s. (m. + 3T^5 from R. ^3) A kind

of grass (Andropogon serratum). Also 0T<T-

s3l\i<P s. (m.).

CK«\SliI\31s. (re. (W\31 +N4ilil\3*T) A temple,

an image-house. Also

GR-

^" s. (from CPf^+ R.t^T?) The endowment

of a temple, an estate given for the support of

the worship of a god. Carey.

(R^jf s. (re. 0T3" +^) 1. Divine nature, divinity,

godhead. 2. Deification.

tH«R>3 a. (mfn. Given by a deity.

CK<lll<F s. (mn. CPR+ lTt^) A tree (Pinus De-

vadaru), Hort. Ben. p. 69. Also applied to

the Uvaria longifolia, Hort. Ben. p. 43, and in

the peninsula of India to another tree, Ery-

throxylon sideroxyloides.

CH<yJ^ a . (— <^ a. mfn. from CPR" + R. \l)

Adoring or worshipping a deity.

(TR^P s. (re. O^ + Ht^P) A species of grain

(Andropogon Sorghum, Rox.y Hort. Ben.

p. 7. Also O^Stft (Beng.).

s. (re. R. f^+^PT) 1. Play, sport,

pastime
;
gaming. 2. Grief, sorrow. 3. (m.)

A die or dice.

OKI^tet s. (/. from CPR'+^rfa?) The an-

cient and sacred alphabet of the Hindus, the

proper Sanskrit character, said to have been in-

vented by Ganesa.

(k<lR^ a. (mfn. C^" + "ft$1 )
Firmly believing

in a god, pious, religious.

W^a. (mfn. + ) Worshipping

the gods. s. (m.) An idolater.

Gl^gKjl s. (f. C^R+ ) Worship ofthe gods.
& *\

CK«SS|^ s. (m. GT^+^^) A tree (Rottleria

tinctoria, Rox). Wilson.

CH«i'fl s. (f G^+^tft) An oracle, a divine

revelation. See^^^l Vfj,

.

5 A
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CHjl^S s. (n. CK^ + ^tT from R. Divinity,

godhead, deification.

("pj^Trl^^ a . (mfn. OR+ ITfc|+^) Watered

by rain (as land. Lit. Cherished by the gods

as by a mother). Wilson.

ORWtfT (m. CK^+ HTtpf) A deity, a su-

perhuman being. (Lit. Sprung from a god.)

C^<t'<T s. (m.) A husband's (younger) brother.

C^«lv5l s. (m. C^ +Tf^F^) An epithet of

Indra. (Lit. The king of the gods.)

A divine sage.

CH^I' s. (m. from Ck^l) An attendant upon an

idol ; a Brahman of an inferior order, who sub-

sists upon the offerings made to the images which

he attends, and who conducts the ceremonies of

all sorts of people for hire. Wilson.

CA^F^ s. (m. + C
5JTM) The abode of the

gods, heaven, paradise.

OR^I s.
(f.

CTT^+ ^f^l) The assembly -of

the gods.

CE3?TteRP s. (n. from O^+^TOT fiom R.

"^3^ )
Divinity of an inferior rank, the state of

the inferior gods.

A temple.

m.<M *i (n. C&t3" +^) Property sacred to the

gods.

OC^HM ! s, (n. C^ +3Pfe^°l) Sacri-

lege. Mohurt P. p. 96.

(KZfk. *^!. (m. C^ + f!?3^) An infernal

being who injures the gods. Morton.

C^<Tl 5. (—^ m.) A husband's (younger) brother.

OtSt^fa s. (m. C^+ ^Xt^ffc from R. 3ft<Ij

An attendant upon an idol : see CWftl Also

CR^tflfl (_f^>.).

8*F*Ui^ s. (n. fS^^Wf]ff(Sp of

the gods. Also O^WifcTl (/.).

C^<1CXP a. (mfn. C^l<+ ;31^) Worshipping

the gods. s. (to.) An idolater.

The worship of

the gods
;
idolatry.

(^"Mn s. (ml (KZ+^^TI) A temple. Also

ORHftR s . (n.).

Off^l si (/.) The name of a river.

a. (mfn. from ) 1. Virtuous, pious,

just. 2. Pertaining to a deity. Also CK.(<<P

(mfn.).

l*t<M, 5. (jemin. of ) 1. A goddess, a female

deity. 2. A name of the goddess Durga. 3.

A queen. 4. A woman of rank. 5. (In re-

spectful address) Madam.

CW^X a. (-f^ mfn. from R. Playing,

gaming : used in comp. e. g. a.

(—f^*T^ mfn.) Playing with dice, from ^3153?

s. (m.) Dice, +

See CWl .

Plt<J»3< s. (C^+^ST?) The endowment of

a temple with land or other property. Carey.

Ck'WW tii^ a. (m>. C^-hOT"^) Wor-

shipping the gods. s. (m.) An idolater.

Worship

of the gods, idolatry.

a. (m/w. fut. part. p. R. "Pfl + TT) Proper to

be given, due. -31 (/.) or (n.) Fitness

for a gift or donation, propriety of being given.

r^irt^X *. (p.jE2> a wan.

ftltfWl a. (from p. Building a wall. 5.

The builder of a wall.

VA^ad. (?-jS) Late.

GT^I s. (h.
1
^j) A sort of tent.

C^^t s. (from v-jiS) Lateness, delay.
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CH<P<pl s. A chandelier.

CCT s. (m. from R. C^P^) A region, a country.

(Beng.) -'b«1 v. a. To behave so as to

be a disgrace to one's conntry.

C&t*Iv$ a. (m/n. flt*l+3l) Native, born in a

country. Also GPI^t^ a. (mfn.).

The rights and cus-

toms of any particular country. Manu i. 1 18.

OT3t*rV (-p^mfn . 0^+^tf^Tfrom
R. ^>

*iv) Residing in a countiy.

One's native

country and foreign countries.

fc*ffk»Ud s. (/. 0^*1 + ^t?1) The language

spoken in any country.

OPTqH ! s. (n. (Wi + ) The wandering or

strolling through a countiy.

0T*ftTSr a. (mfn. C^+OT) Full, abundant;

throughout the country.

CCTlt^a. ((Tpej + a.j^J) Generally known,

rumoured all over the country.

OTTO s. (n. 0^+^) Propriety, fitness.

(Lit. Conformity or congruity with place and

circumstances.)

C^*I*T1 s. A match (for lighting a lamp).

0**^ a. (mfn. C%*\ + *$) Situated or living in

a country. Also C^^TT

.

CPTt^t s. (f. from +315$?) The name of

a particular scale in the musical system of the

Hindus. As. Res. ift\ 78.

op^rtro s .

(
m

.
c^fi+^mw) The usages or

customs of any country.

The ruler

or governor of a country, a king, a prince, a

sovereign.

OFTO" s. (m. (71*1 + 333*) The limit or frontier

of a country.
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HH'KS« s. (n. CWt +3ER) A foreign land,

another country, ad. Abroad.

A traveller.

a. (/. from R. The forefinger or

index.

OTfl a. (-"PP^w/ra. 0^1+1^) Pertaining

to any country, home-made, native. Also

a. (mfn.).

flt*fl, s. (f. from Wl ) The name of a scale in

the musical system of the Hindus. As. Res.

in. 78.

0l*ft^*5? s - (flt*ft + A. Jj^) A matchlock.

Mohun P. p. 157.

5. (mn.) The body.

tfRStpi #. (n. fPtC+S+t°l.) The assuming a

body or visible form.

CUt^l s. (m. OtX+Q?F)) Death. (Lit.

The relinquishing of the body.)

C^?lt3 s. (m. O^+ ^tfa) Death. (Lit. The

fall of the body.)

CR^JPI s. (f. 0^ +^) The nourishing,

supporting, or pampering the body.

ftt^f^T s. (/.) The threshold of a door. Also

CWfl. (/.).

+ <l|K*i,) Attributing spiritual nature to the

body. 5. (m.) A materialist.

CK^b< s. (n. CKK +^<) Another embodied

state (in the doctrine of metempsychosis).

C!4^t3R ad. Sans, (locat. case of OT^+$$$4 )

In another embodied state, in another life.

(X^l a. (-fK\ mfn. C^ +t\) Corporeal,

possessed of a body. s. (m.) The soul (as ani-

mating the body).

OT^t s. (from ) A vestibule.

5 A 2
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O^tg^" a. (mfn. O^+ Sg^T) Sprung of

one's own body, natural, innate, inborn. Also

lH«J,jJtf a. (mfn.).

Root, i.
(
kl^if^) To purify, to cleanse.

(to. patronymic from fkfsS ) A demon,

a being hostile to the gods, an Asura. (Lit.

An offspring of Dm .

^kCD s. (to. patronymic from fa f\3) A demon, a

being hostile to the gods. Mann m. 196.

An epithet of Sukra

the regent of the planet Venus. (Lit. The pre-

ceptor of the Daityas or demons.)

tWl s. (f. fromT^G)) A plant, commonly called

Mura.

tWfft s. (to. *fru3+3Tf% ) An epithet of

Vishnu. (Lit. The enemy of the Daityas or

demons.)

UpP s. (n. Tfl^T+TT) Meanness, weakness, in-

digence, poverty, want.

ttWt a. (-flP5^ w/ra.t^rP +^L) Indigent,

needy, poor.

£ a. (mfn. from CK.<) Pertaining to the gods,

divine, celestial, s. (mn.) 1. Fate, destiny, for-

tune ; an accident. 2. One of the legal forms

of Hindu marriage. Manu in. 21. 28. 3. The

part of the hand sacred to the gods : the tips of

the fingers. Manu n. 59.

t^L^S s. (-*^&t n. tfR +^&T ) A reli-

gious rite.

lK.«f"t$. (/.)The name of the mother ofKrishna.

"f^HfiS^W *• (m.^^^t + ^F^rT) Krishna.

(Lit. The son of Daivaki.)

^5 s. (to. + ^B) An astrologer, a fortune-

teller.

s. (femin. oiXw.\ty A female fortune-

teller.

"a,

a. (mfn. from Ck^vil ) Pertaining or re-

lating to a god. s. (mn.) A god, a deity.

a. (mfn. from Gt^3l) Relating to the

gods. Manu n. 189.

a. (mjh.'Ttt+T£3) Given or granted

by fate.

A divine revelation.

tk«(.M^ s. (m. 'TfiR+ GTt^l ) A fortuitous com-

bination of circumstances, an interposition of

fate or destiny.

IWd&^&fei ad. Sans, (locat. case of )

Accidentally, through fate, unexpectedly.

*&$4fcff&A&4 (TO/n.t^+rftf^^) Celes-

tial and mundane.

tllt% ad. Sans. (all. case ofiSft) By the in-

terposition of fate, accidentally.

a. (mfn. XV&+ ::5$fft) Depending

on fate, subject to fate. Also^t^tlT\5 a. (mfn.).

a. (mfn. (W$ + $^?) Of the gods, re-

lating to the gods.

Wft s- (fromt&R) A providential dispensation.

ac?. Sa?is. (locat. case oftfik) By fate, by

divine interposition.

twK*TT3 (TO-te+Ss^O A sudden

calamity.

The name of a bird, a species of Gra-

cula. Mohun P. p. 53.

tTO*. (n. fromtft^t) Length. Al^XtffP s. («.).

CR"! Root, iv. (T^f?) To cut, to divide.

Ofi a. (corrupt, of fT) Two.

CP[i a. Hated.

trod ». (a. *\zS) A supplication, a prayer.

0tt3rfe3 v. a. (from R. TJ^) To milk cattle,

to cause cattle to be milked.
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GTlh3tM s. (from ft+ 31°*)
)

Consisting of two

ingredients or parts.

a. Situated in another place (said of

a country-residence).

CWt^rt^s. (a. (J^\jS) An inkstand.

1. Two sixteenths, one-eighth. 2.

The junction of two things. 3. An iron instru-

ment used in fire-branding oxen. 4. The hire

for milking cattle, a. Gained by hire for milk-

ing. Carey.

(p. The country between the

rivers Ganges and Jumna.

CHWH a. (from 0*t3Tt^C3) Acquainted with

milking cattle. Also

a. (p. ^j + A. J^) Mongrel, hybrid.

s. A species of serpent.

to

Ott^l «. (corrupt, of C^K) A sort of verse or

metre.

CFft^ a. (corrupt, of ft") Two, both.

1. Tobacco dried without the addition

of other ingredients. 2. A settle in a wall.

Carey.

(k'l<M a. ((Tl + 35^") Repeated, done twice.

Gft^TSTi s. (p. <ul£y) The pen held with two

fingers as is done by Europeans. Carey.

IK\<$\ s. (from ft") A rope used to yoke oxen to

a plough or to load beasts of burden. Carey.

Also nrWi

.

OTtetfc a. (OTl from ft+^tfe ) Produced by

two incisions or cuts : said of the palm-juice or

tadee. Also Gtt^TffelTl

.

ik'Uplt,*. (p. ij&yi) A shop, a retail-shop, a

a workshop.

Olt<Pltkt^*. (p.jb^jj) A shopkeeper.

CKl<pltKl<1 5. (p. The business of

a shopkeeper.

CK.l<pll1 a. (from p. fJS^S) A retail-shopkeeper.

(p. + A. j^ri.) A. sort of cloth.

CRWTl s. (OTl +TO) A piece of cloth two

yards long, generally worn by children and poor

persons.

cow-

herd, a milkman. 2. A panegyrist, one who

writes for reward.

wfeRAtl a. (from ftf +^Tg?) Recurring on

every third day, tertian.

a. (from f|* + 1 . Acting with

both eyes. 2. Acting at first sight or inconsi-

derately. Carey.

pftfSfl; a. (Ofl + "5^ft) Double-barrelled.

tkktxi a. (C&fl + CIRl) Split into two but

not entirely separated. Carey.

Ort3F5 s. (p. cij^) Hell.

Cklv5l< |<XT1 a. (from C^fl + 3"3"?) Twice married.

Mongrel, hybrid.

l^rSVtl 5. (GTl+'feW) A dilemma, a pulling

in two different directions.

?) Cheating two parties,

s. A double-dealing person, a mischief-maker.

Carey.

CRTJJ s. (C^1 + v?5) The alternative of doing

this or that as suits the person. Carey.

Ctftel a. (from p. Ujj) Double, twofold.

(k l^ l^a. (r.JjjS) 1. Two-stringed. 2. Doubly

twisted. AlsoOTt3tTl.

GltjW a. (04l +3"H) 1. Two-storied. 2.

Locking twice.

OTtetea. (fromft + ^3*) Occupying two places.

Also c^rfet

.
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GlWfa s. (0*l+Sr>to) Two slaps.

a. Oscillating, swinging.

(m.) A sort of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 433.

a. (mfn. pres. part, of the intensive

form of R. <jl) Trembling, shaking, tottering,

vibrating.

(Hll I s. A plant (Artemisia Indica). Mohun P.

p. 64.

CPfHrl ad. (from 0*1 +^3^) In two ranks

or rows.

GTM^yl s. (C&TI +^t\5l) A twice-married woman.

Also oiWIkji .

a. (p. i_fb jui) Having two feet, biped.

CRtW a. (0*1 +^1 from R. Boiling

two pots with the same fire. Carey.

fltHt&l a. ( Oil +*H&1 from ) Made with

two breadths of cloth or other material.

A flower (Impatiens

Balsamina).

OrW&T;^ s ( O^tWt + *T31 ) A trailing

plant (Convolvulus pes caprae).

CnU^I a. (Gfl+*F^) Producing fruit twice

a year.

C&ffcn^ a. (0T1 + ^Ft^) Cracked into two parts.

tnWval s. (CC[1 + ^3l for p.j/) Two yards long.

Ck i <l'v^t
f?

I
;3l s. A plant (Convolvulus pes caprae).

Hort. Ben. p. 14. See

CTt^T3i a. (CPfl+^t^l) 1. Consisting of two

parts or ingredients. 2. Twice folded, doubled.

CtrteiRUi a. (from flll + ^fal) Speaking

two languages.

OtfUSl a. (from Cttff^3) Doubled, twice

folded.

Clllfcijte v. a. (cans, of 0<ftrf^3) To

double, to fold twice.

v. n. (from CCTl +3lf^3) To be

twice folded, to be doubled.

dtWl a. (from CRl+SPPTj Of two minds.

In such a state of

ripeness as to have two shells (said of cocoa-

nuts).

t#^4 a. (CRl + 3^l) Two-faced, turning with

circumstances, deceitful, double-dealing.

(from a. CL)\jS) An inkstand.

(corrupt, of < V<} A door.

CK.T< 5. (corrupt, of IsLkT) A gate, an opening, a

doorway.

CTli^^ft a. (from Ck1 + ^?1) Mongrel, hybrid.

CkU^1 a. (from C^1+^T) Altered in taste.

OlW^I a. (from 0^1+^) 1. Two-coloured,

party-coloured. 2. Piebald.

C^ttfe s . (Gtt^ for OTHx The arm, +1^3
)

Bearing a sceptre, regal.

Cff^T s. (n. CPlt^for Gtt^+^T) The arm-

pit.

Otl^T s. (m. from R. Tjf^) 1. A swing, a swing-

ing cot or hammock, a sort of palanquin or

litter. 2. Oscillation, an oscillatory motion.

Also OTl^n and Clftft (/•)•

a. Acting a double-dealing part
;
going

from one party to another.

CHHi s. (n. R. T£fI,+
;3H) The act of swing-

ing, the oscillating of a pendulum.

C&THTl s. (from R. A cradle. Mohun P.

p. 79.

GTH^ s. (from R. TjflJ A swing:.

CKHiT^T a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.
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an) Capable of being brought into

oscillating motion.

as a jingle to it) A
swinging at random.

U*H<llql s. (CWl^+TrW) A Hindu festival

in the month P'halguna. As. Res. in. 275.

CTt^Ti s.
(f.

from R. TJ*^) A swing, a small litter

suspended on a bamboo and carried by men.

C^I^Tt^ s. A double garment or mantle worn by

the Hindus.

C^Hl^W v. a. (from R. W%) To cause to

swing, to put a swing into motion.

CTM'lUnH a. (from R. TJ^Jj Swinging, put

into a swinging or oscillating motion.

CklHUl a. (from C^*T ) A palk.ee-bea.rer.

Terminating in two

branches, s. A forked stick.

(HW 5. (f«. from R. TJ^) 1. Sin, fault, crime,

offence. See Trans. R.A. S. l. 115. 2. A de-

fect, a deficiency ; a disease. 3. A refutation.

4. A calumny. (Beng.) v. a. To refute,

to overturn an argument ; to accuse, to calum-

niate : v. a. To offend, to trespass

;

w.a.To blame, to reprove; —

a. To see a person's faults; -^f5T3
To obliterate a fault ; v. a. To

repel an accusation, to expiate a crime.

C&fta?^ a . (mfn. 0tfa + <R") Hurtful, doing

injury, deteriorating.

(K^IUW a. (mfn. OFR + from R.X*\
)

Calumniating, accusing, charging with.

OrWS a. (mfn. Wt^+tf^j Guilty, sunk in

crimes.

lttl<U* a. (mfn. 0lfa+ 3i) 1. A sage, a teacher,

a pandit. 2. A physician. (Lit. Discerning

sins or diseases.)

GTto s. (n. R. TJ^+^SFT) An imputation of

crimes, an accusation.

CklHlIU a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.
)

Blameable, deserving censure.

artel ad. Sans. At night, by night.

v. a. (caus. of CkVRW) 1. To ca-

lumniate, to accuse, to criminate, to condemn.

2. To refute or repel an argument.

C&lTO^ s. (m. OlW+^) 1. The moon.

2. (From (Xl^l+^t^^ ) A source or mine

of faults and crimes.

CJCtaW$ a. (mfn. OTt^ +SrW^) Loaded

with crimes, overpowered with crimes. Also

a. (mfn.).

OlW^FT a. (mfn. OTt^l +^T ) Nocturnal,

nightly.

(TtWTOtf^ s. (from fltft) Crimination and

recrimination.

IHinkA, a. (mfn. Offer +3Tfa$;) Productive

of faults or vices.

v. a. (from (TCta) 1. To blame, to re-

prehend, to condemn. 2. To repel, to refute an

argument, to invalidate.

OTtef]. a. (-f^Tw/n. Offa+3^) Criminal,

guilty, faulty, deficient, defective, incorrect, in-

accurate, v. a. To

find guilty, to convict.

arter^^a. (-\mfn. fJtIS+

+

r. ifi)

Malevolent, censorious. (Lit. Seeing faults only,

and overlooking good qualities.)

GTfa> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. TJ^+TT) Blame-

able, deserving reproach.

Gft^ s. (m.) An arm.

CkWfo-ft*. (C^+*rf^from*Pl$t) Two

wives of the same husband.
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(tt'i^Wl a. (h. fromflf) Another, the second.

Also CHH< .

(p. c^«-y>>) A friend.

OTt^prt^ a. (p. ^j Friendly.

(from p. j\a u^wjt)) Friendship,

kindness.

C^t^t s. (p. ^ji~ijS) Friendship, kindness. Also

Offe s. (m. from R. Wj 1. Milk. 2. A milk-

ing. 3. A milk-pail.

OtteCp a. (ra/ra. R. TJ^+31^) Milking.

CW. i^Ri s. (/.) The name of a metre in Sanskrit

and Prakrit prosody. Yates' Gr. pp. 395. 427.

CR"t$?l (n.) 1. The embryo, a foetus. 2. The

longing of a pregnant woman. 3. Wish, de-

sire. 4. A mark, a sign, a stain. (Beng.~)

v. a. To long.

C&Tte^^l s. (f. CTlTO+^ +^) A preg-

nant woman. (Lit. Endowed with longings.)

Mli*J«!Sl<jOT s. (w. CTt^+^Wi) The em-

bryo or fcetus. (Lit. Whose presence is indi-

cated by the longings of the mother.)

C&ffeTT s. (n. R. TJJ^+^H) The act of milking

cows, &c.

C^t^/fl/H" a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.TJ^+ vi4lT.il

)

Fit to be milked, milch.

Cffel s. (from ff ) A distich, a couplet : a sort

of metre. As. Res. x. 413.

0tW§ s. (corrupt, of C^1+$W) 1. An ex-

clamation, a call for help. 2. A call for justice,

an appeal.

CWfa'l a. (from ff+S/3) Two cubits long or

wide.

CTO'te" s. (from ft") A second, a prompter.

C^Wa. (from ft) Double, two-fold, second.

ad. Again.

flTtft£3 v. a. (from R. TjT ) 1. To milk. 2. To

withdraw the means of subsistence of another

;

to oppress, to cheat.

CPft$;> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. *^+^) Fit to

be milked, milch. Wilkins' Gr. p. 431.

a. (mfn. from'^F'T) Covered with silk

(as a car, &c).

s. (from R. A course, a running,

a career, a race. 2. Exertion, effort.

) An endeavour, an

exertion in running.

v. a. (caus. of CPTTR5T3) To cause to

run, to drive, to impel ; to expedite.

(from ) An exertion in

running, a promiscuous running. Carey.

v. n. (from R. "5?) To run, to make

speed, v. a. To hasten, to

run swiftly, v. a. To overtake.

O^TcD 5. (n. from ^3) The duty of an ambas-

sador or messenger; an embassy; a message.

OftcUft^l s. (/. (?ftQ) + tTFirl) An embassy.

Mohun P. p. 103.

CRfWf^s. (jn."5l?"+^ Wilkins' Gr. § 903)

A porter, a warder, a doorkeeper.

v. a. To run, to make speed. See

(kkl*U s . (w.TJTtTFTf TT) Wickedness, ma-

lignity, oppression, tyranny.

s. (n. ^01*1 +^T) Wickedness, immo-

rality.

CnVn> s. (n. "5^+ IT) Infirmity, debility,

weakness.
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CHVjfW s. (n. 1^1 ^+TT) Mental pain, dis-

composure of mind. Trans. R.A.S. 1. 563.

CCft^tff & (». from TJ^T^ Wilkins' Gr. § 984)

Badness of heart or character ; hard-hearted-

ness, unfriendliness.

fashion, shape, form, mode, manner

or method ; the attitude, gait or mien of a

person.

(a. L^-Jjj) Wealth, opulence.

a. (from a. Opulent, wealthy,

rich. Also and

C^tf^JT s. (m. patronymic of j^f^T) A daugh-

ter's son.

(femin. of daughter's

daughter.

KJH a. (m/w. pret.part.p. R. OT^ + 'T Wilkins'

Gr. § 700) Despised, contemned.

(f. always dual From

"P^ orOPl, +^1^1) Heaven and earth.

Also

"TO^ Root, ij. ( 1. To advance towards

or against ; to assail. 2. To advance before,

to be in front of.

^^s. (n.) 1. A day. 2. Heaven, sky
;
paradise.

1*2^ Root, i. (C^t3£3) To shine. Some-

times with prefixed to it.

"ETf3 s. (/. from R. "EJ^J Light, lustre, bril-

liancy, radiancy, splendour.

TETf^y<PPl s . (m. "tfjf^+^Pl) Coruscation,

a glaring light. Mohun P. p. 153.

Ttjfsjcrll s. (/. from *^f^3) A species of fern

(Hemionites cordifolia).

"CTJ^t5! s. (m. TO +*lf°i) The sun. (Lit. The

gem of the sky.)

"^K^f
s " (*•) 1* Property, wealth. 2. Power,

strength.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. fk4^f "3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 421) Won, conquered at a game. s.

(mn.^ Gaming, playing with dice, &c.

WvJ<pl< s . "EJvJ+ ^fa") The keeper of a

gaming-house, a gamester.

W>s3<Pi«<P s. (m. 1^T3 +^t^) One who plays

at dice, a gamester, a gambler. Also W\i<$^
(m.)

W\S^t3l 5. (J.
T^3+ 3fi\3l) Play at dice,

gambling or gaming
;
playing with inanimate

things.

CTpl s. See CW)° .

0^7t^t°l s . (m. CTtTl + ^'c
l) The number of solar

days (within any given period). Wilkins' MS.

0Vt3 s. (m. from R. llJvJ
) Lustre, light, heat

;

sunshine.

0^3^ a. (mfn. R. TO^f^) Rendering ap-

parent or manifest, illustrating, making clear.

O^Hs. R. "RJ^+^J) Illumination, illus-

tration
;
splendour, radiance.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "R"J^-)- ^si
)

Illustrated, shone upon, cleared up. Also

Tfjf\33 . Wilkins' Gr. § 706.

0$) Root, i. (K*URj) To despise, to treat

contemptuously.

CR^o s. ( CPlJl /. from ^?) Heaven, sky • pa-

radise.

WfWl 5. (-*F3>.^+3^) Hardness, firm-

ness.

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of jj? b ) The

tightest or firmest. Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of Wyr) More tight, more firm or fast. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 520.

5 B
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s. (»m.) Thin or diluted curds.

Ej<i 5. (m. from R. W) 1. The act of going or

running. 2. Amusement, sport. 3. A state of

fusion or solution. — <1?f^T3 v. a. To melt.

v. n. To be melted, to be in a state of

fusion.

s. (n. R. E+$o) Fusion, a melted or

liquid state.

Fusibility.

Mohun P. p. 155.

s. (n. "5^+ ^") Fusion, liquefaction.

(/.) A medicinal plant (Antherum tube-

rosum ?). Wilson.

y«^)l<J 5. (m. ^+^\<) A liquid or melted

state.

y<l^, a. (»w/w. W^ + ^^I^) Fusible, dissolvable.

s. (ra.) Wealth, property, goods.

ttt<l*^J a. (mfn. from + Liquefied,

melted, made fluid. Also a. (mfn.\

qffi s. (rc.) 1. A thing, a substance generally.

2. Wealth, goods, property. 3. A medicament,

a drug.

y<U<? a. (m/w. Relating to a thing.

Wilkins' Gr. § 902.

H3J3lO<£ s . (». "5<3+^t^) (In grammar)

A common substantive. lakes' Gr. p. 420.

^OTT a. {mfn. "EJ3> + )
Consisting ofwealth,

arising out of wealth.

s. (n. ^ + The price of an

article.

Sd^t^T s. (n. H^+'AJQJ<) Another thing, a

different thing.

H1^ (m. ?) A sort of money, equal to sixteen

panas or 1280 cowries. Colebr. Alg. p. 1., lxxxiii.

«. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. T^Up^) Fit

to be seen, to be looked on, to be considered.

$ Root, ii. (HH) 1. To run, to fly. 2. To

sleep. TTittiJM' Gr. % 692, 700.

Tjt^ae?. Sans. Instantly, immediately, with speed.

yltd^RooT, i. (with the insertion of a nasal

1. To croak, to caw (as a bird).

2. To wish, to long for, to desire.

lW s. (/.) A grape.

HVa$l<*1 s. (m. "SW +^T) The juice of the

grape, wine.

^W^l s.
(f. WW+^1) A vine (Vitis

vinifera). Carey.

Wt^RooT, i. (Hr^ft) 1. To be dry or arid.

2. To adorn. 3. To be able or competent. 4.

To prohibit, to prevent.

"51^ Root, i. 1- To be able or com-

petent. 2. To stretch, to lengthen. 3. To tire,

to be tired or fatigued.

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of

Wilkins' Gr. p. 520) The longest, very long.

mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of Tfl^T Wilkins' Gr. p. 520). Longer, very

long.

W^Root, i. ("H"t\5C3) To divide, to split, to

pull into pieces.

Ejtp s. (n. from "RTa+TT) Firmness, compact-

ness, tightness, hardness, strength, solidity-

Mohun P. p. 155. v. a. To make

fast or firm.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Hi) 1. Asleep,

slept. Wilkins' Gr. § 692. 700. 2. Run away,

flown. •

s. (m. from R. W )
Flight, escape, a running,

speed, velocity.
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Hl^5 a. (from R. "g) Solvent, s. A flux to as-

sist the fusion of metals.

y lf<l^> s. (to.) 1. A country, the coast of Coro-

mandel from Madras to Cape Comorin. 2. The

name of one of the mixed or degraded classes

of Hindus. Manu x. 22. 44. As. Res. v. 55.

Wtf^3^ s. (to. Efifttj+^j Zedoary (Curcuma

Zerumbet). Wilson.

w. a. (from R. y ) To solve, to dissolve,

to melt.

Ht^l a. (from R. Soluble, fusible. Also y"H>

.

Root, i. ( faHW) 1. To wake. 2. To

pledge, to deposit.

y~ Root, f. ( y<ft ) 1. To run, to go or move

fast. 2. To flow, to ooze, to trickle. With ^H*^

To run after, to follow, to pursue ; with

To run near, to run to or towards ; with To

go near, to approach ; with To draw near,

to approach ; with ^1 To run off or away ; with

f^T To separate, to fly "asunder, to run away in

different directions, v. (Ig^M, WCttfS) To

hurt, to injure, to wound or kill.

H s. (m.) A tree.

yfefclM s. (to. H+N»NH) A sort of pine :

see

Wffl s. (to. from y~ + R. t*l ) A mallet, a mace,

a carpenter's hammer, a hatchet, an axe.

TET^ Root, i. (HsSf^J) To sink.

y"°L Root, vi. flftfe) 1. To hurt, to injure.

2. To go, to move. 3. To bind, to make crooked

or curved.

l°l s. (to. from R. H^) 1. A scorpion. 2. A
bee. 3. A rogue, a cheat. 4. (ra.) A bow.

5. A sword, a scymetar. TFi/sow.

s. (/.) An oval water-bason.

~5h3 a. (to/w. j9?*e£. ^?ari. />. R. "5+^ • Wilkins'

Gr. § 695). 1. Run away, fled, escaped. 2.

Speedy, quick. 3. Fluid, liquid, s. (rc.) Quick

time (in music), ad. Sans. (—^3°) Swiftly,

speedily, quickly.

"^Wt a. (-f^TO/k ^+*tt$5
£) Going

or moving quickly.

sort

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 438.

TEF^^T s. (w.) Measure in general.

yi-L s. (to. from H ) A tree.

4J*tWi s. (w. H5T+ :3I<
n) A bough, a branch of

a tree.

y^Uu s. (m. Ty*r+ 3ltar) Lac, the animal

dye. (Lit. The disease of a tree.)

^TTCtV^s. (to.WZ+S ) A plant (Ptero-

spermum acerifolium). See

"y~5^RooT, iv. (y~$7f3) To entertain hatred or

dislike ; to seek to hurt or injure.

"§f^°l s. (to. from R. H$J) An epithet of

Brahma.

1 Root, ix. (y"ttf\?, FfftsS) 1. To go, to

move. 2. To hurt, to injure, to wound, to kill.

C^Root, i. (CER^) 1. To sound. 2. To

grow, to increase. 3. To manifest joy by sound.

ty~ Root, i. (^W^) To sleep. Usually with

prefixed to it.

Cy~t°l s. (to. from H°1) 1. A scorpion. 2. (mn.)

A measure of capacity, equal to four adhakas

or 864 angulas. Colebr. Alg. p. 3.

Cy-ft^t^ s. (to. Cy"t°l +<Ft^) A raven.

CyTt^tTl s. (/. from Cyl ! + 3^fc) A cow that

yields a drona of milk. Also C y f I 1 (/.)

5 B 2
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(/.) An oval wooden vessel ; a bucket,

a watering-pot. Also C5'l*ft (/.).

Cy s. (from ty If^l ) A canoe, a raft ; a small

vessel made with the sheath of a plantain-tree.

C^K s. (m. from R. Mischief, injury,

trespass.

Clt^P a. (mfn. R. H2Uf-vA^<l?) Injurious, mis-

chievous, malicious, hurtful.

t'«Kl&an *. (n. CEjt^+fS^T) The meditat-

ing another's injury, an injurious design, malice

prepense.

CEfte!U. (-fK\mfn. + Malicious,

injurious, spiteful. Used in comp. e. g.

v![TH"teft a. (—f^T^mfn.) Intent on injuring

an enemy, from (to.) An enemy,

a. (mfn. Sown with a drona

of grain (as a field, &c).

(f. patronymic from The name

of a king) The name of the common wife of the

five sons of Pandu.

<? ^ a. (corrupt, of "f|") Two.

<|*"<jl s. (to.) 1. A pair, a brace, a couple: any

two persons united
;

any two things taken

together. 2. Copulation of the sexes. 3. Strife,

dissension, dispute. 4. (to.) A species of com-

pound substantive, consisting of a combination

of two or more words, which in the usual mode

of construction would be separated by a con-

junctive particle equivalent to and. See Wil-

kins' Gr. § 1083, seqq. 5. A sign of the zodiac

(Gemini). 6. A secret.

<J*""<1\51 a. (mfn. "^5" + v3l) Arising from a quarrel,

occasioned by a dispute.

) Quarrelsome,

disputatious.

\ U s. (n. from Pt) Two, a couple, a brace, a

pair. Wilkins' Gr. p. 109. Used often as the

last member of a compound word : e. g.

"ffi
s, (n.) The two feet, from ^tt&L s. (m.)

a foot, +tjtf

.

a. (-ft\m>. W'+^tfH) Dou-

ble-tongued, insincere.

fXTlf^l s. (m. ^T+ Slf^l from R. 5t5T ) A
saint, a holy man. (Lit. Who has surmounted

the several pairs or couples of affections which

disturb the mind. See

a. (mfn. JtjJ for ft^+^) Standing at

the gate or door. s. (m.) A doorkeeper.

f1of^>? s. (to. ^1° for V\) A doorkeeper,

a warder. Also ^1ofH^*r^ *. (m.) or

Tiof^^l TO.).

Tt^1ftOWl a. (mfn. from ft^ft°*K)
The forty-second. Also fT^tf^ *^ a .

(mfn.).

truj\f%°*t^ s . (f. fl forft+Fjtftosn^)
Forty-two.

Ttftf ^ a. (mfn. from ^IfTJ" *!^) The thirty-

second. Also ftft"
05CR-R a . (mfn.).

ftftP*K s. (f. fl for ft+ f!r
OKf^) Thirty-

two.

ftCT6
! a. (mfn. for ft"+ Tp5^) Twelve, the

twelfth.

TM"t^ is. (to.Tl^+^f) A measure of

twelve fingers.

^mtTTi s . (-TT^to. til*] + :3lt^) The

sun (as represented in the twelve months, or in

the twelve signs of the zodiac).

dodecahedron.

ftlHt s. (femin. of ) The twelfth day of

a month. Also «t*U#Wl (/•)•
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a. (mfn. from ) The ninety-

second. Also %H ?

<N&S** a. (mfn.).

| l*l<fe 5. (/. Tl for ff + ^R'Rj) Ninety-two.

TWH a. (mfn. from The fifty-

second. AlsofW3"**^ a. (mfn.).

ftWK * (/• f1 forft +WT^) Fifty-

two.

ft^k 5 . (m. ^1 for fT+^?) 1. The name of

the third yuga or age of the world, according

to the mythological chronology of the Hindus,

comprising 864,000 years. Manu i. 86. 2. Un-

certainty, doubt.

^tf^OKl a. (mfn. from ftf^Tfe) The twenty-

second. Also ftft°*rf33*I a . (mfn.).

Ttf^°*Tft s. (f. T* for ft + fa°*rf3) Twenty-

two.

W^\s. (f.) A gate, a door.

% i'4 s. (n.) A gate, a door, an entrance, a pas-

sage. On the use of this word in the system of

the Pasupatas, see Trans. R.A.S. i. 571.

WW s. (m. Tfa"+ prf^) A door-keeper, a

warder. Also ft^t^^ s. (m.) ql«<*£<P

s. (m.) and ^ s. (m.).

ami «c?. (from ^fi^) By, through, with, by

means of. Also fRtSl and |lR

.

3 l< 1^3 ae?. (from l~t«C) By means of, through.

^ 1 s. (m. ^1-4 +^^) A doorkeeper, awar-

der, a chamberlain at the court of a Hindu

prince. Trans. R.A.S. i. 174.

s. (—f^^wi. Tfe +^X) A warder, a

doorkeeper, a porter.

IftT^ ! ad. Sans, (instrum. case of T^") By
means of, through. Used in comp. e. g.

By means of a sacrifice, from

TOs. (m.) A sacrifice, +TfRc
l

.

^ lH4> a. (mfn. from The sixty-second.

Also a. (mfn.).

T^T^s. (/.TiforlT+ ^f^) Sixty-two.

a. (mfn. from The seventy-

second. Also a. (mfn.).

T^fa s. (/. Ti forft +^^f?) Seventy-

two.

<i
\~*\ s. (m. forljio^) A doorkeeper, a porter.

Also ftfN>3 s . (m.) andft^f^ft s. (m.).

ft" a. (dual only, »i. CTl
, fn. Of) Two.

§ atf. Sans. (fromflT) Twice. Used in comp.

a. (mfn.) Twice spoken, said twice,

from +

a. (mfn. f% + <$^) Two-handed, having

two hands.

WtiZSG s. (n. from sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 466.

from A species of com-

pound substantive, the first number of which is

a numeral. Wilkins' Gr. % 1109— 1 1 15.

f^°\ a. (mfn. f|f-f#1 ) Twofold, double, twice.

flp$11<J\3 a. (mfn. from ffTt°i+^3) Twice

ploughed (as a field).

a. (mfn. from

The forty-second. Also f|T>3lTROKl33I a.

(mfn.).

f|Wtf^ *K
(f. f%+Sj\f$°^) Forty-

two.

fffe^ a. (mfn. ft+f^) Cut into two, bi-

sected.

a. (mfn. ff +3) Twice born. 5. (m.) 1.

A twice-born man, a Brahman, Kshatriya, or

Vaisya, viz. whose investiture with the sacred

string at the respective ages of sixteen, twenty-

two, and twenty-four years, constitutes their

ft
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second birth. Manu n, 169 ; x. 4. 2. Any-

oviparous animal, especially a bird. 3. A tooth.

The moon.

ft^FF^ a ,

(
mfn ,

f|'3i+T^) The best of

the twice-bom. s. (m.) A Brahman. Manu

i. 33.

A twice-born man,

especially a Brahman. See

ft3rt3fa a. (mfn. from 1. Belonging

to a man of the twice-born castes. 2. Mon-

grel, of mixed breed, s. A mule.

s. (m. from fiTi-'fi^) 1- A snake. 2.

An informer, a spy ; a bad character.

a. (mfn. fft3E+OT^j The best of

the twice-born. s. (m.) A Brahman.

A couple, a brace, a pair.

Also ft<Sttl (/.).

f^\Slil a. (m/n. from ft") The second.

ft^H «<Z. Saws. (fromfl^t^I )
Again, a second

time.

ft^^Tis. (».? fiF3ft*r+ C^5) The supple-

ment to a whole circle, or the mean anomaly.

Kola S. 367.

ft^iMS ad. Sans. (fl^t^ +^T) Secondly.

a. (femin. of 1 . A wife wedded

according to the prescribed ceremony : lit. a

second (self). 2. The second day of a month

or of a lunar fortnight.

R^lUt^S a. (mfn. from f|sft^ +^3) Twice

ploughed (as a field).

R ad. (ft-+fir+^t for HlfT) Two or

three days ago.

ft*jT s. (n. ft+'jf) Twofoldness, doubleness,

duplicity, repetition, reduplication.

ft^T a. (mfn. f^ +W7
^) Having two leaves or

lobes, bilobated. s. (n.) Two parties, two bo-

dies of men. Carey.

fijjl a. (mfn. from fiptt) Twofold, double.

ft* ad. Sans. (ft+*) Twofold, doubly, twice,

in two parts, s. A dilemma, an embarrassed

situation; doubt, uncertainty, v. a.

To doubt, to hesitate, to ponder.

ft^3 a. (mfn. from Rt«f3 ) The ninety-

second. Also a. (mfn.).

ft^fl s.
(f. ft+^^fe) Ninety-two.

ft*L (^.ft+ R.^1) An elephant. (Lit. Drink-

ing twice, first imbibing fluids by the trunk, and

thence conveying them into his mouth.)

a. (mfn. from "ftW*f*>) The fifty-

second. Also a. (mfn.).

ftWK s . (f. ft+W*r^) Fifty-two.

ft^l s. (n. ft+*W from Tf^L) A place

where two roads meet.

ftWl s. (f. from ft^fcl) A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 414.

ft^ta. (mfn. ft +^T^) 1. Two-footed, biped.

2. (In mathematics) Binomial. Colebr. Alg.

p. 280.

ft^ff^l s. (f from ft H-
1^) A sort of metre.

As. Res. x. 419.

ft*rts a. (-K ib/». from

Two-footed, biped.

ft*lTO s . (n. from ft + x
T"ftt) A double penalty,

an amercement or fine of twice the common

amount.

ft"T^T s. (n. ft +^^T) (In grammar) The

dual number.

ft<re1 s. (f ft+TO) A cow two years old.

Also ft^fWl s. (/.).

ft^^t ! a. (mfn. from ft + 3^") Biennial, two
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years old, of two years' standing. Also f^" -

<t'tpf<£ andt^tffe a. (mfn.).

ftft *! a. (m/w. from f|ft"
05C

fft) The twenty-

second. Also a. (mfn.).

*: (f. f^+ f^°*Tf^) Twenty-two.

a. (mfn. ) Of two sorts, of two

different descriptions.

Rl< k! a. (-f^wz/rt. ftf+ C^+t^T) Ac-

quainted with two vedas, having studied two

vedas. As. Res. yin. 381.

R^SOl a. (mfn. f|"+ ^s5l) Having two hands or

arms.

ft"5^ a. (mfn. ) Two-headed, two-

faced.

ftr&C s. (m. ftf+W) An elephant. (Lit.

Having two tusks.)

ft^ a. (»i/w. Twice said, twice

spoken.

ft.<?f4» (/. flfS -h^f^) The saying a thing

twice, a repetition, a tautology.

f|Wl 5. (/. from R. ) A woman

who has been twice married.

a. (mfn. Of two forms, of a

two-fold description, of two sorts.

s. (m. 1T+ RS?) A bee. (Lit. Having

two Rs, in allusion to its usual name

a. (mfn. f|"o+ C^t3FT) Eating twice.

fTPWS «. (-^/w/w.ft +ft^T) Two-

headed.

fl^RooT, II. (Cff%) To hate, to dislike.

Sometimes with *4 or prefixed to it.

fH a. (mfn. from R. llp^) Hostile, inimical.

s. (m.) An enemy.

R^*L a. (— ^r*-> m/w. pres. par*, a. R. f^pJ^-

31^) Hating, hostile, inimical, s, (m.) An

enemy.

a. (ui/». from ff^f^) The sixty-second.

Also mf%3^1 (mfn.).

Sixty-two.

flp^ a. (jw/m. pre*, par?, p. R. fl~^[+3 TFiZ-

&iws' Gr. p. 422) Hated, disliked, s. (n.)

Copper.

a. (mfn. from The seventy-

second. Also fitHd fcw** (»»/».)•

Seventy-two.

Hf;jT3I a. (mfn. flf+ ^T5!) Having two parts

alike, consisting of two equal parts.

ft^THFJ^J s. (n. ftpTSI+ "F3^*J) A qua-

drangle having two sides equal. Colebr. Alg.

p. 295.

An iso-

sceles triangle. Colebr. Alg. p. 295.

ft^ftcD a. (mfn. ff+ 7ftc3) Twice ploughed or

tilled.

ft^*P a. (m/ft. f|" +$TP from R. $^') Twice

ploughed or tilled.

(/. from ) A cow two

years old.

^ s. (/ww. fromflf+ R. *j1 ?) 1. An island, any

land surrounded by water : the word is hence

applied to the seven grand divisions of the ter-

restrial world, each of them being separated

from the next by a peculiar and circumambient

ocean : the seven dwipas, reckoning from the

central one, are Jambu, Kusa, Plaksha, Sal-

mali, Krauncha, Sdka and Pushkara : the

central dwipa, or the known continent, is again

portioned into ten divisions, likewise termed

dwipas; viz. Kuru, Chandra, Varuna, Sau-

mya, Naga, Kumdrikd, Gabhastimdn, Tdmra-
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puma, Kaseru, and Indra-dwipa. 2. A tiger's

skin. Wilson.

^iTT^t s. (/. #M +^^+^) A river. (Lit.

Having islands).

fW^R s. (n. ft^\ +3133") Another island,

another of the grand divisions of the earth.

tpfl s. A tiger (so

called on account of the spots of his skin re-

sembling islands).

3 Root, i. 1. To accept, to appoint.

2. To cover.

($6 ad. Sans. (Cf for ft", + *tt) In two ways,

in a two-fold manner.

Cf^ s. (m. from R. Hatred, aversion, dis-

like, enmity.

a. (mfn. R. ff^+31^) Inimical, hostile,

malicious.

CT^°i s. (n. R. tl^t-^) Enmity, hatred,

aversion, dislike, a. (mfn.} Inimical, hating,

hostile, s. (m.) An enemy.

Cff%£3 v. a. (from R. ft~^) To hate, to dislike.

a. (-f^l mfn. C^+ f^T) Inimical,

malevolent, hostile, averse, s. (m.) An enemy,

an adversary.

C^%1 5. (-"*! m. R. f|^+^) A hater, an enemy,

an adversary.

CfS) a. (jm/». /w*. par*, p. R. fT^+^T) De-

testable, hateful, deserving hatred, s. (w.) An

object of hatred.

"t^F3s. (n. from ft") 1. Duplication, doubling. 2.

Doubt. 3. (Beng.
s

) A second of the same nature.

tfS^ttfl. ^ (_f^™/w.tf3+^Tfej As-

serting the existence of the soul as separate

from the Supreme Being.

'Wis. (n. from ft*! ) 1. Doubleness, twofold-

ness. 2. A subsidiary resource, a stratagem,
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a reserve. 3. A contest ; a conflict, a duel. 4.

Doubt, uncertainty.

(n. from tfH+^°l) Dividing

into two parts.

a. (mfn. from +^3) Made two-

fold
;
brought into a dilemma.

a. (mfn. from ) Made of a tiger's skin.

s. (m.) A chariot hung with a tiger's skin.

Wilkins' Gr. % 897.

a. (mfn. + TT MflbW Gr. § 899) Re-

lating to an island or peninsula.

tfSTfcjt a. (mfn. fromff-h^) Having two

mothers, s. (m.) An epithet of Ganesa and of

Jakasandha.

(n. from ) A duel, a conflict

between two individuals.

fw. from

The state of being two years old. Wilkins
1

Gr.

§ 984.

Cfl a. See fit

.

f$ a. (mfn. ft +3$) Ending in two extre-

mities or points.

1^1 s .
{
mfn. ft+W) Having two meanings.

5. (ra.) A double entendre, a pun. Tdrdchand Ch.

V*ft$ a. (mfn. from ^ftft) The eighty-

second. Also f**ftf33*I (mfn.).

JP^Ss. (f. ff +^Ktf^) Eighty-two.

s. (w.) Copper.

"P^ s. (n. from f|" + ::5I$7^) Two days.

fltllWFI s . (rn. ft +^WTIPl) A son

of two fathers : i. e. any adopted son retaining

his filial relation to his natural father with his

acquired relation to his adoptive parent. Colebr.

Law of Inherit, p. 299.

fTirfl^ a. (mfn. W+t^j Occurring every

other day.
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^ The nineteenth consonant of the Hindu al-

phabet : it is the aspirate of K , and has the

power of the English d followed by h as in

mi<f-height, but with a dental sound.

H *. (corrupt, of Smoke.

(a. Ji-j?) Entrance, possession, disturb-

ance. Carey.

(m. ^ + <FR") The letter H , or any cha-

racter expressing the sound of H .

Stj Root, x. (^^"^) To destroy> to annihi-

late.

1 s. (from R. A push, a shove.

glittering, a blazing up ; a palpita-

tion. Carey.

v. a. (from ^<P^^_) To blaze up,

to glitter, to palpitate.

A pair of scales, a baiance.

<fc5 s. (from R. <^?) The body.

to s. A piece of cloth worn over the privities ; a

rag. Also

$t\5>t a. (corrupt, of <^f?) Crafty, deceitful, cun-

ning.

^Jt^"te a . (p.jIUj'O Crafty, deceitful, roguish,

(from Craftiness, de-

ceitfulness.

a. (from
) Ragged, hanging in

tatters
;
squirting. Carey.

^\5^0 s. A writhing, a struggling, a fluttering.

v. a. (from to^^3) To writhe, to

struggle, to flutter.

Root. i. To sound.

(m.) The thorn-apple (Datura fastuosa)

See #m
Root, in. ("R^W) To bear (fruit), to pro-

duce.

(n. from R. ^T^) 1. Wealth, property,

riches, goods. 2. (In mathematics) An affir-

mative or positive quantity : as opposed to what

is negative : of the same import as + plus.

Colebr. Alg. p. 131. Kala S. 363. 3. A term

used when a planet is moving eastward. Wil-

kins' MS.

(m. from An epithet of

Agni, and of Arjuna in the Mahdbharata.

(Lit. Who conquers wealth?) See Wilkins' Gr.

§ 796.

(mfn. Vfr + TT from R. ^1) Munificent,

liberal, generous, s. (w.) An epithet of Kuvera.

(Lit. The giver of wealth.)

<tot^ a. (-3^ mfn. ^T +^) Opulent,

wealthy, rich.

) The distribu-

tion of property.

An increase of pro-

perty.

^•T^TT s. (m. ^t*T +3KT) Expenditure, the di-

minution of property or wealth.

H^^njte" s. (Sfr +^fcTR) A treasury, a

storehouse.

intoxication or pride

of wealth.

Hl^^ a. (mfn. +*FT^ )
Originating

in wealth, drawing its origin from riches or

wealth.

5 C
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)
(In mathematics) Positive

and negative quantities. Colebr. Alg. p. 324.

feffe* (m. ^T+C^"^) Greediness, ava-

riciousness, a desire for wealth, covetousness.

HSt^f^l a. (-f^ mfn. ^fl^l^j+t/T )

Greedy, covetous. Also ^TT5^" (mfn.\

(». $t=r+*F3) The possession or

existence of wealth.

SfrS^t s.
(f. Sfefj+^J from R. "f?) A sort

of perfume commonly called c/wr.

An accession of

wealth, an increase of property.

^T+ ^ITP) Opulent, rich,

wealthy.

A storehouse, a

treasury.

) A title or

right to property.

)
Having a title or right to property.

WfSW s. (m. ^FT +^T?i) An epithet of

Kuvera. (Lit. The lord of riches).

1. A treasurer.

2. An epithet of Kuvera.

%$¥m s. (n. %+^$5fi) The acquisition of

wealth.

^Wt a. (-"Pfc H^+^I^H) Cove-

tous of wealth, s. (m.) A beggar. Wilkins'

Gr. § 906.

A desire after, or

hope for wealth.

(«,) Coriander (Coriandrum sativum).

A plant (iEschynomene cannabina).

Hort. Ben. p. 56.

Opulence, wealth,

richness. Also <tf^^3" (rc.).

A plant (Coriandrum sativum). Mo-

hun P. p. 37.

s. (f. ?) (In Hindu astronomy) The twen-

ty-third stellar mansion, figured by a drum :

a, /3, y, and > Delphini. As. Res. n. 293.

ix. 323.

a , (-p{\ mfn. H^f+ t^L) Opulent,

wealthy, rich.

(?w. from

An instrument in the form of a bow used in

cleansing cotton. 3. A measure of length con-

taining four cubits. Carey.

%*$<&fl s. (/. St^+ttfYt) A plant (Cis-

sampelos hexandra).

^s. (from ^X3
^) l

- A bow - 2 - An instl
'u"

ment used in cleansing cotton. 3. The bow of

a violin.

<4/T^ ad. Sans. ($t=T +^) Like a bow, in

the manner of a bow.

J4^S|WS| a . (mfn. ^pT-|-3IWt<) Like a

bow, curved, bent. Also (mfn.*).

^^5°! *: (m. ^J^+Tt ! ) 1. A bow-string. 2.

(In geometry) The chord of an arc.

^T^" a. (mfn. ^P^+H^) Carrying or hold-

ing a bow. s. (m.) An archer.

The science of

archery. Also s. (m.). As. Res. i. 340.

s. (m. ^pr-f^^ from R. ^) An archer.

s . (n. $^T+ X[<fr ) The middle part of

a bow.

^JWt^T s. (m.) A plant (Hedysarum Alhagi).

<i/£%) s. (n. ^1+^) The time of the
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ascension of the sign Sagittarius above the

horizon.

1. The twang

of a bow. 2. A severe spasmodic affection.

A tree, com-

monly called piyal (Buchanania latifolia, i?ox.)

See fUUN. Also^TT^ (m.).

(-^^ m.H^T +H^) An archer,

a bowyer.

^Ptf*: (mn.) 1. A bow : also (w.) 2. The

sign Sagittarius. Res. in. 392. 3. An arc,

a segment of a circle. Colebr. Alg. p. 89.

4. A tree (Buchanania latifolia, Rox.). See

k.) A plant, the seed of which is used

as a condiment (Coriandrum sativum). See

SJrPl^. Also ^^HlT^ (n.).

^PT*1 s. (m. ^T+^i) 1. An epithet of Ku-
vera. (Lit. The lord of wealth.) 2. A bird

(Buceros Malabaricus). Carey.

1. Blindness, dimness of sight. 2. A

stratagem, v. a. To overlook, to

mistake, v. a. To bring into con-

fusion.

a. (mfn. from ^*T) Wealthy or worthy of

wealth
;

estimable, praiseworthy, auspicious,

fortunate. Wilkins' Gr. % 899.

S^TP^ftl s. (m. <4»P+3ttt.) 1. Thankfulness,

gratitude. 2. Thanks, a thanksgiving
;
praise,

applause. —^f^T^3 or —^tf^TUS v. a. To

thank.

StiMUl^f^vj a. (m>.H'lMlk+?fe) Un-

grateful, unthankful. Mohun P. p. 120.

s. (/.) Coriander (Coriandrum sativum).

iJor*. jBew. p. 21.

H^TJl^ s. (n. £fa?1 + 3?) Coriander (Coriandrum

sativum).

s. (corrupt, of ^^t*!) Sour gruel.

The name of a

particular scale in the musical system of the

Hindus. As. Res. m. 78.

s. (ra.) A bow.

s. (-^\n.) A bow.

(ra.) The physician of the gods, who

was produced at the churning of the ocean.

Spn?5 s. (m.) A plant (Hedysarum Alhagi).

AlsoH^Ww and ^U3t^T<? (to.),

^1 s .
(-^T m.) A bow.

a. (-"RpT^z/k. Carrying a

bow, armed with a bow. s. (»z.) A bowyer, an

archer.

The sensation produced by clearness or

brightness.

v. a. (from^tjHj To appear clear

or bright, to shine.

a. (from <fetJt^L) Bright, luminous,

clear.

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move.

(m.) 1. A husband, a man. 2. A shrub

(Grislea tomentosa). Hort. Ben. p. 28. 3.

(Beng.} Linen, clothes, linen cloth.

a. (mfn. from R. ^t<^?) 1. White. 2.

Handsome, beautiful.

H<M<£& s. (n. ^t^T^) A disease, a kind of

leprosy.

a. (-ft^ mfn. %<Z*\Z$ +$\)
Leprous.

*t<Ffl a. (from ^t^T) White.

(femin. of ) A white cow. Also

(/•)•

a. (w/w. from R. tt) Blowing, who blows

5 C 2
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(a fire, or a trumpet, &c). Used in comp. e. g.

<P4«-^T[ a . (mfn.) Who blows the hand, from^ s. (to.) The hand, + $tH. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 789, 772.

^T^3
s . (to. from R. ^1) A blacksmith.

a. (mfn. from R.
)
Blowing, who blows

(a fire, a wind-instrument, &c). s. (to.) A
reed (Arundo tibialis or Karka). (n.) The act

of blowing or kindling up of fire.

^TpFs. (/.from R. ftl) 1. Any tubular vessel

of the body, as a vein, an artery, a nerve, &c.

Also 2. A sort of drug and perfume :

the same as

<£f£TU3z;. a. (from R. %1 ) To kindle, to light up.

A threat, a reprimand, a censure, chiding.

S^J^tfr^ (H^ + ^t^I^as a jingle to it)

Threats and reproach.

Sfrj^l s. (from R. ^1) 1. A pair of bellows. 2.

A gust of wind.

v. a. (from R. fel) To threaten, to

censure.

S^T^t^5^ s. (from ^3T^) A mutual threaten-

ing and scolding, a quarrel.

A squall of wind.

(to.) Braided and ornamented hair, tied

round the head, and intermixed with flowers,

pearls, &c. Wilson.

a. (mfn. from R. (A )
Drinking : used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) Drinking up, from

$V Up, + <^T; W^ttl" a. (mfn.) Sucking

the breast; s. (to.) An infant, from s. (to.)

The breast, + <fcl. Wilkins' Gr. % 772, 789.

a. (mfn. from R. ^) Holding. Used in comp.

e. g. *P£f$ a. (mfn.) Holding or carrying a

bow, from ^"Js

v>
ls

s. (mn.) A bow, +
s. (to.) A mountain.

(»zw. R. ^+ ;3H) The act of seizing,

holding, or possessing any thing ; the keeping

of a thing in memory ; the noting down of a

number ; the assuming of any number as a mean.

(from R. <^ ) The sitting at a person's

door in order to recover a debt. —"PtX^[ v. a.

To dun, to sit at a person's door in order to

recover a debt. As. Res. iv. 346. seqq.

<^"Pl s. (/. from R. The earth. Also<Wt

.

a. (from R. <| ) Taking, holding, seizing.

S^TfjsjPT s. (to. <£Tfl. +^T) The bottom of the

earth, the earth itself.

s. (m.Wt + ^Tfa) A lord of the

earth, a king.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Worthy of being held or taken ; to be assumed,

to be remembered.

(/.) 1. The earth. 2. (Beng.) The seizing,

holding, or keeping of any thing.

v. n. To be apprehended.

v. a. (from R. ) 1. To cause to seize

or apprehend. 2. To plaster a wall.

s. (from ?) A loan, a ransom.

^"tH^" s. (to. <4^1 + ) A mountain. (Lit.

A holder of the earth.)

(from R. ^ ) A mutual or alternate

seizing or holding.

(TO.HTi+*tf3) A king, a prince.

s. (to. <tTl +^ from R. ^ ) A moun-

tain.

<tTtlT a. (from <W^T\3) Apprehensible.

^f^T3 v. a. (from R. ^ ) To hold, to catch, to

apprehend, v. n. To cease (as the fall of water);

to find room enough; to continue, to remain.

^f^lft s. (/. from R. <i ) The earth.
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HTl SeeWl.

$£3& a. (mfn.fut. part. p-R.^ + ^S^)) Seizable,

apprehensible
;
deserving to be taken into ac-

count.

s. (mn. from R. <i ) 1. Lit. That which is to

be held or attended to : a duty, a law, a usage,

a practice. 2. Conformity to the laws, &c,

justice, virtue, merit
;
aptness, propriety, fitness.

Trans. B.A.S. i. 110. 555. 3. Peculiarity,

natural disposition, character. 4. (m.) A name

of Yama, the judge of the dead. 5. A drinker

of the juice of the acid asclepias at certain sa-

crifices. 6. (n.) An act of devotion. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 439.

%^ZF6 s. n. + ) The

performance of a religious or civil duty ; a pious

or virtuous action.

H^Wl'S s. (m. <t^+ C<Ffa) The treasury of

duties, i. e. all duties taken together. Manu
i. 99.

s. (n.%?^+ C^T) A plain near Dehli,

the scene of the great battle between the Kurus

and Pandus.

^fef5^ s. (m. ^sf+^SI) The sacred scrip-

tures, the Bible. Mohun P. p. 165.

^TlWl s. (/. + fi>3"i ) Reflection on one's

duties : a virtuous reflection.

S^sSvSS ad. Sans. +3^T
)
By law, through

virtue
;

rightly, justly, piously.

^Sjl s. (J.
^"^ + 31) Rectitude, virtue, re-

ligion. Also (n.).

<fc*$5Jtrj s. (m. ^+CUt9l) The abandon-

ment of virtue or religion
;
apostacy.

aMfofyfl a. (-fH mfn. H^J^+^T)
Relinquishing virtue or religion

;
apostate.
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Sfe^sjl^. ^+^5 +$^ One

who assumes a pious or virtuous appearance, a

hypocrite.

) Devotion.

Mohun P.

St'fifSpSU. (/. $*3I+PPti) Firmness in re-

ligion, steadfastness in virtue.

Black pepper.

*• if-^+^) A rightful wife, i. e.

one of the same caste with the husband, and

married conformably to the established law.

from The road

of religion or virtue.

a. (mfn. S^+^TR^) Observing

the law, dutiful.

^5^35 s . (n. ^3T+^J^) The Bible.

^SPfet^ sU4<$¥\ s. The New Testa-

ment; -^^1 s. The Old Testament.

Mohun P. p. 160, 164.

SNklFT a . mfn. Lawful,

dutiful
;
virtuous, pious, just.

Hr^l^'a. (mfn. <t*^+^t^) Awed by law,

duty, or virtue; just.

^OTt3i s. (m. $t*ST+<^*0 L An eP»thet of

Yama the regent and judge of the dead. 2.

An epithet of Yudhisht'hira the eldest of the

five Pandu princes. (Lit. The king of justice.)

*t*3i*fRl s. (f.
^f+^l) 1. A tribunal, a

court of justice. 2. An edifice erected for pious

purposes, a hospital.

A code of laws :

comprising the institutes of law civil and re-

ligious. Trans. R.A.S. i. 451. 2. The entire

body of the Hindu law
; jurisprudence as a

science.
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a. (mfn. Just, pious,

righteous, religious.

collec-

tion of laws, a code of laws : especially when

it is the work of some saint or divine author,

as Manu, Yajnyawalkya, &c. Wilson.

SN&tol *. (/. *t*tf+*Is5l) A court of justice,

a tribunal.

^jftHl „. (-U,\mfn. S^+^tlFEj Vir-

tuous, pious, s. (to.) The Holy Ghost.

Justice and in-

justice, right and wrong. Manu i. 26, 29.

S^sftf^OT s. (n. ?^5+^lfii:^Gl ) A court

of law.

^ift'fet^ s. (to. ^f+^ft^t^") The right

to administer the law.

^Tf^FRt a. (-f%\mfn. ^tf+^lf^t-

f^*l^) Entitled to administer the law. s. (to.)

A judge, a magistrate.

A superin-

tendant of justice ; a magistrate, a judge.

ZV«ms. .R.^l.S. n. 167—170.

^STtolR s. (to. ^H+^^T) Lit. An in-

carnation of justice or religion : used to denote

a person of strict impartiality and justice.

^t^flOT s. (n.^f+^+*OT) Martyr-

dom. Mohun P. p. 163.

StS^P! s. (n. %*n +^+ TT%) A religious

war. Mohun P. p. 165.

The asylum of

religion, virtue, or duty.

^E&fS^tlT s. (to. ^E+STfWft) (In the

tenets of the Jainas) The category or predica-

ment virtue. Trans. R.A.S. i. 554.
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a. (mfn. from^^l) Righteous, just,

tuous, pious.

<kTO a. (-P^\mfn. + Righteous,

just, honest, pious, virtuous.

) Instruction

in religion, law, or duty ; a sermon.

^rFte*^ s . (to. ^+3^*1^) A spi-

ritual preceptor ; one who instructs in religion,

law, or duty.

s . (-| to.

^5) A religious instructor, a preacher.

<5*I' a. (mfn. + XT
) Lawful, rightful, proper,

just; relating to religion, morality, &c. Wil-

kins' Gr. § 899.

a. (mfn. R. <fcTf 31^) Daring, bold, au-

dacious, arrogant, imposing.

S^Fi s. (n. R. <^+3FT) Contempt, overbear-

ingness, audacity, contumeliousness ; the defying

of any one. Also (Beng.*)

(/. from R. Sf'Ii) A dishonest or un-

chaste woman. Also ^Xf[ (/.).

^f^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. S^+^'3)

Treated with disrespect or in an overbearing

manner
;
overruled, oppressed.

v. a. (from R. ^^) To dare, to chal-

lenge, to browbeat, to overawe.

s. (corrupt, of S^T) White.

W*fiwP\yl s. (^ + 311^31) A large shrub

(Allangium hexapetalum). Carey.

from A variety

of the bamboo. Carey.

Ip A Taddhita suffix, which is subjoined to words

denoting numbers, to form adverbs of distribu-

vir-
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tion : e. g. aa\ (Saras. Threefold, in three

parts or sorts, from ft" a. Three, + <tl .

Willtins Gr. % 1039.

*t1 Root, hi. (T^ftfe, %£3) 1. To place, to

put. 2. To give. 3. To hold, to sustain, to

support. 4. To obtain, to attain. With ^3 4^

prefixed, To vanish, to disappear ; with

(or PI), To cover, to close, to shut ; with

+ s4l< , To hide, to conceal
;
with , To

relate, to report ; to call by name, to name

;

with To give, to surrender ; to apply, to

adhibit; with ;IT + ^311 , 1. To apply; 2. To

instruct, to teach ; 3. To be attentive or di-

ligent ; with , To uphold ; to do, to per-

form ; with f^T , To put down ; to bury ; with

To have near at hand ; with

To put on (as clothes) ; with ft , To give, to

grant ; to determine, to fix upon, to arrange,

to make; to consider; with *T°, To join, to put

together
;
with ^T°, To enquire, to seek

;

to consider.

(corrupt, of ) A nurse, a foster-

mother, a midwife.

v. a. To go fast, to run, to pursue.

^t3^Fi1a. (^T^+ Excessively anointed

with oil (like a midwife after she has performed

the duties of her office). Carey.

*US*Hn s. (*H^ + *SfT) A shrub (Grisleato-

mentosa). Carey. See

(from R. ^^) A running servant.

^t^\5^1 s. (from R. An express, a mes-

senger. Also

a. (from R. Speed, expedition,

haste.

s - (
from R - A bird (Corvus

Dhawlee, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

Ittf 1502

«8t|f$ s. (from R. A paper-kite.

a. Short-sighted, dim-sighted. Also

<CT*n s. 1. The throwing of things into confusion.

2. A stratagem, a trick ; a sleight. - rnTpTC3

v. a. To overlook, to wink at

;

v. a. To trick, to overreach. Carey.

A sum deposited by gamesters as an

earnest of the whole stake. Carey.

<tt^l s. A push, a thrust, a shock. 01

v. a. To shove, to thrust. Carey.

(from 1. A balance. 2. A row of

long stitches which tack clothes together. Carey.

. The patching of

a thing. 2. A botcher, a patcher. Carey.

^tfOTi s. (from R. 4 ?) An otter.

a. (corrupt, of "^b?) Strong, full-o;rown

(said of female animals), s. A dam, the mother

among inferior animals.

(m. ?) A weight equal to fourteen vallas

or twenty-eight gunjas. Colebr. Alg. p. 2.

(/.) A shrub (Grislea tomentosa).

si (-^ wi. R. <£1 + ^) 1. A supporter, one

who upholds, maintains, keeps or preserves ; a

nourisher ; a parent, a father. 2. An epithet

of Brahma.

^LW s. (m. from R. ^1 ?) 1 . An element, a pri-

mary substance, such as earth, water, fire, air,

and aether : also the property of any such pri-

mary element. 2. Any constituent part or

humour of the body ; semen ; the matter which

oozes in a gleet ; the pulse. 3. A metal ; a mi-

neral, a fossil. 4. (In grammar) A root, a

verbal root, a radical. (Beng.)

To feel the pulse.

v. a.
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H'l^'H^I s. (M^J +^Kt*! ?) Red sulphate

of iron. Wilson.

^t^5^TT s. (m. ^3+ 5£TI) A mortal disease,

waste of the bodily humours.

a. (mfn. 1. Occur-

ring in metallic ores. 2. Caused by the con-

stituent parts of the body. Carey.

^tTt^Ti s. (^3 +^1 from FpTO) A gleet,

a gonorrhoea.

^tt^RH s. (^t^J+ ^RSI?) A catarrh, a couarn,

a cold.

^t^ltf s. (n. ^"fa + ^ttS") A metal vessel ol-

dish.

^fjf^ s. (/. ^+lf%) Nutrition of the

body, nourishment.

A miner,

an assayer.

^tt^I^[ s . (m. ^f+C^t) A change in the

humours of the body.

a. (mfn. ^tT+IHT) Metallic, consisting:

za

of metal.

mineral

substance used as a collyrium : apparently a

kind of lead-ore. Wilson.

^tOTtWl s. (Stt^+XrtfTft) Borax (used

as a flux for metals).

^33TteD s. (n. ^+*Fto) Health. (Lit. The

equilibrium of the bodily humours.)

SflF^fN^I s. (/. *tt^, see^t^l, + +

^<£) A shrub (Grislea tomentosa). Also

^1S^ (/•) and^H^l (/•)•

(femin. of see^1) 1. A nurse,

a foster-mother, a midwife. 2. A mother. 3.

The earth.

HftlrfWl s. (/. from *ttrft) A nurse, a foster-

mother.

(corrupt, of ftt?P) Grain, rice (Ory

sativa). Hort. Ben. p. 25.

s. (from A copper coin about two

pence in value.

^H^fTS" s. (^t^T +^fT^) A plant, the pun-

gent fruit of which is used as a seasoning

(Capsicum minimum). Carey.

fe^gitl s. (^T + SrSJn?) A sort of grass (Cy-

perus autumnalis?). Carey.

^HfU s. (from ^/J
3^?) A particular note or

mode in music. Carey.

s. (/. always plur.^ Fried barley or rice.

^t*ft a. (from HW) Rice imperfectly unhusked.

(m. from H^X.) A bowyer, an archer.

^TjP^t s. (from H't^9^) An archer. Also

^V^fl • Mohun P - P- 149.

s. («.) Corn in general, especially rice

(Oryza sativa). Also

^IrPG^r s- («• ^IrP + C^T) A corn-field, a

rice-field.

a. (mfn. ^t*P + *nj) Abounding with

rice or grain.

a. (from Abounding:

in rice or other grain, s. A soil favourable to

the growth of rice.

*tHTO s. (n. to + Sour gruel, made of

the fermentation of rice-water.

^TPi s. A leap, a jump, a step (in a ladder or

stair-case).

Root, i. (*tT<ffS
: ,
_C3) To go, to run.

2. To cleanse. 3. To be clean or pure. With

prefixed, To run after, to go near ; with

To approach, to go near

;

with 1. To run about; 2. To surround

(an enemy) ; with ^1 To run off or away.
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Sfel 5. (re?. R. Ht^+^) A messenger, an

express.

Stefan a. (from R. Ht^) Running, quick,

speedy.

<tt^ s. (re. R. S^fa-f^FT) 1. A running, or

going. 2. The art of purifying, cleansing or

washing.

Hl<Pi 5. (from R. ^t^) A running. Also

a. (mfn. pres. part. a. R. *tK) Run-

ning.

(from R. Ht^) A mutual or pro-

miscuous running.

<ttf^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Purified, washed, cleansed.

v. a. (from R. <tt*^) To run, to go with

speed.

%fas. (-SFT re. R. *t1-fSFP) 1. A house, a

dwelling ; a place, a spot. 2. The body. 3.

Light, lustre, a ray of light. 4. Dignity, con-

sequence.

^SXTfl s> (from R. <£rl?) A kettle-drum.

A scuttle or basket of ratan closely

wrought. Also

s. (m.) 1. A tree (Achyranthes aspera).

2. A plant, a sort of ghosha with white flowers.

Wilson.

HtTT a. (mfn. from R. CH) 1. Who drinks. Wil-

kins' Gr. | 775. 2. (From R. ^tl) Who holds

or possesses.

<ttTTl s. (f. from R.<t1)A sacred text pronounced

when holding the sacred fire. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 724. Also *tt*Ul (/.).

ink* (m.) 1. A limit, a boundary, an edge.

2. A loan. See <tW .

StfTl 1506

a. (mfn* R. + Holding, bearing,

having. (Used in comp. e. g. a.

(mfn.') Bearing weapons, from s. (re.) A

weapon, -f-<4Tt<5"^? .) s. (m.) 1. One who holds

a thing. 2. (Beng.) A person who points out

the mistakes of a reader of the sastras ; an um-

pire. 3. An astringent medicine.

s. (re. R. <4 1. The holding, having,

or sustaining of a thing. 2. (JBeng.) A weight

equal to sixteen gunjas.

(/. from R- ^ ) 1 • Perseverance, stea-

diness, continuance in the right way
;
firmness,

fortitude, rectitude. 2. The steady mental ab-

straction of a yogi. 3. The keeping a thing in

mind, memory, remembrance.

$$$f|gk a. (-^ mfn. $ttTt"l +^)
1. Steady, firm, persevering, continuing in the

right way. 2. Possessing memory, retentive.

The capabi-

lity of keeping in the right way
;
perseverance,

endurance, firmness of resolution.

StTTU s. (/. from R. S|
) 1. A straight line. 2.

Any tubular vessel of the body.

Hl< M,ii a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. <}

Fit to be held or sustained.

SftSSrfi a. (mfn. ^Tfc + 'jH)) Without a border

or edge
;
blunt, dull. Also <tt<r$ft

5T (mfn.).

<4M s. (f. from R. ^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 475).

1. The border of any thing, the edge of a tool

or sword. 2. An enclosure, a fence, a hedge.

3. The van of an army. 4. A horse's pace, as

the trot, canter, &c. 5. A dropping or oozing,

a falling of rain. 6. A stream, a water-course.

7. (JBeng.) A habit, a custom, a method, a

fashion, a practice. 8. A section. 9. Conduct,

carnage, v. a. To go with the stream,

to follow custom.

5 D
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H'M \^{M ad. ( +S$fe from 3^- ) Accord-

ing to usage or custom.

ttWtrS-* (w.5ttTt+5tC) K A cloud. (Lit.

Containing rain.) 2* A sword. (Lit. Having

an edge.)

#Uklfe<? a. (^TTi +^tft^ from R.
)

Conforming to an established usage, continuing

in an uninterrupted course. Also

HUUlsS a. ($ttTi+Hv3) After the fashion of,

in the manner of.

a. (corrupt, of <tttP) Apprehensible.

a. (from Sharp.

A heavy

shower of rain.

v. a. (from R. ^ ) To hold as a loan or

debt ; to borrow, to owe.

mfn. from R. ^ ) Holding,

having : frequently used as the last member

of compound adjectives, e. g. a.

— mfn.} Holding or bearing weapons,

from ^A-l^ s. («.) A weapon, +

^1 s. (from^lRl) A margin, an extremity,

an edge.

ad. (from^t^) 1. On the margin, ashore,

on the bank. 2. On credit, by way of loan.

(m. patronymic of ^s3Tt$) l. A
descendant of DhritarAshtra. 2. A sort of

goose with black legs and bill.

a. {mfn.S^f'^ Wilkins' Gr. § 903).

Pious, just, righteous, religious, virtuous. -31

(y.) or —^ (n.) Piety, justice, equitableness.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+^) Fit to be

held, borne, or sustained; supportable, bearable.

(Beng.} —^f^Tt^ v. a. To determine, to assign
;

to impose a tax.

ISSt, 1508

vm »4 (n. from^^) Impudence, shamelessness.

Root, vi. (f^rfe) To have or hold, to

keep, to possess, v. 1 . To satisfy.

2. To go, to move.

ft s. (rh. from R. Sft Wilkins' Gr. § 829) That

which contains any thing : only used in comp.

s. (?«•) The sea, the ocean. (Lit.

What contains the waters.)

f^t° s. A tumult, sedition, a revolt, anarchy.

ft ^ s. (f^° + *fi1) A sedition, a revolt, an

uproar, a tumult.

f^^Jinterj. Sans. An expression conveying blame,

reproach, regret, disapprobation, &c. as, fie !

for shame ! out upon ! what a pity ! &c. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 550.

) Reproach, abuse,

contempt, censure, disrespect.

a. (mfn. Reproached, cen-

sured, abused, condemned ; cursed.

"$33^ Root, (fstS^SJ) k To kindle. 2. To

be weary. 3. To live.

s. (?w.) The name of one of the degraded

castes among the Hindus, the offspring of a

Brahman by an A'yogavi woman. Manu x.

15. 49.

s. A high conceit of a person's own im

portance.

Root, v. (irreg. 1 . To please, to

gratify. 2. To be pleased or satisfied. 3. To

go, to approach.

a. Slow, cautious, deliberate.

v. a. To blow softly, to lull.

fsMHarf. (fromf^tf) Gently, slowly, softly,

deliberately.

"fifcfOTl a. (from "RW) Slow, soft, deliberate.

Root, in. To emit sound.
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s. (m.) 1. An epithet of Vrihaspati the

preceptor of the gods. 2. A spiritual precep-

tor : see jjEJ

.

"ft^tt s.
(f.

from fSjffl ) Intellect, the under-

standing.

and f*t& . Seeft^>.

s. (n.) 1. A place, a spot, a country. 2.

A house. 3. A star, an asterism. 4. Fire. 5.

Power, strength, (m.) 1. An epithet of Agni

the deity of fire. 2. A name of Sukea the

regent of the planet Venus. Wilson.

sftRoox, iv. (SCtroft) 1. To contain, to hold.

2. To slight, to contemn, to disregard. 3. To

accomplish.

HI s. (f. from R. WP) Intellect, mind, reason,

understanding, a. (Beng.^ Wise.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. C<.+\3 Wilkins'

Gr. § 699) Sucked, drank.

*£tfe s. If. R.
V

G4+1S) Thirst.

muftis. ($tfll+»PSL)A report, a rumour.

An organ of per-

ception. See

^
r

[<< s. (m.) A fisherman.

s. {Jemin. of A fishervvoman, the

wife of a fisherman.

ise men, the wise.

^fc^^l s - (^t+ ^"f^5*L) A minister for counsel,

as distinguished from

<fj?I"ft>. Sft+H^) Intelligent,

learned, wise, sagacious, sensible.

a. (mfn. from HI) 1. Wise, prudent, senr-

sible. 2. Firm, steady, composed, temperate,

consistent. 3. Headstrong, self-willed ; unma-

nageable
;
powerful, strong. —^1 (/.) or —

^

(n.) Steadiness, firmness, fortitude.

1510

HW (femin. of S^ijt) A jealous wife but who

conceals her jealousy.

Ht^ft^l s. (f.
from HW+v5I+Htn) A

jealous woman, one who alternately expresses

and conceals her jealousy.

ad. (from Ht^") Coolly, slowly, deliberately.

Also

<ft*[ft>*. (J. Ht +^fS5
)
Any mental or intel-

lectual faculty.

report, a common report.

fcfl^iftXl s. (m. fift|*ffo<) 1. One who be-

longs to the legislative department of a govern-

ment ; a counsellor, a minister. 2. A friendly

adviser.

^ Root, v. (^VTVRj, ^Jp^) To agitate, to

shake. See R. H .

H^U3v. a. (from R. H^?) To wash.

Hl^i «. A cucurbitaceous fruit (LufFa pentandra).

Corey.

s. (corrupt, of >*^) Smoke. Mohun P.

p. 7. See «?3fl .

(corrupt, of A bag of coarse

cloth.

H<?f*T s. (from <£f^£3) A panting, a palpitating.

v. «. To breathe with difficulty, to pant,

to palpitate (with running or fear). Also

^<|<4<^a. Palpitating.

(from A perpetual solici-

tude or anxiety about any thing.

^<J^f<PL s. (from 1. Remorse, anxiety.

2. A sort of necklace. Carey.

#55 Root, i. (#5£C3) 1. To kindle. 2. To be

weary. 3. To live.

5 D 2
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^0*11 s. (from A basket used in washing

1512

rice.

^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^+^3) 1. Agitated,

shaken. 2. Relinquished, deserted, abandoned.

Wilkins' Gr. § 695.

a. (mfn. + Free from sin or

guilt. (Lit. Having shaken off his sin). Also

^W^fl. (mfn.).

An under-srarment.

$jj3| s. (from R. ^tt^?) 1. A long cloth worn

round the loins. 2. Washed cloth. 3. A bribe.

<i^S<1 s. The thorn-apple (Datura Metel). Carey.

s. The blazing up of fire. —^f^T3 v. n.

To be excessively hot or sultry, ad.

Parchingly.

SJfPVM s. (^T from ^fTO+ ^Tl?) A small

bow used in cleaning cotton.

^rfS" s. (from ^t^T£3) A cotton-cleaner.

Sj-ffi" s. (n. from R. ^) 1. The act of agitating or

shaking
;

agitation. 2. (Beng.) The cleaning

of cotton with the bow. Also •

A censer. See

v. a. To clean cotton with an instrument

like a bow.

$j*fl, s. (f.) A river. Also #f^T (/.).

s. (from A cotton-cleaner.

^"•Jfl s. A cucurbitaceous plant (Luffa pentan-

dra). Hort. Ben. p. 70.

^ffi s. Ardour, zeal, diligence, a. Great, pro-

digious, astonishing, ardent.

s. C^+^i fronl An
uproar, a row, a tumult, a rebellion.

a. (from ^ffi) Ardent, zealous, great.

^1 s. (corrupt, of <H) 1 . Incense ; the aromatic

vapour of any fragrant resin. 2. A sabre. 3.

The sun, the sun's rays.

^Pfj, s. (from R. <tl^ ?) A washerman.

^t^Pil s. (from S^+tWl ?) A strong de-

sire, a determined wi}l.

(n. from ^ + TJ" ) A fan of deer-skin to

excite a sacrificial fire.

a. Heavy, thick, gross, s. Ardor, fervor,

zeal, v. a. To be zealous.

A concubine, a fat vagabond woman, a

female Vaishnava. Carey.

l^TtHWI a. (^51 +^1?) Vagrant, va-

gabond, lecherous.

^^T^L, s. A tumult, an uproar, a crowd.

^T^^a. (from ^5^) Heavy, thick, bulky, gross.

irom The beating; of a drum used

as a signal.

(corrupt, of The introductory

stanza to a song, forming afterwards the burden

of each verse.

s. (f. nomin. <£o from R. \ ?) 1. The axle-

tree or pole of a carriage where the yoke is

fixed. 2. A burden, a load. 3. Thought, re-

flection, recollection.

^4^4 a. (mfn. <£^"° from ^~^.+^") Bearing

a burden, s. (to.) A beast of burden.

^^"^t ! s. (m. %^W^+^t°\) A sove-

reign, a king.

<feTi s. (f. from The fore-part of a carriage,

the axle-tree, the pole.

^^"t ! s. (to. from ) A beast of burden.

$j<f Root, i. (H^Rj ) To injure, to hurt, to kill.

s. (m. #£+.31 from R. ^) A beast of

burden.
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<£^" a. (mfn. irreg. pret. part. p. R. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 422). Injured, hurt, killed.

s. (m. from ^0 A beast of burden.

<£*T s . 1. A trillion. ilfoAwn P. p. 130. 2. A
measure of land, properly the same as the kdtd

or the twentieth part of a Vighd.

(m.) The thorn-apple (Datura fastuosa

and D. Metel). Also <j^5R .

M Root, v.

ix. (^TtfiS, ^f03j i. (^"R?, -G3) and

x. (^HirfS, -G3 or irreg. <^TTlf3) To

shake, to make tremble, to agitate. With ^51^

prefixed, 1 . To shake off. 2. To abandon, to quit.

3. To perceive ; with To shake, to

agitate ; with To stir up, to excite ; with

expel, to shake out or off, to destroy;

with ft To remove, to cast away ; to agitate,

to move up and down.

s. (corrupt, of Smoke, steam, vapour.

v. a. To fumigate ; v. a. To

smoke tobacco. Also as).
K

^i<l<l *. (^5T1+^R1) A tunnel for smoke,

a chimney.

^3H&T1 a. (from ^3Tl) Smoky.

wM^fc^frafl+^ft frompTft5L) A chimney.

ijUlk£<pl.« s. (fel-j-^li) A chimney.

A censer, an mcense-pot.

^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^£ Wilkins* Gr.

§ 696). I. Agitated, shaken. 2. Cast off,

abandoned, relinquished. 3. Blamed, re-

proached. Also (mfn.').

(corrupt, of <i^J^") A plant (Datura

fastuosa and D. Metel). Also

(m. from R. ^?) Resin, especially that

of the Shorea robusta. Also

s. (from R. ^?) A kind of chafing-dish, a

censer, an incense-pot. Carey.

<£\Root, i. (irreg. <Hlu|\J) To heat, to make

warm, x. (^rf3) 1. To speak. 2. To

shine.

s. (m. from R. ^j^L) 1. Incense, resin, gum;

an aromatic taper. 2. (Beng.) A sabre. 3.

The sun's rays. 4. The sun. See <H .

<HTftn3 a. (mfn. from R. SjHj 1. Incensed,

perfumed, fumigated. 2. Suffering pain or

fatigue.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^jfe!^) !• In-

censed, fumigated, perfumed with incense,

scented. 2. Suffering pain or fatigue.

(m. from R. <4?) Smoke.

fel^ s. (m. ^+C^j[) (Lit. Having a flag

or standard of smoke: hence) 1. Fire. 2. A
falling star. 3. A comet.

The smoking of tobacco.

(Lit. The drinking of smoke).

toSTCT a . (mfn. Sfsr+ XTCT) Filled with smoke,

consisting of smoke.

A cloud. (Lit.

Produced from smoke).

a. (mfn. from <ftl) Smoke-coloured, of a

purple colour, s. (m.) Purple (the colour).

s. (f. from <p£.) A quantity of smoke.

s. (m. from ?) The fork-tailed shrike.

^5 a - (™fn. from ^^) Smoke-coloured, purple«

s. (m.) Purple (the colour).

^S^ G
« (
mfn - fr°m ^5) Smoke-coloured, purple,

s. (rn.) A camel.
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^Root, iv. (<rf?KJ) L To kill, to hurt. 2.

To move, to approach.

SNi See

$$f$ s. (m. ^fe+^fR?) An epithet of Siva.

See As. Res. ix. 366.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. ^jj^-f-^") Injured,

hurt. Wilkins' Gr. p. 421.

<1"^ a. (mfn.) 1. Cunning, fraudulent, crafty,

knavish. 2. Injurious, mischievous, s. (m.)

1. A rogue, a cheat. 2. A gamester. 3. The

thorn-apple (Datura Metel). —j3| (/.) or

a (rc.) Knavery, craftiness.

Infundibuliform, funnel-shaped, arytenoid.

Carey.

S^tH s. (wi. ^^+^") A beast of burden. (Lit.

Carrying a load).

^PT^s. (ifar for^f%, +*FJ^) A plant

(Leea macrophylla). Hort. Ben. p. 18.

<4^Tl s. (corrupt, of Dust, pollen.

|W 5. (m/.) Dust. Also <Hl (/.).

a. (mfn.^T+ inr) Covered with dust.

^Fjf^ s. (/. ^T +^f^) A handful of dust.

The throwing of handfuls of dust.

Root, x. (<£*njf3) To make splendid or

elegant. Also written or •

a. Anointed, smeared.
K

a. (mfn.') Gray. s. (m.) 1. Gray (the

colour). 2. An ass. 3. An oilman.

s. (from ?) A plant (Pharnaceum

pentagynum). Hort. Ben. p. 22.

^R*t a. (from ^R") Gray.

s. (from R. ? see Flannel.

5. (m.) The thorn-apple (Datura Metel and

D. fastuosa). See <i^i< .

<|Root, i. (<W3, -C3) To bear, to hold,

to sustain, vi. (fH^TT^) To be alive, to last,

to continue, x. (Ht^Ufj) 1. To hold, to

bear, to sustain. 2. To keep in memory. 3.

To maintain, to assert, to hold an opinion. With

prefixed, To understand.

Root, i. (<t\5lfj or with the insertion of a

nasal *^|f^ ) To go, to move.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. +3 Wilkins
1

Gr.

p. 416) Possessed, held, sustained, born
;
sup-

ported.

<^3^\3 a. (mfn. ^3+^3) Firm and constant

in the performance of a vow.

The name of a king,

the father of Duryodhana and uncle of the

five Pdndu princes. (Lit. By whom the king-

dom is held.)

<£f^ s. (f R. <| + f3) 1. Firmness, steadiness,

constancy. 2. The holding or sustaining a

thing, retention. 3. A sort of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 472.

^fUlrT a. (-H^ mfn. Firm,

steady, constant.

Root, v. (^OTft) To be proud, to be

confident or presumptuous, i. ) and

x. t
To overcome, to vanquish, to

oppress. Sometimes with ^3 prefixed to it.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422) Bold, confident, forward. 331

(/.) or —^ (n.) Boldness, forwardness.

(_\5T mfn . from R. <£^) Bold, for-

ward, impudent.
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(tw.) A beam, a ray of light.

^ a. (mfn. from R. Bold, forward, im-

pudent.

<^ Root, ix. (H*1)nJ) To be or grow old.

W Root, i. ) To drink.

(3.<?U i s. A creditor, a debtor,

o

plant (Hibiscus esculentus, Carey ;

H. longifolius, Hort. Ben. p. 52).

An ear-ring.

C^Ts. SeeO&pf.

y. w. To have a looseness, to purge (said

of cattle).

An otter.

A climbing plant (Cissus elongata).

Hort. Ben. p. 11.

C*i/T s. (/.) A milch cow. Also C^^1 (/.).

i s. (/. from C^Jj A cow at the dairy or

tied up to be milked.

a. (rnfn. fut. part. p. R. ^1+TT) To be

held or kept.

v. a. (from R.t*t>) To think upon, to

meditate.

TSfc^ s. (n. from C^t^l : see C*i/T ) A herd of

milch cows.

(?rc.) The sixth note of the Hindu gamut.

See As. Res. m. 68. ix. 451.

s. (n. from Firmness, steadiness,

constancy, endurance.

t^Wt^a. (-3^ m/rc. t&fi+^V) Firm,

steady, constant, patient, forbearing.

Steady, pa-

tient, calm, temperate.
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W&U^MH s. (a.WP+W^M't) Re-

straint, abstinence, forbearance.

a. (-f^\ ™>.

\i^<c^l p-<^) Patient, enduring, forbearing,

abstaining.

CHI^lt> s. (from C^T^U3) Alluvial soil, any

thing which is washed into a pit or valley by

the rain. Carey.

$t^U3 v. a. (from R. U$$j) To wash.

5. (corrupt, of Smoke.

&T^R1 5. (C^STl+^Rl) A chimney.

(<fr^1 s. (from C^tftW) 1. A panting. 2. Mis-

conception, deception. See I

.

v. a. (caws, of C<ITT^3) To cause

to pant.

(Wf s. (from Guf^) A panting.

cHWlRM^l s . (ftibtpr+ot&l) with a

heaving or palpitating breast from hard running.

C^TtftCvj v. a. (from ^f<PW) To pant with run-

ning, to be out of breath.

OTvjl s. (from (<t\\5) A species of harmless

water-snake.

OTTl (corrupt, of TO] Smoke. See C<4"T3Tl

.

(corrupt, of 1. A coarse

sack or bag. (Also C^tt^^ and C^t^vSt
)

2. The testicles.

1. A stratagem, a deceit, an illusion.

2. A doubt, a suspicion.

A bamboo basket for catching fish.

A sort of snake (Amphisbsena).

(from^PfU3) Cleansed with the bow.
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v. a. (caus. of <£f*TU3) To cause

cotton to be cleaned by the bow.

GtWpT s. (from &WtS3) The cleaning of

cotton, a. Earned by cleaning cotton.

a. (from R. ^0^) Washed, clean, white.

*. The washing of linen.

+ p. i^wjj) Washed, clean.

s. (from ) A washerman.

l&'WWi s. (C^Wl ) A sort of fish (Perca

Calcois, Buchanan's MSS.y Carey.

C<tWft s. (from FCPfl ) A washerwoman. See

a. (from
)
Washed, clean, white.

(from R. A washerman.

(from ) A washerman's wife.

A shrub (Musssendra glabra ? Bu-

chanan's flfSS.^. Carey.

from

A sort of kidney-bean or Dolichos. Carey.

v. a. To enquire after the health of

a person.

AW a. (from C^Tt^"U3) Washed, clean, s.

A washing, a cleansing.

(from Washings, dregs.

Root, i. To move quickly.

C^R°\ s. (n. R. C^^+SFT) 1. Any sort of

vehicle, as a cart, a horse, an elephant, &c.

2. Quick motion. 3. A horse's trot.

s. (n. from R. A horse's trot.

(n.) See

(from ) A plant used as a pot-

herb (Pharnaceum pentagynum). Carey.

s. (from ft?) A kind of cloth, half silk

and half cotton.
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a. (mfn. from R. ^Q^.) Washed, purified,

clean, v. a. To wash, to cleanse.

C^Tls?^]^ s . (m. C^tT3+^o ) A coarse bag or

sack.

Gftorftrro (». c*fte+ cp*ttr from c<ft*])

Bleached silk.

a. (/#/«. from <fcl Wilkins' Gr. § 901)

Smoky.

OTfe33 s . (n. from R. C^t^) A horse's trot.

See C^tfe? .

C^fraTT a. (mfn. from^ Wilkins' Gr. § 900)

Pertaining to a load, carrying a burthen, s.

(>w.) A beast of burthen.

OTT»1 * (/. from ^5) Dishonesty, fraud.

s. (w. from R. Wl^) A horse's trot.

tti Root, r (<fclf3 Wilkins' Gr. p. 145) To

blow (either fire, or a wind-instrument). Some-

times with or h prefixed to it.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

1 . To desire. 2. To crow, to caw.

See R. and .

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. +^ Wilkins'

Gr. § 692) Blown (either fire or a wind-in-

strument).

$Tfc3l s. (-3 wi. R. td+^) A blacksmith.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Thought of, meditated, contemplated.

^f

K$W a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R.^fr + 33")
) Fit

to be meditated upon, requiring to be thought of.

^TK5\ s. (—\ m. One who medi-

tates or contemplates.

s. (n. from R. +^1 ) Meditation, re-

flection, thought, religious contemplation.

a. (mfn. Attainable by

meditation or reflection.
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^TH^l s. (m. ^7t*T+^l) An interruption of

thought or meditation.

<47HT. a. (-f^ro/n. *t7H +^) Contem-

plative, thoughtful.

1^1 s. (».) A fragrant grass.

$7TT a. (m/«. /w*. part. p. R.t^b+TT) To be

contemplated, s. (w.) An object of meditation.

Root, i. To recollect, to medi-

tate, to think, to reflect. With 3I*T prefixed,

To remember, to recollect ; with f*T To see, to

look out for.

<jF3[^ Root, i. (Hoifj , or with the insertion of a

nasal, ^S^f^) To go, to move.

Root, i. (|[*1 M) To sound (as an instru-

ment).

Root, ix. ( #^jtf\3 ) To glean : see R.

<3 Ifc)^ Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal

1. To utter a cry peculiar to birds

:

to cry, to crow, to caw. 2. To desire. See R.

Root, i. (^t^f^) 1. To be dry or arid.

2. To adorn. 3. To be sufficient. 4. To refuse,

to prevent.

Root, i. (<4 ) To be able or competent.

Sff^RooT, i. (^"1^51^) To divide, to split, to

cut, to pierce.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. C< Wilkins' Gr.

§ 700) Satisfied, pleased.

f§fc^ Root, i. (C<j'0lf3) To go, to move.

§ Root, i. Rl.) and vi. (^f^) 1. To be

firm, to be fixed. 2. To go, to move.

s. A denomination used in Hindu music.

Carey.

<£^Root, vi. (<£<ff3) 1-HSb stand firm, to be

fixed. 2. To move, to go.

<jpT a. (mfn. from R. % ) 1. Fixed, firm, stable,

permanent, durable, eternal. 2. Certain, sure.

s. (m.) 1. The polar star or the north-pole it-

self. 2. (In astron.) A constant arc. Kala S.

p. 363. 3. One of the twenty-seven astrono-

mical yogas. 4. The trunk of a lopped tree.

5. (ra.) Ascertainment, certainty. 6. Discus-

sion, reasoning, logic.

ad. Sans, (from Certainly, surely.

<£<1<J?1 s. (from ^jpT) 1. An introductory stanza

2. The longitude of a star.

^T^T^3
s. (m. Heaven.

3^1 s. (f from <te" ) 1. A sacrificial vase made

of the wood of the Flacourtia sapida, and in

the shape of the Indian fig-leaf. 2. A plant

(Hedysarum Gangeticum). 3. The introductory

stanza and burden of a song.

Root, vi. (<j^"f^) 1. To be firm, to standfast.

2. To move, to go. See <J

.

C<J"^Root, i. (C^T^3) 1. To sound. 2. To

grow, to increase. 3. To be exhilarated, to be ele-

vated with joy. 4. To manifest hilarity by noise.

Root, i. To be satisfied or pleased.

^°^Root, i.
(<f

OTnA?) 1. To fall down, to

break by falling. 2. To go, to move. With ft
prefixed, To fall asunder, to break into pieces.

^
OT

f s. (m. from R. %OTl) 1. Destruction, loss.

(Lit. A falling off.) 2. The ceasing or failing of

an effect. Trans. R.A.S. i. 113.

a. (mfn. R. Causing to

fall, destroying, ruining. Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.^ Destroying what is

disliked or feared.

5 E
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ruin.a 0- R. Destruction,

^Ttlu a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. <£
o:iT+

Liable to destruction, capable of being

ruined.

^ft a . (_f^ R . |?f +̂f^ De-

structive, destroying : used in comp. e. g.

mfn.) Ungrateful,

lit. destroying kindness, from (m.)

Favor, kindness,

^Th' Root, i. or with the insertion of a

nasal, ^^fa) To go, to move.

s. (mn. from R. 1. A banner, a flag,

a standard. 2. The penis. 3. A mark, a sign,

a symbol. 4. The upper part of a skull car-

ried on a stick as a penance for the murder of

a Brahman. Wilson.

$i£<b\f%i a. (-^ mfn. ^3* + 3"^) Wearing a

standard, having a sign or mark. s. (m.) An
ensign.

Impotency.

<ptS s. (from ^S) 1. A flagstaff. 2. An ensign.

3. A sign, a symbol, a mark. 4. A monument.

<ffeft s. (/. + 1. An army. 2. A
tree or other high land-mark.

To sound.

Spt Root, i. (^Tfe) and x. (^TTTfa) To

sound.

s. (ni. from R. ^
3^*j Sound.

<ff% s. (m. from R. Sound.

^t^T^ a. (m/rc. pre^. par£. p. R. ^^+^3)
Sounded (as an instrument).

^•PtH^ a. (mfn. <ff^T +UtH^ )
Having sound

for its essence, consisting in sound, sonorous.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^T + sjJ) Fallen,

broken by falling, destroyed, ruined.
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Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

<j1^sf3) i. To utter the cry of birds : to crow,

to croak, to caw, &c. 2. To desire.

<£1T§5^ s. (m. from R. ^"^Ej 1- Any aquatic bird,

as a crane, a gull, &c. 2. A crow.

<j"t*T s. (m. from R. ) 1. Sound, noise. 2.

Rumour, report.

(n. from R. Darkness.

<?jr Root, i. (^ < f^i) L To bend, to make crooked.

2. To kill.

*T The twentieth consonant in the Hindu alpha-

bet, corresponding in pronunciation to that of

the English letter n in lent, but with a dental

sound.

*f as a Kridanta suffix appears instead of ^3. as

the termination of the preterit participle of the

passive of many Sanskrit roots : e. g. ^jPl a.

(mfn.) Cut off, from R. ®T To cut. Wilkins'

Gr. % 692—705.—^ as a Kridanta suffix is

also the termination of several nouns of the

masculine gender, expressive of the act denoted

by the verbal roots to which they are subjoined :

e. g. s. (m.) Endeavour, exertion, from R.

To endeavour, to strive. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 828.—As a Taddhita suffix, *T serves to de-

duce adjectives from some substantives, e. g.

a. (mfn.) Troubled with insects, from

ffa s. (m.) An insect. Wilkins'
1

Gr. % 916.

*T indecl. Sans. 1 . No, not. 2. As, like : a par-

ticle of comparison : e. g. §SIC&1 ^ Like
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waves. (In this application it seems restricted

to the dialect of the vedas.

•T s. (wz.) In Sanskrit prosody the abbreviated term

for the foot called tribrachys.

*T a. (corrupt, of Nine. s. The fourth

son or daughter in a large family.

TOtTWfc s. (from + ^t'Hire + *I^*P ?)

A young fish.

it a. (from *1<i ) 1. New. 2. (corrupt, of

Ninety.

^f^>i a. (from ^+3nf^?) Young (said of

fish), s. (from T^TU*!) The tube of a to-

bacco pipe.

^ft3 a. (from ^3") The ninth.

'TnS^^ s. (p. c^-jjj) Drums beating at the gate

of a great man at certain intervals.

=TN3^Wrl s. (p. ^y) The guard-

house where drums are beaten ; an orchestra, a

music-room.

A plant (Artemisia sternutatoria).

Hort. Ben. p. 61

.

^Xs. (a. JJU) 1. A copy, a transcript, an ex-

tract. 2. Mimickry, show.

H<S*X)<fy%*. (p. Jii3) A copyist, a clerk.

^555JT^Wt s. (from p. J*;) The act of

copying ; the employment of a copyist.

Sf^S^ill^ s .

(
P

. jjjj) The reading of a

copy.

^n^Tplt^s.
(
P

.py A copyist.

1<P=tl<<^U'l^ (from Y.pj Jjy)The employ-

ment of a copyist.

«1<pRln1 «. (from a. Copying, imitating,

mimicking.

1<P)< s. (ro. f + ) The letter =J or any other

character expressing the same sound as *f

.

one^Tf^TTl a. (from T + ^f^TvS) Omitting

thing and doing another instead.

A brass pot or pan.

(a. i.^^Jj) A servant whose business it

is to proclaim the titles of his master, and to in-

troduce those who pay their respects to him.

1<£b s. (to. for A plant (Artocarpus La-

cucha).

s. (m.) 1. An ichneumon or mungoose

(Viverra Ichneumon). 2. The name of the

fourth of the five Pandu princes.

H$t*t|to s. (/. from ^f^T + t^) A plant

(Ophioxylum serpentinum ?).

^5 Root, x. (^5^^) To annmilate
>
to <*e-

stroy.

*^lf"^L s
- (

A
- c^^ij) A draughtsman, a painter, a

a sculptor, an embroiderer, &c.

'RJ' ad. Sans, (accus. case of s. Night,

a word which does not occur as a separate sub-

stantive, but which is traceable in several de-

rivatives and compound words) By night.

*n3?^ s. (ml) 1. Dirty or ragged cloth. 2. A
rag, a wiper, a handkerchief.

a. (mfh. ^T^ + Ty^") Wandering by

night, s. (m.) 1. A goblin, a demon. 2. A
thief. Also ^TSFfrRt (-fe\mfn.).

s. (h. ^,see^°, + <[
;3)A vow to

eat only by night.

^PSaitST s. (m. + 3tf*T from 3FT ?) A tree

(Galedupa arborea, Rox.). Wilson.

frtCF s. (m.) A crocodile.

(a. 4iJu) A portrait, &c, a model, pat-

tern, map, plan. Also

) The publish-

ing of a portrait, map, &c.

5 E 2
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•ftt^Q s. (ra.) 1. A star in general. 2. An aste-

rism in the moon's path or lunar mansion, of

which twenty-eight distinct in name, figure, and

number of stars are enumerated : the Pauranic

and popular enumeration of those constellations

is twenty-seven
;
Abhijit, the twenty-eighth, is

intercalary, and is formed out of parts of the

twenty-first and twenty-second mansions.

^3 0!? s. (n.W+ '&IF) The sphere of the

fixed stars.

The moon. (Lit.

The lord ofthenakshatras). Also ^T^tU"*! (in ).

1. A row of

stars. 2. A necklace containing twenty-seven

pearls : (viz. as many as there are mansions in

the moon's path).

^S^T^t^ s. (m. ^TT+C^TT^) The firma-

ment, the starry region.

(a. jjLaiij) Loss, detriment, injury.

*T*U s. (mra.) 1. The nail of a finger or toe; a

talon, a claw. In the artificial expression of

numerals this word stands for twenty : this

being the number of nails on the hands and

feet. 2. (ra.) A sort of perfume in the shape of

a nail, apparently made of dried shell-fish :

also $#1 (/.).

^Cbt^k s. (m. + ) The paring of the

nails.

^^Tl s. (from ^) The spur of a cock.

*T^t^ s. (m.) A nail of the finger or toe, the

talon of a bird, the claw of an animal. Also

*piW (/.>:

^^3fTU (^A+^l^ from R.tEg) An

instrument to pair the nails, a nail-parer.
;

•T^U^I s. (p. \j0) Trick, artifice, joke, waggery,

coquetry, deceit, sham, pretence.

^7VH^5. (^FU + 'jM) A whitlow.

W$1 1528

(/. from *T*U) A sort of perfume, appa-

rently made of dried shell-fish.

a. (- l

1^^^. + ) Having nails,

claws, or talons.

1. A mountain. 2. A tree.

(Lit. What goes or moves not.)

-T^3r s. (m. *f*1 + v5) An elephant. (Lit. Born

on the mountains.)

from R. *t°\ ) Not to be

taken into account, of no value, contemptible.

Irt^ s. (a. jjy) Ready money, cash.

(a. jjii + u-jj>-) Articles pro-

duced. Carey.

*\*\vpizf[ s. (a. jJU A sale for prompt

payment.

•T^tplt*^5tjU s. (a. j^jijjy ) Prompt payment;

cash, ready money.

•T^tWl s. (from A. jjij) Cash, ready money.

•JTT^ s. (ra.) A town, a city.

4*1 s. (m. Spt^+^t^) The verge or

outskirts of a town.

Inhabiting towns, dwelling in a city. s. A

citizen.

The inhabi-

tants of a city.

SpfT^'a. (mfn.^^tZ+ Abiding or situated

in a city.

^PtTtlFte a. (mfn. + ) Held or

confined in a city.

5
T
rT3

S

t s. (/. from ^T5}^") A town, a city.

The vicinity

or neighbourhood of a city.

'Ft^Prft s. (f.
1*1 +^Wt from^

)
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A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 440.

•T^l (corrupt, of p. A bridle.

Urine.

3Tpf$333^ s. (Tpl + Constipation

of the bowels.

A pole or bamboo used to stop a boat or

to shove it forward.

^rcnWs s. (-3^™. +&&d a bird.

TJ) a. (mfn. from R. ^vl ) Naked. (/.)

or — "3" (n,^ Nakedness, nudity.

*T^t^ s. (m.) Ferment, a drug used to throw the

mixture for spirituous liquor into fermentation.

Wilson. Also 'fff^ (n.).

(f. from *f^J ) 1. A naked woman. 2.

A girl before the age of puberty.

s. (p.p ) An anchor, or

v. a. To cast anchor,

u. a. To weigh anchor.

A place for cast-

ing anchor, an anchorage, a harbour.

TfirrK ad. Sans. (^T +fSTK from fU^)

Soon, after a short time. Also

^FTU^ ad. Sans. (^T+CSV) If not; else, other-

wise.

•1^ Root, vi. (*f0lC\3 ) To be ashamed, to be

modest or bashful.

A Kridanta suffix by means of which a few

adjectives are deduced from verbal roots, e. g.

a . (mfn.) Thirsty, from R. ^^To thirst.

See Wilkins' Gr. p. 468.

*T3T^t^ a. (p. cL&t^j) Near, close by, at hand.

*F3rfT3P a. Marshy, soft, plashy.

*1v5l^s. (a.J&>) 1. A sight, a view. 2. (A.jjj)

A present of ceremony to a superior.

•T^^Hi^. (p. &jjiu) Strictly watched, guarded,

confined, s. Fascination.

•T"3R!<r*Sft s . (p. t/JCJ^ai) Confinement, imprison-

ment.

1\51<3"T3T^. (p.jb^j) 1. An ogler. 2. A juggler.

^Ol<<t3fl. s. (p. csj\ija>) Ogling, juggling.

*T3T^1 s. (a. xjeii) 1. A view, a sight, a prospect.

2. A present.

(from p. <U^jJ) A present.

(from p. Near.

No, not.

•fl^RooT, x. 1 . To dance ; to per-

form (as an actor on the stage), to act ; to re-

present theatrically or by pantomime. 2. To

drop, to fall. 3. To shake, to move slightly.

4. To hurt, to injure. 5. To shine.

s. (m. from R. T&O 1. A mime, a dramatic

actor, a dancer : the designation of one of the

mixed classes. Manu x. 22. .4s. Res. v. 61.

2. The name of several plants (Bignonia Indica,

Jonesia Asoca, Arundo tibialis or A. Karka).

An intricate affair, a perplexity, a di-

lemma. Carey.

a. (fromT^S) Intricate, perplexing,

vexatious. Carey.

^T^T s. (n. R. ^P^+^H) The act of dancing,

or representing dramatically.

Tla<r<r s. (•T'k + <r3") A profligate fellow, one

who endeavours to please loose women.

Several species of amaranthus (A.

prostratus, lanceolatus, oleraceus, fasciatus, and

spinosus). Carey. Also

s. (femin. of A female dancer, an

actress ; a courtezan, a harlot.

^Jl^T s. (m. ^T^+^rHTr) A house where

actresses live, a brothel.
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't^root, i. (TOfe) To be thick or impervious.

*10 s. (to.) 1. A reed (Arundo tibialis or A. Karka).

See . 2. A tribe whose employment is in

making a sort of glass bracelets.

*10(>0 s. 1. A refutation, a confutation, a yielding

to argument. 2. Motion, a removal.

101^ s. (TO + T'FT) A sort of grass (Pani-

cum interruptum). Carey,

TOTO s. (from "Tfe\? ) A loose shaking or

dangling motion. Also *T*3<t vO .

TO^f ^ s. (/. TO + ^T ^) A quantity of

reeds. Also TOfl (/.).

rfJjl a. (from Tf\5U3) Stirred, moved, put into

motion.

v. a. (caus. of ^fSU3) To cause to

stir, to put into motion.

v. n. (from R. ) To stir, to move.

(More correctly written ^f^US .)

'TCft 5. (from TO) 1. A stick, a cane, a mace.

2. A caste of Hindus whose chief employment

is to make ornaments of lac for women. Carey.

7ST^\ a. (mfn. from TOj +^T) Abounding in

reeds, reedy. Also ^Jf*^ (— mfn.).

*T3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "t^+^S Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420). Bent, inclined, bowed, prostrate,

crooked, curved. s. (Beng.) An ornamental

nose-ring. — \3l (jf.) or —^ (n.) Prostrate-

ness, humility.

TO^^T a. (mfn. Inclining the

head, bowed.

TOTtf^^ a . (mfn. from TO+ fFlf^^l ) Flat-

nosed.

TOl s. An excuse, a pretence.

Prostration, inclination,

humility.

s. (a. tecuu) Result, consequence, issue,

retribution, reward.

(from An ornamental nose-ring.

TOt1^^ s. A potherb (Trichosanthes diosca).

Carey.

•T-^f ad. (•T + ^' N

) But not, otherwise^ f^Pttt s. (*PP for -TFT+ p. ^U)
A recruit. Mohun P. p. 152.

*F3^1 aa\ (5T + ^J + ^1) Or, else, other-

wise.

s. (from *[<!) 1. The ninth day after partu-

rition. 2. A particular scale in the Hindu mu-

sical system. As. Res. in. 78.

^ «. An ornamental nose-ring;. See

Root, x. (TfWfe) To speak, to sound.

See i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

^fR?) 1. To prosper, to thrive. 2. To be

happy or delighted. With prefixed, 1. To

rejoice at a thing. 2. To attend to a thing.

3. To address, to speak to ; with To name,

to call by name ; with 1. To attend to,

to observe. 2. To address, to speak to.

*1 K. s. (to.) A river, the personification of which

is male, e. g. the Brahmaputra.

*fTT^TR s. A softness like that of soft mud or

quagmire. Carey.

^tfrforl a. (from'1 KftX) Soft, dirty, poachy,

plashy. Carey.

S
T&ft 5. (/. from R. iT^) A river.

^TPftf^T s. (n. 'ftfjfi +<^T) The bank or shore of

a river. Also *l tl^p (ra.).

a. (m/w. from
)

Irrigated

or watered by a river (said of a field).

s. m. A plant (Pentaptera Arjuna).
\5\

Wilson.
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a. (^nfl. + p. fcJLi) Worn away by

a river.

•f% a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "I ^ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 423). Tied, bound.

Tfl s. (/. R. 'iT4- :3"+^) A leather cord or

thong. (Lit. That which binds or ties.)

*T^P a. (mfn. from *HT) Connected with a river.

Titos' Gr. § 899.

indecl. (from *T) No, not.

s. (corrupt, of •f*f*S
>

) A husband's sister.

Also ^fWT. and ^R^fl.

.

s. (—^ /. from R.
;:P1^) A husband's

sister. Also ^T5^ (-^f).

•I'll*, (corrupt. of1<ll) Butter, fresh butter.

^^ad. Sans. (The negative particle *T with the

interrogatory enclitic *Y; exactly correponding

both in form and meaning to the Latin nonne)

Not thus ? not so ? An expression used in

stating a question in argument, e. g.

Is not even this a proper

place ? See Wilkins' Gr. p. 550.

ad. Sans. (^+"f>) And (is it) not so?

And (is it) not thus ? See *T*T . Wilkins' Gr.

p. 550.

•T*^ s. (m. from R. 1. Happiness, plea-

sure, joy, felicity, prosperity. 2. One of the

nine pearls or inestimable treasures of Kuvera :

see : hence used in the Hindu artificial

system of expressing numerals for 9. 3. The

name of the foster-father of Krishna.

*1*H<P a. (mfn. R. H^+ )
Causing pleasure

or joy
;
joyful, rejoicing.

^Sj^s. (m. R. Ttl+^Pjj Prosperity, happi-

ness, felicity, joy.

^T^trT a. (mfn. R. T^+^T) Delighting, pleas-

ing, causing felicity or joy. s. (m.) A son.
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Wilkins' Gr. § 770. (».) A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 472.

5T5^rf:^5T s. (m. W%+*Pf&t) An epithet of

Krishna. (Lit. The son of Nanda.)

*1**tl s. (f. from R. *T^) 1. Prosperity, felicity,

joy, happiness: also 2. An earthen

water-jar. 3. The sixth or eleventh day of the

moon's increase or wane. 4. A husband's sister :

see 5. An epithet of the goddess

DtJRGA.

^TO^ s. (from ^fi) A husband's sister's hus-

band. Mohun P. p. 12.

(mn. from R. l. Joy, felicity, hap-

piness. 2. Gaming, gambling. 3. (jh.) The

speaker of the benedictory address or prologue

before a dramatic representation. 3. One of

the principal attendants of Siva.

^f^rfl. s. (/. from R. Ttf ) A daughter.

1 Pk<tt£ s. (m. Tpf+^SS) A tree (Cedrela

Toona). Also ^Ffl^SS and ^Rt^t^xp
(
m .).

1*lfta. (-"P^L mfn. ^ + Rejoicing,

causing delight or joy. s. (m.) I. The speaker

of the prologue or benedictory address before a

drama. 2. A tree (Hibiscus populneoides).

s. (m. Tf^ +^rt^^) 1. A sort of

temple. 2. A tree (Tabernsemontana corona-

ria). Wilson.

^Fts. Speed, haste. -^fwi ad. Hastily,

quickly, speedily.

s. (mn. ^ +^5°^) A eunuch, a her-

maphrodite, a. (mfn.
s

) 1. Destitute of virility.

2. (In grammar) Of the neuter gender.

^Pfa s. (corrupt, of ^< ) An ornament worn

on the feet by Hindu women.

s. (— hi.) A grandson, a son's son.

•T^jl s. (/. T5j ) A grand-daughter.
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A plant, the heart-pea (Cardiosper-

mum Halicacabum). Carey.

s. (a. Ju) 1. A servant, a groom. 2. One

person.

(from A.yjj) Servitude.

*T^1 (a. Profit, advantage, interest, gain.

(p. j-ij) A brazen trumpet.

•14 a. (»j/ra. from R. *T) New, recent, fresh,

young, s. (m.
s

) Praise, celebration.

*14 5. (

—

mfn.) Nine.

1<£]^ s. (n. ^R + Sf^) The nine planets. The

Hindus reckon the ascending and descending

node as planets, to which they add the Sun, the

Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mer-

cury. Carey.

a. (mfn. from ) The ninetieth. Also

•KRjOT (mfn.).

Recentness, freshness,

newness. Also (n.).

^3"f3 s. (/. ^R^T +ft) Ninety.

s. (n. 'R+ Tl^T) The new leaf of a lotus.

*i<l^U s. (». 'R^+ft^) The body. (Lit.

Having nine apertures : see

l4i$H 5. (w?. ^R-l-lTTl) 1. An island recently

formed by a change in the course of a river.

2. The name of an island near Kishnagar in the

river Hoogly.

^TSl s. (from The ninth day after

parturition.

^R^ffS s. (n. ^R+ *ff3) Fresh butter. Also

5T^^f s. (/.
3R +^) A bride.

SR*I «• (m/n. from *R?[
s) The ninth.

Double jas-
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mine (Jasminum Zambac). Also

(/•)•

s. (femin. of FFf3?,) The ninth day of the

lunar fortnight.

•llUMtan a. (mfn. ^R+Clft^T) Youthful,

young.

^4%^ «• (^R^+^i + ^fT) Noble,

having the privilege of marrying into nine dis-

tinct families. Carey.

~\«% s. (w.^^T-h^) 1. The nine gems which

the Hindus reckon : the diamond, emerald, ruby,

garnet, sapphire, topaz, lapis lazuli, pearl, or

more properly the cat's eye, and chrystal.

Carey. 2. The nine gems or celebrated men

who flourished at the court of Vikramaditya.

*1<<*iN
indecl. Sans. Only. Wilkins' Gr. p. 550.

^RRtftr^ s. (n. ^\+^f$ +^) The first

nine nights of the month A'swina. As. Res.

in. 261.

^<TTR^ s. (n.l ^5T + ^lTpl +^) The rule

of proportion with nine terms comprising four

proportions. Colebr. Alg. p. 35.

4<*t(s3<pl s. (f. from^+^3+^) 1. A
milch cow. 2. A woman recently delivered.

*Rl indecl. Sans. ("T + ^l) Or not, or if not.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 550.

a. (p. t-ijjlj U) Foolish, silly, unwise.

A tree (Phyllanthus longifolius). Carey.

5Rr s. (n. *R +3^") t. New rice, new grain.

2. A festival on the eighth day of the first half

of the month Margasirsha. As. Res. m. 268.

(a. <-j>\y properly the plural of c-^jU)

A vicegerent, a lieutenant, the governor or ruler

of a province, a viceroy, a nabob.

a. (from A. <—^jj) Belonging to a governor,

vicegerent, or viceroy.
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*|<i*^< s. (n. TO+^F^R) New and un-

bleached cloth.

s. (a. ^j) A prophet.

*|<n.*i a. (mfn. from ^5 Wilkins' Gr. § 925).

New, recent, fresh.

new moon.

^TRTlpI s. (/.TO + §F! from R. A newly

married woman, a bride.

TO^tf3*. (rc.TO+3^3) Fresh butter.

•T^l^C s. (corrupt, of TOfS )
Ninety.

a. (mfn. from *T^) New, recent, fresh,

young, s. (wi.) Praise, panegyric. — s.

(/.) or —y (n.) Newness, recentness, novelty.

*i"s3o s. (•—^s
w -) Sky, atmosphere, sether, or

heaven. Also (rc.).

^f^ftH 5. (m. from ^Po*T, + A
bird. (Lit. Moving in the sky.)

s. (w. from 1*3^) The month Bhadra

(August-September)

.

TO)^7^ s . (-^ m. TOJ'^+3^) Air, wind.

^t^t*!^ s. (n. *TC^1 for ^^Tfll^) The

atmosphere.

TOFT S . («. R. I^+^FT) Bowing, obeisance.

TO^l s. (n. from R. 1^) A bow, a salutation,

an obeisance.

TOf^TsS a. (mfn. TO:jT +^;3) Reverenced, wor-

shipped, respected.

TO^^t^ s. (in. TO^+^te) A bow, a salu-

tation, an obeisance.

1*l*<pl<l s. (f. TO^H+^) A sensitive

plant.

TO^^J a. (mfn. TO^T-r-^s?) Honoured, re-

spected, reverenced.

TO^1 s.
(f, from TOF^ ) Respect, reverence,

adoration, worship.
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TOf^T-^3 a. (mfn. •mWi +t"^3) Respected, re-

verenced, worshipped.

•T^Tt^s. (p.jUj) Prayer, Muhammadan worship.

•T^fS" s. (to.) 1. The name of a demon. 2. An

epithet of Kamadeva.

1^fi>^Wl' s. (m. ^fi> +^pt^) An epithet of

Indra. (Lit. The destroyer of Namvjchi.)

*i a. (p. Jy*j) Apparent, shewn, exhibited,

manifest, public, prominent, famous, s. A guide,

an index; an appearance.

(p. ijy*j ) An example, a muster, a pat-

tern.

^^Root, i. (^T^f^) To go, to move.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "t^L+^ ) Flexible,

fit to be bent, depressible.

*T5- a - (™fa- R- *^^+^) Bent, crooked, curved,

humble, meek. — s. (/.) or —^ (rc.) Con-

descension, humility, meekness.

I^t^fj a. (mfn.^+3^3) Of a gentle

and meek character. Also 5f*4i^^i<- (mfn.).

•TT^Root, i.
(
*TTTU3) To go, to move. See R.

^HI ad. (from *T) No, not so. a. (from *T<.*!^)

Nine.

^T^T a. (mfn. from R. "ft) Fit, proper, right, s.

(to.) Guidance; justice, fitness, right.

TO^T s. (n. from R. *ft +3H) 1. Guidance, the

act of leading or conducting. 2. The eye. See

(TO.

HtM$lfe4 a. (mfn. TO^T+ CtfTU^
)
Falling

within the perception of the eye, visible, ap-

parent.

TO1 a . (from TO) New, recent, fresh, novel.

TOtTOpl s. (fromTO^T + ^pl) A sort of fine

cloth. Carey.

5 F
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*i<T 5. (to. from ^) 1. A man, a male. 2. The

divine spirit. 3. A gnomon. Colebr.Alg. p. 106.

*R"^ s. (ntn.^ 1. The infernal regions, hell.

Manu iv. 88. 2. (JBeng.') Punishment, tor-

ment, misery, &c.

1«P<l3rTl s. (^T^+H^^l) The torments

of hell.

^R^f^s. (to. =R+TO) A king, a sovereign.

(Lit. A lord of men.)

^R^f^T si (to. ^R+^t^) A human sacrifice.

Also^RIHH (to.).

^R^tSTT *. (jr. SR +^I^T?) An epithet of

KuVERA.

*R«^s. (-^to. ^R+ R. A cannibal.

*R^ s. (p. Soft, gentle, mild, meek, pliant.

^RSjfsI^t^ a. (p.^ pj) Of a meek and

gentle disposition.

v. a. (from p. ) To soften, to mollify.

•RSfl. s. (from p. *p) Gentleness, mildness, soft-

ness, meekness.

mfn.

Fascinating men : chiefly /em.

1<4^3 s. (to. *R +^^J) An excellent or emi-

nent man. (Lit. A bull among men.)

^Rl^t^ s. (to. ^R + C^TO) The earth. (Lit.

The world of mortals or men.)

The best among men.
<r s

Human society.

^Rf^T ^ s, (to. ^J+ft^°K ) 1. The name of

the fourth avatdra or incarnation of Vishnu,

in the shape of a lion-headed man. 2. A chief,

an eminent man. (Lit. A lion among men.)

*1 4>HtM s. (^R+^R) A barber. Tara-

chand Ch.

^^fk°\ s. (^R +^fe !) A buck.

or

a sove-

a. Considered as

certain, ascertained.

^Rt3i s . (corrupt, of Ttf^^t^") A small reed

or tube used as a shuttle.

^Ttefrl s. (to.
5R+ 3ftJI) The lowest

vilest of men.

^RtfiM s. (to. ^ +31^1 ) A king,

reign, a governor. Also *Rtft?Tfe (to.)

^Rftl ! s. (to. An epithet of

Vishnu. See ilPl

.

An instrument for cutting the nails. See

5TR*El s. (to. ^R +trS) A king, a sovereign.

Also *iTTlR (to.).

lU^** s. (to. ^R+ v&S*!) The most excellent

among men : offcea applied to Vishisu.

l^b^P s. («.) The name of a sort of metre in

Sansliiil prosody. As. Res. x. 472. Also

<r

*T\3 s. (to. from R. One who dances, a

dancer. Wilkins' Gr. § 768.

<r _ _
s. (to. R. + TTiZAin*' Gr. \ 776)

A male dancer, an actor, a mime.

TO^fl^i s.
(J. A theatre, a

dancing-room.

sTv§^t (femin. of ^3^) A female dancer,

actress.

^S'^T *. («, R. ^ + 3W) The act of dancing

or performing on a stage.

^Root, i. (^"R?) To sound. See R. "$%

an

•TStSfl 5. (corrupt, of p. A gutter, a drain,

a drench, a channel. Also *1 < KAU .

^\ Root, i. (TO) To go, to move.
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Tlf^l 5. (—5^*ts

w.) Sport, pleasure, amusement,

pastime.

<\ <:

•T
5^ O s. (m. from *l 1. Sport, amusement.

2. Coition. 3. The nipple. 4. A rake, a liber-

tine. Wilson, a. Devoted to sport, pleasure,

or amusement. Carey.

*f*Snt1 s. (/. R- W\ ?) The name of one

of the principal rivers in the peninsula of India.

^^Root, x. (HHuR)) 1. To shine. 2. To

bind or confine.

s. (m.) 1. A reed (Arundo Karka or A. tibia-

lis). Hort. Ben. p. 8. 2. («.) Odour, fragrance.

3. {Beng!) A tube, a pipe, a spout. 4. A mea-

suring-rod. 5. A measure of four hundred cubits.

I^W s. (n. 5P5
l+ <F) 1. A bone of either of the

extremities ; the tibia, the radius. 2. (Beng.')

A small appendage to the ring worn by Hindu

women as a nose-ornament.

5
T
5?TpF3!

fl s . (/. from ^T5^) The knee-cap or

pan.

5
F
crl^« s. (m.)The name of the son of Kuvera.

^*b3\5l s . (H%+WRfl.) A sort of reed

(Arundo tibialis or A. Karka). Carey.

An incantation resorted to for the

recovery of stolen goods. Carey.

bird, perhaps a

species of Para. Carey.

H. s. (n. *Ts?T+fl) 1. The honey-vessel or

nectary of a flower. 2. The root of the Andro-

pogon muricatum. 3. (— /.) Indian spike-

nard (Valeriana Jatamansi). Wilson.

«fwj<<P s . (^+ ^<F) A sort of heron (Ardea

flavicollis). Carey.

^^fifft s. (m. ^+5^) A fish, a kind of

sprat (Clupea cultrata).

•T^"*^ a. (mfn. •T
57T+^) Situated on the wind-

pipe, bronchial. Carey.
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•f^fl s. (from •T5T) The arm, the arm-bone.

*rf^T s. (from ^T^) The reed on which weavers

wind the thread for the shuttle. Carey.

^P^\ s. (from ^) The upright tube which

supports the receptacle of the tobacco in the

hooka. Carey.

s. (n.) A lotus or water-lily. (Nelumbium

speciosum or Nymphsea Nelumbo.)

(f. from ) 1. A place abound-

ing in water-lilies, an assemblage of water-

lilies. 2. The stalk of a water-lily. 3. A woman

of great beauty.

•ff^T^rj s. (from *F^) A fowler catching birds

with lime-rods ; a hunter. Carey.

cross-bow.

"iWj, s. (/.) Red arsenic, realgar. (Beng?) (from

•T^T) 1. A tube; the barrel of a gun; the

trachea or wind-pipe. 2. The reed on which

weavers wind their quills for the shuttle. 3. A
faucet or tube attached to a palm-tree to draw

off the juice. Carey.

^T^^ftTfc s. (^Ffl+ffc) The faux or pharynx.

(Lit. The door of the wind-pipe.)

w. a. To flash, to emit a sudden light.

Also

^W^i s. (^^+3$ ) The glottis. (Lit. The

forepart of the trachea.)

*T^^ s. (tw.) A distance of four hundred cubits, a

furlong. Also .

s. (m.) A bird, a sort of crow. Wilson.

(—3" m . from R. ^ ) A destroyer,

one who destroys.

*Pt^ a. R. *t*l+^") 1. Mischievous,

wicked, destructive. 2. Perishable, transitory,

evanescent. -\3l s. (/.) or -J5 (n.) Wicked-

ness, perishableness.

5 F 2
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a. (mfn. pret. part, p. R. *t*t+3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422). Perished, ruined, destroyed,

wasted, lost ; dead
;

spoiled, undone, debauch-

ed, depraved. —<Ff^U3 v. a. To ruin, to de-

stroy, to debauch, to defile.

name of a festival

on the fourth day of the first and second half

of the month Bhddra. As. Res. in. 290. 292.

T^5^v31o a. (-3^ mfn. =T^+ Bereft

of understanding, foolish, unwise.

n^L^ a. {mfn. from ^P^+CU^I) Fainting

swooning, devoid of energy or exertion, inert,

dull, insensible. — ^Tl (/.) or —^ (n.) Inert-

ness, insensibility caused by mental sufferings.

Depravity, wickedness,

debauchery, corruptness. Also —^ (w.) and

(Beng.) .

H% s. (/. from ^) An adultress, a harlot.

) A Brahman or house-

holder who has lost his consecrated fire.

The moon

when exactly new.

(/• nomin. sing. The nose. Used in

some compound words instead of

Also ^PTl and *PPl . (/.).

^"^^.s. (a. ^^3) 1. A lot, a share. 2. Fate,

fortune, destiny.

WfeS s. (a. Ui^rs&aj) Advice, exhortation,

admonition.

^ s. (m. from ^T^jj The nose.

^ral « (/. from A hole bored in the nose.

*rf^3 s. (mfn. *T^ +^3) Any draft-animal led

by a string through the septum of the nose.

Also jrjTj^lh? s. '(m) and ^OTts? (mi),

*i<Sf|) a. (iMSjfft. from *T^T ) Nasal, pertaining to

the nose. s. (Beng.^ Snuff.

5Tyrn£t\*. (^FP + p. JS) A snuff-box. Also

ao
7
. (Saras. No, not. Wilkins' Gr. p. 550.

(Beng.~) Thou art not.

arf. Saws. (*T+ft) No, not; for not, be-

cause not. {Bcng^ I am not.

*\\^\ indecl. (from ^T) Thou art not.

indecl. (from n) No, not; he is not.

*fl «ri. &eras. No, not. s. {Beng. from C"T) ) A
boat.

^Tt? ad. (from^ No, not. s. L (FromT^)

The navel. 2. (From A barber.

^t^ra v. a. (from R. ^1) To bathe.

sflt^FT s. (Ttt +^TT) The navel.

(from 'TtflvJ) A bathing-tub, ajar,

^ftlll *. (from Tif^S ?) A waterman, a boat-

man.

Tt^^ s. (from TpT*ft) A water-lily (Nymphaea

Lotus). Carey.

s. (corrupt, of ^ffo ) A bottle-gourd (Cu-

curbita lagenaria). Carey.

^T^\ a. (p. juJ 0) Hopeless, desponding,

despairing
;

forlorn, given up.

a. (from Pot-bellied.

s . (a. u^JIj) A vicegerent, a deputy, a

delegate, a lieutenant.

^Tt^l^n, a. (from a. t-^Jli) Pertaining to a lieu-

tenant or delegate.

5rt^)<fl<l*4 5. (from a. ^13+^tf) The em-

ployment or business of a deputy or lieutenant.

of TOGS) Ablution, the act

of bathing.

gallant, a paramour.
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Devouring a para-

mour (a term of abuse used by women). Carey.

*ft C5te s. (T^-hCTT^T) A strumpet, a lewd

woman. Also

*Tl *ft a. (from *Ti°) Having a gallant or para-

mour,

o
A large earthen pan.

(to.) 1. iEther, atmosphere, sky; heaven,

paradise. 2. (JBeng.^ The nose.

v. a. To toss up the nose with contempt, to sneer.

or — ^\3*3\5T-

v. a. To snore, to snort.

•j,kN&l&1 a. (Tt^+^l&l) Nose-clipt.

,
v2/

t
....

* „ •
. .

;Tt<F^J:tTTl a. (Tfo-i-^) Having the nose

cut off by disease, snub-nosed.

^Tt^U^Rl s. (TC?+05?FTl) An ornament

worn in the nose-ring of Hindu women.

TO^Sl s. (fromTt^) A polypus of the nose.

^T^^W^ s. (from Tfe+^tf^KJ) The act

of snoring or snorting.

Flat-nosed,

snub-nosed. Also

Having the sep-

tum of the nose perforated.

s. (In military language) A defile. Mohun
P. p. 150.

Tt^Htf^ s. (from Tt^) Nose to nose.

Tt<5?1<T'i a. (p. (j ) Useless, unavailable, un-

profitable, to no purpose.

(from Tf^) An instrument used by

barbers to extract the hairs from the inside of

the nose. Carey.

*rtf3? ad. (p. t£ \j ?) Or not, or no, or what : a

particle of doubt or option.

a. (from *Tt^
) Pertaining to the nose,

nasal.

(to.) An ant or mole-hill, a burrow.

A species of swallow (Hirundo Nacutti,

Buchanan's MSS.}. Carey.

a. (from *Tt<F ) Having a fine or promi-

nent nose.

*rt<ifft s. (/. from ^T^fT) The ichneumon-plant

(Ophioxylon serpentinum).

Tft^^ s. (Ttp from ^^4-^) The pu-

nishment of rubbing a person's nose hard on

the ground. Carey.

nltilt*i s. (Mlfcf from ^ft^ + p. ^ Tired to

death, excessively fatigued. (Lit. Having the

vital spirit ready to depart from the nose.)

Ttt3^G5^Fl s. ("TK^^genit. case of *Tt^ +

GS^I) The nostrils. Mohun P. p. 14.

Tft^<T. s. (from *ft^#v^fe?) A species of

tiger, a leopard. Sabda S. p. 407. Also

^tOT^ a . (p. cjy 13) Weak, infirm, power-

less.

a. (mfn. from "T^TT) Pertaining to the

lunar asterisms. Also (mfn.}.

h i^q s . (to. ^t^^+^t^T) A stellar

month.

(p. Trick, artifice, joke, waggery,

coquetry, deceit, sham, pretence.

v. a. (from p. \ys?
v

) To pretend, to

sham.

a. (p. ifjj^ \i) Not taught to read.

H'^g^dt (p. (Jiji- U) Not pleased, not joyful.

•tP^U s. (p. j^ji- (}) Dissatisfaction, displea-

sure, disappointment.
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5TTCJ*i"W s. (from (-fl + p. )&) The master or

captain of a ship.

(m.) 1. A serpent: especially the Cobra

de Capello (Coluber Naga). 2. A class of

demigods with human faces, serpents' tails, and

the expanded neck of the Cobra de Capello :

they are the inhabitants of Patala, or the in-

fernal regions. 3. An elephant. 4. A sort of

grass (Cyperus pertenuis). 5. The name of a

country. 6. (n.) Lead.

well or fountain which

burns spontaneously from a mixture of inflam-

mable gas, a volcano.

A tree com-

monly called nagesar (Mesua ferrea). Hort.

Ben. p. 41. Also 5Tts1"C<P >*1 < (m.).

T^^S^s. (Ti>K^^+3F<r) Aplant

(Eugenia Zeylonica). Hort. Ben. p. 92.

TfrtSffl s. (
sTH-+'I>M) A plant (Ruellia

Nagchana ? Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

'TIFIsS s. (n.
5Tts1+3) 1. Red lead, vermilion.

(Lit. Produced in the mountains).

s. £fi from Red

arsenic.

'fWlS" s. (m. 1. The tooth of an

elephant
;
ivory. 2. A pin or bracket stuck in

a wall to hang articles on. 3. The battlements

of a house or wall.

Tt^tT^I s. (Tt7! +p. <ub) A plant (Artemisia

vulgaris). Carey.

The name

of a Hindu festival on the fifth day of the

first half of the month Sravana. As. Res.

w. 288.

A sort of magical

noose to entangle an enemy. Tardchand Ch.

T^pJSf s. (TpI + T
j3) A climbing plant (Bau-

hinia anguina). Hort. Ben. p. 31. Also

Ttmm s. +XTM) A plant (Cactus In-

dicus). Hort. Ben. p. 37.

^fWgffl. s. (from *fH+^) A small plant

common in Bengal (Heliotropium Coroman-

delianum).

=rf5twi s . (^ii+^?) A common shrub or

plant (Sida alba). Also TfrfaT^Jl^T .

Tt^t^l s. (/.) The betel-plant (Piper Betel).

pole or shaft

erected in a place dug for water.

TlFfa" o. (m/». from 1. Town-bred. 2.

Acute, sharp, witty, clever ; versed in amatorial

arts. s. (w.) 1. Dry ginger. 2. A species of

grass (Cyperus pertenuis).

1 H<fy s. (m. Ti^l + ^T^) An orange (Citrus

Aurantium). Hort. Ben. p. 59. SeeTt^Wnt

A swine-

.

flff^jtf s. (T^+^l) A sort of grass

(Cyperus pertenuis). Hort. Ben. p. 5. Also

•Tt^W s. (a. Sj\Sj) A kettle-drum.

^tlTt^i s. (m. +TK3T from ) An

epithet of the serpent Vasuki. (Lit. King of

the serpents).

^rfcWf^T s. (from Tt7!^") Citizenship, town-

bred cleverness and sharpness.

fl^Wl s. (/. from 5
T
st3') 1. A clever or in-

triguing woman. 2. A plant (Euphorbia anti-

quorum). 3. The name of the character com-

monly used in writing throughout Hindustan.

As. Res. vn. 224.

T^t5^^ s. (m. Tt7) + 0*Tfa?) An appellation

of the infernal regions. (Lit. The world of

serpents.)
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^ft^tl s.' (Tt7! +*ffc5) A plant (Euphorbia

ligularia). Carey.

Tt^g^" 5. (n. ?{1fl +^T§^) Minium or red

lead.

from ^l+^l^jThe ich-

neumon-plant (Ophioxylon serpentinum). See

Tt<pft.

*n^ti s. (from *T£j ) A naked mendicant, a. 1.

Near. 2. Armed.

^iTtt^ s. (to. Tt^l +S«?HP) An epithet of

Garuda the sacred bird of Vishnu. (Lit. The

destroyer of serpents.)

^T^Url s . (a. sJm ) A kettle-drum.

A vestige, a situation.

*1 iFtll, 5. (from *T ri ) A female serpent or hy-

dra. Also Tt^ft.

•TtC^f^" s. (m. *Ttrl +3^Uj An ornamental

tree (Mesua ferrea). Carey.

Tt^pT s. (corrupt, of ^Wl^T) A plough.

*ft^ s. (from R. Dancing, a dance. Also

^TTCTM s . (Tfe +^W) A dancing-room,

an assembly-room. Also "TtT>^I^"

.

v. a. (caws, of ) To cause to

dance, to agitate. .

Tfi>t\5t s. (from ^1615^3?) A particular mea-

sure of verse. Carey.

•i \t>\*\\ s. (from ^T1>t^U3) A dancing-girl.

TtFlrflTH a. (from R.^ ) Dancing, s. A
dancer.

a. (p. jU>. lj ) Without a remedy or re-

source, hopeless, helpless, despairing.

*Tt (> \<(\ s. (from p. jU- U) Hopelessness, help-

lessness.

Tffi>t3 v. a. (from R. To dance, to jump

about, to shake, to vibrate.

$ Will a. (from ^IT|I>13) Jumping or frisking

about.

*ft^ s. A back-door, a private door for females.

Also

HlvSfl^*. A jailor.

a. (from a.
)

Superintending, in-

specting, s. A superintendent, an inspector, a

guard ; an officer in a court of justice superior

to all peons, bailiffs, &c. ; a sheriff.

TTI<^s. (p. Thin, light, subtile, delicate,

tender, elegant. 2. Facetious, gracious, genteel.

s. The sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica).

Tfa5^i*T s. (Tfc5? + A. JU) A state of un-

paralleled wretchedness or misery. Carey.

s. (m. from R. *T A dance, a pantomime.

(m. from R. *T^) 1 . A play, a drama.

2. A dancer, a mime.

(from 1. A dancing-girl. 2. A
kind of dramatic writing.

) A room for dra-

matic representations, a theatre, a ball-room, a

dancine-room. Also

(from ?) 1. A reel for silk. 2.

A climbing shrub (Caesalpinia Bonducella).

Hort. Ben. p. 32. Also •tWjkp^d? . 3. A
dwarf, a. Left-handed.

^ttlt s. (from ^1) A reel.

*rt£tfS3 v. a. (from Tlfel) To reel or wind

silk or thread.

TtelfaTTl a. (from 5tf%%s3) Reeling silk or

thread.

(femin. of A female actor

or dancer.
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v. a. (from R. *f"t^) To dance, to act

in pantomime.

(from A child's rattle, a

top, a bauble.

^Jfll'l^'i^ a. (^Ttf&SI+^t^-) Top-

shaped, pyriform.

a. (from Dancing, s. A

dancer. Also

+ IT Wilkins' Gr. § 899) Be-

longing to a dancer, s. (w.) The art of dancing

or acting, the union of dance, song, and instru-

mental music. Wilson. Also •Tt'&Tf^TfJl (/.).

A dancins:-

room, an apartment for dramatic representa-

tions.

) Not ascertained. .

Tfai a. (from^T^K?) Stirred, moved, shaken.

s. 1. A moving or stirring. 2. Stubble, rubbish.

v. a. (caus. of Trf$U3) To cause to

move, to put into motion, to move or stir a

thing.

^tvSWvSl s. (Ttel+TTfvSl as a rhyme to it)

A moving and stirring about.

•TftSWfJs. (from 5TC5t^l3) A mutual stirring,

a reciprocal moving.

*1 iO.)*fi,s5l s. A plant (Euphorbia antiquorum).

See

*fMV *. (/•) 1. Any pipe or tube. 2. The stalk

or culm of any plant. 3. Any tubular organ of

the body, as an artery, a vein, an intestine. 4.

An hour oftwenty-four minutes. Also'Tt^t (y.).

A small reed or

tube round which the woof is wound : it is then

used as a shuttle. Wilson.

v. a. To move, to stir, to remove.

itf^PE s. (m. TtfS) accus. case of TtfJ) A

goldsmith. Also .

s. (from 1 . A tubular stalk or culm ;

a blow-pipe. 2. An intestine, a blood-vessel

;

the gut ; the pulse. 3. Three supposed chords

in the body, which vibrate to music-notes. 4.

An hour. -W v. a. To extract the en-

trails of an animal, v. a. To cause
<i

pains in the bowels by abstinence. — C?f^tt3

v. a. To feel the pulse.

The cutting of

the navel-string of new-born infants.

'Tt^ft^T s. (m. for l l R^fT) The cocoa-nut.

TOKfe*. (TOl+nf^) Pulsation.

a. (mfn. ^1s3t + \S) Capable of feeling

the pulse.

One who feels

the pulse, a physician. Also

TKftpl s. (m. Tl^l + <c
i) An ulcer, a fistula.

The intestines.

sTt\Jtsni a. (^rt^t+mT) Abounding with

blood-vessels.

Inappetency, loss

of appetite.

*rf\5 s. A sort of sweetmeat. See ^^^l

.

The name of a bird. Carey.

a. (p. jJu U) Unchangeable, unal-

terable.

^"M^H^k a ' (
p

- U) Unreflecting, un-

thinking.

a- (p. j*UJ U) Imperfect, partial.

a- (p- us £>y 0) Uneducated, un-

instructed.

•Tlvil^H^a. (p. ^*Lj' li) Untaught, uninstructed.
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(corrupt, of "T^) A grandson.

(from grandaughter.

^t^tfes. (corrapt. of ^ Sons and

grandsons, children and grandchildren.

(from *T^) A grandson.

a. (p. ^tjj U) Powerless, weak, im-

potent, infirm.

Tt^RooT, i. (T^Cft, -G3) 1. To ask, to

beg. 2. To bless. 3. To destroy. 4. To have

wealth or power. 5. To be deceased.

m. from R. "Tl^) A master, a lord, a

protector. 2. A rope passed through the nose

of a draft-ox.

Having: a

master, lord, or protector
;
dependent, subser-

vient
;
subject.

*mK.' 5. (m. from R. Mt^) I. A sound, a noise

generally. 2. (Beng.^ Dung, a pellet of dung.

•i't'k^Skvil s . (from nlolSol ) The intestines.

*Tf^*f1 s. 1. A rammer, used to ram down earth.

Also 5nWt^ff^. 2. Ajar.

a. Become musty while standing in the

vessel (said of rice).

The mark w
over a letter. Morton.

*lk<U<P< s. (*rtK+TFZ+^) A musical

note in the Hindu gamut.

A tree (Antidesma pubescens).

Carey.

(from •TtTT+Pf^) Tun-bellied,

pot-bellied, corpulent, abdominous.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of

R. "1 KS) Caused to sound.

v. a. (from R. *t"^?) To expel the faeces

(said of sheep and goats).

(from *i m. ) A pellet of dung.

1:1 l[fl s, (corrupt, of (T) + CEjt"ft) A boat of

a particular description.

TtDtST a. (mfn. fromT&fl) River-born, fluviatic,

aquatic
;
growing near a river.

TtU^niT. s. (femin. of tlcHU) 1. A sort of

cane (Calamus fasciatus). 2. A flowering shrub

(Sesbana iEgyptiaca). Carey.

•illkWM^ s. (Tl + C^+3Tfe) a fish

(Perca nebulosa, Buchanan's MSS. Holocen-

tra, Lacepide}. Carey.

Ti^RooT, i. (Tt<fo3) 1. To ask, to beg. 2. To

bless. 3. To destroy. 4. To have wealth or

power. 5. To be deceased.

1 h<H*$|| s. («i W<P n. jpr. of the founder of

the sect of the SzMs, + <C1"*:

^T. ) A follower of

Nanak, professing the doctrine of the Sikhs.

indecl. Sans. Various, different, manifold.

A mother's father, a maternal grand-

father.

TWlt^tTT a. (mfn. from Tftl + 3lif3) Of

various sorts, of different kinds.

^Hl*Wll*l a. (-V^mfn. Tfrl + StfTFT

-f^rt|K^v) Maintaining the Sanhhya doctrine

that each individual being has a soul distinct

from the Universal Spirit.

^HtfettT^ s. (m. Tfr1 +f^ for f%*l, +

CHH ) Various quarters and countries.

Tt^l^T a. (from Tfrl) Vai ious, diverse.

Of various

kinds, of different descriptions.

^Tfalf^H a .
(
mfn. *flft\+fi&) Of various de-

scriptions, manifold.

TfrTHS a. (Tt^l+S^J) Differing m opinion,

following various sects in philosophy.

ad. (from
)
Variously, dif-

ferently as to opinion.

5 G
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l»kl<H a. (mfn. Tfrl +^H ) Of various

shapes, multiform, polymorphous.

a. (infn. ) 1 . Having various

meanings. 2. Pursuing various objects.

W^Wt a. (from THl+^t^) Abiding

here and there, unsettled, strolling.

m. a. (from ) A maternal grandmother,
j

Not to be prac-

tised, improper, unusual.

(/. from R. *\ KS) 1. A eulogy or bene-

dictory address pronounced at the commence-

ment of a dramatic representation or before a

sacrifice. 2. Prosperity, increase, growth.

l Wl<P< s. (m. •Tt
:

^t +^) The speaker of

the benedictory address before a dramatic re-

presentation. Also (m.).

from

R. The speaker of the benedictory address

before the commencement of a dramatic repre-

sentation.

) 1. The lid or

cover of a well. 2. A sraddha or oblation to

the manes of deceased ancestors, performed on

a festive occasion, as an initiation, marriage,

&c. Wilson. 3. An ancestor. Carey.

An ob-

lation to the manes of ancestors made on a fes-

tive occasion.

Tt^T^T. s. (f. from 1Kt^U ) A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

TW^T^ a. (p. U ) Not pleasing, not wel-

come, not agreeable.

a. (p. U) Unclean, impure.

TTP) ad. Sans. (^ + 3jfi ) Not even ; and not,

also not, likewise not.

TTpfa s. (m.) A baiber.

H\n 1556

lU\£(3 v. a. (from R. ^jl ?) To immerse, to

cause to bathe.

Formed like

a boat, cymbiform.

«• (*"• U) Not aware of, not con-

versant with, ignorant of, unexperienced.

a. (p. \^jsAm \j ) Not necessary, not

right, not just, not proper.

Tl^t^ a. (from R. "I"5!?) Low, situated beneath.

TfaF^ a. (p. jjb U ) Under age, minor; in-

competent to manage his own affairs, s. A minor

under age.

Ttft a. (from ^R) Late in the season.

•Ttf^T<£ s. (m. C*Tl+^^) A helmsman, a steers-

man, a pilot.

a. (^+^^) Stupid, dull, having weak

intellects.

•TT^1 ad. Beneath, below, under. AlsoTft<Tt£3

.

Tt<D a. (mfn. Hl+H") Navigable.

Tffes. (mf.) 1. The navel. 2. Musk. 3. (/.)

The nave of a wheel. 4. The centre of a circle.

TTfe^FT s .

(
n . Ttf^ +^FT) The navel.

llPb^H s. (m. 5ftfe + <P| ) The depression in

the middle of the navel.

«il[^*ilvil.4va s. (TTfe+Ttat+^l) The

umbilical cord.

Ttf^tTte s. (Tif%+ ^iC<l<l<) A de-

pressed navel.

TT^t s. (/.) See Sfffe .

•ft5! ad. Sans, (from "Tl^I*^) By name, namely,

evidently, indeed, for, videlicet. Sometimes it

seems merely to be an expletive.

^fTII s ,
(_i4.H^.) A name, an appellation. Often

used as the last member of compounds of the
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class called Bahuvrihi : e. g. ^•tlW'H 1^1

T^A king called Indrasena
;

Tfrft T&ft A river called Bhagiratln ;

A city called Pata-

liputra. (Beng.^) —<p(4Csj w. a. To feign an

excuse, to do any thing under a fictitious name.

^l*JL<P a. (mfn. from R. *t*I+3^) 1. Bending

down. 2. (from TtlI*r + 3?) Having a name,

bearing a name : used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn?) Having the name Rama, from ^"fcl

s. (m.) noun pr, + *TT£I<P .

ceremony of

giving a name to a child : performed on the

tenth or twelfth day after birth. Manu n. 30.

^UytTt s . (^TtlT + FtW) A fish (Centropomus

Chanda and Zeus oblongus, Buchanan'sMSS.}.

Carey.

a. (p. fc^eO ) Named, appointed, des-

tined.

•italaW s. (Tfrl + A. igfo) The celebration

of a name. Carey.

n)*U>l<Pi «. (TO + n51^1) The calling of a

person by his name. Carey.

llM04h a. (^filT +^H for Whose

fame is lost ; whose reputation is destroyed.

TtUSo arf. Sans. (TftFT + ^^l) By name,

namely.

The multiplication-table.

Tt^pft^ a. (p. ^j^l3) Famous, glorious, re-

nowned.

Possessing a

name, called by a name.

Tft&t^ s . (m. Tt^+^TJ ) A nominal verb,

a verbal root derived from a noun.

^rta&ir s .
{
n . &ir fr0m r. $b>) 1. a

name, an appellation. 2. The ceremony of

giving a name to a child. Manu H. 30. See

^"ftH s. (rc. from R. ^fQSPf) A bending

down, a descending.

•iWl i s. (from ^-PPT) The fibres which descend

from the branches of the Ficus Indica, and take

root in the ground so as to become distinct

trunks. Carey.

•Ttll "1x51 <^a . (p. jjau* U) Unwilling, reluctant.

TO^rfo^ a. (mfn. Expressing

a name. s. (ra.) (In grammar) A proper name.

llfl^l^ s. (n. =TTOH-^"te>
)
(In grammar) The

third person.

A mere name.

K^s. (p. i^oU) Unmanly, effeminate.

tU^I* a. {mfn. Famous, glo-

rious, illustrious.

ftel ad. (from Tfcl) By name.

v. a. (caus. of Tffc^) To cause to

descend, to bend down, to lower.

from

purging and vomiting : see

^T^lf^? a. (mfn. from Tf^T + 3lf^\J ) Dis-

tinguished by a name, marked with a name.

v. a. (^n + 3rrprt3) To deny, to

disallow, to object to a thing.

^Tfrrr^ &. (from Tf^T +^W^T) A sort

of cloth worn by the Hindus which is printed

like chintz with the names of their gods.

Tfrrf*I3 s. (from TO^+3}SJ3) A nectar of

a name, i. e. a pleasing or beloved name.

llfc<P a. (jnfn. ^1*$^+ 1^) Pertaining to a

name. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 554.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

*n^:

) Made to descend, deposited.

5 G 2
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TllRw v. a. (from R. 1"^) 1. To alight, to de-

scend, to condescend. 2. To purge by stool.

a. (p. {
-^U-v U) Improper, inexpe-

dient, unsuitable.

HlC*4! ae?. (fromTW )
By name.

Ttort ». (from "rtWtrj The lower part, the

bottom, the skirt.

TftSltre ad. (from TtCUl) Beneath, below,

under.

TtTT s. (m. from R. "ft) Guidance, direction (both

in a physical and moral sense).

lUw a. (m>. R. ^ft-J-^ MZAmm' GV. § 765)

Guiding, leading, conducting. s. (m.) 1. A
guide, a conductor ; the leader of an army. 2.

A principal person, a chief, an owner. 3. A
lover. 4. The principal gem in a necklace.

^ftf&^l*. (femin. of *ri«HP) 1. A mistress. 2.

An epithet of the goddess Durga.

TfCSI^s. (a. u^U) A deputy.

•1 l< s. (m.) A calf, (w.) 1. Water. 2. (from

*1< ) A multitude of men.

ra. from •"W) The infernal regions, hell.

a. (?w/».) Infernal.

*i l4<c| a. (from *i 1-4 <f) Infernal, impious. 5.

A sinner.

TWi (m.) The orange-tree.

TWfM s. (from Orange-

coloured.

lUn s. (jw.) The name of a celebrated legislator

and saint. Manu i. 35. .As. i. 264. m. 67.

non-settlement ofthings.

^itTi s. (/•) Water, il/araw 1, 10.

An orange : see

*i W lo 5. (w.) L An iron arrow. 2. A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. Yates' Gr. p. 426.

TtTWg s. (». TfTte+SFai) An iron arrow.

•i Ul&t s. (/. from *iUVl> ?) A goldsmith's

scales, an assay-balance.

•Tfert^ a. (p. tyh \j) Dissatisfied, not pleased.

*1 1^. fs5l£ s. (from p. \j ) Dissatisfaction, dis-

pleasure.

T^tH ! s. (m. T^1+^nPT?) An epithet of

Vishnu. Manu i. 10. As. Res. vm. 454. 471.

TtTiTrto^U (rc.TWS ! + C^T)The space

of four cubits on each side of the water of the

Ganges. Carey.

Ttetxrft s . (/. from *rWn°i ?) A plant (As-

paragus racemosus).

=TWTO s. A plant (Euphorbia antiquorum).

Hort. Ben. p. 36.

m.) The cocoa-nut (Cc>ocos nuci-

fera). Hort. Ben. p. 68. Also ll|<t^<

(m.), ^tf0L<?< («z.), and *Tffe^ft (/.).

Cocoa-

nut oil.

•TWj «, (/. from ^3") 1. A woman, a female.

2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 468.

TTO^ s. («. Tteft +*Wt) 1. The duties

incumbent on women. 2. The menstrual flux.

to women, passionately fond of women.

TteTf^TT a. (mfn. ffWt+ft^) L Fond of

women. 2. Loved or liked by women.

•THlJ*?[ s. (m.) The orange-tree : see *Tt^^[

.

*1 W\ s. (mn.) 1. The tubular stalk of a plant:

alsoTHl (/.). 2. Yellow orpiment. Z.(Beng.)

Slaver, v. a. To drivel.

•ft^s. (a. J*}) A horse-shoe. —^tRl^ i>. a.

To shoe a horse.
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A plant (Smithia sensitiva).

Hort. Ben. p. 56.

*i l

cr,
l<pj, s. 1. A plant (Hibiscus cannabinus). 2.

A sort of chair-palanquin. Carey.

TiFHvSl a. (from sTH+ttf^3) Drivelling.

*j l
5^*^ 5. (p. jaJjw) A farrier, a shoeing-smith.

•ll*!^^!, s. (from p. joJjc) 1. Horse-shoeing.

2. A subsidy.

3=i1^t^vr s ; ^ W0MW of Tt^^TTO^) The

shoeing a horse.

TNI s. (h. A rivulet, an outlet, a drain, a

creek.

TWpTITl a. (from^M) Drivelling.

a. (p. (jj^ U) Unbecoming, unworthy,

improper, not suitable, unfit.

An ulcer, a fistula.

(y.) A plant (Hibiscus cannabinus).

Also (Beng.~)

TtpTO5^ s. (m. for *tlf«(.<P~l) The cocoa-

nut (Cocos nucifera).

(/.) A potherb (Corchorus capsularis).

s. The designation of a particular

defect in the weaving of cloth.

(p. ,jJiJlj) A complaint, a lamentation,

an exclamation, a groan.

A complainant,

a plaintiff.

^f^fa^s. (p. ^ Bound as a plain-

tiff in a law-suit.

^Ttf^T*!"! s. (from p. A plaintiff.

TWl s. (f. from 'Tt5?T ) A tube, a fistula, a sluice,

a drain.

wj. from ?) An arrow, a missile

weapon.

a. Thin, worn. s. 1. A driveller. 2. A

sort of perfume. Sabda S. p. 225, 395, 431.

•Tl^U 1 1 ft 1 s. A sort of fish (Contrapomus Am-

basse, Lacepede). Carey.

s. (»?. from R. "t
1
^) Destraction, ruin, an-

nihilation, death.

a. (mfn. R. *t\+^l<P) Destroying,

destructive, ruinous. Used in comp. e. g.

^^pH^t^T^? a. (mfn.) Destroying pride,

from ^^<pl< s. (m.) Pride, arrogance,

s. (n. R. I^t+Spf) Destruction, rum,

death.

TWfcl a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. l^+^pflTT)

Perishable, liable to be destroyed.

v. a. (from "T^fj To annihilate, to de-

stroy, to put to death.

Tt*ft a. (-"pH>/«. from R. "H+^L) De-

structive, deletory, destroying.

a. fafn. j^rrt^lBr) Destructive. Wilkins

Gr. § 899.

a. Without an owner or master ; without

property.

TfcTs. (fromTW) Snuff.

(m. always dual, ) The two sons

of Aswini and physicians of the gods.

l (Tt^+p. JS) A snuff-box. Also

s. (/.) 1. The nose. 2. A polypus or

tumor in the nostrils. 3. The upper timber of

a door ; a lintel : also «ll*i,Ul<P (n.).

TWffe s. (n. TW +f^) A nostril.

s. (from rfl^T),) A plant (Artemisia

Madraspatana). Carey.
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'TW^tl Si (from TM + ^tl?) A plant

(Justicia bicaliculata). Hort. Ben. p. 4.

Ttf^l s. (/.) The nose.

) The tip or

point of the nose.

TfpT^) a. (mfn. ^Ttf^T^I+XT Wilkins' Gr.

§ 899). Belonging to the nose, nasal.

T^Ttent (p- ^ U ?) Ruined.

Ttft i»rf«cZ. Saws. (^T-i-^lfS from R.

It is not ; non-existence.

a. (mfn. Ttfe-I-^) Relating to non-

existence, disowning another world, atheistical.

s. (m.
s

) An atheist. Trans. R.A.S. i. 558.

(/.) or — "3"
(?z.) Denial of the existence

of the Deity, of a future state, &c.
;
atheism,

infidelity.

3#ftRSS!3 s. (n. fl^B^-fS^) An atheistical

opinion, a tenet of atheism.

itfiSP? s. (n. ^Mm^%} Infidelity, atheism.

*TT^^«. (p. js-U) Unjust, improper, unrighteous.

*n^t3T\3 s. A tree (Erythrina alba, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey.

"Tl^t ad. (from *T+ f^) No, not, certainly not.

"PT prep. Sans. In, into, within, on, upon : only

used in comp. e. g. To fall upon, from

f^T + R. To fall. Wilkins' Gr. § 623.

in some compounds implies absence or priva-

tion, and seems to be a corruption of f^To or

1%^ q. v.

a. (from Not diagonal, at

right angles, straight.

A wooden trowel used by plasterers

for fine work.

s. An aquatic plant (Sagittaria sagitti-

folia).
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v. a. (cans, of f^°f3U3) To cause

to drip, to press the juice out of grapes or fruit,

to wring out, to strain or squeeze out.

a. (from
) Rapacious,

grinding.

v. a. 1 . To drip. 2. To strip, to plunder.

fao Seef^.

a. (mfn. from R.

WQ) Expelled, removed, turned out.

a. (mfn. from the

caus. of R. 3p^) Caused to march off, turned

out, expelled.

"pT§f^ a. {mfn. f^+fe^) Deposited, laid

down, rejected, abandoned. See

f^oC^i s. (m, PR+ (W\ ) A deposit, a pledge.

See P^Fl .

a. (mfn. 1%°C^1+^) Making a

deposit, giving a thing as a pledge.

"pToC^fe s. (m. Undisturbed-

ness, repose, tranquillity, quietness.

'ftSSlsS a. (mfn. from Gloomy,

dim, obscured, dark. Also t^^^J^ (mfn.\

f^To^ a. (mfn. from "f^+^l) Fearless,

' free from apprehension, unsuspecting.

a. (mfn. f%^+^) Without noise,

soundless, silent, still, quiet.

a. (mfn. f^+ 5rFn^) Solitary,

lonely, private.

"PToC^ a. (mfn. ft^f C*fa) Without re-

mainder, entire, full, complete.

f^OT^ad Sans. ("PrSC^+ ^JEntirely,

fully, completely. Also Pi ° CRRiPi .

a. (mfn. Completed,

finished, entirely accomplished.
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a. (mfn. plenty from R.

Purified, cleansed, cleared.

pT^^f (ra. "pT^f-ttT from R.

Respiration, drawing in the breath. (JBeng.)

v. a. To breathe, to respire.

Res-

piration. (Lit. Drawing in the breath and

breathing out, inspiration and expiration.)

f^tfW s. (/. pR> C^P) ?) A flight of steps,

a stair-case. Also nTtft^ft (/.).

(n. from pP^+C^iPT) Final

beatitude, i. e. the liberation of the soul from

the necessity of reiterated birth, and its ever-

lasting reunion with Brahma, the Primary and

Universal Spirit. Trans. R.A.S. i. 566. Also

Pfo C§3£% (n.) Trans. R.A.S. i. 95.

a. {mfn. pR^+^ST) Uneven, roupn,

not level, not smooth.

pTCFTfia. (mfn. PT^+^T^) Solitary, single,

sole, alone. (Lit. Destitute of society or con-

nexion).

pTS^H a. (mfn. pR>3T3"fr) Without

offspring, destitute of posterity, childless.

rTS^TC5^ a. (mfn. fSR^yil^) Free from

uncertainty
;

clear, doubtless, evident, manifest.

fte^fe a. (mfn. pRT+^f^) Without visible

joints or junctures, i. e. firm, compact, close,

inseparable.

a. (mfn. Without ene-

mies.

pT§*F>N a. (mfn. Without re-

latives or connections, s. (n.) The want of re-

latives. Carey.

P\°oW^% a. (mfn. P\\+^^%) Without

friends or relatives.

P^^R ! s. (n. ft^fiWl) 1. A going out or

away
;

exit, departure. 2. Death. 3. Final

beatitude. Trans. R.A.S. i. 566.

fro^TCftl a. (mfn. pT^+^T5^I) Without

helpers or associates.

PfP^^ a. (mfn. f^+^t^T) Without

terror or fear, dauntless.

A tingling or throbbing.

a. (mfn. ) Without marrow,

sapless, pithless (literally or metaphorically).

a. (mfn. pT^+^Tto from R. ^)
Going out, coming forth.

t^6*TW s. (n. f^+^l^ ! from R. ^) The

causing any one to go out, the act of expressing,

of wringing, straining or squeezing out.

a. (mfn. pret. part,

p. of the caus. of R. ^) Driven out, squeezed

out, expressed.

a. (mfn. from pT^+R. ^) Issued out,

gone out, extracted.

Rlftty* a. (mfn.f^\+ C*p£) 1. Without unc-

tion, void of unguent. 2. Without tenderness

or affection, unfeeling.

a. (mfn. from R.

Motionless.

"PfS*^ a. (mfn. PR^+^^K) Without desire,

free from desire.

TO^ a. (mfn. Without property,

poor, indigent. —'31
(f.) or — <3" (n.) Poverty,

indigence ; the loss or forfeiture of property.

a. (mfn. ?) Near, close by, proxi-

mate, s. (n.) Nearness, proximity, vicinity.

Pret^ffSf s. (n. Pr^Tf^+j) Proxi-

mity, contiguity, closeness.

feflN$t»4 (-fH mfn. + 3"f^T )

Near, proximate, neighbouring. Also

(mfn.) and pT^r^t^f^^ (mfn.).
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"pRFfrlFte a. (mfn. fe^+^TTO) Arrived,

1568

come near.

ad. (from ) Nearly, at

hand, approaching a crisis. Carey.

ad. Sans, (locat. case In the

neighbourhood, close by, at hand, near.

"feferi a. (pT+ ^fSTll from jffj) Penni-

less, poor.

Pl<P1 5. (v. noun of mpfej) 1. The plastering

of a house with cow-dung. 2. A house which

is smeared or plastered with cow-dung. a.

Plastered or smeared. Carer/.

pl<M t><M s . (f^T+ -£^T as a jingle to

it) The plastering of a house with cow-dung.

(m.) 1. A flock, a multitude. 2. Sap,

essence, pith. 3. A suitable gift. 4. A trea-

sure of Kuvera : see Wilson.

Pi<?< a. (pT + ^^T) Free from duties and taxes.

pr^€°1 s. (m. from Pf + R. ^Hj) An open

space or play-ground near a town. Wilson.

pi<?<t s. (m. from "pT+ R. The touch-

stone. Also (wz.).

aa
7
. /Saws. Near, in the vicinity, close by

;

between, in the middle.

(_/*.) The mother of the imps or goblins.

"R<wl*Ki s. (m. Pr^i+ :sitTi:3r) An imP ,

a goblin, a Rdkshasa. (Lit. A son of Nikasha.)

(a. )
Marriage (in Bengal, marriage

of an inferior kind, or concubinage).

v. a. (caus. of To smear, to

plaster.

Pf^Ft^R" ! s. (a. Marriage: but

applied chiefly to marriage of an inferior kind,

as with a widow, or to concubinage.

f^tH° ad. Sans. (pT +^H) Willingly, vo-

luntarily
;

very, exceedingly. Wilkins' Gr*

p. 550.

Pf^H s . (m. from pT+ R. f& Wilkins' Gr.

§ 724. 822). 1. A collection, an assembly, a

multitude, a flock. 2. A house, a habitation :

also (m.).

fWR s. (m. from Pf+ R. ^) 1. Injury, ma-

lice, offence, reproach. 2. The winnowing or

piling of corn.

pT^'fe" ] s. (n. frompT+ R.^) Killing, slaughter.

mfn. from Pf+R. f5
Obstructing or hindering the undertakings of

another.

'Pt<t>Wi s. (from Pf+ R. ^"M ?) 1. The pay-

ment of a debt. 2. The removing of an obstacle.

3. An issue or outlet for water. Carey.

"PT^T a. (mfn. from pT+ R. 3^?) Like,

similar to : used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.') Like the father, from f^t^F s. (m.~)

The father, +pT^I .

v. a. To plaster, to smear with cow-

dung.

A class of Muhammadans, who live

by selling fish. Carey.

A nit, a louse.

pf<£<j3<J s .

(
m< ) A measure of capacity equal to

one-fourth of a kudava : see

place overspread

with bushes and climbing plants, a bower, an

arbour, a thicket, a. (Beng.) Penurious, stingy,

avaricious.

t^gN?3 «• (mfn. P^$ + f*%3) Situated

in a thicket, abiding in a bower.

Pt<$^ s. (m.~) The name of a demon, the son of

Kumbhakarna and brother of Ravana. As.

Res. in. 262.
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ft.) A flock, a multitude.

a. (mfn. +^3 from R. ^) 1. Re-

moved, dismissed. 2. Dishonest, base, vile,

perverse. 3. Cheated, deceived, tricked.

from R. <^) 1. Removal,

rejection ; reproach. 2. Perverseness, dis-

honesty, baseness. 3. Poverty, indigence.

ft^fq** a. (mfn. ft"+<^ftpi) Not adulterated,

not counterfeit, genuine.

a. (mfn. f% +^) Outcast, low, vile,

despised, — vji (/.) or —^ fej Vileness,

badness.

Vile, bad, low,

shabby.

ftT3\? s .

(
m . from "fr+ R. "f^J?) A house, a

dwelling, a habitation. Also f^T<F3'T (n.\

5. (m.) A tree (Alangium hexapeta-

ium). Also pU*$jb^ («.)•

fas* a. (ra/rt. ^rfii. part. p. R. f*T^T + \3)

Washed, cleaned. Wilkins' Gr. p. 418.

RiSiH s. A goldsmith's balance. Also f^fi)5 .

s. (m. from "pT+ R. «|%) A musical tone.

Also P\W\°\ (m.).

"Pn^l s. (/.) A nit.

a. (mfn. ) Rejected, thrown

away. 2. Deposited, given as a pledge or pawn.

s. (m. from ft+R-.f^Pt) A deposit, a

pledge.

f^FT s. (n. ft+.^FT) The burial of a

corpse.

s. (from f^T+ A. ^) Without any

supplementary charges. Carey.

a. (mfn.') Dwarfish, s. (m.) 1. A dwarf.

2. Ten thousand millions. Colebr. Alg. p. 4.

a. Without work, unemployed, idle.

f¥*Tf3 s. (n. "Pr + ^lTlRJ from SVt5^) A trench,

a ditch, a pit.

The roar of an elephant.

a. (mfn. Whole, complete,

entire.

A nit, a louse. Also

PF^P a. (P^+^o) Free from defects, fault-

less.

s. (mn.) An iron chain or fetter : especially

the heel-chains of an elephant.

(m. from "PT+ R. *TTt) 1. Talk, con-

versation, language, speech. 2. The audible

repetition of a prayer.

a. (mfn. from pT+R.^Tl) l.Spoken,

said. 2. Repeated audibly (as a prayer).

P^rftZ s. (m. from 1%+R. ^I^) 1. A road, a

way
;
access, entrance. 2. A city, a town. 3.

A market, a fair. 4. TrafHck, trade. 5. Scrip-

ture, the vedas. As. Res. i. 349. 6. Certainty,

assurance.

R4***f s. (n. fa+ Stn^) The fifth or last

member of a complete syllogism according to

the Nyaya system. Trans. R.A.S. i. 116.

"PFfa ! s. (n. ^ +^°\ from R. ^ ) The act

of swallowing. (m.~) The throat, the gullet.

fvUjSl^J>. (p.^j &>) A watchman, a guard,

a sentinel.

f^t^Jft^t a. (from p.p dS) The office or

employment of a watchman.

(p. ^ <t£i) A watchman, a guard,

a sentinel.

(from p. ub The employment

or duty of a guard or watchman.

"Prills, (m. from f^R. 7!"^) Speech, talk,

language, conversation, discourse.

5 H
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or

RS
l Uj si (m. from "pT+R. *1 ) The act of swal

lowing. N

(rn. from f% + R. ^H^) The throat

neck (of a horse).

f^ff*T<rfr a. (-^ to>. "pPtt^+^^)
Having a horse's neck. 5. (to.) A horse.

"pT^F a. "PT + ^ir from R. T^) 1.

Concealed, hidden. 2. Deep, profound. 3.

Obscure, secret, mysterious.

) An obscure sen-

tence, a mysterious expression.

a. (mfn. f^^tE+^i) Obscure, diffi-

cult to be understood, abstruse, mysterious.

«. (mfn. pT+ rJttS from R. Sfc£)

Maltreated, punished, persecuted.

5. (m. from ft"+ R. Sfcfj 1. Inhibition,

restraint, confinement. 2. Enmity, dislike,

hatred, aversion. 3. A trespass, a transgres-

sion, an impropriety.

a. (mfn. from R.i)f )

Deserving punishment or harsh treatment.

Failure in

argument. Trans. R.A.S. 1. 118.

s. (rn. from "pT-fR. £fF ) Avei•sion,

hatred : used as a term of imprecation.

jsffiP^ «. (to>. ff,-tSt|^ from R. £|T
)

Treating harshly or severely
;
punishing, perse-

cuting. Also mfn?).

a. (mfn. from + R. 5fl[r) Deserving

punishment or harsh treatment, punishable.

(to.) A round, a circle, a ball, any thing

globular.

(to.) A vocabulary, a list of words :

applied especially to the index of obsolete words

in the vedas compiled by Yaska. As. Res. vir.

218. viii. 395.
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Pf^FT s. (to. "pT+ R. ^FT ) Food, victuals.

"PT^ a. (mfn. from1%+ R. JJT^) Sounded, ut-

tered, s. («.) Sound, noise.

f%^f a. (mfn. fa+ ^T from R. 3?T ) 1. Subser-

vient, subject, dependent ; domestic. 2. Docile.

f^S^fe? v. a. (cans, of ftfe^ ) 1. To

squeeze or wring out, to express. 2. To extort,

to oppress.

v. n. To drip (as water from clothes).

"pTUTT s. (m. f^T + "5Tr from R. f^) 1. A collec-

tion, a heap, a multitude, an assemblage. 2.

(JBeng. corrupt, of Certainty, determi-

nation, decision.

(/.) An excellent cow.

a. (mfn. Filled, covered.

a. Alone, only.

f*1 t>^l s. (to.) A tree (Barringtonia acutangula).

f%tT>"N s. (mn. fromR"+ R. TJ^J A mantle,

an outer garment, a veil, a cover. Also f*T -

CSt^ (to.) and f^UNl (/.).

"RW^ a. (corrupt, of ^ffc+ ^fsi) Declin-

ing, steep. Sabda S. p. 264.

frosts a. Low, contemptible, mean, base.

Lowness, mean-

ness, baseness. Also

(rn) A man of one of the degraded

classes, the offspring of an outcast Kshatriya.

Manu x. 22.

a. (mfn.R> CW from R. f&>\) Re-

duced by a common divisor to the least term, so

as not to allow of further reduction. Colebr.

Aly. p. 113. 330.

R"5i3? ad. ("R+ p. uXi.) Undoubtedly.

ad. (corrupt, of ^PT^I from 31 +

^"55^1) Unwillingly, reluctantly.
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pi tn a. Alone, only.

a. Friendless, forlorn, destitute.

f^T3T a. (mfn. "pT + 3i from R. 3F[J 1. Own.

(Lit. Innate.) 2. Eternal, perpetual.

pTS^U + Any duty

pertaining to ourselves.

a. (from Free from

disorder, confusion, trouble, or care. Carey.

PTI^ s. (». "pT3i +^) Own property.

"PiOfl s. (from PlOl) A faithful wife, one who

follows her husband on the funeral-pile.

a. (from TO) One's own self, myself, &c.

Also H£3

.

"PW3a. (pT+ ^3) Not stormy.

Pl<flfo a. (from "Pr+ ^tf\5T3) Clean, com-

pletely emptied.

fi^Z a. (PT+STSI) Still, silent, without sound,

noiseless.

cs. (corrupt, of ?) Certain, sure,

determined, ascertained, true.

a. Slothful, negligent, dilatory.

Pfk^ a. (corrupt, of "pP^f ) Harsh, unfeeling,

cruel.

a. Slothful, indolent, lazy.

v. a. (caus. To cause to

weed (a garden or field).

(from ) A weeding-hook.

prf\5C3 v. a. (from "pT+ R. %f) To weed.

Roll s. (n. "PT+ Oll from R. v5t) The soaring

or flight of a bird.

pF3^*. (»i.) 1. The buttocks of a woman. 2.

The rump of an animal. 3. The prominent

parts of a mountain. 4. A gibbosity.

Pre5^^ a. (mfn. "pT^3^"+^) Situated on

the loins.

A woman with

large buttocks.

pT3Tt° ad. Always, constantly, continually,

perpetually.

One of the seven divisions

of Patala or hell. Wilson.

a. (mfn.) Much, excessive, ad. Sans.

(—^3°) 1. Excessively, exceedingly. 2. In-

deed, truly, really.

ad. (from Constantly, con-

tinually.

v. a. (from R. 5?Tl) To take, to choose.

a. (mfn. from prep. "PT+CD Wilkins' Gr.

§ 919) Continual, eternal, perpetual, ad. Sans.

(-Qj°) Eternally, continually. — v3l (f.) or

~~ (n Eternity> perpetuity, constancy.

pTaJ^f s. (-*%. *
r
"Pr^+^^T ) The

constant or daily duties of religion
;
indispensible

ritual observances. Also Pi CD"f3f^l1 (/.).

PTCUPTQ) ad. (fTO +fTO) Eternally, con-

stantly, perpetually.

a. (mfn.

Constantly performed to accomplish some ob-

ject. Carey.

^5^1rF +^t^) (In grammar) The first aorist,

the indefinite tense. Mohun P. p. 120.

Perpetual

youth. a. (mfn.) Always youthful, always

young.

pTc3*]o ad. Sans. (fTO+^f^T
) Constantly,

eternally, continually.

plOTf^ a. (mfn. f%W +P$f ) Ever perfect:

one of the predicates pertaining to the soul ac-

5 H 2
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cording to the tenets of the Jainas. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 552.

fWt^ s. (m. ftcD-f^lt^t) Eternal or

constant happiness and joy. a. (mfn.') Always

happy or joyful.

PlCUlRo) a. (mfn. ftcD + ^lPlCD) Eternal

and non-eternal.

a. Still, quiet.

ft k^L a. (ft" + p. pS) Breathless, lifeless.

ft^H a. CPf+W from Wl ) Merciless, un-

pitying.

fWTT ^. («. ft+T^ from R. ^) An

example, a pattern, an illustration, a descrip-

tion : the designation of the third member of a

complete syllogism according to the Nyaya sys-

tem. Trans. R.A.S. i. 116. Also SK)£^\ ;

A writing which

may be adduced by way of example. Carey.

a. (from f%^l
x
T*T) Illustrating, shew-

ing, pointing out, demonstrating.

a. (mfn.

Fit to be illustrated or exemplified
;
requiring

an explanation.

a. (mfn. from the caus.

of R. ^*1) Explained, illustrated, exemplified.

ft ^l 5
!^ a. (f*T + p. ^j) Immaculate, spotless.

lifter s. (m. from ft+ R. "R^) 1. Heat,

warmth. 2. The hot season (May and June).

3. Perspiration.

ftTTt^l^T s. (m. ftTfcr +^t^) The hot

season (May and June).

fWT s. (n. from f^+ R. Tfl) 1. A primary

cause. 2. Cessation of a primary cause. 3.

Purification, purity, accuracy, correctness. 4. A
wish for a reward or recompense for austere de-

votion. 5. Ascertainment of the causes of dis-

ease by observing its symptoms. Wilson, ad.

(Beng.~) At least, at the lowest.

Rkl^#W^ a. (ftim+^Tkl^r)
Alarmed about the symptoms of a disease.

ftTlt^ ! a. (ft +^t^l) Fearless, dauntless,

daring, harsh, severe, cruel.

"ft^ft s. (from fT5l ?) A spell used by house-

breakers, to lay all the inhabitants to sleep

when they are about to break into a house.

Carey.

fTftrH a. (mfn. ft" + ftrH from R. ft^
)

Smeared, anointed, plastered.

"pTft^l s.
(f.

from ftf^H) A sort of

prickly nightshade (Solanum Jacquini). Wilson.

ftfWf^FT s. (n. ft+Mxt^T from the

desiderative form of R.^t^) Profound medi-

tation.

ftft^ a. (mfn. ft +f^ from R. ft^) Or-

dered, commanded, directed.

ftl^Pl s. (m. from ft+R. 1. A com-

mand, a direction, an order. 2. Speech, utter-

ance. 3. Vicinity, proximity.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. fet) Fit to be

ordered or to be said.

s. (/.) Sleep. (Bang.) £^§¥>f v. a.

To go to sleep ; v. a. To sleep
;

-^tfsSUS v. a. To fall asleep
;
-^)tf^K3 v. a.

To break sleep, to awake.

ft ^ l^R a. (mfn. ftf5l +^") Producing sleep,

soporific, narcotic.

rowsiness,

sleepiness.

) Bed-time.

a. (from Soporific, narcotic.

ftmt°i a. (mfn. from 1. Asleep, sleepy,

drowsy. 2. Shut up, closed.
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Piy 'lRt^S a. (mfn. f^ETt + 3rRF3 )
Asleep,

drowsy, sleepy. Also f^TEftf^^ (mfn.").

s. An inclination to sleep, a falling

asleep.

The interruption of

sleep.

Fiyl^c. (;»/«. "ft^l+^rt^) Drowsy, sleepy,

slothful, lethargic, indolent.

a. (mfn. f^TS[1 + t^3) Sleeping, asleep.

(mn. from 1. Death, ex-

tinction, destruction. 2. Loss, decrease, detri-

ment. 3. The seventh lunar asterism reckoning

from that under which a person is born. 4.

Family, race, lineage. 5. (m.) The head of a

family.

(n. from 1. A receptacle

or vessel to hold any thing. 2. A treasure

:

applied especially to the nine treasures of Ku-

vera : see

MU a. Cpr +^") Blunt, dull.

(m. from 1. A treasure

:

applied especially to the treasures of Kuvera,

nine of which are enumerated, viz. Padma,

Mahcipadma, Sankha, Mdkara, Kachchapa,

Mukunda, Nanda, Nila, and Kharba : their

nature is not exactly defined, though some of

them appear to be precious gems
;
according to

the Tantrika system they are personified and

worshipped as demigods attendant either upon

Kuvera or upon Lakshmi the goddess of pros-

perity. 2. A thing found. 3. A receptacle, a

place of asylum or accumulation, as a treasury,

a granary, a nest, &c. ; also figuratively, as

s. (m.) A man who contains or is

endowed with many good qualities. 4. The

ocean. Wilson.

PQa. (fromfa+R.^ ) Pernicious, destructive,

ruinous. -31 s. Ruin, destruction.

"Pr^T s. (n. from 1%+ R. ^) 1. Agitation,

trembling. 2. Enjoyment, pleasure. 3. Coition,

copulation.

(n. from Sight, the act

of seeing.

"PPT s. A chisel.

(m. from f^T + R. A sound or

noise. Also

f^TTR" s. (n. from f^+ R. "ft) The perform-

ance of a ceremony, e. g. of obsequies to de-

ceased ancestors. Manu II. 172.

a. (mfn. from R. ftTKf ) Reproach-

ing, blaming, reviling, censorious.

R*K1 s. (n. R. fl"t^+ :3pT) Reproach, censure,

blame.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R.

Deserving to be blamed or reproached, con-

temptible. — ^31 (/.) or — "3" Contempti-

bleness.

f¥tfi s. (f. from R. TtTlJ Censure, reproach,

blame
;
calumny.

a. (m/w. R^l+^C) Deserving re-

proach or contempt.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f*tl^+^3)

1. Blamed, reproached, reviled. 2. Forbidden,

prohibited. 3. Low, vile.

v. a. (from R. ft"Ej To blame, to re-

proach, to revile.

a. (from R. ff^) Reproaching, reviling,

censuring.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "ftW+ TT) De-

serving reproach or contempt. — s3l (/.) or

— ^3" Contemptibleness.

s. (mn.) 1. A water-jar. 2. (m.) A plant

(Nauclea Cadamba).
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ad. Indeed, truly, really, entirely, exactly,

completely.

s. (m. from pT+ R. pi\) Reading, stu-

dying or lecturing ; the public recital of poems :

also fHU (m.).

PPf3 s. (from PT+ R. An overthrow, de-

struction, ruin, death.

"PPfaT s. (n. "pF+ ^fa^Tfrom R. ) The act

of falling.

Pprf33a. (mfn. "pT + *tf33 from R. ^)
Fallen, overthrown.

Ppff3S3 v. a. (frompT+R. To descend,

to fall.

PPlCUl s. (/. pT+ ^Ort from R.^ Twins'

GV. § 831) A falling in, on, or upon.

PPft3 s. (m. from pT + R. ^fe 1. A falling-

down, an overthrow, destruction, death. 2.

A particle, an indeclinable word. 3. An irre-

gularity in grammar. Mohun P. p. 122.

from the caus. of R.^) 1. The causing a downfall, an overthrow,

a knocking down. 2. (In grammar) An irre-

gularity, an exception.

a. (mfn. from the

caus. of R. ?fx£j Fit to be overthrown or cast

down.

a. (mfn. from the caus.

of R. ^f^) Cast down, overthrown, destroyed,

killed.

v. a. (from Pf+ thecal ofR.*f3)

To cause to descend or fall down.

a. (mfn. from the caus. of

R. ^t^) Capable of being overthrown or cast

down.

"Ppffa s. (n. "PT+ Hlrr from R. ) A watering-

trough. 2. A milk-pail.

pFjfl a. (mfn.) Skilful, clever, ingenious, emi-

nent, expert. —31 (/.) or —3" (n.) Clever-

ness, expertness.

v. a. (caus. of Prefers) To ac-

complish, to finish, to bring to a conclusion.

R<Ki'H a . (from f^^U3) Brought to a

close, finished, s. The bringing a thing to

a close.

pR"f\3C3 v. n. (from Pt"+ R. To be

finished, to come to a close.

pR"^ a. (mfn. pT+ 3"^ from R. 3<jj 1. Fixed,

tied. 2. Composed, written. 3. Discussed,

treated of in a written composition.

FR^F (™- t%+^ fiom R. ^Hj 1- Bind-

ing, restraint, confinement. 2. A treatise, a

part of a written composition. 3. A commen-

tary. 4. An obligation, a vow.

pR^T s. (n. pT+^pT) 1. The act of bind-

ing or confining. 2. The compiling of a work

from other writings. 3. Cause, origin, motive.

"pR^1 s . (-^ m. from pT + R. A com-

piler, the author of a collection or digest of

laws, &c. ; a lexicographer.

(/. frompT+ ^<T from R.^ ) A maiden,

an unmarried damsel.

pR3 I (from pT+ R. ^^) Cessation, re-

straint, the stopping or checking of any thing.

a. (mfn. from Pf+ R. ^*) Causing to

cease or to desist, stopping, checking.

f*i<v31 s. (n. pT +^3^ from R. <£T ) 1. The

causing a thing to cease ; the repealing a law.

2. A measure of land : a quadrangular piece

each side of which is twenty bamboo poles of

ten cubits each. Colebr. Alg. p. 2.

a. (mfn. from the caus.

of R. ^^) Caused to cease or desist, stopped,

checked.
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*. (n. from "pT+ R. ^) Killing,

slaughter.

R<*tf3 s.
(f.

from pT + R. ) A habitation,

a dwelling.

pl^g «. Naked . Also .

PRCs- (?w. from n+R. 3$^) A multitude, a

quantity, an abundance.

v. a. (from R. <Ti ) To extinguish

a lamp, to quench a fire. See

pRT3 Completion, accomplishment, con-

clusion.

a. (rnfn. ) 1. Out of the reach

of the wind or draught of the air ;
sheltered,

calm. 2. Secure, safe. 3. Accoutred in strong

mail, well armed.

ft^ks^ a. (rnfn. R«t\5-f-^5) Situated in a

sheltered place to which the wind or current of

the air has no access.

Out of the reach

of winds or blasts of air, calm, sheltered.

R<H s . (v. noun of pRtt^3) The blowing

out of a candle, the extinguishing of a fire.

See pR"FI .

f^H s . (m. from fa + R. An offering to

the manes of deceased ancestors.

from R. ^) Prevention,

hinderance, resistance.

ft< U<? a. (rnfn. + from R. ^) Pre-

venting, resisting, hindering.

R<tU°l s. («. "Pr +^°1 from R. \) Hin-

derance, opposition, resistance, restraint, pre-

vention.

a. (rnfn. fromf*T + R. ^) Resistible,

restrainable : proper to be restrained. Also

pRttf) (mfn.) -31 (/.) or („.) Re-

sistibility, preventibility.

1582

a. (rnfn. fromf^T + R. \) Hindered,

restrained, prevented.

v. a. (from Pf+ R. \) To stop, to

prevent, to hinder, to impede, to restrain.

PR1?T s . (m. f^ +^t^T from R. W^) A habi-

tation, a dwelling, a residence.

pRt^ a . (-P\\ rnfn. f^T^T+^T ) Re-

siding, dwelling, s. (rn.~) An inhabitant, a re-

sident.

a. (mfn.) 1. Coarse, gross, large. 2.

Thick, impervious. 3. Crooked-nosed.

v. n. 1. To be extinguished, to expire,

to go out (as a candle). 2. To last, to be suf-

ficient.

Prf^ a. {mfn. from "fr+R. "ft^jj Entered

into, devoted to, engaged in a thing, intent.

a. (mfn. Having

the heart engaged in any pursuit.

ft<l%a («. "R'+^te from R. C3>) 1. The

brdhmanical thread suspended round the neck,

in which manner it is worn on some occasions.

2. (mfn.} A veil, a mantle, a wrapper. Wilson.

R^3 (m/w. R" +^3 from R. ^) Covered,

concealed, veiled, surrounded, enclosed, en-

compassed, s. (w.) A mantle, a veil.

f^T5 «• <»• from "R+ R- ^) Ceased, de-

sisted, discontinued
;
stopped, hindered.

"pRTfil s. (f. "R +^fe from R. Cessa-

tion, a leaving off, repose, relaxation.

RT3T^ s, (m. fromR + f^T? ) One who repre-

sents, a remembrancer, a petitioner.

Rw^TJ s. (n. from R + R. f^) 1. The ap-

prizing any one of a thing, information. 2. A
representation, a petition, a request. 3. An of-

fering, a present.

A written

representation or request.
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a. (mfn. from Tn +the cans, of R.

Pi K^) Made known, announced, reported,

communicated, represented.

a. (mfn. from + the cans. ofR.falT)

Fit to be reported or communicated, proper to

be represented.

faR*1 s. (m. from "fa+ R. fa*jj 1. The enter-

ing into any thing, whether in a physical or

metaphorical sense. 2. Earnestness in, or de-

votedness to, a pursuit ; the being interested in

any thing. 3. The residence of a king or chief

;

a palace, a camp.

pK<"l<P a. (mfn. from fa + R. fa*t) 1. En-

gaging with the mind in an undertaking. 2.

Entering things into a writing. Carey.

fm¥t s. (n. fa+C^*H from R. ft^) 1.

Entrance, entering. 2. A house, a habitation.

3. An entry in an account or writing.

a. (mfn. fa+crpre from R. fa*L)
Devoted to, engaged in with the heart, de-

voted to.

fa^) a. {mfn. from fa + R. ^1) Similar, like:

used in comp. e. g. T>*5ff*T >s3 a. (mfn.') Similar

to the moon ; from t>*^ s. (m.) The moon,

+fa^.

fa^tl a. (fa + ^T3i ) 1 . Free from folds, plaits,

or wrinkles. 2. Pure, genuine, unmixed, unal-

loyed, unadulterated.

fa^\J a. (mfn. fa +^3 from R.^) 1. Private,

solitary, secret, lonely. 2. Modest, humble,

unpretending, unassuming.

fa^I s. (m.) A pin, a stake.

fa^ s . (corrupt, of fa^ ) A tree (Melia Aza-

dirachta).

fan^ s. (p. tl^j) Salt.

fan^^l^a. (p. JJUj) Loyal, submis-

sive, faithful, grateful.
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fan^^ft^l s . (from p. JJL>- Gratitude,

faithfulness, loyalty.

fan^tTtn (p. Ap, Disloyal, wicked,

evil, disobedient, perfidious, ungrateful.

(from p. CJUj) Ingrati-

tude, unfaithfulness, disloyalty.

fan<^fU (p. ^j) A subaltern, a menial

officer.

fan^tt^Tl a. (p. <uU Lj ) Half good, neither

good nor bad, middling.

fan^l a. (mfn. fa+ n£j from R. *F^) Sunk,

immersed, drowned.

(p. <tsrV) A small scymetar or sword,

a bow.

faS0ffa1 s. The elephant in chess. Carey.

fa^ s . (m. fa + n^[) A call, a summons, an

invitation. {Seng.) -^fal3 v. n. To invite.

fan^a. (mfn. from fa + R. *T^) Summoning,

calling, inviting.

fan^°1 s. (n. from fa + R. 3^) An invitation,

a summons.

tern, (n. from A writ-

ten summons or invitation.

fanfa^ a. (mfn. from fa + R. J^S) Invited,

summoned, called.

famr s . (m. from fa + R. fa ?) Exchange,

barter.

°" (
P

* \S°\)
Half satisfied, half

contented, not entirely pleased.

(p. <UJ) A garment, a sort of jacket.

(p. <uj) A kind of jacket.

(Lit. Half-sleeved.)

fafa^ s. (m. from fa+ R. fa?) 1. Cause,

source, occasion, instrumentality, motive. (Used
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in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.*) Hin-

dered, prevented, lit. occasioned by a hinder-

ance, from s. (w.) Hinderance, +f^T-

1*13). 2. A mark, a token, a sign. -31

(/.) or — s5 Causality, instrumentality.

"frf^S^5
a. (mfn. prf5E3+^) Caused, occa-

sioned : used in comp. e.

a. (tafnJ) Caused by ignorance, from

s. (n.) Ignorance, + Fritzs*.

faf^W s. («. f^S +^l^ !) An ef-

ficient cause. Trans. JR.A.S. i. 574.

f*rt*E3$U (m. faf^+ ^I^) (In grammar)

The infinitive mood.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of R Pl>3) For

the sake of, for the purpose of, on account of,

through.

Rpl*t s. (m. "Pr+f^from R. f^) A twin-

kling of the eye, a wink, a moment.

Pi^V^ a. (mfn. fromf^ + R. tft55

^) Closing

or shutting the eye. s. (wi.) A sphincter (in

anatomy).

fTOjpFT s. (n. from "PT + R. Sfl^) 1. A closing

or shutting of the eyes. 2. Death.

a. (mfn. from Pr + R. tfrlj Closed,

shut (as the eye).

f^U s. (f^T + ^1?) A plant (Cissampelos

hexandra, Roxb.}.

HPIvSJl a. Helpless, orphan, forlorn.

"pT^ s. (m. from f% + R. fOT ) A wink, a

twinkling of the eyes, a moment.

s. (n. from f%+ R. fe^) The shutting

or closing of the eye-lids.

"Pf^ a. (mfn. from "pT+R. 1^?) Deep, low,

profound, depressed, sunk. s. (w.) A declivity,

a slope. -31 (/.) or
(
n .) Lowness, depth;

a depression, a cavity.

f^TJpl a. (mfn. f%*^+*t )
Going deep, going

downwards, descending.

iH^tl 5. (/emire. of I^Fl) A river.

pi*~< s. (m.) A tree commonly called nimb or

neemb (Melia Azadirachta).

"PF^s&s. (m."pF^ + ;3^) The coral-tree (Ery-

thrina fulgens).

a. (mfn. from ft" + R. ) 1. Restrained,

checked. 2. Destined. 3. Incessant, continual.

faufo ^. (/. from f^T+ R. TPI) 1. Destiny,

good or bad fortune, luck. 2. Any regulation,

law, or injunction ; a religious duty.

s. (-^ ra. frompT + R. IP^) 1. A ruler,

a governor, a superintendant. 2. A charioteer,

a coachman. 3. (Beng.} A regulation, a re-

ligious obligation.

The office of a per-

son or thing which obliges or regulates. Carey.

a. (mfn. Unobstructed,

unrestrained, uncontrouled, free. —^1 (y.) or

— 0*0 Freedom from controul or restraint.

f%Tm s. (m. f^T+OT from R. TPJJ 1. A rule,

a regulation, a law. 2. A stipulation, a con-

tract, an agreement, a promise. 3. A religious

observance or penance practised voluntarily.

v. a. To form a resolution,

to resolve.

faWtS" s. (n, 'PrOT + 'lTr) 1. A written

agreement or stipulation, a treaty. 2. A written

regulation or law.

Pi H«H$3% s. (m. frlTO+^r) The breach of

a stipulation or contract : the interruption of a

religious observance.

a. (mfn. Regular,

duly settled, stipulated, fixed.

a. (mfn. fT +Tlf^ from R. XT^)

5 I
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Agreed upon, stipulated, promised
;

fixed, re-

gulated, covenanted.

f^T^TtsJ'T s. (n.) A causing to descend or to fall.

See "pFitFT.

PlUU s. (m. from 1% + R. TT^) 1. A rule, a

regulation. 2. A stipulation, an agreement, a

treaty. 3. A religious observance undertaken

voluntarily.

fl uV*4<P s. (m. from + IT^I ) 1. A sailor,

a boatman. 2. A helmsman, a pilot. 3. A
charioteer, a coachman. 4. A superintendent,

a ruler, a director, a regulator, a. (mfn.') Con-

trolling, superintending, regulating. — (f)
or —^ (n.) Superintendance, control.

a. (mfn. from f% + R. ^Jp^) h Appointed

to an office, commanded, authorized. 2. En-

gaged in, attached to, devoted to. —3l
(f.)

or —^ (n.) The being appointed to an office.

a. [mtn. "pf + TT^t^T from R. TO )

Constituting, appointing to an office.

(mn.) A million.

Pt tyjk s. (n.) Close fight, struggle without wea-

pons, pugilism.

1%Rt3^ a. (mfn. from "pT+ R. Tjjlj Fit to

be authorized or to be appointed to an office.

m. from f%+ R. One

who authorizes or appoints to office, a com-

mander.

s. (m. from Pf+ R. t^) 1. An injunc-

tion, an order, a command. 2. (In grammar)

The imperative mood. 3. Appointment, autho-

rity. 4. Zealous engagedness in a pursuit.

n Hindu

jurisprudence) The appointing ofa woman whose

husband is dead to his brother for the purpose

of raising up offspring for him. Carey.

f^OTtnl. a. (-PH mfn. fTOTfrl +f 1.

Appointed, directed, commanded, authorized.

2. Ordering, commanding. 3. Zealously en-

gaged in a pursuit.

f^Tin^) a . (mfn. from fa"+R. TO^ Wilkins'

Gr. § 723). Fit to be authorized or appointed.

a. (mfn. from f^T + R. ^4\^) Appoint-

ing, commanding, enjoining; authorizing.

fTOrt3P a. (mfn. from f% + R. TO ) Fit to be

appointed or authorized, s. (m.) A slave.

fTOlf3F3 a. (mfn. from f% + R. TO) Ap-

pointed, authorized, commissioned.

A particle, only used as a prefix, and im-

plying, 1. when prefixed to nouns, privation or

negation, e. g. Pirn a. (mfn.) Destitute of

smell or fragrance, from f^F^+^t^ s. (m.)

Smell, odour. 2. When prefixed to verbs or

verbal derivatives, separation, removal, as in

(n.) A coming or going out, from

(n.) Going, motion ; or cer-

tainty, assurance, intensity. The final is

changed into o , ^3^, or ^ according to

the initial letter of the word to which it is pre-

fixed : see Wilkins' Gr. § 38. 54-56.

"PR *! a. (mfn. p{\+^ *\
) Without a share,

not having a share. Also

mfn.).

a. (mfn. ) Unrestrained,

uncontrolled, unchecked. —^31
(f.)

— (n.)

Want of control
;

wilfulness, obstinacy.

a. (mfn. )
Untinged, un-

stained, pure. s. The casting of an idol into

the water after the season of its worship is ex-

pired. Carey.

f^R3 a. (mfn. from 1%+ R. ^T) 1. Pleased,

delighted. 2. Ceased, desisted, reposed.

a. (mfn.

Without a nasal sound ; not nasal.
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a. (mfn. f*R^f 4 ) 1. Without in-

tervals or interstices, continuous, uninterrupted.

2. Gross, coarse, ad. Sans. (— Conti-

nually, uninterruptedly. —^1 (/.) or —^ (n.)

Continuity, uninterrupted succession.

pR^H a. (mfn. pR^f^I^R"^) Without

intervals or interstices
;

solid, impenetrable, im-

pervious.

pR*T a. (mfn. pR[+ :3I^") Wanting food, with-

out nourishment.

a. (mfn. PR>3^H) 1. Not agreeing

with the context of a sentence. 2. Without off-

spring or posterity.

a. (mfn. ) Not ad-

mitting of further reduction by any common

divisor, reduced to the lowest terms (as two pro-

portionate numbers). Colebr.Alg. pp. 113. 330.

pR^RtH a. (mfn. pR^+3pWH ) Innocent,

guiltless, free from crime. Also prawn
mfn.).

ft^wtoi (/. in-

nocence, inoffensiveness.

pR^tiTs. (m. f^+SPilTT) Freedom from

detriment, loss, or calamity, security, safety.

pRP^ s. (mfn. ) Without ex-

pectation ; not expecting any thing from a per-

son, independent. — vll (/.) or —^ (n.) In-

dependence.

PRPW s. (/. Pr^+STTW) The absence

of expectation, independence.

pR3"a. (PT+ ^<T) Silent, quiet ; noiseless.

a. (mfn. pr^+^R^t*]) without

an opportunity, s. (m.) The want of an op-

portunity.

a. (mfn. Pr^+3$SF£) Uncon-

trolled, unmanageable, headstrong, self-willed,

independent.

a. (mfn.

parated from, not possessed of, not affected by.

a. (mfn. pT^+ 5jp ) Not low or

mean
;
blameless, faultless, perfect.

"pR^fil a. (mfn. Without

bounds or limits, unlimited.

"pR3TR a . (mfn. ft^+SI^TR) Without

limbs or members, without component parts
;

inorganic, simple. — v3l (/.) or —3 (w.)

A want of limbs or component parts.

a. (mfn. PlR+^^R^T) Not

relying, not depending on any thing, s. (ra.)

Want of reliance, want of a person or thing to

depend on.

f£N'<MMt a. (-^\mfn. pR^+S^R
+ <*[^) Not depending on, not relying upon.

PRR a. (PR^+3IR) Without water, des-

titute of water.

f*RH s. (m. "pT^+^Iir from R. 3f) Hell.

PRSPI s. (n. F^+OT^) The going out or

away.

a. (mfn. f%T+3FT^) Without a bolt

or hinderance, unobstructed, unrestrained, un-

checked.

a. (mfn. ) Useless, to no pur-

pose, vain, unprofitable.

a. (mfn. pWl+^) 1. To no purpose,

useless, vain, unprofitable. 2. Having no mean-

ing, insignificant. — ^31 (/.) or — Use-

lessness, vanity, insignificance.

pR^W a. (mfn. "Pf^+SFTT) Not idle, not

remiss, not indolent
;

diligent.

pR^Ta. (f^T +^T) Without juice or essence
;

dry, insipid.

pR^R s. (n. PiR+3FR) (Lit. A throwing

out or away: hence) 1. Rejection, denial, con-

tradiction, refutation. 2. Destroying, killing.

5 I 2
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a. {mfn. f^R+^rg) 1. Thrown out,

c ast away, sent off. 2. Discharged (as a mis-

si le weapon). 3. Deserted, abandoned, for-

saken, destitute. 4. Refuted, denied, rejected,

deterred. 5. Assuaged, calmed, appeased,

desisted.

f^R^S a. (mfn. + Without weapons

or arms.

a. {mfn. ) Free from

arrogance or pride, humble, modest, s. (m.)

Modesty, humility.

f*l«^<j>Ut a. (-1k\mfn. "pR+^AR^U
is—

_

+ Free from pride or arrogance, humble,

modest.

a. {mfn. 315^3) Not grown

arrogant or proud.

f^^t^: ! s. (n. ft^+^lfWl) Expul-

sion, removal, rejection, refutation, opposition,

abrogation, setting aside, preventing.

pRt3>f^W a. {mfn. + 3J*i + from

R. ^) Expelling, removing, rejecting, refuting,

obstructing, opposing. Wilkins' Gr. § 821.

rRl^tl^ a. {mfn. from f^+^t<F^1
)

Satisfied, contented, free from desire. Also

mfn.^j.

"RrM^I s. (/. t^+^I't^tS^I) Con-

tentment, satisfaction, the being without a wish

or desire.

a. {mfn. ) Without a

form or shape, incorporeal, not having a bodily

frame. As. Res. xi. 103.

a. {mfn. f^^4-^[1 +^3) Driven

away, expelled, removed, rejected, refuted, ob-

structed, opposed.

pRl^ft s.
If. ft^+ ^Ti + fft) 1. Expul-

sion, removal, rejection, opposition, obstruction.

2. (1%^+"3U^f3) The want of a form or

shape, a. (?w/n.) 1 . Shapeless, without form.

2. Not having gone through a regular course

of study, especially not having duly studied the

vedas.

Pram a. {mfn. Not approach-

ing, not coming near. s. (m.) The not ap-

proaching, a not coming.

pRttTte a. {mfn. f^+3TTl>"R) Not con-

forming himself to established usages, lawless,

corrupt, barbarian.

a. Close, solid, firm, without holes or

interstices.

Without fear or

apprehension, secure, safe.

a. {mfn. Without a

receptacle or locus in quo, without a fulcrum

or support.

1%T$Tte1 a. (from f^+^lWS) Without a

termination or stoppage, incessant.

f^Rt^ s. (contract, of f^f^t^T^^ )
Ninety-

nine.

a. {mfn. )
Joyless, with-

out mirth, sad, sullen, s. (?«.) The absence of

joy, sadness, sullenness, gloom.

pRPlX s. (f.
3TPf^) Freedom from

calamity or misfortune ;
welfare, security, safety.

f^RWH a. {mfn. f^f+^HtH from R.^)
Without disturbance or perturbation.

pRtmT a. {mfn.Pi\+^^) Free from sick-

ness or disease, healthy, well. s. (m.) 1. A
wild goat. 2. A hog, a boar.

1%Ttf^ a. {mfn. Without

flesh, excluding flesh or meat.

f^TTt^i a. {mfn. f^+^lt^ ) Without arms

or weapons.

pKi*VU a. {mfn. f*R>^lHU) 1. Without
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a habitation or domicile. 2. Desert, unin-

habited.

fWteP a. (mfn. pT^+3Tt*TO) Not sloth-

ful, not indolent, not relaxing
;
diligent, zealous.

s. (to.) Absence of sloth or indolence
;

zeal, ac-

tivity, diligence.

ad. Privately, secretly, in secret. Also

PrKto .

pRt*1 a. (mfn. pT^+3H*fl) Without hope,

desponding, despairing
;
disappointed.

Prelum a. (mfn. Without

an asylum or place of refuge. 2. Without a

meaning, scope, object, or intention, s. (m.)

The want of an asylum, or of a scope or object.

PjTPTi s. (f. PR + 3TM1) Hopelessness, de-

spondency, despair.

pRt^R s. (n. pR^^T^R) 1. A throwing

out, a casting away. 2. Rejection, refutation,

contradiction. 3. Destruction, slaughter.

R<kl3" a. (mfn. pR^+^l^U ) Without

food, abstaining from food, fasting, s. (m.)

Abstinence from food, a fasting.

f*l <]3$<? a. (mfn. Pl"^+W<p from R.

Looking at, seeing, viewing, observing.

pT^Fl s. (n. pR>3^Fl ) The act of looking

at or observing a thing
;
view, sight, observation.

f^Rt^W5
! s. (R4^ from pR+R.^

,

+ C^*1 ) The equator.

rf^^s. (p. ^.y) 1. The price of a commodity

(fixed by the officers of police), market-price,

current price. 2. A tariff, a price-current.

s. (w.) The body of a plough. Also

Pr^ («.).

Destitute of a

lord or god, denying the existence of a god.

Denial

of the existence of a god, atheism.

fWW^Wt a. (-fH mfn. pRtt
<^tf£l*i^) Denying the existence of a god,

atheistical.

. iWtt^^S^ s. (m. pRW^+^lt))
The atheistical school or sect of Sankhya phi-

losophers. Trans. R.A.S. i. 25.

a, (mfn. from fo^-hWd) Without de-

sire or emotion, not stirring, quiet, peaceable,

calm.

pF^ a. (mfn. . Not spoken, not

said, not declared. 2. Obscure, obsolete, s.

(w.) One of the vedangas, being an explana-

tion of obsolete and obscure words occurring in

the vedas, by Yaska. As. Res. vm. 395. Also

pRFf^F s. (/.) As. Res. i. 341.

pT^S^a. (jra/ra.pR^+&33") Without a reply,

having no answer to give.

fH3\3t*j a , (mfn. PR"+ &3"H) Free from heat,

anger, or passion, calm, cold.

a. (mfn. Pf+33^ from R. 3^) Re-

strained, obstructed, hindered, prevented.

a. (mfn. ) Without per-

plexity or sorrow, s. (m.) Freedom from sor-

row or distress.

pT^Tfrl a. (mfn. P^j-$W*F\) Without

exertion or labour.

a. (mfn. Free from

hostile attacks or ravages, peaceful, secure. 6-.

Tranquillity, peace, security.

pT^faa.(pR>3*jf*l) Bold, fearless
;
safe,

secure.

a. (mfn. Incomparable,

peerless, matchless.

Impar-

tiality.

pT^iTTfcft a. (-1%% mfn. pR+^RfH
+^L) Impartial.

Pr
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a. (mfn. Without odour or

smell, not fragrant, scentless.

Pt*l*bH s. (n. f^+St^T) Slaughter, killing.

going out, a depar-

ture ; a coming forth, an issue ; an outlet.

The going away,

departure.

ft^ifow v. a. (from "pR^-R. 1^) To dis-

solve, to melt.

pF§°\ a. (mfn. f^+^°i) 1. Without (good)

qualities
;

useless, worthless. 2. Without a

string (said of a bow). —3l (f.) or —W (n.)

Uselessness, worthlessness.

s. (f.) A plant (Vitex trifolia and V.

Negundo). Also f^T^^l (/.).

f^f-Sfrs. (n. p\\+5$*^) Slaughter, killing.

(from ) 1. A thorough

investigation. 2. A table of contents, a sum-

mary, a list. Also

fWF3 s. (m. f^+^HsJ from R. ^) 1. A
violent gust of wind. 2. A severe blow, a

thunder-stroke, a. Very violent, very hurtful,

destructive.

) A loud noise, the

sound of a trumpet.

a. (mfn. f^R+3FT) Without people,

without inhabitants
;

solitary, desert.

ad. Sans, (locat. case of f*10l*1 ) In a

solitary place, secretly.

f==RPT s. (m. P\\+^) A complete conquest.

"pRR a. (m/rapRT+ 3R"1) 1. Not subject to

old age and decay, immortal, imperishable.

2. (from f*T^+R. ^) Extinguishing sin or

guilt. Trans. R.A.S. i. 552.

a. (mfn. P^r^M) Without a

help or expedient, remediless.

s. (f. f^+S^+SW) Respect,

regard.

a. (corrupt, of from

1. Shapeless, formless. 2. Unreal, false, non-

existent. Trans. R.A.S. i. 563.

a. (mfn. f*T + <!P| + <F) Contriving, ar-

ranging, directing, ordering, determining.

Iwh s. (n. "Pr+^Ph from R. The

arranging, settling, or determining of any thing

;

investigation, doubt, discussion, the laying down

a rule or precept.

a. (mfn. from ft + R. Wkj) Re-

quiring to be settled, arranged, or determined

by a regulation or rule ; fit to be ascertained or

established. Also IWlltC (mfn.) and f^T-

(mfn.).

a. (mfn. from PT+ R. <Pt) Settled,

arranged, regulated, determined, fixed, ascer-

tained.

pT^f^ s. (f. f^R +^f3) 1. Misfortune, ca-

lamity. 2. Gentleness, mildness, meekness.

3. (m.) A demi-god, the ruler of the south-

west quarter.

a. Solid, compact. Tardchand Ch.

faretH s. (m. f^+CTfH from R. ^) 1.

Obstruction, hinderance, prevention, restraint

;

the besieging of a fortress. 2. Destruction, loss,

detriment.

PfratS^ a. (mfn. P\ + (7xX^ from R.

Obstructing, preventing, checking, hindering,

restraining.

f^TvS a. (m>.'pT^+ st^) Gone out, gone away,

gone forth, gone through. (Beng.) —3~<C£3

v. a. To come forth.
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TOFT a. (mfn. pT^+3FT) Without water.

s. (to.) A desert, a waste.

fl^n^RflSEfil s. (f f^n+^TTplt) The

name of a strict fast on the eleventh day of the

first half of the month Jyaisht'ha. As. Res.

in. 283.

a. (mfn. Vanquished,

overcome.

f^f^f^nm^ s . (m.f^f^+tfer+
ne who has subdued all his senses or

passions, a saint.

Lifeless, weak, i

languid, inanimate, faint, weak.

PR3P a. (mfn. Pf^+v5*T) Without a bowstring:. :

(m. from water-fall, a

cascade, a torrent, a spring.

from 1. A deduction,

an. inference, a conclusion, a demonstration.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 117. 2. Accuracy, precision.
j

person

who ascertains or demonstrates a matter.

R]1*14? a. (mfn. from f^R+R. *f\) Ascertain-

ing, determining, demonstrating.

a. (mfn. from ) Purified,

cleansed, cleared, corrected.

a. (mfn. from Deduced,

proved, demonstrated, established by argument.

(m. from pRT+ R. fT^fj A washer-

man.

Pfffel (-^ m. pR^-f from R. *ft)

One who demonstrates or proves.

f^TXT a. (mfn. from pR^+Wl) Without pity

or mercy, unfeeling, cruel, harsh, severe, bar-
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barous. — \?1 (/.) or —^ (n.~) Cruelty, seve-

rity, hardheartedness.

fiBPrt s. (f. Pf^+Wl) Cruelty, severity,

hardheartedness.

f*rf^P^ a. (mfn. from ffi^+R. ft*3j Pointed

out, determined, fixed upon, described, shewn.

— \3l (f) or — ^3" (ra.) The being pointed out

or fixed upon.

. A pointing out, a

description, an exhibition. 2. An order, a com-

mand. 3. A determination. 4. A testimony.

a. (mfn. from

Pointing out, exhibiting, shewing, describing.

2. Commanding, ordering. 3. Bearing a testi-

mony, s. (to.) A witness.

Rl^R" s. (n. from Pi\+ R.W%) The pointing

out, shewing, describing, or proving a thing.

a. (mfn. from PR1+R. ft
2

!) Fit

to be pointed out, to be shewn, proved, or de-

scribed. Also FUlrt (mfn.).

a. (mfn. Without a fault,

free from defect, blameless, faultless, innocent.

fttflWl a. (-f§\mfn.
Innocent, blameless, faultless.

a. (mfn. from

+ ^•3) Cleared from guilt, declared not guilty.

a. (mfn. Without wealth, in-

digent, poor. — ^31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Poverty,

want.

f^T^f a. (mfn. f^+^f) Without religion

or law, irreligious, illegal, immoral, unrighteous.

s. (m.) Irreligion, injustice.

from R. <3
)
Accuracy,

certainty, ascertainment, o. Free from debt.
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f^ti<<P a. (mfn. from f*F^+ R. <| ) Arranging,

settling an affair with accuracy.

s. (n. from "PRI+R. <^) The deter-

mining or ascertaining a thing ; the settling a

bargain ; an agreement, an arrangement.

a. (mfn. from

termined, ascertained, settled, agreed upon,

arranged, covenanted.

fMrPfc a. (mfn. from "PR+ R. <^) 1. Fit to be

ascertained, settled, or arranged. 2. Acting

with firmness and courage
;

energetic, active.

— \3l s. (/.) or —^ (n.) The capability of

being ascertained or determined, ascertaina-

bility.

a. (mfn. from "PRT+R. ^) Shaken out,

driven out, cast out, rejected, abandoned, de-

serted by relatives or friends.

a. (mfn. Smokeless.

a. (from "pR^-^FtH^) Without a name

or honour.

a. (mfn. Without cer-

tainty, not established.

a. (mfn. pR>3°*j) Without family

or lineage. Also (Beng.) pT^fW

.

pT^^T s. (n. 1%^+^^) A speaking, a de-

scribing, a reporting, a relating.

fn^.OltST a. (mfn. from f^+R.3^) Ca-

pable or fit to be related, proper to be said or

uttered.

(from f%^+R. ) A speaking, a

relation, a description, an account.

v. a. (from pf^f R. ) To speak

out, to say, to tell, to relate.

s. (m. from PR1+R. <^ ) 1. Seizure,
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bondage, captivity. 2. Obligation. 3. Strong-

attachment to or tenacious pursuit of an object.

ftS&ft a. (-IW^mfn. I. In-

tent upon any thing, tenacious in the pursuit of

a thing
;
resigning worldly enjoyments for spi-

ritual knowledge. 2. Loosed from an obligation.

pT^t°l s. (n. from "pf^+R. ^) Gift, do-

nation.

"PPTIPT s. (n. pR>3HFT) Sight, the act of

seeing.

ppf$*°i s. (n. fromf^+R. ^) Slaughter,

killing.

Pp^*T a. (mfn. pT^+^T) Without strength,

feeble.

a. (mfn. from "pT^+R. 3t3T) Not flow-

ing, stagnant.

Pr^°1 s. (n. pR^Sf from R. The

development of a drama, a catastrophe, a con-

clusion. Also "Pr^^tl (/.).

v. a. (caus. To cause

to speak, to interrogate, to choose, to select.

fWH a. (mfn. Pr^+TFT from R. 31 Wil-

kins' Gr. § 692) Blown out, extinguished (as

a lamp)
;
extinct, gone out, departed, defunct.

s. (rc.) 1. Repose, calmness, quietness. 2. The

total emancipation of the individual soul from

matter and from the necessity of reiterated birth

:

its reabsorption in the divine essence being con-

sidered as the highest degree of perfection and

of eternal bliss. Trans. R.A.S. i. 566. 3.

Disappearance, departure. 4. Union, the blend-

ing of things together. 5. The bathing of an

elephant (because he first draws in the water

with his trunk and then blows it out over his

body). 6. Empty space, a vacuum. 7. In-

structing in science.
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a. (mfn. f^+3"t\3) 1. Without wind,

calm, still, not windy. 2. Blown out.

fMrfa s. (m. from R. <TF ) 1. Cen-

sure, reproach, blame. 2. Rumour, report. 3.

Decision of a controversy, a declaration. 4. Ab-

sence of altercation or dispute.

fMft*l s. (m. frompT^+R. Offerings

to the manes of deceased ancestors.

fMrW s. (n. from pR^+R. ^L) 1. A gift,

a donation, an offering. 2. Killing, slaughter.

v. a. (from f^R\f R. Z*l) To kill,

to put out, to cause to extinguish.

pP$t€> a. (mfn. from "pR^+R. ^) Acting

fearlessly, daring, dauntless.

fMffcr s. (m. ft^+^ftT) Expulsion, banish-

ment.

f^t7^ s. (n. f^+^t^PT) 1. Banishment,

expatriation, exile. 2. Killing, slaughter. 3.

Injuring, hurting. a. (mfn. from

Without a choice, indifferent, unde-

cided.

ft"^^ s. (fromPRT+ R. ) 1 . A sufficiency,

a competent provision or supply. 2. The ma-

nagement of a thing. 1. To suffice,

to supply a person. 2. To be effected, to be

brought about.

a. (mfn. from fH^+R.^) Supply-

ing, providing for any one. s. (m.) One who

provides for others, a manager. Also

(-fk\mfn.).

fMrte^Tl s. (fMft^ +^l) A difficulty in

procuring a livelihood.

(n. from "PR^+R.^F) The con-

clusion of a fable, the catastrophe of a drama.
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"pT^t^ a . (mfn. fr0m "PR+R. 3T) Sup-

pliable.

Prf^W a. (mfn. pR^+f^^R) Without

alteration or change
;
uniform, immutable.

"pTp^f a. (mfn. PH^+1<%j) Without impe-

diments or obstacles, without interruption from

malignant beings (as a sacrifice)
;
secure, safe.

t^f^t a. (mfn. pT^+f^ from R. f^t) Un-

conscious, overcome with pain or sorrow, sense-

less. —^1 (y.) or — (w.) Unconsciousness.

a. (mfn. R^+f^R^) Indiscreet,

thoughtless.

a. (mfn. ) Without

interruption or strife, peaceable, quiet, calm.

Also RP<(.<1^1 (-f^ mfn.} s. (m.)

Freedom from strife, peace.

a. (mfn. ) Free from poison

or venom.

pTp€w a. (mfn.P\+ (<^U) Detached from

sensual objects and feelings.

Prf^kl s. (femin. of Plf^) A plant (Cur-

cuma zedoaria).

Pff*3^t s. (from A sort of grass (Kyl-

lingia monocephala). Hort. Ben. p. 5.

Pif^t a. (mfn. Pf^+f^ from R. ft^)
Earned, gained by husbandry or as hire or

wages.

a. (mfn. 1. Not manly,

not heroic, cowardly. 2. Destitute of men or

of male relations.

ft
<<l<i s. (femin. of A childless

widow.

pT\ff a. (mfn. P\+^f%) Without sense or

intellect, witless, foolish, dull. s. (/.) Want

5 K
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of intellect, dullness, folly. — sSl (/.) or —

^

(rc.) Dullness, senselessness.

"3 a. (mfn. from f*T^+R. <T) Easy, happy,

prosperous.

f^fi? s. (/. f^R^^fe from R. <T) 1. Cessa-

tion, repose, rest. 2. Completion, conclusion.

3. Death. 4. Final emancipation of the soul

from the necessity of individual existence ; eter-

nal beatitude. 4. Election.

f¥f3 a. (mfn. "pRT + <[3l from R. ) 1.

Ceased, desisted, discontinued. 2. Finished,

completed, accomplished.

PP^fts. (/."PRj-^f§) 1. Cessation, stop-

page, a ceasing. 2. Completion, accomplish-

ment. 3. Final beatitude and emancipation

from evil. See

f^p|f^ s. (f. pR>^f%) A want of rain.

f^WPFT a. (mfn. C^K^ ) 1. Free from

pain. 2. Without sensation, insensible.

f^t^l s. (m. PpT+OT from R. f^J 1.

Hire, wages. 2. Enjoyment. 3. Eating. 4.

Fainting, swooning, syncope. 5. Marriage.

a. (mfn. Ignorant, silly,

dull.

pS&ll a. (mfn. from f^^+^M) Free from

pain.

) A hole, a chasm.

fM^lf^ a. (mfn. f^+37tf^ ) Sound, healthy.

5. (/.) Freedom from disease, health.

PffJ¥ a. (mfn. f%^+f^ + §"fr from R.
)

Abandoned, deserted, forsaken, s. (w.) An

approved occupation.

f^f°1 a. (mfn. pR^+tpi) Without a wound,

uninjured.
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a. (mfn. f%^+^I) Fearless, bold, un-

daunted, intrepid.

a. (mfn. Much, excessive.

ad. Sans. (—^T°) Excessively, very much.

s. (rc.) 1. Pith, essence. 2. A prop, a fulcrum,

any thing to depend on
;

reliance, dependance.

Desponding, hope-

less.

f%€^7FT s. (n. from PR^+R. Cen-

sure, blame, reproach.

a. (mfn. from

Censured, blamed, reviled, reproached.

(n. from PR^+R. The being

deprived of a share in a thing.

Freedom from

care, or anxiety.

pll^H s. ("pR^+C^t^) Free from mistake

or error.

f*[*3$^f^ «•
(
mfn - PR^V5^) Not sel-

fish, disinterested.

a. (mfn. pRT+ SITl) Sober, not intoxi-

cated, s. (m.) An elephant out of rut.

pRm a. (mfn. pR^STO) 1. Not one's own,

not appropriated. 2. Not selfish. 3. Severe,

cruel. -31 (/.) or —J (n.) 1. The not be-

longing to any one. 2. Cruelty.

PpTOitl4 a. (mfn. pR^+Wt^) Without re-

gard or respect.

Pp^H a. (mfn. pR^f 1!^) Without impurity,

clear, pellucid, limpid, pure. — ^31 (/.) or —

^

(ra.) Clearness, purity.

pF^fl. s. (from pF5^) A particular seed

(Strychnos potatorum).

v. a. (from Pr>r.*tI) To form, to

frame, to build, to make.
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pr4t°l s. (n. from f"T^+ R. 311)1. The making

or fabricating of any thing ; formation. 2.

Pith, marrow, essence. 3. Fitness, propriety,

v. a. To mould, to make, to form,

to fabricate.

f^fdl s. (-^ m. from f^+R. SI) One

who makes or fabricates any thing, a workman,

a fabricator, an architect.

causev. a. (from f^+R. Hi) To

a thing to be made.

pfU«flii<P a. (mfn. from f^+R. *Ti) Making,

forming, fabricating. Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.} Making arms or weapons,

from s. (n.} A weapon, +

a. (from Unfeeling,

heartless, pitiless.

ft**fN) s. (n. from Pf^+SI^) 1. Cleanness,

purity, clearness. 2. The remains of an offer-

ing made to a deity, a. (mfn.} Pure, clean,

clear.

a. (mfn. from PT^+PKS) Made, fa-

bricated, made out of : used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.} Made of wood, from

3% s. (n.) Wood, +fTp^3.

(f. from f^+R. 3X1) Fabrication,

the making of any thing out of a raw material.

a. (mfn. f^^+ 3J^) Liberated, set

loose, set free, loosed, detached, disentangled.

s. (m.) A snake who has recently cast off his

old slough.

f^&T a. (mfn. "pR +^T) Without a root

or origin. —^R£3 v. a. To extirpate, to era-

dicate.

Pii^VL a. Urtt for Without fat.
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f^TOH a. (mfn. from f^R+ (*$t1 ) Without

sagacity, dull, stupid.

f^jfe s . (m. from R. TO ) \ The

slough or skin cast off by a snake. 2. Armour,

mail. 3. Release, liberation, the setting loose.

4. Sky, heaven, the atmosphere.

H'fe$°i a. (mfn. f^+XT^ ! ) Without re-

straint, uncontrouled, unchecked, self-willed,

obstinate.

(n. from 1. A going

out or forth, departure. 2. Final liberation of

the soul from matter : see fWfa . 3. The

outer corner of an elephant's eye.

s. (n. from f^+R. TT^) 1. Pay-

ment of a debt, the restoring of a thing depo-

sited. 2. A gift, a donation. 3. Revenge. 4.

Slaughter, killing.

ffcl$p s. (m. from "pR + R. TF^?) A decoc-

tion, an infusion
;

any juice extracted from

vegetable substances
;
gum, resin, mucus, a.

Firm, close, positive.

PtwK s. (m. fromf^R+R.W ?) 1. A head-

ornament, a crest, a chaplet. 2. A decoction, a

juice extracted from vegetable substance. 3. A
door, a gate. 4. A pin or bracket projecting from

a wall to hang any thing upon. Wilson.

a. (mfn. from + Shameless,

impudent, immodest, obscene. — "31 (y.) or

— (») Impudence.

ft^l s. (/. f^+^1) Impudence, shame-

lessness, indecency, obscenity.

) Unconnected with.

ffljsnjt a. (m>.f^+f^1) Free from worldly

desires.

a. (mfn. Not greedy, not

covetous.

5 K 2
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a. (mfn. Pr<r + C^Tta ) Free from greedi-

ness or covetousness, satisfied, contented, s. (m.)

Freedom from desire or covetousness, content-

ment, satisfaction.

P^ s. (m. from Pf^+R. "§) A taking off

or away
; extraction, eradication, evacuation

;

combustion.

"R<Ut a. (-f^\ m/n . f^T^R+t\) Fra-

grant, having a widely spreading odour.

a. (mfn. from p[^+ ) Without

cause or reason.

s. (to. from pT^+R. Sound, noise.

PflfPT a. (mfn. from pR^-R. Undi~

minishable, inexhaustible.

m.) A house, a domicile, a habitation.

n. from Absorption.

pFTt^i a. (pT + from ^l1) Impudent,

shameless.

An auction-sale.

a. (tojT/i. from Surrounded,

encompassed, embraced, wrapped up.

pP^ 5. (/.) Night. See PHI

.

S . (n. from Pf + R. *^ ) The act of

hearing or of seeing.

PH1 s.
(f.)

1. Night. 2. (Sew^r. from a. Li?)

The making good of an injury or damage ; res-

titution, compensation.

PHtos. (m. PHl + 3^") The moon. (Lit.

The maker of night.)

PlHT^ s. (m. pHl+"5^") (Lit. One who

moves about during the night: hence) 1. A
Rakshasa or goblin. 2. A nocturnal animal.

3. A watchman. 4. A thief.

(femin. of pHt^-) 1. A female

goblin. 2. A prostitute.

pHt3 a. (mfn. from Pf + R. C*tt) Sharpened,

whetted.

(m.) See

(p. ^lu) Colours, a flag, a standard,

a badge, a sign.

(P'JiJj) ^lu) A standard-

bearer, a flagstaff-bearer.

PHll^^Ut s . (from jf.J^j
Uj} The office

of holder of the flag or colours.

(from p. (jlij) 1. A mark, a sign, a

badge, a flag. 2. A good marksman.

PHW s. (m. pPTl + 313") 1. The termination

or end of the night. 2. (rc. pT+ Tt^" from

R. An abode, a dwelling, a house, a.

(mfn.
s

) Quiet, patient, tranquil.

The moon. (Lit.

The lord of night.)

s. (m. PH1 + *|1^) A watchman.

Night.

PHM^I ad. (from PHl^) At night-fall.

(n. from + R. n^) Looking at

or listening to a thing.

PHW s. (rc. from pT+R. ^) Slaughter,

killing. ^

PHRtfsJ s . (corrupt, of Pf*t1 +Ttft") Night.

Sabda S. p. 363.

Turmeric (Cur-

cuma longa and C. xanthorrhiza).

PfPl ad. Sans, (locat. case of Pi"^) By night,

at night-time.

PTPK? a. (mfn. Pr + f*K5 from R. C*fl) Whet-

ted, sharpened, ground, s. (ra.) Iron.

Pr*ft*l s. (m. frompT'l) 1. Midnight. 2. Night.

(/. from PPl) Night.
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PPjfe s. (from pT+ R. *ft?) Sound sleep.

pT^rJ^N" a. (mfn. pR^+T>^T) Immoveable,

steadfast, firm.

(m. from pR+ R. fU) Decision, de-

termination, ascertainment, certainty.

v. a. To ascertain ; v. a. To

affirm : v. a. To know precisely, to

be certain of a thing.

An affirmation,

an asseveration.

pPS5^ a. (mfn. fa^+TJ^ from R. Im-

moveable, stationary, fixed, steadfast.

f^'^FT a. (pR+ 'fr^T) Not usual, not cur-

rent.

a. (mfn. from Ascer-

taining, investigating, determining, deciding.

Prf*k3 a. (mfn. pRl+f&3 from R. fl>) As-

certained, investigated, determined, certain.

Thoughtless,

careless, unconcerned, unthinking.

Ptrb^ a. (mfn. from pR^-CS^I) Without

motion, devoid of exertion.

Prf*W a. (pR^ffe) Without holes, per-

fect, faultless.

PP^frT s. (m. frompT+ R. Breath, respi-

ration : v. a. To

breathe.

The

inhalation and expiration of breath.

pT^fl s. (m. pT+^) 1. Association, union.

2. A quiver.

PWft a. (-Pfl^mfn. PWfl+t^) Armed
with a bow and quiver, s. (m.) An archer, a

bow-man.

a. (mfn. from Pf+ R. Dejected, sad.

m.) The first of the seven musical notes

:

see PT^I .

R<W1 s. (f from f^+R. *\\) 1. A retire-

ment, a place of retirement. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 831. 2. A market.

m.) Mud, mire.

(»&•) 1. The name of a range of moun-

tains, described as lying immediately north of

the Himalaya. 2. A country in the south-east

division of India.

s. (m. from pT+R. 3T\) The name of

one of the degraded castes among the Hindus,

the offspring of a Brahman by a Sudra woman.

Mann x. 8. 39. 48. As. Res. v. 57. 2. The

first of the seven musical notes in the Hindu

system. As. Res. ill. 68. ix. 451.

pRTtft a. ( -PrT ™. pT+R. ^fCt) The keeper

or driver of an elephant.

a. (mfn. from PT+ R. PTH.) Forbidden,

prohibited. —^1 (/.) or —^ (ra.) Prohibited-

ness.

pT^pPT s. (n. from Pf+ R. :3^1T) Killing,

slaughter. Sometimes used in compounds of

the class called Bahuvrihi, e. g. ^*^IT -

Pr^prT s.
(
m.) The slayer of Bala and Vri-

tra, an epithet of Indra, from < cr
l + +

Prwr.
K

P\l^ s. (m. from Pf+ R. PT^) 1. The

impregnation of the uterus. 2. A ceremony

performed at the time of conception. See

PTOH s. (m. frompT+ R. P^) Prohibition,

prevention, exclusion, restriction.

a. (mfn. from Pf+ R. P&b.) Exclu-

ding, prohibitive, preventive.

pT^tt5i s. (m. pH^H+^PJ) (In grammar

)

The prohibitive mood. Mohun P. 125.
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a. (?«/«. from Pf+ R. Requiring

to be prohibited, fit to be excluded or prevented.

PTTO ! s. (from "pT + R. C^RT) 1. Attendance.

2. The taking of medicine.

Root, x. To measure, to

weigh.

(mn.^ 1. A weight of gold, applied how-

ever to different quantities : it is considered as

synonymous with the dinura of thirty-two rattis,

with the karsha or suvarna of sixteen mashas,

with the pala of four or five suvarnas, and with

the larger pala or dinara which is sometimes

reckoned at one hundred and eight and some-

times at one hundred and fifty suvarnas. 2.

Gold in general. 3. Any ornament of the

breast. 4. An ornament of the neck. Wilson.

a. (mfn. Free from

thorns, without trouble or pain, without im-

pediments.

a. (mfn. f^R^+ <£^") Exempt from taxes

or tribute.

Pi^ETl a.{-^\mfn. ) Having

no work or employment, idle. Also f%&<3
55:IlT-

(mfn.'j and

(m. from R. 1. A draw-

ing out or forth. 2. Ascertainment, evidence,

proof ; a decision. 3. Preferment, appointment

to an office.

fiwH s. («• from'pR^+R. <jf^) The settling

or arranging of a thing, a division.

a. (mfn. "Pf^+<pST) 1. Seedless, bar-

ren, impotent. 2. Waned, diminished.

Pl*<F«1<ta. (mfn. f^F +^^) Spotless, im-

maculate, unstained, pure. Also fW"^T$t

Pi^^i-I s. (femin. of PP^T) A woman past

child-bearing. Also fts3^t (/.).

a. (mfn. ) Free from lust or

inordinate desires. Also

mfn.\

f^e^tf^To a. (mfn. from f^R+ R. 1.

Turned out, dismissed, expelled. 2. Re-

proached, reviled. 3. Expanded, blown (as

a flower). 4. Placed, put. Wilson. Also

(mfri.j See

v. a. (from f^f+ R. To

expand, to blow (as a flower) ; to expel, to

cast out ; to blame.

s. (m. from grove near

a house. 2. A field. 3. A door. 4. The pri-

vate apartments, the zenana. Wilson.

(/.) Large cardamoms. Also

and fiPf^ (/.).

f^T®^^ 5. (m.) A plant commonly called danti.

I^Ff^ * (m.) The hollow of a tree.

pTS^FT a. (mfn. f^R^+^T) Without family

connexions.

s. ,(/. from fT^+R. ^) An acquittal,

a clearance
;
liberation, deliverance, extrication

;

expiation.

"PfB^ a. (mfn. f^T +^) 1. Drawn forth,

pulled out. 2. Ascertained, determined, plain,

evident, clear.

f^Zf5^ s. (m. from f^+R. ZF5^) 1. A going

out, an exit, departure. 2. Any intellectual

faculty, as attention, comprehension, reasoning.

3. Inferiority, degradation.

f^fXFl s . (n. 'Pr^+3F^C1) 1. The act of

going out or coming forth. 2. A ceremony

performed when a new-born child is first taken

out of the house into the open air. Manu n. 34.

(m. from f^C+R.3^) Hire, wages.

a. (mfn. from "Pr^+R.ZFO Come

out, gone forth, departed.
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f^!fto a. (mfn. from f^+R. IFI ) Ex-

pelling, bringing out, driving out.

Pi fepU a. (mfn. P^+ffWl) Ineffectual,

faultless, vain, useless, powerless.

a. (mfn. from ) Fixed, steady,

constant, devoted to a thing. — ^31 (f) or

~~ « (
w Steadiness, constancy, devotedness.

ft€1 s. (f. "pT-i- R. ^^"1) L Steadiness, con-

stancy, adherence to a thing ; confidence ; de-

votedness to a pursuit, good conduct. 2. Con-

firmation, completion ; a conclusion, termina-

tion, an end. 3. The conclusion of a drama,

the catastrophe. 4. Disappearance, destruc-

tion. 5. Trouble, anxiety. 6. Asking, begging.

v. a. To be confident, to be sure.

s. (n. from Sauce, condiment.

f*P£fa s. (m. from f^ + R. Spittle,

saliva.

Pl^l<1 s. (n. from fi^+R. €t^) The act of

spitting.

f%to a. (mfn. from t%+ R. ^?) 1. Barbarous,

harsh, unfeeling, severe, inhuman. 2. Hard,

rough, solid. -31 (/.) or ("•) Harsh-

ness, severity, hardheartedness.

f*Pg3 a. (mfn. from "pR+R. "fe^?) Cast,

thrown, sent.

Pl&Rj s. (f. fromf*R^+ R.f%^) A spitting out.

(mn. from Fl^+R. \&*%) A spitting

out. Also Rl^l (/.) and ftGS^ (».).

a. (mfn. Deeply versed in a

a science or art, clever, accomplished.

fa^ff a . (mfn. f^+^f ) 1. Unripe. 2.

Boiled, decocted, infused.

f^Snfil «. (/. from Pf^+R. ^) L The ac-

complishment or completion of any thing. 2.

A decision, a determination, a decree, an award.

3. The arrangement or settlement of an affair.

f^f^R s. (m. f=Wf3 +<R) One who

decides, an arbiter, an umpire.

f^r^a. (mfn. fromf^f + R. *\\) 1. Brought

about, effected, accomplished, completed. 2.

Decided, decreed, awarded. 3. Settled, ar-

ranged.

f^K^a. (f^+^fST^) Without interrup-

tion, incessantly.

"f^tt^ s. (m. from f^T^+R. *f^J The cooking

or boiling thoroughly.

f^ftW a. (mfn. from ft^+R. *T^) 1.

Bringing about, effecting, accomplishing, com-

pleting. 2. Deciding a controversy.

tWttPT s. (n. from "PR>R. *\\) 1. The

effecting or accomplishing a thing. 2. The de-

ciding or arranging a point of controversy.

fWlMtUtf- (
mfn. from "fr^+R. ^\) Fit

to be accomplished or decided. Also

(mfn.).

a. (mfn. fromf^+R.^)Brought

to an issue, completed ; decided.

fiP*°M a. (mfn. f^+W) Without sin,

guiltless, innocent. Also

mfn.).

fW*fa 5 . (m. from f^+R. 1. The win-

nowing or clearing of corn from the chaff. 2.

Straw, chaff. 3. Air, wind. 4. A legume, a

pod. 5. A sort of pulse (Phaseolus radiatus).

a. (mfn.) Certain, unquestionable. Wilson.

a. (mfn. "PRT+ R. f*T^) Ground,

pounded.

f^MtRfcS ». a. (from f^+R. T?
ffe) To

press or wring out, to squeeze.

f^tf^ ft a. (from "Pl^+R. "Pf^) To

grind, to pound, to rub.
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a. (mfn. ) Void of light,

gloomy, opake.

s. (mfn.) New and unbleached cloth.

fa^3^ a. (mfn. fa^+^jl) Not bright, not

shining, gloomy, opake, obscure, dark.

a. (mfn. f^+2falt3Fr)To no

purpose, for no cause, needless, unnecessary,

groundless.

fWF^f a. (mfn. fa^T + ^^T) 1. Fruitless, bar-

ren. 2. Ineffectual, useless. 3. Impotent.

— \|1 (f.) or —^ (n.) Uselessness, barrenness,

fruitlessness.

(femin. of ) A woman past

child-bearing. Also faW^t (/.).

fa^ s. (m. Pf+^f from R. *TvS ) L Re-

linquishment, abandonment, dismissal. 2. The

forfeiture of a pledge. 3. Nature, a natural

state or condition.

a. Torpid, dull, void of sensation or feeling.

s. Muriate of ammoniac, used in ma-

teria medica. Mohun P. p. 37.

(p. jjllj ) Colours, a flag-staff.

A small tree (Vitex Negundo). Also

faP^ (m.).

fa3^ a. (mfn. from fa+ R. 1. Depo-

sited, delivered. 2. Permitted, having obtained

permission. Manu n. 205.

fa^l^ s. (n. from fa«[+R. ^T) Slaughter,

killing.

fa^ a. (mfn. fa^ +3^) Lit. Without a bot-

tom or stay : hence, 1 . Round, globular. 2.

Moving, shaking, trembling.

fa^w s . (m. from fa"<[+ R. ^) Deliverance,

rescue, preservation.
*

a. (mfn. from fa^+R. ^) Saving,

delivering, releasing, rescuing.
*

fa^t^Sl s . (-3 m . pHik+^S) One
who effects delivery or salvation, a rescuer, a

deliverer, a preserver.

s. (n. from "PR+R. ^) The rescuing,

preserving, or saving of any one.

fa^l a. (mfn. from ^+R. ^) Saved, res-

cued, delivered.
'

RttJvka, (from"pR+ ) Obscure, gloomy,

blunt, dull, weak, flaccid.

(m.) A sacrificial knife, a scyme-

tar. a. (mfn.) Hard, unfeeling, pitiless. Wil-

son.

fa^^f&t a. (mfn. from fa for fa^+R.

Motionless, still. Also fafa5^ (mfn.).

fa^S a. (mfn. from fa for

Disinterested, impartial, not covetous. Also

mfn.).

fa^^l s. (/. fa forfa^+^l) Disinterest-

edness.

fa^fa s . (m. fa+^H from R. lj) The scum

of boiled rice.

fa^ fa forfa^-f^) Without pro-

perty, destitute.

fa^T s. (m. fa +^T) Sound, noise. Also

fa^H (fa.).

a. (mfn. from "fa+ R. Sounded,

filled with noise, resounding.

fa^ a. (mfn. from fa -f R. S^L.) Killed, slain.

faST^T s, (n. from fa + R. $70 Slaughter,

killing.

fai;faU3 v. a. (from fa+ R. To kill, to

injure, to wound.

fa$^1 s . m . from fa + R. $?L) A killer,

a destroyer.
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pT^W s. (/.) An iguana or the Gangetic al-

ligator.

"Pr^Ht s. (from "pT + R. 5?T ) An anvil. Also

fW*ft and C=R^ .

(a. ^ -'V1 ) An excess, an extremity.

a. Much, excessive, ad. Excessively, extremely.

1^W. s. (m. from f^T + R. "§?) Cold, frost.

foa.ilft v. a. (from FT + R. "§) To view, to

behold, to survey.

f^WU. (from f¥+R. An anvil.

pTftOTPT 5. (n. fa+ft ^ from R. f§7^)
Murder, killing

;
slaughter.

f%f^s3 a. (mfn. f^+ flo3 from R. $H) Placed,

deposited, delivered, entrusted to the care of.

from R. ^1) Outcast,

degraded.

"pT^^s. (m. "pT +^ from R. 3=) 1. Conceal-

ment of a fact, denial, secrecy. 2. Mistrust,

want of confidence, reserve.

a. (?w/n. + from R. Denied,

concealed, kept secret, mistrusted.

f^ff^s. ft. f^T + R. 3? + fa) Concealment of

a fact, denial, secrecy, want of confidence.

"Ptt^tjl s. (-^ m. from'Pr + R. f) One who

denies, conceals, or mistrusts.

Sound, noise.

7ft^?
c

i a. (jra/w. from f^T + R. 3^*1
) Like, re-

sembling. Used in comp. e.

a. (mfn.) Similar to the moon, from T5*H s. (m.)

The moon, +'*lt^t
i8

l . s. (m.) Certainty, as-

certainment, investigation.

a. (mfn. from prep, f-r + T>, like from

^^ + "^) 1. Deep, i.e. far in. 2. Low, small,

short. 3. Low, base, mean, vile.

^ffc
7

! a . (mfn. + ^\ from R. ?H) 1. (Lit.

Going lowly or deeply
;

hence) Low, vile,

base. 2. Moving downwai'ds, descending. See

"PiSpl . Also (ift^ffl/B,).

s. (femin. of *l1o^l) A river.

a. (mfn. Of alow rank,

of humble birth.

•iTSvSl s. (f. + Humbleness, lowness,

baseness, inferiority. Also Tl (
w -) -

Low language.

(from The lower part of any thing,

the bottom, the base of a building, a skirt. Caret/.

B^jhiR arf. (from ^fl^+^ft) Topsy

turvy.

a. (»w/w. Going-

down, descending.

ll&Wfil a. (^ftF+^SrHW) Servile. JfoAww P.

s. (/.) An excellent cow. Also

(/.) See Rfb^L

See

^°(^ arf. (from ^ffc) Below.

Below, underneath. Also

^ffa&^sjM s. (^ft^from *ft&, +
The ground floor in a house.

TH^»& o ac?- Sans, (instrum. case plur. of *f],t>:)

Lowly, slowly, by little and little.

^tt^tfSFs. (f. ^ft"S +3fe) A low or mean

expression.

pronoun used^n speaking to

inferior persons.

(mn.) The nest of a bird.

^fftvStg^ si
(
m , ^ftS + tfg^) A bird. (Lit.

Born in a nest.) Also

5 L
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*f\s3 a. (mfn. fret. part. p. R. + Con-

ducted, led ; taken away, received, gained

;

well-behaved, correct, modest.

s .
(J.

R. *ft+f3) 1. Guidance, direction.

2. Good behaviour, moral conduct
;
prudence,

caution. 3. Moral ethics.

A moral tale, a

discourse on ethics.

a. (mfn. ^t©+^Wj Doing

what is right, behaving well, acting properly.

Also

^ftfil^N a. (to>. ^(fe+'^tfj Versed in

ethics, acquainted with the principles of good

behaviour.

a. (to/». "ftf^+ sS) Acquainted with

the rules of good behaviour. — (y.) or — "3"

(ft.) Acquaintance with moral precepts.

moral pre-

cept. Also ^ftfe^fe (».).

(-^TO/rc.^f^ + R.f^TT) Know-

ing moral precepts, acquainted with the rules of

good behaviour.

The science of

ethics and politics.

a. (mfn. Contrary

to the rules of good behaviour.

iflSH^t a. (-^ mfn. ^fe+^-s) Just,

virtuous, conformable to the precepts of moral

duty.

A book treat-

ing of ethics or politics. 2. The science of ethics

or politics.

*ft*l s. (n.) 1. The edge of a thatch. 2. A wood.

3. The circumference of a wheel. 4. The moon.

5. The constellation Revati. Wilson.

s. (to.) A tree (Nauclea Orientalis, Carey

;

N. Cadamba, Wilson).

(to.) Dearth, scarcity.

*it<l< s. (to.) Rice growing wild. Hort. Ben. p. 25.

(jT.) 1. Capital, principal, stock. 2.

Wager, stake. 3. A cloth round a woman's

waist, or the ends of the cloth passed round the

loins so as to hold the whole together; the

waistband of an under-garment. 4. The outer

tie of a packet, in which the offerings of a Su-

dra at funeral-obsequies are presented. Wilson.

Also sffat (/.).

s. (mfn. from f^T+ R. Any inha-

bited country.

A receiver, a taker, a dealer, a chap-

man. Morton.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. "1^) Being

led, being conducted.

^fllfl s. (from R. "fl.) The taking of a thing.

(ra.) 1. Water. 2. Juice, liquor.

a. (to/w. 'pR^-^3') Without blood,

bloodless.

a. (mfn. *ft^T+ ^5l from R. QsFEjl Sprung

from the water, aquatic.

a. (mfn. from f^T^+ <n3PT ) No longer

subject to the menstrual flux, past child-bearing.

^ftlvSl-Q a. (

-

;3FJ^ mfn. ^~3FT ) 1 . Free

from dust. 2. Devoid of fame and of the na-

tural quality of ^^51^ or Passion : see

^1.<\3<^T s. (to. ^ffc+^ftf) A wave.

'fl^'&t a. (mfn. ^ft^l from R. Tfl) 1. Giving

water, yielding water : hence, s. (to.) A cloud.

2. (from f^RNfTR") Destitute of teeth or

tusks.

The sea.

a. (mfn. In <1 + ^<1
) Silent, without noise.

a. (mfn. Consisting of water,

aqueous ; full of water, watery.
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^ft^T a. (mfn. "pRE^^T) Destitute of taste,

juiceless, sapless, insipid.

) Free from passion,

s. (w?.) Absence of passion.

(ra. from f*1
<^+ R. < 1^) Lustration

of arms : a military and religious ceremony held

on the nineteenth day of the month Aswini, and

by kings and generals before taking the field
;

it is still observed by some Hindu states under

the name of Dasahara. Wilson.

a. (-\ mfn. pR^W\) Healthy,

sound.

sftRt7! a. {mfn. "pF^+ CTlFl
) Sound, healthy.

s. (m.) Health, soundness.

•fttlM a. (-FiXmfn. ft% CTTl +^)
Sound, healthy, free from disease.

a. (mfn.^ Blue, dark blue, or black, s. (ra.)

1. Blue (the colour). 2. (rc.) Indigo (the dye).

3. (Beng^) Indigo, the plant (Indigofera tinc-

toria). Hort. Ben. p. 57.

lVl<P a. (ro/n.
5fH+^?

) Blue. s. (».) (In

algebra) The third unknown quantity in an

equation, with its products, 8cc. Colebr. Alg.

pp. 139. 228.

^fH^h a. (mfn. ^fH +^k) Having a blue

throat, s. (?w.) 1. The name of several birds,

as the Coracias Indica, a species of sparrow, a

gallinule, a wagtail, a peacock. 2. A blue jay.

3. An epithet of Siva. 4. The name of a cele-

brated commentator on the Mahabharata.

^ft^tS a. (mfn. ^H+^) A sapphire.

Also ^V*<tfWfi (m.).

5
ft

5

'$t s. (m. from ^fH + ^Tff?) Any insect.

(/.) A flowering plant (Barleria

cristata). Also 5. p. 209.

-fH f^ i 5. (/. ^T+Wl) A sort of grass

(Scirpus autumnalis, Buchanan's MSS.*). Carey.
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(n.
;
fl:^ +^) The blue lotus

(Nymphsea cserulea or N. cyanea).

*lH<[i s. (^fH+ ^"fe) A ball of indigo.

TpR ! a. (m/ji. TH+^c
i) Of a blue colour,

blue.

) A species of

monkey (Simia ferox).

A plant (Solanum melongena, var.)

Carey.

•iVn^'Pi 5. (to. ^ft^+ irR ) The sapphire. See

iVwii s. (m. ^T%f'?^) The name of an

upanishad. As. Res. vni. 477.

iV'HsSl s. (/. ^t^T+ ^T^I) A climbing-plant

(Asclepieis tingens). Carey.

a. (mfn.
5
ft

eT+C^'fe) Blue

mixed with red, purple.

^PWtpT^I (^T+ C*Mfa<*1) A
plant (Vitex Negundo ; also Nyctanthes arbor

tristis). Sa&rfa S. p. 236, 433.

^fl^Tl 5. (/. from 5
ft

5fT) A blue fly.

;flrTt^s. (m. from ^f^T+ ^tff) Any insect.

sft
5^*^ s. (m. 'fl^T+SF^") An epithet of

Balarama. (Lit. Wearing a blue garment.)

A blue lotus.

HflPM s. (/. from 5^) t. A plant (Nyc-

tanthes arbor tristis). 2. The indigo plant (Indi-

gofera tinctoria). 3. A malady attended with

blue marks on the body.

(/. from ) The indigo plant

(Indigofera tinctoria).

^fHt s. (/. from ^t5^) The indigo plant (In-

digofera tinctoria).

5 L 2
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^l^Tk s. (m.) 1. A warm cloth, a blanket. 2.

Curtains to keep off musquitos, &c.

"ll^l^ s. (ro. from 1% + R. J?) Frost, cold. See

*T indecl. Sans. A particle of interrogation, always

subjoined to some other part of speech, like the

Latin ne. See *f*i .
On

A Kridanta suffix, by means of which some

adjectives are derived from verbal roots : e. g.

^f<i a. (mfn.) Covetous, greedy, from R.

To covet; wT^j" a. (mfn.) Fearful, timid, from

R. To fear. Wilkins' Gr. p. 464.

•itCsB v. a. (from R. 1^1 ) To bend, to incline,

to be humble, to show deference or respect.

•JxP^TT^f s. (a. u\«2iij) Detriment, damage, loss,

injury.

s. A ball, a bundle. -^f^T3 To wrap

together.

5^5^. s. (*$\ + *$>\ as a rhyme to it) Balls,

bundles, v. a. To wrap together in

balls or bundles.

s. 1. A wisp of straw or of grass. 2. A

wager, v. a. To lay a wager.

•^j\5"1\5 s. A hanging pendant, a swinging or

oscillating ; the following a person closely with

a view to obtain some favour from him. Carey.

Stones and pebbles, balls and clods.

•T^l. s. 1. A pebble, a piece of brick, a muller.

2. A gage, a stake. Morton.

s. (corrupt, of from ) Salt.

TpilTl a. (from ^ ) 1. Salt, saltish. 2. Sell-

ing salt. s. Purslain. Also •JvM

.

^3 a. (»?/«. pre*, part. p. ~R. *^+ \3) Lauded,

extolled, praised. Wilkins' Gr. p. 415.

s. (/. R. *J+ 1^) Praise, eulogy.

*T\5 a. pr-ef. par£. p. R. 3) Sent,

dispatched, directed. Wilkins' Gr. p. 419.

tyh a. Corpulent. —^T'PtCv? v. n. To grow

fat or corpulent.

Tffi a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^L+'T) Cast,

thrown, sent, directed. Wilkins' Gr. p. 419.

~ra^5t s. (from 7
ftvSl ?) 1. The trachea or wind-

pipe. 2. The clapper of a bell.

H*Pl 5. A plant (Portulacca oleracea and P.

meridiana). .Hor*. l?era. p. 36. Also^*T^Ht^ .

v. a. (caus. of ^JtS3) To bend down,

to humble, to deflect.

^jUH s. (v. noun of The bending a

thing, the humbling a person, a. Bent, humbled,

deflected, inclined.

s. (a. j^) 1. Light, splendour. 2. The

beard on the chin of a Muhammadan.

I^ft s. A sort of parrot (Psittacus Lory). Mohun

P. p. 53.

"T®*Tl a. Lame of the hand, maimed.

"j^S a. (mfn. part. p. R. ^+^) Praised, eulo-

gized. Wilkins' Gr. § 696.

^3^F a. (mfn. $ for ^R, +3*T Wilkins' Gr.

§ 925) Fresh, new, recent. Also fl-vjJ (mfn.)\*1

s. (m.) The mulberry-tree (Morus Indica).

*T*T° indecl. Sans. A particle of deliberation

:

K
assuredly, certainly, verily, truly, surely.

^TFJJ? 5. (mw.) A tinkling ornament worn round

the ancles.

^ Root, i. (^RfS) and ix. (^Hf\3) To lead,

to conduct, to govern, to rule.

^ s. (m. nomin. sing. *Tl) A human being, a man.

human skull.

a. (mfn. ^ + ^J) Slaying men, murderous.
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Root, iv. (^Qjf3) To dance, to perform

on a stage, to act, to gesticulate.

*Tq) s. (n. from R. ^F^) Dancing, a dancer ; a

jumping or skipping about
;

agitation, motion.

^SJ3?t s. (from R. ^5^) A dancing girl.

H^l 5. (m. ^ + from R. A king, a sove-

reign. — s3l (/.) or —^ (n.) Sovereignty.

A king, a sovereign.

(Lit. A lord of men.)

^T^rTs. (m.^+^R*)A king's son. Also

(m.) and ^1^3 (m.).

?F>t*m .9. (-W^n. ^1+ 5TO^) The

royal umbrella. (Lit. The insignia of a king).

.W^k> 5. ('» 5^ +^) i- An assembly of

princes. 2. A palace.

•iHH *• (t». ^ +Ht^) A king, a sovereign.

(Lit. A protector of men).

^Tt^R s. (n. +^t^T) A throne. (Lit.

The seat of a king).

s. (m, H+C^t^) The world of men,

the earth.

^OT
T a. (m/n. from 5P + R. *TOTT ) Mis-

chievous, disloyal, wicked, vicious, malignant,

murderous.

s . [m, *S +Pt°X) 1. An epithet of

Vishnu in his fourth incarnation or avatara, in

the shape of a man with the head and claws of

a lion. 2. A distinguished man : (lit. A lion of

a man).

^9C^*li s. (/. Tf^+S^jH't) a
festival on the fourteenth day of the first half

of the month Vaisakha. As. Res. in. 280.

^Cm\ s. (/. ^-fWp}) An army of men.

Also ^WT (n.).

A broad sort of tape used to make

girths for horses, &c.
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s. A tame animal.

s. (from A coming and

going, intercourse, intimacy.

v. a. (caus. of RSffe) To turn

a thing back or in another direction.

v. n. To turn back, to return, to go

backwards and forwards.

(corrupt, of ) An ichneumon or

mungoose (Viverra Mungo).

C*T^3 s. (h. jj) A foundation, an institution, a

law. a. Depressed, low.

C^^Tl 5 . (a. 1. A mouthful, a bit. 2. The

wadding of a gun.

(/T° s. The leg. v. a. To push a thing

with the leg.

R°fl>T\3 v. a. To limp, to be lame.

a. (corrupt, of ^) Naked.

(TPftlTl a. (from (/T £) Naked, s. A mouse

(Mus Musculus). Also C*T

and Sabda S. p. 149.

C"i<^ a. (p. t^Xj ) Good, pure, innocent, holy.

(I<\i1 s. A rag.

R^^rpr s. (from R^1+^ ?) A small

rag.

A hysena. Also and

(R^I^^t^I Sabda S. p. 189.

C1<Pf1\5l\s. (p.Jhj <_<j) Sharp or clear sight.

(TR^TT^ s . (p. ^ ) A good name. a.

Having a good name, respected, renowned.

C*1<T^1 l*ft s. (from p. J$ tl£j) Good reputation,

glory, renown.

C*1<1?1 a. Acting foolishly, playing the buffoon.

C^tHl s. (from C^l) Buffoonery, foolish be-

haviour.

*
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C*T^M s. (corrupt, of ^P^t^") Disgust, con-

tempt, nausea, a vomiting.

(TTf^rtTKl s . (C^SJl for C^f^n1 +
Tt^I for 37te[) A hysena. Sabda S. p. 347.

(p. \jisr) Trick, artifice, joke, wag-

gery, coquetry, deceit, sham, pretence.

([•F^Ti a. Lame, limping. See (*T?fTi •

a. Left-handed. See

C*f^ s. A step.

C*TSv31 a. (from C
3T?[) Lame, limping.

A hog's pudding, a sausage.

CIOI s. A tail.

C*1v5l1 5. (p. ) A spear, a lance, a javelin, a

dart, a pike.

Wv5lK3 s . (from CTO?) A crupper.

(*10lt^"*» s. (a. Li-wolki) 1- Arrangement, dispo-

sition, government. 2. Administration of (cri-

minal) justice.

C^T&I a. Left-handed. See (TT^l

.

(corrupt, of or *1\3^) A dancing

boy.

C*101 a. Lopped (as a tree), shorn, having the

hair cut off, bald. s. The name of a sect of

religious mendicants : often used as a term of

reproach.

A species of fish.

A shrub (Euphorbia antiquorum).

Carey.

(from C*10l ) 1 . A female religious men-

dicant. 2. A woman who recites ballads or

sings at a Hindu festival.

C*1si^1 s. (from C"1\i1 ?) A term of abuse applied

to Muhammadans.

v. a. To transplant.
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(T^ indecl. Sans, (from ^+3^?) If not.

(•"F3 s. A particular kind of cloth.

C*W<' a. (wi/n. /w£. part. p. R. "ft +^i)
Proper to be conducted, to be led away or taken.

C*T3l s. (—^ m. R. *fl +^) 1. A leader, a con-

ductor, a guide. 2. An owner, a master. 3.

(Beng.~) A rogue. 4. An inlet, the branch of

a river. 5. A rag used to smear a house with

cow-dung.

a. Half. s. A hemistich, half a stanza.

v. a. To accomplish only one half of

a thing, to do a thing but half.

C*1^0 a. Slow, inactive.

s. (n. R. I^H-ZT Wilkins' Gr. § 799) L

The eye. In the artificial mode sometimes used

in Sanskrit works for expressing numerals, this

word, like others of the same meaning, stands

for two. 2. The root of a tree. 3. Bleached

or woven silk.

CTST^TtW a. (mfn. C^!T+C5tt^') Falling

under the perception of the eyes, visible, within

sight.

s. (n. CTO+ ^FT) Tears. (Lit. The

water of the eye.)

FTdTTt7! s. (m. 0^3"+ CTffl ) A disease of the

eyes, opthalmia.

PTSfef s. (m. (TTJT+^F^) A tear. (Lit.

Water of the eye.)

A cake of dung dried for fuel.

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree to *3I"f%<£)

The nearest, very near. Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

C*i I^Ul't^fl!. (— U^m/ra. irreg. compar. degree to

Nearer, very near. Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

a. Soft, yielding to the touch, pappy,

pulpy.
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5. (ra.) A stage, especially the part behind

the scene, the tiring-room.

<7PW} ad. Sans, (locat. case of C^FfSJ? ) Be-

hind the scene (frequently used as a stage-

direction in dramatic writings).

CPU f. A membrane.

(TWI a. Web-footed.

(m.) The name of a country, Nepaul.

Also ppfh" .

s. (corrupt, of *pT<£) A tinkling ornament

worn round the ancles by women.

The jaundice.

C*T^ s. (corrupt, of (*P^) A lime, a lemon (Ci-

trus acida). Hort. Ben. p. 59.

C*T^I s. (m.) 1. Time, period, season. 2. Term,

boundary, limit. 3. A fence, a hedge. 4. Part,

portion. 5. A hole, a chasm. 6. Fraud, de-

ceit. Wilson.

(*tM Jr
i s. A kind of food made of curds, sugar,

&c. Carey.

(/.) 1 . The circumference of a wheel or

circle. Colebr. Alg. p. 87. 2. The frame-work

for the rope of a well. 3. (mf.) A tree (Dal-

bergia Ougeinensis). Also C*W1 (/.) and

cpt (_fbl>.).

(SfXTH 5. A kind of broad coarse tape. Also

(TOT 5. (from FT)) A boatman, a waterman.

v. a. To excite, to encourage, to stimu-

late ; to set on (a dog). Also (.I^^US .

(a. 1. Intoxication. 2. An in-

toxicating drug.

C"
=T

a

*Tt5>j^r
S

^ 5< (from p ;^ ) Drunkenness.

Also C^TT^I^t (from p. jlA*j).

t*HKfttf^ s. (p. j£ A person who takes

intoxicating drugs, a drunkard. Also (•PTT-

3*^ (p.J
1^)'

(*T^1 s. (—^ ?w.) One of the officiating priests

at a sacrifice.

FT$T^ 5. (H.^ljj) An anvil. Seef^^^fl..

(TT^tf^K? v. a. (from "pT+ R. To behold,

to look at, to survey, to view.

a. (corrupt, of "1<1 ) New, recent, young, s.

A clod of earth or dough.

(n. from ) Nearness, proximity,

contiguousness, vicinity.

t^t^l a. (mfn. H+^f<&K) Of many

sorts, various, manifold.

t^PPJ s, (m. from "pPtH) 1. A trader, a shop-

keeper, a merchant. 2. A portion of the vedas,

an upanishad.

(/.) An excellent cow. See

WQ) *. (». fromtW) Eternity, perpetuity, last-

ing duration.

^tlNt a. (from pT^H) Indelible, imperish-

able (as a landmark, &c).

(n. from FHIfsS+U Wilkins' Gr.

§ 975) A fallen or degraded condition.

t^PiWt s. (/. fromPpfH?) Red arsenic.

fcpft) A (w . from "PpJfl+lT Wilkins' Gr.

§ 976). Skill, cleverness, ability, dexterity.

Alsot^Pjfl s. (n.).

tl'CW s. («. from f^OT ) An oblation, an

offering, a present.

a. (mfn. from fTfe+ ^) Producino-

an effect, procuring, causing, causal, occasional.

Used in comp. e. g. Producing;

riches, being the cause of obtaining wealth, from

SfeT s. (n.) Riches, wealth, +t5T'f^33>. Also

t5T[Slftb (mfn.).
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(m. from f^T+ R. ^11 ) Barter, exchange.

(n. from ^T^HH ) The fruit of the

Indian fig-tree (Ficus Indica).

TTtlTT^ a. (mfn. from ;
JTllir+ 3.3? Wilkins'

Gr. § 903) Pertaining to logic, or to the

Nyaya system of philosophy, s. (?«.) A logi-

cian, a follower of the Nyaya system. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 110.

falJP s. (ill from frn^+ XT) 1. Suitableness,

congruity, fitness. 2. Appointment to an office.

t^Tll^ s. (n. +TT) Uninterruptedness,

close succession, incessantness.

(n. from •prelate
)

Incorporeity,

absence of a visible form or shape.

'inkH s. (n. fromf^+^TKl) Hopelessness,

disappointment, despondency, despair. Also

(».).

(m. from 1. The ruler of the

south-west quarter. 2. A goblin, a demon.

tf. from The south-west

quarter. Alsot^WOX^Ft^ (m.).

^Wti s. (n. from ft^4^ :) The being void

of (good) qualities, uselessness, inefficiency.

a. (mfn. from pPTi) Nocturnal, pertaining

to night.

(>»>.'f¥
e
f1 +t^ Wilkins' Gr. §903)

Relating to night, nocturnal.

a. (mfn. from n. pr.^ Pertaining

to the country called Nishadha. s. (m.) An

epithet of king Nala in the Mahabharata.

n. from f^+^3^) Idleness,

want of occupation, leisure.

(m. from A master of the mint.

a. (mfn. from Free

from occupation, disengaged, at leisure.
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t^ffe s. (m. from Pi^l ) A perpetual religious

student, one who remains with his spiritual

preceptor even after the prescribed term of study

has expired.

"tTO s. (n. from"(%$1) Constancy, steady ad-

herence to a rule, firm belief, durable esta-

blishment.

(m. from

swordsman, a soldier armed with a sword.

indecl. Sans. Not, no.

CTtell^^ v. a. (from R. I*!) To bend, to

humble.

A plant (Cardiospermum Hali-

cacabum). Hort. Ben. p. 29.

(7Tt3lt^3l s. (corrupt, of ^f^Ffsjl ) A plant

(Dalbergia scandens). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

CTt^fTl s. (from p. <JjJj)
A beak, a bill ; the

spur of a bird.

(a. ^Laiij) Loss, defect, deficiency,

detriment, injury, prejudice, mischief.

C'Tt^prWt a . (from a. uU«) Attended with

loss or detriment, injurious, mischievous; in-

jured, damaged.

C*Tt*?f^s. (corrupt, of p. J^S) An anchor.

a. Feeding in a filthy manner, beastly
;

filthy. Also

(/TTC^ indecl. Sans. (CTi+CS^) If not.

C*ft^3 s. Alloy, a bad mixture of metals, an adul-

terated coin, v. a. To coin, to adul-

terate.

CT^I s. A muller.

fTTftl a. (corrupt, of *%5P\ ) Brackish, salt.

species

of fish (Silurus porosus, Buchanan's MSS.)

Carey.
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A plant (Solanum pubescens).

Carey.

m. from R. *$^) An order, a command.

A species of custard-apple (Annona re-

ticulata). Hort. Ben. p. 43.

s. (/.) A boat, a ship.

nWl *. (/. from Ph) 1. A boat. 2. A rook

(in chess). Mohun P. p. 141.

?#rt*3 £ (m. C^fW+TO) An oar, a paddle.

CTfa^pT s. (n. C
5f)+^5T) The name of one

of the peaks in the Himalaya range of moun-

tains.

^P^indecl. Sans, (t^+^\) Fie! for shame!

See

Disgust, abhorrence,

disrespect, contempt. Also 'P^^c
1 (w.).

Odious, to be

abhorred, to be abominated.

*P^\3o. (m/n. 7f^+^3) Disliked, abominated,

abhorred, loathed.

a. (mfn. + \. Whole, entire. 2.

Low, inferior.

(m.) 1. The Indian fig-tree (Ficus In-

dica). 2. A fathom measured by the arms ex-

tended.

(/.) A medicinal plant, commonly

called mussali (probably Anthericum tubero-

sum, Box.)

*P3 See

s. (m. from ?) A sort of deer.

Ĵfe^ s ' W A tree
(Cassia fistula).

*P"5>. (m.^3
, /.^1 , n. ^F^. "pT+ l^¥

)

1. Short, dwarfish. 2. Low, vile, mean, base.

a. (from "PT+R. s5$*J Club-footed, lame.
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a. (mfn. f%+3F3) (Lit. Thrown in)

Deposited, pledged, delivered ; accumulated,

hoarded.

*P^<£«. (mfn. from *P"n3) Accumulating, saving,

hoarding.

a. (mfn. + Having laid down

arms, unarmed, defenceless, peaceful.

a. Stupid, ignorant, boorish, awkward.

^PWteft s. (from ."VW )
Stupidity, ignorance,

awkwardness, boorishness.

fP l<pl^T s. (from "pT + ^STl + R. ^) A throwing

up, a vomiting.

a. Left-handed.

*P lO s. Hard excrement (scybala).

a. 1. Bald, without hair. 2. Defamatory,

censorious, s. The designation of a sect of re-

ligious mendicants. Carey.

^PVa. s. (m. from Pf+R. 3T*J Food, nourish-

ment.

^iTT 5. (m. "Pf+^ttT from R. ^) 1. Pro-

priety, fitness, equity, justice, truth. 2. Rea-

son, argument, proof. 3. Logic : the designa-

tion of a school of Hindu philosophy. Trans.

R.A.S. r. 19. seqq. 92. seqq. 4. (In 5a-

huvrihi compounds) Resemblance, analogy,

manner, fashion: e. g. *1J nl a. (mfn.') Hea-

venly, celestial, lit. heaven-like, from ^1 5.

(to.) Heaven, + 7PtTT .

»pi^<P«. (to. *P~lU +^) LA logician, a just

reasoner. 2. A judge.

person who
acts with equity or justice.

^tTK3° ad. Sans. (^^T+^^T
) According to

right, equity, or justice; logically.

) Similar, re-

sembling.

5 M
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. The science

of logic, the philosophical system of the Nyaya

school. 2. A treatise or work on logic or Nyaya

philosophy.

^tTft a . (-flFT mfn. ^JlflT+SX) Right,

conformable to the rules of logic or to the dic-

tates of justice and equity
; rational, equitable.

^PlXP a. (mfn. from ^PtST) 1. Right, equitable,

just, fit, proper. 2. Lawfully claimable, litigable.

s
T7t?T a. (from ft+^SFT) Satisfied, sufficient,

successful.

^t^f s. (m. from "fi+R. SflfJ I. The act of

depositing or entrusting any thing. 2. A de-

posit, a pledge. 3. The keeping a thing in mind.

The denial

of having received a deposit.

^T£fSll s. (m. from 1%+3^) h Six-fold repe-

tition of the mystic monosyllable Om. 2. The

Sama-veda. a. (mfn.') Pleasing, agreeable.

a. (mfn. from f^T+ R. 1. Bent,

crooked, curved, stooping. 2. Hump-backed.

s. (m.) 1. A ladle made of kusa grass. 2. The

fruit of a tree (Averrhoa Carambola).

1 . Deficient in quantity,

less, defective. 2. Blameable, vile, wicked.

— ^31
(f.) or —^ (n.) Defectiveness, deficiency,

deterioration.

^J^1|\SL<<P a. (mfn.
5^r+3rfoc«») Less

or more. Also (mfn.).

^T-FfTf^ s. („. from ^T +^lf^) A de-

ficiency or excess.

^ The twenty-first consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet, having the sound of p.

^ a. (mfn. from R. ff\ To drink) 1. Drinking

:

used in comp. e. g. s. (m.) An elephant,

(q. v.) from ft" Twice, +*! . 2. (from R. ffl

To preserve) Preserving, governing, ruling : in

comp. e. g.
;3rf^t?l s. (m.) A sovereign, a

prince, from prep. Over, above, +n.
Wilkins' Gr. § 771.

Steps, a staircase, a flight of stairs.

s. The sacred thread worn by the three

upper classes of Hindus. Carey.

An ornament of metallic beads worn by

women on the wrist.

ntftrl a. (corrupt, of^ft-°*K) Thirty-five.

^0lv3<«. (corrupt. of^T^f?) Seventy-five.

a. (corrupt, of Ninety-five.

Also ^T5TOft

.

Wf*t%& (corrupt. ofWftfe) Eighty-five.

tffU*\ a. (corrupt, of^ft ^) Twenty-five.

TO^H a. (from pfW8
l ) The twenty-fifth.

'fWll a. (corrupt, of ^T>jTfc0,cK)
Forty-five.

^J^f™| a. (corrupt, of *ftt^f$) Sixty-five.

v. a. (cans, of^^f^) To cause

to arrive, to bring into contact.

*HffeiG3 v. n. (h. from To

come to, to arrive at, to reach to.

v^^R s. (m. *| +#tt.) The letter *i or any

other character expressing the sound of n .

s. (corrupt, of ^^^) A pond.

^^f^l 5. (?rera.) The residence of low or outcast

tribes.

^<P\3ll 5. (from R. ^t^+^K) A place where

salt is made, a salt-manufactory.
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a. (mfn. irreg. pret. part. p. R. ^fr^ Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 418). 1. Cooked, mature, ripe.

2. Digested. 3. Suppurated. 4. Intelligent.

—31 (/.) or —^ (re.) Maturity, ripeness.

H!*^ 5. (re. +fo^) Boiled oil, used with

other ingredients as a medicine.

*TfT^" s. (». ^+^) Cooked food, a sort of

sweetmeats.

Root, i. (^Sfft) and x. (H^uft) To

take or accept.

Tf? s. (m.~) 1. A side, a flank. 2. A wing (also

re.). 3. The half of a lunar month, a fortnight.

4. The feather of an arrow. 5. A partisan, an

adherent, a friend. 6. An army. 7. A po-

sition, a thesis, a side of an argument ; a plaint

in law. 8. A rejoinder, a reply, opposition.

9. An alternative. 10. (In comp. with words

signifying hair) Quantity, e. g. C^*Ft5£ s. (?w.)

Much or abundant hair. 11. (In algebra) A
primary division.

s. (re.^+^) 1. A private entrance, a

back-door. 2. (?re.) A partisan, an associate,

a sidesman.

^tS^fs? s. (f. from ^5^) 1. The first day of the

moon's wane or increase. 2. The root or inser-

tion of a wing. Also ^t^F^l (/.).

Wa^U s. (re.^ +Tfa) A side-door, a pri-

vate entrance.

Collusion, chicane,

partiality, aid, attachment to a party.

from

R. r^,) Attached to, associated with, partial.

K a. mfn. ^+3^) Winged,

feathered, fledged.

^TlWU (-f^m/re.^+3tffH)Em-
bracing the whole of an argument or thesis.

^tS^jl^i s. (m. ^+^1) A side in general,

especially the side or flank of an elephant.

^te^pf s . (m. + C^K) 1. A distinction be-

tween the two sides of an argument. 2. The

difference between the two halves of a lunar

month.

*1s$Ai«n s. (re. ^4-^) The root or insertion

of a wing.

itfepW s. (re.
pfe+ 5T^°i j The mark of a

valid plaint, a true bill. Carey.

*f^T s. (re.) See .

^^FT s. (m. from *T5£ ) A wing.

Formed like

a wing or feather.

) The palsy.

s. (m.
Ct^+ :3I^") 1. The end of a lunar

fortnight. 2. The end of an argument, the con-

clusion of a plaint in law.

HjfcfcK s. (re. + 313^) Another side, a dif-

ferent view of an argument, another supposition.

^S^pWR ad. Sans, (locat. case of^W^T) On
the other side, if the opposite side of the argu-

ment be admitted.

rtSfft s. (/. from^+^1) 1. A night with

the days preceding and following it. 2. A fe-

male bird. See

s. (from 'tf^T+ SltTl) A bird-

catcher, a fowler.

^fe^t3 s. (m. from H"fes^+TfcS5
tJ 1. An

epithet of Garuda. (Lit. The king of birds.)

2. A peacock. 3. A swift horse.

s. (-f^>. pf55+t^) 1. A bird. 2.

An arrow.

*t^T s . (_J3ST\rc.) 1. The hair. 2. An eye-

lash. 3. A fibre. 4. The filament of a flower.

5. A wing.

a. (mfn. from xt5F+ IT Wilkins' Gr. § 899).

Belonging to a side, lateral.

5 M 2
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(h.jU-j) A trench and mound, a bank,

an enclosure round a field. See ^t^H^! .

(mn.^) 1. Mud, mire, dirt, soft clay. 2.

Guilt, sin.

s. (m. ^ +3) The lotus or water-lily

(Nelumbium speciosum, and all the other spe-

cies).

A swarm of locusts

or grasshoppers. See

^ilp^XT a. (mfn. ^$+(^tf) Full of mud or mire.

^t^W s. (m. from *T<P) A trench and mound,

a raised bank between inundated fields.

)
Muddy, clayey,

splashy, miry.

^(^^ s. (n. from^ +R.35^) A water-lily

(Nelumbium speciosum).

*M|3F s. (/. from R. *\\+ f3) 1 . A row, a line, a

range, a series. 2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody, ^.s. i?es. x. 463. 3. The number ten (in

comp. e.g.
PI^J^^1 q.v.). Also (/.).

An epithet of

king Dasarat'ha the father of Rama. (Lit.

Having ten chariots.)

T.'fcljH s. A locust (Gryllus migratorius).

a. (mfn.} Lame, crippled, halt, having lost

his legs.

Root, i. To boil, to cook, to dress.

2. To mature, to ripen. With the insertion of

a nasal, i. or x. (*$nif3) 1. To

make evident or apparent. 2. To represent, to

propound, to state, to explain. 3. To be dif-

fused, to extend, to spread.

a. (mfn. from R. Ff% Wilkins' Gr. § 768).

Who cooks.,

a. (mfn. R. ^"5^+31^
)
Cooking. 5. (m.)

A cook.

^t^T s. (n. R. ^h^+^P) 1. The act of cook-

ing. 2. A putrefying.

(/.) A plant (Curcuma xanthorrhi-

za). Also .

*W s. (f. R.*j~^+3rl Wilkins' Gr. % 831) The

act of cooking
;
cookery, a. Rotten, corrupt,

putrid, tainted, mortified, digested.

v. a. (caus. of^fi^J) To macerate, to

steep, to promote putrefaction.

Wet weather,

^f^t^" s. (for ^fet^") Seventy-five.

^ £>ii^ a. (for ^fct^) Ninety-five.

(from ^W) Putridity, rottenness, pu-

trescence.

^"SW^^Xl a. (from *W) Worn out.

5. A display, an external show
;
glare

;

foppery.

a. Obscene, indecent, scurrilous. —
To talk obscenely or with scurrility.

^Tjtf^ral a. (from ^TSM) Talking in a scur-

rilous or obscene manner.

BjWHt a. (forT^Ht) Eighty-five.

v. a. (from R. ^TJJ To rot, to putrefy,

to mortify ; to be concocted.

*H%*j a. (corrupt, of^f^OK
tf^) Twenty-five.

^fCTl a. (from^fS*!) The twenty-fifth day of

a month.

a. (mfn. R. Fit to grow

ripe, fit to be matured.

a. Dirty, clayey, muddy, sloppy.

^fS) a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^T^+TT) Fit to

be boiled, cooked, or digested.

^t^mlPT a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. ) Being

cooked, being under digestion, now ripening.
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a. ot/w.) Five.

5. (from tW\) An arbitrator, an umpire,

(w. from + Relating to five,

made of five, consisting of five, bought with

five, &c.

A pentagon.

CWeJr. Alg. p. 96.

The five spices

or pungent plants, viz. long pepper (Piper lon-

gum), its root, chai (Piper Chavya), lead-wort

(Plumbago Ceylonica), and dry ginger.

H^^ta a. (mfn. W^+TO) Lit. Arrived at

five : hence, in algebra, said of the fifth power

of any number. Colebr. Alg. p. 343.

from The five

productions of the cow, viz. milk, curds, clari-

fied butter, urine, and dung.

*t3Wrf%°*] a. (mfn. from WSjfft°*T^)
The forty-fifth. Also^^ftft *^ (mfn.).

#"5^tf^°^ s . (/. ^^+^rtf^°*K)
Forty-five.

sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

WSFf *. (m. ^\+^) Man, a man. (Lit.

Produced from the five elements.)

PtfFFte s. (n. A kind of pe-

nance : sitting between four fires in the burning

sun. a. (mfn.) Undergoing this kind of penance.

Manu vi. 23.

W^U. (/. ^^+31) 1. A number of five

things. 2. Death. (Lit. Dissolution into the

five elements.) Also ^t^j?^" (».).

W3Ti s. (from ^^?) An inland duty on

merchandize, &c.

a. (mfn. from^ftTOKK) The thirty-

fifth. Also WftT *!^ (mfn.).

*)^f!ro*K s. (/. ^^+lTr05n^) Thirty-five.

a. (mfn. from ^^TC*^) 1. The fifteenth.

2. Fifteen.

Wjt*] s. (-^mfn.^X+^*K) Fifteen.

s . (femin. of *f^Tt*l ) The fifteenth day

of a month.

^\ SeeW.

a. (mfn.W^+^FU )
Having five nails :

used as a designation of such animals as are

proper for food.

WTO s. (n. from A country where

there are five rivers, the Panjab.

a. (mfn. from t>i^pi'^'H(^) The

fifty-fifth. Also pi*W*t3*I.

Fifty-five.

(». Wh-*^) A medical prepa-

ration from the sprouts of five trees, viz. of the

Spondias mangifera, Eugenia Jambos, iEgle

Marmelos,Citrus acida, and FeroniaEiephantum

.

WW * (n.W^W) The five vital airs

of the body.

a. (mfn. from The twen-

ty-fifth. Also #ft°*tfe3JI (mfn.).

Twenty-

five.

*W?^3[ a. (mfn. W+^jl) Pentagonal, s. (n.)

A pentagon. Also

f. (n. The five primary

elements, viz. ./Ether, air, fire, water, and earth.

See Manu I. 75.

^^itf «. (_ mfn. W^vJ+ STtTF^)
Consisting of the five primary elements : used

as an epithet of any individual human being.

*M«3 a. {mfn. from t The fifth. 2.

Clever, skilful. 3. Beautiful, pleasing, s. (m.)

One of the seven musical notes.
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a. (from

Guilty of the five great sins. See

pW**tt s . of *teN) The fifth day in a

lunation.

W^ft a. (from p^r^+^l) Variegated,

many-coloured, motley.

s. (n.
pl*5t+^[) 1. Five gems, any

five precious things taken collectively. 2. jpZwr.

(—^tf*T) The Five Gems, or the five most ad-

mired episodes of the Mahabharata.

(jf. from *ft? +̂ Ttf*]) The

rule of proportion with five terms. Colebr.

Alg. p. 35.

purana, or

mythological poem. (Lit. Having five marks,

i. e. comprehending five topics, viz. the creation

of worlds, their destruction and renovation, the

genealogy of gods and heroes, the reigns of

the Manus, and the actions of their descendants.)

Wilson.

s. (m. *r*H+*R) An epithet of Ki-

madeva. (Lit. Being armed with five arrows.)

Also *$?<£\°\ s. (m.).

(m. from The hand.

(Lit. Having five branches.)

^i^P^FTl s. (m. plur. from

The five instruments in a house by which animal

life may be accidentally destroyed ; viz. the fire-

place, the grinding-stone, the broom, the pestle

and mortar, and the water-pot. Manu m. 68.

The castor-oil

plant. (Ricinus communis.) a. (mfn.) 1. Di-

gitated. 2. Measuring five fingers.

(from ^t^3 *!^) An assembly, a council.

(from ^t^j
3*^) A custom in which five

persons unite.

WrFT a. (mfn.
pf?fa+<4lH*r) Having five

faces, s. (m.) L A name of Siva. 2. A lion.

See ff^t^P . 3. The sign Leo.

*W?T «. (corrupt, of *t#W*K) Fifty-five.

s. (from R. ,5t^) Arbitration by the pwra-

chayit system, or Indian jury. Tarachand Ch.

(m.) 1. The name of a country in the

north of India. 2. The name of a metre in

Sanskrit prosody. Also As. Res.

x. 468.

W*1 a. {mfn. fromW*T^) The fiftieth. Also

#K5^I a. (mfn.).

W*T^ s. (/. from Fifty.

a. (mfn. from The eighty-

fifth. Also ^$t*ftfi3vPI a. (mfn.).

Eighty-five.

s . (m. «W"t+Wft") A lion. See

(mfn. H$%\-MW) Pentagonal, s.

(n.) A pentagon. Also H^^3[

.

*Wf*5s s. (n. *\i$\+i$m) The five organs

of sense, viz. the eye, ear, nose, tongue, and

skin.

s. (n.) 1. A cage, an aviary. 2. The side,

the ribs.

^f^fct^ s. (p. ^j) The Panjab, the country

between the Indus and the five great streams

running into it.

(f.) An almanack, a calendar.

An alma-

nack-maker, an astronomer.

Root, i. 1. To go, to move. 2.

To speak, x. (^tfojf^) i. To string. 2. To

encompass, to surround. 3. To distribute, to

divide. Also, x. 1. To speak. 2.

To shine. With prefixed, To fly, to run away.
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^ s. (to. from R. S
fl^) I. Cloth, fine or co-

loured cloth : see 2. (ra.) A thatch, a

roof. 3, (Beng.^) The canvass of a picture. 4.

A picture.

9f^\ s. (from R. ^?) 1. A squib, a cracker.

2. The bladder. 3. A cow which gives little

milk.

v. a. To gain the victory over an ad-

versary in a trial of strength.

pfT^f3" s. (to. +^R) 1. A weaver. 2. A
draughtsman, a painter, a designer.

^TO" s. (w.) Old cloth, (to.) A thief.

(to.) Perfumed powder.

?) The name of a

scale in the Hindu musical system. As. Res.

in. 78.

a. (mfn. + Made of cloth, s.

1. A tent. 2. A petticoat.

(ra.) 1. A roof, a thatch. 2. A heap,

a collection, a multitude. 3. A train, a retinue.

4. A basket. 5. A film on the eye. 6. A
sandal-wood mark on the forehead. 7. (to.)

A book ; a division of a book. 8. A formulary

of ritual worship.

*ft^Tte s. (to. ^T+^) The edge or

extremity of a thatch.

s. (mn.) A kettle-drum. Also ^SCl (/.).

v. a. (from R. pTtv) To make success-

ful, to afford facilities, to forward, to advance.

T^l s. (/. from R. pTtj It Canvass, coarse

cloth. 2. A screen of cloth surrounding a tent.

3. A slip of cloth, a bandage, a fillet, a roller.

4. A small slip of land. 5. A quarter or division

in a mai'ket appropriated to one kind of trades-

men.

a. (— M*\^mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of More clever or amiable.

Is Afield. 2. Sandal-wood. 3. A hy-

pochondriac person.

a. (to/k. from R. ^7) 1. Clever, skilful,

dexterous, expert. 2. Diligent, active. 3. Lo-

quacious, talkative. 4. Crafty, cunning. 5.

Cruel, harsh. 6. Warm, hot. 7. Blown, ex-

panded (as a flower), s. (to.) L A small kind

of cucumber (Trichosanthes dioeca). 2. (Seng.)

Woollen cloth. -31 (/.) or -3" («.) Clever-

ness, skill
;

dexterity, diligence.

a. (from A draughtsman, a designer,

a painter. Also

(from ^t"t^) A girdle, a belt, a sash.

^TJ% s. (/. A medicinal sort of

moon-plant.

(to.) A cucurbitaceous plant (Tri-

chosanthes diceca). Hort. Ben. p. 70. Also

ttfrtfsrai (/.).

tt^7
T 5. (v. now/? of *litfe3) A fall, a slip

of the foot, a stumble. — *4.1|<Cs5 v. a. To

knock down ; v. a. To fall down.

v. a. (caus. of H*tf^U3) To over-

come or throw down a person in wrestling, to

displace.

v. a. To slip, to fall, to be overcome in

wrestling.

(to.) 1. A stone for grinding with a muller.

2. Wove silk. 3. Cloth. 4. An upper or outer

garment. 5. A bandage. 6. A stool, a throne.

7. A turban. 8. (n.) A city, a town, a village.

+ Silk cloth.

JjfefWl s. (^+SlfpCl) The principal wife

of a king, the queen-consort. Also

^Tt^T^s. (to. ^+^3"+^) The de-

signation of a class among the Hindus : feeders

ofsilk-worms, and silk-twisters. As. Res. v. 61.
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1^ 5. (/.) Red ZocZ/i. Also ^ft (/.) and

s. (m.) Akind ofweapon. Also^t^m.).

*T#l See^T..

a. Making a cracking or snapping

noise, crackling.

^T^t^l. s. 1. A sort of club-rush. 2. A pop-gun.

Morton.

stb Root, i. (^ffcfS) To speak, to recite, to

read.

*J W],U a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+31^)
Fit to be read, legible.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Read, perused, recited.

y. a. (from R. ^t^Ej To read, to peruse,

to recite.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. Being

read or recited.

^1^3 Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move. Also i. and x.

(*j^jf3, ^iii'Rs) 1. To destroy, to annihi-

late. 2. To accumulate, to heap together.

v. noun from Reading,

s. A running hastily. _^f^T[1 ad.

Hastily, quickly, speedily.

S^Vpf}. s. (corrupt, of ^1^1) A neighbour.

*j\5l s. (from ^11^3) 1. The reading of a thing,

a lesson. 2. A throw at dice. 3. An attack.

a. 1. Uncultivated, untilled, waste. 2. Fallen.

^sSl A termination used in Bengali to form ad-

jectives from some substantives, e. g.Ol

a. Reticulated, from net.

^j^^^a- (com*. of*tf55S3) 1. To cause to

fall, to throw down, to spill, to pour. 2. To

cause or teach to read.

*$9G3 v. a. (from R. *fSj) 1. To fall, to drop.

2. To occur, to happen. 3. To read.

^3T)a. (from^f\5t3
)
Studying, reading, s.

A student, a schoolboy, a pupil.

a. Uncultivated, waste, untilled. See

Uncul-

tivated land, waste ground.

^t^RooT, (i. 'tiT^) 1. To transact (mercan-

tile) business. 2.(^^3, -C3)To praise.

^\c\ s. (to.) A measure of account in cowries or

shells, four gundas or eighty cowries ; also a

weight of copper of similar value. Manu yn.

126. 2. Wages or hire. 3. A wager, a stake

at play. 4. Gaming, playing with dice. 5.

Price, purchase-money. 6. Wealth, property.

7. A marriage-portion or fee. 8. An agreement,

a stipulation, a contract.

tHtf a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^°L) 1. Proper

to be laid as a wager. 2. Negociable, fit for

negociation.

The reck-

oning of a sum, or counting of articles back-

wards and forwards.

m. from R. *t\?) 1. A musical instru-

ment, a small drum or tabor. Also

2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. -4s.

i?es. x. 432.

^TtW s. (^°i + :3I+ Pi' i ) An indifferent matter.

a. (wi/h. from R. X>
f
C
lv) Praised, ex-

tolled. Also pfffv3 (m/ra.).

«• (wi/n. I ! +3^) Fit to be betted for,

fit to be laid as a wager.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. Ven-

dible, fit for sale.

s. (mn.) 1. A catamite. 2. A eunuch. 3.

(Beng.) A blank (in a lottery). 4. A dis-
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appointment, a failure, a miscarriage. a.

Useless.

Sfe3$H s. {mi ^+$*T) Useless efforts, mis-

applied labour.

5. (/. from R.^ ) 1. Wisdom. 2. Learn-

ing, science.

a. (mfn. ^sJl + tsJ) Learned, wise. «.

(m.) A scholar, a learned man, a teacher. -31

(/.) or —^" (ra.) Learning, scholarship.

JIJ^^HT, a. (-^\mfn. ^J3 +HTf^
from ) An ignorant pedant, one who esteems

himself a scholar.

xfP a. (mfn.fut. -part. p. R. ^^L+XT) Vendible,

saleable, s. (n.) A thing to be sold. Wilkins'

Gr. § 728.

^1J3ttel s . (/. *Tb + from #ft)
A stall, a shop, a place of sale.W s. (/.) Heart-pea. See "Rifl .

A trader, a

tradesman.

Root, i. (*faf3) and x. (^^if^ or

Hivdi-ifv?) 1. To go, to move: especially to

move downwards, to descend, to sink, to fall.

2. To possess supreme or superhuman power.

With 3lf|j or Hi prefixed, To fall upon, to

rush on, to attack ; with

To start up, to fly up or away ; with f*T To fall,

to sink; with^ + f^" To assemble, to meet, to

come together ; with To fall out, to rush

out ; with To fall ; to encompass, to sur-

round ; with ^ To fall, to descend ; with

To come together, to meet, to assemble.

s. {-\ m. from R. ^\) A foot.

^3*1 s. (m. ^3 from R. "^^^ ) A bird. Also

:>
fo1

ri and ^KJ^I (ja.y

^Wti s. (m. ^3° from ^3 of R. ^t^H- 7
! ) 1.

A bird. 2. A grasshopper. 3. The sun. Also

^3^1 (m..). Wilkins' Gr. § 797.

(/. from A sort of bee.

(w.) The name of an ancient Hindu

philosopher, the founder of the Yoga doctrine,

and author of the Mahabhashya, a commentary

on the grammatical aphorisms of Panini.

^i^T s. (n. from R. *i^+3R3") A wing.

^Sft s. (-"Rn m. ^TT +t^J A bird.

^Rjfc s. (m. ^^ +5^) 1. A spitting-pot.

2. The reserve of an army.

mfn. pres. part. a. R.

Falling, flying (downwards), descending, sink-

ing, s. (m.) A bird.

s. (n. R. ^+3pf) 1. The act of falling

or sinking. 2. (In mathematics) Subtraction.

Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

*Wttf a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^+#flll)
Having a tendency to fall, liable to fall.

*falTt*T a . {mfn. from R. *^3) Liable to fall or

sink, falling.

A plate of metal, an iron hoop. Carey.

*t\3W s. (f from R."^?) 1. A banner, a flag,

a standard, an ensign. 2. A mark, a signal, a

symbol, a sign.

*fat^ (-f<F^ m. W+t^) 1. A

standard-bearer. 2. One who gives a sign.

s. (m. from R. 'fl ?) 1. A master, a lord, a

proprietor, an owner. 2. A husband.

s. (f. from 1>
ff3 + <^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 796) A woman who prefers her husband.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^IsL+^sJ) 1.

Fallen, sunk, descended : often used in comp.

a. (mfn.} Fallen into water,

from s. (n.) Water, + ^T^ffe
5 N
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a. (jw/w.) Fallen from his kingdom, deprived of

royal power, from ^"T^o 5. (rc.) Kingdom, roy-

alty, +^"&3 . 2. Degraded, wicked, fallen

from religion and virtue.

^tf^l" s. (n. ^3+ 3") 1. Mastership, lordship.

2. The conjugal or marital state.

tf, from ) Lit. Valuing

her husband like her life : i. e. A virtuous wife,

one burning with her husband.

*rf3^ s. (/. from p
rt\?j A married woman, a

wife whose husband is living.

Tfe^ s. (/. from *tf3 + <[3) A wife devoted

to her husband, a virtuous wife.

*rt^Tl See .

s. (n.) Red sanders. See *tZff{ .

^FT s. (n.) 1. A town, a city. 2. A settlement,

a colony ; a commencement, 3. The name of a

town, the modern Patna. Colebr. Alg. p. 132.

p
ffij «. (w. from *ft*) 1. Afoot-soldier. 2. (/.)

A company, a platoon, consisting of one chariot,

one elephant, three horse, and five foot. Wilson.

An assem-

blage of foot-soldiers
;

infantry.

tf§ s. (n. R. ^h^+TT) Any vehicle or means of

conveyance.

^ s. (/. from^f^?) A wife.

T^T 5. (ft.) 1. A leaf: any thing flat and smooth

or in the shape of a leaf, as a plate of metal,

the blade of a sword, a leaf of a book, &c.

2. The wing of a bird. 3. The feather of an

arrow. 4. Any vehicle, as a car, a horse, &c.

5. A letter, a written document.

^jlT^ s. (n. + A leaf, a letter, a writing.

See^.
*)TPR^ s. (m. *iTT + *iTj) A small file used

by silversmiths, &c.

^ftPitb *. (
p
fcT+ plT&) The perusal of a

writing.

SftPt&H (/• +#W from R. An
ornament for the forehead, a sort of tiara.

*. (m-^^.Wf A bird.

^fat5^ «. (/.^+ 0^1) Painting the per-

son with fragrant substances.

s. (m.^+^) The figure or number

of the page in a book.

^t0H s. (m. ^4-^?) V. Red sanders

(Pterocarpus santolinus). 2. Red or sappan

wood (CaBsalpinia Sappan). Wilson.

fWgpT (/• •W^^JjPf) Decorating the

person by fragrant pigments.

from*^, + ^t-

A festival on the seventh day of the

month A'swina. As. JRes. m. 261.

*fcfU (-"Rr^m. ^fa+S^T) 1. A bird. 2.

An arrow. 3. A person riding on any vehicle.

4. (Beng.) A letter.

(ft.^+§4) Wove silk.

^tiiWfr>. Abud -

^Root, 1. (T&M) To go, to move. x.

To throw, to cast, to dispatch, to

send. Also, with the insertion of a nasal, 1.

(^!f3) and x. (^nrfe) To go, to pro-

ceed, to travel.

^51 s .

(
m . from R. *i\) 1. A road, a path, a

way. 2. A line of conduct ; a mode of living,

a profession. See

C$1 + a.^) Travelling expences

;

provisions for a journey.

^W^f^ s. {m. ^H-Tpf^) A conductor, a

guide. (Lit. Who shews the way.)

(_<^ m . from R. ^) A road.
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A wayfaring person, a

traveller : (femin.

^ffel^TTs. (m. n'fe+^n^) A refuge of

travellers, a baiting-place, an inn.

ad. Sans, locat. case

of^ ) In the middle of the road.

*W{ a. (-f^ra/n.^fcl+t^) 1. Journeying,

travelling. 2. Following any particular pro-

fession or line of conduct.

a. (mfn. fronr5ffiH^+IT Wilkins' Gr. § 899)

1. Belonging to a road. 2. Suitable, proper,

fit (said chiefly in a medical sense of diet, regi-

men, &c).

s. (/.from*W)A sort of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 464, 468.

^ Root, iv. (^C3) and x. (4ftt$63) To

go, to move. With prefixed, To com-

prehend, to understand; with 3Tl To approach;

with + To injure or kill; with To

come forth, to be produced ; with ft+SS To

discriminate, to analyze ; with To occur,

to take place ; to be suitable or convenient

;

with ?1 To go to, to approach ; to bow, to be

inclined; with 3?T + £l To follow; with

To arrive at, to come to ; to regain, to recover

;

with "^T To arrive, to come to ; to occur, to

happen ; to meet with, to be endowed with.

^fK^s. (m. from R. *\\) A foot. See *K .

HK s. (n. from R. p
ft£j 1. A foot. 2. A step,

pace, a footstep. 3. A spot, a place. 4. Sta-

tion, office, rank, employment. 5. An inflected

word. 6. A foot in prosody. 7. (In mathe-

matics) The period in a progression. Colebr.

Alg. pp. 51. 52. 8. (In algebra) The least

root in an affected square. 9. A matter in liti-

gation. 1 0. A fourth part. See

p
jTts1 a. {mfn. +fl )

Going on foot. s. (m.)

A foot-soldier.

*T&ffi>3F s. (n.^ + fi>3F) The mark of a foot,

a footstep.

*TTT53v3 a . (mfn.
pfa+"5'£3) Fallen from a si-

tuation or place, dismissed from an office.

*)TtvFT s. (nm.
p
iTT+ \3

5JT) The sole of the foot.

*fW s. (f. from R. P
PJJ A road, a way. Also

^l^ft s. Increase of rank.

ad. (from ^t^+ R. f^.) On foot.

^frtq *! s. (m. ^+3°*!) Dismissal from an

office.

a. (mfn.
vtK+

r

*%) Fixed in a station or

office.

*jTTtt^3 v. a. (from W) To laud, to extol, to

praise, to celebrate.

^rfcrto s . (m. ^fc+srterto) a kick.

pWft s. (m. from *tK) A foot-soldier. Also

'W^T s. (v. noun of %tfe) 1. The praising

of any person. 2. The putting marks to a writ-

ing which render the understanding of it easier.

a. (mfn. ^frt+^WsJ) Prostrate at the

feet of a person.

f^*5^) Wishing for an office.

s. (m. ^+^1) 1. The meaning of a

word or sentence. 2. A thing, a substance. 3.

(In the Sctnkhya system of philosophy) The six

predicaments or objects of proof, viz. substance,

quality, action, community, particularity, and

aggregation or intimate relation : some add a

seventh, annihilation. Trans. R.A.S. i. 94.

See also p. 551.

5 N 2
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TOW s. (n. ^iTT+ ^SPf !) The appointment of

a person to an office.

s. (n. ^fc +^lt^) A footstool.

^tft^s. (m. "tt +t^) A foot-soldier. Wil-

hins' Gr. § 903.

*ttf\ «. (from tfl,) The tonnage or measurement

of boats or ships.

(corrupt, of A lamp, a light.

a. (from T^t) 1. Pertaining to a station

or office, official. 2. Acquainted with words.

Also .

Wholesale.

Aiso^wtf^i.
::tUT ad. <Saws. (locat. case of TT) At the foot,

at the step.

p
lTCf

1?|nT ad. Sans. (^KK+^Ut) At every

step, step by step, continually.

^X"Pf1 «. (from ^fa) Acquainted with words.

*te *. (m.
Vi\+ T

\ ) A foot-soldier.

s. (from TO?) A title. Also ^fn .

^"fe s. (/. 1. A way, a path. 2.

A line, a row. 3. A ritual, a work prescribing

certain rites or ceremonies. 4. A title, a sur-

name. Also (/.)•

^"^X s. (mn.^ 1. A lotus (Nelumbium speciosum,

Hort. Ben. p. 43 : often confounded with the

water-lily, Nymphsea alba). 2. A form of battle-

array. 3. A large number, ten billions. (Thou-

sand millions, Colebr. Alg. p. 4.) 4. Coloured

marks on the head and trunk of an elephant.

TOT^ s. (n. TO[+^) Coloured marks on the

head and trunk of an elephant.

^Wtj&f s. (tt+^rffc) A plant (Ne-

rium odorum). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

) An unblown

lotus.

An epithet ofBrahma.

(Lit. Born from a lotus). Also *frlUrt1% (m.).

'^t^XT^T^s. A plant (Menispermum tomentosum).

Hort. Ben. p. 72.

from R. W^)
A small tree (Hibiscus mutabilis).

TO^> a. (mfn. Resembling a

lotus.

^iftTCS s. (mM^+ Tfe ) An epithet ofVishn u.

(Lit. Having a lotus springing from his navel.)

TOPiST s . (n. ^^r + H^T) A plant (Costus spe-

ciosus).

^t^TCsTT^r a. (mfn. Wlsf C^it^T) With eyes

like a lotus.

^Wfr s. (m. *ftT+ Tffl) A ruby. (Lit. Of

the colour of a lotus.)

s. (/.) 1 . A name of the goddess LakshmL

2. A plant (Hibiscus mutabilis).

large or deep

tank abounding in lotuses.

^TO^T a. (mfn. TO+ ^ll^M) Shaped like

a lotus.

*Wi> s. (m. from^ ?) A plant (Cassia Tora).

Wfl s. (f. from W+,^%T) An epithet

of the goddess LakshmL

^ftpfl. s. (f. TO^+ t^fl.) 1 . A place abounding

in lotuses. 2. A beautiful woman, one per-

taining to the highest of the four classes into

which women are divided according to their

i
external beauty.

*j«ft s. (^f#F d: 'W-ft^J An elephant.

locat. case of TOr+*lrr

from R. ^Ti^ An epithet of Vishnu. (Lit.

Who sleeps on a lotus.)

TO ii (n. from 1. Metre, verse, poetry.

2. (Beng.) Custom, habit. 3. The idiom of a
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language, a. Wonted, habitual, usual, custo-

mary, v. a. To behave

;

To introduce new customs, to innovate.

"°^TT^s. (TO Established usage, com-

mon practice.

^iTt^Ta. (TO+£fr) Without a precedent,

unusual.

SW s. (/.) A road.

^Root, i. (irreg. ^tllf^) To praise. See

r.

s. (from A dower. Mohun P. p. 12.

s. (m.~) The Ja&a or bread-fruit tree (Arto-

carpus integrifolia).

^T'Tl (h. Uj) A Bengali termination, by means of

which abstract substantives are derived from

some adjectives, e. g. s. Poverty,

from prfWt a. Poor.

^WftKJ a. (mfn.) Praised. Also stf^I . See

^l^ft^s. (p.^j) Cheese.

s. (-f^m. from R.*K) A road, a way.

^Sj-ft- s.
(
w ? from^tf^?) The name of a

division of the infernal regions. Manu iv. 90.

a. (from ^tf^t*^) 1. Travelling, pursuing a

road. 2. Following any custom, professing the

doctrine of any sect.

^t^T a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T>Pt+5
r Wilkins

Gr. p. 419). Fallen, sunk, descended.

Wl s. (m.^+^T + ^l) A serpent, a snake,

any reptile.

^^^FT s. (a.^+3m) An epithet of

Garuda, the bird sacred to Vishnu. (Lit. The

devourer of the serpents.) Also^t^^tt^PT (»?.).

*S * (/•^H-^ from R. IT ) A shoe, a

boot.

^ 1658

s. (m. from R. H ) 1. Air, wind. 2. The

winnowing grain.

^t^T s. (m. from R. ^ ) 1. Air, wind. 2. (n.)

The act of cleaning or purifying ; the winnowing

of grain, a. (mfn.} Clean, purified.

"faTOt^^l s. (/.
xt^T+ GR31) The deity of

winds.

^TH^fs. (m.^^+^I*^) A snake. (Lit.

Living on wind or air?)

*iWi-f s. (m. from R. ^) Air, wind.

s. (m. from R. jh The thunderbolt of Indra.

«. (»w/n. from R-^) Pure, clean
;
espe-

cially in a moral or religious sense, free from

sensual propensities, &c. s. (ra.) Kusa grass

(Poa cynosuroides). — ^31 (/.) or —"3" (n.)

Purity, sanctity, holiness.

^tfeU^ s. (n. ^3"+ ^?) Packthread, or a

rope or net made of it. Wilson.

^f^ftf^ a. (mfn. from ^tf^T+f3)
Cleaned, purified, lustrated, sanctified.

A clue, a guide.

i1T^Root, i. (*fTTU3) To go, to move.

s. (corrupt, of *flP^) 1. Milk. 2. Water.

3. Prosperity.

*faS See ^TT^.

s. (p. *l«uj ) An errand, a message, a

letter.

^m*^ s . (p. ^.u^) i. A messenger, an

envoy. 2. A prophet.

^UOtU^s. (v.j\j
jf)

A slipper, a shoe.

^TTtf^ * (corrupt, of *^^3lft°*K)
Forty-five. Mohun P. p. 127.

H iJJ^t i s. (p. Manifest, visible, public, ex-

hibited, born, produced.

ft3
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a '
(
p « Dependant, attached to,

subject to. Carey.

a. (from p. ^b«j) Dependence, attach-

ment, subjection.

HiH'HI s. (corrupt, of ^H^ft) A water-course,

a drain, a gutter.

»tW®a. (from^TT) Prosperous, thriving ; aus-

picious.

^fOTt^T a. (p. JU ^b) Trampled on, ruined.

A dove, a pigeon. Sabda S. p. 112.

s. (n.) 1. Milk. 2. Water. Also *t^T (n.).

(h. L~j) A paisa, a copper coin about

a halfpenny in value.

^ilP^lt s. (f from ^IT^T ) A milch cow.

pjTPP «. from ^^Ej 1. Made of milk

(as butter, cheese, &c). 2. Relating to milk.

vfttff (corrupt, of &ffa ?) A travelling from

one place to another.

Metre, a measure of verse consisting of

two lines.

^ftr^1 s. (from *ftfrl) A staircase, a ladder.

^ITto (m. for ^IPT+IR) 1. A
woman's breast. (Lit. Holding milk.) 2. A
cloud. (Lit. Holding water.)

s . (-^ m . from *fr*L>R. *t1) 1.

The ocean. 2. A pond or lake. 3. A cloud.

(Lit. Containing water.) Also or

^i\s. (p. j) A feather.

^t^F o. (mfn.) 1. Other, another, different. 2.

Principal, chief, best. 3. Distant, remote. 4.

Subsequent, successive, succeeding. 5. Hos-

tile. 6. (As the last member of Bahuvrihi com-

pounds it may often be translated by) Engaged

in, occupied with, devoted to : e. g. ^7t*f^^

a. (mfn.) Engaged in meditation, lit. whose

highest (object) is meditation ; C^tt^t^" a.

(mfn.) Filled with grief, lit. whose principal

(occupation) is grief. (It may also sometimes

be rendered by) Signifying, meaning, e. g.

TT3pfT[ f^RS^fa The word raja (in

this passage) signifies the judge.

—

s. (m.) 1.

An adversary, an enemy. 2. (Beng.) A
gnomon, ad. Sans. (—^°) Only, alone. See

prep, (from ^R) After, on, upon.

5
tlr

jp
,

$3 a. (mfn. *fc° from^+
se
K3) More

than a hundred. Also pf^°
,fK3 (mfn.).

ad. Sans. (*R°o from ^R+t^J
The day after to-morrow. See

"

c
i < 1^ .

4$^m a. (mfn. from ^"+^W)
More than a thousand. Also ^f^" ^^ (mfn.).

a. Transparent.

^•^H s. (m. ^+^W{) Another world,

an after-state of existence. (Lit. After-time.)

a.(mfn. from ^f^T) Pertaining to another.

^^tUU. (femin. of4^f) An adultress,

a wife who entertains a paramour.

Backbiting, slander, calumny. MohunP. p. 108.

^f^U s. (corrupt, ofWW) A trial, an inves-

tigation, a probation, an ordeal, a test.

pft^fl^, (
lt^l

N
+P.Jb) Trying, investi-

gating, s. One who tries or makes investigations

and experiments.

(from ^^Tlt^) The trying, the

making of experiments.

"fCf^ s. (corrupt, of ^t^^l) A trial, an in-

vestigation, an experiment.

(p. tJzji) A pergunnah, a district, an
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inferior division of a country, nearly equal to a

barony.

"JJtM'W s.
(
p
i"^"+

rH^l) A parasitical plant

(Epidendrum). Mohun P. p. 38.

The dwel-

ling in the house of another.

*j«l ên s. (^" + "5^) False hair.

si^T5^s. (from^+5*3) The eaves of a house.

'UbTH a. (from ^T^ +Sf^) Subject to the

will of another.

A stranger, one not of

the family.

pi<Olts5 a. (mfn.^ +^3 ) 1 . Born of another,

fostered by a stranger (as an adopted child).

2. Subject, dependent on another. Also

and *i<n5w (mfn.).

The putting on of clothes.

arf. Saras. f^+sS^) By or from ano-

ther
;
beyond, over.

<si*3i a. (mfn.
T>|"3"+ \53i) Dependent, subject

to another. —\fl s. (/.) or —^ (n.) De-

pendence, subjection.

^3^1 I (^H-vFT?) A patch.

ac?. Saws. (H^'-r-W) Elsewhere, in another

place, in a future state, in another world.

"i<q<3l<P a. (mfn. *t^5 f^ffe) Awed by the

dread of another world, fearful of futurity,

pious, religious.

*}4«t'F« ^ (m. only Vlur. . H^TTt^")
t. Another man's wife. 2. (Beng.~) Adultery.

^^W^ s. (n. ^iWte+ ^TffiSFT) Adul-

tery. (Lit. Approaching the wife of another.)

HTPrtTtllHl a. (-f^ mfn. ^1^+
^Tt^lTflpT^) Adulterous, s. (m.) An adulterer.

^inrRtf^t^ s. (
n

.
^TPTR+^rf%^H)

Adultery.

a. (from ) Adulterous. Also

*U(Vl^ ad. (H^+f^T) The day after, the

next day.

s.(m.^+flp!
l) Another country.

?ra/ra. from

Hurting or injuring others.

,wt^RJ»^ii f . (/.^+*WfNtl^pi

)

Toleration towards another religion in mode of

worship.

sfa3*l a. (mfn. from ^+3^ from R.

s5^) Annoying or vexing others, doing injury

to an enemy.

^t^ad. Sans. +\) But, yet, notwith-

standing.

^tT^ ad. (from p
f5T) Further and further, suc-

cessively, more and more.

^t^FfT^ s. (from p. jj + ) Feathered to the

foot (as a certain kind of pigeons).

^NPftSlk a. (mfn.^ + "Pt^3 + from R.

^5T^?) Feeding on the meal of another, eating

the loaf of another.

wizard, a witch. Morton.

^f^J^ ». (m. ^ +^3^) 1. A stranger,

another man. 2. A gallant, a paramour.

W^l s. (/. from^ +^) A woman twice

married. (Lit. Formerly another's.) Manu in.

166. v. 163. Also *f3t^1^ft (/.).

s. (corrupt, of A festival.

^3^*1 a. (^ + 3*1) Dependent on others.

^}«L1 s. (p. jjj) 1. Fear, terror. 2. Anxiety,

care, concern. 3. Desire, affection, concupis-

cence.

^W^t*t?R^ a. (mfn. + +
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Fulfilling the wish of others, beneficent, obliging.

-31 (/.) or — "3" (n.) Beneficence, kindness.

S^^kkff mfn -^+^^) Dependant,

subject to.

(p. ^j^^y) An order, a command,

a permission.

s. (p. <0^) An order, a pass, a license,

leave, command, a precept, a warrant.

T>fc<rf| a. (mfn. tfeljfo Inimical.

supreme

God.

s. (m. +^ from R. ^) A crow.

(Lit. Who nourishes another, the cuckoo.) Also

*fe*lad. Sans, (from^fa) Hereafter, afterwards.

W\Mm'. Gr. p. 551.

a. (mfn. from
*BTW) Chief, principal, best,

excellent. Used in comp. e. g.

^t^TI a. (mfn.) Having sensual gratification for

his highest (object) ; devoted to worldly enjoy-

ments, from ^"ftSIPlT^t7! s. (m.) Enjoyment

of sensual pleasure, +

s. (n.
"

E5

f'^" + ) The opinion or senti-

ments of another person; a heterodox opinion.

^pg^fOTr s.
(
n

. ^h^+to^^t)
The adopting the view of another, or a hetero-

dox opinion
;

heresy.

^<i|^l4^fl «• (-"N^L mfn. ?kk$+
)
Adopting heterodox or heretical

opinions.

The Supreme

Spirit, God.

% }m^h s. (m. ^51 +^) A distinguished

sage, a saint of thefirst rank.

STWH^ s. (^H + ^t^J) Comfort, consola-

tion, happiness. Morton.

Vfamffi s. (m.^^ + K°^) An ascetic, a

religious man.

^s. (/.^tolfemin. of^fa^ + ^tfa)

Lit. The supreme path : i. e. The proceeding to

heaven and final beatitude.

*f^Tt^ s. (m. *faH + 3Pi) An atom, the

smallest particle of matter. Trans. M.A.S.

ii. 18.

4^4) a. (-i&£m.^I +^liWO The

Supreme Spirit, God. Trans. R.A.S. i. 97.

s. (n. ^^ +^) Rice boiled with

milk and sugar.

ttoWft^ a. (mfn. +^rWftT3 )

Highly satiated.

^Wfep s. (n. ^T[ +^i^) The period of

life, or age of a person.

VU*tf$ s. (m. $Gm±t5$% 1. Any chief or

principal object ; a spiritual object. 2. The

Supreme Being.

a. (mfn. from ^1 4^ )
Supreme, excellent,

chief, best.

Wfe s. (m. + The supreme

Lord : often used as an epithet of Siva.

s. (femin. of ^W^-) An epithet

applied to DevI or Durga by her worshippers.

(Lit. The supreme goddess.)

m. from the locat.

case of
pfa*T, +f^:l from R. ^1?) An

epithet of Brahma. (Lit. Dwelling on high or

in heaven ?)

Supreme power,

great splendour.

from Eternal

felicity, the lasting reunion with the Universal

Spirit. Manu xn. 125. (Lit. The highest step.)

^R"*^ a. (mfn. from Continuous, sue-
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cessive, propagated from one to another or from

father to son.

tfa^W s . (/. from^fa) 1. Continuous suc-

cession, a row, a series, a line. 2. Race, lineage.

p
fcl*'

vt^"t<F s. (w.) The killing of animals in a

sacrifice.

a. (mfn. ^f^Tl+^lt^) Pro-

pagated from father to son, hereditary, tradi-

tional.

T^i^w^p^s. (™.*r^n + con-

nection by an intermediate link, mediate con-

nection.

sNl^ite s. (m. Another world,

another state of existence after death.

Gone

to another world, dead. Also

*te*pt3]^ s . (corrupt, of ^3"^) 1. A
touchstone. 2. The philosopher's stone. Mo-
hun P. p. 140.

H^fft^Ts. (corrupt. of^T~Pt^R) An or-

namental tree (Hibiscus populneoides). Carey.

H^ilol s. (R.T^fl) A parasitical plant, a para-

site.

sfTpft^ v. a. (from R. To touch, to come

in contact.

s. (m.) An axe, a battle-axe. Also

ad. (corrupt, of 1lT1^3T ) The day after to-

morrow, the day before yesterday.

The name of a

hero and demigod, the first of the three Ramas,

and the sixth avatara or descent of the deity

Vishnu, who appeared in the world as the son
J

of the saint Jamadagni for the purpose of re-

pressing the tyranny and punishing the violence

of the Kshatriya or military tribe. Wilson.

s. (*te+CTW?) A plant used in

materia medica. Carey.

I
1"^<tH s. (m. from ^t<P^) An axe, a battle-axe,

a hatchet. Also

ad. Sans. (fa +
5^31) The day after

to-morrow, the day before yesterday.

a. (mfn. $$+$1+^*5%) En-

vious, invidious.

WH^s. (n. fa+ C^TT^) Supreme excel-

lence and final beatitude. Trans. H.A.S. i. 574.

ad. Sans. Beyond, further.

a. (mfn. from ^t^T) Reciprocal, mutual.

ad. Sans. (— <°) Mutually, each other.

^^TtlT ad. (from Mutually, re-

ciprocally. Also ^UHK .

^^SPfll s. (w.^i^t^dative case ofpron.^

,

The active or transitive voice of a verb.

prep. Sans. Back, backward: it also denotes

superiority, defeat, reverse, &c. Wilhins' Gr.

p. 396.

a. (from *tf<rC3) Put on, dressed.

^iT^US v. a. (from ^1^13) To put on, to dress

a person, to deck, to caparison, to harness an

animal ; to pass a thing through a hole.

s. (m.) 1. An expiatory ceremony. 2. A
sacrificial knife, a scymetar.

^tTTZFH s . (m. *W + 353I) Valour, prowess,

exertion, strength ; attack of an enemy.

*fTt!Fft a. (-f^ mfn.
TW3^+^)

Valorous, strong, active, energetic.

WFtg" a. (mfn. ^1+3^3" from R.
)

1. Vanquished, overcome by others. 2. Pos-

sessed of valour or power.

fc^tTI s. (m.
1W + T

1) 1. The farina or pollen

of a flower. 2. Any scented powder. 3. Dust.

4. An eclipse.

a. (mfn. from ^TF+^U)
Turning away, with the face averted.

5 O
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^fTfo a. (m. Wt, /. *Wtft, n.

from prep. *jTl +3T^) Turned away, averted.

^TtflJ3 a. (mfn. ^+ 3j1ff>\??) Nourished

by another, supported by a stranger.

a. (mfn. fromWN) Turned away,

averting the face.

^TteT s. (ml ^W +OT) Defeat, the loss of

a cause at law, the being cast on a trial.

A reason

of defeat, or of failure in argument. Trans.

R.A.S. u 118.

^fTfcpft a. (-ftS^mfn. ^tW + t^T ) Suf-

fering a defeat, losing a law-suit, cast.

Conquered,

vanquished, defeated, cast at a trial.

1?tOT a . (mfn. W+.(3P3>) Con-

querable, vincible, capable of being vanquished.

Also Wl^f (mfn.).

^t°l s. (corrupt, of ^ffa) 1. Life. 2. v. noun

of q. v.

^t^T a. (mfn. ^+3$^) Subject to

others, depending on others. — \Fl (f.) or

— (n.) Subjection, dependence.

Inimical, oppressive.

(Lit. That which is unwished for by another.)

a. (mfn.^ + :5&) Feeding upon the

food of another, living at another's expense, s.

(n.) Prepared food belonging to another person.

^Tt*RtT[ a. (mfn. ^+3rWT[) Accusing;

another, laying a crime to the charge of another,

slanderous. Also ^TWn^ (mfn.) and

mfn.).

s. (m. plur. ^«T +3H^) Predecessors

and successors, ancestors and descendants.

Manu i. 105.
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reverting or

returning back.

Liable

to be returned, revertible, returnable. Also

*W^& (mfn.).

^W^vS a. (mfn. + Reverted, re-

turned.

*M i^fS s. (f. from + + ) The

act of reverting or returning, a reversion.

W^.s, (m. ^1 + ^)3" from R. ^) Defeat,

the being conquered or overcome, the being

treated with disrespect or contempt.

a. (mfn. from R.

9) Vincible, conquerable.

^l^vS a. (mfn. + from R. ^) 1. Con-

quered, overcome, vanquished. 2. Treated with

disrespect or contempt.

*t<'Ull*| s. (^W + EFFT?) Repentstance, con-

version.

<
s. (m. from R. ^) Con-

sideration, consultation, reflection, discrimina-

tion, judgment, advice. Also ?t< W<t (m.).

iTtim s. (m.W + from R. A

counsellor, a discriminator, an adviser. Also

*RW^ (mfn.).

WiPfl * (-f^L mfn. *iTfcrf+t^)
Advising, discriminating, consulting, tendering

an advice. Also

(corrupt, of A chief,

a director, a chairman.

^iTt^ s. (from ^W + R. ^) 1. Counselled,

advised. 2. Dishonoured, defiled, deflowered.

^^1°] s. (n. ^fa+ SnFT) Attachment, de-

votedness to a thing. Used in comp. e. g.
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SJSIPjTfa ! a. (mfn.) Devoted to Brahma,

from<T5l! s. (n.) The supreme deity, + 15WTTc
1 .

"falTO a. (mfn. ^ + 3Tni3) Dependent,

subject to others.

indecl. Sans, (from *7<) The year before

last.

^<lf<^ a. (mfn.
pl<l(<+^") Pertaining to the

year before last, of the last year but one.

^W^fc. (mfn. ^fa+ Slsf) 1. Having a dif-

ferent object. 2. Having the advantage of

another person for one's object, ad. Sans.

(—<£ ) For the sake of others.

^tTPfrpfe a. {mfn. *Wf+ 31*5$) Inter-

ceding, intervening on behalf of another.

Inter-

vention, intercession.

^WV^ad. Sans. (heat, case of ^tTftf) For the

sake of another.

s. (m. *t^3If t) A hundred thousand

billions. Colebr. Alg. p. 4. a. Immense, in-

finite.

"Wf) a. (m/n. ftam*WMW ) Chief, ex-

cellent, eminent, best.

*R~t*R s. (m.) The name of the father of the

ancient poet VyAsa.

pfcWSU fromW"R?) A beggar,

a wandering mendicant. Also Ttt^tKtt^*L,(?w.).

Will s. (m. P
t*?'.+>4lWil) The entering into

the service of another, the taking refuge with

another.

^iTrf^J a. (mfn. *t^+3ltf^3) Gone into the

service of another, taking refuge with another.

pWf^33l s. (f. *iTtf^3+ 3l) Servitude,

dependence on another. Mohun P. p. 148.

$y*trl s. (n. *R+3I^ from R.

Slaughter, killing, carnage.

H^a. {mfn. W+^FJj) Lifeless, extinct,

expired.

The being

placed under confinement or restraint by ano-

ther person.

pW3^ItU (-fa\m. from^R + R.7^?)
A robber, a thief.

*fT^ a. (mfn. ^W + ^TS) Defeated, van-

quished, overthrown.

s. (n. *f^+-3l? for The after-

noon.

IW$?\31 a. (mfn. 'W^ + viFT) Pertaining to

the afternoon, postmeridian.

prep. Sans. Around
;

entirely, thoroughly.

x$ftW*. (wi.'tft' +^from R. ^) Properly,

any thing that surrounds or envelopes : hence,

1 . A girth, a zone. 2. A retinue, a train of de-

pendants. 3. A bed.

*lf^*6 s . (-^\ n.*ftk+-&&l) Deco-

ration of the person by painting, perfuming, or

dress. 2. An arithmetical operation. Colebr.

Alg. pp. 277. 286. 339.

Htwfil^ s. (n. sff^F^+STfe) The

eight fundamental operations in arithmetic, viz.

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,

finding the square, extracting the square-root,

finding the cube, and extracting the cube-root.

Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

A slave, a servant.

^j"f4<P^<P1 s. (n. ^Tft +^^T) Dishonesty,

fraud, deception, cheating.

A contri-

vance ; a trick ; a forgery.

^BiiflT^f «• (™fn - ^fe+^f^fa from R.

Jj^L,) Contrived, devised, found out; forged.

a. (mfn. from R.

5 2
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Proclaimed, announced, made known or

renowned.

^tfcj31! s. (m. ^tf^ + TpST) A walking about.

The surrounding;

a place with an enclosure or ditch and moat.

from R.

f|fl) One who vexes or annoys others.

^ft^T s. (m. ^[ft + ^IT) Complete decay,

entire destruction or ruin.

^f^ft?^ a. (mfn. ^if^ +f^) Surrounded,

encircled, intrenched.

a. (mfn. Entirely ruined

or decayed.

"Tf^ti s. (f. ^ft+^l from R. ^T) A ditch

around a fort, a moat.

a. (mfn. from R.

Enumerated, calculated, stated numerically.

*if^t3 a. (mfn.^+^5 from R. 1.

Gone around, surrounded, encompassed, en-

circled. 2. Acquired, obtained, laid hold of,

understood, known.

Hft^tfe s. (f. ^'f^ + sftf^) The name of a

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 469.

*lf^£fc3 a. (mfn.^+^3 from R .^
Received, accepted.

^fW^ s. (m. +^ from R. 1. The

taking possession of a thing. 2. The reserve of

an army. 3. Dependants, a retinue, an equi-

page, a train. 4. A wife. 5. The sun near the

moon's node. 6. Root, origin ; an original

stock or fund.

*rf^T s. (m. from*tft" + R. $?T) 1. A club

mounted with iron, a bludgeon, a mace. 2.

Killing, destroying. 3. A glass-vessel. 4. The

nineteenth stellar mansion. As. Res. n. 302.

*fft*rt3 s. (m. from ^f^+ R. 1. A
weapon. 2. Destruction, slaughter, killing.

s. (m. from^ + R. A club

or staff mounted with iron.

(m. from *tft"+R.^) 1. Sound,

noise. 2. Improper discourse.

^ftUIT s. (m. ^tft:+^ir from R. ft) Ac-

quaintance with a person, introduction.

*tl<04 s. (m. from ^ft" + R. 1. A guard,

a body-guard. 2. An attendant, a servant.

^fftWl s. (f. from^ft+R.^) Service,

dependence, attendance on a person, respect.

*TfT£tlT s . (m. from ^tf^+ R. ft) Fire made

ready for a sacrifice. Wilkins' Gr. p. 428.

^fr^tlT^ a. (mfn. from ^fe+ R. ft) Making

a person or thing known
;
introducing, acquaint-

ing, s. (m.) One who introduces a person to

another, an usher.

a. (mfn. from ^ft"+ R. "5^) Sub-

servient to, attending on. s. (m.
s

) An attendant,

a waiter, a lackey.

*ffTI>tft3?1 s. (femin. of ^rf^TFt^) A female

servant.

*ffrft3 a. (mfn. from ^tfe + R. ft) Made

known, acquainted with.

sfftTSIT a. (mfn. from *Tft+ R. ft) Fit to be-

come acquainted with, sociable.

(m. from stfc+R.^TT) 1. A cover-

ing, a clothing. 2. A train, a retinue, atten-

dants, followers.

*Tfi"55^ a. (mfn.
pif^+^' from R. W^)

1. Covered, clothed. 2. Surrounded, encom-

passed, attended by. Also

(f. from ^tfe+R. ftT?) Com-

pletion, decision.

^tfrfWT a. (mfn. *l"fe+f5^ from R. ft^)
Limited, defined, singled out; polished, clean,

clear; excellent, good.
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?fciU^Wli (m. from^+R.f^) 1. Sepa-

ration, division : especially a division in a book.

2. Cleanliness. Tarachand Ch.

^ffeWp a . (mfn. from T
tft'+ R. fi^tf ) De-

finable, fit to be limited.

Hfeoit s. (^ft"+3FT) A member of one's fa-

mily, an attendant ; household.

ptf^t3«. (mfn.^+^3 ) Known thorough-

plft^3l s. (-^ m. *ffa + R. \3i1+^) One
who knows thoroughly.

)
Thorough know-

ledge of a thing ; the detection of an offender.

tffctS a. (mfn. ^tft+TO from R. t*I ) 1.

Bent down, curved, deflected. 2. Ripe, mature.

°ifVlfo s. (/. from ^fft+^f^ from R. 1^)
Transmutation, a change.

IifVtTr s. (m. from *fft+R. Marriage.

^ftlH^ si (n: from ^ft+R. "ft) Marriage.

5Sffttfe. (m. from Stft"+R. 1^) 1. An al-

teration, a change, a transmutation ; the lapse

(of time). 2. An end, a conclusion. 3. Evening.

^VtroHl a. (_f^ mfn.

from R. Provident, prepared for

a change, prudent.

^1l^J%* (/.^Mt5T + Ff^)Foresight,

prudence, providence.

(m. from *fft + R. 1-1) A move or

draught at chess.

s. (m. from *tf^+R. IT ) 1. Width,

breadth, latitude. 2. The circumference or peri-

phery of a circle or other figure. Colebr. Alg.

p. 87.

A domicile,

a habitation.

"fiVffc a. (mfn. ^Tfe+ ^ffa from R. 1\)
Married.

s. ((4% m. ^RrPjL from R. 1"})

A husband, a bridegroom.

ad. Sans. (*|rfe+3^) Around, all

around.

*ffe?^ a. (mfn. ^ft"+33) Heated, inflamed.

pJft3#=1 s. (n.
pj"(^"+ ĉ

l) Consideration,

enquiry, investigation.

(m. from *if^"+ R.3\) 1. Heat,

warmth. 2. Pain, distress, anguish, sorrow, un-

easiness, grief.

*n%J§ a. (mfn. *fft +^ from R. ^)
Pleased, contented, satisfied.

v. a. (from To dress, to put on

clothes, to deck, to caparison.

(m. from ^tfc+ R.OT) Con-

tentedness, satisfaction, gratification, satiety.

^Tf^Qj^ a. (mfn. ^fft+QJ^ from R. CU^)
Relinquished, abandoned, deserted, given up.

s. (m. from ^ff^+ R. Q5\) Aban-

donment, relinquishment, desertion ; the giving

up of any thing for pious purposes.

^rf^BjWU. (-PKmfn. ^if^jW+H)
Abandoning, relinquishing, deserting.

HftcUt3P a. (mfn. from + R. Fit to

be abandoned or deserted.

^f^TTt°l s. (n.^+^\c\ from^T) 1. Sal-

vation, liberation, deliverance. 2. The keeping

off a blow ; self-defence.

Hfeft^l s. (-^ m. from ^ft+ R.^T) A
saviour, a deliverer, a protector, a liberator.

^"fcqllft a. (-f&lmfn. from ^tft'+ R.t^')

Rescuing, saving, delivering, protecting.

"ift^S a. (mfn. + Entirely given

away. Also . Wilkins' Gr. § 692.
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Barter, exchange,

the returning of a pledge or loan.

"ffttWT s. (n. *\fk+ CWT) Complaint, la-

mentation, wailing. Also ttf<rC^<*1 \ (/.).

a. (mfn. from

Wearable, fit to be worn. Also

and *ff^&XT (mfn.).

s. (n. from ^tf^+ R. ^1)1. The put-

ting on of clothes. 2. (m.) A lower garment.

3. Clothes, garments, wearing-apparel. (Beng.)

v. a. To wear clothes.

pfftf^ s. (m. from ^fe+ R. *H) 1. The cir-

cumference or periphery of a circle. Colebr.

Alg. p. 87. 2. The disk of the sun or moon.

3. The branch of the tree to which the victim

at a sacrifice is tied.

*fft~f^ s. (m. + 1. A guard, a

body-guard. 2. An aid-de-camp, an attendant

on a king. (Lit. Standing around a person.)

^feH^I s. (n. from^fe+R. An under-

garment.

m. from^f^+ R. ^°Tiv)The going

into exile.

^tf^tf a. (mfn. +^<J) Perfectly ripe,

mature, digested ; skilled. —^1 (f) or —^
(w.) Ripeness, maturity.

sff^t ! s. (n. + Capital, stock, prin-

cipal.

from ^1^.1^) Circumventing, s. (/w.) 1. An

enemy, an adversary. 2. A robber, a circum-

ventor, a highwayman.

^tf^Tte si (from *ffe+R. Ripeness,

maturity, digestion.

^f^Rft s. (/. ^f^+^) Arrangement,

method, order. Also ItftpHr&t (/.). a. Neat,

elegant, excellent, ad. In order, regularly.

^I^Tfftr a. (mfn. ^+^TffcT from R.

"^^J) ^* to De fulfilled or completed.

*rf^ft3 a. (mfn. ^ft+^f^3 from R. ^)
Fulfilled, satisfied, completed.

vtfk^ a. (mfn. 'tft + ^K) Quite full, ful-

filled, satiated
;

satisfied, completed. — ^31

(/.) or —^ (w.) Fulness, completeness.

(from ) State of ful-

ness.

s. (ra.) A sort of grass (Cyperus ro-

tundus). Also ^"ftPN («.).

^f^3 s. (m. from ^rRr+ R. $H ) A question,

a query.

»• (
mfn - ^,4-021?^,) Desirous

of obtaining.

^f^p a. (mfn. from R. Undu-

lating, tremulous, shaking.

"fpKOll s. (n. *tft+^3FT from R. ^v^) t.

Killing, slaughter. 2. Abandonment, desertion,

the relinquishing a thing.

Abandoned,

deserted, relinquished.

s. (m. from^+R.^) 1. A re-

turning or turning back ;
retreat, flight. 2. A

return for any thing received, a recompence, a

requital
;

reciprocity. 3. Exchange, barter.

4. Permutation, vicissitude.

s. (n. from ^tft+ R. <£S) ]'. Re-

compense, requital. 2. Exchange, barter.

^R4>3*ftU a. (mfn. ^ft+^ftlT from R.

Wi^) 1. Deserving a return or recompense. 2.

Exchangeable, fit to be bartered. — \?1 (f)

or —3 (re.) Exchangeableness, mutability.

*tfi&&\ a. (-f~3%mfn. *tf%33+t^) 1.
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Exchanging, bartering. 2. Recompensing, re-

warding.

ad. (locat. case of
ttf^3) In ex-

change for, in lieu of, instead of.

*ffe^ s. (m. from^Tfe+R. <T^) Lit. That

which surrounds or encompasses ;
hence, 1. Re-

tinue, train, attendants. 2. Insignia of sove-

reignty. 3. Wealth, riches. 4. Thing, substance.

^tf^TlT s. (m. from^rf^+R.^) 1. Abuse,

reproach, slander, calumny, a stigma. 2. An

accusation, a charge.

Bif<<lll<P a. (mfn. from *tft+ R. 1.

Calumniating, abusing, slandering. 2. Accusing,

charging, s. (m.) 1. A calumniator. 2. A pro-

secutor, a plaintiff.

(f. from A vma

or lute with seven strings.

^f^tCll a. (-f^T mfn. ^tf^ttT+t^)
Accusing. 5. A plaintiff, a prosecutor.

^ff^TCp a. (m/k from ^tft'+ R. Cen-

surable, blameable, chargeable.

a. (mfn. from R.

Shaven, shorn.

(m. from *tfe + R. ^) Lit. Any

thing which surrounds or encloses: hence, 1.

Train, retinue, attendants, followers. 2. The

sheath or scabbard of a sword, &c.

Clothes,

outer garments. Mohun P. p. 72.

(m. from *tft"+R.3^) 1. An inun-

dation. 2. A water-course, a drain.

^itTf^fe s. (m. from^+ R. f^T ) An elder

brother who remains unmarried after the mar-

riage of a younger one. Manu in: 171. Also

*tfb|f3 and ^f^rfg (m.).

tft^ !*. (n.^+^°5:oi)Growth , increase

:

an addition, an appendage. Manu xn. 109.

*Tf^"<na a. (mfn. *tfk+'ZJ5 from R. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 423). A master, a superior, an

owner.

^tf^s? a. (mfn. from R. \) Sur-

rounded, attended by.

^t^RTl s . (-3 m. from*if^ + R.f3¥) A
younger brother who marries before an elder

one. Manu in. 171.

^fTOTpfl s. (from ^ft + R. 1. Wit,

prudence, foresight, caution. 2. Anguish, pain.

^ifrra*! s. (m. from ^fe+ R. W\) The disk

of the sun or moon. a. (mfn.} Surrounding,

encompassing. See

a. (mfn. from^+ R.f^t) At-

tending on a person; serving at table.

(n. from *ffe+ R. ftt) The

serving up of food at table.

a. (mfn. from

Proper to be attended on. Also^R*t> (>>.).

p11<tRHjirlFf a. (mfn. from *tft"+1%^) Beino;

served, being attended on.

(»?.) The disk of the sun or moon.

a. (mfn.} 1. Surrounding, encompassing. 2.

Serving at table.

'

c
t'PCC<I^r

c
1 s. (rc.) 1. Enclosure, the surrounding

a thing. 2. Attendance at table, the serving

out of bread, &c.

*f"te*tl s. (from ^ft+ R. #*T) One who

carves food at table.

a. (mfn. Sur-

rounded, enclosed, encompassed.

A tree (Pte-

rospermum acerifolium). 2. A sort of reed

(Calamus fasciculatus). Wilson.

^f<<v^ i s. (/. from ^f^ + R. <£J
) Ascetic

devotion, mendicancy.
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Stft^MS a. (mfn. from ^fe+ R. <[^) Wan-
dering about, s. (ra.) A religious mendicant.

Also ^1^11^ (-^™.).

*)l<^< si (m. from ^jf^+ R. Disregard,

disrespect, contempt. Also H 1^.-^3 (m.).

^fet^TT a. (mfn. from ^tf^+R. f) To

be disregarded or despised, contemptible. Also

{mfn.').

^TfeWt a. (-f^T from lff^fa)
Despising, disrespecting.

^feM s. (n. ^fe'+^'W ) 1. Address, dis-

course, conversation. 2. Abuse, reproach, re-

proof. 3. An engagement, a promise.

. Discourse, con-

versation, speech. 2. A promise, an agreement.

3. A summary interpretation of difficult terms.

4. A preface. Mohun P. p. 100. 5. A techni-

cal term. Tarachand Ch.

ttft^3 a. (w/ra. from^fr+ R. ^ ) Disregarded,

disrespected, contemned, vanquished, defeated.

pfftT^W s. (-?£ m. from ^ft+ R. ^)
Who uses the goods of another person without

leave. Manu n. 201.

to 1*1 s. (m. v\fk+ (^1) The (illegal) en-

joyment or use of (another person's) property.

PHT5ST s. (m. from ^f^+ R. A wandering

about, a going astray ; a mistake, an error.

a. (mfn. + Fallen, degraded,

corrupted.

a. (mfn. from Hft+ R. SjSI) Wan-

dering, or roaming about, s. (?w.) A mendicant

pilgrim.

ytftS^FT s. (^tfe+ H^FT) An orbit, a circle.

(m.) 1. A perfume, an exquisite

scent. 2. The trituration of perfumes.

^fk^\°\ s. (n. from ^ft+R. Hi) 1. Measure;

the capacity of a vessel. 2. The act of mea-

suring;;.

a. (mfn. ttfk+Sti&D from R.H1)

Fit to be measured, requiring to be ascertained

as to quantity.

*Tfet3l s. (-^ m. from^fe+R.Hl) One

who measures or weighs.

*tfTf£t3 a. (mfn. ^fift^fe from R. Hi)

Measured, meted, denned. —^1 (/.) or — "3"

(w.) Measuredness, definiteness.

^i'R fU^Jir s. (m. ^f^fe+^JH) Frugality,

economy.

+ ^"1^) Parsimonious, frugal, economical.

TtPrfH^si s . (m. H^^+mn) Mo-

deration, temperance, restraint of the appetite.

^jTfe^T^Fr s .

(
n

. ^rftto+c^^)
Temperance, moderation.

flftfel-t>Ul a. (-f^ mfn. ^f^fe+
^4iloU -f Temperate. Mohun P. p. 120.

a. (mfn. from Mea-

surable, ascertainable as to extent or quantity,

finite, ponderable, calculable. —^1 (y.) or

—^ (w.) Measureableness, calculableness.

The guarding or

keeping a thing well.

^tf^fe? a. (mfn. ^ft"+ ^"fe3) Well guard-

ed, well preserved, well kept.

s. (m. from ^if^+R. An embrace.

^ft5^ a. (mfn. ^ft+ 'Jf ) Cleared off, dis-

charged, paid.

Well dried up.

A conclusion, a

termination, an end, a limit.

from R. 1.
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A payment, the discharge of a debt. 2. Re-

turn, reward, retaliation, recompense.

a. (mfn. from ^fe+ R.^H.) Dis-

charging a debt, making a payment, clearing

one's self of an obligation.

*tf^ft[ (m. from ^tft'+ R. ^) Fatigue,

distress, pains, exertion, toil, endeavour.

*ifWJfi» a. (mfn. from *tfe + R. Fatigued,

exhausted, distressed.

s. (f. from 5tft+ R. ) Fatigue,

exhaustion, distress, toil, labour.

sff^3<^ g, (J.\f. from^ + R.^nt) An as-

sembly, a court, a meeting, especially for judi-

cial purposes.

*tf%m s. (m. from Tl^"*) A person pertain-

ing to an assembly ; a spectator at a play.

See *ff4M*i .

xtf^^TftTT a. (mfn. from ^tft+^lt^)
Fit to be cleansed or purified.

P)[<«fc$U s. (m. from ^ft+ R. ^) 1. Purity,

cleanness. 2. Decoration, embellishment. 3.

The repairing a building, a. Pure, clear, neat

;

sincere, upright, accurate, intelligent, clever.

v. a. To cleanse, to scour, to clean,

to polish, to decorate.

^tf^^R^ a. (mfn. from ^ft"+ R. ^) 1.

Cleansing, purifying. 2. Decorating, adorn-

ing, embellishing. Also

mfn.).

a. (mfn. from Hf^"+ 3>) 1. Cleansed,

scoured, purified. 2. Adorned, embellished,

decorated.

. (m.) An elephant's coloured housings.

Tf^ffl s. (m. from *lft"+ R.
;5^T) An em-

brace.

An enumera-

tion, a recapitulation.

*rf^1^7t3a. (mfn. + + from

r. ^Tri) Enumerated.

sfft^R a. (mfn. +^ from R. ^ ) Near

at hand, contiguous, s. (m.~) 1. Ground con-

tiguous to a town, river, mountain, &c. 2.

Width, extent, dimension.

itfkztf s. (m. + from R. ^) A
going round or surrounding.

*Tf^Wl s. (f from^ft"+R.^ + ITl Wilkins'

Gr. p. 474). 1. A movement about or around,

circumambulation. 2. Near approach. 3. Ser-

vice, attendance.

pfftpfftl s. (-^% m. ^ft+^PT ) 1. A
border, a boundary, a limit. 2. The upshot of

a business.

(m.) A foster-child.

ra.) A foster-child, an adopted child.

(m.~) The coloured housings of an

elephant. See

^tf^^ts. (m. from^ft+ R. 1. De-

coration of the hair with flowers, &c. Also

(m.). 2. Power, strength. 3. Com-

motion, agitation, vibration.

A moving

about, agitation, commotion.

^f^3l s. (f fromHft+ R. Vinous or

distilled liquor. Wilson.

^PCP s. (n. ftfk+S&% from R. "§) 1. A
confutation ; the repelling of a charge. 2. Dis-

respectful treatment.

*fft"$XflTr a . (mfn. from ^fft+ R. "§) Fit to

be refuted or repelled
; deserving disrespect.

tff^^M. a. (mfn. from *fft + R. Fit

to be laughed at, laughable, ridiculous.

5 P
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a. (mfn. Laughed at,

ridiculed.

^Tfel^" s. (n. from^tf^+ R. ^1) Reduction,

diminution, decrease.

*TfeTR s. (to. from^f^ + R. 1. A confu-

tation, the repelling of a charge. 2. Disrespect,

disregard.

a. (mfn. from ^ft + R. 1') 1. Re-

pelling a charge
;
confuting an argument. 2.

Treating with contempt or disrespect.

a. (mfn. Sfft+i£p3 from R. f)
Fit to be treated with contempt, s. (to.) A
bracelet.

s. (to. from t
ff^" + R. 3^) Mirth,

sport, laughter.

^TftXt7^ a. (mfn. from :tf^+ R. Laugh-

ing at, ridiculing, joking. Also

(_f^T\ mfn.).

*tf^"^P a. (mfn. from *Tf« +R. Laugh-

able, ridiculous.

a. (mfn. sffc+ft^ from R. *H) Put

round, put on (as a garment), clothed, clad.

^.R %si a. (mfn. from *tf^"+ R. %) 1. Con-

futed, repelled. 2. Treated with disrespect.

s. (p. ^) A fairy.

^t^ttd?<? a. (mfn. from*Tf^"+ R. ^5£) Investi-

gating acutely, trying, bringing to the test.

5NWS

tSI a. (mfn. from *tfe+R. ^) Fit

to be tried, proper to be brought to the test

;

requiring a proof. Also 'Wt^ (mfn.).

^t^t^l s. (f. from*11^"+ R.^3S) Investiga-

tion, a trial, an ordeal, an experiment, a test.

Also^t^fe ! (n.) See As. Res. i. 389. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 94.

sfatfeS a. (mfn. ^fk+^^S from R.^ )

Examined, investigated, tried, brought to the test.

^^t^tt^T s. (m. from A move or

draught at chess. Also

a. (mfn. *tft"+ t^3 from R. ^) Sur-

rounded, circumambulated, encompassed, hem-

med in (as an enemy).

a. (mfn. contract, of

Gr. § 692). Entirely given.

s. (to.) See

(to.) See

s. (to. from ^ft^^) 1. Furniture.

2. Sowing around. 3. Standing water.

*RtTte See *tfr<rte

.

(to.) See

p
ffl^t3" s. (to. for

1>
fft"+ R. ^) Disrespect,

contempt. See

. Enquiry, investi-

gation, philosophical discussion. 2. Service.

3. Readiness, willingness.

WWl See »ffi?rftJl

.

^ft^H s. (to.) See

(to.) See

H^s. (m. fromR."^) 1. A joint in a cane or reed.

Also ^t^F^T (n.) 2. (Beng. from Portug. porro)

Leek (Allium Porrum). Hort. Ben. p. 24.

iracfecZ. Sans. Last year.

a. (mfn.^^ +^) Pertaining to last year.

^<Pil1 s. 1. A bladder. 2. A packet. Carey.

^t^ffi a. (mfn.) Severe, unkind, harsh, contume-

lious, abusive (as speech), s. (n.) 1. Unkind

or harsh language, abuse. 2. A plant (Barleria

Prionitis). 3. (to.) A tree (Xylocarpus gra-

natum).

^^s. (n.) The joint or knot in a reed. See
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^tC^ ad. (locat. case of Afterwards, after.

*tR3 a. (jw/h.
pf5T'4^53 from R. % Gone to

another (world), defunct, dead. s. (»n.) A ghost.

^C<^S<ttN
s. (-^m. ^iT^+Tfe) An epi-

thet of Yama. (Lit. The king of the dead.)

pftWf^ ad. Sans, (from^+T£) On the next

day; to-morrow.

sjTT^W ad. Sans, (from ^+ "5pT from

IK.^.
>
*1.) On the next day; to-morrow.

p
J(.<**rf^f

t

^?
T s. A tree (Hibiscus populneoides).

Mohun P. p. 38. See pWWjfT

.

*fR^i s. (/. from^ +t^) A cow bearing

many calves.

sferft&ifc (mfn. vfc+ Qfite) Nourished by a

stranger.

^iTTR^ a. (mfn. from^+^5^) Not within

sight, invisible, imperceptible.

*fC« i^vS s. (nil *iTO^? +^3) The perfect

tense (in grammar). Yates' Gr. p. 411.

sfRl^Tsf s. (m. ^Rl^+ ^FU) An object

beyond the sight, an imperceptible thing.

) Assistance

given to another.

a. (mfn. ^+S^<*>'to) Help-

ing or assisting another
;
humane, beneficent.

Also mfn.^.

HwH<rtR\il s . (/.HRt^rf^r+ 31 5 hu-

manity, kindness, readiness to assist others.

An order, a licence, a

passport, a warrant.

*i"RT^t s. (/. from A cockroach.

Also

(/.) The waved-leaf fig-tree (Ficus in-

fectiosa). Also (/. and -ffr^T

fp[\ 1686

s. (from ^ffe+H5!) A tree

(Ficus fruticosa). Hort. Ben. p. 103.

5
t<t*'Tl a. Transparent, pellucid, clear, s. Glass,

Mohun P. p. 77.

(/.) A plant (Curcuma xanthorrhiza).W s. (m.) 1. A cloud, rain. 2. Thunder.

3. An epithet of Indra, the deity presiding over

the atmosphere.

^C x
- pfaflfS) To make or be green.

(n.) 1. A leaf. 2. The pan or betel-leaf.

3. (m.) The palasa tree (Butea frondosa).

^FFT? «. (*tCf*R) The figure of a man made

of leaves on the occasion of solemn obsequies.

A hut made of

leaves and grass, an arbour, a hermitage.

(m.) A sort of basil (Ocymum sanctum).

*fft a. (-fTT Leaved,

having leaves, s. (m.) 1. A tree. 2. A par-

ticular tree (Butea frondosa).

^intl^S s. (m. ^K+S&S) A hut made of

leaves, a hermitage.

^IvPf 5. (from ^+3^) A false bottom, a

patch. -^Tt^tT^UJ v. a. To patch.

To break wind backwards.

^ S. (,4 .A,
?*to; a screens division

or partition in a room.

(p. u^&wlj^) A patronizing.

lWC5Wv/s. (p. fjiy sty) 1. The concealment

of a fault or blemish. 2. Protection. (Lit. The

covering with a screen or curtain.)

(p. ^j-ijJ *^j) h The concealing

a person's faults. 2. Protection.

5 P 2
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^Root, i. (^ft) To go, to move.

(m.) A small plant used in medicine

(Oldenlandia biflora, and other species).

A kind of red aluminous earth brought

from Surat. Carey.

^Root, i. Togo, to move.

^Root, i. (^ft) To fill (out).

*J^T s. (— n . from R. tfftj) 1. A knot, a

joint in a cane, or in the body, a knuckle. 2.

A division in a book. 3. A designation of cer-

tain days in the lunar month, as the full and

change of the moon, and the 6th, 8th, and 10th

of each half month. 4. Particular periods of

the year, as the equinox, solstice, &c. 5. The

moment of the sun's entering a new sign. 6.

A festival, a holiday. 7. An opportunity, an

occasion. 8. A moment, an instant. Wilson.

^N^S s. (m. from R.^^ ) A mountain, a hill.

a. (mfn. ^^5+^) Situated on a

mountain or hill.

^^W^" a. (mfn. ^tW+^tt^R) Formed

like a hill or mountain, gibbous. Also ^<T3t -

<|f3 (mfn.).

a. (mfn. ^Kb+^I Wilkins' Gr. §

901). Pertaining to mountains or hills, moun-

tainous, s. (m.) A mountaineer.

*fWtTT s. (n. ^f^+Ttfq") The night of the

new and full moon, and of the sixth, eighth,

and tenth days in each half month.

s. (m. *K^+*rf^) 1. A knuckle, a

joint. 2. The moment of the full and change

1688

of the moon.

"i^Tte: s . (from ^t^+SlSH ) The day of a

festival.

st^| s. (m. from ^Tft'+ R. 3T^?) Abed, a

bedstead. See *ffP^

.

^$PTt*U (H^+p.^) A counterpane

for a bedstead.

a. (mfn. from ^tft' + R. 3rtj Wander-

ing about, roaming, s. (m.) A traveller.

Tt^7
r s . (n. ^f^+^^T) a roaming or wan-

dering about, a peregrination.

^rf^ s. (m. ^f^+ :$S3) A limit, a boundary.

Frequently used as the latter member in com-

pounds of the bahuvrihi class : e. g.

a. (mfn.) Extending as far as the great-

grandson, including the great-grandson (as a

right, &c), from (m.) A great-grand-

so„, +^. a,. (Ben,.) Up to, as far as,

until, unto.

s. (/.
tTW^+*p) Ground which extends

to (a town, river, mountain, &c).

*fWTfr s .
(
n . ^fe +^HH) The com-

pleting or finishing a thing
;
end, termination.

a. (mfn. Com-

pleted, finished, ended, terminated.

^$4^1 s. (f. ^+^^1) Opposition,

contradiction.

tlWir s. (m. + from R. ^) Deviation

from an observance, neglect of a duty.

ttSl^ a. (mfn. ^f^"+ ) Sufficient, com-

petent, able, adequate, fit, suited.

^*$tf^ s. (f. ^tft^-^rtfl.) 1. Sufficiency,

adequateness, fitness, satisfaction. 2. The ward-

ing off a blow.

^irfhrr s. (m. from ^ft+ R. t) 1. Regular

order, arrangement, proper disposal, method,

succession, turn. 2. A list of synonymes.
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*ftJtir5£3 a. (mfn. *f*PllT + )
Superseded,

supplanted.

vjWHHlM s. (n. WW+IM) Altemate

sleeping and watching, sleeping by turns.

^lUl-j^lW ad. Sans, (from x>tfpm+

)
According to rotation, in turn.

't^hni ! ad. Sans, (instrum. case of

By turns, by rotation.

^JtC^TtM s . (n. ^ft+villH b*!
1

) Circum-

spection, attentive observation.

^fi^^T s. («.^fS^5*?) Debt.

H^HtS a. (mfn. Excluded, pro-

hibited, declared improper.

^Hl*! s. (m. from ^ff^ +^ + R. 33^) An

exception.

^f^3 a. (mfn.^+ ?) Stale, cor-

rupted, tainted, not fresh.

from R. t^) Re-

search, investigation, enquiry.

s. (m. for ^l*^) An axe, a hatchet.

ifjfFl s. (/.) A rib.

«• (~\f- for
stft^ q. v.) A court, an

assembly, especially when convened for judicial

purposes.

Root, i. ) To go, to move. x.

To preserve.

't
5^ s. (m.) 1. A weight of gold or silver equal

to four karshas. Colebr. Alg. p. 2. 2. One-

sixtieth part of a danda, or a period of twenty-

four seconds. Tarachand Ch. 3. Flesh. 4.

(m.) Straw after threshing. 5. (Beng.) A
sloping or bevelled edge.

5 . (from 1+??) The twinkling of an eye, a

wink, v. a. To wink.
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^iH^lxJ s. (?«.) A bricklayer, a plasterer.

*$*\<p s. (corrupt, of
pi"^$) A bedstead.

^H^U (/. from ^+ R. <RJ A plant

(Ruellia longifolia) : also several other plants.

(Lit. Drawing or injuring the flesh.)

(from the French peloton) A battalion.

Mohun P. p. 149.

^t^H^ s. (corrupt, of young shoot, a

sprout, a twig, a blade of grass, a straw.

T1SFT s. (n.) Flesh, meat.

*W s.(H.h) 1. A coral. 2. A ladle. 3. A sort

of red beads.

v. a. (from sffl + R. ^ ?) To escape,

to run away, to flee, to elope, to abscond. See

*Ht3\5l s. (from WW) Flight, retreat,

escape.

(m.) An onion (Allium Cepa).

a. (from A fugitive, a run-

away, a deserter.

*KftFT s. (from *Rl +R. t" ?) Flight, retreat,

escape, an elopement.

pHtWft a. (mfn. from*W + R. ^?) Fleeing,

escaping, absconding.

PHft3 a. (mfn. from*W + R. ^ ?) Run away,

escaped, fled, absconded, defeated, routed.

s. (mn.) Straw.

*Mrl «. (ra.) 1. A tree (Butea frondosa). .fforf.

.Ben. p. 53. 2. (rc.) A leaf, a. (mfn.) 1. Green.

2. Pitiless, cruel.

Wfl s. (-f%> ) 1. A tree

in general. 2. The Butea frondosa.

*rf^<ft 5. (/.) 1. An old woman. 2. A cow with

a calf.
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a. (mfn.) Gray-haired, hoary, old. s. (re.)

Grayness of the hair.

^f^F3l s. (femin. of *tp£3) 1. An old woman.

2. (Beng. a. &Ji) The wick of a candle. 3. A
seton for the extraction of pus. Tarachand Ch.

The wick of a candle.

P
i
C
dL

<Ai' s. A plant (Hibiscus cannabinus). Hort.

Ben. p. 52.

A chrysalis, a silk-worm.

^^P"^ s* A Plant (Bambusa Balcooa, Box.).

Mohun P. p. 64.

v. a. To suffer loss, to decay, to de-

crease.

or

Injured, im

paired, damaged, decayed.

(from the French peloton) A corps

body of troops, a batallion. See

a. (from Belonging to a body

of troops.

^"e^sjl s. i. The leaves of the patola (Tricho-

santhes diceca). 2. A fish (Perca bifurca).

^e^^^f s . (mn.) A small artificial pond.

s. (m. for *\W$?) A bed, a bedstead.

^^nJf^RooT, x. (^M^uRl) 1. To cut. 2.

To purify. Also and

^Root, i. (*iWf3) To go.

^ffj?" s. (m.) A large basket or matted shed for

keeping corn.

^tf^ s. (rem.) A young shoot, a sprout, a twig,

a blossom, a blade of grass, a straw.

^Pr<rmft3i (/. ^^ifiTL+^i) (Lit.

The picking up of straws : hence) The dealing

with trifles, superficial knowledge.

a. (-T^Xmfn. ^+^1^)
Picking up straws

;
laying hold of trifles.

a. (mfn. from ^l?^^") Having many
sprouts and twigs.

s. A small pond.

^ s. (/.) A hamlet, a small village. Also

Mi (/.).

^f^fTO s . (m. ^tf^+ SflU) A country, a dis-

trict ; a village.

*iHpMt a. (from *rf§£f"fa) Rustic, s. (m.)

A countiyman.

Root, x. (*TftH"f3 or
pf

e
tlrf^) 1. To bind,

to fetter. 2. To go, to move. 3. To hinder,

to obstruct. 4. To touch.

a. (mfn. from^) Fit for cattle.

pHsl s. (p. 1£) Wool, fur.

W^ft a. (from p. Aj) Woollen.

Woollen

cloth. iJfoAwre P. p. 72.

v. a. (from ^t(.<l.

<c
l ) To enter, to go into.

^s.(m.) 1. A beast, an animal in general. 2.

A goat. 3. A victim. Trans. B.A.S. i. 455.

4. An inferior deity attendant on Siva. 5. The

soul (in the tenets of the Pasupatas). Trans.

B.A.S. i. 570. -s3l (/.)or (re.) The na-

ture or state of a beast,

*$ft#T a. {mfn. ^+3^ from

Pertaining to the animal kingdom or to beasts

generally.

si (m. ^+#1) An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. The lord of animals: see ^t*jL)

^3^1 s. (re. ^i^+C^OT) The driving of

cattle.

tfi^h ad. Sans. (^+^^) Like animals,

brutal, irrational.

Flrjk^ s. (m. ^1^+^^) A string or tie for

fastening; cattle.
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s. («. from I^+TIkI^ ) A lion. (Lit.

The king of animals.)

aa\ (Saws. 1. Afterwards, after, subse-

quently, behind. 2. Westward.

^rjiTW $. («.
ph>K + ) Repentance, re-

gret, remorse.

W^ft. a. (JjS^^i. WSPi+^T)
Repenting, regretting, penitent.

Succeeding, following, coming after.

*i*bl*f1fe*l 5P s. (TOTf^+^FP ) The

rear of an army. Mohun P. p. 152.

W^fl a. {-f^nifn. 1"l>K +3f^)
Remaining behind, following after.

a. (>ra/».) 1. Hindmost, behind, after. 2.

Western.

lR>*ll a. (from ifW) 1. Hinder. 2. Wes-

tern, s. 1. The west. 2. Locked jaw, trismus.

*fPbWt*P «• (mfn. Ifte+ ^tiTO) Facing

the west.

1"^t> A theme substituted for R. W% in the first

four tenses of the verb.

1*fr indecl. Sans, (the imper. of the sub-

stitute of R. See! behold!

Root, x. (It^fe and l^ttfe) i. To

bind, to tie. 2. To oppose, to hinder. 3. To

touch. 4. To go, to move.

•Wa (corrupt. of T^) Clear, evident, plain.

Root, i. (Wt&) and x. (INuRl or

l^ilfvS) 1. To bind, to tie. 2. To hinder, to

obstruct, to oppose. 3. To touch. 4. To go,

to move. Also, with the insertion of a nasal,

i. (1°*rf3) and x. (1°Wf3) To destroy,

to annihilate.

•T*!"^* (p. oc«-j) Choice, selection, approbation.

to

re-

ISEffl s. A basket or other vessel in which things

are laid out for sale.

^FFTl s. A shower.W i. (from 3 +^Tt^f from R. ^ ) 1. Ex-

tension, enlargement. 2. A becoming generally

known, publicity.

v. a. (from ^1 +R. ^ ) To extend, to

expand, to enlarge, to spread out.

1*rtft 1. A measure of five sers. 2. A
druggist, a corn-chandler, a grocer. Carey.

H^^" s. A tree (Xylocarpus Granatum). Hort.

Ben. p. 28.

1*pfU A measure of five sers. See 1*iWt

u. a. (from 1*SW1 ?) To repent,

regret.

I^lfwl a. (from I^US) Repenting,

gretting, penitent.

(corrupt, of ^^.4 ) An eighth part of the

day, or a division comprising about three hours.

s. (from ISX) A watchman.

A plant (Piper sylvaticum).

Hort. Sen. p. 4.

a. (h. il^j ) The first, ad. Before, pre-

viously.

(from h. btgacl^>) To arrive at, to

reach, to attain.

1§l^ s. (m. p. <_?^->) The name of one of the

barbarous tribes enumerated by Manu. See

Manu x. 44.

11 Root, i. (irreg. To drink. Some-

times with ^1 prefixed to it. it. efts) to

preserve, to protect, to shelter, to reign, to

exercise sovereignty. With 1ft prefixed, To

protect, to preserve.

H s. (p. b ) A leg, a foot.
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s. (corrupt, of p
Tfrl) 1. A foot. 2. One-

fourth, a quarter. In accounts twelve pai are

reckoned one ana. Carey.

Stft^ «• (p. <l£j from ^TTtf^5

) A footman,

a messenger, a watchman.

*JU[<^gl a . (p. AJLICj) (Land) let to non-re-

sident tenants.

Hi£<fri<.«. (p-jICj) A pedlar.

A beam laid on pillars to support other

beams, or the rafters of a pitched roof; the

side-pieces of a roof. Carey.

v. a. To obtain, to get, to acquire, to

receive ; to meet with, to find, to gain.

*H^s. Solder.

1. A sail. 2. An awning.

*tts33li s, (from^£3) The obtaining or meet-

ing with a thing
;

gain, acquisition.

v. a. (caus. of To bring

into contact, to cause to meet with, to cause

to obtain, to procure. Also

^tt^ s. (from ^^£3) The finding, obtaining,

or meeting with a thing.

*Tt\3Tl a. (from *tfe3) Due.

^T\3"Pni1 a. (from sffe\3) Entitled to receive

a thing, s. A successor, an heir.

s. (m.) Dust.

^°*1r$ffr3 a. (mfn. ^J+Ttf&3 from R.

TfVj Covered with dust.

^t05^ a. (mfn. from ^TM) Covered with dust,

dusty.

s>

i'T >l"1 a Y\\e, abject, contemptible.

Ht°^s. (m.) Dust. SeefM.

T^vl s. A distaff.

5fi^3 s. (corrupt, of A row, a range.

A loaf, leavened bread.

«. (corrupt, of ^) Mud, mire.W a. (from^) Occasioned by mire or mud.

^fl^fT^T 5. A species of fish (Ophidium puncta-

tum, Buchanan's MSS.y Carey.

^ttf^TllI a. (from Pertaining to mud or

mire.

^fT^ a. (corrupt, of Five.

^fe^ s. (from ) The fifth day after a

woman's delivery.

^ffiPT s. (v. noun of ^fi>£3) 1. An incision

made for the purpose of introducing a foreign

substance into the system, as the virus of the

small-pox, &c. 2. (from ^t^r
5*^) A medicinal

decoction. Carey.

o
^HOKKp, s. A rod, a staff.

1. A twig, a rod, a cane, a goad. 2.

An incision for inoculating a person.

^ffij^^j a. (from + a. ^) Quinquennial.

The brine used in making salt.

v. a. (caus. of TUbU?) To cause a

foreign substance to be introduced into the sys-

tem by an incision, to cause to inoculate.

sort of Bengali metre or mode of

singing.

v. a. To introduce a medicine into an

incision made in the body, to inoculate.

'ftf^T s. A fence-wall.

T
TTE>ftf3 a< (corrupt, of N*tf) The fifth.

s. (corrupt, of ^i^J^) A pedigree.
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^tfaR s. (corrupt, of n^T1

) A rib. Also

A wisp, a bundle,

^tlfe s. An almanack. Also P
TT5(, . See

^ I ^1 s. (h. l^b ) A young animal, a he-goat.

V!; vl/

s. (from
1tt£l) A she-goat.

Disposing of his

daughter in marriage for a stipulated sum of

money. (Lit. Selling a she-goat.)

o
*it3 a. (corrupt, of *ffcj) 1. Pale or yellowish

white. 2. Reserved for seed (as a gourd),

o o

Sftf?^ s, (^ft^+^D A species of dove

(Columba torquata). Carey.

1698

The width of a river. Also XWR

,

(corrupt, of H^Sj^5
) A row, a range, a

line, a rank.

s. The back-part of a house.

n l>l ip0ll1 s. (from p[TJ[t\5) Pertaining to the

back-part of a house.

A thin cake made of pulse.

itsi ad. Entirely, wholly, altogether.

ph4
s

s. (corrupt, of ^°^) Ashes.

s. (m. from R. tf\ Wilkins' Gr. § 822).

1. Ripeness, maturity, the being well cooked or

ripened. 2. A particular sacrifice. Manu u.

143. 3. The young of an animal. 4. The di-

gestion of food. 5. (Beng?) The twisting of a

rope. 6. A circular motion, an eddy. 7. A boil.

v. a. To cook food ; v. a.

To be twisted or screwed round ; — *J l^lsj

To facilitate, to remove a difficulty
;

v. a. To digest

;

v. a. To be wound, to writhe ; or

v. a. To twist, to

turn a screw, to whirl, to obstruct.

sff^WT. s. (m.^ +^W +^) A tree

(Carissa Carondas).

turn-screw.

5t1WSP s. (tffe + T^F) 1. An eddy, a whirl-

pool. 2. Any circular motion. 3. A wheel.

4. Collusion, cabal.

^M^Ol s. The capsule of the silk-cotton (Bom-

byx Caiba).

v. a. To seize, to hold, to have recourse

to a thing. Also

s. The corolla or petals of a flower.

^1^32 ad. (^ +3^) Reluctantly.

An eddy, a whirlpool.

Fallen into disorder

or confusion, perplexed.

a. (from^ +*|T3ltt3) Insidious,

artful, designing.

^^^1 gm fo my See .

m. from 1. Fever in an elephant.

2. (ra.) A tree (Costus speciosus). a. (JBeng.^)

Concocted, ripe, mature, digested.

p$^?Tj a. (from p. c/U) Washed, clean.

v. a. (from 3"5$t^T) To clean, to

wash.

kitchen.

An epithet

of Indra.

HTtf*Wlf^ s. (m. from ^*TtTFT) The son

of Indra.

turnscrew.

5 Q
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) A kitchen.

«. (/ewin. of ^3?) 1. The young of an

animal. 2. {Being, from ^53?) A fan. a. 1.

Cooked, matured, made of brick. 2. Twisted

round.

u. a. (from R. fflS)) 1. To cause to

ripen, to mature, to cook. 2. To twist round,

to screw.

*j'i<$i<M<^ s. (Vrfe + A.y ) A tomb.

^i^itkrf s
- CW^&i^S) GraY hair

>
hoai7 hair -

piW5t s. (from ?) The stalks of hemp or

other plants when the fibres have been stripped

off. Carey.

a. (from
)

Mutually agreed

upon, arranged, settled.

p
itfl? s. (corrupt, of A bird.

(from R. T^) To cook, to ripen,

to ferment, to suppurate.

A large species of fig-tree (Ficus infec-

toria). Hort. Ben. p. 66.

«. Pertinacious, headstrong, self-willed.

^ttC^ ad. (from pTfa) For the sake of, on ac-

count of.

m. from 4ftfc***j A fowler, a bird-

catcher.

(corrupt, of ^t^) 1. A feather, a wing.

2. The fin of a fish. 3. A fan. -5Ftf^3

v. a. To moult : v. a. To flap, to

strike with the wing.

(m.) A heretic, a heterodox Hindu :

adopting; the exterior marks of the classes, but

not renting the^, See^3.
A small drum or tabor.

v. a. To rinse, to wash, to clean.

^tW^TO f. (from ^M +W) A blow or

stroke with the wings of a bird.

(corrupt, of ffSf) Is A wing, a feather.

2. The fin of a fish. 3. A fan. -^JTfe3
or -TpTtt!C3 v. a. To fan. See 'TO .

^tt^ft s. (corrupt, of *tf^) A bird.

WtnW s. (fromWl +^tftU3) A fowler,

a bird-catcher.

^t^Tl s. (corrupt, of g^fl) 1. A chisel, a fin.

2. The arm from the shoulder to the elbow.

^"fah s . (corrupt, of^) A feather.

^1*1 s. A turban. Also^

.

a. Foolish, mad, insane. s. A maniac,

a madman.

^t^J^tTl s. j^Wff+i. tftfj A lunatic

asylum.

W5^ & (from *H^M) A maniac, an idiot, a

madman.

Foolish, insane,

mad.

*rtWW s. (from^t^H) Foolishness, insanity,

madness, idiotcy.

WfU (from A mad woman, a female

idiot.

v. a. To extricate, to get out of a dif-

ficulty by a stratagem.

^"Ip&M a. (from Mud-coloured, earth-

brown. See

PFW s. A kind of fossil salt.

^fttf^ s. (SHB + C^Tto for^ ! ) Kitchen-

salt. Mohun P. p. 38.

5 . (corrupt, of f^H) A kind of fish

(Silurus sagittatus, Buchanan's MSS.). Also

«ttSWSd a. (from
pFSf*l

)
Tawny.

*Ttf^[K3 w. a. To perceive, to discover.
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^TT^ a. (mfn. R. ^H-^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 765) Concocting, digestive
;
causing to ripen.

s. (m.) 1. A cook. 2. Fire. 3. A digestive.

^Tt^yl s, (from R. The itch.

HtU^ s. (n. R. ^+31^) 1. The act of cook-

ing. 2. A medicinal preparation ; a decoction,

&c. 3. Expiation, penance. 4. (m.) Fire. a.

(mfn.^ Ripening, maturing.

^Hrf^J m a. (from R. *t%;) To cook, to dress

food, to concoct, to digest.

pTt55 s. (corrupt, of W^) The back-part of

any thing.

v. a. (from 1. To throw

in wrestling. 2. To winnow grain.

(from The grap-

pling of two wrestlers.

v. a. (from^T^) To winnow grain, to

overthrow.

A sort of prepared or clean rice.

tftKgl?" s. (^jl^+Tfa) A back-door.

"11^1 s. (from 'rttS) The back part of any

thing, the stern of a ship, the posteriors.

*h^3 s. (from *h^3tCU3) A fall in wres-

tling, v. a. To throw in wrestling
;

v. a. To wrestle.

v. a. To throw an antagonist in wres-

tling. See

ad. (from ^Tt^l ) Rump to rump.

TtK s. (from *t*frK) The back-part of any

thing ; the rear of an army.

A wrapper, an outer garment.

xTtC^ ad. (from fiftgj Behind, after, subse-

quently, conj. Lest.

^ftji s. (from R.^) A brick-kiln.

*tterfrrW. (from p. A pair of long

drawers or pantaloons.

its s . (p. ^^s-U) A low person, a. Low,

mean, base, vulgar. Also ^H^f^Slt^ (p.

p
ftv3lt^5lt*rl 5. (p. <UU»-U) Lowness, vulgarity,

meanness, baseness. Also

as a jingle) Very

low, vulgar, mean, or base.

*H$3FP s. (m. from ^3FT The name of a

demon) The conch or battle-shell of Krishna.

a. (mfn. from ^^+^3) Com-

posed of the five elements.

^t^T^T s. (m. from^^+TlrRr) The deno-

mination of a philosophical school among the

Vaishnava sect. Trans. R.A.S. i. 550. 575.

A plant (Phaseolus lignosus). Hort.

Ben. p. 55.

PH^15T a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr.

§ 897). Pertaining to the country of Panchdla.

s. (n.) A metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 468.

*fta?l s. (p. Lb) The hand.

indecl. Sans. A particle of calling.

s. (m. from R. ^1) 1. Extension, expan-

sion, width, breadth. 2. An intersection in a

triangle formed by a perpendicular drawn from

one of the angles. Colebr. Alg. 303. 3. (Beng.*)

A folding of clothes or laying them in order.

4. A board. 5. A throne, a stool. 6. A ter-

race. 7. A sack or load of corn. 8. A plant

(Corchorus olitorius). Hort. Ben. p. 42. 9.

Silk, a cocoon of silk. 10. An earthen hoop or

brace to prevent a well from falling in.

(m. from R. •f^OT) & Casting

dice : see 2. Expense, loss of

capital. 3. A shore, a bank. 4. A musical

5 Q 2
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instrument. 5. A large span. 6. The half of

a village. Wilson.

5. (?ra.) A thief. See

A plant (Combretum acumina-

tum). Hort. Ben. p. 28.

(corrupt, of ^)^3*T) A city, a mart.

a. (from Wfl pr. «.) Produced at

or coming from Patna.

A plant (Jasminum Zambac).

Hort. Ben. p. 3.

s. (from ?) A ferryman or woman.

*fW3" s. (
n . from^ TPittins' Gr. § 984).

Cleverness, dexterity, expertness, skill, a. (mfn.^)

Able, clever, talented: also

^T&T\7\ s . Throne, + ^tfl) The queen-

consort, the principal wife of a king.

a. (mfn.} Of a pink or pale red colour.

s. (?w.) 1. Pale red (the colour). 2. Rice ripen-

ing in the rains : also ^1^1% (m.) 3. (».)

The trumpet-flower (Bignonia suaveolens) : also

^Ttf^T (mf.) and (/.).

a. ^tt^H-^) Pink. Cofe&r.

^Z#. p. 228.

*ftlH*rJtf,. (n. ^f^+^S) The name of

a city, supposed to be the ancient Palibothra

and the modern Patna. Wilson.

Different species of

the corchorus used as a pot-herb.

*itfcl * (from *ftft ) 1. A bench. Mohun P.

p. 78. 2. A board, such as those between

which Hindu manuscripts are kept. 3. An

agreement or lease for land. 4. A belt, a sash.

(from girth to fasten the

packsaddle on an animal of burden.

s. An officer employed in collecting

rents, a bailiff. See

An aquatic plant (Valisneria

octandra). Carey.

^ilf&T^ s. A brick.

a. (jw/w. ^)re£. par*. ^. of the caus. of

R. *| Broken, split, burst through, divided.

(/.) 1. Arithmetic. Also

(rc.) Colebr. Alg. p. 1. 2. (Beng.~) Any thing

flat, as a plate of iron, Sec. 3. A rafter. 4. A
valve. 5. A petal. 6. A thin mat. 7. A
plant of which mats are made (Cyprus inun-

datus). 8. One of a pair (e. g.^St^^ttl

a single shoe, <
N

I:tt^
!

\ s. A single row of

teeth. Carey.

A variety of Citrus acida, Hort.

Ben. p. 59.

A large boat for carrying merchandize.

ac?. (from ^fT t> ) In every sack.

One who strings beads or other

things for necklaces, &c.

WfeTsft^t s. (from *rtr&"talR) 1. The

stringing of beads, &c. 2. An officer employed

in collecting rents ; a bailiff. See

*ft%\ s. (from^fT&l?) 1. A lease for land; a

patent. 2. (h. l^U) A wrestler, a rake.

s. (m. from R.^ ) 1. The reading of a

book, study, perusal. 2. Sacred study, perusal

of the vedas, considered as one of the five great

sacraments of the Hindus. 3. The text of a

book, the reading of any particular passage.

4. A lesson.

*trt<e s . (m. r.^+31^) 1 . A reader, a pre-

lector, a lecturer. 2. A spiritual preceptor, a.

Reading, perusing.

^H"^^ si (
ttt^ +^) A preceptor, a school-

master, a reading-master.

) A school.
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A scholar, a dis-

ciple, a pupil.

(/.) A plant, commonly called aknidhi.

^1 v. a. (from R. *f^?) To send.

v. a. To send, to delegate.

^ i MsR s. (n.
Pft^ + ;3I^') Another reading,

a different way of reading a passage.

) The right or

wrong reading of any passage.

Sff%t2^. a. (-f^m/n.Ht^ +^lf^) De-

sirous of reading or perusing.

a. (mfn. pre.t. part. p. of the caws, of

R. ^H^J Caused to be read or studied
;
taught

to read.

*}T£U (-fTJ^. ^tt +C^) 1. A Brahman

who has finished his sacred studies. 2. A plant

(Plumbago Zeylanica). Wilson.

*ji £>Vt s. (m.) 1. The sheat-fish (Silurus Pe-

lorius, Buchanan's MSS.y 2. (From

A public lecturer, a reader of the puranas.

Wilson.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. TT) Fit to

be perused, worth reading, legible.

s. (from p
i"t3") 1. A bank, a coast. 2.

A beam laid on pillars to support other beams.

Carey.

A quarter of a town, a canton ; a neigh-

bourhood, a. Fetching down, spreading out.

v. a. (caus. of *ltf3t3) 1. To cast or

lay down, to spread on the ground. 2. To col-

lect fruits or flowers.

flftyWl s. (corrupt, of ^fW l^) A hamlet, a

village.

WnttTTl a. (from ^SW) Pertaining to a

hamlet or village.

^T^t^Ta. (from 1. Casting or lay-

ing down. 2. Collecting flowers or fruits.

A near neigh-

bour.

^lT3t^t s . The indigo-plant. Sabda S. p. 330.

^tfj s. (from ^"R) A passing to the opposite

side of a river, v. a. To pass or cross

over a river.

v. a. 1. To cast or lay a thing down, to

spread a thing on the ground. 2. To gather

flowers or fruit.

*itp«, (corrupt, of s1"te) 1. A field. 2. A bank,

a shore. £aZ>da S. p. 184, 196, 367.

^\°\ s. (m. from R. *t°jj Game, play.

s. (corrupt, of ^ ) A leaf of the betel-

plant (Piper betel).

'TttfftT*. (W +TO) A betel-leaf given as a

pledge at the conclusion of a marriage or other

ceremony. Carey.

A betel-box.

^I'i^plk sf (from ffi+Uft^) A plant

• (Polygonum flaccidum). Carey.

Wl s. (from I ! ?) A plant (Salvinia cucullata,

Carey ; S. imbricata, Hort. Ben. p. 75).

*1W s. (m.) The hand.

a. (mfn. Taken by

the hand. s. (—^ /.) A bride wedded ac-

cording to the ritual.

pHfteW* (»• ItPl+W) (Lit. A taking

by the hand, a junction of hands
;
hence) Mar-

riage. Manu in. 43. Also HtPt^ (m.).

^fi^: (m. ^'Pl from R. One who

beats or strikes with his hands ; a tabor-player,

a drummer. Also ^ffpl^ Is5 (w.).

(?«.) The name of a celebrated Hindu
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grammarian. (Lit. The son of Panin.) As.

Res. vn. 205.

a. (mfn. Relating to

Panini.

Hands and feet.

Marriage.

(Lit. A pressing or joining of hands.)

*tffr<rm («. 'HrR+^lrrw r. a
drummer, a tabor-player. (Lit. Producing a

sound with the hand.)

A small conch

used in ceremonies. Morton.

p
ff>3<r s. (to. patronymic of ^ft^L) A descendant

of Pandu : especially applied to Yudhtsht'ht-

ra and his four brothers.

^ttsjRT a. (mfn.} Pale, yellowish white, s. 1. (to.)

Yellowish white (the colour). 2. (Beng.} Red

chalk. 3. A plant (Jasminumelongatum). Carey

\

The proprietary priest of an idol. Morton.

^TfRjCD s. (n. from ^1&3 Wilkins' Gr. § 975)

Learning, scholarship.

^Tv^a. (mfn.} Pale or yellowish white, s. (to.)

1. Pale or yellowish white (the colour). 2.

The name of an ancient king of Hastinapura

or Dehli, and nominal father of Yudhisht'hira

and the other four Pdndava princes, s. (/.)

A plant (Glycine debilis).

^*j^) 1. A carriage covered with a sort of

blanket. 2. The housings of a royal elephant.

Wilson.

pTI§5f a. (mfn. from *Ffci) Of a pale or yel-

lowish white colour, s. (to.) A pale or yel-

lowish white.

^Hftgjfcrffl 5.
( + ) A particular disease.

) A waste-book, a

sketch.

*Ttapr^ a . (mfn. + Fftt>
) Requiring

to be written in rough or to be sketched.

(to.) The name of one of the

degraded castes, the offspring of a Chandala

by a VaideM woman : workers with bamboo

and reeds, makers of mats, baskets, &c. Manu
x. 37.

p
i1*t> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^t^+XT) Praise-

worthy, excellent, superior.

VW3 s. (to. from R. *Rp 1. A falling, a fall.

2. Fall or distance from a node. Wilkins' MS.
3. (Bene/, corrupt, of ^t^T) A leaf of a book

;

a note, a writing, a bill of exchange, a. (mfn.}

1. Protected, kept, cherished, preserved. 2.

(Beng.) Thin.

pjt3^ s. (n. from the cans, of R. pi^) 1. That

which causes to fall or sink. 2. Crime, guilt, sin.

*H3^t a. (-f^J>>. ^Tta^+t^) Sinful,

guilty, criminal.

A plant (Saccharum fuscum). Hort.

Ben. p. 6.

A thin pot-

sherd. Also TtfatJtft5Tl .

1?
tt ;3^3i s. A plant (Webera odorata). Hort.

Ben. p. 15.

A sheet, a thin mattress.

*1T3^ a. (m>. from ^3$f^T) Pertaining to

the philosopher Patanjali, or to the Yoga

school of which he was the founder.

^T3t^R^1 a. (-^ mfn. )

Acquainted with the Yoga doctrine or with the

philosophical system of Patanjali.

^T3\51 s. (from^tJT) 1. A ration of food, es-

pecially that given to an occasional guest or

traveller. 2. A waste-book.

The eating a

ration of food.
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^ft^T s. (n. from the caws, of R. ^) The

causing a thing to fall.

A muster, a specimen ; a plan, a de-

sign, a sketch ; a beginning, a preface.

^j1^*ft^ «• (mfn. fut. part. p. of the caus. of

R. ^5.) Fit to be thrown down, or caused to

fall.

^H^T a. (from R. ^?) 1. Thin, lean, ema-

ciated, slender. 2. Light. 3. Diluted. Also

^ffal s. (from^ft") 1. A leaf of a plant or book;

a blade of grass, or of a knife, v. a.

1. To reel silk. 2. To take exercise. 3. To pray.

A plant (Saccharum fuscum, Rox.}

Mohun P. p. 64.

Wla.
(
P
ft\3l + *N) Web-footed.

*tl3l^T s. (n. from R.^ ) 1. Hell, the infernal

regions under the earth, and the abode of the

Nagas or serpents. 2. A hole, a chasm. 3.

Submarine fire. 4. (m.) A sort of apparatus

for calcining and subliming metals, formed of

two earthen pots, the upper one inverted over

the lower, and the two luted together by their

necks with cement, and placed in a hole con-

taining fire. Wilson.

^Tt^^t^ft a. (-P^i mfn. *ffc#f +
fciPHs from R. Residing in the in-

fernal regions.

^tfaHc^l s. (from ^HSfaT+R. "felT ) A
fountain.

a. Little, diminutive, small, trifling, petty,

of no consequence.

A petty thief, a

pilferer.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

) Caused to fall or sink, cast down, over-

thrown, spread out.

v. a. (from the caus. of R.^) To throw

down, to cast down, to stretch on the ground,

to spread out.

^tf^G) s. (n. ^ttf^ + IT Wilkins' Gr. § 975).

The state of one who is fallen or sunk, a de-

graded condition.

A term of reproach applied to

Muhammadans.

^ttfotl^ s. (*i1f\S+ (~\\) A small variety of

the lemon. Carey.

Careful search, a minute investi-

gation.

t
ttfel?P s. (n.

pTf^<T3l + IT Wilkins' Gr. §

976) The devotedness and attachment of a wife

to her husband.

?) A sort of crown

with a wreath used for the ornament of the bride

on the day of marriage. Carey.

A fox. (Lit.

A small j ackall. ) Also ^fflvjfWt5^ .

H I M<T*T s. (from *rtf3+$;o3T) The common
duck. (Lit. A little goose.)

(corrupt, of ^TT) 1. A letter, a note.

2. A sort of grass (Cyperus inundatus). Hort.

Ben. p. 6. See .

a. (-^\mfn. from R. ^ST) Falling:

used in comp. e. g. ^o^t a. (-f^T
mfn.} Falling in between, from ^44.3^ indecl.

Between, +^Ttf^.

a. (mfn. R. :t3+^ Wilkins' Gr. § 821).

Apt to fall, disposed to fall. s. (m.) 1. A pre-

cipice, a declivity. 2. A large water-animal.

An exchange, a discount.

WStot** s. (from p
|TT) 1. The rudder of a

ship or boat. 2. The drawer of a bill of ex-

change.
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^M^l * + The bud of a plant.

^TK^Tl s. + A deep well.

^ I^'l s. 1. A jar. 2. A rough sketch, a speci-

men, a pattern, a muster.

^jlTT s . (wm. R. ^M + TT Wilkins Gr. % 799).

1. A drinking-vessel, a cup, a plate, a dish.

2. (rc.) A sacrificial vessel. 3. The channel of

a river. 4. Propriety, fitness. 5. A king's

minister or counsellor. 6. a. (mfn.T) Accom-

plished, fit, deserving : used in comp. e. g.

^ttTT a. (mfn. ?) Worthy of compassion or

pity, from <jpfl s. (/.) Pity, +^3" . (m.)

A worthy person, ad. Sans. (—TT°) Well.

— ^31 (/.) or —"3"
(
w .) Fitness, propriety, wor-

thiness, dignity.

^ttfTni a. (mfn. *HTr+^I T^ircs' Gr. § 904).

Pertaining to a vessel, fit for a vessel.

*ffefl/*. (/. from^t^T) A vessel in general. See

^tWllT «. (from ^TT) Made of leaves.

*tfete 5. (corrupt, of SfcR) A stone or rock.

^jlSlT^^ s . (^te+^T) An aromatic plant

(Plectranthus aromaticus). Hort. Ben. p. 45.

itj^j^t s. (from ^I^T) A calculus of the bladder

or kidneys ; the tartar which forms round the

teeth. Carey.

a. (from W^") A stone-cutter.

*TftJ;^ s. (n.) Water.

^t^^TT s. (n. from^tf^t^) Provision for a journey.

vftQftK s. (m. ^W^+T*) A cloud. (Lit.

Giving water.)

Wtft s. (m. 'W^+'R) The sea. (Lit.

Containing water.) Also (m.).

^\ s. (m. from R. ^f¥ ) The foot. Used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.} Biped, from

ft Two+^.
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^"CT s. (m. from R.^ TFiZ/tms' Gr. % 822).

1. A foot, a leg. 2. The root of a tree. 3. A
hill at the foot of a mountain. 4. One-fourth, a

quarter. 5. The fourth part of a stanza, a line

of poetry. 6. A ray of light. 7. (Beng.) Wind

expelled backwards.

An ornament

for the feet or toes.

^"tl4^3 s . (n. ^ttt.+ ^KS) The sidereal move-

ment of a quarter of a day. Wilkins' MS.

Taking hold

of the feet of a person, i. e.) Obeisance, respect-

ful salutation.

jw/n. from

Touching the feet of a person, i. e. humble,

servile.

*iW-0'k< ad. (from ^-f-R. "^) On foot,

walking.

s. (n. ^ilTT +1%^) The mark or print

of a foot.

phTCT3 s. (m. 'Hfttt +3) A Sudra, lit. Born

from the foot (of Brahma).

^t^^T s . (n.
'

cttCT+\5??T) The sole of the foot.

Washing the

feet.

^Tpl s . (m.
:tfr[ + :>

j from R. ^1) 1. A tree.

(Lit. Imbibing nourishment by its foot or root.)

2. A foot-stool.

A lotus-foot, a foot

similar to a lotus : an expression of endearment

and flattery.

^Wt*U. (m.^+W) A fetter or rope to

tie the feet of an animal.

) A foot-stool.

The filling up

of a line in poetry, the eking out the metre of
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a verse. 2. An expletive, a word used to fill up

the measure of a verse.

*i1k<l^H s. (n. 'TO+^pT) Stock of cattle.

(Lit. A binding of the feet of cattle, while

standing in the stable.)

*|1kf4<kK s. (-3^ m. *tto+f^3FP>
A boot, a shoe, a stocking.

rftW&l s. (m. *Tftf+ ^2l) A shoe, a slipper, a

boot. Also ^ftJRSft (/.).

ad. Sans. (*\T% + *Fl) 1. Foot by foot,

one foot after another. Manu I. 82. 2. Verse

by verse, line by line.

"TfaFRl s. (/. ^H^+C^TTl) The showing

one's respect by touching the feet of any per-

son. Also

^FXFt^ s . (m.
vf\K+ C5^^ ) A kibe, a chil-

blain, a sore or ulcer on the foot.

(n. from sort

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x.

412, 465.

^TnnSl s. (n.^+3$ ) The point of the foot.

*Tl'kl^'K3 s. (m.^ +31^3) A kick with

the foot, a trampling.

A footstep, the im-

pression left by a foot, a trace, a vestige.

An ornament for

the feet.

'tl k.i^R s. (m. ^+.^%R) A toe.

piW^> s. (m. The great toe.

pIW5tR ad. (from^+11. F^) On foot.

*Tfr[T3 s. (». from ^Wfs?) A foot-soldier, a

footman. Also and
pfWft^ (m.). s. (n.) Infantry.

^nTt^3 a. (mfh.
vft%+^\+7£3) Bent down or

prostrate at the feet of a superior. Also

(mfn.).
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^tWfa s. (n.
vt\K+^c\) Setting down the

foot.

*ilkl^H*i s. (nt ^TftC+^l^H*!) A qui-

vering, floundering, or flinging of the feet.

^tTTT^I s. (/. from A shoe, a slipper, a

sandal.

An agrippa, a child born feet

foremost. Mohun P. p. 149.

pft¥ 5 . (/. from R. *ttf ) A shoe, a slipper.

tttW5
-> s. Cm. HlT+i^ from R. <f} A shoe-

maker.

ikk l k<P 5. (i. ^Tfa+S^) Water in which

a Brahman has dipped his foot.

Hiftp f. («. from s1t| Wilkins' Gr. § 899) Wa-

ter to wash the feet. Also (/.).

^PfeP s. (n. *1TO +3^P) Washing another's

feet as a mark of veneration.

p
ft

5
T *. (n. R.

"

CH + ;T) 1. The act of drinking.

2. (Beng^) A plant (Pistia stratiotes). Hort.

Ben. p. 49.

A species of fern (Polypodium

unitum). Hort. Ben. p. 75.

A plant (Phyllanthus multiflorus).

Hort. Ben. p. 69.

^Fttf^l 5. (/. fromW+ PtW) A place

where people drink together, a dram-shop.

s . (from Ttfc+ R. TpT) An um-

belliferous plant (Phellandrum stoloniferum).

Hort. Ben. p. 21.

^ft'Pi a. (mfn.
pHi*T+ pi) Drinking intoxicating

liquors.

^HHlq s. (».
p
rt
5r+ prt!T) A drinking-vessel.

Ttft^T3FT s . (n. ^+^5^) A drinking-

vessel, a goblet.

p
i1
5
T*I*J a. (^tfr ) Given to drunkenness.

5 R
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A plant (Poly-

gonum flaccidum). Hort. Ben. p. 29.

^IrR^I *; (/. ^t^+^^TTl) A plant (Hedysa-

rum gramineum). Hort. Ben. p. 56.

) Drunken, intoxi-

cated.

A plant (Grewia cataphracta).

Hort. Ben. p. 42.

^tfa^ft s. (from ^Hrft) A sort of small boat.

p
j1*T

:yP a. Insipid, stupid. Mohun P. p. 24.

^HlVJJfc a. (mfn.^+(S^) Caused by

drinking.

(a. 4iJ?) 1. The foundation of a wall.

2. (from It.
PH) A solution. 3. Sherbet.

^W^T^ v. a. (from ^ffr) To cause a calf to

suck in order to induce the cow to give her milk

freely.

"

5ttf*nits?Ti s. A plant (Flacourtia cataphracta).

Hort. Ben. p. 73. Also written

and

*Tftt s. (from SfllflpaJ) Water,

^fl^^t^p^ s . A plant (Eugenia Panialla).

Hort. Ben. p. 92.

An aquatic plant

(Damasonium Indicum). Hort. Ben. p. 26.

^rt*ft<PlOOl s. A plant (Commelina salicifolia).

Hort. Ben. p. 26.

A species of water-bird (Peleca-

nus fusicollis, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

Wt^^l*. (^tWt+^^l) A water-mill.

^5fls3TlHT s . (^"Wl + p. $5) The keel of a

ship or boat.

^THfcSlftl s - (
P
ft
5
ft+ *. Uj) A kind of sweet-

meat.

sort of grass

(Agrostis tenacissima). Hort. Ben. p. 8.

A drain, a trench,

a water-course.

plant (Trapa bicornis, Carey

;

Oldenlandia paniculata, Hort. Ben. p. 11).

'TWfr^ s. The chicken-pox.

Mohun P. p. 28.

A large aquatic bird (Pelecanus

Philippensis). Carey.

) A plant (Poly-

gonum flaccidum). Carey.

A sort of grass

(Cyperus distans). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

^IrflTTa. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^1+^51^)
Fit for drink, proper to be drunk, drinkable.

s. (w.) Water.

A potion, a

medicine in a liquid form.

r. Cn: ^Irffa+S^) Drink, beve-

rage.

from

x
l l

6^ I ) A place for refreshment.

fWP^ s. (°ft*(\ + *F3\) A climbing plant

(Galedupa uliginosa). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

An aquatic

sensitive plant (Desmanthus natans). Carey.

A shrub

(Phyllanthus multiflorus). Carey.

(from ^ft^ +'Pl^?) A sort of

grass (Rottbcellia compressa). Carey.

^Hrft^ri a. ('Hrfl. + H. U) Diluted, aqueous,

insipid.

^Hl^ilol s. A plant (Grewia sepiaria). Hort.

Ben. p. 42.

s. (from A slipper.
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^tfFT ad. Towards.

a. Laid up for future use (said of rice pre-

pared for a meal).

(m. from st^5
^) A traveller, a pas-

senger.

^H^l s. (/. from ^f^) A female traveller.

*fafl 5. (fromW ) An emerald.

ra.) Crime, sin, depravity, wickedness,

guilt, a. (mfn.} Criminal, sinful, depraved,

wicked, mischievous, guilty.

a. (mfn. Criminal, wicked,

mischievous, s. (k.) Sin, guilt.

(-*^ »• W+^^T) A cri-

minal deed, -a bad action, a crime.

a. (mfn. *fW +<F^ from R. ^) Com-

mitting crimes, doing bad actions, sinful, cri-

minal.

W<f\? 5. (n. *tM + <|\3) A misdeed, a crime.

pfWTs. (m.^Vi + £fe)An inauspicious planet;

calamity, misfortune, fatal destiny.

Wff a. (mfn. +^ from R. TPtfltow'

GV. § 782) Destroying sin, expiating guilt.

^HCBFfl; 5. (/.) A plant, commonly called

ahnidhi (Cissampelos hexandra).

tlt^^1 s. A plant (Gardenia latifolia). Hort.

Ben. p. 15.

A white sort of Mimosa. See

<P^< . .Hbr*. Ben. p. 96.

The remission

of sin. Mohun P. p. 165.

The small pox.

Tarachand Ch.

a. (mfn.
)
Following

an evil course of life, wicked, vicious, s. (»?.)

Vice, wickedness.

WtHl a. (-TR W +'^}p5g Of

a vicious or wicked disposition, guilty, sinful,

criminal.

*Wtt*fe a. (»*/». W+^rMTT) Malicious,

wicked, mischievous.

^frrfl a. (from Tri ) Wicked, malicious, sinful.

^ttf^ a. (mfn.^H+tt) Most sinful, very

sinful or wicked.

a. (-W=t W +vt) Criminal,

sinful, guilty, mischievous, wicked.

femin. ofW^IK q.v.

^TOi m (-^ W +^*FT )
Very

sinful, very criminal or mischievous.

m. from Sin,

wickedness, viciousness.

p|WT#l s.
(
p
fl +*Ft£l) A crack in the foot.

(corrupt, of ^l
7^*^) A joint in a plant

or in the body; a knuckle, a protuberance.

pH«Pa. (mfn. R.^ + ;3I33

)
Purifying, cleansing.

s. (m.) 1. Fire, or Agni its deified personifica-

tion. 2. A tree, the wood of which is used to

procure fire by attrition (Premna spinosa). 3.

Leadwort (Plumbago Zeylanica). 4. The mark-

ing-nut plant (Semicarpus anacardium). 5. A
saint.

A sort of fish (Silurus asotus, Linn.").

Carey. ' <

^Tf^T i'. (
n

.
R.^+ ^FT) 1. The act of purifying

or cleaning. 2. Austere devotion, penance.

3. Water. 4. Cow-dung. 5. (m.) Fire. 6. In-

cense, a. (mfn.} 1. Pure, purified. 2. Purify-

ing-. -31 (/.) or — "3"
(?2.) 1. Cleanness. 2.

Purification.

W*t$E3 v. a. + To stamp, to

place the foot in a particular situation.

«jS (-*FT n. R.'M+^^T) A cutaneous

eruption, herpes, scab, the itch.

5 R 2
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a. (mfn.^+^1 from R. $7^) Curing or

destroying cutaneous diseases ; s. Sulphur.

HfcFt a. (mfn. from ^Tfct5^) Afflicted with herpes

or any cutaneous disease.

^W< a. (mfn. from ^"fal*"^) 1 . Low, vile, mean,

base. 2. Stupid, foolish.

vft^\ s. (/.
pTto' + ^) A mean woman.

TO1 s. (/. fromR.t^) Herpes, scab, the itch.

See TO.

*HH*. (p. ^U) A foot.

TO*.(w. from R. 1. A certain liquid mea-

sure. Wilkins' Gr. p. 428. 2. Water.

"jlii&Ul a. (TO+^fl from R. 15^) Walk-

ing, going on foot.

lil\5li^ll (p. <ul^- ) A pair of trowsers or

long drawers.

^ItO^r ad. (from p. ^U) On foot.

^ftTPi^l a. (TO+'W) Servile, humble, mean,

s. A sycophant.

From step to step,

at every step.

ttRpTl s. (corrupt, of
Ttt<l<\3) A pigeon.

A species of

fish (Chaetodon Argus, Lacepede). Carey. Also

^TRt s. (from ^ttol) A female pigeon.

HtW^ a. (mfn. from ^H^) Made of milk. s.

(»m.) 1. Frumenty, an oblation or food made

of rice, milk, and sugar. 2. Turpentine.

^Tftri s . (from P. ) 1. The leg or foot of any

piece of furniture. 2. A situation, rank, degree.

^fTCT s. (m.) The anus.

^UtTO *f$$ s. (*tftXR genit. case of ,

corrupt, of Sfff%! ) The ankle.

genit. case of

^tt"^, +^3l +^I^T) The great toe.

a. (mfn.) Vile, mean, low, contemptible.

s. (n. from R. tH) 1. A certain liquid measure.

2. Water. See ?f}S .

Root, x. (^t3Uf3) 1. To accomplish, to

finish, to get over or through. 2. To excel, to

overcome, to surpass.

*tt3" s. (n. from R. !. The further or

opposite shore of a river. 2. («.) The end,

the extremity, the limit of any thing. 3. (m.)

Quicksilver. 4. (Beng.) A crossing or passing

over. 5. The working of a pedal by the foot.

v. a. To get through a difficulty, to

pass over a river. —^f^TU3 v. a. To bring a

person over a river, to get him through a dif-

ficulty, v. a. To work the pedal by

the foot.

a. (mfn. from R. Getting through,

accomplishing; able, expert, clever, active. — vjl

(/.) or —^ (ra.) Ability, cleverness, activity.

^H^l a. (mfn.
pHR+*"1) Lit. Going to the op-

posite shore (of a river), i. e. crossing, crossing

over ; hence getting through a task, perusing

the contents of a book. (Used in comp. e. g.

CTPPH^I a . (mfn.) Who has got through the

veda, or finished the study of it, from C^"K s.

(m.) Scripture, the veda, +
(/.) or —^3" (re.) Perseverance in a pursuit, stea-

diness.

A wharf, a land-

ing-place at a ferry.

*Tt3"°l s. (n. R.^t^+^) 1. The accomplish-

ing a thing. 2. The first meal after a fast.

Also TOTI (/.).

i fai ^t^^ + XT TTiZAins' Gr. § 976)

The being subject to another, dependance, su-

bordinateness, subservience.
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^iT^Fl^s. (ftom'W+*l?f) The object with-

in a person's power. Carey.

*iU|q<P a. (mfn. ^t^T+t^3

)
Relating to

another world. Also *j"RTP a. (mfn.)

'ilT&l s. (m.) 1. Quicksilver: also (to.)

2. The name of one of the barbarous nations

mentioned by Manu. See Manu x. 44.

^Wh. a. (-f^\ mfn. +
Seeing the opposite shore (of a river)

;
knowing

a thing thoroughly, skilful, clever, profound.

*fUkiR<fr a. (mfn. from *fa+ TttT+^ )

Adulterous, given to adultery, s. (m.) An adul-

terer. — s3l (/.) or — (n.) Adultery: also

Excellent, superior; profoundly skilled. 2. Re-

lating to a high or spiritual object. 3. Real

:

see Trans. R.A.S. it. 37.

s. (n. from^^fa) 1. A passing

from one to another, continuous succession. 2.

Traditional knowledge ; inherited property, a.

(mfn.) Traditional, hereditary. Manu n. 18.

ad. Sans, (instr. case of P^F^tD
)

Successively, by degrees.

Traditional instruction.

"lUcWlft^ a. (mfn. from

'

Wilkins' Gr. § 903). Relating to the next

world.

pTfa*l< s. (m.) The name of one of the mixed

classes, the son of a Sudra woman by a Brah-

man : their profession is catching fish. Manu
x. 8. As. Res. v. 57.

a. (from <_^>ls) Persic, Persian.

P$j$jW s. (m. frornH^^) A halbert-man, a

hatchet-man, a pioneer. Also ^fR^lf^t^ (m.).

s. (?n.) 1. Persia. 2. A Persian.

3. A Persian horse. Also (m.).

^ft^grtXT s. (m. from^ + The son of

another man's wife, an adulterine.

*W1 s. (corrupt, of or *JlOT) Quicksilver.

^T<l*fl a- (from *1W) Relating to the crossing

over a river : paid for passing over, conveying

over a river.

A ferry-

boat.

s. (m.) A dove, a pigeon. Also

and WTO (m.).

Heart-

pea (Cardiospermum halicacabum).

,iWt? s. (m. ^ft^+^rWi") 1. The further

and the hither side of a river, opposite banks

or shores. Also (m.). 2. The ocean.

ad. Thoroughly, entirely, altogether
;
through

and through.

A crossing

over. 2. Totality, completeness, entireness.

m. from

The religious mendicant or Brahman who,

having passed through the three stages of

student, householder, and ascetic, leads a va-

grant life, and subsists upon alms. Wilson.

m. from

^T^S^) An ascetic, a contemplative saint.

phftlS
*ftl a. (mfn. ^f^l + ^TT) Belonging

to a ditch. Wilkins' Gr. § 900.

(m.) The coral-tree (Erythrina ful-

gens) : a tree in the Hindu paradise produced

at the churning of the ocean. Also

(m.).

^TtfeTtH) a. (mfn. from ^fTHT) Relating to

marriage, obtained oa the occasion of marriage,

as paraphernalia.
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^ttf^fJl £ (f from^tflf+^l?) A trinket

worn on the forehead.

v. a. (from pft^f) To be able to cross

over or surmount a difficulty.

a. (mfn. *tf%U3fe+$&) Gra-

tifying, pleasing, consolatory, comforting, satis-

factory, s. (n. ?) A reward, a remuneration.

a. (from
)

Regularly,

orderly.

(m. from ?) A moun-

tain, apparently the central or western portion

of the Vindhya chain. Also (m.).

Wilson.

(m. from An at-

tendant.

^TR^p a. {mfn. from *ff^+ R. Moving,

shaking.

^jlft^El s. (m. from + The coral-tree

(Erythrina fulgens ; also E. ovalifolia, Hort.

Ben. p. 53).

sftf<^<P s. (m. from v
l'fC +^2) A plant

(Uvaria longifolia).

^rft%y^ a. {mfn. from ^ft" + R. |j) A me-

dicinal plant (Costus speciosus).

a. (mfn. *tf^W +t^) Tech-

nical (as a term).

a. (mfn. from

kins' Gr. % 899) Connected with the parts round

the mouth or face.

»llpt*M s. A sort of fish (Mugil latus, Bucha-

nan's MSS.). Carey.

a. (mfn. from ^ff^^T^) Relating to an

assembly, s. (m.) A person present at an

assembly, a spectator at a dramatic entertain-

ment.

*i1fet6 (m. from^+ R. A bracelet.

*Hf^T3 s. (corrupt, of^tft^k ) A companion,

an attendant, a follower.

^"J^55^ s. An ornamental plant (Bignonia suaveo-

lens). Hort. Ben. p. 47.

Sf1^ s. (n. ^fW+ tf Wilkins' Gr. % 976) 1.

Harshness of language or speech. 2. Abuse,

reproach. 3. Misdemeanour, violence (whether

by word or deed).

^ft^J, s . (jn. patronymic from ) An epithet of

Arjuna. (Lit. The son of Pritha.)

n. from ^2j^+ H) Separation, sepa-

rateness, singleness.

^ttf^fk a . (mfn. from^P&l) Made of earth or

clay, earthen, earthly, s. (m.) A prince, a king.

^t^°l a. (mfn. from Pertaining to the

changes of the moon, relating to the new and full

moon. s. (m.) A particular srdddha or funeral

ceremony, at which double oblations are offered,

three cakes to the father, paternal grandfather,

and great-grandfather, and three to the mater-

nal grandfather, his father and grandfather,

and the crumbs of each set to the remoter an-

cestors in each line. Wilson. Also

4$fft a. (from Relating to certain

festivals.

*HW3 a. (mfn. from *Kv3) Relating to moun-

tains or hills ; mountainous.

*it$3t s. (femin. of*H^3) A name of Durga.

(Lit. The daughter of mount Himalaya.}

^jjfj^&fP s. (m.^t^fcft +^^An epithet

of Kartikeya. (Lit. The son of Parvati or

Durga.)

^WsSTTT a. (mfn. from ^^3) Relating to

mountains, mountainous.

^H^rt ! a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R *H^) Possible,

accomplishable, that which can be got through.
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s. (mn. from ^ Wilkins' Gr. \ 992) 1.

The ribs collectively : the side of the body. 2.

A side generally, a. (mfn.^ By the side, near.

ad. Sans, n the side.

) The Jaina pontiff.

^Hfenfn S . (n. ^Ch^fft^T) h The

turning from one side to another. 2. The name

of the eleventh day of the month Bliadra.

As. Res. hi. 290.

Situated at the side, adjacent. Also ^f^l^
(mfn.).

BW^5
1 S . (m. **t* +^1 ) A side, a flank.

Pleurisy. MoTtUn P.

p. 26.

A rib.

^ttC^ ad. Sans, (locat. case of
) Aside, clan-

destinely, privately.

a. (mfn. from
)
Pertaining to an as-

sembly, s. (m.
s

) A spectator at a dramatic

entertainment ; a person present at an assembly.

^ftf^s. (mf) 1. The heel. 2. The back. 3.

The rear of an army. 4. (/.) A violent woman.

An enemy

in the rear. 2. A commander in the rear of his

army. 3. An ally, one who supports a prince

in a military expedition. Manu vn. 207.

^t^RooT, x. (^T^UfS) To guard, to pro-

tect, to preserve. Sometimes with prefixed.

WW s. (m. from R. 1. A protector, a

guard, a preserver : used in comp. e. g. C^tt-

Ht^T s. (m.) A cowherd, from (Hi s. (/.) A
cow, +PU%; C^fWH s . (m.) A keeper

or protector of the world, from C^Tt^ s. (m.)

The world, . 2. (Beng.) A flock, a

herd, a drove. 3. The copulation of beasts.

4. A sail, sailcloth. 5. A boiler, a tub, a pot.

v. a. To set a sail with the wind :

v. a. To set a sail

;

or v. a. To hoist a sail

;

v. a. To lower or take in sail ; — \$J3 v. a.

To back a sail ; -"oft"U3 v. a. To fill a sail.

s. (ftom R. ^i"fcT?) A granary, a rick of

corn.

^Bf?^ a. (m>. R. ^^+3^) Preserving,

supporting, protecting, cherishing. Used in

comp. e. g. ^t^fH^ a . Qnfn.) Preserving

or protecting the empire, from s. (n.) A
kingdom, +^1^^^. s. (m.) 1. A protector, a

guardian, a preserver. 2. A groom, a horse-

keeper. 3. (Beng.) A plume.

s . (m. ^il^+ ^jjT) An adopted son.

t
tt5T<£^ s. A plant (Ixora undulata). Hort.

Ben. p. 10.

p
j1
s^t s. (corrupt, of PN?$?) A palanquin, a

palhee.

W<jvjt *. (from*^ + Sfjft ) A switch, a twig.

^t5^^ s. 1. A plume, a feather. 2. The eye-

lashes. -<^lt^sJ To moult.

A mushroom.

^^T^U. (/.)Gumolibanum. Also*TH<pt (/.).

^tt^ s. (corrupt, of 1. A sort of bed-

stead. 2. Beet (Beta Bengalensis). Hort.

Ben. V . 21. Also TT"M<
ft
w
Tfe? or*^OKrt^.

•WMWl^J. (^tt^ + p. ^) A coverlet, a

counterpane. Also *tT^Ppfe

.

Wftftt s. (from jflSflt) A slight covering or

coping of thatch placed on mud-walls.
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^tpfPl ad. (from *THf£C3) Mutual, reci-

procal.

v. a. To turn.

lt!^W s. (n. R. ^tI^+SFT) The act of preserv-

ing, protecting, cherishing, or keeping a thing.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Fit to be preserved, maintained, or

protected.

mfn. pres. part. a. R. ^"1

1

5
*!^)

Protecting, maintaining, nourishing, keeping.

*tWl s. (from ^Ttf^lts?) Supported, nourished,

kept (said of domestic animals), s. 1. The

maintenance of a person. 2. A rick of corn.

3. A spell. 4. The secundine of an animal.

5. A twig. 6. Hoar-frost. 7. A time or turn

in rotation.

v. a. (from R. tVnJ) To nourish, to

support, to maintain.

*TMt<fl1 s . (from*tff^3) A coping of thatch

on a mud-wall. Also pfH^1 .

•fM^ s. (p. Jib) 1. Pack-saddles, dorsers.

2. The udder of an animal.

pTNt*1 a. (mfn. from ^1^*1) 1. Made of the

palasa tree. 2. Green. 5. (?rc.) Green (the

colour).

"W^T s. (/. from R.^*5

!) 1. The point or edge

of a cutting instrument. 2. The tip of the ear.

3. A row, a range, a line. 4. A mark, a stain.

5. A louse. 6. A woman with a beard. 7. The

hollow upon the thigh. 8. A measure of five

sers. 9. A causeway, a bridge. 10. A limit,

a boundary. 11. Eulogium, praise. Wilson.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Cherished, nourished, protected, preserved, sup-

ported, kept (as a promise).

*ltpra^ a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.^t^T+OT)
Fit to be cherished or nourished, deserving to

be protected or preserved.

*TH 1728

s. (from

tree (Erythrina fulgens, Carey. E. Indica,

Hort. Ben. p. 53).

v. a. (from R. To preserve, to

cherish, to support, to maintain, to keep.

*J#T^t s. (/.) A plant, a sort of teori. Also

^itf^t (/.).W See*r#T..

An infusion.

p
|1l

CYii<i*T
>
5. (p. - U^) A strong man, a cham-

pion, a hero.

Ts
tt5?T> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. xtK;t-ir) Fit

or proper to be nourished, cherished, or pro-

tected.

vft^s. (p. aL) Aside or scale in a pair of balances.

^iTfe s. (from R. S^J?) Land which produces

two crops in a year. As. lies. x. 3.

s. (m. from R. 1 . A tie, a fetter, a

chain, a noose. 2. Quantity (when in comp.

with words signifying hair, e. g.

(m.) Much or flowing hair). 3. Beauty (when

in comp. with mi as s. (m.) A
handsome ear). 4. Depreciation (when in

comp. with T5^T and other words, as ^TPtI^I

s. (m.) An inelegant or shabby umbrella). Wil-

son. 5. (Beng.~) Dice. 6. (corrupt, of TO)
A flank, a side. ad. Near.

*t1*re s. (m. from R. A dice.

s. (/. *tt*l+33fl) Idle talk, trifling

talk.

^TWtS^ «•
(^1 +3^^) Gambling, play-

ing with dice. s. A gambler.

^ftftfl s. (W + tft^l) P% with dice,

gambling.

^TH^ a. (mfn. from
xt^) Relating to beasts.
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W^tTJ^T s. (from ^l^ +Htl^) Metallic

beads worn as an ornament on the bosom.

A turning in bed.

H^^i s. (from R. A ring for the toes.

^THI s. (from *fl*l ) 1. A rope tied to the foot

to assist a person in climbing a tree. 2. Dice.

3. An ornament for the ear. Carey.

*ifWD^9Tl *. (*fW + C^T1 )
Play with dice.

^THI^W a. (from Pertaining to the

wing of an army
;
commanding the wing of an

A festival

on the fourteenth day of the first half of the

month Margasirsha. As. Res. ill. 268.

WilkW s. (m. ^Wt^ ) An instru-

ment for cutting stones.

A plant (Plectranthus aromaticus, Carey ; P.

scutellaroides, Wilson).

^TWrft s. (/. from^Kt !) 1. A small stone

used as a weight 2. (Beng.} A stone-cutter's

chisel, a mason's hammer, a pick-axe.

^WiltUl a. (from^W !) Stony.

s. (from
)
Dice for playing.

*i1*mtre a. (*n +*RitC3 from R. «T)

To walk.

^tFTftl^ v . a. (from^ + R. ?) To forget,

to err.

pnCi>3 s. (h.jI^) A mountain.

^I^T s. (^t^+^T) The bottom or

foot of a hill, a valley.

Situated at

the foot of a hill.

^ifOTi a. (from PTW\S) Relating to a moun-

tain, mountainous.

^ft^^t 5 . (from *Tte;i\5) l. The brink of a

precipice. 2. A bullock, a. Pertaining to a

mountain, mountainous.

a. (from pfW\5) Pertaining to a

mountain, mountainous s. A mountaineer.

A sort of wild pepper (Piper sylvaticum). Carey.

Root, vi. To go, to move.

fn prep. Sans. See ^f^l .

f*l'3f3 s. (corrupt, of "Pt^T) A yellowish

tawny colour, yellow ochre. Carey.

5 S

army.

ad. (from ^1"?^
) Side by side, near.

+ ) Armed with

a noose or rope. s. (»?.) 1. A deer-catcher, a

fowler. 2. An epithet of Yama. 3. An epi-

thet of Vakuna. 4. (Beng.~) A frame. 5. One

who extracts toddy from a tree.

*ft*ftf3 a. (mfn. from ^+^3) Tied,

fettered.

(m. from A worshipper of

Siva. Trans. R.A.S. i. 550. 569. n. 180.

^ft^O s. (n.^tft^+ TS) The occupation

of a grazier or keeper of cattle.

p
H*pfl, s. (from R. ^%T) A ring for the toes.

Also

a. (mfn. from^"kK) Hinder, western.

s. («.) The hinder or western part.W s. (from An assemblage of bonds.

s. (wz.) A heretic, a hypocrite: a .Tain,

a Bauddha, &c. a. (mfn.) Blasphemous, im-

pious, heretical. —3")
(y.) or — (w.) Heresy,

heterodoxy, hypocrisy, blasphemy.

^TtejU (-ttj^.^^+t^) Ahypocrite,

a heretic. Manu iv. 30. 61.

^t^Tt ! s. (m.) A stone ; a stone used as a weight.
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(v. noun of from R. ph) The act

of drinking.

"PKSTl 5. (corrupt, of f^p) A bird-cage.

(corrupt, of ^P&) The raised floor of a

house, a terrace.

(corrupt, of An ant.

pf^ s . (corrupt, of f^Ht) Long pepper

(Piper longum). Carey.

(to.) 1. The black cuckoo (Cuculus Indi-

cus). 2. (Beng.^) Spittle coloured red by chew-

ing betel.

+ p. fj\S) A spitting-pot. Also

a. (to/w.) Tawny, brown, yellowish, s. (to.)

Tawny (the colour).

a. (corrupt, of Brownish yellow.

a. (mfn. from Of a tawny colour,

yellowish, brown, s. (to.) 1. Tawny (the co-

lour). 2. The sun. 3. An attendant upon

Surya or the sun. 4. The name of an ancient

Hindu grammarian, the author of a treatise on

the prosody of the vedas. As. Res. i. 341.

PffiFfl s. (femin. of PffipT) 1. A particular

vessel of the body, the left of three canals

which run from the Os Coccygis to the head,

and which are the chief passages of breath and

air according to the system of anatomy in the

Yoga school of philosophy. 2. The female ele-

phant of the south-quarter. Wilson.

PffiT^ a. (mfn. Pf^ + 3I^?) Having brown

eyes. s. (to.) An epithet of Siva.

s. (to.) 1. A fish (Silurus sagittatus). 2.

The head man or proprietor of a village. 3.

(n.) Virgin gold.

s. (corrupt, of ) The concrete

rheum of the eyes. See Pt^j|T3 .

(to.) 1. The belly, the abdomen. 2.

The back of an animal. Also («.).

"Ptf&fSM a. (mfn. from f^rffeti) Corpulent.

AlsofW^T.

"R"^ 5. (to.) 1. Cotton. 2. Leprosy. Also Pf-

Excrement, dirt. Sabda S. p. 118.

fH^U. (to. from R. ^) The

nimS-tree (Melia Azadirachta). Also TTT>-

3^ (to.).

f^fT s. (to.) Cotton. See "PTF.

(h. ^Kcs^) A syringe, a clyster.

Root, x. To cut, to divide.

"R^fe s. (to.) i. Tin. 2. Lead. 3. Ophthal-

mia ; inflammation of the eyes. See Pt^|p> .

Root, vi. To pain, to torture.

To cut, to divide.

Pf555 s. (n. from R. f^BE) 1. The tail of a

peacock. 2. A crest. 3. (to.) A tail in general.

(/.) The gum of the silk-cotton tree

(Bombax heptaphyllum).

Prffe^ a. (mfn. Pt^+t^) Having a tail.

s. (to.) 1. Sauce, gravy. 2. Moist and split

pulse.

(/. from 1. Sauce, gravy.

2. The silk-cotton tree (Bombax heptaphyllum).

f*i*5fT a. (corrupt, of.flfopfll) Wet, slippery.

s. A slippery place.

v. a. To slip, to slide.

"Pf^l s. (eorrupt. of ^&) The hinder-part of any

thing.

ft§ftU3 v. a. (com*, of ftfeC3) To repel, to

drive back, to cause to desist or recede.

"PT5$t^t s. (from"R"5?) 1. The rear of an army.
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2. The stern of a ship. 3. A rope with which

the hinder-feet of animals are tied.

"RS^Ts. (v. noun of R^ttl^) 1. A desist-

ing or causing to desist. 2. The hinder part of

any thing, the stern of a ship.

RfotRfe ad. (fromR^ ) Behind, following

behind.

Rfi^C3 v. a. (from RlS?) To recede, to yield

back, to go behind, to fall back.

f^arf.(fromf^1)Behind, after, subsequently,

afterwards. Also

"RtaflV^Wt;. a. {cans, ofR^^KS) To cause

to slip or slide.

R^ Root, ii. (with the insertion of a nasal,

R^USF) I. To tinge, to dye, to colour. 2.

To touch. 3. To tinkle. 4. To adore, i. and

x. CpKgf^, ft^pfSj 1. To kill or injure.

2. To be strong. 3. To give. 4. To dwell.

5. To speak. 6. To shine.

R^ s. (m. from R. Rt\£ ) 1. Killing, slaughter.

2. (ft.) Power, strength.

Rfc^T^ s. (n.) The concrete rheum of the eyes.

R^f^ a. (mfn. for RffipT?) Yellow, tawny,

brown, s. 1. (m.) Tawny (the colour). 2. (n.)

Gold. 3. Yellow orpiment. 4. The ribs, or the

thorax formed by them. 5. A bird-cage.

R^^T a. (mfn.') Confounded, overcome with

grief, terror, &c. s. (m.) An army panick-

struck or in disorder.

R^Root, i. (C#"fe) 1. To sound. 2. To

assemble, to heap up.

(m. from R. R"^) A cupboard, a bas-

ket, a granary or receptacle made of wicker-

work.

R£^ s. (m./R&+^)1. A cupboard, a basket,

a receptacle made of wicker-work. 2. (mfn.)

A bile.

s. (from rammer used to

beat down the earthen floors of houses.

1. A tree (Trewia nudiflora). Hort.

Ben. p. 73. 2. The pulp of rice prepared by

grinding it with water.

A plant (a variety of

Dolichos lignosus). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

"RT»1 s. (fromf^) A sort of thin cake or bread.

SeeRfe.

v. a. 1. To beat, to hammer out. 2.

To cause to beat.

R^fa*. (v. noun offt&lt^) The act of beat-

ing or hammering, a. Beaten, hammered out.

s. (from A reciprocal

beating or hammering.

"R&Fft See "RlHt .

R&R"!*- (from ^?) 1. A prying into a

thing. 2. An itching or tingling, ad. After-

wards, in imitation of. Caret/.

v. a. (from To itch,

to tingle.

RV Root, i.
(
PT&f3) 1. To hurt or kill. 2.

To feel pain or affliction.

s. (corrupt, of ^$>) 1. The back. 2. A
stool. 3. The pedestal of an idol. 4. A ter-

race. Carey.

p)i>(.<il<y>i s. (Ri> + T. <U:&) A small bundle

of clothes, &c. carried on the back, a knapsack.

R~fr^ s. (m.) A pot, a pan. Also R~^"T. (/.)

ad. (from Back to back.

Root, i (with the insertion of a nasal,

R^jft, -C3) and x. (Rwfe) To form

into a mass, to heap up, to aggregate, to ac-

cumulate.

1. The raised floor of a house. 2. A

portico. See f*fel and R~& .

5 S 2
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A plant (Gardenia uliginosa). Sort.

Ben. p. 15.

A plant (Trigonella corniculata).

Hort. Ben. p. 58. Also flfJW^ .

(from 1. A stool. 2. The pedes-

tal of an idol. 3. A terrace.

"Pftte s. (to. for f^Tt^) The bow of Siva.

f^t^3 5. (m.) 1. A lump, a heap, a ball, a globe :

especially a lump of food. 2. A funeral cake,

an oblation to deceased ancestors offered at the

several sraddhas by the nearest surviving rela-

tions. Manu ii. 247. 3. The body.

license.

-o 'M. yL<t s. (m. A sort of
K S

date-tree. 2. (Beng.) A cake of dried dates.

-feints s. (m. fflS+PfrT?) Gum-myrrh.

PfcJKs. (m. f*fa + TT)The nearest relation who

offers the funeral cake to the manes of a de-

ceased ancestor. Also f^T^O^I (—^ m.).

mfn. from

Partaking of a funeral oblation, entitled to a

share in the funeral cake. Also

(_f^ mfn.).

s. (m. f^3+ C^TPl ) An interruption

in offering the funeral cake ; a neglect of the

solemn obsequies in honour of deceased ancestors.

fetTfejf) a. (mfn. from f^3 + 3F[+
v4AI3j< ) To be eaten after the funeral cake

has been offered : an epithet applied to the

monthly srdddha or entertainment in honour of

deceased ancestors. Manu in. 123.

(m. from ?) The name of a

river considered holy by the Hindus. As. Res.

vn. 241.

The wild date-tree. Sabda S.

p. 139. Seef^1^:.

fHfe^l s. (/.) The nave of a wheel. See ftaft.

a. (mfn. f^3 +^3) Heaped together,

collected, formed into a mass.

ffisft s. (f. from R. ft^T?) 1. The nave of a

wheel. Also fflRj (/.). 2. (Beng.) A shrub

(Tabernaemontana coronaria flor. plen.) 3. A
species of palm (Phcenix dactylifera). 4. A cu-

curbitaceous plant (Cucurbita lagenaria). Carey,

(m.) 1. A tree (Vangueria spinosa?

Box). 2. A shrub (Tabernaemontana corona-

ria). Wilson.

+^3) Formed

into a lump or ball.

f*fcffc s. (m. fi*mf^) Cuttle-fish bone.

(m. from f^3+^T) A cowardly

but censorious person.

s. (/.) Heart-pea (Cardiospermum Halica-

cabum).

f^3o The vocative case of PV\ . See ffsjl

.

A plant (Chaulmoogra odorata).

Hort. Ben. p. 105.

f^3*T s. (corrupt, of ft^T) Brass.

«. £-?f wi. from R.^I + ^J?) 1. A father:

dual ) Mother and father, parents :

plur. (W$$& ) The paternal ancestors. 2. The

manes or the deceased and deified progenitors of

mankind, inhabiting a peculiar region of heaven,

or according to some the orbit of the moon.

Wilson.

(m. from fM^+U^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 1005) 1. A paternal grandfather. 2. An epi-

thet of Brahma. See Manu %. 9.

(femin. of Wilkins' Gr.

§ 1005). A paternal grandmother.

ft% Seef^3l.

a. (mfn. f^t^+^) 1. Pertaining to the
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father. 2. Relating to paternal ancestors, or

to the solemn obsequies in honour of them.

P^F$ s. n. + Solemn

obsequies in honour of deceased ancestors. Also

Pl^t€ (n.).

) A cemetery, a

burial-place.

Pl^H s. (w. Pt^+TfH) A gift in honour of

deceased ancestors.

Wealth received from

the father, ancestral property.

Pf^l^ a. (mfn. PFf+^) Of the side of the

father, related to the father, s. (m.) 1. Pater-

nal relationship. 2. The dark fortnight or wane

of the moon in the month Bhadra.

An epithet of Yama.

(Lit. The lord of the pitris or manes.) Also

PFpfcS O.).

fr^ffol s . (-qr m . PT3+PF3) A paternal

grandfather.

A paternal an-

cestor.

a. (mfn. from Pfs+Ptai^)
Pertaining to the father and grandfather.

Pt^ff s. (f. P^+^) Twilight (the time

when the manes of departed ancestors • are

abroad).

P^°*1 s. (m.P^ + ) The paternal family.

Pf^T s. (n. P^ +^T) A cemetery. Also

Pi^Tfo (/.).

Pi^< l^< s. (m. P^+3"^) A paternal re-

lation.

(m. from ) A paternal uncle.

a. (mfn. Pi^f+^3*) Fondly attached

to a father.

Fond attachment

to a father.

Pf^srfcJSffr a. (ra/ra.Pf^ +^ +S^Hav-
ing no parents, orphan.

)
Obsequies in com-

memoration of a deceased ancestor. As. Res.

iv. 213. vin. 430.

Pf3t^it^ s . (m. Pi^+ C^Tt^) 1. The abode of

the manes. 2. The manes, an ancestor.

Pt^pfl s. (-^/. P^+^) A father's

sister, a paternal aunt. Also

P^pri, Pl^^ri, or Pt^fti
(-^ /•)•

P^GJl s. (/. Pt^+ ^CU1 from R. ^) The

murder of a father, parricide.

v. a. (from R. *h) To drink ; to smoke

tobacco.

Pfc3 s. (n.) Bile, gall.

PkSwfa s.
(JW.Pte+ C^fa) The gall-bladder.

Pfa^" 5. (to. Pfa+ ^p") A bilious fever.

a. (mfn. from PT3 ) Bilious. (w.)

Brass.

PjT^l^i s. (Pfa +^^l ) An excess of bile.

PTCP a. (mfn. Pf^+ IT W^Km*' GV. § 899).

1. Relating to a father, paternal, ancestral, con-

nected with the solemn obsequies in honour of

deceased ancestors. 2. The designation of a

particular part of the hand. Manu n. 59.

PK^ s. (-^ m. from R.^) A bird.

a. (mfn.) Flying, falling, descending, alighting.

Pftfr,. (n. Pi for3rPl+tffr from R. Hi)

1. A cover, a lid, a sheath, a wrapper, a cloak,

&c. 2. Concealment.

The cotton-plant. Sa&efa 5. p. 369,

453.
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Pfr^ a. (mfn. Pi for 3lPi+^ from R.^)
Dressed, clothed, covered, wrapped into.

(m.) Cold, cough, catarrh. See

(mn.') 1. The bow and the trident of

Siva. 2. Any trident or three-pronged spear.

fW^U (—f^T m. TW^+t^) An epi-

thet of Siva. (Lit. Bearing a trident.)

"Pftl^T s. (corrupt, of PK^) Cold, cough,

catarrh. Sabda S. p. 259, 290.

(from the English pinnace) A pinnace.

"Pfftp3 v. a. (from +R. ^) To put on

clothes, to accoutre, to dress.

A plant (Spinacea tetrandra). Hort.

Ben. p. 72, 84.

(from the Portug. pipa) A cask, a bar-

rel, a pipe. Also

PW*T1 5. (/. from PW^ the desiderative

form of R. ^1 Wilkins' Gr. §831) Thirst;

desire in general.

a. (mfn. Athirst,

thirsty.

f*wwt «. (-NT «>. f¥rw+H)
Thirsty, athirst.

PW^T a .

(
w/ra . "Pl^l^T the desiderative form

of R. ^1, +3) Thirsty, athirst.

"PHt\5l s. (corrupt, of "PWtf^l) An ant.

s. (from PFflv3l ) A plant (Urtica

pentandra). Hort. Ben. p. 67.

(m.) A large black ant.

"PWtf^T s. (from PWtf^l) An ant.

(/.) The common small red ant.

PPj^s. (corrupt. ofPM^fl.) I. Long-pepper

Piper longum. 2. A pi ant Pothos Peepla,

Rox.). Hort. Ben. p. 11.

P^P^I s. (f^T+*}l3l for The

leaf of long-pepper, worn as an ornament by

women. Carey.

genit. case of ft.

^ , +^1) The root of long-pepper. Also

SeePW.

"Pt^^T^Ts. (»i.) The holy fig-tree (Ficus religiosa).

(m. fromPM^+ R.^Ttf) The

name of an ancient Hindu sage. As. Res.

viii. 476.

Piwi"

57
ft s. (/.) Long-pepper (Piper longum).

Also (/.). Hort. Ben. p. 4.

The root

of long-pepper.

"Pi^j s. (to.) A freckle, a mark, a spot.

T'
cT< s

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal

To sprinkle, to wet, to moisten.

Ptf^1 s. A plant (Trigonella corniculata).

Sabda S.2\5, 289.

(corrupt, of fSjlF^F ) A medicinal plant

not yet ascertained.

Pfa%3 v. a. (cans, of Pit3) To cause to

drink, to give a person something to drink.

PWl; s. (p. jUy) An onion.

(p. *jL») A person travelling on foot,

a messenger, a footman ; a pawn at chess.

(corrupt, of ?) A guava.

(?w.) A fruit-tree (Buchanania latifolia).

Hort. Ben. p. 32.

PjTTl^Tl s. (p. <CL>) A drinking-glass, a cup,

f^UWW^A. (p.jWb) A tippler, a drunkard.

PW^Tfat^ft s. (from p. jb ^Lj) Drunkenness.
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PfTTMt^ s. (corrupt, of ^ftPT^) A tree

(Pentaptera tomentosa). Carey.

PfaPts. (from R. p
i"l) Thirst.

(from Portug. pires) A saucer.

s. (corrupt, of 2^"fv) Fondness, affec-

tion, love.

Pf^RooT, x. (PHufsS) To throw, to cast,

to send.

PHI s. (corrupt, of Sfl^TEj The spleen : the

organ, or the disease of it. Also

PHf^. (corrupt, of PMtf^l) A crowd,

a multitude. —<!?[< ill ad. By swarms, by

crowds, by multitudes.

A lamp-stand, a candlestick.

a. (mfn?) Blear-eyed.

fit*l Root, vi. (Pf6*tf3 Wilkins' Gr. § 261)

1. To be decomposed, to be reduced to con-

stituent parts. 2. To enlighten, to light.

a. (jnfn.') Of a tawny colour, brownish,

yellowish, s. (?w.) Tawny (the colour).

fi*!^ s. (w.) A species of malignant demigods
;

a vampire, a demon, a spectre.

PfpF3 s. (». from R. Pf^) Flesh.

a. (mfn. Desirous

of flesh, longing after a meal of flesh.

P^l s. (from f^p ?) A flea. Also f^T .

a. (m/w.) Cruel, wicked; vile, contemptible
;

deceitful; stupid, foolish, s. (w.) 1. Saffron.

2. (m.) A crow. 3. Cotton. 4. An epithet of

Narada. — sjl (/.) or —^ («.) Cruelty,

wickedness, meanness, stupidity, folly.

f^t*Tl s. (/.) A gramineous plant (Trigonella

corniculata).

Pfc^RooT, vii. (f%f%) To grind, to bruise
;

to powder. Sometimes with pRorfa+pR

prefixed to it. 1. To injure.

2. To give. 3. To be strong. 4. To dwell.

5. To go or move.

Pf|%3 v. a. (from R. PK) To grind, to

bruise, to pound, to reduce to powder.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422). Ground, bruised, pounded, s.

(n.') 1. Any thing ground, meal, flour. 2. Lead.

Pf^ s. (m. P^+35

) Bread, a baked cake.

s. (win.) A division of the universe, a

world. Manu iv. 231.

"R^f^T (n. "Pi^+^f from R. A

boiler, a seether, a saucepan.

(m. from Perfumed powder'

scented dust.

Pf^T Root, i. (Pl^Tp?) To go, to move.

x. ((?fWf3) 1. To go. 2. To be strong.

3. To injure, to hurt. 4. To give. 5. To

dwell. Also, x. (with the insertion of a nasal,

Pf01TTrpJ) 1. To speak. 2. To shine.

. (corrupt, of if^^l^ + The hus-

band of a father's sister or paternal aunt.

(from PW + ^Pffl.) The

daughter of a father's sister.

PM3^tt s. (from PW. + ^tt ) The son of a

father's sister. Also

PM*f s . (corrupt, of Pf3Tpj) A name by

which a man calls his wife's paternal aunt, and

also that by which a woman calls her husband's

paternal aunt. Carey.

PWU (corrupt, ofPi^f^T) A paternal aunt.

Pl^<i&*U. (fromPW+^flTrfor^Pr^)
The daughter of a father's sister.

Pft$v*sl£ s. (fromPW +^tt) The son of a

father's sister. Also
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f^ffe a. (mfn. f*j for ^Tpl + ft3 from R. $1

)

Covered, concealed, hidden.

*ft Root, iv. (*filJt3) To drink.

^f^STF^ s. (p. jLj) An onion (Allium cepa).

Hort. Ben. p. 24.

(corrupt, of •ft*) 1. A stool, a seat, a

chair. 2. A terrace.

(/w.) A bird (Cuculus Indicus). Only

used in the vedas. Trans. R.A.S. i. 433.

See .

p
ft& (corrupt, of ^) The back. itfoAwra P.

p. 15.

A plant (Randia racemosa). Hort.

Ben. p. 15.

*ftfla'E3 v. a. (from R. ^fts?) To strike, to beat,

to hammer ; to beat (as a clock).

^rfe^rfel (°ftj^ genit. case of +

Ttfel) The back-bone. Jfoftu* P. p. 15.

5. (raw.) 1. A stool, a bench, a chair, a

wooden seat, a pedestal. Also H l &t (/•)• 2.

The complement of a segment in any geome-

trical figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 84. 3. (Beng.

corrupt, of ^&) A page, a side of a leaf.

from

R. ^L) A cripple. Manu viii. 394.

place con-

secrated to the worship of Parvati. Tara-

chand Ch.

^"T^Root, x. (*fl\5XTf\J) 1. To give pain, to

vex, to annoy. 2. To press, to squeeze. 3. To

oppose, to resist. 4. To stir, to agitate. Often

with 3lf%, 3Ti, 3, or^f% prefixed to it.

?P|vi<P a. (mfn. R. Xft^+ ;3I^) Squeezing,

pressing
;
vexing, annoying, oppressive, s. (zw.)

An oppressor, a persecutor. Also

(mfn.).

^ftvFT s. (w. R. *ft/3+3H) L The act of op-

pressing or giving pain. 2. The laying a country

waste.

"ffcFftji^ (mfn.fut.part.p. R.^fl^+^pf|ll)
Fit to be squeezed, oppressed, or persecuted.

p
ftv3l s. (/. R. ^fftpStl Wilkins' Gr. § 831)

Pain, distress, affliction, oppression, persecution,

torture.

a. (mfn. pres. part. R. ^ft^+^Cs?)

Pained, afflicted, tortured, oppressed.

v. a. (from R. ^fts^) 1. To squeeze, to

press ; to bruise seeds, to express the oil or

juice from them. 2. To give pain, to torment,

to afflict, to smart (as a wound) ; to oppress,

to persecute.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. of R. it^O
Being oppressed or afflicted, suffering pain or

distress.

9
i\Sb a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

"

c
t1 and R.

Wilkins' Gr. § 692, 694) 1. Drunk, quaffed.

2. (pret. part. p. R. ^tlT Wilkins? Gr. p. 421)

Grown fat, plump, large : see 3. (from

?) Yellow, of a yellow colour, s. (m.)

1. Yellow (the colour). 2. Safflower. 3. A
topaz. 4. (w.) Yellow orpiment.

(n. from ^V£3) Yellow orpiment.

A sort of plan-

tain.

tft3^f Si. (n. ^ft^+^t A root) A carrot.

Yellow sanders.

*fi>J^rT s. (n.
'

cft3+'^rT) A yellow fragrant

wood.

*ft\S^3 s. (m. ^ +^3) A bird (Motacilla

sutoria, Wilson ; Sylvia sutoria, Carey).

^ItettJNe s. (m. ^T^ + fft^) A sort of pine

(Pinus Devadaru ; also P. longifolia).
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Tf3H s. (m. p
ft3 + "|

>

) 1. A plant (Curcuma

xanthorrhiza). 2. A sort of pine (Pinus lon-

gifolia).

^ftFT s. (to. from °ft^ ) 1 . The hog-plum (Spon-

dias mangifera). 2. (w.) Saffron.

sf^H
(
p
ff3 + ,£^) A plant (Barleria

prionitis). Caret/.

Yellow jasmine

(Jasminum chrysanthemum). Carey.

*ft\FT a. (mfn. from^ffc) Yellow, of a yellow

colour, s. 1. (m.) Yellow (the colour). 2.

(Beng. h. Jo^) Brass.

Yellow brass.

A tree (Curcuma Zerumbet). Sabda

S. p. 410.

A tree (Pentaptera

tomentosa).

:ftOTk s. (m. ^ffa+ ^rfa) 1. Sandal. 2. A
topaz, a yellow gem. 3. A tree (Allangium

hexapetalum). Wilson.

pff3T| 5 . (m.) A tree (Pentaptera tomen-

tosa). See?fts3^.

s. (femin. of ^ft^) Turmerick.

Sft\Sl*-« a. (ira/ra.
Tft^+^IM<) Clad in yel-

low, dressed in yellow clothes, s. (m.) 1. An
epithet of Krishna. 2. A mime, a dancer. 3.

A religious mendicant wearing yellow clothes.

*ffcKl ,.(_**F[n. *ffr3 + 3l*KF[J Ayellow

gem, a topaz.

(m.) 1. A horse. 2. (/. [from R. p
ft)

The act of drinking.

*f$t *. (-f^ jb. from R. *ft ?) A horse.

^fft a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^HIT-)-^ Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 421). Grown fat, corpulent, bulky,

full, round.

s. (?ra.) Cough, catarrh.

^rt^l * (/ from *ffr+ S*t^ to A

cow with large udders.

pft^ Root, i. To be fat or corpulent.

a. (jra/re. from R. ^ft^) Fat, large, cor-

pulent. —\3l (/.) or —^ («.) Corpulence,

largeness.

^ffa^fl, s. (/. from fl^^ + ^FT) A cow with

large udders.

*ft«1 a . (-^jw/k. from R. tffts ) Fat, large.

A plant (Crotalaria sericea). Hort.

Ben. p. 54.

^ftXT^ s. (n. from R. HI ?) 1. Ambrosia, the food

of the gods. 2. The milk of a cow during the

first seven days after calving, biestings.

(p. xjjj*i) A gem, the turkois.

^ft^RooT, i. (*fHf3) To stop, to cease.

A young bird.

(w.) The large black ant (Formica

compressa ?) Carey.

H'Hl s. (corrupt, of ^ft$7T) The spleen, a. Yel-

low. See .

^fl
5^ s. (»z.) 1. A tree (Careya arborea : also ap-

plied to exotic trees generally). 2. An elephant.

3. An arrow. 4. A flower. 5. The blossom

of the Saccharum Sara.

*ft^fl s. (/. from^t*J+*K) A plant (Ale-

tris hyacinthoides or Dracona nervosa).

v. a. (from R. fH^Tj To grind, to bruise,

to reduce to powder.

x
Tbdli s. (corrupt, of H*nr) a quarter.

^^TH s. (corrupt, of Straw, hay.

^Sltn^tR? s. (H^rH + ^T"fe) A mushroom

growing on heaps of rotten straw. Carey.

^jt s. (corrupt, of ^l^lft^l) A plant (Basella

alba or B. rubra).

5 T
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0* San*. (*£° for 1°^+^) Like a

man; (in grammar) in the masculine form or

gender.

A masculine

woman, a virago.

The mas-

culine gender.

l *^ *. (/. ^° for ^°^+ K
lf^) Virility,

manhood.

(/• from^+R. An un-

chaste woman. (Lit. Going with men.)

J

J*^*. (w.) A man. See Wilkins' Gr. p. 71.

Root, x. (^°*ttf[\3) To punish, to pain.

t ^^ s. (n. t° for + ^T<FT) A cere-

mony performed as soon as a woman perceives

the foetus to be quick. See Manu n. 26.

*J°*^tXI a . (mfn. ^T-t-^) Longing after a

man.

^t ^ 5 - (
w

-

T

l°^+?) The state of a male, man-

hood. Also (/.) Wifkint? Gr. § 1007.

A species of serpent (Amphisbsena).

Carey.

c
*2*>0 s. A plant (Oldenlandia crystallina). Hort.

Ben. p. 11.

v. a. (caus. of ^TjOW)To cause to wipe

or rub off.

s
jft>£3 v. a. (from To wipe away, to

rub off.

Pi

p£5 s. (corrupt, of ^TT) Pus, purulent matter.

^jv5lj, s. (corrupt, of ) A heap, a store, a

quantity, a collection ; a capital in trade, wealth

;

an aggregation of four e. g. four fruits).

Goods, wealth.

H 1748

t»*WiW «• (-^at.+ H. ^) Rich, opulent.

(from A round hand (in

writing). Carey.

(from
**J"5 ) A bundle, a packet.

^^f^T s. A bundle, a packet.

^jt^t s- (h. J^j) The anus.

Mean, low, trifling, despicable.

s. A button. Carey.

A button-hole.

2. A button-shop.

Greedy, avari-

cious, niggardly.

Hijtr^TJtflI s . (from^5lU3f^T) Greediness,

avarice.

jrinus^Ift S . (corrupt, of (3l€t) A fish (Cyp r

chrysoparus, Buchanan s MSS.). Carey. Also

A storehouse ; a vessel for preserving

grain. 2. A seller of vegetables.

*$$U3 v. a. To bury. See *$GU3 .

w. a. (from ?) To breed insects, to

be affected with maggots (as a wound).

*J<£< s. (corrupt, of ^3^) A pond.

s
J^<'|ill a. (from *J^) Belonging to a pond.

^tHilHTl s. + G^Tl ) A fish

(Silurus quadrivittatus, Buchanan's MSS.y
Carey.

'jt^trrHt^l (I^W+^t?1
) a fish

(Tetrodon fornicatus). Carey.

s . (^?Trrl+^tf^rl) a
fish (Gobius electris, L.). Carey.

"H^^i s. (m.) The appellation of one of the de-
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graded tribes, the offspring of a Nishada by a

Sudra woman. Menu x. 18. 49. iv. 79. Also

X

JS*I or M °- (
mfn -) Low

'
vile '

^5 (corrupt, of
1=

£
9^") A pond, a tank.

^j^U s. (m.) The feather, or the feathered part

of an arrow.

Eager, zealous at work. s. A minute exami-

nation.

s. (m. from xJ°^+C5t1) A bull, an ox:

sometimes used in comp. to convey the idea of

excellence or pre-eminence : e. g.

(m.) An excellent or eminent man. (Lit. A

bull among men. ) See

Root, i. (^£55^3) To be careless or in-

attentive.

^£555 s. (n.) The tail of an animal.

s. (from R. 3"5K) A question, an enquiry.

^lilVJ v. a. (cans, of ^f^U3) To cause to

ask or interrogate.

^jlfe^ v. a. (from R. 3"55^) To ask, to ques-

tion, to interrogate.

*T^I s. A fragment, a rag.

s. (m.) A collection, a quantity, a heap.

Increasing to a heap.

Root, i. To rub, to press, to

grind, to pound, x. (Fftlhrfo) l.Tobe or

become small or shallow. 2. To shine. 3. To

speak. 4. C
1^^^) To fasten, to string.

s. (m. from R. T
$^L) I. The contracting,

folding, or doubling of any thing. 2. (mn. also

"

S

j^'l/.) A cover, a covering. 3. A plate, dish,

or cup made of leaves. Manu vi. 28. 4. (Beng.~)

A joining of the hands in supplication.

(/.) An assemblage of lotuses.

3ac=(from + ) Sugar-cane (S

charum officinarum). Sabda S. p. 291.

*J|CTp ad. (from^) Joinedly: used in comp. e. g*

With the palms of the hands joined

together in a supplicating manner.

Root, x. To decrease, to diminish,

to become small, low, or shallow.

Ij3 Root, vi. (*j3f3) 1. To leave, to quit. 2.

To cover. Also, i. (with the insertion of a

nasal, To rub, to grind, to pound.

<c

*[f\iC3 v. a. To burn, to burn away.

^1 a. (from^f^3U3) Burnt up, scorched by

the sun. s. 1. The teeth of a saw or sickle.

2. (corrupt, of *Tx2) A variety of the sugar-cane

(Saccharum officinarum) : also ^j^Tj^t^

.

^Root, vi. (Yffo) L To be pure. 2. To

act virtuously.

^jtJ^t^ s. (w.) 1. A leopard. 2. The name of

the elephant of the south-east quarter. 3. (re.)

A lotus, especially the white lotus (Nelumbium

speciosum).

^Rt^t^ s . (m.
1$3^?F+^raF for 3tf§F)

An epithet of the god Vishnu. (Lit. Lotus-

eyed.)

^^C<ti^o. (mfn. v^J^G +SKZ) Whose

body is fair like a lotus.

^j[sJIP 5. (w.) 1. A creeping plant used in mede-

cine as a remedy for diseased eyes. Wilson.

x>^2 s. (mi) 1. A red variety of the sugar-cane

(Saccharum officinarum). 2. A creeping plant

(Gsertnera racemosa). 3. A mark on the fore-

head made with sandal.

s, (m.
"

!1^+^) A creeping plant (Gaert-

• nera racemosa).

TjD a. (mfn. from R. ]. Pure, clean. 2.

Virtuous, righteous, just, good. 3. Beautiful,

5 T 2
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pleasing. 5. (w.) 1. Purity. 2. Virtue, a good

action, merit.

s . (n. ^t)+^) A meritorious act, as

fasting, praying, &c.

Whose actions are holy, virtuous, or meritorious.

a. (mfn. +^ from R. ^) Acting

righteously
;

virtuous, pure, pious.

sj^SftT 5. (m. ^jTP + SFH") A decay of religious

merits. Also T^ ^ (m.).

*£tFt% a. (mfn. 1°^+^) Of a pure or

pleasing scent, s. (m.) A tree (Michelia Cham-

paca).

A pious person.

2. A fiend, a goblin, a Rdkshasa. 3. A y«&-

sha or attendant on Kuvera.

An epithet

of Kuvera. (Lit. The lord of the Punyajanas

or Yakshas.^)

x£fnFT s. (re. The reward for piety

or for good actions.

^OTT a . (-<TS are/re. l^+^S) 1. Vir-

tuous, pious, righteous. 2. Fortunate, aus-

picious.

(/. *£fr+SjflI) The holy land of

the Hindus, bounded on the north by the Hi-

malaya, on the south by the Vindhya moun-

tains, and on the east and west by the sea.

Also if-)- See Manu u - 21
•
se(iq-

a. (mfn. j£p + ) Attained through

sanctity or virtue (as a reward in heaven).

a. (mfn. Pious, virtuous,

religious, righteous.

A store of vir-

tue or religious merit.

Pious conduct,

sacred usage, a religious custom.

Holy, religious, virtuous, pious, righteous.

*. (re. from $t> +^TC^) 1 . A holyday.

2. The day on which tenants make the first pay-

ment of annual rents to their landlord. Tdrd-

chand Ch.

3$fU (from^) Holy.

s. (?. ?) A division of the infernal regions,

the abode of the manes of those who die child-

less. Manu ix. 138.

(corrupt, of A son.

A term of reproach

used by women in their quarrels. (Lit. One
who devours her son.)

^jf3K3 v. a. (from C*il3) 1. To plant. 2. To bury.

s. (corrupt, of A book.

"^J^T s. (corrupt, of ^ft"<?1) An image, a doll,

a puppet.

TjSf^Wl n (corrupt, of ^f^1) A doll, a

small image, a puppet, an idol.

^5^1 s. (corrupt, of ^Jfij"^) I- A doll, a

small image, a puppet, an idol. 2. The image

on the eye.

An idolater, a

worshipper of an image.

,$3sft£5l * (^^l+^1
)
Image-worship,

idolatry.

*S$&\ s. (/.) 1. A small bee. 2. An ant. Manu
iv. 238.

"SjST s. (ni. from ^ + R. tSf? Who rescues

his progenitors from hell: see Manuix. 138.

Colebr. Law of Inher. p. 169) A son. Dual

(— Clfl ) Son and daughter. Also written ^Ivp

.

v^s. (m. T$3"+^) A son.

^JP-jffa s. (m. from x
jTT+ R. 3ffc) A plant

(Nagelia Putranjiva, Roxb.). Also "^T^t^^
(m.). Hort. Ben. p. 71.
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TpT3l s. (/. *|?r+ 3l) Filial relation, the cir-

cumstance of being a son. Also ^^T^ (w.).

Having children and grandchildren.

ad. Sans. (
s
j?T+^) Like a son, re-

sembling a son, filial.

fjsi«$l *. (/.
T
$ST +^) A son's wife.

Possessing

a son or sons.

The getting a son,

delivery.

'jjTiiSft a. (-f^mf».^+3^f\) Wish-

ing to obtain a son, desirous of a son.

^jTTftsf ad. Sans, (from ^T+ ^sf) For the

sake of a son.

*tftr^1 *. (/•
T
JST+ t^1) 1. A daughter: es-

pecially one who is appointed to marry, in order

that her son may perform the solemn obsequies

to her own father and not to her husband. 2.

A doll, a puppet.

The son of

an appointed daughter : see Colebr.

Law of Inker, p. 303. Also ^fq<pl^s3 .

1

Jtft a. (-f$\mfn.^ + Having a son.

^Cll s. (femin. of ^^T) A daughter.

^TftTTa. (m/w. ^jTT +^TI) Relating to a son,

filial.

5jpjf^ s. (/. A sacrifice performed

for the sake of obtaining children.

^J^Root, iv. Pjj&ftf) To injure, to hurt, to

kill. x. (HfcUtRj) t. To shine. 2. To

speak. i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

x£*ffi?) 1. To hurt. 2. To suffer pain or un-

easiness.

*JSft s. (corrupt, of A book.
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^jf^Tl s. (p. tojjtfji} Mint (Mentha sativa).

^^5. (m.) 1. The body, matter. Traras. R.A.S.

i. 552. 555. 2. The soul. Wilson.

3^$ftmW s . (m. ^^+^fWtTT) The

predicament of matter, in the tenets of the

Jainas. Trans. R.A.S. i. 554.

ad. (from x
j^1

<^) But, yet, however.

^fTo ad. Sans. (-^Rj 1. Again. 2. But,

however, on the contrary.

^S^S ad. Sans. (^^f^j^O Again and

again, over and over again, repeatedly.

Recoverable.

T
t
5R ad. Sans. See .

*J=RP1 ad. Sans. C^\+^P\) Again and

again, and on the other hand, also.

^RtlT ad. (from Aarain.

TJ^35 a. (mfn. ^\+^) Said again, said

over and over again, repeated.

"^^f^ s. (/.
T
fT<r + 3'fe') The saying the

same thing again, a repetition, a tautology.

A rising again,

resurrection.

xjT33f^a. (mfn. 5P^3) Risen again.

Reproduc-

tion, metempsychosis. Trans. R.A.S. i. 114.

^fJ^FSt s. (-^T^«. ^3" +3r*FT ) A second

birth, a regeneration, the birth of an improved

mode of life, or new principles of conduct

;

recovery from dangerous illness.

"

tj*T3lt3 a. (mfn. ^l^+^StsjJ) Born again, re-

generated.

^TOfTf^ a. (mfn. ^^T^+^tf^?) Restored

to life, revived.

Tj^3' s. (m. TfRL+5R) A nail. See^p€^ .
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'P^l s. (/.
t

J
7T^+ ;T^") A plant, hog-weed

(Boerhavia diffusa alata).

^fT^T s. (m. ^5^+^^?) 1. An epithet of

Vishnu. 2. (dual — The seventh lunar

asterism. ^4s. iZes. n. 293. ix. 323.

^J^"^" ad. (^jj^+^fa) At another time,

again.

^j^TWT s. (n. ^R +^^T) A repetition, a

tautology. See

^f^^ s. (m. ^\+f^$K) A second

marriage : the ceremonies performed among the

Hindus on the first appearance of the menstrual

flux in a married woman.

^JTT^ s. (m. ^J^T^f^ from R. W) A finger-

nail. (Lit. That which is produced again.)

s
Jff^ s. (f.

V
ffi\+~R. ^) A virgin widow re-

married. Colebr. Law of Inker, p. 307.

A return of frui-

tion, or perception of pleasure or pain as a re-

ward for former actions. Trans. R.A.S. i. 114.

^% ad. Sans. for ^J^+TJ) And

again, and on the other hand.

An edible plant (Amaranthus polygamus,

var.). Carey.

"^T^t^^r s. A bailiff or peon in a court of jus-

tice. Carey.

^t*1 s. (m . t° for A plant

(Rottlera tinctoria). Hort. Ben. p. 73.

An ornamental

plant (Alpinia nutans). Carey.

See^t^.

^TTt^T s . (_IFT^. see Wilkins' Gr. p. 71)

1. A male, aman. 2. The soul. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 31.

^J^Root, vi. (^"fe) To lead, to go before, to

precede.

"

tj^ s. (/. nomin. "^to ) A town, a city.

s. (n.) 1. A town, a city. 2. A house. 3.

(we.) A sort of resin, bdellium.

^"o^R" a. (mfn. ^^Tf^R from R.

Going before, preceding, leading, s. (m.) A
leader, a preceder. (Beng.} ad. With.

^^P^ad. Sans, (from R. ^) In front, be-

fore
;
formerly, from before.

Tj31flR' s . (n. The gate of a town

or city.

*4 s . (m . from ^iR+TT^ from R.
<K V On On ^ /

An epithet of Indra. (Lit. The destroyer of

cities). Wilkins' Gr. % 796.

(/.) A woman whose husband and chil-

dren are living ; a matron, a housewife. Also

1*ft (/•)•

A potherb (Amaranthus purpureus).

A species of kidney-bean (Dolichos

kursa, Buchanan's MSS.^. Carey.

^"^T^n, s. The name of a note in Hindu music.
On

^P*t^Pl 5 . (^^V+

W

!) Repetition of the

name of a deity, attended with burnt offerings,

&c. Tdrackand Ck.

vfe^ad. Sans, (from 3) 1. Before, in front.

2. Eastward. 3. Formerly, previously.

*$<t*<S3l s. (-^ m. + from R. f )

One who places a thing in front
;
honouring a

person
;

advancing or promoting an object.

Also

'

t

j^
5:^tTl (-f%.\mfn.).

a. (mfn. Tfa^+^Tfftl) En-

titled to be placed in front or respected ; fit to

be advanced or promoted. Also ^j^^KD
(mfn.).
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?p*3t3" s. (m. ^pST +^t^ from R. <|) The

placing a thing in front, honour, distinction
;

advancement, promotion ; an honorary gift.

a. [mtn. 1. Placed in

front. 2. Distinguished, honoured, respected.

3. Advanced, promoted. 4. Facing an enemy.

ad. Sans, (from 1. In front,

before. 2. Eastward. 3. Previously, before,

formerly.

s. (^+^{1) A housewife, a matron.

a. (mfn.) Much, many. Also ^t^R (mfn.).

ad. Sans. Before, formerly.

^JTI a. (from R. Full, complete, s. A dose.

v
ffi°\ a. (m/». from tjTl) Old, ancient, s. (».)

The designation of an extensive class of sacred

and poetic compositions in Sanskrit, treating of

mythology, cosmogony, &c. As. Res. i. 341.

vii. 202.

^< IvSI a. {mfn. "^^"I + s3*T) Ancient, old. s.

A measure of capacity containing four ddhakas.

*jT$75$ s. (m. *$3"+3$73$) The governor of

a city, the superintendent of a house.

^jTt^3 s. (n. ^j^l + ^/3) History, an account

of former events.

The name of a particular slur of three

notes in Hindu music. Carey.

s. (/.) A city, an abode, a habitation ; a

palace. See .

^^^3^ s. (mn.) An entrail, a gut.

*jpjn^ s. (n.) Faeces, ordure, dung.

s. (m. + A citizen, a townsman.

^a. (mfn.) 1. Much, many. 2. (Beng.) Thick,

coarse, s. (m.) The name of a king, the sixth

monarch in the Suryavansa or solar line.

s. (corrupt, of ^jRtft^) A family-priest.

m. from ^<F + R.T4*!) An

epithet of Indra.

tjW s. (iw.) 1. Man, a male. 2. A person, an

individual. 3. (In Hindu philosophy) The

human soul, which is neither produced nor pro-

ductive ; the embodied spirit : sometimes figu-

ratively represented as having its seat in the

heart, and being of the size of the thumb

(^I^ITtrr^). 4. The divine spirit. Trans.

R.A.S. i.31,568, 573. n. 15, 16, 18. Manu

I. 11. 5. (Beng.) A plant (Hibiscus populneus).

Hort. Ben. p. 51. (/.) or (».)

Virility, manhood, manliness.

*J<p<t<pl< s. (m.
tJ^+^t^") Human exertion

or activity.

^Tl^ff s. (from^n+f^^ ) A plant

(Hibiscus populneoides). Hort. Ben. p. 51.

s,
(
m . *f3^+ The (symbolical)

sacrifice of a man. As. Res. vin. 430, 436.

) A distin-

guished man. (Lit. A lion of a man.)

^jWW3" a. (mfn.^^+3^3") Of a hu-

man form or shape. Also

TjWt^ s. (m. ^j^+^ftf) The male organ of

generation.

xjWt^3I s. (m. H^ + 3$TT) A low or base

person, an outcast.

s. (m. Descent

from the father to the son, lineal succession.

tJW^PFEU ad. Sans, (from ^^ + 3}=£FT)

In lineal succession, by inheritance from father

to son, in regular descent.

*jWteU (m. ^j^ + ^sf) Any one of the four

objects of human pursuit, viz. or Desire

of sensual enjoyment, or Wealth, or

Virtue, and or Final emancipation of the

soul from matter. Manu vn. 100.
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^F^ftiS?* s. (m. H^T+3^) 1 . An eminent

man. 2. An epithet of Vishnu.

a. (mfn. from ^j^
3

) Much, many. Also^ (»>)

s. ^+^3 from R, CJ) An epithet

of Indra. (Lit. Who is invoked much or by
j

many.)

*|RtTl «. (to>. for , +1 ) 1. Pre-
j

ceding, going before. 2. Principal, chief.

a. (mfn. ^jRl +n^ from R.*R)
j

Preceding, going in front
;
leading, chief, prin-

cipal. Usedincomp. e.g. 0*31Stf^RlFTO
The gods preceded by Agni.

a. (-^\mfn. for

from R. ^T^) Preceding, going before

or in front.

xtRt\5t*l «. (m. from HRl for ^f^T +T^HOn \ On On, ^*

from R. Tlt*^?) 1. Ghee or clarified butter as

offered in oblations to fire, with cakes of ground

meal that have been well steeped in it. 2. A
sort of flat ladle or spoon used for placing the

cake in the sacrificial fire. Wilson.

m. from

domestic priest, a family-priest.

^rTT<rfrt a. {-TiXmfn. ^Rl for

+ ^f^3*T^ from R. Being in front, pre-

ceding.

^TTt^lnla. (-^\mfn. from^T +^1 ?)

Malevolent, censorious.

sjTTtfe s. (rn. ^Rl for 'J^T +fe) A fa-

mily-priest.

"

c
jT5Xl a. (from "tfi\§ ?) Shrewd, acute, old.

^root, i. (^fe) To fill. x. (^Srrfe)

1. To dwell, to inhabit. 2. To invite.

^ Root, i. (Pf!5^), vi. (^fa), and x.

To be great or large, to be lofty

or high.

~^\s. (p. Jj) A bridge, a dam, a dike.

a. (mfn. from R. ^J^) Great, extensive.

s. (m. from R. 1. Joy, pleasure
;

erection of the hair of the body through plea-

sure. 2. Any insect infesting animals. 3. A
sort of stone. 4. A flaw or defect in a gem.

5. Yellow orpiment. 6. A goblet, a wine-glass.

Wilson.

^fea. (mfn.^^ + tyS) Having the hair

standing erect with delight
;
glad, rejoiced, hap-

py, delighted.

^jfTS) s. (m.) The proper name of a rishi or

saint. Manu i. 35. As. Res. ix. 355.

*I*T1 s. (from R. A sheaf.

(wm.) 1. Shrivelled grain. 2. A lump

of boiled rice. 3. Brevity, a compendium, an

abbreviation. 4. Despatch, celerity.

"^tf^T s. A sort of cake or sweetmeat.
on

s. (ra.) A small island or rock in the middle

of a river ; a sand-bank.

wz.) A boatman, a mountaineer, one

speaking; an unintelligible dialect.

A sort of thin cake.

^^TO^ll s. (f) A name of the wife of Indra.

T>^t^ s. (p. jcj Jj) An embankment.

T$pfl a. (mfn.
T

jj
5
T + TT Wilkins' Gr. §899) Con-

nected with a bridge by situation and otherwise.

Root, i. ((?j1^), iv. (Jj^Sl}, and ix,

(^^tf^) To cherish, to nurture, to rear, to

bring up. Also, iv. (%P) To divide, to

distribute, x. (^j^H^KS) To put on, to wear.

^Jftvl a. (mfn. pret. fart. p. R. ^{^+^3)
Nourished, fed.
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*JP&3 v. a. (from R. 'J^J To nourish, to feed.

5. (n. from R. *t^+ 1. Heaven, sky,

the atmosphere. 2. Water. 3. A lotus (Ne-

lumbium speciosum). 4. The tip of an ele-

phant's trunk. 5. The head of a drum, or

place where any musical instrument is struck.

6. A drug (Costus speciosus). 7. The name

of a celebrated place of pilgrimage, now called

Pokur, in the province of Ajmere. 8. The

blade of a sword. 9. An arrow. 10. War,

battle. 11. The sheath of a sword. 12. A
cage. 13. Union. 14. The act of dancing.

15. Intoxication. 16. A part. 17. (m.) A
pond or lake. Wilson.

The name of

one of the seven great divisions of the continent.

^exp<W a. (mfn. from ^B^+^Tfel) The

Indian crane.

^ifprn s. (/. *j#^+^ft) A pond, a tank.

1^?^5
'T a. (mfn.*) 1. Excellent, eminent, chief,

best. 2. Much, many. s. The feather of an

arrow.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422) Fed, nourished, maintained, sup-

ported. — \3l (/.) or —^ (ra.) The being

well fed, a prosperous or thriving condition.

Ijf% s. (J. R. "t^ffe) 1. Maintenance,

nourishment, support, the supplying with food.

2. Growth, increase, a thriving condition. 3.

A prop ; a bank, an abutment to preserve any

place from decay.

Ttf^3" a. (mfn.
xJP$ +^3") Causing pros-

perity or growth, nourishing.

^S^Root, iv. (*t^Jfe) To flower, to blossom.

Tj^i s. (w.) f. A flower. 2. The menstrual flux.

3. Expansion.

s. (n.^v\+^) f. A flower. 2. The

calx of brass, green vitriol or copperas. 3. A

vp*\ 1762

disease of the eye, albugo. 4. The chariot of

Kuvera.

The green sul-

phate of iron in a state of partial decomposition
;

the inflorescence of salts. Carey.

^^ft^NT s. (m. + (SFJ) Calx of brass.

^jjSPj^SSJ s . (m.^ + *$5^) A nosegay, a

bouquet of flowers.

*j^rlt?5 s. (m.) The elephant of the north-west

quarter.

s. (m. from^*) + R. <i"l) The appellation

of one of the degraded tribes, the offspring of

an outcast Brahman. Manu x. 21.

^Jf^W s. (-^1 ml An epi-

thet of Kamadeva, the Hindu Cupid. (Lit.

Armed with a bow of flowers).

t^S^^
s. (to. 'J^+XFT) The wood-apple

(Feronia elephantum).

^S^f^l *. (femin. of ^^H) A woman

during- menstruation.

flower-garden.

^^iTt^a. (-3^ mfn. + Possessed

of flowers, flowery, s. (m. always dual,

The sun and moon.

A shower of

flowers.

^^fcTCT a. (mfn. *JP|+Xni) Consisting of

flowers, made of flowers
;
abounding in flowers,

flowery.

A garland of

flowers.

s. (m. A car, a carriage

(not a war-chariot).

^^"^T s. (m. + ) The sap or juice of

flowers
;
honey.

5 U
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s. (m. ^ + C?%) The pollen of a

flower.

^'n^ 5 . +R. f^) A large

black bee. (Lit. Licking flowers.)

^miT (m. ^+^XT) Spring. (Lit.

The season of flowers.)

from "^[^1 ?) A division of a book,

a chapter.

«. (m/h.^ +^3) Flowered, full of

flowers, flowery
;
momentarily pleasing.

'jf^fal s. (femin. of ) A woman during

menstruation.

s. (/. from *jfH3 + 3lSl) A species

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 443.

*j^ft a . (-fs^T. mfny^+t\) Having

flowers, flowering.

A flower-

garden.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+IT) Proper

to be cherished or maintained and supported.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 432. s. (m.) 1. The eighth

nahshatra or lunar mansion, comprising three

stars, one of which is 3" Cancri. Also ^

(/.). As. Res. ii. 293. ix. 323. 2. The month

Paushya.

^-RSJ s. (m.) See .

^J|4 s . (^)+3rf) A consecrated day,

Sunday (?).

^J^Root, x. (^gU'fj) 1. To respect. 2. To

disregard, to treat contemptuously. 3. To bind.

^ «. (m/n.) 1. Filled. 2. Covered, s. (n.)

1. Smearing, anointing, painting, plastering.

2. A book : also ^ft (/.).

Tj5^ s. (n. ^+^) A book, a volume. Also

1^1 (/•)•
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A library.

"^^I s. (from R. "^^J A prop, a shore, an

embankment.

^ Root, I (*faU3) and ix.
(
tjTtft, *ptC3)

To purify, to cleanse, whether in a physical or

metaphorical sense.

f See^-

s. (corrupt, of "^f3<£l ) A plant used as a

potherb (Basella alba and B. rubra). Also

written and .

$tS$f s. + A potherb (Basella

alba and B. rubra). Carey.

^3ls. (corrupt, of ^jH) Pus, matter, discharge

from an ulcer or wound.

A species of fish.

^Pi s. (m.) 1. The betel-nut tree (Areca Faufel

or A. Catechu). 2. Thejaka tree (Artocarpus

integrifolius). 3. A heap, a quantity, a multi-

tude. 4. Nature, disposition, property. 5.

An assembly of cohabitants convened for the

purpose of deciding a dispute. Trans. R.A.S.

ii. 167, 177, 178. 6. (n.) The betel-nut.

"J^Root, x. C
Jj3Bl1^) 1. To adore, to wor-

ship, to revere. 2. To receive hospitably, to

show attentions to a visitor. 3. To adorn. With

^fi) or prefixed, To honour, to worship.

a. (mfn. R. ^3Lf3I3?) Honouring, re-

specting, worshipping : used in comp. e. g.

C^^"^\5l<Ps. (mfn.') Worshipping the gods, from

5 . (m.) A god,
#i$5<fj

•

^3FT s. (n. R. *ta+ 3FT) Worship, respect;

the shewing attentions to a visitor.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Entitled to respect or homage, deserving to be

hospitably received, venerable.

^J^lfejl s. (-^ m. from I^fef) A worshipper.
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s. (from R. 5fe) A priest attached to the

service of an idol. Tarachand Ch.

*fcSl s. (/. from R. )
Worship, respect,

homage, veneration.

(from ^3T"^ ) A worshipper, a priest.

^i^U a. (mfn.
"

s^3fi + ) Entitled to worship

or homage, deserving a hospitable reception.

*tfv5is3 a. (/rc/k. pntf. par*, p. R. ^J + lj3) 1.

Venerated, worshipped, adored. 2. Honoured,

hospitably received.

^Jv3P a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^jT^+ TT) Entitled

to worship or respect, venerable, worshipful.

—
(/•) or ~~"%

(
w The being entitled to

honour or worship.

A heap, a quantity, a collection.

^ s. (from R. *l ?) A flux for metals, a men-

struum.

^"°LRoot, x. To accumulate, to col-

lect, to heap together.

^i^a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^+3) 1. Cleansed,

purified (in a physical or moral sense). 2. True,

sincere. 3. Foul smelling, fetid. —^1 (/.)

or — («.) Cleanness, purity
;
truth, honesty.

^2FTl s. (/.) A plant (Terminalia Chebula).

mfn. ?j^3 +^ I

"JJ/IJ Men-
's *s

tally or spiritually pure, veracious, sincere, vir-

tuous.

*jf3 k (/. R. ^ + fs?) 1. Purity, purification;

holiness, sanctity. 2. A stench, a stink, a.

(Beng.*) Fetid, putrid, musty, corrupted.

(m.) Gray bonduc (Ceesalpinia Bonduc-

cella). Also ^Rj<MOl (m.) (m.)

and

^SS^I 5. (/.) 1. A potherb (Basella lucida).

Also 1

j3t^1 (/.) 2. (£<?«#.) A civet-cat (Vi-

verra Zibethina).

) A bivalve shell.

TjtfWft s. (n. ^f3+ ^t&) A sort of pine

(Pinus Devadaru).

a. (mfn. ^fo + Ill-smelling, fetid,

s. (m.) A putrid scent, fetor.

A fetid or ill-smel-

ling substance.

s. (/. from *jife+.*FT) A plant (Ser-

ratula anthelmintica).

^QF3 s. (m. from'*Hsj+^K3) 1. The musk-

deer. 2. A fetid insect, the flying bug.

^j*T a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^ + *T Wilkins'

Gr. § 696). 1. Cleaned, purified. 2. Lost,

destroyed.

"ffi
s. (/. R. ^+"pT Wilkins' Gr. § 830).

Cleanness, purity.

(m.) Bread, a cake, a loaf.

A baker.

A festival on

the eighth day of the second half of the month

Margasirsha, at which cakes of rice are offered

to the manes. As. Res. in. 269.

1WtS a. (corrupt, of ^^TT) Eastern.

ad. (corrupt, of ) Eastward, easterly.

^ftT Root, i. (*ftlU3) 1. To split, to cleave.

2. To stink.

"^jTT s. (n. from R. ^3^) 1- Discharge from an

ulcer or wound
;
pus, matter. 2. (Beng.^ Pu-

tridity.

Root, iv. (^3j To be filled, to be sa-

tisfied, x. (^nrf3) 1. To fill, to satisfy.

2. To bend a bow. With or 3D pre-

5 U 2
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fixed, To fill ; with +3$ , To bend a bow

;

with ^f^" or ^° , To fill.

a. (from High, full (said of the flood-

tides); thick.

^t^" s. 1. (m.) The healing of an ulcer. 2. (mw.)

A sort of unleavened cake fried with oil or

butter. 3. (Beng.
s

)
(corrupt, of A town,

a habitation.

"rfTZ? a. (mfn. R. "H^+^I^?) Filling, com-

pleting, s. (m.} 1. A religious ceremony, con-

sisting of drawing in the breath by the left

nostril while the right one is closed. 2. A
citron (Citrus Medica). Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Fulfilling a wish, kind,

humane, obliging, from ' s. (/.) A wish,

^t^^C s. A plant (Schleichera pentapetala).

Hort. Ben. p. 29.

a. (from R.^ ) Filled up.

s. (n. R. ^+3FT) The act of filling a

vessel, the completing of any thing, the sup-

plying a deficiency ;
multiplication of numbers.

^II^^JljTtetW s. (n. ^•°i+^T$+

^3p^1 + <TfE><F) Ordinal numbers. Mohun

P. p. 130.

'tTfl s. (/. from R. ) The silk-cotton tree.

^fTf|lT a. (?m/». /M f. part. p. R. ^+liI:fllT)

Capable of being filled, proper to be completed.

s. (In arithmetic) The multiplicand. Mohun

P. p. 125.

a. ( trom Full, complete, perfect, co-

pious, s. The act of filling or completing a thing.

v. a. (cans, of^f^3) To fill, to com-

plete, to supply a deficiency, to accomplish.

TjfTWH s. (^-tfSjte) A tree (Eugenia Ian-

cesefolia). Carey.

s. (®. wowrc of tflEljtSB) The filling up

or completing of any thing, a. Filled, com-

pleted.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^jp^jfrl^)

Filled, full, complete, accomplished : used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.} Filled with

bran, from ^5 s. (m.) Husk, bran, +^f^3.

^ftT3 v. a. (from R. 1. To fill, to become

full ; to heal (as a wound). 2. To multiply

numbers.

^tTt s. (f. from R. 1) A sort of unleavened
- • • , - * V i>Hr
cake fried with oil or butter. See .

K

a. (corrupt, of^) Much, many; full, thick,

s. («.) See .

^Tl a. (corrupt, of 3^) Acrid, hot, active,

zealous.

^t ^ Root, x. JilRj) To accumulate, to col-

lect, to heap together.

^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^ + 5T or R. ^ft

Wilkins' Gr. § 698, and p. 421). Filled,

full, complete, all, entire. Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.} Filled with ambrosia, from

31^3 (n.) Ambrosia, -vjl (/.)

or — "3" (w.) Fulness, completeness, entireness.

yf^M s. (m. ^of+^M) Full time
;
complete

time.

^Tt^g s. (m. ^°i+<jg) A vessel filled with

holy water, used at the consecration of a king.

a. (mfn.
x
ffi+*\€) Gravid, pregnant,

ready to bring forth.

^TE^ s. (m. 1. The full moon.

2. A vessel full of rice presented to the offi-

ciating priests at a sacrifice : also
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^fetfSSS a. (mfn. ^H^%3jJ») Having ful-

filled his promise.

SStSRHI* (-f*Kmfn. from^f+f^TM)

Arguing total perishableness : an epithet ap-

plied by orthodox Hindus to Buddhists. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 560.

*H*Fl s. (/.^+ *ti ) The day of full-moon.

^W!Ti«. (from ^l+STtJT) Entire, full, com-

plete.

^Tfafl s . (from The day of the

full moon.

a. (mfn. Satisfied,

contented. (Lit. Whose wishes are fulfilled.)

^FT3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ?i\+^>3)

Filled, full, complete.

^fful s. (/. from ^+3Tt) The day of the

full-moon.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 692). Filled, full, complete, s. (n.) The act

of nourishing or cherishing
;
any act of pious

devotedness.

s. (/. from R. ^+1^) Fulness, complete-
rs

ness, completion, the accomplishment of any

thing.

j€ Root, i. (^ft) To fill. x. (^TTfe)
1. To dwell. 2. To invite.

a. (mfn.') 1. Former, preceding, previous,

prior, antecedent. 2. Eastern, eastward. 3.

All, entire, s. 1. (m. plur. —^Ti§) Ancestors,

forefathers. See Wilkins'' Gr. § 121. 2. The

East. ae?. Saws. (—^T°) At first, at the be-

ginning; formerly, lately; before, previous to,

e. g. RblHK Before the distribution.

^K<P a. (mfn. Preceded by, by means
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of: used in comp. e. g. f^^IPli^^ a. (mfn.')

With previous humility, i. e. humbly, from

ft*FlT s. (m.) Humility, +^^.
^^"^3 a. (mfn. ^N"+^3) Formerly done,

previous.

^v$l a. (jw/«..^j^+ISt) Born before or Pre-

viously, s. (m.) An elder brother. Manu it. 226.

^€f^ s
. (/. ^% +ft^for ftt) The east-

quarter.

1. A former view

or sight of an object. 2. Foresight, caution.

An .4swra, a de-

mon.

The eastern country,

the eastern part of India.

Predestination.

Mohun P. p. 147.

1. The first side or

part of an argument, a prima facie argument or

assertion. 2. A plaint in law. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 443. 3. The first half of a lunar month.

The eastern

mountain, from behind which the sun is sup-

posed to rise.

T^N^ s. (m. ^3"+^^) An ancestor, a

forefather.

*hSV£*\J*ft s. (/. from *fj&+W*&$) The

eleventh nakshatra or stellar mansion : it is

figured by a conch-shell and contains two stars,

one of which is JLeonis. See As. Res. n. 293.

ad. Sans. (^ +^) As before, as for-

merly ; in accordance with what has preceded :

applied in the Nyaya system of philosophy to

a kind of syllogism, e. g. when from the ap-
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pearance of a dark cloud an inference is drawn

that rain will fall.

^Rf$3l s . (/. ^4<'HS«1+^1') Priority,

precedence.

^^Sl a. (-f&l mfn.^+^f^T) Pie-
's. ,. ' . . K
ceding, prior, previous.

A former assertion,

a former plea.

from

R. Speaking first, stating his case in the

first instance, s. (m.) The plaintiff.

name

of the twenty-fifth stellar mansion, As. Res.

ii. 293.

T^WJZS a. (^^+3^5) Like the former, like

the preceding, as before.

s. (/.^+ lftIlt ^Tl) The de-

signation of a branch of Hindu philosophy,

also called ^^lnt ^1 in distinction from

the S3^tHt°*Tl or ^5^T[t 7f1 . See

Trans. R.A.S. i. 439. n. 1.

^^Vl'JV s. (m. ^+^t!T for Tift") 1. The

former or earlier part of the night. 2. Last

night, yesternight.

^CTJ a. (^+^5) Pre-existent. Mohun

P. 147.

^tfit<^l s. (-U\mfn.
f<f*T^) A prior owner or proprietor.

*Kt*te a. (mfn. W+SPfe) Preceding and

following.

ad. (^+3Hf*l) From former

times.

The name of

the twentieth lunar mansion, containing two
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stars, one of which is J Sagittarii. .As. Res.

ii. 293. ix. 323.

^ft^F 5. (m.^+ZSg for ) The early

part of the day, the forenoon, the morning.

a. (the feminine form of q. v.)

Manu ii. 181.

^Til a. (from Eastern, easterly.

v^ad. (from^Nr) Before, previously.

"^(M ! ad. Sans, (instrum. case of ^M'") East-

erly, eastward.

^jTODo ad. Sans, (from^+ "^, seeA^l)
The day before, yesterday.

^Wt^ a. (mfn. ^Nf+3^) Said before, before-

mentioned, previously spoken of.

^ffft5
s. (f. ^+3^) A preliminary.

Mohun P. p. 147.

ad. Formerly. (?)

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. T^+^T) Capable

of being filled or completed.

^t^HooT, i. (?Kfo) and x. (^Ilft) To

accumulate, to collect, to heap.

^Root, i. (*pf3) To increase, to grow.

2. To nourish. See R.

W s. (m.) Mulberry (Morus Indica). Accord-

ing to others it is the Hibiscus populneoides.

s . m . from R. ^T) The sun. As.

Res. vin. 400.

\j Root, hi. 1. To protect, to nourish.

2. To fill. v. (^Tttf^) To satisfy, to please,

to content, i. and x. (^Uilfj)

To fill. vi. (f^TS3, usually with "fe+^Ti

prefixed, To make exertions, to

labour, to be busy.
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"^^1 s. (/.) A gramineous plant (Trigonella cor-

niculata).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R."^ft>
v+ ;3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418) Touched, mixed, combined with,

contiguous to, in contact with.

*8^F*. (/. R. ^+f3) Touch, contact, con-

tiguity.

^Roox, ii. Cp£) and vn. flftfe) To

touch, to be or bring in contact, to mix. i.

(^St3) and x. (^Hf3) To hinder, to

restrain.

^"55^s. (m. from R. ^n-f 3I3>) A person who

proposes a question, a querist.

s. (/. from R. A question, an en-

quiry.

^S; Root, ii. (^CSF) To touch.

Root, vi. Cpfc) To delight.

^^Root, vi. C^1"fe) To please, to gratify.

*j\FTi s. (/.) An army, forces.

Root, x. 1. To throw, to cast.

2. To send, to direct.

^^arf. Sans, (from R. ^Jj) 1. Separately,

distinctly, apart. 2. Without, except. —

s. (ra.) Singleness, particularity, separateness,

distinctness.

s - («• ) The setting apart,

the making a distinction or separation.

•jjfeffil^l s. (/. from *(*t%hPft) A plant

(Hemionites cordifolia, Rox.~).

ad. Sans. One by

one, regularly separated, with regular intervals.

^tlH$T3l s. (/. from ^fc^+^BFT) Dis-

criminating the peculiarities of different things,

judgment, discrimination.
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*fcf*ttffep1 s. (/. from Se-

parate existence, individuality.

s. (m. W%f-^T) 1- An ignorant

man, a fool. 2. A man of a low caste. 3.

(jplur. — Children of one father by dif-

ferent mothers.

^tf^H a. {mfn. from ftft) Va-

rious, manifold, multiform.

^j^tfa 5. (m. ^fct^+^fe) Separate or indi-

vidual existence.

^fetl s. (/.) A name of Kunti the wife of PAndu

and mother of the five Pandava princes.

^ffSteft s . (/. from The earth ; earth. See

Trans. R.A.S. n. 36.

^TpTfe s. (m. ^f^U^) A king, a

sovereign. (Lit. A lord of the earth.) Also

^ft^t^T s. (n. *j^^+v3*T) The surface

of the earth.

^f^SIOTs. («». yfiitfl +HOT) The circuit

or whole surface of the earth.

a . (mfn. from R. Large, wide, great.

s. 1. (to.) The name of an ancient raja, son of

Vena, raja of Bettoor. He was married to a

form of the goddess Lakshmi, taught men to

cultivate the earth, &c. Hunter. 2. (/.) A
pungent seed (Nigella Indica). —^1 (/.) or

—3" (rc.) Largeness, width, greatness.

s. {mfn.) The young of any animal, s. (m.)

Rice or grain wetted, parched, and flattened.

a. (-^\ mfn. + (T^FT ) A fish.

?|SjJ?^ a. (mfn. from ^j^) Great, large.

a. (mfn.^1 + t^loi) Having large

eyes.
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s. (/. from ^+^) 1. The earth. 2. A
pungent seed (Nigella Indica). 3. A medicinal

substance and condiment, perhaps the leaf of

the asafoetida plant. Wilson. 4. A metre in

Sanskrit prosody. -4*. Res. x. 472.

^£fj<Fi s. (/.) X. Large cardamoms. 2. A pun-

gent seed (Nigella Indica).

^TTT^s. (to.) 1. A snake. 2. A scorpion, o. A
tiger. 4. A leopard.

^f^i s. (/.) A ray of light, a. (mfn.) Small,

short, thin.

(/. from A plant (He-

mionites cordifolia
;
Hedysarum lagopodioides,

JRox.^.

^Root, i. (^€f3) 1. To sprinkle. 2. To

weary. 3. To hurt, to injure. 4. To give.

n. from R. ^) A drop of any liquid.

to. from R. ^fe^J f. A drop of water.

2. The hog-deer (Cervus porcinus). Also "^T^

to., and femin.

to. from R. ^?) An arrow.^ s. (m.^^ +31^) An epithet of Vayu

the god of air or wind. (Lit. Whose horses are

drops of rain.)

^WteP s. (n. ^^ + 3Tfc5>) Melted butter

mixed with curds for an oblation.

^T^s. (-S m. from R. ^?) The hog-deer

(Cervus porcinus). See .

s. (n. from R. ^) A drop of water

:

but probably the plural of q. v.

^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^"5*+3 Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 418) Asked, interrogated.

*fe s. (n.) 1. The back, the rear. 2. The sur-

face or the upper or hinder part of any thing

:

used in comp. e. g. *&8$fi s. (».) The back

of the earth, i. e. its surface, from s. (/.)

The earth,

ad. Sans. (^ +3^) Behind the back,

in the rear, behind.

T^£F?
T s. (».^% +XF^) The superficial con-

tents of a figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 86.

^W03Tfc s . (to. from ^&+ 5Tf°^+ R.

A slanderer, a backbiter.

^"MR ad. (^4+^pfR for 3*ffe") On
the back.

(to. from *|^) 1. A pack-horse. 2. (ra.)

„ A multitude of pack-horses.

s. (m.) Having a crooked arm.

t[f^m s. (/.) A plant (Hedysarum lago-

podioides). See"^ftfl.

^Root, in. (fWPf), ix. (^ttfe) and x.

(*1UuR? ) 1 . To nourish, to protect. 2. To fill

.

PttUS v. a. (from R. "^Ti) To drink ; to smoke

tobacco.

PR? s . (corrupt, of ^) Mud, mire.

C^^l a. (from C^) Muddy, miry, dirty.

C*ll> s. (p. ^) 1. A screw. 2. A spiral motion,

a twist. 3. A perplexity, an intricacy, a deep-

laid scheme, v. a. To screw, to twist.

Pf t>H 10 s. (p. Uty) A machination.

CW<W v. a. (from Pil> )To screw, to twist, to

confuse, to embarrass, to render a thing per-

plexed.

PfFf^3 a. (from PfOKW) Intricate, perplexed.

s. A cheat, a schemer : one who embarrasses

or confuses things.

OTFt^FFT s. (OTSl^+ ^FJ) A long tube for

smoking.

pfolf^Hll a. (from (T5"fe?) Embarrassing

or confusing a thing, raising difficulties.
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(Wfft s. (from PfFttl3) Mutual em-

barrassment, reciprocal intricacy or difficulty.

o . o
Pn>H a. (from Pfl>) Spiral, tortuous

; artful,

cheating
;
perplexed, intricate.

o_ . o
PP>J3Tl s. (from PT^) Involuntary distortion of

the body, hysterics.

PTSft s.(corrupt.offt^)The concrete rheum

of the eyes.

P|\5l*1 s. The carding of wool or cotton.

v. a. (caws, of Pfffe? ) To cause

cotton or wool to be carded.

PTT3lU3 v. a. (from PH> ) To card wool or cotton.

(corrupt, of A basket for

conveying clothes, &c. in travelling.

A tree (Carica Papaya) ; also its fruit.

. An excuse. 2. A mocking, a jesting.

Pt^tt^s. (p. j»U-j) A message.

0TY[ s. A plant (Cynometra polyandra). Hort.

Ben. p. 32.

Pft>^ s. (to.) 1. An owl. 2. The end of an ele-

phant's tail.

5 . (from P|W) An owl.

(Ttfe^nf^TTl s. ( Pif& from p.^ + ^HfOTl

)

A vicious bull.

pit s. (m.) 1. A basket. Also (/•) or

Pitt (/.). 2. (JBeng.^ The belly, the womb,

the foetus, pregnancy, or

v. a. To be griped ; or

v. a. To miscarry, to have an abor-

tion : v. a. To have a
*^ .

dysentery ; v. a. To starve any

one : v. a. To satisfy the appetite
;

v. a. To grumble in the bowels

;
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v. a. To have a dysentery or purg-

ing ;
—*FTplT3 or -*Ff*TC3 v. n. To be

flatulent or swelled ; v. a. To have a

purging cured. Carey.

Pit^lt^ s. (Pft+^Ttt^T) Costiveness.

Pft^ s. (raw.) 1. A covered wicker-basket. 2.

(rc.) A multitude.

Plt^jfcft s . (C^+^vjIrft) The

gripes
;
dysentery.

a. (from Pit) Intemperate, gluttonous.

Pft^Ti k (Pit+^1) An abortion. Also

Pit^t^T S . (Pit + C^t^T s.) The gripes, a

dysentery.

(from Pit + R. ^e1v ) A diarrhoea,

a dysentery.

ct^W (Pit The gripes, a grip-

ing pain in the bowels.

s. (from Plt+\5tf^U3)A rumbling;

of the bowels.

PttK^ s. (Pit+*&°i
)

Recovery from a

dysentery or flux.

phH s. (from PiftT3) A beating, a ham-

mering.

Pt^R5^«. (Pit + p. pj ) Lax in the bowels.

PftPftol s. (Pit + PH^I ?) A medicine used

to procure abortion.

A distension of

the bowels by flatulence. Also P|t?F^T.

Piigpstt s . (Pit+TOtl) Belly-ache, a grip-

ing, a pain in the bowels. Also

Ptt^Tl s. (Pit +^3<l) Repletion, saturation.

PH£5W (Plt+^W) A diarrhoea.

5 X
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a. (from ) Diseased in

the bowels.

Plt^T s. (C%| The cholic.

P*|?Hf^ a. (C^-H^T^N) Gluttonous, vo-
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racious.

v. a. (cans, of To cause to

strike, to beat, or to hammer.

(from C?flj Corpulent.

(from A basket used to

carry clothes, &c. in travelling; a portmanteau.

ft&l^ s. (from Pj"&) A plant (Sida Asiatica).

pfipl^t «. (P^+^T.) Gluttonous, vora-

cious.

a. (from Pfk) Corpulent.

C^ffeS v. a. (from R. wt^ To beat, to strike,

to hammer.

c^fferrW^ s . (w prpTh3+*ftf3t3?)

A mode of dressing a woman's hair by parting

it on the forehead towards the temples.

(from 1. A basket, a box, a chest.

2. A martingale. MohunP. p. 81.

a. (from Gluttonous, voracious,

ravenous.

Voraciousness, ra-

venousness, gluttony.

a. (from 1. Included. 2. Laro;e-

bellied.

A curl, a lock of hair. Sabda S. p. 38.

Pftbt*T s. (from (?r|lTl) One who is com-

prised or included in another's office or account,

a mate.

C*f$1 s. (/. from R. f^3 ) 1. A large basket

used as a portmanteau. 2. (Beng.} A sort of

sweetmeat. 3. A young buffalo.

v. a. (from *fl>3l) To cause pain, to

squeeze, to grind.

C*\% Root, i. (Pftfe) 1. To go. 2. To em-

brace. 3. To grind. (Usually written'^^f !^.)

PfcFTl s. (corrupt, of 1. A sloven, a slut.

2. A spectre, an apparition.

Ptslffl, s. (from C3\J) 1. A slut, a sloven. 2.

A departed spirit, a ghost, a spectre.

(from A sluttish woman.

(from A large basket used as a

portmanteau.

s. (from ?) A stand tp sup-

port boxes, bales, or other goods.

CWPft^l s. (Pfall ? + PH^ ) A flying bug,

a small beetle with an offensive smell.

s. The form of the female organ of gene-

ration in the lingam.

Pi^ Root, i. (PfaUS) To attend on, to shew

attentions.

PiU a . (mfn.fut. part. p. R. *H + *T Wilkins'

Gr. § 717) Fit to be drunk, potable, s. (w.)

1. A drink, water, milk. 2. (JBeng.) A suck-

ing calf.

PiTH^s. (p.jU) An onion.

PflTTirl s. (p. *jLj ) A footman, a messenger
;

the bailiff of a judicial court.

PlUtTi a. (corrupt, of f^T) Beloved, s. A
plant, white guava (Psidium pyriferum). Hort.

Ben. p. 37.

(p. <*1L> ) A drinking-vessel, a cup, a

goblet.

PfTI^[ s. (m.) Milk of a cow which has lately

calved, biestings. See

Pf^ s. (Portug. Peru) A turkey.

A nail or spike.
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Root, i. To s;o or move.

Pl"
5^ «. (jw/n. from R. P^,?) 1. Delicate,

fine. 2. Thin, slender.

(?V% s. (p. *j) The front, the fore-part. a.

Trusted, confided in.

O'M^P^r^. (p. A kind of dagger, a

stiletto.

(f.jlCl-j) A deputy, an agent, an

assistant, a manager, a minister.

(p. ^j&Lfj) Deputyship, agency,

managership.

(from p. jljiJ The name of a city

in Kabul) A variety of rice.

Pf*t^ a. (m/n. from R. Ptfy) 1. Expert,

clever, dexterous. 2. Agreeable, beautiful, fas-

cinating. 3. Crafty, deceitful, knavish. 4. Soft,

smooth.

c°n s . (p. <C j ) 1. Trade, profession. 2. Cus-

tom, habit, practice.

a. (p.jU<ll»j) Trading, trafficking.

C^Hlkkl ». (from p.^j) Trade, traffic,

commerce.

PHt ^. (/. from R. f^?) L An egg : also

(/.) 2. A blown bud. 3. Spikenard

(Valeriana Jatamansi). 4. A ball of flesh or

meat. 5. A sheath, a scabbard. Wilson. Also

PK Root, i. To endeavour, to make

exertions, to make an effort.

Pfa^ a. (m/h. R.R^+ :3I^) Grinding, pound-

ing, pulverising, masticating.

CW s. (n. R. P^[+3FT) 1 . The act of grind-

ing or pulverising. 2. Any apparatus for pound-

ing ; a stone and muller, a hand-mill. 3. (Beng.)

A roller ; a bandage.
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PfaPl s. (f. from R. f^K) 1. A stone-slab for

grinding condiments, &c. with a muller ; a

grinding-stone, a muller, a mill-stone. Also

PWt (/.) 2. A roller of wood or

stone.

Pf^TttlTa. (mfn.fut.part.p. R. f^+^pflTT)
Fit to be ground or pulverized.

Pfa*T a. (mfn.) See Pf*I*T.

Prf*ftv3 v. a. (from R. P[%) To grind, to pound,

to masticate.

P^Root, i. (Pl^Tfe) To go, to move.

a. (mfn.). See Pi*M.

t^l Root, i. (*ftUft) To dry.

a. (mfn. from ) Boiled in a vessel

or pot (as meat, &c).

(from ?) A flight of steps, a stair-

case, a ladder. See

Root, i. 1. To go, to approach.

2. To command, to direct. 3. To touch, to

embrace. 4. To pound, to grind.

(corrupt, of The sacred thread

worn by the three upper classes of Hindus.

See .

a. (mfn. from Relating to

the paternal grandfather
;
pertaining to, or in-

herited from him.

a. (mfn. from rtaining to

the father or to ancestors generally
;
paternal,

ancestral.

Ancestral pro-

perty ; a patrimony.

"WISt^TT s. (m. from f^HFJ fttHim* Gr.

§ 891) The son of a paternal aunt. Also

H^^fttf (m.). Manu xi. 171.

(femin. of ^f^|^W ;

) The

5X2
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daughter of a paternal aunt. Also

(/.).

"MfS^a. (mfn. Pfe+$^) Bilious.

a. (mfn. from f^^) Pertaining to the father

or to ancestors generally, paternal, ancestral.

s. (rc.) The part of the hand between the thumb

and forefinger, or according to some, the root

of the forefinger.

"NiP a. (mfn. from f^). Seet^fa".

a. (mfn. from ^ft
5
^) Made of the wood

of the pilu tree (Careya arborea), as the staff

worn by a Vaisya. Manu ri. 45.

a. (mfn. from Pertaining to the

class of demigods called Pisachas ; demonia-

cal, s. (m.) A mode of marriage, that in

which the damsel is forced away by her lover.

Manu in. 34. Alsot^WSf^t^

Wftft (/• from'Wfo) A sort of gibberish

which dramatic poets make the demons speak

when they bring them on the stage. As. Res.

vii. 199.

"N*Jff s. (n. from TFiZfciHs' #i\ § 984)

Malignity, slanderousness. Also t^^P s. («.)

Wilkins' Gr. § 976.

^1 s. (corrupt, of
tjT) A son.

(corrupt, of ^Tt^") 1. A quarter, one-

fourth. 2. The upper horizontal piece of the

frame on which the pedal is fixed for cleansing

corn from its husk, &c.

C*|t3lt3l s. (corrupt, of ^JT^T.) A pregnant

woman.

A potter's kiln.

fJltSTH s. (corrupt, of H^T^T) Straw.

Pffe s. (from tjf&S3) The plaster of a wall

a coat of whitewash.

PfT!>\5l s. (from (
ttn>) A plastering or white-

washing of a wall.
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A kind of fer-

rugineous earth used by potters to glaze vessels

with a red colour. Carey.

(Stfl 5. (p. Asu) The wrist.

w. a. (caus. of tJTOS) To cause to

rub or wipe.

C^tfRs? v. «. (from ^TC^nJ) To wipe, to dust,

to rub off.

A small parcel or basket. See

gut, the entrails, v. a.

To take out the bowels of an animal.

v. a. (from Pi$|<) To bury, to fix in

the ground.

Wi «. (corrupt, of
:tt^?) The hips, the pos-

teriors.

FTTTO^fS * (Pftl +CW^ from C%U-

The dragging of a person along while

he sits on the ground.

?) Laxness of

the bowels.

O^ilTTTPTtft ad. (from Cm) Rump to rump.

s. (corrupt, of ?) An insect, a worm.

Worm-eaten.

Also

CT^ a. (p. dzssr^) Dressed, cooked, ripe, mature,

complete.

(from p. <as^) Ripeness, maturity,

readiness, completeness ; the boiling of salt.

Also CV&ft\.

(?TWT^ (h. A topaz.

Pft^t^ a. (mfn.) Deformed
;
having a redundant
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or defective member, s. (m.) A beardless boy,

under sixteen years of age.

PTW s. (corrupt, of ^it&T) The anus.

(m. from R. ^ftj I. The foundation of

a wall or house. 2. Union, a mixing.

?) 1. A sort of reed

(Arundo tibialis, Rox.y 2. A sort of grass

(Saccharum spontaneum).

(/.) A woman with a beard.

Wtfefl *. (from A bundle. See C^ifS^fi

.

Pjtv3l a. (from^£3) Burnt, scalded, roasted,

parched
;
smarting, s. The burning or roasting

of a thing.

) To burn, to roast, to

parch, to scald ; to try by fire.

PTt^WT^ s. ( Pltel+^ft^) A misfortune,

bad luck.

Pilvjt^WW «• (from O^tSWK) Un-

fortunate, wretched, unlucky. Also

of PTteltKJ) The burning

or roasting of a thing ; the cautery (in surgery).

PTfalPr s . (from Pi'lsil^W) The burning,

scalding, or calcining of a thing ; calcination.

a. Earned by burning, scalding, or roasting.

PllvilRUl a. (from Pi"f3%3) Burning:, s.

An incendiary.

v. n. To burn, to be burnt, to be parch-

ed or inflamed. See

C^ttsS s. (m.) 1. The young of an animal. 2. A
young shoot of a plant. 3. The site or foun-

dation of a house. 4. Cloth. 5. A ship, a boat.

6. (Beng.^ A species of stone.

0.1sSW.l^f. (p.jb&ji) A banker, a money-

changer.

v. noun The burying or

fixing of any thing in the ground.

a. (from Planting trees,

fixing any thing in the ground.

Pil33ff^. (-vSTw. Plt3 +^fTI ) A voy-

aging merchant.

C^t^t^ s. (m. Pil^ +^tC from R. 3^.) A

boatman, a steersman, a rower. Also0*11^^57^

(»•>

PUkJI s. (-^ m. R. "^+^) 1. An officiating

priest. 2. (Beng?) (from The bury-

ing or fixing of a thing in the ground. 3. (from

A waterman, a boatman, a seaman. 4.

A canton, a district.

Small fry, a

shoal of young fish.

v. a. (from C^flsJ) To bury, to plant,

to ram into the ground, to fix in the earth.

ksl s. femin. of 0^1*1^3 q. v.

C^lTT s. (n. R. y\ +3T) 1. The snout of a hog.

2. A ploughshare.

PftZtL s. (-f^T m. PftTT+t1
!) A hog.

(from "^fK ?) A low caste of Hindus.

Ott"|Wi s . (/.) A potherb. Also (TfK?^

,

Pilfer , and ^fa^l (/.).

(p. <d?ji ) A banker, a money-

changer.

(p. (j^Jj ) Bankership.

PTftl 5. (corrupt, of C^H^W'T) Small fry,

young fish. Also

PtfcTt^a. (corrupt, of tt^>

1\) Fifteen. Also

a. (from HjCTO.) The fifteenth.

Also
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C
pTtTl1 5. (corrupt, of Ifa?) L One-fourth, a

quarter. 2. A young plant.

v. a. (from R. ?H ?) To warm one s

self (in the sun, or at a fire.)

PftTl s. (from R.% ) A load, a freight.

v. a. (from R. ^fc) To load, to fill.

Also WPltsd

.

(?|Wf*i *. (p. 6iy and Steel.

C
p
i1l

5?Tl s. (from R. ^J^T?) A harpoon. Also

(p. t^/liy) Accoutrement, clothing,

dress.

a. (from p. c^/lSuj )
Pertaining to dress

or clothing.

a. (mfn. from R. ^j^) Nourishing, che-

rishing.

PilW a. (mfn. R. ^+31^) Nourishing,

supporting, cherishing, s. (m.) A nourisher,

a supporter.

(v. noun of The act of

nourishing or cherishing.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "T^H-

) Fit to be nourished, cherished, or

maintained.

C
PTW a. (from PltP&3) Nourished, cherished

;

tame, domestic (as an animal), s. Nourish-

ment, support, maintenance.

v. a. (cam. of PttftlS) L To

cause to nourish. 2. To tame (an animal).

A dunghill-

cock. Moliun P. p. 51.

C^'fejJ v. a. (from R. ^) To nourish, to

cherish, to maintain ; to support.
*

G*WI s. (-^ m. R. I
j^+^) A minister, a

supporter, a protector.

C^ffa) a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R. I
j3L+^') Fit to

be nourished, maintained, or cherished.

PffaJ^ s. (m. + x
j?T) An adopted son.

Piro^^^i (i pft^rr+^:c
i)

Adoption.

PTte3?fs. (m. PH^J+^f) A family; a

household.

prm*. (p. ) A poppy (Papaver somnife-

rum). Hort. Ben. p. 41.

C^tWl 5. (p. A bulwark, a prop, a but-

tress, an embankment, a quay. Also

». a. (from ^)1 ?) To become clear,

to grow light, to dawn, to appear.

C^ft *^ t (».). See^^R^T.

(?ft
o:g a. (mfn. from *J°^) Manly, virile.

s. (n.) Manhood.

v. a. (caus. of To cause to

arrive, to convey, to carry.

v. a. (h. Ls^j) To arrive at, to come

to, to reach, to attain.

PfV^3 s. A beardless boy. See (TO .

(corrupt, of ?) A point of con-

troversy.

pftOT s. (n. from ^JUP ) A drug used as a

remedy for diseased eyes.

s. (m.) The appellation of one of the

degraded races of Kshatriyas. Manu x. 44.

(w.) Measure in general. See mm.
a. (mfn. Connected with

a boat (as its cargo, &c). Wilkins' Gr. § 903.

(from An idolater, an

image-worshipper.

Pftjl s. (w. patronymic from !jjf ) A son's son,

a grandson.
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(femin. of grandaughter

;

properly only the daughter of a son.

rifaFjjP s. (n. from ^o^fTS) Reiteration,

repetition.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case of

)
Repeatedly, again and again.

C^ffr^s. (n. from^J^^) Repetition, tau-

tology.

s. (m. patronymic from The

offspring of a twice-married woman by her

second husband.

a. (mfn. from Relating to a town,

town-bred, town-made. s. 1. (m.) A citizen.

2. (m.) Af ragrant grass.

a. from ^p^W) Previous,

preceding, prior, former, first, initial.

a. (mfn.
TjTt°i+^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903) Relating to the puranas, founded on

the puranas. s. (m.) A person who is well

read in the puranas, a mythologist. Trans.

It. A.. S. i. 567.

The designation of a philosophical school, which

considers nature as an illusion. Trans. R.A.S.
i. 26.

CSffiPr * («• from ^3F1) 1. Manhood, virility,

manliness. 2. Effort, exertion, endeavours.

3. Strength, power, vigour. 4. The measure of

a man, the height to which he reaches with both

arms elevated, and the fingers extended : (in the

latter sense it is also m. and /. —
).

PfftOTT a. (mfn. ^jpi+flft Wilkins' Gr.

§ 900). Male, belonging to a man.

C^talT a. (mfn. *J3" + 3*T Wilkins' Gr. § 900).

Relating to a town.

rittTtTfa ft. (m. from titty The super-

intendant of the kitchen.
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rflt-ilRC® s. (n. from^WlfJ^) The office

of a house or family-priest.

(m. from A ceremony

performed on the day of the full-moon by per-

sons maintaining a perpetual fire.

Phf^T. s. (f. from ^irrtTT) The day of the

full-moon. a. Relating to the day of the full-

moon.

Pftiikfe* a. (mfn. from^+ +
Relating to a former body.

a. (mfn. ^Tt^+^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903). Relating to the forenoon.

C#TO) s. (m. from^Ff^) A name of Kuvera

the deity of wealth. (Lit. The son of Pulastya.)

(mf^ A sort of cake made of grain

fried with clarified butter. Also and

Ofa s. (m. from <t

j^) The month Pausha, be-

ginning when the sun enters the sign Sagittarius.

(December-January.) As. Res. Hi; 270.

Pft^t s. (f. from Hfa) The day of the full-

moon in the month Pausha. As. Res. rir. 270.

a. (mfn. + Nutritious, nou-

rishing.

PttW s. (n. from^5
^) The last of the twenty-

eight lunar asterisms, also called C^<\jI .

8PfW5 s. (n. from ) The oxide of brass

considered as a collyrium.

v. a. (h. Lsly ) To arrive, to come to.

•trte" s. 1. A screw, a spiral motion. 2. Per-

plexity, intricacy. See C^l~U .

o
*PVt s. (from pi1^) Fluor albus.

A stain or rottenness in hnen. Carey.
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*$Wl s. (fwm^PW) Afflicted with the fluor

albus.

indecl. Sans. A vocative particle, Ho ! Hola

!

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ,?
l"-5~t^T

rf-

=T Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 421). Grown fat or plump.

Root, i. (^£3) To grow, to increase.

See R.X^ .

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. *J^f$J^

Strengthened, refreshed, increased, grown.

Root, iv. 1. To burn. 2. To

share out or divide.

^Jf^RooT, iv. (**pTrfS) I- To burn. 2. To

divide.

Root, i. To grow, to increase.

prep. Sans. Fore, before
;

forth, forward,

away
;
exceeding, very, much.

a. (mfn.') Manifest, evident, apparent, dis-

played, unfolded.

a. (mfn. from 3 +R. Spread

out, made manifest, displayed, unfolded, evi-

dent, apparent.

^^fr s. (n. from 3 +R. The relating of

a thing.

m. from 3+R. ^) Aheap, a multitude.

3"^°! s. (n. from^+R.^) 1. A chapter or

section of a book, treating on a particular sub-

ject. 2. A topic, a subject of discussion. 3.

A prelude, an introduction, a prologue. 4. A
(dramatic) poem the story of which is wholly

imaginary. 5. An event, a circumstance, an

occurrence, an affair.

*j<P<4T.U a. (mfn. from £j +R. ^) Proper to

be treated of under a particular section
;
per-

taining to the subject matter of any treatise.

^<F<t s. (m. from ^1 +R. Excellence, dis-

tinction, superiority.
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$$0^ «• (fifty
from 3 + R. ^) Drawn

out, stretched out, made to exceed or surpass.

s. (n.1) The surplus produce of a thing pledged

beyond the interest of the money advanced.

Carey.

ad. Sans, (instr. case of 3^t) Emi-

nently, in a high degree, very.

s. (mn.) 1. The stem of a tree. 2. A
branch, a shoot. 3. Excellence, happiness.

4. (As an attributive, without variation of gender)

Excellent, strong, tall, stout, robust, very large,

enormous.

ad. Sans. (-*I from 3 +^*fa) Volun-

tarily, willingly, with pleasure. Also

^t*$1<T s. (m.) 1 . Similitude or difference
;
spe-

cific peculiarity. 2. (re.) Sort, kind, species
;

mode, manner, fashion.

(n.) Another sort, a different kind.

a. (mfn.) Of another kind, dissimilar, different.

^t?WRd. Sans, (locat. case of

Otherwise
;
differently, in another or indirect way.

s. (^1 + ^lFf) A long time ; a noted time

or era. Morton.

s. (m. from 3 +R. ^%) 1. Display, ma-

nifestation
;
expansion, diffusion

;
light, lustre.

2. A smile, a laugh, a. (mfn.) Expanded,

spread, displayed, visible, manifest; public,

famous, v. a. To unfold, to display,

to show, to manifest, v. n. To come

to light, to transpire.

Sj^f*t^ a . (mfn. from 3 + R. Display-

ing, manifesting, illustrating, discovering, show-

ing, s. (m.) An illustrator, a publisher, an ex-

pounder, a discoverer. — s3l (/.) or —^ (n.)

The property of displaying or illustrating.

St^fel s. (/. SW*1+\31) Fame, celebrity.

^H^T s. (n. from 3 +R. 3t^J A displaying,

showing, or manifesting.
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\jW^hft^« (mfn. from3+R. Fit to

be displayed, shewn, or manifested. Also

tWf*tOT and SWSP

W*f4H a. (ro/ra. from 3 + R. Appear-

ing, becoming manifest.

3^1f*KJ a. (mfn. from 3 + R. ^"W
)
Displayed,

unfolded, discovered, shown, manifest, evident,

clear.

Appear-

ing, shining, radiant.

^"ft*! arf. (from
)
Openly, apparently,

visibly, publicly.

a. (»«/». from ^3 +R. <F) Spread, scattered,

diffused
;
expanded, displayed, divulged, opened

;

mixt, miscellaneous, s. (n.) A chapter, a sec-

tion.

s. (n. y^+i?) 1. A c/wwn, a fan

made of the tail of the Tartarian ox (Bos grun-

niens). 2. A section or division in a book.

3. A decision at law, a decree.

3^3^ s. (n. from 3 +R. ) 1. The lauding

or extolling of a thing. 2. The mentioning of

a thing.

a. (mfn. from ^ +R-^^) Explained,

said, mentioned, stated, renowned, celebrated.

3^tf3S3 v. a. (from % + R. ) To mention,

to speak, to explain.
<:

-

lNt*P a. (mfn. from^+R. f) Spread, pro-

mulgated, expanded, diffused, extended. s.

(n.) A plant (Caesalpinia Bonducella).

^3 a. (mfn. from 3+R. ^) 1. Made, com-

pleted, accomplished. 2. Right, genuine, real,

true, just, accurate, proper. — ^Jl (/.) or —^
(n.) Genuineness, reality, truth, accuracy, pro-

priety.
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ad. (from + Rightly, pro-

perly, truly, accurately.

A cor-

rect or proper expression.

t^3tC a. (mfn. ^^3+3^) Right, genuine,

real, true, accurate, proper, s. (m.) The true

object of a plaint at law.

(f. from ^ + R. ^) 1. Nature, rude

matter, the passive or female principle of crea-

tion, according to the cosmogony of the Hindus

;

and personified in their mythology as a female

deity. Trans. R.A.S. i. 30. 95. 570. n. 10.

2. The natural state or disposition of any thing;

temper, disposition, habit, custom, manner. 3.

The crude form of a word. 4. (In mathematics)

A coefficient, a multiplier. Colebr. Alg. pp.

246. 363. 5. An inhabitant of a country, a

subject. 6. A requisite of regal administration :

see Munu vii. 156. 7. A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 473.

Elastic.

Carey. (Lit. Having a tendency to return to

its natural state.)

£^3^ a. (mfn. ^f^+^) Being in its

natural state, unadulterated, unmixed. Also

(mfn.}.

proper answer,

a fit reply.

a. (mfn. from 3 +R. ^T) Exalted, pro-

minent, eminent, superior, distinguished. -31

(/.) or —^ («.) Superiority, excellence.

^it^'Pfa a. (mfn. from 3 +R. <P1J Angry.

s. (rn. tj + C^t&) 1. The fore-arm. 2.

A part of a door-frame.

EfZFfl s. (-\ m. 3+R. One who

proceeds. Wilkins' Gr. § 764.

s. (m. from 3 +R. A coming forth,

a commencement, a beginning.

5 Y
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Skfte' «• (»»/*• from § + R. IFT )
Begun, com-

menced. (/.) or —^ (n.) A being un-

dertaken or begun.

31^1 s. (f. 3 +f3FXTl) 1. The bearing royal

insignia. 2. A treatise, a chapter of a work,

especially on grammar. 3. (Beng.) The ad-

ministering of remedies.

s. O. from 3 + R.
3J%) A sound of the

oka or lute. Also (m.).

^5^4 °1 s. (n. from $ + R. The oozing or

trickling out of a liquid.

^"^t^ a. (from ^1 + R. Exhalent, ex-

haling.

Sll&te s. (n. from 3 +R. The washing

or cleaning of any thing ; the expiation of a

crime.

^M^Wlu a. (mfn. from W^) To be

washed or cleaned, proper to be expiated (as a

crime). Also ^W*^ (mfn.).

£Wf^F3 a. (mfn. from % +R. WV) Washed,

cleaned, expiated (as a crime).

3"f^ a. (mfn. from 3+R. f^*L) Thrown,

thrown forth, propelled, projected, cast.

s. (m. from 3 + fW%) 1. A casting

forth or forward, a propelling or projecting; a

determining or fixing. 2. The sum contributed

by each member to make a stock in joint trade

or fellowship. Carey.

^Trapf^5
a. (mfn. from 3 + R. fet) Throwing

forward, propelling, projecting.

a. (mfn. from^+R. T^X) Fit to

be thrown away, proper to be cast off or pro-

pelled.

m. from £l + R. f^^) An iron ar-

row. Also Sft5|\5£d (/.), ^T^rT (?n.), and

m^rrl (/.).
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a. (mfn.) Very hot, pungent, or acrid

;

sharp, acute, keen, smart, eminent.

Sftt> a. (mfn. from 3 + R. Resembling,

similar: used in comp. e. g.

(mfn.) Like a god, from s. (m.) A god,

?N?t\? a. (ra>. from 3 + R. ^1) Celebrated,

renowned, famous.

^NTfr s .

(
w . from 3 + R. ^1) Celebrity, fame,

notoriety. Also S$bl$§ (/.).

5. (m.j The upper arm, from the elbow to

the shoulder.

a. (mfn. from 2| +R.^ ) 1. Gone forth,

gone away. 2. Standing forth, prominent,

gibbous.

d>]\Ss3i'l«J<P a. (mfn. from SjTfa+^P^) Hav-

ing the knees far apart, bow-legged. Also

OT^ft^ (mfn.).

a. (mfn. from % -j-R. ^\) 1. Daring,

bold, confident, audacious, intrepid. 2. Emi-

nent, excellent, illustrious. 3. Strong, able,

active, ready, firm. 4. Impudent, shameless.

—W1

' (/•) or —^ (
n-) Boldness, audacity;

eminence
;

strength, ability, activity
;

impu-

dence
;
prevalence.

4*1*11 s. (femin. of SPFg) A wanton woman.

^l^tt? a. (mfn. ?l + 51l¥) 1. Much, excessive.

2. Hard, difficult
;

serious, steady, s. (n.)

Pain, privation, penance. — ^31 (f.) or —

^

(n.) Abundance, excessiveness
;

hardness, dif-

ficulty.

a. Confident, bold, presuming. Sabda S.

p. 402.

^TttPL) a. (mfn. from3 + R. Wilki?is' Gr.

§ 727). Proper to be spoken or declared.

3?ftf3 s. (f. from 3 +R. t>1 ) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.
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#$°\ a. (mfn. $ +tSci) Straight; upright, sin-

cere, honest.

indecl. Sans. Dawn, morning.

SftJF3^ a. (mfn. ^T7! f\3^] Relating to the

morning, matutinal.

(m. from 3+R. Sf^J 1. A string or

rope for horses and cattle. 2. A man or animal

in confinement, a prisoner. 3. The string sus-

pending a balance. Also

3Sffc s . (mn. from^l+Sfl^l) Lit. The neck

(of a house): hence, 1. A balcony; a window,

a lattice. 2. A painted turret on the top of a

palace or house. 3. A wooden balustrade on

the edge of a building. 4. A summer-house, a

pleasure-house. 5. A stable. 6. The top of a

tree.

3£P a. {mfn. from 3 + ?) Chief, principal.

^IT ] s. (m. from 3 + R. 57$J A covered ter-

race before the door of a house, a porch; a

portico. AlsotW
, ^PT, and^TH (m.).

^Tl^II
5

s. (w. ^l+^U5
) An army in motion; a

foraging army.

a. (mfn.} 1. Excessively hot. 2. Insup-

portable, intolerable. 3. Bold, confident, daring.

4. Passionate, fierce, violent, furious.

3"I>Tr s. (m. from ^ +R. fl>) The common in-

crease or decrease of the terms in a progression.

Colebr. Alg. p. 52.

3l>«ta. (-^ mfn. from3 + R. E^T) Usual,

common.

SjtXkPi a. (^W^+^Pi) Current, usual,

common.

y&<lgtH ad. (locat. case of 3W£P|) Usually,

commonly, currently.

3"t>^FT (n. from 3+R. "5^T) A moving

about, a being current, activity.

^F^tflKS a. (mfn. from 3+R."^) Rolled

or tossed about (as in a ship).

£|"T>f^T3 a. (mfn. from 3 + R. fc^) Moved, put

into motion, current.

3"5"te' s. (m. from^+R. Wi) 1- A way, a

road. 2. A going forth
;
notoriety, publicity.

2. Attendance on cattle while grazing.

£jl>U<P a. (mfn. from 3 +R. T>^) 1. Making

public, divulging. 2. Tending cattle while

grazing.

^0l[«\3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. TRJ 1. Made

known, made public or manifest. 2. Grazed.

3. Deceived, betrayed, cheated.

3"I>tfc3 v. a. (from 3 + R. t^Tj To vent, to

let out, to divulge.

^"fSs? s. (n. from ^ +R- f^) A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 473.

^ 5<i a. (mfn.') Much, many
;
enough, abundant.

-\3l (/.) or -3"
(
n .) Abundance, plenty.

SftT^iS a. (-3^ from § + C&3*U
Happy, delighted, s. (?«.) The name of an an-

cient saint and lawgiver. Manu i. 35.

£fC!>t"ft3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. "5T^) Produced,

commanded, directed, prescribed. Manu it. 191.

^T^t|Trf\ s . (/. from^l+R. W) A prickly

nightshade (Solanum Jacquini).

Root, vi. (^55^3 Gr. § 262).

To ask, to enquire, to interrogate. With

prefixed, To take leave ; with *fft To ask

about, to enquire, to interrogate.

t| s. (from R. fcj Wn ) An enquirer, an inter-

rogator, one who proposes a question, a querist.

3"Wt s. (m. from 3+R. 5^) A cover, a

wrapper.

A wrapper, a

cover, a vest, a cloak, &c.

5 Y 2
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Sf55^ a. (mfn. from^l+R. &>\) Concealed,

covered, disguised, incognito, s. (w.) 1. A pri-

vate entrance to a house. 2. A loop-hole, a

lattice.

SfS5^3iPi ad. (from 3"55^+ 3P|
)

Incognito,

clandestinely.

3"55if1^1 s. (/. from 3 +R. 6^) Sickness,

vomiting.

^TS^tTt^ s. (n. from 3 +R. S^L) 1. An upper

garment. 2. A covering, a wrapper.

a. (mfn. from M + R. Covered,

concealed, hidden.

SjvIFT s. (ra. from ?1 + R. The copulation

of animals.

// . from ^ + R. ^51*1^) Conception in

the womb.

^3fTO a. {mfn. 3+R. Produc-

tive, prolific. Wilkins' Gr. § 821.

runner,

a courier, an express.

3TS1 s. (/. from 3 +R. 1. OfTspring, pro-

geny, descendants. 2. Subjects, dependents,

people.

^s5ll\5l s. (/. from 3 +R. ) A woman who

has borne a child.

(Lit. Lord of

people or mankind
;
hence) 1. A sovereign. 2.

An epithet of BrahmA. 3. The appellation of

the eleven divine personages who were first

created by BrahmA., viz. Marichi, Atri, An-

GIRAS, PULASTYA, PuLAHA, KrATU, PrACHE-

tas, Daksha, Vasisht'ha, Bhrigu, and NA-

rada. Manu i. 35. Some reduce their number

to seven or three. As. Res. ix. 354, 366. 4. A
daughter's husband. 5. The sun. 6. Fire. 7.

(Beng.~) A butterfly. Mohun P. p. 56.

Guarding or

protecting his subjects, s. (m.) A ruler, a

king, a sovereign.

Ef^W^ s. (n.^5l + pTN5r) The protection

of subjects. Also sjvSfUaH (n.).

^v5ll<^1, s. (/. from ^^d +^V) A brother's

wife.

SfcftMt^ s. (from SkSl + C
5^) The pea-

santry, subjects, people.

a. (mfn. from 3 +R. 3T^) Attached to,

devoted to. Mann n. 96.

^3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. ^1) Wise, intelligent,

learned.

Hfail s . (/. from 3 +R. 1. Wisdom, intelli-

gence, understanding. 2. An intelligent woman.

^35te3S° a . (-SpT mfn. ^1 +"5^T )

Blind. (Lit. Whose wisdom is his only eye.)

^3sT3 a. (mfn. from +R. \S1) Discerned, re-

cognised, perceived, known.

StxEtfT s. (rc. from 3+R. ^1) 1. Knowledge,

wisdom, intelligence. 2. A sign, a token, a.

(mfn.^ Wise, intelligent, learned.

a. (m/n. ^1 for ^T) Having the knees

far apart, bandy-legged.

£f3pffi s. (m. from 3 +R. ^^) A blazing, a

burning, a taking fire.

SF|t^3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. ^^) Set on fire,

enkindled.

4^Hl*f a. (mfn. from 3 + R. vp5J Fit to be

burnt, combustible, inflammable.

Slvjfr s. (n. from ^1 +R. \Sl) The act of flying.

^Tfa a. (mfn. ^ +^3 from R. ) Inclined,

bowed, stooping.

tT\fS s. (f.
from R. 1^5.) An incli-

nation, a bending or bowing, a salutation;

obeisance.
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STfa s. (to. &4M^ from R. The mystic

monosyllable Om. Manu 11. 74.

^Tttr S . (m. Sl + ^nr from R. l. Affection,

kindness, regard. 2. Acquaintance, company.

3. A request, a solicitation. 4. Reverence,

obeisance.

tttrfl a. ( —ftpT^ mfn. ?hlT+^) Affec-

tionate, kind, affable. 5. (to.) A husband, a

lover.

tfttl «• (»»/«. from3 + R. 1^) Ruined, spoiled,

wasted, decayed, lost.

k 5. (to. from q -f R. 1"F ) A shout, an ex-

clamation of delight or approbation.

t'llH s. (to. from ^ + R. "t5^) An inclination, a

prostration, a bow, an obeisance, a salutation.

(Beng.) -^ftU3 v. a. To prostrate one's self,

to bow.

SftWt a. i-^H^gn. from 3 + R. 1^) Bow-
ing, saluting, prostrating one's self.

(to. from^ +R. 11) A guide, a leader,

a chief.

«HH *. (m. from 3 +R. 1^) A drain, a water-

course.

drain, a

water-course. 2. A tubular vessel of the body.

OT^I. s . (f. from SjTtyt} 1. A drain, a water-

course. 2. {Beng?) A custom, a habit.

sWWtWtf flrf. (OT^ft+^r^) Accordino-

to custom, habitually, customarily.

3*11*1 s. (to. from 3 +R. *t*^) Destruction, de-

cay, loss, perdition.

SJPIHH s. (n. from 3+"pf+ R. <H) LA great

effort, energy, exertion. 2. Profound religious

meditation. 3. Attention, regard. 4. An object

of desire. 5. Entrance, access.

(to. from % + "pT+ R. 1. A spy,

an emissary. 2. A request, a solicitation. 3.

An agreement, a stipulation. 4. A place, a

situation.

3fKfc s. (to. from qVfH+ R. Prostra-

tion, a bow, an obeisance.

3ftf5\Ja. (mfn. % +p\ + from R.

1. Placed, fixed, deposited. 2. Delivered, con-

signed to, entrusted. 3. Acquired, received.

4. Acknowledged, agreed to, determined, de-

cided.

$Tf\$ a. (mfn. from 3 + R. "fl.) 1. Produced,

made, done, prepared, constructed. 2. Cooked,

dressed (as food). 3. Sent, thrown. 4. Ap-

proached, entered. 5. Proper, fit.

qj^3 ci- (mfn. from 3 + R. Lauded, praised,

celebrated.

SfCtTT a. (mfn. from 3 + R. "fl.) (Lit. Ductile
;

hence) Yielding, submissive, docile, tameable.

tfSfes. (/.from 3 +^3^) A creeping plant.

q^T a. (mfn. 3 + 3^) Old, ancient. See q^ .

#3$ a. (mfn. from q*+R. 3*1) 1. Heated,

ardent. 2. Illustrious, glorious, powerful.

^330 a. (m/h. from q* +JL \3$ ) Fit to be dis-

cussed, discernible, admitting of arguments.

qxFT s. (to. q+^T) The palm of the hand.

(to. from ^ + R. 3*L,) A spreading

creeper.

(f. from 3 +R. vS^JJ A spreading

creeper.

q^M s. (to. from ^t+ R. 3*1) 1, Warmth,

heat. 2. Glory, power, dignity, majesty, high-

spiritedness. 3. Ardour, zeal, courage.

q^St^T s. (n. from $ +R. L The heating

or igniting of any thing. 2. The inflicting of

pain or punishment.

^K^t^5.(-^TO>.qt3t^l +^)Mighty,
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dignified, powerful, majestic. Also

(-ft^mfn.) and£faW"f^3.

s. (m. from 3 +3H^ ?) A variety of

the Asclepias gigantea with white flowers.

a. (mfn. from Sj +R. vTTj Deserving to

be punished, or to be treated with resentment.

a. (m/rc. from ?1 +R. ^) Insidious, per-

fidious, deceitful, s. (m.) A cheat, an impostor,

a deceiver. -31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Deceitful-

ness, roguery, perfidy.

SfalOT s. (n. from ?| + R. ^ ) Fraud, deceit.

Also^3t^1'1 (/.).
*

SjvsU'HjT a. from ft+R. Fit to be

deceived or cheated ; deceivable. Also

(mfn.).

3"3tft3 a. (mfn. from 3+R. ^) Deceived,

cheated.

?tf3 prep. Sans. Again, against, for, back, back

again. Wilkins' Gr. p. 551. Prefixed to nouns,

this preposition forms avyayibhava compounds

with a distributive sense, e. s. ad.

Sans. At or in every house, ad.

Sans. At or for every person.

Sff^Tftll a. (mfn. from 3~f\?+ R. ^) To be

provided against, remediable, to be prevented.

Also

SrfS^St s. (- 5^n. Stfe+^FTJ Dress,

personal decoration.

3"ft^t3" s. (m. ^f3 + R. ^) 1. Retribution,

retaliation, requital, reward
;

revenge. 2. A
remedy, a preventive.

^Tf^te5
a. (mfn. from ^f\? + R. ^) 1. Re-

taliating, retributing, rewarding ;
revenging.

2. Preventing, obviating, remedying.

a. (mfn. from + Simi-

lar, resembling, like : used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Like the moon, from

"Pi s. (m.) The moon, + ?Tf3^t
K

l . Also

(mfn.).

a. (mfn. 3"f3+ <pi") Adverse, con-
S

- v-j ... -.. - . (- ^
trary, reverse, opposite. —31 (/.) and —

^

(n.) Contrariety, opposition.

s. (f. from 3f3+ R. An image, a

statue, a picture.

a. (»«/». from 313+ R. <|^) inferior,

low.

fcfrU) s. (f. Stf^+ ftFTTi) A requital, a re-

turn for kindness received.

\4 ad. Sans, (from ^ft +^l) At every

moment.

a. (mfn. from

Dismissed, rejected, turned out. 2. Sent, des-

patched.

313*13 a. (mfn. from + R. ^) Flying

backward and forward.

^Tf3^^t3 a. (mfn. from 3"f3+ R. SfT ) Ac-

cepted, received, assented to.

(m. from ^Tfe+ R. SfF) 1. Accept-

ance, the receiving of a donation. 2. The re-

serve of an army. 3. A spitting-pot. 4. The

sun near the moon's node.

a. (mfn. from 3f3+R. Stej Fit

to be accepted or received, acceptable. Also

^feitfa^ and SftSttS? or 3f3^ .

Wilkins' Gr. § 730.

3f3£H3>. (m. from 3"fe+ R. £|T ) 1. A spit-

ting-pot. See 2. Occupying, re-

ceiving, obtaining (a present, &c).

3"f3^H s. (-Wi m. ^Tf3+ ^IH from R. 3^)
(Lit. Striking again: hence) 1. Combat. 2.

Wrath, rage.

s. (m. from SrfS+^L) (Lit. Aback-
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stroke, a striking again : hence) 1. Combat, a

killing or smiting. 2. Resistance, opposition.

(n. from from R.

57^) Killing, slaughter.

3ft^l See^ftM.

3ftW^Tl s. (/. 3ft+^tTl1) 1. A shadow,

a reflected image. 2. An image, a picture.

3fttWt s. (3ft+C5?T) Opposition, tra-

versing.

^ftlTl^rl s. (3ft+ ^3bl5Tl) The fore-part of

the thigh.

3ft3rm s. (m. from 3ft+R.W ) Atten-

tion, watchfulness.

3ft5U. (/. from 3ft+R.^1) 1. A promise,

an engagement, an agreement. 2. A declara-

tion, an acknowledgment, an admission. 3. A
plaint in a law-suit. 4. The proposition in an

argument, the first of the five members of a

complete syllogism according to the Nyaya
system. Trans. R. A. S. i. 116. {Being.}

-<£ftt3 v. a. To promise.

3ft^3 a. (mfn. from 3ft+R. v5l) 1. Pro-

mised, agreed, engaged to. 2. Declared, ac-

knowledged, admitted. 3. Deposed, alledged.

3ft^t3^ a. (mfn. from 3ft+R. \35l) Fit

to be promised. Also 3ftr^TT (mfn.).

3ft3H s. (n. from 3ft + R. v3al) A promise,

an agreement, an engagement.

3ft5t*fa s . (n. 3ft3l+*ftT) A promissory

note.

3ft3^ s. (3ft+3t5?
T ?) A key, a pick-

lock. Morton.

3ft;T3 a. (mfn. from 3ft+ R. T^) Given

back, returned, restored
;
given in exchange.

3ft^fWfc3 v. a. (from 3ft+ R. T^l) To
look in return, to return a look.

3ftrfr*. (rc.3ft+^r from R. T*l) 1. The

giving back or returning of any thing, the res-

toration of any thing, the restoration of a de-

posit, &c. 2. Exchange, barter.

3ftftvT° ad. Sans, (from 3ft+1^) Day
by day, daily, every day.

3ftlW a. (mfn. from 3ft + R. Fl) Fit to be

given back, proper to be returned, s. («.) A
pledge, a pawn.

3ft^ft,.(m.3ft+^ft) A reiterated sound,

an echo. Also 3ft (m.).

3ft^^rT s. (n. 3ft+^^) The act of re-

turning thanks or saying grace at meals ; thanks-

giving. Manu ii. 54.

3ft^ s. (-3 m. 3ft+ A great grand-

son.

3ft^ a. (mfn. 3ft New, young, re-

cent, fresh.

3ftftf*t s. (m.3ft+ftft ) 1. An image, a

likeness. 2. A representative, a substitute, a

proxy, a deputy. 3. A surety.

3ft5Pl*T s. (3ft+*Pt*f) A mutual deposit.

3ft^ s. (m. 3ft+^) An enemy, a foe,

an adversary, an opponent.

3ftpK s . (-\f. from 3ft+ R. ph7) 1, The

first day of the moon's increase or wane. 2. Un-

derstanding, intelligence.

3fttfe s. (f. from 3ft+ R. ^t) (Lit. An

approach to, or obtainment of a thing) : hence,

1. Acquirement, gain. 2. Acquirement of rank

or dignity, exaltation. 3. Fame, reputation.

4. Ascertainment, knowledge. 5. Admission,

concession, acknowledgment.

3ft>fa ad. Sans, (from 3ft+ pft) At every

step, at every place.

3ftp
ft"«. (mfn. from3ft+ R. *\\) 1. Reached,

approached, come up to. 2. Effected, accom-
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plished. 3. Known, understood, ascertained,

demonstrated. 4. Promised, agreed to. 5. Sub-

dued. — 31 (/.) or —^ (n.) The being ob-

tained or accomplished ; demonstration.

s. (m. ?l"f^+^ci) I. A counter-stake

at play. 2. A mutual playing or gambling.

a. (mfn. from StfSj+ R. ^\) Ac-

complishing, determining, ascertaining, demon-

strating, signifying, treating of.

(n. from Erf^+ R. 1^) l.The

accomplishing or effecting a thing. 2. Ascer-

tainment, investigation, demonstration, signi-

fication.

a. (mfn. from

Proper to be accomplished or effected. 2. As-

certainable, admitting of demonstration. Also

(mfn.)'.

tft&ftffcS a. (mfn. from ^fa+R.^) 1.

Accomplished, effected. 2. Established by ar-

gument, demonstrated, ascertained, proved, sig-

nified, treated of.

a. (mfn. from

Cherishing, protecting, preserving, s. (m.) A

protector, a benefactor, a guardian. —^1 (/.)

or —^ (n.) Protectorship, guardianship.

(n. from 313+ R. The

cherishing or protecting a person, the providing

for any one.

a. (mfn. from 3f3+ R. stiff
)

Proper to be protected or cherished and pro-

vided for. Also ftf^MftfwKWJ and

(mfn-\

a. (mfn. from

Cherished, protected, provided for.

v. a. (from ^f^+R. v$ri) To

cherish, to maintain, to protect, to rear, to nou-

rish, to feed.

1808

Stf^ftsS a. (mfn. from 3f3+ R. ^) Ho-

noured, respectfully saluted.

A particular per-

mission of that which is generally prohibited
;

a license. Carey.

^It^F^T s. (m. ^fj+XFT) A retribution, a re-

taliation, a reward, a remuneration.

a. (mfn. from ^Tfe + R. <T5Q An-

swerable. Also ^Tf^^ftTI
(
mfn .).

s. (n. Sffe+ ^STFT) An answer, a re-

ply. Also ^f33^o (n.).

a. (mfn. from ^"fe +R.^) Hindered,

prevented, obstructed; thwarted, disappointed.

(m. from ^"f\2 + R. <^J An impedi-

ment, an obstacle, a hindrance, a. (mfn.) Im-

peding, obstructing.

a. (mfn. £ff33^+35

)
Impeding, ob-

structing, hindering, resisting. — ^31
(f.) or

—^ (n.) Hinderance, obstruction, resistance.

^"fi<N31 s. (n. from STfa + R. ^) A turning

back, return.

a. (mfn. ^f3 +3^) Equal in power

or strength, s. (ra.) A match.

Stf^teO s. (n. ^fe + ^t^.)) A reply, an

answer. Also (n.). a. (mfn.) Proper

to be answered, requiring an answer.

1. A reply, an

answer. 2. A dispute, a litigation.

The si-

tuation of a respondent or defendant at law.

STf^tpft a. (-fW^mfn. from 3"fe + R. 3Tf
)

Answering, replying, rejoining, contending

against, s. (rn.) A respondent, a defendant at

law.

mfn. from

Opposing, s. (m.) An opponent; a defendant.
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3f33t£3 ad. Saws. (from^1^+^t3) On the

lee-side. Manu n. 203.

Sfft^WU (-f^T mfn. from^Tfe+R.^)
Neighbouring. 5. (w.) A neighbour.

^Tfeft^ s. (n. ^Tfe+t^3^) A resemblance,

a reflected image, a shadow.

a. (mfn. ZfoffrZ +tS) Re-

flected (as an image).

(f.) A plant, commonly ataich or

ads (Betula). Wilson. See v^fjRwi

.

) The returning

of a look.

a. (jm/m. from + R. Awakened

from sleep. Manu i. 74.

) An opposite idea,

a reflected idea. Carey.

3f3t3t^ a. from + R. Form-

ing a different idea, thinking differently. Also

tfRjWWft (-1k\mfn.).

^Tfe^r s. ^tfsJ+ ^IT) Fear. a. (mfn.)

Fearful, terrific, horrific.

^fe^Tll^R a. (mfn. $fe^+^Wk) Of

terrific aspect.

1 . Light, a reflected

light, splendour. 2. Appearance, manifestation.

3. Intellect, wit, understanding. 4. Dignity.

5. Audacity
;
boldness, impudence.

3f3^T s. (n. from Sff^+R. ^1) 1. Light,

splendour. 2. Intellect, understanding.

3f^H3t\ a . (-^ mfn. ^^r+^)
1. Luminous, splendid. 2. Intelligent, wise,

sensible.

SffaqiRLvi a. (m/».^rf^1+3T^J) Auda-

cious, daring, bold, proud.

s. (f ^"fe+^fW) A reply, an

a rejoinder, a defence.

Srf3^? s. (»t. ^"fe + R. |S) Bail, surety, a bonds-

man

3f3*d s. (f. Sffij + R. Ip) 1. Similitude, like-

ness ; resemblance. 2. An image, a picture.

Frequently used in compounds of the class

bahuvrihi. e. sr. a. (mfn.) Like

an immortal, like a god, from ^1^4 s. (m.)

An immortal being, +

a. (mfn. from Com-

parable. Also a. (mfn.).

s. (n. from 1. Resem-

blance, similitude, likeness. 2. The part of an

elephant's head between the tusks.

^Tf^lt^ ad. Sans, (from 3ft +31^) From

month to month, every month, monthly.

a. (mfn. from 3"fe+ R.^) Clothed,

armed, accoutred.

) A resemblance,

a likeness, an image, a picture.

^f^T^ s. (m. 1. Effort, exertion,

endeavour ; a desire, a wish. 2. Resistance,

the making a stand against a thing. 3. The

making captive or taking prisoner. 4. Com-

prehension. 5. The acting well or behaving

properly. 6. The acquisition of a new virtue or

accomplishment, a. (mfn.) Strenuous, vigorous,

active.

(f) A resemblance, a likeness,

an image.

s. (m. from 3"f3 + R. T£3T) Enmity,

opposition, resistance, repulsion.

Srf^Tfrfal s. (f feJfatUlFj^+3l) Part-

nership, coadjutorship, co-operation, equality in

power. Also STfeOTpf^" (».).

mfn. from

TT^) Co-operating with, corresponding to,

answering
;
counteracting

;
equal in power, s.

(m.) A coadjutor, a partner; a match.

5 Z
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^fiPd^l s. (-1 w. 3"f3+CStf from R.

An antagonist, an opponent, an adversary.

$f^Tt"fi3T3 ad. (from ^fo+ TtfS") From

night to night, every night, nightly.

£Tf33Pi s. £Tf\?+ 3Pj) A resemblance, a

likeness, an image, a representation.

TOSPfe a. (mfn. 2tfv33Pl+^) Resembling,

similar to.

^"RBlTtH s. (m. from 3ftH-R.^) An ob-

struction, a hinderance, a stoppage, a siege.

Also SfttTfefr (n.).

a. (mfn. from 3"R?+R.^*L) Ob-

structing, hindering, stopping, besieging, s.

(m.) A thief, a robber. Also 3ftRl$fl

(-f*t\w*.).

3ftf*Tp| s. (3ft+ f*Tf*l) 1. A transcript.

2. A written reply.

a. (mfn. 3ft + 0*Ttaj 1. Against

the hair or grain, reverse, inverted. 2. Left,

not right. 3. Low, vile, base.

^ftt^ 5^ a. {mfn. TOCF^ + 31) Born

from an inverse intermixture of different classes,

i. e. from a marriage in which the wife is of a

higher caste than the husband. See Manu x. 16.

3ft*t^ s. (m. StM+%{) An echo.

3ft*tt*FT «. (». 3ft +"1"^) Sending a ser-

vant on a message. Also 3rft
JC
ftf^ (f)-

3#®TO s. p from 3ft + R.t*t>) Catarrh.

Also 3ft*ffi (/.).

3ft3<r s . (m, from 3ft+ R. $) 1. A promise,

an engagement. 2. Assent, agreement.

a. (mfn. from 3ft+R. ?1) Fit to

be promised, or to be assented or agreed to.

Also 3ft3H.> and 3ftt!*K2RD (mfn.).

3ft^fa s. (m. 3ft+ $IF from R. |S ) 1. Re-

fuge ; a place of refuge, an asylum. 2. A house,

a dwelling. 3. An assemblage.

3ft$^ s. (f. from 3ft+ R. £)j Echo, a re-

peated sound.

3ft$3 a. (mfn. from 3ft+ R. $J Promised,

agreed to, granted, accepted, s. (ra.) A promise,

an assent.

3fttm3i s. (— ^3 m. from 3ft+ R. 3) One

who promises or assents.

3ftft^ a. (mfn. 3ft+f^ from R.

Prohibited, denied, refused, forbidden.

3ftl^ s. (m. from 3ft+R. Pftj A pro-

hibition, a refusal, a denial, an exception, a

rejection, a contradiction. Also 3ftre^r
(«.).

a. (mfn. from 3ft+ R. PT^) De-

nying, prohibiting, refusing, contradicting, ex-

cepting.

3"ft%g s . (m. from 3ft + R. ) Obstacle,

impediment, resistance, hinderance.

3f5%l 5. (/. from 3ft+ R. 1. Fame,

celebrity, reputation, notoriety. 2. The conse-

cration of a temple or monument. 3. The por-

tioning of a daughter. 4. The completion of a

.vow. 5. A metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 468.

3ft'£*fr' a. (mfn. 3+ft£t:T the pres. part,

proper form of Root . See Wilkins' Gr.

§ 679). Setting out, departing.

3"ftttf^3 a. (mfn. 3ft$1 + 3rf^3) Re-

nowned, illustrious, glorious, celebrated.

3i

fefcWt a. (-fH rnfn. 3ft$1 + ^iffl

+ ^*I.) Emulous, ambitious.

3ftf$3 a. (mfn. 3ft$1 +^ ;3) 1. Celebrated,

renowned, reputed, illustrious. 2. Consecrated

(as a temple or monument, &c. erected in honour

of a deity). 3. Endowed.
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Srfeffel a. (from S|15f%s3) Rich, wealthy.

Carey.

^rfOTl^pTRtH li (m. from 313+^1^1
+ ) Wilful destruction of any existent

thing. See Trans. R.A.S. t, 563.

3"f^R a. (m/tt. fromSjfS+ R.^) Following,

dependant, subject to, servile, s. (m.) 1. The

rear of an army. 2. A servant.

SfRpiffd 5. (/. from 3f3+ *flj The sun)

The outer curtains or walls of a tent.

Stl^TO s. (m.^ +^6) A lizard, a cha-

meleon.

Sfj5^ a. (mfn. + ) 1. Given. 2.

Sent, despatched. 3. Celebrated.

(m.) Catarrh. See

3"R&3a. (m/w.from^ft+R.^) 1. Struck

against or again, smitten in return, hurt, killed.

2. Opposed, thwarted, disappointed. 3. Sent,

despatched. 4. Disliked, hated. 5. Fallen,

overthrown.

s. (n. from 3"f3+ R. A striking

in return.

^tf^Ti s. (-^ m. ?tfe+^ ) An avenger, a

revenger, a killer, a destroyer. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 984.

s. (m.^fe +ft) Joy, delight at a thing.

(m. from 3f3+ R. 5) 1. Trick,

disguise. 2. A juggler: also 4R»jk<3 (m.).

?t1^;t^r s . (m. from^Tf^+ R. A shrub

(Nerium odorum). See S\^^

.

Revenge.

ffifft;
of^i; (m>.^+ ft:

of^3) Injured

by way of requital or revenge.

tJ\Sl<P a. (mfn. fromSffe+ R. + Inverse,

contrary to the natural order, s. (m.) 1. A
limb, a member. 2. A portion, a part.

Sfcft^fa s. (m. from Stf3f + R. <F) 1. Requital,

revenge, a return, retaliation. 2. A remedy, a

preventive, relief.

a. (mfn. from £Tf\3+R. 3?) 1. Fit to

be revenged or retaliated. 2. Fit to be pre-

vented or remedied.

a. (mfn. from

Resembling, similar : used in comp. e. g.

^&^t^t*1 a. (mfn.) Resembling the sun,

from s. (m.) The sun, +Sfcft^t*l . Also

^^T^r (mfn.).

from R. fS^j The

looking out for, or awaiting a thing. Also

If;).

d'^Wflfa a. (mfn. from 3"Rf+ R. Mjj} Pro-

per to be looked out for, to be expected ; re-

spectable, venerable. Also S^ot^ (mfn.).

^vSlfovS a. (mfn. from?TR? + R. Waited

for, looked out for, expected.

tivsWl a. (-"fe^jra/n. from^f^+ R. SfS^J

Expecting, awaiting.

a. (mfn. pres. part,

p. of R. 5[33*J Being the object of observa-

tion.

s. (m.l from ^ffe+ R. A limp-

ing or going lame. Wilkins' Radic. pp. 31. 32.

U^l&l s. (f. from The west quarter.

a. (mfn. from ^fcU"^) Western. Also

fcivftOJ (mfn.).

a. (mfn. from 3ft+ R. ^ ) 1. Gone by,

passed, come up to. 2. Known, heard of, ac-

quainted with, believed. 3. Famous, cele-

brated. 4. Delighted, glad. 5. Venerated,

respected.

2|3?tf3*. (f. from^Tfe+ R. \)l. Knowledge,

experience, faith, belief. 2. Fame, notoriety.

5 Z 2
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3^1 a. (m>.3ft+^1 for See TFiZto'

Gr. § 1177). Averted, turned away, contrary

to the grain, against the stream.

from R.

^ woman. (Lit. Who turns away or

hides her face?)

33KH 5. (m. from 3ft + R. 1. Cal-

cining or fluxing metals. 2. Throwing one sub-

stance into another to alter its form or state.

•3. A public danger or calamity, as a plague,

&c. Wilson.

a. (mfn. from R. *0

Believed, admitted, learnt.

£}sjl< 5. (w. 3 +^^) A bank, a shore.

^tet^ s. (™. from 3ft+ R. "§) 1. A door.

2. A porter, a warder.

^^t^t^t s. (femin. of ^fefa) A female

porter.

^Kl^ s. (m. from 3ft+5^) A plant (Ne-

rium odorum). See

fcfSJJC s. (m. from 3 +R. 3^1) A hunting-bird,

a falcon, a hawk, &c'.

3"^^ s. Abundance, wealth, prosperity.

£k\jW s. (m. from 3 + R. ^T^) A goad, a whip,

an instrument of torment.

(/.) A high street.

33 a. (m/ra. from 3+TT3 Wilkins' Gr. § 692)

1. Given, bestowed, presented. 2. Betrothed,

given in marriage.

a. («/». from 3+3" T^iMiws' Gr. § 926).

Old, ancient.

3^tft s. (/. from 337^+^4) A plant

(Achyranthes aspera).

tfaj^Wl s. (/. from 3aJT> + C3*ft) 1. A

<

flower commonly called danti. 2. A plant

(Salvinia cucullata).

3cOT a. (mfn. 3ft + 3J5£ for Sjfe) Percep-

tible to the eye or to the organs of sense gene-

rally
;

visible, evident, clear, plain.

ad. Sans. (3oJ^ +3^) Visibly,

evidently, perceptibly, clearly, plainly.

s. (m. An eye-

witness.

sfajs^eWt s . (». 30^+3^) (In the

Nyaya system of philosophy) The evidence of

the senses.

3"3J3$*FT s. (n. 3oJ5$+3F^) A visible fruit

or consequence.

^CU^° ad. Sans, (from 3ft + 315^") Letter

by letter, literally.

3(2$ a. (mfn. 3ft+3$) 1. New, fresh, re-

cent. 2. Excellent, best.

3o)3 See 3^5*.

^TCU^t s. (m. 3^3 + 31^) An organ of percep-

tion, a limb of the body. ad. Sans. (— St°)

Every limb.

from

+ ^A1 1. Behind, subsequent, following.

2. Western, occidental.

3QJ^ s. (m. 3ft + 3Fft<S) A hostile army.

3«33" a. (mfn. 3ft + 3J3") Bordering upon,

contiguous. 5. (m.) The country of the Mlech-

chhas or barbarous tribes.

neighbouring

country, a country bordering upon another.

3WCK3 s. (m. %w$+*m3) A small hill

near a mountain.

3QHf^T3 a. (mfn. from 3ft + 3I<r + R. GTl)

Eaten,

n. from 3ft+3R"+R. :5:^i)
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(At law) The admission of a charge, but ex-

plaining it so as not to allow it to be matter of

accusation ; a special plea. Also CD<"*<?*H

(m.).

) The return-

ing to reside at a former residence. Carey.

SftSOTT s. (m. from 3~f3 +3R + R.|') 1. Se-

paration, detriment, loss. 2. Contrariety, oppo-

sition, the reverse. Manu iv. 245. 3. Sin.

mfn.) Detrimental, at-

tended with loss, suffering.

(n. from

Reflected knowledge, a thought arising from re-

flection, an after-thought. Also StTDfbsfcl (/.).

^Tajf^t^rr s. (n. Sffo +^lfolM) A sa-

luting in return, the returning of a salutation.

Manu ii. 126.

3"ajf^T^ a. (mfn. from Sfrfe+ 3}"f%+ R.
)

Accused in return
;
charged by a counter-plaint.

counter-

accusation, a charge brought against the plain-

tiff, a recrimination.

?fPs. (m. from 3"f3 + R. (Lit. The ap-

proach or coming against a thing : hence) 1.

Apprehension, knowledge. 2. Faith, belief,

confidence, reliance. 3. A usage, a custom.

4. Notoriety, fame, celebrity. 5. (In grammar)

An affix. 6. (In the tenets of the Bauddhas)

A concurrent occasion of an event, as distin-

guished from its proximate cause. Truns. R.

A.S. 1.561.

Trusting:,

believing. Also ^TcUWRt (_ f^"^T mfn.).

40Wva*V<P a. (mfn. ^TgJTT+lFR*) Producing

faith, causing belief or confidence.

rule or formula

of faith, a creed. Mohun P. p. 161.

3"OJl 1818

3"RKPFTs. (m. ^WR+ ^tf) (In the Sankhya

system) The intellectual creation. Trans. R.

A. S. i. 33.

a. (mfn. Confided in, re-

lied upon, trusted.

A tenet.

Mohun P. p. 166.

a. (-^^mfn.^W^ +tX) Believing,

relying upon.

) The situation

of a defendant at law. Also QWftf^ (»•)•

s . (-f ŝB , H#+'^rf%) 1. A
defendant at law. 2. An enemy, an opponent.

a. (mfn.) Opposed to, hostile, inimical.

®5#1 s. (n. ^f^+^pf !) The restoring a

thing, the delivering a thing back.

a. (mfn. Proper to

be restored or delivered back.

2ftUf^\3 a. (mfn. 3f3+ 3lf^3) Restored,

delivered back, returned.

ad. Sans, (from Sffa +SR^) Day by

day, every clay, daily.

tfcii'fe*^ s. (n. ^Tfe+^lt^^) A drawing

back or pulling in an opposite direction.

a. (mfn. from

1. Forbidden, prohibited, denied. 2. Removed,

set aside. 3. Informed, apprised.

^CSt^FTs. (n. fromStfS + ^ri + R. 1^) 1.

Refusal, denial, forbiddance. 2. Rejection, re-

futation.

A coming

back, return.

^QjtTn^s. (n. from Stf\3 + 3Ti + R.Td) The

taking back a thing given.

a. (mfn. from
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1. Removed, set aside. 2. Informed, apprised.

See^«TN7t3.

3Wtol*i>. (m. from^fe+ ^l1 + R. ffcl) 1.

Rejection, disallowance. 2. Information, a cau-

tion, a (supernatural) warning or instruction.

3TUte*f3 a. (mfn. ^CUto^+35

) Warning,

cautioning. Also

WttW& a. (m/n. from 3f3 + 3l1 + R. ffi*l)

Proper to be warned or cautioned. Also

^S^'ta^tSTOTO (m>.).

One who warns or cautions another.

ad. (from Up to the

present moment.

A second be-

ginning, a recommencement.

^CUKlb a. {mfn. from £Tf\J+ 3l1 + R. P^)
Eaten. 5. («.). An attitude in shooting, the

left foot advanced and the right one retraced.

Reliance, trust,

confidence.

a. (mfn. Expect-

ing, hoping, relying upon, trusting. AlspM-Q)Wt
mfn.).

^"07^" a. (mfn. Sj^^l*J^) Near, proxi-

mate, contiguous, close by.

^ST^TR*. (m.from^fe+ ^Tl + R.^) 1. The

rear of an army. 2. A form of battle-array. Also

SfQJKte*. (ra.from^-f 3j1 + R."§) 1. Re-

straint of the mind or of the organs of sense,

indifference to external impressions; abstraction,

insensibility. 2. An abridgement, a compen-

dium. 3. Certain letters of the alphabet arti-

ficially arranged for the concise expression of

grammatical rules. See Colebr. Alg. p. 6.

mfn. from +
R. Hi) Keeping the mind or the organs of sense

under restraint.

^QT^ a. (mfn. 3"fe+3^) Answered, replied,

rejoined.

$Q)J& s. (/. 3f3+ 3f5F) An answer, a reply,

a rejoinder.

Now, at present, before

the eyes.

An effort

made for a certain purpose. Also

(/•)•

An answer, a reply.

The rising to

welcome a visitor, respectful reception. Manu

ii. 210.

STQjVtsT a. (mfn. Srf^+SVfa) 1. Repro-

duced, regenerated. 2. Ready, prompt. 3.

Produced by multiplication. Colebr. Alg. pp.

5. 14. s. (w.) The product in multiplication.

a. (mfn. 3^^ + 3lf3) Of

prompt understanding, having presence of mind

;

quick, bold, confident, arrogant.

A counter-

example or illustration.

The going out

to meet any one.

^^i'ftl a. (w/rc.from^+S^l+R.f )

Proper to be done in return for a favour.

m. from 3l3 + S*j+R.f)
One who makes a return for kindness or favours

shewn him.

^GPf^t^ s. (m. ^ +^pf^') A grateful

turn, return of a kindness, gratitude.

?lQPi^to a. (mfn. from Stf&pSM + R-
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Making a return for a kindness, grateful. Also

tfOj^iUji (-f^T mfn.).

^OJH^ a. (mfn. 3"ft+ 3*f3\J) Rewarded,

answered by a return of kindness, done as a

grateful return.

a. (mfn. Advised,

warned, or cautioned in return.

Advice or

admonition in return.

3GjH'Ck*r^ a. (ot/b. ^Q^jc^ +^) Advising,

warning, or cautioning in return.

3"5^ s. (m. 3ft +3^) The early morning,

dawn, day-break. Also3^ (>.),

(ft.), and 3C3^T (
B .).

3C5TO ad. (Zoca*. case of Early

in the morning, at day-break.

3^ s. (m. from 3ft+ R. An obstacle,

an impediment.

3tRj^° ad. Sans, (from 3ft +3^) One by

one, singly.

3lSK3^ a. (mfn. from 3ft + R. t") Fit to be

relied upon or to be believed, credible.

31 Root, i. To be famous or cele-

brated, x. (3l5XUft) To throw, to cast.

35J"1! a. (mfn. from 3 + 3*1?) First, the first

;

prior, chief
;
principal, s. (rc.) (In arithmetic)

A first product.

ad. Sans. (3*1^+3^) In the first

place, previously. Also

3*to*rte?T s. (n. SWH+ *Tte7T) A capital

crime. Carey.

33iTtfel3" s . (3^35 An embryo, a

fcetus.

3^TO3a(Z. (from3^) In the beginning, at

first.

a. (mfn. 3^^ + ^^'t^r) First

born, produced first.

3*fl s. (/. from R. 3^ Wilkins' Gr. § 831).

Fame, celebrity, notoriety.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Renowned, celebrated, famous.

3Ptefl s . (corrupt, of ^f*W[ q. v.) The earth.

3"PfrH (-3FT m . ^+^^) Greatness,

width, breadth.

3"f^& a. (mfn. irreg. super I. degree of"^1 + )

The broadest, the widest. Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of^^+^"^0 Broader, wider. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 520.

3*|]l<? s. (m.) The young of any animal.

3Tl a. (mfn. from 3 +R. W\) Giving, bestowing

;

used in comp. e. s. *pt3T* a. (mfn.') Bestow-

ing pleasure, from s. (rc.) Pleasure, de-

light, +3t.

3rfe°l s. (n. 3 f trfepl) The circumambu-

lating a person or object with the right side

kept towards it as a reverential salutation.

3^3 a. (mfn. 3 + k.^3 ) Given, bestowed, pre-

sented. See 33.

3^^ a. (corrupt, of ) Lighted up, clear,

manifest, evident.

3~^R s. (m. from 3 + R. TJ) 1. A splitting, a

fracture. 2. A disease of women, flooding

(Menorrhagia).

3X*fe a. (mfn. from 3 + R. ^1) 1. Shewing,

exhibiting. 2. Viewing, seeing, s. (m.) A per-

son who sees, views, or exhibits and shews.

3TT*H s. (n. from 3 + R. T**3j 1. A seeing or

viewing. 2. A shewing, exhibiting, or pointing

out.
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^pf^ft (from An offering, a present

of ceremony, a fee.

Sftf^fa a. (mfn. from 3 + R. Shewn, ex-

hibited
;
pointed out, declared.

^. (corrupt, of ^R" q. v.) Fluor albus.

^TfK3l s. (-^ from 3 + R. Tfl) One who

gives or bestows : especially the person who

bestows a damsel in marriage.

SiTfa s. (w. from 3 + R. TCI) The act of giving

or surrendering; the bestowal of a damsel in

marriage; teaching, instruction. Manu n. 171.

SW^ftlT a. (mfn. from 3 +R. Tfi) Fit to be

given. Also and (mfn.).

^fVC%s. (/. An intermediate point

of the compass (as north-east, south-west, &c).

Sfttft 5. (». from A lamp, a

light, a lantern.

^TflTt^ a. (mfn. from fl + R. ^ft*L) Illustrating,

illuminating, clearing up.

SWH^T (»• from 3 +R. Tfj^l 1. The act of

lighting or kindling. 2. A mineral poison of

red colour and caustic operation.

STtft^ a. (mfn. from 3 +R. JtML) Illuminated,

lighted up, made manifest.

Sfrftfif *. (/. from ^ +R. fft\) Lustre, bril-

liancy, splendour, light.

a. (mfn. from^l+R. T^jj Conceited,

proud, haughty.

^"C&l*! «. (m. q + Or5

! ) A country, a part, a

district, a place.

fcUk"H s. (n. from tj + R. ffc%) A present, a

gift, an offering.

3TWft s. (f. from 3+R. The fore-

finger, the index. Also ^Wpffl. (/.).

tlink s. (m. 3 + COT) 1. The fore-part of the

3*1 1824

night, the evening-twilight. 2. Fault, offence,

sin, guilt.

StlgJ *. (m. + EJJJ) An epithet of Kamadeva,

the Hindu cupid. (Lit. The preeminently pow-

erful one). See Trans. R.A.S. i. 576.

s. (m. from 4 +R. %) A running away,

retreat, flight, escape.

5. (n. $ + <fr, see f^T) 1. War, con-

flict, battle. 2. Destruction, a tearing or rending.

^IrT r. (». from 3 +R. <£1) 1. Nature, the

cause of the material world, matter. Trans.

R.A.S. r. 30, 570, 572, 573. ii. 10. 2. Nature,

the natural state of any thing. 3. The Supreme

Deity. 4. Intellect, understanding. 5. (m/i.)

A courtier, the confident of a king. 6. An ele-

phant-driver, a. (only sing, and n.) Chief, prin-

cipal. — \jl (/.) or —^ (n.) Pre-eminence.

A high-way.

A high-

priest. MohunP. p. 163.

tiXA s. (m. from 3+R. <t1 See Wilkins Gr.

§ 829). The periphery of a wheel.

(from §.+ R."ft) Intimacy, affection.

^TtTr^ a. (mfn. ^ Destitute of a

guide or superintendent.

ttf^s. (m. from3+R. ) t Extent, ex-

pansion, diffusion
;

abundance, copiousness

;

prolixity of style. 2. A reverse, inversion, op-

position. 3. Error, illusion ; unreal or ideal

existence. 4. Fraud, deceit.

?Wf^3 a. (mfn. from3+R. Extended,

expanded, expatiated upon, related at length,

fully explained.

St?foC s. (m. 3 *pht) The point of the foot, the

tip of the toes.

from R. rtj i. ob-
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tained, reached, come to. 2. (Beng.) Poor,

needy, afflicted.

fWI «. (/. 3 +R. ^1) A place where water is

distributed to travellers.

SffllN5
s. (to. from H+R. P

T*L) A lecture, a

lesson, a division of a book. As. Res. vni.

434, 451.

§HHl 5. (». from 5) + R. *t^) A precipice, a

cliff.

3RsSU^ *. (to. ^+f^3TH^) A paternal

great grandfather. Wilkins' Gr. § 1005.

(femin. of A pater-

nal great grandmother.

s. (to.) A tree (Cassia Tora). Also

WTfa, 3^3, , &c. (to.).
Ox. « ' On"' On. 7 X/

s. (». from3 + R.^) The act of filling

a vessel or completing a thing.

A small herbaceous plant

used in medicine, commonly called pundarya.

A great grandson, viz.

the son of a son's son.

(femin. of A great grand-

daughter, viz. the daughter of a son's son.

Sftj^ a. (mfn. from 3+R. vjJ^J Expanded,

blown (as a flower), opened (as the eye)
;
glad,

gay, cheerful. — sjl (/.) or —^ (
n .) Gaiety,

cheerfulness, gladness.

efcfPWT a. (iw/n. ?fp+TO) Having the

eyes expanded with joy. Also ^t^SSjCfj

(to/».).

^*£§3<lfi a. (to/m. Sfr^+ 3TrT) Having the

countenance expanded with cheerfulness. Also

^jfe? a. (to/». from3 +R. Expanded,

blown open, spread, unfolded
;
gay, cheerful.

a. (mfn. from ^ -f R. Proper to

be said, fit to be declared. Also ^<0*f|>l

(mfn.).

tj<l>33 i s. (-^ to. from3 +R. <T5[J A speaker,

an eloquent man ; an expounder (of the law).

Manu vm. 20.

SfaS^T s . (n. from I. The act of

speaking, declaring, or explaining a thing. 2.

A treatise, a discourse, a dissertation.

a. (mfn. from 3 + R. ) Deceitful,

treacherous, s. (to.) A cheat, an impostor.

—
(/•) or ~ <"

(
w Treacherousness, deceit-

fulness.

^t^RW s. (/. from 3 +R- ^^.) Imposture, de-

ceit, treachery, imposition.

Sft^^ftTTa. (mfn. from3 +R.^^l)Deceivable,

liable to be imposed upon.

^f^3 a. (mfn. from ^+R.^^) Cheated,

deceived, imposed upon.

a. (mfn. from ^ +^T) Declined, bent,

sloping, s. (mfn.) 1. A declivity. 2. (to.) A
place where four roads meet.

«. (m. from ^ +R. 3^) A continued dis-

course or narration, a composition.

A feigned

story, whether founded on truth or not.

^H ! (n.) A goad.

$-<nriS (-THT to. "21 + ) An old man.

SfrW a. (to/w. from 3 +R. ^) Chief, excellent,

best, eminent, s. (n.) Family, race, lineage.

4« cn s. (». ^f^ +^Rsj) A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

?KnI (to.? from 3+R.^) A commence-

ment, an engagement, an excitation, instigation.

a. Appointed, ready, determined.

Sfa^ a. (mfn. from 3 +R. ) Causing to

commence, rousing, exciting, persuading, sti-

6 A
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mulating. s. (m.) 1. An instigator. 2. An

arbiter, a judge.

S)"33^ s. (from 3+R. A commencement,

a beginning.

SfavSFTi «. (/. from ^ +R. ^3T
) A stimulation,

an instigation, a subornation.

Sfaf *. (m. from Sj+R. ^) The twenty-

eighth yoga or division of the moon's path. As.

Res. ix. 366.

«• (»»/». from S| +R. ^<4j Causing to

grow or increase, augmenting.

(n. from S| + R. Increase, aug-

mentation, growth.

Sfe; «. (ty/fc from S| +R. Chief, princi-

pal, first.

Sfa5^ a. (to/m. Si +3^) Strong, powerful,

mighty, valiant, predominant. — ^31 (y.) or

— ^3 (re.) Validity, strength, power, might.

$<m\ s. {femin. of ) A self-willed, ob-

stinate woman.

Sj"3"^ s . (m. from ^ +R. 3$^) An epithet of In-

dra. (Lit. Who bears forward). Wilkins' MS.

Sf3$?l s. (n. from S|+R. 1. A covered

car for women. 2. The act of flowing.

Fluidity.

(_/.) A riddle, an enigma, a charade.

Also or f^fl (/.).

SWOT a. {mfn. from Sj + R. Explanatory,

significant, technical (as a term).

Si'^rlr^' 5. (to. from Sl+R. 3^) l.A rumour, a

report. 2. Litigious language.

&&\4°\ s. (n. from ^ +R. ^) l.A prohibition,

a forbiddance. 2. A desirable gift.

^3"^ s. (m/i.) 1. Coral. 2. A young shoot, a

sprout.
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s. (m. from S|+R. 1^/) 1. A being

abroad or away from home. 2. A temporary

residence.

Sfat^ s. {n. from S} +R. 1. Sojourning

abroad. 2. Slaughter, killing.

W^a. {mfn.^^+^) Prefering to

live abroad.

Sfat^fl s . (-p\\ mfn . from S| +R. 3^) 1.

Sojourning abroad. 2. Residing any where

temporarily, s. (m.) A sojourner.

Sfat^ 5. {m. from 3 +R. 35^) 1. A stream, a

current ; or any thing moving onwards like a

current, e. g. a drove of cattle, &c. 2. Usage,

custom. 3. Activity, life.

3<tk^ a. {mfn. from 3 + R. ^) Carrying off,

flowing off.

Sfalft^l s. (/. from Si + R. ) Diarrhoea.

indecl. Sans. At the same time. Also

Sff^Ttf^ s. (/. from Si + "fa + R. ^1) Cele-

brity, renown, fame.

Srf^Tlte ! s. (n. from Sj +t^+ R. ¥) l.A tear-

ing or breaking. 2. Conflict, battle, war.

$j^J3$? s. (m. from % +ft+ R. f*f^) Sepa-

ration, parting.

Sff^ a. {mfn. from Sj +R. f¥f) 1. Gone

into, entered. 2. Engaged in, occupied with.

Sfat ] «. (m/w. from^ + ^ftl?) Eminent, clever,

skilful; judicious, wise.

SWt^ s . (m.Sl +^) A master, a prince.

^ (»»>• from % + R - L Awakened,

awake. 2. Learned, wise.

Sf^3 a. from Sj +R. ^3) 1. Commenced,

begun, become. 2. Fixed, settled, determined
;

engaged in a work. 3. Applicable (as a rule or

precept).
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^T<v3<P s. («. ^T^5+^) A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 405. 465.

s. (/. from ^ +R. ^J) 1. Activity, the

being engaged at any work, occupation, em-

ployment. See Trans.R.A.S. i. 113, 114, 552.

2. Excitation, instigation, inclination. 3. A be-

ginning, an origin. 4. The applicableness of a

precept or rule. 5. (In grammar) The crude

form. 6. Tidings. -^Tttls? or -3F*lt

v. a. To instigate, to urge, to excite.

a. (mfn. from fj + R. <^Jj 1. Grown up,

full grown. 2. Increased, spread, diffused.

a. (». from 3+R. f^&J Principal,

chief.

^T^f^l s. (f) Unornamented hair, as worn by

women during the absence of their husbands.

Also 3TTft (/.).

3t3t*l s . (w. from 3+R. 1. Entrance,

penetration. 2. Engagedness in a pursuit.

3"R*f^ a. (mfn. from 3 +R. ft^) Entering,

going into, penetrating. — \Fl (/.) or — (n.)

The entering into a place, or into an idea, &c.

313*^ s. (n. from 3 +R. ft1

!) The entering

into a place.

£fR*FfllI a . (mfn. from 3 +R. f^l) Fit to

be introduced, fit to be entered, penetrable, in-

troducible. Also 3"R*P (mfn.) and^T^D
(mfn.).

3T3"1%3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. f^*tj Brought

in, caused to enter, introduced.

3X3^ s . (m . from 3 +R. C%%) The arm.

3l3"t^1 (_1 m . from 3 +R. One who
arouses or awakens, one who persuades or con-

vinces.

^fratH s. (m. from 3+R. ^) 1. Watchful-

ness, vigilance, the being awake. 2. Wisdom,

knowledge. 3. Intellect, understanding. 4.

Consolation. (Beng.) v. a. To

awaken, to arouse ; to draw the attention to,

to persuade. —3?^Rl3and -0l^^U3v.a.

To convince, to demonstrate fully. —^Tif'IT^

v. n. To be persuaded, to be convinced.

a. (mfn. from ^1 +R. Arousing,

awaking, making aware of, convincing.

^teT^T s . (n. from ^ +R. 1. The awak-

ening, arousing, or exciting. 2. Reviving the

scent of a perfume which had lost its fra-

grance.

SH< irf*t3 a. (mfn. from ^ + the caus. of R.

Awakened, excited, aroused, made aware

of, convinced, persuaded.

s. (f.) A sort of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

Sft^t^U a. (-f^\mfn. from?! + R.^) Draw-

ing the attention to, persuading, convincing.

a. (mfn. 3 + Evident, apparent.

(m. from ^ + R. IJn^) A religious

mendicant.

s. (f. from ^ + R. <HT ) A roaming or

wandering about ; retirement into solitude.

s. (m. from 3 +R.^ ) Air, wind.

s. (™. from^l +R. ^) 1. Origin, source,

birth, production. 2. The immediate operative

or generative cause of the existence of any thing.

3. Family, race, lineage. 4. Strength, might,

power, authority.

a. (mfn. from^i+R. ^) 1. Mighty,

powerful. 2. Productive, prolific.

tT5\ s. (f^ +R.^1) 1. Light, radiance, splen-

dour, lustre. 2. Shadow. Colebr. Alg. p. 106.

£T^t3^ a. (mfn. + Causing light or

splendour, radiant, luminous, s. (m.) L The

sun. 2. The moon. 3. Fire.

6 A 2
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s. (m. ti +^tT
1 ) A fraction of a fraction,

a sub-fraction. Colebr. Alg. p. 14.

^tfl3Tl"RiJ s. (/. lf%M +3Tff3) The reduc-

tion of sub-fractions to a common denominator.

Colebr. Alg. p. 14.

3"^t3 s. (n. from 3 + R. ^1) The morning, day-

break, dawn.

s . (m. from 3 + R. ^) 1. Might, power,

strength, virtue, efficacy. 2. Majesty, dignity.

SfeKsfl, s. (femin. of ^"5*13^) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

fctaUl^a. (-^ mfn. 3"^1+3V) Splendid,

luminous, shining.

s. (m. from 3 + R. ^P^?) A place of

pilgrimage in the west of India.

a. (mfn. from 3 + R. f^ff) 1. Divided,

severed, broken. 2. Totally different or dis-

tinct, s. (/w.) An elephant in rut, from whose

temples the juice is exuding.

t^,s. (m. from 3 + R. ^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 469).

1. A master, a lord. —^31 (/.) or —^ (ra.)

Superiority, dominion, mastership, ownership,

ascendancy, power, greatness. Also

3"f^3>a. (mfn.^+ ^s?) Attached to a master

or lord, faithful, loyal.

^^jfe s. If. 3^+^f§F) Attachment to a

lord or master, faithfulness, loyalty.

s. (f. Sf^+^CSl) The killing of a

master or lord. Mohan P. p. 95.

a. (mfn. from 3+R. 1. Produced,

generated, sprung from. 2. Increased, grown;

much, great, important. 3. Ruled over, reigned,

governed.

3^f\? s. (f. from 3 + R. W) A kind, a sort, a

manner, ad. Sans. Et cetera, and the like,

and so forth : e. g. ^3^3° ^"^f^S Thenceforward,

Beginning from to-day, from this

day henceforward. Also as the last member of

bahuvrihi compounds, e. g.

Brahmans and the other castes.

tfcSfH s. (m. from % +R. Po\) 1. A distinc-

tion, a disparity, a difference. 2. A kind, a

sort. 3. A nick-name. —^?"f^TU3 v. a. To

make a distinction, to sever, to separate.

v. a. To distinguish, to discriminate.

a. (mfn. from 3 + R. 1%^ ) Distin-

guishing, discriminating, separating, severing.

s. (n. from 3 0>
lj A chaplet of

flowers suspended from the middle lock of hair.

girtlS a. (-T^mfn. from3 Cheer-

ful, joyful.

Sf*E3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. Intoxicated*

full of joy, enraptured, delighted ; inconsiderate

inadvertent, careless, inattentive.

SfaStl s .

(
m . from ^1 + R. ^) The name of an

attendant on Siva.

tH^tfj. (n. from3 + R. ^&L) Killing, slaughter.

^H^f^i s .

(
m .^l +^M ) An epithet of

Siva. (Lit The lord or master of Pramat'ha.)

s. (hi, from ^4 + R. Intoxication, joy,

delight, rapture, a. (mfn.) Intoxicated, over-

joyed, delighted.

3"STCfi s . (femin. ofS^Ht ) 1. A handsome woman.

2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 465.

^l*4Xl«1, s. (n. +^T) A royal garden or

pleasure-ground attached to the queen's apart-

ments. Also^^^(rc.) andWWt^t^rc.).

3"2T^- a . (mfn. 3+R. Stf^+tf IFiZW Gr.

p. 467) Making mad, intoxicating with love.

£fr[3FT s. (n. from 3 +R. A washing or

rincing of the mouth.
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Sl*k4f1 *• («. from 3 +R. HT7

) A nibbing out

or away.

s. (/. 3 +R. Hi) 1. True knowledge, a

right or incontrovertible notion. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 113. 2. Authority, example. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 832. 3. Consciousness, perception.

3"Hfcl s. (n. frorn^ + R. Hi ) 1. Measure. Colebr.

Alg. p. 33. 2. Limit. 3. Proof, evidence.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 95, 96. 4. Authority, war-

rant : e. g. ^rl^^T^t ! You are my warrant

or authority, I abide by your advice. 5. (In

mathematics) The sum of capital the interest of

which is to be calculated. Colebr. Alg. p. 39.

(Bay.) -35f3X3, -ft<A?, or -^ftj3
v. a. To give evidence, to witness.

A written war-

rant, an affidavit, a voucher.

a. (mfn. Asserting

by proof or evidence.

fcMfl<Pl s.
(J.

from ^HT^) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 469.

4«*i'fl *. (/. from ^ +R. Hi) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. Res. x. 440.

^Mlc°l ad. (from ^Hl !
)
By the authority of.

Sj^jl i. (-^ «. from +R. Hi) A person

who measures or gives evidence or proof.

^fntatHS: (m. t| A maternal

great grandfather. Wilkins' Gr. % 1005.

A maternal

great grandmother. Wilkins' Gr. § 1005.

^mftfl. (-f^m/a. from 3+R.H^) 1.

Killing. 2. Afflicting, touching : used in comp. '

e. g. ffeSStHf^t a . (-f^f mfn.) Touching

the mind or heart, from s. (n.) The mind,

3HtT< s .

(
m . from ^ +Rt JT^) ]. Error, inad-
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vertence, confusion, carelessness. 2. Great

danger.

EW&fft a. (-fK\mfn. 3n*ftf+ $/l) Heed-

less, careless, inadvertent, incautious, infatuated.

s. (». from 3 + R.H1) Slaughter, killing.

"STsrnT^ a. (mfn. from + R. Hi )
Giving evi-

dence, demonstrating, establishing by proof.

Sjlfto a. (mfn. from 3+R.Hl) Proved, de-

monstrated, established by argument ; authen-

tic, known, understood.

(JT. from

sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 433.

3"fnf\J s. (/. from 3 +R. Hi) Knowledge esta-

blished by proof, true knowledge.

SMf «• from 3 +R. fH5^) I. Passed as

urine. 2. Thick.

^fcffaa. from^+R. Hi) 1. Dead, de-

ceased, defunct. 2. Immolated, sacrificed.

^H^l s . (/. from 3 +R. H^) Exhaustion,

lassitude, weariness.

SfHJll s. (n. 3 ) The face, the mouth, a.

(mfn.) Chief, principal, best. s. (m.) A chief,

a distinguished man, a leader.

^H^° ad. Sans. (£f3J*U +g^) Before the

face, in front of.

ad. Sans, (ablat. case of wj^U) From

the mouth, from the face.

a. (mfn. from ^) +R. ^^) Overjoyed,

glad, happy, pleased.

^THIT a. (mfn. from 3 +R. Hi) Admitting of

evidence or proof, demonstrable, s. (n.) An

object of proof. Trans. R.A.S. i. 95. —31

(/.) or —^ (n.) The being capable of proof.

s. from 3+R. fH^) A urinary

affection, a gleet, gonorrhoea.
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it*^©:<P a. (mfn. from % + R. *T5[J Setting

free, liberating.

3Wl^T s. (n. from % + R. ^ ) The act of

setting free, liberation, release.

^T^rfa s. (m. from 3 +R. ^Jl,) Excessive joy,

delight, happiness, rapture.

Sfwk<P a. (mfn. from 3 +R. W) Causing

happiness or delight.

^Wtflfa a. (mfn. from 3 +R. *Ttf
) Happy,

delighted, glad.

^WWt a. (-fk\ mfn. from 3+R. SJJtJ

Causing excessive joy, gladdening, delighting.

3T*l1^s.
(
m . from 3+R. ^) Stupefaction,

stupor.

ST*F3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. "ST5! ) Pacified by

penance and religious austerities, holy, pious.

s. (m. 3+H^f) Exertion, effort, endea-

vour.

^^sJ§ ad. Sans. (^ITS+sPT) With care,

by exertion, diligently, carefully, studiously.

a. (mfn.
1

) Seasoned, dressed with sauce or

condiments.

fcl'UPl 5. (m. from 3 + R. ?) A place of pil-

grimage at the junction of two or more sacred

rivers : applied especially to the site of the

modern Allahabad, at the junction of the Jum-

na and Ganges. Manu n. 21. Colebr. Alg.

p. 132.

^ITfa s. (n. from 3 +R. 1. A departing, a

going ; the march of an army. 2. Death.

£firfc3a. (mfn. from 3 + R.TTl) Gone, departed.

SffltH s. (m. from 3+R. TT^) 1. Scarcity,

dearth, competition of buyers.

3irfaT s. (m. from 3 +R. TF^) Exertion, dili-

gence, trouble, labour, endeavour,

or v. a. To make exertions, to endea-

vour : a. To be weaned from a

habit or pursuit.

SlWtoft «• (-f^^ m/m ^Ht^T+t^) Dili-

gent, industrious, laborious, persevering.

case of
)

Diligently.

a. (jra/ra. from 3 +R. TJvS ) Produced by,

arising from, caused by, owing to, in conse-

quence of. Used in comp. e. g. ^^1^1 a.

(mfn.} Caused through shame or bashfulness
;

from^1 s. (f.) Shame, + . ad. (Beng.)

Through, on account of, because of, from.

^K3P a. (mfn. from 3+R. Susceptible,

capable of being influenced upon.

s. (n.) A million.

Sf^frCs. (m. Sj+^+Spf) War, battle.

3UU*1 s. (-3s m. from 3 +R. ) One who

stirs up or arouses and excites.

SjlHTM 5. (w. from 3 +R. IT3^) 1. Action, ac-

tivity, effort, exertion ; direction. 2. Conse-

quence, result of an action. 3. A declaration.

4. Dramatic representation. 5. An authority,

a text. G. A capital bearing interest. 7. Usage,

application (as of a word).

act tend-

ing to a main object.

3nifpiX3 v. a. (from 3"OTp1 ) To excite, to

arouse, to stir up.

+^^) Striving

for any purpose, causing, stimulating.

3THt3i^a. (mfn. from 3 + R. "TO) Arousing,

stimulating, exciting, s. (m.) The author or

instigator of any act; a director.

^ITO^ s. (n. from 3 +R.^ ) The purpose,

the object of any action, the motive or cause
;

need, use.

3Tu1s5HTTT a. (mfn. from 3 +R. TO) Proper
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to be put forth or to be represented, fit, suitable.

Also^tUlt^P {mfn.).

3R"t^ s. {m. from ff-A A bud, a shoot.

)
Having

shoots or buds. Manu i. 46.

^T^Tpfa a. {mfn. from 3 +R. ^t) L Spoken,

uttered, said, mentioned. 2. Spoken in a state

of delirium.

s. from fj +R. ^T^) 1. Delay, pro-

crastination. 2. The name ofa Daitya or demon.

SfaSSff s. (m. ^5^ + ^) An epithet of

Balarama. (Lit. The destroyer of Pralamba.)

^c^p< s5 a , (mfn . ^F^Z + tjS) Deferred, de-

layed, procrastinated.

3"^^ s. (n. from 3 + R. ^^R^) Deception, de-

ceit, fraud.

?Ntt s.' (m. from ^ f.E.
5?
ft) 1. Dissolution,

annihilation, destruction, death
;
syncope, faint-

ing. 2. The destruction of the world at the

end of a kalpa. a. {Beng.) Vast, excessive, very

large.

^TIT^t^ s. {m. ^nXT + ^t^) The period of

the destruction of the world at the end of a

kalpa. See Manu i. 52. seqq.

3^Tt*l s. (m. from 3 + R. Talk, especially

incoherent or unmeaning talk, delirium.

Delirious,

raving, talking incoherently.

^Tt^ft a. {-^\\mfn. + f/T )
Talking

incoherently, speaking in a delirium.

SNt*T a. (mfn. from 3 4 R. ^ft) Dissolved, de-

stroyed, ruined.

s. (m. from 3 +R. 1%^) An ointment,

a plaster, a salve.

^^PK s. (n. from 3 +R. fM_J The smearing

or anointing the body with unguents, &c.
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Sft^fe s. (w. from 3 + R. Desire, cove-

tousness, greediness.

^T^Tf^t a. (-f^ from 3 +R. ^)
Desirous, greedy, avaricious, covetous.

SH°?^ a. {mfn. from S) +R. *r°^) Praising,

eulogizing, laudatory, flattering. Also

(_f^T mfn.).

tt°*Fftk a. (mfn. from 3+R. ^T ^) De-

serving praise, praiseworthy, laudable. Also

*H°fN33> and^3 (mfn.).

^f ^1 s. {f from ^ +R. *f°^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 831) Praise, flattery, eulogy, applause, a

panegyric.

3"*t°f^3 a. (mfn. from 3 . + R. *T°3T
) Praised,

extolled, applauded, eulogized.

OT^re v. a. (from 3 + R. *t°*T ) To praise,

to celebrate, to laud, to extol.

3*fcFT (n. from 3 + ft. 1. Disburse-

ment of wealth. Manu vn. 56. 2. Destruc-

tion, slaughter.

a. {mfn. from 3+R. *t°^) Praised,

commended, eulogized, extolled
;

good, ex-

cellent, right, happy. — ^1 (/.) or —^ (%.)

Excellence, goodness.

5 . (-^ ™. from 3+R. A ruler,

a governor. Wilkins' Gr. § 984.

3^ a. (™/«. from 3 +R. S

^L) Clear, mani-

fest, evident.

^I^j s. (m. from R. ^T^) A question, a demand,

an enquiry ; a problem for calculation. Colebr.

Alcj. p. 378.

Interrogatories (in

law). ilfo/<ra P. p. 98.

WW 5 . (™. from 3rfR. ^\) Breath, respi-

ration.

SW ! s. {n. from 3 +R. 3 ) 1. The act of
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oozing or trickling. 2. The act of making

water. 3. A fountain, a cascade.W s. (m. from 3 + R. ft) Affection, regard;

solicitation.

a. (mfn. from ^) + R. ft) Modest, humble.

^f^><^ «. (ra/«. /m#. part. p. R. ^f^) Proper to

be asked, fit to be enquired into.

SNfl o. (-^ mfn. R. 3"^+^) Interrogating,

asking, enquiring, s. (?w.) An interrogator, an

enquirer, a querist.

M% a. (mfn. from ?1 + R. ) Chief, principal,

best. s. (?w.) A leader, a chief ; a partizan.

(— 2Tjw. from 3"$ + R. ) A young

bull or steer training for the plough.

TOl (corrupt, of ^&) A page in a book.

s. (/. from Sfa + R. ^) A cow preg-

nant with her first calf.

a. (mfn. from ^ +R. :5T$) 1. Touched

upon, in contact with, adherent to, attached to,

commenced, engaged in. 2. Eternal, everlast-

ing, ad. Sans. (—3r°) Ever, eternally.

^^TRF s. (f. from 1. Attachment,

adhesion, engagedness, devotedness. 2. A topic

of conversation.

(w. from^l+R. 1. Connection,
•S.

attachment, association, introduction. 2. A
treatise, a section of a book; a subject, a topic.

3. Mentioning a thing, discoursing.

Conversa-

tion.

a. (mfn. from 3 + R. ^T^) 1. Pleased,

favourable, gracious. 2. Bright, clear, pellucid,

pure. — \31 (/.) or —^ (».) 1. Favour, kind-

ness. 2. Clearness, purity, brightness, cheer-

fulness.
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flsnWWj 5. (/• Sf^T Spirituous liquor.

Also Sfa^l (/.).

#. from ^ +R. *T) 1. The production

of young, parturition, labour, birth. 2. Off-

spring, issue, posterity. 3. Fruit. 4. A flower.

*H<\{5 s. A lying-in chamber.

s. (n. ^^ +^^T) The footstalk

of a leaf or flower, a petiole or peduncle.

v. a. (from £j + R. ^T) To produce, to

bring forth.

a. (mfn. Sj+^TO) Contrary, inverted,

reverse.

Sf3^ s. (n. from 3 ?) Violence.

s. (?w. from ^) 1. Extent, dimen-

sions. 2. Affectionate solicitation. 3. Velocity,

speed.

s» (n. from 3 +R. ^) The surrounding

an enemy. Also ^Rf°l and -"fl, (/.)

Res. ix. 453.

^T3~> ac?. Sans, (indecl. pret. part. R.

with h prefixed) By violence, forcibly, violently.

fcM'tt s. (m. from 3+R. sft£) 1. Kindness,

favour, propitiousness. 2. Brightness, clearness,

transparentness. 3. Welfare, well being. 4. Life,

breath. 5. Food offered to a god. 6. Leavings

of the food of a superior.

SHIkl^-i a. (^W^+C^M) Living on the

favours of another, a pensioner.

^TfoftS ad. Sans, (ablat. case of ^Mn)
Through favour, by the kindness of.

^FtftsJ a. (mfn. 2tTfof+ $v3) Favoured,

treated graciously, propitiated, conciliated.

a. (-fW^mfn. ^FTtW+ t^T) Shewing

favours, treating with kindness.

^^Tt^ a. (mfn. from 3+R. Placable,

to be conciliated or propitiated.
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ftl^) li Decoration,

ornament. 2. A comb : also ^t^Tt^U (/.).

^Wfe? a. (mfn. from S| + R. ^TT^) 1. Ac-

complished, finished. 2. Ornamented, deco-

rated.

^SfWt 5. (/. from % + R. ^) LA spreading

or expanding : also SWOT . (n.) 2. The

dispersion of an army by detachments for col-

lecting forage, surrounding an enemy, &c.

:

also (m.). 3. A plant (Psederia fcetida).

^3Ttf^s? a. (mfn. from 3 +R. ^) Expanded,

extended, stretched out, spread, dispersed.

^Ttft^J v. a. (from £| +R. ^) To extend, to

spread, to stretch out, to disperse, to expand.

*}*U«t «. (-f^T m/w. from 3+R. ^
Moving on, flowing, gliding, creeping.

a. (mfn.') Diligent, attentive, zealous.

3l%f3 s. (/. from 3 +R. ^ft) A ligament, a

tie, fetters.

1 . Previously men-

tioned, aforesaid, already described. 2. Fa-

mous, celebrated ; well-known.

^Tf^ s. (/. 3 Fame, celebrity, no-

toriety.

a. (mfn. from 3 +R. Fallen asleep,

sleeping.

s. (/. from % + R. ^) 1. A mother. 2. A

mare. 3. A spreading creeper.

3^T3 a. (mfn. from3+R. 1. Born, pro-

duced. 2. Delivered, bringing forth.

woman who is

recently delivered, a lying-in woman.

?Fffi3 s. (f. from 3 +R. 1. Birth, produc-

tion, progeneration. 2. Offspring, children,

progeny.

^§1 1842

9*1 (5^1 s. (f. from ti^tvjl) A woman recently

delivered.

^[v3n51 s. (n. ^"fe+^l from R. 3FT ) Pain,

sufferings, affliction. (Lit. Arising as a neces-

sary consequence of birth.)

3"^pT s. (n. from 3 +R. ^) 1. A flower, a

blossom. 2. A fruit.

3^ a. (mfn. from 3+R. ^) 1. Extended,

dispersed, spread. 2. Humble, modest. 3.

Swift, quick, s. (m.) The palm of the hand

hollowed as if to hold liquids.

3^31 s. (/. from 3 +R. ^) A leg.

s. (/. from 3 +R. ^) The palm of the

hand hollowed.

5 . (m. from 3 +R. "PT^) 1. Wetting,

sprinkling. 2. Oozing, dropping.

£j(*l<*. (m. from3+R. C1^?) A sack.

SftSR^s. (m. from ^ +R. R^) 1. A part of

a lute, a wooden vessel covered with leather,

placed under the neck to render the sound

deeper. 2. A crooked piece of wood at the end

of a lute.

£j P a. Opened, unfolded, expanded, blown.

^"^^ s. (m. from ^1 +R. ^) 1. A rock, a stone.

2. A gem, a jewel. 3. A bunch of flowers ; a

couch made of flowers or grass.

3^3t3" s . (m. from 3+R. "9) 1. Eulogium,

praise. 2. The mentioning a thing, a relation.

3. Occasion, opportunity.

fcltjWll s. (/. from3+R. ^) 1. Praise, eu-

logium. 2. The laudatory introduction to a work,

a prologue.

a. (mfn. from 3+R. ^) Lauded,

praised
;
mentioned, introduced.

3T5t3" s. (m. from3 +R. :S) 1. The spreading

6 B *
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a thing out, width, breadth. 2. A couch, a bed.

3. An enumeration of all the possible combina-

tions of given numbers. Colebr. Alg. p. 125.

3^3 a. (mfn. from 3+R. ^) 1. Praised,

eulogized. 2. Mentioned, said, declared. 3.

Ready, prepared. — (/.) or — 3» (n.) Readi-

ness.

^5 s. (m. from ^ +R. ^1) 1. Table-land on

the top of mountains. 2. A measure of capa-

city, equal to four kudavas or forty-eight double

handfuls. See Colebr. Alg. p. 3. 3. Going

to, visiting, abiding at : used in comp. e. g.

<5*f^j a. (mfn.) Living in woods, s. (m.)

An anchoret; from <M s. (n.) A forest, +^

.

sort of tulasi or

basil with small leaves.

^JTfa" s. (n. from 3 +R. ^1) A going forth,

procession; the march of an army. (Seng.)

v. a. To go, to march, to depart.

St^W s. (from $ +*£Hs
the caMS . of R.

Despatching, sending.

s . (n. from 3 +the caws, of R. ^1)
The causing of a person to depart, a sending or

despatching.

1*H$WHfttt a. (mfn. from £J + the caws, of R.

)
Proper to be sent or despatched. Also

^5"H> (mfn.).

a. (m/n. from9 + the caws, of R.
)

Made to depart, despatched, sent.

^fH>3 «• from 3+R. ^1) Departed,

gone.

SN*ft$ a. (m/n. from 3+R. :5^ffr) Ex-

panded, blown. Also ^F^tfe^ (mfn.).

^TOtfkT3 v. a. (from 3 +R. 1. To

winnow corn. 2. To expand, to blow (as a

flower).

See 3^1.
fcRk 5. (m. from 3 +R. Urine.

^3 a. (™/rc. from 3 +R. 3^) Repelled, de-

feated
;
struck, wounded, smitten.

Sfe^ s. (m. from 3+R. "§) A watch of the

day or night, an eighth part of a day or about

three hours.

s. (n. from 3 +R. ~§) 1. A weapon. 2.

Battle, war. 3. A litter, a small covered car.

^^1<t(f«Hfri s. (f ^^l+^f^l?) A
sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Mes.

x. 471.

Steffi s. (f.^U\+^) 1 . Watchfulness,

vigilance. 2. The office of a sentry or watch-

man.

4K<1 «. (-ft^T m/k. 3"5^"+^T
)
Keeping

watch, s. (m.) A watchman, a sentry.

s. (—"^m. from ^ + R. A person who

strikes or beats.

s. (m. from 3+R. ^) Joy, hilarity,

mirth, gladness.

(/. from 3+R. "^0 A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 437.

SfeW s. (n. from 3+R. 1. Laughter,

merriment. 2. Mockery, sarcasm.

Sf^3 s. (m. 3 The open hand with the

fingers extended.

m. from ^4 +R. "^) A blow, a stroke.

feKkw a. (mfn. from3+R. ^} )
Striking,

smiting.

s. (rc.from^+R . A desirable gift.

^Tft\3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. ~%) Discharged

(as an arrow). Sabda S. p. 238.

a. (-ft^ m/w. from 3 +R. %) Beat-

ing, smiting, killing.
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$k,\$i a. (mfn. from3+R. Deserving to

be beaten.

3ft s. (m.) A well.

from R. <i I or from R.

1. Sent, despatched. 2. Discharged (as

an arrow). 3. Stretched out, put forth. 4.

Suitable, appropriate, s. (rc.) Gravy, sauce,

condiment.

3*^3 a. (mfn. 3+°^3 from R. °3) Well of-

fered (said of the food that is offered to spirits).

See Manu m. 74.

a. (mfn. from3+R. ~5}) Beaten, struck,

smitten.

3~§P$ a. (mfn. from 3+R. "3T^) Rejoiced,

happy> glad -

31^1^1 s. (/. from 3 +R. ft^) A riddle,

a puzzling question, an enigma.

3"5" «. (m/w.) 1. Bent, bowed, stooping. 2. En-

gaged in, intent upon.

3rf3 s. (f. from 3+R. fjf^ T^7£i?zs' Gr.

§ 831). Happiness, joy. Also 3T"f^" (/.).

St^JJ «• (mfn. from 3+R. f^TT) Rejoiced,

pleased, happy.

3f^[ s. (m. from 3+R. f^) Happiness,

joy, pleasure.

3*M a. (mfn. $ + 3J
0,
1) High, tall.

31^ Saws, (from 3"^
) 1. Before, pre-

viously. 2. Eastward. 3. Early in the morning.

s. (m. from 3 +R. ^) A fence, an in-

closure, a rampart, a wall. Wilkins' Gr. § 822.

31^3 a. (mfn. from 3^f3) 1. Natural. 2.

Uncultivated, unrefined, provincial, plebeian,

vulgar, low : applied to vernacular language

generally, and especially to a peculiar broken

down dialect of the Sanskrit language. -4s.

Res. vii. 200.

3t| 1846

Sfif$!3 s. (m. 31^+-3^) A previous time, a

former time ; a crisis.

Sk^pfyl a. (mfn. from 31^+^1^) Pre-

vious, former, pertaining to a previous or ancient

time.

3"t3FTa. (mfn. 31^+3^) Previous, former,

ancient : especially relating to a former state of

existence, resulting from acts during a former

life : hence s. (n.
s

)
Destiny, fate.

s. (n. from 3^t^"+ ^T) Ardour, zeal,

sharpness, kindness, intensity.

^Tfct^fR s. (m. 3"t^+ 3K)t3") Previous non-

existence of any thing. See Trans. R.A.S.

i. 113.

^ H^Q> s. (n. 3Tf~[ + tf) 1. Pomp, parade,

rank. 2. Arrogance, effrontery.

3"W°*I s. (m. The room opposite

to that which contains the materials for an obla-

tion, and in which the family and friends of

the person performing the sacrifice assemble.

3"^ ad. Sans. (3t^+3V) As before, as pre-

viously.

s. (m. 3t^+^jfa) 1. Previous ex-

istence. 2. Excellence, purity.

SflS^pr a. (mfn. 3 + 3£f$;3") Chief, principal.

3"t£f> a . mfn. 3 +3$}) Chief, principal.

3"^3t3 s. (m. from 3 +R. $7L) War, battle.

3"fcTt^ s. (m. from 3+R. \) An oozing or

trickling out.

313 See 3"^

.

3W s. (».) A court, a court-yard.

A former trial of

a cause, or the plea founded thereupon.

^t^rtrnts^ s . fap^M^M) (in

law) The rejoinder of the defendant that the

6 B 2
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charge alleged against him has already been

tried.

a. (mfn. )
Facing the east.

Manu ii. 61.

from

3+3^) 1. Before, in front. 2. Eastern,

eastward. 3. Former, prior, previous.

(femin. of »3 It^) The east.

^t^r a. (m/w. ^t^+^rT Wares' <2r. § 905).

1; Belonging to the front part. 2. Eastern.

3. Former, ancient. — v3l (/.) or —^ (n.)

Antiquity, oldness.

An ancient

story, tradition.

i^TS^I a. {mfn. lt>lH Thought or

approved of by the ancients, s. (re.) An ancient

opinion, a belief sanctioned by antiquity.

fcH'bVj'l s. (/. from Sjl&Vl) 1. A plant (Cis-

sampelos hexandra). 2. (Beng.^) Antiquity.

from R.

) The sacrificial thread worn over the

right arm and passing under the left. See

Manu ii. 63.

^4 1 C>1< s. (re.) An enclosure, a hedge, a wall.

Sftij^D s. (re. 2| t>< Abundance, plenty.

3t5> «• 31"F+*T Wilkins* Gr. § 899).

Eastern, s. (m.) The eastern country, the

country south or east of the river Saraswatt.

^tUttfS s. (/. ^tU) 4 ^fe) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 405. 465.

STfcFT s. (re. from 3 + R. 31^) A goad.

31s5lMcS a. (m/re. ^T^f^+ TT) Relating to

Prajapati or Brahma, s. (m.~) \. A form of

marriage, the respectful presentation of a damsel

by her father to the bridegroom. Manu in. 30.

2. (re.) A festival on the eighth day of the se-

cond half of the month Pausha. As. Res. in.

271. 3. A sort of penance.

tUfipl s. (-3 m. from 3 +R. ) A cha-

rioteer, a coachman.

Sffa a. (mfn. from StsSl;) Clever, skilful, intel-

ligent, s. (m.) A learned man, a pandit.

— ^31 (/.) or —^ (re.) Skill, learning.

3"t3P a. (mfn. from 3 + R. Much, many.

31^^ a. (mfn. 3 + ^Pff^T )
Standing in a

supplicating posture, with the two hands held

open together as if to make an oblation. Manu
n. 192.

StffjpW s. (m. Sftt, from R. SfR
, + [<Mte>)

A chief magistrate, a judge. (Lit. Who inter-

rogates and discriminates). Manu vm. 79.

s. (m. from 3+R. 31^) 1. Breath, res-

piration, and vital action generally. 2. The

senses and organs. 3. An appellation of the

supreme Brahm. See Trans. R.A.S. n. 11. 16.

24. plur. (—*t1°) 1. The five vital inspirations

and expirations. 2. Life, vitality.

3t1ttt5^ a. (mfn. fromW + R.£lT )
Taking

away the life, killing, destroying. Also \'t -

/re/re.).

StH^teW 1

a. (ro/re. ffl Destroying

life, killing.

WWl 5
! s. (m.'W+Wfo) Abandonment or

relinquishment of life, death.

s. (m. OT+Ti>3) The punishment of

death.

possessing

or retaining of life, vitality.

SfttT s. (re. from 3+R. 3FJ^) The act of

breathing, respiration, life.

31*1^*1 s. (m.^1e1+ 5rt^) A husband: an

expression of endearment. (Lit. Lord of my

life.) See31Ct^\
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s. (31°1 )
The pledging one's life.

3tHTc
1 (from^W) At the hazard of

life.

3113^ a. (mfn. from 3ici+3f3*n) Equal

to life, as dear as life.

The consecra-

tion of an idol. (Lit. The endowing an idol

with life.)

a. (mfn. Dear as life.

) Death.

(Lit. The separation of breath or life.)

3H"7I3:I a. {mfn. 31°1 Similar or equal

to life, as dear as life. Also and

3tt^) (mfn.).

?JtW a. (-K^mfn. 31°1+R. ^) Mur-

derous.

Murder.

3Htffe a. (mfn. 3*tci+3rfe) More than

life, exceeding or surpassing life, dearer than life.

31113" s. (to. 31°! The end of life, death.

3i1tTrfa «, (m. 3t°t +^rrai^
)
Restraining or

withholding the breath, breathing in a peculiar

manner by way of penance or religious austerity.

3lftp3 s. (n. 31fH+P3) Gambling with

fighting animals. See Manu vm. 7.

3Xfl, a. (-ft^w/n. 31C1+t;T) Breathing,

living, alive. s. (to.) A living being, an animal.

3tt14"< 5. (to. 31c1+^r3') A husband: an

expression of endearment. (Lit. Lord of my

life.) See

313S See 313^.

^o^6 s. (-*% n. 313^+^^) A
matutine ceremony, a religious duty performed

in the morning. Also 3 IsioflF^I (/.) and

3foSfb (».).

31^0^1^ s. (to. 31^+^1^) The morning,

the early time of the day.

A matutine

ablution or bathing.

313^ ad. Sans, (from3 )
Early, in the morning.

3t3Tt*i s . (to. 3l3^+3lt*i from R.

The morninsi;-meal, breakfast. Also3 tilSolvSH

(n.).

31f3^P s. (n. 3133^+^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 976) Contrariety, opposition, resistance, hin-

derance.

(n. from 3ft +R. A noun

in its uninflected state, a crude noun. Colebr.

Gr. p. 12.

31 fos 1<J s. (n. from 3f3^+ ^I) The becom-

ing bail or surety for any one.

3Tf^rfrP s. (n. ^f^TtH+ TT Wilkins' Gr.

§ 976). Contrariety, the being at variance with

the natural or established order of things.

31fjf^ a. (mfn. from 3fo+^ + 3^)
Granting to every one that which is due to him.

3tf353 s . (n. from Wilkins' Gr.

§ 984) Retaliation, vengeance.

31f3$Tte s. (to. from 31^13") A juggler.

Also SttftGCto and tflRkjR* (to.).

ad. (corrupt, of "Sj lsJ< ) In the morning.

3t5J5> a. (to/w.3c^+XT Wilkins' Gr. § 899).

Western.

31ajfW a. (mfn. 3T5HT +^) Confidential,

attended with confidence, trust, or faith.

ad. Sans. On the contrary. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 551.

3l5i^f^^ s. (to. from3^ +^^!
A student, one who has just commenced the

perusal of the vedas.
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3"W^ a. (mfn. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903) Relating to the first
;

initial, prior, pre-

vious. — s3| (/.) or —^ (n.) Priority, prece-

dence.

^tw^U s . (m. 31^+^ra:) 1. The beine;

evident, manifest or clear; manifestation. 2.

Influence, ostentation, greatness, ascendancy.

Srfj^ a. (mfn. Become evident

or manifest
;
exhibited, shewn.

ad. Sans. Manifestly, visibly, evidently,

in sight.

3TO*I s. (m. from U + R. f&%) The span of

the thumb and forefinger.

31C?T*ft" s. (n. from 3 +R. f%*l) A gift, a do-

nation.

a. (mfn. span

long. Trans. M.A.S. n. 14.

$tO$W$ a. (mfn. ^M^^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903) Vespertine, relating to the evening.

Also 3lCTO (mfn.).

3"$*^
s. (n. 3^1^ +^ Wilkins' Gr. % 976)

Ascendancy, superiority, preference, preemi-

nence, predominance, the being entitled to a

thing in preference to others.

3t<] a. (mfn. from 3 +^1^"*^) Remote, distant,

a long way off.

31<fci ad. Sans, (from 3 + 3}<j"^?) 1. Con-

formably. 2. In a contrary way. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 551.

(m. 3 + ^£P3") A border, a margin, an

extremity, an end.

tfTO^ s. (n. S| + ^3^") A long and solitary or

tiresome road ; a forest, a desert ; a plain, a

pasture.

3W3
a. (mfn. from 3 + R. ^tjj Obtaining,

procuring : used in comp. e. g. ^I?
??T31"ct^? a.

W®1 , 1852

(mfn.) Procuring a fruit or reward, from ^j^^T

s. (n.) Fruit, +31^ .

s. (n. from 3 + R. The obtaining

of a thing, attainment, acquisition.

3WftT a. (m/n. from3 + R. 311^) Obtainable,

procurable. Also 9fj^P (mfn.).

W «• (»• from 3 + R. Found, got,

acquired, procured
;
known, anticipated, un-

derstood
;

fit, right, proper. Used in comp.

a. (mfn.) What has obtained

a change, i. e. altered, disfigured, from

s. (m.) An alteration, a change,

(mfn.) Obtained from a god, from

(m.) A god, +313 .

31^^1=1 a. (mfn. 313 +^1^) Fortu-

nate, lucky.

313"^ s. (m. 3t3+^1^) A fit time, a

proper season.

3W*J a. (mfn. 313 + P1'<13
^| ) Dead. (Lit.

Dissolved into the five elements.)

31#3J3<te a. (mfn. 313 +TO^1T) Adult,

come of age, entitled to manage his own

affairs.

3flftf$*F a (mfn. 3t3 + cnW ) Having at-

tained the age of puberty.

3t3^ a. (mfn. 313+^) i. Handsome,

pleasing. 2. Wise, learned.

3lfi s. (f. from3+R. ^tftj An obtaining

or getting
;

acquisition, gain, profit, advan-

tage
;
improvement, success

;
rise, ascent.

3rH> a. (mfn. from 3 + R. Attainable,

procurable, acquirable. —^1 (f.) or r-j? («•)

Attainability.

31^"^ s. (n. 3^ + ^T) Expansion, the blow-

ing or unfolding of a flower
;

hilarity, gaiety,

cheerfulness.
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^"t^ ! s. (n. from 5) An outer gar-

ment. Also £ttlt«E (to.).

31333? a. (from ^) Stirring up,

arousing, exciting.

^1<P1) s. («; ^^T + IT) Ascendancy, might,

power, force, predominance.

A pressure of business, a throng of

affairs. Also $1^3 .

Stlt^*. (-^/- from € +R. ^) The rainy

season (July-August), a. Rainy, wet.

rainy

season.

tTl^3 a. (mfn. from 9 +R. «[) Covered,

screened, sheltered, encompassed, s. (tow.)

A mantle, a cloak, a veil : also ^11^31 (/.).

(f. from Cowach (Car-

popogon pruriens).

^iRpt^ a. (mfn. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903) Connected with entry, in the habit of

- entering.

n. from *t^) Ascendancy, superio-

rity of power. Manu vm. 412.

4k&(<B« s. (to. from ^1+^") The designa-

tion of a philosophical sect, a branch of the

Mimdnsa school. Trans. R.A.S. i. 446.

31^3 s. (to. from % +R. ^) An offering of ce-

remony, a present.

^TfrTtfra5
a. (mfn. ^Tfa+f^) Established

by proof, supported by authority
;
credible, au-

thentic, s. (to.) 1. A chief, a president. 2.

A learned man, one who adduces arguments or

proofs.

OTrt s. (n. SWt + XT) The being established

by proof, the resting upon authority; authen-

ticity, credibility, genuineness.

s. (to. 3 from R. t") 1. A going

away, departure, death. 2. A fasting to death

by way of penance. 3. (w.) Sin. a. (mfn.)

Resembling, like, nearly : used in comp. e. g.

a. Imperial, like an empe-

ror, from "^T3Ftf^L<rKl s. An emperor, +^"tTT

.

^tlTo ad. Sans. For the most part, frequently,

generally
;

nearly.

^Tnra ad. (from 31U) Mostly, generally,

almost.

(to. from )
Expiation,

penance, atonement.

a. (mfn. from *H^t) General, usual.

a. (mfn. from 3 + 3Tl + R. ^) Begun,

commenced ; caused by fate. s. (n. ?) Predes-

tination, fate.

^t^§ s. (to. from ^+ ;3l1 + R.^) A com-

mencement, a beginning, an undertaking.

tflfep a. (mfn. from 3 +R. :3J3J^) Desiring, so-

liciting, wishing, begging, s. (to.) A petitioner,

a suitor, a candidate.

^t$FT) s. (f. from 3 + R. ^C) A supplication,

a prayer, a request, a wish. (Beng.~) —^f^US
v. a. To pray, to desire, to request, to entreat.

?J1<bflTr a. (mfn. from 3 +R. 3PJj Proper to

be solicited or requested.

a. (mfn. from^+R. Solicited,

requested, wished for, asked, entreated.

^Tt^P s. (rc. 'Sf^Tf + TF) Destiny, fate. Carey.

Also ^t%
1

.

SB*P®& s . («j from ^ +R. ^^) A garland, a

necklace. Also

^HC^IT s. (w. from ?1 +R. ^1) Frost.

Wf^. (n. from ^1 +R. 31^) The act of eating:

especially applied to the ceremony of making

an infant taste, for the first time, a little honey

and butter. Manu n. 29.
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WW s. (n. tm+Tl) 1. Largeness, capa-

ciousness, extent. 2. Excellency, propriety,

fitness.

SfftftQ s. (n. from Wilkins' Gr. % 984).

Government, rule, dominion.

3lf*K3 a. (mfn. from3 + R. 3?^) Eaten, swal-

lowed, s. (ft.) Obsequies to deceased ances-

tors. Manu hi. 74.

Wl fl. (-fH »A from 3 + R. Eat-

ing, feeding upon
; giving to eat.

SH^T s. (m. from 3 +R. A bearded dart.

AlsoW

^TWl 5. (to. from 3 + 3I1 + R.^ ) A yoke

for cattle.

a. (w/ra.^T^+ ^C^?) Connected with,

contiguous to, pertaining to
;
opportune, season-

able.

^TWp s. (m. ^Wf +TT) A beast of draught.

SfMtfl s. (m. from 3+R. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 822) A temple, a palace.

3tf^ «. (w.^t^+t^) A lancer, a spearman.

a. (m/re. from tj+R. 3pT
) Thrown, cast,

discharged (as a missile weapon).

a. (mfn. from ^f^ +^f) Holding one

prast'ha. See

«. (m. from ^ +^5J^^) The forenoon.

a. (wz/re. from R. "^ft ) Dear, beloved, amia-

ble, s. (to.) A husband. —^31 (/.) or —
(n.) The being dear or beloved, love, affection.

(m.) 1. A plant (Nauclea Orientalis).

2. A sort of deer.

f^TI^tSI s. (m. f^U + ^tSI) Well wishing,

friendly disposed.

ftt$$$3 a. {mfn. t^IT +^t^) Gratifying,

pleasing, doing that which is agreeable to

another. Also "f^WiRt (_f^T mfn.) and

HtlFf* (mfn.).

"f^TT^ s. (/.) 1. A medicinal plant, commonly

called priyangu. 2. Panic seed (Panicum

Italicum).

A confidential secre-

tary or minister.

iSlVWlkT, a. mfn. f^+ ^tft<)

Speaking pleasantly. Also f2]lI «T4 and

iSfTOfcft (-f^L. mfn.).

<.lfk*t^) Speaking that which is pleasing and

good.

(femin. of 1 . A mistress, a wife.

2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 468.

f^fH 5. (to.) A tree, commonly called pzyaZ

(Buchanania latifolia, but the name is

applied to different trees). Wilson. Also

fifert5^ sjEfcH t^WN and *ffcrT*r (to.).

«ft Root. ,v. (tffrTC), ix. (SftTTfl or

and x.

. To please,

to gratify, to satisfy. 2. To love, to enjoy.

w. from Satisfaction, satiety.

?fts3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. +v3 Wilkins'

Gr. § 694) Satisfied, pleased, affectionate.

3t3tTTl L (-TT^T to>. +STfH^) With

an affectionate mind. Manu i. 60.

^ftf\5 s. (/. R.'Sft+fvj) 1. Pleasure, enjoyment,

happiness. 2. Affection, love. 3. The second

lunar asterism. As. Res. in. 302. ix. 453.

?ffe^^ s. (n. 3^ + 3^°!) The behaving

in an affectionate manner, the act of gratifying

or pleasing.

Sftfe^t^ a. (mfn. tftft +^te) Kind, af-
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fectionate, inspiring love or regard. Also

Sftjfa^f and eftf^t^t (-f^».).

^ftf^3FT^a. (mfn. £ftf3+3FT^) Producing

a kind feeling, inspiring love or affection.

*ftf33FP a. (mfn. Sftfe+3FP) Springing

from love or affection, arising from kind feeling.

fcft(3\SlH<* a. (mfn. Qlft^VSKuft) Indicat-

ing love or affection.

VftfcVl'M s. (n. £ftf3+ T*lFr) A friendly offer-

ing, a gift of love.

dtfoniiKP a. (mfn. Bestowing

love or affection.

a. (mfn. SRRfr^f) United or at-

tended with love or affection ;
affectionate,

friendly, kind. Also

tfl(5Wt><fr a. (mfn. ?ftf^ +^T^) Shewing

affection or regard.

^ Root, i. (3«W) To go, to move.

3*1^ Root, i.
(
C^WR))To burn. ix. (3Wt-

"f^) 1. To set free; to shed, to sprinkle. 2.

To fill. 3. To be unctuous or bland. See R.

]#.

a. (?w//i. pret. part. p. R. £^+3) Burnt.

h. ^6 j) A nail, a peg, a pin.

a. (»i/n. from 3+R. Viewing,

seeing, beholding, surveying, s. (m.) A be-

holder, a surveyor.

s. (n. from 3 + R. A seeing, a

viewing.

C^S^ffr a. (mfn. from 3 +R. §35^) Visible,

worth seeing. Also C4 fev?^ and (3"5£>

(m/ra.).

(3^1 5. (/• from 3 +R. ^IL) 1. View, sight,

the act of seeing. 2. Intellect, understanding.

3. Dancing.

C3"fe3 a. (mfn. from 3 +R. Seen,

viewed, beheld.

CStf^tl 5. (/. from 3 +R. t1^) A swing, a sort

of hammock or swinging-cot.

estate a. (mfn. from ^1 + R. tj%) Swung,

set in motion.

C^nf^U3 v. a. (from C3"|^1) To hang, to

swing, to shake.

C^3 a. (mfn. from ^1+R. ^r) Departed, de-

ceased, dead. s. (?w.) A ghost, a spectre, a

goblin.

(^33TO «. («. C^fa+^TTP) Solemn obsequies

in honour of deceased ancestors. Also -

(-*^ n.) and C^fafWl (/.).

)
Having the

appearance of a spectre or ghost.

(^Tft) ad. Sans, (the indecl. pret. part, of R. ^
with ^ prefixed to it) Having departed, after

death, in the next world.

Existence after

death, a future state. Trans. R.A.S. i. 114.

a . (mfn. from +^t>:iT
n
the desiderative

form of R. ^Ut^U) Desirous of obtaining.

C^JH 5 . (-^ n. from R. Kindness, affec-

tion, love, joy, pleasure. Also

CfrSfe a. (mfn. C^PTf^) Seized with

love, fallen in love.

ocean of

love. Also

C^U^q s . (n. C^\+^TT) The bond of affec-

tion.

C^H~U (m. C^PT+ ;3m)Thefire or flame

of love.

CSJ^HM s. (m. (^l+^TH'H) Friendly

or affectionate converse.

6 C
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C^t^ a. {mfn. C^^+Stf^) AfFec-

tionately attached or devoted to.

<^t a. (-f^ mfn. AfFec-

tionate, loving, friendly, s. (/w.) A lover.

A speech of

love or affection, a friendly or affectionate ad-

dress.

C^TPfl femin. of q. v.

»w/w. irreg. compar. degree

of fttTT PP^ft'ifti' Gr. p. 520). Dearer, more

beloved, verydear.

a. (»»/«. from^ +R.^) Sending, di-

recting, despatching.

C^ ! si (ft! from 3+ R. L The act of

sending, directing, or despatching. 2. Sensual

excitement
;
passion.

C^msfs. (m. (^fM^^tj) (In grammar) A
causal verb.

(—^ m. from ^1 +R. ^^) An in-

stigator, a director, a commander.

O^f^S a. {mfn. from 3 + R. ^^) Sent,

despatched, directed, s. (m.) An envoy, a

messenger ; a missionary, an apostle. Mohun

P. p. 160. 164. -31 (/.) or -I" (re.) The

,-employment of a messenger or envoy.

Root, i. (C^"^I3) To go, to move, to ap-

proach. (N.B. This seems to be a contraction

of 3+R. 3X)
a. {mfn. R. &L+3I33

)
Sending, des-

patching, directing, ordering.

C^°\ s. {n. R. C^+^FT) The act of sending,

despatching, or directing.

Od a. {mfn. fret. -part. p. R. C2t^+^3)
Sent, directed, ordered.

C^f^ a. {mfn. irreg. superl. degree of f^t^T Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 520). Most beloved, dearest.

CSfa> a. {mfn.fut. part. p. R. CS^+U) Proper

to be sent or despatched, s. (?w.) A messenger,

a servant: alsot^fa) andt^ (m.) -v3l (/.)

or —^ (n.) Servitude.

C$<^<^ s. (/. f^\) A female slave or

servant.

C^H^5 a. {mfn. from ?) + R. Uttered, de-

clared, said.

(n. from 3 +R. 3*5 ) 1. The act of

sprinkling water for purification. 2. The im-

molating of a victim at a sacrifice. 3. Slaughter,

killing.

C^t^ft^T a. {mfn. from 3 + R. S^) 1. Fit

to be sprinkled. 2. Fit to be immolated at a

sacrifice, sacrificial. Also and

02^> {mfn.).

a. {mfn. from 3 + R. )
Sprinkled,

purified by the sprinkling of water
;
immolated,

sacrificed.

(%tS a. {mfn. from 3 + R. C3") 1. Sewn,

stitched. 2. Tied, strung. 3. Inlaid, set. s.

(w.) Cloth, clothes.

{m.) A courtier. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 170.

Great

zeal.

(31^ Root, i. (C^TWf^, -C3) To be suf-

ficient or competent ; to match, to overpower.

CSTfci s. {mn.) The nose of a horse, or the tip

of it.

a. Buried, fixed in the earth. See

C^lfe a. {mfn. from 3 + R. Away from

home, sojourning abroad.

{m.) A sort of carp (Cypnnus chryso- •

parius, Buchanan's MSS.). Wilson. Also
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C^HWrl s. (f. from An ox ? + A
name common to the twenty-sixth and twenty-

seventh lunar asterisms, distinguished by the

epithets *W and &33" or Prior and Subse-

quent, and containing stars in the wing of Pe-

gasus. Also .

Ctft? a. (mfn. from 3 +R. ^) 1. Grown up,

full-grown, adult. 2. Bold, confident, auda-

cious. 3. Married.

(femin. of 1 . A married woman,

one between thirty and thirty-five years of age.

2. A violent or impetuous woman.

(/. from ^1+R. Confidence, au-

dacity, boldness
;

endeavours, zeal, exertion
;

a controversy, an investigation.

reftfF^tlT s. (m. (3tfi?+3"tt<) A dispute, an

altercation, a controversy
;
pompous speech.

(3Trt*fa s. (m. from C^CTll) The month

Bhadra (August-September).

(from Prussic) Prussiate.

(from Prussic) Prussic acid.

Root, i. (*j^fij, -C3) To eat.

jfSF*. (m.) 1. The waved-leaf fig-tree (Ficus m-

fectoria). 2. The holy fig-tree (Ficus religiosa).

3. Another tree (Hibiscus populneoides). 4.

One of the seven dwipas or divisions of the

continent: also ^^Ct^ (
m -)-

£K s. (m. from R. ^) 1. A floating or swim-

ming. 2. A leaping, plunging, or jumping. 3.

A raft, a float. 4. A frog. 5. A monkey. 6.

A sheep. 7. A species of water-bird (Peleca-

nus fusicollis, Buchanan's MSS.). 8. A con-

tinuous protracted accent in reciting the vedas.

See P*TO. 9. A slope, a declivity. 10. A
piece of water. 11. A basket for catching fish.

12. An enemy. 13. A sending or directing.

14. (n.) A sort of grass (Cyperus rotundus).

a. (mfn.) Jumping, leaping, going by leaps or

jumps.

s. (m. "^j^+^l ) 1. An ape, a monkey. 2.

A frog. 3. A bird. Also and tP**^
(m.). (Lit. Who goes leaping.) See Wilhins'

Gr. § 797.

A jumping or plunging,

a going by leaps or bounds.

s. (n. from The fruit of the several

trees called .

s. (from Platina) Platina.

^ft^a. (mfn. from R. ^+31^) Inundating,

overflowing.

^t<T*T s. (n. from R. P5
^) An inundation, a de-

luge, a flood.

^"tf^J a. (mfn. from R. P5
*X)

Immersed, over-

flown.

f^f^RooT, i. (C5[^£3) To go, to move, to

approach.

?ft Root, ix. (fflffiS) To go.

Jfft^ltj; s. (m. A medicinal plant

commonly called rohera or rohini (Andersonia

Rohitaka, Rox.). Wilson. Also £{t$3f (»«.)•

5 . (_57^ TO .) The spleen: the organ, or

its disease ; in the latter sense, however, it is

equally applied to the enlargement of the me-

senteric glands. Wilson. Also f^pCi (—5^
m.) ortf^land^W (/•)•

^Root, i. (*5|*Py5) 1- To g°> to move. 2.

To jump, to leap. 3. To float, to swim. With

prefixed, To cover, to surround
;

with 313" To jump down, to descend; with

3Ti To swim, to dive ; with TT° + 3t1 To mois-

ten, to wet; with
p
fft, with ^fo + ^tft, or

with '^T To flow around.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+3) 1. Over-

6 C 2
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flowed. 2. Jumped, leaped, s. (m.) 1. A
jumping, a leaping. 2. A bounding, a caper-

ing, one of the paces of a horse. 3. (mw.) The

grave protracted or continuous accent in reciting

the vedas. See Colebr. Gram. p. 9, 10. Manu

n. 125. 4. Vaulting. Tarachand Ch.

Agoing by jumps

or bounds, a gallop.

^^T^Root, i.
(
CgtSf3) and iv. (^^3)

To burn. ix. (^J^tfe) 1. To set free ; to

shed, to sprinkle. 2. To fill. 3. To be unc-

tuous. 4. To love. See R.

PcyVd s. (m. from R. T>C^4V) 1. Burning, com-

bustion. 2. A drop of water, &c.

a. (mfn. pret.part.p. R. PS^+3) Burnt.

T>5?
J^r Root, iv. r**j*|>Rty 1. To burn. 2.

To share.

(Jfa s. (m. from R. Combustion, a

burning.

TX^ft Root, ii. (^^Ttf^) To eat.

^^Tfa a. {mfn. pret. part. p. R. WJTl + ;3)

Eaten.

PTTfa" s . (n. R. ^JTl + SFT) Eating; food.

The twenty-second consonant of the Hindu

alphabet ; it is the aspirate of ^ , and has the

sound of the English ph in loop-hole; also

sometimes that off in words ofArabic or Per-

sian origin.

s. (wi.) 1. A spreading or expanding. 2. Wind

expelled in yawning. 3. Fertility, fruitfulness.

4. (ra.) Unprofitable or idle speech, indecl.

(Beng.*) Push! Tush! A particle of contempt

or of prohibition.

ad. (a. lajij) Only, merely, simply.

v. a. (caus. of <U?f<PW) To cause to

miscarry or fail, to disappoint.

S^fe s. (m. *$+^R) The letter *F or any

character expressing the sound of it.

v. n. (from R. To fail, to miscarry,

to disappoint.

a. (a.^JLj) Indigent, poor, needy, s. A
Muhammadan mendicant.

s. (from a. j-iii) Indigence, poverty;

the condition of a Muhammadan mendicant.

*£<f Root, i. (*Fff^) 1. To move slowly, to

"

creep or steal along. 2. To act in a low manner,

to behave unjustly.

(corrupt, of *|5$) 1. A thesis, an asser-

tion or argument. Also . 2. Illusion, a

sophism
;

deception, fraud, disappointment,

failure.

a. Pennyless, poor.

SF^lt^L, s. (a. jS? ) Renown, glory
;
boasting, a

vaunt.

(p.^aw) The emperor of China.

T&H a. (from ^ftU3) Failing, miscarrying, dis-

appointing.

*F^Rlf% a. (from^) Weak, inferior, unsub-

stantial, slight.

The name of a tree ? See

W^P^\a. (W^interj.,+$m\) Laughing at

trifles.

(a. e^sxjj) Disgrace, infamy.

a. (from a. u^EUai) Disgraceful, in-

famous.
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(/.) A plant (Siphonanthus Indicus).

(a. <_£i) An aperture, an opening, a gate.

5F& <$<*itl a. (from A. j^j + p. jcj )
Imprison-

ment, custody.

a. Speckled, s. LA straggler. 2. A
dilemma.

(/.) The expanded hood of a serpent.

(corrupt, of
)
Crystal, quartz.

XFf^^gg s. (3Ff^ +^§) A crystal or

quartz pillar.

(corrupt, of
:3^5f^?) Sulphate

of alumine. Mohun P. p. 39. Also

and

^Ft^^, s. A popping sound. —<1?(<U3 v. a.

To pop, to sparkle, to explode, to crackle. Caret/.

s. (h.j^j) 1. A particular game at dice. 2.

A gaming-house. Mohun P. p. 96.

(/.) A cricket, a grasshopper, a locust.

(h. ) A pedlar.

^fOTftft s. (from 3^f^l1) Retail business,

peddling.

A twig, a small branch.

a. Loquacious, talkative, garrulous.

Also

^t, Root, i. (*Flf3) 1. To go. 2. To produce

easily or readily. 3. To be deprived of olea-

ginous matter, caus. (*Ft*1 VI f^) To dilute.

*Fi s. (m. from R. *F*L) The expanded hood

or neck of the cobra de capello. Also ^?*t1 (/.).

The cobra de capello

(Coluber Naga).

v>Sl<}f<? s. (»i.) A plant, commonly called

marua : also a species of basil and of citron.

^ftHrRl s. ?Wl ) A shrub (Cactus

Indicus). Mohun P. p. 65.

*rft s. (-f\\ m. A snake : espe-

cially the cobra de capello (Coluber Naga).

$F3n3I1 a . Pennyless. 5. A jacket. Also^^ll.

See^Fl.

s. (from ^3v5Tl + p.Jl) The being

pennyless, poverty. Also and

a - C
AVJ") Weak, infirm, poor.

SFjl a. Pennyless. See *F^3ti .

commencement, a machination, an

artifice, a snare.

s. (a. yjJli ) Profit, advantage, gain, use.

(a. aJu£3-i ) A decree, a settlement.

*F<T s. (re.) A shield.

^p4 5t"t) s , (from p. ) The name of a tune

introduced into Hindustan by AmIr Khosrau.

s. A plant (Erythrina Indica). Hort. Ben.

p. 53.

SF^Tl a. (corrupt, of ^f^^3) Clear, clean,

transparent, limpid.

WT S. (a. (jL^jh^) A servant whose business

it is to spread the carpets, &c. ; a job-man.

A species of long-tailed parrot (Psit-

tacus Gingianus). Carey.

A lament, a complaint, a

plaint at law.

(from p. c^oby ) A complainant, a

plaintiff.

a. (from Straddling.

XF#t°i a. (from^N^) Spread, opened, ex-

panded, s. The act of spreading, opening, or

expanding.
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v. a. To divide, to open, to expand.

*eP$u l "^f^U3 v. a. To straddle.

^foi s. (p. ^jjjs) The queen at chess.

<_

a. (a. jjj) Single, separate, one. s. 1.

An individual. 2. A piece, a sheet (of paper)
;

a list, a roll ; a verse. 3. Odd number.

a. According to a list.

1 ad. (from a. j^j) Alone, only, separately.

a. Boasting, vaunting.

A mould.

US*!* (P.^Ano^a—d.
a. (from p. ^liU pj)

Relating to an order

or command.

SF^Root, i. (^F^) 1. To bear fruit, to pro-

duce, to succeed, to prosper. 2. To fructify.

3. To separate, to divide.

*F*T s. (n. from R. ^)cr
lv) 1. Fruit in general,

produce. 2. Consequence, result. 3. Reward,

especially the future reward or punishment of

human actions. Trans. R.A.S. i. 114. 4. Be-

nefit, utility. 5, The product of a multiplica-

tion. 6. Interest on capital. Colebr. Alg. p.

39. 7. The superficial contents of a figure.

Colebr. Alg. p. 70. 8. The second term in the

rule of proportion. Colebr. Alg. p. 33. 9. A
ploughshare ; the head of a dart, arrow, or

spear ; the blade of a knife. (Beng.)

v. a. To bear fruit.

s. (corrupt, of *Fn felj A species of fish.

*F^3? s . (mn. from R. ^F^T) 1. A shield. 2.

(Being.} A board, a slate. 3. A ploughshare.

JF^tlf) s. (m. JF^+ ^tfi) A soldier

armed with a shield.

*FW3" s. (W^+^.) A tax or tribute laid on

fruit.

s. (-^\ m. + Armed

with a shield, s. 1. (m.) A fish, commonly

called p'hala'i. 2. (Beng.) A shield.

^F^fe a. (mfn. from SF^+ R. ^) Fruitful,

bearing fruit.

ad. Sans. (SF^+^^T) In reality, in-

deed ; that is to say, id est; consequently, ac-

cordingly.

^fq<P s. (n. from *FT+ "fiT) The three myro-

balans collectively. Also "Rl^F^T. (/.).

JFTCl a. (mfn. T$*jfl%) Bearing fruit, yielding

fruits. Also

^FnTpKSl s. (/. from ^+ +
Interestedness, the looking to a reward.

^F7^" a. (from ) Productive, advantageous,

fruitful. Also^F^ 3".

SPpTjSrtfl s. (f. from SF^ +^+ 313")

An annual or deciduous plant. Manu i. 46.

m. from^F^T+ R. )The common

citron (Citrus Medica).

3FT^t^ a. (mfn. JF^+^T^) Enjoying the

consequences of actions, rewarded, recompensed,

punished.

SFT^ s . (f. *FT+^t) A series of quo-

tients in the solution of certain arithmetical

problems. Colebr. Alg. p. 114.

JF^t^a. mfn - Produc-

tive, fruitful.

Harvest.

s. (f. 3F^+^fe) A passage in the

Hindu scriptures which promises future rewards

for pious acts.

^FTT s. (m.) Thejaka or bread-fruit.

SFi^l s. A plant (Grewia Asiatica). Hort.

Ben. p. 42.
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JFTl s. (from 1. A compound letter. 2.

The head of a dart or arrow. 3. The head or

bowl of a spoon, a. Abounding with fruit.

Carey.

JF^rfej v. a. (from To bring forth fruit.

^F^^TH? s. 1. A grinding-stone, a slab. 2. The

female organ of a cow. Carey.

Fruits and the like.

?F^1<£J53? s. (to. SF5^ 31^753?) A tree com-

monly called khirani (Mimusops Kauki).

(a. &%) Such an one (used in speak-

ing of a person whose name we do not remem-

ber).

^FTH^t*! s . (*F^+3PKM) A deceit, a

concealment (applied to money or to an argu-

ment). Carey.

^FTfcpU (SFT + SIXFT) Success or failure.

^F^t^
-

s. A banquet, a feast.

3p*01^ a. (mfn. W^ +^Kt^) Feeding

on fruits, s. (m.) The subsisting on fruits.

Fruitful, bearing

fruit.

*FpH3t$ ad. (*H%3+
;
3$ff) On the whole,

in fine ; in effect.

v. n. (from SpT) To produce, to bear

fruits.

a. (m/ra. from ) Fruitful, bearing fruit.

W&Fl s. (/. from ^T+t^) 1. A medicinal

plant commonly called priyangu. 2. A potherb

(Echites lichotoma).

W% a. (-P^mfn. *F*T +t^) Fruitful,

bearing fruit, s. (to.) 1. A species of fish com-

monly called p'halai. 2. (Beng.) The point of

an arrow, the blade of a knife, a ploughshare.

^FFT^Tft a . (mfn. from *F^+ R. tf^) Fruitful,

bearing fruit. Also ^FM^tft; (mfn.).

WV*^\ s. (f. from EFT + R. 3^) The trum-

pet-flower (Bignonia suaveolens).

XFt^TfrfK s . (m. W*\+ $'W$) Profit, advantage.

(Lit. The income of fruits or profits.)

*F^ a. (mfn.) 1. Sapless, pithless. 2. Use-

less, vain.

^?«^TS*T s. (to.) 1. An epithet of Arjuna, the

son of Pandu, and one of the heroes in the

Mahabharata. 2. The month P'halguna.

XF^fl s. (/.) The constellation P'halguni.

XF^K^ s . (m. JF^ +S^^) The vernal

festival, commonly called Doljatra or Hull.

As. Res. ii. 335.

A jest, a joke, mockery, raillery.

?f£ji s. (from A jester, a jocose person.

*^'Jri
ey
i

(

s. (a. J-ai) 1. A section, a division in a

book. 2. A time ; a harvest, a crop.

*£>Hl^ s. (a. jLi) Corruptedness, depravity
;

sedition, revolt, an affray, mutiny.

a. (from a. ,_>LJ) Depraved, iniquitous,

mutinous, tumultuous.

XF5^ a. (h. IL^j ) Slack, insecure, loose, flaccid.

s. An overplus, an allowance, a make-

weight. Carey.

*Ftv33l (h. Ij,^) A spade, a hoe.

*Ffas. (corrupt, of *Fv3 The belly) The belly, the

prominent part of a pitcher, &c. Carey.

*FK5l s. An escape ; a memorial or sign of a nar-

row escape.

1. A small district under the superin-

tendance of one police-officer. 2. An inlet or

creek . Carey.

SFThSTTRs. (XFtM + P.^j) An inferior officer

of police, the superintendent of a small district.
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*Wft*Wl s. (from ^iRikU ) The superin-

tendance of an inferior police-officer over a small

district.

^FtTT s. (corrupt, of ?) A snare, a trap, a

net, a noose, v. o. To set a trap.

WVrfl s. (from ^TjJlW) 1. A machination, a

device. 2. A commencement,
o '

v. a. (from ^FH^T) 1. To jump, to

skip, to bound, to leap, to prance. 2. To com-

mence.

W\*\ s. (from *FTf^£3) A bubble, a blister, a

hollow, a puffy or spungy swelling.

SFHpT s. (from *3FTRTv3) Intumescence, a

spungy texture, a being blistered or hollow,

o
*FPfc s. A difficulty.

Wl a. (from^^tptK?) Swollen, hollow, turgid,

s. A tumor, a swelling, a blister, a hollow.

w. a. (caws, of *Ff"nT3) To cause to

swell, to inflate, to puff up.

v. noun The causing a

thing to swell, the act of puffing up. a. In-

flated, made to swell, puffed up.

SfWfl. s. (from ^HtU3) Hollowness, spun-

giness, tumidity.

v. n. To become tumid, to swell, to fer-

ment, to blister, to become spungy and hollow.

s. (corrupt, of W) A noose, a loop, a

slipknot, v. a. To strangle, to hang.

^'Hli ^. (from J^t^T) A slipknot ; a strangling,

a hanging. —f^Xs? v. a. To strangle, to hang.

The gallows. Also

^t^^^t"6 Mohun P. p. 98.
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SFT^ s. A chink, an aperture, a chasm, a frac-

ture, an opening, a vacancy, an interstice.

(a. dGli) 1. Poverty, want, distress.

2. A fasting, a fast. 3. Any powdered sub-

stance.

(corrupt, of *4?|<P<pl) Deception,

fraud, illusion, imposition. Also and

(corrupt, of^ I f^<? I ) 1. An illusion, a

fraud, an imposition, a sophism, a trick, de-

ceit. 2. Any powdered substance.

Wfefi^i s. (from XFtet) A deception, a

fraud ; a subterfuge, an evasion.

*e 1<P foill a. (from W&[) Deceitful, roguish,

perfidious, treacherous, s. A cheat, a knave.

s. (from SFt^TFT) A red powder usually

of the root of wild ginger, coloured with sap-

pan wood and thrown over one another by the

Hindus at the Hull festival.

a. (a. J*alj) 1. Excellent, learned, vir-

tuous. 2. Abundant, s. An overplus, a re-

mainder.

s. (from *FffT>T3) A splitting, cracking,

breaking, or bursting.

Wtfc^ s. (from *Fffl>T3) A split, a fissure, a

hole, a crack. Also

*Fr£l a. (fromJFTfifcJ) Cracked, split, broken,

burst, s. A fissure, a hole, a rent, a crack, a

chink.

v. a. (caus. of *Ftftt3) To cleave,

to break, to split, to tear.

(from crack, a fis-

sure, a rent, a hole.

(from Fissures and holes,

cracks in every direction.

(from A fissure, a hole.
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v. n. (from R. :5^F^v ) To open, to un-

fold, to burst, to crack, to break, to divide.

SPttfTl 5. (from A hole, a fissure, a

crack.

Wfi>\ a. (from ^l(iisi) Divided, broken
;
torn,

cleft, rent.

*Ft\5t^E3 v. a. (caus. of *Ftfvifc3) To cause to

break, to cleave, or to tear.

*Ff\5tf^ a. (from *$M|f#) Due for cleaving

(wood, &c). s. 1. The cleaving of (wood, 8cc).

2. A cleft, a fissure, a rent.

*i?tf3K3 v. a. (from R. To cleave, to

tear, to divide. See

(n.) Raw sugar.

a. (mfn.^ Readily or easily prepared, made

by decoction, &c. s. (w.) A decoction.

A buoy of a net, the float of a fishing-

line. Also SFtsSl

.

*$tJ^a (p. <j~;j\i) A shade to keep the wind

from a candle ; a lantern.

(a. la-L ^Ju) A bill of divorcement

;

a discharge.

(from a. la>- £jU) A release, a dis-

charge, a. Set free, released, discharged
;

divorced.

a. (p. j^-^U) Persian.

^tTt^a. (from a. ^^i) Separate, apart, wide,

open.

SFt5^ s . (n. from^F^) A ploughshare; the head

of a spear, dart, or arrow ; the blade of a knife.

-^f\5U3 v. a. To plough
; -^Jlf^S v . a. To

jump, to leap.

A tree (Grewia Asiatica). Also its

fruit.

*Fl*Tl s. (from Wf) 1. A small board, a slice,

a chip of wood, &c. 2. The blade of a knife,

the head of a dart or spear, a ploughshare.

^^fteFNI a. (from W^S\) In small pieces, in

strips or slips
;

torn, rent, tattered.

SFt^fl. s. (from A small piece, a chip, a

slice, a thin board.

^Ffc'dPT s. (w. from SF^f^) 1. A month in the

Hindu calendar, the second in the dewy season

:

(February-March). As. Res. lit 277. 2. A
tree (Pentaptera Arjuna). 3. A name of Ar-

juna, one of the heroes in the Mahabharata.

s. (/. 5FWrT+%) 1. The day of

full-moon in the month P'kdlguna, when the

Hull or great vernal festival is celebrated. As.

Res. in. 275. 2. The common name of the

eleventh and twelfth lunar asterisms, distin-

guished by the epithets "^^T or Prior and

or Subsequent. As. Res. ix. 323.

3Ffc$f^R!> s . (m. from *Ft^drT) The month

P'halguna (February-March).

€W s. (from *FpTOf) A fissure or crack in the

ground.

^Ft^a. (p. fjili) Apparent, known, manifest.

s. A chink.

1. A prop, a lever, a shore; a bamboo used

to press down a sati or burning widow to the

funeral pile to prevent her escape. 2. A stitch,

a sharp and sudden pain.

A stitch, a sharp

or sudden pain.

I5?<?<1 s. (from fiW) A stanchion, a prop.

a. (corrupt, of Light-coloured,

pale, faded.

fift'^l. (A.Jj) 1. Thought, reflection, con-

sideration. 2. Solicitude, care, anxiety.

a. (from A.^£j) Anxious, solicitous,

6 D
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careful, thoughtful, contriving, scheming. Also

fef^fNl (h.^>
A spark, a particle, an atom.

v. a. To flow, to spout, to emit sparks or small

particles, a. To sparkle.

1. A sling. 2. A bird (Corvus Balicas-

sms). Also Sabda S. p. 223.

A sling. Mohun P. p. 152.

(from the English fees) Fees.

a. Ingenious, clever, cunning, artful.

s. (Portug. jitinha) A small ribband, tape.

Mohun P. p. 72.

1. A spark. 2. A small drop.

s. (from a. Jjti) An act, an action, a

work, an operation.

(h.^j) A turning round, a revolution, a

circle, a circuitous way ; a disappointment, an

adverse circumstance.

a. (from f^(?pH\5) Turning round,

revolving, wandering, roaming, s. A traveller,

a rover.

a. (from Returned, brought

back.

(from A turning round, a

revolving, the giving a thing back.

v. a. (cans, of pFpfe!,) To cause to

turn, to circulate or to revolve ; to give back,

to refund, to alter, v. a.

To prevaricate ;
—^^U3 v. a. To take back,

to receive back ;
—*H$S3 v. a. To recover, to

regain, to resume.

feTfa s. (v. noun of &<kW) The causing

a thing to turn or revolve, the giving a thing

back. Also fWlR

.

fiNTf^Tt ! s. (fet^+^Tt^ from^ft-

v3) A revolving, a circulating or going round
;

a revolution, a change.

a. (from Plastering.

s. A plasterer.

(from £3) A revolving, a

turning round or circulating.

v. a. (from h. U^j) To turn, to move

round, to revolve; to change, to alter; to wan-

der, to rove about ; to return, to restore, to

refund.

(p. i^-w^j) A list, a catalogue, an

index, a table of contents.

ad. (from gain, repeatedly.

interj. Fie, tush, pish, ah

!

1. A whispering; a whisperer.

2. A drizzling rain.

^J?
interj. Phoo ! tush. s. A blast from the mouth.

interj. Phoo ! oh ! foolish ! An exclamation

of disregard or contempt. Carey.

s. Blowing with the breath.

v. a. To blow with the mouth.

L s. A plant (Cucumis Momordica, Rox.}.

Mohun P. p. 65.

v. a. (from R. To pierce, to pe-

netrate.

^Pttfa s. (from *|f%3) A breathing short

through pain, a sobbing.

The fringe left by the weaver at the ends

of a piece of cloth. Carey.

v. a. To breathe short, to sob, to hiss (as

rpent). Also *Pfttt3 . $f^TTla serr _..v . ^ . . ^
v. a. To break out into sobs.

s. A fissure, a crack, a hole, a rent, an

open space.
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3^^t^U3 v. a. (from 1. To shout,

to call aloud. 2. To cause to call aloud.

To shout, to call aloud, to halloo.

See*F3^.
On. On

^ s. (from R. 1. A solvent, a men-

struum. 2. A drop. 3. A cucurbitaceous fruit

(Cucumis Momordica).

a. (from ^TlaT^?) Expanded, unfolded,

spread, burst, s. 1 . A spreading or bursting,

a rupture. 2. A straggler.

S^InKS v. a. (caus. of ^flTtvlj To cause to

burst or break open, to split, to tear ; to cause

a liquid to boil.

2irfT>T3 v. n. (from R. To burst, to break

open, to expand, to swell up, to bubble in

boiling.

^T^l. s. A cucurbitaceous plant (Cucumis Mo-

mordica). Hort. Ben. p. 70.

a. (from Clear, manifest,

revealed.

^?^n indecl. Sans. Phoo, hoot ! a particle of dis-

regard or contempt.

T8*$ft$'s: (m. SF^ +^R) 1. The blowing a

thing with the mouth ; a blast of breath. 2.

The sound of bubbling, &c.

3Hntl3 v. a. 1. To kindle. 2. To exhaust.
Ox

3. To exorcise.

v. noun of *FiIRU3) Exorcism.

^F^T*-> s. (a. An opportunity, leisure.

3J3~^U3 v. a. (caus. of ^f^Tv?) To finish en-

tirely, to exhaust, to spend, to waste.

SPTFi s. (v. noun of XF3T^S3) The finishing,

completing, or spending a thing, a. Spending,

completing, exhausting.

v. n. (from R. To be finished,

spent, or exhausted.

1878

^ s. (from R. 1. A flower, a bud, a

blossom. 2. Mineral flowers, or the chemical

preparations so called. 3. The menstrual flux.

4. The placenta. 5. Leprosy. 6. A film on

the eye, a cataract, v. n. To blossom.

^"Wl s. (from ?) The heart, the bronchi

or gills of a fish.

3J^v5t s. (^ +^1) Pure chalk, pow-

dered chalk.

Splft^ s. (5F5*T+ S1^F) Flower of sulphur,

brimstone.

3|c^T5fi s. (^H-OTfl from "5^?) A spe-

cies of fish (Lutianus Centropomus). Carey.

) 1. A species of

fish (Cyprinus). 2. A thin slice, a chip.

^^fHlTi a> ^ fi
.om foppish, gaudy,

smart, s. A fop, a beau.

W^^- s - (W^+^i) A Piu or small ball of

food.

fcjfcnTlFtl^ s . (from ^T+p. £U) A flower-

garden. Also ^< ivil

.

^^IvSPTl s. (*pT+3T3M) Small balls of

sweetmeat.

Zg^vtl s. (from ^er
i) A sort of sweetmeat, small

cakes or nuts of flour fried in oil.

JpJfTCfl *. (3^T + ^HJ1) Abed or couch of

flowers: the bed on which a new-married couple

sleep the second night after marriage.

5^PtW s. (^T+Ct^l) A plant (Hedy-

sarum lagenarium). Hort. Ben. p. 57.

s. (from SjpT) 1. A swelling. 2. The

secundines. a. Swelled.

v. a. (from ) 1. To blossom,

to bloom. 2. To make turgid, to inflate, to

swell out, to ferment.

5f^Wl a. (from ^FTl) Elastic, tumid, expan-

6 D 2
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sive
;

haughty, s. Expansiveness, elasticity

;

haughtiness.

v. n. (from R. 5^^) To blossom, to

blow (as a flower), to swell, to become turgid,

to ferment ; to strut.

tpfl s. (from SFT) A film or speck on the eye,

a cataract
;
albugo.

Sj^F s . (from SjpT) The bronchia? or gills ofa fish.

3jf^3 s. (/. R. JJ^fsS Wilkins' Gr.
§ 830).

Perfection.

Root, i, (^fj) To blow, to blossom, to

bud, to flower.

Sjp^ fl. (jw/ra. £>re£. par*, p. R. -^S^: see Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 421). Expanded, blown (as a

flower), opened (as an eye).

*^rtH s . (-^ n.1 ^+KtH^) A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody : also called "^^i -

Ttfcl^ As. Res. x. 472.

A lotus) A fop,

a beau. (Lit. A blooming lotus.)

•HF^^t s . The report of wind expelled from behind.

^IF5^ interj. Tush ! phuh

!

a. Pennyless, poor, trifling, despicable.

A pimple, a small pustule or boil, a

carbuncle. Also *£*1<PJS? Mohun P. p. 28.

^^^^s. 1. A whispering; a whisperer. 2. The

lungs.

v. a. To flatter, to cajole, to seduce, to

inveigle, to coax.

s. (from C^) The howl of a jackal.

s. (corrupt, of (TR3

) A jackal.

C^F^s. A flourish, an extended line in writing.

a. Spungy, tumid, hollow, puffy. 5. The

lungs. See

(Wl 1880

C^^nktnl a. (corrupt, of TOt^) Sallow,

pale, wan. Also SFpTSl and t^f^Wf^STl

.

($1^3 v. n. (from R. f*f^P) To be weak, to

tear, to disappoint, to prove useless or inef-

fectual.

GFJSTl a. (from C^f^K?) 1. Downy, nappy,

stringy. 2. Sallow, pale, wan. See O^TtT^TTl

.

a. (from (W^) Frothy, foamy, s. A
sputtering.

(*£><t>Ol s. A branch, a twi°;.

(from W?^i) A twig, a sprig, a

switch.

(from R. ^^^?) A skein or reel of

thread or silk, v. a. To reel silk or

thread.

(*Pl s. (for C^FT) Foam, froth, scum, spume.

Also £Tf1 .

GF"PW. (from C*Pl) Raw sugar ; a cake made

of molasses. Also C^fW^tT . Sabda S.

p. 301.

a. (corrupt, of C*Ff5f3 )
Frothy, foamy.

s. (a. tj) Sagacity, wisdom, wit.

0^?\i< I Oil «• (from a. c-^ks) Sagacious, cun-

ning, witty. Carey.

C^?*1 s. (m.) 1. Froth, foam, spume. 2. Cuttle-

fish bone (supposed by the Hindus to be the

indurated foam of the sea).

Foamy, frothy .*

also C^T^T, CXpft (-"pFJ>>.), and C#-

^t^(-^ wi/n.). 5. (m.) The soap-plant

(Sapindus detergens, Rox.).

A being non-plussed. Carey.

(a. JUi) Security for

good behaviour. Mohun P. p. 85.
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ad. (from fef^T3) A gain, back. s. A

turning, a winding, a reverse, a disappointment,

a peril, v. a. To repeat, to recapi-

tulate : v. a. To look again, to

review ; — I w. «. To meet with ob-

stacles.

CW9^ a. (fromfef^I3) Returned, given back

(in trade).

(from An alteration, a

change ; the variation of sounds in music.

as a jingle to it) An

alteration, a change, a variation, a vicissitude,

a perversion.

s. (in. from C^FF) A jackal, a. (mfn.)

Fraudulent, mischievous, malicious.

C*FTl s. (from C^ftl^) 1. A turn, a revolu-

tion, a vicissitude, a variation, a return, a cir-

cuit, a walk. 2. A vessel used to measure dry

substances.

A hawker. Mohan P. p. 85.

v. a. (from h. U^>) To turn, to return.

s. (m.) A jackal.

m?l~^'^s. (p. t-^y) A fraud, a trick, a decep-

tion.

C^FR^t a. (from p.^y) Deceitful, fraudulent,

swindling.

Root, i. (C*FTf\?) To go, to move.

C^P^KP 5. («?.) Orts, leavings. Also C^FpT

.

C*Fp1 s. (/. from R. GFJJ Leavings, orts, re-

fuse, a. Thrown away, cast off.

v. a. (cans, of C<ePlt^) To cause

to fall, to fling, to dissipate.

ifcHWpT* (from GFp*JE3) A squandering,

the throwing about of any thing.

v. n. To burst, to break, to burst open,

to expand, to swell, to boil, to break forth, to

emerge, to pierce, v. a. To cast

or throw away. When put in construction with

the conjunctive past participle of another verb,

implies, To do a thing thoroughly,

(from a. L^vSX^i) Disgrace, ignominy,

^s. (p. jlj j) A complaint, a plaint at law.

(from p. fcjtibji) A complainant, a

plaintiff.

v. a. (caus. oft^^US) To diffuse,

to spread a thing.

"&F"PTK3 v. n. (from R. C*F^) To spread about,

to be diffused.

s. (a. ^ j) A settlement, a decree.

v. n. To drizzle, to mizzle.

&
s. (h. ulSSjgi) A cavity, a hole, any thins

hollow.

A drop of rain.

v. a. To pierce, to prick, to stab ; to

undermine ; to card, to scratch ; to spice, to
o

.

season food with spices. Also

a. Hollow, spungy, tumid, light. s.

The lungs. Also GFPW . See GFW .

(JFfHw^t^a. ( C^t^+ a. Jib) Officious.

C^f^TPTt^t^ft s. (from OT^ + a. ji>)

Officiousness.

The kernel of the coco-nut ; a seed-

vessel, a follicle.

OFPtKa. (from OTT^) Breathing short,

sobbing, heaving.
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C^fftC?! v. a. (from xff*iT\3) To sob, to breathe

short, to heave. Also

Cî \-& ad. (a. kw) Only, merely, simply.

(from A spot, a sectarial

mark on the forehead ; a drop, a tally, a.

Opened, unfolded, blown.

0Ftffcl3 v. a. (from R. :5^L) To expand, to

burst, to pierce, to prick.

fJ3?T\5 s. A weeding-instrument ; a spatula, an

1884

awl

C*FT3i sr. (corrupt, of CWlT^) Aboil, a tu-

mour, a scratch.

PFP^I s. The lungs, the bladder.

PFTTl s. (a. A fountain, a jet-d'eau, a

drain, a spring.

CvcrTl s. (In grammar) A compound letter.

v. a. (caus. of (£Fffe,"iU3) To cause

to swell, to enlarge ; to provoke to anger, to

exasperate.

v. n. (from To swell, to

become enlarged or extended.

U£.l*«Sl s. A blister on the skin.

GFt^ s. (a. y) An army, a multitude.

OTFTI^^s. (p. Jj ^i.) An officer of police.

OFl^r'RT. a. (f.•om p. j\o ^i) Relating to a

police-office.

(^[TOl ^TTTtt^ s. (p. ^Iac gjj yi)

A criminal court. Mohun P. p. 93.

C^kUT.< ltpT*l s, (S^"^Xti\ genit.

case of C^^rRT. , + p. [jtffc ) A criminal

action or prosecution. Mohun P. p. 98.

s. (from rfiy) Perquisites, fees fi

an office besides the regular salary.

om

<T The twenty-third consonant of the Bengali

alphabet, corresponding to the two Devanagari

characters W or b and or v and tv. The

inhabitants of Bengal make no distinction either

in writing or speaking between the labial con-

sonant and the semivowel W , but pronounce

both as the English b, except when <F is the

last member of a compound letter, in which

case it is sounded v or w. Sanskrit words

beginning with the labial consonant W b are

in the following pages distinguished by an as-

terisk.

< A Taddhita suffix, by means of which some

adjectives are derived from substantives, e. g.

C<t
)
*s
l<r a. (mfn.^ Hairy, having a fine head of

hair: an epithet of Krishna, from C^*
5
! s.

(w.) Hair, +3"
. Wilkins' Gr. §915.

.<?. The string which fastens the treddles of a

weaver's loom, and elevates the threads of the

warp to make a passage for the shuttle. Carey.

<T^ ad. (corrupt, of o )
Out, outwards, with-

out, beside, s. A book.

v. n. (from R. ^C^) To flow (as a stream),

to pass (as time), v. a. To carry a load.

^^t^T s. (corrupt, of <Ol ) A sister.

3"C*lf<? s. (^ts^+W) A sister's daughter.

sister's son.

Si (corrupt, of <f|l) A wife, a daughter-in-

law: also used in respectfully addressing any

female.

a. (from ) Earned or due for car-

rying burdens, s. L Wages for carrying bur-

dens, porterage. 2. The first thing sold by a

tradesman in the morning, a handsel.
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a. (from
)

Guilty of incestuous con-

nection with a son's wife (a low term of abuse).

<T3^t5ll s. (from ^SNFt ) Incest with a son's

wife.

meal given the day

after a newly-married woman arrives at her hus-

band's house, when she deals out rice to the

guests. Carey.

A bird (Cuculus Accipiter). Carey.

s. (corrupt, of A creeping plant.

Sabda S. p. 307.

3a33}1 a. (from W3) Carrying loads, bearing

burdens, s. 1. A carrying of burdens or loads.

2. The passing away (of time), the flowing (of

a stream).

<3"ow
l s. (m.) 1. A bamboo (Bambusa arundina-

cea). 2. A tube, a pipe, a flute. 3. The back-

bone, the spine. 4. Race, family, lineage ; a

pedigree, a stock. 5. A multitude, an assem-

blage.

3"OJef^a. (mfn.^
0>t

\ fW%) Founding a family,

propagating a lineage or race.

3"°*K3[ a. (mfn.^
07t\+^) Born from a (good)

family, sprung from a race or lineage
;

noble,

high-born. s. (m.T) The son of a degraded

Kulina or noble. Tarcichand Ch.

3OKto" s. (mfn. ^OKl+^') Maintaining or

supporting a family or race.

3:°*MTr*. (n.^-h^) 1. Yellow orpiment.

2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 472.

3°*T(.4l(>*ti s. (/. from^OKl + CTt^1) The

manna of bamboos, an earthy concretion of a

milk-white colour found in the hollow of the

bamboo. Also (/.).

s. (n.1 3°*1+^) A sort of iambic

measure in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 429.

3"0ir
n£fr a. (mfn. 3°*!+^) Destitute of

descendants, childless.

^OJCrt^CH ad. Sans, (from <T°*1 +^!F«)
In genealogical succession, by inheritance.

3°*rft1% s . (f ^°*l+3lt<Tf%) A genealo-

gical list, a pedigree.

^°f^ s. (n.
«" *j+t^) Aloe-wood (Amyris

Agallocha). Also 3"°f*T^1 (/.).

<T°*ft s. (/. from <°*1
) A flute, a pipe, a fife.

3°*ft*Wt a. (-f¥^mfn. *°*\\ +%tfk\
from R. <^) Holding or carrying a flute, s.

(m.) A flute-player : used as an epithet of

Krishna.

^°*f[$ a. (mfn. from 30W1
)

Pertaining to a

(good) family.

<^OKP a. (mfn. from<T
OK

l
)
Pertaining to a (good)

family
;

lineal, genealogical, s. (ra.) An heir.

mfn. irreg. compar. de-

gree of 3"°^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 520). More

abundant.

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of
)

Most abundant. Wilkins Gr. p. 520.

<.< t> s. A shrub which produces an edible fruit

(Flacourtia sapida). Carey.

s. (corrupt, of ^*^
s)
A friend, a relation.

<T<^ Root, i. (^^G3) 1. To be crooked, curved,

or bent ; to make crooked. 2. To act dis-

honestly. 3. To go.

<1<P s. (?n.) 1. An aquatic bird, a crane (Ardea

nivea). 2. A tree (iEschynomene Sesban,

Hort. Ben. p. 56 ; Sesbana grandiflora, Carey).

s. (m. for ) A compound sort of

perfume.

1 s. (corrupt, of ) A young cow, a

heifer.
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(from Talkativeness, garrulity.

^Fjg10
] s. (m. Z^+^ffi) A tree (iEschyno-

mene Sesban or M. grandiflora). Hort. Ben.

p. 56.

<WP*t s. (a. ^sj) Sappan wood (Csesalpinia Sap-

pan). Hort. Ben. p. 32.

4^w^4. s - (
p

- ^ *?) With the pen or writing-

reed.

^1^3 v. a. (from R. To talk, to speak,

to prattle ; to induce a person to talk.

The rod which lies

across the warp in a weaver's loom, and is

wrought upon by the treddles to make a pas-

sage for the shuttle. Carey.

Wta$t4tf*|i (^ +^ +^111) Vain

hope, fruitless expectation. (Alluding to a fable

current among the Hindus which represents a

bull walking, and a heron following him in ex-

pectation of his testicles falling off, and fur-

nishing him with a meal). Carey.

v. a. (from R. <H[J To speak, to talk,

to chatter, to prate.

33JTi a. (from 3T^£3) Talkative, garrulous.

4>qg\ s. (m.) A plant (Mimusops Elengi). Hort.

Ben. p. 25.

«$£^f%t1 s. (a. <ujsb) A remainder, a surplus,

arrears.

3<| Root, i. To go.

<T5^ s. (a. L^i3) Time.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.3"^ +3^) 1.

Proper to be spoken or said. 2. Vile, low,

base, bad. 3. Dependant, subject, s. («.) The

meaning of a passage, the subject treated of.

3^1 a . (—ISmfn. R.T^+^) Speaking, talking,

eloquent, loquacious, s. (m.) A speaker.

s - (*• R- <^+^T) 1. The organ of speech,
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the mouth, the face. 2. A beginning, the first

term in a progression. Colebr. Alg. p. 52. 3.

A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 440, 468.

a. (femin. of 3^1 q. v.)

<T<£<r<^ s . (from R. A talking much,

talkativeness, garrulity, a grumbling or reply-

ing when reproved.

v. a. (from <<M<^) To talk much,

to prattle, to grumble.

<T!F a. (mfn. R. <!<£ + <[) 1. Crooked, tortuous,

curved, bent. 2. Malignant, dishonest, crafty,

fraudulent, s. (ra.) The tortuous course of a

stream. — \$] (/.) or —^ (w.) Tortuousness,

crookedness, dishonesty.

tortuous motion.

^PM a. (-f^w/h.^ + 51lft^)Tor-

tuous, moving tortuously or in zigzag.

%ZF«f% a. {mfn. ^!F+^f^) Squinting, squint-

eyed.

A curved line.

<T3Fl s. (from <L<3?<) A he-goat.

<lfl. s. 1. A she-goat. 2. (from

A remainder, an overplus ; arrears, a.

Crooked, bent, tortuous.

^tft^ a. (mfn. ^Zftfrom<!P, + Made

tortuous, bent, curved.

a. (mfn. from +^3) Be

come tortuous or crooked.

<^lf§F s. (/. ^ZF+ ^fSF) An evasive reply,

an equivoque, a pun, a double-entendre.

% s. (p. A general, a commander in

chief ; the head of an office.

^ft^T^Tl s. (p. <UU J^r) The pay-office,

the general's office.
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ward.

5*

) A gift, a present, a re-

1890

<"3»
v
Root, r. (<^pA)l. To be angry. 2. To

heap together, to conglomerate.

<~5£S s. (n. from R. 35^) The breast, the bosom.

Also <"5^pT

.

<"tf^t3f s. (n. <~tf$1 for *HFg ^S) The

bosom of a woman.

<r£pHl°l a. (ra/ra. /w£. par*, p. R. <~TJ
) To be

said or spoken of hereafter.

3^ Root, i. (^CTv3, or with the insertion of

a nasal To go, to move.

^HlSJ
l>

s. (a. J-ikr) Avaricious, greedy, cove-

tous, niggardly.

(from a. J-s^) Avarice, covetousness,

niggardliness.

^C^tTTl s. (p. A kind of stitch in sewing.

<~*t RooT
> «• (^ffe.) 1. To go. 2. To go

lamely, to limp.

3*t^ s. (p. Ji,) The arm-pit.

^Wl *• (from p. JAj) A knapsack, a purse, a

small travelling-bag carried under the arm.

(from J^j ?) A small sword or hanger.

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal, <""^-

^TU3) L To go. 2. To censure, to blame.

3. To begin, to begin moving. 4. To move
swiftly.

<9 *• («• from R. -5^?) A turn or reach in the

course of a river.

a. (from <"<P) Crooked, curved, tortuous.

<"3Spi s. (n.) The groin.

3§U (n.) 1. Lead. 2. Tin. 3. {Bang.) Calx of

tin used as a medicine. Mohun P. p. 43. 4. (w.)
The country ofBengal. As. Res. v. 56. 5. Cot-
ton. 6. The egg-plant (Solanum Melongena).

<"^C^ s. (m. The country of Ben-

gal. As. Res. v. 56.

^ftNU (/•) The name of a scale in the Hindu

musical system. As. Res. in. 77.

I>1) A plant, Bengal or Morung cardamoms

(Amomum subulatum). Hort. Ben. p. 1.

<S Root, i. (<~&~f3), n. (<"fiF), and x.

(^loilfoi) To speak, to say, to utter. With

prefixed to it, To pronounce, to declare,

to interpret, to explain ; with 'S} To say, to utter,

to declare ; with To reply.

3T> a. (mfn. from R. ST^ ffijkins' Gr. § 768)

Who speaks, speaking.

s. Orris-root (Acorus calamus, Mohun P.

p. 39 ; also Zingiber Zedoaria).

<~&"° See<~&~^.

s. (n. R. <U^-f^5H) A word, a dictum, a

speech, the act of speaking ; a passage of a

sacred book or code of laws.

40*#t$!t a. (Ufc^ mfn. <~^T+ ^flft^T

from R. Obedient, submissive, compliant,

humble. (Lit. Attentive to orders.)

<OlT.il a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. + ^Ffl^T

)

Fit or proper to be spoken or said.

<~&TTf^$>? a. (mfn. <OC1 locat. case of 0*1,

+ ) Compliant, obedient.

< O^s. (n. from R. <i'oj A word, a sentence;

speech, voice.

<0 vJr
t1 s. (from <~6"^) Discord, dispute, alter-

cation.

<b*<P« a. (mfn. <U^T+«^r
from R. ^) Ac-

complishing the words or commands of another

;

obedient, compliant.

<T>1 s. (from <0*LJ A word.

<0l<0 a. (from <b*lj Altercation, a dispute.

6 E
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^ s. (corrupt, of ^^^T) The young of an

animal, a calf ; a child.

3^ Root, i, {<v5lfo ) To go. «. (^tS-

1. To go. 2. To prepare, to make. 3.

To prepare the way. 4. To trim or feather an

arrow.

ad. (from A. {Jm±-zr) Of the same kind

or genus.

<Ol< I s. (from R. 33^?) I. A boat for travelling.

2. A species of grain (Panicum spicatum).

?G5l s. (p. Ur) Right, proper, true, accurate.

(a. A cloth-merchant, a mercer.

a. (p. j j^) Base-born ; vile.

<^i^I s. (from p. cl>\3 Ja) Lowness of birth,

meanness of extraction ; baseness.

s. (mn.) 1. The diamond. 2. The thunder-

bolt, the weapon of Indra. 3. (m.) One of

the lunar mansions. As. Res. it. 302. ix. 366.

4. (Beng.} A particular quadrilateral figure.

5. A plant (Corypha elata). Hort. Ben. p. 25.

Also • a. (mfn.} 1. Hard, adaman-

tine, severe. 2. Forked, zigzag, cross. -31

(/.) or — ^3"
(re.) Hardness, severity. Wilkins'

Gr. % 978.

^J^s. (m. + The name of certain plants

(Euphorbia of several species).

^SpC" s . (m. 3^+^") An epithet of Indra.

(Lit. Who holds the thunderbolt.) Also <T3l-

?iprC^ s. (m.^+ ftTB^ft fromf^f R.

A clap of thunder. Also ^Prdl'fa
(jk.).

333bfef s. (m. ^3 +
'

ctt3) The fall of a thunder-

bolt.

^pjB*l s. (». The blossom of

sesamum.

Hardy, strong, re-

solute.

s. (m. + from R.^) Forked

or oblique (i. e. cross) multiplication. Colebr.

Alg. p. 363.

<^klks s. (m.^+^1^1^) A sudden shock

or calamity. (Lit. The striking of a thunder-

bolt.)

<^ta s. (m. from^,

+ :3lt^1) A stone, the

precious opal.

^^^t^Jt^T s. (m. <T^+^^ 1^) Multiplica-

tion crosswise or zigzag. Colebr. Alg. p. 171.

<^ft s. (-tj\ ™-^ +^^) An epithet of

Indra. (Lit. Who possesses the thunder-bolt.)

Root, i. (^"fe) Togo. x.

To delude, to cheat, to trick, to deceive.

3^3? a. (mfn. R. ^Sfc +U^?) Fraudulent, de-

ceitful, crafty, s. (to.) 1. A deceiver, a knave,

a cheat. 2. A jackal.

^<fc*r s. (rc. R. 3"<fc +3H) Deceit, knavery,

fraud. Also (/.).

^^flTIa. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.^+^^TT)
Capable of being cheated or deceived.

a. (jw/m. ^re£. par£. p. R.

Deceived, cheated, imposed upon.

v. a. (from R. ) To deceive, to de-

lude, to impose upon.

^"vj^^ s. (m.) 1. A tree (Dalbergia Ougeinensis).

2. Another tree (Jonesia Asoca). 3. Common

cane (Calamus Rotang). 4. A flower (Hibis-

cus mutabilis). 5. A sort of bird. Wilson.

%\ Root, i. (TtTf?) and x. (^TTfe) 1. To

surround, to encompass. 2. To tie, to string,

to connect. 3. To partition, to divide. 4. (In

the caus. form, To speak. Also,

with the insertion of a nasal, iv. (<l
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and x. To partition, to separate,

to divide.

s. (m. from R. ^"^) 1. The Indian fig-tree

(Ficus Indica). 2. A small shell, a cowry.

3. (?wra.) A rope, a tie, a string: also ^T^t (/.).

ad. Indeed, truly.

(ra.) Pulse ground and fried in oil or

butter.

3iH*ri s. (/. from +*1"!T) A plant from

the fibrous leaves of which bow-strings, &c. are

made (Aletris hyacinthoides, or Sanseviera

Zeylanica). Wilson.

^T&1<£< s. (m.^ + ^l<M) A string, a cord,

a rope. Also

I am indeed. See Rudiments of Bengali

Grammar, § 285.

(/• from ?) A pill, a bolus.

*f&5TO for 3"ffel, +3tXT) A

tree (Eugenia cymosa) ; also its fruit.

A small oar, a paddle.

aft s. (from 1. A rope. 2. A bead. 3.

Excise, impost. 4. A knife fixed in a board

and used to cut fish, &c.

(m.) A religious student, a brahmachart,

a young priest.

A quail. Mohun P. p. 51.

ad. Indeed, truly, really.

He is indeed. See Rudiments of Bengali

Grammar, § 285.

s. (corrupt, of A species of quail

(Perdix olivacea, Buchanan's MSS). Carey.

Tt[<J?t<[1 s . Mockery, banter.

a. (from A mocker, a

banterer.

Root, i. (3~frf3) To be large, powerful,

or able. (With the insertion of a nasal, i.

To move alone or unaccompanied.

a. (mfn.} Stupid, slow, dull.

<^ Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

^3^3) 1. To partition, to share, to divide.

2. To surround, to encompass. (In the first

sense it takes also the form of the tenth class,

s. (corrupt, of^E>) The Indian fig-tree (Ficus

Indica). Hort. Ben. p. 65.

"^O a. (corrupt, of Large, wide, great,

capacious, chief, supreme, elder, ad. Very.

^3 viltk'H^ s. (^3+ a. ^JW) A supreme

court of judicature. Mohun P. p. 93.

<K3^f^l s. (3a3 + 3?"Ri) Aplant(Sida graveo-

lens).

cucurbitaceous

plant and fruit (Momordica muricata). Carey.

A plant (Nerium odorum). Carey.

(Euphorbia hirta). Mohun P. p. 43.

<\i<£t^v5 5. (^+^t^3) A plant (Crinum

toxicarium). Hort. Ben. p. 23.

o o
<vi<£l* 5. (<F3+<pi) A sort of jasmine (Jas-

minum arborescens). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

<^ttl^^l s. (^-f^sSf^Wl) A
shrub (Ixora undulata). Carey.

A plant (Coryza

lacera). Hort. Ben. p. 61.

4\il<H(i) (^3+C^f^) A plant (Agera-

tum aquaticum). Hort. Ben. p. 61.

^5^^111 s . (^+ .C^?J3W-) A species

of club-rush (Scirpus grossus). Carey.

^\5^ft^f 5. (^\5+ JVn^?) A plant (Euph

bia hirta). iZor*. j3erc. p. 36. Also <[Otc^<^

6 E 2

or-
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33Ptt5S s. (^+ 5H^) A tree (Croton oblon-

gifolium). Mohun P. p. 66.

<tviCn^t s. (^5+(Wl) A species of

grass (Kyllingia umbellata). Hort. Ben. p. 5.

30J><P*l1 s. (3a3 + 0<P^J.1) A species of oak

(Quercus squamosa). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

^TJ^fl s. (^i + TJ^Tl) A sort of pulse (Cicer

arietinum). Carey.

<OI^1 s. («\5 + "£3Ti) A species of rat (Mus

decumanus). Carey.

<OI>^T, s . +^1) An aquatic plant (Me-

nyanthes Indica). Hort. Ben. p. 13.

A species of grass

(Cyperus Iria). Hort. Ben. p. 5.

3\55t*Fffcft s. (33 +3^^1?) A sort of

grass (Panicum setigerum). Carey.

<^h^^\^. s. A shrub (Tabernaemontana corona-

ria, flor. plen.) Carey.

species of

fish (Clupea vittata, Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey.

3"3"faf$f^ s. (33 +frNf^) A species of

club-rush (Scirpus glomeratus). Hort. Ben.

p. 6.

?) A species of

purslain (Portulaca pilosa). Hort. Ben. p. 36.

s. ) An aquatic plant

(Pontederia vaginalis). Carey.

s. A species of grass (Panicum uliginosum).

Carey.

A species of fish

(Tetrodon fornicatus). Carey.

(< ;3 + TiT^tT,A
i) A cucurbitaceous

plant (Trichosanthes dioica, var.) Carey.

A species of bird

(Merops Philippensis). Carey.
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) A plant

(Polygonum pilosum). Hort. Ben. p. 29.

A sort of

grass (Poa Chinensis). Carey.

ZS&ff^ffl s . (^5+ 3jffel) A plant (Me-

lastoma Malabathrica). Hort. Ben. p. 33.

A species of quail (Perdix olivacea).

Carey.

a. Talkative, loquacious, garrulous.

Mohun P. p. 120.

3^33"1 s. (/.) 1. A mare. 2. A female slave.

3. An epithet of the nymph Aswini, or the

personified asterism which is represented by a

horse's head. Wilson.

?) Submarine fire

:

in mythology a laeing consisting of flame with

a horse's head, fabled to have sprung from the

thighs of Aswa, and to have been received by

the Ocean. Wilson. Also ^aS^H5^ .

A species of cane (Ca-

lamus fasciculatus). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

331% s. (/.) 1. The wooden frame of a thatch.

2. A turret or awning temporarily erected on the

roof of a palace. Also <I\3^t (/.).

The large cultivated

garden-pea. Carey.

s . (^3+3^1) A parasitical plant

(Loranthus bicolor). Hort. Ben. p. 25.

^33Ti s. Misfortune, calamity.

3OTfa^[f*t^s. (^ + Ht^TpI3^) A large

white variety of kidney-bean (Dolichos gladia-

tus). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

plant (Trigonella

fcenum Graecum). Carey.

s. (^3+ T&Pf\) A species of club-

rush (Scirpus tetragonus). Hort. Ben. p. 6.
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) An aromatic

plant (Ligusticum Ajwaen). Carey.

^o(« h\ s. (^\5+f%%1?) A species of the

soap-berry tree (Sapindus emarginatus). Hort.

Ben. p. 29.

locat. case of <JPl ) In

a great degree, in an extraordinary degree.

species of bread-fruit tree (Artocarpus

Lacucha). Carey.

(corrupt, of ) A harpoon, a spear,

a javelin.

A plant

(Flemingia congesta). Hort. Sen. p. 56.

(corrupt, of ) A fishing-hook.

A plant (Rottbcellia exaltata). Hort.

Sen. p. 8.

A species of

Conferva. Carey.

) A species

of weed (Argemone Mexicana). Also «3v5 -

. Hort. Sen. p. 41.

^3t*TO s. (^\5+C*TO) A shrub (Bergera

Kcenigii). Carey.

A species of grass

(Panicum hispidulum). Hort. Sen. p. 7.

) A species of water-lily

(Nymphsea versicolor). Carey.

^Vi^crj^J s> (^3 + <«^<p<ti) A species of

weed (Leucas cephalotes). Carey.

^31 s. (/.) Pulse ground and fried with oil or

butter j a ball or cake, a gingerbread-nut.

«. (from<3\5) Greatness, importance, glory,

vaunting.

<oftolf*T s. (33t^+ T>tf*T) A shrub (Uva-

ria tuberosa). Hort. Sen. p. 43.

A pawn at chess.

3"f3*j 5 . («*) A fish-hook. Also 3"fS*Tl and

(/•)•

<lfo<t<Pcr1 s. (^f^ + STRFT) A species of

plant (Hibiscus strictus). Carey.

<i^S[ s. (from <J\2>1 ) A globule of sweetmeat, a

ball, a pill, a gingerbread-nut. See

«. (from ^3 ) A species of grass (Cype-

rus verticillatus). Carey.

^s. (corrupt, of ?T^) A Brahman who per-

forms religious ceremonies for persons of the

Sudra class.

4tO*tJ s. ( + ?) A tree (Garcinia lancese-

folia). Carey.

<T\i<\^ s . A murmuring, a chattering, a talking,

a grumbling.

v. a. (from <10<1*3 ) To murmur,

to grumble, to chatter, to talk.

3A5<rfoUl a. (from ^Vi<lO) Garrulous, grum-

bling, muttering.

A pawn at chess. Mohun P. p. 141.

<T^5" a. (mfn.^ 1. Large, great. 2. Strong, severe.

<^"E>tt s. (corrupt, of 3"<Ff<£) A carpenter.

Root, i. To sound. Also written

<r\RooT
,
I.(Ttft) To sound.

s. (m. from R. Sound, noise, clamour.

*^f*t^ s. (—^ ra.) 1. A merchant, a trader.

2. (/.) Traffick, trade.

3ftgt<J s. (m. ^ft<? for ^ft^-f^) Trade,

traffick, commerce. Also

s. (», 3"ft^+*T) Trade, traffick. Also

35ffc5Pl (/•) and 4lpKA> f»-
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3~^Root, x. (^^irfS) To partition, to se-

parate, to divide.

s. (m. from R. ^t^) A part, a portion, a

share.

a. (mfn. from R. "5*^) Dividing, distri-

buting, sharing out. s. (m.) L A distributer,

one who shares out. 2. A part, a portion, a

share.

5. (n. R. 3^+3FT) The act of dividing

into shares, distribution.

a. (mfn.fut.part.p. R. ^PE^+^WlU )

Divisible into shares.

Distributed, shared out.

(m.) The young shoot of a palm, the

spathe or sheath enveloping the young bamboo.

^3 s. (m.) 1. A circumcised man. 2. An ani-

mal whose tail is cut off. a. (mfn.') 1. Maimed,

tailless, crippled, defective. 2. Emasculated,

impotent.

A Taddhita suffix, by means of which attri-

butives of possession are derived from substan-

tives : the terminations of the adjectives thus

formed are in the three genders of the nomina-

tive case singular, masc. fern. —

neut. mfn.)

Possessed of wealth, rich, wealthy, from

s. (n.) Wealth, riches, ;
^fet^T a.

(
— mfn.) Possessed of virtue, virtuous, from

s. (m.) Virtue, . Williins' Gr. % 909.

as an indeclinable termination, is also

employed in the same sense as the English

— like, to derive adverbs implying similarity or

comparison from nouns : e. g. ad.

Sans. As before, as formerly, from a.

(mfn.) Previous, prior, preceding, + . Wil-

kins' Gr. § 1038.

<T3 interj. Sans. Ah ! oh ! A vocative particle of

sorrow and regret.

<\j°^T s. (m.) 1. An ear-ring. 2. A crest. See

<\3<? s. (a. k + P. cS\) A goose, a duck.

ad. (a. ^j%j) On that day of the

month.

<P3^ s. (corrupt, of <T\5^) A species of quail

(Perdrix Chinensis). Carey.

3I3t3?l s. (from 3H+C3t^?) A cow miscar-

rying from accident.

Wf*\ a. (corrupt: of Thirty-two.

«. (from ) The thirty-second.

(m.) 1. A calf, the young of an animal:

also used as an expression of endearment in ad-

dressing children, &c. 2. A year. 3. (n.) The

breast, the chest.

s. (m. 3^T+^?) A medicinal plant

(Wrightea antidysenterica).

s. (m. w*m+im) A steer.

^^^s?"?! s. (from ^^3^) A heifer given

away with a bull.

A vegetable

poison, commonly called mit'ha zeher (Aconi-

tum ferox). Wallich, PI. 41.

^"^^^ s. (m.) A year.

^^TtfflTri s . (^^R+Htfl?Tl) An-

nual wages. Mohun P. p. 88.

^W^tt. (from^MT) Affectionate, indulgent,

kind.

3^Tfrrft s. (f. from ?fj3?T+$$0$ A plant

(Menispermum glabrum).

a. (p. jo) Bad, evil.

*3T[^Root, i. (3Tff3) To be steady or firm.

Root, i. (3Itf\J, -(3) and x. (3lWf\3,
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— C3) 1. To speak. 2. To tell, to declare, to

utter. 3. To utter sound generally, to bark (as

a dog), &c. 4. To abide. With prefixed,

To speak in conformity or similarly ; with

To forbid, to reject, to exclude, to blame, to

censure ; with To wel-

come, to salute ; with To explain ; with

To speak against ; with ^1 To speak

;

with +3 To dispute, to quarrel ; with ^T

+ ^1 To speak articulately in concert; with

To answer, to reply.—i. (With the insertion of

a nasal, 4*HW) 1. To salute, to pay homage.

2. To praise, to extol.

3Tl a. (mfn. from R. >Tv) Speaking, talking.

Used in comp. e. g. Speaking agree-

ably or friendly, from f^U a. (mfn.") Dear,

beloved, +%t . See Wilkins' Gr. § 793.

s. (». R. ^l^+^PT) L The act of speak-

ing. 2. The mouth, the face. 3. A beginning.

4. The initial term in a progression. See

Colebr. Alg. p. 52. 5. The summit of a figure,

the part opposite its basis. Colebr. Alg. p. 72.

a . (mfn. from R. T%J) Bountiful, muni-

ficent, liberal. See <PdP .

*<d. s. (m.~) The jujube (Zizyphus Jujuba or

Z. scandens). (n.) The fruit. Also (/.).

*<K<] s . (/.) 1. Cotton. Also 3"CR1 (/.). 2.

A species of Dioscorea.

(
A

- Jaj) Exchange, substitution ; re-

quital, reward ; relief (from watch, &c).

v. a. (from a.
Jj,j ) To change, to

alter, to substitute, to reward, to relieve.

<kj^|^ s. (from a. Jjo) A thing given in ex-

change or as a substitute, price of exchange.

TCtfTk^PH s. (from a. J jj) Barter, exchange.

v. n. (from a. Jjj) To be bartered,

to be given in exchange.

< E|^f| s. (from a. Jjj) A thing given in ex-

change, a price of exchange.

^Kt^T ad. (from a. Jjj) In lieu of, instead of,

by way of exchange for.

a. (mfn. from R. ZtfJ Liberal, gene-

rous, munificent, bountiful. — "31 (/.) or —

^

(ra.) Munificence.

4 W R a. (»w/n. from R. < l^) Speaking,

talkative, eloquent, s. (m.) A speaker.

<1 W. s. The sweet-almond tree (Amygdalus

communis). Hort. Ben. p. 38.

v. a. (from R. <l E^) To say, to speak,

to talk.

(from p. jj) L Evil, wickedness. 2. A
badge of Hussain worn at the Muharram.

Carey.

a. (p. Li jj) Writing a bad hand.

^TlplW^a. (p. JUL jj) Forming evil de-

signs or bad machinations, s. An evil machi-

nation.

(from p. JUi jj) The forming of

evil contrivances or machinations.

a. (p.^ Jo) Malevolent, evil disposed.

<Wva<llN a. (
P

. Jjj jj) Using improper or

scurrilous language.

s. (from p. Jo) Abuse, impro-

priety or scurrility of language.

<>K5lK a. (p. CJ)j Jj) Of 1ow extraction, vile,

base.

(from p. Cl)\t) Jo) Lowness, vileness,

or baseness of birth.

jj) An imprecation, a curse.

*<. ^ «• (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <T^> Wilkins' Gr.

p. 420) Tied, bound, restrained, confined,

staunched, stagnant. (In the tenets of the

Jainas) That which binds or fetters the em-
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bodied spirit. Trans. R. A. S. i. 553. See

s. (from R. ^% ) A styptic. Carey.

<^-^5^ a. Afflicted with a cold or checked per-

spiration. Morton.

A confirmed

idiot.

A plant

(Herculia alata, Rox.^. Hort. Ben. p. 50.

A confirmed fool.

Retaining a bitter and

confirmed enmity.

*£^J4 a. (mfn. )
Having the mouth

or orifice closed.

a. (mfn. 3f+^T) Well-rooted.

5 . (-TFT. w . ^f+^tlf^) (In the

tenets of the Jainas) A soul which is bound or

fettered by deeds and works previous to its de-

liverance. Trans. R.A.S. i. 552.

s. (/. from R. 3^) A thong. See .

a. (p. 4CJu Jo) Following an evil

pattern or example. 5. A bad drawing, a bad

picture.

<l^l\5l<
s

a. (p. Jn> jo) Malevolent, envious.

s. Malevolence, envy : also ^ k^l\5l^ .

1 s. (from a. ^jo ?) An earthen pot with a

spout.

<rt<i^ a. (p. Jo) Infamous, calumnious.

s. An evil reputation, a bad character : also

^TT<T3^ a. (p. t^jsr jo) Inauspicious, unlucky,

unfortunate.

(from p. i^sr jo) Bad fortune, ill

luck.

1904

A plant (Limodorum or Geodorum

bicolor). Hort. Ren. p. 63.

Ott^U a. (p. jo) Fetid, of an evil scent.

s. Fetor, an evil scent.

^"^TfT^^ s- (p<
^^Lk jo ) A wrong advice,

bad counsel.

T^lrffF^t a ^from ^ L^sSL^ ^ Tendering

improper or bad advice.

3T7TI3lt*^ fl< (P- ^ ) Following a bad

or low profession.

TTO^rKt s. (from p. jo) The following

of a bad or low profession.

a. (p. Jo ) Depraved, evil-

minded, of a bad disposition.

3"^ a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 3"^+^I) Utter-

able, fit to be said or pronounced.

^T^-^ a . (p. ^frj jo ) Of a bad colour, s. A
tree (Fagara Budrunga). Hort. Ren. p. 11.

<nTTt5^ a. (p. a\j jj) Following an evil course

of life, walking improper ways. s. A bad course

of conduct.

^If^rfc^ a ^ Ill-circumstanced, in

a bad situation, s. A bad situation, evil cir-

cumstances.

*<jH Root, i. To bind ; in the desi-

derative or volitive form (^^^^Csi ) To

blame, to reproach, to despise, to loathe. Also

i. (^tfe) and x. (^T^Tfa) 1. To tie, to

bind. 2. To kill.

*^ s. (m. from R. 3^) Killing, slaying,

slaughter, murder.

*3$te3 *• ^l + tTv3) 1. The punishment

of death, capital punishment. 2. The punish-

ment for murder.

*^5ftTT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^lll.^)

Fit to be put to death, vulnerable.
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*^73^t3T 5 . (n. 3$, 4-^^)A place of execution.

*3~f^3" a. (mfn.) Deaf. -v3l (/.) or (rc.)

Deafness.

a. (-f^^ra/w. from R. Killing,

slaying, murderous. Also

^ s. (/.) 1. A woman. 2. A wife. 3. The wife

of a relation, especially the wife of a son, a

daushter-in-law. Also <t, -Z&m. and

a. (-f^T »?/». from +R. ^)
Wishing to kill or destroy.

^tHtXJvJ a. (mfn. 3"H Intent on kill-

ing or slaying ; murderous.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^^-f-tT) Proper

to be slain or killed
;

vulnerable, liable to be

slain. — ^31 (/.) or —^ (w.) Liability to be

killed.

s. (n. R.^+^I?) 1. A thong. 2. Lead.

3^ Root, i. (3^Tf\?) 1. To hurt, to injure. 2.

To produce sound. 3. To serve, to worship.

Also, i. (3"^f3) and x. (^TTFf3) 1. To

assist, to help, to aid. 2. To have no faith.

3. To sound. 4. To warm. vm. (<*}UJ) To

ask, to beg.

^T*^ A Kridanta suffix put after verbal roots to

form with them nouns of various sorts : e. g.

(m. nomin. A sacrificer, a priest,

from R. TFI
; ^ |< K 1<*1/. (m. nomin. —31)

Who gives abundantly, from ^?f^" «• (
mfn.)

Much, many, +R. ffl . See Wilkins' Gr.

§ 802, 803.

<T*T s. (w.) 1. A wood, a forest. 2. Water, a

fountain. 3. An abode, a dwelling-place.

<1^Alt£ s . (^T+ ^rt^?) A shrub (Morinda

erecta). Hort. Ben. p. 15. Also <*t^A-U^.

^SITPfl s . (?rf + 3lt5f1) A plant (Zingiber

Casumunar). Hort. Ben. p. 2.

The name of several plants : viz.

Triumfetta Bartramia, Hort. Hen. p. 36 ; Urena

lobata, Hort. Hen. p. 51 ; and Xanthium Indi-

cum, Carey.

<1<5
^5. (^T + ^T^) A plant (Arum Colocasia).

Hort. Hen. p. 65.

<1<Per
ll s. (^rT +^Tl) The wild plantain.

^^J^TO s. (<^ + ^TtlT) A plant (Glycine

labialis). Hort. Hen. p. 55.

<N^WU. (^T +^^l) A plant (Hibiscus

Abelmoschus ?). Carey.

^T^tCTl s. (3"^ + a. A species of wild

coffee (Coffea Bengalensis). Hort. Hen. p. 15.

3^%RT*T s . (^T+ ^T^Rt^T?) A plant

(Momordica mixta ?). Carey.

3M<fr'H1?r s. + A plant (Hibis-

cus vitifolius). Hort. Hen. p. 51.

o o

37£J5 s. (^+^>) A plant (Abrus precato-

rius, Carey ; Bergera integerrima, Hort. Ben.

p. 32).

<1^g& s. (^T+^5^) A jungle-fowl (Pha-

sianus Gallus).

^t^lvSl s. (^T+ Zfi^l) Sporting in a garden

or grove.

A cucurbitaceous

plant (Cucumis Madraspatanus). Carey.

species of ox (Bos

grunniens). Carey.

s . (^T+ ^Tt^) A small tree (Diospyros

cordifolia, Pox.). Mohun P. p. 43.

3^$3Ti s. (3^+^311) Two species of beau-

tiful palms (Areca triandra and Caryota urens).

Carey.

^T^TtoJl (^+(^31^) A plant (Cu-

cumis Madraspatanus). Mohun P. p. 66.

6 F
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^T^T1 s. (^FT + TFTl) A species of wild vetch.

Caret/.

<1 0^" a. (wjftt. from R. Haunt-

ing forests or woods, sylvan, savage, s. (m.)

A wild animal. Also 3X*t 0< , 3"T5TT|.

(_f^"^ mfn .) and <1(>V<.<P (mfn.).

^TFf^t^i s. (^Fr+Flvy^.) A plant (Hedy-

sarum gyrans). Carey.

o

^l^ll^*. (from ^+.1*5) A plant (Flagel-

laria Indica). Hort. Ben. p. 26. Also <t?1 -

^TJJTf^l s . (^+"^^^1) A plant (Leea

crispa). Hort. Ben. p. 18.

A species of

snake-gourd (Trichosanthes lobata, Box.). Mo-

hun P. p. 66.

<1D!>;trl s. (m. + "5^1 ) A wild goat. Also

4^^ a. (mfn. 4*1 + n3I) Produced in forests or

woods, sylvan, wild. Also (mfn.').

^51^1^ s. (3"^"+31^1^) A tree (Eleeo-

carpus rugosus). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

^^^vSTT^I 5. (^T + ^it^) A tree (Eugenia fruti-

cosa). Hort. Ben. p. 37. Also its fruit.

<l*lj\5li^1 s. A plant (Clerodendrum inerme).

Hort. Ben. p. 46.

<1<£5?
fi >

s. A plant (Phyllanthus multiflorus).

Hort. Ben. p. 69.

^f^Wl s. (^T+CllHt^) A small plant

(Physalis minima). Also ^Pjttfc Mohun
P. p. 66.

<*to£I^" s . (^*f + 0^4) A species of fig-tree

(Ficus hirta). Hort. Ben. p. 65.

3*[fjfo<p1 s. (/. ^T+fSfS^I) A climbing-

plant (Cissampelos hexandra).
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^^^i s. (^T+ ^T^) A small tree (Gordonia

integrifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 52.

^T§¥i s. (^f+nfM) A plant (Ama-

ranthus fasciatus). Hort. Ben. p. 67.

<^<U1 s. (Ift.^Si.?) A plant (Jasmi-

num attenuatum). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

<^<^W>. (^^T+ ^R^t^Tl?) A plant (Ar-

disia glandulosa). Carey.

<%1"U.<li s. (^T +TWfi) A plant (Oxalis

sensitiva). Hort. Ben. p. 35.

^Ttf^fl s . (^T + TTlr^l ) A medicinal

plant (Gemium lanceolatum, Willd.) Mohun P.

p. 43.

A plant (Ge-

lonium fasciculatum). Hort. Ben. p. 73.

plant resembling the

indigo-plant (Galega purpurea). Carey.

A cucurbitaceous

plant (Trichosanthes cucumerina). Carey.

A plant, a red variety

of Jew's mallow (Corchorus olitorius). Hort.

Ben. p. 42.

3^PH*T*n s. (^TT+^H5^) The name of two

plants (Rumex acutus, Hort. Ben. p. 26, and

Sonchus Orixensis, ibid. p. 60).

^Tftf33 (^r +ftf^?) A plant (Trifo-

lium officinale). Mohun P. p. 66. Also <f*i -

pirn.

^Tf^TTt^s. (<^"+f%t^) A bulbous plant

(Crinum longifolium). Carey.

3*E$t s. (^+W) A plant (Basella rubra).

Carey.

a. (m/k ^T +3^£ from R. ^1) Re-

tiring into a forest, withdrawing from society

into the wilderness, leading the life of an ancho-
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ret. s. (ra.) A hermit, an anchoret. Also

^Tf^U s. (m. ^T + f^TT) The koMla (Cucu-

lus Indicus).

<1<4<l&t s . ( + ^"^<^t ) A sort of kidney-

bean (Dolichos Gangeticus, Carey ; Phaseolus

alatus, Hort. Ben. p. 54).

The wild hog:.

<1<I^ s . (37T+3"R^) A plant (Ocymum

pilosum). Carey.

^T^t^s. (ro.^f+^PT) An abode in a forest,

a residence in a forest.

<1<i*tT, a. (-f^rT mfn. from <FT+ R. 3^Tj

Residing in a forest, s. (m.) An anchoret, a

hermit.

<^|<0K s. (^T+f^l^) A species of wild

cat (Felis Caracal). Carey. Also <'Tp"f^ .

<1t^loi1 s. (n. ^"^T+C^t^T) The eating a

social meal in a forest or garden. Carey.

^JI&STl s. (<=T+ JtS^Tli) A forest tree (a

species of Bassia ?). Carey.

gad-fly

(CEstrus of various species). Also

(/•)

3^lfTI> s. (^T+ SlfTU) A small acrid plant

(Ammannia vesicatoria). Hort. Ben. p. 11.

^TO"ff^1 * (^T + Srfi^1) A plant (Jasmi-

num Zambac). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

1. The orano;-

utang. 2. The Lemur tardigradus.

<*1^H1 s. (/. ^T+STHl) A chaplet or gar-

land worn by Krishna.

s. (-^Tm. ^THW +t^) An

epithet of Krishna. (Lit. Wearing a chaplet

or garland.)

^•TO^I s . ( A species of pulse (Pha-

seolus trilobus). Carey.

3^55 s
- (

m
-

A sort of kidney-

bean (Phaseolus lobatus).

3^TpT s. + A shrub (Tetranthera

lanceasfolia). Hort. Ben. p. 73.

33
JJXEs

lft s. (^Fr+CH5^) A species of trefoil

(Trifolium Indicum). Hort. Ben. p. 58.

<*1^% s. (iPF-f^f?) A plant (Clerodendrum

inerme). Carey.

<t-gM lsilirr s. tUl^'ty) A small plant

(Ligusticum diffusum). Carey.

<^^^ s . (m. ^T +^^) The keeper of a

garden or forest.

4l5^i 5 .
(^IT+^^T) A bulbous plant

(Pancratium triflorum ; also Crinum longifo-

lium). Carey.

A species of wild mus-

tard (Sinapis divaricata). Hort. Ben. p. 48.

3*R"lh5t s. (m. from ^T +TKSpP) 1. A lion.

(Lit. The king of the forest.) 2. (Beng.) A
plant (Verbesina scandens). Hort. Ben. p. 62.

<1< kil s. (from ^T + R. Tfa) Adorning a

forest, beautiful (as shrubs, &c).

3^Rr^ s, (from 3"^ + R. An animal found

in the forests of India (Manis pentadactyla).

Also ^TRtft\3

.

^TfT*rT s. A plant (Jussieua exaltata). Hort.

Ben. p. 33.

<1fl« i

5l s. (^T+^T^f) A plant (Ludwigia

parviflora). Hort. Ben. p. 11.

&Ft°\ s . A plant (Crotalaria ver-

rucosa). Hort. Ben. p. 54.

A species of kidney-

bean (a variety of Dolichos Lablab). Hort.

Ben. p. 55.

6 F 2
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<5pJ?lFl s . (^ +
'Kt^W\) A plant (Fumaria

parviflora). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

<PH2j?Rr s. (^=T + *te3") A wild hog.

<W*f%'lg s. (m. ^T +^tt) A plant com-

monly called golihura (Ruellia longifolia).

^I^M s. (m. ^T+^^) A multitude of

woods, foests , or groves.

0.*i^ a. (mfn. 3*T + ^5) Situated in a forest;

wild, sylvan, savage. Also <J

mfn.*) and <^Tf^\3 (mfn.").

^F^ffe s. (m. from <FT + *rf3) A large tree.

(Lit. A lord of the forest.) A fruit-bearing tree

without apparent blossoms. Tarachand Ch.

A species of wild

turmeric (Curcuma Zedoaria). Hort. Ben. p. 1.

<t"l1 s. (a. ily) A fabrication, a machination, a

preparation, a contrivance ; a thing made.

proper name, +\5l) A horse

from Vanayu.

v. a. (from a. .jUj) To make, to fabri-

cate, to prepare, to contrive, to construct.

(h. cjUj ) 1. Woollen cloth, broad cloth.

2. Intimacy. See ^TtH and 3fSl .

a. (from h. euly) Made of woollen cloth.

<*ilU s. Intimacy, love, friendship. See <*1

and 3ft"

.

a. (m/ra. pre/, part. p. R. <T*[
s
+^v3) 1.

Solicited, requested, asked, begged. 2. Served,

attended on.

(femin. of <TpTs3) 1. A beloved woman,

a mistress, a wife. 2. A woman in general.

(p. oUx>) A foundation, a basis, a

groundwork.

a. (from p. jLj) Having a (good)

foundation or basis ; of good descent.

^»ft?I<P s . (m. from R. <FT ) A beggar, a men-

dicant. Also k*\\<® (tn.) and tffife [m.).

<*J5 *. (from ) A sister's husband. Carey.

<RTO a. (from <FT) Sylvatic, sylvan, relating

to woods or forests.

<tlVig s. (-3R>. W+^SVjJ An ape,

a monkey. (Lit. Whose dwelling-place is the

forest.)

(from h. cubj) 1. Woollen cloth, broad

cloth. 2. Intimacy. See ^ft^ and ^TTTT

.

^"X*. (p. Joj) A fastening, a knot, a bandage,

a belt, a roll, a string ; a joint, a knuckle ; a

mound, an embankment
;

order, regularity.

a. (mfn. R. TF+ 3I35

)
Paying homage,

worshipping, adoring
;
welcoming, s. (m.) A

worshipper, a panegyrist, a flatterer.

*. (n. R.^+^FT) Homage, salutation,

respect, worship, adoration, praise, flattery.

Also <PKlJ . Mains' GV. § 833.

<T*ft^s. (p. ^joj) A port, a harbour, an empo-

rium, a trading-town, a mart ; a city in general.

s. (/. from R. 3"CT
) A parasite plant (Epi-

dendrum tessellatum). Also ^tR^I and <*Kt-

?! (/•)•

^^H^ a. (mfn. from R. 3~PF
)

Laudatory, com-

plimentary, polite, civil.

<VKs> (f.) A prisoner. Also SMft (/.).

a. (wz/h. pre/. par/, p. R. <i

)

Praised, extolled, lauded, flattered, compli-

mented.

<F*tM v. a. (from R. ) To pay homage, to

salute, to welcome, to compliment.

s. (-f%^ m. from R. tft) 1. A pane-

gyrist, or bard attached to the court of a prince.

2. A flatterer, a parasite. 3. (Beng.*) A pri-

soner, a captive. See
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^tt^tTi s. (p. <UU- jcj) A prison, a jail.

Also

*T*$*iH ^ (f^ftf^l^f) A jailor.

<^<P^5. (t. A musket, a gun.

<T^ii 1*1^5, (from p. ifjcj ?) A prisoner. Also

<Cr
H*

c
jv s. (p. ^Juj) 1. A binding, a tying. 2.

An invention, a fiction, a contrivance. 3. Ele-

gance of style.

I s. (p. Settlement, regula-

tion, disposition, arrangement, economy, govern-

ment.

<TO a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^T^+TT) Praise-

worthy, laudable. Also ^rflir and aft -

\5%) (mfn.).

*^ Root, ix. (^tft) and x. (<^ilRi)

To bind, to tie. With prefixed, To adhere,

to be attached to ; with To loosen, to let

loose ; with f*T or with To attach to, to tie

together.

(m. from R. <T^) 1. A bond, a tie. 2.

A pledge, a deposit, a. Tied, bound, confined,

shut.

*<^<P s. (m. <t^+<£) A pledge, a pawn, a de-

posit, a mortgage.

4%<^(.kv3^1 s. (from + ft[U3) A mort-

gager. Mohun P. 84.

*^^<Rl^]?fJl s. (from3^ +3Tf%3) A
mortgagee. Mohun P. p. 84.

*3^t s. (/. from R. 35*£) An unchaste woman,

a courtezan, a harlot.

*3^pTs. (n. R.^+^FT) 1. The act of binding

or tying. 2. (wh.) A rope, a tie, a fetter : also

<T^ft (/.).

^pPt3 a. (^5
T+ 51^) Bound, confined,

restrained.
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^pjsltre a. (^r+^tt^) To

liberate, to release.

A prison.

Also ^r*rt*n

.

(/. from R. "3^Ej A rope, a tie, a

bandage, a roller, a garter.

*<^llH a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+3FflTT)
Fit to be bound, tied, or confined.

(m. The post to which

an elephant is tied.

<^ll s. (from R. A stipend, wages, sa-

lary.

(from R. <l^) A prisoner, a captive, a

felon.

*<T^£ s. (m. from R. ) 1. A kinsman, a re-

lation : especially a distant or cognate kinsman,

and subsequent in right of inheritance to the

gentile or sagotra. See C^tt^v5l . 2. A friend,

an associate. — \ji (/.) or —^ (
n .) 1. Friend-

ship, intimacy. 2. A multitude of relations.

•OTalXI a. (mfn. + Affectionate or

kind towards relations and friends.

*<^s5l1<<? s. (m. from + R. A flower

(Pentapetes Phoenicea).

\H a. from ^^T, +31^)
Bound, ensnared, caught.

a. (mfn. from R. <l?b ) Uneven, undu-

lating, fluctuating, wavy. Also (mfn.).
*\

*<1^S
??
T a. (mfn. from 1. Beautiful, pleas-

ing. 2. Bent, stooping, s. (m.) 1. A bastard,

the son of an unchaste wife : also <Ti^cr
i'

,

2. A flower (Pentapetes Phoenicea).

*<^b><P s. (m.) A plant, commonly called dop'ha-
s

riya (Pentapetes Phoenicea, or according to

some, Ixora coccinea). Also ^£<^ (m.).
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s . (m. 3^+*fa>j) A tree (Pen-

taptera tomentosa).

a. (mfn.) 1. Barren, unproductive, not

bearing fruit. 2. Detained under arrest, con-

fined.

s. (femin. of 3^ ) 1. A childless wo-

man. 2. A barren cow.

3"*P a. (mfn. ^^T + TT Willdns Gr. % 899) Syl-

vatic, sylvan, savage, wild, rural.

<T"T^1 s. (f. from 3*T) A quantity of water; a

flood, a deluge, an inundation.

^\ Root, i. (^tf^, -C3) 1. To sow seed.

2. To procreate. 3. To shave. 4. To weave.

With "pT prefixed, To throw in, to place
;

with f^T^ To pour out, to shed ; with ^ To

sow seed.

^FT s. (n. R. ^^+^SH) The sowing of seeds.

sower of

seed.

3^1 s. (f. from R. 1. The mucous or

glutinous secretion of the flesh or bones ; accord-

ing to some, also, the marrow of the bones. 2.

A hole, a cavity. Wilson. 3. (Beng.) A sowing.

*5^fo s. (w.) The body, the corporeal frame.

^pSTFTa. (_S5T^ mfn.^^r^) Beauti-

ful, handsome.

^1 s. (-^ ?». R. ^1+^) 1. A sower, a

planter. 2. A father.

s. (mn.) 1. A field. 2. A rampart, a mud

wall ; a bank, a shore. 3. The foundation of

a building. 4. The gate of a fortified city.

A person who attends the courts of

justice to give testimony in any cause for which

he may be paid. Carey.

*T5 Root, i. (^afij) To go.

•5^ a. (mfn.) Great, large.

*3a a. (mfn. from R. ^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 480).

1. Large, great. 2. Tawny, s. (m.) 1. Fire.

2. An epithet of Vishnu and of Siva. 3. The

name of an ancient muni or sage. 4. A large

mongoose or ichneumon (Mustela Ichneumon).

^Root, I. To vomit, to eject from

the mouth.

3Tt^t s. (from R. OTJ A vomiting of any sub-

stance.

<tU$i s . (m. R. ^^+^31^) A vomiting, the act

of ejecting any thing from the mouth.

s. (n. R. 3*1 + ) The act of vomiting.

<T£tt^ s. (p. JL <y ) With the property.

3^ s . (f from R. ^) Vomiting, sickness.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 4^+^\J)

Vomited. Also . Wilkins' Gr. § 421.

<*J.{, s. (from R. ) 1. An emetic. 2. Any

substance thrown up by vomiting.

A pirate committing depredations

on rivers. Carey.

^11 Root, i. To go, to move.

See^H^.

3IT°Ipq s. (m. Age, the period of

life.

3Uo^ a. (mfn. 3Uo +^) Youthful, in the

prime of life
;

mature, middle aged. Also

(mfn.).

< viol s. (corrupt, of A large timber-

tree (Terminalia Belerica). See ^il^l

.

^^TTTl s. An egg not impregnated by the male.

<ni^ s. (re.) Age, the time of life
;

especially

youth, the prime of life.

^nT5^ a . (mfn. from <nT^) Of such or such an

age.

W| a. (mfn. from ^ ) See^IT^.
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^IT^I s. (/.) A plant (Terminalia Belerica).

^H^Ft^3l s. (from + Small

boils or pustules on the skin.

s. (m. from A friend, a com-

panion, a cotemporary ; one of the same age.

Z^J\ s . (femin. of ^H^P) A confidant, a

woman's female friend.

<L£I1 a. (p. <oy) Fetid, disagreeable.

<til s. (a. (jLj) An explanation, a decla-

ration. 2. The face.

3Tlt3" 5. (from S3$W?) 1. The wind. 2. A buf-

falo.

<CU^ 5. (a. t^jj) A distich, a couplet.

Root, i. (3Tp3) To ask, to request, to

desire.

A Kridanta suffix, by means of which attri-

butive adjectives are derived from verbal roots :

e. s. a. mfn. Ruinous, perishable, from

R.
rj,^

pgrigjj. After roots ending in a

short vowel, a mute >?L is inserted before the

suffix : e. g\ a. (mfn.^) Victorious, from

R. "fe To conquer. Wilkins' Gr. p. 467.

<M a. (mfn. from R. ^ To choose) Choice, se-

lect, excellent, eminent, great, best. s. (an.)

1. A wish, a desire, a request, a selection, a

choice. 2. A boon granted by a deity, a bles-

sing. 3. A husband, a bridegroom. 4. An
encompassing or surrounding, s. (w.) Saffron.

W> ad. Sans. (accus. case of 3^) Rather,

better, in preference.

<<<?^. s. (a. <^Sj3 ) 1 . A blessing, a benedic-

tion. 2. Prosperity.

«<P^tlv^ s. (p. j^rf jy ) A matchlock-man.

Mohun P. p. 151.

<<<?<l<
v

s. (p. j\J ji) Rest, steadfastness,

firmness.

(p. <j^*J\s>y)) Removal or recall

from office.

^ptf^Tft^ ad. (p. tJ^f j )
Contrary, op-

posed to.

^^U^l^l s. (from p. tJL^y) Contrariety,

opposition.

rafter, a beam. Mohun P. p. 77.

s. A name by which the Mahrattas are

known.

4<s5l 5. A plantation or field of pare or betel

(Piper Betel).

from R.

s3lt^) The designation of one of the mixed

classes, the offspring of a Brahman by a Sudra

woman ; also of a class springing from the Gopa

and Tantravaya. As. Res. v. 57.

ad. Sans. (3^° + T>) And rather, or

better.

s. (»i.) 1. A gander. 2. A barbarian, a

foreigner.

<l< 1^1 s. (/.) 1. A goose. 2. A wasp. Also

3T£t (/.). See .

<R°i s. (n. R. 3"+ 33^") 1. The act of choosing

or selecting. 2. The act of screening, cover-

ing or surrounding. 3. A promise of marriage,

betrothment. 4. (-Beret/.) The constituting of

a representative. 5. The giving of an earnest-

money. 6. A freckle. 7. (»?.) An enclosure,

a rampart, a mound. 8. A tree (Capparis tri-

foliata).

WWl s. (/. from3"Tt1+3lf%) The city of

Benares.

«'ffvi a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+^1^^)
Fit to be chosen, eligible.

^^"^3 s. (w.) 1. A portico. 2. Pimples on the

face. 3. A multitude.

^<^J<-^ a. (p. t^jjs j)) Put aside, removed or

dismissed from an office.
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s. (from p. J) The being put

aside, dismissal from an office.

(/. from R. ^) An elephant's leather

girth.

<T<( Et a. (tm/w. <r^+ f[ from R. "^1) Granting a

request or desire, conferring a boon or blessing
;

propitious, favourable.

k. 1 s. (femin. of ^"^"ET) A virgin, a girl.

festival on the fourth day of the month Magha.

As. Res. in. 272.

<I<|TO^ s. (p. A bearer, a. Holding,

bearing.

(from p. j\&j ) The holding or bear-

ing a thing.

nJ^s. (p. (j^il^) Endurance, patience.

s. A species of grass (Panicum uligino-

sum). Sort. Sen. p. 8.

4«Hiq s. (n.l **+ X5to) A bridegroom.

Carey.

(p. uJ^j) Ice, snow.

person who attends the bridegroom at a mar-

riage.

3^fl> s. (tk.) One of the Nine Gems or dis-

tinguished men at the court of Vikramaditya.

<M<tpPft s. (/. from **+^ct+t%j A vir-

tuous and beautiful woman. (Lit. One of ex-

cellent colour or caste.)

<H<U'f|<£ s. (n. 3^T+ 3tf|^) Saffron.

*^Tl s. 1. A wasp, a hornet. 2. A goose.

See *Tb.1 .

3**t1 s. (corrupt, of *fe*ft) A fish-hook, a

spear.

^Tf^d? v. a. (from R. To rain, to shower.

<l«t1 s. (/. from R. ¥ ?) 1. The three myrobalans.

2. (Beng. for 3*t^) A hog, a boar.

, (,^ An estimate, a ea.eu.a-

tion, the considering beforehand what may be

requisite for an undertaking.

Wt^H s. (n. ^+3tff) 1. The head. 2. The

privities of either sex.

««Wl<P s. (m. from ^+ + Woody

cassia.

^1WB3 a. (mfn. ^+^ + +
Beautiful, well-formed, handsome.

**1tf s. (»i.) 1. A cord, a rope. 2. A cowry

(Cyprsea moneta). 3. The seed-vessel of a

lotus. Also *Tf1d<e

4<iP^Fl s. (/.) The nagesara plant (Mesua

ferrea). 2. A cowry.

**t&t s. (/. from R. -31"^) A note in the

Hindu gamut. As. Res. in. 77.

(p. CL>\ji) A commission, a warrant,

an assignment, a letter ; a maintenance, cash.

a. (from CL>\jf) Relating to a commis-

sion, warrant, or assignment.

<5< 1<<^ a. (p. y}js) Abreast, even, level, like,

plain, uniform, smooth, up to, opposite, equal,

exact, accurate, alike, straight. Hunter.

^<OMPT s. (p. JkT^) Accusation, criminal in-

formation.

^TtRT^I s . (/. from 3^+3TtRt$;) A hand-

some or elegant woman.

y^, *% s. (from p. i^jjU*) An estimate, a calcula-

tion. See .

.<l.<.lPi s. (m.) Coarse cloth. Also ^Ttf^T (m.).

<T4t3[ s. (?«.) 1. A hog, a boar (in some dia-

lects, a cow. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 453). 2.

An epithet of Vishnu in his third avatara or
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descent, in which he assumed the shape of a

boar. As. Res. i. 352. 3. The name of a sa-

cred place. As. Res. vn. 241.

4*H^£hM s. (/. from ^Tfe + ZFtg") A plant

(Lycopodium imbricatum, Rbx.y.

s. (femin. of 3*4 1^) A sow.

v. a. (from R. 5) To choose a husband,

to betroth, to promise marriage.

(/.) Service, honour, reverence,

adoration.

a. (mfn. ^ftWl+tv3) Served,

honoured, adored, revered. Also < (<<P^M

(mfn.).

WfW*\\ i. (/.) A fish-hook.

(from ) The rainy season.

v. n. (from R. ^) To rain, to fall

in a shower. Also

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of

Ains' GV. p. 520) 1. Largest, greatest. 2. Best.

<T^fx s. (/.) A plant (Asparagus racemosus).

7w/*m. irreg. compar. degree

of 33s Wilkins' Gr. p. 520) Larger, greater,

pre-eminent. 2. Better, preferable, s. (»z.)

The name of one of the twenty-seven divisions

of the ecliptic. As. Res. u. 302.

4<13\5 s. The designation of one of the degraded

tribes among the Hindus. As. Res. v. 61.

Kidluka on Manu is. 215.

s. (to. from E. \f) 1. Varuna, the deity

of the waters, and regent of the west, the In-

dian Neptune. 2. A tree (Capparis trifoliata,

Hort. Ben. p. 41. also Tapia Crateeva).

^tlTT3d s. Cf. from ^°i+^ltTR+3)
Spirituous liquor.

(m. from R. ^T) 1. A wooden fender or

ledge round a carriage as a defence from the

effects of collision. 2. (w.) Mail, armour. 3.

Leather, skin. 4. A house, a dwelling. Wilson.

^f5i^ft s. (f. from 33$1) An army.

A species of grass (Cyperus verticil-

latus). Hort. Ben. p. 6.

a. (mfn. from R. 3) Chief, principal,

distinguished, desirable.

The split slips which run lengthwise

in a stage of bamboos.

<__
<r<F<T s. (wi.) Any young animal : especially a

young goat or lamb. Also <[<3?<3
S

[ (f.\

<r

<I*1 s. (m. from R. ^^) L A series, a row, a

number of similar things, a class, a tribe. Fre-

quently used in comp. e. g. U^^H s. (wi.) A
series of four objects (applied especially to the

four principal objects of human pursuit, viz.

Desire, wealth, virtue, and final beatitude),

..... <r <-

from Four, +<n ; s. (m.) The

class of guttural letters, from ^ The letter k,

the first of the guttural class, . 2. (In

mathematics) A square-number. Colebr. Alg.

p. 8.

^T3^ s. (- 5*F[
s
n. ^Tl + (In ma-

thematics) An operation relating to square-

numbers.

A^Y^ s. (in. W\ + ^FT) The square of a cube.

Colebr. Alg. p. 1 1.

^T^Wfa s. (m, *f\+*&+*$3) (In ma-

thematics) The fifth power. Colebr. Alg. p. 11.

s. (m. ^f+^tPf) The root of a square.

Colebr. Alg. p. 9.

^fe^fe s. (/. ^f+^'^R?) (In algebra) An

affected square. Caiebr.Alg. pp. 112. 171.

6 G
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The square of a square,

a biquadratic number. Colebr. Alg. p. 11.

square

of a squared square. Colebr. Alg. p. 11.

A square-root. Colebr.

Alg. p. 9.

371 a% from ^7) + <!\3) i. Arranged,

classified. 2. (In algebra) Squared, raised to

a square.

(TT a. (infn. from ^H) Belonging to a series

or class. Also^HJ (mfn.). Wilkins'Gr. § 899.

<\Root, i. MOW) To shine.

Tb^s. (n. from R. 31?) L Light, splendour,

lustre. 2. Form, shape. 3. Ordure, excre-

ment.

<r s
<i>+<P s. (mn. from <0^+^) Ordure, excre-

ment, feces.

<<Sn s. (n. R. 3^+3FT) Abandonment, dere-

liction ; an exception, an exclusion, an omission.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^^+3I;f|T[')

Proper to be abandoned, relinquished, omitted

or excepted
;

irregular. Also 3^3P (mfn?).

<f\5N3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <P3[+^3)

Abandoned, relinquished, omitted, left out, ex-

cepted, excluded, free from, destitute of: used

in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) Void

of reflection, heedless, from "SH^I s. (/.) Re-

flection, + <T"PJk3 .

m Root, x. (3TTXrf\3) L To delineate, to

paint. 2. To draw into length, to extend. 3.

To describe, to celebrate. 4. To grind or pound.

5. To make exertions. 6. To shine. 7. To send,

to direct, to order, to throw.

s. (m. from R. \) I. Colour, hue, tint. 2.

1924

A class, a tribe, a caste, an order. 3. The

coloured housings of an elephant. 4. Quality,

property. 5. Fame, celebrity, praise. 6. Beauty,

lustre. 7. Theatrical dress. 8. (mn.) A letter

of the alphabet. 9. The colour of gold on the

touchstone, the fineness of gold thereby deter-

mined. Colebr. Alg. p. 324.

<n"3» s. (mn. 3fW<$) 1. A paint, a pigment, a

perfume : also (/.) 2. Sandal. 3. (m.)

A panegyrist, a bard.

SrifeglSfl s. (m. ^fe+fWl) A Brahman

who officiates at sacrifices for persons of an in-

ferior class

s. (m. ZF\ +ZFT) The order of colours,

or of classes
;
alphabetic arrangement.

a. (mfn. +^1^3) Algebraic (as a de-

monstration). Colebr. Alg. p. 271.

The duties incum-

bent on the four Hindu castes respectively.

See Manu i. 88—91.

3TT*T s. (n. R. <r\+^1 ) 1. Painting, colouring.

2. Description, relation. Also k^tl (/.).

^pftTT a. (m/h. part. p. R. 3"Cf SjSftfi)

Fit to be related or described.

3T>H3s. (from W% +R.^) The dropping or

omitting a letter in pronunciation.

The change

or substitution of one letter for another.

37^3*. (n. ^°1+^5) Metre regulated by the

number of syllables. As. Res. x. 421.

^•fsTl^l s. (/. 3:4+3X^1) An alphabet.

^"T^I^r s. (m. The confusion of

castes by the intermarriage of persons of diffe-

rent tribes, a. (mfn.) Of mixed blood or origin.
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<t"HlW s. (n. ) An equation involv-

ing several unknown letters or magnitudes.

Colebr. Alg. p. 324.

<r <r \[

TtPWl s. +^nnH) The addition of a

letter (to a word).

s. (plur. m. from ^+3Tt3H) The

four Hindu castes (Brahmans, Kshatriyas,

Vaisyas, and Sudras) and the four states of

society (student, householder, mendicant, and

anchoret).

A scribe, a writer.

<pM a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <T°I +^3) De-

scribed, related
;
praised, eulogized.

v. a. (from R. <T°1) To relate, to describe,

to narrate, to detail.

^T{a. (-f"F?>>. 3°!+^) Relating to

a particular colour, caste, or tribe, s. (m.) 1.

A painter. 2. A writer, a scribe. 3. A re-

ligious student.

<tv3<l? s. (m. from R. <^^) A species of quail

(Perdix olivacea, Buchanan's MSS.). Also

(/.). 2. (m.) A horse's hoof. 3. A
sort of mixed or bell-metal, commonly called

bidri.

<r

a. (mfn. from R. S^Cj !• Fixed, stable,

stationary. 2. Causing a thing to happen or

come to pass. Wilkins' Gr. § 770. s. (w.) 1.

The existence of a thing, continuance in a con-

dition. 2. A livelihood, a profession, an occu-

pation.

(/. from R. ^^) A road, a path, a

way. Also 33Tt , 3lfpr and <t'wfi, (/.$.

a. (mfn. fat. part. p. of R. <S^) Pos-

sible, probable.

a. (mfn. pres. part. a. proper form of R.

1926

S^t) Existing, being, actually taking place,

present. —31 (/.) or —^ (w.) Actual exist-

ence.

^JITt^^T^ s. (m. ^f^t^+ ^t^) (In gram-

mar) The present tense.

Tptf s . from R. <F?J 1. Perfume for the

person, a collyrium. 2. A painting-brush. 3.

The wick of a candle, a match ; a lamp, a

candle. 4. A ruled line.

^F&fc&ft s. (^f# from R.
)

A pair of snuffers.

<l Pv3<P 1 5. (/. from 3^3) L A quail (Perdix

olivacea). 2. (Seng.) A wick.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

<i^) Brought about, accomplished, become,

been.

^&dfemin. of ^f^5
^: see 3$t

.

Tf^W «. (m/ft. R. <£3 + t*g) Staying, abiding:,

fixed, stationary.

m/w. from R. *jT^) Existing,

being, continuing, abiding : used in comp. e. g.

mfn?) Abiding in the

middle, intermediate, from 3$fo s. (n.) The

middle, +^"PS^).

4^3^ a. (m/ra. from R. *^X^) Round, globular,

circular, s. (m.) 1. A circle. Colebr. Alg. p.

87. 2. A globe, a ball, a bullet. 3. A pea.

^gFFl^te a. (mfn. 3^pT+>Al.l<$W.) Circular,

spherical, round, globular.

3TT S . (-"SFT n . R. ^J + 5P^) 1. A road, a

path, a way. 2. An eye-lid.

candlestick.

^TpS a. (mfn. R. ^+s5P?} Causing to in-

crease, promoting growth. Used in comp. e. g.

6 G 2
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a. (mfn.) Causing an increase of pro-

perty, from s. (n.) Wealth, + . s .

(m.) A plant, commonly called bamanaifhi.

s. (m. from R. <T^) A carpenter. Also

(~T^\ m.).

3^ a. (mfn. R. I^+^FT) Augmenting,

causing to grow or increase. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 770. s. (n.) Increase, growth.

3fFf*ft^ a. (mfn.3^+*^) Having a ten-

dency to grow or increase, growing, increasing.

(./. from R. A small water-jar.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^T^-f-^^U)
Capable of being increased, extended, or aug-

mented. — v3l (/.) and —T (n.) Augmenta-
bility, ductility. Mohun P. p. 155.

^pTl'T a. {mfn. pres. part. a. proper form of R.

Growing, thriving, increasing, prosper-

ing, s. (mA 1. The castor-oil tree (Ricinus

communis). 2. A lid, the earthen cover of a

water-jar : also <^Tn^ Qn.).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

I- Increased, augmented, thriven, grown,
<r

expanded. 2. (pret. part. p. R. <T<Lj Cut,

split, divided.

v. a. (from R. To increase, to en-

large, to grow.

3ff^ a. (m/ra. R. »$B* Gr.

§ 821). Disposed to increase, having a tendency

to thrive or grow. —31 (/.) or —W (n.) The

being disposed to grow.

5 - (/•) A thong. See 3"ft

.

RoOT
> x - (^^Tfe) 1. To cut to pieces.

2. To fill.
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^ Root, i. (Wfe) 1. To move, to go. 2.

To kill.

(from p. uJj) A kind of sweetmeat.

A sort of kidney-bean (Dolichos

Catjang). Hort. Ben. p. 55. Also ^TbT, .

*TOH 5. (/.) A blue fly.

^^^T s. (m.) 1. An outcast, an ignorant per-

son. 2. (mrc.) A sort of basil (Ocymum pilo-

sum, Rox.).

<r^r<Cl s. (/.) 1. A sort of basil (Ocymum pilo-

sum): also W*&Q (/.). 2. A bird (Loxia

Philippensis). Carey.

<t*^l s. (-^Jp^ ». from R. ^+ I3
1T

) Armour,

mail. This word is often found as the compo-

nent part of the name of men of the Kshatriya

caste. As. Res. v. 66.

^f^K? a. (mfn. from ^^FQ Armed, accoutred.

Also (-"pSPT mfn.).

«TO at (m/ra. /w*. par*, p. R. ^+ TT) Fit to be

chosen, estimable, choice, worthy.

TO?1 s. (/emin. of TO*) A young maiden (fit to

be chosen for a wife). Wilkins' Gr. § 728.

s. (corrupt, of A fish-hook.

TO^Root, i. (TOS3) To be wet.

<r

TO s. (m. fi•omR. ^^) 1- Rain, raining : plur.

(— ^Tio) The rainy season, comprising the

months Srdvana and JBhddra, or according to

others JBhddra and A'swina. 2. A year. 3. A
division of the continent: nine are reckoned,

viz. Kuru} Hiranmaya, Romdnaha, Iluvrata,

Hari, Ketumdla, Bhadrdswa, Kinnara, and

Bhdrata. Wilson.

TO°1 s. (n. R. TO + OT") The falling of rain,

raining, rain.
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3^H^T3 s. (m. 3*T+T^T3) A mountainous

range supposed to separate the various varshas

or divisions of the continent from each other :

six ranges are enumerated from south to north
;

viz. Hinvavan, Hemakuta, Nishadha, Nila,

Sweta, and Sringi or Sringavan ; mount Meru

constitutes the seventh. Other names are some-

times given. Wilson.

Entrance into a

new year. Tarachand Ch.

4<l4< s. (m.) A eunuch.

An anniversary, a

birth-day.

<T"5"1 s. (/.) 1. A gramineous plant (Trigonella

corniculata). Also ^N^TIwl (/.). 2.

(Beng.~) (from <J^T) Rain, a shower; the rainy

season.

o of q. v.

v. a. (cans, of 3f^£3 ) To cause to

rain, to shower down.

a. (from <<li) Relating to rain or to the

rainy season. s. 1. A cloak worn during a

rain. 2. A disease in horses and cows supposed

to be occasioned by the rains. Carey.

OTR^a. (from 3^ +^) Rainy, showery.W s. (m. from 3^+ R. V) A frog.

<5V§1 s. (/. ^to+^) 1. A female frog, a

small frog. 2. An earth-worm. 3. Hog-weed.

'<WUlZTs. (n. from 3^ + Tift") A rainy night.

a. (mtn. Rainino-

, rainv.

^ra ,I.
(
,om,^ )

To ram)tosl_
down.

a. (m/re. irreg. superl. degree of

Oldest, very old. Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.
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^^H^TT a. (mfn. from <£t*| Pertaining to years or

age : used in comp. e. g.

(mfn.) Of sixteen years of age, from

a. (mfn.) Sixteen, -f<T^ft^I

.

l^Tt^k (—TFT mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of Older, very old. Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

(mfn. R. <r^+3^ Wilkin's Gr. p. 465)

Rainy, watery.

S . (m. Hail.

^©H s . (_5H\ n . R. +̂ST*TJ l. The body.

2. Measure, height, elevation, tallness. 3. A
handsome form.

Root, i. (3\K3) To be pre-eminent or

excellent. See the next.

3^ Root, i. (<^C3) 1. To speak, to tell. 2.

To hurt, to kill. 3. To cover. 4. To spread.

5. To give. x. 1. To speak. 2.

To shine. See the preceding.

s. (m. from R. <1^) 1. A peacock's tail.

2. A leaf. 3. A sort of perfume, commonly

called gant'hiala.

s . (-mXm.fwm^fK°o + R.*K)
An epithet of Agni or fire,

3fT°t s. (m. from A peacock. See <T^t

.

(n. from ) A vegetable

perfume, commonly called gant'hiala. Also

^fSTPU s. (m. from A deity, a

divinity.

^f^^ s. (-\ m. from

The name of a particular class of the pitris or

primeval progenitors of mankind. Manu in.

196. 199.
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s. (n. fromZ +^5 ) A perfume,

monly called bdla. Also ^fXo^ («.).

«. (»». from R. 3"^
?) 1. Fire. 2. Light,

splendor. 3. (mn.) Sacrificial grass (Poa cyno-

suroides). 4. A sacrifice, an oblation. 5. A
vegetable perfume, commonly called gant'hidla.

1932

m. + A peacock.

Root, i. (3*=if3) and x. (^TrRj) 1.

To live. 2. To hoard grain. 3. To prevent

or obstruct wealth. In the proper form, i.

(35TU3) 1. To kill. 2. Togo. x. (^HTTCS)
To explain.

3^ Root, i. (WW) 1. To cover. 2. To

move. 3. To surround, to enclose, x. (3l*T-

) To cherish, to maintain.

*3^T s. (n. from R. ZQ) 1. Strength, might,

power : one of the attributes of the Deity in the

system of the Pdnchardtras. Trans. R. A. S.

i. 575. 2. An army. 3. Large size, bulki-

ness. 4, (in.) A crow. 5. Baladeva, the

elder brother of Krishna, and the third of the

three incarnations termed Ramas. a. (mfn.)

Strong, robust, powerful, mighty.

^ A Taddhita suffix, by means of which some

adjectives are derived from substantives, e. g.

a. (mfn.) Strong, from s. (m.)

Strength, .

^T^Fl a. I. Lukewarm. 2. Moderately thin

like milk once boiled.

Z&FF&l ad. (from ^T+ ZFH) By force, by

violence.

3!°^ a. (mfn.) White, s. (m.) White, the

colour.

*^TvS a. (mfn. ^'T + vSl) Produced by power

or strength, s. (n.) 1. A field. 2. A city-

gate. 3. War. 4. Marrow, pith. 5. Fruit.

iHiiii s. (femin. of 1. A handsome

woman. 2. The earth.

^TO s. (^T+ Tf) An ox, a bullock.

*^UpF s. (m. ^+CK%) Baladeva, the

elder brother of Krishna. Also ^T'O Ej (m.).

3^ *.(v. noun of^f^3) The saying a thing,

the act of speaking.

Strength, stout-

ness, power, firmness. Also ^14^ (n.).

*^^t\«. (-3^ mfn. Z&'+ZS) Strong,

stout, valid, powerful, firm.

*<Mf4*Pl*t s. (m. ^+ 1^r.Jt^) Array of

troops.

^^rPr^pr s.
(
m

. ^r+^r+R^k'-T)
An epithet of Indra. (Lit. The destroyer of

Bala and Vritra). Also <crl^Q^ (m.).

y s .
(
m

.
^T+sIj) An epithet of Bala-

RAMA.

•W35fij$1 s. (f. from + A medicinal

plant, commonly called trdyamana.

ZF&l s. (from R. 3^) A spear.

^irW.^< s. (from^ +^R") A species of

fig-tree (Ficus scabrella). Carey.

s. (mn.) 1. An ornament for the wrist, a

bracelet, an armlet. 2. (m.) An inclosure, a

boundary. 3. (Beng.) (In anatomy) A part of

the ear (Helix). Carey.

a. (mfn. + Surrounded, en-

compassed.

*<<h<U s. (m. ^T+Tta) The demigod

named Balarama, half brother to Krishna,

and the third of the Ramas
;
according to some

the eighth avatdra of Vishnu. Wilson. Also

#^OTpF s. (m. ^T +^^T) An epithet of
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IndrA. (Lit. The destroyer of the demon

Bala). Also 3*Tf*l *W1 .

*^fl s. (/.) 1. A plant (Sida cordifolia, &c).

2. (Beng.
s

) A plant (Hibiscus tortuosus). Mo-

hun P. p. 39. 3. (from The act of

speaking or saying a thing.

v. a. (caus. of ^f*TC\3) To cause to

say or to speak, to teach to speak.

(/.) A small kind of crane. See

Trans. R.A.S. u. 20.

^Tft> s. (m!) 1. A sort of split pulse (Phaseolus

Mungo). 2. The generative organ of a bull.

f^fMrtt^ (m, from 3Ff,+^t3")

The doing a thing by violence, rape, oppression.

*3^"K^t3^ a. (mfn. from ?[fT,

-f<?l<<F) Doing a thing by force. Also

^TK^t^t (-"fe%mfn.).

The gaining or

recovering strength, invigoration.

The superin-

tendent of the forces (or stores ?) of a Hindu

prince. Trans. R.A.S. i. 174.

(from Discourse, con-

versation.

*<T^1 1< Ifj s. (m. ^ + ^i\Tl^5) An epithet

of Indra. (Lit. The adversary of the demon

Bala).

^^Tte^ s. (m.) 1. A cloud. 2. A mountain. 3.

A daitya or demon.

*3~f^T s. (m. from R. ^^T?) 1. A sacrifice, a re-

ligious offering, an oblation. 2. The name of

an ancient sovereign of Mahabalipur, who was

deprived of his dominion by Vishnu in the

Vdmana or dwarf-incarnation, and appointed

king of Patala or the infernal regions. 3. (y.)

A wrinkle, a fold of the skin, applied especially

to that between the ensiform cartilage and the

navel : also 3*fj, (/.) See f^f^T .

^f*re s. (?wn.) The edge of a thatch.

v. n. (h. Ujj) To say, to speak, to tell.

The making an

oblation, the offering a sacrifice.

*Tf^T<f°*fL (-f^m. from^T+R.^ ^

)

An epithet of Vishnu. (Lit. The destroyer of

king Bali.)

a. (mfn. from ) Shrivelled, wrinkled,

flaccid.

A crow.

An oblation of food to spirits. Sabda

S. p. 246.

Tf^To a . (mfn. from^f^T) Shrivelled, wrinkled,

flaccid.

*3p1^<P s. (-^ m. ^f^T+ R. ) A crow.

) A monkey. Also

3"f^Tl1 a. (from <f~IW) Called, named.

a. (mfn?) Squint-eyed.

3f*T*1 s. (mn.) A fish-hook. Also if^ft (/.).

<fa^*l s. n. 3f^+^W^) The in-

fernal regions. (Lit. The abode of king Bali.)

a. (-pF^mfn.^+ Strong, ro-

bust, vigorous, powerful.

^ft^ s. (mre.) The edge of a thatch.

*355fl^t s. (m. from ^T + R. <F^?) A bull,

an ox.

•wlillO, a. (-Wlmfn. from ^T) Stronger,

very strong.

^I^T ad. (from^T) By the force, by the power

(of). Used in comp. e. g. H1^!^ By the

power of religion or duty.
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4l^m. s. (from R. 3^T) A wisp of straw used

by the natives of India to preserve fire near

them while at work. Carey.

3T^^fTTl ad. genit. case of ,

+ \ • <$ I

)
By means of force or violence, forcibly.

<T^<^ Root, x. (3w^I[f3) To speak.

3*3? 5. (a.) The bark of a tree.W s. (»m. from ^eRF ) 1 . The bark of a tree.

2. A garment made of bark.

a. (from ^fe^ftj) Warm, hot, boiling.

<T^3?tl^\3 v. a. (caws, of ^f^U3) To heat, to

cause to boil.

v. n. To be hot, to boil.

<Tc^ Root, i. To go, to move, to

jump.

^F5
! a. (corrupt, of ^<*^) Handsome, beautiful.

<«^jn 5. (from <f^?WJ) The act of boiling

any thing.

3^t1 s. (from R. 3c?^) The bit of a bridle, a

rem.

<af^lsS s. (n. R. A horse's gallop.

a. (mfn.^ Beautiful, handsome.

^Jc^T^l s. (jm.) A sort of grass (Saccharum cylin-

dricum). Manu n. 43.

^^Root, i. (^^3) To eat.

4^3^^ s . (mn.} 1. A mole-hill, a hillock cast up

by the white ants. 2. (iJray.) A white ant

(Termes bellicosus).

*4erP a. (mfn. 4*^ + XT) Connected with strength,

strong, vigorous. Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

^PIRoot, i. (^J^XT'Rj) 1. To cut. 2.
K K

To purify. Also ^J^.

3^ Root, i. (%W*$) 1. To cover. 2. To

s. (m. from R. A weight equal to two

gunjas or rattis. Colebr. Alg. p. 2.

(/.) The vina or Indian lute.

3^ s. (m.) 1. A cook. 2. A herdsman, a milk-

man.

move.

4 a. (mfn.} 1. Beloved, desired, amiable,

dear. 2. Supreme, superintending, s. (m.) 1.

A lover, a husband. 2. A director, a superin-

tendent, a chief-herdsman.

A species of

fig-tree (Ficus scabrella, Rox.*). Hort. Ben.

p. 103.

(/.) 1. A compound pedicle. 2. A
creeping or climbing plant. 3. A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res, x. 465. Also

^ s. (/. from R. ^Pj A creeping plant.

Also 3§ft

.

s. (m«.) Dried flesh. Also (/.).

^^Root, i. (3^$T\3) and x. (3^3Tf3)
To speak or tell. Also, i. (3^£3) 1. To

kill or hurt. 2. To cover. 3. To be pre-emi-

nent. Also x. (^^ilfsj) To shine.

Root, ii. (<Ff^) To wish, to desire.

<3^i s. (mn. from R. 1- Desire, wish. 2.

(w.) Authority, power, mastership, controul,

subjection.

The subjecting,

overpowering, or subduing any one, especially

by drugs or incantations.

3*K3S ad. Sans. (3*1+3*^) Under controul

or subjection.

^K51 s. (/. Subjection, the being

under the controul of another. Also ^"^f^" (w.).

Obedient.

<f?l!* o. (m/ra. from R. 3^?) Empty, void.
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(m.) A sort of long pepper. Also

TpT3" (m.).

s. (m. from R. The name of a cele-

brated ancient riski or saint (Manu i. 35),

identified with one of the seven stars of Ursa

Major.

3*ft a. (-"Pt5* mfn. ^ + %\) Obedient,

under controul.

(n. from 3*1 ) The act of

subduing or overcoming, the bringing into sub-

jection.

vercome,

subdued, brought into subjection, obedient.

a. (mfn. from ^*l+^\3) Come under

controul, fallen into subjection. — SS\ (/.) or

.3"
(ra.) Subjugation, controul, subjection.

3T*1 ad. (from 3*1 ) By the force of, through the

influence of.

<I*t) a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. Govern-

able, controulable, obedient, tame, humble.

3^ Root, i. (<<t(\3) To kill, to hurt.

indecl. Sans, (from R. An exclama-

tion used on making an oblation to a deity with

fire.

<>*t^s3 a. (mfn. 3"^+ 3=3) Offered or sacri-

ficed with fire. See Manu n. 106.

^t^fa s. (f. ^t+^f3) An oblation made

with fire.

Root, x. (3SWf3) 1. To see. 2. To go.

^S^H 5. (to. from R. 3^?) A calf one year old.

^S^ITfl s. (f. from A cow bearing-

many calves.

Root, iv. To be straight, to be

unbending (literally or metaphorically). x.

(^t^Ht3) 1. To be affectionate. 2. To cut,

to divide. 3. To kill. 4. To accept, ii.'(3T&3)

To cover, to clothe, to wear (a garment), r.

(Wf\S) and x. (<^ITf3) To inhabit, to

dwell, to spend a night. With prefixed,

To inhabit ; with ^'jTo live in company with,

to dwell together • with To spend a night

in watching, fasting, and other austerities as a

preparation to some great religious ceremony
;

with f% or + f=T To dwell ; with PlT (in

the caus.} To send into exile, to banish ; with

^4 or + H To live abroad or at a distance
;

with To live near ; with 1 <l To dwell, to

spend a night, (in the caws.) To banish.

<T^The termination of the participle of the second

(or reduplicated) preterite, which is added to

the root as modified and reduplicated for con-

jugating in that tense ; e. g. ^F^^ (nomin.

sing. to. —Ift^j /. —'^t'j n. — Having

wept, from R. To weep. Wilkins' Gr. §

683-686.

^^o. (p. u~>^)
Enough, sufficient.

s. (from R. <T^) A dwelling.

s. (f. from R. 1. A house, a dwell-

ing, an abode, a residence. 2. Night. (Seng.)

—^fll^ v. a. To reside, to dwell.

A dwelling-house.

<^s. (n. R.^^T+IH) 1. Habitation, dwell-

ing ; a place of residence, an abode. 2. The

wearing of garments
;
clothes, wearing-apparel,

dress.

a. (from Dwelling, residing.

s. An inhabitant, a resident.

s. (to.) 1 . Spring, the vernal season, com-

prising the months Chaitra and Vaisakha, or

from the middle of March to the middle of May.

2. (Beng.) The small pox. 3. A bird (Bucco

Philippensis).

^g<?<<*i s , (^^-j-^?^) A bird (Bucco

6 H
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Corula, Buchanan's MSS.~). Carey. Also

^raTf^i and TO3^t

.

The vernal

season, spring.

sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. -4s. Res. x. 439.

s. (/. from ?pftj) L The name of a par-

ticular scale in Hindu music. As. Res. in. 78.

2. {JBeny^) An orange colour.

<*U 5. (/. from R. 1. The serum or mar-

row of the flesh. 2. Fat, suet. 3. (Beny. from

) A sitting.

TOt^T3 v. a. (cans, of «Pll<i4) To cause a per-

son to sit down, to cause to sink or to subside,

to drive down, to throw or thrust down, to

flatten ; to colonize, to people.

-tfft s. (v. noun of 3^13^3) The causing to

sit, sink, or subside; the act of driving, throw-

ing, or thrusting down. a. Made to sit or

subside, driven into, thrown, or thrust down,

precipitated, flattened, coagulated.

3:"pTt3 v. a. (from R. ) To dwell, to inha-

bit ; to sit, to subside, to sink, to coagulate.

a. (p. Residing, dwelling, s.

An inhabitant, a resident.

(from An inhabitant, a resi-

dent. Also <*tplil1

.

3"f^R s, (n. from R. 3^?) Sea-salt. Also

3^ s. (m. from R. 3"^) 1. A kind of demi-

god, of whom eight are enumerated, viz.

Dhava, Dhruva, Soma or the moon, Vishnu,

Anila or wind, Anala or fire, Prabhusha,

and Prabhava. See Manu xi. 221. Hence

the word stands for eight in the symbolical

manner of the Hindus to express numerals.

2. A kind of fish. 3. The tie of a yoke. 4.

3ft 1940

(w.) Wealth, substance, matter, a thing. See

<3^L 5. A gem, a jewel. 6. Water. 7. Fossil

salt.

s. (n. 3?J+^) A fossil salt brought from

a district in Ajmere, Sambher salt. Wilson.

A beggar, a petitioner,

a suppliant.

<^}IK< s. (m. CRR") Vasudeva the father

of Krishna.

3*5*H s. (/. 3*J+ R. $H) The earth. (Lit.

Containing wealth.)

3^U1 s. (^+^lTl) The making ghrita

or clarified butter to trickle through a perfora-

tion in the bottom of a vessel at a religious

ceremony.

s. (/. from ^+R. ^ Wilhins' Gr.

§ 796). The earth. (Lit. Containing wealth.)

<*£isi[ s. (/. from^-f^) The earth. (Lit.

Possessing wealth.)

3"^T<£ s. (m.) A plant (iEschynomene grandiflora?)

Also (m.).

3^ Root, i. (^^^3) To go. See 3"®^.

^T^TT s. (m. from R. <"*<P ?) A calf of one year,

a yearling. See <3^?<fIT

,

3^Tft s. (/. from ^^^XT) A cow bearing

many calves. See

3^ Root, x. (3tSUW) 1. To hurt, to kill.

2. To go, to move. 3. To ask, to beg, to so-

licit.

4tJi<J s. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 3^+33?) In-

habitable, proper to be inhabited.

s. (p. &u«j) A package, a bundle, a parcel.

(p. + joj) The tying of a package

or parcel.

s. (inf. from R. 1. The abdomen, the

womb, the pelvis. 2. (j)lur. only, —^TT^The
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ends of a cloth. 3. (Beny.*) A habitation, a

village, a town.

<HJ s. (re. from R. ^P?) 1. Thing, matter,

body, substance
;

materials, ingredients, stuff

;

baggage. 2. Nature, natural property or quality.

—v3l (/.) or —J (re.) Substantiality.

3TSsJo ad. Sans. (3^3 +3^) In fact, in reality;

as a natural consequence, of course, owing to

the nature of a thing.

^'S^f ad. Sans. (^3^+^) But in fact,

but in reality.

Exchange

of goods. Colebr. Alg. p. 38.

3^ s. (re. from R. A house, a dwelling,

an abode.

^3 s. (re. R. 3^1+ £T) Cloth, raiment, dress.

(Beny.) v. a. To dress
|
-^Hl^W

or v. a. To undress.

JGfljjjt «. (». ^5 + A tent. (Lit. A house

made of cloth.)

^3f^Tt*T s. C^+ftfrfcf) Foppery in

dress.

^HTTpf s. (/.^+ Onf%) The material of

cloth (as silk, cotton, &c).

A tent. 2. A
clothier's shop.

s. (m.) \. Price. 2. (re.) Wages, hire. 3.

Cloth, clothes. 4. Wealth. 5. Death. 6. Abi-

ding, dwelling. 7. Thing, substance. 8. Skin.

Wilson.

<tp1 f. (/.) A tendon, a nerve, a fibre.

*<31T
s
Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal

^ 5iU3) To grow, to increase.

Root, x. (with the insertion of a nasal,

3°§;Trfe) To shine, i. (3XR?) 1. To draw

a wheel-carriage. 2. To bear, to carry a load.

3. To flow, to stream. 4. To marry. With

prefixed, To bring, to carry near ; with or

To carry off, to remove ; with

To bring near ; with To marry ; with

caus. To carry into execution, to fulfil.

3$?T s . (re. R. ^T^+^FT) 1. The act of bearing

or carrying. 2. A boat, a float, a raft.

<^"Pf s. (from 3ftC3) The act of carrying or

bearing a thing. a. Earned by or due for

carrying.

3"57ft^ a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 35^+31^11

)

Fit or proper to be borne, portable.

s. (a.^st) 1. A fleet of boats. 2.

Width.

^5^1 s. A plant (Terminalia Belerica). Hort.

Ben. p. 33.

35^1 s. (from R. ^?) A species of falcon

(Falco calidus).

3^1 s. . (from 3"ft;C3) The act of drawing a

wheel-carriage, the carrying of a load, the

flowing of a stream, &c.

v. a. (caus. of 3~ft:t3) 1. To cause to

carry or to bear ; to steer a ship ; to row a boat.

2. To waste, to lavish.

^5£pJ*^ a. (p. Brave, bold, valiant, cou-

rageous, s. A hero, a champion, a knight.

s. (p. ^l^) Pretence, evasion, excuse,

pretext, apology.

a. (from 1. Impelling, urging

onwards. 2. Lavish, prodigal.

<T^t^s. (p.j^j) Spring; elegance, beauty.

(a. JW) Happy, prosperous, flourishing,

3~fl[ s . (from ^TK^ ?) A book, an account-

book, a register. See

6 H 2
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v. a. (from R. To draw a wheel-

carriage, to bear, to carry a burden, to flow,

to stream.

3"feTs. (n. R. IT Wilkins' Gr. % 799) A
boat, a raft, a float.

<lR<^t s. (from ^ft^+^SI^) 1. A stranger,

a foreigner, not a relation ; a foe. 2. The pre-

liminary part of a religious ceremony.

An outward

sense, an organ of action. See <K

3"f§7fiFT s. (n. ^f^^T +^t^) A going forth

or out.

^ft^tsfl. a. (-f^ mfn. from ^ft^T + R.

^51
)
Going forth.

3fclH 5 . (Tf^L+G**]) A place abroad, a

foreign country, the outskirts of a town.

3"ftT^"s. (n. Srft'JrP^Rj An outer gate.

s. (n. from <fftfi%+

^£<FT&) A portico before a house.

An outer

garment.

3"lX^<^ s. (^'ft^X+^'l ) Emanation. Mo-

hun P. p. 145.

{mfn. 1. External,

outward, excluded, expelled; expired (as time).

2. Careless, inattentive ; irrelevant.

^ftsj^l a. (^ft^+^l) 1. Averted, turned

away. 2. Scurrilous, impious.

s. (/. ^ft^+^1) Anobtusan-

gular triangle. (Lit. Whose perpendicular falls

outside.) Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

^fts^R ]*. (n.^tt^+^^l) Removal, ex-

pulsion, rejection.

<tRW& a. {mfn. ^ft^+^t8) Fit to be

removed, expelled, or rejected.

ex-a. (mfn. 3"f$?l+^3) Removed,

pelled, rejected.

ad. Sans. Out, without, on the outside.

The final is occasionally changed into °
, ^

,

??t , or ^jJV according to the nature of the initial

letter of the word to which it is prefixed.

(from ^ft^) The surface.

<^ s. (from ) A book, an account-

book, a register. See <lfC .

•<Kl<ita' s. (<5H +^t^) A book-binder.

*^°R a. (mfn.') 1. Much, many. 2. Great, large.

ad. Very, exceedingly, much. s. (corrupt, of

<I<i) The wife of a son, a daughter-in-law.

Mohun P. p. 11.

*^5jtft s. (corrupt, of A tree

(Cordia Myxa ; also C. latifolia, Rox.). Mo-

hun P. p. 44.

#^"^<p< a , (mf^
3'cq +^-

)
Busy, active, dili-

gent, zealous, s. (in.) 1. A camel. 2. (mn.)

A broom, a sweeper : also ^P^^^Tj, (/.).

«^PtPfl^ a. (mfn. from ^^ +^t^) Of long

standing, old, ancient.

*3°^tf;J3l^a. (- "S mfn. +^6 +
Talking much and blameably.

a. (from ^R) Much, many, abundant,

numerous.

<I
C
I£3<[' a . ( + ^3<T

)
Many, numerous, much.

*3^3l s. (/.^+ \51) Abundance, multitude,

plenty. Also '^
C
*^' (».)

^"Zfi&l a. (mfn. ^R +t^l) Much, long (said

of time).

^'^^I^ a. (mfn. from ^R+ R. ^1) Seeing

much, paying attention to many things, cir-

cumspect, cautious, prudent. Also ^^R*"^
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Circum-

spectness, caution, prudence. Also —

^

*^tVt<>J&*P a. (mfn. from 3"^+ C^+ R.

^HL) Worshipping many gods. s. (m.) A
polytheist. Mohun P. p. 164.

*^CWl^T s. (n.^+ 0^ +3}^) Poly-

theism. Mohun P. p. 164.

^^•WTl a. (-f%^ mfn. from ^ +

+ R. W%!) Having seen many countries.

s. (m.) A great traveller.

*3^<f1 ad. Sans. + In many ways,

in different manners, manifold.

*^C^£

tf^«. (mfn. from^R +^+ R.^)

Taking many wives. Also ^^STO (mfn.).

*^tf^ s. (-\ m. from 3^+^"^) The

Indian fig-tree (Ficus religiosa).

a. (mfn. + Having many

sons. — \3l (/.) or —^ («.) The possessing

many sons.

*3^&3[ a. (mfn. from ^+#3t) Prolific,

populous.

*Z°q$R a. (mfn. ^R+^Tf from R. Hi) Boun-

tiful, munificent, liberal.

*3:
c
R3~FT s. (n. 3^+^T) (In grammar)

The plural number.

*<T^0fl< s. (m. from 3°R+ R. \) A tree (Cor-

dia Myxa, also C. latifolia). Also 3^<rt^
(m.).

a. O/n.^R+ftH from feft) Mani-

fold, various, of several descriptions.

(In grammar)

The designation of a certain class of attributive

compounds. See Wilkins' Gr. § 1116, seqq.

*4^fa3l s. (/. Garrulity,

talkativeness.
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a. (-f^m/n. ^c
R+^tf^from

R. ^l^) Garrulous, talkative.

^^F^ a. (from ^ +XF*k
)

Affecting,

piercing to the quick
;
comprehensive. Morton.

High regard, great

respect, honour, attention.

^°RW s. (^R +^T) A disease, diabetes.

Mohun P. p. 26.

*^R£FPa. (mfn. from^H-^T) High-priced,

precious, costly.

^c
RTTf^ a . (^+trfe) Polysyllabic.

*^c
^<[\3' a , (mfn. ^R.+^^) Rich in gems or

jewels.

^'^RTTf*! a. (mfn. ^R+ Ttf*]) (In arithmetic)

Composed of numerous terms (applied to cer-

tain magnitudes in the rule of compound propor-

tion). Colebr. Alg. p. 35.

a. (mfn. ^°R +^i) Of various shapes,

multiform, s. (m.) 1. Resin. 2. A chameleon

(Lacerta Chamseleon). 3. (Beng.) A polypus.

*<T><2^ a . (mfn. from *CrR) Much, many ; abun-

dant; the one or the other, s. (m.) Agni or fire.

—^ (/•) or ~~^ (
ra Abundance.

*%*q*r$\^3a. (mfn. from3°^+^3) Threshed

and winnowed.

Sans. + Abundantly,

plentifully, frequently, often.

*4^Hi+4v!» am (mfn: from^+ *ffcg + R. v5el)

Acquainted with many books or sciences.

*3ts

R£)a3 a>
(
mfnm^+$3) Well versed in the

vedas.

*^C
R^J31 s. (f. from^R+ :3^3) A plant (As-

paragus racemosus).

*"<3x^J"fe s. (f. from ^R+ R. W) A cow bear-

ing many calves.

^^tft^ a. (mfn. from ^R+^f^I)
Having many owners or proprietors.
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3C^\il s. A plant (Terminalia Belerica, Rox.~).

Mohun P. p. 43.

(m.) Fire, or its deity, Agni.

s. (n. from 3f^+fW1) Safflower

(Carthamus tinctorius).

*3T3j
v

s. (-\f. 3^+ 3*"^) The Rig-veda.

(Lit. Containing numerous hymns.)

35? 5. (m. from R. 32^) A cart. See Wilkins'

Gr. § 728.

3l indecl. Sans. 1. Or, indifferently (this or that).

2. Indeed, truly. 3. An expletive. (J3eng.~)

An interjection of sorrow or surprize.

31 Root, ii. (3tf3) 1. To go, to move. 2. To

hurt, to injure.

3*1^5. (corrupt, of 3tlT?) 1. The rheumatism;

flatulence. 2. Enthusiasm. 3. A dancing-girl.

A shew or rowing about of boats on a

festival occasion ; a regatta.

3*^1 s. (from3tCS) A rower.

1. An eel. Mohun P. p. 55. 2. One

who plays on a tambour. 3. A string used in

weaving mats. 4. A kiln, a sugar-boiling fur-

nace ; a crevice. 5. Frowardness. Carey.

3t^;Tjp:

[ s . (3"ft^T -f R. f>^) A leak. Care?/.

3t5/Tlil> s. A dance performed by dancing-

girls.

Idleness, levity.

313^1 a. (from 3t*T) Windy, flatulent.

3t^ s. (from R. 31 ?) A leaf, a blade of grass,

the spathe of a plantain, the leaf of a folding-

door ; the turning of a boat.

31^*1 s. (corrupt, of 3tf*1 ) An axe, an adze, a

chisel, a. (corrupt, of Twenty-

two, interj. Astonishing ! amazing !

a. (from ) The twenty-second.
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3fe| s. (from p. juj?) A willow-tree (Salix

Babylonica or S. tetrandra). Carey.

3tS s. (corrupt, of 3t^ ) A fathom measured by

the arms extended. Sabda S. 227.

s. An ornament worn by women on the

wrist. Tarachand Ch.

a. (corrupt, of < 1*4.1 ) Dwarfish, short,

pigmy.

3t$3i a. (corrupt, of 3t^) Insane, mad. s.

A person who shouts or proclaims the name of

a god. Also

31M s. Tongs used in taking off pots from

the fire. Tarachand Ch.

(corrupt, of 3t"ll) The venereal disease;

a bubo.

3t\33tf33 a. (corrupt, of Seventy-

two.

3t\3^Tt^a. (corrupt, of^lW*K) Fifty-two.

Also 3K3Tn*r.

3tv3l3
r

t5:f3cl s. (corrupt, of 3t3+3^3°i) A

swift antelope. Carey.

3t\3^3 s. A lake. Carey.

3Tv3\5t s. (from R. 3«^?) 1. A circuit. 2. A

whirlwind. 3. The last day but one of the

month Pausha. Carey.

3TOT1 s. (from 3tT[) 1. A wind-egg, an addled

egg. 2. A plant. Carey.

3t\3"£Fft s. (from 3t\3"NC3) 1. Small chaff.

2. A woodcutter. 3. A plant. Carey.

3t\3f^TU3 v. a. (from 3tTT) To winnow, to toss

in a sieve.

31 a. (corrupt, of 3t*T) Left (in opposition to

right).

3f^3 s. (corrupt, of 3lRj) The act of vomiting.
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s. (corrupt, of Tfc^?) A fathom of six feet,

measured by the arms extended. Also

^fe s. (from3:ft£3) 1. A turn, a reach, a

crook, a bending. 2. A yoke to carry water.

3. An ornament for the legs. 4. (from p.
)

The crowing of a cock ; a trumpet. —^3

v. a. To straighten.

a. Impudent, audacious, daring, s. A fop.

<1<P1 a. (from 3t[<PU3) Crooked, tortuous,

winding; bent, awry; obstinate, headstrong.

°
. • >V

^T^T^U3 v. a. {cans, of <TtT<i?£3) To bend, to

make crooked.

^t^Wa. (3^1 +*h) Bandy-legged.

v. n. (from R. 3"^) To be tortuous or

crooked, to bow, to bend.

<i<P| 5. (from p. ^3b) 1. A trumpeter. 2.

(from A. ^yb) A remainder, a residue, a.

Remaining."

o o
^ll>i a. (from < I |C>W ) Escaped, saved, pre-

served, s. Escape, preservation, deliverance.

v. a. (cans, of ^U^C^ To preserve,

to shelter, to protect, to rescue, to save.

3T!>1a3s. (from < 1 i^Cs?) Rescue, escape.

v. a. To escape, to be saved or preserved,

to survive, to live, to continue.

<i<M a. (corrupt, of <T^P ) Sterile, barren. Also

A barren woman.

s. (from R. 1. A portion, a lot, a share,

an allowance. 2. The dug of an animal. 3.

The handle of an edged tool. 4. A teat. Carey.

+ p. ^U-) Stones, &c. used

for weights.

(from 1. A distribution, a

partition, an allotment, a share ; discount on

money. 2. A stigma, a blot.

z?. a. (caws, of 3tf&T3) To cause

to divide or distribute.

v. a. (from R. <F^) To divide, to dis-

tribute, to share out.

a. (from Dwarfish, short, low

in stature. Also <lR^Tl

.

^ti^T a- (corrupt, of ^j5^) A small earthen

ball.

A sort of quail (Perdix Chinensis).

The male organ of generation.

^TfOTl a. (from 3^3) Without a tail, docked.

<l 5. (corrupt, of ) A monkey.

^T^l, 5. (from p. jfjcj) 1. A female slave. 2. A
kind of garment.

3~T<1 s. (from 3tfHl3) 1. A binding, a dam, an

enclosure.

(from 1. A fastening, a knot.

2. A pavement.

3W a. (from 3Tf*tl3) Bound, confined, ob-

structed, stopped, stagnant, s. 1. The act of

binding or confining a thing. 2. A pawn, a

pledge, a mortgage.

v. a. (from ^Tf^IS) To bind, to con-

fine, to obstruct, to stop, to enclose.

(from mutual confining,

a mutual embanking. Carey.

A species of cane (Calamus tenuis). Carey.
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s. (from ^f"ftU3) A bank, a dam. a.

Judicious, circumspect, considerate.

Taking

pledges, s. A pawnbroker.

TtftK? v. a. (from R. 3^) To bind, to confine,

to fasten, to shut up, to check, to stop ; to set

in a socket ; to build, to pave.

<H<rpr s. A beautiful flowering shrub (Ixora Ban-

dhooka). Caret/.

o

a. (from 3"frl) On the left side.

«. (corrupt, of 3OKl ) A JamJoo.

. A bamboo ladder used like a harrow to

break the clods of earth after ploughing.

^gtjvl s - (^+^Vl) A &a»iZ»oo erected

as a token of any thing.

3t*jffto1 (corrupt, of +^T) 1.

boo leaf. 2. A bird (Merops Philippensis and

M. viridis). 3. A fish (Cyprinus radiatus).

Care?/.

<pl5t3t^rftiri (^jert^i+^fi>iri) a

plant (Amaranthus lancesefolius). Carey.

^t^THl s. ( 3*f*l + p. ) A sort of rope-

dancing or performance on bamboos erected for

that purpose. Carey.

(from < n ) A flute, a pipe, a whistle.

See *°*ft

.

3t*ffrM *> (^Pfl + H.^) A flute-player, a

piper, a whistler.

from

A species of oak (Quercus turbinata). Carey.

315^3 s . (corrupt, of^TW.:+^) The left hand.

Mohun P. p. 16.

<Uf£< (-"^/. from R. A word, a speech,

language. Often used to form compound adjec-

tives of the class called bahuvrihi: e. g\

^t^a. (^—"U^nifn.^ Speaking indistinctly, from

a. (mfn.) Indistinct, +

TT^T s. (corrupt, of 3^3?^) The bark of a

tree.

3"I3FT s. (corrupt, of ?) A shrub (Justicia

Adhatoda).

granary, a storehouse. See

a. (a. t—ajilj) Knowing, acquainted with,

aware of.

a. (v. Having knowledge

of an affair, acquainted with, aware of.

s. (a. ^Ij) 1- A remnant, a remainder, a

balance, an arrear. 2. Houses on opposite sides

of a square.

s. (n. from Idle or

mischievous talk, gossip.

(/.) A plant (Serratula Anthelmintica).

See 3t&$,

.

3l^5pT*. (m. <l1^+^T) A fraudulent speech,

prevarication, equivocation, a pretence.

3T^t& «. (mfn.<^+*t\) Skilled in language,

eloquent. — \3l (/.) or — 'S' («.) Eloquence,

skill in language.

^T^[ft a. {mfn. ^t^+^fe) Eloquent. (Lit.

Master of speech.) s. (??z.) An epithet of Vri-

h aspati the preceptor of the gods.

Harshness or

severity of language, abusive language.

1. An original

composition. 2. Prolixity, verbosity, circum-

locution.

<Tfe s. (n. from R.^F+ TT Wilkins' Gr. § 723)

A sentence, a speech, a word, an expression.
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meaning of a

word or sentence.

3rt<6>i^W s. (m. +^1^1) Conversation.

<l<Pftl s. (corrupt, of 3w^T) The bark of a

tree, the peel of a fruit.

plant (Rottbcellia glabra, Rox.}.

Sort. Ren. p. 8.

3t^f*T^ a. (3T^+pT^) Making good his

words or promises ; efficacious of speech.

^tS^RooT, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To desire.

^I^tfr s. (corrupt, of <UMTft') Abusive lan-

guage.

granary, a storehouse. See < l<El< .

^T^tft" s. 1. Quick-lime. 2. A lath, a split

bamboo.

SSWfirpt s . + Quick-lime.

^1, (p. £b) 1. A garden. 2. The rein of a

bridle.

A blow, a stroke. See

^t^T^tPt^l s. (p. £Aj +^b) Gardens and

pleasure-grounds.

<tl*lW*l s. A plant (Pisonia aculeata).

Hort. Ben. p. 27.

3TllO*<« s. (from ^t^+^^g?) A begin-

ning to talk, especially to talk much or foolishly.

<Jrn"T^-<i s. (from p. Gardens.

(from p. £l>) A garden, a grove.

(p. *s*U) A garden.

v. a. (from ^t7)) To divide, to distri-

bute, to halve, to cut down to the middle.

s. (from ^tf^tre) 1. A kind of basket to

measure grain. 2. A bubo, the venereal disease.

See .
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3t5ft*j a. (mfn. 31^+^*1) Eloquent. (Lit.

A master of language.) s. (m.~) An epithet of

Vkihaspati, the preceptor of the gods.

3"Wt"Wl s. (f. ^t^+^^l) The goddess

of speech or eloquence.

<rrdi^l1 s. A plant (Solanum spirale). Carey.

^TtTf^ft s. (/.) A plant (Serratula Anthelmintica).

See
J4'l^l

.

s. The fruit of the egg-plant (Solanum

Melongena). Carey.

a. (from 3t$=T) Purple.

^"tdRl s. (/.) A net for catching deer.

<TiTvjif<r<£ s. (m. from <l1i^Nf1 ) A hunter, a person

who catches deer in nets.

TftSl ad. (from ^1 ?) On the side, in that di-

rection.

In various di-

rections, on both sides.

ensnaring speech,

a prevarication, an equivocation, a circumlocu-

tion, multiloquence.

<rt^t\yi s. (corrupt, of <
1
) A perplexity, an

intricacy, a difficulty, a scrape, a scruple.

Tt^Kytf^ITl a. (from ^t9!^) Perplexed, in-

tricate, difficult.

^t^t^i^s. (^L+vSt^") The reins of a bridle.

s. (m. A reprimand, a re-

proof, a rebuke, an admonition.

^f^T^S a. (mfn. Betrothed, pro-

mised in marriage. See Manu ix. 69.

3"frttrfr s. («. 3t^+/5Tfr) The promise of a

damsel in marriage.

^t5!^ a. (mfn. ^I^+TT^) Abusive, defama-

tory
;

speaking badly or ungrammatically
;

badly spoken of, declared unlawful or evil,

vituperated.

6 I
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An epithet of

SaraswatL (Lit. The goddess of speech or

eloquence.)

a. (mfn. Skilled in

language or speech, bland, s. (f.
—*P ) A

fascinating woman.

mfn. from <TT<?J Eloquent,

skilled in language
;
loquacious, talkative.

3P"l3\J a. (mfn. 3t^+TT3) Silent, mute, taci-

turn.

^t^T s. (corrupt, of 3Tfcj
) A tiger.

^t^fe^l s. (^+ 311^31) A plant (Al-

langium hexapetalum). Hort. Ben. p. 38.

41^1^1 s. (T^+ 3TfWi?) f: A plant

(Allangium hexapetalum). Mohun P. p. 44.

2. A thorny shrub (Pisonia aculeata). Carey.

name of an

animal. Carey.

3^t*WP (from^r+ 5
r
sU+

,

Pt^) a
species of kidney-bean (a variety of Dolichos

lignosus). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

31^FR1 s . (from ^I^T+^T) A plant (Trades-

cantia axillaris). Carey.

A common

shrub (Jatropha Curcas). Hort. Ben. p. 69.

<l^<Tl s. (^W+^S) A plant (Uvaria ma-

crophylla). Hort. Ben. p. 43.

^Kl^lvSi s . (T^I+^I) A plant (Menisper-

mum polycarpon). Carey.

?) A fish (Silurus

tigrinus, Buchanan's MSS.) . Carey.

A large species

of grasshopper (Gryllus monstrosus). Carey.

3Tf^Fft s. (from^Tc!) 1. A tigress. 2. A bold

woman, a virago.

1956

A bubo, the venereal disease. See

•WH «. (w/n. from 3^) Of jBew^aZ, Bengali.

Wilhins' Gr. § 897.

*3"t^pfl a. (from
)

Pertaining to Bengal,

Bengali, s. A thatched house with a simple

pitched roof.

Belonging to Bengal,

Bengali. Also

s . (^t^rHi+^tt^) An

aromatic plant (Amomum subulatum).

^JJj^HI s. (/. 3l^+"pP£1) Punctuality in

fulfilling a promise, faithfulness.

^t^HT a. (mfn. ^t^+5XTT) Loquacious, talka-

tive, eloquent; consisting of words, s. (w.)

1. Eloquence. 2. Rhetoric.

<TT§£I^ s. (^t^+ST^T) Abusive language,

scurrilous talk.

The commencement

of a speech, an introduction, an exordium.

3f!T See^T^.

3tTJ°OT a. (mfn. 3tT>° the accus. case of 3tF,

+ from R. U*i^) Restraining the speech,

taciturn, silent, s. (m.) A contemplative saint,

practising rigid taciturnity.

<l 0^ a. (mfn. from R. h*>^ Speaking, talking,

signifying, expressive of. Used in comp. e. g.

^P^^tS^ a. (mfn.) Expressive of love, sig-

nifying love, from SftfS s. (/.) Love, +

s. (m.) A word. —31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Signi-

ficance, expressiveness.

<3JfP5l s. 1. Uncultivated land. 2. A colt, a foal.

<lVl>fW a. (mfn. 3"FT+^) Relating to a

dictum or to a passage (of law) ; sanctioned by

holy writ, directed, enjoined, prescribed; ex-

pressed, mentioned.
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^"t^tf^ s. (m. ^"fo^the genit. case of
,

An epithet of Vrihaspati, the regent

of the planet Jupiter and preceptor of the gods.

(Lit. The lord of speech.)

3TI>t^t3 v. a. (from 31^) To explain, to

signify.

^TSt^ s. (from <rlM^£3) An explanation, an

interpretation.

<Tl>lto a. (mfn. from <

I

\} Talkative, garru-

lous, loquacious.

TTTJM a. (mfn. from ^T^J Talkative, loqua-

cious, garrulous. -\3l (/.) or (n.) Talka-

tiveness, garrulity.

(n. from <l&x) Intelligence, news. a.

Conveyed by words, expressive of, signifying.

a. (mfn. from R. ^"5^) Expressed, men-

tioned.

^njtSlfSF a . (mfn. 3"tU>1 for <lo^the genit.

case of air; +#j Eloquent, talkative.

Also ^KFhTfb^t (mfn.).

3tfl>1 s. (corrupt, of The young of an

animal.

a. (mfn. fut. part, p. R. *3"^+^T Wilkins'

Gr. § 722) 1 . Fit to be said or spoken
,
expres-

sible, predicable. 2. (In grammar) Declinable

as an adjective, taking the three genders. 3.

Vile, contemptible, bad. s. (ra.) 1. A thing to

be expressed ; a predicate. 2. Blame, abuse,

reproach.

31^ Root, i. (^"ftgf^) To wish, to desire.

Sometimes with prefixed to it.

v. noun The act of select-

ing or picking out. Also

a. (from «$fe&) Selected, picked out.

s. (corrupt, of ^T^^T) The young of an animal

;

a child.

v. a. (from R. <l"KJ To select, to pick

out, to separate, to sort.

<1 l'tn«4 s. (corrupt, of ^V'T) A calf, a steer.

3Tt
o;5T s. (J^W*^ genit. case of

^t^", +3Tt°T) Veal.

s. (m. from R. ^Xj 1. A wing. 2. The

feather of an arrow. 3. Velocity, speed. 4.

(n.) Clarified butter, ghee. 5. The acidulous

mixture of ground meal and water left to fer-

ment.

<TT3 s. (p. j\j ) The name of the male of a species

of hawk (Falco Nisus).

v. noun of 3tfeU3) The uttering of

sound, the striking of a clock, &c.

A clock which

indicates time by chimes.

3t3FTl 5. (from ^tftlUS) A musical instrument.

See 3tTp .

4k$lRU1 a. (from <lf4W) Uttering sound,

striking (as a bell), playing on a musical instru-

ment.

3"l0TH< s. (from ^TtfoiW) One who plays on

a musical instrument.

A particular

sacrifice. See As. Res. via. 430.

^lOl4^^t s. (p. jb + t^j) A species of hawk

(Falco calidus). Carey. Also <1 i-sSlt^^l

.

^TIp^ s. (p. e^ib jb) Deduction, dismis-

sion.

s. 1. A species of corn (Panicum spica-

tum). 2. A large basket.

3"K5TO*i lit s . (f.) The name of a division of

the Yajur-veda, commonly called the White

Yajush. See As. Res. vm. 429.

3tSl s . See 3t3FF

.
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v. a. (from <TtflU3) To produce

sound, to strike a bell, to beat a drum, to play

on a musical instrument.

(a.j^j) A cloth-merchant.

A person who
plays on a musical instrument.

a. (from A musician, a

performer on a musical instrument. Also

(p. A market, a place where

goods are exposed for sale.

a. (from p. ^Vjb )
Relating to the market,

current, marketable.

3l0ll<tpl\3 s. (^1lft^+^t\3) The market-

price. Mohun P. p. 84.

u. w. (from R. <T&tJ To sound (as a

musical instrument), to strike (as a clock) ; to

hear news ; to perceive ; to feel pain.

(in. from ^tftl^+W?) A plant

(Justicia Adhatoda and Ganderussa).

a. (a. i^gA^) Necessary, requisite, pi*o-

per, just, right.

(from a. 4_^c>-^) Necessity, propriety,

justness, fitness.

A stable.

Also ^tftpTt^ (».).

^llsSfls, (-f^F^TO. ^t3+t^) Lit. Anything

swift: hence, 1. A horse. 2. An arrow. 3. A
bird.

(p. ,_5jl) ) 1 . A stake, a wager. 2. Leger-

demain, an exhibition. 3. A tumbling. 4. Time

(as in three times, &c).

<1 ls5l],<E
>< s.

(
p'^u5;Ij) A person who exhibits

legerdemain tricks. Also

^"t3lt^
;ot^ s. (p. ^b + C^t^") A disappoint-

ment, failure of a pursuit.

WR£ s. (p.jjb) 1. The arm ; an ornament for

the arm. 2. A part or piece of a wall, a door-

pannel.

Tir^^s. (p._,jV+^) An ornament for the

arm.

<3~tC3l s. (a. ^dfti ) Some, certain
;

incidental,

occasional (not regular or constant).

3"fc3PU< ^ s. (from a. Petty ex-

pences.

< I C^Ol^Tl s. (from a.
LS

-it() Small or ac-

cidental revenues and profits.

^ftcOlOl3^! s. (a. ^^j + p.
crr«j)

Land not sub-

ject to taxation.

3"fc3TWl s. (from a. ixs^
L^ic)

Several times'

some times, certain times.

^t^^ a. (mfn. R. <1 1 bv+ ^1<? ) Desirous,

anxious, wishing.

^^WT a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Desirable, to be wished for.

<(j£j3l s. (/. from R. A desire, a wish.

^"tf^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Wished for, desired.

v. a. (from R. <TT5*J To wish, to desire,

to long for, to request.

indecl. Sans. An exclamation on making an

oblation of oiled butter to the divinities. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 553.

s. (mw.) 1. An enclosed piece of ground, a

garden, a plantation : also (/*.). 2. A
road, a way. 3. The name of a tree of the

wood of which the staff carried by men of the

military tribe is directed to be made. Manu

n. 45.

(m.) The name of one of the degraded

tribes, the offspring of an outcast Brahman.

Manu x. 21.
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(v. noun The act of pound-

ing or grinding, the reducing of a thing to a

pulp. Also

(from woman who rubs

or grinds articles on a stone.

Waylaying, commit-

ting highway-robbery, s. A highwayman, a

marauder, a robber.

^tlHt3U (from 3t&*ft3) Highway-robbery.

a. (from )
Waylaying,

committing highway-robbery.

s. (from 1 . The grinding of a

thing which is not dry. 2. A betel-box. 3.

A fish (Cyprinus Bata, Buchanan's MSS.").

Carey.

A chisel.

v. a. (from R. ^H^J To rub, to grind,

to pound a thing to a pulp.

3ffihr1 s. (from R. A rope, a cord, a

string, a twine.

(/.) 1. A house, a dwelling. 2. {Beng^)

A cup, a drinking-vessel. 3. A rod, a mace.

4. A garden.

a. (from Relating to a road, tra-

velling, infesting a road. s. A small bag.

s. (corrupt, of ^Tfe^T) A species of pulse

(Cicer Arietinum). Carey.

^t^fT^ s. (corrupt, of 3^FT ?) A caldron, a

pot.

+ p. Uls.) Weights for a

balance. Also

(from ?) 1. A betel-box. 2.

Discount on money or notes.

^t^TH^ s . (m. 31^1 +^H<? from R. 31^)
A plant commonly called bariala (Sida cordi-

folia, and perhaps S. rhombifolia). Carey.

1962

*3"t^RooT, i. (^~ts5U3) To bathe, to dive, to

emerge.

3"t\5 s. (from R. 1. The edge, extremity,

margin, or limit of any thing; a frame, the

selvedge of cloth. 2. The outward coating of

a mango stone. 3. A fish-dam. 4. A weir.

5. A column, half a page. 6. A volley. Carey.

<l\i^ s. (fromR.<^?) 1. A carpenter, a thatcher.

2. A superintendant of sugar-boilers.

3t3f a. (from ^\^U3 ) Grown, extended, ex-

panded, prosperous.

*< l\S< s. (m.) 1. Submarine fire: see^O^^ .

2. A Brahman. 3. (w.) A stud, a collection

of mares.

*3lOTTftj s. {m. Tto^+ Slf^) Submarine fire.

Also

*3~^33} s. (n. Tfo^+ TT) An assembly of Brah-

mans.

a. (from 3"ff3£3) Increased, grown, ex-

panded j more. s. 1. Growth, increase, en-

largement. 2. The sharing out of food.

v. a. (caus. of 3tf3U3) To cause to

grow or increase, to augment, to multiply, to

enlarge, to enrich, to raise the price of any

thins: ; to excite : to remove a carcass.

3"t\3Wf$ ad. (from3"f\5l^U3) At large, widely,

diffusedly.

<ltf\5 s. (from 3~tf\5W) Increase, growth, en-

largement, augmentation ; interest of money.

v.n. (from R. <[<ij To grow, to increase,

to thrive, to expand, to spread, to be turgid, to

swell, to extend, to abound, v. a. To share

out food, v. a. To boast

:

v. a. To spring up, to grow.

(corrupt, of 1. A dwelling, a

house, an abode. 2. A rod, a stick, a staff.

3. A field planted with vegetables. 4. A loan
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of grain at interest, and to be repaid in kind.

v. a. To strike with a rod.

owner of a

house.

3"tv5^ s . (from ^tf^Cv? ?) A broom.

s. (from Growth, increase, pro.

duce, excess, surplus.

^tla a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + Wit-

kins' Gr. p. 423) 1. Exceeding, abundant,

much. 2. Firm, hard. ad. Sans. (—"F°) 1.

Much, excessively. 2. Willingly, with plea-

sure, very well, be it so (a particle of assent).

ad. (from <T¥) Excessively, s.

Excess, surplus.

s. (to.) An arrow, a dart. (Alluding to the

five arrows of Kamadeva, this word is used

for jive in the artificial system of the Hindus

for the expression of numerals.) 2. The versed

sine of an arc.

si (n.W + ) A showering down

of arrows or darts. Also

<Tt"t1 s. (/.) 1. A plant (Barleria ccerulea, Rox.~).

2. (JBeng^) The male organ of a child.

T\f°\ s. (/.) Weaving. Also ^tf\ (/.).

**tffcS s. (m. from ^f*t^) A merchant, a

trader. Also Stfft^FS Cm,).

(n. from ^"Pt"^) Commerce, trade,

traffic.

(y.) 1. An actress, a dancing-girl.

2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 471.

*<rtPTlTl s. (from <fi>$L) A merchant, a trades-

man, a banker.

*3jfWrfJ *, (from ^tftHl) The wife of a

merchant, a female banker or trader.

^Yf\a. (-fP^mfn. ffl+t^) Having or

carrying arrows.

3t*ft s. (/. from R. 3^) 1. Speech, language.

2. A name of Saraswatt, the goddess of

speech or eloquence.

s. (from ^"Pfc?^) A merchant, a trader, a

banker.

Root, x. 1. To fan, to venti-

late, to blow (as the wind). 2. To refresh, to

afford recreation or pleasure, to serve.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^1 + ^3 Wilkins'

Gr. § 692) Blown, fanned, s. (m.) 1. Air,

wind. 2. Rheumatism, gout ; the hypochondria.

3ls33? s. (m. <Rs?+ <I
s
) A plant (Marsilea qua-

drifolia).

<l'i\j3>l a. (-"^\mfn. ^t^+^T ) Rheu-

matic, gouty.

ttS&SZ s. (^tS+^^\ ) Wind expelled

backwards.

<rt*31*§ s. (m. ^l3+^§) The protuberance

beneath the forehead of an elephant.

^TtsJSt^ a. (mfn. 3Tii3 + £)"^) Hypochondriac,

mad ; flatulent.

3"t3^p" s. (3t3+vJ3") Flatulency attended

with fever.

Tt3Nf^ a. (^"fe+'M^from f^3) Be-

longing to rheumatism which is attended with

fever.

s. (m. 3*3+0^*1 from R. ^31?)

The palasa tree (Butea frondosa).

s. (mf. from 3T3+3 + R. Hi ) A swift

antelope.

swift antelope.

<Tto^°3;1° a. (-5?T mfn. Sto +^o^)
Having the swiftness of the wind, swift as the

wind.
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(m. Probably the ecliptic). Wilkins'

MS.

Gouty, rheumatic.

< IsJ ^ s. (m.) A sort of pulse (Cicer arietinum).

3"^*^ s. (^3+ *I^T) The wind-cholic.

3t3Tpl ». (m. from3t3+ R. ^tf^TPiZfaW Gr.

§ 784) The name of one of the Asuras or ene-

mies of the gods.

^Tt^ff^T^*. (from Batavia+ C^T^) The pum-

plemuss or shaddock (Citrus decumana). Sort.

Ben. p. 59.

^faftFTs. (a. ^I^+ ^IXFT) h A loop-hole, a

window. 2. A portico, a porch, a pavilion.

3. (m.) A horse.

^3*HT s. (to. from 3"t\3+ R. 3JTT?) A deer, an

antelope.

^Jt^ s. (from 3~fa) 1. The wind, air. 2. An

apparition.

(from ^3t^T+3^FT) An
ornamental plant (Robinia Candida.) Hort.

Ben. p. 56.

< Ivjl^ri s. (from 3£F3 ?) A kind of sweetmeat,

small sugar-cakes.

<%1*ll a. (from ^3t^T) Windy, stormy,

tempestuous, violent, boisterous.

^faPflTTl a. (from^t^t^T) 1. Stormy, windy.

2. Light. 3. Hysterical, s. A swallow. Morton.

^t^rtrt^n i. (from <rtet^+ cfrw?)
A fish (a species of Pimelodes). Carey .

s. (/. R. ^1 +fS) Wind, air.

a. (wi/w. ^t3 + ^<P) 1. Windy, stormy.

2. Rheumatic, gouty, flatulent, s. (n.) A rheu-

matic fever.

a. (a. jjkb) Vain, useless, futile, ab-

surd, false, ignorant.

W% 1966

(corrupt, of 1. A candle, a

lamp. 2. A stick of sealing-wax. 3. A wand,

a bamboo rod.

) A pair of

snuffers.

(from ^t3t + H. ^) A chandler.

a. (from <^t^) Gouty, rheumatic, flatu-

lent. See

a. (mfn. from <iTs3) 1. Gouty, rheumatic.

2. Mad, insane, foolish. — v3fl (/.) or —^
(w.) Foolishness, insanity.

<lUsail s . (corrupt, of^l^) A pot-herb (Che-

nopodium album and other species).

<Tt^T s. (m. from ^1^3) A whirlwind, a hur-

ricane, a tempest, a storm, a. (mfn.) 1. Rheu-

matic, gouty. 2. Insane, mad, foolish. See

<rtT3t^T. s. (/. 3"fa +§*$t) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 429,

^"tcD s. (from <ft\3) 1. A gale, a hurricane, a

tempest, a storm. 2. A boaster, a liar, a

braggadocio. Also

n. from ^-v^T + ^P) An assemblage

of calves.

SGfohiJCT s. (n. ^^T^T + TT) Affection, fond-

ness, love, attachment, tenderness.

3"ftH 5. (corrupt, of ^<**$|H) A cow-pasture,

a cow-pen.

^\ad. (a. axj) After, s. A deduction.

a. To deduct, to subtract ; v. n.

To be deficient.

<rt^ s. (?re. from R. <TI^) Speech, discourse ; a

sentence, a word
j

contradiction, dispute ; an

interlocution for discovering truth. See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 117.
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<Pf£<f a. (mfn. R. <TFF-f 31^) Speaking, saying,

telling, s. (to.) 1 . A speaker. 2. A musician.

s. A tree (Uvaria Badajamba, Rox.).

Hort. Ben. p. 43. See ^W^t^

.

<rl*n' s. («. from R. TCt+^FT) l. A speaking.

2. The playing on a musical instrument.

4WfelJ s. (/. 3"frr+ "fe£3l) Disputation,

altercation, litigation.

*4"lk^" a. (mfn. from Made of cotton.

s. (to.) The cotton plant.

s. (corrupt, of ) A rainy day, rainy

weather, continuous rain ; a cloud.

<ll*t?*vl s. (corrupt, of 31%^) 1. Rainy weather,

a cloud. 2. Lace, gold or silver tissue. 3. An
eruption following a fever.

<4iH5?
flTr a. (from 3~1 ) Rainy, caused by rain.

stfWfcnftfei (^tK^+Pit^i) An

ephemeral insect. (Lit. An insect produced by

the rain.)

<l^l^s. (p. alUb) A king, a sovereign, a

a monarch.

<Tt"Rl s. (a. <ujU) A desert, a forest.

^W^TH s. (^W+3tH) A tree (Uvaria

Badajamba). See

<tilt^4lH s. (m.^+ 3FT^tll) A contro-

versy, a dispute, a disputation.

<rt"£ft*P a. (mfn. from <T^t*P) Liberal, muni-

ficent, generous.

^tCf^I s. (p. ftab) 1. An almond. 2. Another

tree (Terminalia Catappa). Mohun P. p. 65.

3. A sail.

The Indian

chesnut (Castanea Indica). Carey.

A sort of sweet-

meat.
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^tlTOt a. (from ^TO*! ) Oval. (Lit. Almond-

shaped.) Also srtk'lMW

.

Ttft s. (from R. 3Tf ) The key-note in Hindu

music. Carey.

^tfksi a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the cans, of R.

^ Caused to be uttered, extorted.

v. a. (from R. To play on an in-

strument, to strike as a clock.

<lRq s. (n. from R. 31T +3^T Wilkins' Or.

§ 799) 1. A musical instrument. 2. Instru-

mental music.

s. (from ) A snake-catcher,

a snake-charmer.

a. (-ft^TO/w. from R.
)

Speaking,

saying, declaring, telling : used in comp. e. g.

^OJ^TPft a . (-f^T mfn.) Telling the truth,

from*TO) s. (n.) Truth, +3lf^. s. (to.)

1 . A complainant (at law), a plaintiff, a pro-

secutor, a suitor. 2. An expounder of the laws

or sacred writings. 3. The key-note (in music).

3lljv3 s. (corrupt, of 3T3f^) A large bat, the

flying fox or vampire (Vespertilio Vampyrus).

Mohun P. p. 52.

<rnp s. (n. R. <nT+ TT) l. A musical instrument.

2. Instrumental music. As. Res. m. 58.

< 1 K-><$< s. (to. <Tl kJ +^") A musician.

3"fl£^te3 s. (n. ^tPp+^3) An assemblage

of musical instruments, a band of music ; a

concert.

A concert of

instrumental music.

^ii^farW s. (p. >i^b) a king's son, a

prince.

3tTTf|l3l t"kl s. (from p. »)JS>d\i) A princess.

<lij^,

j 1^ s. (p. *U>jb) A king, a sovereign.
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bl^lW s. (p- ^l^^V) Sovereignty, royalty
;

a kingdom.

Root. i. To obstruct, to oppose,

to resist, to hinder. Often with pre-

fixed to it.

**Cfcta a. (mfn. R. Preventing,

stopping, refraining, hindering, obstructing, s.

(m.) 1. One who hinders or obstructs. 2.

(Beny.*) Pains attending the menstrual dis-

charge. —s3l (/.) or -r>| (w.) Stoppage, re-

straint, hinderance, obstruction.

s. (/. from R. ^t^) 1. Obstruction,

hinderance, an impediment ;
resistance, oppo-

sition, contradiction. 2. Affliction, pain. 3.

(Beny.) A wooden shoe, a sandal, a clog.

v. a. To obviate a difficulty
;

v. a. To oppose, to thwart, to

resist ; v. a. To be hindere^ or ob-

structed.

Songs celebrating the birth

of Krishna, sung on the eighth day of the moon's

increase in the month Bhadra. Carey.

3"$rtf\5 s. (from R. 3^?) An instrument used

by leather-workers to make the holes when they

sew with thongs. Carey.

s. (from
)

Reciprocal dif-

ficulties, mutual resistance, a mutual thwarting.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Opposed, obstructed, impeded, thwarted, hin-

dered.

v. a. (from R. ^tH^) To oppose, to re-

sist, to impede, to thwart, to hinder, to check,

to frustrate.

^"tf^S s. (n. from ^fsfa + TT Wilkins' Gr.

§ 975) Deafness.

a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^t^+TT) 1.

Capable of being hindered oi impeded, resisti-

ble, preventable. 2. (Beny.) — ^31 (/.) or —

^

(ra.) Preventableness, resistibility.

See Wilkins' Gr. % 689 and 710.

3~t*Ta. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.^^+'T) 1. Dried,

dry. 2. (from <r*T) Relating to a wood. s.

(w.) 1. A flood, a heavy sea, the high tide or

bore in some of the rivers of India. 2. Beny.

(corrupt, of <n°i ) An arrow.

A place where silk is manufactured.

«hQ^ s. (m. from^vT+^5) 1. The Brdh-

man of the third order, who has passed through

the condition of <3" l̂ I (<*ts
or student, and

^^^5 or householder, and has retired from

his family and from all worldly affairs for lonely

meditation in woods and wilds ; the hermit, the

anchoret. See Manu vi. 4. 87. 2. A tree

(Bassia latifolia).

TFmfWi s. (/. from ^T+ R.37T ) A metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 412. 465.

m. from ^"*T -fn ?) An ape, a monkey.

Tt^R^^TtlT s. (3"FR +^5nTI) A legumi-

nous plant (Dolichos scarabaeoides). Hort.

Ben. p. 55.

3lrR5Ttp& 5. (^T^ + ^rtf"^) The loments

or long pods of Cassia fistula ; also the tree

which produces them. Carey.

<t"1l<l s. (/. from <rt*R'?) Cowach or cow-

itch (Carpopogon pruriens).

^•T^CD s. (m. from <lHfj) A tree bearing

fruits from blossoms.

<hl^W v.a. (from a. %j) To build, to con-

struct, to fabricate, to make.

TtTft" s. (v. noun of <lH 1. The act of

building, making, or fabricating. 2. (In gram-

mar) The junction of a consonant with a vowel.

a. Fabricated, constructed, made.

^TTtipi s. (m. <l WI^ n. pr., +^ from R.

6 K
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3*1^) A Vanayu horse, considered as one of a

particularly good breed. Wilson.

s. (to.) A sort of cane (Calamus Rotang).

^iFTIT a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr. § 900)

Pertaining to a forest, sylvan, wild. s. (to.)

A fragrant grass (Cyperus rotundus).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. %,.<t^U}-V5 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 421) Vomited, ejected from the mouth.

A vomiting, an eject-

ing from the mouth.

«• (p- *Jcj) 1. A slave, a servant. 2. A
form of respectful address : ' Your slave'.

*^t^&n
;
H s. (to. from ^^t) A bastard,

the son of a disloyal wife.

*3"t^<T s. (to. from 1. A relation, a kins-

man. 2. An ally, a friend.

A sort of grass (Calamus tenuis).

Hort. Ben. p. 73.

A plant (Abrus precatorius). See

^"fSF^I . SaMa S. p. 357.

v. a. (from R. <l'f£ ) To tie, to bind,

to fasten, to confine, to arrest.

s. (to. from R. 1. A sowing of seed.

2. A weaving. 3. A shaving.

s . (h. L->b , p. bb) A father. Used in the

vocative case as an exclamation of surprise or

pain: Oh father! ^HRTPj Oh
father ! father ! Hence the term bobbery.

a. (mfn. from R. 3^+3^) Sowing

seed. s. (to.) A sower.

^t?1 s. +H1 for XttJ) Father and mo-

ther; parents.

s. (corrupt, of from R. Zfj%) A father.

«. (/.) A large oblong pond or lake. Also

(/•)•

^tf*fa a. (to>. W'.+tS) 1. Shaven. 2.

Sown (as seed).

^1*. (from^) A father.

«. (to/w. fut.part.p. R. 3T*t^H Wilkins'

Gr. § 725) Fit or proper to be sown.

<UPv!l1 s. (from p. ^b) A kind of cloth.

<T<^s. (a. <_A>) 1. A chapter, a section, any

division of a book. 2. A door. 3. Subject,

head, affair, business, point, matter, reason,

manner, mode, species, method, sort. Hunter.

indecl. Sans. Only, indeed, truly, verily,

assuredly.

T^t s. A species of basil (Ocymum pilosum).

Also ^I^^^RT. Hort. Ben. p. 45.

<n<T^-i s. (a. L^-ob) 1- Account, head, article,

item. 2. Business, affair, matter, ad. On ac-

count of.

a. (from a. i»u-ob) Relating to a matter

or affair.

^t<TR<£ a. (mfn. from R. <HT
)
Talking much,

loquacious, garrulous, talkative. — (/.) or

—3" (ft.) Talkativeness, loquacity.

<ri<r^[ s. A climbing plant (Embelia Ribes).

Carey.

3l<<t>L s. (t.
L5
>
:A
jb) A cook.

^teSWTi s. (p. ajU
L5
*-,y.b)

A kitchen.

^f^f^B^ s. Frizzled or curled hair.

s. (p. from s. 3^5) A plant (Mi-

mosa Arabica). Hort. Ben. p. 40.

<Tt<[pn^ s. (a. c_>b + u_~S) A reason, an affair.

Carey.

s. (p. bb) A father. See .
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A son, a son-in-law, a nephew ; an

expression of endearment.

jtJPWfU See<Tfa^.

A gentleman : used as a term of respect-

ful address, like ' sir,' and nearly equivalent

to ' esquire.' (It is sometimes used ironically.)

s. A bird (Loxia Philippensis). Carey.

a. (mfn.') 1. Left (in opposition to right).

2. Reverse, contrary, unfavourable, inverted.

3. Beautiful, agreeable, pleasing.

a. (mfn. from R. <H+^<£) Causing to

vomit, emetic.

^\^°\ s. (corrupt, of <Tt5pl ) A Brahman.

4Urkt£t s. (corrupt, of J^fel) A
plant (Siphonanthus Indica). Hort. Ben. p. 46.

<W H. s. (corrupt, of ^t^fl.) The wife of a

Brahman.

s . (m. <Tt3T+ CK^) An epithet of Siva.

3*fa(.H<J s. (m. from 3"Uu.K< Wilkins' Gr.

§ 899) The name of a particular hymn recited

at marriage-ceremonies. As. Res. vn. 307.

a. 1. Short, dwarfish, of low sta-

ture. 2. Low, vile, base. s. (m.) An epithet

of Vishnu, or his incarnation as a dwarf during

his fifth avatara or descent from heaven. As.

Res. i. 352.

<Kllil a. (from^tH^) Dwarfish, short.

^tefTt^TO s . (from^3T+^f^+t^P)
The left wing of an army. Mohun P. p. 153.

TtatTu. (<TtH+ <-nt) Useless talk; useless

expense ; an accusation.

4 s . (m.) An ant or mole-hill.

<kl«nl0tl s. (/. from TiU+C^t^T) A
beautiful woman. Also ^TtolS^j,, (f).

^t5Tl«.(/ewiw.of^t5I) 1. A woman. 2. (Beng.)

A person who beats a drum with the left hand.

1974

3"ftrfelR s. (m. <1H+ ^ltUt^) Unsound doc-

trine, heterodoxy, the doctrine of the tantras.

<1HW«1 a. (_f^T mfn. ^T^R + t/T
)

Following the doctrine of the tantras, heterodox.

<iJfl s. (/.) A mare.

tt&ft s. (from Tt^+^tfe?) An open and

airy place, an opening, an aperture.

<UtKvJ s. (m. ^1H+ T^3) A weaver's loom.

(a. ttjltj) Earnest-money given to

bind a bargain.

3tTFTt^1 s. (from a. jJlj uLj) A detailed ac-

count, a relation of particulars.

^TXRfjll a. (from <~i\jj Relating to wind, windy,

stormy, airy.

<1V1<J «. (m>. from Wilkins' Gr. § 899)

Relating to wind, sacred to Vayu the deity of

wind ; north-western.

< lil*i s. (m. from «TFJJ A crow. (Probably

so called on account of its longevity.)

s. (m. <lTTT+3Rtft) An owl

(Lit. The enemy of crows. ) Also 3"tWffe
(r«.), &c.

<lUWKl s. (/.) A medicinal root commonly

called hakoli.

3llT 5 . (m. from R. 3"1) 1. Air, wind. 2. The

god of wind, Vayu, the guardian-deity of the

north-west quarter. 3. The air of the body.

4. {Beng?) Hypochondria.

The north-west

quarter.

^tofg a. (mfn. Tfa+ Sj"^) Hypochondriac,

insane.

3"iiJC^<^1 s. (/. ^J+C^a?
-

!) The deity of

wind. See 1TW

.

«"t?JT<Tl s. (m. ) A current of air, a

gust of wind.

6 K 2
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^toJ3PT si (Tfa+ 3X3FT) The act of fanning.

a. (mfn. from 31"%+ R. Feeding

upon air (like an ascetic), fasting.

^TT^Fr s. (3t?J+
,
jt

5JT) The colic. Mohun P.

p. 26. See 3"^^ .

<lllW4 s. (wj. StST+ ^FU for ^TPU) Fire.

(Lit. The friend of wind.) Also .

<TftP a . (from 3*H£) Hypochondriac, insane,

crazy.

^¥OXl
*• (^T + ^I *!) The air contained in

the body, the gaseous part of any thing. Caret/.

^ *T (w * nom ^n - sing. <3l°) Water. See f^.

.

Tt^s. (p.^b) 1. Load. 2. Fruit. 3. Time,

repetition: used in comp. e.g. Once,

from ^ One, +^T^: see . 4. The

sitting of a sovereign to give audience.

(m. from R. 5) 1. A turn, a vicissitude,

a repetition, a time, an occasion. 2. A multi-

tude, a flock. 3. A day of the week. 4. (w.)

A vessel for holding spirituous liquor. 5. (Beng.)

A row, a column, half a page. a. Twelve.

(from volley.

<Tt^<l? a. (mfn. R. <T + ^<£) Preventing, re-

straining, thwarting, checking, hindering.

(from tortoise.

^te^^ s. C^H?) A tray, a large dish.

TOT s . (n. R. <[+ 3FT) 1. Restraint, hin-

derance, opposition, resistance. 2. (m.) Mail,

armour. 3. An elephant.

3~trt"^1 s. (f. from TR°1+^') A plantain

(Musa sapientum). Also and

(/•)•
•

TtTflll a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^ +3pft^)

Fit to be restrained, hindered, or prevented.

Also 3tTfiF33) and (mfn.).

s. A species of grass (Panicum uligino-

sum).

(p. j\j ) Another time, again,

repeatedly.

cuirass, armour.

<fs|<i^r aa* (from Pi jj ) Again and again,

repeatedly, often.

ilSwfll s. (^iR+C^Tl) A certain part of

the day during which the transaction of busi-

ness is prohibited ; the unlucky part of the day.

3"tot^t^ s. (from Tt^+STPT) Lasting a

twelvemonth, annual, perennial.

3te£%Tj1 s. If. from ^t^+^) The chief of

a set of harlots.

indecl. Sans, (from < l<
)
Repeat-

edly, again and again, frequently.

<iU^al s. (/. ^tT + ^T.) A whore, a harlot.

Also ^"Rt^rri (/.).

a. (mfn. from Wilkins'

Gr. § 902) Relating to the city of Vardnasi or

Benares, s. (m.) A native of Benares.

^Wtsft s. (/. from 3Tt1 +^\\ The names

of two rivers). The holy city of Benares or

Varanas'i. See <L <TfT<t

.

^WtWf a. (mfn. from ^Wfaft Wilkins'

Gr. § 900) Relative to the city of Varanasi or

Benares.

(from <Rn3 ) A portico, a porch, a

veranda.

ad. (<t^ + vlKj}<) Another time,

again, once more.

(_/.) An esculent root (a species of

Dioscorea).

Ttft s. (n. from R. \ ?) Water.

(from the English barracks) Bar-

racks ; a row of houses resembling barracks.
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<1(«(<pM s. (3tf3+C^t^T) A tortoise.

A water-lily.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the cqus. of R.

3
) Hindered, obstructed, kept off, prevented.

a. (mfn. from Yielding

water. s. (to.) A cloud.

A water-course,

a stream, an aqueduct.

«. (to. from The sea.

(/. from An aquatic

plant (Pistia stratiotes). Hort. Ben. p. 49.

Also ^Tfe^Pt (/.).

3l|<^<k s. (to. 3tft+^1^) A cascade.

(to. from 3tf3 + R. 3^) A cloud.

(Lit. Carrying water.)

<llR^ s. (from 3tfT+R. ^) 1. A spring of

water. 2. A frog.

3 1 pi^ s. (a. cL^j) An heir, a successor to an

inheritance.

3ftft 5. (from R. ^) 1. A vessel for milking.

2. A foot-rope for an elephant. 3. A turn, a

spell, a rotation.

Tfapf^3 s. (from 3"f3) The twelfth.

3t^°l a. (to/w. from3^°i
)
Relating to Varuna,

the god of water and guardian-deity of the west

quarter.

. (femin. of <ll<H) 1. The west-quarter,

over which Varuna presides. 2. The name of

the twenty-fourth lunar mansion. 3. A festival

on the thirteenth day of the second half of the

month Chaitra. As. Res. in. 279. 4. The

name of an upanishad in the Yqjur-veda. As.

Res. vni. 454. 479. 5. Spirituous liquor, espe-

cially a kind prepared from hog-weed.

< r^W^V. (t. cj>jjIj) Gunpowder.

<l<p^lttTl s. (p. U. CLJjjb) A gunpowder-

manufactory or magazine.

3tR^ ad. (t\\+3&) Once.

Again, another time.

3lR^Efl s. (/. from 3C3rEl The name of a

king ?) Part of Bengal and Behar, or a tract

of inundation north of the Ganges, and part of

the present zillah of RajashaM. As. Res. v. 56.

ad. (from <1<) Again and again,

repeatedly.

3tRl a. (from 3R") Twelve.

«lWV^ W{ a. (from 3tR"i+T^) Begging

from door to door, mendicant. Carey.

<\i<\k\<l a. (from3lRl + 3ftT) Common,

general.

3t5 «. (m/n. from 3fv3) 1. Relating to or fol-

lowing any profession, trade, or line of business.

2. Healthy, well. s. (n.) 1. Health. 2. Chaff,

husk of rice or grain.

3t\3i s. (/. from R. 1. A report, an ac-

count, information, news, tidings. 2. A liveli-

hood, a profession. (Beng.^ —^^£3 v. a.

To procure information, to enquire,

v. a. To give information, to report, to inform.

v. a. To acquaint a person with

any thing, to give information.

(/.) The egg-plant (Solanum Melon-

gena). Also 3l^ft^, (/.) and ^tjft* (m.).

3l$l35: a. {mfn. <t^1 + ^lft"5:) Bringing

news, giving information, s. (to) A chandler.

3tp33* s. (to. from 1. One who
gives information, an intelligencer, an informer.

2. A tradesman, a handicraftsman. 3. (n.) A
commentary, a gloss, scholia. Trans. R.A.S.

I. 441. 443.

*
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(ra. from Bad weather, rainy

weather. 5. (»».) An inkstand,

<1^<P<» s. (n. from ^) Old age.

(?w. from R. ^H<) An usurer. Also

^tfft^ («.).

(n. from R. t^i^) A leather thong. Also

(/•)•

3Tf S. (m. from ^ifft + 'FT) The long-

eared white goat. SeeKulluka onManu iir. 271,

A wild sheep, a wether. Morton,

s. (n. from ^^PT ) An assemblage of

coats of mail.

s. (/i. from <5
jfl*V

v
) An assemblage of

men accoutred in coats of mail.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. S + )• See

Living in water, s. (m.) A leech. Manu vn.

129. See ^TWS i

5lfH^ fl - (»• TFjt&iws' Gr. § 903)

1. Connected with the rainy season. 2. Annual,

yearly.

3t^3 s. from The fruit of the Sola-

num Jacquini.

a. (mfn. from ^S?^) Derived from

Vrihaspati. s. (n.) Ethics, morals.

a. (mfn. from R. 1. Infantine,

young. 2. Ignorant, uninformed, childish. 5.

(?w.) 1. An infant, a child. 2. A colt. 3. Hair,

pubes. 4. (Beng.~) A plant (Hibiscus tortuosus).

Hort. Ben. p. 51.

*^Wj<P 5. (m. 3"iFr+ <F) 1. A boy, a lad, an

infant, a child. 2. A fool, a blockhead. 3.

(Beng.} A beam laid over pillars in a building

to support the beams of the roof. Carey. -31

(/.) and —^ (n.) Childhood, infancy, child-

ishness, puerility.

from

R. 5*PlN ) Childish talk, foolish prattle.

*^t^^a7l s. (/. ^I^ + ^OJI from R. $?T)

Infanticide.

^W^f a. (mfn. from <H<P) Relating to a

child, childish.

*^'W|f\)1t s. (/. from 3"f^ + *1$) A cow

with calf for the first time.

*<H\31il s. (m. ^t^+ vFRT) A tree (Mimosa

Catechu). Also3"HTt^ and (m.).

*Tt*FT°l s . (n. ^T + 3°l) Young grass.

*3"Nf*l s. (m. SrW4^ from R. Hi) A hairy

tail (as that of a horse).

^t^^T s. (from R. ^1?) A frying-pan.

An orna-

ment of gold or silver worn between the hair

divided on the forehead. 2. A string of pearls

binding the hair. Wilson.

•<$*f*jjg «. (»i/h. ^T^+ ^jTT) Having very

young children.

(m. ?) The second of the seven variable

karanas or divisions of the lunar month. As.

Bes. ix. 366.

*<H<3l< s. (m. 31^+ ^Tfa) Infancy, child-

hood.

*3-fcfSrfWl s> ^ ^I^T+^ft"^) A small rat

or mouse.

*^^Rpte a. (mfn. from 3"^+ +
:3Tt^)1) Of a purple colour, s. (zre.) Purple

(the colour).

^FTl 5. (from ^t^T+ R. CTl) A fever when

it attacks a child.
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«. (m. 3t*T+ 5/3) The hairy tail of

any animal. See Tf^pi .

*^Tl s. (femin. of 1. A female child, a

girl, a young woman. 2. A plant (Hibiscus

tortuosus). 3. {Beng.~) A ring for the wrist.

4. A sort ofperfume (Andropogon schoenanthus ?)

Carey.

(h. from s. q. v.) A termination by

means ofwhich Bengali nouns denoting the habi-

tual doer of any act are formed : e. g.

One who is in the habit of visiting-

dancing assemblies, a dancer, a singer, from

An assembly met for singing and

dancing, &c. +^t5Tl . It is sometimes written

(a. s-h ) A calamity, a misfortune.

^t^rWri *. (p. An upper room.

^t^Tt^1^ s. (from ^fl + 3o*-«) A medi-

cinal plant. See . Sabda S. p. 189.

A superior sort of rice brought from

Bakharganj. Carey.

a. Living at another's expense. Sabda

5. p. 271.

*<1 \ Rl s. (m.) 1. (In mythology) The name of a

monkey-chief, the brother of Sugriva and son

of Indra. 2. (JBeng.~) Sand. 3. A single door

of a pair, the leaf of a folding-door. 4. The

leaf of a palm-tree with its sheath.

*<irh<pi s. (femin. of ^t5^) 1. A female

child. 2. Sand.

^f^WTl s. (^tf^l+^Tl) A species of

cricket.

*JR^i a. (from ^tpT
)
Sandy, abounding in

sand, consisting of sand. s. A fish (Cyprinus

denticulatus, Buchanan's MSS.*). Also

TTT^rt^ . Carey.

(p. (iJb ) A pillow, a cushion, a bol-

ster. Also Mohun P. p. 79.

^lff*fc§| a. (mfn. from ^ft5*!
)
Young, childish,

ignorant.

^t^oTf s (<Ttf*T+ $;
o*T) A teal (Anas

Crecea). Carey.

lW| s. (from 3"tfWl) Sand, -f&[S3 ». «.

To grind, to wear down with sand.

^fflpl s. (^t^t+ '^c1) Mortar, sand, and

lime.

•Km^WP s. (m.) A drug and perfume apparently

the powder of some mineral ore. See ^^^"t^T^

.

**jk"3**J s. (/.) Sand, gravel. See 3~tf*Wl .

*^t^s. (m. 3~t^ +$^) A lunule, a menis-

cus, the crescent of the moon. Colebr. Alg.

p. 96.

*'^t^IT a. {mfn. from ) Fit for a child,

soft, gentle, mild. s. (m.) An ass.

*frtMiHi<fc> s . (m. ^WTr'+*tt5) A plant

(Siphonanthus Indica).

<lw<P a. (mfn. from <c<P) Made of bark.

a. Destitute, forlorn, bereft. s. A tub, a

bucket.

5. (w.^t^+ TT) Childhood, infancy, boy-

hood, youth.

*3t*Wt*T («L ^t^+^I^T) The age of

childhood or infancy. Also <.\°V (/.) and

Breakfast.

Root, iv. (<Tt*iTt\3) 1. To sound. 2. To

cry as a bird. 3. To call.

s. (/.) A plant (Justicia Ganderussa). Also

3tpte1 (/.). See 4ljPt$ .

a. (mfn.^ Perfumed, scented. See^Tf*"|\j

.

s. (n. from "R.^H) The cry of birds or animals.
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4if3\jl s. (from R. 1. A woman. 2. A
female elephant.

3lR!ft<§ a. (mfn. ^"f^^ +t^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903). Relating to or belonging to the sage

Vasisht'ha.

(corrupt, of Sixty-two.

a. (corrupt, of ?) Changed in scent,

stale, old, corrupt, musty.

s. (?w.) 1. A tear. 2. Vapour, steam, hot

mist.

3Ttf&W s . (y. from ^TS^i ?) a plant commonly

called hingupatri.

3l*T Root, X. (TTOlf\3) To scent, to per-

fume, to fumigate, to incense, iv.

To cry, to utter sounds as a bird. See R.

3t*T s. (m. from R. <t^) 1. A house, a habita-

tion, a dwelling, a residence. 2. Clothes, a

garment. 3. A perfume, a scent. (Beng.^

v. a. To reside, to dwell

;

v. a. To emit a scent, to smell ; —^^£3 v. a.

To smell to a thing.

s. (m. from R. ^t^T ) A shrub (Justicia

Ganderussa). Also ^t*Wl (/.).

^t^<^Tj1 s. (from <?[t*T + R. 1$ ) A woman

dressed for the reception of her gallant.

(n.^+^The inner apartment

of a house, a bed-chamber.

^t^ffi s. (n. R. ^T + ^SI^) The act of per-

fuming. 2. The abiding at a place ; an abode.

3. The wearing of clothes
;
apparel, garments.

4. The sitting in a particular posture. 5. A
receptacle, a box ; a dish, a plate.

(f. from R. <*"J. ) A longing after a

thing, a fanciful desire, a wish, a propensity.

«3i^Pi a. (mfn. from <T*1\3
) Vernal, belonging

to spring.

3*^^ *• (femin. from <l*13 ) 1. A beautiful

shrub (Gsertnera racemosa). 2. The festival in

honour of the goddess Durga celebrated in the

month Chaitra.

^t^WM s . (m. TfaS+Ctffl) Fragrant pow-

der sprinkled on the clothes at the Hull festival.

^i*1< s. (m. from <*JJ An epithet of Indra.

< s. (mw.) 1. A day. 2. The sleeping to-

gether of a couple the first night after mar-

riage.

3l^t<M^ s . (3"PR+^R) The house at

which a newly-married couple sleep the first

night after marriage.

41*1*1 s. (n. from R. ) Clothes, garments.

4.1*1
1 s. (from R. 4 V

*1J A temporary residence,

a lodging ; the nest of a bird ; the lair of an

animal.

4'W?i'k s. (T^T+^lW^) A temporary

residence, a sleeping-room.

a. (from ^T*Ti) Residing anywhere

temporarily, living in lodgings.

(m. from R. <1*1) 1. An adze, a small

hatchet or chopper. 2. An abode, a residence,

a dwelling, a. 1. Stale, old. 2. Clean-washed

(as clothes), interj. Oh ! An exclamation of

astonishment or surprize.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

1. Perfumed, scented. 2. Spiced, seasoned.

3. Dressed, accoutred, clothed, s. (w.) The

cry of birds.

3tf*F3l s . (/. from R. 3F^?) 1. A woman. 2.

A female elephant.

(p. JAi-Sib ) A resident, an inhabitant.

interj. Oh ! An exclamation of surprize

or astonishment.

a. (a. jj-c^) Arrived at, met with, come

to, joined.
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Ttf^T^"tf% s. (a. JLU,) The state of an

account.

3#ft a. (-"pT^w/«. from R.^^) Dwelling,

residing. Used in comp. e. g. ^T^f^H a.

(— mfn.) Living in woods, residing in a

forest, from s. («.) A wood, a forest,

Tf^Tf^l? s . (m.) (In mythology) The name of the

sovereign of the snakes.

^t^THR s. (m. from C%%) An epithet of

Krishna. (Lit. The son of Vasudeva.)

<tf^U?<& a. (mfn. <\%K<4-M) Attached to

Krishna. Wilkins' Gr. % 902.

»• (/• from R. A young girl (in thea-

trical language).

31^3 a. (mfn. from Pertaining to a goat

(as its skin, &c). Manu u. 41.

a. (mfn. from <^Q) Connected with the

true nature of a thing, essential, material
;
real,

genuine, true
;
evident, manifest, demonstrated.

Also^t'^f^ (mfn.).

a. (»w/ra. /w£. part. p. R. < Jr
1
N+\3<U)

Proper to be resided at or dwelt in, inhabitable.

*lT9l s. (a. <)daJj) Account, sake, cause, reason.

(from a. tda-jlj) A reed, a pen.

^tS s. (mn. from R. ) 1. A habitation, a

residence. 2. The site of a residence.

^"^p? s. (n.) A potherb (Chenopodium album).

Also (n.).

ad. (h. JaJj from a. akslj) On account

of, for the sake of, for.

genit. case of

An epithet of Tndra. (Lit. The
lord or guardian of the abode.)

3tg a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr. § 897)

1986

Relating to cloth, s. (m.) A cart covered with

cloth.

^tf5^ a. (mfn.^^ +t^ Wilkins' Gr. § 903)

Relating to cloth.

5. (corrupt, of%W ) 1. A tear. 2. Vapour,

steam. 3. An atom, a trace. 4. Mention, rela-

tion, a. Any, the least, the smallest.

a. (from SM+^H^) Of the

nature of steam, volatile.

S . A steam-engine.

Also ^t^fa^T

.

3"f^ff^3 a. (from^M Become steam,

dissolved into steam, evaporated. -31 Eva-

poration. Mohun P. p. 155.

The ascent of

steam, evaporation.

^t^P a. (w?//i. /m*. part. p. R. 3^7 + XT) Inha-

bitable, proper to be abided in.

*^T^Root, i. (<H^U3) To resolve, to make an

attempt, to endeavour, to strive.

s. (m. from R. 3^) 1. A horse. 2. A bull.

3. The wind. 4. A vehicle. 5. A carrier, a

porter. 6. The arm. 7. A measure of capa-

city containing ten kumbhas, or nearly equal to

the weight of an English wey or a ton in freight.

Wilson.

3f5^ a. (mfn. from R. ^IT-f ^<P
)

Carrying,

bearing, s. (m.) 1. A carrier, a porter. 2. A
waterman, a rower. 3. A horse; a horseman.

s. (from 3l£f\5t3 ) A return.

v. a. To turn back, to return. See

^kft^l^. (-V m. from <Tt^ + R. ff^) A
buffalo.

(n. from R. <^) A vehicle, a convey-

ance, a carriage, a horse, an elephant.

6 L
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interj. (p. ^ ^) Bravo! An acclamation

of encouragement or surprise. Also <t l*^T -

3l^«l<l^f< ad. (from 3t°^) Hand to hand.

s. A mutual grappling with one another.

^t^T s. (m. from R. 1. A large snake

(Boa constrictor). 2. A water-course. 3. A
potherb (Marsilia dentata). Wilson.

s . (corrupt, of T^vff^) Seventy-two.

a. (p. jjl^j) Valiant, brave, courageous,

bold, noble, s. A hero, a knight, a champion.

s. (fi•om p. jjl^j) Valour, heroism,

courage, boldness.

^il^T.^i h s. (^<lV4t?+^tt) Large

wood, timber.

(p. ^I^j) Pretence, evasion, contri-

vance, excuse, pretext.

(p. jl^) 1. The spring. 2. Elegance,

beauty, delight.

a. (p. JU- <tj) In its former state, re-

stored, reinstated.

a. (from R. ^5^) To carry, to bear;

to row a boat, to steer ; to climb, to clamber

(as a plant).

TtfC^ s. (re.) The part of the forehead of an

elephant below the frontal globes.

ft (/. from R. ) L An army. 2. A
cohort, a battalion ; a body of forces consisting

of eighty-one elephants, eighty-one cars, two

hundred and forty-three horse, and four hun-

dred and five foot. 3. A river. Wilson.

general,

the commander of an army or battalion. 2. The

ocean. (Lit. The lord of rivers.)

^tifcC (id. (corrupt, of ife^) Outside, out,

without, abroad, s. Outside, a. External, outer.

v. a. To expel, to exclude. —^kX^
v. a. To proceed from, to come forth, to go

abroad.

ad. (from ^tf^^) Outside, without,

out of doors, abroad.

^Ifl/ft*! s . (Ttft^+TtSI) The address or

direction of a letter.

) A straggler.

mfn. from R. Carrying,

bearing : used in comp. e. g. a.

(—f^TI^ mfn.') Carrying a burthen, from

s. (m.) A load, a burthen, +^t"f^^.

*3t°^ s. (m.) t The arm. 2. (Beng.) A fathom.

*^t°^ a. (mfn. 31^+ 3?) Servile, dependent,

subject to others, s. (m.) A slave, a servant.

#<nt!

^\<5l s. (m. ^t^ + ^l) A Kshatriya, a man

of the military tribe. (Lit. Born from the arm

of Brahma. See Manu t. 31.)

v. a. To return, to turn back.

*t1
B^1c

i s. (n, from^t^+ R.ttT) Armour

for the arms.

*3l°^ri ft (/. from 3t^+ R. W\) The name

of a river said to rise in the snowy chain of the

Himalaya, and probably the modern Behut,

the classical Hydaspes. Wilson.

*3l°q3f33t^ft (m.^+3rfe+<rtB
^) oP

-

posite sides of a figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 295.

#3"!^^ s , (n. 3"t°^ + 3rT) The strength of

the arm.

Mf^H^ Si
rm <t^ +^) The arm-pit, the

shoulder-blade.

s . („. ^1°^+^) Close fight, a

wrestling, a scuffling, a boxing, pugilism.

s. (m. from 3^^) 1. Fire, or its deity.

2. The month Karlika. 3. (n.) Mail or ar-
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mour for the arm. 4. A term in grammar, imply-

ing the optional applicability of different rules.

•TP^TCT*. (m. from^^T?) An epithet of

the deity Kartikeya.

*3T^P s. (h.^^+ TT) Variety, multiplicity,

manifoldness, plenty.

a. (mfn. from3"fl^) 1. External, exterior,

outward, relating to abroad. See Trans. R.

A.S. i. 559. 2. (Jut. part. p. R. +
Fit to be carried or borne, s. (w.) A vehicle, a

carnage. (Beng.) -TTttS3 v. a. To go forth

for the purpose of easing nature.

) Evacuation by

stool.

3l$73sH s. (n. Knowledge of

external objects, perception through the senses.

^K^SZad. Sans. (<Tt^ +3^) Externally.

SfojJ^ffH" s. (^if^P) A place to ease

nature in, a privy.

<k^? ad. (from ?Rpj Externally, openly.

<Tt«^t<£ s. (?w.) 1. A country lying north-west of

Afghanistan, Balkh. 2. A horse from Balkh,

considered as one of a good breed. 3. (w.)

Saffron. 4. Assafcetida. Wilson.

ft prep. Sans. An inseparable preposition, mark-

ing variety, distinction, division, separation.

It is the opposite of and may be rendered

in English by such words as " Away, apart," or

the inseparable prepositions di, dis, un, &c.

See Wilkins' Gr. p. 396, 553.

ft A Kridanta suffix by means of which a few

adjectives are derived from verbal roots : e. g.

^St5^ a. (mfn.) Watchful, from R. 3ft5
} To

be awake.

ft s. (m. and <fl./.) A bird.

ft^Tt^ s. (h. JS) 1. Delay. 2. The interest

of money.

ft^Tt^ltl^ s. (h.^^Lj) An usurer.

(from h. _Cj) Usurious-

ness.

lair.ft3^fl. s. A tail of h

ftS^ s. Pulse cleansed and prepared for food.

ftOKl a. (mfn. from ft°*ff% ) The twentieth.

Also

ft°*Tf3 s. (/.) Twenty, a score.

s. (from R. ft^) A perforation, a hole,

an incision, a bore. Also (^A. .

v. a. (from R. ft*l^) To pierce, to per-

forate.

(?w.) A small tree.

a. (m/w. from ft + R. 1. Unfolded,

expanded, blown (as a flower), spread. 2.

Bald, destitute of hair. s. (m.) A Bauddha

mendicant.

a. (mfn. from ft + R. Sftfcj 1. Un-

folded, expanded.

ft^£ a. (mfn. from ft + R. 1. Large,

great. 2. Formidable, horrible, hideous, dis-

torted, changed in form. 3. Beautiful, pleasing.

s. Danger, fright, awe, jeopardy.

a. (mfn. Having: a dis-

torted or deformed face.

"ft^ftS a. (mfn. ft^ +^f^5) Of a dis-

torted shape, deformed, ugly.

ft^Ft^fe a. (mfn. ft^+Ht^t^') De-

formed, distorted, hideous, ugly.

ft^^T s. (m. from ft + R. ^3 ) The sun.

from

work or labour.

ft^ta. (mfn. from ft +^Tl) Confused, in

disorder, irregular, confounded, discomposed,

6 L 2
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agitated. 2. Defective, imperfect, on the wane ;

decayed, impaired. — ^31 (/.) or —^ (
n .)

Disorder, confusion, irregularity.

a. (mfn. f^T^^T+ '31^
) Deformed,

crippled, maimed.

f<<P«<H s. (m. from ft+ R. Ip^'i. Uncertainty,

ambiguity, option, alternative, doubt, a. Am-
biguous, optional.

f<<?c«'^f s< from ft+ R. g*T) The leaving

an option or alternative, the admitting of doubt

or uncertainty; indecision, consideration.

a. (mfn. from f^+ R. Opened,

unfolded, expanded, blown (as a flower)

;

cheered. Also f^'pTxS (mfn.).

a. (mfn. from ft + R. ^%) Opening,

expanding, blowing (as a flower). Also

and fa^5^ (mfn.).

ftSNfl s. (f. from f^ + R.^) Bengal madder

(Rubia Manjit'h). Also ft^Pd (/.).

ft^t|U3 y. a. (from fe^T) To sell.

"f^t3 a. (from f^1^U3 ) Saleable.

s. (m. from f^ + R. ^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 822) Change of form, alteration, undoing,

ruin ; deterioration of the constituent humours

of the body, disease, disorder ; mental agita-

tion.

a. (mfn. ) Altered,

changed ; deteriorated.

f^t^ltffe? a. (mfn. f^Wt^ +f&3)
Changed at heart, estranged.

a. (-f%\ mfn. fe<*W+^3^ Ef-

fecting an alteration or change, undergoing a

change.

f<<3>H s. (m. ft +^M) Twilight, the latter

part of the afternoon. Also f%<FN<i? (m.).

(m. from ft+ R.^Pl) 1. Expansion,

display, the opening of a flower. 2. Loneli-

ness, solitude, privacy. 3. Enjoyment, plea-

sure. 4. Heaven, ether. Also

a. (mfn. from ft + R. ^f*L) Spread-

ing, displaying, opening, unfolding.

f^tf^KS a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ^*H) Spread,

displayed, opened, expanded. Also

wz/*n. from

Expanding, opening, budding, blowing. Also

mfn.) and

mfn.).

f%1<^3 v. a. (from ft + R. To sell. See

(<(<>< s. (m. fromfa+ R. ^?) 1. A bird in

general. 2. A well.

f^l s. (from A sale, a vent.

f^tf^ffi. s. (corrupt, of "fe^T+ ZpIT ) Sale

and purchase, trade, barter.

(n. from f^T+ R. ^?) 1. A scattering

about, a spreading. 2. (m.) Gigantic swallow-

wort (Asclepias gigantea).

pWPH «• (»»/»• from ft+ R. ^) 1. Spread,

scattered, dispersed. 2. Celebrated, famous.

a. (mfn. the pres. part,

proper form of R. «^ Wilkins' Gr. § 678) 1.

Undergoing a change or alteration. Manu
i. 76. 2. Delighted, cheerful, glad.

a. (mfn. from "ft + R.^ ) Altered, changed ;

alienated, estranged, averse, disgusted
; sick,

diseased
;

incomplete, imperfect, s. (n.) Es-

trangement, aversion, disgust.

a. (mfn. ft<j\j+ 3TrT) with an

altered or distorted countenance. Also

(mfn.) and f^^pjT (mfn.).

ft^fet^" a. (mfn. "ft^3+ ^Tt^1< ) Of an
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altered or deformed shape or appearance. Also

ft^3t^f\3 (mfn.).

JStafsb s. (f. from ft + R. ^) 1. Alteration,

change. 2. Sickness, disease. 3. Apprehen-

sion, fear. 4. The name of a class of metres

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 473.

ft^^j a. (mfn. from ft + R. <|*Q Drawn away,

pulled hither and thither, drawn (as a bow-

string).

ft?pl a. (mfn. from ft + R. Done va-

riously, not uniform.

ft^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ft"^ +3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418) Separated, divided.

ftZJ^ s . (m. from ft+ R. ZflTj Valour, heroism,

prowess, force, overpowering strength.

ft5^ a. (mfn. ft3pI[ + 3?) Valorous, heroic,

strong, overpowering.

ft^SrfjTT a. (mfn. from ft + R. ZFI ) Vincible,

to be overpowered. Also

feFPft^ a. (ra/n.t^^ +^lrT) Vanquish-

ing, victorious, triumphant.

ftZFrtft R) s. (m.fZ^ + ^VK~Q)) The name

of a celebrated prince, the sovereign of Ougein

and reputed founder of an eera still in use

amongst the Hindus, commencing fifty-six

years before the Christian sera ; there are, how-

ever, many princes of this name, and it has

been applied to Raja Bhoja, to SA.livA.hana

and Prit'hwirAjA, as well as to five or six

others ; the name also occurs variously written,

as Vikrama, A'ditya, Vikramasena, Vikra-

masinha, VikramArka, &c. Wilson.

fcFfl. a. mfn. ftlR +t^) Valiant,

strong, powerful, s. (m.) 1. A hero. 2. A lion.

fulfil s. (m. from ft+R.Zft) Sale, the selling

of any thing.

ft^^i! a. (mfn. from ft+R. Zfl) Saleable,

to be disposed of by sale, vendible.

ft^ 1994

ftZFlt^ arf. (fromftZf^ + ^Isf) For sale.

ftZfR^ s. (m. ftZFTT+t^?) A vender, a

dealer. Also ftlFlft^ (m.) and ftl^ft

ftZF^ a. (mfn. from ft+ R. 7s! ) Bold,

valiant, strong, s. (m.) A warrior, a hero.

ft^ft s . (/. from ft+ R. TFJj 1. Great

power or strength, valour, boldness, prowess.

2. The canter or gallop of a horse.

ftflFXTl s. (/. from ft+ R. 3?) An alteration;

a change of mind.

W*fl s. (from ft + R. !Ft) A sale, a vent.

ftTft13S3 «•
(
mP- from ft + R. iffe) Played.

ftZft^ a. (mfn. from ft + R. ^1) Sold.

a. (mfn. from ft+R.3rl) Saleable,

vendible. Also ftl!^ (mfn.).

ft(!F3l s. (-3 m. from ft+ R. Tft) A seller,

a vender, a salesman.

f<<£< a. (from ft + R. fpj) Alarmed, bewil-

dered, confounded, confused, lost.

ft<p\g a. (mfn. from ft + R. f^) Fatigued,

tired, wearied.

ftflF a
- (
mfn -

from "f^"+ R
- %tt) L Wet

'

moistened. 2. Old, withered, decayed.

fttfp s. (w. from ft + R. f<f^) Moisture,

dampness, wetness.

ft"53F3a. (mfn. fromft+ R. Hurt, wounded,

injured.

ft^T^ s. (m. from ft + R. 5g) 1. Cough. 2.

Sound.

ftfe3 a. (jm/». fromft + R.f^t) 1- Thrown,

cast, sent. 2. Dispersed, scattered.

ft5f| a. (™/«. from ft+ R. 3^) Agitated,

disturbed, alarmed, frightened.
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s. (m. from ft+ R. ftWC) A throwing

or casting; dispersion, dissipation
;

perplexity.

(—$1 /re. from fa + R. f^) One

who throws, scatters, or disperses.

fe^F^ s. (m. from f^+ R. Agitation,

disturbance, alarm.

A discord in music. Morton.

f^]?t3 a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ^1) 1. Named,

called, nominated. 2. Spoken of, victorious,

glorious, renowned.

(y. from
)

Notoriety,

celebrity, fame, renown.

f^t^s. (corrupt, off^FlR?) Alteration, change,

deterioration.

v. a. (caus. To change,

to effect an alteration, to deteriorate, to corrupt,

to spoil, to vitiate, to debauch.

a. (from f<^To l^ts5) Deteriorating,

corrupting, spoiling.

f^T^U^ v. n. (from ft + R. <£) To alter, to

change, to fade, to become worse, to be spoiled

or vitiated.

) One of another party, an

opponent, an adversary.

TO s . (n. from f<+R. *t O The discharge

of a debt.

a. (mfn. from f^+ R. 5^) 1. Gone away,

departed, disappeared. 2. Gloomy, dark, ob-

scure, s. A span. Mohun P. p. 144. See

from

woman past child-bearing.

(from

serpent (Boa Horatta, Russet). Carey.

ftfliPP a. (mfn. from ft + R. Sfajj) Proper to

be departed or seceded from, relinquishable.

Also f^t^IT (mfn.).

(m. from fa + R. ^t5!) Departure,

secession, relinquishment.

s. (n. from ft+ R. ^) Reproach,

abuse, censure.

a. (jm/W. from f^T + R. SlTj Re-

proached, abused, censured, reviled.

a. (mfn. from ft + R. *lT ) Cen-

surable, reproachable, blameable. Also

(mfn.).

a. (mfn. from "ft + R. Jj^t) Dropped,

fallen, become loose, detached.

f<T^t1i\5s. (corrupt, off^^t^") Alteration, change,

deterioration, ruin.

ft'STH? a . (mfn. from ft+ R. ^tl^) 1. Im-

mersed, bathed, plunged. 2. Made turbid

;

darkened, obscured.

f^fteM * (/. from "ft+ R.tl) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.

mfn. from

Departing, seceding, withdrawing.

a. (mfn. from ) Decried, re-

viled, abused, censured.

mm s. (f. from f^ +R.^) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.

a. (mfn. Destitute of good

qualities, worthless, s. A bad quality, an evil

disposition.

An indication of evil, confusion, ruin,

quarrel.

f^T^j a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f<l^ Wilkins' Gr.

p. 419) Agitated, disturbed, alarmed.

a. (mfn. ?) Noseless.

feft s. (m. fromf^ + R. 1. The body.
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2. Shape, form
;

(in grammar) the proper form

of a compound word. 3. Extension, diffusion.

4. (inn.) War, strife, battle. 5. (Beng.) An

idol.

(from f^T + R. ^itj An unfavourable

occurrence, a misfortune.

a. (mfn. from f^+ R.^rtj Happened,

occurred, befallen (as a misfortune).

(m. from f^+^T the substitute for

R. 3P£j The residue of food offered to the gods,

or manes, &c.

A measure of land, equal to twenty

kottas, or from eighty to eighty-seven cubits

square.

(m. from f^+ R. 5*Ej L An impedi-

ment, a hinderance. 2. Destruction, murder.

f^lt^l a. {-f^\ wfn. fe +^ltf^ from R.

1. Hindering, obstructing, impeding,

opposing. 2. Destroying, murdering, killing.

f^rfT3 a. (mfn. from ft + R.OTj Tossed

about, rolled about.

f^^[ s. (m. from f^T+ R. An impediment,

an obstacle, an interruption, a disturbance ; a

calam ity,detriment.

a. (mfn. Causing an in-

terruption or disturbance. Also

(—fk\mfn.).

(m. from f^J + < lv5l%) An epithet

of Ganesa. (Lit. The lord of difficulties

—

Ganesa being invoked as a remover of difficul-

ties and interruptions at the commencement of

an undertaking). Also

falSp and (-U\ m.).

fe^H s. (n. from ft+ R. ^1) The trying the

smell of a substance
;
scent, smell.

ft^RooT, vii. (f^fS5
,
t^tpS5

) 1. To be

distinct or separate, to differ. 2. To separate,

to divide, to discriminate, to judge, to decide.

Sometimes v/ith f<T prefixed to it.

Rot$°i a. (mfn. from f^+ R. T>^ Wilkins'

Gr. § 770) Clever, able, skilful, s. (m.) A
learned Brahman.

(n. from "fc + R. f&) Search, re-

search, investigation.

(/.) Herpes, scab, the itch.

a. (mfn. from f«+R. Unsteady,

moveable, fickle, s. 1. Perverseness, irregula-

rity, deviation, disobedience. 2. A sprain, a

dislocation.

Ro^i s. (from f^+ R. T>^) A false step, a

slip.

a. (mfn. from "ft+ R. W^) Deviated,

moving irregularly, slipped, displaced ; unstea-

dy, unsettled, unfixed, fickle.

A seed-plot.

(m. fromt^ + R. "£>^0 1. Delibera-

tion, investigation, consideration, judgment.

2. Discussion, dispute. 3. A trial. Mohun P.

p. 94.

a. (mfn. from f^T+ R. D^J Investi-

gating, discussing, deliberating. s. (m.) An

investigator, a discriminator, a judge. —^31
(f.)

or —^5 («.) Investigation, enquiry, judgment.

f<0l«PvSi 5. (-^ m. f<(>W+^3) A dis-

criminator, a judge.

s. (n. from f< + R. T>\) An enquiry,

an investigation, a discrimination, a judgment.

Also frstm (/.).

1%T>tTf|lI«. (mfn. from f^ + R. Inves-

tigate, proper to be enquired into or to be dis-

criminated. Also (mfn.) and

^ftr^ (mfn.).

f^"TO^r~
s. (f^t^ +^T) A tribunal.
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(Lit. A place for trial or investigation.) Mo-

hun P. p. 94.

Assembling to judgment. Mohun P.

p. 160.

a. (mfn. from f<T+ R. I>^) Examined,

discussed, deliberated upon, enquired into.

f^Rt a. (-f%^?w/n.1%'5l^+^) Exa-

mining, discussing, investigating.

case of

The day of judgment. Mo-

hun P. p. 161.

a. (mfn. from f^ + R. T>^) Being

under enquiry, being subject to discussion.

f<0 HlT.il a. (mfn. fromf^ + R. ) Fit to

be moved or removed. Also

f^l>tf^T^3 a. (mfn. from ft+ R. T>^) Moved,

removed, put into motion.

(from f<T + R. ) Straw, rice or

barley-straw.

PifU s. (f. from f^+ R.fS"?) 1. A wave, a

billow : also (/.). 2. (Peng, corrupt,

of <Tt3) A seed, the core of a fruit : also

W5\ . Mohun P. p. 70. See Z\j>[ .

1%fl>f^^1 s. (f. from "fc + R. ftS See Wil-

kins' Gr. § 557) Doubt, uncertainty, error,

mistake, a. Odd, uncouth. Taruchand Ch.

a. (mfn. Variegated, many-

coloured, gaudy, spotted, ornamented, beauti-

ful, wonderful, s. Astonishment, surprise, a

variegated colour.

a. (mfn. f^f^-f^to) Mak-

ing many-coloured or variegated
;
wandering.

Also f^fl>"^ Kf| (-p[^mfn.).

f^fttfl 5. (/. from ftfRT) The name of a

species of metre in Sanskrit prosody. Yates'

Gr. p. 425.

a. (mfn. fTfeT + ts?) Made many-

coloured or variegated
;
surprised, astonished.

a. (mfn. from f^ + R.f^J )
Thought

of, meditated upon.

f!f|jf^\3 a. (mfn. from f^ + R. Bruised,

pounded, ground.

a. (mfn. from ft + R. CU%) Striven

for, endeavoured, sought after, looked into, en-

quired for.

ft"5K Root, vi. (fcbfel.U& irreg.) To go, to

approach, x. (f^W^) 1. To shine. 2.

To speak.

(m. from f^+ R. Ifctf) A building

consisting of several stories, and surrounded by

a portico ; a temple, a palace. Also

(m.).

(n. from ) The shadow of

a flock of birds.

s. (f. from f<T + R. f^^) A partition,

a division
;
rupture, loss, destruction.

a. (mfn. from f^+ R. fi^T ) Parted,

divided, cut, separated, severed, distributed,

scattered.

f3"5K «. The name of a juvenile sport, hop-scotch.

(—3 m. from "fc+ R. fi^) One

who divides, separates, distributes, or scatters.

ftiP s. (m. from f^+ R. ft?^) Separation,

division, distribution, dispersion ; an interval, a

division of a book ; a breach (of friendship, &c).

a. (mfn. from f^ + R. ffetj Sepa-

rating, dividing, distributing, scattering.

a. (mfn. from Separable,

fit to be divided, distributed, or scattered.
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(corrupt, of -^K:k.<P?) A plant

(Lettsomia nervosa). Carey.

1%5£3 a. (mfn. from "ft+R. "5JJ Thrown or

slipped off.

f^"E[Rj s. (/. from f^ + R. 5£) A falling off,

separation.

(corrupt, of A species

of nettle (Tragia involucrata). Hort. Ben. p. 66.

a. (corrupt, of Scattered, dis-

persed, strewed.

v. a. (from f<+R. ^) To scatter,

to disperse, to strew.

(corrupt, of A scorpion, a

centipede ; the sign Scorpio. 2. A ring made

of wire plaited together. Carey.

Ptb?i£(3 a. (from f^ + R. f)To spread, to

scatter, to strew, to put in layers.
^

f<0?Wi s. (from fac^ljw) A carpet, a floor-

mat, bedding.

a. (from Spreading out,

strewing things on the ground.

ft^RooT, in. (MWri, Wilkins'Gr. § 237)

1. To be distinct, to differ. 2. To make a dis-

tinction, to discriminate, to distinguish, to judge.

To fear, to be

agitated with fear, to tremble : often with ^1

,

, *T° + S.S , or ^° prefixed to it.

f<v5l<£M>3 a. (from "fel1^tjr + ^55;?) Hideous-

ly ugly.

ftOTl s. An ornament for the arm.

a. (mfn. + v5l*1 ) Without people, with-

out inhabitants, lonely, solitary, uninhabited.

Spurious

birth. 2. (Beng.) A bastard. Mohun P. p. 13.

"fer^l s. (--5PT m . "ft +^T^) The desig-

nation of one of the degraded tribes, the off-

spring of an outcast Vaisya. Manu x. 23.

ftOT s. (m. f^ + R. fl) Victory, conquest,

triumph.

(/. from "fc + R. ft) 1. An epithet

of the goddess DurgA. 2. A festival in honour

of Durga on the tenth day of the light fort-

night of the month Aswint. As. Res. ill, 261.

3. Hemp (Cannabis sativa) ; also its tops used

as a narcotic.

(n. from R. ) Sauce mixed with

rice-gruel. See Rfil and f^ftpT

.

feSTfta. (-f$\mfn. ftOT +^T) Victo-

rious, conquering, triumphant.

f<T3Fft s. Lightning.

'Ptv5rflt> &^ s. (fe5Nl+'rf>^) An orna-

mental plant (Dracaena ferrea). Hort. Ben.

p. 24.

a. (mfn. Base-born, bastard.

Also f<uaK$<p

.

different species or

kind.

a. (from 1. Of another

tribe, of a different kind, or differing from its

order or species
;
dissimilar, uncommon. 2. Of

a bad or low description
;
bastard, base-born.

f^feft^l s. (/. from f^+ R. f\5i) A desire to

conquer.

a. (mfn. from fe + R. fe) Desirous

of victory or conquest.

a. (mfn. from 1. Conquered,

subdued, defeated. 2. (pret. part. p. R.

+ 3^3) Fanned, wafted.

a. (mfn. from R. ?) Mixed with

the water of boiled rice (as sauce or condi-

ments). Also f3f3ffi (mfn.) andf^^T (mfn.).

6 M
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a. (mfn. fromf^T+ R. 1. Blos-

somed, unfolded, expanded, gaping, yawning.

2. Sported, played.

a. (mfn. from Wise, learned,

able, skilful, clever, experienced. — vjl (y.) or

""

"

a cleverness, experience.

s. (/. from A report, an

announcement, information, a representation, a

communication.

a. (mfn. from ) 1. Known,

understood. 2. Celebrated, famous.

pKfcksl s. (-\ m. ft + R. v5l+^") One who

knows a thing, an experienced person, a wit-

ness.

(ra. from Science, learn-

ing, knowledge
;

especially acquaintance with

worldly affairs and law, or the arts, &c. On
the use of this term in several schools of Hindu

philosophy, see Trans. R.A.S. i. 558. 561.

562. 572.

f<\*l«1*Ul a. {mfn. f^OTT+ STXT) Intellec-

tual : said of the first or innermost of the several

sheaths in which the soul is incased according

to the Veddnta doctrine. Trans. M.A.S. n. 35.

a. (mfn. Learned,

clever, well-informed. Also't^stf^?

.

a. (mfn. from r3 + the caus. of R.

)
Making known, giving information, ac-

quainting.

f^lPfr s. (n. from +the caus. of R. Wi)
The making a thing known, an announcement,

information. Also

a. (mfn. from T^ + the caus. of R.

Fit to be made known. Also

\2R) and 'fe0p (mfn).

a. (mfn. from Discernible,

recognizable.

a. (mfn. f^ + ^l< ) Free from fever or

pain, free from anxiety or distress.

ft** A plant (Flacourtia sapida). Hort. Ben.

p. 73.

f^RooT, i. ((3^ff3) 1. To sound. 2. To

curse.

ft"t*. Seef^.

s. (m. from R. ?) 1. A catamite, a

pathic. 2. A rogue, a cheat ; a varlet. 3.

(Bene/.) Excrement, feces.

(mn. from 1% + R. "o^J) A dove-cot,

an aviary. Also (mn.).

(mn.) 1. A branch or new shoot of a

tree. 2. A bunch, a cluster, a tuft. 3. The

perinEeum or septum of the scrotum, a. Shrunk

up with astonishment or fear. Carey.

f^rtW°l s. (fr^i+STte^ !) Base or

treacherous conduct.

A tree.

a. (from R. f^l) Vicious, vile, mean,

wicked, low. Also

t^, and ftrtH.

fi^Jte" s. (m. fiJ^J&tfPE) A fetid species

of Acacia or Mimosa.

fkMprtk s. (m. fttcf-"^") The tame or village-

hog. (Lit. Feeding on ordure.)

fttjlft s. (m. iprt^A daughter, A

daughter's husband, a son-in-law. Manu m.

148.

"PrtjR ! s. (from ftv5+^c?
i) Black salt.

See ft\5 .

f^TlST^" s. (ft-i-dSt^"?) Agitated, confused,

confounded, alarmed.

f^^RooT, i. (C«ofj) 1. To divide, to break.

2. To cry out, to use violent expressions in

anger, to curse.
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(ra.) 1. Factitious salt, procured by boiling

earth impregnated with saline particles. 2. A
particular kind of salt, used as a tonic aperient,

commonly called black salt, or Vit-lavan, or

Bit-nuben, prepared by fusing fossile salt with

a small portion of emblic myrobalans ; the pro-

duce is muriate of soda, with small quantities

of muriate of lime, sulphur, and oxyde of iron.

Wilson.

s. (mn.) A vegetable substance used as a

vermifuge (Erycibe paniculata, Rox.). Mo-

hun P. p. 44.

f<0*;<1 i s. (/. from f^ + R. 3^) Affliction,

vexation, distress.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. Afflicted,

vexed, distressed.

v. a. (from "ft+ R. \3^J To afflict,

to vex, to distress ; to assume a character.

(from R. ^) A sheaf, a coil of straw or

cloth for carrying burthens on the head.

s. (m.) A cat.

Ol s. (w.) The lapis lazuli.

m. R.

epithet of In dra. Also

v. a. To mutter, to grumble.

Deformed, distorted, ugly.m a. (—"^jnfn. from R. f< 1^) Knowing, ac-

quainted with : used in comp. e. g.

a. (— mfn?) Acquainted with the law, from

%**ts. (m.) Law, + 1%"^.

s. (corrupt, of A detailed account.

m. from net, a cage

ft^jl s. (f. from "ft+ R. \3R5 ) Debate, con-

troversy, a perverse argumentation ; refutation

of the assertion of an opponent, without esta-

blishing a position of one's own. See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 117.

a. (mfn. from f<T+ R. ) Spread, ex-

panded, extended, diffused.

a. (mfn. from At variance with

truth, false, untrue.

s. (ft. from ft+ R, 3) 1. A crossing or

passing over. 2. A quitting or abandoning.

3. A donation, a gift; distribution of charity.

(m. from f^T+R. s3^) Reasoning, dis-

cussion, debate, doubt, conjecture.

[<\S^°1 s. (n. from f^ + R. s3^ ) The act of

reasoning, deliberating, doubting, or reflecting
;

the drawing an inference.

v. a. (from ft+R.3^) To reason,

to discuss, to deliberate.

(/.) 1. A quadrangular building or

sort of covered terrace in the centre of the court-

yard of a temple or palace. 2. A seat, a bench.

3. A veranda, a balcony.

f<F3^ s. (f^+^T) The second of the infernal

.
regions.

"TOftl *; (/. from ft + R. ifcQ A long span

measured by the extended thumb and little

finger, and considered equal to twelve fingers.

f^ft" s. (mn. from ft + R. v3^) 1. A spread-

ing out, expansion. 2. A canopy, an awning.

3. The warp of cloth. 4. An offering, a sacri-

fice. 5. (ra.) A sort of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 440. a. (mfn.) Empty,

dull, abandoned, wicked.

(p. ^jli' Under date.

n. from f<T+R. ^T^?) A potherb

(Marsilea quadrifolia).

f<^<P s. (m. from ft+R.^?) 1. A plant

6 M 2
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(Flacourtia cataphracta). 2. (ra.) Coriander

seed. 3. Blue vitriol.

ft*FS a. L Ground, pounded, reduced to powder.

Sabda S. p. 83. 2. Cleansed from the husk or

chaff.

Rl^^ a. (mfra.ft+ "3^) Dissatisfied, displeased.

ftwf*& s. (/. f%-f^fj%} Dissatisfaction, dis-

pleasure.

ft^ a. (mfn. from ft +^Wl) Disinclined,

dissatisfied, disliking.

ft^1 s. (/. f%+^1) Disinclination, indif-

ference, disgust.

fts Root, x. To forsake, to give

away.

ft3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ftfti+3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419). 1. Known, experienced, under-

stood
;
famous, celebrated, renowned. 2. Ac-

quired, gained, s. (w.) 1. Property, wealth.

2. Substance.

ftft s. (/. R. ftll+f3) 1. Knowledge, dis-

crimination, investigation, judgment. 2. Acqui-

sition, gain.

a. (»i/». Shameless, impudent.

a. (m/ra. from ft+ R. IT5!) Frightened,

alarmed.

ft^ Root, i. (C3$Jl3) To ask, to beg.

ft* Root, ii. (C^ft Wilkins' Gr. § 196) To

know. With 3j1 , ft , ^Tfe , ft , or *T°

prefixed, and in the causal form, To apprize, to

inform, to announce; with (proper form,

) To meditate, to reflect. iv.

(ft*JK5) To exist, to be. vn. (ftra") To

consider, to reason, x. ((.•^tltTTUJ) 1. To be

aware of, to know. 2. To declare, to describe,

to apprize, to inform. 3. To dwell, to inhabit.

4. To be fixed or steady. 5. To suffer pain.

vi. (with the insertion of a nasal f^ffe) To

obtain, to acquire, to find. With art, ft , or

prefixed and in the causal form, To sur-

render, to give.

ft* a. (mfn.} See

ftr^H a. (mfn. from ft + R. *Xj h Clever,

able, skilful, shrewd, learned. 2. Intriguing.

s. (to.) A scholar, a shrewd man. — ^Fl (f) or

"~ Shrewdness, sagacity, learning, cunning.

fttR a. (mfn. from ft+ R. "5) Tearing, rending.

v.n. (from ft+R. \) To be torn,

lacerated, or split.

(ra.) 1. A vessel of wicker-work ; a

basket. 2. Split peas. 3. Pomegranate bark.

4. Chips, cuttings. 5. (m.) A cake. 6. Moun-

tain-ebony (Bauhinia variegata, 8cc). Wilson,

a. Of an opposite party, inimical.

ft*1 s. (f. from R. ft"^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 475).

1. Knowledge, understanding, wisdom. 2.

(Beng.) A harrow, a garden-rake.

|<WOI a. f J<1 + kKil
)

Contrary to custom or

usage, irregular, unusual.

ft*X (from h. ) A dismissal with

good wishes, leave of absence, permission to

depart. _^ftt3 or -f*G3 v. a. To give

leave of absence, to dismiss any one with good

wishes.

a. (from Asking for permis-

sion to depart, asking for leave of absence.

ftin^5
a. (mfn. from ft+R. Tf) Tearing,

rending, splitting, dividing, s. (m.) A rock or

tree in the middle of a stream, dividing its

course. 2. A hole or pit for water sunk in the

bed of a dry river.

ft^WI^ a. (mfn. from ft + R. *) Frangible,

capable of being torn or lacerated. Also

4<PM4» and 'dk\$ (mfn.).
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f<Wif<\3 a. (mfn. from ft + R. \ ) Torn,

broken, rent, split, lacerated, afflicted, pained.

(from ft+ "^) An ornamental climb-

ing plant (Ipomcea paniculata). Carey.

ft^ftljt^l s. (/. from f^ + R. ¥+ A
plant (Hedysarum Gangeticum). ^

f< HW s. (m. ft+T'Tft3
) A species of timber-

tree not yet determined. Colebr. Alg. p. 315.

f<rk<^ s. (-\f ft + ft*t) An intermediate

point of the compass : e. g. North-west, south-

east, &c.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Wilhins' Gr. § 706) Known, understood.

ftlft^ a. (rnfn. from ft+ R. 1 T^VAiws' Gr.

§ 698) Torn, broken, rent, split, severed, lace-

rated ; afflicted.

1<3DT s. (m.) The hollow between the frontal

globes of an elephant. Also f^TPf (?«.).

ftl^ a. (rnfn. R. ftll+3^ Wilkins'Gr. p.

465. 466) Intelligent, knowing, clever, skilful,

learned.

ft"^ s- (»«•) The name of two different kinds

of reed (Calamus Rotang and C. fasciculatus).

"PTPR a. (mfn. ft +W ) Far off, remote, distant.

ft"&R3l s, Cm. ft&F3" + 3l from R. The

lapis lazuli.

f<gi<P a. (mfn. from ft + R. "JR ) 1. Witty,

2010

facetious. 2. Censorious, detracting, s. (m.)

1. (In dramatic compositions) The companion

or confidential friend of a prince, his favourite

chamberlain. 2. A clown, a buffoon ; a de-

tractor.

(n. from ft+ R. Censure, abuse.

ftl^fe si (/. from ft + R. \) A suture. As.

Res. vm. 424.

ftTP[*1 s. (m. ft+0**1) A foreign or distant

country.

ftpL^to' s. (n. ftpO^l + 1TFT) The travel-

ling into foreign countries.

ftPTft (-fHm/fi. ftW*l+t^) Be-

longing to another country, strange, foreign.

Also (mfn.) and ftt^K (mfn.).

ft^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3?^) Perforated,

pierced, penetrated, wounded. Used in comp.

e. g. ^ftftf a. (mfn.) Transfixed by an ar-

row, from s. (m.) An arrow, + (<1^-

.

(f. from ft^ + ^°l ) A plant com-

monly called aknidhi (Cissampelos hexandra,

Rox.). AlsoftWTl (/.) and ft^^f (m.).

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. ftt)
Known, heard of; being, existent, being in

existence, being present. —
(f.) or —

^

(n.) Existence, presence.

ad. (from ) In the pre-

sence of.

ft^71 s. (f R. ftTT+ TTl WilUns' Gr. § 831).

Knowledge, science, learning, whether sacred

or profane, though more especially the former
;

it is sometimes classed into fourteen divisions,

viz. the four vedas; the six angas or auxiliary

sciences towards the right understanding of the

vedas, as grammar, prosody, astronomy, &c.

;

the purdnas as the eleventh class ; and the

rrdmansa or theology, nydya or logic, and

dharma or law as the remaining three. Wilson.

The goddess

of science (?).

[WMsSl s. (-T m. fttpl+'RTJ) A teacher,

an instructor.

Property acquired

by the means of science, e. g. by instruction, &c.

fWi^ s. (m. ft"&p1 +^) The name of a
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particular class of demi-gods. See Kulluka on

Manu xn. 47.

ft^Tfat^ a. mfn. f%W} +^ Wil-

kins'Gr. § 909) Possessed of learning or science.

ft^rtej^txr s . (fwl+wttn) Phiio-

sophy ; the pursuit of science.

fWferfcT *; (ml fWl +'^#W) The study

or acquisition of science.

fWtsft a. (-f&lmfn. +3jfS^T
)

Studious, s. (m.) A scholar, a student.

a<£. (from + For the sake

of science, on account of science.

fTO^s. (/. ft+ R. TiTJ) Lightning.

foras' Gr. § 909) Filled with lightning (as a

cloud, &c).

f^TTiJfSrW s. (/ A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 432.

f^jf&Jl s. (/. ft'Pijs f*^3tJ A streak of

lightning.

ftWF3 s. (m. from ft+ R. TiJS) Light,

splendor.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. Rjjh^J Illu-

minated, irradiated, rendered clear or splendid-

a. (mfn.

Earned through science (e. g. by instruction).

(m.) Phlegmonoid inflammation (espe-

cially internal abscess).

f^!^ (™- from ft + R. \) 1. Flight, escape,

retreat. 2. Liquefaction, a flowing out. 3. In-

tellect, understanding. 4. Censure, blame, re-

proach.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. H) 1. Causing

to run away. 2. Liquefying, melting. 3. (Beng.)

Mimicking, jesting, jeering, s. A person who
mimicks, jeers, or jests.

a. (wz/ra. from ft+ R. H) 1. Run away,

flown, fled. 2. Liquefied, melted, fluid.

ftWs. (m. ft+ "Ej3I) 1. A coral-tree. 2. A
young shoot.

1^|p^s£U (/. Ra^+M^l ) A sort of vege-

table perfume.

ft^ s. (from R. ftll+«Pl ?) Ridicule, a joke,

mimickry, mockery, sarcasm, raillery.

a. (from ft^l) Ridiculing, mimicking,

jesting, jeering, railing.

ft"^3l s. (/. fromft^+\3l) Wisdom, know-

ledge, cleverness. Also ft^~3 «.).

ftll^fl, (-f^m/rc. R. ft\+<^T ) Intel-

ligent, wise, clever, learned.

ftft"^ a. (m/n. from ft" + R. f%\) Hated, abo-

minated, disliked. Manu iii 57.

ftl^R s. (m. from ft + R. ft\) Hatred, dis-

like, enmity.

f3jpft «. (-"ft^m/h. fttf^+t^ )
Hating,

hostile, inimical, malicious.

ft^ Root, vi. (ftHuj) 1. To administer, to

rule, to govern. 2. To pierce, to perforate, to

transfix.

ft^ See ft^l

.

pttUl s. (/. from ft + ^fc) A widow.

a. (from ft + R. <| ) To be seized.

ft^?^ s. (ft +H3^) Apostacy, heterodoxy.

a. (from ft+ R. ^0 Abused,

blamed, censured.

(jT. from ft+R.^1) 1. A rule, a pre-

scribed form. 2. Manner, kind, sort. Fre-

quently used in compounds of the bahuvrihi

class, e. sr. a. (mfn?) Such, of this

kind, from 3^° ad. Sans. Thus, + ft*l"i;
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a. (mfn.) Twofold, of two kinds, from

ft" a. (mfn.) Two. + . See f^ft .

f^tftjl s . (-^ to. "pT + R. Sfo-h^) An epithet

of Brahma.

s. (n. from 1. An ordinance,

an injunction, a precept ; a law. 2. The per-

formance of an act prescribed by religion or

law. 3. The disposing or regulating things ac-

cording to law.

a. (mfn. from Directing;,

enjoining, prescribing.

An evil custom, bad

conduct.

ftfil s. (m. from f^+ R. ^1 Wilkins' Gr. %S29)

1. A law, a decree, a precept, an injunction,

an ordinance ; an enjoined rite. Trans. JR.A. S.

i. 570, 571. 2. Mode, order, manner, form,

formula. 3. Destiny, fate. 4. An epithet

of Brahma. 5. A rite. 6. An action gene-

rally.

a. (mfn. f^T^t+^3s) Acquainted with

the laws or precepts, knowing how to proceed.

frfttpft s. (-H^r m. f^+-prf*H) a
priest whose business at a sacrifice is to see

that every thing is done according to the pre-

scribed rules. Wilson.

f^f^^ ad. Sans. (f^~ft +^) According to

the law, conformably with the precept, duly,

regularly. Manu i. 58.

a. (mfn. Esta-

blished by law, prescribed by law.

ad. (from T<lT<. + *4.\j
) According to

the precept or law.

s. (m.) The moon.

t^^3 a. (mfn. from 1. Agitated,

shaken. 2. Left, abandoned, deserted.

s. (J. from ft+ R. 1. Agitation, a

tremor. 2. Desertion, abandonment, derelic-

tion.

f^^"CT s. (m. the accus. case of f<$ +

from R. Wilkins' Gr. % 791) An epi-

thet of Rahu, the dragon's head or ascending-

node. (Lit. Who torments the moon.)

f^torT a. (mfn. f^d+WT) Moon-faced,

beautiful, like the moon. Also fw*|&i (mfn.).

s. (n. f^+^^f from R. Agitation,

tremor, trembling.

a. (mfn. fromf^+ R. <4j Agitated, be-

wildered, distressed, s. (n.) 1. Separation.

2. Agitation, confusion, distress.

a. (mfn. from f^+ R. <jl) 1. Shaken,

agitated
;
tremulous, unsteady. 2. Abandoned.

s. (n. from1^" + R. ^) Agitation, tre-

mor, a trembling. Also f^<I*i"1 (n.).

a. (mfn. from Seized, with-

held, restrained.

Pn$£?T a. (ra/ra. from f^ + R. ^1) 1. To be

done, to be arranged, to be accomplished ; en-

joined, prescribed. 2. Compliant, obedient,

yielding, tractable, manageable. — (/.) or

(n.) Fitness, practicableness.

fZ%°*[ s. ( /w. from f%+ R. %07[j Destruction,

overthrow, ruin
;
enmity, dislike.

fa<j"
01Tl a. (-P\\ mfn. from ft+ R. <f°^)

Causing to fall, overthrowing, destroying; ini-

mical, hostile.

f^K? a. (mfn. from f^ + R. I1^) Inclined,

bowed, prostrate ;
humble, respectful, modest.

Also (mfn.).

s. (m. f^+ ^ni from R. "ft) Modesty,

humility, submission, respectful demeanour,

obedience
;
mildness, affability, courtesy. Also
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ftrrmll^l a. (~^K\mfn. ftsRT+ StlfSTt

from R. ) Modest, humble, respectful,

obedient, mild, gentle, affable.

f^TTf[ a . (-ftl^ mfn. f^HI+t^) Modest,

respectful, obedient, mild, affable, courteous,

suppliant, tractable.

(n. from fa+ R. rl^) The name

of a country forming the western frontier of

Madhyadesa or the sacred land of the Hindus.

Manu ii. 21.

f^^" a. (mfn. from f^ + R. *\\) Perishable,

liable to destruction.

a. (mfn. from ft + R. Tjj Perished,

destroyed, ruined, lost.

indeed. Sans. Without, except: (governing

the accusative and the instrumental case).

ftTt^ttsJ v. n. (from f^nRT) To be humbled,

to be brought down, to feel distress, v. a. To

plat, to plait or dress the hair.

farter s. (m. ft+Tfa from R. 1^) 1. A

bending or curving; in comp. e. g.

s. (m.) A bending or stretching of the body, a

gaping or yawning, from STfrT s . (n.) The

body,-h&Tt§ . 2. (-*W n. fa + Tfa^T

)

A false or feigned name.

forfeit a. (-T<\ mfn. from ft+TfrFT )

Bearing an assumed name.

f^TtW s. (m. from ft" + R. H) (Lit. A guide,

a leader.) 1. A Buddha. 2. An epithet of

Ganesa. 3. A spiritual preceptor, a. Humble,

tractable, yielding.

(m. from f^ + R. 1. Destruction,

loss, annihilation, ruin. 2. (BengS) (In music)

The last note of a strain.

a. (mfn. from f^ + R. Tl) Destruc-

tive, destroying, ruining, s. (m.) A destroyer.

mfn. from ft + R. 11)
Perishable, destructible

;
destructive, destroying.

a. (mfn. Ripe,

mature. (Lit. Verging to rottenness or decay.)

a. (mfn. from

Causing the judgment to determine to this or

that proposition in a syllogism. Carey.

(/. from

decisive argument, a proof.

a. (mfn. from f^ + R. Blamed,

reviled, reprehended.

(m. from f^+ f^+ ^jtS) i. A fall,

a falling (in the literal or metaphorical sense).

2. A calamity, an evil, pain, distress. 3. Dis-

respect.

(m. from An ex-

change, barter, retaliation, requital, a substi-

tution.

a. (mfn. from ft + 'Pf+ R. TR|J Ap-

pointed, applied to, determined, appropriated

to any purpose.

s. (m. from ft +f^+R.Tt) Cer-

tainty, assurance ; the decision of a controversy.

Manu i. 114.

a. (mfn. from 1. Humble,

modest, compliant, tractable, gentle, meek,

placid ; trained to work (as an animal). 2.

Led, taken, conveyed. 3. Chastised, humbled.

s. (»w.) A horse trained for the manege.

f<*f[sd<P s. (mn. f^3
ft;3+^3

) A mediate con-

veyance, as a bearer carrying a litter or a horse

dragging a carriage. Wilson.

(—^ m. from guide, a

superintendent, a ruler, a sovereign.

f^JlT a. {mfn. from ft+ R. *fl,) Fit to be led

away ; fit to be managed or governed.

(m. from erness,

vehemence. 2. Pastime, play, sport. 3.

Abandonment, dismissal.

mi
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a. (mfn. from R. Who gets,

gains, acquires, or obtains ; used in comp. e. g.

(w.) Who acquires a cow or the

earth, an epithet of Vishnu. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 773.

f<I*^s. (m.) 1. A drop of any liquid. 2. A spot,

a mark, a point. 3. The dot over a letter, re-

presenting the nasal termination
(

w
). 4. The

part of the forehead between the eyebrows.

a. (mfn.) 1. Intelligent, skilful. 2. Munificent,

liberal.

"K^Ul s. (T^+'$Trl) A species of plant

(Arum sessiliflorum).

f<*t£s5lH<P s. (n. from f^^+^il^T) Coloured

spots on the head and trunk of an elephant.

(from R. f^Hj 1- A piercing or per-

forating. 2. Griping pains, the colic.

v. a. (from R. f^T^ ) To pierce, to per-

forate, to penetrate.

Rl^P s. (m.) The name of the range of moun-

tains which extends from Behar nearly to

Guzerat and divides Hindustan from the

Dechan. It marks the southern limit of the

sacred land of the Hindus. Manu n. 21.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f^t+^T Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 419) 1. Known. 2. Gained,

obtained. 3. Judged, decided, determined.

f^ra a. (mfn. from f^ +f^+ R. ) Laid

down, placed, deposited, delivered, pledged
;

put into order, arranged.

fW*fcT £ (
m . from f^ +fT + R. ) i. The

laying down or the deposit of any thing ; an

assemblage, a collection, a deposit
;

adjust-

ment, orderly arrangement. 2. Site, place, a

receptacle.

f^t^ a. (fe+^f ) I- Ripe, matured. 2.

Twisted, oblique.

L An adversary, an

opponent. 2. (In grammar) An exception.

a. (mfn.) Adverse, hostile. —^31 (f.) or —

^

(ra.) Hostility, opposition.

a. (mfn. Seized

by the enemy, led captive.

s. (f. from A lute.

Also (/.). 2. Play, sport, pas-

time.

f^t°l s. (m. from pT + R. *\\) Sale, a contract

of sale.

f^TPl s. (mf. from fa+ R.^) A place where

things are sold, a fair, a market, a stall, a shop

Also ft^hlao.

fipjS s, (~^if "PT+R.^) Adversity, ca-

lamity, distress, misfortune.

f^fft Si (/. fromf^ + R.^ )
Adversity, ca-

lamity, distress.

fiPt&^H s. (m. "pPtfe + 3l*T) A season of

distress.

f&fil s. (mn. f^+^W for ^ff*^) A bad road,

a wrong path.

faWfrft a. (-^ mfn.'Wk^^

)

Going in an evil or wrong way, perverse.

Wt. Seeft*K.

1%*fTfl s. (f. from ft+ R. I

tftJ Adversity, dis-

tress.

l^gtS a. (f^K+^t^ )
Pregnant with dis-

tress or calamity.

f^t%% a. (mfn. "f^fff + Overtaken by

or involved in calamity.

PPfa a. (mfn. from ft + R. *T*Ej Lost, annihi-

lated, destroyed ;
unfortunate, afflicted, dis-

tressed, involved in difficulties.

a. (mfn. Contrary to,

opposite, reverse, inverse, repugnant.

6 N
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flgji^dC'h^te a. (-3*1 mfn. psftfifa.

(I>\3^) With impaired mental faculties.

A sort

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 468.

f<H4^il**jTlrr^t s. (/. from "PWfa+ ^lt
A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody.

As. Res. x. 443.

ad. (locat. case gainst,

contrary to.

(m. f^+^ft + ^nr from R. t)
Contrariety, opposition, opposedness, repug-

nance, the reverse. Also f^Pf^Xtll (m.).

f^W^^TTl s. (/. "ftW^ from

+ R. + A woman bearing no male

children.

f^Wl^T * (m. from fa +^f^ + R.

Opposition, contrariety, the reverse.

feh* (ft +^T) (In astronomy) A second.

Mohun P. p. 136.

(»i.) A learned man, a wise man.

f^tfo s . (m. from ft + R.^ ) 1. A cooking

or dressing ; a ripening or maturing
;

ripeness,

maturity. 2. A change of form or state ; an

unexpected result. 3. Distress, calamity, po-

verty, difficulty, embarrassment.

mt\. See-fctHI.

(m.) An arrow.

(_/". from A kibe or

blister on the foot. 2. A riddle, an enigma.

s. ffy The Vipasa or Beyah river in

the Panjab. Also f^H^ (-\f).

(rc.) A wood, a forest, a thicket.

A species

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

f^jT a. (mfn.) Large, great, extensive, rash.

ftjjpj *. (/grain, of "f^JfT ) A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 400. 440. 464.

468.

HS| s. (m. + A Brahman.

[<^<P$ s. from ft+3 + R. <RO Remote-

ness, distance of relationship.

(we. from ft+3 + R. 3>) 1. Inj urv,

abuse. 2. Wickedness.

a. (mfn. from f^+ ^i+R. <F) Reviled,

abused, injured.

a. (mfn. from ft+3 + R. ^) Re-

mote, distant. Also ft$5|^ (»»/«.).

dispute,

an objection, an opposition
;
contrariety, a con-

flict of evidence, &c.

(m. from

Repentance. 2. Wickedness, evil action. 3.

Hate, enmity. 4. Rage, wrath. Also

(m.).

<&i^j». a. (mfn. from filfbll + R.^ ) Sepa-

rated, disunited.

fWWH s. (m. fromft+3+R. TO) Sepa-

ration, disunion, disjunction, disagreement.

fafcH* a. (mfn. from +R. ) De-

ceived, cheated, disappointed.

(femin. of ) A woman dis-

appointed by her lover.

f^^gs. (m. fromft +^+R.^) 1. Dis-

appointment, deception. 2. Separation, dis-

union. 3. Disagreement, quarrel.

fi^S"^ * (m. from fa+3 + R. ^) Con-

tradiction, dispute, quarrel, idle talk.

ftSt1*N s. (/. from ft+R.^) A female

fortune-teller.

"ftf^TT a . (mfn. f^ + f^TT) Disagreeable, dis-

liked, unwelcome, unpleasing.
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fa*^ s. (-\f) h A drop of any fluid. 2. A

dot, a spot. Also ftjjt; (-^» /•)•

fal3lfa3 a. (to/». from fa+3 + R. 3^) Ab-

sent, away from home.

ffeHft^^Fl s. (f. fromfa^rtf^3 +^ )

A woman whose husband is absent.

s. (to. fromfa+ R.
JJ)

A tumult, an affray,

an assault without weapons, a predatory incur-

sion.

fa^3 a. (mfn. from fa + R.
£j ) 1. Wicked, de-

praved, vicious. 2. Adverse, contrary.

a. (mfn. fa +^^T) Fruitless, barren,

useless, vain. 2. A strobilus ; the cone of a

fir, &c. —^jTI (/.) or —^ (ra.) Uselessness,

fruitlessness.

ad. (from )
Uselessly, fruitlessly,

to no purpose.

fa^^l s. (f. from the desiderative form of R.

<1 t^J 1. A desire to speak. 2. Wish, desire

generally. 3. A clear indication.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the desidera-

tive form of R. < &£l 1. Desired to be spoken

or said. 2. Wished, desired. 3. Meant, sig-

nified.

(-^ mfn. from fa + R. 3Tf ) Con-

tradicting, opposing, disputing. Also

(mfn.).

(to. from fa+ R. 1 . A road, a high-

way. 2. A burden, a load ; a yoke for carrying

burdens. 3. Storing grain or hay. 4. An

ewer, a pitcher.

(to. from +3^) A chandler.

Alsot^fa^ (to.).

(to. from fa + R. Ischury or con-

stipation
;

epistasis. Mohun P. p. 27.

fa^* s. (n. from fa+ R. ^) 1. A hole, a

chasm, a cave, a vacuity. In the artificial

mode of the Hindus for the expression of nu-

merals this word (like others of the same im-

port) stands for nine, probably in allusion to

the nine cavities of the body, see . 2. A
defect, a blemish.

fa^l s . (n. from fa+ R. 3) 1. A statement,

a description, a history, an account, a specifica-

tion, detail. 2. An explanation, an interpreta-

tion, a gloss.

f%«*rt#£l s. (-3 TO.fa^Pl+^f) An his-

torian.

fa^R*ft^ a . (mfn. from fa+ R. ^) Fit to be

described or explained.

v. a. (from R. \) To tell, to nar-

rate, to report, to explain.

fa^l a. (mfn. fa+ 3°l) Changed in colour
;

of an inferior colour or class, s. (to.) A man

of a low caste, an outcast.

fa^r s . (n. from fa + R. ^Sj^j) Increase, aug-

mentation, amplification. Manu i. 106.

fa^*l a. (mfn. from fa + 3*1) 1. Destitute,

forlorn, helpless, disabled. 2. Independent, not

under controul.

fa^^FT a. (mfn. fa+ ^^rT) Destitute of gar-

ments, naked. Trans. R.A.S. i. 551. Also

fa^3 (mfn.).

fa^K s . (-^ to. from fa+ R. 3*T+
*TM) 1. A god. 2. The sun. 3. Aruna the

charioteer of the sun. 4. The seventh or pre-

sent Manu, also Vaivaswata. Wilson.

fa^t^ See 3i0f44t^

.

fa^T^T s. (to. from fa+ R. ^\) 1. A dispute,

a controversy, a litigation, a quarrel, a contest.

2. (Bene/.) A particular grace in Hindu music.

f<<l^ a. (mfn. from fa+R. ^\) Disputing,

litigious, contesting.

6 N 2
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fa<3 k"f&f si (n. ft^l-f^tl^ A subject of

contest or litigation.

f^tTft a . (-1k\mfn. f^fa+^j Dis-

putatious, contesting, contentious, litigious,

quarrelsome.

(ra. from ) Torment, dis-

tress, pain.

f^Tt^ s. (m. from f^-f-R. W^) Exile, banish-

ment.

R<tt§; s. (m. fromf^+ R. 3Tj Marriage, a

wedding. (Seng.) v. a. To give in

marriage, v. a. To marry.

a. (mfn. f^<t^+^) Fit for mar-

riage.

a. {mfn. ) Married.

ft<tl(A'"»« a. (mfn. f^"t^ + ^"5^) Desirous

of marriage. Also 'f^Mfl^W^ (mfn.).

a. (mfn. from
)

Marriageable.

s. (m.) A son-in-law.

f^R" £ (h. ^ A lady.

o. (from p. ^j) Belonging to a

lady ; fit for a lady.

a. (mfn. from ft + R. H^) 1. Sepa-

rated, disunited. 2. Single, alone. 3. Dis-

criminated, distinguished. 4. Cleansed, cleaned,

pure.

a. (mfn. Of different kinds,

of many sorts, various, manifold.

f^H 5. (m. from f^T+ R. 3j4 ) 1. A god. 2.

A learned man, a pandit.

a. (mfn. from f^C+ R! ^) 1. Extended,

expanded, ample, spacious. 2. Displayed, un-

folded, explained, evident.

Pr<?r3 *. (/. from f^+R. ^) 1. Expansion,

extent, amplitude. 2. An explanation, a com-

mentary, a gloss.

2024

(m. from ft + R. f^HJ) 1- Discrimi-

nation, distinction : applied especially to the

distinction between semblance and truth, or

(in philosophy) between spirit and matter. 2.

Discussion, investigation. 3. Aversion to the

world. Tarachand Ch.

Discrimina-

tive knowledge, consciousness.

fij^T, a. (~^\ mfn. f^R^+^P) 1.

Discriminating, distinguishing, reasoning, sen-

sible. 2. Averse to worldly pursuits. Tarci-

chand Ch. Also ftl^P (mfn.).

f^Rl^T s. (n. from f^" + R. f<H>J Discrimina-

tion, the making a distinction ; an investiga-

tion, a trial. Also f^RSTi (/.).

f^RTJ^ft^ a. (mfn. from f<T-f R. "pTETj Fit to

be discussed, discriminated, or judged. Also

f^RU-i (mfn.).

a. (mfn. from f^ + R. f%\) Discri-

minated, distinguished ;
discussed, judged.

s. (m. from f^T+ R. Inattention,

absence of mind.

f^T^ a. (fromt^i +R.^?) Distressed, troubled.

Carey.

s. (m.) An affectation of indifference

assumed to excite love.

a. (mfn. from ft+R.^^) 1. Divided,

shared out. 2. (In law) Having received his

portion of the patrimony, and established apart

from his father's family.

f^^S^ s. (m. f^^ + ^l) A son born after

partition of the family-property between his

parents and brothers. Wilson.

(/. from f<r+ R. ^L) (In grammar)

An affix denoting case or person in the inflection

of nouns or verbs. Colebr. Gr. p. 14, 41, 69.

f<^v5L*fal a. (mfn. from f^" + R. Fit to

be partitioned, divisible.

ft
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m. from "ft+ R. *3) 1. Substance,

thing, property, wealth. 2. Magnanimity, high-

mindedness. 3. Super-human power ; eman-

cipation from matter. See

"ftsls. (/. ft+ R.^I) Light, lustre.

(corrupt, of A marriage.

s. (?ra. from "ft + R. ^3^) 1. A division,

a partition. 2. A lot, a share, a part. 3. A
fraction ; the numerator of a fraction. Colebr.

Alg. p. 13.

A par-

tition, a division into shares.

{<^lsM<P s. (-^5 m. ftW +R. One

who shares in a portion of property already dis-

tributed
;
applied especially to a son by a father

and mother of the same tribe, born subsequent

to a distribution of property amongst his pa-

rents and brothers, in which case he inherits

the portion allotted or reserved to the parents.

Wilson.

ad. Sans. Accord-

ing to portions or shares.

f<^k*f5K a. {mfn. "ftoT^ + Wishing

for a partition or distribution.

ft^Sl^3
a. {mfn. from ft + R.

)
Dividing,

distributing.

fll^SfaP a. {mfn. from ft + R. Fit to be

distributed or divided ; divisible. Also ft^t

Sfiftfl (mfn.). -31 (/.) or -J (n.) Divi-

sibility.

n. from ft + R.^1) Daybreak, dawn.

ft<OT^Tl s. (f. from ft+ R. S) Discussion,

investigation, examination, discrimination
; per-

ception, observation, discovery. Also

(».). Manu ii. 201.

ft^t^^flll a. {mfn. from ft + R. Per-

ceivable, observable, discoverable.

ft% 2026

(4rtU4l s. (/.) 1. Night. 2. A bawd. 3. A

harlot. 4. Turmeric.

ffel^jU {m. ft^fi +^T) 1. The sun. 2.

Fire. 3. The moon. (Lit. Whose substance

is light.)

An alternative, an

option.

(In Hindu music) The repetition of a

note as a bird repeats its song. Carey.

ftfe?r a. (mfn. from ft + R.fi"^) 1. Sepa-

rated, disunited, divided, dispersed, scattered
;

different, contradictory. —31 (/.) or —^"(w-)

Distinctiveness, separation, contrariety.

^t^^ s. (wira.) Beleric myrobalan (Myroba-

lanus Belerica). Alsoft^t^T. (/.).

*ft^ a. (mfn. from ft^ol^ the desiderative

form of R. ) Terrific, alarming, frightful.

ft^S a . (mfn. fromft + R. |> Wilkins' Gr. p. 469)

1. Omnipresent, all-pervading: applied as an

epithet to Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. 2.

(Beng.) Hard, solid, firm. s. (m.) L God.

2. A lord, a sovereign. —^1 (/.) or —^ (w.)

Sovereignty, power, might, authority.

f<*?[v3 s. (f. from ft + R. ^) 1. Individual or

separated existence as contrasted with the Di-

vine Essence or union ((TTpI). Bhag. Gita.

B. x., passim. 2. Superhuman power, attributed

to Si v a, and attainable bymen through continued

religious austerities; majesty, glory. 3. Ashes

of cowdung.

f^afeHt^a. ^.ft^+ SJV) Pos-

sessed of supernatural powers.

ft^ ! s . (n. from ft + R. Wf§ Decoration,

ornament.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. Ornament-

ed, decorated.

ft
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f^)faU3 v. a. (from fa + R. OT ) To adorn,

to ornament, to decorate.

(to. from fa+ R. fbk^) A separation,

a distinction, a contradiction.

a. (mfn. from fa + R. 1%^) Sepa-

rating, dividing, distinguishing, contradicting.

fa^T s. (m. from fa+R. 1. Error, a mis-

take. 2. Apprehension, doubt. 3. Wanton-

ness, amatory caprice, whim in an enamoured

female.

fe^i a. (-vS^ mfn. fa + R. 3^) Elegant,

splendid, fulgent.

Distress, difficulty, embarrassment.

Tarachand Ch.

a. (mfn. from fa+ R. ^^J.) Hurried,

alarmed, confounded, confused.

PW& s. (/. from fa + R. Error, con-

fusion, alarm, hurry.

a. (m/w. from fa + R. Thinking

differently, opposed to, hostile. s. (to.) An

enemy, an opponent,

(/. from fa+ R. Discrepancy of

opinion, disapprobation, dislike.

a. (mfn. from fa+I^PT ) Sad, per-

plexed, broken-hearted, bewildered, absent in

thought.

faEFflS a. (-^ mfn. fa+S^) Per-

plexed, bewildered, sad, broken-hearted, dis-

tracted.

fanH s. (to. from fa+ R. *fl?) Barter.

fwT «. (n. from fa+ R. ^) 1. Friction,

rubbing, grinding, pounding. 2. The tritura-

tion of perfumes. AlsotW (to.).

(m. from fa+ R. 1- Discussion,

investigation, examination by reasoning. 2.

Regret, dislike. AlsofaTt*) (to.) and PtS&ff

(n.) a. Regretting, disliking, sad, pensive.

fawT. a. (-fi\ mfn. faOT+t^j Re-

gretting, penitent
j

disliking, dissatisfied.

Free from stains,

clean, pure, white, immaculate (either literally

or figuratively).

(femin. of ) A plant commonly

called charmaghas.

ft^lil^ a. (TO/n. from fal^ +^l'^Hj

Immaculate, unpolluted, pure, clean. Also

fa^I^TT^ (mfn.).

few^Xa. (— TO/w.fa+^V) Very great,

s. (h. U-j) Insurance. Carey.

RLHW] «. (-^ /• fa-1!^) A step-mother.

faults 5. (to. fasrt^+^i) The son of a step-

mother.

faH'l*T s. (tow. from fa+ R. STl ?) A car, a vehi-

cle : especially the self-moving car or chariot of

a god.

Wft^*. (pvUj) Sick, unwell.

(from p.jIkj) Illness, disease.

"f^nt^f s. (to. fa+STPf) 1. A by-road, a bad

road, a wrong path. 2. (from fa+R. ^)
A broom, a brush.

ftHt^Fttnl a . (-f^TO/k.ft^+ntft^)
Going in a bad road, following a wrong path,

following an evil course of life.

fa3^ a. (mfn. from fa+ R. *Tf>J Dismissed,

released, liberated, let loose (in allusion to the

release of the soul from matter).

"ftSjfiP s. (/. from fa+ R. ^H?
) Dismissal, re-

lease, liberation, redemption : especially the

final emancipation of the soul from matter.
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a. (mfn. from Having the face

averted, averse, disinclined.

(n. from ft+ R. C3TfeP) Aban-

donment, dereliction, release : especially applied

to the emancipation of the soul from the body

in death. Manu n. 243.

f<WlO<P a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ^TF
) Releas-

ing, liberating.

filfl)(>n s. (from ft+R. Dismissal
>

liberation, redemption, release, emancipation,

pardon.

s. (n. from f^T+ R. *J^) Excitement

of the passions, temptation, allurement, se-

duction.

(4^1 s. (from R. <T^) A spouting forth.

™
s. (mn.) 1. The disc of the sun or moon.

2. A shadow, a reflected image, a picture ; a

bubble. 3. A cucurbitaceous plant (Momor-

dica monadelpha) : also its fruit.

(f. from (<*<
) A cucurbitaceous

plant (Momordica monadelpha), and its fruit.

f<P<v3 a. (mfn. f^^f+^) Reflected as an

image, shadowed out.

f3I*3t&a. (7«/n.t^" +^ Wilkins' Gr. % 15)

Having lips beautifully red like the bimba fruit

;

red-lipped. Also (mfn.).

ftlT^ s . (n. from ft+ R. TFI?) Sky, heaven,

the atmosphere.

f^r^ s. (f. ftlT^ +W) The celestial

Ganges or river of heaven ; the galaxy.

f^TFT s. (from R. 3f\) Parturition.

ftU"Pf s. (from R. ^\) The parturition of an

animal ; a litter of young ones.

m. from ft + R. "^) 1. Restraint,

forbearance, cessation. 2. Distress, pain. Also

ftxrtu
(m.).

faTTte a. (mfn. ft +TO?) Shameless, impu-

dent.

ftlTtfln a. (corrupt, offt5ftft°*K) Forty-

two.

a. (mfn. from ft + R. Disunited,

separated, disjoined.

(corrupt, of ) A marriage. Carey.

f^TTM s. (m. from ft"+ R. TFIJ Disunion, dis-

junction
;
separation, absence.

ftTHtf^^ s. (f from ftnit7!) A woman se-

parated from her husband or lover.

a. (mfn. from T^+the cans, of R.

"H^) Disjoined, disunited, separated
;
parted.

ftnit3 a. (ft+ CTTK5) Ill-matched, unsuitable,

disagreeable, odd (as a number).

f^3» a. (mfn. from ft + R. ^vj*) 1. Dis-

pleased, dissatisfied, disgusted, averse. 2. At-

tached to, pleased with, fond of.

fa^f^S a. (mfn. ft^+f^) Disaffected

at heart, estranged.

faTRF s. (f. from fa+ R. 3>J) Disgust, dis-

satisfaction, aversion.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ^^) Making,

comprising, compiling.

f<<D1 s. (n. from ft + R. TE>J Construction,

fabrication, composition, compilation.

feM^U a. (mfn. from ft+ R. T^) Fit to

be made, composed, or compiled.

ftrf^3 a. (mfn. from ft+ R. Made,

composed, compiled.

v. a. (from "ft + R. ) To make,

to construct, to compose, to compile.

f<M^tJUi° s . (-W^m. ft+^l+OTR )

A virtuous man, one free from the two inherent

natural qualities of 4^51^ or Passion, and

or Ignorance.

ft
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(n.) A fragrant grass used in certain

religious ceremonies (Andropogon aromaticum

or muricatum). As. Res. vn. 297.

a. (jm/b. from f^T + R. <*4
s) Desisted,

ceased, stopped.

fa^fe s. (/. from f^T + R. Cessation, a

desisting, a stop.

«. (mfn.) 1. Fine, delicate, thin. 2. Re-

laxed, loose, having interstices. 3. Detached,

apart, separate, lonely, private. 4. Remote,

distant, rare.

a. (mfn. pT +^T) Tasteless, insipid,

nauseous, ill-flavoured.

(m. fromf<r+R. <4^) Separation, a

parting
;
absence, distance

;
abandonment, de-

sertion ; loneliness ; a song complaining of a

lover's absence.

s. (femin. of ) A woman

separated from her husband or lover.

a. (mfn. from f^-i-R. <A;) Sepa-

rated, left alone, destitute, forsaken.

PSggk a. (-ft^ mfn. fc^S +t^) De-

serted, abandoned, lonely, separate.

ft^l s. (m. ft + Tffl) Want of passion or

attachment, indifference, aversion, disaffection;

dislike ; censure.

fl^Wfti a. (mfn. f^TFi +3lf^3) Having

a strong aversion or dislike, indifferent
;
inglo-

rious. Mohun P. p. 115.

pRinl. a. (-fi\\mfn. ft^l f%*§^ En-

tertaining an aversion or dislike.

f^tS s. (from f^T + R. ^Tt^) Splendour,

beauty, display.

a. (mfn. from f^ + R. Tfcl)

Shining, appearing splendid.

« 4 (mfn. from f^ + R. Made

splendid, illuminated, displayed.

v. a. (from f<T + R. ^t^) To ap-

pear, to be conspicuous.

A man

of the military or regal class. 2. Beauty, splen-

dour. 3. The first progeny of Brahma, who

having divided himself into male and female,

produced from the female Viraj ; Viraj then

by himself produced the first Manu or Swa-

yambhuva, who was the progenitor of the

Prajapatis, and the secondary framer of the

visible world : Manu i. 32, 33. In other places

VirAj is the same as Brahma and assumer of

the androgynous form in his own person. Wil-

son. See As. Res. via. 410.

a. Gigantic, enormous. Tcirachand Ch.

a. (corrupt, of [i*i<Rj) Ninety-two.

Also f^TFT^

.

(m. from f^T+ R. <F) Noise, clamour,

sound.

(m. from f^T+R.
1

<AEJ 1. Cessation,

a stopping, an intermission, a desisting, repose.

2. (In grammar) The mark ^ put under a con-

sonant to mark that it is not followed by a vowel.

(m. for ) A cat.

feTKU. (corrupt. of!7*ftfo) Eighty-two.

Wtftr* s. (m.) An epithet given to Brahma,

Vishnu, and Siva. Also f<f<<|3 (m.\

a. (mfn. fromf^"+ R. Wilhins' Gr.

p. 420) Sounded, s. (m.) A note, a noise.

a. (mfn. from "fc+R. 3^) Contrary to,

opposed to, thwarted by, excluded. Used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) At variance

with scripture, heterodox, s. Mischief. Tara-

chand Ch. —^1 (/.) or —^ (n.) Contrariety,

opposition, enmity.

f^F^fil a. (-^\mfn.1^^+^+
Heterodox. Mohun P. p. 162.
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ft^tS^I k (n. ft^+ ^tt^: ! from R.

b^J Practice which is contrary to usage.

Also f<<?^lot^ (m.).

a. (mfn. ft+ 3Pl ) Deformed, hideous,

monstrous, s. Opposition, dislike.

ft^Pft^ a . (mfn. ft^Pl+^ for ^fe

)

Having distorted eyes. s. (m.) An epithet of

Siva.

a. (mfn. from ) Marked, dis-

tinguished by. Manu iv. 67.

ftR^ s. (m. from ft + R. f< ^) Evacuation

by stool, purging, diarrhoea. Alsoft14 0*1 (n.).

top a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ft^Ej Purgative,

cathartic.

rn. from ft + R. ^"S) 1. The sun.

2. The moon. 3. Fire.

ftRtf^Sfa. (mfn. from ft + R. Splendid,

luminous, fulgent. Manu i. 77.

(m. from ft + R. 1. Opposition,

hinderance, restraint. 2. Enmity, hostility. 3.

Litigation, dispute. Also ftX4 l^*T (n.).

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. Opposing,

restraining, hostile, inimical.

ftRtftt^y. a. (fromft + R. ^^)To oppose, to

restrain, to counteract, to quarrel, to contradict.

ftret<ft a. (-ft5
!, mfn. from ft+ R.

Opposing, counteracting, disputatious, litigious,

quarrelsome, hostile, inimical, s. (m.) A dis-

putant.

dispute,

a contradiction, a quarrel.

*ft^ Root, vi. (ft^f^) and x. (C^^fe)
To tear, to break, to rend, to divide, to detach.

ft^ Root, vi. To cover, to clothe,

to put on, to wear. x. (C^TIff^) To throw,

to cast, to send, to direct.

(n. from R. ft^) A hole, a chasm, a

fissure ; a cave, a cavern ; a valley.

ft^W^s. (ft^ +^J) A plant (Arum flagel-

liforme). Carey.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ^tjj) Astonished,

surprised
;
ashamed, abashed. Wilson.

ft^^pi a. (ra/ra.ft+ ^nS^pl) 1. Other, different.

2. Good. Tdrdchand Ch. s. (n.) A state or

condition for which no cause can be assigned,

vain and causeless state.

ft^H s. (from ft + ) A gift to a Brah-

man at a sacrifice to ancestors,

ft^ffj a. (mfn. from ft+ R. 5Tslj 1. Connected

with, attached to. 2. Not connected, loose, not

suited to any purpose
;
inapplicable.

ft^rt^FT s. (n. from ft + R. A stepping

beyond, transgression.

a. (mfn. from ft + R.^^T) Fit to

be stepped beyond or to be transgressed. Also

f^Pf^P (mfn.).

ft^^tfej a. (mfn. from ft + R. ^T^T) Stepped

beyond, transgressed, trespassed against.

ft^ a. (mfn. from ft+^1) Impudent,

shameless. Also ft^ftb3 (mfn.).

f^^^^Ff s . (ft^ +^^T) A plant (Cro-

tolaria retusa). Carey.

ft^TTtftral s. (ft*T +^ft[^1 ) A plant (Cor-

chorus fascicularis).

a. (from Assorting, dealing

out.

ft^tfe s . (ft^+^ttt) A plant (Melochia

corchorifolia). Carey.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R. 5Tt

l;) Lamented,

bewailed.

ft^ft^ s. (ft^+uft^) A plant (Sphe-

6 O
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noclea Zeylanica, Carey; Randia racemosa,

Hort. Ben. p. 15).

Fish which leave the

rivers after heavy rains and are found in ponds,

&c. Morton.

f<FF3: s. (to. from f^+ R. Tardiness,

slowness, delay. (Beng.) —<$f^U3 v. a. To

delay, to tarry. —<^l^US v. a. To retard.

n. from T^ + R. Procrastina-

tion, delay.

RnF^SJ a. {mfn. from "ft" + R. ^\\) Procras-

tinated, delayed, tarried.

(to. from ft+R. ^^F^) Donation, gift.

(to. from Dissolution, the

destruction of the world. See^^flT.

) A species of wild

mustard (Sinapis patens). Carey.

) A plant (Mentha se-

cunda). Carey.

f^WT s, (n. from ft" + R. Play, mirth,

sport.

f^TpTO a. (mfn. from f^+ R. ) Played,

sported, enjoyed.

v. a. (from To allot, to

dispose, to arrange.

(a. lz*J$j) A district, a country, any

foreign country, but applied particularly to Eu-

rope and England by the common people.

a. (from a. Relating to a country

or province, European, English.

f^t^HU^ (f^^+3lHte^) a

plant (Agave Cantala). Carey.

f^Tt^rNi s. (f^^+3rr*j) The com-

mon potatoe (Solanum tuberosum). Carey.

ftsftftPTft s. 0*&fk% (Ufa) The com-

mon myrtle (Myrtus communis). Hort. Ben.

p. 37.

f^fH s. (to. from f^+ R. Complaint,

lamentation.

a. (mfn. from "fc+ R. ^) Lament-

ing, complaining. Also

f^fft^ v. a. (from fe+ R. To lament,

to complain, to bewail.

^3 a. (mfn. from t^+R. 5?TS) Not attain-

ing, unattaining. Wilhins' Gr. % 975.

(to. from A cat.

to. from f<T+R. ^'^Tj Wantonness,

amorous playfulness, dalliance.

f< e*ll*t^ a. (mfn. fromf^+ R. Wanton,

sportive, playful, amorous. Also

(_f^J».).

fa^lfhl'l 5. (/. from ft+ R. ^^FT ) A female

attendant and singers.

(from the English bilty A series, an ar-

rangement, a division, an allotment, a settlement.

v. a. (from ) To allot, to dis-

pose, to arrange, to settle, to bestow ; to rob,

to spoil.

+ P. u?43cj) An arrange-

ment, an allotment, a settlement.

ftf^Htf^ s . (ftf^T+A. Agreeing

with an arrangement.

fcsft SeefrpT.

a. (mfn. from fa+R. ^) Dissolved,

become liquid
;
disappeared, vanished, perished.

RMt! a. (m/«. from ft + R.^Jt) Extinguished,

erased, abolished.

RlC^^T s. (n. from f^+R. f^L) A digging

or delving; a drawing of furrows ; a splitting or

dividing.
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fto^H 5. (w. from ft+ R. ft^t) 1. Unguent,

ointment. 2. Mortar, plaster.

(n. from ft+R.f^l) 1. Perfume,

unguent. 2. Applying perfumes or unguents to

the body.

ftFFfi 5. (/. from ft+ R. f^Pt) Rice-gruel.

Also ftt57?^ (/.) and ftt^ (>.).

ftpTTIU (m.ftl^T locat. case of ft^,+1ir

from R. *f[ ) A snake, or any animal burrowing

in holes.

ftr^a. (ft+c5^) Uninhabited, deserted,

solitary.

s. (n. from ft + R. C^T^) View,

sight, the act of seeing, inspection.

ftT^Ttft^ a. (mfn. from ft + R. C^t^) Seen,

viewed, beheld.

ftWl'^t i. (from ft+ R. FT^3 ) A churning,

a whirling round.

ftpTt^ s. (m. isomft + R. Allurement,

attraction, temptation, delusion, seduction. Ako

ftl^Tt^T («.).

(<t«llR)\3 a. {mfn. from ft+R. C*Tt^) Roll-

ing on the ground.

ftt*Tt3I a. (mfn. ft^C^T^) Contrary to the

grain, reverse, against the natural or usual order.

s. (ra.) L The reverse, a course opposite to the

usual one. 2. (rc.) A water-wheel, a machine

for raising water.

Inver-

sion, an inverse operation (in mathematics).

Colebr. Alg. 21. Also ftt^tuftft (»«.).

f^Tto s. (m. RiHiW^vSf) Born from the

union of a man of an inferior class with a

woman of a superior one. See

Manu x. 25.

ftFrtsiftnTrPte s. (n.ft^rta+trRtpn^)
The rule of three inverse. Colebr. Alg. p. 34.

v. a. (from ft+ R. 5^^v) To swing,

to undulate, to oscillate, to shake.

fte*^ s. (m.) The wood-apple tree, commonly

called bel (iEgle Marmelos).

Root. vi. (ft*tfW) To enter, to penetrate,

to pervade. With !3fl or ;rT°+ ;3rl prefixed,

To enter, to penetrate ; with To be seated,

to sit down ; with ft or ^r°+ft To enter, to

penetrate, to abide, to dwell ; with

To rest, to halt, to sit down, especially before

or in the presence of ; with To go out or

forth ; with ^ To enter, to penetrate.

ft^s. (m. from R. ft^?) 1. A man of the mer-

cantile or agricultural tribe. 2. A man in general.

a. (corrupt, of ft Tfc) Twenty.

ft*l s. (ra.) The film or fibres of the stalk of the

water-lily.

ft*^ a. (mfn. from ft+*t$1) Fearless, safe.

a. (mfn.} Great, large.

ft*tt[ a. (mfn. from ft+ R. T^?) 1. White,

clean, clear. 2. Apparent, evident, manifest.

s. (?«.) White (the colour).

(m. from ft+R. ^) Killing, slaying,

slaughter.
'
<!

-

ft*^ a. (mfn. ft + ) Without a dart or

spear ; free from pain or regret.

ft*HX^ a . (ft*lM>t^O Relieving from

pain or distress, s. A climbing plant (Echites

dichotoma). Carey.

(femin. of ft*H) ) A twining shrub

(Menispermum cordifolium). Also

<R*ft.

ft*PT=T s. (n. from ft + R. *f^) Murder,

slaughter.

ft*^ a. (mfn. from ft+R. ^) Celebrated,

praised. Wilkins' Gr. p. 422.

6 2
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a. (from ft*j ) The twentieth.

ft*fW. 5. («. ft+*M?) 1. An epithet of

Kartikeya. 2. An attitude in shooting, stand-

ing with the feet a span apart.

(f.) The sixteenth lunar mansion,

figured by a festoon, and containing four, or

according to some two stars, one of which is

« or k Libra?. Wilson. See As. Res. n. 293.

ix. 323.

f3*i"ter s . (m. from ft+ R. *fl) Sleeping and

watching alternately.

(ra. from ft+R. ,

5) Killing,

slaughter.

(mfn.) 1. Learned, wise, skilful,

eminent. 2. Confident, bold, presuming, daring.

3. Celebrated, famous. Used in comp. e. g.

^rt^f^lfe^ a. (mfn.) Skilled in all

sciences, from W$ a. (mfn.) All, every,

+^1^.9. (n.) A book, a science, +

— (/.) or — ^" (ra.) Expertness, skill, emi-

nence.

a. (mfn.) Great, large, Widely spread,

extensive. —^1 (/.) or — ^3" (n.) Width, ex-

tension, expansion, breadth, bulk.

ft*TN^ s . (-\ m . ft^ +pL) A tree

(Echites scholaris).

ft*Tt^1 s. (f. from ft*TR) A plant (Cucumis

Colocynthis).

ft*JW5$ a. (mfn. ft*tt^+ 3I5£ for ^Tfe)
Having large eyes. s. (m.) An epithet of Siva

and of Garuda.

ftf*P*U a. (mfn. from ft +fW )
.Having no

crest, not crested, s. (m.) An arrow.

(f. from ) A minute arrow,

a pin, a needle.

ft"R^ a. (mfn. from ft+ R. f*l^J Dis-

tinguished by, possessed of, endowed with any

quality; gentlemanly, respectable. Used in

comp. e. g. ^feftf*^ a. (mfn.) Dis-

tinguished by devotion or faithful attachment,

from ^"fe s. (f.) Devotion, attachment, +

ftm.
ftft^l s. (f. ftfT§ + 3l) Excellence, dis-

tinction, superiority. Also ft f*P^3 (n.).

ftf*fa> a. (mfn. from ft+ R. f*t^) Fit to be

described or distinguished, s. (n.) (In gram-

mar) A noun, lit. the word which is to be de-

scribed (by its adjective).

ftft .. (from ft*j ) The twentieth. Also

ft^.
ft

9^ a. (mfn. from ft+ R. *2*L) Purified,

cleansed, clean, pure
;

virtuous, correct.

ft^tHi a. (-TF^mfn. ft^+^IH^)
Virtuous, innocent, pious. (Lit. Having a pure

soul.)

ft^ s. (f. from ft+ R. 1. Purity,

cleanness, purification, holiness ; correction.

2. (In algebra) A subtractive quantity. Colebr.

Aly. p. 113.

a. (mfn. from ft+ ^Sjlt^fl) Un-

connected, disorderly, ungrammatical.

ft"C*fa s. (m. from ft+ R. f*t^) 1. Difference,

distinction, peculiarity, special or individual

character. Trans. R.A.S. i. 112. 2. (In law)

A special rule, a special distinction. 3. (In

medicine) A favourable crisis in a disease,

convalescence ; an amendment, a. Peculiar,

particular.

ftt*^ a. (mfn. from ft+ R. "Pt^) Charac-

teristic, discriminative, distinguishing, critical.

s. (mn.) 1. An attribute, a predicate. 2. A
sectarial mark painted on the forehead.

a. (mfn. ftX*T^r + ^i5) Acquainted with

a difference, or with distinctive peculiarities.
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(n. from "ft+R. f*f^) A distinc-

tion, a peculiar mark, an epithet.

fePTO3o ad. Sans. (f^TO +^L) Especially,

particularly.

special law,

a particular duty.

ftm^fowH (m. f%m+^ftm) a
special exception.

f^T^lt ! s. (n. f^m+^TTt !) Special

authority.

t^l^OI s. (». faPfa+^^T) A special

rule or precept.

ftmoUnl *. (/. ftm+^t^rt) i. a
particular thought. 2. (In mathematics) A
certain operation in extracting roots. Colebr.

Alg. p. 171.

f^C*fa> a. (mfn. from ft + R. f*T^) Requiring

to be described or defined, s. (In grammar) A
substantive.

ft$^a. (mfn. from ft + R. S^F) 1. Trusted,

confided in. 2. Given in charge or in trust,

surrendered, entrusted. 3. Reposed, rested,

tranquil, quiet, firm.

fttjg*. (m. from ft+ R. £^) Trust, confi-

dence. 2. Hilarity, festive noise, mirth.

ft^t^ s. (n. from ft" + R. $\) The act of

giving, a donation, a gift.

ft^T^" a. (mfn. from ft+ R. Sfcl ) 1. Reposed,

rested, ceased, stopped. 2. Indefatigable.

R^llRj s. (f. from ft + R.^ ) Repose, rest,

relaxation, ease, cessation from labour. Also

(m. from ft+ R. *!) Celebrity, fame.

Deprived of splendour or

glory.

ft-fa a. (mfn. from ft+ R. 3) Celebrated,

heard of, known, famous.

(f. from ft + R. Celebrity, noto-

riety, fame.

ftl^fas. (aw. from ft + R. fjf^L) Separation,

disunion, disjunction (especially of lovers).

ft^ a. (mfn. Wilkins' Gr. § 121, 127) All,

every, entire, whole, s. (m.) 1. A deity of a

particular class in which ten are enumerated,

viz. Vasu, Satya, Kratu, Daksha, Kala,

Kama, Dhriti, Kuru, Pururava, and Ma-
drava : they are worshipped particularly at the

funereal obsequies in honour of deceased pro-

genitors in general, and receive an oblation of

clarified butter at the daily and domestic srdd-

dha. Wilson. 2. (n.) The universe, the world.

3. Dry ginger : also

ftt^ Seeftt^.

ft^E s. (m. ft
5^ from ft^ + R. H) LA

dog trained for the chase. 2. Sound, noise, a.

(mfn.} Vile, bad, wicked.

PW<**tfl s. (~^\m. ft^ +^3$T ) 1. The

name of the architect and artificer of the gods, the

son of Brahma : alsoftt^ (m.) 2. The sun.

ft^T^J s. (m. ft^ + C^J) An iruddha, an

incarnation of Kama as the son of Pradyumna.

R^^h s. (m. ftt<£, +c^rl) An epithet

of Vishnu.

a. (mfn. from ft^+R. ^3) Diffi-

cult to please (Lit. Breaking every thing).

(from ft^+R.fti ) The name of a

certain sacrifice. Trans. R.A.S. i. 457.

ftt# «• (m. -t\,f -*t^t, n. -t^ from

ft^ + R. ) Going every where.

ft^"3S ad. Sans, (ft^ +3^T ) Every where,

universally, all around.

f^TO<r s. (m. ft
1

^ + ) A god of the class

of those called Viswas. See m.
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(-& m. ^W\, f. -tittfl, n.

—"qJ^^ Moving every where, going in all di-

rections.

f^Ttei s. (m. fi&i +TO ) An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. The lord of the universe.)

ft^JTfl, a. (-PH^mfn. fromfa^ +"fa+ R.

)
All-pervading, omnipresent. Also

(«/».).

'FWWi^fc S . (n. f^ + C^3i) Dry ginger.

(Lit. A universal medicament.)

f^§^" s. (m. from f^ + R. « TFiZAiV Gr.

§ 796) An epithet of Indra and of Vishnu.

(Lit. Supporting the universe.)

f^j<EP| a. (mfn. fiFt+Wl) Existing in all

forms ; whose form is the universe, s. (w.) An

epithet of Vishnu.

ftTOTdS s. (-Wim. f^ + C^Tj i, A
saint, a sage, one who knows all things. 2.

An epithet of Agni.

a, (mfn. from f<+R. Trusted,

believed, confided in, relied upon.

f^^s. (-^ra. t^t + R. ^) An epi-

thet of BrahmA. (Lit. Creating the universe.)

ft^3 a. (mfn. from f^T + R. #^ Twins' Gr.

p. 422) Trusted, confided in, relied upon.

A person con-

fided in, a confidential secretary.

(femin. of A widow. Also

(/. from ?) A poisonous plant (Aco-

nitum ferox). See ^I^t^^H

.

•pt^'iPl'ST s. (m. from +fel) A muni or

saint, the son of GAdhi, originally a monarch,

and of the military order, but who became by

long and painful austerities a Brahmarshi, in

which character he appears in the Ramayana as

the preceptor and counsellor of Rama. Wilson.

(m. from f^ + R. ^L) Trust, confi-

dence, faith. (Beng.) —vS^JTT^W v. a. To

give confidence.

a. (mfn. from ft4-R.^L) Faithful,

trusting, confiding.

a. (mfn.f^t^T+^3^) Trea-

cherous, betraying confidence, s. (m.) A traitor.

— (/.) or —^ (n.) Treachery.

fttt^Hfe s, (ft'tm-f^tf^) Breach of

faith, treachery.

f%tt^M a. (-ft^ mfn. +
IvH^I Treacherous.

A trust-

worthy person, a confidential secretary or rni-

nister. (Lit. A vessel fit for confidence.)

A place or

ground for confidence and trust ; a matter worthy

of faith or belief.

mfn. from

Trusting, believing, honest, trusty.

fet&t^S See1%t^andf^.

ftWSt^ s. (m. An epithet of

Siva. (Lit. The lord of the universe.) Also

Root, vi. To pervade, ix.

To have no occasion or use for ; to

separate, to withdraw from. i. ((^ffs?) To

sprinkle, in. (C^Pfc, <3pK&) To per-

vade, to spread, to extend through nature, &c.

(m.) 1. Poison, venom. 2. (ra.) Water.

3. The fibres attached to the stalk of the lotus.

4. (Beng.) A plant (Aconitum ferox).

f^NW s. (from t^) A plant (Calla virosa).

Carey.

f^Sj a. (m/». from R -^) Destr°y-

ing or counteracting poison, antidotal, s. (mn.)

An antidote.
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ftSfl a. (mfn. from f^+ R. Dejected, in

depressed spirits, sad, desponding. —'31 (/.)

or —^ («.) Dejection, low-spiritedness, de^-

spondency.

o _ ^
T<1 <L H. Isi s. + The poisonous fang

of a serpent.

(m. fromto + R. ) A snake.

toSfCUlrj <>• to +^I"^|) The admi-

nistering of poison as a medicine. Carey.

T^TOT^ s. ("to^+3"t*l) A species of bamboo

(Bambusa baccifera). Hort. Ben. p. 25.

A physician who

gives antidotes, or cures the bite of serpents by

charms, &c.

to?I a. (mfn. from ft +3^) 1. Unlike, dis-

similar, unparalleled, unequalled. 2. Uneven

(as a number). 3. Uneven, rough, not level,

difficult of access. 4. Irregular, difficult, un-

manageable generally, s. (n.) 1. Unevenness,

inequality. 2. An inaccessible place, a preci-

pice. Manu i. 24. 3. Difficulty, trouble, pain.

f^^II^cf s . („.? toll +^cf) A quadrangle or

tetragon with unequal diagonals. Colebr. Alg.

p. 58.

toH3*S s. (-^\ n. to^+^fi^) (In

algebra) The finding of two quantities when

the difference of their squares is given, and

either the sum or the difference of the quanti-

ties. Colebr. Alg. pp. 26. 324.

to*WF3 s. (nJ. to^ + ^TKS) An irregular

excavation or solid, one with unequal sides.

Colebr. Alg. p. 97.

ftWpg s. (n. to*I+t>^tj) A trape-

zium. Colebr. Alg. pp. 58. 295. Also to*I-

(«.).

to^Wts. (Tw.to^ +^T) Aplant(Echites

scholaris).

toiFsx*. ("ton+^p) A violent fever.

"to^ft^I s. (n. ft^I+f&^3l) A scalene

triangle. Colebr. Alg. p. 295.

to^lT a. ("to^ + Unhealthy. (Lit.

Whose bodily humours are ill-proportioned.)

s. Absence of health.

) An un-

equal partition of property among coheirs.

ftWiHW s. (n. "ton+ ;^rt5:^*) Temerity,

boldness, rashness.

a. (mfn. to^ +^) Being in em-

barrassed circumstances, in a difficult situation.

to^rft" s. (to+3TH) a plant (Arum cu-

cullatum, Carey; A. cordifolium, Mohun P.

p. 67).

ton s . (m. from ?) Any object of

sense, or the whole class of objects cognizable

by any particular sense. Trans. R.A.S. t. 114.

It likewise implies the general term under which

objects are classed. Hence it means sphere,

department, province, or some relation thereto

generally; a home, a domicile, a refuge, an

asylum, the element in which a thing moves,

substance, property; a concern, an object of

pursuit, worldly business : it seems very much
to correspond to the English words subject, af-

fair, thing. In the artificial mode of the Hindus

to express numerals, (<*1VI stands for five, al-

luding to the five classes of objects cognizable

by the senses. It is often used in bahuvrihi

compounds, e.g. "R^l^^ll R<tU a. {mfn.)

Relating to the wealth of the grandfather (as a

law), lit. Having the wealth of the grandfather

for its object ; from s. (m.) Grand-

father, + s. (n.) Wealth, +f^OT .—(Beng.)

-^to3 v. a. To wait a proper occasion.

ton^ (-*s!fr n . toir+^^xR)
Worldly business.
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ftW5J3 a . (mfn. ftTO+ j5g3) 1, Retired from

business. 2. Fallen from respectability. Carey.

femssfa s . (n. ftw+^T) Acquaintance

with business or worldly affairs. Also

pWlWt^Tl (/. ftOT+3~fcpr1) Worldly-

mindedness, worldly disposition.

ftWHl s. [m. ftp%.3pf) The captivating

or intoxicating nature of the objects of sense.

ft^lft a. (-fXFJ». ft^TT+3/1) 1. Re-

lating to the objects of sense. 2. Engaged in

worldly pursuits, s. A man of business.

f^rofesJ a. (mfn. ftW[ from ftOT+^3)
Become or made an object of attention or per-

ception.

ft^n ad. (from ) In relation to, in re-

gard to, about.

fSfffeCnSftk (-f^\mfn. from ft^TI + R. ft^)

Attached to the pursuit of worldly objects and

enjoyments.

a. (mfn. from ft^+R. %) Obviating

the effect of poison, antidotic.

s. (femin. of ) The goddess of

the serpent-race, the sister of Va.su ki and wife

of Jaratka.ru. Wilson.

ft^l s. (Jr. fromft^T) \. A tree the bark of

which is used in dyeing of a red colour. 2.

Feces. 3. (indecl.^ Intellect, understanding.

ft^tS5 am (mfn . ft^+ 3ESF from R.

Smeared with poison, poisoned.

s- (mw) 1. The horn or tusk of an animal.

2. The proboscis (of an elephant). 3. The large

tooth (of a boar). Also ft^rfl. (/.).

(m. from ft + R.
'3T^) Dismay, low-

spiritedness, dejection, sadness, distress, anxiety.

Wl<Fa. {mfn. from ft+ R. %Q Causing

dismay or dejection, distressing, vexing, grieving

;

vexed, distressed. Alsoft^tR^—"fW^mfn.).

a. (mfn. from ft + R. ^T^) Dejected,

dismayed, distressed, vexed.

ft^fta. (-ft^m>. ft^+3^) Poisonous,

venomous.

fc^indecl. Sans. 1. Many, various. 2. Equally,

like, the same.

f<^< s. (n. from R*£) The equinox. Also

ft^l and ft^^ f»
ft^preatl s. (ft^+c^ti) The equi-

noctial.

ft^i$!Fte i (f fl^i#gFtf§r j The

passage of the sun to the next sign at the equi-

noxes. Carey.

The ver-

nal equinox. Mohun P. p. 3.

Ejection of poi-

son (as by a snake).

ft^ Root, x. (ftS3Uf3) To see.

ft^§ s. (m. from ft + R. pR^') 1 . An obstacle,

a hinderance, an impediment. 2. The bolt or

bar of a door. 3. Extension, width : applied

in geometry to the breadth or diameter of a

circle. Colebr. Alg. p. 87.

ftBfgt s. {-%\ m. ft»3§+^) The bar

or bolt of a door.

(m. from ft^F + R.^) A bird.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.ft*t+3, Wilkins

Gr. p. 422) Entered, gone into, penetrated.

ft^i s. (inn.~) A world, one of the three divisions

of the universe. Manu ix. 137.

ft^§ s. (m. from ft+ R. ^1) An impedi-

ment, an obstacle.

"ft&3" s. (m. from ft+ R. L A tree. 2. A

handful of kusa or sacrificial grass (Poa cyno-
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suroides) : also a seat made of a sheaf of such

grass for the officiating Brahman at a sacrifice.

3. A seat, a couch, a bed.

from

R. S3 ) An epithet of Vishnu or Krishna.

s. (/. from R. ft
8

!) 1. Working, labour*

occupation. 2. Wages, hire. 3. Consigning

to torments after death. 4. The seventh of the

variable karanas or astrological periods so

termed, each answering to half a lunar day.

As. Res. ix. 366.

s. (f, from Ordure, feces.

f<t3 s . (m. from R. ft^T.?) Vishnu, one of the

persons of the Hindu triad, or the deity in his

character of preserver of the universe : during

the periods of temporary annihilation of the

world he is supposed to sleep on the waters,

floating on the serpent Sesha : Brahma is

fabled to have sprung from a lotus which ori-

ginally grew from the navel of Vishnu, and

the holy river Ganges is said to spring from his

foot : the different avataras are considered as

manifestations of this deity, and in Krishna he

is supposed to have been really and wholly in-

carnate: LakshmI is his wife, and he is usually

represented as a mild and benevolent deity.

Wilson.

pKf^ptal s.
(f.

from f^+TFfa) A flower

(Clitorea ternatea).

f%$$$ s. (n. fTO + ^TT) The sky, heaven, the

atmosphere. (Lit. The abode of Vishnu.)

1%^rtt s. (/. from fTO+ 1. An epithet

of the river Ganges. (Lit. Springing from the

foot of Vishnu : see 2. The sun's en-

trance into one of the following signs, viz. Taurus,

Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius.

s. (m. from f^ + R. The twang

of a bow. Also

a. (mfn. from f*3^T) Poisonable, proper to

be destroyed by poison.

fff^ See

(m. from An epi-

thet of Vishnu. (Lit. Whose hosts or powers

are manifest every where.)

fl^^SftBrt2 (/. fromt^C^ + ftfa)
1. An epithet of LakshmL (Lit. The beloved

one of Vishnu.) 2. A sort of yam (Dioscorea).

f^PpTTi s. (/. "faf^+OTTlJ A plant

commonly called priyangu.

fa^fclH See f^ty^.

Root, iv. To throw, to cast.

ftf s. (n. from R. f^1!) The film or fibres of

the stalk of the water-lily.

f^T°^fR s. (in. f^ +^°^t) A false asser-

tion, a contradiction, a disagreement, a disap-

pointment ; a murmuring.

pRT°^foft a. (-Pi\mfn. f^T°^+^)
Making a false assertion, contradicting, disput-

ing, contentious, murmuring.

f^P3ftel s. (/. fromf^T+^t) A small

crane.

f^Pret^FT *. (n. f^T+3^) A lotus (Ne-

lumbium speciosum).

m. fromf<r+ R. ^) L A spreading

or extending. 2. A multitude, a crowd, an as-

semblage.

f^H s. (m. fromf^ + R. 3^) 1. Dereliction.

relinquishment, abandonment. 2. A donation,

a gift. 3. Dejection by stool. 4. (In grammar)

The sign o («A). Wilkins' Gr. p. 6.

a. (mfn. from f^T +R.^^) Relinquish-

ing, abandoning, quitting, rejecting, resigning,

giving up, dismissing, letting; go.

s. (n. from f^ + R. ^p3[J The quitting,

6 P
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abandoning or rejecting of, or parting with a

thing
;
abandonment, resignation. 2. A dona-

tion, a gift, an offering. 3. A sending or dis-

patching, a dismissal.

ft^ ! s. (n. from ft + R. A creeping

about, a spreading, an extending ; diffusion.

a. (info, from ft + R. 3|) Moving

smoothly, sliding or gliding along, s. (m.) A

fish. Also .fitlWl (-ft^) «• (mfn.) and

5. (m.).

(/. from ) An assemblage of

lotus-flowers.

f<^R>^l s. (from ft+R, ^^TF) 1. The symp-

tom of a disease. 2. Costiveness. Sabda S.

p. 15.

ft^3 a. (m/n. fromft + R. *j )
Creeping along,

expanded, spread.

a, (mfn. ft+ R. ^[+W Wilkins' Gr.

p. 465) Creeping along, moving onwards,

gliding, flowing. Also

ft^ a. (mfn. from ft+ R. Relinquished,

abandoned, resigned, parted with, offered, pre-

scribed ; emanated from, created by. Manu
i. 11.

ft^f^ s. (f. from ft+ R. ^^I) Relinquish-

ment, abandonment, the parting with a thing,

an oblation, a gift
;
emanation, creation.

ftP^tvjl s . A basket. Sabda S. p. 287.

(mn. from R. ft^Tj A weight of gold,

a liarsha or sixteen mashas, about half an ounce

troy.

(m. from ft+ R. ^) A spreading?

extension, expansion, enlargement, prolixity*

plenty, amplitude, abundance, a. Abundant*

numerous, ample, copious, much.

ftgrffa a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ^) Capable

or fit to be extended or expanded. ^

ftr5^! 2052

ft^lS ad. Sans. (ft^+*PT) Copiously,

in detail.

(m. from ft + R. ^) 1. A spreading,

extension, width, breadth. Colebr. Alg. p. 97,

315. 2. The diameter of a circle. Colebr.

Alg. p. 87. 3. The branch of a tree with its

new shoots. 4. A shrub.

a. (mfn. from ft+ R.^) Spreading,

expanding, extending, enlarging, amplifying

;

dwelling upon at length, explaining fully. Also

mfn.*). s. A climbing plant

(Lettsomia nervosa). Carey.

(n. from R. >J) The spreading,

•v

extending, or enlarging a thing ; the relating of

a thing in detail.

ft^ft3 a. (mfn. from + the cans, of R.

>3 ) Spread, extended, enlarged, expanded

;

fully stated or explained.

~$X0a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ^) Spread, ex-

tended, expanded, diffused
;
large, great. Also

ft^3 (mfn.). -31 (/.) or (n.) Diffused-

ness, largeness, amplitude.

ft^35S a. (mfn. "ftS3+$/5) Having the

hands opened.

ftsfe s. (f. from ft+ R. ^) 1. Extent, width,

breadth. 2. The diameter of a circle. Colebr.

Alg. p. 87.

ft5^ a. (mfn. ft +^^) Clear, evident, ma-

nifest, apparent, distinct, intelligible.

fWR s. (m. from ft + R. The twang

of a bow-string. Also

ft^ft^ a. (mfn. from ft+ R. TI
J^) Shak-

ing, trembling, tremulous.

(4Wife s. (m. from ft+ R. 5*gt$ 1. Aboil,

a pustule. 2. Small-pox. Also ft^fFl
(/.) and (Beng.)'RW^I and ftt^tt^

.
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"(<*isl^i s. (from the English Bismuth) Bismuth.

m. from Astonishment,

amazement, surprise, wonder, disconcertedness,

dismay.

a. (mfn. |V<Uil + Amazed,

astonished, taken by surprise, dismayed. Also

f^UUPft" (mfn.).

R*M< C
1 s. (n. from fa + R. The forgetting

a thing, forgetfulness, oblivion.

f^Rl^ a . (mfn. from fa + R. ^) Capable

or worthy of being forgotten. Also f^^TPP
(mfn.).

a. (mfn. from Amazed,

astonished, surprized, dismayed, disconcerted.

R-^vS a. (mfn. from ft+ R. ^) Forgotten.

ft^ffS s. (/. from fa+R. **T) Oblivion, for-

getfulness, the forgetting a thing.

(n.) A smell like that of raw meat.

ftWfff- Seet^tT.

ft^§ Seef^g.

f^EpTl s. (/. from fa+ R. SJ07Ej Decrepi-

tude, the infirmity of old age.

ft^tPf s. (from "ft^jlT) Insipidity, taste-

lessness.

f<^ 1 ^ a. (from ft+^tj) Tasteless, vapid,

insipid ; ill-flavoured.

(m. from f^t for + Wil-

hins' Gr. § 797) (Lit. Moving in the air
;
hence)

1. A bird. 2. A cloud. 3. An arrow. 4. The

sun. 5. The moon. 6. A planet. Alsof^"^ (m.).

fe^FT £ (
m . from for f^fa^

,

from iL^fRflS** Gr. § 797) A bird.

Seefa^l.

(/.) A pole for carrying burdens.

Also

f^3 a. (m/h. from ft+R. C7
^) 1. Struck,

hurt, killed. 2. Obstructed, thwarted, impeded.

ft^ ! 5. (n. from fa + R. ) The act of

roaming or walking about, a walk, an airing.

(m. from fa + R. ^^T) Joy, pleasure,

gladness.

"ferf^T3 a. (mfn. fromfa + R. $^) Smiled at,

gently laughed at. s. (n.) A smile.

a. (mfn. fa + 5^3) 1. Helpless, per-

plexed, confounded, bewildered. 2. Wise,

learned.

fad* . (corrupt, offa^) Marriage, a wedding.

fa^ s. The morning, dawn.

a. (mfn. from + the caus. of R.

•2^1) Made to resign or give up, extorted, s.

(n.) A donation, a present, a gift.

ftsju*^*. (n. fromfa+R. 5^?) The sky,

the atmosphere, air, heaven. Also fa<IUiS

mn.), and fa<lu*i1

(indecl.).

m. from T^ + R. "^) 1. A roaming or

wandering about, a walk, an airing. 2. Sport,

pastime, recreation. 3. A Jaina temple.

a. (mfn. from "fa+R. ~%) Roaming or

wandering about, walking, recreating himself.

Also fa^Wl (-f%\mfn.).

(m. from fa+ R. 571) A smile.

a. (mfn. from fa + R.^1) 1. Established,

placed, arranged, instituted, prescribed, fit,

proper : used in comp. e. g. a.

(mfn.) Established or enjoined by law or pre-

cept, from s. (m.) A sacred precept,

+fafe. 2. (fa+ft^) Not good, not fit,

unsuitable, improper.

a. (mfn. from fa + R. £1 ) Abandoned,

deserted, relinquished, deprived of.

6 P 2
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f^T^ a. (mfn. from f^+R. f^) Agitated,

alarmed, confused, distressed, overpowered by

grief or passion, delirious, infatuated. — 3*1

(/.) or —v| (w.) Alarm, agitation, consternation.

A Root, n. (C^fa) 1. To go, to move. 2. To

pervade. 3. To conceive, to be impregnated.

4. To desire. 5. To throw or send. 6. To eat.

3*t suffix : see f^T Wilkins' Gr. | 907.

<rj, (femin. of f<T q. v.).

.<l*$-H 5. (m. fromft + R. ^t*I) 1. Solitude,

privacy. 2. Display, manifestation.

a. (m/rt. from f^T + R. ^W^) Seeing, be-

holding, viewing.

3^°! s .
(
w . from "f^T + R. ^dFj The act of seeing

or beholding, a view, a sight.

a. (»w/h. from "fe+R. Seen,

viewed, beheld.

3Tl> 5. (corrupt, of ^t3l) 1. Seed. 2. Cause,

origin, source. Also ifj.&j,

,

3*1WM1 s. (from 3^+3^) A seed-bed, a

seed-plot. Also

<lo1 Ri s. (from R. ) Straw, stubble.

(m/.) A wave. Also <T.t>l (/.).

#1 Root, x. (£<s5w|v5-) To fan.

5. (?i.) 1. Seed (of plants). 2. Semen

virile. 3. Source, origin, primary cause ; a

principle. 4. Algebra, analysis : see

Stffa . Colebr. Alg. pp. 130. 195. 5. A tree

(Citrus Medica). Colebr. Alg. p. 315.

<1.01<1? s. (m. ^t3l +^) The common citron

(Citrus Medica).

3te$fJ*l s. (m. ^t3l + C^t*!) The pericarpium

or seed-vessel of any plant, especially that of

the lotus. Also <f(/3fC<£t^I (m.).

3ft3[f!Frl s. (/. ^t3E+f3F#) Operation of

analysis; elemental or algebraic solution.

Colebr. Alg. p. 130.

3Wfre s . («.^fa+nfr^) Algebra, ana-

lysis. (Lit. Elemental arithmetic, or causal

calculus). Colebr. Alg. p. 246.

The progenitor

of a tribe or family. Carey.

^3PiT s. (m. 3^+^ from R. ^ ) A tree

V
(Citrus Medica).

^t^i^^FT s. (n. 3^+3^) The sowing of

seed. Curay.

Elemental or cau-

sal sagacity
;
penetration of the cause or prin-

ciple (of a problem in mathematics). Colebr.

Alg. p. 246.

a. (mfn. from ^tl+^3) Pioughed

or harrowed after sowing (as a field).

t&Mfa s. (m.^+3^3") A sprout from a

seed, a cotyledon, a seed-lobe.

a. (mfn. + Wilkins' Gr. § 9.03)

Seedy, abounding in seeds.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Fanned.

(-f3F^ m. "^tl+t7^) A father, a

progenitor.

a. (mfn. from <tv5l), Sprung from, any

family; produced from seed.

a. (mfn. pres. party p. R. ^1^)
Fanned, being fanned.

s. (f from R. 3^ ?) The vina or Indian lute,

a fretted instrument of the guitar kind, usually

having seven wires or strings, and a large

gourd at each end of the finger-board : the ex-

tent of the instrument is two octaves : it is sup-

posed to be the invention of Narada the son

of Brahma, and has many varieties, enume-
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rated according to the number of strings, &c.

Wilson.

^t\W3 s. (m. 3^11+TO) The neck of a

vina or lute.

^fTt^W*. (m. ^ft1 + ^tTT from R. A
player on the vina or lute, a lutanist. Also

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. +3 Wilkins'

Gr. § 699) Covered.

a. (mfn. from f^+R.t) 1. Departed, past,

gone. 2. Quiet, tranquil, s. (ra.) 1. A horse

or elephant not trained. 2. The goading an

elephant.

m. from f^ + R. ^1) A cage or net

for confining birds, &c, an aviary, a menagerie.

a, (mfn. ^3+4 1^1) Dispassionate, of

subdued passions, calm, tranquil.

^t^FTt^ a. (mfn. 3^3+0*^) Freed from

grief or sorrow.

(m.) A horse.

^kSG^J' s. (m. ^tfi3+ C^t^T) An epithet of

Agni or Fire.

s. (/.) 1. A road. 2. A row, a line. 3. A
terrace in front of a house. 4. A shop, a stall

in a market. Also 3^3^ (/.).

s. (from ) A market-place, a

bazaar.

a. (mfn. from ft + R. Clear, clean,

pure.

<X3\\% * (%) The top or cover of a well.

^^Tl s. (f. from fa the desiderative

form of R. ^U^) Successive order, regular

succession.

3^ Seefa^H.

a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of

R.
)

(Lit. Wishing to bind or to restrain,

hence) 1. Cruel, mischievous. 2. Hating,

loathing, detesting. 3. Envious.

*<°|^3 <a-vITl s. (f. from the desiderative form of R.

^T^) Abhorrence, detestation, disgust. Also

Root, x. To be powerful or

valiant, to make an effort.

(rn. from R. 1. A valiant man, a

hero, a champion. 2. A feeling of prowess,

heroic sentiment, heroism. 3. Fire ; the sacri-

ficial fire. 4. A mime, an actor, a. (mfn.^

Valiant, heroic, strong, powerful, mighty, emi-

nent, excellent. -v3l (/.) or -3" (
n .) Valour,

prowess, heroism.

3*t^ft s .
(
from 3^+^?) A sort of con-

fectionary.

(re.) A fragrant grass (Andropogon mu-

ricatum).

3^^333 s. (
m . <[< + \3<F) A tree (Pentaptera

Arjuna).

^t^fl s. (^t^+ni) The belt or girth of a

warrior.

^W^l s. (/. ^Tj+^^l) The wife of a hero.

Also <fl<M§Xl (/.).

^t^tt ! s. (n. 3^+^) The draught of

liquor taken by a warrior before or during a

battle. Also ^^tl^ (n.).

s. (m. <[<— ^S$>) The marking-nut

plant (Semecarpus anacardium).

3t«RTf*T s. (^t^+C^tpT) A peculiar de-

scription of earrings,

3"T«^3 s. (m. ^t^+^W) 1. A renowned or

distinguished hero. 2. A sacrificial horse.

<l<^t3" s. (m. <ft<+^t3*) Heterodoxy; the

observance of the tantras.
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^Wih3l s. (-^ /.^" +^) The mother

of a hero. Also <t^"^ (/.).

Heroism, heroic

sentiment.

«tA<£l& 5. (m. ^t^+ C$&) A matchless hero*

raaw who has suffered the sacred domestic fire

to become extinct.

(femin. of ^t^T) it. A matron, a wife

and mother. 2. (Beng.) A climbing plant

(Asclepias rosea). Carey.

post of

peril or danger, a forlorn hope.

<ftTf*R s. (n. <f[%+ 3TPFT) The seat or station

of a guard or sentinel. Manu xi. 110.

<ft^^ s. from f^+ R.^Hj A creeping

plant.

<ft*P s. (n. ^t^+ ir) 1. Power, strength,

energy, valour, firmness, fortitude, heroism,

might, dignity, lustre, splendour. See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 576. 2. Semen virile.

^Wi^ «• mfn - +^\) Mighty,

powerful, strong, firm, heroic, energetic, vic-

torious, illustrious, grand. Also

(_f^FT mfn.).

A plant (Melochia corchorifolia).

Hort. Ben. p. 97.

<l^t> s. (corrupt, of t^^s?) A small tree (Fla-

courtia sapida). Carey.

^fkUl s. (fromf^T*^)A kind of sweetmeat. Carey.

3<I? s. (corrupt, of U) 1. The breast, the

stomach. 2. A gibbosity or convexity. 3.

Courage, v. a. To

exert one's strength upon a thing; -C^nf^TO

or v. a. To protrude or throw out

the breast in a strutting manner. Carey. See

<<K5ltHl s . (3^ + p. «uU) A jacket.

^STKl s . + A burning sensation

or pain in the breast.

<^v5 a. (from Courageous, valiant, spirited.

Also <[^tt^3
, <P?K5 and ^t5^ .

<3"^\5l s. (from 3^) The breast, the stomach.

^ffts. (h. ^j) Powder.

<E^3t^t3 s. (3^+31^3) Covering the

breast with the upper garment.

<[^J^
s, The cholic. (Lit. A spasm

or sharp pain in the stomach).

<pTfaf^ ad. (from 3^) Breast to breast.

Root, i. (^fft) and x. (*flrfS, -C3)

1. To bark. 2. To speak.

s. (ran.) The heart. Also <£|1 (/.) or

#<<jp («. from R. <[<g) The barking of a dog.

(»• 11 + 3£) +Ut ?T) The

heart.

w. a. To bark as a do°\

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal

<r^!f^?) To except, to relinquish, to desist.

v. a. (caus. of <[f3K3) 1. To put out

a candle. 2. To fill up, to fill.

3f3U3 v. n. (from R. 3^) To be filled up ; to

be extinguished (as a candle), v. a. To close

(as the eyes).

^C^-TL 0, (
p

- 'tSJyjf) Great, distinguished, noble.

•^P^tl s. (p. Greatness, eminence, no-

bility.
"

s. (from R. <T^) 1 . A thought, an idea.

2. The understanding, intellect.
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^1 a. (from <[f%U3) Thought, apprehended,

understood, supposed.

<3<U^£3 v. a. (cans, of <[f^3) To cause to

understand, to explain, to demonstrate, to per-

suade, to convince.

1*1 s. (v. noun of l^K3) The causing any-

one to understand; demonstration, explanation,

persuasion. Also <<^1R and <<M< .

^H3l s. (^1+^51?) Redress; investiga-

tion.

3^tU s . (from fRtvS) The understanding, in-

tellect, sense.

v. a. (from R. <[<|0 To think, to appre-

hend, to conceive, to understand, to know.

^rf^^l, s. A plant (Flacourtia sapida, Rox.\

Mohun P. p. 40.

^"^s. (h. (Jbji) A kind of pulse (Cicer arietinum).

s. (corrupt, of 4^3^ ) Small spots or marks

wrought on cloth. Also ^"T^l. .

+ p.jb) Needle-work. Also

*^^Root, vi. (^>f3) 1. To leave, to aban-

don. 2. To cover, to clothe.

<£3l a. (from <rfeU3) 1. Immersed, dipped. 2.

(corrupt, of Old, aged : also 3\5 . s. 1.

Immersion ; a swamp. 2. An old man.

<\5l^$[fft s. (^331+^fft) The thumb;

the great toe.

v. a. (caus. of <[f\5U3) To immerse, to

dip, to squander.

^vSfrH s. (from 3\3l) Old age. Also <£3te1

.

^f\5 s. (from R. <JJ5$ 1. An inundation, the

setting land under water. 2. Five gundas or

twenty cowries. Carey.

« a. (from R. f^) To dip, to sink, to

set under water, to drown.

3\St a. (from ^31) 1. Overflowing. 2. Old,

aged. s. 1. An old woman. 2. Old age. 3.

A tree (Symplocos spicata). 4. A sum of

twenty cowries. See *|Tv5 .

A small plant

(Ruellia ringens). Carey.

Root, i. (^Tf3, — C3) To apprehend,

to perceive, to discern.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Known,

perceived, apprehended, discerned, understood.

s. (jn.
s

) 1. A learned man, a sage. 2. A gene-

ric name for a deified teacher of the Bauddha

sect, amongst whom numerous Buddhas are

reckoned ; the name is especially applied to the

ninth incarnation of Vishnu, and the apparent

founder of the religion of the Bauddhas. Wilson.

f$J% s. (/. from R. Understanding, in-

tellect, perception, discernment, judgment. On
the use of this term in the Nyaya and Sankhya

systems of philosophy : see Trans. R.A.S. 1.

30. 110. 113. 114.

a. (-ft^ mfn. +
Forming an opinion or idea, conceiving, under-

standing.

sessed of life and intelligence. Manu 1. 96.

*^Rb<K a
- (~^ mfn - ^J^'+^S) SaSe>

wise, learned.

*^fi<ft s. (f ^ft + ^ft) Imagination,

reflection. (Lit. Operation of mind.) Mohun
P. pp. 145. 147.

*^f%2FI s. (m. ^f^+ '5II) An aberration of

the intellect, an error, a mistake.

Sagacity, wis-

dom, intelligence.

*^f%Ht^a. (-H^ mfn. Tff+HV) 1. Learn-

ed, wise, intelligent, sensible.

*^^tfer s. (n. ^fl+^RaU) An organ of
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perception, as opposed to the organs of action or

Six are enumerated, viz. Eye,

ear, nose, tongue, skin, and mind.

s. (m.~) A bubble ; a vesicle.

*^Hv Root, i. ( C^t^fe , — G3), and iv.

(^Jfrfif, -C3) l.To know, to understand,

to think, to be of opinion. 2. To awake. In

the caus. form 1 . To make answer,

to inform, to teach. 2. To arouse, to awaken.

Frequently with^H, ft, 3 , %fpS , ft, or

prefixed to it.

Root, x. (with the insertion of a nasal
}

To injure, to hurt, to kill.

*<|Hs. (m. from R. ^H^) V. Budha, the son of

the moon and regent of the planet Mercury

with whom he is identified. 2. A wise and

learned man.

Wednesday. (Lit.

The day of the planet Budha or Mercury.)

a. (mfn. fromR.^^) Known, understood.

*<[<i s. (m.~) 1. The root of a tree. 2. An epithet

of Siva.

-JfT s. (corrupt, of ^ft^T. ?) A sister.

<3/T<£s. (from <[R G3) A weaver.

s. (v. noun of <3ftT\3) 1. The act of weav-

ing. 2. The sowing of seeds.

3W1 s. (from ^ftt3) 1. A sower, one who

sows seeds. Mohun P. p. 83. 2. A weaver.

Also <3*rftiri

.

<3*Tl a. (from Wild, sylvan, rural, s. A
species of rice. .As. Res. x. 7.

v. a. (caus. of 3ftt3) To cause to

sow ; to cause to weave.

^fTn^s. (h. cubj) The texture of cloth. Also

.

v. noun The causing to

weave or to sow seed. a. Woven ; sown.

». (from ^ikW) A web.

^f%^3 v. a. (from R. L To sow seed. 2.

To weave, to knit.

^ftnt^s. (p. jLij) A groundwork, a founda-

tion. Also <tl\..

a. (from p. jUi;) Relating to the

groundwork of any thing, fundamental.

^pfl a. (from 3*f) Wild, sylvan. See ^Tl

.

*^tt
v
Root, i. — Cv3) To discern, to

perceive.

#<^" Root, i. (^f3, -C3) To discern, to

perceive.

*<^3t^>1 s. (f. from the desiderative form of R.

^pL) Hunger, appetite.

*^^f^\3 a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of

R. "SkITJ Hungry, vexed by hunger.

#<F3?eP a. (mfn. from the desiderative fonn of R.

^avjj Hungry, desirous of food.

*<\2*->^rl s. ( f. from the desiderative form of R.

)
Curiosity, eagerness to know any thing.

a. (mfn. from the desiderative form

of R. <T< Desired to be known.

*<n3 5-vJT a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of

R. Anxious to learn or know a thing.

<T<F3^s. (a. A bastion, a tower; a cable; a

lunar mansion.

^JFT a. (corrupt, of <ol^i^Jl) An inch.

<T3Ti s. (p. i^cj) A gimlet.

*<[f^RooT, x. (C^"Wlf3) To sink, to dive.

v. a. (caus. of To cause to

rub or to stroke ; to stroke with the hand, to

touch with a pencil.
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v. cc. To stroke.

^ffl. £ (from ^pUvjj Speech, talk.

<«r1<^<POl s. A plant (Adelia castanicarpa, Rox.).

Hort. Ben. p. 105.

^^T<Jcr^ s Jjj) A bird, sometimes erroneous-

ly confounded with the nightingale (Lanius

Emeria, Linn. ; Turdus Emeria, Carey). The

same name is also given to Lanius (Turdus)

jocosus ; also to Muscicapa paradisea, and to

Cuculus melanoleucos.

^l^Wl s. (from p. Jjj) A bird (Turdus joco-

sus). See <^l<^l .

5 - (»•) Chaff. Also (n.).

^^Root, iv. (*[^f3) To dismiss, to loose,

to abandon, to forsake.

*3^T s. (n.) Chaff.

Root, x. (^Wf\?) 1. To regard, to re-

spect. 2. To disregard, to despise.

s. (n.) 1. Fried meat. 2. Force-meat ball.

*<T<| s. (mn.) The heart. See <[<| . Also <T^1

(/•)> !11 (~l%fr and mn - or^ (/)•

The name of a beautiful tree indi-

genous in Nepal (Rhododendron puniceum).

Carey.

Root, x. (I^Ufj) To kill, to hurt, to
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in-

jure.

(/.) The leathern girth used to secure the

howdah of an elephant.

^ Root, ix. (^1"tf3, ^'EUs5) 1. To choose,

to select. 2. To conciliate, to worship, to at-

tend, v. (^Ttl'fe, :$$U3) 1. To cover, to

screen. 2. To surround, to encompass. 3. To

select, to choose. With prefixed, To cover,

to screen, to conceal ; with To open,

to uncover ; with ^ + 3l1 To put on (as a gar-

ment); with :5T° + :3rl To wrap up into, to en-

compass ; with To surround ; with "fa To

uncover, to manifest ; with or 3Tf%4-^T°

To cover, x. (4r<Rrf\3 , — C3) To hinder,

to prevent, to obstruct. With ffF prefixed, To

hinder, to impede ; with To surround, to

enclose; with To resist, to struggle against.

3"°"fe3 a. (mfn. fret. -part. p. R. ^1+^5)
1. Increased, augmented, grown. 2. Nou-

rished, cherished, s. (n.) The roar of elephants.

<[<£^ Root, i. (<T<1?W) To take, to accept.

<L<t> s. (m.) 1. A wolf, a hyaena. 2. An orna-

mental tree (iEschynomene grandiflora). 3.

Turpentine. 4. Compounded perfume.

<P*M s. (m. <p+ <£*!) 1. Turpentine. 2.

Compounded perfume.

Sfjj s. {mfn.) The heart. See
^Jjj

.

<T<£ a. (mfn. irreg. pret. part. p. R.

kins' Gr. p. 418) Divided, cut, broken.

Root, i. 1. To appoint. 2. To

cover.

<[5£ s . (m. from R. <t* ) A tree.

The shade of a

tree.

) A garden or

grove near the residence of a minister, &c.

^tikT, s. (-ft^ m. from^ + R. f%W)

A carpenter's chisel.

^^e^l s. (/. from <p$+K. 3^) Any para~

sitical plant, especially Cymbidium tessalloides.

-dfcfrl^t s . (m. ^+R. 31^) 1. The adze or

chisel of a carpenter. 2. A hatchet, a chopper.

^TPrft s. (/. from ^+R. 31^) A para-

sitical plant.

6 Q
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^ftfwi s . (/. ^ + 3itfPi;+fwi)

Botany. Mohun P. p. 137.

<P$t5f *• (»• 5^ +^) Acid seasoning or the

fruit of the tamarind so used. Wilson.

3^ Root, vii. (i^flfe) 1. To cover. 2. To

quit, to leave, to desert, to abandon, to abhor,

to avoid.

Root, i. (3^ff5j), n. (<jT3F), vii.

(^tf^), and x. ^if^ To abandon, to re-

linquish, to resign, to leave : often with iUl

,

orP. prefixed to it. Also vii.

To cover.

^tlFT s. (n. from R. 1. Sin, vice, profli-

gacy, wickedness. 2. Distress, misery. 3. Red

leather. 4. (m.) Hair. a. (mfn.) 1. Wicked.

2. Crooked, bent, curved. Wilson.

3"^ Root, vi. (<ftf3) To please, to gratify.

<P]^ imperat. of R. ^ To choose, sometimes used

in Bengali, e.g. <T<T° " Choose a boon."

<^ Root, i. (<3^313) To move, to be in activity,

to be, to exist, to live. With ^rfi? or ft +

prefixed, To pass by, to pass over ; with

:3PT To follow ; with 3lf% To approach, to go

near, to turn towards ; with 1. To approach.

2. To return, to go back ; with fa + 311 To re-

turn ; with t*t 1. To abide in, to be in a place.

2. To return. 3. To cease, to perish, to vanish
;

with fa + 'Pr 1. To return, to revert. 2. To

perish, to vanish ; with ^fk or fa+^f^To
turn round, to err about ; in the caus. To ex-

change ; with ^ To begin, to proceed, to be

going on ; to excel ; with 3rfe+3 To be, to

exist ; with +^ To proceed, to begin, to

come forward ; with To become, to be

changed into. iv. (^QXs3) To choose, to se-

lect ; sometimes with prefixed, x. (^\5-

TlfsJ) 1. To shine. 2. To speak.
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^F3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + 1. Chosen,

appointed, selected. 2. Covered, concealed,

screened. 3. Served.

son-in-law, a

bridegroom. Sabda S. p. 303.

3"f3 s. (f. R. <T+ f3) 1. A selection, a choice,

an appointment. 2. A request, a solicitation.

3. An enclosure, an enclosed piece of ground.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3pJ+ v3)l. Existed,

been, past, gone, departed, dead. 2. Round.

3, Firm, hard. 4. (for ^3) Chosen, ap-

pointed, selected
;

screened, covered, s. (n.)

1. Conduct, practice, behaviour : used in comp.

e. g. ^T^5 a. (mfn?) Of good conduct or be-

haviour, from a. (mfn.) Good, +^3.
2. A livelihood. 3. Verse, metre. 4. A circle.

Colebr. Alg. p. 87.

<T3^3 s. (m. ^3+ T>v3?) A portion of a circle.

Colebr. Alg. p. 96.

^TfttJTFrfT »; (/• ^S+ SftfrTFT +^ft)
Holiness, sanctity. (Lit. Increase of moral con-

duct and holy study.)

^St^TtTK ad. Sans, (from ^5+ 3FPTte)
In compliance with the metre or measure of a

verse, for the sake of the metre.

4v3kS s. (m. 3^3+3^) L An event, a fact.

2. Rumour, tidings. 3. A tale, a story. 4.

Topic, subject. 5. Sort, kind ; difference.

1. Existence, state,

condition. 2. Life, a livelihood, a profession

;

a pension. 3. Employment, occupation. Trans.

R. A. S. i. 552. 4. A commentary, a gloss,

scholia.

^raitS a. (-31^ mfn. + Of

great energy. Manu i. 6.

(from pen-

sioner. Mohun P. p. 158.

33
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^CT s. (m. R. iT+ ^T) 1. An enemy. 2. Darkness.

3. The name of a demon slain by Indra.

s. (-K\m. <T3" + R. 2^) An epithet

of Indra. (Lit. The destroyer of Veitra.)

See^ff^Cl.

ad. Sans. In vain, to no purpose, uselessly.

Idle talk, nonsense.

l&ffttW s. (n. ^Ti+Ttfa') An unprofitable do-

nation, money lost at play or given to har-

lots, &c.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. *|*Lj 1- Increased,

augmented. 2. Grown up, adult
;

old, aged.

s. 1. (ra.) An old man. 2. (n.) Benzoin (Sty-

rax Benzoin). —31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Old age.

<2f^1*T s. (m.^ + ^1^T) Old age.

^"PTte5
s. (m. ^f^TtlRE^P from R. "%) 1. A

potherb (Convolvulus argenteus). 2. (Beng.)

A climbing plant (Lettsomia nervosa). Carey.

^f^3t^ s. (m.^ + A pa-

ternal great-grandfather's father.

^RvjlU<l s. (f. ^+3f*fafa<t) A pa-

ternal great-grandfather's mother.

^Utsit^ s. (m.^+ A ma-

ternal great-grandfather's father.

^SWvJtol s. (/. A
maternal great-grandfather's mother.

An epithet

of Indra. (Lit. Who listens to the old or wise?)

^*t|^r s. (m.^+ 3T§^T) A meeting or as-

sembly of old men.

3^1 s. (femin. of ^) 1. An old woman. 2.

(Beng.) Increase. 3. Old age.

<P$|f*I s. (/.^ +31%f^) The thumb.

s. (m.^ +^31^) 1. The great toe.

2. The thumb.
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s. (/.^+ Old age.

<[ft s. (f. R. <^+f3) 1. Augmentation,

growth, increase, enlargement, extension, . dis-

tension. 2. Increase of dominion or power,

considered as one of the objects of regal power.

3. Interest on money or goods. 4. The eleventh

yoga or lunar asterism. As. Res. n. 302. 5.

(In grammar) A peculiar protraction to which

vowels are subject under certain conditions.

Wilkins' Gr. § 23. (Beng.) -M&W and

v. a. To aspire ; v. a.

To enlarge, to further, to promote
;

i?. To increase, to grow, to thrive.

The pro-

fession of usury.

^fW^ (<[f^ + ^ft¥) An offering made to

departed ancestors.

^Wj-ft^ (m. for $53pT ) An old

bull.

<[^t3ft« (™. <[ff + 3Tfc^fa from R. 3fK)
An usurer. Also ^^IkSft^t (-f^*^ m.).

<T*L Root, i. (^t¥) To increase, to grow. x.

(31pT"f3) 1. To shine. 2. To speak.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^^+^1 Wilkins'

Gr. § 729) To be augmented or increased.

s. (n.) 1. The foot-stalk of a leaf or fruit, a

peduncle, a petiole. 2. A nipple.

<*K s. (?«.) A multitude, a quantity, a heap, an

assemblage.

s. (/.) 1. The name of a forest in which

Krishna was educated. As. Res. vn. 231.

2. Holy Basil.

a. (mfn.) Handsome, pleasing, beau-

tiful, excellent, eminent. The irregular com-

parative of this adjective is ^ft^t^ (-"SP^

mfn!) and the superlative (mfn.) Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 520. s. (m.) A god, a deity.

6 Q 2
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s. A thousand millions. Morton.

^*!^ Root, iv. ( To choose, to prefer, to

select.

s. (m.) A flower (Justicia Ganderussa).

(wi.) 1. A scorpion. 2. The sign Scor-

pio ; the month when the sun is in Scorpio.

As. Res. ii. 292. 3. A hairy caterpillar. 4. A
crab. 5. A thorny shrub (Vangueria spinosa).

<W Root, i. (3^f3) 1. To sprinkle, to pour

out, to rain, to shower. 2. To hurt or kill.

3. To weary. 4. To give. x. (<*nifo) 1. To

conceive, to be impregnated. 2. To possess

supreme or supernatural power.

<R~ s. (m. from R.^L) 1. A bull. 2. The sign

Taurus in the Zodiac. As. Res. it. 292. 3.

Virtue, merit, personified as the bull of Siva.

4. A rat. 5. (In comp.) Excellent, chief, best

:

see

s. (m. from R. 2^) The testicles or scro-

tum.

^W"^ s. (m. from R.^ + R. A cat.

An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. Whose banner or emblem is a bull.)

s. (m. from R. ^) 1. A bull. 2. (In

comp.) Excellent, best, chief. See

man of low origin, a Sudra.

<T^fl s. (femin. of 3^i) 1. A woman of low

origin. 2. A barren woman.

^M>*fl; s. (/. from OT) A wanton or lascivious

woman.

<p1 s. (f from R. 3^) A plant (Salvinia cu-

cullata).

^5Ti s. (— from R. ffl^) An epithet of

Indra. (Lit. He who rains.)

^t^^Wt s. (/. from <[TOM*j) An epithet of

the goddesses LakshmL, Gavjri, Swaha and

Sachi.

^t^f*l s. (m. from ^+^f*l) An epithet of

Vishnu or Krishna, of Siva, and of Agni.

<Ptt s. (/.) A seat of kusa grass used by ascetics

and by religious students.

^^N^ffi s< ^ <p +3^^T) The letting

loose of a bull on the occasion of an oblation

to the ancestors.

a. (rnfn. pret. part, p. R. •^sl^+vj Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) Quitted, left, abandoned.

^f^ s. (f. R. <T^+f^) Rain, a shower.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. <^+*T) Fit to be
<r

showered down or to rain. Also (m/w.).

Wilkins' Gr. § 730.

Root, i. (<<(5j or with the insertion of a

nasal 1 . To grow, to increase, to ex-

tend. 2. ( To roar (as a wild beast),

vi. (<^f^J)To make an exertion, to endeavour.

See^T.

<jTfe^1 s . (/. from R. <[^) An outer garment,

a wrapper, a mantle.

s. (femin. of^T^) 1. A mantle or outer

garment. 2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit poetry.

As. Res. x. 463. 3. A plant (Solanum hirsu-

tum, also S. Melongena and S. Jacquini). 4. A
large lute.

from

^<'P) The name of one of the most impor-

tant upanishads, considered as forming part of

the Yajur-veda. As. Res. vm. 421. 438. 472.

^CFfr s. (m. +^"^) An epithet ofAgni

or Fire. (Lit. Whose splendour is great.)

(— mfn. from R. ^^) Large, great.

<J$7
rc
tfi3 s. (m. ^^for + *tf3) 1.

Vrihaspati the preceptor of the gods and re-
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gent of the planet Jupiter. 2. An ancient sage

and lawgiver. Also ^^tf^J (m.).

^^S^U s. {^^3+^i<) Thursday.

Also ^H'ft^U .

*^ Root, ix. To support, to nourish.

^ Root, ix. (3*ttf3, 3~fft3) 1. To choose,

to select. 2. To cover, to screen.

(3 Root, i. (3Uf3, -C3) To weave.

C^3lt^ a. (p. /) Without fault or

blemish.

(^<p^ a , (p. Jib j ) Foolish, ignorant, in-

considerate. Also C<i^<p2F
v ^ '

)

(^tsilK^ a. (p. ^j) Unmannerly, ill-bred,

uncourteous.

(from p. <_jj1 .j) Uncourteous-

ness, rudeness, impudence.

(3"3T£fN^ a. (p. ^) Unjust, unequi-

table.

C^STRC^ a. (p. ^JT j
)

Contrary to law or

ordinance, illegal.

(from p. ^Jp\ ej) Illegality, un-

lawfulness.

C3"3TK3"I a. (p. ^j+3rT\5l?) Disordered, out of

order, irregular.

a. (p.jIjJI ^^j) Immoderate.

C^5n*TOt s. (from p.jUJl ^j) Want of mode-

ration.

(3"3IT^ a. (p. ^ tL»T ) Dishonourable,

base, mean, vile.

a. (p. jUT ^ ) Uninhabited, uncul-

tivated.

(3"3TW**^ a. (p. J^z ) Without work or em-

ployment, useless, inefficient, impracticable.

(from. p. J^c ,j) Uselessness, i

efficiency, impracticableness.

in-
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C^STtert^ a. (p. ^}J\ ^j}) Uneasy, unhealthy

sick.

(from p. ^) Uneasiness,

sickness.

a. (p. j\fr^ \ )
Having no choice

left, reduced to an extremity, embarrassed, im-

prudent, incautious.

(from p. ^ ) Embar-

rassment, jeopardy, difficulty, imprudence, in-

cautiousness.

a. (p. j\sj\ ^jj) Not agreeing, not

of the same opinion, disunited, unfriendly.

C^t 3!^ a. (p. UU>J ^j) Without faith, irre-

ligious, unbelieving.

(from p. uUil ^ ) Want of faith,

irreligiousness.

A thorny

species of bamboo (Bambusa spinosa, JRox.^)

Mohun P. p. 65.

a- (p. i^j! ^j) Without a promise

or agreement.

WlrSSTt^a. (p. JUcJ ^) Not in the habit

of doing a thing, not used to, not familiar with.

C-3\3<F<^ a. (p. jij ^ji) Dishonourable, unbe-

coming, disreputable.

s. (from p.£ ^j) Dishonourableness,

disreputableness.

(<3\33^«. (p. e^ij ^jj) Untimely, unseasonable,

premature.

(^301*1^ a. (p. ) Without measure or

weight, unmeasurable, imponderable.

s. (from p.
^jj ^j) Imponderability,

immeasurableness.

C^3\5l<^a. (p.jjtf. ^) Inexcusable, unjustifiable.

(^s3^^a. (p. ^ji) Without a home, foreign.
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s. (corrupt, of ) A detailed ac-

count, a narrative, an accurate report.

C^^t^ a . (p. y^Jj Doubtless, without

hesitation or scruple.

C^ifol s. (from (^(fSTs?) A sprain, a wrench.

v. a. (cans, of C33ffrU3) To wrench

or sprain.

v. n. To be sprained or wrenched.

pf«3..(itam Cl^ra)Shape, ma„„er,faShio„,

sort, kind, the cut of a garment.

v. a. (from f^+ >SSF) To shape, to

mould, to cut cloth for a garment.

a. (from ?) Large, widely spread

(said of fishing-nets).

C«Pl a. (from l«'felJ) Bent, curved, crooked,

awry.

v. a. (caus. of (fe) To make

crooked or curved, to bend.

v. n. (from R. 3<^?) To be crooked, to

be curved or bent ; to bow, to warp.

(^3lt s. (corrupt, of <t3t?) 1. A sprout, a young

shoot. 2. A small pustule, a pimple. 3. A
small person or thing. 4. A mongoose.

a. (corrupt, of ) Dwarfish, short.

Also and .

C^fOTl a. (corrupt, of 353) Without a tail,

tailless. Also ($JZ5 and C<a3^1 .

C3^3"tf «. (p. j^j ^) Without restraint or

confinement, irregular.

(/5<$'<*\a. (p. JjJ ^) Not assented or agreed

to, not acknowledged, not accepted.

(from p. J^J '.^jfi
A want of assent

or agreement, refusal, disavowal.

(<2T<Wl<r a. (p. ^j) Unsteady, inconstant,

moveable, fickle, changeable.

(from p. ^i) Unsteadiness, in-

constancy, fickleness, changeableness, muta-

bility.

C«PC1 a. (h. J^) 1. Restless. 2. Out of order.

An integument, skin, rind, the peel

of fruit.

C^^R^ a . (p. jy^i Without fault or

blemish, entire, complete, perfect, immaculate,

uncorrupted, innocent.

C^^^T^ft s. (from p. jy^i ^jf) Faultlessness,

completeness, perfection, innocence.

a. (p. jjli ^jf)
Unsteady, unsettled,

not fixed.

(from p. j**U ^^y)
Unsteadiness,

want of a fixed arrangement.

a. (p. ^y^j ^jj)
Irregular, illegal, ano-

malous.

(from p. ^jila ^jj) Irregularity, ano-

maly.

cr. (p. jjlj 1. Secure against sur-

prize or attack. 2. Free from restraint or

controul.

C<<PtU-l*l a. (p. sAcli Without order or re-

gular arrangement.

C^^T^a. (p. ^i) Without work or employ-

ment.

(from p. J£ Want of work or

employment.

a. (p. Without value or

worth, worthless.

(^f^FTTsjt s. (from p. ^ Worthlessness.

C^t^f^I^ a. (p. ^) Without a de-

scription, without a detailed account.
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(from p. ij^~JJ> ^j}) The want

of a description or detailed account.

a. (p. v^jf) Not being aware of,

incautious, imprudent, inadvertent.

C^^ft^a. (*3p#Ji Unleavened.

C^TO s. (p. &s~,cL
,
j) Free from taxes or

expences,

a. (p. jJjU- Destitute of a master

or lord. Carey.

m. from R. <ft^) 1. Velocity, speed,

dispatch, rapidity, swiftness. 2. The stream or

current of water. 3. A sudden emotion or im-

pulse of the mind. 4. Energy, effort, deter-

mination of the will. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 111.

—31 (/.) or —^ (n.} Celerity, impetuosity.

Spoiled, faulty, vicious.

C^ttel s. (corrupt, of <ff3^R ) A variety of

the common citron tree (Citrus medica). Hort-

Ben. p. 59.

G3PjSlte£ a . (-3^ mfn. (3*1 + Impe-

tuous, swift, quick.

The name of

a metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 474.

C^t^ a. (p. ^i. ^j) Free from care or solicitude.

s. (t. ^fjj) A princess.

C^T^ae?. (a.^Aj) Without, with the exception

of, except.

C^^t^A^ a. (p. ^pji ^j) Without a scope, im-

partial, indifferent, independent.

(from p. yi^c ^j) Impartiality, in-

difference, independence.

C^T^ff^a. (p. j£}
je. /J)

Free from anxiety

and trouble.

(^rjc?^
rt# ^ pree from mistakes or

errors, correct, right.

(from p. laii ^Js) Freedom from mis-

takes or errors, correctness.

a. (p. ajlCj) Strange, not domestic,

foreign, unknown.

Cpttfe^ a . (p. JiU ^J)
Not indolent, not

negligent.

(from p. Jili ^j) Absence of in-

dolence or negligence, diligence, zeal.

o. Impressed into service. —<T<[T3
v. a. To force into service, to impress.

C^tt^l s. (from (3PtR) The impressing or

forcing a person to labour.

empire v. a. (from ) To hasten, to go

quickly, to flow.

C3*ft a. (-ft7^m/». 0^+^) Quick, spee-

dy, swift, rapid, s. (?h.) 1. A courier, an

express. 2. A hawk.

C^tH s. (corrupt. ef:j5^T?) The egg-plant (So-

lanum Melongena). Also its fruit. Carey.

a. (p. *L<f Free from sin or vice,

faultless. Also

s. (from p. jg &g ^j) A freedom

from crime or punishment.

Willul a. (from WttfJJ Purple, of a purple

colour.

A purple

colour.

C^fl s. (corrupt, of ) A frog.

a. (corrupt, of <TRl) Left-handed.

C^^t^t 5 . (from C^f ) A tadpole, a young frog.

) Prince's-metal,

white-brass, bell-metal.

(3^1 a. (from C^ffe?) Sold. 5. A sale.

v. a. (caus. To cause to

sell.
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v. noun of C<"SWS3) The causing of

things to be sold. a. Sold.

C<(>1< I a. (p. Without a remedy,

helpless.

C^Ut^a. (h. Jl=^u) Unprincipled, unbecoming,

improper.

(from h. JUcu) Impropriety, the

being unbecoming.

v. a. To sell.

C^"fet3 v. a. (from R. f^?) To assort, to

choose, to select. C<"ft^Tl **&£3 v. a. To

pick out, to select. C«|b}Ul ^Pjt>3 v. a. To

set aside for use. Carey.

C<v5l
J^t5Iv a. (p. ^j>) Free from danger, in-

jury, or distress.

(from p. ^i-j ^ji) Freedom from

danger, injury, or distress.

C^"*3Tt*T a. (p. ^U- j) Lifeless, spiritless.

a. (p. j ) Not associated

with, not familiar with, not of the same side or

part.

(<T3TnTa. (p. ^jU- ^y) Improper, misplaced, un-

just.

(<u5Tt£[1 a. (p. fcfU
Lj
j) Not perished, not lost,

faultless.

C<n5i1<
n

< a. (p- j)j~>) Vexed, angry, displeased.

C^vSTu^ a. (p. t^ls*- ^ ) Not current
>
not con1-

mon, not usual,

WlOl^l^a. (p. J<U- ^j>) Not bound (as a book)-

C<oTL s- (from R. ^t^k) An ichneumon; a

weasel, a ferret.

«\|ET a. (p. ^j) Free from arrogance.

(from R. An envelope, a wrapper.

C^lpl s. (h. \5-j) A son, a child. Also used con-

temptuously in addressing inferior persons.

(h. ^JiS) A daughter.

C^"^ll1 5. (from <Tt^) 1. A wanderer, a vagrant.

2. A widower. 3. A purse. 4. A sorry horse.

C^fcjl s . (from R. 3T^) A rope, a kind of string.

a. (p.j + h. tliLfi) Inaccurate, not exact.

Not firm or stead-

fast, unsteady, undetermined.

(#3 s. (from C3"fe3) An enclosure, a fence, a

hedge ; a circumference, a turn ; a winding, a

roll ; a scheme, a machination.

C^ft s. (from OZfiSUS) An enclosure, a fence.

03"3t^£3 v. a. (from f^R") To walk ahout,

to ramble, to journey, to travel.

C^^yl a. (p. ^j+vSt^l) Not customary, not

usual, singular.

C^^tf^Tirl a. (from CI*3$$E3«) Rambling or

wandering about, roving, s. A wanderer, a

rambler.

C3"^3K5 v. a. (from R. (3^?) To surround, to

encompass, to enclose ; to invest or besiege (a

town) ; to re-consider, to re-examine.

(from R. ) 1. A fetter, chains, irons.

2. A pair of tongs. 3. Short hair growing on

the head.

o
C^\53Pl s . (corrupt, of C^3°*l) A species of

wild thorny bamboo (Bambusa spinosa). Carey.

C3T\5*Ti s. A plant (Sida cordifolia). Mohun P.

p. 44.

C3I\?R a. (p. ^j + KSl^ )
Misshapen, ill-

fashioned, ill-formed.

C3\5Jl a. (from C3"Pjt3) Forward, overbearing

;

rising above, projecting
;
eminent, excellent.

v. a. To beat against, to strike.

C<Tb< a. (p. (J + h. c_>J) Deformed, ugly.
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(3"^ Root, i. (CTTfe, -C3) 1. To go, to

move. 2. To know, to remember, to discern.

3. To play on a musical instrument. 4. To

take.

C3°l s. (m. from 3ft1 ?) 1. The name of one of

the mixed tribes, the offspring of a Vuideha

man by an Ambashi'hi woman. Manu x. 19.

Their occupation is to play on musical instru-

ments. Manu x. 49. 2. The name of an an-

cient king. Manu vn. 41. ix. 66.

A species of grass

(Agrostis diandra). Hort. Ben. p. 8.

A species of grass (Andropogon murica-

tum). Hort. Ben. p. 7. Also C^tT^T^ .

(/.) 1. Unornamented hair, braided and

falling down the back like a tail. 2. A conflux

of rivers. 3. Weaving.

s. (/.) 1. Unornamented hair: see

2. A stream, a current. 3. A species of grass

(Andropogon serratum).

s. (m.) 1. A bamboo. 2. A pipe, a flute.

C<*r3? s. (w.) A pike to drive an elephant. See

CTt^I s. (m. from C^+R. $Tl) A player on

a fife or flute. Also

C^IH (from sffis ) A trader, a merchant, a

dealer, a grocer, a banker.

s. (corrupt, of C^TJ) A reed, a cane (Cala-

mus Rotang). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

C<3\3^!fU^ a. (p. ..^Sf i) Without blemish or

fault, innocent.

C<^^<t^ a. (p. ^jjj ) Without delibera-

tion, inconsiderate, incautious.

s. (n.) L Wages, hire, reward. 2. A live-

lihood, a profession.

C^3*T^ s. (from C<"J*i ) A mercenary, a hired

servant or labourer.

a. (p.
Ly) Without investigation

or search ; without polishing.

W^v&M a. (_f^ m. fe^+^tft^)
Subsisting by hire or wages.

G4v5*«M>Sr a. (p. j+aj ^i ) Without discernment,

indiscreet.

(from p. j^aj ^ ) Want of discern-

ment, indiscretion.

C<1\3< a. (p. ^ ^) ) Unusual, uncommon.

C<sJ<^I s. ((.<\3+^T) A plant used in dyeing

(Justicia tinctoria). Hort. Ben. p. 4.

a. (p. ) Without a contrivance,

without an effort or exertion.

C<T3<jni^ a. (p. ..^ Impartial, of no party.

(from p. , _ Impartiality.

C<s3< l^a. (p. JL\jj a ) Not planed, not pared.

C<sS«f<SI^ a. (p. uujJ ^) Uninstructed,

uneducated, untutored.

C3v3^|<Wl s. (from p. c^y- ^ ) Want of

education or instruction, rudeness, ignorance.

C3"^PT s. (m.) 1. The ratan (Calamus Rotang).

2. The citron (Citrus medica). See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 453.

C^3^T\g. (-^ w/n. from

Abounding in reeds or canes.

C<\J^<PX<S>
«• (

p
- JUasr^) Not just, not equi-

table, not true.

(^sH^H^a. (?-,j*xj^)) Without authority, with-

out an appointment.

A sort of dock or sorrel (Oxalis mona-

delpha or Rumex vesicarius). Sabda S. p. 416.

TOWtH a. (p. jutf? J) Remiss, indolent, neg-

ligent, not enforcing injunctions,

C^3t^^ a. (p. c^U* ^) Weak, feeble, power-

less.

6 R
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C^^tT s, (p. ^+31"^?) Ill-flavoured, insipid,

tasteless.

C^^t^T s. (m.) A dead body occupied by an evil

spirit • a familiar, a sprite.

C<\Sl^^"| s. (m. (<\SH+^|) One of the

nine gems or celebrated men at the court of

VlKRAMADITYA.

«• (p- |»-JjO' ^g}^) Uninstructed, un-

taught, ignorant, rude.

C3"^T3l1 s . (corrupt, of 3"^^) Chenopodium

(the edible species). Also (^TSrHI^?

.

a. (p. ) Not humble or

pliant, unkind, inattentive.

A plant

(Chenopodium album). Hort. Ben. p. 21.

(331 a. (-3 mfn. R. ft"^+^) Knowing,

versed in, acquainted with. s. (w.) A sage, a

wise man.

C<3^T s. (m.
s

) A reed, a cane (Calamus Rotang).

C^W, s. (-ft*J>. C^ +^tf^T) An at-

tendant bearing a cane as a mark of office.

CttTjSt s. (/. from C^!T +^) The name of

a river commonly called Betwah, which rises

in Malwa and falls into the Jumna below Kalpi.

blow or

stroke with a cane.

C3"^Root, i. (CZ$U3) To ask, to beg.

C^Tl s. (m. from R. f<l ^) 1. Knowledge, science,

learning. 2. The generic appellation of the

sacred writings of the Hindus. See As. Res.

viii. 377. seqq. 3. A commentary, a gloss.

Well versed

in the vedas-

C<*l**l^ a. (p. J^o
(

j) Not comprised under,

not included in, excluded.

(from p. JiJ ^) The not being

comprised under, exclusion.'

C<.W\^ a. (mfn. C^W+ \B) Acquainted with the

vedas, knowing the vedas.

C^FTl s. (/. from R. W^j 1. Perception, sen-

sation, knowledge of sensual objects. Trans.

R.A.S. 1.561, 562. 2. Pain, affliction, dis-

tress, agony, torment. Also (w.).

One who

contemns or disbelieves the vedas, a disbeliever.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of R.

Perceivable, capable of being known,

felt, or understood. Also <:«foj«3 and CTO
(mfn.}. s. (n. ?) Individual consciousness.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 554.

Having read

through the vedas, well versed in the vedas.

(3T[f^ s. (-\mfn. C3Tf+ R. Know-

ing the vedas, acquainted with the vedas.

C^H.<>t<1 a. (p. iUjuJ
LS

^) Without state, pomp,

or dignity.

C< K<-> If *. (»i. C^W +37lf ) An epithet of the

ancient Hindu sage Vyasa, the supposed com-

piler or arranger of the vedas. See As. Res.

vm. 378.

C^l^a. (p. ^j) Out of breath, breathless.

C^TT^F^ a. (p. jl^J^ Useless, unnecessary.

(from p. jl^J ^jj) Uselessness.

«. (p. e^-ibjJ ^^j)
Incomprehen-

sible, unintelligible.

W^a. (p. j^J ^jj) Free from pain.

(from p. ^jj) Freedom from pain.

CW^ft^a- (p. J-i^) Without an argument

or proof.

C^lpft^l s. (from p. JJj (^j) Absence of proof,

the want of an argument.
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(^TffS^a. (p. (j^:t> .j) Not under the power or

authority of any person, independent.

OTTS^K a. (p. kkL:J ^) Without a signature.

C4k*?*feft s. (from p. kkuj jjjj
The want of

a signature.

C< a. (p. jj^iO ^jj) Contrary to custom

or usage, unusual, uncustomary.

(from p. ^jf) The being con-

trary to custom or usage.

C^K\o s. (-^to. from R. f«E\) The vedas

collectively.

(<1 H. a. (p. ^ + 1^1^31) Unusual, uncustomary,

unfashionable.

C^TRl^X a * (
p

- ^5?)
Unstained, immaculate,

spotless.

WKI^i 1 a- (p. lit* j^j) Free from deceit, sincere,

honest, upright.

C*3TE[1*f[ s. (from p. c|t) Freedom from spots

or stains, immaculateness.

« Cf 1^ 5. (m. C< H + :3lSx) The generic appella-

tion of the six auxiliary branches of sacred

science, viz. Sikshd, or rules of pronunciation

and recital
;
Kalpa, on religious ceremonies

;

Vyakarana, or grammar ;
Chhandas, or proso-

dy ;
Jyotish, or astronomy ; and Nirukti, or

interpretation of obsolete words occurring in the

vedas. See As. Res. i. 353.

C^^ft s. (-f^fiXmfn. OTTtff+ S/T ) Re-

lating to the veddngas, studying or teaching the

six auxiliary branches of sacred learning.

I s. (p. ^ji) Destitute of seeds or

grains.

OTffa s. (m. OTT+ 3J3") 1. (Lit. The end,

i. e. the scope or substance of the vedas) The

Hindu system of theology as founded on the

vedas. See Trans. R.A.S. n. 1, seqq. 2. The

entire or complete veda. Manu u. 160.

s. (-"fiR>. OTlW +^L) One who

follows the vedanta system of theology.

t<l*l< s. (from p. ^j + h. bta) Not humbled,

not brought under subjection or controul.

OTtMl a. (p. J ^>) Without a plaint or suit.

Also C<x i«\ and C^OTt •

OTft^Jt*? s. (m. OTt +3^1"^) Sacred study,

the reading of the vedas.

Worthlessness, the being of no value.

C^ft s. (f. from R. ) 1 . A place for a

sacrifice, a purified place, an altar. Also

(/.) 2. A terrace or platform in the court-yard

of a temple : see CTfWl . 3. (Beng.) A fish

(Perca sparoi'des). Carey.

C^IWl s. (/. from C3"fFf ) 1. A quadrangular

open shed in the court-yard of a temple. See

A place for a sacrifice, an altar.

Also (Beng.)

a. (»i/ra. pret. part. p. of the caus. of

Made known, represented, set

forth.

a. (p. LJj)
Heartless, indifferent, dull.

5. (from p. Jj ^j) Heartlessness, in-

difference, dullness.

C^^ft 5. (-f^l m. OTf+ 3^T ) A learned man,

a scholar, a pandit, a. (mfn.) Marrying, mar-

ried to : in comp. e. g.

?ra/w.) Marrying a Sudrd woman.

c<rrft 5. (for C3"ft) ] . An altar ; a platform or

terrace, especially for sacrificial purposes. 2. A
stool, a bench.

OT^fts? a. (mfn. OTf+ ^S') Said or declared

in the veda, sanctioned by holy writ. Also

WWlftsS. (mfn.).

OTP See OTPftTT

.

6 R 2
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(<T&p1 s. (corrupt, of jJJlH ) A fowler, a hunter.

(from R. 37^) 1. Perforation, a digging

or piercing through. 2. A hole, an excavation.

3. The depth of any excavation. Colebr. Alg.

pp. 97. 103.

a. (mfn. from R. ^t?%^) Piercing through,

perforating.

(k. from R. The act of digging

or piercing through
;
perforation.

(_/". from R. ^H^) An instrument

for piercing or making a hole, a gimlet, an auger,

an awl.

(3*^ffcl a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 3^ ) Vul-

nerable, capable of being pierced through. Also

(k^O (mfn.).

(m. from C^H+^) Zedoary

(Curcuma Zerumbet).

(from C<T<1) 1. A perforation, a scratch.

2. A hole, the depth of any cavity.

(^£1° 8m (-H^T m. from f^T+ R. <t1 ?) An epi-

thet of Brahma, of Vishnu, and of Siva.

C^f^3 a. (mfn. from R. 37<jj Perforated,

pierced.

v. a. (from R. i^S-s) To pierce, to per-

forate, to cut through, to bore.

Root, i. (C^TRS) To go. See (Z%

C<*TT^ a. (p. j»U ^j> ) Destitute of a name or of

reputation and fame ;
nameless, obscure, s. A

fictitious name.

C^TP^l. s. (from p. fli L5?)
Namelessness, ob-

scurity.

C^f^Tlr^a. (p. J&j ^J)
Destitute of a sign

or mark.

(3"^ Root, i. (C^te3) To shake, to tremble.

C3^fcU (m. R. C3"\+3Pj. Wilkins' Gr. § 827)

A trembling, tremor. Also

C^J 2088

C^t^lH a. (mfn. pres. fart, proper form of R.

C^^) Trembling, shaking, quaking.

C^Pf^l a. (p. sj^j ^) Without a curtain; ex-

posed, undisguised, unabashed, shameless.

C^Pf^*5l a. (p. ^j) Without apprehension

or fear
;
secure, tranquil.

(^14^^ s. (from p. \jj ^j) Freedom from

danger or apprehension, security, tranquillity.

C^i^Hl a. (p. ^jjJ^j) Without a warrant

or order.

C^t3^ a. (p. jc^j ^) Without a choice,

having no alternative.

C^ilT s. (corrupt, of ^W?) A trade, a

line of business, a profession, commerce,

traffic.

C^TTl, a. (from C^tt?) Pertaining to a trade

or line of business ; commercial
;
dealing, trading.

$. A trader, a merchant.

C^fii^l a. (p. <dj ^) Unequally matched.

(.^CtT^lT^a. (p. cSH>jj ^) Destitute of clothes.

WW^^ a. (p. Without leisure,

not at ease, busily engaged.

(^FT^l s. (from p. u^ly ^) Want of

leisure or ease.

C33FliWl a. (p. s^a ^}) Useless, unprofitable,

vain.

CWt7^ a. (p. JiU ug3 ) Unfit to be mentioned

or to be said again.

a.
(y.Jj jj.) Careless, thoughtless,

inconsiderate.

(«^4*V^ a. (p. Destitute of an op-

portunity or of leisure.

(^£<*1vSt s . (from p. i^i^i ^j) The absence

or want of an opportunity or of leisure.
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C<<>5£ a. (p. c^ij )
Untimely, unseasonable,

premature.

(<T<llU s. (p. *J +^=Tt¥) A want of intimacy

or of friendship, hatred, enmity.

C^"^C*K ^s. (p. ^joj ) Without a contrivance,

without falsehood, true, sincere, simple.

A beautiful shrub (Musssenda fron-

dosa). Carey.

C«w
1 a. (p. Destitute of power or

strength, weak, feeble.

C4<*J

1 a. (p. Not under subjection or

controul.

(<i<l 1^ ad. (p. ^j) Without a remainder,

entirely, completely, fully.

a. (p. uJilj ) Not aware of, igno-

rant, unexperienced.

(from p.
)

Completeness, full-

ness, totality.

C^^lHl a. (p. x&£.j ^gj) Not bound by a promise

or engagement.

a. (p. Cj,^ ^j) Without an heir or

owner, not claimable by right of ownership or

inheritance.

Root, ii. (K<ftfo) 1. To go. 2. To

pervade. 3. To become pregnant, to conceive

in the womb. 4. To desire. 5. To throw or

send. 6. To eat. See R. <l , whence C<T<t

seems to be derived by reduplication.

TTT^ a. (p. jLiJ ^ ) Without a founda-

tion, unfounded, groundless.

(<SI S . (_HH „. R. (^r + H^) A loom. Also

c<nri (-^«!.).

f^3*I<f a. (p.^JjU ^^j) Uncertain, undecided,

not determined, not settled.
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C< ,U<1?<<^
>
s. (from p. Jji*, Uncertainty, un-

decidedness.

C<T^I<|1 a. (p. ^jyo ^j>)
Unfit, improper, unbe-

coming, unsuitable.

C<T*I<FT/f^ a. (p.^yjju, ^j) Unable, impossible.

C^TT^Kr^ a . (p. ^J)
Not compact, not

tight, not firm, weak.

C^MsSl<^l s . (from p. ^) A want of

compactness or firmness, weakness.

COT^f^T^ a. (p. uJ^-< j>) Without an as-

sembly.

(from p. (j-ls* ^j) The being

without an assembly.

C^THjl a. (p. gu
l5j)

Tasteless, insipid.

«• (p. ^jisc^i ^jj) Not attached to,

not connected with.

POT^^a. (p. u^Jk* ^) Without an object,

without a request.

C^I^^l s. (from p. ^^Ik^ j) The having

no object or request.

C^HTTn^ «.
(
P . Not approved of,

disliked, disapproved.

C^IPTl^l s . (from p.
JJli^ ^) Disapproval,

dislike.

C<*i^sil a. (p. j) Not agreeable, not

acceptable.

C<i4.<>i5I a . (p. Mytj*
l5j)

Untimely, unusual,

not customary.

(TO fl . (p.jU^) Sick, unwell.

C^5!^ s . (p. ^Uo) Sickness, ill health,

illness.

a. (p. uJ3U ^jj) Without an owner

or proprietor, unappropriated.
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C<*4i.p^ s . (from p. jj) The being

without an owner or proprietor.
"

t«*M»ra*^a. (p. ^j) Unknown, unnoticed,

unobserved.

C^^t^lfl s. (from p. pfito ^J)
The being un-

known or unobserved.

C^5lt^T«.
(
P

. J^^^) Free from tribute

or duty.

(from p. ^ + f3TpH£3) Disunion,

disagreement.

C3ftf*t^ a. (p.^ _j) Unfit for society, not

fit to associate with.

(from p. J*^ <j) Unfitness for as-

sociating with.

W^l^ a. (p. cljSk ^j>) Destitute of time or

leisure for any thing.
"

(from p. c^)Sst ^j) Want of leisure

or time.

C3*Jri lR<^a. (p. u^L*
lSj)

Unfit, unsuitable,

improper.

C^T^tT^a. (p. v) Not restricted to a

particular time or place.

(from p. jUj^o ^ji) The not being

restricted as to time or place.

C<3TII^"t3X^ a. (p. i^-v^c .j) Incapable of being

mended or repaired.

(from p. c^y, Incapability

of being mended.

s. A fiddle. See C^Ml

.

C^Ttf^*L (corrupt, ofT^|1"fc *N Forty-

two. Mohun P. p. 127.

C3^f a. (p. 2+^) Without colour, colour-

less.

(^<F3[ a. (p. ^) Not agreeing with, not

conformable to.
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C^^F^ad. (p. Outside, without. Also

C^R^t3«. (p. ^ ^j) Not customary, not

usual.

O" (p> ^j) Not facing, not opposite.

KC«Uaj1t^ a. (p. J\^J)J ^) Without daily

support.

C<C<t^ftR
S

l s. (from p. Jgj}j lS
j) A want of

daily support.

C^^Root, i. (C3^f3) 1 . To go, to move. 2.

To shake, to tremble, x.
(
(3^TTf\3) To

count, or declare the time.

C3^T s. (corrupt, of H*"d ) A fruit (vEgle

Marmelos). Hort. Ben. p. 41.

C^^fe s. ( for ft^ + ^t^") A lancet.

C^TTfte s . (p. J^) A pioneer. Mohun P.

p. 152.

C^^*f s. (from R. f^lj A roller used in making

pastry. See C^^T

.

&"V|H s. (C^+^T) The large double

jasmine (Jasminum Zambac). Carey.

C^Tl s. (/. from R. Wilkins' Gr. § 768)

1. Time, season. 2. Tide. 3. The sea-shore.

4. Boundary, limit. 5. (Beny?) A tree (Sa-

pium bacciferum).

C^STfaf^U. (/. C3*Tl + 3I^fl) A particular

scale in Hindu music. As. Pes. ill. 78.

C&tfla. (from^lt%) Sandy, s. The name of

a fish.

RP^Root, i. (C3^f\3) 1. Togo. 2. To shake,

to tremble.

s. (raw. from R. A plant the seed of

which is used as a vermifuge.

C3^3l s . (n. C3^+ 3l?) Black pepper (Piper

nigrum).
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C^M*T s. A rolling-pin. See C^T'T .

C^fs^sS a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. C^JW +^J)
Shaking, trembling, tremulous, quaking.

C^*\^ s. (p. ^jLj) Superior, preferable, excellent,

good.

(3*1 s. (to. from R. f^*i) 1. Entrance, access.

2. An abode, a dwelling
;
especially an abode

of courtezans. 3. Dress, decoration ; a habit,

a guise, v. a. To dress

one s self; -<P< rE3 v. a. To dress another ;

v. a. To change one's dress.

M*T<^ a. (p. i^Xi, .j Doubtless, fearless, free

from apprehension.

(3*(3" *. (to. from R. Wfy A basin, a small

pond.

(3*fatT. SeeC^PTte.

C<"fe<ll s. (OT +^1 ) Embellishment, dress.

C^frT^Ti a. (p. ^+^0 Of a high price,

costly. Also C^fpTl

.

s. (from R. f%&t) 1. A nostril. 2. An
ornament for the nose.

(<r*R^ a. (p. ^} ) Immodest, shameless.

C^*j<^1 s. (from p. mj& ^j) Shamelessness,

want of modesty.

G5P$*U a. (p. ^jJS, j ) Out of the way, unusual,

uncommon, unjust.

(3"*HT<^ a. (p. L^S\^> ^j) Without partner-

ship.

(3*|t|\ a. (p. Jjb ^) Undignified.

rtHo. (p. Undesisting,

unremitting, incessant, ad. Incessantly.

(from p. An augment, an increase.

C^P^Hs. a - (
p

- ) Numberless, innume-

rable.

(from p.jU-i ^jj) Numberlessness,

innumerability.

C^»H s, (_*TTC from R. f^) A house,

an abode, a dwelling.

W^J ». (/. C^SFTf |J) The site of a dwell-

ing or habitation.

ra. from An assemblage of pros-

titutes, an abode of harlots, a brothel.

(3*U1 s. (/. from (3*1 ?) 1. A harlot, a cour-

tezan, a prostitute. 2. A metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 464.

C^tJt^^ s . (n. C^l+^lt^^) Whoring,

debauchery.

C<t*l)'lSi"ti$ a. (-f^L mfn. C^1+^W-
f^C^J Visiting prostitutes, lecherous, s. A
whoremonger. Mohun P. p. 96.

An abode of harlots, a brothel.

C*3^T s. (to. for (3*1
) Ornament, dress, decora-

tion.

A condiment. See

(3^ Root, i. (C^C3) To surround, to en-

compass, to enclose, to enfold.

s. (to. from R. (3^) 1. An enclosure, a

fence. 2. Gum, resin, any glutinous substance,

bird-lime.

(3?s&35
a. (mfn. from R. (3"^) Surrounding, en-

closing, wrapping around.

(3^FT s. (n. R. C3%f-3H) 1. The act of en-

closing or surrounding. 2. Any thing that sur-

rounds or encompasses ; a girdle ; a fence, an

enclosure.

C^FflTr a. (mfn. R. (3^+31^) Fit to be

surrounded or enclosed. Also &p (mfn.).
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a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Surrounded, enclosed, encompassed.

Root, i. (0<f*ifo) To go, to move.

t<^«^a. (p. i^-^j) Without cause.

C<^< i< s. (m.) A condiment, as ground co-

riander, mustard, pepper, spice, &c.

C^$<«s a. (p. j) Unsocial, unfit for

society, unpolished.

• (p- cr-^s.** jj) Unfitness for society.

a. (p. <«^.cL> ^ji) Unseasonable, out

of time.

C^^Tl^a. (p.jL ^j) Unaccoutred, not harnessed.

C^T^Tt^ s. (a. ^^xLb) A stock, a capital.

Grots!. (from a. e^cUi) A pedlar.

a. (p. ciJU ^) Without an umpire,

without an arbitrator or mediator.

C<.^W^ a. (p. ^j) Without interest or profit.

(from p. j^j ^j) A running without

interest.

C3t*TR^1 a. (p. <tj£yj»i ^g)) Without office or

employment.

C37Pt\5l a. (from R. 31^) Stale, old, musty,

corrupted.

C^^Root, i. (C<^(.si) To resolve, to endea-

vour, to make an effort.

G55^ a. (p. fjo-
(
j) Wrong, untrue, false, un-

just.

C^^3l^ a. (p. ^) Without digestion.

(from p. ^j) A want of di-

gestion.

C<^^ s. (/.) A cow miscarrying from taking the

bull unseasonably.

C^5?\ a. (p. S»- ^jj) Boundless, unlimited.

(^2^1 s. (corrupt, of Marriage, nuptials,

a wedding.

(from The father of a son-in

law or of a daughter-in-law.

«• (p. ^y) Destitute of a com-

mander or superintendent.

(from p. ^U- ^^j) The want of a

superintendent or commander.

C^ttTs. (fromf^t^ ?) A child's mother-in-

law. MohunP. p. 11.

(<T^tir1 a. (p. L->- Shameless, impudent,

immodest.

C<^,l< I s. (from Engl. Bearer} A palkee-be&rer.

a. (p. Jl->. Miserable, wretched.

s. Wretchedness, misery, a bad condition.

(35^1 s .

(
H

. 1^) A violin, a fiddle.

(p. J*sW- ^ji) Unproductive, un-

profitable, without revenue or duty.

(from p. J^ls- ^ji) Unproduc-

tiveness, unprofitableness.

a. (p. i^-^iZ*- ^y) Ignorant, unwise,

foolish.

C^ft5^^ a. (p. ^j) Without bravery,

zeal, or spirit.

a. (p. <_->Lj>- ^) Without a calcu-

lation or computation, incalculable.

(from p. <_jL-s» ) The want of

a calculation or computation.

C^*^?3^ «•
(
p

- ^^ Without orders, con-

trary to commands.

C^T^^fj, s. (from p. ^j)) Absence of orders

or commands, disobedience.

C^^Ra. (p.j^^j) Absent.

C^^va^l s. (from p. jy6s^ ) Absence.
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A species of reed (Bambusa spi-

nosa). Hort. JBen. p. 25.

(ST^j^I^S a. (p. li^i ^ ) Without dignity or

respectability, destitute of character.

(from p. i^vcjs-
(

j) Want of dig-

nity, respectability, or character.

a. (p.jLijji) ^j) Inattentive, care-

less, unmindful, silly, dull.

(from p.jLiy,^) Want of

sense, carelessness, dullness.

C^T^U^a. (p. ^^Syj> ^J) Silly, not sensible, foolish,

insane.

(from p. jjJlys ^jj) Silliness, folly,

want of intellect.

indecl. Sans. Indeed, verily : a particle of

affirmation or asseveration. It is also used as

an expletive. (Being?) Except, unless, besides.

Root, i. To dry, to become dry

or withered.

feci A book. Also <T< .

(corrupt, of A shrub (Fla-

courtia sapida). Carey.

(n. from f<T + ^5i£) A garland worn

like the sacrificial thread over the left shoulder

and under the right arm. Also'o^ fe><P (n.).

(wi.) A plant (Flacourtia sapida). See

a. (n. pKP^ + IT) Surprise, astonish-

ment, wonder, consternation, confusion, an im-

perfect state.

t^^N s. (m. from ) The evening, the

afternoon.

^4<$HT. s. (from f^t^) Eatables offered to

some deity in the afternoon. Tarctchand Ch.

1«I^JHQ$ a. (mfn. from f^H) Relating to

the afternoon. AlsoT^tf^? (jnfn.).

ad. (locat. case of t^FN) In the

evening.

(m. from f<t^
r
'&1 n. pr. of the mother

of Vishnu). 1. A name of Vishnu and of In-

dra. 2. (n.) The paradise of the Hindus.

t^CS s. (n. f^3+ lT) Aversion, disgust.

s . (n. f^<p + Tr) Confusion, tumult,

agitation.

(m. from f^+ R. J*t
5T ) An ancho-

ret, a hermit.

t^Wt 5. (n. from ) Skill, cleverness,

expertness.

CD s. (n. from f^+ R. f&$J Distracted-

ness, folly.

Wrp s. (n. 1%f5^r+Tr ) Gaudiness, the

being of many colours ; manifoldness.

fa^SFFT s. (n. from ft"+ R. The last month

of uterine gestation.

s. (m. from "fa + R. fe) 1. The palace

of Indra. 2. The banner or emblem of Indra.

flag-bearer.

(f. from ) 1. A flag, a

banner. 2. A plant (iEschynomene Sesban).

(f. from t^OT^) 1. A flag, a

banner : especially that of Indra. 2. A plant

(jEschynomene Sesban ; also Sesbana iEgyp-

tiaca).

a. (mfn. <ft3l+^ Wilkins' Gr. § 898)

Relating to seed, seminal. Also *C< foi<P

.

a. (mfn. (<\fcl*1 + f^<?) Expert,

clever, conversant with, profoundly skilled.

A paddle for rowing a boat. — it'lf<Cv3

v. a. To row a boat.

6 S
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Xg$G s. An assembly, a meeting, a club.

t<P &<Pj*Tfr1 s. (feli^ + p. <oU) A house of

relaxation, a club-house.

X$~&\ SeeWfl.

X$°\ s. (m. from C^^) A worker in bamboo-

work.

^Tt^ a. from C^jj Made of bamboo,

s. 1. A worker in bamboo or wicker-work.

2. A bamboo staff. 3. The name of a sacred

place of pilgrimage. As. Res. vn. 241.

(m. from C3"^+^<£) A player on a

flute.

^C<pT<£ s. (m. ^t't1+^^) A lutist, a player on

the vina.

V<T*N? s. (m. from C^jj A bamboo goad headed

with iron, used to drive an elephant.

t^°t^ s. (m. 3^3°^+^) A vender of

meat of birds or beasts.

ferePf^ s. (m. from C^vPT Wilkins' Gr. § 903)

A labourer, a hireling.

t^^f^i s. (/. from f^ +^^i?) The river

of hell. 2. The name of the mother of the

Rakshasas.

s. (m. from 1. A bard

whose duty it is to awaken a prince with songs

and music. 2. The worshipper of a vetdla or

evil spirit ; a magician, a conjurer.

t^tT<fr s. (n. f^T^H +TT) Cleverness, skill,

sharpness, cunning.

"faffed a. {mfn. C^+^ Wilkins' Gr. § 903)

Relating to the veda, authorized by scripture,

versed in the sacred writings.

t4fk<M?4l s . n. t^ft^+ 3*S$T )

An action enjoined by the vedas.

(n. from n. pr. of a mountain)

A gem (supposed to be the lapis lazuli).

a. (mfn. f^XR!*! + 3^<£
)

Foreign,

relating to another country. Also

(m. from + C^?) 1. The name of

one of the mixed classes, the descendant of a

Vaisya by a woman of the Brahmanical tribe.

As. Res. v. 59. Manu x. 11, 17, 47. 2. A
trader by caste or by profession. Also^<l CI'lA^

andt^tflf^3 (m.).

X^A) a. (mfn. from C3T/[) 1. Relating to the

vedas. 2. Medicinal, medical, s. (?w.) 1. The

offspring of a Brahman by a Vaisya woman.

Manu x. 8. -4s. Res. v. 56. 2. A physician.

a. (mfn. tp +^) Medical, relating to

medicine.

science

of medicine, a treatise on medical science.

t<iwivji s. (-J f. t^P+^TTI) A plant

(Justicia Ganderussa). Wilson.

a. (mfn. from
)
Relating to a law or

precept, established by law, legal.

x&&> s. (re. from f^fcl + TI) Widowhood.

X&fc) s. (n. from Irrelieion, hetero-

doxy
;
unlawfulness, contrariety to law.

(m. patronymic from An epi-

thet of Sanatkumara, the son of Brahma and

eldest of the progenitors of mankind.

(/. from f^"+ R. H) The yoga star of

the 27th lunar mansion. As. Res. ix. 365.

a. (mfn. from ^T+^l) Foolish, igno-

rant, silly.

£3^1 s. (m. patronymic from f^*T3l ) A name

of Garuda the sacred bird of Vishnu.

T<*fl>W s. (/rare, from f^ + R. "ft) A mediate

conveyance, as a porter carrying a letter ; a

horse dragging a chariot.
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ISPWtel s. (». t^t^fc+ TT) Contrariety, op-

position.

tSPfct^o. (mfn. TT^rns' Gr. §902)

Relating to a wrong path, going wrong.

(m. from A chandler,

a vender of grain, oil, ghee, fruits, &c.

(m. patronymic of f^T^^) h An

epithet of Yama. 2. The epithet of the seventh

Manu or the Manu of the present period.

Manu r. 62.

a. (mfn. f<l<t t^ + ^3?) Matrimonial,

nuptial, relating to marriage. Manu n. 67. s.

The father of a daughter's husband or of a son's

wife.

re§3Ts. (re.? fromftp") Grandeur, pre-emi-

nence, wealth, power.

(n. from + TT Wilkins' Gr. §

975) Difference of opinion.

t^TtltOT s. (m. from f^STPJ) A brother by a

different mother. Also'^MTH" (»?.).

"falTfanrt s. (femin. oft^ttTJH) A sister by

a different mother.

s. (n. <332|+TT) Uselessness, inutility.

Alsot^TP&Hfo (/.).

a. (mfn. from <U l*^ !) Relating to

grammar, grammatical, s. (m.) A grammarian.

t^HT^a. (mfn. from^TfcT
)
Relating to a tiger,

made of tiger-skin.

s. (n. from ) 1. Enmity, hostility, re-

venge. 2. Heroism, valour, prowess.

C3«T^P s. (n. f^^+ TT) Disgust, dissatisfac-

tion, dislike.

a. (corrupt, of 3"f$^+ :3I^[) Not related

to a person, not a relative.

^f^JtFTs. (re.t^+Ri5kH)Revenge,

retaliation. Alsot^^tf^ (/.).
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t^T^T. a. (-f\\ ™fn - flom fe^l ) Free

from passion or worldly attachment, s. (/re.)

An ascetic, a devotee, a stoic.

(re. from ) Freedom from pas-

sion or worldly attachment ; stoicism.

Wfel s. (f. t^ft%^v3l| Enmity, hatred,

malice. Also^f^"^ (re.).

a. (— wz/re. t^T +^t) Inimical,

hostile, malicious, s. (m.) An enemy.

t^Kfft s. (re. f^HSpl+XI) Disparity, con-

trariety, difference.

"^<lc^<3! a. (mfn. from f<l
)
Relating to or made

of the vi7«?a tree (iEgle Marmelos). Manu

ii. 45. (re.) The fruit of the vilwa tree.

imperat. sing, of *W*TC3 Sit down, be

seated.

Jj3*ffti s . (m. fromf^^W) A month in the

Hindu calendar, in which the moon is full

near the southern balance (April-May). As.

Res. Hi. 280.

^*Tftn s. (f. fromt^M) The fifteenth day

of the first half of the month Vaisdkha. As.

Res. in. 280.

$4*114% s. (re. t^TOf+^f) Cleverness, ex-

pertness, skill. Wilkins' Gr. § 975.

v. a. (from R. ftl.) To enter, to pene-

trate, to pierce, to run ; to sit down.

W*F&> s. (re. "frPf^ + TT) Peculiarity, dis-

tinction, excellence.

t^f^ s. (re. from favWf^j The desig-

nation of one of the Hindu schools of philoso-

phy, an off-shoot of the Nyaya school. See

Trans. R.A.S. i. 19.

(m. from R. A Vaisya, a man of

the third tribe, a trader, an agriculturist.

s. (femin. offa*t>) A woman of the third

or mercantile and agricultural tribe.

6 S 2
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t<lUH<l a. (mfn. from f^U^< ) Relating to

the Viswadevas. s. (n.) A sacrifice to the Vis-

wadevas. Manu in. 121. See

(/. from ) A festival on

the eighth day of the second half of the month

Mdgha. As. Res. m. 274.

t*l^n "1 < s. (m. patronymic from the

name of an ancient sage) An epithet of Agni

the deity of fire.

s. (m. irreg. patronymic from f^T^^"^ n.

pr.) An epithet of Kuvera the deity of wealth.

s. (n. f^^ST + TT Wilkins' Gr. § 975)

Inequality, unevenness, difficulty
;

injustice,

harshness, rigour.

A tree (Salix tetrasperma). Sort. Sen.

p. 71.

s. (n. from f^L) A world.

a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr. § 897)

Relating to the god Vishnu, s. (m.) A Vaish-

nava, a follower or worshipper of Vishnu. As.

Res. vn. 280. vm. 495.

t^Tfft"^ s. (m. from f^ + R. ^) A fish.

v. n. (from R. <P^) To sink to the

bottom, to become lower, to settle.

«. (fromt^R^S) Fit for sitting upon.

CTfarN s. (corrupt, of C^ftlH) A sheat-fish

(Silurus Pelorius). Carey.

W 1 1>1 1. Deceiving, wicked. 2. Ear-cropt.

Mohun P. p. 19.

m$ s. (corrupt, of C3ft) A stalk, a stem.

Also .

C3t<Fl s . (corrupt, of <T<R^) A he-goat. a.

Stupid, silly, simple.

(from C^n^l )
Ignorance, stupidity.

Also C3 .

s. (p. <Ls&) A bundle, a parcel. Also

(from R. <1^) A burden, a load; a bale.

s. (from R. ^H.) 1. The understanding of

a thing. 2. (corrupt, of C3TE<P) A load, a

burden, a package. 3. A charge or trust.

(3rW^ s . (from C3Tb"3}) A load, a cargo, the

loading of a ship

C<1 1^1 s. 1. A large snake (Boa constrictor). 2.

A species of fish not yet ascertained.

a. (mfn. irreg. fut. part. p. R. fa*^)

Fit or proper to be carried.

C<H to 1 s. (—\ m. from R.^T+^) A bearer, a

porter, a carrier.

(m.) A stalk, a stem.

C^t3^s. (from the Eng. Bottle) A bottle. Mo-

hun P. p. 76.

C<Tt3"t^I s. (from the Eng. Button) A button.

C^tT{ s. A kind of half-formed coal or black earth

frequently dug up at a depth of ten or twelve

feet from the surface in alluvial soils. Carey.

a. Changed in taste, ill-flavoured.

C^W^ s. (m.) A sheat-fish (Silurus Pelorius).

*(3"t"^3") a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^k+^^)
Proper to be considered ; entitled to considera-

tion, deserving reflexion.

s. (-"^ m. R. ^Jfch^j 1- An intelli-

gent person, a wise man, one who thinks or re-

flects. 2. A bondsman, a bail.

*C^tH s. (m. from R. 1. Intellect, wisdom,

sense. 2. A thought, an idea. 3. Awakening,

arousing.

*C<rtet<3?a. (mfn. from R. 1- Comprehend-

ing, knowing. 2. Indicating, informing, ap-

prizing of. s. (m.) An informer, a spy.
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*C^t^<T s. (m. CTtH +^T) A minstrel whose

duty it is to awaken the prince, in the morning,

by music. Seel^Mtf^? .

*C3"$7fcD a. (mfn. C<nH +^ ) Attainable by

the intellect, intelligible, comprehensible.

*(3l<fr s . (n. R.^^+^H) 1. Comprehension,

perception by the understanding. 2. A festival

on the ninth day of the month Bhddra. As.

Res. in. 292.

a. (mfn.fut.part.p. R.

Proper to be understood, intelligible.

•C^tttTTrU. +3riT3T=T)The in-

telligent and sentient soul. Trans. R.A.S.i. 551.

(m. from R. 1. Intellect, under-

standing. 2. Holy study. 3. The holy fig-tree.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of

R. ^H^) Made known, taught, apprised.

*C^tR?T3 s. (m. C^tf^+^) A Bauddha

saint.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^^+TT) Know-

able, perceivable, intelligible.

C<[ l*i I s. (from ^f^TU3) The sowing of seed.

s. (from ^f¥ft ?) A sister's husband.

C^W^T a. (from 3^T) Woody, sylvan.

C^HTO s. (m.) The name of an ancient Hindu

grammarian. As. Res. i. 354. vn. 213. 280.

a. Dumb.

v. a. (from C<1 To lisp, to make

a noise like a dumb man.

C^lUlf^T s. The sheat-fish (Silurus Pelorius).

C<1 1<T s. (m.) 1. A sort of pulse (Dolichos Cat-

jang). 2. (Beng.} Saw-dust. 3. An ornament

for the waist.

C^t^fl s. (corrupt, of A wasp.

C^lTi s. (from R. A bag, a sack.

+ p. *Jcj) The enclosing

of things in bags or sacks.

C3~tRl s. A bean : a variety of rice usually

reaped in March or April.

(w.) 1. Gum myrrh. 2. (Beng. h.
J^j)

A speech, a sentence, a saying, a word. 3. A
kind of earth used to glaze earthen vessels. 4.

Liquor prepared for dyeing. 5. A ley made of

goat's dung and other ingredients.

C^Tt5^ s. (m.) A scribe.

C< N s. (C^t^ +FN as a jingle to it)

Discourse, speech.

t<t Hsj1 s. (corrupt, of <U^t1 ?) A wasp.

(tiffin s. (from GCl%,A species of walnut-tree

(Juglans pterococca). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

C3t*Tl s . (from C3tpHt3) A speech, a sentence,

a recital, an expression.

(TMtT^ v. a. (caus. of (3lf^TC3) 1. To call,

to summon, to send for. 2. To dye.

v. a. (from R. ^"^?) To speak, to say,

to mention.

C3t^ s. (from (3lf^t3) A language, a dia-

lect ; a phrase, a speech, a cry.

(31^1 s. A wasp. See C^Ts3l

.

The name of a species of rice. .4s.

Res. x. 7, 10.

A brass or copper pot of a particular

make. Carey.

(m. from A Bauddha, a Buddhist,

a follower of the religion of Buddha.

indecl. Sans. An exclamation in making:

an oblation to the gods or manes.

a. A plant (Cordia Myxa or latifolia).

Sabda S. p. 73, 309.

<D A Taddhita suffix by means of which the
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words "Rip *. (to.) A paternal uncle, and

"SfTT^") s. (to.) A brother's son, are derived

from (to.) Father, and SfcS s. (to.)

Brother. Wilkins' Gr. § 1006.

a. (mfn. from ft+R. 1. Singled,

separated, individuated. 2. Distinct, discernible,

apparent, manifest, evident, clear. See Colebr.

Alg. p. 112. 3. Learned, wise.

Arithmetic,

calculation with known numbers. Colebr. Alg.

p.l.

«J3»f<mir s. (37^+ ft^U) A phenomenon.

Mohun P. p. 156.

^f%^WfWi s. (from ^+ft*nr+
Natural philosophy. Mohun P. p. 154.

37fe s. (/. from ft + R. 1. Separate

existence, individuality. 2. Distinctness, dis-

cernibility, manifestation. 3. A person, an in-

dividual. 4. (In grammar) Case, inflexion.

— \3l (/.) or —J (a.) Individuality.

a. (to/w. ft+3$) 1. Perplexed, bewil-

dered, alarmed, frightened. 2. Zealous, eager,

impatient. —31 (/.) or —^ (w.) Perplexity,

agitation, alarm.

^JSfSFilS a. (-^ ^JSj+XFFSTj i.

Perplexed, bewildered. 2. Zealous, eager.

37^[ a. ft-l-3$l) Distorted, misplaced
;

sarcastic, s. (to.) 1. A cripple. 2. A freckle

or spot. 3. A joke, a sarcasm : also

and 3KS[t^ (/.). 4. (Beng.) A frog.

^?ft a. (-"RT\to/«. 3J^+$^) Distinctive,

discriminative.

<P"Tr^ Root, vi. To cheat, to defraud,

to deceive.

<Uv5l*1 s. (n. from R. ft+ R. 31^) A fan.

373^ a. (mfn. from R. ft+R. Expres-

sing, making clear or plain, indicating, distin-

guishing : effecting, producing : used in comp.

e. g. SS^(S<S|^ a. (mfn.) Giving dis-

tinction to birth. Manu n. 68. —^ (/.) or

— (ra Expressiveness, efficiency.

3KpT s. (n. from ft+ R. 1. The making

or distinguishing any thing. 2. A mark, a

token, a sign. 3. The beard. 4. The privities

of either sex. 5. A consonant. 6. Condiment,

sauce.

3J^Rfts s
.
(to.^^T+srf%) (In grammar)

The junction of consonants.

3J|pPl s. (/. from ft+ R. 3Pf ) The correct

indication of any sentiment; a joke, irony, sar-

casm. Also ^JJptf^fe (/).

<^M<P s. (to.) The castor-oil plant (Ricinus

communis). Also <-i\i*"< s
T (m.).

(from ft+ 3lf3+ R.^) Calamity,

misfortune.

<> s; (
m . from ft + ^lfo + R. Op-

position, contrariety, the reverse, deviation,

variation.

<uft3WPl «• (-ft^ to/«. SErfiE^'fe^
Opposing, thwarting, transgressing.

^TfeZ^t^ a. (mfn. from ft +3rf^ + R. 3^1 )

1. Gone by, passed (as time). 2. Opposed,

thwarted, reversed.

a. (mfn. from ft+3tf3+3^Sl?)
Agitated, bewildered, alarmed.

a. (mfn.ft+Uf3 + 33^3) Distressed,

agitated, annoyed, perplexed.

3n3ft# a. (mfn. from ft+ 3if3+R. ftr^)

Different from, excepted, distinct, separate.

Often in comp. e. g.

(mfHi) Different from those enumerated, from

^fft^Tfa s. (71.) Enumeration, +^ftf^.
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It is in Bengali used like a preposition, and

may be translated Besides, except.

4ftfcM4 s. (m. from ft+3lf3+ R. ft^)
Distinctness, separateness, difference, excep-

tion, dissimilitude, prep. Without, besides, ex-

cept.

.4>j^U<Q a. (-"^\mfn. <tifaW<*>+f^)
Making an exception or distinction, discrimi-

nating
;
different, dissimilar.

ad. (locat. case of ^if^R^) With

the exception of, without, except.

<JRS5.U si (from ft + 3lf3+ R. "§) Mutual

exchange, reciprocation of good or bad offices.

a. (mfn. from + R. f") Passed

over, elapsed, gone by
;
excepted, omitted.

ad. (locat. case of 33^3) With the

omission or exception of, besides, except.

(ro.fromfa+Slf^+ R.*^) 1. A
portent, a great calamity (e. g. an earthquake).

2. Disrespect, contempt. 3. The name of the

seventeenth of the astronomical yogas or divi-

sions of the ecliptic. See As. Res. \i. 203.

(m. from ft+ 3lf3 + R."§}) Barter,

exchange.

3JaHT «. (tn. ft+ 3rf\3 +3I¥ from R.^") De-

viation, discrepancy, variety, variation, contra-

riety, an inverse order.

^JQj^lft a. (mfn. from ft+ 3I"fe+
With crossed hands. Manu

ii. 72.

3JQjt^ s . (tn. from ft + 3Tf3+ R. 3F^) Op-

position, contrariety, the reverse.

Root, i. (33*ft3) To suffer pain, to fear,

to be disturbed or agitated. Sometimes with

^1 prefixed to it.

TOT/fllTa. (mfn.fut.part.p. R. 375^+31^)
Capable of being agitated or disturbed, sensible.

TOtt s. (/. from R. Wilkins Gr. § 831)

1. Pain, agony, distress. 2. Fear, alarm.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

1. Distressed, pained. 2. Frightened, alarmed.

37<1^Root, iv. (ft<frf3 Wilkins' Gr. § 251)

To strike, to wound, to hurt, to pierce. Some-

times with or with prefixed to it.

s. (m. from R. <P^) A stroke, a wound
;

a perforating or piercing.

^7<A s. (tn. from ft+^^P) A bad road.

3^ Root, x. (^Muftj To lessen, to di-

minish.

^PWS.a. (mfn. from ft + 3Pl +R.^ ) Gone

away, departed.

^>t&(*\ s. (m. from ft + 3P) + R. ft*jj 1.

Dishonesty, fraud. 2. An appellation, a name.

(m. from ft+OT+srl+R. ft)

A going away, secession.

^TUfao. (mfn. fromft+3Pi +R. t") 1. Gone

away. 2. Opposed to, contrary.

4*«<?*VV*: (n. from ft+ 313* + R.^) Sub-

traction. Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

<i<«?PlS3 a. (mfn. from ft+ "3I3"+ R.

Subtracted, s. (w.) Subtraction. Colebr. Alg.

p. 5.

4M'fbM *. (mfn. fromft +3R + R.fB?W)
Cut off, set apart, separated, distinct.

TOt155"^ s. (tn. from ft+SR+ R. ) A
cutting off, dissection, separation, division ; a

distinction, a restriction.

TOtwrfwi * (/. TOc^r+twl) The

science of anatomy. Carey.

TO^I s. (f. from ft+^+ R. *H) 1. A
covering, a screen. 2. Concealment, disap-

pearance.

TO*tt3l s. (— m. from ft+^+R. 5Bj
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One who separates, intervenes, or screens ; a

septum.

(n. from ft +SJ^+ R. <tl) The

covering, screening, or concealing of any thing
;

intervention, interposition, separation, partition.

a. (mfn. from ft+313 + R. Iff)

Screening, concealing, covering, separating.

Also ^R^Tfl '(Jftt% mfn.).

a. (mfn. from ft +3H + R. ^1) Fit

to be put in between.

s. (corrupt, of ^-Xt^tlT) An occupation,

a profession, a trade.

(<M*fl.^p.jU) One who fol-

lows any trade or occupation ; a tradesman.

<U4*ijU s. (m. from ft + 3I<r + R. 1.

Intentness of the mind upon any object, per-

severance, effort, zeal. 2. A plan, a counsel.

3. A profession, a trade, an occupation.

3J4^U<kkt a. (-ft^ mfn. ^^tTT+
*lQ Following a profession or trade.

<SM^i'i^ a. (-ft^ mfn. ^J<TftTI+^)
Professing a trade or calling, zealously engaged

in the pursuit of an object, s. A handicrafts-

man. Mohun P. p. 83.

s. (m. ft+313+ R.^I) A rule ; an

adjustment, due arrangement: applied to the

proper adjustment or reconciliation of contra-

dictory passages in different law-codes ; a writ-

ten extract from the codes of law, a legal opi-

nion, a prescription, a statute, an established

usage or custom.

n. from ft+S^+R. *$1) A
court of law. Carey.

373^1^ «. (mfn. fromft +313 + the caus.

of R. ^1) Adjusting, arranging, legislating.

s. (m.) An adjuster, a legislator; one who gives

a legal opinion.

An extract

from a code of law, or a document stating the

opinion of a law-officer on a controverted point.

n. from + the caus. of

R. ^1) The adjusting, arranging or establish-

ing any thing.

a. (mfn. from ft +313 the caus.

of R. *5^) Proper to be adjusted or regulated.

3J3*$1ft3 a. (mfn. from ft+^ + the caus.

of R. >
*T^U Adjusted, regulated, established,

legislated.

3J<rf^3 a. (mfn. from ft+ 313"+ R. ^1 ) Es-

tablished, settled, arranged, adjusted, regu-

lated, decreed, resolved upon.

^fH^fa^H s. (m. 3J3"f^J+ft^)
An option sanctioned by law. Kulluka onManu
n. 35.

3J<t^U a. (mfn. from ft +'3R+ R. ^1) Fit

to be settled or arranged, fit to be legislated

upon.

^T^TftTTa. (mfn. from ft+^+ R.

Litigable
;
customary. Also 3732[\3<P (mfn.).

373$;31 s. (-3 m. from

1. An umpire, an arbitrator, a judge. 2. A
litigant, a plaintiff.

<U%l«f s. (m. from ft+^R+ R. "§") 1. Af-

fair, business, profession. 2. Usage, custom,

practice. 3. Conduct, behaviour. 4. A cere-

mony. 5. An idiom. 6. Contest at law, a

law-suit, litigation. 7. Ascertainment, deter-

mination. Colebr. Alg. p. 286.

373"5;1^ a. (mfn. from ft+^R+ R. "§)

Acting customarily, bringing into use or common

practice.

3J«^J«03 a. (mfn. 3"J3Xt3"+ \3i) Of age, (i. e.

having passed his sixteenth year), capable of

managing his own business in a court of law. :

(Lit. Acquainted with judicial affairs).

^tft
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ad. Sans. + Cus-

tomarily, by established custom or usage.

A title or

topic of litigation. See Manu vm. 4—7.

^j^umI^i s . (/.<u<i<u+3Tt^i) k

Simple or general judicature, law as in all ordi-

nary cases administered. Wilson. 2. Certain

fundamental laws for the formation of courts of

justice and other steps preliminary to the trying

of causes. Carey.

i>4<Wf^I s, (in. 3J33^" + ft3TT) A
title of jurisprudence, a topic of litigation. See

3J3$^jTT. Also <UMi'l4*fciM (m.) and

37<$J|<<P «. (mfn. ^H^+^j Calcu-

lated for practical use, practical. See Trans.

R.A.S. n. 37.

<-><^lf«3 a. 3J^"te+$A?) Rendered

customary, brought into usage, established as a

usage or custom.

Relating to custom or usage, customary, usual.

2. Litigating, litigant.

<J«^l'<5 a. (mfn. fromft + 313"+ R.$ ) Usual,

customary; practicable, negociable, cognizable

by a court of law ; fit for use.

«J<iRsJ a. (mfn. from ft +3R + R. <{1) 1.

Covered, concealed, screened, interposed, part-

ed, separated. 2. Attached to, connected with.

<J<$i\3 a. (mfn. from ft+ :3R+ R. "§) Used,

done customarily, followed in practice.

<J<iu s. (m. from ft + ^41< + R.X) Copulation.

^jf^ft^3 a. (mfn. from ft+^rf^+ R.S^T)

Gone astray, altered to the worse, deteriorated,

corrupted (especially in a moral sense).

ofobW s. (m. fromft+3l1%+R. Wfe) A

going astray, a deviation (from duty), a tres-

pass
;
lecherousness, adultery.

<Jif5)|>i|<
J

i1 s . (femin. of <--> t> I f< 1^) An

adulteress.

^yfeTOt a. (-ft=T mfn. ^fest^-}- I^T
)

Going astray, deviating (from duty), trespass-

ing
;
lecherous, adulterous.

<I73 a. (mfn. ft+^3) Free from clouds, cloud-

less.

37^ Root, i. (37Hfi3) To go, to move. x.

To send, to dispatch. 2. To

cause to decrease, to diminish, to lessen. 1;

and x. (37*nrf3) To expend, to

disburse money. (N.B. This verb seems to be

composed of the Root < To go, with pre-

fixed to it).

OM s. (m. from ft+ R. Outlay, expendi-

ture, disbursement. (The opposite of "3Tt£T .<?.

(m.) Income.)

)
Miserly, penurious,

stingy. Also 3PTT<P \\3< .

37$*^ a. (mfn. 37^ +*!^) Liberal, pro-

digal, wasteful, spendthrift.

^JTOTt^Ts. (n. ^JTT+ vAlt«ri*i) Expenses and

efForts (for religious objects).

3?ft3 a. (mfn. ZXS+tS) Spent, disbursed,

consumed.

^ffeFl s. (/. ^Tftr^+^l) Prodigality, lavish-

ness, extravagance.

a. (-ft^ mfn. 37TT+ 5/T )
Extravagant,

expensive, lavish, prodigal. This word occurs

in comp. e. g. $&&*rtlH$ a. (-ftpT mfn.)

Whose expenses are confined or restricted with-

in bounds, economical, from T1ftf^3 a. (mfn.)

Circumscribed, limited, + <PU+

<Jul<Ps3 a. (mfn. from 37TT+^3 Wilkins' Gr.

§ 1033) Spent, consumed, lavished.

6 T
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un-) Useless, ineffectual,

meaning, vain. — <5l (/.) or —^ (w.) Useless-

ness, vanity, inefficiency.

a. (mfn. Improper, un-

usual, strange, immoral, unnatural, unpleasing,

painful, s. I. (w.) Pain, torture. 2. (m.) A

catamite. —^1 (/.) or —^ (w.) Displeasure,

impropriety : also
(
Beng.) ^Ht^l

.

<U*11 s. (». fromf^ + R. IPT) 1. Calamity,

misfortune, an affliction. 2. Sin, crime, vice.

Manu vii. 53. 3. Fate.

4)*fl44$ £ (jnfn. ^J^PT +SltS) Afflicted by

calamity or misfortune.

from R.
t5T^ ) Distressed, afflicted by misfortune or

calamity, miserable, wretched.

<3Fmk a. %r^k% mfn. W^&W^ h
Vicious, criminal. Manu vii. 53. 2. Dis-

tressed, unfortunate.

a. (mfn. from f<T + R. ^l^) Decomposed,

disturbed, agitated, troubled, confused, per-

plexed, annoyed, distressed, eager, busy. -31

(/.) or — ^3"
(ra.) Agitation, perplexity.

3J^t3Ttf*T^ s. (n. ^+t!Rlf^) (In

arithmetic) The rule of three inverted. Colebr.

Alg. p. 34.

Inversion : a

term used in the solution of a certain class of

algebraic problems. Colebr. Alg. p. 21.

37l° si A frog. Sabda S. p. 325. See ^tft .

37t<? s. (from <T^p) A crook, a turn, a curvature.

a. (from <V^Jj Crooked, turned, curved.

v. a. (from ^<P) To bend, to turn, to

make crooked.

s. (n. from + +R. <F) Grammar,

accounted one of the six veddngas or auxiliary

branches of sacred learning. As. Res. i. 341.

Con-

formable to the rules of grammar, grammatical.

4JWf s . (m.f^+^Sr^t^) Deformity, distor-

tion, alteration of form
;
mimickry.

3X[^T a. (mfn. f^ +^Tl^fT) Confused, trou-

bled, perplexed, bewildered, s. A plant (Sola-

num Indicum): also ^"t^O . — \?1 (/.) or

~
"<i

Perturbation, confusion, perplexity,

trouble.

«P^*lTcXS a. (^t^T+ffe^) Disturbed in

thought, distracted, agitated in mind. Also

a. (mfn. from f^+ 3Ti + R.3fT) Be-

wildered, disturbed, agitated, distressed.

^1<P\3 a. (mfn. from f^+ ^Ti + R. ^) Dis-

figured, deformed, distorted.

a. (mfn. Blown, ex-

panded, blossomed. Also 4nWW (mfn.).

s. (/. R+ifi+ R. MA) A gloss, a

commentary, scholia.

^Jt^3 a . f^T+ 3Tl + R.^1 ) Explained,

interpreted, expounded, commented upon.

a. (mfn. from

Requiring to be expounded or commented upon,

proper to be explained. Also Sift1*)?!! (mfn.\

s. (—^ m. from

A commentator, an expounder.

(n. from A com-

menting upon, an explaining or expounding,

3xterto s. (m. from

striking against, a percussion. 2. A hinderance,

an obstacle. 3. The name of one of the astro-

nomical yogas. As. Res. in. 302.

^Wn3^ «. (jnfn. from ft+ 3Tl+R.
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Striking against, opposing, thwarting, hinder-

ing. Also ^rfcTKft (-f3^ mfn.).

<0 I^CJ s. (m.) A tiger : as the last member of

compound substantives this word is often used

in a metaphorical sense, like and pT°3\

to express eminence or distinction : e. g.

<JhF|^J s. (rn.') A distinguished man, (lit. A
tiger of a man), from s. (m.) A man,

^T^FT^U s . (n. ZftQ + A sort of perfume :

also ^I^T^ft (/.).

<Pl^H^t s. A plant (Gale-

dupa arborea). Sabda S. p. 100.

^TTCPTK s . (_T^ m . 3Jt*J+*|t!7 ) A plant

(Flacourtia sapida, Rox.).

The castor-oil

tree (Ricinus communis).

^Pgt£ s . (m. ^XfcT + SHa ) A sky-lark.

<yl$Q s. (/. from ^rtQ
1

) A sort of prickly night-

shade (Solanum Jacquini).

3T|$[ s. A frog. Sa&tfa S. p. 203. See 37t° .

^T3l s. (»w. from fa+ R. 31^?) 1. Deceit, de-

ception ; a disguise, a pretext. Used in comp.

Under the semblance or

disguise of a hunting-excursion, using a hunt-

ing-party as a pretext ; from

hunting, +^H\3l . 2. (Seng.) An allowance

for weight, an overplus, a deduction, a discount;

interest on money ; a c^lay, a stay. — <p f^

v. a. To procrastinate, to loiter ;
—

v. a. To retard ; v. a. To gain.

ad. (from <Pt^) With delay, tardily.

^HU3itf^ s. (f ^T^S-f^fS5
) A covert al-

lusion to any thing, an inuendo.

<£H\5 s. (m.) 1. A snake. 2. A carnivorous

animal. 3. A rogue, a villain. See 3Jt*f

.

A vegetable

perfume, commonly called nakhi. See

Sg$3 «• f>/n. + for 3Tfc[3) Extended,

spread, widely opened.

*. (w. from R. <P$J^) A hunter, a fowler.

s. (»z. from R. ^^i,) 1- Disease, sickness

generally. 2. Leprosy.

a. (mfn. Seized or

overcome by sickness or disease, ill.

37tf*faT3 s. (m. ^Jtft +^3) A tree (Cassia

fistula).

3Ttf^3 a. (mfn. from 3ltfH+ 3^3) Afflicted

with sickness or disease, diseased.

3Ttf*feTI 5 . (m. ^JtR+^XT) Fear from a

disease, the apprehension of being infected with

a disease.

37t^ s. (rn. f% + 3Tfr from R. ) One of the

five vital airs, that which is diffused throughout

the body. As. Res. vn. 278.

^Jt^ a. (mfn. from fa+ R. OT^) Pervading,

penetrating, embracing, extending over the whole

of a thing
;

forward, impudent, s. (w.) Es-

sential property. —31 (/.) or — (n.) Dif-

fusion, prevalence, influence
;
frowardness, im-

pudence.

^H^fa" s. (n. from f^T + R. Sit1

!) The pervading

of a thing, the extending over a thing.

^M-ftU a. (mfn. from fa+ R. 3fl\) Capable

or fit to be penetrated ; fit to be met in all its de-

tails (as an argument).

37H^" a . (mfn . fr0m fa+3Tl + R. Dead,

deceased. 2. Injured, hurt.

s. (fromfa+R. 3Tt^) Extension, extent,

the occupying or filling of space.

WfrS s. (m. from fa+ Sri + R. ^TT) An evil

intention or design.

6 T 2
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a. (mfn. from fe+ 3Ti + R.*frT) De-

structive, murderous, malicious.

s. (n. from f^+ ^Tl + R. J^) De-

struction, murder ; malice.

Wife a. {mfn. from ft+ Sll + R. ^)
1. Hurt, injured. 2. Killed, slain.

&'MU 5. (»'. from f^+^d + R. ^) Business,

occupation, employment ; an act, a transaction,

an operation ; an endeavour, an effort for a

given purpose.

^Wti a. (-ft*T ^H^'ft^)
Transacting business, performing

;
occupied,

busy.

^JtfH^I a. (from 37t^) Pervading;, over-

spreading, s. A termagant, an impudent woman.

3Jtpfr3 v. a. (from f^ + R. Npt5

^) To over-

spread, to pervade, to extend throughout, to

occupy any space.

3Jtf^f il («. ^t^\+f) Extent, diffusedness.

a. (-ffi\ mfn. from "fc+R. 3TWj
Extending over, diffused, spread.

3HPj\5 a. (mfn. from "ft+ ^fl + R. ^) Engaged,

occupied, busy.

3TTWf3 s, (/ from f^ +^ + R. ^ )
Engaged-

ness, occupation.

331^! a. (»i/h. fromt^+ R. 1. Pervaded,

penetrated
;
occupied, filled, full. 2. Obtained,

got, placed. 3. Celebrated.

3JlfS & (/. from ft"+ R. 1. Penetration,

diffusion through the whole of a thing ; omni-

presence (as an attribute of the deity) ; fulness.

2. An adjunct, an attribute.

a. (mfn. from f^+R. %f^J Permeable,

penetrable, pervadible
;

liable, amenable, s.

(m.) 1. A drug (Costus speciosus). 2. (In

grammar) The subject to an attribute. — sFl

(/.) or —^ (
n») Permeableness, pervadibleness.

(/. ^Jt^+^ft) Permeableness,

the condition of being penetrable.

(f from fc+ 3J« +3p1j Mu-

tual imprecation. Also (/.).

3Tt^S' s , (jn. from f^" + 3Ti + R. ) A sur-

rounding, an enclosing or encompassing ; a se-

lecting or appointing.

a. (mfn. from ft+^+ R. ^} Sur-

rounding, enfolding, encompassing, encircling

;

electing, appointing, rescuing, liberating.

(from f3"+ 3j1 + R. ^J) A dis-

posal, a distribution.

a. (mfn. <T.J^2Tt<T+ Wilkins'

Gr. § 903) Practicable, intended for use.

3Tf^3 a. (mfn. from FT+^1 + R. <[) 1 . Screen-

ed, covered, guarded, protected. 2. Chosen,

selected, appointed. Also, though improperly,

written 3lt^3 .

3Xf^3 a . (mfn. from f^+^l + R. <[3) 1.

Rolled back, returned, revolved, revoluted. 2.

Turned out, precluded, excepted.

(f from + R. ^) Exclusion,

preclusion, exception, rejection.

(m. for ?) A fathom measured by

the arms extended.

a . (fromftt^ +£ft^) Confused,

mixed.

3Tt3J^ a. (mfn. from ft+ ^Tl + R. ) Trou-

bled, embarrassed, afflicted.

m. from f^ + 311 + R. Error,

mistake
;
trouble, embarrassment, affliction.

37ftirte^ a. (mfn. from f^+ STl + R. ^)
Troublesome, afflicting, causing distress..

(m. from ^r+ 3Tl + R. TT5T) 1. Fa-

tigue, exertion, exercise, effort, labour, hard
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work, a struggle. 2. Manliness, manhood. 3.

A fathom measured by the arms extended.

^Jt^ s. (»?.) 1. A snake. 2. A beast of prey.

3. A king. 4. A sort of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 446. a. (mfn.') Wicked,

villainous, bad. See 3-H\3 .

^WKl s. (-1t?\7w. from^N +R.^)
A snake-catcher.

A violin, a lute. See

^jr^TWH. s. (n. ^t^+ StfirH) A vegetable

perfume: see

371^ s. (m. fromft+ R. ^P^) 1. Distribution

or disposition of parts. 2. Width, extension : (in

geometry) the breadth or diameter of a circle.

Colebr. Alg. p. 87. 3. The name of a celebrated

ancient sage, reputed as the compiler of the

vedas and purdnas, author of the Mahabharata,

and founder of the Vedanta school ofphilosophy.

See As. Res. i. 352. Trans. R.A.S. n. 3.

Also <Jt^^R and (,*.).

a. (mfn. from ft+^ft + E.^ ) Be-

wildered, confused, perplexed.

3TfcPftf?5 s. (^Jl^T + ^ftf^) A stool or seat

of one who reads the purdnas.

a. (mfn. fromf^+ ^Tl +R.^) Struck,

repelled ;
alarmed, confused.

<*kU s. (m. from f^ +^l + R. Voice,

speech; articulate sound, language.

<J 1^ a. (mfn. from f^+Ul + R. Spoken,

said, uttered.

<Ul^f3 s. (/. from "K+ vSTi+ R. "§) A word,

an articulate sound : applied especially to the

mystical words Om, Bhur, Bhuvah, Swar,

pronounced at the beginning of the daily prayer

of the Brdhmans. Manu it. 78.

3J^!FI s. (m. from ft +S^+ R. Jjjfljj Con-

fusion, an inverted arrangement.
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<3J^ii^. (n. fromf^T+^ + R. 1. The

following one's own inclination, independence.

2. Resistance, opposition, obstruction, prohi-

bition, a turning away.

(f. from ft+^+^TT) 1. De-

scent, origin, the derivation of a word, etymo-

logy. 2. Learning, scholarship.

ZtSyffia. (mfn. from t^+^+ R. pf^) 1.

Generated, begotten, descended from, derived

from. 2. Versed in science, learned, studied.

a. (mfn. from

Productive, generative
;

deriving, forming

(words)
;

aiding in the acquisition of know-

ledge. — \31 (/.) or —^ (n.) The attainment

of knowledge.

3JVltlp a. (mfn. from f^+^^ + R. HW)
Derivable, deducible from

;
capable of being

formed, or of being improved in knowledge.

3JPTfcT s.
(
m . from f^

1

+ +R . ^JTT ) Exclu-

sion, prohibition.

*3J^Root, iv. (<^ fvS) To burn. (N. B.

This verb seems to be composed of the Root

3^ with f^T prefixed to it.)

a. (mfn. R. 3X^) 1. Burned. 2. Dawned,

become day. s. (n.) Day-break, dawn of

day.

<jR s. (f. from ft"+ R. ^T) 1. Fruit, result,

consequence. 2. Prosperity, increase, hap-

piness.

3p> a . (mfn. from f^ + R. 3Tj 1. Regularly

disposed, arranged, arrayed, marshalled. 2.

Compact, firm. 3. Large, extensive.

<U b<?<p& a. (mfn. ^b+3^&) Armed, ac-

coutred in mail.

^f? s. (f. from "ft + R. Proper arrange-

ment, array.

<tj\f a. (mfn. from f^+ R. Woven.
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(/. from t^+ R. Weaving.

s. (to. from f<T-|-R. 1. Arrangement

of troops, military array. 2. A multitude, a

flock. 3. (from )
Logic, reason-

ing. 4. Making, manufacture. 5. The body.

The rear of an

army.

0® Root, i. (3"JTTf\3) To cover. Sometimes

with prefixed to it.

L<PW< s. (to. C^l An imitative sound, +^t^T)

A blacksmith.

C^Tftl s. (—SI^b.) 1. Heaven, the sky, the air.

2. Water. 3. A temple sacred to the sun.

C37to$*i s. (m. C^-HIPT+OT) An epithet

of Siva. Also C^tHt^li. (-f*FT to.).

C^JtHTTt^ s. (n, C^Xfcr^+TTfr) A vehicle,

carriage of the gods.

s. (n. from f^f + R- The aggregate

of the three spices, or black-pepper, long-

pepper, and dry ginger.

<H31 Root, i.
(

:

<\5lRs, -G3) To go, to pro-

ceed. With prefixed, To follow ; with

, To approach, to go near. x.
(
^jtOlUK?)

1. To go, to travel. 2. To prepare.

<3i s. (to. from R. 1. A multitude, a flock,

a herd. 2. A cow-pen. 3. A road.

<Ott s. (n. R. ) A going, a proceed-

ing, a moving onwards.

<v5l-5l s. (f. from R. 1* Wandering, roam-

ing about ; a march, an aggression, a hostile

incursion. 2. A drove of cattle, a flock, a mul-

titude.

Root, i. (S'tfej to sound, x. ^W^)
To wound.

<pl s. (to. f.•om R. <PT?) A wound, a sore, a

tumor, a boil, an ulcer ; a fracture in a wooden

staff. See Manu n. 47.
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<T\3 s. (tow. from R. <T ?) 1 . A vow, an act of re-

ligious devotion voluntarily undertaken. See

Trans. JR.A.S. i. 571. Often used in comp.

e. g. I^T?<[s5 a ' (mfn.) Firm in performing

his vows, from W§ a. (mfn.) Firm, steady,

+

<p3 ;
CM.<^.vj a. (mfn.) Devoted to the gods,

from 0T<f s. (to.) A deity, +^3 . 2. Eating.

s . (n. from <£3 + R. TR^) The perform-

ance of avow. Manu i. 111.

*<T\3f3 s. (/. from R. <p[j 1. Expansion, ex-

tent. 2. A creeper. Also ^3^1 (/.).

^3£)"f\3$i s. (/. <J3+3f3$1) The performance

of a religious act voluntarily undertaken.

<p3^?[ s. (m.^+ ^ftl) The interruption of an

act of voluntary devotion, breach of vows.

53ft a. (-"RF^to/m. + )
Making vows,

engaged in religious ceremonies voluntarily un-

dertaken, s. (to.) 1. A devotee. 2. An em-

ployer of priests.

<T*5 Root, vi. (^fvS) To cut.

<£"fc>*1 s. (in. from R. A chisel, a small

saw.

*<T<i s. (to.) 1. The root of a tree. 2. The sun.

3. An epithet of Brahma and of Siva.

#555 s . (-SIFT n . from R. <T3T ?) 1. The Divine

Source and Essence of the universe, or the

Deity considered in the abstract, and divested

of action, quality, and attribute : when in action

he is masculine, and termed q. v. See

Manu I. 5. 6. and 7. 2. Scripture, the vedas.

3. Religious knowledge. 4. Practice of religious

austerity.

fcjfS^tfe s. (from S^^+^l ) The name of a

particular cutaneous disease.

*<3^T a. (mfn. j^S^-JI from R. 3/^) Kill-

ing a Brahman. Also

<r _ <-

s , (
n . A life of religious
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devotedness, the condition of a religious student

:

see 3*0O l«1

.

JWSlfl a. (-f^ mfn.

from R. T5*^) Performing religious austerities,

abstaining from sexual intercourse, s. (to.) 1.

A religious student, the young Brahman from

the time of his investiture with the sacerdotal

string to the period of his becoming a house-

holder. Manu ii. 219. 2. A pandit learned

in the vedas. 3. An ascetic.

^«Bs3[H *. (^Sf^+^fM) A plant (A species

of Clematis). Mohun P. p. 65.

^%iWt s. (-f^l to. ^X+^P^T) A

mercenary or hireling Brahman.

*<33JT3T*T s. (n. True knowledge

of the Deity.

*<TC0~3Hl a. (-1%^ mfn. ^^H +^5T)

Possessed of true knowledge of the Deity.

#<T5irt) a , (mfn , from <J*t>«iJ Devoted to the

worship of the Deity, pious, s. (to.) The mul-

berry-tree (Morus Indica).

*<3^]531 s . (/. ^v^T+^l) Divine nature, the

nature of Bkahm. Also 2^53 (n.).

crown of

the head.

*<[^T[$1 S . (/. ^S^+'R^I) A plant (Ligus-

ticum Ajwaen, jRox.).

*7[WtfK s. (n. ^5Irf + JtlTr from R. Jfl) A
pious gift.

*pPbl$ s. (to. ^^T + Tft^) The mulberry-

tree (Morus Indica).

)
Investiga-

tion of the nature of the Deity.

5 . (V. 1. A sort of poi-

son. 2. The Brahmaputra or vulg. Burrum-

puter river.
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*<J5RH s. (to. <^I+^-) The murder of a

Brahman.

*<f5RW*T s. (n. from ^\+^^^) The

lustre or holiness acquired by a continued study

and observance of the vedas. Manu 11. 37.

*<T5R"ft[\ a . (-fk\mfn. ^^%+ ^tft'T from

R. *$<K^) Teaching the veda, or professing the

system of the Veddnta school.

1. Saliva sput-

tered out in reading the veda. 2. The name of

an upanishad. As. Res. vm. 477.

*<^E|JTT s .

(
n . from <T$^T+^T) The essence

of Biiahm, identity with Brahm.

*355Jft3Tto3T| s. (y. 3^+3^°^) The de-

signation of the second part of the Vedanta sys-

tem of philosophy, being the investigation of

proof deducible from the vedas with regard to

theology. See Trans. R.A.S. U. 1, seqq. It

is also called ^^R^t1^ ^ •

s. (to. gSS^+TWj Sacred study,

reading the veda, considered as a kind of sa-

crifice.

*<T5R^ s. (n. 555^+^^) The suture on the

top of the crown.

s. (to. <^FT +^f^) 1. A divine saint

or sage, a Rishi of a particular class. 2. The

name of a certain class of countries. Manu
11. 19.

s. (to. <^T+C^1«F) I. The world

or heaven of BrahmA. 2. The abode of the

souls of the pious.

s. (m <P^+TO) The name of a

portion of the veda which is to be read con-

stantly. Manu 11. 106.

•3«FTt*pP * (ji. ^^+^ftj3P) Intimate

union or identification with Brahm.

*<3^T*. (m. from <T5frJj-R. W) 1. An epi-
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thet of Aniruddha the son of Kama. 2. An

epithet of Kamadeva, the deity of love.

*<J553335l s. (/. from 5*5^+ R. 57J^) The

murder of a Brahman.

*§*&d s. (-5^ m. f^+R. 3^) The

slayer of a Brahman.

*^W^AM s. (n. $VS1$W) The name of a

particular star. As. Res. ix. 354.

*<J5$1 5. (-^^ m. from R. f^?) 1. Brahma,

the first deity of the Hindu triad, or Brahm
in action, and viewed as the Plastic Cause of

the universe, but not considered as having a

distinct personality or hypostasis. 2. A Brah-

man. 3. An officiating priest. 4. One of the

astronomical yogas. As. Res. it. 302. ix. 354.

^^^l^f^T^. (m. from + 3£|f^T )
Joining

the hands together whilst reading the veda.

*5^fl. s. (/. from (PP^) The female energy

of Brahma.

*<T5£t3 s. (m. from ^5^+^153) The mundane

egg • the universe, the world

.

*^W*^tn s. (ml ^t^3 +^lt^t^)
The nadir. (Lit. The lower part of the mun-

dane egg.) Mohun P. p. 136.

*<Pjtjp a. (mfn. from pU^+^Tftp) Com-

mencing with Brahma, having Brahma as its

first (as a series). Manu i. 50.

*J5£t^f s , (m. from <3^T+ slJ 1<3 ) The

country to the north-west of Behli, and be-

tween the rivers Drishadwati and Saraswati.

Manu ii. 17.

fS^to s. (m. from ^jf^^t^ ) A
conceited comparison of one's self with Brahm.

*<J5fTW;T s. (n. from + ) The pos-

ture suited to devout meditation.

s. (n. from <J3^+3F3 ) a fabled

weapon which deals infallible destruction. Carey.
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(m. from R. ^?) A multitude, an assem-
blage.

<[1g) s . (m, from <rKJ?) A person of the Brdh-
manic, Kshatriya, or Vaisya tribes, in whose
youth the customary observances have been
omitted, and who has not received his inves-

titure with the sacred string. Wilson. Manu
ii. 39. x. 20.

jfcUrefa s . (w
. ^ftD+CgfcT) A particular

sacrifice performed to recover the rights for-

feited by an improper delay of the ceremony of

investiture. Wilson.

*<P55 s. (n. from <^FT ) The part of the hand

under the root of the thumb. Manu n. 59.

a. (mfn.) 1. Relating to Brahma : applied to

one of the approved forms of marriage. Manu
in. 27. 2. Professing the spiritual worship of
the Supreme Being. Tarachand Ch.

*<Tto s. (m. from <pFT) A Brdhman. (n.)

1
.
An assemblage of Brdhmans. 2. The doc-

trinal portion of each veda (as distinguished

from the prayers or hymns), comprising pre-

cepts which inculcate religious duties, and argu-

ments relative to theology. See As. Res. vm.
435. 461. Trans. R.A.S. i. 448. 450.

*<TfrFt<F s. (m. from ft^Fl + R. <T) 1. One

who pretends to be a Brahman. 2. A Brah-
man engaged in business.

*<rt5$1rrf^i s . (/. from Jto+irf^) a
shrub (Siphonanthus Indica).

*<TfcTfl s. (femin. of^ ) 1. A Brdhmaness,
the wife of a Brahman, or a woman of the Brdh-
manical tribe. 2. A plant (Siphonanthus Indica).

*<jt5Ft> s. (n. <fl5Fl+IT Wilkins' Gr. § 976)
1. The condition or rank of a Brahman,
priesthood. 2. An assembly of Brdhmans.

*-§\W$% s . (m. from "faj The name of

one of the degraded tribes, the offspring of a
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Sudra woman by a man of the Brahmanical

tribe : their profession is to make chairs or

stools used on some religious occasions. As.

Res. v. 57.

*^1^t s. (/. from 3*^) 0ne of the eight

matris or divine mothers of created beings and

personified energies of the gods, the sahti or

energy of Brahma, q. v. 2. The moon-plant

(Asclepias acida, Rox. orCynanchum viminale).

Mohun P. p. 40.

*<TtWc^3 s. (n. <TfcP from ^^+ c
^3) Re-

spect shewn to the Brahmans, considered as

one of the five great sacraments. Manu m. 74.

#jfoj3J^f s . (mn. <jrt5fl from PFT+^f )

Dawn, the hour preceding sunrise.

<ft Root, iv. (<ffrt3) and ix. (^fUft, <ft-

1. To choose, to elect. 2. To screen,

to cover.

Sl% Root, iv. (ifftvi-ffs?) 1. To be modest or

ashamed. 2. To throw, to direct, to send.

<ff3l *• (/• from R - $t%) Modesty, shame,

bashfulness. Also (to.).

a. (mfn. Bashful, ashamed,

modest.

<ft°1 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + Wilkins'

Gr. § 694) Chosen, elected.

3^ Root, i. (^t+ifa) and x. To

hurt, to injure, to wound.

<£1,RL s. (to.) Rice.

^ftt^H s. (to. <ftfs+(^t) A sort of grain

(Panicum miliaceum).

<Jv5 Root, vi. (<T3f3) 1. To cover. 2. To

sink. 3. To heap.

*<J<°i s. (n. from R. J) The act of speaking.

*<T Root, ii. (J^tfe, <TC3 See Wilkins' Gr.
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p. 169, 170) To speak, to tell, to explain, to

expound. With prefixed, To reply, to

answer ; with fit To dispute, to debate, to

discuss.

<pT Root, t. (<prf3) and x. (<pTTlf^) To
<\ ^ <s

hurt, to kill.

Made of rice, con-

sisting of rice.

gfl Root, ix.
(
$1*1 J fa , ffKftS) 1, To choose,

to select. 2. To cover, to screen. 3. To go,

to move.

<3

^ The twenty-fourth consonant of the Hindu

alphabet ; it is the aspirate of *<T (^") and is

pronounced like bh in jo&-Aorse.

^ s. (to.) 1. (In prosody) The dactyle. 2. (n.)

A lunar mansion : hence used for twenty-seven

in the artificial method of the Hindus for the

expression of numerals. 3. A star.

^3 s. A foot.

6^ s. (from R. ^1) A form, a mark.

s. (corrupt, of Hf^T) A buffalo.

^3<pU s. (m. ^ + <i?U from R. <F) The letter^

or any character expressing its sound.

Sp^F «• (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^
s
+\5 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418) 1. Attached or devoted to. 2.

Honoured, worshipped. 3. Divided, shared

out. 4. Dressed, cooked, s. (rc.) Boiled rice
;

dressed food generally.

s. (to. ^F+ttfcT) A servant who

serves for his maintenance.

6 U
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^R^^Ta. (mfn. ^+^W^) Shewing

kindness to worshippers or faithful attendants.

^f^T^T a. (^+f^T) Hypocritical,

feigning attachment or reverence.

s. (f. R. ^3T+ f3) 1. Attachment, de-

votedness, homage
;
worship, belief. 2. A di-

vision, a portion. 3. Metonymy.

a. (mfn. ^f^+^WlT !) De-

votedly attached to, doing homage.

a. (mfn. ^ Distin-

guished by or possessed of faith and true at-

tachment or devotion.

^fS^t^T a . (-5^ mfn. ^f^ + STV) Attached

or devoted to, zealous.

s. (from ) A dancing-boy.

Root, i. (w(\2Q and x. (^(^) To

eat, to feed.

^)*KP a. (mfn. R. ^5£ +3I^) Eating; vora-

cious, gluttonous, s. (m.) An eater. Used in

comp. e. g. ITf^^jS^xi? a. (mfn.) Carnivorous,

5. (m.) An eater of flesh, from lt03T s. (re.)

Flesh, +^)S$<P.

s. (re. R. 1. The act of eating.

2. A meal. (Beng.) v. a. To eat.

^^tt^T a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.^^+ ^JpfiTT)

Edible, eatable, proper for food. Also ^
33> (mfn.).

^fo\3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^5cE +^3)
Eaten.

v. a. (from R. ^c£j To eat, to feed.

^35£> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^33[+^) Eatable,

edible, proper for food. s. (re.) Dressed food.

^^T^T^
-

s. (m. ^fc$0+<FR) A baker.

s . (m. ^^H- 51^) Supply of pro-

visions.

•^1 5. (re. from R. 1. Excellence, virtue,
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glory, fame, greatness, strength
;

splendour,

beauty, prosperity, fortune. 2. A wish, an

effort, exertion. 3. Religious tranquillity or

absence of passion. 4. Divine power, omni-

potence. 5. Pudendum muliebre. 6. (m.) One

of the twelve ddityas or forms of the sun. 7.

The moon. 8. A form of Siva.

^t°i s. (m. from ^4-^) 1. The zodiac. 2. A

number of stars. 3. The heavenly tribe. Wil-

Uns' MS.

^51^R s. (m. from ^1+R. ¥) 1. Fistula in

ano. 2. An epithet ofIndra. Wilkins'Gr. p. 452.

^t^3l s. (femin. of See ^iTfr .

y^tpil s. (f. ^t^^+nW for R.tl)

The title of a philosophic poem, an episode of

the Mahabharata, held in high esteem by the

Vaishnavas.

^W^a. (-3^ mfn. ^51+^) Excellent,

glorious, powerful, prosperous ; illustrious, s.

(m.) An epithet ofVishnu or the Deity in action,

and of Krishna. Jfarere i. 12. Trans. R. A.

S. i. 576.

^jfl s. (corrupt, ofsf^+ ^t5^ ?) A man having

a voice like the braying of an ass.

^"PT^ft s. (f. from W\ +^\?) A sister.

^Pl^Wf^ s. (m. ^f^ft +^fo) A sister's

husband.

(m.) The name of an ancient king

who by his austere devotion caused the descent

of the river Ganga, or Ganges from heaven.

indecl. Sans. A particle used as a term

of respectful address.

a - (
mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^4-^ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418). 1. Broken, torn. 2. Defeated,

vanquished. 3. Wretched, afflicted. 4. Des-

pised, disregarded.
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^£jTl>^ a. (mfn. from + C^l) Broken in

his efforts, defeated, disappointed.

^httf^ITl a. (from^j +^) Broken-winged

,

disabled, incapacitated.

^tt*! a. (mfn. from^j +3rH1) Disappointed,

discouraged. (Lit. Of broken hopes.)

^jjjt s. (corrupt, of ^f^ft) A sister.

^ift^QTls. (^ft + ^OJl) Sororicide. Mohun

P. p. 95.

m. from R. ) 1. A breaking, a split-

ting, a breach, a chasm, a fissure. 2. Defeat,

disappointment, discomfiture, interruption. 3.

A breach of faith, dishonesty, fraud. 4. A
wave, a breaker. 5. The palsy. 6. Hemp.

^9l<?< a. (mfn. ^[+ <P<
)
Causing a breach,

making a fissure or interruption, defeating, dis-

appointing, cheating.

^$11 U s. (m. ^T + ^ni) The removal of a dif-

ficulty in argument or reasoning. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 515.

^R^t s. (^+^1) Sports, dalliance, wan-

tonness.

s. (/. from R.^vfc) Hemp (Cannabis sativa).

s. (/. from R. 1. Fracture, breach,

distortion, separation, division. 2. Deceit, dis-

guise, irony, sarcasm, a repartee. 3. A hint, a

gesture. 4. A wave or breaker. Also ^0*fit(/.).

^Rft3 v. a. (from R. ^gj ) To break, to frac-

ture, to ruin, to disperse, to undo.

s. (from R. ^jf) 1. Fracture, separa-

tion, breach. 2. A disguise, a deceit, irony,

wit, a repartee.

a. {mfn. from R. Wilkins' Gr. p. 466).

1. Apt to break, fragile, brittle. 2. Crooked,

bent. 3. Fraudulent, cheating, dishonest, s.

(m.) The elbow or bend of a river.

Root, i. (^\5lf^) To worship, to serve, to

be attached to. 1. To give.

2. To dress, to cook food. 3. To divide, to

separate. Also, x. (with the insertion of a

nasal, ^fclTRS) To shine, to speak. With

prefixed, To distribute, to measure ; with ^

+ To investigate, to discriminate, to discuss.

<3v5l1 s. (n. R. ^s5Uf>^H ) Attention, atten-

dance, service, worship, adoration. Also ^31^1

(/•)•

'

;^3rft^ a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^3F + ^*lT.U)

Entitled to attendance or worship, adorable,

venerable, honourable.

^31^1*1" a. (mfn. pres. part, a., proper form,

R. ;^
s )

Right, proper, fit.

^\5ll^U3 v. a. (cans, of ^KM) To cause a

person to serve or to worship.

S2tt*T s. (v. noun of ^sSll'SjC^) The causing a

person to adore, worship, or serve, a. Con-

strained.

^31PTCI1 a. (from ^s3tl<^3) Causing to adore,

worship, or serve.

v. a. (from R. ) To worship, to

adore, to pay homage, to serve.

^fiiy* a. (mfn. from R. Devoted to re-

ligious service or worship.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^5Uf TI Wilkins

Gr. § 725) Divisible, liable to be divided or

shared.

^\^J^t*r a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. ^3^) Being

adored or worshipped, receiving homage or

service.

Root, vii. (^T^) To break, to fracture,

to rend, to destroy.

a. (mfn. R. ^ + ^51^) 1. Breaking,

rending. 2. Changing money for smaller coin.

6 U 2
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^jj^T s. (n. R. "Svjf+SCT) The act of breaking

or demolishing a thing ; the changing of money

;

the solution of a doubt or difficulty.

^sf^j^ a. (from R. ) Gained as a surplus by

changing money for a smaller coin.

^t^U3 v. a. (from R. ) To break, to fracture.

^r&^RooT, i. 1. To hold, to cherish.

2. To hire, to maintain. 3. To speak.

^> s. (m. from R. & ) 1. A warrior, a soldier,

a combatant. 2. An outcast of a particular

tribe ; a barbarian. 3. A ghost, a goblin.

a. (mfn. from R. ^T^) Roasted on a spit.

s. (m. from R. ^T^J 1. A scholar, a learned

man, a philosopher. 2. (Beng.) A bard, an

encomiast ; a person who arranges matches.

ci. (mfn.
s

\ Best, chief, eminent.

^tt^t€> s . (m.^ + 3ltl>tt6) A scholar, a

philosopher, a teacher ; a doctor.

^Olgt^ a. (mfn. from ) Reverend, venerable,

worshipful
;
respectable. Also ^^1<<1? (mfn.).

^flpfU (/. from R. ^%J) A queen who has

been consecrated as well as her husband.

^^5"k> s. Unmeaning talk, prattle, chit-chat.

^S^Root, i. C^3£3) 1. To rally, to deride, to

treat with merriment. 2. To speak. 3. To re-

prove, to upbraid. Also, i. (^jf^) and x.

) To do an auspicious act.

^3 s. (from ^3<C) A transport-boat.

<3\i<P s. (from ) A deception, an imposition.

Also ^3^1 .

v. a. (from R. ^3^3?) To give up, to

desist from, to relinquish an undertaking. Also

^O^t^T a. (from ^20^) Imposing, ostentatious,

boasting.

v. a. To talk nonsense, to babble,

to gabble.

^\Root, i. (^*tf??) To sound, to speak.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p.

Sounded, uttered
;
spoken, said.

^Ttsjl s. (-%m. from R. ^°ls+^) A com-

poser, an author.

^|*tU3 v. a. (from R. To speak, to say, to

talk.

^HaWt s . (/.) The egg-plant (Solanum Me-

longena).

^3 s. (m. from R. ^F3J 1. A mimic, a jester, a

buffoon, a dissembler. 2. Deceit, imposition.

a. Hypocritical, pretended. — s3l (/.) or —^
(«.) Buffoonery, deceitfulness, hypocrisy.

s. (-f^ m. ^ +3^f^T) A
hypocritical ascetic.

^s3*T s. (n. from R. Deceit, deception

;

mischief, wickedness. 2. Mail, armour. 3.

War, battle.

Deceitful scur-

rility or indecency.

^jt^H s. (from ^^3) Imposition, deceitfulness,

trickery.

;oftj s. (/. from R. ^3 ?) Bengal madder (Ru-

bia Manjith, Box.). Also (/.) and

^M(/.>
v. a. (from R. ^3J To deceive, to

mimick, to impose upon.

^f^T a. (mfn. from R. ^3^) Happy, fortunate,

auspicious, s. (m.) A tree (Mimosa Sirisha) :

also

^3^3^" s. (from R. ^3j Deceit, imposition ; inter-

ruption. Also .

^^jpfjlTl a. (from ^3^1 ) Treacherous, deceit-

ful.
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^ft^Ls. (from R. The hum of bees.

v. a. (from R. To buzz, to

hum.

^tSffal a. (from ^1^1ttU3) Humming,

buzzing.

:rt^fratntfe s. (^t^ftnl+ntfe) a
large blue fly (Musca vomitoria). Carey.

^3 Root, i. and x. (With the insertion of a

nasal, ^tf3, ^Hufe) 1. To do an auspi-

cious act. 2. To prosper, to thrive, to be happy.

3. To shine.

^jq a. (mfn. R. + 1. Auspicious, pros-

perous, propitious, happy. 2. Good, virtuous,

pious, pure. s. (re.) 1. Auspiciousness, pros-

perity, happiness, welfare : ~s3tl G3 'Prosperity

to thee, may prosperity attend thee !' a phrase

of affectionate and respectful address, fre-

quently inserted after the expression of a wish

or request. 2. One of the astrological periods

called karanas, considered as unlucky : also

(/.)• -31 (/•) or ~? (*.) Goodness,

auspiciousness, felicity
;
gentlemanliness.

ad. Sans, (accus. case of Happily,

well, rightly.

*0Q<£ a. (mfn. from ^) Pleasing, beautiful.

^>y<P« a. (mfn. ^+ from R. ^) Bene-

ficent, doing good.

^K|<pln1 s. (/. ^H+^Ht) An epithet of the

goddess Durga. Manu in. 89.

(m.^+ <£§) A golden jar filled with

water from a holy place or from the Ganges,

and used at the consecration of a king. Wilson.

The construction

of magical squares. Colebr. Alg. p. 113.

^yi-tl^? s. (m. ^Ej+TTfa) A sort of pine (Pinus

Devadaru).

WW s. (f from S3EJ+*|Tl) A name given to

the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh lunar as-

terisms. See ^t^TO

.

Wtft s. (f. from^+^4) A tree (Gmelina

arborea).

^W^l s. (/.) A shrub (Pajderia foetida).

s. (m. ^3+^3?) A fragrant grass

(Cyperus pertenuis).

^3^3" s. (re. ^+TR) The seed of the Echites

or Wrightea antidysenterica.

s. (f.^+ ^tl) Sandalwood.

s. (f. from ^W) The second, seventh, and

twelfth days of the lunar fortnight, a. (Beng.)

Auspicious, prosperous, good.

«5tet*Ti s. (f. ) The name of

a sacred river. As. Res. vn. 241.

^Eftef s. (^EJ + 3I^W) Good and evil, pros-

perity and decline.

^^1^^ s. (re. ^H+ Nil'r*f*i) 1. A throne. 2.

The posture of a devotee while meditating : the

legs bent and crossed underneath, and turned

so as to bring the ancles in contact with the

perineum, whilst the soles of the feet are held

close to the sides. Wilson. 3. (Beng.~) A
house and its homestead.

dwel-

ling-house.

s. (from R. ^3^?) An animal of the weasel

kind (Viverra Bundur, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

s. (m. from R. ^) 1. Existence, being. 2.

Birth. 3. The world. 4. An epithet of Siva.

5. Acquisition, gain, prosperity, welfare.

0<^\ii a. (mfn. + Thine, yours.

^> See^Tfr.

femin. of . See <3<1^.

s. (n. from R. ^) 1. Being, production,
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birth. 2. A house, a dwelling, an abode : ap-

plied especially to the several paradises or

abodes of Brahma and the other deities.

Colebr. Alg. p. 111.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^) Impend-

ing, unavoidable, necessary to occur. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 426.

sa^^JE s. (m.^+ The ocean of the

world. Also^3TtTf^"(?n.) and^ftt (m .).

<3<\W*\ a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr.

§ 819) Like you, like your honour. Also

<3<1^<P mfn.).

pron. (-3"^ mfn. from R. V) Thou,

you sir, your honour : a term of respectful

address. Wilkins' Gr. p. 117.

^3lrfl. s. (f. from R. ^) An epithet of the

goddess Durga or ParvatI in her mild and

beneficent form.

a. (mfn. from ^3^") Prosperous, happy.

s. (m.) Prosperity, welfare.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^ + :3^)
Likely or necessary to be or occur, unavoid-

able ; ordained by heaven.

^1^31 a. (-^ mfn. from R. Wilkins'

Gr. % 764) Who is or becomes, actually being

or disposed to be.

(»• R. Wilkins' Gr. § 798,

821) Who is or becomes, extant, existent, hap-

py, prospering.

^fW^ s. (n.fut. part. a. R. ^P) Futurity, the

future.

^fW^^T s. (m. ^fW^ +^R) 1. The

time to come, futurity. 2. The future tense (in

grammar).

^fW^gr) s . (-^ m. 3R#«V+38r^) A
prophet, one who predicts future events.

^fWfte s. (n. ^ft^ +^te) A pre-

diction, a prophecy.

^fWTftft s . (-f^\ mfn. ^fW^ + ^t-

(iH*!^) Predicting, prophecying.

^f^J^a. (-^mfn. fut. part. a. R. |>) What

will be or become, who or what is about to be,

future.

a. (mfn. from R. ^3) 1. Likely or necessary

to be or occur. 2. Proper, fit, right, true,

well-bred, auspicious, prosperous, happy, s.

(w.) 1. Existence, being. 2. A fruit, a conse-

quence, a result. — \31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Po-

liteness, civility, courtesy.

^3*R*rH «• (from q*Wt>dl) A particular

variety of rice.

(from h. A gimlet ; an awl.

'^)U s. (m. from R. Fear, dread, danger,

peril, alarm, terror. (Beng.) —<fr^ Csf v. n.

To fear; v. a. To frighten, to alarm
;

v. a. To terrify.

Dreading, fear-

ing, apprehensive.

^IT^" a. (mfn. from^ +^ Wilkins Gr.

§ 793) Terrific, alarming, fearful, formidable.

<3iKj« 1^1 a. (from^T+ ^tT) Timid.

a. (mfn. ^I+ 'EN?) Put to flight.

^U3<t>i*te a. (mfn. ^I+^*H^) Awful,

formidable, terrible.

^JWlfl a. (from ^TT+ R. 3f) Free from ter-

ror or fear.

^SPR a. (from ^TT) Awful, frightful, terrible.

Sabda S. p. 316.

^ilH^ a. (mfn. from R. ^t) Terrible, fearful,

formidable. — v3l (/.) or —^ (n.) Awfulness,

formidableness.
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SKIRLS a. (mfn. ^TT+ Slf^?) Apprehensive,

timid, frightened, alarmed. Also^ill\3 (mfn.*).

A sovereign, a

king, a ruler.

<3< s. (m. from R. ^ ) 1 . A load, a burthen. 2.

(Beng.) A filling, a fulfilling, a. (mfn.) 1.

Carrying as a load, bearing, supporting, sus-

taining : used in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.)

Supporting the universe, from 1<rt s. (n.) The

universe, +^". See Wilkins' Gr. § 768.

2. (Beng.) Full, complete.

etc?. >Saws. (from R. "W) Much, excessive.

^<<P s. (n. ? from R. ^) A fruit-garden, an

orchard.

s. (n. R. ^+ :3pr) 1. The act of carrying,

bearing, supporting or sustaining. 2. Hire,

wages. 3. (Beng.) The filling of a thing, the

loading of a gun, the making up of a deficiency.

^TtPTfa ! s. (n. ^C
l + C

pft^cl) The sup-

plying of a person with food and raiment.

s. (f.
from R. ^ ) The name of the second

lunar mansion, containing three stars (Musca).

As. Res. it. 293.

^TfllT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^+ 3FftlT)

1. Proper to be borne, supported, or main-

tained, entitled to support. 2. Proper to be

filled.

^Tfr s. (n. from R. ) 1. Wages, hire. 2. Main-

tenance, support.

^)«
r

lj^<P a. C-^I mfn. "oTti+R. ^3T )

Working for hire, living on wages.

^J<^3 s. (m. from R. SJ?) 1. The name of a

younger brother of Rama, and son of king

Dasarat'ha by his wife KaikeyI. 2. The son

of Dushmanta by SakuntalA. 3. The name

of a celebrated writer on dramatic composition.

4. A weaver. 5. (Beng.) A skylark.

s. (n. ^s3+W) India. (Lit. The

region of king Bharata.) See ^U^.

^X^l^l s. (m. from R. ^ +^5) 1. A
skylark (Alauda arvensis). 2. The name of a

celebrated ancient muni or sage.

^R^iT a. (^"+^) Full, brimful; high (as

the tide) ; full (as the moon). Morton.

^Tl s. Hope, encouragement, expectation, con-

fidence, faith, courage, v.n. To hope
;

v. a. To encourage ; v. n.

To confide : v. a. To venture, to

dare.

^X^ltel a. (from ^)<^1) Full of expectation

or hope, courageous. Also ^K^tftr^

.

^Tl a. (from ^"ftl\?) Filled, full, complete,

brimful, s. 1. A load, a cargo. 2. The charge

of a gun. 3. Fulness, the filling of a thing.

<3<i5t\3 v. a. (caus. of ^RtsJ) 1. To cause to

fill, to cause to supply a deficiency. 2. To cause

to support or maintain.

^Tft? s. (from^« i^US) The filling up of a hole.

s. (from ^Tftt3) Hire, wages.

^TtflTrl a. (from ^<Rt\3) Paying hire or

wages, supporting or maintaining a person.

<3« s. (^1+^f$) 1. A load sufficient

to sink a vessel. 2. Oppressive calamity or

misfortune. 3. The sinking under a weight or

under a misfortune.

^T^^o. (^+ :3l1 +^) Completely full,

brimful, thronged.

^^f^K? v. a. (from R. ^) To fill, to fill up, to

supply a deficiency ; to load a gun.

^^O
5! s. (m.) A name of Siva.

^"PT^. (n. from R/EF1T
)
(In the ancient dialect

of the vedas) Light, splendour, lustre.
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^FTs. (n. R. "SF^+vAW ) The act of scorching,

parching, frying, or baking.

*• (m. + ^tt^T ) A frying-pan.

oT^sS a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "S
7^) Fried,

scorched, parched.

^ v. a. (from R. ^F^) To parch, to roast,

to fry, to scorch, to bake.

<0^3<J a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^+ ;333) Proper

to be supported or maintained ; nourishable.

^51 5. (—^ m. R. ^+^) 1. A cherisher, a

supporter, a nourisher. 2. A husband.

(from R. ^) Fulness, a load, a cargo.

young prince,

designated as successor, and associated in the

empire.

princess.

The name of a dis-

tinguished Hindu poet, the brother of king

VlKRAMADITYA.

^S^T Root, x. (^^f^ ,
-G3) To abuse,

to reprove, to reproach, to threaten. Often with

3lf% , "PR^, or ^° prefixed.

s <r

^V*T^ a. {mfn. R. ^V^+^I^) Reproach-

ing, reviling, blaming, abusing, upbraiding,

threatening, menacing.

s. (n. R. ^V^T+SH) 1. Reproach,

abuse, the upbraiding or reviling of any one.

2. Threat, menace. Also ^MTTi (/.).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.^^v^-f-^^ )

Reviled, blamed, abused, upbraided
;
threatened,

menaced.

^<^<pi^s
.
(h.^jJU^j) The extent of a per-

son's strength.

Root, i. (^ff\J) To hurt, to injure.
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^& s. (~^l\n. R. 1. Wages, hire.

2. Gold.

^IRoot, 1. (^ft3) and x. (SO'HilW) To

describe, to expound, to explain. Also, 1.

(W^U3) 1. To hurt, to injure. 2. To give,

x. (^)HilC3) To throw up.

Root, i. (SOSSlW) 1. To tell, to describe.

2. To hurt, to injure ; to wound, to kill. 3. To

give.

s. (?w.) 1. A bear. 2. (mn.) A kind of ar-

row. See^j.. 3. The marking-nut (Seme-

carpus Anacardium).

•<2SS|l\S<t
>
s. (m. from ) The marking-nut plant

(Semecarpus Anacardium). Also ^38^3 (m.)

and ^fe<Pl (/.).

s. (/. from ^M) 1. An arrow with a cres-

cent-shaped head. 2. The marking-nut plant

(Semecarpus Anacardium).

s. (m.) A bear. Also ^Sd<P (m.).

Root, i. (Wl3f) To bark, to growl. 2.

To reproach, to upbraid, to rail.

s. (m. R. ^^f^^) A dog.

s. (n. R. ^+3FT) The barking of a

dog.

Root, in. (3^jf^) 1. To shine. 2. To

blame, to abuse. (Only used in the ancient

dialect of the vedas.}

a. (from R. ^T?) Insipid, vapid, diluted.

Also ^<PH .

s. (/. from R. ^^+^T?) A bellows. Also

^3^1 , , or ^3t^1 (/.).

a. Boggy, plashy, soft.

^FH s. (_^IH n . R. ^T+^PT) Ashes.

^^tftpft s. (f.
from ^H^T+ 51^) A sort

of perfume.
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'^^\kS s. (/. from + The sisu-

tree (Dalbergia Sisoo).

Root, ii. 1 . To shine, to be fulgent.

2. To become manifest, to appear, to seem.

Often with 3lf3, 3Tfe, PR^, 3 or

prefixed to it.

^1 s. (/. from R. ^1) 1. Light, radiancy, lustre.

2. Beauty. 3. The shadow of any object.

Colebr. Alg. p. 106.

^\% See^H.

(corrupt, of 5T¥ ) A brother. Also used

as an expression of affectionate address to

kinsmen or acquaintances generally.

^Ol^Oll s. Dear brother ! (A form of affectionate

address.)

s. (^l^+^ft) A brother's daughter, a

niece.

^ttftvftlTl s. (from ^tt.+ Rvil*4 ) The se-

cond day of the moon's increase in the month

Kartika, on which day the Hindus entertain

their brethren or near relations. Carey.

^TTl s. (^ttt+Pfl from^T) A brother's

son.

The ceremony

of marking the foreheads of brethren or near

relations with powder of sandal wood on the

festival called ^ Carey.

^l$Wl s. for ^) A brother's

wife.

(corrupt, of "EftT^"*! ) A younger bro-

ther's wife.

^t^3 s. (from qt^+3Tfa1) An elder brother's

wife.

^3^3 s. (corrupt, of ^l<T) The price or value of

an article. —

v. a. To value an article, to fix a price.

^}T^3 5. (corrupt, of qtf^T from R. JSFJJ A

jest, a jibe. See ^ifd .

(corrupt, of^p") Distorted, crooked,

awry.

^3\J1 s. (corrupt, of ;3Tt^3) A whirlpool.

^t3i s . (from ^TT3iC3) 1. A folding, a fold, a

plait. 2. An adulterative addition, an admix-

ture, an alloy ; a sophistication
;
any thing sur-

reptitious, v. a. To alloy, to adul-

terate, to sophisticate.

^t3[1 s. (from ^TK5lU3) A roll.

^TSFT a. (from ^rf35U3) Mixed, adulterated,

not pure, sophisticated.

^felU3 v. a. (from R. ^) 1. To fold, to put

in plaits. 2. To vary the notes in singing.

A plant (Volkameria infortunata). Hort.

Ben. p. 46.

(corrupt, of ?) A ball, a marble.

2. A weir. 3. Ebb-tide.

•mil s. (corrupt, of ^3 ) An ornamental

plant (Volkameria odorata). Hort. Ben. p. 46.

species of grass (Andropogon aci-

culatus). Carey.

o
^TT\5 s. 1. (corrupt, of ^1^3) A small earthen pot,

a pitcher. 2. (from R. ^3^) An impostor, a

juggler, a deceiver ; a mimick, a buffoon. Mo-
hun P. p. 91.

o

v. a. (from R. To deceive, to

impose upon ; to mimic.

s. (v. noun of The act of de-

ceiving or imposing upon. Also ^T\5TpT

.

<)iOlRui a. (from <ikSi€U3) Swindling, de-

6 X
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ceiving, imposing upon. s. An impostor, a

swindler, a cheat.

^t\5t^T|5 s. (from ^t\5t^W) A mutual im-

position or swindling.

^l3t*I s. (from "^KFtfl^) Imposition, cheat-

ing, deceitfulness. Also ^Kjtsfj,

.

- o
^WR s. (corrupt, of "sfcjffl^) A store-room,

a place where household-goods and utensils are

kept ; a treasury.

<jTh3s. (from ^3) A razor-case, a case.

^Tf\5 s. (corrupt, of "^tfi?" from R. 3*^) De-

rision, mockery, raillery. Also

^JT^j^i a. Foolish, stupid, awkward, useless.

:^ft<Fk> s. (m. "^I +^h 1. The name of a peak

in the Himalaya mountains commonly called

Bhakur. 2. A fish (Perca Nilotica).

^t^a. {—"%mfn. from R. ^ffc|j 1. Sharing

in, partaking of : used in comp. e. g. \3"t^

a. (—^^mfn.) Partaking of the fruits, from

s. (n.) A fruit, Manu i. 109.

2. (from R. Worshipping, adoring ; used

in comp. e. g. ^^^t^a. (-%mfn.) Wor-

shipping no other (god), from ^-f^SFP-f

^fl^. Bhag. Gita ix. 30.

^HvlsF s. (m. from '^2*3') A dependent, one who is

regularly supplied with food.

^s^Kt s. (-f^\m.^+33^+
A soi-disant philosopher ; a pretender to

true knowledge ; a sciolist.

^t9] s. (m. from R. Wilkins' Gr. § 822) 1.

A part, a share, a portion, a lot : used in comp.

as in By night-time, from

s. (/.) Night, . 2. Distribution, di-

vision, allotment : as in TftTT^t^ s. (m.) Dis-

tribution of an inheritance. 3. The numerator

of a fraction. Colebr. Aly. p. 13. 4. A half-

rupee. 5. Part of any thing given as interest.

6. A division of time, the thirtieth part of a

sign of the Zodiac ; a degree of a circle. 7.

Luck, fortune, fate. 8. (Beny.^ Escape, flight.

v. a. To run away, to fly.

^tW ! s. (n. ^1 +.^3) The making of a

partition into lots or shares.

A person who

makes a partition or division. Also ^t^T^T^t

(-f<FT m.) or ^t^t^? (m.y

s. (/. ^+0^*fl') The allot-

ment of shares.

^f^lTf^ s. (/. ^1 +3ftf3) The reduction

of fractions to a common denominator. Colebr.

Aly. p. 13.

%1^fStei^ s. r>; ^t^tfa+S^TT)
Four modes of assimilation of fractions, or of

reducing them to a common denominator.

Colebr. Aly. p. 13.

^T^TTi s . (^t^+^Hl?) The bamboos

which are placed immediately under the roof of

a house.

^TSttfftT s. (n.^\ + (<ftl from R. $1 ) 1. Fate,

fortune, destiny. 2. (m.) Royal revenue.

^ffct3\3 a. (mfn. from ^t^) Holy, sacred,

divine.

^W3l s. (-^ /. ^1 +*lt3) A particular

rule of division.

^jt^tSTR s . (m.
:v\T\+Wt$ from R. "§) (In

arithmetic) Division. Colebr. Aly. p. 8.

^5t^tt\5 s. (from h. L^j ?) A place where dead

cows are thrown. Carey.

Reduction of quantities to uniformity by the ad-

dition of a fraction. Colebr. Aly. p. 15.

^WWCTtft s. (/. ^1*1 + sprite; +
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^tfe) Reduction of quantities to uniformity

by the subtraction of a fraction. Colebr. Alg.

p. 15.

ttk.ltalFl s. (from ^t^l ) A partition, an equal

division
;
partnership.

^TpH1 s. (from^tPlPBT ) A sister's son. Mo-

hun P. p. 11. Also

^tt^ft.-Cfrom^tftm) A sister's daughter.

^tftFTS s. (m. patronymic of ^Ppft) A

sister's son.

s. (femin. of sister's

daughter.

^fl. a. (-Pt\»i/«-^+H) Partaking

of, sharing in: used in comp. e.g. 3Pf 5>VT

-

^3 1Hi a. (—t^l^ mfn.) Concerned in a loss,

affected by a detriment, from ^^pjUiT s. (m.)

Detriment, damage, loss, +^tPt^.— s. (m.)

A partaker, a companion, an accomplice, a

partner.

^fflfSSft s. (/. from ) An epithet of the

Ganges ; also the name of one of the rivers that

fall into it.

^TPTfal s. (from ^H7! ) A fugitive, a runaway,

a deserter.

a. (mfn. from ^3 Wilkins' Gr. § 725)

To be shared or divided, s. (n.) Luck, chance,

destiny, fortune : especially good fortune.

^trjj^t^ a .
(_3"<^ mfn. ^p+3"^) For-

tunate, lucky. Also ^f7!?^

.

§lVtJ%U s. (m. ^ti+^t^) The course of

fortune, risk, chance.

^iT^Tfeirl a. (from ^t^ffa) Venturing,

running a risk, trying one's fortune. Morton.

A commence-

ment of good fortune.

^T^[ s. (corrupt, of <3^T) 1. Hemp, the leaves of

2150

which are smoked by the Hindus (Cannabis

sativa). Mohun P. p. 40. 2. A plant (Indi-

gofera linifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 57.

^t^fff^ s. (from The breaking up of friend-

ship, the leaving off an old habit.

^1^3 a. (from ^1^[) Smoking hemp-leaves.

^IfrT s. (v. noun of ^tfe3) 1. The act of

breaking or dissolving. 2. A fish (Mugil Ce-

phalotis, also Cyprinus Mullus, Buchanan's

MSS.): also ^t^TUt^

.

species of

fish (Cyprinus Ariza, Buchanan's Mysore).

Carey.

(from 1. A breaking, tear-

ing, or bursting. 2. Change, small coin.

^T^ftlTl a. (from 3tft[t3) Breaking, tearing,

bursting.

iSlffl a. (from^tfft£3) Broken, fractured, torn,

burst, s. A breach, a fracture.

s. (from ^Ifte?) The tearing or break-

ing of a thing, a. Torn, broken.

^r!TfTTn a. (from ^1f$TC3) Breaking, tear-

ing, fracturing.

^Tf^"Tp^ a . (^If^T for ^t^+ ;3~f*ft?) In-

toxicated with the smoking of hemp
;
stupid.

^tf^3 v. n. (from R.^) To burst, to break,

to be broken, v. a. 1. To destroy, to break into

pieces. 2. To change money. 3. To wade

through. 4. (In arithmetic) To reduce.

^fl. a. (from ^ft) Addicted to smoking the

leaves of hemp, sottish.

^t^ft^T a. (mfn. from ^ff^() Yielding hemp.

^Ififjvjl a. (from Bandy-legged, having the

knees far apart.

^1t3^Root, x. (^1kWf3) To divide, to sepa-

6X2
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rate, to distribute, to allot. Often with pT
prefixed to it.

<5is5l<^ ad. Sans. With speed, speedily, quickly.

Wilkins' Gr. § 552.

<3l0l<P s. (m. from R. ^tl
)
(In arithmetic) A

divisor. Colebr. Alg. p. 8.

^Is5l1 5. (n. R. ^t^+^I^T) 1. (In arithmetic)

Division. 2. Any vessel, a cup, plate, &c. 3.

A fit or deserving person : see ^tt^T • —^ (/•)

or —^ (n.) Worthiness, fitness, urbanity.

^RtPltW s. (from^tf^ + CatW) A
frying-pan.

a. (from <3 Parched, scorched,

baked, roasted, fried. s. A thing parched,

roasted, or fried.

v. a. (cans, of ^3 To cause to

fry, bake, or parch.

^tet^T s. (v. noun of ^W^ts?) The causing

a thing to be baked, fried, or scorched, a.

Baked, parched, scorched, roasted, fried.

(from brother's wife.

Sabda S. p. 254.

^1f0l\S a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^jt^+^3)
Divided, distributed, allotted, apportioned.

^)lR5H.^». a. (from R. ^T5^) To bake, to parch,

to scorch, to roast, to fry.

S5T^ s. (corrupt, of S^+^^tf) An elder

brother's wife.

oloP a. (mfn. Jut. part. p. R. 'oVs^+TT) Divi-

sible, fit to be divided or distributed, s. (w.?)

(In arithmetic) The dividend. Colebr. Alg. p. 8.

s. (corrupt, of or of ^5ll) 1. A pane-

gyrist, a bard. 2. A king's messenger.

s. (m.) Rent, hire, the price paid for any

thing.

^t&3TtfsW s. (corrupt, of fat^tf^l) A

bird, a kind of thrush (Turdus Salica, Bucha-

nan's MSS. ; Paradisea tristis and Gracula

tristis, Linn.*). Carey.

^tfcl s. (from R. ) The ebb-tide. *-$$*IS3

v. a. To ebb, to run downward (as the tide).

^tffrllttH,. (^tftTTlfrom^l, +^"H)

A variety of rice.

^tf&ul< i s. (corrupt, of A sutler.

§t¥| s. (from R. "Sp^) 1. A brick-kiln, a fur-

nace, a still. 2. The way the tide ebbs. See

The afternoon.

A sort of quail (Perdix diceca). Sabda

S. p. 381.

from

A hack-horse.

(corrupt, of Rent, hire, the price

paid for any thing, a. To let, to

hire. To hire, to rent.

Bt^TPl s. (from S3KM) A renter, a tenant.

Mohun P. p. 83. Also ^) lo lp&Xli .

^t°l s. (from R. 'O ^) Feigning, pretence.

s. (w.) 1. Any vessel, a cup, a plate, a vat,

a pot, &c. ; a case, a razor-case. 2. Stock,

capital, principal. 3. The bed of a river. 4.

Buffoonery, mimickry. 5. Any ornament.

s. (from ^jt^3
)

(In arithmetic)

The computation of the exchange of goods.

(Lit. Commodity for commodity.) Colebr. Alg.

p. 38.

^Wtte s. (m. ^to +^lWT) fe A store-

room, a magazine. 2. (w.) A treasury.

^Tfa s. (corrupt. of'^jW^") A store-

house, a magazine ; a treasury. Mohun P.

p. io3, mwv*r*-9g?i i°5
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^ll^UT. s. (from ^TROT") The keeper of a

store-house or magazine ; a steward, a caterer.

^jtvjj a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^5l+v3) Bright-

ened, shone, splendid, s. 1. (m.) Dawn, the

morning. 2. (Beng. from ^S5
) Boiled rice.

Mohun P. p. 74.

^t^TTt^Tl 5. A plant (Smithia aspera, Rox.).

Hort. Ben. p. 56.

5. (corrupt, of ^2^) 1. A provider, a

supporter, a nourisher. 2. A husband.

^lf\j s. (/. R. + Splendour, brightness.

^I^l1 s. (from ^t3) A servant who is main-

tained for his services. Also <oUfviUl

.

^tk'lf^U'lusM s . (coiTupt. of ^y^ts<p?) a
species of grass (Cyperus pertenuis).

s. (from ^ftj) A species of rice which

ripens during the month Bhddra. As. Res.

x. 7.

s. («. from for ^pffl ) The name of

a month (August—September). As. Res. in.

290.

^TEpfa s .
(
m . fromWW) The month Bha-

dra (August—September).

^T^Tfi s . (f from^5+^) A name common

to the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh lunar

asterisms, distinguished by the epithets ^£P<r

' Prior ' and * Subsequent.' As. Res.

ix. 323.

s. (corrupt, of 3^ + <^) A younger

brother's wife. Also ^3

^TlW^r s. (V^+ Zfi^) The month Bhadra :

see^t^.

wft s. (/. from S5t|!) The day when the moon

is full in the month Bhadra. As. Res. ill, 290.

s. (from R. ^1) The trumping up of a story.

a. (from ^TTHC^3) Cleansing rice in

a mortar.

^TtCtsJ v. a. (from R. To pound or husk

rice in a mortar. Also

^W^T s. (». noun, of ^Wtt\?) The causing

a person to cleanse rice from its husks, a.

Pounded, cleansed from the husk.

^Ffcr s . (m. from R. <f1 ) 1. Light, a ray of light.

2. The sun ; a planet or luminary in general.

^JSTfr a. mfn, ^[+3^) Lumi-

nous, splendid, radiant ; beautiful, s. (m.) The

sun.

s. (corrupt, of ^1^) Vapour, steam.

v. n. To reek.

^TW5^ a. (^H + ^1 +5^) Scenting after

steam, mouldy, musty.

^Hl^JpT s. (from + v
ffi) A sort of cake

or sweetmeat cooked in steam.

^tf*fc3 v. n. (from 37©^) To reek, to emit

steam or vapour.

sfa s. (m. from R. ^ Wilkins' Gr. § 822) 1.

Existence, being. 2. State, condition : used

in comp. e. g. (w.) The state of

an owner, ownership. 3. Nature, natural pe-

culiarity or disposition. 4. Meaning, design;

the meaning of a verbal root. 5. Mind, soul.

6. Emotion, passion, sentiment, mental affec-

tion. 7. Birth. Trans. R.A.S. i. 562. 8. A
learned or clever person ; the manager of a

theatre.

s. (m. ^Tfa+^) A singer who modulates

his voice with sentiment, a. Easily moved,

susceptible of emotions.

"steUrfe s. (^Fte+ CFfa) A plagiary.

a. (mfn. from 53?*) Your's, your ho-

nour's, your's sir : a possessive pronoun used in

respectful address. Also ^t^T5-^ (»»/«•)•
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<5T<l*l s. (m. from R. Sp) A creator, a producer,

an efficient cause : used in comp. e. g.

<T"T s. (»i.) The procreator of beings, from

^3 s. («.) An existent being, +^1<*1 .

<3t<rTl s. (/. from R. ^) 1. Mental perception

or recollection, meditation, consciousness, imagi-

nation. See Trans. R.A..S. i. 111. 2. De-

monstration, proof, argument. Also^T<J*T (ra.).

3. (In mathematics) The accomplishing a thing

by combination.

^T^TIIR? a . (mfn. ptifift Thoughtful,

anxious, dejected.

^t^rflC a. (mfn. SO^T) + )
Worthy of

being meditated upon, deserving reflection or

consideration.

^W],it a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of R. ^ ) De-

serving meditation or care, entitled to reflec-

tion
;
requiring demonstration or proof. Also

^i<fiK3«) (mfn.).

^T^^n^ (m. ^te + vftnfi) A thing which

has a real or positive existence. See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 94.

^teTtU^ s. (nA ^R+TT^ from R.

An abstract noun.

^t<T3"n>> s . (n.1 Sot^ +^t5>) An impersonal

verb.

Sofat^l^ s . (m. The sign or

indication of any sentiment or passion.

s. The sitting over or breathing in of

steam.

^TT3~3"1itU3 v. a. (caus. &§m^Mb3) To alarm,

to confuse or discompose the mind.

^W^Vfl 6 (from ^t3"T^£3) Amazement,

confusion, dismay.

v. 7i. (from ?) To be in emotion

or confusion, to faulter, to stagger.
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^T^T^l^ ad. Without confusion, readily. Mor-

ton.

^iH^sfs. (m. Sot^ +^) (In the Sankhya

system) The intellectual creation, comprising

the faculties of the human mind and their affec-

tions, as distinguished from the material creation

of the body. Trans. R.A.S. i. 33.

v. a. (from SjfaTl) To convict, to

establish or prove a charge.

Soi^talbi (n. ^t^+ Nll3<) Another state, a

different state or condition.

5jRR s. (m. 501^ + ^31$) Purport, subject

matter
;

object, scope.

(m. from R. ^) An equation involving

products of unknown quantities. Colebr. Alg.

p. 324.

-50'fpl'<F<*H a. (mfn. ^P^J^W) Likely or

probable to occur, future.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R,

*9) i- Established by evidence, proved, con-

victed
;
obtained, got. 2. Mixed (with ingre-

dients). 3. (^rre+^5) Thoughtful, anxious.

4. (In mathematics) Involving a product of

unknown quantities. Colebr. Alg. p. 187. s.

(rc.) A factum, a product obtained by multipli-

cation. Colebr. Alg. p. 343.

4i|3wiiil a. (-ii^ra>.^tfe+^TiFr)
Conscious

;
thoughtful, meditative, pensive.

^Hf3T\? v. a. (from ^T^) To be thoughtful,

anxious, or solicitous ; to meditate, to reflect,

to ponder, to contemplate.

(/. from <j\~<5. + ^*1+^) A distin-

guished or beloved woman.

Sol^, a. (—"N'T mfn. from R. |h Future, what

will be, what is about to be.

*Utf3 a. (mfn. from R. ^ +3^ Wilkins Gr.

p. 464). 1. Existing, existent. 2. Right,, happy,
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well. 3. (In comp.) Becoming, disposed to

be, about to be : e. g. ^itE? ^^ a. (mfn.)

About to be rich, becoming rich, from

«. (mfn.) Rich, + ^ • s - (
ra Happiness,

auspiciousness, welfare, excellence.

•^I^pI s. (from R.^) A comedian.

^^te arf. (from ^3") In the manner or after

the fashion of, like, as ; with a view to, for the

purpose that, in order that. Used in comp.

e. ff. In the manner of a foe, as a foe,

from ffil s. (m.) A foe, +^TR . See <3K" .

<il(.<ki4 s. (m. SR+^SteT) The appearance

of a circumstance.

^f4»^i^kC s. (^W+^^TCf) A particular

kind of madness. Caret/.

<3T^ a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of R. ^2 Wilkins'

Gr. §) 719) Future, about to be or occur ; what

must or will be.

Root, i. (^tenra) or x . ^3TO(3) t

be angry or wrathful, to be impatient.

m. from R. ^H^) ! Anger, passion,

wrath. 2. (from R. W\ )
Light, radiance : the

sun. 3. A sister's husband.

^) I f^-*l1 s. (femin. of ^tf^I'T) A passionate

woman.

) Passionate,

wrathful, indignant.

^tu<k)ft s. (corrupt, of ^t^l1 + qtT) A

wife's sister's husband. Mohun P. p. 12.

"Ol< s. (m. from R. ^) 1. A burden, a load, a

weight. 2. A weight of gold equal to twenty

tolas or two thousand palas. 3. A yoke for car-

rying burdens. 4. A charge, a trust, responsi-

bility. (Beng.) ^7^O.&*»0 v. a. To free from

a burden or from a responsibility ; v. a.

To load ; to appoint to an office

;
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v. n. To be loaded, to be under a responsibility

;

v. a. To throw off a weight or load.

^t^°i s. (from R. *jh The transferring of a

burden or of a responsibility upon another

person.

<5l<T3 s. (n. from ^34^) h Bharatavarsha or

India proper, so called because it was the patri-

mony of Bharata the son of Dushmanta. 2.

The great Sanskrit epic poem, usually called

the Mahdbharata. 3. (m.) An actor, a mime.

^l<\S<€ s. (m. + See .

(/. from 1. Speech, eloquence

;

or the goddess of eloquence. 2. Dramatic re-

citation. 3. A quail (Perdix Chinensis).

I

SJWffcH See .

! %t5ftfcfi s. (/. from SNrttjFj Wild cotton

(Hibiscus vitifolius).

^V<<1^ s. (m. from ^t^+ R. 3"$^) A porter,

a carrier, a bearer of burdens.

*>l«<lf% s. (/. ^t^+ TTf^) A stick or pole

laid over the shoulders of two persons for car-

rying loads.

HtTl s. (from ^Ftej t. A scaffold for building.

2. The throwing any charge or responsibility on

a person.

^Wllpte a. (mfn. tftt+^itU^ ) Loaded;

responsible, entrusted with a power, charged

with a trust.

^jtTtZrel s. (femin. of ^tTT^t^) A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody, a species of At-

yashti. Yates' Gr. p. 426.

^tTfa^" ! s. (n. ^t^ +^RsR !) The laying

down of a burden. Also ^t^t^^t^ (m.)*

"50lf<<P s. (m. ^W+^J3
) A porter, a carrier.

Density, heaviness.

Mohun P. p. 154, 155.
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^Tfrf^zft s. (from ^t^r+fcfTr) a selling

high, wholesale.

^TTt a. (-f^\mfn. ^^+3^) 1. Carrying

a burden, loaded, laden. 2. Weighty, mo-

mentous. 3. Serious, sad. s. (m.) A bearer,

a carrier of burdens.

st^^Ti s. (from R. 3?) A sort of coarse sieve

used to remove earth from one place to another.

As. Res. x. 6.

<5"t3$*. (corrupt, of^t^t) 1 . A sky-lark. 2.

A quail (Perdix Chinensis). Mohun P. p. 53.

^TT5^ s. (m. patronymic of An epithet of

S*kra the regent of the planet Venus.

(/.) A shrub (Siphonanthus Indica).

<r

^TtT s. (n. from Wilkins' Gr. § 984) The

state or condition of a husband, nourisher or

supporter.

<qWA s. (/. from R. « Wilkins' Gr. § 731)

A wife. (Lit. She who is to be supported or

maintained by her husband.)

^PfrtH^t s. (m. dual only ; from ^t^Tj +*tf?)

Husband and wife.

s. (m. from R. 1. The forehead. 2.

Light, lustre, a. Good, excellent ; fair (as the

weather), ad. Well. —5^U3 v. n. To be in

good health ; v. a. To rectify, to re-

pair ; v. a. To love, to approve of

;

v. a. To esteem, to prefer

;

v. a. To applaud,

to approve of ;
—^Ttf^t v. n. To te agreeable

or pleasant, to taste well.

^t5^^ s. (from ^l6*!) Goodness, excellence,

agreeableness.

^t^^tl a. (^ + C^H) Luxurious,

gluttonous
;
sumptuous.

^t^W s. (^t^+^W) Friendly dispo-

sition, good will, affection.
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* (
from Advantage, goodness,

prosperity, welfare.

<TN1««1 s. (from ^N+^Ti) Good and evil.

s. (m. for^^) A bear (Ursus labiosus).

Also (m.) and ^t^p (m.)

^>3<P<MF s . (m. ^1^ +3"*-^) A bear's

cub.

^H<P«lH s . (^t^ + 3T*t ) A species of bam-

boo (Bambusa Balcua). Hort. Ben. p. 25.

Sfcjfl s. (corrupt, of qt^+t^) A husband's

elder brother.

<3 l^RooT, i. (^TO3) To speak, to say. With
:3Tfb or 311 prefixed, To speak to, to address

;

with t|
t To speak out, to say, to pronounce

;

with To speak, to reply, to answer

;

with To converse, to discourse.

<3"teT s. (corrupt, of ) A speech, a discourse,

a sentence, a word. See .

^fa^a. (mfn. R. ^"teT+ 33^) Speaking, talk-

ing, discoursing.

^W°l s. (n. R. ^t^+^3pT) The act of speaking

or talking.

^fa^fa" s. (^t^+ x>
|TJ") Any writing, in the cur-

rent vernacular dialect, especially a statement

of the circumstance of a legal complaint written

in the vernacular tongue, and submitted to the

judge to decide upon.

s. (/. from R. ;ot*Tj 1. Speech, language.

2. The vernacular dialect in any country. 3. A
word. 4. A plaint at law. 5. An epithet of

Saraswati the goddess of speech.

^1^1^ 0J v. a. 1. To cause to say, to send a

message. 2. To cause to float, to launch, to

commit to the stream. See ^l^t .

^W^tt s. (/. ^W +^3M) The vulgar dia-

lect spoken in any country.
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^WHiT^ s . (n. ^W+^ttCT) The plaint, the

charge or accusation, being the first of the four

stages of a law-suit.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Spoken, uttered, said. s. («.) Speech, language.

v. n. To float, to swim.

6T^l a. (-f^\ mfn. from R. ^f^j Talking,

speaking. Used in comp. e. g. a.

(—f^F*T mfn.') Talking agreeably, saying that

which is pleasing, from a. (mfn.^ Pleasing,

agreeable, +^

^SP a. (mfn. fit. part. p. R. ^W + IT) Fit or

proper to be said or uttered, s. (n ) A com-

mentary, a gloss, scholia.

:3W^"R s. (m. S§1P from R. <|) The

author of a commentary, a scholiast, a com-

mentator.

^oHRoot, i. 1. To shine, to be ful-

gent or splendid. 2. To appear, to be manifest

or visible.

^jt3^ s. (/. R. ^t^) 1. Light, a ray of light,

brightness, radiancy, splendor. 2. A wish, a

desire. 3. A vulture.

^t*T s. (m. from R. ^Tt^) 1. A vulture. 2. A

kind of aquatic bird, the same as

^t^ffi s. (v. noun of ^ip^US) A floating, a

swimming. Also ^tTfpT

.

^1^3" a. (mfn. from R. WjTj Beautiful, hand-

some, splendid, s. (m.) 1 . The sun. 2. The

moon.

^l-^^-lH a. (infn. pres. part, proper form, R.

^t^Tj 1. Shining, radiant, splendid. 2. Ap-

pearing, becoming manifest. 3. (Beng.*) Float-

ing.

a. (from ^\P\U )
Floating, swimming,

overflowing, s. 1. Vessels coming down the

Ganges laden with corn, during the rains. 2.

A cutaneous eruption. Morton.

v. a. (cans, of ^t"pTO) To cause to

float, to put afloat, to launch a vessel ; to bear

down as a torrent does ; to deluge ; to spend,

to squander away.

The rains : the

time when vessels come down the Ganges.

v. n. (from R. <jt^?) To float, to swim,

to overflow.

^T*^ s. (m. + Wifiins' Gr. § 783).

(Lit. What makes light : hence) 1. The sun.

2. Fire. 3. The name of a celebrated ancient

Hindu astronomer. See Colebr. Alg., Introd.

p. ii. 4. (Beng^. A stone-cutter, a sculptor.

*. (/. ^1^^+^tsTl) The

seventh day in the first half of the month Magha.

As. Res. in. 272.

a. (mfn. R. ^t^+^Ui) Luminous, splen-

did, shining, s. (m.) The sun, day-light.

^T^Ta. pSjfp* mfn, ^RT^3V) Luminous,

resplendent, shining. Manu i. 77.

a. (corrupt, of Begging alms.

Ro^Root, i.
(
R)S$US) 1. To beg, to solicit.

2. To obtain. 3. To fail of obtaining. 4. To

be weary or distressed.

f^EFl s. (f from R. *fe^) 1. Begging, asking.

2. Alms, charity. 3. Wages, hire. 4. Service.

m. from A mendicant, a beg-

gar. Also 1%tc£>lb< (m.).

f^tlH s. (n. f^i+^rt^T) A travelling

about for collecting alms
;
mendicity.

v. a. (from R. To beg, to ask

for alms.

(m. from R. f%3a§J A beggar, a mendi-

cant : the designation of the fourth asrama or

order of Hindu society.

6 Y
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fotd^? s. (m. fatfg+W) A beggar.

(femin. of A female beggar.

(from R. f^^) A beggar, a men-

dicant.

a. (from Wet, moist, damp.

v. a. (caus. of f%feU3 ) To make

wet, to soak, to steep, to moisten.

a. (from fe3Tftt3) Wet, damp,

moist. Carey.

(v. noun of f^jfe?) The act of

wetting, or moistening a thing, a. Wet, moist,

damp.

v. n. (h. Us^j) To be wet or moist,

to be soaked.

s. (from A house, a home, an abode.

The raised

floor or foundation of a house. 2. A house, a

home, an abode.

f%\5 s. (from f^f^W) 1. A crowd. 2. An en-

closing or surrounding ; an enclosure, a fence.

f%0^t\5 s. (f^ +^3 as a jingle to it) Crowds

and multitudes.

v. a. (caus. of #fp31) To bring

near, to close with, to direct a boat to the shore.

v. n. (from ^"fe + R. To draw

near, to approach, to visit.

(corrupt, of 1. A wall, the thick-

ness of a wall. 2. A quarter of the horizon, a

point of the compass.

"fe^s. (corrupt, of The middle, the

midst ; an interval, the inside, ad. Between,

in the midst.

a. (from ) Interior, inner, internal,

inward
;
comprised, contained, included in.

ad. (locat. case of f%3«r) Within, be-

twixt, between, prep. Into, in.

ad. (locat. case of f^3) Towards, aside,

apart.

(n. from R. f^T^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 419)

A part, a fragment, a small portion, a bit.

f%f§ s. (/. R. f^T + f\S) 1. A wall. 2. A di-

vision, a separation, a breaking or tearing. 3.

A fissure, a rent. 4. A fragment, a small por-

tion, a bit. 5. A defect, a fault, a deficiency.

6. A place, a spot. 7. An opportunity, an

occasion. 8. An asylum.

Root, vii. (f^Fffe, Rj(l
#v3) To break,

to separate, to divide, to cut into pieces, to

pierce, to perforate, to wound. Also figura-

tively, e. g. to break (a promise, a vow, &c).

Sometimes with prefixed

to it.

foTl s. (/. from R. f%T^ Wilkins
1

Gr. p. 475)

Separation, division ; a tearing or rending.

v. a. (from R. f^3%) To separate, to cut

asunder, to pierce, to penetrate, enter into.

f^p" s. (n. from R. f%\) The thunderbolt.

a. (corrupt, of Separate, distinct,

different.

to. from R. •Rpl'T ) A short arrow

thrown from the hand, or shot through a tube.

"Fo^T a. (infn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419). 1. Separated, divided, severed,

cut asunder, torn, split, broken, 2. Different

from, distinguished, distinct: (often in comp.

e. g. ^3"f^T a. (mfn.) Different or distinct from

that or these, besides this or these, from 3^
pron. That, +.1^1 ). 3. Opened, unfolded,

blown, expanded (as a flower), s. (m.T) (In

arithmetic) A fraction. Colebr. Alg. p. 13.

— \31 (/.) or —^ (ra.) Distinction, difference.

"f^SI^T s. (n. f^+ '^'fa") Multiplication of

fractions. Colebr. Alg. p. 17.
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cac-f%^FT s. (m. t%^+ *FT) The cube of a fr

tion. Colebr. Alg. p. 18.

a. (mfn. from Of a

different tribe or caste.

f^ff^*6 s. (-^rc.f^ +^ft^^T )

An arithmetical operation with fractions. Colebr.

Alg. p. 16.

a. (mfn. f^+^fe) Of a diffe-

rent kind or sort.

) The square of a frac-

tion. Colebr. Alg. p. 18.

«. (w/rc. [^5^ ) Of a distinct colour;

of a different caste or tribe.

R}^<li«<Pp1\j s. (n. ft^+3?^f^\3) Sub-

traction of fractions. Colebr. Alg. p. 16.

Division of

fractions. Colebr. Alg. p. 17.

) Addition

effractions. Colebr. Alg. p. 16.

a. (mfn. ) Distinct and

not distinct, separate and not separate.

f^SRtS ("feU for ^tH+^t3?) A plant

(Verbesina scandens, Rox.). Mohun P. p. 40.

(m.) A savage of a peculiar tribe, perhaps

the modern Skills of the province of Malwa.

f^T<^s. (—^m.) A physician.

(p. A water-carrier. Also

(/.) Scorched rice. Also

(y.) Scorched rice. Also written

Root, hi. (fal^) To dread, to fear, to

be afraid of.

(/. R. ^) Fear, dread, terror.

^0^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^&t+<3 Wilkins'

Gr. § 694) Frightened, alarmed, afraid, s. (w.)

Apprehension, fear, dread.

^ftf3 s. (f. R. Apprehension, fear,

alarm.

^t*T a. (mfn. R. +5 Wilkins' Gr. § 867)

Dreadful, frightful, terrible, tremendous, s.

(m.) 1. Horror, fright. 2. The name of one of

the five Pandava princes in the Mahabkarata.

^WlJ^a. (mfn. ^t^ +^W^) Ofter-

rible strength.

^t^^il s. (from Dotage, extreme

age, i. e. seventy-seven years. Morton.

^t^TTl s. (^t*T+ Tf^i) A plant (Verbesina

calendulacea).

^T^Ts. (from ^t^) A hornet.

^I^Pl a. (mfn. ^t+W) Of terrible form,

of fearful aspect.

^I<P a. (mfn. from R. ^t) Timid, afraid, shy,

fearful ;
coward, pusillanimous. Also <3t<P<?

(mfn.).

s. ( femin. of ^t<F) A timid or shy woman.

^1^<P a. (mfn. from R. 5&) Timid, afraid, shy,

pusillanimous. Also ^t^^ (mfn.).

^t^°l «• (»»/«. from R. ^t) Horrible, terrific,

" vful, frightful, s. (n.) Horror, terror. —^1

(/.) and —^ (n.) Terribleness, horribleness.

^t^1 s. (f. from R. Wilkins' Gr. § 831) Feat,

terror, fright.

^n a. (mfn. from R. ^t) Horrible, fearful,

terrific, s. 1. (n.) Horror, terribleness. 2. (m.)

An epithet of Siva. 3. The name of the grand-

father of the Pandavas.

^t511? s - (/• ^H^ + R- An epithet of the

river Ganges. (Lit. The mother of Bhishma).

A festival on

6 Y 2
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the eighth day of the first half of the month

Mdgha. As. Res. in. 272.

^ The form assumed by the root ^ To be, in

several compound nouns : e. g. s. (m.) A
master, a lord, from prep. ^|+R. See

Wilkins' Gr. p. 469.

The belly, the abdomen, the intestines.

^fell a . (from ^J) Abdominous, corpulent.

Also ^fifTrl

.

~^a. (-^mfn. Eating. Used in

comp. e. g. ^?orl^<P
K a. (-^mfn.) Eating

fruits, from s. (n.) A fruit, +^^. s.

Hunger.

^1 a. (for ^1) Hungry.

^3° a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^L+^) 1.

Eaten, consumed. 2. Having eaten. 3. Com-
prehended under, included in, comprized, s.

(».) Food, eating.

Having enjoyed

an enjoyment or suffered a suffering, s. (m.~)

An enjoyment already enjoyed. Carey.

^&Wg£f%s$ a . (mfn.^+ *F£$ffi3) Left

after eating, s. (rc.) Leavings, orts.

^fe s. (/. R. Enjoyment, fruition,

possession
;
eating, a meal.

^f^U5 v. n. (from IRS*) To be received into or

added to a stock ; to be interpolated with, to be

foisted in.

^ «• (from Hungry.

^H^t s. (from R.
)
Swindling, imposition,

deceit, craftiness, hypocrisy.

^fWS v. a. (from R.^) 1. To enjoy, to suffer.

2. To deceive, to impose upon.

^1 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^X+'T) 1. Dis-

torted, deformed, crooked, bent. 2. Stooping,

bowed.
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f^RooT, vii. (^Tf^P, ^J^CS5
) 1. To eat, to

consume. 2. To enjoy, to suffer. 3. To save,

to protect, vi.
( ^3l1^) To bend, to curve,to

make crooked.

s. (m. from R. 1. The arm ; the hand.

2. A bending, a curve. 3. (In geometry) The

side of a plane figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 58. 4.

The distance of the sun from the equinox, the

distance of the moon from the nearest node.

Wilkins' MS. See Kala S. p. 357. Also

^^3Fl s. (m. ^3i + 51) A serpent, a snake. Also

^tetifl s. (-tem. ^sfl + rerftFL

from R. 1. A peacock. 2. An epithet

of Garuda the sacred bird of Vishnu. Also

^SWTO s. (n. + A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 439.

^5Srf^f§\? s. (n. ^\5I*rT+"f^Tf§3) A sort

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 473.

^3$T£T s . (m. from ^3l+ R. *W Wilkins' Gr.

§ 797) A serpent, a snake.

^l%Pj^ s. (n. ^%+ft%+^$) A
sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 469.

^3^T^3

rf3l s. (/. from ^3ffi + 3T*fr3 ) A species

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 469.

^3$Tt53?t s. (f. from^31^ + A plant, the

ichneumon plant.

female snake.

v. a. To be astonished at, to be

surprised or amazed.

^51^ f^KS s. (n.
t^3i+ ^rfe+ ;53i) Opposite

sides in a plane figure. Colebr. Alg. p. 295.

^ivS3^ s. (^5. + ^-%) Bracelets for the arms.

Mohun P. p. 73.
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^Sf^'T s . (n. ^3l +"pT^) The shoulder,

the shoulder-blade.

^3fl s. (from R. Food, a meal.

^sSl^i" s. (a. ^3l+^3«) The breast, the

chest. (Lit. The part between the arms.)

^filC\3 v. a. (from R. 1. To foist in, to

interpolate. 2. To extinguish a candle or lamp.

^sf^P s. (m. from R. A slave, a servant.

(femin. of SsjfvS^ ) A female slave.

s. (corrupt, of ^1*4.) Land, earth. Mohun

P. p. 81.

^t^3 v. a. (caus. of ^f$^3) To entertain

another, to treat.

^t^U3 v. a. (from R. ) To experience plea-

sure or pain, to enjoy.

s. (from R. ^Tj^J Excision, extirpation, the

rescinding or reverting of any thing.

^vS^vjRM v. n. To whisper, to bubble up.

s. (from ^O^ol^W) A bubbling up.

a. Grumbling, taciturn, silent with

dissatisfaction. Carey.

vft(3 v. a. (from R. S3^) To fry, to broil, to

bake, to roast.

^f^T s. 1 . A widow's garment. 2. A long gar-

ment worn by Brahmans, &c.

indecl. Sans, (from R. ^) Sky, heaven,

the atmosphere : this expression forms part of

the mystic triverbial phrase bhiir bhuvah swar.

See Manu vi. 70.

^<*i s. (n. from R. ^) 1. A world : one of the

three mundane regions, viz. earth, sky, and in-

termediate space. 2. Mankind, man.

^T^TT s.
(
n

.
^S^T+TPI) The three worlds

or mundane regions (earth, sky, and interme-

diate space) taken collectively.

2170

W^P^f s. (m. *3^r+ A lord of the

world.

One of the mun-

dane regions, viz. the space between the earth

and the sun ; the etherial region.

a. Internally void or empty, hollow, unsub-

stantial, s. Mildew, smut of corn.

s. (corrupt, of )
Boasting, an appear-

ance of grandeur.

^i^l^s. (^L+^^ as a jingle to it) Boast-

ing, grandeur.

^4^3 1 <\ a. (from ^^l^) Boasting, grand,

ostentatious.

Brown sugar.

^pT s. (from ^f^TK3) An error, a mistake, a

blunder, a fascination, a deception.

wrj<p|
s> l. An incantation, a spell. 2. A spring

of water.

\^ C\j v. a. (cans, of ^f^iU3) To cause to

err, to mislead, to delude, to seduce, to deceive,

to flatter, to fascinate.

^tftTri a. (from ^ll^UvJ) Misleading, se-

ducing, deceiving, insidious, s. A cajoler, a

deceiver, a sorcerer.

v. n. To mistake, to err, to forget, to

blunder, to omit.

^f^t s. Bran, chaff. Also Wf\ . See Spft .

^ifo s. (corrupt, of 3/9) The receptacle of the

seeds of the jak fruit (Artocarpus integrifolia)

and other plants.

^Tl s. (from R. 1. Lamp-black, soot.

2. Corn, grain.

^fft s. Chaff, bran. See ^1 . v. a.
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To interpolate ; v. a. To bribe

one to silence.

^ Root, (i. <3<h3) 1. To be, to exist, to be

produced. 2. To become, x. (^TRUfj) 1.

To cause to be or become, to generate, to

produce. 2. To think, to meditate. 3. To de-

monstrate, to prove, to establish by argument.

4. To be clear or pure. Also, i.

-63) and x. (^RlTfe, -C3) To obtain.

In the first conjugation, with ^F^L prefixed to

it, To observe, to perceive, to be aware of ; to

attend to, to do ; with '^J.^H_^ To be comprised

under, to be contained in ; witli To pre-

vail over, to overcome ; with To arise out

or from, to spring from, to be produced ; with

To despise, to contemn ; with ^ 1. To

come forth, to spring from. 2. To be distin-

guished or eminent. 3. To exist, to be ; with

f<T (in the x. conj.) 1. To observe, to be aware

of. 2. To prove, to demonstrate; with 1.

To be in company with, to associate, to as-

semble, to mix. 2. To be, to exist ; to become.

^ s. (/. from R.^>) 1. The earth. In the Hindu

artificial method for the expression of numerals

this word, like others of the same import, stands

for one. 2. Ground ; the site of a dwelling,

a place. 3. (In geometry) The base of a plane

figure. Colebr, Alg. p. 69.

^^^Tn^l s. A plant (Hedychium angustifolium).

Hort. Ben. p. 1.

^£ s. (corrupt, of |j£m) Land, ground, soil, a field.

(corrupt, of

A species of plant (Flacourtia cataphracta).

Carey.

2tN3<P\5l s. (^t" + ^3\5l) A trailing plant

(Verbena nodiflora). Hort. Hen. p. 4.

corrupt, of An earth-
^ K
quake.
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jlf^i^S s. (|^+ <Pkfo) A plant (con-

volvulus reniformis). Carey.

f^?!? s - (f^+^W*) A Plant (Convol-

vulus paniculatus). Hort. Ben. p. 14.

^FPfls. (^+^1^1) A plant (Ksempferia

rotunda). Hort. Ben. p. 1.

5^b?Qt s. (corrupt, of ^f^ +^) A mush-

room, a fungus.

•9?s5l1^ s. (^ + 3Tfrl) A plant (Premna her-

bacea). Hort. Ben. p. 46.

^t^TpTSI s . (€^ + ^3Tf^I ) A flowering

plant (Careya herbacea). Hort. Ben. p. 52.

A sPec 'es °f fig-tree

(Ficus repens). Carey.

s. (^H-^) A plant (Crotolaria pros-

tata). Carey.

s. (m. ^+ ^F^) An earthquake.

s- (m. f+ C^tH) The terrestrial globe,

the earth.

Geography.

(mfn. from ^-f-R. 0"^) Moving on

land, living on land ; terrestrial, s. (m.) A
land animal.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^+^) Been,

being, existing, become : often used in comp.

with nouns, the final vowel of which, if -31

,

or C , is changed into ^ , if^ into §, and

if ^ into <l : e. g. ^"feo a. (mfn.) Be-

come dark, turned dark or black, from ^5 a.

(mfn.) Dark, black, + ^3. See Wilkins'Gr.

§ 1033. s. (n.) 1. A being, a created being

generally. 2. An element : five are reckoned,

viz. earth, fire, water, air, and akasa or aether.

(The Bauddhas and Jainas reckon only four.

Trans. B.A.S. l. 559). 3. (mn.) A goblin, a
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ghost, an apparition, a malignant spirit; a demi-

god of a particular class. 4. (re.) (In law) The

real state of a case, the matter of fact.

^3\j<pH s. {m. ^3+<FM) (In grammar) The

simple preterite tense.

s. (m. ^3+C^*1) Root of sweet-flag.

^3^9 a. [mfn. ^3+^) Possessed by an

evil spirit.

fvibvJVll s. (/. ^3+^%l) The four-

teenth day of the moon's wane in the month

Kartika. As. Res. in. 263.

a. (from ^3) Exorcising, expelling

malignant spirits.

^?\3*tliJ. s. (». ^3+ ^^!) An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. The lord of beings.)

s. (^3 +^t^?) A slut. a. Sluttish.

Morton.

¥&f^ a . (mfn. ^3+^€) Been before, existed

previously.

^kj^T^ s. (m. ^3 + ^t^T) Beleric myrobalan

(Terminalia Belerica).

1)3^*11 *. (/. from ^3 + OT) A plant (Nyc-

tanthes tristis).

^3t^"^"l s. (from ^3 A shrub

(Premna serratifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 46.

^3T^tPr s. (f ^3+nit"Pf) The source of

beings : an epithet applied to the Supreme

Being. Trans. R.A.S. n. 13.

^3Tt3Is. (from^ +TH^?) A plant (Ophio-

glossum flexuosum). Hort. Ben. p. 75.

^vPU. (re. ^+3^) The ground, the earth.

^3tTTl a. (-T£\mfn. ^3+ ^TIlPT ) Com-

posed of the five natural elements (see ^3) :

an epithet applied to the human body. Mann
xn. 12. s. (m.) 1. An epithet of Siva. 2.

The elementary or vital principle, or the proxi-

mate cause of life and action.

Possessed or

occupied by a malignant spirit.

The being pos-

sessed by a malignant spirit.

^f3s. (/. R. ^+ f3) 1. Being, existence, pro-

duction, birth. 2 Pure and undisturbed exist-

ence, aloof from matter and passion. 3. Su-

perhuman power, properly belonging to Siva,

but attainable by men through continued re-

ligious austerities. 4. Ashes. 5. Wealth. 6.

Plunder, booty. Wilkins' Gr. § 830.

s. (n. ^3+^) 1. A sort of gentian

(Gentiana Cherayta). 2. A fragrant grass (An-

dropogon Schcenanthus). 3. Another kind of

grass. 4. A medicinal plant, commonly called

kayap'hal. Wilson.

^f3*lt^a. (-^ mfn.ffiS+^) Affluent,

opulent, powerful, grand.

^3\5l1 s. (from ^'3) One who ejects evil spirits,

an exorcisor, a necromancer.

^3*1 s. (m. ^3+ ^*1) An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. The lord of beings.)

Iplt? s. (m. ^+ ^1^ from R. \) A hog. (Lit.

Who tears up the earth.) ^

s. (m.^+CW^) A Brahman. (Lit. A

divinity upon earth.)

^$"3"
s. (m. + from R. <j ) A mountain.

(Lit. What sustains the earth.)

^"PF^ s. (m. ^"PF^") A plant (Gentiana

Cherayta).

^1 s. (?re. from + R« °H) A king, a sovereign.

Also^ffe, ^H", and^FT^ (m.\

(/.) Arabian jasmine (Jasminum Zam-

bac).
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SsHH*i s. (n. ^ +
T
i Sovereignty, royalty,

dominion, government.

^fFfl s. (/. from OTtfT) The name of a par-

ticular scale in the musical system of the Hin-

dus. As. Res. in. 78.

^3 s. (n.l^+ ) The equator. Wilkins' MS.

s. (m. ^ +^^ from R. (Lit. A sus-

tainer of the earth
;
hence) 1. A king, a sove-

reign. 2. A mountain.

s. (n. ^+*KFT) The terrestrial globe.

Mohun P. p. 141.

a. (mfn. ^J +OT) Earthen, made of earth,

consisting of earth, terrene.

|)Jri a. (-t^rnfn. + Much, many.

s. The Great One : an epithet of the Su-

preme Being. Trans. R.A.S. li. 14.

s. ( f. from 1. The earth. 2. Ground,

soil; (in geometry) the basis of a plane figure.

Colebr. Alg. p. 69. 3. Place, site in general.

4. A country, district.

^fll«F*) s . (,„. ^"pXT+^H ) An earthquake.

^ftol s. (/. from ^ft) 1. Theatrical dress;

the decoration of a temple. 2. A preface ; the

preliminary part of a discourse.

^f^I^ s. (^I +^"?) A plant (Garcinia

Boobicowa). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

a. (mfn. ^pT+3) Sprung from the

earth, vegetable, s. (m.) The planet Mars.

^f£k5F^1 s. (/. from +3^) A plant

(Premna herbacea). Also ^f^3F^ (/•)•

fpI^W a. (-1<Fl mfn. ffc^filj
Living by the soil. s. (jw.) An agriculturist.

^fpPi s. (m. from <pf*T+ R. *Ti) A king, a

sovereign. Also
,
^fsPil^T , and

m. ).

^P[t3 s. (from + R.^) A plant (Den-

tella repens). Hort. Ben. p. 15.

|jftF^s. (_^ mfn. ffi + R. ) Touch-

ing the earth, s. (to.) 1 . Any terrestrial being.

2. An agriculturer, a cultivator of the soil. 3.

A skulking thief. 4. A blind man, a cripple.

Morton.

=#tflt s. (^1? genit. caseof^T+

The lord or sovereign of a country.

'O^T s. (n. from R. ^ ) State, condition, existence:

used in comp. e. g. <3^W s. (n.) The condi-

tion or state of Brahma, a condition like his,

everlasting reunion with Brahma.

^TT§ ad. Sans, (from ^c
«^) 1. Farther, more.

2. Again, repeatedly.

l^TF^ a. (-XT^ mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of 3°^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 520) Greater, more ;

much, many.

a. (?nfn. irreg. superl. degree of Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 520) Most, the greatest
;
many,

much.

frfXFS ad. Sans, (accus. case of Mostly,

for the most part.

^nrtmT° ad. Sans. (W° +Wo) Again and

again, repeatedly.

g^j^ «• indecl. Sans, (from "j? ) The earth. Wi7-

Airas' Gr. p. 552. This word forms part of the

mystic triverbial phrase bhur bkuvah swar.

^ s. (from ^ft ) A boast, a brag.

a. (mfn. from R. ^?) Much, many. s.

(n.) Gold.

fftT33Tlo a. (-3^ fft'*f 033FT) Of

great splendour, glory, or power. Manu i. 36.

^fTSrf^i a. (,»/». ^f^+ ^tfeTl) Bestowing

abundant presents upon the Brdhmans at a

sacrifice.
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SSf3T*Ffl s. (/. from ^ft-t-OFT) A plant,

commonly called charmaghas.

mf%$M s. (m. from^+ SI'tlli) A jackall.

^^fl, s. (/.) A sort of sun-flower (Heliotropium

Indicum).

s . (m.) A tree, commonly called bhoj or

bhojpatr (Betula Bhoorja).

(m. ^3^1 +<P t> <F) A man of one of

the degraded castes, the offspring of an outcast

Brahman. Manu x. 21.

^HlT s. (n. ^iL+^tsf 1 The bark of the bhurja

or i^q; tree used for writing on, and for hooka-

snakes.

OTs, (from ^f^TC3) Forgetfulness. MohunP.

p. 22.

^T^l s. (from 9 3 A fountain.

^T^Tf^ 5. (m. ^+ C^TT^) The earth, the habi-
ts ^ t\

tation of mortals.

Root, i. ("^3) and x. (<?*tufa) To

decorate, to adorn, to embellish. Sometimes

with prefixed to it.

s . (n. R. ^" + ^1) 1. A decoration, an

ornament. 2. The act of adorning or decorating.

^Tftll a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^-r-^Ffftl)

Proper to be decorated or adorned.

^5<r1 s. (/. from R. Decoration, embellish-

ment ; an ornament, a jewel.

v. a. (from R. ^jj To adorn, to deck,

to dress.

^^f^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^^3)

Adorned, ornamented.

^Ls. (fromR.^ ) Chaff, husk, bran.
^ v

','VTO J-

^OT a. (mfn. R. ^ +^ Wilhins' Gr. p. 464)

Of a nature to be or exist, existent; desirous to

exist ; desirous of prosperity. Manu iv. 135.

s. (n. from ^ + A kind of grass (An-

dropogon Schcenanthus). Hort. Ben. p. 7.

Manu vi. 14.

ff^lS^ «• {mfn. from §+ R. ^«t +^l)
Prostrate on the ground.

f^fefl. s. (-f^T m . ^J+^tf£R) A pro-

prietor, a landlord, a king.

Root, i. (^"f\?) and in. (f^f^) 1.

To bear, to cany, to hold. 2. To support, to

sustain, to maintain, to nourish. 3. (In the

first conj.) To hire (a servant). With "PT pre-

fixed, to conceal, to hide ; with To bring

together, to gather, to accumulate.

^"^°^T s. (m.) A male actor or dancer in the

attire of a female.

s. (/. from "5 + R. <pLj A frown, a

contraction of the eye-brows. Also ^ (/•)•

^T&l^U a. {infix, + Frowning,

assuming a frowning look.

(m.) The name of one of the ten Mahar-

shis or primaeval sages. Manu i. 35. 2. The

planet Venus. 3. A precipice, a mountain,

table-land.

v*H s . (m.) 1. A large black bee. 2. The fork-

tailed shrike (Lanius caerulescens, Lin. Corvus

Balicassius). 3. A plant (Verbesina calendu-

lacea). 4. A lecher, a lihertine. 5. A golden

vase. 6. (w.) Woody cassia.

^<lv5l s. (m. from ^E+Tt^T) A plant

(Verbesina calendulacea). Also ^^"^^DS

(-T^c^m.) and %i^Mv5l1 m.).

^flt^T s. (m.) 1. A golden vase used at royal

ceremonials. 2. A plant (Verbesina calendu-

lacea). 3. (n.) Gold. 4. Cloves.

6 Z
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®%i*tfc s. (/. from ^fefe') A cricket.

^ a. (mfn. R.^+^ Wilkins' Gr. § 805) Who

bears or carries : used in corap. e. g. ^T^^^
a. (mfn.') Bearing weapons, from s. (n.)

A weapon, .

^3<F s. (mfn. from R. ^) A hired labourer, a

servant.

s. (/. R. ^+ f3) 1. Nourishment, mainte-

nance. 2. Wages, hire.

^f^3<P s . (-^m. ^fs?+ R. Living on

wages or hire.

^CO a. (mfn. from R. ^ ) A servant, a dependant,

a slave.

<r _ <r

^Q^\ s. (m. ^0) + 37l) The assemblage of

servants or dependants, the household.

VQj\ s. (/. from R. ^ Wilkins' Gr. § 831) 1.

Maintenance, support. 2. Wages, hire.

Root, iv. (^*frf3) To fall (either literally,

as from a height, or figuratively, as from vir-

tue, &c).

a. {mfn. from R. W^t) Much, exceeding,

eminent, ad. Sans. (
— *I°) Very, exceedingly,

much.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^f
3"^) Baked,

parched, fried, scorched.

*5 Root, ix. 1. To blame, to censure.

2. To maintain, to support, to nourish. 3. To

hold. 4. To fry.

v. a. To make faces, to grin, to

ridicule.

C^s. (from C^ft + ^JT?) A toy-trumpet for

children.

C^j<I? s. (m.) 1. A frog. 2. A cloud. 3. (Beng.)

A disguise, a feigned appearance. 4. A parti-

cular religious habit. Tarachand Ch.

(corrupt, of ^l<$>t>) A species of fish

(Coius Vacti, Hamilton). Carey.

s. (femin. of C^^) 1. A female frog;

a small frog. 2. (Beng.) An actor, a come-

dian.

(.^<£il1 a. (from 0^) Foolish, simple.

v. a. (from R. ^£j) To ridicule, to

mimick. Also

GCT s. (from C^fiSitsJ) A sending, a message.

v. a. To send.

v. a. 1. To send. 2. To implicate in
;

to shut (as a door). Also C^K5lKU3

.

s. (from CsflfoJ) A meeting, a visit ; a

present at meeting or visiting.

C^"k^t See O^lat.

Osfcl s. (from C3f&E3) A visit, a meeting.

C^fl>T3 v. a. (from + :3T|v) To visit,

to meet.

C^f^Timiffl s . (C^Ute from C^£,

+ p. <t3U-) An inn, a tavern ; a public house.

a. (from ^1) Going down with

the tide.m s. (from raffera) A present offered at

a visit or meeting.

A sutler, a victualler.

s. (m.) 1. A ram, a sheep. 2. The name of

a saint.

C^3l s. (from C^3\i) 1. A sheep, a ram. Also

CHv5l. 2. A stupid person. See C^5*^

.

(from C^ol ) Sheepishness, stupidity.

C^)fv5K3 v. a. (from 3lf%+R. 3^?) I. To

meet, to approach. 2. To reweigh.

03^?t s. (from C^3) 1. A ewe. 2. A mound,

a dyke, an embankment.
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An embankment.

l^O^rl s. (h. A pander, a pimp.

tfSwl «. (from ^t3 ?) Starched (as cloth).

A species

of fish (Gobius Changua, Hamilton'). Carey.

C^v3<U a. (jw/h. /w*. ^ar*. p. R. fb^+\333)

Proper to be divided or distinguished.

C^Sl s. (-^ m. R. f%^ +^) A man who

causes a division or sows dissension ; a seditious

or factious person ; a traitor.

C^t s. (m. from R. "f^ftf ) 1. Separation, division

;

looseness, detachedness. 2. Disunion, disagree-

ment, dissent, dissension. 3. Difference, dis-

tinction, specific peculiarity, diversity, variety.

Trans. JR.A.S.i. 113. 4. Kind, sort, species.

5. (Beng.) A purging by stool. —^1 4 {si v. a.

To separate, to pierce, to penetrate, to transfix
;

_<£ftj\3 v. a. To divulge a secret ; — vSpSTt-

^C\3 v. a. To sow dissension, to cause disagree-

ment ; v. a. To reconnoitre ;

v. a. To spy out.

C^7^ a. (mfn. from R. f%"^) t. Causing a

separation or division
;
sowing dissension. 2.

Cathartic, purgative.

C^^3o ad. Sans. (C^K+^i) Discriminately,

according to peculiarities or diversities.

s. (n. R. fotf+ ^FT) The act of separat-

ing or dividing, a boring or piercing through.

tin*ftVI a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. f%^+ ^SpflTT)

Fit to be separated, divided, or distinguished.

C^fi s. (corrupt, of ^Ml^) A fish (Perca

nebulosa, Buchanan's MSS.)
;

Holocentra,

Lacepide). Carey.

C^tT^U. (C^ +^K^W) Disagreement and

agreement, disunion and union.

C^3 fr\J a. (mfn. + Divided, separated.

2182

v. a. (from R. R}^) To separate, to

divide, to disunite, to distinguish ; to cut

through, to pierce, to perforate.

C^fta. (-f^mfn. 0^t+3>T) Separating,

dividing, causing disagreement or disunion.

C^P a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. f^f+ TT) Fit to

be separated, divided, or distinguished.

C^f^U3 v. n. (from R. y[) To be alarmed or

confounded. Also (^"f^ITl *rt^S3 .

C^0< flTT^I s. (from^l + ^<ll><P?) Dumbness

or perplexity from fear, &c.

C^T^T s. (corrupt, of H ) A hornet.

C^M^ s. A plant (Argemone Mexicana).

Hort. Ben. p. 41.

C^ft" s. (m. from R. ^1 ?) A kettle-drum. Also

C^fl (/.).

C^^t s. (h. t£i(j* which from C^\3) A long

trumpet.

C^RUl s. (from 3^3) The castor-oil plant

(Ricinus communis). Hort. Ben. p. 69.

(^roife?^ s. (C^RUl+t^T) Castor-oil.

Also C^TOJT^t^T . Mohun P. p. 40.

s. (m.) A raft, a float, a. (mfn.) Ignorant,

foolish, unwise.

C^f<F s. (mn. C^T +35

) A raft, a float.

C^T1 s. (from C^T^5

) 1. A raft, a float. 2. A
lance, a javelin, a dart. 3. A plant (Semecar-

pus anacardium). Hort. Ben. p. 22.

C^j^ls. (from C^T) A conjurer, a magician,

a sorcerer.

C^Root, i. (t^<tfo, -G3) 1. To f

dread. 2. To go.

0^H3i s. (n. from f%^F3[J A medicament,

drug, a remedy ;
physic.

6 Z 2

tear or
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s. (n. from 1. An aggregate of cha-

rities or alms. 2. Mendicancy, begging.

"t^j^ s. from fbtti?l) Alms, charities.

s. (f. from ) A festival on the eleventh

day of Mdgha. As. Res. hi. 272.

a. (infn. from Formidable, terrific,

terrible, s. 1. (w.) Formidableness, terrible-

ness, terror. 2. (m.) An epithet of Siva. 3.

The personification of a particular musical

mode. As. Res. in. 73. — \3l (/.) or —^ («.)

Terribleness, dreadfulness.

"to«<ll s. (femin. oft^/3") 1. An epithet of the

goddess Durga. 2. The designation of a par-

ticular scale in the musical system of the Hin-

dus. As. Res. in. 77.

t^R^tl>3F s. (m. te^^t + 'S'IF) A society

formed for profligate purposes. Carey.

(n. from "f^J^t^) A medicament.

C^l interj. Sans. Ho ! Oho ! A respectful particle

of address.

n. pr. of a country, Bootan,

+ A plant (Arum Colocasia).

C^TfvSl a. Blunt, dull, not sharp, s. The peel

and other unedible parts of a fruit. See

o
C^T^O s. (from ^O'KO) 1. An animal of the

weasel kind (Viverra Bhundur, Buchanan's

MSS.). Carey. 2. An otter. Sabda S. p. 73.

C^t^T a. Full, satisfied ; hoven. s. An abyss.

C^t^fpTs. (from f^l) Extreme exhaustion

and faintness from want of food.

C^1s?33 a . {mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Fit to be enjoyed or suffered ; edible.

s. (-^ m. R. + 1. An eater.

2. One who consumes, enjoys, or suffers ; the

enjoyer or agent in fruition, an epithet applied

to the soul. Trans. R. A. S. i. 551. It is also

used in comp. e. g.

A consumer of food, one who enjoys a meal,

from s. (w.) Food, nourishment, + C^ff^ .

3. A husband.

C^t^l s. (m. from R. An affection gene-

rally : particularly enjoyment, pleasure, pos-

session ; but likewise suffering, passion. 2. An

offering of dressed food. {Beng.^ — <^1<i C\3

v. a. To undergo, to enjoy, to suffer. — JjTT-

^tU3 v. a. To threaten, to reprove.

C^t^rfcJa. (mfn, (^1 +^3) Produced by

or arising from an affection, whether enjoyment

or suffering.

C^tTO;$; s. (m. C^l + CKK) The body con-

sidered as the seat of enjoyment or suffering.

Carey.

Csfrf^t s. (/. from C^n^fa^) The capital of

the Nagas or serpents in the infernal regions.

(-^ mfn. C^1+^V) 1. Af-

fording enjoyment. 2. Enjoying, perceiving,

feeling. s. (m.) A snake. See (.^ \^f\.

.

O^frW^i s. (O^I+TI7
] as a jingle to it)

Enjoyment, possession.

C^fW s. (from C^l) Deception, imposition, a

cheat, a snare, v. a. To delude, to

cheat.

v. a. (from C^l) To cause another

person to enjoy or to suffer and undergo.

C^Tfa s. (mn. C^i+^I^") The end of en-

joyment or suffering.

An enjoying

or not enjoying, a suffering or not suffering.

C^fi. a. (-f^~linfn. C^t^l +3/^) Enjoying,

suffering, possessing, partaking in
;
subject to

affections generally. Used in comp. e. g.

^^SF^t^ft am (_frf^ m/„.) Enjoying

the fruits or consequences of actions, from
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3RJ3^ s . (n.) Action, s. (n.) Fruit,

+ C^tf*^. s. (m.) A snake. See O^W^.
C^t^t) a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. Wilkins'Gr.

§ 723) Fit to be enjoyed, to be possessed or to

be participated in. s. (rc.) Wealth, possessions
;

any object of fruition. Trans. R. A. S. i. 551.

s. (femin. of C^t5^) A courtezan, a

harlot, a whore. Also C^l^bl^l (/.).

A loan for the

use of the receiver. Morton.

C^t3 s. (m. from R. ^j^) 1. The name of a

king of Oujein, who is supposed to have

flourished about the end of the tenth century.

2. (Beng.^) A meal, a feast, a banquet. 3.

(from ^01) Legerdemain.

CSt^Pfs. (n. R. ^K^+^H) 1. The act of eat-

ing. 2. A meal, food.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Fit to be eaten, edible, eatable, s.

(n.) Food.

(^10l«k5lT, s. (C^H5 from^3[ + p. ^jb) Sleight

of hand, the art of magic. Also C^T^ft'TiJl

.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. <3\^+TT Wilkins'

Gr. § 723) Fit to be eaten, edible, s. (n.) Food.

C^tS^" s . (n. (^5)+^) 1. Eatable food.

2. (Beng.~) A table-companion.

C^tla s. (from Bootan the name of a country)

A sort of red blanket made in Bootan. Carey.

C^Tto^l s. 1. A trumpet. 2. A boat of a par-

ticular description.

C^ioferl a. (from C^fc^f
)
Blowing a trumpet.

s. A trumpeter.

a. Dull, blunt, obtuse, s. The unedible

parts of a fruit, its peel, &c.

OislH"^ s . LA tree. 2. An auger. 3. Awater-

. ing-pot.

C^TRl s. (from 3 + C^TT3^) The eye-lashes.

C^l< a. (from R. ^1) Early, at dawn. s. The

morning,

C^)l< K s. A plant (Rhizophora Mangle). Ilort.

Ben. p. 36.

O^fTC!^ ad. (from C^t^") At dawn, in the morn-

ing.

C^T^I a. (from ^f*TU3) Forgetful, unmindful.

s. The name of three species of fish (Bola

Coitor, B. Chaptee, and B. Pama, Hamilton).

indecl. Sans. A particle of respectful ad-

dress.

C^Tf\3^ a. (mfn. &3+$$ Wilkins' Gr. % 903)

1. Elemental, pertaining to the corporeal ele-

ments. Trans. R.A.S. i. 559, 560. 2. Re-

lating to the goblins or evil spirits.

) Necro-

mancy. Mohun P. p. 143.

(^1 f\3<P^ s> ^ Cstf^+ ^sf) The cor-

poreal creation. Trans. R.A.S. i. 33.

a. (mfn. from ^pF) Earthly, terrestrial.

s. (m.~) 1. The planet Mars. 2. Ambergris.

CStPl^ a. (mfn. SpfST +t^) Belonging to

earth generally, or to any particular country or

piece of ground ; terrene.

C^tf^ s. (m. from ) The superintendent

of gold, the treasurer.

^H^Root, i. (^TS3) To fear.

^jTT^TO a . (corrupt, from ^TC-^+q^
)

Stupid, of slow understanding.

v. a. To study, to commit to memory.

(Generally used in an ironical sense.)

q°*3^ Boot, iv. (3*^3, _C3) To fall, to fall

from, both in the literal and metaphorical sense

;

to be deprived of. Sometimes with

or prefixed to it.
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qOKl s. (m. from R. A falling, a fall,

an overthrow, ruin, loss, destruction ; a fall

from virtue, depravity.

3°^ Root, i. (q
07TC3) To fall down.

J3<^°T s. (m.
s

) An actor wearing female apparel.

q^ffe See Q^f§ and &
,

3\ Root, i. (Ift&j) To sound -

Root, l (,$^Rs) and iv. To

move about, to be unsteady or unfixed, to wan-

der, to roam. With 3^ prefixed, To spring

up, to start up ; with To roam, to

wander about ; with T° To err, to be mistaken

or confused.

£p s . (tn. from R. W^) 1, A moving about, an

erring or wandering about ; an error, a mis-

take. 2. Any thing that turns round : a whirl-

pool, an eddy ; a whirlwind ; a lathe, a potter's

wheel.

q"5T°1 s. (n. R. q£T+ s£|«"|
) A roaming or wan-

dering about; the falling into an error or mistake.

qirreWt a. (-f^L, rnfn. W^+^f^T)
Wandering or roaming about, s. (m.) A vaga-

bond.

qiTTf^rf^ s. (n. Iftfi + f3Frf*I3) A sort

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 433.

qlTtPT ad. Sans, (from q3Pi+3pI) On ac-

count of travelling or roaming about.

qSI'^" s ,
(
m , from R, A large black bee.

qi4.<<P s. (m. from ) 1. Hair curled upon

the forehead. 2. A bee.

SfSPfX s . (femin. of 3*V< ) A female bee.

(/. from R. 1. Any thing turning

or whirling round ; a turner's lathe ; a whirl-

wind, &c. 2. An error, a mistake. 3. Dizzi-

ness, vertigo
;

stupor, forgetfulness. 4. A
sceptic.

qHl a. (~fil\mfn. 3^+3^) Going round

or about, whirling round.

qT3! ad. (locat. case of 3^ ) Inadvertently,

through mistake, erroneously.

q^ Root, iv. ( q~*tjf3) To fall, to fall down.

See R. q°^.

a. (rnfn. irreg. superl. degree of , Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 522) Most.

rnfn. irreg. compar. degree

of ^1 , Wilkins' Gr. p. 522) More.

q°G> a. (mfn.pret. part. p. R. q05
*!^-^ TFilkins'

Gr. p. 419) 1. Fallen, fallen from: used in

comp. e. g. ~*\\*\ J3°d> a. (mfn.) Fallen from his

station or place, from ^1*1 s. (w.) Station,

situation, + Also in a figurative sense,

fallen from virtue, depraved, degraded, &c.

2. (for Parched, fried, baked, roasted.

-31 (/.) or -j (n.) A fallen condition, de-

pravity, degradation : also (Beng.~) q~^Pi"*Tl

and'^t®,

s. (femin. of q^) An adulteress, an un-

chaste woman.

q
-5^ Root, vi. j^gfe, -03 Wilkins' Gr.

§ 263) To fry, to toast, to parch, to roast.

ql^RooT, i. (q1^3lU3) To shine, to be splen-

did : sometimes with f^T prefixed to it.

Q"t3£3? s. (n. from R. ) Bile, the bilious

humour.

qlftf^ a. (rnfn. R. ql^+t^ Wilkins' Gr.

p. 463) Habitually shining, splendid, elegant.

qT3l s. (-^ in. from R. V+^t) A brother:

in the dual (—31^7) Brother and sister.

3HJ$ST s. (m. "ST^p^ the genit. case of OT3\

t1^) A brother's son, a nephew.

sriSvi^J s
- (/• the senit -

case °f

, + T
J>ft ) A brother's daughter, a niece.
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qt^jP^ s. (m. qt3^T genit. case of ql^, +

A brother's grandson.

W% Seeqt3l.

25 i^i<P a. (mfn. Sft^ + <£) Fraternal, pertaining

to a brother.

qlvi<I"|Jl s. (/. qtJ+^JJl) A brother's

daughter.

q 1^301 a. {mfn. qT3 + 3I from R. Pro-

duced from a brother, s. (m.) A brother's son.

gfteil s. (femin. of tfcl^sSl ) A brother's

daughter.

£*l^5i-kJ s. (/. qt^+3TtTTi) A brother's wife,

a sister-in-law. Also ql^J "1^1. (/.).

ql^ff^W s. (/. W^VR^ft'Mfl) The second

day of the moon's increase in the month Kar-

tika, when it is the custom of the Hindus to

entertain their brothers or near relations. Also

^0SW\ a. (mfn. qt3+ ) Fond of

a brother, affectionate towards a brother.

ql^D s. (m. from qT3) 1. A brother's son. 2.

An enemy.

dual only (fromW%+ ^f^fl.

)

Brother and sister.

qt3^CUl s. (/. qt3+^Q7l from R. $?T) Fra-

tricide.

qlcAila. (mfn. from Relating to a brother,

fraternal, s. (m.) A brother's son.

qlvi a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. £3^+3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 421) Mistaken, gone astray, fallen into

error.

1. A going astray, an

error, a mistake, a delusion.

qW^ a. (mfn. R. q3!^-^^) Leading into

error, causing error or mistake, s. (m.) 1. A
cheat, a deceiver, a swindler. 2. A jackal.

3. The loadstone. 4. The sunflower (Helian-

thus annuus).

qt^Roox, i. (qt*ft3, q1*tTO) To shine.

qT§ s. (n. R. q^+TT) A frying-pan. Wilkins'

Gr. § 897.

qt Root, ix. (qT/llfo, fq1"tS3) 1. To fear.

2. To hold. 3. To cherish, to support.

q^poTf
St ^ An actor attired in the dress of a

female. Also q^OKl (m.) and (m.).

q3jf£ s . (f. from q + R. 3j£ ) A frown, an

angry look.

q s. (/.) An eye-brow. When standing at the

end of a comp. this word takes the form q<
e. g. ^q*! a. (mfn.) Having beautiful eye-

brows, from 3*T Good, + q< for q .

q^ ^ Seeq^°^.

q^f& See qfffe and .

qC^i s. (m. q+C5pi) A contraction of the

eye-brows, an expressive look, a frown.

q^RooT, x. (q*niU3) To hope, to trust, to

confide ; to wish for, to desire.

q°l *. (jji.from R. q°1 ) A foetus, an unborn child.

50$[ «• (mfn. from R. 3?^) Who

causes or occasions abortion. Also q"t2Tl a;

(-S^lmfn.).

ql^Qjl s. (f. q^ + ^^Tl from R. The

causing or procunng of abortion.

q^?U (m. q+^rf) A contraction of the eye-
's ^
brows, a frown.

q^l s. (/. q + ^31) The brow compared to

the gentle bends of a climbing plant. Carey.

Cq^RooT, i. (Cq3lC3) To shine.

Cq~S Root, i. (iq*Uv3) 1. To go, to move. 2.

To fear.
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s. (m. from R. C5^?) 1. Trespass, fault,

sin, a deviation from rectitude. 2. Loss, detri-

ment. 3. Motion, a going.

§0^Root, i. («^Rs) To eat. See R.

^1 Root, i. (ft*fe, f^fe) To shine.

See R.

C^T Root, i. (Cf^fe, -C3) 1. To go, to

move. 2. To fear. See R. C"^.

C

21 The twenty-fifth consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet ; it is the nasal corresponding to the labial

class, and is pronounced like m.

21 s. (m.) (In prosody) A molossus, or a metrical

foot of three long syllables.

21 An Unadi suffix, by means of which a number

of adjectives and substantives are derived from

verbal roots : e. g. f3r5I a. (mfn.) Sharp,

from R. f3^ To sharpen ; CSfil s. (m.) A
burnt-offering, from R. "3, To offer. Wilkins'

Gr. § 867.— 21 also occurs as a Taddhita suf-

fix, and is used to derive adjectives from a

limited number of other words : e. g. 2^721

a. {mfn.) The middlemost, from

The middle ; &l4M a. (mfn.) The lowest, the

basest, from prep. . Willtins' Gr. % 927.

s. (corrupt, of 237^ ?) A harrow, a sort of

small ladder used as a harrow.

2^t3 v. a. (from R. 2F$J^) To agitate, to stir,

to churn.

SC^T s. (corrupt, of ^T) Filth, dirt.

s. (corrupt, of 2$JJ Honey.

21^ 2192

2J§pfl s. (corrupt, of A tree (Bassia

longifolia). Carey.

s. (2T^ + :3l1^) A species of yam

(Dioscorea aculeata).

Et^TTt^ s . (21$ + 1>t^) A honeycomb.

^ftgfc*. (21^ +^?) The name of two species

of little birds (Certhia Zeylanica and C. cruen-

tata). Carey.

2X^3 s. (corrupt, of ^J^G> ) A crown, a diadem.

2T^2Ttfe s. (2I^ + 2ltfe from Hf^l) The

common honey-bee.

2X3^^ s . (corrupt, of 2^£<^i^?) A species

of fish (Cyprinus Morala, Hamilton). Carey.

s. (corrupt, of ) An aromatic

seed and its plant (Anethum Panmorium).

Carey.

21$^ s . (corrupt, of A tree (Bassia

longifolia). Carey.

2T\3H1 a. (from R.^P^) Stirred, agitated, churned.

(from R. ) To cause to

agitate or churn.

Root, i. (2X<p£3) To decorate, to adorn.

2. To go, to move.

*4.<^^ s. (m.) A fabulous marine animal, some-

times confounded with the alligator, but repre-

sented with the head and fore-legs of an antelope

and the body and tail of a fish : it is the em-

blem of Kamadeva, and forms one of the signs

of the zodiac, corresponding to Capricorn. As.

Res. ii. 292.

W<W| s. (m. U^+G^) An epithet of

Kamadeva the deity of love. (Lit. Who bears a

sea-monster on his banner.) Also

2I<>< ^ s. (m.) 1. The nectar or honey of a

flower. 2. A bee. 3. A species of jasmine

(Jasminum pubescens). 4. The filament of a
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lotus. 5. The Indian cuckoo (Cuculus Indi-

cus). Wilson.

II<t><^a . (a.jJsu) Determined, fixed, appointed,

settled.

ST^TTpl s . (m. 5I^"+TirPl) The sign cor-

responding with Capricorn in the Hindu zodiac.

(from A.jJiU) Determination, a fixing

or settling.

(a. ^UU) A place, a station, a site, a

situation.

(a. *lLe) The place where a thing stands,

a station, a site.

a. (from A. Relating to a station or

site, occupying a station.

*HQfa'h (m. II+^tT) The letter 1, or any

character expressing its sound.

s. (n. from R. S£j$) A crest, a tiara.

SI^fT s. from R. 1. An opening bud.

2. A tree (Mimusops Elengi). Wilson.

(wi.) A kind of kidney-bean ; a wild

variety, perhaps, of the Phaseolus Mungo. Also

ERp s. (from R. ^?) A species of culmiferous

plant (Andropogon bicolor). Carer/.

*4.<l?
<?'1^ s. (?w.) A medicinal plant commonly

called danti.

^ Root, i. (*t<|l\3) To go, to move.

SjGjj «. (a. <tL) 1. The city of iJfecca. 2. A
culmiferous plant much cultivated (Zea Mays).

(a.^ICc) A cheat, a knave, an impostor.

s. (a. jjJJU) Power, strength, ability.

3TS^ Root, i. (*K$f3) 1. To fill. 2. To be

angry.

5. (/. from R. U5^?) A fly.

Root, i. also with the insertion

of a nasal To go, to move.

*PU s. (m. from R. ^^Lj -A sacrifice, an obla-

tion.

SPtfSU (corrupt, of Butter. See^fr.

A kind of kidney-

bean (Dolichos gladiatus). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

(a. ^iAs*) 1. A master, the per-

son whom a servant serves. 2. (plur. of a.

^j^'*) Servants, domestics, ministers.

^PU'H 1 s. A plant (Annesleia spinosa or Euryalis

ferox). Hort. Ben. p. 41.

H^tp^ s. (a. J***) Velvet.

SI5!^ Root, i. (^1^3) To go, to move.

IT^T^ s. (p. ji^,) The brain, the marrow, the pith

of any thing ; a kernel.

(from p. y^) A border, a hem, an edge.

^I^tH s. (m.) 1. A country on the Sonabhadra

river, South-Bekar or Bakar proper. As. Res.

v. 56. Colebr. Alg. p. 3. 2. An inhabitant

of that country. 3. A family-bard, one who

sings the praises of a chief's ancestry in his pre-

sence, a minstrel, an encomiast.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R, Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) Immersed, plunged
;
sunk, drowned.

Root, I. (3$3fcfr3) 1. To go, to move.

2. To stir, to begin moving, to begin. 3. To

blame. 4. To game, to gambol. 5. To cheat,

to deceive. 6. To adorn, to em-

bellish.

STWl s. (rr^t. m - from R -
I^3j) An epithet

of Indra. See Wilkins' Gr. p. 75.

U^ll s. (/. from R. S^?) The tenth lunar aste-

rism containing five stars figured by a house,

apparently « (Regulus), y, «, and v Leonis.

7 A
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It is sometimes considered to be confined to the

plural number (— Wilson. As. Res. u.

293. ix. 323.

ate A festival on the thirteenth day of the

second half of the month Bhadra. As. Res.

lit 292.

Stt^t*ft *• (femin. of ^l^R3
* ) An epithet of

the wife of Indra ; also applied to the goddess

of Dawn.

(m.) A mirror.

^"^Ik indecl. Sans. Soon, instantly.

n. from R. Wh 1. Happiness, good

fortune, prosperity, auspiciousness. 2. (m.)

The planet Mars. a. (mfn.^) Auspicious, pros-

perous, happy, lucky.

S^N^kI a. (_f^T mfn. ^T + <Stft^)

Causing prosperity or happiness
;

beneficent,

beneficial, propitious.

An auspicious

planet, a lucky star.

s. (^^rT+^) A pot full of water

offered to the gods on festivals.

Sflp^^ a. (mfn. H^pT+ ^3Pf^) Producing

good or welfare
;
beneficent, beneficial.

Affording:

prosperity or happiness. Also

(-fXS^mfn.).

$j£$i\A s. (E^FT +^fa) Tuesday.

s . (H^^ + ^Mlt>U) Glad

tidings, good news ; the Gospel. Carey.

H*YrrrS"R s . (m. X^pr + ^ltFlR) l. An aus-

picious observance, a pious usage or custom.

2. A festivity ; the festive decoration of a house,

&c. 3. A preliminary propitiatory ceremony or

. invocation. Also ^^tW ! («.).

SflfifP a. (mfn. from *^T) Propitious, auspi-

cious, prosperous, lucky, pleasing, agreeable.

s . (m. from Lentils (Cicer lens).

s. (femin. of 3^pp) A fragrant sort of

agallochum or aloe-wood.

TB^Root, i. (XU>U3, or with the insertion of a

nasal 1. To be vain or proud. 2. To

be wicked. 3. To speak. 4. To pound, to

grind. Also, i. (51^3 ) 1. To hold. 2. To

be high or tall. 3. To revere, to adore, to wor-

ship. 4. To shine.

(/.) Excellence, happiness.

^it> l*T s. (corrupt, of ^<j?) A platform, a scaffold,

a stage.

3T^1 s. (from ^f^U3TJ The wrenching or

straining of a thing.

*I't><Ekfc s. (v. noun of M. W^PK'W) A being

wrenched or strained, a. Wrenched, violently

strained.

v. n. To be wrenched or strained. Also

a. Crisp, breaking easily, crumping.

3£3l<3?^a. (a.jj^j^) Aforesaid, before-mentioned.

-

3£3T*T^-, a. (a. b^M^u) Firmly tied or bound,

compact, firm, strong.

(from a. Lj^Lc) Firmness, compact-

ness, strength.

(a. jjj^u) That which is contained'

in a thing, the contents or substance of a letter.

(a. ijAjs*) A meeting, an assembly,

a company, a congregation, a convention.

a. (from a. ^jAjsr*) Pertaining to a

meeting or to an assembly, social.

HvSll s. (p. xj*) A flavour, a savour, a taste.
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immerse,SEjt^KS v. a. (cans, of *Tftft3) To ii

to plunge, to dip.

H3fflB|ctfJ (a. j^) l. A taste. 2. The palate.

a. (from p. *j»«?) Wishing to be enter-

tained by music or shews.

5I^iTP[t^a. (p.jta^e) Savoury, well-tasted.

(from p. j\j Savouriness, pa-

latableness.

v. n. (from R. SI^^) To be immersed,

to sink under, to be absorbed (in an affair).

See .
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H^^a. (a. 4;>-yo) Found, at hand, ready,

present, in existence.

^I^p^s. (from a. ^kst"1

) A collection, an as-

sembly.

Sl^pX^t^ s. (p. jfej ts.j*jz<) A keeper of the

records.

^^^5. (from p. jjtyo) A labourer, a hired

workman.

**?&<t s. (from p. jj<3^>) Wages, hire, pay for

labour.

(from p. j\& ^jj^yo) Subsisting by

wages or hire.

^ s. (_^\ w . from R. ST3^) 1. Marrow,

pith, sap. Also SJsSTj (/.).

v. a. (caus. of 3lf^U3) To immerse or

plunge into, to overwhelm (by distress, &c).

a. (mfn. 5^1 +^) Affecting the mar-

row or pith
;

latent, inward (as a disease).

v. n. (from R. IP^) To sink, to plunge,

to dip, to be immersed.

*• (/•) A basket - See
•

Root, i. (*I#T3) To go.

s. (m. from R. ) 1. A bed, a bedstead.

2. A scaffold, a platform, a stage, a pulpit, a

table. 3. An elevated shed raised on bamboos

in a corn-field where a watchman is stationed.

3^t^ s. Red arsenic. Also Mohun P.

p. 40.

JR| Root, x. (M^ilfe)

SKjp*. (from R. ^1) 1. The cleaning or scour-

ing of a thing. 2. Tooth-powder ; a dentifrice.

3. A salve for scouring the eye.

^"^13 v. n. (from &f^t) To bud, to put

forth new buds or leaves, to germinate.

4(?j^t s. (/. from R. *Kjf ?) A stalk, a flower-

spike, an ear of corn ; a shoot, a sprout.

s. A large species of grass (Saccharum

Munja).

Slf^Ta s. (corrupt, of ^\^t\) The Indian mad-

der (Rubia Manjit'h or R. Munjist'ha). Hort.

Ben. p. 10.

3Tf^Hl s. (from R.^ ) An ornament worn by

women on their feet.

^Xf^p^ s. (a. (JjiAi) 1- A dwelling, an abode.

2. A day's march, a journey.

s. (/.) Bengal madder (Rubia Man-

jist'ha or R. Manjit'h).

s. (n.) An ornament for the feet or toes.

a. (mfn. from R. ^?) Beautiful, pleasing,

agreeable.

ST^ftft *. (/.^ +^1^) A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.

^JM R*ft s. (/. from 3T*+^1) A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

^>jf^ a. (mfn. from *J>|* ) Beautiful, pleasing,

agreeable.

a. (a. j£11*0) Viewed, looked at, chosen,

* 7 A 2
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approved. —<?f<(.\3 v. a. To approve, to ac-

quiesce in, to assent.

s. (from A. .Jai^o) Assent, approbation,

K u
acquiescence.

3503^0 s. (/.) A large basket.

*JW s. (corrupt, of ?) A pea (Plsum sati-

vum). Mohun P. p. 65.

A necklace.

STT^TW^ s. (from 24'^+ ;iTt\5t) A silken

garment worn as a petticoat.

s. (from *jPEj?) A small earthen bottle used

to contain oil.

(corrupt, of ) A crown.

3T^<?1 s . 1 . The ridge of a house. 2. A large

earthen jar. -3TT"f^T3 v. a. To feign being

asleep.

v. a. To cause the joints of the fingers

to snap or crack.

et^root, i. (3rfcf3) 1 . To be confused or dis-

turbed in mind. 2. To dwell, to inhabit. Also,

1. (with the insertion of a nasal, 3Tta) To

bewail, to regret, to lament.

s. (m. from R. U^) A school, a college

;

a pagoda ; a monastery.

irfct^J^ s. (m. H"&+3I<i75£) The principal

or chief of a college or school.

^I^Root, i. (*I^JU3) 1. To divide, to separate.

2. To surround, to encompass, i.

and x. (S^JSf^!) To embellish, to decorate,

to adorn; also x. (SRlHlf^) To gladden, to

rejoice.

3T^s. (m.) 1. A kind of grain (Eleusine Coro-

cana). 2. (jBen^.) A plague, an epidemic disease.

SI^T s. The chief officer of a village.

a. (corrupt, of *^3) Mortal, deadly. 5. A
dead carcase.

A mortal

bite. 2. A pertinacious teazing or dunning.

5T^tf^TTl a. (corrupt, of^3^"^) Distressed

through the death of a child.

The ridge of a house.

5X^1 a. (from R. ^K^?) Fragile, brittle; rigid.

Also ^^OW .

s. (?w.) A sort of drum.

3^1 Root, i. (3Tff3) To sound, to sound inar-

ticulately.

s. (m. from a. ^) A measure of corn by

weight equal to forty ser, mentioned by Hindu

writers as used by the Turushhas or Muham-
madans. Colebr. Alg. p. 3.

s. (mf. from R. ^I^V?) 1. A gem, a jewel, a

pearl. 2. The wrist. Also *Tft (/.).

*lf]<P s. (n. from ) A small water-jar, a

pitcher.

(/. from 3Tfc| +^)Aholy pool

at Benares much frequented by pilgrims.

ITpW^" s. (m. 3Tf^l from R. f ) A jew-

eller, a lapidary.

^flrrtf^R" s . (».? nft+T^+f^-) a
species of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 433.

Uffvfy s. (/. Ufa +£^1) A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 425.

5XfR^ s. (m. ITpi +^F) 1. The wrist. 2. A
sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 469.

Set or stud-

ded with pearls or jewels.

3Tffr]$b s. («.? 3Tp1 + H$£>) a sort of metre in

Sanskrit poetry. As. Res. x. 469.

3TftaT a. (mfn. ^\+^) Made of gem*,
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consisting of precious stones, set or studded

with jewels.

XTpfaM s. (/. 1. A necklace,

&c. of jewels or precious stones. 2. A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

SrfTin s. (from ITpl) A beautiful little bird

(Fringilla Amandava).

XrffSHl a. (-f^\ mfn. ^P\+t^T)
Stealing or taking away gems. s. 1 . A jeweller,

a lapidary. 2. A seller of toys.

3Tft SeeUR
*4s3 s. (mn. from R. 1. Scum, froth, fer-

ment, foam. 2. Pith, essence. 3. The head.

4. (m.) The castor-oil tree (Ricinus communis).

5. Ornament, decoration. 6. (Beng.) Rice-

water, gruel, starch, paste.

3T^3*T s. (re. from R. ?5<L) The act of ornamenting

or decorating. Also ^Ts3*Ti (/.).

3£P| * (mn. from^ + R. ^1?) An open shed,

a temporary building erected for performing a

ceremony ; a family-temple.

HOT" s. (mn. from R. X^J
) 1. The disc of the

sun or moon. 2. (re.) A circle, an orb, a

sphere, a globe. 3. The visible horizon. 4. A
province, a district. 5. A sort of leprosy with

circular spots. 6. An assemblage, a multitude.

7. A form of military array. 8. A sugar-ball,

a kind of sweetmeat. 9. (Beng.) The chief

tenant of a village.

9. (re. *^FT +^) A sort of leprosy;

white leprosy with round spots.

sword, a scy-

metar.

*&fifl s. (/. from j. The disk of the

sun or moon. 2. (Beng.) A society, an as-

sembly, a congregation, a flock.

3T;J(.^< s. (m. 5T^T+^^T) The lord of a

district ; a sovereign, a monarch.

S£EJ5Fte s. (m. + A distiller.

s. (from R. *T^L ) A sort of sweetmeat made

in small nuts. Also

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Orna-

mented, adorned, decorated, studded, gilt,

plated. Used in comp. e. g.

^.vJ<P s. (/re.) A frog.

Sra^K s. (m. 31^ +^) A small tree (Big-

nonia Indica). Hort. Ben. p. 47.

S^P^Tt s. (f from^35+^) Madder (Ru-

bia Manjit'h).

EKpl s. (femin. of A female froe;.

SEW S. (mn.) Carbonate or scoria? of iron, rust,
•

fix j. > ' 1

dross.

3X^-1 A Taddhita suffix which serves to form ad-

jectives implying a possession from substantives

:

the terminations of adjectives thus derived in

the three genders of the nominative singular are

masc.
, fern. -H^t , neut.

Ex. iJi^H a. (-^ mfn.) Happy, prospe-

rous, from s. (f.) Prosperity, happiness,

+31^ Wilkins' Gr. % 908.

3T^> Sans, ablat. case of ^ST^^-i the pron. of

the first person : also often used in comp. as

the crude form, e. ff. s. (/re.) The son

of me, my son, from 3T^+^ s . (/re.) A son.

See Wilkins' Gr. p. 116.

3^^ ad. (from3Ti) A prohibitive particle usually

put before verbs.

3^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. RSJ^f-S? Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420) Thought, understood, believed,

known, supposed
;
regarded, respected, s. (re.)

1. A purpose, an intention, a disposition of the

mind ; a particular sentiment, an opinion. 2.

A method, a way. 3. A sect. Mohun P. p. 165.

When subjoined in Bengali to other words, it
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may sometimes be rendered by like, similar

:

e. g. vl^SJ^ Like this, in this manner.

*4."sSJt[ s. (m.) 1. An elephant. 2. A cloud.

TO^RE s. (m. TO$l+3[) An elephant.

TO^T s. (a. 1. The text of a book. 2.

(from HS8) The middle. 3. (from A
a mode or manner, method.

^l^^Tl5^ a. (from 3£3) Intoxicated, drunk, ad-

dicted to drunkenness.

AJ.\JM\3 ad. (from *Is3) Of the same opinion, of

one mind, of one sect.

•WT s. (a. *s«-^c ) A translator, an inter-

preter.

s. (/.) 1. Excellence, happiness; also

(attributively) excellent, happy. 2. A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 440.

SJ^l s. (a. Enjoying, reaping the advan-

tage of an act.

y&jg&S s. (n. TO+ ^43^") A different opinion,

another method, a different sect or party.

TOW5^^ s. (n. TO +^I^5^!") The em-

bracing or professing the opinions of a parti-

cular sect.

TOR5*^ a. (-t^J>/w.TO +3R^f^T)
Embracing or holding the tenets of a particular

sect.

*l\JJ»C<^ a. (a. ^Ik*) Conformable, agreeable,

suitable, equal.

*4s3l*lsi a. (mfn. TO +3JTO) Believed or dis-

believed, approved and disapproved.

TOtHf3 s. (from TO'kvi) Approval or disap-

proval, agreement or disagreement.

Xl^t^f^ a. (a. ^jc^, )
Hanging, suspended,

connected with, belonging to, attached to, ad-

dicted to.

U^m^.si (a. i_Jlk« plur. of «_4k0 De-

mands, requisitions, requests. See^^^^

.

13$$ s. (/. from R. 1. The mind, the un-

derstanding, the imagination, intellect. 2.

Thought, opinion, belief. 3. Intention, device,

counsel. 4. Wish, desire, inclination, disposi-

tion
;
memory, remembrance

;
respect, regard.

5. (Beng.^) A pearl.

mR30# a. (*tf3+^ forft^") Crack-brained,

delirious, s. Mental derangement.

3Tfeq3T s. (m. ETf3+q*I from R. 3^) A mis-

take, an error.

SwWfot a. mfn. ^3+^) Wise,

intelligent, judicious, sensible, prudent, mindful.

TO*! s. (from TO) A sect or party.

3IC3 ad. (from 3T\J
)
According to the opinion of,

conformably to, equally to.

3£3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3TE£-fs3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) Intoxicated, drunk, inebriated
;

having the mind overcome or engrossed by pas-

sion or violent excitement, s. (m.) An elephant

in rut. — i3l (/.) or —S (w.) Drunkenness,

passionate excitement, infatuation.

TO^tfWl s. (f. from 313 + R. <FH) An ex-

cellent woman. Also TOf#fWft (/.) or TO-

^ff^ft (/•)•

TO!$>5l s. (/. TO+iff?) A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 433.

tom^^H 1<M s.(n.i TO+^r^ft+^^T

+3lt^") A sort of metre. As. Res. x. 473.

s. (n.1 TO+ 3ITR) A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

Mv3*J W a. (from 3T35) Inebriating.

TOStPT^n s. (from TO+ 3^1) A sort of

plantain (Musa sapientum). Carey.

TOl s. (femin. of TO) 1. Vinous liquor. 2. A
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sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As, JRes.

x. 432.

Root, t (&8$fWj or x. To

counsel, to advise. (N.B. This seems rather a

denominative verb, from s. (m.) An adviser,

a councillor, which again is from R. H^To
think With 3FJor 3lf% prefixed, To

hail, to wish prosperity ; with To salute, to

greet, to bid farewell ; with PT or ^° +f^To
invite, to summon, to call together ; with

To hail, to wish well.

XI^C'14
N s. (a. )_4W-c) A desire, a wish, a

purpose, an object, a meaning.

IJ^erj^ a< (from a. l JU^) Entertaining a wish

or desire, having any purpose or object in view.

a. (p.jb t_ Jtka<)
Having an object

in view.

XT^^R a. (mfn. ^ for 3F*I«-> +»W from

R. ^?) Envious, covetous, niggardly. Also

XTMlit (-fk\mfn.). s. (m.) Envy.

JX^^Rl s. (/. from SI^SR) 1. Envy. 2. A
gnat, a musquito.

XtMfl, *. (femin. of *T^*P j A femaie fish.

s. (m. from R. XT^?) 1. A fish. 2. The

first avatara or manifestation of Vishnu in

the form of a fish. 3. A country mentioned

as one of the midland divisions of India. Manu
ii. 19.

(/.) Coarse or unrefined sugar. Also

s. (from HV*E> +R. ^) Fishing, the

catching fish. Mohun P. p. 140.

X^WtWt s. (/. from JJMB + R. $1 ) A fish-

basket. Also SX^^FftWl (/•)•

HWftTl s. (/. from m&ft, +1%5) A
dicinal plant commonly called liatuki.

me-

Xr^^JR^TT s. (n. XT^ + C^T) A fish-

hook. Also

XI^X^T s. (m. XFv^+^l) A king-fisher

(Alcedo). Also (m.) and XT5-, -

^h$$5& §. (/• from HV^>+3lfe) The

moon-plant (Asclepias acid a).

Root, i. To chum, to stir, to agi-

tate. Also, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

*l«*lfj) 1. To hurt, to kill. 2. To afflict. 3.

To suffer pain. See R. SF§L

HSfr s. («. R. XTShf^FT) 1. The act of stirring

or churning. 2. (m.) A tree the wood of which

is used to produce fire by attrition (Premna

longifolia).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. XT^) Stirred,

agitated, churned, s. (w.) Buttermilk.

5Tf^ See XFSTi . Wilkins' Gr. p. 69.

(/.) 1. A town in the province of Agra

celebrated as the birth-place of Krishna. See

Kulluka on Manu it, 19. 2. (J3eng.) A plant

(Callicarpa incana).

XT^Root, x. (Mi K.UC\j ), i. (with the insertion

of a nasal, X^f^), and iv. (XTf^r^J) To

rejoice, to be glad, to be happy, to be inebriated

or intoxicated. Often with or^T° prefixed

to it. x. To give delight or joy,

to gratify ; to madden, to intoxicate ; to be

poor or distressed ; to be proud ; with f*T pre-

fixed, to articulate.

*TP[ s. (m. from R. XT^) 1. Drunkenness, intoxi-

cation, madness
;
engrossedness of the mind by

any passion or violent emotion
;

arrogance,

pride, conceit; pleasure, enthusiasm, joy. 2.

Spirituous liquor, wine. 3. The juice which

flows from the temples of an elephant in rut.

M1^<P s. (from Mvfcj An opiate, a narcotic medi-

cine prepared from hemp. Carey.
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5T^en a. (mfn. 31^+^ from R. ^t) Speak-

ing inarticulately like a drunken person, s.

(to.) An elephant in rut.

JJTlPVl'te a. (HT^+p.^^) A drunkard.

^R^ s. (a. jjk) Assistance, help.

iHfTJ?) a. (p.jlfjjw*) Helping, aiding, giving

assistance.

(from r. j£ jj^) The giving as-,

sistance or aid.

s. (n. R. H^+^PT) 1. The act of glad-

dening or exhilarating. 2. (to.) An epithet of

Kamadeva the deity of love. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 770. 3. An inebriating drink. 4. Spring.

5. The name of several plants or trees (Van-

gueria spinosa, Datura Metel, and Mimosa

Catechu).

snprcusmrtt i (/. sr^+mfftofl) and

^^^^C/.^^+ ^^^Afestival
in honour of Kamadeva, the deity of love, on

the thirteenth and fourteenth days of the month

Chaitra. As. Res. m. 277.

*mf%f%ft s. (from UTrT+ftf^) A me-

dicinal plant (Kaempferia angustifolia). Carey.

species

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

IHtTl s. (/. from R. Stfjfj 1. Spirituous or vinous

liquor: also (/.). 2. A species of parrot.

^^ft^" a- {mfn. from R. 3^+^) Madden-

ing, intoxicating, exhilarating, making merry.

Wilkins' Gr. p, 469.

A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody, As. Res. x. 469.

3$KliH .9. (ri. TO-F^S^T) A tavern, a dram-

shop,

M^l^b a. (mfn. STR'+^^O Blinded by intoxica-

tion, passion, or infatuation.

*J?lfiki|l&. (a. t. An orbit, a circle, a cir-

cumference. 2. A centre, a station in the centre.

3. A place of retirement or rest. 4. A minister,

a superintendent.

STpRl s. (/. from R. SUlJ 1. Spirituous liquor,

wine, spirits. 2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. -4s. Res. x. 473.

A tavern, a

dram-shop.

A tavern.

SnflTT «• (mfii- from^ for SF^) Mine, my,

my own.

An elephant

in rut.

STI^ s. (to. from R. *i"*"4J) 1. An aquatic bird,

the shag. 2. The name of one of the degraded

tribes, the offspring of a Brahman by an Utjrd

woman. Manu x. 48.

HT^T^" s. (to.) A sheat-fish (Silurus Pelorius).

Also

ETIt) a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. STC^+TT Wilkins'

Gr. § 727) Capable of being intoxicated, fit to

be gladdened or exhilarated, s. (n.) Wine, spi-

rituous liquor.

W*i *. ^W'+A from R. ttl) One who drinks

intoxicating liquors, a drunkard.

s. (to.) A country enumerated amongst those

to the N.W. of Hindustan proper.

*4.y<t? a. (mfn. 3TEj +^) Belonging to the country

of Madra. Wilkins' Gr. % 902.

<^id s. (/.) The personification of the first note in

the Gandhara Grama. As. Res. ix. 461.

T^a. (mfn.) Sweet, s. (w.) 1. Honey; the nec-

tar of flowers. 2. Spirituous liquor. 3. (to.)

The name of a demon destroyed by Vishnu.

4. (/.) A plant (Celtis Orientalis). 5. A sort

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 468.
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s. (to. 1. A tree (Bassia latifolia).

2. (tow.) Liquorice.

I$"<M s. (to. ^+^) 1. A bee. 2. A lover.

3. A fruit, the round sweet lime.

s. (/. from A plant (Menispermum

glabrum).

si (to. + C^W) 1. A honey-comb,

a bee-hive. 2. The testicles of a goat.

SaSjfcf^ (to. *T^+!FI) l. Tippling. 2. A
honey-comb.

31«3T|M s. (to. ^^i +H^) A tree, commonly

called mahwah (Bassia latifolia). See As. Res.

i. 300.

ST^TrR^s. (H^Ttf^) A confectioner.

s. (to. from R. ^1) A bee.

s. (to. 3^+"^$ from R. ) An obla-

tion of honey and milk. See Manu in. 119.

v. 41. As. Res. vn. 291.

5T^fWl s . (/. from 3^+*ft ) 1. The indigo-

plant. 2. A tree (Gmelina arborea).

H^tTl * (/. from 1$ A sort of creeper

(Menispermum glabrum).

to. from bee.

SI&f^TI s. (Xtf^-f^TT) A shrub (Ardisia sola-

nacea).

Tippling, drinking

repeatedly.

s .

(
m

. 31^+ <^J) A bee.

H^Hfe^l s. (/. H^+Xnf^l) A bee.

Sl^jnr a. (ot/». sT^+ 5ni) Honeyed, made of

honey, sweet like honey.

Stffc[^t s. (Xtyfcfl£&) The double variety of

Jasminum Zambac. Carey.

«. from A spirit distilled from

the mahwah or madhudruma (Bassia latifolia).

s. (3l5^+3TH3t ) A climbing plant

(Asclepias volubilis). Carey.

ST^rf^l s. (/. from *Rj+Hf$) Liquorice-

stick (Glycyrrhiza glabra or G. sativa; or rather

Abrus precatorius, the root of which is similarly

used).

a. (mfn. from Sweet, pleasing, plea-

sant, mellifluous, s. (»&•) 1« Sweetness, sweet

taste. 2. (w.) Treacle, syrup. — "31 (/.) or

—^ (re.) Sweetness, suavity.

<^<<P 5. (to. ?$pT+ <? ) A medicinal plant,

commonly called jivaka.

USj^fl s. (/. from^+^T) A shrub (Sanse-

viera Zeylanica).

£[<J*<
i s. (femin. of Anise-seed (Anethum

Sowa).

^W^l^lsf v. a. (from To sweeten.

(from ) An aromatic plant

(Anethum Panmorium). Hort. Ben. p. 22.

is. (m. f^H) An epithet of ViSHNU

or Krishna. (Lit. The enemy of the demon

Madhu).

H^f^I s. (from 3T^) Sweetness, suavity,

pleasantness.

HSjfsTtt s. (-5^ to. *$+R. A bee -

^f*l£i s . (to. 5I^+ -pr^) A red variety of the

Hyperanthera Morunga.

A plant (Sanseviera

Zeylanica).

SI^SH s, (to.) A tree (Bassia latifolia).

5T^Hl?l1 s. (to. ^+^T;T) An epithet of

Vishnu or Krishna. (Lit. The destroyer of the

demon Madhu).

33<£g<1 s. (/. from^+R. A plant (Celtis

Orientalis).

7 B
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(m. from ) A tree (Bassia latifolia).

As. Res. i. 300.

Bees wax.

3$K^ s. (m. from A sort of Bassia grow-

ing in watery or mountainous places.

{f. from A plant (Sanseviera

Zeylanica).

a. (mfn.') Middle, intermediate, central, s.

(»m.) 1. The middle, the centre. 2. The

waist. 3. The west. 4. Mean or common

time in music. 5. (In arithmetic) The middle

term or the mean of a progression. Colebr. Alg.

p. 52. 6. Ten thousand billions. Colebr. Alg.

p. 4.

^H^t ! a. {mfn. +^t°1) Slender-waisted,

of slender waist.

Being common (to

many), pertaining in common (to a number of

persons or things).

5$73S Sarcs. +^PT ) In the midst, in

the centre, from the centre.

3Wtk*I s. (m. 3$t> + Ol*l) 1. The central or

middle part of any thing, the waist. 2. The

middle region of India, bounded by Kuru-

kshetra on the north, Allahabad on the south,

the Himalaya mountains on the east, and the

Vindhya mountains on the west
;
comprising

therefore the modern provinces of Allahabad,

Agra, Delhi, Oude, 8cc. ; the northern limit

is elsewhere defined to be the disappearance of

the Saraswati. Wilson.

a. (-f^ mfn. +^f^)
Abiding in the midst or in the centre, situated

between, internal, central, s. (m.) A mediator,

an arbitrator, an umpire.

(from

Mediation, arbitration.

£$7ftH a. (m/n.^I^+f^H) Moderate, mid-

dling, indifferent. Also {Beng.~)

S^iTU a . {mfn. *I<P+II Wilkins' Gr. § 927)

Middle, internal, intermediate, s. (?wn.) 1.

The middle or central part of any thing. 2.

The middle of the body, the waist. 3. {m.~)

One of the seven musical notes, the fifth note

of the Hindu gamut. See As. Res. in. 68.

4. The middle country of Hindustan : see

H^TlRte s. {m.? H^3X+^3) The middle

term in an algebraic equation. Colebr. Alg.

p. 187.

The name of a

particular musical scale. As. Res. ix. 451.

n Hindu

law) Outrage of the middle class, e. g. injur-

ing buildings, throwing down walls, &c.

S^TSrl s . {femin. of 1. The middle

finger. 2. A girl arrived at the age of puberty.

3. A central blossom. As. Res. ix. 451.

ST^trft s . (/. from^ST + STtfit) The name

of a particular scale in the Hindu musical sys-

tem. As. Res. in. 77.

Elimina-

tion, removal of the middle term in an equation.

Colebr. Alg. p. 187, 207, 324.

S^TT^ s. (n.*$& Midnight.

JJ&l^ta*. (m. SX^ + C^TO^The earth, the

abode of mortals.

a. {mfn. + ^5) Standing between,

intermediate, central, internal, s. (?«.) A me-

diator, an arbitrator, an umpire. —31 (/.) or

—^ (w.) An intermediate situation or state, a

standing between
;
mediatorship, arbitration.

S^^fi s. {n. f^WU !• The centre. 2.

The waist.
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HSjp^if^ s. (from S$T^*T) Arbitration, me-

diation, mediatorship.

) Situated in tbe

midst or between
;

central, intermediate.

BSW s. (femin. of **) 1. A young woman, a

girl arrived at puberty. 2. The middle finger.

3. A species of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 468.

W}? s. (m. H$ +31^ for 3}$?^) Mid-day,

noon.

religious

ceremony or duty which is to be performed at

mid-day.

nab ad. (locat. case of In the middle, in

the midst, in, within, among, between : often

in comp. e. sr. In the midst of a mire,

from A mire, +

Hr^HSb ad. (from**) Now and then, some-

times.

s. (m.^+^St^) Aspirituous liquor

distilled from the blossoms of the Bassia lati-

folia.

A Kridanta suffix which is subjoined to a

number of roots to form with them miscella-

neous nouns, e. g. <F*l*[^ s. (n. nomin. singul.

^**T
) Mail, armour, from R. < To cover

:

^3l**I^ s. (n. nomin. sing. Birth, from

R. 3FTTo be born. Wilkins' Gr. § 801, 108.

*H Root, i. (^fe) and x. (*tHTTf^) To

honour, to respect, to worship, x. (^ HTTU3)

1. To be dull or insensible. 2. To be proud.

3. To oppose, to restrain, vui. (*^£3) and

iv. (*l«Vfe*) h To think. 2. To be of opinion,

to believe. 3. To esteem. With prefixed,

To be of the same opinion, to assent ; with

To despise, to contemn ; with To value

highly; with T° To think 5 to value, to esteem.

s. (corrupt, of *l*f*T^j 1. The mind, disposi-

tion, character. 2. (from A. ^e) A weight of

forty ser's or about seventy-eight pounds. 3.

A plant (Crotolaria laburnifolia). Hort. Ben.

p. 54.

See*FP^.

JTOtW a. (mfn. from H5T^+
) Pleasing,

agreeable, taking the fancy.

Inquietude,

mental agony or distress.

*&V*3 a. (mfn. ^'^T +^3) Conscientious,

pure of mind.

Red arsenic-

Also^of^Ff (m.) and (m.).

tft§#>$ft*l s. (m. 5Pf^+^°^|) The

application of the mind to any subject.

a. (-ft\ mfn. from SFT^+

)
Applying the mind to any subject.

firmness or

sedateness of mind.

s. (n. R. SRj-^Ff) The act of thinking

or reflecting, reflection, thought. (In the Ve-

danta system) Intuitive knowledge, or science

without need of study. Trans. R.A.S. 1.572.

SFpffrl «• imfn. fat. -part. p. R. SF^+^FflTT)

Proper to be thought of, deserving thought or

reflection.

SFPtf^^Ts. (corrupt, of*F^+ ft
)

Religious conversion. MohunP. p. 161.

^FF^s. (n. from R. SFT
) The heart, the mind,

considered as the seat of perception and passion,

and reckoned by the followers of the Sankhya

and Nyaya school as an organ of both sense

and action. Trans. R.A.S. 1. 30, 99, 100.

IFT^Tl s. (/. from The goddess of the

serpent-race.

7 B 2
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A festival

in honour of DevI or PakvatI on the fifth day

of the month A'shadka.

IFf^t^ s. (SFFTl + <[3$) A plant (Euphorbia

antiquorum ?). Sabda S. p. 468.

H^tfTO s. (JFr^n +f^S) A plant (Eu-

phorbia Ligularia). Hort. Ben. p. 36.

3FTpT3i si (to. Sprf^T locat. case ofH5^*^)
An epithet of Kamadeva the Hindu cupid.

(Lit. Born in the heart or mind.).

JPF^TO s. (to. ^FFut-^t^T) The desire or

longing of the mind.

SlfF^t^ s. (/. ^f%-'^Fd) The wish

or desire of the heart.

SFF^n" s. (to. ^^T +^R" from R. <F) The

cognizance which the mind takes of its own

sensations, self-consciousness.

11^!*) s. (to. ^T^+siTH) Mental agony or

distress.

SFreWl a. (-"PKto/m. from R. ^f)
Giving pain or grief to the mind.

Xpraf^ s. (/. S^^^fft) The satisfaction

of the mind, the heart's content.

a. (corrupt, of 3X^TT[+^) Situated in

the mind or heart, s. A wish.

XFPjfta. (_f^Tro/H. SFPl+f^T ) Sensible,

of sensitive feeling, prudent, wise, intellectual,

intelligent, attentive.

^•Ti s, (from a. ^i^) A prohibition, a refusal, a

denial.

iiik£ indecl. Sans. A little, somewhat, slow,

dull, tardy.

R^T^a. (a.
(
^s^Fit, appropriate, suitable,

right.

a. (mfn. fret. part. p. R. ^H^+^3) Un-

derstood, known.
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(a. l -'-^p A master, a lord.

XFft^l s. (/. from R. 5^) Intellect, under-

standing.

IFft^t a . (-f^T mfn. + Wise,

learned, intelligent, s. (to.) A learned man, a

pandit, a teacher.

s. (to. from R. *4*jv) 1. Manu, the legisla-

tor and saint, the son of Brahma, or a personi-

fication of Brahma himself, the creator of the

world and progenitor of mankind ; the name is

however a generic term, and in every halpa or

interval from creation to creation, there are

fourteen successive Manus presiding over the

universe for the period of a manwantara, re-

spectively : in the present creation there have

been the six following Manus : Manu called

also Swayambhuva, the supposed revealer of

the code of law possessed by the Hindus

;

Swarochisha, Uttama, Tamasa, Raivata,

and Chakshusha ; the seventh or the present

Manu is Vaivaswata or Raivata the second.

Wilson. In the artificial system of the Hindus

for the expression of numerals, this word, or its

plural, '£FT3"o , stands for fourteen. 2. (/.) The

wife of the legislator Manu.

^•tOl s. (to. *^^+ ^I) A man in general, a de-

scendant of Manu.

^£*3?H s. femin. of ^"j^U q. v.

j

s. (to. from See Wilkins Gr. § 960)

A man, an offspring of Manu. — *3l (/.) or

— <"
(
w Manliness, humanity.

IIW^&I s. (-*^T to. from +^S)
An epithet of Kuvera the deity of wealth.

M^^S^XP a. (mfn. +^<3

) Feeding

on human flesh . Also ^^niloff (-f^T
mfn.).

Hrjf^ft s. (/. XFJ+'JTf^) The code of laws

promulgated by Manu.
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3£t*f arf. (Beng. locat. case of SI^T from EFpTj

In the mind, in the heart, in the memory.

v. a. To recollect, to reflect, to think.

— v. n. To occur to the mind.

JTFTfrfa a. (mfn. from 33*^+5^3) Gone to

the heart, affecting the mind.

J4.L1 Kifcl s. (f. from^FP^+T^) Red arsenic.

STFTtS^ a. (mfn. from 33*^+3RT) 1. Quick

of thought. 2. As quick as thought. 3. Fa-

therly, parental. Also *Tl1 loi< H (~^%
»«/».).

^Fl i<3a a. (to/». from \5) Beautiful,

pleasing, agreeable, winning the heart, delightful.

XtWvFl *. (femin. of *K«lK* ) Red arsenic.

See UH^PH l . Also Jtt*ft|1 (/.).

JflTTWS; s. (to. from ^PFT+ 'Clt^ from R. W^)
Vexation, affliction, distress. (Lit. A heart's-

burning.)

3^^^ s. (n, from IPT^+TJpSU) Vexation,

pain, grief ; mental affliction.

HFmpf^ a. (mfn. from 3FFT+TgP^S

)

Afflicted in mind, grieved, distressed.

^Wl'RWl s. (m. from ^I^T+f^R*] ) Close

application of the mind to an object, attentive

observation. Also *Il*t ifo Rl^T*] (m.).

*AWWlsJ a. (mfn. from SFpT + ^ffa) Approved,

made choice of, chosen, wished for, acceptable.

ttt^rf^t^i s. (f. from H^T+ ^t^l) The wish

or desire of the heart.

s . (f from W*^4>^fe) Operation

or activity of the mind, fancy, desire, wish,

volition.

l<U5fl s . (f from 3^1+^1) Mental

affliction, pain, grief, uneasiness, jealousy.

MW'i^ s. (to. fromSPp^+^t) An interrup-

tion of thought, a disappointment, the failure of

a scheme or design.

34TTtf%^Tt^ s . (to. from 3^T^+ Stf^Tfa )

The desire or wish of the heart. Also 33£*Tl-

f^rTR (to.).

Mt^iftNkT, a. (-f^l mfn. from ffiffif

3TfewllRl1v) Desirous, anxious, zealous.

*TOt^ a. (mfn. from3F^+ Wished

for by the mind or heart, eagerly desired.

^IPTtor a. (mfn. from IR^+OT) Mental:

applied to the second of the three subtile sheaths

in which the soul is incased, according to the

Vedanta doctrine. Trans. R.A.S. n. 35.

UW'lWl'l s. (m. from3^1+ CTTt^l) Attentive

application of the mind, close observation,

attention, eagerness, enthusiasm.

i^it^n a. (-f\\mfn. from CUT-

f^f*L^) Attentive, earnest, closely devoted to,

zealous, eager.

a. (mfn. from 3^?p^+^^^) Plea-

sant, agreeable, gratifying.

3THU^*J s. (n. from 3^^+^^T) Plea-

santness, pleasingness, agreeableness, loveli-

ness ; a captivation of the mind.

3OTT^3i s. (to. from SJl^-f-^l) A wish, a

desire. (Lit. A vehicle of the mind.)

*li*H
L

<*l a. (mfn. from 3X5T^+ R.^3T
)
Pleasing,

beautiful, agreeable, lovely.

A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. .4s. Res. x. 469.

STlTtTO a. (mfn. from ^T^+^W) Pleasant,

pleasing, lovely, beautiful.

STUTt^ ! s. (n. from 3PTST + ^pjcj The fixmg

or devoting the mind to any thing.

3TFT^3" a. (mfn. from 3ppTf ^3") Taking to

the fancy, captivating the heart or mind, ra-
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vishing, charming, beautiful. — sjl (/.) or —

^

(n.) Charmingness, beauty, pleasantness.

*XPTfo$St a. (-fk^mfn. from SFPT^t-
f^.*!^) Captivating the heart or mind, ravishing,

winning, charming, delightful.

5
3j

5p^ s. (a. Jix<) A disavowal, a rejection, a

denial.

(a. jJ^o) A baiting-place, a cara-

vanserai, an inn ; a day's journey.

f- (
A

- Approved, acceptable,

chosen, agreeable.

for , the plural termination of the San-

skrit Taddhita suffix ^I
1

^, frequently met with

in Bengali.

*U3<J a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. Re-

quiring to be thought of, fit to be reflected upon.

s. (—^ m. R. S^+^j 1. A counsellor, an

adviser. 2. (Beng.~) A plant (Ischsemum aris-

tatum). Carey.

^I^s. (m. from R. Q*t;) 1. Fault, offence, trans-

gression. 2. A man. 3. A king. 4. (/.) Un-

derstanding, intellect.

Root, x. -C3). See R.^

.

s. (m. R. ^T*T+ ^T ) 1. A verse, a hymn in

praise of some deity : the general designation

of the ritual or practical part of each veda as

distinguished from the theological part or the

brahmanas. As. Res. vxn. 388. seqq. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 448. 2. Any mystical formula, an

incantation, a spell. 3. Advice, consultation.

S^Til s. (/. from R. Consultation, delibera-

tion, instigation, persuasion, counsel, advice.

Prfttf a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ST^+ SFftTT)

Proper to be advised or counselled
;
capable of

being accomplished by spells or incantations.

^I^PFfal s. (—^ m. 3^+ f[T^) A spiritual pre-

ceptor.

HWNTf^ s. (m. Hg + 3JftlTl +<^) A
preceptor who explains the prayers in the veda.

Accomplished by,

or expressed in a sacred text ; effected by a spell

or incantation.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + )

Initiated or consecrated by the recital of sacred

texts or formulas of incantation.

state of a councillor

or minister.

*F3tt s. (-f^rT m. + I. A councillor,

an adviser, a minister. 2. (Beng.~) The queen

at chess.

Root, i. (53*$fs3) 1. To hurt or kill. 2.

To afflict. 3. To suffer pain. ix. (I[?|tf^)

To move, to agitate, to disturb, to stir. With

prefixed, To stir, to agitate ; with ^ To

bruise, to break, to grind, to treat with vio-

lence ; with "ft To destroy. See R. *T3^.

urninsc-stick.

a. (mfn. from R. ^F^) Violently stirring

or agitating, s. (to.) An agitator, a churner.

(in. from 5X^1+1^3) A churn-staff.

s. (n. R. 3dNj
>+#f) 1. The act of stir-

ring, agitating, or churning. 2. Injury, slaughter,

murder.

I^Wt s. (/. from R. W^) A churn.

SX5^" a. (mfn. from R. ^T^?) 1. Slow, tardy,

lazy. 2. Bulky, large. 3. Dull, stupid, s.

(?w.) 1. A soldier marching slowly. 2. The

name of a mountain commonly called Mandara.

H^H° s , m. from R. H^) A churn-

ing-stick, a churn-staff. SeeWilkins' Gr. p. 69

SF^UrT s. (m. from R. SF^J A churn-staff.

a. (mfn. from R.W ?) 1. Little, small,

trifling, futile. 2. Slow, tardy, lazy, dull. 3.
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Stupid, foolish. 4. Vile, wicked. 5. Coarse.

6. Low (as a tone) —31 (/.) or -M («.) Lit-

tleness, slowness, tardiness, folly, wickedness.

*47K° aa". Sans, (accus. case of *1*K) Slowly,

gently, by degrees.

SpitW s. (n. ? 5j^t + C^lrS?) (In astronomy)

The argument of anomaly. Kola S. p. 368.

Moving slowly

or by degrees, s. (/.) A slow motion, slow

progress.

H^tffi a. (-fsPT mfn. W§+ fttfet) Mov-

ing slowly, s. (m.) A soldier marching slowly.

SpIOTt^s. (from ^ + R. ~&%) Misconduct,

bad behaviour. Also Sl'Wf^'^.

s. (IpIt+^tU]<?) The neap-tides.

Morton.

Spi^g s . (».
Splt+^^g) Coarse cloth, as

opposed to or Fine cloth.

H'Jt&'NU? (-^mfn. Spit +^0T^See ^1^)
Unhappy, unfortunate, unlucky.

SP^SP s. (n. Spl* +^1^) Adverse fortune,

misfortune, bad luck.

ST^II^ ad. Sans, (from SP*t) Badly, slug-

gishly, slowly, tardily.

SI i^ a. (m/w. from R. SITr?) Slow, tardy, lazy,

dull. s. (?w.) 1. The mountain Mandara with

which the ocean was churned by the Suras and

Asuras after the deluge, for the purpose of

recovering the sacred things lost in it during that

period. Wilson. 2. (Beng.) The space between

the breast and the navel. 3. A musical accom-

paniment or managing of the voice. Carey.

Xplf^t^i s. (n. Xprt+^l^ !) A gentle

stirring, a soft breeze.

M^^l^T s. (m. Spft+^t^T) A gentle smile, a

simper.

(y.) 1. The celestial river Ganges.

2. A species of metre in Sanskrit prosody. .4s.

Res. x. 470.

SpTOFfel s. (/. from Splt+^l1 + R. ) A
species of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 435. seqq.

ATCjbi?* (n. Spt£+ for 3lfe?) Bashful-

ness, modesty.

Sptttfjj s .
(Spit +^rltj) Slowness of digestion.

SPTO" s. (m. from R. SUT ?) 1. One of the five

trees of swarga or the celestial regions. 2.

The coral-tree (Erythrina fulgens). 3. Swallow-

wort (Asclepias gigantea). Wilson, a. Negli-

gent, inattentive.

^I«P s. (m. ? from ^tW) 1. One of the five

trees of swarga or the celestial regions. 2. The

coral-tree (Erythrina fulgens). Carey.

ST"f^R"s. (n. from R. SIT^?) 1. A house. 2. A

temple, a pagoda. 3. A town. 4. (/w.) The

back of the knee, the ham.

SlfW s. (/. from R. SHo) 1. A house. 2. A

stable. 3. A bed ; a mat used as a couch. 4.

(Beng?) A cymbal.

SpEjTI s. (/. from SXpW) A horse-stable.

W^K<1 s. (/. from SP&f+ $JR) i. The

name of the wife of Ravana. 2. (Beng?) A
particular kind of mat.

Slt^^a. (mfn. Splt +$W) Moderately warm,

tepid, s. (ra.) Gentle heat or warmth.

•HS s. (m. from R. V\ A low or grumbling tone.

SpSRl s . (m, frora S^for SpT^+SI*! from R.

Sp^) 1. Love, amorous passion. 2. A name

of Kamadeva the deity of love. 3. The wood-

apple tree (Feronia elephantum).

Slpp^ s. (from R. SPTj Approbation, concurrence.

a. Conformable to, agreeable.

SppSTPT a> (rnfn. pres. part. p. R. SpT_
) Being
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thought of, being under observation or cog-

nizance.

33*Pl s. (/. R. K^ppUl Wilkins' Gr. § 831) 1.

Knowledge
;
respect. 2. The tendon forming

the nape of the neck.

^l*T^s. (m. from R. 1. Grief, vexation, sor-

row, distress. 2. Anger, wrath. 3. A sacrifice.

XF^SPG s. (n. W^4-^Si^) The reign of a

Manu, a period equal to seventy-one ages of

the gods, or 306,720,000 years of mortals, or

with its sandhi or interval of universal deluge,

308,448,000 years ; fourteen manwantaras con-

stitute a kalpa, the grand period of creation

and destruction, or 4,320,000,000 years ; each

manwantara is governed by its distinct Manu,

and is provided with its own Indra and minor

deities
;
according to Hindu cosmogony there

have been innumerable manwantaras since the

creation of the world. Wilson. See ^**[.

As. Res. fin. 261—290. Manu i. 79.

M*H'1<3
n
a. (a. i_^2x<) An office, a dignity, a

ministry. Also *V1^1<1

.

^1^t<Ull<^s. (p. l-^J) An officer, a ma-

gistrate, any one holding an appointment under

government.

EFJJT^ttft s. (from p.j\j imr^c) The holding

an appointment, an office, a trust.

Al*i*l<
x a. (a. <.,.»j^y-f) Placed, situated, consti-

tuted, appointed.

(a. tjyau^c) A contrivance.

a. (p. j\j *.\yg>. f) Sagacious, pru-

dent, foreseeing, considerate.

SFIOTF a. (a. t_<vr- -r) Just, equitable, s. A

dispenser of justice, a judge, an arbitrator.

W^F^is. (a. Jo/U) Distinct, full, ample, de-

tailed, ad. Distinctly, fully, in detail, s. The

country (as opposed to town).
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SI^C^Wl s. (p. A pensioner, a

sinecurist.

Root, i. To bind, to tie.

^5tt^ a. (p. tijjll*) Blessed, sacred, holy,

auspicious, fortunate, happy, welcome, well.

(from a. cL^L«) Auspiciousness,

blessedness.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.*^T} Strung, tied.

OT^Root, 1. (OTjft) To bind, to tie.

•U^f^s. (a. j_L«) 1. A place of arrival. 2.

An amount, a sum of money, a. Much, many.

ad. (from A. £-l~e) For the whole.

Root, i. (*TSrf^) To go, to move.

pron. Sans, (genit. case sing, of^I^X^
}
the

Sanskrit pronoun of the first person, Wilkins'

Gr. p. 116) Of me, my, mine.

*l*4.<ptT s. (?«.? OT+^t^
-

)
Appropriation.

s. (/. MM + xSl ) 1 . Appropriation, the con-

sidering a thing as one's own. 2. Affectionate

regard. 3. Pride, arrogance. Also («.).

^TO^Root, i. (STHI3) To go, to move.

mi A Taddhita suffix very extensively subjoined

to substantives to form adjectives attributive of

that of which a thing is chiefly made or con-

sists : e. g. "^I^U a. (mfn.) Made of gold,

golden, from s. (».) Gold, . The

feminine form of this suffix is Wilkins'

Gr. § 953.

mf $t (m. from R. ^TT )
!'. A camel. 2. A mule.

3. A demon, the carpenter and architect of the

Daityas. Wilson.

IHn>1 s. The name of a bush or tree (Olax phce-

nicocarpa).

^njTfl s. (p. »ju^) Meal, flour.

Slii^l-l*^ s. (a. ^Iju*) A plain, an open field.
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l*f[, a. (from a. ^Jw-e) Present in the field,

ready to contend for a prize.

iJ.il*U s. 1 . A thorny bush (Vangueria spinosa).

Hort. Ben. p. 15. 2. A bird, the maina (Gra-

cula religiosa). Mohun P. p. 53.

UVM'faH s. (SHFTl + SFT) The fruit of the

Vangueria spinosa used in materia medica. Also

XIIFTCF^ . Mohun P. p. 40.

MU<1 s. (corrupt, of CM I ?) A confectioner.

STCFTl a. (from ^R") Filthy, foul, dirty. Also

HHH s. (from R. OT) Leven.

s. The name of a species of snake.

SITF^s. (m.) Asortofbean (PhaseolusMungo).

Aiso*nr&$, *nj$, w%,
, and (*.).

^TT^U s. (m.) 1. Light, lustre, beauty. 2. A ray

of light. 3. Flame. 4. The pin or gnomon of

a sun-dial.

*4.il<" s. (m.) 1. A peacock. 2. A flower, the

coxcomb (Celosia cristata). 3. A plant (Achy-

ranthes aspera).

M"TR^ s. (m. MTR+ 33

) 1. A plant (Achy-

ranthes aspera). 2. (w.) Blue vitriol.

mr^JSS? 5. (n. M"TR"+ ^"55i) A fly-flap made

of a peacock's feather.

mi s. (femin. of ^TP3~) A pea-hen.

M.4 A Kridanta suffix by means of which some

adjectives are derived from verbal roots: e.g.

^'*M4 a . (Wfo.) Gluttonous, voracious, from

R. To eat.

M<<£ s. (m. from R. ^) A pestilence, a plague,

an epidemic disease, a mortality, a murrain.

M4<KS s. (m.) An emerald. Also £R"\3<I? (w.)

and (w.).

*R°1 s . (n. R. ^ + ^5I*T)The act of dying, death.

Immortal.

STTflir a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^U^t^I)
Liable to die, doomed to die, deserving death.

SRHT^ a. (mfn. + After death,

following death, subsequent to death.

M'^M.^ s. (a. jojq from the Greek ixap/tapoi)

Marble.

M<3[<^s. (a. j»jfe ro)
A plaster, an ointment.

OTl a. (from ^Rtl^') Dead. s. 1. A dead

body, a corpse, a carcase. 2. Base metal.

granary, a place where corn, &c.

is kept ; a storehouse.

a. (from HW\ )
Impoverished, worn

out.

(a. t-^O'L*) Dignities, honours.

Wt^Ta. (SRl+*tt3") Blunt, dull.

WtXT^T s . (from *Rl + Ht ^f ) Scurf, dandruff.

iRTrlt'S s. (a. t^-v^e) Mending, repairing, re-

pairs.

a. (from e^-^-o) Relating to repairs,

paid or due for repairing or mending.

a. (mfn. from R. ^) Soft, mild, bland.

s. (m.) 1. Lamp-black used as a collyrium. 2.

A sort of goose. 3. A duck. 4. A horse. 5.

A cloud. 6. A grove of pomegranate-trees.

7. A rogue, a scoundrel. Wilson.

mI^'S s. (rc.) Pepper, black pepper, and its

plant (Piper nigrum). Hort. Pen. p. 4.

(from R. ^) To die, to perish, to

expire ; to dry up, to wither ; to decay, to de-

crease, to fail, to cease.

^Tl s. Mustard-seed (Sinapis dichotoma).

Sabda S. p. 185.

^T^j^" s. (n.) Pepper, and its plant (Piper nigrum).

7 C

lift
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(wf.) F. A ray of light. 2. (to.) The

name of one of the ten maharsMs or primaeval

sages and procreators of mankind. Mann i. 35.

Also the name of a star. As. Res. ix. 355.

3. A niggard, a miser.

SRtffel s. (/. from *RTR> ) The mirage, a

vapour which at a distance appears like a sheet

of water.

ERtf^l s. (to. ^tft+ ^i from R. The

name of a particular class of demigods.

^IwN. s . (-1^ Bl.ir^tf^+3TN1+

^*3lJ The sun or moon. (Lit. Having a garland

of rays.)

*In? s. (to. from R. «5) 1. Dry ground, soil desti-

tute of water, a sandy place, a desert. 2. A
mountain, a. Unfruitful, barren, dry, unpro-

ductive.

^<P^-> s. (to.) 1. Air, wind; or its personification,

a deity of wind. Manu xi. 221. 2. The guar-

dian-deity of the north-west quarter.

^<Ki s. (from ^Kl3^) Air, wind ; a deity of air

or wind.

H^t^t ! s. (to. Sr^ + C^to) The north-

west quarter.

H^Tt^T s . (-f^ to. H^^ + <T^) An epithet

of Indra.

51^3 s. (to. from W^ + <f3i) Flocculent

seeds which are carried about by the wind.

ST^TKl s. (/. from A sort of

grass (Trigonella corniculata).

£RR<P s. (to. IT<F+3^) 1. A large thorny

shrub (Vangueria spinosa). 2. A variety of the

citron or lime, said to be a thorny plant and to

bear a small fruit.

Dry ground, desert

soil, sandy land. Also (/.).

s. (to.) 1. A monkey or ape (Simia Ery-

thraea). 2. A spider. 3. The adjutant-bird

or Indian crane (Ardea Argala).

(to. ^1<^o + <£) A spider.

mts.&^M) 1. A female monkey.

2. A variety of gray bonduc (Guilandina bon-

duccella).

^^T^tt^ s. (p. Jy^,) 1. Locks, twisted or

plaited. 2. Quavering (in singing).

Root, i. (^Sfe) and x. (ST&TfS) 1. To

sound. 2. To go.

Wl s. Rust.

3^H^:1 a. (tTSJl+^Tl) Covered with rust.

SI^PP a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.^ + ^3^) Liable

to die, doomed to death.

IXCD a. {mfn. from R. ^) A man, a mortal.

STcS1^" s. (n. + Tj3") The earth. (Lit. The

abode of mortals.)

<<

M>n<P a. (mfn. R. ^"^+^l<?) Pounding, bruis-

ing, grinding, rubbing, destroying : used in

comp. e. g. ^[^T^V^ a. (mfn.) Grinding,

i. e. destroying or annihilating his enemies, from

3Tfc s. (to.) An enemy, +^LM^ .

J^^R a. (^ from R. +^t^T) De-

structive as time.

(n. R. ^T + ^PT) 1. The act of rub-

bing, grinding, or pounding
;
especially rubbing

the body. 2. (m.) One who grinds or breaks

into pieces ; a destroyer, a subduer.

3^n*fl.*I a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. EP7 +3^*1)
Fit to be bruised, pounded, or rubbed.

<r

s. (to. from R. 5^,) A sort of drum.

s. (p. ajy*) A man ; a male.

*lVtH I a. (p. tj\j>j<) 1. Male, masculine, relating
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to a man, belonging to a man. 2. Manly,

bravely.

s. (p. a. ^jT) A gentleman.

«. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3) 1.

Rubbed, bruised, pounded, ground, smeared.

2. Tied, strung.

Srfln^ v. a. (from R. ) To rub, to grind, to

pound, to bruise, to trample under foot, to tbrash

(corn), to vanquish or subdue (an enemy).

51^ Root, i.
(
wRjj To go, to move.

^ Root, i. (*T%f3) 1. To fill. 2. To go, to

move.

*F*U n. from R.^+^?) 1. A joint,

an articulation of the body. 2. A vital member

or organ ; the core of any thing, the quick. 3.

The secret recess of the heart ; a secret, a hid-

den purpose or meaning. (Beng.)

v. a. To be interested in a thing;

v. a. To know secrets.

AJ.**L\fc a. (mfn. from ^Ml^f 35) Knowing

secrets or hidden things
;
learned, intelligent.

s. (to.) A spy. Also 3FXT3^31 (-J to.).
•

Ai*4\a8h s. (n. from^F^T + ^t^T) Knowledge

of a secret, or of the hidden circumstances of

an affair.

S^^t^U (/. from 5F$^+^1) Pain of

the inmost soul.

^Upll^a. (mfn.) See .

SP^t^f s. (to. from ^F^FTf C^f ) The pene-

trating into a secret, or into the hidden circum-

stances of an affair ; a cutting to the quick.

s. (to.) 1. The rustling of dry leaves, &c.

2. (Beng.) Marble. See *RJR\

*-«T<P s. (to. from R. ^) A pauper.

TO

s. (from ^iJl+^t^) A vital part.

W6*^a. (-\mfn. from ^^+R.
Touching to the quick, painful, sharp, corrosive.

J^STtSffc a. (mfn. from + )
Lodged

in the breast, kept inviolably (as a secret).

3P:^tf|^ a. (mfn. from ^*OT+3Tf^)
Wounding the vital parts, fatal, mortal, deadly,

penetrating to the core, stinging to the quick.

indecl. Sans. Bounding;, limitative.

3J<Jjllt<P a. (mfn. from irfrfrfl) Respecting,

honouring, civil, polite.

Wftfl s . (f. from Xnfrl +3H + R. P[1 ?) LA
limit, a boundary. 2. The keeping within

limits
; rectitude, steadiness, straightforward-

ness, propriety of conduct. 3. Respect, es-

teem
;
honour, rank, reputation.

Aftf^J a . (mfn. TOl+^lft^) En-

titled to honour or respect, estimable, respect-

able.

3OTtWF^«. (-<TS mfn. WLTl + 3^)
Entitled to honour or respect, honourable, re-

spectable.

n€%klft s. (f. wtrri+^tpr) Adimi-

nution of honour, a falling off" of respect.

5I^nft3f a. (mfn. srfjt^1+^3) Respected,

esteemed, honoured.

<;

*W1 s. (n. R. ^L,+ 3Fi") Patience, resignation,

endurance, forbearance.

•1^*. (a. jj^c) An instructor^ a guide, a

spiritual teacher.

(from a. tLj^o) An elegy, a funeral

2230

eulogium.

^%In3 s. (corrupt, of *i«J.«)*|) The name of

a country and its inhabitants, the Mahrattas or

Marhattas.

7 C 2
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31^ Root, i. (3f*TO]j To hold.

*45*l s. (mn.~) 1. Dirt, filth, a spot, sordes of the

body. 2. Rust. 3. Sin. 4. (Beng.) An orna-

ment worn by women on the ankles.

W^l s. (from 5I^T) The refuse of rice ; dross.

a. (mfn. P^Hb*J from R. 5^) Removing

dirt, freeing from spots or dirt, cleansing.

EFFftl s. (from 3p|) The name of several spe-

cies of large aquatic grasses (Cyperus elatus,

C. distans, and Scirpus bispicatus). Carey.

I^fft s. (from ) A labourer employed in

making salt.

^^T3l a. (mfn. 3X^+3) Produced from dirt or

dregs, s. (n.) Pus, purulent matter.

WVrR^S a. (mfn. 31^ +"gf^ )
Dirty, filthy,

foul.

31^ s. (n. R. ST^+^FT) 1. A rubbing, a

grinding or threshing. 2. (»?.) A tent.

WpiUl a. (from ^P\U3) Threshing corn. s.

A thresher.

S^Pttt a. (-f<K mfn. H^ +^ +t^)
Dirty, filthy.

(from R. 33rT ) To rub, to smear,

to wipe, to furbish, to grind, to pound, to thresh,

to pull.

IFrt s. (/. ^I^+ R. ^) A species of fig-tree

(Ficus oppositifolia).

5t^f a. (m/n. 3^ +^) Costive.

3X^1^5. (a. j»Jb r<)
A plaster, a salve.

SRXIT^T St (T$^ + 3Tt^T?) An intercalary month.

(a. ^.Lj) The gilding of furniture, &c.

ST^XT 5. ]. The name of a range of moun-

tains from which the best sandal-wood is

brought : answering to the western Ghats. 2.

One of the minor dwipas or divisions of the

world; the country called Malabar. 3. A gar-

den : especially the garden or paradise of Indra.

Wilson.

3^XF3U. (mn. SFTCT + ^S) Sandalwood. (Lit.

Produced in the Malaya mountains.)

H^TUt^^ s. (m. ^TT+^TS^) The Malaya

mountains, answering to the western Ghats.

U^TTTtpFT s. (m. ST^IT+^f^) The odo-

riferous wind which comes from the Malaya

mountains or western Ghats, and prevails in

southern India during the hot season.

rtfl s. (from 3I^T+ Tf^"?) An ornamental

tree (Mimusops Elengi). Carey.

3^T^3^ s> ^jb^e) An ointment, an unguent, a

plaster, a salve.

3^1 a. (from *T^) Dirty, filthy, sordid, s.

Filth, dirt, a spot; dregs, scum; dross of me-

tals ; rust. — v. a. To scour, to

scum ; v. a. and v. a.

To refine, to clear, to clarify.

W'teUl^H s. (3T^W3[t3I^) A tree

producing an edible fruit (Eugenia Malaccensis).

An aquatic

plant (Aldovranda verticillata).

The refining

or clarifying a thing. Also

3I*Tt£ s. (from 3^) The cover of a book. Mo-

hun P. p. 100.

3^Tl^Tl s. (from 3FYi + *tftl3) The becoming

rusty.

a. (a. j»55L) Soft, tender, gentle, mild,

affable.

(a. tl^L) 1. A king. 2. Proprietor-

ship, a right, a property. 3. The head.

3Tf^IK3 v. a. (from R. 3FT ) To rub and press,

to wipe ; to furbish, to polish ; to thresh corn.
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Sff^T a. (mfn. from^R") J. Dirty, filthy, pol-

luted, unclean. 2. Black. 3. Bad, vile, foul,

depraved, vicious. —31 (/.) or — (ra.)

Filthiness, dirtiness, blackness, a sullied state.

H'pW^jU a. (mfn.^P^ +^i) (Lit. Black-

faced : hence) Vile, wicked, cruel, savage, s.

(to.) 1. An epithet of fire or Agni its personi-

fication. 2. A goblin or ghost. 3. The black-

faced monkey.

ST^rfi, s . (femin. of STpffi" ) A female during

a certain period.

(from Molybdena) Molybdena.

Irf^5^? «• ("»•) I- A thief. 2. The intercalary

month introduced every third year, in order to

approximate the lunar and solar modes of com-

putation. Wilson.

A|wf|M*t a. (to/m. from ^R") Dirty, unclean,

polluted, foul.

s. (to.) A kind of worm.

^<p| s. (from UrT?) Broken grains of rice

which remain after sifting.

s. Muslin.

Root, i. To hold, to have.

is. (to. from R. *5S|l) L A wrestler, Jfanw

xii. 45. 2. The designation of one of the

degraded castes, the offspring of an outcast

Kshatriya. Manu x. 22. a. (to/w.) L Stout,

robust, strong. 2. Best, eminent, excellent,

chief.

^J-cSj^ s. (m.) An oil-vessel, to be used as a lamp

or for culinary purposes.

1 s. (/. ^ + 3ft3l) A wrestling, a

scuffling.

WIWj s. (/.
I^+j4^Jl) The art of wres-

tling.

s. (X[^+ (3*1 ) The dress of a wrestler.

JPH 2234

s. (/. The field where a wrestling-

match takes place. Also *4^^.R (/.)•

^S^^j^ s. (n. ^W) A boxing, a wrestling.

AU^KI s. (/.^+^1) A gymnasium, a

wrestling-place.

s. (a. ^U) A schoolmaster, a preceptor, a

doctor.

(/.) One of the Rayinis or female per-

sonifications of notes in Hindu music. As.

Res. in. 78.

(to.) A kind of goose with brown legs

and bill.

(/.) 1. The name of a beautiful flower-

ing shrub (Jasminum Zambac). Hort. Ben.

p. 3. 2. A species of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 440.

HfW^t^ s. (m. SCj|p5i+3P5 for A
horse marked with white about the eyes.

JP^I Root, i. (*l*rf3) 1. To sound. 2. To be

angry or irascible.

*t*l^ s . (to. from R. SP'jj 1. A gnat, a mus-

quito. 2. A sort of cutaneous eruption. 3. A
leathern water-bag.

?E$JS s. (a. u^i*^) Trouble, difficulty, toil,

labour.

s. (/. from SI*t^ + R. "§) A curtain to

keep off musquitos.

^PTl s. (from SI*!^) A gnat, a musquito.

SP^ffa s. (corrupt, of ^^PTFT) A burial-place, a

cemetery.

(corrupt, of Curtains to keep

off musquitos.

(a. Jxl^c) A torch, a flambeau, a

lantern.

A torch-bearer, a link-

boy.
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Root, i. (OTf5f) To injure, to hurt, to kill.

TO s. A bone. Sabda S. p. 172.

Root, iv. (*FPf3) L To measure by

length, bulk, weight, &c, to mete. 2. To

change form.

AJ>^«t^ s
. (

A . dxuvo) A royal seat, a throne.

T^T^^ s. (a. (.i^-L^o) Measurement, geometry.

3OTl s. (from *[*T1) A gnat, a musquito.

3^Ttft s. (corrupt, of SPT^t) Musquito-cur-

tains. Mohun P. p. 79.

<^tlnl s. (a. Jlie) 1. Affairs. 2. Materials.

3. Employments
;

honour, glory. 4. Drugs,

spices, seasoning.

SPTt^l s, (a. 1. Monthly wages, salary,

or pay. 2. Bargaining by the month.

Ht^T *, (m.) Ink. Also Spfl, (/.).

s. (a. jes:—^) A mosque.

SXf^Fl s. (corrupt, of SPfljll) Linseed flax

(Linum usitatissimum). Mohun P. p. 40.

a. (-f^ +
Gaining a livelihood by writing, s. (m.) A
scribe, a writer.

H^T^I s. (/.) Linseed, flax (Lhmm usitatissi-

mum). Hurt. Pen. p. 22.

) An inkstand, a pen.

^l 4^^" s. (m.) A sort of pulse or lentil (Ervum

hirsutum and Cicer lens). Hort. Pen. p. 56.

Also (/.), tfljjf (k) and *PTTl (/.).

i>W<<3? s. (m.) A small round cushion or pillow.

3OT^f^FTl s. (/. from 3T^ + f3"I^) A
black variety of the plant called teori.

3T^rf^1 s . (/.) The small-pox.

T^Pi a. (mfn.) Smooth, soft, bland, mild, unc-

tuous.

Root, i. (XP^tS) To go, to move.

Sometimes written 53®^.

s. (p. (JjCl^s which is from the Sanskrit

Musk.

*3><IM s. (m.) A bamboo.

*1*<P«1 s. (a. tjsir") A buffoon, a jester, a merry-

man.

IF^Ttal a. (from ^<P< I

)
Jesting, buffoonery.

/w.) A mendicant.

JP^Root, VI. (^ft) 1. To be immersed,

to sink under water. 2. To immerse, to plunge

another into water ; to purify by washing or

bathing. Sometimes with ft prefixed to it.

(a. jls—*) A mosque. Also written

^TS^cr. (p. (j^-w^) Intoxicated, drunk, wanton,

proud, lustful.

s. (mn.) 1. The head, the skull. 2. The

top of any thing. Also (m.).

(a. jjiu^) Standing erect, upright,

straight, faithful.

(from the English mastich) Mastich.

H^tT/T^ a . (a. jctu-^o) Prepared, ready, able
;

fit,

deserving, worthy.

(from p. <j^w_o) Drunkenness, intoxi-

cation.

3X1%^ s. (n.) The brain. Also E[f%B^ («•)•

Hf^3^ s
. C-%f. + The

membrane which surrounds the brain (Dura

mater). Caret/.

«£T9 s. (w.) The watery part of curds, the whey.

Wt^ S.(from^t +^fe) An inkstand.

5^5^2[^ s. (a. ^^m) 1. Counsel, advice,

plan, contrivance. 2. An action, an occupation,

an employment.
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AJ.*j^<^a. (a.j^£_o) Celebrated, known.

Root, i. (^f^) and x. (V<tff3} To

revere, to worship, to adore. Also, with the

insertion of a nasal, i. (3X°j^U3) To grow, to

increase, x. (^Tlfa) l. To speak. 2. To

shine.

s. (m, from R. 3X5^) 1. A festival. 2. Light,

lustre. 3. An oblation, a sacrifice.

515! , instead of SRC^, is put after f^3l (from

f^) and (from *Tt^) to form with them

words signifying paternal and maternal grand-

father and grandmother. See Wilkins' Gr.

§ 1003.

a. (m. f. -t^ft , n. -tS from

R. ) 1. Great, large. 2. Excellent, best,

eminent, chief, s. (w.) The Intellectual Prin-

ciple of Kapila : also called <f^< . Trans.

R.A.S. i. 30. 570. ii. 18. In a personified

sense it is masc. Manu xn. 50.

*I$o3t s. (femin. of tH^S) 1. The vtna, or lute

of Narada containing seven or one hundred

strings. 2. The egg-plant (Solanum Melongena).

Wilson. 3. A great surd, or the sum of two

original irrational numbers. Carey.

a. (mfn. compar. degree of ^X^^-i-f \j<
)

Greater, more honourable.

Greatness, importance.

Also 3X^3 («.).

A remission of

taxes to persons of the Sudra or lower classes.

s. (from +<< +< t> ) A sci-

taraineous plant (Zinziber Zerumbet).

s. (from 3F^T) The churning or agitating

a thing violently.

name of the first month

in the Muhammadan kalendar.

^lA<3t^s. (a.j^«c«) A writer, a scribe.

^C^W s- (from. a-Jj*.") The office of a writer

or scribe.

M^M\<£ s. (to. from 3X57^+ A celes-

tial region or paradise.

H5f*x s . (to. from 3X^1 for A

Maharshi or great saint, a primaeval saint and

procreator of mankind. Manu i. 4, 34, 35.

^^^5. (a. Jjsr°) An abode, a halting-place, a

resting place ; a mansion, a building ;
time,

opportunity.

mMJO^ s. (p. Jj A person holding a

district, a landholder.

A^nVlWl s. (from p. jb Js.^) The holding of

land, landownership.

*4.^**h s. (from a. J^r5
) A story of a building.

^JAPfl s. (a. <ilsre) A district or quarter of a town.

3I$:*t^<£ s. A prawn or shrimp. Also *I^Tc
f^<F .

<R!^i^a. (a. J^asr°) Tax, excise, duty, custom.

3X3"^ s. (n. from R. 3IF ) A festival. See .

in comp. for 3I^^-, q. v .

^1 sn^frft s . (^i+^^ftH) a
thousand trillions. 3fohunP. p. 130.

. <r .
<r

^J^\<X s. ( 3X^1 + sll<Ht) A thousand millions.

Mohun P. p. 130.

^4$J<P*H s. (m. 3X^1+3^) Garlick.

3X5:t^f^ s. (m. tCl+^ft ) A great poet.

U<l<M i s. (/. ? 31^1+^1?) (In astronomy)

The day of the conjunction; on which obsequies

are performed to the manes. As. Res. In. 258.

regular or clas-

sical poem : the title is applied especially to six

works ; the Kumara-sambhava, Raghu-vansa

and Megha-duta of Kalidasa, the Kiratar-

juntya of Bharavi, the Naishadlviya of SrI-
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haksha, and the Sisupala-badha of Magha.

See As. Res. x. 410.

5T^t^tTT a. (mfn. + Of great body,

of high stature, tall.

3X5^1^ s. (m. USTl +^T) An epithet of

Siva in his destructive character.

3X5j^H. s . (/. 315:1 +^ft) An epithet of

Durga or ParvatI in her terrific form.

SICt^fT a. (mfn. 3X^1 Of a great family,

of noble descent, high-born.

Sprung from a great or noble family.

Ten billions. Mohun

P. p. 130.

H2dWte s. (3^ +#j The name of a

division of the infernal regions.

3T5:t^ s. (m. 3X5^1 + 3X*ft) A camel. (Lit. Having

a large body.)

HCfc^Kl s. (/. ^1 + A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 464.

s. (m. *I3U +^rL) 1. A great or dis-

tinguished man. 2. A merchant ; a money-

lender, a creditor.

^IvSHW s\ (m. *0ffl+fpft&)
Contradiction to a great personage, or to a great

authority.

U^kSl-fi. s. (from 3X5t3FT) Trade, commerce

;

the business of money-lending.

M<lv3^<U s. (%5t5R\+'tifi)) Merchan-

dize. Mohun P. p. 83.

^loWt^ a. (from ^t^FT) Mercantile, sale-

able.

(/.) A plant, a sort of ghosha with

yellow flowers.

Very

wise, possessed of great knowledge or learning.

3IWl1§ a. (-*l\mfn. ^W^fj Per-

forming great religious austerities.

3T^t^T s. (m. 3^1 +^) The name of a

division of the infernal regions.

3X3^31 s. (3X5:1 + 1^31) A plant used as a

febrifuge (Justicia paniculata). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

HS^TTi a. (-TF^mfn. 33^1 +3TtlX^) Having

a great soul, high-minded, lofty-minded, mag-

nanimous, generous, noble.

355SfC*P s. (m. 3X5:1 + GPf) A epithet of Siva.

(Lit. The great deity.)

3X5:ttfjf3 a. (mfn. 3X3?! + "Rjfe ) Of great

splendor.

SX^t^T a. (mfn. 3X^1 +^) Of great wealth,

rich, opulent; costly, precious, s. (n.) 1. A
costly or precious thing

;
gold ; incense

;
costly

apparel. 2. Agriculture.

SX^t^T s. (3X5:1 + <JfT) Ten trillions. Mohun

P. p. 130.

3X5^ See 3X5:^.

IX^t^^l s. (/. from 3X5:1 +^X1^) 1. Wine.

2. A festival on the ninth day of the month

Magha. As. Res. in. 272.

^Cfr^fl. s. (/. 3X5:1 +^R3Xl) A festival on

the ninth day of the month A'swina. As. Res.

in. 261.

3X5:i;T<^ s. (rn. 3X5:1 +^R^) The name of a

division of the infernal regions. Manu iv. 88.

3X5:1 ~*\*\ s. (mn. from 3X5:1 Rice or

food) A kitchen.

3X5:1^311111 s. (m. from 3X5;^ +^XtTT^) The

Great Soul, the Deity. As. Res. vin. 397.

3X5:WTtU°l s. (m. 3X5:1 The name

of an upanishad of the Yajur-veda. As. Res.

vin. 454.

3X5:1^1^ a. (m/n. 3X5:1 + :TtlT) Making a loud
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sound, s. (?re.) 1. A large thunder-cloud. 2.

A lion. 3. An elephant.

M<lR^i s. (/. 3^1 + "PT51) Death, dying.

s. (/. 53^1 +"^1) Midnight, the

dead of night.

H^HVi *. (m. ST^ +^fH) The sapphire.

a. (mfn. 3^1 +^^) Maunani-

mous, generous, liberal.

s. (m. 3^1 +^ from I. A
highway, a principal road or street. 2. The

end of life, the great way, death.

H^H'WSFT s. (n. U^W+^PT) The act

of going the great way ;
dying, death. Also

W$$m s. (m. h One hundred

thousand millions. 2. The name of one of the

nine treasures of Kuvera : see

XICHI s. (31^1+ *i1 for *tl>) A litter, a kind

of vehicle.

HS^ft^ s. (n. piirjrPft^) 1- A heinous

offence, a crime of the highest degree : five are

enumerated, viz. killing a Brahman, stealing

gold from a priest, drinking spirits, adultery

with the wife of a spiritual teacher, and asso-

ciating with persons who have committed any

of these offences. 2. Great crime in general.

Wilson. See Manu ix. 235. xi. 55. seqq.

3ISTTI3^t a. (-^\mfn.H^W^ +t^)
Guilty of a crime of the highest order: see

H^Wi s. (n. UCl+^lH) Sin or guilt of the

highest and most heinous kind : see 3Ti£l
v
|'t\3<F.

Guilty of sin of the most heinous description :

see

great per-

sonage, a saint, a noble person. — v3l (/.) or

~~ <"
(
n Greatness of soul, magnanimity, high-

mindedness.

(m. 51^1 +^H^) 1. A great master, a

great lord ; a king ; a saint. 2. An epithet of

Siva, but likewise applied to Vishnu and to

other deities.

1. A dissolution

of the world occurring after every period of

4,320,000,000 years. 2. The great dissolution of

the universe happening after a period commen-

surate with the life of Brahma, or a hundred

years, each day of which is equal to the period

first stated, and each night of which is of simi-

lar duration ; at the expiration of this term the

seven lokas, with the saints, gods, and Brahma
himself, melt away and vanish. Wilson.

HSt3"t°1 s , (m. 333;1 + (In grammar) An
aspirated letter.

UST^Tpi s . (from S^+ eft !) An animated

being of the highest class.

S^fa *! a. (mfn. ^] +^07S
\) Sprung from a

great or noble family.

Sprung or descended from a great family.

Having a large

mouth.

SRCt^ s .
(
n

. +<37T) A great wood or

forest.

ST^TC^ a . (mfn. ^I +3^) Strong, powerful.

*J;^k;l<?J s. (n. H^1 + ^t^)) The mystic syl-

lable Om.

H^Rt^fl, s. (f. ^l +^Wfl) A festival on

the thirteenth day of the moon's decrease in

the month Chaitra. As. Res. m. 276, 279.

3T$TfaT3 a. (mfn.^I + ^t"3) Having great or

long arms.

The name of a

division of the infernal regions. Manu iv. 89.

7 D
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USHf^Pl s. (f + 1. Nature. 2.

Great or elevated science. Carey.

Frdf^fi s. (n. 3X^1 +t^3") The vernal

equinox : but varying several days from the

European computation. Also

3^ (/.)•

) The septum of

the scrotum and part of the perinseum. Wilson.

A hero. 2. A
lion. 3. An epithet of Garuda the sacred bird

of Vishnu; also of Vishnu himself. 4. The

sacrificial fire. 5. A sacrificial vessel. 6. The

thunderbolt of Indra. 7. The name of the

last and most celebrated Jaina teacher of the

present age, supposed to have flourished in

the province of Behdr in the sixth century

before the Christian era. Wilson.

A great or

sacred expression : applied especially to the

mystic triverbial phrase bhur bhuvah swar.

3T5l<3"3 a. (mfn. 33^1 + <^3) Performing great

religious vows, great in the performance of pious

vows.

An eminent

Brahman. 2. A Brahman who presides at a

sraddha or solemn obsequies in honour of de-

ceased ancestors.

^t^l a. (mfn. 3^1+^1) Happy, fortu-

nate, prosperous, auspicious.

^SM&fc s. (n. t&fa^lflF) Felicity, happi-

ness, prosperity, auspiciousness.

*l^M«S5 s. (n. 3T5Tl + ^t^s3) The name of

the great epic poem ascribed to Vyasa, on the

wars between the Kurus and Pandus.

*<*iM*fe s. (n. 3^1 +W^)j The title of a

celebrated ancient commentary, by Patanjali,

on the grammatical sutras or aphorisms of

Panini. As. Res. vn. 205.

3^1 2244

) Great con-

ceit, arrogance, pride.

3^t^3i a- (mfn. 3^1 +^) Having great

hands or arms.

H5^3 s. (n. 3^1 +^3) A primary element

:

five are reckoned : air, fire, water, earth, and

akasa or ether. The Bauddhas and Jainas

reckon only the first four. Trans. R.A.S. i. 559.

S^tSnT s . (m. ^1+3TP[) An elephant in rut.

SX^t^^p^ a . (mfn , from S^ +Sppjj Hjgh_

minded, liberal, munificent.

a. (from P04^ft^ Great,

noble, generous.

a. (mfn. 3^1 + 3^1 +3^-
Most learned. Carey.

SOtWST s. (m. 3^1 + Htrr) A high officer of

state, a king's minister ; an opulent man.

The illusory

nature of worldly objects personified. 2. An
epithet of Durga.

H^Wl^f a . (mfn.

Concealed or covered by the illusion of worldly

objects.

HS^TtefU (MUjRHl from R.
3J)

A great

pestilence or mortality. Carey.

313;t3pP a . (mfn. High-priced,

precious, costly, s. (m.^ The ruby.

3I^t^5 s. (m. +XTs5) An essential sacrifice,

a sacrament of the Hindu religion ; five are

enumerated, severally considered as due to the

vedas, to the gods, to man, to the manes, and

to all created beings
;

they are respectively,

study of scripture, offering of sacrifice to the

gods, hospitable treatment of guests, libation

of water, &c. to deceased progenitors, and the

casting of food on the ground or in water as an
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offering to created beings generally. Wilson.

See Manu n. 28.

xrs;tir*fl° a . »>. h^I+tt^) iiius-

trious, celebrated, glorious. Also ^T^KPT5^
(mfn.).

iliUsSlvi S. (».
3X5Tl+'^3) Gold.

Sj (». 31^1 +^31^ from R. ^)
SafHower.

A large wood or

forest.

1. A large car or

vehicle. 2. A hero, a great warrior. (Lit.

Having a large car.)

SIXTHS s. (m. *t£1 + for <\s5l% ) I. A
great king, a sovereign. 2. (Beng.) A term of

respectful address, Your Honour, Sir, Your

Majesty.

^T3l) A lord paramount, a king by his own

right, a king of kings.

M^Ulfcl^ s. (m. from ^l +TKSFT ) A kind

of demigod, of which there is a class of two

hundred and twenty-six. Also *JAl< i^3l^ (m.).

315;W^T i (n. H^I +T^T for TTft) Mid-

night, the dead of night.

s. (n. 3T^1 +Tt$) 1. The name of a

country, the Mahratta country. See As. Res.

v. 55. 2. A species of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. .4s. Res. x. 415.

) One of the

divisions of the infernal regions. Manu iv. 88.

Mi Wj. a. (mfn. *ESCl + 3^T) High-priced, pre-

cious, costly. Also

3X5^ a. (m/w. 31^1 + Very worthy or de-

serving, excellent, eminent.

(a. J^o) A place, an abode, a house,

a seraglio ; a district, a quarter of a town.

3^t*TO s. (m. ST^I+^lt^TT) A great refuge,

an asylum, a sanctuary ; the Deity.

3T$;*NTr1 s. (f. from 31^1 + ^Jlt^TTr) The day of

the moon's change in the month Bhadra, the

last day in the Hindu kalendar. As. Res. hi, 292.

numan

bone. 2. The forehead. 3. A thousand bil-

lions. 4. One of the nine treasures of Kuvera

:

See "pTft

.

*T?t*Jtr a. (mfn. 3^1 +>$TOf) Munificent,

liberal, magnanimous, s. (m.) 1. The ocean.

2. (Beng.) A respectable person, a gentle-

man : used in respectful address, like Sir, Your

Honour, &c.

A master,

a director.

IX^t^Jc^ s ,
(
m .) A sort of fish, the shrimp or

prawn. Manu in. 272.

A cow-herd.

SSttW^l s. (femin. of&$Wf] A milk-woman,
S *\

the wife of a cow-herd.

U^lWi s. (/. from3^ + (t^) 1. A white

variety of the Convolvulus paniculatus. 2. An
epithet of the goddess SaraswatI.

3i5^3^^f^ri s . (f. ^Ci'+^fl+^ft
+ ^3l1) A festival on the eighth day of the

month A'swina. As. Res. m. 261.

A renovation of the

universe. IVans. R.A.S. i. 29.

MSj^tsJ s. (/. from *I$;1 + R. 1. A plant

(Glycine debilis). 2. A flower (Gomphrena

globosa). 3. A medicinal plant (Wrightea an-

tidysenterica).

Excessive vio-

lence, brutal assault, outrage.

SR^FT s. (m. fvom^\+(^\) An epithet

of Kartikeya.

7 D 2
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hundred thousand I

billions. Mohun P. p. 130.

Hfe See 3^.

Hft^i & (/. from R. SIT
) Frost. Also frC-

HftlTi s. (-OT wz. from +t^C\) Great-

ness, magnitude (both in the literal and figura-

tive sense).

M.\kr\\ s. (/. from R. 1. A woman, a

female. 2. A plant commonly called priyangu.

J$$8~s}
(m. from R. ) I, A buffalo. 2. The

name of an asura (Vice personified) who was

destroyed by Durga : also ^f^TF5^ (m.).

a. (from roduced by or relating

to a buffalo.

flfifcttl * of*lf^) 1. A female buffalo.

2. The wife of a king who has been consecrated

with him ; the queen consort.

s . (/. from R. ^) 1. The earth. 2. The

ground or basis of a plane figure. Colebr. Alg.

p. 69. 3. A species of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 468.

s. (m. from H^+ R. W) A sove-

reign, a monarch, a king.

s. (m. +^ for A mountain.

See

H^Kfe ^. (ro. H^ + ^fR?) A king, a sove-

reign, a monarch. Also (m.) and

SlCt^ (-^>.>

^X^> s. (m, ptT*^, from R. ^) A moun-

tain. See
K

^1<P^ «. (m. *I$3. + R. 3^) A tree, a plant.

An earth-worm.

*. (/•) See 3Tf|«Tl .

s. (w. SRfi+ajjj) The regent of the

planet Mars. (Lit. The son of the earth : see

^Ct^l s. The name of a climbing-plant (Smilax

pseudochina). Carey.

3^ s. (corrupt, of HSjvx) Honey.

3r
s
^TTl s . (from A plant, commonly called

mahwah (Bassia latifolia). Mohun P. p. 41.

3T
C
^^1 s. A plant (Pimpinella Anisum). Hort.
Ben. p. 22.

3Xt^ a. (mfn. from H^+tWl) Liberal,

magnanimous, high-minded.

*HX?5 s. (m. + 1. Indra, the deity

ruling over swarga or the celestial regions. 2.

The name of a range of mountains, apparently

the northern Ghats of the Indian peninsula.

3T^^tTT a. (mfn. + Belonging to

Mahendra. Wilkins' Gr. §901.

STCSTtl |f] (/. from XrCi +^j) Theolibanum-

tree (Boswellia thurifera). Also STRATI (/.).

3TI37TI s. (/.) See 3^^ .

* (™- An epithet of Siva.

(Lit. The great lord.) Also Q(A$4 (m.).

* (/• ^R+l?) An epithet of

Durga. (Lit. The great lady or mistress.)

s. (m. from SGCl +Ss^) A large bull

or ox.

^^i- (»• + An aquatic

plant (Nelumbium speciosum, Carey; Nym-
phsea Nelumbo, Wilson.).

ftP&ftlB s. Im 5pJ#^|J A great fes-

tival.

* fa ^l+S^vTC) Making

great efforts or exertions, s. (m.) A great effort

or exertion; perseverance, energy.

IT^WtegS? a. (mfn. ^ +S^*TfeC+
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ocean.

eman-

Connected with or requiring great efforts

and exertions.

m^^fR s. (m. 3^1 +^^) The great

SII^tPilT s. (m. + 1. The final

cipation of the soul from matter and individual

existence. 2. Greatness, pride. 3. A great

man, a lord, a master.

HCCftpST a . (mfn. + Making great

efforts, persevering, zealous, eager, s. (?«.) A
great effort, energy, perseverance.

STOWS a. mfn. H^I +^IFT ) Of

great might, power, splendour or glory. Manu
i. 19.

L A great or sove-

reign remedy, a panacea. 2. Garlic (Allium

sativum). 3. A plant commonly called atis

:

see^fcfa^l.

STi Root, ii. (*rtfS), in. and iv.

To mete, to measure. With

prefixed to it, To infer, to conclude ; with

To resemble ; with To pro-

duce, to create ; with To measure ; with

?l To measure ; to be evidence or authority

;

with To resemble, to be equal.

indecl. Sans. A particle of prohibiting and

forbidding, employed partly before the Impera-

tive, and partly before the second person of the

First or Third Preterite, which tenses when

thus constructed usually drop their augments :

e. g. Hi te^t§ « Don't be afraid," *tf

" Don't go." See Haughton'sManu, vol. i. p.348.

3l1 s. (corrupt, of ^Tt^f) A mother. Also used

as a term of respectful address to aged females

generally.

s. 1. A kind of harrow. See As. Res.

x. 4, 26. 2. (from 3li) The breast of a woman.

-ffa3 or -*l)TtOTftU3 v. a. To suckle;

— s*tt^t3 v. a. or -"Erftl^ v. a. To suck the

breast.

Snl^3I s. (corrupt, of The core or pith of

a plant.

Ult^ffc s. (Utt^+^tt) Timber.

ulife.-iktl s . r^rr^t f« irtft +wi for <p| ).

A well.

3TTfTf1 s. (corrupt, of XTtTTl ?) A woman, a girl.

A virago, a

masculine woman.

3T%l1iJU a. (STfel +^U) Shame-faced.

^1OTf s. (».) Flesh. See Manu v. 55.

3l1 *pJ;3 s . (mn. 3X1°^+^) A bit of meat

or flesh.

eland.

A muscle.

mfn.

+ 1. Selling flesh. 2. Selling a daughter.

An increase or

growth of flesh, a fungous production or growth

of flesh in a wound. Carey.

3X1°^ a. (mfn. from Hl°^T) Fleshy, lusty.

3Tl ^t^1 s. (/. from ^1°^ +^^) The

eighth day of the second half of the month

Pausha. As. Res. in. 271.

3Ti°f^ s. (m. 3Tl°7f+ A vender of flesh

or meat.

JTi°3fl s . Spikenard (Valei iana Jatamansi). Sab-

da S. p. 186.

Sited a. (from Ulf^M) Cleansed, scoured, fur-

bished, polished.

SOfcffea v. a. (caus. of ^ifefc^) To cause to

scour or rub, to cause to polish or cleanse.
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STTfes? v. a. (from R.*Rj To scour, to cleanse,

to polish, to furbish, to rub.

1. A seed-plot. 2. A ridge round the foot

of a tree to keep in the water.

^1<Pv5 s. (corrupt, ofTO1

^) A spider.

A large scan-

dent shrub (Dalbergia marginata). Hort. Ben.

p. 53.

3Tt3O0lH s. (Mko+^TN) 1. A spider's

web, cobweb. 2. An ornamental plant (Gor-

donia integrifolia) : also Hort.

Ben. p. 93.

5Tt^3rNt s. (from The name

oftwo different species of grass (Panicum ciliare,

and Eleusine iEgyptiaca). Hort. Ben. p. 7, 8.

STtevPTl s. (from SXife"^) A spider.

genit. case of

Cobweb.

ITt^t s.(m.) A mango.

55t^| s. (/. from A festival on the

seventh day of the month Makara.

The seeds of cotton.

stiffen a. 1. Unkind, unfriendly. 2. Avaricious,

greedy, stingy. Also

iWffePWI s. A coral-tree? Sahda S. p. 395.

A cucurbitaceous plant (Trichosanthes

palmata ; also Cucumis Colocynthis).

Hl<|jy. (from R. A weaver's shuttle.

3Tt^t s. (corrupt, ofWW^ A beardless man.

3Tf<F^a. (a. Jyi**>) Suitable, proper, just.

HWl a. (corrupt, of 1^9?) Mixed, heaped con-

fusedly together.

NftfrtiF ad. (from &[We) Altogether, in the

whole, in partnership.

^XT^Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

3Tl$Sffv3) To desire.

mfe^ *. (n. from Slf^l) 1. Honey. 2. Py-

rites of various kinds.

STftfr s. (corrupt, of Butter.

The name of a

small white variety of the Dolichos gladiatus.

Hort. Ben. p. 55.

A plastering or smear-

ing over.

*rWl s. (from ICtpVtra) A smearing or plaster-

ing ; the rubbing of the body with an ointment.

v. a. (from STtFto) To plaster, to

smear over, to daub.

^piiTt^T s. (v. noun of ETPltt^CvS) A smearing

or plastering over. a. Smeared, plastered,

rubbed with an ointment.

XrWlTpU s. (from 3Tff%3) A mutual rub-

bing or plastering.

A plant (Trichosanthes palmata ; also

Cucumis Colocynthis). Hort. Ben. p. 70.

v. a. (from R. To smear, to

plaster, to knead, to spread over.

SXt^tH a. (mfn. from ^1<l
)

Relating to the pro-

vince of Magadha or South-Behar. s. (m.)

1. An inhabitant of Magadha. 2. The designa-

tion of one of the mixed tribes, the offspring of

a Vaisya by a Kshatriya, woman. Many, x. 11,

47. As. Res. v. 56, 59. 3. A bard, a family-

minstrel, an encomiast.

s. (femin. of ^Wi) 1. A kind of jas-

mine (Jasminum auriculatum). 2. Long-pepper

(Piper longum). 3. The name of a derivative

dialect of the Sanskrit.

*lTptU3 v. a. (from R. Jg^ or R. XTR^J To ask,

to beg, to pray for.

An old woman (used contemptuously).
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JTfil s. A wife.

ETtdRT s. A particular fish (Silurus Batrachus,

Linn. ; Macropteranoton granuillar, Laceptde).

Carey.

Ht^t^Fft^Tl s. (from the English Magnesia)

Magnesia.

Boasting, vaunting, self-applause.

a. (from fb|H W,) Boasting, puffing.

m. from 1. The name of a Hindu

month, commencing when the sun enters Capri-

corn (January—February). As. Res. in. 272.

2. The name of a poet, the author of the Sisu-

pdla-badha or Magha-kavya.

Hfcft s. (/. from STfcl) The day of the full-moon

in the month of Magha. As. Res. m. 272.

HfcP s. (n. 3^1 + XT) Many-flowered jasmine

(Jasminum multiflorum or J. pubescens).

v. noun of AllPftW) The act of beg-

ging or asking for a thing. Also

^rt^tC'l^*. (from the English Manganese) Man-

ganese.

3Tt^1 s. (from One who prays or

asks for a thing.

HlfiRSfOTl a. (frooAffesl) Asking, praying,

begging, soliciting.

STt^f^f^ a. (mfn. + Auspicious,

propitious, prosperous.

STT^^P s. (n. "^pT+TT) Auspiciousness, pro-

pitiousness, prosperity.

SrWfl a. (from 3Ttf^3) Desired, requested,

wished for, dear. s. A request, a solicitation.

v. a. (caus. To cause

to ask, beg, or supplicate.

Srtfftre v. a. (from R. ^flr or R. *Tt^) To

ask, to beg, to request, to solicit.
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(corrupt, of ^T<^) A scaffold, a platform,

a stage, a shelf. Also

3Ttf^TTl s. (from A stool, a bench, a chair.

*Tt^ s. (corrupt, of SIV^P) A fish.

s. (corrupt, of ST^v^P^t ) A king-

fisher (Alcedo of several species). Mohun P.

p. 52.

STtSJt s. (corrupt, of ^fexpl) A fly.

?) Avaricious, nig-

gardly, parsimonious, stingy.

(from Tl"5;) A fishmonger. Also

^TfeSTl . Mohun P. p. 89.

*rtg&t*fl s. (from 3T^TT1 ) A woman who sells

fish ; a fisherman's wife.

Sltn^jl s . (from 5Xt^?) A blackish shade of

colour on the corners of the mouth and cheek

of certain persons, especially women as they

advance in age.

genit. case of

+ vit^) Roe of fish. Mohun P. p. 55.

genit. case of

+ G3Ti) The fin of fish.

Hlvbl s. (corrupt, of 1. The middle of a

thing. 2. A crack or unevenness in timber.

^loi^ll s. (corrupt, of S^T1^!") The middle

of a thing. See STt^t^f .

3Tt3FTl S . (from3Ttft[t3) A thing which requires

to be cleansed.

Mlv5L*l«l a. (^tv5l +^Tl) Inwardly dead, inter-

nally mortal (as a disorder). Morton.

StfkSl s. (from *UfoiW?) The loins.

v. a. (caus. of ETl'fol'CsS) To cause to

scour or to clean.

SrtftU. (from 3ttS) The sap or juice of any

plant. Sabda S. p. 464.
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v. a. (from R. To wipe, to scour,

to rub, to polish.

A helmsman, a pilot, a steersman.

STt^F^ si (HT^+^Fn?) Gall-nut (from the

Quercus robur). Mohun P. p. 41.

*iis|<(: s. (from Hi ^< ?) A particular sort of

mat.

Hl^F^s. (a. j^s*^) An electuary, a confection;

an intoxicating beverage prepared chiefly from

the tops of hemp.

Hl4 s. (from *$D) The midst, the centre. See

STl^lFr (XTW+^tK ) The middle part of

a thing. See TOWS:
Ht^Wft ad. (from H"W) Moderately, tem-

perately, in a middling way.

5. (from *$")) The middle, the centre.

StWWl a. (fromHW) Middling, moderate.

HtRT ad. (from «W) In the midst, within, in.

s ' A* string f°r a paper-kite.

a. (from
)
Slow, sluggish, bad.

HtWl s. (corrupt, of ^fe^Fl) Earth, soil, the

ground. -fev3 v. a. To inter, to bury.

mIT^RI s. (Htfel +Wl) A cellar. Mohun
P. p. 78.

a. (from Earthen, earth-coloured,

brown.

) The common

brown kite of Bengal (Falco ater). Carey.

HtfeWtb55
* & (3lt^W+t3^) Naphtha.

STl~& s. (from R. H^T?) A plain, a pasture, a

meadow, a field.

(m.
s

) One of the attendants of the Sun.

XTtiSl s. (from R. H5^) Buttermilk, sour milk.

ture ora. (from Relating to a pasti

plain. Also STtWl .

Ml ^In^lfH s. Land situated

in a large plain.

ad. (locat. case of Htt) Out of doors.

— M"tfU3 v. a. To go to stool.

Htrfcl s. (from Htt) Stiff, useless (as a limb).

*Tft5 s. (from *R3) 1. A raft ; two canoes tied

together. 2. The liquor in which rice has been

boiled, the skimmings of boiled rice
;

starch,

rice-gruel, paste. Carey.

nt^T s. (v. noun of Mlf\5U3) The threshing of

corn.

v. a. (caus. of MlRiW) 1. To cause

corn to be threshed. 2. To stamp, to tread

down, to smooth the ground.

HlfvS s. (from Hlfs5t3) A double tooth, a

grinder. Also Ml fb .

v. a. (from R. To thresh corn, to

tread corn, to tread corn out by cattle, to flatten.

3Tfc53Ti s. A plant (Eleusine Corocana). Hort.

Ben. p. 8.

STtf? s . (/. from R. H^?) 1. The germ of leaves,

the young leaf before it opens. 2. The hem or

border of a garment. 3. (^Beng^) A double

tooth, a grinder.

HTt^ s. (m. forMl*1<) A man (in a contemptuous

sense) ; a mannikin.

*tfi i<&P*. (m. fromHtl^) 1. A child, a boy

under sixteen years of age ; a mannikin. 2. A
pupil, a religious student. 3. A childish or

ignorant man. 4. A necklace of twenty strings.

Wilson.

HtTO s. (n. fromHffa) A number of boys.

Hlft^nit3«. (Htfte+ fflfij) A bird (Ardea

leucocephala).
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3Ttfte s. (n. from ) A ruby. Also (Beng.)

ft'iR^ s. (n. from *lffa^?) Sea-salt; also

srtfm^ («.).

*4.1vM s. A fish (Silurus pungentissimus). Sab-

da S. p. 433.

Srt*> s. (corrupt, of *T9) 1. Whey. 2. A thin sort

of treacle. 3. (a. c^U) A checkmate.

Sans, vocat. case of Oh mother !

Jffclff s. (m. from 3£3^t) 1. An elephant. 2.

A mountaineer ; a barbarian. 3. The twenty-

fourth astronomical yoga or division of the

moon's path. As. Res. ix. 366.

ETF3^ft s. (/. from *ttsJ%J An epithet of PAr-

vatI or Duega.

(from The being intoxicated.

from

Drunken, sottish, s. A drunkard.

(—^ m. dual only, from

+fH^) Mother and father, parents.

fl^PNS s. (-^\ m.) Air, wind.

Alkffffll s. (from STtefl ?) 1. An arch, the capital

of an arch. 2. A wicker-work hat worn by

labourers. Carey.

arrets s . (»*•) The name of the charioteer of

Indra.

Jlfcjl s . (-^ /.) 1. A mother. 2. A divine

mother; the personified energy of a deity, or

his wife
;
they are differently enumerated : ac-

cording to some authorities they are eight,

according to others seven or sixteen in number.

3. A cow. 4. (Beng.} The small-pox.

v. a. (caus. To stir up, to

fill with enthusiasm, to stimulate.

3TtoTf^3Rl s. (-^ m. dual only, +
Parents, mother and father.

srfcr 2258

Slfcjfcre; s. (m. from + for Wil-

kins' Gr. § 1005) A maternal grandfather.

(femin. of see Wilkins'

Gr. % 1005) A maternal grandmother.

Ui^l^ s. (corrupt, of ^5) Drunk, inebriated,

intoxicated, infatuated, self-important, great.

STWWs. (fromSTteH) Intoxication, drunk-

enness, infatuation.

3ltf3 s, (from R. *Ti) 1. Measure, weight. 2.

The tender leaves of a palm-tree before they are

expanded. Carey.

Ml falsi v. n. (from R. ^ To be inebriated or

intoxicated ; to be infatuated, to have the mind

engrossed by an idea, to rage.

Ht3^T s. (m. from Wilkins' Gr. § 1006)

1. A maternal uncle. 2. Thorn-apple (Datura

Metel and D. fastuosa).

STT^PjTT^ s. (ro. irt^T+^Jq^.) The fruit of

the thorn-apple.

3TT3^Tl s. (femin. of Sttjjf) 1. The wife of a

maternal uncle : also TT^^fj, (/.) and Ht^-

*rt*fl (/.). 2. Hemp (Cannabis sativa).

HKH^R s - (^T^T +^ft) A variegated

serpent.

AJ. l^l^P s. (m.) Common citron (Citrus me-

dica).

^1^<P1 s. (/. from *lt*!) L A mother - 2> The

designation of a certain class of goddesses : see

3. An alphabet. 4. A body of preli-

minary rules or observations.

The Divine Mothers

worshipped in a peculiar manner in the western

parts of India. Trans. R.A.S. l. 452.

A sort of molasses or

treacle.

Sffc^fJ a. (mfn. Ut^+ ^') Killing his mother
;

7 E
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matricide. Also

(-f$\ mfn.) or Hl^l (-5^ mfn.).

s. (m. ^f^+W) A maternal relation,

a relation by the mother's side. Also

3t$j$ («.)•

Ht^Tl s. (-^ /. Ht3 +^) A mother's

sister. Also

^i^tflU s. (m. from ^^g^ ) A mother's

sister's son. Also ^l^gl^TTT (m.).

Ul^jtflUl It. (femin. Wl^fSjfl^) A mother's

sister's daughter. Also H^^mt (/•)•

Sft^Sp^ ^ (tt^+^P^l) A step-mother.

Ml^O)l «. (/. IltJ+ ^QTi from R. $?T ) The

murder of a mother, matricide.

A plant (Callicarpa incana). Hort.

Ben. p. 10.

3Tftr s. (n. R. 3T1 + TT) 1. Measure • a measured

quantity, a unit, a single thing. 2. It is sub-

joined to substantives like a Taddhita suffix,

to give them a restrictive meaning ; and the

compound words thus formed are declined like

other derivatives : e. g. ^jftf^v^ f^T s. (w.) Life

alone, life only, mere life, nothing but life ; in

the instrumental case ^tpKiUlflT ! By life

alone, for life's sake only, &c. from

*. (n.) Life, +3Tt^T . In Bengali, Tt^T is much

employed after the gerund, and may be trans-

lated upon, on; e.g. Upon

coming. ad. Sans. (—^T°) Merely, solely,

only, exclusively.

^iq<£ a. (mfn. 3TtTT+^) Having a certain

measure, of a certain measure or size : only

used in comp. e. g. Stfrt^lter^ a. (mfn.) Of

the size or measure of a thumb, from

(m.) The thumb, +3T^^F.

Sltirl s. (/. from R. *Ti) 1. An element, matter,

substance. Manu i. 27. 2. Quantity, measure

:

especially quantity in metre. 3. (In prosody)

An instant, a moment, the length of time re-

quired to pronounce a short syllable. ' A short

vowel occupies one moment (^TtJTl) ; a long

vowel, two ; and the continuous sound, or that

which is prolonged as in calling to any one,

lasts for three moments ; but a consonant when

destitute of a vowel, is measured by half a

mdtra.' Colebr. Gr. p. 10. 3. The upper or

horizontal stroke of a letter. 4. A little. 5.

Requisite, material.

STfrrtef^s. 0- STteri +B?^) Metre regu-

lated by mere quantity, and not restricted to

certain feet or to a particular interchange of

short and long syllables. See As. Res. x. 404.

JrtlTtTO s. (nJ from £0^1 +^) The

designation of a certain class of metres in Sans-

krit prosody. As. Res. x. 411, 465.

4lfq<*> a. (mfn. Hf^'-ft^) Material, of the

nature of matter : used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Composed of minute material

principles, from s. (m.) An atom, a minute

material principle, + 3Xtfl3^ . Manu i. 56.

(from ^5) Drunkenness, intoxi-

cation.

HK^TO
(
n . from IX^^R+ TT) Envy, ava-

rice, selfishness, malice.

EnVpT^ a. (mfn. from UV^+t^ Wilkins'

Gr. § 903) Relating to fish
;
catching or selling

fish.

^Ttej^RooT, I. (With the insertion of a nasal,

hurt or kill, to suffer pain, to afflict.

(from R. ^TP]^?) An extra assessment

to make up a deficiency of revenue ; a collec-

tion, a subscription.

STtefr s. (from 3FSJ7T) The watery part of curds,

whey. Sabda S. p. 335.
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SrWl s. (corrupt, of *T^) The top or head of

a thing, a pinnacle, a summit, v. n.

To be giddy.

v. a. (from XEtTte5) To mount upon

the summit or top of a thing ; to interfere, to

meddle with.

3TtellWU'°l s. (from STWl+^ftC3 ) Swim-

ming of the head, giddiness, vertigo. Mohun

P. p. 25. Also JlWtSlW •

) Stubbornness,

obstinacy, insolence.

XlPt 1*1 s. (from ^Tt^rl ) An interfering with ano-

ther person's business. Carey.

Obstinate,

stubborn, headstrong, refractory, seditious, un-

ruly, turbulent, insolent.

JTtediTOd s . (fromSited +TOM) The head-ache.

4telk)l«l a. (Slt3d + Spftfi) Top-heavy. Carey.

31

W

5^ s. (from Sited) 1. A sort of wicker hat

worn by poor labourers. 2. The capital of a

pillar : also

a. (from OTd ) Self-important, in-

solent.

Sftf^tyJ v. a. (fromHted) 1. To mount upon

any thing. 2. To present the head in birth.

a. (mfn. from
)
Relating to the city

of Mat'hura. Wilkins' Gr. % 897.

m. from R. ST^) Inebriation, intoxica-

tion
;
infatuation, pride

;
extasy, joy, rapture.

a. (mfn. from R. &3{tf{9l9) Inebriating,

intoxicating, infatuating. — ^31 (/.) or —3
(n.) Intoxicating or inebriating quality.

A plant (Kaempferia angusti-

folia). Hort. Ben. p. 1.

5. (from ) A tambour.

s. (p. *jL) The female of an animal. Also

STttn^" s . (corrupt, of H*<k<P) The coral-tree

(Erythrine fulgens). Carey.

STtTJIOT s. (from R. UT^) An ornamental shrub

(Volkameria Madceera). Carey.

STHJ^" s. (corrupt, of ^*\< 1 A mat) A kind of

fine mat.

A kind of grass

used in making mats (Cyperus tegetus). Hort.

Ben. p. 6.

UtTJ^Wt *. (UtTJ^ + ^fKSl for
p
f!T) A sort

of rush used for mats (Scirpus tegetus). Carey.

^ti l^l s. (from *£\W\ ?) An amulet, a charm.

3X1^ a. (mfn. *Tl for^ , + #*j See Wilkins'

Gr. § 819) Like me, like myself. Also ^t^<P

(-*\^ mfn.) and HtT*5F (mfn.).

(from p. ^UjU) A mare.

a. (mfn. from ^^) Made of honey, s.

(m.) 1. An epithet of Krishna or Vishnu.

2. A name of the month Vaisakha. 3. (n.)

Sweetness.

3Tt<£<3^ s. (m. from ^wt^ A spirituous liquor

made from the blossoms of the Bassia latifolia.

(f. from ) A large creeping

plant (Gaertnera racemosa). Also Jn^^^f^l

(/.) Hort. Ben. p. 32.

(n. from ) Sweetness, suavity.

Wilkins Gr. § 975.

trfe ftW s. (m. from H^I+t^) The desig-

nation of a particular sect among the followers

of Buddha. Trans. R.A.S. i. 558, 567.

ST^tf^ a. (mfn. from + +§^

)

Relating to mid-day. s. (n.) Mid-day rites.

femin. of

7 E 2
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m. from "^^) Spirit distilled from the

flowers of the Bassia latifolia. See As. Res.

i. 342. Also *Cteft^ (».) and («.).

Root, i. (in the desiderative or volitive

form, investigate, to seek, to

enquire after true knowledge, i.

and x. (SIlluRj) To respect, to revere, to

worship. With V<AJ.< prefixed to it, To despise,

to treat with disrespect ; with T° To honour,

to respect, to esteem.

3Tt\ See 31*^.

The termination of the present participle of

the proper form, in verbal roots of the first, fourth,

sixth and tenth conjugations : e. g. 0*4.1*1

a. (mfn.} Cooking, from R. To cook. It

is also the termination of the present participle

of the passive, and may for that purpose be

subjoined to any root with the passive affixed

to it : e. g.
Ttl>^l1*r a- (mfn.} Being cooked,

from R.^To cook. See Wilkins' Gr. % 678,

681.

^It-T s. (n. R. *l1 1. Measure, weight. 2.

A particular measure, the fourth part of a khari.

3. (m. from R. Arrogance, pride; sulki-

ness. 4. Honour, reputation, rank, value. 5.

(Beng.} A plant (Arum Indicum). Hort.

Ben. p. 65. v. a. To put a person

to shame, to expose his faults ; v. a.

To preserve esteem or reputation.

*ir1<£ s. (w.) A plant (Arum Indicum). Also

^l-KP^j As. Res. x. 19, and HKpffe",
Hort. Ben. p. 56.

3Tt^T3 s, (from R. *U^?) A vow, a voluntary

obligation.

JTFT^ s. (m. ^"fa+'Pf from R. A giver of

honour, he from whom honour is derived : a

term of respectful address.

STt-T-T s. (n. R. + ) 1. The regarding of

or attending to a person. 2. A confession.

Mohun P. p. 94.

(from £3) The act of honouring

or respecting any one.

s. (from A vow, a voluntary

engagement.

Ettlllu a. (mfn.fut.part. p. R.HK+ ^llil)
Entitled to honour or respect, venerable.

Jlt-T^fl s. (from R. One who makes a

vow, or voluntarily takes an obligation upon

himself.

m. from 1. A man, a human being.

2. A boy. 3. (n.) A multitude of men. -sit

(/.) or —^ (n.) Humanity.

HtH4<*'l!^'i s. (/. ^t*fWl from +
TFt^yl) A species of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 440.

A4.1l<) s. (n. from *J.l*1<t) A multitude of boys.

3Tft^[ s. (m. ^t5T+^) The putting a per-

son to shame, the humbling a person.

STi^FT a. (mfn. from ^FT5^) Mental, relating to

the mind. s. (n.) 1. A thought, a wish, a vo-

lition. 2. The mind. 3. The lake Manasa-

sarovara in the Himalaya mountains. As. Res.

ix. 366.

Ht;TO?TR"te' s. (m. jtfspT+^WUM) The

Manasa lake in the Himalaya mountains.

SltTpT^ a . (mfn. ^PT +^) Mental, ideal,

imaginary.

XTlrT*ft3J3i1 s. (f. from^t-T^+^^Ti) Mental

agony, grief, sorrow.

SlfrpfWS s. (-^ m. 5Tt^R +\3^) A
wild swan or goose. (Lit. Whose dwelling-

place is the lake Manasa.}

Loss of honour

or respectability.
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UH^t*l a. (mfn. Ht^*^) Void of haughti-

ness or pride ; destitute of honour or respecta-

bility.

HtTl s. (from Ht|%U3) 1. The respecting or

regarding any one
;
esteem, acknowledgment,

assent. 2. (from A. A forbiddance, a

prohibition.

v. a. (caus. of Hlf=TU3) 1. To per-

suade, to prevail upon. 2. To adjust, to ac-

commodate, to cause to fit.

HtTfaH^r s. (n. HH+^THIR) An election,

the giving a preference to any one.

STlrTTfa' s. (from Mlll$UJ) The act of persuad-

ing or prevailing upon any one.

Htp)<£U5lki s . (h. c&L) A bird (Ardea

leucocephala). Mohun P. p. 53.

s. (/. from HItT) The name of a mea-

sure, the fourth or eighth part of a khari.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Honoured, respected, regarded.

Arrogance, pride,

haughtiness. Also

HTpiT^ v. a. (from R. M*^) To mind, to attend

to, to regard, to esteem, to honour, to venerate,

to obey, to submit, to confess, to acknowledge.

^ipl*ll s. (femin. of Hi R*^) A proud or sulky

woman.

H^ft a. (-f^T mfn. Ht^T +^H ) 1. Proud,

arrogant, haughty. 2. Mindful, minding, re-

garding, esteeming.

s. (m. from H^T Wilkins' Gr. % 960) A
man, a human being, a. (mfn.') Belonging to

men, human.

a. (mfn. from SThjW) Belonging to men,

human, s. (n.) Humanity, manliness.

H^T^J^ s. (n. HtTO +^) A number of men.

*J.lC*1 s. (a. ^Jt^>) A meaning, purport, purpose,

object, scope.

STfaffcr s . (from Site) A raft, a float.

Ht5^ s. (n. H^ + TT) 1. Inferiority, badness,

vileness. 2. Sloth, torpor, indolence, stupidity.

HlrP a . (mfn. fut. part. p. R. HT^+IT) Re-

spectable, honourable. — \?1 (/,) or —^ (n.)

Respectability, honour, credibility.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. Ht^) Being

honoured or regarded, receiving honours.

Respectable

people.

(from the caus. of R. Hi) Measure.

Ht^ a . (mfn. from Ht5
}^ the caus. of R. Hi)

Measuring, determining by measure or quantity.

A measuring-rope.

Ht^ s. (n. from Ht^the caus. of R. Hi) The

act of measuring a thing.

HlHtTrta ». (*rM + nrt^ as a jmgie to it) a
measuring.

HPf1 a. (from Measured.

v. a. (caus. of To cause to

measure.

nt^fFT*. (v. noun of H"W^£3) The causing

a thing to be measured, a. Measured.

v. a. (from the caus. of R. Hi) To mea-

sure, to gauge.

HKf%R3 s. (HPjft from Htpfr3, + C^S)
A species of ratan (Calamus gracilis). Hort.

Ben. p. 73.

HlT^a. (a. i_iU^,) Absolved, forgiven, dispensed

with, exempted, s. Forgiveness, exemption.

a. (a. (Ji\j<) Conformable, congruous,

corresponding to, agreeable
;
suitable, favour-

able, s. A way, a manner.
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a. (mfn. from the genit. case of

3FIT^) Mine, my.

*i\*is& s. (corrupt, of ^pl) 1. A seal. 2. Scab;

the dry skin of a sore.

(a. l^LjWo) Business, an affair, a

negociation. Also

^1 1*1^*1S?\ a. (from ij^L:U^>) Able to do business,

active, fit for business.

STtJjl s. (from IlfiJfT) A maternal uncle.

s. (corrupt, of HT^) A sheat-fish

(Silurus Pelorius). Sabda S. p. 329.

a. (from M 1*4.1 ) Pertaining to a ma-

ternal uncle.

*rto^n^f^ft s . (irtoJirl+^f^t) a

maternal uncle's daughter. Also *J.j*4.U)5 1-

irtonfett s. (5TtHtWl +^) A mater-

nal uncle's son. Also SOTT^t^tf"

.

sort of creeper (Menispermum gla-

brum). Sabda S. p. 330.

s. (from ITCH ) A maternal uncle's wife.

^n^I^a. (a.jj^o) Full, closed ; cultivated.

(a. J^«^c) Prepared, made, worked

out, done.

SrraU. (/. from R. Hi) 1. Illusion, delusion,

fraud, deceit, dissimulation, hypocrisy. 2.

The external world considered as a mere illusion,

without reality, and personified in mythology

as a female, the consort of Brahma and the

immediate operative cause of creation. See

Trans. R.A.S. n. 39. 3. Tenderness, love,

attachment, affection. 4. A woman.

SftTTftU3 v. a. (from ^itUI ) To fascinate, to

deceive.

xdrrtete s. (m. utTrl+^t^ w r.
<f)

a

juggler, a mime, an actor. Also ^luloit^l, •

The net of decep-

tive appearances, the net of fascination or magic.

ntnte^p s . (m. h1hi + cti^I+^3)
Buddha, the founder of the Bauddha sect.

(Lit. The son of the goddess Maya.) Also

TOTt^3 (m.).

3TtTltfWl s. (/. ETftrl +f^Tl ) Magic. Mo-
hun P. p. 143.

mWUI a. (-fc\mfn. TOTl +f^ Wilkins'

Gr. § 907) Illusive, magical, s. A juggler, a

magician, a conjurer.

HTHtoT a. (mfn. 3X^1 + HIT) Magical, produced

by magic, wonderful, illusory, unreal. Trans.

R.A.S. ii. 37.

a. (mfn. Magical, fascinat-

ing
;

affectionate, benevolent.

STfift a. (-ffr^mfn. JTTOl +t5
^) Illusive,

magical, deceptive.

Tt^T s. (m.) Gall, the bilious humour.

*±W< a. (mfn. from 3W3") Belonging to a pea-

cock, made of peacock's feathers, &c. s. (ra.)

A multitude of peacocks.

Ht^ s. (m. from R. H) 1. Death. 2. Love, and

Kamadeva its deity. (Lit. That which strikes.)

M a. (mfn. from R. ^) Killing, slaying, de-

stroying, putting to death, s. (»i.) A slayer, a

destroyer.

Ht^f^TTl s. (from ^U<t> ?) A quarrelsome,

turbulent person.

s. (corrupt, of STl^f?) The generic name

of the Rcigas and Ragints in Hindu music.

*ll<v5i1 s. Barter. Mohun P. p. 84.

MUfOl5^ s. (m. ZSfe +f5S from R. fa) A

Bauddha. (Lit. Who subdues or conquers love.)

^R°\ s. (n. from R. H) Killing, slaughter.

«• (from *ltf3T3) Fatal, mortal.
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STi^PT^s. (Ht^+CTC) A catch in conversa-

tion, a difficulty, a quibble. Carey.

JltW^ s. (a. i&ijt% 1. Knowledge. 2. A
cause, a reason, ad. By means of, by, through.

(/.) The designation of a particular

scale in the musical system of the Hindus.

As. Res. in. 78.

IHTJ s. (from *fifkU3) A striking or beating.

v. n. To be killed, to be destroyed

or ruined.

v. a. (caus. of 5ltf^T3) 1. To cause

to die, to put to death. 2. To beat, to strike.

a. (mfn. SXl^ + ^JltU^) Murderous,

of a cruel disposition
;

fatal, deadly.

STtrt^tn s. (from Mlplt\5) A beating, a

striking.

AlU'Ullft" s. (from A mutual beating

or striking, a scuffle, a battle.

*tffk s. (/. from R. ^) A killing or beating.

(Beng.) -^11fU3 v. n. To be beaten.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

, Put to death, killed.

*ll|<U3 v.a. (from R. ^) 1. To put to death,

to kill. 2. To beat, to strike, to smite.

(from *[tf^T3) An assault. Mo~
hun P. p. 97.

s. (r».) 1. A plant (Amaranthus olera-

ceus). 2. The manager of a theatre.

Slt^U. (from R.^) The pestilence, the plague,

an epidemic, a mortality, a murrain.

^1<1^U s. (111^1+^1) Fear from pestilence

or from any contagious disease.

ET^FSri s . (from R. A plant cultivated as an

article of food (Eleusine Corocana). Carey.

5tt^3 s. (m. from Air, wind.

(m. patronymic from n. pr.)

The name of an ancient Hindu sage, the sup-

posed author of the Markandeya Purana.

(/w.) A plant (Eclipta or Verbesina

prostrata). Also

^t^f Root, i. (^TT^ff^, _ G3) and x. (*£t$tf^)

To seek : sometimes with prefixed to it.

Also, x. (Ht^Hfo ) 1. To go. 2. To prepare

the way or road ; to prepare generally. 3. To

feather an arrow.

(m. from R. ^
5
1V ) 1. A path, a road, a

way. 2. The path or section made by a saw in

sawing timber. 3. A search, an enquiry. 4.

(Beng.) A musical mode.

<r

s. (n. R. STf^+STn) 1. Enquiry, search,

research. 2. (m.) An arrow, a. (mfn.} Asking,

begging ; mendicant.

The science of

the Rdgas and Raginis in Hindu music. Carey.

Xrtff*^ s. (m. from 5*1 +"pR^) The month

Margasirsha or Agrahdyana (November—De-

cember). As. Res. m. 268.

5TPf*ft$l s. (/. ^T*ft$+§ ) The fifteenth day

of the first half of the month Margasirsha. As.

Res. in. 268.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Sought, searched, enquired for.

STt^rt s. (corrupt, of ^I^t^P) High-priced, dear.

Root, x. (3Tt3tirf3) 1. To sound. 2. To

cleanse.

4ls5l<$ a. (mfn. R. ^Ts£ +3FF) Cleansing,

scouring, cleaning, forgiving, acquitting. Used

in comp. e. g. ^^^Iv^ a. (mfn.) Polishing

a weapon, from $. (n.) A weapon, +
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UlSpr s. (n. R. IllSuf 1. A cleaning,

scouring, or polishing
;
rubbing the person with

unguents. 2. The settling or clearing of an ac-

count, the paying of a debt. 3. Forgiveness,

pardon, oblivion. Also H ttjj^ 1 (f).

SXt^ft I (f from R. *lt^f ) 1. A brush, a

broom. 2. (Beng.) A towel, a rubber.

H W^ffa «• (mfn.fut.part. p. R. )

Requiring to be cleansed or purified, purifiable,

pardonable. Also *U\5l*1 15. (m.).

3TtSl 5. (from R. ^^?) Barter, exchange, per-

mutation.

STtotl" s. (m.) 1. The common cat. 2. The

wild cat. 3. The pole-cat.

*J.lpv5K3 a. (mfn. from R. Cleansed, puri-

fied, scoured, wiped, swept, polished
;
forgiven,

pardoned.

(femin. of *X Curds with

honey and spice.

STtaP a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. JJ^+TT) Fit to

be wiped, cleaned or polished. Also ^T3P

(mfn.). Wilkins Gr. § 730.

(m. patronymic of "^3v3 , n. pr.) The

sun.

&UC$* a. (mfn. from *[f^1) Earthen, made

of clay or earth.

^n^vS^ s. (from the Portuguese Martello) A
hammer.

A drummer.

/
ITPn^ s. (n. from*P£) Softness, mild ness, gentle-

ness.

See3Tt^.

A plant (Marlea begonifolia). Hort.

Ben. p. 28.

J^W 2272

A plant (Rottlera tetracocca). Hort.

Ben. p. 73.

Cleaning in general

;

especially cleansing the person or anointing it

with unguents.

^W\s. (from ^) 1 . A wrestler, a champion, a

hero. 2. (a, JU) Property, capital, goods,

wares, merchandize.

s. (m.) A plant (Nimba or Melia Azadi-

rachta).

Sri^XtTl s . (P . JU) A storehouse.

5TH^3ilT s . (p. jlj^JU) One who pays tri-

bute, a landholder.

(from p. j^JU) Land-revenue;

rent of land.

(p. ^U JU) A security for

money or property.

(from p. ^U JU) The situation

of a person who is a security for money or

property.

3TM$ s. (from JlW) A flower-garden.

MHsj] s. (/.) 1 . The name of several plant*

(Jasminum grandiflorum,Echites caryophyllata,

and Gsertnera racemosa). 2. A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

a. (p. j\j JU) Possessing property or

money.

STfSfa s. (m.) 1. The name of a country, the

province of Malwa. 2. A particular scale in

Hindu music. As. Res. in. 73.

J4.H«P am (mfa T$fiQ+Q) Relating to the

province of Malwa. Wilkins' Gr. % 903.

ilH^iffl ». (J,
JiR< A particular scale

in Hindu music. As. Res. m. 78.

3lt*WT£ s. (^It^+ ^l^) A provocation, a

challenge to fight.
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s. (/.) 1. A garland, a wreath ; a chaplet

of flowers ; a rosary. 2. A species of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 419, 433. 3.

The shell of a coco-nut.

o o
iJ.Hl^khii s. (3TF^h + 3n3\5l) A species

of grass (Eleusine Indica). Carey.

(from Ht^1+^rf^from^)
The knee-pan, the patella.

l<P« s. (m. 31^1 + 1. A gardener, a

florist, a seller of flower-chaplets or garlands.

2. A ratan.

^'H'r^l'^it^^ s. (Stf^TOl n. pr.+^fcl-

) A kind of fruit, and its tree (Eugenia

Malaccensis). Hort. Ben. p. 37.

a. pr.+ Wsj) The

Malacca ratan.

il'RWte s. (ml 3r^Ti + <fR" from R. ^ A
florist, a maker of flower-chaplets or garlands

;

a gardener. See -4*. Res. v. 59.

SlW^W s. (m. for Ht*Tl+^1) A fragrant

grass (Andropogon Schoenanthus).

(from a. JU) Property, goods,

#vares.

XTW^t s . (from Pugilism, wrestling.

(corrupt, of A florist. Sabda

S. p. 341.

XdTpT^ s. (m. JjHI+^F) A florist, a maker

or seller of flower-chaplets ; a chaplet-weaver.

P*1<P^. (m. a. A king, a governor, an

owner, a proprietor.

(a. <0\>3L) An annual or monthly

allowance paid to a zamindar by the person

who occupies his lands. Hunter, ad. In the

manner of a proprietor.

(from A. cl$3Li) Royalty, ownership,

proprietary right, supremacy.
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mf^'ft s. (femin. of Ht^ft) 1. The wife of a

gardener, chaplet-weaver, or florist. 2. A spe-

cies of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 437. 3. The female personification of a par-

ticular mode in Hindu music. As. Res. in. 70.

) Dirtiness, filthiness,

sordidness • obscurity, gloom ; a tarnished or

decayed state.

(from the English Molybdena) A mo-

lybdate.

a. (from the English Molybdena^ A
molybdic.

(a. jJjc<) A pilot, the commander of

a vessel.

MlRil^ s. (from a. JU) Wealth, goods,

wares, store.

jffifr s. m. A gardener,

a chaplet-weaver, a florist.

s. (»i.) A variegated snake.

3Tt^f*I^ a. (a. Known, experienced, wit-

nessed.

s. {m.) A fruit-tree (iEgle Marmelos).

ITtfP a. (mfn. 3X1^1+ XT) Fit or proper for a

garland, s. (w.) A chaplet, a garland for the

forehead ; a necklace.

STRIFE s. (n. Hi»p^^^.) A flower-

chaplet and sandalwood, offered to persons of

consequence as a token of respect.

A moun-

tainous range described as one of the smaller

mountains of India proper, lying eastward of

mount Meru. Wilson.

An earthen pot for embers.

m*n?rorHt (from irHfri +^tf^ir3) salt

boiled with a straw-fire.

W^gfe s. (from HH) A challenging, de-

fiance
;
vaunting, daring. - •

7 F
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Hf^ s. (m.) 1. A sort of kidney-bean (Phaseolus

radiatus and Dolichos pilosus). 2. A jeweller's

or goldsmith's weight, variously reckoned at

five, eight, or ten rattis or seeds of the Abrus

precatorius ; the weight in common use is about

seventeen grains troy. Also Site andnW

.

HtH^TftT s . (Hfa+ ^TtlT) A kind of pulse

or kidney-bean (Phaseolus radiatus and Doli-

chos pilosus). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

STt^rtl s. (/. from SFS^Ptf) A kind of le-

guminous shrub (Glycine debilis) Also

Hort. Ben. p. 55.

SXt^t ] s. (n. from HTH) A field producing black

kidney-beans. Also *4.iH? (ra.).

Hft^ s . (m. from R. Hi) 1. The moon. 2. A
month.

Ht^T s. (m. from R. Hi ) LA month. 2. A
jeweller's weight : see

(from the Portuguese mes +
acabar) The end of the month.

a. (from *J.l sJrl<pl<l<
) Relating

to the end of a month.

Hl^TOTl s. (from Ht°*T?) 1. A pustule on the

edge of the eye-lid ; a film on the eye. 2. The

matter formed on a wound. Carey.

Ht^^f^ft s. (from HT^+f3^Pftl) A
mother's sister's daughter.

Ht^F3s3^lt s. (from H*fcft+ v4vJ^l$ ) A
mother's sister's son.

Ht^^Cft^" s# A flowering shrub (Callicarpa in-

cana).

HWtTl See HT^rfl

.

Ht^fts. (H^+^f|) An intercalary month.

Monthly

wages. Mohun P. p. 88.

(»w.) The scum of boiled rice.

HW*T a. (from HlWt^) Fleshy, stout,

lusty, plump.

HfcTfafl, s. (fromHt^T ) Ahusband's mother's

sister; a wife's mother's sister.

a. (mfn. Ht^T+l^) Monthly : lasting

for a month, paid by the month, hired for a

month, &c. s. (w.) A monthly offering to the

manes of departed ancestors.

(corrupt, of Ht^TF^) A maternal aunt.

(from ) The husband of a ma-

ternal aunt. Mohun P. p. 10.

Hfcjvjl s. (from Ht°^ ?) A film on the eye.

a. (a.j^i^j) Celebrated, conspicuous,

famous, renowned. Also ^i^<J,

.

Ht^ s
.
(a. Jj.qg"<) Excise, duty, tax, custom.

One month.

genit. case ofH
+^tH) The first day of the month.

genit. case of

+ The last day of the month.

5^Nn31 a. (from Hl^T) Monthly.

Ht s3R" s. (from the English mast) The mast of a

ship or boat. Also

*U^M indecl. Sans. Do not ! (A prohibitive par-

ticle.) See Hi.

Hte^RooT, i. (Ht^f^, -C3) To measure, to

mete.

HW^ a. (mfn. from H^l^l) Of a great or

respectable family.

Ht£B8 s. (n. H^tH^+H) Greatness, cele-

brity, celebration, praise, glory.

HW6 s. (». from H2C?$>) The being of a high

price, costliness, high value, dearness.
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sXtf^*li s. (h. LjsU from p. <UUU) Monthly pay

;

stipend, salary.

Stfft^W^ a. (from p. ajUU+^j) Paid by

the month, receiving monthly wages.

All Ril I'll a. (from p. AiUU) Monthly, s.

Monthly wages or pay.

*llR<t a. (mfn. from Relating to or

produced by a buffalo.

(m.) The designation of one of the

mixed tribes, the offspring of a Kshatriya by a

Vaisya woman. See Manu x. 6. As. Res. v. 58.

J$fsif s. (from *W.Uuq?) An elephant-driver.

a. (mfn. from ^TC^*H) Relating or per-

taining to Indra.

SXtr^TT a. (mfn. from *31u Wilkins' Gr. % 900)

Relating to the earth, terrestrial, earthen.

Mit<Ul s. (/. from 3Ttr^^T) A cow.

*Ttl5?^ s. (m. from *l{MT<4') A devoted wor-

shipper of Siva. Trans. R.A.S. i. 550, 569,

seqq.

^l(A**Ul s. (from *It$^) 1. An epithet of

the goddess Parvati or Durga. 2. One of

the divine mcitris or personified energies of the

gods ; the energy of Siva.

(from P.j^jfcL) Monthly.

flT Root, v. (Wf, Wffa) To cast, to

throw about, to scatter. Sometimes with ?1 or

prefixed to it.

A termination used in Bengali to form ab-

stract substantives from adjectives ; e. g. IJM -

"pT s. Cruelty, from TF^" a. (mfn.^j Cruel

;

Slackness, laziness, from

Slack, indolent, lazy.

&pPW v. a. (from R. f^X ?) To smile.

fTO^RooT, vi. (PlbMSf) To give or inflict

pain, to distress.

(a. ijj*asc) Sugar-candy,

"fel ad. (corrupt, of "pfctfl) Falsely, vainly.

frb?ta< a. ("Pr^l-l-^") Boasting, vain glo-

rious.

ad. (from Falsely, pre-

tendedly, unfoundedly.

felK^. (a. ^yo) Temper, temperament, dis-

position, character, nature, habit.

s. (from The absolving or re-

quiting of a person, expiation, acquittal.

v. a. (caus. To cause to

subside or to cease, to remove, to efface, to ex-

tinguish, to terminate, to settle, to expiate (a

crime).

KlrH s. (v. noun of fST&I^W) The termi-

nating, settling, or removing a thing, a. Ter-

minated, settled, removed, effaced.

v. a. (from R. *jt^f) To subside, to

cease, to be terminated or settled, to be effaced

or extinguished, to fail.

flrfftrH^ s. (from 'PrRNf) The decision

termination of an affair.

pTtlTrfThri a. (from ftf Dying,

piring ; dim ; secret.

h a. (corrupt, of f*T^) Sweet.

(from
) Sweetness, suavity.

pl
r

&l£ s. (from fM) A sweetmeat. Al

v. a. (from To sweeten, to

make sweet.

a. (corrupt, of f^) Sweet.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 5t1 and R. fit

Wilkins' Gr. p. 414, 415) 1. Measured, de-

fined by measure, moderate, restricted to order,

regular
;
frugal. 2. Thrown, cast.

7 F 2

or

ex-

so
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fe3«JTft a . (-flFT mfn. pl^+^m+t^T)
Frugal, temperate, economical. (Lit. Who
measures his expences.)

a. (mfn. accus. case of fe?,

+ 1>
fl> from R. ^t"^) Penurious, miserly, ava-

ricious. (Lit. Who cooks a measured portion

of food.)

(corrupt, of far) A friend.

(/. from + ) The title

of several Sanskrit books
;
especially of a com-

mentary on the Institutes of Yajnawalkya,

by Vijnaneswara, which is a work of high

authority on Hindu law.

p4.sJiic>W p, (^fS\J+^ll(>U) Properly regu-

lated conduct, moderation, prudence.

Pyit>|^l «• (-ft$\™fn. "pJ.\iTi>U+^)

Acting moderately or in a properly regulated

manner.

f*K3t!%s. (fromfejl) Friendship.

Abstemiousness,

moderation in eating. Also

ffHlH^ a. (-f*ft>>. from "fej+R. Ipf}
Eating moderately, abstemious with regard to

food. Also ftWWWi a. (-"pT^m/h.).

f^ft s. (/. from R. ETl + f^) 1. Measuring, the

defining a thing by measure or weight ; mea-

sure, weight, value. Colebr. Alg. p. 139. 2.

Knowledge. 3. Proof, evidence.

"PtST *• (». R.f^+^T?) il A friend, an ally:

in this sense it is always neuter, but it is con-

vertible into an attributive, and is then of three

genders fall, fal ), Friendly, a

friend. 2. (m.) The sun. Wilson. — ^31 (/.)

or — ^3 («.) Friendship, alliance, intimacy.

TFiZW Gr. § 977.

ffejlj a. (mfn. faT+ *T from R. 3?Tj Killing

a friend, acting treacherously towards a friend.

ft q fjW 5. ("fer +^TtH) A namesake. Morton.

f^FTt^ s. (m. "far + ^Tt^) The acquisition

of a friend : the designation of the first book

in the Hitopadesa.

A festival on

the seventh day of the month Margasirsha.

As. Res. in. 268.

"far^QJI s . (/. "te + ^OJl from R. 5?T ) The

murder of a friend.

falfS; ^ a. {mfn. f^T+ft ^ )
Hurting,

injuring, or killing a friend.

"feP^ s. .(f*TCT+ ;3E^) Rhyme, a rhyming

syllable. Mohun P. p. 157.

f^Roox, h (CH5Jft, -C3) 1. To under-

stand. 2. To hurt, to injure. 3. To unite, to

pair, to copulate.

fi&fc^indecl. Sans, (from R. fB^j In con-

junction, in coition, in private union, together,

mutually, reciprocally. Wilkins' Gr. p. 522.

f^rf^Tl s. (/. from R. f^?) A city, giving

name also to a kingdom, lying north-east of

Bengal. Wilson. See As. Res. v. 55.

f*PjrT s. (n. from R. fPQj) J.
Copulation,

union, junction. 2. A pair, a couple, a brace,

male and female. 3. (m.) The sign Gemini of

the Zodiac : also (m.). As. Res.

ii. 292.

"P&PL indecl. Sans, (from R. f^Jj A pair.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 552.

1 ad. Sans. Falsely, untruly, delusory, s.

A denial ; a falsehood, a. False.

Denial of future

existence, heresy, atheism.

4- p. ^li) A false

charge or accusation.

An erro-
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neous way of acting, a misdirected effort. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 552.

ftl5i)U'kO s. (n. Falsehood.

Mohun P. p. 145.

ftS^tTO s. (m. f^tn +^T from R.

Denial of a charge.

from R. ^"R^l. Denying a charge, declaring

a charge to be groundless. 2. Lying, s. (»i.)

A liar.

groundless charge or accusation. Also

f^t ^ (n.).

PftW&fe s. (/. f^Ti +^) Error, igno-

rance, an erroneous opinion, a mistake.

WWSi s. (f^jTi+^t^l) A false wit-

ness. Mohun P. p. 96.

A reply con-

taining the denial of a charge. It is fourfold

:

1. A flat denial. 2. A declaration of ignorance

respecting the thing charged. 3. A plea of alibi.

4. A declaration that the thing took place before

the person upon whom it is charged was born.

Carey.

ftfc Root, x. (OT^tffe), i. and x. (with the

insertion of a nasal

(C3TO3)and iv. (fWf3) 1. To be unctuous,

to be oily or greasy. 2. To liquefy, to melt.

Also, i. -C3) 1. To understand.

2. To hurt, to injure.

Taddhita suffix, by means of which ad-

jectives implying a possession are derived from

substantives : e. g. C*f if*^*!^ a. (nom. masc.

fern. -ftrft, neut. f*I) Rich in cattle,

from 0*11 s. (/.) A cow, +f^. Wilkins'

Gr. § 907.

(a. ui^i^) Humility, entreaty, suppli-

cation, submission. See

p4.(.*i<l^t3l^. Enamelling. Mohun P. p. 92.

f^l s. A plant (Lawsonia inermis). Hort.

Ben. p. 28.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f^HT-f *T Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) Become unctuous or moist.

(a. u^Lo) Humble entreaty, supplica-

tion.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

ft°^f\3) 1. To sprinkle, to moisten. 2. (Ac-

cording to some authorities) To serve, to gratify

by service.

ftet°*ri See 3ft3Tt07n

.

(p. A litter, a palanquin.

s. The seeds of a certain plant (Ipomoea

caerulea) used as a medicinal drug. Carey.

s. (corrupt, of ?) Epilepsy, the falling

sickness.

(p- j~< + *S) The chief man of a village.

fa^RooT, vi. (f^TR?,-C3)To be associated

or united with, to mix, to associate ; to join.

f^T s. (from R. f^Tj Union, society
;
agree-

ment, assent, concord.

a. (from R. f^-
6
*^) Uniting, reconciling,

associating.

f*4
e<r

l
#i s. (y. noun of Rlf^lW ) The coming into

contact or union with a thing ; the attaining

or meeting with a thing
;

union, coalescence,

contact, agreement, accord.

fll^l^H 2 (n. "ft^ +'^T) A place of

meeting or of contact.

v. a. (caus. of f^RlW) To bring

into contact or union, to mix, to unite, to join,
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to reconcile, to arrange, to settle, to procure, to

compare, to check accounts.

Pl^H s. (v. noun of •RH.l.tl^) The bringing

things into contact
;
union, society, reconcilia-

tion, a. Brought into union or contact, united

with, reconciled.

(h. l->Lo) Society, social conversa-

tion, social compact.

{Ip5#ft a. (from ) Sociable.

prP*F3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p.

United, joined, associated with, connected with,

compounded, combined, obtained, found.

PIpT3^j s. (f^f^+ TT^) A set of chimes.

v. n. (from R. Pl^) To meet, to come

into contact or union with, to be attained, to

coalesce, to associate with, to agree or tally

with, to suit, to rhyme.

plfefwnl s. (from ftf^ftvj?) The measles.

Pl^ Root, u (C*I*tfe ) 1. To sound. 2. To be

angry.

v. a. (cans, of f^PlU3) To unite, to

mix, to mingle with.

(from A composition pre-

pared from several ingredients, a mixture.

Plf*l s. (/.) i. A sort of fennel (Anethum Pam-

morium). 2. Indian spikenard. 3. Common

anise (Pimpinella Anisum). Also "PHI, f§r?f,

pI^,Plf*T,and Pl^ft (/.).

Plf*ft3 v. n. (from R. Pl^) To be mixed, to

mingle, to unite together.

f«M Root, x. (pP^TTpJ) To mix, to join, to

blend, to combine.

Ptei a. (mfn. from R. "pK|
) Mixed, united,

blended together, s. (w.) 1. A mixing, a mix-

ture. 2. (m.) An elephant of the fourth of the

four classes in which elephants are ranged. 3.

A respectable person : used as an affix to proper

names. See As. Res. v. 66.

fjBftft s. (n. R. Prcl+^FT) 1. A mixing or

uniting. 2. (In mathematics) Addition. Colebr.

Alg. p. 5.

(S^'fttl a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. + :3pflTT

)

Fit to be mixed or mingled, proper to be united.

Also

fU$4H&H s. (m. ^SS£ +<P^t^) (ln arith-

metic) Investigation of mixture, ascertainment

of composition, as principal and interest joined,

arid so forth. Colebr. Alg. p. 39.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Mixed, united, joined.

(from R. ) Mixture, a mixing.

Mohun P. p. 155.

"PCI^TTI s. (/. from R. Pl3 ) 1. A sort of fennel

(Anethum Pammorium and A. Sowa). 2. Com-

mon anise (Pimpinella Anisum). See

Pl^ Root, i. (COTf\?) To sprinkle, vi.

(Pwfc) To contend with, to emulate, to

contest.

Pt^i a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. pHT^-^ ) 1.

Sprinkled, wetted. 2. Sweet, pleasant, agree-

able, s. (rc.) A sweetmeat. — s?1 (/.) or —
(».) Sweetness, suavity.

) A variety of Jew's

mallow (Corchorus olitorius). Carey.

ffcNWt a. (-PrT mfn. pT^+ ^1ft^T)
Speaking agreeably or kindly. Also

^1 (-f^mfn.).

Pl^t^s. (ra.Pl^+ 31^) Sweetmeats; frumenty.

pT7!^! s. (a. ^jj*a*) Sugar-candy.

) A dentifrice
;
ink-powder

used as a dentifrice. Carey. See
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A session in a court of justice.

Carer/, 8vo. edit.

Root, x. To mix, to blend

together. See R.

Root, i. To sprinkle, to pass

urine.

f^HP'T^ s. (a. i^sXsr6
) Labour, trouble, exer-

tion, pains.

a. (from a. vjj^k.-*) Laborious, trouble-

some, s. A labourer, a workman.

"ftft^l s. (/. from R. f^) Frost.

s. (m. from R. f^) 1. The sun. 2.

The moon. 3. A sage. 4. A cloud. 5. Air,

wind.

c. (p. y^*) Fine, slender, delicate, not

coarse. Also

*ft Root, i. (OTf3) and x. (Miiufo) 1. To

go, to move. 2. To know. iv. (^^^3) To

part with life, to die. ix. (^.llRs, ^^3)
To hurt, to injure, to kill.

S^^te^l s. forf^fc, +<fk<W)
A plant, the sweet variety of Averrhoa Ca-

rambola. Hort. Ben. p. 34.

*ftkl< s. for + C
5^ ) A variety

of the lime-tree (Citrus acida). Hort. Ben.

p. 59.

tfUS*^ s. (W^ for fSF$+*to) A plant

(TrigonellaFcenum Graecum). Hort. Ben. p. 58.

**£b a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f^L^) Passed as

urine.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^l?) 1. Killed.

Wilkins'Gr. § 694. 2. (pret. part. p. R. C*I)

Sold, bartered, exchanged. Wilkins'Gr. §699.

3fl5 s. (m. from R. ?) 1. A fish. 2. The sign

Pisces in the Zodiac. See As. Res. u. 292.

Also UVUipl (m.).

^^T£3\FT s .

(
m . 3fl7T + C3\FT) An epithet of

Kamadeva the deity of love. (Lit. Whose

symbol is a fish.) See M<3?4<^3[

.

l s. (p. b-^o) 1 . A goblet, a glass, a decanter.

2. A blue colour. 3. Enamel. 4. Heaven, the

azure vault, paradise. 5. The blue stone, blue

vitriol, caustic. Hunter.

s. (p. jKL^c) An enameller. Also

3tflll4<Pi^s. (from p. U^+^tlP) The opera-

tion or act of enamelling. Also

Root, i. (M (,< | \5 ) To be large or corpulent.

3fl^RooT, 1. (^t^f3) 1. To go, to move. 2.

To sound.

3^t3Tt°^ a. (mfn. from Sffclt ^) Investigat-

ing, deciding a controversy, settling a dispute.

s. (m.) A follower of the Mimdnsa philosophy.

Trans. R.A.S. 1. 446.

J^tlH ^ a . (mfn. fut. part. p. of the desi-

derative form of R. ^TT*Tj Investigable, deserv-

ing to be enquired into. Also

(mfn.) or ^PST) (,„/„.).
'

(f. from the volitive or desiderative

form of R. ^-HrT^ The designation of a Hindu

system of philosophy, founded upon the vedas

and having their interpretation for its object.

It comprises two principal parts : the former

is practical,

and relating to worJis or religious observances

to be undertaken for specific ends ; the latter,

, also called

, has for its object the investigation of

proof deducible from the vedas in regard to

theology. See Trans. R. A. S. 1. 439, seqq.

11. 1, seqq.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the deside-

rative form of R. £u*£j Investigated, en-

quired into, divided, arranged, settled.
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Sft55^ Root, i. (*fH [\3 ) To wink or twinkle,

to close the eye-lids : often with T° prefixed

to it ; with prefixed, To open (the eyes),

to expand, to blow (as a flower).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Half opened (as the eye) ; half blown (as a

flower).

^TTK 5. (a. oU^) The time or place of a

promise.

a. (from A. o\x^o) Relating to the time

or place of a promise.

s. (p-j~o) A chief, a leader : a title given

to Muhammadan nobles.

^TaP^K*- (v-Jtejs*) A hawk.

(from p. ^a,) The rank of a chief or

leader.

SffSl s. (p. The son of a leader or chief, a

chief by birth.

pron. (from ^^^i^) I : used in speaking

with humility.

Jj^SpJI s. (
A

. ^j^) l. The first part ; a pre-

amble. 2. A cause (in law). 3. Business,

subject, affair, matter.

3J^C[^ s. (m.) An onion. Also M<^t<P
(
m .).

SJ^t^Tl s. (a. 4jU.«) Comparison, collation, a

confronting or facing.

S^tpr5*^ a. (a. JjUu) Opposite, corresponding

to, confronting, facing.

^^3 s. (w.) A crest, a diadem, a tiara.

3T^X s . (m.) 1. Gum olibanum : also ^<f^
(m.y 2. An epithet of Vishnu. 3. Quick-

silver. 4. A precious gem. 5. One of the nine

treasures of Kuvera. See

s. (m.) A looking-glass, a mirror.

s. (mn.) An opening bud, a blossom.

?giPP a. (mfn. ^^T +^) Produced from a

bud, gemmiparous.

Blossoming, full

of blossoms.

». a. (from *33TO To produce blos-

soms or buds, to blow or open as a bud.

"45^^ s' ("•) A sort of kidney-bean (Phaseolus

lobatus).

s. (m.) A plant commonly called danti.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^XT7+ \3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418) Detached from, discharged, li-

berated, released, extricated, emancipated, free,

open : applied frequently to the soul when re-

leased from matter and individual existence. See

Trans. R.A.S. i. 552.

s. (n. ? from 3J^) A species of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. Asi Res. x. 449.

SJS^Ri? s. (m. 3J35+ 3F555) A name applied to

followers of the Buddha sect, alluding to a pe-

culiarity of dress, apparently a habit of wearing

the hem of the lower garment untucked. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 558.

A snake that has

cast his slough.

3T3^*il a. (-"f*H mfn. from JJ5*+C$*I)

Having the hair loose, dishevelled or flowing.

s. (/.) An epithet of the goddess KaiX

J^3\5l|\3 s . (ST^+ ^ifvJ) A tree (Phyllanthus

Emblica; also Acalypha Indica). Hort. Ben.

p. 69.

JJL^U ad.
(
3J^ + '^t^") With open doors.

3
J3

31^ s. (m. 3JS
5+1^) A freed or li-

berated man, a perfect man.

(a. i_^JU) 1. A writing-school, a place

for writing. 2. A library.

Wll s.
(r.W^ TO

.
^+^S^) Rain.
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J£3>«*H s. (m. ^^ + <^11 ) A name applied

to followers of the Jaina sect. Also

(m.). Trans. JR.A.S. i. 551.

3J3F5^3 a. (rnfn.^+^) Open-handed, mu-

nificent, generous, liberal.

s. (/. from R. ^) A pearl.

333FtTd s. m. f$^Z$&4) The

emancipated soul, the soul released from matter.

Trans. E.A.S. i. 552.

aj3*fc|P! s. (n. + 1. A pearl. 2.

Camphor. 3. A sort of fruit, the custard-apple.

JJ^H^T, 5 . (/. ^1 + 3Tfe*ft) A pearl-neck-

lace. Also (Beng.) ^tW^Ti

.

^l(¥tt s. (m. from ST^I+R. A

pearl-oyster. Also ^JP^TkI (/.).

^8»K,U s. i^^M^K\<) A pearl-necklace.

s, (/. R. *J^+f3) Delivery, liberation,

manumission, emancipation, freedom, release,

absolution, acquittal : applied especially to the

liberation of the soul from the trammels of

matter and from the necessity of individual

existence; final beatitude. Trans. R.A.S.

1. 33, 566.

3jU s. (n.) 1. The mouth. 2. The face. 3. The

front or fore-part of any thing, the entrance to

a house, &c. 4. (In mathematics) The first

term in a progression. Colebr. Alg. p. 52. 5.

The summit of a triangle or other plane figure,

Colebr. Alg. p. 72. a. (mfn.} First, chief.

principal. See tg?tf*$ . (Beng.) -|f?W
or v. a. To salivate or bite the mouth

as any thing acrid does ; v. a. To

wash the mouth or face ; v. a.

To turn away the face, to turn any thing inside

outwards; -3Tf^t\3, _3ltf^T3, or -"ft-

v. a. To bribe; -3WntT3 v. n. To

sneer ; to^ be offended ;
—3T5j%U3 v. a. To

2290

simper, to smile ; v. a. To deny

a request ; v. a. To champ.

Foul-mouthed, scurri-

lous, abusive.

^5^HH s. (ft from^+F^) A species

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 464.

a. (XjgJ + C5"R"1 from CFR") Shame-

faced, concealing the face, bashful.

(corrupt, of ^U + CSFt^) Bash-

fulness, a shrinking back, v. a. To

shrink from.

ad. Sans. (3JjU+3*I) From the mouth.

^^^t^ a. (^fjkfe*) 1. Chosen, selected, picked

out. 2. Possessed of authority, independent,

absolute, s. A free agent.

A written docu-

ment by which a person is invested with an

authority, a power of attorney.

"^is3l<l s. (from a. jl^s.-*) Independence, autho-

rity.

*piWfff a. (mfn. from ^JaFT +^T Wilkins'

Gr. § 901) Relating or pertaining to the mouth.

SjSitttt a. (^k + Offa) Ugly, foul-faced.

3J?*H"P3 s. (Zg&frffa) The first fold of a

piece of cloth usually woven thick for the pur-

pose of deceiving the buyer. Careg.

A gag, a bribe, a pro-

mise or threat calculated to procure the silence

of a person upon any particular point.

g^TO" s. (ml^ +^1^T) A perfume for

the mouth usually taken in the form of a pill.

3T^Jt^H s. (n. from

+ R. W\ ) A gaping.

3jtepf s. (ran. ^1+H^f) The face, the

orb of the face.

7 G
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^^Rtf s. (n. 3J*U +Wl) The bit of a bridle.

a. (mfn. from Foul-mouthed, scur-

rilous, s. (m.) 1. A crow. 2. A conch-shell.

-31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Scurrility, abusiveness.

^Jfl«. {f. 5^+1^) h Cleanness of the

mouth or face. 2. Pungency, sharpness of

flavour.

XI^jrTte * (m. JjU + PltS from R. s£|)

Dryness of the mouth occasioned by bodily or

mental suffering.

s. (from ^U) The bit of a bridle, a snaffle

;

a mask.

s. (^u+<^£r#) a
panting, a distorting of the mouth at any thing

said. Carey.

^t% a. {mfn. Situated in the face

or mouth, ready for utterance or delivery (as a

speech)
;
outward, external

;
assumed, feigned.

Also ^if^£3 (mfn.).

v. a. (from To face, to turn the

face towards a thing, to approach.

SJ^tfJJ s . (m. ^+^t\ ) VA kind of Soblin

with a face of fire. 2. Fire put into the mouth

of the corpse at the time of lighting the funeral

pile. 3. A sacrificial fire. 4. The conflagration

of a forest. Wilson.

a. (mfn. ^Vl^W] Watch-

ing the expression of another's countenance,

partial. Also mfn.).

The watching;

another person's countenance
;

partiality.

Sltorf&l ad. (from 3^ ) Face to face, vis-a-

vis.

H^te s. (n. ^U+U^s?) The ambrosia of

(your) countenance : a term of flattering address.

Xftl^T s. (from^ ) A mask.

^tt&Hi^a. (a. t-aJls-*) Contrary, at variance,

discrepant, opposite.

^O'T s. (from 3
J
r^) A muzzle to prevent an

animal from biting ; a mask.

^Ph], s. (from A young shoot, a sprout.

the instrum. case of is sometimes

found as the latter part of a compound, where

it is used nearly to the same effect as

and may be translated By means of through,

&c. e. g. ^Tt^Tl^H^^ " Through

the command of living together," or " By di-

recting (them) to live unitedly," from ^T^^t^T

s. (m.) A dwelling together or in society, +

s. (w.) Precept, command, +^IJVt*T.

3J^t) a. (mfn. +TT Wilkins' Gr. § 899). 1.

Primary, original : sometimes said of the pri-

mary or literal signification of a word as opposed

to its secondary or metaphorical (C*M?I ) accep-

tation. 2. Principal, chief, pre-eminent. — ill

(f) or — *f (n.) Eminence, distinction ; the

employment of a word in its original or literal

sense.

SjlfrF^ s. (k? + from W^J The

primary lunar month which ends with the con-

junction, as opposed to the or

secondary lunar month which ends with the

opposition. As. Res. til. 258.

3£lTT*lS ad. Sans. (I]?U) +*PT) Principally,

chiefly.

«0T| s. (corrupt, of ) A kind of pulse (Pha-

seolus Mungo). Carey.

^ttfl *• (corrupt, of ^tfl) A wild species

of leguminous plant (Phaseolus trilobus). Hort.

Ben. p. 55.

^TdnC s. (corrupt, of ) A mallet, a hammer;

a bludgeon, a mace, a club.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. !wf.^ Wilkins'
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Gr. p. 423) Stunned, overwhelmed, stupefied,

infatuated
;
blindly attached to or enamoured of

;

ignorant, unwise, foolish.

*JT^RtH s. (m. 3Tr<l + C^t<4 ) The title of a

popular work on Sanskrit grammar by Vopa-

deva. As. Res. vii. 213.

5*tTTt"C3 v. a. (from rf^ for ) To

thump, to beat.

3Tpft s; (from^^R n. pr. of a town) The name

of a variety of rice.

^TE^ Root, vi. (with the insertion of a nasal,

-C3) To solve, to liberate, to set

free, to dismiss ; to discharge (an arrow) ; to

shed (tears); to relinquish (life). Often with

or fa+f^R, 3 or +

and fa or 3 + fa prefixed to it. x.

1. To let loose, to dismiss, to dis-

charge. 2. To gladden, to delight, i. (^^I3^)
1. To be vain or proud. 2. To be wicked. 3.

To speak. 4. To grind or pound.

ad. (from ^f^KS) Smilingly.

v. a. (from R. 5^?) To smile.

MO*^*^ s. (m.) An ornamental timber-tree (Pte-

rospermum suberifolium). Hort. Ben. p. 50.

3JI>3T s. (from + P . ?) A jew's harp.

3jf^ s . (from R. ) A currier, a tanner, a

shoemaker. See ^TE>1

.

^fST\5 v. a. (from R. ) To set at liberty, to

solve, to dismiss, to loose, to emancipate, to

discharge, to desert.

a. (mfn. from R. } Liberal, munificent.

SJ^t s. (from R. ^) 1. A skinner, a currier,

a tanner, a shoemaker, a basket-maker. 2.

(corrupt, of ) A crucible. 3. A small

cocoa-nut.

v. a. (from R. ?) To simper, to smile.

^t>Jot\5 v. a. (from R. ?) To twist, to dis-

locate, or break a bone by twisting it.

^O^KPl s . (from t. a£Ur«) A recognizance, a

bond, a written agreement.

^ Root, i. and x. (OStffa, (^31^ or

with the insertion of a nasal, ^^t^, ^^ Nl)

To sound.

3T3Hi<£l s. (a. ^ujU^o) Straitness, penury, distress.

a. (a. |»>-^e) Forbidding, hindering,

molesting, inconvenient. s. An obstacle, a

preventive ; a hinderance ; a preventer.

Root, i. To go.

s. (n. R. 3^+^) The dismissing, dis-

charging, or emancipating any one ; the leaving

or evacuating a place; the expelling of the feces.

s. (m. from R. ^AS&J A sort of grass (Sac-

charum Munja), out of the fibres of which the

sacred girdle or string of investiture for Brah-

mans is prescribed to be made. Manu n. 42.

Hort. Ben. p. 6. 2. An arrow.

s. (from *Kj^t ?) A flowering-plant (He-

dysarum orbiculatum). Carey.

s - (corrupt, of *J.^<l) Luxuriant growth,

a shooting up to flower.

3jlRooT, i. (CHl^fe), vi. and x.

To rub, to press, to grind, to

pound. Also, vi. (^^f^) To reprove, to

rebuke.

(corrupt, of ^~f^>) A cubit. Sabda S.

p. 359.

^^^1*. A small load or bundle carried on the head.

*d»t s. (corrupt, of *jf^) 1. The fist. 2. The

handle of any instrument. 3. The stopper of a

bottle, a cork, a plug, a bung.

s. (from CTO>A porter, a carrier. Also

Slflhll and ^fel

.

7 G 2
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3j|H5:t3 s. (corrupt, of^ +^) A short

cubit, a cubit measured when the fist is closed.

Carey.

*Tl>^ Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

•^^TsS) 1. To guard, to protect, to defend, to

cherish. 2. To fly, to run away.

s . (corrupt, of *jf^) 1. The fist. 2. The

hilt of a sword. 3. The handle of a plough.

As. Res. x. 3. v. a. To clench the

fist.

s. (from ^f^) A handful.

M &l s . (corrupt, of ^f^) 1. The clenched fist.

2. A handful. 3. A handle. 4. A plug, a

cover.

Root, vi. (^3^3) 1. To quit, to leave. 2.

To clothe, to cover, i. (With the insertion of a

nasal, £R3£3) 1. To be pure or clean. 2. To

cleanse. 3. To sink, both in a physical and

moral sense ; to lose character, to be disre-

garded. 4.
(
3J^f\?) To shave or cut. 5. To

grind or pound.

a. (from *$5U3) Lopped (as a tree), s.

1. The head, the top of a thing. 2. A border,

a limit, a boundary.

3Jv53*t s. (corrupt, of A sort of sweet-

meat made of parched rice and sugar.

^f^T s. (from a^fcS') The cutting off a per-

son's hair by way of punishment.

s . (from ^f^3) An end, a stump, a block,

a pollard.

^3"fe3 v. a. (from ^jf^KJ) 1 . To lop a tree,

to cut off, to shave. 2. To turn (a boat or a

carriage).

v. a. (from R. 3£3 ) To cut the hair, to

shave. 2. To cover, to overlay, to overspread.

3. To turn a boat or a carriage ; to tack ; to

twist ; to shut a knife, &c.

s. (from3jf\5U3?) 1. Parched rice. 2. The

severed head of an animal.

3J\Root, vi. (*Tff3) To vow, to promise.

^Tn3 a . {mfn. from R. ^^) Shaved, bald on the

head. s. 1. (raw.) The head, the skull; the

forehead. 2. (m.) A barber. 3. Rahu, the

personified ascending node. 4. The trunk of a

lopped tree, a pollard.

3Jn3^ s . (m. R. ^J^H-^^
3
) 1. A barber, a shaver.

2. (ra.) The head. 3. The title of an upani-

shad. As. Res. vm. 472, 474.

3JsFT s. (n. from R. 3
J^ +3H) The act of

shaving, shearing, or cutting, v. a.

To shave.

*T^R s . A harrow. Sabda S. p. 373.

v. a. (caus. of Jjf§K3) To cause to be

shaved, to cause a tree to be lopped.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 1. Shaved,

shorn, bald, lopped. 2. Overlaid, plated, gilt,

covered.

SJSft s. (-f^T m. + 1. A barber.

2. (Beng.) A kind of sweetmeat. 3. A plant

(Sphaeranthus Indicus). Mohun P. p. 41.

3^3 s. LA species of grass (Cyperus rotundus).

2. A leguminous fruit (Phaseolus aconitifolius).

Carey.

^W?(.<<F a . (a. ^jcS) Scattered, divided, dis-

persed, distinct, different.

3J3R^s. (corrupt, of ^^"+C^) A plant

(Jasminum Zambac). Hort. Ben. p. 3.

(a. ^.Vrt"--") An accountant, a writer.

a. (a. (J^o) Hanging on, depending

on, connected with, attached to.

SPXl s. A plant (Cyperus rotundus). Hort. Ben.

%.5.

"ST* Root, u ( G$ WCS) To rejoice, to be happy
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or glad. To mix, to blend, to

unite.

^K*- (/• R - J°y' Pleasure, delight.

SJTtl 5. (/. from R. Joy, pleasure. (Beng.)

1. A cask. 2. A plug ; a covering. 3. A but-

ton. 4. The strangury. 5. An offering made

to an astrologer or fortune-teller. Carey.

*LnWj< I + ) A button-hole, a loop.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3) 1.

Pleased, delighted, gratified. 2. (Beng. corrupt,

of ^jf&3) Closed, filled up, shut.

STftlsJ v. a. (from^l) To shut, to close,to fill up.

5jffi^ s. (m. from R. *Tfr ) A cloud.

s. (h. J^«) A grocer, a retail shop-keeper.

3pffltWi 5 . (Ijjfj. + p. ^U.) A grocer's shop.

s. (m.) A species of kidney-bean (Phaseolus

Mungo).

J^Tptfj s. (f. from 3JTq A wild legu-

minous plant (Phaseolus trilobus).

M ^< s. (?«.) 1. A mallet, a mace, a weapon

shaped like a hammer; a dumb-bell. 2. The

name of the tenth astronomical yoga or division

of the moon's path. 3. A variety of Jasminum

Zambac.

OTTt^t^" a. {mfn. JJJR +^lW^") Shaped

like a hammer or mace.

(m.) See

AJ>t^ 5. (a. ^cjL*) A plaintiff, a prosecutor, a

claimant, an opponent.

s. (a. cuj^) A space of time, a long time
;

antiquity.

M'^sSl a. (from A. oL) Temporary, lasting only

for a time.

*P*l\ s. (a. An object of endeavour or of

search ; a scope, a wish.

^ifi 5. (/.) 1. A seal, a signet; a seal-ring. 2.

A die, a stamp, a print. 3. A coin, a medal,

cash. 4. (Beng.} A mode of intertwining the

fingers in religious worship.

^ 1<?< s. (m. ^yl +<W ) An engraver, a

coiner. Also

*JJftf<p3 a. (mfn. ^I+^f^) Stamped,

sealed, marked with a seal, printed.

5pt^<£ s. (m. 3X^1 +^^) The keeper of

the seals.

a. (mfn. 1 +^3) Impressed, stamped,

sealed, closed, imprinted, printed ; unblown (as

a flower).

ad. Sans. In vain, uselessly, to no purpose.

(a. A contest, a quarrel, a

dispute.

(from a. <Ufti^c) Profit, gain, advantage.

^rlt^s. (a. jlx^o) A turret, a minaret.

a. (a. y_ ^1-.^ ) Apt, fit, suitable,

answering the purpose, congruous.

«rf^T s. (w.) 1. A holy sage, a pious and learned

person, endowed with more or less of a divine

nature, or having attained it by rigid abstrac-

tion and mortification ; the title is applied to

the Rishis, the Brahmddikas, and to a great

number of persons distinguished for their writ-

ings considered as inspired, as, Vyasa, Panini,

&c. 2. An ascetic, a devotee, a hermit. Wilson.

3jft1$$i3 s. (m. Sjfa+^'n^) A pre-eminent

sage.

(a. t_ ^) A master, a patron.

3T^R3" s. (m. 3JpT+^") The best of holY
sages.

3Tp,3~t3>) s. (n. ^pT +^t^)) The saying or

sentence of a deified saint.

^irl^l s. (from a. j-^-i^) Mastership, lordship.
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A bird (Fringilla Amandava). Mohun

P. p. 53.

'iffifH s. (m. 3TR+$ ) A Buddha, aBauddha

sage or teacher.

a. (a.^^o) Looking out for, awaiting,

expecting.

s. A plant (Sphaeranthus mollis). Hort.

Ben. p. 62. See .

^"l^'l s. (a. Cv-t) A writer, a scribe, a secre-

tary ; a teacher of languages.

3JJ^r5R5fS?^ a (
A< Distinct, separate, par-

ticularized, specified, s. The inside of a thing

as opposed to the outside, the town as opposed

to the country, ad. Secretly, clandestinely.

*JW^s ad. (p. u^-Jlo) Gratuitously, gratis.

(a.
L
^ic) A lawyer, one who gives an

opinion on matters of law.

Is5l1 a. (a. te>-\j*>) Facing, standing vis-a-vis.

a. (a. cJj\~o) Blessed, happy, welcome.

^j[?j£53Fl s. (/. from the desiderative form of R.

Mj^D A desire for liberation, especially for

emancipation from matter and individual exist-

ence.

a. {mfn. from the desiderativeform of R.

•P^*) Desirous of liberty or liberation, espe-

cially of emancipation from matter and indi-

vidual existence, s. (w.) A sage, a contem-

plative saint.

(f from the desiderative form of R.

^) A desire to die, the being at the point of

death.

^Itpj a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of R.

^) Wishing to die, being at the point of death.

Root, vi. (SJ^fvJ) To encircle,to entwine.

s. (n. from R. A surrounding, an en-

circling, an entwining.

^j^-^L, s. (p. A fowl, a cock ; a bird gene-

rally.

^4^H s. (from p. ^j^) A hen, a female bird.

(p. Jl*-;^) 1- A rampart, a bastion, a

battery. Mohun P. p. 149, 152. 2. Rust.

^< 1<1*h1 s. (^< t> l+^U) An intrenchment.

Mohun P. p. 151.

^4 >5T s. (m.) A small drum, a tabor.

3pA3<1 s. (a. aj^) 1. A step, a degree. 2. A
rank of honour, an office, an appointment. (Pro-

perly 3Rv33l.)

^14\3<^a. (a. i^Jyc) Arranged, put into order,

regulated.

aj^^'J a . (a. Ij^o) A preserve, a confection.

(a. ^j^c) A teacher, an instructor, a

tutor, a guardian, a protector.

ST^^STtTl a. (from a.
LJ r«

+ P- termination

AiT) Like a preceptor, instructor, or tutor.

(y.) A flute, a pipe, a whistle.

^4 \ s. A kind of vegetable perfume commonly

so called. Sabda S. p. 143, 216.

(a. ^) A wish, a desire, an inclina-

tion, a purpose, an intention.

^^t^a. (a. sjj^c) Desirous, willing, s. A dis-

ciple, a pupil, a scholar, a follower.

s. (from p. ^p) The flower called coxcomb

(Celosia cristata).

^T^l s. (from p. L,) A hen, a female fowl.

Root, i. (W*>fo) 1. To be faint, to loose

consciousness, to swoon. 2. To grow, to in-

crease.

a. (p. tfJ^c) Dead. s. A corpse.

(v. fj^ji xAj*) The name of a
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cast, persons whose business it is to carry the

dead. Carey. (Properly ^WkI^^
^Vvtl<^ s. ( p.JiJjsc) A corpse.

Root, i. (^"ft) To bind.

Wl and s. See ^1 .

Root, x. (l*&nilTS) To plant. More

usually written

^PTi s. A plant (Raphanus sativus). Mohun P.

%. 41.

3^fT<3?t^ s. (a. culiL*) A meeting, a falling in

with.

i^i^s. (a. (^Lc) A kingdom, a country.

(r-j/CJl*) The holder or regent

of a kingdom.

tjfjjfft^l! s - (
from r-j^CJi*) Regency, re-

gentship, the government of a kingdom.

a. (a. cjj^Lo) Deferred, postponed, pro-

tracted, delayed.

3T
w
t^'5-«,5. (a. ^ -£,»_-() Labour, trouble, difficulty,

pains, toil.

a. (a. Jill^c) Difficult, hard, trouble-

some, painful, intricate.

*^"J<Pi s. (from p. Cj*L*v) 1. Dark bay approach-

ing to black. 2. The trussing of a fowl.

v, a. (h. UajjIj
{1
jJjl^o) To pinion,

to tie the hands behind the back.

(/•) A small house-lizard. Also

(/.) and (/.).

Root, i. (CUt^fsi) and ix. (TOtfe) To

steal, to rob, to plunder, iv. (^^jf^) To cut,

to divide, to break.

^T^T^^T s. (m. from R. A pestle for unhusk-

ing rice.

3J^ft s. (/. from R;.^?) 1. A small house-
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lizard. 2. A plant (Curculigo orchioides). See

^SPfJ a. (mfn. from Deserving to be

pounded to death.

3J^1 s. (/. from R.^) A crucible.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.
)

Stolen, robbed.

s. (m.) The scrotum ; the testicle.

3^$^^ s. (m. from ) A plant, commonly

called ghantaparali.

(In anatomy)

The testicles.

^SOTM s. Castration.

Castrated, gelt.

s. (m.) A eunuch. Also ^<P^ (mfn.).

3j£ftjf^ ad. (from 3jf%) Fist to fist, fisticuffs.

Also^fef^.

^jf^ s. (mf. from R. TO) 1. The closed hand,

the fist. 2. The handle of a sword. 3. A
handful.

Srfe^s. (m. + Clenching the fist,

closing the hand. Also ^Tf^<^*1 (n.~).

Root, iv. (STOfa ) To divide, to cut or

break.

^t*!^^ s. (a. Jya^) Aloes, as an article of ma-

teria medica. Mohun P. p. 41.

*$?V*\ s. (n. from R. *£*JJ 1. A wooden pestle

for unhusking rice. 2. The name of the twenty-

second astronomical yoga or division of the

moon's path. As. Res. ix. 366.

JJ^Fft s. (f. from R. *T*T ) 1. A small house-

lizard. 2. A plant (Curculigo orchioides).

See Sj^fl.. 3. (-1%\m. from TOP*T +
An epithet of Balarama.
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^FTSTPT s . (p. UUL^ from a. ^L^) A Musal-

man, a Muhammadan.

i^JrlcT^SXt^ s> (from p. Muhammadanism,

Musalmanism.

^f5^ a. (jm//i. from 3
J
PT^) Deserving to be

pounded to death with a pestle.

Ijjpt l^^s. (A.^iL^,) A traveller, a passenger.

SpT^ s. (a . *J7-^o) A rough draught of a letter

or writing.

1 s. (a. ^&Ul^o) 1. Bargaining by the

month. 2. Monthly salary, pay, wages.

companion, an asso-

ciate, a friend, a confidant, a favourite, an aid-

de-camp.

3£S Root, x. (ITSTTfe) To accumulate, to

collect, to heap together.

3^5 s. [m. from R.3T3^) A sort of grass (Cyperus

rotund us). Also ^fl (/.) and («.).

a. (a. ^„jLwe) Straight, straightfor-

ward, upright, honest, sincere, dutiful.

33^ Root, iv. CJ^jf^) To be bereft of sense

or prudence, to be infatuated, to be deprived

of one's clearness of thought, to be thrown off

one's o-uard. Often with ^4, or ft,

and or ^f^^ prefixed to it.

^S^^jja'; (a. j»Csr°) Tied firmly, strengthened,

fortified, strong, strenuous, ad. Firmly, stre-

nuously.

s. (from ?) The conflux of two rivers.

3J5^1 s. (from A.^jsr*) 1. A clerk, a writer, an

accountant. 2. A sewer, a gutter, a drain, a

trench, a sink.

3X^<f^3jt*Tl a. (from >k.Jys£ 4- p. termination <oJ)

Resembling a writer, s. The wages of a writer.

OTP*l*ja. (a. $2**) Collecting, gathering,

acquiring, s. A tax-gatherer, a collector, a

bailiff ; a dun.

a. (a. %<,) Important, great, urgent (as

business), s. War.

indecl. Sans. Again, repeatedly.

s. (/. + Tautology, a

repetition.

^^jj? indecl. Sans. (^RS +^S) Again

and again, repeatedly, over and over again.

^£<\3 s. (wm.) 1 . A division of time, the thirtieth

part of a day and night, or an hour of forty-

eight minutes. See Manu i. 64. Also, a short

space of time indefinitely. 2. (»i.) An astro-

nomer.

_ <~ _

3^33^ s.
(
J£^3+ S^) A short space of time.

¥ Root, i. (*ttU3)To bind, to tie, to make fast.

^ a. {mfn.) Dumb. s. (m.) 1. A fish. 2. A
demon. 3. A pauper.

34. b a. (mfn. fret. 'part. p. R. *^v+ ^3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422) Infatuated, blinded by passion or

ignorance
;

foolish, ignorant, stupid, indolent.

s. (m.) A fool, an idiot. — s3l (/.) or —^(«.)
Stupidity, ignorance, infatuation.

*JS3 s. (corrupt, of 3T!J) Urine.
K v K '...if

3^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. '?+^) Bound, tied.

v. a. {from *T24 ~) To discharge urine.

3^1 Root, x. (3T!Hlf3) To make water, to dis-

charge urine.

3^T s. (w.) Urine.

*kCl^b^ s. (n. 313" + A strangury; urinary

affection in general.

(n. #^1^1+^) a
catheter. Carey.

s. U OT +^l for ^l^fr) The urinary
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passage (Meatus urinarius). Carey. Also

^nrw (/.)•

Mq<^<P a. (mfn. OT"+ <^<P) Diuretic. Carey.

^q<^ s. (». ^vT+"^l:

) The urethra. Carey,

^jljsj a. {mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^Ul-t-^A?)

Discharged like urine.

a. (mfn.) Foolish, stupid, awkward, igno-

rant, idiotic, s. (m.) 1. A fool, an ignorant

man. 2. A sort of bean (Phaseolus radiatus).

-31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Folly, stupidity, igno-

rance, idiotcy.

9% See R. 1JR

WK^ll s. (/• from R. ) 1. The seven notes,

each arranged in its proper station in the scale.

See As. Res. ix. 459. 2. The purification of oil.

SlWfcl s. (/. from R. Fainting, a swoon, a

state of insensibility, syncope.

Fallen into a

swoon, insensible. Also

^t&lSl^s. (^^1+^1) The epilepsy.

A swoon, a

fainting fit, a syncope.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.^TS^) Swooned,

fainted, insensible, bereft of sensation. Used

in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) Made

insensible through anger or wrath, totally

overcome by wrath, from C!ffH s\ (m.) An eer,

wrath, +*lf55?3 .

IFi a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. H+ Wilkins'

Gr. § 698). 1. Killed, murdered. 2. (pntf.
<-~"

part. p. R. ^S^) Bound, tied.

a. (»w/n. pret. part. p. R. ^^+'3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418). 1. Fainted, fainting, losing one's

2306

consciousness. 2. (from ^T^S) (In comp.)

Endowed with any shape or form.

*lf3s. (/. from R. ^?) 1. A form, a shape,

a figure
;

especially the human frame. 2. A
resemblance, a likeness, an image, a picture.

3. Matter, substance. (Beng.) — v.n.

To fade; -Rf<l5(.3 v. a. To transform.

femin. of ^ftUHq. v.

^rt^o nom. plur. of SFf^Ut^ q. v .

Vlf^H a. ^3 +H^) En-

dowed with a body or corporeal frame, having

a form, personified
;

clever, accomplished.

*-ui>\5< s. (n. ^P^ + ^I^") Another shape, a

different form.

<? ¥
3I1f<P s. (m. *T<PiL+ A man of the second or

military class.

ST^pP a. (ra/«. from
*J~^\

see I

) Relating

to the head : applied in grammar to a class of

letters in pronouncing which the tip of the

tongue is turned far back towards the palate;

the cerebral or lingual letters.

The coronal suture.

Carey.

,
<( , <r

Slip s. (-l^m.) The head, the skull. See

Colebr. Aly. p. 89.

Mlf^tWs! (m. from ^PL+Sjfsf^) 1.

A military man, a soldier, a Kshatriya ; a king

or prince. 2. The name of one of the mixt

classes, the offspring of a Brahman by a

Kshatriya woman.

s. (f) A port of creeper (Sanseviera Zey-

lanica), the fibres of which are used for making

bow-strings, and the string of investiture for the

Kshatriya class. See Manu n. 42.

*M Root, i..(^T|s?) To stand, to be rooted

7 H
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or firm. x. 1. To plant, to trans-

plant. 2. To germinate, to shoot, to sprout.

With prefixed, To eradicate, to extermi-

nate, to root up.

^ s. (n. from R. #T ) 1. A root. 2. The

origin or beginning of any thing, a source, a

foundation, a cause. 3. Capital, stock in trade.

4. The root of a number. 5. The text of a

work as distinguished from the scholia on it.

6. (raw.) The nineteenth lunar asterism, con-

taining eleven stars, which appear to be the

same as those in the Scorpion's tail. Wilson,

a. Radical, original, proper; near, proximate.

^lcrl<I>

s. (mn. from ^1 ) Radish (Raphanus sa-

tivus).

s. (-*&l^n.^+ <P*M*jJ Magic.

W<pU°l s. (n. SPnTf^t?°l) (In metaphysics)

The first cause. Mohun P. p. 144.

XR5! ) s. (m. ^
5?
T+ Stcl) The coefficient of a root

in an equation;

The assimi-

lation and reduction of the coefficient of the root

with a fraction. Colebr. Alg. p. 29. Also ^T-

^1^31 a. (mfn. ^R + ~3l) Produced from a root,

radical.

Sj^F? s. (n, ^R+H"') The having its root or

foundation and source in any thing ; the being

due to, or arising from any thing : used in comp.

e. g. ^fl^p^ I (n.) The being founded upon

law, the arising from a legal precept ; from

*ft^U (n.) Law, +#tf .

Capital, stock, wealth.

spiffs ». Nature, the root

and plastic cause of all. Trans. R.A.S. i. 30.

£FRJ3^ s. (/. 373^1) A political

constitution. Mohun P. p. 157.

^^TOTI s. A plant (Beobotrys nemoralis).

EFtf s. The name of a star (y or u Scorpionis\

being the nineteenth stellar mansion. Mohun
P. p. 137. 2. A radish.

Slf^a. (from *FT) Radical, principal, s. A

devotee living on roots.

3pft s. (from *FT) Radical, fundamental.

EI*fl/§3 a. (mfn. from ^,+^3 Wilkins' Gr.

\ 1033) Become a source or origin, s. (n. ?)

An original cause.

a. (mfn. from "^T) 1'. To be pulled up by

the root, to be eradicated. 2. To be bought,

purchaseable. s. («.) 1. Price. 2. Wages,

hire. (Beng.") — v. «.

To value, to appraise ;
— v. a. To sell

;

+ w. a. To charge a price.

^Roox, I. To steal, to rob, to plun-

der. See R. .

^ s. (m. from R. ) 1. A rat, a mouse. I.

A crucible.

9^1 s. ( f. from R. ^I) 1. A rat, a mouse : also

*Jt.^L], (/.). 2. A species of grass (Andropogon

serratus).

*Tf^s. (m. from R. ^) A rat, a mouse.

Also (m.).

*tf^tft s. (/. from *rft^+*K) An aquatic

plant (Salvinia cucullata). Also^R<? I$"£(»«.).

SlfWl s. (f. fromR.^) 1. A rat, a mouse.

2. A crucible.

*rfe?a. (mfn. for 3jft3) Stolen.

s.
(f.

from R. ^) A crucible.

^ Root, vi. (f?HJT3) To die.

^<f^ s. (m.) The name of an ancient sage, the

father of Markandeya ; also Markandeya

himself.
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Root, i. To accumulate, to col-

lect, to fill. x. ( 1. To mix, to

mingle, to blend, to combine. 2. To speak in-

correctly.

3^!i; Root, iv. (*FtT"R?) and x. (^tTTT3) To

seek, to pursue, to hunt, to chase.

^1 s. (to. from R. 1. Search, pursuit, en-

quiry, investigation. 2. Hunting, chase. 3.

A deer, an antelope. 4. An animal generally.

^I'v^rl s. (to! ) A hunter.

^Th s. (/.) See .

*j.
yi^'l s. (/. 55+^5 Mirage, a vapour

floating over sands or deserts, and appearing at

a distance like water. Also (/.) and

^rao*t^ s. (m. from + R. ^^l) A dog.

(Lit. Who bites the deer.)

Spt^fe s. (to. *F!+<Kfe) A jackal. (Lit.

Who deceives the deer.)

^ftTTTi s. (/. from ^1 + ;TTH) A fawn-eyed

damsel. Also ^
5tWfl. and 3^tU^Tt>Tl or

3J*ffife s .

(
m

.

^Tj +Tfftj) Musk.

(from

The musk-deer. Mokun P. p. 48.

^UH-kSH^ s. (to. A
hunter. (Lit. Who lives by killing deer.)

Sjfl^flpft s. (/. from ^1 4 ^flpft) A net for

confining deer.

3ft3> s. (n. from R. 1. Chase, hunting.

2. The butt or mark in archery.

^^TOT I. (to. + Musk.

*Pftfl s. (/. from R. ^f) Hunting, the chase.

£pT*T s. (to. fromR.^pt) 1. A hunter. 2. A
jackal. 3. An epithet of Brahma.

(to. 3^1+Tk5i for ^t^FT) The

lion. (Lit. The king of animals.) Also ^PTO
(to.).

^(TO a. (mfn. *p1 + CTftl + 31) Woollen,

made of deer's hair. s. (tow.) Woollen cloth.

Sft^Rg s. (-^ n. ^] +f*R^T) The fifth

lunar mansion containing three stars, one of

which is x Orionis, and figured by an antelope's

head, whence its name. See As. Res. II. 293.

ix. 323.

(w.) See

*F?fri s. (n.? ^+^) The horn of a

buck.

^ttSSft s. (f. from for A

fawn-eyed woman.

^tt? s. (to. ^1+^1?) The moon. (Lit.

Marked with the figure of a deer.)

^IWT s. (to. £p1 +^TrT) 1. A hysena. Z. A
leopard.

^pTFT s. (from ^1 ?) A species of fish (Cypri-

nus Mrigala, Hamilton's Fishes). Carey.

^t^T^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^1+^3)
Sought, searched, traced, hunted, chased, pur-

sued.

s. (femin. of "*jFl) 1. A doe. 2. A species

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x.

468. 3. (Beng.) The epilepsy.

fTFfiS s. (to. 3^1+3^5) 1. The lion. (Lit.

The king of beasts.) 2. A species of metre in

Sanskrit prosody, vis. Res. x. 468.

A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

3J^Root, ii. (5Ttf*|), i. (Ht^rfo) and x.

1. To clean, to cleanse, to wipe

off, to dry, to purify, to adorn, to embellish.

7 H 2
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2. To be clean or pure. 3. To sound. Some-

times with prefixed to it.

s. (/. from R. ) Purification, cleaning

or decorating the person.

SpSP a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^L+TT Wilkins'

Gr. p. 432) Requiring to be wiped, swept, or

cleaned.

^3 Root, vi. (^3ft) or ix. (^tfe) ft* To

delight, to make happy. 2. To be pleased or

delighted. Also ix. I'f^J) To grind or

pound.

^3 s. (m. from R. ^3 ) An epithet of Siva.

^3*^1 s. (from R. ) An epithet of BhavAnI.

^ Root, vi. To hurt, to injure.

^"tN s. (mn. from R. The fibrous stalk

of a lotus.

Jjll^ft s. (/. from 3£tfaT) 1. The fibrous stalk

of a lotus. 2. A lotus. 3. An assemblage of

lotuses.

3^ s . (-\f R. Earth, soil, dust.

^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^[ +3) Dead, ex-

pired, departed, deceased, defunct, s. (ra.)

Solicited alms. Manu iv. 5.

3T3<F^| a. (mfn. Dying, nearly

dead, seemingly dead. Also

^3 s. (m.) The sun. Also ^3"fc3 (m.).

M\3Ks3 a. (mfn. *£3+ T£3) Given by one now

deceased, s. (n.) A bequest, a legacy.

*4\3W.t3" s. (m. ^3+ k l^.1o) A widower.

*[3"Pl"^ a. (mfn. from *£3+"R^) Bereft of

his father by death.

^PjTT a. (mfn. ^3+^) Bereft of a son (or

sons) by death.

3T3?jlF3 a. (mfn. ^3 +^3) 1. Bathed after

mourning. 2. Dead immediately after ablution.

2312

s. (m.1 ^3+^1^") A person who gives

evidence in the stead of a person who died before

giving testimony. Carey.

SJvSt5^ s. (n. from^) A fragrant sort of earth,

also called Swmf-earth. Also ^v3H<P (n.).

s. (/. R. ^+15) Death, dying.

s. (/. from ) Earth, clay, soil,

ground.

s. (m. from 1. Death. 2. The seven-

teenth astronomical yoga or division of the

moon's path. As. Res. ix. 366. 3. An epithet

of Yama the judge and regent of the dead.

^53?*T s. (m. from^ +OT) An epithet of

Siva. (Lit. The conqueror of death.) ,

S^Tl s. (/. from ) 1- Good soil- 2. A
fragrant earth.

ST^Root, ix. CJJpfS ) 1. To grind, to powder,

to reduce to dust or powder. 2. To trample on,

to tread under foot.

(/.). See^.

m. from R. ^1^) 1. A small drum, a

tabor; a double drum. 2. (In geometry) A

figure shaped like a drum.

^ija. (mfn. from R. Soft, gentle, mild,

affable, kind, tame, quiet
;

blunt, not sharp.

—>3l (/.) or —^ (w.) Softness, gentleness,

mildness, &c.

^.W^O s. (m. from The bhojpatra-

tree the bark of which is used for Aoofia-snakes.

a. (mfn. from ^) Soft, mild, gentle.

s. (w.) Water.

*DJ^t< a. (mfn. *TW+^l<t) Of a mild or

gentle disposition, naturally tame or soft.

SjPJ^R s. (m. 5^+^") A mild or soft tone.

^PJ^P *. (». 3JlJ+£t*P) A gentle smile.

s. (/. from ^) A grape, a raisin.
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3^ Root, i. (*I^f$, -C3) 1. To be moist or

wet. 2. To hurt or kill.

s. (re. from R. War, conflict, battle.

a . (mjh. Earthen, made of

earth or clay.

*P^Root, vi. (C*rfe) 1. To touch. 2. To

see, to perceive ; to consider, to reflect : also

withW or 3 +ft prefixed to it.

XP? Root, i. (5T$f^, _C3), x . (TOTlfa,

-G3), and iv. (^FS, -C3) To endure,

to sustain, to suffer, to bear. Also, i. (^^fsS)

To sprinkle.

indec. Sans. 1. False, falsely. 2. In vain,

uselessly.

SpWtJ s. (m. ^Tl + ^tEt) A false speech, a

false accusation.

SF^ftft a. (-f^T ™/re. ^rt+KtR*^)
Speaking falsely, & (rej.) A liar.

S^TPT^ s. (re. from^1 An impossibility,

an absurdity (in speech or composition).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + 1. Wiped

off, rubbed off, cleansed, dried. 2. (pret.

part. p. R. ^*l-t-3) Consulted, deliberated,

considered.

^ Root, ix. (^HRj) To hurt, to injure, to kill.

Root, i. (^IU(v3) 1. To barter, to exchange.

2. To return, to restore.

t*b4ll<*4t s. A plant (Limodorum candidum).

Carey.

(corrupt, of ) 1. The centre-stake

of a threshing-floor, round which the cattle walk

in treading out the corn : also C^ft. 2.

A nipple.

C^XTl s. A girl, a woman. See .

+ p. j^o) A virago.
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t<£illtft s. (from Plflll) Unmanliness, effe-

minacy.

An ornamental shrub (Lawsonia inermis).

CM<P s. (p. ^^c) 1. A nail, a plug, a pin, a hook.

2. The gaining of seven at the game of trap-

ball. Carey.

(£[<3[Rl^ s. (a. j^j&e) A quantity, a sum, an

amount, a number, a measure.

(i|<M. s. (a. JAjsl* ) A pair of scissors or

shears.

C^^WP^I s. (/. CM^+^Wi) The

Narmada. river. AlsoC*Wl (/.).

s. (corrupt, of C^P^I) A fine sort of

sackcloth worn as a petticoat.

for CM<? + Coun-

terfeit coin. Mohun P. p. 104.

a. (from C5^) Plugged, adulterated (as

a rupee).

(y.) 1 . The girdle or zone of a woman.

2. The triple zone or string worn round the loins

by the three first classes. Manu n. 42. 3. A
sword-belt ; a string fastened to the hilt of a

sword and tied round the wrist to secure the

weapon during combat. 4. The edge of a moun-

tain. 5. The sea. 6. A sort of figure made

on the four sides of a sacrificial pit.

0^M\ a . (-pFlmfn. C^P^M Wear-

ing a girdle or zone. WilMns7 Gr. § 906.

G^T s. (/re.) 1. A cloud. 2. The name of one

of the modes in Hindu music. As. Res. in.

73, 80.

(m^k>m4 s . (0^+3^) a cioud.

CWlU s. (m. CSKT+TftT) Thunder. (Lit.

The noise or roaring of clouds.)

) A peacock.
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WWl s. (-3^T m . m+Tm^) A fra-

grant grass (Cyperus rotundus).

ft^rPrc^rft*. (m. C^+f^^) Thunder,

the muttering of clouds.

<r <r

<J&&F\ a. (mfn. CH^I+^l) Cloud-coloured,

dark like a cloud.

CSWtSTT s. (m. + An epithet of

Indra (Lit. Whose vehicle are clouds). Wil-

kins' MS.

(^ft^fel s. (/. from C^+ft+ R.

*^jF^f|J A species of metre in Sanskrit prosody.

As. Res. x. 472.

A succession of

clouds.

O^FTt a. (from CH^T) Cloudy, lowering, over-

cast. Carey.

An as-

semblage of clouds.

C3^Tf5^" a. (mfn. 01^+ 3^5^" ) Covered

with clouds, clouded.

C^t^g s. (fit. C*TCI+ 3rte§) A gathering of

clouds.

(MW^ a. (mfn.) Black, dark. s. (m.) 1. Black,

dark blue (the colour). 2. The eye of a pea-

cock's tail.

(corrupt, of 1<l? ) A chair, a bench.

5. (from 5t^^D) A fisherman's wife, a

female fishmonger, a fishwoman.

C^"^T1 s. (from *TV*P) A fishmonger, a fisher-

man.

C^s. (p.j^) A table. -^tn%^ or

^Sil'OisS v. a. To lay the table for a meal.

(from p. j^) 1. A host. 2. An en-

tertainment.

C^OlT^s. (a. Temperament, habit, bodily

constitution, complexion.

OTvS s. (corrupt, of The floor of a house.

Also CSrfSTTi and 0W1 .

TOvf^OTT^ 5.
(
C^l^l^ genit. case of

+'"5t^) A table-cloth. Mohun P. p. 75.

(corrupt, of 1. The middle. 2.

The floor of a house : also C^R^I

.

OlfWl a. (from GW) Middlemost, central.

(J$XQ ad. (from (*!<?) In the middle, within, in.

To be mad.

a. (from Confuted, obviated
;

adjusted.

v. a. (from To obviate, to

confute, to remove, to adjust.

A kidney, a. Clayey.

CUffcTrfe^ ((Slf&Trl+t^) Earthen

or petroleum. Tdrdchand Ch.

1. A kidney. 2. A jar.

G^3 Root, i. (CTOf3) To be mad.

CM\i s. The frame-work of an image or idol.

s. (corrupt, of C^TE" ) A ram, a horned ram,

a sheep. Also

C^S[ s. (from C^O) An ewe.

F^ffil s. (from C^l+^ft) A climbing-

plant (Asclepias gigantea).

CUF s. (m. R. "ft^+TT Wilkins' Gr. § 799)

1. A ram. 2. The penis.

pfSjfWf*. (-\f C^ +^T) The prepuce,

the foreskin.

WbWH s. (m.1 TO + CTW) The venereal

disease.

C*K3< s. (p.j^*) A sweeper.

(from p. jifra) 1< A female sweeper.

2. The wind.

C^Root, i. ((SS&fiFj -G3) 1. To understand,
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to comprehend. 2. To hurt, to injure. 3. To

associate.

(/.) A sort of grass (Trigonella fcenum

Grsecum). Also C^lf^l (/.).

GT^Root, i. (CUTtfe, _G3) 1. To under-

stand. 2. To kill, to injure.

CUT? s. (ml from R. fi$\) h Marrow, fat,

lymph, serum. See GT^T . 2. Excessive

corpulence. 3. The designation of one of the

degraded tribes, the offspring of a Nishada by

a Vaidehi woman. Manu x. 36, 48.

0r^<£ s. (m. from R. C^HT ) Vinous liquor for

distilling.

(Sttll^ s. (m. C^+f^) The name of a

degraded tribe. As. Res. v. 61.

(5T^^s. (n. from R. fOT)Marrow, the adipose

or serous excretion of the muscular fibres.

OTSfl a . (from ?)
Stupid, dull, slow.

^"PrfU. (/.) 1. The earth. 2. Land, landed

property.

a. (mfn. from R. f^tj Unctuous, smooth,

bland.

(T^Root, i. (C^<tfe, -C3) 1. To under-

stand, to comprehend. 2. To associate, to

accompany. 3. To hurt, to kill.

s. (m. from R. (j^Hsj) A sacrifice, an obla-

tion, an immolation, a. (mfn.') Who kills, im-

molates or accompanies. Wilkins' Gr. § 768.

s. (f. from R. C^T^) Prudence, sense,

reflection, comprehension, understanding. In

comp. this word takes the form

(SStWta. (-P^mfn. C*$H Wilkins'

Gr. § 907) Intelligent, wise, learned, clever,

docile, having a good memory.

OTP. s. (/. from R. C3!^) The central post in

a threshing-floor, around which the cattle turn

in treading out the corn.

a. (mfn. from )
Intelligent, clever.

C££b a. (mfn. from R. C*lHj 1. Pure, purified.

2. Fit for an oblation or sacrifice.

W1<?1 s. (f.) The name of a nymph in the

heaven of Indra.

5. The breast of a woman : the udder of a

beast.

C^\\ s. (from C*FTl ) A female.

GPft^l a. (from C^+^l) Shamefaced,

bashful.

shrub (Lawsonia inermis).

C^Root, i. (C*Pfc3) 1. To go, to move. 2.

To serve.

(3X3^ Root, i. (C*OT3) To serve. (Written

both Sfa; and ^.)
C^Wl s. (p. a^c) 1. A plant (Annona squamosa).

2. A fruit generally, a. Sweet.

Oi< 1^1*1 1 s. (p. <0U
fa*!)

A fruiterer's shop,

a place where fruits are kept.

(^KlOll^ s. (p. o>ls»- Xj~o) Fruits, a collection

of fruits.

(a. iAx~*) A stipulated time. Mohun

P. p. 83.

C*ni1*Tl a. (from p. uLo) Intermediate, central,

middlemost, s. A sort of palkee.

a. (from *tf ?) Female, s. A woman.

(31X171 s. A woman ; a daughter.

I\5 s. A small plant (Polygala arvensis).

Hort. Ben. p. 53.

C*J.< IH^s. (a. l-AjST ) A round building.

C^-K l^T^ s. (a. Ui-v^>) Repairs.

C^L< l^WSl s. (from a. ei-^o) Repaired ; due for

repairs.

(m.) 1. The sacred mountain Meru,
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forming the centre of the seven continents ac-

cording to the mythological geography of the

Hindus; it appears to mean the highland of

Tartary north of the Himalaya. 2. (In astro-

nomy) The north-pole.

The kidneys.

s. (C^+TO) The back-bone.

CH^Tr^s. («. fJI^ + TFS) A spindle. Colebr.

Alg. p. 290.

(ERJSl s. (p. juLo) Noble by birth, high-born.

(*I^\5l^r s. (from p. jj^J Nobility.

GKFT (from R. f^X) 1. A meeting, a union, an

assembly. 2. An agreement, a reconciliation,

assent, concord.

(AJor|<fc> a> (from R. 'f^lj Meeting, associating

with, assembling, social, s. A reconciler.

v. noun of c*rN^) a meeting, a

coming together, a reconciliation, an agreement;

a developing, an unfolding.

GSH a. (from C5T"1%U3) 1 . Open, free, spacious.

2. Thronged, s. An assembly, a meeting, a

crowd, a throng, a fair.

wHfRui via. (from (*lf^TU3) To spread out,

to extend.

C^t^T s. (v. noun of C^FTt^KS) The act of

spreading or expanding a thing, a. Spread, ex-

tended, expanded.

CSFTfpU (from GprfesJ) 1. A meeting, an

assembly, a crowd. 2. A friendly dismissal.

s. (from Agreement, assent,

accommodation. See

C^TpTO v. a. (from R.f*I^?) 1. To extend, to

display, to unfold, to expand. 2. To join, to

meet, to mix, to be met with.

A species of grass (Ischsemum aris-

tatum). Hort. Hen. p. 8. .1 .
•

CTO s. (m. from R. fOT^ Wilkins' Gr. § 768)

1. A ram, a sheep. 2. The sign Aries. As.

Res. ii. 292.

PTOF^T s. (m. .(TO+3*3«T) A woollen

blanket.

cro^t^ s . (CTO+Ht^) 1. A shepherd : also

CWrt5^ . 2. A flock of sheep.

C^^rt°^s. (n. CTO+ ^t ^) Mutton. Mo-
hun P. p. 74.

C^T^ s. A plant (Hibiscus cannabinus). Also

PTSHtfe . Hort. Ben. p. 52.

(TOTSTi s . (from Ht*ft) The husband of a mo-

ther's sister. Also C^f1 and CWTTl .

s. (m. from R. ft^) 1. Urinary disease,

gonnorrhoea, inflammation of the urethra. 2.

Urine. 3. A ram.

A plant (Lawsonia inermis). Mohun

P. p. 41.

C^^T s. (m. from R. f^) The penis.

CsRT^f^ s. (a. y g-*) Labour, toil, trouble.

a. (from a. ^ y.,<-<) Laborious, trouble-

some, s. A labourer.

C^H^^Tt^ a. (p. ub,^o) Friendly, affectionate,

kind, compassionate.

a. (mfn. from Friendly, well-disposed.

s. (ft.) 1. Amity, friendship. 2. The twelfth

astronomical yoga or division of the moon's

path. As. Res. ix. 366. 3. Discharging the

feces. Manu iv. 153. s. (m.) 1. A Brahman

who has arrived at the highest state of human

perfection. Manu n. 87. 2. The name of one

of the degraded tribes, the offspring of an out-

cast Vaisya. Manu x. 23.

(m. from

C3iJtf^o ) A class of evil beings who feed on

purulent carcases. Manu xn. 72.

TOT
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(in. from name

of the sage Agastya.

ff. from The name of an

upanishad. As. Res. vm. 457.

(f. from Friendship. Wilkins'

Gr. § 977.

*C^i(.CJ il a. Unfit, from f^L^-f )
Relating to a friend.

t^OT^ s. (m. fromt^) The name of one of

the degraded tribes, the offspring of a Vaideha

man by an A'yogavi woman. Manu x. 33.

s. (n. from "feT+ IT Wilkins' Gr. % 977)

Friendship.

tH^T s. (n. from f^^T) 1. Copulation; mar-

riage. 2. Union, association.

XT s. (n. from f^ITl n. pr. ?) A sort of spi-

rituous liquor, from the blossoms of the Ly-

thrum fruticosum, with sugar, &c. Wilson.

a. (a. ^Syo) Agreeable, conformable,

suitable, favourable.

A shrub (Euonymus garcinifolius). Carey.

A plant (Olax phcenicocarpa). Hort.

Ben. p. 5.

(a. dujjlo) A suit at law. Mohun
P. p. 93.

(STt^t^r s. (a. ^ICe) A place, a station. Also

c^n^w
(
A

.

r
uu).

a. (from A. j»Uu) Belonging to a station.

s. A plant (Zea Mays). Hort. Ben. p. 66.

s. (-vf R. 5"^+^) A liberator, a

deliverer, a rescuer, a saviour.

a. (a. jlisr ) Chosen, singled out,

selected, approved of, authorized, independent.

s. A free agent. See 3^^^.
s. (from A.j[xk-<) The being invested

with authority ; free agency.

C*tf5^ Root, i. (CHlS^fo) and x. (C^twRj)
To dismiss, to discharge, to set free, to liberate,

to rescue.

(m. from R. C^ltS^) Emancipation,

liberation, release, freedom : applied especially

to the entire liberation of the soul from matter,

and from the necessity of individual existence
;

final beatitude. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 95,

553, 566, 570.

CSll^^h s. (n. GTt^+\St^T) Knowledge of

the beatitude attained through the entire eman-

cipation of the soul from matter : see

WltcKsHl a. (-Pl\mfn. +
Acquainted with the doctrine of the beatitude

which the soul attains through entire emancipa-

tion from matter.

fXt^°1 s. (n. R. C*lte +3H) The act of eman-

cipating or liberating : applied especially to the

liberation of the soul from matter and from the

necessity of individual existence.

(TOTtT^ a. (a. At variance, diverse,

discrepant, dissentient.

C^T^f^ s .
(
P

. J^) A Moghul.

OTt^t^ s . (p. JjU) A Moghul.

C^Tt^T a. (mfn. from R.^) Vain, useless, fruit-

less, ad. Sans. (—^T°) In vain. s. (m.) A
fence, a hedge.

carter! s . (/.) The sweet trumpet-flower (Bi-

gnonia suaveolens).

C^l V t> s. (m. from R. *TI>J 1. A tree (Hyperan-

thera Morunga). 2. (ra.) A plantain-fruit. 3.

(Beng.) A blossom. 4. Whiskers, mustachios.

5. The nib or point of any thing.

Ci4.l t> 3? a. (mfn. from R. Liberating, eman-

cipating, rescuing, setting free. s. (m.) A tree

(Hyperanthera Morunga).

The name of two beautiful small birds

(Certhia Zeylanica and C. cruentata). Carey.

7 I
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(from twist, a wrench,

a sprain, v. cr. To twist

:

v. a. To splice any thing j —^Ttf^lW w. a. To

sprain, to wrench.

v. a. To twist, to twist round, to

wring. Also cstflsssfcar,

Wloi s. (n. R. ?3^f Liberation, eman-

cipation, manumission, discharge, dismissal, de-

liverance, forgiveness.

CSTfcTl si (from R. ?) A pair of pincers,

tongs, or tweezers.

C^Wltt a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R.^TF-f-^Fffa)

Requiring or deserving to be liberated or re-

leased.

s. (from OTtFl +^T) The gum of

the silk-cotton tree (Bombax heptaphyllum).

Mohun P. p. 41.

Cartel s . (/. from R. ^TF ) 1. The silk-cotton

tree (Bombax heptaphyllum). 2. The plantain

(Musa sapientum). 3. (Bengi) The blossoms

of a plantain-tree used as a sauce by the Hin-

dus. -C*Pf^ft\3 v. a. To blossom.

CU'iblW s. (C*lt5l + *FT) A plantain.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the cans, of

R. Caused to be released, set at liberty,

or emancipated.

entire v. a. (caus. To cause

a person to wipe or cleanse a thing.

v. a. (from R. 3J?L) To wiPe> to

cleanse, to shave.

(£Tlh3n s.
(
P

. sjye) A stocking ; a boot.

(p. + Wj) A hosier.

CUtfe s . (from R. 1. A total amount, a

capital. 2. A bundle, a load, a burden.

(from A small burden.

2324

C^lt^*i<E>
s. (n.) A species of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

(STT^I s. (h. \j^e) Stout, corpulent, plump, fat;

thick, coarse.

OTlT&lTft a . ((Xrt£l + <jf%) Thick-headed,

dull, stupid.

ad. (from CM 1 t>1) Indiscriminately,

in the gross.

C^TtttOT^I ad. ( P&Sl + GTt&1 as a rhyme

to it) Plump, fat, clumsy, stout, corpulent.

C^tfT*^ si (from <0$+*&[) A plant

(Tacca Isevis). Carey.

(from A porter, a carrier.

C*Tft& ad. (from (?JT&) In the gross, altogether.

W-lvi s. (from ^fo£3) A turn, a turning, a

twist, a strain, a crook ; an udder.

CSXTOT s. (from *^§U3) A small parcel or dose

folded up in a paper.

GT^T s. (from ^£3) A turning, or bending,

a twisting round or straining.

C^K^ s. The chief man of a village. Carey.

(from turning, a turn, a

twist, a crook, a screw. 2. The returning of

goods in order to obtain a reduction of the price.

3. An obstruction. 4. A wicker-stool. 5. A
roll, a parcel wrapped in paper. Carey.

CSTfa-fe? v. a. (from 1. To turn a

thing round, to bend, to make crooked, to

warp, to twist. 2. To return goods in order to

obtain a reduction of the price. 3. To cover

or overlay with any thing, to plate ; to wrap in

paper, to fold up.

v. a. (from *Tf3C3 ) To cover over, to

fold up.

CSTtf^Ttf^t s. (corrupt, of 3
J3

3tf^T) Gutta

serena.
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(*lttl s. (m. from R. ^1^) Pleasure, delight,

gladness.

a. (mfn. from R. '5'1
S)

Pleasing, glad-

dening, exhilarating, delighting, s. 1. A
confectioner. 2. (wzw.) A kind of sweetmeat.

C^'Wl «. (n. R. 3J^+3FT) The affording plea-

sure or delight to any one.

C^llHiKSt s. (/. from R.W ) 1. A plant (Ligus-

ticum diffusum. Hort. Ben. p. 21. 2. The Ara-

bian jasmine (Nyctanthes arbor tristis). Carey.

CSTfcrl a. (from C^ltfe^) Shut, close, s. A
shutting.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the cans, of R.

^MC^) Pleased, gratified, delighted.

y. a. To shut, to close.

(h. cs^yc) A retail-shopkeeper, a

grocer.

C^Wt^il^l *, (OTtTtt + p. aiU) A grocer's shop.

C^Tt^s. (a. j^o) A weight containing forty sers.

b. (from R. The part of the pedal

which answers the purpose of a pestle. Carey.

t^lrft s. (from Tonnage.

a. (p. (^-a^) Gratis, gratuitously, freely.

CSTf^ s. (p. ^) Bees' wax,

C^I^U^Im! s . (p. <uU. Wax-cloth. Also

t<l*i<kjt *. (p. *^+^1sft) A wax-candle.

CUT^l 38?nlX,. ( n. pr. + Q*f$5j
An aromatic plant (Amomum aromaticum).

Hort. Ben. p. 1.

l
x

. The name of two small birds

(Certhia Philippensis and C. cruentata). See

(^Tt^l. 2. Ajew's-harp. Carey.

l*l'l^J>H «. (p. JU-Jr) Trenches, lines of

intrenchment (in a fort).

>ar-cane.(wi.) Root of sugs

(/.) A sort of creeper (Sanseviera

Zeylanica).

(5Tt<r^r1 s. (a. Preserved fruit, confec-

tionary.

Wf§1 «. (p. *»yyo) 1. Rust. 2. A battery.

(Sti^tST s. (from ?) A hollow or tubular

stalk. Sabda S. p. 231.

C*XWlCil^a. (a. ^U) Tender, mild, gentle,

kind, affable.

A decoy-bird. Mohun P. p. 52.

C^W<P s. (m. from R. A thief, a robber, a

swindler.

C^Tt^T ! s. (n. from R. A swindling or pil-

fering.

Wl^ s. (m. from R. 1. Fainting, loss of

consciousness. 2. Ignorance, error, folly, stu-

pidity, fascination, infatuation, stupefaction

;

especially the attachment to, and belief in the

reality of, worldly objects. See Trans. R.A.S.

i. 114.

CSlI^ a. (mfn. from R. + Leading

into error, causing ignorance or folly ; fascinat-

ing, stupefying, infatuating.

a. (mfn. Glt^C + v5FT<? ) Causing a

loss of sensation or consciousness
;
fascinating,

stupefying, infatuating.

C^TteTTo. (mfn. from R. W-f Stupefying,

fascinating, leading into error or folly, s. (m.)

Stupefaction, fascination, infatuation.

The labour-

ing under an infatuation or fascination.

dWl s. (from R. ) An incantation, a

charm, magic.

C^nSTfllT s. (n, ? from R. Doubt, hesita-

tion. See Trans. R.A.S. j. 553.

7 I 2
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(corrupt, of ^R£^) A religious men-

dicant, a sannydsi.

(3lt$^" s. (corrupt, of ?) 1. A coin, a gold

coin of the value of sixteen rupees. 2. (p-^-«)

A seal. Mohun P. p. 86.

a. (mfn. pret, part. p. of the caus. of

R. Fascinated, beguiled, infatuated : used

in comp. e. g. a. (?re/re.) Infa-

tuated by love or desire, from s. (?re.)

Desire, love, +

(femin. of CSTtft;^: see OT^)
A fascinating woman.

mfn. from R. ) Fascinat-

ing, beguiling, infatuating, alluring, captivating.

(corrupt, of lH
.)

Honey.

A plant (Dioscorea

aculeata). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

(STt^yi s. (corrupt, of *^+^>3) A small tree

(Moacurra gelonoides).

a. (a. i^Jjiyc) Put off, deferred, procras-

tinated, left off, relinquished.

(re. from ^jFSFl) A pearl.

C^lW6 s . (re. 3X^-+TT) Scurrility, abusive-

ness, defamation.

Ptrffe a. (mfn. from^U+t^) Relating to

the face, frontal, facing, speaking to the face
;

outward, pretended, feigned.

A honey-comb. Mohun

P. p. 57.

Crit^; s. (a. y,) 1. A wave. 2. A whim.

mfaUO,^) A place, a village, a district.

(STt^XPF^a. (a. Oy>-^>) Existing, present, at hand,

actually found.

(tTtl^l^s. (a. l-^s^i) A cause, a reason.

W§? a. (mfn. from Made of the fibres of

the munja grass (Saccharum Munja). Manu
ii. 42.

CETKP s. (n. ^ + ^1) The having the head

shaved.

(a. tuyc) Death.

(from a. ol^*^) A custom, a habit, a

usage. Carey.

CMl^<P s. (m.) See (*J.W<P s. («.)• 4*-

V. oc

sownt<fiji*f a. (mfn. from *J.^ ) Fit for being

with kidney-beans (as a field).

PTft' si (re. from 3JpT Wilkins' Gr. § 984)

Taciturnity, silence, sadness.

+ 3^3) A vow of tacitur-

nity or silence.

CUVlVute*. (C*fK+ ;5F*lf3) Silent assent.

Being silent.

C^lfl. (-"pT^ai/B. CE[fa +t^) Taciturn,

silent, reserved, s. 1. (?re.) A hermit, an ascetic.

2. (/.) A ceremony of bathing in silence on the

fifteenth day of the second half of the month

P'halyuna. As. Res. m. 276.

(ritHlfts. (CSll+Srtfe) A bee.

(sft^TS^ s. ( G5fer for + ) A fan

made of peacock's feathers used as a token of

honour. Carey.

(»?.) A player on drums.

(corrupt, of medicinal

plant (Pimpinella Anisum, Mohun P. p. 41
;

Anethum Pammorium, Carey).

a. (a. LLijjyo) Hereditary, inherited.

Also ClWl

.

(from a.

reditary lease of land.

JJJ* lift) A he-
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CrfT^fts. (/. from*p€l) 1. A string made of

the fibres of the Sanseviera Zeylanica ; a bow-

string; the string of investiture for a Kshatriya.

Manu ii. 43. 2. (In geometry) The chord of

an arc. Colebr. Alg. p. 89.

a. (mfn. from ^tV) ?« Proceeding from the

root, radical
;
original, ancient, of long stand-

ing. 2. Of pure or good extraction. s. 1.

Pure or good descent. 2. A fine sort of mat.

3. A plant (Bassia latifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 40.

(a. ,_£j3j»<>) A learned Muhammadan.

PTM s. (from *j*f) A kind of coarse mat.

(mf. from 1. A lock of hair on

the crown of the head. 2. Hair ornamented

and braided round the head. 3. A diadem, a

tiara. Also (sfHt (/.).

v. a. (from 3J3p ) 1. To blossom, to

bud. 2. To winnow.

A tree (Humea elata). Carey.

OTt^fl s.
(f.

from ^f^) Boxing, sparring, play-

ing at fisty-cuffs. Also

(a. ^tyo) Time, season.

C*uf^1wis
s. (a. J^Lsr ) A bailiff, a dun.

(m. + An astrologer.

Also (Tfe^ fm.).

Si Root, i. (^*1p3) To fix in the memory, to

study, to learn.

jrt\3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + Re-

membered, recollected, learnt. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 692.

S^Root, i. (iJ.trJ?fo ) 1. To accumulate. 2.

To smear, to anoint. 1. To mix.

2. To speak incorrectly.

s. (n. R. 5^+^) 1. Smearing the

body with fragrant unguents. 2. Oil, ointment.

2330

^faifcUS v. a. (from R. S^JjJ To smear, to anoint.

5"^ Root, i. (?JlUv3) To grind, to pound, to

reduce to dust. See R. .

gf^tl s . (-H^jra. from ^TJ+^H*^) Softness,

mildness.

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of Very

mild or soft, the softest or mildest.

mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of ^TJ) Milder, softer, more gentle. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 520.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. ^) Dying,

expiring.

5"^ Root, i. ((5^3) Togo, to move.

Root, i. To go, to move.

c&^root, i. (cg&fo) To be mad.

CS^Root, i. (C^^Sf^) To be mad.

Root, x. (5^X1^3) 1. To mix, to unite.

2. To speak incorrectly.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.^X + *T Wilkins'

Gr. p. 417) 1. Faded, languid, weary. 2.

Sad, dejected, melancholy. 3. Dirty, foul,

filthy.

gR^s. (-^1 mfn. SllFF+g^) Wearing a

faded garland or flower-chaplet.

£[tf% s. (f. from R. "t^) Languor, weariness,

faintness. 2. Dirtiness, filthiness. 3. Sadness.

flj"^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. C^J^+\5 Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 418) 1. Indistinct (as speech). 2.

Languid, weary, s. (ra.) Indistinct speech.

§"5^ Root, i. (Qlft>f3) Togo, to move.

^IRoot, i. (^^f^) To go, to move.

QT^ Root, i. (C^fe) and x. (CSf^TlfS) 1.

To speak inarticulately or indistinctly, to speak

a barbarous dialect. 2. To speak (generally).
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s. (m. from R. C^j.^?) A barbarian, a fo-

reigner : any one not speaking the Sanskrit or

one of its derivative languages, and not con-

forming to the established usages of the Hindus.

Also (m.).

CJjWt*! *. (m. C^+O^l) Any country in-

habited by people of a language and institutions

different from those of the Hindus.

CJfSEPU*. (n. Cg^+ 3J?U) Copper.

C3ft, Root, f. ({gf&fe) To be mad.

Q^Root, i. (CJj^fS) To be mad.

(SI^Root, i. (Cg^fe) To serve, to gratify by

service.

CS Root, i. (j^f^UfsJ) To be faint or languid,

to fade, to decay.

The twenty-sixth consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet : it has properly the sound of the English

y in young, but at the beginning of a syllable

it is in Bengali often pronounced like the

English j in jar. In writing Bengali a dot is

put under it
( ) when it has its original and

pure pronunciation of ya.

In works on prosody is used for the metrical

foot called Bacchic or Bacchius, consisting of a

short syllable followed by two long ones.

One of the terminations by which in Sanskrit

the future participle of the passive is formed :

see Wilkins' Gr. % 715 seqq. As a Taddhita

affix it is employed to form patronymics, e. g.

s. (m.) A son of Garga, from 't7! s. (m.)

n. pr. Wilkins' Gr. § 886 ; and to form a

number of adjectives from substantives, the

radical vowel of the word, to which it is thus

subjoined, sometimes remaining unaltered, and

sometimes undergoing the change called vrid-

dhi: e. g. ^tf^^ a . (mfn.) Nasal, from

Ttf^i s. (f.) The nose,

%

t&b a. (mfn.)

Relating to an island, from Wl s. (m.) An
island. Wilkins' Gr. § 899. It also serves to

form abstract substantives, e. g. <J fe5?P s. (n.)

Brahmanhood, from ^\W\ s. (m.) A Brah-

man : (n.) Poetry, a poem, from

^Sf s. (m.) A poet. Wilkins' Gr. § 976.

TTS SeeTT^.

s. (corrupt, of ilKffi A fairy superintending

wealth.

U4k&. s. (m. 1 + 3*1^ from R. ^) The letter *T

or any character expressing its sound.

*T^S s. (m.) The liver.

The hepatic

cyst. Carey.

Root, x. (Ui*Up&) To worship, to honour,

to adore.

s. (m. from R. ^TSEj A demigod attendant

especially on Kuvera, and employed in the

care of his gardens and treasures. Wilson. See

Manu in. 196.

MS^P'nM s. (m. XT^+^nST) A perfumed paste

for anointing the body, and consisting of cam-

phor, agallochum, musk, and kdkola, or the

three first with saffron and sandal, in equal pro-

portions. Wilson.

Resin in general : in-

cense.

m. TTS^+ ^lsSJ An epithet

of Kuvera. (Lit. The king of the Yakshas.)

Pulmonary consumption.
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a. QmflSSt mfn. SBS^-jEf^) Afflicted

with pulmonary consumption.

ad. (corrupt, of HV + SPI) When, at the

instant when.

Root, r. (ik5l[5i) 1. To worship, to adore,

to offer a sacrifice. 2. To associate. 3. To

present, to endow.

The stem substituted for R. 5^ in the first

four tenses. See Wilkins' Gr. § 179.

s. (n. R. TFJ+ ^FT) The offering of a

sacrifice.

Mv5l*-ll*1 s. (to. pres. part. a. proper form R.

^t^s) An employer of priests at a sacrifice, the

person who institutes its performance and pays

the expense of it.

tl^p * (n. from R. ITS) 1. A short prayer or

invocation not restricted to metre. 2. The name

TO 2334

of the second of the four vedas : also ^T\5l(.< K
(to.). See As. Res. vin. 429, seqq. Trans.

R.A.S. t. 449.

<lvgX<^T. a. (-f^TO/rt. TOR"P[+"^) Re-

lating to the Yajurveda.

*T35 s. (to. from R. TTnST ) A sacrifice, an oblation
;

a religious offering.

<!\$8<£sJ s. (to.? Ha33+ 3J3) An altar, a sacrificial

pit.

*T030<U^" s . (corrupt, of TT\5 +$0^<«) A spe-

cies of fig-tree (Ficus glomerata).

An altar, a place

for a sacrifice. Also TOaRTft (/.).

*TOs*iq s. (n. TO+^T) The sacrificial thread

worn by the three upper castes.

TOt^f s . (to. TO+^S^f) 1. A part of any

sacrificial ceremony ; articles used at a sacrifice.

2. A tree (Ficus glomerata).

"^rfsSTT a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr. § 904)

Relating to a sacrifice, proper for a sacrificial

ceremony, sacrificial.

The country

where sacrificial ceremonies can be duly per-

formed ; Hindustan. See Manu it. 23.

a. (mfn. from ^T3s) Sacrificial, proper for

the performance of a sacrifice.

The sacrificial

cord originally worn by the three upper castes,

but now confined to the Brdhmanical order.

TI^I s . (_^^to. R. TF^+^T ) Asacrificer,

the performer of a regular sacrifice.

*F3P a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. U^L+IT Wilkins''

Gr. § 725) Fit or proper to be worshipped,

adorable.

^T\5 a. (from r. ctftft?) Bound together, united,

collected, amassed.

MO<P a. (from ^Tv5) Heaped up, collected, made

in a lump.

s. (from TO) The uniting or collecting things.

v. a. (from R. ^3T^) To unite, to collect,

to amass, to fold, to furl (a sail), to bind, to

squeeze.

*F3t\3 s. (from^ l^K?) The enamelling of any

thing.

a. (from R. v5ft^) United, collected,

amassed, folded, furled, bound, tied, squeezed.

pron. Sans. (nom. sing. to. ^To
, f. ^Tl , n.

TT^) Who, which. Wilkins' Gr. p. 1 1 1. When

put twice, SHtTS , &c. it has a distributive

sense, " Each severally ;" with

ft*3
?, orlW^i following, it takes an in-

definite sense, " Whosoever, whatsoever." ad.

Sans. Since, as, for, because.

TT3^ Root, i. (XT\JU3) To endeavour, to make

an effort, to make exertions, x. (lllsjilfj)
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I, To distress or afflict. 2. To beat. 3. To

order. 4. To collect, to assemble. 5. To work,

to make, to manufacture. 6. To prevent, to

remove. 7. To return, to give back, to requite.

8. To barter, to exchange.

pron. (corrupt, of TT5^) As many as, as

much as.

^F3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. VlU-f 3) Ceased,

restrained, refrained.

^T^o ad. Sans, (from pron. TF^-> + 'vi^) 1. From

whence, whence
;
(but also) Whither. 2. Since,

as, because, for.

Ts5*T s. (n. R. £RF+ 3I*T) An exertion, an effort,

endeavours.

^T3^T a. (mfn. from pron. TT^) Which, who (of

many).

a. (mfn. pres. part. a. proper form R.

ilS^) Endeavouring, making an effort.

^T3^ a. (mfn. from pron. TT^) Which, who (of

two).

*lf\35. (/. from R. "Sra+ fsS) 1. A cessation, a

pause, a stopping, a restraint, a check. 2.

(m.) A sage, an ascetic, a devotee. Also

*I3t (-1^\m.). (Beng.) -T^KS v. a.

To observe the pauses in reading.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^T^T+^3)
Tried, endeavoured, attempted. Also (mfn.)

Wilkins' Gr. p. 419.

T}s3<£ s . (corrupt, of C^u vfl<P j A marriage-portion,

a portion.

*TW<£ a. (^F3+ ,3<£) As many, so many.

TT^1%f%^ pron. Sans. (m. T[%^f%^
, /.

from TT^ +
Whatsoever, whosoever, whoever.

TT^^I ad. + At the instant when,

the same moment.

^1^3" s. (m. from R. ^1^) Endeavour, exertion,

effort, energy, labour, zeal, perseverance. See

Trans R.A.S. i. 110. (Beng.) -^RWs.a.
To make an effort, to persevere.

H^t^a. (-^ mfn. SW+^S) Strenuous,

energetic, making an effort, laborious, studious.

H^^T^ .a. (mfn. TT^ +3"^) Occasioned by

which or by whom, on whose behalf, on which

account.

TTcStSt^ s. (m. TTf3+3Tftrte") The conduct

of a man of subdued passions, ascetic life.

WftWl a. (-U\mfn. Uf^+^tf^T )

Following the life of an ascetic, austere in de-

votion.

ad. Sans, (from pron.^ + 3") 1. Where,

in which place, wherein. 2. Because, since.

HIT Root, x. See R. TT^

.

ad. Sans, (from pron. TT^ + Sil) 1. As:

the correlative to Thus. 2. That, so that,

in order that. In any manner, how-

soever.

ad. Sans, (from ITStf + 31°*]) Pro-

portionately, in due proportion. Also

XTSfeSlf^ ad , Sans , (Tfcd+^StfSK) Any
wise, in any manner.

TRfWlI ad. Sans, (from TRH + ^t3I) Ac-

cording to desire, agreeably to one's wishes,

optionally.

IRtet^o ad. Sans, (from Tftil +3^) Ac-

cording to time, in due time, in the regular

course of time.

^t!Fro
ad. Sans, (from ^Ptf + ZI^) In regu-

lar order, in due succession. Mann ii. 66.

a. (mfn. 1. Foolish, stu-

pid, ignorant. 2. Barbarous, outcast.
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a. (mfn. from Right, true,

accurate, according to truth, ad. Sans. (—
Truly, conformably to truth.

IRtWtU a. (mfn. TTStt + ^PtTT) Just, proper,

suitable, convenient, regular, due.

ad. Sans. (TT3j;1 +3^) Duly, in due

manner or order. Manu i. 2.

ad. Sans. Conformably

to the precept, according to command.

ad. Sans, (from Con-

formably to what happened, accurately, truly,

veraciously.

*T3l"n^arf. (from Where, in which place.

#t5|° ad. Sans, (from TRTl + TRll) As,

thereto pertaining.

XRH^fS ad. (^t\+^fU) According to plea-

sure or liking.

a. (mfn. + True, accurate,

genuine, suitable, proper, ad. Sans. (— <C°)

Suitably, truly. — sFl (/.) or — ^3"
(w .) Genuine-

ness, suitableness, propriety, truth.

^I5J1^ a. (mfn. XPtfH-^) As is fit or right.

TRJlt^i s. (m. TT5J1^+^C1) A secret emis-

sary, a spy.

ad. Sans. As much as

possible, to the utmost of one's power.

TP^t^ ad. Sans, (from TOl +*1tg) Con-

formably to the codes of law, or to the precepts

of science.

a. (TOl +^t)) To the utmost of a

person's power. Carey.

T&\*$° ad. Sans, (from TT^1+^) As, thereto

appertaining.

<l(AlU>? ad. (from +3^1) Accordingly to

one's wish.

TOtf^EJ a. (mfn. TT^J~1 +^f^T3) Correspond-

ing to one's wish or desire, ad. Sans. (— ^3°)

Conformably to desire; willingly, spontaneously,

ad libitum.

*TC$J^ a. (mfn. U^W^I) Conformable to the

desire or wish of any one
;
enough, sufficient.

TOJ^t^i s. (n. TO^+ STte^i) Unre-

strained conduct, conduct checked by no pre-

cepts or regulations. Also

^<S%t6"l^l a. (-f^ mfn. TOte+STtel*

+ ^*^) Acting according to inclination or plea-

sure, acting without restraint by precept or law.

TOTtvF a. (mfn. TOI + '&S') As it was said, as

abovementioned, according to what was formerly

expressed. Also TTPrffe {mfn.).

According to

fitness or propriety, as is fit ; proper, suitable.

As is fit,

lawful, or proper.

*Pt See^.

W^ft ad. Sans. (pron. TT^ +3RR. ) Since

the time when, until the time when
;
since, until,

till, while.

*4 ad. Sans, (from pron. ac-

count of which, for whose sake. Also

*4 H i ad. Sans, (from pron. Tl^S) When, at the

time when.

ad. Sans, (from pron. TTV) If, in case

that
;
though, since. Tf^J But if; ^IpRl

Or if.

"SfpFlTK phrase Sans. (Tlft+^JK the po-

tential mood of R. To be) If it be the

case, if.

*TTT55^l1 ad. Sans, (instrum. case of TT^W^i

)

According to one's inclination or pleasure.

7 K
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*TT^1 5. (/. from pron. + R. ) Wilful-

ness, inclination, pleasure, fancy.

^Hf5
-! ad. Sans. (pron. TT

(?^ +^^) As, such as.

WPl ad. Sans. (TTft+ STpi) Even if, though

even, although : sentences opening with this

relative particle are frequently followed by one

commencing with the correlative expression

Nevertheless, yet, notwithstanding.

1 s. (— *f m. R. ^TI^+^) Any one who re-

strains or checks ; a charioteer, an elephant-

driver.

tt% Root, x. (t^fS) To confine, to restrain,

to regulate, to subdue. (N.B. This seems to

be rather a denominative verb from the substan-

tive ^1^3, or from ^1^, which again are both

derived from the root ^1^.)

•0^5 s. (n. R. ^PI-i-ST') 1- A machine, an instru-

ment, an engine, an implement, an apparatus.

2. An astrolabe ; an observatory. Mohun P.

p. 135, 136. 3. A musical instrument. Mohun

P. p. 153. 4. A diagram.

s. (from R. U*2|) 1. A checking, a control-

ling, a binding. 2. Pain, anguish.

^I^pl s. (n. from R. TT^i) 1. Restraint, controul.

2. Anguish, pain, torment, affliction. Also

Wf1(/.).

^I^s^S s. (W^+ \S^ as a rhyme to it) Instru-

ments and machines, diagrams and cabalistical

figures. Carey.

s. (Il^+Tte from Tt^T ) The as-

trolabe.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. U^i) Restrained,

checked, controuled, bound, tied, fettered.

a. (from ^5) Having to do with instru-

ments, mechanical, ingenious, crafty, designing.

s. A musician. Mohun P. p. 91.

^T<T s. (m. from R. IT) 1. Barley (Hordeum hexa-

stichon). Hart. Ben. p. 9. Also *T<3<? (m.)

See Trans. R.A.S. i. 453. 2. A barley-corn,

or the third part of an inch.

<l«PJ a. (mfn. from TO) Fit for barley, sown

with barley.

Titter s . (m. TO+^fa) Saltpetre, nitre,

nitrate of potash.

M.<*1 s. (m.) 1. A country, most probably Bactria,

if not Ionia or Greece ; by late Hindu writers

it is most commonly applied to Arabia. 2. A
Yavana (now applied especially to the Muham-

madan and European invaders of India") ; a

barbarian generally. See Manu x. 44.

<1<R<?I s. (from TO/T?) A curtain ; the cur-

tains of a tent. See

TO*FT s. (in. TO +SFT) A bamboo.

XT<r^f s. (m. from A4.<1 ) Meadow or pasture-grass.

TO^3 ad. (corrupt, of TTfa^ ?) As it

was, unaltered, undiminished. Also

tf^M s. (f.) Sour gruel.

TOtSf^ s. (m. TO+3$ +3 from R. 3^)
Saltpetre.

TOt^ «•
(
p

- J^) Young.

(/.) A plant (Ligusticum Ajwaen).

Also *fc44R<$ and *WlR<*l (/.).

^T^l^" s . (?i. TO + 31^) Barley-food, boiled

barley.

'TO'fa'T s. (m.) A plant (Hedysarum Alhagi).

a. (mfn. the irreg. super I. degree of
^jN̂

*iv

Wilkins' Gr. p. 520) The youngest, s. (m.)

A younger brother.

XratXTfr a. (-^l (mfn. the irreg. compar.

degree of iM*^ Wilkins' Gr. p. 520) Younger.

s. (m.) A younger brother.

ad. (corrupt, of Wi) When.

a. (w/rc. TO!+TT) Fit for barley, sown with

barley (as a field).
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H^Root, i. (£&fc) To copulate.

XT^Root, i. (TT55?f3: see Wilkins' Gr. % 179)

To restrain, to check, to controul. With

prefixed to it. 1. To seize. 2. To go, to pro-

ceed to. 3. To bend (a bow). 4. £3rfH55£S3)

To stretch out, to put forth (the hand, &c.)

;

with To raise, to lift up, to strive upwards;

to make an effort ; with L To agree, to

accede to. 2. To marry ; with To enforce,

to restrain, to repress ; with ^1 To give ; with

+ To many; with Wft To restrain, to

check, to repress.

MM s. (m. from R. XT^) 1. Restraint, controul:

especially religious forbearance and controul

over sensual appetite. 2. Cessation, a stop, a

conclusion, an end. 3. Yama the regent of

death. 4. (w.) A pair, a couple, a brace, a.

(mfn.} One of a pair or brace, a twin-fellow.

TO3? a. (mfn. from TO) One of a pair or brace,

a twin-fellow. Also *4M\5l (mfn.}. s. Rhyme.

TOf^<pT s. (m. TO + f^<p3") A servant of

Yama, a messenger of death.

TOT3t£t s, (/.) A city fabled to be situated in

the East on the line, 1235 yojanas from Lanka.

Wilkins' MS.

TO^°1 s. O.TO + 3*pi) Libations in honour

of Yama the regent of death, on the fifteenth

day of the second half of the month A'swina.

As. Res. hi. 263.

*4*4.£t3 s. (m. TI^T + ~&k3 ) A messenger of Yama

or death.

TO^T s . (TO+T^") The gate of Yama or

death.

TO^T s. (n. R. TT^+^PT) A restraining, a re-

fraining, a controuling
;
cessation, term, rest.

s. (f. from R. XT^) A wall or screen

of cloth surrounding a tent. See

HS$fl s. (TO + t
J^n.) The city or abode of

Yama the regent of death.

TOTT^s. (_v5 m. TO +Tfe ) Yama the re-

gent of death.

TOtPfal * (/.) andTOKl (/.) See TOHt .

TOHIT s. (m. TO +3rHTr) The residence of

Yama the regent of death.

TJ^Tl s. (f. from R. TF^?) The river Yamuna

or Jumna.

^MWaksl s.(-^m."n^1 + ^1^) An epithet

of Yama the regent of death. (Lit. The brother

of the river Yamuna or Jumna.}

^rr^rN s . (wre genit. CaSe of to
,

+ v5tW^) The milky way. Mohun P.

TO) a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. TP^+TT Wilkins'

Gr. % 727) Proper to be restrained or checked.

XPT s. (m.) A horse fit for a sacrifice.

TP9! s. (corrupt, of TPT^) Fame, celebrity, re-

nown.

XFtS SeeH*,^.

arum, a

double drum.

^P^s. (ra.) 1. Glory, fame, celebrity. 2. Eu-

logy, praise. 3. Lustre, splendour.

^*t*r s. (from TT*!^) Enjoyment arising from

splendour.

^-l^flM: a. (mfn. TT*F^+^ Wilkins' Gr. § 783)

Rendering glorious or renowned, conferring

fame or distinction.

TJf^d a. (~H\mfn. ^H^+f^) Glorious,

renowned, famous. Also

mfn.}.

Fame and

good fortune. Carey.

worshipper, one

who employs priests at a sacrifice.

7 K 2
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*rf% s. (mf. from R. TT^?) 1. A staff, a stick, a

mace. 2. A string, a thread to be strung with

pearls. Also ^Fft (/.).

^rf^I^s. (n. *Xf%+X&) Liquorice, or the

root of the Abrus precatorius which is used

for it. Also

A cudgeling,

a beating, a drubbing.

^Root, i. (Wf3) and iv. (TPP#) To

endeavour, to persevere, to make exertion.

Root, ii. To go. With pre-

fixed to it, To transgress, to trespass ; with

3F£ To follow ; with 3Pl To recede from, to

withdraw : with To approach, to go near;

with 3Tl To go near; with ^T + 3Tl To ap-

proach, to arrive ; with \$^\ To come near, to

approach ; with ^1 To proceed, to go on ; with

T° To go, to proceed.

A Kridanta suffix by means of which several

substantives of the feminine gender are formed

from verbal roots : e. sr. s. (/.) Know-

ledge, from R. ft^To know. Wilkins' Gr.

§831. tri also occurs as a Taddhita suffix

to form collective substantives : e. g.

s. (/.) A number or assemblage of carriages,

from^^l s. (ws.) A carriage. Wilkins' Gr. § 1001.

A husband's brother's wife.

*Tttl3 v. a. (from R. TTl) To go, to move.

(corrupt, of Wt^J) Rice-gruel.

v. noun The act of going.

Also ^Tl\3TTl

.

*Tt3l s. (corrupt, of 1. A mill-stone. 2.

A pair of smith's bellows. Carer/.

(corrupt, of TT^i) A nut-cracker; a pair

of nippers to cut betel-nut. Carey.

W\ s. (m. from R. Wilkins' Gr. § 822)

1. A sacrifice, an oblation. See Trans. R.A.S.

i. 455. 2. (Beng.) Any substance used to ripen

fruit.

Ute, Root, U (uiofo, -G3) To ask, to de-

mand, to request, to beg, to solicit, to pray.

<llt><P a. (mfn. R. Ht^+^SPF) Asking, begging,

soliciting, s. (m.) A beggar, a mendicant, a

petitioner, a suitor. Also ^Tloi^ (m.).

*TT^r s. (n. 1. The making of a

request, a begging or asking, a petition, a re-

quest. Also ^tU^I (/.) 2. (Beng.) An ap-

praising.

appraiser.

^t^flTTa. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. TTtS+ Spffcl)

Fit to be prayed for or requested.

^rT5^Xt*T a. (mfn. pres. part. a. proper form

R. U I Asking, praying, requesting.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Asked, prayed for, solicited
;
got by begging.

(n. from U 1 f^\S +^) A thing bor-

rowed for use.

*Tt^1 s. (/. from R. itf'ET) A petition, a re-

quest, a prayer, a solicitation.

^3 a . (mfn.) See^t^flTT.

\1 \ D^I^T a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. \ t>J Being

asked for, being prayed for.

Ml\5l<P s. (m. R. TT^+^F^5

)
Performing sacri-

fice, making oblations, s. (m.
s

) An officiating

or sacrificing priest. — s5l (/.) or —^ («.)

Priesthood.

^Tf^FT s. (n. R. TT3 +^1) The conducting a

sacrifice, the assisting others to sacrifice. Manu

i. 88.

rfm0\ See ^TOT8
! .

Tlt^f[ a . (-"fti^from R. "^3
)
Worshipping,

adoring, venerating.
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XTt\3s<r^<$ s> patronymic from il\is<"^<pj

n. ^>r.) The name of a celebrated ancient sage

and legislator.

XTtfe^ a. (mfn. 33*9-3$) Sacrificial, s. (w.)

A sacrificer, an officiating priest.

^l^J a. (mfn. flit. part. p. R. See Wilkins'

Gr. § 725) 1. To be worshipped. 2. Fit to

be offered in sacrifice, or to be effected by wor-

ship, s. (rc.) 1. Property obtained by conduct-

ing sacrifices for other persons. 2. A place for

a sacrifice. 3. (m.) The performer of a sacri-

fice for others. Manu in. 148. 4. One for

whom and at whose expense a sacrifice is per-

formed. Tarachand Ch.

"SHlPl s. (/. from R. Wilkins' Gr. § 724)

The sacred text to be used at a sacrifice.

(corrupt, of XTf^) A staff, a stick, a

wand.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. XTl-f^ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 414) Gone, departed.

^TtoTi (/. from R. IFJ
) Torment, agony,

pain, anguish. Manu xn. 16.

(a.^Ic*c|) Faith, trust, belief, reliance.

^TtyPJ 1 <1 a. (from a.
J^£.\)

Believing, giving

credit or faith.

srfcsprfo^ s. (a. m) Reiiance, confidence,

dependence upon.

a. (from a. jUi^I) Believing, depend-

ing or relying upon.

TTt3*riH a. (mfn. TTts3+TTta) Old, decayed,

corrupted, spoiled, worn out, impaired.

TTfals. (~\m. R. ^11 +^) 1. A goer, a tra-

veller. 2. (/.) A husband's brother's wife.

Intercourse,

a going and coming.

^Tt3 s . (mfn. from R. t\) 1. A goer, a traveller.
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2. (m.) An imp, a goblin, an evil spirit : also

^1^1 5. (/. from R. TTi) 1 . A going or travel-

ling, a journey ; the march of an army, a pro-

cession ; a theatrical representation ; the passing

away time. 2. Support, maintenance.

^Tt!TW^1 s. (TlW + h. jflj) A person who acts

a part on the stage. Carey.

a. (mfn. Tft^"1 +^^) Marching, jour-

neying, travelling, performing a pilgrimage.

s. (m.) A pilgrim. Also

mfn.) and s. (m.).

(n. from XT^I*t<J? + IT : see Wil-

kins' Gr. | 976) Conformity to one's wishes,

congruity with the desires of any person.

TrtSW^ a. (mfn. from TT^I + +

)

Just, righteous, true, genuine, real. —^1 (jf.)

or — "^T (w.) Righteousness, genuineness, truth :

Also

^TH^s. (p. jb) Remembrance, recollection.

The ocean.

^ltl/l<l 5. (m. patronymic of U R" , n. pr.) 1. An
epithet of Krishna. (Lit. The descendant of

Yadu). 2. (ra.) Stock of cattle.

TTT^T^ s. («.) An aquatic or amphibious animal.

*Tt"^a. (-^ mfn. from pron. XT^ + R. 1^%
Wilkins' Gr. § 819) Such as, like which, in

the manner of. Also *rt¥*] a. (mfn.).

^t^ftk^ a. (mfn. from ^"5^1 +^) Vo-

luntary, spontaneous.

TTflffl of ^t^j : see *TtW.

Tt^T s . (w. R. TT1 + ;3FT) 1. The act of going

or proceeding, the march of an army. 2. A
vehicle, any means of conveyance, a horse, a

carriage, a palkee, &c.

Ti^mS; s. (n. from TTfr+R. ) An animal

or person by whom a vehicle is drawn.
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<l ll<3 k<P a. (mfn. from R. WJ)
Drawing or carrying a vehicle. Also

a. »»/».)•

TTftTjU s. (n. UtT+^U) The forepart of a

carriage, the pole or part where the yoke is fixed.

a. (mfn. from the caus. of R. TTl
) Causing

to go or pass away, spending.

trt^fr"*. (n. from the caus. of R. TTl) 1. The

causing to go or pass away
;

ejection, expul-

sion. 2. The spending of time ; the abiding at

a place.

^Ttc1
#t£u a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of the caus. of

R. TTi) Fit to be expelled, ejected, or spent.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

Caused to go away; ejected, expelled;

spent (as time).

v. a. (from the caus. of R. TT1 ) To cause

to go or pass away, to expel, to eject ; to spend

time.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of the caus. of R.

TFl) Proper to be ejected or expelled; low,

vile, contemptible
;
secret, dormant ; to be spent

(as time).

^TTrt'T s. (n. TtPfr +TTlrr) A litter, a palan-

quin.

Wi. (m. from TO?) Lac, the red animal dye.

<Tt^^ s. (m. from TO) 1. Half ripe barley.

2. Awnless barley. 3. Forced rice. 4. A sort

of kidney bean (Phaseolus). 5. A kind of

pulse (Dolichos biflorus). 6. A kind of pulse

said to be peculiar to Kashmir. 7. Lac. Wilson.

Stft^fa ad. Sans, (from ^S+^ft^) As

long as life, for life, during life.

ad. Sans, (from pron. H*v) 1. As

much as, as far as, as long as : (the relative,

to which is the correlative). 2. Till,

until : sometimes used like a preposition, e. g.

mar-Until (the time of)

riage. 3. That, in order that.

TTfrfiW a. (mfn. Ut^^ +$PV) That which is

as far as, or as much as, &c : the ordinal of

the particle ITt^^ . Manu i. 20.

pron. (mfn. ^it^^ +^t^^) As

much as, as many as. On the use of this ex-

pression in arithmetic, see Colebr. Alg. p.

139, 228.

<il<l'k1v a. (from pron. All, entire, the

whole. Also srfeTrr

.

^Tt^T s. (m. from TOrT) Incense. (Lit. What

comes from the country of the Yavanas.}

n. (gerund of SJ'ftw) The going.

^Tl<t \*{^pron. (— * nom.m. ~^\f-<^\,
n. -3^ from pron. TT^ Wilkins' Gr. § 909)

As much, as many, as long, as far : the relative,

to which is the correlative. In comp.

it may sometimes be rendered by ¥ Whatever,

any;" e.g. TTl^FT Any property whatever;

The wealth of any relative

whosoever.

STftl s. (m. from R. tp^j 1. The fourth part of a

day or night, a watch of three hours. 2. For-

bearance. 3. Cessation, an end, a termination.

*Tt*I?Xrfa s. (m. TTfaT+ (XTfa) A clock, a drum

or plate of metal struck to indicate the hours.

gem, the cornelian. Mohun P.

p. 71.

^TWS s. (corrupt, of vjfrTfT) A daughter's

husband. Mohun P. p. 11.

m. from v5tml^) A daughter's

husband.

XTtfST hi (f from R. TO ) r! A sister. 2. A vir-

tuous woman. 3. Night. Also and
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*Ttfte a. (mfn. ITW+t^) Relating to the

watches of the day or night.

iftfWf s. (/. from "TO) Night.

n. from n. pr.) Antimony, or

rather the sulphuret of antimony used as a col-

lyrium.

a. (mfn. from TT^I+ Tr) 1. Relating or per-

taining to Yama. 2. Southern.

*TP37l s . (femin. of TllTO) The south quarter

(over which Yama is the ruler).

JTtCU) 134^3 *. (m.?ITto+&33"+^3) (In

astronomy) A meridian line. Mohun P. p. 137.

A list, a catalogue.

TTlrr^^ a. (mfn. from the reiterative form of R.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 466) In the habit

of worshipping repeatedly, s. (m.) A per-

former of frequent sacrifices.

TltTrte: a. (mfn. from R. TTl +^[ Wilkins' Gr.

p. 466) Moving indirectly or crookedly.

TTtlft a . (-ftr^ mfn. from R. TTl) Going,

moving : used in comp. e. g. a.

(— RlH^wi/Vi.) Moving perpetually, from^sSsS

ad. Sans. Ever, perpetually, +TTfil r
i,

N
.

(m. from A warrior armed with

a club.

*4 s. (m.) A plant (Hedysarum Alhagi). Hort.

Ben. p. 56.

pron. Beng. (corrupt, of pron. TT^-i) Who.

(Always in an honorific sense.)

a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of R.

TT3l^) Desirous of performing a sacrifice.

Jesus Christ.

(from a. i^J^j) A Jew. Mohun P.

p. 162.

Root, ii. ( 1. To mix, to join, to blend.
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2. To separate. To censure, to

blame, to revile, ix. Ifo) To unite, to

join, to tie together : sometimes with ^511 or

T° prefixed.

s. A plant, yellow jasmine. Sabda S. p. 483.

s. A sort ofjasmine (Jasminum auriculatum).

Sabda S. p. 32.

*rftt3 v. a. (from R. TK£ ) To measure, to take

dimensions.

TJ<£ indecl. Sans. Badly, ill. Wilkins' Gr. p. 542-

^T<£ s. (from R. iJ^?) A balance, a pair of scales.

^3?^ s. (from R. T£Sj An art, a habit. Carey.

9s3* a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. i4s5Uf \3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 418) 1. United, joined. 2. Adapted to,

fit, proper, right, just. 3. Possessed of, en-

dowed with. 4. Devoted or attached. Used

in comp. e. g. ^^pPT^ a. (mfn) Possessed of

a tie, i. e. tied, bound, from <I^n s. («.) A tie,

+ "*Tv5>
; ofs3*^ a. (mfn.) Possessed of piety,

1. e. pious, from (/.) Piety, devotion,

tf<$ ^0$< s. ( + ^li$>4 ) A compound letter.

Mohun P. p. 121 . Also <^3pis^< .

TJ^^i s . (ji. q^+^'c
l) Addition. Mo-

hun P. p. 125.

TJS^Ti s. (/. from "5^ +^) A plant (Mi-

mosa octandra).

s . (/. R. "5^+ft) 1. Juncture, union.

2. Adjustment, propriety, fitness. 3. Usage,

custom. 4. A contrivance, an advice, counsel,

policy. 5. An inference, a deduction, a demon-

stration, argument, reasoning ; a specification.

6. The supplying of an ellipsis.

^fSFT^a. (mfn. HfSF+ TT^) Connected with

fitness or reason, proper, reasonable.
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TT^I Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

TXji |\?) To except, to abandon.

Tljl s. (n. from R. IRQ 1 . A pair, a couple, a

brace. 2. An ao-e of the world, as the Krita,

Treta, Dwapara, and Kali. 3. An astrono-

mical cycle. As. Res. vm. 490. 4. (m.) A
yoke. 5. A measure of four cubits.

^Ttet*^ s. (ro. The pin of a

yoke.

TJ^t^T^ s,
(
m l TpTj + The religion or du-

ties peculiar to a particular age of the world.

Tft^R s. {inn. from TF\ + *N") 1. The pole of

a carriage. 2. The name of a mountain.

^Tt*N ad. Sans, (from ^1+^) At once,

suddenly.

(m. from^1+^) The mountain-

ebony (Bauhinia variegata).

A young ox

in training. Also

Ms
l

er
l s. (n. from R. L A pair, a couple, a

brace. 2. (Beng?) An assistant, a helpmate.

TfltPp a. (m/w. ^fl + 3TtTp) The first of *yuga

or age of the world. As. Res. ill. 256, 272,

280, 289.

s. (n. from R. A pair, a couple, a

brace.

a. (m>. +TT Joins' GV. § 899) Be-

longing to a yoke, fit for the yoke. s. 1. (»z.)

An animal yoked. 2. (n.) A vehicle, a con-

veyance.

^Cta^ Root, i. (TTOC^fj) To be inattentive, to

neglect, to mistake, to err.

^ Root, i. (CTltSft) and x. ({tffcOTf^)

To unite, to bind or tie together, vn. ( ^4*1 C35

)

To unite, to join, to mix. iv.
(
^3W?3) To

confine or restrain the mind, to fix the thoughts

on any subject : (governing a noun in the in-

strumental case) To be united or endowed with,

to be possessed of
;
(with the locative case) To

be fit for or suited to
;
(with the dative case)

To apply to, to devote one's self to any thing.

with srfe prefixed, (iv.) To be devoted to;

(vn.) To utter, to speak; with ;jT + ^5l1 To

unite, to join; with (vn.) To be devoted

to, to worship ; with f*T (vn. and x.) To apply,

to adhibit ; to direct, to arrange, to command

;

with ^ To throw, to cast, to discharge ; to do,

to perform ; to command ; with ft or 1^+3
To disunite, to separate ; with "^T To join, to

unite.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. 4J^) Being

united or joined.

^IJfoj v. a. (from R. TT*L) To fight.

v. n. (from R. "5^?) To come to a per-

son or place, to be provided, to be supplied.

v. n. To become cool, to be refreshed

or comforted, to be glad or gratified.

^Jv5t*r s. (v. noun of *J\il^(\S) A becoming cool

or refreshed, a. Cooled, refreshed, comforted.

*[R5 s. (from C3lt>5) A pair, a couple.

v. a. To join, to unite; to commence.

v. n. To be supplied with, to be overspread.

qt^Tt^H s. (from ^GS+ fctfr) A variety

of rice.

"5^ Root, i. (OTf\3U3) To shine.

M^-i indecl. Sans. Badly, ill. Wilkins' Gr. p. 542.

See"^ .

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^X+^) Connected

with, joined with, in contact or connection with:

used in comp. e. g. *-fl^J a. (mfn.^ Possessed

of good fortune or glory, from *-H s. (/.) Good

fortune, glory, -f^\3

.
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^Jsjl s. (h. by>-) A boot, a shoe.

(/. R. ^+f^) Summation, addition.

s . (corrupt, of Wk) A flock, a herd, a mul-

titude. Also TO .

*J%* a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420) Fought with, encountered, s. (w.)

Battle, conflict, combat, war.

s. (/. TT^ +f^Ti) The military art.

Mohun P. p. 149.

s . (^+^^1) Armour, ammunition.

Mohun P. p. 149.

Iiy^T s. (». ? T^ +^T) The field of battle.

A cessation

of arms. Mohun P. p. 150.

^ft^l a. (-f$^m/«. *^+^f^l) De-

sirous of war.

TT^Root, iv. (/*J%tv5) To wage war, to fight,

to slay, to contend. Sometimes with

or prefixed to it.

(/• from R. "5^) War, battle, conflict,

contest.

<JT*IT s. (m. from the locat. case

+ The name of the eldest of the five

Pandava princes in the Mahdbharata.

tffft i'. (/. from t^t) A young woman.

Root, iv. To confuse, to perplex.

a. (from *P^) Young, adult.

{femin. of TT^*^) A young woman,

one from sixteen to thirty. Also *J<f3 (/.).

TOJ s. (». TR^+3") Youth, youthfulness

:

also (/.).

TO*T SeeWt.

OTSTte s. (m. from TO^L+TTM ) The heir

apparent of a king, a young prince associated

to the throne.

a. (— *{*{^mfn. from R. IT) 1. Young; good,

excellent, healthy, strong. 2. Arrived at the

age of puberty, s. (m.) A young man, (one at

the virile age, or from sixteen to seventy).

ipWt^ s . (m. for ¥<^+^t^T) The time of

puberty.

TOV^Ti s. ( f. from the desiderative form of R.

*) A desire to fight or make war.

^T^-v^a. (mfn. from the desiderative form of

R. ^T^) Desirous to fight or make war.

pron. Sans. Thou. See Wilkins' Gr. p.

116.

^CTffr a. (mfn. TjW^+^T) Yours, thine.

TjWtlTO s . £». ^OT+^t5>) (In grammar)

The second person.

^ s. (corrupt, of TTf^Fl ) A plant (Jasminum

auriculatum).

^tWfl. s. (from |t+^?) A plant (Justicia

nasuta).

TO5
s. (m.) 1. A louse: also I&j (/.). 2.

(Beng.^) A pair of scales.

ITf\3 s. (/. from R. ^ Wilkins' Gr. % 831) A
union, a junction, a mixture; addition.

TO. s , from r. JT) A multitude, a flock, a

herd.

TO^Pl s. (m. TO +^) A large elephant,

the leader of a wild herd : also (w.) and

*Rl?rf3 (m.).

^Ha arf. Saws. + In herds or flocks.

'«ff&1 s. (jr. from "jfcl ?) A sort of jasmine (Jas-

minum auriculatum). Also (/•) Hort.

Ben. p. 3.

"^P) s- (mra.) A sacrificial post or pillar, to which

the victim about to be immolated is bound.

A wooden ring at

7 L
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the top of a sacrificial post, or according to

others an iron ring at its base. Wilson.

^PflSj s. (m. WvS&l) The top of a sacrificial

pillar or post.

s. (from R. IT) A species of club-rush (Scir-

pus anceps). Carey.

TT^ Root, i. (;Wf^
;
»)
To hurt, to injure, to

wound, to kill.

^1 s. (inn.) Pease-soup, pease-porridge ; water

in which pulse has been boiled.

pron. (corrupt, of TT^>>) Who, which, what,

whatever, that
;
saying.

(Wft ad. (C^T+^ft) From which time.

C^T ^SlKFl ad. (01+3^1) Whatever is or-

dered, as you please.

(Wfc^ ad. (p5 +^\Tr\ from 3^) At which

time, when. Also C^^l°i .

pron. (corrupt, of ^Vf^R5^) What-

ever. Also CSTt^S; and WWfa Whoever.

C^tFT ad. (from CCT + ^ttrT) Where, whither.

Also C*T3fl .

C*4."1 ad. Sans, (the instrum. case of pron.

By which, by means of which, so that, because.

CTPTW ad. (d+W) Until, whilst, during.

ad. (OT+ SI^) As, like, like as, in the

manner as. Also TO .

CWTU3*FT ad. (CWT+ COTT) Of the same

kind, of the same description, in the same man-

ner as, just as before. Also OI5I*[U33I*Tl

.

pron. (C^r+OT) Whoever, whosoever.

OWl a. (C^T+ ^Pl) Of the same kind or de-

scription as. ad. Like as, as : also

CXT^Root, i. (COTU3) To resolve, to persevere,

to endeavour.
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ad. (from (TT+ C^) Because, for, as.

OTl s. (corrupt, of CIT^X) 1. A stock, a capital.

2. The rods which a weaver puts in the threads

of his warp while in the loom.

C^TT^I s. (from R. *^s|t ?) Measure, dimensions.

v. a. (from R. *^^L) To measure, to

ascertain dimensions.

0TT^1 s. (-3> m. from R. ^Lt^) A person

who joins or unites things.

OTf^ s. (n. from R. ^Uf.vF) A tie; especially

the tie of the yoke of a plough.

G^l s. (m. from R. TO) 1. Union, conjunc-

tion, mixture, contact ; a meeting, an associa-

tion; addition (in arithmetic). Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

2. The concentration of the mental powers, re-

ligious and abstract meditation ; the fixing of

the mind on one object exclusively. See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 570, 571. 3. The yoga system of

philosophy, the doctrine of Patanjali. 4. The

union or concentration of the Divine Essence, as

contrasted with its manifestation ( pi *9 fsS ) in

individual and separate existence. 5. A lucky

conjuncture, propriety, fitness. 6. Armour;

the putting on of armour. 7. A remedy. 8.

(In astronomy) The twenty-seventh part of a cir-

cle measured on the plane of the ecliptic ; also

a division of the moon's path, corresponding to

the twenty-eight nakshatras. See As. Res. ix.

365, 366.

FTp1T3SR s . (n. OTpI + CS?^) 1. Sacrificial

and conservatory acts. See Colebr. Law of

Inherit, p. 274. 2. Goods not liable to dis-

tribution among coheirs. 3. The transport or

custody of goods. Manu vm. 230. 4. A charge

for securing goods. Manu vn. 127.

l&teJWi-l s. (/. GlT^+^tTi) The principal

star of each nakshatra or constellation in the

moon's path. As. Res. ix. 365.
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CHWGtel s. (f. 011^+1^1) Sleep which

admits of the full exercise of the powers and

faculties of the mind, supposed to be peculiar

to devotees.

C^l*Hlk<M s. (f.
CUtl+^tR^i) Magical

shoes which carry the wearer wherever he wishes.

ttTOtS a. (mfn. CHi?t +3t3) Obtained

through deep or abstract meditation.

power or

strength derived from continued abstract medi-

tation.

(TTt5t^lf% s. (mA from OTT^ +^f^) The

title of a celebrated composition on the veddnta

system, in the form of instructions from the

sage Vasisht'ha to his pupil Rama. As. Res.

i. 353.

The com-

position of numbers by the sums of the products.

Colebr. Alg. -p. 171.

(^t^RTE" a. (mfn. COTl from R. ^T)
Used in a particular sense or meaning.

OTKTg s. (n. +
5TTg) The doctrine of

deep and abstract meditation on the Divine

Essence ; also the title of a treatise on the yoga

system of philosophy by Patanjali.

C^t^TpTf a. (mfn. OHl + Perfected by

profound abstraction. Trans. R.A.S. 1.552.

v. a. (from OH^l) To furnish, to

provide, to administer, to supply.

CTWStT s. (m. OTF1 The desig-

nation of a particular sect among the followers

of Buddha. Trans. R.A.S. i. 558. As. Res.

i. 344.

C^T^ftes. (from (^11^3 ) The supply of ma-

terials for a bricklayer or other workman. Carey.

C*lffi3t¥ a. (mfn. HTt^l +3lt^U) Engaged in

profound and abstract meditation.

C^rW^ s. (n. CirM+SrfcFT) The proper

posture or position for profound and abstract

meditation.

femin. of

(TTfrfi. s. (-PTH m. OTM+t^) A devotee,

a contemplative saint, a man engaged in pro-

found meditation or in the devout performance

of religious acts and ceremonies, and hence

supposed to have acquired supernatural powers
;

vulg. a magician, a conjurer.

CtriTO^ s. (m. from (Htft^+^T) A chief

of contemplative saints : often applied as an

epithet to the ancient legislator Yajnawalkya.

C^Ttr^l ad. (locat. case of LUPJ ) On the junction

of, at the commencement of, conjointly, through,

by means of.

Lead.

C^TT^t) a. (mfn. CflW Fit, proper, capable,

able, worthy, suitable, adapted to: used in comp.

e. g. <t*^JtM \$p a. (mfn.') Fit for work, active,

practical, from ^^^iH^ s. (n.) Work, action,

+ C^TtTfr . s. (n.) A drug commonly 'called

riddhi. —^5\ (f.) or —^ (re.) Fitness, ability,

appropriateness.

C^Tt^3l s. (from R. TO) A bivalve shell.

a. (mfn. from R. 5F3t) Uniting, joining,

bringing together, reconciling. s. (m.) A
peace-maker, a reconciler, a match-maker.

— \3l (/.) or —'3" (n.) The business of a re-

conciler or match-maker.

s. (n. from R. TK^) 1. Joining, union,

junction. 2. A measure of distance equal to

four krvsas, which, at eight thousand cubits or

four thousand yards to the krosa or kos, will

be exactly nine miles ; other computations make

the yojana only about five miles, or even no

more than four miles and a half. Wilson.

7 L 2
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CTO^Sl s. (-3 to. OTt^+^) One

who prepares or contrives a thing.

Bengal mad-

der (Rubia Manjit'h). Also OTt^FPfft (/.).

C^IkSFTI s. (/. from R. ) The uniting or

adding things together ; the furnishing of ma-

terials for any purpose ; a combination of cir-

cumstances.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R, ^plj Fit

to be united, joined, or reconciled. Also

(mfn.).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of

R. IRQ Mixed, joined, united.

C^rtfe s. (from R. TO ) One of a pair, a match.

See CTfv?.

(from R. ^[^) A broker, a factor, an

agent, a negotiator, a match-maker.

s. (from The furnishing

of money or materials for any purpose.

CTTttl a. (from OTtflh^) Matched, paired.

s. A matching, a pairing, a yoking together.

CQTtft'T s. (v. noun of C^ll^tt
1

^) A matching

or pairing ; the yoking of animals to a carriage.

a. Yoked.

C*rf£lrcif& s. (from ctrtffcrs) A mutual or

reciprocal yoking together or matching.

v. a. (from R. T£5 ) To match, to

pair, to yoke, to connect, to mix, to incorporate.

(from R. i^SjQ 1. A pair, a couple. 2.

One of a pair, a match, v. a. To

match, to pair, to unite, to cohabit. — <?f^"U3

To join.

v. noun of C*rtf55E3) A joining or

uniting, a commencing, a being fitted or fur-

nished with.

nrtvjl s. (from R. ^3^) 1. A couple, a pair. 2.

Union, connexion. 3. A suit of clothes.

C*Tt3t^U3 v. a. (from OTTf^K?) To connect, to

unite, to affix, to join, to graft a tree.

0ltf33 a. (from ^1x513^3) United, connected,

cemented, grafted, embroidered.

v. a. (from R. ^5^) To join, to ce-

ment ; to take up room or space.

ad. (from R. iK5Lj In a rhyming

manner, in rhyme.

0Tt3 s. (corrupt, of CUt^F) 1. A tie to fasten

the yoke of a plough to the neck of the cattle

:

also . 2. A farm.

tHfcjjd-l^ (C^ + p. j\S) Holding a farm.

s. A farmer.

OTtel s. (from B$s3) 1. A farm, ploughed land.

2. A weir for catching fish. Caret/.

v. a. (from R. IT) To yoke.

C^^T s. (m. from R. tj) 1. Measure in general.

2. A cleanser, a purifier.

Olfar s. (n. R. + Wilkins' Gr. § 799). 1. A
cord used for fastening the yoke on the neck of

the ox. 2. (^Beng.~) A stock, a capital, wealth,

substance.

Wfcp^ a. (CirtSr+3lW) Possessed of

capital or stock.

A warrior, a

combattant, a soldier.

Cartel s . (m. from R. T$LJ A warrior, a combat-

tant, a soldier.

C^1^°Tto s. (ml OrfH+*F°Tfa from R.

<F) Mutual defiance, challenging, or braving

each other.

Cl1$ft a. (-1%\mfn. from R. Fighting,

making war. s. (m.) A warrior.

OTtpT s. (mf. from R. \) 1. The vulva, the
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womb. 2. The place from which a thing origi-

nates, a source, a spring, a fountain : frequently

used as the last member of compound adjec-

tives, when it may be rendered sometimes by

" Arising from, sprung from," e.g. ptf^urtpT

a. (mfn.) Sprung from a mountain, having a

mountain for its source ; and sometimes by

" Giving birth to, producing," e. g. IJS&Uttlft

a. (mfn.) Causing or producing pain, becoming

a source or womb of pain. Also CM H\ (/•).

CTH"Pr^ s. (OTtPr+^) A lecher.

OTrf^ra a. (mfn. C^tf^+ ^i) Produced from

the womb, viviparous.

C*-l!<lH^a. (p. ,J\y>-)
Young, strong.

CSfcftSN s. (from R. TO ) A yoke.

(Tltft:^ s. (/. from R. TO,?) A woman. Also

FTfal and CTfa3l (/.).

CtH s. (corrupt, of u\4<*j Lac.

a. (mfn. from Founded on

reasoning, logical.

a. (mfn. from (U 1^1 +^<P) (In grammar)

Derivative in form and meaning

:

^f°\5ai A derivative term, a word retaining that

signification which belongs to it according to

its etymology.

OTM^fa s. (n.
"

3

J
rKW+^) Simultaneousness.

ad. Sans, (instrum. case of C#f-
^|Ip) Simultaneously, instantly.

(TfOT s. (n. from R. ^X) Measure in general.

(n. from R. ^T) Property given at a

marriage. See Colebr. Law of Inherit, p. 82.

Also («.). Manu ix. 131.

a. (mfn. from CUlpi
)
Relating to affinity

or relationship. Manu it. 40.

(*l1<3\3 s. (w. from ^5^1) !• An assemblage of

young women. 2. Measure in general.

C<i]4*i s. (n. from Wilkins' Gr. % 984) 1.

Youth, youthfulness, the age or state of pu-

berty. 2. An assemblage of young women.

a. (mfn. ofr^r+^) Youthful,

young ; arrived at the age of puberty.

c^th*51 ,. (/. nrm+^Fr^l) The

state of youthfulness, the age of puberty.

C^T^ s . (n. from IT3TF3i+ Tr) The office

of a prince associated with his father in the

government of the kingdom.

are

<T The twenty-seventh consonant of the Hindu

alphabet, having the pronunciation of the

English r in real.

<T A Kridanta suffix by means of which adjectives

derived from verbal roots, e. g. t^°^ a.

mfn?) Hurtful, injurious, from R. ft:°^To
injure, to hurt. Wilkins' Gr. p. 467. <C occurs

also as a Taddhita suffix, and serves to form

adjectives from substantives, e. g. ^P^JT^T a.

(mfn.') Full of stones, from ^Qr*!3!. s. (m.) A
stone. Wilkins' Gr. § 913. < as an Unadi

suffix serves to form a number of adjectives

and substantives from verbal roots, e. e.

a. (mfn.) Quick, speedy, from R.

cast or throw ; **lZJ" s. (rn.) An epithet of Indra,

from R. To be able. Wilkins' Gr. § 874.

In works on prosody, denotes the metrical foot

called amphimacer or cretic.

^^tii s. (GMl from R. ^5^? + 3FlT&) A post

placed erect in a pond to measure the depth of

the water. Carey.
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(r. Jfljj) A bench made of masonry

in front of a house.

^vS^lt^n s. (p. AJljj) A pass for goods. Also

(».) Speed, velocity.

^"^Root, x. (Ti^XlfsJ) 1. To taste. 2. To

obtain.

^f^s. (a. ^) A sort or kind, a manner.

a. (from a. ^) Consisting of various

sorts or kinds.

<<&\< s. (m. <[+ ^t^") The letter ^ or any

character expressing its sound.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) 1. Coloured, tinged, tainted. 2.

Attached to. 3. Red. s. (».) 1. Blood. 2.

Saffron. 3. (m.) Red (the colour). (Beng.^

•*3$ft$3 or -^f^^3 v. a. To bleed
; rff%-

or -^tf%3 w. a. To discharge blood so

as to cause abortion or other evils.

^3*3? s. (in. ^a3> +^) The name of several

plants (Pentapetes Phoenicea, Ixora Bandhuca,

Gomphraena globosa, and a species of water-

lily, Nymphaea rubra).

^3^*^*T s . (^J^^^T) A species of

water-lily (Nymphaea rubra). Hort. Ben. p. 41

.

TJF^^t s. (from ^+^<<l<) The red

oleander or rose-bay (Nerium odorum, var.

rubra). Carey.

Mountain-ebony

(Bauhinia variegata). Hort. Ben. p. 31.

s. (?^ +^?) The disease called St.

Anthony's fire. Mohun P. p. 28.

^>S»0**tt *. (n.^+^5T) 1. Saffron. 2.

Red sanders (Pterocarpus Santolinus). Hort.

Ben. p. 53. 3. Another plant (Adenanthera pa-

vonina). Hort. Ben. p. 32.

^"3F^1 s. ( + ^SRl ) An inflammatory fever.

^^ s - + A diseased state of the

blood. Carey.

^Rpfal s. (^F+ ^frT) The large red water-lily

(Nelumbium speciosum). Hort. Ben. p. 43.

^3Ft1 s. (f. ^+R. Sft) A leech. (Lit. A
blood-sucker.)

"WW^lWsi (^+^tt?) Bloodshed; a bleeding.

^?f^5s. (m.^+ t Plethora, spon-

taneous haemorrhages from the mouth, nose,

rectum, and cuticle, accompanied with fever

and headache, vomiting, purging, &c. Wilson.

2. An eruption of a red colour considered as the

first appearance of leprosy. Carey. 3. A large

climbing shrub (Ventilago Madraspatana) : also

Hort. Ben. p. 18.

44*41^41 s. (^+^f3^1) A kind of pot-

herb (Basella rubra). Also ^T^^TJEC. Hort.

Ben. p. 22.

<^^i s. (f. from T^+^F^) A cucurbita-

ceous plant (Momordica monadelpha).

?) The small-pox.

^3*3^ s. (4^+3^) The stopping the blood

by styptics or other means. Carey.

^3^tv3TM s . (Hp + ) A plant (Sida

rhombifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 50.

An alteration

or deterioration of the blood.

<^R«yA,f s. C^+^rT) A morbid dis-

charge of blood from the uterus, the lochia.

Carey.

3"^3XXT a. (mfn. ^"v^+Sni) Bloody.

a . (mfn. ^F+Gnl^) Bleeding

a person, letting blood.

I^p$W s. (n. The act of

bleeding or letting blood.
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aSF^gfrT s. A plant (Adenan-

thera pavonina). Hort. Ben. p. 32.

^S5*!*^ s. (^S' + 'Tl^) A sort of potherb

(Amaranthus Gangeticus). Hort. Ben. p. 67.

AWrf?J^l s. (^+ f*f^fT) The silk-cotton

tree (Bombax heptaphyllum). Hort. Ben.

p. 50.

<3*J1^J^s. (m. from^+^Jl) A red lotus

(Nymphaea rubra). Also

^WW'NfBi, s. (m. T$+ A red

lotus.

s. + + A beau-

tiful flowering shrub (Hibiscus Phceniceus, var.

rubra). Carey.

^PtJ fa s. (m.^F+^fe) A hemorrhage.

<ESF1 s. (femin. of <sT\5') 1. The yMnja plant

(Abrus precatorius). 2. Zac. 3. Bengal mad-

der. 4. The female personification of a parti-

cular mode in Hindu music. As. Res. ix. 430.

a. (ot/ii. QtiftfOlflf) Smeared with

blood, bloody.

3^3$ a. (ro/n. ^+ 3153? for Red-

eyed, blood-shot.

^tfOTtT s. (m.1 ^+ 3Tf\3Tte") The

bloody flux. Mohun P. p. 26.

a . (mfn. + ^F^"^) Wearing a red

garment, s. (m.) A devotee.

<&\*l s. (m.1 ^3>+3Pl) (In grammar) An
adjective of colour. Yates' Gr. p. 421.

<«»i5J s. (from^+ 3n*J) A red species of

yam (Dioscorea purpurea). Carey.

Tf?£ s. (f. R. + fe) 1. Affection, attach-

ment. 2. The red variety of the Abrus preca-

torius. Colebr. Alg. p. 2.

»[&<Pl st. (/. from ^ +^) 1. A plant

(Abrus precatorius). 2. Its seed used as a

weight: it weighs about one and five-sixteenths

grain troy ; the artificial ratti or raktika should

be double that weight, but in common use it

averages nearly two grains and a quarter. Wil-

son. See Colebr. Alg. p. 2.

«ft>*U s. «•^ +t5^) Redness.

TOFtVH s. (n. ^F+.SVjH) The red lotus

(Nymphsea rubra).

^T^Pf^ s. [n. T® + &>F\) Indurated ochre

or clay iron-stone.

^^Root, I. (<tt^fe) 1. To guard, to pre-

serve, to keep, to protect. 2. To rule over, to

govern. Sometimes with Slfe or *tfk pre-

fixed to it.

See

s. (n. from ^^T+ ^^l) An assem-

blage of goblins or malignant spirits.

^td?^ a. (mfn. R. ^5P+ 3I^) Guarding, keep-

ing, protecting: used in comp. e.

a. (mfn.} Protecting or guarding (his) subjects,

from s. (/.) People, subjects, ^-^HEf^3
.

s. (w.) A protector, a guard, a keeper.

<£Ft s. (n. R. ^55 + :3I ;T) The act of guarding,

keeping, or protecting.

«S$'flil a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. +Spf^

)

Deserving to be guarded, kept, or protected
;

defensible.

s. (n. from R. ^^) A Rahshas, an evil

spirit, apparently distinguishable into three

classes ; one sort of Rakshas is of a demi-

celestial nature, and is ranked with the atten-

dants on Kuvera ; another corresponds to a

goblin, imp, or ogre, haunting cemeteries, ani-

mating dead bodies, disturbing sacrifices, and

ensnaring and devouring human beings ; the

third kind approaches more to the Titan or
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relentless and powerful enemy of the gods. Wil-

son. Manu in. 196.

^Wl s. (/. from R. ^55 ) Preservation, pro-

tection, security, defence, escape : used in

comp. e. g. (THWl s. (/.) The protecting or

feeding of kine, from C*t1 s. (/.) A cow,

A preserver,

a protector.

a. (mfn. pret. fart. p. R. ^3* + ^\3)

Preserved, guarded, protected, kept, saved.

Tfe33> a. (mfn.) See .

(—^ m. R. «C55 + ^) A protector, a

keeper, a defender, a saviour.

^T^R'^T s . (m. ^"fe for Tf^pT from R. , +

<P"J) An armed guard.

s. (?«. from R. ^T5cP) Defence, protection,

preservation.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. Being

guarded or protected.

Root, i. or with the insertion of

a nasal, To go, to move.

Root, i. To suspect, to doubt, to

fear. x. (Tf^lrrfsJ) To taste, i. (with the

insertion of a nasal To go, to move.

<F]^s. (p. A sinew. Also
<jJJ1

.

Convulsed, dis-

torted.

^T^fa s. (from H^fa A kettle-drum) The quick

beating of a drum.

v. a. To rub, to rub out (e. g. corn or

seed with the hand) ; to sift an affair ; to post-

pone. Aiso^FTffre.

^XL^ Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal

<1^K3) To go, to move. x. (TfcHTpS)

To taste. Also, x. (with the insertion of a

nasal, "^1^"^) To shine -

^£ s. (m. from R. ^^?) The name of the

grandfather of Rama.

-<*^l*tm s. (m. ^J + ^^trT) An epithet of

Rama. (Lit. The descendant of Raghu.)

The race of Ra-

ghu. 2. The name of a celebrated epic poem

ascribed to Kalidasa. As. Res. x. 425, seqq.

^!<p s. (m.) A sort of deer (the spotted Axis).

Wilson.

m. from R. -<t^) 1. Paint, colour, dye.

2. Dancing, singing, acting ; mirth. 3. A stage

for dramatic exhibition. 4. A field of battle. 5.

(n.) Tin. (Beng.) -ff[U3 or v. a.

To paint, to dye, to colour.

^f^f a. C^T+^') Dyeing, s. A dyer.

Also ^3>t^ and ^^1^3? .

^H>^ s. (%$i+W%i as a rhyme to it) Gaudi-

ness, a glaring colour, a fine colour.

a. (from ^t + U^l) Glaring, fine,

gaudy, showy.

v. noun of ^f%3) 1. The act of dye-

ing, painting, or colouring. 2. A beautiful

shrub (Ixora Bandhuca). Hort. Ben. p. 10.

Lasciviousness, wanton-

ness, hilarity, merriment.

A stage, a theatre.

^T^t^Ts. (^f+^T) Merriment, sport.

<^4v$*.
(
p-JJj <££>j) A painter, a dyer.

v. a. (from To give a colour

to any thing, to paint, to dye ; to make a per-

son blush.

^tt3ft^ s. (m. + L A painter

2. A mime, a dancer. (Lit. Who gains a live-

lihood by painting, or by the stage.)
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v. a. (from <T^F) To colour, to dye, to

tinge, to paint.

a. (from^^T) Gaudy, shewy, splendid,

gay. Also <P^Icr
l I

.

3fS a. (-fftimfn. 1. Colouring,

dyeing, painting. 2. Acting or exhibiting upon

a stage. 3. Passionate, impassioned.

<4fl*l «. (from iff) 1. Coloured, gaudy. 2.

Passionate, impassioned.

T^Root, x. (<t>ilp3) To make, to do, to

work mechanically, to write or compose a lite-

rary work : frequently with "f^T prefixed to it.

<0<? a. (m/n. R. T^+^<P) Making, fabri-

cating, composing.

<01 s. (». R.TF + 3FT) The act of composing,

fabricating, arranging, or disposing.

s. (/. from R. W&) Arrangement, dispo-

sition, fabrication, composition ; decoration of

the hair ; the array of troops ; the composition

of a literary work.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. < t>^. ^SpffTT
)

Proper to be made or arranged.

a. (from «|&W) Made, done, fabricated,

composed, s. The composition or fabrication

of any thing.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <Tfr-|-

)

Made, composed, fabricated, arranged : used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.') Composed

by a pandit, from (jm.) A pandit, a

scholar, + <(*C> SJ

.

1^5 s. (corrupt, of <Ol^) 1. Dust, powder, the

pollen of a flower. 2. The menstrual flux. 3.

The guna or inherent natural quality of passion.

^So See^3P7.

s. (m. from R. Ivjj) A washerman.

^s^T. s. (femin. of <s5l<J>) A washerwoman.

^3F3 a. (mfn. from R. 3>£) White, s. (n.) I.

Silver. 2. A necklace. 3. Ivory. 4. The name

of a mountain, mount Kailasa.

3"3Fft s. (/. from R. 1. Night. 2. Tur-

meric. 3. The indigo-plant. 4. Lac.

'Z&ffeR s. (m. ^3pft+3^") The moon.

The tuberose

(Polyanthes tuberosa). Hort. Ben. p. 24.

IvSpft^jU s. (n. ^3rtli^l) Evening, night-

fall. (Lit. The front or beginning of night.)

<OlvJ

1v s. (n. from R. ^"Gf ) 1. Dust; the pollen

of a flower. 2. The menstrual flux. 3. Foul-

ness cr passion, the second of the three gunas

or inherent natural qualities, also called G3k5l vi
l^:

" it predominates in air, and is active, urgent,

and variable ; in living beings it is the cause of

vice." Trans. R.A.S. i. 35. Manu xiti 32.

See 3*1 and C33F^.

^l^T a. (mfn. l^S^L+^T ) Endowed with

the inherent natural quality of foulness or pas-

sion. Manu vi. 77.

<Ol^l s. (femin. of ^t^FT) A woman during

a certain period.

TOt1°l s. (m. ^FT-fT^) See ^3F^.

s. (m.) A rope, a cord, a string, a tie.

^Jf Root, i. (^SffS) and iv. (^3pf\?, -Cv?)

1. To be attached to, to cling to. 2. To taint,

to colour, to tinge. With prefixed, To be

attached to ; with 31t% or *T°, To taint, to

colour ; with f<I To be estranged from, to be

inattentive.

^3f3 a. (mfn. R. "^ + 13^) 1. Colouring,

dyeing. 2. Gladdening, pleasing, jovial, merry.

s. (m.) 1. A painter, a dyer, a colourist. 2. A
stimulus. 3. (JBeng.) A touch-hole.

v. a. To prime a gun.

7 M
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s. (^Tp+^Rl) The touch-hole of

a gun.

<wpT s. (n. R. "^ + 3pT) 1. The act of paint-

ing or of pleasing. 2. Red sandal or sappan

wood.

^^*ft s. (/. from R. ) The female personi-

fication of a particular mode in Hindu music.

As. Res. ix. 450.

Root, i. To speak.

s. (from R. Talk, report, rumour,

fame, publicity.

The fourteenth day of the moon's wane

in the month of Mdgha. Tdrachand Ch.

s. (from A declaration, a speech.

v. a. (from To speak, to pro-

claim, to announce.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Uttered, spoken, said. s. (n.) The roaring of

flame.

v. a. (from R. T^) To speak, to say.

Root, i. (T^fe) To speak.

v. a. (caus. of 1. To cause to

run. 2* To go fast, to run.

v. a. (from R. "3"^?) To run, to go fast.

3"% Root, i. (Tffo) 1. To sound. 2. To go,

to move.

s. (mn. from R. ^\) 1. War, battle, a con-

flict. 2. Noise, sound.

?1fHa. (mfn. ^I+^H) Skilled in war.

Also TMfU3 (mfn.).

Tt^BI s. (m. ^l-f-^BI) Victory in battle.

^n<W s. (n. ^Gl+^tk^) A military instru-

ment of music. Also <'1 XJ^P («.).

s. C^^+^l) A defeat, a rout, the

breaking of ranks. Carey.

Tt^pl s. (/. -^pj+^fll) A field of battle.

Also Ti""1^ (n.).

s. (n. ^c\+
7t
tfH) A kind of trumpet or

war-horn.

TtT^pT s. (n. ^l+^T^T) Mixed or tumul-

tuary combat.

Tt^T^I s. (f. ^c1+ 3Tjl) Military dress or

accoutrement.

^tf^l s. (from^+'pT ^ for *t1?l) A
battle-conch, a war-trumpet.

^3 s. (tn.) 1. A man who neglects his religious

duties ; also one who dies without male issue.

2. A barren tree : also «^3<? (m.).

^31 s. (/. from ^3) 1. A widow. 2. A species

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 464.

a. Barren, unproductive, sterile.

^fU (from^l) A widow, a woman.

^f[< Is^s. (^Jt + p. jb) A whoremonger.

^fl^Sfl s. (from^flT^) Whoredom, adul-

tery.

<\S a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420) Delighted or pleased with, devoted

to, engaged in, occupied by, eager, zealous

:

used in comp. e. g. ^pp^^A? a. (mfn.) De-

voted to benevolence, benevolent, from

s. (m.) Benevolence, s. (n.) Coition,

copulation.

1. Enjoyment, delight,

pleasure. 2. Coition, copulation. 3. A name

of the wife of Kama the deity of love. 4. A
species of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 468. 5. (Beng. corrupt, of ^fS') A red

seed of the Abrus precatorius used as a weight

:

see 6. A grain, a small quantity, a

little.

Tf^f s. (~*6^n. Tfo+^SFO Copula-

tion. Also $fif!Hd (/•) and ^f^ffr (».).
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(f. from The female personifi-

cation of a particular mode in Hindu music.

As. Res. ix. 450.

3~f\Pff3 s. (m. Tfe+TOf ) An epithet of Kama

the deity of love. (Lit. The husband of Rati.)

4fsJ<i^ s. ("^f$+*ff{) Pleasure, enjoyment,

sport; coition.

Virile power.

Hsil s. (/. from R. The wife of Kamadeva

the deity of love. See

(corrupt, of A seed of the Abrus

precatorius, used as a weight: see

Also Tf^1

.

s. (w. from R. !• A gem, a pearl, a

jewel. 2. Any thing precious or excellent in

its kind : used in comp. e. g. ^t^^ s. (n.)

A pearl of a woman, i. e. an excellent woman,

from s. (/.) A woman, +^ .

<s3<"K57T s. (m. ^"+^pT) Coral.

<^l^l s. (/. from^3'+ sT^) 1. The earth.

(Lit. Whose womb contains gems.) 2. A mother

of excellent children.

<s3*4ir a. (mfn. ^S'+OT) Made of gems or

jewels.

«VS*ll«^ s. (m.^ + Mount #feru, the

north-pole of the earth. (Lit. Whose table-land

contains jewels.)

1<M s. (m. ^"+ ;3IT<P< ) 1. A jewel-mine.
•i v— n
2. The ocean.

3^1^^ s . (/. ^l"+^l<cr
lt) A string of

pearls or jewels.

^faf^l s. (n.^+^ll^4c
1) An ornament

made of pearls or jewels.

<4 Qs s. (mf.) 1. A sort of cubit measured frfom

the elbow to the end of the closed fist, equal to

twenty-one breadths of the thickest part of the

thumb. 2. The closed hand, the fist.

^Q7fcR£ a. (mfn. ^f^ +^Tt^) Addicted to

pleasure, lecherous.

^1 s. (m.) 1. A carriage in general
;
especially

a war-chariot, or the car of Jagannafha. 2. A
sort of cane (Calamus Rotang).

^I^Jl*. (/. from 3^1) An assemblage of cars.

Also ^i^^Jl (/.).

33j^t3" s. (m. ^5i+^"R) 1. A carpenter. 2.

A coach-maker or wheelwright by profession
;

a man sprung from a Mahishya father and a

mother of the Karana caste.

charioteer.

33t$fl (/. ^1+^) A fence of wood or

iron network round a war-chariot.

s. (m. ^3|+"Ejj A timber-tree (Dalbergia

Ougeinensis).

^SfaW s. (/. ^"5i+ TrtTTl) The festival of the

procession of Jaganndt'ha's car. As. Res. m.
286.

a. (from^3i.Uln I) Attending the pro-

cession of Jagannat'ha's car.

a. (mfn. ^^+^5) Mounted on a car.

Also ^$ttft (-frrn mfn.) or

(mfn.).

s. (n. ^1 +^f) 1. Any part of a car-

riage; a wheel. 2. (m.) The ruddy goose (Anas

Casarca).

^Sltq s. (m. + A sort of cane (Cala-

mus Rotang). Also ^tq*te*|
(
m .).

Tfes. (m.^+t^) The rider in a carriage.

Also Tpfr" (jw.) or ^f^"
(
m .).

^ s. (-"PH. m. W*J?$rj The rider

car ; a warrior fighting from a car.

7 M 2

m a
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4(^11^1 s. (/. from 3^+3^3) A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 429.

The seat of a

chariot or carriage.

a. (mfn. ^i+TT Wilkins' Gr. § 899) Re-

lating to a chariot or carriage, s. 1. (m.) A
carriage-horse. 2. (ra.) A wheel.

(femin. of ^"^P) 1. An assemblage of

cars. 2. A road for carnages, a high street.

T^Root, i. (TITf3) 1. To divide, to split, to

tear, to break. 2. To dig, to delve to root.

<Pt s. (m. from R. ~^.\) \. A tooth; the tusk of

an elephant. 2. A split, a rent. 3. (Beng.

a.
^}J)

A refutation ; the rescinding of a law

;

resistance, repulsion, v. a. To re-

fute, to rescind ; to resist, to repell.

s. (m. from R. TIT ) 1. A tooth. 2. (n.)

A tearing or rending.

TPFTSS^ls. (m. from TCpT+ R. "5^ ) A lip.

^ft s. (-fti^m. An elephant.

<T ^Ol^ITt^ s. (a. lJ\j>- 3j) A rejoinder, a re-

plication. Mohun P. p. 98. Also < l

*l\3l< i<L^.

TttT^°\s. (a. J jo 3j) Discussion, argument,

altercation.

1. To finish, to com-

plete, to accomplish. 2. To hurt, to injure, to

kill. 3. To be right or correct. 4. To cook.

<T^pTs. (v. noun of^f^sS) The cooking of food.

WW s. (T^T+^t^t'R) A kitchen.

Mohun P. p. 78.

v. a. (from R. To cook food.

s '
(
n -) h A hole, a chasm, a fissure, an

aperture, a vent : in the Hindu artificial system

for the expression of numerals this word stands

for nine (in allusion to the nine apertures of the

human body). 2. A fault, a defect.

^\Root, i. (^lf3) To speak, to tell, to gay.

(from h. (JL-Jj) 1« Labour, toil, en-

deavour, exertion. 2. Export. Mohun P. p. 84.

v. a. (from h. iJUjj) To labour, to en-

deavour, to make an effort.

s. (a. ^jj) The settlement of a dispute.

^FRoot, i. (Wft, or with the insertion of a

nasal, T^fsS) 1. To go, to move. 2. To hurt,

to injure, to kill.

^TFtTfcri s . (p. <uli fjj)
The document or writ-

ten compact by which a dispute is settled ; an

award. Mohun P. p. 94.

^^Root, i. (^U3) To sound.

< <L Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal

To go, to move.

<< s. (m. from R. <?) Sound, cry, noise.

<<tcl a. (mfn. from R. ^F) Sonorous, noisy,

sounding.

^Tt^ s. (a. ^J) Usage, custom, fashion, a.

Customary, current, vendible.

Wftl s. (p. <*j\jj) A pass, a passport.

<< 1<1^ s. (p. t—A)J) A kind of violin, a rebeck.

T3"t3T3 a. (mfn.^ +31^3) Called by the

voice, invited, called.

Tfc s. (m. from R. 3s

?) The sun.

Tf^^T s. (Tf^+^^K ) A crop ripened by the

sun without rain ; a cold-season crop. Carey.

Tf^tT s. (Tp[+3~te) Sunday.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T^-f^ Wilkins"

Gr. p. 420) Begun.

s. (from < f<) A beautiful tree (Dillenia

speciosa).

Root, i. (<<Ol\3) To begin : usually with

^3Tl prefixed to it. With *Tf^" , To embrace ;
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with *v? To be enraged or in a passion. Also,

1. (with the insertion of a nasal, <T*1K3) To

sound.

<^)'*1 s. (m. from R. 1. Speed, velocity.

2. Joy, delight. 3. Consideration of causes and

effects, or of the past and future. 4. Regret,

sorrow for something absent or lost. Wilson.

'^H^ Root, i. (<*Us3) To sport, to play, to en-

joy, to feel delight. With 3rfe prefixed, To

enjoy, to be delighted ; with To desist, to

cease, to repose ; with 1% , To be pleased, to

enjoy; with ft To cease, to repose, to be silent.

a. (mfn. from R. 1. Dear, beloved.

2. Pleasing, delightful.

(n.) Assafoetida.

^H ! a. (mfn. R. Wilkins' Gr. § 770)

Giving pleasure or delight, s. (n.) 1. Sport-

ing, playing. 2. Amorous dalliance, copulation,

coition. 3. (»i.) A husband, a lover. 4. An
epithet of Kamadeva the deity of love. 5.

(Beng.) Memory.

TlTtl s. (/. from R. ^) 1. A delightful

woman, a mistress. Also ^TTl, (/.). 2. A
sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 468.

TOffr a. (mfn. R. ^+3FflTI) Pleasing,

causing delight, beautiful, charming.

^Ti s. (/. from 331) A name of the goddess

Lakshm!.

s. (f. from R. ) 1. The plantain or its

fruit (Musa paradisiaca). 2. The name of a

nymph in the paradise of Indra.

^|J$^4Ul s. (/. from 3§1 + ^3fcT) A festival

on the third day of the month Jyaisht'ha. As.

Res. 111. 283.

<T*D a . (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^71 + IT Wilkins'

Gr. § 729) Pleasing, agreeable, pleasant.

^ 2378

s. (/. from TOty 1. Night. 2. The female

personification of a particular mode in Hindu

music. As. Res. ix. 451.

<^ Root, i. (<Vl03) To go, to move.

<il s. (m. from R. <'H0 ^ Speed, velocity. 2.

The current of a river.

s. A small branch, a shoot, a sucker, a

twig.

s. (m.) 1. A blanket. 2. An eye-lash. 3.

A sort of deer.

s. A rein. See .

"^p" s. (corrupt, of ) Garlic (Allium sati-

vum). Carey.

^*fTl s. (from ^FT) A species of chive or sha-

lot (Allium Ascalonicum). Carey.

<*jr\[Ttl s. (from The cat's eye gem.

Tf^H s.
(
m.) 1. A ray of light. 2. A rein. 3.

An eye-lash.

<«tWl s. (corrupt, of CTto) A touchstone.

T^Root, 1. (TJTfc) To sound, x. (^TCT-

f$) 1. To taste, to relish. 2. To love, to

regard.

3£*ir s. (m. from R. ) 1 . Water, any fluid
;

especially the juice of any thing. 2. The

essence or primary substance of any thing, the

pith, marrow. 3. Taste, savour, flavour. 4.

Passion, mental affection. 5. Sentiment in

poetry ; the affection of the mind preponderant

in, or resulting from any poetic composition.

" Eight sentiments are usually enumerated,

sringara or love
;

hasya or mirth ; karuna, or

tenderness ; raudra or anger ; vira or heroism
;

bkaydnaka or terror; vibhatsa or disgust, and

adbhuta or surprize : santa or tranquillity, or

vatsalya, parental tenderness, is sometimes con-

sidered as the ninth." Wilson. 6. Poison. 7.

Semen virile. 8. A metal. 9. Quicksilver.
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10. A fluid of the body, the serum, &c. 11.

Gum-myrrh. (Beng.^) v. a. To

extract the juice of a thing, to impoverish.

4^5? s. (m. from <W) Stewed or boiled meat.

a. Rosacic. Carey.

1 a. (^T +^Tl) Is Made of liquids.

2. Made liquid, made savory, s. A sweetmeat.

^ <r

s. (n. 37T+3?^R) 1. A white subli-

mate or muriate of mercury. 2. (Beng.) Quick-

silver. Also^T ^H^"

.

<^<P3T s. (^"T+^T as a rhyme to it) Senti-

ment and feeling.

s. (m. ^T+ St^) Gum-myrrh.

s. (n. ^T+St^) 1. A mineral prepa-

ration used as a stibium. 2. Vermilion.

a. (m/n. ^1+^) Acquainted with tastes,

especially with the rasas or sentiments of poetry

:

see ^T.

WNgl 5. (/. from «n\fc) The tongue.

^";JT^ s. (p. j^) Store of grain laid in for an

army, &c.
;

grain, provision.

s. (n. R. "3^1+3H) 1. Taste, savour,

flavour; the tasting of a thing. 2. Sound, noise.

W^ltft s. (^TFT+STwS) A plant (Valis-

neria alternifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 71.

^FTl s. (/. from R. ) 1. The tongue. 2.

A woman's girdle. 3. A plant, commonly called

rasan.

^TtTfeTT s. (n. ^PT+^fel) The tongue.

(Lit. the organ of tasting.)

«^<Kjt s. (/. from ^T+^V) A kitchen.

^RTfa*. (^T+3t3) A rheumatic affection

in the joints attended with swelling. Carey.

^Rt^a. (-3^ mfn. ^f+^) 1. Juicy,

full of juice. 2. Well-flavoured, savoury. 3.

Tasteful (said of poetic composition).

knowledge of

taste, especially of taste or sentiment in poetic

composition.

<*l<3^[ s . (m. <*1+^f) An interruption of

the predominant sentiment in a poetic compo-

sition.

^fini a . (mfn. ^T+OT) 1. Juicy, savoury.

2. Expressive of a certain taste or sentiment

(as a composition).

<*1<iv5l s. (^T+ Tt^i) Quicksilver.

Wti s. (/. from ^T) The earth.

<*ll a. (from Tf*K\5) Wet, moist; juicy, sa-

voury, s. (corrupt, of <vj} A rope, a halter,

a line.

w. «. (cans, of^113 ) To make wet,

or moist ; to make tumid or puffy.

^ffSjP s. (^r+ ^KjfT) Stibium, lead-ore

used as a collyrium.

^kj 5^ s. (n. <Iffl +^3^) The infernal regions

:

especially the lowest of the seven divisions of

the infernal regions.

^WpF 5. (from ^TttU3) Purulent matter.

^Tt^i s. (m. ^T+Stf^t^) The simula-

tion or semblance of a feeling or sentiment, a

simulated or disguised affection.

"4*1 ilM s. (n. ^T+^UFT) ft Poison. 2. The

Elixir vitse of alchymists. 3. Alchymy. Mo-

hun P. p. 140.

^hpft s . (from ^NlOT) An alchymist.

Mohun P. p. 140.

<*tlor
l a. {mfnA from <%) Savoury, juicy,

s. (ra.) 1 . The sugar-cane. 2. The mango-tree

(Mangifera Indica).

s. (f. from 4^'H) Curd mixed up with

sugar and spices.
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<Pl<? a. (mfn. T^+t^) 1. Flavoured, sa-

voury. 2. Tasteful (as a composition). 3.

Jocose, merry, jovial, humorous, witty. —3l

(/.) or — "3" (n.) Merriment, joviality, humour,

pleasantry, wantonness.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^"^+^3) 1.

Rattled, sounded. 2. Gilt, plated, s. 1.

The rattling of thunder. 2. Noise in general.

TpTK3 v. a. (from ^^T) To swell, to become

puffy or edematous ; to fester ; to be damp or

moist.

Tf^TFs. (p. ju^) Acknowledgment of arrival

or receiving ; a receipt.

<^Tt s. (corrupt, of A line, a halter, a

rope, a cord.

^"^^ s ' (from'^T) The cooking of food, cookery.

^jtTTl a. (from ^T) Cooking, s. A cook.

Mohun P. p. 89. Also <^U>1

.

^^"I *• (jn. from < gr
i ) Garlic (Allium sativum).

Also ^E*lll<P (m.).

s. (p. Toll, duty ; the postage of a

letter
;
perquisites ; fees. Mohun P. p. 93.

a. (?w/rc. from "^T) Savoury, juicy.

Root, i. (^f3) and x. (^Xufo) To

quit, to relinquish, to leave, to desert, to aban-

don : sometimes with f^T prefixed to it. Also,

i. (with the insertion of a nasal, ^ft) To

go, to move.

^ s. (m.) See

~^^r\^ s , (n. from R. 1. Secrecy, privacy,

solitariness, solitude. 2. A privity, ad. Sans.

Secretly, privately, alone, clandestinely.

s. (from ^Tr+
,5^T) A place of

retirement or retreat.

a. (mfn. from ^CJj Private, secret,

mysterious, clandestine, s. (n.) 1. A secret, a

mystery ; an upanishad or sacred mystery

;

solitude. 2. (Beng^) A common saying, a pro-

verb; a sight, a shew, a diversion; joke, mirth.

^1 s. (from <R(.v5) A remaining ; a ceasing

or desisting.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <5^+^\3)
Relinquished, left, forsaken, abandoned, des-

titute of : used in comp. e. g. a.

(mfn.} Destitute of death, immortal, from ^HsT !

s. (n.) Death, -f^ft^ . (Beng.) -^^^3
v. n. To remain.

iffe v. a. (from R. ^^) To cease, to desist,

to remain, to continue, to subsist, to stay, to

stop, to endure.

Ti Root, ii. (Ttf3) 1. To get, to gain, to re-

ceive. 2. To give.

Tl s. (from R.t^") A word, a sound.

<l i'vi' s. (corrupt, of ) A widow ; a woman.

< IO<V^s, (^1\5 + p. jb) A whoremonger, a

lecher.

o o
< l\5< Ivil s. (from <f*R5Wtvl) Whoredom, leche-

rousness, licentiousness.

< s. (from <T^3) Sterile, barren.

Ttsjt^tte 5. (TK51 + Tft55) A barren tree.

a. (from 1. Cooking. 2. Due

for, or earned by cooking, s. 1. A cook. 2.

Cooking.

a. (from Cooking, s. A
cook.

(from The Bengal parsley.

(Apium involucratum).

o
v. a. (from R. To cook food.

(a. e^e,) A subject, a tenant.
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(from A.
\^y£.J)

Tenantry.

^1^1 s. (corrupt, of ^1jv5l<^l ) A species of mus-

tard (Sinapis ramosa). Carey.

(h. A tent.

The nomin. case sing, oft^ q.v.

Tl° s. (corrupt, of ^f) Tin.

TJ°3Tff^ 5 . SeeT^^T.

s. (from Leaf-tin, tin-foil.

s. (/. from R. Ti) Full-moon, the day of

the full-moon.

Tt^tfJUS v. a. (Tl -h^tf^^ ?) To reply to a

call.

TtS^T s. (m. from <tt£^J 1. A demon : see

<S^>'Ji^. 2. One of the astronomical yogas or

divisions of the moon's path. As. Res. ix. 336.

3. (re.) A form of marriage, the violent seizure

and rape of a girl. See Manu m. 33. a. (mfn.)

Relating to a demon.

) A female demon :

see ^Tfcfc^.

even-

ing-twilight. (Lit. The hour of demons.)

(/. from R. 4«tf^?) Lac, the red animal

dye.

Root, i. 1 . To be dry or arid.

2. To adorn. 3. To be sufficient, to be able or

competent. 4. To impede, to prevent.

TlftMtft s. (from^rf%3) The office of a

protector or keeper, guardianship.

a. (from Kept, preserved, pro-

tected. s.The guarding, protecting, or keeping

a thing.

v. a. (caus. of Ttf%3) To cause to

preserve, protect, guard, or keep.

Laid down.

Tf1*!^ s. (fromTllf*tU3) A protector, a keeper,

a cow-keeper, a shepherd ; a clown.

TWt*W^ s. (Tfttt^+SF^) A plant (Orni-

trophe serrata). Hort. Ben. p. 28.

^rWt^Ts. (fromTW'M) The pay or office of

a keeper ; the tending of cattle.

v. a. (from R. 1. To keep, to

protect, to preserve, to guard. 2. To lay down,

to deposit, to place, to put, to grant.

Tft s. (m. from R. ) 1. Colour, hue, tint,

dye. 2. Mental affection, passion, desire, love,

lust, joy, sorrow, &c. 3. A mode of music.

As. Res. m. 71. (Beng.) v. a. To

be angry ; v. a. To quaver.

TFj~3a. (fromTft) Passionate, angry, irascible.

The name

of a celebrated Sanskrit treatise on the theory

of music. As. Res. hi. 66.

Tffi^ ^ ) s. (n. T^-^^l) The re-

straining of passion.

a. (mfn. Tt5*) +33^) Blind with passion

or desire.

TT5ttf^3 a. (mfn. ^t*1 + 3T^F3) Filled with

passion or desire
;
angry. Also ^t^tT^T

.

The trying or

humming of a tune before singing, a prelude.

Ttftft s. (femin. of Ttf^T : see TPf[ ) A fe-

male personification of any mode in Hindu mu-

sic. As. Res. m. 73.

v. a. (fromTlFl) To redden with anger.

Tfcft a. t~ftS% mfn. +3^T) Passionate,

impassioned : t$>'ifc£'i < I
5
ft a. Peevish. (Lit.

Passionate from moment to moment.)

<| iy. Root, i. ("< 1<IW) To be able or equal to.

< lxj.< s. (m. patronymic from ^^) 1 . A de-
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scendant of Raghu : applied especially toRama.

2. A fish (Silurus pelorius)? 3. (Beng.} A
soothsayer. 4. An intruding guest.

4 i<p3" a. (mfn. from ^<J> ) Woollen cloth made

of deer's hair.

Ttf\ s. (corrupt, of 3%) Tin.

< ifynN 5. (Ttft+3TFT) The tin coating of a

vessel, v. a. To tin a vessel.

3rffF5t£W s. (from Reddish.

T$f3l s. (from Tftf ) Leaf-tin. Tarachand Ch.

a. (from ^[) Red, scarlet. s. Tin.

T^ft^l s. (^[1 +^1) Abrus precatorius

with red seed. Hort. Ben. p. 54.

as a jingle to

it) Red.

v. a. (from ) To colour, to dye, to

tinge, to paint. See

TftnfftTi s. (from Ttfffe?) A dyer.

TW^fcri s. (TW +^W) A potherb

(Amaranthus atropurpureus). Carey.

TW5Tftfrf^I s. (Tt^l+^^fpR) The

red variety of Dolichos gladiatus. Hort. Ben.

p. 55.

Tt^ft^i a. (TtW +S^) Red-faced, reddened

with anger.

Tftt^l s. (TW +^1) A sort of kidney-bean

(Phaseolus calcaratus). Hort. Ben. p. 54.

A plant

(Celosia cristata). Mohun P. p. 66.

a. (from Ttftl + SI^) Handsome but

illiterate. (Lit. A red radish.) Carey.

^WTte s. (TW+*fte) A potherb (Ama-

ranthus Gangeticus). Carey.

Root, t. (T^3) To shine, to be splen-

did. Sometimes with f^T prefixed to it.

s. (m. nom. sing. ^TT^. from R. 4
l\5[J

A king : used principally as the latter part of

compound substantives ; e. g.

(—^ m.) The king of justice, an epithet ap-

plied to Yudhisht'hira in the Mahabharata.

<4 lv5l s. (m.) is used as the regular substitute for

as the latter part of compound substan-

tives : e. g. IH.<<1\51 s. (m.) The king of the

gods, from (lt< s. (»?.) A god, + 4 l\$
;

"^T^K iOl s. (m.) A king of mountains, a high

mountain, from (m.) A mountain,

^T^s. A mason, a bricklayer.

a. (mfn. R. Tfcl + 3I^) 1. Bright, bril-

liant, splendid. 2. (from <rt3FTj Kingly,

princely, royal, s. (w.) An assemblage of kings

or princes.

< lOl<P*P 1 s. (/. from ^"t3pT+ 3^X1 ) A princess.

< l\5l<P< s. (from < Iv5l1j-^") The king's taxes.

<101<P*"M s. (-*feT n. from T^3f\+<P*i|*^)

The work or duty of a king. Also < l\5l<?t<P

s. («.).

< lvil<plu a. (mfn. from Tl^SFEj Royal, princely.

TteWf? 5 .
(
m

. from<!0l*L+<£^k) A prince,

a king's son.

<lv5l<PMl<t s. (/. fromTt^+^HtTl) A
princess.

^T^^flvS 5. (from Tt^T+Sffa) A boil on the

belly.

TfaPttsft a. (-ft\ mfn. from Tt^+
5

1 1(^4.*^) Devolving to the king (as property to

which there are no heirs .

<t)^t>!KTl s. (from f^*t)
An emperor.

«lv5l lb*? s. (n. from «lv$H^+f^) The insig-

nia of royalty.

7 N
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SISSWl s. (-^CTm. fromTt^FT+^i^T
)

Pulmonary consumption. See 4 l^^^^Cl

.

Tt^L^I s. (from Tt^+'fet^l) The coro-

nation of a king ; a mark of colour put on the

forehead of a king by his vassals. Carey. Also

Tt^r^fsr s . (from <l\Slt+"|f^ ?) A crown.

s. (/. from Tf3F^+3l Ifi^ws' Gr. §

976) Royalty, kingly authority; sovereignty,

government, reign. Also *Tlv§[sJ (re.).

(from < IvSTLj Empire, government.

Ttoi>3 Si (m. from TT3FT+^3) 1. The scep-

tre of a king. 2. A fine payable to the king.

TllOT^R^ si (from <J3^fc p. j\j>jS) The

royal court.

^rtvSTWsS s. (m. from < l\5l*t+ ) An ambas-

sador. Mohun P. p. 102.

^SEftSi s. (m. from ^W^H GSfe) Treason,

high treason.

TfcSTEjlSjt a. (-fe^ mfn. from < 101*^+

CEftf^*T^) Treasonable, treasonous.

4i*aM (from Tt^FTf 5$$) The king's

gate ; a levee.

<lvaH**f*. (»». from Tt^FT+^tf) The duty

of a king. See Manu vn. 1, seqq.

TWtWl s. (/. from 3l3^+<Wi) A royal

city, a capital, the residence of a king. Also

TuSftfa (re.).

vocat. case of ^tjl O king!

Tis5l1*K1 s. (m. from TT^PT+^T^) The son

of a king, a prince.

Tt3Ffl;f3 s. (f from Tt3^+ 5
ftfe) The duty

of a king.

Tfal^l^a. (-^ ra/re. <l0l*i<+-^) Go-

verned by a just monarch. See ^1\5l< 1*1^.

T^^P s. (w. from H"ka.*t-) A kshatriya, a

man of the royal or military tribe. Manu ii. 190.

(re. from An assemblage of

hshatriyas.

T^P^fl s. (/. from ^11^+^) A queen.

tt&Pl s. (from T^3FT+^ for ^f^T) The

king's highway ; a public path.

¥tsSt^ s. (from ^t^+ttfS ) A royal throne.

TfaFftTT s. (re. from Tt^Pl+HTTT) A king's

minister or secretary.

corrupt, of T^F^Tq. v.

Tt3Pj5" s. (m. from Tf^F^H-^) 1. A king's

son. 2. A kshatriya, a man of the royal or

military tribe. 3. The name of a class of per-

sons who claim descent from the ancient ksha-

triya or military class. See As. Res. v. 56.

Tf3PjT3" s. (re. from Tt3FT+^") The residence

or palace of a king : also ^Tt^Pj^t (/.).

TteFj^S a. (mfn. Tt^plj+ Dwelling in

the residence or palace of a king.

*iWPllk s. (TRFl+^tTT) A royal fa-

vour, a present.

Tf3f3"°*i s. (m. from «[t3FL+ ) A family

of kings, a dynasty.

Tfc5[3" *ffcr a. (mfn. from < IOl<
OK

l) Relating

to or sprung from a royal family. Also <Tt\5l-

^OKt) (mfn.).

< lOK 5^! s. (/.) A plant (Psederia foetida).

TtW'fkMvSl s. (f. from <loi*1+^ft?^+

^1) Allegiance.

< l0l<t^l s. (from kine's

palace. Also <

<!>3<llv «- (-^ mfn. from <W^lFs)
Governed by a just king. See < loi^t
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Tts5l«l0lt a. (-"^Pl^mfn. from Tt3F[
s
+<ft3i

+ ^"T^) Sprung from a royal family or race.

s. (m. A plant (Cassia

fistula).

TTWPTte: s. (m. from Tt^+^Wte)
Royal conduct, royal duties.

StSFCSjU (-f^I>. from TK^TfUfej
A minister of state. Mohun P. p. 102.

< s. (m. from Tr3^+ ^it^f) A royal

road, a high-road. See < loi^l*! .

TfcSWl s. (-^ m. from Tf3FT +
A pulmonary consumption

;
atrophy.

<lv5l<lv5 s. (jm. from <lv5l*t+4 l3l) An epithet

of Kuvera. (Lit. The king of kings.)

TtaRlrft a. (from « loi^+Ttll) A queen.

Tt^f^ s. (m. from Tt3FT+ ^ft") A sage of a

particular class, lit. a rishi or sage.

TK5F^°1 s. (n. from TfcS^-f ^°1) The

insignia of royalty.

TfaF^Pj^ a. (mfn. from + +
^S3

)
Bearing royal insignia.

^kSrlttWl s. (/. from Tt^+^ft) The

prosperity attending a king personified as a

goddess
;
majesty : also TlOl^ft (/•)-

TfaPT^FT s. (n. from Tt^+ Xft^) The

commands or authority of a king.

Tt3ftel*rf°i s. (m.fromTr^+f^lRlxrpi)

A precious jewel worn on the head.

< l\5t*1 a. (from 4^^) Arising from a dispo-

sition to secular pursuits. Tdrdchand Ch.

Tt^FTPpT s. (n. from Tt^+^WT) The

palace of a king.

s. (n. from <
The royal presence.

3T3PT^1 s. (/. from < is5l*t+ 3T^1) 1. An as-

sembly of kings. 2. An assembly in which the

king is present ; the court of a king ; the privy

council.

Ttoi^l^s. (?"fc2FT^1 + *$) A courtier.

a. (from

Surrounding a king, attending upon

a king.

Tt3i^t3i s. (from Tt3FT + 3T3Tf3i) An as-

semblage of princes. Mohun P. p. 102.

TfcPTCI s. (ra.fromTfc>T[+R. ^ Wilkins
1

Gr.

§ 724) A royal sacrifice, performed by a mo-

narch attended by his tributary princes. See

As. Res. viii. 430.

< IsS^ s. (n.l from Tt^FT^) Tribute, reve-

nue, taxes.

Tfe07
T 5. (m. from ^t^+^03T) A gander,

a white goose with red legs and bill, or more

properly perhaps the flamingo. Wilson. Also

(Beng.) T^PT .

^tv^^ft s. (femin. of ^1^°^) A goose.

< lOl^Qjl s. (f. from Tt3FT + ^a7l) Regicide.

Mohun P. p. 95.

s. (-~J^m. from R. ) 1. A king, a

sovereign, a prince. 2. A man of the second

or military caste, a kshatriya.

Tt^Tfail ad. (from Tt^T+ 3Tfci1) A royal

decree or command.

< lvitl"ii*I^lk< ad. (fromTW^I + T)

Conformably to a royal command or decree.

<lv5lUl s. (mn. .from ^"1^1^+ ^TRf^T) A tree

(Buchanania latifolia). Also ^'lollvS'l (w.).

^rWf^tvS s. (m. from < loi^+^tf^Tni)

A king of kings, an emperor.

Tfclfaf^T s. (f. from Tt^T+^Tt^l^T) Aline

or pedigree of kings.

7 N 2
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«lvak>«°t s. (re. from <lv5lt
v
+^lt^:&l) The

ornaments of a king, regalia.

TtltfTO s. (m. ? from

The appointment or inauguration of a king.

Ttltt a. (mfn. from 4 1011
S>+ :3I^ ) Fit for a

king, royal, noble, s. (re.) Aloe-wood (Amyris

Agallocha, Rox.}.

Tffl s. (f. from R. ^Xl) A rank, a row, an

unbroken line. Also <l\5l1 (/•)•

Ttfl^l s. (/. from R. Tt^?) L Black mus-

tard (Sinapis racemosa). 2.- A row, a con-

tinuous line. 3. A field.

(m. from R. ^T3^?) A sort of snake

(Amphisbsena).

4\<%l s. (/. from R. Tt^J) 1. A rank, a row,

a continuous line. 2. (Beng.~) (a. J]^) Plea-

sure, satisfaction.

4 l\5lVi 1*4.1 s . (p. <u\j ^jAJ) A document certi-

fying the approval or acquiescence of any person.

s. (re.) A lotus (Nelumbium speciosum).

Tkft<U~1l(H a. (mfn. Tt^+^Tt^T) Lo-

tus-eyed.

Tt^T. s. (/. from <)aiO A queen.

TfcS> s. (re. from « 1x3*^+^ WilUns Gr. § 976)

A kingdom, an empire
;

government, reign.

(Beng.*) — <fcf<(.\3 v. a. To govern, to reign.

< IOP<J>5 1 f. (-^ /«. + ) The king or

head of the kingdom.

< tv3P a. {mfn. <Tt3P ) Dethroned, de-

prived of royal dignity, deposed. Also 4 1^3^
(m/«.).

< s. (m. TkP+^t3") The weight or

load of the duties of government.

< tWm s. (n. <ls5l^ +3$f ) A requisite of regal

administration, variously enumerated as seven,

eight, or nine ; viz. The monarch ; the prime

minister; the friend or ally; the treasure; the

territory ; a strong-hold ; the army ; the popu-

lation ; and the purohita or spiritual adviser.

Wilson.

^tSJW^M s. (m. TtoP +3Tft<FtT) A right

to a kingdom.

Tte-Hf^PfR? s. (m . ^tSP+^lf^tfS) The

sovereign of a kingdom.

Tt^Jt^Ta) s. (re. Tt^P+^Ttf^CQ) Sove-

reignty.

Tt^JH^to *. (m. "StS An

usurper. Mohun P. p. 102.

4!v&\fof^$ a. (mfn. +^fh[k^) Ap-

pointed or inaugurated to a government.

TdPtfere<£ s . (m. Tlu5P + ^FbW<t>) Ap-

pointment to sovereignty.

TfOT^ s. (m. TT3P+^3") The lord of a

kingdom, a sovereign.

TfcPt^ s. (re.TtlP+v$tlP) Sovereignty.

Tfc3p1Vtt3 s. (m.i 3l3P + SV>i"K3) A na-

tional calamity.

Tt\ See?T3.

<\ b a. (from R. <^?) Uncivilized.

<$t\&\ s. (/.) A country in North-Bengal. See

As. Res. v. 56, 64, 65.

a. (from
)
Belonging to the northern

part of Bengal (applied to one of the four

divisions of the Brdhmanical tribe). Also

from

plant (Caryota urens, Careg ; Areca triandra,

Hort. Ben. p. 68).

^tl^y^ffl f (^t^^ + ^?h^l?) A

plant (Areca gracilis). Hort. Ben. p. 68.
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3tt1 s. A flight of steps at the landing-place of

a river.

(corrupt, of < i\fcl) A queen.

s. (/. ?) A festival on the fourteenth day

of the second half of the month Pausha. As.

Res. in. 271.

<i\3l<l|3 ad. (from ^tf^T) By night.

(corrupt, of <Ttf^T) Night.

Ttf^tll s . (TtfS+^tti) Blind at night,

nyctalops. Mohun P. p. 18.

TTTT s. (n.) Used in comp. for ^tft" Night.

TTfq" s . (/.) Night. Also Tttfl (/.)•

The night-time.

«lfqt>« a. (mfn. Tfftr+W from R. T>^)

Moving or prowling about by night, s. (zw.)

1. A ghost, a goblin: also Ttf^N" . 2. A
nocturnal prowler, a thief, a robber. 3. A
watchman.

<lfq(.Ml 5
1 s. (m.l ^tfrr+nit^) L Nightfall,

the setting in of night. 2. A night-prowler ; a

thief ; a watchman.

<tfq't<il^l ad. (locat. case of «lfqUlt*1) At

nightfall.

Tftft s. (/.) Night.

the locat. case of

<\[t[
,
+*ni:T) A festival on the eleventh

day of the first half of the month A'shddha.

As. Res. hi. 286.

<lqj^ a. (mfn. Blind by night,

nyctalops.

<l a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^1^+3) Per-

fected, accomplished, finished ; dressed (as

food).

< l^lsS s. (m. '< + ) Demonstrated truth,

a correct opinion. See

2394

Perfection, accom-

plishmeni. Wilkins' Gr. p. 475.

Root, iv. (^rfS) or v. (Tft^lf^)

1. To finish, to complete, to accomplish. 2.

To be finished or accomplished. With

prefixed, 1. To propitiate, to reconcile. 2. To

endeavour, to strive for. 3. To rule, to govern.

(m. from R. Tt<jj The month Vaisakha

(April-May).

< l<3.1 1 s. A plant (Apium involucratum). Hort.

Ben. p. 22.

(/.) 1. The sixteenth nakskatra or lunar

asterism. 2. The name of the mistress of

Krishna during his residence among the cow-

herds.

Cookery.

s. (Tt^1 +^R) A cook-room, a

kitchen.

(m. from R. <?) A sound, a noise.

5. (m. from R. ^ : Wilkins' Gr. § 770) The

sovereign of Lanka or Ceylon slain by Rama.

(Lit. The vociferator ?)

s. (n. from R. ^^) Pleasure, delight.

a. (wi/n. from R. <T*J^) Beautiful, pleasing.

s. (m.) A name common to three incarnations

of Vishnu; viz. 1. Parasurama the son of

Jamadagni, 2. Ramachandra the son of Da-

sarat'ha, and 3. Balarama the elder and

half-brother of Krishna and son of RohinI.

plantain (Mi

paradisiaca).

lusa-

<W<$^ s. (m. Tftl+^R) A fragrant grass.

Tt^^Tl s. (TtH+^Tl?) A plantain (Musa

sapientum). Hort. Ben. p. 18.

TUi<fl h\ s. (TtlT + ^tlSl) A tree (Quercus

semiserrata). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

<U<PO-Tl s. (TtH +^3Jl) A hut, a cabin.
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TfcT^l s . (/. from ^ta+Zft^l?) The name of

a particular scale in the Hindu musical system.

As. Res. in. 78.

Tt^P^t 5. (Tfcl +^t) Chalk of a superior

quality.

Tftl^rer s . (Tfrl+^T^) A beautiful species of

dove (Columba Indica).

4Ult>Ha s. (m. Tfrt+ 'IJ^) SeeTto.

<UdT#1 s. (Tter + TTli^l) A whirligig.

^5rM^Ts. (^tH +^t^T) The large beard-

less goat (Capra imberbis, Buchanan's MSS.~).

Carey.

Ttatt>T3t s. (TtH+C^Wt) The name of a

mixed mode in Hindu music. Carey.

(ra.) Assafoetida.

^WftH^ a. (mfn. from R. 3?^) Beautiful,

pleasing.

s. (Tto+^tTT) A plant (Hibiscus

edulis). Carey.

TfaTpFT s . (TtSI+f^R) A plant (Verbesina

sativa). Hort. Ben. p. 62.

A large species

of basil (Ocymum gratissimum). Hort. Ben.

p. 45.

4|^Ril'1 s. (from Tftl+ R. TJfX.?) A tree

(Elseocarpus aristatus). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

(from The rainbow.

TfxpftK s. 0^WW§§*S1§ A plant (Sola-

num hirsutum, Box.). Also 4^*wl*t

.

TT^Rtt s. (Tto+CTfl.) A particular wind-

instrument.

Ttegl s. (TtH+Wl) The wild variety of

the large plantain (Musa Paradisiaca). Carey.

species of

bird (Turdus Gingidianus). Carey.

^tR 2396

A particular wind-

instrument or horn.

An aquatic

grass (Typha angustifolia). Carey.

Tfttf s. (/. from Tfa) A woman, a beautiful

woman.

(from

species of plantain (Musa ornata). Hort. Ben.

p. 19.

Tftn^ a. (from ^TC) A follower or disciple of

RAma. Carey.

TfcrtTPI 5. (n. from TfrT+^BFT?) The name

of a great Sanskrit epic poem recording the

adventures of Rama the son of Dasarat'ha,

and written by the sage VAlmiki.

1^ s. (m. from The bamboo-st&ff of a

religious student.

<[1i^r s. (corrupt, of -4 ^v5l*!^) fi A prince: (used

as a title of honour). 2. A plant (Sinapis ra-

mosa). As. Res. x. 15.

The daughter of a

prince, a princess.

3"ftRt*i s. (from ^tTT +^05?
l) A spear with a

bamboo handle.

s. (from A spearman.

Ttelf^pfU (^tir+^tf^n.)A termagant,

a virago.

An irregular Bengali form of the genit.

case of <nTT, Of a king.

TtlwfWU. (fromTtTr +^^i) Black mus-

tard. Sabda S. p. 132.

Tt^ s. (m.) Resin.

Root, i. (TT*ft3) To sound.

Ttpl s. (m. from R. Tt9

^?) 1. A heap, a quan-

tity, a congeries, a number. See Colebr. Alg.

p. 17, 131. 2. A sign of the zodiac.
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^fPt^ZF s. (n. ?Ttf*l +^7 ) The zodiac. See

As. Res. ii. 291.

3lf*FTftT s. (Tff*l+Tfcl) A name derived

from astrological calculations, by which a per-

son is called besides his family-name.

Ttfra^te s. (m. ^+<EJ^T) (In

mathematics) The method for finding the quan-

tity contained in a heap. Colebr. Alg. p. 103.

The addition of a fraction to a quantity. Colebr.

Alg. p. 15.

The subtraction of a fraction from a

quantity.

Ttf^^t9! s. (m. Ttf^j + C^ffl) The passage of

the sun, the moon, or any of the planets through

a sign of the zodiac.

Tt*f^3 a. (mfn. THt +^3) Formed into a

heap, abundant.

s. (mn. R. < 1^+ 7T) 1. A realm, a king-

dom ; a country, a region. 2. A public cala-

mity, a plague, a famine, &c.

?tf$^i s. (/. from A prickly sort of

nightshade (Solanum Jacquini).

Ttffe a. (mfn. from TTiZAiws' Gr. § 904)

Relating to a kingdom or country. Also ^ l ^^il

(mfn.).

Tt^RooT, i. (TftTO) To sound.

s. (m. from R. Tr^T) 1. Sound, noise. 2.

A festival with songs and dances ; amorous

pastime.

a. (mfn. from
)

Pertaining to the

sense or organ of taste.

< 1*1^ s. (m.) An ass.

iWHl s. (/.? TR+TTftri) A festival in

commemoration of the sports between Krishna

and the gopis.

<CN|I s. (p. hJiJ) A road, a path, a way.

s. (/. from R. Tl^T?) A plant (Mimosa

octandra). 2. Another plant (Ophioxylon ser-

pentaria). 3. A sort of perfume.

(p. A road, a path, a way. Also

3t5^PT<^a. (p. jX i\J) Travelling, s. A tra-

veller.

(from p.jXx\f) A travelling.

(p. i\f) Highway-robbery.

(p.jU A collector of duties on

the road.

Tl<ii^l<l, s. (p. ifjd The collection of

duties upon roads.

TtftcD s. (n. from ^"fe?+TT) Freedom from

any thing : used in comp. e. g.

s. («.) Freedom from avarice or meanness, from

^ffi s. (/.) Meanness, +Tffc*)

.

m. from R. ^v?) The ascending node
;

(in mythology) The son of Sinhika, a Daitya

with the tail of a dragon, whose head was

severed from his body by Vishnu, but being-

immortal the head and tail retained their sepa-

rate existence, and being transferred to the

stellar sphere became the authors of eclipses

;

the first especially by endeavouring at various

times to swallow the sun and moon. Wilson.

Tfc^fg a. (mfn. Tf^+ Sj^) Eclipsed (as the

sun or moon). (Lit. Swallowed by Rahu.)

Tt^^WT s
(
w> ^t^+^l^) An eclipse.

An eclipse.

(Lit. The pain caused by Rahu.)

Root, v.
(
[kC\ iRj) To hurt, to injure.

VI. (fOTft) To go, to move.

f^"sSF a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. t^^+sS)
Emptied, cleared

;
void, destitute of, empty.
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s. («.) \. A vacuity, a vacuum. 2. A wood,a

forest.

a. (mfn. f^5'+^) Void, destitute,

empty.

a. (»i/ra. f^"3F+ 3/3) Empty-handed.

(y. from The fourth, ninth, and

fourteenth days of the lunar fortnight.

(n. from R. Hi. fij Property, wealth,

substance. See

ft^fU (-f^>>.fk^i +1^) Wealthy,

possessing property, s. (m.) An heir, a suc-

cessor to property.

Root, t. or with the insertion

of a nasal To go, to move.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move.

A moving or going

;

a creeping ; a tumbling or sliding ; a deviating

(from virtue).

fT^RooT, i. (OT|S) and x. (C^TTfe) 1.

To join, to unite. 2. To divide, to scatter or

separate. With prefixed, and in the pas-

sive (NAlRj|<OJW), To extend beyond, to

surpass, to exceed, vn.

To judge : sometimes with f# prefixed.

"ft^RooT, ii (C^3EU3) To fry.

fTp3K3 ». a. (from R. H^f?) To be glad, to

rejoice.

s. (/.) The crackling of flame.

5. (corrupt, of 1. The soap-berry

tree (Sapindus detergens). Hort. Ben. p. 29.

2. A plant (Mimosa concina). Hort. Ben. p.

41. 3. A fish (Pimelodus Rita, Hamilton).

Carey.

^3 2400

f^1
^ s. (m.) An enemy.

ft"^^ s. A tailor. Sabda S. p. 197.

RooT>
VI - ( fWfo) 1 To speak, to tell.

2. To blame. 3. To hurt, to injure. 4. To

give. 5. To praise, to flatter.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal

To go, to move.

f^^RooT, vi. (RH^fa) To hurt, to injure,

to kill.

ft*^ Root, vi. (ft*lf^) To hurt, to injure, to

kill.

ft^ Root, i. (CWfa) or iv. (ft^fe) To

hurt, to injure, to kill.

s. (?w.) A saint : see

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Hurt,

injured, s. (n.) 1. Happiness, good luck. 2.

Misfortune. 3. Loss, destruction. 4. (m.) The

soap-berry plant (Sapindus detergens).

s. (m. from R. ft^) 1. A sword. 2. (/.)

Misfortune, loss, injury.

(m. from R. f<Pf^j A sort of deer.

f^T^RooT, I. To hurt, to injure, to kill.

Tt Root, ix. (fTttfe) 1. To go, to move. 2.

To howl (as a wolf). 3. To hurt, to injure.

iv. pftm*) 1. To distil, to ooze, to drop.

2. To fall, to alight.

s. (/.) 1. Reproach. 2. Modesty, shame.

(to.) The back-bone.

(f.
from R. f^HT^) Disrespect, disregard.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <1 Wilhins' Gr.

p. 415) 1. Oozing, dripping, distilling. 2.

Killed. 3. Gone.

"*tfi3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^t+3) Wasted.

s. (for^tfo) An observance, a usage, a cus-

tom, conduct.
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^tfcs. (/.R.^l+ft) 1. A custom, a method,

an established observance or usage

According to the specified mode or method. 2.

An oozing or distilling. 3. Brass ; white brass

or prince's metal. 4. Rust of iron, calx of

brass, &c. Also <ft^t (/.).

<ftf^3 a. (mfn. Acquainted with

the established usage or observance. —^1 (/„)

or ~ <"
(
w
) Acquaintance with observances or

customs.

Calx of brass.

3^ Root, i. (^13) 1. To take. 2. To

screen.

<F Root, ii. ) To sound, to make a noise,

i. (^<U3) 1. To go, to move. 2. To hurt,

to injure, to kill. 3. To speak. 4. To excite

ang-er.

^ As a Kridanta suffix is employed to form a

few adjectives from verbal roots, e. g. ^ot^

a. {mfn.) Fearful, timid, from R. To fear.

<e^\\ s. (from R. 3^?) 1. The rafters of a

thatched roof. 2. The kernel or seed of fruits.

(corrupt, of 1. The white ant

(Termes bellicosus). 2. A fish (Cyprinus Rohita,

Hamilton ; C. denticulatus, Molmn P. p. 54).

<P$U3 v. a. (from R. 3^) To plant.

See 3^and 3%
A Kridanta suffix by means of which a few

adjectives are formed from verbal roots : e. g.

ift^P a. (mfn.) Timid, from R. To fear.

The prac-

tice of physic. (Lit. Counteraction of disease.)

s. (». from R. %F ) 1. Gold. 2. Iron.

3^^t^ s. (m. ^T +^R^) A goldsmith.

3^331 s . (/. from + A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 431.

^ftrft s. (/. from ^I+t\) An epithet of

the goddess Lakshmi.

<?tr£ a. (mfn.) Rough, scabrous, harsh, dry ; un-

friendly, morose. Also mfn.).

<Ffe3l s. (f. from )
Roughness

;

unfriendliness.

<FU a. (from ?) Lean, thin
;
spare, empty.

^t^US v. n. (from R. ) To be angry.

<P^j a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) 1. Bent, crooked, curved. 2.

Diseased, sick. — ^1 (/.) or —^ (n.) In-

firmity, sickness.

<F^Root, i. (CTteU3) 1. To shine. 2. To

please, to be agreeable. 3. To be pleased, to

rejoice. Sometimes with f<T prefixed to it.

<F^s. (/. from R. W^) Light, lustre, splendour,

beauty.

a. (mfn. R. ^+^i<P) Agreeable, pleas-

ing, s. (m.) The citron (Citrus medica).

^f^ s. (/. from R. <F\) 1. Light, lustre; a ray

of light. 2. A wish, a desire, a liking, an ap-

petite, a relish. 3. Intent application to any

thing. Also ^T>{ (/.).

^ft^^ a. (mfn.l^fU +^,) Approving, liking,

relishing.

a. (mfn. <^[}> +Ol*1<>

)
Producing ap-

petite.

v. a. (from R. nt^M To be agreeable, to

be approved or relished.

a. (mfn. from R. <F^) 1. Pleasing, agree-

able, beautiful. 2. Sweet. 3. Stomachic, re-

storative, cordial.

(f from ) A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 437.

3?T>> a. (mfn. from R. Wilkins' Gr. § 731)

Pleasing, beautiful, agreeable.

7 O
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Root, vi. (^3lf3) 1. To break. 2. To

afflict (with pain or disease), to disorder : some-

times with prefixed to it. x. (Wlvjiufsj)

To hurt, to injure.

s - (/• from R - Sickness, disease.

<F3T! s. (/. from R. 3*3^ Wilkins' Gr. % 831)

Sickness, disease.

<F«fts. (a. £j>J) I* A returning, a return. 2. Re-

ference.

^\ Root, i. (Rl"6T3) 1. To resist, to op-

pose. 2. To tumble, to roll from passion, x.

1. To shine. 2. To be angry.

Also, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To steal, to rob.

<$\s. See 3^.

W&\ s. (h.
J5,j)

Bread.

(h. iJ»5j) A baker. Also

3^ Root, i. ((<i^R>) 1. To strike, to fell, to

knock down. 2. (CTT&3) To resist, to op-

pose. Also, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

^frfe) 1. To go, to move. 2. To steal.

^"tjFI s. The sound of a small bell.

<F3s. (n. R. ^ +3) Any cry or noise, especially

that of birds.

^ Root, ii. ((<lfafo Wilkins' Gr. § 196)

and vi. (^TrRj) To weep, to lament, to de-

plore. Sometimes with ^1 prefixed to it.

<?[k\3 a. (mfn. fret. -part. p. R. <F&t+^3)

Wept, deplored, s. (w.) A weeping.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^F^f^ Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420) Obstructed, prevented, surrounded,

enclosed, protected, secured, shut up.

3f5 s. (m. from R. <?^?) 1. A name or form of

Siva. 2. A demigod, an inferior manifestation

of Siva, or according to one legend a being

born from the forehead of Brahma : the Rudras

are eleven in number, and are severally named

:

AjA, EkAPADA, AHIBRADHNA, VlRtJPAKSHA,

SURESWARA, JAYANTA, BahUR<JPA, TryAM-

baka, Aparajita, Savitra, and Hara. Wil-

son. 3. (^Beng.) The sun. a. Wrathful, furious.

<Pk3l^ s. (m. ^y + 'viii^) A tree (Elseocarpus

Ganitrus). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

<P*jWl *. (/. from^W) An epithet of Durga as

the wife of Rudra or Siva.

^S[s. (/. from^H) 1. A sort of lute or guitar.

2. A particular mode in Hindu music. As. Res.

ix. 451.

3^ Root, iv. (^iTRj) To love, to be attached

to : usually with prefixed to it. vu.

(^nW, To obstruct, to hinder, to

restrain, to prevent, to confine. Often with

W, ft , or ^° prefixed to it.

^fe" s. (n.) Blood.

3^ Root, iv. (^Pfa) To confound, to con-

fuse, to perplex.

ger, zealous, at business.

(from p. J£j jj) Proceedings, a re-

port of proceedings.

<?<t<F a. (p. jjijj) Face to face, before, in the

presence of.

^p.s. (in.) See .

<pMl^s. (p. JUy) A handkerchief.

s. (from R. 3^?) 1. Hire, work. 2. A
rafter for a thatched roof. 3. The kernel or

seed of fruit. Also

^s. (m. from R. <F) L A kind of deer. 2. A

Daitya who was slain by Siva.

3^ Root, vi. (^tfe) To hurt, to kill. x.

(with the insertion of a nasal, ^OK
lXTf^) To

shine.
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Root, i. (C^W^) and iv. (W^) To

hurt, to injure, to kill. Also, iv. (<F37f3)

and x. To be angry or passionate.

3^s. (/. from R. Anger, wrath, fury,

passion.

v. n. (from R. <P^) To be angry, to fret.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 3=^+3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422) Enraged, angry. Also <?Ri\!J and

«lRt\j (mfn.).

5. (/.? R. Anger, rage, fury,

passion, wrath.

a. (mfn. ? 3^ +^") Wrathful, pro-

voking, enraging.

3^ Root, i. (RfeCfS) To grow up, to rise, to

arise, to be produced. With prefixed,

To ascend, to mount upon; with 3$^ To de-

scend, to dismount ; with 3fl or ^° + 3[1To

ascend, to rise, to mount, to ride on ; with

To spread, to be diffused ; with '5T To collect

(one's thoughts), to resolve, to determine.

<?SL. a. (mfn. from R. 4*^) 1. Growing, produced

from. 2. Mounted, ascended upon. Used

in comp. e. g. (m.) The hair,

(lit. What grows on the head), from

s. (n.) The head, +3^ .

^Cl s. (f. from R. Bent grass (Panicum

dactylon).

Root, x. (4»*ufc) To be harsh.

<tt$ a. (mfn. from R. Harsh, unkind,

rough.

<tib a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 423) 1. Grown up, risen, arisen, born, pro-

duced. 2. Mounted, ascended. 3. Budded,

blown. 4. Ascertained, certain. 5. Known by

tradition or common use. 6. Rude, harsh,

uncourteous.

^¥^CT s. (n. <£n?+<L01 ) 1. A word of foreign

origin, or used in a peculiar sense but of familiar

application. 2. Harsh language. Also ^TU^Rf.)

(».).

s. (f from R. 1^*15 ) 1. Growth, rise,

origin. 2. The employment of a word in a sense

different from its etymological signification.

Root, x. ^fcffMj) To form, to mould, to

model, to figure, to represent. With 1% pre-

fixed, 1. To discuss, to investigate. 2. To ex-

plain ; with f<T, To make deformed.

3Pl s. (n. from R. 1. Form, shape, figure,

appearance, semblance ; colour. See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 562. 2. Beauty. 3. Nature, manner,

way, mode ; a specific peculiarity. 4. An image.

5. (In arithmetic) Discrete quantity : (in the

singular) the arithmetical unit
;

(in the plural)

integer number. Colebr. Alg. p. 17, 149. 6.

(In algebra) The known or absolute number,

ib. p. 139. 7. Familiarity with a book by fre-

quent perusal. 8. A dramatic poem. This word

is frequently found as the last member of com-

pound adjectives (bakuvrthi), when it may be

rendered by " like, resembling, consisting of
;"

e. g. *€*J^lJ%i
i a. (mfn.) Resembling a man,

(lit. Having the shape of a man or human

being), from •I^P s. (m.) A man, +

a. (mfn. <Pl +3?) Metaphorical, figurative,

allegorical, s. (n.) 1. A rhetorical figure. 2.

A dramatic poem.

A figurative ex-

pression. Also

IWTEl s. (corrupt, of ^+1^?) 1. A bird

(Meleagris Satyra). 2. A fish (Chsetodon Ar-

gus, Lacepede). Carey.

(femin. of ). See .

(-^ mfn. + 1. Posses-

sing shape, form, or colour. 2. Beautiful,

handsome.

7 2
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l^tft^l s. (m. (In arithmetic)

The portioning of an integer number. Colebr.

Alg. p. 6. 10.

SPfaffl^^,.
(
m.^Pi +vilH,<l^) The

addition of a fraction to an integer number.

Colebr. Alg. p. 15.

The deduction of a fraction from an integer

number. Colebr. Alg. p. 15.

^Pf^P^s. (/. ^Pi+^T^fTT) Beauty, ele-

gance of form.

fl . (from W\) Elegant, beautiful.

<Ph s. (from 3Pt>) Silver.

(/. from ) A harlot,

a prostitute. (Lit. Living by her beauty.)

3P)t$ a. (from ^Pl+ :3I^) Eightfold, of an

eightfold nature.

<ffl[U3 v. a. (from C^fi^ the cans, of R.

^5^) To plant.

Wf[ s. (from W$ ) A rupee, a silver coin in

value from about two shillings to half a crown.

3Pfta. (-f^wi/n. $Pt+t^) I. Beautiful,

handsome. 2. Possessed of a shape or form :

used in comp. e. g.

7w/w.) Of a human shape, from ^T*J^ s. (wz.)

A man, +^\ +^5
[s

.

a. (m/n. from ^p
l) Beautiful, handsome,

s. (to.) 1. Silver, wrought silver. 2. Wrought

gold.

3P}?*$73$ «. (m. ^ +3$^) The master of

the mint.

s. (a. ^J) Greece.

(p. JUjj) A handkerchief. Mohun

P. p. 73.

^ Root, i. (Wfe) To decorate, to adorn.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. <l*i+^3) 1.

Adorned, decorated. 2. Pounded, reduced to

powder. 3. Covered, inlaid.

interj. Sans. A disrespectful or contemptuous

term of address. Wilkins' Gr. p. 553.

(a. t^Asj) Favour, kindness, indul-

gence, remission.

(from a.
yff ->A"j) A favoured person,

a protege.

C^^l s. A soothsayer. Also GOT).

(^Sftpft s. (p. jjjj) Rhubarb.

A sort of sweetmeat. Careg.

(< I'll 5. A carpenter's plane. Mohun P. p. 92.

p. c. To plane a piece of wood.

R"^ Root, i. (C«PU3) 1. To suspect, to think

probable. 2. To entertain doubt.

C<<l? 5. (ra. from R. H ^) 1. A looseness, a

purging. 2. An outcast, alow man. 3. Doubt.

4. Fear : also £<Pi1 (/.). 5. (Beng.) A mea-

sure of a ser and a quarter.

C<T<Ft^ s. (a. t-jl^) 1. A stirrup. 2. A platter,

a dish.

C<;<?1<(|, 5. (from A. <_->l£,) A dish, a saucer.

C^tt (/. for 1. A line, a row, a

series : (in astronomy) The meridian of Lanka.

Wilkins' MS. 2. A streak, a stripe. 3. A cut

between two boards in sawyer's work.

C^tT^Ra. (mfn. (^tl +SrW?) Striated,

striped.

d^teft s. ( C^ltl +^f^ ) The equator. Tli-

rdchand Ch.

C^I\31 a. (p. taaCj) Mixed. s. Mortar.

C< 0<^ a. (to/m. R.fT^+3135

)
Purgative, ape-

rient, s. 1 . («.) A cathartic ; a purge. 2. (m.)

The purging-nut plant (Croton tiglium). 3.

Nitre, saltpetre. 4. (Beng.) An expiration of

the breath.
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« 0*1 s. (from R. f< ^) A dropping, an oozing,

a purging.

R^ft s. (/.) See Rt^ft.

A particular pace of a horse, canter-

ing.

C<R>(.s3 v. a. (from R. f^) 1. To breathe.

2. To purge by stool.

R^Root, i. (C40lC\j) To shine.

A quarter-rupee. Carey, 8vo. eehV.

C<Olcri i a. (from a. dSUj?) Obstinate, headstrong,

wicked, base. Carey, 8vo. ecft£.

t<Ol1 s. (from < i^?) 1- A boy who serves a

mason. 2. A remnant of cloth. Carey.

s. (h. ^Uj) A bed-quilt.

r. a. (from A. L^,) To please, to gratify.

C^^l^*1^ s. (from a. Acquiescence, assent,

permission, leave, a. Assenting, acquiescing.

v. noun of Rn3rtf$3) The gratifying

a person, a. Gratified, pleased.

R^Root, i. (RT&fS, -C3) 1. To speak.

2. To ask, to beg.

R^s. (mf. from R. ?) Dust, sand ; the pollen

of a flower ; an atom. Also (Beng.) C<"j<f

.

RT<Fi s. (/. from R^Jj A perfume and medi-

cine of a bitter and slightly pungent taste and

greyish colour ; it is procured in grains about

the size of those of pepper.

R3 s. (corrupt, of C«vS*3j 1. Semen. 2. Sand.

R^^s. (». from R. ^l?) 1. Sperm, the semi-

nal fluid. 2. Quicksilver.

RTCD s. (n. from R. *t[) Calx of brass.

R^Root, i. (R*tfa, -G3) 1. To move, to

go. 2. To sound.

R*1 s. The ward of a lock.

a. (mfn.) Low, vile : also R*l (mfn.) s.

(m.) The letter <T ; the mark representing ^
when it is placed over another letter, as in ^

.

K^Root, i. (R3I3) To go, to move. 2.

To leap, to jump.

l«\3 s. (m.) The name of an ancient king, the

father of RevatL

C«\jl s. (/. from R3^3) 1. The name of the

wife of Balarama. 2. One of the mdtris or

personified energies of the gods. 3. The last

lunar asterism : also C^^^IS^H («.). See

.4s. Res. ii. 293. ix. 323.

An epithet

of Balarama. (Lit, The husband of RevatI.)

R31 s. (/.) The river Narmadd or Neroudda.

C<4 i^s. (a. A usage, an observance, a

custom, a habit, a fashion.

(from a. ^-Ijj) Philosophy.

Root, i. (R^K3) To sound.

RR interj. (R+ R) A vocative particle used

in speaking to inferior persons.

R^Ts. (fromR. ^l) A multitude, an assembly,

a meeting
;
plenty.

W^ll s. (p.'<L£jj) A fibre ; the stringy fibre of a

mango.

CT^ Root, i." (R^W) 1. To utter an inarticu-

late sound. 2. To neigh; to howl.

R^T°i s. (n. R. K^+ViH ) A roaring, a howl-

ing.

(«*i<^ s. (a. iDyLj) A bribe.

R^^I^ft «» (from a. i^JyJaj) One who takes a

bribe. Also C<*1<^TO^ (p. jyL m^j)

R^I^ s. (p. JLtj) Silk.

a. (from p. Silken.
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(a. aJUj) i. A mission, a message.

2. A troop of horse ; a detachment.

C^rHlttl^ s. (p.jb iL;) The commander of

a troop of horse. Hunter.

C^TM IkWI (p. ^b aJU,) The command

of a troop of horse. Hunter.

Root, i. (<iu|\3) To sound.

s. {m. nomm. sing, from R. Tl?) 1.

Wealth, property. 2. Gold. 3. Sound, noise.

4. (Beng.') A post erected in a pond when it is

consecrated.

(zw.) The name of the fifth Manu of the

present kalpa or age of the world : see "M,*! .

(TfaTl a. (from CTF^S3) Planted (said of the

cold-season crop of rice).

U lsillf^Ta. (from (Tfe3) Planted (as a field

with rice).

CTI^U3 v. a. (from RHf?T3 the cans, of R.

<5^) To sow, to plant.

Rt^ll s. (corrupt, of CTT5!) The hair of the

body ; the hair of a beast.

A boil or

painful swelling occasioned by the pulling up of

a hair by the roots. Carey.

t< ll^s. (corrupt, of the English round) A patrol,

a night-guard. Carey, 8vo. edit.

(TT&l^Tra s. (CTTPT+p. A patroling or

going the rounds.

C3~t3? s . (m. from R. W^) 1. Light. 2. Ready

money, a purchase made with ready cash.

CTt3=v5 s. (from CTfa?) A cash-book.

C^f^Hl s. (from &¥$4) A cash-keeper, a

banker, a treasurer.

C3"t^°l s. (from R. ^^?) The painting or var-

nishing of trinkets. Carey.

(TOl s. (from (Tff^U3) 1. Obstruction, hin-

derance. 2. (a. <uij) A letter.

Rt^tt^ See Rtftra.

v. a. (from R. ^^) To hinder, to ob-

struct, to prevent, to resist, to ward off, to

withstand, to provoke, to molest, to annoy. Also

as a rhyme to it)

Ready money, cash.

CT^Httf s. (a. ^^.j) A dismissal.

C^t^l s. (m. from R. <^^) Sickness, disease.

CTt5^^ a. (mfn. CTffi + Taken ill, dis-

eased.

RtnCTTl s. (-fk\m. CT^+^tf^T) A
physician.

C^Wl a. (from CTt5
!) Diseased, ill.

CTntt^lTrl a. (from W^) Diseased, ill.

a. (mfn. C^t^l + 3^-3) Afflicted with a

disease, diseased.

CTtTOI s. (/. from A diseased

state. Also CTTpTS' (w.).

CTt^fl. a. (-PK CTffl+t^) HI,

diseased, sickly.

(,< 1 0<? a. (m/n.from R.^"^) Pleasing, agreeable.

CTtTPT a. (mfn. from R. 3^) Beautiful, splen-

did, s. (m.) A species of the silk-cotton tree.

CTtTJTi s. (/. from R. W§J 1- Approval ; suit-

ableness to the taste. 2. A plant, commonly

called sunddrochani (a sort of Crinum ?).

RtS^ s. (/. from R. 1. A variety of

teori (Convolvulus Turpethum). 2. A plant

commonly called sundarochanL

CTfWfaa. (mfn. pres. part. a. proper form,

R. <£ t>^) Shining, resplendent.

CTlf^ a. (mfn. from R. Wiftin*'
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Gr. § 821) V. Splendid, brilliant. 2. Elegant,

beautiful.

CrUl^T^. (n. from R. <F^) Light, spendour.

C^IWs. (p. jjj) A day.

« U^Tf^*. (p. jfjjj) Work or labour for hire,

service.

(<l\5^tt^l s. (from p. j$j.j) A hired labourer.

(p. &*>\jjjj) A journal, a day-book.

ad. (from p. jjj) Daily.

CTteSTl s. (p. sjjj) A fast.

Rt^t 5. (h. Bread : see <F&\ .

CTI^Root, i. (CTtef\3) To be mad.

G&A. s. See CTttpT .

C<1kl s. (w. from R. ^tT+ ^pT) 1. A tear.

2. A weeping or crying, lamentation, wailing.

v. a. To weep.

CTTPpTl s. (/.) The name of a plant (Hedy-

sarum Alhagi ?).

5. (n.) 1. Heaven. 2. Earth. In the

dual (—^fl) Heaven and earth.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. % 706) U Wept, wept for. 2. Weeping.

m. from R. ^^4-^) One who
hinders or restrains ; a besieger.

(w?. from R. <?^) 1. A bank, a shore.

2. An obstacle, a hinderance, a stoppage ; a

siege, a blockade ; a forbiddance.

a. (mfn. R. ^+^) 1. Hindering,

obstructing, forbidding, preventing
;
besieging.

2. Being under a restraint.

CTt^T s. (n. R. ) An impediment,

an obstruction, a hinderance.

s. (n. from R. ^jj A bank, a shore.

Rite a. (?w/w. pre*. j9ar£. p. R. <^<t,+^3)

Hindered, obstructed, prevented, forbidden,

besieged, blockaded.

v. a. (from R. 3^) To hinder, to

obstruct, to prevent, to besiege, to blockade.

s. (m. from the caus. of R.^?) An arrow.

CTH^ a. (mfn. from CTt^tflFJ the caus. of

R. Planting, s. (m.) One who plants

(trees, &c), a planter.

CTW s. (k. from the caus. of R. 3^) The

planting of trees, the erecting of a pillar, &c.

K l^"*ft^I a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of the caus. of

R. <F'iLv) Fit to be planted or to be erected.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of R.

<?^) Planted, erected (as a post or pillar).

Rl^jlT the irreg. causal form of R. Wil-

kins' Gr. § 467.

CTftl s. (-SFT n. from R. 3^) Hair, the hair

of the body or of a beast ; wool ; the nap of

cloth.

C< i<<H s. (m. CTfr^T+ ^Pl) A pore of the skin.

ruminating, a chewing the cud.

WU^llWfr a. (mfn. from CTfrFSA.) Rumi-

nating, chewing the cud.

C<k^5. (m. from C^tSpTf3^) The stand-

ing on end of the hair through extreme delight.

Also (TftlSTH (».) and CTfat# (m.).

CTfcHf^3 a. (mfn. CTtHt^+^3) Having

the hair erect through any sudden emotion.

WWU^ft s. (/. from CTta^+^Tt^) A
line of hair extending across the navel.

(< lUt^ s. (a. j\jj) The roof of a house ; a por-

tico or gallery in front of a house.

CTH^^Tf^ s. ^jj) A serenade,

especially when performed round the apartment

of a great man when he retires to rest.
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C<HH| 5. (from r. ) Light, splendor. Also

CTI^ s. (re*, from R.^FI) Anger, passion, wrath.

a. (flgfc. from R. Angry, passionate,

(wi.) 1 . Quicksilver. 2. A touchstone.

C< l^TjTT a. (m/ra. fut. part. p. R. <P^) Causing

anger, provoking.

CTt^H^ts? v. a. (from (4 W ) To provoke, to

exasperate.

(«l<llRt\3 a. (mfn. CTfa+ 3lft>3) Angry,

wrathful, passionate, enraged.

C^"W \
cr

\ a. (from C4W )
Angry, passionate, en-

raged, wrathful.

CTtf^3 a. (mfn. from R. Angry, enraged,

wrathful.

(.< l^M^s. (a. ^J) A fee, a tax, a duty; the

postage of letters.

C3"l"*Jpmi s. A plant (Spilanthus oleracea).

Mohun P. p. 66.

CTt^l s. (re. R. 3^+3FT) 1. A rising or

ascending. 2. A large forest-tree (Swietenia

febrifuga). Hort. Ben. p. 33.

C« lRu. (m> from R.3*3T) 1. A tree. 2. A seed.

CDHrfl. s. (/. from R. f£ ) 1. A cow. 2.

The fourth lunar asterism figured by a wheeled

carriage, and containing five stars, probably

a /3 v J e Tauri. TTi/sora. See -4s. Res. ri,

293. ix. 323,

CTtf^3 a. (ro/re. from R. Red, of a red

colour, s. (m.) 1. Red (the colour). 2. A
fish (Cyprinus denticulatus). 3. A kind of

deer. 4. (re.) Indra's bow unbent and invi-

sible to mortals.

CTtf3£33? s . (m. from R. A plant com-

monly called rohin. Also C^t^t^^ (?re.)

and CTt^t (-f§7T m.)-

CTtfS3"W 5 . (mi Rtfe3 +^) An epithet of

Agni. (Lit. Whose horses are red.)

C<l0pi<P a. (mfn. (.<lo*ll +^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903) Coloured with rochand : see (.4 1 0*1 1 .

s. (ft.) The tartar of the teeth.

Root, i. (C^T^t^)To treat with disrespect.

Root, i . (CTt3"f3 ) To treat with disrespect.

a. (mfn. from Formidable, terrible,

wrathful, irascible, s. (mn.~) 1. Heat, warmth;

solar heat, sunshine. 2. Wrath, rage, excited

passion.

a. (mfn. from^Pfr) Made of silver.

(re.) A kind of salt procured from a

salt lake near Sambher, about twenty miles

west from Jayanagar. Also (re.) and

rftST^ („.).

C^R^ a. (mfn. from 3Ff ?) 1. Made of the hide

of the deer called <F3> Manu n. 41. 2. Ter-

rible, frightful, s. (hi.) One of the divisions of

hell. Manu iv. 88.

s. (m. patronymic from 1 fe'fj.)

1. An epithet of Balarama. 2. An epithet of

the planet Mercury.

(m. from R. ^3^?) A kind of deer.

1 ^ A sufiix, by means of which a few adverbs

are formed from pronouns : e. g. 3fK When?

from pron. What, who? 3f\ Then, fr

pron. That, this.

om

*m The twenty-eighth consonant of the Hindu

alphabet, corresponding to the common sound

of I.
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•I A Taddhita suffix, by means of which some

adjectives are formed from substantives : e. g.

*t\
07
T^ a- (>/"•) Dustv

>
from s

' 0-)

Dost.

^ In works on prosody is used as an abbreviation

for i. e. A short syllable.

^$£3 v. a. (h. LJ) To take, to get, to acquire, to

accept, to receive, to assent.

v. a. To bring ; ^^TT1 *lfev5 v. a. To take

away, to fetch.

v. noun of ^X^S) The taking, getting,

or obtaining a thing. Also ^^tfl .

v. a. To influence or bias a person, to

prevail upon, to persuade.

(a. ijlj plur. of fji)
Necessary

things, requisites
;
property, furniture.

*T^Root, x. (^TtWfe) t To taste. 2. To

obtain.

«?<pl« s. (m. ^ + 3?t^) The letter or any

character expressing its sound.

s. (hi.) A species of bread-fruit tree (Arto-

carpus Lacucha).

?1 s. (a. lil) A sort of fan-tailed pigeon.

<*\&<$ s. (hi.) 1. Old cloth; rags. 2. Zac, the

dye.

Root, x. (*T53?irf3) 1 . To see, to perceive,

to remark, to observe. 2. To mark. 3. To

describe, to define. With 311, SH, or ft
prefixed, To observe, to see, to perceive.

^ s. (m. for R. eT5P ) 1. A mark ; a butt. 2.

(w.) A lac, one hundred thousand : also

(/.). (Beng.) —f^f^K? v. a. To overshoot

the mark.

^flSPl s. (n. R. ^55 + ) 1. A sign, a mark, a

token. 2. A short description, a definition ; a

predicate. See Trans. B.A.S. i. 94. 3. A

name, an appellation. 4. Sight, seeing. (Beng.
s

)

u. a. To indicate,

to portend.

^Sdp'h s. (/. from R. ^T&J 1. An ellipsis, a word

or phrase understood though not expressed ; the

metaphorical sense implied in a passage. 2. A
female Siberian crane : also

H*£ll3H*J a. (mfn. ^°i+3lt3%) Distin-

guished by a mark or sign.

^tcfcl s . (/.) A hundred-thousand.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3)
Observed, seen, perceived ; marked.

5?TO s. (-&\ n. R. ^^T^+IPT ) 1. A mark,

a spot, a sign. 2. Chief, principal.

^^W. ! a. (mfn. from R. ^*T3^) Prosperous, fortu-

nate, s. (ne.) 1. The name of the brother and

companion of Ramachandra. 2. The Indian

crane. 3. (n. for ^5^°! ) A name, an appel-

lation.

s. (/. from R. ?) 1. The name of one

of the principal female deities, the wife of

Vishnu and goddess of wealth and prosperity.

2. Fortune, prosperity, success. 3. Beauty,

splendour.

Abandoned by

fortune, unfortunate.

A festival on

the fifteenth day of the second half of the month

A'swina. As. Res. ill. 263.

STftWVK a. mfn. ^T^ +^V) Pros-

perous, fortunate, thriving.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^5^+ IT) Ob-

servable, perceivable, s. (ra.) 1. A mark, a

sign ; a butt. 2. A hundred thousand. 3. Fraud,

disguise.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move, to approach.

7 P
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fj^tl^ Root, i. To go, to move. Also,

I. (with the insertion of a nasal, ^fffe) 1. To

go, to move. 2. To be lame.

1. To taste. 2. To obtain.

tfSti s. (from R. 5T5
t) A staff to beat off fruits.

v. n. (h. US) To be near. v. a. To get,

to obtain.

*Pft I (from R. HSjsj A boat-hook, a pole used

as a boat-hook ; a lever.

*Tdlv3 s. (m.) 1. A staff, a stick. 2. A club, a

mace.

ac?. (from With, about one.

TO a. (m/k. j9r<?£. part. p. R. and R. »f*0f

Wilkins' Gr. pp. 418, 419) 1. Ashamed. 2.

Attached to, adhering to, in contact with, in-

tent on : used in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.)

Stuck in the mud, from s. (mn.) Mud,

mire, . s. (n.) The rising of a sign, its

appearance above the horizon ; the oblique as-

cension, or the divisions of the equator, which

rise in succession with each sign in an oblique

sphere. -4s. Res. n. 271. Wilson.

^^t^ s. (m. ^T^j +^) A bondsman, a security,

bail.

^^t3" s. (^4-^) A writing specifying a

propitious time for a marriage. Tarachand Ch.

^^tSRJ^ s . r*t9 -h^^T) The zodiac.

(/. from §fT^2) A girl before the age

of puberty.

a. Moving or sounding like strongly

agitated fluids.

S^Roox, x. (^Tl^nrfS) 1. To taste. 2.

To obtain, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

S^Ti^rf^) 1. To dry, to dry up. 2. To di-

minish. 3. (^^3) To go, to move. 4.

To fast, to abstain from food. x.

To speak. With 3^ or ft prefixed, To go

beyond, to exceed, to transgress.

^fc^l s . (i^S[W from ^%h^t) Small-

ness, levity, diminution.

(femin. of the irreg. compar. degree

of ST^) A contemptible woman. Tarachand

Ch.

T-foi a. (mfn. from R. Sfl(&b>) Light, swift, quick,

pleasing, beautiful, small, trivial, short (as a

syllable), ad. Sans. Quickly, swiftly, s. (/.)

1. A plant (Trigonella corniculata). 2. A short

syllable. 3. (In arithmetic) A smaller quan-

tity, the lesser root in an equation. —^1 (/.)

or — "3" (n.) Levity, smallness
;
diminution, hu-

miliation.

^\W>f% s. (corrupt, of ^^-"Ef^3^) A ca-

dence. Carey.

^^ftf^ v. a. (^+3ltf^3) To disre-

gard, to disesteem, to think lightly of a person.

cn^J^sl^T s. (n. Contempt.

^Pft^ a. (mfn. ^T+^T^from R.*i"&
)
Easy

of digestion.

w^^W a. {mfn. ^^^T+^jt^) Light, portable.

'^AN s. (n. ^^1+^) (In algebra) The

lesser root of an equation.

^W^P a. (mfn. ^l+W^) Of a low price.

s. (n. ?) A low price.

^^H? s ' i
n

' *^L+"ffi) A skirmish
-

Mohun

P. p. 152.

^SKtP a ' *»' ^\+^^) Consisting of

fewer terms (as a side in an equation), Colebr.

Alg. p. 35.

MxfjiU s . (n. ^^T+ ^^ni) The root of a fragrant

grass (Andropogon muricatum).

s. (from W§) Urine. -3ftft3 v. a.

To expel urine.
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^T^tfiPlI s. (^Wt+ fZFTTl ) The act of making

water.

^T^l s. (/.) I. The capital of the island of Ceylon

and residence of Ravana ; also the island of

Ceylon itself. 2. The name of the place whence

Hindu astronomers calculate the longitude, and

which is different in situation from Ceylon.

) A plant (Capsi-

cum of several species). Carey.

(f.) A plant (Trigonella cornicu-

lata). Also ^tf^1 and 5^$tfW (/.).

*T$tPf3l s. (^<p1 + f*fcl?) A plant (Euphorbia

Tirucalli). Hort. Ben. p. 36.

s. A plant (Eugenia caryophyllata). Hort.

Sen. p. 37.

^^Sjpr s , (5^+37^) A shrub (Lonicera

quinquelocularis). Carey.

^^T^RT s. (?-JS) An anchor.

5T^I<$ a. (rnfn. from R. f^jj Overstepping,

going beyond, transgressing, s. (m.) A trans-

gressor.

n. from R. ^^J + ^pT) A stepping

beyond a limit, a transgressing, a trespassing

;

abstinence.

tT.fi a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

Fit to be stepped beyond or trans-

gressed, transgressible. Also ^"I^P (mfn.).

s. (from *T§ffcfaiiJ Boxing, fisti-

cuffs.

a. (rnfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^4-^^)
Overstepped, passed beyond, transgressed.

v. a. (from R. SflXQ To overstep, to

pass beyond, to transgress.

^TS^Root, i. To mark.

Root, i. (^Hf^f, or with the insertion of

2422

a nasal, ^ft) To fry. vi. (^OlUS) To be

ashamed, x. To hide, to cover,

to conceal, x. (with or without the insertion

of a nasal, NSlf>3, ^X[f3) 1. To be

manifest or apparent. 2. To shine, x. (with

the insertion of a nasal, ^^Hf^) 1. To give.

2. To dwell. 3. To injure. 4. To be strong.

5. To censure.

^1 See R.

^fg) s. (f. from R. ^^F^) Shame, bashfulness,

modesty.

^T^Jt<Ra. (mfn. ^^Fll+^R) Shameful.

a . (mfn. ^I + ^rf^S) Modest,

bashful. Also^Ut^(-^ mfn.), ^^Tjt-

*j$Jjf (mfn.) and ^Tf^s? (mfn.).

^^^a. (mfn. ^^Il + Ulrj) Modest, shame-

ful, s. (m.) A sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica).

^Tjt^T) a. (mfn. ^1+^) Void of mo-

desty or shame, shameless.

Root, x. (^$^f^) 1. To be manifest.

2. To shine.

^\ Root, i. (^^l^R?) To be a child, to act or

talk like a child.

?T^*T s. (v. noun of ^tf^US) 1. A hanging:

or being suspended. 2. A small species of

parrot (Psittacus minor). 3. A shrub which

produces anotta (Bixa Orellana). Carey.

^"^t^U3 v. a. (caus. of ^£1%U3) To hang,

to suspend a thing.

v. n. (from R. c*^iv?) To be suspended,

to hang, to swing.

c^ft^^ s. (h. cU^cUj) A labyrinth, perplexity,

intricacy. See *f^^t^v .

^rt^tf^Hl a. (from ^Ttjtftj Troublesome,

intricate, perplexed, crafty. Also

7 P 2
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^T^fT^ s. A tossing or tumbling about with pain

or anguish.

**T^1 s. (/.) Curls of hair hanging down the

forehead.

a. (corrupt, of Lascivious, lewd,

profligate. Also feXTl and frtl

.

Root, i. (^KSfS) 1. To frolic, to sport, to

dally. 2. To move the tongue. 3. To stir, to

agitate. 4. To pain. x. (^loufj) I. To

nurse, to foster. 2. To shake. 3. To feel de-

sire, x. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To shine.

^OOO a. (from ^tfs}S3) Unsteady, moveable,

wavering. Also ^sifcfoUl

.

*F5\ s. (from *^5G3) Motion, a vibrating, a

wavering.

«. (from^^3) A battle, a fight ; war.

v. a. To fight.

v. a. (caus. of ^fOW) To move, to

agitate, to shake, to stir, to fight.

*^3t^ s. (from ^3tl^3) A warrior, a fighter.

^\5l<P<£<?\i I s. (^\5T^ +^v3l) A fighting-

cock. Molmn P. p. 51.

*n^tF3l s. (from ^^tK?) A moving to and

fro, vibrating or oscillating, the shaking a thing.

v. noun of ^\5TCS3) The causing a

thing to move, the stirring a thing, a. Moved,

stirred, shaken, agitated.

^vjt^Tf^ s. (from ^vJft^) A mutual fighting

or scuffling.

^fot^ v. n. (from R. ) To vibrate, to quiver,

to shake, to stir ; to fight.

s. (corrupt, of ?) A staff, a stick, a

wand, a pole.

^OTt^U3 v. a. (from *Tf\JU3?) To lay a bait.

5?^<3? s. (ra.) A globular sweetmeat. Also I

.

Cf1v5<\i s. (from ^foW) A tossing or shaking

about, a vibrating motion.

^O^foul a. (from ^\5^) Moveable, un-

steady, fickle.

s. (from *Tfs?U3) A moving or shaking,

agitation.

^^3^3 s. (^+^asa rhyme to it) Con-

fusion, ruin, disorder.

°"1^31 s. (/.) 1. A creeper, a winding or creeping

plant. 2. A branch. 3. A plant, commonly

called priyangu. 4. A gramineous plant (Tri-

gonella corniculata). 5. Heart-pea (Cardio-

spermum Halicacabum). (Beng.} —
v. a. To cling to another.

v. n. (from *F5\) To climb as a vine,

to cling to.

^3^^ s. (^vjl+^Tt) A climbing species

of nettle (Urtica naucliflora). Carey.

5?T\jt33]R s . (^1 + ^5^") A scandent species

of fig-tree (Ficus vagans). Hort. Ben. p. 66.

^Hftft^^ s . (^+^$i^H^) A
scandent species of fig-tree (Ficus hederacea).

Hort. Ben. p. 103.

from R.

3*1^) A spreading creeper.

^^411 s. (^i+.^pd) Aplant(Achy-

ranthes alternifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

(from 5T3l + 5I5?T?) A climbing

shrub (Uvaria fornicata and U. bicolor). Hort.

Ben. p. 94.

green onion.

(from scandent

plant (Willoughbeia edulis). Carey.

(/. from ^^jl) A creeper, a winding

plant.
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5^5
fl, s. (corrupt, of^5

fl>3?) Butter.

^HjRdOT, i- To speak. Withal

prefixed, To speak to, to address ; with ^ To

say, to speak ; with "ft To complain, to be-

wail ; with To speak with, to converse.

^'Pfr 5. (n. R. ^PjUf^PT) 1. The act of talk-

ing. 2. The mouth. 3. The first term in a

progression : see

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Spoken, said. s. (n.) Speech, the voice.

folding up, a wrapping

together.

(from A kind of ornamented

shoes.

v. a. (cans, of ^flfo?) To fold

up, to wrap together, to entwine.

v. n. (from R. ) To adhere, to

stick or cling to.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

W%X3) 1. To sound. 2. To fall, to tumble.

With ^< prefixed, 1. To hold, to support.

2. To hang with the head downwards ; with

To rely or depend upon ; with ft To de-

tain, to cause delay.

s. (m. from R. *fT) 1. A cutting or reaping.

2. Destruction, loss. 3. Smallness, littleness.

4. A fraction, the numerator of a fraction.

Colebr. Alg. p. 13. 5. (mfn.) Small, little.

Cf1<^[ s. (n.) Cloves, the tree and its fruit (Eu-

genia caryophyllata).

^<^\j1 s. (^^+^1) A plant (Limonia

scandens). Hort. Ben. p. 32.

^T^" ! s. (n.) 1. Salt (muriate of soda): sea-salt,

fossil salt or factitious salt. 2. (m.) Saltness,

a saline taste, a. (mfn.) 1. Saline. 2. Beau-

tiful, pleasing.

^"HtJT *• A salt-cellar. Mo-
hun P. p. 75.

$?PfaaSP[ s. (^Ci+^W) The salt sea.

*Wtt#3 5. (m. +Mll<P< ) A salt-mine.

^^H^ a. (mfn. Salted.

«1<
i

| l»-< s .

(
n .

5?Rc
i -i-^I

1^) Salt water, a.

(mfn.) Abounding in salt or brackish water.

(». W.+SIPJ The salt sea.

Also ^rerHW (m.).

E5PST 5. (n. from R. SJ+3FT) A reaping or

cutting.

^kHR s. (/. from R. ^?) A coarse kind of

custard-apple (Annona squamosa).

**Wn1 5. (a. 4jU) A wrapper, a great coat, a

cloak.

s. (a. jaU) Frankincense, gum-benzoin.

^f^T 5. (w. from R. ^+ Wilkins' Gr. %

799) A sickle, a bill-hook.

crK^5l< s. (a. liiJ) A word, a saying.

^% a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. cr1^+^3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420) Obtained, taken, gained, acquired :

used in comp. e. g. SfaU^l* a. (mfn.) Ob-

tained through favour, from ^TT^ s. (m.)

Favour, . s. (n.) A product.

^4^^ a. (mfn. from ^T+ 3f3$1) Pos-

sessed of fame, having acquired renown.

^%^P\ a. (mfn. ^-h^ !) Sage, learned, s.

(m.) A sage.

°n ^ f< a. (mfn. from ^Tf+ ftTpl) Having

acquired science or wisdom, learned.

^faft a. (mfn. ^+rW|) Perfected in

human virtue.

""l^i-l^ a. (mfn. *T^+ 3FJs£l) Having obtained

leave of absence.
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^t^N a. (»»>. *T^ + 313^1*1) Having

found an opportunity.

*rf|*. (/. r. ^+f3) li Acquisition, gain,

the getting or obtaining a thing, 2. (In arith-

metic) A quotient. Colebr. Alg. p. 8.

^^Root, i. («V$W) To obtain, to get, to

gam. With3l1 prefixed, To touch, to come

into contact ; with To vituperate, to

blame, to reprehend ; with 1. To obtain,

to acquire. 2. To understand ; with ^ To de-

ceive. Also, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

5T§S3) To sound.

v. a. (from R. To get, to obtain,

to acquire.

55^> a. (mfn. fut. part, p. R. 5^+TT) h At-

tainable, obtainable, procurable. 2. Proper,

fit, right, s. (n. ?) Gain, profit, interest on

money.

usurer.

^ri$t a. (_ mfn. Mb +3^2^) De-

sirous of gain or profit.

Wl^flf (from N§> + 3jC) For the sake of

gain,

^^H""^ a. (mfn.} Lecherous, lascivious, dissolute.

s. (m.} A lecher, a libertine, a gallant. —^31

(/.) or —3 (n.} Lewdness, lasciviousness.

5?f*X^ s. A jump, a leap, v. a. To spring,

to jump, to leap.

A springing or

jumping about.

^ s. (from fffW) A springing, a leaping or

jumping.

a. (mfn. from R. 1. Pendent, pen-

dulous. 2. Long, tall, great, large, s. (m.}

A perpendicular. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

^'^T s. (n. from R. *T^+3FT) 1. A hanging

or being pendulous. 2. A long necklace. 3.

The geographical latitude. Wilkins' MS.

s. (m. *T^+ 3I *1) A degree of

latitude. Wilkins
1 MS.

a. (mfn. pres. part. a. "properform R.
<rr

i
<
^,) Hanging, depending, being pendulous.

cr1*"<l s. (from ^TW) A perpendicular, a. Long.

"l^ii s. (from 5?
I
I:^) 1. Length, tallness,

height. 2. Expensiveness, extravagance.

^^I'^tcteft s. + C^3lt") 1. The

length and breadth of a thing. 2. Extravagance,

expenditure. 3. Tedious detail, boasting, ad.

At great length, in detail.

(from crlM +

) A tree (Quercus cas-

tanicarpa). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

W&StiS$BR§ s. (*FZ\+*&t5fct) A tree

(Eugenia claviflora). Hort. Ben. p. 37.

3K»i^4 a. (from S^+ XPll) Long-faced,

having a long neck (as a bottle),.

S^t^f^ ad. (from ^3") At full length, laid

along, s. The entire length of any thing.

STP^^I s. (/. from R. The uvula or soft

palate.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3)
Hanging down, pendulous, pendent.

^ Sm
(
m ^ne fifteenth astronomical yoga or

division of the moon's path. As. Res. ix. 366.W a 6?. (from °"i*"< ) Lengthwise, in length.

^tMlw a. (mfn. + )
Having a large

belly, s. (m.) An epithet of Ganesa.

s. (n. from R. 5?p3 + 3Fr) I. Gaining,

getting, acquiring. 2. Abuse, reviling.

^11^ Root, i. To g°> to move -

^TTI s. (m. from R. 57
ft) 1. Union, adherence,
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- an embracing or clinging to. 2. A house, a

dwelling. 3. Equal time in music or dancing.

4. (n.) Solution, fusion, melting, a melted state.

5. Loss, destruction, disappearance.

e*1*l<pM s. (m. ^IT+^t5^) A time of disso-

lution or destruction.

STST^fa a. (mfn.
57TXT+ rf^3) Dissolved, melted,

destroyed, lost.

5*^
s
Root, i. Fi) To go, to move.

Root, x. (fcfFMTO) 1. To wish, to de-

sire. 2. To enjoy.

^FFfl s. (/. from R. Cf
1
e
*lN)

1. A wanton woman.

2. A species of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As.

Res. x. 433.

fc^R^l s. (f. from R. A necklace hang-

ing as low as the navel.

s. (n. from R. W^.) 1. The forehead.

2. Fate, destiny (conceived to be written on the

forehead).

^^Iffel s. (/. from^^CTS) An ornament

worn on the forehead.

GHFn*$ s. (n.y 1 . A mark on the forehead of a

horse or bull. 2. A mane.

c^crj \±{<£ s> (n- ) a chaplet of flowers falling over

the forehead.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3) 1.

Enjoyed, played, sported. 2. Wished for, de-

sired. 3. Pleasing, beautiful, lovely. 4. (Beng.^)

Hanging in folds from fatness, s. (w.) Lan-

guid gestures in a woman expressive of amorous

sentiment.

(femin. of 1. The name of a

particular scale in the musical system of the

Hindus. As. Res. in. 78. 2. A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 447,

465.

To be skilful or clever.

*V*fi s. (corrupt, of <*£\ ) Garlic (Allium sati-

vum). Hort. Ben. p. 24.

^Tfffa s. (from 5^JT) The cat's eye.

^Root, i. -C3) and iv. (^wfvS,

— G3) To desire, to wish, to love, to like:

sometimes with 3TRo prefixed to it. x. (f?$r

^Tlft) To be skilful.

^^Root, it (*lfflffo>) 1. To embrace. 2. To

play, to sport : sometimes with ft or3«> pre-

fixed to it. x. (tabwifc} To do a thing

skilfully.

^^^s. (p.jZzS) An army; a soldier, a lascar.

(from p. ^CiJ) The business or pro-

fession of a soldier.

^^sSTRoot, vi. (^safsj, — 03) To be ashamed,

to be modest or bashful. Sometimes with ft
prefixed to it.

s. (m. from R. The middle.

*TSft s. (/.) A large wave or surf. Also

^A(f).
^1 Root, ii. (^TtfvJ) 1. To receive, to get. 2.

To give.

SfTl s. (corrupt, of 5TW) Lac.

STTS s. (corrupt, of ^"^) A long gourd (Cu-

curbita lagenaria). Hort. Ben. p. 70.

(corrupt, of 5
*T5J?) A hundred thousand.

s . (/. from R. ) Lac, the red dye,

or the animal which produces it. .4s. Res. n.

361, 363.

^rW^^PT *. (rn. RTW +SWrpT) The

red lodh, a tree from the bark of which an as-

tringent infusion is prepared, which is used to

fix colour in dyeing. Wilson.

STOP? a. (mfn. ^\^ + t^Wilkins'Gr. §903)

Relating to lac, impregnated with lac.
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Root, i. 1. To be dry or arid.

2. To adorn. 3. To suffice, to be able or com-

petent to. 4. To refuse, to prevent.

(a. ^) Land free from taxes.

^t^TlkSfl a. (from A. Free from taxes.

sTtJfl a. (from RjtPft&) Joined, put into con-

tact, s. The being in contact, effect.

5?ft511$'U3 v. a. (caus. of ^Ttf^Ts?) To cause to

join, to bring into contact ; to spread a table,

to bring a boat to shore, &c. ; to ascribe, to

attribute, to impute, &c.

^Tt^T^T^prep. (from h. L^) Until, to, unto,

ending with.

(from *TtFft3) A vestige, a trace
;

any thing sought after.

from

A landing-place, a wharf.

^Fffa (P . The bit of a bridle.

v. a. To champ the bit.

^TWP] ad. (from *Tffl$G3) In contact,

close together, contiguously.

*ftf*j ad. (from *TtflT3) For, on account of

;

towards.

v. a. (from R. To be in contact

with, to touch, to hit, to be fixed, to adhere

;

to give pain
;
(with the adverbial paiticiple of

other verbs preceding it) to begin, to commence.

v. n. To ad-

here, to stick to.

ad. (from On account of, for

the purpose of.

^TT^Root, i. (^Tter£3) To be able or com-

petent.

^TfcR" s . (n. from Wilkins' Gr. % 974) I.

Smallness, minuteness, levity
;
diminution, con-

tempt. 2. Health.
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*TWt a. (from^^R) Sparing, frugal, faring

hard.

*T$FT s ,
(
w .) a plough. As. Res. x. 3. 2.

(Beng.} A flower (Gloriosa superba). 3. A
plant (Commelina salicifolia).

ETffiFJSte; s. (m. 5T^rT+^ from R. ^T)
A ploughman.

s. (m. ^Tt^+TT^) The pole or

shaft of a plough.

A furrow.

sTt^s3JFt55T s. (^Ifal+SFR) A ploughshare.

wflfpfl s. (from *Y$pT) 1. A cultivator. 2.

A ploughing.

(w.) A kind of poison.

^IfyRWl s. (/. from ^Tlrfr^) A species of

plant.

^il^Rul a. (from ^fift^t) Ploughing, s. A
ploughman.

"l i^pn^^l a. (from ^t^pft +^1) A plant

(Ipomoea Pes tigridis). Hort. Ben. p. 14.

^l^Wl s. (/. from^^TT) The name of several

plants : Gloriosa superba, Commelina salici-

folia, Jussieua repens, and Nama Zeylanica.

Hort. Ben. p. 21.

(w.) The hairy tail of an animal. Also

^TTtrt^a. (p.jUJ) Helpless, forlorn.

(from p.jU&-il) Helplessness, a forlorn

state.

""IIC^ Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

5Tt^jjf3) To mark.

C
*V N

^. Root, i, (with the insertion of a nasal,

*Tfc|f3) h To blame, to censure. 2. To fry.

HlvSl si (corrupt, of *^J) Bashfulness, shame,

modesty.
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s. Rice freed from the husk by frying.

Tardchand Ch.

^lU^ a. (from 5*^) Modest, bashful: also

^SEP^pil. s. The sensitive plant (Mi-

mosa pudica). Hort. Ben. p. 41.

c^l^cr^jj
fl# (from c^xl ) Modest, bashful, s.

A plant (Mimosa natans). Mohun P. p. 42.

^Tfwps. (n. from R. ^TTK ) 1. A spot, a mark,

a sign. 2. A name, an appellation.

8?H^pri s. (from R. °i It^J Abuse, reproof, re-

prehension.

a. (mfn, pret. part. p. R.

1. Marked, designated. 2. Reprehended, re-

proached, blamed, s. Reprehension.

^Ila (from R. ^T^?) Entanglement, disorder,

confusion. Also

*TT&1. See^Tftl.

(from R. A top for children :

a play-thing.

^IsM^s. (*tf"k1? + *n5?) A fish (Ophio-

cephalus Lata, Hamilton's Fishes ; O. Karaivey,

Lacepede). Carey.

^f&. s. (corrupt, of *V$\5) A staff, a stick, a

mace, a club, a bludgeon. Also

S^fal a. (from ^TffsJlA?) Shaken, agitated, dis-

placed, s. 1. Concussion, agitation. 2. Stubble.

v. a. (cans, of "llRiW) To cause to

move, to displace, to agitate.

^ivjl^'fa s. (from ^TKjfe^ ) A mutual or

universal shaking and causing to move.

^ifsXvi v. a. (from R. ^5 ) To stir, to agitate,

to shake, to move.

^3 s. (corrupt, of ) A kind of sweetmeat.

s. (h. t-tf) A kick.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^1 +3) 1. Given.

2. Received.

5J
Tt3fl s. (h. xJai) A kick. -3ltftl3 or

v. a. To kick.

s. (m. from R. ) Speaking, talk.W 5. (from ^TWS) A jump, a leap.

v. a. To jump, to

leap, to flounce.

*T^-fe°Tl s. (^+ *fo°Ti fromfoffe?)
Overleaping all bounds, bold, insolent.

(from ) 1. A leap, a jump.

2. A hare.

v. a. (cans. To cause to

leap or to jump.

*TW^rt1% s. (from ^tfeU3) A mutual or

promiscuous leaping.

v. a. (from h. L^) To jump, to leap,

to spring, to flounce.

s. (»w.) A sort of quail (Perdix Chinensis).

Also (/.).

^I<T1<P a. (mfn. Relating to salt,

impregnated with salt, dressed with salt. s.

(»«.) A salt-merchant.

^TOT) 5 . (n. from^^+TT) 1. Saltness. 2.

Agreeableness, loveliness, beauty.

*Tfe Root, x. (^ksilfo) To throw, to send,

to direct.

!*ft^5 s. (m. from R. Wilkins' Gr. § 822).

A getting or obtaining
;
acquisition, gain, profit,

emolument, produce, interest. See Colebr. Alg.

p. 288.

^kX 1* a. (mfn. ^\^+^) Affording an ad-

vantage, procuring gain or profit, profitable.

^Tt^t^ s. (n.l + A prosperous

destiny.

7 Q
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Hl^l^ a. (mfn. ^t^ + ^l^) Obtainable, pro-

per to be gained.

^UsHta s. (^Tt^+^FTt^) Profit and loss,

advantage and disadvantage, gain and detri-

ment.

^ 1^^<P s. (w.) The root of the Andropogon mu-

ricatum.

*. (n. "^tfe +TT) Lasciviousness,

lecherousness, debauchery.

«• 0- JS) Red - s - Slaver. 2. A small

song-bird (Fringilla Amandava). Mohun P.

p. 53.

5Tt5f5^?f|
>

s. (STt^+^R^) A plant (Ne-

rium odorum). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

A species of oak (Quercus armata). Carey.

Ki^w*jkW 5 . (*rt«y c<pj^n?) Apiant

(Bergia verticillata). Also «^i^[t<P*p1 iZor*.

.Bera. p. 34.

species

of yam (Dioscorea purpurea). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

nlenXJv/l s . (^Tt^+^fl) A plant (Epipactis

plicata). Hort. Ben. p. 63.

^Ho s. (corrupt, of 5Tt5TTri) Covetousness,

strong desire.

^ 1^0W s. (^Tt^T+ ^tRli) A small species of

fish (Chanda lala, Hamilton's Fishes). Carey.

^ Hjb^l s. (^T^+f^ji) A plant (Plum-

bago rosea). Hort. Ben. p. 13.

^T^rfW) a. (from ^Yt^Wi) Covetous, greedy,

subject to an inordinate desire. Also^t^TS^Hl

.

Fri i^o^sri s. (^t^+c^^ri) a Ash (Go-

bioides ruber, Hamilton's Fishes). Carey.

s, (^TH+^t^) A tree (Tamarix

dioica). Hort. Ben. p. 22.

The red va-

riety of Ipomcea Quamoclit. Hort. Ben. p. 14.

^iHl s. (from R. S^) The carefully nourish-

ing a child ; a caressing.

HHti&tirl s .

(
5TH

rf
5n§

p
tTri) a potherb

(Amaranthus atropurpureus). Hort. Ben. p. 67.

^THjjiT s. (^TT^+^T) An edible plant

(Basella rubra). Carey.

A species of

nettle (Urtica interrupta). Carey.

A plant (Sida rhombifolia).

Mohun P. p. 48.

^Ti^JJPTl s. (^^+3jfl from p.
pfi)

A plant

(Celosia cristata rubra). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

PtHft$iqf5$ s, (^f+^^fef^) Red

pepper (Capsicum frutescens). Carey.

c^t^TfT^t^TO s. (^t^T +^t^TT^) A scan-

dent species ofnettle (Urtica globulifera). Carey.

eTt^Jfr^^^i s A sort

of sweet potato (Convolvulus Battatas). Carey.

Pf^iftl^ s. (
5JTt5^+ wTt5) An edible plant

(Amaranthus Gangeticus). Carey.

W^nmf^ s. (^H+ C*K~Tf^ ?) An edible

plant (Achyranthes ferruginea). Carey.

A sort of grass

the red variety of panicum colonum. Carey.

^nfP^TOTl s. The red

variety of Canna Indica). Carey.

55ftpFTl s. (/. from R. 5;FJT ) A longing, an

ardent desire, a coveting.

plant (Tri-

anthema obcordata, var. rubra). Carey.

^Tt^f^ a. (mfn. from ^Tt^^l) Covetous,

greedy.

sTH^RTrtHpi s. A
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plant (the red variety of Hibiscus phceniceus).

Hort. Ben. p. 51.

^\^\ s. (f. from R. ^^FT ) 1. Slaver, saliva.

2. (Beng.) A grandee.

a. (mfn.
55^1b+^) 1. Relating

to the forehead. 2. Arising from fate or destiny.

s. (m.) 1. An attentive servant. 2. An idler.

Also 5TKfffc^
1 (/.).

^IpHOJ s. (n. from ^"^^3+ 11) Loveliness,

pleasantness, beauty, sweetness, gentleness.

*Tfaf[ s. (from p. Ji) Redness.

sTt5^ a. (from R. E5^) Thin, worn.

a. (from ^1
i) Sputtering, slubbering.

(p. j^J) A dead body, a corpse.

^I^H s. (m. from R. Dancing ; wanton-

ness, dalliance.

^i^W1

s. (m. from R. ^T^L) An actor, a dancer,

a mime.

^tf^T3>1 s . (/ew?iw . of ^Tt^T^) A female dancer.

s. (/.) A gimlet, an auger.W S. (7?. from R.
) Dancing, lascivious

acting, dalliance, wantonness.

5tW 5. (corrupt, of E5Tl5^1) Zac.

a. Relating to La-

hore, -r^T<T?) The common wall-flower (Chei-

ranthus Cheiri). Carey.

f*T^I> s. (m. from ^^IJ ) A sort of bread-fruit

tree (Artocarpus Lacucha).

(/.) A nit, the egg of a louse.

f^^Roox, vi. (PWf3) and 1. (C^f3)
1. To go, to proceed. 2. To draw, to depict,

to write. With ^1 prefixed, To describe, to

depict, to sketch ; with To erect, to stand

upright; with ft To scratch, to write, to sketch.

(from R. Rl^ij A writer, a clerk.

Mohun P. p. 93.

s. (n. R. t^T^+^FT) 1. The act of

writing. 2. A written document, a writing,

a letter, scripture.

The style

of a writing.

t^J^ftXI a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. f^^+
)

Requiring to be written. Also

"M**to3> (mfn.).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

1. Written. 2. Drawn, sketched, painted.

5. («.) A writing, a written composition.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

) To go, to move. Also, 1.

and x. To paint, to variegate.

With "3X1 prefixed, To embrace.

(from R. f^i^?) An axle-tree.

(n. from R. ) 1. A token, a sign,

a discriminative mark. 2. The male organ of

generation: the phallus as the emblem of Siva.

3. (In grammar) The gender of a noun. 4.

An inference
;
premises leading to a conclusion.

5. (In the Scinhhya system of philosophy) Na-

ture as the active power in creation. 6. The

subtile frame in which the soul is invested.

Trans. R.A.S. 1. 32.

) A religious hypo-

crite.

s. (n. f%*n+ "t^fc) The subtile

frame in which the soul is invested (according

to the Sankhya system of philosophy). Trans.

R.A.S. i.32, 35.

f^^im s. (n. r%f+^tAH*H) The

doctrine of the gender of nouns. Mohun P.

p. 122.

PnSft a. (-"RPT mfn. t%^f +^ ) Distin-

7 Q 2
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guished by a mark or sign. s. (m.) The name

of a sect of gymnosophists. As. Res. vn. 281.

s. (from the Chinese lee chee) A fruit in-

troduced from China (Scytalia Litchi). Carey.

"PTE" See E?ft?

.

(n. ?) A nominal or denominative verb.

Yates' Gr. p. 410. Wilkins' Gr. % 561, seqq.

Root, vi. (with the insertion of a nasal,

1. To add to, to increase. 2. To

anoint, to smear. Sometimes with ^SI^T,

or prefixed to it.

"f^ffl s. (/. from R. f^L) 1. Hand-writing,

writing in general. 2. A written document, a

letter. 3. A painting. 4. A smearing or plaster-

ing. Also fejfl (/.).

f^ffi^fa *. (m. f^fl+^lT) Ascribe, a

writer. Also (jw.).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Smeared, tainted, anointed
;

closely united or

connected with. 2. Envenomed. 3. Eaten.

s. (n. ?) (In astronomy) The sixtieth part of a

degree. Wilkins' MS.

A poisoned arrow.

f^R&S a. {mfnA f*T^ +5^) Having the

fingers lying close to each other either naturally

or occasioned by spasm. Carey.

PlMJfl a. (mfn. f^j + Having the body

anointed with unguents.

f^P^T. s. (/. from f^P^the desider. form ofR.

^^) Desire, a wish to possess, greediness,

covetousness, acquisitiveness.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of f*P*T the

desider. form of R. ^T^) Coveted, eagerly

wished for, anxiously desired, greedily sought

after.

f*P*T a. (mfn. from t^P^the desider. form of

R. see Wilkins' Gr. p. 467) Anxious to

have or to obtain, greedy, covetous.

"feifl s. (/.) and ptfl (/.). See f^Tpj .

FH :Rt£< s. (m.) See f^Tpf^R

.

Root, iv. To lessen or become

less. vi. To go, to move, to ap-

proach.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422) Lessened, decreased, reduced.

f^T£ Root, n. ( C^f^ : see Wilkins' Gr. p. 193,

194) To taste, to lick : sometimes with

prefixed.

Root, iv. (^ftfltvJ) and ix. (f*VTTb3) 1.

To cling to, to adhere. 2. To obtain. x.

(^rtorfe, ^TORr, srHxrft or ^f-
To melt, to dissolve, to fuse. With

?l or f<F+ ^l , in the passive, To be dissolved,

to be absorbed in, to perish, to vanish.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Licked,

tasted, eaten.

cr
ft*1 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^1+^ Wilkins'

Gr. § 694) Dissolved, extinguished, perished;

absorbed into, intimately united with.

^^ft^Ti s. (/.) Amorous play, diversion, pastime.

5fft^TTCJ*M s . (f. Tfis'ti + C^Ti ) A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. -4s. Res. x. 471.

^VlWvil s. (f. from^t^fi) The name of a

well-known treatise on arithmetic and algebra

by Bhaskara. See Colebr. Alg. Introd. p. hi.

seqq.

5?fl^fW^l s. (/. from^fHl) A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

A Taddhita suffix, by means of which some

adjectives are formed from substantives, e. g.^ . W„.) Compassionate, fro^Wl,

(/.) Compassion. Wilkins' Gr. § 952.
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A tree producing an edible fruit (Phyl-

lanthus longifolius). Carey.

^ s. (from C^Tt^^?) A sort of flannel.

C<^<P^ s. (m.) A cutting off, elision, or rejection.

A Kridanta suffix, by means of which a few

adjectives are formed from verbal roots : e. g.

a. (m/ra.) Timid, fearful, from R.

To fear.

concealing, a being hid.

(cams, of To hide, to

conceal. »

«J<£lbJ< s. (^Wl+TTflr from R. "B^J The

game of hide and seek.

(from To be hidden or con-

cealed, to be unperceived.

^jWWi s. from *^3,+fWi)
The magical art of becoming invisible and of

eluding all search.

^iRlvS a. (from^jf^GS) Concealed, hidden.

*^ft s. (from p. tgj&I) A petticoat.

A kind of sweetmeat.

^DOl a. (p. <Ls!) Wanton, lascivious, lecherous.

^T55~Tct*Tl s. (from p. <!ls!) Wantonness, lascivious-

ness, lecherousness. Also^ blTt^T and^ DO t^tt

.

Root, x. (with the insertion of a nasal,

^5^lrf^) L To give. 2. To injure. . 3. To be

strong. 4. To dwell.

(w.) A nick-name applied to the

followers of the Jaina sect: it alludes to the

practice of abruptly eradicating the hair of the

head or body by way of mortification. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 551.

^TE^Root, i, (0*Tt£f3) and iv. (^jfofa) 1.

To stir, to agitate. 2. To be joined or con-

nected with. i. (C^Tt^"fv5) 1. To resist or

oppose. 2. To strike again. 3. To shine. Also

i. (C^Th^fS, -63) and iv. (*p>Xp3) To

roll or cast one's self on the ground with sorrow

or grief, x. (C^TtlsHf^) 1. To speak. 2. To

shine. Also, with the insertion of a nasal, i.

(^X&ft) and x. (*jtefe) 1. To steal, to

rob, to plunder. 2. To disregard, to disrespect.

s. (from Plunder, booty, capture,

prey. Also

^TtMilt3 see U3 .

(v. noun of^£^£3) The act of plun-

dering, a. Robbed, plundered, ransacked.

v. a. (from R. ^X_) To plunder, to

rob, to ransack, to toss, to tumble.

v.a. To tumble or toss about,-

v.a. To lie prostrate
;
^PlaTTl

v. a. To pillage.

^f^TTtTl a. (from ^flals?) A plunderer, a

robber. Also

**$>\ s. (from R. ^p^) A skein of thread, a

clew, wadding, any thing circular.

as a rhyme to it)

Confusion, disorder.

^fE^g^p s. from +^)) Booty,

plunder. Mohun P. p. 149.

(from as a jingle to it)

1. A prey, plunder, spoil. 2. A rolling or

tumbling about. Also ^^T& .

*J^^tfT3 v. a. (from ^TpT^Ts?) To throw into

disorder, to roll or tumble about.

Root, i. ^«iT JifvS ) 1. To knock down.

2. (Wtos) To resist, to oppose, vi. (^T-

1. To be connected with. 2. To roll on

the ground. Also, i. (with the insertion of a

nasal, 1. To be lazy. 2. To repel,

to resist, to oppose. 3. To go, to move.
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a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3)
Rolling on the ground, s. (m.~) A horse rolling

himself on the ground.

v. a. (from R. ) To roll, to wallow,

to tumble about.

*J3^Root, i. (C*Tfaf3) To agitate, to stir, to

churn. Also, i. (C^t^f\3) and vi. (^oRs)
To adhere to, to join, to rest upon. vi.

To cover.

^O^O 5. A shrub (Ca searia glomerata). Carey.

^vjl s. (from R. ^3 ) A small piece of stone, a

pebble ; a ball ; a lottery-ticket.

s. (corrupt, of Salt.

1. A plant (Portulaca oleracea). Carey.

2. (from ^fl) A salt-merchant.

(m. from R. 55

pt) A thief, a robber

;

femin. — ^PJ. . Wilkins' Gr. p. 465.

*C)S^ a. (from ^PkuS) 1. Plundering. 2.

Wallowing, rolling, tumbling, s. A plunderer.

v. a. (from R. 1. To steal, to

rob, to plunder. 2. To stir, to agitate, to toss

about, to roll, to tumble about.

^^l^ Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

SJ^tt? ) 1. To hurt, to injure, to kill. 2. To

afflict. 3. To suffer pain or affliction.

Root, iv. (^^3) To disturb, to con-

found, to bewilder, vi. (^J^tfsJ, -G3) 1.

To cut, to divide : sometimes with ft, or3 +

ft prefixed. 2. To rob.

^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Cut off,

dropped (as a letter in grammar); disappeared,

obsolete, disused, extinct, elided.

C^R°C\? v. a. To catch a ball or other thing which

is thrown to a person.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

or x. 1. To hurt, to

afflict, to torment. 2. (x. ^MUpJ) To dis-

appear.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3) Covetous,

anxious, desirous, greedy.

cr
\%c<^ a. (mfn. ^^+^) Greedy, avaricious,

covetous, s. (m.) 1. A hunter. 2. The name of

an asterism. As. Res. ix. 354. 3. A lecherous

person, a libertine.

Root, iv. (^^fsS) To desire, to wish, to

covet, vi. (^^Fd) To perplex, to delude.

With or ft prefixed in the causal form

(MtanfS) To excite, to irritate, to delude.

v. n. (from R. ^° ^e desired or

coveted.

cr^t s. The name of several species of parrots

(Psittacus Lory). Carey.

«*35va< s . A plant (Casearia glomerata). Hort.

Ben. p. 33.

SJ^Root, x. (C^ MVlft) 1. To agitate, to stir.

2. To be attached to, to join.

*J*TH s. (m.) A buffalo. Also (m.).

Root, i. To rob, to steal.

^ Root, ix. To cut, to

sever, to divide.

s. (f. from R. ^T?) 1. A spider. 2. An ant.

3. Local inflammation produced from the liquor

ejected by a spider.

^3t3^*. (*^3l+3^) A cobweb.

^T*T a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 415) Cutoff, severed.

^ft s. (/. from R. Wilkins Gr. § 830) A

cutting, a reaping.

«?3J s. (n.) A tail.

^^Root, i. C^rf^) To adorn, to decorate.
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x. (fTOTfyJ) 1. To hurt, to injure. 2. To

steal, to rob.

C^T interj. A word used in calling a dog.

s. (from R. RlS^) Paste, starch.

C*T\331 s. (frora 5^) The penis.

C*T°# a. Naked,

C*T°£ri s. (from C*T°fc) A species of rat (Mus

musculus). Carey.

C^^Ol s. (corrupt, of "f&G) Rags, tattered

cloth.

(rFU s. («. from R. f^L) 1. A letter, an

epistle. 2. One who writes. 3. A god, a deity.

Wilkins' Gr. § 768.

C^to a. (mfn. from R. "f^lj Writing. *.

(m.) A writer, a clerk, a copyist.

C^W^T s. (». from R. f^hf^H) The act of

writing or drawing.

(c^P^ s. (C^^ +^^T from ptf3E3)

Written documents.

C^Pft s. (f. from R. f^*U) 1. A pen, a style

for writing. 2. (Beng.) An engraver.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

^Pffffj Proper to be written. Also (^f^333
(mfn.).

C
57^^ s. (m. (rTJU+^^) An epithet of

Indra. (Lit. The chief of the inferior gods.)

s. (f. from R. f*F^ Wilkins' Gr. § 831)

1. Writing, handwriting. 2. Delineation, a

painting. 3. A line, a mark, a row. a. Written.

v. a. (caus. of pff%3) To cause a

person to write.

as a jingle to

it) Accounts, a set of written documents.

C??F*tt;T s. (v. noun of C
?;TT^T^'U3) The causing

a person to write, a. Written.

s. + from *rf3T3)

Records, writings; documents.

PNH%PU s. (from f^ftS) A mutual

writing, correspondence.

C^Tf^ a. (mfn. from R. f^lj Written, de-

lineated.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. f^f^+H)
Proper to be written, s. (n.) A writing, a

written document, a letter, &c.

m. from C^T^+^t^T) 1. The

palm-tree. 2. (Beng.) A palm-leaf used for

writing upon.

C^^t^l a. (from ^nff?) Lame, limping, crippled.

0^1 s. (from ^n^T?) A left-handed man.

s. (corrupt, of ^l^i) The tail of an

animal. Also C^2L

1. An impediment, an obstacle, a hin-

derance, a difficulty. 2. A left-handed man.

A person who extirpates all the hair of

his head and body ; a religious mendicant.

C
5T\Root, i. (O^Pfc?) Togo, to approach.

(^Pl s. (m. from R. 'FWj 1. A plaster, an

unguent. 2. Mortar, lime. 3. A rug, a quilt.

f^Pi^ a. (mfn. from R. f^P^) Smearing, plas-

tering, s. (m.) A bricklayer, a plasterer.

(rPPT s. (n. from R. 1%^+^PT) An anointing

or smearing , the plastering of a wall. (Beng.)

v. a. To anoint.

C^PKtTT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. f^Pf-f

Proper to be smeared, anointed, or

plastered.

C^Pil a. (from l^RuS) Smeared, plastered
;

connected by a membrane. s. The smearing or

plastering of a thing.

v. a. (caus. of To cause to

smear or plaster.
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v. noun The causing a

thing to be smeared or plastered, a. Plastered,

smeared.

C^KtPft^ s. (C^Pil + OTt^l) The plastering

and whitewashing of a wall.

c^arf? (C5^ from c^pTr^+^i^)
The thorough repairing of thatch.

C^Pt3 a. (mfn.? from R. f^jj Plastered,

smeared.

v. a. (from R. PV\) To smear, to

anoint, to plaster.

C^^l^pl s. (a. <ijUJ) A cover, an envelope, an

enclosure, a wrapper, an outward case.

FT<r s . (for C
5^ from "pF^) The lime or

orange (Citrus acida, and other species).

C^^-l s. (from h. j*J) Agreement, unity, peace.

(a. («i^jU) Worth, merit, ability,

skill.

Pnn^l a. (from Worthy, merito-

rious, skilful, able.

v. a. (from C
5^) To call a dog.

C*T*I s. (m. from R. ffnlj A small portion, a

trace, a minute particle. Used in comp. e. g.

" Not even

the least portion, or trace, of secular advantage

(is possible) without law."

s. (m. from R. A clod of earth.

C^Jf (to. (^1+^") A harrow.

t^l^n s. (n. from R. f^T^+^FT) The act of

licking or tasting a thing.

C^5Tt^ s. (from R. P^i) Paste, starch, hasty-

pudding.

C
5^? a. (to/m. par*, p. R. f^T+ TT) Proper

to be licked, s. (n.) Nectar, ambrosia ; food

that is licked.

Root, i. 1. To e;o, to move. 2.

To command. 3. To touch, to embrace. 4. To

pound, to ajind.

interj. A vocative particle used in addressing

inferior women.

C^TlhSn'fe^ s. (a. pi of ^) Perquisites,

necessary things
;
goods, effects.

C^ft^ Root, i. (C^T^T\3) To see; with

prefixed, To look at. x. (C^TtWf^) 1. To

speak. 2. To shine.

(Ftfe s. (m. from R. Cftf^J 1. The world; a

world, one of the three great divisions of the

universe, viz. ^pt^TO? or the earth ; or

heaven, and '5^Icr
1 or the intermediate space.

2. Mankind, people, folk ; an assemblage of

persons, e. g. (m.) An assemblage

of women, a haram, from s. (/.) A woman,

+ (^t^F. 3. A person.

C^t^fe^s. (m. from C^t^+ R.fe) ABuddha
or deified Bauddha teacher.

(MWtfS ad, Sans. (C^Tt^ +^) Popularly,

usually, customarily.

(n. from R. C^Tt^) A looking or

viewing.

l<PlTjT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. C
5Tt^+

Visible
;
worthy of being looked at.

a. ffrom C^t^+R. T*) Dissolute,

lascivious.
^

5. (m. C*tt^+ V^) (Lit. A keeper

of the world : hence) 1. A sovereign, a king.

2. The designation of a certain class of deities.

c*rtefttit s . (m. mte+^Mffl) Public

opinion, rumour, report. Also C7^ 1<WT5[ .

t*iil^fW a. (mfn. (W+WfJ Gene"

rally acknowledged, universally admitted or

understood. Also C^t^pl^ (mfn.).
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C^t^f^fl^ a . (mfn. (^Tf^ +f^ff^) Dis-

liked by people, unpopular.

M l<t»Ut3l «. (-^/. C^nt^ +Hl^) An epithet

of the goddess Lakshmi.

c^rt^^rirari «. (/. c^^+xnTri) The business

of the world.

s. (m. (^^+ 3X131*1) (According

to the Jaina doctrine) a worldly region, the

abode of unliberated beings. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 555.

C^tate < s. (n. C^Tt^3 -f^Tt) Another world;

death, decease.

C^fW^RTts! a. (mfn. C
5?TT^"t^:+ sT3) Gone

to the other world, found in the other world ;

deceased. Also

[•iWfcj s. (n. C^^ + ^ltXI^?) The system

of atheistical philosophy taught by Charvaka.

wMilftfCP s .
(
m . from C^WlT^) The

name of a particular sect among the Hindus.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 567.

A crowd, a

multitude, a mob.

(STl^HTT s. (m. C^^+ ^lt^IT) A habitation

of men. Tarachand Ch.

A moun-

tainous belt surrounding the outermost of the

Seven Seas, and bounding the world. Wilson.

a. (mfn.). See

C^lpM a. (mfn. pret.part.p. R. C^Tt^f-^?)

Seen, beheld, viewed.

l^]l<H s. (m. C^t^+^l) An epithet of

Brahma. (Lit. The lord of the world.)

C
ETt^ s . (p.0) An anchor. - 0Ff%U3 v. a.

To cast anchor.

C^TT^llooT, i. (C~il0Uj) To see, to view, to

behold, x. (C^tWfe) 1. To shine. 2. To
speak.

or

or

C^TT^Ts. (n. R. C^t^+^JFT) 1. The act of

seeing or looking. 2. The eye.

HlbUtJ^ s. (m. ^1^+31^) A flower

(Celosia cristata). Also O^lb^Ptf (m.).

Root, i. ( To be mad or foolish.

(y. noun of (rrfft>T3) 1 . A rolling

or wallowing, a tumbling about. 2. A braid

of hair. 3. A tumbler-pigeon : also

cartel a. (from Pendent, s. 1. A
tumbling or rolling about. 2. A plundering.

3. A brass pitcher or small jug.

v. a. (from ^Ttfl3T3) To roll

toss about, to hang or lie loosely.

s. (v. noun of C*TtfrltU3) A rolling

tossing about, a. Rolled or tossed about, agi-

tated, dangling, wallowing.

PftfTaT\3 v. n. (from R. C^Ht?) To roll, to

wallow, to tumble about, v. a. To plunder.

FTtel s. (from fcT3) A ball of wood or

pitch for playing with. Sabda S. p. 97.

(^TF^Root, i. (C^Ttofe) To be mad, to be

foolish.

C^Tfal 5. (from C^Ttf^re ?) A roller of wood or

stone used to pulverize substances; a muller.

A tree (Phyllanthus longifolius).

FTt ! s. (corrupt, of *T3°i) Salt.

v. a. To salt, to

powder with salt.

p[tt1 a. (from C
5^ !) Salt, brackish, s. A

species of custard-apple (Annona squamosa).

C^tTt^Tft s. (C^TTtl+^Tla?) Aplant (So-

lanum pubescens).

A salt-water

fish. 2. Salted fish.

7 R
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Saline soil.

2. A burial place, a tomb.

C^d^f s. (mn. for C^Tt^") 1. Plunder, booty, prey,

stolen goods. 2. A tear. 3. A mark, a sign.

Also C^tTT •

C^TtH s. corrupt, of C^Tt^ q. v.

s. (m.) A tree the bark of which is used

in dyeing (Symplocos racemosa) : the name

is also applied to the Bassia latifolia and Phyl-

lanthus longifolius (or Ph. Cheramela, Roxb.

Mohun P. p. 43). Hort. Ben. p. 40, 69.

Cpff-i s; (m. from R. fijpg) 1. A cutting off, a

rejection, the lapse or disappearance of any

thing : especially (in grammar) the rejection or

elision of a syllable or letter : see Colebr. Gr.

p. 14. 2. Expenditure, loss; embezzlement.

tfWN a. (mfn. from R. ^L) Removing, cut-

ting off, rejecting, dropping, expunging, making

obsolete. Also (^Pf\ (-'"PpT mfn.).

C^T^TlI a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^t,+
Proper to be cut off, rejected, or elided.

Also FOT) (mfn.).

C^tWft s . (/. C^+^TPffe) The being

cut off or rejected, the being elided or dropped,

the becoming obsolete.

C^^TftTETl s. (f.) The wife of the saint Agastya.

C^tS s. (n. from R-^L+^T) Plunder, booty.

Also C*tfft (/.).

a. (from Thrown and caught

(as a ball), s. A throwing and catching.

v. a. To catch and throw up (as a ball).

a. (corrupt, of C^ffej Covetous, greedy,

avaricious.

C^Tfal5^*. (a. JJ, )
Styrax Benzoin. Mohun P.

p. 43.

s. A species of kidney-bean (Dolichos

Sinensis). Carey.

(Fft^) s. (m. from R. Desire, covetousness,

cupidity, avarice, greediness. (Beng.)

v. a. To covet ; - CR^'feS v. a. To allure,

to entice, to tempt, to persuade.

C^l taltir «• (mfn. fut. part. p. R. +

Worthy to be desired or coveted ; at-

tractive, pleasing, alluring.

C^Tfel a. (from R. ^^) Covetous, avaricious,

greedy.

C^Tl^tft^ a. (mfn. C*Tfe+3lf^3 ) Desirous,

eager, covetous. Also (—f^CrL
mfn.).

C^tf%3 «. (jw/n. from R. fj^) Coveted, de-

sired, eagerly wished for.

(^Tfet a. (- fot^ mfn. C^T^+^/T,) Desirous,

eager, covetous, avaricious.

C^lt^) a. (from (^TT^)) Desirable, s. A desired

object.

C^W s. (-^ w. from R. ^+ 3FT ?) Hair

of the body, wool.

s. (from FTUI\+^i) A pore of the

skin.

0*^*1 a. (mfn. from C^FTf*! WilMns' Gr.

§ 936) Hairy, covered with hair, shaggy.

C^TfrPlI s. (femin. of C^M) Spikenard (Va-

leriana Jatamansi).

C^S^ ! s. (n. from (^1^+5^1) Horri-

pilation, a. (mfn.) Causing horripilation, ter-

rible. See CTHC^€°I .

s. (from C^ftll^) Horripilation, erec-

tion of the hair : see

(STfertf*3 a. (C^Ht^ + ^3) Having the

hair standing erect through fear or sudden emo-

tion.

C^TfcrfafsT s. (/. from C^Tt^-f^lt^f^) The

line of hair from the breast to the navel.
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A plant (Cardiospermum Hali-

cacabum). Mohun P. p. 43.

a. (mfn.) 1. Shaking, tremulous, loose.

2. Eager, desirous, anxious, fickle. (Seng.)

w. a. To hang loose.

(c-jjcc[<$
al (from C^t5^) Pendant, swinging, s.

A jewel for the nose.

s ' + Cupidity, desire, lust,

eagerness.

ffllHJ ^. C^»*- of C
57^) 1. An epithet of

the goddess Lakshmi. 2. The name of one of

the female personifications in Hindu music.

As. Res. in. 70. 3. A species of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 471. 4. The

tongue. 5. (Beng.) Desire, cupidity, eager-

ness, a. Eager, fickle.

(^tf^ a. (mfn. from R. Shaken, tre-

mulous, trembling, pendant, hanging loosely.

C^TfaT^ a. (mfn. from R. *J^J Very cupidinous

or covetous. Also

Root, i. To heap, to gather

into a heap.

C
57^ 5. (win. from R. C*T^) A clod, a lump of

earth. Also C^^(m.) and C^Tj (n.).

C^T^f s. (m. C^t^+ ff from R. S/Tj A har-

row. Also (*Tt^t^FT (m.).

i^K s. (m.) 1. Iron. 2. A metal in general.

3. Blood.

inlVpfe s. (m. CT^+^W) The loadstone.

See SHI*^ .

C^t^lR^ s . (m. C^T^ +^T^) A black-

smith.

ron filings.

A heron.

. An iron

image. 2. A smith's anvil.

a. (mfn. C^t^+ ^XT) Made of iron.

Mi^H a. (mfn. from C^Tt^) f. Made of iron.

2. Lisping, speaking inarticulately.

«t3S» s. (n. The name of a

particular division of hell. Manu iv. 89.

C^TT^I s. (from C#fe;S Iron.

The scoriae or rust of

iron.

W^W® s. (n.l from C^ +^t^) A

division of the infernal regions. Manu iv. 90.

FfWf^ttes. (m. 0^ +3^%^) The

name of a ceremony, the lustration of a soldier's

weapons, especially previous to a campaign.

Also (m.).

(FftSfe s. (corrupt, of C^t^^l^) A black-

smith.

Wl^l^gNl i. (C^t^+ P. t&jj) A black-

smith's shop.

C
5?tffc3 a. (mfn. from C^t^ +^3) Red, of a

red colour, s. 1. (m.) Red (the colour). 2.

(n.) Blood. — "31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Redness.

a. (mfn. (F^fK^+ ^) Red. s. (m.)

The ruby.

C^ft^5^ s. (n. C^tfe+F^ ) Saffron.

a. (mfn. C^tf^+ ^TR") Having

the eyes reddened with anger or passion. Also

C^^ilfeSt^ (mfn.) and (*Ttf5$33$°l (mfn.).

C^tft^f s . (m. C^ftfeS + ^tff ) The planet

Mars.

C^Tifflrft femin. of C^"tf^3 q. v.

(corrupt, of C^tftv?) Blood.

a. (mfn. (^t<P +3^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903) Worldly, terrestrial, mundane, vulgar,

popular, customary, publicly received. -31

(/.) or —^ (
n .) Worldliness, popularity, the

being customary or universally practised.

7 R 2
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+ a. t^U.) The menstrual flux

;

a haemorrhage.

A ball for playing with.

A plant (Limodorum Tankervilliae,

Hort. Ben. p. 63. Bletia Tankervillia, Carey).

s. (n. from + TT) Agitation, fickle-

ness, unsteadiness.

(H
5^ a. (mfn. from FTt^) Made of iron. s.

(n.) 1. Iron. 2. A medicinal preparation of

iron scoriae.

Root, ix. ( To unite, to join, to

be attached to. It is also read

&c.

Root, ix. ( To go, to move,

to approach. 2. To join, to be connected with,

to unite. 3. To obtain. See R.

Wilkins

Gr. § 694) Gone.

2456

*1 The twenty-ninth consonant of the Hindu al-

phabet, and first of the three sibilants ; it is

termed the palatal sibilant, and corresponds to

sh pronounced softly as in shun, except in some

compounds, in which it is pronounced like s.

The natives of Bengal, however, make hardly

any distinction in the pronunciation of the three

sibilants, sounding all like sh.

i A Taddhita affix, by means of which adjec-

tives are formed from a few substantives, e. g.

C^Tftl*! a. {mfn.) Hairy, from C*lfet% s. (n.)

Hair. Wilkins' Gr. § 936.

(from a. ijjtt) Eager desire, a strong

inclination.

"IS See*FT.

^f indecl. Sans. Happily, fortunately, auspi-

ciously.

a. (mfn. from *I°) Happy, fortunate, aus-

picious, prosperous.

s. (n. from R. ^?) Water.

^^Root, .. (*to:fTf3) 1. To tell, to inform.

2. To praise. 3. To hurt. 4. To wish. With

^1 prefixed, 1. To hope. 2. To pray, to im-

plore ; with h or + To extol, to praise.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^T°^+^3 )

Praised, extolled, flattered.

a. (mfn. fat. part. p. R. ^°^+IT) rroper

to be injured
;
proper to be celebrated or praised.

Wilkins'' Gr. § 730.

Root, iv. C3) or v. ("Ttftfe)

To be able, to be of sufficient power or strength

;

to endure, to bear. (N.B. The passive of *I<f^

with the infinitive of another verb is put in

Sanskrit where other languages would require

the passive form of the infinitive construed with

the active of a verb signifying To be able: e.g.

He can be killed) i. (with the

insertion of a nasal, 1. To fear, to ap-

prehend. 2. To believe, to suppose, to suspect.

With 3lf^5 prefixed, To doubt ; with ^1 To

apprehend, to fear ; with To suspect.

s. (m. from R. 1. A sovereign or prince

who gives his name to an eera, especially ap-

plied to Salivahana. 2. A particular caste,

the followers or descendants of Saka or Sali-

vahana. 3. A country, or, (plur. m. — <?1o)

its inhabitants. Manu x. 44. 4. An era : see

*lt3 Wilson.

(mn. from R. *!<£) 1. A cart: also
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(/.). 2. The fourth mansion of the

Hindu zodiac.

A bird of prey, a vulture.

s. (corrupt, of
8ST^§) A cart.

A carman, a

carter.

H<P^<Ht s. (p. ^Cfc+^H ) A sweet potatoe

(Convolvulus Batatas). Hort. Ben. p. 14.

'T^T 5. (mn. from R. ) 1. A portion, a part,

a piece. 2. (re.) Skin, bark, the scales of a

fish.

*J^ft s. (-P^\ rn. + ) A fish.

s. (to. *lj3F+^^t) A year determined

according to any era, especially according to

that of SAlivahana.

s. (to. The letter *1 or any

character expressing that sound.

*ff^3a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + Ca-

pable of being done or effected : e. g. ^STlt^T^

Capable of being brought hither.

is always used in a strictly passive

sense, while , another form of the preterite

participle of the same root, has an active mean-

ing, "capable of doing a thing." See .)

*t^T s . (to. from R. A bird in general,

especially a vulture or eagle (Falco Cheela, and

F. Ponticeriana).

(to. from R.
WHQ 1. A bird, especially

a kite or eagle (Falco Cheela). 2. One of

the astronomical periods called invariable hara-

nas. See -4s. Res. ix. 366.

^l^sS s. (to.) A bird, especially the Indian vul-

ture. Also *f<£Rj (to.).

*fffT s. (to.) A fish.

*l<£n lt$<P s . (to. from + 3J5$ ) Bent-grass

(Panicum dactylon).

^^TtTrft s . (f *i^+3T!^ft?) A medicinal

plant (Wrightea antidysenterica).

*t3jfTt^ s. (to. *f^ + ;3r^) A fish (Sparus

emarginatus).

(re.) Feces, excrement.

^^^ft s . (to/.) A calf. Also*I^^t (/.).

*TO a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. *t^+3) 1. Ca-

pable, able to do a thing : (see *ff<K31

) ;
strong,

powerful, hard, tight, fast, compact. 2. Civil,

polite, pleasing. 3. Attentive, diligent. -31

(/.) or —^ (re.) Capability, ability, strength,

hardness.

s. (from *!>3F) Ability, capability, strength,

durableness, hardness, tightness.

*Wsf s. (to. *f3F + 3I^) The potential mood.

s. (/. R. *l^+f3 Wilkins' Gr. § 830)

1. Might, power, strength, ascendency. See

Trans. R.A.S. i. 94, 576. 2. The energy of a

deity personified as his wife : see 3. An

iron spear or dart.

*Tf5^te; a. (mfn. + from R. Sfej

Taking hold of the force (of a word or sentence).

Also (m/re.) s. (w*.) A spearman,

a lancer.

*rf3>^~3" s . (to. *T& +^: from R. \ ) 1. A
spearman, a lancer. 2. An epithet of Kar-

tikeya.

seereoTO. plur. masc. of *rfen^

*tf^H a. (-^ mfn. *ffe + I[V) Mighty,

powerful, strong, forcible.

•llVll-fl a. (-f*H mfn. +*V^\)
Possessed of energy, energetic.

s. (to. *tf®+ CSf3+^) A lancer,

a spearman.

;*(/.) SeeTfe.
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*I3F s. (mn.) The flour of fried barley or other

grain ; sour gruel.

*f<^ a. (mfn. from R. fl^j) Speaking civilly or

kindly. Also *f<£ (»i/n.) and *tgf (>»>.)•

*|3> a. (m/rc. fut. part. p. R.*T^+^) Capable

of being accomplished, possible, practicable.

s. The meaning of a word. — ^31 (/.) Possi-

bility, practicability.

s. (m. R. *I^+^T) An epithet of the god

Indra.

^^To si (Hi ^IF+H^T ) A rainbow. (Lit.

The bow of Indra.)

>JT!Pi""M s. (m. *tZF+ *tfrp|) A tree (Pinus

Devadaru, Rox.}.

*l£F^*ft k (/. from*t!f+^]) A sort of pot-

herb.

A festival in

honour of Indra on the twelfth day of the

month Bhadra. As. Res. in. 290. Also

"t^t^L. s - (
A

* u^^3
) man ;

a person.

s. (corrupt, of A kite, a vulture.

*!<HT.U a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. SFfftT)

To be apprehended or feared.

*f<P^ a. (mfn. *T° + ^<T) Auspicious, s. (ra.)

1. An epithet of Siva. 2. The name of a

celebrated writer on the vedanta system of phi-

losophy.

*l<pTfl^n s. ($$^#fi&^3 The Coromandel

eagle accounted an auspicious bird by the Hin-

dus (Falco Ponticerianus). Carey.

A plant (Hedysa-

rum pictum). Hort. Ben. p. 57.

*T$1 s. (/. from R. *J^J 1. Fear, apprehen-

sion, alarm. 2. Doubt, uncertainty, suspicion.
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(Beng.) —^t^KS v. a. To fear, to apprehend
;

- altera v. a. To alarm, to frighten.

Alarmed by

apprehension, fear, or suspicion.

*t$ffts3 a. (mfn. ^1 +31^3) 1. Filled

with apprehension or fear. 2. Attended with

fear or danger.

An object of fear

or suspicion.

*ff^3 a. (mfn. *Kp1+t3) L Apprehended,

feared, doubted, suspected. 2. Alarmed, afraid.

v. ra. (from "1^1) To apprehend, to

fear, to suspect, to be afraid.

^j^s. (m.) 1. A pole, a stake, the trunk of a

tree. 2. A javelin. 3. A measuring-rod. 4.

A gnomon. Colebr. Alg. p. 106. 5. A pin.

6. The fibres of a leaf. 7. A skate or ray-fish.

8. Ten billions. Colebr. Alg. p. 4.

^t^S^-L s. (raw.) T. A conch or shell, used as a

sacrificial vessel in offering libations, and as a

battle-horn. 2. (?w.) A spiral or shell-formed

figure. 3. The temporal and frontal bone ; the

cheek of an elephant. 4. A military drum. 5.

One of the nine treasures of Kuvera; see

. 6. A large number, ten or a hundred

billions.

'T^VT^ s . (n. +^) 1. A bracelet made of

shell. 2. (mw.) Pain in the forehead.

A worker in

shells : also (m.y As. Res. v. 56.

The sound of

a conch.

A small shell.

2. A sort of perfume, commonly called nakhi.

*FSftWt s. (f from *T§H) 1. A sort of grass

(Panicum aciculatum). 2. A particular de-

scription or class of women (in poetry). 3.

(Beng.} An apparition, a fairy.
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*\\ Root, i. To speak articulately, to

say, to tell. Also, i. (with the insertion of a

nasal, To go, to move.

*ft>t s. (/. from R. *t\) The name of a goddess,

the wife of Indra. Also

^f^Tfe s. (m. 'TSt +^ft) An epithet of In-

dra. (Lit. The lord or husband of Sachi.)

A porcupine. 3fokun P. p. 50.

*rftm s. (corrupt, of PTfctwprl) A tree (Hy-

peranthera Morunga). Carey.

Root, i. (*Tt>"f^J) 1. To be diseased or

sick. 2. To divide, to pierce, to separate. 3.

To go. 4. To be low-spirited or dejected, x.

(*ft£TH3) To natter.

Tfe^l^" s. (from *T&) An intrigue, a trick.

s. (from The matted hair of an ascetic.

a. (from R. *f^) Musty, stale, old.

s. (/.) Zedoary (Curcuma Zerumbet ; also

C. Amhuldi).

Root, i. 1. To cheat, to defraud.

2. To kill, to hurt. 3. To suffer pain. x.

(HI iilRj) h To finish. 2. To leave un-

finished. 3. To go, to move. x. (*1 bilfsj)

1. To speak ill. 2. To speak well. 2. To ab-

stain from speaking, x. (*
ciT&XT£3) To flatter,

to praise, to coax.

*tt a. (mfn. from R. *T^) Wicked, crafty,

cunning, deceitful. -s3l (/.) or -3
(
B .)

Wickedness, depravity, deceitfulness, knavery.

TfeSrt^l k (n. "T^ +^T^ !) Wicked

or degraded conduct.

-rift.. Mango-scented ginger. Tarachand Ch.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

*IUC3) h To disease, to disorder. 2. To hurt,

to wound. 3. To collect, to heap together.

*F3 a. (from R. L Collected, heaped toge-

ther. 2. Small, thin, little ; minute. Also *F3l

.

"TOW s. (from
i$5+3$f?) A canoe, a. Long,

tall.

*tf\5^1 a. (from Slender, tall, long.

*re*tf3 S . (from *t3) A kind of sauce or gravy.

Caret/.

Root, i. 1. To give. 2. To move,

*fa 5. (n. from R. *Mj 1. Hemp (Cannabis

sativa). 2. The Bengal san (Crotolaria juncea

and other species) ; also its flax or fibres.W (/. from A plant com-

monly called asanparm.

Crotolaria of

several species.

net made of the

fibres of Crotolaria juncea.

*fc3 s. (m.) 1. A bull at liberty. 2. A eunuch.

3. A clown. -31 (/.) The state of liberty of

a bull. 2. Emasculation.

(»w.) The name of an ancient sage.

s. (w.) A eunuch, an impotent man.

*I3 s. (n.) A hundred.

a. (mfn.) A hundred, s. (m.) A hundred

(collectively).

The thunderbolt

of Indra. (Lit. Having a hundred points.)

^fal^S s. (m. *t3 +ZF^) An epithet of Indra.

(Lit. The performer of a hundred sacrifices.)

*t33£T a. (mfn. *F3+ 3*r) The hundredth.

*K5Qs. (/. from The river Setlej.

*f\3<tl ad. Sans. (
w
l^+ <t1) A hundredfold, in a

hundred ways.

l^iTT s. (n. ^isH+^tlT) A lotus (Nymphsea

Nelumbo, or Nelumbium speciosum.)
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"KPf!!"^ s. (m. *K3+*m+^) The woodpecker.

*l^Wt*. (/. from *t3+ ttll) A centipede.

s . (-^\ m. *K3+*j"^) A bamboo.

) 1. Orris-

root (Iris pseudacorus ?). 2. Bent-grass (Agros-

tis linearis).

from^+^) A plant (Ane-

thum Sowa).

*T331^s. (m. ^+^1^) A flower (Nerium

odorum).

"faEffal s. (/. from «t3+^tW) A sort of

grass (Panicum dactylon with white blossoms).

from R.

^H^) A sort of dock or sorrel (Oxalis mona-

delpha or Rumex vesicarius).

*l\3R)<i1 s. (/. from *te +f%^£ ?) The twenty-

fifth nakshatra or lunar mansion. As. Res. ii.

293. ix. 323.

>f^33I^ s. (m. An epithet of Indra :

see*K?!F3\

1. A pala of silver.

2. An adhaka or measure so termed : see

>e^Ffl.5. (/. from^ +^T) Aplant(Aspa-

ragus racemosus). Hort. Ben. p. 24. Also

°\

*ft^Tf^ s . (m. from *l^+tTf^) A necklace

of a hundred strings.

*}\i<d3 St (Pi which from 0^<^[) A car-

pet, especially one on which games are played

;

a chess-board.

a. (p.jb ^yS) Playing at chess.

>frUf^ See .
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. Lightning. 2. The
thunderbolt.

*lv3t *t 5. (m. *fa+3I *i) A hundredth part.

"Is?! 5

?! s. (m. *fa+ 3I*ft) A chariot, a car.

*faH<P «. (ra. from *t3) A cemetery, a burial-

ground.

"ftjftt^ s. (m. from 1. An old man. 2.

The name of a sovereign and of an ancient sage.

*|v3l«1 s. (/.) A shrub (Asparagus racemosus).

*tf33? a. (mfn. from *fa) Relating to a hundred.

s. (m.) A foe, an enemy, an adversary, a

hostile neighbour. — s5l (/.) or —v? (».) En-
mity, hostility.

"fqjf^ a. (m>. *fq>Stg) Seized or taken

captive by enemies.

a. (m>. *tq+^ from R.^) Killing an

enemy, s. (m.) The name of one of the brothers

of RAmachandra.

A disaffected person.

*l3XQj1 s. (*KJ-5;CU1) Hosticide. Mohun P.

p. 95.

*f^RooT, i, and vi. (*ftHU3) 1. To perish, to

wither, to decay. 2. To fall. 3. To throw

down. 4. To go, to move.

*ff& s. (m. from R. 1. An elephant. 2. A
cloud. 3. (/.) Lightning.

SS
tf^T s. (m.) 1. The planet Saturn. 2. (Beng.)

Young fruits and pulse before the blossom has

fallen.

Saturday.

o ad. Sans. 1 . Slowly, tardily
; gently, softly.

'fe'lJ^s. (m. *ft5r§ + '53") The planet Saturn.

*ft a. (mfn. fret. part. p. R.
>c
ihl

s
+ 5T) Fallen,

decayed.
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(corrupt, of A cypher, a dot.

Root, i. (*Mf3) and iv. To re-

vile, to curse.

>C
H^1 s. (m. from R. *t*L) h An oath, a solemn

asseveration. 2. An imprecation, a curse. Also

An affidavit, a tes-

timony on oath.

a. (mfn. pret, part, p. R.
*c
T
c
lv+^) Cursed,

imprecated.

*ftP s. (ran.) 1. A hoof. 2. The root of a tree.

*taR" «. (m. from A sort of carp (Cyprinus

Chrysoparius, Buchanan). Also *U£<^ (/.).

The guava

(Psidium pyriforme and maliforme). Carey.

*1\Root, i. (*faf3) 1. Togo. 2. To alter,

to change.

*fa s. (mn. from R. *t^J 1. A dead body, a

corpse. 2. (ra.) Water.

i. (m. l^+PrtC) The cremation or

burning of a dead body.

Burning dead

bodies. Also mfn.).

s. (m.) A savage or barbarous mountaineer.

^Tt^W s. (m. *t^ +3rNTT) An abode of

savage mountaineers or barbarians.

a. (mfn.) Variegated, many-coloured,

brindled, s. (m.) A variegated colour.

SC
1< C1<>

a. (mfn. from *fa^T) White. Colebr.

Alg. p. 224.

s. (femin. of A variegated cow.

Also (/.).

A superstitious

ceremony performed by means of a dead body.
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shroud

*fa^RooT, x. (*f^p*f\i ) To sound, to utter

sound. Also, with 3, 3f3, or ft" prefixed,

1. To promise. 2. To explain.

^t^s. (m. from R. *t^) 1. Sound, noise. 2.

A word ; verbal communication. Trans. JR.A.S.

i. 445.

A dictionary.

^Sfe 5. (m. +£}"$;) The ear. (Lit. What
receives sound.)

*fW$ s. (n. R. *t3£ + 3FT) The act of sounding

or uttering sounds, a. (mfn.) Sounding, utter-

ing sounds.

Oral evidence,

verbal testimony or proof.

(In gram-

mar) A nominal attributive or adjective.

m. from *fa[+ R. %\)
1. An epithet of Arjuna. 2. The name of a

fabled arrow or dart.

The source or

origin of a word, its root. Also *W^T (m.).

*^?Kft3 a. (mfn.^ +^^3) Beyond the

reach of sound : used as an epithet of the Deity.

The meaning of a word.

Root, iv. 1. To be pacified or

appeased. 2. To cease, to repose, to rest. 3.

To pacify, to appease. With ft, or ft + ft
-

prefixed, To listen to, to hear ; with To ap-

pease, x. (*ftan?3) To look, to look at, to

inspect.

*ftT s. (m. from R. 1. Tranquillity, quiet of

mind, freedom from passion
;
calmness, undis-

turbedness in general. (Also *fEP3l (/.) and

*t*t3| (m.). 2. The hand.

$W s. (n. R. *ft^+3Fr) t. Quiet of mind,

7 S
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tranquillity. 2. The immolation of animals.

3. (m.) An epithet of Yama the regent of the

dead.

*m^Tl s. (-*J /. *|SFr+^) An epithet

of the river Yamuna or Jumna.

*j?3Ff s. («.) Feces.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.
>st^+^^) Ap-

peased, pacified.

*. (/. from R. 1. A pod, a legume.

Also (/.) 2. A tree (Acacia Suma). a.

mfn.") Tranquil, quiet, appeased.

*t*£\<§ s. (n. for *T*ft^) War, battle.

^jft^P s. (n. ^l +^P) Pulse, leguminous

grain.

^Sffc s. (m.) A small variety of the Acacia Suma.

Also

*M1 s. (/.) Lightning.

'*\*\ Root, i. (^fa) To go. x.

To accumulate, to heap together.

*t*Z s. (m. from R. 1. The iron head of

a pestle. 2. An iron chain worn round the loins

by religious mendicants. 3. The second plough-

ing of a field, a. (mfn.') Happy, fortunate.

s. (n. from R. *t*<L) 1. Water. 2. A
religious observance. 3. Wealth. 4. (m.) The

name of a Daitya. 5. A sort of deer. 6. A
mountain. 7. A fish in general. 8. War. 9.

Best, excellent.

*RTfft s. (m.
iSt*3R+3lft') An epithet of

Kama the deity of love. (Lit. The enemy of

the Daitya Sambara.)

r\*ffi s. (mn. from R.
Jf

i

5^) Stock for travel-

ling-expenses.

se
t
5^t^\3 a. (mfn. $f£E + 3lt^3 ) Twice ploughed

(as a field).

^l
5^^ s. (m.) A bivalve shell, a snail. Also

*H> *tt^
(
m .), and

*l*pft s: (/.) A bawd, a procuress.

s. (tw.) An epithet of Brahma and of Siva.

See Wilkins' Gr. p. 469.

*t*Pl 5. (/. from R. 1. The pin of a yoke.

2. A large stick. Jfaww vin. 237.

*tTT s. (m.) A hand. a. (mfn.) Asleep, sleeping:

used in comp. e. g. Sleeping on

mountains, from s. (m.) A mountain,

^H^ff si (corrupt, of C*f^T) A hawk.

*ftl$3"to 5 . (a. ylkJi) Satan, the devil.

a. (from a. ^Ik^) Satanic, devilish.

*tTFT s. (n. from R. *f|. + 3FT) 1. Sleep. 2.

Rest, repose, a reposing.

*ftFT^R s. ("tXFT+^R") A sleeping-room, a

bed-room. Also^^feand )emTW^.
"iTFftXT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "ft +^FT^)

Fit for sleeping upon : also (mfn.)

s. (n.) A bed, a couch.

A Hindu

festival. As. Res. in; 286.

^Ht^T a. (mfn. pres. part. a. proper form R. **ff

Wilkins' Gr. § 679) Sleeping, asleep
;

lying

down.

*lUt^ a. (m/k from R.*ft) Sleepy, sluggish.

a. (m/«. pre?, par?, p. R. ^tt) Reposed,

asleep.

(?w. from R. *ft) A large snake (Boa).

*t$d *. (/. from R. IPtfliin*' Gr. § 831) A
couch, a bed.

Gone to bed,

confined to bed. Also *t*irHfj3 (mfn.).
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cover-

let, a counterpane, a sheet.

The superin-

tendent of beds at the court of a Hindu prince.

Also *fart*rK o.).

ad. (from ^iTPl +^f^) A-bed.

$\^.: s. (m. from R. ^) 1. A sort of cane or reed

(Saccharum Sara). Hort. Ben. p. 6. 2. An

arrow. 3. The versed sine of an arc. Colebr.

Alg. p. 89. 4. Cream. 5. The swell of the

tide.

*Us$t"ML *$+#*I^3 Anepi-

thet of Kartikeya. (Lit. Born in a thicket

of 5am grass.)

Arrows discharged so

thickly as to form a kind of net in the air.

s. (m.) A lizard, a chameleon.

(n. from R. *j) 1. A house, an asylum,

a place of shelter or refuge. 2. A protector, a

preserver.

species of fish

(Cyprinus Sarana, Hamilton's Fishes). Carey.

*irt"tTtoa. (mfn.*^ ] +3^3) Having taken

refuge, having applied to any one for protection.

s. (m.) A refuge. Also *W"H^"

.

*tTp1 s. (/. for ^Rpl) A path, a road, a way.

Also *lTft (/.).

*fTt> a. (mfn. Fit to be asked for protec-

tion, fit for taking refuge with. s. L (m.) A
protector. 2. (ra.) Protection, defence.

5. (-\f from R. 1. The sultry sea-

son, autumn : it comprises the months A'swina

and Kartika, corresponding to September and

October. Also "fa^t^T (m.j. 2. A year.

ffcMWH a. (mfn. from H^^f) Au-

tumnal.
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The feather of

an arrow. 2. (Beng.) A plant (Galega pur-

purea). Hort. Ben. p. 57.

*l«*f^ & The head of an arrow.

"J^V s. (a. ta^jX) Sherbet, a beverage.

*R^f% s. [f.
*Bt^+^f%) A shower of arrows.

Also (n.).

S. (». from A mark, a butt.

s. (w. from R. ^?) 1. A fabulous animal

supposed to have eight legs, and to inhabit

particularly the snowy mountains. 2. A young

elephant. 3. A grasshopper. 4. A locust.

(p. Modesty, bashfulness, shame.

*t^fpfj s. (from *t^ + H?FT) A musical in-

strument made of Saccharum Sara. Carey.

a. (p. x^cjJa) Modest, bashful,

ashamed.

^I^T a. (mfn.) % Upright, honest. 2. Crooked,

fraudulent.

tf&l a. (corrupt, of C^IPTj Good, excellent,

better, best.

(a-, ^-i) 1. The precepts of Muhammad;

law, equity. 2. A high-road.

*tTl 5. (corrupt, of *tTfa) A cover or lid for a

pot. Mohun P. p. 80.

*tTfa^ s. (a. 1. Partnership. 2. A

partner.

*lTt3^ft s. (from a. Partnership.

s. (a. Spirituous liquor, wine.

s. (m.) 1. A cover, a lid. 2. A shallow

cup or dish. 3. A measure.

(f.jj£. l-Aj£>) Drinking wine or

- spirits.

7 S 2
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*lTt^3t s. (/. fromH+^V) The name of a

river.

"i<l<l s. (from A. c-^) A drunkard.

Archery.

*k I ft s. (/re.H+^lft) A sort of bird, com-

monly called the A'li or Sarali (Turdus Gin-

ginianus). Also*Wf^ (m.) and
1Wf5(m.).

*j< 1<P a. (mfn. from R. *l ) Hurtful, mischievous.

*j<l*11 5. (n.H+3WT) A bow. (Lit. A
discharge of arrows.)

Struck or wound-

ed by an arrow.

*j<l<^ s. (a. lJ^JL) A partner.

^t^s. (n. fromR.'J ) The body. See Manu 1. 17.

a. (mfn. *\~*£t< + 3i) Produced by the

body, sprung from the body.

s. (*t^t$+^c
\ ) Maceration or wast-

ing of the body. Also

"t^W^Hs. (n.I^ +^^T) Death. (Lit.

The falling of the body.) Also

*teft^3^*. (^t^+^F^) A hostage.

^t^U. (-f^^»?>.
>et^"+^) Invested

with a body, incorporated, corporeal, bodily, s.

(m.) 1. The soul whilst it is clad with the body.

Manu i. 53. 2. An animal, a sentient being.

*fa a. (from R. ^ ) Thin, slender, s. (m.) 1.

An arrow, a weapon. 2. Anger, passion.

Thin and thick,

uneven.

s . (from *t3R"1 + ) A sweet potatoe

(Convolvulus Battatas). See .

flt.^ll 5. (/. from R. 5) ]. Gravel. 2. Clayed

or candied sugar.
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*rW^Ka. (-3^ ™>. *t^Ti+^) Gra-

velly, gritty. Also ^f^T (mfn.).

*fW[ s. (/. from *f$Tl) A species of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. .4s. ifes, x. 471.

iSfe^tl# s. (^tf^+ ^Pf^) Lemonade.

s. (a. S^j& ) An agreement, a stipulation, a

wager, a condition ; a sign, a mark, a signal.

a. (from a. i^>) Relating to a lottery or

chance.

''t^RooT, I, (*t^f3) l.Togo. 2. To hurt, to

injure. This root is written both with a final

^ and ^

.

*t^R*t s. (/.) Night.

*t^T*Ti s. (f from R. *t^) An iron crow. Also

*h$*ft (/.).

n. from R. ^ +^"TS) Happiness,

pleasure. ^

*t*6tl s. (/. from *f*$^) A plant (Curcuma

xanthorrhiza).

W a. (-^\mfn. from R. ^H- 5!*^) Happy,

prosperous, glad. s. (m.) An appellation ap-

pended to the names of Brahmans. As. Res.

v. 65.

*I^Root, i. (^£3) 1. To move, to shake, to

tremble, to stir. 2. To cover.

To go, to move to or towards.

*H s. (mn. from R. *Hj The quill of a porcu-

pine. Also *fFf*t (n.) and (/.).

m. from R. "l *^) A grasshopper.

*l*fl*. See*M$1.

"W^l s . (/. from R. *l^) 1. A javelin, a dart,

an arrow. 2. A fibrous stick used as a brush
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or pencil. 3. Any small stake, rod, peg, or

pin. 4. A brimstone-match.

a. (mfn. from R. "t5^?) Unripe, moist.

(from R. *H) A measure containing

twenty seras or pasuris of corn or other dry

substance. Carey.

(h. (fcuii) The wick of a lamp.

rope fastened to

the yoke of a bullock on each side, and passing

under the neck or throat like a collar. Carey.

tfyt\ s. (corrupt, of "KPj^l?) The Indian

fennel (Anethum Sowa). Hort. Ben. p. 22.

s. (n.) h A part, a portion. 2. Bark,

rind. 3. The scales of a fish.

a. {mfn. *fa3?+ inT) Scaly, flaky.

*%m^ s , (corrupt, of *t^t) The gum-oliba-

num tree (Boswellia thurifera). Sabda S. p. 124_

^t^^RooT, i. (H^B*) 1. To praise, to flatter.

2. To talk, to boast.

s. (m. from R. 1. A thorny shrub

(Vangueria spinosa). 2. A porcupine. 3. (mn.)

A dart, a javelin. 4. («.) An iron crow. 5.

A bamboo rod or stake. 6. A peg, a pin. 7.

Embarrassment, distress, difficulty.

The ex-

tracting of an arrow or dart. 2. The ceremony

of cleansing the site of a new house from bones

or other unclean substances.

(/. from *t"T) 1. A porcupine. 2. The

gum-olibanum tree (Boswellia thurifera).

^f^RooT, i. To jump, to leap.

*t*1 s. (m. from R. 1. A hare. See Haugh-

ton's Manu, vol. n. p. 437. 2. The spots on

the moon supposed to resemble a hare. 3. An
uxorious man.

s . (m. from W) A hare.

>CH^: s. (m. *\*\+%$ from R. \) The

moon.

HtffaHW h (^+fWPl) The horn of a

hare (a ludicrous expression for a thing that

does not, or cannot, exist).

*J*lMfa: s . (-SFJ> *M + O^Tfe ) The skin

of the hare or rabbit.

Cucumber. Tdrdchand Ch.

*Ht^s. (m.*t*\ +31^)The moon. (Lit. Marked

with a hare.)

*HtTrT s . (m. *t*l +31^) A hawk or falcon.

(Lit. Who feeds on hares.)

s. (from A hare.

"tf*!
-^ s. (/. "ifH+^^Tl ) !• A digit of the

moon. 2. A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody.

As. Res. x. 468.

(y. from

moon-faced damsel. 2. A sort of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 469.

(/. from A moon-

faced damsel.

(/. from
,stfH+C5TJVt1) A digit

of the moon.

(m. from

epithet of Siva. (Lit. Wearing a crescent as

his crest.)

+ 3/1) The moon.

*t*£% s. (corrupt, of A husband's or wife's

father. Mohun P. p. 11.

The hair of the hare.

ad. Sans. Repeatedly, again and again.

*I^Root, i. To hurt, to injure, to

wound, to kill.
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(f.) 1. The outer ear, the opening of

the external auditory passage. 2. A sort of pie.

*H s . («.) Young grass.

Root, i. (always with $50 prefixed, 3rH -

TC^) 1. To bless, to confer a benediction. 2.

To wish, to desire. 3. To speak. Also, i.

To hurt, to wound, to kill.

*^A suffix, by means of which adverbs are

derived from nouns, especially from numerals

and other words expressive of quantity : e. g.

ad. Sans. By hundreds, hundredwise,

from *t\3f s. (n.) A hundred, +*ft^.

s. (ri. R. "I^+^FT) The immolation of

an animal at a sacrifice.

*F^ffU(/.). See^^fl..

Root, n. (with the insertion of a nasal,

*t°f%)To sleep.

*t^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^T + sjJ) 1.

Praised, eulogised, approved of. 2. Best, ex-

cellent. 3. Happy, s. (n.) Excellence
;
hap-

piness. —^ (n.) Legality.

*t^1 a. (from *f^) Cheap.

*f^5 s. (n. R. Wilkins' Gr. § 799) 1.

A weapon. 2. Iron, steel. 3. (m.) A sword.

*tiP s. (n.^ +^) 1. Iron. 2. Steel.

^3lM s- (-t^l m.^llR^ A sol-

dier by profession. Also (?w.).

)
Carrying arms,

wielding weapons. Also ^l^^^ (mfn.').

The science of

arms and their use.

m. from
>f

t
:g +R.^)An armourer,

a furbisher. Also

*t^tSfr (m. ^3 +3^3^) A soldier by

profession.
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1^8 «• (-f^\^>.^+ Armed, ac-

coutred.

"Wl s. (n. for 1. Young grass. 2. Loss

of confidence or understanding.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. "PT+ IT) 1. To

be injured or hurt. 2. Praiseworthy. .<?. (n.)

Fruit, grain, corn, harvest ; the kernel of a fruit.

^PPfET s. (n. *j*P + C^T) A corn-field.

An ear or

spike of corn.

SSfeKSffteft a. (from flFP +*t^?6j Abounding

with corn.

s. (n. ^)+^) The beard of corn.

s. (m. *t*P+*iM4?) The s^-tree

(Shorea robusta).

(p.^) A city.

sst5^I^lF3^1^ *. (h. JIjj/^) The superin-

tendent of police in a city.

^^i^Ht s. (from h. Jl^^)The office

of a superintendent of police.

a. (from P.^k+^T) Near a city.

^^^f*n s. (p. aU> j$£>) A wall or ditch round a

city.

5CI^C<J^*i
i

s. (p. J Jo j$2>) The sending a person

from one city to another. Also

*i^<ft a. (from p. ^S>) Relating to a city, town-

bred, urban. Also *t^<tU .

'tit, . (corrupt, of
iC
l^t) A tree (Mimosa Suma).

Hort. Ben. p. 41. Also

s. (corrupt, of *t^>?) The skate-fish.

Sabda S. p. 414.

*fepTte1 s. (from *I3F + The lady-

bird or coccinella.

*\H s. (corrupt, of *ff$j A shell.
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s. (/. from *MjU+f5^) 1. A hag,

a female goblin ; an apparition. 2. A slovenly

woman.

*ttat"U (from *T§U) An ornament for the wrists

of women made of shell. Carey.

c
*TftWl s. (from A shell-cutter.

s. (from A goblin or spectre.

^H^fta. (from*t^l) Testaceous.

*ff\3 s. A bull.

*Tf33? s. (from R. The lowermost of two

bamboo laths which are tied, one above and the

other beneath the rafters of a thatched roof.

Carey.

s. (corrupt, of *t*P) Fruit, grain ; the

kernel of fruits.

(mn. from R. *t^) 1. A potherb, a vege-

table
;
greens. 2. (to.) The teak-tree (Tectona

grandis) : also*ft3?3? (to.). Colebr.Alg. p. 315.

3. An era, a period dated from the reign of

some celebrated prince.

a. (mfn. from
)

Relating to a cart.

s. (to.) A draught-ox.

(from A festival on

the eighth day of the second half of the month

Magha. As. Res. in. 274.

*11^f^ s. (to. from *f^=T +^) A fowler, a

bird-catcher, a. (to/w.) Relating to the occult

sciences.

to. from A worshipper of Devi

or of the female principle. As. Res. vn. 280,

281.

c. (mfn. Fighting with

javelins.

to. from spearman, a lancer.

*H3^ s. (to. from R. *t^) An epithet of Buddha i

also *ll<l?.mR (to.) and 'nt^lf^T ^ (to.).

"tt^ Root, i. (*ffttU3) To pervade.

*tW s. (/. from R. *fftL) 1. A branch, a

bough. 2. An arm. 3. The branch or division

of the vedas studied by any particular sect or

taught in any particular school. 4. (Beng.) A
treatise on prognostics.

*WjNf*N s. (n. *rWl + 5FT3) A suburb.

"TWtssi*. (TO.*tW1+*Pl)A monkey, an ape.

root pro-

ceeding from a branch as in the Indian fig.

"fPtft s. ™ "tW +t^) A tree. a.

(mfn.) Practising the injunctions of any parti-

cular branch of the vedas. Tdrachand Ch.

"ftP^tfc s. (to. from *)Wi) A tree (Trophis

aspera). Also
ls
ftCsil"tl^ (to.).

*fW? a. (mfn. from ^llT^T Wilkins' Gr. §

899) Relating to a tree.

"tffctfy^ a. (mfn. *f$[U A shell-cutter,

a worker in shells.

(tow.) A petticoat, a woman's garment.

(/.) A petticoat.

''ItCfcj'*]^ s. (from the English satin) Satin.

*ltt) s. (n. from *1~&+TI) Deceitfulness, crafti-

ness, villainy, wickedness.

Root, i. 1. To praise, to flatter.

2. To boast. 3. To swim.

*fK5l s. (corrupt, of 1. A tree (Trophis

aspei'a). 2. Sound, speech.

(corrupt, of A petticoat.

'ffl a. (mfn. from *t°i ) Made of the fibres of

the Bengal san (Crotolaria juncea). Manu ii.

41. s. A kind of cloth.
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*ttf§pP s. (m.) h A tree (Mg\e Marmelos).

2. A descendant of the ancient sage Sandila.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. CTl) 1. Shar-

pened, whetted. 2. Thin, feeble. 3. Happy,

well, prosperous, s. (n.~) Happiness, joy, pros-

perity.

s. (n. from *fa^§j n. pr. of a mountain)

Gold.

a. (mfn. ^^g+UTT) Golden.

(».) Withering, decaying, becoming

thin or small.

(/.) A plant commonly called char-

maghcis.

*l tv}^ s. (?rc. from ^iftX ) I. An enemy. 2. (ra.)

Enmity, hatred, strife. 3. A number of ene-

mies.

ss
ttCT si (mi. from R. *f^) II Mud. 2. Young

grass.

^^ft^ a. (mfn. *Tt"&t +^f^5) Green or

fresh with young grass.

*fW a. (p. White,

HM<Pl*J< s. A plant (Pancratium triflorum).

Hort. Ben. p. 23.

(*ltTfl+ C^Sv5j?) A climbing-

plant (Melodinus monogynus). Carey.

"ItTtel *. (^tW+^l) A plant (Hibiscus

Syriacus). Carey.

»Ukls5tlfo *. (*tW + 3itf3) A plant (Barleria

dichotoma). Hort. Ben. p. 45.

"tWsl^Jf^ s. (TO+^txrr^PT) a
variety of Dolichos lignosus. Hort. Ben. p. 55.

W^fiS*. (*fW+^) A bird (LoxiaTotta).

Carey.

*rtm^i s. (^+^1) A species of

thorn-apple (Datura Stramonium). Carey.

species of

edible plant (Amaranthus oleraceus). iZbr£.

JSera. p. 67.

A plant (Asclepias pseudosarsa).

Carey.

A plant

(Phyllanthus Niruri). Hort. Ben. p. 69.

(p. ^li) A marriage.

*ftf5?T a. (»i/m. from *1T&[) Abounding in fresh

grass.

*t\% Root, i. (in the desiderative form *ft*it -

^Csj) To whet, to sharpen.

*ffa"s. (n. fromR. C*fi +3H) 1. The whetting

or grinding of a tool. 2. (m.) A touchstone.

3. A grindstone. 4. (Beng.) A paved floor.

5. A plate, a flat earthen vessel, a. Small,

little, v. a. To grind, to sharpen, to

polish.

*tfc$ s. (from *tlFT) An earthen dish or plate

used by Muhammadans at their meals. Also

^I^PPI s. («Hrr+^^3rl) A plant (Ca-

rissa diffusa). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

The paving of a

floor ; a pavement.

A whetstone.

"UtTI s. (from *M) A weaver's slay.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Whetted, ground, sharpened.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 421) Appeased, allayed, pacified
;
calm,

tranquil, quiet, s. (m.) An ascetic, one who

has subdued his passions. — s3l (/.) or — "3"

(ra.) Calmness, tranquillity.

*fte*f<$fa a. (mfn. 'H^+^ffe) Of a placid

nature or disposition.
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^t^lHl a. (-^T^mfn. lfoft5tMGfr Of

a subdued or calm mind. Manu i. 52.

"Itfe" ». (/. R. 1. Rest, repose. 2.

Tranquillity, serenity, calmness ; mental com-

posure
;
disregard of worldly matters.

*ttf!^3FT s. (*frf%+3F[) Holy water.

*Tt^ Root, x. ("fl^rf^) To console, to com-

fort. See R. $Ttl

.

*ft^ s. (ra. from R. *ft?J) Comfort: see ^it^ .

*JW 5. (rw. from R. *t\) 1 . A curse, an impre-

cation. 2. An oath, a solemn asseveration.

*tW^3 a. (m/n. HF*fi?) Lying under a

curse ; cursed.

A curse, an im-

precation. Also (n.).

*fPfa^a. (mfn. W+W*) Fallen or ruined

by a curse.

v. a. (from *TH) To curse, to impre-

cate.

s. from R. *t^) The young of any

animal

.

scft^^T 5. (corrupt, of "fa^Tl) An iron bar or

crow.

*l l< (from the Portug. sabdo) Soap.

*ft^i ^Lj. (a. C^JjJ) Conviction, proof, evidence.

*Hl^ a. {mfn. from *t?&t) Relating to sound, so-

norous, sounding; relating to words, verbal,

oral
;
conveyed or expressed by a term. Also

*ltf^ (mfn.).

A knowledge of

words.

*stto s. (-I^s
n. from R. *t*I

) Reconciliation,

appeasing.

A species of heron (Ardea cinerea).

fcHWiWjihsl s. for^ftT+ TTTTH) A bird

(Turdus roseus).

A plant (Elephantopus scaber).

Mohun P. p. 67. Hort. Ben. p. 62.

a. (from ?) Dirty, dingy.

*ffcTl s . (from i. Mouldiness. 2. Two

species of grass (Panicum frumentaceum, and

P. colonum). Hort. Sen. p. 7. 3. A song-

bird (Turdus macrourus).

"fWrrK,. (p. $j ^^2) ) A candlestick.

(p. <0L**&) An awning, a canopy.

a. (a. J^oLij) 1. Including, comprising,

communicating. 2. United, confederated.

*Tto s, (corrupt, of Tt3^3

) A snail (Helix

ampullacea).

*t\*Zp s . (m.) A bivalve shell. See *fr^\
>c

11'^'l s. (/. from H A female juggler.

*fto s. (m. for *TTtP3?) 1. An arrow, <£. A
sword.

Root, x. (*tl<ufd) To be weak.

a. (mfn. from R. ^Tj Variegated in colour.

s. (m.) Wind, air.
*

^HT^ a. (mfn. from *RTf ) 1. Relating to the

sultry season, autumnal. 2. Modest, diffident.

3. New.

"jUkT. s. (/.) 1. A plant (Echites scholaris).

2. Another plant (Jussieua repens).

*fRpfllI a. (mfn. from Autumnal.

s. (/.) A bird (Turdus Salica).

(n.) A checquered cloth or table for

playing draughts, &c.

*ttft^1 s. (f.) The name of two plants (Echites

frutescens, and Asclepias pseudosarsa).

7 T
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>e
t1^

S

l s. (from R. ft The name of two species of

birds (Gracula religiosa and Turdus Salika).

See*nf^1.

a. (mfn. from *f<ft«3 )
Relating to the

body, clad in a body, incorporated
;
corporeal,

bodily. Trans. R.A.S. n. 2, 12.

"IttfaStft^^Tl Sl (/. from "tffa,

The name of a celebrated work

on the veddnta system, in the form of aphorisms,

by Badarayana. Trans. R.A.S. u. 3, seqq.

a. (infn. from
Jc
l^t^+^^) Corpo-

real, bodily, material,

i
% 4<t t

*rra^" a. (to/«. from Full of stones or

nodules.

*ft$[ a. {mfn. from Made of horn, horny,

corneous, s. (to.) A bow.

*jT?ft s. (-f^wi. *tt^ + I^T ) An epithet of

Vishnu. (Lit. Who carries a bow.)

m.) A tiger. Often used as the latter

part of a compound word to express eminence

or distinction : e. g. 1 s. (to.) A tiger

of a man, i. e. An eminent man. See ^I vj .

^I^rfcptfe^ s. (». ^l^+f^rzftf^)
A sort of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res.

x. 434, 472.

TO^fkfvi s. (n. *ttf*\+*{pS3) A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 472.

^^Root, i. (*rHU3) 1. To flatter, to praise.

2. To boast.

*ft^ s. (m.) 1. A timber-tree (Shorea robusta).

2. A fish (Spams spilotus ; also Ophiocephalus

Wrahl, Hamilton). 3. (Beng.} An edifice, a

workshop. 4. A gallows ; a cross or stake for

impaling criminals. 5. A shawl ; a kind of

woollen cloth. 6. The remains of the leaves

on the Phcenix sylvestris.

A flinty stone, con-

taining the impression of one or more ammo-
nitae, conceived by the Hindus to represent

Vishnu. Hunter.

"WTl s. (/. from *R«T+*K) A plant

(Hedysarum Gangeticum). Also (Be.ng.) ^flFT-

Hort. Hen. p. 56.

s. A fish (Ophioce-

phalus Wrahl, Hamilton). Carey.

1^rft^t^Ti s. (^+*fTt+3t^) a
shrub (Mimosa tomentosa). Mohun P. p. 40.

*i1^$Ttefl s. (from^Hf^r^T) A farrier.

K
ft
5?

f1 s. (/. from R. *Hj 1. A house; a hall,

a room. 2. A large branch of a tree. 3.

(Beng. corrupt, of ^ibjt-) A wife's brother.

s. (from A wife's brother's wife.

s . (to. *ff*Ti +^) 1. A dog. 2. A
monkey. 3. Ajackall. 4. A cat. 5. A deer.

"ftp**, (to.) The name of two particular varie-

ties of rice ; winter-rice. Tardchand Ch.

*fTf%3lft1 a. (from p. JL) Annual, yearly.

*ffi^$ s. (corrupt, of "fflwlj A bird (Turdus

Salika).

(to.) A creeping plant (Achyranthes

triandra). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

,e
lTf%vft s. (femin. of *ttp^) A sort of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 429.

"ItpralSTT*. (to. "rtf^for^tH+^T) A

sovereign of India, the enemy of VikeamA-

ditya, and institutor of the era now called Sdka.

*t\PftSfc s. (m. ^f^for^+C^?) A

horse. Also

^ftf^T^s. (a. eUti) A third person, an arbitra-

tor, an umpire, a mediator.

"ttf^ft s. (from a. uiJl$) Arbitration.
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*$Pf[ a. (-Pri mfn. *fH+3/L) Inclined

to, disposed to, possessing, having. Used in

comp. e. g. (-f^L) Heroic, pos-

sessed of valour, from s. (to.) Heroism,

+ *|tp?^T . s . (corrupt, of *fJWl) A wife's

sister.

-i'WJn a. (mfn. from *tW Twins' GV. § 905)

1. Attached to the house, inactive. 2. Ashamed,

bashful.

^ft*^3
5. (to.) The esculent root of the different

kinds of water-lily (Nymphaea Lotus, Hort.

Ben. p. 41) and of other aquatic plants.

s. (to. from R. *t%) A frog. Also

*t^p (to.).

a. (mfn. from Fit for rice, sown

with rice (as a field), s. (to.) A sort of fennel

(Anethum Sowa).

A canoe made from a sola tree.

*rf^tr|% s .
(
mf^ i. The silk-cotton tree (Bom-

bax heptaphyllum). 2. The name of one of the

seven dwipas or great divisions of the continent

:

also l^f&Afl (mn.).

*ffa3I*ft s. (/.) 1. The name of a river in the

infernal regions. Mann iv. 90. 2. See*ffclTf^.

The gum
of the silk-cotton tree.

(corrupt, of
J

<f^l ) A wife's mother.

*ltj3
<

t*Tl a. (from'lt^l) Criminally intimate

with a wife's mother (used as a vulgar term of

abuse). Carey.

a. (mfn. from
>ct^<2

^) Eternal, perpetual.

^kfRftl a. (mfn.) Eating fish and flesh.

s. (n. from *|B<£fft) A multitude of

pies.

Root, i. V. To rule, to govern, to

order, to command. 2. To teach, to instruct.

With prefixed, To order, to command ; to

teach, to educate ; with ^° + v^l"^, To govern

;

with vJ[1 (3THtrg, see R. *t°^) To wish,

to bless ; with S| To govern.

s. (n. R. ^ft^T +^t ) Command, govern-

ment ; an order, an edict ; the administering of

discipline or correction
;

authority, controul.

(Beng.) —^f^TC^ v. a. To discipline, to com-

mand, to correct.

A person

who exercises authority, a castigator, a corrector.

^ Ijink a. (mfn. *TW+3I^) Fit for disci-

pline, deserving discipline.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R.

Deserving correction or punishment
;
proper to

be governed or controlled.

v. a. (from R.
*c

l"t
7
^) To correct, to

punish, to reprove.

^fRlrT s. (v. noun of ^ft^T^KS) Correction,

discipline : also *ttTtfn"

.

a. (mfn. pret.part. p. R. "It^+tS) Dis-

ciplined, corrected, punished, governed, ruled,

directed.

v. a. (from R. ^fT5^) To discipline, to

repose, to correct, to punish.

*lt9l s. (-^ to. R.*f^T+^) L A ruler, a

governor. 2. A teacher, a preceptor. Also

"Hf*tOl (-^to.) Manu ii. 150.

*ftftj s. (f. R. *t"^+fs3) Government, com-

mand, correction, punishment.

*tt^5 s. (n. R. ^ff^+TT) 1. A precept, a com-

mand, an order, a law, a rule. 2. A sacred

writing or book of authority ; a code of laws.

3. A book generally. 4. A science ; literature.

*lKSt\* a. (mfn. *ftq3 + ^S) Acquainted with the

7 T 2
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sacred writings and law-codes, or with books

generally.

§ ad. Sans. (*) l^ +^^T) According to

law, according to the precept of science.

"il^sS^ a. (mfn. ^1^+^+^) Knowing

the truth of (sacred) science
;
acquainted with

the contents of a book. s. (m.) An astronomer.

#giffl a. (-H^ mfn.^ +Ttf^l)

Skilled in (sacred) science.

*rrg^ s . (-^ m . *Tt^+^f ) one who

expounds the laws or books of (sacred) science.

*ttgflr^fl. (_T^ ra/„. + r. "f^rr^) skilled

in (sacred) science.

*|tgR3l s. ( +3 m. *fFg+C^!) One who

is acquainted with the laws or with books of

(sacred) science.

*Jh^\3a. (m>.
J1tJ3 +^) Implied by a book,

adverted to, or sanctioned by a sacred code.

"11*5^ s . (m.
xt\^ +^) The object or sub-

stance of a book, the purport of a passage of

law.

"(ftsPl a. (mfn. from "it^) Relating to a sacred

book or code of laws
;

legal.

Declared by law,

sanctioned by holy writ, said in a book.

a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R. *^+iTj 1. Fit

to be regulated, controlled, or ordained. 2.

Punishable, corrigible.

JC1X s .

(
P . A king.

*Th^5tW s. (p. aS\j *U>) A king's son, a prince.

(from p. i jV, *li) A princess.

^flfljT, s. (a. jjs.ll) A witness.

(from A. jjsLl) Testimony.

Pi Root, v. (fPffrlfo, VW^ 1 . To make

thin or small. 2. To sharpen, to whet.

Pffe 2488

A plant (Nyctanthes arbor tristis).

Carey.

Pf°*Ml s. (/.) A timber-tree (Dalbergia Sisoo).

Also

A wreath, a

mitre.

(corrupt, of An ornament worn

by women on the forehead. Tarachand Ch.

(— "S^ y.) A string fastened to a pole for

carrying burdens.

(corrupt, of 1 . A fibrous root.

2. The origin of a family. 3. The gums. Carey.

(p. jljjui) An officer appointed to

collect the revenue from a certain division of

land. Hunter.

f^TftTt s. (from p. j\±sS) The office of a col-

lector of revenues.

Pl<Rl s. (from p. *,!££,) A hawk.

"Pl^T 5. (corrupt, of
J^S^) A chain.

pj"^v$>4^ s> (p.^Jju*) A polisher, a furbisher.

«• (p. c^-i) Broken, disjointed, de-

feated.

PW s. See "Pt30 jj

(p.jlLi.) Hunting, game.

a. (from p. J&JL) Relating to hunting,

s. A hunter.

(h. L$C~j) A horse's rearing up.

^<?.
t
fiU3 v. a. To rear up. See pR1^ .

Pte s. (ra.) 1. A rope or string attached to either

end of a pole or yoke to suspend a burthen.

2. A small hanging-shelf suspended by a string.

a. {mfn. Pfe + ^\2) Suspended or car-

ried in a sort of loop.
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Root, i. To learn, to acquire

science : sometimes with prefixed to it.

f*fc$3 s. (m. R. f^5+^) 1. A learner. 2.

A teacher.

(f. from R. f*T5^) 1. Instruction, doc-

trine, learning, study, knowledge. 2. The

name of one of the six vedangas or auxiliary

branches of sacred study : it comprises rules of

pronunciation and recital. (Beng.
s
\
—

v. a. To learn. —<P<K(.vS v. a. To teach,

to instruct.

teacher, a pre-

ceptor.

pfefcHR*!^. (fW + p. J^j) An appren-

tice. Mohun P. p. 86.

f*lfo\S a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. PlS^f^)
Taught, instructed

; studied, learned
;

skilful,

clever.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

\3<P) Fit to be taught or learned. Also

"Pftp (mfn.).

v. a. (from R. T*T33EJ To learn, to ac-

quire knowledge.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move, to approach.

s. (m.) 1'. The tail of a peacock. 2. Locks

left on the crown or the side of the head

at the period of tonsure in children. Also

"PPU^Ff (m.) and (m.).

A pea-

cock. 2. A cock. 3. A peacock's tail.

fern's, (v. noun of learning, a

receiving of instruction.

fWt J! (corrupt, of The mucus of

the nose.

(rnn.) A summit or top, especially of

a mountain or tree ; the point of a sword.

(/. from A spe-

cies of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x.

436. 2. (Beng.) A kind of acid liquor, vinegar.

s. (-"f^T m. f"\^ +t\) {. A
mountain. 2. A hill-fort, a strong-hold. 3.

A tree.

fWl s. (/. from R. f^Tj 1. A point or sum-

mit ; a peak, a pinnacle ; a pyramid. 2. A
crest, a tuft of feathers ; a lock of hair on the

crown of the head. 3. A branch. 4. Flame.

5. A species of metre in Sanskrit prosody.

As. Res. x. 413, 419, 466.

v. a. (cans. ofPlfto) To cause to

learn, to teach, to instruct, to make feel, to

resent.

fWfr s. (v. noun of A teaching or

instructing, a resenting, the making a person

feel. a. Taught, broken in.

a. (mfn. Wl+^T?) Crested,

pointed. 5. (m.) A peacock.

s. (femin. of A plant

(Celosia cristata).

ftlitW%a.(-^ mfn. +^) Flaming,

possessing or producing flame, s. (m.) An epi-

thet of Agni the deity of fire.

fTO^ s. (m. fWl +^) A lamp-stand.

Blue vitriol.

"pTpVta v. a.
t
(from R. Pl^) To learn, to ac-

quire knowledge.

(m. from

epithet of Kartikeya. (Lit. Having a peacock

for his vehicle.)

fNta. (-f^w/».'PnvH +^) Crested,

wearing a tuft of hair on the crown, s. (m.) 1.

A peacock. 2. Fire.

Pt^5. (m.) 1. A tree (Morunga Guilandina and

hyperanthera). 2. A potherb in general.
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pt^ s. (m. ? from "PfSjj The name of a pot-

herb not yet specified. Manu vi. 14.

f*f££3i s - (
n - 1*^+31) The seed of the Morunga.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

f^fe) To smell.

(corrupt, of A horn.

. (from An oak-tree, especially the

Quercus lanceffifolia. Hort. Ben. p. 68.

f*f?t$^" s . (f^+S^) A species of oak

(Quercus armata).

(corrupt, of *^T) 1. A horn; a horn

used for blowing. 2. A cupping-horn. —< v*1 I-

v. a. To cup.

«. (corrupt, of An aquatic

plant (Trapa bispinosa). Carey.

"nffl, s. (from A fish (Silurus pungentissi-

mus, Mohun P. p. 54 ; S. Singio, Hamilton).

Carey.

fWFT a. (from^) Horned.

(n. from R. f*f^) The mucus of

the nose.

f*T& s. (f.) SeefH,

"Pi t><t>l s. A rod or wire to clean the tube of a

hooka. Carey.

Root, i. To make an inarticu-

late sound, to tinkle.

f*t^3l s. A plant (Euphorbia neriifolia). Hort.

Ben. p. 36.

prf^3 s. (n. from R. f*l^) The tinkling of

metallic ornaments.

v. a. (from R. f*!^) To jingle.

(/.) A bow-string.

ft! Root, i. ( To disregard, to treat

with disrespect.

f*f<r 2492

s. Dregs, refuse.

v. n. To tingle, to feel cold as on

the access of a fever.

A ladder, a flight of steps.

a. (mfn. fret. "part. p. R. and R.

Wilkins' Gr. % 693, 701) L Made thin. 2.

Whetted, sharpened.

f*fa% s. (m. f*fc+ R. H) The river Setlej.

See*t3H.

(n.) Rock-salt.

1. Barley. 2. Wheat.

f*h3t°l s. (corrupt, of "Pl^^t !) A cushion, a

pillow.

f*ff3 a. (mfn. from R. C*t1 ?) 1. Black. 2. White.

An epithet of Siva.

(m. from sort

of ebony (Diospyros glutinosa).

a. (mfn.) 1. Loose, not tight, lax, slack.

2. Languid, feeble, not energetic, dilatory. —^1
(/.) or —^ (rc.) Slackness, looseness, dilatori-

ness.

a. (mfn.

Ungratified in desires.

"Ptfl s. (m.) 1. A ray of light. 2. (/.) Skin,

leather.

?) 1. A bald man.

2. A man naturally void of prepuce. 3. An
epithet of Siva and of Vishnu. 4. A leper.

Alsof»m and -prftm

"Pl^l s. (/.) 1. A fibrous root. 2. A small whip.

Manu ix. 230.

The root of a

water-lily.

(m.) 1. Siva, the Deity in his character of

destroyer and reproducer, or Time personified,
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and the third god of the Hindu triad : this is

the most formidable of the personifications of

the Hindu triad, and perhaps the most popular.

2. The name of one of the astronomical yogas.

3. («.) Happiness, welfare, pleasure, prospe-

rity. 4. (Beng!) An apple, a. (mfn.} Happy,

prosperous, auspicious.

(w.) A post to which cows or calves are

tied.

f*t33J^ s. (Pfa +^T) A plant (Cardiosper-

mum Halicacabum). Hort. Ben. p. 29.

(dual, from Siva

and ParvatI or Durga.

A wor-

shipper of Siva. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 569.

Pl<lWl s. (/. "Pt^ +H^l) A plant (^schy-

nomene grandiflora).

"Pf^TTfrr *. (/. Pfa + TtftT) The night of the

fourteenth day of the moon's wane in the month

Magha. As. Res. in'. 272.

RVPlft s. {n. f^fa + PH'n) The phallus or

emblem of Siva.

s. (femin. of I. An epithet of the

goddess Durga, the wife of Siva. 2. A tree

(Mimosa Suma). 3. Yellow myrobalan (Ter-

minalia Chebula). 4. A jackal.

(/. from An epithet of Durga.

fW^TIT s. (n. f^+^THTT) 1. A temple de.

dicated to Siva. 2. A cemetery. 3. (m.) Red

tulasi or basil (Ocymum sanctum).

(/. frompm ?) A palanquin, a litter.

glftf s. (n.) A camp, an encampment, an en-

trenchment.

(corrupt, of ?) A kidney-bean, a

legume, comprising several species of Phaseolus,

Dolichos, and Carpopogon.

An aquatic plant (Valisneria octandra).

Careg.

f^fa^ft s. (fromf^r+^3+ ^3ll?)
A plant (Dolichos glutinosus, Roxb. Glycine ?)

Carey.

PtfauUKwfcfU (fromPfa+3t?+Tteft)
A plant (Hedysarum tuberosum). Hort. Ben.

p. 57.

f^T s. The silk-cotton tree (Bombax hepta-

phylla). Carey.

(/.) A kidney-bean, a legume (Dolichos

Lablab and other species) : also and

f*l*3t (/.). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

(from
je
f^T ?) The place where a per-

son's head lies when he sleeps.

PttTtFft^*. (p. J:/ iU,) The black-ear (an

animal of the tiger-kind).

f*tH*M *, (corrupt, of ^MH) A jackal, a dog.

PlU'H<*fel (Pmt^T+^1) A plant (Ar-

gemone Mexicana).

(n. for nN^t) 1. The head, the summit

or top of any thing. 2. (Beng., for

Any tubular vessel of the body.

v. n. To be dizzy or giddy.

"PRS See

The vertigo. Also

Pt*?fl>5l s. (/. f^T+ *fiv3l) Head-ache.

Also Pfa^.
(p. iSjS) Vinegar.

A tree (Rottlera peltata). Carey.

Pt^flW s. (p. ^by) A title, an address, the

superscription of a letter. Hunter.

PW1 f. (from Pl^T-f. 5^ for ^fa ?) Restive-
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ness in a horse, v. a. To be restive,

to rear up. See ft$*FT.

pRTO^rTs.
(
K.pt^T+ C^FF) A beheading.

(ra.) The head, the top or upper part

of a thing.

s. (». ft^T+^T from R. til) 1. A

helmet. 2. A cap, a turban. Also "Pi<^T ! (».).

ft??EP 5. (n. from Pt^T ) Clean unentangled

hair.

s. (/.) Any tubular vessel of the body, a

gut, a nerve, a tendon, a vein.

(m. from R. ) 1. A sword. 2. An

arrow. 3. A murderer, a killer. 4. A locust.

(m. from R. ) A tree (Acacia Sirisa

or Mimosa Sirisa).
^-

Pt^H*. (p. J^*) Glue.

fttffW s. (n. from Pt3*T + Sffc) The head

and neck.

(fromf^^+ R. % ) The placing

a thing on the head as a mark of respect.

ftjStft s. (/. from Pf<^T + R. <ft) The neck.

(Lit. "What holds or sustains the head.)

fluted s. (». A turban.

PttT^ ! s. (n. f*R^+^°i) An ornament

of the head.

gem or

jewel worn upon the head or in a crest. Also

fftrtq («.).

f*fUl?? s. (m. Ffj^ty^ The hair of the

head.

PlUlWll s. (m. W^t+Citlj The head-

ache ; alsoWWW (/•) or ftRtTvJ

(/•)•

pltf1^T%# s. jfrtt^+^TW) The hanging

of the head without power to support it, as in

a dying or dead person. Carey.

Root, vi. (ft*rf3) To glean.

PPT*, (n. from R. ) Gleaning ears of corn.

(from ) A tree

(Celastrus robustus). Carey.

s. (/. from R. Pf*^?) 1. A stone, a rock.

2. A flat stone for grinding condiments, &c.

with a muller. 3. Arsenic. 4. A hail-stone.

5. A threshold. 6. A transverse beam, a cross-

beam.

FHivA s. (n. pf5Ti+^5) Benzoin.

PW3T3 s. (n. Pt^Tl+^) 1. Bitumen. 2.

Red chalk.

Pr^^ s.(m.pr^i-^) Chalk, red chalk.

PHt^ s. (iB.f¥Ti A muller, a rolling-

stone, a roller.

(from ?) A plant

(Sagittaria obtusifolia).

PHto^l s. (/. "Pl^ +^^l for 3^*T)
Moss, lichen, especially a kind used in medi-

cine. Also Pt^TfaS^T (wm.), PHl^e,

(-\f.) and (Beng.) Pl^rfl^ .

PM^f*!,. ("PM +^f^) Hail.

PMtt^ s. (in. Pf^Tl + C^K from R. 1%^)
A plant (Plectranthus scutellaroides).

pMl si (/. from pFTi) 1. A dart, a spike. 2.

A threshold, a transverse beam.

"PNt^TT s. (m. Pf^T.? +^W) The elephantiasis.

Also "QifiZ (».).

arrow. Z.

A bee.

Pri^Tt^II « (m. pM + STOr) A mountain.

(Lit. A collection of rocks.)

(n. from Pt5Tl+R.S"5K) 1. Glean-
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ing. Manu vn. 33. 2. (Beng.) A person who

follows more than one employment.

(».) An art, a mechanical or handicraft

trade.

i (to. f*ip1 +^) A mechanic,

an artisan
;

also (to.) and

Manual labour, handicraft work.

The science

of mechanics or architecture.

(«.). See

(jf. from

workshop of a mechanic. Also f^l^t^tt^ («.).

(n. from

treatise on architecture or on any other mecha-

nical art. See As. Res. i. 350.

pT^*ft «. (-f^K^/h. -pT^i+^T) Me-

chanical. s. (to.) A workman, a mechanic.

prpu (p. '**- •*) A phial, a glass.

a. (to/Vi.) Cold, chilly, frigid, s. (tow.)

The cold season, winter, comprising two months

from about the middle of January to that of

March.

n5^ s. (to.) 1. A child under eight years of age,

an infant ; the young of an animal. 2. (Beng.)

A plant (Dalbergia Sisoo). Mohun P. p. 67.

f*t*jp s. (from f*\*l) A fish (Delphinus Gan-

geticus).

f*t^1*T s, (to. f^+^T) Infancy, early

childhood.

ffjf s. Cw.f¥j+f )
Infancy, childhood, boy-

hood.

The name of an

ancient Hindu king who was slain by Krishna.

f*l*j3rte & (to. f*f^l+5rte from R. *[) The

Gangetic porpoise (Delphinus Gangeticus).

T*t#f s. (to.) The penis.

a. (to/Vi.) Innocent, virtuous.

"Pt^ Root, i. (C*faf3) To hurt, to injure, to

kill. Also, i. (C*tefe) and x. (CfOTfe)
1. To leave a residue, not to use the whole.

2. To excel. With or prefixed in

the passive

remain, to be left as a residue, vn. (f*frf^,

jually with "ft" prefixed RPfa {%) To par-usv

ticularize, to individualize, to distinguish by a

discriminative mark.

(from ?) 1. An ear of corn, a flower-

spike. 2. Flame. See

a. (mfn, pret. part. p. R. f*fa+v3) Trained,

disciplined, polished, good, polite, genteel. -31

(/.) or —^ (ft.) Politeness, gentleness.

pt^TTO" s. (to. f^ + ^lty^') The approved

conduct of the wise and good
;

gentlemanly

conduct. See Kulluka on Manu n. 12.

fo*ffrUYa. {-P^mfn. +
Following the conduct of the good, acting like

a gentleman.

"PfPfe s. (/. R. ft^+fa ) An order, a command.

Pt^ s. (to. R. Pl^f-TT) A disciple, a pupil.

f*l*T s. (corrupt, of PWl) 1. An ear of corn.

2. A flame. 3. A hiss, a whistle. See "Pl^T .

v.n. To feel, to perceive any agreeable

disagreeable sensation. Alsoor

*ft Root, ii. (C*TU3) 1. To sleep. 2. To repose,

to lie.

*ft^ Root, i. ( *fl<PW ) To sprinkle. x.

(*ft^rf&) I. To endure, to tolerate. 2. To

touch. 3. To sprinkle, to moisten.

7 U
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*ft<M s. (m. from R. *ft^J Rain, thin rain.

"fj^J a. (/re/re.) Speedy, quick, rapid, ad. Sans.

(— v]"
)

Speedily, quickly, rapidly.

*fty**!fl * (-f^i ™>. *te+^f^)
Acting speedily or expeditiously.

^ft^TT1^ s. (^ftU+C1^) (In astronomy)

The commutation. Kdla S. p. 367.

Moving quickly, swift, rapid.

*ff3 a. (mfn.) 1. Cold, chilly, frigid. 2. Idle,

stupid. 3. (from R. *fj,) Sleeping, asleep.

Wilkins' Gr. § 694. s. 1. (re.) Cold, coldness,

the cold season, cold weather, including the

dewy and winter seasons. 2. A tree (Cor-

dia Myxa). 3. (Beng.) The moon. -31 (/.)

or —^ (re.) Coldness.

*f|\S<£ s. (?re. from *ffr3) A lazy man.

^^t^f «.
(
m

.

Kft^+^K) The cold season,

winter.

*flv3^M)5 a. (m/re. from *ft3^T) Relating

to the cold season, wintry.

*ft3\St s. (from *fts3) A garment for the cold

season.

(from^+ 't !) A plant (CIeome

pentaphylla). Carey.

Arabian jasmine

(Jasminum Zambac).

*)53f^ a, (rei/re. from *ffc) Cold, frigid, chilly,

cool. s. (ra.) 1. A plant (Marsilea quadrifolia).

2. The moon. 3. (re.) Coldness. 4. Green

vitriol, sulphate of iron. 5. Turpentine. -31

(/.) or —^ (rc.) Coldness, coolness, frigidity.

"8^dfi<?l s. (from^ft^ + ^ftr) \. A plant

(Phrynium dichotomum). Also

Hort. Ben. p. 1. 2. A kind of fine, cool mat.

>c
ft\?

5?Rt^ s . (m. from^^ +313) A plant,

commonly called dsan parni.

2500

+^^1) 1. A ceremony

performed on the sixth day of the moon's in-

crease in the month Magna. 2. A plant (Pan-

cratium verecundum).

The small-pox ; also

the goddess who presides over it.

"ft^Tl^Sl s . (/. *ft3*Tl + ^Srtj A festival on

the eighth day of the second half of the month

P'hdlguna. As. Res. m. 276.

^fts^ s. (from^fl^Tl) A swelling in the axils

or on the arm after inoculation for the small-

pox. Carey.

1 . A kind of fennel

(Anethum Sowa). 2. The sami tree (Mimosa

Suma, Rox.~). 3. (re.) A sort of benzoin (Sty-

rax Benzoin). 4. Rock-salt.

*ft3\
oy% s. (m. *ft3+ 3I *i) The moon. (Lit.

Whose rays are cold.)

*ft3"T$ a. {mfn. "ffa+Sfl^) Suffering from

cold, shivering, chilled.

*ft#*ri s. (-^m. "ffa+^T^) The

moon-stone, crystal.

A sudden and exquisite sensation of

pleasure or pain. Tdrdchand Ch.

*ftS> See^fta).

"ft^ s. (wire.) Rum distilled from molasses.

*ft"T a. {mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 700) Congealed.

*ffcPlf*T3l s. (/. for CWf^SFl ) A plant

(Nyctanthes arbor tristis).

*ffc*T s. (re.) A species of Vallisneria.

*ffe Root, i. (*ft^£3) 1. To praise, to flatter.

2. To boast.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^J + *T Wilkins'

Gr. § 698) Injured, hurt, decayed, withered
;
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lean, emaciated, thin, slender. —31 (/.) or

— (ra.) A withered or decayed condition.

"fff^ s. (from p. ) An offering of sweet-

meats.

*ft€ s. (n. from f*f^) The head.

*ft$3 s. (n. *ft$+^) 1. A helmet. 2. The

skull. 3. Judgment, a judicial decision. 4.

Rahu or the ascending node.

a. (mfn. *ft$+W from R. fi>^)

Fit to be beheaded, deserving to be decapitated.

*ft$t> s. («. from *ft€) 1. A helmet. 2. (m.)

Clean and unentangled hair.

Root, i. 1. To meditate, to re-

flect. 2. To adore, to worship, i. ("(l^G)

and x. ("f^ft ) To practise, to exercise

(the memory), to repeat, x. (*ft
5Ttffa) To

wear.

*f)pf a. (mfn. from R. *ft^) Nature, cha-

racter, natural disposition
;

(especially) a good

or amiable disposition, propriety of conduct.

Frequently used as the latter part of com-

pound adjectives (bahuvrihi), e. g. ^)*H^er
l

a. (mfn.) In the habit of performing pious

ablutions, from S H s. (n.) Ablution, bathing,

+*fH ; ^iP^ft^ a. (mfn.) Timid, from

s. (n.) Fear, +Kft??f. From adjectives thus

formed abstract substantives are frequently de-

rived by adding the terminations ^31 (/.) or ^
(n.) e. g. ^ft*^ *. (/.) or -| \n.)

Timidity, a fearful disposition.

*ft
ef1Wl£ ef,

l s. (^fH + C^tt^f) A tree (Ce-

lastrus robustus). Hort. Ben. p. 18.

«ftf^1\a.(-^V»i/h.
,sfl^T+^) Of a good

or amiable disposition.

*fHl s. (corrupt, of f*M) Hail.

See-pKt^.

*ft^«- (from fWl) An ear of corn. Mohun P.

p. 82. See'Pfa.

v. n. To experience a sudden and ex-

quisite sensation of pleasure or pain. See

*j£3% s. (corrupt, of *^<P< ) A boar. Mohun P.

p. 48.

*$&t[ s. (from *$<3ft) A sow. Mohun P. p. 48.

!S^aW<h^Ml s. (^R^genit. case of
,

+ 5?tTl) A pig. Mohun P. p. 48.

±y \ s - (corrupt, of A legume.

*tts. (corrupt, of *tfb) Dry ginger. Mohun P.

p. 45.

o
*$5s. (corrupt. oi*$3) The trunk of an elephant.

"jSl*. (corrupt, of C^rtfij^?) A vintner, a dis-

tiller, a vender of intoxicating liquors.

^Root, i. ((*!'!<£ [5j Togo.

s. (m. from R. 1. A parrot. 2. (n.)

A drug commonly called gant'hiala.

China-root (Smilax

China).

*5^T1 a. (corrupt, of Dry, withered,

sapless.

^Tt^ s. (m.^+ 5Tt5T) 1. A tree (Bignonia

Indica). 2. Another tree (iEschynomene Ses-

ban).

indecl. Sans. Quickly. Wilkins' Gr. p. 553.

(
A-jA) Thanks.

"j*S^ivil«T, s. (p. ^jYcfjS) A thanksgiving.

fJ^PlMl s. A plant (Guilandina Bonduccella).

Sabda S. p. 86, 95.

a. (from ^f^3) Dry, dried, emaciated.

s. Dryness, drought.

7 U 2
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v. a. (cans, of
>jf^S3) To dry a thing,

to cause a thing to dry up or shrivel,

sjF£t3 v. «. (from R. To become dry, to

wither, to shrivel up.

a. (from ^feW) Dry, emaciated, shri-

velled up.

*. (T^I + STt^) Dried fish

^fella. (from'jfe^) Withering.

J

JS' a. imfn. from R.
>jF + \3) 1. Pure, clean.

2. Sour, acid, harsh, s. (w.) 1. Sour gruel.

2. Vinegar
;
any bitter or sour sauce, condi-

ment, &c. 3. Flesh.

^ffe s. (/. R. *fa+f3) 1. A pearl-oyster (Os-

trea Ephippium). 2. A small shell. 3. A cockle,

a muscle. 4. (Beng.*) Dryness, consumption.

5. A disease of the eye, spots on the cornea.

s2f§^1 s. (/. from *ff3F) 1. A pearl-oyster

(Ostrea Ephippium). 2. A species of sorrel

(Rumex vesicarius).

^f^3l s. (n. + A pearl.

^t!]5 s. (m.) 1. The planet Venus or its regent.

2. An epithet of Agni the god of fire. 3. The

month Jyaishfha (April-May). 4. (n.) Sperm,

semen virile, a. White : see ^JW

.

Friday.

^JTpTl s. (/. from ^ZF) A fragrant grass (a spe-

cies of Cyperus, or Zedoary ?).

'WTO s. (m. ffW) An Asura or

Daitya and enemy of the gods.

The regent

of the planet Venus, and preceptor of the

Daityas.

^tflfTT a. (mfa. from Wilkins Gr. \ 904)

Attached to Sukra, pertaining to Sukra.

«• (jw/w. from R. White, clean, pure,

bright, s. (m.) 1. White (the colour) , white-
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ness. 2. The name of one of the astronomical

yogas. As. Res. ix. 365. 3. The light half of

the month. — \31 (/.) or —J (n.) Whiteness :

also ^tel & "

Ifffe s.
v
m.^+^) The light half of the

month (the fortnight of the moon's increase).

See Manu i. 66.

s5fi^tlT a. (mfn. from *T^5^) Relating to

the light half of the month.

^ s. (corrupt, of
s

^[?) An awn of corn, a

bristle.

3$ s. (from ^f%3) A smelling.

*|P^^ y. a. (from R. f*fa ) To smell.

'J^Root, I. (croft) To regret, to grieve for :

sometimes with ^iJ*1^ prefixed to it. iv.
(

>f
f57_

1 . To be wet. 2. To be clean or pure.

3. To stink, to be fetid. 4. To wound.

JHjt'E (/• R.
,

J>J Sorrow, grief, affliction.

*tfl> a. (mfn. from R.
>

J^) 1. White, pure,

clean. 2. Virtuous, pious, innocent, s. (m.)

1. Purity, virtue, goodness, holiness. 2. An
epithet of Agni the deity of fire. 3. A faithful

friend or minister. 4. The month A'shadha

(June-July). 5. The month Jyaishfha (May-

June). — s?1 (/.) or —^ («.) Purity, virtue,

holiness.

flW! s. (n. jf&T+JWl) Purification,

sanctification.

If^ft s. (from ^ft + 5£ll) A plant (San-

seviera Zeylanica). Hort. Ben. p. 24.

*JP^Root, i. C^ft) 1. To bathe. 2. To

distil. 3. To express, to squeeze out. 4. To

churn. 5. To pain, to distress.

^tfvSl s. (h.^s-j«)) Flour-meal (flour ground coarse).

Root, i. (C*l 1 or with the insertion of a

nasal ^fejj and x. (C*tl&Ufa or ^folfo)
]. To be prevented or obstructed. 2. To be
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lame. 3. To be lazy or indolent. 4. To be

dry. 5. To dry, to exsicca£&-™- •z
-

~

a. (from R ^ ?) Narrow, long and

straight.

^\Root, vi. Cf\^3) Togo.

"jH*. (/.) Dry ginger. Alsofft (/.).

^jsTi (/.) The ^proboscis or trunk of an ele-

phant.

distiller, a seller of intoxicating liquors.

"Jjft s. (/•) The river 5e%" : see *t :35L

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Purified,

cleaned, corrected; complete, perfect, pure,

clean, faultless, unadulterated, ad. Only. — ^31

(/.) or — («.) Purity, cleanness, correctness.

*i^^y.£fet ft
(In grammar) The present definite tense.

*j^£\S<?H s.(^+^K?+ )
(In grammar)

The preter-imperfect tense.

a . (mfn. ^+^J) Right, correct,

pure, righteous, virtuous.

s. (m.
vtt^ +^) The women's apart-

ment.

*jf% s. (J. R. *2^4-f3) Purity, purification
;

correction, correctness
;
rectitude, sanctity.

a. (mfn.
S
jtf^+ <t>^

)
Cleansing, puri-

fying, correcting, amending.

*. (». A list of errata in a

book.

Root, iv. (^j<?T3) To be or become pure,

to be purified or cleansed.

^tH< l^Cvj v. a. (from R. $H ) To purify, to

cleanse, to correct, to amend, to expiate, to

forgive.

v. n. (from R. To be cleansed or

purified, v. a. To cleanse, to purify, to correct,

to amend.

*t<^ae?. (from Merely, exclusively, only.

*K s. (w. from ^T) A dog. Also («.).

,

JT;T s. (v. noun of ^TIW) The act of hearing

a thing. Also ^^f^ •

>
J=Tl s. (from ^Tf^T^?) A hearing, a listening to,

attention.

'jTfeS v. a. (caws, of T[f%l3) To cause a

person to hear, to mention a thing in the hear-

ing of any person.

*p"FT s. (v. noun of *W^U3) The causing a

person to hear, the reciting or mentioning a

thing in the presence of any person, a. Sounded

out.

*tpT3 v. n. (from R. 3 ) To hear, to listen, to

attend to.

3$ s. (/. from *j*b A bitch. Also (/•)

*J^Root, i.(*t^f3, -C3) and x.(*JprR?,
— 03) 1. To be or become pure. 2. To cleanse,

to purify.

a. (/w/w. pret. part. p. R. |™ Wilkins' Gr.

\ 693) Increased, thrived. See .

^Root, i. (jCf^Pi -03) and vi. ($pj&)
1. To be splendid, to shine. 2. To be beautiful.

3. To hurt, to injure, to kill. 4. i.
(
C*tt<)f3)

To speak.

a. (mfn. from R. jj^Lj h Shining, splendid.

2. Auspicious, prosperous, favourable, fortunate,

happy. 3. Good, right, agreeable, pleasant.

4. Eminent, clever, learned, s. (w.) Good for-

tune, auspiciousness, prosperity, welfare.

^°TT a. (mfn. from ^) Happy, prosperous,

auspicious, fortunate.

*T^F$ S . n. ^toWmij) A good

or auspicious action. Also ^ko^ttp («.).

>5^^c
i 5. (ra.^+ SF^) An auspicious or lucky

moment.
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si (m. An auspicious planet,

a lucky star.

a. (mfn. from ^5.+^) Conferring

happiness or good luck, auspicious, lucky, pros-

perous, s. An arithmetician, an accountant.

>J^f^ *. (/. ^-l-lrff^) % An auspicious

or benevolent look. 2. The interview between

the bride and bridegroom on the day of mar-

riage. Carey. 3. A good aspect (in astrology).

Btohun P. p. 135.

*t^~fcFT s. (m. A perfume for

the mouth.

k (n.^+^) The rising of an auspi-

cious constellation or sign ; a lucky hour.

^^t^ s. (n.^+3T^) Good luck, good

fortune.

^P^lift a. (-ft^ mfn. *^+ 3F$J\-

)
Propitious, benevolent.

^tRn3 a. (mfn. ^+3Tf^3) rrosperous,

lucky, fortunate, auspicious.

'^t^ a. (mfn.*t^+ :5$*£p) Auspicious and

inauspicious, lucky and unlucky, s. (n.) Good

and ill-luck, good and bad fortune.

(from
)

Prosperity, propitiousness,

ease, seasonableness.

a. (mfn. R. *R+^J 1- White. 2. Shining.

s. (to.) White (the colour). —31 (/.) White-

ness.

^jq^l s. (/. from
s

Jq+Tt^") The female ele-

phant of the north-west quarter.

moon.

^^TlR s. (p.j\aS) Calculation.

Root, i. and vi. ('^JgfS) 1. To shine, to be

splendid or beautiful. 2. To speak. 3. To

hurt, to injure.

*jTTl s. A bristly caterpillar. Tarachand Ch.

^plt^" s. (corrupt, of A hog, a boar.

See *t>S^.

^ Root, iv. (*ftPC3) 1. To hurt, to kill. 2.

To be stupid or insensible.

"j^2f^J s. A plant (Fumaria parviflora). Hort.

Ben. p. 53.

Root, x. (^FilUj) 1. To speak. 2. To

gain, to acquire. 3. To create. 4. To abandon,

to forsake.

s5«^ s. (mn. from R. 1 . Toll, duty, taxes,

fee, perquisite. See Colebr. Law of Inherit, p.

92. 2. Profits of household-labour, &c. 3. A
present made by the bridegroom to the bride at

the time of bringing her home to his family

;

money given to the parents ofthe bride. Wilson.

a. (mfn. *jjp<5
3 + ^tt^^3

) Receiving

a toll or duty. Also 'J^^Hi^l (
—

"fe
5
^ mfn.).

^P^Root, i. (^3"f3) 1. To measure. 2. To

create.

^t^T s. (mn.) A rope, a cord, a string. Also

*fc<d or >Wt (/.) and^ (».).

'JJ^ s. (corrupt, of fifcjjf} A porpoise.

^ a ' ^
mfn ' r̂om desider. form of R. ^jj

Obsequious, obedient, s. (to.) A servant.

*^^t1 s. (f. from the desider. form of R. ^) A

desire to hear and obey, obedience, obsequious-

ness, service.

a. (mfn. from the desider. form of R. 2 )

Obedient, obsequious.

Root, iv. (^k>[s«5) To dry, to become dry:

sometimes with prefixed to it.

*jftr s. (/. from R.
,

J^J A hole, a chasm. Also

1$ (/•)

*5f^ a. (mfn. from *j[PT) Full of holes or

chasms, perforated, pierced, s. (n.) 1. A chasm,

a hole, a vacuity. 2. A wind-instrument.
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(/.) A perfume commonly called nali.

*t&$ a. (mfn. irreg. pret. part. p. R.
S

j[^ Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 422) Dry, dried, withered, shri-

velled up. —31 (/.) and —^ (
n .) Dryness.

*te3Ht°7r s . (n. ^^-flTt ^) Dry flesh, dried

meat.

^P^Ta. {mfn. from^^) Eating fish and flesh.

s. (-SH^m. R.^+XFT) Fire.

^^Tl s. (corrupt, of Jw) The awn of barley,

&c. a spicule, the bristles of an insect, &c.

Also .

^Wt^l s. CjSTl + PTW) A hairy cater-

pillar.

5. (corrupt, of "i<P<) A hog.

^U^iljtMl a. (from 1) Obstinate,

headstrong.

See*t3H.

s. (m.) An awn of corn ; the bristle of an

insect, the spiculse of plants.

A hairy caterpillar.

*f^BFP s. (n. ^ +^)) Awned grain,

bearded corn.

^t<$4. s. (m.) A hog, a boar.

A plant (Cnestis

monadelpha). Hort. Ben. p. 34.

(femin. of A sow.

Cowach

(Carpopogon pruriens). Also
,

^3
3f*t

T:3'1
(/.)

) Awned, bearded

(as corn), s. (m.) Bearded grain, awned corn.

Colebr.Alg. p. 316.

^^g. (mfn. iox^^.) Minute, small, thin.
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s. (m.) A Sudra, a man of the fourth or ser-

vile tribe.

^H^^Ts. (m.^ +^^l) The duty of a Sudra.

a . (-^\ mfn. +
Having to perform the duties of a Sudra.

JjHl s. (femin. of A female Sudra. Also

^Xt\ (/.) and^ (/.)•

J
£l"T a. (vw/ra. pre<* part. p. R. f^, Wilkins' Gr.

§ 693) Increased, swelled, prospered, grown.

^FT1 s. (/. from
i

J
:T?) A slaughter-house,

shambles.

a. (mfn.) Empty, void, vacant, desert, des-

titute of : used in comp. e. g. a.

(mfn.) Destitute of men, uninhabited, from

*R s. (m.) A man, • «. («•) 1- A

vacuum, a blank. 2. The sky, the atmosphere.

3, A dot, a spot. 4. (In arithmetic) Nought,

cypher. Colebr. Alg. p. 19. —/31 (/.) or

~~ 0*0 Vacuity, emptiness.

'^Tftft s . (-fH m. ^+^1fH) An

atheist.

^pl^s. (a. j*j-S>) A niggard, a miser.

'^jTT s. (corrupt, of
s

£j*^) The awn or beard of

grain, the bristles of an insect.

£f\RooT, x. H<Utjfif| 1. To be valiant or

powerful. 2. To make exertions, iv.
(

5
£i'tPT'3)

To hurt.

*R s. (m. from R.
5

J^) A hero, a champion,

a. (mfn.) Heroic, brave, valiant, courageous.

—^ (/0 or — ^"
(
w Courage, bravery,

heroism.

m. from R. itf^j) An esculent root (Arum

campanulatum).

^<W1 s. (m. from + fffify
The name of

the country about Mat'hura. See Manu n. 19.

*1\Root, x. Cft^TO^) To mete, to measure.
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^1 s. (mn.) 1. A winnowing-basket. 2. A mea-

sure of two dronas or adhakas.

ftmti s. (/.from ^1+^1) The name of the

sister of Ravana.

'jN*. (/. from R. ^?) 1. An iron image. 2.

An anvil. Also and ^Jpfel (/).

y^RooT, i. (^rR?) To disorder, to distemper,

to disease.

^tp s . (mn. from R.
sfe) 1. A spear, a dart, a

pike. 2. A stake for impaling criminals. 3.

Sharp pain as from colic or rheumatism. 4.

Death.

^H^l s. (from
51*T) A spear, a dart, a pike, a

javelin.

s. (/.
5n^+C3TrTl) Acute pain,

colic, &c. Also (/.).

"jMl s. (/. from
5^) 1. A spit. 2. A stake

for impaling criminals.

*JW^3 a. (mfn.
s^+^3) Roasted on a spit

(as meat).

(-"P^m>. ifN +^;
l) 1. Armed with

a dart or spear. 2. Afflicted with the colic.

s. (m.) An epithet of Mahadeva.

v. a. from^+^tt^)
To impale.

^tt^fo^ v. a. (*tV*\ locat. case f
s^T+ f^U3)

"S, Ts "N.
'

To impale a criminal.
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*H) a. (m/ra. from ^1 Wilkins' Gr. § 899) 1

.

Roasted on a spit. 2. Deserving to be impaled.

^5 Root, u $mify To bring forth, to propa-

gate.O

*|s NFf s. (*».) A jackal.

"j^l^lN5
s. (m.

1^tt^T+^^) A plant

(Zizyphus scandens).

^I^rf *. (mn.) A chain, a fetter : also
5^l!^1

(/) "—^S\ (/.) or —3" (n.) Concatenation, order,

arrangement, a series*

"J^N^ s. (m. from ^^H) A young camel

with wooden rings or clogs on his feet.

^ «, (».) 1. A horn. 2. The peak or summit

of a mountain. 3. A sign, a mark. 4. Ele-

vation, dignity, sovereignty. 5. An artificial

fountain, a jet-d'eau.

^<U. s. (n. »^t+ OT") Ginger.

s^ft§ «. («. from + R. ^T^) A plant (Trapa

bispinosa). Also ^ftl^^ (m.).

"ffi^ s. (m.) 1. Love, amorous passion or senti-

ment. 2. Coition, copulation. 3. Red marks

made on the head of an elephant by way of

ornament.

a. (-W^mfn. + Amo-

rous, enamoured, lascivious, gaily dressed.

(mn.) Gold for ornaments. Also Oft?"

(n.) and
>^ft^^ (»•)•

^ «• (-f^\ mfn. ^ft+t^) Horned,

having horns, summits, or peaks.

s. (/.) The hook for guiding an elephant.

^3 a. (mfn. irreg. pret. part. p. R. ^1) Boiled

(only said of water, milk, or clarified butter).

Root, i. (TO ) 1. To break wind back-

wards. 2. (TO, -C3) To be moist or

wet. Also, i. (*lfK3) or x. (*tflTfS) To

insult.

Root, ix. (^ttfe) To hurt, to injure, to

break, to destroy, to wound, to kill. Often

with ft prefixed to it.

C*T^3\5l s. (corrupt, of *Tt^1) A plant (Trophis

aspera). Ilort. Ben. p. 71.
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C^T
1^"

s. (m.) h A garland of flowers. 2. A

crest. 3. A mountain-peak : see

A porcupine.

A ser (a weight of about a pound and a

half avoirdupoise). Also Ct^T .

C*ftFi> (n.) The penis. Also PW^T,

and ffl («.).

(/.) A flower (Nyctanthes arbor

tristis). Also rM(% (/.).

m. from Happiness.

C^I^n^I s. A plant (Rosa glandulifera). Hort.

Ben. p. 38.

(m.) One of the nine treasures of

Kuvera. Seem,
A species of Valisneria. Also

C*t^<U s. (/.) Intellect, understanding.

(
5CHU'T) a. (h. liL<j) Cunning, artful, clever.

C*tW\^ s. (corrupt, of ^^flFT) A jackal, a fox.

(corrupt, of

plant (Zizyphus scandens).

C^nKI s. (corrupt. oft*fa"T^) 1. A water-plant

(Valisneria octandra, and other species). Hort.

Ben. p. 71. Also 2. Conferva,

moss.

A ser : see

C*F^Root, i. (C^Hfs?) 1. To go, to move.

2. To shake, to tremble.

C*FTs. (corrupt, of *t*T?) An arrow, a spear,

a javelin ; a spit.

C^r^s. (m.) A small tree (Cordia myxa). Manu
v. 6.

C*#W s. (corrupt, of *lTf^ ?) A plant

(Achyranthes triandra).

C*I^T s. (n. from R. f*t^) 1. Remainder, surplus,

remnant, residue. 2. Result, issue. 3. The being

spared or left, salvation, escape. 4. (m.) Sesha

the king of the serpent-race, and the couch of

Vishnu. As. Res. in. 286.

C*tePt s. (m. C*t^ +^T) The last time, the

latter end, the time of death.

C*fa3ltf3s. (/. el^+liTf^) (In arithmetic)

Assimilation of residue : reduction of fractions

of residues, or successive fractional remainders.

Colebr. Alg. p. 24.

C^l^^a. mfn. C*fa+R. Eating

remnants of food.

(*W s. (/. from R. j Flowers and other

things that have been offered to an idol, and

are then distributed amongst the worshippers

and attendants.

Old age, the

last state.

ad. {locat. case of C*fa) At the end, at

last, finally, lastly.

C^lXt^T s. (corrupt. oft*t^1^T) A plant (Valis-

neria octandra). Sabda S. p. 434.

(m. from A young Brahman who

has begun to read the veda.

s . (m. from R%f) A plant (Achy-

ranthes aspera). Also^*t^t£<ni (m.).

s. (from ?) A lactate.

a. (from Lactic.

(w. from ^ffa+ TT Wilkins' Gr. § 975)

Coldness, frigidity.

"HPjNp 5. (n. fromf^M + TT Wilkins' Gr.

% 975) Looseness, slackness, dilatoriness.

a. (w/h. from f*fa Wilkins' Gr. § 897) Re-

lating to the god Siva
;
worshipping Siva. s.

(/w.) 1. A worshipper of Siva. See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 569. 2. (JTa^vjj A malate.

7 X
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An aquatic plant (Va-

lisneria octandra). Also^t^t5^ (»z.).

A river in general.

t*tpT^ a. (mfn. 2 from Malic. Carey.

a. (?w/*ra. from 1. Stony, rocky'

2. Mountainous, s. (?w.) A mountain, a rock'

"H**a?tt (N^+ ^S) Produced on mountains

or rocks, s. (rc.) Bitumen, storax or benzoin.

(m. patronymic from

n. pr.) An actor, a dancer. (Lit. A disciple of

SiiAlin.) Wilkins' Gr. % 906.

A contrivance, a stratagem, a device, an

invention.

v^M^E s. (m. patronymic from Pl^T^T n. pr.~)

1. An actor, a dancer. 2. One who beats time

in a concert. 3. A tree (iEgle Marmelos).

IF a. (mfn. fromPt^Ti) 1. Mountainous.

2. Produced in the mountains, s. (n.) Ben-

zoin, storax.

t^Mffe a. (mfn. from't*ft?W) Relating to

benzoin or storax.

(n. from pM) Hardness, stoniness.

1*1*1^ s. (». from Pt5

^) Infancy, childhood, the

age under sixteen.

C*t1 Root, iv. (?f*fe) 1. To make thin. 2. To

sharpen, to whet : sometimes with pT prefixed

to it.

C^fT^I s. An aromatic plant (Anethum Sowa).

v. a. (cam. of To cause a

person to lie down and sleep or repose.

C'Wtl^ v. n. (from ^HH from R. *f\) To lie

down, to sleep, to repose, to nap.

(*tl3?1 s. (from (*TWCt3) A smell, a scent.

v. a. (from R. Pf^?) To smell.
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(h. A mace or truncheon over-

laid with silver.

A mace-bearer.

C^Tf^P s. (m. from R. Grief, mourning,

sorrow, regret, woe.

WtifWW* s. (m. C^$+*$tZ) An ocean

of sorrow or distress.

Ct^T^T a. (mfn. C*fte+3TtefT ) Over-

whelmed with sorrow or distress.

The fire or tor-

ment of distress or sorrow : also Cett^"H er
l (m.).

C^lWf^a. (mfn. C^H^ +^PT^) Filled with

grief, afflicted, mournful, sorrowful.

(^il^tft^a. (mfn. (PtW+ 3ltpr^) Distressed,

sorrowful, grieved.

C*lt^lS a. (mfn. + 31^3 ) Afflicted with

grief or sorrow
;
grieved, sorrowful.

C*H^t* (-p£\ mfn. FftQ + triJ Sorrowful,

sad, mournful.

C*ftl>3? a. (mfn. from R.
,

J^J Afflicting, griev-

ing, distressing, sad.

CttG^ s. (n. from R. 'J^+^SFT) Grief, sorrow,

distress, regret. Also

epithet

of Agni or fire. (Lit. Having locks of flame.)

(n. from R.
S

^^) Light, lustre, ra-

diance, flame.

C*lff a. Thin.

sort of molasses.

Carey.

C*tt\ Root, i. (Pffl'fS) 1. To be red. 2. To

go, to move, to approach.

a. (mfn. from R. C*t\%) Red, crimson.

s. (m.) 1. Crimson, red (the colour). 2. A
plant (Bignonia Indica). 3. The river Sona or

Soane: also called
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C*ltt5 5. (m. from PTft ) A plant (Bignonia

Indica).

C*fft"^ s. (n. CTft+^T) A ruby.

C*rtH si Senna (Cassia Senna): also (*ttH-

C*ffPfa a. (mfn. from CTfa) Red, crimson,

purple, s. (n.) Blood.

(?w.) Swelling, intumescence.

CTtetfft s. (/. from CTO + Hog-weed (Boer-

haavia diffusa).

C*TW <?. (from R. 'jWj Payment of a debt; re-

taliation. —^f^TU3 v. a. To pay, to retaliate;

v. a. To require payment.

Crt$$ a. (bi/». from R.
S

j&J Purifying;, cleans-

ing; paying off a debt
;

retaliating an injury.

s. (m.) 1. A purifier, a corrector. 2. (In alge-

bra) The quantity to be subtracted from a num-

ber to render it capable of yielding an exact

square-root. Colebr. Alg. p. 363.

C*tt<fr *. (n. from R. The act of

cleansing, purifying, or correcting a thing ; the

liquidating of a debt, the paying off of arrears,

&c. ; retaliation, punishment. Manu i. 115.

C*r$rfi. s. (/. from R.
s

J^s) A broom.

Ctfclrffcl a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R.

) Proper to be purified, cleansed, or

corrected ; fit to be paid off or liquidated,

payable, due.

v. a. (from C*fTH) To correct, to

amend, to improve, v. n. To be improved or

amended, to recover from disease.

s. (from R. ^j^) Purification, correction,

amendment, the payment of a debt.

v. a. (caus. of To cause to

cleanse or correct.

a. (mfn. from R. ) Cleaned, cleansed,

corrected, strained, refined
;
paid off.

C*f$? a. (mfn.). See C*fWtlT.

(m.) Intumescence.

(a. A doubt, suspicion.

lH\w s. (n. from R. L Comeliness,

pleasantness, handsomeness. 2. (m.) The name

of one of the astronomical yogas or divisions of

the ecliptic. As. Res. ii. 302. a. (mfn.) Beau-

tiful, pleasing, handsome, splendid.

Ctt^rftST a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. +

Fit to be adorned or beautified.

CTt^Tl s. (/. from R.
,

J^) li Light, lustre, splen-

dour, radiance. 2. Beauty, loveliness, comeli-

ness. 3. A species of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. ,4s. Res. x. 473.

Hl^l<P< a. (mfn. C*tt^1 +^) Shining,

splendid, radiant, beautiful, ornamental.

O^TsfcjfU (m. CTf^l + ^PpT) A tree (Hy-

peranthera Morunga).

C*n^'l Rl'3a. (mfn. OTt^i + 3lf^3) Beautiful,

ornamented, illustrious.

C*ff^tf^a. (mfn. (*tt^1 +STff^) Beauti-

ful, ornamented, lovely.

C*ttf%3 a. (mfn. from R. *l%
) Adorned, beau-

tified, decorated, made splendid.

CTtXTl s. (from R. *ft) Sleep, repose.

v. a. (from R.
K
f\) To lay to sleep,

to cause to repose.

s. (corrupt, of *t<P< ) A boar, a hog.

See^. ^

C*ltot^T s. A sort of fish. Sabda S. p. 414.

(m^j, (v.jyii) li Noise, clamour, disturbance,

bustle ; a voice. 2. A cell or fistula in an ulcer.

C*tt^ffTte^ s. (from p. XiSj&jyL) Noise, tu-

mult
;
disturbance, bustle, clamour, a. Noisy,

tumultuous.

7X2
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Hl#*iU s. (C*t1^+^r as a jingle to it) A
clamour, a noise.

(p. Xjy*) Nitre, saltpetre.

P^ltifl^ s. (CTW +^lt^) A plant (Dios-

corea nutnmularia). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

(h. A pithy plant, Indian cork

(iEschynomene paludosa).

?w. from R. 1. Dryness, a drying

up, exsiccation. 2. Pulmonary consumption.

C*ft^ a. (mfn. from R. *t^+3I^) 1. Drying

up, exsiccating, absorbent. 2. Rapacious, ava-

ricious.

C*tWtH s. (n. C^ +tH) A drawing off till

dry ; a long pull at the hooka. Carey.

(w. from R. A drying up, absorp-

tion, exhaustion
;
suction, a sucking.

a.(mfn.fut. part. p. R.

Fit to be dried up or absorbed. Also

feCT and C*fto

C*tW *. (from R. **JJM^) Dryness, a drying up.

nl(n\3 a. (mfn. from R.
sjW ) Dried up, ab-

sorbed, exhausted.

s. (a. Desire, love, eagerness, im-

petuosity.

(n. from jj^*) A flock of parrots.

a. (from a. jfj-l) Desirous, eager, im-

petuous.

CTO a. (from Acetous. Also C*ftf3^ .

a. (mfn. from ^ Jfi&iws' Gr. § 898)

Relating to sperm, seminal.

(m. from *^f^^ w. jpr. of a coun-

try) 1. A sort of poison. 2. (Beng.) A serpent.

C*n|p s. (n. + ^) Whiteness, clearness.

(w. from *tfi> Wilkins Gr. § 984) 1.

Purity, cleanness. 2. Purification, cleansing ;
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a rite or act of purification ; evacuation by

stool.

HlFtltf s. (m. C
wte+ ;3rfetT) A rite of

purification established by immemorial custom.

Root, i. To be proud.

Root, i. (C%5ft) To be proud.

a. (mfn. from ^j^l) Drunk, intoxicated.

(m. from ^tv3l+t^) A vintner, a

distiller, a vender of intoxicating liquors.

s. (/.) Long pepper.

croft s. (m. patronymic of^X^ W*i n. pr.)

An epithet of Buddha.

a. (mfn. from^) Relating to a Sudra.

(from ^"^"1 ) A butcher, a poulterer, a

vender of flesh. Also C^ltPf^ (m.).

a. (mfn. from +^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903) Relating to to-morrow.

C*fep s. (n. from^4 H) Pleasantness, beauty,

elegance.

s. (m. from ^j^") V* An epithet of Vishnu

or Krishna. 2. The planet Saturn.

C*f|4> s. (n. from^ +H Wilkins' Gr. § 976)

Valour, heroism, courage, bravery, prowess.

Wealth acquired

by valour or bravery in war.

C*ftfc?<3;<p s . (m. from ^j^T) A coppersmith.

OWG^l a. (mfn. from *J*«H) Eating fish and

flesh. See *t&3^ .

'SXRoot, i. ((7tt?fe) 1. To ooze, to drop,

to distil. 2. To sprinkle.

*rS£J Root, i. (C*W^fe) 1. To ooze, to drop,

to distil. 2. To sprinkle.

WT\3 s. (m. from R. "^vj
) A sprinkling, a

pouring out.
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(n.) A cemetery, a burial place, a

sepulchre; a place for burning the dead.

s. (n.) The beard. Also
K5l3 (-^ »>).

^IHtoi-l s. (/. from +3jU) A woman

with a beard.

x
*fl?^ Root, i. ("Sfl^lf^) 1. To wink, to con-

tract the eyelids. 2. To twinkle.

*fH3fT s. (corrupt, of ^H^^tf^T?) A plant

(Zizyphus scandens).

*tn*T a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.^*l> Wilkins Gr.

\ 700) Withered, shrunk up.

a. (mfn.') Brown, s. (m.) Brown (the

colour).

a . {mfn. *jXfa+W) Brown-toothed.

s. A tooth produced between the two front-

teeth of the upper jaw. Carey.

"t>W a. (mfn.) 1. Dark blue, black. 2. Green.

—31 (/.) or — Blackness, darkness of colour.

*jXfrl^ a. (»*/«. from *tJtH) Dark blue, black.

Also ^fJtH5^ (mfn.).

*|JtH*T3l s. (f. ^IrtH +^i) A climbing-

plant (Echites frutescens). Hort. Ben. p. 20.

*tJto (femin. of *trfr[) 1. An epithet of the

goddess Durga. 2. A fine song-bird (Turdus

macrourus). 3. A sort of grass, a species of

Cyperus.

(m. from ) A gramineous plant.

^tH^T s . (m.) A wife's brother. (Often used as

a term of abuse.)

A wife's brother.

"MvT^ * (femin. of 1^1^) A wife's sister.

(corrupt, of A water-plant,

conferva, moss.

s. (/«nin. of "frt^) A wife's sister.

O't^a. (mfn.) White, s. (m.) White (the colour).

See Ct3 .

(m.) A hawk, a falcon.

Hjf^l s . j^y. from C*W) A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. .As. i2es. x. 471.

female falcon or

hawk.

Root, i. (*frtlTU3) To go.

(m.) A plant (Bignonia Indica).

Hort. Ben. p. 47.

^1<^ Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

$<pU3) To go.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move.

*1 Root, i. (31"R?) and x. ( ISlttllft) To

give, to present : usually with f<T prefixed to it.

^"S^indecl. Sans. Belief, credit, respect.

S&^Root, i. (Sfetft) and x. (ttfi) 1. To

hurt, to injure, to kill. 2. To let loose, to dis-

charge, to liberate. 3. To bind, to tie. Also,

1. To apply diligently, to en-

deavour. 2. To delight frequently. 3. To march.

x. (mmfo) To be weak or infirm, i. (with

the insertion of a nasal, 1 . To be loose

or lax. 2. To loosen, to untie.

a. (mfn. fromR.<l) Giving

credit to, believing, trusting, having faith or

reverence. Manu n. 238. —^1 (/.) Faith.

s. (f. from Sfr^f R. <£l ) Belief, reliance,

confidence, faith, credit
;
respect, reverence.

^t!%3 a. (mfn. ^Tl +^lf^) Having faith,

reverence, or confidence; trusting, relying on.

a. (mfn. from^^l) 1. Believing, faith-

ful. 2. Full of hope, confident.

Root, is. ($jfrf3) 1. To set free, to re-
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lease, to liberate. 2. To gladden, to delight

frequently. 3. To string, to tie together.

s. (/. R. tol+3FTl Wilkins' Gr.

§ 833) A loosening, a setting free, a releasing.

to Seeto^T.

to°l «. (mn, from 3 +3FT) 1. The act of hear-

ing or listening; attention, obedience. 2. An
ear. 3. (Ifl geometry) The diagonal of a tetra-

gon, the hypotenuse of a triangle. Colebr. Alg.

p. 59. 4. The twenty-third lunar mansion

:

also toll (/.). As. Res. n. 293. ix. 323.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^) Fit or pro-

per to be heard, audible.

torffer s. (n. to°i +$fepc') The organ of

hearing, the ear.

Hearing and re-

plying, dialogue.

to^ s. (n. from R. ^) The ear.

s. (/.) The twenty-fourth lunar asterism,

also called Dhaniskt'kd, corresponding to the

Dolphin.

to Root, iv. To be wearied or dis-

tressed ; to undergo penance or mortification.

With *tf^r prefixed, To be fatigued or wearied
;

with "f^[ To repose, to rest, to recover strength.

m. from R.^l^) Weariness, fatigue, exer-

tion, labour, industry.

to°i s, (m. from R. A religious mendi-

cant, an ascetic.

tonp? a. (mfn. to + TTJF) Laborious, wean-

some, fatiguing.

to^il^ a. (mfn. to+^T^) Accomplishable

by labour or toil.

tolS a. (mfn. to+ 3lt$) Fatigued, wearied.

toTCS3 a. {mfn. to+STfa^) Sedulous, la-

borious, assiduous, diligent. Also tot(-flFT
mfn.).

Root, i. (3§iC3) To be careless or inatten-

tive, to neglect, to mistake.

to°l s. (n. from R. ft) An asylum, a refuge.

Root, ii.
(
tof3) 1. To boil, to cook. 2. To

mature, to ripen. 3. To sweat.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. + Wilkins'

Gr. pp. 414, 417) Boiled, stewed.

n. from 3^>1) Solemn obsequies and

sacrifices performed in honour of the manes of

deceased ancestors. See As. Res. vin. 245,

499. Colebr. Law of Inker, p. 59.

Sll!*lk4 s. (»m.toF+ An epithet ofYam a.

(Lit. The god of funeral obsequies.)

3tWW s. (-f «.?31^+C0t^) A de-

ceased ancestor in whose honour funeral obse-

quies are performed.

a- (mfn. from 31^) Relating to a funeral

ceremony.

?3 ls3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. to^^ Wilkins

Gr. p. 421) Fatigued, wearied, weary.

Weariness, fatigue.

^1 1<W? s. (m. from R. ^) The pupil of a Jaina.

^t^°\ s. (m. from to°l) 1 . The name of one of

the Indian months, beginning when the sun

enters Cancer (July-August). As. Res. in.

288. 2. (n.) The sense of hearing, a. (mfn.)

Relating to, or acquired by, the sense of hear-

ing.

StotSTTO a. (mfn. ^H^+^QJ^) Per-

ceptible to the hearing.

Stoffe*. (m. from to*5

!) The month Srdvana

:

see 31^1.

SfWl s. (f from The day of full moon

in the month of Srdvana. As. Res. in. 288.
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a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of the caus.

Fit or proper to be recited or made audible.

. (m. from R. ft) Reliance, a taking refuge.

ft Root, i. (^f^, -C3) 1. To serve. 2.

To go. With 3T° + ^5I"H prefixed, To ap-

proach ; with , S^i +sri, ft+^pi+^ri,

or ^ + ^3l1, To approach ; to apply to, to de-

vote one's self to ; with or

To raise, to lift up ; with

To go out, to go forth.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ft) 1. Cherished,

protected. 2. Worshipped, adored. 3. (pret.

part. p. R. Cooked, boiled, stewed.

f^Roox, i. (C^^fi?) To burn.

3t Root, ix. (ftitR?, Wfc3) To cook,

to dress.

^A\. s. (/.) 1. The goddess Lakshmi, the wife of

Vishnu, and deity of plenty and prosperity.

2. Fortune, prosperity, happiness. 3. Wealth.

4. Beauty, splendour, lustre. 5. Cloves. 6.

A prefix of respect to proper names, e. g.

(m.) The sacred or illustrious

Ganesa.

SfE^fb s. (m. + An epithet of Siva.

Sfjj^F s. (m. Sft+^FT) A Bauddha saint, a

Buddha.

Sffc s. (m. Sft + T[) An epithet of Kuvera.

(Lit. The bestower of wealth.)

A festival on the

fifth day of the month Magha. As. Res. in. 272.

SfMfe s. (m. ^fft + ^tf^) An epithet of Vishnu.

(Lit. The husband of Sri.)

s. (n. 3"T. + *K) A plant commonly called

ganiyari (Premna spinosa and longifolia).

SfWffel s. (f. from tft+*tf) A medicinal

shrub commonly kayap'hal.

?fl$ifS 5. (/. from Sft +^M) A timber-tree

(Gmelina arborea). Colehr. Alg. p. 315.

(m.) Turpentine.

*Bi*W\ s. (m. £ft+*FT) The wood-apple tree

(iEgle Marmelos) : also its fruit. Hort. Ben.

p. 41.

2ft*Ffft s. (f. Sft + IF^) The indigo-plant (In-

digofera tinctoria).

Sfft^^T s. (m, Sft+3MT) 1. The name of

one of the lunar asterisms. As. Res. ix. 366.

2. An epithet of Vishnu.

sft^^tSfr s . (m. sft+<r^7r+*nrfF)
An epithet of Vishnu.

tft^t^r s . (m. £ft + 3~fcf) Turpentine. Also

Eft^W^T (».) and tftW$ (m.).

they<?/wiw. of ^ftH^ : see tft3^.
2ftHt^ a. (-51^ mfn. ^ft +^IV) Fortunate,

happy, prosperous, auspicious
;
pleasing, beau-

tiful.

The word written on

the back of a letter.

^ft^SF a. (mfn. ^i\ + ^5>) Attended or endowed

with prosperity, auspicious, fortunate, prospe-

rous, wealthy. Also ^ft*I\3 (mfn.) which is in

Bengali sometimes corrupted into vSTftT^ .

A particular mode in

Hindu music. As. Res. ui, 73.

tftsrl^Rwfli
;

«. (/.sft+Ttn+'Rjrl) Afes-

tival on the ninth day of Chaitra. As. Res.

m. 277.

a. (mfn. from ft) Fortunate, prosperous,

wealthy, rich, beautiful.

genit. case of

A festivaP'on the fourteenth

day of Kartxka. As. Res. m. 265.
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^ft^f^fl. s. (/. from 2ft + The sun-flower

(Heliotropium Indicum).

^ Root, i. To leak, to drop, to ooze,

to flow. v. (^ftfttfe) 1. To hear. 2. To

obey. With prefixed, To listen to, to

hear; with To promise ; with , in the

passive, To be heard of, to be celebrated ; with

To hear, to promise.

^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^+^) Heard,

heard of, reported, rumoured, said. s. (ra.) A
hearing

;
holy writ.

2tf^ s. (f. R. ^+ f^J ) 1 . Hearing, the sense of

hearing; the being heard of, the being specifically

mentioned. 2. The ear. 3. Holy writ (Lit. That

which is heard or listened to) : applied especially

to the vedas, as distinguished from the or

codes of law, Manu xi. 10: the term is however

occasionally employed to signify the codes of law

likewise. 4. (In geometry) The diagonal of a

tetragon, the hypotenuse of a triangle. Colebr.

Alg. p. 59. 5. (In music) A division of the

octave, a quarter tone or interval, of which

twenty-two are enumerated. As. Res. in'. 69.

ix. 461.

Sjjj^P^*. (2£f^3+ <£^) A cacophony. Carey.

^Tf^T^T a . (-^ mfn.^ +^) Capable

of hearing.

^fS^T^ a. (mfn. Originating

or springing from the veda.

a. (mfn. Ordained or esta-

blished by the veda. Manu i. 108.

2j<I s. (m. from R. 2jj A sort of ladle or spoon

used at sacrifices.

s. (n.) Strength. Also 3^1 (- 93^1 n.).

C^tf^i s. (mf) A line, a row, a range ; a row of

trees, an avenue. Also C2ftt (/.).

a. (mfn. In regular

succession, orderly.

ftivS'a. (mfn. C^1[ +^5) Disposed in rows

or ranks.

s. (/.) Any set of distinct things put toge-

ther
;
sequence, progression. Colebr. Alg. p. 81

.

n mathematics)

The sum of a progression. Colebr. Alg. p. 52.

C^t^J^-k s. (m. e&H +<>«\4) The as-

certainment or determination of progressions.

Colebr. Alg. p. 51.

s. (n. from 2f[) 1. Final beatitude, hap-

piness. 2. Virtue, moral merit.

C^U^ft s . (femin. of C^TF^) 1. Yellow myro-

balan (Terminalia citrina). 2. A plant com-

monly called dknidhi (Cissampelos hexandra).

3. A sort of long pepper.

C^HH «. (-TP^mfn. irreg. compar. degree of

Wilkins' Gr. p. 520) Better, superior

;

chief, best, prime ; excellent.

(2j"^> a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of ^f^tT-)

a. (mfn.') Best, chief, most excellent. — \5i (/.)

or —^ (re.) Superiority, excellence.

C^ftft s. (-fe^m. from C$3>) A man of emi-

nent birth.

t2i Root, i. (^.Ulfi.) 1. To boil, to cook. 2.

To liquefy, to melt.

($\\ Root, i. (C^ittfi?) To accumulate, to

heap together.

C^1°i s. (m. from R. C$H?) A cripple.

(31f°l s . (/• from R. The hip, the loins.

Also OStfl, (/.).

C

'

aliriW^ i'. (n. C^ilfl+XF^) 1. The hip

and loins, or the hip only. 2. The hip-bone,

the os ilium. Also
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tfSl \\&<ii a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. ^jj Fit to be

heard, proper to be listened to, audible.

(3tFL See Cgt3^.

C*lt3l s. (-\m. from R. ^+^) A hearer.

C^lTT s. (n. from R. ^+TT Wilkins' Gr. § 799)

1. The ear. 2. The vedas.

C^lftnTa. 0>. C3l3"+3^I Wilkins' Gr. § 904)

1. Attached to the study of the vedas. 2. Mo-

dest, docile, well-behaved, s. (to.) A Brah-

man versed in the study of the vedas.

03ft\3 a. (mfn. from ^f^) Relating to the vedas,

enjoined in the vedas. s. (n.) An observance

commanded by the veda.

Cdrf^r^ indecl. Sans. An exclamation used in

making an offering with fire to the gods or

manes.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

£l<F>"f3 ) To go, to move.

^ a. (mfn.') 1. Thin, fine, slender, minute. 2.

Mild, gentle.

{JjTL, Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

jHlW) To go, to move.

^Root, x. (jpftrfe) To be weak.

£pl a. (mfn. from R. ^j^) Loose, weak, flaccid,

slack, s. Looseness, slackness, indifference,

carelessness.

Sft^RooT, i. (£fWf3) To pervade.

3^ Root, i. (^f^TO) L To praise, to eulo-

gize ; to flatter, to coax. 2. To boast.

(
mfn-fut - part-p- R - spft^)

Praiseworthy, laudable. Also £f$?P (mfn.).

JjW s. (f. from R. jfftT ) Praise, applause,

eulogium, flattery.

Ijftft a. (-f^L mfn. JfW + Praising,

flattering, eulogizing.

ft 2530

t^RooT, i. (C^^fS), iv. (f^fe), and x.

(C^jWR?) 1. To embrace. 2. To adhere to, to

cling to. 3. To connect, to join. Also, i.

(Qj^fsS') To burn
*

With ^ or ^° +^
prefixed, To embrace ; to go near, to approach.

Ijpl a. (mfn. R. Wilkins' Gr. p. 422)

Embraced, connected with, joined.

^fj^T a. (mfn.) Prosperous, happy. See ^
<

l.
c/

1 .

(£T*I s. (m. from R. t^j"^) 1. Union, junction,

association ; an adhering or clinging to. 2. An
embrace. 3. A double-entendre, a pun, a pa-

ronomasia irony, sarcasm.

C^ ] s. (n. R. f^T +3FT) An adhering or

clinging to, an embracing.

C^Pl a. (mfn. from C^^^t) Phlegmatic.

Also (mfn.).

C^Ti s. (- 95^ m.) Phlegm, the phlegmatic

humour of the body; serum.

C^^lt3 s. (m. from C^*233^) A tree (Cordia

myxa or C. latifolia). Also C*^l\3<P (m.).

Manu vi. 14.

C^fT^ Root, i. (^^£3) 1. To put together,

to compose (as verses). 2. To be put together

or composed.

Qjt^ s. (m. from R. Cjft^l ) A stanza, a dis-

tich : especially the epic stanza, properly called

,
consisting of two verses each of sixteen

syllables. .4s. Res. x. 440, 468.

CjTF^ Root, i. (C^Ttfe) To heap together, to

assemble, to gather, to collect. See R.

indecl. Sans. To-morrow.

festal a. (mfn. from
1

^o + Happy,

prosperous, ad. Sans. (—^°) Happy, well,

right.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

^3) To go, to move.

7 Y
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Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To go, to move.

Root, x. ( or with the insertion

of a nasal, 1. To finish. 2. To leave

defective or unfinished. 3. To go, to move.

Also, x. (^iSIlf^) 1. To speak well. 2. To

speak badly. 3. To abstain from speaking: see

r.*tV.

from A fruit (Fla-

courtia cataphracta).

^ See t\ .

tfa*1 s. (». from t^+PH1 ) A dark night on

which dogs bark and howl. Also "<tPj*H (/.).

^\T> s. (m. from ^°^+ R. *\\) A man of a low

caste.

A woman of low caste.

t^5s. (/.from^+^ft) Service, servitude,

slavery. Manu iv. 6.

Root, x. (^^uf^) 1. To live in misery or

distress. 2. To go, to move. 3. To make a

hole.

s. (n.) A hole, a chasm, a fissure.

^TT^s. (m. from R. f^. An intumescence,

a swelling.

^3" Root, x. 1. To live in misery or

distress. 2. To go, to move.

't^RooT, i. (^ffj) To go fast, to run.

t^RooT, x. (a$s^ff5 ) To speak.

t^RooT, i. i*jm$) To go fast, to run.

«t*t^ s. (m.) A father-in-law, a wife's father, a

husband's father : in the dual (—(At ), A father

and mother-in-law.

s. (m. from 1. A brother-in-law, a

a wife's or husband's brother. 2. A husband's

vounger brother.

^ s. (/. from ^fc) A mother-in-law.

(m. dual, from

Mother and father-in-law.

Root, ii. (^Tf3 Wilkins' Or. % 196)

To breathe, to respire, to live. 2. To sigh.

With ^1 or prefixed, To recover

breath, to recover from fear, terror or grief ; to

be comforted ; with To expand, to breathe

out, to exhale ; with "pR or fa +"PR To

breathe out, to sigh ; with fa To be safe or

secure.

indecl. Sans. To-morrow.

^PT *. (n. R. 1. A breathing. 2.

(m.) Air, wind. 3. A plant (Vangueria spi-

nosa).

^"faf^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+^3)
Respired.

^t31 a. (mfn. ^1+3*^) Crastine, relating to

to-morrow. Also

(

<

H*4^m,) A dog.

A sort of grass (Panicum holcoides).

Hort. Ben. p. 7.

s. The name of a star, a Bootis, or Arc-

turus. Mohun P. p. 137.

$8te s. (m. from Sft^Sfel^ A species of wild

beast, a. (mfn.) Ferocious, savage.

fffa^ s . (-^ m . from^T + R. fa^) A por-

cupine.

tt^tet^T s. (Ifitl for ^5fl. +^t^T)

Elopement. Mohun P. p. 96.

tl'T s. (m. from R. 1. Breath. 2. A

sigh. 3. Air, wind.

$RQB9&i s. An asthma. Mo-

hun P. p. 27. Also ^TRt^l .
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SNri^ft s. C^I^T + ^Fft) The windpipe.

^T*r<T<. s. (m. An obstruction

of the breath.

m Root, i. (t^) 1. To go, to move. 2.

To grow, to increase.

Root, i. To be white.

f^TT s. (n. R. White leprosy.

f^ftfl a. (-ftpT mfn. f^TT-ft^) Leprous,

affected with white leprosy, s. (wi.) A leper.

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To be white.

^ Root, ix. To hurt, to injure, to

wound, to kill.

C$3 a. (mfn. from R. White. «. L (m.)

White (the colour). 2. (ra.) Silver.

C$33Tt^ s . (C$3 + ^li<H<) The white va-

riety of Asclepias gigantea. Hort. Ben. p. 20.

(^3^ a. (mfn. C$3 +^) White, s. (n.) Silver.

C$3^l*I 5. (from C$3+<P^<) The white va-

riety of Nauclea Cadamba. Hort. Ben. p. 14.

The white variety

of Nerium odorum. Hort. Ben. p. 19.

C$\3«p> s. (0$3 +3^) Abrus precatorius with

white seeds. Hort. Ben. p. 54.

s. (WS+^PSl) A plant (Eu-

phorbia thymifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 36.

goose.

C^rf^T s. (C^ +^t^T) A tree (Dipterocar-

pus turbinatus). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

A species of

grass (Kyllingia monocephala). Hort. Ben.

p. 5.

A species of

hedge-hyssop (Gratiola Monieria). Carey.

C^\J5tERT 5. (0$3+Fta") A white chowrie

(an emblem of power).

C$35£T ft (C^ +^T) A white canopy or

umbrella (an ensign of royalty).

C$fa33FF3l s. (C^S+v^+^l) The white

variety of Ipomcea Quamoclit.

($WSt &. (n. ($3 +^) The white lotus (Ne-

lumbium speciosum). Hort. Ben. p. 43.

CSfiiPf^ s. (0$3 + p. i_fb) A tree (Eteocarpus

lancesefolius). Hort. Ben. p. 42.

plant (Polygonum lanatum, Carey ; P. pilosum,

jffor*. i?era. p. 29).

rt^l^l s. (Ct^ +fT^1 ) The white-

flowered variety of hogweed (Boerhaavia dif-

fusa). Carey.

C$3^t s. (Ct^ +^t?) A plant (Basella alba).

Hort. Ben. p. 22.

C$33Fl s. (/. C$3+3T>1?) Orris-root (Acorus

Calamus). Hort. Ben. p. 25. Also (Beng^)

Cfe^ «• (»i/n. C3v3 + 3°f) Of a white colour.

s. (?h.) A white colour.

C^vjf^ra s. (0^3+^9") A plant (Phlomis

biflora, Carey, Acalypha Indica, Hort. Ben.

p. 69).

A plant

(Sida rhomboidea). Hort. Ben. p. 50. Also

rivJWW'l 1 Mohun P. p. 45.

C^33TfT^ s . (n. C$3 + irf^T> ) The seed of the

Hyperanthera Morunga.

A species of pulse

(Phaseolus torosus). Carey.

<- <r

Ct^TI (C$3+ 3Istl) The white cock's-comb

flower (Celosia argentea). Hort. Ben. p. 19.

7 Y 2
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C^v3^ a. (mfn. C^3 + 3"3') Pale red, pink.

A species of mustard

(Sinapis glauca). Hort. Ben. p. 48.

The white-

rooted sweet potatoe (Convolvulus Battatas).

Carey.

rt3*tt*T s. (0^+ *!"^) A timber-tree (Dal-

bergia latifolia). Hort. Ben. p. 53.

A tree (Bombax

pentandrum). Hort. Ben. p. 50.

Ct^r€l s. (C^2 +^$1) A plant (Brassica

erucoides). Hort. Ben. p. 48.

C^TMt s . (C*3+ ^t^ft) A plant (Tri-

anthema obcordata). Carey.

C^^^l s. (/. C$3+^^Tl ) A white variety

of the Nyctanthes arbor tristis.

C^^fef5
! s. (Ct^+^TlD +Hf5

l) The white

variety of Hibiscus Phceniceus. Carey.

O^T^Tt s. (C$3 + °R*ft) A plant (Ophrys

sulcata, Mohun P. p. 67
;
Pterygodium sulca-

tum, Carey?).

c^Wferi s . (C^+spktferl) The

white variety of Clitorea ternatea. Hort. Ben.

p. 55.

n. from R. f^C) Leprosy. See stir.

The thirtieth consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet, and second of the sibilants, having the

sound of the English sh. The initial of

certain Sanskrit roots is liable to be changed

into M. when preceded by a prefix ending in 3$

,

or ^ , and in order to distinguish them from

those roots, the initial of which cannot be

so changed, they are in the native grammars

and lists of roots written with an initial *f

instead of : the derivatives of the Sanskrit

roots beginning with ^ will accordingly be

found under .

1 and Taddhita affixes by means of which

the words and ^Tft"^ a. (mfn.) Human,

s. (m.) A human being, a man, are formed

from fT-fj s. (m.) Manu. Wilkins' Gr, % 960.

^^Root, i. (^iftd) To cover.

^^Root, v. (TC^tfe) To hurt or kill.

Root, i. (^TSCS) h To wet, to sprinkle,

to moisten. 2. To serve, to gratify. Also, i.

iWftfc) l
'
To be connected with

-
2

-
To

understand thoroughly.

^^Root, i. To embrace, to

cling or adhere to. Often with ^"j^, ,

or ^4 prefixed, in the same acceptation
;

with 311 or ft also, To struggle together.

3"^ Root, i. (*T&f3) To be a part or portion.

^t, See 3^,.

s. (/.) A plant commonly called ambahaldi.

^Tj^ a. (mfn. from ^*&for TO ) Sixfold.

s. (-^^t m . '^X+^^T) 1. One

who performs the six prescribed duties (viz. 1.

adoration, 2. sacred study, 3. alms-giving, 4.

sacrifice, 5. teaching the scriptures, and 6.

accepting suitable gifts) ; a Brahman. 2. An

adept (in the tantras\

v. a. To escape, to run away.

a. (mfn. Hexangular.

s. (n.) 1. A hexagon. 2. The thunderbolt of

Indra.

^t^l s. (^t+3$°l) An hour.
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^t&ftfe *^ s. (/. ^+^tft«*K) For-

ty-six.

a. [mtn.

+OT) The forty-sixth. Also ^"t^glf^ *!

(mfn.).

5. O. ^T^+TOT) A bee.

Root, x.
(

:JTSXTfS) 1. To injure, to hurt,

to kill. 2. To give. 3. To be strong. 4. To

dwell.

A cere-

mony on the twelfth day of the month Mayha.

As. Res. in. 272.

Thirty-six.

a. (mfn. + '35I) The

thirty-sixth. Also

Fifty-six.

a. (mfn.

fifty-sixth. Also

large black bee.

StjfflW s. (/. from A sort of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 416.

Sixty-six.

^t^fe^I a. (mfn. ^t^1^ + 3*I) The sixty-

sixth. Also ^tjP$ (mfn.),

^fe*S$f3s. (f. Seventy-six.

a. (mfn. + N?1!) The

seventy-sixth. Also ^t^^3 (mfn.).

TOfr s. (n. ^t+3^1) 1. Six limbs or parts of

the body taken collectively. 2. The six angas

or auxiliary branches of sacred science : see

and C^TTl^I . 3. A set of six particular

articles of offering at the first oblation of rice,

&c. to deceased ancestors.

A Buddha or

Bauddha deified sage.
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^ftf^ s. (f. ^t-^ftfe) 1. Eighty-six.

2. The sun's entrance into Pisces, Gemini, Virgo,

or Sagittarius.

3^5*ftfo3*I a . (mfn. The

eighty-sixth. Also *iO*f£3 (mfn.).

<toi«11 s. (i. 'dj-^lt^;T) An epithet of

KArtikeya. (Lit. Having six faces.)

^silUvj^T s. (n. ^for + ^STTTT^^ ) The

sites of the six organs or seats of the senses.

See Trans. R.A.S. i. 562.

^T^ts? a. (mfn. ^.\^+^3) Arrived at the sixth

(degree) : applied in algebra to the sixth power

of numbers.

^5f^ s. (m. Sfal) A variety of the Csesal-

pinia Bonducella.

^3^1 s. (f. from S^+SNi) Orris-root

(Acorus Calamus). Also M^fl^t (/•)•

^3£TP^1 s. (f. from ^t,+St^l) Zedoary

(Curcuma Zerumbet).

s. (m. from >3i) The fourth note of

the Hindu gamut, See As. Res. in. 68, ix.

450, 451.

The name of a

particular scale in the musical system of the

Hindus. As. Res. ix. 451.

^3p" *1 a. (mfn. fromWf^°*ffa) The twenty-

sixth. Also ^f3°*tfOTT (mfn.).

^3"°*^ s. (f ^\+"ft°*tf3) Twenty-six.

^f^H a. (mfn. ^fft
-

^) Sixfold, of six de-

scriptions or kinds.

<t^»va a. (mfn. ^+ «J3T) 1. Six^armed. 2.

Hexagonal, s. (n.) A hexagon. Colebr. Ahj.

p. 69.

Root, vm. (fTC^tf&, *Fjt3) 1. To give.

2. To honour, to serve. Also written H*!^.
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^Tv3 s. 1. A bull at liberty. 2. A eunucb.

3. (bib.) A quantity of lotuses.

s. (m. from ^v3) A eunuch.

^faft s. (/. Ninety-six.

a. (mfn. ^^R+^I) The ninety-

sixth. Also <$<M (mfn.).

TjrWr^R ad. Sans, (from ^\+3Tt^+
3I^R") Within the space of six months.

^\ Root, i. and vi. (^flXf^) 1. To sink, to

fall to the ground. 2. To decay, to perish, to

fade, to wane. 3. To go, to move. With

or prefixed, To sink, to decay, to cease
;

with 311 or 3T° + 3Tl in the cans.
(^

To attack, to rush upon ; with

ft, 1. To sit down. 2. To protect; with

To favour, to be well disposed ; with ft To

tremble, to be agitated.

^ See R.^.

^ Root, i. (*Pff3) 1. To be connected. 2.

To understand thoroughly.

^ Root, i. (*^ft ) 1. To be unconfused.

2. To be confused.

Root, i. (^^fi? ) To go, to move. x.

(slants ) To unite, to collect, to assemble.

^Root, i. (^r^fe) 1. To go, to move. 2. To

injure, to hurt.

^F^Root, i. (^^FTft) 1 . To go, to move. 2.

To shake.

3^n> a. (mfn. from instead of which

for ^^, +^^) Consisting of six stanzas (as

a hymn in the Rig-veda). s. (w.) A hymn con-

sisting of six triplets.

a. (mfn. plur. only: Wilkins' Gr. p. 93) Six.

^f^> s. (f. from ^) Sixty.

^ft&$ a. (mfn. + Relating to sixty,

bought for sixty, &c. s. (m.) A kind of rice

of quick growth (so called because it is sown

and reaped in sixty days) : also ^ft&<^t (f.)

and (/.) Colebr. Aly. p. 316.

a. (mfn. from ^T"ft§<^) Fit for rice of

quick growth (as a field).

a. (mfn. ^ft& +3^) The sixtieth.

^ a. (mfn. from ^Uf^l) The sixth.

s. (femin. of W$) 1. The sixth day of the

lunar fortnight. 2. An epithet of the goddess

DlJRGA.

^.Jtf^^^Rt^T s . (n. + 3Ttft +

+ C^t^T) A festival in honour of Durga on

the sixth day of the month A'swina. As. Res.

in. 261.

Root, ii. (^T^) To sleep.

^£ ROOT, I. (H^Rj) To move, to go. See

R. ^P* ( „

Root, i. (Wj&j -C3), iv. (Wf3),
and x. (^TteUft) 1. To endure, to suffer, to

sustain, to forbear. 2. To forgive. 3. To be

able. With 3^-> or 3 +$^ prefixed, To en-

dure, to sustain ; to make an effort ; with ?|
,

^ft,orft To sustain, to resist, to endure,

(corrupt, of Sixty.

^T\5 s. (corrupt, of ^3) A bull.

a. (mfn. from ff,+*$$^) Re-

lating to six generations.

^nTSf^S^ s ^ ^ An epithet of Kartikeya.

Boot, iv. To effect, to accom-

plish, to complete.

^tf Root, x. (^Tt^TTf^) To comfort, to con-

sole. Sometimes with *rft prefixed.

ft Root, v. (f^TCTtft, PF£3) and ix.

(ftTTtfo, fH-ilW) To tie, to bind.
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PJ Root, vi. (with the insertion of a nasal,

P&fa, -C3) To sprinkle, to wet, to mois-

ten. With prefixed, To sprinkle ; with

^A!pb To inaugurate a sovereign by sprinkling

or anointing.

Root, i. To disregard, to con-

temn.

(wi.) A whoremonger, a catamite.

TOf Root, r. (C*£tfs3) 1. To command, to

order. 2. To ordain (sacred observances).

3. To do an auspicious act. iv.

1. To accomplish, to succeed. 2. To be per-

fected or accomplished. 3. To be right or cor-

rect. With prefixed, to prevent, to keep

off; with H or etfs, To prevent, to forbid,

to prohibit; with T° To finish, to accomplish.

Root, iv. 1. To sew, to stitch.

2. To sow (seed).

pJ^RooT, i. (C^T^fe) 1. To hurt, to kill.

2. To speak. 3. To shine.

ft§ Root, i. (f^gf^) 1. To hurt or kill. 2.

To speak. 3. To shine.

f^^RooT, vi. (f^Ftf3) To glean.

^Root, II. 1. To bear, to bring forth.

2. To possess power or supremacy, v. (^^*^-

$3, 1&Z^3) 1. To bathe preparatory to a ce-

remony. 2. To distil, to extract a spirit. 3.

To churn. 4. To give pain.

^1 Root, x. (^rRj) L To disregard, to

despise. 2. To be small or shallow.

^Root, i. (C^Tt^f^) and vi. (j^pj&) 1.

To speak. 2. To shine. 3. To hurt, to kill.

Root, i. and vi. (^jgjfl) h To speak. 2.

To shine, to be beautiful. 3. To hurt, to kill.

^Root, vi. (^ft) 1. To possess supreme

power. 2. To shine.

W Root, iv. (^$7^?) 1. To bear, to endure.

2. To be content or satisfied. 3. To be able.

See R.

^Root, ii. (^T\3) and iv. (^PTPj E To

bear a child, to bring forth. 2. To produce in

general : frequently with ?3 prefixed to it. vi.

(3^<rf\3) To direct, to send, to throw, to cast.

W Root, i. (^TO3), and x. (^W"fe) 1.

To leak, to drop, to flow, to distil. 2. To de-

posit, to place. 3. To hurt, to wound, to kill.

4. To promise. 5. (In the caus. form) To

make holy, to hallow.

W Root, i. (0$f3) 1. To respect, to re-

gard. 2. To disrespect, to disregard.

Root, i. (^T^M) 1. To envy. 2. To be

intolerant. 3. To disregard, to despise.

^T^Root, i. O&^fo) To bring forth, to bear.

Root, i. (}n$&fo) To hurt, to kill.

^§ Root, i. (*mfv5) To hurt, to kill.

C<T«F Root, i. (CT^KJ) To go, to move.

C^Root, i. (Wfi, -G3) 1. To serve, to

gratify and propitiate by attendance or worship.

2, To reside at a place. Sometimes with

or "f*t prefixed to it.

C^7

^ Root, i. (C^^'R?) To go, to move.

"If Root, i. (^tllft) To wane, to decline, to

waste.

Root, iv. see Wilkins' Gr. § 246).

1. To destroy. 2. To be destroyed. With ft +
"51^ prefixed, To determine, to resolve.

(^3*j s . (-*t\mfn. from^+TT*K) 1. Six-

teen. Also C^"H*1 (U#jW mfn.). 2. A set

of sixteen particular articles of offering.

C^tv3*1 a. (mfn. from OSIl^) The sixteenth.
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C^STO a. (mfn. from C^tvF^+Stft) Com-

posed of sixteen parts or ingredients.

C^N a. (corrupt, of C^tS*^) Sixteen.

The sixteenth.

Root, i. To resist, to oppose.

&\ Root, i. (^fa) To cover. See R. ^FjT.

^*T^ Root, i. To sound ; in the cans.

To thunder.

Root, i. (^§£3) 1- To rely upon, to be

founded or grounded upon, to be supported by.

2. To stop, to check, to impede. 3. To be dull

or insensible. With -513" prefixed, To rely or

depend upon ; with "ft or To support, to

maintain, to confirm.

Root, i. (^ft) 1. To be confused. 2.

To be clear or unconfused.

Root, v. (t%^3) To assail, to attack.

T^oL Root, i. (05PiT3) 1. To ooze, to drop, to

distil. 2. To sprinkle.

Root, iv. To be wet or moist

;

to steam, to reek.

Root, iv. To be wet or moist

:

to steam, to reek.

<| Root, ii. (C^tfe or ^<tfe; ^p3,
or t3<].W : see Wilhins' Gr. p. 166) To cele-

brate, to praise ; to hymn.

Root, i. To be clear, to be

bright or pellucid.

^^Root, i. (C9t^U3) 1. To stop, to hinder.

2. To be stupid or dull.

Root, x. (^^fTTfj) To form into a heap,

to pile up.

Root, i. (^5£f3) To go, to move.

Root, vi. (^Cf5f) To hurt, to kill. Also

written

Ol^ Root, i. (C^U3) 1. To leak, to distil, to

drop. 2. To sprinkle.

Root, i. (^W3) To surround, to encom-

pass.

(m.) 1. The moon. 2. Light.

t& Root, i. (^tlffe) 1. To sound. 2. To

crowd or swarm.

^Root, i. (^Tft) To cover: see R.

Root, i. (^^ft) 1. To stand. 2. To be

firm.

$1 Root, i. (fs&fo Wilkins' Gr. % 171) 1. To

stand, to stand still. 2. To stay, to abide, to

be, to continue in any particular state or con-

dition. (In the proper form, 1. To

apply or refer to, as an umpire or judge ; 2.

To indicate or reveal one's thoughts to another.)

With prefixed, 1. To exceed, to trans-

gress, to surpass. 2. To rule over, to govern.

3. To inhabit, to abide. With 33^1. To obey,

to attend. 2. To have to do with, to superin-

tend, to govern ; with ^4j< 1. To stand, to stay,

to abide. 2. To go away ; with

To stand face to face ; with 1. To stand

near. 2. To approach. 3. To mount, to ascend.

4. (with ^Tl or T + 3Ti) To do, to make, to

effect, to procure; with 5^ or :yT° + To

rise ; with si or w+m 1. To stand near.

2. To attend upon a person, to obey, to follow

(a rule). 3. To approach ; with PT To abide,

to be ; with ^1 To go forth, to travel ; with

1. To abide, to be present. 2. To mount,

to ascend. 3. To erect for holy purposes, to

consecrate ? See 3"f3f%3; with ft To stand,

to stand apart; with To stand.

Root, i. (^ft), and iv. (il«wfi) To

eject from the mouth, to spit, to sputter. Also

written
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3*t Root, iv. (*}*P R) To eject from the

mouth, to spit.

Root, ii. (tf^f3) To bathe, to purify by-

ablution.

Root, iv. ( To love, to regard.

To be unctuous or greas y.

W Root, ii. (C^iVR?) To distil, to drop.

^ As a Kridanta suffix : see . Wilkins' Gr.

p. 464.

*f^RooT, i. (C^lloW) To be clear or pellucid.

HpT Root, iv. f^j^fS) 1. To eat. 2. To

take. 3. To disappear. 4. To eject from the

mouth.

Root, iv. To be sick, to retch,

to throw up, to vomit.

t^RooT,i.(3Tnif^ )To encompass, to surround.

f»*I Root, i.
(
t5HT"R?, _C3) To smile. With

ft prefixed to it, To be astonished or surprized.

x. (^lilTTC3) To disrespect ; with ft pre-

fixed, To surprise.

Root, i. (^£3) To g°> to move.

^| Root, i. (^\5lU3) To embrace: also with

*lft prefixed to it.

^ Root, i. (^fe), and x. (^tTOlf^)

1. To taste. 2. To be pleasing. 3. To cover.

See R. ^Tff .

Root, ii. Wilkins' Gr. § 196) To

sleep. Also with ^ or prefixed to it.

tfS Root, x. (^TT"fe) 1. To go, to move. 2.

To be wretched or distressed.

"Sp^RooT, ii (*p^S3) To go, to move.

f|l^RooT, i. (CtffcW), and iv. 1.

To perspire, to sweat. 2. To be greasy or unc-

tuous. 3. To be fascinated, to be tempted or

deluded. 4. To quit, to yield.
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' ft/i » mug; » .v

*T The thirty-first consonant of the Hindu alpha-

bet ; its proper pronunciation is that of the

English s in sun, though its sound in Bengali

hardly differs from that of *1 and q. v.

As a Taddhita suffix is used to form a few

adjectives from substantives, e. g. a.

(wfn.) Grassy, from s. (n.) A, blade of

grass.

*j or pron. Sans, (the nomin. sing. masc. of

the pron. \4 K[1 He. See Wilkins' Gr. p. 110.

(In prosody) The metrical foot called anapaest.

>T Apparently an abridged form of With, is

frequently used as the first member of Bahu-

vrihi compounds, expressing society or com-

pany : e. g.
sirWl^^ a. (mfn.') Accompanied

by (his) relations, along with (his) relatives,

from With +< s. (m.) A relative;

"^i^tiP a. (mfn.*) Accompanied by (his) wife,

together with (his) wife, from With, +^t$Jl

s. (/.) A wife.

v. a. (from R. ^T5^) To bear, to endure,

to suffer, to support.

^^s. (a. ^jl) a groom.

(corrupt, of 1. A female companion

or friend. 2. (from a. ^s?) A signature.

*Tv$3n^ a. (v.JjJ) Riding.

^^^TkI s. (from p. JyS) A vehicle.

s. (a. J^) A question, a query, an

enquiry.

^4)^1 s. (p. bj-i) Trade, traffic, merchandize.

7 Z
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TvSflfl^s. {v.JU^) A merchant.

(from p. J^\dyS) Trade, mercantile

business.

^vSJCWST s. (p. ky + ^^T) A contract. Mo-

kun P. p. 85.

^^TTl s. (h.^ from^Hl«)A quarter more than

any given number: e. g. Three and

a quarter.

;^T° prep. Sans. With, along with, together : only

used as a prefix, chiefly to verbs and verbal

derivatives : e. g. ^^1^ To come together, to

meet, s. (m.) A meeting, from ^T +
To go. The anuswara is liable to be

changed into the nasal, corresponding to the

class of the initial consonant of the word to

which it is prefixed, whence

, and Tg^l is written instead of

before the semi-vowels ^T, ^ , ^, the sibi-

lants and before ^ the anuswara

remains unchanged.

^F ^ s. (mf. from ^T° + R. ) War, battle.

a. (mfn. from 7T° + R. TT^Tj Restrained,

confined, bound, fettered
;
moderate, judicious.

*T°TO s. (m. from ^T° + R. TO ) 1. Restraint,

confinement. 2. Forbearance. 3. Abstinence

from food, &c. 4. Concretion.

T°Wr s. (n. from 3T° + R. W$J 1. Restraint.

2. A cluster of four houses. 3. (m.~) One who

restrains, checks, or confines.

3T°*TSfl a. (-^% mfn. ^A+^Q Re-

straining himself, keeping his passions under

controul.

^r°TTt^1 s . (/. from^°-|R.Tr1) Travelling, a

voyage.

*r°*rfa s . (m.y see .
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^°^pa. (mfn. from ^f° + R. TF^) United,

joined, or connected with
;
possessed of, en-

dowed with.

%tp s . (m. from ^P + R. ITS) 1. Union, a

mixing. 2. War, strife, battle.

SFWffl s. (m. from *T° + R.^ ) Union, con-

tact, cohesion : (in the Sankhya system) Simple

conjunction, as distinguished from constant

aggregation. Trans. R. A. S. i. 96. (Beng.^

To join together, to unite.

^°^tf^3 a. (mfn. from ;jT ^nrl+^3)
United, joined with.

*mt5ft a. (-f*H rnfn. ^°Ul^\
)

Joining, uniting, connecting ;
adhering to, ad-

joining.

^Flt'fe? a. (mfn. from ^P+ R. TFI
)

Joined, attached, connected with.

^°^fe3 a. (mfn. from ^°+R. Pre-

served, guarded, watched over.

s - O- from ^° +R - ^L) Wrath, anger.

^°Tff*l s. (/. from ^° + R. Tt^) The ac-

complishing or perfecting a thing.

s. (w.from ;r
l +R. ^) Noise, clamour,

tumult.

ST057^ s. (n. from^°+ R. ^) Adhesion,

union.

*T055TJ| a. (mfn. from 3T° + R. United

with, mixed, joined, associated; appropriate.

^STH s. (m. from Tf°+ R. ^1) Conversation.

s . (—\indecl.) 1. A year. 2. A year

of the sera of Vikramaditya.

*Wv^R St
^o^^+7f^ ?) A year<

^°3TrTi s. (f. from ^° + R. 1. An amu-

let. 2. The producing a magical effect by

means of an amulet. Also (»•) and

(«.).
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(to. from ^° + R. <T) Self-command,

restraint of the organs. (Lit. That which stops

the access of passion, &c). Trans. R. A. S.

r. 552.

^T ^ ! s. (n. from ^° + R. ^) A covering or

concealing ; a screening or protecting.

^T ^ s. (to. from^ + R. ^3 ) A destruction

of the universe.

(/. from ;rT + R. i^L) The new

leaf of a water-lily. Also T°3"p3 (/.).

<r

^ 3"^ a. (mfn. from 3T° + R. ^) Augment-

ing, increasing, s. (to.) An augmenter ; one

who respects or honours.

*T°^FTl s. (from + R. ^0 Respect.

Tarachand Ch.

plsS a. (mfn. from *T° + R. W^) Related

to, connected with.

*W*flt s. (to. from *T° + R. ) A village.

SP^tl s. (to. fromWfR. ^) 1. A conver-

sation, colloquy, dialogue. 2. News, a report,

information.

^°f^ *.
(T%f. + ft"^) 1, Intellect,

understanding, knowledge. 2. An agreement,

a promise ; assent. 3. A name, an appellation.

4. A watch-word, a cry of battle. 5. Battle,

conflict. 6. A usage, a custom.

^ fift3 a. (mfn. from *F°+ R. fflfc) 1.

Known, understood. 2. Promised, agreed to.

^r°fw"fe&Tii s. (f. ^°^+^T^\)
A breach of promise.

^^t^ ! s. (n. from^° + + R. ) Search,

enquiry, the looking into a thing.

*T°^t3 a. (to>. from *F° + R. Cj0) Covered,

concealed.

a. (mfn. from ^° + R. ^) Covered : used

in comp. e. g. ^^PT ^ a. (mfn.) Dressed
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in bark, from < c<<l? ci s. (mn.) Bark of a tree,

3T°^f3 s. (/. from *T° + R. ^) A hiding, a

concealing.

WG$\ s. (to. from *T° + R. f^sS) Hurry,

haste, speed.

^ro^r s. (to. from T + R. ftl^) Conscious-

ness, perception.

*T°OT s. (to. from^T° + R. f^L) 1. Sleep,

repose. 2. A dream, dreaming. 3. Copula-

tion : also 3T R*FT (n.).

(n. from ^T° + R. (<D) An upper

garment
;
clothes, vesture in general.

^I *!^ s. (to. from ^T° + R. T^) A picked or

chosen soldier, a soldier sworn never to recede
;

a brother in arms.

TT°>1WT s. (n. from ^° + R. The praising

or eulogizing a person.

3T°*ftl s. (to. from ^T° + R. *ft) Doubt, uncer-

tainty, suspicion. See Trans. R.A.S. U 114.

*T *nrafrs. (». *T°*|Tr+ v5H) Uncertainty,

doubt, suspicion.

*T°*ml*W> a. (mfn. ^ ^r+ 3TP$I^) At-

tended with doubts, doubtful.

Subject

to uncertainty or doubt.

^0>smt^3T^Fr a. (mfn. ^ *HTt^+ 3TT-

*TT) Irresolute, uncertain, dubious. (Lit.

Having the mind beset with doubts.)

^ t*H^r s. (n. from + R. A cleansing,

clearing, or purifying.

^°^s. (m.from^° + R. ^) 1. A promise, an

agreement, assent. 2. A mixture.

*r°2tTr s. (m. from^ + R. ft) A refuge, an

asylum
;
protection.

*T°fSv3 a. (mfn. from TT° + R. ft) Protected,

received into an asylum, secured, sheltered.

7 Z 2
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a. (mfn. from ^° + R. ^) Promised, as-

sented, agreed to.

*T°f^ a. {mfn. from ^° + R. t^) Em-

braced, united.

(m. from^°+R.f^) 1. An em-

brace. 2. Union, junction, association.

a. (mfn. from ^T° + R. ^) United

with, connected with, contiguous, near, pos-

sessed of, endowed with.

*r°^ s. (—Tf /. from ^T° + R. ^) A
meeting, an assembly.

^°^c
l s. (n. from ^° + R. 1. A going or

proceeding, the march of troops, &c. 2. A
resting-place for passengers. 3. Birth.

s. (m. from^T° + R. ) Union, junc-

tion, contiguousness, society, acquaintance, co-

pulation, coition.

An evil

consequence resulting from the society which a

person has kept.

Tfo^sft^ am fafr m ^°^+3$£)*f) De-

pending on or resulting from society or inter-

course.

a. (-fn\mfn. *T *rf So-

cial, familiar, s. (m.) A companion.

^T°^TlR s. (m. from^ + R. ^ ) The world;

mundane or worldly concerns ; domestic life

among human society.

^r^StSHs. (rc.^T^+ ^SFT) Metempsy-

chosis. Manu i. 117.

A secu-

lar condition.

+^*T^) Mundane, worldly, secular.
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Worldly, secular, mundane, mixing with so-

ciety, leading a domestic life.

*T°"pTft s. (f. from^ + R.'pT^) 1. Com-

pletion, perfection, the accomplishment of any

thing. 2. Natural state, quality, or disposition.

^T ^ a. (mfn. from ^° + R. Asleep.

^T^ a. (mfn. from ^f° +R.^I) United,

connected, joined, met, combined, associated,

reunited : applied in Hindu law to such sons

as have been reunited with the father after a

previous separation from him. — \31 (f.) or

—^ (w.) Reunion (e. g. of coparceners).

^T°^f^ s. (/. from 3T° + R. ^3 ) Union, re-

union, copartnership, coparcenership.

*P^ft s . m. + A re-

united kinsman : applied in Hindu law to per-

sons of the same family, who after having made

a partition, again live together, annulling the

partition previously made. See Colebr. Law of

Inherit, p. 168.

^°*3H^ s fa from ^° + R. ^) i. The finish-

ing or accomplishing of a thing
;

perfection,

decoration, embellishment. 2. A purificatory

rite, initiation, consecration, the marriage-cere-

mony, &c. Trans. R.A.S. i. 575. 3. Purity.

4. An idea, a notion
;
apprehension, conception,

recollection, remembrance. 5. A faculty, a

habit, an instinct, passion. See Trans. R.A.S.

i. Ill, 561, 562.

TT°^<PU<? a .
(
mfn% from ^T° + R. ^) Accom-

plishing, completing, purifying, embellishing,

consecrating, initiating. Also

(-ft^ mfn.).

a. (mfn. ^vz^R+tfr) Des-

titute of purificatory rites : applied to a man of

any of the three upper castes who has not gone

through the prescribed purificatory and initia-

tory ceremonies.
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^°^tTn^ a. (mfn. *To^^R + 3T>ft )

Finished, accomplished, decorated, initiated,

consecrated.

TfOT^-tfj) a% (mfn. from ^°+ R. ^) Fit to be

finished, accomplished, or decorated
;
proper to

be consecrated or initiated
;
conceivable, imagi-

nable.

^o:3^3 a. {mfn. fromT° + R. ^) 1. Finished,

perfected, accomplished. 2. Purified, cleansed,

decorated. 3. Initiated, consecrated. Manu

v. 36. s. (n.) Language formed according to

grammatical rules
;
Sanskrit, or the ancient sa-

cred and classical language of the Hindus.

T ^" s . (m. from :JT° + R. s[) Acquaintance,

intimacy.

s. (m. from ^° + R. A couch, a bed

of leaves.
^

;jTo:9t^ s. (m. from T° + R. "3) A place occu

pied at a sacrifice by the Brahmans reciting

hymns and prayers.

^o:3rni s. (m. from ^f° + R. ) 1. An

assemblage, a crowd. 2. Vicinity, proximity.

:jTOT5 «• from + R. ^1 )
Staying with,

associated with. s. (to.) 1. An inhabitant, a

dweller. 2. A spy, an emissary.

(/. from :JT° + R. ) 1 . State, con-

dition. 2. Age, time of life. 3. Shape, form,

resemblance, likeness. 4. An assemblage, an

association. 5. A stop or stay.

^^P71^ s. (n. from ^T° + R. ^) 1. Neigh-

bourhood, nearness, vicinity, aggregation. 2. A
heap, a quantity, a crowd. 3. A place where

four roads meet. 4. Fabrication, construction,

the establishing a thing. 5. Form, shape,

figure. 6. Death.

+ the caus. of R.

~*\\
) Fabricating, constructing, establishing,
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settling, fixing : used in comp. e. g. ^l^C^T -

^Efcw a. (mfn.) q. v.

^r°^t^f s . (n. from ^° + the caus. of R.

The establishing, confirming, or settling of a

thing.

^^PMtTTfl. (mfn. from ^°+ the caus. of R.

) Fit to be established, confirmed, or set-

tled. Also^ ^1^ (mfn.).

^°^5tPte a. (mfn. from + the caws, of R.

Established, settled, confirmed, fixed.

^T°f^3 a. from ^T° + R. ^1) 1. Dead,

deceased . 2. (from ^T°*£l +^3 )
Resembling,

having the shape of : used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Having the shape of

a boar, from <Tt^ s. (m.) A boar, +^°f^3

.

(/. from :y
r + R. ^1) L An

abiding or living together
;

society, company

;

an abode, a residence, a station. 2. A stock of

goods or money.

*TOT*h s. (m. from *T° + R. Contact,

touch, union.

^ot^-J
g> (/ from ^° + R. A fragrant

plant commonly called chakdwat.

a. (mfn. from ^° + R. Touched,

brought into contact, contiguous.

^T ^^ *. (m. from 7T° + R. War,

battle. Also *f°t^f (m.).

a. (from ^T° + R. Connected, united.

^°$33 a. (mfn. from ^T° + R. I. United,

aggregated, heaped up. 2. Closely joined,

strongly knit, compact. 3. Struck, killed,

wounded.

3-°^53Ef3? a. (mfn. from ^T^ +^R)
Knock-kneed. Also ^P^yii^ (mfn.).

*5w^*l s .

(
w . from ^T°^+R. ^1?) Both

the palms of the hands joined.
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^ $rfe s. (/. fromT°+R. $?T

) Union, aggre-

gation assemblage ; a heap, a multitude.

HWFf s. (n. from T°+ R. $73j The body.

'T ^ ! s. (n. from *T°+ R. "5) Ruin, destruc-

tion.

s. (-^ m. from ^° + R. A de-

stroyer.

*t°$$3 s. (m.l from T° + R. 3^1) The name

of a particular division of the infernal regions.

Manu iv. 89.

*T°3W*. 0». from *T°+ R. "§) 1. Ruin, de-

struction : applied especially to the destruction

of the world at the end of a halpa. Manu I.

80. 2. Abridgment, abbreviation. 3. A di-

vision of the infernal regions.

^STR^ a. (mfn. from ^T° + R. %j 1. De-

structive, ruinous. 2. Abridging, abbreviating.

s. (m.) A destroyer. Also 1*3; I<1 a. (—
mfn?) and s. (m.).

P^Hllfi £ (*T°5^+ 3J5l) A particular

ceremony of Hindu worship.

a. (mfn. from ^° + R. %) Proper to

be destroyed or abridged.

^T°fl:^ a. {mfn. from ^° + R. ^1) United, col-

lected, assembled, connected, attached, joined.

^f^^l s. (f. from T° + R.^1) 1. A collection,

a compilation. 2. The complete collection of

hymns, prayers, and invocations belonging to

one veda. As. Res. vm. 387, 429. 3. (In

grammar) The coalescence of the final and

initial letter of consecutive words.

*T ^f3 s. (/. from ;JT° + R. (3F) Clamour, shouts.

^T "^ a. (mfn. from TT° + R. "§) 1. Destroyed,

killed. 2. Seized. 3. Scattered.

Si (corrupt, of *t<£) An era. Mohun P.

p. 138.
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*Pffe* a. (mfn. + Thorny, spiny,

troublesome.

^f^Tfl.
(

:

^T+ :^) Liable to pay taxes.

^[^F\ a. (from ^T+^Ftl) Commiserating,

compassionate.

a, (mfn. from ^o-^XFT
)

(In gram-

mar) Transitive, active (as a verb).

a. (mfn. from*T+3Rl ) Entire, whole, all.

*t<?*n<p a. (mfn. ^f+^T^) Stained, con-

taminated, impure.

T^TftPI s. (from ;j?T^+f^for f^J
On every side, in every direction.

3^tt<$ l^T s . («.?) The name of a division of the

infernal regions. Manu iv. 89.

*t<pi\3< a. (mfn.^ +^Ttt) Perplexed, foolish.

^T^Ia. (mfn. ^T+ ^t3T) ]. Content, satisfied,

happy. 2. Sensual, lascivious. 3. Done with

a desire of future reward or fruition.

*T3"R s. (m. ^T + ^t^") The letter or any

character expressing that sound.

^T^T s . (from ^+ ^1^T) The morning, early

time.

^T^ft^T ad. (from ^ +^t^) Early in the morn-

ing, to-morrow morning.

^P^W s. (m. from ^T+ R. Nearness, pre-

sence.

+\<$^] a. (mfn. ^T +^T) Belonging to the same

family, s. (m.) A kinsman.

^^^i s. (m. ^+<^V) A distant relation, a

remote kinsman. See

ad. Sans, (from ^+R. ^?) L. Once.

2. Always, ever. 3. With, together with. s.

(n. for
sfT^^) Ordure, feces.

3T^£fc3i s. (m. from^V^BM) A crow.
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(/.) A species of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 471.

3T3' a. (mfn.pret. part. p. R. + 3) Attached

to, joined, contiguous.

^^pWJ s. (/.) The sami tree (Mimosa Suma,

Rox.^). Also

^T^pi s. (n.) The thigh.

the nomin. sing, of . Wilkins' Gr.

p. 44.

s. (m.) A companion, a friend. —^1 (/.)

or — («.) Friendship, intimacy. Wilkins' Gr.

% 980.

(/. from female friend or com-

panion.

^T**^^^ s. (m. from TpU +^t^") Friendship,

companionship.

s. (n. from^J^rf^l+IT Wilkins' Gr. § 979)

Friendship.

^T^Root, i. (^^ffe) To cover. Also written

:3Ts1^3l s. (corrupt, of ^t^fe) A cart.

^T^
-

s. (m.') The name of an ancient sovereign

of Ayodhya.

^^a. (mfn.
;3?

f + st§) Pregnant, s. (m.) A

brother of the whole blood : also ^ITf^J) (m.\

:jT$c
i a. (mfn.^+^1) Possessed of (good) qua-

lities or attributes.

^^tTTT s. (m. ^+ Cotter) A kinsman, a gentile.

s. (f. irregular derivative from R. ^T^,

for ^T^, with T prefixed to it) An eating to-

gether.

Root, v. (^T^lft) To kill, to hurt.

Isffi a. (^T + ^T*T) Impervious, impassable.

a. (mfn. from TT° + R. ) Narrow,

contracted, crowded, impervious, unpassable.

s. (m. ?) A strait, a difficulty, danger.

*£ft!?|! a. (mfn. +3TPft) Beset with

difficulties.

s. (m. from ;JT°+ R. ^ or R. ^) 1. Dust,

sweepings. 2. A mixed caste : seeSUP.
3. (Beng.} A species of fish (Raia Sancur,

Hamilton), a. Mixed, compound ; of mixed

blood or origin.

A plant (Hedysa-

rum pictum, JRox.") Mohun P. p. 45.

*}<M^ V^ s. (^T^ +^rf) (In che-

mistry) Compound affinity(?). Carey.

3T$$°I s. (m. from 5T°+ R. <P|) 1. Attract-

ing, drawing. 2. Ploughing, making furrows.

3. (w.) An epithet of Baladeva : see Trans.

R.A.S. i. 576.

s. (n. from^T +R.^^) A mixing:,

uniting, or arranging, a junction, a collection,

a blending
;

(in arithmetic) summation, or ad-

dition. Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

^T^f^ra a. (mfn. from ;rT°+ R. Heaped

together, piled up, joined, united, mixed, ar-

ranged, added together, s. (w.) 1. Arithmetic.

2. Summation, addition. Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

^T<pf^3l s. (/. from ^° + R. The first

sum or addition of arithmeticals (in an arithme-

tical progression). See Colebr. Alg. p. 51.

;3T<p#fc^ s. (n.^f^T^i +^) The sum

of all the terms (of an arithmetical progression).

See Colebr. Alg. p. 51.

^<p^l s. (m. from ^° + R. |pt) 1- A thought,

an idea, will, volition, desire, mental determi-

nation. See Manu n. 3. 2. A contrivance. 3.

The assuming a doubtful thing to be real. 4.

A solemn vow to perform a ritual observance
;

especially a declaration which is repeated by a
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widow that burns herself with her deceased hus-

band. See As. Res. iv. 206.

^T^^fcSl a. (mfn. ^p*^ + v5) Produced from

self-determined will or desire. Manu Hi 3.

^T<pf^f3 a. (mfn. from ^f° + R. f\) Con-

ceived, imagined, thought, contrived, intended,

determined. Manu n. 5.

:yT^I

J3
5
a. (mfn. from ^° + R. )

Change-

able, unsteady, doubtful, fickle.

^t^t^j s. from^° + R.

<p
?
+vill<P^lci) (In chemistry) The attraction

of composition (?). Carey.

T$t*l a. (mfn. from ^° + R. Similar,

like, resembling.

^T^fa. (ik/«. from ^° + R. 3h 1. Mixed,

confused, impure, unclean. 2. Of a mixed caste.

3. Narrow, contracted, limited, small. 4.

Spread, diffused.

^^tfe5
a. (mfn. from ^° + R.^ )

Extolling,

celebrating, praising.

^^tS7
? s. (n. from TT° + R. ^3 ) A praising,

celebrating, or extolling
;
honour, glory.

^^ft^ a. (mfn. from^° + R.<FF
) Contracted,

shrivelled up
;
closed, unopened, unblown (as

a flower)
;
backward, diffident.

3T<p^T a. (mfn. from + R. ^fjj 1. Confused,

mixed, in disorder. 2. Full, filled, s. (n.) In-

consistent and contradictory speeches.

;5T^f3 s. (f. from TT° + R. ^) A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 473.

Root, x. 1 . To call or in-

vite. 2. To counsel or advise. 3. To fix or

appoint a time. (This seems rather to be a

compound verb, derived from the R. (<F3^ with

•^T prefixed to it.)

^1^3 s. (m. from :3T°+R. (3?^) Gesture,

gesticulation ; a sign, a hint, an allusion, an

assignment.

s. (n. *TC^3+^H) An ap-

pointed place, the place of an assignation.

^T^£3 ad. (from ^TC<p\3
)

Indirectly, by allu-

sion or inuendo, by signs or hints.

;rTC^tl> s. (m. from T° +R. 3H>J 1. A shutting,

contracting, or shrivelling up ; contraction ; back-

wardness, diffidence. 2. (n.) Saffron.

^t^tS^ a. (mfn. from TT° + R. ^) Con-

tracting, shrivelling up, closing : also

(-ft>\mfn.).

TT^'K*i s. (m. from ^° + R. ZJ
55^) An epithet

of Indra.

m. from ~T° + R. 3fl;) 1. Progress

;

a going or travelling ; a proceeding from station

to station. 2. (wm.) A bridge or other means

of passage. Also

^r!!^ s. (n. from TT° + R. 3^) 1. A going

or proceeding : especially said of the transition

of the sun from one sign of the zodiac to the

next. 2. Concurrence : the general designa-

tion of a certain class of problems in algebra.

See Colebr. Alg. p. 26, 324.

^T^W a. (mfn. from ^° + R. Passed,

proceeded from one station to the next.

^T|!FW s. (f. from *T° + R. ZFI ) Procession,

passage : said especially of the passage of the

sun into a new sign of the zodiac.

^TC^T s. (n. from ^° + R. f^l)The suffer-

ing of pain.

^T§^r s . (m. from *T° + R. fe) Ruin, de-

struction.

^Tffe^ a. (mfn. from TT° + R. fW\) Com-

pressed, condensed, abridged.'
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^TlC^i s. (to. from ^°+ R. An abbre-

viation, an abridgment, a short treatise.

*P|tf3P^ a. (mfn. from *T°+R. Abbre-

viating, abridging, reducing to a small compass.

^TfGaPM s. (n. from *F + R. f^l) Brevity,

abbreviation.

^^bfft^T a. (mfn. from ^° + R. Fit

to be abridged or abbreviated.

SflpPt^ s. (-$ to. ) A
laconic speaker, one who expresses much in few

words.

:3T$t5$H s. (m. from ^T° + R. Agitation,

disturbance, an upsetting.

^F§^ s. (n. from *T° + R. ^J\) War, battle.

^TS^T^ a . (jnfn. from Composed of a

certain number : used in comp. e. g.

^rf^l?^ a. (mfn.) Being a thousand in num-

ber, consisting of a thousand, from s.

(n.) A thousand, +^1^^.
^T^Jt) s . (f. from ^T° + R. ^1.) 1. A number,

a sum ; a muster. 2. A calculation, an account.

3. Deliberation, reasoning.

3T^]7t3 a. (mfn. from ^T° + R. W\) Num-

bered, counted, calculated.

ST^ljfr s. (n. from ^° + U. ^1 ) A number-

ing or counting ; a reckoning or calculating.

^T?U7TTt=T a. (-^ mfn. ^^1+3^)
Intelligent, wise. *. (to.) A learned Brahman.

^rSC^HTa. (»t/n. from ^T° + R. ^71) Proper

to be numbered, counted, or calculated ; cal-

culable, numerable. Also

^% g. (to. from R. ^§or^>|) 1. Meeting,

concurrence, encountering. 2. Attachment,

fondness, propensity, desire. 3. (Beng.) A
colleague, a companion. Mohun P. p. 157.

^%5a. (mfn. from ^° + R. ffiQ 1. Met, en-
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countered, associated, united, collected, mixed.

2. Apposite, appropriate, proper, applicable.

*T*nf3 s. (/. from 3T° + R.^ ) 1. A meeting,

an association
;
union, mixture. 2. Applicabi-

lity, appropriateness
;
opportunity. 3. Know-

ledge, 4. (Beng,) Income, means, property,

substance.

fault or

blemish resulting from the society which a

person has kept.

fffijl s. (to. from T° + R. 5t^) 1. An encoun-

ter, a meeting, association, union, copulation.

2. Fitness, appropriateness.

:rT^R"s. (to. from TT° + R. ^ ?) 1. War, battle.

2. Calamity, misfortune. 3. Promise, assent,

agreement ; a bargain. 4. Knowledge.

Tftfl a . (-ftp^TO/n.^+^1) Connected

with, attached to, fond of, studious, desirous
;

lustful, libidinous, s. An ally. Mohun P. p. 104.

3T$ft3 a. (mfn. from TT° + R.t5
1) Sung in cho-

rus, s. (ra.) 1. The exhibition of song, dancing,

and music, as a public entertainment. 2. The

art of music and dancing : see As. Res. in. 58.

Also *tfffc3fWl (/.).

^ffiftfij *. (/. from 7T°+ R.trl) 1. The art of-

music and dancing. 2. A species of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Pes. x. 465.

^ftlV: Cp - i^&O A bayonet.

*$ft°l. a. (mfn. from ^° + R.
*J)

Promised,

agreed.

^?a. (to/m. fromT° + R. }. Hidden,

concealed. 2. Heaped up, piled up. 3, United,

joined.

*t\<&& a. (mfn. from^+R. Collected,

gathered, comprised.

^JTt^ ad. (from ^^f) With, along with, in so-

ciety with, in company.

8 A
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^n^TH^T s. (n. from*T° + R.$t
i) Conceal-

ment.

^TtffPFftff a. (mfn. from TT° + R. Fit to

be hidden or concealed. Also "^T^^CH") (mfn -)'

s. (m. from ^T° + R. £|T ) 1. A taking or

seizing. 2. Clenching the fist. 3. A collection,

a short compilation ; an abridgement.

^T^OtlTa. (mfn. from *T° + R. Sfej Fit to

be gathered or collected. Also and

STSfte? (mfn.).

Root, x. (*tffttrf3) To fight, to

make war. (This seems rather a nominal verb,

derived from the substantive which

again may possibly be an anomalous derivative

from the Root ZF^ with ^T prefixed.)

s. (m.) War, battle. See R.

s. (m. from^+ R. £}T) L A laying

hold of or seizing. 2. Clenching the fist. 3.

The gripe of a shield.

TSft5^ s. (m. from ^T° + R. A collector,

a compiler.

^Tl^I s. (m. from ^° + R. t*^l) A collection,

a heap, a quantity, a flock, a multitude.

(n. from ^T° + R. ^T^) A meeting

with, an encountering, union, mixture, close

contact ; an occurrence
;

assent, agreement.

Also^^ltTl (/.).

n^r&3 a. (mfn. from ^°+ R. Met

with, encountered, fallen in with, mixed, joined.

^Tl^rl s. (from ^° + R. 1. A concur-

rence, a conflux, a meeting. 2. A pimp.

3T§cir§<J>J s . (from ^T° + R. irl) A bawd, a

procuress. Also

^JT^^ s. (m. from ^T°+R.^) 1. Rubbing,

grinding, trituration. 2. Envy, emulation, ri-

valry.

^f^Tto s. (m. from + 3/0 h A collec-

tion, a heap, a multitude. 2. The composition

of words, the forming of compound terms.

*t&(^3 a. (^T+l>f^3) Startled. Tarachand

Ch.

^JO<i(>< a . (mfn, ^+ f>^") Connected with

moving and motionless creatures, entire, alto-

gether, universal, s. (n.) The universe.

^TO^a. (mfn. ^+ 0^) Connected with moving

things
;
moving, locomotive.

;3T^1 a. (corrupt, of ^CD) True, right.

y&\K s. (from ^TFl) Truth.

*rfU or s. (/.) see *ffij and *0>t -

(m.) 1. A friend, an associate. 2. The

minister or counsellor of a king.

^153^ a. (mfn. from ^T+CFOTi) Sensible,

animate, feeling, thinking, vigilant.

^(.O^ a. (mfn, fromTT+ (Ftfl) Zealous, active,

making efforts or exertions.

^TS^TT a. (mfn. ^ +Ff^T) Acting vir-

tuously.

^Tfbb kH*< s. (m. ^r^ +f^^ +^Tt^) He
who is the centre and source of being, intellect,

and happiness. Tarachand Ch. (An epithet of

the Deity : see Batris Singhasan, p. 122, line

14, London edit.)

*TCB>$1 s* (f^ + CF#I) Virtuous effort.

^ffefl. (from ^+f^H?) Guilty, faulty,

criminal.

TT«>?H a. (mfn. ^T^ +^fH) Of a virtuous

disposition, benevolent, generous, liberal. —3l

(/.) or — (n.) Benevolence, virtuous dispo-

sition.

^W^N a. (mfn. from ^T+^^T) Clayey,

muddy.

a. (mfn. ^T+ ^IFT) Watery, wet.
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(p. ^ ) Punishment, retribution, reta-

liation.

3^3"^ a. (from^+ R. 3ft5}) Wakeful, vigilant,

awake.

) Of the same class

or caste, of the same kind. Also

{mfn.).

*t^rkft^M (^Rft^T+^H) Similar

particles of matter. Carey.

A porcupine.

Tf3*f1 s. A plant (Hyperanthera Morunga).

Mohan P. p. 45.

Living, alive.

v. a. To revive.

^4^ s. (mfn. —^^L) A companion, an asso-

ciate.

^U5ll«^a. C^ + P-jjj) Strong, able.

?M Root, i. (^^Fjfa, -C3) See R. .

a. {mfn. from R.^T^ for^) I. Armed,

accoutred ;
clothed, covered. 2. Prepared,

ornamented, decorated. 3. (from ^T*-i + v3I)

Springing from truth or virtue.

T^FT a. {mfn. T^ + OT") 1. Of good family,

well born. 2. Virtuous, good, respectable, s.

1. (m.) A virtuous man. 2. A guard, a sentry,

a picket.

s. (/. from R. vJr
l

v

^) Ornamenting or ca-

parisoning an elephant.
"

^TTl s . (/. from R. ^1 for^1 1. Dress, de-

coration. 2. Mail, armour. 3. Furniture, ap-

paratus, equipage, harness, &c.

^^1< a. (m/ra.
:jT+^") Feverish.

s. (corrupt, of ^iRb) A joint.

^^TT s. (m. from TT° + R. f^) A collection, an

accumulation, a heap, a hoard, a crowd, a

quantity.

^H3\S1 s. (-S m. +^) A collector.

ST^TFT s. (n. from^f° + R. f^) The collecting,

gathering, or saving of things.

^TFfjTr a . (mfn. from + R. f^) Proper

to be gathered, collected, or saved.

a. (—ftn^ mfn. Gather-

ing, collecting, accumulating, saving.

s. (n. from^ + R. A trembling

or shaking.

*flFft s. (m. from^ + R. 15^) 1. Motion,

movement, progress ; the entrance of the sun

into a new sign. 2. Access, a gate, an opening.

3. Communication. 4. The access of a disease,

contagion.

¥$&SG$ a. {mfn. from ^° + R. Commu-

nicating, spreading by communication (as a

disease), contagious, s. A fellow-traveller, a

guide.

*r#W s. {n. from ^T°+ R. F£) The commu-

nicating of a thing, especially of a disease.

^r#tffel s. (/. from *T° + R. 5^) A female

messenger ; a go-between, a procuress.

3T^tf^3 a. {mfn. from ^° 4-the caus. of R.

t>^) Caused to come together, made to meet

;

brought into contact, communicated ;
begun,

frequented ; moved.

T^Wt a. (-f^K mfn. from ^° + R.W
)

1. Moving, going, unsteady, fickle. 2. Acting

upon, influencing.

Sf^WT s. (from ^° + R. ^) Movement,

agitation, a trembling
;
particularly the motion

of a dance.

3ff^3a. {mfn. from ^° + R. fU) Collected,

gathered, heaped up, accumulated, saved.

TtfPOT a. {mfn. from ^° + R. fi>) Fit to-be

8 A 2
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collected, gathered, or saved. Also

(mfn.).

^tTpTs. (n. from^° + R. ^TT) A covering

or concealing.

^§ Root, I See R.^ .

^T^t^s. (p. t_->Lsd„j) A border round a garment.

^^T.<1 *, (». from + R. 1. A cluster

of four houses : also (».)• 2. The name

of a particular division of the infernal regions.

Manu iv. 89.

;5T3|\k<E>

a> (myw- from Having a name,

named, called : used in comp. e. g.

commentary

named Manwart'ha muktavali. Also ^H^35

(mfn.).

:sT^S\ s. (f. from ^° + R. \5sl ) LA sign, a

token
;

gesture, gesticulation. 2. A name, a

designation, a term. See Trans. R. A. S. i.

561. 3. Knowledge, the becoming aware of

any thing. 4. The mind.

W$pM a. (mfn. W%*&\ +^3) Named, called,

termed, designated.

a. {mfn. from^ + ^lIrT?) Knock-kneed.

Also

Wk&&- s- (m. from ^T + Heat, a burning,

a scorching.

^ s. (mn.) The matted hair of an ascetic. Also

3TC>1 (/.) See .

^rtt s. (/.) See *t§t

.

;jT^'
<

t^ a. (mfn. from +Tat^ ) Accompanied

by a commentary.

u. o. To run away.

frJ Root, x. (^TUSTTfe) 1. To finish, to com-

plete. 2. To leave unfinished. 3. To go, to move.

fsj^ s. (h. ijJjL) A way, a path, a narrow

road. m>W$$P$L

^T3^1 a. (from^T) Long and narrow, oblong
;

perpendicular.

Practice ; the committing of a theme

to memory ; a being able to read or recognise a

thing when it is seen. Carey.

a. (from ^|3w) Putrid, rotten, musty>

tainted.

v. a. (caus. of *Tf3S3) To cause to

rot, to macerate.

A canoe. Also

^fSUS v. n. (from R. 3Ttr ?) To putrefy, to rot,

to become tainted.

^Tt^T*. (n. fo**ft*ftf) Packthread.

s. (m. for *t3) A eunuch.

*R3fr a. (mfn. from ^° + R. vft) Alighting from

a flight, perching.

^T^-> a. (nom. sing. m.

the pres. part. a. R. ^PX,) 1. Being, existing,

existent. 2. True. 3. Good, virtuous, excel-

lent, best, venerable, respectable, s. (n.) An

epithet applied to the Supreme Being. See As.

Res. viii. 404.

;3T3\? a. (mfn. + from R. v3%?) Continual,

constant, lasting, incessant, perpetual. arf.

Sans. (—\3°) Incessantly, perpetually. See

Wsl^l a. (m/n. Tf;3^3 + 7
I) Moving or going in-

cessantly, perpetually in motion, s. (m.) The

wind.

^i\53^T4 s. (^\i\3 + ^<) A perpetual fever.

IsPjtfti (/.) See ^3^1.
s. (from Seventeen.

3T3RI|
(
P . which from^^^f ) Chess,

a chess-board. MohunJP. p. 141.

(from vJr1sS< ) The seventeenth.
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^J^Rf a. (m/«.
;5T+ \i<£) Investigating, enquiring,

reasoning, acute, attentive, sagacious. —31

(y.) or —^ (ra.) Acuteness, sagacity, attentive-

ness.

a. (m/ra. + ;35T) Having a bottom, with

the bottom.

^T3l 5. A cotemporary wife, a rival wife.

*5$5 s. (/. from R. fR, for^% +fS) 1. End,

destruction. 2. Gift, giving.

*rfpf s. (corrupt, of ^Pl^T.) A rival wife, a co-

temporary wife, one of many wives of the same

husband.

^sj [ s. (femin. of ^T^) A virtuous wife, espe-

cially one that burns herself with her husband's

corpse, a suttee. — \?1 (/.) or —^ (n.) Female

chastity or fidelity evinced by ascending the

funeral-pile with the husband.

^v/j/l s. (to.) Peas, or a particular kind of pulse.

Also (mi).

^f^JST s. (to. ^Kfl+ ,I

j!r) The son of a virtuous

woman.

a. (mfn. + Possessing sacred

bathing-places, s. (to.) A fellow-student : also

*Ef$? (to.).

^t^T s. (to. ^T+^H) Wind, air.

in general, or a particular

sort. Also^Vi (to.),WSffi (/.),WftN^
(to.), and Tfcft5^ (to.).

a. (mfn. from ^ +^1) Thirsty, greedy,

avaricious, rapacious.

a. (from^* LsSOl^) Shining, splendid,

brilliant, luxuriant, vigorous, strong, energetic,

dignified.

^TI^C a. (from ;3T5frT*f
:;

^) Seventeen. Mohun

P. p. 126.

^33^ s. (from^t^") The seventeenth day

of a month. Mohun P. p. 138.

*T*^2^ s. (to. from *T^ + R. 33jj An elo-

quent person.

s. (-*6^ ».^ + <f5^7T ) A good

or virtuous action
;
worship

;
obsequies

;
hospi-

tality, &c. : see^VfZFTTl .

m^WU. s. (to. from^ + R. <|) A kind or

benevolent action
;

hospitality, careful treat-

ment
;
worship

;
obsequies, &c.

Incumbent acts ot

kindness or benevolence
;
pious obligations, re-

ligious duties.

^^^3 a. (mfn. ^^ +^3) Treated with re-

spect or kindness
; revered, saluted, welcomed,

hospitably received, worshipped, adored.

Doing good ; virtue.

^fZFTll s. (/. from^ + R.^) 1. A good or

virtuous action. 2. Kind or respectful treat-

ment, hospitable reception. 3. Solemn obse-

quies.

^STfl. (mfn. 3^ + 331) Best, excellent.

1̂ S^ s. (corrupt, of *tdts5) Seventy.

^TTW. (/. ^^ + 31) 1. Existence. 2. Good-

ness, excellence. See .

^3 s. (n. ^^-, + 3") 1. Being, existence, entity.

2. Goodness, excellence : one of the three

gunas or inherent natural qualities : see Tl !

.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 35. 3. Essence, substance.

4. Wealth. 5. (mra.) An animal, a being.

s. (to. ^3+ ^°!) The inherent natural

quality of goodness. See T^ ! and ^3 .

^ s. (n. from R. ^P^for $Jj^.jj) A sacrifice.

1 indecl. Sans. "With, together with.

.to.) A liberal housekeeper, one
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constantly performing sacrifices and distributing

alms.

1. A good road or

way. 2. A good course of life, virtuous conduct.

^PCtiffe. (m. ^+W?^)Asin.
cere adviser or counsellor.

good or vir-

tuous man.

A stepmother.

^TQ) a. (mfn. from 1. True, real. 2. Sin-

cere, honest, speaking the truth, s. («.) 1.

Truth. 2. A solemn asseveration, an oath. 3.

A demonstrated conclusion. 4. The first of the

four yugas or ages of the world, the golden

age, comprising 1,728,000 years, ad. (—0)°)

Verily, truly, assuredly : a particle of assevera-

tion. (Beng.} v. a. To swear, to

promise, to aver ; v. a. To believe,

to admit a thing as true.

^HU^H's. (m. from ^0) + R. ^) The ratifica-

tion of a bargain
;
earnest-money to bind a

bargain.

^QJ3l s. (/. + Veracity, truth.

Faithful

to (his) promise.

A firm pro-

mise, an asseveration.

*tOMI>lS s. m. ^G) ) A saint,

a Rishi.

a. (-f%\ mfn. ^ +3lft\)
Speaking the truth; true to (his) words, vera-

cious. Also TGHt^
^QJ< \%a. (4^S mfn.^W 4-3"V) Veracious,

speaking the truth.

^0^3" s. (*T5) + ) A man of heroic qua-

lities who is devoted to truth.

STQTSp s. (n. *TC0+T|TI) The first of the four

ages of the world. See ^TCS .

^TQPT^ a. (mfn. from ^TO+^T^I) Veracious ;

faithful to (his) promise.

s. (f.) See *|Q)$'U .

^CDl^sJ s. (n. ^Q) +3I^3) Commerce, trade.

(Lit. Truth and falsehood). Manu iv. 6.

^fiaTW' s. (n. from ;JTCD) The ratification of a

bargain: also ^CUPfrl (/.).

s.(n.) See^fvJ-

indecl. Sans. Together, with.

generous

householder.

*1^|< a. (mfn.
;3T+^") Quick, swift, expe-

ditious, ad. Sans. (—^°) Quickly. —^1

(/.) or —^ (n.) Swiftness.

Tf^TfOTfsf s< (m> ^+ 3T°TTsf) The society

of good or virtuous persons.

^W^s. (m.^ +^fS) Good nature.

Mohun P. p. 106.

;JT&T Root, i. (.^if?, Wilkins' Gr. § 179).

See R. .

See^T^T.

fTC*S ad. (corrupt, of lJr
t^2\j) Constantly, always.

^T&rT s. (n. from R. ^T^, for + A
residence, a house.

^T^TT a. (mfn. from ^T+Wl) Merciful, com-

passionate, commiserating, kind, favourable.

*i K<[^ s. (a. jdS) 1. Exaltation, preeminence.

2. Government; the seat of the government.

3. The right side of cloth, or that which is

worn outwards. 4. The breast, a. Chief, su-

preme.

^nr^OTTt5^ s. (a. eJ^jJus) A chief court

of justice.
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*IH<IH<WI s. (p. tifeajsL) The chief civil

court.

*flH s. (m. ^T^+W) The substance of an

argument ; an object of endeavour. Carey.

s. (n. from R. ^T^for ^.\) A meeting, an

assembly : also T^lo (/•)•

^PT^ a. (mfn. ^T^+^PT^) Being and not

being, real and unreal, true and untrue, good

and evil.

*ik*ikiH3«. (mfn.^f^^'PflP)
Of a nature to be existent and non-existent,

i. e. existing every where essentially, though

not obvious to our perception : an epithet ap-

plied to the Supreme Being. Manu i. 11, 14.

^flt^P s . (m. from ^W'T ) An assistant at a

sacrifice, a supervisor of a ceremonial observance

;

a by-stander, a spectator.

TTTl ad. Sans, (from TOtj ?) Always, ever,

constantly.

Wlo s. (/.) See *TTF^.

+\ % ad. (^TTl +^t^) Always, con-

stantly.

^ft^s. (m. TTll+^tft) Air, wind.

*ikl!>U s. (m.^-l-SltFte) 1. The imme-

morial observance of virtuous men, customs

sanctioned by immemorial usage. Manu n. 12,

18. 2. Good conduct.

:jTWt;3'T a. {mfn. ^Wl+OT) Continual, inces-

sant, everlasting.

*tnh^ a. (mfn. ^1 + ^1*1*^) Constantly

happy, always joyful.

^T^^Tl s. (/. from^Tl + ^flj) The Kara-

toya, a small river in the north of Bengal.

TtftTT s. (m. SJTttTT) A special gift.

Good conver-

sation.

(m/n. ^TPfi + f^fa) Always happy

or prosperous, s. (m.) An epithet of Siva.

The instruction

or advice of a virtuous person
;
good advice.

Good resource.

^TIT^a. (-\mfn. from ^+"^ See Wilkins'

Gr. § 805) Similar, like, alike.

a. (mfn. from ^T^J Similar, alike.

1^1 a. (mfn. from ^T+ R. ^% Wilkins' Gr. §

819). 1 . Resembling, similar, alike : used incomp.

e. g. viAM<^l^°l a. (mfn.) q. v. 2. Fit, right,

proper. — \31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Similarity, likeness.

a. (mfn. ^+C^\) 1. Relating to the

same country, sprung from the same country.

2. Near, proximate.

^CPTfa a. (mfn. ^T+CTtfa) Faulty, guilty.

M s. (m.^ + 51^) A good smell.

^TlT^ s. (^T^ +^F) A preceptor in virtue.

*\%&\ s. (-^ m. *T^+3^) An orator, an

eloquent man.

3T^3f3l s. (f *Tf>^+v3l) Eloquence. Also

^rfWl s. (/. ^rV+.f^rl) Salutary know-

ledge, holy knowledge.

^foWj^l s. (/. ^S+pLWMl) Proper

discernment, good sense, discretion.

*t\fe t. (^+^fl) Good understanding.

*t^3 a. (». ^T^ +^J) Virtuous, behaving

well. s. (w.) Prudent conduct. Manu ii. 239.

5. (». ^T^+^fa) 1. Reality, actual

existence, the being alive or in existence. 2.

Kindness, goodness, courtesy.

a. (-t^PT mfn. ^Tgfa+S/T) Good-

natured, kind, courteous.

W% s. (-^\ n. from R. for ^TT+XpT
)

A house, a residence.
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"*1 Wo ad. Sans. (—^) Instantly, immediately,

directly, just now. Manu iv. 172. v. 78.

^TOH^rte a. (tnfn. from ^3) New-

born, recent, fresh, s. A calf.

*T<to" a. (jra/ra. ^T+^T) Wealthy, opuledi?^^

tfl&A s. (/. from ^r+^) A married woman

whose husband is living.

a . »,/». *T+*t^ for $t*6)

1. Liable to perform the same duties. 2. Simi-

lar, analogous. Manu x. 41. Also ^T<l
v^

^Wft s. (/. from ^+^5) A wife mar

ried according to the legal forms.

— Accompanying, going with.

*FT s. (a. fcej LA year. 2. (for
,r
t
c
l) A plant

(Crotolaria juncea). Hort. Ben. p. 54.

^•T^ indecl. Sans. Always, ever, continually.

SPT^ttU s. (tn. *FT^ +^Tte) The name

of one of the four sons of Brahma, and eldest

of the progenitors of mankind.

^TT^ s. (a. ,x*S) 1. A signature ; the seal of a

magistrate ; a deed, a grant, an order. 2. A

prop, a support. 3. Relation, connexion.

^FT^FTt^ ad. (from a. <u-) Year by year, an-

nually.

liiwbjuw bio taitel Iflnir^rfl'to oonooaalfioo to

T^Tl indecl. Sans. Always, ever, continually. Also

«*1lki»i a. (mfn. ^PTl +sH) Everlasting, per-

petual, continual, incessant.

^ll^l a. (mfn. ^T+T^) Having a protector or

^Fftf^ a. (m/n. ^T+Ttfe) Uterine (as a bro-

ther or sister). Manu ix. 212, s. (/».) A kins-

man, a relation, especially one authorized to

offer the funeral-cake, and the same as ^ Ptv3

^TT*T s. (»*/".) A request, a respectful solicitation :

a\Som\(f.).^ ^
*

^rlT€t^ s. (n. from^+f^+R.^) Sput-

tered speech. Also *rprc$3 («.).

^Fftv5 a. (m>. ^T + '^tO) Near, proximate.

Lamm I, f.
^.il-t- °"F raoii .«t) .a cr^r*'

^T^3 a. (mfn. 7\° + ^\i from R. 3^) Continual,

perpetual, lasting, eternal, ad. Sans. (—^3°)

Lastingly, continually.

^ig^< j. (3T^3 +^) A continual fever.

'T^f^ 5. (/. from^ + R. 3^) 1. Posterity,

offspring, progeny, lineage, race, descent, a

daughter. 2. A continuous line. 3. Extent,

width, expansioi^T) lf{-^ T^ i

a. (mfn. from ^° + R. 3^) 1. Heated,

burnt. 2. Pained, afflicted, vexed, wretched.

^3"^*. (n. from 7! +3*^1) Great ot uni-

versal darkness.

'h*\Aiipa rl^t.fc ?^ moil t«\s«) .» VWu*'
^^°\ s. (n. from TT° + R. ^) A crossing over,

the swimming through a river. TJTjf^J^'^

s. (n. from + R. ^1) Care, attention.

T^IrT 5. (m. from^P + R. ^>\) 1. Progeny,

posterity, offspring, lineage, descent. 2, Ex-

tent, expansion.

^TSTI s . (in. from ^° + R. 3\) 1. Heat. 2.

Pain, affliction, vexation, distress, grief, solici-

<b9iT(w .fl.f.°f* mc»A .«» w^jw

Wtf*fa a. WM + ^s?) 1. Heated,

inflamed. 2. Pained, vexed, distressed, afflicted.

Tl% *. (/. R. ^for^+fo) 1. Destruc-

2. Gift, oblation.tion.

a. (»?/«. from ^° + R. ^) Delighted,

pleased, gratified.
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^f*fc 5. (/. from *T° + R.^
)

Delight, plea-

sure, gratification. Also

l^<$ a. (mfn. from ^T° + R. ^) Gratify-

ing, satisfactory, pleasing. Also 1^1

(— f<l*iv mfn.).

*TC3lTf|lI a. (mfn. from^° + R.^) Proper

to be gratified or pleased, placable.

3T^°*1 s. (from ^°+ R. V\) Pincers.

<r _
s. (m. from + R. T^»J 1. The weaving

or stringing of flowers into a garland. 2. String-

ing, collecting, arranging.

Spi^jftf s . (^€+*jf|) Poetical arrange-

ment.

s. {n. from ^-fR. The act of

seeing.

s. (n. from T° + R. 0*1) A rope, a cord

(for tying cattle).

*TKl.Pl\5 a. (mfn. ^^^+^3) Bound, tied.

s. (m. from ^° +R. TJ) Flight, retreat.

a. (m/n. from ^° + R.f^) Doubted,

suspected, questioned, uncertain, doubtful.

^f^f^3 a. (m/n. ^f^+f^5) Suspi-

cious, doubtful in mind, sceptical. Also^lPk^-

Hf3 (mfn.) and ^fP^^Tlo (-^ mfn.).

+ ^3I^) 1. A doubtful

meaning or interpretation. 2. A disputed debt,

&c.

^f^3a. (mfn. from^ + R. (Tt1) Tied, bound.

s. (n. from + R. The lighting

of a fire or candle.

*Kr%*\ s. (m. from^ + R. "fejj News, infor-

mation, a report.

Com-

munication of intelligence.

*TPt#ft3i s. (m. from 3^*1 + R. "§) A mes-

senger, an envoy, an ambassador.

.WW* s- (m- from ^-fR. "fef
)
Danger, un-

certainty, doubt, suspicion.

'W&SMSjfi s. (n. OTW+.^^T.) The re-

moving of a doubt, the clearing away of a sus-

picion.

Wr^. a. (-ft\m>. ^TC^+SXj Dan-

gerous, uncertain, suspicious, doubtful, scrupu-

lous.

Tt^S; s. (m. from 3T° + R. "PjT ) An assem-

blage, a multitude.

^FEffa s. (m. from ^P + R. H) Flight, retreat.

s. (/. from^P + R. Hi) 1. Union, junc-

tion. 2. Agreement, promise. 3. Condition,

state.

s. (n. from ^° + R. Hi) 1. Union, junc-

tion ; a mixing or joining. 2. A boundary. 3.

A supporting or sustaining. 4. A recovering.

5. An aim, a guess, a discovery. 6. Search,

enquiry, information about a lost thing or per-

son ; a secret. 7. Distillation.

s. (/. from ^° + R. Hi) Distillation.

a. (Beng.) Aiming, guessing
;
knowing a secret.

*ffpftft a. (-ft^ MJ& from ^° + R. Hi

)

Joining, combining, searching, guessing, inves-

tigating.

*iRb *. (m. from ° + R. Hi) 1. Junction, union.

2. A joint, a juncture, a connecting link. 3.

Peace, a treaty, an alliance. 4. The junction

or coalescence of the final letter of a word with

the initial of the following one. 5. A hole, a

breach, a mine, an aperture made by thieves.

6. A stop or pause ; articulation.

*lRK^ s. (3TRF + P. jf) A flower (Laurus

lanceolaria). Hort. Ben. p. 30.

^ftStf^l s . (*Tf^+ Sff^l) A synovial gland.

-HfiHl s. (/. from *T° + R.HI) A cow with calf.

8 B
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^C^XT a. (mfn. from + R. Jtl) Proper to be

aimed at.

fPplpFf s. (w.? + (In grammar)

A diphthong.

s. (f. from ^° + R. <£1) 1. The mean be-

tween two things. See Trans. R.A.S. n. 37.

2. The twilight (both of morning and evening).

3. Any period of time ; the period between the

close of a yuga and the commencement of the

next, &c. 4. A religious ceremony to be per-

formed in the morning, mid-day, and evening.

5. Reflexion, meditation.

wt°*t s. (™.wi+3r°*i) i. Twilight. 2.

The period at the end of each yuga. Manu i= 69.

Wt^R s. (m. Wi + ^t*T) The time of

twilight ; the evening.

*t^ol<t>HVl a. (mfn. from >w l<£>H
;) Re-

lating to the time of twilight.

A reli-

gious observance to be practised at sun-rise and

sun-set. Manu %u 69.

TSf a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. M ^ for Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 419) Sunk, shrunk, diminished.

™
s. (m. from ^11) A tree commonly called

piyal (Buchanania latifolia). Also^T^H (m.).

a. (mfn. from ^-^R. *IT ) 1. Arranged,

arrayed. 2. Armed, accoutred in mail. 3.

Murderous, cruel.

^T^H s. (m. from 3T° + R. IT.) 1. Multitude,

number, quantity. 2. Rear, rearguard.

tJT^t^ s. (m. from + R. ^T^) Armour, mail

(either of iron or of thick quilted cotton).

^ft"^ a. (mfn. + ) Near, close by.

*rf^€ s. (m. from ^° +"pT+ R.^) 1. Ap-

proximation, a drawing near, attraction. 2.

Nearness, vicinity, proximity ; the nearness of

relationship. Also ^ft^ ! (n.).

^Tf^$ a. (mfn. from + f^T+ R. <^T) Drawn

near, attracted, approached
;

adjacent, proxi-

mate, near.

s. (n. from Proximity,

nearness, vicinity. Also ^TfW^1i*T («.), and

^t^(/.).

ad. Sans, (locat. case

In the vicinity or presence of, near. Also

l<fl (locat. case of ^f^i).

*Tftf*aSl « (-f^l rnfn. +

^TnS^IJ Near, proximate, neighbouring, close

to. Also 3^ (mfn.).

*rf^lt3 s. (m. from ^°+f3T + R. 1. An

assemblage. 2. A mixture. 3. A morbid state

of the three humours of the body. 4. Intent.

j*||r|32| a. (mfn. from *f° +f^+ R. f^lj 1.

Entered. 2. Near, close by; neighbouring.

3. Assembled, collected. 4. Intent.

^Tftrre*] s. (m. fromSP +fr+ R. Wi) 1-

Entrance. 2. Vicinity, nearness. 3. An open

space for diversion or exercise.

^f^J a. (mfn. from ^° + ft"+ R. ^1) Similar,

resembling : only used in comp. e. g. C^^T-

a. (mfn.) Resembling a cloud, from

C*ISq; s . (m.) A cloud, +*Tf^.

3Tft~fe a. (mfn. from 3T° + "pT+ R. ^1) Near,

proximate, at hand, adjacent, close : also applied

to nearness of relationship.

s. (n. from ^° + f^+ R. ) Abdi-

cation, resignation, renunciation of worldly con-

cerns.

T^jg a. (mfn. from ^° + "PT + R. 3P1) Laid

down, deposited, renounced, abdicated, aban-

doned.

W^s. (m. from *T°+f^+ R. $$0 1. De-

position j a deposit, a stake at play. 2. Resig-
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nation, abandonment of worldly or temporal

concerns, abdication, ascetic resignation.

WTO^
*j ) Retirement

from the world and temporal concerns.

Wtf*TC3l s. (f. Wrf^+v3l) Abdication

of worldly affairs, retirement.

Wt^ft s. (-P^'m. *&P1*\+Pl) The

Brahman of the fourth order ; a religious men-

dicant, a devotee, an ascetic ; a man who has

abandoned all worldly concerns.

Jri-ilHl^t^l s. (from ^ + Ht^ + ^lt-

f$$^§) ) Ambition. Mohun P. p. 107. More

properly

s. (a. A floor-mat.

^Pt^a. (mfn. *T + 1. Winged. 2. Be-

longing to the same party, s. (m.) A partisan.

^Pf^
-

s. (m. from ;5T + R.^ ) An enemy, an

adversary.

^Pi^fl s. (/. ^4-^) A rival-wife, a cotem-

porary wife, a fellow-wife, one out of two or

more wives of the same husband.

^^T^S s. (-Jf. f^+.^fe^ The

daughter of a cotemporary wife.

The son of a

cotemporary wife.

A step-

mother.

^Ffft arf. Sans, (from :JT+ Tt^) 1. Instantly,

immediately. 2. Quickly.

^Ftf^Tte a. (mfn. ^+*$f^R) Attended

by a retinue or equipage.

^Prfll s. (/.) Worship.

M*\W a. (mfn. ^+ ^TTT) Augmented by one-

fourth, increased by one-fourth, with one-fourth

added to it, a quarter more.

* (m. W^W3) A kinsman connected

by a right and obligation to offer the funeral

cake to either or all the manes of father, grand-

father, and great-grandfather, with their wives

respectively. Manu v. 60.

(re. from 3jftt3+3R°i) The

investing of a person with the rights of rela-

tionship as connected with offering the funeral

cake. Carey.

^PftfS s. (/. from T+R. ^1) A drinking to-

gether.

*Fjvf^ a. (mfn. from ^T+.^T) Accompanied

by a son, having a son.

mfn. plur. only ; Wilkins' Gr.

p. 78) Seven.

s. (mn. from ^si*^) A series or sum of

seven.

*ftN?t s. (f. from ^\3<P) A woman's girdle.

T^tWtil s. (from ^T^T + C^t !) A heptagon,

^t^tf^ a .
(
mfn. from ^^FTlrf^ ^)

The forty-seventh. Also ^3 O^tf^" *fcjll

(mfn.).

V&^fc* (m. lp^\+^) A sacrifice, an obla-

tion.

s. (f. from Seventy.

^RjsS^a. (m/re.^f^fe+ ^IX) The seventieth.

^"ftrOKl a. (mfn. from 3T3"f&°*K) The thirty

seventh. Also ft" *t3*r (mfn.).

*\tfZ°^ s. (f. ?T^-t-ft" *K) Thirty-

seven.

^TT*! a. (mfn. from ) The seven-

teenth.

^SVl s. (-^m/re.^^+T**FT ) Seventeen.

The seventeenth

day of a month.

^^TW 5. (T^+^W) The seven climates

8 B 2
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.211.0tie

'Seven.

or divisions into which the Hindus divide the

world.

ad. Sans, (from ^T^I+Hl) Sevenfold.

See 3^.
^*t<l (5i s. (/. ^T^+^fS) Ninety-s

*K31<f\3\3*l a. (mfn. from ^kIS) The
-0£Eiod ; aaajb io stiaeo anuss odi oi aaiaijsJiaH .2
ninety-seventh.

a. (mfn. from *T3W*K) The

fifty-seventh. Also ^^W*!^ (mfn.).

S. (/. ^^-W'K) Fifty-

seven.

^^ft^tSH s. (n. from 3^^+^+ 5t3^T).

See^^iT^f.

^T^RI^ 5. (n. from^T^+W ) The state of

seven steps, i. e. intimacy; the advance of

seven steps taken by a bride to meet the bride-

groom. Wilkins' Gr. § 1008.

s. (m. fromT^+ tr€) A tree (Echites

scholaris, or Alstonia scholaris).

^ft *! a. (mfn. from ^3"f%°*TRj) The

twenty-seventh. Also *t\i R *tf?3OT (mfn.).

*t$fa *tfe s. (/. from T$^+f3°*rf3)
Twenty-seven.

(m. ?) The name of a tree not yet

ascertained. Colebr. Alg. p. 315.

^T^I a. (mfn. from ^T^T ) The seventh.

s. (femin. of "*1\3^) The seventh day of

fa lunarTtfortnigbt. suiis^natl \msbasmK slim

T^Trf^ s. (n. from ^f^+Ttf*]) The rule

of proportion with seven terms. Colebr. Alg.

p. 35. .Jasialrn

The constellation

Ursa Major, the seven stars of which are the

seven great saints MARicm, Atk,i, Angiras,

Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, and Vasisht'ha.

Wilson. See

s. (/. from ^\) 1. The large double

jasmine (Jasminum Zambac). 2. A plant com-

monly called charmaghas.

*TSfa^ a. (mfn. from ;rT^f^) The sixty-

seventh. Also T^f^S*! (mfn.).

Sixty-seven.

^Tt^r^ a. (mfn. from *T^#f3) The seventy-

seventh. Also (mfn.).

^^13*. (/.^T+^fK?) Seventy-seven.

^tffe s. (m. from ^^+^fK>"H) An

epithet of Agni the deity of fire.

iWtft *. (/. from ^^+^tt^)
Eighty-seven.

a. (mfn. ^I'ttf^+^T) The-

eighty-seventh.

s. (m. from 5T^+^) The s.™.

s. (n. ?. from :jT^T+ ^rg) A heptagon.

s. (n.l from ^T^+^I5?T ) A week,

seven days.

*ff^ s. (m.) A horse.

*T3l3^ a. (mfn. *T+3 fa<t^) Attended

with an intervening obstacle.

t
r-,_ ^_ ^, i moil .k>)

*\V a. *T+313^1) Ready, quick,

sharp, shrewd.

a. (mfn. ^+ Accompanied with

proof or evidence, authentic.

^T*F<r s. (a. ^L,) A journey, a voyage.

^Rlvilk 5. (from a. y^+HtlC) A guava

(Psidium pyriferum). Carey.

^fJFl^TOl a (from a->- + ^SKJ1) A species
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of gourd (Cucurbita Melopepo). Hort. Ben.

p. 70.

(from
>s
l^'< ) A small glittering fish,

the mango-fish (Cyrinus Chrysoparius).

a. (mfn.^ +W^) Fruitful, productive,

efficient, advantageous, profitable, successful.

Tf*F s. A plant (Myrica integrifolia). Hort. Ben.

a. (^T-fCSFT) Foaming, attended with

^£5^ o. (p. juL.) White.

^W^^t^ s. (p. J^,- jfjO.) A plant

(Gomphrena globosa, the white variety). Carey.

Src^ks4<M^i s. (p. xJ^+^3^31) The white

variety of Ipomcea Quamoclit. Hort. Ben.

p. 14.

nafe. ^^WW^C s, (p. jO^+^T) A kind of potherb

(Basella alba).

^F^Wpl s. (p. j^+^TtfafSj) The

white variety of Hibiscus Phceniceus. Hort.

Ben. p. 51.

^ISpfi s. (from p. jufc») "White paint, white lead.

^^31^ s. (p. ^JliaJi) A peach.

^ a. (corrupt, of All.

^*1< «. (m. from R. ^ for ^) 1. A sacrifice, an

oblation. 2. Offspring, progeny. 3. The sun.

4. The moon.

«. (m/tt. ^+^OK
)) Attended by his

family or race, .oiii

vJ1<^Sl< a. (p. j.*«s) Green. «. A green colour.

s. (n. from R.^ for ^) 1. Bringing forth

youngj bearing children. 2. Bathing, purifi-

catory or expiatory ablution. 3. A sacrifice.

4. Extracting and drinking the juice of the

Asclepias acida,

T^TTlS s. (-W m. A friend and

contemporary.

;rf<<iN s. (a. u-wm-) A cause, a reason ; a turn in

affairs.

vJrl<< s. (a. ^) Patience.

a. (mfn. ^+ 3°!) 1. Of the same colour.

2. Pertaining to the same caste or class ; homo-

geneous.

v*1< e*1 a. (mfn. ^T+<l^i ) Strong, energetic, pow-

erful.

^C^lfe a. Lascivious, lustful, lewd.

^3*5 a. (mfn. ^H-^) Clothed, wearing

clothes.

s. (f.) ZWi, the white sort.

^T^aJI s. (-^ from R. ^ for ^) The sun.

(This is the name by which the deity is invoked

in the Gayatri.}

MfeW a. (mfn. from *T+fWl) Possessed of

science, learned.

STftH a. (mfn. from ^T + ftH) 1. Of the same

sort. 2. Near, proximate.

Tf^fTI a. («/». ^T +f^ni) Humble, modest,

unassuming.

^ft^ni a. (mfn. ^T+R^U) Astonished,

'T^R s. (a.^J) Patience, Also *\<<\ .

(p-J^)
Green, fresh. Carey.

^<^HL, s. (p. J*] +j^) A small bird (Frin-

gilla Amandava; Bengalus fuscus, Brissori).

a. (w/k. from ^T+^ft) Reckoned with

interest.

^3 a. (mfn. from ;IT+^) Petiolated, having

a foot-stalk (as a !eaiQ\n9v98 srii

^113*1 «. (w/ra. ^+(3*1) 1. Near, proximate..
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2. Ornamented, decorated, dressed. Also

+\<.<*i (mfn.).

(from P-J--:) Any potherb, greens.

a. (m/ra.) 1. Left, to the left hand. 2. Re-

verse, contrary, backward. 3. Southern, south.

^J^rT^t a. (-f^T mfn. from 3f£B + R. #F
for Using the left hand equally well as

the right, s. (m.) An epithet of Arjuna.

*TC3P$1 s. (-\ m. locat. case of *TC>,

+^ for "H,r3 from R. ^§1 ) A charioteer. Also

s. (-fk\m. ^ +^TOtf^T) A
fellow-student.

a. (j»/n. ^T+ ^IF) Fearful, apprehensive,

timid.

<"
.

^^<$>1 a (/. from Tf +^) A woman whose

husband is alive.

^Ral 5. (/. from ^T + R. ^1) 1. An assembly, a

meeting. 2. A judicial court; a sitting of the

king in council. See Trans. M.A.S. n. 186.

^T^t^RooT, X. (TSlkfErfe) 1. To serve,

2. To please, to gratify. 3. To see.

^'^1011 s. (n. R. ^^t^+^PT) Politeness,

courtesy.

1. The president

of an assembly. 2. The keeper of a gaming-

house.

^T*^ 5. (~\ m. j^Sj + R. ^T^) A member

of an assembly, an assessor at a court of justice.

See Trans. R.A.S. n. 186.

^ISS'ItfcU s. (m, from ^T^l + R. ^) One of a

company or assembly.

^T^TF^ a. (mfn. ^1 + ^5) Situated in or pre-

sent at an assembly, s. (m.) A courtier, a

companion of a great man.

**wfe<!*kt s.
(
3T^1 + ^5t5T) The place of as-

sembly, a king's court.

s. (m. from ) The keeper of a gaming-

house. Also ^^t^ (m.).

a. (mfn. from *tS3i) 1. Relating to an

assembly
;

social, polite. 2. Trustworthy, con-

fidential. &. (m.~) 1. An assistant at an assem-

blage. 2. A person of respectable parentage.

—
v3j! (/.) or — (w.) Politeness, good breeding.

3T5^[ ad. Sans. (-^°, from T+Sj^t)

Frowningly, with a frown.

^ See^f°.

^TH «. (m>. from ^+ R. Hi ?) 1. Similar, like,

equal, the same. 2. All, whole, entire. 3.

Smooth, level, even. s. (n. ?) The designation

of a mean proportional segment in solving cer-

tain problems in a trapezium. Colebr. Alg. p.

85. —31 (/.) —J (»•) Equality, likeness,

evenness, similarity, sameness.

^TO ad. Sans, (from ^T^T) With, together with.

*t**rN^5 s. (^TIT +^f% The tem-

perate zone. Carey, 8vo. edit.

s. (n.1 An equi-diagonal

tetragon. Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

vHUtil&Rfo s. (f. C^+ pTfe) The

area, or superficial contents of a figure. Colebr.

Alg. p. 70.

^31^ a. (mfn. + for Visible,

within sight, ad. Sans. (—^3?,) Visibly, evi-

dently.

^TO^jK5? s . (n. TS8$ + 'Cr
JH) The seeing a

thing with one's own eyes.

A cavity having

the figure of a regular solid with equal sides

:

a parallelopipedon, cylinder, &c. Colebr. Alg.

p. 97.
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^Wl^P s. (m. from ;rf^ + st^) A compounded

perfume.

a. (mfn. from ^ + 3£|) All, entire,

complete, whole ; full (as the moon).

3TO?ri s. (/.) Bengal madder (Rubia Manjit'h).

^tMO^«tj s. (n. WX+0^<t\) An equilateral

tetragon. Colebr. Alg. p. 295.

'HWj^S si (n. ^+0^k5l) A square.

Colebr. Alg. p. 58.

^CH^rT a. (jra/n. Having like

divisors or denominators (as two numbers).

s. (m. + A number of beasts.

*1*lv5ll|\? a. (mfn. TST+^tfS) Homogeneous.

~^S\ (/.) or — (m.) Homogeneity.

*JM\fcl s. (/. from^W+ vil) Reputation, fame.

*tH\*ll s. (*T*I+ Looking with an equal

eye on all things, indifference.

see Wilkins'

Gr. § 831). 1. A congregation or assembly.

2. Fame, celebrity.

^TSW s. (from ^° + R. \5l
) Comprehension,

knowledge.

3^pf a. (mfn. from ^° + 3KpT) Froper,

right, fit, correct, good, virtuous, s. (ra.) Truth,

accuracy, propriety, fitness, agreement, con-

sistency.

*FK|*P a. (from^^T) Frugal, economical,

prudent. Morton.

^Mfq^Ol s . (n. ^:*fq^v5l) An equilateral

triangle. Colebr. Alg. pp. 58, 295.

a. (-f^mfn.^ + In-

different, impartial.

^JTTtTT^ ,: (n. +W^m) A dodeca-

hedron.

^Wftfl^S s. (n. m*1k+ft+^3) A

rhomboid having equal pairs of sides. Colebr.

Alg. p. 58.

*1Mfis3v5l s. (n.^+f^+^) A rhomboid

having two equal sides.

^T5I^t^ s
. (:^IX^^f) Health.

Exceeding.

^M«3<sj a. (mfn.) See .

s. (m. ^T°+ 3I^) A limit, a boundary.

T^sJo ad. Sans. (^T^ +\F^) All around,

on every side, wholly, entirely.

*TWP$>1 s. (f. from ^T^ +T^) The milk-

hedge plant (Euphorbia Tirucalli).

^$35 s. (m. ^T^+^H) AJina or Buddha.

^fitTfS ad. Saw*, (a&fo*. case of ^fk) All

around, on every side.

^Sjjftf (w. from^ +^+R. t) The fol-

lowing as a consequence ; the readmission of a

person to his rank in society after he has atoned

for a transgression
;
union, combination.

*t^Rtv3 a. (mfn. from ^° + 3F£+R. $) Com-
bined with, possessed of. Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Filled with grief, from

s. (n.) Sorrow, grief, + 3T*rf^3.

s. (n.^ +HK) An attitude in shooting

with both feet even.

^ft^T s. (from ^f° +^"+R. $|) Prepa-

ration, provision.

^T^St s. (-f^\m . ^fH +<rf^) An epi-

thet of Yama the ruler of the dead.

3TM<U*<P a. (mfn. from^+^H^) Equal

in years.

s. (m. from 3T° +3R+ R. ^) l. As-

semblage, collection, aggregate state. 2. Inti-

mate and constant relation between two things,

e. g, between an object and its parts or quali-
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ties. See Trans. R. A. S. u 96. 3. Con-

currence, similarity, the having any quality in

common
; competition.

^IRlW^F s. (m. ^^lil+^r5^) The

relation of intimate union or constant aggrega-

tion between two things.

*HWllQ a. (-f^ mfn. As-

sembling, aggregating, associating, mixing,

comprizing.

*t*U.<\3 a. (mfn. from ^°+^+ R. ^) Met,

come together, assembled, mixed. Manuw. 139.

The mean depth

of an excavation. Colebr. Alg. p. 312.

S*1M^)1< s. (to. ;rf5T+^T^) Equality, similarity,

sameness, equilibrium, goodness.

*lUfb<Di<U *, (to. from ;iT + :3rf^+'^+
Association, aggregation, attend-

ance, company.

^XlWt^-RT. a. (-f^mfn.^fWt^
+ Accompanying, attending, waiting upon.

*!MRb<J^r3 a. (mfn. from TT°+ 3l1% + f3+
+ R. Attended by, accompanied by,

waited upon, surrounded.

^L^[m s. (/. Level ground, even

soil.

^TIT^Jl^t^ s . (m. from ^T + + 3fl + R.

Association, attendance, accompaniment.

^WnTr a. (mfn. m+ Sltqr) Of the same

measure or length.

The mean mea-

sure or length of a mathematical figure. Colebr.

Alg. p. 97.

:FTOT s. (to. from ^° + R. ^) 1. Time; the

proper season or time for any thing, an oppor-

tunity, leisure. 2. An oath, a solemn assevera-

tion. 3. Established custom, an observance.

4, A demonstrated conclusion. 5. An agree-

ment, a contract, a condition. 6. An indica-

tion, a sign, a hint.

*t%XZF&tad. (from ;TOr+!Fr) In process of

time, in due time. Also

*Fnrf^I*ft % (to. ^TOT+f^fa) A particu-

lar time, especial circumstances.

indecl. Sans, (from ;rT5nT?) 1. Near.

2. Within, in the midst. 3. In due time, sea-

sonably.

^(.UTfe a. (mfn. *TOr+$f&3) Suited to

the occasion.

^ERs. (tow. from ;sT° + R. ^ ?) Conflict, battle.

*t^<^[ s. (to. ? ^X+^J) The mean depth of

an excavation. Colebr. Alg. p. 312.

s . (^flCR+OTfi) A sharp conflict.

^T^a. (^fH +^J) Parallel.

TO a. (mfn. from *T° +3W) ]. Able, ca-

pable, fit, proper, adequate
;
strong, powerful.

2. Connected in sense. —s3l (/.) or —^ (w.)

Ability, adequateness.

s. (n. Aloe-wood (Amyris

Agallocha).

s. (n. from*T + R. 1. Delibera-

tion. 2. Perseverance. 3. Reconciliation. 4.

Objection.

a. (mfn. from ^P + R. Granting

a boon.

a. (mfn. from ;jT° + the cans, of R.

Committing to another, giving, surrendering.

s. (n. from *T°+ the cans, of R. %l) The

surrendering or delivering of a thing to the

care of any person.

^HTftXT a. (mfn. from ^° + the caus. of R.

Fit to be delivered or given in charge to another.

I)
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^Trf^3 a. (mfn. from ^° + the caus. of R.

Delivered, surrendered, given, committed to

one's care.
rq nl (MH + ii-

*i'Mu5'ntd. (w/h. fiom^+^W) I. Limited,

bounded. 2. Keeping within bounds, regular

or correct in conduct
;
respectful. 3. Proximate,

contiguous, near.

.««;/ r ^Jm&jaorf) Jaba ITi^F
a<

(T^+3M) Dirty) filthy.

TfH^F^- a.
(
myw . ^+5^) Having equal

perpendiculars. Colebr, Alg. p. 58. -;

Subtraction of

the same quantity on both sides of an equation.

Colebr. Ala. p. 245.

^T^'Pt^i 5. (/.) A species of potherb.

^S^FT 5. (n. from 5° + R. 1. Contrac-

tion. 2. The forming of compound words.

a. (^TH+ :yR^) Parallel.

3T?rg a. (mfn. from ^T°+ R. 1. Thrown

together, composed, compounded. 2. Abridged.

3. Entire, all, whole, s. (m.) A whole.

fPjRl) #. (from ^T° + R. A part of a

stanza given to be completed as a trial of skill.

Also TTWt^) (/.).

s. (/. from ^TST) A year.

^rHt°^Vi I ^ (/• from §TO ?) A cow bearing

a calf every year.

TfHt^ft a . (-f^E, mfn. from + 3l1 + R.

*$^) Possessing a diffusive fragrance.

*V*tl<|p a. (mfn. from ^T°+ ^l1+ R. <FT ) 1.

Filled with, engrossed by. 2. Distressed, agi-

tated. 3. Mouldering, decaying.

*T3lW s. (/. from*ro + 3Tl + R. ^Tl) Fame,
,

..noeisq vgjs h> 8'xbo
reputation.

*IXOT3 a. (»»/». from^+^Tl + R. *t*t) Ar-

rived, met, assembled, united, come.

TTHlTtTU
(
m . from ^ + ^l1+ R. ^P^) Arri-

val, approach, union, assemblage, conjunction.

s. (m. from ^° + 3l1 + R. A
striking, combat, battle, war. '

'

'

^RUTTR" s. (m. from ^°+^+R. '5^) 1.

Report, information, intelligence, news. 2.

Mode of life, behaviour, character.

An intelligencer. Mohun P. p. 103.

^^1^51 s. (»i.) A multitude, an assembly, a meet-

ing ; the abode of a respectable community.

See WiJMm' Gr.%%22. » y.«t) ,% Jft

^Htfti^ a. (from ^TOtS)' Relating to an as-

s . (/. from^P+STUR. \3i1) Fame,

I
reputaiioi^ -r moil „w$) ,

*t*UH!< s. (m. from *T° + 3l1 + R.17) Respect,

veneration.

Wftll a. (mfn. from ^° + 3Tl + R. \ )

Entitled to respect or veneration.

*T3tfWj^S*R a. (mfn.Wti^+^Z^)
Commenced or preceded by an expression of

respect.

s. (n. from^ +^l + R.^ll) l.The

acceptance of a suitable gift. 2. The daily ob-

servances of the Jaina sect.

*1Ml&\3 a. (mfn. from ^T + 3Tl + R. \ ) Re-

spected, revered, venerated, honoured.

^FTfttl s. (from ^r°.+^H + R. *H) The settling

of an affair, the adjusting of differences, a de-

termination, a decision.

T*TWTs. (n. from^ +^H +R.^) l.The

adjusting or settling of an affair, a decision, a

determination. 2. Religious abstraction.

s . (/. from ^° + v5Tl + R. Sfl ) 1 . A put-

ting together ; the laying up of a store of grain.

2. Reconciliation of a difference, the settling of

8 C
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an affair. 3. A promise, an engagement, a vow.

4. Profound meditation ; silence. 5. A burial,

a grave.

mfn. from

Meditating, thoughtful.

a. (mfn. T+ITfa') Similar, alike, uni-

form, the same. Used in comp. e. sr.

a. (mfn.) Similar to the sun, sun-like, from

s. (m.) The sun, +^11^ . s. (m. from ^T° +
R. Nii*t^) One of the vital airs, that which is

considered essential to digestion. tf.}

or — "3" (n.) Similarity, sameness, equality.

predicamentcommon to several persons or things.

*F#fl[ s. (/.? from Wfa1

) A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. .4s. Res. x. 440. a. Equal,

like.

relation

or kinsman, as far as the fourteenth in descent,

connected by oblations of water to common an-

cestors. See Manu v. 64.

«p5tG«rt# Si (m. from ^Tt^+STR) A
brother of the whole blood.

iRCM^ a. {mfn. from ^° + R. Slt5^) Accom-

plishing, fulfilling, finishing.

^rrt^fZFTTl If. SftWifS^ The

finishing stroke of any work.

^Tt^T s. (n. from^° + R.3rFl) The con-

cluding, accomplishing, or finishing of a work,

^HWIir a. (mfn. from 3T° + R. W%) Pro-

per to be accomplished or finished. Also

(mfn.).

a. (mfn. from ^° + R. 3X1^) Finished,

completed. Also *l*JL]j^i3 (mfn.).

?3Stf8 s. (/. from^T° + R.3lt^) Completion,

the finishing of a thing.
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^^T$1 s . (/.) SeeWl

.

TO^F s. (it. from ^ + 3Ti + R. ^J) A
pupil's returning home from the house of his

spiritual preceptor after the completion of his

studies. See Manu u. 108.

3T*TteW s. (m. from *T° + 331 + R. A
multitude, a quantity.

^Ttft^ a. (mfn. from 3T° + 3l1 + R. f^jj
Entered, penetrated

;
occupied or engrossed by,

engaged in.

?P£ftpt s . (m. from^ +^l +R.^) A pupil

who has completed his studies and has taken

leave of his preceptor.

*T3TtR*1 s . (m. from^° +^1 + R.fa*L) En-

trance, penetration ; the being occupied or en-

gaged with a thing ; a dwelling together ; the

reconciling of a difference, accommodation.

SWtRtS; s. (m. from ^°+ 3[1 + R.^) Mag-

nificence, grandeur, pomp, concourse, crowd.

*FltRl£t a. mfn. WtRt^+t^)
Magnificent, grand, pompous.

^tU'Hg s. (m. from S^+^ + R. ^) A
smearing with saffron, sandal-wood, &c.

s. (m. from ^T° + R. ) 1. Aggrega-

tion, assemblage. 2. Composition of words, a

compound word. 3. Abridgment, contraction.

SptfcreS ad. Sans. (^Ul^+^T) Briefly,

concisely.

^Tt^tol s. (/. ^X^ +^Ti) A cer-

tain operation in algebra, composition effected

by means of addition. See Colebr. Alg. p. 17L

^ST^TfaTfrp a. (mfn. from 3T°+ 3Tl + R. T^)
Attainable, procurable.

s. (/. from^Ht^T+ 31^) Part of a

stanza to be completed. See

*t*4€l^* (m.from^ +^ + R."^) I.Union,
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aggregation, accumulation, ft the union of such

things, by an association, in which contrast is

not marked." Colebr. Law of Inherit, p. 371.

2. The composition of words; a compound term,

especially of the description called dwandwa.

3. The combination of two letters of the alpha-

bet into a syllable, which designates all the

letters intermediate between the two of which

it consists. See ^Qjt^t^" . Colebr. Gr. p. 6.

ffStffp? a. (mfn. from + 3Ti + R. $H ) 1.

Composed, reconciled. 2. Promised, agreed to.

3. Engaged in meditation, abstracted ;
cool,

collected, cautious.

*1^1^nJ a. {mfn. from TT° + 3l1 + R."5£) Taken,

received, accepted.

^TUt^fe s. (f. from ^T° + 3ri + R. "§) An

abridgment, a compilation.

^TtfXT s . (m. from*T +3l1 + R. Cf ) A chal-

lenge
;
battle, conflict ; a match, a main ; cock-

fighting, &c.

•WlfH s. (re. from 7T° +^1 + R. CT) Provo-

cation, challenge to fight.

*TftV s. (/. from^P + R. ^) 1. A battle, a

conflict. 2. (-^/. from + R. I^Ej Fuel.

(/•) Wheaten flour.

^ftf^ s. (/. from ^° + R. t") 1. A meeting,

an assemblage. 2. War, battle.

*fft^ See^rf^.

(re.) 1. War, battle. 2. A pike, a dart.

(re. from ^T^T+R. ^) An equa-

lizing, the bringing things to a level, the re-

ducing of fractions to a common denominator.

See Colebr. Alg. p. 186. Also ^iM]<pl3" (re?.)

and ^Tfrul (/.).

7Tlf^3 a. (mfn. from^+^3 Wilkins' Gr.

§ 1033) 1. Equalized, levelled. 2. Imitated.
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UPffcH s. (re. from ^T° + R. ^) The S&nkkya

system of philosophy.

s. (/. from^P+R.^^) 1. Nature,

crude matter. 2. Intellect, understanding. 3.

Sight, inspection, a view, a survey
;
investiga-

tion, search.

^W(>)5 a. (mfn. from ^TO^?) True, right,

correct, proper, accurate, s. (re.) Truth, reality.

^TSflTl s. (m.1 from^° + ^i for 3I\ Wil-

kins' Gr. § 1177) Vicinity, neighbourhood, a.

(mfn.) Near, proximate, neighbouring.

ad. Sans. (^fH Close by,

in the neighbourhood.

^^Pl ad. Sans, (locat. case of ) Close by.

trr*ffc s. (m. from 3T° + R. ^) Wind, air.

Also (m.).

Modesty, reserve.

a. (mfn.^+^M) Eloquent.

^jf^? a. (mfn.T° + 3flJ3 ) Fit, right, proper,

suitable, appropriate.

^fSJTOT s . (m. from + + R. fi> ) Assem-

blage, collection ; " the gathering together of

two or more things independent of each other,

but assembled in idea with reference to some

common action or circumstance." Colebr.

Law of Inherit, p. 371.

^ s.
(
m , from ^°+$S + R. ft )

Enmity.

^Pjf^3 a. (mfn. from ^° +S^ + R. ft)
Erected, lofty, high.

^TTOfe? a. (mfn. ^° +S^f%3) Left, aban-

doned, deserted.

?PJ$t a. (mfn. from ^T°+^^ + R. ^1 ) Risen,

arisen or produced from. Also ^wJ^tl^S (mfn.).

WpFfts. (re. from^° +S^ + R. *$1) 1. A
rising, a getting up. 2. Increase, increment,

augmentation.

8 C 2
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(m.) An army in disorder. Also

*\UM:& a. (mfn. from ^°+3^ + R.

Drawn up, lifted up.

s. (m. from ^T° +^ + R. ^) A multi-

tude, a quantity, a heap ; a totality, the whole.

Also ^T^rtrr <>.).

^T^f^ a. (mfn. from ^°+^ +^1 + R.

Said, spoken, mentioned. Manu i. 49.

^^^T s. (m.) A casket, a covered box. Also

*^W? («<)

a. (mfn. from ;jT +^^ + R. SjQ Ill-

mannered, acting discreditably.

s. (n. from ^° +S^ + R. 1. A

raising or lifting up. 2. The eradicating of a

tree. 3. Food vomited or thrown up.

:3?PJTte: s. (m. from ^T° +^^+ R. ) Nup-

tial ceremony, marriage.

s. (m. from +SS + R. Effort,

exertion.

^^PJH s. (m. from TT°+ R. The sea, the

ocean. a. (mfn. from *T+3J^1) Sealed,

stamped with a seal.

^FTElRPT s. (m. ^^J5+ GF^) Cuttle-fish bone.

t5^TH
<

tir a. (mfn. from^) Marine.

*f^fR*T s. (n. from ^T° + R. 3^) Wetness,

moisture.

^T^" a. (mfn. from TT° + R. ^Sfaf
) Moist, wet,

damp,

^T^^f^ s. (/. from +3N + R.^) Exal-

tation, elevation, height; high dignity or rank.

^T^f a. (mfn. from *T° +3^ + R.^) Con-

ceited, proud, arrogant.

^T^KSrt^ indecl. Sans, (from S^ +^+R.
v^^v) Happily, fortunately,
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^T3^ s. (m. from ;y
r
o+ R. 3^) Fire to be car-

ried by the priest, sacrificial fire. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 429.

^^•<? s. (m.) The name of a species of deer,

s. (m. from ;3T° + R. 3^ ) A multitude, an

assemblage, a. Congenerous.

^T3^ a. (mfn. from + R. Increased,

grown rich, prosperous, happy, thriving.

^Rr- s. (/. from^ + R. Increase, pros-

perity, success, greatness.

m*iv3 a. (mfn. from ^T° + R. Assembled,

collected, associated with.

^iWlft)^^3 s. (WZ + $f&3+W3) Ven-

geance, retaliation. Mohun P. p. 106.

s. (~\f from *T° + R. ^) Success,

prosperity
;
excellence, distinction.

W*tf3 s. (/. from ^° + R. Success,

prosperity, wealth, happiness.

a. (mfn. from ^° + R. ^) 1. Prospe-

rous, happy, successful. 2. Accomplished, com-

pleted. 3. Possessed of, endowed with : used

in comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) Possessed

of beauty, beautiful, from <3!P| s. («.) Beauty,

^RtTT s. (m. from ^P+^W + R. tlf T.

Calamity, adversity. 2. War, battle, 3. Futu-

rity. Also *H«iu<P (n.) and ^^T^OT

s. (m. from ^T° + R.^) 1. Contact,

union, mixture. 2, Sexual intercourse, copu-

lation. 3. Connection, relationship.

a. (-f^Xmfn. ^F^+^X) Re-

lating to, connecting, mixing with.

^F^i'tlT a. (from ^F5^) Liable to come into

contact or union with, relating to, connected

with,
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3^13 Si (m. from ^° + R.^) A tree (Cas-

sia fistula).

s. (from ^° + R. *fl) 1. A spindle.

2. The intersection of the prolonged side of a

tetragon by the perpendicular. Colebr. Aly.

p. 303.

*FtT3 «. (m. from ^° + R.^) The act of

falling or flying.

^^F^fa^ a. (mfn. from ^° + R. )
Effecting,

causing, producing, accomplishing.

^ttTFr s. (n. from ^T° + R.^) The accom-

plishing or effecting of a thing.

*HMTXT a. (mfn. from T° + R. pfl^) Fit to

be accomplished or procured. Also ^TR5TTlt)

(mfn.).

^T^lfe? a. (mfn. from *f°+R. ) Accom-

plished, effected, brought about.

(/«.) A casket.

a. (mfn. from *T° + R. ^j) Full, com-

pleted, finished
j
whole, entire, s. (wt.) A tune

in which all the notes of the gamut are em-

ployed. —^1 (/.) or —^ (n.) Perfection,

completion.

a. (mfn. from ^° + R. ^) Mixed,

joined, united, related to.

^TF^W s. (n. from ^T° + R. Ffl. ) A grinding

or pounding.

*1(H1^ a. (mfn. from^T° + R. ^) Proper

to be nourished or supported.

^F^t5^ s. (n. from *T°+3 + R. 53pT) A
bathing, an ablution.

^SJvil"^. (n. from^° +3 + R.3*L) The

name of a division of the infernal regions.

Manu iv. 89.

W^f5 ad. Sans. (^°+3f3) Now, at this

time.

^FSfOrfS*. (/.^V^f^lfS) Agreement,

assent ; a confession, an admission.

kv5 a. (mfn. from *T°+3 + R. T*1) 1.

Given, granted, bestowed. 2. Communicated,

handed down by way of tradition.

SFStOT s. (-3) mfn. from^°+3+R. ^tf)

Fit to be given or bestowed, proper to be handed

down as a tradition.

*t*-3kl3l s. (-3 m. from *ro +^'+R.TTl)

A giver, a donor; one who communicates a

tradition.

^ v3kW s. (n. from ^° +^+R. Tft) 1. A

giving or bestowing. 2. The person to whom

a thing is given. 3. (In grammar) The dative

case.

^i
v3kta s. (m. from ^T°+3 +R. Tfl) 1. Tra-

ditional doctrine. 2. A sect, a band, a company.

^iWWl&W a. (mfn. ^F^tlT+^) Ob-

tained through tradition, learned through tra-

ditional information.

^P^tTil*. (n. from 7r°+'3 +R. \) Delibe-

ration, determination.

^SHU ! s. (n. from *T° +3+R.^ (In

grammar) The substitution of the vowels ^

,

^ , ^ , and ^> , for the semivowels ?T ,*
,

«2T , and ?w
,

respectively. Colebr. Gr. p. 16.

^T'^'te s. (m. from *T°+3 + R. "§) War,

battle.

a. (mfn. from *T° + R. ^S?) Blown,

blossomed as a flower.

:fP^Root, i. (*lMfs*) To go, to move. x.

(^*-<lTf3) To unite, to join, to collect.

s. (m. from *T°+ R. 3*^) Connection,

relation, the having reference to any thing:

see Trans. M.A.S. i. 96. Used in comp.
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e. g. H'l^i**^^ s. (m.) The having an interest

in property, from s. (n.) Property, wealth,

t*T5*b.« a - (
mfn -) h Fit

>
proper, right. 2.

Connected with, inherent.

*iM$fi a. (-f^l mfn. *tM^+t\) Re-

lated to, connected with, referring to. s. 1. (w.)

A kinsman. Manuu. 132. iv. 179. 2. (Beng.)

A wife's brother, a brother-in-law.

^R^TI a. (». from ^T5^) Connected

with, related to, possessed of.

v. a. (from ;JT°+ R. ^) To conceal,

to withdraw.

(/.) A plant (Salvinia cucullata).

s. (mn.) 1. Provender or stock for travel-

ling expenses. 2. (ra.) Water. 3. (Beng.

a. fJy^J) Spikenard.

Arsenic.

a. (mfn. for *F3"+ 3lt<F3 ?)

Twice ploughed.

^1*<l*la. (m. only, from Tf + R.^Hv) Narrow,

contracted.

^T1^^ s. (a. J~-j) Spikenard (Valeriana Jata-

mansi).

^^Tftfr s. (n. from ^T + R. ^Jfc) 1. A call.

2. (In grammar) The vocative case.

^3 s. (m. from ^T° + R. ^) 1. Origin, pro-

duction, birth, existence. 2. Possibility, ca-

pacity, probability. a. Possible, probable,

suitable.

*^jfft s. (/.) A bawd, a procuress.

1 s. (/. from ^T° + R. ^) 1. Possibility,

probability. 2. The showing the possibility or

probability of a thing
;
conjecture, a guess. 3.

Fitness, suitableness. 4. The potential mood

of a verb.
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**f|krfl.ft a. (mfn. from ^T° + R. f ) Suitable,

fit, possible, probable. Also ^^1^ (mfn.).

^t'fe a. (mfn. from ^T° + R. ^3) Possible,

probable, guessed, conjectured : used in comp.

e. g. ^fePjiTl s. (/•) A woman who is

likely to become the mother of male issue, from

(m.) A son.

s. (m. from ^° + R. ^) A heap, an as-

semblage. 2. Wealth, property.

^jftP a. (mfn. from 3T°+ R. ^) Proper to be

supported or maintained. Also "^I^CD (mfn.).

^"k ! s. (n. from *T° + R. ^t^) Conversa-

tion. Also (/.).

a. (mfn. from ^° + R. Partaken

of, enjoyed.

W^^3 a. (mfn. from ^T°+ R. ^) Sprung from,

originated, produced, born.

^F^IFW^I^r s . (n. from ^° + R. ^-H^TO-

sh) Fellowship in trade, partnership.

^TF^i s. (m. from ^° + R. ) The junction

of two rivers, the falling of a river into the sea.

*TC*3p1 s. (m. from ^° + R. ^v5) 1. Enjoy-

ment, possession. 2. Copulation, coition.

^F^tsfl. a. (-fK mfn -

1. Enjoying, possessing. 2. Cohabiting.

WW^ s. (m. from ^° + R. ^) 1. A turning

round, a revolving. 2. Haste, hurry. 3. Terror,

fear. 4. Respect, honour. 5. Error, delusion,

ignorance.

^I^^t^a. (mfn. from^ + R. 3^) 1. Hurried,

flurried. 2. Honoured, respected.

S^^a. (mfn. from^ + R. Approved,

acknowledged, chosen, agreeable to.

*i
vUfo s. (f. from ^° + R. »F3g I- Assent,

acknowledgment, approbation, permission. 2.
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Affection, regard, respect. 3. Homage, true

knowledge, a. (mfn.) Of the same opinion,

acquiescing. Wilkins' Gr. § 975.

s. (m. from ^T° + R. XHfJ Happiness,

pleasure, joy. a. (mfn.) Happy.

*1*mH s. (m. from TT° + R. Honour, ve-

neration, respect, reverence.

*im'H<M a. (mfn. from ^F*Tfa"+R. ^)
Showing honour or respect.

Ambition.

*T*SltPra a. (mfn. from :3T° + R. Stf5^) Ho-

noured, revered, respected.

3T*3XtsP a. (mfn. fromT°+ R. 3TP^) Venerable,

respectable.

*t**US*tT, s. (/. from *T°+ R. ) A broom.

J^ RAHH s. (from ^° + R. f^T ) A compo-

sition of different ingredients.

*r*lH<P a. (from ^° + R. Shutting or

closing the eyes.

^T5^! a. (mfn. from T° +^U) Facing, con-

fronting, s. (n. ?) The front of any thing.

^Jlt^St a. (-f^[mfn. +^f^T)
Being before the eyes or within sight of any one.

ad. (from ^^jU) Before the face, in

front, in the presence of.

s. (n. from ^° + R. ^§ ) 1. Entire

permeation or co-extension. 2. Insensibility,

fainting.

a. (mfn. from *T°+ R. ) Strained,

filtered.

M^<^indecl. Sans. 1. Together, along with. 2.

Entirely, thoroughly. 3. Well, properly, rightly.

*^J<rer^f3 s . (f. WU^+^^S) The

right or proper direction (of the organs).

Trans, K.4.S, i. 552,

nom. sing. m.

-Sft^t, o. 1. True, right. 2. All,

entire, whole.

^n^Lit, s. (—^J. m. + A paramount

sovereign, one who has performed the Rajasuya

sacrifice. As. Res. vm. 409.

^I^tr&^Tt^i s. £*%pxfe\ genit. case of

king of kings.

^tUOh s. A hawk. Mohun P. p. 52.

^TWI7^ s. fr.J\Ap>) A merchant.

^T^JSa. (*T for^+ 1^3?) Submissive, humble.

A pair of betel-

nippers. 2. A female-confidante or intimate

friend. Morton.

s. (m. from R. ^) 1. Cream. 2. Going,

motion. 3. (n.) A lake, a pool, water, a.

(mfn.) Going, moving : used in comp. e. g.

T
£<rS

v*1< a. (mfn.) Going before, preceding,

forerunning, from "^T^ ad. Sans. Before, +

vJrl<<P a. (mfn. from R. ^ ) Going, moving, pro-

ceeding, s. (mn.) 1. A continuous line, a road.

2. Spirituous liquor. 3. The distribution or

drinking of spirits.

a. (p. Obstinate, refractory, dis-

obedient.

s. (p. J&j~>) \> The king's court. 2.

Government. 3. Estate, property. 4. A dis-

trict comprehending several pergunnahs. 5. A
superintendent. 6. A title by way of respect

given to persons absent or present. Hunter.

7. An agent, a man of business.

^Fppft^ s. (from v. J&jS) Superintendence, a.

Belonging to the state.

*rt**t*S s . (p.U^) 1. An agreement to hire

service. 2. A bill of sale.
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a. (p. ^jS) Zealous, intent on, at-

tentive, inflamed with love.

*TWl s. (/.) A bee.

s. (n. *R+^[) Fresh butter.

(p. jS) 1. The earth. 2.

Country, region. 3. Limits, confines, a. Si-

tuated in the land. ad. On the spot.

^<^"^s. (p. fUr! jS) Apparatus, furniture,

utensils, ingredients, materials. Also^^t1^.

s. (m. A lizard, a chameleon, a guana.

Also T^"^ (m.).

js. (». from R. W) The act of going or

proceeding, s. (m.T) A tree (Pinus longifolia?)

Colebr. Alg. p. 315.

1^8 s. (/. from R. ^?) A plant (Paederia

foetida). Also *TTtl (/.).

Betel-nippers, nut-crackers. Morton.

s. (mfn. from ^14) A short cubit.

T^Jtt^ s. (p. J/ijA A chief, a head-man, a

leader, a commander.

(from p.JiAjj) Chiefship, supremacy.

(from p. j^) 1. Wetness, dampness.

2. A cold.

^T^Pil*^ s. (p. ^ig^) A cover, a lid.

I \^ a. (r.j\J\jJ) Exalted, distinguished,

dignified.

(from p. jj) Distinction, ex-

altation, dignity.

*14<«i s. (p. fyjS) Travelling expences ; a

supply.

Tf^Tt^t^ s . (v.J&*\jijS) A commissary of

supplies. Also ^^^Ikl^ (p.jta s\j>j*)-

*\«) s. (n. from ^R") A butt, a mark.
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^<^lv5li s.
(
;rR+ ^taTi) Custard, boiled

cream.

*R3Ti s. (/.) A bitch.

^R7! s. (m. from R. ^) 1. Air, wind. 2. (/.)

The name of a river. As. Res. vii. 241.

^H^l a. (mfn.) 1 . Straight. 2. Upright, ho-

nest, sincere, s. (»i.) 1. A sort of pine (Pinus

longifolia). 2. (Beng.~) A beautiful bird (Pavo

bicalcarata). Carey. —^1 (_/".) or —^ (n.)

Rectitude, uprightness, sincerity.

The wood of Pinus

longifolia used in materia medica.

^<nq< s. (m. *R*T + A fragrant resin,

the exudation of the Pinus longifolia.

*\<^\} «. (/. from ^R5^) A variety of the plant

called teori. Also vjrl<^1 (/.).

"^K 4^ s. (».) A pond, a pool, a lake, a large

sheet of water. ,

^4^1 a. (mfn. ^+^f) 1. Juicy, tasty, fla-

voured, sapid. 2. Expressive of a poetic sen-

timent. 3. Excellent, good. s. A tree (Cu-

pressus sempervirens).

a. (p. ijj^jj) Easy, feasible.

the locat. case of "^K^
+ v5l) A lotus, a water-lily.

^T^fl s. (f. from^R^T) 1. A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 473. 2. (from

WT) A lake, a pond.

*T<*ll<l?^ s. (m. from ^R^+ R. 3^) A
lotus.

*1<^ssi s. (f. from1^+^) 1. The name

of a goddess, the wife of Brahma, and deity

of speech and eloquence. 2. Speech, eloquence.

3. A river in the north of Hindustan.

^R^T1^ s. (p. 3»-.j*i) A boundary, a limit, a

border.

*re
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Wg\ a. (from *Tfal\3) Moved, removed, used,

second hand. s. (/.) A moving, motion. Wil-

Mns' Gr. § 831.

^T^TT^ s. (p. ±s\jJ) -An inn, a caravansary.

v. a. (caus. of ^tRw) To cause to

move, to bring into motion or use.

^Kl^ a. (mfn. 7T+<lf
l) Passionate, angry.

:yRlc
l (y. noun of *t<i£l3) I. A going,

motion. 2. A highway.

(a. t—J^-i) Spirituous liquor ; wine.

>H«l< «. (to.) See .

arf. (p.^JjJ) Entirely, altogether, a.

All, the whole.

a. (from Summary.

^ife s. (m. from R. ^) A water-fall. Also

(a. ^JjjZt) A partaker, a partner, a

sharer.

^rf^ s. (/. from R. 3|) 1. A river. 2. Thread.

3. A clue.

;ITf^T3 r. a. (from R. ^) To move, to go, to re-

move, to slip, to slide.

3TR^Hf3 s. (to. ^f^ + *tf3) The ocean.

(Lit. The lord of rivers.)

>tf<3«1 s. (/. from Trft <2> +^") The river

Ganges.

^fft^T s. (n. for ^R^) Water.

s. (to.) Mustard (Sinapis dichotoma).

Also (Beng.) ^fWi . Hort. Ben. p. 48.

^T^t^i *• (m. from R.^) A snake.

•5T<F a. (mfn. from R-^) Thin, small, minute.

s. (to.) The hilt or handle of a sword.

a, (mfn. *T + 3P|) 1. Shaped, formed". %
Similar.

"*"!(.< s. (a. ^i) 1. A road. 2. A precept, a

command.

*K$fck s. (to.) See *t«PlOl

.

^\l< \« s. (to. "^R^+<44 ) A large pond, a

lake.

IRfcFS *. (m.) See^R^C
*tt«W a. (mfn. ^+ Angry, wrathful.

^\ s. (m. from R. 1. Relinquishment,

abandonment. 2. Creation. 3. Nature, the

universe. 4. A section, a chapter. 5. Ascer-

tainment, certainty.

^T^R^ s .
(
T

l
T)+^^) A book comprising

several sections or chapters.

Root, i. (^1^3) To gain, to get.

s. (to. from R. The sal tree (Shorea

robusta), or its resin.

<r

a. (mfn. from R. ^J^+^I^) Creating,

producing, s. (m.) 1. A tree (Pentaptera Ar-

juna). 2. The sal tree (Shorea robusta).

^^FJ^ s. (n. from R. ^T^+SFT) 1. A relin-

quishing or abandoning. 2. A making or crea-

ting. 3. The rear of an army.

l^pFI s. (to. ^Tg+^T) Resin, especially that

exuded by the tree.

^TpA^i s. (/. from Natron, alkali, the

impure carbonate of soda used in India instead

of soap. Also^TP^F la? 1< (to.)and^pwt-
(to.).

s. (to. from R. ^t) 1. A serpent. 2. A
serpentine sliding motion.

^PlTte s. (to. ^Pl for Tt^FT ) An epi-

thet of Vasuki the king of serpents.

:iTf
Sl

f3^ s. (n. from R. Clarified butter,

ghee.

8 D
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1 s. (femin. of ^PJ) A female snake.

W\ Root, i. (*P^f3) To go, to move.

a. (mfn.') All, whole, entire, every, each.

^fr^PCl *. If.
from ;yr% +R.^) The earth.

(Lit. Who bears or suffers all.) Wilkins' Gr.

§ 796. See :3T%^T^1 .

^Pf+^) The maker of

all things, the Creator.

All times, all seasons.

^T^Fl ad. (from^+5^1) At every instant,

always.

3^*1 a. (mfn. from ^T^T+ R. ^t^) Going

everywhere, all-pervading, s. (m.) 1. Soul,

spirit. 2. An epithet of Brahma and of Siva.

3. («.) Water.

MffilS a. (-1K\mfn. from^+ R.£lT
)

Seizing all.

^%^TTl s. (f. from 3T% + R. "fe) A plant

(Canna Indica). Hort. Ben. p. 1.

a. (m/n. from ^FS' + R. vil) Omniscient,

all-wise. s. (?w.) 1. A Jaina sage. 2. An
epithet of Siva. —31 (/.) or (n.) Om-
niscience. Trans. R.A.S. i. 572.

3T%3o ad. -Saws. (3T% +3^) 1. All round,

from everyside. 2. Entirely, wholly.

^%3t^ s. (nin. ^T^T^T-f^H) (Lit. Good

on all sides : hence) 1 . A temple or palace of

a square form, with an entrance opposed to each

point of the compass. 2. (m.) A form of mili-

tary array. 3. A peculiar mystical square dia-

gram. 4. The nimb tree (Melia Azadirachta).

5. A kind of charade. 6. A sort of verse, so con-

trived as to express the same meaning whether

read backwards or forwards.

^^UJt^Ejl s. (femin. of ^fPfel) A plant,

probably Gmelina arborea.
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%m0®$M ad. (from ^%3^+^R) In

every respect, completely, entirely, wholly.

a. (mfn. from ^T%3^+^U)
Turning the face everywhere, going in every

direction, s. (?ra.) 1. Soul, spirit. 2. An epi-

thet of Brahma and of Siva. 3. («.) Sky.

4. Water.

^fel ad. Sans.
(

;^+ "3") Everywhere.

%Wl ad. Sans. (^% + 3tf) Entirely, com-

pletely, in every respect, in every manner.

*T%Wl a. (-f^F3>/«. from^+ R.^)
All-seeing, omniscient.

ad. Sans, (from + Always, at

all times.

*T^ffcR"OT s. (m. + ) Uni-

versal conquest.

^T^TT*. (n. ^%+ H^f) The total amount of

one's wealth, a sum total. See Colebr. Alg.

p. 52.

3T%$WE3 ad. (from^ + ^tTl) In every

way, in all respects.

^T%^Tte: s. (m. from*T%+ $3" + R. ^t)
An ox trained to any sort of carriage, or to both

draught and carriage. Also^^T^t ! (?«.).

^TTO*. (-^ra.^+TO5

!) (In gram-

mar) A pronoun or pronominal adjective. See

Colebr. Gr. p. 12.

Tf^Tto^t^ s. (n. M^Tto^f-'^) (In

grammar) The terminations of the nominative

case of masculine or feminine nouns in the three

numbers, of the accusative case masculine and

feminine in the singular and dual, and of the

nominative and accusative cases plural of words

of the neuter gender. See Colebr. Gr. p. 37.

Total destruction

or ruin.
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Universally destructive, all-destroying.

^T%^tft^P^3 a. (mfn. .^%+^tfH+
^P^Ts?) Approved by all, universally acknow-

ledged.

»WW a. (mfn. ^W+f^t) Of all kinds or

sorts, of every description.

*i^Wkl§ s. (~Wim. from^+C^Tl3
!)

A man who gives away all his property to the

priests at a particular kind of sacrifice.

Mf^tpf^ a. (mfn..'from ^TO+f^TW)
Arguing total perishableness. See Trans. R.

. A.S. i. 560.

Mr37M^ a. (mfn. from'TO+f^ +R.^H)
All-pervading, universal. Also

(-f^mfn.).

^€^7tf^| s. (n. ^^TrpK,+^) Univer-

sality ; the embracing all the particular circum-

stances of a case.

^fsFHT s . (m. ^+ -^3 +m) An epi-

thet applied to the Supreme Being as the divine

source of all existences. Manu r. 7, 54.

of the goddess Durga.

^t^MU a. (mfn. +OT) Universal, general,

consisting of the whole or of every thing. (Used

as an epithet of the Supreme Being.)

^T^felH s. (m.^+ C^) The name of a par-

ticular sort of sacrifice. -4s. Res. vm. 430.

s. (f. The name of

one of the female personifications in Hindu

music. As. Res. in. 70.

<r <r ___Wl s. (m. aW+.^T.) Resin, especially

that of the Shorea robusta.

See*t^Rl

^^^1 s. (/.) An iron crow.

An impostor, a feigned ascetic, a hypocrite.

^<$Ml<t>f3^k< s. (m. ^+C^ + f^-
^3T2I^) An epithet applied to Brahma. (Lit.

The great forefather of all creatures.) Manu

1. 9.

3?$*io ad. Sans, (*r€+*t^) Entirely, alto-

gether, wholly.

f^l^) Knowing all the books of (sacred)

science
;
acquainted with all sciences.

a. (-T mfn. fHf + (31^ )
Hearing

every thing.

^fi^i<-U (n. ^T^+^^T) The assem-

bling of a complete army.

^^TOla. (mfn. + Omnipotent.

£p5$T^ a. (mfn. from ^pf+R. ^T^T) Bearing

the whole, all-enduring.

<r . <r

s. (femin. of^W^) The earth.

Jfil*»WWI a. (mfn. ^+?TW^) Com-

mon to all.

*J^rf*PF$ a. (mfn. ^R"+ +1$L) En-

joying prosperity in every respect. Manu i. 83.

5. (n. :JW+^) The whole of a person's

property.

W^M3 *• (^^+^) The seques-

trating the whole of any one's property.

?P$toKl ad. (from^+3I *I) In every re-

spect.

*&\& ad. (..^T% + 3KSl) Before all.

jfl^pfi s. (n. ^^T+ STft) 1. The whole body.

2. All the auxiliary branches of sacred science.

8 P 2
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WtiQRgK a. (mfn. ^+^-f^R)

Completely beautiful.

*p€t$[ a<£. (from TP$+ 3I*n) From head to

foot, in every member.

^^SWT*! (/. from ;3TO) An epithet of the

goddess Durga.

^^tT^j a . {mfn. from^ + R. All-like,

like all. Wilkins' Gr. §819.

The superin-

tendent or master of the whole.

%3 l*!*? Rf s. (/. from + R.
|j )

reo™,

the white sort.

*l4l^CUi ad. Sans, (from ^T^+^Ulfo)
By common consent, by consent of all parties.

^tg-f&txfl a . (-f^>>.^+3^+
Htf^^ftom R. ^) Pervading all hearts.

T^rt^fcS, a. (-f^T^mfn. from^+^"
+ R. Eating all sorts of food, or the

food of all sorts of persons. Also ^Wfl*|
(mfn. .

;qbow A LWp <r ,
,^TOUW ad. (from ^W+^CW) In refe-

rence . to all, when compared with all or the

whole ; than all, beyond all.

T^IRd^U s. (m. T^+ ^lRs^l^") The as-

sembling of a complete army.

#W a. (mfn. from 3^f+3Pl) Universal,

general.

*i^|5lPBkf<f; (m.^ +^pf+f^) An epi-

thet of Buddha.

^^iTT a. (mfn. from Fit for all, belonging

to all. Wilkins' Gr.% 901.

*P^$ftjS§ a. (-fk\mfn. +
C*^) Friendly to all, helping or assisting all,

philanthropic.
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s. (m. ^^ + ^3^1) The assembling of a

complete army.

^Wt^St ! s. (m. T^+^^fil+SM) A

certain class of medicinal drugs, viz. Valeriana

Jatamansi, Orris-root, Benzoin, Zedoary, Cos-

tus speciosus, Red saunders, and Cyperus.

T^.fc corrupt, of q. v.

s. (m.~) E A sort of mustard (Sinapis di-

chotoma). 2. A weight equal to a mustard-seed.

«. corrupt, of q. v.

s. (». for Water.
«^

j
, j

*

^Pr^I^TI s. A plant (Mimosa tomentosa,

Rox.). Mohun P< p. 6§.

T^fl s. (a. ^.la) 1 . Peace, concord, treaty. 2.

Rectitdde, integrity. 3. Advice, council.

Advisable. Hunter.

^JTf^rel 5.' (for £di corrupt, of a. *Uj?) The

wick of a candle. Mohun P. p. 79.

^Tf^T*. (».) Water.

Wishing for water, thirsty.

^^^ff^a. (a. ^J^) Easy, not difficult, plain,

simple.

^SW; (/) The gum-olibanum tree (Boswel-

lia thurifera).

^Uf(l<P «. (m. Tf^+CHi<f) Respectable people,

gentlefolk.

^^a. (mfn. from^+*^1) Doubtful, sus-

picious, dangerous.

a. (from T+ Fearful, alarmed.

^nffS" a. (mfn. *S+ *ftt$). Embodied, in-

vested in a body. ^
^T^R^C^ ad. (from^rW^) In person, bodily.

^PTg a. (mfn. ^+ *t*$) Armed.
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;3?Tc
t1 s. (corrupt, of *JJ*tt*Th) A encumber (Cu-

cumis sativus). Hort. Ben. p. 70.

^PT Root, ii. (Tfe) To sleep. Also written

^FTJ a. (m/«. from ^T +^Fjl) Armed, har-

nessed, accoutred, dressed.

s. (f. from^+^3) A pregnant woman.

Ws. (n. for
7

$$Hf)l

The immolation of a living

victim.

55ft3T5P a. (m/n. ^T+t^PP) Attended by an

army.

^^fcp a. (m/n. from T+ ^T.) Attended by his

wife.

^^Hs. (corrupt, of^^fa) Neighbourhood.

s. («. for "t^P) Grain, com, fruit.

s. (m. +*T ^") The sal tree

(Shorea robusta).

^ Root, i. (*T$^3 , - C3) See R. .

indecl. Sans. With, together, in company.

^ a. (mfn. from R.^Tjor^) Bearing, en-

during, sustaining: used in comp. e. g. ^^PT^
q. V.

^<?U s. (m. from^ + R.^?) 1. Assistance,

aid, help. 2. A fragrant sort of mango.

(f. from + As-

sistance, help, aid, cooperation.

^^t^. a. mfn. from ^4-R. ^)
Assisting, cooperating, helping, aiding, s. (m.)

An assistant.

*l^v3 a. {mfn. ^+ 1. Aided, co-

operated, assisted. 2. Associated, connected,

blended, compounded.

s. (/. from ^+R. SfjsT) A woman
who burns herself on the funeral pile of her de-

ceased husband. Also ^r^^ttf^rft (/.).
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^TSTfSH s. (n. ^+5tlPT) 1. A going with.

2. The voluntary burning of a widow with her

husband's body. See ^F^FT .

^Wftf^ft s. (femin. of ^WttflFP) A widow

who burns herself with her husband's body.

<WlM a. (-f^PT mfn. from^+ R. |%)
Going with, accompanying, following. Also

T^t^T. (-f$\mfn.).

*\&t>.< a. (mfn. from ^^+R. IRj Going

with, following, accompanying. s. (w.) An

attendant, a companion.

(femin. of "^T^U^T) A female at-

tendant, a confidante.

^t^Ol a. (mfn. from ^T^ + R. ^F^) Innate, in-

herent, naturally belonging to; natural, ordinary,

easy. s. (»i.) A brother of the whole blood.

^lifflF s. (m. ^^ +^GHI) Credulity.

MohunP. p. 107.

*1.£ujl< s. (m. ^^K+C^) The name of the

youngest of the five Pandava princes in the

Mahabharata.

^^trrt s. (f. from^ +^T) A woman

married according to the ritual of the vedas.

^TSTT s. (n. R. for ^F + 3FT) A suffering,

a bearing, an enduring, a. (mfn.*) Enduring,

patient.

a. (mfn. ^f^+^f) Enduring,

patient.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. for ^[J
Fit to be borne or endured, tolerable.

^t^^5^ s. (a. -
. is**) 1. Society, an assembly,

a meeting, a fair. 2. Coition, copulation.

*1$<sjl a. (from a. c^sf) Social.

^T^f$3l s. (f. from^Tpf^+^l) So-

ciety, company, the associating with. Also —
(*•)•
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W&Qfa* (-f^mfn.^+K.^) Asso-

ciating with, keeping company.

s . (m. from^ + R. A living or

dwelling together.

^^"t^ft a. (-f^T mfn. from^+ R.^)
Living or dwelling together.

^0*3 loH s. («. from^ + R. ^SK^Eating

in company.

<*t*$«M s. (n. from^+ R.
3J)

The voluntary

death of a Hindu widow ; a widow's burning

herself on the same funeral pile with her dead

husband. See (n.).

^3^31 s. (/. from ^IT+ R. *£j A widow who

has burnt herself on the funeral pile of her hus-

band.

s. (p.^i,) A city, a town.

^TS^ ad. Sans, (^f+ With joy, joyfully.

fi^^l a. (a. J^) Easy, simple, soft, f&^S,

v. a. To treat a person with

disregard.

s. (n. from R. ^T^) 1. Strength, power.

2. (m.) The month Agrahdyana (November-

December) : also 3^5^ (m.).

ad. Sans. Hastily, quickly, suddenly.

"^T^^ s. (n.) A thousand.

*$$M^a. (mfn.^W+^I) The thousandth.

s . (mn. + A sort of

sheat-fish (Silurus Pelorius).

^tjCTO s. (m. :5T^W+ (TT^T) An epithet of

Indra. (Lit. Having a thousand eyes.) Also

^.^ftT s. (n. ^^4-^) A lotus.

s. (/. from ^T5?g+^t^) A bent-

grass (Panicum dactylon).
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^5?gX^fil s. (w. from^TS^+ R.^^t) Assa-

fcetida.

s. (-f^ m. from ^W+R.
^^) Sorrel (Oxalis monadelpha).

^TS^o ad. Sans. (*T5^ +*t^ ) Thousand-

fold, in a thousand ways.

3f$p«Pg3ijjg (3^3"+^5^) Thousands upon

thousands, a billion.

^^^^s. (m.3^+^°^)Thesun. (Lit.

Having a thousand rays.)

^<tjli$a. (m/k.^T^g +^for^lfe) Having

a thousand eyes. s. (m.) An epithet of Indra,

*T$Sft s. (-f^ m. ^K^+t7^) A body of

a thousand men.

^1 s. (/. from R. *T^) 1. Aloe (Aloe perfo-

liata). 2. A plant commonly called mugani.

^^rmU(-ft^.from^+^TtfTPt)
A condisciple, a fellow-student.

^tf^" s . (^T^+ f^T?) The sankranti, or the

moment of the sun's entering Aries.

(m. from A companion, a

helper. —31 (/.) or —^ (w.) 1. Companion-

ship, assistance. 2. A multitude of companions

or helpers.

^TCfc s. (m. for^TS^R?) The mango.

^"^3 a. {mfn. from^+ R. ^?) 1. Accom-

panied or attended by, possessed of, connected

with. 2. (pret. part. p. R. ) Borne, en-

dured.

v. a. (from R. ^T^) To bear, to support,

to endure.

*rft^g>k (mfn. from R. *T^+t^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 821) Of a disposition to bear, patient, endur-

ing. (Used in comp. e. g. ^"f< Rp^'f^f^
a. (mfn.) Enduring the beams of the sun.)

—31 (/.) or —^ («.) Patience, forbearance,

endurance.
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^^Frfk s. (to.) U The sun. 2. (/.) The earth.

*\ ^UTT a. (mfn. Good-hearted.

mSV^a. (from *TS+ $55*1) Liberal, magna-

nimous, high-minded.

(to.) A hut of grass or leaves, &c.

See As. Res. iv. 207.
1

*1«Jb s. (to. from ^+§Fl) The son of a

woman pregnant at the time of her marriage.

Manu ix. 173.

s. (to. from^+$"&R) A brother of

the whole blood.

*J«J« * (to. from R. ^^T) A pious man, a

saint.

^TS? a. {mfn. fat. part. p. R. ^T5^+^T TTt'ftins'

Crr. § 729) Fit to be borne or suffered, en-

durable, sufferable.

pron. (the femin. of 3^ or ^3"^) She.

I^^f s. A pole with which articles are canied

on the shoulders. Carey, 8vo. edit.

(a. jjbLi) Testimony.

(from p. ^Li) A sign, a token.

^ 1^*1^ a. (a. ^jL>) Going, walking, wandering.

s. 1. A remainder, a residue, the whole. 2. A
tax, duty.

*rt°*itftr3? s . from *r°Trftri) A voyaging

merchant.

^fto^fpT s . (m. from An able soldier,

one who enters into close engagement with the

enemy.

3Tt°^^R s. (to. from 3T°3:^*R) An astro-

loger.

3Tt°3:VHR<fr a. (mfn. from ^T°^^^R)
Yearly, annual. Wilkins' Gr. § 897.

5Tt°3Ttft^ a. (mfn. + Pertain-

ing to worldly or domestic affairs, mundane,

secular.
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^1OKtftl^ a. (mfn. from Doubtful,

hesitating, dubious, uncertain. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903.

'^Kb s. The edge of a thatch.

a. (corrupt, of ^ifo°*IS) Thirty-

^IW?1 s. (corrupt, of !fi>§|p4} A bridge.

^loH 5. (corrupt, of *t^T ?) A large bird of

prey, an eagle (?).

^TlfS* a. New, recent.

Recently gathered

betel-leaf.

#^5 S , (*Tfft+ The common ratan

(Calamus Rotang). Hort. Ben. p. 72.

A plant

(Sinapis dichotoma). Mohun P. p. 68.

A plant (Brassica

erucoides). Carey.

^TfcSl a. (corrupt, of ^TTOl^S) Recently

made, new.

^H^48i a. (from Harnessed, armed,

accoutred, s. A coat of mail. Also

^TW s. (corrupt, of *^>1) Evening.

vi»

*1 10<I? The split bamboos of a roof, which

run from end to end, and are placed under

those which serve as rafters.

*rrat"Pl s. (corrupt, of A pair of

tongs or pincers.

^TOTft^? v.a. (cans, of *ffeftS3) 1. To

causea person to swim. 2. To swim.

v. a. (from ^T°+R. ^) To swim.
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v. a. To add the spices and other

additions to a condiment, to season.

v. noun of ^FnTTOS) The

seasoning a condiment, a. Seasoned.

o_
^TOS v. a. (from ^° + R. <fl) To enter, to

go into.

o
;iTt3T s. (from ^FP) The kernel of a fruit ; the

substance of corn or seeds.

^Tfe ad. Sans. Together, with.

^tam s. (n.^^^+Tl) Entireness, complete-

ness, wholeness.

^Tt^R a. (mfn. ^T+^lW^") Possessed of a

form or shape.

ad. Sans, (from T+^I^) 1. Within

sight, manifestly, evidently. Manu n. 237.

2. As, like as. a. Immediate, s. A meeting,

an interview. Tarachand Ch.

ad. See

*rtwt^"k s. (m. ? + The pre-

sence of a person.

^S^s&tojR s. (^I^Kf^fi-f 3J<-

\St< ) The personified incarnation of justice.

s. (/. from ^Ttf^T+^l) The office or

condition of a witness
;

evidence, testimony.

Manu vm. 80.

^Tl^J s. (m.1 ^tfe^+^i) The interro-

gating or examining a witness. Manu i-i 115.

^Tife^1"fe3 a. {mfn. from ^'if^f*S$RJ)
Established by the evidence ofan ocular witness.

a . (-f^T mfn. from ^T +^I^+^T
Wilhins' Gr. § 1031) Bearing testimony, giving

evidence, s. (»i.) A witness, an ocular witness.

STtS^t^S^t^E^fU (^Tt^t^genit. case of

+ p. uVj) The deposition of a

witness. Mohun P. p. 98.

evi-^tt^) s.
(
w. from Ttf^T) Testimony,

dence.

a. (mfn. from ^T|^l+T^3 Wilkins'

Gr. § 900) Belonging to the gift of a friend.

^Tft^a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr. § 900)

Relating to a friend.

(?w.) The ocean.

^hWnl s . (from ^°1) The name of a wild

climbing plant (Asclepias echinata).

^hinill s. (from the Eng. sago -{-v. &\S) Sago.

Mohun P. p. 45.

^Ttf^a. (mfn. from ^+3^) Connected or

associated with the god Agni.

TTt:|^ s. (m. from ^rl^JTl) 1. Argument, rea-

soning. 2. The Sankhya system of philosophy.

Trans. R.A. S. t. 20, 26, 31, seqq.

The Sdn-

hhya system of philosophy, or a treatise referring

to it.

a . (mfn.
:jT+ :

3I^f ) L Complete in all its

parts, finished. 2. Possessed of the angas, or

auxiliary branches of sacred science.

*tf$FT s. (m. for ^$Sf) A meeting, an union.

*\W& s. (p.
{£y
£j) A bayonet.

*TttfrW*[a. (mfn. *T+ 3tfl +Wn) I En-

tire, complete. 2. Possessed of the angas

or updngas, or the principal and subordinate

auxiliary branches of sacred science.

*T$}rft$ a. (mfn. from ^tfffcl Wilkins' Gr.

§ 903) Relating to war, warlike, martial.

STtSqtf^5

a. (mfn. from ^T^3 +^

)

Deadly.

^ 1 ad. Sans. Crookedly, awry, bent.

s. (n. from Assistance.

^TtSi s. (corrupt, of ^l>P) Accoutrements, har-

ness, articles of dress or use.
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s. (p. 1. Punishment. 2. Rennet, 8cc.

put into milk to curdle it.

^n^ntl3 v. a. (cans, of ^tfeU3) 1. To dress,

to accoutre. 2. To arrange, to adorn, to put in

order, to set out a table for a meal, &c, to de-

corate a place.

3TTfe3 v. n. (from R. ^|) To fit, to become,

to be prepared.

A plant (Mimosa Suma, Roxb.^) Mo-

hun P. p. 45.

a. (corrupt, of Thirty-

seven. Mohun P. p. 127.

(corrupt, of 1 . Rice which is

sown and reaped in sixty days. Colebr. Alg.

p. 316. 2. (for *HT»t) A petticoat.

^TT3 s. (from R. Feeling, a sense of feeling.

^tOTl s. A dromedaiy. 'Mohun P. p. 49.

a. (corrupt, of ™ 1 ^ ) Augmented by one

half, plus one half : prefixed to numerals, e. g.

^l\5 "f^T Three and a half.

^Tt^ A Taddhita affix, by means of which a

kind of adverbs are formed from substantives

:

e. g. ^F^Tt^^3 a. (rnfn.) Changed into

ashes, made ashes, from jp~*I («WT/ rc.)

Ashes. See Wilkins' Gr. \ 1034.

a. (corrupt, of ^T^T ) Seven.

^Tt^Ff^l a. (corrupt, of ^i$|f^*^S)
Forty-seven.

^Tfaf^ a. (from ^TK?) The seventh.

^TT\3*T^1
(
s. Birdlime. Mohun P. p. 90.

^OTt s. (from fi1«t<T) The name of a tree

(Adenanthera pavonina). Carey.

(/.) A shrub, commonly called char-

mag has.

^13hTI «• (corrupt, of^T^f^) Sixty-seven.
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a. (corrupt, of f3 *tf3) Twenty-

seven. *8'OJ J % o3 eaciit ?>.?.'

^"SfeB «• (from *TOt$*l ) The twenty-

seventh.

^K3t^; a. (corrupt. oL^^fi) Seventy-

seven.

^IvjH^ s. (corrupt, of ptf^f) Ninety-

seven. Also ^H^f ;

^t^t^a. (corrupt. of*^^t*K) Fifty-seven.

a. (corrupt, of ^T^M't'fe) Eighty-

seven.

Ttf^ s. (f. from R. C^Fl , for (Si , + 1% 7^7-

kins' Gr. § 830) 1. Destruction, ruin. 2. End,

conclusion, cessation. 3. Gift, giving. 4. Sharp

pain.

*Ttfa*rte a. (^1f3+ 3Tte) Dysenteric, af-

flicted with dysentery.

^^T^ s . (m .) Peas.

^Tf^P3
s. (corrupt, of ftfjWl) The seventh day

of the month. Mohun P. p. 138.

«• (#«: + True, good, vir-

tuous, excellent, pious, disposed to truth and

goodness
;
having the inherent natural quality

of^ or " goodness." See .

^Ttei a. (corrupt, of With, together,

attended by.

(from ^51) An attendant, a companion,

an associate.

*n*u (for^nH) A wish, a desire, a prayer.

(^. from R. ^TIT for ^¥ ) A dwelling,

a house.

TW^TR^P s. (p. *jL?+CtR*tPP) A
plant (Andropogon verticillata). Mohun P.

p. 68.

^TfaW^ s . (p. ^L +^t^) Marble. Mo-
hun P. p. 71.

8 E
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;3Tfcl s. (-f%\m. from R. forW ) 1.

A horseman. 2. A charioteer.

*fW£*ffr s. (». from ^7^*1 +"?!) Likeness, simi-

larity, resemblance. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 96.

^Tt^RooT, iv. (^Jft) and v. (^l(^tf^)

To finish, to accomplish. See R. ^t^.

(from R. :3T^) A desire, a wish, an

effort to accomplish an object.

a. (rnfn. from R. ^Tt<l
)

Accomplishing,

fulfilling : used in comp. e. g.

a. (to/tc.) Accomplishing or performing a duty,

from 3?t$> s. (n.) A duty, +^Tt^. s. (to.)

An accomplisher ; a performer of pious acts, a

worshipper.

STtefr s. {n. R. ^^f^FT) 1. The accom-

plishing or effecting of any thing. 2. Means,

an expedient, an efficient cause. See Trans.

R.A.S. i. 552. 3. Destruction, killing. 4.

Obsequies, funeral ceremonies. 5. Substance,

matter. 6. Punishment, a fine. 7. The pre-

mises leading to a logical conclusion, proof. 8.

Motion, going, following. 9. The oxydizing of

mercury or other metals. (BengJ) —^f<rU3
v. a. To accomplish, to effect.

^JT^frl s. (/. from R. ^TtHj 1. Worship, ado-

ration. 2. Entreaty.

a. (rnfn.
TT$7T + :3I2[) Worthy of

being accomplished.

^T^rf^I a. (rnfn. fut. part. p. R.

viW^il
)
Accomplishable, proper to be effected.

(n. from ^^T^PTj The being of the

same religion or liable to the same duties, and

answering the same purpose.

^T^tt^i a. {rnfn. from *T +*tW) Common,

joint, general, common to many, like, similar.

Joint pro-

perty, common property.

A duty

or law binding to all the different castes.

s. (n. ^TW^+IT) Community, a

common right, a joint interest.

a. (rnfn. pret. part. p. R.

1 . Effected, accomplished. 2. Amerced, fined
;

awarded.

a. (mfn.y. See

v. a. (from R. To solicit ; to

exercise one's self ; to effect, to accomplish ; to

destroy.

"*1 if^t^ a. (rnfn. irreg. superl. degree of 1 l<^)

1. Very hard. 2. Very right or proper.

^ft^lii \*\^a. (— "Q^l^mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of^Tt<^) 1. Harder. 2. Very right or proper.

a. {rnfn. from R. L Good
>

right>

pure, pious, virtuous. See Trans. R. A. S. i.

553. 2. Pleasing, beautiful, excellent, fit, clas-

sical, s. 1 . (to.) An usurer. 2. (/.) A vir-

tuous wife. ad. Sans. Well, rightly. —^1

(/.) and —^ («.) Goodness, righteousness,

piety, virtue.

Applause, approba-

tion.

from

R. A well-trained horse.

^ti^k s. (to. ^n^+^t^") Kindness, friend-

liness, goodness, humanity.

^Tfcb a. (rnfn. fut. part. p. R. ^fl^fW") 1. To
be accomplished or perfected, accomplishable.

2. To be inferred or concluded in logic. 3. To

be cured (in medicine). s. (w.) 1. Accom-

plishment, perfection. 2. An object to be ac-

complished, a thing to be established by proof.

See Trans. R.A.S. I. 552. 3. (to.) A deity:

applied especially to a particular class of twelve

deities. Manu i. 22. in. 195. 4. The name

of one of the astronomical yogas. As. Res. n.
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302. 5. (Beng.) Power, ability. -31 (/.)

and — (ra.) Possibility.

3T$7^ s. (m. 3Tt^)+^) The plaint in a

law-suit.

;3T$73I3 a . (mfn.l + Corresponding

with power, ad. To the utmost of one's ability.

Carey.

^^pTffs. +f^ft) Success. (Lit.

The accomplishment of that which was to be

accomplished.)

3Tt^r$7Tl s.
(
3Tt^)+ :3T^:;r1) Earnest en-

treaty. Tarachand Ch.

^falVffc s. (m.^W^%+^) The

last stage of a law-suit, or the decision or judg-

ment.

(«.) Fear, terror.

3TT<4"lt>U a. (mfn. *Tt^+$j^Ulj Of pure or

virtuous conduct. Mann in. 193.

^t|ft (femin. of ^"T<^) A virtuous wife.

'^TT'Ts. (from R.^T^for^T^) Feeling, sensation.

*rt^*% a. (mfn. ^+^^{) Joyful, happy.

;3Tftfsi s. (m.) Gold.

^ s. (corrupt, of "fl^bHj A weaver's sley.

:jTFTtlft s. (corrupt, of ^TliUTOt ) A flute, a pipe,

a fife.

^Tt^ s. (mn.) Table-land on a mountain.

StU^ a
- (
mfn - ^ + Attended by

favourable circumstances.

nkt ill s. (/.) A flute, a pipe. Also ^TftTfWi

(/•)•

^t^K s. (n. from ^°+ R. 3%) A particular

sort of penance. Manu xi. 124, 213.

*daf Root, x. (^igitf&j See R.3# .

*Tt| s. (m. from R. ^Tfe ) 1. Conciliation, re-

conciliation. 2. Cleverness, dexterity, a. Con-

ciliatory, soothing, agreeable.

$J|P s. (n. R. ^TtsT+ ^FT) The consoling or

comforting a person, reconciliation, pacification,

friendly address. Also ^t^FTi (/.).

T[-faf^ s .

(
w . from^ + R.^l) Immediate

consequence.

:st^a (mfn.) 1. Thick, coarse, gross. 2. Close,

compact, clustered, impervious. 3. Unctuous,

greasy. 4. Smooth, bland, pleasing.

^^f^ a. (mfn.
:3Tf^+f^) Thick and

unctuous.

T^TSP s. (n. from ^T° + R. *ft for *ft Pains'

Gr. § 724) Clarified butter for a sacrifice with

fire.

*nft$*. (n. from^ft) Proximity, vicinity,

nearness.

a. (mfn. from

Relating to, or arising from, the morbid state of

the three humours of the body. Tarachand Ch.

^"M s. (corrupt, of :IT
P
1) A serpent.

Bad, evil.

*TMvTi§ s. (m. plur. from Children of

different wives of the same husband.

TW® s. (m. from ^j^f) 1. An enemy. 2.

(n. from ^P^) The condition or state of the

several wives of the same man.

^t^tcD a. (mfn. ^ + 3Pi"CD) Attended by (his)

children.

^1H4"1H a. (mfn. *f+3P}TtH) Criminal, guilty.

*rH\3ri s. (from A snake-catcher.

^TtPf^a. (mfn. ^+3H?W) Having reference

or respect to, dependent upon.

a. Mixed, confused, promiscuous.

8 E 2
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^t^ftrT s. (n. from ^T+*ft) Friendship.

Also
'3Tii^5"

:;
tl'[ («.). See

^tf^^ a. (mfn. ^T^T*^) Relating to seven.

Wilkins' Gr. % 903.

TFE^*. (a. uiL) Clean, pure, transparent, pel-

lucid.

n. from ^l^^ ) Effectiveness, pro-

ductiveness, fruitfulness, success.

3^fXpTftrl s. (p. <ub JU) A general release, a

discharge from an obligation. Hunter.

*\\4&\H s. Leisure. Tara-

chand Ch.

a. {mfn. ^f + TO^Tt^) Careful, cau-

tious, attentive, circumspect, prudent. ad.

(-^°) Take care! -s3l (/.) or (n.)

Caution, care, attention, circumspection, pru-

dence.

a. {mfn. from

Wilkins' Gr. § 1033) Apprized, made aware of,

put on one's guard.

STfwFT ad. (from Tt^tt^
)
Cautiously, care-

fully, vigilantly.

s. (m. from R. ^ ?) 1. A month of thirty

days. 2. A day reckoned from sunrise to sun-

rise, of which 1,577,917,828 are counted in a

yoga of 4,320,000 solar years. Wilkins' MS.

Also ^TH^f^ .

^Tte" s. (m.) See "ft^ .

(from Portug. savao) Soap. Mohun

P. p. 45.

^^1*1^. (p. J:\j jli.) Well done ! bravo !

(from p. t>U>) An encouragement.

^Ttl^tfl s. (f. from R. ^) 1. The gayatri, a

hymn in the Rig-Veda which is esteemed par-

ticularly holy. See As. Res. vm. 400, Manu n.

38. 2. The name of the wife of Satyavan.
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?$WteP s. (n. + A fast kept

by Hindu women on the fourteenth day of the

second half of the month Vaisdkha, to pre-

serve them from widowhood. As. Res. in. 282.

(a. c^JjJ) Evidence, testimony, proof,

a confirmation.

^ft^a. (from ^^+^5) Confirmed, esta-

blished, settled. Also^TH^.

Root, x. (^WR?) 1. To conciliate, to

appease. 2. To pacify, to tranquillize.

MfJx#k s. (— 53*^ n.) 1. A hymn, a prayer which

is to be chanted. Trans. R.A.S. r. 449. 2.

The Sama-veda. See As. Res. vm. 458,

seqq. 3. Conciliation, reconciliation, peace,

harmony.

^rtSI<£ s. (»ra.) A whetstone, a grinding-stone.

^TtoTj s. (m. from ^^FL+R.T^J) A Brahman

who chants the Sama-veda.

^Tta^tto a. (mfn. from ^1^+ R.
)

Chanting the Sama-veda.

:5Ttoft s. (from Baggage, things, fur-

niture, goods, chattels.

s. (n. from +TT TFiZAircs' Gr. §

977) Entireness, wholeness.

^TO^^ s. (n. from ^^TST^^) Consistency,

agreement.

^Tt^t3^ s. (p.ub A candlestick. Mo-

hun P. p. 79.

fftWW! s. (f. from^Tt5I\+ #7ft?) A prayer

uttered to excite fire when fuel is put on.

^Tfcr^ft s. (f.) See TTtlTfl .

^TW^" «. (mfn. from :3?R3") 1. Bordering upon,

neighbouring. 2. Limiting, bounding, pertain-

ing to a frontier, s. (w.) 1 . A neighbour. 2.

The chief of a district.

^ilMCik s. (m. +\ C3Tf ) The Sama-veda.

As. Res. vm. 458. seqq.
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tyftlWJfi s. (-f^ m. + A
priest who studies the Sama-veda. As. Res.

vn. 296.

^TPTfOT a. (mfn. +^ Wilkins' Gr. %

903) Relating to time in general, or to any ap-

pointed time ; suited to the time, seasonable,

punctual, opportune, timely, temporary.

s. (n. STOSi + IT) Adequacy, capacity,

ability, fitness, strength.

assistant or

spectator at an assembly. —^1 (_/".) or —^
(ra.) The belonging to an assembly or society.

^ttifa lR^RTfe s. (n. from ^Ttfe^l +
The being in the same predicament.

^flptfP a. {mfn. from ^ttff Wilkins' Gr. §

975) Common, general, universal ; of the lower

class of people, s. (n.) 1. The being common

to many, community. See Trans. R. A. S.

i. 112. 2. A generic character.

^rnrt^wprsi s . (/. ^nH>+^Pr3l) a
common prostitute.

s. (mA ^TftlH) +^T) A general

fluid of the body.

generic

character, a definition or description comprising

many individuals.

TftrFPt^R" St (^Ttat^+viih-i) Fortune

or Nature personified as the parent of every

blessing. (Lit. Whose face is on every side.)

T^Tt^ s. (from R. ^T^T ?) Care, caution.

:jTftrtf^£3 v. a. (from R.^Tt^) To be careful,

to attend, to collect, to arrange.

a. (mfn. from StfttT+t^) Rela-

ting to composition of words, s. (ra.) A com-

pound word.

indecl. Sans. 1. Half. 2. Blameably.

TtprarW s . (p. <ULoli) An awning.
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(f from ^rf^I^) A prayer used

on adding fuel to the sacrificial fire.

(m. from Tf^T^) A mantra or

mystical prayer.

Etffism See *nf*i%

^Tt^W s. (n. from^T^i +IT) Nearness, vici-

nity, proximity.

A snail. Mohun P. pp. 45, 55.

^Ttollfe5

a. (mfn. ^FJW+t^) General,

total, relating to the whole.

; a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr. § 897)

Sea-born, marine, relating to the sea. s. (w.)

1. Sea-salt. 2. Cuttle-fish bone. 3. A mark

:
or stain on the body.

;

^TITH<e a . (mfn. Muriatic, s. (».)

!
A fortune-teller who interprets marks on the

body. Also ^TWftJ^ (mfn.).

]

+\ l^y^fWl s. (f.^T^ + f^Jl ) The art

of interpreting the marks of the body
;
phy-

siognomy. Mohun P. p. 156.

^1*jf^ s. (n. from ?T*p) Palmistry.

^"H^lfte s. (n. + War,

battle.

3Tt*£T3 ad. Sans, (from :3?T*3f3) 1. Now, at

this time. 2. Fitly, properly.

3Tf*^RooT, x. (*ll«4**Rs) To join, to con-

nect, to assemble.

WWa.(«>.) See T^V^R

.

^HM^.a. (3T + v4l*<<) Clothed.

^Tt^^l s. (from A female juggler.

^ilM^W^ a . (from ^<^lS$k ) Arsenical.

Also tii^Wfe^-
I ^TtS^li s. (/.? from Probability. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 567.
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TtSD $. (n. from + )
Equality, sameness,

likeness, equilibrium.

^"ftrtep s. (n. ^Ajllv5H-TT) 1. The dignity or

power of a samrat or king-paramount. See

As. Res. vm. 409. 2. (Beng.) Government

generally. —<^f^X3 v. a. To govern.

TtTT s. (to. from ^T+ R. ^?) 1. Evening. 2.

End, close. 3. An arrow. 4. (Beng.) Assent,

acquiescence.

3TfXr° at?. Sans, (from ^TUT) In the evening.

^TOT^ s. (to. 3Tra +^) 1. An arrow, a dart.

2. A sword.

TTtlT<p'M s . (m. ^TteP +^'H) Evening, the

even-tide.

^rra^ffr a , from ^i'iJ^H )
Belong-

ing to the evening, vespertine, post-meridian.

ceremony performed on the fifth day of the

month A'swina. As. Res. lit. 261.

*rtttf? 5. (to. ^rtXT +^ for 313^) The

evening.

:JTH£3P s. (from ^-l-R. TT^) Union, especially

the ultimate reabsorption of the soul in the

Divine Essence.

a. (a. J\J) Going, wandering, walking.

s. A remainder, a remnant ; the whole.

s. (to. from R. ^) 1. Pith, sap, the heart of

a tree ; marrow ; the cream of milk, &c. 2. The

essence or vital portion of any thing : in this

sense it is frequently used as the latter part of

compound words. 3. Strength, vigour, valour,

heroism
;
firmness, hardness. 4. Steel. 5. Sick-

ness, dysentery. 6. (n.) Water. 7. Wealth.

8. Propriety, fitness. 9. (Beng.) Dung, ma-
<r

nure. MohunP. p. 82. a. (corrupt. of-W^T)

All. -31 (/.) or -3" (^Excellence.

*\\<<$ a. (mfn.l from R. ^T) Cathartic, laxative.

TTl«P& s. (^TH+ ^TT) A plant (Arum

nymphaeafolia). Hort. Ben. p. 65.

*\]<%[ a. (mfn. fromT+ Many-coloured,

variegated, gaudy, s. (m.) 1. The chataka

(Cuculus melanoleucus). 2. A deer. 3. A
species of crane (Ardea Sarunga, Carey). 4.

An epithet of Siva. 5. A bow. 6. Hair. 7.

Variegated colour. 8. A kind of note or tune.

^ l^ f^I s. (to. from R. Bf) A charioteer.

SfM3|> s. (n. from ^T^f^) The duty of a cha-

rioteer.

a. (mfn. irreg. deriv. from "^K^) Re-

lating to the river Sarayu.

;^Tte^t51 s. (to. ^Tt^+^t^) The vital and

essential or choice part of any thing
;

quin-

tessence.

3Tt3T*nr s . (,„. from ^RUl A bitch) A dog.

*lUn> s. (n. from ^R^+H) Honesty, since-

rity, uprightness.

*t a. (mfn. from Pertaining to a

lake. s. (m.) 1. A species of Indian crane

(Ardea Siberica). 2. The moon. 3. (n.) A
lotus.

^Tt^TSr^ s. (to.
TTt^"+TT§'^) A compilation,

an extract from a book. Mohun P. p. 100.

s. (».) l.The zone or girdle of a woman.

2. A military girdle or belt.

^ ISWI'jn (femin. of*tU*l)The female Siberian

crane (Ardea Siberica).

a. (from *TtfeG3) Restored, repaired,

completed, finished, recovered ;
entire, whole,

all.

3Tteltt3 v. a. (cans, of *rtflKsJ) To mend, to

repair, to complete.

TWft^i f; (^Wttpi from^nrt^u3,+

Slack water at ebb-tide.
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*t WK^Tte a. (from ) Most essential, s.

The quintessence.

^ l'<rK a. (from ^4^) Substantial.

^Ttfts. (from R.^) A row, a rank, a column,

a tier.

*il|<<p1 s. (/. from R.^T?) A bird very common

in Bengal, properly either the Turdus Salica, or

a species of jay (Gracula religiosa), but fami-

liarly applied to the female parrot. See Haugh-

toii's Manu, vol. ii. p. 440. Also (Beng.)

:3Tff^T3 v. n. (from R. 5 ) To be restored, to

recover, to get better, v. a. To restore, to re-

pair, to amend, to remedy, to finish, to com-

plete, to humble the pride of a person.

(p. ifjJjL>) A kind of fiddle or

lute.

*lW s. (n.T) A species of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 468.

:iTf<Pf> s. (n. from *$&\ +XT) Resemblance,

similarity, analogy, identity.

(to.) A kind of poison. See

TPl 5. (to. ^T+^Pl?) A multitude, a crowd, a

large assembly; a caravan of travelling traders.

a. (mfn.) 1. Wealthy, opulent. 2. Significant.

, <r <r
:iTl<^ a. (jw/h. from ^+^51) Fit for the pur-

pose, effectual, useful. — ^31 (f) or —3"
(?i.)

The being adapted to any purpose.

srtefets; s . (jn. TTPf+^t5;w r. Sfi£) a
trader, a merchant.

<z. (mfn. ^T + ^T^) Increased by one-half,

plus one half: e. g. ^Tt^ ^^ s. (».)

A year and a half, (Beng.) ^I^qil Three and

a half. If put before a hundred or a thousand,

it implies either of these and its half. See

^TtpT 2638

Rudiments of Beng. Gram. R. 361, 362. ad.

Sans. <£°) With, along with, together.

^TtH a. (mfn. from ^+3^3 ) Moist, wet.

STt^tf^5
a. (mfn. from^T+^FT) Suited

to all seasons.

^TT^rfrr^ (mfn. from ^WIT +^) Suited to

all places or circumstances.

Srfette^5
s. (n. from ^W + ^^KT) (In gram-

mar) The designation of a certain class of ter-

minations in the inflection of the Sanskrit verb.

See Colebr. Gram. p. 134, seqq.

a. (mfn. from ^T^ +^pT) Com-

prising the whole earth, s. (m.) 1. A universal

sovereign. 2. The elephant of Kuvera as re-

gent of the north.

*Ttf%3l s. (f. from^T+ R. + + 31) Simi-

larity of station (with Beahm). Manu iv. 232.

s. (to.) 1. A tree (Shorea robusta, Hort.

Ben. p. 42) : see ^tt5^ . 2. A fish, the gilt-

head (Sparus spilotus, Buchanan). 3. (Beng.)

Another species of fish (Ophiocephalus Wrahl).

4. (p. JL) A year. 5. (p. Jy») A shawl.

7\ i^prjTI^ s . a plant (Brassica rapa). Mohun P.

p. 68.

^"K^t^a. (to>. ^T+SF^^") Ornamented,

decorated.

^TN^ s. A plant (Achyranthes triandra). Mo-
hun P. p. 68.

Tt*PrK*. (/. *n*T+*rK?) A plant (Hedy-

sarum Gangeticum). Also :jTt5?Pitpi . Mohun
P. p. 46.

TM'^i I s. A medicinal plant (Ichnocarpus fru-

tescens). Mohun P. p. 46.

a. (from p. JL) Annual, yearly, re-

lating to a year.
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*t,lR^ s. (corrupt. of^Ttf^l) A bird (Turdus

Salica, Buchanan's MSS.). Carey.

(a. l^JIj) An arbitrator.

^Ttf^^fi s. (from a. cJl') Arbitration. Mo-
hun P. p. 94.

^f^p5
s . A plant (Nymphaea Lotus). Mohun

P. p. 46.

plant (Orchis mascula). Mo-

hun P. p. 46.

Tien**, (to. for *Tt*£R) A frog.

*itlMU s. (mi for *ftmH) A sort of fennel

(Anethum Sowa).WW s. (n. ? from T+ C^ft^) The state of

felicity or beatitude with the gods and sages.

o. (h. la^^) Cheap.

^n^Tl s. (/.) The dewlap of an ox-

^Ttg a. (to/w. ? ^T+ ^ltj ) Angular, polyeronous.

TT^^g s. (to.? ^T^ +^g) An angular pillar.

Carey.

3T75^R «. (mfn. ¥f + :31^<pt^') Proud.

'TT^O^D s. (w. from *RR) Attendance,

companionship, company, assistance.

^tCT *. (». from^R?5^) 1. Violence, cruelty,

outrage, assault. 2. Hatred. 3. Punishment,

chastisement.

a. (mfn. ^T+t^) Violent, cruel,

outrageous, committing crimes of violence,

daring, outrageous. Also

mfn.').

^t^Ef a. (to/tc. from ^STEj") Relating to a thou-

sand, a thousandth
;

comprising a thousand.

Manu i. 79. s. 1. (to.) A detachment a thou-

sand strong. 2. A captain of a thousand men.

3. (rc.) An aggregate of many thousands.

STl^tiP s . (n. from ^tH + TT) An alliance, a

confederation, mutual help, assistance.
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^Ttf^Q) s. (n. ^f^^ + TT) Society, conjunction,

connexion, association.

^°3<Fte a. (from^t^ for^Tft +fWl) Rich,

opulent, s. A rich man, a great man.

3Tt^<FiRt s. (from ^t^^T) The condition

or duties of a wealthy person. Carey.

^IW s. (a.u^U) A lord, a master, an owner,

a proprietor.

a. (from R. f^forf^) To

sew.

(p. ^JblJ) Ink.

s. (from A seam. Mohun
P. p. 72.

(corrupt, of ?) A kind of

basket for throwing water from a pond or river.

s. (to.) A lion ; the sign Leo in the zodiac.

As the latter member of compound words it

often expresses eminence or distinction : e. g.

s - (
m -) An eminent man, lit. A

lion of a man, from ^j^^T s. (to.) A man,

+ f^f°^s.(TO.)Alion. See^^and^H^T.

Pl^Vfl^ s. (to.) The open hands joined. See

"f^T ^^ s. (n. Pt°K +fU) A gate, a portal.

Pf^M s. (to.f^ + TTTT) 1. The shout of

warriors, war-cry. (Lit. The roaring of a lion.)

2. A species of metre in Sanskrit prosody.

As. Res. x. 470.

pff$3f!t s. (/. fromf^ +t^) A plant

(Hedysarum lagopodioides).

teCW^IH a. (mfn. Pt°K + ^°S~Ff)
Handsome and well-shaped.

f^SCfr s. (n.) 1. Rust of iron. 2. The mucus

of the nose. Also f^^t5
! , fpf^f^., and

t^rt ! (n.).
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A tree (Nyctanthes arbor tristis).

Carey.

P\°K^ s. (n. PW&WeWp) A throne.

f^J*tf»H* (mfn. Seated

on a throne, occupying a throne. Also fh° -

PP&W s. (m. f^+sit^) A plant (Jus-

ticia Adhenatoda).

f^l^WWsj a. (mfn. P^°V^ + ^£2)
Dethroned. Aitofr^TOl^'.).

f%*^3 ft (/• from t^Pg) The egg-plant (Sola-

rium Melongena).

f*T3Htt3 v. a. (from R. f^R^for ft^) To

sew.

le in a

The white rose (Rosa glandulifera).m , („. A ladder, a staircase,

flight of steps. Mohun P. p. 78.

(corrupt, of ?) A hole mad
wall by house-breakers.

(from A house-

breaker's instrument.

f^NrN #; (from 1. A house-breaker,

a thief. Also 2. A miner.

(from ur-

glary.

(y.) 1. Sand, sandy soil. 2. The gra-

vel (the disease).

f^3l^H a. (-3^ mfn. 1%3\j1 +^)
Sandy.

a. (mfn. p^Jl+OT) Sandy.

s. (b.) A sand-bank.

a. (mfn. from
) Sandy.

Pi^ft s. (corrupt, of f^^TH) The mucus of

the nose, snot.

f^T^ s. (corrupt, of ?t@i*f) A chain.

(j'Ji J&»*0 & furbisher. Mohun

P. p. 89. See ffM^^.
(from + A link

of a chain. Mohun P. p. 73.

(p. j\LS>) Chace, hunt, game.

(from y.JSS) A hunter. Mohun P.

p. 90.

t^\4"t<£$4 ft (1^3^ +3^) A sport-

ing-dog, a hound. Mohun P. p. 49.

(from a. d^?) A quarter-rwpee. Carey,

8vo. edit.

s. (from A. 1. A die for coining ; the

stamp or impression on money. 2. Stamped

coin; a. rupee, a. Sterling, current (as coin).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. for ftt)
Sprinkled, wetted, moistened.

"pT^i ft (n.) Bee's wax. Also f^R^5
(n.).

(corrupt, of ) An aquatic

plant (Trapa bicornis). Carey.

v. a. (caus. of fafaus) To cause to

boil or to cook.

v. n. (from R. f^Hj To boil, to cook

by boiling.

(a. J^.*
-
) A register; the decree or

seal of a judge; the written attestation of a

notary, a. Right, proper, good, well-arranged.

p¥5p$S ft A tingling.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f^forf^ Wil-

Mns' Gr. § 693) 1. Bound, tied. 2. (pret.

part. p. R. OTl for Wilkins' Gr. § 701)

Destroyed, finished. 3. White, light, bright.

s. (m.) 1. White (the colour). 2. The planet

Venus.

8 F
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(/. from sort of

fennel (Anethum Sowa).

f*T3pfa s. (n. f*T3+"Pfa) Rock-salt. Also

Prefer oo-

f*re^ 5. (m. "Pre+^3) Barley.

(/. from Clayed or candied sugar.

F*l\sk) s. (m. from f*T3+3lTo1) Camphor.

Also "pT3t^ («».).

) A white

lotus.

fhsil<U $. (f^+^r^t^) A plant (Lyco-

podium phlegmaria). Mohun P. p. 46.

"pTf3 a. (mfn. from f%3) 1. White. 2. Black.

Seef*tT*M.

a. (mfn, pret. part. p. R.

Wilhins' Gr. p. 420) 1. Effected, accomplished,

brought about. 2. Prepared, ready. 3. Boiled,

cooked. 4. Accomplished in sanctity or holi-

ness. 5. Demonstrated, proved, established,

certain, true. (Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.'} Accomplished through the final eman-

cipation of the soul from matter, from ^jf^F s.

(/.) Final beatitude, + f*T^). s. (m.) The

name of a particular class of demigods or

spirits.

Pufr&lS^ s. (f^+^tS^) Rice cleansed

from the husk by previous boiling.

man who by

abstraction and austerities has attained that

degree of divine perfection which enables him

to accomplish any thing he desires. Also

f^T^ s. (m. + 1. Demonstrated

truth, a conclusion, an end accomplished, a de-

cision. Trans. R.A.S. i. 115, 444. 2. A sys-

tem of any science, especially of astronomy.

"Pi Pi' 2644

logical conclusion ; an argument by which one

opinion is refuted and another undeniably esta-

blished. Also "PT^W^ (w.)-

f*TTtel«. (-1^\mfn. f^tS+t^) Per-

taining to a logical conclusion.

Pl^ll s. (». f%^+ 31^") Prepared food,

boiled rice.

a. (mfn. [M ^+ )
Having attained

or accomplished an object, successful, s. (m.)

White mustard.

f*rf| s. (/. from R. f^for ftK+f3) 1. Ac-

complishment, fulfilment, completion, success.

2. The solution of a problem. 3. The decision

or sentence of a court of justice. 4. The name

of one of the astronomical yogas. As. Res. n.

302, ix. 365, 366. 5. (Beng.) A sort of leaves

of a narcotic quality. Tarachand Ch.

fafttfFM s. (Frf^+GFM) (In gram-

mar) The junction of a consonant with a vowel.

Pm. s. (m. from R. f^forfeij The name

of a particular star. Wilkins' Gr. § 731. Also

fM) (m.).

PTI^ ad. Sans, (from 1^^+ 3121) For the

accomplishment of an object. Manu i. 23.

f^tl a. (corrupt, of f*T^) Straight, honest,

upright, sincere.

f^rtC (-tFT.rc.) A blotch, a scab.

f^FT a. (mfn. from f^^tFT
)
Scabby.

P$tPU s. (/. from f*$FT) 1. A scab. 2. A
sort of leprosy.

frl|^H s. (/.) The name of a particular plant.

f^f^Rt^ s. (CW + p.jb?) A small species

of grossbeak (Loxia puncticularia). Carey.
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(/.) The day preceding that of

the new moon.

(a. JjJJ-*) A chest, a box.

(to.) A small tree (Vitex Negundo).

Also fo^U (to.) and Fw<U (to).

^ s. (n.) Minium, red lead, vermilion.

5. (to.) 1. The ocean. 2. The river Indus.

3. The country along the river Indus.

f^T^ps. (to. f*T^+ 3>) A small tree (Vitex

Negundo). Ben. Hort. pe 46. a. (to/w.) 1.

Native of the sea, marine. Wilkins' Gr. % 902.

2. Produced in the country along the Indus.

3. (Beng.) A large box, a coffer : see Rl**^^.

a. (mfn. + 1. Marine. 2. Pro-

duced in the country along the Indus, s. (n.)

Rock-salt.

"f*PFffi*I s. (m. f*T^+*TftH) The mouth of

a river.

PHW s. (p. ^U) A soldier. Also f^PUlT .

RtHklPt^l s. (r. The duty of a

soldier.

See R. f^.
A plant (Bombax heptaphyllum).

Mohun P. p. 46.

) Arsenic. Mo-

hun P. p. 46.

"PrfsHTl f^fel s. (p. + a. UJ) Alchymy.

Pl^<pl s. (p. Vinegar.

(/.) Any tubular vessel of the body.

(p. ^fc^i^j) 1. An office, employ-

ment. 2. Connection, affinity. 3. A rope, a

thread, a cord. 4. Desire. Hunter.

f^fT^Wfa s .
(
P . The holder of an

office.

f^1^W?l s. (from p. te^jjS) Employ-

ment in an office.

Rl^l 5. (a. ^Lj) Armour, a weapon.

f^rWtTl * (p. C
L») An armory.

f^T^t^t s. (/.) A plant said to resemble the

kachora. Colebr. Alg. p. 25.

plSl^T, s. (/.) The gum-olibanum tree (Bos-

wellia thurifera).

(corrupt, of Lead.

(from f^Tl + A. jjj) A black-

lead pencil. Mohan P. p. 101.

HHWfeU s. (/• from the desid. form of R.

^laj A desire to accomplish an object.

f^5$1 s. (/. from the desid. form of R. :J^)
A desire to create.

fh^t* a. (mfn. from the desid. form of R. ^^)
Desirous to create. Manu i. 8.

(a. *^) Magic.

f^T5J"s. (to.) Incense, gum benjamin, or olibanum.

sfl^Roox, x. (^^TTfS) To touch.

^ft^? s. (p. ^) A spit. Mohun P. p. 80.

s. (w.) Thin drizzling rain.

v. a. To sew, to stitch.

s. (/.) 1. A furrow. 2. The daughter of

Janaka wife of Ramachandra.

s. (from^1 + 1 . A cryp-

togamous plant (Lycopodium phlegmaria).

Hort. Ben. p. 75. 2. A particular musical in-

strument.

*{tJ|.h<P (m.) Peas.

a. (mfn. from Ploughed, tilled.

h. from R. A sewing or stitching.

^5X3" s. (from ^fl?^?) The bringing the hair

8 F 2
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over the temples so as to part it on the top of

the head.

foil s. (/. from n)*U3) A woman.

A cere-

mony observed by women in the fourth, sixth,

or eighth month of pregnancy.

^ft^1 s. (—^*L. 1. A boundary, a limit, a

border, a margin, a land-mark. Also

(/.). 2. The suture. As. Res. vm. 424.

*fl?Tl3 «. (from ^9^+^) Surrounding,

neighbouring, contiguous.

TftUt^ s. (m. ^Kl+^T) The superin-

tendent of the boundaries of a realm.

s. (from ^^ft^-f^?^) The border

or boundary of a kingdom.

(m.) 1. A plough. 2. The sun.

WM^jWt s. A plant (Rottlera peltata). Hort.

Ben. p. 73.

^t^ftf5] *. («. ^yft^ + ^tTpi) An epithet of

Balarama. (Lit. Holding a plough in his hand.)

^ft^ *. (n.) Lead. Also (n.) and (S«n^.)

(m.~) The milk hedge-plant (Euphorbia

antiquorum).

^ Root, see R. \.

^ A prefix rarely found except in comp. with sub-

stantives and adjectives, and expressing good-

ness, excellence, or intensity: e. g. ^j^j^T a.

(mfn.~) Having a good son, from ^T + ^jTT s. (m.)

A son } a. (
— mfn.) Very great,

from^+ ^RT 12
--!

, it i s the reverse of q. v.

The termination of volitive adjectives : see ^ .

^3ltPH^1 s. (corrupt, of ^+(?fl^) A ca-

terpillar. Mohun P. p. 56.

igFs'. (corrupt, of^^ffr) A needle.
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«|(J^ fl^RTl Sfi (from C5?t1) The eye of

a needle.

s. A vintner. Mohun P. p. 90. See •

s. (corrupt, of CEfKj7^) The space between

a shoal and the shore of a river, in which the

water has but a slow stream. Carey.

*gt& See appT

.

(from^^<) 1. A tree (Herritiera

minor) used as timber or fire-wood. Carey.

2. A plant (Herculia argentea). Mohun P.

p. 68.

'jf^i s. A flower (Nymphsea cyanea and N. escu-

lenta). Hort. Pen. p. 41.

onion.

3T<R" a. {mfn. from^+R. <P) Easily done,

i^ffefjfl s. (femin. of ^<P^") A tractable cow.

a. (m/n. ^+2653*) Accomplishable,

what is easily done, practicable.

«. (-^^ ™/k ^f^^FT) Acting

virtuously, virtuous, s. (»i.) The name of one

of the astronomical yogas. As. Res. ii. 302.

«. (mfn. from ^+R. <SF5j) Liberal,

benevolent.

3pMU (-P\\ m. from ^T +^t^+t\)
The name of a particular class of demigods.

^JgjjSjJg a. (mfn. ijJ&^H) t Young, youth-

ful. 2. Tender, delicate, smooth,

UPjJo; (mfn.^l +^S) 1. Well done, easily

accomplished. 2. Virtuous, pious. 3. Assisted,

befriended, treated with kindness. 4. Auspi-

cious, fortunate, s. (n.) 1. A good deed, virtue.

2. Auspiciousness.

^sPiTT s. (
:pJ^3+W) A solemn written

oath.
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^^fsSs. (/. ^X+^f^) A good action, virtue,

friendliness, kindness.

+ p. <uU) A written affir-

mation in which a Brahman pledges his good

actions for the truth of what he declares. Carey.

a. (-^\mfn. ^T<|\J+^^) Fortunate,

auspicious, virtuous, pious.

s. (n. A particular musical sound.

^fzpill s. (/. ^+ fZFITl ) A good action, a good

work.

^T^-l s. (re.) Happiness, delight, pleasure, a.

(mfn.) Happy, delighted, joyful.

^J: ad. Sans, (from^pl) 1. Happily, joy-

fully. 2- Willingly, with pleasure. 3. Easily,

readily.

To be taken

easily or at one's own pleasure.

3ploit<P a. (mfn. ^JU+^3FT^) Producing

pleasure or happiness.

a. (from ^1) Happy, easy, pleasant.

^^"^ a. (mfn. :5pl+'P[) Granting or affording

pleasure.

*jJ^?Ut^ a. (mfn. + Jjj?*l + )

Identified with pleasure and pain, consisting

of pleasure and pain.

5. (w?.^ Natron, alkali.

^^RtH s. (m. + A perception or

sensation of pleasure.

a. (mfn. ^l+ C^P) Easily sepa-

rable.

enjoyment

of pleasure.

Spteofrtl a. (-fiHmfn. from ^1 + Csffl)

Enjoying pleasure or happiness.

^^SXTT a. (mfn. +OT) Consisting of hap-

piness, full of happiness or joy.
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^^Tfe" s. (^ + <[tfTr) A night when a

wife may be legally approached. See Manu hi.

47. Properly^^t!T(>.) see^T^T (m.).

(/• from *JJU +^° + R. TJ^)
A tractable cow, one easily milked. Also

^r^n (/.).

(
m

. 'pi+^I^H) An ocean of

pleasure. Also ^^t^Tt^t^" (m.).

A means of

obtaining pleasure.

U*tC*R> a. (mfn. *pl 4- (TO>) Easily to be

attended upon or served.

Consisting

of pleasure, identified with pleasure. Also

(mfn.).

a. (mfn. ^U +^t^) Procuring

pleasure or enjoyment.

a. (-t^rt; jk/h.^JUh-^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 906) Happy, joyful, easy, pleasing.

*J*t> a. (m>. from ^^+11) Connected with

pleasure. Wilkins' Gr. § 899.

a. (mfn. ST+^KS) Well spoken of.

A good reputation,

fame.

a. (mfn.

nowned, famous, reputed.

^JTTbf 5. (from^ + R. ^t^,) Good workman-

ship.

#. (m. 1+ A Buddha, a Bauddha
deified preceptor. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 445.

*3ftf%3 a. from ^T+^ft )
Having a good

gait. s. (re.) A good or happy state.

*(5&|U (mfn. ffo) Odoriferous, fragrant, a-.

(m.) 1. Fragrance, odour. 2. A trader, a dealer.

A (/mm. of *$?f%) The ichneumon-

plant.
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^fffib «• («/». from ^H-*!^) Fragrant, sweet-

scented, spicy, aromatic. s. (/w.) A perfume,

a fragrance.

^ lRb<P s. (m. from ^+ St^) Sulphur.

Rr/sSl s. (/. from 3JTT^^+v3l) Fragrance.

OJffoft a. (-f^m/rc. from tJJ^+t\)
Fragrant, aromatic, spicy.

a. (jm/». from :JJ+R. ^t^I) Passable (as a

road), accessible
;

practicable, easily accom-

plished
;

intelligible, easily understood. Also

*ffiD (mfn.).

^ft5*T a. (mfn. ^T+^^T) Thick, close, im-

pervious.

An enclosure round

a place of sacrifice.

:5Trftf3 s. (/. ^H-^ftfv?) A species of metre in

Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 465.

s. (m. SJ+SJ^) The tailor-bird (Motacilla

sutoria).

+}y\ti> s. (^l+PftU) The accomplishment of

a work.

*jftll(>< a. (mfn. + Pllfe^) Evident, ma-

nifest, visible, clear, obvious.

^Jjffc a. (mfn. from 3J+ Sft<ri ) Having a hand-

some neck. s. (m.) The name of a monkey

the ally of Ramachandra.

^0^< a. (mfn. I+TS^") Very clever, very

active.

^0 (< a. (mfn. ^T +Uf^A?) Easily accom-

plished or effected ; well done, well performed.

^T&f^TT a. (mfn. ^+T>f^TT) Behaving well,

acting with propriety, s. (n. ?) A clear history

or narration.

^Ofeql s. (femin. from ?JT>fS^) A virtuous

wife.

t5TT^T^ s. (m. from ^4- CFT) Cloth, fine cloth.

a. (mfn. ~^+v3PT) Good-natured, bene-

volent, kind. —\$\ (f.) or —^ (n.) Benevo-

lence, kindness, urbanity.

^5l-Ml a. (-*S5\mfn. I+SF*!5
^) Lawfully

begotten.

Of a good race,

lineage, or caste. Also

^Tf^l 5. 1. Flour, or rather the entire inside of

corn after the external part or bran has been

rubbed off by the action of the millstones.

Carey. 2. (corrupt, of ) The index of a

book. Mohun P. p. 100.

1\S a. (mfn. from ^[+R. w) One who knows

or understands well. Wilkins' Gr. p. 422.

) Accurate knowledge ; a

correct notion.

s. (from the English suit) A suit of clothes.

1^ Root, x. (^^rRr ) 1. To disregard, to

despise. 2. To be small or low.

3^3^ s. (corrupt, of ^^1) A hole, an exca-

vation, a cavity, a mine.

miner. Mo-

hun P. p. 151.

^Tv3l a. (from R.^ ?) Little, low, narrow,

shallow, s. A narrow path.

Well-shaped, elegant,

handsome.

An itching or tingling. Also

a. (^+"5^1) Well-shaped, elegant, hand-

some.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^ for ) Pro-

duced, generated, born. s. (m.) 1. A son. 2.

A prince.
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^tlo s. (-^m. A devotee,

an ascetic.

c. (from ^J+a. ^1,?) Fine, good.

ae?. *Sans. Assuredly, consequently, cer-

tainly, necessarily.

g
3\3

er
t s. (?w. ^+s3^) 1. A division of the in-

fernal regions. 2. The foundation of a building.

;53J^*ft (/• ^?+^*fl.) A plant (Salvinia

cucullata).

5. (femin. of ^3) A daughter.

SpTSEfl s. (/. + A grand-

daughter.

^TsTR ^H^5 s. (from +^1^3) Linen.

Mokun P. p. 72.

^CUl s. (/. from R. ^+^1 T^VAiw*' Gr. § 831)

Parturition, a bringing forth.

(-OTm. An epithet

of Indra.

s. {-~3^L.rn. from R. ^T) A student who

has performed his ablutions subsequent or pre-

paratory to a sacrifice.

*$L, s. (p. Interest.

s. (p. jjS) An usurer.

^^T^Wl s . (from v.jj^ jy) Usury.

^SpbS a. (mfk. ^+^3) Well given. Also

^ (mfn.). Wilkins' Gr. % 692.

^fTEi a. (rnfn. ^+^"3) Very poor.

^"FTa. (ra/w. 'J+ Tt*!5!') Good-looking, hand-

some, s. 1. (n.) A fine sight or view. 2. The

discus of Vishnu. 3. (Beng.) A plant (Cri-

num amcenum). Ben. Hort. p. 23.

^Ts3 s. (from ^+^) A good rule or regu-

lation.

UTftTs. (n. from^+R. Tfl) A present given

on a particular occasion, or for an especial pur-

pose.

^TfTrT s. (n. ? ^f^) A fine or auspicious

day. Also pjffel |$* (n.).

^Tp^ a. (m/k Very difficult of

access, arduous (as a duty). Manu i. 34.

*JjJ«. a. (m/w. ^1+^) Very distant.

^^"E a. (»«/». ^+ [iT? )
Very hard, very firm.

^JT^P G - Clearly visible.

— ^31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Visibleness.

ad. (corrupt, of ;iTt^) 1. With, together

with. 2. Only, merely. See^^.

3J<4^1 5 . (_f^ w . frora ^+ ^7J1T ) A bow-

man, an archer, the designation of one of the

degraded tribes. Manu x. 23.

s. mf. ^+^TT\ for ^fi)
The council or assembly of the gods.

s. (/. from^+R. CH?) Nectar.

s. (m. *JJH+3I 1) The moon. Also

A raining of nec-

tar, the falling of a rain of nectar.

^ttalT a. (rnfn. 3^1 + UTT) Nectarious, am-

brosial.

:ijf*tf3 s. (mf.) An axe. Also ^f^f$ (mf).

;5
J<fl a. (rnfn. 1+^t) Learned, s. (m.) A
learned man, a pandit.

:JJ^T a. (rnfn. 1 + Learned, considerate,

firm.

ad. Only, merely. See .

SJ-rWfc s. (m. ^+^rt^f|^"?) An epithet of

Indra.

(n.) A potherb (Marsilea quadri-

folia.
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**£*t*t a. (mfn.) Beautiful, handsome.

*pt<*U\3 ad. (from 3^3) In a fine way

(used ironically).

v*pt<1 s. (femin. of ^^R") V. A beautiful

woman. 2. A species of metre. As. Res. x. 446.

^iRf s. A species of lotus (Nymphaea cyanea).

;3^<f5
a. (mfn. ^+^) RiPe> mature -

^fe^ a. (mfn. 3T+ *ff33) Well-informed,

well-taught, learned.

s.
(
m . 3T + Pfcl) A good road. Also

Sljf^ttf (-f^m.).

'^PW? s. (n.l ^+^)) Wholesome diet, good

regimen.

3T=i4 5. (m. ^ >

+ pH) 1. An epithet of Garuda
the sacred bird of Vishnu. 2. A particular

class of demigods. Manu in. 196.

1*M ». (-^\ w.^'T^L) A god, a deity.

An able man, a person

fitted for an office.

'fjHWl s. The betel-nut tree (Areca Catechu).

Hort. Ben, p. 68.

3J^"t<F^s. (p. JLj\J) A recommendation.

^^fT^t^ft a. (from p. ^^L-j) Recommendable.

^Pit^ s. (m. from ^J + ^tttf) The veined-leaf

fig (Ficus venosa).

^^p" a. (mfn. ^+^j>T) Having a good son, or

good sons. s. (wi.?) A good son.

(p. A delivering over in charge.

a. (mfn. fret. fart. p. R. for ^pt^

Wilkins' Gr. p. 420) Asleep, sleeping, s. (n.)

Sleep.

^|Xll^<P a. (mfn. 3Jjj + XIM<P) Murdering a

person while asleep.

^Tf^ s. (/. from R.^ for^+ ft) Sleep.

or

?§jS^3 a. (mfn. ^+^^3) Very proper.

^^fft a. (mfn. ^+3fft) Of a good

easy disposition.

a. (mfn. from ^T+ ^T^il) Well learned.

^Tfttl s. (f ^+3ft$1) A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 468.

a. (mfn. ^#t>) Beautiful, elegant,

handsome, s. (m.) The elephant of the north-

east quarter.

3JS^ a. (mfn. from *J +3^1 ) Splendid, bril-

liant, illustrious.

^TSj"^? s . (^T+^^tsS) A fine morning.

A good archer.

^SH^l s . (m. ^-r-^TM) Eloquence.

a. (m/n. ^+5)^.) Very favourable,

kind, or gracious.

p. (»• ^3T+
,

errcT)) Easily obtainable.

s. (^T+ PFl) Yeast, barm.

f^E?*T s. (». ^+^F53
T-) Eloquence.

*1<"l**ll s. (f. from^+^T^T) A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x, 438.

^T^°l a. (mfn. ^+^) 1. Of a good colour;

brilliant, bright. 2. Of a good tribe or caste.

s. 1. (ra.) Gold. 2. (wwi.) A weight of gold

equal to sixteen mashas, or about one hundred

and seventy-six grains troy ; a gold mohur, a

gold coin. See Colebr. Alg. p. 2. 3. (to.) A

good colour, a good rank or class in society.

3T :3"T3? a. (mfn. from :JT + ^°I ) Of a fine colour,

golden, s. (to.) A tree (Cassia fistula).

ap-fTtfto s. (n. ^^+^tfT3) Computation

of gold, i. e. of its weight and fineness. Colebr.

Alg. p. 46.
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a. (mfn. ^J^f+OT) Golden, made

of gold.

^rfVtTfl a. (from^^+TTtftr^) Bestowing

gold.

*1<|f?f s. (/.) A shrub (Serratula Anthelmintica).

Also ^T^l

.

*3<<0 s. (/. from ^+R. ) LA flower

(Nyctanthes tristis). 2. A shrub (Mimosa oc-

tandra). 3. Hasan, conjectured to be the ich-

neumon-plant. 4. A scandent shrub (Cissus

pedata). 5. A medicinal plant, teori (Convol-

vulus Turpethum?) ' Wilson.

(a. <oj*s) A province, a district. This

term is likewise improperly used to imply a

subahddr or governor of a province.

**J< 1 * (p. J\d <&ya) The governor of a pro-

vince.

(from p. Jtti <Uj,c) Governorship, the

government of a province ; a province.

^^t^T s. (m. from ^+^t^T) 1. A pleasant

dwelling or residence. 2. An agreeable scent.

*J«lp1ll s. (/. from^+^t^T) A woman re-

siding in her father's house.

^pTT5t€ <$U\ a. (-fk^mfn. ^+f^t6
4-:<> lf<*T )

Acting with discretion.

s. (-\m. ^+R. f^t.) 1. A clever

man. 2. (/.) A clever woman.

'JpTCl s. (m. from ^J+ R. An attendant

on the women's apartment.

3jf<CTl^ s. (m. from^+R.f^TT ) A king.

^RHSI s. (n. from ^J^L) The women's apart-

ment.

^RkSSjl s. (/. from ^f^M) A woman.

SjftH a. (from ^+f^H for ftf*L) Easy, good.
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^Tf^^fls? a. (»»/». ^f^ffa) Well-behaved,

humble, modest.

^^f^ a. (mfn. ^1+^%) Intelligent, clever,

cunning, s. (/I) A good understanding, a cor-

rect notion or idea.

Sensible, intelligent.

s. (from ^+^3) A cow which is easily

milked.

U^Fi a. (mfn. ^+^1 )
Pleasing, auspicious,

fortunate, welcome, beloved.

^T^TI s. (femin. of ^3^1 ) A pleasing or beloved

wife.

^^tt^P s. (m. ^5^1+^) The son of an

auspicious or beloved wife.

SJ^Efi s. (f. from The name of a god-

dess, the sister of Jagannat'ha. As. Res.

Hi. 286.

^)1R\3 a. (jw/n. ^+^tf^3) 1. Spoken well

or elegantly. 2. Eloquent, s. (m.) Gentleness

of speech.

^|%5c£ s . (n. from ^T + f^Sfj) Successful beg-

ging
;
good alms.

3jf%5Fi s. (f. ^+f%5^1) A tree (Grislea to-

mentosa).

^3 a. (mfn. 3 )
Having fine eye-brows, s.

(f.~) A woman.

s. (p. ^) A horse's hoof.

;JT£I s. (n.) A flower.

t3T3T*T s. (m.) Wheat.

^CFTlS s. (-^ m>. 'T+IPPT ) A flower

in general, a. (mfn.} Friendly or well disposed.

^TUCTt^S s. (n. ^5FT ) The pollen

of a flower.

a. (p.jU-l) Numerable, calculable, s.

A multitude. Also .

8 G
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^TFT^s. (m.? 3£+*n^) A respectable man,

a gentleman.

s. (m.) See'CIRF.

UJj'Jfl s. (/. from ^T +^U) L A handsome

woman. 2. A species of metre in Sanskrit

prosody. As. Res. x. 470.

Wfe3 a. (mfn. ST+TTfe )
Restraining his

passions. Manu n. 118.

Sj^rfrl 5. (^+CITtr1) A favourable juncture,

an opportunity, means.

^4 s. (m.~) 1. A >Swra or god. 2. The stars of

the northern hemisphere. See ^lll^^T . In

the artificial system of the Hindus for the ex-

pression of numerals this word stands for thirty-

three.

s. (p. Brick-dust.

3T^T3P& s. (m. ^+C3l^) An epithet of

Brahma. (Lit. The eldest of the gods.)

^^"^ s. (a. izjjjj) A form, a fashion, a man-

ner, a condition, an appearance, a state, a con-

tinuance.

:JT^^3 a. (mfn. ^+^3) 1. Much pleased, highly

delighted. 2. Compassionate, tender.

Great enjoyment or de-

light.

^TTCftf^l s. (f.^+ tftfWl) The Ganges

of heaven, the galaxy? Also ^JTnJpH (/.).

An A sura

or enemy of the Suras or gods.

s. (m.^+ p
Tfe) An epithet of Indra.

(Lit. The Lord of the Suras or gods.)

^P<!I s. (-Tt\ n
.
'Z^+'ZTFl) Sky, the

atmosphere. (Lit. The road of the gods).

a. (mfn.*) Fragrant, sweet smelling, s.

(m.) 1. A fragrance, a perfume. 2. (/.) The

name of a fabulous cow, the cow of plenty.
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^<^1 s. (/. from ^Tf%) A plant (Boswellia

integrifolia).

(m. from ^fo +^T) The gum
olibanum tree (Boswellia thurifera).

3J?rfC$. (m.^+^f$) A divine Rishi or

sage.

^<U^l<P s. (m. ^P"+(^Tt^) The heaven of

Indra, the abode of the gods.

a. (mfn. 3J+<n*T) Sweet, well-flavoured,

savoury.

*i5«tl s. (femin. of *]«*1) 1. A plant com-

monly called rasan. 2. A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. -4s. Res. x. 472.

1 s. (y.) Spirituous or inebriating liquor in

general.

^<lot€) s . (m.^+ vill &l6) An epithet of

Vrihasfati. (Lit. The preceptor of the gods.)

a. (mfn.^\ + v
\ fromR.^I) Drinking

spirits or intoxicating liquors, s. (m.) A tippler,

a drunkard.

^< W>3 s. (mn.~) Yeast, barm.

^'t^RT s. (n. Sp+STtSTO) h Mount Merit.

2. Paradise. (Lit. The abode of the gods.)

^Tt^ s. (m. ^+^5?) A country, the modern

Surat.

^Tft&Sl s. (n. :3^Tt§+ li) A fragrant earth.

AlsoijTtfH (/.).

^Tt^TTio s. (m. from^+^PT^) Gods and

demons. (Lit. Suras and Asuras.)

Good conduct, good

practice.

^T<^fl s. (/.) A hole under ground, a mine, a

breach, an excavation.

Beautiful, handsome,

well-formed.
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^RT^STl s. A plant (Tetranthera macrophylla).

Hort. Ben. p. 73.

(p. &sQjJ) Collyrium, antimony.

v. a. To creep along as a snake, to

make a noise as a snake does when creeping.

3|«flpl a . (mfn. ^T+ ^Spl) Having distinct or

auspicious marks, s. A good or distinct mark.

a. (mfn. ^-h^^)) Easily obtainable.

Also (iw/n.) and ^T^ft^ (m>.).

^i^<P^ 5. (a. (jjJL) 1. A road, a way. z. A
method or manner. 3. Usage, treatment, in-

tercourse.

^^V^s. (from the English sloop) A sloop.

^jJSlUfc** a. (mfn. + C^lloi) Having beauti-

ful eyes.

<J^1sj*J ?
>« s. (a. ci-;laL:) Government, sove-

reignty.

1^31^ s. (a. ^DaLs) A king, a ruler, a go-

vernor.

^JflsStft s. (from A. UILL) The dignity of a

king or ruler.

(/.) 1. A kind of gourd (Momordica

Charantia). 2. A sort of spice (Nigella In-

dica).

^"1 H*» s. (n.l ^+*lWT) Good government

or discipline.

SJ^ftpTSa. (mfn. ^+*lTpT3) Well governed,

well disciplined.

'J'ftsjpT a. (mfn. Very cold;

frigid, freezing.

See^fi?!.

t5

J
KfH a. (mfn.^ +^f^) Well-disposed, good-

natured, kind. Also SJ^ft
55^ (-f^T mfn.).

—s3] (f.) Kindness, goodness of disposition.

^trfl^pn a. (mfn. ^+C*tt^rT) Handsome,

well-looking, s. (n.) Handsomeness, comeli-

ness.

3pH33 a . (mfn. from ^+R.^) Pleasing to

the ear, agreeable to the hearing
;

distinctly

audible.

(corrupt, of

A potherb (Marsilea quadrifolia). Hort. Ben.

p. 75.

(/.) A sort of gourd (Momordica Cha-

rantia). Also (/.).

^WI a. (mfn. ^+^) l.The same, even, all.

2. Beautiful, pleasing.

SJTOl *. (/. from ^P1
!) Exquisite beauty.

(f.) L An excavation, a hole, a cavity;

a wind-instrument. 2. Drying. Also (n.).

(mfn. ^+%f) Well-finished, com-

pleted, or accomplished, established, proved.

^T?I a. (mfn.) Cold, frigid, s. (m.) Cold.

Wf*$ a. (mfn. ^+^) Fast asleep.

s. (/. l+^fH) Sound sleep, a dead

sleep.

^dM^I s. (f. A state of

profound sleep.

^T^TJI s. (n. ?) The name of a particular artery

passing from the heart to the crown of the head.

Trans. fi.A.S. n. 31.

^t^i s. (m. from ^+ C^Ffl?) 1. A plant (Ca-

rissa Carondas). 2. An epithet of Vishnu.

SjWpW s. (f. from SJOT) Black teori (a

species of convolvulus ?).

ad. Sans. L Well, excellent. 2. Much, very.

s. (n.) A rope, a cord.

3PT°^3 a. (mfn. ^+^°^^5) 1. Well ac-

complished, well perfected, well done. 2.

Dressed, seasoned (as food).

8 G 2
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^^F^ a. (mfn. from^+^^1) Well-armed or

accoutred.

Sppft 3TF[s. A plant (Dioscorea fasciculata).

Ben. Hort. p. 72.

s. (^+^ra1^T) A good or respectable

son or descendant.

*ptfU (/.). See^l.
;jJpTftt) a. (mfn. ^H-^^) Easily accom-

plishable.

SpTt^ s. (^H-^Tt^) Property sufficient to do

a work or pay a debt; competence, convenience,

accommodation.

(PrjU^j-i) A porpoise.

a. (p. Indolent, lazy, negligent,

slothful.

s. (from p. Indolence, negligence,

laziness.

^r5^ a. (m/n. ^ + ^5) Well situated, well off,

in a good condition, in easy circumstances,

healthy. See Manu i. 53. — \31 (/.) or -3"

(w.) Ease, good condition, health, comfort.

3T^t«3t s. (/. from The name of a par-

ticular scale in Hindu music. As. Res. iii. 77.

Very firm, steady,

stable, calm.

SJ5^ a. (mfn.^^^) Very distinct, very

clear, intelligible.

s. (n. ^J+^^j) An auspicious dream.

^"M^ a. (mfn. + Sounding agreeably.

«• (mfn. ^T+^TRj Very sweet, very

pleasant to the taste, delicious.

^TfeS a. (mfn. 3T+ "fe?) Good, fit, proper,

right, kind, friendly.

^prjFT s. Qn. + A friend.

s. (-\ m. '\+'%\) A friend.
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^W^. a. (mfn. SJ-^Tttf) Good-hearted,

friendly, kind.

^t^k s. (m. 0K) The separation of

friends, dissension among friends.

*T SeeR.^.

^ s. (corrupt, of ^Tfij) A needle.

See*f^.

s. (n. from ^+3^?) An invocation, a

hymn, a prayer in metre. As. Res. vm. 389,

399. Manu xi. 251.

a. (mfn.) 1. Thin, fine, attenuated, minute,

small, subtile, delicate. 2. Ingenious, subtle.

3. Accurate, correct. Colebr. Alg. p. 87. s.

1. (m.) An atom. 2. (Beng.) A delicate mode

of expression. — \?1 (/.) or —^" (n.
s

) Thin-

ness, fineness, minuteness, subtility.

a. r-fH ™>.^^+^f%) of

an acute discernment.

>H4MWlH a. (mfn. *TO+C3tH) Ingenious,

penetrating, acute, witty, sharp, s. (m.~) An
acute intellect, sagacity.

The subtile

person or immediate frame in which the human

soul is clad within the grosser body. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 32.

Root, x.
(

:3^T"fe) To make known, to

give information.

a. (mfn. from R. *H>j Making known,

indicating, betraying. Used in comp. e. o-.

a. (mfn.) Indicating love or de-

light, from 3tf3 s. (/.) Love, joy, +^^.
s. (?«.) An informer.

^S^t^) s . (3T£^ + Slandering, libel-

ling; information got through an informer.

^0*1 s. (n. R. ^^f^H) Information, indica-
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tion, mention; a prediction, a forewarning. Also

*pn (/.>.

^iOnt^I a. (mfn. fat, part. p. R. ^HTj Fit to

be indicated or made known.

?fi> s. (f. from R. ^T^) L A needle. 2. A

triangle formed by the flanks of a trapezium

produced until they meet. Colebr. Alg. p. 85.

An excavation

of a conical or pyramidal form. See Colebr.

Alg. pp. 97, 302.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^"'iL+ ) In-

dicated, made known, marked, informed ; be-

trayed, recognized, or discovered by : used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.} Recog-

nized by his motions or doings, from

s. (ra.) A motion, an act, an effort, + ^Tf&s3 .

*\

^H>t s. (f) 1. A needle. 2. The table of con-

tents of a book.

The table of

tents of a book.

con-

a. (mfn.) See ^^ftl

.

s. (n. ^Rr+^j) The point of a needle.

a. (jmfn.) Acuminated.

^3 a. (mfn. pret. -part. p. R. for |T Wilkins'

Gr. p. 414) Produced, born. s. (m.) 1. A
charioteer : the designation of one of the mixed

tribes. Manux. 11,47. As. Res. v. .59. 2.

A carpenter. 3. (Beng. corrupt, of ~^X)
Thread, v. a. To spin thread.

W$<$ s. (n. from Birth, production; the

ceremonial impurity occasioned by childbirth.

'hi (from ^3 + <ftf^3) The spin-

ning of thread.

». (n. ^m+m^) The

purity which attends the birth of a child.

im-
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^\5l s. (corrupt, of ^TO) 1. Thread. 2. (fromR.

) A woman lying-in.

^fes. (/. from R. for ^ + f\3) Production,

birth.

^S^\ s. (/. from R. %) A lying-in woman.

The room ap-

propriated to a lying-in woman.

*T\fl>U*l s. (m. from ^f^+ JT^T) The last

month of pregnancy.

^^^T s. (m. ^J+ ^'^fH) A dexterous per-

son.

s.(f. from R. for Ml) 1. Bathing before

or after a sacrifice. 2. Drinking the juice of

the acid asclepias at a sacrifice.

?STs. (n.) 1. Thread. 2. A rule, an axiom, an

aphorism, a short precept. 3. Origin.

^TST^fe s. (m. ^TCT+St*) 1. The manager or

a theatre. 2. A carpenter : also

A weaver s

shuttle.

(.M* from^T + R.t^
An epithet of Indra.

Delivered in axioms.

^TCT See R. ITT.

W% s. (m.) 1. A cook. 2. Sauce,

3. Split-peas.

^ti^ s. (n. R. ^^+31^) Destruction, a.

(mfn.) Destroying.

fl. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 696) Born, produced.

s. (/.) A place or utensil in a house where

or by means of which insects may be killed, as

the hearth, the pestle and mortar, &c.

~*^s. (m. from R. M ) A son.
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^3^3 a. (»i/h.) 1. True. 2. Pleasing, auspicious.

s. (n.) Veracious and agreeable speech.

TEpSS a - (»5& ^+3^) Mad, insane, crazy :

also (mfn.).

:3

^
p

j s. (m.) Sauce, condiment; soup, broth.

A cook.

Root, iv. (*THJS3) 1. To hurt or kill. 2.

To be stupid or dull.

*R s. (m.) The sun.

a. (mfn. from ^+^3) Compassionate,

tender.

s. (ml^ +^3) Aruna or Dawn,

personified as the charioteer of the sun.

(m.) 1. The sun. 2. A learned man, a

pandit.

?J3E> Root, i. (^TSpft) I. To envy. 2. To be

intolerant.
<^

^1 «• (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ;3^+ 5
T Wilkins'

Gr. p. 421) Hurt, injured.

^Pl s. (»m.) A winnowin2:-basket.

^PT^tl s. (/. SPi-r^FU) The name of a cele-

brated Rakshasi. (Lit. Whose nails resemble

winnowing-fans.)
<r

s. (m. from R. 3jR or from R. ? See

Wilkins' Gr. p. 432) The sun. In the artificial

system of the Hindus for the expression of nu-

merals, this word stands for twelve, in allusion

to the sun in the twelve signs of the zodiac.

a . (mfn. ^6+^3") Splendid like

the sun. s. (m.) A particular gem (crystal?).

s, (m. _$}$:) An eclipse of the

sun : also (».:)>

An epithet of

the river Yamuna or Jumna.
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^TWi s . (from ^+3^) The heat of the

sun.

ct. (ro/ra.^+vjj^)) Beautiful like

the sun.

The sun per-

sonified as a deity.

A tree (Hibiscus

Phceniceus).

^TTJ5T^ s. (mn. ^nP+HU^) The orb or

disk of the sun.

A plant (Heli-

anthus annuus). Hort. Sen. p. 62.

^kfHl s. (m. ^) + A sunbeam.

!

^TJf^tg- s. (m,1 TO + faM*h The name

of a celebrated Sanskrit work on astronomy by

Varahamihira.

Sun-set.

^J^P^H s . (m. ^i+t^+T^T) The

day of the new moon, when the moon rises in-

visible. (Lit. The conjunction of sun and moon.)

^Root, i.
(

t3T^~M) To produce, to bring forth.

^ Root, i. (*RR?) and in. (^prf^) To

move, to go. With "31^ prefixed, To follow
;

with To approach ; with To a;o out,

to come forth ; with ?1 To go, to proceed ; with

To go apart or away, to quit, to leave ; with

^T°, in the caus., To revolve, to turn round.

See^TsS.

3^<| $ (— n.) The corner of the mouth. Also

fay, (-f* »•) or (*),

Mf=t *) or ^ff (».), and ^fft (/.) or

(/•)•

s. (m.) A short arrow, thrown with the hand

or shot through a tube.
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^TT*T (mi) See ^^TM .

Root, iv. (^3*t3) and vi. (^ift) 1.

To leave, to abandon, to quit. 2. To produce,

to create. With 3>I<r prefixed, To dismiss, to

depose ; with To emit, to discharge, to

shed (tears, &c); to desert, to relinquish ; with

To dismiss, to discharge (arrows, &c).

^T^a. (mfn. from R. "^^L) Creating, producing :

used in comp. e. g.

Creating the universe, from f^<| s. (h.) The

universe, 4-^^ Wilkins' Gr. § 805.

^\5l*1 s. (v. noun of 3^3) A creatine-

, a

forming or making.

*[F3l<Pla$i< s. (to.) Natron, alkali. See ^rf^-

^feU3 v. a. (from R. ) To create, to form,

to make.

^s5P Ml^T a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Created, being created. Manu i. 28.

s. (/.) A hook used to drive an elephant.

Also^fft (/.).

s. (/.) Spittle, saliva, slaver. Also

T^1 (/•)•

^Ss. (/. R. ^-ffe) 1. The act of going. 2.

A road, a path, a way.

To go, to move, to creep.

With3^ prefixed, To be expanded or extended
;

with To approach, to go near; with f<T To

go away, to be dispersed.

s. (to.) A measure. Also :3yt^1 (/.).

«• (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. p. 420) Gone, moved, crept.

^^T^T s. (to.) A kind of animal
; (according to

some) a young deer.

^ a- {mfn. pret. part. p. R. *T^+3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) 1. Abandoned, deserted, left. 2.

Created, produced, made.

3TP&*. (/.R.^+ft) 1. Creation, production,

invention. 2. Nature, natural state or dispo-

sition.

O^fefc^l s , (_^ m , 3Tf^ +^) A maker, a

creator.

^f^T a. (mfn. ^f^ + H^") Sustaining or

supporting the creation.

3TfWl s . (to. * + TT*1) The destruction

of the creation.

The work

of creation.

Root, ix. (^Ttlf^) To hurt, to injure, to kiii.

C^T pron. (corrupt, of ^TS from 3^) He, sh<\

it, that.

Till then, until that

time, since that time, from that place, up to

that place.

pron. (from C*T) That very —, that same,

even that.

The Indian white-rose (Rosa glaii'du-

lifera). Mohun P. p. 68. Also .

C^T^S^I s. A plant (Trophis aspera). Mohun P.

p. 46.

C^fe^fe ad. (C%# from C^ffe
,

and C<'<Pte as a rhyme to it) Distorted ly,

crookedly.

v. a. To turn up the nose (in dis-

gust) ; to be distorted or twisted.

C^T^FT s. (h. C^J) Fomentation.

v. a. (from R. PTt,) To irrigate, to

water (a field) ; to bale the water from a boat.

v. a. To turn up the nose (through
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disgust) ; to be twisted, or distorted. Also

(^3^ Root, i. (W<PW) To go, to move.

(*^s. (to. from R.f^T^forf^) 1. A sprin-

kling. 2. {Beng.') The fomenting or applying of

heat to remove pain, v. a. To foment.

C^T^T^s. (p.jjoC) Alexander the Great.

bucket, a

baling-vessel.

C^^l s. (corrupt, of ^WtT) A goldsmith.

C^T^US v. a. (from R. f^T^ for f^"S ) To

foment, to apply heat in order to remove pain.

C^l s. (-^ to. R. 17^+3) One

who sprinkles or waters a field, &c.

That place.

C^PVMr^l ad. (C^T+^H+H. ]f) Of that place.

C^T^ttUT ad. (from C^T+^FT) In that place,

there.

Cftt°l s. (corrupt, of ? Teak-timber (Tec-

tona grandis).

C^TU^3
a. (mfn. from R. "Pl^ for f*TF

)
Sprin-

kling, baling out water, watering.

s. (n. from R. "pT^for f^F ) The act of

sprinkling or watering, the baling of water from

a boat.

C*TU^\ s. (from C^TTPT) A baling-vessel, a

bucket.

C^FST^ s. (from the English shade') A glass screen

for a candle or lamp.

s. (n. ?) A measure of weight usually called

ser. See Colebr. Alg. p. 3.

necessary, a

privy.

C
Jrl'sjl<^ s. (p.jli' iS) A musical instrument with

three strings.
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C^T^s. (m.) 1. A bank, a causeway, a mound

between fields, a dike, a dam. 2. A bridge.

3. A pass, a defile.

O^Ff^ s. (to. The ridge of rocks

extending from the southern extremity of the

Coromandel coast towards the island of Cey-

lon, supposed to have been formed by Hanu-

mAn at the command of Rama, as a bridge fur

the passage of his forces when going against

Ravana. Wilson.

Wtt ad. (from C^ +^^T) There. Also C*T-

C^H^t^l s. ((W+^t^Tl) A plant (Mi-

mosa Farnesiana). Mohun P. p. 68.

j

C#f1 (/.) An army.

C^FfWf s. (n. CrT
s
Tl + ;3$j;) A requisite or com-

ponent part of an army.

C^H Hl s. (to. PTTl+R. 1. The comman-

der of an army. 2. An epithet of Kartikeya.

Also C^Tt^fi? (to.).

C^TTt^ s. (to. C^Fl +^t) The flight of

troops in disorder. (Lit. The breaking of an

army.)

division of an

army or battalion, a company or three pattis,

consisting of three elephants, three chariots,

nine horse, and fifteen foot. 2. A mound or

covered way in front of a city-gate. Wilson.

WtUt$ s. (to. from C^T1 + R. A sen-

tinel, a guard.

C5=Pfc^ s. (p. ^ <u>) Fifteen (only said at

gaming).
"~

C^PfW ad. (C^F+ ^Rtf^) So far, till then, up

to that place.

TOtW See(
KWf^1.

Root, i. (C^RlS, -C3) h To serve, to

worship, to adore. 2. To be in attendance, to
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inhabit. Often with prefixed. See

R. C^.

s. (m. from R. Wilkins' Gr. § 768)

One who serves, a servant.

C^^a. (ra/w. from R. C^T^+^I^) Serving,

attending on ; used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Attending on his spiritual preceptor,

from s. (m.) A spiritual teacher, + C3^^?

.

s. (m.) 1. A servant. 2. A religious dis-

ciple.

C*Wdt s. (corrupt, of C^R}<p1) A white rose.

C#ffH s. (m.) A divine treasure, a substance

considered as the treasure of Kuvera.

C^R^T s. (m. R. C^T^+^FT) 1. Attendance,

service. 2. A sewing, stitching, or darning.

3. The administering of medicine.

l^WWtu a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. CT^+
Requiring service or attendance. Also

C^f^OT (mfn.).

0*141 s. (f. from R. C^l^) Service, attendance,

worship
;
homage.

(from C^RTl ) One who performs the

service of a temple for hire.

O^^fi s. (m. The duty or

obligation of service.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. C^T^-f-^?)

Attended upon, served, worshipped.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. C^T^+TT) Proper

to be attended upon or worshipped.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. C^T^)

Being attended upon, receiving service.

C*i*«M ad. (C^T+ ^t^) In that manner, of that

kind, after that fashion.

OTITreH*. (corrupt, ofjMl^tpW?) A
plant (Zizyphus scandens).

A plant (Valisneria octandra, Rox.)

Mohun P. p. 46.

C^T^T s. (corrupt, of C^Tla) A weight, about a

pound and a half avoirdupoise. See Colebr.

Alg. p. 3.

OTtJ s. (C^R+^) A bird (Corvus vena-

torius, Buchanan's MSS.
;

perhaps Gracula

cristatella, Linn.) Carey.

C^T-^I s. (p. ^gSjS) A caravansery, a serai.

a. (O^T+ ^Pj) Of that form or kind.

ad. (from CT + ^Pi) In that form, in that

manner or fashion.

Root, i. To go, to move. See

R. 05%
C^FTl s. (a. L.) Armour.

Sewing, stitching, v. a. To

sew, to stitch.

(p. <UU- _.Li) An armoury.

s. (m.) See C*^.

s. (w.^
,

+^"+ 'Tnglt3)The

theistical branch of the Sdnkhya school of phi-

losophy. Trans. R.A.S. i. 25.

FP^TT ad. (CT+^tRfrom^fa) In that

place, there.^ *. (p. ^U) Ink.

CTOC^JP a. (CT+ C^3^) Owing to that, caused

by that. ad. On that account.

Root, i. To waste, to decline.

Wft$# s. (m. from Rahu, the

personified ascending node.

a. (mfn. from f*i<t\j1) Sandy, s. (n.)

A sand-bank.

(from a. JjLtf) A polishing, a cleaning.

^<P«^1<, s . (p./JS-*) A polisher, a furbisher.

8 H
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"tlsl&Jfefi s. $m from "pTS+^tft/ft)

The river Bdhuda or Behut.

*(>lf*t<P a. CTf
5
Tl +^ Wilkins' Gr. §

903) Relating to an army. s. (?ra.) 1. A sen-

tinel, a guard, a picket. 2. A body of troops

in array.

a. (mfn. from rH^) L Marine. 2. Re-

lating to the river Indus, s. 1. (rare.) Rock-

salt. 2. (m.) A horse.

t^T^t s. (/. from^^T^) The name of a par-

ticular scale in the musical system of the Hindus.

As. Res. in. 77.

s. (m. from C^FTl) 1. A soldier. 2. (n.)

An army.

Military equi-

page.

tWtf^f!! s. (m. t^+^Tf^tf^) The

commander of an army. AlsotWt*** (».)•

a. (mfn. from ^T.^ + ^t<£) Relating to

a plough, s. (m.) 1. A plough-ox. 2. A plough-

man.

s. (y.) An independent female artizan

working in another person's house. See Manu

x. 32. Alsot^R^ (/.)•

(jm.) A buffalo,

s. (wi.) A shrub (Barleria cristata). Also

(p. <_-jL~)) An inundation.

a. (from p. t.jiL-j) Relating to an inun-

dation.

C^fl Root, iv. (*Pf3) See R. C^l

.

CTfalffl s. Borax. See CTCffl .

C^rt^lT^ 5 . (p.^) Riding.

C*tUlWI s. (h. \j\jb#>.) Dried dates.

a. (from p.
J\y^)

Mounted, riding.

s. 1. An equipage, a suite. 2. A tree (Tetran-

thera quadriflora). Hort. Ben. p. 73.

O'TOl s. (corrupt, of C^I^T ) A stream, a

channel. Mohun P. p. 6.

C^TWpT s. A tree (Cassia fistula). Carey.

a. (h. from ^?) Straight, plain,

sincere, frank, artless, easy.

C^TfirfR^ s. (CTOl + C^tfl) A perpendi-

cular line. Mohun P. p. 142.

A plant (Hyperanthera Morunga).

Hort. Ben. p. 32.

l*\ \ Is a. (mfn. fret. fart. p. R. v*1^) 1 . Borne,

suffered, endured. 2. Patient, enduring.

(^TllTl s. (—"F from R. A person who

bears or endures.

C^rfl ^.(corrupt. of
V^°l) 1. Gold. 2. Senna.

The gold or silver fish (Cyprinus

auratus). Carey.

C^1tW3 s. (CTtH + p|t3) Senna (Cassia

Senna). Hort. Ben. p. 31. Also GTfTtoft

.

A species of pulse

(Phaseolus aureus). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

FTffiMi s. (from CNffl) Gilding.

C^TtTT^ft s. (from CTttl) ]. Gilding. 2. A

tree (Cassia fistula). Also C^ftnft . Mo-

hun P. p. 46.

WriHsR®i s . (C^rtti+^ft^it^) a
species of green dove (Columba virescens).

Carey.

C^Tttl s . (from PFfcfel) A small pair of pliers

used to take hold of gold-leaf.

GTK31*T a. (mfn. *T +S^31*T) Excessive,

violent, much.

C^TtPTXT «. (mfn. T + ^TrET) 1. Connected with
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profit or gain ;
accumulated, augmented. 2.

Connected with the rise of the heavenly bodies.

C^TfcR s. (m. ^T+5W) A brother of the

whole blood. Also (*\W$> (m.).

C^STt^f a. (mfn. ^+ Mad, insane.

CTPWRa. (mfn. 1. Assisted,

befriended. 2. Furnished, provided, equipped.

Also FTM^ (mfn.).

The sun or moon

in eclipse.

C^TW^ s. (m. for ?) The name of one of

the degraded castes, the offspring of a Chan-

dala by a Pukkast woman. Manu x. 38.

C^Tt^tft s. (^+S*ftfa) Relation, relative-

ness, relationship. Mohun P. p. 143.

C^TFftf^ a. {mfn. from^+ ^tf^t) Possessed

of a discriminative mark or title.

C^TWr s. («.) 1. Stairs, steps, a staircase. 2.

A way, a road.

(m.} See
n51 V / >5l

C^W s . (m.) l.The moon. 2. The juice of the

Asclepias acida (or of the Sarcostema vimina-

lis ?) prescribed to be drunk at a sacrifice. 3.

Nectar. 4. The name of one of the eight Lo-

kapalas or guardian-deities ofthe world. Manu
v. 96.

C^TtePl s. (m. C^Ttll + si) 1. A sacrificer who

drinks the juice of the acid Asclepias. Also

FTtiPftvft 2. The name of a

particular order of pitris. Manu in. 198.

CJTta^ s. (m. C^Tftl +3"^) 1. A white

kind of khayar (Mimosa Catechu). 2. A me-

dicinal plant, commonly called kayap'hal.

The moon-

plant (Asclepias acida). Also C^Tt^SHl, (/.).

c^rtefl^i s. (/. cartel +3fpp$l) L A plant

(Serratula Anthelmintica). 2. The moon-plant

(Asclepias acida).

C^Tta^t s. (/. CTftC+^t) 1. A plant (Me-

nispermum glabrum). 2. The moon-plant (As-

clepias acida).

C^Ttot^: s . (m. FTtH+TO") Monday.

CJTte^T s. (m. C^TTST +^T) The juice of the

Asclepias acida (or, according to Carey, of the

Sarcostema viminalis).

C^TtotSl*. (/. or -fe^ra. from 0^^+
R. < IsftJ A plant (Serratula Anthelmintica).

C^TfcRtS *. (RtlX + Tt^I?) A plant (Ver-

nonia Anthelmintica, Rox.) Mohun P. p. 46.

(T\ iU^^I s , (/. 0^*1 +^1) The moon-plant

(Asclepias acida) Hort. Ben. p. 20. Also ap-

plied to the Adenanthera pavonina, Ibid. p. 32.

PTtH^ s. (-% m. from C^T^U R. for

^0^) The name of a particular class of pitris.

Manu in. 195.

A bamboo needle for sewing mats.

s. (/. from FTfrT +Sg^) The

Narmada or Nerbudda river.

W l<1 s. (p. ijyL) Saltpetre, nitre.

A species of

yam (Dioscorea glabra, Mohun P. p. 69. D.

nummularia, Carey).

C^Tt^ s. (corrupt, of C^^t)) Affection,

love, caress.

C^TtSW s. (from3^ ) Borax.

(corrupt, of C^tf^fl.) Abe-

loved wife or woman.

C^ft^t^rl s. Pinchbeck. Mohun P. p. 71.

s. (n. from^^l) Minuteness, subtility.

C^Wt^ a. (mfn. ^U+^IT Wilkins' Gr. §

901) Relating to pleasure.

8 H 2
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C^TFra s. (m. from A Buddhist, a fol-

lower of Sugata. Trans. R.A. S. i. 558.

(re. 1 from ^JT^) Fragrance, sweet-

scentedness.

C^ftstft^a. (mfn. + Sweet-scented,

perfumed. s. 1. (re.) The white water-lily.

2. (rei.) Sulphur.

C^Vf^P s. (re. from^^ + IT) A sweet scent.

s. (p. ciiU^o) A present, a rarity, a

curiosity.

cartel a. (from p. c^Ic^-j) Fit for a present

or memorial, curious, rare.

OTfte s. (m. from *fi>t) A tailor.

(re. from si^s5l*i +^T) Kindness, bene-

volence, goodness, civility, urbanity.

a. (mfn. from ^>3 )
Relating to a short

rule or (grammatical) aphorism, s. (rez.) (In

grammar) A sautra root, a root from which

only nouns are derived, and which is not in-

flected as a verb.

s. (m. from The name

of a particular sect among the Buddhists.

Trans. R.A.S. i. 559, 560.

Jff2TW°1 s . (m.l from C^+ ^fl?) A par-

ticular ceremony. .4s. Res. vin. 430.

s. (p.^flj^s) A merchant.

C^TWrf^l s. (f. from ^TT3^ s . (m.) A

cloud) Lightning.

C3tWft^ a. (mfn. ^HXT+t^) Given to a

woman on her marriage by affectionate kindred.

See Colebr. Law of Inherit, p. 110.

O^frH s. (re.) A mansion, a palace.

(re. 4 + ) Elegance, beauty.

{Tff^f^ a . (mfn. from *JJ?S , see Wilkins'

Gr. § 899) Connected with a good road.
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C^TfaWU (re. from n. pr.^ 1. Sochal

salt. 2. Natron, alkali.

a . (mfn. from 3J&pf) Golden.

(4lRk s. (m. from ^ft?t) A guard or atten-

dant of the women's apartments. Also

ftW («.)•

OTt<t^" s. (m. from ^<t^) 1. A district, pro-

bably the country now inhabited by the Suirs.

2. (re.) The fruit of the jujube. 3. Antimony.

4. Sour gruel.

C^tptTOT s. (m. from ^otftf}) The

of a favourite wife.

C*tet?t> s. (re. +TT) Good fortune, auspi

son

ciousness.

The name of a particular medicine.

(m.). See

(re. from ^+"5^^) Good brother-

hood. Wilkins' Gr. § 984.

CtffiO a. (mfn. from C^TW+ IT Wilkins' Gr.

§ 899) 1. Lunar, relating to the moon. 2. Mild,

pleasing, placid, gentle, s. (m.) 1. Buddha

the regent of the planet Mercury and son of

the moon. 2. The name of one of the astro-

nomical yogas. As. Res. ix. 366. 3. The proper

epithet by which a Brahman is to be addressed.

Manu ii. 125.

(femin. of species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 413, 466.

a. (mfn. from 3pP ) Solar, s. (m.) I. The

planet Saturn. 2. A worshipper of the sun.

(^Tt^Ho s. (re. from ^<PRjj 1. Fragrance, odour.

2. Agreeableness, beauty. 3. Fame.

(f. from ) A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 447.

C^TR^t s. (/. from A cow. (Lit. A

descendant ofSurabhi.) AlsofflW (/.).
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wWlWl s. (m. from :iT<R)) A cow, an ox.

(Lit. A descendant of Surabhi.)

C^Tl^Ml^ s . (m. (Tft^ +^f) A solar month.

C^fiTtf^ s. (m. from ;jJTP§ +t^) A kind

of poison.

s. (m. from The planet Saturn.

(ra. from TTi/7«ws' Gr. § 984) Ex-

cellence, goodness
;
ease, lightness ; excess.

GT^^ft"^ a. (mfn. C^fr^ + ) Ex-

cellent, good
;
easy, light ; excessive.

C^fet^ s. (n. from ^UiWj Friendship. Also

(n. from ^Tf^^-f-TT) Satisfaction,

satiety, completion, fulness.

^^Root, i. (^^"fe, -Cs3) 1. To go, to

move. 2. To jump, to bound. 3. To raise, to

lift up. Sometimes with ^1 prefixed to it.

T<F*l s. (m. from R. ^^Cj A name of Karti-

KEYA.

s. (/. A festival on the

sixth day of the month Chaitra. As. Res. m.

277.

T^s. (m.) 1. The shoulder. 2. The body. 3.

The trunk of a tree, a large branch. 4. Part

of an army, a form of array, 5. A section or

chapter of a book.

^<Wk*1 s. (m. err*! ) 1. The shoulder.

2. The withers of an elephant, or the part where

the rider sits.

The fork or

principal branch of a tree.

3^*T s. (».) The shouldr.-. See T^ .

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. -*<?*t£j-«T Wil-

Mns' Gr. p. 419) Fallen from; oozed, trickled

out.
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T<£"^ Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

^§£1), v. (M>l^tfi3), and ix. (*<P^^Rj)

h To stop, to hinder, to impede, to obstruct.

2. To be dull or stupid.

^ Root, v. (^FTlft, and ix.

(^nft, ^ftW) 1. To go by leaps. 2.

To cover. 3. To raise, to lift.

t^T^Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

*<5^K(.v3) 1. To jump, or go by leaps or jumps.

2. To raise, to lift up.

Root, v. (^C^'lRj) and ix. (*^«.lfj)

1. To stop, to hinder. 2. To be dull or insensible.

x"^^Root, i.
(
TI^I^3) 1. To defeat, to dis-

comfit. 2. To cut. 3. To make firm. 4. To

destroy, to hurt, to kill. 5. To fatigue, to

exhaust.

tJU^Root, i.
(
7I*i^fS) 1. To move, to go.

2. To slip, to stumble, to fall. 3. To gather,

to collect. With £j prefixed to it, To stagger,

to stumble, to vacillate.

from R.

Stumbling speech, a lapsus linguae, a blunder.

T^c^f
$t ^ R S^+SFT) A stumbling,

slipping, or falling ; the making a mistake in

reading or talking ; a falling or deviating from

virtue or truth.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

Fallen, stumbled, slipped, shaken
;
mistaken,

unsteady, wavering, s. (ra.) 1. A falling or

stumbling. 2. Circumvention, stratagem.

Root, x. ( ^TUft) To thunder. See

R.

s. (ra.) The female bosom or breast ; a dug.

^^TT s. (mfn. from ^FT+ R. (<4) An infant at

the breast.

s. (mfn. from XpT + R.T^An infant suck-

ing at the breast.
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UntTCfl a. (-"RF^to/w. from^T+R.^)
Sucking the breast or udder.

^^3" s. (to. IFf+^f) A nipple. Also

(/.), and^W (%.).

^ft^ s. (to. from R. 1. A cloud. 2.

Thunder. 3. Lightning.

^PT3 s. (n. from R. ) 1. The rattling of

thunder. 2. The noise of clapping the hands.

WR^C^lfel s. (WR^genit. case of^ +

A nipple.

WS> s. (n. from Wt) Milk.

s. (n. The swelling of

the breast or udder.

Sucking the breast.

a. (-^1 mfn.WO + R. ^3 )
Feeding

at the breast.

s. (to. from R. >3) Praise, eulogy, flattery;

the hymning a deity.

s. (to. from R. S|) 1. A eulogist, a pane-

gyrist, a praiser. 2. A nosegay, a bunch or

cluster of blossoms. 3. A multitude.

^3"^ a. (mfn. fret. part. p. R. 1. Stopped,

shut up. 2. Hardened, rigid, firm, motionless.

3. Stupid, dull, insensible.

^R*teri Si (_^ m ,^ + Rtn^) a hog.

tJ^^lO-i a. (mfn. "QJ+^t^) Having

rigid or motionless eyes : an epithet descriptive

of a peculiar character of the Hindu deities.

See Wilson's Hindu Theatre, note to the tran-

slation of Vikramorvasi, p. 60, 61.

Hardness, rigidity, firm-

ness, immobility, stupidity, stupor effected by

magic.

s. (to.) A he-goat. See .

s3*"< s. (tow.) 1. A post, a pillar. 2. (to.) A
shrub, a plant without a decided stem. 3. A
sheaf of corn, a bunch of grass. 4. A moun-

tain. 5. (w.) Stupidity, insensibility.

^^^ft s. (to. ^^ +^f^ from R. <|) Corn

or rice.

W%*& s. (to. ^^ +^r from R. $?Q L A
weeding-instrument. 2. A sickle. 3. A basket

for holding the heads of wild rice when cut.

tJM^j s. (to.) See .

:gp^7PT s. (w. from ^F^ + R. 5?T ) A sickle;

a weeding-instrument, a hoe. Also s3*~<l^>

*1';ft

(/•)•

^TC^TT s. (to. locat. case of "^J^-fR.

<HJ An elephant.

^ rOOX) v . and ix. See R.

s. (to. from R. tJ
1^) 1. A pillar, a post.

2. Rigidity, stupor, insensibility, especially when

effected by magic.

tJ^T s. (w. R. nJ^ + ^A-I*! ) A stopping, hinder-

ing, or fixing
;

torpor, insensibility.

Cylindrical.

^T§^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^§ +^3)

1. Fixed, stopped, made immoveable. 2. Be-

numbed, insensible.

"^3"
s. (from R. ^S) A layer, a stratum.

A termination by means of which adverbs

are formed from a few prepositions : e. g. ^3J<T-

Ijt^ ad. Sans. q. v. from ^4.4 . See Wilkins'

Gr. § 1048.

a. (mfn. from R.
:

3) Praising, eulogizing.

s. (to.) A panegyrist. —^1 (/.) or — "3"
(«.)

Flattery, eulogy.

See R.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. for
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f^T) 1. Wet, moist. 2. Wavering, shaking,

unsteady.

"^t°l a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^) Spread, ex-

tended. Wilkins' Gr. p. 416. *

^ See R. ^.
a. (mfn. from R. ^J) Praising, eulogizing

:

used in comp. e. g. (JS^S a. (mfn.) Who

praises or glorifies the gods, from s. (m.)

A god, • Wilkins' Gr. % 805.

^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^) Praised, glo-

rified, eulogized, flattered.

(f. R. ^+ f^f ) Praise, eulogy, flattery.

yfoHl"k<fr s. (m. ^ft+^tto) A bard, a

minstrel, an encomiast accompanying an army.

K s. (m. + <TKj A laudatory ex-

pression or speech.

^[sjWltfl a. (-fK^mfn. from ^fe+ R. 3Tf )

Expressing praise, uttering eulogies.

tJ<3 s. (m. from R. tJ^ ) A he-goat.

Root, v. (W^tfe) and ix. (ti^lfa)

1. To stop. 2. To be stupid. See R.

Root, x. (fPfafe) To collect, to heap

up, to pile.

"siPl s. (m. from R. ^^L) A heap, a pile of

earth.

a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R. ^3
) Praised,

eulogized, being the subject of praise.

^ Root, v. (^Cttfe, ^<V3) To spread, to

extend, to cover or spread over. With ft: pre-

fixed, To be widely extended or diffused, to be

long or prolix. See R. ^

.

*>?"9°^ Root, vi. CS°$T3) To hurt, to injure,

to kill.

^Root, vi. (^TOf) To hurt, to injure, to kill.
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^ Root, ix. (^Tttp3, "31^3) To spread

over, to cover, to clothe, &c. See R. .

C5*T Root, x. To rob, to steal.

C3=T s. (m. from R. C^T) 1. A thief. 2. Rob-

bery, theft. -31 (/.) or (n.) Theft,

thievery.

03*1*. (m. from R. "f%^forf^T) Moisture,

wetness.

a. (a. ^J^jA^S) Perpetual, continuing,

continuative.

s. (n. from C^PT Wilkins' Gr. § 981)

Theft, thievery, a. Liable to be stolen.

*tWV s. (n. from C^FT Wilkins' Gr. §981)

Theft, thievery, robbery. Also^^*1 (ra.).

(tjl<? a. (mfn.) Little, small, s. (m.) A drop

of water, ad. Sans. (—^°) Hardly, scarcely.

CtjJ \^?^ s. (m.) The chataka (Cuculus melano-

leucus).

s. (— >5 m. from R. ^+ ^) A panegyrist,

a flatterer, a praiser.

C^t!T s. (m. from R.^+3" Wilkins' Gr. § 799)

That in which praise, adoration, &c. is con-

veyed ; an ode, hymn
;
eulogy, praise, flattery.

C5*fe s. (from R. ^Pg) Deceptive encourage-

ment.

Root, x. ((tiUlUfc ) 1. To praise, to

eulogize ; to flatter, to coax. 2. To boast. (This

verb seems rather to be derived from the sub-

stantive (75tH q. v.)

raTO s. (m. from R. ^for I. Praise, eulogy.

2. Sacrifice, an oblation. 3. A heap, a quan-

tity, a multitude.

Root, i. See R.

^5
o;j

Ts. (from the English strontium) Strontium.

Carey.
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f^j s. (from the Portug. estria) The ironing and

plaiting of linen.

(/•) 1 • A woman, a female : also said of

female animals. 2. A species of metre in Sans-

krit prosody. As. Res. x. 468. —s3l (/.) or

~ < (?z Womanhood, feminineness.

^t^tF^ (^t + ^Tfot^ ) A ludicrous cere-

mony, which takes place when a man goes to

the house of his intended bride's parents for the

purpose of being married, on which occasion,

before the marriage-ceremony, the mother of the

damsel and other women take him into another

apartment, and tying his hands with a weaver's

shuttle between them, hoodwink him with the

leathern hoodwinks used for vicious oxen and

cows. Carey.

The female organ of

generation.

^WlOl s. (^l +^t^T) Divorcement. Mo-

kun P. p. 96.

^t3Tff3 s. (/.^ + 3itf3) The female sex.

^fe! s. (m. ^t+fSK?) A husband who is

hen-pecked or overruled by his wife.

) The separate property

of a woman :
" What was given to a woman

by the father, the mother, the husband or a

brother, or received by her at the nuptial fire,

or presented to her on her husband's marriage

to another wife, as also any other (separate

acquisition) is denominated a woman's pro-

perty." Yajnavalkya in Colebr. Law of Inker.

p. 364. See also p. 68, seqq.

^t^^ s. (m. + 1 . The duty of a wo-

man. 2. Menstruation.

(f from A woman

during the period of monthly impurity.

^SH^T s. (m. ^31+^) A libertine, a lecher,

a gallant, a lover. (Lit. Addicted to women.)
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s. (from ^ft +t°^+^) The

mutual duties of man and wife.

The separation

from a woman j the death of a woman.

^t^j" s. (n. ^ft+ ^sT) An excellent woman.

(Lit. A gem of a woman.)

^tf^f a. (mfn. ^1 +1^1) Of the feminine

gender.

1. Womankind,

women generally. 2. A woman.

l^jTfo^f]
St ^ ^+T[o^ Intercourse

with women, sexual intercourse ; female society.

Also (m.).

s. (/. + from R. ^) The

murder of a woman.

t13c} a. (mfn. from ^ft Wilkins' Gr. § 1007) 1.

Feminine, female. 2. Hen-pecked, s. (n.)

Feminality, feminineness, womanhood. — ^31

(/.) or —W (n.) Womanhood, feminineness

;

effeminacy, uxoriousness.

^5 O" (mfn. from R. ^1 for ) Standing, stay-

ing, abiding, situated : used in comp. e. g.

TfEfJp^! £ (mfo^ Situated in the vicinity,

neighbouring, from (m. ?) Vicinity,

^^^a. See^ffo.

Root, i. (^^tf^J) To cover, to conceal.

SeeR.^.

a. (mfn. from R. 1. Fraudulent,

crafty. 2. Shameless, impudent.

s. (n. R. ^t+3FT) Concealment, a

covering.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^f^sj
)

1. Covered, concealed, hidden. 2. Stopped,

ceased, suspended ; debarred from society.
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(n. from R. 1. A level square

piece of ground covered with sand for a sacri-

fice. 2. A boundary, a limit, a land-mark.

A devotee who by way of penance sleeps on

the ground prepared for a sacrifice. Also

^jWw (*.).

s. (m.*$ from R. ^I+^fe) 1. A
master-carpenter, a mason, an architect, a stone-

cutter. 2. The performer of a Vrikaspati-sa-

crifice. 3. An attendant or guard of the wo-

men's apartment.

'Z^'Z a. (mfn. from R. ^) 1. Steady, fixed,

firm. 2. Aged, old. s. (m.) An old man.

a. (mf. irreg. superl. degree of "*"$
>

cr
1 ) The

thickest, the fattest, very thick or corpulent.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 519.

mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of
r:s^) Thicker, fatter, more corpulent. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 519.

W\ See R.^.
s. (n. from R. "*%') 1. A place, a 6ite, a

spot. 2. Dry ground or land, dry soil. Also

*S?fl (/•) and (/.). 3. (Beng.) A
place or text in a book.

^^3^f s .
(n.^J^ +^^i) A beautiful flow-

ering shrub (Hibiscus mutabilis). Also ^^i^W
s. (n.) and ^tfefft (/.).

0^" a. (mfn.^^ +U^) Moving or living

on dry land.

*i*YVg$ a. (mfn.) See .

^pTq^ a. (mfn.) See .

*pft s. (/.) See .

^Spf^I a. (from l5^) 1. Relating to a site or

place. 2. Relating to dry land, terrestrial.

SeeR. $1.

o. (to/». from R. ^1) Steady, fixed, im-

moveable, s. (m.) 1. An epithet of Siva. 2.

(mn.) The trunk of a tree, a pollard. 3. (m.)

A stake, a pin. 4. A nest of white ants.

(m. from An ascetic sleep-

ing on the ground prepared for a sacrifice.

^1^33} a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^£1 + 331)
1. Proper to be stood upon. 2. Fit to be placed,

fixed, or determined.

*£fc3l s. (-3 m . R. ^1+^) A person who

stands or remains in a place.

*%\U3 indecl. (from R. ^1) In the state (of).

^$7^ s. (n. R. 1. The act of stand-

ing or abiding in any place; continuance, stay.

2. A place, a site, a spot, a space ; an open

place in a town, a square ; an abode, a home.

3. A chapter or section of a book. 4. The con-

tinuance of a government in the same condition.

*5llR>3<? s. (to. from ^R + R. f^J ) A

quarter-master. Trans. B.A.S. i. 171.

'^H'l>£3 a. (mfn.) See ^fa^ .

The par-

tition of a number according to the places of its

figures. See Colebr. Alg. p. 6, 10.

^$1^3^ a . (mfn. ^t^+ q^) Fallen from (his)

situation or place.

^^W^R" s. (n. ^t^T +^^R) A different place,

another place.

^^Tfat^ra" s . (m. ^^H-^^t^") The want of

a situation or place.

^i^fjTT a. (mfn. from
<*0S

F) Relating to a place

or situation, s. (n.) A city, a town.

r=3^T^*T ad. Sans, (locat. case of *$t*Tj 1. In the

place of. 2. Properly, suitably. 3. (Beng.)

From, to.

a. (mfn. from the cans, of R. ^0)
8 I
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Placing, fixing, ordering, regulating, esta-

blishing.

s. (m. from ) An attendant or

guard of the women's apartment.

s. (». from ^t\the cans, of R. ^)
The placing or fixing a thing.

^Hfl s. (f. from ^t5
t«T) A plant (Cissam-

pelos hexandra).

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of ^HfeJ^ the

cam. of R. "^1
) Proper to be placed or fixed.

Also ^tf^3^) (mfn!) and *$Pt> (mfn.).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of
>*F$t^!

v the

cans, of R. ) Placed, deposited, fixed,

erected, founded, ordained, decreed, ascertained,

established, appointed : used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Placed on a moun-

tain, fromf^tf^ s. (m.) A mountain + lf%\J

.

a. (mfn.). See . s. (n. ?) A de-

posit.

s. (n. ? The

embezzling of a deposit.

*fW< a. (mfn. from R. Wilkins' Gr. p.

467) Fixed, steady, stationary, immoveable,

permanent, s. 1. (n.) Immoveable property;

unalienable property. 2. (m.) A mountain.

^t^^ftt1! a. (mfn. ^t^^+vffft;

) Sta-

tionary and locomotive ; immoveable and

moveable : used as an epithet of the world

with all that it contains. Manu i. 41.

^^rf^te s .
(
n

.
^t^+sr^'ter)

Immoveable and moveable property.

7qf£tf3^' s. (n. from Wilkins' Gr. § 984)

Old age.

^fa s. (-*%% n. R. ^1 + 3PT) Strength,

power.

s. (/. Ttf^L+^l) Steadiness, per-

manency, fixedness, invariableness, duration.

Also HlfUf (n.).

a. (-fX^rnfn. from R.^1 Wilkins' Gr.

§ 769) Standing, staying, continuing, enduring
;

unchangeable, invariable. Used in comp. e. g.

3J3^1lfl a. (-fSs^mfn.) Standing be-

tween.

^tOTa. (mfn. from R.^1 Wilkins' Gr. p. 464)

Stopping, staying, abiding, s. (m.) The over-

seer of a village.

(n. from R. ^1) A caldron or other

culinary utensil ; a metallic dish used in eating.

^Kl s. (/. from R. ^t*T) An earthen pot or

boiler. 2. The trumpet-flower (Bignonia sua-

veolens). 3. (Beng.) The socket of the gums

or jaw-bone in which the teeth are fixed.

T^TTR? s. (m.) The perfuming the body with

fragrant unguents.

*£^J" «• (mfn. R. Wilkins' Gr. p. 464)

Stationary, stable, firm, durable, permanent,

steady. Manu i. 56.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^5^) Stayed,

stood, stopped
;

risen, standing, upright

;

steady, permanent, firm ; situated in : used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn.) Situated

in the air, from ^3 s - (
m -) The atmo-

sphere, air, + f^$>3. s. Assets.

s. (f. from R. ^t+fl) 1. A staying or

standing ; a position, a situation. 2. Conti-

nuance in any state or condition. 3. Perma-

nency, consistency, steadiness, durableness.

4. Correctness of conduct. 5. A determina-

tion, a decision. 6. A stop, a pause. Manu

ii. 224.

fHfa^l^ a. (mfn.l f*$f3+^T^)
Elastic. -31 (/.) or -3"

(n .) Elasticity.

f^p; a. (mfn. from R. ^1) Fixed, steady, firm,
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immoveable, determined, permanent, durable,

placid, quiescent, s. (m.) 1. The planet Saturn.

2. The name of one of the astronomical yogas.

As. Res. ix. 366. -31 (/.) or (».)

Steadiness, firmness, fixedness, solidity.

fH^S^ s. (m. fs$$ +^3&) A steady pul-

verizer : applied in algebra to a certain descrip-

tion of common divisor. See Colehr. Alg.

p. 119, 330.

fH^ft>3a. (m/w.f^P"+f^5) Firm ofthought,

determined, resolved.

a. (mfn. "f*\< +^3<T) Very firm or

steady, permanent.

fH«(.<rt<1a. (»*/». f^$^+(U)<H) Possess-

ing everlasting youth, s. (tk.) The name of a

particular class of demigods.

(f from ) 1. The earth. 2. A
plant (Hedysarum Gangeticum).

(m. from f^5^) The silk-cotton tree

(Bombax heptaphyllum).

^3^Root, vi. (^^t/oRj) To clothe, to cover.

s. (-fk^m.) See •

s. (/.) 1 The post or pillar of a house.

2. An anvil. 3. An iron image. 4. A disease.

"^S^Root, x. (^UW) To increase, to fat-

ten, to become corpulent.

«• {mfn. from R. Stout, corpulent,

fat
;
dull, stupid

;
large, great, bulky

;
gross, not

exact. Colebr. Alg. p. 87. s. (n. ?) Coarse

grain ; barley, &c. Colebr. Alg. p. 316. -sjl

(/.) or —^ (w.) Thickness, bulkiness, fatness,

stupidity.

a. (mfn. Corpulent, fat,

stout, unwieldly.

s. (n.1 ^^T+ ^FT) The gross result

of a calculation or measurement. Colebr. Alg.

p. 70.

a. (mfn.
55

^
5?

f+ 5TO) 1. Munificent,

liberal. 2. Learned, well read. Also -

(mfn.).

^^t^ s. (n. *S*\+ *tftS) The gross or

material and perishable body, with which a soul,

clad in its subtile person (see ^*WH<{<^, >s

invested. Trans. R.A.S. i. 32. n. 35.

s . (mfn. *$*T +*ttl^) Coarse

cloth.

^Wl^sS a. (mfn. from ^^T + 'Ss?) Enlarged,

made or become thick or gross.

*$Mibt>U s. (m. ^ + 1. Incom-

pleteness. 2. An elephant's middle pace,

neither quick nor slow. 3. A hill at the foot

of a mountain.

C^P" a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^1 for €1) Re-

quiring to be placed or fixed.

C^TTfr a. (-"SPT mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of f*P") Firm, stable, durable, permanent.

Wilkins' Gr. p. 520.

C5?^ a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of R^^T)

Firm, stable, durable, permanent. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 520.

s. (n. from ) Constancy, firmness,

steadiness, steadfastness, calmness.

(n. from ) A sort of perfume

commonly called ganfhiala.

(n.) 1. Strength, power. 2. A load for

an ass.

(+£)A s. (-f^t m. C^^+t\) A pack-

horse, a strong horse.

C^^V s. (n. from ^pT+TT) Fatness, thick-

ness, dulness.

s. (m. from R. for ^) An oozing, a

dripping.
J

8 I 2
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^"1 SeeR.^1.

^J'kf a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins' Gr.

p. 414) Bathed.

^[T3<P s. (m. g1"3 + <£) An initiated house-

holder ; a man of one of the three upper classes,

who after having finished his prescribed course

of sacred study, becomes a householder. Manu
i. 113.

^ftv3l s. (— 3" m. R. SijI + vJ) One who bathes

or practises ablutions.

^TH s. (n. R. 5^+5f) Ablution, bathing.

A bathing-house,

a bath-room. Mohun P. p. 78.

procession

attending the bathing of the idol Jagannat'h at

the full-moon in the month of Jyaisht'ha. Carey.

^K<lifa<3? a. {mfn. ^WKfl +t^) At-

tending the procession at the bathing of Jagan-

nat'ha.

gtTtlT a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^I+^^il)
Fit for bathing or ablution.

^PPT s. (n. from the caus. of R. jgjl) The at-

tending a person while bathing. Manu n. 209.

a. (m/ft. pres. par?, p. of the caws, of R.

^rl) Caused to bathe, attended on while bath-

ing, immersed.

s. (m.) The periosteum. As. Res. vm.

448. See ^ft^T

.

Tjllft a. mfn. from R. ^1 for ^1)
Bathing, performing ablution.

(/.) A tendon, a muscle.

f^> a. (m/w. pret. part. p. R. f^pT-r^ Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 423). 1. Oily, greasy, unctuous,

smooth. 2. Agreeable, beloved, pleasing. 3.

Coarse, thick, s. (?n.) A friend. — s3i (/.)

or —^ (n.) Greasiness, smoothness, pleasing-

ness, loveliness, kindness, affection.
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f^pfe^ a. (mfn. ffiflM&G) Lubricating.

f^T See R.f^S.

SeeR.
-

^.

^ *. (mn.) Table-land. See TT^.

~T A Kridanta suffix, by means of which are

formed adjectives expressive of an aptitude or

disposition to be what is implied by the root to

which it is subjoined : e. g. «•
(
mfn -)

Disposed to stand, permanent, steady, from R.

for $1 To stand. See Wilkins' Gr. p. 464.

See .

s. (-^f from R. The milk-hedge

plant (Euphorbia antiquorum). Also 1"$, s.

(/•) and (/.).

^3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^T) Flowing, ooz-

ing, distilled.

s. (f.) A daughter-in-law.

*fft s. (/.) See

C^^s. (m. from R.f^J 1. Unctuosity, smooth-

ness
;

oil, unguent, any greasy or unctuous

substance. 2. Love, tenderness, affection.

C^fSTTs. (n. R. f^jT +3H) Unction, a rubbing

with unguents.

C^H^ si (n. C^ +TO) A worthy object

for affection.

C^"a. (-fl^ m>. C^C +t^) 1. Greasy,

oily, unctuous. 2. Tender, affectionate, kind.

Root, i. (^"HW) To shake, to tremble

slightly. 2. To go, to move.

s. (m.l from R. A vibration, a

shaking or trembling. Also (n.).

a. (mfn.
:5^K+^) Trembling, vi-

brating, shaking.
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*eht 5
T s. (n. R. ^^-t-SR) Animal motion.

^Ifftu a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R.^X+^ft^)
Agitable, capable of being shaken.

^^tf^S a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. :5:ffr
) Agi-

tated, shaken.

TPf^l s. (/. from R. Emulation, rivalry,

defiance, provocation, arrogance, presumption.

^fP^ a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. TPiMj-^3)
Defied, provoked, vied with, opposed, contested.

Root, i. To defy, to dare, to

provoke, to vie, to seek another's defeat.

Root, x. (*##t3) 1. To take. 2. To

unite, to join.

s. (m. from R. 1. Touch, contact;

the sense of feeling. See Trans. R.A.S. I. 562.

2. Morbid heat.

^Hfe a. (»i/n. from R. '^l) Touching, coming

in contact with.

s. (n. from R.^M+SFT) A touching,

contact.

^K^fa a. {mfn. fut. part. p. R.

3pfjTT) Tangible.

Past feeling,

5. (-*| m. R. :s^+^) Morbid heat.

See*f#L

^^Root, i. (**Kf3, -C3) 1. To obstruct,

to oppose. 2. To string together. 3. To touch,

x. (^W^) 1. To take. 2. To join, to

connect.

m. from R. ^Fl) l.A spy, an emissaiy.

2. War, battle, a fight.

a. (w/h. from R. Clear, evident,

apparent
;

plain, easy.
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(f. from A woman

who is evidently pregnant.

s. m. ^+3^) A clear

speaker.

?*&»t£ji a. (-f^ mfn. from ^l^+R.
^1*3^) Speaking clearly.

ad. (from In a clear or

plain manner, distinctly, evidently.

'S^'i a. (mfn. + 31^) Of clear or obvious

meaning, s. (m.) An evident or distinct object.

ad. Sa7is. (—<t°) For the sake of perspicuity.

s. (n. from ^+ R. f ) The

making a thing visible or evident and plain.

3:r
t3>t<p3 a. (mfn. from^^ +^3 Wilkins'Gr.

§ 1032) Made clear or plain, explained ; ma-

nifested, revealed.

^^>tf3a. (mfn. from ^^+^3 Wilkins'Gr.

§ 1032) Become plain or evident.

Root, v. (^Hft) 1. To please, to gra-

tify. 2. To cherish, to protect. 3. To breathe,

to live.

T^«. (-*lmfn. R. Touching: used

in comp. e. g. H^F^a. (-*%mfn.) Touch-

ing the heart, from A4.*~M*i^ s. (ra.) A vital part,

Wilkins' Gr. % 805.

^^^1 s. (•/.) A gramineous plant (Trigonella

corniculata).

^^Root, vi. (f^fe) To touch. Often

with 3*1, or^T° prefixed to it.

*^*ft. s. (/. from R. T^) A plant (Solanum

Jacquini).

^t>a. (mfn.) See^^flTT.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^Kf-3)

Touched, brought into contact.
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s. (-"<§ m. from R. ^1+^) Morbid

heat. Also »!.)•

:5^f^ s. (/. from R. Touch, feeling, con-

tact.

Root, x. To wish, to desire,

to long for.

a. (mfn. pret. part, p, R. De-

sirable.

'^Tl s. (/. from R. ^5^) A desire, a wish.

**F"i Root, i. (^^3) 1. To open, to unfold,

to burst. 2. To break, to divide.

^^s. (m. from R. The expanded hood

of a snake. Also

(m.) Crystal, quartz.

a. (mfn.^f^^ + SIXT) Made of

crystal or quartz, quartzose.

;5^ft^§ s. (m.^f^+^§) A crystal

pillar.

^F^Root, i. and x. (with the insertion of a

nasal, <*^fj ,

T*FUXTf^) To jest, to joke,

to smile, to laugh at.

'^IR^ Root, vi. (WT^) I. To shake, to

tremble. 2. To be manifest or apparent.

3^c
l s. (n. R. ^S^+^H) A throbbing or

trembling.

Root. vi. (^^fo) 1. To shake, to

tremble. 2. To be manifest or apparent.

^3 a. (mfn.) See :y
^t>?.

Wff^s. (/. from R.Wt^T+ 'fe) 1. Growth,

increase. 2. A swelling, intumescence.

Wfa RooT,i.(^tm3) To grow, to increase,

to become tumid.

s. (n.) See .

t>^s. (/. always dual, The buttocks.
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f^^F^RooT, X. (P^tffS) ]. To hurt, to in-

jure, to kill. 2. To cover.

f^Fi Root, x. (W«6) 1. To hurt, to in-

jure, to kill. 2. To dwell. 3. To give. 4. To

be strong.

a. (mfn.) Much, many.

*^T.si a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wt^L Wilkins'

Gr. p. 421) Enlarged, increased, swollen, ex-

tended, great, copious.

^tfe s. (/. from R. B^+fS) 1. A swell-

ing, an enlargement. 2. Prosperity, increase.

*^Root, i. (FJFtto) and vi. (^^fe)
To blow, to expand (as a flower), x. (C^Fl -

tlfe) and I. (C^tfft or with the inser-

tion of a nasal, To break through,

to divide, to tear ; to hurt or kill. x. (with the

insertion of a nasal, To laugh at,

to jest, to joke.

a. (mfn. from R. ^JF$ ) 1. Opened, ex-

panded ;
broken, burst. 2. Evident, manifest.

"^W^ s. (n. R ?3F! A bursting, a tear-

ing or rending ; an opening or expanding.

^^jTtfSF^ s. (m. The precise result

of a calculation.

s. (f. from R. ^g*Lj The expanded hood

of a snake.

s. (»!.?
:s^+7TR) A planet's +_

declination of the point of intersection in the

ecliptic. See SF^T^Tfa

.

*Tgf&3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.

1. Broken, burst. 2. Expanded, blown.

**j£t s. (f. from R.^5^^) 1- A kibe, a swel-

ling of the feet. 2. A sort of melon (Cucumis

Momordica).

^3^3 Root, vi. (^of^) To clothe, to cover.
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i. and x. (with the insertion of a nasal,

To laugh at, to joke, to jest.

T3J^ Root, vi.
(

:*5|^f3) 1. To shake, to

move. 2. To be manifest or apparent. With ^
prefixed to it, To shake, to tremble ; with f<T

To resist, to oppose.

:53^c
l s. (n. R. ^TJ^+^PT) A shaking or

trembling.

^Mtki& a. (mfn. from R. ^^^+
^3^) With trembling lips (through passion).

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "*'^<
v+^;3)

Shaken, agitated, trembling, exposed, bared,

outstretched.

Rfe Root, i. I. To spread, to

expand. 2. To forget.

*5F3 Root, i. (*^fo) To thunder.

s. (m.) See ^S*L
^^F^Root, vi. (*^lfsS) 1. To shake. 2.

To heap, to crowd. 3. To be manifest or ap-

parent.

5. (n. R. **|^+3FT) A throbbing or

trembling.

*3JFp^E s. (m. from R. ?) A spark of

fire. Also (/.),

:5*F^Root, i. (*^fo) To thunder.

or shaking ; a start, a spring, a bound
;
palpi-

tation (through joy or excitement), alacrity,

sprightliness
;

expansion, manifestation, utter-

ance.

or

an

'SFJ s. (m. from R. ^^F^) The thunderbolt

of Indra.

3?
|SS? s. (jn. from R. :3*F£ ) A sort of ebony

(Diospyros glutinosa).

^SFS^s. (m. from R. T^iv ) A clap ofthunder.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. T*r3[v Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) Tliundered.

s. (f. from R. **R^-f3) A throbbing

Palpitating, trembling (through joy or excite-

ment).

C5^" s. (m.) Froth. See RFT.

WH«. (-TTIT mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of |*^< Wilkins' Gr. p. 420) Very much or

many.

C*^& a. (mfn. irreg. superI. degree of

Wilkins' Gr. p. 420) Very much or many.

s. (m. from R. 5^t) 1- A boil, a

tumour : also C5*^^. 2. A bursting, a

breaking through. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 447.

(n. from R. A tearing

rending.

CWt^fl s. (/. from R. T*jftj A gimlet,

auger.

^ (£e[) Root, ix. (* To hurt, to kill.

**I indecl. Sans. A particle which, added to a

verb in the present tense, gives it the sense of

the preterite. Wilkins' Gr. § 1367. It is also

used as an expletive.

TJHT s . (m. from R. ffcj) 1. Astonishment, sur-

prise. 2. Pride, arrogance.

s. (m. from R.^ Wilkins' Gr. § 768) 1.

Remembrance, recollection. 2. A name of

Kamadeva the deity of love.

^AJ.^ ! s. (n. from R. p^) Remembrance, re-

collection. See Trans. R.A.S. i. 113. This

word is frequently used in quoting passages

from works of authority, e. g.

On account of the (just quoted)

passage of Manu," &c.
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**Wrt)|l* a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. Fit to

be remembered.

s. (m. from 5H?+R. H) An epithet

of Siva. Also

v. a. (from R. '"^) To remember, to

recollect.

*5Sfe a. (mfn.) See *SR*FtlT .

**U<<P a. {mfn. from R. ^) Recalling to mind,

reminding, s. (m.) A remembrancer.

^^g. (mfn. from^^f^) 1. Relating to the

memory. 2. Relating to the codes of law,

sanctioned by the written law, canonical.

Manu i. 108. 3. Skilled in jurisprudence.

s. (?n.) A lawyer. Mohun P. p. 142.

*j8$P5ffi s. (m. ^l^+^T) (In Hindu law)

The period of human recollection. {Hindu law-

yers state this to be a hundred years.)

Root, x. (^toTKJ) To slight, ii

WW) To smile. See R. f^T.

f^lfc Root, x. ((T^XTf^) To slight, to dis-

regard.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins'

Gr. §j 693) Smiled, laughed
;
smiling, s. (n.)

A smile.

a. (mfn. Preceded by

a smile, introduced by a smile.

Root, i.
(
T^fo) To twinkle, to

wink with the eyes.

*5 Root, i. (^fS) 1. To remember, to re-

collect. 2. To miss, to regret. With ^51*^,

3T° +3^, or ^° prefixed, To remember;

with ft To forget, v. (^rftfe) i. To

please, to delight. 2. To guard, to cherish.

3. To breathe, to live.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.^ +3) Remem-
bered, recollected.

5. (/. R. ^+f3 Wilkins' Gr. §830) 1.

Memory, recollection, remembrance. 2. Writ-

ten law, a law code, or memorial law in gene-

ral, the recorded body of law as delivered

originally by inspired legislators to their respec-

tive pupils and committed by them from recol-

lection to writing. As a source of law,
:y3lf3

is distinguished from or the revealed law,

i. e. the vedas, and from ^AJ.! l<3 or established

usage. See Manu ii. 6. seqq. Trans. R.A.S.

I. 444, 451. Didactic poems are also compre-

hended under the name of , to imply that

a certain degree of veneration is due to their

author. Trans. B.A.S. n. 2.

^f3*TPg s. (n. ^f^*)^) 1. A book on

law, a law-code. 2. Legal science.

•^f^l 3^ a. (mfn.
'
ŝ S + 1!̂ l:

^) Approved

by law-codes. Also ^f^f^T^ (mfn.).

^fcWl<t> a. (mfn. ^"fe-f ^TT<£>) Capable of

being proved from the codes of law.

C5^ s. (from R. f*H) A smile.

^TJ^, The termination of the Sanskrit participle

of the second future in the common form :

nomin. sing. m.

JJSW* . See Wilkins' Gr. § 711.

^TPi s. (m. from R. ^Fttf) Speed, velocity.

Root, ii (*V'*fW') To sprinkle, to drop,

to distil.

^T^rT s. (n. R. ^J^SR) 1. An oozing or

dropping. 2. (m.) A war-chariot. 3. A tree

(Dalbergia Ougeinensis). Hort. Ben, p. 53.

A war-

rior who fights in a car.

STJ^rft s. (f. from R. Saliva.

T[J^f[ am (-..f^ from R. Oozing, dis-

tilling, trickling, dropping.
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*\W a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ffJ^+jT) Flow-

ing, dropping.

^731 Root, 1. (^^Fj) To sound.

To consider, to .think.

,*1Jl<^rl s. A plant (Zizyphus Napaea). Mohun

P. p. 69.

S^FTi a. (h. UL^, corrupt, of Wise,

ingenious, clever.

s. (m.) See*^.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f^Rjor ft^)
Stitched, sewed, s. (m.) A sack : also ^FJn

(m.) and C^^Ptj r C^Ffr (».).

3Jlft 5 . (/. from R. flHRT for ft) 1. A

sewing or stitching. 2. Offspring, lineage.

^°3T Root, i. (W07TC3) To fall down.

fl- (-f^ from R. g o;i
l) Falling,

hanging, pendulous, s. (m.) A tree commonly

called pilu, and applied to several sorts (as to

Careya arborea and Salvadora Persica, &c).

Root, i. (with the insertion of a nasal,

^$U3) To go.

s. (—^/-) A chaplet, a wreath of flowers,

a garland.

tj^< ) s. (/. from 'EfS + R. A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 438.

(femin. ofp f^*I^) A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody, .As. Res, x. 438.

tj^l a. (-1^1 mfn. from 3^ Wilkins' Gr.

§ 907) Wearing a chaplet or garland of flowers.

Manu ii. 167.

tj< s. (wi. from R. ^) A flowing, an oozing or

trickling. Also 1%%P\ (n.) and (m.).

tt<£d\ s. (/. from + A cow mis-

carrying or slipping her calf,
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^T^a. mfn. pres. part. a. R. ^) Flow-

ing, oozing, trickling.

^<vj{ s. (femin. of ^^*->) A river in general.

W3l s . (./.) See ^1

.

w. a. (from R. To flow, to ooze, to

drop.

Root, i. (^J§£3) To trust, to have faith or

confidence in. With f<T prefixed, To give in

trust.

s. (-^ m. R. I. A creator, a

maker. 2. An epithet of Brahma.

Wf\Fl>. (/.^+3l) Creatorship. Also^g"

(».).

W3a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.W ^^) Fallen.

wj 1<P indecl. Sans. Quickly, instantly.

"fcj l°l a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. Wilkins' Gr.

§ 700) Cooked, boiled.

(m.) See^ .

flj^RooT, iv. (f^yft) l.Togo. 2. To dry.

HPS, Root, i. (Ctj^ft) To hurt, to kill.

ftjg Root, u (f^gft) To hurt, to kill.

^ Root, i. (tJ< Rj ) 1. To go. 2. To flow, to

drop, to ooze, to distil. Often with ^1 prefixed

to it.

^<J*s**("~T>jfO A wooden sacrificial spoon or ladle.

tls3 a. (mfn. pret. part p. R. ^+3) Flowed,

oozed, dropped, distilled.

H<T s. (m. from R. W) A sacrificial ladle with

two excavations.

s. (/. from R. ^) 1 . A sacrificial ladle with

two excavations. 2. A shrub (Sanseviera Zey-

lanica ; also Aletris hyacinthoides and Dracona

nervosa).

8 K
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^rtjBSf s. (m. '331 + ^5$) A plant (Flacour-

tia sapida).

H s. (/. from R. A sacrificial ladle. See^.

CE^Root, i. (ttj^L^I) To go, to move.

Root, i. (.WtSf^j To boil, to melt.

C$\3 s. (n.) See Cgl^T .

n. from R. 1. A current, a rapid

stream ; a river. 2. An organ of sense.

CEftef^fl. s. (/. from Ogt^^T ) A river. Also

cgt3^ft (/.) and cglret3$;l (/.).

CglC^t^s. (n. Cgt^f^I^) Antimony.

5fW^H^«ft(rgl^^+^\) The

calx of antimony. Carey.

^ a. (mfn.} Own. s. (m.) 1. A kinsman. 2.

The soul. 3. (ra.) Property, wealth. 4. (In

algebra) A positive or affirmative quantity. —^1

(/.) or — "3" (w.) Ownership, property.

a. (mfn. from^+ <^) Own, proper.

s. (-^T\n. ^ + ) A person's

particular duty or work. Also

o. (?w/tt. from^) Own, proper, peculiar.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^sjf Wilkins' Gr.

p. 419) Embraced.

^^faa. (mfn.^ + *t3) Kept to one's self, per-

sonal, exclusive, ad. Sans. (—^3°) Aside,

apart (in theatrical language).

WtWr5 a. (mfn. ^ +T$°1+W^)
Ostentatious, boasting.

^ a. (mfn.^+^X) Handsome, well-shaped.

^55? a. (mfn. ^-^I^) 1. Pure, white, clear,

transparent. 2. Sound, healthy, convalescent.

— ^31 (/.) or —^ (w.) Purity, transparency,

soundness, health.

^0^3> s. (^5^+H^) The crystalline hu-

mour. Carey.
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^T55f% a. (mfn.^+^i) Self-willed, uncon-

trolled, unrestrained
;
contented, happy, s. (m.)

A person's own will
;
ease, peace, security.

"MOt^MvSS ad. Sans. (^55^ +3^) Arbitra-

rily, voluntarily, according to a person's free

choice.

Talc mineral.

^5^f a. Munificent, liberal.

See R.f^ .

a. (mfn. ^+ -3) Produced by one's self.

s. (m.) 1. A son. 2. Perspiration, sweat.

^S^FT s. (m. ^+ \SFT) A relative, a kinsman.

A person's own tribe

or class.

^St^ftF a. (mfn. from ^3ftf^) Pertaining to

one's own tribe or class.

^^Root, x. (^~ferf^) 1. To finish. 2. To

leave unfinished.

^[s?o ad. Sans. (^ +3^) Of himself, from

himself, of itself.

^s3^5 a. (mfn. ^+3^) 1. Independent, un-

controlled, self-willed, unrestrained. 2. Of age,

no longer subject to the authority of parents.

— \?1 (/.) or —^ (w.) Independence, freedom.

s. (n. ^ +^) 1« Proprietorship, ownership,

proprietary right. 2. Self-existence, personal

identity. Also ^\3l (/.).

(-3^ mfn. ^3"+^) Wealthy,

having proprietary right, s. (?w.) An owner.

s. (n.^ +^rWTT) The subject or

thing in which a person has a proprietary right.

^t^t^3 a. (mfn. from WWf+f3
see Wilkins' Gr. § 1033) Become the subject of

a proprietary right.

^TrT s. (n. R. ^nT+SFT) The act of tasting.
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*$Ttf*\ s. (m. ^+Gt*i) One's own place or

country.

s. (m. ^ +^f) The peculiar duties of

any person or of any -particular class of society.

votary.

Mohun P. p. 166.

^^3%^ s. (m. ^tf+QTt^) Apostacy,

dereliction of a duty. Mohun P. p. 110.

indecl. Sans. An exclamation used in pre-

senting an oblation to the manes. See As. Res.

vii. 249 ; viii. 405.

^tl^T a. (mfn.
xs

ffi\ + ^?^) Performing obse-

quies to deceased ancestors. Manu ix. 127.

^tlpHlW s. (n. ^H+Rtil-i) The per-

formance of obsequies to deceased ancestors.

Manu ii. 172.

^ftfS s. (mf.) An axe. Also (/.).

Root, i. (^rf3) To sound, x. (^T-

To dress, to adorn.

W$ s. (m. from R. Sound, noise. Also

*ffi(m.).

^"PF3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R.
:j

^l+^' ;3)

Sounded, s. (n.) The noise of thunder.

FSKt. SeeR.S^t.

^ s. (m. from R. ?^t) 1. Sleep. 2. A dream,

(Beng.) — 0lP^I3 v. a. To dream.

a . from R. ^P
t) Sleepy,

drowsy, sluggish.

Nocturnal impu-

rity, pollution.

^ffa*5l s. (/. ^+31^1) The state of

sleeping or dreaming.

a. (m/n.^+^t*!^) Showing or

displaying one's self.
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^f^3 a. (mfn. ^ + 3"f*F3) Reared or

brought up by one's self.

^f3*t a. (mfn. ^+ 3*1) 1. Placed at one's own

disposal or under one's own controul. 2. Having

free will, being a free agent, headstrong.

^<'lF*lnt s. (f. from ^>3lf^) A woman,

whether married or unmarried, dwelling in her

father's house. See Houghton's Manu, vol. i.

p. 342.

^f<Hl*l 5. (m. ^ +1^1^) Self-destruction,

suicide.

^fft s. (f. + The taking a thing for

one's own, the thinking it to be one's property.

s. (f. from^+^T ) The name of

a particular text of the veda. See Manu ix. 126.

*^t3FT s. (n. *$+ <Z)\s5L
w
\ from R. ^S^) Civi-

lity, courtesy, welcoming a visitor, adieu.

s. (m. ^+^t^) Natural property, in-

nate disposition, character or tendency.

^kvSS ad. Sans. (^H + vFIj By nature,

naturally. Manu ii. 23.

^oWpl* a. (mfn. ^"fa+f^f ) Accom-

plished by it's own nature, natural, spontaneous.

^3 s. (m. ^+ An epithet of Brahma

and of Vishnu. (Lit. The self-existent.)

pron. indecl. Sans. Self.

^p: ^: s. (m. The ceremony of a

girl choosing her own husband.

s. (/. from^° +^)A girl choosing

her husband.

An immediate

cause. Mohun P. p. 144.

^U&J a. (mfn. ^T° +^3) 1. Made by one's

self. 2. Natural, spontaneous, produced of itself.

^U*H>3 a. (mfn. ^TT° + Tt3) Self-given, s.

(m.) A child who has given himself to adoptive

8 K 2
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parents. Manu ix. 177. Colebr. Law of

Inherit, p. 313.

^HJPltTfa a. (mfn. ^H +^Wtv3) Come of

himself, s. (to.) A child who comes and offers

himself to an adoptive parent. See Colebr. Law

of Inherit, p. 154.

^UM4 See^S ^.
^tfg s. (m. ^TT°+ R. Y) An epithet of Brah-

ma. (Lit. The self-existent.) Manu I. 6. Also

(«.) and ^Ig^ (to.) See TFiZMws' Gr.

p. 469.

"^Root, x. ('f^TTfe) To blame, to censure,

to reprove.

™ 4^ indecl. Sans. 1. Heaven, paradise. 2. One

of the words composing the mystic triverbial

phrase bhur bhuvah swar. Manu ii. 76.

"^4 s. (to. from R. ^) 1. Sound or noise in

general, voice. 2. A tune, music. 3. A vowel.

4. An accent.

^OTW s. (to.^+ $ft*t) The name of a par-

ticular Hindu gamut. As. Res. in. 68.

^<<ls3l s. (/.^<<S+s3l) Sonorousness, vo-

cality. Also ^"^"3 (n.).

<r <r

^3°! s. (to.^,

+^c
l) (In grammar) The

class of vowels.

*pRT^a. (-^ TO/n.^+^V) Having a

(sweet) voice, sonorous, vocal, sounding, noisy.

^^^T s. (to. ^"+^[) 1. Hoarseness. Mo-

hun P. p. 25. 2. Fluttering of the voice.

^^rf^ s. (to.
;5f^+ ;rTft) The junction or

coalescence of vowels (in grammar).

s. (to. ^+ 3I *1) A half or quarter

tone in music.

1. Sounded. 2.

Accented, s. (to.) The circumflex accent. See

Colebr. Alg. p. 6, 7, 10.

(/.) Wilfulness, independence. See

s. (to. from R. 1. The thunderbolt of

Indra: also ^I3^ (to.). 2. An arrow. 3.

A sacrifice. 4. Shavings of the wood of which

a sacrificial post is made.

a. (»i/m. ^+ 1. Identified with, ana-

logous, like. 2. Handsome, pleasing. 3.

Learned, s. (n.) 1. Nature, a natural state.

2. Reality, truth. 3. An obvious conclusion or

inference. — \31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Identity.

^PfaS ad. Sans. (^Pj+^T) Identically,

analogously.

WIWSI) a: (mfn. + OTPfe ) Able,

capable.

Speaking

the truth.

^1 s. (m. from "M^) Heaven, the paradise of

Indra, and temporary abode of the virtuous

after death.

s. (f. WfetfOS) The Gan^e* of heaven

(i. e. the galaxy?).

^ffwt^ Sf (/. ^tftljt%^) The

name of a kind of demi-goddesses.

s. (to. The celestial

regions, heaven.

^fl^fa a. (mfn. ^^-p&1fB) Gone to heaven.

^ftRl^oj J. ^5f+^UTr^c
l) The as-

cending to heaven.

Wt\ a. (-fH mfn - Celestial,

heavenly. Also '^TT'tjr and (mfn.).

s. (». contraction of^c
l) Gold.

^fT^f s. (to. ^+3^) A goldsmith. Also

(to.).
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^f^tTl. s. from ^4+5^) A medicinal

plant with a yellow juice.

The name of a

country situated to the east of Dacca. As.

Res. v. 56.

^TS*. (a. ^1+3) Tin.

<- <r

^T^Ff^ a. (jn/n. ^+arW) Producing

gold, yielding gold,

^^fl. *• (/• "^R^+^T&fl) The Ganges of heaven.

Trends. (-^».^n+^fri) a money-

changer, a money-scrivener.

;srfela. (mfn, ^j+OT) Golden.

^fatfe^ s . (^+3Ttfe^ ) Cubical pyrites

of iron or copper.

Yellow jasmine

(Jasminum Chrysanthemum).

Golden

ornaments.

^5 Root, x. (^Ilfo) To be miserable or

distressed.

^T^Root, i. (^nU3) 1. To taste. 2. To be

pleasing.

(/.) See^Tfl.

* (/• C^tJl) A nymph of

heaven.

W") Either of the two

Aswinas or physicians of heaven.

^f$t^ s. (m. ^L+^t^) Rahu, the personi-

fied ascending node.

^fefc *. The zenith. MohunP.

p. 136.

^t^l^" s. (to.) Heaven. See ^»fflW?ll

.

^^°\ a. (mfn. 3£+3IeSPj) Very little, very few.

Hf^8E[1| a. Like one's self, like

himself, herself, &c.

Root, i.
(

;5^t3) To go.

^Tl s. (-^/.) A sister.

"tf% ircrfecZ. (3J+3jf$ from R. 31^) A par-

ticle of benediction : Hail ! prosperity ! health !

So be it ! amen !

%W& s. (mn. + <P) 1. A temple with a

portico in front. 2. Any auspicious object.

^Rj«l0-1 s. (n. ^f%+^t^T) A ceremony

preparatory to a solemn sacrifice.

^niT s. (n. ^fS+^^PT) A means of

attaining prosperity ; the performance of rites

for divine propitiation. Manu i; 106.

*$C*\ a. (mfn. ^ +^) Resting or relying upon

one's self, having the full controul over himself,

resolute, confident ; firm.

^^H. s. (n. ^ + *\\*\ ) A home, a residence.

^^kl ad. (from ^^ll ) At home.

^t*T s. (m. from ^) A sister's son.

^t^cR" s . (^ + ^31^") One's own handwrit-

ing, an attestation, signature.

^t^3 s. (n. Welcome, salutation.

^Wsll s. (f from ^^fSniSi) A species of

metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 429.

^ktfi) s. (n. ^3^5 + IT) Independence, the

being free from controul, authority to do a

thing;, free will. Trans. R.A.S. in 38.

(/.) 1. The star Arcturus. As. Res. n.

293. 2. One of the wives of the sun. Also

(/•)•

^tlT Root, i. (^lk^)To taste, i. (^fW^)
and x. To be agreeable or pleasing,

x. (*fHM*f$) To cover.
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ISlillt s. (w?. from R. ^tTT ) 1. A tasting, eating

or drinking. 2. Flavour, taste.

5. (w. R. ^tF+^^f ) The tasting of food

or drink.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^T^+^^)
Tasted.

«.
(
m/w. from R. ^[Tff

) Sweet, pleasing,

agreeable. 5. (m.) 1. Sweetness, a relish, a

taste. 2. (/.) A grape. —31 (/.) or —T (n.)

Sweetness.

«. (m. ^t^+^t^) 1. A plant

(Flacourtia sapida). 2. A sort of creeper (Tri-

bulus lanuginosus).

^tlj^fl s. (/. from t^tg-ft-^^ A medicinal

root, commonly called kakulL

a -

(
f,om Well-tasted, relishing.

s. (femin. of ^?T^) A grape.

Independent, mas-

ter of himself. — \?1 (/.) or —^ (n.) Inde-

pendence.

^Wf3^1 s. (/. from^ttFfr + Tft) A
woman who is not under the controul of her

husband, or who renders her husband depen-

dent upon herself. Also

^^7tH s. (m.^+ 3$7tlT) 1. The repeating a

prayer inaudibly. 2. Study of the vedas.

^Tftft a. (-^\ mfn. ^JtiT-f^)
Reading to himself, studying the vedas. s.

(m.) 1. A student, a reader of the vedas. 2.

A trader, a merchant.

"^H s. (in. from R. Sound, noise.

"^l^" ct. from R. Sounded, s. (n.

^ + ^1^1) 1. The mind. 2. A cave, a .cavern.

m. from R.

'

>M W
1V) & Sleep; drowsi-

ness. 2. A dream.

^HWils. (n. from^+ Wealth, property.
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HferiA^R a. (mfn. "r%*)U+^) Natural, in-

herent, innate.

» P from

^rtfsjF^) The destroyer of a lord or husband.

Sovereignty, pro-

prietorship, ownership. Also ^$?t[w)A (n.).

A dispute between a master and the

servant who tends his cattle. Carey.

^tjwK|p S . («.from^tf^+^K^))
Affection for a lord or husband.

^tft^tR ad. (from ^ftf^+^H) In the

state or relation of lord or husband.

a. (— \^"{jnfn.) Having proprietary rights.

s. (m.) An owner, a proprietor, a lord ; a sove-

reign ; a husband, a lover.

s. (m. from ^T§) An epithet of the

first Manu. (Lit. The offspring of Swayambhu

or Brahma.)

Mtlfe s. (— v5 m. '^T+Tfe ) An epithet of

Indra. (Lit. The king of heaven.)

H|'kKs3 a. (mfn. Self-acquired,

earned by personal exertions.

1. One's own advantage,

one's own cause. 2. A pleonasm, a. (mfn.')

1. Self-interested. 2. Pleonastic.

a . (mfn. ^^W+SfiP ) Self-interested,

pursuing one's own advantage, selfish. -31

(/.) or —^ (n.) Selfishness.

^ffeD s. (from
)

(In grammar) The indica-

tive mood. MohunJP. p. 124.

Dependent upon

one's self.

s. (n. ^E+TT) 1. Satisfaction, plea-
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sure, happiness, content, ease, health, allevia-

tion, relief. 2. Strength, prowess. 3. Wealth.

indecl. Sans. An exclamation used in making

an oblation to the gods. s. (f.) A personifica-

tion of the preceding, as the wife of Agki or

Fire, and presiding over burnt-offerings. Wilson.

indecl. Sans. Hey, what? A particle of in-

terrogation, enquiry, or doubt, and often redun-

dant. Wilkins' Gr. p. 555.

f%&£ See R. ffT^.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. f^~^) Perspired

;

steeped, sodden, cooked.

^l<I><c
l s. (n. from ^ + R. ^, see Wilkins'

Gr. § 1033). 1. Acceptance, appropriation. 2.

A confession, an acknowledgment. 3. An agree-

ment, a promise, an admission, submission,

assent.

^fl<H'flll a. (mfn. from ^ + 3^ftlT) Re-

quiring to be acknowledged, accepted, or ap-

propriated. Also ^t^sS^U (mfn.).

^ft&ii s. (-3 m. from^ +^|) One who

acknowledges, accepts, or appropriates.

s. (m. from ^ + R. ^) Assent, consent,

promise, agreement. See

^^t^5
a. (mfn. from ^ + R. <F) Acknow-

ledging, confessing, assenting, accepting. Also

a. (mfn.) See

a. (mfn. from ^ +^3 Wilkins' Gr. §

1033). 1. Accepted, appropriated. 2. Acknow-

ledged, assented to, confessed, promised.

:3

^tTT a. (mfn. from ^Pj Own.

(/. from ) A virtuous or chaste

woman, one solely attached to her husband.

^ Root, i. (^fs?) 1. To sound. 2. To be

diseased. 3. To torture, to pain. With

prefixed
(
TT°^<(.\S) To sound.

^ Root, ix. ("Tilf^) To hurt, to kill.

Cp5*1 s. (f. ^ +3^1) Wilfulness, one's own

will or pleasure.

C^T^t^FI ad. (from 0*^1 + !FI) Wilfully,

arbitrarily, voluntarily.

(.^Db;l{>« a. (mfn. (X^l + T>^) Following

one's inclination, acting without restraint. Also

mfn.).

C^BSftffr a. (mfn. C^^l+^f) Depend-

ing on one's inclination or free will.

C^^l s. (m. from R. R^"^) 1. Perspiration,

sweat. 2. Steam, vapour. 3. Heat, warmth.

C^W^l a. (mfn. C^T+ ^5) Engendered by heat

and moisture (said of insects and worms).

C^X^FTs. (m. C^K+^Pi) Sweat, perspiration.

CWTs. (n. R.f^X+^) Perspiration, sweat;

a perspiring.

CWft s . (f. from R. f^3X) A frying-pan.

Also e^ipr^i (/.).

a. (?ra/ra. from R. f^Pt) Warmed, heated.

C^R a. (mfn. from^ + R. ^Rj) Free, unre-

strained, uncontrouled, independent. —^1 (f.)

or —^ (w.) Freedom, independence.

'r^ffTfl. s. (femin. of^f^Jj An adultress,

an unchaste woman. See Colebr. Law of

Inherit, p. 307.

Wilfulness, inde-

pendence.

X*$t\. a. (-f^l mfn. *t^" +^) Uncon-

trouled, self-willed, self-guided, independent.

C^WfSb a. (mfn. ^+ Self-

earned, self-acquired.

l^^i s. (m.) The sediment of oil, &c. ground

with a stone and muller.
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5! The thirty-second and last consonant of the

Hindu alphabet. It has the sound of h in hard.

5^ indecl. Sans. An interjection expressive of an-

ger. Also used as an expletive.

v. n. (from R. Si ) To be, to become, to

be born or produced, to exist, prep. From, by.

conj. Than.

3^31 s. (gerund, of 5"^^) Being.

$^<l< a. (from Practicable, possible,

likely.

ad. (from 5X£3) So be it, well, very well.

v. noun of 3£<X"3) Existence, being, a

becoming. Also

^^3^1^ s. (a. Jljs-) Charge, custody, care.

^^T^Tpfte s. (p.Jb Jjj^-) A military officer

of inferior rank.

3[s33t^TTrtTl s. (from p. Jj J]^) The situation

or duty of an inferior military officer.

a. (from 5^3) Been, born. s. Exis-

tence, endurance.

^\3??n <J> s. (a. c^j\^~) Things given in charge

or trust.

$%3*Tf3\ s. (from a. CL?%>-) The being given

in charge or trust.

^°^T s. (m.
s

) A goose, a gander, a swan, a drake.

^o:JT^ s. (m. 2[
o;5T+ 3?) An ornament for the

feet, made to resemble a duck's foot.

) The hump on the

shoulder of the Indian ox.

^oTfStSX^ a , (mfn.K01^ + 7t^) Moving grace-

fully like a swan or goose.
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^o*rrnfsrtt s . (/. from s^+ntf^) A
graceful woman. (Lit. Walking like a swan or

goose.)

5;
o*Pftfel s. (/. from 5;

oTT+^tP[) A shrub

(Clitoria ternata).

l^H (femin. of ^OTT) 1. A female goose or

swan. 2. A species of metre in Sanskrit pro-

sody. As. Res. x. 469.

s. (a. Truth, correctness, justice, a.

True, correct, right, just.

W' s. (m. 2£ -f-3?t^") The letter ^ or any cha-

racter expressing that sound.

(a. c^iuft*-) Truth, sincerity; a true

account, an accurate relation, an explanation, a

narration.

swS, s. (a. Ji) a Phvsician.

5<£p[t^s. (p.j!j c^) A proprietor.

^^tt^, s. (from r. j\j Proprietorship,

right.

S^t^ ad. (p. J*. 13 jj>.) Right or wrong.

A crowd, an uproar, a tu-

mult, a riot.

^rfct^, a. (from p. ^\£jt>) Tumultuous, riotous,

noisy.

^01^ s. (a. j^.aji,) Digestion, v. a.

1. To digest. 2. To embezzle.

a. (from a. Promoting digestion.

A cupper, a barber, a shaver,

a scarifier, a phlebotomist.

^jft^I^ s. (a. (j^~olsr~) Cupping, scarifying,

shaving.

$3ft^ s. (a . i^-v*.^js) Flight, the rout or defeat

of an army.

ind. Sans. A vocative particle used in ad-

dressing a female slave. Also ^sj^ •
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5!"^ Root, i. To shine.

A retreat, a retrograde motion.

m. from R. ^C^) A market, a fair.

(m. from ) A thief who

steals at markets and fairs.

(f. from

A courtezan, a harlot. (Lit. Delighting the

market.) 2. A sort of drug and perfume.

Root, i. (<, 1. To leap or jump.

2. To be wicked. 3. To oppress. 4. To tie to

a post.

s. (m. from R. 5^ ) Violence, rapine.

C^fld s. (5T& + fllPl) A kind of magic- (?).

See Rajdvali, p. 71.

v. a. (cans, of Cpfe ) To cause to

move backwards.

ad. (from
) Suddenly, unawares, by

surprize.

v. a. (from R. To move back-

wards, to recede.

Cv^lolPtul a. (from $^\5U3) Rough, un-

even, not level.

v. a. (from ^f\5U3) To speak in a

hurried and inarticulate manner, to be startled

or alarmed, to flutter.

SviUfiUl a. (from $S5U3) Brittle, crackling,

breaking short.

5>5l s. (from $fi$U$ ?) A heap of peas or other

straw with its grain, intended to be parched by

burning the heap. Carey.

$331*1x51 s. (from $7f^K3) Difficulty.

SvSWfal s. (SSl + FrlvSl) Parched peas or

other pulse.

(wi.) A sort of stocks or wooden fetters.
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v. a. To be beset with difficulties.

v. n. To slip or roll on uneven

ground.

5^ s. (n.) A bone. a. Low, vulgar, mean,

base.

^-o*^
s ' ^ sweeper, a mihtar.

3£\5533 ad. Slippingly, suddenly.

s. (/.) An earthen pot or boiler. Also

3^1 (/.).

indecl. Sans. A particle used in addressing

a female of inferior rank. Also

2£3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^*5^+'3 Wilhins'

Gr. p. 420) Struck, smitten
;

hurt, wounded,

injured
;

slain, killed, destroyed
;
disappointed

;

multiplied, s. (n.) Multiplication.

Deprived of

thought, having the mind engrossed by any

object, dispirited.

S^JvSH a. (mfn. ^3+\5aff) Deprived of con-

sciousness or knowledge.

5^3^ a. (^v3+ pfa) Reprobate, profligate,

perfidious, faithless, treacherous. (Lit. Ruined

as regards a future state.)

Almost killed.

^Tfl a. (mfn. W^ +^Jt )
Deprived of con-

sciousness or sense.

^TR^a. (mfn. ^S+^X^) Bereft of honour,

despised, undervalued.

^31*1 a. (mfn. from 53 + 3TH1) Deprived of

hope, hopeless.

$331^ a. (mfn. $53 + Whose horse has

been killed.

3J3irt'^s. (h. j[^s> from 1. A tool, a

weapon, an implement. 2. The penis.

kfaut^^a. (I^OTfe + p. jcj) Armed.
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KW\ s. (/. from R. A killing or slaying,

murder, slaughter : used in comp. e. g. ^"AO^-

HS\ s. (/.) The murder of a Brahman, from

(m.) a Brahman, -F^CDl .

Root, i. (3CRT\3) To evacuate as faeces.

~$yi^s. (a. jLs~) A boundary, a limit. Also 57^.

A plant (Berberis pinnata).

Hort. Ben. p. 25.

<-r'\y>- S»- f) A rejoinder.

Mohun P. p. 98.

Wt Root, it. (Wfe Wilkins' Gr. p. 176) 1. To

strike, to hurt, to injure. 2. To kill. 3. To

go, to move. Frequently with ^iRj, , ,

"PT, *ift+ f*T, ft+ft, or "ft prefixed, in

the sense of Striking, hurting, or killing ; with

also, To avert, to counteract ; with

or + To put together, to collect, to

heap up.

a. (nom. masc. 3[1
, /. ^ft , n. ^ , from R.

Wfl^i Wilkins' Gr. p. 77) Killing, slaying : used

in comp. e. g. ^.^^1 a. (— mfn.) Slaying

a Brahman, from <T5fF[^ s ,
(
?#.) A Brahman,

s. (». R. 1. A striking or kill-

ing. 2. Multiplication. Colebr. Alg. p. 5.

5?ffftfj^ a. (mfn. $*ffi+*fffi) Murderous,

cruel.

STPftST a- (mfn.) See .

(™f- from R-^%?) The jaw. Also^jT (/.).

^Hs. m. 1. The black-

faced monkey. 2. The monkey-chief Hanu-

mAn, ally of Rama in his expedition against

Lanka. Also

5^3" indecl. Sans. A particle used at the beginning

of a sentence, expressive of joy, sorrow, or com-

passion. Wilkins' Gr. p. 555.

^§4> a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. 5?^+ 333) Fit to

be killed, deserving death.

$33 1 s. (—W m. R.^"T +^) A murderer, a slayer.

$[*T a. (w/ra. ^rei. part. p. R. 3TT+ *T Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) Passed as ordure.

3/1>*ll*T a. (mfn. pres. part. p. R.
) Being

struck or killed, suffering death.

C< s- from R. 1. A call, an invocation

:

a command ; a challenge. 2. A sacrifice, an

oblation.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. °^) Fit for a

sacrifice, sacrificial.

^ft^fa s. w; Cf^+XTV) The

name of a particular class of demigods. See

Manu in. 198.

(from3^^) The eating of pure or

sacred food. Tarachand Ch.

$$<mM s. Pure or sacred

food.

(w. from R.^) 1. An oblation, a sacri-

fice, especially of clarified butter. 2. Clarified

butter.

3£<3P s. (n. from R. *^,) An offering to the gods.

^^t^ s. (m. + pit^) 1. An oblation pre-

pared for a sacrifice. 2. The vessel in which an

oblation is prepared.

s - (
m - from + R - An epithet

of the god Agni or Fire. (Lit. Who bears

away the oblation.) Also JS^JJTt^ (m.).

A plant (Phyllanthus vitis

Idsea). Hort. Ben. p. 69.

5?^ Root, i. (37*lf3) To go, to move.

37^1 s. The lowing of kiue.

^Root, i. (53lf\J 1 . To move. 2. To wor-

ship. 3. To sound. 4. To be weary.

3K3
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s. (m. from R. 5^1 ) A horse.

5JFT«. (n. R. Sl^+^SFT) A covered carriage.

CSPtjSBfl s. (from ^+^) A leguminous

plant (Glycine debilis).

5!!U<l^i s. (a. ij^jb) Awe, fright, terror, re-

spect.

a. (from a. la~-*&) Awful, terrible,

frightful.

5UIXt^ t (rn. ^Xr +ITR^) A shrub (Nerium

odorum).

\°\ a. (a. Bewildered, astonished,

surprized, disturbed, wretched.

3>Ji4< \']\ s. (from a. yl-e-) Astonishment, sur-

prize
;
disinterestedness, wretchedness.

^ufol? a. (mfn. ^TT + ^TRn?) Mounted on a

horse.

^"tfU {femin. ofW&J A mare.

£^ s. (mi from R. Wilkins'Gr. § 768) 1. An
epithet of Siva. 2. (In arithmetic) A divisor

;

the denominator of a fraction. Colebr. Alg.

p. 8, 13, 85. a. (mfn.) Taking, seizing : used

in comp. e. g. ^iT^Xa. (mfn.) Captivating

the mind, from ^"T^ s. (n.) The mind, + 5^"

.

*Sl^?jv ,
i s. (a. l^^5>-) A motion, an action, an

effort
;
hindrance, prevention.

^«Ps3I s. (from a. ut^) A hinderer.

J s. (p. sJ& jft A man of every work, a

a messenger, an errand-man.

(H - />) At every hour.

s. (n. from R. "^) 1. A taking away, a

seizing, a stealing. 2. (In arithmetic) Division.

Colebr. Alg. p. 8.

a. (mfn.fut. part. p. R. If) Proper to

be taken away or divided.

s. (a. oJb*} A letter of the alphabet.
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^^AS^ad. (p. L^jjys)At all times, continually.

57£Rt*n a. (p • jA+ H. ^jj) 1. Talkative, garru-

lous. 2. Imitating the voice of all animals,

speaking all languages.

2[<3XTt^ ad. (p. jSJjb)
Every day.

a. (a. jJ,*-) Forbidden, sacred, s. A

harem, a seraglio.

5~^t5I^itn s. (p. ^) A bastard (used

as a term of abuse).

a. (mfn.) Green, yellow, tawny, s. (m.)

1. A horse. 2. An epithet of Vishnu or Krish-

na. 3. An epithet of Yama, Indra, Siva and

Brahma. 4. Air, wind. 5. The sun. 6. The

moon. 7. A ray of light. 8. A lion. 9. A
parrot. 10. An ape. 11. A snake. 12. A
frog. 13. A species of metre. As. Res. x. 472.

^f^^rii^ s. (from h. The green dove. See

tree (Eiy-

thrina ovalifolia).

^frS"^ s . (jnn. Cft^'^t'T) 1. A yellow

and fragrant sort of sandal-wood. 2. One of

the trees of paradise. 3. (n.) Saffron. 4. The

farina of the lotus.

a. (mfn. from Yellowish white.

s. (rn.) A buck, a deer.

^f^l^ft s . (/. from ^fk°\ +^TT^) A fawn-

eyed damsel. Also ^f^tt^l 1 (/.) and

Cftl^^Sl s. (/. from ^fe +^^3) A species

of metre in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 474.

A house of cor-

rection. Mohun P. p. 97. Also

a. femin. of ^f^l and of q. v.

p« « (»*/«. from R. 5j ?) Green, s. (m.)

1. Green (the colour). 2. A horse of the Sun,

8 L 2
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a swift horse. 3. (/.) A quarter or region, a

point of the compass.

a. (mfn. from Green.

a. (mfn. *CQl^3 +^) Green, s. (n.) A
potherb.

(n. from Yellow orpiment.

Also Cf^N^ (».).

^'RtvilP^I ft (f. from 5^3t*T) A festival

on the fourth day of Bhddra. As. Res. ik. 290.

u. a. (from R. To take, to seize, to

lay hold of, to steal.

field of potherbs,

a bed of greens.

Sfi&Ci s. (m. ^f%^ +^) An epithet of the

sun.

s. (f. from ^ft^;) Turmeric (Curcuma

longa).

S^TEffiS5 a. (m/rc. SrlTEl Smeared with

turmeric.

5"f^"5^ a. (mfn. from n4W fcl + 3[tS5l ) Of a

yellow colour, s. (m.) Yellow (the colour).

Bs, (m. from ^ft^ + H) A tree (Curcuma

xanthorrhiza).

CRT ! a. (mfn. Green. JfoAzm

P. p. 23.

The town of Ila-

ridwdra or Hurdwar where the Ganges enters

from the mountainous range of the Himalaya

into the plain of Hindustan. (Lit. The gate of

Hari or Vishnu.)

^'H"*t< s. A tree (Nectandra decandra). Hort.

Ben. p. 90.

ft (m. CftS-flft) An emerald.

^frfgUl s. (/. from^ft'+ f^lT) An epithet

of LakshmI the wife of Hari or Vishnu.
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Cft^l s. (from ifSf^l A beautiful singing-

bird (Merops Huriba, Buchanan's MSS.).

Carey.

^fk^P^s. (n. ^ft+^t^) A drug com-

monly called Elabaluka. Also^|<< 1^<P(«.).

< s. The eleventh day of the moon's

increase or wane.

tRfi-Sti ft (m. ^ft+H^?) Chick-pea

(Cicer arietinum). Also ^f^F^tvI (m.).

UK ft A species of pigeon (Columba

Hurriyala, Buchanan's MSS.*). Mohun P.

p. 52.

^feTtTT^ a. (mfn. sj^T+^+^liW)
Identified with Vishnu and Siva in their united

state. Carey.

An epithet of Indra.

(Lit. Whose horses are of a tawny colour.)

s. (f. from species of my-

robalan (Terminalia Chebula). Hort. Ben.

p. 33.

$^t*F a. (a. <_i>^) 1. Clever, cunning. 2.

Pleasant, facetious, s. 1. A rival, an enemy.

2. An associate, a friend, a partner.

5^t^t s. (from a. (_aj^->-) 1. Cleverness, cun-

ning, facetiousness. 2. Enmity, rivalry, friend-

ship.

^X^^ a. (h. y>) Every one.

s. (m. from R. "3j) A drug and perfume

commonly called renukd.

a. (mfn.) See ^TttlT

.

531 ft (-^ m - R- ~^+"%) 0ne who seizes or

takes away.

s . (-^^ n. from R. "^+^) A gaping

or yawning.

<r

s. (n. from R. <i) A mansion, a palace.
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Root, i. (Wfe) 1. To go, to move.

2. To desire. 3. To be weary.

3rf&3$«. (m. ^f^+^) A lion.

2£^T s. (m. from R. Delight, joy, pleasure,

happiness, gladness. a. {mfn. in comp.)

Happy, delighted, glad.

3$[3J
a. {mfn. from R. "^L+31^) Pleasing,

delighting.

a. {mfn. from R. "^l+^H") Pleasing,

delighting, gratifying, s. (?w.) 1. A cause or

source of pleasure. 2. The fourteenth astro-

nomical yoga.

^*1*J.1 5. (from 5^?) A small plant (Prasium

melissifolium). Hort. Ben. p. 45.

a. {mfn. from R. "^) Joyful, happy,

glad.

<*Ji ft
(

s3 a. {mfn. ^Cf^R^) Filled with

joy, joyful, happy.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of

R. ) Gladdened, exhilarated, pleased, gra-

tified.

$7^ Root, i. (57Tf\? ) To plough.

s. {m. from R. 5S
C,TJ A plough.

a. {mfn. $7^ +^) Like a plough. Wil-

kins' Gr. § 902.

5«T^1 s. (K^T+^d from 3^3) A plant

(Phlomis Zeylanica). Hort. Ben. p. 44.

(h. 10*) a. Light in weight or in charac-

ter
;
mean, silly, vain, debased, cheap, trifling.

5^Tpfl s. (corrupt, of Turmeric (Cur-

cuma longa). Hort. Ben. p. 1. a. Yellow.

A plant (Cuscuta reflexa). Carey.

5^0<^3 s. (5?^ +^^") A plant (Ste-

modia ruderalis). Hort. Ben. p. 47.
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^kl^tl s. (5^ft + ^Tl) A plant (the

yellow var. of Celosia cristata). Hort. Ben.

p. 19.

A plant (Capsicum frutescens, the yellow var.).

Carey.

A small tree (iEgiceras majus). Hort.

Ben. p. 49.

^^TT^s. (a. cSh>) Perdition, ruin, slaughter,

death, a. Lost, exhausted, fatigued. Hunter.

SKI indecl. Sans. A vocative particle used in

addressing a female friend.

5^t5jH s .

{
m . S^+ ^rTgH) An epithet of

Balarama. (Lit. Whose weapon is a plough.)

Sj^Tt^a. (a. JL>.) Licit, lawful, legal, right,

legitimate.

^^TNp^Cs. (p. J3^ JW) A person of the

lowest caste, generally a sweeper, one employed

in the meanest and dirtiest occupations, so

called because every thing is lawful food to

him. Hunter.

^crT^c^
5

^mJlt
£rom ^c?f

^ ^ S()rt Qf p jgon>

{m. from R. 5?^) A furrow.

(corrupt, of 1. Turmeric. 2.

A bird (Oriolus or Turdus melanocephalus).

Carey.

A plant (Nauclea

Cadamba).

^f^f^TU. (/. from^'pT+f^ir) Spirituous

liquor.

S«ft a. (-f^r »!/«. 37^ +^T) Relating to

a plough. 5. {m.) 1. A ploughman. 2. An
epithet of Baladeva.

$?T> a. {mfn. from $^+ TT WilMns' Gr.

§899) 1. Ploughed, tilled. 2. Relating to a

plough.

57^1 s. (/. from ^) A multitude of ploughs.
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s. (n.) A red lotus.

Root, i. (<*tf5) 1. To laugh. 2. To de-

ride, to laugh at. Often with prefixed.

s . (m. from R. K^) Laughter, a laugh.

s. (n. R. 3?T+ ;3Fi") Laughing, the act

of laughing.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. 31*^X1

)

Laughable, ridiculous.

%7&fl s. (f. from R. 5^?) A portable fire-pan,

a furnace, a chafing-dish. Also 57TTt (/.).

2[f*T3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^T + 'l^)

I. Smiled at, laughed at. 2. Smiling, laughing.

3. Blown (as a flower), s, (n.) Laughter.

s. (mS) 1. The hand. 2. The proboscis of

an elephant. 3. A cubit measured from the

elbow to the end of the middle finger. See

Colebr. Alg. p. 2. 4. One of the astronomical

yogas. As. Res. ill 293. ix. 338.

S^fa a. (mfn. 5/3 +^) Come to hand,

obtained, procured, acquired, found. Also

5^13 (mfn.).

SC^Wfpf s. (».? S^ +^ + SltfR-) The

limbs of the body. (Lit. Hand, foot, and so

forth.)

a. (t$+ %*\) Obedient to the hand,

subservient, docile.

<tJ<tW°i s. (w.^ +^Wc
i) The restraining

the hand of another person, the warding off a

blow. Also

5^t*t3 a. (mfn.) See .

SpSt^R s. (n. $73 +^l3<) Another hand, the

hand of another person.

kfyW. s. (n. from 1. Ivory. 2.

(m.) A pin driven into a wall to hang things on.

Cf%^ s. (n. from^t^^^) A sort of

covered way in a fortress.

^f^TPte s . (n. from ^f^T +^) An an-

cient city on the banks of the old channel of

the Ganges, about fifty-seven miles N. E. of

Dehli. Also ^^fa^TH^
(
n .).

(femin. of^f^5*) 1. A female ele-

phant. 2. The fourth description of women in

amatory writings. (Lit. Coarse as an elephant.)

5;f%^ s .

(
m . from Cf^T + R. An ele-

phant-driver. Also ^fapfM (m.).

(f. from An ele-

phant-stall or stable.

5"f^3l (/. from ^fg^+^jl) 1. A plant

(Heliotropiuin Indicum). 2. The trunk of an

elephant.

3^ft s. (-^Wl m. K^ +t\) An elephant.

C^lMW a. (mfn. from ^f%^+ ^Tt^ti"

)

Elephant-shaped

.

a. (mfn. from

Mounted on an elephant.

3^ a. (mfn. from R. C£) Stupid, ignorant, a

fool.

indecl. Sans. An interjection of wonder or

surprize, and of pain or sorrow : Oh ! well ! ex-

cellent! alas!

^1 Root, hi. (357^3 Wilkins Gr. p. 202,

203). 1. To desert, to leave, to forsake, to quit.

2. To wander, to deviate. Often with
t

^ifa , 3 , and fa prefixed. With 3Tl , To go,

to move.

t1 a. (-3?T mfn. from R. $75j See .

!
interj. Oh ! alas ! s. A gaping. Mohun P.

p. 20.

s. (corrupt, of Cfe Stocks (as a punish-

ment). Mohun P. p. 97.

^T^s. (corrupt, of^tfa) Defeat, loss (at play).

A rudder, a helm, a stern-oar.
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5[1 ad. Yes. interj. Make haste! take care! let

it not be ! God forbid

!

flCl^C s. Breath emitted, a yawning.

s. A loud call. See .

o o
^t<£l a. (from ^JR»(\3) Driven, called, s. A

driving or calling.

3j<pl£i\4 v. a. (caus. of ^T|^£3) To cause to

drive.

^l^nftra v. a. (5Tl + ^tfe"U3) To do a thing

with spirit or energy.

(from A mutual driving:

or calling.

v. a. (h. L&lfc) To drive, to call.

5TT^1 s. (from 5^1 lbUS ) A sneezing. Also $TR> .

^1t>K(.\3 u. a. (caus. of ^tf&"t\?) To cause to

sneeze.

sneeze.3Ttf&T3 v. n. To

(from A sneezing.

4^i^©t s. A plant (Artemisia sterautatoria).

Hort. Ben. p. 61.

^TT35[Tr3i phrase (j£l+ repeated twice)

Take care, sir ! take care, sir !

v. a. To walk.

s. (corrupt, of 31$^) The knee.

s. (corrupt, of ) A cavity at the

bottom of a pond to which the fish resort. Carey.

$;T31 s. (corrupt, of SjfvpFl) A large cooking-

pot. Mohun P. p. 79.

$J fo s. (corrupt, of $^3t) A pot for boiling food.
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as a jingle to it) Pots

and other cooking-utensils. Carey.

§rtT\y&~tFi s. (^t^*WtFl ) A bird usually

called the Indian magpie (Corvus mendican-

tium). Carey.

Tk\ See 5^.
o

A panting or sneezing.

v. a. (caus. of ^TFT£3) To cause to

pant.

s. (from

wheezing cough. Carey.

S^fl^Tpi 5. (from A violent panting.

v. a. (h. LJbb) To pant.

o
s. (corrupt, of ^07T) A duck, a goose.

5. (from 3TtpK\j) Laughter, a. White.

v. a. (caus. of To cause

laughter.

^tf% s. (from R. 3^) Laughter.

v. a. (from R. ) To laugh.

^"^^ s. A tree (Croton polyandrum). Carey.

(a. A ruler, a governor, a com-

mander, a master, a judge.

s. (from a. ^U-) Government, com-

mandership, sovereignty.

$J<PO s. A plant (Acanthus ilicifolius, Carey.

Also Psoralea corylifolia, Hort. Ben. p. 58).

^t^RT s. (m.) A shark.

5TT3l^ s. (a. c^-l^) 1. Necessity. 2. Poverty.

3. Hope, wish, need, want.

s. The destruction of the crops by rain or

floods. Carey.
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SJvSli^a. (p.j^a>) A thousand.

S^St^Tpl s. (v.Jjb + xffi) A plant (Phyl-

lanthus urinaria). Hort. Ben. p. 69.

a. (from p.j^a>) Pertaining to a thousand.

a. Present, ready, willing, con-

tent.

(a. ^yXo j*\s-S) Bail, security

for the appearance of another; a bondsman.

^tfe^Hf^T. si (from a. yl>) 1. The

act of giving bail for another. 2. A bail-bond.

(a. tj^jW) 1« Breakfast, dessert. 2.

Levee, presence, audience; a muster-roll. 3. An

offering; made to a saint. Hunter.

^fil«l*i<Vt
s

s. (p. A person

who takes account of those present or engaged

in any work. Carey.

(from A market, a fair ; a mob.

(n. from R. iCtj Gold. a. (mfn.)

Golden.

A thief who steals

from markets.

5jf% s . (corrupt, of^) The hand. See 37^3 .

2C^3 s. (corrupt, of A bone.

^T^Pt^Tl s. (from + % The gigantic

crane or adjutant (Ardea Argala).

^KJjTfal s . (^t3+ ITRl) A climbing-plant

(Cissus quadrangularis). Also ^1^3^jt*ft1 and

Hort. Ben. p. 11.

5T3^£ s. (3^5+ *tfl for ^) A plant (Arum

gracile). Carey.

r^JpT s. (JS^S+ V^) A tree (Harpullia

cuponioides). Hort. Ben. p. 86.

(corrupt, of ^^?) 1. A sweeper, a

scavenger, a person of the lowest order. 2.

(corrupt, of Stocks.
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^f33T& s. ($3t5 for + 1. A sort

of stocks or wooden fetters. 2. A stump or

small post with a place made on the top of it

to secure the neck of a sacrificial victim.

5^3 s. (corrupt, of $75) 1. The hand. 2. A
cubit. Mohun P. p. 144.

<fc3<£3T. s. from Pinion for

the hands, manacles, handcuffs. Mohun P.

p. 97. Also $?Kj^f3 .

3Tfc3^TT3 s. (5^3f <MlhJ) A hand-saw.

Maimed. Mohun
P. p. 19.

The moving of the

hand of a person by the force of magic.

*Js3I*ta1 s. (from ^;+^JlW ?) A beckon-

ing with the hand. Morton.

A person who

has property but refuses to pay his debts.

plant (Lycopodium imbricatum).

Hort. Ben. p. 75.

v. a. (from 5j3) To feel one's way,

to grope, to rummage.

$J^>1 s. (from $TK3) A hammer. Also S^Jvft •

Mohun P. p. 92.

5?ts3^ a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^1 + \3^))

Proper to be deserted or abandoned ; relin-

quishable.

<UwkiU. (^3+ Cartel) The joining of the

hands in entreaty or supplication, and in re-

spectful address.

^t3l s. (from $Tfa) 1. A ladle, a spoon, a

shovel, an ash-rake, a slice. 2. A tiger's paw.

3. A glove.

5T3T^tfe ad. (from ^t3) From hand to hand,

fisticuffs, s. A scuffle, a grappling.

5lf3 See SM".
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4^ft<*l'H s. (fromStf^ + ^fa) A plant (Si-

phonanthus hastata). Carey.

^lfd*|:J j?/ (from The threshold of a door.

Sa&da S. p. 215.

5. (corrupt, of ^(tJll) A female ele-

phant. Mohun P. p. 49.

^TC'JSl s. (5^+^) 1. The proboscis of

an elephant. 2. A plant (Heliotropium Indi-

cum and other species). Hort. Ben. p. 13.

(corrupt, of 3^3*^) An elephant.

(from *C^3) A pretender to medi-

cine, a quack-doctor.

$;t3v$s. See^t^t.

5#ftl s. (from $$3) A cow which is milked

by the hand alone.

gen it. case of

) The palm of the hand.

genit. case of

+ ) The back of the hand.

51^3^ si. (5^KH genit. case of 5js3,

+ C^TH^ from p. a-cu) The wrist. Mohun P.

p. 16.

a. (from ^1^) Instant, immediate,

prompt.

*J*t s. (n. R. ^1 + :3FT) An abandoning or re-

linquishing.

5^T1 s. (from <1'RCsi ) 1. A killing, an injuring.

2. A flood, an inundation. 3. An iron lamp-

stand.

<H l^W v. a. (cans, of 3lftT3) To cause to

injure.

s. (/. from R. ^1 +"PT Wilkins' Gr. § 830)

1. Desertion, abandonment, privation, quit-

tance, loss. 2. (Beng.) Injury, slaughter,

murder, destruction.
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a. (mfn $S f*l +~<&4.
) Injurious, per-

nicious.

v. a. (from R. 5?T ) To smite, to injure.

s. (from the English hopper ?) 1. A cru-

cible, a furnace. 2. A seed-bed.

climbing

shrub (Echites dichotoma, Rox.^.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of the caus. of

R. 5j ) Caused to be quitted, abandoned, or

given up.

s. (m. from R. C^) 1. A call, a calling. 2.

Coquetry, blandishment, amorous dalliance.

Also

^t^3fl s. Leavings, refuse, trash. Also $J<1 -

$J<0 s. Mud, dirt.

3j<l s. (a. Lfc) Air, wind. a. Stupid, foolish,

dumb, wild, doltish.

Regret over the loss of property ; re-

duced circumstances.

a. (from $Tfa"K) Regretting the

loss of property and former affluence. Also

^t^ 'ml s. (from S^fal
)
Stupidity, folly, dulness.

STfats. (from 5^1) A stupid woman, one who

talks incoherently.

<|^t«m s. (from 3^3~1) Stupid, foolish.

(corrupt, of ^fa + STftTR") De-

sire, inclination ; a missing or longing for.

The meazles.

v. a. To low (as a cow).

S^tf s. (from R. 3?^) A creeping on hands and

feet. Also ^W>ifo . -ft£3 v. a. To creep

(like a child).

^t^^s. (p. WJU) A mortar.

8 M
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(p. + i^M>S) A mortar and

pestle. Also . Mohun P. p. 80.

^T3Tt3T s . (a. ^U^) 1. A bath. 2. Cloth of at

least three cubits wide, for the cold season.

^kl^^s. (a. ^U». + ^R") A bagnio.

STfrlt^s. A cable. Mohun P. p. 87.

(a. jJ^s-) The fcetus
;
pregnancy.

^j^fe s. (p.^ J-*.*-)
The procuring of

abortion. Carey.

^Tt^fel s. (from p. J^) One who

procures abortion.

(a. ^U-) A defender, a protector.

(a. J^W) A pregnant woman.

interj. Ah ! alas

!

3^*1^1 5. (from 5TTCH+ R. ) A tree (Vitex

Haynga). Carey.

^TIT^ a. (mfn. from R. ^1 loins' GV. § 778)

Quitting, leaving, passing away. s. (mn.) 1.

A year, a twelvemonth. 2. (m.) Rice.

interj. Alas, alas!

5[tir1 s. (from a. .sUs-) Shame, bashfulness,

modesty.

s. (m. from R. 1. A seizing or taking.

2. A necklace, a string of pearls, &c. 3. (In

arithmetic) A divisor, the denominator of a

fraction. Colebr. Alg. p. 13. 4. (Beng.) An

oil measure. 5. A proportion, a rate.

^1^"^ a. (mfn. from R. "§l) Taking, seizing,

carrying away. s. (m.) 1, A thief, a plunderer,

a ravisher. 2. (In arithmetic) A divisor.

A plant

(Acanthus ilicifolius). Hort. Ben. p. 45.

3Tte?T. 5. (ft-om^Tta3
?) A tree (Echites ma-

crophylla). Hort. Ben. p. 20.

5^1 a. (from <tft^ Lost.

v. a. (caus. of ^tf<C£3) To cause to

lose, to vanquish, to defeat, to overcome.

s. (v. noun of 3TtTt$U3) The losing of

a thing : also a. Lost.

^WfriTl a. (from 3£WtS3) 1. Causing to

lose, overcoming, vanquishing. 2. Losing.

30Tto See $jjt^.

s. (f. from R. "^) Defeat, the losing of a

battle or of a game, failure, a. (mfn.) Capti-

vating, charming, beautiful.

a. (mfn. from + Wilhins'

Gr. § 903) Relating to a deer. s. (m.) A deer-

killer.

(/. from $jT^"*Tj A species of metre

in Sanskrit prosody. As. Res. x. 472.

a. (mfn. from R. ^) 1. Lost. 2. (from

Green, s. (m.) The green or wood-

pigeon (Columba Hurriala, Buchanan's MSS.).

^fkU3 v. a. (from R. "^) To lose at play, &c,

to fail, to be foiled or worsted, to be cast in a suit.

^tf^H a. (mfn. from Wilhins' Gr. § 897)

Coloured with turmeric.

<ffikt(M< s. (m.? TO) A gleet.

^tft^l s. (from ^ft^+Sjl) A species of

kidney-bean (Phaseolus Mungo).

3Trf^ s. (from^*Fi?) The blood discharged

by the piles. Carey.

5lTL a. (-f^\ mfn. from R. Taking,

seizing: used in comp. e.

mfn.) Captivating the mind, from ^FT^s. (ra.)

The mind,+

(m.) A bird (Columba Hurriala). See

3tffa3 and .^JW,
^t"1^ s. (n. from ~$iK.) Affection, kindness, o.

Pertaining to the heart.
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3[1^D a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^) Proper to be

seized or taken, liable to be taken.

s. (to. from R. 3?^) 1. A plough. 2.

(Beng?) A rudder. 3. (a. JU-) A condition,

a state, a. Present, now, existing.

a. Light, slight, trifling, empty, vain.

Also ^H<Pj[ and $7^1

.

^l 5^^ s. (a. t^Jl*-) A condition, a state.

S^T^t^s. (a. A kid ; a lamb.

See^^Tt^T.

s. ] . Intoxicating liquor. 2. Poison, venom.

IFT^ a. (a. J&i.) Legitimate, legal, right.

s. The killing a beast for food according to the

Muhammadan formula.

<HN^llrfa See ^t^tt^.

Ctf^f s. (from R. A rudder, a helm. a.

(from a. JU-) Present, actual, now existing.

$rff^ a. (mfn. from 5«T +^ )
Relating to a

plough, s. (to.) A ploughman.

Garden-cresses (Lepidium sativum).

iJftPJl s. (for^f^l) A species of kidney-

bean (Phaseolus Mungo). Hort. Ben. p. 55.

CTpWTfa £ from +5t?F) A
bullock for the plough.

s. (^fpTOl from^T, +^Th

for
<*1 fc

1 ) A small and harmless species of snake.

(a. ^1s>-) A kind of sweetmeat.

'^Hj s. (a. J$fa.) A confectioner. Also

s. (from v. The business of

a confectioner.

s. (to. from R. Laughing, laughter.

Always laughing,

merry, gay, cheerful.

v. a. (caus. of 3jf%3 ) To cause to

laugh.

$Ttf^T k (from ^I'PTK?) Laughter.

(a. <uS>U-) 1. A border, a hem. 2.

A marginal note.

v. «. (from R. $^Tj To laugh, to smile.

^jRl^s. (a. J^W-) Duties or customs on mer-

chandise.

a. (from a. J*sl>-) Paying duties or

customs.

(n. from ^f%^) A herd of elephants.

s. (n. from R. 57^) Laughter, mirth.

5. A smiling face.

^t^R^T s. (to. 3^T>+^T) The sentiment

of mirth or jocularity.

Sans, phrase (^1 + 3^31 for $332
,

+^lR^) Ah! I am killed ! It is all over

with me.

interj. Sans. Ah ! alas !

5^ 5. (to.) The name of one of the Gandhar-

vas or heavenly quiristers.

S^W^ s. (to. 5W+^t3") Lamentation,

complaints, wailing, a cry of pain or distress.

interj. An exclamation of wonder and

regret.

ft Root, v. (ftpjtfe) 1. To go. 2. To send.

3. To grow or increase. 4. To be in pain.

With $ prefixed, To send, to emit.

ft indecl. Sans. 1. For, because. 2. Indeed,

truly. 3. An expletive.

ft° s. (corrupt, of rK%) Assafcetida.

s. (corrupt, of ft^^tffel) An aquatic

plant (Hingtsha repens).

8 M 2
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fe ^ See R. ft^.

f^°^ a. (mfn. from R. f^TTf^) Mis-

chievous, noxious, wishing or seeking to hurt

or kill. Used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.) Seeking to destroy or injure his

enemies, from s. (m.) An enemy, +

ft; ^ . —s3l (/.) or (n.) Mischievous-

ness, malignity.

ft03Tl s. (/. from R. fto:3

l) 1. Injury, mis-

chief. 2. Slaughter, killing, slaying. 3. Ma-

lice. Also ft ^ s. (n.) Manu ii. 177.

An incantation for malevolent purposes.

ft°^t1^ a. (mfn. f^°^rt + ^3X^) Deserving to

be hurt or injured.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. of R.

Injured, hurt.

v. a. (from R. f^CTj To injure, to

hurt, to do mischief.

a. (mfn. fut. part. p. of R.ft^T) Liable

to be killed or hurt. Also feOJr
i*fi.U (mfn.).

a. (mfn. from R. f^Xj Mischievous,

hurtful, injurious, cruel, murderous; malignant,

terrible, formidable. Also (mfn.).

fX^ft? s. (corrupt, of R^l ) A hiccup.

p<6ftpi^r s. (fTFf^+f^t^) a nt of

hiccup.

f^Olf. (p-jJcj&) A Hindu.

(from p. jjc^fc) The nature or dispo-

sition of a Hindu.

ftv3M See f§3 H .

f\UlR s. (corrupt. of SH^R^I) An enigma,

ftj Root, i. (R^fv3, -03) 1. To sound in-
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articulately. 2. To hiccup, x. (fe^TTU3) To
hurt or injure.

fef1 s. (/. from R. ftf ) A hiccup.

s. (mn.) Assafcetida (Ferula assafcetida).

The gum
of the assafcetida.

ft^ft s. (f. from f^+^fcT) A drug, per-

haps the leaf of the assafcetida-plant. Wilson.

ft^tft s - (/• from ft^+^K) A plant, com-

monly called banspatri.

(m. from f^F) Vermilion. Also

(m.) and (mn.).

(i^ffl s. (f. from f$$l) The egg-plant (Sola-

num Melongena).

(h. ) An hermaphrodite, a eunuch.

(a. ^-s?) The retreat of Muhammad
from Mecca to Medina, which took place on

the 15th of July, A.D. 622, and is the era from

which the Muhammadans calculate their years.

fetff Seefl^T.

An incorrigible villain. Carey,

8vo. edit.

fi^fawkU^*- (ferf^? +^tTT^) A tree

(Anacardium occidentale). Hort. Ben. p. 30.

A shrub

(Eugenia bracteata). Carey.

(m.) A plant (Barringtonia acutangula).

Hort. Ben. p. 52.

s. (corrupt, of ) An aquatic

plant (Hingtsha repens).

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,

1. To go, to move. 2. To disregard,

to disrespect.

(m. from R. ft^L) Cuttle-fish bone.

Also fk$k& (m.).
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a. (mfn. pret.part. p. R. ft and R. <t1 Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 415) 1. Held, taken, laid hold of,

seized. 2. Suitable, proper, beneficial, fit,

right, g6od. 3. Kind, friendly, affectionate.

s. (n.) Benefit, welfare.

s. n. ftsJ+^S'l) Fide-

lity, kindness, friendship.

One who says

or advises what is proper and salutary.

Good advice.

fts33"frft a. (-ft^ mfn. fe+^lft^)
Saying what is proper, tendering good advice.

Also ft^^Wt (-ft^ mfn.).

RvSi0<°l 5. (>. fcj +^ltX !) Good con-

duct, proper behaviour.

) Benevolence,

goodwill, good wishes.

flfe^t a. (-f^\mfn. fej + ^ft5!) Well-

wishing, benevolent, s. (m.) A well-wisher.

Proper ad-

vice, salutary instruction : the title of a popular

Sanskrit work.

friendly instructor, a kind adviser.

\
cr

\ s. (m.) The marshy date-tree (Phoenix

or Elate paludosa). Hort. Ben. p. 73.

fX*1^ s. (p. jJcjs) A Hindu. —^ s. Hinduism,

Hindu rights, such as caste, &c.

(p. (jL^jjcJfc) Hindustan.

a. (from p. ^l^jcjb) Relating to

Hindustan, Hindustani.

f^C^'H s. (m.) I. A swing, a cradle. 2. One

of the Ragas or personified musical modes.

See As. Res. in. 73.

Root, i. (With the insertion of a nasal,
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ft°3"f\3) 1. To be satisfied. 2. To satisfy, to

please.

fort* (a. <u&) A gift, a grant.

(p. <uli <Ufe) A deed of gift.

indecl. Sans. An interjection of alarm. Wil-

kins' Gr. p. 547.

"ft*! a. (mfn.) Cold, frigid, s. (n.) Cold, frost.

a. (mfn. f^M+<$<T) Cooling, refrige-

rating, s. (?w.) 1. Camphor. 2. The moon.

s. (m. tt^+^^f ) The cold season,

winter.

fosjfc s. (m. fol+<F&) Winter.

a. (from Pertaining to the cold

season.

f<H^h f. ("ft^ +Ht^) Cold-season rice.

PMt^H, a. (-^ m/«. ftsi+^) Cold,

frigid, frosty, wintery. s. (m.) The Himalaya

mountains. Manu n. 21.

foWl5^ s. (/.) Camphor.

1t^ro^ s. (/. ft^ + ^T ^) Ice and

snow.

ft^t^,. (foX + *rt*R) A succulent plant

(Cotyledon laciniata). Mohun P. p. 47.

ferM s . („. ftH+^'J) l. The moon.

(Lit. Whose rays are cold.) 2. Camphor.

fol^I s. (m. ft5!+ ^IT^t3X) The cold season,

winter.

folWu (fol + 3tfr)A disease attended with

coldness and shivering.

(Vilfa s. (m. firr+ s5[ft) The Himalaya

mountains.

fort*fU (/. from for) Ice and snow, hoar-

frost.

A species of moon-

plant.
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(a. ui-o;U*-) Protection, defence,

patronage.

a. (from a. e^oU,*-) Protecting or

protected.

The Himalaya

mountains. (Lit. The abode of snow or frost.)

s. (/. from Hoar-frost.

flj^ s. (from f^I ) A species of mulberry-tree

(Morus serrata). Carey.

s. (a. i^^Lb) Resolution, a project, a

plan, boldness, spirit.

a. (from a. u^-U&) Resolute, spirited,

bold, enterprizing.

fcrl s. (corrupt, of l&Bt) The heart.

A plant (Adelia nereifolia). Carey.

ftT^T a. (mfn. f^Tt+OT) Golden,

made of gold. s. (ra.) The name of one of the

seven varshas or grand divisions of the known

continent, situated between the mountainous

ranges Sweta and Sringavdn. Wilson.

(ra.) 1. Gold. 2. Any precious metal

unwrought.

ftTt^ s. (to, felU.^) An epithet

of Brahma, alluding to his fabled origin from

the golden mundane egg.

ftTtOTR s. (to. ft^l")-)-^) The river

Sone. Also R4'ij< l^ (to.).

fel7R3l° s. (-^T to. f^TP + C^FT)
1. Fire. 2. The sun. 3. An epithet of Siva.

f^<|^fp Sm An artichoke.

(from ) A diamond. .

indecl. Sans. 1. Without, besides. 2.

Among. 3. Near.

fl?^ Root, vi. (f^ft) To dally, to sport

amorously.
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ft?T#1 Seeft^TOTffe^l.

(/.) A potherb (Hingtsha re-

pens). Also R^IkVrS (/.) and -T^ (/.).

(from R. f^7*lj Support, maintenance
;

a refuge.

&Cflh&ll«. (from R. fl?^?)The garden-asparagus

(Asparagus officinalis). Hort. Ben. p. 34.

(from f^5^) A cool breeze.

Root, i. and x. (With the insertion of a

nasal,

To hurt, to injure.

s. (a. <U:->.) A share, a lot, a part.

(a. c__jL».:>-) Calculation, arithmetic
;

an account, a reckoning.

a. (from a. (__>\~.a-) Relating to an ac-

count.

(a. <tas-) A share, a lot, a portion.

(p. J\ti <$Ja:>-) A partaker, a sharer,

a shareholder, a partner.

(from p.^Ij iSJas-} Partnership.

|VJa indecl. Sans. An interjection of surprise

merriment.

v£t indecl. Sans. An interjection of surprize,

row or despondency.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^1 Wilkins' Gr.

§ 692) 1. Quitted, abandoned, deserted, bereft

of, deprived of : used in comp. e. g.

a. (mfn.} Deprived of gain or advantage, from

3pfs. (to.) Gain, profit, +3^. 2. Defec-

tive, deficient. 3. Worthless, vile,, bad. — SJl

(/.) or —^ («.) Privation, deficiency.

a. (mfn. 1. Outcast,

degraded, base, vile. 2. Of a lower rank or

caste than another person.

or

sor-
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a. (^t^+^) Destitute of relations

and friends, orphan, forlorn.

^lt<^ dU {mfn. :d?T + ^ci) Of an inferior

order, rank, or caste.

?]l<^ s. (m. '^t'T + TtT^) Contradiction.

^W^ft a. (-fW^mfn. ^ +3tf^T ) 1.

Contradicting, prevaricating ; inadmissible as a

witness. 2. Dumb, speechless.

a. (mfn. j Maimed, crippled,

having lost a limb.

iJ^lFT s. (m.) See ftstf^ .

^1,4 s. (n.) A diamond. Also (m.) and

(Beng.) 3*^1 .

s. (corrupt, of£ft<+itpj ?) A spe-

cies of parrot (Psittacus Sinensis).

indecl. Sans. An interjection of merriment

or surprise.

°3 Root, hi. f^W^Es Wilhins Gr. p. 198,

199) 1. To make an oblation, to perform a

sacrifice. 2. To eat. 3. To take. 4. To please

or satisfy. 5. To cast or throw.

xs

^pron. (a.^j&) He.

'^tSl s. (from S^ + ^ltSk?) A plant (Be-

gonia laciniata). Hort. Ben. p. 68.

indecl. Aye, indeed, truly, yes.

ad. (from ^ + ^11^) Quickly, speedi-

ly, as if by magic.

^<n s. (a. <(jis») A Jwoka or Hindu tobacco-

^
pipe.

c^t^4K.I<^ s. (p. jSdji t&s>-) A servant who

bears the hooka or tobacco-pipe and prepares it

for smoking.

(corrupt, of ) A stumbling.

t5^^TlTl a. (from*^^) Stumbling.

C
*^j^s- (a. An order, a law, a command.

XfflW s. (p. <ul) ^) A written order, a

warrant.

tffS*N$*N*^ «• (p- tj\ty Conforming to

an order or command, obedient, obsequious.

C
^^^ 1^ s. ( a. i^_v^£=-) Command, authority,

dominion, sovereignty.

^^Jl a. (from ^OT^) Invested with au-

thority, exercising a command or dominion.

A shout.

'"(^ s - Vain talk, rodomontade, blustering.

^^s. (a. ^jJb) A crowd, a multitude ; an

assault, attack, impetuosity.

C
*^R[S

s. (a. jyd=>.) 1. Presence, appearance,

attendance. 2. Court, government.

(from a. An attendant.

"•^[^ s. (a. i^,Jp=~) 1. An argument, proof,

reason. 2. Altercation, disputation.

"H^^l s. (from a. t^jg^) 1. A sound reasoner.

2. A disputatious person, a sophist, a wrangler.

a. Rebellious, disputatious.

c
^5v

Root, vi. (^3^3) To collect, to accumu-

late, i. (C5^\3f3) To go, to move. Also, i.

(with the insertion of a nasal, ^;J£3) 1. To

accumulate, to heap. 2. To accept, to agree,

to assent. 3. To take.

^3 s. (from R.
C;

^5J A crowd, an assemblage,

a multitude, a heap.

^vS^^I s. A tree (Sapium Indicum). Mohun

P. p. 69. See ^OTi

.

^33^1*. See ^3^.
°^531 s. (corrupt, of °?s5&

) The bar of a door,

a bolt.

8S5^t s. (from R. ^3 ) A woman who refuses

to dwell with her husband.
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^O^Jlvi s. A grumbling or rattling noise, the

sound of thunder, &c. ad. With a

crash, suddenly. Also ^O^J^ .

^^^5 s - A gushing, a sudden discharge by

stool in dysentery. —<?f<u1 ad. Gushingly,

like a torrent.

1. A plant (Achyranthes aspera,

Carey). 2. Another species of plant (Cleome

viscosa). Hort. Ben. p. 48.

Confused noise, clamour, a tumult,

a scuffle, a fray.

c
^3^ s. (m. from R.

c
^3) 1. A gallinule. 2.

A drunken man. 3. A small drum of the shape

of an hour-glass. 4. A staff bound with iron.

5. The bar or bolt of a gate. Wilson.

C^OT s. Thunder.

species of tree (Sapium Indicum).

Hort. Ben. p. 69,

c
^3^1 a. Quarrelsome, obstinate, disputatious.

c
^3t s. (/. from R. A bill of exchange.

"^ft^'M s. (from
B
^ft) The price paid to a

person for granting a bill of exchange. Carey.

c3^t3"Kl s. (°^ft + H. An exchange-mer-

chant.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^\ Wilkins' Gr.

p. 415) 1. Offered, presented as a sacrifice. 2.

Invoked, propitiated by a sacrifice. 3. Called,

invited, s. (ra.) An offering, an oblation in fire

to the gods, considered as one of the five great

sacrifices. Manu ill. 73, 74.

s. (-^ m.^+ R. An epithet

of Agni or Fire. (Lit. Who eats the offering.)

c^5^Rtirl s . (/. The wife

of Agni or Fire.

from R. i: An

epithet of Agni or Fire. (Lit. Who eats or

consumes the offering.) Also
B
^>3"H5T (m.)

2. (Beng.) Fear, alarm.

^3tE*l ad. (from ^3t*j) Through fright

alarm.

c
«<[^t1 s. (a. ns^c) An office, a post.

c
$T

t*ffrlte a. (p.jb t&p) Holding an office, s.

An officer.

c^s. (corrupt, of f<4 l>) A gold coin current

on the coasts of India, a pagoda. See

s. (p. j^b) Cleverness, dexterity, expe-

rience, skill, talent.

a. (from P-yJb) Clever, ingenious, talented,

skilful.

a. Brave, valiant, bold, resolute.

c
^^

c
^i

ad. (from a. ^a,) Exactly like.

"^^ indecl. Sans. An interjection of displeasure,,

interrogation, remembrance, doubt and assent.

s. A threat, alarm.

A royal tiger.

s. The bore on a river, a strong flood.

^Root, i. (f^fe) 1. To be crooked (either
*\

in the literal or metaphoric sense) ; to be crafty

or fraudulent. 2. To retreat, to abscond.

^4^-^ s. (a. i^^cj».) 1. Dignity, character.

2. Chastity, honour. 3. Reverence.

•
B^^K5t a. (from a. c^~<r>-) Possessed of honour

or dignity. Also

^^Root, I. (CS^fe) 1. To go, to move

2. To kill. 3. To cover.

^ s. (from R. 1. A sting. 2. The part

of a bow which terminates the two ends. Carey.

c
i<^Tl a. (from°^T ) Pointed, sharp. Also^*^

-

s. A tom-cat. Morton.

c
^5?

i1
c
^er

il s. (/.) An exclamation of pleasure.

Also*^.
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(corrupt, of The vernal fes-

tival in honour of Krishna and the gopis or

shepherdesses, held on the day of the full-moon

in P'hdlguna. As. Res. m. 275.

B
^^[s. An inarticulate sound made on joyful oc-

casions.

c^Pfarf^a. (p. jLibjfc) Sensible, intelligent,

sober, clever, attentive.

(from p.jlJbji)) Sensibleness, cle-

verness, attention, carefulness, sobriety.

s. (m.) The name of one of the Gandharvas

or heavenly quiristers.

$"^t3" a. (mfn.1 f^+^fc) Uttering a loud

and frightening sound.

5^3 Root, i. (f3f3) To go, to move.

W°\ s. (m.) The name of a certain barbarous tribe,

the Huns (.
?
).

2TlTTt*j s. + 04*1) The name of the country

around the lake Mdnasa-sarovara. Colebr.

Alg. p. 30.

5"*3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. : Wilkins' Gr.

% 699) Called, invoked.

3^3 s. (/. R. Cf+f?) 1. A calling. 2. De-

fiance, a challenge.

*T*I^s. A coin generally known by the name of

pagoda, and worth on an average about eight

shillings. See
c
R*Iv

.

4^ indecl. Sans. A particle of doubt, interroga-

tion, assent, displeasure, dislike, reproach, and

fear.

5T^T s. {n. from R.'^^+^FT) Crookedness,

craft, cunning.

s . (m.) See ^"R .

% Root, hi. £Sfc!Pa) and i. -C3)
1 . To take, to seize, to lay hold of ; to accept.

2. To convey, to bring. 3. To destroy, to

annul. With ^51^1 prefixed, To take away, to

remove ; with (in the caws.) To combat

;

with 3l1 To bring, to offer, to take away, to

abscond, to eat; with 7f°+ :3rf%+f^"+ :3d

To attend, to accompany : see

with To say, to relate, to report;

with To speak ; with

To take along, to convey, to collect,

to assemble, to extinguish ; with 3^ or +

3^ To lift, to raise ; with To offer ; with

To take away, to reproach, to leave, to

avoid ; with ^1 To combat, to encounter, to

tread upon ; with f<3" To walk, to go about, to

enjoy; with To repress, to conceal, to

suppress, to hide.

"^5^5T«. (w."^7+ K
lTr) 1. Love. 2. An epithet

of Kamadeva the deity of love. (Lit. Who
sleeps in the heart.)

Vfijrt s . (/. from R. 1ft) 1. Shame, bashful-

ness. 2. Reproach, censure. Also ^frtTi (/.)

and Tft (/•)•

^ See "Sftf .

~§£3 a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. "^H-^) Robbed,

bereft, deprived of ; taken away.

3p^l («.) The heart.

"^^^W s. (^+^) The heart. Also

s. (n. from ) 1. The heart. 2. The

mind as the seat of feeling and reflection. 3.

Knowledge, science.

a. (mfn. from"^TT+ R. ^t) Touch-

ing, going to the heart, appropriate (as speech).

IT&flR^ s. (m. %KU + T3") (In geometry)

The central line or semidiameter of a circle in

contact with the angles of a trapezium. Colebr.

Alg. p. 299.

8 N
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(mfn. IfTO+ ^rfcj) Good-hearted.

Also IT&tft^ (mfn.), (-3^
mfn.), and (-"ffr^mfn.).

locat. case of

"^Pl^+'^t) Touching the heart, beloved.

clear conception

or understanding, an accurate idea.

^kk) a. (mfn. from ^ W^) Pleasing, lovely,

amiable, beloved, kind. — \31 (/.) or — viF (n.).

Loveliness, kindness.

^r^t^ s. (m. "3T^+ CTffl) Heart-burn, or any

disease of the heart.

"S^LRoot, tv. ("Wft, -C3) To rejoice, to

be pleased or delighted ; to stand erect (as a

flower). Frequently with ^3Ti or
;jT° + ^5li,

3 or ^T° + ^, and prefixed to it. i.

(3<lfs3) To lie, to tell a falsehood.

"Sf|%3 a. (mfn.) See .

"^fj^ s. (n. from R. Any organ of sense.

^ft^*! 5 .
(
m

.
^1<P+^1) An epithet of

Krishna or Vishnu. (Lit. The master or lord

of the senses.)

IjP^) a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^^+"3 Wilkins'

Gr. p. 422) 1. Delighted, pleased. 2. Standing

erect (said of flowers, or of the hair of the body.

"^T^ a. (mfn.^ +5T^T) Of a cheerful

mind, glad, happy. Also ^^f^K? (mfn.),

(-^ mfn.), and ^HjSMH
(mfn.).

"^toWl a . (-^ mfn. "^fc+CTtej
Having the hair of the body standing erect.

"^s. (/. R. "^T + f3) Gladness, happiness,

joy
;
pleasure.

"5TpT& a . (mfn.) See jf^fa •

indecl. Sans. A vocative interjection, e. g.

(X Tfal^ Oh king !

(corrupt, of (\^1) Hiccup.

ctt*T3 s. (d£ for +*K3) Inclining

the head. Also (l^1
*! .

C5^v3a. Great.

C5^33*R s. ((t;C3+3t^) A large kind of the

fan-palm fruit.

(333t^i s. (corrupt, of ft3*fcT) A species of

palm (Phoenix or Elate paludosa).

Ct^l s. (corrupt, of ftt^fff^) A swing.

CS^T^ s. (a. c^v^) Knowledge, skill, wis-

dom, experience, cleverness.

a. (from A. i^a^s>~) Skilful, wise, ex-

perienced, clever.

v. a. To drag, to draw, to pull, to

tug. Morton.

a. Bowed, bent, stooped, submissive, s.

An overturning or upsetting, a stooping down,

a leaning forward.

Cl^fU SeeCt£3£3.

ad. (from Below, downwards.

C^V Root, i. (C^t"fe, -G3) 1. To resist, to

thwart, to encounter. 2. To be wicked.

a. Bent down, stooped, drooped down.

C^3 Root, i. (C^ofo) 1. To surround, to en-

compass. 2. ( C^O" ) To disregard, to con-

temn.

C^T^Root, ix. (C5^"t"fe) 1. To be past birth.

2. To produce young. 3. To purify.

C^f3 s. (f. from R. ft Wilkins' Gr. § 830) 1.

A weapon. 2. A ray of the sun. 3. Flame.

C§3^ s. (m. from R. ft ?) Origin, cause, motive,

reason : the second of the five component parts

of a complete syllogism : see Trans. R.A.S.

i. 116. See also ibid. i. 561. -31 (/.) or
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—3 (w.) The being the cause, motive, or reason

of any thing, causality, causation.

(^\f<£ a. (mfn. C5^+^) Causing, producing,

affecting, being the origin or source of : used in

comp. e. g. a. (mfn?) Causing

dejection, from s. (jw.) Dejection,

+

C33J<£ . ad. (Beng.) For the cause (of), for.

The assigning the

motive or cause of any thing.

(^TJTto a . mfn. (^"J + H*-,) Having a

cause, produced by a cause, s. (— w.) A
result, the effect produced by a cause.

The assign-
ee V \ y .

ing of reasons or motives.

ad. Sans. (locat. case of C53^
)
By reason

of, because. Also C4;Cv£) 1° (ablat. case of ).

tet^T s. (m. C^+^Tfet^) (In logic) A
fallacy. (Lit. The semblance of a reason.)

Trans. R.A.S. i. 117.

(S^rl ad. (from ^vS^+^B") Here.

CSJ'^I a. Overgrown with weeds (as a tank, &c).

C^KJRC3 v. a. (from ^^) To long or pine

after, to fret.

C^"i a. Such as, like, the same.

t^H s. (corrupt, of R^H) A tree (Phoenix

or Elate paludosa). Mohun P. p. 69.

C5?raH See ft*t*H.

C^5X s. (n.) 1. Gold: also C^H (-^ n.).

2. (Beng.} A goldsmith.

C3JT3\S1 s. (-3 m. C3TT+3^) 1. A gold-

smith. Also A particular species

of birds. See Manu xn. 61.

C^T<^ s. (m. C5?I+3F£) The name of one of

the ranges of mountains dividing the known

continent into nine varshas : it is situated to

the north of the Himalaya.

(SjWfa s. (m. from C^T + Tj^) The glo-

merous fig-tree (Ficus glomerata).

s. (n.) Gold. See .

(STIS s. (run. from "fen The cold season, the

months A'grahayana and Paushya, or about

November-December. Wilson.

CWj?^ s. (m. C^T[+^^) The champaka

(Michelia Champaca).

C^TFff^W s. (/. from C3^ +^i) A
flower (Jasminum chrysanthemum). Hort.

Ben. p. 3.

«Wi'7U s. (C^TU^5^) A plant (Coty-

ledon laciniata). Hort. Ben. p. 34. See

C^TtfH s. (m. (SJl+^fe) The mountain

Meru, considered as the north-pole of the

earth.

(AU a. (mfn. fut. part. p. R. ^1) Proper to

be deserted or abandoned, relinquishable, de-

spicable. — "31 (/.) or —^ (rc.) Despicable-

ness.

C^T^T s. (n. OT + sSfr) A mean opinion,

disregard, disesteem, contempt, slight.

C^^JF^ s. (a. y^jp.) 1. Ingenuity, cleverness,

cunning, skill. 2. Trade, art, profession.

a. (from A. e^jpO Ingenious/ clever,

cunning.

fe»<*"< s. (m.) 1. An epithet of Ganesa. 2.

A buffalo. 3. A hero inflated with his own

valour. 4. A Buddha, or Bauddha deified

saint.

v. a. (h. \j^jb) To observe, to see, to

stare, to gaze, to search for, to hunt.

(5^^? a. (from "R. R°^) Disregarding, de-

spising, neglecting.

CV*11 *• (from R. fet) Disrespect, disre-

gard, contempt.

8 N 2
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CSj^fl s. (f. from R. f^T) h Disrespect, dis-

regard, neglect. 2. Facility, ease. 3. Wan-
tonness, dalliance. 4. Oscillation, a jolt.

C37TI^C3 v. a. (cans, of C^TKS) 1. To agi-

tate, to cause to oscillate, vibrate, or vacillate.

2. To cause to neglect.

C37Ttf^ni1 a. (from C5^%3) 1. Causing to

oscillate or swing. 2. Causing to neglect or

disregard.

C3~rra ad. (from C$j%t3) Slightly, easily.

CS^T s. (f. from R. f^T^) Wantonness, dal-

liance.

a. (from R. f^5
^) Disregarded, ne-

glected, slighted.

C^f^Tts? v. a. (from R. f^T^) 1. To disregard,

to neglect. 2. (v. re.) To wave to and fro, to

vacillate.

(corrupt, of A plant

(Hingtsha repens). Hort. Ben. p. 62.

Root, i. ((^-£3) To neigh (as a horse).

C5^T1 s. (/. from R. C5^) The neighing of a

horse, the braying of an ass.

indecl. Suns. An interjection used in calling.

03^3<P a . (mfn. from C^3^+^) Causal, causa-

tive, s. (m.) 1. A person who requires to

know a reason for every thing, a sceptic. 2. A
follower of the Mimansa doctrine.

(a. i^-N*J&) Fear, dread, terror.

a. (from A. c^,^) Terrific, dreadful.

fell a. (mfn. from 1. Golden. 2. (from

Frigid, cold, freezing.

tS^FT a. (mfn.) Seet^^ .

"t$W a. (mfn. from Wilkins' Gr. § 897)

Relating to winter, cold, frigid, freezing
;
grow-

ing in the cold season. Also t^f^R5 Wil-

kins' Gr. § 903.
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a. (mfn. from ftTRV) Relating to

mount Himavdn or Himalaya.

"tpral s. (/. from l. An epithet

of the goddess Durga. 2. Yellow myrobalan

(Terminalia citrina). 3. Orris-root (Acorus

calamus). 4. A variety of Asclepias acida.

"tol^fr s. (re. from +^t=T
from Clarified butter prepared a day

before it is used.

a ' (
A> Bewildered, astonished,

fatigued, confounded, perplexed.

a. (from a. ^\-s>-) Perturbation, as-

tonishment, fatigue, confusion, perplexity.

(tW s. (corrupt, of
c^$t^') A person who

exerts himself in a work without reflection.

(^T^tf^TTl a. (from C^J<fc1) Making great

exertions without reflection.

Also T. angusti-

move.

s. A sort of basket used to catch fish.

A species of long grass (Typha ele-

phantina, Hort. Hen. p. 66.

folia, Carey.)

Root, i. 1. To go, to

To disregard, to disrespect.

CCfa s. (m. from R. C^t^) A raft, a float, a

boat. 2. (Beng.) Mud, mire. 3. A wager.

s. (-vJ m . from R. ) A robber, a

highwayman.

v. a. (from R. ?"Ov) To cause to

assemble, to form a crowd.

(A 1^1 s. (—^ in* from R.
C
'R+ ^) A sacrificial

priest, who is conversant with the hymns con-

tained in the Rig-veda.

C^t!T s. (re. from R. ^+ ^3") A burnt offering, a

sacrifice with fire.

(3^1 ad. ( 0^1 from h. «j + from ^^fa" ) There.
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m. from R. A burnt offering : the

casting of clarified butter, &c. into the sacred

fire as an offering to the gods, accompanied

with prayers or invocations according to the

object of the sacrifice. Wilson. See Manu m.

73, 74. Trans. R.A.S. i. 455.

C$rtTl s. (/. from the Greek wfa: see Colebr.

Alg., Dissert, p. lxxx) 1. The rising of a sign

of the zodiac. 2. Part of the duration of a

sign, the twenty-fourth part of a day, an hour.

3. A mark, a line. 4. Astrology. Trans.

R.A.S. i. 189.

C^H *. (from R.
c^?) The testicles.

<3Tf*Tl s. (from C5T^T?) 1. A he-cat. 2. A

large sort of boat.

C^FTt^l s. (/.?) The Hull or spring-festival

celebrated by the Prachyas or eastern Indians.

Colebr. Law of Inker, p. 113. Trans. R.A.S.

i. 452. See C^tf^^l and ^ pT .

) A he-cat.

The spring-festival of the red pow-

der, commonly called doljdtrd. As. Res. Hi.

258. Also C^t5^ and ^f^T .

(a. jjo**-) A reservoir, a cistern, a pond,

the bason of a fountain.

(p. <ijU- ^ojs-) A factory con-

taining vats or cisterns. Carey.

(XfcT s. (n. from C^tf) The office of an officiat-

ing priest. Wilkins' Gr. § 984.

|T Root, ii. (1[£3) To take away, to withhold,

to secrete. Sometimes with ^"1 prefixed to it.

SP^Root, i. (ajnfo) To move, to shake.

3<
) slr{^indecl. Sans. Yesterday.

*j>tJ*l a. (mfn. 5?^+^) Relating to yes-

terday.
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3^ Root, i. (J^TR?) To cover.

ffiTTl s. (/. from R.tl) 1. Modesty, bash-

fulness. 2. Censure, reproach. Also ^Tl^Hl

(/•)•

^ ^ s. (m.) 1. A lake, a pond, a cistern. 2. A
ray of light.

1 R?ft s. (/. from TTT) 1. A river. 2. Light-

ning.

1^1 Root, x. (gtlTlfo) To speak.

I^Root, i. (<pTf3) To sound.

a. (mfn. irreg. superl. degree of vf
3
^

)

The shortest.

mfn. irreg. compar. degree

of J^T) Shorter.

a. (mfn. from R. 3f*t) L Short, low in

stature, dwarf, small, humble, narrow. 2.

Short (as a vowel). Colebr. Gram. p. 10.

-31 (/.) or —^ (n.) Shortness.

A plant

(Hedysarum lagopodioides).

l^^Ts. (n. + (In algebra) The least

root of an equation.

S^Hl s. (m. f^+ STft) 1. A dwarf. 2. A
medicinal root commonly called jivaka.

^"W Root, i. (jfe^) To sound.

wE- s. (m. from R. ^ I Noise, sound.

(femin. of ^If&rlj 1. Lightning.

2. The thunderbolt of Indra. 3. A river.

Jftft «• (-ft^m/n. from R. JTEj Sounding,

making a noise.

SffaT s. (to. from R. F3^) 1- Sound, noise. 2.

(Beng.^) Diminution, abatement, decrease,

disease, a wearing away, paucity, scarcity,

desertion, a forsaking.
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& a. (m/n.? from R. Diminishing,

decreasing, wearing away.

IJW* (/. from R. 1*1) 1. Modesty, shame.

2. Abuse, blame.

few* «. (n.) See jftW* .

ift Root, in. ( foi^ ) To be modest or

ashamed.

s. (f. from R. Shame, modesty, bash-

fulness.

To be modest or

ashamed.

jft°l a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. ^t+ *T Wilkins'

Gr. p. 415) Ashamed. Also ^ft^ (mfn.).

n. from^l+ R. ^?) A drug and per-

fume, commonly called bala. Also^ft^5^ («•)•

jl?^ a.
(T*FS mfn. ^+IX^) Ashamed,

bashful, modest.

Root, i. (C^^W) 1. To sound inarticu-

lately, to neigh (as a horse). 2. To go, to move.

(•jf^Tl s. (f. from R. C^*^) A neighing or braying.
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I^Root, i. (l^fS) To cover.

a. (mfn. pret. part. p. R. fTn^+n Wilkins'

Gr. p. 419) Pleased, delighted, glad.

^\Root, x. ($Hu(\S) To speak: see R-I\.

Root, i. (^iRs) To sound.

fjttf Root, i, (^Uw) 1. To be glad. 2. To

please, to delight. 3. To sound (as a musical

instrument). Withal or ^T° + 3l1 prefixed,

in the caus., To please, to cause delight.

s. (m. from R. |jtff ) Pleasure, delight.

(/. from R. fn^) The olibanum-tree.

C^j^1 s. (/. for C§*i l) A neighing or braying.

^^Root, i. (|^ff3) To move, to shake.

^ Root, i.
( fa) To bend, to curve, to make

crooked.

Cf Root, i. (|"^ft) 1. To call. 2. To chal-

lenge. 3. To vie with, to emulate. 4. To

struggle, to contend with. With prefixed,

To call forth, to challenge ; with ^° + ^5l1 To

call together, to summon.

ft

THE END.
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Numbers not followed by a b refer to words that are pure Sanskrit.

A.

To abandon 499 6, 1 134 6, 1363 b,

2167 b.

Abandoned 1363, 2749.

Abandoner 1 1 80.

Abandonment 1363, 1674, 1923.

To abate 607 b, 1017 b, 1134 b,

1250 b, 1383 6.

Abatement 607, 2762 b.

Abatement of disease 492.

Abbreviation 2561.

Abdomen 732, 1313 b, 1342 b,

1732.

Abdominous 1553 b, 2167 b.

Abdicated 2580.

Abdication 1364, 2581.

A-bed 2469 6.

Abhorred 1025.

Abhorrence 1633.

To abide 1251 b.

Abiding 71.

Ability 53, 748 b, 780, 818, 836,
1072, 1630,1720,21936,2358,
2447 b, 2458 b, 2629 b, 2633.

Ablative 127, 135.

Able 679 6, 683 b, 767, 780, 836,
1072, 1388, 1688, 1720, 1998,
2003, 2008, 2236 b, 2358, 2458,
2592, 3565 b.

To be able 1 723 6.

Ablution 147, 152, 1274, 15446,
2695-

Abode 71, 159, 374. 1013, 193P,

1962 b, 2094, 2139, 2198 b,

2238 b, 2245 b, 2690.

of mortals 2228.

Abominable 1025, 1137 b.

Abominated 1025, 1633.

Abortion 928, 939 b, 1778 b.

Abortive 138, g28.

Above 68 b, 4906, 518.

To abound 500 6, 765 b, 1962 b.

About 2047 b.

To abrade 867 b.

Abreast 1920 6.

Abridged 2560.

ABR—ABU.
Abridgment 2561, 2563, 2596.

Abroad 1462, 1987 b, 1988 b.

Abroma augustum 505 b.

Abrogation 1591.

Abeus precatorius 414, 570, 596,
656,658, 665,685, 726 b, 736,
786,904, 957, 19066, 19716,
2210, 2365, 2366, 2385 6,

S533&-

Abscess 201 1.

To abscond 1690 b.

Absence 2096 6, 2030, 2031.

Absent 155, 922 6, 929 6, 1208 6,

1304 b, 2096 6.

in mind 338 6.

Absolved 2266 6.

Absolutely 792, 2290 b.

Absorbed 2519.

To be absorbed 2197 6.

Absorbent 2519.

Absorption 796, 2519.

Abstemious 227, 2279.

Abstemiousness 2279.

Abstinence 2547.

Abstract 1 104.

meditation 2356.

Abstracted 2597.

Abstraction 496.

Abstruse 580, 1440 6, 1571.

Absurd 1215, 1965 6.

Absurdity 1215, 2313.

Abundance 480, 1195 b, 1798,
1815 6, 1847, 1946.

Abundant 499, 1283 6, 1798,
1944 b, 1946, 2051, 2397.

Abundantly 19466.

Abuse 1724, 1902 6, 2143,
2433 b.

594, 632, 708, 1206,

1334, 1508, 1677, 1684.

Abused 1508, 2143.

Abusive 950 6, 1443, 1445, 1684,
2290, 578 b.

language 935 b, 1440,
1952.

Abusiveness 2291, 2327.

ABU—ACC.
Abutment 1761.

Abyss 942 6, 2183 6.

Acacia 2094.

Sirisa 2495.

Suma 2467.

AcALrpHA Indica 2288 6, 2534 6.

Acanthus ilicifolius 27346,27396.

Acarus Ricinus 3086,3106.
Accent 2711.

(acute) 464.

(grave) 1 863.

To accept 2417 6.

Acceptable 1006, 2217.

Acceptableness 1006.

Acceptance 1003.

Accepted 2717.

Access 493, 2566.

Accessible 922, 2651.

Accident 408 6,496, 1008, 1463.

Accidentally 1464 6.

To accommodate 2265 b.

Accommodation 2319 6, 2663 6.

Accompanied 2591.

Accomplice 2149.

To accomplish 618 6, 1580 b,

2627 6.

To be accomplishable 1419 6,

2628.

Accomplished 961, 962, 963,
1614, 2553, 2600, 2601, 2643.

Accomplishing 2595, 2601.

Accomplishment 960,1613,2552,
2644.

Accord 2282 b.

According 106 6, 2204 b.

Accordingly 550 6, 1868 6.

Account 1191 6, 1599 6, 1972 6,

1978, 2022, 2561, 2748 6.

book 1343 6, 1942 6,

1944 6, 871 6.

of 1985 6.

To account 909 6.

Accountant 30, 792 6, 2296 6,

2303 b.

Accounts 2445 6.

To accoutre 1739 6, 2625 6.

ACC—ACQ.
Accoutred 137, 2476, 2565, 2579,

2617, 2663.

Accoutrements 2624 6.

Accumulated 497, 1634, 2566.

Accumulation 497, 1042 6,1 168 6,

2566, 2597.

Accuracy 1260 6, 1597, 1598,
1793.

Accurate 1259 6, 1681, 1793,
1891 6, 2337, 2598, 2664.

Accurately 1294 6, 1794 6,

2337 b.

Accusation 128, 286, 1316 6,

1470, 1677, 1920 6, 2161.

To accuse 1469 6, 1470 b.

Accused 128.

Accuser 128, 14146, 1416.

Accusing 146c.

Acetous 2519 6.

Acheiris Kcokor Zibha 730 6.

AcnYRANTHEsalternifoIia 24246.

aspera 68, 72, 1 36,

340 6, 495, 676,716,725,752,
8 '4, 863, 902 6, 1032 6, 1505,
1815, 2225, 2514, 2751 6.

— ferruginea 2436 6.

— lanata 1137,13866.

lappacea 1085 6,
1087 6, 1098 b.

triandra 2484 6,

2513 b, 2638 6.

Acid 198,870 6, 1239 6, 2503.

Acidity 198, 1101, 1239 6.

To acknowledge 605 6, 2265 6.

Acknowledged 2717.

Acknowledgment 2265 6.

Aconitum ferox53, 315 6, 1900,
2043, 2044 6.

Acorus Calamus 436, 623 6,
1890 6, 2534, 2538, 2760.

To acquaint ! 1 88 b.

Acquaintance 111,3806, 1188 6,

1672.

Acquainted with 1214, 1814,
1952 6.

To acquiesce 1017 6, 2199 6.

Acquiescence 2199 6.

8 O
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ACQ—ADH.
To acquire 1695 6, 2417 6, 2427

b, 2489 b, 2490 b.

Acquired 339, 389, 497, 1852,

2426, 2731.

Acquiring wealth 214.

Acquisition 497, 1316, 1695,

1852, 2427, 2434.

Acquisition of wealth 497.

Acquisitiveness 2439.

To acquit 470.

Acquittal 1612, 2278 b, 2289.

Acrid 1331 b, 1332, 1768 b.

Acrimonious 578.

Across 3106, 3126, 3136, 558 b.

Act 825.

Acting 613, 691.

Action 613, 692, 825, 1060,

1063, 1114, 2725 6.

Active 2556, 2564, 474, 630,

1041 b, 10806, 11646, 1179 6,

11886, 1337. 13406, 13546.
1388, 1646, 1666, 1720, 1768 b,

1796.

devotion 826.

verb 625.

voice 625, 1666.

Activity 1041 6, 1070, 1080 6,

1720, 1796, 1829.

Actor 178, 592, 599, 153<>, 1540,
2180 6, 2267.

Actress 695, 1540.

Actual 2741 b.

Acuminated 2665.

Acute 1045, 1092 b, 1337, 1759

6, 1796, 2569, 2664.

accent 464.

i
angled triangle 1 15.

pain 2511.

Acuteness 2569.

Adapted to 2350, 2358.

To add 1042 6, 1259 6.

Added 2558.

Addicted 100.

to 178, 387, 2203 6.

Adding 2359.

Addition 404 6, 1259 6, 2284,

2350, 2356, 2558.

of fractions 2165.

Additive quantity 847.

Addled egg 1948 6.

Address 375, 1260 6, 1988 b,

2494 6.

To address 376 6.

Adelia castanicarpa 2065 6.

nereifolia 2747 6.

Adenanthera pavonina 733,
2363, 2365, 2625 6, 2678 6.

Adequacy 2633.

Adequate 767, 1688.

Adequateness 1688.

To adhere 1094 6, 2425 6, 2431 6.

ADH—ADU.
Adherent 1637.

Adhesion 136, 1839.

Adhesive 1076 b.

Adjacent 1725, 2580.

Adjective 961.

Adjoining 172, 173.

Adjudged 1416.

Adjunct 98, 404 6.

To adjust 11166, 1259 6, 2265 6,

2316 b.

Adjusted 2112.

Adjuster 2111.

Adjusting 2594.

Adjustment 2017, 2350.

Ad libitum 2338 6.

To administer 2357 5.

Administering of medicine 2673.

Administration 1627 6.

Admirable 53.

Admission 956 J, 1003.

Admonishing 102.

Admonition 102, 1307 6, 1543 6,

1954.

Adopted son 1392, 1726, 1788.

Adoption 1788.

Adorable 498, 2134, 2334.

Adoration 209, 1912, 2134, 2627.

To adore 2134 6.

To adorn 2177 6, 2625 b.

Adorned 221, 1092, 2177, 2518.

Advance 291 6, 540 6, 1042 6,

1318 6, 1411 6.

To advance money 540 6.

Advantage 965 b, 967 6, 1535 6,

1852, 1866 6, 1870, 2160 b,

2298 6.

Advantageous 683 6, 960, 1 868 b,

2585.

Adverb 826.

Adversary 205, 1445, 1487, 1806,
2017, 2464.

Adverse 1804, 2018.

—— circumstances 1875 6.

Adversity 259, 339, 1439, 2018.

Advertisement 419 6, 422 6,

549 b.

Advice 104, 483, 1543 6, 1668,
22ig, 2236 6, 2350, 2616 6.

Advised 482.

Adviser 191,356, 1668, 2220.

Adulator 1071.

Adult 1852, 1861, 2069.

To adulterate 2146 6.

Adulterated 2146 6, 2314 6.

Adulterer 1192, 1661, 1721.

Adulterine 744, 1192, 1722.

Adulterous 119, 2114.

Adultery 1661, 1721, 2114,
2372 6.

Adultress 1447> 1543, 1660,2114,
2188, 2718.

ADZ—AG A.

Adze 1947, 6 1984.

iEGicERAS majus 2730 6.

iEGLEMarmelos 621,2038,20926,
2102, 2274, 2479, 2515, 2526.

JEra 170, 2548 6.

Aerial 113, 282, 889.

-Eschynomene cannabina 1491 6.

grandiflora 2 1

,

537, 658, 1887, 1940, 2066,

2493-

paludosa 670 6,

2519

Sesban 130, 1171,
1311, 1886, 1887, 2098, 2502.

JEther 1537.

Affability 2014.

Affable 1801, 2232 6, 2312,23266.

Affair 1972 b, 2046,2112,22676,
2287 b, 698.

Affected with 522.

Affecting 691, 1946 6.

Affection 102, 402 6, 1741 6,

1801, 18246, 1856, 1858, 1966,
2 1 54, 2 1 59 6, 2 1 84, 2267, 2384,
2678 b, 2695, 2696, 2740.

Affectionate 102, 1802, 1856,
1857, 1900 b, 2320 6, 2696,
2745.

regard 2224,

Affidavit 1833, 2465.

Affinity 1215, 2645 6.

To affirm 1609 6.

Affirmation 1609 6.

To affix 2360 6.

Affix 98, 496, 1817, 2024.

Afflicted 317, 370, 831, 890,
1398 6, 1448 b, 2516, 2576.

Afflicting 2120.

Affliction 51, 831, 832, 1212 b,

1316 6, 1448 6, 1744, 2084,
2120, 2217, 2339, 2504, 2576.

Affluent 2174.

To afford 775 6.

Affray 486, 1870 6, 2021.

Affrighted 1034.

Affront 85, 129, 190, 245.

Aforesaid 2196 6.

Afraid 1266 6, 2166, 2460.

After 91 6, 1295 6, 1660 6, 1685

6, 1693 6, 1693, 1701 6,

1733 1966 6.

this 407 6, 518 6, 526 6,

542 b.

thoughts 913.

a long time 1097 b.

Afternoon 130, 1670, 1991, 2097,
2152 b.

Afterwards 79 6, 154 6, 1295 6,

16856,16936,17336.

Again 348 6, 366 6, 715 6, 1483,

1754 l>, 1755 b, 1803 6, 1876 6,

1881 6, 1976 6, 2176 6.

and again 1754 6, 2304 6.

AGA—AHA.
Against 491 6, 1803 6, 2019 6.

Agallochum 575, 705, 1212 6.

Agaric 668 6.

Agave Cantala 587 6, 675 6.
2035 6.

•

Age 362, 363 6, 1916, 2351.
Aged 2061 6, 2069, 2689.

Agency 625, 692, 695, 993 b,
1781 6, 2321 b.

Agent 433 b, 625, 691, 698, 825,
967 6, 992 6, 1781 6, 2321 b,
2606 6.

Ageratum aquaticum 1894 6.

1 cordifolium 432 6.

To aggravate 890 6.

Aggregate 551, 1385 6.

Aggregation 2555, 2597.
Aggression 1042 6.

Agile 1 179 b.

Agility 1070.

Agitable 2697.

To agitate 437 6, 1282 6, 2423 b,

2433 b.

Agitated 283, 844, 849, i 5n,
2055, 2115, 2116, 2192 6,
2433 b.

Agitating 2220.

Agitation 338 6, 608, 845, 849,
1053, 1380 6, 2055, 2098 b,

2115, 2433 6, 2561, 2566.

Agitator 2220.

Agony 317 6, 1330, 2084,2110,
2345-

To agree 2283 *•

Agreeable 809, 885 6, 1079,
1258 6, 2161, 2198, 2203 6,

2217, 2218, 2266 6, 2284,
2321 6, 2377, 2402, 2412, 2630,
2695.

scent 2658.

To be agreeable 2159 6, 2402 6.

Agreeableness 1258 6, 2159 6,

2218, 2434.

Agreed upon 34, 1599.
to 2549.

Agreeing 92, 105.

Agreement 34, 105, 337, 408 b.

5446,550,617, 6, 1003, 1101 6,

1330 6, 1586, 1599, 1648, 1805,
2282 6, 2319 6, 2472 6, 2549,
2550, 2632, 2717.

Agremone Mexicana 1897 b,

2182 6.

Agrostis diandra 2081 6.

linearis 91 1 ,1449,2463.———— tenacissima 1716 6.

Agriculture 783, 1081 6.

Agriculturer 2176.

Agriculturist 847, 2175.

Ague 608, 1220.

Ah ! 269 6, 395 6, 1876 6, 1900
b, 2739 6, 2742 6.

Ahah ! 395 6.
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AID—ALL
Aid 336 6, 491, 752 b, 1637,

2617. ,

Aid-de-camp 2303 6.

Aiding 92.

Aided 479-

Ailanthds excelsa 1029 6.

To aim 1319 b.

Aim 106, 179, 2578.

Air 90, 1155, 1425, 1658, 1964,

1965 b, 1965, 1974, 2123,

2227, 2227 6, 2257, 2269,

2598, 2738 b.

Aira filiformis 1151 b.

Airing 2054.

Airy 448 6.

Ajuga disticha 991 6.

Akin 322.

Alacrity 2702.

ALANGiuMliexapetalum 31,2706,

278 6, 571, 700 b, 1500 b,

1569* !745, 1955 b.

tomentosum 1113 b.

To alarm, 2140 6, 2460 b.

Alarm 845, 1265 b, 2055, 2140,
2166, 2459.

Alarmed 844, 845, 1034, 1266 6,

1367, 1368, 2055, 2141, 2166,
2460, 26166.

Alarming 2140, 2026.

Alas! 260, 262, 5126, 27326,
2739 b, 2742 6.

Alauda arvensis 2142.

cristata 1097 b.

Ekoniya 539 6.

Ongyia 555 6.

Senegalensis 1044 6.

Albugo 1762, 18796.

Albuknum 717.

Alcea rosea 858 6.

Alcedo 2206, 2254 6.

Bengalensis 1152 6.

rudis 583 6, 816 6.

Alchymist 2380 6.

Alchymy 2380, 2645 b.

Aldovranda verticillata 2232 6.

Alert 1179 6.

Alertness 1 179 6.

Aletris hyaeinthoides 576, 982,

1354. 1893, 2706.

Aleurites triloba 18, 19 6,

279 6, 287 6.

Algebra 325, 2056.

Algebraic 1924.

Alienated 1992.

To alight 454 b, 1559 b.

Alisma parnassifolia 1039 6,

1157 b.

Alike 534. 536, 1920 6, 2574,
2595-

To be alive 1198 6, 1201 6.

ALI—ALO.
Alive 1301, 1202, 1204, 1849,

2565 6.

Alkali 838.

All 781, 11686, 1400 6, 1768,

2042, 2348 6, 2556, 2585 6,

2589. 2593, 2611, 2636 6.

All-along 328 6, 329 6.

— around 381 6, 10456, 1048 6,

10786, 1122 6, 2042 6,2590 6.

— at once 532 6.

— over 340 6, 341 6.

— pervading 2043, 2613.

— seasons 261 1 6.

—1 seeing 2612.

— sides 1045 6, 1122 6.

— times 2611 6.

— wise 2611.

Allegation 1415 6, 347.

Allegiance 2388.

Allegorical 2406.

Alleviation 492, 2717.

Alley 932 6.

Alliance 2279, 2578, 2639.

Alligator 757.

Allium Ascalonium 916, 994 6,

2378 b.

Cepa 1690, 1743 6.

Porrum 1684.

sativum 2249, 2378 6,

2381, 2430 6.

To allot 3 6, 2035 6, 2036 6.

Allotted 779, 2151 6.

To be allotted 3 6.

Allotment 3 6, 19506, 20366,

2147, 2148.

To allow 1 004 6.

To allow to escape 1 143 6.

Allowance 100, 1870 6.

Allowed 100.

Alloy 2146 6.

To alloy 21466.

To allure 2452 6.

Allurement 2029.

Allusion 2560.

Ally 1971, 2279.

Almanack 1644, 1697 6.

Almond 1967 6.

(sweet) 1902 6.

Almost 7156, 1854 6.

Alms 1156 6, 2162 6, 2183.

Alms-giving 861 6.

Alnus dioeca 802 6.

Aloes 2302 6.

perfoliata 598, 754, 1019 6,

1310, 2620.— Soccotrina 1019 6, (variety
of) 1026.

Aloe wood 22, 23 6, 705, 916,
2391.

ALO—AMB.
Alone 534 6, 535, 538 6, 792,

1565, 2259, 2381.

Along with 2547 6, 2562 6.

Aloud 439 6.

Alphabet 16, 1924, 2258.

Alphabetic arrangement 1924.

Alpinia Alhugas 1 325.

Cardamomum 548, 548 6,

956 6, 1374.

Galanga 637 6.

• nutans 1755 6.

Also 60, 364 6, 546 6, 553 6,

1295 b, 1339 6, 1754 6.

Alstonia scholaris 11346,2583.

Altar 2086, 2086 6, 2333.

To alter 1875 6, 1876 6, 1901 6.

Alteration 1673, 1881 6, 1991,

1993, 1994, 1995 b, 1996 6.

Altercation 453, 574 6, 750 b,

1890 6, 1967, 877 6, 2375 6,

2750 6.

Altered 1992.

Alternately 538 6.

Alternative 1637, 1991.

Alth^a nigricans 995 6.

Although 2339 b.

Altitude 1340.

Alto 1326 6.

Altogether 538 6, 1161 6, 1381 6,

1722, 2324 b, 2614 6.

Always 2572 6, 2573 6, 2611 6,

2612 b.

Amaranthus atropurpureus

2385 b, 2436 6.

fasciatus 1342 6,

!530 6, 1908 6.— Gangeticus 596 6,

2365 b
, 2385 6.

lanceaefolius 1951 6.

lividus 991, 1276 b.

oleraceus 2269, 2480
6, 1530 b.

polygamus 226, 843
b, 1755 b, 1067 b, 1292, 2436 b.

polygonoides 11136.
1 prostratus 1530 6.

purpureus 1756 6,

spinosus 651 6,

1530 b.

Amaryllis Zeylanica 645.

To amass 1 159 6.

Amazed 2053.

Amazement 1054, 2053, 2155 6.

To be amazed 1012 6.

Amazing 65.

Amber 1350, 1359.

Ambergris 196 6.

Ambidextrous 1448 6.

Ambition 1396, 2581 6, 2605.

Ambitious 553 b, 1812.

Ambrosia 194, 198 6, 1768,

AMB—ANC.
Ambrosinia ciliata 792 6.

Ambuscade 557 6.

Amen 1296 6, 2714 6.

Amenable 21 ig.

To amend 2505 6, 2517 6, 2637 b.

Amendment 2040, 2517 6.

Amerced 1413.

Amiable 1855, 1936.

Amidst 113.

Amity 2320.

Ammannia vesicatoria 1909 6.

Ammunition 2353 6.

Amomum Anthorrhiza 626.

aromaticum 2325.
•— sericeum 1432 b.

subulatum 1890 6,

1956 6.

Zedoaria 650 6.—— Zingiber 324 6.

Among 111 6, 2213 6.

Amorous 688, 2036, 2512.

dalliance 2738.

playfulness 2036.

play 2440.

Amount 1207 6, 2314 6.

Amphisejena 1274 6, 1518,
1747 *, H38 6, 2391.

Ample 2051, 2223 6.

Amplification 2022.

Amulet 1323 6, 2262 6.

Amusement 793, 827.

Amygdalus communis 1902 6.

Amyris agallocha 22, 23 6, 1886,
2391, 2592.

heptaphylla 693 6.

Anacardium occidentale 2744 6.

Analogous 539, 1321, 2575, 2712.

Analogously 2712 6.

Analogy 106, 1347.

Analysis 325, 2056.

Anarchy 205.

Anarchical 205.

Anas acuta 1272 6.

Casarca 801, 1036, 1037,
2374.

Creeca 1345, 1982.

Fulica 1274 b.

Anatomy 2110.

Ancestor 987, 1737, 1738, 1770.

Ancestors 1769.

Ancestral 1782, 1783.

property 1737, 1782.

Anchor 1529 6, 2421 6, 2449 6.

Anchorage 1529 6.

To cast anchor 1529 6, 2449 b.

To weigh anchor 1529 6.

Anchoret 1909, 1970.

Ancient 108 6, 5946, 1095, 1172,
!757, 1846, 1944, 2329.
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AND—AN1.
And 364 b, 546 b, 553 b, 1295 b,

1339 b.

And yet 715 h
Andersonia cucullata 358 b.

> Rohitaki 1331 b,

1862.

Androfogon aciculatus 1118 b,

1 1 19 6, 2146 6.

——— aculeatus 794.

aromaticus 2031.

bicolor 702 b, 1 1 63 b,

2193 b.

glaber 916 b.

Juarankusa 1220 b.

laxus 636 b, 1235 b.

muricatus 150, 194,

421, 509, 510, 565, 863, 866 b,

923, 1204, 1456 b, 1458,2031,
2081, 2420.

muricatus (root of

the) 1541.

Nardus 8106.— punctatus 981 b.

saccharatus 1 1 79 b,

1456 6.

Schcenanthus 49,

590. 854, 9 l6» 9!7 b, 1981 b,

2058, 2081 b, 2174, 2178,

2273.

serratus 519. 593>
862, 863, 2308.

Sorghum 1458.

verticillatus 2626 b.

Anf.thum Panmorium 954 b,

1127, 2192 b, 2210 6, 2328 b.

Sowa 49, 694, 1127,

2210, 2284, 2463, 2283, 2284,

2473 b, 2485, 2500, 2515 b,

2639, 2643.

Angel 429.

Anger 190, 511, 516 b, 807, 829,

902 b, 998 b, 1213 b, 1317 b,

2405, 2415.

Angle 258, 805, 805 b.

Angry 11, 751, 808, 808 6, 511,
827, 829, 1043, 1185, 1794,

874 b, 2079 b, 2384 b, 2384,
2405, 2415, 2415 b, 2609,
2610.

To be angry 808 6, 2384 6,

2402 b, 2405 b.

Angrily 807 b.

Anguish 645 b, 676 b, 832,

1398 b, 2339, 2345.

Angular 806 b, 2639.

Animal 1164, 1164 b, 1165, 1188
b, 1202, 1692, 1697 b, 1849,

2309, 2471, 2570.

Animate 2564.

To animate 3846, 1195 b.

Animated 384.

Animation 1111, 1114.

Anise-seed 2210.

ANK—ANU.
Ankle 972, 985 b, 1719 b.

Annesleia spinosa 2194 b.

Annihilation 1562, 1837, 2015.

Anniversary 1929.

Annona reticulata 318 b, 1633 b,

squamosa 316 ft, 2318 b,

2426, 2450.

To announce 1217 b, 2371 b.

Announcement 295, 2003.

Announcing 1216.

To annoy 1111 b, 1 224 ft.

Annoyance 1158 b, 1316 b.

Annoyed 2115.

Annual 98, 1976 b, 1979, 2484 ft,

2638 b.

plant 560.

wages 1900.

Annular 745.

To anoint 1359 b, 23306, 2446 b,

2447 b.

Anointed 13, 103, 156, 1422,

1576, 2439.

Anointing 182.

Anointment 103.

Anomalous 2076 6.

Anomaly 141 b, 20766.

Another 111, 119, 129, 333 b,

364 b, 407 b, 490 b, 922 b,

1421 b, 1471 b, 1659.

birth 1 164.

' country 1662.

time 366 b, 706 b.

world 1660.

Answer 452, 1154 ft, 1167 b,

1808, 1820.

Answerable 1808.

Ant 1739 b.

Antecedent 1769.

Antelope picta, 982.

Anthelmintic 782.

Anthericum tuberosum 512,

1475, 1633.

Ant-hill 431 b.

Anticipated 1852.

Antidesma paniculata 843 b,

883 b.

• foliis oblongis 1 149 b.

pubescens 1553 b.

Antidote 2044.

Antilope 704 b, 757, 1964,
2309-

cervicapra 786, 786 b.

Antimony 602, 2661 b.

Antipathy 206, 1025.

Antique, 1095.

Antiquity 1847, 2297 b.

Antirrhinum Cymbalaria 1172 b.

Anvil 1617 b, 1630 b, 2453.

Anus 72, 73i 938 b, 1719,

1748 b.

ANX—APR
Anxiety 465 b, 998 b, 1089, 1093,

ll 93b, 1510 b, 16626, 18746,
2047.

Anxious 447 6, 471, 676, 1093,

1114, 18746, 2155, 2156, 2218.

To be anxious 2156 6.

Any 715 6, 715, 791 6, 806 6.

one 787 6, 795 6,

—— time 806 6.

way 807 6.— where 747 6, 806 6, 1365 6.

wise 2336 6.

Apart 1773 ft. 1873*, 2031.

Apartment 737 6, 740 6, 814.

Apathy 913 6, 1185.

Ape 600, 1912, 2227, 2478.

Aperient 2408.

Aperture 1872 6, 2375, 2578.

Apetalous 62.

Aphorism 2666.

Apium involucratum 39, 2382 6,

2394 ft.

Apluda aristata 994 ft, 1107 ft.

Kobila 809 ft.

Apology 96, 555 ft, 1942 6.

Aponogeton monostachyon
659

Apostacy 1497,2709.

Apostate 298, 1497.

Apostle 1850.

Apothecary 565.

Apparatus 3886,2339,2565,26076.

Apparent 384 6, H53, 1538,1791,
2107, 2697.

Apparently 1454 ft, 1793 6.

Apparition 126, 127 ft, 483, 1 137ft,

2173.

Appeal 341 ft.

Appearance 1538 ft, 1809, 2406,
2659 ft, 2750 ft.

Appearing 2161.

To appease 1347 6, 1382 ft.

Appeased 14, 1347 ft.

Appellant 341 ft.

Appellation 288, 397, 496, 877 ft,

1556, 1557-

Appetite 228, 685, 844, 2064,
2402.

To applaud 2159 6.

Applause 1326 6, 1493, 1838,
2529, 2628 6.

Apple 2493 6.

Applicability 2562.

Applicable 2562.

Application 178,186,484, 1313 6,

1427 ft, 1836, 2214, 2217,2218.

Applied 2016.

To apply 870 ft.

To appoint 2157 ft.

Appointed 787, 1557 ft, 1587,
2016, 2193 ft, 2691.

APP—ARC.
Appointment 1068 6, 1317 ft,

1587.

To apportion 3 6.

Apportioned 2151 6.

To be apportioned 3 6.

Apposite 2562.

To appraise 1184 ft, 1243 6,
2308 ft.

Appraiser 1184 ft, 1419 fc,

2344 ft-

Appraising 1398 6, 2344 6.

To apprehend 1189 ft, 1496 6,
2061 6, 2460 6.

Apprehended 2062.

To be apprehended 1496 6.

Apprehension 380, 858, 2459,
2027, 2552.

Apprehensive 2140 6,2141,2587.

Apprentice 2489 6.

Apprised 2105 6, 2631.

Apprising 1216, 2104.

Approach 479, 495, 2594.

To approach 663 6, 986 6,

2163 6.

Approached 499.

Approbation 1116 6, 1693 6,

2199 6, 2222 6, 2628 6.

Appropriate 2215 ft, 2548, 2562,
2598.

Appropriated 2016, 2717.

Appropriateness 2358, 2562.

Appropriation 2224.

To approve 2159 6, 2159 ft,

2199 6.

Approved 870 6, 871 6, 21 99 b,

2217, 2219 6, 2604.

Approximation 479.

Apricot 883 6.

April-May 2102.

Apt 2298 ft.

Aptness 562.

Aquarius 756.

Aquatic 1175, 1554.

Aqueduct 1977 ft.

Aqueous 198, 1716 ft.

AauiLARiA^Agallochum 22, 23 b,

705, 786 ft, 825, 955.

Arabic 366 ft.

Arable 348 ft.

Arbiter 1614.

Arbitration 2211, 2212, 2213 ft,

2484 ft, 2639

Arbitrator 1641 ft, 2211, 2212,
2223 ft, 2484 ft, 2639 ft-

Arbour 736, 1568, 1686.

Arch 879 6.

Arched 1318 ft, 879 ft.

Archer 422, 676, 1338 6, 1492,

1493-

Archery 1338 6, 1492, 2471.

Architect 1605, 2689.
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ARC—ARO.
Arcturus 2532 6, 2714.

Ardea Argala 2228, 2735 6.

bovinia 991.

cinerea 647 6, 2481 b.

cinnamomea 851 b, 892 b.

Coromandeliana 1223 b,

1233 b.

flavicollis 1541 b.

glandulosa 1908 b.

jaculator 726 b, 727 b,

799 b , 830 b.

leucocephala 2256 6,22656.

Malaccensis 666 b.

nivea 1886.

nivea maxima 618 b.

Saruuga 2636.

Siberica 2636.

Ardent 1221 b, 1228 b, 1511 b.

Aedisia Catihara 667 b.

solanacea 647 6, 2209.

Ardour 455, 1221 b, 1353 b,

1511 b, 1512 b, 1802, 1846.

Arduous 2654.

Area 846, 1078 b, 2588.

Areca Catechu 472, 601, 823,

860, 953 b, 966, 981, 1030,

1076, 2655 b.

Faufel 60 1, 823, 860,966,

1076, 1324, 1764.

—— gracilis 2392 b.

triandra 1906 b, 2392 b.

Arenaria alsinoides 657 b.

Argemone Mexicana 2494 b.

Argonauta Argo 1035.

Argument 1634, 2350, 2375 b,

2750 b.

To arise 350, 435 b, 446 b.

Arisen 457, 2405.

Aristida Chhachiya 1142 b.

Aristolochia Indica 208, 4206,

422 b.

Arithmetic 909, 30, 1704, 2107,

2558, 2748 6.

Arm i960 b, 1988, 2168,2478.

bone 1542 b.

pit 569, 6496, 18896, 1988.

Armed 252, 6036, 2476, 2565,

2579, 2616, 2617, 2722 6.

Armory 253, 2646 6, 2674 6.

Armour 603, 1299, 1928, 2353 6,

2565, 2674 6.

Armourer 253, 2475.

Arms 253, 363.

Army 91, 1055, 1637, 1883 6,

193 1
, 2430 6, 2672, 2675.

Aromatic 2651.

Around 1674 6.

All around 1046 6, 1048 6, 1078 6,

1122 6.

To arouse 1094 6, 1830 b.

ARR—ARU.
To arrange 2036 6, 2283 6,

2625 6, 2633 b.

640 b, 938 6, 939 6.

1001 6, 1100 6, 1116 6,

2035 6.

Arranged 98, 640, 9386, 1000,

1001, 1595, 1599, 1614, 1923,
2112, 2122, 2300 b, 2369.

Arrangement 410 b, 822, 938 6,

I599.i6i3, 1675, 1688, 19136,
2017, 2036 6, 2123, 2369,
2512.

Arranging 938 6, 1595.

Array 1932,2122, 2369 b.

Arrayed 2122.

Arrear 1952 6.

Arrears 1887 6, 1888 6.

To arrest 1146 6, 1971.

Arrival 449 b, 452, 2594.

To arrive 448 6, 1636 6, 1694 6,

17886.

Arrived 289, 455, 494, 1567,

2593.

Arrogance 164, 516 6, 9246, 927,
1089, 1210 6, 1394 6, 1397,
1400, 1413 6, 1426 6, 1846,
2206, 2244, 2265, 2697.

Arrogant 927, 1400, 1426 6,

2265.

Arrow 675, 1963, 2469, 2513 6.

Arsenal 253.

Arsenic 2603 6, 2645 b.

Arsenical 2634.

Arson 975.

Art 818, 2350 6, 2497, 2758 6.

Artemisia Indica 1393 6, 1412,
1467 6.

Madraspatana 1562 6.

sternutatoria 1525.

vulgaris 1547 b.

Artery 1551, 1495.

Artful 1698 6, 865, 2513 6.

Artless 2676 6.

Article 1972 6.

Artifice 1527 6, 1546 6, 1627 6,

1866 6.

Artificer 694.

Artificial 781, 1372.

Artillery 687 6, 1361 6.

man 1361 6, 865 6.

Artist 694, 905 6.

Artizan 2497.

Artocarpus Chaplasha 1074 6,

1526, 1897 b.

1—~— integrifolia 403 6,

586,652 6, 653 b, 1764.

Lacucha 552, 1266,

1275 6, 12766, 1277 6, 1456 6,

1657, 2170 6, 2417, 2437 b.

Arum bulbiferum 1 96.

campanulatum 219 6, 378,

559, 2510, 560 6, 597, 606 6,

1906 6, 2183.

ARU—ASH.
Arum colocasia 383 6, 572, 574,

1078 6, 1137 6.

cordifolium 2046 6.

cucullatum 2046 6.

gracile 2735 6.

Indicum 2263 6, 2263.

nymphaeafolium 2636 6.

Orissense 1026 6, 1027 6,

1027.

sessiliflorum 2017 6.

Arundo Bengalensis 946 b,

1309 6.

bifaria 83.

tibialis or A. Karka 810 6,

1531, 1541 6, 1785.

Arytenoid 1515.

As 2157 6, 2335 6, 2336 6, 2339
b, 2355 6, 2356 6.

— a foe 2157 6.

— before 1770 6.

— far as 1688 6, 2347 6.

— long as 2347 6.

— many 2335 6.

— many as 2335 6,

— much as 2335 6, 2647 6.

— you please 2355 b.

To ascend 1042 6.

Ascendancy 933 6, 1831, 1851,

1853.

Ascended 2405.

Ascending 462.

To ascertain 1609 6.

Ascertained 1595, 1599, 2691.

Ascertaining 1599.

Ascertainment 1575, 1598, 1609,

1611, 1807.

Ascetic 1303, 1322, 1664, 2102,

2125, 2298, 2328, 2335, 2336,
2480, 2581.

Asclepias acida4ii, 744, 1051,

2129, 2206, 2677, 2678, 2760.——— echinata 2624 6.

geminata 620, 648 6,

1151 6.

gigantea 208, 393, 622,

908, 1992, 2222, 2316 6,

2533 b.

1 odoratissima 575.

pseudosarsa 78, 24806,
2482.

rosea 842, 929, 1435,
1436 6, 1437 6, 2059 6.

tenacissima 1198 b.

tinctoria 656 6.

— tingens 1622.

1 tunicata 1132 6.

volubilis 2210 6.

To ascribe 1009 6, 2431 6.

Ashamed 1365, 2470 6.

Ashes 1331 6, 16976, 2144,2174,
2026.

ASH—ASS.

Ashore 1507 6.

Aside 1725 6.

To ask 1065 6, 1082 b, 2252 6,

2253 6.

Asked 1775.

Askew 1251 6.

Asking 2162 6, 2270.

Aslant 646 6, 906 6, 1280.

Asleep 1022 6, 1476, 1576, 1577,
2468, 2655.

Asparagus officinalis 2748 6.

racemosus 183,264,
411, 1560, 1921, 1946, 2463,
2464.

Aspersion 1316 6.

Asphodel 1 157 6.

Aspirated letter 2242.

To aspire 2070 6.

Ass 862, 926, 944 6, 945 6,2397.

Assa foetida 1161, 2742 6.

Assassination 1 1 19 6, 1119.

Assault 1042 6, 2269 b, 2639,
2750.

Assay-scales 549.

Assemblage 997, 1056, 1163,
2070, 2555, 2598, 2600.

To assemble 1 168 6.

Assembled 534, 2591, 2593, 2600.

Assembly 1009, 1181 6, 1643 b,

1681, 2099 6, 2196 6, 2197 6,
2201 6, 2319 6, 2587, 2594.

Assent 1003, 2199 b, 2265 6,
2282 b, 2319 b, 2549, 2550,
2604, 2717.

To assent 1004 b, 2199 6, 2417 6.

Assented to 34, 2717.

Asserted 724.

Assertion 434.

Assessor 2587.

Asseveration 1609 6, 2571.

Assiduity 171, 186.

Assiduous 186, 497, 62g, 2524.

Assignation 2560.

Assigned 1217 6.

Assignment 1086 6, 1249 6,
1920 6.

To assist digestion 1 192 6.

Assistance 336 6, 752 b, 2206 6,

2617, 2620, 2639.

Assistant 453 6, 752 b, 1781 6,
2617.

Assisted 479, 2677.

Associate 1637, 2303 b, 2626 b,
2728 6.

To associate 2283 b.

Association 2591, 2640.

To assort 2079 b.

To assuage 607 6.

Assumable 101.

To assume 1004 b.

8 P
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ASS—ATT.
Assurance 872 6.

Assuredly 157, 1624 6, 257* b,

2653 b.

Asterism 1326.

Asthma 2532 b.

Astonished 1054, 1216, 2053,
2486, 2725 6, 2760 b.

Astonishing 65, 384, 1054, 1090.

Astonishment 384, 1054, 1090,

1999, 2053, 27256, 2760 b.

Astray 457 b.

Astringent 643, 643 6.

Astrolabe 1164 b, 2339, 2339 b.

Astrologer 815 b, 907, 1219,

1220, 1463, 2329.

Astrology 115 b
, 9°7, 121 9-

Astronomy 852, 1219.

Asylum 155, 386, 2469, 2550.

At 664 b.

— any time 594 b, 1187 6.

— business 2404 b.

— every hour 2625 b.

— first 328 b, 1 769 b.

— full length 2428 b.

— hand 494, 1529 b, 1567 b,

2197 b, 2327 b, 2580 b.

— last 116 b, 116, 157 b.

— leisure 158 b, 1631.

— midnight 216 b.

— no time 1187 b.

— once 527 b, 1229 b, 2351 b.

— one time 531 b.

— present 539 b, 543 b.

— the end 2514 b.

— the hazard of life 1849 6,

— this interval 409 b.

— this time 543 b, 2634 b,

1821 b.

— variance 2292 b, 2322 b.

— which time 2355 b.

Atheism 1563, 1593, 2280.

Atheist 1079, 1563, 2510.

Atheistical 91, 1563. *594<

Athwart 310 b, 312 b, 313 b.

Atmosphere 113, 282, 388 b, 851,

8S9> 1425, 1537, 2510.

Atom 46, 584, 1664, 2409, 2664.

Atonement 837, 1854.

Atrophy 837, 3389.

Attached 100, 102, 387, 2130,

2203 b, 2296 b, 2419, 2548.

Attachment 102, 337, 387, 1637,

1839, 1966,2267, 2561.

Attack 49, 180, 284, 1042 b,

2750 b.

To attack 285 6,

To attain 1694 b, 1788 b.

Attainable 922, 1852,2427,2596.

To be attained 2283 6.

Attainment 1316 b, 1852.

Attempt 479-

ATT—AUS.
To attend 672 b, 2265 b, 2506 b.

To attend to 2758 b.

Attendance 99, 480, 497, 878 b,

2134, 2639, 2673, 27506.

Attendant 1672, 1673 b, 17246,
2618, 2626 6, 2750 b-.

Attendants 1677.

Attended to, 1208.

by 2591.

Attending 94.

Attention 151, 8606, 11206,

1294, 1305 h 1801, 1946 6,

2134, 2218, 2631, 2753 6.

Attentive 79, 528, 672 6, 675 6,

860 6, 1120 6, 2218, 2569,
2607 6, 2631, 2753 6.

Attentiveness 2569.

Attenuated 2664.

Attitude 1277 6, 1278 6, 1473 6.

To attract 280.

Attracted 284.

Attraction 92, 280, 284, 1245 6.

Attractive 280.

Attribute 496, 959, 2040.

To attribute 2431 6.

To avail 961 6, 1063 6.

Avarice 843, 1889 6, 2452.

Avaricious 49, 593, 1889 h 2279,
2452 6, 2452, 2569.

Avariciously 719.

Avaunt 1 145 6.

Auction-sale 1607 6.

Audacious 1796, 1809.

Audacity 1500, 1796.

Audible 2523, 2529.

Audience 1975 6.

Avenger 1813.

Avenue 2527.

To aver 2571 6.

Average 904.

Avebrhoa Carambola 686 6,

1394, 1635, 2285 6.

Averse 1089, 1992, 2029,2030.

Aversion 563, 1025, 1487, 2030,
2031.

To avert 857 6.

Averted 858.

Auger 1371 6, 2087,21856,2702,

349-

Aviary 601, 1086 6, 1644, 868 6.

Augment 2093 6.

To augment 1962 6.

Augmentation 404 6, 1926, 19626,

2022, 2070.

Augmented 2069.

August—September 2153.

Aunt (paternal) 1742 6, 2276 6.

Aurora 206.

Auspicious 848, 1330 6, 1493,

2137, 2224 6, 2243, 2253,

2493, 2506, 2507, 2526.

AUS—B AC.
Auspiciousness 767, 2137, 2157,

2195, 2243, 2680.

Austere 578, 580, 2336.

Austerity 415, 580, 1303.

Authentic 1 834, 1 853, 2584.

Authenticity 1853.

Author 1001.

Authoritative 1167 6,

Authority 4046, 5396, 11676,

1354, 1833, 1936, 2290 6,

2750 6.

Autumn 2469.

Autumnal 2469, 2482.

Auxiliary 453 6.

Awaiting 1814,22996.

Awake 248, 11826, 1183, 1828.

To awake 1022 6, 1094 6, 11836,
15766.

To awaken 1082 6, 1183 6, 18306.

Awakened 1183, 1809.

Awaking 1111.

Awards 1613, 23766.

Awarded 1416, 1614.

Aware of 1214, 1952 6.

Away 1208 6.

Awe 2725 6.

Awful 1030, 2140,2166, 27256.

Awfulness 2140.

Awkward 11, 126, 335 6, 925 6,

1081 6, 2305.

Awkwardly 13346.

Awkwardness 335 &, 1081 6.

Awl 1062 6, 1371 6, 2087, 2140 6

Awn 2504 6, 2509 6, 2509, 2510 6_

Awned 2509.

Awning 149 6, 1052 6, 1067 6,

1127, 1131 6, 1137 6, 2006,

2482 6, 2633 6.

Awry 1251 6, 1252 6, 1335, 13526,

1355*, 1949*, 20756.

To be awry 1352 6.

Axe 740, 7426, 12446.

(battle) 1244 6, 1665.

(pole) 1244 6.

Axiom 2666.

Axle-tree 1512, 24386.

(pole) 1512.

Azure 282, 2286 6.

B.

Babble 574 &•

To babble 2136 6.

Bachelor 63, 107, 266 6.

Back 1734*, 1775, 18036.

again 1803 6, 1881 6.

bone 642, 12676, 1743 6,

23196.

door 8786, 1701 6.

part 1701 6, 2400.

Backbiter 1101 6, 1776.

BAC—BAM.
Backbiting 11016.

Backward 2559.

Backwardness 2560.

Bad 593, 747, 863 6, 1569 6,

1900 6, 8746, 877 6, 2748.
—— advice 757 6, 1444.
—— aspect 230.—"-behaviour 240, 2221 6.

character 1446.

" 1 conduct 747 6, 750.

custom 758 6.

—— habit 592.

luck H376, I7856, 2231.

mark 881 6.

name 732.

—— omen 1 445.

Badge 1052 6, 14096, 16086.

Badly 1447, 2221 6.

Badness 174, 593, 1473, 2266.

Bag 9376, 965, 13806, 13856,
1961 6, 2105 6.

Baggage 1098 6, 1941, 2632 6.

Bagnio 2739 6.

Bail 1191 6, 1810, 21046, 2419.

Bailiff 1703 6, 1780 6, 2304 6,

2329 6.

Bait 1077 6, 1253 6.

Baiting-place 448 6, 1653, 22196.

To bake 1317 6, 2151 6.

Baked 2151 6, 2179, 2188.

Baker 680, 1766, 2403 6.

Baking 2143.

Balance 1489, 1952 6, 1139 6,

1191 6, 1309 6, 1345, 1349,
1569

To balance 1445 6, 1446 6.

Balanced 1042 6.

Bald 1243 6, 1627 6, 1634 6,

1990, 2296 6.

Baldness 1243 6.

To become bald 1243 6.

Bale 936 6, 937 6, 2104 6.

To bale 1145 6, 2670 6.

Baling 2671,

Baling vessel 2671, 2671 6.

Balk 267 6.

Ball 598, 853 6, 957 6, 958 6,

970,972, 978 6, 979, 1898 6,

1926, 2146 tt, 2443 6, 2455 6.

Ballot 958 6.

Ball-room 1550 6.

Balustrade 924 6.

Bamboo 1885, 2463.

rod 1 966 6.

Bambusa arundinacea 1885.

baccifera 2045 6.

Balcooa 1691 6,2160 6.

spinosa 358, 651 6,

2074 6, 2080 6, 2097 6.

Tulda 1241 6, 1313 b.
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BAN—BAR.
Band 1307 6, 2602.

Bandage 14146, ,1645, 1781 6,

1912 b, 1914,

Bandy-legged 1949 b, 2150 6.

Bane 1 180 6.

Banishment 2023.

Banisteria Bengalensis 55.

Bank 376, 655 b, 740 b, 774,
805 b, 1157, 1291, 1338,1532,
1706 b, 1761, 2413.

Banker 740 b, 1786 b, 1963 b,

1964 b, 2081 b.

Banking-house 738.

Bank-note 1086 b.

Bankrupt 1455 b.

Banner 790, 1523, 1650.

Banquet 2185 b.

Banter 1893 b.

Banterer 1893 b.

Baptism 1274.

To baptize 1 274 b.

Baptized 147.

Bar 208, 1261 b, 1410 6, 2750 b.

Barb 371.

Barbarian 1592, 2331.

Barbarous 1183, 1597, 1613.

Barber 1539 b, 1544 b, 1555,
2729 6.

Bard 2135 b, 2151 b, 2685.

To lay bare 436 b.

Bargain 790 6, 1101 b.

Bark 1137&, 1143*, 1376, 1935.
1952 b, 1953 b.

To bark 788 b.

Barking 729 b, 759, 934 b, 2144.

Barleria 210, 370.

ciliata 443 b.

coerulea 210, 1420,
1963-

cristata 1229 b, 1233,

1621, 2675.

dichotoma 2479 b.

longifolia 401, 676,
763 b, 765 b, 802, 845,1328 b,

prionitis 759, 1684,

1745 b.

Barley 2643.

Barleycorn 2340.

Barm 696, 2656 b, 2660,

Barn 996 b.

Barracks 1 131 b.

Barrel 1117 b, 1542, 1739 b.

Barren 1615, 1915, 1949 b, 2021,
2227, 2383 b.

tree 2382 b.

Barrenness 1615.

Barringtonia acutangula 170,

197,405, 1572, 2744.

Barrister 592 b.

Barter 325, 546 b, 1584, 1676,
1806, 1992 6, 2268 b, 2271 b.

BAS—BEA.
Base 67, 607 b, 608 b, 735 b,

985 b, 1156, 1251 b, 1617,
1618 b, 1702 b, 1719, 1811,
1902 b, 3171, 2409 b, 3748.

bom 1 89 1 b.

Basella alba 1746 b, 1764 b,

2534 2585 b.

• lucida 458, 499, 1765.

rubra 1 30, 1 746 b, 1 764 b,

1908 b, 2364 6, 2436 b.

Baseness 593, 1618, 1702 b,

1891 b.

Bashful 1365, 2129,22906,2422,
2433 b, 2470 b.

Bashfulness 127, 1365, 2129,
2422, 2432 b, 2470 b, 2739 b
2763.

Basil 702 b.

Basis 690 b, 1911 b, 2175.

of a triangle 726.

Basket 882 b, 1103 6, 1230 b,

1235 b, 1249 b, 1253 b.

Basket-maker 1277 b, 2293 b.

Bason 1097 b, 1270 b, 2761 b.

Bassia 1909 b.

latifolia 958, 1970, 2209,
2210, 2211, 2248 b, 2329,
2451.

longifolia 2192 b.

Bastard 42, 241, 785 b, 818,

995, 1192, 1283 b, 2001 b,

BEA—BEF.
1116 b, 1263Beak 1 039,

1385 b.

Beam 310 b, 582 b, 719, 1268 b,

1918 b.

' of a plough 427.

Bear 520, 2144, 2160.

Bear's cub 2160.

To bear 1987 b, 2546 b, 2620 b.

To bear young 1 1 65 6,

To bear fruit 1867 b, 1869 b.

Bearable 1507.

Beard 1410 b, 2108, 2521.

of corn 713 6, 2476.

2726 6,

Bastion 2064 b, 2300 b.

Bat 41, 1061, 1076 b, 1968 6.

1410 b.

Bath 2739 b.

room 2695 b.

To bathe 1544 b.

Bathed 147, 2695.

Bathing 147, 152, 2695.

house 2695 b.

Battalion 1690 b, 1691 b, 1987.

Battery 1319 b, 2300 b, 2326 b.

Battle 1997, 2269 b, 2353, 2371,
2423 b, 2563, 2592, 2602.

Bauhinia anguina 1547 b.

Candida 679 b, 809.

platyphylla 1097 b.

purpurea 572 b, 1457/;.

variegata 393, 595,
663 6, 665 b. 665,748, 1040 6,

1054, 2008, 2351, 2363.

Bawd 2468.

To bawl 1 1 09 6,

Bawling 1 109 b.

Bay 876 b.

Bayonet 2562 b, 2624 b.

Bdellium 756, 757.

Be it so 251 b.

Tol>e 1381 b, 2719 b.

Beacon 282.

Beadroll 616 b, gog.

Bearded 2509.

Beardless 1343.

Bearer 1448, 19196, 2104,2158,
2159-

Beast 1512, 1692.

Beastly 1632 b.

To beat 738 b, 740 b, 804 b,

1015 b, 1260 b, 1263 b, 1734 b,

1743 b, 1779 b, 1959 b, 2269 b,

2293 b.

To be beaten 2269 b.

Beating 2343.

Beating time 614.

Beatitude 128, 796.

(final) 1565, 1603.

Beau 1878 b, 1879 b.

Beautiful 809, 8836, 1079, 1090,
1091,1188, 13046,1426, 1999,
2154, 2161, 2198, 2217, 2218,

2219, 2377, 2395, 2402, 2406,

2413, 2425, 2429, 2518, 2526,
2628, 2655, 2660.

Beauty 680, 883 6, 1079, 1129,
1942 6, 1887 6, 2402, 2406,

2434, 2437. 2518, 2525, 2679.

Because 791 2335 6, 2355 6,

2356 6.

To beckon 1038 6, 1258 6.

Become 2172.

To become 2719 6.

dry 2503 6.

old 11736.

vapid 1353 b.

worse 1995 b.

Becoming 437.

Bed 1347 6, 1688, 2197, 2468.

time 1576.

quilt 2409 6.

Bedding 2001 6.

Bedstead 854, 1078 6, 1136 6,

1688, 1690 6, 1726 6, 869,
2197.

Bee 224, 2178, 2187, 2209,
2328 6.

hive 2209.

Beef 992.

Been 2268, 2172, ^719 6-

Becs-wax 2211, 2325 6, 2642.

BEF—BEN.
Before 27, 28, 28 6, 292 6, 1398

6, 1694 6, 1757 b, 1769 '6,

1772 6, 1845 b, 2404 6.

Before the face 1834 6, 2605 6.

Before-mentioned 28 6, 1772,
2196 6.

Befriended 2677

To beg 2252 6, 2253 6.

To beget 1164 6.

Beggar 2162, 2163 6, 2163.

Begging 2162 6, 2270.

To begin 366.

Beginning 366, 479, 1827 6,

1829, 1854.

Begonia laciniata 2749 6.

Begun 106, 366, 1828.

Beguiled 2327.

Behaviour 1060, 1079, 2112.

Beheading 2495.

Beheld 2055.

Behind 154 6, 1693 6, 1693,
1701 6, 1733 6, 1776 6.

the back 1776 6.

Behold! 16936.

To behold 1318 6, 1617 6,16306.
Being 1381 6, 1926, 2010, 2138,

2154, 2172, 2174, 2568, 2570,
2719 6.

Belch 466, 1283 6.

To belch 467 6, 1130 6, 1283 >>.

Belief 4166,5376, 1814, 1817,
2131, 2204, 2522.

To believe 2571 6.

Believed 1814.

Believer 391.

Bell 1011.

fry 1011.

man 1009 6, 101 1.

metal 568, 647, 656 6.

striker 1011.

Bellows 1062, 1182 6, 2144.

Belly 463, 732, 927, 1159, 1342,
1732, 1777 6,2167 b.

ache 1778 6.

band 1210 6.

Belonging to 2203 6.

Beloved 30, 303 6, 420, 1397,
1780, 1855, 1936, 2695, 2755.

Below 66, 72 6, 1314 6, 15566,
1559 1618 6, 2756 6.

Belt 8096, 16466, 1703, 1912 6.

Bench 1120 6, 1703 6, 1743,
2315 6.

Bend 1028 6.

To bend 1352 6, 1623 6, 1632 6,

1949 6, 2075 6, 2324 h.

To bend a bow 1041 6.

down 1234 6, 1237 b,

1558 6, 1624 6.

Bending 1949 6, 2i68_

Bengal 31.
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BEN—BET.
Bengalus fuscus 2486 b.

Bent 738, 1531, 1635, 1888,

1949 b, 2075 b, 2167 b, 2756 b,

—— down 152.

Beneath 67 b, 72 b, 1314 b,

15566,1559*.

Benediction 382, 1917 b.

Beneficence 423.

Beneficent 1663, 1685, 2137 b,

2195.

Beneficial 861 b, 2195, 2745.

Benefit 1867, 2745.

Benevolent 2372, 2507, 2564,

2652, 2745.

Benevolence 423, 2564, 2652,

2679, 2745.

Benumbed 311 b, 312 b, 1160,

2684.

Benumbedness 1159, 1160 b.

To be benumbed 1 242 b.

Benzoin 257, 2496.

Beobotrys nemoralis 2308 b.

Bequest 2311.

Berberis pennata 2723 b.

Bereft 2748, 2754.

Bergera integerrima 1906 b.

Koenigii 1897 b.

Bergia verticillata 2435 b.

Beset 2558.

Beside 18846.

Besides 111, 523 b, 922 b, 2097
b, 2109 b.

this 542 b, 543 b.

To besiege 1028 b, 2414 b,

2080 b.

Besieged 154, 2414.

Besieger 2413.

Besieging 154, 155, 1028 b,

1595.

Besmeared 13, 103, 156.

To bespatter 1139 b.

Besom 869 b.

To bespot 5 b.

Best 60, 451, 564 b, 1663, !826,

1917, 2470 h, 2528, 2568,

2570.

Bestowed 2602.

Bet 797 b.

Beta Bengalensis 1726 />.

Betel-box 1706 b, 1961 b.

Betel-nut 953 b, 967 b, 2655 b.

tree 966.

leaf 1324, 1686.

Betraying confidence 2044.

To betroth 1921 b.

Betrothed 1954.

Betrothment 1918.

Better 1917 b, 2470 b, 2528.

Betula 206.

Bhoorja 2177.

BET— BIT.

Between 111 b, 113, 1399 b,

22136.

Betwixt 111 ft.

Beverage 1716 b, 2470 b.

Beware 860 b.

Bewildered 2116, 2027, 2725 b,

2760 b.

Beyond 68, 1661 b.

Bezoar 1182 b.

To bias 2417 b.

Biassed 284.

Bible 1497, 1498.

Bibliographer 1002.

Biennial 1484.

Bier 854, 869.

Biestings 1746, 1780.

Bignonia Indica 203, 204, 520,

580, 643, 737, 1230, 1250,

1432, 1703, 2202, 2502, 2516,
2517-

— suaveolens 195, 663,
708, 752, 785, 1011, 1184,

!703, 2522, 2692, 2322.

Bile 1738.

Bilingual 1438 b.

Bilious 1783.

Bilious fever 1738.

Bill 1039, 1263 b, 1375, 604 b.

(divorce) 1329 b.

(exchange) 1249 b, 1708 b,

(hand) 1086 b.

hook 141 1, 2426 b,

of sale 2606 b.

Billion 864.

Billow 508, 641, 1999.

Billowing 1 176 b.

Bilobated 1484.

To bind 1951 b, 1971 b, 2334 b.

Binding 1200 b.

Binomial 1484.

Biped 1467 b, 1484, 1711.

Bird 852, 1086 b, 1537, 1638,
1650, 1651, 1699 b, 1700 b,

2053, 2300 b.

catcher 1086 b, 1203, 1204,
1700 b.

—— lime 310 b.

(tailor) 1039 b.

Birth 457, 472, 1162, 1164, 1186,

1830, 1840, 2138, 2139, 2603,
2666.

• day 1929.

place 1 164.

To give birth 1 1 64 b.

Bisected 1482.

Bishop 901.

Bit 583 b, 605, 716 b, 1249 b,

1339 b, 1626 b, 865,2431 b.

Bitch 730 b, 731, 7466.

Bite 684 b, 1394.

BIT—BLI.

To bite 685 b, 1387 b.

Bitter 583 b, 1331, 1332 b.

gourd 578.

Bitterness 1331.

Bitumen 2496.

Bixa orellana 2422 b.

Black 700, 700 b, 705 b, 784,

785, 1621, 2233, 2301 b, 2521.

antelope 786.

colour 706.

guard 1444.

lead pencil 2646 b.

mustard 2396 b.

pepper 703 b, 1498.

Blacksmith 628, 687 b, 2453,

2454 b.

Blacksmith's shop 2454 b.

Blacking 706, 708.

Blackness 706, 707 b, 2233,
2521.

Bladder 1645 6, 1684 b, 1883 b.

Blade 1651, 1691, 1709 b, 1867,

1869 b, 1873 b.

Blame 155, 929 b
, 952 6, 1450,

1578.

To blame 1450 b, 1578 b, 1470.

Blameable 747, 929, 1470.

Blamed 2143, 2433

Blameless 65, 1590, 1598.

Bland 809. 1084, 1955, 2317.

Blandishment 2738.

Blank 1648 b.

Blanket 391, 609, 610 b.

Blasphemous 1729.

Blasphemy 1729.

Blatta gigantea 1357 b.

Blaze 1222, 1223 b.

To blaze 1222 b, 1489 b.

Blazing 1511 b.

Bleached 1520.

Blear-eyed 831, 1741.

To bleed 2363 b.

Bleeding 2364.

Blemish 842 b, 881 b, 1409 b.

Blended 877 b, 2283.

Blessed 2224 b, 2299 b.

Blessing 382, 1917, 1917 b.

Bletia Tankervillia 2455 b.

Blind 117, 1186, 275 b, 1082 b.

well 118.

folded 275 b.

Blind (Venetian) 1234 b.

Blinded by lust 687.

Blindly 118 b.

Blindness 1493 b.

Blister 1263 b, 1871 b, 1883 b,

2019.

To blister 1871 b.

Blithe 885 b.

BLO—BOA.
Bloated 1251 b.

Block 1382 b, 2295 b.

Blockade 154, 2413.

To blockade 2414 b.

Blockaded 2414.

Blockhead 944 b.

Blood 835, 887 b, 2363, 2404,
2454, 2517-

coloured 1239 b.

shed 887 b, 2364 b.

shot 2365.

sucker 1119 b
f 2364.

thirsty 1
1 96.

vessel 1552 b.

Bloody 887 b, 2364, 2365.

flux 355 b, 2365.

deeds 887 b.

Blossom 1691, 2287, 2322 b
2323 b.

To blossom 1878 b, 2323 b.

Blossomed 31.

Blot 881 b, 1409 b.

Blotch 721.

Blotted 632, 1409 b, 1410 b.

Blow 294, 617, 725, 807, 1015 b.

1017, 1023 b, 1117 b, 1260 b,

1324 b, 1379 b, 1844.

To blow 1063 b.

(as a flower) 1 843 b.

with the breath 1876 b.

Blown 459, 1520, 1825, 1843,
!879 b, 1991, 2164, 2700.

out 1600,

Bludgeon 889, 915, 1261 b,

2292 b, 2433 b.

Blue 1621, 1622.

fly 2137 b.

Blunder 2170 b, 2682.

To blunder 2170 b.

Blunt 57, 1506, 1616, 2183 b,

21856.

Blustering 1224 b, 1415, 2750 b.

Blusteringness 1415.

Boa constrictor 39, 40,988,1336,
1987, 2104 b.

Horatta 1995 b.

Boar 1409 b, 1920,2502 b, 2508 b,

2509,25186,

Board 118, 1289 b, 1702 b,

1703 b, 1867 b.

wages 873 b.

Boast 1248 b, 1396.

To boast 1962 b.

Boastfulness 1415.

Boasting 1248 b, 1400, 14151
1864 b, 2170 b, 2707.

Boat 722 b, 1272 b, 1308 b, 1633,
1785.

man 1544 b, 1629 b, 1786.

hook 2419 b.
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BOD—BOR.
Bodice 33. 575, 65° 6, 1119.

Bodiless 33.

Bodily 690 6, 2471,
2616 C.

2483,

The body 31, 269 6, 638, 690 6,

846, 846 b, 935 b, 943, 1299,
1462, 1535, 1489 b, 1735,
1915, 2471.

Body (substance) 1941.

Bcehmeria Goglada 983 b.

Boerhavia diffusa 943 b, 2517,
2534 b.

diffusa alata 1755.

— pnecumbens 944 b.

Boggy 2144 b.

Boil (tumor) 1883 b, 2123, 2702.

To boil 500 b, 2642 b.

To boil over 449 b, 456 b.

Boiled 2643.

Boiled rice 118, 2130, 2153 b,

2643.

Boiling 500.

Boisterous 1343 b, 1965 b.

Bola Chaptee 2186 b.

coitor 2186 b.

Pama 2186 b.

Bold 1269 b, 1442, 1516, 1604,

1796, 1797, 1809, 1942 b,

1987 b, 1994,2747 b.

Boldness 11346, 1516, 19876,
2046, 2747 b,

Boletus or Agaric 1354 b.

Bolster 483, 951 b, 1982 b,

Bolt 208, 725, 765 b, 879 b,

2750 b.

Bolus 1893.

Bombax heptaphyllum 586, 1732,

2323 6, 2323, 2365 b, 2485,
2494 b, 2645 b, 2693.

pentandrum 2535 b.

Bombyx Caiba 1698 b.

Bond 539 b, 858 b, 1306 b, 1913,
2294 6.

Bondage 951 b, 1420.

Bondsman 1810, 2104, 2419,

2735 b.

Bone 254, 723, 2735 b.

A bonfire 26.

Book 717 b, 790 b, 1001, 1753,

1763, 1942 b, 1944 b, 2486.

binder 1200 b, 1944 b.

case 379 b.

keeping 307 b.

Boon 1917.

Boot 1077 b, 2323 b.

Booty 2174, 2442 b.

Borago Indica 1149 b.

Borassus flabelliformis 614 b,

812 b, 1327, 1327 b.

Borax 1239 6, 1243 b, 1503 b

2675 b, 2678 b.

BOR—BOY.
Border 43, 6556, 12526, 1506,

1682, 1851, 2567 b, 2608 b,

2647, 2742 b.

Bore 1990 b.

To bore 805 b, 1344 b, 2087 b.

Born 473, 1185, 1463, 1516,
1658 b, 1841, 2604, 2665, 2719.

blind 1164.

(twice) 1482.

To be born 1165 b, 2719 b.

To borrow 522 b, 1507 b.

Bos gavseus 919, 922 b.

grunniens 1054, 1076, 1906
b.

Bosom 811, 1134 b, 1889, 2682.

Boswellia integrifolia 902, 2660.

serrata 383.

thurifera 415, 728 b,

749, 750, 750 b, 2248, 2473 b,

2616, 2646, 2660.
'

Botany 473, 2067.

Both 500 b, 1465 b.

Bottle 649 b, 2104 b.

(square) 1122 b.

Bottom 1312, 1313 b, 1314 6,

1380 b, 1618 b.

To bottom 1331 b.

Bottomless 22, 48.

Bough 1271 b, 1478, 2478.

Bought 717 b, 790 b, 827.

Bound 447 h 458, 507 b, 1533,
2334 b, 2702.

Bound-bailiff 8106.

To bound 1259 b, 1292 b, 1871 b.

Boundary 148, 559 b, 1505, 1682,
1688, 2230, 2590, 2608 b,

2647, 2723 b.

Bounding 1863.

Boundless 136, 2095 b.

Boundlessness 78, 333.

Bountiful 51, 1410, 1412, 1901,

1902, 1945-

Bounty 1411.

Bouquet 1762.

Bow 698, 1073, 1391 b, 1492,
1492 b, 1537, 1801, 1802.

string 960, 1142 b, 1203,
1217, 1492, 2491.

To bow 1949 b, 2075 b.

Bowed 152, 1531, 2167, 2756 b.

Bowels 274 b.

Bower 736, 1568.

Bowl 727 b, 744 b, 864, 1330 /».

of a tobacco-pipe 636, 727 b,

1097 b, 1 142 b.

Box 1272 b, 2645 b.

Boxing 1988, 2234.

Boy 753, 996 b, 1110 b, 1148 b,

!979-

Boyhood 1982, 2497.

Boyishness 1110 b.

BRA—BR I.

Brace 1479, !483, 2280, 2341,
2351-

Bracelet 570, 609, 615, 648 b,

1102 b, 1106, 1107 b, 1932.

Bracelets 2168 b.

Brackish 1632 b, 2450 b.

Bradleia nitida and lanceolaria

269 b, 1054 b.

Brain 2194 b, 2236.

Brake 651 b.

Bran 2170 b.

Branch 1271 b, 1478, 2478.

To brand 1410 b.

Brass 1418, 1736 b, 1738, 1745 b.

Brassica Eruca 1096 b.

erucoides 2535 b,

2622 b.

oleracea 808 b.

Rapa 2638 b.

Brazier 567, 647, 656 b, 1251 b.

Braziery 751.

Brave 1167 b, 1942 b, 1987 b,

2510.

Bravely 2229 b.

Bravery 1167 b, 2510,2520.

Bravo ! 1987 6, 2631 b.

Brawl 574 b.

To brawl 638 b.

Brawling 574 b, 640 b.

Braying 1098 b, 2763.

Bread 138, 1734 b, 1766, 2403 b,

2413 b.

fruit 643 b, 1657.

fruit tree 586, 1657.

Breach 1249 b, 2000, 2133, 2133
b, 2150 b, 2576.

of vows 2124.

Breadth 1121 b, 1673, 1702,
1742, 2039, 2052, 2121.

To break 858 b, 873 b, 1017 b,

1040 b, 1112 b, 1138 6, 11466,
12506, 1872 6, 1873 6, 2133 b,

2150 b.

Breakfast 380, 1177, 1850 6,

1982 6, 2735 6.

Breaking 2135, 2150 6.

Breast 727 6, 733, 1134 6, 1889,
2059 6, 2682.

of a woman 2318 6.

Breath 1396 6, 1609, 1848, 2532.

To breathe 1565 6, 1609 6.

Breathless 2084 6.

Breeches 1157 6.

Breve 76 6.

Bribe 450, 1023 6, 2290 6, 2410 6.

To bribe 2289 b.

Brick 4056, 421.

dust 892 6, 895 6, 2659 b.

kiln 1701 6, 2152 6.

layer 2386 6.

maker 405 6.

8 Q

BRI—BRO.
Bride 598, 1535, 1537-

Bridegroom 1917, 1919.

Bridelia lancesefolia6i2 6, 713 b.

scandens 8156.

Bridge 1760 6, 2560, 2622 b,

2672.

Bridle 1529 6.

Brief 1 1 04.

Briefly 1264 6, 2596 6.

Bright 443, 1035 6, 1200 b,

1223 6, 14946, 1839, 2503,
2642.

Brightness 443, 10356, 10676,
10696, 1200 b, 12236, 1839,
1840, 2153,

Brilliancy 10356, 1120, 11566,
1430, 1473.

Brilliant 10356, 11796,
2569 6, 2656.

Brimful 6756, 2142 6.

Brimstone 916.

match 2473.

2413,

To bring 336 6, 2417 b, 2431 6.

forth 1 164 6, 1840 6.

fruit 1869 6.

— over 1720 b.

—1 > to a conclusion 1580 6.

Brink 654 6, 655 6.

Brisk 1337, 1340 6.

Brittle 862, 1260 b, 2133, 2200 6.

Broad 1040 6, 1 121 6.

Broadcloth 1911 6.

Brocade 7136, 7176, 7196.
Broil (domestic) 8736.

To broil 2 1 69 6.

Broken 858, 11126, 1523, 2009 b,

2132, 2150 6, 2164, 2488 b,

2700.

backed 809 6.

Broker 1419 b.

Brokerage 1419 6.

Bromelia Ananas 86 6, 3356.

Bronchine 1878 6, 1879

Bronchial 1541.

Broncliocele 906.

Broom 887 b, 889 6, 1229 6,

1236 6, 1963 6, 868 6, 869 6,

2271, 2517, 2605.

Broth 1208 b, 1238 b.

Brothel 1530, 2094.

Brother 2145 6, 2188.

(elder) 27,1411 6, 1770.

(husband's younger) 1 459.

Brother-in-law 26036.

Brother's wife (elder) 2151 6.

Brought 335 6, 397-

about 2601, 2643.

over 404 6.

To be brought forth 1165 b.

To brow-beat 1500 6.
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BRO—BUR.
Brown 1731, 2255 ft.

Bruise 7046, 708 ft, 1015/;.

To bruise 1384/', 17426, 1744 ft,

1746 ft.

Bruised 842, 1112 ft.

Brush 726 6, 734, 2271.

(bristle) 726 ft.

(tooth) 726 ft.

To brush 1330 ft.

Brutal 1692 ft.

Brute 1164.

Bubble 1176, 1871 ft, 2063.

To bubble 1174 ft, 18776.

Bubo 1948 ft, 1956 ft.

Bucco Corula 616 ft, 1938 ft.

Philippensis 1938 ft.

Buceiios Malabaricus 1493.

Buchanania latifolia 1095 ft,

H93, 1740, 1856, 2390, 2579.

Buck 1539 b, 2726.

Bucket 1277 ft, 1982 ft, 2671.

Buckle 1052 ft.

Bud 740, 809, 1711 ft, 2193.

To bud 581 ft.

Budded 31.

Buffalo 203 ft, 1917 ft, 2130 ft,

2247.

Buffoon 81 6, 2136, 2146 ft,

2236 ft.

Buffoonery 1626 ft, 2136, 2152,
2236 ft.

Bug 1 137 ft, 870 ft.

bear 1206 ft.

(green flying) 919 ft, 939 ft.

To build 939 ft, 1001 ft, 1951 ft,

1970 ft.

Builder 1001.

Building 547 ft, 1013ft, 2238 ft.

tastles 874 ft.

Built 1000.

Bulk 2039.

Bulkiness 2693.

Bulky 2693.

Bull 274 ft, 980, 1934, 2071,

2462, 2477 ft, 2539.

Bull's-eye window 919, 1193 ft.

Bullet 853 ft, 971 ft, 972, 996 ft,

1926.

Bullock 1932 ft.

Bulwark 1788 6.

Bunch 955 ft, 984 ft, 1379 ft,

1380 ft, 1384 ft, 1386 ft, 2683.

Bundle 937 ft, 1748 6, 1785 ft,

1940 ft, 2104 ft, 23236.

Bundles 1623 6.

Bungler 13136.

Buoy 1344, 1873

Burden 1073, 2104 ft, 2157,
2323 ft.

Burdened 1210 ft.

BUR—BY.

Bureau 379 ft.

Burglary 2641 6.

Burial ground 2641 6.

place 994 ft, 2234 ft,

2521.

Buried 941 6, i860 6

Burmannia disticha 1327 6,

1686.

To burn 1115 6, 1222 6, 1322 ft,

1420 6, 1421 6, 1750 6, 1785 6.

To burn away 1750 6.

Burning 1221, 1221 6.

pain 1193 6, 1222.

Burnt 1115 6, 1222, 1389 6, 1785
b, 2576.

offering 397, 2760, 2761.

To be burnt up 1244 6.

Burrow 431 ft.

Burst 334 b, 932, 1250 ft, 1704,
2150 ft, 2700.

To burst 949 ft, 1873 ft, 1877 ft,

1883 ft, 2150 6.

To bury 941 6, 993 6, 1748 6,

1752 6, 1784 ft, 1786 ft, 2255.

Bush 844, 972, 1030 6, 1224 6,

1230 6, 1231 6, 1237 6.

Bushy 972, 1030 6, 1231 6,

1237 6.

Business 663 6, 698, 1972 6,

2088 6, 21 12, 21 19, 2267 6.

Bustle 995 6, 2518 6.

Busy 630, 2115, 21 19.

But 715 b, 717 ft, 1339 b, 1662 6,

1754 b.

how 719 ft.

one 529 ft.

what 7196.

Butcher 644 6, 2520 6.

Butea frondosa 595, 611, 713
1686, 1690, 1964.

Butler 873 6.

Butt 2417, 2418.

To butt 1282 6.

Butter 1533 b, 1535, 1537, 2194 b,

2252 6, 2425 ft.

milk 705 ft, g94, 1031,
1289, 2206, 2255 ft.

Butterfly 1799 6.

Buttocks 1573.

Button 2104 6, 2297 6.

hole 1013 ft, 1021 6,

1748 6, 2297 6.

Buttress 1788 6.

To buy 716 6, 717 6, 791 6.

Buyer 824, 825, 828, 1005.

Buzz 632.

To buzz 957 b, 963 6, 967 6,

1021 6, 2137 6.

Buzzing 2137 6.

By 1481 6, 2269 6.

— a hint 402 6.

— any means 591 6, 807.

BY—CAL.
By day 1425 6.

— day and night 261 ft.

— degrees 227 6, 822 6, 2221 6.

— force 1931 6.

—
' inheritance 1758 ft, 1886.

— law 483,' 1497 6.

— little and little 227 6, 1249 6.

— means of 613 6,956 6, 14816,

2269 6, 2358 6.

— method 807 ft.

— name 1556 ft, 1557 6, 1559 ft.

— nature 2710 6.

— night 1526 6, 2147,

— road 11 19 6.

— signs 402 6.

— small bits 1 249 6.

— some way 807 6.

— surprize 2721 6.

— that means 1355 ft.

— the authority of 1833 6.

— the hand of 956 6.

— the kindness of 1840 6.

— violence 1840 6, 1931 6.

— way 1015 6.

— way of loan 1 507 6.

— what 791.

— which 2355 6.

— wholesale 1385 6.

Byronia scabrella 290 6.

c.

Cabal 907.

Cabbage 600, 601 6.

Cabin 740 6, 1235 6, 1237 6,

2394 b.

Cable 572 6, 664 6, 2739 6.

Cackling 731.

Cacophony 2527 6.

Cactus coccinilifera 263.

Indicus 3756, 1548 6.

Cadamba 593.

Cadence 2420.

CassALPiNiA Bonducella 33,576 6,

703 1550 b, 1765 6, 2538.

olaeosperma 2 6, 190,
360 ft.

Sappan 1652, 1887 6.

Cage 1644, 1731 b, 1733, 868 ft.

To cajole 1879

Cajoler 2170 6.

Cake 1734 6, 1735, 174a, 1766.

Calamity 136, 339, 483, 609 6,

732, 1212 6, 1442 6, 1981 6,

1997, 2017, 2019.

Calamus fasciatus 1554.

fasciculatus 198, 1678,
2009.

gracilis 2266 6.

latifolius 691 6, 694 6.

polygamus 748 6.

CAL—CAN.
Calamus Rotang 1892, 1971,

2009, 2081 6, 208a, 2083,
2374, 2622 6.

" tenuis 1950 6, 1972 6.

— viminalis 9116.
To calcine 863 6, 1 100 6, 1 1 15 6.

Calcined 1115 6, 1227 6.

Calculable 907, 911, 1680, 2561.

Calculableness 1680.

To calculate 858 ft.

Calculation 907, 909 6, ig20 6,

2507 b, 2561, 2748 6.

Calculus 1711 6.

Caldron 1276 6, 2692.

Calendar 1644.

Calf 1891 6, 1900, 1958 6.

To calk 635 6.

Calker 635 6, 706 6.

Call 1268 6, 2603.

To call 1268 6, 1269 *, 2106 6.

aloud 1877

Calla virosa 2044 6.

Called 397, 787,897, 2567,2753.

Callicarpa incana 2206 ft,

2259 b, 2275 6.

lanceolaria 797 6.

Callous 721 6, 1410 6.

Calm 1517, 1581, 1594, 1601,
1602, 2057, 2480, 2663.

Calmness 2466, 2480, 2481,2694.

Calotropis gigantea 223, 278 ft,

326, 393, 576 ft, 578.

— herbacea 1 148 6.

To calumniate 1469 6, 1470 6.

Calumniated 1450.

Calumniating 1469.

Calumniator 747, 1677.

Calumnious 22.

Calumny 747, 1316 6, 1469, 1578,
1677.

Calx 770, 2401.

CALYPTRANTHF.sJambolana944ft.

Calyx 727.

Camel 444 6, 510, 823, 2239.

Cameleon, see Chameleon.

Camellia Chamguta 1075 6.

Camp 576, 1131 6, 2493.

Camphor 626, 2643.

Canal 866, 876 ft.

To cancel 1023 ft.

Cancer 620.

Candid 1388.

Candidate 1854.

Candle 1926, 1966 6.

Candlestick 1430, 1741 6, 1926,

2482 6, 2632 6.

Candour 369.

Cane 1531 ft, 1696 6, 2081 6,

2083.

Canis aureus 1169.
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CAN—CAR.
Canister 815 6, 1272 6.

Canna Indica 2436 b, 2611.

Cannabis sativa 2*002, 2133,

2150 b, 2258, 2462.

Cannibal 1539-

Cannon 687 b, 1361 b.

ball 971, 971 b.

Canoe8i3, 12736, 1276 b, 14796,
2462 b, 2568 b.

Canon 1310 b.

Canonical 2703.

Canopy 2482 b.

Cantering 2409 b.

Canthium angustifolium 669 b.

Canton 1705 b.

Cantonment 1131 b.

Canvass 10396, 10406, 12446.

Cap 1250 6, 12536, 12546.

Capable 683 6, 836, 2358, 2458,

2592 -

Capability 818, 836, 2458 6.

Capacious 1894 6.

Capaciousness 1855.

Capacity 1409, 2603, 2633.

To caparison 1666 6, 1674 L

Cape 1250 6.

Capering 1863.

Capital 362 6, 2152, 2272 6, 2307,

2356 6, 2360 6, 2387.

in trade 1747 6, 2095 6.

punishment 1904.

stock 388 6.

Capfaris acuminata 701 6.

aphylla6i8, 820, 1002.

sepiaria 651 6, 792 6.

spinosa 401, 765, 802.

trifoliata 133 1
, 753,

1918, 1921.

Capra imberbis 2395 6.

Caprice 287 6, 2027.

Capricious 967 6.

Caprimulgus Asiaticus 1053 6.

Europaeus 1053 6.

Capsicum annuum 940 6, 1227 6.

frutescens 2436 b,

2730 6.

1504 6.

• grossum 683 6.

minimum 1152 6,

- of various species 1 232 6,

2421

Capstan 1057 b.

Captain 1168 6.

Captious 435, 801 6, 12896.

Captivating 2218, 2219, 2327,
2740.

Captivation 2218.

Captive 951 6, 1912 6, 1914 6.

Captivity 951 b.

Car 1762, 2374.

CAR.
Caravan 603 6, 694 6.

Caravansary 2219 6, 2609 6,

2674.

Caraway 39.

Carbuncle 1879 b.

Carcase 743, 2199 6, 2226 6.

Card 697 6, 1330 6.

To card 1777 6.

Cardamoms 548 6.

Cardinal point 711, 1122 6.

Cardiospermcm Halicacabum
576, 1219, 1536 6, 1632 6,

1722, 1736, 2424, 2453 6,

2493 b.

Care 832, 860 6, 1093, 1294,
1662 6, 1874 6, 2631, 2633,
2719 6.

Career 1472 6.

Careful 860 6, 1093, 1875 6,

2631.

To be careful 2633 6.

Carefully 1835, 2631 6.

Carefulness 143.

Careless 37, 663 6, 946 6, 1281 6,

1609, 1832, 1834, 2088 6,

2097 6.

Carelessness 37, 946 6, 1281 6,

1834, 2097 6, 2529, 2753 6.

Caress 2678 6.

Caressing 2436 6.

Careya arborea 286 6, 756 6,

958, 1746, 1783.

herbacea 2172 6.

Cargo 2104 6, 2143 6.

Carica Papaya 1777 6.

Carissa Carondas 162, 355 6,

6146, 615, 785, 1698, 2662.

diffusa 2480 6.

Carman 2457 b.

Carnivorous 357, 2131.

Carpenter 1144 6, 1898 6.

Carpentry 1378.

Carpet 949 6, 1446 6, 2001 6.

Carping 1255 6.

Carpopogon 73, 2493.

niveum 875 6.

pruriens 171, 318,

372 6, 375 6, 379 6, 525, 588,

683 6, 1149 6, 1159, 1853,

1970, 2509.

Carriage 941 6, 1125 6, 1762,

1986, 2346, 2374.

(conduct) 1506.

Carried forward 404 6.

Carrier 1986, 2104, 2158, 2159,

2294 6, 2324 6.

To carry 1283 6, 1788 6, 1884 b,

1943 b, ^87 b.

Cart 915, 941 b, 1125 6, 2546,

2557 b.

Carter 941 b, 2547 b.

CAR—CAS.

Carthamus tinctorius 607, 769 6,

769, 770, 1947.

Cartilage 498.

Cartridge 1253 6.

pouch 1363 6.

Carum Carui 39, 436, 12126.

To carve 843 6, 848 6, 894 6,

904 6.

Caryota urens 1906 6, 2392 6.

Cascade 1225, 1237 6, 1238 6,

J597, 1977.

Case 952 6, 2152.

Casearia glomerata 2443 b,

2444 6.

ovata 585, 650 6.

Vareca 1 333 6.

Cases 691.

Cash 1316 6, 1528 6, 2298,
2412 6.

book 241 1 6.

keeper 869 6, 1316 6,

2411 6.

Cashier 869 6.

To cashier 1133 6.

Cask 1739 6.

Casket 815 6, 1272 6.

Cassia-bark i3"7»

Cassia alata 502, 1407 6, 1411 6.

esculenta 621, 709 6,

712 6, 712.

fistula 365, 368, 622.

624, 779, 1045, 1633, 2118,

2389, 2601, 2656, 2676 6.

purpurea 700 6.—— Senna 2517 6, 2676 6.

Sophora 638 6, 700 6.

Tora 540, 1037, 1068 6,

1069 6, 1343, 1393, 1656,
1825.

Cassyta filifonnis 282.

Cast 117 ft, 840, 847, 905 6.

up 466.

To cast 905 6, 1710 6.

anchor 2449 6.

away 1 882 6.

lots 972 6.

off 1 1 34 b.

out 1612 6.

up 858 6, 1259 6.

To be cast 2740 6.

Castanea Indica 1967 6.

Caste 760, 1924.

Castigation 1307 6.

Castigator 2486.

Casting 846, 905 6, 1995.

Casting-net 847 6.

Castle 803 6, 804.

Castor-oil plant 547-

To castrate 813 6, 877 6.

Castrated 877 6, 2302.

CAS—CED.
Castration 813 6, 23026.

Casualty 695.

Cat 2005, 2271.

eyed 577 6.

(civet) 854 6, 9166.

(pole) 854 6.

Cat's-eye 2430 6.

Cat-o'-nine-tails, 805 6.

Catalogue 13296, 18766, 23496.

Cataract 1135 6, 1238 6, 1879 6.

Catarrh 354 6, 602, 709, 711.
1258 6, 1745.

Catastrophe 1600.

To catch 1496 6, 2443 6.

and throw up 245 1 6.

Catechu 589 6, 851 6.

Category 251.

Caterer 2153.

Caterpillar 2507 6, 2509 6, 2509.
2647 6.

Cathartic 1208 6, 1213 6, 2033,
2181, 2408.

Catheter 2304.

Cavalier 1345 6.

Cavalry 1030 6.

Cave 771, 934, 966, 973, 2022.

Cavern 934.

Caught 976.

Cavil 287 6.

Cavity 771, 926, 941 6, 1585,
1882 6, 2652 6.

Cauldron 577.

To caulk 935 6.

Caulker 935 6.

Caulking 935 6.

Causality 692, 2757.

Causation 2757.

Cause 692, 1584, 1836, 2055 6,

2287 6, 2307, 2327 6, 25^(3 6.

2756.

To cause 618 6.

anguish 1222 6.

anxiety 1222 6.

to fit 2265 6.

Causing 69

1

heat 1430.

Caustic plaster 867 6.

To cauterize 1421 6.

Cautery 1420, 1785 6.

Caution 143, 1 103 6, 2633 /,

Cautious 1508 6.

Cautiously 2631 6.

Cayenne pepper 1232 6.

To cease 1146 6, 1496 6.

Ceased 154, 489, 1582,

2031, 2688.

from 839.

Ceasing 1603.

Cedrela Toona 573, o'8o, 743,
1339&, 1341,13426, 1342,1534.

1.603,
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CEI—CER.
Ceiling 1 134 6.

Celastrus monospermus 1331 6,

13346-

— robustus 2496 6, 2501 b,

To celebrate 724 b, 1838 b.

Celebrated 724, 897, 1796, 1812,
1814, 1822, 1841, 2237 6

2276 k. ,.

Celebration 724.

Celebrity 897, 1812, 1822, 1841,

-995, 2342 b, 2077.

Celestial 1426, 1463, 2712.

Celestial sphere 852 b.

Celibacy 12.

Ceeosia argentea 1099 b, 2534 b.

cristata 694, 863, 1430,

1431, 2225, 2300 b, 2385 b,

2450, 2490, 2730 b.

rubra 2436 b.

Cei.sia Coromandeliana 802 b.

Celtis Orientalis 766, 1202,.

1203, 2208, 2210.

To cement 2360 b.

Cemetery 2234 b, 2521.

Censer 1513 b, 1514 b.

Censorious 733, 747, 1252 b,

1253 b, 1470.

Censurable 1677.

Censure 69, 147, 153, 155, 7°8,

747, 929 b, 1006, 1206, 1508,

15I78.

Censured 1508.

Centipes or Scolopendra 622.

Central 2211, 2212,2213,23166,
2318 b.

Centre 1556,2211, 2212,22556.

of a circle 791.

Centropomus Chanda 1557 6.

Ceratostema vaccinacea 793 b.

variegata 1328 6.

Ceremony 2552.

Ceres 1 19.

Ceriscus Malabaricus 735 6.

Certain 239,537 6, 1522, 1573 6,

1609, i960 6,2643.

knowledge 1451.

person 193, 642 b.

Certainly 157, 373 6, 536, 865 b,

1258 b, 1522 6, 1624 6, 2653 b.

not 1563 6.

Certainty 52, 177, 721 6, 1252 6,

1260 b, 12646, 13166,1381 6,

1431, 1598, 1609.

Certhia 701 6.

cruentata 2192 6, 2322 6,

2325 6.

Philippensis 2325 6.

Zeylanica 2192 6, 2322 6.

Certificate 177.

Cervus Axis 1088 6.

Munjas 1 15/ 6.

porcinus 1 775*

CES—CHA.
Cessation 154, 1146 6, 1582,

1603, 2031, 2032, 2335.

of arms 2353.

Chace 2642 6.

Ch-etodon Argus 1719 6, 24066.

Chaff 289 6, 896 6, 1339 6, 1347,
2065, 2170 6.

A chafing-dish 32 6, 269 6, 295 6,

2731.

Chagrined 842.

Chain 1 1 7, 1
1 38 6, 1 158 6, 1 197 6,

1570 6, 1728, 2488 6, 2512,
2642 6.

Chains 2080 6.

Chair 1120 6, 1743 b, 1743,
2315 b.

Chalk 580, 855, 855 6, 2496.

Chalky 855 6.

Challenge 2272 b, 2597.

Chamaeleon 648 6, 1946, 2469.

Chamber 740 6, 929, 1840 6.

(lying-in) 1840.

Chamberlain 1481.

To champ 2290 6, 2431 6.

Champion 1942 6, 1987 6, 2058,
2272 6.

Chance 2149.

Chandelier 1230 6, 14306.

Chandler 1966 b.

Chanda Lala 2435 6.

Change 368 6, 546 6, 1316 6,

1673, 1881 6, 1993, 1994,

-995 6, 1996 6, 2150 6.

To change (alter) 1876 6, 1901 6,

-995 6.

(as money) 2150 6.

dress 2093 6.

Changeable 1039, 2076 b.

Changeableness 1039,1070,20766.

Changed 1992.

Changing money 2134,2135.

Channel 1540 6, 2676 6.

Chanter 948.

Chaoolmoogra odorata 1065 6,

1080 6, 1736 6.

Chaplet 928, 2273, 2274,2705.

Chapter 74, 675, 857, 1791,

1972 6, 2610.

Character 1497,2214 6, 2278 6,

2501, 2752 6.

Characteristic 959, 2040.

Charade 1827.

Charadrius bilobus 615 6.

himantopus 902 6.

spinosa 1 123 6.

Charcoal 33.

Charge 943 6, 1199 b, 1305 6,

1316 6, 1415 6, 1677, 2-57.
2719 6.

Charge (accusation) 2161.

To charge 2308 6.

CHA—CHI.
Chargeable 1677.

Charged 2158.

Charges 1316 6.

Charging (accusing) 1469.

Chariot 2028.

Charioteer 2339, 2636.

Charitable 924 6, 1410, 1412.

Charitableness 1411.

Charities 2183.

Charity 871 6, 2162 6.

Charm 1323 6, 2262 6, 2326 6.

Charmer 556 6.

Charming 2219, 2377.

Chase 288, 300, 890, 2309 6.

To chase 859 6, 889 6.

Chasm 1872 6, 2022, 2133, 2375.

Chaste 9.

To chastise 1320 6.

Chastity 2752 6.

Chattels 1181 6, 2632 6.

To chatter 549 6, 7156, 1887 6,

1898 6.

Chattering 7146.

Chatting 933 6.

Cheap 365 6, 2475 6, 2729 6.

Cheapness 227.

Cheat 1130 6, 1130, 1194 6,

12056, 1255 b, 13896, 1397 6,

1409 6, 1515, 1803, 1826,
1872 6, 1892, 2147 6, 2184,
2193 6.

To cheat 1 130 6, 2184 6.

Cheated 1826.

Cheating 599, 716, 796, 1130 6,

1245 6, 2147 b.

Check 1249 6, 2335.

To check 1951 6, 2283 6.

Checked 1168 6, 1586.

Chenopodium album 1050 b,

1966 6, 1985, 2083 6.

Cheiranthus Cheiri 2437 6.

Cheek 602, 910, 911 6,949 6.

Cheerful 333, 1825.

Cheerfulness 167, 1825, 1839.

Cheese 357 6, 1657 6.

Chequered 1091, 1092.

To cherish 17286, 17876, 18076.

Cherished 30, 420.

Chess 2568 6.

Chironia centauroides 950 6,

952 6, 1024.

Chess-board 2463 6, 2568 6.

(knight) 1029 b.

1 man 1021

.

Chest 2645 6.

To chew 1061 6, 1075 6, 10946.

the cud 1181 6, 435 6.

Chicane 1637.

Chicken 732 6.

Chicken-pox 1716 6.

CHI—CHR.
Chick-pea 1042, 1153 6, 2728.

To chide 1225 6.

Chiding 1224 6.

Chief 27, 28, 451, 527, 1168 6.

1559, -663, 1688 6, 1821,
1824, 1826, 1853, 1894 6,

1922, 2201 6, 2287 6, 2292,
2528, 2572 6, 2607 6.

magistrate 1848.

Chiefly 2292 b.

Chiefship 2607 6-

Chilblain 171.3.

Child 1131 6, 1138 6, 11476,
1891 6, 1957 6, 1979, 2079 6.

2497-

Childhood 348 6, 817, 1131 6,

1136 6, 1147 6, 1982, 2497,
25-5-

Childish 1979, 1980.

Childishness 1110 6, 1131 b,

1136 6, 1147 6.

Childless 137, 230, 248, 1565.
1886.

Childlessness 80.

Children 347, 1138 6, 1234 6.

Chilled 2500.

Chilly 2497, 2499.

Chimes 2283 6.

Chimney 1105 6, 15136, 15186.

Chin 1094, 1383 6, 1410 6.

Chinese 1092 6.

Chink 1872 6, 1874 6.

Chintz 1 139 6.

Chip 667 6, 734 6, 736 6, 738 b
f

1113 6.

To chip 733 6.

Chips 734 6.

Chirp 572 6.

To chirp 715 6.

Chirping 7146.

Chisel 1240, 1291 6, 1578,
1961 6.

Chit-chat 9-9 6, 933 6, 1195 6.

Chive 2378 6.

Choice 539 6, 876 6, 1693 6.

(best) 1917, 1928.

Choking 931 6.

Cholera Morbus 560 6.

To choose 1103 6, 1118 6, 1600,

1921 6, 2079 6.

To chop 1224 6.

Chopped 1224 6.

Chopping 666 6.

Chopping-block 467.

Chord 1203, 1217, 1492, 2329.

Chosen 871 6, 2217.

Chronic disease 1095.

Chronicle 713 6.

Chronology 703.

Chronometer 1009.

Chrysalis 1273 6, 1691 6.
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CHR—CIT.

Chrysanthemum Indicum 9706,
1051.

Church 951 ft.

Churlish 244.

Churner 2220.

Churn 2220.

To churn 2191 ft.

Churned 2192 b, 2206.

Churning 2037 b, 2220.

Churning-stick 1031,2220.

Chyle 119 ft.

Cicada spinosa 277 b.

To cicatrize 58 1 b.

Cicee arietinum 77, 1042, 1049 ft,

1072, 1117 b, 1153 b. 1895 b,

1961 ft, 1965, 2061 b, 2728.

lens 582 b, 2196, 2235.

Cinders 295 b, 295.

Chemistry 718 ft.

Cichorium Endivia 711 ft.

Cinnamon 958, 1271 6, 1418 ft,

1419 ft.

tree 1417 6.

Cimex lectuaria 870 ft, 918 ft,

1137 ft-

Cipher 270 ft.

Circle 911, 911 ft, 1028 ft, 1067 ft,

1417 ft, 1679 ft, 1926, 2201.

Circuit 1417 ft, 1881 ft.

Circular 745, i<>37, 1926.

motion 347.

To circulate 1875 ft.

Circumambulating 1822.

Circumambulation 1682.

Circumcision 858 ft, 1376.

Circumference 1629, 1673; 1675,
2080 ft.

Circumflex 2711.

Circumspect 1120 ft, 2631.

Circumspection 1120 ft, 2631.

Circumstances 398.

Circumvention 599.

Cissus elongata 1517 ft.

glauca 967 ft.

pedatag88, 1000 ft, 1090,

1371, 2654.

quadrangularis 254.

vitiginea 981 ft, 10006.

Cissampelos hexandra 163, 196,

278 ft, 537, 2691,2528, 2010,

1907, 1717, 734, 1492, 1585 ft.

Cistern 745 ft, 1122 ft, 2761 ft.

Citizen 1528.

Citron 939 ft.

Citrus acida 661, 1099 ft, H69,
1170, 1191 ft, 1245 ft, 1323 b,

1394, 1629 ft, 1704 ft, 2285 ft,

2447 ft-

——— Aurantium 607 ft, 610 6,

1548.

—— Decumana 619, 1965 ft.

CIT— CLE.
Citrus medica 622ft, 1767,

2055, 2056, 2077 ft, 2082,
2258, 2402.

City 1528, 1651, 1756, 1757,
2476 ft, 2619 ft.

Civet-cat 870 ft.

Civil 1912.

action 1455 ft.

court 2573 ft.

Civility 2140, 2679.

Clad 1683.

Claim 1415 ft.

Claimable 1416.

Claimant 2297 ft.

Clammy 1041 ft, 1085 ft.

Clamour 633, 2518 ft, 2519 ft,

2751 ft.

Clandestine 1129, 2381.

Clandestinely 558 ft, 966 ft, 989 ft,

1018 ft, 1799 b) 2381

Clank 1225 ft.

Clap of thunder 1891.

Clapping 1329 ft.

Clarified butter 1019 ft, 1026,

2724.

To clarify 2232 ft.

To clasp 1 189 ft.

Clasp-knife 1069 6.

Class 906, 1185, 1186, 13046,
1922, 1924.

Classical 2628.

Classified 1923.

Clavicle 587 ft, 1161.

Clause 797 ft.

Claw 1382 ft, 1527.

Clay 1639, 2312.

Clayey 1639, ^40 ft.

Clean 7, 86, 150, 999, 1117,
1519 ft, 1520, 1658, 1866 ft,

2028, 2040, 2503, 2504, 2506,
2517, 2631 ft.

To dean 1014 ft, 1681 ft, 1698 ft,

1699 6.

Cleaned 1026, 1569.

Cleanness 1681, 1718, 2040,
2505, 2519.

To cleanse 838 6, 1520 ft, 1681 ft,

2251 ft, 2323 ft, 2505 ft.

Cleansed 838, 1597, 2250 ft,

2271, 2313, 2517, 2553.

Clear 38, 86, 1083 b, 1430, 1565,
1604, 1681, 2107, 1686 ft,

1693 ft, 1793 ft, 1816, 1838,
1839, 1866 ft, 870 ft, 2651,
2697, 2707.

To clear 2232 ft.

Clear indication 2021.

Clearance 1133 ft, 1612.

Cleared 1597.

Clearly 1816 6.

Clearness 443, 1604, 1839, 1840.

To cleave (split) 1872 6, 1873 6.

CLE—CLO.
Cleaver 667 ft.

Cleft 966, 973, 11.12 6, 1873 ft.

Clematis 2125 ft.

— Gouriana 593 ft.

Clemency 337.

Cleome pentaphylla 696 ft,

2499 ft.

viscosa 2751 ft.

Clerk 617 ft, 1525 ft, 2303 ft,

2438 6, 2445.

Clever 52, 698, 768, 779, 780,
808, 962, 1045,1317 ft, 1388,
1646, 1681, 1720, 1781, 1828,

1848, 1998, 2003, 2008, 2012,

2317, 2318, 2489, 2513, 2658,
2705 6, 2728 6, 2752 6, 2753 6,

2756 ft, 2758 6.

Cleverness 767, 780, 818, I045,

1072, 1073, 1409, 1630, 1646,

'7°3, 1720, 2003, 2012, 2098,
2099, 2102, 2752 6, 2753 ft,

2756 ft, 2758 ft.

Clerodendrum 970 6.

inerme 1907 6,

1910 ft.

Clew 2442 ft.

Client 246 ft.

Cliff 313 ft, 1825 ft.

Climate 1 176 ft.

To climb 369 ft, 1042 ft.

To cling 1 160 ft, 2424 ft, 2425 ft.

Clitoria Ternatea 130, 393.

754, 95i, 2049, 2535 ft, 2720.

To clip 590 ft, 602 ft, 1131 ft,

Clipt 787.

Clipping 590 ft.

Cloak 1738, 2426 ft.

Clock 1009, 1010 6, 2348.

maker 1009 ft.

Clod 1073, 1276 6, 1283 ft, 2453.

Clog 711, 855 ft.

To clog 1261 6.

Close 942, 1011, 1012, 1565,
1592 ft, 2580, 2651.

attention 535.

by 116 ft, 1529 ft, 1566,
1567 2579, 2598 ft-

fisted 942.

together 2431 ft.

To close 581 ft, 1280 ft, 2060 6,

2297 6, 2325 6.

To close with 2163 ft.

Closed 1585, 2559, 2298.

Closely attentive 535.

woven 900 ft.

Closeness 1566.

Closing 1585.

Cloth 681 6, 1099,1113,1941.

Clothed 1683, 2565, 2586.

Clothes 885 6, 1099, 1113, 1675,

1677 ft, 1938.

Clothing 1672, 1787 ft.

8 R

CLO-COC
Cloud 170, 197, 1011, 1175,

1507, 1686, 1967, 1977, 2297,
23H, 2683.

Cloud-coloured 2315.

Clouded 2315.

Cloudless 194.

Cloudy 1442, 2315 ft.

Clown 174, 1081 ft.

Clownish 1081 ft.

To cloy 947 ft.

Club 389 ft, 914, 915, i 4io b,

2292 6, 2419, 2433 ft.

house 2099 6.

Clue 445 ft, 772 6.

Clump 844 ft, 972, 983 6.

Clumsiness 335 6, 1081 6.

Clumsy 335 6, 743 b, 991 ft,

1081 ft.

Clupanodon Champil 935 ft,

1077 6.

Khaji 869 ft.

Clupea 893 ft.

alosa 418 ft, 419.

Apalike 356 ft.

Chrysoptera935 ft,io77ft.

cultrata 1097, 1103 1$

11136, 1541.

Feinte 787 6.

fornicata 861 ft, 1056.—
. lata 1069 6.

prinoides 356 ft.

truncata 936 ft, 1355 6.

vittata 1895 6.

Cluster 655 ft, 955 b, 983 ft,

1379 ft, 13806, 1384 ft, 1385 ft,

2683.

Cluytia oblongifolia 1435 b.

Clyster 1732 ft.

Cnestis monadelpha 2509 ft.

Cnicus carinatus 1174 ft-

Coach 941 ft.

maker 2374.

man 941 6.

To coagulate 1169 ft, 1169.

Coal 295 ft, 295, 610 ft.

To coalesce 2282 ft.

Coalescence 2282 6.

Coarse 942 6, 1757 ft, 2324 ft.

cloth 903 ft, 1447 ft, 2221.

grass 854, 855.

A coat 32 6, 295 ft, 760 ft, 1 190 ft.

To coax 1879 ft.

Coaxing 1396 ft.

Cobbler 1313ft.

Cobitis Chhotakuhura 645 ft.

Taenia 955 6.

Cobra de capello 220, 223 ft.

Cobweb 1 194 6, 2251 6, 2444 6.

Coccinella 412, 2476 ft.
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COC—COL.
Cochineal 825 ft.

Cockatoo-parrot 659 ft.

Cock 729 b, 1325, 2300 b.

Cock of a gun 1361 b.

Cockle 1233 b.

Cock-roach 1357 b.

Cocoa nut 1552 ft, 1561.

Cocoon 813, 958 b.

Cocos nucifera6n b, 1560,1561.

Code of laws 1498, 2486.

Codicil 811 b, 828.

Coefficient 29, 1794, 2307, 960.

Coeval 527, 532 b.

Coffea Bengalensis 1906 b.

tetrandra 1097 b.

Cognate 322.

Cognizable 1217, 1416.

To cohabit 2359 b.

Coheir 3.

Cohesion 2548.

Cohort 1987.

Coil 744, 861 ft.

To coil 745 b.

Coiled 745 b, 861 b.

Coin 1 243 b, 2 150 b, 2298, 23276.

Coincidence 92, 408 b.

Coinciding 92.

Coiner 2298.

Coir-cable 677 b.

Coition 1578, 2372, 2373 b, 2377,
2551, 2604.

Coius Vacti 2180 b.

Coix barbata 920, 905 b.— gigantea 1270 b.

lacryma 649 b, 1174 b,

1205 6.

Colander 1230 b.

Cold 599 b, 602, 1159, 1184 b,

1185 b, 1256 b, 1258 ft, 1347,
1617, 1623,2497, 2499,2607 ft,

2746.

Cold (catarrh) 1257 ft.

Cold season 2746, 2758.

rice 2746 ft.

Coldness 1256 ft, 1258 ft, 2499.

Colic 356 ft, 463, 1779 l>, 1965 b,

1975 ft, 2060 6, 2511.

To colonize 1939 ft.

Cool 1256 6, 1258 ft, 1281 b,

2499-

Cooling 2746.

Coolness 1256 ft, 1258 ft, 2499.

Collar 587.

bone 1161.

Collation 2287 ft.

Colleague 2561.

To collect 395 ft, 742 ft, 883 ft,

955 b, 957 ft, 984 ft, 1056 ft,

1 159 ft, 1 168 ft.

Collected 481, 2555, 2597, 2600.

COL—COM.
Collectedness 913 ft.

Collecting 395.

Collection 480, 653 ft, 957 ft,

1050 ft, 1056 ft, 1 168 ft, 1283 ft,

1316 ft, 1385 ft, 1645, 1747 b,

1749, 1765 b, 2197 6, 2555,

2563, 2564, 2565, 2598.

Collector 612,628, 1316 ft, 2563.

College 1123 ft, 1254 ft, 2199.

Collusion 33, 33 ft, 907, 1637.

Collyrium 2661 ft.

Colour 1923, 2368 6, 2384.

To colour 2368 ft, 2385 ft.

Coloured 2369 ft.

Colourist 2370.

Colourless 2091 ft.

Colours 1608 6, 16156.

Colt 722, 1956 ft.

Coluber boa?formis 1268 ft,

1408 ft.

fuscus 1175 ft.

Naga 220, 223 6, 263,

372, 375 b, 575 ft, 705, 708 ft,

786, 788 ft, 851 ft, 978 ft, 982 ft,

1547.

Columba bipunctata 1336 ft.

caesia 732 ft.

cuprea 405 ft, 1323 ft.

Hurriala 2740, 2728 ft.

— lndica 2395 ft.

lineata 645.

Pompadora 732 ft,

802 ft.

semifusca 1020 ft.

torquata 1697 6.

virescens 2676 ft.

Column 1270 ft, 2637.

Columnea balsamica 626.

tomentosa 1151 ft.

Comb 649 ft, 794, 1096 ft, 1237 ft.

(honey) 1067 ft.

Combat 91, 2353, 2594.

Combatant 2135, 2360.

Combretum acuminatum 1703 ft.

costatum 1329 ft.

pilosum 1209 6.

Combined 2283.

Combustible 1221, 1221 ft, 1421.

Combustibleness 1421.

Combustibility 1421.

Combustion 1420.

To come 389 ft.

— down 560 ft.

forth 1595 ft, 1998 ft.

in contact 1261 ft.

into existence 481.

to 1636 ft.

up with 1012 ft.

Come 2593.

Comedian 663 ft, 2157 ft, 2180 ft.

COM.
Comeliness 2518.

Comet 1514.

Coming forth 1596.

Commelina Bengalensis 596 6,

649 6, 665 6.

1 communis 649 ft,

1158 ft.

nudiflora 654 ft, 681
ft, 79i b.

salicifolia 1715 ft,

665 6, 2432 6.

Comfort 367 ft, 1256 ft, 1258 ft,

1427 ft, 1663 ft, 2663.

To comfort 384 6.

Comfortable 1258 ft.

Comforted 384.

Comforter 174.

Comical 438 ft.

Command 70, 94, 303, 327, 1567,
2486, 2750 ft.

To command 303, 2486 ft.

Commander 70, 1888 ft, 2607 ft,

2734 ft.

Commandership 2734 ft.

Commandment 100.

To commence 366 ft.

Commenced 1828.

Commencement 366, 479, 1651,

1794, 1826, 1827 ft, 1854.

Commended 1838.

Commentary 482, 1248 ft, 1248,
1978, 2023, 2068, 2116, 2161.

Commentator 1248 ft, 2116,2161.

Commerce 1354, ft, 1781 ft, 1693,
2088 ft, 2572.

Commercial 1354 ft, 2088 ft.

Commiserate 92.

Commiserated 94.

Commiserating 2556 6.

Commiseration 14.

Commissary 2607 ft.

Commissioner 357 6.

To commit 913 ft.

Committed 2593.

Committing to memory 645 ft.

Common 233, 1797 b, 2614,
2627, 2633.

prostitute 2633.

Commonly 1797 ft.

Commotion 486.

To communicate 1217 ft.

Communication 2566.

Compact 582 6, 617 ft, 1451,
1565, 1595 b, 2196 ft.

Compactness 1476, 2196 ft.

Companion 94, 1724 ft, 2303 ft,

2557, 256i, 2618, 2626 ft.

Companionship 2557, 2639.

Company 663 ft, 985 ft, 2196 ft,

2591, 2602, 2639.

Comparable 488, 1810.

COM.
To compare 883 ft, 893 ft, 880 ft,

2283 b.

Comparison 458, 488, 1345,
2287 ft.

Compassion 94, 431 ft, 513 ft,

619, 696, 1397.

Compassionate 92, 619, 696,782,
1397, 1398 ft, 2320 6, 2556 ft,

2572.

Compassionately 782 ft.

Competence 2663 ft.

Competent 1688.

provision 1601 ft.

Competition 1245 ft.

Competitor 529 ft, 533.

Compilation 2555, 2563, 2597,
2636.

Compiler 1001, 1580,2563.

Complainant, 1866 ft, 1882 ft,

1968.

Complaint 328, 1561 ft 1675,
1866 ft, 2036.

Complaints 2742.

Complaisance 99, 103, 613 ft.

Complete 1079 ft, 1324 ft, 1564,
!57o, 1757 ft, 1767 b, 1768,
1769, 2141 ft, 2589, 2624.

To complete 1767 ft, 2636 ft,

2637 ft.

Completed 1614, 1676, 2595,
2600.

Completely 1564 ft, 2089 b,

2612 6.

Completeness 1324 ft, 1676, 1768,
1769, 2089 ft.

Completion 306 ft, 1324 ft, 1613,
1769, 2552, 2595, 2644.

Complimentary 1912.

To compose 1001 ft, 2030 ft.

Composed 171,872 ft, 1000, 1001,

!509, 2369 ft, 2369, 2030.

Composition 591, 1001, 1826,

1952, 2030, 2283 ft, 2369, 2596.

Composure 872 ft, 2481.

Compound letter 1869 ft, 1883 ft,

2350 ft.

word 2596.

Compounded 2283.

To comprehend 1004 ft.

Comprehended 147, 2167.

Comprehending 2104.

Comprehensible 2105.

Comprehension 147, 2105, 2317
2589 ft.

Comprehensive 1946 ft.

To compress 1074 ft, 1182 ft,

1258 ft, 1414 ft.

Compressed 1112 ft, 2560.

Compression 1414 ft.

Comprised 2167.

Comprising 2482 ft.

Compulsion 1167 ft, 1173 ft.
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COM—CON.
Computability 912.

Computable 912.

Computation 1317 b.

Concatenation 2512.

To conceal 2gg 6, 946 b, 990 b,

1074 6, 1141 b, 1280 6, 1414 6,

2441 b, 2603 b.

Concealed 134, 267 b, 299, 350,

965, 966, 2441 b.

Concealedly 558 b.

Concealing 2549.

Concealment 134, 137, 989 b>

1128, 1335, 1617, 1738, 2563.

Conceit 2206.

Conceited 260, 321, 1261 b.

Conceivable 2553.

To conceive 2061 b.

Conception 472, 928, 929, 1400 b,

2552.

Concern 338 b, 1662 b, 2046.

Concerning 491 6, 1009.

Conch 2460.

Conciliation 2632.

Conciliatory 2630.

Concise 1104.

Concisely 2596.

Concluding 25g5.

Conclusion 122, 158, 407 6, 779,
858 b, 1106, 1597, 1600, 1680,

2644.

To concoct 1701 b.

To be concocted 1640 b.

Concord 166, 408 b, 544 b, 2319 6-

Concourse 2596.

Concubine 494, 1283 b.

Concupiscence 414.

Concurrence 2222 b.

Concussion 2433 b.

To condemn 1450 b, 1470 b.

Condemnable 1450.

Condemned 1508.

Condensation 1012.

Condensed 1012, 2560.

Condescension 152, 1538.

Condiment 2018.

Condition 159,9146,2068,2154,
2472 b, 2659 b, 2741 b.

Conduct 297, 1060, 1079,1176,
1506, 1652, 2112, 2400.

1 (moral) 1062.

Conducted 1619.

Conducting 349 b.

Conductor 1559, 1628, 1652.

Conduit 1179.

Confection 2255 b, 2300 b.

Confectionary 2326 b.

Confectioner 959 6, 2225 6, 2325,
2741 b.

Confederacy 550.

Confederation 2639.

CON.
Conferva 203, 1897 b, 2513 6.

To confess 2265 b.

Confessed 2717.

Confession 2264.

To confide 2142 b.

Confidant 1448, 2303 b, 2618.

Confidence 392, 417 b, 1289 6,

14276,1451, 1613,2044,2142 b,

2345 b, 2522.

Confident 239, 392, 1451, 1516,

1796, 1797, 1820, 2522, 2714.

To be confident 1613.

Confidential 544 b, 1850.

To confine 306 6, 1950 b, 1951 b,

1971 6.

Confined 725, 1530 b.

Confinement 390, 567 b, 610 b,

153° b, 1580.

To confirm 1451 b.

Confirmation 1613, 2632 b.

Confirmed 2554, 2632 b.

Conflagration 1420.

Conflict 1343, ^353. 2371. 2592.

Conformable 103, 105, 532, 12g6,
2203 6, 2266 6, 2321 b.

to orders 304, 337.

Conformably 103 b, 106 b, 2204 b.

Conformity 105, 1296, 1301.

Confounded 143, 391 b.

Confronting 22O7 b, 2605, 2630.

Confused 378 b, 549 b, 676,

877 6, 1158 b, 1990, 1994 b,

2055, 2115, 21 16, 2120 b, 2121,

2559-

To be confused 1012 b, 1991,

2097 6, 2098 b, 2116, 2155 b,

2424 b, 2433 b, 2442 b.

Confusedly 505 b.

Confusion 505 b, 506 b, 906 6,

995 b, 1012 b, 1158 b, 1834.

Confutation 1682, 1683.

To confute 1450 b, 2316 b.

To congeal 1 169 b.

Congealed 1160.

Congelation 1 160.

Congeries 2396.

Congregation 2196 6, 2201 b.

Congruity 1296.

Congruous 2266 6, 2298 b.

Conjecture 1 17 b.

Conjugal 497.

Conjunction 2640.

Conjuncture 2356.

Conjurer 2099, 2268.

To connect 2359 b, ^360 b.

Connected 123, 2203 b, 2296 6,

2352, 2548, 2600 b, 2603.

Connection 548 b, 1288 b, 2600,
2602, 2640, 2645 b.

To conquer 603 b, 1170 b,

1198 b, 1210 6.

CON.
Conquerable 1210.

Conqueror 1197 b, 1210.

Conquest 1170, 2002.

Conscience 1454 b.

Conscientious 1454 b, 2214.

Consciousness 180, 260.

(self) 2215.

Consecrated 1812, 2553.

Consecration 1428, 1812, 1849
2552.

Consent 94, 2717.

Consequence 122, 629, 969, 999,
1354, 1532 b, 1867.

Consequently 1868 6, 26536.

To consider 1256 b, 1259 b.

Considerate 2223 b, 2654.

Consideration 123, 139, 1093,
1111, 1258 b, 1291 b, 1668,
1874 b, 1998.

Consistence 1011.

Consistency 2632, 2692.

Consistent isog.

To console 284 b.

Consolation 384, 1427 b, 1663 6
1830.

Consolatory 1723.

Consoled 384.

To consolidate 1451 b.

Consonant 2108.

Conspicuous 895 b.

Conspiracy 550.

Constable 804 6, 8066, 13826.

Constancy 1516, 1517, 2694.

Constant 1516, 1517,1613,2568.

Constantly 163 6, 1574 6, 1613,
2572 b, 2573.

Consternation 2055, 2097 6.

Constipation 2021.

Constitution 1305 6, 2315 6.

To construct 1911 6, 1970 6.

Consultation 22ig.

Consumed 21 14.

Consumer 2184.

Consumption 837, 1154, 2389.

Contact 12636, 22826, 2356,
2548, 2552, 2697.

To come into contact 2283 6.

Contagion 1 143 6.

Contagious 2566.

To contain 775 6.

Contained 115.

Contaminated 194, 2556.

To contemn 1247 6, 1340 6.

To contemplate 2156 6.

Contemplated 1520.

Contemplation 1520.

Contemplative 1259 1521.

Contemporary 527, 1917.

CON.
Contempt 129, 134, 148, 149,

154, 160, 747, 843, 860 6,

1247 b, 1319, 1340, 1500,
1508, 1633, 1679, 1684, 2420,
2431, 27586.

Contemptible 129, 149, 153, 4g8,
1340.

Contemptibleness 1578.

Contemptuously 1340 6.

Content 225, 1351, 2717.

To content 1347 6

Contented 872 6, 1591, 1607,
1674, 1769, 2708.

Contentedness 1674.

Contention 288 6, 634, 665 6,

1289 6.

Contentious 12606, 2023.

Contentment 1347, 1591, 1607.

Contents 2196 6, 2665.

Contest 873 6, 2022, 2298 6.

Contested 2697.

Contiguity 115, 163, 1566.

Contiguous 173, 4g6, 1819.

Contiguously 2431 6.

Contiguousness 1630 6.

Continence 1 198.

Continual 1574, 1586, 2568,
2575, 2576.

Continually 906, 936, 1636,
307 6, 1574 6, 1589, 1655 b,

2726 6.

Continuance iog6, ig25, 2659 b.

To continue 1251 6, 1337 6.

1381 6, 2382 6.

Continuing 2692.

Continuity 163, 1587.

Continuous line 347, 1664.

Contract 539 6, 617 6, 1586,
1648, 2547 &•

To contract 734 6, 803 6.

Contracted 168, 726 6, 798 6,

11606, 2559.

Contraction 798 6, 2560, 2596.

To contradict 1249

Contradicting 1252 6.

Contradiction 2033.

Contrariety 1804, 1817, 1850,

1918 6, 2019, 2101, 2102,

2108, 2026, 2032.

Contrary 1206, 5066, 11986,
1804, 19186, 2oig 6, 2110,

2292 6, 2032.

Contrition 1987 6.

Contrivance 127, 497, 639, 709,
818, 1206 6, 1291 6, 1308 6,

1911 b, igi3 6, 19876, 22236,
2350.

To contrive 640 6, 1256 6,

1911 6.

Contrived 640, 787.

Contriving 1875 6.

Control 402 6, 683 6, 1936.
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CON—COP.
Contropomus Ambasse 1562 6.

Controversy 288 6, 1289 b, 1967,
2005, 2022.

Contumacy 304.

Contumelious 1684.

Contumeliousness 1500.

Contusion 1117 b.

Convalescence 2040, 2707.

Convalescent 507.

Convenience 2663 b.

Convenient 103, 2337.

Convention 2196 b.

Conversation 375, 59h 592 ,

1180, 1195 b, 1953, 2604.

To converse 646 b.

To convey 1788 b.

Conveyance 1986, 2346.

Conveying 349 b.

To convict 2156 b.

Convicted 2156.

Conviction 130 b, 177, 1451,
2481 b.

To convince 1830 b, 2061 b.

Convolvulus argenteus 351,

521, 1206, b, 2069.

1— battatus 2436 b,

2457 b, 2457, 2471 b, 2535 b.

bicolorii7i b.

paniculatus 401,

521, 830, 841, 842, 2246,

2172 b.

' reniformis 21726.

repens 6636, 633.

turpethum 13526,

1372, 14366, 2412, 2657.

Conyza 156.

Anthelmintica 704.

bovina 1034 6.

—— diffusa 433 6.

lacera 730 6, 801 6,

1894 6.—— lanceolaris 13546.
—— pes capra 1125, 11326,

1467 6.

— terebinthina 801 6.

To be convulsed 1242 6.

Cooing 731 6.

Cook 1639, 1701, 1972 6,2381 6,

2382 6, 2667.

To cook 1697 6, 1699 b, !7°i b,

2382 6, 2642 6.

Cooked 1637, 1784 6, 2643.

Cookery 1640, 2381 6, 2394 6.

Cooking 2263, 2382 6.

Coracias Indica 1079, 1081.

Colony 1651.

Coolly 1510 6.

Cook-room 2394 6.

To cool 1383 b.

Co-operation 2617.

Coparcenership 2552.

COP—COR.
Copartnership, 2552.

Coping 1727 6.

Copious 1767 6, 2051.

Copiously 2052.

Copulation 1479, 2280, 2377,
2372, 2551, 2604, 1578, 2321,
2372.

Copper 1318 6, 1323 6, 1324 6,

1324.

smith 656 6, 1325.

vessel 1325.

Copy 449 b, 1525 6.

Copyist 1525 6, 2445.

Coquetry 1527 6, 1546 6, 1627 6,

2738.

Coral-tree 1722, 2222, 2262 6.

1690 6, 1827.

Corchorus 1703 6.

capsularis 814 6, 1019
b, 1332 6, 1561.

—— fascicularis 2034 6.

olitorius 569, 814 6,

1187 6, 1702, 1908 6, 2284 6.

Cord 960, 13906, 1414, 1961 6,

2370, 2381 6.

Corded 1275 6.

Cordial 2402.

Core 2229, 2250 6.

Cork 954 b, 1141 6, 2519 6.

CORDIA 667 6.

latifolia 468, 1944 6,

1945, 2530.

mixta 811.

Myxa 468,10816, 19446,
1945, 2106 6, 2499, 2513,
2530.

Coriandrum sativum 1491,
1492 6, 1493.

Corn, 84 6, 335 I, 1504, 2476,
2617.

—— chandler 1694 6.

field, 1504, 2476.

Cornelian 2348 6.

Corneous 2483.

Corner 258, 805, 805 6.

Corolla 1698 6.

Coronal suture 2306.

Coronation 2387.

Corporeal 33, 6906, 1462,2471,
2483.

Corpse 2226 6, 2300 6, 2301 6,

2437 6, 2465.

Corpulence 1746.

Corpulent 1553 6, 1624 6, 1732,
1746, 1779 6, 2167 b, 2324 6,

2693.

Correct 1259 b, 1619, 2040,
2077 b, 2589, 2598, 2664,
2720 6.

To correct 2486 6, 2505 6,

25176.

Corrected 1597, 2517.

COR— COV.
Correction 1307 6, 2040, 2486,

2517 b.

Correctness 2078 6, 2505, 2720 6.

Corrector 2486, 2517.

Correspondence 2446 6.

Corresponding 2266 6.

Corrigible 2487.

To corrode 867 6.

Corrosive 206, 872, 2230.

To corrupt 1995 6.

Corruptedness 1870 6.

Corrupt 1023 6, 1640, 1983.

Corrupted 1679, l689, 2095 6,

2113, 2345-

Corruptness 1543.

Coruscation 1473.

Corvus Balicassius 1875 6, 2178.

capta 874 6.

corone 1267 6, 1270 6,

1410 6.

crinitus 794.

Dhawlee 1501 6.—— fortificatus 636.

Jhampee 1230 6.

——— mendicantium 2734 6.

venatorius 2674.

Corypha elata 1891 6.

Zaliera 1319, 1320, 1329,

1355 b.

Cosine 804.

Cost 1414.

Costive 8146, 2231.

Costiveness 814 6, 17786.

Costliness 2276.

Costly 1445, !946, 2093 6, 2244,

2245.

Costs 862 6.

Costus speciosus 710,769,7886,
1656, 1698, 1723, 1761 6, 21 19,
2616.

Cot 854, 869.

Cottage 804 6, 12356, 12376.

Cotton 626, 698, 1349 6.

cleaner 1511 6.

plant 698.

tree 626.

wool 68 1 6.

Cottus gobioides 1068 6.

insidiator 1069 6.

Cotyledon laciniata 2746 6,

2758 6.

Couch 854, 2468.

Covenanted 1587, 1599>

Cover 299, 346, 952 6, 10746,

1250 6, 12546, 12796, 1335,

1738, 2232 6, 2447 6, 2470 6,

2470, 2607 6.

To cover 2996, 3466, 10746,

1131 6, 12296, 12806, 2295 6.

Covered 267 6, 299, 350, 2120,

2549, 2565.

cov—cow.
Covering 1 124 6, 1 129 6, 1 131 6,

11 35, 1135 b, 12796, 2297 6,
2549.

Coverlet 1726 6, 2469.

Covertly 140 6.

To covet 2452 6.

Coveted 181, 2439.

Coveting 2436.

Covetous 18896, 24354, 2436,
2440, 2444, 2452, 2452 6.

Covetousness 867 b, 1889 I,

2435 *, 2439, 2452.

Cough 709, 711, 712 6, 1745.

To cough 7106, 881 6, 886 6.

Council 1643 6, 26166.

Councillor 191, 356, 2220.

Counsel 483, 1206 6, 2219,
2236 6, 2350.

Counsellor 1510, 1668, 1711,
2219, 2564.

To count 909 6.

over 15 b.

Counted 2561.

To counteract 629 6, 826 6.

Counterfeit 781, 12366.

coin 2314 6.

Counterpane 1726 b, 2469.

Counting-house 1395 b.

Country 980 6, 1461, 1692,
1823, 2175, 2223 6, 2301 6,

2397, 2607 6.

Countryman 1692 6.

Couple 121a 6, 1479, H83, 2280,

2341,2351,23596,23606.

Couplet 1471 6, 1917 6.

Courage 1134 6, 1427 6, 1802,

19876, 2059 b, 2142 6, 2510,
2520.

Courageous 1942 6, 1987 6,

2142 6, 2510.

Courier 712 6, 1184, 1200 6.

Course 914 6, 1079, H72 6.

of fortune 2149.

Court 63, 325 6, 574 b, 664 6,

1399 b, 1455 6, 1499 b, 1681,
1846, 1883 6, 1894 6, 2587,
2750 6.

yard 32, 295 6, 445 6, 456,
1049, 1846.

of requests 1148 6.

Courtesy 96, 2014, 2140,2574.

Courtezan 908, 1053, 1141 b,

1141, 1530, 2094, 2185.

Courtier 356, i860, 2390 6, 2587.

Cousin (male) 1217 6.

(female) 1217 6.

Cow 77, 924 6, 935 6, 947 6.

dung 619, 920 6, 991 6,

992 6.

herd 352, 397 6, 984 6,

989, 992 b, 993 6, 1466,

1725.
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COW—CRI.

Cow-house 982, 983, 997, 998 6.

itch 318, 588, 600.

keeper 981 A, 2384 6.

Coward 2166.

Cowardice 682.

Cowrie 582 b.

shell 599.

Crab 571 b, 620, 647 ft, 765.

Crack 1213 b, 1718 b, 1872 b,

1876 b.

brained 2204 b.

Cracked 1173 ft, 12266.

To crackle 317, 1865 ft, 1873 b.

Cradle 1468 b, 2745.

Craftiness 1455, 865, 2478.

Crafty 1489 b, 1515, 1892, 2422 b,

2461.

To cram 944 b, 1258 b.

Cramming 943 b.

Cramp 792 b, 889 6, 1094 b,

1240 b.

Cramped 312 b.

Crane 1396 b, 1886, 1933.

Cranium 600, 884 b.

Crank 1057 6.

Crat^va Marmelos 601.

Valanga 590 b, 600,

605.

Crazy 1384 6, 2667.

Cream 2469, 2606, 2635.

To create 458 b, 1164 6, 2669 b.

Created 2670.

being 458.

Creation 2610, 2670.

Creator 625, 2155, 2611, 2670,
2706.

Credible 1821, 1853.

Credit 2522.

price 707.

Creditor 451, 522, 2239.

Creditor's-side 1168 b.

Credibility 1853.

Credulity 2618.

Creed 1817 b.

Creek 876 b, 1561 b, 1870 b.

To creep 959 b, 2738 b.

Creeper 2424.

Crept 2669.

Crescent 217, 1982.

Crest 720, 1106, 11956, 12476,
2193, 2287, 2490, 2513.

Crested 2490.

Cricket 1020 ft, 1234, 1865, 2179.

bat 1270 ft.

Crier 829, 1282 ft.

Crime 241, 732, 965 ft, 10156,
1290 6, 1446, 1447. H69, 1708,

1717, 2115.

Criminal 130, 779, 965 6, 1391 6,

1446, 1469, 1708, 1718, 2115,

2564 6, 2630.

CRI—CRO.
Criminality 965 ft.

To criminate 1341 ft, 1469 6.

To crimp 798 ft.

Crimped 797 ft, 798 6, 1066 6.

Crimson 720 ft, 2516, 2517.

Cbinum 1050, 2412.

amcenum 2653.

longifoliumigo8 ft, 19106.

toxicarium 679 6, 1894 6.

Zeylanicum 679 6.

Crippled 853, 1639, 1991, 2446 6.

Crisped 797 6, 798 6, 1066 ft.

Critical 2040.

Croaking 579 6.

Crocus sativus 733.

Crocodile 757, 1178, 1526.

Crooked 205, 271 6, 735 6, 738,

752, 806 ft, 809, 861 ft, 932 ft,

1252 6, 1352 6, 1355 6, 1531,

1635, 1888, 1949 6, 20756.

armed 801 6.

path 1028 ft.

To be crooked 1352 6.

Crookedly 1334 6, 1335.

Crookedness 738, 816.

Crook 1949 b, 2324 ft.

Crop 860 ft, 932 ft, 1870 6.

Cross 1086 ft, 1252 ft, 1321 ft.

bow 607 ft, 687 b, 1542 6.

mark 1283 ft.

To cross 558 ft, 1310 ft.

out 720 b.

Crossing 1720 ft.

Crotalaria 1092 6, 2462.

juncea 2462, 2478,

2575 b.

2172 6.

laburnifolia 2214 6.

• prostrata 1150 6,

retusa 2034 6.

sericea 1223 6,17466.
1 — verrucosa 1910 6.

Croton Moluccanum 18.

oblongifolium 1895 ft.

plicatum 883 6.

— polyandrum 1394, 27346.
• Sapium 1279 6.

— Tiglium 1169 6, 1171,
1311, 2408.

To crouch 959 ft.

Crow 656, 683 ft, 788 ft, 1267 ft,

1270 6, 1410 ft, 1934, 1974.

Crowd 985 6,995 6, 1009, 10746,
1162, 1163, 1181 6, 2319 6,

2449 b, 2566, 2596, 2720 6,

2750 6.

To crowd 1027 6.

Crowded 1011, 1019 6, 1026,

1027 ft, 1160 ft.

Crowing 731.

CRO—CUC.
Crown 1319 ft, 1330 b, 2125,

2199 ft.

Crucible 347, 1358,2293 6,2302,

2308, 2738 6.

Crude 125, 353, 874 6.

—— noun 1850.

Cruel 435, 581, 828, 862, 865,

887 6, 1018, 1194, 1442, 1597,

1741, 2639, 2723, 2743.

Cruelty 13, 458, 830, 1208 ft,

1442, 1598. !74i-

Crumble 1 107 ft, 1235 ft.

To crumble 955 ft.

Crumbs 1235 ft.

Crumping 862.

Crumple 798 ft.

Crupper 1627 6.

To crush 1027 6.

Crushed 148.

Cry 370, 659, 771, 2376.

of pain or distress 2742.

To cry 655 6, 680 6, 1269 6.

Crying 2413.

Crystal 649 6, 1050, 1168 6,

1865 6, 2699.

Crystalline humour 2707.

Crystallization 1168 6.

Crystallized 633 6.

Cube 1011, 2165.

Cubebs 683 6.

Cubit 611, 2294 6, 2731, 2736 6.

Cuccinella 412.

Cuckold 762.

Cuckoo 802 6.

Cuculus accipiter 1885 61——— castaneus 731 6.

— Indicus 223, 729 6,

802 6,802, 1731, 1743 6, 1909,
2193-

melanoleucos 1072,

1151 b, 1359, 1426, 2065 ft,

2636.

Cucumber 841 ft, 2474 ft.

Cucumis Colocynthis 413 ft, 418,

2039, 2251 ft, 2252 ft.

Madraspatanus 576,

919, 986, 1091, 1906 6.

Melo 863 6.

Momordicag2 16, 18766,

1877 6, 2700.

1 sativus 2617 6.

usitatissimus 41 8,649 b,

659 b, 767, 1091.

utilissimus 620, 679 6.

Cucurbita Citrullus 986, 1309 6,

13 12 6, 1332 6.

——— lagenaria 223, 376,

594 b, 1337 ft, 1344, 1544 ft,

1736, 2430 6.

melopepo 2585 b.

pepo 621,752 6, 769,

ll99 b,

6, 2008,

6, 2658,

775, 815 6.

8 S

CUD—CUR.
Cudgel 615.

player 1227.

Cudgelling 2343.

Cuirass 463.

Culm 1551, 1552 ft.

To cultivate 1082 ft.

Cultivated 348 6, 1065 6, 2267 6.

Cultivating 783.

Cultivation 348 ft.

Cumin-seed 40, 584.

Cuminum Cyminum
1204,

Cunning 1515, 1875
2099, 2461, 2513
2728 6, 2758 ft.

Cup 579 ft, 884 ft, 1244 6, 1330 ft,

1711, 1780 ft, 1961 ft, 2151,
2152.

bearer 1
1 76.

To cup 2491 ft.

Cupid 2215.

Cupidinous 688.

Cupidity 2452, 2453 6.

Cupola 967 ft, 1318 ft.

Cupper 2720 ft.

Cupping-horn 2491 ft.

Curable 1083 b.

Curculigo orchioides 219, 1091,

1328, 2302.

Curcuma Amada 276 ft, 356 ft.

573, 17456, 2461.

Amhuldi 2461.

angustifolia 1331 ft.

csesia 705 ft.

longa 1608,2727,27296.

reclinata 276 6, 356 6,

359 6, 621, 627.
' xanthorrhiza 708, 709,

711, 1418, 1419, 1608, 1640,
1686, 1745, 2472, 2727.

Zedoaria 1602, 1911 ft.

Zerumbet 573,621,626,
627, 660 ft, 696 ft, 709, 1477,
2087, 2538.

Curds 1135 ft,

1393-

Cure 548 ft.

Curious 1197, 2679 6.

Curiosity 2064, 26796.

Curl 798 6, 861 6, 1066 6, 1108.

of hair 219, 1105 6, 1308 ft,

1779 6.

To curl 798 6.

Curled 736, 797 ft, 798 6, 861 ft,

987 ft, 1066 ft.

Curlew 827, 830.

Curling 798 ft, 1208 6.

Currency 1063 6.

Current 1062, 1063, 1797 6, 1798,
1828, 2077, 2376 ft, 2642 ft,

2707.

coin 1063 6.

1147 *, 1386 6,
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CUR—CYP.
Current price 1593 6.

Currently 1797 6.

Curried 588.

Currier 1061, 1077 b, 2293 b.

Curry-comb 855 b, 863 b.

Curse 1902 b, 2465, 2481.

To curse 2481 b.

Cursed 1508, 2465, 2481.

Curtain 1686 b.

Curtains 2340 6.

Curvature 1250 b.

Curve 2168.

Curved 1531, 1635, 1673, 1888,
2075 b.

line 1888 b.

Copressus sempervirens 2608.

Cuscuta 373 b.

———— capitata 379 b.

reflexa 2729 b.

Cushion 496 b, 915 b, 1982 b.

Custard-apple 316 6, 318 b.

Custody 390, 1199 b, 1305 b,

1865 b, 2719 b.

Custom 297, 690 b, 1062, 1063,
10646, 1128, 1267 b, 1310 b,

1506, 1781 b, 1801 b, 1828,
am, 2112, 2238 b, 2328 b,

2376 6, 2400, 2401, 2410 b.

Custom (tax) 2276 b.

Customarily 2113 b, 2448 b.

Customary 348 b, 2062, 1063,
2113, 2376 b, 2454.

Customer 864 b.

Customs 2742 b.

Cut 787, 10156, 11386, 1140,
1141, 1144 b, 1146, 1155 b,

1410, 2000, 2075 b, 2164.

off 440.
up 440.

To cut 625 b, 667 b, 858 b,

1138 b, 1249 !>, 2075 b.

off 625 b, 1133 b.

down 667 b.

into pieces 857 b, 1 145 b,

1382 b.

Cutaneous 1076 b.

Cut-purse 936 b.

Cutting 590 b, 624, 633 b, 666 b,

2425.

Cuttle-fish 170.

Cylinder 2588.

Cylindrical 2684.

Cymbal 614 6, 1226 b, 1227,
2222 b.

Cymbidium tesselloides 372 b,

373 b, 2066.

Cymbiform 1556.

Cynanchum viminale 2129.

Cynometra polyandra 1777 b.

Cyperus 437, 1109 b, 1358 l,

25°3, 2521, 2616.

autumnalis 1504 b.

CYP.
Cyperus compress us 1100 b.

distans 1716, 2231 b.

dubius 1 149 b.

elatus 995 b, 22316.

inundatus 1704, 1710 b.

Iria 1895 6.

Jalmotha 661 6.—— monocephalus 987 6.

Pangorii 1055 6, 1077 6.

— pertenuis 795 6, 823,

965, 1547, 1548, 1548 6, 2138,
2153 ?

rotundus 737, 759, 787 b,

796, 86o, 988, 990, 1011,

1175,1404, 1419, 1676,1861,
1971 6, 2296 6, 2303, 2315.

tegetiformis 573 6.

vegetus 573 6, 2262 6.

verticillatus 18986,19226.

Cypher 29, 2465 6, 2510.

Cyprinus 665 b, 1878 6.

Ariza 2150 6.

atratus 574, 701 6,

703 b.

auratus 2676 6.

barbiger 1267 b, 1268 6— Barila 1112 6.

Bata 1961 6.

bimaculatus 1332 6.

Bunta 1417 6.

Chrysoparus 1748 6

i860, 2465, 2585 6.

cultratus 1113 6,

Dayngra 8156.

denticulatus 1

2415.

b,

Jaya 1191, 1230 6.

Jonjya 1212 b.

Koorchi 757 6, 765.

• Kulilaus 792 6.

• Kursa Gooni 1021 6.

Kuswati 644 6.

• Kutla 1360 6.

• Laookooli 540 6.

• marginatus 548 6.

monodactylus 572 6.

• Morala 2192 6.

Morur 1113 6.

• Mrigala 2310 b.

Mullus 2150 6.

- Niloticus 676 6.

• radiatus 12766, 1951 6.

• Rishi 524.

• Rohita 2401 6.

Sarana 2469 6.

• squarrosus 1 193 6.

• Tila 1336 6.

• trapezoides 577, 578 6.

tuberculatus 627 6.

• Zilipoothi 1200 6.

CYP—DA R.

Cypr.&a caput serpentis 548 6.

moneta 582 6, 599,
816 6, 1920.

Cytisus Cajan 45 6, 204 6, 205 b,

314, 660, 1343.

D.

To dab together 574 6.

Dagger 580 6, 667 6, 720 b.

Daily 95 6, 261 6, 397, 1424 6,

1425 6, 1425, 1574, 1806 6,

1818 6, 2413 6.

food

work 397.

Dainty 496.

Dalbergia Crowey 828.

latifolia 2535 6.

marginata 2251 6.

Oujeinensis 55,1090,

1333 b, 1333, 1629, 1892, 2374,
2704.——

' reniformis 6186.

rimosa 657, 732 6.

robusta 830 6.

scandens 1632 6.

Sisoo 22,2145,2488,
2497 l>.

Dalliance 2036, 2377, 2759.

Dalrympelia pomifera 1157 6.

Dam 1950 6, 2672.

Damage 125, 1623 6.

Damasonium Indicum 1715 6.

Damp 1332 6, 1355 6, 2163 6.

To make damp 1355 6.

Dampness 832, 2607 b.

Dance 1549 6, 1551.

To dance 728 6, 1549 6.

Dancer 1530, 1540, 1549 b, 155°,
1551 b, 2368.

(female) 1540, 1549 6.

Dancing 1549 6, 1625.

girl 1549 by 1550 b,

1625 6, 1947 6.

< room 1540, 1550 6.

Dandruff 881 6, 1076 6, 22266.

Danger 858, 1052, 1415, 2140,
2558-

Dangerous 2578.

To dangle 1254 b.

Dangling 1380 6.

To dare 2142 6.

Daring 1269 6, 1796, 1797, 1809,
2639-

Dark 118, 140, 276 6, 1030, 1564,
1615.

blue 700, 784, 785, 1621,
2521.

half of a month 784.—— red 171.

DAR—DEB.
Darkness 118, 276 6, 707 6,

1306, 1324, 1334, 1524, 2521.

Dart 749. 1627 6, 1963, 2458,
2473, 2496.

Dash 643 6.

To dash 300 6.

Date-fruit 8846, 1144 6,

tree (wild) 869 6.

Dative case 2602.

Datura fastuosa 595 6, 70a 6,

1490, 1513. 1513 b, 1516.

Metel 595. 665, 716,
1511 b, 1513 6, 1515, 1516,
3207, 2258.

Stramonium 2479 6.

To daub 2252 6.

Daughter 754, 1232 6, 1234 6,

1299, 1448, 2318 6, 2080 b,

2653-

in law 1884 6.

Daughter's daughter 1473.

— son 1473.

To daunt 1265 6.

Dauntless 1566.

Dawn 107, 206,261, 1821, 1831,
20546, 2129, 2153, 2186 b.

Day 260, 1015, 1326, 1423, 1425,
1425 6, 1975.

after 1 662 6.

and night 264, 1426 6.

book 2413 6.

break 206, 1821, 1821 6,

1831, 2611.

of judgment 1999.

time 1424 6.

Day's journey 1424 6, 2219 b.

wages 1424.

Dayless 63.

Dead 1543, 1685, 1852, 1858,
2068, 22266, 2300 b, 2311.

body 743, 2226 b, 2437 6,

2465.

Deadly 110, 702 6, 2230, 2269,
2624.

Deaf 540, 705 6.

and dumb 541

.

Deafness 1905, 1959.

Dealer 1994, 2081 6.

Dear 303, 104a 6, 1245 6,

1397, 1445, 1855, 1936,
2253 6, 2270 6.

brother ! 2145 6.

Dearness 2276.

Dearth 1444.

Death 110, 700, 702, 779, 1462,
1562, 1566 6, 1577, 1579,
1641, 1837, 1848, 2226, 2241,
2312, 23286, 2449, 2471,
2730 6.

rattle 1010 6.

Debarred 2688.

Debased 2729 6.

Debate 1180, 2005.
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DEB—DEC.
To debauch 1543 6, 1995 6.

Debauched 1543.

Debauchee 575.

Debauchery 1543, 2094, 2435 6.

Debility 832, 1472.

Debt 470, 522, 621 b, 862 b,

1456 b.

Debtor 67, 621 b, 871 b, 1417,
1456 b.

Debtor's side 1168 b.

Decanter 2286 b.

Decay 158, 837, 840, 1205,
1217.

Decayed 840, 858 b, 86 1 b,

1192, 1204, 2345, 2500.

Decease 2449.

Deceased 155, 2311, 2449.

Deceit 599, 77*, 795, 816, 1073,
1130, 1192, 13896, 14096,
1518 b, 1527 b, 1546 b, 1627 b,

1803, 1824, 1826, 1872 b,

1881 b, 1892, 2461.

Deceitfully 1 130 b.

Deceitfulness 865, 2136, 2147 6,

2461, 2478.

To deceive 1130 b, 1255 b,

2170 b.

Deceived 1826, 2020.

Deceiver 1389 b, 1397 b, 1803,
1892, 2146 b, 2170 b.

Deceiving 1 130 b.

December—January 1790.

Deception 413, 1130, 1255 ft,

1397*, >5i8 6, 18646, 18816,
2136, 21706, 2134.

Deceptive 413.

To decide 1116 6.

Decided 1614.

Deciding 2286.

Decision 4156, 1609,1611,1613,
2643, 2644.

To deck 1666 6, 1674 6, 2177 6.

Declaration 540 6, 1917 6.

To declare 1024 6, 1032 6.

Declared 1024 6, i860.

Declinable 1957.

Declination 149, 822, 824.

Decline 158, 1154.

To decline 1279 6.

Declivity 822 6, 1585, 1861.

Decoction 1606, 833.

Decomposed 2115.

To decorate 1681 6.

Decorated 221, 2026,2518, 2553,
2638.

Decoration 221, 352, 11996,
2026, 2093, 2177, 2369, 2552.

Decoy-bird 2326 6.

Decrease 2762 6.

To decrease 607 6, 1027 6.

Decree 1613, 1866, 1881 6,2013.

DEC—DEG.
Decreed 1614, 2112, 2691.

Decrepid 1159, 1172, 11736,
1204, 1384 6.

Decrepitude 1172.

Decussated 1194 6.

Deduced 1597.

Deducible 2122.

To deduct 625 6, 1966 6.

Deduction 1597, 1966 6, 2350.

Deed 604 6, 661 6, 1412, 2575 6.

Deep 851 6, 898 6, 920, 922,

923 b, 933 6, 942, 1585, 1617.

water 1266.

Deeply-rooted 923 6.

Deer 757. 1088 6, 2309, 2726.

Dbeeingia celosioides 995 6,

1031.

Defamation 632,608,732, 11016,

2327.

Defamatory 128, 897.

Defamed 706 6.

Defeat 1667, 1668, 2133, 2371 6,

2732 6, 2740.

To defeat 2740 6.

Defeated 2132, 2133, 2488 6.

Defect 608 6, 806 6, 1140,

1249 b, 1450, 1469, 1632 6.

Defective 131, 606 6, 1635, 1991.

Defectiveness 1635.

Defence 1809, 2367, 2747 6.

Defenceless 155.

Defendant 389 6

1818,27396.

Defender 2367.

Defensible 2366.

Deferred 2301 6, 2327 6.

Defiance 2697.

Deficiency 175, 806 6,

1140, 12496, 1469,
1635, 2748.

Deficient 31, 606 6, 1015 6.

1635-

To be deficient 1017 6, 1966 6.

Defied 2697.

Defile 597, 932 6, 966, 973.
1016 6, 1545 6.

To defile 15436.

Defiled 154.

Definable 1673.

Defined 1672, 1680.

Definiteness 1680.

Definition 2417.

To deflect 1624 6.

Deflected 1673.

Deflowered 154.

Deformed 132, 759, 1990, 1991,
2080 6.

Deformity 759.

To defraud 1255 b.

Defunct 1600, 1685, 2311.

Degradation 2188.

453. ^

DET5—DEM.
Degraded 1124, 1651 6, 1679,

1710, 2748.

Degree 17, 822, 1304 6, 1398 6,

1718 6, 2300 6.

of latitude 2428.

867 6,

1632 6,

Deist 391.

Deity 1256 6, 1370, 1421, 1454 6,

1456, 1457, 2124.

Dejected 73, 158, 437 6, 471,
1609, 2045, 2048, 2155, 2330.

Dejection 814 6, 2045, 2047.

Delay 914, 934 b, 999. 1245 6,

1246 6, 1460, 1989 6, 2035,
2117.

To delay 1246 6, 2035 6.

Delegate 1544 6.

To delegate 1705 6.

Deletory 1562.

Deliberate 1508 6.

To deliberate 2006 6.

Deliberately 1508 6, 1510.

Deliberation 123, 1998.

Delicate 572 6, 1550 6, 2285 6,

2648, 2664.

Delicious 2663.

Delight 398, 507, 1832, 1835,
1987 6, 2297, 2325, 2372,
2577, 2649, 2729-

Delighted 334, 358, 507, 1760,

1832, 1835, 2297, 2325, 2372,
2755, 2764.

To be delighted 508 6.

Delightful 102, 1426, 2217, 2219.

Delineated 2446.

Delirious 1837 6, 2055, 2204 6.

Delirium 1837.

Deliver 1367.

Deliverance 470, 865 6, 876 6,

1612, 1615, 1674. 1949 6,

2323.

Delivered 455, 1616, 1617, 2593.

Deliverer 1325 6, 1367, 1616,

1674, 2321.

Delivering 2592.

Delivery 2289.

Delphinus Gangeticus 2497 6,

2498.

To delude 2170 6, 2184 6.

Deluge 54, 1862, 1915.

To deluge 2161 6,

Deluged 1177.

Delusion 2189, 2267.

Delusory 2280 6.

To delve 859 6.

Demand 1245 6, 1313 6. 1838.

Demands 2204 6.

Demi- god 483.

Demolished 440.

Demolishing 2135.

Demon 390, 1393, 1412, 1463,

1526, 1741.

DEM—DEP.
Demoniacal 1783.

Demonstrable 1834.

To demonstrate 1830 6, 2061 6.

Demonstrated 1597, 2643.

Demonstration 485, 1597, 1807,
2350.

Den 934.

Dendrobium veratrifolium 670 6.

Denial 134, 259, 1617.

Denied 134.

Denominated 787, 897.

Denomination 889 6.

Denominator 1146.

Dense ioig 6.

Density 2158.

Dent 1254 6.

Dental 1394.

Dented 1254 6.

Dentella repens 2176 6.

Dentifrice 2198 6.

To deny 1558 6.

Deotar 21.

To depart 1134 6, 1843 b.

Departed 1600, 2057, 2068,
21 10, 2311.

Departing 1835.

Department 2046.

Departure 733 6, 1566 6, 1596

Dependence 155, 259, 361, 374,
1288 6, 1300, 1304 6, 1420,

1604, 1667, 1720.

Dependent 93, 258, 361, 1323 6,

1553, 1661, 1689, 2179, 2630.

Dependents 1799.

Depending on 2296 6.

Deposed 2391.

Deposit 191 6, 330 6, 336 6,

901 6, 1564, 1569, 1635, 1913,
2691.

To deposit 901 6, 913 6, 914 6,

2384 6.

Deposited 396, 498, 1564, 1569,
1617, 1634, 1801, 2691.

Deposition 1212 6.

(written) 1167 6.

Depraved 51, 593, 1275 6, 1439,

1447, 1543, 1904 b.

Depravity 593, 1305 6, 1447,

•543, 1870 6, 2187, 2188,

2461.

To depreciate 870 6.

Depredation 134.

Depressed 1585.

Depressing 152.

Depression 1585.

Deprivation 160.

Deprived 2748, 2754.

Depth 1585.

Deputation 1317 6.

Deputy 99, 1544 6, 1559
1781 6.

Deputyship 1781 6.
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DER—DES.
Derangement 1089.

Dereliction 1923.

Derision 160, 494, 13406.

Derivable 2122.

Derivation 2122.

Derivative 2361.

1 term 2361.

Derived 2122.

To descend 560 6, 1 147 6, 1559 6.

Descendants 347 b.

Descended 72, 150, 1650.

Descending 560 b.

node 790.

Descent 72, 149, 560 b, 908 b,

1 186, 2122, 2576.

To describe 1925 b.

Described 1598.

Description 13266, 1598, 15996,
1924, 2022.

Desert 1157, 1596, 1851, 2227,
2510.

To desert 1134 6, 1354 6, 13646,
2293 6.

Deserted 1363, 2748.

——— place 442 6.

Deserter 1180, 1690 6, 2149 6.

Desertion 1674.

Deserving 219, 1711, 2236 6.

Design 418 6, 645 6, 1321, 1709,

2154.

To design 640 6.

Designated 2567.

Designation 2567.

Designedly 1321 6.

Designer 1645, 1646 6.

Designing 1698 6.

Desirable 1922, 2452, 2699.

Desire 175, 181, 281, 381, 403,

418 6, 547 6, 684 6, 685, 816,

891 6, 923 b, 1313 6, 1351,

1471 6, i960, 1983, 2205 6,

2213, 2217, 2218, 2300 b,

3384, 2402. 2439, 2452, 2453 6,

2519 6, 2627 b, 2699.

To desire 404 6, 1065 6.

Desired 181, 183, 420, 871 6,

1936, 2253 6, 2429.

Desirous 181, 404, 1196, 1312,
2218, 2300 6, 2452, 2519 6.

To desist 11466, 1383 6.

Desistance 838.

Desisted 154, 489, 838, 1582,

1591, 1603, 2031.

Desisting 2032.

Desmanthus natans 1716 6.

Desolate 442 6.

Despair 174, 1593. 1631.

Despairing 174, 381, 15446,
• 549 *•

Despicable, 67, 87, 149, 1749 6,

2758.

DES—DEV.
Despicableness 2758.

To despise 870 6.

Despised 85, 153.

Despondency 832, 1593, 1631,

2045.

Desponding 1544 6, 1604, 2045.

Destined 1557 6.

Destiny 64, 600, 722 6, 1428,

1463, 1543 b, 1586, 1846,

1854, 2013, 2148, 2149, 2429.

Destitute 175,1616,2022,2510.

To destroy 1543 6, 2150 6.

Destroyed 440, 459, 1523, 1543,
2015.

Destroyer 1017, 1616, 2015,
2555.

Destroying 778, 1523.

Destructible 159.

Destruction 128, 134, 441, 458,
492, 1522, 1562, 1577, 1579,
1837, 2015, 2119, 2555.

Destructive 110, 702 6, 1523,
1562, 2119, 2555.

Detached 549 6, 1605, 2031.

Detachedness 2181.

Detachment 2411 6.

Detail 1304 6, 2022.

(in) 2052, 2223 b.

Detailed 2223 6.

To detain 1141 6.

To deteriorate 1995 6.

Deteriorated 125, 2113.

Deterioration 863 6, 1991,1995 6,

1996 6.

Determination 639, 1258 6, 1609,
1613, 2193 6, 2558.

To determine 1116 6, 1259 b,

1507 6.

Determined 151, 1595, 1598,

!599» 2193 6, 2559, 2693.

Determining 1595, 1599.

Detestable 1025, 1487.

Detested 1025.

Dethroned 2391, 2641.

Detraction 133, 249.

Detriment 9, 124, 136, 835,
1527, 1623 6, 1632 6, 1997.

Detrimental 892 6.

Devastation 153.

Development 1600.

Deviation 2108, 2109.

Device 818, 1 130.

Devil 2468 6.

Devilish 2468 6.

To devise 640 6.

Devoted 102, 1582, 1613, 2130,
2372.

Devotedness 387, 1583, 1613,
2131.

Devotee 1322, 1392, 2102,2124,
2298, 2335, 2358, 2501;

Devotion 428, 1216, 1322, 1498.

DEV—DIG.

Devout 1303.

Dew 560 6.

lap, 609, 930, 932 6.

Dexterity 1045, 1072, 1073,

1630, 1646, 1703, 2752 6.

Dexterous 779, 1045,1072, 1090,
1121 6, 1388, 1646, 1781 6.

Diabetes 1946 6.

Diadem 511,720, 11956, 13196,
2287.

Diagonal 1252 6.

line 805.

Diagonally 805 6.

Diagram 2339.

Dialect 2106 6. .

Dialogue 591, 592, 2523 b.

Diameter 2052, 2121.

Diamond 2747 6.

Diarrhoea 56, 354 6, 463, 464,

975, 1003, 1778 6.

Dice 1122 6, 1728 6, 1729 6

Dictionary 177, 813, 2466.

Dictum 817 6, 1890.

Die 1122 6, 1135 6, 2298.

To die 2226 6.

Diet 1653.

Difference 111,8776, 1326, 1832,
2040, 2102, 2164, 2181.

Different 119, 120 6, 1208 6,

!298, 1554 6, 1554, 1659,
1792, 2164, 2296 6, 2026.

Differently 119 6, 120 6, 3756.

Difficult 449, 580, 581, 1255 6,
1261 6, 1440 6, 1796, 2045,
2301 6.

Difficulty 580, 643 6, 777,
12246, 1255 6, 1261 6, i2go 6,

1415, 1796, 1871 6, 1954 6,

2019, 2103, 2269 6, 2301 6,

2446 6, 2027 6, 2558, 2721 6.

Diffidence 143, 2560.

Diffident 72, 2559.

To diffuse 918 6, 1882 6.

Diffused 1292, 2052, 2119,2559.

Diffusedness 2119.

Diffusion 1792, 1824, 2119.

To dig 843 6, 859 b, 883 6,

893 b, 894 6.

To digest 1 192 6, 1204 6, 1698 6,

1701 b, 2720 6.

Digested 1192, 1204, 1637, 1640,
1675.

Digestion 1430, 1675 6, 1679,
2720 6.

Digestive 1192, 1701.

Digger 806 6, 859, 893 6.

Digit 411, 635, 1050.

Digitated 1643.

Dignified 1803, 2569 6, 2607.

Dignities 2226 6.

DIG—DIP.
Dignity 1353 6, 1354, 1395 6,

1711, 1802, 1831, 2223 6,

2512, 2599, 2607 6, 2752 b.

Dike 1183 6, 2672.

Dilatoriness 2492, 2514.

Dilatory 1095, 1281 6, 1573 6.

2492.

Dilemma 729 6, 1224 6, 1255 6,

14666, 1484 6, 1530 6, 18656.

Diligence 1511 6, 1646, 1835.

Diligent 83,629, 630, 1295, 1646,

1836, 2524.

Diligently 1835 6, 1836 6.

Dillenia Indica 1080 6.

speciosa 2376 6.

To dilute 1353 6.

Diluted 1179 6, 1709 6, 1716 6,

2144 6.

Dim 912, 1425, 1564, 2278 6.

sighted 870 6.

Dimension 1682.

Dimensions 1840, 2356 6.

To diminish 607 6, 1017 6, 1027 b,

Diminished 227.

Diminishing 10.

Diminution 725 6, 2420, 2431,
2762 6.

Diminutive 879 6, 1709 6,

Dimness 1231 6, 1493 6.

Dioscorea 1976, 2050.

— aculeata 2192 6,

2327 6.

alata 688, 861 t,

874 6, 875 6.

——— anguina 730 6.

fasciculata 2663 6.

glabra 2678 6.

1 globosa 1 103 6.

• nummularia 2519 6,

2678 6.

pentaphylla 651 6.—
' purpurea 2365 6,

2435 b.

rubella 923 6.

Diospyros cordifolia 1906 6.

Ebenum 1357 6.

1 — glutinosa 946 6, 940,

1334, 2492, 2701.

lanceaefolia 971 6.

Melanoxylon 660,

705, 713 b, 788 6, 789 6, 791,
1357 b.

racemosa 971 6.

ramiflora 447 6.

tomentosa 657, 658,
660, 760, 788.

To dip 1277 6, 2061 6, 2197 6.

Diphthong 2579.

Dipterocarpus costatus 1357 6.

incanus 925.

turbinatus 2533
b.
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DIR—DIS.
Direct 1259

Direction 104, 1576, 1988 6.

Directly 2575 6.

Director 1587, 1836, 1859, 2246.

Dirt 554 6, 678 6, 714 b, 716,

877 b, 933 b, 1065 b, 1639,

2191 6, 2231, 2232 b, 2738 6.

Dirtiness 2233, 2274, 2330.

Dirty 573, 678 b, 716 b, 1532 b,

1640 6, 1776 b, 2225 6, 2231,
2232 b, 2233, 2330, 2593.

Disability 228, 246.

Disabled 2022, 2133.

Disadvantage 263.

Disagreeable 144, 255, 432 b,

593, 1917 b.

weather 580.

Disagreement 245, 2091 b, 2181.

To disallow 1262 b, 1558 b.

To disappear 500, 1020 b.

Disappearance 114, 1335, 2429,
2451.

Disappeared 115, 2443.

Disappearing 935 b.

To disappoint 1253 b, 1864 b.

Disappointed 381, 842,845, 1593,
2133-

Disappointment 849,1388 6,1631,
1881 b, 2133, 2218.

Disapprobation 927 b, 1508, 2027.

Disapproval 2090 b.

Disapproved 2090 b.

Disavowal 259.

Disbelief 142, 232.

Disbeliever 2084.

Disbursed 2114.

Disbursement 2114.

Disc 1675, 1678, 2201.

To discern 1 189 b.

Discerned 2062.

Discernible 1802, 2107.

Discernment 2062.

Discharge 1143 b, 1681, 1873 b,

2323, 2631 b.

To discharge 1133 b, 1153 b,

1449 b, 2293 b.

urine 2304 b.

Discharged 1873 b, 2288.

To be discharged 1063 b, 1153 b.

Discharging 621 b.

Disciple 1113 b, 1135, 2300 b,

2498 b, 2673.

Discipline 1163 b, 2486.

To discipline 2486 b.

To disclose 646 b.

Disclosure 1195 b.

Discomfiture 2133.

Discomposed 447 b, 549 b, 1990.

Discomposure 1012 b, 1473.

Disconcerted 143, 2053.

DIS.

Disconcertedness 2053.

Discontent 131.

Discontented 131.

Discontinued 158^2, 1603.

Discord 109, 242, 1890 b.

Discordant 195 b.

Discount 1950 b, 1961 b.

Discouraged 845, 2133.

Discourse 375, 592, 1195 b,

2106 b.

To discover 1 189 6.

Discovery 2578.

Discrepancy 2109, 2027.

Discrepant 2292 6, 2322 b.

Discretion 2574.

To discriminate 1832 b.

Discriminated 2023.

Discriminately 2181.

Discrimination 2024.

Discriminative 2040.

Discriminator 1998.

Discus 1035, 1067 b.

To discuss 2006 b.

Discussed 379.

Discussing 1035.

Discussion 452, 1060, 1310, 1998,
2006, 2025, 2375 b.

Disdain 860 b.

Disease 354, 1469, 1993, 2118,
2412, 2028 b, 2762 b.

Diseased 126, 317, 1221, 1992,
2118, 2402, 2412, 2412 b.

To disengage 549 b.

Disengaged 1631.

To disentangle 1
1 33 b.

Disentangled 1605.

Disesteem 2758 b.

To disesteem 2420 b.

Disgrace 19, 129, 141, 1864 6,

1882 b.

Disgraced 129, 154, 912.

Disgraceful 929.

Disguise 599, 662 b, 966 b, 966,
1128, 2117,2179.

Disguised 738, 1799.

To disguise 1280 b.

Disgust 144, 206, 759 b, 1019 b,

1627 b, 1633, 2030, 2058,
2101.

Disgusted 456, 1089, J 992, 2030.

Disgusting 1025.

Dish 119 b, 8696, 13836, 1711,
1983, 2408 b.

Dishevelled 435.

Dishonest 167, 245, 1123, 1569.

Dishonesty 1520, 1569, 1888.

Dishonour 129, 141.

Dishonourable 200.

Dishonoured 129, 154.

Disinclined 2029.

DIS.

Disingenuous 738.

Disinterested 145, 189, 259,
1616.

Disinterestedness 145.

Disjunction 2042.

Disk 1675, 1678, 2201.

Dislike 144, 206, 242, 759 b,

927 b, 1025, 1487, 2027, 2028,

2090 b, 2101.

To dislike 1487 b.

Disliked 1025, 1633, 2090 b.

To dislocate 2294 b.

To be dislocated 572 b.

Dislocation 572.

Disloyal 1584 b, 1625.

Disloyalty 1584 b.

Dismay 2047, 2053, 2155 b.

Dismayed 2048, 2053.

To dismiss 445 b, 1143 6, 1449 h
2293 b.

Dismissal 1154, 1167 b, 1291 b,

2323, 2412 6.

Dismissed 698, 1612, 1654,
1918 b.

To dismount 560 b.

Dismounting 560 b.

Disobedience 120,230, 304, 305.

Disobedient 1584 b, 2606 b.

Disorder 505 b, 822, 906 b,

995 b, 1158 b, 1991, 2424 b,

2433 b, 2442 b.

Disordered 676.

Disorderly 229, 378 b, 549 b,

2040.

Disparity 1304 b, 1832, 2102.

Dispassionate 1281 b, 2057.

Dispatch 2077.

To dispatch 1063 b, 1080 b.

To dispel 1020 b.

Dispensed 2266 b.

Dispermum hedysarum 1073.

To disperse 557 b, 1 1 26 b, 1
1 336,

2001 b, 2133 b.

Dispersed 1992, 1994, 2296 b.

Dispersion 125, 2000.

Dispirited 2722.

To displace 2433 b.

Displaced 2433 b.

Display 540 A, 11806, 11956,
1792, 1992.

To display 1456 6, 1792 6,

2319 b.

Displayed 1791.

Displeased 2007, 2030, 2079 6.

Displeasure 58, 206, 242, 1546 6,

1560 6, 2007.

Disposal 1688.

To dispose 2036 6.

Disposition 410 6, 547 6, 895 6,

1060, 1305 6, 1497, 1794,

1913 6, 2121, 2154, 2202,

2214 b, 2278 6, 2369.

DIS.

Disputant 1311, 2033.

Disputation 591, 1310, 1967,
2750 6.

Disputatious 728 6, 750 6, 807 6,

12236, 12896, 1471,27506.
Dispute 288 6, 453, 574 6, 597,
665 6, 750 6, 807 6, 877 6,

1180, 1289 6, 1479, 1890 h,

1966, 1967, 1998, 2022.

To dispute 1223 6.

Disquietude 438 6.

Disregard 85, 87, 149, 160, 243,
498, 1319. 1679, 2758 6,

2759-

To disregard 499 6, 2420 6,

2759 6.

Disregarded 129, 243.

Disreputable 1444.

Disrepute 732.

Disrespect 85, 134, 148, 149,
l6°, 1334, 1508, 1633, 1679,
1684, 2759.

Disrespected 153, 154, 243.

Dissatisfaction 58, 131, 204, 242,
15466, 15606, 2007, 2030,
2031, 2101.

Dissatisfied 1089, 1 5^o 6, 2007,
2028, 2030.

Dissection 2110.

To dissemble 599 6.

Dissent 2181.

Dissentient 245, 2322 6.

Dissention 597, 634, 1180, 1479,
2181.

To sow dissention 2181 6.

Dissimilar 242, 243, 1792, 2045.

Dissimulation 281, 681, 2267.

To dissipate 1881 6.

Dissolute 2427.

Dissolution 930 6, 1837, 2035.

Dissolvable 1475.

To dissolve 475 6, 931 6, 949 6,

1192 6, 1477 6, 1596 6, 22936.

Dissolved 932,933*, 1192, 2036,
2429, 2440.

Distaff 1311, 1695 6.

Distance 1304 6, 1449.

Distant 108 6, 1208 6, 1304 6,

H49, 1659-

Distension 2070.

Distich 1471 6, 1917 6, 2530.

To distil 8376, 1115 6, 12506,
1254 6.

Distillation 181, 389.

Distiller 390, 344 6, 2202, 2502 6,

2505 6, 2520.

Distinct 1298, 2107, 2108, 2164,

2223 6, 2296 6, 2299 6.

Distinction 26, 1304 6, 1791,

1832, 2024, 2025, 2040, 2041,

2102, 2164, 2181, 2607 6.

Distinctiveness 2026.

8 T
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DIS—DIV.
Distinctly 375 b, 376 6, 1773 b,

2223 6, 2698.

Distinctness 1773.

To distinguish 1092 b, 1832 b.

Distinguished 26, 1794, 1922,

2023, 2039, 2060 b, 2164,

2607 b.

Distinguishing 2040.

To distort 877 b.

Distorted 1251 b, 1252 b, 1990.

Distortedly 2670 b.

Distortion 1024 b, 2133.

Distracted 391 b, 840, 847, 21 16.

Distress 142 b, 283, 339, 513 b,

645 b, 676 b, 776, 831, 832,

849, 1193 b, 1222, 1290 b,

1305 b, 1316 b, 1322, 1399,

1418, 1427 b, 1429, 1439, 1681,

1744, 2018,2019, 2047, 2084,

2110, 2217, 2223, 2294 6,

2027 b, 2576.

Distressed 283, 317, 831, 844,

845, 849, 878, 1221 b, 1399,

1427 b, 1439, 1440, 2024,

2048, 2055, 2115, 2116, 2217,

2576.

To distribute 717 b, 1950 b.

Distributed 3, 2000, 2151 b.

Distribution 1950 b, 2000, 2006 b,

2121, 2147.

Distributor 1899.

District 43, 1035, 1037 b, 1068

b, 1199 b, 1692, 1823, 2175,

2201, 2238 b, 2657 b.

Distrust 167.

Disturbance 865 b, 866 b, 1410 b,

2518 b, 2561.

Disturbed 2115,2116, 2725 b.

Disunion 109, 2042, 2091 b,

2181.

Disused 2443.

Ditch 860 b, 867 6, 871, 904 b,

904,942 b, 1671.

To dive 1 274 b.

Diver 1274 b.

Diverse 2322 b.

Diversion 793, 891, 2382 b,

2440.

Diversity 2181.

To divide 3 b, 857 b, 858 b,

1873 b, 1950 b.

Divided 3, 1140, 'H'. 2000,

2026,2130,2151,2151 b, 2164,

2181,2296 b.

Dividend 2151.

Divination 907, 1188 b, 1189 b.

Divine 190, 1458, 1463, 2148.

grace 428.

sage 1419-

service 429 b.

Diviner 1188 6.

Divisibility 2025.

Divisible 2024, 2025, 2134,2151.

DIV—DOL.
Division 30, 1147, 1304 6, 1673,

1686 b, 1687, 1870 b, 2000,

2025, 2110, 2147, 2148, 2151,

2164, 2181, 2725.

of fractions 2165.

Divisor 1140, 1146, 2151, 2725,
2739-

To divorce 1134 b.

Divorced 1873 b.

Divorcement 2687 b.

To divulge 646 b, 1294 b, 1798 b,

2181 b.

Diuretic 2305.

Diurnal 397, 1425 b, 1425.

Dizziness 2187.

To be dizzy 2494 b.

To do 618 b.

thoroughly 188a 6.

Docile 2317, 2731 b.

Dock 964 b.

Docked 1950 b.

Doctor 2135, 2234 b.

(cow) 992.

Doctrine 2489.

Dodecahedron 1480 b, 2589.

Doe 2310.

Doer 625, 691.

Dog 73°, 73i, 746 b, 2144, 2309.

—'— keeper 1275 b.

tick 73° b.

Dogmatical 532 b.

Doing 691.

Dolichos 2493.

. biflorug 762, 818,

2347-

carpopogon 573.

. Catjang 766, 1928?

2105.

.— ensiformis 705 b.

1 Gangeticus 1909 b.

. gladiatus67ofc, 18966,

2194 b, 2385 b.

glutinosus 2494 b.

hexandrus 644 b.

. Kursa 1756 b.

Lablab 12016,19106,

2494.

—— lignosus 650 b, 730 b,

789 b, 1190 b, 1437 b, 1955*,

2479 b.

lignosus, flore albo,

980 b, 1734 b.

. pilosus 12566,12596,

2275, 2275 b.

• pruriens 73, 600.

. • scarabseoides 1970 b.

Sinensis 2451 b.— Soja 948 b.——— virosus 7°4 b.

Doll 1418, 17526, 1753-

Doltish 2738 6.

DOM—DRA.
Dome 879 6, 967 6.

Domestic 1005, 1013 6, 1068 6,

1787 6.

duties 975.

Domicile 1607, 2046.

Dominion 1831, 2175, 2750 6.

Donation 459, 1346, 1411, 2050.

Done 777, 2369 6.

by 625.

by another 625.

twice 1465 6.

Donor 1364, 1410.

Doom 64, 722 6.

Door 599, 1398 6, 1438 6, 1468 6,

1481.

' frame 1120 6.

keeper 1398 6, 1455 6,

1472, 1480, 1481, 1482.

Dorsers 1727 6.

Dose 1757 6.

Dot 2465 6, 2510.

Dotage 2166 6.

Double 1437 6, 1466 6, 1472 6,

1482, 1484.

barrelled 1466 6.

tongued 1480.

To double 1468 6.

Doubled 1467 6.

Double-dealing person 1466 6,

1468 6.

Double-entendre 1488, 2530.

Doubt 380, 512 6, 1481, 1484 6,

1488, 1518 6, 2027, 2459,
2518 6, 2550, 2578.

To doubt 1484 b.

Doubtful 2577, 2622.

Doubtless 1565, 2093 6.

Dove 601, 1020 6, 1659, 1722.

cot 601, 1249 b, 2004.

Dower 1657 6.

Down 66.

Downcast 72, 73, 160.

Downright 896 6.

Downwards 160 6, 2756 6.

Dracjena ferrea 2002 6.

Dracona nervosa 1746, 2706.

Draft 1249 6.

To drag 1027 6, 1245 6, 2756 6.

Dragon's-tail 5, 790.

Drain 1176, 1177 6, 1179, 1238 6,

15406. 1561, 16596, 1677,

1716 6, 1801, 2303 6.

Drake 2719.

Dramatic recitation 2158.

Draught 1284 6.

Draughtsman 1526 6, 1645,

1646 6.

To draw 280 6, 877 6, 889 6,

1 174 6, 1245 b, 1943 b, 2756 6.

1 near 986 b, 2163 6.

Drawer 814 b, 10136.

DRA—DRU.
Drawers 1 157 6.

Drawn 784, 1245 6, 2438.
— forth 470.

Dread 275 6, 315 6, 380, 1265 6,

2140, 2759 6.

Dreadful 617, 1013, 1418, 27596.

Dreading 2140 6.

Dream 2709.

To dream 2709 6.

Dregs 943 6, 2232 6.

Drench 1540 6.

Dress 966, 17876, 1938, 1941,
2093, 2093 6, 2492 6, 2565.

To dress 1674 6, 1739 H 1941 6,

2093 6, 2625 6.

Dressed 17846, 2587,2617.

Well-dressed 885 6.

Dried 2313, 2502 6, 2509.

dates 2675 6.

fish 2503 6.

To be dried up 1244 6.

Drill 349, 1344

Drink 1716 6, 1780.

To drink 11746, 1738 6.

Drinking-glass 650 6.

vessel, 1711, 1714,
1780 6, 1961 6.

To drip 11156, 12266, 15646,
1572 6.

Dripping 1225 6.

To drive 859 6, 1063 6, 1080 6,

1261 6, 1283 b, 13206, 1449 6,

1472 6, 2733 6.

To drivel 1560 6.

Drivelling 1561 6.

Driven out 1566.

Driver 941 6.

Droll 438 6,

Dromedary 2625 6.

Dronish 1282 6.

To droop 1231 6.

Drop 584, 585, 11396, 12536,
1877 6, 1882 6, 18836, 2017.

To drop 933 6, 1115 6, 1250 6,

1254 6, 1648 6, 2706 6.

Dropped 1124, 2443.

Dropsy 1179.

Dross 646 6, 867 6, 872 6, 943 6,

2232 6.

Drove 1726 6.

Drought 86, 168, 2502 6.

To drown 1274 6, 2061 6.

Drowned 2194.

Drowning 923 6.

Drowsiness 12336, 1576.

Drowsy 1301, 1577.

To be drowsy 1282 6.

Drubbing 2343.

Drug 565, 1475, 2182.

Druggist 917, 16946-
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DRU—DUT.

Drugs 1160 6, 2235 6.

Drum 1278, 1279 b, 1284 b,

1304 b, 1648.

Drummer 1280 b, 1282 6, 2271.

Drunk 2203, 2204, 2236 6, 2257 b.

2258 b.

Drunkard 55, 1630 b, 1740 b,

2206 b, 2208 b, 2257 b, 2471 b.

Drunkenness 1629 b, 1740 b,

2206, 2236 6, 2258 b, 2260 ft.

Dry 1590 b, 2227, 2402, 2502 b,

2503 2509.

Dry flesh 2509.

ginger 2502 b, 2505.

ground 2227, 2689.

land 1270 b.

To dry 2503 6.

Drying up 44 1 -

Dryness 2502 b, 2509, 2519 6,

2519-

Dual 1484-

Dubious 2550, 2622.

Duck 1900 b, 2226, 2734 b.

Ductility 1927.

Due 1412, 1460, 1695 b, 2337.

2517-

arrangement 823.

succession 823 b.

Dug 871, 1949 b ,
2682.

Dull 140, 1444, 1445, 1506, 1543,

1556 b, 1602, 1603, 1606,

1615 b, 1616, 2183 b, 2185 b,

2220, 2683, 2693.

To be dull 1282 b.

Dulness 1159. ll85, 1324, H44,
1543, !6o3, 2694, 2738 b.

Duly 2013 6, 2337 6.

Dumb 983 b, 1159,21056, 2304,

2738 b.

bell 2297.

Dun 2304 b, 2329 6.

Dung 1757, 2635 b.

Dunghill 324 b.

. cock 1787 b.

Dunning 1291 6.

Duplicate 449 b.

Durable 1522, 2692, 2693.

To be durable 1247 b.

Durability 1096.

Durableness 2692.

Dura mater 2236.

Duration of life 362, 2692.

During 2355 6.

life 2347 b.

this 408 6, 409 b.

Duties 2742 6.

Dust 868 b, 963 b, 1109, 1515 b,

1515, 2311, 2369 b, 2409.

To dust 1230 6, 1231 b, 1784 b.

Dutiful 1498, 2303 6.

DUT—EAR.
Duty 698, 781, 1199 h H97,

1641, 2238 b, 22766, 2381 b,

2415 6, 2508.

Dwarf 7, 869, 889 b, 1550 b,

2762.

Dwarfish 57, 1948 b, 1950 b,

1973, 2°75 b.

Dwarfness 864.

To dwell 1983 *•

Dwelling 349, 374, 1381 b, 1505,

1569, 1581, 1582,1961, 1962 b,

2094, 2139, 2198 b.

place 1013.

1 house 1938 6, 2138.

Dye 2368 b.

To dye 2368 b, 2385 b.

Dyer 2368 6, 2370, 2385 b.

Dying (expiring) 2311, 2330.

Dyke 2180 b.

Dynasty 2388.

Dysentery 56, 354 b, 355 b, 463,

464, 1003, 1778 6.

To have a dysentery 1778 b.

E.

Each 2611.

1 separately 538 b.

Eager 57, 2936, 404, 746,1114,
1179 b, 1312, 2218, 2372,

2452,2519 b.

Eagerly desired 2218.

Eagerness 293 b, 746, 816, 2218,

2453 b, 2519 b.

Eagle 451.

Ear 58 1 , 622, 672 b, 2476, 2498 b,

2502 b, 2527.

cropt 2103 b.

hole 771.— pick 672 b.

ring 149, 451, 622 ft, 623,

744, 1517*.

wax 675 b, 851 b, 865 b.

Early 1850 b, 2186 b, 2556 b.

in the morning 1821 b,

1845 b, 18506.

morning 1821.

time 2556 b.

To earn 2106, 687 b.

Earned 497.

Earnest 2218.

entreaty 26.

— money 1974 b, 257i-

Earnestness 1583,

Earnings 607 b.

Earth 152, 839, 868 b, 981,

1437 b, 1496, 1503, 1774,
1822 b, 1940, 2169 b, 2171,

2172, 2173,2175, 2177, 2212,

2228, 2247, 2255 b, 2311,

2312, 2317, 2380.

coloured 2255 b.

EAR—EDI.

Earth (Japan) 851 b.

oil 2316 b.

worm 2247.

Earthen 1724, 2175, 2255 6,

2313-

Earthly 1724, 2186.

Earthquake 2171 b, 2172, 2175.

Ease 86, 143, 367 6, 872 6, 2041,

2509 b, 2663, 2708, 2717.

Easily 87 b, 143 b, 1996.

done 2648.

Easiness 86.

East 1769, 1847.

quarter 1770.

Easterly 1766 b, 17726.

Eastern 1769, 1772 b, 1847.

East- India Company 8og 6.

Eastward 1428, 17666, 1769,

1845 b, 1847.

Easy 1603, 2608 6, 2616 b, 2618,

26196, 2650, 26766, 2681,

2697.

To eat 867 6, 2131 6.

Eatable 62, 872, 873, 874 6,

1061, 2131, 2185.

Eaten 58, 1002, 1156.

Eater 2131, 2183,

Eating 63, 2131.

Eaves 1131 b, 1360 1, 1661 6.

dropper 674 6.

To ebb 2152 b.

Ebb-tide 2146 6, 2152 6.

Echitf.s 2138,

antidysenterica 412,2138.

caryophyllata, 917, 2272.

cymosa 449 b
, 578, 632,

637, 737, 743 6, 951.

dichotoma 79,393,20386,
2738 6.

frutescens 79, 458, 2482,
2521.

macrophylla 2739 6.

scholaris -11346, 2039,

2045, 2482, 2583-

Echo 1806, 1811.

To echo 957 1>, 967 6.

ECLIPTA 40, 2270.

prostrata 792 6, 2270.

Ecliptic 40, 824.

Economical 1680, 2114, 2279,

2589 b.

Economy 1680, 19136.

Ecstatic 915.

Eddy 347, 1022 6, 1025, 16976,

16986, 2187.

Edge 655 6, 7176, 1338, 1505,

1506, 1962 6.

of a sword 314,856, 1314&.

Edgetool 252.

Edible 872, 873, 874 6, 2131,

2185.

EDI—EIG.
Edict 2486.

Edifice 547 6.

Education 1309 6.

Eel 1 947 6.

To efface 858 6, 2278 6.

To be effaced 2278 6.

Effect 870 6.

To effect 618 6, 870 6, 1009 6,

2627 6.

Effected 1614, 2601, 2643.

by complaisance 613 6.

Effecting 2601.

Effective 211,212.

To be effective 961.

Effectiveness 2631.

Effects 520, 2448 6.

Effectual 195, 536, 2637.

Effectually 1258 b.

Effeminacy 2314 6, 2688.

Effeminate 1558 6.

Efficacy 211, 1831.

Efficiency 2108.

Efficient 2585.

cause 692, 1585, 2155.

(to be) 870 6.

Effort 460, 473, 1114, 1472 6,

1835, 211 1, 2120, 2335, 2336,

2725 6.

Effrontery 469 6, 1 846.

Effulgence 1430.

Egg 46, 315 6, 12736, 1273.

shell 1273 6.

Egg-plant 1954 6, 1978, 2136.

Egotism 260.

Ehretia levis 669 6.

Eight 236, 306 6.

Eighteen 238, 308 6, 3106,

Eighteenth 238 6, 310 6.

Eightfold 236, 236 6, 237, 960.

Eighth 237.

Eightieth 230.

Eighty 230, 382 6.

eight 238 6, 238,

eighth 238.

fifth 1644.

first 537«

five 1636 6, 1640, 1644.

four 1044, 11236.

fourth 1044.

nine 515 6, 515, 538 -

ninth 538.

one 537 b, 537.

second 1482.

seven 2584, 2626 6.

seventh 2584.

six 1 142 6, 1 147 6, 2538.

sixth 2538.

third 1375.

three 1335 6, 1375=
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EIG—EMA.

Eighty-two 1482, 2032 b.

El^ocarpus aristatus 2395 6.— ganitrus 1 5, 2404.

lancesefolius 2534 b.

i robustus 1403.

rugosus 1907 b.

Elapsed 2109.

Elastic 13466, 17946, 1878 b,

2692.

Elate paludosa 2745 b, 2756 b.

Elbow 585 6, 597 b, 603, 805.

Elder 6, 27, 28, 1218, 18946.

Election 539 b, 2265.

Electuary 2255 b.

Elegance 883 b, 1079, 1942 b,

1987 b, 2679.

Elegant 883 b, 1079, 1227 b,

15506, 1675, 2413, 26526,
2656.

Elegy 2230 6,

Element 1502, 2172, 2259.

Elemental 2186.

Elementary 2174.

Elephant 618, 736, 901, 1394,
1484, 2203, 2257, 2732, 2737 6.

apple 576 6.

driver 2339.

in rut 2208.

Elephantiasis 223, 769, 987 6,

2496.

Elephantopus scaber 2482 6.

Elettekia cardamomum 548.

Eleusine iEgyptiaca 2251 6.

Coracana 2
1 99, 2256 6,

2269 6.

Indica 2273 6.

To elevate 445 6, 456 6.

Elevated 4316, 457, 10416,
1340.

Elevation 441, 2512, 2599.

Eleven 535, 540 6.

Eleventh 535 6.

Elided 2443.

Eligible 1918.

Elimination 2212.

Elision 2451.

Ellipsis 46.

Elliptical 520.

To elope 1690 5.

Elopement 1690 6, 2532 6.

Eloquence 1952, 2158, 2574,
2608, 2656.

Eloquent 885 6, 1952, 1956,

2570.

man 494, 2574-

Else 1196, 719 6, 1529 b,

1532 6.

Elsewhere 119 6, 120 6, 1661 6.

Emaciated 783, 840, 841, 1006,

1094 6, 1709 6, 2501.

EJIA-ENA.
Emaciation 840.

Emanation 1943 6.

To emancipate 1134 6, 2293 b.

Emancipated 2288.

Emancipation 865 6, 2289, 2322,
2323.

Embankment 267 6, 1760 6,

1788 6, 1912 6, 2180 6, 2181 6.

Embarrassed 1255 6, 2120.

Embarrassing 1776 6.

Embarrassment 201 9,2 1 20,20276.

Embassador 2387, 2578.

Embassy 1448, 1472.

Embelia ribes 1972 6.

Embellished 1092.

Embellishment 2093 b, 2177,
2552.

To embezzle 2720 6.

Embezzlement 887 6, 1290 b,

2451.
Emblic myrobalan 6.

Embodied 2616.

Embrace 376, 386, 811, 2551.

To embrace 376 6, 1 189 6.

Embraced 2551.

Embracing 812 6.

Embroiderer 1083 6, 1526 6.

Embryo 508, 927, 1821 6.

Emerald 232, 1717 6, 2225.

Emetic 1916 b.

Eminence 26, 910 6.

Eminent 527, 968, 1794, 1796,
1826,1828,1917, 2039, 2080 6,

2179, 2245.

Eminently 1792 5.

Emissary 974, 1057, 1077 6,

1194 6, 1801.

To emit 918 b, 19836.

Emollient 1084.

Emolument 2434.

Emotion 2154.

Emperor 72, 2386 6, 2390.

Emphasis 151.

Emphatic 151.

Employed 699.

Employment 644 6, 1653, 1829,
2068.

Emporium 1912 6.

Emptied 2398.

Emptiness 2510.

Empty 876 b, 2398, 2402 6,

2510, 2741 6.

handed 876 6, 2399.

To empty 1145 6, !28o 6.

Emulation 1196 6, 2697.

Emulous 1812.

Enamelled 2286 6.

Enameller 2286 6.

Enamelling 2282 6, 2334 6.

Enamoured 387, 2512.

ENC—ENI.
Encampment 1131 6, 2493.
To enclose 1019 6, 1028 6,
2080 6.

Enclosed 2095.

Enclosure 791, 1028 6, 1845,
1847, 2080 6, 2094, 2447 6.

Encomiast 2135 6, 2685.

To encompass 1028 6, 2080 6.

Encompassed 2095.

Encompassing 1422.

To encourage 384 6, 2142 b.

Encouraged 384.

Encouragement 384, 1427 6,
872 6, 2142 b.

End 110, 179, 306 6, 492, 559 b,

858 6, 1688, 1720, 1851,
2295 6.

—— in view 469.

of the month 2275 6.

Endeavour 283 b, 1114, 1472 6,

1681, 1835.

To endeavour 1114 6, 1835 6.

Endeavours 362, 2335.

Ended 1688.

Ending with 2431 6.

Endive 711 I.

Endless 78, 322.

Endlessness 78.

Endowed 499, 1812, 2039.

with 486, 2350, 2600.

Endurable 2621

Endurance 1332, 1396, 1413,
1506, 1517, 19196,2230,2620,
27196.

To endure 1381 6, 2382 6, 25466,
2620 6.

Enduring 838, 1096, 1413, 26i8>
2620, 26g2.

Enemy 205, 6506, 9496, 1445,
1446 b, 1487, 1806, 2102,
2400, 2464, 2728 6.

Energetic 10806, 1338, 13546,
2059, 2336, 2458, 2569 6,
2586.

Energy 460, 1353 6, 2059, 2248,
2249, 2336, 2458.

of action 826, 1080 6.

Engaged 2119, 2596.

in 171, 1582, 1587,
1828, 2372.

Engagedness 1829.

Engagement 539 6, 8176, 1805,
1826.

Engaging 351.

Engine 2339.

England 2035 6.

English 400 b, 402 6, 2035 6.
;

Englishman 402 b.

To engrave 843 6, 848 6, 894 6.

Engraver 1399 6.

Engrossed 350, 2596.

Enigma 1827, 1845, 2743 6.

ENJ—ENU.
To enjoy 2167 6, 2169 6, 2184 6.

Enjoyed 488.

Enjoying 2184.

Enjoyment 488, 827 6, 2184,
2372, 2373 6, 2604.

Enkindled 1800.

To enlarge 1 694 6, 1 883 6, 1 962 6,
2070 6.

Enlarged 1419, 2700.

Enlargement 1694 6, 1962 6
2070.

Enlightened 1430.

Enmity 205, 1196, 1446 6, 1487,
2012, 2032, 2033,2101,2102,
2464.

Enormous 54, 132.

Enough 1798, 1939 b, 2338.
To enrage 1323 6.

Enraged 511, 751, 827, 1185,
1792, 2405, 2415, 2415 6.

Enraptured 1832.

To enrich 1962 6.

Ensign 1523, 1523 6.

To entangle 1160 6.

Entangled 435.

Entanglement 2433 6.

To enter 1023 b, 1282 6, 1692 i,
2623 b.

Entered 1828.

Enterprizing 2747 J.

To entertain 867 6.

Entertaining 8166.

Entertainment 1306 6.

Enthusiasm 2206, 2218.

To entice 2452 6.

Entire 19, 107, 167, 174, 178,
781, 985 6, 1079 6, 1564, 1570,
1768, 2042, 2348 6. 2556, 2564,
2589, 2593, 2601, 2611, 26366.

one 529 b.

Entirely 19, 231 b, 340 6, 341 6,

349 6, 536, 697 6, 1161 6,
15646, 1722, 26056, 2611 6,
2612 6, 2614 6.

Entireness 1768.

Entity 2570.

Entrail 117, 463 6.

Entrails 274 6.

Entrance 1455 6, 1481, 1829,
2580.

—— of the sun into a new
sign of the zodiac 2566.

To entreat 1027 6, 1854 b.

Entreaty 2282 6, 2627.

To entwine 2425 6.

Envelope 2447 6, 2079 b.

Envenomed 2439.

Envious 10, 427, 1666, 2205.

To enumerate 915 6.

Enumeration 907, 910 6, 1317 6,

133 1 b.
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ENV—ERY.
Envoy 1448, 1859, 2578.

Envy 427, 1903 6, 12260.

Epicure 464.

Epidemic 2199 b, 2225, 2269 6.

Epidendeum 1661 b.

tessellatum 1912.

tesselloides 1203.

Epiglottis 223, 481.

Epilepsy 134, 2305 b, 2310 b.

Epileptic 134.

Epipactis plicata 2435 b.

Episode 495.

Epistasis 2021.

Epithet 2041.

Equal 1920//, 2203 6, 2588.

in years 2590.

Equality 408 b, 1345, 2588, 2591,

2595, 2635.

Equalized 2597.

Equally 2204 b.

Equator 1593 b, 2175, 2408 b.

Equilibrium 2591, 2635.

Equinox 2048.

Equinoxial 2048.

Equipage 1098 b, 1307 b, 2565,
2676 b.

Equitable 1635, 2223 b.

Equitableness 1507.

Equity 63, 324 b, 415 b, 1634.

Equivocation 1952.

Equivoque 1888.

Era 170, 2548, 2555.

To eradicate 445 l>, 458 b, 482 b,

1605 b.

Eradication 451, 458, 481 b.

Eranthemum pulchellum 701 b,

702 b, 971 b.

To erase 667 b, 720 b.

Erect 77, 500 b, 646 b, 871 b,

9046, 1257 b, 1267 b, 1381 b,

1392.

To erect 904 b, 1381 b.

Erected 159, 904 b, 2414, 2691.

To err 1101 b, 2170 b.

Errand 1658 b.

man 2725 b.

Erring 2187.

Erroneous 2281.

Erroneously 2188 b.

Error 1100 b, 1290 b, 1833,
2027, 2170 b, 2187, 2189,
2204, 2281, 2326.

Eructation 486.

Erudition 1216.

Ervum hirsutum 2235.

Erycibe paniculata 195, 782,
2005.

Erythrina alba 1563 b.

fulgens 1586, 1722,

1723, 1728/1,2222,2262.

ERY—EVE.
Erythrina Indica 586, 1356 b,

1728 b.

ovalifoliai723,27266.

Erythroxylon sideroxyloides

1458.

Escape 1476, 1690 b, 1949 b,

2397.

To escape, 1143 b, 1690 b,

2536 b.

Escaped 455, 1478.

Escaping 540 b.

Esox scolopax 571, 648 b,

1010 b.

—— ventricosus 1116 b.

Especially 68 b, 2041.

Essence 2378, 2570.

Essential 1985.

To establish 486 b.

Established 71, 1597, 2054,2112,
2156, 2554, 2632 b, 2643,
2691.

Establishing 2554.

Estate 68, 1068 b, 1329 b.

Esteem 402 b, 417 b, 2230,
2265 b.

To esteem 909 b, 2159 b, 22656.

Estimable 1493, 1928, 2230.

Estimate 1191 b, 1920 b.

Estranged 1991, 1992, 2030.

Et cetera 409 b, 555 b, 1831 b.

Eternal 15, 16, 78, 194, 1522,

1574, 2485, 2576.

beatitude 1603.

Eternally 40, 90 b, 1574 b.

Eternity 78, 333, 1630.

Ether 282, 1537.

Etherial region 2170.

Ethics 1391, 1619.

Etymology 2122.

Evacuation 1989 b, 2520.

Evanescent 1542.

To evaporate 500 b.

Evaporation 1986 b.

Evasion 1872 b, 1942 b, 1987 b.

Even 1 36 b, 399 b, 526 b, 546 b,

553 b, 1121 b, 1123 b, 19196,
2588.

if 2339 b.

SO 1295 6.

that 1317 b.

thus 1296 b.

tide 2635.

Evening 988 b, 1424, 2097, 2579,
2635.

Evenness 2588.

Event 2068.

Ever 1 187 b, 2573 b.

Everlasting 172, 2575.

Every 2042, 2611.

day 261 b, 180 b, 1818 b>

2726 b.

8

EVE—EUP.
Every one 2728 b.

side 1078 b.

where 1365 b, 2042 b,

2612 b,

Eugenia 197.

acutangula 62, 170.

alba 1190 b.

aquea 1190 b.

bracteata 2744 b.

caryophyllata 1457,
1 150 b, 2421 b, 2425.

——— claviflora 2428 b.

cymosa 1893 b.

• fruticosa 1907 b.

Jambolana 701 6,

944 &.

lanceaefolia 1767.

Malaccensis 2232 6,

2273.

macrocarpa 1080 b.

operculata 668 b.

Panialla 1715 b.

Zeylanica 1547 b.

Evidence 1252 b, 1611, 1833,
2623, 2624, 2632 b.

To give evidence 1833 b.

Evident 1693 b, 1791, 1793 b.

1816, 2107, 2651, 2697.

Evidently 1816 b, 2698 b.

Evil 90, 230, 835, 863 b, 877 b,

1584 b, 1900 b, 1902 b.

action 729.

conduct 593. 747 H46,
1447, 1472.— custom 748 b.

design 734.

disposed 768, 895 b, 1444.

disposition 1446.

habit 749 b.

minded 768, 1440.

spirit 2366.

thought 734.

Eulogium 962, 2529.

I
Eulogized 1838, 2685.

Eulogy 1623, 1838, 2683, 2685,
2686.

Eunuch 137, 832, 893 b, 1534,
2462, 2539, 2444 1>.

Euonymus garcinifolius 2321 b.

Eupatoriuji Aya-Pana 362 b.

Euphorbia 1891.

-antiquorum 1353 6,

1548, 1551 b, 1627 b, 2215 b,

2647, 2696.

Chamaesyce 1149 b.

dracunculoidesi 132 6

hirta 841 b, 1894 b.

ligularia 1549 b,

2215 b.

neriifolia 2491 b.

u

EUP—EXC.
Euphorbia thymifolia 841 b,

2533 b.

Tirucalli 958, 970,
971, 2421 b, 2590.

Europe 2035 b.

European 994 b, 2035 b.

Euryalis ferox 2194 b.

Evulsion 458.

Ewe 2180 b, 2316 b.

Ewer 1232 b.

Exact 1259 b, 1920 b.

Exacting 1291 b.

Exactly 1294 b, 1317 b, 2752 b.

Exactness 1260 b, 1316 b.

Exacum tetragonum 733 b.

Exaggeration 60.

Exaltation 1806, 2599, 2607 b.

Exalted 1041 b, 2607 b.

Examination 379, 11846, 1291 6,

2025.

To examine 379 6, 1184 6.

Example 465, 499, 1454, 1538 b,

1575.

To exasperate 1111 6, 1883 b,

2415 6.

Exasperation 1086 6.

Excavation 926, 2652 b, 2660.

To exceed 507 6.

Exceeding 2179, 2590.

Exceedingly 48, 57, 58, 1574 6,

1944 b, 2179 6.

Excellence 450, 451, 961, 1838,

2040, 2102, 2157, 2159 b,

2570, 2681.

Excellency 562, 1855.

Excellent 54, 60, 95, 97, 218,
37i, 450, 451, 496, 883 6,

876 6, 1188, 1304 b, 1663,

1675, 1826, 1838, 1917, 20806,
2093 6, 2159 6, 2245, 2470 6,

2475, 2528, 2568, 2608, 2626,
2628, 2662 6, 2681, 2732 6.

Except 111, 113, 120 6, 523 6,

922 6, 2077 b, 2097 6, 2109 6.

Excess 55. 59, 317, 33i, "95 b,

1617 b, 1738 6, 1963 6.

Excessive 55, 58, 132, 322, 432 6,

536, 942, 1338, 1574, 1604,
1617 b.

Excessively 57, 1574 6.

Excessiveness 562.

Exchange 325, 5466, 1584, 1676,
1806, 1901 6, 1941, 2016,
2271 6.

To exchange 1360 6.

Excise 2238 6, 2276 6.

Excision 2169 6.

Excitation 1112 6, 1826, 1829.

To excite 458 6, 510 6, 886 6,

1015 6, 1094 6, 1111 6, 18 296,
1962 6.

Excited 844, 847, 849.

To be excited 1353 6.
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EXC—EXP.
Excitement 468.

Exciting 849, 886 b, 1318 6.

To exclaim 1 109 b.

Exclamation 660, 1031, 1088 b.

To exclude 1988 b.

Excluded 1943, 20836.

Exclusion 1610, 2084 b.

Exclusively 2259 b, 2506 b.

Excuse 555 b, 647 b, 1245 b,

1246 b, 1531, 1942 b, 1987 6.

To excuse 1038 b.

Excrement 716, 2004 b, 2458.

Excretion 459, 716.

Executioner 1018, 1180 b.

Executive 630.

Exemplified 1419.

Exempted 2266 b.

Exemption 2266 b.

Exercise 2120.

Exertion 283 b, 362, 473, 474,
1114, 1472 b, 1681, 1758,

1835, 2120,2335,2336,2523.

To make exertions 1835 b.

To exhaust 1877 6.

Exhausted 56, 831, 840, 841,

1006, 2519, 2730 6.

Exhaustion 158, 840, 2519.

Exhibited 1851.

Exhibiting 1822.

Exhibition 1324 b, 1959 b.

Exhortation 1543 6.

Exigency 142 b.

Exile 2023.

To exist 1381 b, 2719 b.

Existed 2068.

Existence 457, 1201,120a, 1204,

1381 b, 1925, 2010, 2068, 2154,

2570, 2719 6.

Existent 2010, 2568,

Existing 1202, 1926,2172,23276,
2568, 2741 6.

Exit 1556.

To exorcise 1877 6.

Exorcising 2173 6.

Exorcism 1877 6.

Exorcisor 2174 6.

Exorcist 556 6.

To expand 884 6, 16946, 18436,

1877 6, 1962 6, 2319 6.

Expanded 459, 1292, 1825, 1843,

2052, 2164, 2700.

Expansion 1792,1824,1991,2039,
2702.

Expansive 1878 b.

To expect 139 6.

Expectation 139, 381, 410 6,

501 6, 1304 b, 2142 6.

Expecting 501 6, 2299 6.

Expedient 914 b, 9H, 2627.

To expedite 1472 b.

EXP—EXT.
Expeditious 1053, 1348, 1377,

2572.

Expeditiously 1224 b.

Expedition 1501 6.

To expel 1612 6, 1988 6, 2420 6.

Expelled 1564, 1591, 1612.

Expelling 2173 6.

Expenditure 8626, 1490, 2114,

Expense 862 6.

Expensive 862 6, 2114.

Experience 100, 2003, 2752 b,

2756 6.

Experienced 100, 768, 2003,
2274 6, 27566.

Experiment 1660 6, 1683.

Expert 1388, 1646, 1720, 1781.

Expertness 1703, 2098, 2102.

To expiate 1469 6, 2278 6.

Expiation 29, 837, 1612, 1854,
2278 6.

To expire 1582 b, 2226 6.

Expired 231 1.

Expiring 2330.

To explain 2022 6, 2061 6.

Explained 2023, 2116, 2698.

Explanation 1326 6, 1917 6,

2022, 2023, 2061 6.

Expletive 1713.

Explicit 870 6.

To explode 1865 6.

Export 2376 6.

Exposed 2088 6.

Expounder 2116.

Expounded 1213,2116.

Express 1 1 57, 1 1 66, 1 1 84, 1 501 6,

1505.

To express 1024 6, 1572 6.

(bruise) 1744 b.

Expressed 465.

Expressible 1957.

Expression 177, 434, 1952.

Expressiveness 1956, 2108.

Expulsion 1591, 1943.

To expunge 720 5, 1023 6.

Extasy 2261.

To extend 16946, 1841 6, 19626,
2119 b, 23196.

Extended 2052,2117, 2700.

Extension 1694 6, 2039, 2052,
2070, 2121.

Extent 362 6, 362, 1682, 1824.

1840, 1855, 2119.

Exterior 1989.

External 1987 b, 1989.

Externally 1989 6.

Extinct 1600, 2443.

Extinction 1577.

To extinguish 1581 6, 1601 6,

2278 6.

Extinguished 1600, 2440.

EXT—F/EC.

To be extinguished 1582 6, 2060 6,

2278 6.

To extirpate 482 6, 1605 6.

Extirpation 2169 b.

To extol 102 6, 724 6, 1838 6.

Extolled 1838.

To extort 1572 6.

Extortion 1255 6.

Extortioner 1255 6.

Extra-expenses 490 6.

Extract 1 525 6.

To extract 1 245 6.

Extracting 470.

Extraordinary 58, 65, 496, 10346-

Extravagance 54.

Extravagant 4466, 862 6, 2114.

Extreme 53 6, 116, 322, 536.

Extremity 291, 1617 b, 1720,

1851, 1962 6.

To extricate 1
1 33 6.

Extricated 470, 2288.

Extrication 1134 6, 1612.

To exude 1226 6.

Exultation 59.

Eye 17, 1120 6, 1146 b, 1450,
"1538, 1628, 2450.

ball 17.

brow 2190.

lash 1638.

lashes 1726 6,2186 6.

let 1192.

less 36.

sore 1038.

witness 1816.

F.

Fable 591.

To fabricate 904 6, 905 6, 1605 6,

1911 6, 1970 6.

Fabricated 1605, 2369 6, 2369.

Fabrication 1911 6, 2369.

Fabricator 1605.

Face 333, 1097 6, 1341. 1888,

1901, 2289.

to face 2291 6, 2404 6.

Facet 584.

Facetious 2728 6.

To facilitate 1698 6.

Facing 2287 6, 2299 6, 2605.

Fact 2068.

Factitious 709, 905 6.

Factor 628, 967 6.

Factory 805 6, 311 6.

Factum 2156.

To fade 577 6, 1231 6, 19956,
2306 6.

Faded 912, 1874 6, 2330.

Faeces see Feces.

FAG—FAM.
Fagara Budrunga 1904 6.

To fail 919 6, 1017 6, 1864 6,

2278 6, 2740 6.

Failure 175, 1649, 2740.

Faint 713 b, H38 6, 1597.

Fainted 2305.

Fainting 642, 2305, 2326.

Faintness 7136, 2330.

Fair 612, 994 6, 999, 1000,

1083 6, 2159 6, 2319 6, 2721,
2735 b.

Fairy 1683 6, 2332 6, 2460 6.

Faith 416 6, 417 6, 537 6, 1451,
1814, 1817, 2044, 2142 6, 2522.

Faithful 39 544 b, 1583 6,

1831, 2522, 2572.

Faithfulness 1584 b, 1831.

Falco ater 948 6, 987 6, 2255 6.

calidus 1942 6, 1958 6.

Cheela 2457.

Haliseetus 618 6, 742 6,

758, 8156, 829, 893 6.

Jhumpaimowr 1225 b.

Kohasa 8156.

Nisus 1958 6.

Ponticerianus 848,1227 6,

2457, 2459 b.

Tica mowree 1 247 6.

—— tinnunculus 1373.

Fall 1646 6, 1708, 2187.

To fall 979 b, 1646 6, 1648 6.

r down 1 646 6.

off 884 6, 933 6, 866 6.

short 1027 6.

upon 1563 6.

Fallacy 1311, 2757.

Fallen 1124, 1523, 1647 b, 1650,

1651 6, 1679, 2188 6, 2682.

in love 1185.

Falling 1506, 2187.

False 241, 224, 368, 709, 772,
781, 1236 6, 1595 6, 1965 6,

2006, 2095 6, 2280 6, 2313.

accusation 2313.

hair 1661 6.

ribs 486 6.

speech 2313.

witness 2281.

Falsehood 108, 224, 2281.

Falsely 2278 6, 2280 6, 2313 6.

Fame 102, 358, 724, 897, 1353''.

1812, 1814, 1822, 1841, 1995.
2342 b, 2371 6, 2650.

Familiar 1092, 2551.

Family 739, 760, 9086, 987,

997, 10136, 1186, 1788,

1885.

1 pride 761, 762.

priest 763, 1759.

—— temple 2201.
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FAM—FAU.
Famine 282, 1444.

Famished 844.

Famous 724, 897, 1354, 1557
1558, 1792, 1796, 1814, 1822,

1841, 22766, 2342, 2650.

Fan 764 6, 17006, 2107.

To fan 1700 6.

Fanatical 246.

Fanaticism 246.

Fancy 967 b, 2217, 2339.

Fang 1387, 1410 b.

Fanned 2056.

Far off 1449 b.

seeing 1449.

Fare 316 b, 317.

Farina 1666.

Farm 2360 b

Farmer 783, 2360 ft.

Farrier 234, 1561 b, 2484 6.

Farther 68.

To fascinate 2170 ft.

Fascinated 2327.

Fascinating 2327.

woman 2327.

Fascination 2170 6, 2326.

Fashion 1277 ft, 1278 ft, 1310 ft,

H73 b, 1506, 1792, 2075 ft,

2376 ft, 2410 6, 2659 6.

To fashion 904 ft.

Fast 88, 487, 497, 1 179 ft, 1872 ft,

2413 6, 2458.

To make fast 1476 ft.

To fasten 1951 ft, 1971 ft.

Fastening 1912 ft, 1950 ft.

Fasting 88, 88 ft, 487, 1593,
1872 ft.

Fat 1058 ft, 1746, 1939, 2317,
2324 6, 2693.

Fatal 2269.

Fate 64, 600, 722 ft, 779, 914 ft,

1428, 1463, 14646, 1543 ft,

1846, 1854, 2013, 2148, 2429.

Father 1162, 12566, 13206,
1502, 1736, 1971 6, 1972.

Father-in-law 2531.

Fatherless 39.

Fathom 1988 6, 2120, 2121.

To fathom 1381 ft.

Fatigue 55, 158,362, 645ft, 713&.
831, 1681, 2120, 2523, 2760 6.

Fatigued 158, 713 6, 831, 2524,
2730 6, 2760 ft.

Fatiguing 56

Fatness 2693, 2694.

Fault 130, 1015 ft, 1017 6, 1140,
12906, 1450, 1469.

To faulter 978 6, 2155 6.

Faultless 926 6, 1570 6, 1590,
1598, 1609 ft, 2078 ft, 2505.

Faulty 1470, 2077 6, 2564 ft,

2574.

FAV—FEO.
Favour 94, 480, 1058, 1839,

1840.

Favourable 94, 103 6, 1839,
22666, 2321 6, 2506, 2572.

Favoured 94.

Favourite 53, 2303 6.

Faux (pharynx) 1542 6.

Fear 315, 380, 12646, 1368,
1662 6, 2140, 2166, 2459,
2759 b.

To fear 2140 6, 24606.

Fearful 1034, 1266 6, 1367,
2140, 2166, 2441, 2587, 2616ft.

Fearing 2140 ft.

Fearless 228, 1564, 1604, 20936.

Fearlessness 228.

Feasible 2608 6.

Feast 2185 6.

Feather 1637, 1651, 1699 ft,

1700 ft, 1726 ft, 2470.

Feathered 1637.

February—March 1874.

Febrifuge 1220.

Feces 832, 1757, 2049, 2458,
2467.

Fed 1761.

Fee 1823 6, 2415 6, 2508.

Feeble 229, 840, 1006, 1440,
2082 6, 2492.

Feebleness 840,

To feed 1060 6, 1761 6.

a mill 979 6.

cattle 867 6.

Feeding 1058.

To feel 1143 ft.

Feeling 1111, 1114,2184,2564.

Fees 1875 ft, 2004 ft, 2381 ft.

Feet 1480. See Foot.

To feign 1557 ft.

Feigned 368, 709, 1236 ft, 2327.

appearance 2179.

Felicity 2137.

Feus Caracal 1 909 6.

jubata 681 6, 1088 ft.

Fellow-student 2569, 2620.

Felon 1914 ft.

Felt 100.

Female 1560, 2262 6, 2318 6,

2687, 2688.

apartments 1 163 6.

companion 2546 6.

sex 1186, 2687.

Feminine 2688.

Feminineness 2687.

Fen 1213 6.

Fence 10286, 12286, 1244 ft,

1506, 1845, 2094.

To fence loigft.

Fence-wall 1 696 6.

Feoffee 199 6, 268 6.

FER—FIC.

Ferment 861 6.

To ferment 9776, 16996, 1871 6.

Fermented 861 6.

Feronia elephantum 567 6,

576 6, 902, 1239, 1393, 1394,
1762, 2222.

Ferret 2097 6.

Ferriage 316 6.

Ferry 889 ft, 890 6, 956 6,

10166.

boat 891 6, 9566, 1722.

man 848 6, 1703 ft.

place 964 ft.

woman 1703 ft.

Fertile 504.

Ferula Assafcetida 2744.

Fervour 1221 ft, 15126.

To fester 2381 6.

Festival 459, 1662 6, 1687, 2237.

Festivity 358, 398, 2195.

To fetch 336 6, 2417 6.

Fetched 335 6.

Fetid 752, 1441, 1765.

Fetor 1766, 1904 6.

Fetter 117, 12116, 1570,1728,
2512.

Fetters 610 6, 2080 6.

Fever 1220, 1322.

and flux 12206.

Feverish 1221, 2565.

Few 535 b, 589 ft, 590 ft, 715,
97i b, 1385 6.

Fibre 1638, 2410 ft.

Fibres 277 6, 940 6.

Fickle 254, 1039, 1053> 20766,
2424 6.

Fickleness 254, 1039, 1070, 1074,
2076 6, 2455.

Fiction 772 6, 1913 6.

Fictitious 162,781, 1372.

Ficus cannabina 1561 6, 1561.

Carica 1275 6.

cordifolia 922.

elastica 710 6.

fruticosa 1686.

Gadha Pippula 944 ft.

glomerata 447, 466, 626,

665, 1156 ft, 1164, 1275 6,

2333 b, 2333, 2758.

Gooloorea 971 ft.

hederacea 2424 ft.

heterophylla 9646, 1009ft.

hirsuta 1265 ft.

hirta 1907 ft.

Indica 1631,1893,1894ft.

(descending fibres)

1558.

infectoria 1685, 1699 ft,

1861.

laccifera 576 ft.

FIC—FIL.
Ficus oppositifolia 58 2 6, 657 6,

658, 660, 669 ft, 769, 1156,
2231.

religiosa 234, 384, 601,
736, 1740, 1861, 1945.

repens 2172.

scabrella 1932 6, 1936 ft.

1 vagans 2424 6.

'venosa 597, 1158, 1159,
2655.

To fidget 1248 6.

Fie! 266 6, 1138 6, 1139 b,

H45 b, 1508 ft, 18766.

Fief 199 6, 2686, 1383 ft.

Field 791, 8466,846, 8896,8956,
2171 6, 22556.

of battle 2353, 2372.

Fierce 1228 6.

Fierceness 1208 6.

Fiery 24, 25, 1043.

Fife 1886.

Fifteen 1642, 1786 ft, 2672 ft.

Fifteenth 1642.

Fifth 1606 ft, 1642.

Fiftieth 1644,

Fifty 1644.

eight 237, 308 6.

eighth 237.

fifth 1642.

first 531.

five 1642, 16446.

four 1044, 1120 6, 1123 ft,

1 fourth 1044.

nine 515, 515 ft, 538.

ninth 538.

one 531, 5366.

second 1481, 1482.

seven 2583, 2626 ft.

seventh 2583.

six 1136 6, 2537.

sixth 2537.

third 1370.

three 13336, 1366, 1370.

two 1481, 1482, 1948 ft.

Fig 43, 306 ft.

tree 1740, 1893, 18946.

Fight 1223 ft, 2352 ft, 24236.

To fight 1223 ft, 2352 6, 2423 ft.

Fighter 2423 6.

Fighting-cock 2423 6.

Figurative 2406.

expression 2406.

Figure 281, 284, 905 6, 2306,
2406.

To figure 904 6.

Figured 368.

Filament 794, 1638.

File 435-

To file 432 ft, 435, 435 b, 10146,
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FIL—FIR.
Filial 1753 b, 1753-

relation 1753-

To fill 1767 ft, 1787^,21426,
22976.

Filled 2119,2559.

Fillet 793, 1645.

Filling 2141 6.

Film 1194 ft, 1878 ft, 18796,
2276 6.

To filter 1131 6.

Filth 716, 7166, 759ft» 933 ft,

2191 b, 2231, 2232 b, 2233.

Filthiness 2233, 2274, 2330.

Filthy 716 b, 1632 b, 2225 b,

2231, 2232 b, 2233, 2330,

2593 6-

To filtrate 11326.

Filtrating 1131 ft.

Fin 1699 ft, 1700 ft, 2254 6.

Final 1059.

beatitude 2289, 2322, 2528.

decision 1 106 6.

Finally 15" *•

To find 16956.

a bottom 1380.

room 14966.

Fine 10826, 11726, 12276,

1265 6, 1267 6, 2285 6, 2368 6,

2387, 26536, 2664.

cloth 2652.

Fined 1413-

Fineness 2664.

Finger 34, 296 6.

nail 1755-

ring 34.

Forefinger 1311, 1462, 1823.

Finis 407 6.

Finish 858 6.

To finish 1100, 1580 6, 2637 6.

Finished 158, 2553, 2595, 2624.

Finishing 2595.

Finite 1680.

Fire 23, 83, 292 6, 1221, 1718,

1947, !975-

arms 24, 25, 26, 293 6.

ball 970-

brand 432 6, 433 6, 506,

1223.

fly 859, 1212 6, 1219.

instrument 25.

pit 23.

place 71, 475 ft, 1105 ft-

(submarine) 1896 ft, 1964.

wood 582 6.

works 3166.

To fire 1153 ft-

Firm 582 6, 646 ft, 670 6, 1390 6,

1451, 1507, 1516, 1517, 1522,

1565, !592 ft, J 932, 2059,

2196 6, 2654, 2683, 2692, 2714.

—— belief 1632.

FIR—FIX.
Firm resolution 1451.

To make firm 1476 6.

Firmament 899, 1326, 1527.

Firmly 2303 6.

Firmness 392, 616 6, 647 6,

1264 6, 1418, 1451, 1474,

1476, 1509, 1516, 1517, 1932,

2059, 2196 6, 2214, 2635, 2683,

2693, 2694.

First 289 6, 292 6, 325, 347 6,

1694 6, 1821.

born 27, 1822.

—— cause 2307.— cousin 320.

day of the month 2276 6.

person 257.

Fish 2254 6, 2285.

basket 2205.

bone 585, 587, 650 6.

hook 1921, 2206.

—— monger 1195 6, 2254 6,

2315 ft-

spear 705 6, 798 6, 1 120 6.

Fisher (king) 2206.

Fisherman 796, 11936, 11946,
1217, 1419, H20, 1509, 2315 6.

Fisherwoman 1509.

Fishing 2205 6.

eagle 6196, 742 6.

hook 1897.

line 1277 6.

net 847.

rod 114 1 ft.

Fishwoman 2315 6.

Fissure 771, 1872 6, 1876 6,

2133, 2164, 2375.

Fist 725, 1023 6, 22946, 2295 6,

2302.

Fisticuffs 2302 6, 2736 6.

Fistula 1552, 1561 6, 2132.

Fit 219, 437, 489, 767, 836, 1635,

1653, 1688, 1711, 1852, 2054,

2215 6, 2236 6, 2298 6, 2350,

2358, 2589, 2592, 2598, 2628,

2663, 2745.

— person 2151.

— time 1852, 2591.

To fit 1259 6, 2695 6.

Fitness 489, 624, 1634, 1688,

1711, 1855, 1979 6, 2151,

2350, 2358, 2633.

Fits and starts 823.

Five 1641, 1696 6.

To fix 941 6, 944 6, 1256 6,

2145 6.

Fixed 151, 787, 1259 6, 1522,

1586, 1587, 1595, !598, 1609,

1613, 2193 6, 2554, 2684,

2691, 2692.

To be fixed 2431 6.

Fixedness 2692, 2693.

Fixing 151.

FLA—FLE.
Flabby 1281 6.

Flaccid 270 6, 577 6, 1281 6,

1616, 1870 6, 1934, 2529.

To become flaccid 577 6.

FlaCOurtia cataphracta 41, 355,
360 6, 1224, 1230, 1323, 1329,
1715 6, 2171 6, 2531.

sapida 586, 1002,
1886 6, 2004 6, 2059 6, 2061 6,

2097, 2097 b, 2117, 2707,
2715-

Flag 790, J 523, 1608 6, 1650.

bearer 1608 6, 2098.

staff 1225 6, 1615 6.

Flagellaria Indica 1907 6.

Flake 1226 6.

Flaky 2473.

Flambeau 2234 6.

Flame 271 6, 1193 6, 1430,
2490, 2498 6.

Flaming 1221 6, 2490.

Flank 647 6, 1637, !725, 1728 6.

Flannel 1516 6, 2441.

To flap 1699 6.

Flap of the ear 673 6.

Flash 1035 6, 1054 6, 1055 6,

1084 6.

To flash 1055 6, 1542 6.

Flashing 1035 6.

Flat 1071 6, 1110 6, 1123 6.

1384 6.

nosed 152, 153, 868 6, 1084,
1093, 1112 6, 1531, 1545 6.

surface 1380 6.

To flatten 1384 6, 1414 6.

Flattened 1112 6.

To flatter 1341 6, 18796, 21706.

Flattered 2685.

Flatterer 981 6, 1071, 1912.

Flattering 961, 1071, 1838.

Flattery 885 6, 1838, 1912,2529,
2683, 2685, 2686.

Flatulence 1947 6.

Flatulent 1947 6, 1964.

To be flatulent 1778 6.

Flavour2ig6 6, 2378, 2379, 2715.

Flavoured 2608.

Flaw 118 6.

Flax 1260 6, 2235.

Flaxen 316 6.

To flay 1075 6.

Flea 109 6, 1741 6.

Fled 1478, 1690.

Fledged 447 6, 1637.

To flee 1690 6.

To fleece 1120 6.

Fleet 1942 6.

horse 1 166.

Fleeting 835.

Flemingia congesta 1897 6.

FLE—FCET.
Flesh 357, 1689, 2250.

Fleshy 2276 6.

Flight 125, 1476, 2672.

of steps 1565, 1636 6,

1690 6, 2641 6.

Flighty 448 b.

Flimsy 275 6.

Fling 147.

To fling 1271 6, 1881 6.

Flint 24, 7436, 1035 6.

Float 378, 447, 1308 6, 1308,
1325, 1861, 2182 6, 2267 6-

of a fishing line 1873 6.

To float 2161 '6, 2162 6.

Floating 2161 6.

Flock 906, 985 6, 1228 6, 1235 6,

1726 6, 2201 6, 2354.

Flood 343, 1862, 1915, 1970,
2737 ft-

tide 1205 6, 1208 6,

1212 6.

Floor 1312, 2316 6»

Florist 2273.

To flounce 1292 6, 2434 6.

Flouncing (flapping motion ) 393.

Flour 308 6, 988, 2224 6, 2652 6.

tneal 2504 6.

Flourishing 1942 6.

To flow 838 6, 1063 *, 1884 6,

1943 ft, 2706 6.

Flower 769, 1761, 1878 6.

garden 1762, 1763,1878 b,

2272 6.

spike 2198.

Flowery 1762, 1763.

Flowing 837.

Fluctuating 925 b.

Fluctuation 1326.

Fluid 1063, 10646, 1309, 1475,
14/8, 2378.

Fluidity 1070, 1326, 1827.

Fluor albus 1790 6.

Flute 1886, 1951 6, 2300.

player 1951 6.

To flutter 1 126 6, 1490 6, 2721 6»

Fluviatic 1554.

Flux 1477 6, 1765 l>.

Fly 2193, 2254 6.

— flap 2225.

To fly 447 ft, H43 ft-

Flying 448.

Foal 1956 6.

Foam 1880 6, 1880, 2201.

To foam 937 6, 977 6.

Foamy 1880 6.

Foe 205, 1806, 2464.

(in the manner of a) 2157 6.

Foetus 927, 947 6, 1777 6, 1821 6,

2190, 2739 6.
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FOG—FOR.
Fog 726 K 735. 757 b, ft*,

797 K 815 6.

To be foiled 2740 ft.

To foist 2169 ft.

Fold 798 b, 1316 ft, 1317 6,

1359 b -

Fold (in compos., e g. two-fold)

960.

To fold 2146 ft, 2334 ft, 2425 ft.

Folding 2146 ft, 2425 ft.

Folk 2448 ft.

FoUicle 1882 ft.

To follow custom 1506 ft.

Followed 106.

Follower 94,13236,1724ft, 2300 ft.

Followers 1677.

Following 92, 93, 94, 99, 102,

106.

Folly 170, 836, 1603, 2221, 2305,

2326, 2738 6.

To foment 2671 ft.

Fomentation 2670 ft.

Fomenting 2671 ft.

Fond 100, 102, 387.

of conversation 376 ft.

Fondness 102, 337, 1741 ft, 1966,
2561.

Food 118, 396, 873, 884, 895 ft,

1120, 1156, 1210, 1840, 2169 ft,

2185.

and clothing 1005.

Fool 944 ft, 2304, 2305.

Foolish 170, 847, 1213 ft, !536 b,

1543, 1602, 1700 ft, 1966,

2073 ft, 222 1 , 2293, 2304, 2305,

2336, 2738 ft.

Foolishly 944 ft.

Foolishness 1700 ft, 1966.

Foot 35, 985 ft, 1058, 1653,
1694 ft, 1712, 1719 ft.

1 man 1695 ft, 1740 ft, 1780 ft.— stalk 2070.— step 593 b, 1653, 1654,
1713-

stool 1655, 1712.

Fop 1878 ft, 1879 h
y 1949 b.

Foppery 1640 ft, 1941 ft.

For 780 ft, 791 ft, 872 ft, 1165 6,

1310 ft, 1803 ft, 1985 ft, 2335 ft,

2356 6, 2431 ft.

— fear that 715 ft.

— life 2347 ft.

— shame 1 138 ft, 1 139 ft, 1 145 ft,

1508 ft.

— that 1301 ft.

— the most part 1854 ft.

— the purpose of 1585 6,2431 ft.

— the sake of 214 6, 872 ft,

1 165 ft, 1310 ft, 1585 ft, 1985 ft.

— this reason 526 ft, 536 ft, 545 ft,

546 ft.

— what reason 645 6.

FOR.
To forbear 1251 ft.

Forbearance 836, 1332, 1413,

2230, 2547, 2620.

Forbearing 836, 837, 838, 1333,
1517.

Forbiddance 2265 ft.

Forbidden 2726 ft.

Force 726 ft, 748 ft, 1173 ft,

1212 ft, 1318 ft, 1853, 1993.

To force 1023 ft.

Forced 154.

Forces 91.

Forcible 2458.

Forcibly 1840 ft, 1935 ft.

Ford 1381 ft.

Fore-arm 1794.

Forefather 1770.

Forefathers 1769.

Forefinger 1311, 1462, 1823.

To forego 1134 ft.

Forehead 600, 2159, 2429.

Foreign 120, 1462, 2010, 2078 ft,

2100.

country 2010.

Foreigner 1 166, 2331,

Foreknowledge 27.

Forenoon 1772.

Forepart 1781 ft.

Forerunner 26, 27, 365 ft, 1200 ft.

Foreseeing 2223 ft.

Foresight 1673.

Foreskin 2316.

Forest 679, 1157, 1414, 1851,

1905, 2019.

Forestaller 311ft.

Forfeit 1267 ft, 1391, 1407 ft.

Forge 687 6.

Forged 781, 905 ft.

patent 772.

writing 1193 ft.

Forger 709.

Forgery 639, 709.

To forget 1730 ft, 2170 ft.

Forgetful 2186 ft.

Forgetfulness 2053, 2177 ft.

Forgiven 838 ft, 2266 ft, 2271.

Forgiveness 836, 1398 ft, 2266 ft,

2271, 2321.

Forgiving 836.

Forgotten 2053.

Fork 650 ft.

Forlorn 85, 1544 ft, 1573 ft, 2622,

2432 ft.

hope 2059.

Formation 1605.

Form 281, 904 ft, 905 ft, 1473 ft,

2306, 2406, 2659 ft.

(wood) 711, 2130 ft.

To form 905 ft, 1605 ft, 2669 ft.

an idea 1215 ft.

FOR—FOU.
Formed 787, 904 ft.

Former 594 ft, 912, 1769, 1846.

Formerly 28 ft, 292 ft, 1756 ft,

1757 ft, 1769 ft.

Formica compressa 1746.

viatica 955 ft.

Formidable 617, 1030,1990,2140.

Formidableness 2140.

Formula 2219.

Fornication 107, 873, 1447.

Fornicator 107.

To forsake 1134 ft, 1354 ft.

Fort 803 ft, 804, 1440.

Forthwith 173 6, 871 ft, 1229 ft.

Fortieth 1049.

Fortification 904.

Fortified 2303 ft.

Fortitude 1509, 2059.

Fortnight 1637.

Fortress 1440.

Fortunate 778, 848, 1330ft, H93,
2149, 2224 ft, 2418, 2506, 2507,
2526.

Fortune 914 b, 1463, 1543 ft,

2148, 2149, 2418, 2525.

teller 1463.

Forty 1046 ft.

eight 236, 307 ft.

eighth 236.

fifth 1641.

first 528.

five 1641, 1658 ft.

four 1048, 1120 ft, 1123 ft.

fourth 1048.

nine 515, 538.

ninth 538.

one 528 ft, 528.

second 1480, 1482.

seven 2582, 2625 ft.

seventh 2582.

six 1125ft, 2537.

sixth 2537.

third 1366, 1369.

three 1332 ft, 1355 ft, 1366,

1369.

two 1480, 1482, 2030 A,

2091 ft.

Forward 1516, 2080 ft.

Forwardness 1516.

Forwards 28, 292 ft.

Fossil 1502.

Fostered 30.

Foul 573, 2225 ft, 2231, 2233,

2330.

faced 2290 ft.

mouthed 150, 1445, 2290 ft,

2291.

smelling 1765.

Found 1852, 2197 6, 2731, 2283.

8 X

FOU—FRE.
Foundation 1 626 ft, 1 7 1 5 ft, 1 9 1 1 ft,

2064 ft, 2307.

Founded 159, 2691.

Foundry 751.

Fountain 459, 475 ft, 1064 ft.

1178, 1315 ft, 1883 ft, 2177 6.

Four 911 ft, 1045, 1048.

armed 1047.

fold 1045, 1046 ft.

hundred 1044.

sides 1048.

Fourteen 1046, 1122 ft.

Fourteenth 1122 ft.

Fourth 1045.

part 531 ft, 1046, 1712.

Fowl 729 ft, 2300 ft.

(jungle) 1906 ft.

Fowler 1 203, 1 204, 1 638 ft, 1 700 ft,

2087 ft, 2118.

Fox 506, 888 ft, 1710 ft.

Fraction 2, 2025, 2164.

Fracture 857 ft, 1872 ft, 2133,
2133 b, 2150 ft.

To fracture 2
1 33 ft.

Fractured 2150 ft.

Fragaria flava 1225 ft.

Indica 1225 ft.

Fragile 1250 ft, 1260 ft, 2133,
2200 ft.

Fragment 716 ft, 736 ft, 738, 857,
883 ft, 954 b, 1107 ft, 1235 ft,

1253 b, 1749 ft, 2164.

Fragrance 886 ft, 2650, 2651,
2659, 2679, 2680.

Fragrancy 358.

Fragrant 916, 917, 2650, 2651.

To frame 904 ft.

Framed 904 ft.

Frangible 857.

Frank 896 ft, 2676 ft.

Frankincense 750, 2426 ft.

Fraternal 2189.

Fratricide 2189.

Fraud 599, 772, 795, 1073, 1130,

1255 1389 1520, 1803,
1824, 1864 ft, 1872 ft, 1881 ft,

2267.

Fraudulent 716, 1515, 1881 ft,

1892.

Fray 2751 6.

Freckle 700, 1159, 1161, 1335.

Free 82, 130, 461 ft, 895 ft, 1586,

2093 ft, 2288, 2319 ft.

agent 2290 ft, 2708.

from crime 1589.

from debt 2 6, 108, 1598.

from desire 9, 1566, 1591.

from poison 1602.

gift 200.

will 63, 539 ft, 1128, 2714.

Freedom 1 124, 2289, 2322, 2708.
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FRE—FRO.
Freely 884 6, 2325 6.

To freeze 1 169 b.

Freight 316 b, 317 b, 1308.

Frequentative 55.

Frequently 529 b, 1884 6, 1946 b.

Fresh 178, 198, 1245 b, 1256 b,

1258 b, 1310 b, 1319 ft, 1535,

1537, 1538 b, 1624, 1816,

2575, 2486 b.

Freshness 1256 b, 1258 b, 1319 ft,

1535-

To fret 877 b, 878 6, 1086 ft,

2405 ft, 2757 6.

Fretful 383, 878 ft.

Fretfulness 877 ft.

Fretting 877 ft.

Friday 2503.

Fried 2143, 2151 b, 2179, 2188.

Friend 322, 1471 6, 1637, 1914,

1971, 2279 ft, 2279, 2303 ft,

2663. 2728 6.

Friendless 1573 ft.

Friendly 1471 ft, 1857, 2320 ft,

2320, 2663, 2745.

instructor 2745.

Friendship 322, 402 ft, 1471 ft,

1911 ft, 1914, 2279 ft, 2279,

2320, 2321, 2557, 2628, 2681,

2745.

Fright 274 ft, 275 ft, 2725 ft.

To take fright 1055 ft.

To frighten 859 6, 1265 ft, 1267 6,

2140 ft, 2460 ft.

Frightened 845, 1367, 1368,

2141, 2166.

Frightful 1418, 2166, 2026,

2725 ft

Frigid 2497, 2499, 2661, 2746.

Frigidity 11 59. 2499-

Fringe 1194 b, 1232 6.

Fringilla Amandava 2201,

2299 ft, 2435 ft, 2486 ft.

To frisk 729 6, 760 6.

Frith 868 ft.

Frock 1 190 6.

Frog 1400, 1861, 1929 ft, 2078 ft,

2115 ft, 2117 ft, 2179, 2485,
2639.

Frolic 891.

From 151.

before 1756 ft.

day to day 1424 ft.

head to foot 341 ft.

that 1297 ft.

that very instant 1293 ft.

this 407 ft, 526 ft, 539 ft,

542 ft.

whence 745 ft.

which time 2355 ft.

Front 1781 ft.

In front 28, 108, 292 ft, 17566,
1757 b.

FRO—FUR.
Frost 1 1 59, 1 1 84 ft, 1 1 85 ft, 1 347,

1617, 1623, 1727 ft, 1854,

2746.

Frosty 2746.

Froth 1880 6, 1880.

To froth 937 ft.

Frothy 936 ft, 977 6, 1880 6.

Frown 2178, 2190.

Frowningly 2588 ft.

Frozen 1160 ft.

Frugal 1680, 2278, 2279, 2589 6.

Frugality 1680.

Fruit 629, 1867, 2318 ft.

germ 958 ft.

Fruitful 1868 ft, 1869, 2585.

Fmitfulness 2631.

Fruitless 9, 145, 1615, 2021,
2322.

expectation 1887 ft.

Fruitlessly 2021 ft.

Fruitlessness 1615, 2021.

Fruits 2318 6.

Frumenty 1719, 2284.

To fry 2151 ft, 2169 6.

Frying 2143.

Frying-pan 2143, 2151 ft, 2190.

Fuel 415, 1193*, 2597.

Fugitive 254, 1690 6,2149 ft.

Fulcrum 1315 6.

Fulfilled 1676.

Fulgent 2033.

Full 1564, 1676, 1757 t>, 1767 ft,

1768, 1769, 2119, 2141 6,

2142 6, 2223 6, 2267 ft, 2559,
2601.

grown 670 ft, 1861.

moon 1768, 2383.

of cuts and wounds 835.

time 1768.

Fullness 1676, 1768, 1769, 2089ft,

2119, 2143 6.

Fully 1564 ft, 2089 b, 2223 ft.

Fumaria parviflora 1911 ft,

2508 ft.

To fumigate 1513 ft.

Fundamental 2064 ft, 2308 ft.

Funeral 565.

cake offered to deceased
ancestors 1753.

pile 23, 1087.

rites 825, 2524.

Fungus 1134 ft, 2172 ft.

Funnel-shaped 1515.

Funny 816.

Fur 1692 ft.

To furbish 1014 ft, 2231ft, 2232ft,

2251 ft.

Furbished 2250 ft.

Furbisher 253, 2475, 2488 ft,

2642 ft, 2674 6.

Furious 432 6, 449, 808, 1043.

FUR—GAL.
To furl 958 ft, 2334 6.

Furled 2334 ft.

Furlough 1143 6.

Furnace 470, 475 b, 1105 6,

1299 6, 1331 6, 2152 6, 2731,
2738 6.

To furnish 775 ft, 2357 6.

Furniture 388 6, 1098 6, 2417 6,

2565, 2607 6, 2632 ft.

Furrow 2432.

Further 364 ft, 715 ft, 717 ft.

To further 2070 ft.

Future 361 ft, 2139, 2156, 2157.

tense 2
1 39.

Futurity 2139.

Fury 436, 562, 807, 1043, 2405.

Fusibility 1475.

Fusible 1475.

Fusion 1475 ft, 2429.

Futile 843, 1965 ft.

G.

To gabble 2136 ft.

Gad-fly 1268 ft, 1387, 1909.

GfERTNERA racemosa 55, 750,

1984, 2262, 2272.

Gag 2290 ft.

Gage 1623 6.

Gaiety 1825.

Gain 497, 718 ft, 965 ft, 1316 ft,

1535 l>, 1695 ft, 1852, 1866 ft,

22986, 2427, 2434.

To gain 1695 ft, 2117 6.

Gained 339, 389, 497, 1619,
2426.

Gainful 718 ft.

Gains 687.

Gait 913, 921, 1081 6, 1277 ft,

1278 ft, 1330, 1473 ft.

Galanga major 762.

Galedupa arborea 611, 612,

1095, 1265 6, 1526, 21176.

mitis 583 ft.

piscidia 1039 ft.

uliginosa 1716 6.

Galega purpurea 1908ft, 2470ft.

Gall 1738.

bladder 1738.

nut 2255 ft.

Gallant 485, "92, 1283ft, 1544ft,

1662, 2427, 2687.

Gallery 2414 ft.

Gallop 1863, 1935.

Gallinula Madraspatana, 1407
ft, 1411.

nycticorax 554 ft,

559 l>.

1 Porphyria 634, 646,

violacea 688 ft.

viridis 617 ft-

GAL—GEM.
Gallinule 700, 1271 ft, 1411.

Gallows 1871 6.

Gambler 716, 1205 6, 1728 6.

Gambling 796, 1205 6, 1207 ft,

1474, 1728 ft.

To gambol 729 ft, 760 ft, 774 ft,

891 ft.

Game 2488 ft, 2642 ft.

Gamester 15, 716, 12056, 1474*
1515-

Gaming 1205 ft, 1207 6, 1474.

house 1865 ft.

Gamut 2711.

Gander 2390, 2719.

Gang-robber 1269 ft.

Gaol 694, 1211 6, 1913 ft.

Gaping 2290, 2732 ft.

Garcinia lanceaefolia, 1898 ft.

pedunculata 1358 ft,

1385 l>.

Garden 367, 473, 486, 1953 ft.

bed 787 b.

Gardener 473, 2273, 2274.

Gardenia florida 918 ft.

latifolia 1717.

saponacea 616.

uliginosa 1735 ft.

Gargarism 766 ft.

To gargle 641 ft.

Gargling 761 ft, 766 6, 767 6.

Garland 1457, 1762, 2273, 2274,
2705.

Garlic 2238 6, 2378 ft.

Garment 1113, 1941-

(outer) 454, 1943-

Garments 1675, 1984.

Garrulity 53, 1888 6, 1945, 1957-

Garrulous 919 ft, 1180, 1887 ft,

1896 ft, 1898 ft, 1946, 1957,

1972, 2725 6.

Garter 1914.

Garuga pinnata 1343 6.

Gastric juice 464 ft.

Gate 1398 ft, 1481.

(outer) 1943.

way 1362, 1438 ft.

To gather 742 ft, 957 6, 1056 ft,

1103 ft, 1168 ft, 1706 6.

Gaudy 1999, 2368 ft, 2369 ft.

Gaudiness 2098.

To gauge 2266 ft.

Gaurea alliacea 992 6.

Gay 885 ft, 1227 ft, 1825, 2369 ft.

To gaze 1259 ft, 2758 ft.

Gelding 288 ft, 1414 ft.

Gelonium 1 357 ft.

fasciculatum 11 57 b,

1357 b, 1908.

Gelt 2302.

Gem 1154&, 2200, 2373.
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GEM—GHE.
Gemini 1479, 228a

Gemium lanceolatum 1908 6.

Gemmiparous 2288.

Gender 2438.

Genealogical list 1886.

Genealogy 762 6.

General 2627, 2633, 2634.

(commander) 1888 b.

release 2631 b.

Generally 349 b, 1854 b.

Generated 458.

Generation 457, 458-

Generic name 1187.

Generosity 414. 5631 11

6

7 b,

1411, 1412.

Generous 464* 618 b, 1167 b,

1412, 1902, 2240, 2241, 2244 6,

2289, 2546.

Genitals 494, 2438.

Genius 1305 6.

Genteel 298, 1550 b, 2498.

Gentiana Cherayta 87, 720,

1095, 1096, 1113, 2174.

verticillata 1150 6.

Gentile 987, 2557.

Gentle 11, 464, 1281 b, 1539*,
2016, 2232 6, 2312, 2326 b,

2680.

Gentlefolk 1616.

Gentleman 1973&, 22296, 22466,

2659.

Gentlemanliness 2137.

Gentlemanly 2040.

Gentleness 8, 14, 809, 1539 b,

2271.

Gently 392 b, 1508 b, 2221 b,

2464 b.

Genuine 8, 13, 1583 b, 1793,

1985, 2337, 2346.

Genuineness 17931 1853. 2337,

2346.

Genus 906, 1186, 1187.

Geodorum bicolor 1904 b.

Geography 2172 b.

Geometrical 846.

demonstration 846.

Geometry 846, 2235 b.

Germ 31, 473-

Germinated 31.

Germinating 473.

Gesticulated 295.

Gesticulation 32, 2560, 2567.

Gesture 32, 402, 2133, 2560,

2567.

To get 687 b, 2417 b.

loose 1 153 b.

through 1310 b, 1720 b.

up 445 h 935.

Ghee (clarified butter)305,ioi9&,

2610.

GHO—GLO.
Ghost 127 b, 1412 b, 1685,

17806, 1858, 2173,2393 b.

Gibbous 773 b, 1276 b, 1796.

Giddiness 943 b, 1025, 2261 b.

Giddy 2261 b.

To be giddy 2261 b, 2494 6.

Gift 1364, 1411, 1889 b, 2050,

2746 b.

Gigantic 48.

Gilding 2676 b.

Gills 587, 649 b, 672 b, 1878 b.

1879 b.

Gilt 2202.

Gimlet 1344 b, 1371 b, 2087,
2140 b, 2702.

Ginger 323 6, 324 b, 329 b, 370,

958, 2461 b.

bread 958 b.

Girdle 577 6, 606 b, 809 b, 1 143 b,

1148 b, 1646 b, 2094.

Girl 754, 1981, 22506, 2313 6.

Girth 561 6, 570.

To give 9146, 1134k
back 1875 6.

notice 1188 b.

trouble 1224 6.

Given 1822, 2593, 2602.

back 1881 6.

up 1544 b.

Giving away in marriage 598.

information 1216, 1978 6.

• milch 1437 6.

Giver 1364, 1410.

Glad 1760, 1825, 1834, 1835,

2729, 2755, 2764.

tidings 2195 b.

To be glad 2399 6.

Gladness 398, 1825, 2325 b,

2729.

Glance 135, 429, 10546, 1208 6.

Glancing 3116.

Gland 2250.

Glare 1035 6, 1069 6, 1084 6,

1179 6, 1223 6.

Glaring 1035 6, 12006, 12236.

H73, 2368 b.

Glass 649 6, 1686 6, 2286 6,

2497 6.

vessel 649 6.

To glean 883 b.

Gleet 1502, 15036, 1834, 2740.

Glen 597.

Glitter 1156 6.

To glitter 1035 6, 10556, 14896.

Glittering 1035 6.

Globe 957, 97°. >926, 2201.

Globular 995 6, 1926.

Gloom 437''. 438 6, 10206,
1030, 1306, 2274.

Gloominess 88.

GLO—GOB.
Gloomy 63, 88, 262, 437 6,

1020 6, 1564, 1615, 1616.

Glorified 724, 2685.

Gloriosa superba 25, 427 6,

505 6, 657 *• 730 6, 2132,

2432.

Glorious 724, 897, 1354, !557 b,

1558, 1802, 1812.

Glory 553, 724, 1353 b, 1802,

18646, 1897 6, 2276, 2559.

Gloss 1067 6, 1248 b, 1978,
2022, 2023, 2068, 2116, 2161.

Glossiness 352.

Glossy 443, 695,10196.

Glottis 1542 6.

Glove 2736 6.

Glowing 1273 6, 1387 6.

Glue 2495 6.

Gluey 308 6.

Gluttonous 463, 17796, 2131,

2159 6, 2225.

Gluttony 54, 59, l 3*-

Glycine debilis 1707,2246,2275,
2125 6.

labialis 1906 6.

Glycyrrhiza glabra 831, 2210.

sativa 2210.

Gjielina arborea 922 6, 947 6,

2138, 2209, 2526, 2611.

Gnashing 1394.

Gnat 2205, 2234, 2234 6, 2235 6.

To gnaw 667 6, 758 6.

Gnomon 2460.

To go 1059 6, 1063 6, 1843 6,

2343 b.

abroad 1988 6.

by 956 6.

fast 1501 6.

. into 1692 6.

off 1153b.

out (extinguish) 1582 6.

over 956 6.

secretly 558 6.

with the stream 1506 6.

Goad 31, 1270 6, 16966, 1815.

Goat 38, 1125, 1132 6, 1132,

1697 6, 1888 6, 2103 6.

(flesh) 1132.

herd 1
1 33.

(she) 1132, 1133, 1888 6.

Gobioides ruber 2435 6.

Gobius barbatus 1276.

Boddarti 1110 6, 11126.

Changua 2181 6.

electricus 10196, 17486.

radiatus 1276.

subunitus 1112 6.

viridis 1112 6.

Goblet 1714, 1780 6, 2286 6.

GOB—GOO.
Goblin 127 6, 816, 1526, 1607,

1858,2172, 2366, 2393 6.

God 428, 1256 6, 1370, 1412,

1454 6, 1456, 1457, 1663,

1664.

Goddess 1257 6.

Godlike 189 6, 190.

Going 1011, 2123.

forth 1843.

on foot 17196

out 1596.

Goitre 906, 930.

Gold 2401, 2656, 26766, 2712,

2747, 2757.

thread 1172,13306.

tissue 1967 6.

Golden 595, 665, 2657, 2680,

2713, 2747, 2759.

Goldsmith 2671 6, 2712.

Gomphrena globosa 198, 355 6,

759, 774, 97o 6, 2246, 2363,
2585 6.

Gone 407, 1595, 2068.

astray 2189.

by 9566, 2109.

forth 1595.

out 1595, 1600.

Gonorrhoea 1503 6, 1834,

Good 218, 450, 876 6, 883 6,

1188, 1626 6, 1750, 1838,

2034, 2093 6, 2137, 2159 l>,

2470 6, 2498, 2565, 2568,

2589, 2608, 2626, 2628,26536,
2663, 2681, 2745.

action 1751, 2649.

advice 2574, 2745.

and evil 2160 6.

aspect 2507.

behaviour 1619.

breeding 2588.

condition 2663.

conduct 2573, 2745.

conversation 2573 6.

course 2571.

deed 2648.

fortune 641, 767, 2195,

2680.

hearted 2755.

looking 2653.

luck 2507.

man 2571.

manners 323 6.

name 1626.

nature 2572.

natured 809, 2574, 2652,

2661.

news 2195 6.

report 358.

reputation 885 6.

sense 2574.— understanding 2574 6.
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GOO—GRA.
Good will 2159 6, 2745.

wishes 2745.

work 2649.

workmanship 2650 6.

writing 885 6.

Goodness 451, 861 b, 883 b,

1838, 2137, 2159 b, 2160 b,

2504, 2570, 2574, 2591, 2628,

2679, 2681.

Goods 338 b, 1181 b, 1198 b,

1475, H90, 2272 b, 2273 b,

2448 b, 2632 b.

Goose 1900 b, 2719, 2734 b.

(ruddy) 1036.

Gordonia integrifolia 1908 b,

2251.

To gore 963 b.

Goring 963 b.

Gospel 405 b, 2195 b.

Gossip 1180, 1952.

Gossipping 9956 b.

Gossypium 682 b, 1334.

hirsutum 698.

Got 1852.

over 455.

up 457-

To govern 2635.

Governed 69.

Government 331, 625, 1913 b,

2175, 2387, 2486, 2572 b,

2606 b, 2635 b, 2661 b, 2734/),

2750 6.

Governor 71, 104, 625, 1461,

1536 6, 1586, 2486, 2657 b,

2661 b, 2734 b.

Gourd 752 b
y 815 6, 1343.

Gout 1964.

Gouty 1964, 1965, 1966.

Gown 32 6, 1190 b.

Grace 94, 782, 1397, 1840.

Gracious 1397, 1550 b, 1839.

Graciously 782 b.

Gracula Chataree 11346.
——— cristatella 2674 b.

religiosa 22256, 24836,
2637.

Saularis 13866.

— tristis 2152 6.

Gradation 1398 6.

Gradual 823.

Gradually 822 6 823 6.

Graduated 855 6.

To graft 23606.

Grain 584, 585, 933, 1504 6,

1536, 2372 6, 2379 6, 2476,
2617.

of rice 1292.

Gram (vetch) 1042.

Grammar 2115.

Grammarian 2101.

GRA—GRE.
Granary 611 6, 619 6, 768,864,
9966, 12776.

Grand 2174.

Grand-daughter 1534, 1553 b,

1789, 2653.

Grandee 5°i 6.

Grandeur 501 6, 553.

Grandfather 12576, 14116, 1736,

1/37, 2258.

(maternal) 15546.

Grandmother 362 6, 1257 6,

1411 6, 1429 6, 1736.

(maternal) 11556,
2258.

Grandson 1534, 1553 6, 1788.

Grant 1412, 2575 6, 2746 6.

To grant 2384 6.

Granted 2602.

To granulate 581 6.

Granulated 1412 6.

Grape 1476, 2312.

Grass 1018, 1350.

cutter 1018 6.

Grasshopper 1650,1865 6, 24726.

Grasshoppers 1639

Grasp 603 6.

To grate 810 6, 811 b.

Grateful 102, 778, 1583 6, 1821.

Gratification 1347, 1674, 2577.

Gratified 334, 342, 358, 398,
1208, 1347, 1351, 2325, 2297,
2576, 2729.

To gratify 1347 6.

Gratifying 102, 1347, 1351, 1855,
2218.

Grating 716.

sensation 620 6.

Gratingly 582 6, 583 6.

Gratiola amara 694 6.

—— Monnieria 325 6,

2533 6.

Gratis 189 6, 230, 2299 6, 23256.

Gratitude 102, 778, 15846, 1493,
1820.

Gratuitous gift 189 6.

Gratuitously 2299 6, 2325 6.

Grave 920, 922, 993 6, 2595.

accent 95.

Gravedigger 604 6.

Gravel 232, 571 6, 620 6, 648 6,

758 6, 766 6, 1982.

Gravid 1768.

Gravity 947 6.

Gray 1515-

hair 1699 6.

haired 1 69 1

.

To graze 1060 6.

Greasiness 2695.

Greasy 1059 6, 1357 6, 2630,

2695.

GRE—GRO.
Great 968, 999, 1894 6, 1917,

1990, 2039, 2060 6, 2237,
2244 6, 2304 6, 2427, 2693.— coat 2426 6.

festival 2248.

king 2245.

splendour 1664.

Greater 68.

Greatness 968, 999, 1831, 18976,

2237, 2247, 2276, 2600.——— of soul 563.

Greece 2407 6.

Greediness 8676, 926, 948, 1 1486,

2439, 2452.

Greedy 927, 974, 1889 6, 2435 6,

2436, 2440, 2444, 2452 6.

Green 1319 6, 2585 6, 2586 6,

2726, 2727.

Greenness 1319 6.

Greens 1362 6, 2477, 2587 6.

seller 727 6.

Grewia 45 6.

cataphracta 1715 6.

hispida 1070 b.

rigida 1070 6.

sapida 1151 6.

sepiaria 1716 6.

Grief 438 6, 472, 889, 998 6,

1398 6, 2217, 2223, 2264,

2504, 2516, 2576.

Grieved 370, 842, 878, 2217,
2516.

To grin 877 6, 2179 6.

To grind 740 6, 1020 6, 1266 6,

16146, 1742 6, 17466, 17826,

1961 6, 222g 6, 2231 6, 2480 b.

Grinding-stone 1069 6.

Grinding (rapacious) 1564 6.

Grindstone 2480.

Grinning 645 6, 877 6.

Gripe 603 6.

To be griped 1777 b.

Gripes 1778 6.

Griping 685 6.

Grislea tomentosa 24. 999,

1494, 1501 6, 1502, 1503,2658.

Gristle 809 6.

Grit 571 6.

Grittiness 279, 583 6, 720 6.

Gritty 620 6.

To groan 728 6, 798 6, 800 6.

Grocer 1694 6, 2081 6, 2297 6,

2325 6.

Grocer's-shop 2297 6.

Groin 1889.

Groins 734 6.

Groom 234, 1535 6, 2546 6.

Groove 1013 6.

To grope 2736 6.

Gross 2693.

GRO—GUI.

Grove 473, 679.

Ground 1026,1614, 2171, 2171 b,

2173,2175,2255 6, 2311.

floor 1618 6.

plot 362 6.

work 1911 6, 2064 6.

Groundless 264, 1615, 2089 6.

To grow 1962 6, 2070 6.

To growl 1021 6.

Growling 925.

Grown rich 2600.

up 2069.

Growth 1761, 1927, 1963 6,

1964 6, 2070.

Grudge 1040 b.

Gruel 2201 6.

To grumble 1777 6, 1888 6,

1898 6, 2005 6.

Grumbling 925, 941 6, 1020 6,

1898 6.

To grunt 798 6, 800 b.

Grunting 1020 6.

Gryllus Grilla Talpa 1020 6,

1022 6.

migratorius 1639 6.

monstrosus 1955 6.

Guard 1121 6, 11826, 1570 6,

1725, 2672.

house 1121 6.

To guard 346 6, 1121 6, 2384 6.

Guarded 163, 1530 6, 2120,

2367.

Guardian 73, 165, 860 6, 1367,

1726, 2300 6.

Guardianship 860 6, 2383 6.

Guarea Boro-Gotadhura 986 6.

paniculata 708 6.

Guana 997 6. See Alligator.

Guava 1780 6, 2465 6, 2584 6.

Guess 101, 117 6, 307 6, 337 6.

2578.

Guessed 101.

Guessing 1176, 338 6.

Guest 50, 185, 289.

Guide 445 6, 1559, 1628, 1652
2230 6.

Guidance 1619.

Guilandina 17-

Bonducella 637,

2228, 2502 6.

Guile 738.

Guilt 965 6, 1015 6, 1446, 1450,

1708.

Guiltiness 965 6.

Guiltless 12, 80, 84, 130, 136,

1589, 1614.

Guilty 130, 779, 9^5 6, 1446 6,

1469, 1470, 1708, 1718,2546 6,

2574, 2630.

Guise 2093.
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GUL—HAL.
Gulp 1284 ft.

To gulp 1284 ft.

Gulps 933 b, 953.

Gum 982 b, 1514, 1606.

—— benzoin 2426 b.

myrrh 1735, 2106, 2379.

olibanum 1726, 2287,

2473 b, 2646.

resin 955.

Gums 1394.

Gun 1361 b, 1413 b, 1913 b.

Gunner 995 b, 1361 b.

Gunpowder 1977 b.

To gush 1130 b.

Gushingly 2751 b.

Gust (of wind) 1495 b, 1974.

Gut 463 b, 1552 b.

Gutta serena 2324 b.

Glitter 1540 b, 1659 b, 2303 b.

Guttural 587.

letter 587.

Gyration 347.

H. .

Habit 186, 296, 323 b, 422 b,

1062, 1081 b, 1128, 1267 b,

1506, 1781 ft, 1794, 1801 ft,

2093, 2278 A, 2315 ft, 2328 ft,

2350 ft, 2410 6.

Habitation 349,975, 1569, 1581,

1582, 1607, 1767 ft, 1941 ft,

2449-

Habitual 297, 1062.

Hack-horse 2152 ft.

Hag 2477.

To haggle 359 6.

Hail ! 2137, 2714 ft.

Hail 611, 1930, 2496 ft, 2501 ft.

stone 2496.

To hail 1269 ft.

Hair 32, 571, 749, 793, 1084,
1105 6, 1299, 1979, 2411 ft,

24H, 2452, 2495.

comb 571.

pencil 1346.

Hairy 794.

caterpillar 586.

Halbert 1244 ft.

Half 332 ft.

burnt bricks 356 ft.

contented 1584 ft.

grown 331 ft.

satisfied 1584 6.

share 330 ft.

Hall 1399 ft, 1419 b, 1425 ft,

2484.

To halloo 1877 ft.

Halo 911, 911 ft.

Halt 452, 1639.

HAL—HAR.
To halt 454 ft-

Halter 2381 6.

Halting-place 2238 6.

Hamlet 936 ft, 1004, 1705 ft.

Hammer 2271 6, 22g2 ft, 2297,
2736 ft.

To hammer 17346,1743 5, 1779 ft,

Hammock 854, 1468.

Hand 611, 1643, 1 702 ft, 2731,
2736 6.

bill 1086.

Handcuffs 2736 ft.

Handful 1063, 2295 ft, 2302.

of water 1105.

Handicraft 2497.

work 2497.

Handicraftsman 2111.

Handkerchief 9476,2404 ft,2407 6.

Handle 446 ft, 1378, 2295 ft, 2302.

Handsaw 2736 ft.

Handsel 1884 ft.

Handsome 883 ft, 885 ft, 1079,
1915, 2161, 2406, 2652, 2653,
2655, 2660, 2661, 2707.

Handsomeness 2518.

Hand-writing 858 ft, 2439, 2445.

Handy 779.

To hang 470 ft, 1236 ft, 1244 ft,

1871 ft, 2422 ft.

loose 2453 ft.

Hanging 2203 ft.

a criminal by the neck
470.

1— down 2428.

lantern 1244 ft.

on 22g6 6.

Hangman 1 180 ft.

To happen 1648 ft.

Happily 2137 ft.

Happiness 333, 507, 641, 767,
861 ft, 1213, 1363, 1663 ft,

1835,2137, 2157, 2195, 2243,
2472, 2493, 2525, 2617, 2649,
2729.

Happy 334, 641 ft, 767, 769, 848,
1258 ft, 1603, 1760, 1834, 1835,
1838, 1942 ft, 2137, 2202,
2224 ft, 2243, 2299 ft, 2472,

2493, 2506, 2526, 2600, 2629,
2650, 2708, 2729, 2755.

Harbour 811, 1529 ft, 1912 ft.

Hard 569, 580, 582 ft, 621,
1245 ft, 1255 b, 1390 ft, 1451,

1796, 2301 ft, 2458.

hearted 580.

Hardheartedness 13, 696, 1473,
1598, 1613.

Hardness 580, 670, 1418, 1451,

1474, 1476, 1796, 2683.

Hardship 776, 1290 ft.

Hare 862 ft, 863 ft, 2473, 2474.

lip 923 ft.

8

HAR—HEA.
Harlot 873 6, 908, 1141 ft, 1141,

1530, 1543, 1976, 2094, 2185.

Harm 125.

Harmlessness 80, 262.

Harmony 337, 408 ft, 530, 551.

Harness 2617, 2624 6.

Harpoon 1120 ft, 1251 6, 1353 ft,

1787 6, 1897 ft.

Harpullia cuponioides 2735 6.

Harrow 804, 1951 ft, 2008 ft,

2191 ft, 2249 ft, 2447.

Harsh 568, 580, 621, 643, 643 ft,

828, 1245 ft, 1597, 1613, 1684,

2402, 2405, 2503.

Harshness 828, 1613, 1724, 2103.

Harvest 860 ft, 1870 ft, 2476.

Haste 1179 ft, 1224 ft, 1501 ft.

To hasten 1472 ft.

Hastily 844 ft, 1039 h
>

i°53
1224 6, 1225 ft, 1320 ft, 2619 ft.

Hastingia coccinea 34 ft, 1436 ft.

scandens 141 1 ft.

Hat 1250 ft, 1253 ft, 1254 ft.

Hatchet 740, 742 ft.

Hated 1464 ft.

To hate 1487 ft.

Hateful 1 137 6, 1487.

Hatred 1025, 1487, 2012, 2102.

Haughtiness 927, 1089, 1248 ft,

1400, 1413 ft, 1415, 1879,
2265.

Haughty 180,927, 1248 ft, 18796,
2265.

Haunch 459.

Hawk 2287 ft, 2468 6, 2522,
2606 ft.

To hawk 881 ft, 886 ft.

Hawker 1881 ft.

Hawser 664 6.

Hay 1746 ft.

Hazard 1052.

Haze 771.

Haziness 771.

He 410 6, 432 6, 474 6, 553 6,

1269, 1331 ft, 1333 ft, 1352 ft,

2670 ft.

He-cat 2761 ft.

Head 1972 ft, 2236, 2261 ft,

2295 ft, 2296, 2306, 2494,
2495-

ache 2261 ft, 2494, 2495.

land 1250 ft.

man 2607 ft.

of an arrow 2470 ft.

Headless 229.

trunk 603.

Headstrong 63, 164, 339 6, 436 6,

5286, 1949 6, 2710.

Headstrongness 1439.

To heal 581 6, 584 ft, 1768 6.

Healing 1083.

Y

HEA—HED.
Health ! 2714 6.

Health 86, 207, 367 ft, 368, 640,
861 6, 1503, 1603, 2590 6,

2663, 2707, 1717.

To be in good health 2159 6.

Healthiness 207.

Healthy 20, 86, 207, 368, 1039,
1621, 2663, 2707.

Heap 653 6, 676 6, 944 6, 971,
971 6, 1056, 1283 6, 1385 6,

1735, 1747 ft, 1749, 1765 ft,

2070, 2396, 2555, 2564, 2566,
2685.

To heap 1
1 59 6.

Heaped 2558.

To hear 1959 ft, 2506 6.

Heard 1814, 2527.

Hearer 2529,

Hearing 2506 6.

Heart 110, 871 6, 8726, 1087,
1089 ft, 1427 6, 2214, 2747 6,

2754-

ache 1146.

burn 2755.

pea 1219.

Hearth 280 6, 474 6, 1362 6.

(portable) 11056, 1106.

Heartily 690 ft.

Heartless 1605 ft.

Heart's burning 2217,2755.

Heat 448, 455, 510, 511, 923,
966 ft, 1006, 1014, 1221 ft,

'322, 1337, 1354, 1420, 1474
1575.

To heat 1193 ft, 1232 ft, 1281 6,

1317 6, 1321 6, 1323 ft.

Heated 1321 6, 2576.

To heave (sob) 18836.

Heaven 388 6, 980, 1370, 1371,

1425, U59, 1474, 1537, 2123,
2711 6, 2712, 2713.

Heavenly 1426, 2712.

Heaviness 645 6, 968, 999, 2151.

Heavy 968.

Hedge 1028, 1506, 1847,20806.

To hedge 1019 6.

Hedger 1013 6.

Hedyciiium angustifolium 21716.

Hedyotis scandens 903 6.

Hedysarum 573.

Alhagi 749, 951,
1168 ft, 1399 ft, 1434,

bupleurifolium 741 ft,

742 ft,

Gangeticum 4, 1522,

2009, 2484, 2638, 2693.

gramineum 1715.

gyrans 1907 ft.

lagenarium 1878 ft.

lagopodioides 35,

939, 993 ft, 994, 1227, 1775,
1776, 2640, 2762.
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HED—HEP.
Hedysarum orbiculatum 2294 6.

pictum 2459 6,

2558 b.

pulchellum 1158 b.

triflorum 748 b.

« 1 tuberosum 2494 b.

vespertilionis 1076 b,

1097 b.

Heedless 1834.

Heedlessly 87 b.

Heel 5, 958 b, 986 b.

To heel 1241 b.

Heifer 1900 b.

Heigh 550 b.

Height 437, 44 1, 518, 562,

2428 b, 2599.

Heinous offence 2241.

Heir 1416, 1977 b, 2399.

apparent 2353.

Heirship 454.

Held 1516, 2745.

Helianthus annuus 2190,

2668 b.

Heltcteris Isora 275 b.

Heliotiiopium Coromandelia-

num 1548 b.

Indicum 1002,

2177, 2527, 2732, 2737 b.

Helix ampullaeea 2482 b.

decollata 978 b.

Hell 73, 1441, 1466 b, 1539,

1709.

Helm 622, 2732 b, 2741 b.

Helmet 895, 12536, 2495.

Helmsman 622, 676 b, 2255 b.

Help 752 b, 1078 b, 2207 b,

2617.

Helped 479.

Helper 752 b, 2620.

Helpless 155. 302 I, 1549 b,

2022, 2432 b.

Helplessness 1549 b, 2432 b.

Helpmate 2351 b.

Hem 272 b, 2742 6.

Hemicrania 323 b, 329 b.

Hemidesmus Indicus 617.

Hemionites cordifolia 35, 49,

590, 830, 1069 b, 1090, 1473,

1773, 1774.

Hemiplegia 215, 216.

Hemisphere 215.

Hemistich 216, 1628 b.

Hemorrhage 2365, 2455 6.

Hemorrhoids 218, 367 b, 1443.

Hemp 2133, 21496, 2462.

Hen 729 b, 731, 2300 b.

Hence 407 6, 540 b, 550 6.

Henceforth 266 6, 526 6.

Hen-pecked 2687, 2688.

Hepatic cyst 2332.

HEP—HIB.

Heptagon 2582 6, 2584.

Herald 1200 6.

Herbage 846.

Herbs 1362 6.

Herculia alata 1903 6.

argentea 2648 6.

Herd 85 6, 1726 6, 2354.

Herdsman 989.

Here 423 b, 539 b, 544 6, 550 6,

2757 l>.

and there 407 6.

Hereafter 47, 2586, 266 6,. 407 b,

518 6.

Hereditary 11C4, 1721, 2328 6.

Heresy 1663, 1729, 2280.

Heretic 1729.

Heretical 1729.

Hermaphrodite 1534, 27446.

Hermit 1909, 1970, 2298,2328.

Hermitage 1686.

Hero 1728 6, 1942 6, 1987 6,

2053, 2243, 2272 6, 2510.

Heroic 2058, 2059, 2485 6, 2510,

Heroical 460.

Heroism 460, 1987 6, 1993, 2058,

2059, 2510, 2520, 2635.

Heron 647 6, 830, 2453.

Herpes exedens 1022 6.

Herritiera minor 2648 b.

To hesitate 1484 6.

Hesitatingly 292 6.

Hesitation 540 6, 1308 6.

Heterodox 169, 1663, 2032.

Heterodoxy 1729, 1974, 2012 6.

2100.

Heterogeneity 240.

Heterogeneous 243.

Hexagon 2536, 2538.

Hexangular 2536.

Hibiscus 1333 6.

— Abelmoschus 645,7006,

1906 6.

cannabinusi6gi,23206.

1 edulis 2395 6.

. esculentus 5546, 15176.

fragrans 614 6.

longifolius 1517 6.

— mutabilis 49, 17 1
> 557,

1078,1127, 13806, 1656, 1892,

2689.

Phceniceus 23656,2437,

2535, 2585 b, 2668.

pistus 382 6.

populneoides 573, 597,

601, 603, 926, 945 6, 1534,

1665 6, 1685, 1758, 1758 6,

1772, 1861.

Rosa Sinensis 557 6,

1166, 1167.

— strictus 1898 6.

Syriacus 2479 6.

HIB—HIR,
Hibiscus tortuosus 1933^,19796,

1981.

vitifolius 1157, 1906 6.

Hiccup 2743 6, 2744, 2756 6.

To hiccup 2744 6.

Hidden 267 6, 965, 973, 1129,

2441 6.

Hide 780, 786 6, 1054 6, 1061 6,

1137''.

(a) 40.

and seek 2441 b.

To hide 990 6, 1280 6, 2441 6.

Hideous 1990.

Hieracium 985.

High 431 l>, 437, 5i8, 1041 b,

1071 6, 1325, 1340, 2142 6,

2598.

bank 654 6.

born 1885, 2239.

minded 2240, 2248.

office 438 6.

price 1042 6, 1445.

priced 2244, 2245, 2270 6.

situation 438 6.

spiritedness 1802.

value 2276.

Higher and higher 491 6.

Highway 2241, 2388.

man 1269 6, 1961 6.

robbery 1961 6, 23986.

Hilancha repens 458. .

Hilarity 1852, 2368 b.

Hill 951, 1687.

Hilt 1378, 2295 6.

Hinder 154.

(backward) 1729, 1732 6.

To hinder 155 6, 291 6, 309 6,

1261 6, 1582 6, 2412 6, 2413,

2414 6.

Hinderance 124, 136, 154, 294 6,

306 6, 1261 6, 1581, 1595,

1808, 1850, 1969, 1975, 1997,

2033, 2116, 2294 6, 2412 6,

2446 6.

Hindered 154, 1582, 1594.

Hindering 309 6.

Hindmost 1693.

Hingcha, see Hingtsha.

Hinge 605 6.

Hingtsha repens 2742 6, 27446,

2748, 2579 6.

Hint 402,419 6, 1021 6, 1258 6,

2133, 2560.

To hint 1258 6.

Hip-bone 2528.

joint 732 6.

Hippocratea arborea 803 I.

Hips 459, 648 6.

Hire 41 >>, 302 6, 792 6, 2081,

2141, 2151, 2152 6, 2197 6,

2308.

HIR—HOM,
To hire 2152 6.

Hired 1259 6.

labourer 41 6.

Hireling 2099.

Hirundo Nacutti 1546 6.

His 1316 6.

To hiss 1876 6.

History 408, 1060, 1757, 2022.

Historian 551, 2022.

To hit 2431 6.

a mark 1259 6.

Hither and thither 407 6.

Hitherto 546 6.

Ho! 3 6, 550 6, 2183 6.

Hoard 2566.

Hoarded 1634.

Hoar frost 2746.

Hoarse 932 6.

Hoarseness 930, 2711.

Hoary 1691, 16996.

Hoe 748, 860 6, 12396, 1243 6,

1364, 1870 b.

Hog 720, 811, 1005, 1920, 2174,
25086, 2509 6, 2509, 1618 6.

spear ?5g 6, 894 6.

To hoist 445 6.

Hola 550 6.

Holcus bicolor 705 6.

Hold 1003.

To hold 774 6, 1496 6, 1698 b.

Hole 771, 926, 934, 941 6, 973,
10136, 1140, 11466, 18726,
1876 6, 1990 6, 2021, 2034,

2375, 2578, 2641 6, 2652 6,

2660.

Holiday 158, 1637.

Holiness 1658, 2040, 2504.

Hollow 895, 1871 6, 1879 b,

1882 6.

bamboo 723.

of a tree 803.

Holocentuus 1410 6, 1554 t,

2181 6.

Derea Datanya

935 b.

trispinosus 797 6.

Holy 16266, 1752, 2148,2224 b.

Ghost 1499.

place 846, 1339.

water 248 1 Jr.

writ 2527.

To pay homage 2134 6.

Homage 1765, 19 12» 2131,2673.

Home 2046, 2163 6, 2690.

made 1013 6, 1462.

At home 977 6, 1014 6.

Homestead 2138 6.

Homogeneity 2589.

Homogeneous 2586, 2589.
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HON—HOS.
Honest 6, 442 6, 521, 875 b,

1388, 1454 b, 1797, 2044,

2085 b, 2303 b, 2470, 2571,
2608, 2644 b.

Honesty 369, 521, 875 6, 1454 b,

2636.

Honey 1762, 2191 b, 2192, 2208,

2248 b, 2327 b.

bee 2192 b.

comb 1067 b, 2192 b,

2209, 2327 b.

Honeyed 2209.

Honorary gift 1757.

Honour 999, 1946 b, 2230, 2263,

2266, 2559, 2604, 2605, 27526.

To honour 324 b, 2265 b.

Honourable 81, 2134, 2266.

Honoured 94, 2130, 2265, 2594,
2604, 2605.

Honours 2226 b.

Hoodwink 1260 b.

Hoof 845, 883, 2465, 2658 b.

Hook 279 b.

Hoot! 1508, 1877 b.

Hope 139, 381, 501 b, 1304 b,

2142 6,

To hope 2142 b.

Hopeful 281.

Hopeless 381, 1544 b, 1549 b,

1604, 2722.

Hopelessness 174, 1549 b, 1594'
1631.

Hordeum hexastichon 2339.

Horizon 1036, 1421 b, 1423,
2201.

Horn 856, 919, 2047, 2491 b,

2512.

Horned 2491 b, 2512.

Hornet 1919 6, 2182 b.

Horny 2483.

Horoscope 8146.

Horrible 1418, 1990,2166.

Horribleness 2166.

Horrific 1030.

Horripilation 585, 939 b, 2452 b.

Horse 1029, 1029 b, 1344, 1959,

2346, 2725.

breaker 1075 h.

laugh 56.

man 235, 1030 b, 1345 b.

race 1 029 b.

rug 39'..

shoe 1 560 b.

Horsemanship 1345 b.

Hosier 2323 b.

Hospitable 317.

Hospital 1330 b, 1498.

Hospitality 50, 51, 317, 2570.

Host 2315 b.

Hostage 2471 b.

Hosticide 2464 b.

HOS—HUM.
Hostile 1487, 2012, 2018, 2033,

2102.

Hostility 2876, 2018, 2033,2101,
2464.

Hot 432 b, 510, 511, 578, 862,

923 b, 1006, 1043, 1232 b,

1320 b, 1321 b, 1331 b, 1331,

1337, 1338, 1768 b.

headed 923 b.

rice 1 304.

season 510, 966 b, 1006,

1575-

seasonings 1232 b.

spicery 1232 b.

—— tasted 1232 b.

tempered 1321 6.

weather 510.

To be hot 1321 b.

Hovel 738.

Hound 2642 b.

Hour 1010, 1010 b, 2761.

House 22, 44, 292, 374, 738,
873 b, 975. 10136, 1505, 1560,

1607, 1756, 1938, 1961, 1962 b,

2094, 2139, 2222, 2245 b,

2484, 2572, 2574.

breaker 2642 b.

holder 975, 976.

of correction 2726 b.

steward 873 b.

wife 764, 976,950 b, 1013,

1757 b.

Household 1673 b, 1788, 2179.

affairs 975, 976.

How 591 b, 718 6, 719 b, 791 b,

792 b, 807 b.

excellent 71 b.

long 539 h, 718 b.

many 589 b, 590 b.

• many days 589 b.

many times 589 b.

much 589 6, 590 6, 719.

much more 7196.

often 589 b, 604 b.

Howda (litter) 356 b.

However 717 b, 17546.

Howling 654 b, 820.

Howsoever 2336 6.

Hue 1923, 2334.

Hum 2137 b.

To hum 957 6, 963 b, 1021 6,

2137 b.

Human 724, 2265.

being 2264, 2265.

race 1 162.

sacrifice 1539.

soul 1758.

Humane 1685.

Humanity 337, 1685, 2216, 2264,
2265, 2628.

Humble 869,924 6, 1 148 b, 1538,

2014, 2016, 2486, 2658,2762.

HUM—HYP.
To humble 869 6, 1624 6, 1632 b.

To be humble 1623 6.

Humbleness 1618.

Humbling 2264.

Humbly 1770.

Humea alata 2329 6.

Humiliation 1413, 2420.

Humility 96, 924 6, 1305 b,

^SS 1
, 1538, 159 1

, 2014, 2282 6.

Humming 956 b, 2137 6.

Humour 2381.

Humourous 2381.

Hump 568.

backed 727 b, 735 6, 752,
J635-

Hundred 2462.

fold 2462 b.

Hundredth 2462.

Hunger 844, 878 6, 2064.

Hungry 119, 844, 2064, 2167 6.

Hunt 2642 6.

Hunter 20876, 2117, 2309, 2444,
2488 6, 2642 6.

Hunting 288, 300, 2309, 2488 6.

Hurricane 1224 6, 1225 b, 1343 6.

Hurt 395, 835, 842, 1017, 11176,
!994, 2500, 2722.

To hurt 294 6, 11176.

Hurtful 124, 750, 1018, 1469,
1479, 2362, 2471, 2743.

Husband 680, 1397, 1650, 1848,

1855, 1917, 1936, 2143, 2153,
2716.

and wife 1192, 1396,
2159-

Husbandman 783 6, 783, 784,
846, 1081 6.

Husbandry 783.

Hush ! 1 103 6, 1381 6.

Husk 896 6, 1094 6, 1142 6,

1339 *, 1347.

Hut 727 b, 738, 742 6, 856 6,

1235 6, 1237 6, 2394 6.

Hybrid 1465 6, 1466 6.

Hydrocele 8106, 813.

Hyduocotyle Asiatica 1330 6,

1332 6, 1383 6.

Hydrophobia 1 177.

Hyaena 970 6, 992 6,1308, 16266,

1627 6, 2066, 2310.

Hymn 952, 2686.

Hyperanthera Morunga 17,

871 6, 2322, 2461 6, 2534,
2565 6, 2676 6.

Hypochondria 1974 6.

Hypochondriac 1964, 1974.

Hypocrisy 709, 1729, 2267.

Hypocrite 709, 1729.

Hypocritical 599, 709, 789 6,

1415, 2131 6.

Hypotenuse 622.

HYP—IDI.

Hypothesis 101.

Hysterical 1965 6.

Hysterics 1777 6.

I.

I 2287 b.

Jack 1396 6.

Jackall 829, 992, 1169, 1879 b,

1881 6, 1892, 2494 6, 2511,
2513 b.

Jacket 295 6, 760 6, 1 1
1 9, 1 584 6.

Jail 694, 1211 6, 1913 6.

Jailor 1913 6.

Jakes 1 1 84 6.

January- February 2253.

Jar 899 b, 925, 1009, 1193 6,

2199 b, 2316 6.

To jar 595 1260 6.

Jasmine 2713.

Jasminum arborescens 1894 6.

attenuatum 1908 6.

auriculatum 196, 451,
908, 1206 6, 2252 6, 2350 6,

2354. 2354 6.

chrysanthemum 1745,
2713, 2758.

elongatum 1707.
1— grandiflorum 1056 6,

1 186, 1 187, 2272 6.

multiflorum 6696,7496,
2253-

— pubescens 728 6, 749,
2192, 2253.

quadrifolium 983 A.

• Zambac 393, 669 6,

!205 6, 1350, 1536, 1703 6,

190^, 2091 6, 2174, 2209,
2234, 2296 6, 2297, 2499,
2584. 2713.

Jasper 1050.

j

Jatropha Curcas 1955 6.

I
Javelin 1627 6, 1897 6, 2460,

2473, 2513 />.

Jaundice 687, 1629 6.

Jaw 1099 6, 2723.

bone 11156, 11206.

Jaws 1 1 13 6.

Jay 1081, 1621.

Jayaputa 403 6.

Ice 1 168 6, 1919 6.

Ichneumon 1626 6, 2079 b.

Ichnocarpus frutescens 990,
2638 6.

Icicle 1 168 6.

Idea 4C6, 2060 6, 2104, 2552.

Ideal 2264.

Identical 79, 527 6,

Identically 2712 6.

Identity 79, 1321, 2712.

Idiom 546 6.

Idiot 1159 6, 1700 6, 2304.



IDI—ILL.
Idiotcy 1 159, 1 160 6,1700!), 2305.

Idiotic 1159, 2305.

Idle 223, 374, 1569 6.

talk 549 6, 2069 b.

Idleness 223 b, 374, 1631.

Idol 1255 b, 1752 b, 1997 b.

Idolater 1456, 1460, 1752 b,

1788 b.

Idolatry 1460, 1752 b.

Jealousy 2217.

Jeer 147, 1157 b.

Jeopardy 1255 b, 1415.

Jerk 1233 6, 1237 b.

Jest 885 b, 915 b, 1257 b, ^70 b.

To jest 1257 b.

Jester 816, 1870 6, 2136, 2236 b.

Jesting 2236 b.

Jesus Christ 2349 b.

Jet-d'eau 1883 b.

Jetty-lock 657.

Jew 2349 b.

Jewel 934 b, 2177, 2200, 2373.

Jewelled 853.

Jeweller 1211 b, 1213 b, 2200,
2201.

Jew's-harp 2293 b, 2325 b.

If 1111, 2328 b.

— not 1529 b, 1632 b.

To ignite 1232 b, 1323 b.

Ignoble 141.

Ignominy 1882 b.

Ignorance 42, 82, 163, 170,

2082 b, 2103, 2281, 2304,

2305, 2326.

Ignorant 41, 42, 82, 126, 501 6,

1213 b, 1323, 1445, 1603,

1965 b, 2073 b, 2083 b, 2293,

2304, 2305, 2336.

man 2305.

Jingle 1260 6.

To jingle 595 b, 2491 b.

Jingling 1223 b, 1225 b.

Ill 20906,2118, 2412.

— behaviour 469 b.

—- boding 1162.

— bred 2073 b.

— circumstanced 1904 b.

— fame 125.

— fashioned 2080 b.

— fated 220,

— favored 748.

— flavored 2031, 2053 b.

— formed 743 6, 2080 b.

— health 2090 b.

— luck 8, 1903 b.

— mannered 1444.

— natured 888 b, 1444, 1446.

— scented 1441.

Illegal 164, 2073 b.

Illegality 2073 b.

ILL—IMM.
Illegible 135.

Illegitimate 785 b, 1 192.

Illness 259, 2028 b, 2090 b.

Illuminated 1430, 1823, 2031.

Illumination 1474.

Illusion 772, 1192, 1518 b, 1824,
1872 b, 2267.

Illusive 413, 2268.

Illusory 2268.

Illustrated 1419.

Illustrating 1430.

Illustration 458, 499, M54, 1474,
1575.

Illustrious 1558, 1802, 1812,
2059, 21 32, 2656.

Image 1752 b, 1810, 2306, 2406.

worship 1752 b.

worshipper 1788 b.

Imaginable 2553.

Imaginary 2264.

Imagination 887 b, 2062, 2204.

Imagined 787.

To imbibe 1 120 6.

1— a notion 1215 b.

Imitating 92, 103.

Imitation 92.

Imitative 92.

Immaculate 8, 190, 1611, 2085 b,

2028.

Immaculateness 2085 b.

Immaterial 22g, 320.

Immature 125, 131, 331 b.

Immeasurable 132, 195.

Immediate 340 6, 2623 6, 27376.

cause 2710.

Immediately 166 6. 539 6, 834 6,

1225 6, 1293 6, 25756.

afterwards 12966.

Immemorial 257.

Immense 132, 195.

Immensity 57.

To immerse 1274 6, 1556 6,

2061 6, 2ig7 6.

Immersed 147, 1177, 1584, 2194.

To be immersed 1274 6, 2197 6.

Immersion 147, 1274.

Imminent 388.

Immobility 2683.

Immoderate 58, 132, 2073 6.

Immodest 166, 1606, 2093 6,

2096 b.

Immodesty 221.

Immolation 2317.

Immoral 2115.

Immortal 15, 83, 189, 194, 1370,
2226.

Immortality 83, 189, 194, 1472.

Immoveable 36, 44, 1609, 2691,

2693.
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IMM—IMP.
Immoveable and moveable pro-

perty 2691.

property 2691.

Immutable 1602.

Imp 1269 6, 2366.

To impale 2510 6.

Impartial 1594, 1616, 2082 6,

2077 6, 2589.

Impartiality 1594,2082 6, 20776.

Impassable 136, 1447, 2557 6.

Impassioned 2369 6.

Impassive 1198.

Impatience 17, 72, 245, 1353 6.

Impatiens Balsamina 970 6,

H37 b, 1487 b.

Jhumpi 1235 6.

Impatient 17, 72, 190, 245,888 6,

877 6, 2107.

To impede 309 6, 1582 6,

Impediment 306 6, 9066, 1808,

1821, 1969, 1997, 2413.

To impel 1472 6.

Impending 2139.

Imperative 100.

mood 1587.

Imperceptible 170, 1685.

Imperceptibly 171 6.

Imperfect 131,244,8746, 15526,
1992.

Imperious 1415, 1582.

Imperishable 16, 87, 164.

Impervious 36, 950 6, 1011,

1012, loig 6, 1027 6, 1440,

2557 b, 2651.

Impetuosity 1222, 2077, 2750 6.

Impetuous 578, 746, 2077.

Impious 67, gi, 1729.

Implacability 22g.

Implement 2339, 2722 6.

To implicate 1260 6.

To import 336 6.

Importance 968, g6g, ggg, 18976,

2237.

Important 924, ggg, 1173 6,

2304 6.

Imported 354 6.

Imports 354 !'.

Importunate 1027 6.

Importune 888 6.

To importune 888 6.

Importunity 455, 888 6, 1291 6.

To impose 1 130 6.

a tax 1507 6.

Imposed upon 1826.

Imposition 876 6, 1826, 1872 6,

2136 6, 2147 6, 2184.

Impossible 244, 246, 2090 6.

Impossibility 228, 246.

Impostor 1389 6, 1409 6, 1803,

1826, 2146 6, 2147 6, 2193 6.

IMP—IN.

Imposture i38g 6, I3g7 6, Hog6,
1826.

Impotency 137,832, 1523,

Impotent 136 6, 157, 168, 1448,

1553 6, 1615.

To impoverish 2379 6.

Impracticable 246.

Impracticability 228, 246.

To imprecate 2481 6.

Imprecation 1902 6,2465, 2481.

Impregnable 1442.

To impress 1136 6, 2078 6.

Impressed 2298.

Impressing (block for) figures on
calico, &c. 1073.

Imprinted 2298.

To imprison 306 6.

Imprisonment 567 6,610 6,793 6,

951 b, 1530 b, 1865.

Improbable 29, 240, 244.

Improbability 144, 240.

Improper 94, 174, 201, 202,

927 6, 929 6, 1555, 1559 6,

1561 6, 1563 6, 2090 6, 2091 6,

2079 6.

Improperly attributed 368.

Impropriety 9, 174, 201, 202,

2079 b.

To improve 2517 6.

Improved 963.

Improvident 64, 131.

Imprudence 165.

Imprudent 131, 162, 2077 b.

Impudence 221, 1282 6, 1606,

1796, 20736.

Impudent 12696, 12826, 1516,

1606, 1796, 2096 6.

Impulse 2077.

Impunity 61.

Impure 128, 137, 138, 194, 8616,

1555 b, 2556.

Impurity 84, ig5, 231.

Imputation 286, 368 6.

To impute 2431 6.

Imputed 368.

In 2213 6, 2255 6, 2316 b.

— all respects 2612 6.

— common 529 6.

— company 2617 6, 2620.

— contact 2431 6.

— due order 98, 822, 822 6,

2337-

— due proportion 2336 6.

— due succession 822.

— due time 2336 6.

— effect 1869 6.

— every direction 2556 b.

— every respect 690 6, 26146.

— existence 2ig7 b.

— fact ig4! b.
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IN—INA.
In fine 1869 6.

— front 352 , 2605 b.

— front of 1834 6.

— full 697 b.

— future 266 b.

— layers 1380 b, 1381 b.

— length 2428 b.

— lieu of 546 6, 16776, 19026.

— order that 2336 b, 2348 b.

— parties 1381 b.

— person 2616 b.

— process of time 7016, 25926.

— reality 1868 6, 1941 6.

— regular order 2336 6.

— rows 1381 6.

— sects 1381 6.

— short 12646.

— sight 1454-

— society with 2562 6.

— strata 1381 6.

— that form 2674 6.

— the arms 8126.

— the beginning 328.

— the evening 2098 6, 2635.

— the first place 289 6, 1821 6.

— the gross 906 6, 2324 6.

— the heart 2217 6.

— the lap 812 6.

— the interval 608 6.

— the memory 2217 6.

— the mind 2217 6.

— the midst 2255 6.

— the morning 1850, 2186 6.

— the mean time 408 6.

— the middle 2316 6.

— the place of 2690 6.

— the presence of 2605 6.

— the view 1454.

— the whole 1385 6.

— the world 423 6.

— this manner 407 6, 408 6,

546 6, 547 6, 552, 1295 6.

— this place 423 6, 539 6.

— turn 16896.

— vain 2298 6, 2313 6, 2322 6.

Inability 15.

Inaccessible 20, 1440, 1441.

Inaccuracy 230.

Inaccurate 230, 2080 6.

Inactive 7, 628 6.

Inactivity 7, 142, 143.

Inadequate 606 6.

Inadvertence 165, 1833.

Inadvertent 183a, 1834, 2077 6.

Inadvertently 1101 6, 21886.

Inanimate 143, 1597.

substance 1159.

Inappetency 1552 6.

Inappreciable 194, 2034.

INA—INC.
Inartificial 13.

Inattention 81, 85.

Inattentive 81, 241, 946 6, 1832.

Inauguration 2391.

Inauspicious 129 6, 188, 230,
761.

Inauthenticity 144.

Incalculable 240, 2096 6.

Incantation 2219, 2326 6.

Incapable 1366, 243.

Incapacitated 2133.

Incapacity 246.

Incarnate 150.

Incarnation 149.

Incautious 131, 165,1834,20816.

Incendiary 24, 1221 6, 1323,
17856.

Incense 15116, 1514.

pot 15136, 15146.

To incense 808 6.

Inceptive mood 366 6.

Incessant 166, 1586, 1592 6,

2093 6, 2568, 2575.

Incessantly 307 6, 5296, 1011 6,

1424 6, 2093 6, 2568 b.

Incestuous 21.

Inch 2064 6.

Inchoative 366 6.

Incident 408 6.

Incidental i960 6.

Incision 1140, 1890 6.

Inclemency 6.

Inclement 1445, 1597.

Inclination 403, 547 6, 871 b,

1531,23006,2339.

(obeisance) 1800,

1801.

To incline 12346, 1237 6, 12796,
1623 6.

Inclined 1280, 1531.

plane 1280.

Included 113, 115, 17996, 2167.

Including 2482 b.

Inclusive 421 6.

Incognito 966 6, 1128, 1799,

1799 b -

Incoherent 141 6, 549 6.

Incombustible 63, 139 6.

Income 360, 1168 6, 25626.

and expenditure 1168 6.

Incomparable 57, 97, 141, 1594.

Incompatible 202.

Incomplete 131, 138, 1992.

Incomprehensible 42, 169.

Inconceivable 37.

Incongruous 202.

Inconsiderate 131, 162, 165,226,
1832, 2073 6, 2081 6, 2088 6.

Inconsiderateness 165, 1053,
1074.

Inconsistency 72, 240.

8

INC—IND.
Inconsistent 240.

conduct 240.

Inconstancy 88, 1053, 2076 6.

Inconstant 88, 1053, 1309,
2076 6.

Incontinent 40.

Incorporated 2483.

Incorporeal 33, 193, 1591.

Incorporeity 1631.

Incorrectness 230.

Increase 145 6, 331, 1761, 1927,
1963 6, 1964 6, 2022, 2070,
2093 6.

To increase 1962 6, 2070 6,

2600.

Increased 481, 2069, 2600, 2700.

Incredible 233.

Incredulity 142, 167, 232.

Incredulous 142.

Incumbent 347 I, 1062.

To incur 1416 6.

Indebted 522, 1456 6.

Indecency 1606'

Indecent 664 6.

Indeclinable 172, 1579.

word 1 72.

Indeed 399 6, 546 6, 865 6,

1556 6, 15746, 1868 6, 1893 6,

2742 6.

Indefatigable 47.

Indefinite 90, 132.

(tense) 15746.

Indented 1279 6.

Indenture 539 6.

Independence 77, 1589, 2077 b,

2290 6, 2708, 2714, 2715.

Independent 77,80, 1589,2077 6,

2290, 6, 2708, 2715, 2718.

Indescribable 90.

Indestructible 87, 164.

Indestructibility 87.

Index 1 104, 1462, 1876 6, 2652 6.

India proper 2158.

Indian rubber 710 6.

To indicate 2418 6.

Indicated 2665.

Indicating 106, 2104, 2664.

Indication 1066,2664.

Indicative mood 2716 6.

Indifference 256, 2031, 2077 6,

2529, 2589 b.

Indifferent 88, 1330 6, 2031,
2077 6, 2212, 2589.

Indigence 90 6, 90, 165, 571 6,

1399, Hi8, 1429, 1463.

Indigent 10, 11, 90, 213, 571 6,

1399, 1429, 1440, 1463, 1566,
1598.

Indigested 41.

Indigestion 41.

Indignation 645 6.

IND—INF.
Indigo 705 6, 1621.

plant 2209, 2526.

Indigofera Indica 831.

linifolia 2150 6.— tinctoria 705, 784 6,

1005, 1621, 1622, 2526.

Indirectly 1334 6, 2560.

Indiscernible 141, 220.

Indiscreet 1602, 2081 6.

Indiscretion 2081 6.

Indiscriminately 2324 6.

Indispensable 157, 1173 6.

Indispensableness 1173

Indisposition 259.

Indistinct 132, 170, 256.

Indistinctly 256.

Individual 1161, 1758, 18676,
2107.

Individuality 2107.

Individually 1163

Indivisibility 184.

Indivisible 165.

Indolence 8, 374, 944 6, 946 6,

1281 6, 2266, 26636.

Indolent 8, 91, 96, 223, 374,
742 6, 743 6, 946 6, 1281 6,

1573 6, 1577, 2277, 2304,
2663 6.

Induction 139.

Indulgence 1398 6.

Indulgent 1900 6.

Induration 581.

Industry 474, 2523.

Industrious 628, 630, 1836.

Inebriated 2204, 2258 6.

Inebriating 2261.

Inebriation 2261.

Ineffectual 143, 1615, 2115.

Inefficiency 1631, 2115.

Inefficient 7, 143.

Inequality 2045, 2103,

Inert 38, 699, 1543.

Inertness 1543.

Inevitable 154.

Inevitably 550 6.

Inexorable 13, 48.

Inexorableness 229.

Inexpedient 15596.

Inexpert 11, 12, 13, 126, 335 b.

Infallible 172, 195.

Infamous 896.

Infamy 125, 129 200, 749 6,

1864 6.

Infancy 817, 1131 b, 1147 6,

1982, 2497, 2515.

Infant 1147 6, 1979, 2497-

Infantine 1979, 1980.

Infantry 1651, 1713.

Infatuated 1834, 2055, 2258 6,

2293, 2304, 2327.
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INF—INI.
Infatuating 2261.

Infatuation 2204, 2261, 2304,

2326.

Inference 101, 1597, 2 35°-

Inferential 337»

Inferior 66, 67, 87, 142, Iftl,

407 6, 578 b, 874 b, 999.

Inferiority 143, 1618, 2266.

Infernal 1559-

regions 1539-

Inferrible 101 b.

Infidelity 1563.

Infinite 78, 132, 195, 231, 322 -

mood 1585.

Infirm 155, 228, 608 b, 1546 b,

1553 b, 1866 b.

Infirmity 608 b, 1 172, 1205, 1217,

1472, 2402.

To inflame 5106, 1390 b.

Inflamed 1387 b.

Inflaming 143°-

Inflammable 1221, 1221 b, 1322.

Inflammation 11936, 1222, 1 387>

1420.

Inflammatory fever 2364 b.

To inflate 1871 b.

Inflated 946 b.

Inflected 165.

Influence 402 b, 1851, 2118.

To influence 2417 b.

To inform 1188 b, 1217 b, 1978 b.

Informant 981 b.

Information 407 b, 483, 544 b,

860 b, 1214, 1582, 1978, 2003,

2549, 2577, 2578.

Informed 1214, 1217 b, 2665.

Informer 624, 860 b, 1978, 2104.

Informing 2104.

Infundibuliform 15 1 5-

Infusion 1606.

Ingenious 1045, 1072, 2664,

2705 b, 2752 6, 2758 b.

Ingenuity 2758 b.

Inglorious 10, 19, 143, 200, 2031.

Ingloriousness 200.

Ingratitude 12, 1584 b.

Ingredients 1941, 2607 b.

Ingua 403 b.

Inhabitable 1940, 1985, 1986.

Inhabitant 1582, 1939 b, 1984 b.

Inherent 2618, 2716.

Inheritable 1416.

Inheritance 68, 454, 1415.

Inherited 1721, 2328 b.

Inhuman 1613.

Inimical 85, 1487, 2008, 2012,

2033, 2102.

Initial 325, 1851.

Initiated 2553.

Initiation 2552.

INJ—INS.
Injunction 303, 1318 b, 2013.

To injure 1616 b.

Injured 125, 861 b, 1994 b, 2500,

2722.

Injurious 1479, *632 b, 2362,
2738, 2743-

Injury 125, 483, 835, H79, 1527,
1623 b, 1632 6, 2737 b.

Injustice 67, 121, 162, 925 b,

1212 b, 1443, 2103.

Ink 706, 708, 2235, 2640 b,

2674 b.

stand 1395 b, 14656, 1468 b,

2236 b.

Inlaid 852, 853.

Inlet 868 b .876 b.

Inn 448 b, 1653, 2180 b, 2219 b,

2609 b.

Innate 1463, 2618, 2716.

Inner 112.

Innocence 80, 1589, 2076 b.

Innocent 76, 80, 136, 926 b,

!589, 1598, 1614, 16266, 2040,

2076 6, 2081 b, 2504.

Innoxious 66.

Innumerable 20, 240, 2093 b.

To inoculate 1696 b.

Inoculation 1246 b.

Inoffensive 80.

Inoffensiveness 80, 262, 1589.

Inorganic 1590.

Inquietude 2214.

To inquire 882 b, 1197 b, 1281 6,

1749 b, 1978 b.

Inquired 2270.

Inquirer 1314 6, 1839.

Inquiry 106, 123, 882 b, 893 6,

1281 b, 1291 b, 12946, 1294,
1310, 1313 b, 1749 1838,

2270, 2546 6, 2549, 2578.

after truth 1293.

Inquisitive 106, 123, 5gi, 11966,
1197.

Insane 1700 6, 1948 6, 1966,

2097 6, 2677.

Insanity 1700 6, 1966.

Insatiable 48.

Inscription 7176.

Insect 723 6, 782, 1784 6.

Insecure 1870 6.

Insensibility 38,1543, 2 3<>5, 2684

Insensible 1543, 1603, 2305,
2683, 2684.

Insentient substance 1159.

Inseparable 1565.

preposition 493.

Inside 111, 184, 927.

Insidious 599, 1698 6, 1803.

Insignia 2386, 2389.

Insignificance 843, 1590.

Insignificant 1340, 1590.

Insincere 738, 1480,

INS—INT.

Insincerity 245, 738, 816.

Insipid 205, 259, 222, 1177 6,

1179 b, 1590 b, 1621, 1715 6,

1716 6, 2031, 2053 6, 2090 6,

2144 6.

Insipidity 2053 b.

Insolence 1282 6, 2261 6.

Insolent 436 6, 1269 6, 1282 b,

2261 6.

Insoluble 66.

To inspect 1184 6.

Inspection 11846, 2598.

Inspector 1184 6, 1294.

To inspissate 647 6.

Inspissated 1011, 1012.

Inspissation 344 6.

Instalment 707, 722 6.

Instance 46g, 1454.

Instant 834, 871 6, 1336 b, 2260,

2737 6.

Instantaneous 340 6.

Instantly 539 6, 834 6, 871 6,

1224 6, 2361 6, 2575 6.

Instead 546 6, 1677 6.

of 1902 b.

Instep 983 6.

To instigate 1829 6.

Instigation 1826, 1827, 1829,

2219.

Instigator 1827, 1836, 1859.

Instituted 2054.

To instruct 73 6, 2490 6.

Instructed 74, 482, 2489.

Instruction 74, 483, 1339 6,

2489.

Instructor 483, 2010, 2230 6.

Instrument 252, 613, 692, 2339.

Instrumental case 613.

Instrumentality 1584, 1585.

Instruments and machines 23396.

Insufficiency 15.

Insult 129, 1334.

Insurance 2028 6,

Insurrection 910 6,

Intangible 256.

Integer 178, 985 6, 2406.

Integrity 178, 875 6, 1454 6.

Integument 1153 6.

Intellect 57, 1087, 1111, 1509,
2060 6, 2062, 2104, 2204.

Intellectual 1085, 1092, 2215,
2237 6.

creation 2156.

Intelligence 407 b, 8606, 1111,

1957,2062.

Intelligencer 1978.

Intelligent 1111, 1114, 12156,
1216, 1509, 1637, 1681, 1800,

1848, 2012, 2062, 2104, 2204,
2215, 2216, 2229, 2317, 2318,
2561, 2658, 2753 6.

INT.

Intelligible 2105, 2651, 2663.

Intemperance 72.

Intemperate 72, 132.

To intend 1256 6.

Intended 2559.

Intensity 1846.

Intensive mood 55.

Intent 350, 535, 1582.

Intention 381,418 6, 1128, 1321
2202, 2300 6.

Intentionally 12146.

Intentness 178.

To inter 1786 6, 2255 6.

Intercalary 837.

month 2231 6,

2275 6.

Intercession i66g.

Intercourse 913 6, 914, ^26 6,
2345, 2661 6.

Interest 1535 6, 1867, 1962 6,
1 989 b, 2070, 2 1

1 7, 2427, 2434,
2653 6.

Interestedness 1868.

Interior 111, 112, 337 6.

To interlace 1 160 6.

Intermediate 1926, 2211, 2212,
2213, 2318 6.

Intermission 2032.

To intermit 1 146 6.

Intermittent fever 608.

Internal 112, 114, 115, 184,
2211, 2212.

To interpolate 2169 b, 2171 6.

Interposed 112, 2113.

Interposition 2111.

Interpretation 99, 211, 1308 6,
2022.

Interpreted 149.

Interpreter 1 308 6, 2203 6.

Interregnum 205.

To interrogate 1749 6.

Interrogative 1197.

Interrogator 1839.

Interrogatories 18386.

Interruption 906 6, 1997, 2133,
21366.

To intersect 1283 6.

Interstice m, 1872 b.

Interval 111, 146, 1146, 1381 6,

2000.

Intervention i66g, 2111.

Interview 2623 b.

Intestine 1551, 1552 6.

Intestines 1552 6, 1553 6, 2167 6.

Intimacy 322, lgn b, 1912 6,

1914, 227g.

Intimate 111.

knowledge 1 i8g 6.

Intimation 1021 6.

Intolerable 432 6.
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INT—INU.
Intolerableness 245.

Intoxicated 1832, 2203 b, 2204,

2236 6, 2258 b,

Intoxicating drug 1629 b, 2261.

Intoxication 1629 b, 1832, 2206,

2236 b, 2258, 2260 6, 2261.

Intransitive 7.

Intrenchment 2300 b, 2325 6,

2493-

Intrepid 1604, 1796.

Intricacy 1776 b, 1954 b, 1422 b.

Intricate 1158 b, 1530 b, 1776 6,

1777 b, 2301 b, 2422 b.

Intrigue 753.

Intriguer 753.

To introduce 1164 b.

Introduced 494.

Introduction 366, 1672.

To intrust 901 b.

Intrusted 498, 1617, 2158, 2593.

Intuitive knowledge 2214.

Intumescence 1871 b, 2517,2518,

253 1 -

To invade 285 b.

To invalidate 1470 b.

Invaluable 82, 194.

Invariable 2692.

Invariableness 2692.

Invasion 284.

To inveigle 1879 &
Inuendo 2560.

To invent 1164 b.

Invention 19136,2670.

Inventory 1329 b.

Inverse 2018.

Inversedly 506 b.

Inversion 2037.

To invest 1028 b, 2080 b.

Investigable 2286.

To investigate 444 b.

Investigating 2286.

Investigation 1294, 1310, 13166,

16606, 1683, 1998,2024, 2025.

Investigator 1998.

Investiture 484.

Inveterate 1095.

Invidious 1666.

To invigorate 1353 b.

Invigoration 1933-

Invincible 39, 1342 «

Inviolability 152,

Inviolate 152,

Invisibility 62.

Invisible 62, 64, 170, 220, 1685.

Invitation 349, 354, 397, 398,

1584.

To invite 354 1584 b.

Invited 397, ^84 b.

Inundated H77.

INU—IRR.
Inundation 1176, 1862, 1915,
2675 6, 2737 6.

Involved 1416.

in debt 522.

Involuntary 157.

Inutility 2101.

Inward 184, 337 6, 2197.

Jobs 1245 b.

Job-work 1259 6.

Jocky 1075 6.

Jocose 438 6, 2381.

To jog 1262 6, 1263 6.

Johnta salicioides 995 b.

To join 2282 6, 2319 6, 2352 6,

2359 b, 2360 6, 2548 b.

Joined 2284, 2352. 2359, 2431 6,

2548, 2552, 2557.

Joining 2358.

Joint 936 6, 951, 1001, 1684,
1687, 1718 6, 191a b, 2578,
2627.

Jointly 138 6.

Joke 15S, 494, 684, 1527 6,

1546 6, 1627 6, 1870 6, 2107,
2382 b.

To joke 1257

Jonesia Asoca 231, 579 b, 506,
680, 688, 714, 1892, 1703.

Jostle 1262 6.

Jovial 2370, 2381.

Joviality 2381.

Journal 2413 6.

Journey 2198 6, 2346, 2584 6.

Joy 333, 398, 507, 1213, 1363,
1832, 2206, 2261, 2297, 2384,
2729.

Joyful 885 6, 2629, 2650, 2729.

Joyless 88, 1592.

IpOMffiA crerulea 702 6, 2282 b.

grandiflora 1284 6.

' paniculata 2009 6.

pes tigridis 2432 6.

Quamoclit 687, 1310 6,

2436 6, 2534 6, 2585 6.

Irascible 1323, 13846.

Iris 482.

pseudacorus 2463.

Iron 200, 2453, 2454 6, 2455.

age 636.

boiler 582 6.

crow 2473, 2481 6, 2614.

Ironical 147.

Ironing and plaiting 2687 6.

Irons 2080 6.

Irony 147, 2108,

Irrational 1692 6.

Irrecoverable 137.

Irrefragable 132.

Irregular 441, 558 6, 1190, 2045,
2076 6.

IRR—JUR.
Irregularity 13, 47, 89, 141 6,

441,882, 1579, 1991, 2076 6.

Irrelevant 1943.

Irreligion 2100.

Irreligious 67, 68, 137, 2074 6.

Irresistible 89.

Irresolute 255, 2550.

Irresolution 90, 1308 6.

Irretrievable 141.

To irrigate 2670 6.

Irritable 383, 449 6.

To irritate 808 6, 1390 6.

IsCHiEMUM aristatum 2219 6,

2319 6.

Ischury 2021.

Island 113, 483, 1041 6, 1245 6.

Issue 1532 6, 1568 6, 1596,

2514.

(progeny) 1840.

To issue 1 100 6.

It 1296, 1330 6, 1352 6, 2670 6.

Itch 864, 866, 882 6, 896 6, 943,
1 105 6.

To itch 882 6, 1105 b.

Itching 588, 2652 6.

Item 1972 6.

Its (of it) 1316 6.

Jubilee 459.

Judge H99, 1634, 1848, 1998,
2223 6, 2734 6.

Judgment 1291 6, 1998, 2062.

Judicature 2113.

Judicious 1828, 2204, 2547.

Juglans pterococca 2106 6.

regia 1 8.

Juggler 413, 552, 1194 b, 1530 b,

2146 6, 2264, 2268.

Juggling 413.

Juice 2254 6, 2378.

Juiceless 246, 1621.

Juiciness 1319 6.

Juicy 1319 b, 2379. 238o, 2380 6,

2381, 2608.

Jujube 620, 1901.

Julus cornifex 622.

July—August 2524.

Jump 458, 507 b, 1225 b, 1229 6,

1341 6, 2427 6, 2434 6.

To jump 1225 6, 1229 6, 1272 6,

1292 6, 1871 6, 2427 6, 2434 6.

Jumping 2427 6.

Junction 2280, 2358, 2578.—— of a consonant with a
vowel 1970 6.

Juncture 2350.

June—July 386.

Junior 94, 1 148 6.

Ivory 736, go2.

Jurisprudence 1498.

Jury 1644 6,

JUS—K IB.

Jussieua exaltata 1901 b.

repens 662 6, 1 362

,

2432, 2482.

Just 464, 1259 h , H54 *, 1495,
J 498, 1499, 1500, 1507, 1619,
1635, 1750, 1793, 1959 6,

2251 6, 2337, 2346, 2350,
2720 6.

as before 2355 6.

now 2575 6.

so, 1296 b.

Justice 63, 324 6, 4156, 1471 6,

1507, 1634, 1497-

Justicia Adhatoda 44, 149, 355,
!952 6, 1959, 2641.

bicaliculata 1563 6.

Ecbolium 466.

Gendarussa 44, 1 156 6,

x959, J982, 1983, 2071,2100 b.

nasuta 1205 6, 2354 6.

— paniculata 6396, 7046,
2240 6.

— polysperma 1152 6.

tinctoria 2082 6.

To justle 1261 6.

Justly 1497.

Justness 1959 6, 2720 6.

Juvenile 1310.

Ixora Bandhooka 1951 6, 2363,
2368 6.

coccinea 1914.

parviflora 918.

tomentosa 1205 6.

undulata 730 6. 1726 6,

1894 6.

K.

K^mpferia angustifolia 665 6,

2207, 2261 b.

Galanga 1051 6.

—1 rotunda 2172 6.

Keel 1715.

Keen 1116 6, 1117 6, 1117,
1338, 1796.

Keenness 1338.

To keep 1728 6, 2384 6.

alive 1 195 6.

secret 1 1416, 14146.

Keeper 2367, 2384 6.

Kept 2367.

Kernel 238, 310 b, 813, 21946,
2476, 2477 6, 2623 6.

Kettle 1232 6.

drum 1247 b, 1437,
1548 6, 1549 6, 1645.

Key 671 6, 727 h, 765 6, 1075 b,

1153 6, 1805 6.

note 1968.

Kibe 1713, 2019, 2700
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KIC—KNO.
Kick 1065 6, 1071 6, 1654,

2433*, 24346.

To kick 1071 b, 2434 b.

Kid 1133 b, 2741 b.

Kidney 2316 b.

bean 6836, 11426, 24936,
2494.

Kidneys 2319 6.

To kill 1616 6, .2269 6.

Killed 134, 1616, 2119, 2722.

Killer 1616, 2724.

Killing 1017, 2743.

Kiln 287 6.

Kind 92, 94, 103, 696,809,1185,
1186, 1187, 12776, 12786,
1792, 1801, 1857, 19006,
2075 6, 2181, 2312, 2320 6,

2326 6, 2363 6, 2572, 2652,

2661, 2663, 2696, 2745, 2755.

adviser 2745.

(in comp. e. g. of this kind,

&c.) 1792, 2012, 2013.

To kindle 11936, 11946, 12216,
1222 6.

Kindness 92, 94, 3366, 423,
613 6, 1471 6, 1685, 1801,

1839, 1840, 1858, 2574, 2628,

2652, 2661, 2679, 2695, 2740,

2745, 2755-

Kindred 111, 739, 997.

King 70, 152, 1461, 1539, 1540,

1625, 1496, 1724, 1774, 1800,

19676, 2174, 2175, 2178,2247,

2390, 2448, 2487 6, 2661 6.

Kingdom 2301 6, 2397.

King-fisher 2254 6.

Kingly 2386.

King's son 2386, 2487 6.

taxes, 2386 6.

Kinsman 3, 739, 12146, 1914,

1971, 2557,2603, 2708.

Kiss 1104 6.

Kisser 1104.

Kitchen 1698, 1972 6, 2240,

2375 b.

Kite 317, 1099 h -

(paper) 1021 I.

Knap 277 6.

Knave 765, 18726, 1892, 21936,

Knavery 3176, 865, 12056, 1515.
2461.

Knavish 1515.

To knead 574 6, 10406, 11356,
1258 6, 1384 6.

Knee 2746, 315 6, 1189, 27336.

cap 1541.

pan 1541, 2273 6.

Knife 6676, 845, 10696, 11446,
1153 6, 1893 6.

To knit 937 6, 2064 6.

Knob 936 6, 1001.

Knobby 978 6.

KNO—LAD.
Knock 963 6, 1260 6, 1263 6.

kneed 2552, 2567.

To knock 963 6, 1015 6, 1117 6,

1260 6, 1261 6.

down 1646.

Knot 936 6, 951 6, 979 6, 1001,

1687, 1912 6.

Knotty 978 6.

To know 1092 6, 1189 b, 2061 6.

precisely 1609 6.

Knowing 12156, 1216, 2104.

Knowingly 12146, 1215 6.

Knowledge 147, 49*, 548 6, 960,
11886, 1215,2003,2010,2012,
2343, 2489, 2589 6, 2756 6.

Known 147, 724, 1092, 1214,
1814, 1852, 2009, 2062, 2215,
2237 6, 2274 6.

number 2406.

Knuckle 936 6, 951 6, 1001, 1687,
1718 6, 1912 6.

Kyllingia monocephala 1037,
1602 6, 2533 6.

umbellate 1895 6.

L.

Labial 561.

letters 561.

Laborious 629, 1836, 2285 6,

2320 6, 2336.

Labour 283 b, 362, 663 6, 1835,
1840, 2120, 2197 6, 2301 6,

2320 6, 2336, 2523.

To labour 643 6, 870 6.

Labourer4i 6, 627, 870 6, 1212 6,

2099, 2197 6.

Labouring man 765 6.

Labyrinth 2422 6.

Lac 220, 373 6, 723, 825, 1161,

12136, 2417,2437 6.

Lacate 2514 6.

Lace 985 6.

To lacerate 272 6, 306 6, 1096 6.

Lacerated 1096 6, 2009 6.

Lacerta ChamEeleon 801, 1946.

Crocodila 754 6, 755 6.

Gangetica 1010 6.

Godica 997 6, 999.

Mauritania 776, 788 6.

scutata 648 6, 658 6.

striata 950 6.

Unjineya 273 6, 301 6,

306 6.

Lackey 1672.

Laconic 1104, 2561.

Lactic 2514 6.

Lad 722, 753, 996 6, 1110 6,

1142 6, 1148 6, 1979.

Ladder 71, 1782 6, 2641.

LAD—LAP.
Ladle 433 853, 1055 6, 1076 6,

1312, 1320 6, 1400, 2527,2706,
2736 6.

Lady 1257 6, 2023 6.

bird 2476 6.

Lagerstbomia Indica 1357 6.

— regina 638,
ng2 6.

Laid 938 6.

along 2428 6.

waste 440.

Lair 1984.

Lake 1178, 1179, 12336, 14296,
1761, 2762.

Lamb 2741 6.

Lame 853, 893 6, 1627 6, 1639,
2446 6.

handed 1260 6, 1624 6.

To lament 655 6, 680 6, 821 6.

Lamentation 285, 654 6, 655 6,

676, 952 6, 1675, 2036, 2413,
2742.

Lamp 1096 6, 1429, 1823, 1966 6.

black 574, 1235 6, 2170 6.

stand 10966, 1741 6, 2490.

Lance 749, 1627 6.

Lancer 2458.

Lancet 2092 6.

Land 1169 6, 2169 6, 2171 6,

2689.

—— animal 2172.

holder 1169 6, 13306.

mark 2647.

By land 885 6.

To land 560 6.

Landed estate 1169 6.

Landing 452.

place 445 6, 1010,
1016 6, 1720 6, 2431 6.

Landlord 2178.

Lane 932 6.

Language 1167 6, 1212 6, 1964,
2160, 2161.

Languid 158, 374, 1006, 1597,
2330.

Languor 1006, 2330.

Lanius caerulescens 2178.

Colluris 1 152 6.

cristatus 1078 6.—^— Emeria 2065 6.

excubitor 573 6, 611 6,

664 6.

forficatus 636.

jocosus 653 6, 1235 6.

Lantana Gochana 984 6.

viburnoides 984 6.

Lantern 1823, 1873 6, 2234 6.

Lap 459. 811.

wing 1247 6.

To lap 1071 6.

Lapidary 2200, 2201.

LAP—LAW.
Lapse 2451.

Lapsus linguae 2682.

Larceny 226 6.

Large 930 6, 968, 12646, 1270 6,

1746, 18946, 1990,2039, 2237,
2427, 2693.

Largeness 1746, 1855.

Largess 410 6.

Larus ridibundus 899, 936 6.

Lascivious 663 6, 664 6, 668,

963 6, 2423 6, 2427, 2441 6.

Lasciviousness 963 6, 2368 6,

2427, 2435 6, 2441 6.

Lass 1148 6.

Lassitude 158, 374, 1006, 1301.

Last 116, 154, 1059, 2514 6.

day of the month 683 6,

2276 6.

night 913 J.

rites 452.

To last 1251 6, 1582 6.

long 1247 6.

Lasting 1096, 1630, 2568, 2576.

Lastly 2514 6.

Late 1460 6.

Lateness 1460 6.

Latent 2197.

Lateral 98, 1638.

Lath 671 6, 19536.

Lathe (a turner's) 728 6, 2187.

To turn in a lathe 728 6.

Lathyrus Aphaca 1049 6.

.

— sativus 794 6, 892 6,

13526.

Latitude 1673.

Latitudinal 98, 123.

Latter 129, 452.

Lattice 1192, 1194 6, 12266.

To laud 1838 6.

Laudable 425, 1913, 2529.

Laudatory 1838, 1912.

Lauded 1623.

To laugh 2734 6, 2742 6.

Laughable 495, 1632.

Laughed 2703.

Laughing 2741.

Laughter 160, 494, 1683,27346,
2741, 2742 6, 2742.

Lavish 446 6, 2114.

Lavished 2114.

To launch 560 6, 2162 6.

Laurus camphorifera 626.

Cassia 1353 6.

——— Cinnamomum 1417 b,

1418 6, 1419 6.

lanceolaria 2578 6.—— obtusifolia 717 6.

Law 646 6, 679 6, 1586, 1497 5

1213, 2486, 2750 6.

suit 1415 6, 2112.
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LAW—LEA.
Lawful 1500, 2730 ft.

Lawless 441, 1592.

Lawsonia inermis 2282 ft, 2314 b,

2318 b, 2320 b.

Lawyer 1326, 2299 b, 2703.

Lax 1281 b, 2492.

To lay a bait 2423 b.—— a thing down 1383 b.

a wager 1623 b.

by 1168 b.

down 2384 b.

eggs 46 b, 1273 b,

hold of 1141 b, 2727 b.

the table 2315 b.

Layer 1304 b, 1316 b, 1359 b,

1380 b, 1381 b, 2684 b.

Laziness 374, 906 b, 2277, 2663 b.

Lazy 223, 374, 741 b, 743 b,

906 b, 942 b, 1281 b, 1573 b,

2220, 2277, 2663 b.

Lead 2646 6, 2647.

(red) 1547.

—— ore 2380 b.

Leader 27, 28, 1559, 1628,

1756 b, 2287 b, 2607 b.

Leading 349, 1759-

Leaf 559 b, 1651, 1686, 1706 b,

1708 b, 1709 b.

tin 2385 b.

Leafless 132.

League 829.

Leak 1947 b.

To leak 504 b, 838 b, 1099 b,

1 100 b, 1 105 b, 1115ft, 1235 b.

Leaking 837.

Lean 783, 831, 840, 841, 1709 ft,

2402 ft, 2501.

To lean 1263 ft, 1279 ft.

Leaning 1262 ft.

Leanness 831, 840.

Leap 458, 507 *, 1341 b, 2427 ft,

2434 ft.

frog 1042 ft.

To leap 760 ft, 1225 ft, 1229 ft,

1240 ft, 1871 ft, 2427 ft, 2434 ft.

Leaping 2427 ft.

To learn 2489 6, 2490 ft.

Learned 604, 779, 808, 1215 ft,

1216, 1449, 1509, 1649, 1800,

1848, 2003, 2008, 2012, 2019,

2039, 2062, 2122, 2216, 2229,

2426, 2489 ft, 2586, 2654.

man 2023, 2062.

Learning 1216, 1649, 1 7°7, 1848,
2003, 2008, 2010, 2062, 2122,

2489.

Leanit 147.

Lease 1703 ft, 1704 6.

Least 227, 585.

Leather 10546, 1075 ft.

Leathern 1418.—— thong 1300.

LEA—LEN.
Leave 94, 100, 1143 ft, 2008 ft.

— (to give) 2008 ft.

To leave 1354 ft, 1364 ft.

Leaven 861 ft.

Leavened 861 ft.

Leavings 157, 440, 1881ft, 1840,
2167.

Lecher 2361 ft, 2382 ft, 2427,
2687.

Lecherous 2094, 2374, 2427,
2441 ft.

Lecherousness 2382 ft, 2435 ft,

2441 ft.

Lecture 74.

Lecturer 1704.

Led 1619.

horse 806 ft.

Ledger 871 ft.

Lee side 1809.

Leea sequata 658, 659 ft.

crispa 1907 ft.

hirta 657 ft, 657, 658 ft,

65B , 788 ft.— macrophylla 1515 ft.

staphylea 730 6,

Leech 1178, 1211 ft,

Leek 1684 ft.

Leer 577.

Leersia aristata 634 ft, 812 ft.

Lees 646 ft, 943 ft, 1131 ft.

Left 1363, 1948 ft, 1951 ft, 1973,
2587.

hand 1951 ft.

handed 1627 ft, 1634 ft,

2078 ft.

off 2327 ft.

wing of an army 1973 ft.

Leg 1 109 ft, 1 157, 1 184 ft, 1243 6,

1261ft, 1626 ft, 1694 ft, 1712,

Legacy 231 1.

Legal 2100, 2487, 2730 ft.

Legend 408.

Legerdemain 41 3, 1 959 ft, 2 1 85 ft.

Legible 1647, 1705.

Legislated 2112.

Legislator am.
Legitimate 564, 2487, 2730 ft.

Legume 636 ft, 1142 ft, 2467,

2493 b, 2494, 2502 ft.

Leisure 146, 158, 1631, 1877 ft,

2591, 2631 ft.

Lemon 1191 ft, 1629 ft.

Lemonade 2472 ft.

Lemur tardigradus 1029 ft, 1 9°9
Lender 451, 522.

Lengths 361, 362,2428 6.

Lengthwise 1429 ft, 2428 ft.

Lenity 8.

Lens 668 ft.

Lentils 582 ft.

LEO—LIC.

Leopard 681 ft, 1088 6, 1546 ft.

Leper 76g.

Lepidium sativum 2741 ft.

Leprosy 740, 741 ft, 769, H94-
Leprous 741 ft, 742 ft, 743 ft,

769, 1494.

Lepus Khurgosa 1152 ft.

timidus 1152 ft.

Less 585, 606 ft, 1015 ft, 1635.

To lessen 1017 ft.

Lesson 74, 1704.

Lest 725 6, 1701 ft.

perchance 715 ft.

To let 2152 ft.

go 1134 ft.

loose 1 153 ft.

Lethargic 1577.

Letter 287 ft, 858 ft, 1086 ft,

1247ft, 1651, 1652ft, 1710ft,

1924, 2412 ft, 2438, 2439,
2446, 2726 ft.

bag 863 ft.

carrier 1268 ft.

Letting blood 2364.

Lettsomia nervosa 13266,2052,
2069 ft.

speciosa 1151 ft.

Leucas cephalotes 1897 ft.

LEucocEPiiALAgraminifolia 959ft,

968 ft.

Level 1121ft, 1123 ft, 1920 ft,

2588.

ground 2591

.

Levelled 2597.

Lever 456.

Levity 2420, 2431.

Lewd 2423 ft.

Lewdness 2427;

Lexicographer 352, 1580.

Liable 2119.

Liar 1236 ft, 2281, 2313.

Libation 1174.

Liberal 618 ft, 1410, 1412, 1902,

1945, 2114, 2241, 2246, 2248,
2289, 2564, 2708 ft.

Liberality 563, 141 1, 1412.

To liberate 1134 ft, 1153 ft,

1914 *•

Liberated 541, 2288.

Liberation 865 ft, 1134 ft, 1612,

1674, 2289, 2322,2323, 2029ft.

Liberator 1674, 2321.

Libertine 1275 ft, 2427, 2687.

Libidinous 688.

Libra 1345.

Librarian 1395 ft.

Library 746 ft, 1764 ft.

Licentious 440.

Licentiousness 441, 2382 ft.

Lichen 2496.

Licit 2730 ft.

LIC—LIN.
To lick 1071 ft.

Licked 2440.

Lid 1250 ft, 1254 ft, 1279 ft, 1738,
2470 ft, 2470, 2607 ft.

To lie down 2515 ft.

on the watch 1 1 42 ft.

prostrate 2442 ft.

Lieutenant 1536 ft, 1544 ft.

Life 362, 559 ft, 1198 ft, 1201,
1202, 1204, 1664, 1848 ft, 2068.

time 363 ft, 1204.

Lifeless 41, 1597, 2079 ft.

To lift up 445 6, 1362 ft.

Lifted up 470.

Light 22, 378 ft, 443, 448 ft, 1 125,
1129, 1219, 1354, 1378, 1429,
H73, 1474. 1550 ft, 1624 ft,

1709 ft, 1792, 1809, 1823, 1830,
2154, 2161, 2402, 2413 ft, 2420,
2518, 2642, 2729 6, 2741 ft.

To light 1193 ft, 1194 ft, 1221 ft,

1222 ft, 1430.

To come to light 1792 ft.

Lighting 2577.

Lightning 834, 1053, 1054 b,

1292, 2002 ft, 2011, 2679.

Ligusticum Ajuan 39, 411,
1167 ft, 1430, 1431, 1897 ft,

2125, 2340.

— diffusum i9ioft,2325.

Like 415 ft, 1346, 1920 ft, 2157 ft,

2355 ft, 2588, 2712, 2757 ft.

as 2355 ft.

that 1453.

this 543 ft, 544, 1321.

Likely 2719 ft.

Likeness 488, 1316ft, 1810, 2306,
2588, 2627, 2635.

Likewise 60, 1295 ft.

Liking 2402.

Limb 31, 1813.

Lime 661 ft, 1102 ft, 1107 ft,

1108, 2447 ft.

1 (lemon) 1191 ft, i62g.

stone 766 ft.

Limit 148, 151, 1505, 1682, 1688,
1720, 2230, 2590, 2608 ft,

2647, 2723 ft.

Limited ill, 148, 1672, 2559.

Limodorum bicolor 1904 ft.

candidum 2313 ft.

longifolium 1357 ft.

Tankerviilise 2455 !>.

Limonia pentaphylla 381 ft,382 ft.

scandens 2425 ft.

To limp 893 ft, 1626 6.

Limpid 1604, 1866 ft.

Limping 853, 893 ft, 1627 ft,

2446 ft.

Line 590 ft, 1277 ft, 1390 ft, 1639,
I697 ft, 2381 ft, 2408, 2527,
2761.
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LIN—LIZ.
Lineage 987, 1186, 1665, 1885,

2576.

Lineal succession 1758.

Linen 2653 6.

draper 68 1 6.

Link 1 138 6, 2642 b.

boy 506, 2234 b.

Linseed 2235.

Lintel 169, 600, 1562.

Linum trigynum 971 b.

usitatissimum 48, 845,
2235-

Lion 724, 1693, 1910, 2310, 2640.

Lip 67, 661, 1263 b, 2375.

(lower) 67.

(upper) 561.

Lips 561.

Liquefaction 1475, 2011.

Liquefied 1475.

Liquid 1309, 1478.

Liquor 1418, 2206, 2208, 2609 b.

Liquorice 389 b, 2209, 2343.—— stick 2210.

Liriodendron grandiflora 14366.

lilifera 564 b.

To lisp 2105 b.

List 1191 b, 1343 b, 1571, 15966,
1867 b, 1876 b, 2349 b.

To listen to 279 b, 672 b, 1142 b,

2506 b.

Listening 1608.

Listless 223.

Literally 1816 b.

Literature 2486.

Litigable 1635, 2112.

Litigant 2112, 2113.

Litigation 1 967, 2022, 2033, 2112.

Litigious 728 b, 750 b, 2023.

Litter 1046 b, 1275 b, 1277 b,

1468, 2029 b, 2282 b.

Little 225, 429 b, 529 b, 782,

842 b, 843, 1148 b, 1149 b,

1340, 1385 b, 1395, 1709 b,

2220, 2652 b.

(a) 715 b, 715, 1339 b.

after 7156.

bit 529 b.

finger 583 b, 596, 598.

Littleness 608 b, 2221, 2425.

To live 1198 b, 1201 b, 1949 b.

Lived (long) 1095.

Livelihood 302, 481, 1202, 1204,

1424 b, 2068.

Liveliness 10806, 1353 6.

Lively 10806, 1188 6.

Liver 27 6, 638 6, 701 6, 2332.

Living 1201, 1202, 1204, 1849,
2565 6.

(being) 1164, 1165.

Lizard 950 6, 1209 6, 2469.

LOA—LOO.
Load 1975 6, 2104 6, 2143 6,

2157, 2323 6.

To load 944 6, 1787 b, 2142 6,

2157 6.

Loaded 1210 6, 2158.

Loading 2141 6.

Loadstone 200, 1104 6, 2453.

Loaf 1696 6, 1766.

Loan 522, 621 6, 1505.

Loathed 1633.

Location 330.

Locative case 68.

Lochia 23646.

Lock 765 6, 1084, 1106, 1108,

1328 6, 1779 6.

Locked-jaw 1034 6.

Locks 2228.

Locomotive 914, 1057, 1060,

1157, 2564.

Locust 1639 b, 1865 6.

Locusts 1639 b.

Lodging 1984 6.

Loftiness 437.

Lofty 431 b, 437,2598.

minded 2240.

Logic 1311, 1634, i635-

Logical 2361.

Logically 1634 6.

Logician 1311, 1326, 1631, 1634.

Loins 606 6, 661 (6, 809 6,

2254 6.

To loiter 21 17 b.

Lonely 537 6, 1583, 2001,2031.

Long 360, 1097 6, 12456, 12836,

1399 b, 1429 6, 2427, 2428 6.

ago 108 6.

faced 2428 b.

shanked 518.

sighted 1449.

since 1095 6.

time 1095 6, 1095, 2297 6.

To long for 404 6, 1471 6.

Longest 1476.

Longevity 363 6.

LONGIFOLTA 2525.

Longing 426, 1983, 2215.

Lonicera quinquelocularis242i6.

Look 1065 6.

To look 1456 6.

again 1881 6.

1 at 489 6, 1065 6, 1319 6,

1630 6.

for 1082 6.

to 1082 6.

Looked at 156.

Looking 156, 2299 6.

glass 62 6, 366 6, 371 6,

2287.

upwards 518.

LOO—LOW.
Loop 1013 6, 1871 6, 2297 6.

hole 919, 1013 6, 1192.

Loranthus bicolor 1896 6.

globosus 1151 6.

Loose 64, 373, 379 6, 549 6,

663 6, 895 6, 1278 6, 1279 b,

1281 6, 1870 6, 2034, 2492,
2529.

To loose 2293 6, 2740 6.

To get loose 884 6, 1 143 6.

Loosed 1605.

Loosely 549 6.

To loosen 541 6, 549 6, 866 6,

896 6, 1143 6.

Looseness 64, 373 6, 2181,
2492, 2514, 2529.

To lop 1131 6, 1133 6, 1224 6,

1235 6, 2295 6.

Lopped 1224 6, 1260 6, 2296 6.

Lopping 1237 6.

Loquacious 980 b, 18966, 1972.

Loquacity 1972.

Lord 70, 72, 428, 12566, 1553,
1650, 1831, 2216 6, 2640,
2716.

—— paramount 2245.

Lordship 1288 6, 1651,2298 6.

To lose 892 6, 895 b.

caste 1186 6.

energy 1353 6.

Loss 125, 835, 837,891 6, 8926,
895 6, 1212 6, 1415, 1522,

1527, 1623 6, 1632 6, 2015,
2025, 2187, 2451, 2732 6,

2738 6.

Lost 892, 1543, 2015, 2730 6,

2739 b.

Lot 2, 1949 6, 2147, 2748 6.

Lottery 957, 2472 6.

Lots 717 b, 957 6.

Lotus 197, 198, 1154, 1639,
2391, 2608.

eyed 2391.

Loud noise 1596.

Love 387, 402 6, 684 6, 1741 b,

1856, 1858, 1966, 2267, 2384,
2512, 2519 6, 2678 6, 2696.

To love 2159 b.

Loved 181.

Loveliness 2218, 2434, 2437,
2518,2695,2755.

Lovely 1090,2429,2518,2755.

Lover 381 6, 1559, 1859, 1936,
2687.

Loving 102.

Louse 434 6, 436, 450, 1568 6,

157° b.

Low 66, 67, 87, 151, 407 6,

607 6, 608 6, 735 6, 747, 782,
869, 877 6, 1156, 1277 6, 1447,
1556 6, 1569, 1569 b, 1585,
1617, 1702 6, 1719, 1845,
1950 6, 2221, 2762.

LOW—LUS.
Low and pleasing tone 633.

born 1156.

caste 1774.

language 1618.

price 2420.

spiritedness 2045, 2047.

To low 2738 6.

Lower 67.

part 72, 1559 6.

To lower 1558 6.

Lowered 66-

Lowering 2315 6.

Lowly 1618 6.

Lowness 782, 1585, 1618, 1702 6.

Loxia Hypoxantha 964 6.

Malabarica 1107 6.

1 Philippensis 637, 1928,
1973 b.

puncticularia 2644 6.

rosea 1150 6.

• Tilia 1336 6.

Totta 2479 b.

Loyal 1583 6, 1831.

Loyalty 1584 6, 1831.

Lozenge 10696, 12476.

Lucid 1 1 79 6.

Luck 2148, 2149.

(bad) 1137 6.

Lucky 767, 861 6, 2-149, 2507.

hour 2507.

star 2507.

Ludwigia parviflora 1910 6.

Luffa acutangula 814, 1032,
1196 6, 1220, 1233 b, 1360 6.

amara 1032 6.—— pentandra 10196, 10326,
1032, 1510 6, 1511 6.

pentangula 814.

Lukewarm 429, 5946, 1931 6.

To lull 1021 6, 1022 6.

Luminous 209, 379 b, 443, 680,
1179 6, 1223 6, 1430, 1809,
1830, 1831, 2033, 2154, 2169.

appearance 1223 6.

Lump 1073, 12766, 12836, 1735.

Lunar 551, 1073.

day 1333.

month 1073.

• orb 1051.

year 1073.

Lunatic asylum 1700 6.

Luncheon 1176,1177.

Lungs 1879 b, 1882 b, 18836.

Lunule 1982.

To lurk 1136 6.

Luscious 54 6.

Lust 684 6, 685, 687, 1 105 6,

2384-

Lustful 688, 22366.
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LUS—MAG.
Lustre 10356, 1069 6, 1129,

1200 6, 1354, 1378, 1430,

1473, 1474, 1830, 2402, 2518,

2525-

Lusty 2276 b.

Lutanist 2257.

Lutianus 668 b.

Aya or Perca Aya
856 b.

' centropomus 18786.

Chinensis 6526, 7906.

diacanthus 935 6.

Koibur 796 6.

Perca Chapta 11126.

Polata 436 6.

— scandens 567 6, 603 6,

603.

Lutist 2099.

Luxuriant 1310 6, 25696.

Luxurious 2159 6.

Lycopodium imbricatum 975,
1026, 1921, 2736.

mimosoides 10006.

Phlegmaria 26436,
2646 6.

Lymph 2317.

Lythrum fruticosum 24.

M.

Mace 389 b, 914, 1187, 1390,

1531 6, 2292 6, 2297, 2343,

2419, 2433-

bearer 389 6, 1053 b,

2516 6.

To macerate 1640 6, 2568 6.

Machination 1776 6, 1871 6.

Machine 632, 2339.

Macrocnemum 1248 6.

Macropteranoton Granuillar

2253 6.

Mad 432 6, 449, 840, 890 6,

1700 6, 1948 6, 1966, 2677.

Madder 2198 6.

Made 777, 781,787, 9046, 1605,

2030, 2369 6, 2369, 2670.

known 1189 6, 1213,

1217 6, 2665.

Madman 1700 6.

Madness 562, 1089, 1700 6,

2206.

Magazine 9646, 2152.

Magic 1192, 2268, 2326 6.

Magical 552, 2268.

Magician 413, 2099, 2268.

Magistrate 1499. 22236.

Magnanimous 2240, 2241, 2246,
2248.

Magnificence 1343 6.

Magnificent 16436.

Magnitude 2247.

MAI—MAN.
Maid 598, 1419, 1420.

Maiden 598.

Maid-servant 627, 1419, 1420.

Majestic 1803.

Majesty 553, 1802, 1831.

Mail 603, 1299, 1928, 2565,
2622 6.

Maimed 262, 1260 6, 1624 6,

199 1 -

To maintain (nourish) 1727 6,

1728 6, 1787 6, 1807 6.

Maintenance 118, 374, 1309 6,

1761, 1920 6, 2141.

Majority 11956.

To make 618 6, 904 6, 905 6,

1605 6, 1911 6, 19706, 2669 6.

exertions 1835 6.

good 774 6.

known 11886, 12176.

Maker 625, 691, 2670, 2706.

Make-weight 1870 6.

Making water 1 839.

Maladministration 1443.

Male 1539, 1747, 1755, 1758,
1789, 2228 6.

organ of generation 11106,
2438, 2513.

Malevolence 1442, 1903 6.

Malevolent 124,263, 1470, 1487,
1902 6.

Malice 249, 427, 1196, 2102,
2119, 2260, 2743.

prepense 1479.

Malicious 1440, 1025, 1196,

1442, 1444, 1479, !7i8, 2102,
2119.

Maliforme 2465 6.

Malignant 865, 1625, 2743.

spirit 2173.

Malignity 865, 1472, 1783, 2743.

Mallet 22g2 6, 2297.

Malopterurus Koila 665 6.

Maltreated 1571.

Man 1161, 1162, 1539, 1755,
1758, 2216,2228, 2228 6, 2264,
2265, 2459 b.

of business 2047.

Management 625, 1601 6.

Manager 1781 6.

of a theatre 2666.

Managership 1781 b.

Mane 794, 2429.

Maned 794.

Manes 1738.

Mangifera Indica 198, 353 6,

359*. 359, 1076, 1107, 2380.

To mangle 1138 6.

Mango 276 6, 353 6.

Manhood 1747, 1758, 1789.

Maniac 1700 6.

MAN—MAR.
Manifest 1329 6, 1453, 179 1

,

1792 ,
J 793 *, 1838, 1874 *,

2107, 2651, 2698.

To manifest 1792 6.

Manifestation 349, 540 6, 1180 6,

1195 b, 1792, 1809, 1851,2702.

Manifested 2698.

Manifestly 1195 6.

Manifold 1554 b, 1554, 1630 b,

1774, 1945 b, 1945, 2024.

Manifoldness 1989.

Manis pentadactyla 1910 6.

Mankind 1161, 1162 6, 2448 6.

Manliness 1758, 1789, 2216,

2265.

Manly 2229 6.

Manna 13446.

Manner 1267 6, 1277, 1278 6,

1309 6, 1310 6, 1473*, 1792,
2013, 2075 6, 2203 b, 2363 6,

2406.

Mannikin 2256.

Manor 1288 6, 13296.

Manoeuvres 604 6.

Mansion 975, 2238 6, 2728.

Mantis gigas 936.

Manual labour 2497.

Manufactory 691 6, 805 6.

Manumission 2289, 2323.

Manure 2635 6.

Many 83, 108, 109 6, 1283 6,

1798, 1944, 1944 b, 1946,
2176, 22246.

coloured 1090, 1091, 16436,
!999-

Map 1090, 1526 6.

Marauder 1269 6, 1961 b.

Marble 789 6, 2229 6, 2626 6.

March 733 6, 913, 1835, 1843,
2123, 2198 6, 2551.

To march 1843 b.

March—April 1115.

Mare 235 6, 235, 1029, 1030 6,

1344, 2262 b, 2725.

(night) 770, 983 6.

Margin 654 6, 1338, 1851, 2647.

Marine 2599, 2634, 2645, 2675.

Mariner 1194 6, 1195 6, 1400 6.

Marjoram 414.

Marital 497.

Mark 29, 270 6, 632, 700, 1097,

1409 6, 1523 6, 1585, 2017,

2417, 2418, 2433, 2761.

To mark 5 6, 31 6, 271 6, 1409 6.

Marked 31, 1409 6, 1410 6, 2418.

Market 612, 1959 6, 2721,

2735 *•

price 1593, 1959 b.

Marketable 792 6, 824, 828,

1959 b.

Marlea begonifolia 2271 6.

MAR—MAT.
Marriage 1417, 2023, 2030 6,

2054 6, 2096 6, 2480 6.

(to give in) 2023 6.

Married 513, 778, 779, 780,
2023.

(twice) 1466 6, 1467 b,

1755-

woman 513.

Marrow 2194 6, 2197, 2317,
2378, 2635.

To marry 2023 6.

Mars 2175, 2186, 2195.

Marsh 1178 6, 1233 6.

Marshalled 2122.

Marshy 1178 6, 1213 6, 1274 6,

1529 b.

Marsilea dentata 1987.

quadrifolia 130, 228,
1174 b, 1964, 2006, 2499 2654,
2662.

Mart 311 6,903, 1912 6.

Martial 838, 2624.

Martingale 1210 6, 1779 b.

Martyrdom 1499.

Marvellous 384.

Marygold 978 6.

Masculine 2228 6.

gender 1747.

Mason 1379 6, 2386 6, 2689.

Masonry 1379 6.

Massive 1451.

Mast 773, 962, 1277 b, 2276 6.

Master 70, 72, 428, 512 6, 894 6,

1195 6, 1200 6, 1553 6, 1650,
1831, 2216 b, 2246, 2298 6.

2640, 2734 6.

of requests 1216.

of the mint 1631, 2407.

Mastership 1651, 1831, 1936,
2298 6.

Masticable 1061.

To masticate 1075 b, 1094 6
1782 6.

Mat 1110 b, 1237 b, 1399 6,

2329 6, 2581 6.

(door) 1229 6, 1244 b.

Match 916 b, 1461 b, 1810,
2359 b.

maker 1008, 2358 6,

2359 b.

To match 893 6, 880 6, 2359 b.

Matchless 57, 138, 141, 1594.

Matchlessness 57.

Matchlock 1462 6.

man 1917 6.

Mate 1779 6.

Material 331, 1985, 2260, 2483.
1 cause 482.

Materialist 1462.

Materials 1941, 2235 6,2607 b.

Mathematician 30, 907.
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MAT—MED.
Matricide 2259.

Matrimonial 2101.

Matrimony 1417.

Matrix 1131 6.

Matron 730.

Matross 876 6.

Matted hair 1158.

Matter 40, 832, 835, 1754, 1824,

1940, 1941, 1972 b, 2259,
2287 b, 2306.

of fact 2 173.

(pus) 1764 b, 1766.

Mattrass 1346 b, 1363 b.

Mature 1637, 1675, 1784 b,

1916.

To mature 1699 b.

Matured 670 b.

Maturity 1637, 1675,16756,1697,
1784 b.

Matutinal 1797.

May—June 1218.

Meadow 1059 b.

grass 846, 1167, 2340.

Meagreness 783.

Meal 228, 308 b, 396, 2131,

2169 b, 2185 b, 2185, 2224 b.

Mean 49, 607 b, 727 b, 735 b,

747, 843, 1148 b, 1340, 1447,
1617, 1702 b, 1719, 2729 b.

spirited 141.

time (in music) 221 1.

Meaning 211, 381, 1128, 1321,

2154, 2205,22666.

Meanness 735 6, 843, 1463,
1702 b.

Means 692, 2562 6, 2627, 2659

of access 497.

of action 613.

of support 302, 481.

Meant 2021.

Measles 2283 b, 2738 6.

Measure 5556, 1327, 1345, .139.1,

1679, l833> 2260, 2263, 22666,

2279, 2314, 2356 6.

To measure 1345 6, 2266 6,

2350 b, 2356 6.

Measurable 1680.

Measurableness 1680.

Measured 1680, 2266 b, 2278.

Measuredness 1680

Measurement 117 6, 2235 6.

Measuring rod 1541.

rope 2266 6.

Meat-offering 1060.

Meatus 622.

urinarius 2305.

Mechanic 695 6, 2497.

Mechanics 695 6, 2497.

Medal 2298.

Mediation 2211 6. 2213 6.

Mediator 2211 6, 2212, 2484 6.

MED—MEN.
Mediatorship 2212, 2213 6.

Medicago esculenta 804.

Medical 2100.

Medicament 565, 1475, 2182,
2183.

Medicinal 565, 2100.

Medicine 20, 548 6, 565.

Medicines 1 160 6.

To meditate 1215 b, 1517 6,

2156 6.

Meditated 1520.

Meditation 643 6, 1032 6, 1520,

2155.

Meditative 320, 2156.

Meek 1538, 1539, 2016.

Meekness 1413, 1538, 1539 b.

To meet 16956, 2180 6, 2283 6,

23196.

Meeting 997, 1681, 2099 6,

21806, 21966, 2301 6, 23196,
2587, 2594, 2623 6.

Melancholy 2330.

Melastoma aspera 1151 6.

Malabathrica 18966.

(species of) 1171 6.

Meleagris satyra 2406 6.

Melia Azadirachta 205, 1030 6,

!5837 1586 6, 1732, 2272,
261 1.

Mellifluous 2210.

Melochia corchorifolia 12476,
2034 6, 2059 b.

Melodinus monogynus 2479
To melt 475 b, 931 6, 949 6,

1475 6, 1477 b, 1596 6..

Melted 931 6, 932, 933 6, 1475,
2429.

To be melted 1475 6.

Melting 930 6, 2429.

Member 1813.

Membrane 1629 6.

Memory 1506, 2704.

Memorial 351.

Men 1162 6.

Menace 124.

To mend 2636 6.

Mendicancy 1678, 2183.

Mendicant 465, 1679, l8f»4 b,

2162, 2163 6, 2270.

Mendicity 2162.

Mending 2226 6.

Meniscus 1982.

Menispermum cordifolium 631,

970, 981 6, 994, 2038, 2678.

glabrum 7g, 194,

411, 958, 959, 970 *, 1141,

1203, 1300, 1900 6, 2209,

2267 b, 2678.

polycarpumi955&.

polyspermum793i

tomentosum 1656

MEN—MET.
Menorrhagia 1822.

Menstrual 370.

evacuation 523.

flux 1878 6, 2369 b.

Menstruation 2687.

Menstruum g7, 1765 6.

Mensuration 1172 6.

Mental 1085, H73, 2218, 2264.

Mentha secunda 2035 6.

Mention 508, 1986 6.

To mention 2106 6.

Mentioned 434, 465, 592, 2599.

Mentioning 1842.

Menyanthes Indica7556, 1895.

Mercantile 1340 6, 13546, 2239 6.

Mercenary 1259 b, 2081

Mercer 1891 6.

Merchandize 1198 b, 1332 6,

2239 6, 2272 6, 2546.

Merchant 1340 6, 1898, 1963 6,

1964 6, 2081 6, 2088 6, 2239,
2547 b, 2606 6, 2679 b.

1 (cloth) 1891 6, 1959 6.

Merciful 782, 1397, 2572.

Merciless 62, 286 6.

Mercy 619, 782, 1397.

Mere 2259.

Merely 792, 1864, 2506 6, 2259 6,

2654 6.

one 529 6.

this 544 6.

Meridian 2408.

line 1389 6, 2349.

Merit 1497, 1751, 2447 6.

Meritorious 826, 963, 1751.

Mermaid 1177 6.

Merops Huriba 2728 6.

Phillippensis 1895 6,

1951 b.

viridis 1151 6, 1951 6.

Merriment 684, 746, 2368 6,2381.

Merry 2370, 2381.

Merryman 2236 6.

Message 1658 6, 1777 6.

Messenger 712 6, 1448, 15016,
1505, 1695 6, 17806, 1859,
2578, 2725 6.

Mesua ferrea 595, 665, 696, 794,
1070, 1547, 1549. !920.

Met 2593.

Metacarpus 599 6, 615.

Metal 1502.

Metallic 1358, 1503.

plate 1011.

Metaphor 458, 1454.

Metaphorical 2406.

Metaphysics 100.

Meted 1680.

Meteor 432 6, 433 6, 506.

MET—MIM.
Metempsychosis 122, 1754, 2551

Method 93, 822, 1277 6, 1278 6,

1473 b, 1506, 1675.

Methodical order 823.

Metre 1656, 2260.

Michelia Champaca 36,49,436,
578. 595, 665, 917, 1055,
1067 6, 1077, 2758.

(variety of) 1436 6,

1751-

Mid-day 1437 6, 2213.

rites 2262.

Middle 927, 2191, 2211, 2212,

2213 6, 22556.

aged 323 6, 1916.

finger 623, 2212.

most 2191, 23166, 23186.

term 2211, 2212.

Middling 2212.

Midnight 215, 216, 14376, 1608,
2212, 2241, 2245.

Midst 1399 6, 2213 b, 22556.

Midwife 1501 6, 1503.

Mien 12776, 12786, 14736.

Might 1212 6, 1354, 1827, 1831,

1853, 1931, 2059, 2458.

Mighty 6796, 11676, 12126,

1354, 1802, 1827, 2059, 2458.

Milch 14376, 1448, 1471, 1472.

cow 1517, 1536.

Mild 11, 9246, 1084, 1281 6,

1539, 2232 6, 2312, 2326 6,

2680.

Mildew 1085 6, 2170 b.

Mildness 8, 14, 809, 15396,
2014, 2271, 2330.

Military array 2123.

art 2353.

caste 835.

equipage 2575 6.

Milium Chaturdoova 1072 6.

filiforme 571 6.

sanguinale 10876.

Milk 841, 892, 994, 1658 6.

(curdled) 994.

maid 981 6, 990.

man 1806, 989, 9926, 9936,
1466.

way 2342 6.

woman 993 6.

To milk 1464 6, 14726.

Millet 1098 6.

Million 1587, 1836.

Mill-stone 1182 6, 2343 6.

Milnea edulis 922 6.

Mime 1530, 1540, 1550, 2267,
2368.

Mimic 2136, 2146 6.

To mimic 2146 6.

Mimicking 1525 6.

Mimickry 1525 6, 2152.
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MIM—MIR.
Mimosa 617 6, 1187 6, 2004.

Arabica 651 b, 905 b,

1972 b.

Catechu 205, 586, 851 b,

859, 862 6, 948, 1394, 1980,

2077, 2677.

concinna 2399 b.

dulcis 1328 b.

Farnesiana 954 b, 967 b,

974 6, 2672 b.

heterophylla 787 b.

microphylla 1355 b.

natans 2433 b.

octandra 548, 604, 733 b,

771 6, 1127, 2350, 2398.

pudica 859, 910, 1550 b,

2422, 2433 b.

rubicaulis 691 b.

scandens 952 b.

Sirisba 601, 2136, 2495.

stipulata 360 b.

Suraa 24766, 2493, 2500,

2557, 2625 b.

tomentosa 2484 6, 26166.

Mimusops Elengi 794,1887,2193,
2232 6.

Kauki 724, 842.

Minaret 2298 6.

To mince 804 6, 873 6.

Mind 57, 110, 871 6, 872 6,

1089 6, 1111, 1509, 2204,
2214 6, 2214, 2264, 271 5.

To mind 2265 6.

Mindful 778, 2204.

Mine 27c, 859, 1530, 874, 2208,

2224 6, 2267, 2578, 2652 6,

2660.

Miner 859, 2641 6, 2652 6.

Mineral 279, 1502.

To mingle 2283 6.

Minister 191, 630, 1425 6, 1455*,
1510, 1711, 1781 6, 2220,2388,

2389, 2564.

Ministry 2223 6.

Minium 2645.

Minor 1149 b, J 556 b.

proposition 453.

Minstrel 2685.

Mint 1240, 1243 6, 1250 6,

1754 6.

Minus 514, 522, 606 6, 837.

Minute 5*3, 227, 584, 1299,2509,
2609, 2664.

Minutely 1294 6.

Minuteness 56,2431,2664,2678.

Mirabilis Jalapa 784 6.

Mirage 2309.

Mire 678 6, 1639, 1696 6, 1776 6.

Mirror 266 b, 324, 371 6, 1400,

2287.

Mirth 156, 398, 1683, 2368 6,

2382 6, 2742.

MIR—MOD.
Miry 1639, 1 77(> b.

Misanthropic 131, 465 6.

Misanthropy 465 6.

Misbehaving 164.

Misbehaviour 1015 6.

To miscarry 919 6, 935 6, 17776,
1864 6.

Miscellaneous 1793.

Mischief 1479, 1632 6, 2743.

Mischievous 469, 1446, 1479,
1625, 1718, 2471, 2743.

Mischievousness 563, 1439,2743,

Misconception 506 6.

Misconduct 2221 6.

Misdemeanour 1446.

Miser 720, 1448 6, 2510 6.

Miserable 175, 175 6, 1448 6,

2096 6, 2115.

Miserliness 843.

Miserly 593. 7 19, 781, 843,

2114 6, 2279.

Misery 248, 609 b, 662 6, 1441.

Misfortune 11, 136, 175. 1883,

359> 483, 732. 1137 b, 1158 6,

1305 6, 1444, 1981 6, 1997 6,

2018, 2221.

Misgiving 590 6.

Misshaped 757 6.

Misshapen 2080 6.

Missionary 1859.

Mist 726 6, 735. 757 b, 77**

797 l>, 815 6.

Mistake 1100 6, 2170 6, 2187,

2189, 2204, 2281.

To mistake 1101 6, 1493 6.

Mistaken 2189.

Mistress 1283 6, 1398, 1559,
1856, 1911, 2377.

Mistrust 142.

Misunderstanding 506 6.

Mitre 1253 6.

To mix 1031 6, 2282 6, 2283 6,

2319 b, 2359 6.

Mixed 877 6, 2120 6, 2283, 2289,

2359. 2408 6, 2558 6, 2554,
2591-

To be mixed 2283 6.

Mixing 2283.

Mixture 877 6, 2283 6, 2284 6.

Moacurra gelonoides 2327 6.

To moan 798 6.

Moat 860 6, 871, 904, 1671.

Mob 995 b, 2449 6.

Mobile 1060.

Mocker 1893 6.

Mockery 1870 b, 1893 6, 2012 6.

Mode 1278 6, 1473 6, 1792,

2013, 2203 6, 2384, 2406.

Modecca trilobata 278 6.

Model 1526 6.

Moderate 2212, 2278, 2547.

9

MOD—MON.
I
Moderately 2255 6.

Moderation 1680, 2279.

Modern 331, 409 6.

Modest 1365, 1619, 2014, 2016,

2422, 2433 6, 2470 6, 2586,
2658.

Modesty 143, 1365, 1591, 2014.

2129, 2222, 2422, 2432 6,

24706,27396,2763.

Modus coeundi 656.

Moiety 217 6, 323 6, 329 b>

330 b.

Moist 370, 558 6, 1118 6, 1178 6,

1332 6, 2163 6, 2638.

To be moist 2163 6.

To moisten 1332 6, 21636.

Moistened 371,831, 1178.

Moisture 832.

Molasses 401, 806 6, 868 6, 958,
1238 6.

Mole 1 335.

cricket 1020 6, 1022 6.

hill 432 6.

Molestation 1290 6.

Molested 125.

Mollugo pentaphylla 1060.

Moment 834, 1396 6, 1585,
2260.

Momentary 37, 835.

Momentous 2159.

Momordica Charantia 441 6,

578, 616 6, 618 6, 1210 6,

121 1 6, 2661, 2662.

mixta 571,620,6616,

995 b, 19066.

monadelpha i34i>

1357 b, 2029, 2364.

muricata 439 6, 4406,

441, 1894 6.

umbellata 8126.

Monarch 1967 6, 2247.

Monarchical 532.

Monarchy 532.

Monastery 2199.

Monday 2678.

Monetia barlerioides 651 6,

1368 6.

Money 582 6, 862 6, 1243 6.

changer 1786 6, 2713,

lender 2239.

scrivener 2713.

Mongoose 1626 6, 2075 6.

Mongrel 1465 6, 1466 6, 1483.

Monied 583 6.

Monkey 600, 1912, 19506, 2227,
2478.

Monoculous 535, 674 6.

Monopolist 31 1 6, 528 6.

Monopoly 3116, 528 6, 537 6.

Month (one) 2276.

B

MON—MOS.
Monthly 1810 6, 2276, 2277 6.

pay 2277 6.

salary 2303 6.

wages 1399 6, 2235 6

2275 6, 2277 6.

Moon 1050, 1051, 1066 6, 1329
1527. 2310, 2474, 2500, 2507
2677, 2746.

faced 1051, 1052.

gem 1050.

rise 1052.

shine 1052.

Moonlight 1052, 1066 6, 1220.

night 1220.

Moon's disc 1051.

Moral (ethics) 1619.

conduct 1062, 1619.

duty 624 6.

tales 1619.

Morass 1234 6.

More 68, 145 6, 364 6, 1195 6.

and more 68 6.

or less 6og 6, 1015 6.

over 68, 68 6, 129, 364//,

5466, 715 6,7176, 7196.

than 68.

Morea Chinensis 1404 6.

Morinda erecta 1905 6.

Kureya 583 6.

tinctoria 39 6, 266 6

296 6, 298 6.

Morning 261, 1772, 1831, 1850
2054 6, 2556 6.

Morose 2402.

Morsel 52g 6, 1235 6, 1249 b

1253 b, 1339.

Mortal 110, 159, 1982 6, 2228
2230.

bite 2200 6.

enmity 263.

poison 701.

Mortality 2225, 2269 6.

Mortar 435 6, 466, 513 6, 1 107 6

1318 6, 2037, 2738 6.

and pestle 2739 6.

Mortgage 1913, 1950 6.

Mortgagee 1913 6.

Mortgager 1913 6.

Mortified 1640.

To mortify 870 6, 1640 6.

MORUNGAGuilandina 286, 688.

hyperanthera 286, 436
660, 711, 1338, 2490.

Morus Indica 823, 1341, 13486
1348, 1624, 1772, 2125.

Javanica 1 150 6.

serrata 2747 6.

Moschus moschiferus 1198 6.

Mosque 2236 6.

Moss 2496, 2513 6, 2521 b.

Most 109 b,
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MOS—MUF.
Most learned 2244.

Mostly 1854 6.

Motacilla alba 853.

sutoria 1744, 2651.

Zeylanica 1361 6.

Mother 196, 1162, 12576, 1503,
2257.

(foster) 1501 b, 1503.

in-law 2532.

Motherless 39, 191.

Mother's brother 876 b.

father 1554 b.

Motion 692, 913, 1063 6, 1330,
2423 b.

Motionless 1616, 2683, 2725 b.

Motive 698, 1584, 1836, 2756.

Motley 1643 b.

To move 1063 b, 1282 6, 1531 b,

155 1 b, 2343 b, 2423 b, 2433 b,

3609 b.

Moveable 253, 1057, 1060, 1063,

1156, 24236, 24246.

Moved 1531 6.

Movement 921.

Moving 2564.

Mould 204 6, 1131 6, 1867 6,

To mould 904 6, 1605 6, 2075 6.

Mouldering 1399 6.

Mouldiness 10856, 1127, 1127 6,

1134 6, 2482 6.

Mouldy 967 6, 1085 6, 1134 6,

21546.

To moult 1699 6, 1726 6.

Mound 376, 655 6, 11836, 19126,
2672.

To mount 369 6, 1042 6.

• guard 1121 6.

Mountain 36, 651, 1528, 1496,

1687, 1730 6,2174.

pass 1016 6.

ebony 2351, 2363.

Mountaineer 1687, 1730 6.

Mountainous 1724, 1730 6.

Mounted 368, 2405,

Mournful 2516.

Mourning 2516.

Mouse 412, 951, 1626 6, 2308.

Mouth 333, 1341, 1888, 1901,
2289.

Mouthful 604, 874 6, 16266.

Much 108, 536, 942, 1284 6,

1338, 1574, ^04, 1617 6,1798,
1944, 1944 b, 1946, 2051,
2176, 2179, 2224 6.

Mucus 1606, 2491.

Mud 678 6, 714 6, 933 b, 1065 6,

1387 6, 1639, 1696 6, 1776 6,

2738 6.

Muddy 77, 678 6, 1031 6, 1639,
1640 6, 1776 6.

Muffler 1030 6.

MUG—MUS.
Mugil cephalotis 2150 6.

latus 1723.

protuberans 863 6, 10136,

Muhammadan 1166.

Mulberry 1341 6.

tree 2125.

Mule 234, 852 6, 1483.

Muller 1028 6, 1266 6, 1623 6,

1632 6, 2450 6.

Multifarious 78.

Multiform 79, 109, 438, 1555,

1774, 1946.

Multiplicand 963, 1767.

Multiplication 30, 961, 1767,
1892.

table 1557 b.

of fractions 2164.

Multiplicator 960.

Multiplicity 1989.

Multiplied 962.

Multiplier 960, 1794.

To multiply 1768 6, 1962 b.

Multitude 906,985 6, 1009, 1056,

1162, 1163, 1181 6, 1572,

1645, 1944 b, 2070, 2354,

2449 b, 2555, 2594, 2600,

2750 6.

Mundane 2454, 2551,2552,2621.

Munificence 464, 563, 1412, 1902.

Munificent 464, 618 6, 1412,

1901, 1902, 1945, 2246, 2289,
2708 6.

Mungoose 1626 6, 2075 6.

MuRvENA apterygia 726 6.

serpens 405.

Mur^enophis punctata 1 336 6.

Murder 125, 134, 148, 590 6,

887 6, 1849, 1904, 2119, 2723.

Murdered 134.

Murderer 1017, 2724.

Murderous 887 6, 1018, 1625,

19°5. 2119, 2269,2723, 2743.

Muriate of mercury 2379.

Murmur 573 6.

To murmur 903 6, 957 6, 967 6,

1898 6.

Murmuring 903 6, 957.

Murrain 2225, 2269 6.

Murraya exotica 688.

Mus arboreus 940 6.— decumanus 1895 6.

Jencus 1236 6.

Malabaricus 401 6.

Musculus 1626 6, 2445 6.

Musa ornata 2396 6.— paradisiaca 4, 649 6, 663 6,

671 6, 710 6, 2377, 2394 6,

2395 b.

sapientum 4, 593, 635,

1067 6, 1975, 2204 6, 2394 6.

MUS—MYR.
Musca 2141.

vomitoria 2137 6.

Muscicapa caerulea 712 6.

Ganua 666 b.

Kangdhara 690 6.

laticauda 1067 6.

leucura 1 143 6.

paradisea 2065 6.

Zurd Phootkee
1171 6.

Muscle 1233 6, 2250 6, 2695.

Mushroom 1134 6, 2172 6.

Music 918, 935 6, 1551, 2711.

(band of) 1968.

(concert of) 1968.

(instrumental) 1968.

Musical instrument 1968, 2339.

Musician 1164 6, 1300, 1959 6,

1967, 1968, 2339 6.

Musk 645, 1556, 2236 6, 2309.

deer 53°9 b.

ratgi7, 1084, "43 &> H43,
1148.

Musket 1913 6.

Muslin 2233 6.

Musquito 2205, 2234, 2234 6,

2235 6.

curtains 2234, 2235 6.

Muss^ndra frondosa 2089 6.

glabra 1519 6.

Mustachios 982 6, 2322 6.

Mustard 2391.

seed 2226 6.

Mustela Ichneumon 1916.

Muster 915 6, 1538 6, 1709 6.

master 1168 6.

roll 2735 6.

Musty 966 6, 967 6, 1765 6,

1983 6, 2093 6, 2154 b, 2568 6.

Mutability 2076 6.

Mute 160 6.

To be mute 1328 6.

Mutinous 1390 6, 1870 6.

Mutiny 1870 6.

To mutter 1166 6, 2005 6.

Muttering 926, 1031.

Mutton 2320.

Mutual 500 6, 1666.

Mutually 501 6, 2279 6.

Muzzle 1 194 6.

To muzzle 1194 6.

My 2208, 2224 6, 22676.

— own 2208.

Myrica integrifolia 2585 6.

Myiustica moschata 1191 6.

Myrobalanus Belerica 2026.

Emblica 1237.

Myrrh 997.

Myrtus communis 2063 6.

MYS — NAV.
Mysterious 1031 6, 2381.

Mystery 2282.

Mystus Chitula 1087 6.

Mythologist 1789.

N.

Nabob 15366.

Nadir 2127.

Nageia Putranjiva 12016, 1572.

Nail 1527, 1780 6, 1857 b.

To nail 725 6.

Naked 5046, 1421, 1529, 16266,
2022.

Nakedness 504 6, 1529.

Nama Zeylanica 649 6, 2432.

Name 397, 897, 1556, 1557,
2567.

Named 1557 6, 2567.

Nameless 2087 6.

Namelessness 2087 6.

Namely 211 6, 15566, 1557 6.

Namesake 531 6, 2280 6.

Nap 2414.

To nap 1282 6, 2515 6.

Napkin 947 6.

Naptha 2255 b.

Narcissus Tazetta 970 6.

Narcotic 1576, 15766, 22066.

To narrate 1925 6, 2022 6.

Narration 722 6.

Narrative 2075 6.

Narrator 591.

Narrow 143, 2505 6, 2559 b,
2652 6.

path 2652.

Nasal 859 6, 1563, 2332.

letter 96.

Nation 817 6, 1186, 1187.

National calamity 2392.

Native 1461, 1462.

1 country 1164.

Natural 13046, 1463, 1845,2618,
2710.

disposition 8776, 2501.

philosophy 2107 b.

property 2710.

Naturally 2710 6.

Nature 8956, 13056, 1794, 1824,
2154, 22786,2307,2407, 2501,
2670, 2712.

Nauclea parvifolia 569 6.

Cadamba 593, 593
633, 678, 1578, 1619, 2533 6,

2730.

cordifolia 6156, 793 6.

Orientalis 1855.

Nave 1556.

Navel 1342 b, 1544 6, 1556.

Navigable 851 6, 1556.
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NAU—NET.
Nausea 274 ft, 1627 ft.

Nauseous 2031.

Near 115, 116 b, 388, 664 ft,

1011, 1529 b, 1566, 1567 b,

1728 b, 1819, 2579, 2580 b,

2580, 2598.

Nearly 1854 b.

Nearness 64, 1566, 1630 b, 2556,
2579. 2630, 2634.

Nearsighted 64.

Neat 885 b, 1675, 1681.

Necessarily 157, 2653 b.

Necessary 157, 347 b, 614, 624,

1173*, !959 6, 2671 b.

Necessity 139, 157, 347 b, 423 b,

1071 b, 11736, 1959 6. 27346.

Neck 598, 930, 931 b, 1006.

(nape) 1006, 1016, 1017,
1017 b.

Necklace 15, 254, 587, 587 b,

932 b, 1006, 1457, 2274, 2739.

Necromancer 2174 b.

Necromancy 2186

Nectandra decandra 2727 b.

Nectar 194, 219a, 2208, 2654.

Nectarious 2654.

Need 90 b, 139, 423 b, 183S,

2734 b.

Needle 11426, 26476, 26646,
2665.

——-— (eye of) 2648 b.

work 1319 b, 2061 6.

Needless 1615.

Needy 90, 571, 662 b, 924 b,

1399, M29, 1440, 1463-

Negative quantity 837.

Neglect 52, 498, 1319> 2 759-

Neglected 153.

Negligence 98, 946 b, 2663 b.

Negligent 7, 946 b, 2663 6.

Negotiable 1648, 2113.

Negociation 2267 b.

Neighbour 1647 b, 1809.

Neighbourhood 2598.

Neighbouring 2598, 2647.

Neighing 2764.

Nelumbium 197.

speciosum 198, 204,

1639, 1655, 1750, 1761 6,2050,
2248, 2364 6, 2391, 2462,

2534.

Nephew 2188.

Nerium antidysentericum 313.

Doodkouree 1076 b.

odorum 234, 615, 1043,

1655 b, 1813, 1894 b, 2363 b,

2435 6, 2463, 2533 b, 2725.

reticulatum 694 b.

(species of) 1436.

Nerve H95, 2495.

Nest 1618, 1984 b.

Net 1192, 1871 6, 1954.

NET—NIN.
Net-work 1194.

Never 1187 b.

Nevertheless 717 6, 1295 b, 1295.

Neuter (as a verb) 7.

gender 832, 1350, 1534.

verb 627.

Neutral person 465.

Neutrality 125, 465.

Neutralized 1042 b.

New 88, 178, 1245, 1400 6, 1535,
'537, 1538 6, 1624, 1630 b,

1816.

born 2575.

moon 771, 1537.

Newness 1535, 1537.

News 2886, 592, 860 b, 1162,

!957, 1978, 2549.

papers 288 b.

Nib 589 b, 633 b, 681 6, 2322 b.

To nib 681 b.

To nibble 1260 b.

Nice 1082 b.

Nickname 484.

Niece 2145 b, 2188.

Nigella Indica44oi, 478,694,
701 b, 705, 709 b, 736, 784,

1775, 2561.

Niggard 2510 b.

Niggardliness 698, 782.

Niggardly 583 6, 682 b, 719,
870 b, 1748 ft, 2254 b.

Night 118, 1373, 1607, 2349,
2370. 2393, 2472.

fall 1608 b, 2370.

guard 241 1 b.

mare 983 b, 770.

raven 554 b.

time 2393.

Nightly 1811 6.

Nimba Azadirachta 2272. See
Melia Azadirachta.

Nine 1538 ft.

Nineteen 515, 516 6.

Nineteenth 475.

Ninetieth 1535.

Ninety 1526 ft, 1535, 1537&-

eight 236, 236 ft, 308 ft.

eighth 236.

fifth 1642.

first 53 1 '

five 1636 ft, 1640 ft,

four 1045, 1123ft.

fourth 1045.

nine 1592 ft,

one 535 ft.

second 1481, 1484.

seven 2583, 2626 ft.

seventh 2583.

six 1142 ft, 11476,2539.

sixth 2539.

NIN—NOT.
Ninety third 1370.

three 1335 ft, 1370.

two 1481, 1484, 2032 6.

Ninth 1525 ft, 1535.

Nipa fructicans 972 ft.

Nippers 1094 ft.

Nipple 734, 1100 ft, 1100, 2683,
2683 ft.

Nit 1076 6, 1568 6, 1569, 1570ft,

2437-

Nitre 2340, 2519 ft.

No 15246, 15306, 15336, 15386,

15446, 1563 ft, 1632 ft.

Nobility 352, 501 ft, 2319ft.

Noble 177, 37i, 1885, 1987 ft,

2060 ft, 2240, 2244 ft.

birth 761.

Nocturnal 1631.

Nod 419 ft.

To nod 1233 ft, 1282 ft.

assent 1017 ft.

Nodding 1284 ft.

Nodule 766 ft, 971 ft.

Nodules of lime-stone 571ft, 620.

Noise 812, 995 ft, 1553, 2376,

2394, 2518 ft, 2519ft, 2709.

Noiseless 1589 ft.

Noisy 910 ft, 2720 ft.

Nominal verb 1557.

Nominative case 625.

Non-entity 155.

existence 175, 241, 1563 ft.

existent 1595 ft.

integer 138.

production 39.

settlement 15596.

Nonsense 1222 ft, 2069 ft.

Noon 2213.

Noose 861 ft, 1728,1871 ft.

North 452.

east 427, 428.

pole 1522,2319.

quarter 452.

west quarter 1974.

Northern 452, 462.

Nose 1545 ft, 1562, 1563.

dipt 1545 ft.

(polypus of) 1545-

ring 1532 ft.

(tip or point of) 1563.

to nose 1545 ft.

Nosegay 9556, 9846, 1762, 2683.

Noseless 912.

Nostril 1562.

Nostrils 1546 ft.

Not 1524 6, 1530 6, 1533 ft,

1544 6, 1563 ft, 1632 6.

—— being 241.

clean 230.

NOT—NYM.
Not fatigued 233.

implicated 224.

married 165.

perceptible 167.

present 163.

pure 230.— sharp 2183.

so 1538 ft.

taught 1546 6.

Note 1086 ft, 1247 ft, 1248 ft,

12496, 1306 ft, 1708 ft, 1710 ft.

(bank) 1086 6.

(music) 1321.

Nothing 10, 127, 2259.

Notion 2552.

Notoriety 1798,1812, 1814, 1822,
1841.

Notorious 724.

Notwithstanding 1295 ft, 1305 ft,

1662 ft.

Novel 1538 ft.

Novelty 1537.

November—December 27.

Nought 2510.

Noun 2040.

(abstract) 2155 ft.

(gentile) 1163.

of agency 625.

To nourish 1727 ft, 1761 ft, 1787 ft,

1807 6.

Nourishable 2143.

Nourisher 1502, 1787 ft.

Nourishing 1790.

Nourishment 1761.

Now 65, 72, 526 ft, 539 ft, 542 ft,

543 ft, 546 ft, 2601 ft, 2634 ft,

2741 ft.

and then 2213 ft.

Nudity 1529.

Number 29, 323 6, 907, 1317 ft,

1334 6, 2314 ft, 2396, 2561.

(biquadratic) 1923.

Numbered 2561.

Numberless 2093 ft.

Numerable 907, 912.

Numerator 2025, 2147, 2425.

Numerous 1944 ft, 2051.

Nuptial 2101.

Nuptials 1417, 2096 ft.

Nurse 488, 1501 ft, 1503.

Nurse-maid 267 6, 362 ft.

Nut-cracker 2343 6.

crackers 1182 ft, 2607 ft.

shell 895 6.

Nutmeg 1186ft, 1187, 1191 6.

Nutritious 1790.

Nux vomica 726 ft, 734 ft.

NymphjEa cierulea 411, 457,
1622,
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NYM—OBS.

Nymph^a cyanea 750 ft, 1622,

2648 ft, 2655.

esculenta 754, 755,
1152 b, 2648 b.

Lotus 170,411,641ft,

646, 669 b, 797, 1544 b, 2485,
2639

Nelumbo 197, 607,
1323 b, 1542.

rubra 755, 80
1
, 2363,

2363 *, 2366.

stellata 1152 b.

———— versicolor 1897 b.

Nyctalops 2393 b, 2393.

Nyctanthes arbor tristis 1410,

1622, 1622 b, 2173 b, 2325,
Q488 b, 2500, 2513, 2535,
2641 b, 2657.

o.

O! 3 b.

Oaf 8 b.

Oak-tree 2491 b.

Oar 840, 847, 1267 b, 1633.

Oath 644 I, 720 b, 1426 b, 2465,
2481.

To take an oath 1426 b.

Obdurated 581.

Obedience 99, 303, 407 b, 2014,
2508,

Obedient 99, 303, 675 b, 1936,

2508, 2750 b.

Obeisance 1391 b, 1537, 1800,

1801, 1802.

To obey 2265 b.

Object 179, 468, 698, 923 b,

1128, 1296, 1321, 1521, 1836,

2046, 2156, 2205 b, 2266 b.

of knowledge 1217.

of sense 415, 983, 1008,

2046.

To object 1558 b.

Objection 339.

Oblation 217, 459, 1630, 1933,
2051, 2317, 2333, 2344, 2585,
2724.

Obligation 1306 b, 1580.

Obliged 479.

Obliging 1663.

Oblique 1251 b, 1280.

Oblivion 2053, 2271.

Obloquy 1443 b.

Obscene 5, 168, 170, 888 b,

1440 b, 1606, 1640 b, 2087 b.

Obscenity 6, 1606, 2087 b.

Obscure 118, 140, 258, 1031 b,

1571, 1593, 1615, 1616.

Obscured 1564.

Obscurely 256 b, 1031 b.

Obscurity 149, 2274.

OBS—OCY.
Obsequies 117, 452, 564, 825,

2570.

Obsequious 303, 3<M> 497, 675 b,

2508, 2750 b.

Obsequiousness 336, 407 b, 1058,
2508.

Observable 2418, 2025.

Observance 2400, 2401, 2410 b.

Observation 100, 1593, 2025,
2217, 2218.

Observatory 1164 b, 2339.

To observe 379 6, 1456 b, 2758 b.

Observed 1453, 2418.

Obsolete 1594, 2443.

Obstacle 1261 6, 1808, 1821,

1997, 2116, 2294 b, 2413.

Obstinacy 1260 b, 1315 b, 2261 b.

Obstinate 339 b, 528 b, 1260 b,

1949 b, 2606 b.

To obstruct 291 b, 309 b, 1261 b,

1698 b, 1950 6, 2412 b, 2414 b.

Obstructed 125, 154, 1591, 1594.

Obstruction 136, 294 b, 306 b,

1261 b, 1595, 1808, 1969,
2412 b.

To obtain 1695 b, 2427 b.

liberty 1153 ft.

Obtainable 1852, 2427, 2435.

Obtained 161, 339, 389, 497,
2426, 2731.

Obtusangular triangle 1943.

Obtuse 57, 2185 ft.

To obviate 1969 ft, 2316 ft.

Obvious 2651.

Occasion 158, 1584, 1842, 1975.

To occasion 458 ft.

Occasional 1630, i960 ft.

Occidental 1816.

To occupy 21 19 6.

Occupation 1828, 2068, 2111,
2111 ft, 2119.

Occupied 1828, 2119 ft, 2372,
2596.

To occur 1648 ft, 2217 ft.

Occurrence 408 ft, 1008, 2563.

Ocean 136, 140, 197, 210, 1175,
1577. 2373, 2599, 2624, 2645.

Ochna squarrosa 595 ft.

Ochre 2366.

Octagon 236.

Octagonal 307 6.

Octave 1326 ft.

October—November 697.

Ocymum caryophyllatum 862,
971 ft.

— gratissimum 39, 209,
580, 741, 862, 1340, 2395 ft.

hispidum 978 ft.

pilosum 785 ft, 1360 ft,

!9°9 1928, 1972 ft.

—sanctum 617, 702 ft,

74i, 978 ft, 1345, 1686, 2493.

ODD—OLA.
Odd 201, 555 ft, 2030.

Odds and ends 19 ft.

Ode 2686.

Odina Woodier 1195 ft, 11

1199 ft, 1202.

Odious 206.

Odoriferous 917, 2650.

Odour 916, 2650, 2680.

CEstrus 1909.

; bovinus 1268 6.

Of another tribe 2002 6.

— different kinds 1554.

— himself 2708 ft.

— itself 2708 ft.

— this description 546.

— this form 547 ft.

— this kind 1296.

— this sort 546 ft, 546.

— these two sorts 1485.

— various sorts 1554.

— yesterday 706.

Offence 130, 1015 ft, 1450,
1469.

To offend 1469 ft.

To be offended 2289 ft.

Offered 2051, 2752.

up 460.

Offering 459, 1630, 2501 ft.

(meat) 1060.

Office 574 ft, 664 ft, 699 ft, 1068 ft,

1395 ft. 1653, 2223 ft,' 2645 ft,

2752 ft.

(out of) 1013 ft.

Officer 355 ft, 1395 ft, 2223 ft,

2752 ft.

of police 18836.

Officious 1882 ft.

Offspring 127, 1840, 2576.

Often 109 ft, 1946 ft, 1076 ft.

Ogler 1530 ft.

Ogre 2366.

Oh ! 512 6, 1900 6.

Oh ! oho ! 264 ft, 2183 ft, 2732 ft.

Oil 1336, 1356 ft, 13586, 1560.

bottle 746, 751 6.

cake 851 6, 865 6.

—— (castor) 2182 6.

grinder 1037.

maker 1669.

man 637 6, 1336 ft, 1357*,
!359.

mill 1018 ft, 1035, 1359.

vessel 773.

Oiled 1359.

Oily 10196, 10826, 1084, 1359*,
2695.

Ointment 1837, 2036, 2226 6,

2232 6.

Olax phoenicocarpa 22246,232 1 ft.

OLD- ONE.
Old 1086, 594 ft, 1095, 117a,

1204, 1205, 1681, 1757, 1944,
1983 ft, 1984, 2061 ft, 2069,
2095ft, 2689.

'? _ age 363 ft, 1205, 1979, 2069,
2070, 2514.

— cow 1172.

— man 1201 ft, 1204, 2061 6,

2069, 2689.

— ox 1172.

— woman 1690, 2062 6, 2069,
2252 6.

Oldenlandia alata 917 ft.

biflora 846ft, 1687.

crystallina 1747 ft.

> paniculate 17166.

Older see Elder.

Oldest 1218.

Oldness 1847.

Olea dioeca 316 ft.

Oleander 615.

Olibanum 749, 750, 2248.

Omen (evil) 188.

Ominous 90, 129 ft, 761, 1162.

To omit 2170 ft.

Omnipotent 2614.

Omnipresence 21 19.

Omnipresent 2043, 2026.

Omniscience 261 1.

Omniscient 2611.

On 948 ft, 1660 ft.

— account of 214, 536 ft, 6776,
780 6, 872 6, 1165 6, 1310 6,

1585 6, 1972 6, 2431 6.

— account of that 1301 6.

— an average 906 6.

— a sudden 532 6.

— behalf 214 6, 1165 6.

— credit 1507 6.

— every side 1422 6, ^556 6,

2590 6.

— foot 885 ft, 1654 ft, 1712 ft,

1713 ft, 1719 ft.

— four sides 1422 ft.

— one side 531 ft.

— purpose 1321.

— that account 2674 ft.

— the bank 1507 ft.

— the ground 1314 ft.

— the margin 1507 ft.

— the top of 491 ft.

— the whole 1869 6.

— this 423 6.

— this account 540 6, 545 6,

546 6, 550 6, 692.

— what account 714 6, 718 6.

Once 530 6, 1978 6, 2556 6.— more 1976 ft.

upon a time 531 ft.

One 527, 528 ft, 529 ft, 1867 6.

and a-half 1456 6.
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ONE—OPP.
One by one 527 b, 538 b, 538,

1163 b.

—1— eighth 1465 b.

eyed 535. 674 &
fourth 53 ib, 1111b, 16956,

1712, 1783 b, 1787 b.

half 217 b, 3176, 3296,
33° b.

piece 528 b.

single 529 b.

third 1358 b, 1369.

who answers 1167 b.

Oneness 529, 551.

Onion 1740 b, 1743 b, 1780 b,

2287.

Only 792, 1864 b, 2259, 2259 b,

2506 b, 2654 b,

this 544.

Onwards 28, 292 b.

To ooze, 269 b, 504 b, 838 b,

10996, 1105 b, 1115 b, 12266,
12346, 12356, 27066.

Oozing 837, 932.

Opaque 1615.

Open 4616, 8956, 8966, 11106,

1385 b, 2164, 2288, 2319 6,

field 2224 6.— handed 2289.

To open 1020 6.

Opened 2164, 2700.

Opening 1872 6.

Openly 22, 173 6, 884 b, 1195 6,

17936, 1989 6.

Openness 369.

To operate 870 6.

Operation 780.

Ophtdium punctatum 1696 6.

OpmocErHALUs aurantiacus
11106.

Karruwey 6736.

lata 2433 b.

Wrahl 2483,
2484 6, 2638 b.

Ophioglossum cordifolium 5306,
1270 6.

flexuosum 2173 6.

Ophioxylon serpentinum 916,
1 1 49 6, 1 526, 1 546, 1 549, 2398

.

Ophisueis rostralis 405.

Ophkys sulcata 2535 6.

Ophthalmia 218, 1628, 1732.

Opiate 2206 6.

Opinion 100, 967 b, 2202, 2204.

Opium 145, 343 b.

Opponent 1806, 2018, 2297 6.

Opportune 1855, 2633.

Opportunity 146, 408 6, 1842,
1877 6, 2238 6, 2562, 2591,
2659 b.

To oppose 1969 b.

Opposed 891 6, 2032, 2697.

Opposedness 2019.

OPP—ORN.
Opposite 1804, 1920 b, 2018,

2110, 2287 6, 2292 b.

Opposition 1198 6, 1581, 1637,

1804, 1817, 1850, 1969, 1975,
2018, 2019,2033, 2101,2108,
2032.

To oppress 1572 6.

Oppression 12086, 1212 J, 1472,
1744-

Oppressive 1194 b.

Oppressor 1743.

Optative mood 404.

Optics 1454.

Optional 689.

Optionally 2336 b.

Opulence 501 6, 1473 6, 1492.

Opulent 314, 501 b, 1473 b,

H90, 1491, 1492,i748 6, 2174,
2240, 2575.

Or 60, 713 b, 719 6, 19476.

— not 717 b, 1536 6.

— what 719 6.

Oral 2481.

—— evidence 2466.

Orange 607 6, 607, 2447 6.

Orang-utang 1909.

Orator 2572.

Orb 2201.— (lunar) 1051.

C stellar) 1 326.

Orbit 570, 1417 6, 1679 b.

Orchestra 1525 6.

Orchis maseula 2639

uniflora 671 6.

Ordained 2132, 2691.

Ordeal 1660, 1683.

Order 93, 94, 98, 303, 327, 410 b,

822, 13046, 1576, 1675, 1688,
1867 6, 1924, 2486, 2512,
2575 b, 2750 6.

(form) 2013.

Orderly 365 6, 938 b, 1723 b,

2017, 2528.

Ordinal numbers 1 767.

Ordinance 1213.

Ordinary 2618.

Ordure 953 6, 1230 b, 1577,
2049.

Organ of action 630, 631.

of perception 1509, 2062.

of sense 414, 1644.

Origin 388 6, nsg, 1216, 1829,
1830, 2055, 2055 b, 2122,
2603, 2756.

To originate 481 6.

Original 388 6, 1159, 2329.

Oriolus 2730 6.

Ornament 221, 352, 934 6,1 199 6,

2177.

Ornamental 2518.

Ornamented 1999, 2177, 2202,
2518, 2638.

ORN—OVE.
Ornitrophe serrata 2384 6.

Orphan 85, 1129, 1142 6, 1145 b,

1147, 1738.

Orris-root 2463, 2538, 2760.

Orts 274 6, 440, 1234 6, 1881 6,

2167.

Oryza sativa 1504 b, 1504.

To oscillate 1236 6.

Oscillatory 1238 b.

Os coccygis 1731.

Osmunda Zeylanica 533 6.

Osprey 6196, 742 6, 758.

Osseous 254.

Ostentation 393, 1180 b, 1851.

Ostentatious 312 b, 2707.

Ostrea ephippium 2503.

Other 129, 333 6, 364 b, 922 6,

i659-

Others 121 6.

Otherwise 60, 119 b, 120 6, 120,
121 6, 121, 1380 6, 1529 6,

!532 6, 1792 b.

Otter 472 6, 1177, 1517 6.

Oval 46, 1968 6.

Oven 1299 6, 1301 b.

Over 68 b, 488 6, 490 6, 558 6,

948 6, 1661 b.

and above 68, 1 195 6.

and over again 2304 6.

baked 862 b.

parched 863 b.

r- the boat 52.

To overawe 1500 b.

To over-bake 863 6.

Overbearing 690 6, 1415, 2080 6.

Overbearingness 1500.

Overcast 2315 b.

To overcome 1198 6, 1310 6,

2740 b.

Overcoming 949 6.

To overflow 456 b, 1136 6,
2162 6.

Overflowed 343, 1277 6.

Overflown 1274 b.

Overjoyed 57.

To overlay 1 160 b, 2295 6.

To overlook (a mistake) 1493 b.

Overlooking 1398 b.

To over-parch 863 6.

Overplus 471, 1870 6, 1872 6,

1888 6.

Overpowered 285, 1216, 2055.

To overreach 1502 b.

Overripe 52.

Overruled 1500.

To overshoot 2417 b.

Oversight 1 100 6.

To overspread 1229 6, 1280 b,

21196,22956.

To overstep 242 1 6.

OVE—PiED.
To overtake 663 6, 9866, 1012 b,

1472 6.

Overthrow 1579, 2187.

To overthrow 1701 6.

To overturn 506 6.

Overturning 506 b.

To overwhelm 1280 6, 2197 b.

Ovieda verticillata 33.

Oviparous 46, 1273 6.

Out 1944 6, 1987 6.

of date 913 6.

of doors 1988 b,

of office 1013 6.

upon ! 1508 6.

Outcast 54, 116, 297, 1043,1072,
1758, 1928, 2748.

Outcry 1088 b, 1098 6.

Outer 1987 b.

garment 446 b, 454 6.

Outlay 2114.

Outlet 1568 6, 1596.

Outrage 458, 483, 2246, 2639.

Outrageous 2639.

Outside 1987 6, 1988 6, 2092 6.

Outskirts 1528.

Outward 1989, 2327.

To owe 1507 6.

Owl 505, 1425, 1777, 1777 b.

Own 322, 339 6, 876 6, 894 b,

1573,2707, 2717.

Owner 70, 2273, 2640, 2708,
2716.

Ownership 68, 70, 1831, 2154,

2707, 2708, 2716.

Ox 924 6, 1414 6, 1932 6, 1934.

Oxalis corniculata 196, 198,

355 b, 359 b.

monadelpha 196, 355,
359 h

, 1070, lioi, 1394,
2082 6, 2463, 2620.

sensitiva 1908 6.

Oyster 645 6.

P.

Pace 593 6, 1506, 1653.

Pacification 2630.

Pack of cards 904 6.

To pack 958 b.

Package 937 6, 1940 b, 2104 6.

Packet 879 b, 1748 6,

Pack-horse 1776.

Packthread 1 275 6, 2568 6.

Pad 307 6.

Paddle 792 6,8836, 1638, 1893 6,

2098 6.

Padlock 735 6, 765 6, 1328 6.

PiEDEKiA fcetida 576, 910 b,

917, 917 b, 939 6, 1841, 2138,
2388, 2607.

9 C
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PAG—PAN.
Page 1743 b, 1839 b.

Pageantry 307 6.

Paged 31.

Pagoda 2199, 2222.

Paid 1680, 2517.

Pain 513 b, 643 b, 645 b, 776,
832, 1193 b, 1322, 1398 b,

1744,2084, 2110,2217,2339,
2345. 2576.

(mental) 1222.

Pained 844, 2576.

Painful 1221 b, 1243 b, 2230,
2301 h.

Pains 362, 1681, 2301 b.

Paint 2368 b.

brush 1346, 1349.

To paint 2368 b, 2385 b.

Painted 1092, 2438.

Painter 1090, 1526 b, 1645,1 6466,

2368 b, 2368, 2370.

Painting 1090, 1090 b, 1091,
1129.

Pair i47g, 1480, 1483, 2280,

2341, 2351, 2359 b, 23606.

To pair 2359 6.

Palace 44. 738 b, 740 b, 1855,
2388 b, 2389, 2728.

Palanquin 1046 b, 1277 b, 1468,

1726 b, 2282 b.

bearer 1469.

Palatableness 2197 b.

Palatal letter 1328.

Palate 1329, 1330 b, 2197 b.

Pale 999, 1707, 1874 b, 1880 b.

red 1703.

Pallisade 924 b.

Palm 614, 1052, 1071 b, 1073 b,

11106,1319.
—1— of the hand 1330 b.

tree 1327, 1327 b.

Palma Christi 503.

Palmistry 2634.

To palpitate 1380 b, 1489 b,

1510 6.

Palpitating 1510 b.

Palpitation 1380 b, 2702.

Palsy 216, 1638.

Paltry 586.

Panacea 2249.

Panax digitata 652 b.

fragrans 964 b.

Pancratium biflorum 1157 b.

— triflorum 1910 6,

2479 b.

verecundum 2500
b.

Pandanus fcetidus 787 b, 789 b.

odoratissimus 787 b,

789 b, 790,1076,1169.

Pander 803 6, 1012, 2181 b.

Panegyric 962, 982 b.

PAN—PAR.
Panegyrist 1912, 2151 b, 2684.

Panicum aciculatum 2460.

ciliare 2251 b.

colonum 2436 6,2482 6.

dactylon 767 6, 1443 6,

1449, 2405, 2457, 2463, 2619.

frumentaceum 2482 6.

hispidulum 1897 6.

holcoides 2532 6.

——— interruptum 1531 6.

Italicum 571, 662 b,

1856.

miliaceum46,314,1093,
1098, 1098 6, 1204, 2129.——— paludosum 634 6.

setigerum 1895 6,

spicatum 18916, 19586.

stagninum 1402.

strictum 936 6, 939 6.

uliginosum 1895 6,

J9i9 *, 1976 6.

To pant 1510 6, 2734 6.

Pantile 874 6.

Panting 1510 6, 1518 6, 2734 6.

Pap 733-

Papaver somniferum 263,17886.

Paper-kite 1021 6.

Parable 483.

Parade 1168 6, 1256 6, 1257 b,

1846.

Paradise 1370, 1371, 1459, 2660,
2711 6.

Paradisea tristis 2152 6.

Parallel 2593 6.

Parallelogram 360.

Paralysis 32 6.

Paralytic 608 6.

Paramour 485, 680, 1 192, 1283 6,

1544 6, 1662.

Paraselene 1052.

Parasite 1071, 1665 6.

Parasol 1127, 1134 b.

To parboil 275 6.

Parcel 716 6, 1784 6, 1940 6,

2104 6.

To parcel out 7176.

Parcelling 3 6.

To parch 11156, 2151 6.

Parched 2143, 2151 6, 2179,
2188.

grain 851 6, 859, 892 6.

Parching 2143.

Pardanthus Chinensis 1404 6.

Pardon 2029 6, 2271.

To pardon 1134 6.

Pardoned 2271.

To pare 758 6, 1066 6.

Pared 1378.

Parent 968, 1502.

Parents 1321, 1471 6, 1736.

PAR—PAS.
Park 473, 827.

Paroxysm 1390 6.

Parra Goensis 1247 b.

Jacana 12476.

Tndica 1402 6.

Parricide 1738.

Parrot 724, 1341 6, 1361 6,

1624 6, 2207, 2502.

Parsimonious 781, 1680.

Parsimony 698, 782.

Part 2, 4, 722 6, 857, 1 146,
1189 b, 1823, 1899, 2 H7,
2457, 2025, 2748 6.

Partaker 2149, 2609 6, 2748 6.

Partaking 2147.

Parted 2000, 2113, 2030.

Partial 103, 1309 6, 1552 6,

1637-

Partiality 907, 11896, 13096,
1637, 2291.

Particle 584,1579, 2447.

Particular 246, 12636, 2040.

time 2592.

Particularity 1773.

Particularly 68 6, 2041.

Parting 2031.

Partition 1304 6, 1686 6, 19506,
2111, 2149 6, 2025.

Partizan 13096, 1637, 2581.

Partner 4, 2149, 2471 6, 2609 6,

2728 6, 2748.

Partnership 3, 2470 6, 2748 6.

Partridge 1332 6.

(Francoline) 702 6,

1333.

Parturition 1840, 2029 6.

Party 906, 997, 1308 6.

Pasillii semen 430 6.

Paspalum frumentaceum 468,
806, 810.

Kora 806 6.

scrobiculatum 594 6,

748.

Pass 2376 6.

for goods 2363 6.

To pass 1063 6, 2421 b.

(as time) 1884 6.

away 435 6, 9566.

(to cross) 1706 b, 1720 6.

Passable 915, 922, 1308, 2651.

Passableness 915, 1308.

Passage 1013 b, 1481, 1890,
2560.

Passed over 455, 2109.

Passenger 1717, 2303 6.

Passiflora citrifolia 1235 b.

Passing away 847.

Passion 236, 510, 511, 829, 836,

923*, 998 6, 1213 b, 1221 6,

2154, 2378, 2384, 2405.

PAS—PEA.
Passionate 435, 808, 8086, 9236,

1043, 1221 b, 12286, 23846,
2384, 2415, 2415 6, 2609.

Passionateness 1043, 1222.

Passive verb 629.

voice 628, 629.

Passport 1 133 6, 1685 6, 2376 b.

Past 57, 956 6, 2057, 2068.

tense 57.

Paste 310 6, 632 b, 646 b, 647 b,
2201 6, 2445 6.

Pastime 793, 816, 827 b, 2016,
2054, 2397, 2440.

Pasturage 846.

Pasture 984, 10596, 2255 6.

grass 1167, 2340.

To pat 1382.

Patch 1329 6, 1661 b.

To patch 12436, 1329 b, 1686 b.

Patella 602, 2273 6.

Paternal 1782, 1783.

Path 913, 652, 1926, 2270,
2398 6, 2567.

Patience 836, 1332, 1413, 19196,,

2230, 25866, 2620.

Patient 836, 837, 838, 1333,
1413, 1517, 1518, 2618, 2620.

Patriarch 987 6.

Patrimony 1782.

Patrol 241 1 b.

Patron 2298 6.

Patronage 336 6, 2747 6.

Patronizing 1686 b.

Patronymic 127.

Pattern 15266, 15386, 1575,
1711 6.

Paucity 225, 608 6, 2762 6.

To pave 1951 6.

Pavement 901 6, 1314 6, 2480 b.

Pavo bicalcarata 2608 6.

Pause 1146 6, 1381 6, 2335,
2692.

To pause 6446, 12596, 1381.

Paw 1382 6, 27366.

To paw 1028 6.

Pawn 957, 1740 6, 1806, 1913,
1950 6.

at chess 1 898 6.

Pawnbroker 1951 6.

Pay 1313 b, 2303 6.

office 1888 6.

To pay 25,178.

Payable 2517.

Paymaster 814.

Payment 1681, 2517 b.

Pea 2199 6.

—— hen 2225.

Peace 165, 1594, 2578, 2632,
2708.

Peace ! 1103 6.
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PEA—PEN.
Peaceable 1602.

Peaceful 1594.

Peacemaker 2358.

Peach 2585 6.

Peacock 789, 1931. 2225, 2489,
2490.

Peak 1106, 2490, 2512, 2513.

Pearl 2204 6, 2289, 2327, 2373.

necklace 2289, 2289 6.

—— oyster 2289.

Peas 636, 1419, 14196.

Peasant 783, 846.

Peasantry 1800 b.

Pebble 2443 b.

Pebbles 57 1 6.

To peck 1260 b, 1263 b.

Pectinated 1096 b.

Peculation 1414 b.

Peculiar 876 b, 2040, 2707.

Peculiarity 877 b, 1497, 2040,
2102, 2154, 2406.

Pedal 1282 b.

Peddling 1143

Pedigree 762 b, 987, 997, 16966,
1885, 1886, 2390.

Pedlar 1695 6, 1865 b, 2095 b.

Peduncle 2070.

Peel 896 b, 1137 b, 1142 b,

U53 b, 1376, 1953 l>, 2076 b.

To peel 793 b, 1142 b, 1362 b.

Peeling 1 153 b.

Peep 433 b.

To peep 433 b.

Peep-hole 1118.

Peerless 66, 1594.

Peevish 435, 739 h 834 b, 878 6,

888 b, 1086 b, 1321, 2384 b.

Peevishness 739 b, 878 b.

Peg 879 6, 981 b, 1857 b.

Pelican 899 b.

Pelicanus fusicollisi7i56,i86i.

Onocrotalus 938 b.

Philippensis 17166.

Pellet 257 6.

Pellucid 1604, 1686 6, 1839,
2631 6.

To pelt 1276 b, 1281 6.

Pen 633 6, 892 6, 1353 6, 1989 6,

2445-

(cow) 985 b, 997, 998,
i966 6.

Penance 776, 1303, 1586,1854.

Pendant 2453.

Pendent 1238 b, 2427 2428,

2450 6.

Pendulous 2427, 2428.

Penetrable 1829, 2119.

To penetrate 1024 6, 1876 6,

2017 6, 2181 6.

Penetrated 2010, 2119.

PEN—PER.
Penetrating 2664.

Penetration 1829, 2119.

Peninsula 1265 6, 1488.

Penis 1523, 2445 6.

Penitent 95, 105, 1693, 1694 6.

Penknife 633 6.

Penniless 8766, 15676, 1866 6.

Pension 2068.

Pensioner 1840 b, 2068 6, 2224 b.

Pensive 1093, 2028, 2156.

Pentagon 1641, 1642, 1644.

Pentagonal 1642, 1644.

Pentapetes acerifolia624.

' Phcenicea 1437 6,

19H, 2363.

Pentaptera Arjuna 210, 3706,
413,569, 6126, 6466, 7136,
1532, 1874, 2058, 2610.

tomentosa 242,
381 b, 388, 700, 1201, 1741 6,

1745, 1915.

Penurious 843, 870 b, 2114 6,

2279.

Penuriousness 843.

Penury 2294 6.

People 1162, 1799, 1800 6,

2448 6.

To people 1939 6.

Pepper 2226.

(black) 995 6, 2226.

(long) 1739 6, 1740.

Perca bifurca 1691 6.

Calcois 1519 b.

Cataa 652 6.

Datnia 1410 6.

nebulosa 652 6, 1554 6,

2181 6.

Nilotica 2147.

setacea 865 6.

sparo'ides 2086 b.

trispinosa 797 b.

vagabunda 567 6, 603 6.

603, 6106.

Perceivable 414, 1456 b, 2105,
2418.

To perceive 11896, 14566.

Pereeived 100, 147, 156, 491,

1453, 2062, 2418.

Perceptible 1454, 1816.

Perceptibility 1453.

Perceptibly 1816 6.

Perception 100, 147, 491, 1111,
1216, 2062

Perch 1265 6, 1267 6.

Perdition 2730 6.

Perdix Chinensis 19006, 19506,
2158,2159 6, 2434 6.

Coromandeliana 959 b.

——— diceca 2152 6.

Francolina 702 6, 1332 6,

1333-

PER.
Perdix olivacea 703 b, 18936,

1896, 1925, 1926.

rufa 1 034.

sylvatica 610 6, 776, 820,
1332 h.

Peregrination 1688.

Perennial 1976 b.

Perfect 1324 6, 1767 6, 2505.

tense 1685.

Perfected 2553.

Perfection 562, 1 324 6, 2552.

Perfidious 167, 15846, 1803.

Perfidy 887 6.

To perforate 1140 6, 19906,
2017 6, 2087 6, 2182 6.

Perforated 1141, 2010, 2087.

Perforation 1140, 11466, 19906,
2087 6, 2087.

Performed 777.

Perfume 316 6, 916, 1983,2651,
2659.

To perfume 9186.

Perfumer 917, 945.

Perhaps 594 6, 7156.

Peril 1415, 1881 6, 2140.

Perilla sesamoides 948 6.

Period 9146, 990, 1035.

of a ruler's government
355

Periosteum 2695.

Periphery 1673, 1675, 1824.

Periploca Indica 78.

To perish 2226 6.

Perishable 159, 835, 837, 1542,
1917-

Perishableness 1542.

Perished 1543, 2015, 2440.

Permanence 1096, 1337 6.

Permanency 2691

.

Permanent 1096, 1522, 2691,
2692, 2693.

Permeable 2119.

Permeableness 2119,2120.

Permission 94, 100, 1663 6,

2008 6.

To permit 1381 6.

Permitted 100.

Permutation 1676, 2271 6.

Pernicious 124, 2738.

Perpendicular 871 6, 1267 6,

1381 6, 2427.

line 2676 6.

Perpetual 81, 1574, 2485, 2568,

2575, 2576.

Perpetually 2568 6.

Perpetuity 1630.

Perplexed 283, 676, 1093, 17766,

1777 6, 2027, 2115, 2ii6>

2422 6, 2556.

To be perplexed 1012 6.

PER—PHA.
Perplexing 1530 6.

Perplexity 72, 283, 10126, 1089,
12246, 1530 6, 17766, 1954 6,

2115,2116,2422 b.

Perquisite 2508.

Perquisites 18836, 23816, 24486.

Persecuted 1571.

Persecution 1744.

Persecutor 1743.

Perseverance 74, 293, 460, 473,
474, 2111,2248, 2249, 2336.

To persevere 2336 6.

Persevering 460, 1836.

Persian 1721 6, 1722, 1873 6.

To persist 1259 6.

Person 1535 6, 1758, 2107,
2459-

in trouble 1417.

(third) 1558.

Personified 2306.

Perspicuous 1430.

Perspiration 203 6, 364 6, 1014,
1018 6, 2718.

To perspire 1018 6.

To persuade 18306, 2061 6,

2265 6, 2417 6, 2452 6.

Persuasion 11886, 2061 6, 2219.

Persuasive 351.

Pertinaceous 532 6.

Pertinacity 1439.

Perturbation 228, 2116, 2760 6.

To pervade 21 196.

Pervaded 21 19.

Pervadible 2119.

Pervading 2118.

Perverse 440, 528 6, 2018.

Perversion 1881 6.

Perusal 1704.

Pestilence 2225, 2269 6.

Pestle 1028 6, 2301.

Petals 1698 6.

Petiolated 2586.

Petiole 2070.

Petition 2036, 3286, 3516,
365 6, 1582, 2344.

(written) 13986.

Petitioner 328 6, 1854.

Petroleum 2316 6.

Petticoat 217, 2625 6.

Petty 1148 6, 1709 6.

expenses i960 6.

pilferer 1709 6.

thief 1709 6.

Petulance 1086 6.

Petulant 1086 6.

PHALiENA AttaCUS 1315 6.

Paphia 1315 6.

Phallus 2493.

Phantom 126, 483.
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PHA—PHY.
Pharnaceum Mollugo 950 ft.

pentagynum 1515
b, 1519^

Pharynx 1542 ft.

Phaseolus 2327, 2493 ft.

aconitifolius 2296 b.

alatus igog b.

aureus 2676 b.

calcaratus 2385 b.

lignosus 1702 ft.

' lobatus 1030 ft, 1910,
2288.

1 Max 700 b, 704 b,

785 b.

— Mungo 49. 891 b,

2225, 2292 b, 2297,1933,
2740 b, 2741 ft

radiatus 1260&, 1614,
2275, 2276, 2305.

• sublobatus 994 b.

torosus 2534.

trilobusi9ioZ>,22g2i,

2297.

Phasianus Gallus 729 b, 731 b,

1058, 1906 ft.

Phellandrum latifolium 1030 6.

stoloniferumi7i4
b.

Phenomenon 458, 2107 b.

Phial 2497 b.

Philanthropic 2615.

Philosopher 1294, 1326, 2135,
2147.

Philosopher's stone 1665 b.

Philosophy 201 1 b.

Phlebotomist 2720 b.

Phlegm 599 b, 602, 922 b, 11756,
2530.

Phlegmatic 603, 2530.

Phlomis biflora 2534 b.

esculenta 1152 b.

Zeylanica 2729 b.

Phcenix acaulis 767 b, 801,
1157*-

dactylifera 1 144ft, 1736.

paludosa 2745, 2756 ft,

2757 ft.

sylvestris 864, 869 6.

Phoo! 1876ft, 1877 ft.

Phrase 546 6.

Phrynium capitatum 980 ft.

dichotomum 2499 ft.

imbricatum 980 ft.

Phthisis pulmonalis 837 ft.

Phu ! 1879 b.

Phyllanthus Cheramela 2451.

Emblica6,79,i94,

355, 360 ft, 1 187, 1371, 2288 ft.

longifolius 1536 ft,

2441 ft, 2450 ft, 2451.

PHY—PIL.

Phyllanthus multiflorus 1714ft,

1716 ft, 1907 ft.

— Niruri 41, 2480 ft.

1—1 tetrandras 369 ft.

Urinaria 2735 ft.

—^—— vitis idaea 2724 ft.

Physalis flexuosa 234, 380 ft.

grossularia 1 356 ft.

minima 1345 ft, 1907 6.

Physic 2182.

Physician 605 ft, 1083, 2100,
2165, 2720 ft.

To pick 1958 ft.

one's tectli 894 ft.

• out 1103 b, 2079 ft.

up 742 ft, 882 6, 893.

Picking the teeth 855 ft, 894 ft.

Pickle 297, 709 ft.

Picklock 1805 ft.

Pickpocket 936.

Picture 1090,1090ft, 1 129, 1316ft,

1810, 2306.

Picus Bengalensis 668 ft, 669 ft.

medius 669 ft.

Piebald 1468 ft.

Piece 590 ft, 856, 873 ft, 1144,
1249 b, 1382 ft, 1867 ft, 2457.

by piece 857 ft, 873 ft.

meal 1 249 ft.

To piece 1329 ft.

Pieces (in) 857 ft, 873 ft, 1382 ft.

To pierce 1140 6, 1876 ft, 1882 ft,

1883 ft, 1990 6, 2017 ft, 2087 ft,

2181 ft, 2182 ft.

Pierced 1141, 2010, 2087.

Piety 428, 1454 6, 1507.

Pig 1020 ft, 2502 ft.

Pigeon 601,1659 ft, 1719 ft, 1722.

box 894, 1249 ft.

—— pea 205 ft.

(tumbler) 975 ft.

Pigmy 226, 1948 ft.

Pike 1627 ft, 251 1.

Pile 653 ft, 676 ft, 1283 ft.

Piles 218, 367 ft, 2740 ft.

Pilferer 1123.

Pilfering 226 ft, 1123.

Pilgrim 50, 465, 1392, 2346.

Pilgrim's staff 1390.

Pill 970, 971 ft, 972, 1893,
1898 ft.

To pillage 2442 6.

Pillaged 134,

Pillar 874 ft, 8756, 880 ft, 881 ft,

1382 ft, 2684, 2693.

Pillow 483, 496 ft, 1289 ft. 19826.

case 554 ft.

Pilot 310 ft, 622, 676 ft, 1325 ft,

2255 6.

PIM—PIS.

PlMELODES 1965 6.

barbatus 939 ft.

Capasi-Tayngra682&

Gagata 939 ft.

Gooleea 972 ft.

1 Kurki-Tayngra6nft

Rita 2399 ft.

rubicundus 1337 ft.

Telgagna 1357 6.

—— viridescens 667 ft.

Pimento 377 ft.

Pimp 803 6, 1012, 2181 ft.

Pimpineli.a Anisum 49, 160
2247 ft, 2283, 2284, 2328 ft.

Pimple 1879 ft.

Pin 379 *, 725, 879 ft, 1857 ft,

2473-

To pin 725 ft, 879 ft.

Pincers 1094 ft, 2323 ft, 2577 ft,

2622 ft.

Pinch 875 ft, 1094 6.

To pinch 875 ft, 1094 ft, 1248 ft.

Pinchbeck 2678 ft.

Pine-apple 335 ft.

Pinion 1276 ft.

To pinion 2301 ft.

Pink 1703.

Pinnacle 2261 ft.

Pinned 725.

Pinus Devadaru 1458, 1744,
1766, 2137, 2459.

— longifolia 1744, 1745,
2607, 2608.

picea 1152 6

Pioneer 806 ft, 2092 ft.

Pious 391, 1454 6, 1458, 1498,
1499, !500, 1507, 1751, 1752,
2040, 2137, 2195, 2504, 2626,
2628, 2649.

conduct 1751.

Piously 1497 ft.

Pipe 1541, 1551, 1552 ft, 1739 ft,

1886, 1951 ft, 2300.

Piper 1951 ft.

Piper Betel 1324, 1548, 1918 ft.

Chuvya 1034 ft, 11146,
1116ft, 1641

k>ngum479, 1641, 1731 ft,

1739 b, 1740.

nigrum 2092, 2226.

sylvaticum 1694 6, 17306.

Pirate 1916 ft.

Pisces 2285.

Pish! 1876 ft.

Pisonia aculeata 1953 6, 1955 6.

Pistia stratiotes 593, 610, 746,

755, 756, 1243 ft, 1253 ft, 1714,

1977.

Pisum sativum viride 1152 ft,

2199 ft.

PIT—PLA.
Pit 744, 867 ft, 871, 873 ft, 926,

941 ft, 942 6.

— fall 1119.

Pitch 372 ft, 617, 1026 6.

Pitcher 620, 654 ft, 899 ft, 925,
1009 6, 1010 ft, 2146 ft.

Pith 2194 ft, 2197, 2250 ft, 2378.
2635.

Pithless 246.

Pitiless 62, 1605 ft.

Pity €19, 1397.

Pivot 1315 6.

Placable 1840, 2577.

Place 873 6, 914 ft, 1155 ft, 1339,
1380 6, 1381 ft, 1505, 1823,
2175, 2193 ft, 2245, 2321 ft,

2689, 2690.

for refreshment 1716.

of pilgrimage 1339.

To place 1383 ft, 1385 ft, 2384 ft.

Placed 71, 1617, 2054, 2691.

Placid 11, 14, 96, 2016, 2480,
2680, 2693.

Pladera decussata 1265 ft,

1390 ft, 1393 6.

Plagiary 2
1 54 ft.

Plague 294, 2199 ft, 2225, 2269 ft.

Plain 248, 870 ft, 896 ft, 1072 6,

1693 6, 1851, 1920 6, 2224 ft,

2255 ft, 2676, 2698.

surface 846.

Plainly 1816 ft.

Plaint 1637, 1770 ft, 2160, 2161,
2629.

Plaintiff 180,826, 1414 ft, 1561 6,

1677, 1866 ft, 1882 ft, 1968,
2297 ft.

Plaintive voice 619.

Plait 1316 6, 1317 ft, 2146 ft.

Plan 418 6, 1291 6, 1526 6, 1709ft,

2747 6.

To plan 1256 6.

Plane 2408 6.

To plane 2408 6.

Planet 1326.

Plank 1289 ft.

Plant 940 ft, 1026 ft, 1078 ft,

1739 ft, 2247, 2421.

To plant 369 ft, 941 ft, 1752 ft,

17866, 2401 ft, 2407 ft, 2411 ft.

Plantago Ispagula 423 6, 4306.

Plantain 635 6, 659, 2323 6,

2377.

fruit 2322.

Planted 941 6, 2411 6, 2414.

Planter 2414.

Plashy 1529 6, 1532 6, 2144 6.

Plaster 1103 ft, 1107 ft, 1567 ft,

1783 6, 1837, 2037, 2226 ft,

2231 ft, 2232 ft, 2446.

To plaster 1568 ft, 2252 ft, 2447 ft.

Plastered 156, 1103 6, 2252 ft.
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PLA—PLI.

Plasterer 901 6, 1876 6, 2446.

Platalia leucordia 1054 b.

Plate 1651, 1711, 1983, 2151,

2152.

To plate 1160 b, 2324 b.

Plated 2202.

Platen 1073.

Platform 2086, 2196 b, 2198,

2254 b.

Play 793, 827 b, 891, 2016.

house 793.

To play 729 b, 760 b, 774 b,

827 6, 891 b.

——^— on an instrument 1959 b,

1968 b.

Playful 891 b, 2036.

Player 599.

Playing 1207 b.

Plea 212.

Pleader 592 6.

Pleadings 453.

Pleasant 2210, 2218, 2284,2377,
2728 b.

To be pleasant 2159 b.

Pleasantness 2210, 2218, 2437,
2518.

Pleasantry 2381.

Pleased 334, 342, 398, 1208,

1347, 1351, 1674, 1834, 1839,

1856, 2297, 2325, 2372, 2576,

2729, 2755, 2764.

Pleasing 885 b, 1188, 1855,2161,

2198, 2210, 2217, 2218, 2371,

2377. 2402, 2412, 2425, 2429,

2526, 2577, 2628, 2650, 2658,
2680, 2695, 2715, 2755.

scent 886 b.

Pleasingness 2218, 2695.

Pleasure 358, 746, 1116 b, 1128,

1213, 1347, 1363, 1856, 2297,

2325 b, 2339, 2372, 2373 b,

2391 b
, 2577, 2649, 2716,

2729.

garden 827 6.

ground 473, 486.

Plebeian 407 b, 1845.

Plectranthus aromaticus 1 7 1 1 b,

1730.

scutellaroides

2496.

Pledge 33° b, 901 b, 1564, 1569,

1635, 1806, 1913, 1950 b.

To pledge 901 b.

Pledged 901 b, 1634.

Plentiful 499.

Plentifully 1946 b.

Plenty 480, 1798, 1847, ^944 b,

1989.

Pleurisy 1725 b.

Pleuronectes recurvus 1075 b.

Plethora 2364.

Pliant 1539 *•

Plight 914 b.

PLO—POL.
Plot 907.

Plotosis anguillaris 674 b.

Plough 2432, 2647, 2729, 2741.

To plough 631 b, 1065 6, 1081 b,

1082 6, 1873 b.

Ploughed 784.

land 2360 b.

Ploughman 783 b, 784, 1081 b,

2432 b, 2730, 2741.

Ploughshare 783, 1867, 1867 b,

1869, 1873, 2432 b.

Plug 954 b.

Plugged 2314 b.

Plumbago rosea 1088 b, 2435 b.

Zeylanica23, 25,783,
1087, 1088 b, 1091, 1641,

1705, 1718.

Plume 1106, 1726 b.

Plumeria acuminata 971 b,

991 b, 992 b.

Plump 913 b, 1744, 2276 b,

2324 b.

Plunder 948 b, 2442 b.

To plunder 2442 b, 2443 b.

Plundered 134, 2442 b.

Plunderer 134, 1269 b, 2442 b,

2443 b, 2739

Plundering 134.

Plunge 12256, 12356, 1274.

To plunge 1274 b, 2197 b.

Plunged 2194.

Pluperfect tense 65 b, 77 b.

Plural 1945.

Plurality 108.

Poa Chinensis 1896 b.

cynosuroides 218, 746, 767,

818, 1401, 1658, 1931.

Karundubi 692 b.

—— punctata 1245 b.

Poachy 1168 b, 1532 b.

Pocket 1210 b, 1380 b.

Pod 636 b, 2467.

of cotton 875 b.

Podalyria bracteata 990 b.

Podiceps Doobaroo 1274 b.

Poet 604, 684.

Poetaster 639.

Poetry 604, 1376, 1656, 2332.

Poinciana pulcherrima 784 b.

Point 26, 291 b, 585, 1264 b,

1421, 197a 6, 2017, 2490.

To point 1456 b.

Pointed 1142 6, 1264 b, 2752 b.

out 468.

Pointing 12646, 1598, 1822.

Poison 923 6, 1180 b, 2044.

Poisoned 2046.

Poisonous 923 6, 2048.

Polar-star 1522.

Pole 1390, 24196, 2423 6.

9

POL—POP.
Police 804 6.

man 806 6.

officer 806 6.

Policy 2350.

To polish 1014 6, 10156, 10276,
1083 b, 1681 6, 2232 6, 2251 6,

2255 6, 2480 6.

Polished 1019 6, 1026, 2250 6,

2271, 2498.

Polisher 2488 6, 2674 6.

Polite 298,1912,2016,2498,2588.

Politeness 323 6, 2140, 2016,
2588.

Political constitution 2307.

Politics 1619.

Pollard 1260 6, 2296 6.

Pollen 1515, 1666, 1763,2369 6,

2409.

Polluted 2233.

Pollution 2709.

Polyanthes tuberosa 2370.

Polycnemus Paradisiacus 13036

Polygala arvensis 2318 6.

Polygonum elegans 595 6.

flaccidum 1715 6,

17166.

lanatum 2534 6.

pilosum 1896 6.

Polymorphous 1555.

Polypodium glabrum 1088 6.

Kangiha 789 6.

proliferum 1395,
1413 '>.

unitum 17146.

Polypus 1545 6, 1562, 1946 6.

Polysyllabic 1946 6.

Polytheism 1945.

Polytheist 1945.

Pomegranate 87 6, 335 6.

tree 1271 6, 14106.

To pommel 721 6.

Pomp 3076, 11686, 12566,
1257 6, 1343 b, 1395 6, 1846.

Pompous 1343 b.

Pond 1178, 1179, 12336, 1292,
1314 6, 1429 6, 1748 6, 17496,
1761, 2610, 2761 6.

To ponder 12596, 14846, 21566.

Ponderable 1680.

Pondering 1258 6.

Poney 1244 6.

Pontederia hastata 1151 6.

vaginalis 1895 6.

Pool 873 6, 1292.

Poor 10, 2026, 213, 5716, 6626,

924^ 1399, H29, 1440, 14486,
1463, 1598, 1866 6.

To pop 18656.

Poppy 1788 6.

Popular 472, 2454.

Popularity 2454.

D

POP—POT.
Popularly 2448 6.

Populous 109 6.

Porch 1976 6.

Porcupine 2461 6, 2473, 2513 6,

25656.

Pore 1299, 2414, 2452 6.

Porous 1 194 6.

Porpoise 505, 2508 6, 2663 6.

Porridge 1209.

Port 811, 1912 6.

Portable 87 6, 1942, 2420.

hearth 295 6.

To portend 2418 6.

Portent 458.

Porter 13986, 1472,1986,2104,
2158, 2294 6, 23246.

Porterage 1884 6.

Portico 1976 6, 2414 6.

Portion 4, 856, 1899, 19496,
2147, 2457, 2748 6.

Portmanteau 1190 6, 1779 6,
J799-

Portrait 1526.

Portulaca meridiana 1151 6,
1624 6.

oleracea 1624 6,

2443 b.

pilosa 1895 6.

' ulmaria 379 6.

Position 1637, 26g2.

Positiveness 13156.

Possessed 69, 1516.

by a malignant spirit

2173,2174.
1 of 339, 350,486, 2039,

2350, 2600.

Possessing 2184.

Possession 488, 1329 6, 2184,
2604.

Possessions 2185.

Possessor 894 6.

Possibility 2458, 2603, 2629.

Possible 1724, 2459, 2603, 2604,
2719 b.

To be possible 1419 6.

Post 874 6, 875 6, 880 6, 881 6,

1270 6, 1382 6, 2684, 2693.

(by) 1269 6.

letter 1269 b.

man 1269 6.

office 1268 6.

(station) 13826, 27526.
Postage 1269 6, 2381 6, 2415 6.

Posterior 129, 452.

Posteriors 1701 6.

Posterity 1840, 2576.

Postmeridian 1670, 2635.

Postponed 2301 6.

Postscript 81 1 6, 8286.

Pot 1276 6, 2106 6, 2152, 2722.

(baking) 895 6.
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POT—PRA.
Potable 1780.

Potash 838.

Pot-bellied 1544 ft, 1553 ft.

Potency 1413 6.

Potherb 499, 2385 b, 2477.

Pothos heterophylla 652 b.

Lffisia 651 b,

officinalis 618, 811, 902.

Peepla 1739 b.

Potion 1716 b.

Potsherd 895 b, 1259 b.

Pottage 1362 b.

Potter 691, 753. 756, 764.

Potter's kiln 1783 b.

Pouch 1380.

Poverty 10, 571 6, 662 b, 924 b,

i399,Hi8, 1463, 1598, 1866 b,

2734 b.

Pound 216.

To pound 738 b, 740 b, 803 b,

804 b, 1098 b, 1614 ft, 1742 b,

1782 b, 1961 b, 2154 b, 2229 b,

2231 b.

Pounded 842, 1026, 1614.

Pounding 737 b.

To pour 1174 6, 1226 ft, 1280 b.

Powder 963 b, 1107 b, 1108,

2060 b, 2369 b.

(gun) 1418 b.

Power 402 b, 539 b, 683 b,

726 b, 748 b, 1167 b, 1212 b,

1318 b, 1353 h 1354, 1802,

1827, 1831, 1853, 1931, 1932,

1936, 2193 b, 2458, 2629 b.

of attorney 433 b, 554 6,

2290 b.

Powerful 679 b, 1164 b, 1167 b,

1212 b, 1802, 1803,1827, 1932,

1993, 2059, 2174, 2242, 2458,
2586, 2592.

Powerless 157, 162, 1210 b,

1438 b, 1443, 15466, 1553 b,

2082 b.

Practicability 2459.

Practicable 1062, 2113, 2120,

2459, 2648, 2651, 2719 b.

Practical 358 b, 2113.

Practice 106, 825, 1081 b, 1497,
1506, 1781 b, 2112.

Practised 106.

Praise 425, 724, 13266, 1493,
1623, 1838, 1912, 2529, 2683,
2685, 2686.

To praise 724 b, 1838 b.

Praised 724, 1838, 2685.

Praiseworthy 102, 425, 724,

1493, 1838, 1913, 2529.

Praising 961, 2559.

To prance 729 b, 750 b, 774 b,

1870 b.

Prasium melissifolium 2729 b.

To prate 1887 6.

Prattle 2135 6,

PRA—PRE.
To prattle 1887 b, 1888 b.

Prawn 404 b, 405, 439, 933 ft,

1084, 1085 b, 1193 b.

To pray 1027 b, 1854 b.

for 2252 b.

Prayer 367 b, 1538 b, 1854,
2344.

To preach 1032 b.

Preacher 1500.

Preamble 2287 b.

Precedence 27, 1851.

Preceder 1756.

Preceding 28, 1769.

Precept 324, 1663 6, 2013.

Preceptor 104, 512 b, 1256 b,

1704 b, 2234 b, 2486, 2489 b.

Precious 1946, 2244, 2245.

Precipice 313 ft, 1825 6.

Precise 1259 b.

Precision 1316ft, 1597.

Precursor 27, 292 ft.

Predestination 1770 ft, 1854.

Predicable 1957.

Predicament 251.

Predicaments (the six) 1654.

Predicate 860 b, 1957, 2040.

Prediction 2140.

Predilection 53.

Predominance 1167 b, 1851,
1853.

Predominant 1827.

Predominating 1167 ft.

Pre-eminence 1851.

Pre-eminent 2292.

Pre-existent 1771 ft.

Preface 1679, 2175.

To prefer 2159 ft.

Preferable 2093 6.

Pregnancy 928, 1777 ft, 2739 ft.

Pregnant 112, 114, 928, 946 ft,

1768,2557.

woman 929, 2739 ft.

To be pregnant 928 ft.

Prejudice 162, 1632 ft.

Prejudicial 124.

Prelector 1704.

Preliminary 1772.

Prelude 479, 2384 ft.

Premature 10, 125, 138, 242,
2074 ft, 2089 ft.

Prematurely 243 ft.

Premna esculenta 984 ft.

herbacea 657 ft, 2172 6,

2175-

longifolia 25.

serratifolia 2173 ft. ,

spinosa 25, 204, 585,
908 ft, 909, 909 ft, 1718, 2206,
2525.

Prenanthes aspenifolia 1331 ft.

1367,

PRE.
Preparation 474.

To prepare 395 ft, 1911 ft.

Prepared 473, 1358 ft, 1843,
2565-

Prepense 1479.

Prepuce 2316.

To prescribe 300.

Prescribed 2054.

Prescription 21 11.

Presence 349, 2010, 2556, 2623,
2735 b, 2750 ft.

Present 482 ft, 1388, 1411,
15296, 1530 ft, 1630, 1889 ft,

1926, 2327 ft, 2679 b, 2735 ft,

2741 ft.

Present (at hand) 494.

Presented 1822.

Presently 539 ft.
:

Preservation 152, 162,

1615, 1949 ft, 2367.

Preserve 2300 ft.

To preserve 1728 ft, 1949 ft,

2384 ft.

Preserved 163, 2367.

Preserver 1367, 1616, 1725,1726,
2367, 2469.

President 71, 1853.

Press 1074 ft, 1135 ft.

To press 944 ft, 1074 ft, 1182 6,
1248 ft, 1258 ft, 1263 ft, 14146,
1614 ft, 1744 ft.

Pressure 1074 ft, 1212 ft.

To presume 1258 6.

Presumption 2697.

Pretence 491 6, 647 ft, 1130,
1527 6, 1531, 15466, 1627 6,

1942 ft, 1987 ft.

Pretended 2327.

Pretendedly 2278 6.

Pretender 2147.

Preter-imperfect tense 65ft,2505&.

Preternatural 65.

Pretext 127, 683 ft, 1130, 1245 6,

1246 ft, 1942 ft, 1987 6,2117.

To make pretexts 1 246 6.

Pretty 885 6.

To prevail 2265 6, 2417.

Prevalence 1796, 2118.

To prevaricate 1875 6.

Prevarication 454, 1952..

To prevent 155 6, 291 ft, 1582 6,

2412 ft, 2414 ft.

Prevented 125, 858, 1582.

Preventibility 1581.

Prevention 725 ft, 1581, 1595,
1610.

Preventive 1803, 1814.

Previous 1769, 1769 ft, 1770,
1771, 1846, 1851.

Previously 289 ft, 1694 ft, 1772 ft,

1821 ft, 1845 6.

Prey 2442 ft.

PRI—PRO.
Price 593 6, 7196, 13986, 1414,

2308.

current 15936.
Priced (high) 1946.

To prick 1882 6, 1883 ft.

Prickly heat 1018 ft.

Pride 180, 260,924,927, 946 ft,

1089, 1210 ft, 1248 ft, 1394 ft,

1397, 1400, 1413 ft, 1428 ft,

1426 6, 2206, 2244, 2261,
2265.

Priest 523, 1765 6, 2344, 2760.

(high) 1824 ft.

Priesthood 2128, 2344.

Primaiy 2292.

cause 325, 1575, 2055.
Primaeval 326.

Prime 2528.

To prime 2370 ft.

Primogeniture 1218.

Prince 753, 1461, i 496, 1724)
1968 ft, 2386, 2390, 2396 ft,

2487 6.

Princely 2386.

Princess 1968 6, 2386, 2396 ft

2487 ft.

Principal 1663, 1821, 1824,1922,
2152, 2292.

Principally 2292 ft.

Principle 646 b, 692, 2055.
Print 2298.

To print 1074 ft, 1136 ft.

Printed 1074 ft, 2298.

Printer 11366.

Prior 28, 325, 594 ft i 769 J--,
1821, 1851.

'

Priority 1218, 1771, 1851.

Prison 567 ft, 694, 19136.
Prisoner 567 6, 793 6, 951 ft,

1912, 1912 ft, 1913 ft
;

i 914 ft.

Pristis pectinatus 651 ft

Privacy 2381.

Private 140, 536,973,9896, 1583,
2381, 2031.

Privately 140 ft, 558 ft, 10186,
1593 6, 2381.

Privation 2748.

Privilege 69.

Privity 973, 2381.

Privy 419 6, 1184 6,

2671 ft.

council 2390.

Prize-fighter 1227 ft.

Probability 2603

.

Probable 337, 2603, 2604.

Probably 101 ft.

Probation 1660.

Probity 1409.

Problem 469, 1838.

Poboscis 2505, 2731, 2737 6

To proceed from 19S8 ft.

1989 h,
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PRO.
Proceeding 2123, 2560.

Proceedings 2404 6.

Procession 1843.

(public) 1009, 11816.

To proclaim 1032 6, 2371 b.

Proclaimable 1032.

Proclaimed 1024, 11896.

Proclaimer 1282 b.

Proclaiming 295.

Proclamation 4196, 1032, 12826.

To procrastinate 1246 6, 21176.

Procrastinated 2327 6.

Procrastination 9066, 914, 9346,
1245 6, 1246 6, 1281.

Procurable 1852, 2427, 2596.

To procure 1695 6, 2283 b.

Procured 1852, 2731.

Procurer 12126.

Procuress 740, 1448.

Prodigality 54, 129.

Prodigal 54, 129, 446 6, 2114.

Produce 494, 1867, 1963 6, 2434.

To produce 336 6, 458 6, 1 164 6,

1165 6, 1840 6, 1869 6.

Produced 335 6, 457, 458, 473,
1185,2665,2670.

To be produced 481 6, 1165 6,

27196.

Producer 2155.

Producible 1165.

Product 551, 1017, 1867, 2426.

Production 457, 458, 472, 1164,
1186, 1830, 2138, 2603, 2666,
2670.

Productive 1868 6, 2585.

Productiveness 2631.

Profession 1202, 1204, 1781 6,

2068, 2088 6, 2111 b, 2111,

2112, 2758 6.

Professorship 512 6.

Profit 494. 967 6, 13166, 1535 6,

1852, 1866 6, 1870, 2298 6,

2427, 2434.

Profitable 7186, 960, 2434, 2585.

Profligacy 963 6.

Profligate 963 6, 1439, 1446,
15306, 2423 6.

Profound 920, 922, 934 6, 1585,
1721.

meditation 1576.

Profundity 947 6.

Profusion 129.

Progenitor 1162, 2056.

Progeny 2576.

Progress 913, 2560.

To prohibit 1249 6.

Prohibition 1610, 1812, 2215 6,

2265 6.

Prohibitive mood 1610.

Project 639, 2747.

PRO.
Projecting 2080 6.

teeth 617.

Prolific 1799, 1945.

Prolix 3126.

Prolixity 1824.

Prologue 366, 485.

Promiscuous 2283, 2284.

Prominent 1270 6.

Promise 539 6, 617 6, 817 6,

1586, 1805, 1811, 2549, 2550,
2717.

To promise 1805 6.

Promised 617 6, 2551.

Promissory 871 6.

note 621 6, 858 6,

1805.

To promote 2070 6.

Prompt 473, 1820, 27376.

Prompter 453 6.

Prompting 886 6.

Promptness 473.

Pronoun 2612.

Pronounced 439, 466.

Pronunciation 438.

Proof 826, 1611, 1634, 1833,
2481 6, 2632 6, 2750 6.

Prop 12616, 12626, 1761, 17886.

To prop 1262 6.

To propagate 1 164 6.

Propensity 403, 1983.

Proper 103, 219, 437, 489, 624,

894 6, 1259 6, 1500, 1635,

1653, 1793, 1852, 1891 6,

2054, 22516,2337, 2338, 2350,
2562, 2598, 2663, 2745, 2589,
2707.

behaviour 2745.

for fuel 11936.

name 1558 6.

season 1852.

Properly 1794 6, 2605 6.

Property 211, 496, 959, 11816,
13296, 1475, 1490, 2007, 2046,
22726, 22736, 2399, 2417 6,

2025, 2562 6, 2707, 2708.

Prophecy 2140.

Prophet 1537 6, 1658 b, 2139

Propitious 2137, 2195, 2253.

Propitiousness 1840.

Proportion 97, 2739 6.

Proportionately 2336 6.

Proposition 1805.

Proprietary 2708.

Proprietor 69, 428, 1650, 2178,
2273,2640, 2716, 27206.

Proprietorship 69, 2708, 2716.

Propriety 437, 489, 1634, 1711,

*793, 1855, 1959*, 2337, 2350.

Prose 195.

Prosecutor 1677, 1968, 2297 6.

Prospect 1306 6.

PRO—PSI.

Prosperity ! 2414 6.

Prosperity 641, 1815 6, 1917 6,

2137, 2160 6, 2195, 2243,

2418, 2493, 2506, 2525, 2600.

Prosperous 68, 641 6, 767, 769,
1603, 19426, 19626, 2137,
2202, 2243, 2253, 2472, 2493,
2506, 2507, 2526, 2600.

Prostitute 644 6, 762, 934 6,

1141 6, 873 6, 2094, 2407.

Prostitution 873 6, 1 141 6.

Prostrate 498 6, 1431, 2178.

Prostration 1391 6, 1531, 1801,
1802.

To protect 12046, 18076, 19496,
2384 6.

Protected 163, 386, 2120, 2367.

Protecting 2549 6.

Protection 152, 155, 386, 860,

1058, 1367, 2367,2550, 27476.

Protector 860 6, 1325 6, 1367,

1553, 1674, 1725, 1726, 1787,

2300 6, 2367, 2384 6, 2469,

2739 b -

Protege 2408 6.

Protuberance 17186.

Proud 180, 260, 927, 1248 6,

1400, 1415, 1426 6, 1809,

2236 6, 2265, 2639.

woman 2265 6.

Proudly 260.

To prove 486 6.

Proved 1597, 1807, 2156, 2643.

Provender 2603.

Proverb 2382 6.

To provide 2357 6.

Providence 1673.

Provident 1449.

Province 1035, 1037 6, 1068 6,

2046, 2201, 2657.

Provincial 1845.

Provision 884, 2379 6.

Provocation 2697.

To provoke 829 b, 847 6, 890 6,

11116, 1323 6, 2415 6.

Provoked 751, 847, 1185, 2697.

Prow 930 6, 932 6, 933 6.

Prowess 1666, 1993, 2058, 2717,
2520.

Proximate 115, 496, 1566, 1819,

2580, 2598.

Proximity 1566, ^o 6, 2579,
2630, 2634.

Prudence 1619, 1673, 2279,
2631.

Prudent 1509, 1673 6, 2204,

2215, 2223 6, 2589 6, 2631.

Prdnus triflora 378 6.

Psidium pyriferum 17806,24656,
2584 6.

maliforme 2465 6.

Psittacus accipitrinus 664 6.

PSI—PUL.
Psittacus Alexandri 1246 6,

1248 6.

Bankesii 659.

Chunduna 1050 6.

• cristatus 659.

— cyanocephalus 939 6.

Eupatria 653.

Gigas 659.

Lory 1624 6.

minor 2422 6.

Philippinarum 659.

rosaceus 659.

Sinensis 2749 6.

Sulphureus 659.

Psoralea corylifolia 2734 6.

Psychotria herbacea 594 6.

Pteris Iunulata 708 6.

Pterocarpus Santolinus 733,
1336, 1652, 2363.

Pterospermum acerifolium 476,
585. 595, 595 6, 596 6, 624,
1478 6, 1678.

suberifolium 2293,

Pterygodium sulcatum 2535 6.

Puberty 2362.

Pubes 1228 6, 1979.

Public 384 6, 1792.

1 crier 1032.

house 2180 b.

Publicity 1798, 2371 6.

Publicly 1195 6, 17936, 2454.

To publish 12176.

Publisher 1792 6.

To pucker 803 6, 1103 b.

Puckered 797 6, 798 6, 1103 b.

Pudendum muliebre 2132.

Puerility 1131 6.

Puff (of wind) 1396 6.

To puff up 1871 6.

Puffy 1879 *>•

Pugilism 10236, 1988, 2273^.

Pull 1245 6.

To pull 877 6, 888 6, 1182 b,

1245 6, 2231 6, 27566.

a person's ear 672 b.

off 896 6.

out 1245 6.

Pulled 784.

Pulley 600 6.

Pulling ears 673.

Pulmonary consumption 2332,
2387.

Pulpit 2198.

Pulsation 1552 6.

Pulse 582 6, 636, 1419, 1552 6,

2467.

(matter) 1502.

To feel the pulse 1502 b, 1552 6.

To pulverize 738 6, 955 6, 1 1086.

(
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PUL-PUR.
Pulverized 842, 1108.

Pumpkin 594 6, 815 6.

gourd 621, 769.

Pun 1488.

Punctual 1259 b, 2633.

To punch 963 b.

Pundit 1848.

Pungency 1337, 1338, 1353 b,

Pungent 578, 862, 863 b, 1116 b,

1117, 1232 b, 1331 b, 1331,

1337, 1338.

To punish 1267 b, 2486 b.

Punishable 1392, 2487.

Punished 1571.

Punishment 12656, 1307/), 2486.

2565 b, 2625 b.

of death 1848.

Punica Granatum 1271 b, 1410.

Pupil 596, 1135, 13256, 13266,

H54*, 1648 6, 1705 b, 22566,
2300 6, 2498.

Puppet 1418, 1752 6, 1753.

Puppy 730 6.

To pur 1010 6.

Purblind 64, 1227 b.

Purchase 790 6, 823, 863 6.

To purchase 7166, 7176.

Purchaseable 824.

Purchased 717 6, 790 6, 827,
864 6.

Purchaser 823, 825, 828, 864 6.

Purchasing 717 6.

Pure 7, 86, 190, 999, 1583 6,

1604, 1626 6, 1658, 1681,

1765, 1839, 2028, 2040, 2137,

2318, 2503, 2504, 2505, 2628,

2631, 2707.

Purgative 2033, 2181, 2408.

Purge 1208 6, 1213 6, 2408.

To purge 1559'', 2409 6.

Purging 2181 6.

To have a purging 1778 6.

Purification 1718, 2040, 2504,

2517 >>•

Purified 838, 1520, 1597, 2040,

2271,2318,2553.

Purifier 2517.

To purify 2505 6.

Purity 1571, 1604, 1658, 1681,

1839, 2040, 2504, 2505, 2519,
2707.

Purple 206, 786, 1514, 1622,

1954 6, 20786, 2517.

Purport 1128, 2156, 2266 6.

Purpose 179, 1836,2202,2205 6,

2266 6, 2300 6.

To purpose 1259 6.

Purse 1360 6, 1385 6.

Purslain 1623 6.

To pursue 1501 6.

Pursued 104.

PUR—QUA.
Pursuit 104.

Purulent 2231.

Pus 832, 835, 1747 b, 1764 6,

1766, 2231.

Push 1262 6, 1278 b, 1502 b.

Push! 18646.

To push 1262 6, 1263 6, 1283
15026.

Pusillanimous 2166.

Pustule 2052.

Put into motion 1531 6.

off 2327 6.

to flight 2140.

To put 1383 6, 1385 6, 2384 6.

in order 2625 6.

on clothes 1674 6, 1739 b.

out 2060 b

Putrescence 1640 6.

Putrid 1399 6, 1640, 1765, 1766,
2568 b.

Putridity 1640 6, 1766 6.

Putrified 931 6.

To putrify 1640 6, 2568 b.

Pyramid 2490.

Pyriform 1551 b.

Q.

Quack doctor 992, 2737 6.

Quadrangular 1045, 1048, 10786,
1121 6.

Quadrilateral 1047,1048.

Quadripartite 1045.

Quadruped 1048, 1122 b.

Quadruple 1045.

Quail 18936, 1900 b, 1926,
21526.

To quake 656 6, 935 6.

Qualified 48g.

Quality 959.

(inherent natural) 959,
960.

Quantity 593 957 1011,
1281 6, 1749, 1765 6, 2070,
2260, 2314 6, 2396, 2566.

Quarrel 574 6, 634 6, 807 6,

1223 6, 2022, 2033,2298 6.

To quarrel 1223 6.

Quarrelsome 634, 728 6, 750 6,

807 6, 1223 6, 1479, 2023.

Quarry 279, 859.

Quarter 427, 531 6, 568, 569,
1421, 1695 6, 1705 6, 1712,

1746 6, 1783 6, 1787 6, 2238 6.

To quarter 1045 6.

Quartermaster 2690.

Quartz 1865, 2699.

Quartzose 2699.

To quash 1074 6, 1414 6.

QUA—QUI.
To quaver 11996, 12056, 23846.

Quay 1010, 1016 6.

Queen 2388, 2389, 2391, 2393 6.

• (at chess) 18676, 22206,

consort 1646 6, 1703 6,
2247 6.

• mother 1162.

To quench 1581 6.

Quercus acuminata 651 b.

armata 652 6, 653 6,

2435 l>, 2491 6.

castanicarpa 2428 6.

fenestrata 701 6.

laevis 1252 6, 1356 6.

lancesfolia 2491 6.— lappacea 505 b.

semiserrata 23946.

serrata 996 b.

squamosa 18956.

turbinata 1951 b.

Querist 1773, 1798, 1839.

Querulous 739 6, 878 6, 899 6.

To be querulous 878 6.

Querulousness 739 6, 899 b.

Query 2546 6.

Question 469, 1749 b, 1838,
2546 b.

To question 1197 6, 1749 6.

Quibble 738 b, 2269 &
Quick 166, 3836, 8626, 1053,

11/9 b, 1377, 1478, 1505 b,

2077, 2078, 2420, 2572,2584.

lime 1953 6.

motion 1166, 1338.

sand 11196.

steps 884 6.

(the) 222.

time 1478.

Quickly 1666, 3836, 840, 8446,
8716, 10396, 10406, 10536,
1224 6, 1225 6, 1377, 1478,
2499, 2572 6, 2619 6.

Quickness 383, 1053, 11796,
12246, 1225 6, 1358 6.

Quicksilver 1721, 1722 6.

Quiescent 2693.

Quiet 1564, 1575 b, 1589 6,

1602, 2312, 2466, 2480.

Be quiet ! 1381 6.

To quiet 1 103 6.

Quilt 964 6, 1364 6, 2446.

Quilted 2748.

Quinquennial 1696 6.

Quinsey 932 6.

Quintessence 2636, 2637 b.

Quire 661 6, 1428.

Quirister 918.

Quiver 420, 1308 6, 1348,
1609 b.

QUI—RAN.
To quiver 2423 6.

Quivering 608.

Quotation 149.

Quotient 2427.

R.

Rabbit 862 6, 863 6.

Race 739, 760, 987, 997, 1186,
1472 6, 1665, 1885, 2576.

Rack-rent 579 6.

Radiance 1830, 2518.

Radiancy 11566, 1430, 1473.

Radiant 4, 720, 1035 b, 1354,
*793, 1830, 2154, 2161, 2518.

Radical 1502,2307,23086,2329.

Radish 2308 b.

Radius of a circle 216, 620.

Raft 378, 447, 1308 6, 1308,
1479 *, 1861, 2182 6, 2256 6,
2266 6.

Rafter 1918 b, 2404 6.

Rag 1626 6, 1749 6.

Rage 436, 5*1, 562, 645 b,

1213 6, 2405.

Ragged 1173 6, 1226 6.

Rags 1099.

Raia Sancur 2558 b.

Raillery 1870 6, 2012 6.

Raiment 1941.

To rain 1919 6, 1921 6, 1929 6.

Rain 1686, 1928, 1929 6, 2072,
2288.

Rainbow 414, 911 6, 2395 6.

Rains 2162 6.

Rainy 1929 b.

season 1921 6.

weather 1967 6.

To raise 445 6, 456 6, 1042 6,

1346 b, 1362 6, 1962 6.

Raised up 457.

Raisin 722 6, 2312.

Rake 267 6.

Ram 2180 6, 23166, 2316,2320.

To ram 1258 6.

To ramble 2080 6.

Rambler 2080 6.

Rampart 1845, 1915, 2300 6.

Rancid 375 6.

Randia Malabarica 735 6.

racemosa 17436,20356.

Range 347, 1638, 1695 6, 1697 6,

2527.

Ranger of a forest 473.

Rank 336, 59° h l 39% b, 1697 6,

2637 6.

(station) 1653, 1719 b

2230, 2263, 2599.

To ransack 2442 6.
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RAN—REA.
Ransacked 2442 6.

To ransom 470 6.

Rant 1222 b.

Ranting 1223 b.

Rap 1239 6, 1260 b, 1263 b.

To rap 1239 b, 1260 b, 1263 b.

Rapacious 1564 b, 2569.

Rape 1933.

Raphanus sativus 2301 b, 2307.

Rapid 1308 6, 2078, 2499.

Rapidity 2077.

Rapidly 2499.

Rapture 1832, 1835, 2261.

Rare 138, 496, 792, 1 304 6, 1445.

2031, 2679 6.

Rarity H45, 2679 b.

Rascality 1275 b.

Rascally 1275 b.

Rash 165.

Rashness 1074, 2046.

Rasp 432 6, 433 b, 435.

To rasp 432 b
, 435 6, 810 b,

811 b.

Rat 287, 412, 2308,

Ratan 2082, 2083.

Rate 2739 b.

Rather 139, 1917 b, 1918 b.

Ratification 617 b, 2571.

Rational 1635.

Rattle 1 235 b.

Rattling 1223 b.

To rave 890 b, 1109 b.

Raven 1478.

Ravenous 867 b.

Ravine 873 6, 1213 b.

Raving 890 b, 1837 b.

To ravish 1186 b.

Ravisher 2739 b.

Ravishing 1091, 2219.

Raw 650 b, 874 b.

sugar 857, 958, 1873.

Ray 4, 719, 1025, 1429, 1505,
2225, 2227, 2378.

Rays 1512 b, 1514 b.

Razor 845, 883, 1144 b.

case 2147 b, 2152.

Reabsorption 140, 1600.

Reach 1250 b, 1949 b.

(river) 1889.

To reach 1788 b.

to 1636 b, 1694 b.

Read 71, 1647.

in the Vedas 1946.

To read 1648 6.

Reader 1704.

Readily 2156 b.

Readiness 473, 494, 1358 b,

1685, 1843-

Reading 1704.

REA—REC.
Reading-master 1704 b.

Ready 473, 494, 1358 b, 1826,

1843, 21976, 2584, 27356.

money 1528 b, 2411,
2412 b.

speaker 494.

To get ready 395 b.

Real 1721, 1793, 1985, 2346,
2571.

nature 1293.

Reality 1293, 1793,2574, 2712.

Really 1574 b, 1893 b.

Realm 1035, 2397.

Ream 943 b.

Reaper 667 b.

Reaping 2425.

Rear 1775.

of an army 1693 b
t 1701 b,

J 725, 1732 b, 2123.

To rear (cherish) 1807 b.

Reason 1509, 1632,23276,2350,
2586 b, 2756.

To reason 2006 b.

Reasonable 693, 2350.

Reasoner 1634.

Reasoning 139, 520, 1310, 2006.

Rebeck 2376 b.

Rebellious 2750 b.

To rebound 11396, 1259 6.

Rebuff 1223 b.

Rebuke 1954.

To rebuke 1267 6.

To recapitulate 1881 6.

To recede 2721 6.

Receipt 13066, 14096, 2381 6.

To receive 10036, 16956, 18756,
2417 6.

Received 976, 1619.

Receiver 1005.

Recent 178, 409, 1245 6, 1535,
1537, 15386, 1624, 16306,
1816, 2575.

Recentness 1535, 1537.

Receptacle 292, 330, 812, 10136,
1577-

Recess 934.

Reciprocal 1666.

Reciprocally 501 6, 2280 6.

Recital 2106 6.

To recite 268 b.

Recited 1166 6.

Reciter 591.

To reckon 909 6, 1189 6, 1259 6.

Reckoning 2748 6.

To recline 1088 6.

Recognizable 2003.

Recognizance 2294 6.

To recognize 1092 6, 1189 6.

To recollect 2217 6.

REC—REF.
Recollection 872 6, 2346 6, 2552,

2702, 2704.

Recommencement 1819.

Recommendable 2655 6.

Recommendation 2655 6.

Recompense 1674.

To reconcile 2283 6.

Reconciler 2319 6, 2358.

Reconciliation 2283 6, 2319 6,

2481, 2630.

To reconnoitre 2181 6.

To recover 556 6, 18756.

Recoverable 1754.

Recovery 556 6.

Recreation 2054.

Recrimination 1817.

Recruit 1532 6.

Rectangle 361.

Rectangular 1188.

To rectify 2159 6.

Rectitude il, 369, J 497, 2505,

2608.

Red 1239 6, 1387 6, 2363,

2385 6, 2415, 2435 6, 2454,
2516, 2517.

arsenic 1547, 2214, 2217.

chalk 232, 980.

dye 782.

earth 979 6, 980 6.

faced 2385 6.

lead 2645.

oleander 2363 6.

orpiment 980.

Reddish 2385 6.

To redeem 470 6.

Redemption 470, 2028, 2029 6.

Redness 2366, 2437 6.

To reduce 1017 6, 2150 6.

Reduced 1168 6.

Reduction 607 6.

Reed 869 6, 1531, 1541, 1985 6,

2083.

Reedy 1531,

To reek 2154 6.

Reel 1507 6, 1283 6, 1550 6,

1880 6.

To reel 1241 6, 1550 6.

Reeling 1241 6.

Reference 2403 6.

Referred to 468.

To refine 2232 6.

Refined 2517.

To reflect 11126, 1215 6, 1259 6,

2156 b, 2217 6.

Reflected image 1809.

Reflecting 11,11, 12596.

Reflection 96, 117 6, 1032 6,

1093, 1111, 1258 6, 1520,

1874 6, 2062, 2214.

Refractory 1437 6, 2606 6.

E

REF—REJ.

Refrained 2335.

To refresh 1204 6, 1206 6.

Refreshing 1256 6.

Refreshment 1 176, 1177.

Refrigerating 2746.

Refuge 385, 914 6, 1137 6,

1262 6, 2469, 2550.

Refulgent 1179 6, 1184,1430.

To refund 1875 6, 18766.

Refuse 554 6, 646 6, 2492 6.

(leavings ) 1881 6.

Refutation 452, 857 6, 1261 6,

1586, 1591, 23756.

To refute 857 6, 858 6, 1262 6,

2375 *•

Refuted 858, 1591.

Refuting 857.

To regain 1875 6.

Regal 1468 6.

Regalia 2391.

Regard 139, 151, 1595, 1801.

to 2047 6.

To regard 2265 6.

(look at) 1318 6.

Regarded 2265.

Regatta 1947 6.

Regeneration 1754.

Regicide 2390.

Regimen 122, 1653.

Region 1035, 1427, 1461, 2397,
2607 6.

Register 1942 6, 1944 6.

Regret 95, 104, 105, 285, 465 6,

472, 889, 1508, 1693, 2028,
2516.

To regret 105 6, 1223 6, 1694 6.

Regretted 105.

Regretting 105, 450, 840,878.

Regular 535 6, 822, 1586, 2278,

2337-

arrangement 823, 823 6.

order 823.

succession 822.

Regularity 336, 410 6, 822,

1381 6, 2013 6.

Regularly 98, 1675, 1723 6.

Regulated 1587, 1595, 2112,
2300 6.

Regulation 266 6, 362 6, 679 6,

1913 6.

Regulator 1587.

To rehearse 268 6, 635 6.

Rejected 1591.

Rejection 1591, 1943, 2451.

Reign 2387.

Rein 1953 6, 1954 6.

Reinstated 1987 b,

To rejoice 508 6, 2399 b.

Rejoiced 334, 507, 1760.

Rejoinder 1 637, 1 809, 2375 6.
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REL—REM.
To relate 1038 6, 1925 6.

Related 322, 2603.

Relating to 1009, 1488, 2600 b.

Relation 739, 1842, 1914, 1971,
259°, 259 1

, 2602, 2677.

(description) 1924,19866.

to 2047 b.

Relationship 322, 739, 1214,

1215, 2600, 2677.

Relative 111, 2708,

Relativeness 2677.

Relaxation 1582, 2041.

Release 470, 865 b, 876 b, 1124,

1134 b, 1143 b, 1873 b, 2289,

2322.

To release 470 b, 541 b, 1133 b,

1134 b, 1914

Released 1873 6, 2288.

Reliance 374, 392 , 4r7 b
, 1289 b,

1304 6, 1604, 1819, 2345 b,

2522.

Relief 492 , 1814, 1901 b.

Religion M97-
Religious 1458,1499, 1507, 1751,

1752.

act 825.

ceremonies 627 b.

contemplation 1520.

conversion 2214.

custom 1751.

' — exultation 494.

observance 1586.

offering 2333.

student 2125.

war 1499.

To relinquish 541 b, 1134 b.

Relinquished 2327 b.

Relinquishment 1364, 1674.

Relish 394, 1325, 2402.

Reluctance 881 b.

Reluctant 1558 b.

Reluctantly 188 b.

Relying upon 392.

To remain 1251 b, 1337 6,13816,

2382 6.

Remainder 111, 157. "39 b
,

1872 b, 1887 6, 1888 6, 1952 6,

2514.

Remaining 157.

Remark 1248 6.

Remarkable 138.

Remarried widow 120, 1755.

Remediable 1803.

Remediless 1595.

Remedy 497 6,497, 1078 6, 1803,

1814, 2182.

Remembrance 8716,1506, 23466,
'

2552, 2702, 2704.

Remembrancer 1582, 2703.

Remission 607 6, 1143 6, 1398 6,

1717 6, 2408 6.

REM—REP.
To remit 607 6.

Remitting 1379 6.

Remnant 1139 b, 1952 6, 2514.

Remonstrance 857 6.

Remorse 1693.

Remote 108 6, 1449, 1659.

Removal 28, 158, 160, 1591,

1943.

To remove 445 6, 857 6, 1020 6,

1080 6, 1551 6, 2278 6, 2316 6.

Removed 858, 1591, 1918 6.

Remuneration 1723, 1808.

To rend 1138 6, 1146 6.

Renounced 2580.

Renown 724, 897, 1626 6, 1995,
2342 6.

Renowned 724, 897, 1557 6,

1796, 1812, 1822,1995, 2276 6,

2342, 2650.

Rent 494, 77 1, 792 6, 1096 6,

1138 6, 1141, 1146 6, 1173 6,

1417, 1872 6, 1873 6, 1876 6,

2009 6, 2151, 2152 b.

To rent 1259 6, 2152 6.

Renter 792 6, 2152.

To repair 2159 6, 2636 6, 2637 6.

Repaired 2318 6, 2636.

Repairs 2226 6, 2318 6.

Repairing 2226 6.

Repartee 915 6.

Repast 1176, 1177.

Repealed 858.

To repeat 268 6, 1166 6, 1881 6.

Repeated 1465 6, 2304,

Repeatedly 239 6, 529 6, 1395 6,

17546, 1876 6, 1976 6, 1978 6,

2176 6, 2304 6, 2474.

To repel 1262 6, 1469 6, 2375 6.

To repent 105 6, 1223 6, 1694 6.

Repentance 95, 104, 105, 889,
1361 6, 1668 6, 1693.

Repented 105,

Repetition 351, 1289 6, 1485,

1754, 1755, 1975, 2304.

Repletion 1778 6.

Replicant 453.

Replication 2375 6.

Reply 99, 452, 1154*, 1167 b,

1261 6, 1637, 1808, 1809,
1820.

Report 592 6, 719, 860 6, 919 6,

1162, 1163, 1978 6, 2371 6,

2448, 2549.

To report 1978 6, 2022 6.

Reported 2527.

Reporter 860 6.

Repose 490, 492, 1582, 1603,

2041,2032, 2468,2481,2518 6.

To repose 1199 6, 2515 6.

Reposing 365.

To reprehend 1470 b.

Repreliended 2433,

REP—RES.
Reprehensible 1156.

Reprehension 2433 6.

To represent 1 188 6.

Representation 203 6, 365 6,

1582, 1811.

Representative 1806.

Reprimand 1319 6, 1495 6, 1954.

To reprimand 13206.

Reproach 124, 153, 516 6, 594,
7256,747, 929 6, 1206, 12476,

1334, 1508 6, 1508, 1578,

1677, 1724.

Reproached 1508, 2143,2433.

Reprobate 1364, 2722 6.

Reproduction 1754.

Reproof 102, 1223 6, 1224 6,

1319 b, 1954, 24336.

To reprove 1320 6.

Reproving 1252 6.

Reptile 127.

Repugnance 2019.

Repugnant 2018.

Repulsion 2375 6.

Reputation 102, 999, 1812,2230,
2263.

Reputed 2650.

Request 203 6, 365 6, 1065 6,

1313 b, 1398 *, 1854, 2253 6,

2344-

To request 1854 6, 2253 6.

Requested 2253 6.

Requests 2204 6.

To require 2517 6.

Required 123.

Requisite 1959 6.

Requisites 2417 6.

Requisitions 2204 6.

Requital 1676.

To rescind 857 6, 858 6, 1020 6,

2375 b.

Rescinded 858.

Rescinding 2169 6.

Rescue 470, 876 6, 1367, 1615,

1949 b.

To rescue 1133 6, 1949 6.

Rescued 455, 1615.

Rescuer 1616, 2321.

Research 106, 123, 1689.

Resemblance 92, 488, 564, 1345,

1809, 1810, 2306.

Resembling 103, 1346, 2575.

To resent 735 6.

Resentment 941 6.

Reserved 2328.

Reservoir 1178, 1179, 2761 6.

To reside 1251 6, 1883 6.

Residence 159, 349, 126o 6,1582,

1938, 2572, 2574.

Resident 1582, 1939 6, 1984 6.

Residue 157, 2514.

Resignation 1332,1364,2580.

RES—RET.
Resigned 1332.

Resin 205, 617, 1271 6, 1606,

2396.

To resist 1969 6, 2375 6, 2412 6.

Resistance 1581, 1808, 1850,

1969, 1975, 2375 b.

Resistibility 1581, 1970.

Resistible 1581, 1969.

Resolve 639.

To resolve 1586 6.

Resolved 2693.

Resolute 2714, 2747 6.

Resolution 366, 2747 6.

To resound 957 6.

Resource 914 6, 914,

Respect 323 6, 367 6, 417 b,

1595, 1765, 1912, 2230, 2522,

2549 b, 2594, 2604, 2605,
2725 6.

To respect 324 6.

Respectability 2266.

Respectable 88, 371, 2040, 2230,

2266, 2565, 2568.

people 2266 6.

Respected 420, 2265, 25^4, 2604,
2605.

Respectful 2014, 2593.

Respectfully 615 6.

Respiration 1565, 1609, 1838.

To respire 1565 6.

Resplendence 1125.

Resplendent 1430, 2162, 2412,

Respondent 1808.

Responsibility 1191 6, 1234 b,

1237 6, 2157.

Responsible 2158.

Rest 490, 1603, 2041,2468,2481.

(in music) 1329.

To rest 1199 6.

Resting place 2238 6.

Restless 1041 6, 1126 6, 2076 6.

Restlessness 1041 6, 1070.

Restoration 1806.

Restorative 2402.

To restore (return) 1876 6.

— to life 1201 6.

To restrain 291 6, 1582 b.

Restrained 1168 6, 1396, 1582,

1586, 2335.

Restraint 390, 1168 6, 1173 6,

1396, 1580, 1581, 1595, 1975,

2033. 2335, 2547-

Restricted 2278.

Restriction 1586,1610.

Result 457, 1106, 1532 6, 1867,

2514.

To resume 18756.

Resuscitation 1111.

Retail shop 2035.

shopkeeper 2297 6.

To retaliate 2517 6.
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RET—REV.
Retaliation 1411 b, 1808, aioi,

2517 b.

To retard 2035 6, 2117 6.

To retch 433 b.

Retching 433 b, 669 b.

Retention 1516.

Retentive 1506.

Reticulated 1194 b.

Retinue 1307 6, 1677.

To retire 628 b, 1449 6.

Retiring 465 b.

Retirement 1056 b.

Retreat 125, 133, 386, 1676,

1690 b, 2721 b.

To retreat 1023 b.

Retribution 546 b, 1808, 25656.

Return 1676, 1818, 1881 b.

To return 1881 b, 1988 6.

. (restore) 1876 b.

Returned 1875 b, 1881 b.

Returning 1676.

To reveal 984 6, 1217 b.

Revealed 34 1 b, 2698.

Revelation 342.

Revenge 1196, 1411 t>, 1813,

2101.

Revengeful 1196.

Revenger 1813.

Revenue 360, 611, 853 6, 869 b,

2390.

To revere 324 b.

Revered 2594, 2605,

Reverence 2522, 2605,2752 b.

Reverenced 420.

Reverse 1206, 1804, 1811, 1817,

1881 b, 2018, 2019, 2037,
2108.

To reverse 506 6

Reversed 498 b, 506 b.

To be reversed 504 b.

Reversing 2169 b.

Reversion 1668.

Revertible 1668.

To review 1881 b.

Reviewing 156.

To revive 11956. 12016, 12046,

1353 6, 2565 6.

Revived 1754.

To revile 1247 6, 1578 6.

Reviling 2143.

Reunion 2552.

Reunited 2532,

To revoke 857 6.

Revoked 858 6.

Revolt 1870 6.

To revolve 10246, 1025 6.

Revolving 1024.

Revolution 1025 6, 1035, 18766,
• 1881 6.

REW—RIG.

Reward 4106, 5466, 1723, 1808,

1867, 1889 6, 2681.

Rewarded 1868.

Rhetoric 221.

Rheum 602, 1731 6, 1777 &•

Rheumatic 1964, 1965, 1966.

Rheumatism 1947 6, 1964-

Rhinoceros 856, 911 6, 942 6.

Rhizophora decandra 923 6.

- gymnorrhiza 6476,

6606.

• Mangle 2186 6.

Rhododendron Puniceum
2065 6.

Rhomboid 2590.

Rhopala robusta 1189 6.

Rhubarb 2408 6.

Rhyme 2280 6, 2341.

To rhyme 2283 6.

Rhythm 943-

Rib 7986, 1277 6, 1689, 1697 6,

1725.

Ribband 1875

Ribbed 1277 6.

Ribbon 1414-

Ribs 1644.

Rice 10656, 10816, 1292, 15046,

2129.

field 1504.

gruel 1360 6, 23436.

milk 841 6.

(new) 1536.

water 650 6, 2201 6.

Rich 314. 5°i b, 5836, 1473 6,

1490, 1491, i492 >
1 748 6,

2240, 2546.

Riches 523, 1490.

Richness 1492.

Ricinus communis 188, 353,

503, 547, 918, 1310, 1643,

1927, 2108, 2117, 2182 6,

2201.

Rick 943 b, 1726 6, 1727 b.

Ricketty 1384 6.

Riddle 1827, 1845.

Ridge 376, 1157, 2199 h 2200 6.

Ridicule 494, 2012 6.

Ridiculous 495, 1215, 1682.

Riding 2546 6, 2675 6.

To rifle 672 6.

Right 69, 767, 1388, 1635, 1793,

1838, 1852, 1891 6, 1959 6,

22156, 2337, 2350, 25646,

2589, 2598, 2628, 27206,

2730 6, 2745.

and wrong H99-
hand 1267 6, 1388.

or wrong 2720 6.

Righteous 1499, 1 500 > !507,

1.750, 1751, 1752, 2346,2505.

RIG—ROB.
Righteousness 875 6, 1409,

2346.

Rightful 1500.

Rightly 1497 b, 1794 b, 2606 6.

Rigid 580, 1160, 2683.

Rigidity 1160, 2683.

Rigor 2103.

Rind 896 6, 1142 6, 1153 6,

1376, 2076 6.

Ring 269 6, 295 6, 582 6, 1981 6-

finger 86.

worm 1393 6, 1411 6.

To ring 1011 6, 1256 6, 1260 6.

Ringing sound 585 6.

Ringlet 657, 861 6, 1208 6.

To rinse 306 6, 574 6, 1699 6.

Rinsed 838.

Riot 1271 6, 2720 6.

Riotous 2720 6.

Ripe 1637, 1784 6.

To ripen 1183 6, 1699 6.

Ripeness 1637, 1675, 1675 b,

1697, 1784 6.

To ripple 766 6.

Rise 1216.

To rise 446, 935 6.

Risen 2405, 2692.

Rising 2598.

into view 492,

Risk 1052, 1234 6 1237

2149

Rite 1310 b, 14636, 2013.

(enjoined) 2013.

Rival 529 6, 2728 6.

wife 2569 6, 2581.

Rivalry 2697.

River 1400 6, 1532, 1586, 1618,

2609, 2707.

born 1554.

Rivulet 1561 6.

Rivularia 203,

Road 75, 9!3,

1926, 2057,
2606.

To roam 1060 6.

Roaming 1830, 2054, 2123.

Roaring 925.

To roast 1227 6, 2151 6, 2169 6.

Roasted 24, 604 6, 683 6, 1227 6,

2151 6, 2188.

meat 604 6.

1310
2270,

6, 1652,

2398 6,

ROB—ROT.
Robustness 935 6.

Rock 1453, 1711 6, 1842, 2496,

2515-

salt 2492, 2500, 2645,
2675.

Rocket 24, 25, 1343 6.

Rod 1696 6, 19626, 2473.

Rodomontade 27506.

Roe 3156, 2254 6.

Rogue 1272, 1444, 1515.

Roguery 796, 1073, 1205 6.

Roguish 1272, 1489 b, 1872 6.

Roll 1343 6, 18676, 19126,
2080 6.

To roll 905 6, 957 6, 958 6,

985 6, 1022 6, 1024 6, 2442 6,

2443 6, 2722 6.

down 905 6.

Roller 1645, 17816, 1914,20926.

To romp 1292 6.

RONDELETIA 1248 6, 1 336 6.

Roof 1072 6, 1080 6, 1121 6,

1129 6, 11316, 1134 6, 1135 6.

of a boat 1125 6.

of the mouth 1329.

Rook 1633.

Room 292, 965 6, 2484.

Root 985 b, 1158, H59» '502,

1712, 2307, 2488 6, 2492.

of a number 2307.

of a square 1922.

of a verb 1502.

To root up 458 6, 482 6, 1021 6,

1362 6.

Rope 572 6, 1275 6, 1277 6,

1390 b, 1414, 1961 6, 2370.

maker 575, 1390 b.

Ropy 308 6, 1041 6.

Rosary 15, 616 6, 909,2273.

Rosa centifolia 971 6.

Chinensis 651 6, 668 6.

glandulifera 2513 6, 2641 6,

2670 6.

Roscoea pentandra 57 1 6.

Rose 996 6.

bay 615,23636.

Roses apple 1169.

(conserve of) 970 6, 9716.

water 996 6.

To rob 2442 6, 2443 6,

Robbed 2442 6, 2754.

Robber 1123, 1255 6, 1269 6,

1315, 13&7 b
, 1961 6, 2442 6.

Robbery 134, 948 6, 1105 6,

11196, 1123, 1269 6, 2686;

Robinia Candida 1965 6.

spinulosa 588 6.

Robust 55 12126, 1934.

To rot 1640 6, 2568 6.

Rotation 1977 6.

ROTTBffiLLTA compressa 1716 6.

exaltata 1897 6.

1 glabra 1953 b.

perforata5836,6n6,

621 6.

Rotten 8586, 1440, 1640,25686.

Rottenness 1640 6.

Rqttlera dicocca 284 6.

— peltata 24946,26476,
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ROT—RUI.
Rottlera tetracocca 2272 6.

tinctoria 689, 794,
1340, 1458, 1755.

Rough 350, 431 6, 621, 883 b,

896 b, 1176 b, 2045, 2402,
2405.

copy 867 b.

draft 2303 b.

sketch 1711 b.

To rough hew 768 b.

Roughness 696, 2402.

Round 995 b, 1037, 1926.

about 407 b, 1674.

To rouse 1015 b, 1082 b, 1183

To rove 1876 b.

Rout 2371 b.

Row 336, 347, 376, 590 b, 1639,

1695 b, 1697 b, 1922, 2408,

2527* 2637 b.

To row 847 b, 1245 6, 1942 b,

1987 b, 2098 b.

Rower 12686, 1786, 1986.

Rows 1318 b.

Royal 2386.

presence 2389.

Royalty 70, 1969 b, 2175, 2387.

To rub 1014 6, 1015 b, 1020 6,

1027 6, 1266 b, 1614 6, 1747 b,

ig6i b, 22296, 2231 6, 22326,
2251 6, 2255 6, 2367 6.

and press 2232 6.

out 2367 b.

Rubbed 1026, 2252 6, 2313.

Rubber 2271 6.

Rubbish 346 b, 759 6, 1158 6,

1237 b.

Rubia Manjit'h 222, 704, 705,
1196, 1991, 2136, 2198 6,

2198, 2202, 2589.

Rubra 2363 b, 2436 6.

Rubus Gpwry-phul 1000 6.

Ruby 1656, 2257, 2454.

Rudder 622, 1710 6, 2732 b,

2741 6.

Ruddle 979 6, 980.

Ruddy 1239 b.

goose 1036.

Rude 230, 242, 2083 b, 2405.

Rudeness 230, 242, 250, 2073 6,

2082 6.

Rueixia longifolia 651 6, 709 6,

802, 982, 1368, 1690, 1911.

— Nagchana 1547 6.

ringens 2062 6.

Rug 964 6, 2446.

Ruin 440, 441, 458, 483, 863 6,

1305 o, 1562, 1991, 1996 b,

2015, 2187, 2424 b, 2555,

2730 6.

To ruin 1543 6, 2133 6.

Ruined 134, 44<>, 459, 873 6,

1137 b, 1523, 1543, 1659 6,

2015.

RUI—SAC.

Ruinous 1226 b, 1562, 2555.

Ruins 654 6.

Rule 646 6, 690 6, 1310 b, 1586,
2111, 2486, 2666.

of three 1375.

of three inverse 2037.

Ruler 70, 71, 73, 104, 1461,

1536 6, 1586, 1587, 2486,
2661 6, 2734 6.

Rum 388.

To rumble 906 6.

Rumbling 925.

Rumex acutus 1213 6, 1908 b.

vesicarius 198, 360 6,

1100 6, 1101, 2082 6, 2463,
2503.

To ruminate 1181 6.

To rummage 2736 b.

Rumour 592 6, 719, 1162, 1163,

2371 6, 2448.

Rumoured 2527.

Rumours 145 6, 343 6.

Rump 1573.

Run away 1478, 1690 b, 2149 6,

2567 6.

To run 1472 6, 1501 6, 1505 b.

away i6go 6, 2536 6.

downward 2152 6.

over 449 b, 461 6.

Runner 1 166.

Running 932, 1472 6, 1476.

a risk 2149 6.

servant 1501 6.

Rupture 117, 1877 6.

Rural 1004, 1005, 1183.

Rust 632, 878 6, 1085 b, 2228 b,

2231, 2232 6, 2300 6, 2326 6.

Rustic 466 6, 936 6, 1004, 1005,
1081 6, 1692 6.

language 1005.

Rusticity 1081 b.

Rustling 2229.

Rusty 878 b, 1085 b.

S.

Sable-fish 418 b.

Saccharum Bengalense 1080 6.

cylindricum 505,
505 6, 862 6, 930, 1076, 1935

fuscumi7o86,i7og6.

Munja40i, 2198 6,

2294, 2328.

officinarum 278 6,

2836, 286 6, 4006,401, 513 b,

1750, !750 b.

procerum 1231 b.

Sara 675, 965, 1353,
1746, 2469.

semidecumbens8636.

SAC—SAL.
Saccharum spontaneum 402,

420, 676, 709, 710 b, 711,

795 b, 869 6, 1785.

Sack 965, 1380 6, 1385 6, 1518 b,

2105 6.

cloth 1039 6, 1040 6.

Sacks 962 6.

Sacred 152, 1751, 2148, 2224 6,

2553i 2726 6.

usage 297, 1751, 2573.

Sacrifice 75. 405,421, 820, 1933,
2317, 2333, 2344, 2570, 2585,
2724.

Sacrificial 2334, 2345.

grass 767.

post 2354.

Sacrilege 1459.

Sad 73, 115, 473 *, 1444,1592,
1609, 2027, 2028, 2159, 2330,
2516.

Saddle 1201 6.

cloth 1201 6.

To saddle 1201 6.

Sadness 437 6, 438 b, 2047, 2328,
2330.

Safe 588, 1592 6, 1602.

Safety 174* 767, 1589, 1592.

Saffron 733, 794, 1189 6, 2363.

Sagacious 1338, 1509, 2223 6,

2569-

Sagacity 1216, 1338, 2008, 2062,
2569, 2664.

Sage 1216, 1469, 2062, 2335,
2426.

Sagittaria cordifolia 1271 6.

obtusifolia 2496 b.

sagittifolia 1563 6.

Sago 2624 6.

Said 434, 465, 466, 592, 724.

897, i860, 2121, 2161, 2371,
2425, 2527.

Sail 1695 6, 1726 b.

cloth 1244 6, 1726 6.

(to back) 1726 6.

(to fill) 17266.

(to hoist) 1726.

(to lower) 1726 b.

(to set) 1726 b.

(to take in) 1726 6.

Sailor 8656, 8766, 1194&, 11956.

Saint 1597, 2241, 2358, 2571.

Anthony's fire 23636.

Salary 13136, 19146, 22356,
2277 6.

Sale 301 6, 1992 6, 1993, 19946.

(for) 19946.

Saleable 828, 1649, 1 99 1 6, 1994.

Saleableness 828.

Salesman 1994.

Salicornia Indica 1 1616,11986.

SAL—SAP.
Saline 519, 2425.

oil 838, 2451 6.

Saliva 1147 6, 1383 6, 1613,
2437, 2669.

Salix Babylonica 1948 6.

tetrandra 1948 6.

tetrasperraa 2103 6.

Sallow 577 6, 1880 6.

Sally 1225 6.

port 878 6.

Salt 19, 15836, 16236, 16326,
17006, 2425, 2443, 2450.

cellar 2426 6.

manufactory 1636 b.

merchant 2434, 2443 6.

mine 2426 6.

sea 2426 6.

water 2426 6.

water fish 2450 6.

Salted 2426 b.

fish 2450.

Saltish 1623 6.

Saltness 2434 6.

Saltpetre 2340, 2519 6.

Salvation 1367, 1674.

Salve 1837, 2231 6, 2232 6.

Salver 897 6.

Salvia parviflora 802 6.

verticillata 506 6.

Salvinia cucullata 288 6, 411 6,

4126, 481, 679 b, 17066,
2071, 2308, 2603, 2653.

imbricata 1706 6.

Salutary instruction 2745.

Salutation 1537, 1800, 1801,
1912.

Same 527, 537 6, 550 6, 2588,
2595, 2757 6.

Sameness 2588 6, 2591, 2595,
2635-

Sanctity 1658, 2505.

Sand 19816, 19826,2402, 24026.

bank 1041 6, 1760, 2641.

Sandal 711, 8556, 916, gi8,
1714.

Sandy ig8i 6, 2092 6, 2641,
2674.

land 2227.

place 2227.

soil 2641.

Sanseviera Zeylanica 960,1893,
2210,2211, 2306,2326,2329,
2504 6, 2706.

Santalum album 1050.

Sap 2197, 2254 6, 2635.

Sapid 2608.

Sapindus detergens 1880, 23gg6,
2400.

saponaria 205.

Sapium bacciferum 2og2 6.

Indicum 2750 6, 2751 6.
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SAP—SCA.
Sapium sebiferum 1 1 13 6.

Sapless 246, 1621, 2502.

Sapphire 1621, 1622.

Sarcasm 147,2012 6, 2107.

Sarcastic 147, 2107.

Sarcocele 810 b, 813.

Sarcostema viminalis2677,2678.

Sash 1646 6, 1703 b.

Satanic 2468 b.

Satchell 773 6, 1236 b.

Satellite 664 b.

To satiate <)47 b.

Satiated 1351, 1664, 1676.

Satiety 50, 1674.

Satin 322 6.

Satisfaction 1591, 1607, 1674,

1688, 2391 b, 2716.

Satisfactory 1347, 1351, !7 23-

Satisfied 1059, 1351, 1591, 1607,

1674, 1676, 1769, 1856.

To satisfy 1347 b, 1777 b.

Saturation 1778 b.

Saturday 2464 b.

Saturn 2464.

Savage 2866, 720, 1183, 1907,

1911, 1915-

Sauce 1137 b, 1271 b, 2108.

boat 814 b.

Saucer 1741 b.

Save 1368 b.

To save 1309 b, 1549 6.

Saved 1616,2367, 2566.

Saving 2566.

Savings 687 b.

Saviour 1387, 1674, 2321, 2367.

Savour 394, 1325, 2196 b, 2378,

2379-

Savouriness 2197 b.

Savoury 546, 21976, 2380, 2380 b,

2381,2660.

Sausage 1627 b.

Saw 366, 617 b, 820.

dust 963 6, 2105 b.

Sawyer 367 6, 617 b.

To say 1934 b, 2106 b.

Saying 434, 1038, 2106 b, 2355 b,

2426 b.

Scab 721, 8966.

Scabbard 671 b, 812, 874 b.

Scabby 866 b.

Scabrous 2402.

Scaffold 2196 b, 2198, 2254 6.

To scald 1221 b, 1322 b, 1785 b.

Scale 1309 b, 1728 b.

To scale 878 b, 1040 b.

Scales 269 b, ill b, 1489,23546,
2473-

Scaly 2473.

Scandal 133.

Scandalous 133.

SCA—SCO.

Scanty 143.

Scar 835, 10156, 1098, 11556,
1409 6.

ScaraBjEUs Centaurus 966 b.

Gideon 992 b.

Scarce 144, 1245 6, 1445.

Scarcely ever 833.

Scarceness 1445.

Scarcity 144, 1245 6, 2762 6.

Scarecrow 1 148 6.

Scarifier 2720 6.

Scarlet 720 6, 2385 6.

To scatter 557 6, 1126 b, 1127 6,

1 139 6, 2001 6.

Scattered 378 6, 1992, 1994,
2000, 2001 b, 2296 b.

Scavenger 2735 6.

Scent 295, 916, 1033, 1983,
i997> 2515 6.

Scentless 1596.

Sceptical 2577.

Sceptre 1390, 2387.

Scheme 639.

Schleichera pentapetala 1767 6.

Scholar 1135, 1322, 1649, >7°5''>

2008, 2011,2135, 2300 6.

Scholarship 1649, 1 7°7 J
2122.

Scholia 1978, 2068, 2116, 2161.

Scholiast 2161.

School 11226, 12546, 17046,2199.

boy 1648 6.

master 1704 6, 2234 b.

Schreuera Swietenioides 1030.

Sciatica 809 6.

Science 548 b, 1649, 2003, 2010.
2486.

Scilla Indica 597 6.

Scimitar 247, 615, 856, 868 6,

869 6, 1052, 1309, 1313 6.

1584 b.

Sciolist 2147.

Scion 31, 633 6.

SciRrus articulatus 1116 6.

anceps 1207 6, 2355 6.

autumnalis 1621.

bispicatus 794 6, 2231 6.

complanatus 617 6.

diphyllus 1327 6.

glomeratus 1895 6.

grossus 1894 6.

Kysoor 642,642 6, 793 6,

795 b, 890 b, 939.

plantagineus 1110 b.

quinqueangularis 1167 6.

tetragonus 1896 b.—— vegetus 2262 6.

Scissars 624 6, 650 6, 2314 6.

Sciurus palmarum 669 6.

Scold 634, 675 b.

To scold 1225 b.

Scolded 926.

9

SCO—scu.
Scolding 12246, 1319 6.

To scollop 1282 6.

Scolopax fusca 701 6,

Chobaha 1118 6.

Glareola 678 6.

1 Gotera 1038 6, 1082 6.

Scoeopendra morsitans 1352 6,

1355 6.

Scope 106, 468, 923 6, 1296,

1321, 2156, 2266 6, 2297 6.

To scorch 1227 6, 2151 6.

Scorched 1227 b, 2143, 2151 6,

2179.

Scorching 2143.

Score 742 6, 1990.

Scoride 872 6, 2454.

To scorn 170 6.

Scorner 153.

Scorpion 647 6, 791 6, 1477,
2001 6, 2071.

To scour 1681 6, 2232 6,2251 6,

2255 6.

Scoured 2250 6, 2271.

Scourge 805 6, 1075 b, 1127 b.

Scout 974.

Scramble 672 I.

To scramble 672 6.

Scrape 1954 6.

To scrape 758 6, 810 6, 1066 6.

Scratch 721 6.

To scratch 305 6, 588 6, 811 6,

1105 b.

Scratched 810 6.

Scratching 759 6.

Scrawl 592 6.

Scream 660, 1088 6, 1098 6.

To scream 1 109 6.

Screen 3126, 5576, 1135, 1229 6,

1244 6, 1686 6, 2110.

Screened 2113, 2120.

Screening 2549 6.

Screw 1776 6, 2324 b.

To screw 1699 6.

Scribe 792 6, 2235, 2237 6,

2298 6, 2439.

Scripture 2438.

Scrotum 813, 2302.

Scruple 1954 6.

To scrutinize 1294 6.

Scrutoire 422 6.

Scuffle 672 6, 873 6, 2269 6,

2752 6.

Scuffling 1988, 2233.

Scufflingly 1320 6.

Sculptor 1526 6, 2162 6.

Scum 943 b, 1880 b, 2201,

2232 6.

To scum 2232 6.

Scurf 1076 6, 2226 6.

Scurrility 935 6, 1902 6, 2291,

2327.

SCU—SED.
Scurrilous 150, 578 6, 578, 888 6,

1440, 1445, 1640 6, 2290 6,

2291.

Scuttle 1070 6, 1235 6.

Scybala 1634 6.

Scytalia Danura 556 6, 1413 6.

Litchi 2439 6.

rimosa 1332 6.

Sea 170, 197, 210, 1175, 1400 6,

2599-

born 2634.

calf 1177 6.

salt 17.

Seal 1177 6,2267 b, 2298.

ring 34, 2298.

Sealed 2298.

Sealing 858 6, 874 6.

wax 949 6, 1966 b.

Seam 2640 6.

To sear 1421.

Search 123, 8826, 8936, 1114,
1281 b, 1293, 1294 b, 1294,
1310, 1314 6, 2270, 2578.

To search 880 6, 882 6, 1114 6,

1281 6.

Searched 2270.

Searcher 13146.

Searching 1314 b.

Season 417 6, 523, 700, 2092,
2329 6.

1 (vernal) 1938.

Seasonable 1855, 2633.

Seasonableness 2507 6.

Seasoned (highly) 1232 6.

Seasonings 2235 6.

Seat 387, 915 6, 1743 6, 1743.

of honour 999.

Second 752 6, 1189 6, 1472 6,

1483, 2019 6.

person 2354.

Secondary 142, 999.

Secondly 1483 6.

Secrecy 140, 973, 989 6, 1103 b,

1617, 2381.

Secret 140, 966, 1119 6, 1129,
1583, 1593 b, 2381, 2578.

Secretary 1425 6, 1455 6, 2299 6.

Secretly 22, 140 6, 171 6, 558 6,

966 6, 989 6, 1018 6, 1593 6,

J 596 6, 2381 6.

Sect 906, 2202, 2602.

Section 74, 675, 857, 1506,
1791, 1870 6, 1972 b, 2610,
2681.

Secular 553, 2551, 2552, 2621.

condition 2551.

Secundines 270 6, 928 6, 1 178 6.

Secure 1592 6, 1594, 1602.

To secure 1021 6.

Security 174, 1191 6, 1589, 1592,
1594, 2272 6, 2367, 2419, 2708.

Sedateness 2214.
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SED—SEL.
Sediment 646 6, 864, 867 6,9436.

Sedition 1870 b.

Seditious 13906, 1437 b.

To seduce 1879 b, 2170 b.

Seduction 2029.

Sedulous 528, 2523.

See ! 1693 b.

To see 1065 b, 1456 b, 2758 b.

Seed 1999 b, 2055 b, 2055.

bed 2055 b.

lobe 2056.

plot 2055 b, 2251 b.

vessel 813.

Seedling 1078 b.

To seek 880 b, 882 b, 1281 b.

to ascertain 1 197 b.

Seeking 1314 b.

To seem 1215 b.

Seemingly 1454 b.

Seen 1069, 1453, 2055, 2418.

To seize 603 b, 672 b, 1141 b,

1698 b, 2727 b.

Seized 976, 1002.

Seizure 1003.

Seldom 594 b, 833.

Select 876 b, 1917.

To select 1 103 b, 1118 b, 1600,

1958 b, 2079 b.

Selection 1693 b.

Self 339 b, 894 b, 2710 b.

—— acquired 2716, 2718.

applause 320, 321, 3396,
1059 6, 1061.

command 1 396.

composed 872 b.

conscious 319.

consciousness 321.

—— control 320.

delusion 320.

denial 415.

destruction 321, 2710.

existent 321, 2711.

importance 260, 318, 393,

946 b, 1210 b, 1261 b, 1394 b,

1413 b.

• important 946 b, 2258 b,

2261 b.

interested 2716.

praise 321, 339 b.— preservation 319.

restraint 1198, 1396,1413.

sufficiency 260.

sufficient 260.

willed 339 b, 440, 528 b,

2708, 2718.

Selfish 260, 342 b.

Selfishly 260 b.

Selfishness 1148 b, 2716.

To sell 1992 b, 2079 b, 2308 b.

Seller 1994-

SEL—SER.
]

Selvage 273 6, 1962 6.

!
Semblance 2406.

Semecarpus Anacardium 25, 110,
206, 265, 1718, 2058, 2144,
2182 b.

Semen 1502, 2409 b.

virile 1354, 2055.

Semicircle 216.

Semifluid 1031 b.

Seminal 2519.

Seminary 1 122 b.

To send 17056, 2106 6.

1 word 1269 b.

Sending 418 6, 1843.

Seniority 1218.

Sensation 1111, 1114, 1216.

Sense all, 2104.

of feeling 2625 6.

(organs of) 1644.

Senseless 82, 83, 1215.

Senselessness 1215.

Senses 414.

Sensible 1509, 2024, 2062, 2204,
2215, 2564, 2658, 2753 6.

evidence 11896.

Sensibleness 2753 6.

Sensual propensity 415.

Sent 840, 1624, 1802, 1843, 1859.

Sentence 1952, 2106 6, 2644.

Sentient 1111, 1114, 1203.

Sentiment 472, 2059, 2154, 2202,

2378, 2512.

Sentinel 1121 6, 1570 6, 2672.

Sentry 1844.

Separable 1147.

Separate 1208 6, 1304 6, 1867 6,

1873 6, 2031, 2108, 2299 6.

To separate 1832 6, 1958 6,

2181 6.

Separated 2000, 2030, 2110, 2 164,
2181.

Separately 376 6, 1163, 1773 6.

Separateness 1724, 1773, 2109.

Separation 1304 6, 1364, 1724,
2000,2014, 2042,2110,2111,
2181, 2030, 2031.

September- October 385.

Septum 2243.

Sepulchre 2521.

Sequence 1296.

To sequester 379 6.

To sequestrate 603 6.

Seraglio 115, 1163 6,22456.

Serenade 2414 6.

Serenity 2481.

Series 590 6, 822, 823, 1326,

1639, 1 922, 2036 6, 2408,
2512.

Serious 2159.

Seriousness 947 b.

Seeissa foetida 1326.

SER-SEV.
Sermon 1500.

Serpent 262, 1547, 2168, 2610,
2630 6.

Serpentine 745 6.

Serrated 93, 1270 6.

Seeratula Antlielmintica 156,

785, 825, 1776, 1952, 1954,

2657, 2678.

cinerea 11496.

Serrature 1410 6.

Servant 94, 3°4, 71 4, 996 6,

1068 6, 1420, 1535 6.

(female) 1110 6, 1111.

To serve 870 6, 2134 6.

Served 1208.

Serum 2317, 2530.

Service 480, 497, 8786, 10686,

11996, 1300, 1420, 1672,2134,
24136, 2508, 2673.

Serviceable 628, 630, 789 b.

Servile 675 6, 1618 6, 1719 6.

Serving 1678.

Servitude 714, 1420, 15356,1669,
2531-

Sesamum Indicum 702 6.

Orientale 57, 1335.

Sesbana iEgyptiaca 1554, 2098.

grandiflora, 21, 18866.

Session 2285 6.

Set 251, 971, 971 b.

— with 1 160 6.

To set aside 379 6.

a thing down 505 6.

a trap 1871 6.

at liberty 1 1 43 6, 11536,
2293 6.

on fire 11936, 1222 6.

precious stones 1160 6.

Setting aside 1591.

Settle 761 6.

To settle 6546, 8586, 11006,
11166, 12566, 13836,21036,
2283 6, 2278 6.

— a dispute 877 6.

Settled 858 6, 1595, 1599, 1614,

2112, 21936, 22786, 2286,

2554, 26326.

To be settled 2278 6.

Settlement 1613, 1651, 18666,
1882 6, 19136, 20366, 23766.

Settling 8586, 1595, 1599, 2286,

2594-

Seven 2582, 2625 6.

fold 2583 6.

Seventeen 2568 6, 2569 6, 2582.

Seventeenth 2568 6, 2582.

Seventh 2583, 2625 6, 2626 6.

Seventieth 2582.

Seventy 2570 6, 2582.

eight 237, 308 6.

eighth 237.

SEV—SHA.
Seventy fifth 1643.

first 534.

five 1636 6, 16406.

four 1044,11206,11236.
1 fourth 1044.

nine 516 6, 516, 539.

ninth 516.

one 534 6, 535 6.

second 1482, i486.

seven 2584, 2626 6.

seventh 2584.

six 1142 6, 1147 6, 2537.

sixth 2537.

third 1366, 1374 6.

three 1331 6, 1334 6.

13566, 13586, 1366, 13746.

two 1482, i486, 1948 b,

1987 6.

To sever 1146 6, 1832 6.

Several 109 6, 789.

Severally 376 6, 527 6, 538 6.

Severe 580, 581, 1194, 1245 6,

1597, 1613, 1684.

Severed 1141, 2000, 2009 6, 2164.

Severity 579 6, 580, 670, 828,
1208 6, 1598, 1613.

To sew 2640 6, 2641 b, 2674 6.

Sewer 1177 6, 1213 6, 2303 6.

Sewing 2646.

Shabby 1569 b.

Shaddock 1965 6.

Shade 1
1 36.

Shadow 1136, 1809.

Shady 1
1 37 6.

Shaggy 794, 1235 6, 12366.

Shake 608.

To shake 608 6, 656 6, 1226 6,

1230 6, 1231 6, 1282 6, 1446 6,

1550 6, 2423 6, 2433 6.

Shaken 1309, 1511,2433 b.

Shaking 608, 1053, H67, 2696.

Shallow 20, 1041 6, 2652 6.

Shalot 2378 6.

Sham 1527 b, 1546 6, 1627 6.

Shambles 2510.

Shame! 2666, 1365, 2129,2422,
2432 6, 2470 6, 2739 b, 2763.

Shamefaced 22506, 22906, 23186.

Shameful 2422

Shameless 913, 1606, 1093 6,

2096 6, 2422.

Shamelessness 221, 1606, 20936.

Shape 281, 284, 905 6, 1277 6,

1473 6, 2075 6, 2306, 2406.

To shape 905 6, 2075 6.

Shapeless 1592.

Share 2, 5906, 7226, 1899, 19496,

1950 6, 2025, 2147, 27486.

To share 1950 6.

Shared 2024, 2130.



SHA—SHE.
Shareholder 4, 2748 6.

Shareless 76.

Sharer 3, 2609 6, 2748 b.

Shares 717 b.

Sharing 2147.

-Shark 160, 1005, 2734.

Sharp 435, 862, 1092 6, 1116 b,

1117, 1255 6, 1331 b, 1332,

1337, 1507*, 1796,2191,2584,
2664, 2752 b.

pointed 1142 b. 1338.

To sharpen 1117 b, 1332 b,

2480 b.

Sharpened 1608, 2492.

Sharpening 1353.

Sharper 1205 b, 1255 b.

Sharpness 1338, 1353 b, 1846,

2099.

To shatter 1249 b.

Shattered 1173 b.

To shave 687 6, 1066 b, 2295 b,

2296 b, 2323 b.

Shaved 2296.

Shaver 2720 b.

Shaving 687 6, 736 b, 738, 840,
'2720 b.

Shavings 733 b, 734 b.

Shawl 2483, 2638 6.

She 410 b, 432 6, 1296, 1333 b,

1352 b, 2621, 2670 b.

Sheaf 308 b, 314 b, 933 b, 955 b,

984 b, 1760 b.

To shear 590 b.

Shearing 590 b.

Shears 624 b, 2314 6.

Sheat-fish 2103 b, 2104, 2105 b,

2208, 2267 b.

Sheath 671 b, 812, 856, 873 b,

895, 895 b, 952 b, 1738.

Shed 528 6, 738, 883 b, 1235 6,

1237 b, 2201.

To shed 1226 6.

tears 821 b.

Shedding 1225 6, 1226 b.

Sheep 941 b, 2320.

(Cape) 1438 b.

fold 892 b.

Sheepishness 2180 b.

Sheet 559 b, 1073 b, 2469.

of paper 661 6, 1317 b,

1867 b.

of water 1072 b.

Shelf 1304 b, 1318 b, 1381 b,

2254 6.

Shell 895, 1094 b, 1177, 2273,
2460, 2476 6.

cutter 2477 6.

To shell 793.

Shelter 386, 1137 5, 2469.

To shelter 1949 b.

Sheltered 386, 2550.

SHE—SHO.
Shepherd 941 b, 2320 b, 2384 6,

Sheriffs officer 8106.

Shew 1256 b, 1257 b, 2382 b.

To shew, 1456 b.

Shewing 1822.

Shewn 1428, 1598, 1823, 1851.

Shield 1280, 1866, 1867.

bearer 1280 b.

Shilly-shally 292 b.

To shine 1035 b, 1179 b.

Shining 379 b, 680, 1019 b,

1035 b, 1156 b, 1184, 1200 b,

1430, 1831, 2031, 2161, 2162,

2412, 2518, 2569.

Ship 722 b, 1785, 1194 b.

Shirt 607 b, 688 b.

To shiver 1040 b.

Shoal 1041 b.

Shock 1262 b.

Shocking 1025.

Shoe 496, 1061,1207?), 16586,
1714.

To shoe a horse 1560 b.

Shoeing 1561 b.

smith 1561 b.

Shoemaker 1077 b, 2293 b.

Shoot 473, 581, 1061.

(sprout) 1691.

To shoot (said of pain) 1240 b.

Shop 338, 1465 b, 1649.

(dram) 1714, 2207.

keeper 1465 b.

Shore 573, 654 b, 717 b, 774,
1291, 129a b, 1338, 1532,
1706 b, 1720, 2413.

Shorea robusta 234, 559 b, 699,
768, 2476, 2483, 2610, 2617,
2638.

Shoreless 1 1, 68.

Shorn 2296.

Short 57, 86g, 1948 b, 1950 b,

1973 b, 2075 b, 2420, 2762.

lived 227.

—— precept 2666.

time 226, 871 b.

Shortsighted 226, 870 b.

Shot 1 1 26 b, 1 1 39 b.

Shove 1262 b, 1278 b, 1283 b.

To shove 1262 b, 1283 6.

Shovel 2736 b.

Shoulder 655 b, 2681.

blade 2169.

Shout 1801, 2750 b.

of joy 505 b.

To shout 1268 b, 1877, '877 b.

Show 307 b, 1039 b, 1168 b,

11806, 13066,13246, 1525 6.

man 816.

To show 1792 6.

deference 1623 6

2831

SHO—SID.

To show respect 1623 6.

Shower 1507, 1694 6, 1929 6,

2072.

To shower 1919 6, 1929 6.

Shown 1793 6.

Showy 2368 6, 2369 6.

Shred 736 6.

Shreds 857.

Shrew 1143.

Shrewd 1255 6, 1759 6, 2008,

2584.

Shrewdness 2008.

Shrill 621, 1199 6, 1205 b.

Shrimp 404 6, 405, 439, 1084,

1085 6, 1193 6.

To shrink 607 6, 726 6, 734 6,

798 b.

To shrivel 726 6, 798 6, 803 6,

1343 6, 2503 6.

Shrivelled 726 6, 797 6, 798 I,

1934, 2509, 2559.

Shroud 1087, 2466 6.

Shrub 844, 972, 10306, 12246,
1230 6, 1231 6.

Shrunk 797 6.

Shudder 1055 6.

To shudder 656 6, 1055.

To shun 1449 6.

Shut 1585.

up 2403, 2683.

To shut 1280 6, 2297 6, 2325 6.

out 155 6.

the door 1229 b,

the eyes 1038 6.

up 1951 6.

Shutter 599, 1234 6.

Shutting 1585.

up 154.

Shuttle 1540 6, 1551, 2251 6.

Shy 743 6, 744 6, 2166.

Shyness 744 6.

Sick 126, 248, 317, 1992, 2028 6,

2074 6, 2090 6, 2402.

with love 687.

Sickle 662 6, 663 6, 712 6, 1409 6,

1411, 2426 6.

Sickly 2412.

Sickness 1220, 1916, 1993, 20746,
2090 6, 2118, 2402, 2412.

Sida acuta 6196.

alba 1548 6, 1779 6.— Asiatica 1230 6.

cordifolia 558, 1933, 1961,
2080 6.

graveolens 1894 6.

humilis 1 157 b.

rhombifolia 1961, 2364 6,

2436 6.

rhomboidea 2534.

SID—SIM.
Side 647 b, 648 6, 797 6, 1189 b,

1308 6, 1637, 1644, 1728 6,

1743 b.

door 1637.

glance 577.

lock 657.

look 577.

Sidesman 752 6, 1637.

Siege 2413.

Sieve 1080, 1131 b, 1132 bi

1226 6.

Sight 1306 6, 1324 6, 1454,
1456 6, 1529 6, 1593, 2055.
2382 6, 2598.

Sign 402, 419 6, 790, 1097,

1523 6, 1585, 1608 6, 1800,

2417, 2418, 2433, 2560, 2567.

—— of the Zodiac 2396.

Signal 402, 1098, 1258 6.

Signature 1405 6, 2546 6.

Signet 2298.

Significance 1956.

Significant 2637.

Signification 211.

Signified 2021.

Silence 5, 1 103 6, 2328.

To silence 1103 6, 1379 6.

Silent 1347, 1349, 1564, 1589 b,

1620, 2328.

assent 2328.

Silk 723, 849, 1702 6, 2410 6.

worm 957 6, 1341 6,

1691 6.

Silken 782, 819, 2410 6.

cloth 1113 6, 1646 6.

Silliness 2097 6.

Silly 170, 1536 6, 1603, 2097 6,

2103 6, 2729 6.

Silver 1067 6, 2370, 2407 6.

tissue 1967 6.

Silurus acanthius 406 6.

aeutus 503 6, 674 6,

690 6, 1250 6, 1340 6.

Ascita 925 6, 1251 b.

Asotus 1718.

Batrachus 2253 b.

Clarias 313 6.

fossilis 687 6.

pelorius 1705, 2103 6,

2104, 2267 6, 2385, 2619.

;
pictus 295 b.

porosus 972 6, 1632.

pungentissimus 687 6,

2257 6,2491 6.

quadrivittatus 1748 6.

sagittatus 1700 6, 1731.

sex-carinatus 1067 b.

tigrinus 1955 b.

! unitus 674 6.

Simia Erythraea 1044, 2227.

ferox 1622.
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SIM—SIN.
Similar 103, 425, 533, 534 b, 536,

539, 54'2, 1321, 1346, 2574,
2588, 2595.

Similarity 564, 1345, 2588, 2591,

2595, 2627.

Simile 458, 488, 1454.

Similitude 488, 564, 1010.

Simper 2221.

To simper 2290 6, 2293 b.

Simple 462 b, 7g2, 2103 b,

2619 b.

preterite tense 2173.

Simpleton 924 b.

Simply 1864 b.

Simultaneous 527, 532 b.

Simultaneously 2361 b.

Simultaneousness 2361.

Sin 28, 640, 721, 725 b, 729,
1446, 1469, 1708, 2115, 2231.

Sinapis dichotoma 593, 836,
1209 b, 1300, 2226 b, 2609,
2616, 2622 b.

divaricata 1910 b.

glauca 2535 b.

patens 1331 b, 2035 b.

racemosa 2391.

ramosa 248, 8436,2383?*,

2396 hi

Since 151, 23356, 23386, 26706.

Sincere 6, 13, 442 6, 462 6, 464,

521, 8756, 1388, 1454 6, 1681,

1797, 2085 6, 2303 b, 2571,

2608, 2644 6, 2676.

Sincerity 6, 8, 13, 36g, 521,

2608, 2636.

Sine of a planet 822.

(versed) 420, 2469.

Sinecurist 2224 6.

Sinew 2367 b.

Sinful 29, 729, 1446 b, 1708,

1718.

To sing 935 6.

Singed 1227 b.

Singer 935 b, 936 6, 943, 948 b,

1379.

Singing 724, 935 k
Single 66, 534 b, 535, 536 6,

1565, 1867 b.

hoofed animal 550.

thing 873 6.

Singleness 66, 551, 1773.

Singly 527 6, 538 b, 1821 b.

Singular 1 304 6, 2080 6.

number 532 6.

Sink 1213 6, 2303 b.

To sink 1103 6, 1118 6, 1274 b,

J 939 b, 2061 6, 2103 6,

2197 b.

down 1313 6, 1314 6.

Sinking 923 b.

Sinless 76, 84.

SIN—SKI.
Sinuosities 810 b.

Sipping 297.

Siphonanthus hastata 2737 6.

Indica 1973 b,

2128, 2159.

Sir 1195 6, 1200 b, 1212 b,

2245 b.

Sirium myrtifolium 1049.

Sirup 610 b.

Sister 1884 6, 2063 6, 2132,
2714.

(eldest) 1423 b, 1429 6.

in-law 2189.

(younger) 1151 b.

Sister's daughter 1884 6.

son 1884 b, 2149 6.

Sit down 2102 b.

To sit 487 b, 1317 6, 1322 b,

1939 6, 2102 b.

Site 2171, 2175, 2193 b, 2689,
2690.

Sitter 488.

Sitting 487.

Situated 2688.

.

Situation 398, 873 6, 1256 6,

1260 b, 13986, 17196, 21936,
2693.

Six 1124 6, 11256, 1379, 2539.
— fold 2536, 2538.

Sixteen 2542, 2543 6.

Sixteenth 2542, 2543 6.

part 335 6.

Sixth 1 125 b, 2540.

Sixtieth 2540.

Sixty 2539, 2540.

eight 237, 307 b.

eighth 237.

first 534-

five 1636 6.

four 1044, 1123 6.— fourth 1044.

nine 515 6, 538.

ninth 515.

one 534, 534 6.

second 1482, i486.

i seven 2584, 2625 b.

seventh 2584.

six 1130 6, 1147 b.

sixth 2537.

third 1366, 1374.

three 1358 b, 1366, 1374-

• two 1482, i486, 1983 6.

Skate-fish 2476 6.

Skein 1880 6, 2442 6.

Skeleton 571.

Sketch 1257 6, 1707 6, 1709 6,

2438-

Skewer 1083 6, 1138 b.

Skiff 1272 b, 1276 6.

SKI—SLE.
Skilful 630, 698, 767, 808, 1216,

1295, 1317. 1388, 1646, 1828,

1848, 1998, 2003, 2008, 2039,
2489 6, 2752 b, 2756 6.

Skilfulness 767, 1317.

Skill 780, 818, 1409, 1630, 1646,

1703, 1848, 2003, 2098, 2099,
2102, 2447 6, 2752 b, 2756 b.

Skilled 1214, 1675.

Skimmer 433 6, 435 6.

Skin 1054 6, 1061 b, 1075 6,

1137 b, 1376.

To skin 793 6. 10756.

Skinner 1077 6.

Skinniness 1 172.

To skip 729 6, 750 6, 760 v,

1871 6.

Skirmish 2420.

Skirt 43, 11916,15596, 16186.

Skreen 1280 6.

To skreen 10196.

To skulk 1 136 6.

Skull 600, 864, 874 6, 1624,

2236, 2296, 2306.

Sky 282, 3886, 851, 899, 1425,

1537, 2123, 2510.

lark 1068 6, 2141 6, 2142,

2159 b.

Slack 1281 6, 1379 6, 1870 I;

2277, 2492, 2529.

water 2636 6.

To slacken 12506, 13836.

Slackness 2277, 2492,2514,2529.

Slag 867 6.

Slain 1616, 2119, 2722.

Slander 133, 1006, 11016, 14436,
1677.

Slanderer 1101 b, 1776 6.

Slanderous 1667.

Slanderousness 1783.

Slant 822 6.

Slap 617, 1040 6, 1041 b, 10426,

1053 b
, 1073 6, 10746, 13246,

1379 b, 1382 b.

To slap 10426, 12586, 13796.

Slate 1867 6.

Slave 714, 9966, 1110, 1111,

1419, 1420, 1971 6, 2179.

(female) 1419, 1420,19506.

girl 11106.

(home-bom) 8746.

Slaver 1560, 2435 b, 2437 6,

2669.

Slavery 714, 1420.

Slaughter 590 b, 666 6, 887 6,

1616, 1904, 2510, 2723, 27306,

2737 b, 2743.

house 2510 6.

Slayer 2724.

Slaying 2743.

Sleep 10216, 10226, 1576, 2468,

25186, 2709.

SLE—SLU.
Sleep (to break) 1576 6.

(to go to) 1576 b.

To sleep 1022 6, 1237 6, 1576 6,

2515 b.

Sleepiness 1576.

Sleepy 1022 6, 1301, 1577, 2468.

Sleeve 392 6.

Sleight 1206 6, 1502 6.

of hand 2185.

Slender 840, 1299, 1709 6, 22856,
2462 6, 2471 6, 2501.

waist 84.

Slenderness 840, 1299.

Slept 1476.

Slice 590 6, 1249 6, 18736.

To slide 1732 6, 2609 6.

Sliding 905 b.

Slight 2741 6.

Slighted 2759 6.

Slime 310 6, 714 b.

Sling 1875 6.

To sling 1 139 6.

To slink off 558 6.

Slip 1646 6, 1998 6.

knot 932 6, 1871 6.

To slip 300 6, 1646 6, 1732 6,

2609 b.

Slipped 1998.

Slipper 1207 b, 1658 b, 1714,
1716 6.

Slippery 1084, 1732 6.

Slipping 905 b.

Slit 633 6, 1140.

Slope 822 6, 1278, 1585, 1861.

To slope 1279 6,

Sloping 905 6, go6 b, 2266.

Sloppy 1640 6.

Sloth 223 6, 743 6, 906 b,

2266.

Slothful 374,942 6, 1301, '573 ")

J 577,

Slothfulness 374.

Sloven 1780 b.

Slovenly 663 6.

Slough 574 6,

To slough off 866 6.

Slow 1005, 1281 6, 1508 b, 16286,
2220.

Slowly 392 b, 397 6, 1508 ^
1510 6, 2221 6, 2464 6.

Slowness 2035, 2221.

Slubbering 2437 6.

Sluggish 2468.

Sluggishly 2221 6.

Sluice 1561..

Slumber 1021 6.

To slumber 1022 6.

Slut 1780 6, 2173 6.

Sluttish 2173 6.
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SMA—SNA.
Small 225, 782, 842, 843, 869,

1148 6, 1149 b, 1299, 1340,

1395, 1709 ft, 2420, 2509, 2559,

2609, 2664, 2762.

bells 843.

fry 844, 1786 6.

piece 529 b.

pox 957 b, 958 b, 2257 b,

2500.

Smaller 585.

Smallest 585.

Smallness 782, 843, 1340, 2420,

2425, 2431-

Smart 1796.

To smart 1222 b, 1244 b.

To smear 2231 b, 2252 b, 23306,

2447 b.

Smeared 1422, 1576, 2252 b,

2439-

Smearing 2329.

Smell 916, 1033, 1997, 2515 6.

To smell 1983 b, 2504 b, 2515 b.

to a thing 1913 b.

Smelling-bottle 47 b.

Smilax China 1118 b, 2502 b.

cirrhifera 753 b.

laurifolia 754 b.

ovalifolia 753 b, 754.

pseudochina 2248 6.

Smile 429, 494, 2703.

To smile 2290 b, 2293 b, 2742 b.

Smiled 2703.

Smiling face 2742 b.

Smilingly 2293 b.

To smite 300 b, 1260 b, 2269 b.

Smithia aspera 2153 6.

sensitiva 1561 b.

Smitten 395, 2722.

Smoke 1510 6, 1513 b, 1514,

1518 b.

coloured 1514.

To smoke tobacco 1513';, 17386,
1776 b.

Smoking 1514 b.

Smoky 1513 b.

Smooth 10826, 1084, 11236,
1920 6, 2317, 2695.

Smoothing-iron 422 6.

Smoothness 2695.

To smother 10746, 11826, 12806,

1414 6.

Smuggler 1016 6.

Smut 2170 6.

Snaffle 1409 6, 2291 6.

Snail 955 b, 2467, 2634 6.

Snake 262, 502, 1038, 1775,1866,
2121, 2168, 2609.

catcher 2121, 2630 6.

(whip-thong) 11426.

To snap the fingers 1341 6.

Snare 772, 10216, 18666, 18716.

SNA—SOL.
To snatch 672 6, 889 6.

To sneak 1136 6.

To sneer 1545 6, 2289 b.

To sneeze 2733 6.

Sneezing 842, 1138, 27336.

Snipe 677 6.

To snore 1545 6.

To snort 1379 6, 1545 6.

Snot 2642 6.

Snow 1919 6.

Snub-nosed 1545 6.

Snuff 1544 6, 1562 6.

box 15446.

Snuffers 970 6, 1926.

To snuffle 963 6.

So 189 6, 407 b, 425, 546 6,

547 b, 1295 6.

— be it! 12966,27146,27196.
— far 407 6, 542 6, 1323 6,

2672 6.

— long 541 6, 1293 6, 1323 6.

— many 541 6, 544 6, 12926,
1322 6, 2335 6.

— many days 1293 b.

— much 541 6, 544 6, 1292 6,

1322 b.

— that 2336 6, 2355 6.

To soak 2163 6.

Soap 2481 6, 2631 6.

berry tree 2399*6.

To soar 447 6.

To sob 1273 6, 1876 b, 1883 b.

Sobbing 568 6, 828, 1876 6.

Sober 2753 6.

Sobriety 2753 b.

Sociable 2283 b.

Social 2196 6, 2283 6, 2319 6,

2551, 2588, 2618 6.

Society 2201 6, 2282 6, 2283 6,

2551, 2618 6.

Socket 895.

Socotorina aloe 62.

Soda 838.

Soft 809, 1084, 1118 6, 13466,
1539 6, 2144 6, 2232 6, 2312,
2619 6.

breeze 2221.

Softly 392 6, 397 6, 1508 6,

2464 6.

Softness 809, 1539 6, 2271,

2330.

Soil 1518 6, 2171 6, 2175, 22556,
2311, 2312, 2591.

Soiled 573 6.

Sojourner 1828.

Solanum hirsutum 20726,23956.

Indicum 656 6, 658,

SOL—SOO
Solanum longum 972 6.

Melongena 1447,16226,

1889, 1954 6, 1978, 2072 6,

2078 6, 2136, 2237, 2641,

2744.

nigrum 702 b, 788 6.

pubescens 45 6, 205,

1633 6, 2450 6.

rubrum 994 6.

spirale 1954 6.

tuberosum 2035 6.

Solar heat 2416.

month 2681.

Sold 1994, 2078 6, 2079 b, 2285.

Soldier 2135, 2360, 2475,26456,
2675.

Sole 1312, 1330 6, 1565, 1654,
1712.

Solely 2259 6.

To solicit 2253 6.

Solicitation 2253 6, 2344.

Solicitous 404, 1093, 1874 6.

To be solicitous 2156 6.

Solicitude 1874 6, 2576.

Solid 560, 580, ion, 13906,
1451, 15926, 1595 b.

Solidity 1011, 1451, 1476, 2693.

Solitary 534 b, 535, 536, 537 6,

1129, 1157, 1565, 1583, 1596,
2001.

Solitariness 2381.

Solitude 465 6, 2381.

To solve 1477 6, 2293 6.

Solvent 932 6, 1477 6.

Soluble 930, 1477 6.

Solution 457, 8056, 14756, 2135,

2429, 2644.

Some 5896, 5906, 7156, 715,

789, 79i b, 795 6, 806 6,

807 6, i960 6.

little time ago 719 6.

one 642 b, 787 6, 1049.

659 6, 769, 958 6.

Jacquini 586 6, 586,

651 b, 1576, 2072 6, 2117,

2397, 2698.

Somebody 642 6.

Somehow 807 6.

Something 715 6.

Sometime 589 6.

Sometimes 5946, 22136.

Somewhat 4296,7156, 715,1049.

Somewhere 747 6, 833 6, 1049.

Son 32, 319, 11886, 1299, 1533,

1752 6, 17836, 20796, 2666,

2708.

in-law 1190 6, 1190, 1448.

Sonchus Orixensis 1908 6.

Song 943, 952, 1551-

Sonneratia acida 269 6, 557 6,

5646, 8496, 8876.

apetala 788 6.

Sonorous 1256 6, 2711.

Son's son 1534.

Soon 1377, 15296.

SOO—SOU.
Soot 1235 6, 2170 6.

Soothing 2630.

Soothsayer 1 188 6.

Soothsaying 1188 6.

Sophism 1864 6, 1872 6.

Sophist 2750 6.

To sophisticate 2146 6.

Soporific 1576, 15766.

Sorcerer 1188 6, 2170 6.

Sorcery 1188 6.

Sordes 2231.

Sordid 62, 2232 b.

Sordidness 2274.

Sore 835, 1155 6, 1713, 2123.

throat 932 6.

Sores 1155 6.

Sorex coeruleus 701 6, 1084,

11426, 11436, 11486.

Sororicide 2133 6.

Sorrel 198, 3556, 11006, 1101.

Sorrow 438 6, 472, 889, 1322,

14276, 2264, 2384, 2504, 2516.

Sorrowful 471, 878, 1427 6,

1444, 2516.

Sort 1185, 1186, 1187, 13096,
1792, 2075 6, 2181, 2363 6.

To sort 1958 6.

Sot 978 6, 1059 6.

Sottish 2150 6, 2257 6.

Sought 123, 1245 6, 2270.

Soul 111, 112, 115, 170, 321,
846, 1087, 1111, 12006, 14276,

H62, 1755, 2471.

Sovereign 70, 152, 1461, 1539,
1540, 1625, 1967 6, 2174, 2175,
2245, 2247, 2390, 2392, 2448.

Sovereignty 331, 1969 b, 2175,
2387, 2392, 2661 6, 2716,

2734 6, 2750 6.

Sound 1031, 1039, 1245, 1523,

1553, 1621, 2376, 2394, 2707,
2709, 2711.

sleep 2661.

To sound 1959 6.

Sounded 2709.

Sounding 1223 6.

Soundness 2707.

Soup 1208 6, 1209 6, 1238 6,

•-S355 b, 2667.

Sour 198, 870 6, 1239 6, 2503.

gruel 355 b, 1504.

milk 2255 6.

To be sour 1239 6.

Source 1584, 1830, 20556, 2055,
2307, 2361.

Sourness 198.

South 161 6, 1388.

pole 755.

South-east 23.

Southerly 1388 6.

Southern 161, 1388, 2340.

9 G
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SOU—SPE.
Southwards 1388 6.

South-west 1631.

Sow 2502 6, 2509 b.

To sow 1 126 6, 1139 b, 2064 b.

Sower 1915, 2063 b.

Sowins 650 b.

Space 1256 b, 2690.

of time 2297 b.

Spacious 1121 b, 2319 b.

Spade 860, 860 b, 883 b, 1870 b.

Span 2006.

long 1851.

Spare 2402 b.

horse 806 b.

Spark 584, 1875 b, 2701.

To sparkle 1875 b.

Sparring 1224 b.

Sparrow 1039 b, 1041 b, 1042 b.

Sparus emarginatus 2458.

spilotus 2483, 2638 b.

Spasm 270 b, 889 b, 1094 b,

1240 b, 1245 b.

Spatha 947 b.

To spatter 1
1 39 b.

Spawn 1273 b.

To speak 592 6, 646 b, 1038 b,

1109 6, 18876, 19346, 21066,
2371 6.

Speaker 591, 1826, 1887.

Speaking 1038, 1599 6, 2161.

Spear 894 6, 1627 6, 1897 6,

1^9 b, 1932 b, 2458, 2511,

2513 b.

Spearman 2396 6, 2458.

Special plea 694, 1817.

Species 1185, 1186, 1792,2181.

Specific 246.

' peculiarity 2181.

Specification 2022.

Specimen 1709 6, 1711 6,

Speck 1248 6.

Speckled 1090.
'

Spectacles 1064 6.

Spectre 1413 6, 1741, 1780 6,

1858.

Speech 434, 59 1, 9 X 4. 1890,

1952, 1964, 2106 b, 2121,

2158, 2160, 2161, 2608.

Speechless 160 6.

Speed 1377, 1476 »
1 501 b, 2077.

To make speed 1472 6.

Speedily 840, 1039 b, 1040 6,

1053 1224 6, 1229 6, 1320 6,

1377, H78, 2499.

Speedy 862 6, 1166, 1224 6,

1377, 1478, 2078.

Spell 1977 b, 2219,

To spend (waste) 1877 6.

1 time 667 6, 700 6,

704 6, 847 6, 956 6, 1246 6,

1423 b, 2347 6.

SPE—SPL.
Spending time 666 6, 704 6,

2347.

Spendthrift 54, 446, 892 6, 895 6,

2114.

Spent 158, 956 6, 2114, 2347.

Sperm 2503.

SPH.ffiRANTHUS Indicus 1132 6,
2296 6.

1 mollis 2299 6.

Sphenoclea Zeylanica 11996,
2034 6.

Sphere 2201.

Spherical 1926.

Spherics 996.

Sphex Asiatica 753 6, 754.

Sphincter 1585.

Spices 2235 6.

Spicule 2509 6.

Spicy 2651.

Spider 517, 1193, 11946, 2228,
2251 6, 2444.

Spike 581, 1780 b, 2476, 2496,
2498 b.

Spikenard 2250 6, 2283, 2452,

Spilanthus oleracea 2415 b.

To spill 1280 6.

To spin 667 6.

thread 2665 b.

Spinacea tetrandra 1739 6.

Spindle 1243 6, 1251 6, 1311.

Spinning-wheel 1057 b, 1060 6.

Spiral 745 6, 745,

Spirit 321, 364 6, 2747 6.

(divine) 1758 6.

(embodied) 1758,

Spirited 1188 6, 2747 b.

Spiritless 2079 b.

Spirits 2208.

Spiritual 74, 320.

guide 298, 1256 6.

object 1664.

preceptor 496, 968,2219.

teacher 223a 6.

Spirituality 319.

Spirituous liquor 2470 6.

Spit 2511, 2513 6, 2646 6,

To spit 1147 b, 1383 6.

Spite 427.

Spiteful 1025, 1479.

Spitting-pot 2650, 1731 6, 1804.

Spittle 1383 6, 1613, 2669.

Splanchnology 117,

To splash 1
1 36 6,

Splashy 1639.

Spleen (the) 1741 6, 1746 6,

1862.

Splendid 443, 680, 1035 6, 1184,
1200 6, 1354, 1430, 1809,

1831, 2033, 2154, 2161, 2413,
2518,2569, 2656.

SPL—SPR.
Splendour 352, 3786, 443, 1125,

1129, iaoo 6, 1219, 1343 6,

1353 b, 1354, i 378, 1430,
1473, 1624 6, 1809, 1830,
2153, 2402, 2415 6, 2518,
2525-

To splice 2323 6.

Splinter 667 b, 738, 1116 6.

Split 1099, 1112, 12266, 2009 6,

2164.

peas 1271 6.

To split 1040 6, 1086 6, 1096 6,
1112 6, 1872 6, 1877 b.

To spoil 1995 6.

Spoiled 863 6, 873 6, 1543, 2345,
2077 6.

Spoken 434, 465, 466, 1837,
2121, 2161, 2371, 2425.

Spondias 359.

mangifera 198, 353 6,

1642, 1745.

Sponsor 1 191 6.

Sponsorship 1191 6.

Spontaneous 2710.

Spontaneously 339 6, 403 b,

2338 6.

Spoon 853, 1055 b, 1076 b,

1320 6, 2736 6.

Sport 156, 746, 793, 816, 827,
827 6, 891, 1257 6, 1683, 2016,
2054, 2368 6, 2373 6.

To sport 827 6.

Sportive 8gi 6, 2036.

Spot 29, 632, 716 6, 1161, 1335,
1409 6, 1505, 2017, 2231,
2232 6, 2433, 2510, 2689,
2690.

To spot 1409 6.

Spotless 190, 1611, 2085 b.

Spotted 1087, 1090,1999.

Spout 1263 6, 1541.

Sprain 2323 6.

To sprain 2323 6.

Spray 1331 6.

Spread 1292, 1992, 2052, 2119,
2559, 2685.

To spread 1705 6, 1706 6, 1841 6,
2001 6, 21196, 2252 6, 2431 6.

(increase) 1962 6.

out 1694 6, 1710 6,

2319 6.

Sprig 1880 6.

Sprightly 342.

Spring 459, 475 b, 507 6, 744,
1178,12256, 1597,1763,1938,
1939, 1942 6, 1987 6, 2361,
2702.

rice 268 6.

-tide 577 6, 1082 6.

To spring 728 6, 2427 6, 2434 6.

a leak 1
1 74 6.

forth 350, 481 6.

game 889 6.

SPR—STA.
To spring up 435 b, 1962 6.

Springing 2427 6.

To sprinkle 300 6, 1 1 26 6, 1 1 39 6,
11746.

Sprinkled 158, 2642.

Sprite 2083.

Sprout 31, 473, 581 6, 632, 1691.

To sprout 635 6, 903 6.

Sprouted 31.

Sprouting 473.

Spud 860, 883 6, 884 6.

Spume 18806.

Spunginess 1871 6.

Spungy 18796, 18826.

Spur 1527 6, 1632 6.

Sputtered 2576.

Sputtering 2437 6.

Spy 133, 860 6, 974, 1057, 10776,
1194 6, 1483, 1801, 2104.

To spy 2181 6.

Spying-glass 1449 6.

Squadron 1055.

Squalid 700 6, 716 6.

Squall 1224 6.

(of wind) 1396 6, 1495 6.

Squalling 1088 6.

To squander 895 6, 1 126 b.

Squanderer 129.

Square 311 6, 1045, 1078 b,
1121 6, 2589.

number 780, 1922.

of a fraction 2165.

root 1923.

To squeeze 10936, 12486, 14146,
1564*, 15726, 16146, 17446.

Squeezed 2334 6.

Squint-eyed 789, 902 6, 1251 6,
1252 6, 1252, 1888.

Squirrel 669 6.

Stab 963 6.

To stab 963 6, 1882 6.

Stability 1337 6.

Stable 235, 391 6, 1030 6, 1259 6,
1522, 2663, 2692.

Stack 653 6, 676 6, 1283 b.

Staff 3896, 8006, 12616, 12656,
1390, 1696 6, 1962 6, 2343,
2345 6, 2419, 2432 6, 2433 6.

Stage 3136, 13046, 13186. 21966,
2198, 22546, 2368 6.

To stagger 12346, 12376, 12416,
2155 b.

Staggering 1237 6, 1241 6.

Staggers 943 6.

Stagnant 1600, 1950 6.

Stain 708, 1098, 1153 6, 1409 6.

To stain 1153 6, 1409 6.

Stained 632, 14096, 14106, 2556.

Stainless 190.
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STA—STE.
Staircase 1565, 1636 6, 17812 6,

2641 b, 2677.

Stairs 2677.

Stake 725, 773, 8926, 9816,
1261 b, 16236, 1648,2511.

Stale 509, 1689, 1983 b, 1984,

2095 b.

Stalk 675, 1265 b, 1267 b, 1551,

1552 6, 21036, 2104,2311.

To stalk 946 b.

Stall 1649.

Stammering 1360 b.

Stamp 11356, 2298.

To stamp 11366, 17186, 22566.

Stamped 2298.

Stanchion 1261 6.

To stand 1268 6, 1381 6.

To be at a stand 306 6.

Standard 790, 1225 6, 1608 6,

1650.

bearer 1608 6, 1650.

Standing 2692.

(long) 1095.

Stood 2692.

Standish 633 6.

Stanza 2530.

Staple 311 6, 792 6, 879 6.

Star 1219, 1326.

Starry 1219.

'region 1326, 1527.

Starch 6326, 6466, 22016, 24456.

To stare 2758 6.

Start 1055 6, 2702.

To start 1055 6.

Startled 1034, 25646.

So be startled 1379 6.

State 159, 398,2068,2154,27416.

(good) 885 6.

Stateliness 946 6.

Statement 2022.

Station 12566, 12606, 13806,
1382 6, 1653, 2193 6, 2321 6.

Stationary 1609, 2691, 2692.

Stationer 661 6.

Stature 281 6.

Statute 679 6, am.
Stay 1337*, 2117.

To stay 1337 6, 1381 6, 2382 6.

Stayed 2692.

Staying 2692.

Stead 1256 6.

Steadfast 646 6, 1609.

Steadfastness 2694.

Steadiness 616 6, 647 6, 1264 6,

1509, 1516, 1517, 1613, 2693,
2694.

Steady 925 6, 1509, 1516, 1517,
1613, 2663, 2691, 2692.

To steal 1105 6, 2443 6, 2627 6.

Stealing 1123.

1786,

STE—STI.

Steam 1513 b, 1983, 2154 6,

2718.

engine 1986 6.

Steel 680 6, 1787 6.

yard 1345.

Steep 1071 6, 1258 6.

bank 312 6, 1381 6.

To steep 1640 6, 2163 6.

Steer 1900, 1958 b.

Steersman 622, 676 6,

2255 6.

Stellar orbs 1219.

• region 1219.

Stem 675, 1267 6, 1390, 1792,
2103 6, 2104.

Stemodia ruderalis 2729 6.

Stench 939 6, 1765.

Step 822, 1398 6, 1504 6, 1627 6,

!653, 2300 6.

by step 823 6, 1655 6.

mother 2028, 2571 6.

To step beyond 507 b.

Steps 1636 6, 1782 6, 2677.

Sterculia urens 8156, 1357 6.

Sterile 47, 1949 6, 2382 6.

Sterling 2642 6.

Stern 1701 6.

oar 2732 6.

Steward 628, 1425 6, 1455 6,

2153.

Stibium 664 6, 2380 6.

Stick 1127 6, 1390, 1531 6,

1962 6, 2343, 2345 b, 2419,
2423 6, 2433 6.

To stick 1094 6, 2425 b.

Sticking 1076 6.

Sticky 1076 6.

Stiffness 1 160.

Stigma 708, 1677.

Stigmatized 632.

Stilago tomentosa 12516,13326.

Stiletto 1 153 6, 1781 6.

Still 526 6, 539 6, 542 6, 1564,
!573 l>, 1575 6, 1601, 1616.

Stilts 1184 6.

To stimulate 1015
1111 6.

Stimulation 1112 6.

Stimulus nil.

Sting 372, 2752 6.

To sting 1387 6.

Stinginess 62.

Stingy 62, 593, 2114 6, 2254

Stink 1765.

Stipend 1914 6, 2277 6.

Stipulated 695, 1586.

time 2318 6.

1082 6,

Stipulation 797 6, 1586, 1648,
2472 6.

STI—STO.
To stir 268 6, 1031 6, 1531 6,

1551 6, 2191 6, 2423 6, 2433 6.

up 510 6, 1082 6, 1111 6,

1183 b.

(to cause) 1531 6.

Stirred 347, 1531 6, 2192 6,

2206.

Stirring 510 6, 2220.

Stirrup 2408 6.

Stitch (pain) 1874 6.

To stitch 1243 6, 2674 6.

Stitching 2646.

Stizolobium 73.

Stock 2, 362 b, 728 6, 2095 6,

2152, 2307, 2356, 2360 6,

2554, 2603.

in trade 2307.

of a family 1885.

To stock 395 6.

Stocking 2323 6.

Stocks 1345 6, 2721, 2732 6,

2735 b, 2736 6.

Stoechas 561 6,

Stoical 1198.

Stoicism 2102.

Stolen 134, 11196,

Stomach 1205 6, 2059 b.

Stomachic 2402.

Stone 232, 491, 1453, 17116,
1729, 1842, 2496.

cutter 17116,2162 6, 2689.

mortar 864 6.

of fruit 957 b, 958 6.

Stony 1730 6.

Stool 387, 711, 1734 6, 1735 6,

1743 1743.

To go to stool 2256 6.

To stoop 1147 6, 1237 6.

Stooped 2756 6.

Stooping 1635.

Stop ! 1381 6.

Stop 1337 6, 1381 b, 2031, 2692.

To stop 1256 6, 1261 6, 1268 6,

1381 6, 1383 6, 19506, 1951 6,

2382 6.

wages 667 b.

Stoppage 11466, 1261 6, 1603,

24« 3-

Stopped 489, 1582, 2031, 2683,
2684, 2688, 2692.

Stopper 1141 6.

Stopping 154, 2032, 2335.

Stopple 954 6.

Store 1283 6, 1747 6.

house 964, 996 6, 1277 6,

!953 b, 2152, 2226 6, 2272 6.

room 2147 6, 2152.

To store 1168.

Storm 1224 b, 1225 6, 1343 6.

Stormy 703 6, 1225 b, 1445,
1965 b.

STO—STR.
Story 288, 591, 722 6, 919 6,

927 b, 933 6, 1304, 1328 6,

2238 6.

teller 591, 723 6.

Stout 1932, 2276 6, 2324 b,

2693.

Stoutness 1932.

To straddle 1867 6.

To straggle 1127 6.

Straggler 1988 b.

Straight 442, 5006, 521, 1797,
1920 6, 2236 6, 2303 6, 2608,
2644 6, 2676 6.

To straighten 1949 6.

Straightforward 875 6, 2303 b.

Straightforwardness 875 6.

Straightness 11, 369, 521.

Strain 1245 b, 2324 6.

To strain 1131 6, 1224 6, 1245 6,

1564 b.

Strained 2324 6, 2196 6, 2517.

Strainer 1080, 1131 6, 1132 6,
1230 6.

Straining 800 6, 1031 6.

Strait 142, 868 6, 2558.

Straitened 142.

Straitness 2294 6.

Strand 1292 6.

Strange (foreign) 2010, 2078 6.

Stranger 50, 289, 465, 1661 6.

To strangle 1871 6.

Strangling 931 6.

Strangury 232, 2304.

Strap 1077 6, 1315 6.

To strap 1116 6.

Stratagem 772, 818, 1130, 15026.

Stratum 13046, 1316 6 1381 b,

2684.

Straw 854, 1690, 1691, 1746 b,

1783 6, 1999 6, 2055 6.

Streak 1277 b, 2408.

Streaked 1277 6.

Stream 1179 6, 1245 6, 1506,
1828, 1977 6, 2077, 2676 6,

2707.

To stream 1943 6.

Strength 555. 726 6, 1167 6,
1212 6, 12456, 1318 6, 1354,
1476, 1666, 1827, 1831, 1931,
1932, 1988, 2193 6, 2196 6,

2458 6, 2633,2635, 2717.

To strengthen 1451 6.

Strengthened 1451, 2303 6.

Strenuous 460,2303 6,2336,

Strenuously 2303 6.

To stretch 1245 6, 1710 6.

the body 374 6, 947 6.

out 1841 6.

Stretched 1292.

Stretching of the body 312 6,

374^.
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STR—STU.
To strew 1126 6, 1139 b, 2001 b.

Strewed 724.

Striated 2408 b.

Strictly watched 1530 b.

Strife 597. 634, 1223 b, 1479,
1997-

To strike 1015 b, 1117 b, 1261 b,

1263 b, 1379 b, 1743 6, 17796,
2269 b.

a bell 1959 b.

(as a clock) 1959 b,

1968 b.

String 664 b, 960, 1126 b, 1217,

1275 b, 1277 b, 1317 b, 1325,
1390 b, 1414, 1596, 1961 b,

2 370, 2739.

To string 1001 b.

Stringing 938 b.

Strings 1300.

Stringy 277 b, 308 b, 1880 b.

Strip 734, 857.

To strip 436 b, 793 b, 896 b,

1362 b.

Stripe 1277 b, 2408.

Striped 12756, 1277 6, 2408 6.

To strive 1114 b.

Strix infausta 703 b.

Pecha 737 b.

Ulula 505.

Stroke 294, 807, 847, 1118 b,

1844.

of an oar 847.

To stroll 1422 b.

Strong 55, 942, 1116 b, 1117,
1167 b, 12126, 1451, 1666,

1827, 1932, 1934, 1993, 1994,
2059. 2196 6, 2242, 2303 6,

2361 6, 2458, 2564 6, 2569 b,

2586, 2592.

hold 803 b, 804, 904,
1440.

scented 436.

Struck 134, 395, 2722.

Struggle 1245 6, 2121.

To struggle 1126 b, 1490 b.

Struggling 1 126 6.

Strumpet 934 6, 1545 6.

Strung 938 6, 1000.

To strut 946 6, 1261 6, 1879 b.

Strychnos Nux vomica 589,
726 b, 734 b.

potatorum 589.

Stubble 2055 6, 2433 6.

Stubborn 1282, 1437 6.

Stubbornness 1282 6, 2261 b.

Studded 852, 1160 b, 2202.

Sudent 1648 6, 2011.

Studied 104, 185, 2489 6.

Studious 186, 353, 2011,2336.

Studiously 1835.

Study 71, 73, 104, 186, 1704,
2489.

STU—SUB.
Stuff 1941.

Stumble 437 6, 1646.

To stumble 437 6, 1263.

Stump 1253 b, 2295 6.

So stun 675 b, 1 329 b.

To be stunned 1328 6.

Stunning 1329 6.

Stunted 6116, 617 6.

Stupefaction 1835, 2326.

Stupid 55, 84, 140, 170, 3296,
7366, 9256, 9446, 1159, 12136,
1323, H44, 1445,15566, 1606,
17156, 21036, 21506, 2221,

2304, 2305, 23246, 2336, 2683,
2693, 2738 6.

Stupidity 82, 832, 1159, 1160,

1185,1324,1444, 21036, 21806,
2266, 2304, 2305, 2326, 2683,
2696, 2738 b.

Stupidly 944 b.

Stupified 1160, 2293.

Stupor 1835, 2187, 2683.

Sturnus vulgaris 13363.

Style 546 6, 2438 6.

Styptic 1903 b.

Styrax Benzoin 232, 722, 2069,
2451 b, 2500.

Suavity 2210, 2262, 2284.

Subacetate 1 183 6.

Subdivisions 495.

To subdue 603 6, 869 b, 1198 6,

2229 b.

Subdued 1396, 1413.

Sub-fraction 1831.

Subject 71, 1553, 19726,2046,
2287, 2382 b.

to 361, 614, 1210 b,

13H b, 1323 6, 1667, 1791,
1839-

Subjection 361, 6146, 13236,
1667.

Subjects 1799, 1800 6.

Submission 407 6, 1413, 2014,
2282 6.

Submissive 96, 1583 6, 2756 6.

To submit 2265 6.

Subordinate 999.

part 495.

Subordinateness 1720.

Subscription 1050 6, 1067 b.

Subsequent 102, 129, 452,12956,
1659-

Subsequently 1693, 1701 6,

1773 6.

Subservience 1300, 1720.

Subservient 71, 1553-

To subside 1382 b, 1939 b.

To cause to subside 1382 6.

To subsist 1251 b, 1381 b,

2382 6.

Subsistence 7186.

SUB—SUF.
Substance 211, 1293,1475,1654,

1940, 1941,2007,2025, 2046,
21966, 2260, 2306, 23606,
2399, 2562 6, 2570.

(fragrant) 916 6.

Substantial 370.

Substantiality 1941.

Substantive 2041.

(common) 1475.

Substitute 546 6, 1806, 1901 6.

Substituted 368.

Substitution 368 6, 1901 6.

Subterfuge 1872 6.

Subtile 56, 1550 6, 2664.

Subtility 2664, 2678.

Subtle 2664.

venom 701.

To subtract 1966 6.

Subtracted 21 10.

Subtraction 128, 2110.

of fractions 2165.

Suburb 2478.

To succeed 961 b.

Succeeding 1659.

Success 485, 1418, 2600, 2629,
263a, 2644.

Successful 6416, 778, 780, 1170,
1210, 1585, 2644.

Successfully 778.

Succession 106, 1665,1688.

Successive 98, 823, 1659, 1664.

Successively 936, 98, 3366, 5356,
822 6, 823- 8236.

Successor 454, 1977 6.

Such 408, 425, 526 6, 543 b, 544,
546, 547 b, 1296, 1321.

a one 193, 1869 6.

as 2339 b
, 2767 6.

To suck 1 109 6, 1 120 6.

Sucker 31, 473, 1352 6.

Sucking 2519.

calf 795 6, 797 6.

To suckle 2249 6.

Suction 2519.

Sudden 280, 296, 2976.

calamity 1464.

Suddenly 8 6, 384 6, 844 6, 883 6,

1225 6, 2351 6, 2619 6, 2721.

Suddenness 1225 6.

Suet 1058 6, 1939.

To suffer 867 6, 1322 6, 2167 b,

21846, 25466.

acute pain 1 122 b.

Sufferable 2621.

Suffered 2676.

Suffering 2184.

To suffice 1601 b.

Sufficiency 1601 b, 1688.

Sufficient 489, 7626, 1688, 1938&,
2338.

SUF—SUP.
To be sufficient 1582 b.

Sugar 868 b, 1092 6, 1098 b,

2471.

cakes 1965 6.—— candy 2278 6, 2284 b.

cane 267 6, 283 6, 286 6,

401, 513 6.

mill 401.

plum 548 6.

Suggestion 1258 6.

Suicide 318, 321, 2710.

Suit at law 2321 6.—— of clothes 2360 b.

To suit 1259 b, 2283 b.

Suitable 212, 437, 1653, 2203
2215 6, 2251 6, 2266 b, 2298,
2321 6, 2337, 2338, 2358,
2598, 2745,

Suitableness 437,489, 562, 2337.

Suitably 2337 6.

Suite 1307 6, 2676 b.

Suited 1688.

to 489.

Suitor 1854, 1968.

Sulky woman 2265 b.

Sullen 437 b, 450, 1592.

Sullenness 437 6, 438 6.

Sulphur 723, 916, gig.

Sultriness 966 b.

Sum 537 b, 1168 6, 2224 b,

23H b, 2561.

total 1207 6.

Summary 1596 6, 2609 b.

Summation 2558.

Summing 1317 6.

Summit 2261 6, 2489, 2490,
2494, 2512.

To summon 1269 6, 2106 6.

Summoned 397.

Summons 1313 6.

Sumptuous 1343 6, 2159 b.

Sun 1091, 1155 6, 1219 6, 1378,
1423, 1424, 1425, 1480, 1830,
2022, 2154, 2162, 2285, 2584,
2586, 2667, 2747.

beam 2668.

burnt 707 b.

rise 462.

set 250, 2668.

shine 316, 1474, 2416.

Sunday 2376 6.

Sunk 1584, 1585, 1650, 2194.

in crimes 1469.

Superabundance 68, 331 6.

Supercargo 1041 6.

Superciliousness 1261 6.

Supererogatory 689.

Superficial contents 1867.

Superhuman power 2174.

To superintend 870 b.
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SUP—SUR.
Superintendence 73, 1294.

Superintendent 69, 73, 1294,
1418 6, 1586, 1587, 2606 6.

Superintending 73.

Superior 60, 519, 968, 1794,

2093, 2528.

Superiority 451, 930 b, 1831,

1.851, 2040.

Supernatural 1426 b, 1426.

Superscription 2494 b.

Superstitious 169.

Supine 1087 b.

Supplement 828.

Supplication 660, 1854, 2281 b.

Supply 1601 b, 2607 b.

To supply 1767 b, 2142 b, 2357 b.

Support 155, 374, 1262 b, 1289 b,

1309 b, 1761, 2141.

To support 17276, 1728&, 17876,

2546 6, 2620 6.

Supportable 1507.

Supported 1516.

Supporter 330, 1189 b, 1502,

1787 b, 1787.

Suppose 7156.

To suppose 1259 b.

Supposition 887 b.

To suppress 1141 b, 1414 b.

Suppression 1414 b.

To suppurate 1699 b.

Suppurated 1637.

Supremacy 331, 553, 2607 6.

Supreme 1894 6, 2572 6.

God 1663 b.

lord 1664,

— power 1664.

Spirit 1663, 1664.

Surd number 613.

Sure 537 b, 1522.

To be sure 1613 6.

Sure-footed 250.

Surely 1522 b, 1624.

Surety 1 191 6, 1810.

Suretyship 1191 6.

Surf 2430.

Surface 9356, 1774, 1775, 1944&.

(along the) 948 b.

Surge 508, 519, 641, 1282 6.

Surgeon 252.

To surmount 1310 b.

Surname 484, 1257 6, 1655.

To surpass 1 198 b.

Surpassed 49.

Surpassing 55, 68.

Surplus 157, 331, 47s, 11956,
1887 b, 1963 6, 2514.

Surprise 384, 431 6, 1054, 1090,
1990, 2053, 27256.

Surprised 1054,1292,2053,2586,
2725 b.

SUR—SWI.

Surprising 384, 1054, 1090, 1091,

To surrender 1134 6.

Surrendered 2593.

Surrendering 2592.

To surround 1019 b, 1021 6,

1028 b, 2080 b.

Surrounded 2095.

Survey 379, 1422, 2598.

To survey 379 6.

~ (behold) 13186, 13196,
1617 6, 1630 6.

Surveying 156.

To survive 1949 6.

To suspend 12446, 2422 6.

Suspended 2203 b, 2688.

To be suspended 12366, 1244 6,

2422 6.

Suspicion 13166, 1518 b, 2459,
2518 6, 2550, 2578.

Suspicious 2577, 2578, 2616.

Sustained 1516.

Sutler 2152 6, 2180 6.

Suture 2009, 2127.

To swagger 946 6.

Swallow 1326 6, 1965 6.

wort 208, 908, 2222.

To swallow 980 6.

Swallowed 953, 1002.

Swallowing 950, 952.

Swamp 11786, 1234 6.

Swampy 1178 6, 1274 6.

Swarm 1228 6, 1235 6.

To swarm 1228 6.

Sweat 1014, 10186, 2718.

To sweat 1018 6.

To sweep 1229 6, 1236 6,

Sweeper 1231 6, 1237 6, 2316 6,

2735 b.

Sweepings 346 6, 554 6, 759 b,

1158 6, 1237 6.

Sweet 2208, 2210, 2284, 2402,
2660, 2715.

To sweeten 2210 6.

Sweetmeat 903 6, 1637, 2278 6,

2284, 2741 6.

Sweetness 2210, 2262, 2284,
2715-

Sweetscentedness 2679.

To swell 946 6, 1871 6, 1879 b,

1883 6, 19626.

To be swelled 1778 6.

Swelling 1871 6, 2517, 2531.

Swept 2271.

SwiETENIA 1127 6.

Chickrassa 1037 b,

1084 6.

febrifuga 2415.

Swift 1053, H79 *, 1348, 1377,
2077, 2078, 2420, 2499, 2572.

Swiftly 383 6.

Swiftness 1179 6, 2077, 2572 6.

SWI—TAC.
To swim 2161 6, 2162 6, 2622 6.

To swindle 1255 6.

Swindler 1130, 1130 b, 1255 6,

2326.

Swindling 317 6, 796, 1881 6,

2147 6.

Swing 1238 6, 1468, 1468 6,

1469, 1548 6, 2745, 2756 6.

To swing 1236 6, 1237 6, 1445 6,

1446 6, 2422 6.

Swinging 1025, 1238 6, 1380 6.

cot 1468.

Switch 11276, 11336, 17266,
1880 6.

Swollen 1871 6, 2700.

Swoon 2305;

Swooned 2305.

Sword 247, 615, 720 6, 856,

1309, 1313 13H b.

Swordsman 1313 6.

Sycophant 663 6.

Sylvan 3656, 11576,1907,1911,
1912 6, 1915, 1971, 2105 b.

Sylvatic 1912 6.

Sylvia Cingalensis 1361 6.

olivacea 1246 6, 12476.

Rala-Phutki 703 6.

sutoria 1039 6, 1250 6.

Symbol 790, 1098, 1523 b.

Symmetrical 1079.

Sympathizing 1398 6.

Sympathy 92, 1397.

Symplocos ferrugineai 306, 14346.

racemosa 823, 949,
•335, i337,245L

spicata 2062 6,

Symptom 98, 492, 508.

Syncope 642, 2305.

Syngnathus 1459.

Synonymous 537.

Syringe 1732 6.

Syrup 2210.

T.

Tabernjemontana coronaria
668 6, 703, 1239 6, 12906,
1534, 1736, 1895 6.

Table 908 6, 2198,23156.

cloth 2316 6.

expenses 873 6.

land 13806, 1843, 2629.

of contents 1596 b, 1876 6,

2665.

Tabor 1265 6, 1304 6, 2300,
2312.

Tacca integrifolia 664 6.

laevis 2324 6,

Taciturn 148, 226, 1347, 1349,
2328.

TAC—TAN.
Taciturnity 5, 2328.

To tack 1243 6, 2295 6.

Tadpole 2078 6.

Tagetes erecta 978 6.

• patula 978 6.

Tail 1627 6, 1749, 24466.

Tailless 2075 6.

Tailor 1342.

bird 1039.

Tainted 375 6, 1640, 1689, 2439,
2568 6.

Take care ! 860 6, 2631 6.

To take 603 6, 1003 6, 1141 6,

1574 6, 2417 6, 2727 6.

away 672 6, 2417 6.

an oath 1 426 b.

back 1875 6.

pains 11146.

things 742 6.

Taken 976, 242S.

• away 2754.

ill 2412.

out 470.

Talcum 187.

Tale 288, 408, 495, 591, 713 6,

722 6, 919 6, 927 6.

bearer 624.

Talent 2752 6.

Talented 2752 6.

Talk 1180, 1195 6, 2371 b.

To talk 592 6, 1887 6, 1898 6.

nonsense 1223 6.

Talkative 376, 646 6, 919 6,

1180, 1896 6, 1945, 1957,
1972, 2726 6.

Talkativeness 1888 6, 1945,1957,
1972.

Talking 2161.

Tall 437, 1283 6, 2427, 2462 6.

Tallness 2428 6.

Tallow 1058 6.

Tally 1085 6.

To tally 2283 b.

Talon 1527.

Tamarind tree 1352 6, 1355 6.

Tamarindus Indica 198, 359,
360 6, 360, 1085, 1333,1352 6,

1355 6.

Tamarix diceca 2435 6.

Indica 1227 6, 1231.

Tambour 2261 6.

Tamborine 1397 6.

Tame 1787 6, 2312.

To tame 1787 6.

Tameable 1396 6.

Tamed 1396, 1413.

To tan 1 100 6.

Tangible 2697.

Tank 1749 6, 1761.

Tanner 1061, 1077 6, 2293 6.

9 H
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TAN—TEL.
Tantalus denudatus 6626,7126.

falcinellus 6046, 797?'.

leucocephalus 670 6,

1158 6, 1184 b.

Manillensis 672 b,

703 b.

Tap 12636.

To tap 1 260 b.

Tape 1875 b.

Tapia Cratseva 232, 1921 b.

Tapping 1 260 b.

Tar 372 b.

Tardily 2117 b, 2221 6, 24646.

Tardiness 2035, 2221.

Tardy 2220.

Tariff 1593 b.

Tarnished 912.

To tarry 2035 b.

Task 870 b.

Tassel 12296, 12316, 13846,
1385 6, 13866.

Taste 1325, 21966, 21976, 2378,

2379, 27i5-

To taste 1069 6, 2159 6.

Tasted 2715.

Tasteful 2380, 2381.

Tasteless 2031, 2053 6, 2090 6.

Tasting 2715.

Tasty 2608.

Tattered raiment 1205.

Tavern 2180 6, 2207, 2208.

Taught 74, 482, 1213, 21056,

2489 6, 2490 6.

Taunt 1257 6.

Tautology 103,12896, 1485,1754,

1755, 1789, 2304.

Tawny 206, 282, 600, 682, 7076,

1731-

Tax 2238 6, 2276 6, 2415 6.

. gatherer 1316 6, 2304 6.

Taxes 611, 2390, 2508.

Tea 1065 6.

To teach 73 i**7 K ^47
2490 6.

Teacher 104, 298, 483, 496, 968,

1469, 1649, 2010,2135, 22996,

2300 6, 2486, 2489 6, 2489.

Teaching 74, 13296.

Teal 1982 6.

Tear 233, 1628, 1983.

To tear 3066, 10966, 11126,

11386, 11466, 18736, 18776.

To tease 856 6, 1421 6.

Teased 1221 6.

Teasing 1421 6.

Technical 1679, 1723.

Tectona grandis 862 6, 2477,
2671 6.

Tedious 1095.

Telescope 1449 &
To tell 1038 b, 1934 h, 2022 6.

TEM—TER.
Temerity 243, 2046.

Temper 1794, 2278 6.

To temper 1040 6.

Temperament 1305 6, 2278 6,

2315 6.

Temperance 1680.

Temperate 1509, 1517, 1680,

2279.

zone 2588 6.

Tempest 12246, 1225 6.

Tempestuous 703 6, 1225 6,

1 343 &, 19656-

Temple 1257 b, 1455 b, 1457,

1459, H60, 1855,2222.

Temples 601.

Temporal 553.

Temporary 2633.

residence 1828.

To temporize 1246 6.

To tempt 2452 6.

Temptation 2029.

Ten billions 2239 6.— millions 829 6.—• thousand 829 6.— trillions 2240 6.

Tenacity 136, 1003.

Tenant 2152 6, 2382 6.

Tenantry 2383 6.

Tender 14, 572 6, 695, 795 6,

809, 1397. 1550 6, 2232 6,

2326 6, 2648, 2696.

hearted 619, 809.

Tenderness 619, 696, 782, 809,

!397, 1966,2267, 2697.

Tending 2384 6.

Tendon 2495, 2695.

Tenet 1818 6.

Tense (present) 1926.

To be tense 1240 6.

Tension 1245 6.

Tent 1276 6, 1307 6, 1324 6,

1460 6, 1941, 2383 6.

Tenth 1404.

Tepid 2222.

Term 177, 2567.

Termagant 634, 2119 6, 2396 6.

Termed 2567.

Termes bellicosus 431 6, 432 6,

5166, 1935 6, 2401 6.

Terminalia alata glabra 2 10,232.

alata tomentosa
228, 242, 380, 388.

Belerica 15, 569,

631, 637, 1371, 1916 b, 1917,

1942, 1947 b, 2173.

Catappa 1967 6.

citrina 174, 194,
nil, 2528, 2760.

Chebula 1371,

1765, 2493, 2728.

glabra, see T. alata.

TER—THA.
Terminalia tomentosa, see T.

alata.

To terminate 2278 b.

Terminated 1688.

To be terminated 2278 b.

Termination 158, 306 6, 415 6,

1688.

Terrace 224, 3776, 901 6, 10726,
1118 6, 11226, 11346,20866,
2086.

Terrene 2175, 2186.

Terrestrial 2172, 2186, 2454,
2698 6.

globe 2175.

Terrible 617, 1030, 1338, 2140,
2166, 2725 6.

Terribleness 1031,2166.

Terrific 2 140, 2166,2026,2759

To terrify 2140 6.

Terror 315 6, 1265 6, 1368,
2140, 2725 6, 2759 6.

Tertian 1376.

ague 1353 6.

Test 644 6, 1660, 1683.

Testaceous 2477 6.

Testament (new) 1498 6.

(old) 1498 5.

Tester 1127, 1129 6, 11356.

Testicle 46, 2302.

Testicles 2302, 2761 6.

Testimony 1598, 2623, 2624,
2632 6.

Testy 1228 b.

Tether 884 6.

Tetranomial 1048.

Tetranthera 1418 6.

fruticosa 553 6.

lanceaefoliaigio 6.

macrophylla
2661 6.

monopetala 730 6.

quadrifolia 27766.

Tetrao rufus 1034.

Tetras 1038.

Tetrodon 695 6.

fornicatus 17486, 18956.—^— pulvinatus 936 6.

sceleratus 1251 6.

Text 2203 6, 2307.

Than 139,5426.

To thank 1493 6.

Thankful 780, 1059.

Thankfulness 778, 1493.

Thanks 1493, 2502 b.

Thanksgiving 1493, 1806, 2502 6.

That 16, 26, 550 6, 1 296, 1 330 6,

2348 6, 2355 6, 2670 b.

direction 558 6.

is to say 213 6, 1868 6.

moment 1293.

THA—THI.
That moment (from) 12936.

place 555 6, 2671 6.

time 1295, 1297 6.

way 558 6.

Thatch 1079, 11 29 6, 1131 6.

To thatch 1131 6.

Thatched house 1956 6.

Thatcher 1013 6.

Theatre 793, 1 54°, 155°&> 2368 6.

Theft 11056, 11196, 1123,2686.

Their 60, 1297 6, 1298 6, 1305 6,

1412 6, 2670 6.

Theism 391.

Thence 47 6, 1293 6.

Thenceforth 1293 6.

Theology 69.

There 2 6, 550 6, 555 6, 558 6,

561 5, 1295 6, 1296 b, 1365 b,

2672 6, 2674 6, 2760 6.

Thereabout 609 6.

Thereby 1355 6.

Therefore 47 6, 527 6, 540 6,

542 6, 550 6, 1352 6, 1355 6.

Thesis 1637.

Thick 653 6, 729 6, 942, 950 6,

ion, 1019 6, 1027 6, 1438 6,

1582, 1757 6, 1767 6, 2324 6,

2651.

headed 2324 6.

succession 1011 6.

To thicken 647 6.

Thickened 941 6, 1012.

Thicket 44, 651 6, 679, 12306,
2019.

Thickness 1011, 2693, 2694.

Thief 11186, 1123, 1316,27396. .

Thievery 2686.

Thievish 1123.

Thigh 503 6, 516, 1157, 1182 6,

11846, 2557.

bone 519 6.

Thimble 35, 296 6.

Thin 782, 840, 1299, 1428,

1550 b, 17096, 2402 6, 2471 6,

2501,2509, 2609,2664.

slice 1247 6.

Thine 1304 6, 1322 6, 1377,
2138, 2354.

Thing 1098, 1475, 1654, 1940,

1941.

to be sold 1649.

Things 338 6, 1198 6, 2632 6.

To think 1112 6, 1189 6, 12156,

1259 6, 2061 6, 2217 b.

Thinking 2564.

Thinness 783, 840, 1299, 2664.

Third 1330 6, 1350, 1358 6.

person 1330 6, 1558.

Thirst 1176, 1312, 1351> 1/39,

1741 b.

Thirsty 1312, 1 35 1, 1739, 2569.

Thirteen 1356 6, 1366, 1370.
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THI—THO.
Thirteenth 1356 6, 1366, 1370

Thirtieth 1368, 1373 b -

Thirty 1368, 1373 ft-

eight 238, 307 6.

eighth 236.

fifth 1641.

• first 53°-

five 1636 b, 1642.

four 1048, 1122 b.

fourth 1048.

-nine 514, 5*5 b, 538.

ninth 514.

one 53°»

second 1480, 1900 b.

seven 2582,26226,2625 b.

seventh 2582.

six 1127 b, 2537.

sixth 1127 b, 2537.

third 1355 b, 1356 b.

three 1355 b, 1366.

two 1480, 1900 6.

This 526 b, 549 b.

border 547 b.

description 547 b.

—— direction 545 b.

edge 547 b.

end 547 b.

instant 526 b, 539 b.

kind 526 b.

like 408, 4^5, 1296.

manner 526 b.

mode 547 b.

moment 539 b.

once 546 b.

place 539 b.

quality 526 b.

time 546 6.

way 544 b, 545 b.

world 423.

Thither 561 b.

Thong 1315 b, 1317 b, 1533,

1903-

Thorn 585-

apple 595. H9°, >5i'ii

1513, 1516.

Thorny 586.

Thoroughly 1722, 2605 b.

Thou i339&>! 343*, 1347ft, J377-

Though 2338 b, 2339 6.

Thought 8726, 8876,1093,12586,

1520, 1874 6, 2060 b, 2061 6,

2104, 2202, 2204, 2214, 2264.

of 1520.

Thoughtful 1093, 12596, 1521,

1875 6, 2155, 2156, 2596.

THO—THR.
Thousand 2619, 27356.

Thousandfold 2620 6.

Thousandth 2619, 2639.

Thread 960, 1317ft, 13186, 1325,

2665 6, 2666, 2666 6.

of investiture 487.

(sacred) 17826.

To thread 938 6, 939 b

Threaded 938 ft.

Threat 455, 131 ift, 1319ft, H956-

To threaten 12676, 13206, 14956.

Threatened 926.

Threatening 926 6.

Three 1333 ft, 1365, 1368.

cornered 1352 b.

fold 1337 ft, 1358, 1369,

1370, 1372.

leaved 137°.

—• nerved 1373-

pronged fork 1358 ft.

storied 1355 ft-

To thresh 300, i 23° b , 1231 6,

2229 6, 2231 6.

Thresher 2231 6.

Threshing-floor 864, 860, 875 b.

Threshold 991 6, 1462, 2496,

2737 b.

Thrice 1369.

To thrive 1962 6, 2070 6.

Thriving 1270 6, 2418, 2600.

Throat 587, 93°, 93i ft, i249 b -

To throb 685 ft, i 244 b.

Throbbing pain 578 6, 585 ft,

10926, 12406

Throne 12896, 1625 6, 2138,

2235 6, 2641.

Throng 23196.

To throng 1027 6.

To throttle 1249 6.

Throttling 93°, 831.

Through 1481 6, 1585 6, 2269 6,

2358 6.

and through 31 16,5466,

1722.

• fate 1464 ft-

• favour 1840 6.

Throw 840.

of the casting-net 847.

To throw 1127 6,

away 1822 6.

down 979 6, 1271 6,

1646 6, 1647 6, 1710 6.

off 1231 6.

(in wrestling) 1701 6.

To be thoughtful 2156 6.

Thoughtless 37» *6o2,

2088 6.

1609,

Thoughtlessness 37, 38, 462 6.

Throwing 1995

Thrust 963 6, 1262 6, 1502 6.

To thrust 880 6, 954 6, 963 6,

1502 6.

in 1023 6, 1262 6,

1282 6.

THR—TIM.

Thrusting 892 6.

Thumb 35, 2°6i 6, 2069.

Thump 725-

To thump 721 6, 1281 6, 2293 6.

Thunder 583 ft, 9°6 b
, 926, 1457,

2314, 2315, 2683.

bolt 765, 1084 ft, 1891,

2164.

To thunder 906 6.

Thursday 2073 6.

Thus 189 6, 407 6, 408 6, 408,

526 6, 546 6, 546, 547 ft, 1295,

1380 6.

far 544 ft, 546 6.

To thwart 857 6, 1249 6, 19696,

Thwarted 125, 858, 2108.

Thwarting 857, 1252 ft, 2108.

Thy 1304 ft, 1322, 1377-

Tiara 6386, 1195 ft, 1319 ft, 2 J 93,

2287.

Tibia 1541.

Tick 310 ft, 315 ft, 1075 ft-

To tick 1247 6.

Ticket 957, 12606.

To tickle 856 6.

1— in the throat 886 6.

Tickling 931 6.

Tide (high) 1970.— (spring) 1082 b.

Tides (neap) 2221 6.

Tidings 1978, 2068.

Tie 936 6, 951 ft, 1001, i7 28,

1913, 1914, 23606, 2370.

To tie 1971 6.

Tied 725, 1533, 1580, 2334 6.

Tier 2637 6.

Tiffin 1176, 1177.

Tiger 1955 ft, 2117, 2483.

Tight 1240 6, 1451, 2458.

To make tight 274.

To tighten 643 6.

Tightness 1451, 1476.

Tigress 1955 b.

Tile 860 6, 864, 874 6, 895 6,

1246 6.

Tiled 874 6.

house 860 6.

Till 151, 979 ft, 2338 ft, 2347 6.

now 526 ft, 546 ft.

then 1297 6, 2672 6.

when 718 6.

To till 1082 6.

Tillage 1081 b.

Tilled 784.

Tilt 1009 6.

Timber 666 6, 710, 955 ft, 995 b
,

1418, 19876, 2250 6.

Time 417 ft. 7°°, n 8°, 132 7,

1395*, 17276, 1870 ft, 18876,

1975 ft, 1975, 2°92 »
2329 ft,

2591-

TIM—TON.
Time of death 388, 2514.

of a promise 2287 6.

Timed 1328.

Timely 2633.

Timid 1034, 2140 6, 2141, 2166,

2441, 2501, 2587.

Timorous 12656.

Tin 23836, 2385 6.

To tin 2385 6.

To tinge 2385 6.

To tingle 2492 6.

Tingling 2642 6, 2652 6.

To tinkle 595 6.

Tinkling 595 ft, 2491.

Tinman 632 6.

Tinning 632 6.

Tint 1923, 2384.

Tip 1264 6.

of the ear 6756.

Tippler 1740 b.

Tiptoe (on) 373 6-

Tired 158, 1546 6.

Tiresome 158.

Tiring-room 1629.

Title 288, 496, 878 6, 889 6,

1655, 24946-

Tittle tattle 919 6-

To 1422 6, 2431 6.

— no purpose 1545 h ,
2021 6,

2069 6.

— that 1297 6.

— this 542 6.

Toad 620 6, 1185 6.

Tobacco 1325 6-

pipe 2749 6.

To-day 65, 260 6, 300 6, 302 6.

Toe 34, 296 6, 1713-

(great) 17 13/1720 6, 20616,

2069.

Together 529 6, 530 6, 663 6,

2280 6, 2547 6, 2617 b.

with 2588 6, 2654 6.

Toil 870 6, 1681, 2301 6, 2320.

To toil 643 6.

Toilsome 56.

Token 177, 419 b, 1098, 1585,

1800, 2417, 2567.

Told 897.

Tolerable 2618.

Toleration 1662:

Toll 2381 6, 2508.

Tomb 993 6, 1699 6.

Tom-cat 2752 6.

Tomex sebifera 1112 b, 1418 6.

To-morrow 289 6, 291 6, 641 b,

646 6, 706 6, 707, 2530,

2532 6.

Tone 833.

Tongs 1094 6, 2323 6, 2622 b.
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TON—TO U.

Tongue 1167 6, 1195 6, 1199 b,

1200, 1201 6, 1204 b, 1212 b,

2379-

— scraper 1199 b, 1200 b.

To-night 65 b.

Tonnage 1655 b, 2325 b.

Tonsure 1106.

Too 553 b.

Tool 2722 b.

Tooth 1270 b, 1393, 1410 b,

2375.

ache 1394 b, 1413 b.

brush 1394.

pick 855, 1394.

powder 2198 b.

Toothed 1394.

Toothless 1394.

Top 26, 488 b, 1250 b, 1340,
1551 b, 2261 6, 22956, 2433 b,

2480, 2494.

heavy 2261 b.

of a tree 1797.

shaped 1551 b.

Topaz 1745, 1784 b.

Topic 68, 591, 179-1, 1839.

Topsy-turvy 506 b, 1618 6.

Torch 432 b, 506, 1429, 2234 6.

bearer 506, 2234 b.

Torment 2084, 2339, 2345.

To torment 1222 b.

Torn 1096 b, 1112 b, 1138 b,

1141, 11466, 1173 b, 1417,
1873 b, 2009 b, 2132, 2150 b,

2164.

Torpid 741 b, 1615 b.

Torpor 2266, 2684.

Torrent 1597.

Tortoise 573, 606, 774, 11956,
1199 6.

shell 774.

Tortuosity 1250 6.

Tortuous 932 6, 1777 6, 1888,
1949 6f

Tortuously 1252 6.

Tortuousness 1888.

Torture 1744.

Toss 451.

To toss about 437 6, 1126 6,

2442 b, 2450 b.

Tossing about 1126 6, 2423 6.

up 45 1 -

Total 537, "68 b, 2323 6, 2634.

Totality 2089 6, 2599.

To totter 1234 6, 1237 6, 1241 6.

Tottering 1241 b, 1467.

Touch 255a, 2697.

To touch 1 142 6, 1 143 b, 1 148 6,

1261 6, 1665 6, 2431 6.

Touched 1773, 2698.

Touch-hole 23706, 2371 6.

Touching 912.

TOU—TRA.
Touchstone 642, 643 6, 644 6,

1567, 1665 6, 2480.

To tow 1245 b.

Towards 664 6, 1422 6, 1717 6,
21646.

Towel 943, 947, 2271 6.

Tower 803 6, 1440, 2064 6.

Towing-rope 960.

Town 1528, 1651, 1756, 1767 6,
1941 6, 2619 b.

bred 1789.

made 1789.

ship 2476 b.

Trace 893 6, 1015 6, 1021 6,

1098, 12606, 1713, 2423 6.

To trace 444 b.

Traceable 1311.

Traced 2310.

Trachea 1542 6, 1542.

Track 1015 6.

Tractable 36.

Trade 481, 824, 864 6, 1332 6,

13406, 13546, 17816, 1963,
1992, 2088 6, 2111, 2111 6,

2546 6, 2547 6, 2572, 27586.

Trader 1649, 1898,19646, 20816,
2088 b.

Tradescantia axillaris 1955 6.

imbricata 1149 b.

Tradesman 13406, 1649, 19636,
2*1 116.

Trading town igi2 6.

Tradition 1847 b.

Traditional 1665, 1721.

instruction 1721.

knowledge 1721.

Traffic 824, 17816, 1963, 20886,
2546 6.

Tragia involucrata 2001 6.

Tragus 376.

To trail 1027 6.

Train (retinue) 1677.

Traitor 1409 6, 2044,

To trample 738 6, 1395 6, 2229 6.

Trampled 1659 b.

Trampling 1713,

Tranquil 872 6, 1258 b, 2057,
2088 6, 2466, 2480.

Tranquillity 871 6, 1594, 2088,
2466, 2480, 2481.

To tranquillize 1382 6.

Transcript 1525 6, 1811 6.

Transfer 368 6, 13166.

To transform 2306 6.

Transformation 1 164 6.

To transfix 2181 6.

To transgress 507 6, 2421 6.

Transgressible 2421.

Transgression 49, 130, 507,
1015 6.

Transgressing 507.

TRA-=-TRE.
Transgressor 2421.

Transient 88, 109, 254, 835.

Transitive 2556.

voice 1666.

Transitoriness 88.

Transitory 1155, 1157, 1542.

Translated 149.

Translation 1308 6.

Translator 1308, 2203 6.

Transmigration 122.

Transmutation 1673.

Transparency 2707.

Transparent 38, 1660 6, 1686 6,

1866 6, 2631 6, 2707.

Transparentness 1840.

To transpire-
1 792 6.

Transport 508 6.

boat 2135 6.

To transport 10806.

Trap 772, 1139 b, 1871 6.

TRAPA.bicornis 1716 6, 2642 6.

bispinosa 2491 b, 2512.

Trapezium 2045.

Trash 19 6.

Traveller 75, 146a, 1653, 1688,
1717, 2303 6, 2398 6.

To traverse 629 6,

Traversed 455.

Tray 722 6, 869 6, 1975,

Treacherous 1389 6, 1826, 2044.

Treachery 887 6, 1389 6, 14096,
1826, 2044.

Treacle 806 6, 958, 1233 6,

1321 6, 2210.

To tread 2256 6.

— out corn 2256 6.

Treason 2387.

Treasonable 2387.

Treasonous 2387.

Treasure 1243 6, 2673.

Treasurer 596, 853 6, 869 b,

1316 6, 1491.

Treasury 813, 8536,1577, 14906,
2147 6, 2152.

To treat 2169 6.

Treatise 1795, 1839.

Treatment 2661 6.

Treaty 1586, 2578.

Treble 13266.

Tree 940 6, 1029 6, 1310, 1342 6,

1342, 1399*, H77, H78, 1528,
1722, 2004, 2066, 2209, 2247.

Tremble 1039.

To tremble 656 6, 935 6, 1 380 6,

Trembling 608, 1039, 1309,
1380 6, 1467, 2087.

Tremendous 2166,

Tremor 608, 2087.

Tremulous 1053, 1M1 b, 1309
2453 b, 2453.

TRE—TRI.
Tremulousness 1053.

Trench 860 6, 1208 6, 1639 6
1716 6, 867 6, 23036.

Trenches 2325 6.

Trespass 507, 1015 6, 1017 6,

1479.

To trespass 507 6, 1469 6.

Tress 793.

Trewia nudiflora 1734 6.

Triad 1365, 1369, 1372.

Trial 644 6, 1316 6, 1660 6, 1683
1998.

Trianga Glareola 678.6.

Triangle 1369, 1372, 1375, i 486_
Triangular 1352 6, 1353 6, 1369."

Trianthema obcordata 2436 6,
2535 b.

—-—'decandra 943 h

944 0.

Tribe 760, 817 6, 997, n 8§,
1 187, 1307 6, 1922, 1924.

Tribulus lanuginosus 401, 586,
7636, 845, 982, 2715.

Tribunal 1425 6, 1499, 1998 6.

Tributary 1204. _

Tribute 2390.

Trichilia alliacea 992 6.

Trichopodus fuscus 701 6.

1 Kolisha 865 6.

Trichosanthes anguina 796,
1085 6, 1436 6.

1908 6.

cucumerina

dioeca 760, 814,
1194, 1220, 1331, 15326, 1646,
1691 6, 1895 6.

lobata 1 907 6.

- palmata 2251 6,
2252 6.

b, 12346,

; Theba 1385 6.

Trick 599, 1502 6, 1527 6, 15466.
16276, 1872 6, 1881 6,

To trick 1502 6.

Trickery 2136 6.

To trickle 346 6,

1235 b.

Trickling 837.

Trident 1353 6, 13586, 1373 6.

Trifling 2 26, 529 6, 842 6, 1 148 6,

1340, 1709 6, 2729 6, 2741 6.

Trifoliate 1370.

Trifolium officinale 1908 6.

Indieum 1152 6,
1910 6.

Trigonella corniculata 1735 6,

1740 6, 1741, 1773, 1929,
2227, 2421, 2424, 2698.

fcenum Graecum 18966,
2285.6, 2317.

Triliteral 1375.

Trillion 1517 6.

To trim 625 6, 1131 6, 1133 6. i
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TRI—TRU.

Trimming 1237 b,

Trinomial 1371.

Trinket 934*-

Tringa Cinclus 1x50 b.

glareola 1149 b.

Goensis 1268 6, 1271 6.

Ochropus 618 b.

pusilla 1150 b.—— Senegala 1053 b.

Trip 437 b.

To trip 437 b, 1263 6.

Triphasia aurantiola 1092 b,

1098 b.

Triple 1369.

Triplet 1849.

Tripod 1371.

Triticum aestivum 992 6.

Trivial 2420.

Triumfetta Bartramia 1906 b.

Triumph 1170, 2002.

Triumphant 1170, 1171, 1197 6,

1200,1210,1993,2002.

Trochus perspectivus 1212 k
Troop 906, 13076.

of horse 2411 b.

Trophis aspera 389 b, 2478,

2512 6, 2670 b.

Trot 1520.

Trouble 643 b, 832, 1222, 12246,

1290 6, 1316 b, 1415, 1421 b,

1835, 2116, 2120, 2301 b,

2320 b.

Troubled 283, 391 b, 2024,2115,
2116, 2120.

Troublesome 832, 1027 b, 1158ft,

1224 6, 1289 6, 1421 ft, 2120,

2301 ft, 2422 ft.

business 1 1 58 ft.

Troublesomeness 1421 6.

Trough 1182 ft, 1579.

Trowel 623, 1563 6.

Trowsers 1719 6.

True 464, 522, 1259 ft, 1296 ft,

1793. 1891 ft, 1985, 2337,

2346,2564 ft, 2568, 2571, 2598,
2626, 2643, 2667, 2720 ft.

nature 1293.

or false 523.

Truly 373*, 7»**f 866*> 1258ft,

1574 ft, 1624 ft, 1794 ft, 1893 ft,

2337 b, 2571 ft, 2742 6.

Trumpet 1348 ft, 2182 ft.

flower 785.

Trunk of an elephant 6 186,2502ft.

of a tree 955 6,2681.

Trust 381, 417 b, 1305 6, 1819,

2041, 2044, 2157, 2223 6.

Trusted 2043.

Trustful 1451.

Trusting 392, 2522.

TRU—TUR.
Trusts 13166.

Trusty 2044.

Truth 1293, 1296ft, 13166, 1634,

1793, 2337,2346, 25646, 2571,
2712, 2720 6.

To try 870 6.

Trying one's fortune 2149 6.

Tube 11176, 1541, 1542, 1551,
1561.

Tuberose 2370.

Tuck 799 b.

To tuck 954 6, 1281 6.

Tuesday 2195 ft.

Tuft 8446, 955 b, 1247 6, 13846,

1385 b.

To tug 880 6, 2756 6.

To tumble 1263 6.

(toss) 2442 ft.

TUR—TWI.
To turn in a lathe 728 6, 801 6.

up the nose 2670 ft.

Tumbler-pigeon 2450 b,

Tumbling 2423 6.

Tumid 1878 6, 1879 b, 1882 6.

Tumidity 1871 6.

Tumor 8986, 18716, 2123,2702.

Tumult 485, 486, 866 6, 906 ft,

9106, 9956, 1343, 14106,
2021, 2098 6, 2518 6, 2720 6,

275 1. 6 -

Tumultuous 9106, 13906, 18706,

2720 6.

Tun-bellied 1553 ft.

Tune 1321, 2711.

Tunnel 879 ft.

(chimney) 1513 ft.

Turban 511, 1700 ft, 2495.

Turbid 77, 90, 678 6, 1031 ft,

1278 ft.

Turdus citrinus 1415 6.

Emeria 2065 6.

Gingidianus 9366,2395ft,

2471.

jocosus 653 ft, 675 6,

12356, 2065 6.

macrourus 24826, 2521.

melanocephalus 2730 6.

roseus 2482 6.

Salica2 1 526,2482,24836,
2484 ft.

Saularis 1386 ft.

Turned out 1612.

Turner 728 ft, 749.

Turner's chisel 1455 ft-

key 1455 ft.

lathe 1455 ft, 2187.

Turning 1024, 1025, 1250 1

1881 ft, 2324 6.

Turnscrew 1698 6.

Turpentine 2526.

Turpethum Convolvulus 1 372.

Turret 2298 6.

Turtle 573, 774, "99 b.

dove 1 020 6.

Tush ! 1864 6, 1876,6, 1879 ft.

Tusk 1387, 1393, 2047, 2375-

Tusked 1394, H°9 *•

Tutor 104, 2300 6.

Tutty 1341 6, 1352 ft.

Twang 1493-

Twanged 833.

Tweezers 2323 ft.

Twelfth 1977 H80.
Twelve 1975 ft, 1978 ft, 1480.

Twentieth 1990, 2040 6.

Twenty 742 6, 1990, 2038 6.

eight 238, 308 6.

eighth 238.

fifth 1636 6.

first 533.

five 1636 6, 1640
1642 ft.

four 1047.

fourth 1047.

nine 515, 515 ft.

ninth 515.

one 527 b, 533, 538 6.

second 1947 6, 148

1485-

Turf 1073 b.

Turgid 1871 ft.

To be turgid 1962 ft.

Turk 1345 *•

Turkey 1345 6, 1780 6.

Turkois 1746 6.

Turn 1727 6, 1881 6, 1949 ft,

!975, 1977 ft, 2324 6.

To turn 1022 6, 1024 6, 1025 ft,

1698 ft, 1727 6, 1876 6, 1881ft,

1988 6, 2295 6.

away 2289 ft.

seven 2583, 2626 6.

seventh 2583, 2626 6.

six 2538 1136 6.

sixth 2538.

third 1366.

three 1 352 ft.

two 1947 6, 1481, 1485.

Twice 1437 ft, 1438 6, 1482.

Twig 5746,11276, 1691, 1696 ft,

1726 6, 1727 6, 1865 6,

18806.

Twilight 2579.

(evening) 1991.

Twine 1390 6, 1961 6.

To twine 745 b.

Twined 745 6.

Twin-fellow 2341.

Twinging 739 6, 1092 6.

TWI—VAL.
Twinkling 1585, 1689 6.

Twist 861 6, 1024 6, 1776 6,

2323 *, 2324 6.

To twist 1698 6, 2295 6, 2323 ft.

2324 6.

Twisted 861 6.

To be twisted 1697 6.

Twisting 1697 ft.

Two 1464ft, 1465&, H79*, 1479,
1482.

faced 1468 ft, 1485.

fold 1437 b, 1466 ft, 147a 6,

1482, 2013.

footed 1484.

handed 1482.

headed 148.

storied 14666.

stringed 1466 ft.

Tympanum 622.

Typha angustifolia687 ft, 2396 ft,

2760 ft.

elephantina 2760 ft.

Tyrannical 1194 ft.

Tyranny 458, 1208 ft, 1212 ft,

1472.

Tyrant 704 ft.

V.

Vacancy 1872 ft.

Vacant 876 ft, 2510.

Vacation 158.

To vacillate 1241 6, 2759 6.

Vacuity 1140, 2022, 2399, 2510.

Vacuum 2399, 2510.

Vagabond 1194 6, 2187.

Vague 132.

Vain 13 6, 260, 224, 448 6, 946 6,

12616, 14266, 1870, 19656,
2021, 2088 6, 2115, 2322,

2729 b, 2741 6.

hope 1887 6.

In vain 2069 6.

Vainglorious 2278 6.

Vainly 2278 6.

Valeriana Jatamansi 1158,

1159, 1303, 1541, 1781, 22506,
2452, 2603 6, 2616.

Valiant 1827, 1942 6, 1987 6,

1993, 1994, 2058, 2510.

Valid 1932.

Validity 1418, 1827.

Valisneria 203, 614, 1173,
2500, 2513.

alternifolia 2379 6.

octandra 1 704 6.

2513 6, 25146, 2515, 2674ft.

Valley 482, 597, 934, 1730 6.

Valorous 1666.

9 I
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VAL—VEN.
Valour 1427 b, 1666, 1987 6,

1993, 2058, 2059, 2520, 2635._

Valuation 1176.

Value 593 b, 2263, 2279.

To value 2145 b, 2308 b.

Valuing 1 398 b.

Valve 1 704 b.

Vampire 1741, 1968 b.

Vanguard 292 6.

Vanguerta spinosa 464, 587,
6006,616, 12836, 1736, 2071,
2207, 2225 6, 2227, 2473,
2532.

To vanish 500.

Vanished 115, 2036.

Vanishing 1 14, 935 6, 10566.

Vanity 127, 260, 924, 946 6,

1413 b, 1590, 2115.

To vanquish 869 6, 11706,2229 6,

2704 6.

Vanquished 2132.

Vapid 2053 6, 2144 6.

Vapour 1513 6, 2154 6.

Variable 1053.

Variation 1881 6, 2108.

Varied 120.

Variegated 626, 627, 1090, 1091,
1092,16436,1999.

Variety 1989, 2181.

Various 438, 1554 6, 1554, 1630,

1774, 1945, 2023.

Variously 1554 6.

. Varnish 632 b.

To varnish 10146.

Vat 1122 b, 2152.

Vault 967 6, 879 6.

Vaulted 879 6.

Vaulting 1863.

Vaunt 1864 6.

Udder 998 6, 1727 6.

Veal 1958 6.

Vegetable 940 6, 2175.

Vegetables 84 6, 335 6, 2477.

Vehemence 746, 816.

Vehicle 1986, 2346, 2546 6.

Veil 148, 1030 6, 1335.

To veil 1030 6.

Vein 1495, 1551, 2495.

Velocity 383, 1166, 1338, 1377,
1476, 2077.

Velvet 2194 6.

enal 583 6, 1023 6.

Vender 1994.

Vendible 1648, 1649, 1993,
2376 6.

Venerable 208, 1320, 1764, 1765,
2134, 2264, 2568.

(highly) 924.

To venerate 2265 6.

VEN—VES.
Venerated 2594.

Veneration 999, 1765,2594.2605.

Venereal 482.

1 disease 1948 6, 2316.

Venom 923 6, 1 1 80 6, 2044.

Venomous 923 6, 2048.

Vent 1994, 2375.

Ventilago Madraspatana 2364.

Venture 1237 6.

To venture 2142 6.

Venturing 2149 b.

Venus 2503.

Veracious 2571, 2572.

Veraciously 2337 6.

Veracity 2571.

Veranda 1976 6.

Verb 288, 825, 826.

(causal) 1859.

(impersonal) 2152.

Verbal 2481.

noun 826.

Verbena nodiflora 5546,2171 b.

Verbesina calendulacea 794 6,

795 6, 2166 6, 2178.

prostrata 40.

sativa 2395 6.

scandens 1910 6,

2165 6.

Verdant 1310 6.

Verdigris 1183 6.

Verge 654 6, 655 6.

Verification 1316 6.

Verily 546 6, 1624 6,

Vermillion 1547 6, 2645, 2744.

Vernacular dialect 2160.

Vernal 1983.

equinox 2048.

Vernonia anthelmintica 2678 6.

Verse 1656, 1867 6.

Versed 2122.

Vertigo 2187, 2261 6, 2494 6.

Very 48, 58, 1944 6, 2179 6,

2662.

—— awful 1031.

clever 2651.

distant 2654.

dreadful 1031.

large 1792.— long 1476.

much 57.

near 1012.

old 1218.

small 585.

stupid 9116.

well 2719 6.

Vesicle 2063.

Vespertilio Vampyrus 1968 b.

VES—VIL.
Vespertine 1851, 2635.

Vessel 330 6, 606/812, 1101 6,

1330 6, 1882 6.

Vestibule 1455 6, 1462 b.

Vestige 893 6, 1098, 1260 b>

1549 b, 1713, 2423 6.

Vetch 1153 6.

To vex 1111 6, 1221 6, 12226,
1224 6.

Vexation 1042 6, 1086 6, 1222,
1224 6, 1421 6, 2005, 2217,
2223, 2576.

Vexatious 1224 6, 1421 6, 1530 6.

Vexed 370, 456, 745, 827, 829,
832, 847, 1221 6, 2048, 2079 *»

2576.

Ugliness 759.

Ugly 132, 748, 759, 1990, 20806,
2290 6.

To vibrate 271 6, 1550 6, 2423 6.

Vibrating 2423 6.

Vibration 608, 2696.

Vibratory 608.

Vice 1094 6, 11826, 1717, 2115.

Vicegerent 1536 6, 1544 6.

Viceroy 1536 6.

Vicia sativa 270 6.

Vicinity 64, 115, 16306, 2579,
2598, 2630, 2634.

Vicious 68, 729, 1323, 1446,
1446 6, 1447, 1625, 2077 6,
2115.

Viciousness 1447.

Vicissitude 1676, 1881 6, 1975.

Victim 1692.

Victor 1197 6.

Victorious 205, 1 170, 1 171, 1200,
1210 6, 1210, 1377, 2002.

Victory 1170, 2002, 2371.

Victualler 2180 6.

Victuals 873, 1156, 1210.

Videlicet 2136.

Vied with 2697.

View 468, 1065 6, 1306 6, 1454,
1456 6, 1529 6, 1593, 2055,
2598-

To view 379 6, 1318 6, 1319 6,

1456 6, 1617 6, 1630 6.

Viewed 156, 1453> 2055.

Vigilance 1829.

Vigilant 1182 6, 1183, 2564.

Vigilantly 2631 6.

Vigorous 1212 6, 1934, 2569 6.

Vigorousness 12126.

Vigour 1353 6, 2635.

Vile 67, 4076, 6076, 747, 10666,

11376, 1156, 1442, 1447,1569,
1569 6, 1617, 1719, 1891 6,

1902 6, 2221, 2233, 2748.

Vileness 1569, 2266.

VIL—VIT.
To vilify 904 6.

Village 9366, 1004, 1692, 17056.
1941 b, 2327 6.

Villainy 1275 6, 1447, 2478.

Vinca rosea 970 6.

Vincible 1210, 1993.

Vindictive 1323.

Vine 1476.

Vinegar 2490 6, 2494 b, 2645 b.

Vintner 2502 b, 2520, 2648 6.

Violation 507.

Violence 436, 458, 1043, 11736,
1212 6, 1724, 1933, 2639.—-*— of a stream 1 360 6.

Violent 621, 1043, 2639, 2U2i 6.

Violently 1840 6.

Virago 6756, 1747, 22506, 23136,
2396 6.

Virgin 15, 107, 598, 754.
Virgo 598.

Virility 1747, 1758, 1789.

Virtue 960, 1497, i 75I) ,83,
2504, 2570, 2648, 2649.

Virtuous 961, 963, 1498, 1499,
1500, 1507, 1619, 1750, 1751,
i~52, 1765, 2040, 2138, 2504,
2505, 2565, 2568, 2574, 2589.
2626, 2628, 2649.

disposition 2564.

wife 1651, 2569, 2629.
Virtuously 2564.

Virulence 1221 6, 1222.

Virulent 1221 6.

Vis-a-vis 2291 6, 2299 6.

Viscid 308 6, 1041 6.

Viscous 1041 6, 1085 6.

Visible 1069, 1453, H54, 14566,
1538, 1628,16586, 1792, 1816.
1857, 2588, 2651.

Visibleness 1453.

Visibly 11956, 17936, 18166.

Visit 2180 6.

To visit 2163 6, 2180 6.

Visitor 289.

Vital 1203, 2229, 22306.

Vitality 555, 1848 6, 1848.

To vitiate 1995 6.

Vitiated 1440.

Vitex alata 231 6.

Haynga 2739 b.

Marawa 1331 6.

Negundo 414, 1596,
1615 6, 1622 6, 2645.

trifolia 1596 6.

Vitis Indica 353 6.

latifolia 954 6.

vinifera 1476.

Vitrified 1231.

Vitriol 1341 6, 1342 6.
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VIT—UNC
Vituperation 1206.

Viverra Bundur 2183 6, 2138 6.

Gunda 916 6.

— Ichneumon 819, 1526.

Mungo 1626 ft.

Zibetha 854 b, 854,
9166.

Zibethina 1766.

Vivid 1035 6, 1223 b.

Vividly 12646.

To vivify 1195 b.

Viviparous 2361.

Vixen 675 b.

Ulcer 10156, 1018 b, 1155 b,

1561 6, 1713, 2123.

Ulterior 116.

Ultimate 116, 1059.

Umbilical cord 15566.

Umbrageous 1
1 37 6.

Umbrella 1127, 11346.

Umpire 3576, 1614, 16416,2211,
2212, 2484 6.

Unable 15, 136 6, 228,243, 9256,
2090 6.

Unaccented 95.

Unacceptable 131.

Unaccoutred 241, 2095 6.

Unadvisable 130.

Unadulterated 15836.

Unalloyed 1583 6.

Unalterable 157, 772.

Unaltered 2340.

Unamiable 144,

Unanimity 532.

Unanimous 528, 533.

Unanswerable 45 6, 132.

Unapparent 170.

Unappropriated 2090 6.

Unasked 138, 200.

Unaspirated consonant 226.

Unassuming 2586.

Unattainable 144, 222.

Unavailable 1545 6, 2139.

Unavoidable 59, 157, 347, 11736.

Unavoidableness 347.

Unawares 2721 6.

Unbared 82.

Unbearable 432 6.

Unbecoming 201, 1561 6, 20906,

2079 b-

Unbelieving 142.

Unbleached 88.

Unblown 145, 636, 2559.

flower 809, 2298.

Unborn 39, 40.

Unbound 379 6.

Unbroken 18, 985 b.

Unceasing 81, 166, 167.

Uncertain 90, 20896, 2550, 2622.

UNC—UND.
Uncertainty 90, 380,5126, 14846,

1488, 20906, 2459, 2550, 2578.

Unchangeable 44i 10*2, 772,
2692.

Unchangeableness 772.

Unchaste 126.

woman 1747, 2188,

2718.

Unchecked 166, 1588.

Uncle 1070 6, 1737.

(great) 1257 6.

(junior paternal) 882 b,

11496.

(maternal) 2258, 2267 6.

Unclean 84, 90, 128, 137, 138,

194, 1555 b, 2233.

Uncleanness 84, 195, 232.

Uncomeliness 250.

Uncomely 202, 248, 250.

Uncomfortable 248.

Uncommon 138, 2082 6.

Unconcealed 22.

Unconcerned 1609.

Unconfined 379 6, 468.

Unconnected 549 6, 1606 6,2040.

Unconquerable 41.

Unconquered 40.

Unconsciously 42.

Uncontrollable 157.

Uncontrolled 229, 440, 1586,
15R8, 2708.

Uncorrected 896 6.

Uncourteous 2073 b, 2405.

Uncourteousness 2073 6.

Uncouth 759.

To uncover 436 6.

Uncovered 38.

Unctuosity 2696.

Unctuous 1082 6, 1084, 1359,

2317, 2630, 2695.

Uncultivated 16476, 1845,20736.

Uncustomary 2085 6.

Undaunted 1604.

To undeceive 1038 6.

Undecided 90, 2089 6.

Undecidedness 2090 6.

Undefiled 256.

Undeniable 45 b.

Under 72, 13146, 15566, 15596.

control 1323 6.

part 1312.

survey 1453.

the power of 1314 6.

these circumstances 5266.

water 1274 6.

To undergo 867 6, 2184 6.

Underneath 67 6, 1618 6.

To understand 2061 6.

UND—UNF.
Understanding 147, 491, 1087,

1111, 1509, 2062,2204,2317.

Understood 147, 49 1> 1852,2009,
2062.

To undertake 366.

Undertaking 366, 479, 825,

1400 6, 1854, 2060 6.

Undervalued 2722.

Undeserving 83, 135, 175.

Undesisting 2093 6.

Undeterminable 90.

Undetermined 90, 255, 2080 6.

Undignified 2093 6.

Undisciplined 229.

Undisguisedly 173 6.

Undismayed 84.

Undisturbed 18, 535.

Undisturbedness 1564, 2466.

Undivided 985 6.

To undo 2133 6.

Undone i543«

Undoubtedly 239.

To undress 436 6, 1941 6.

Undulating 1238 6.

Uneasiness 2074 6, 2217.

Uneasy 450, 471, 1039, 2074 6.

Uneducated 1552 6, 2082 6.

Unembodied 193.

Unemployed 1569 6.

Unengaged 876 6.

Unenvious 189.

Unequal 243, 555 6.

Unequalled 66, 95, 97, 2045.

Unequitable 2073 6.

Uneven 242, 243, 431 6, 555 6,

883 6, 1914, 2045.

Unevenness 2045, 2103.

Unexpanded 145.

Unexpected 81, 82, 280, 296,

297 6.

Unexpectedly 8 6, 384 6, 883 6,

1464.

Unexperienced 1556 6, 2089 6.

Unfaithfulness 15846.

Unfashionable 2085 6.

Unfathomable 22, 48, 253.

Unfeeling 6, 13, 579 6, 580, 581,

828, 1566, 1597, 1605, 1613.

Unfeelingness 670, 828.

Unfit 12, 13 6, 97, 174, 175,201,
202, 1561 6, 2090 6, 2091 />.

Unfitness 12, 97, 174, 175, 201.

Unfixed 905 6.

Unfledged 651 6, 986 6.

To unfold 884 6, 1792 6.

Unfolded 2164, 1791.

Unfortunate 11, 90, 144, 175 b,

230, 220, 339, 857 6, 903 6,

2221, 2418 6.

3fNF—UNL.
Unfounded 2089 6.

Unfoundedly 2278 6.

Unfriendliness 141, 1473, 2402.

Unfriendly 2402.

Unfruitful 2227.

Ungodly 246.

Ungrammatical 877 6, 2040.

Ungrateful 12,778, 15846, 1493.

Unguent 103, 2037, 2232 6,

2446, 2696.

Unhallowed 128.

Unhappy 11, 18, 105, 144, 229,
248, 1137 6, 2221.

Unharmonious 195, 558 6.

Unhealthy 137, 2046 6, 2074 6.

Unheard 233.

Unhurt 86.

To unhusk 896 6, 1 142 6.

Uniform 532, 533, 536, 772,
1602, 1920 6, 2595.

Uniformity 533, 772.

Unimportant 213, 226, 498.

Uninhabited 536, 2073 6.

Uninjured 15, 86.

Uninstructed 97, 1552 6, 2082 6,

2083 6.

Unintelligible 169, 170.

Uninterrupted progress 822.

Uninterruptedly 163 6, 535 6,

1011 6, 1589.

Uninterruptedness 1631.

Uninvestigable 48.

Uninvited 88.

Union 163,2280,22836, 23196,
2350, 2356, 2358, 2548, 2555,
2562, 2578.

Unique 66, 141, 527.

Unison 530, 22826, 2552.

Unit 2259, 2406.

To unite 2282 6, 2283 b, 2352 6,

2359 6, 2360 6, 2548 6.

United 534, 2283, 2284, 2350,
2359-

Unitedly 529 6.

Uniting 2359.

Unity 66, 527, 551.

Universal 2564, 2633.

Universality 2613.

Universally 2042 6.

Universe 1155, 1369, 1373, 2042,

2127, 2564.

Unjala 1247 6.

Unjust 67, 121, 162, 927 6,

929 6, 1439, 1563 6, 2073 6,

2093 6.

Unkind1

144, 621, 1684,20836,
2405.

Unknowingly 42.

Unknown 42, 2091 6.

Unlawful 121, 164, 169, 229.
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UNL—UNR.
Unlawfulness 2100.

Unleavened 2077 6.

Unless 2097 6.

Unlike 2045.

Unlikely 101, 240, 244.

Unlimited 132, 247, 1590, 20956.

To unload 501 b.

Unloading 501 b.

To unloosen 1020 b.

Unlucky 8, 11,761,857 b, 1137&,

1785 b, 1903 b, 2221.

Unmanageable 62, 1260 b, 2045.

Unmanageableness 1260 b.

Unmanliness 138, 139, 2314 b.

Unmanly 138, 1558 b.

Unmannerly 2073 b.

Unmarried 12, 266 b.

Unmeaning 2115.

Unmeasured 192.

Unmerciful 6.

Unmindful 2097 b, 2186 b.

Unmixed 1583 b.

Unnatural 132, 2115.

Unnecessary 1615, 2084 b.

Unnoticed 2091 b.

Unnumbered 240.

Unobjectionable 132.

Unobservable 220.

Unobserved 64 b, 2091 b.

Unobservedly 22, 312 b.

Unobstructed 161, 895 b, 1586.

Unona dumosa 1250 b.

Lai hiran 1050 b.

longiflora 635 b.

Unopposed 161.

Unparalleled 138, 2045.

Unperceived 64, 87, 220.

Unperplexed 535.

Unpleasant 255.

Unpleasing 2115.

Unpolished 242.

Unpolluted 2028.

Unpopular 2449.

Unpopularity 225.

Unprecedented 109 b, 138.

Unprepared 143.

Unprincipled 68, 1043 b, 1275 b,

2079 b.

Unproductive 10, 1915, 2096 b,

2227.

Unproductiveness 2096 b.

Unprofitable i545&>>590, 2088 b,

2096 b.

Unread 126.

Unready 143.

Unreal 1595 b, 2268.

Unreasonable 693.

Unreasonably 693 6.

UNR—UNT.
Unrefined 1845.

Unremitting 47, 81, 2093 b.

Unremittingly 307 b.

Unreservedly 884 b.

Unrestrained 82, 161, 440, 468,

1586, 1588, 2708.

Unrighteous 1563 b.

Unrighteousness 67.

Unripe 125, 6096, 6506, 874 b,

1267 b.

Unruliness 63.

Unruly 63, 436 b, 533 b.

Unseasonable 10, 242, 2074 b,

2089 b, 2095 b.

Unseasonably 10, 243 b.

Unseemly 144, 748.

Unseen 64, 87, 220.

Unshaven 281 b.

Unsifted 298.

Unskilful 131, 663 b.

Unskilled 126.

Unsmitten 88.

Unsociable 244.

Unsociableness 244.

Unsocial 244, 2095 b.

Unsolicited 200.

Unspeakable 5.

Unstable 254, 1064 b.

Unstained 161 1, 2085 b.

Unsteadiness 72, 254, 255, 1039,
1053, 1070. 1074, 1326, 2076 b,

2455-

Unsteady 72, 253, 254, 1039,

1053, 1064 b, 1126 b, 1241 b,

1309, 1241 b, 2076 b, 2080 b,

2423 b, 2424 b.

To be unsteady 1241 6.

Unsubdued 63.

Unsubstantial 159, 246.

Unsuccessful 12.

Unsuitable 1559 b, 20906, 20916,
2030.

Unsurpassed 95.

Unsuspecting 462 b, 1564.

Untameable 62.

Untamed 63, 210 b, 1157 b.

Untaught 97, 126, 15526, 20836.

Unthankful 1493.

Unthinking 162, 1609.

To untie 549 6, 896 6.

Until 2338 6, 2347 6, 2355 6,

2431 6, 2670 6.

Unfilled 1647 6, 1688 b.

Untimeliness 927 6.

Untimely 10, 282, 20746, 20896.

Unto 1688 6, 2431 6.

Untoward 1442 6.

Untrue 140, 199, 224, 772, 2006,

2095 6.

UNT—UPP.
Untruly 2280 6.

Untutored 2082 6.

Unusual 242, 1555, 20826,20856,
2090 6.

Unwashed 332 6.

Unwearied 14, 47.

Unwelcome 1216.

Unwell 248, 2028 6, 2090 6.

Unwholesome 127, 750.

diet 750.

Unwieldy 991 6, 2693.

Unwilling 88, 1558 b.

Unwillingly 9.

Unwillingness 881 6.

Unwise 168, 15366, 1543,20966,
2293.

Unworthy 135, 1561 6.

Unyielding 580, 1260 6.

To unyoke 655 6, 896 6.

Vocabulary 177, 813, 1571.

Vocal 2711.

Vocative case 2603.

Voice 2121, 2711.

Void 876 6, 2510.

Volatile 457.

Volcano 1222, 1547 6.

Volition 403, 2217, 2264.

Volkameria farinosa 1327 6.———— infortunata 2146.

Madoeera 2262 b.

odorata 2146 6.

Volley 1455 b, 1962 b, 1975 b.

Volume 12006, 13436, 1763.

Voluntarily 2708 6.

Voluntary 689.

To vomit 435 6, 441 6, 446 6,

467 6, 1362 6.

Vomiting 1916.

Vomitted 555 6.

Voracious 463, 732, 8676, 1779 6,

2131, 2225.

Votary 2709 6.

Voucher 1833.

Vow 817 6, 2124, 2263 6, 2558.

Vowel 2711.

Voyage 2584 6.

Up 448 6, 491 6, 518 6.

— and down 431 6*

— country 452.

— land 1270 6.

— to 1688 6, 2672 6.

Upbraided 2143.

Upbraiding 2143.

To uphold 1383 6.

Upon 68 6, 488 6, 490 6, 491 b,

1660 6.

coming 2259 6.

Upper 488 6, 490 6.

UPR—UTT.
Upright 11, 441, 442 6, 521,

871 6, 875 6, 1258 6, 1267 6,

1388, 1681, 1797, 2085 K
2303 b, 2470, 2608, 2644 6,
2692.

Uprightness 521, 875 6, 2608,
2636.

Uproar 910 6, 1271 6, 1343,
2720 6.

To be upset 504 6.

Upside down 506 6.

Upwards 448 6, 491 6, 518 6.

Urbane 2476 b.

Urbanity 2151, 2652, 2679.

Urena lobata 1906 6.

sinuata 571 6.

Urethra 2305.

To urge 1063 6, 1262 b, 1829 6.

Urgency 1291 6.

Urgent 347 6, 1338, 2304 6.

Urine 1529 6, 1844, 2304 6,

2304, 2420 6.

Ursus labiosus 2160.

Urtica globulifera 2436 6.

interrupta 2436 6.

longi folia 1058 6.

pentandra 1739 6.

Usage 296, 297, 690 6, 1 267 6,

1828, 1836, 2376 6, 2400,
2401, 2410 6, 2661 6.

(practice) 1497, 2111,
2112, 2328 6.

Use 1836, 18666.

Used 2113.

Useful 489, 628, 630, 6836, 7896,
2637.

Useless 13 6, 82, 83, 145, 2226,
224, 15456, 1596, 1615, 1649,
1870, 1965 6, 2021, 2088 b,

2115, 2322.

Uselessly 2021 6, 2069 6, 2298 6,

2313*.

Uselessness 9, 224, 1590, 1615,

1631, 2021,20846,2101, 2115.

Usual 348, 1797 6, 2113.

Usually 1797 b, 2448 b.

Usufruct 331, 488.

Usurer 872, 1990 6, 2070, 2427,

2628, 2653 6.

To usurp 672 6.

Usurper 2392.

Usury 2653 6.

Utensils 2607 6.

Uterine 948, 2575.

Uterus 355 6, 1172.

Utility 1867.

Utricularia biflora 1 1 50 6.

fasciculata 1 1 73,
1228 6.

Utterance 438, 2702.
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UTT—WAN.
Uttered 434, 439. 466, 915, i860,

2121, 2l6l, 2371.

Uvaria Badajamba 1967*.

— bicolor 2424 b.

bracteata 1166 6.

Chuna hiran 1049 b.

1— dioeca 1315 6.

fornicata 2424 b.

1— heteroclita 1250 b,

1305 b.

longifolia 1723.

1 macrophylla 1955 b.

tuberosa 18976, 13056.

Vulgar 233, 407 6, 10666, 17026,

1845, 877 b.

dialect 2160.

Vulgarity 1702 6.

Vulnerable 2087.

Vcltur Coromandelianus 950 b.

——— Ponticerianus 704 6.

Vulture 950 6, 974, 2457.

Uvula 2428.

(epiglottis) 373 6, 481.

Vulva 2360.

Uxoriousness 2688.

w.

Wadding 1626 6.

To wade 2150 6.

Wafer 1069 6, 1247 6.

Wag 816.

Wagtail 853.

Wager 16236, 1648, 24726,27606.

Wages 3026,8706, 12886, 12996,
1313 b, 1914 6, 2081, 2179,
2197 ft, 2303 b, 2308.

Waggery 1527 6, 1546 6, 1627 6.

Wailing 6546, 1675, 2413, 2742.

Waist 661 6, 809 6, 2211, 2212.

Waisted (slender) 841, 221 1.

Waiter 1672.

To wake 1022 6.

Wakefulness 1183.

Walk 1242 6, 1881 6, 2054.

of a horse 391.

To walk 1059 6, 12426, 17306,
2080 6, 2733 6.

Walking 2054.

Wall 6546, 14546, 14556, 14606,

1845, 1847, 2163 b, 2164.

Wallet 5836, 773ft, 937 ft
, 12366,

1238 b.

To wallow 905 6, 2443 6, 2450 6.

Walnut 18, 19 6, 279 6, 287 6.

Wan 1880 6.

To become wan 577 6.

WAN—WAS.
Wand 901, 901 6, 2345 6,

2423 6.

To wander 10216, 14226, 1876 6.

Wanderer 2080 6.

Wandering 45, 2123, 2187.

Waned 1611.

Want 11, 90, 423 6, 571 6, 662 6,

924 6, 1276 6, 1429, 1463,

1598, 27346.

To want 1082 6.

Wanton 688, 2036, 2236 6,

2441 6.

Wantonness 2036, 2368 6, 2381,
2441 6, 2759.

War 91, 1223 6, 1997, 2353,
2371, 2423 6, 2602.

chariot 2374.

cry 2640.

trumpet 2372 6.

Ward (of a town) 1254 6.

To ward off 2412 6.

Warder 1472, 1481, 1482.

Wards 759" 6.

Warehouse 691 6, 964 6.

Wares 2272 6, 2273 6.

Warlike 2624.

Warm 510, 511, 923 6, 1006,

1043, 1320 6, 1337.

To warm one's self 1787 6.

Warmth 510, 511, 9236, 9666,
1006, 1043, 1575.

To warn 1188 6.

privately 673 6.

Warning 1 188 6.

Warp 1321 6.

To warp 2075 6, 2324 6.

Warped 1352 6.

Warrant 304, 1663 6, 1685 6,

i833-

Warrior 2135, 2360, 2423 6.

Wart 272 6, 716.

To wash 641 6, 838 b, 1510 6,

1518 6, 1520 6, 1698 6, 1699 b.

linen 663 6.

the mouth 272 6, 3066,

Washed 838, 1519 6, 1520,
1569.

Washerman 1519 6, 1597, 2369.

Washerwoman 1519 6, 2369.

Washing 1795.

Wasp 919, 1919 6, 2105 b,

2106 6.

Waspishness 878 6.

Waste 54, 125, 129, 199, 446 6,

837, 896 6, 1157, 1647 6.

book 8676, 11906, 17076,
1708 6.

ground 1648 6.

land 879.

WAS—WE A.

To waste 1017 6, 1877 6.

Wasted 459, 840, 1204, 1543.

To be wasted 447 6.

Wasteful 892 6, 895 6, 2114.

Watch 1009, 1010 6, 1121 6,

1844, 2348.

To watch 1121 6, 1142 6.

Watchful 860 6, 11826, 1183.

Watchfulness 860 6, 1120 6,

1829.

Watch-house 1121 b, 13826.

Watching 88.

Watchman 8046,11826,11836,
1570 b, 1608, 1694 b, 1695 6,

1844.

Water 194, 197 b, 461, 725,

1174 6, 1174, 1361, 1559,
1620, 1658 6, 1715 6, 1716,

1761, 1905, 1976, 2616.

carrier 1 176, 2165 6.

course 1176, 12386, 1506,

1659 b, 1677, 1716 6, 1801,

1977 6.

-fall 1225, 1237 6, 1238 6,

1597-

2608.

•jar 756, 939 b , 1008.

journey 1176 6.

lily 606 6, 754, 1639,

melon 986, 1309 b.

mill 1715 6.

pot 10106, 12306, 12326,
1260 6.

proof 874 6.

snake 372, 1 176, 1518 6.

Watered 105.

Watering 2671.

Waterman 796, 1177 6, 1268 6,

1544 b, 1629 6, 1986.

Watery 198, 1176, 1177 b, 1177,
1178 6, 1179 6, 2564.

Wave 519, 1175, 1282 6, 1308,

!999, 2327 6, 2430.

To wave 2064 6.

Wavering 254, 925 6, 1241 6,

1309,24236.

Waveringness 5126, 1070, 1326.

Wax 622, 623.

candle 2325 6.

cloth 2325 6.

Way 75, 913, 1310 6, 1652,

1926, 2202, 2270, 2398 b,

2406, 2567 6.

Ways and means 914.

Weak 155, 228, 608 b, 713 6,

1221, 1250 6, 1438 6, 1443,
1447, 1546 6, 1553 6, 1597,
1616, 1866 6, 2082 6, 2090 6,

2529-

mind 753.

To weaken 1353 6.

WEA—WEL.
Weakness 228, 608 6, 642, 832,

1463, 1472.

Wealth 211, 853 6, 1473 6,

1475, 1490, 1491, 1492, i747ft,

1815 6, 1940, 2007, 2174,
2185, 2307, 2360 6, 2399,
2025, 2525.

Wealthy 314 6, 583 6, 1330 6,

1473 b, 1490, 1491, 1493,
2526, 2575.

Weapon 252, 363, 1844, 2475,
2646 6, 2722 6.

To wear away 867 b.

clothes 1675 6.

well 1247 6.

Wearied 158, 831, 1006, 1221 6,

2524.

Weariness 158,7136, 1301,2330,
2523.

Wearing apparel 681 6, 1675,
1938.

Weary 7136, 2330, 2524.

Weasel 2079 b.

Weather 700.

beaten 707 6.

9 K

Weaver 1303, 1318 6.

Web 1 192, 2064 6.

footed 1629 6, 1709 6.

Webera odorata 1 708 6.

Wedding 2054 6, 2096 6.

Wedge 664 6, 684, 725, 879 6.

Wedged up 725.

Wednesday 2063.

To weed 1573 6.

Weeding-hook 1573 6.

Weeds 1157.

Week 2584.

To weep 655 b, 680 6, 821 b,

2413 6.

Weeping 2413.

Weevil 434 6.

To weigh 12066, 1212 6, 13456,
1346 6, 13636.

Weighed 1211 6.

Weigher 1363 6.

Weighing 1211 6.

Weighman 555 6, 610 6.

Weight 555 ft, 969. 999, '345,
1363 6, 2157.

(rupee's) 1362.

Weightiness 968.

Weights 1961 6.

Weighty 968, 2159.

Weir 2360 6.

Welcome 185, 2686, 8126, 1820,
22996.

Welcomed 2570.

Welfare 641, 767, 861 6, 1592,
2137, 2157, 2160, 2493, 2506,
2745-
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WEL—WHE.
Well 38, 118, 726 ft, 744, 757 ft,

767, 773, 773 b, 871, 1305 b,

2224 b, 2605 b, 2628 b, 2662 b,

2719 b.

arranged 2642 b.

baked 862 b.

behaved i6ig.

born 177, 764, 765, 1188.

bred 2140.

burnt 862 6.

disposed 2320,2661,2662.

done! 2631 b, 2651.

flavoured 2380, 2660,— formed 2660.

informed 2655.

known 472, 897, 1841.

learned 2656.

looking 2662.

shaped 2652 b, 2707.

sharpened 863 b.

(water) 773, 1115 b.

wisher 2745.

wishing 549, 2745.

Well ! 2732 b.

Wen 350 b.

Wencher 644 b.

West quarter 1814.

Western 1693, 1729, 1814, 1816,

1850.

Westward 1693.

Wet 370, 558 b, 1176, 1177,
1 178 b, 1332 b, 1355 b, 1732 b,

2163 b, 2380 b, 2564, 2638.

lime 637 b

To wet 1332 b.

To be wet 2163 b.

To make wet 1355 b.

Wetted 371, 1178, 1355 b.

To wetten 832 b.

Wettened 831.

Wetness 832, 2607 b.

Wharf ioio, 1016 b, 1720 b,

2431 b.

What 713 b, 718 b, 719 b, 806 ft,

2355 b.

(and) 719 ft.

a pity! 1508 b.

description 723.

for 718 b.

like 723.

manner 807 b.

order 807 b.

place 746 b.

sort 718 b, 720 b, 723.

time 570 b, 593 b, 605 b.

way 718 b, 745 b, 807 b.

Whatever 2355 b.

Whatsoever 2334 6, 2335 b.

Wheat 921 b, 988.

WHE-WHI.
Wheedler 1397 b.

Wheedling 1396 b.

Wheel 1035, 1067 b, 1068 b,

2374, 2375.
Wheelwright 2374.

To wheeze 881 b, 886 b.

Wheezing 931 b, 2734 b.

When 570 b, 593 b, 603, 605 b,

2333 l>, 2335 b, 2338 b, 23556.

Whence 745 b, 2335 b.

Where 567 b, 746 b, 795 b, 806ft,

833 ft, 2336 ft, 2355 ft.

Wherein 2336 ft.

Wherefore 540 6, 718 6.

Wheresoever 747 ft.

Wherry 1272 ft.

To whet 11 16 ft, 1117 ft, 1332 ft.

Whetstone 2480 ft.

Whetted 1116 ft, 1608, 2479,
2492.

Whetting 1 333.

Whey 1135 ft, 2236, 2257 ft,

2260 ft.

Which 806 6.

While 2338 ft.

Whilst 2355 ft.

Whim 1282 ft, 2327 6.

To whine 800 6.

Whining 979 ft.

Whip 643, 805 ft, 10756, 1319,
1815.

To whip 1075 6.

To whirl 1022 ft, 1024 ft, 1025 ft,

1698 ft.

Whirligig 2395 6.

Whirling 1024, 1025.

Whirlpool 1022 ft, 1025, 1035,

1698 ft, 2187.

Whirlwind 1024 ft, 1025, 1948 ft.

Whisker 982 ft.

Whiskers 2322 ft.

Whisperer 624.

Whispering 623 ft, 674 6, 1879 ft.

Whistle 1951 ft, 2300.

Whistler 1951 ft.

Whistling 723 6.

White 150, 994 ft, 999, H94,
1500 ft, 1519 ft, 2028, 2038,

2465, 2479 ft, 2503, 2504,

2507, 2533, 2585 ft, 2642,

2707.

ant 431 b, 516 ft, 1935 ft.

copper 647.

horse 620.

lead 2585.

rose 2670 ft, 2673 ft.

silk cloth 842.

smith 687 ft.

Whiteness 2504, 2519.

Whitewashing 2447 ft.

WHI—WIL.
Whither 2355 ft.

Whitlow 296 ft, 743 ft, 1527 ft.

Who? 787 ft, 792 ft, 2349 ft,

2355 ft-

Whoever 2355 ft.

Whole 19, 44, 167, 174, 178,

538 6, 781, 985 ft, 1385 ft,

1570ft, 2042, 2556, 2589, 2593,
2599, 2601, 2611, 2636 ft.

(the) 1168 ft, 1400 ft.

Wholeness 178,

Wholesale 1655 6, 2159 ft.

tradesman 995 6.

Wholesome diet 2655.

Wholly 19, 7666,2611 ft, 2612 ft,

2614 ft.

Whore 1976, 2185.

Whoredom 873ft, 1141ft. 27326,
2382 6.

Whoremonger 8736,11896, 2094,
2372 6, 2382 6.

Whoring 2094.

Whorish 934 ft.

Whosoever 2355 6.

Why 645 ft, 714 ft, 718 6,

791 6.

Wick 16916, 1926, 2473, 26166.

Wicked 732, 863 ft, 1439, 1440,
1442, 1446, 1447, 1584ft, 1625,
1651ft, 1718,1741,2221,2233,
24096, 2461.

Wickedness 768, 1442, 1447,
1472, 1543, 1717, 1741, 19026,
2221, 2461, 2478.

Wicker-basket 1778 6.

hat 2257 6, 2261 6.

worker 1277 6.

Wide 1040 ft, 11 10 ft, 1121 6,

1385 ft, 1894 6.

Widely opened 2118.

Widow 2012, 2372, 2382 6.

Widower 1276 6, 2311.

Widowhood 2100.

Width 561 6, 1121 6, 1673, 1682,

1697 6, 1702 6, 2039, 2052,
2121.

Wife 216, 846, 846 ft, 889 ft,

950 ft, 976, 1013, 1173ft, 1191,

1398, Hi7ft, 1417, 1651,1856,
1884 ft, 1905, 1911, 2159,
2253 6.

Wife's brother 2521.

Wild 210 6, 370, 447, 1157,
1157ft, 1183, I9 7,i9n,i9i5,
1971.

buffalo 365 6.

hog 1909, 1911 6.

rice 447 ft.

Wilderness 442 ft, 679, 1157.

Wilfully 685 6, 1215 6.

Wilfulness 2718.

Will 110,4026, 8716, 9236, 2558.

WIL—WIS.
Will of God 428.

——(testament) 1412.

Willing 2735 ft.

Willingly 2338 ft.

Willingness 551 ft.

Will-o'-the whisp 376 ft.

Willow-tree 1948 6.

Willoughbeia edulis 2424 ft.

To win 1210 ft.

Winch 1057 6, 11606.

Wind 90, 1155, 1658, 19176,
1964, 1965 ft, 1965, 1974,
2227, 2227 6, 2257, 2269,
2598, 2738 ft.

egg 1948 ft.

To wind 1 160 ft.

Winding 271 ft, 745, 1881 ft,

2080 6.

Windlass 1057 ft.

Window 878ft, 919, 11896, 1192,
1225 ft.

(Venetian) 856.

Windpipe 1542 ft, 1542, 1624 ft,

2533 ft.

Windy 1947 6, 1965 ft.

Wine 1418, 1476, 2206, Q2o8,
2470 ft, 2609 ft.

Wing 12766, 1637, 1651, 16996,
1700 6.

Winged 1637.

Wink 402, 1585, 1689 ft.

To wink 1689 ft.

Winning 2217, 2219.

To winnow 555 ft, 12306, 12316,
1701 6.

Winnowed 792 6.

Winnowing-basket 2511, 2667.

Winter 1159, 1185, 2746.

rice 354.

Wintery 2746.

To wipe 1014 6, 1015 6, 1784 ft,

2231 ft, 2232 ft, 2255 6, 2323 6.

away 1747 6.

Wiped 2271, 2313.

Wire 960, 962 6, 1325 6.

drawer 1325 6.

Wisdom 548 ft, 1 1 1
1

, 1 2 1 6, 1 649,
2012, 2062, 2104, 2756 ft.

Wise 779, 1215 ft, 1216, 1509,
1649, 1800, 1828, 2003, 2012,
2019, 2039, 2062, 2204, 2215,
2216, 2561, 2705 ft, 2756 b.

man 2104.

men 1509.

Wish 403, 418 6, 547 ft, 685,

923 6, 1065 ft, 1128, 1313 6,

1351. 1471, 1854, 1960, 1983,
2205 6, 2215, 2215 6, 2217,
2218, 2264, 2297 ft, 2300 ft,

2402, 2627 ft, 2699.

To wish 404 6, 1065 6, 1082 ft.
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WIS—woo.
Wished 420, 2217.

Wishing 426.

for 404.

Wisp 314 b, 933 6, 984 6,

1 623 6.

Wit 1338.

Witch 886 b, 1267 b, 1269 b,

1662 b.

Witchcraft 698, 1267 b.

With 1481 b, 1756 6, 2547 6,

2562 b, 2588 b, 2617 6,

26546.

delay 2117 b.

difficulty 777 b.

root and hranch 1161 b.

the knowledge of 1214 b.

what intention 718 b.

To withdraw 1134 b, 1395 b,

1449 b, 2603 b.

Withdrawing 133.

To wither 270 b, 577 b, 2503 b.

Withered 270 b, 577 b, 2500,
2502 b.

To he withered 1244 b.

Withering 441

.

Withers 2681,

To withhold 946 b.

Within 111 6, 113, 184&, 22136,
2255 b, 2316 b.

a little 715.

this 543 b.

Without 111,113, 922 b, 1884 6,

1944 b, 1987 b, 1988 b, 2077 b,

2092 b, 2109 b.

cause 2095 b.

colour 2091 b.

confusion 2156 6.

delay 166 6, 173 6.

desire 1594.

To withstand 2412 6.

Witless 1600.

Witness 2487 b, 2623.

To witness 1833 b.

Wittingly 12156.

Witty 1338, 2381, 2664.

Wizard 1662 6.

Woe 2516.

Wolf 430, 789 b, 790 6, 80 1,

2066.

Woman 156, 1213, 1560, 2267,

2313*, 2318 6, 2361, 2372 6,

2687, 2688.

Womanhood 2687.

Womankind 1186, 2688.

Womb 355 6, 508, 927, 1172,

1777 6, 2361.

Wonder 1090, 2053.

Wonderful 384, 1090, 1304 6,

1999, 2268.

Wood 666 6, 710, 1418, 1905,
2019.

woo—wou.
Wood apple 576 6, 600.

cutter 669 b.

(Sappan) 18876.

Wooden 711 6, 1418.

image 711 6.

mortar 466, 505, 667 6.

Woodpecker 669 6.

Woody 7906, 1183,2105 6.

cassia 1 376.

Wool 1692 6, 2414.

Woollen 349, 1692 6, 2310.

blanket 2320.

cloth 1692 b, 1911 6.

Word 177, 434, 914, 1890, 1952,
1956, 2106 b, 2426 6, 2466.

Work 664 6, 2121.

basket 890 6.

house 691 6.— man 627, 695, 698, 870 6,

1605, 2197 6, 2497.

of creation 2670.— shop 629.

To work 870 6, 1259 6.

a machine 635 6.

World 1059, 1155, 1437 6, 2042,
2127, 2138, 2169, 2448, 2551.

Worldliness 2454.

Worldly 2454, 2551, 2552.

business 2046.

minded 553.

mindedness 2047.

Worm 715, 723 6, 782, 788 6,

1784 6.

(earth) 788 b.

eaten 1253 6, 1784 6.

Worms 782.

Worn 1205.

out 861 6, 1204.

To be worn out 1173 b.

Worship 209, 367 6, 498, 825,

H59, 1538 6, 1765, 1912,

2131, 2134, 2627, 2673.

To worship 209 6, 367 6, 2134 6.

Worshipful 1765, 2130.

Worshipped 209, 420.

Worshipper 497, 1912.

To be worsted 2740 6.

Worth 2447 6.

Worthiness 1711,2151.

Worthless 246, 1340,1596,20766,
2748.

Worthlessness 246, 1 340, 2076 b,

2086 6.

Worthy 219, 1928, 2236 6, 2358.

Wound 835, 1015 6, 1018 6,

1117 6, 1155 6, 1212 6, 2133.

To wound 1015 6, 1117 6, 1616.

Wounded 835, 1015 6, 1994 6,

2010, 2722,

Wounds 1155 6.

WOV—XAN.
Woven 2122.

Wrangler 2750 6.

To wrap round 1021 6, 1160 6.

up 2425 6.

Wrapper. 1701 6, 1738, 2079 b,

24.26 b, 2447 6.

Wrapping 2425 6.

Wrath 807, 829, 902 6, 998 6,

12136,1311,13176,2405.

Wrathful 435, 808, 923 6, 1043,

2415, 2415 b, 2610.

Wreath 2273, 2705.

Wrench 1071 6, 23236.

To wrench 2323 6.

' out 458 6.

To wrestle 1701 I.

Wrestler 2233, 2272 6.

Wrestling 1988, 2233, 2234,
22736.

place 2234.

Wretched 51, 1756, 6096,6626,

1137 6, 1785^, 2096 6, 2576,

2725 b.

Wretchedness 609 6, 662 6, 82,

1448 6 2725.

Wkightea antidysenterica 412,

413, 576 6, 578, 737, 742 6,

7746, 1900, 2246, 2458.

caryotidoides 1097 6.

To wring 11206, 1572 6, 15646,
1614 6.

Wrinkle 1933.

Wrinkled 1934.

Wrist 1784 6, 2737 6.

To write 1001 6.

Writer 617 6,677 6, 792 6, 1001,

2235, 2237 6, 2296 6, 2299 b,

2303 b, 2438 6, 2439, 2445.

caste 690.

Writing 717 6, 858 6, 1001,

1329 6, 1708 b, 2438, 2439,
2445, 2446.

To writhe 8776, 1490 6, i6g86.

Written 1001, 2438,2445, 2446.

i 1 agreement 13066, 22946.

deposition 1167 6'

document 661 6, 1651,

2438, 2439, 2446.

law 2704.

promise 539 6.

Wrong 199, 925 6, 927 6, 929 6,

2095 6.

Wrought 905 6.——— silver 2407.

X.

Xanthium Indicum 6966,19066.

strumarium 696 6.

Xanthocymus pictorius 13066,

1306, 1322, 1415 6, 1456 6.

XAN—YOU.
Xanthophyllum flavescens

293 b.

— virens 919 6.

Xanthoxylon alatum 1418.

Xylocaivpus Granatum 1684,
1694 6.

Xyris Indica 554 6, 1414 b.

Y.

Yam 1332 6.

Yard 901, 901 6, 1270 6.

To yawn 947 6.

Year 170, 1900, 1928, 2548,
2575 b, 2638 6.

Yearly 98, 1979, 2484 6, 2638 6.

Yeast 696, 2656 6, 2660.

Yelling 788 6.

Yellow 150, 1171 b, 1173 by

'744, 1745.

orpiment 2727.

Yelp 887 6.

Yelping 759.

Yes 269 6, 1200 6, 2733 6.

Yesterday 641 6, 706 b, 912,
912 6, 2761 6.

Yet 65, 526 6, 539, 542 6, 715 6,

1295 6, 1305 6, 1662 6.

Yoke 12056, 2361 b.

To yoke 2359 6, 2360 6.

Yolk 1273 b.

Yon 550 b.

Yonder 2 6, 550 6, 1295 6.

You 1361 6.

sir 2139.

Young 226, 5726, 7956, 11306,

1135, 1149 b, 1167, 1310,

1535, 1536, 1537, 16306,2354,
2361 6, 2362 6.

elephant 618.

man 1167 6, 1310, 2354.

of any animal 218, 722,

1785, 1891 6, 1900, 1957 //,

2481, 2497.

woman 1310, 2213, 2353.

Younger 94, 2340.

— brother 154, 1148 b,

1151 6.

sister 94, 1148, 11516.

Youngest 596, 2340.

paternal uncle 1149 ''•

Your highness 1212 6.

honour 11956,2139,22456.

honour's 2154.

Majesty 2245 6.

Your's 2137, 2154, 2354.

sir 2154.

Youth 722, 817, 11676, 13266,
1982, 2353, 2362.



YOU—ZEA.
Youthful 1167 b, 1310, 153P,

2362.

Youthfulness 1326 b, 2353, 2362.

Z.

Zany 816.

Zea Mays 2193 b, 2321 b.

Zeal 293, 455, 460, 474, 563,

15116, 15126, 1802, 1846,

2111, 2336.

ZEA—ZEU.
Zealous 460, 474, 1295, 1337,

1587, 2131, 2218, 2372, 2564,
2607 b.

To be zealous 1512 6.

Zealously active 460, 1511 b.

Zedoary 2087, 2538.

Zenith 2713.

Zest, see Flavour, Taste.

Zeus 434 b.

insidiatus 540 b.

ZEU—ZIN.

Zeus oblongus 1052, 1067 b.

percoides 1103 b.

Zibet-cat 854.

Zinc 1405.

Zingiber Casumunar 1905 b.

officinalis 324 b, 329
b.

Zedoaria 1890 b.

Zerumbet 1211 b,

2237 (>.

ZIZ—ZON.
Zizyphus Jujuba 620, 632, 751

760, 760 b, 763 b, 774, 775 b

811, 812, 1030 b, 1901.

Napaea 2705 b.

rotundifolius 1151 b.

• scandens 1901, 2511
25i3 6» 2521 b, 2673 b.

Zodiac 1219, 2397, 2419 b.

Zone 57°-

THE E N D.



CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS.

Col. line.

11 13from the top, " Base metal." Perhaps

more correctly " Gold or silver."

See Colebr. note on Am. Co. p.

234.

16 17 — " Brahma," read " Brahma."

34 last line, after " A finger " add " a

toe."

38 last line, and line 3 and 4 from the bot-

tom, add, " (mfn.) ".

44 2 from the top, after "to approach,"

add, " with prefixed, To

walk or wanderabout, to roam."

46 16 — for ^\ read 3 .

69 2 from the bottom, CU<F read CU^1

.

70 6 from the top, dele the figure 1.

70 9 — for " 2." read " s. (».)."

86 1 — add " from the Brazil Yayanna."

96 5 and 6 from the bottom, for " on his

funeral pile," read " after his

death, but on a separate funeral

pile."

108 1 from the top, for <A11 read n^O .

118 15 — for 3lf^Tr"ra"1 read ^R^UUl .

— 23 — add, H Also the country called Te-

linga."

122 12 from the bottom, for K^read

127 2 — /or « Boken " read « Broken."

137 5from the top, add, " When put after

interrogative pronouns and their

derivatives, gives them

an indefinite signification, e. g.

C^IPl (from ^o + 3lft) Some

one, f^irR (fromf^ + ^Tpi)

Some thing, any thing."

Col. line.

140 8 from the top, for " Vedanta-Sdra,"

read " Sdriraha Mtmdnsd."

141 4 _ add, " Also (-^L
mfn.)."

177 9 — add, " s. (m.) An intercalary month.

Kola S. p. 363."

197 4from the bottom, for ^\.*~< read .

210 12 from the top, add, " 3. The name of

one of the five Pdndava princes

in the Mahdbhdrata."

229 1 — for SNf{jfl4 read 3^^T« .

230 10 — add, " Also 31*^ (mfn.)."

242 4/rom Me bottom, for ^PT3!7! read

256 6 — /or read TO?Ft .

284 12 — for " dio3ca " read " dicocca."

294 2 from the top, for read

308 6 — /or

343 13 — for

345 19 — for

352 17 — a/&

360 13 from i

tence, parade, mummery."

366 12 /rom Me top, for " (corrupt, of

SPrfr?)" read " (a. uU^)."

373 11 from the bottom, for read

400 10 /row Me *op, iraser*, " ^ "f^T^ s. A
pension."

401 12 — for " munda " read S* Munja."

9 L
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Col. line.

401 4 and 5 from the top, for " suffix

q. v." read " suffixes and^ : e. g. ntffel s. (/.) A

female cook, from pHl5^ 5 . (m.)

A cook."

422 13 from the top, for " To this place,

hither," read " From this place,

hence."

436 after line 2, insert, " ^1 in comp. for

3?^Water. See Wilkins' Gr.

§ 1177."

— 15from the top, for C^Wn read GTf-

426 8 from the bottom, for " (from \$T>)
"

read " corrupt of$W&lt^)."

442 3 — add, " ad. Up the stream."

466 1 from the top, for read

515 II — add ^^^"H a. (jw/n. from

g^Pf^K^) The forty-ninth.

(JBeng.^ Forty-nine.

519 16 — for §^+^1^ read §f^+

530 14 — " a. (corrupt, of

3^f3"°*K) Thirty-one."

544 8 from the bottom, for ^Ui'\ read ^UcJfcl •

— 7 and 5 — /or J\&*\aj\ readJ\^\*iib\ .

580 3 from the top, for read " a.

582 7 /rem fAe bottom, add, " 4. A small

bee."

618 6 — for " beneficient " read " bene-

ficent."

619 9 from the top, for <P<p'l 1<P< read

672 7 — read .

676 19 — add, " Also, an item (in accounts)."

Col. line.

722 5 from the bottom, for " Apart " read

" A part."

762 10 — for « deity " read " duty."

— for " family-deity," read " family-

duty."

767 5 from the bottom, for ^"tt^ffi® read

791 3 — add, " See Colebr. Alg., Dissert.

p. lxxxiv."

797 13 — for ^t^f\5^1 read ^ftj\5^1

.

800 8 — /or C^TO rmrf C<Ft*M .

— 6 — /or

_ for C^tf^U3wC^t1%3.

_ 4 — /or CftP*ft6

_ 2 - for C^ftJTpTW C#Wf% .

_ for read

801 1 /row fAe top, /or C^ltt^ftTTl read

— /or C^Bf^M
821 16 — dele the words, " and some-

times." See Colebrookes Gram-

mar, p. 265, 266.)

870 3 — for ^tt^f^ read ^Xttt^f^ .

878 10from the bottom,for "(from R.

read " (corrupt of Sj$"i)."

884 5 from the top, for "(^-fR. *f£) h

read « (p. ^-/)-"

924 9from the bottom, insert, "The Adjutant-

bird, a large kind of heron (Ar-

dea Argala)."

956 8, 9, from the top, for "reproach," read

" approach."

979 2 — for read C
5^.
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Col. line.

988 14 from the top, add, " See Haughton's

Manu, vol. ii, p. 441."

995 1 — for " scibulse " read " scybala."

1025 6 from the bottom, for ^Pt*^ read

1032 18 from the top, for ^iW read C^TWl

.

1040 10 — for T>T&1> \ read I>f"&^1 .

1093 9 — for vil 1<PK +thread 3tR^.
1102 7 /rom the bottom, for "See" read

" Also."

1122 3 — for " (0^<+^3(HiB)" read "(p.

Asa**-)."

1179 12 from the top, for read

1195 10 — for " to suppress " read "to sur-

pass."

1268 12 from the bottom, for read

1304 2 — /or ^Jly read ^jy .

1307 15 — for "butter" read "betel."

1317 14 — for ju^'J read UlaJ'

.

1380 8 — for 5i^fJ*t^ read

1385 7 /row Me fop, /or tSJ^fj. readtsMt .

1386 1 from the bottom, for TTt*F read H.U(?
_

1482 12 — for f3Wfft" *K read ft"5^t -

1514 \0from the top, for <?M read^l .

1556 15 from the top, add, " a boatsman."

1558 9 — add, " not approved of, not con-

firmed."

1633 13 — for read .

1644 11 — add, " (Bfng.) Fifty."

1730 14 — for " R. *T" read « R. ^".

Col. line.

1764 2 /row Me top, for " (from R.

read (" p. <fc£j)."

1767 23 — for ^TTO read

1804 Q from the bottom, for "and" read "or

^TfS^T^ and »

1819 21 /rom the top, for " retraced " read

" retracted ".

1995 11 from the bottom, for " R, *\" read

"R. *t\."

2086 14 — add, " out of heart."

2169 16 from the top, for "reversing" read

" reverting."

2230 16 — add, " 4. (Bang.) A looking over,

pardon."

2250 3 — for read HTl

2262 10 and 13 — for " tegetus " read " ve-

getus."

2296 19 and 20 /rom Me fop, dete Me word*

" 2. Overlaid, plated, gilt,

covered."

2302 \0from the bottom, forj read-~*zuc •

2309 1 from the top, for read

— 2 — /or H^lfe read 3^H"fe .

2354 VIfrom the bottom, for " n." read " mrc."

2488 7 — " (h. L$C»)" read " (p. b

2565 17 from the top, for " + p..jj)
" read

2567 4 /rom Me bottom, for cJ^S, read lL£>j .

2585 A from the top, for "Cyrinus" read

" Cyprinus."

2631 A from the bottom, for "from R. ^T "

read " from *rf^ q. v."

2702 21 from the top, for * Ufa read
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